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UMass-Boston, Boston State merge early
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Correspondent

Because of a three-time change in the implementation
date of the merger between Boston State College and the
University of Massachusetts at Boston, classes there are
startmg with volleys of criticism of the plan from
students, several state legislators and faculty.
While the plan was originally scheduled by 'the Board of

Regents to be spread over a three year period, a $6 million
budget cut by the state legislature in July called for the
merger of the scl ^ s to take place in three weeks.
On Aug. 28, hovvv.er, teachers at Boston Sute obtained

a restrammg order delaying the layoff of about 100 faculty
nrjembers at the college, until Jan. 15. 1982. The order fur-
ther set back the proposed joining of the schools.

Students from both schools
continue to fight merger
By MAUREEN McMANUS
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - Students from the University of
Massachusetts at Boston and Boston State College won a
battle, said State Sen. Joseph Timility after a 25-minute
meeting between students and Gov. Edward J. King last

week, but he told them their war against the shutdown of
the college is not over.

"The long-term victory, you have to work on," said
Timlity, D-Boston, after the students gained a postpone-
ment of the closing of Boston State under the merger plan
to Jan. 15.

"There was enough pressure generated by students,
faculty and staff that King did what he never intended to

do—extend the semester," Timility said.

Timility and State Rep. Kevin Fitzgerald, D-Boston, ad
vised the group to mobilize more students to fight against
the oncoming merger.

Each week Students Opposed to Reorganization, a
group of faculty, staff and students from both UMass-
Boston and Boston State, meet to discuss lobbying and
possible legal actions concerning the merger. Classes at
UMass-Boston are being cancelled and programs such as
women's studies and Afro-American studies are being
eliminated, said Ginger Southern, a UMass-Boston stu-

dent involved with the Student Activities Committee.
Southern also expressed anger and frustration at the

governor's and legislature's handling of the state budget.
"Dirty politicking is causing people to lose all the essen-

Cont^nnfd on ]m<jc 15

- - ^
Chancellor of Higher Education John Duff said last

week that victory for the faculty is a short-lived one
though. He said that unless additional funding for the
school is not received from the state legislature, 177 of
Boston State's 277 faculty members will be laid-off in
January.

Gov. Edward J. King, who met with a group of Boston
State students last Thursday did not indicate that he
would support the deficiency budget needed to save the
college next year.

Under the plan proposed by Duff, all 97 non Ph.D facul-
ty from Boston State and 275 part-time faculty at UMass
will be terminated. The remaining 177 Boston State facul-
ty, in order for them to teach at UMass, must resign their
tenure.

Legislative officials criticized the Regents for being in-

The statement developed by Cari Cedargren, a Boston
State College faculty member and representative to the
Massachusetts Teachers Association, on the "domino
theory" of the "destruction" of public higher education in
the state:

^ "The proposed elimination of Boston State College is

the first step in the destruction of public higher education
in Massachusetts. The closing of other institutions, such as
Massachusetts Bay Community College, Westfield State
College, Worcester State College, will inevitably follow.
(The regents have clustered Mass. Bay and a task torce
has been set up to study the Westfield Area.) The end
result will be the denial of access to students not able to af
ford private colleg-?. The cutbacks in the surviving colleges
will lower the quality of the education provided. Thus fac-
ed with limited access and declining quality, the students
will have no alternative to the private colleges. Boston
State is the first domino. If it falls, all of public higher
education will fall"

sensitive to the needs of public higher education.
Representative Thomas Gallagher D-Boston, said that
King attempted to veto an additional $3 million from
higher education after receiving assurances from Regent
Chair James Martin and Duff that the cuts would not af-
fect the services to the students.
Rep. Kevin Fitzgerald, D-Boston, and Sen. Joseph

Timility, D-Boston, told the Boston State students that
the insensitivity of the Regents is not against Boston State
but public higher education as a whole.
"If they're (the Regents) that insensitive this year,

what's to stop them from doing the same thing next year
to other schools," Fitzgerald said.

Jonathan Rutley, Boston State student body president,
said he was displeased with his meeting with King.

Continued on page U
Martin blames legislature

Prop. 2V2 for merger push
By KEVIN BOWE "
Collegian Correspondent • '

'

Proposition 2V2 and the legislature's intrusion into the
Governor's authority were the prime reasons for the
emergency merger of Boston State College and the
University of Massachusetts at Boston, said the Chairman
of the Board of Regents last week.
"Some of you may feel your confidence has been

betrayed. So do 1," said Regents Chairman James Martin
to about 400 angry faculty and students from the two
schools during a meeting in the State House's Gardner
Auditorium Aug. 21.

Martin said the legislature's underfunding of Boston
State and UMass-Boston was an improper way to imple-
ment the merger plan and absorb the costs of Proposition
2V2, the tax-cutting measure passed by the voters in last
November's election.

"But the legislature has'had no choice except to share
with the cities and towns in the budget reductions caused
by Proposition 2V2. However 2V2 is not the fundamental
problem. It was the avoidance of the political process. It
was the use of the budget as a hostage that has forced the
hardship on the faculty and students of these two institu-
tions," Martin said.

Chancellor of Higher Education John Duff blamed the
legislature for underfunding the two schools. He said that
because the proposed layoffs at the schools has been
delayed for one semester because of a court injunction ob-
tained by the affected staff, the effects will be

Continued on page IJ,
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ACADEMIC ALTERNATIVES

1011 BDIC (Bach. Degree in Indiv. Cone.)
1022 Continuinq Education Courses
1029 Five Colleqe Courses
1030 Office of Internships
1038 Study Abroad

ACADEMIC PROCEDURES AND REGULATIONS

1005 Who Is My Academic Dean
1007 Academic Dishonesty Code
1006 Adding or Droopinq Courses
1008 Tiqurinq Your Grade Point

Average
1020 Chanqinn Your Major «
1009 Credit Loads
1026 The Family Rights and Privacy

Act
1042 Grade C^anqes
1031 '"^"tduat on Reqi irements
1027 Incompletes
1032 The Pass-Fall Option
1033 The Repeat Option
1012 Auditing Courses
1013 The Dean's List

SPECIAL ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

1010 The BCP (Bilingual Collegiate Proqram)
1024 CCEBS (Coma for Coll.Educ. of Black Stu.

)

1025 Departmental Honors Program
1050 Inquiry Program
1028 Minority Engineering Program
1310 National Student Exchange

Program
1035 Un1vers1t7 Honors Program
1036 Stockbridge Schcol of
* Agriculture
1040 University Without Walls
1041 Full-Time Second Bachelor's

Degree Proqram
1045 Women's Studies Proqran
1023 Credit By Fxar-inatior

ADMISSIONS AND REGISTRATION

1302 Applying To The University
1304 Paying Your Semester Bill
1305 Obtalnlna An I.D. Card
1307 Changino Your Permanent and Local

Mail ino Addressee
n08 If You Haven't Been Placed In

Courses You Pre-ren1stered for
1316 Pre-reqisterina For Courses
1700 Public Information And Privacy

Requests
1317 The State Residency and Appeals

Process
1320 Transferring to UMass

1325 Withdrawal From and Red''ii1ss1on
to the University

"

COUNSELING

1409 Findinq or Changing Your Academic
Advisor

1410 The Everywoman's Center
1430 The Counseling and Career Development

Center
1435 Where to Find a Tutor

CONTINUING EDUCATION

1022 Continuing Education Courses
1600 The Arts Extension Service
1601 Bachelor of General Studies in

Liberal Studies
1602 Bachelors Degree In Criminal Justice
1603 Bachelors Degree In Fire Science
1604 Part-Time MBA Program
1605 BGS Personal and Organizational

Development
1606 Part-Time Second Bachelors Degree
1607 The Writing Center
1608 Adult Career Transitions
1609 Insurance Program
1701 Information Referral Center

CURRENT EVENTS

1506 You Want To Be A Commencement Speaker
1509 Concert Information
1515 The Dally Events
1532 The Weather
1514 Spring Concert
1530 Commencement Information
1504 Fine Arts Center Events Tickets

GENERAL COMMUNfrV INFORMATION

1600 The Arts Extension Service
1553 How To Apply f^r Food Stamps
1555 Child Care At The University
2000 Registering to Vote In Amherst
2005 Absentee Votina "

2007 Ticketron Service
5000 Telejob

HEALTH INFORMATION

2600 The Basic Student Health Plan
2606 fontracention
2610 Cold Self-Care
2615 The Dental Health Services
2620 Eriployee Assistance Program
2625 If You "'hink- Ynu Are Preqnant
2640 The Studtnt Dependent Health Plan
264) The Supplemental Health Benefit Plan
265) The Valley Health Plan

2655
2660
2622
2627
2637

HOUSING

2155
1558
2158
2160
2170

2171

2172
7000

2452
2454
2458
2460
2461

2462
2465

Problem Drinking
In A Medical Emergency
The Eye Care Program
Influenza
Suicide Prevention

For

Family Housing
The Greek System
Off-Campus Housing
Prince House
If Your Dorm Is Scheduled
Renovations
Repair Work in the Dorm Rooms
The Room Choosing Process
Dorm Closing For (Thanksgiving) or
(Intersession)
Dialing From University Phones
Serving Hours at the D.C.'s
Meal Plan Exemptions
Food Service and Meal Tickets
Replacing Lost Meal Books
Snack Bars and Munchles
The Textbook Annex

SELECT TAPE
DIAL 545-1540

REQUEST TAPE
BY NUMBER

STUDENT SERVICES

2405 Check Cashing at the University
2420 Transcripts
2421 Handicapped Student Affairs
2423 On-Campus Job Interviews
1034 Professional and Graduate School

Examinations
2468 The UMass Student Federal Credit

Union
2425 The University Ombudsman
2427 Placement Services

FEES AND EXPENSES

1303 Graduate Fees

1313 Stockbridne Fees
1321 Undernraduate Fees

PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION

2205 Long-TerF Parking
2208 Short-Term Parking
2215 If Your Ca- Has Been Towed
2200 Commercial 'us Service
2201 The Five Co. lege Busses
2206 Parkinq Ticket Appeals

FINANCIAL AID

2404 The BLOG (Pell Grant)

2410 Emergency Short-Term Loans

2412 Financial Aid at the University
2415 HELP Loans and the National Direct

Student Loans (NOSL)

2440 The College Work Study Program

ATHLETIC FACILITIES

2453 Gym Schedules
2459 Pool Schedules
2471 Racquetball and Squash Courts

Schedules
2464 Tennis Court Schedules
2476 Weight Room Schedules

VETERANS INFORMATION

2500 Veteran's Benefits
2502 The Veterans Assistance and

Counseling Services

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

2350 How to Become a Registered
Student Organization (RSO)

2349 The Collegian
2355 Student Activities Office
1319 Student Government Association
2362 The Union Proqram Council
2450 The Craft Shop

LEGAL SERVICES

2422 The Legal Services Offices
2481 Warranties and Consumer Rlp-

Offs
2482 Small claims Court
2483 Security Deposits
2484 Evictions
2485 Ereakinn and Siqninq Leases
2486 Breach of Peace/Disorderly

Conduct
2487 Malicious Destruction o*'

Property
^488 Search and Seizure
2489 University Housinq Regulations
2490 Se>ual Har,issment

2491 Sexual/Ethnic Uiscrimination
The above tapes are also

available in Spanish. Las cintas

arriba mencionadas estan
disponibles en Espanoi.

A service of the Dean of

Students Office 227 Whitmore

Delays are expected
in dorm

•CoJiegian .?

Off campus housing:

By SCOTT SOLOMON
Collegian Staff

assignments outlook appears bleak
With more than 19,350 students ex-

pected to swarm on to the University of
Massachusetts campus this fall, the second
largest undergraduate population in the
school's history, some delays are expected
in housing placement.
Housing Assignments Coordinator

Gerald A. Quarles estimates that about 580
students will find themselves without hous-
ing for at least the first two weeks of the
semester.

"Our problem isn't who we can house,
but exactry when we can house them," said
Quarles. "We expect to be able to house
everyone that needs it within two weeks or
so."

Quarles said that of the 11 percent of
those students who did not pay their bills

on time, seven to eight percent are
freshmen and sophomores, and will not
receive their first housing choice. The re-
maining three to four percent, comprised
of juniors and seniors, will have their hous-
ing assignment cancelled.

"We do not accept a late payment from a
junior or senior until we see what we're do-
ing with the younger students," he said. In
addition, Quarles said that the earliest the
administration would "entertain talking to
these students would be September 11."
Bob Campbell, director of Housing Ad-

ministration, echoed Quarles' comments.
"There was no deliberate effort by

anybody to make housing difficult," he
said. "We have to set up standards, and
our obligation is to the freshmen and
sophomores."
Of the 580 students who will be affected

by housing delays, 95 are assigned to
Brooks Dormitory in the Central Residen-

.
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tiai Area, which is undergoing complete of folks felt sandbagged in '77."

renovations. George Talbot, construction
supenntendant of the Brooks project,
estimates that it will be finished by
September 23. In the interim. Brooks
residents will be housed in the Campus
Center hotel. When the Brooks renovation
IS completed, 50 additional spaces will be
available to house those students who do
not have housing.

In addition, the fourth floor in Gorman
Dormitory in Central is also undergoing
repair. It is not known exactly when the 81
spaces in that dorm will become available,
although housing officials are confident
that it will be some time this semester.

The remaining students, are a handful
late accepted freshmen and transfer
students, as well asj Chose juniors ahd
seniors who made a late bill payment or
failed to return a housing confirmation
card. Quarles estimates that as many as
200 additional spaces will open up after the
first several days of September because of
no-shows.

In 1978, the housing assignments office
underwent a system change. Prior to that
year, it was the freshmen and sophomores
who were cancelled from housing assign-
ment for failing to meet a deadline. But for
the past four years the housing office has
retargeted cancellation to the juniors and
seniors, in order to create a smoother tran-
sition for the younger students.
"Before the change in 1977, the inter-

faith between the students and the folks in
this office was nowhere," said Quarles. "It
was extremely negative. A lot of yelling,
screaming, tension every place. Now when
people come in and talk to us in September
we don't get the same level, because folks
know what the situation is. We don't
t)elieve in sandbagging anybody, and a lot

With a one percent vacancy rate in rental
property in Amherst and, rent increases
nearing 20 percent in some places, return-
ing stiidents searching for a place to live
could find the prospects bleak, according to
Joanne Levenson, coordinator of Off Cam-
pus Housing at the University of
Massachusetts.

"Amherst does have a shortage of rental
housing, which primarily impacts upon
students," she said. "However, this year in
comparison to a year ago there are more
living options available in Amherst."

Coupled with an actual housing shortage,
Levenson said a major problem for upper-
classmen wanting to move out of the dorms
has been an inability to keep up with
escalating rent costs. Prior to 1977 the
average annual rent increase was approx-
imately five percent a year. It is not uncom-
mon now to find increases in the
neighborhood of 10 to 20 percent, with the
average individual rent ranging from $130
to $190, Levenson said.

"The prices are a problem for those
students whose finan. ial aid packages have
been cut, primarily juniors and seniors,"
she said.

Because of the tremendous increase in

rental costs, Levenson said many students
are turning to cooperative living situations
and cutting back drastically on the use of
utilities.

"There are a lot of people who, although
they can afford rent, cannot afford
utilities," she said. "Many people don't
have their heat on until the end of
November or even December, because they
can't afford to do both. It's more than
energy conservation. It comes down to cold
water flat living for large amounts of
students."

For those students who have been scann-
ing the classified pages in search for a place
to live, the work has been long, tedious,
and often times frustrating.

"Most things are just too expensive,"
said Max McLean, a junior who has been
Kxjking for housing for two months. "Of

course, there are places I wouldn't want to
live, so I have been a little selective. There
really seems to be a shortage of single
room apartments."

"I've called every real estate agent in
town, and I've only gotten a good response
from one of them," said Cynthia Houmere,
another junior. "I am looking for a full

apartment, because houses have been hard
to come by. Still, a lot of apartments are
definitely over-priced. I think that thev (the
realtors) ae definitely milking us for all

they can get."

When asked about the possibility of go-
ing back into the dorms she said, "I'll be
there again if I don't find anything."
The Off Campus Housing Office, which is

located at 115 Hasbrouck, is funded
through the Student Activities Trust Fund
(SATF), the Graduate Student Senate and
the Commuter Collective. The office pro-
vides six duplicate sets of notebooks which
catalogue available houses, apartments in
complexes, rooms, apartments in houses,
housemates needed for houses and apart-
ments and indexing of persons seeking
hjusing and short-term housing. In addi-
tion, the office provides material designed
to educate students about the landlord-
tenant relationship, as well as models for
how to design cooperative households.
The Off Campus Housing Office will

feature two additional projects this year.
The first is the publication of an eight-page
tenant supplement to the Commuter Col-
lective newspaper. The supplement will at-
tempt to educate students about traditional
landlord-tenant responsibilities such as the
legal relationship, what kind of lease to ex-
pect, how to form a tenant union and how
to deal with maintainance problems. The
supplement will also assist commuter
students in designing cooperative
households, as well as providing a list of
essential services and organizations.
The office also plans to conduct

workshops dealing with cooperative living,
designed to assist students to function m a
shared living environment.

-SCOTT SOLOMON

Goodell still main library,
tower repairs planned
By PATRICIA A. BOUCHER
Collegian Correspondent

Two years after the monolithic 28-story
University of Massachusetts tower library
was closed due to potential safety hazards,
the bulk of library facilities remain housed
in the old Goodell Library.
"The most heavily circulated materials

were sorted and shelved in Goodell," said
Gordon Fretwell, associate director of
public services for the library. "The
average research paper can be accomplish-
e<J in Goodell."

However, the tower, one of the tallest

libraries in the world, also remains open to
students and contains some lesser-used
material, said Paul Mark, the reference
librarian.

"For most practical purposes, people
should start in (Goodell." Mark said, adding
that reference materials and the card
catalogues are located in the older building.
People wishing to use the library tower

need only present a UMass or Five College
identification card at the security desk at
the east entrance of the tower, opposite the
Campus Pond. While a maximum 500 peo-
ple are allowed into the tower at one time,
Mark said the limit is "rarely exceeded"
and has caused almost no inconviences in

the past.

For students wishing to learn more about
the library and how to use it, Mark said
tours of the facility will be offered today
through Friday and next Monday through
Friday at 10:30 a.m., 1:30 and 2:30 p.m.
The tours start in the main lobby of Goodell
and last about 45 minutes, Mark said.

Repair work on the tower, which was
closed in the fall of 1979 after small chips of
brick were discovered falling from the
building creating a potential hazard, may
possibly l)egin by next spring.

H.J. Littlefield, director of university
planning, said designs for repair of the
tower are currently l)eing studied and
plans should he ready about next May.
"After the redesigning is completed and

the job has gone out for bids, it should take
the contractor about six months to com-
plete the exterior of the building. This will
take us through November of 1982." Lit-
tlefield said.

When work on the building's exterior is

completed, Littlefield said any extra repair
funds will be used on the interior of the
library and the installation of a new
elevator in a now-empty shaft.

Because of the work which needs to be
(lone, and time re(juired to re<irganize
library collections, no reopening date has
yet been .set for the tower. Littlcneid .said.

Underenrollment up by 20%

Colleifian photn bv Vjnre l)eV\;ia

I Mass student Linda Tacconi gazes up at the 28 storv tower library.
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By SCOTT SOLOMON
Collegian Staff

A 20 percent increase in the numl)er oi
students pre-registered with 12 or fewer
credits has prompted the Provost's Office
to issue more than 1,100 "priority schedul-
ing passes" for the fall semester.
Dr. Bernadine Young, director of

scheduling, reported that course
underenrollment has jumped to 3,645 this
year from 3,037 in 1980. The University
defines underenrollment as a course load of
less than 12 credits for a freshman or••*••* •*••'•• " • • • •^^*'^»^» * ••*A..'.'......v*.v.«.».,^M.M...».........v-v.«...0 •...•..

sophomore, and under nine credits for a
junior or .senior.

After preregistration forms were fed in-

to the computer, a breakdown of
underenrolled students revealed that H51
students, including 30 freshmen, had l)een
assigned eight or fewer credits. An addi-
tional 486 freshmen received between nine
and 11 credits.

Young said part of the reason why so
many students were underenrolled was
because of increases in the number of
cancelled and overenrolled courses.

Continued on page U
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Dorm renovations
displace 150 students
By STEVEN SEMPLE
Collegian Staff

About 150 students assigned to Brooks
dormitory will be reassigned to the Cam-
pus Center Hotel or to other dormitories
until renovations on the Central Residen-
tial Area facility are completed.
Assistant director of Housing Services

John R. Findley said the million dollar,

state-funded renovation project, delayed
this summer by a carpenter's union strike,

should be finished by the end of the month.
The Brooks renovation is the most costly

and thorough of several renovation and
maintainance projects designed to improve
students" living accomodations. Findley

said.

"What we hope any improvement to

buildings would accomplish would be im-

proved quality of life for residential

students." Findley said. "Our mission in

housing is to {)rovide residential facilities

which complement the academic mission of

the university."

The renovations to Brooks, which began
in January, included a total replacement of

electrical and plumbing systems. Two kit-

chenettes, an elevator for the handicapped
and two spiral staircases were added and
the bathrooms were redesigned. Findley

said.

Cosmetic restorations, including pain-

ting, plastering, carpeting and refinishing

wood surfaces helped to transform the

building into what Findley called a "very
attractive liveable dorm."

In addition to the work on Brooks, about

$560,000 was spent from the university's

housing account for other dormitory
renovations. The money that feeds that ac-

count comes directly from student dor-

mitor>' fees. Findley said.

The interior of Thatcher. Butterfield.

Chadbourne and John Quincy Adams dor-

mitories were painted while trimwork and
ironwork were done on Wheeler. Mary
Lyons. Knowlton, Hamlin and Brett.

Workers insulated and caulked the win-

dows of the five residential towers in

Southwest Residential College to correct

air infiltration problems.

Crampton and McKimmee were re-

roofed to prevent leaking during
rainstorms and in winter snow conditions.

Nearly all the flat-topped roofs in

Southwest tiave been repaired in the last

five years, Findley said. Patterson, Prince
and Emerson, which have the least signifi-

cant leaks, are tentatively scheduled for

repair next summer, Findley said.

Carpeting also was installed in the lob-

bies of the four Orchard Hill Residential

Area dormitories.

Findley said last week housing officials

are expected to know by the first day of
school when the fourth floor of Gorman
dormitory, which can house about 80
students, will be available.

The floor was closed due to a leaky roof

this summer. Findley said although the

dorm won't be ready for the beginning of
the semester he has "no reason to believe it

will not be completed sometime this

semester."

Findley said with the additional money
allocated to the university in this year's

budget, further renovations should con-

tinue throughout the year. They include

masonry work, replacing doors and hard-

ward for increased security, bathroom
renovations, insect and security screen

replacements and modifications for the

handicapped.

"Our fiscal year '82 budget provided for

a significantly higher level offunding for

major project work thaft in years past."

Findley said. "We're happy when students
can see some visible results from the rent

they have to pay."

Tuesday, September 8, 1981

Campus Center, Student Union renovated
By DAVE HOWES
Coliegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts spent
more than a quarter million dollars this

summer on renovations and repairs to the
Campus Center and Student Union
Building.

Campus Center Director William M. Har-
ris said the work was done to improve the
buildings and "make the quality of life bet-

ter" for the student body and "visitors and
users of the building."

One of the most expensive repairs was to

the roof of the Student Union Building,

which has been plagued by leaks. Harris

said the repair, which has been in planning

for two to three years, should put a stop to

the leaking problem.

Julian T. Martindale, specifications

writer for the Physical Plant, said the work
cost $112,900. Funds for the roof repair

and other work was borrowed from the

Conference Services Trust Fund and the

Retail Services Trust Fund, Harris said.

"We borrowed from the funds to do the

repairs," Harris said. Conference Services

Trust Fund comes from revenues raised

from groups holding conferences on cam-

pus. The Retail Services Trust Fund comes
from revenues raised through vending

machines and money from the account was
used to install decorative enclosures

around the vending machines across from

the Coffee Shop, Harris said.

Other changes to the Campus Center
Concourse include the moving of the

assistance desk to next to the University

Store and the installation of a new rack for

the distribution of the Collegian. Harris

said the rack was designed by graduate stu-

dent Norman Herveau and built by Univer-
sity carpenters.

Another costly expense, Harris said, was
the recarpeting of the Campus Center
Hotel to replace the original "worn"
carpeting in place since the building opened
in 1970. The work cost $82,978, Martindale
said.

Another building improvement was the

renovation of the Recognized Student
Organization office on the fourth floor of

the Student Union Building.

Renovations to

Hatch delayed
Renovations for the

Hatch in the Student Union
Building, which were plann-

ed for the summer, have
been delayed until interses-

sion.

"We simply did not get

the plans from the architect

in time to allow a sufficient

time frame for the bidding

process," said Campus
Center Director William M.
Harris. "Part of the delay

was caused by the fact the

architect had to also do the

plans for Worcester Dining
Commons."
Julian T. Martindale,

spe<Mfications writer for the

Physical Plant, had written

a letter to Harris recom-

mending the delay. Martin-

dale .said there were "long

lead items, such as

fabricating counters, that

would not be done in time

for the fall semester."

Martindale suggested the

work be put off until in-

tersession.

Harris said the food ser-

vice areas should be com-

pleted before the spring

St-mester begins.

"There was no way this

dflay could have lyeen avoid-

ed," Martindale said.

-DAVE HOWES

A PURCHASE WITH A PURPOSE

harman kardon 100 m
cassette deck

harmon kardon 5701

receiver

The value of comparison shopping lies not only in being able to compare prices, but also
in being able to compare quality.

At Sound & Music we find Harman Kardon products to be consistently a cut above the
rest in terms of being purposefully designed to out-perform the others in ways you can
actually hear.

Harman Kardon cassette decks measure as having more extended frequency response and
lower distortion. Harman Kardon receivers and amplifiers deliver exceptional amounts of
reserve power on instantaneous musical peaks. It makes real music sound more real.

What this means is that if you're looking to bring good-sounding music into your life at an
affordable price, a Harman Kardon will typically serve your purpose better than just about
anything else.

SOUND&MUSIC
90-92 King Street

(Rte. 5)

Northampton

Good Advice -

Honest Price"

Thurstl.iv & ItkLiv III o

Mon -Sat, 10-5

584-9547

A>WAS«*»l(W/«r/^>,v///jywi///////yy.i,W/*>>>V.^^^^^^^
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NEWLY EXPANDED

WJKTO CARD DEW. m <^^Jluss(

\mu

m-
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IftSTEBASKET

CLIP-ON
reg.4Ss95-

now 12.95
2for

25.

WIRE SHELVING
& STORAGE

BASKETS
and RUGS

STUDY
LAMP
reg. -24^95-

now 16.95

nnriTin

STEMWARE
•up to 1/2 OFF
18 pc. set of Tumblers
& on-the-rocks glasses
reg. 42=95^ now 9,95

24 pc. set of Tumblers
& on-the-rocks glasses

^ reg. 49:95- now I4.95

Bedspreads, Tapestries

»Mall Hangings

^ts

save

PCRCENT
2'xb' rr^^S- 4.75

2Vj'xb' ..T?75^ 5.95

3x6' ..:»r5«- 6.75

3V2'xb' ..^^:9&- 7.95

4x6' .. .11.75 950
5'x6' ...44n^ 11.75

b'xb' . .4*t95- 1350

PLASTIC HANGERS,
HOOKS & HANG-UPS
Hangers. . . reg. 25' @/now. . 10 for 1.90

Hooks .... reg. 1.00 (ft) /now . . . .88

reg. 2.00 ©/now . . 1.50

vaiL-4

[,/'

^ SAVE
$2.00
OFF EVERY
SPREAD I

>y f'ir^-{ -^c;

Wv^^^U

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat.
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C. Apodaca, Financial Aid Director C olleKian pholoa bv Vincr 0«Witl
Student checks financial aid award on the computer

Financial aid awards lower this year
By MICHAEL SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Most University of Massachusetts students receiving
financial aid saw a reduction in the amount of their awards
this year, and the Reagan administration's budget cuts for
next year are expected to dig even deeper into student
pockets.

"Overall, the University is administering more dollars,
but the individual student has more financial difficulties,"
said Financial Aid Director Ed C. Apodaca. The reason for
this is simple: more people eligible for the same amount of
money.

"Most of the students received a reduction in the prefer-
red type of aid," Apodaca said, but added that students
have l)een able to make up the difference with low interest

federally insured Guaranteed Student Loans.
As a result of the Reagan budget cuts, students and

their families are scrambling to get the GSL's before the
new restrictions on middle income borrowing take effect
on October 1 of this year, Apodaca said. Applications for
GSL's are up about 70 percent across the country. Here at
UMass, Apodaca said that at this time last year about
5,000 to 6,000 applications had been pnx^essed. This year,
over 13.000 applications have been filed, he said.

Students returning to the University next year are ad-
vised to start thinking about budget cuts and financing the
remainder of their education. Apodaca suggested a few
procedures to follovy:

First, financial aid applications are processed on a first
come, first serve basis as there is only a set amount of

money available, Apodaca said. The financial aid office no
longer has the latitude to be able to take care of people

who make mistakes or file late, and chances are by the

time corrections are made, the money is all gone, he said.

Apodaca also said that as preferred funding is cut,

students will be forced to make up the difference with the
GSL if they fail to find alternative financing.

Students wishing to avoid taking out a loan should start
looking now for alternative financing. Some alternatives
that Apodaca suggested are local scholarship funds in the
student's home town, setting up a summer savings pro-
gram or setting up a savings program with parents. While
it may not sound like much now, it's better than taking out
GSL's every year and graduating $10,000 dollars in debt,
as is often the case, Apodaca said.

^dveFscope- ^

Back to School Specials

14K Gold
Chain Bracelets

from $9, 95

price reductions

on all gold & silver chains

Custom Ear Piercing
choose from 20 different studs

We offer our own fresh picked

vegetables and melons.
Come and compare our prices.

The Yellow House 264 N. Pleasant St., Amh. 253-3324

V.

Labor Day Specials (Sept. 7-13)

Early Autumn Apples
Fresh Pressed Cider

Hardy Mums
Fresh Cut Flowers

Dried Flower Arrangements

Hours: 10 - 6 Closed Monday

On Routes Amherst 253-5508

iCollegian ?

Water situation hopeful
Town officials say
water supply OK
Amherst officials said last week they are

confident that increased water supplies
and decreased consumption will avert a
repeat of last year's water emergency
which forced the shutdown of the Universi-
ty of Massachusetts.

Speaking with reporters during a tour of
the town's water supplies, Town Manager
A. Louis Hayward said the addition of two
wells to the system, a 10 percent decline in
water use over the past three months, and
a plan to manage the fickle water supply
should help meet the water needs of the
more than 30,000 students who arrive in
town this week.

Meanwhile, Public Works Superinten-
dent Stanley Ziomek said he is prepared to
add chlorine to the water if bacteria counts
rise to unsafe levels. Ziomek issued a boil

order for all town water users from July 15
u) 22 because of high levels of the bacteria
:oliform in the water. Under the order,

,
x)wn residents, businesses and the Univer-
sity were required to boil all cooking and
drinking water at least five minutes before
use. The coliform originates from decaying
organic matter in town reservoirs, (see
related story.)

More than 12,000 dormitory residents at
UMass evacuated the campus in four hours
on the third day of the semester last fall

because of an emergency water shortage.
While an average of 3.2 million gallons of
water are used in town each day, five

million gallons were used each of the first

few days last September. UMass uses
about half of the town's daily consumption.
Hayward said the addition of a well that

can supply two million gallons of water a
day, a 500,000 gallon a day emergency
well, and the development of a six-point

water management plan should avoid a
sht)rtage this year.

The town is in the second of a "drought
watch" stage of a six-point contingency
plan. The "watch," issued on June 26. call's

on town residents and the University to

con.serve water.

The first step is normal operating pro-

<-edure including careful monitoring of
water levels in the reservoirs. Step three is

a mandatory ban on some outside water
. use and [;K)sting of signs urging conserva-
tion.

Step four is a request by .Amherst of-

ficials for an emergency water hook-up.

;imilar to last year, with Hadley. Step five

v/ould mean public notices of a severe
water shorUige, use of paper plates and
utensils in the dining commons, reduction
or elimination of water temperature in dor-

mitories and gym showers, and the shut-

down of .some air conditioning units.

The last stage, step six. would mean a
water emergency and the elimination of

water supply to certain areas and services

in town.

'Boil order' issued

during summer
While Amherst residents didn't have to

worry about their water supplies this sum-
mer, high bacteria counts forced town of-

ficials to impose a week-long "boil order"

on all drinking and cooking water.

Public Works Superintendent Stanley

Ziomek issued the order July 15 after con-

sulting with state Department of En-

vironmental Quality Engineering officials

)n persistant high levels of the bacteria col-

,form in the town's water supply.

Town residents, restauranteurs, and the

University of Massachusetts Dining com-

mons had to boil all water used for drinking

and cooking at least five minutes before

use. P>anklin Dining Commons was set

aside to boil up to 600 gallons of water at

one time to supply the University's food

services.

Ziomek said the fiow t)f water from the

Atkins reservoir was reduced, more water

pumped from a well in South Amherst, and

chlorine was added to the water to reduce

the amount of coliform in the water.

Coliform originates from decaying mat-

ter such as leaves and plants in town reser-

voirs. While it is not necessarily harmful

itself, it does indicate that there may be

other harmful bacterias in the water.

By RICHARD NAGLE
Collegian Stuff

Oraphir bv GarreU .MrCarthv

Students fare well

in water survey

Many U'niversity of Massachu.setts dor-

mitory residents have reduced their water
consumption since last fall's water shor-
tage and are more aware of Amherst's fluc-

tuating supplies, says a survey done by the
Amherst Water Conservation Project.

Released in June, the study of 557 UMass
dormitory residents shows that about
three-<iuarters. or 72 percent, responded
that they have continued water conserva-
tion habits adopted after the emergency
water shortage which closed the University
for three days last fall.

The UMass survey was sent to 1,400 dor-
mitory residents during the week of Feb. 9
to 13, 1981. The 557 students who respond-
ed represent about five percent of all dorm
residents.

According to the survey, about two-
thirds of the responding students said they
believed Amherst has a year-round supply
problem which is serious but not as grave
as last fall's water emergency. Another 11

percent responded that they thought the
town has a critically-low supply all year.
Others thought the water supply was a
seasonal problem and three percent

Continued on page 19

(<>llr(ri:in phiilii liy N'litiiv Nutilf

Gone but not forgotten -- The Atkins resevoir, taken out of the water supply system since August 24 to allow
levels to rise, will be used after students arrive to help meet water needs.

Here is a list of comparative levels of the town's reser-
voirs for August 1980 and August 1981. The list was com-
piled by Amherst Public Works Superintendent Stanley
Ziomek, whose department monitors water levels and use
daily.

The levels given for 1980 show water supplies several
days before the emergency water shortaged forced the
closing of the University.

HILLS Reservoir*
1980 1981 -

Aug. 22 down 12 ft. full

Aug. 23 •• full

Aug. 24 down 12 ft., full

1 inch

Sept. 3 •• down 2 ft., 1 inch

HAWLEY Reservoir*

1980 1981
Aug. 22 full down 5 in.

Aug. 23 full down 1 1 in.

Aug. 24 full down 15 in.

Sept. 3 ** down 3 ft., 3 inches

ATKINS Reservoir* •*

1980 1981

down 5 ft., down 4 ft., 9 in.!?-X Aug. 22

Aug. 23

Aug. 24

Sept 3

4 in.
* *

down 5 ft..

4 in.

down 4 ft.. 10 in.",

down 4 ft., 1 1 in.

down 5 ft.

(•nii.K.an ph..,., i,v .Nhm. . Suuu-
' '^,'?*"

t!'')^
^"^ "^^'^'rV ^eservoirs are kn<.wn collectively

as the relham reservoirs.

Two into one -- The staging point for water from the Hills and *^^^n!!f'A^I!?lT''''^'''• u . rr ^ ., i . „
H.w.e, resevoirs, which have remained reia.ive.y full compared s.-ppl^.^.^^rw^^ U^^trt^^Se^V^t^
to last year, controls the water level for the intake resevoir that ched to the two-million a day capacity numl>er four well in
can 02 seen from Pelham Road South Amherst.

'•I

^^m^w.imm w 0- m-wm m m m wm-m \
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THE UNDERGRADUATES
ON THIS CAMPUS HAVE
1.5 MILLION DOLLARS!

That's right, each undergraduate on this campus pays a Stu-
dent Activities Tax Fee, and that totals over 1 .5 million dollars.
Don't you think that you should have a say in how it is used?
Well, you can. The Undergraduate Student Senate controls
this money, so all you have to do is join the Senate. Just come
down to Rm. 420, of the Student Union Building, and pick up
nomination papers. They're available now, but have to be
returned by Sept. 29. Elections will be held on the following
dates:

Southwest

Northeast,

Central, Sylvan,

and! Orchard Hill

Oct. 5-6

Commuter £r

Greek

Oct. 7-8

Oct. 12-13

University of Massachusetts

Student Federal Credit Union

THE LARGEST,
ALL-VOLUNTEER STUDENT CREDIT UNION IN
THE COUNTRY HAS GROWN EVEN LARGER III

• MORE TELLER WINDOWS
• NEW COMPUTER TERMINALS
• MORE EFFICIENT TELLER TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM

PLUS

Share Accounts
Share Certificates

Low Cost Loans

Money Orders

Traveller's Cheques
Automatic Payroll Deduction

If you're interested, or want more information, contact Jim-Murphy,
or Ed Lee at: 545-0341; or come up to Rm. 420 of the Student Union
Building.

RUN FOR THE SENATE - -

GET INVOLVED

JOIN YOUR CREDIT UNION TODAYI

UMass Student Federal Credit Union
Colonial Lounge

Student Union Building
University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003
545-2800

Hours:

Mon.-Thurs.
Friday

10-3
10-4

All accounts insured up to
$100,000 by NCUA

__ HB FIRST YEAR OUTOFCOLLEGE
FRANKQUAa(ENBUW REWSMMTOTRREE
ILMNGI,WORKED ONAmKmVEDAROAD

AND BUILTTWOaK>PPtRMM.
^^

"Most of the engineers
I graduated with probably
wound up as an assistant

engineer to somebody else.

Maybe doing the details for

somebody else's design or
supervising some small aspect
of construction.

"But my first year as

an Engine ^r Lt., I've designed
many of my own projects and
supervised the construction on
everything from baseball dug-
outs to the concrete work on
a dam. Earthmoving, grading,
filling, paving, concrete work,
masonry— you name it, I've

supervised it.

"Whether I stay in the
Army or go into civilian con-
struction work later, I've got
experience that some engineers
won't have when they're 30!

"More than supervising

construction, I've learned how
to manage people. I've got 40
right now I have to plan for and
see to in terms of a myriad o(
detailsof their lives.

"What I learned in
Army ROTC about leadership
and management, I've put to
good use."

Army ROTC got Frank
Quackenbush off to a good
start in his field. It can do the
same for you whether you're
a civil engineer or an English
major. For more information -

on Army ROTC. scholarships
and the $ 1 ,000 a year spending
money you can earn your last

two years, stop by the Army
ROTC office on campus.

And begin your future as
an officer.

AT UMASS, SEE:
CAPTAIN MERRYMAN

2nd Lt Frank Quackenbush majored in civil engineer-
ing at the University of Arizona and was a member of
Army ROTC. ARMYROK.

BEALLYOU CAN

"

jjjtKr "
'^'

I
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COLLEG
DWG
COMPARE OUR PRICES!
Wc*rc Lower on Most Items

Colgate?* 9 oz. Tube

ourreg. lowpnce

1.49

Oral-B

THE SOFT
BRUSH
IS BEST

Dtnl-BAll VWJlTB»y fttf

toothbrushes! . l98
Genovese 1.47
Archer Kent 1.35
Our everyday price .98

Buy two, and get 1 .00 back
from tha manufacturar

Angle Toothbrush reg.i.98 now 1.29
Buy ona, and gat anothar, FREE, with manufacturar's coupon
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll||||||||||||||||||||||lllllllll„(,„„„„„„„„

MOUNTING SQUARES

MOUNTING TAPE

1-29V[
with coupon O^

2.00!
ANY PAIR OF

Always
10-25%
Off

with couponI
TIMEX:

,1.

SOAP DISHES
Genovese .59

Archer Kent .39

Our everyday price .35100 Page
Theme Books
reg. 1 .35 now .79 Legal Pads .59
imiiiiimiiiiimiinninnmmiiiiiiiiHiiiiiii^

reg. 29 nOW.19

save|,00
with coupon °" *"y *a«ch

Exercise Sandals !
"* reg 14.95 g

11.99y
with coupon flfv

ON
1
I

I

I

I

I

I

FREEtcMia
GoodNews!
RAZOR

I
with 5.00 while supply lasts. .. ,l^^urchase one coupon per 5.00 purchase /

PHOlOPAnO

IIINMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiii ^

Most fllm & slides are
back the next day!

Compare:
(((

12 exposure/Fotomat .... 4.65

12 exposure/Photopatio . . 3.28

ON
FREE
SCOTCH

iiiiiiiriiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

We offer the Best Line
of Cosmetics in the County.

CKristian Dior .^^UTBTl CHANEL
NINARICCI eUERLAIN
HALSTON P?IVL0V?I

OPIUM >^.sSAiNT/AUKtNi Chloe

I
I

I

I

I TAPE
I

I with any 5.00 purchase. .

.

one coupon per 5.00 purchase /

COLLEG
D^UG

Amherst

9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun.
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A placid scene on Ashfield Lake
( olleKian photo bv Vinrr DeUitl

The first skin care

sahv in the valley

offers a 10%
discount to

students for the

months of
Sept. & Oct.

Facials for all skin

types, eyelash

tinting, makeup
lessons, and
successful

treatment for acne

EUROPEAN

Breakfast

Served

All Day

Luncheon

Specials

GOODHOMECOOKING

57 Gothic St. Northampton 586-6383

Closed Mondays. Tues & Thurs 11-7 pm Wed, Fri & Sat 9:30-5:30

M OPEM CVCRVDAV ^:»oouHUME:qcx3KiNG

Let us help you
GET

ORGANIZED!
Make Whalen your
headquarters for:

fjt^ HEWLETT
m.nM PACKARD

CALCULATORS

Desk Lamps
Calendar Pads
Binders
Bulletin Boards
Typing Papers
Pens A Pencils
Desk Blotters
Desk Organizers
Thesis Supplies
Report Covers
Wire-Bound Books
Fillers

Batteries
Mat Frames
Mat Board
Lucita Frames
Jiffy Bag Mailers

Mailing Tubes
Lab Notebooks
Dictionaries
Staplers
Pencil Sharpeners
Tapes & Adhesives
File Cards & Folders
Typewriter Ribbons
Paper Clips
Stationery
Liquid Paper
Filing Cabinets
Street Maps
Atlases
Topo Maps
Pres-Type Lettering

« More!

LARGEST SELECTION OF
FOREIGN A DOMESTIC
WRITING INSTRUMENTS

HAMPSHIRE
PACKAGE
STORES

formerly Ziggy's

WHALEN
tTATIOMtar AND OFPICS SUPFLT CO.

Located just this side

of the Calvin Coolidge Bridge

on Route 9

Also located at 138 King Street, Northampton

Newslines...
Phones avmlaWe iiitl^^

To ease the crunch of an expected 4,000
new area customers, New England
Telephone has opened a temporary Phone
Store in the Murray D. Lincoln Campus
Center at the University of Massachusetts.
Michael A. Bellucci, manager of the

Hampshire Mall Phone Store said recently
the purpose of the temporary location is for
student convenience and to avoid long
waits the store experienced last
September.
The phone store allows off-campus phone

company customers to apply for service
and pick up equipment the same day. The

line can then be connected from the
utility's main office, circumventing the
need for an installer to make a house call.

Self-installation for a home already
equipped with^ phone jacks costs $22.50,
which may be paid in four monthly in-

stallments. That represents a savings of

about $25 from the cost of a professional

installation, Bellucci said.

The Campus Center store will be open
from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. until Friday. The
Hampshire Mall store will be open from 10
a.m. to 9:30 p.m. Monday through Satur-

day throughout the year.

Nominations open open for selectman
Amherst town officials will be accepting

nomination papers for the office of select-

man through September 18.

Town clerk Estelle M. Matusko said any
person registered to vote in Amherst is

eligible to run for the post and to vote in

the November 10 special election.

The election was called to fill the position

vacated July 1 by former selectman Donald
M. Routh who resigned to accept a position

as a financial officer at Yale University,

Matusko said.

If more than two persons choose to run
for the post, a caucus, or run-off election,

will be held October 6 to reduce the field to

two.

So far, Jan Dizard, a professor at

Amherst College has taken out nomination
papers. At least 10 signatures are needed
for nomination.

Students 18 or older who wish to vote
must register with the clerk at Town Hall

by October 21. Most students living on-

campus reside in either precinct three or

four, Matusko said.

Community Day Fair September 13
Hot-Air Balloons, Music, Childrens

Games, Arts & Crafts and information
tables will be the main attractions at the
People's Community Day Fair at the
University of Massachusetts' Metawampe
Lawn on September 13th. The event is

sponsored by the Commuter Collective Of-
fice.

Music will be provided by five (5) musical
groups from Springfield and Amherst. The
program will begin with Springfield's

"Rhapsody in Blues" opening with a 90

minute set of rhythm and blues. The "Holly
Marden Quartet" with vocalist Eshu
Elegba at 2:30 p.m. will be followed by
Lenny Desrochers, Soloist, at 4:00 p.m.
The "Nomad Ensemble", a six piece area
jazz band, will end the event.

There will be over 20 tables of literature,
information, crafts, tag-sale items, baked
goods, childrens games, and food.

This event is free and open to the public.
Further information may be obtained by
calling the Commuter Collective.

Koffler, others honored in Spain
Chancellor Henry Koffier and Professors

Francisco Fernandez-Turienzo and Juan C.

Zamora of the department of Spanish and
Portugese of the University of
Massachusetts and Professor Ricardo

Navas-Ruiz of UMass-Boston were made
honorary members of the Cultural In-

stitute Alfonso X the Wise in a recent

ceremony in Salamanca, Spain.

The event commemorated the fifth an-

niversary of the establishment of a summer
program in Salamanca by UMass. The
ceremony was held at the Pontifical

University of Salamanca.

Chancellor Henry Koffler spoke in

Spanish about the commitment of the

University of Massachusetts to interna-

tional relations, begun almost a century
ago with the j)articipation by a UMass
president in the founding of the University

of Hokkaido in Japan. UMass now has 40
foreign programs in 15 countries.

A reception was held following the

ceremony for the UMass contingent in the

city hall of Salamanca at the invitation of

the mayor of the city.

i'ii^iriHr3S'>2'>???tffTf*TJ:??s^ vtYir«m • vWa »«««•»«
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EMS Daytripper:
A Favorite bfCyclists

- - ^ Hikers
The Daytripper is a moderately
sized pack— perfect for cycling,

campus or day hikes. It's built of
rugged 8 oz. Cordura and features

padded shoulder straps and a waist

belt for active use.

Reg 520«' \OW $1499

"^?
\'^f^

EMS Morthana
5=; Hay Pack:
Settle ForNo Less.

"^ This ample day pack has some
special features. It's versatile

enough for ski touring (waist

strap), rock climbing (haul loop),

or overnight hiking (accessory

patches for sleeping bag). Foam
padded shoulder straps, foam
back, and waist belt.

Re^$25oo IVOW «199»

EMS Briefcase:
Lig^htiveight &d Casual.

This roomy, flexible, briefcase is

made of rugged, waterproof coated
Cordura nylon. Features two zip-

pered pockets and one roomy
of)en pouch. Dual handles with

soft leather grip.

Reg $1500 IVOW *U9»

Prices effective until Sept. 19

EASTERNMOUNTAINSPORTS

CANT GET TO
OUR STORE?
All itpms ran b« ordered

from our Free ralalof(!

WH(e Kaslern Mounlnin SporH
1SS07 Vo»e Farm Road
PelertK>roii((h. NH 034M

EMS Hadley
Route 9

Vie Accept:

V/SA

»^'»^*'^^^<r*»%^*J*>^%\\%%^«>«^»»X»»Mi.ftfc%>>IH»VMUMfc<m'Vl%^3t>t*^
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Year Toward Civility' begins
By ED LEVINE
Collepnan Staff

Compiled with reports from Collegian staff mnnfu-rs ScDtt
Solomon and Laurel Hanscom.

In a major effort to combat racism, sexism, anti-
semitism and other forms of antisocial [)ehavior. the
University of Massachusetts today l)e^cins the "Year
Tiiward Civihty."

Following a series of racist and anti-semitic incidents
two years a^o. I'Mass Chancellor Henry Koffler formed
the('ivility Commission to look into the "problems of anti-
social l)ehavior. This past June, more than 200 memU-rs of
the University community met to disc-uss the issue and
hf>^; t"/lt'al with it. As a result, the "Year Toward
Civility" was developed.

"We're not sitting here as dewy-eyed liberals thinking
we can j^et rid of racism, sexism and every other "ism,"
said T.O. Wilkinson, dean of the school 'of social and
behavioral sciences and coordinator of the events for the
first few weeks.
"We're not out to convert people. Even if what we do is

simply arouse an increasing number of discussions of
issues, we've accomplished something," Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson also emphasized that the civility programs

are aimed at all members of the University com-
munity-faculty, administrators and other staff
meml;)ers- not just the student body.
"Everybody who is a meml>er of"this community has a

nght to be treated civilly," Wilkinson said, adding that
even some of the University bureaucracy can be "uncivil"
at times.

"Incivility doesn't belong to students," said Johnetta
Cole, associate provost for undergraduate education.

THE YEAR TOWARD

CIVILITY

Chancellor s C ommission on CiviliK'

University of Massachusetts at Amiierst

former anthropology professor and an original member of
the Civility Commission.
"There's a tendency at a University when a problem

arises to say 'ah-hah, the students are up to it again.'
Some faculty are involved in behavior which has no place
at a U'niversity...The administration is not immune to it

either," Cole said.

Cole also said that the problem is not indigenous to

UMass, but is brought here by members of the community.
"All students, faculty, staff and administrators come

here from some other place. We've all been socialized in-

the same society. We bring those attitudes and those
Ix'haviors with us. There are no doubt situations on cam-
pus that exaggerate those attitudes." she said.

Convocation. Awareness Days
To kick off the activities for the "Year Toward Civility,"

Koffler's annual convocation, in which he welcomes
students and staff back to the University, will be held out-

doors on Metawampe Lawn behind the Student Union
Building at 1 1 a.m. on Septeml)er 24.

This year, however, instead of just the traditional
speeches by Koffler and other University officials, food
will be served, bands will perform and several people from
various segments of the University community will deliver
short talks on civility, Wilkinson said.

In October, a series of "awareness days" will be held to
further the civility theme. Several events will be held dur-
ing a three day period, Wilkinson said, possibly including a
concert, speeches and an appearance by former Boston
Celtics basketball star Bill Russell.

.
In addition, as students return to the University this

week, they will be greeted in dormitories by residential
assistants clad in civility T-shirts. Bumper stickers declar-
ing "Human Rights Start Here" have been developed as
well as a musical jingle which will be played at events and
on the radio.

To further promote the civility theme, the Campus
Center Board of Governors is sponsoring a watercolors
art contest open to all students, faculty and staff
memlx^rs. More information is available in room 817 Cam-
pus Center. Deadline for entries is October 2.

Regents create task forces to study college mergers
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Correspondent

Over the summer the Board of Regents created two task
forces that will study the possibility of merging public col-
leges and universities in Ma.s.sachusetts.

In June, the Springfield Area Task Force was created to
improve the quality of education U'ing delivered to the
citizens of metropolitan Springfield. The schools of
We.stfield State College, Springfielrl Technical Communi-
ty Col lege, and Holyoke Community College, which are in

a 20-mile radius of each other, will lie studied to lietermine
if duplication of programs exist between them. The task
force will be headed by Regent Arnold Friedman, Editor
of the Springfield Morning Union.
A .separate task force that will study the merging of

Ma.s.sachusettaBay Community College and Framingham
State College was created in August due to budget cuts
imposed by the Legislature.

For the first time both schools were budgeted together.
Chancellor of Higher Education John Duff said the $1.2
million shortfall for the schools or cluster may force a
merger of the .schools. Meanwhile, the two schools, which

are five miles apart, will coordinate administrative func-
tions such as admissions, purchasing and registration.

Ira Rubenzahal, president of the Community College
faculty union, criticized the creation of the task forces. He
claimed the purpose of the task forces are to undermine
the quality and accessibility of public higher education by
closing state-siipported in.stitutions.

"Unless this (merger) is stopped now, next year it will
be Springfield Technical Community College or Holyoke
Community College. And each year another school will
clo.se until there will be no public higher education," said
Rulx'nzahal.

^i:^" new England language Institute
ABOUT NEW ENGLAND LANGUAGE INSTITUTE

The New England Language Institute is a young and energetic language institute
which offers quality language and cross-cultural awareness training to New England
residents and visitors to the area. The staff is composed of experienced, professioani
language teachers who use modern, creative teaching methods. Class size is 4-8
students.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM
Evening classes are ofered in twelve languages. Classes meet

twice weekly and are geared towards travellers, business and profes-
sional people and students, as well as those with a general interest in

language.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROGRAM
All levels of English language instruction are offered. Classes meet

both in the daytime and the evening. They are geared towards recent
immigrants, visiting students, scholars, professionals and their

spouses. All teachers have Master's degrees in the Teaching of

English as a Second Language.

REGULAR CLASS SCHEDULE
FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM
Arabic

Mandarin Chinese

French

German

Modern Greek

Elementary
Adv-Elem
Elementary
Adv-Elem
Elementary
Adv-Elem
Intermediate

Elementary
Adv-Elem
Intermediate

Elementary
Adv Elem

TUITION
MW 7:30

MW5;30
MW7:30
MW 5:30
TTh 7:30

TTh 5:30
TTH 7:30

MW 7:30

MW 5:30
TTh 5:30

MW 7:30

MW 5:30

$100
9:15 pm
7:15 pm
9:15 pm
7:15 pm
9:15 pm
7:15 pm
9:15 pm
9:15 pm
7:15 pm
7:15 pm
9:15 pm
7:15 pm

Hebrew
Italian

Japanese

Polish

Portuguese
Russian
Spanish

Elementary
Elementary
Adv Elem
Intermediate
Elementary
Adv-Elem
Elementary
Adv Elem
Elementary
Elementary
Elementary
Adv Elem
Intermediate

TTh 7:30-9

TTh 7:30-

TTh 5:30-7

MW 7:30-9

MW 7:30-9

MW 5:30 7

MW 7:30-9

MW 5:30-7

TTh 5:30-7:

TTh 7:30-9:

TTh 7:30-9:

TTh 5:30 7:

TTh 7:30-9:

15 Dm
15 pm
15 pm
:15 pm
:15 pm
15 pm
:15 pm
:15 pm
15 pm
15 pm
15 pm
15 pm
1-5 pm

ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROGRAM
Elementary
Adavanced Elementary
Intermediate

Advanced-Intermediate
Monday - Friday 9 am- 12 pm $300

Intermediate MW 5:30-7:15 $100
Advanced Intermediate MTETh 7:30-9:15
Advanced TTh 5:30-7:15 $100

$160

25 Main Street

Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 584-3956

REGISTRATION FORM
Please register me for the following class: Session date
1st choice 2nd choice
Check one: Enclosed is a $25.00 deposit for Evening Language Program
\

j_
Enclosed is a $50.00 deposit for morning ESL class

f J Enclosed is a $50.00 deposit for December, January or Summer Intensive language Program
lAII deposits are nan refundable and are applied toward tuition!

Please put me on the mailing list for:

Evening Foreign Language Program ; English Language Program
I . Intensive English Language Program
[ ' Summer Intensive English Program at Hampshire College

Summer Intensive Foreign Language Program at Hampshire College
5'^f"e: Occupation.
Address:
Home Phone:

25 Main Street

Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 584-3956

.Work Phone:
IPayment must be made in full by the first day of class No refunds will be made after the second class)

•Collegian 12A

QUICK COPY CAN SAVE YOU UPTO
35% FOR THE EXACT SAME QUALITY.

While Quick Copy. The Copv Corner
and Gnomon all offer Xerox XL- 10 Quality,
only; Quick copy offers the lowest price.

C/^t^

Quic k Copy
Copy Cor!ier

Gnonion

Sinqlt' Copv. Pri(c Vx\(v for 100 COpic's

472

6c

5c

$4.50

$5.00

$5.00

> ^v^x ^> •<-

^- /.
L'-

Ihi- C.irriticjr Sti()()s

2X\ North PifciSciiit Stre.'i

Anihprst. MA 01002

(413) 549-01557

Prices obtained August 21. 1981 and subiect to change All
prices based on XL 10 Xerox quality, same day service, reg
white paper, prices obtained from published price lists

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiHtiiiiiitini

AUGIES TOBACCO SHOP
"the Tobacco & Magazine Shop of Amherst"

108 North Pleasant St., Amherst

rusty nailer
presents

Wed. S«pt. 9t1)

no jC0V«r $.5Q drafts

^ ^ Ihuf. S^Qi, iOth
D*n*flt protesting mllitory old to El Salvador

feoturing

THE ATLANTICS

ond JOHN COSTER
:ix $4.00 in advance $5.00 at the door

Fri. Sept. iith

ORLEANS
with special guests

JUSTIH
tix $4.50

Sot. Sept. 12th

Complete fines of:

Pipes & Pipe Accessories

Tobacco - imported /domestic for pipe or cigarettes

Cigarettes - imported/domestic (including Indonesian clove)

Full range of domestic & imported cigars

Magazines, Paperbacks & Monarch notes

Newspapers
Candy and sundry items

Paraphernalia

VA

Now Featuring: Hot Coffee to go

':^^

]r^

4'4'4 i'i''**'*'**4'*'ili i 4 * i iii'iii'i'

^V<

Open 7 days a week

Mon - Sat 6:30 - 9:00

Sunday 6:00 - 6:00

tix $5.50 at the door only

Coming Sept. i 7th

DOW WOW WOW
with special guests

Wall of Voodoo

Sunderlond, MA
Rt*. 47

•I. 665-4907 for 24 hr. tap*d messog*

M.1.t'M.1.U^t«tUW»r»t.H^M»t»^VV/^t.VW4t«V^^^
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70ld«outhSt.
Nortkamploii, Mass.

September 12th

Eddy Shaw, Woolf Gang, Blues Chic
September 17th

Lou Miami & Cosmetics
September 18th

J.B. Hutto & the New Hawks
September 19th

INA Ray (from Boston)

September 24th

Single Bullet Theory (Richmond, VA)
September 25th

Grenan & the Grenans
September 26th

The Elevators
October 3rd

Persuasion
October 30th

Muddy Waters

The Hunerv U F*- ^^^"wnery %j CT HAMPSHIRE 4

present theatres

DINNER & SHOW
for 2

[Before the show choose from:

LASAGNA or any PASTA dish

.<l-
<^

^"^

^1

served with

salad and hot garlic bread
- or -

^ PIC-POCKET SPECIAL pick 2
of any of our famous pocket salad

sandwiches and our homemade soups

- or -

A large piping hot tomato^
and cheese PIZZA

(also available after the show) -

HEWLETT
PACKARD

kA

Our
Low
Price

134.00
List Price

150.00

HP34C

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

HUNGRY U
Open Mon Sat 11:00 am 1:00 am

Sunday UOO am 11:00 pm

55 University Drive

549-5713

£^<T\C TMEATRes

HAMPSHIRE 4
CQ^_7CCn HAMPSHIRE MALL•*P^ ^ JJll ON CAFE SO

Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

the University Store
Offer good Sunday thru Thursday only
Specials purchased at Hungry U only

'^..
Ql/».

,-isf-
,,->*aPl*B^fcr.

y

THE ALL NEW HP-34C.
The new HP-\4C Advanced Cqntifiiioiis

Memory Scientilic Programmable oilers an

impressive array ol programriiing leatures: up
to 370 programmable keystrokes; label,

line and indirect branching; 6 subroutine

levels, indirect data storage; insert/delete

editing; 4 Hags; 12 labels; 2 user definable

ke\s; loop control and more'

2 EXCITING NEW FUNCTIONS!
New "Solve" key. The HP-34C can search

for and lind the roots of an equation with
keystroke simplicit\. No more trial and error.

Or waitmg (or computer access.

New "Integrate" key. Makes finding the

definite integral ol a function pushbutton
easv. Any function you can evaluatcon the cal-

culator by keystroke solution, you can
now integrate

TOTAL DOCUMENTATION SUPPORT
The HP-34C comes with an Introductory

Booklet, an Owner's Handbook, and a

free Standard Application book containing 10

useful programs. Application hooks also

available in Math. Stat, Surveying and
Student Engineering.

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNES04V THURSDAY FRIDAY SATUiVMr

.V^^

^'y^

^€> ^""^
^9f^

^G^^CNV ^^^^9^0^"^ .0^ ŜP
.v^

^0^ <e^

Th30
TnatKkJdb

(<-'<: lu

CLOSED *''!^*
'''^!

»^^ .^>
^^ .^^^^^"

-tJ^^'^'^i^
PRIVATE

PARTY

CLOSED ^C^
K°"' ,^^

CLOSED ^^y~
^•^^^'

ofc^f>

Hj^ AP ONe
^^^^y^^^^^l2|Jki mum^^Uiu

^,;

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

15.75

List 22.00

• TheTI-30 Student Math Kit is ideal for back-to-school. This fun-to-read 224-page manual
provides quick access to facts needed for solving high school math problems. And the
TI-30 calculator, with protective denim-colored vinyl carrying case delivers the calculating
capability students need. All available at a very reasonable price

• The unique Tl Algebraic Operating System with 15 sets of parentheses and up to 4 pending
operations allows problem to be entered in the same order it is stated algebraically.

• Extra functions students need . percent, parentheses, constant, roots, powers, reciprocals,
common and natural logarithms, degree/radian modes, and trigonometric functions.
Plus memory.

• Memory allows you to store and recall numbers, as well as sum to memory.

• Scientific notation. Allows you to work with very large or very small numbers. 10** to 10 ••,

which exceed the capacity of the 8-digit display.

• Automatic on/off feature increases battery life up to 50% Prevents power waste resulting
from leaving calculator on or turning it on accidentally.

• Economically priced, powerful capability with functions students need from basic
arithmetic to complicated higher math situations.

• TheTI-30 bright red 8-digit LED readout shows all numbers, decimal point, negative sign,
and error indication. Error."

Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

"" University Store
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Welcome Dock Students Faculty

As a public service to all the
students who eagerly await
the tolling of the first class

bell, we present this back to
school shopping list, many
items sale-priced and all under
one roof at. . .

L. Alarm Clocks

t> Art Supplies

HS j^[L, Athletic Equipment

f^ Basketballs '.

'.- Bathrobes

Bicycles

[ Brief Cases

Calculators

C Candy
C Camera
' Carpet

I Checking Accounts

Coats

Combs
Cosmetics

Dictionaries

C Dishes

[ Drafting Supplies

r Duffle Bags

L Envelopes

r Film

p Glue

Guitars

Gym Clothes

U Hair Brushes

n Hair Dryers

D Handbags

D Index Cards

D Ink

n Jackets

D Jeans

D Mittens

n Money Orders

D Music

D Neckties

D Novelties

D Overshoes

n Paint

Pajamas

D Slacks

D Slide Rules

D Slippers

y* mile west of UMass
on Rte. 9 Hadley, MA

D Sneakers

n Sport Coats

D Staplers

D Stationary

D Suits

D Tape

n Telescopes

D Television

D Tennis Shoes

D Toothbrushes

n Trunks

D T Shirts

D Tuxedos

n Typewriters

D Umbrellas

D Underwear

n Vaporizers

D Vitamins

D Vests

D Wallets

PRECISION X
>
»

Our stylists are featuring FREE professional
consultations for men and women.

Let us help you select a hairstyle that's
perfect for you!

H

As Professionals we guarantee all our work. z
Featuring '3C

Special Effects, Coloring, Design Perms,FacialsjBl
Manicures, Braiding - All at comparable prices.

„______

$7.00
with this coupon only

FIRST - A professional consultation
SECOND - A precision style cut selected individually

just for you

Xtti'!H_"_9i!L^Iy|i?i5^'" ^^°^ y°^ ^°^ ^° ^^^^ c^re of your hair

With personal style cut, shampoo,~^~dTiow'di^'~Tl'o 5o"'lon'^"h^r'l
[sl^Mly more_j^JtMhi^c_ouponj)nl^

0^,^

StylM liy

Deborali Z * u
66 University Drive
Amherst, MA 62 Main Street

Easthampton, MA
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Special Thanks from the Advertising Dept to:

Jon Urban
Lisa Kaplan

Rose Sacco
Binky

GOLF WORLD
New Qt Hampshire Moll

Welcomes Dock Students
with Q

Dock to School Speciol
with every valid Student I.D.

1st Golfer - reg. price - $1.50

2nd Golfer- only -$1.00

Hours: 10 om-fO pm - s*v«n days a w*«k -

off*r good until 10/1/01

KAREN ANDERSON LOST 13 LBS. 17 IN. • VERACHERMISINOLOST27LBS26IN •

BRIDGETT MARRIOTT LOST 73 LBS. 69 IN. -JANE VALLENCOURT LOST 34 LBS 37 IN.^EVA
ME0LAL0ST17LBS. 18IN. • ELAINE CRAIG LOST 72 LBS. 98 IN. • ROBERTA MOSSIMAN
LOST 44 LBS. 52 IN. • SARA QUINMAN LOST 36 LBS. 42 IN. • KAREN FENN
6 IN. . DENISE KIRBY LOST 22 LBS. 21 IN. • JULIE DANKAWITAG L

DUBOIS LOST 9 LBS. 19 IN. • DARLENE DAVIS LOST 22 LBS

17 LBS. 15 IN . LUCYGALiLlTL0ST13LBS. 12IN. •

• LINDA BUNIER LOST 15 LBS. 21 IN. • C

KOWALCZYKLOST32LBS. 37IN. -,

LOST 10 LBS 5 IN. • CAR<

12 LBS. SIN •

T 6 LBS.

SUE

OST

9 IN.

KATIE

• EVELYN AUSTIN

• JANE MIGNANELLI LOST

GINIA ALTRICH LOST 22 LBS. 19 IN.

IARGARETDINARDILOST10LBS. 13IN •

•IRENE DAKAI LOST 28 LBS. 23 IN.'CHARLOTTE
50NNA F^^^STONE LOST 8 LBS. 12 IN. • NETI^RILLO

SUE HENCE LOStU^^ IN. MARGARITE LYNCf(^sm LBS.
^N MclNTYRE LOST 23 LBS. V^^k^Y JANEPHIUi^fc|teTjtB^ IN

LINDA ARCHAMBAULT LOST 3 LBS. 5 IN^^ ^E RY^fff^^K^f^A 7 ||^ .

JUDYMERRITTLOST5LBS.13IN • DARL^^pV^fN LoK\s.^ll^ MARY
H0INEL0ST5LBS 7IN. • ELAINEG^EAUm ^S, 34 I* JPflSE DESROSIUS
LOST 30 LBS 28 IN, • KATm^MApFmT 18 LbM^^^^^uNE MAUSSEAU LOST
18 LBS. 12 IN. . PAULWIL^ERRIER^<;t ^^^bi,N. . CONNIE GRENIER LOST 82

• HEATHER CRISAFULLI LOST 14 LBS.

N. • PATCURLEYL0ST11 LBS 17IN • LINDA
• CAROLYN KELLY LOST 21 LBS. 1£ IN, • MARY ANN

BS 35IN. . HELENLAVI0LETTEL0ST9LBS. 10IN. • JANICE
LBS. 22 IN, . CAROL COSTA LOST 10 LBS. 10 IN. • MARY VOLPICELLI

BS.45IN. . EILEEN DeGEORGE LOST 19 LBS. 21IN. • MARGARET MARTIN
LOST 32 LBS. 17 IN. • ELAINE DAVIS LOST 14 LBS. 14 IN • GABRIEL STANLEY LOST 25
LBS. 23 IN. . DIANE KING LOST 25 LBS. 27 IN. • GAIL GEKOMINI LOST 17 LBS 23 IN .

BONNIE GOLDBERG LOST 14 LBS. 18 IN. • ANN NICHOLSON LOST 15 LBS. 13 IN. •

Sometime this fall, we'll be celebrating our
MILLIONTH MEMBER!!! We've got something

special just for her and for you too'
WATCH YOUR NEWSPAPER FOR DETAILS.

STUDENT SPECIAL

O months only $ I/O.
Save $55.00 with student ID

Hampshire Mall

Mon.Fri.9-9 Sat. 9-3

Thanks a Million!!

Hadley

Reason we're so big - we're the best

!
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Back to school info . .

.

ADD/DROP: Add/drop forms may be pick-
ed up today in room 116 Herter Hall
Tomorrow through Friday, the forms can
be picked up and dropped off in room 120
School of Business Administration. Mon-
day through September 22, forms are
available and should be dropped off in the
Registrar's Office, 213 Whitmore.

CLASSES: begin tomorrow.

STOCKBRIDGE: Late registration today
m 110 Stockbridge Hall. Stockbridge Con-
vocation will be held from 4 to 5 p.m. todaym Thompson 104.

GRADUATE; Registration, course
changes and ID stickers available from 9
a.m. to noon and 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in
the Boyden Main Gym.

CONTINUING EDUCATION: Night
course registration only today from 8:30
a.m. to 7 p.m. Registration for day courses
begins tomorrow in the Continuing Educa-
tion office in the library tower.

FIVE COLLEGE: Students wishing to
register for Five College classes may begin
tomorrow at Smith College and UMass;
Friday at Amherst College; Saturday at
Mount Holyoke College; and Monday at
Hampshire College.

CASIAC: Beginning today, the College of
Arts and Sciences Information and Advis-
ing Center in room E-20 Machmer Hall will

be open from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and will

have a list of open courses in each depart-
ment. The list will be updated daily.

FINANCIAL AID: 243 Whitmore, 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m.

DINING COMMONS: All Dining Com-
mons open for breakfast this morning.

BUSES: UMass transit. Five College and
PVTA buses all begin regular schedules to-
day.

FOREIGN STUDENTS OFFICE: 239
Whitmore, open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

HANDICAPPED STUDENT AFFAIRS:
231 Whitmore, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE: 235
Whitmore, open 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING: 115
Hasbrouck, open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

ID OFFICE: 113 Whitmore, open 9 a.m. to
4 p.m.

PARKING OFFICE: 137 Hasbrouck, open
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

TRANSFER AFFAIRS: 208 Whitmore,
open 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

TEXTBOOK ANNEX: Physical Plant
building, open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

LIBRARIES: Both the tower and Goodell
libraries open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. today.

BURSAR: 215 Whitmore, open 8:30 to 4 STUDENT CREDIT UNION: Student
P-"^- Union Building, open 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
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* Merger
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Com nurd jront pdi^f j

'Tn pleased that the governor's (l(H)r
was ofx-n. However, I was not satisfied. I

feel ;if)|)eased," Fiutley said.

"What this amounts to is nothing? but
academic genocide. How many more would
have [)een laid off if dov.' King's $9.3
million veto had not been overrid(len," said
Dr. John M(K)n, president of the Boston
State faculty union.

Hon Babets, UMass-Boston student

* Underenrollment

trusteti. charged that a Regent staffperson
told him days prior to the Regents vote
that the merger was "fait conif)li.'" Babets
said this attitude was consistent with past
experiences with the Regents.

Riitley also contendetl that the Regents
excluded student input in the (iecision to
merge, ignc^ring the positive aspects of
Boston State anci has created an "elite" in-

stitution by hiring only Ph.D's from Boston
State.

("ovtitiui'd from payc ,{

the exact figures is not known, Young
noted significant increases in these areas
over past years.

Young atided that the underenrollment
can be attributed to departmental budget
cutbacks, which significantly reduced the

number of available courses. In addition,
the high numl)er of oversubscribed courses
can l)e linked to the undergraduate enroll-
ment. Over 19.300 students will descend

* Martin
Contmiwd fr<ym page 2

"devastating" when the layoffs come next
semester.

"The legislature has forced the Regents
to speed up the con.solidation process.
Because we have to maintain faculty until

January, and, unless there's further fun-
ding, twice as many faculty will l)e fired.

The short-term gain for the faculty is their
long-term loss." Duff said.

"We were trying to be as humane as
F)ossible to those who will lose their

upon the campus this fall, the second
largest undergraduate population in the

history of the University. ^
The priority sctieduling passes, which

were sent to 1,187 students immediately
following the mailing of registration

packets, alerted students that they had
been scheduled for less than the minimum
full-time academic credit load. In addition,

it allows students to arrange their

schedules on a priority basis during the

14-day add/drop period beginning today.

jobs. "he said.

Duff said that public higher education
system has not l)een adecjuately funded bv
the state legislature.

"The system simply is not the highest
priority in the eyes of those who allocate
public tax dollars for state programs. In
fact, higher education's four percent share
of the state budget, as compared to 12 per-'
cent nationally, is a decline from 7 6 in
1974." Duff said.

k.l. Hastings, Inc.

Supplies for
* University

* Office

^ School

notebooks
typing paper
staplers
pens & pencils
school year calendars
newspapers

. , _ _ , and much more
AJ. Hastings, Inc.

newsdealer and stationer

45 S. Pleosant St. Open Doily 5 am-9 pm
^"^^*«t Sun 5 am- 4 pm

Still Buying
Highest Prices

Class Rings

Gold and Silver
Jewelry

Coins and Stamps
See Me When You Sell

IDaniel 'Smith
permanently located between

Fotomat and Logo's

25 North

Pleasant St.

Amherst
256-0710

Member
Amherst

Chomber of

Commerce

Mbn. — Sat. 10 a.m. -6 p.m.

SPECIAL PURCHASE OF
PROGRAMMABLE CALCUUTORS

if you think"pads and roilers"are

iust a California craze,
you're not ready for New Memorex.

PACKARD

HP-33E

'49
Mfr Sugg List

$90

tXAS INSTPl.MtNTSI

H'TI-57

'29
Mfr Sugg List

$60

Pads and rollers are key com-
ponents of a cass,ette s tape
transport system

This system guidesirt^pe
past your decks tape head. It must
do so with unernng accuracy

And no cassette does it more
accurately than totally new
Memorex.

HP-41C
NP-41C V

Prtnimr
a<M«ii*.M 'I .

333
•1M

1«9
»«S
7S
ta

rw.MViiiKH
TISt •17S
Tl MC •0
Tl K100C 19B
Tl moo 47
TISS t«
riss-ii 37
TI97 >
Tl MBA 90
Tl IM 3t
Tl BiM Anal 1 19
Tl 3B MP 1t
Tl Inv Anal «t

'ylernorex tape trans

P' -r: ..ysic!!i IS precision engi
nppred to pxartinp fniornnces.

>
' i'-^r ' »!

• >*rsguide
ttie tape effortlessly and exactly
An oversize pad hugs the tape to

the tape head with critical pres
sure firm enough for precise
alignment, gentle enough to

dramatically reduce wear.
Our unique ultra-low-fnction

polyolefin wafers help precision-
molded hubs dispense and
gather tape silently and uniformly
play after play. Even after 1,000
plays.

In fact, our new
Memorex cas-

sette will always
deliver true

sound reproduc
fion, or vvell

replace it. Free,

Of course, re

prixJuction that true

and tfiat enduring

owes a lot to Per

•iTiapass '" our extrai

dinary new binding

process Itevenow^
little to our unique n<-v<

fumble-free storage dit)ui^'

But when you record on nt^w

Memorex. whether it's HIGH
BIAS II. normal bias MRX I or

METAL IV. don't forget the impor-
tance of those pads and rollers.

Enjoy the music as the tape glides
unerringly across the head
And remember: getting it there

IS half the fun

NOW MORE THAN IVER T
WfE ASK: IS IT LIVE, OR IS IT

MEMOREX
c 1981 Memore. CofDO'alPoo Santa ria,^ ' ;iiplorn,a 9«,oi>? uSA

Z
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Get a $20rebate

11-59Programmable
Ev( n without the $20 rebate, the TI-59 is special-it's our most

powerful prt.grammable,and we've never offered it at a lower price
The TI-59 giv^s you up to 960 program steps, or up to 100

memones, plus magnetic card read/vvrite capability. You can also
shp in one of TI's Solid State Software™ modules and success-
fully attack complex engineering, business, statistical and
scientific problems. And by adding the optional
PC-IOOC printer, you can record
your calculations.

So ifyou like the idea of
having.real programmable
power, take us up on our
rebate offer. Buy a TI-59
now, and fill out the coupon
below. The offer ends
Dec.31,1981.J^

'•^1981 Texan ln(itruni*ni.s Incorjx.nitwi

I boujjht my TI-59 Projn^mmable at
(.•ilDre namt" ):

and havi- attached the dated .sales
receipt and completed customer infor-
mation card (packe<l in box). Mv TI-59

L!'''?"'
>'" "'- _1_ (from

back of calculator). Please send mv $20
rebate check to:

NAMK.

ADDRKS.S.

CITY. STATK

n ;'>"*o"-
1*'.".'^:' In.strumenl.s Tl 59 Rebate Offer

I () Box (2.) Dept. 59, Lubbo<k. Texas 79491.

ll'ii"' i'.'?"'^"uP"''''^**' """" b«<l«l"<l txtn,-,.,, AUKU.SI I

«1 .ml 1 .•„.mb.-r;il. 1<«1 ( ifr.-r voul «h.r.- pr..hihir.-.(

1> l»m Allcm.lOiiiiysfiirdi.livpry. 1,1 mil otif fKT pcnuiiiatldrviw

Texas Instruments
INCORPORATED

.C.oHe giaji i^^

* Students
Continued fnrm page 2

tial fire protection, police forces and education," she said.
Southern also said she lielieves the whole idea l)ehind

the reorganization of public higher education is to keep
poor and lower-income students out of school The
students want to orevent makintr other institutions
vulnerable totollapse, Southern said.

Carl Cedargren, a representative for higher education
on the Massachusetts Teachers Association executive
committee and a faculty member at Boston State said he
IS concerned about the destruction of public higher educa-
tion as a whole.

"It's not a Boston State problem," he said. "The quality
will go down and the choices will be between private col-
leges and second-class institutions."
Cedargren has written a statement of the "domino

theory, a term used by the students meaning if Boston
btate IS closed, other public colleges and universities may
face a similar fate. (See box.)
At a rally held on September 2, the day classes at Boston

btate were to start, several state legislators urged
students to fight the merger plan.

"I am here to join you to oppose this insane merger. We
must fight to make t,overiirnent more responsive to the
needs of the people," said Sen. Jack Backman,
D-Brookline.

Rep. Fitzgerald said, "You students, you professors
cannot pay the price. It's too high, its your jobs, your
education and your livelihood.

A third state representative from Boston, Thomas
Gallagher, said, "the merger is absurd, you can
dismember an institution in three weeks but you can't
merge one. You will never see Boston University and Har-
vard merge in three weeks because they can afford to od-
pose it."

^

RIPPED OFF!
DONT BE!

Secure Your Possessions
Single Door Alarms

From $49.85
Contact 413-247-5438

Pioneer Security Systems
Hatfield, Mass. 01038

ealiifplim
Zayre's Shopping Ct., Rt. 9, Hadley

256-6889

I

I25% Discount !

on any purchase
offer good til 9/30/81

OPEN
Sun - Thurs 7 am - 3 am
Fri & Sat Open 24 Hours

>W^^,VrV/.V .* '. -. * i t } * > I, t •'•"•'sC*.*!*o .%--vvv.v.vif '''»i«<<vvXv;viSSaK:Sa&fi'^

NEED A JOB?
Housing Services is looking for a few
good students* for the Weekend Cleaning

Program. $3.50/hour. Work study and 03
hourly.

Applications available at: 102 Berkshire

House, 8:30 AM - 5 PM Monday - Friday.

Deadline for applying is September 16.

* Factors of race, color, sex, age, religion, national origin, or
handicap are not considered in the admission or treatment of
students or in employment, in accordance with Federal and
state laws and regulations.
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THE MOVIN' IN BLUES —
Linda Hinkley works on renova-
tions of tri-Sigma sorority.

The areas' up to date

ready to serve you salon

College I.D. means $12.00 cut for $10.00.

(That means you too faculty and staff)

Open 9-6 Tues. thru Sat.

Tues., Thur., Fri. nite by appt.

Ask for Kathy, Ann, Nancy - 256-6008

26 Gatehouse Rd., Echo Hill, Amherst, MA.
Offer good thru September

REDKEN

OUR SKIN IS ALL THAT
STANDS BETWEEN US &
THE REST OF THE WORLD.

r\o: TO rACd

A deep pore cleansing facial helps restore and
revitalize how we look and feel.

A Free lash tint with a facial
*

15% off any hair removal with warm wax *

15% off make-up instructions with college I.D. (this

offer includes faculty and staff) *

located at One on One Hair Company
26 Gatehouse Rd., Echo Hill, Amherst. MA.

Offer good thru September

^rjjoiin;^^

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

the

i aijji'ai '

y i' iii.u^ 'in
UnivBrsitu Store

iPTTwiTre ufcy^- M M 111 MM i n *>»««%^>\\%iiM.w«wN*i^<*»*«rrfi/^rf»My<Arirx«r.iWyjr>r.rr^.rr.y.rxr^
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Menu o^ Events
First Week Schedule

Tuesday, September 8

Film
Everything You Wanted to Know About Sex But Were Afraid to Ask - Stiuimt

Lnion Ballroom - 7:00 - 9:00 - 11:00 p.m. - $1.00 admission
Sponsored by Commuter Collective.

Wednesday, September 9
Bafbeque & Band

MetawampeeLaum {behind Studied Union} - 12 noon - S.OO p.m. -oprn. Sponsored
by Campus Center Food Sennce and Student Actimties Office

Film
Creature of the Black Lagoon (3D) Student Union Ballroom -700 - 8S0 - 1000
-11:80 p. m. - $1.25 admission -free SD (,'lasses. Sponsored fry Commuter Collective.

Trademarks Band
Hangar Om> - Back To School Nile - 8:00 p.m. - $2.50 admission. Sponsored bu

WMUA. "

Thursday, September 10

Loco-Motion Vaudeville
Metawampe Lawn - 12:30 - 2:00 p.m. - free admission

Film
S\eeper and 3 Stooges - Campus Center Auditorium - 7:00 - 9:00 -11:00 p.m. $1.25

admission. Sponsored try WMUA.
Ken Weber - Hypnotist

Student Union Ballroom - 8:00 p.m free
Friday, September 11

Festival of Lights & Sound
Southwest Playing Field -free. Musical entertainment - 7:1,5 p.m. Fireujorks

-8.%5 p.m. (dark)

Saturday, September 12
Community Day in North Village Apts., Amherst

12 noon - 7 p.m. I, musical groups, open barbeque to cook food, gam^s. volleyball
information table. Sponsored by Commuter Collective.

Jeans & T-Shirt Disco
Student Union Ballroom - 9:00 p.m. $1.50 mth BCMP T-shirt & jeans. $2.00 with

any T-shirt & jeans. $2.50 regular dress.
Sponsored by Black Mass Communications Project

Sunday, September 13

Communitv Fair
Meta wampe Laum - 10:00 a. m. - 7:00 p. m. -free 6 m u.sical groups, rrajls tables tag

sale, mjormation tables, puppets and jugglers.
Sponsored by Commuter Collective

'

Film
Invasion of the Body Snatchers - Campus Center Auditorium -7:00 S:.?0 - 10:00

$1.00 admission. Sponsored by Crayson Dorm.
Art Exhibit Opening

Student Union GalUny - exhibit otphot„grnphs fry Glenn Ruga
Monday, September 14 Referral Fair
Campus Center Auditorium 10:00 a.m. ,i:00 p.m. - free information tables film

clips, raffle an annual event heldfor students fn obtain information „h,iut
nwpu.'i srrricfs i{' sfudrnt organizations.

SS

SALADS SUBMARINES

the sub
11 A.M. TO 2 A.M. / 7 DAYS

;

33 E. PLEASANT ST.. AMHERST / 549-5160

.

gg" ar -ar- az

—CLIP THIS COUPON
RIANS\SUBMARINES SYRIANS

I

I

I

I

I

FREE

16 oz. soda

with the purchase of any sub

Scientific

lUCSOAr W«ON!SOAV tMOWOiV w^r SAFUSDAr

PROGRAMMABLE
CALCUUTOR
Model EL-507

ry^

35.95
List Price 39.95

Extra Full-Featured "Programmable" Sci-
entific Calculator With Built-in Statistics
Functions.
In addition to performing the scientific func-
tions found on other Sharp Extra Full-
Featured Scientific Calculators, the EL 507
permits the user to program his own'
Available for this purpose is a more exten-
sive memory which permits the user to store
up to 38 program steps built up from any of
the 507's scientific functions.

Other features: -The option to use the
507's memory for stonng input data or in-

termediate results from calculations (4-

memories for this purpose) -An additional
independently accessible J-key memory -IS
levels of parentheses with up to 7 pending
operations •Easy-to-read 10-digit liquid
crystal display •Scientific notation (8-digit

mantissa, 2-digit exponent) • Memory Safe
Guard'" feature (protects all stored data
and/or program steps even when power is off)

•Comes tn its own attractive wallet.

EL 507

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-4

Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

the (jniversitu Store
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Internships
By CARLA R. LESH
Collegian Staff

For those who have started thinking
about finding a job after graduation, the
Office of Internships in the Curry-Hicks
Building can provide on the job training
and experience for credits.

Carol Pinkham, Assistant Program
Coordinator for the Office of Internships,
said internships can be found in virtually
any of the major academic fields at the
University.

Interns have gone all over the Com-

•Collegian 19

monwealth, the United States and overseas
in past years, she said.

"One plant and soils major spent his in-
ternship at a brewery in England. It was
his own idea, even if we haven't placed peo-
ple in a particular place before, interns can
create their own internships," Pinkham
said.

Eligibility requirements vary with the
academic department, she said, and the on-
ly overall requirement is that the person be
at least a second semester sophmore.
Introductory meetings, which are open

to all students, are the first step in the in-

experience

Survey

responded that there was no problem.
A similar study of 310 households in

Amherst showed that people's attitudes
about water conservation and supplies
rather than kinds of water use, such as fill-

ing swimming pools or running dish and
clothes washers, were more important fac-
tors in determining how much water people
use.

"It appears however that a commitment
to water conservation is a more important
factor in determining water consumption
than any combination of physical factors in-

cluded in the study," the survey states.
While the study of town residents found

that each person in a household used an
average of 67.5 gallons of water a day,
dorm residents use an average of 53
gallons per person per day during the
academic year. Nine of those gallons are
used in the dining commons.
The University uses about half of the

water consumed in town each day, or about
1.6 million gallons a day. Of that, 31 per-
cent is used in the dormitories, 10 percent
in the dining commons and the remaining
59 percent is used for a variety of purposes,
the survey states.

Before the shutdown of the campus and
the water emergency last fall, only 28 per-

cent of the students surveyed said they
were aware of the town's critically low
water reserves. Many surveyed indicated
that they felt there should have been more
publicity about the water situation before
the semester and also asked for water sav-
ing tips.

The water used in the dormitories is
largely used in bathrooms. The survey
stated that although students who respond-
ed said they averaged seven showers a
week, 68 percent said their time in the
shower was less than 10 minutes. Ninety-
two percent indicated they showered less
than 15 minutes each time.

Of the 61 percent who said they had
changed their water use habits, 215
students said they took shorter or fewer
showers, 137 reduced water use at the sink
and 48 said they had reduced the number of
times they flushed the toilet, the survey
states.

More than half or 52 percent of those
students who responded said they t)elieved
it is "very likely" there will be a serious
water shortage in the northeast United
States in the next 20 years. F^orty percent
believed that shortage would be somewhat
likely and eight percent said they thought it

is not likely at all.

ternship process. These meetings are held
every day in the Office of Internships.
Pinkham said.

Some examples of past internships are a
microbiology major who spent the summer
at the Children's Hospital in Boston in the
research laboratory studying protein
biosynthesis.

Other interns have been placed at the
U.S. District Attorney's Office in
Washington D.C.; an accounting major
placed at Texas Instruments in Attleboro,
Mass.; a natural resources management
major at International Crane Foundation
in Baraboo, Wisconsin; and a Communica-
tions Studies major at WCVB Channel 5 in
Boston.

Pinkham stressed that it is never too ear-
ly to begin thinking about an internship.
After the introductory meeting, the pro-
spective intern is given the application and
resume forms and ideas and resource

materials to help narrow the field of possi-
ble internships.

The whole process may take an entire
semester, since the further away the in-
ternship is, the longer the application will
take to be processed, Pinkham said.
"For students that this type of learning

experience appeals to, one of the best ways
to find out more about the field is to look at
it from what actually goes on. The students
learn about themselves, where they want
to go in a career, make contacts in their
field and get them a feel for what they
want out of college," Pinkham said.
Internships are arranged through the of-

fice of Internships and a departmental
sponsor. Interns are assigned a counselor
from the Internship office who helps them
find an internship and offers field counsel-
ing while the student is on the internship.
Internships are available for fall and spring
semesters as well as the summer, Pinkham
said.

Welcome
Back
to our
5'college
community!

A friend you can bank on.

iultlbanic

Northampton
NatkHiol Bank

• 30 Nma Sitcvi f«ottK«m(ii.in

• Ra«w « HmStv
• Floranc* MM Ma*

SOUND IN MOJION WELCOMES U.BACfCome on over and find out how. Special deals on systems, components, installations and much more!

SYSTEM 1

AM/FM in dash cassette deck, with 4'

coaxial speaker system.

Reg. $170.00 SALE $135 00
SAVE $35.00

•BLAUPUNKT
Model 2002 - new
Reg. $290.00 SALE $249.00

Model 2010 new
Reg. $396.00 SALE $349.00

Model 3001

Reg. $630.00 SALE $525.00

FRANFURT
Incredible AM/FM stereo radio

Reg. $218.00 SALE $89.00

SYSTEM 2
ALPINE 7124 AM/FM in dash cassette
deck, locking fast forward & rewind. Auto
Reverse. ALPINE 6202 Coaxial speakers.

Reg. $280.00 SALE $260 00
SAVE $20.00

CAR PLAYERS
ALPINE AM/FM indash
cassetteBi level, locking fast for-
ward and rewind. Dolby and
Metal tape capability.

Reg. 330.00 SALE $279.00

ALPINE Digrital AM/FM in
dash cassette Bi-level and 10
station preset. Locking fast for-
ward and rewind, metal tape,
auto reverse and a digital clock.

Reg. $300.00 SALE $234.00

ALPINE Underdash casstte
deck with locking fast forward
and rewind. Accepts metal tape,
auto reverse with separate bass
and treble.

Reg. $150.00 SALE $127.00

ALPINE Underdash
FM/Cassette with locking fast
forward and rewind. Auto
reverse, metal tape and separate
bass and treble.

Reg. $220.00 NOW $185.00

SPEAKERS
& AMPS

ALPINE 40W & 40W Power
Amp, Pulse regulated, pre-amp
level or spkr. level inputs.

Reg. $150.00 SALE $127.00

ALPINE I8W & 18W 5 Band
Sraphic equalizer. Inputs for
igital time delay.

Reg. $180.00 SALE $152.00

6'/2' way spKr.ALPINE
system

Reg. $120.00 SALE $93.00
JENSEN popular 6"x9" triaxial

3 way spkr. system

Reg. $120.00 SALE $68.00

MOTOROLA 5V4" coax spkri
system. ^

Reg. $75.00 SALE $49.95

MOTOROLA 6"x9" Triax spkr.
system

Reg. $99.50 SALE $64.95

BLANK TAPES
MAXELL UD 90's

Reg. $3.50 SALE $2.99

SYSTEM 3
SONY AM/FM in dash Cassette Locking fast
forward and rewind. Auto music sensor
separate bass and treble, front to rear fader
and built in Equalization. SONY Slimline
Double Cone door or rear deck speakers.

Reg. $340.00 SALE $306.00
SAVE $34.00

MAXELL XL Is and 2s
Reg. $4.75 NOW $3.79

TDK SA-C90
Reg. $3.75 NOW $2.99

^ PORTA-PAKS
Walkman with fast forward
and rewind Accepts meUI Upe
mike talk over and dual head-
phone outputs.

Reg. $175.00 SALE $90.00

Walkman with FM stero fast for-
ward and rewind and dual head-
phone outputs.

Reg. $200.00 SALE $99.00

fhl^pj^f ^^'^'V'^ ^^^ ^'^ A"^*^ ^"'' P^P'^ ^ho like to take their music withthem. Professional sales, repair service and installations at the right price.

266 No. Pleasant St., Amherst. Across from the Hampshire National Bank and
behind Siiverscape Designs. 253-934] Hours: Monday thru Friday 1000 am to 5 pm
Saturdays 10:30 am to 5:3C pm Prices limited to in house quantity. No dealers please Prices effective through Sept fmm

.*(*.
»\\\\\\'\\\
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Important Phone Numbers
I

I

University Police and Fire

Amherst Police and Fire
Health Services

UMass Rape Hotline

Student Phone Numbers
University Operator
Information Data Bank
Bursar's Office

Registrar

Financial Aid
Campus Housing
Off-Campus Housing
Dean of Students

549

545-

545-

or 545-

545-

545-

545-

545-

545-

545-

545-

CCEBS

545-3111 Dining Commons Menu
911 PVTA

-2671 UMass Transit

-2677 Library Information
-1515 Foreign Students Office

-0111 Handicapped Student Affairs
-1555 Collegian

•2368 WMUA
0555 BCP
080 1 Student Government Association 545-034

1

1960 Textbook Annex 545-3750
0865 Parking Office 545-0065
2684 CASIAC 545-2191

545-0031

545-2626

586-5806

545-0056

545-0150

545-2843

545-0892

545-3500

545-2876

545-1987

Northampton doys ore every Thursday!

We wrote the book
on free delivery...

...and it's been a best
seller for over 20 years.
The story? It begins with
your phone call and ends
at your door with a hot,
delicious pizza delivered
in 30 minutes or less.

Domino's Pizza is critically

acclaimed as the #1
source for fast, free
delivery Check us out.

Hours:

4:30 2:00 am Sun-Mon

Fast Free Delivery
Rt. 9

Phone: 256-8911

Our drivers carry less
than $10.00.
Limited delivery area

******t*tt^
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Local boy named acting Vice Chancellor
EVENSEMPF.R A_ » .1. . . .

By STEVEN SEMPLE
Collegian Staff

As a boy, Jack DeNyse would squirm
under a fence at the former Massachusetts
State College football field on frosty Satur-
day mornings to watch the local rivalry bet-
ween the Redmen and the Amherst College
team.

Today, the building in which he works
rests on the same site at which he saw
those games. John L. DeNyse is the acting
Vice Chancellor of Administration and
Finance at the University of
Massachusetts. He succeeds George Beatty
who resigned from that post in July.
During a recent interview at his office on

the third floor of the Whitmore Ad-
ministration building, DeNyse spoke about
his career and changes he has witnesses
over the years.

An Amherst native and the son of an
Amherst native, DeNyse, 54, just marked
his 28th year as an employee of the univer-
sity from which he graduated in 19bu. He
has outlasted three presidents and two
chancellors and hopes to be around "for a
long time to come," he said.

"I can remember when I was a kid there
were four dormitories on campus," he said.
"Since then I've seen all the buildings go
up one by one-with mixed emotions."
DeNyse said he has seen neighbors

uprooted as their homes were taken by the
state so the college could expand. Farms
were cleared to construct classrooms. In
fact, hay used to be harvested where the
student union and Campus Center
buildings now stand, he said.

It wasn't always pleasant to see familiar
stomping grounds diappear, but "those are
things that happen in the name of pro- ,

gress," he said.

MusicatAmherst
1981-82 Series

MUIR STRING QUARTET
SEQUENTIA Early Music Ensemble
CAPPELLA NOVA 2aVoice Renaissance Choir
LYDIA ARTYMIW Pianist

DeGAETANI Mezzo-soprano & KALISH Pianist

COLLAGE Contemporary Music Group
MUSIC FROM MARLBORO
GARY KARR Bassist

II

GUARNERI STRING QUARTET with Lydia Artymiw
"^——

"

,li:

October 16

October 28

November 15

December 4

February 13

March 5

March 30

April 17

May 12

sii: ai:

8:15 p.m.
Buckley Recital Hall Amherst College

9 CONCERTS FOR $30; $20 FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
For information, call 542-2195 mornings. To purchase tickets by mail, please send payment
andstamped, self-addressed envelope to Concert Manager, Amherst College Amherst MA

002. The box off.ce in the lobby of the Music Cent* will be open September 14 18 from
1

1 am to 2 p.m for ticket sales.

The Legend
Lives On

LACOSTE ®

i<S)

m pure cotton

and 24 colors

a
i^nuBP of Malfil?. Inr.

32 iHain ^Utt\
^mhtrit, fflaggachugriis

?3)ail[» 9.00 10 5:30 25'S 3361

De Nyse said "continued association with
young people" over his long term of service
is one of the reasons he has stayed with the
University instead of accepting other op-
portunities that have presented
themselves.

"It's one of the things that's kept me
here all these years," he said. "It keeps you
young."

Another factor, he said, has been a feel-
ing that he has contributed "in my own
small way" to developing the university in-
to what it is today.

"It has been my love for the campus and
the university. I find it a very exciting place
to be, and jt has always been a challenge "

DeNyse, as acting Vice Chancellor, is
responsible for establishing and ad-
nimistenng campus programs in the areas
of financial services, personnel and
employee services, campus operations and
administrative services. But as a high-

Search panel
begins work
A search committee has begun to seek a

permanent replacement for Vice Chancellor
for Administration and Finance George Beat-
ty, who resigned July 1.

The nine-member committee, appointed
last month by Chancellor Henry Koffler, met
for the first time August 19. Its first step will
be to advertise the opening through national
magazines, newspapers and education trade
publications, committee member Robert C
White said Thursday.
Committee members were chosen from

among the faculty, professional staff and
undergraduate and graduate students.
In the meantime, John L. DeNyse has

been appointed acting vice chancellor. The
former director of Human Resources,
DeNyse has been employed by the university
for 28 years.

Beatty announced last May he would
resign effective July 1 to "pursue other in-
ti're.sts."

ranking administration official, DeNyse
said direct contact with students will be a
personal commitment.
"Sometimes students with problems

aon t quite know who to go to," he said
"I'm willing to help anyone find the right
person or office. I don't believe in the stu-
dent shuffle. I believe in coming to grips
with any problem."
DeNyse began his employment here as a

cashier at South College, the former ad-
ministration headquarters. From there he
worked on campus as an auditor for the
state, became an assistant purchasing of-
ficer and later an internal auditor.

He was a personnel officer, an assistant
business manager, director of personnel
and acting vice president for management
in Boston. Prior to his appointment as ac-
ting vice chancellor, DeNyse was the direc-
tor of Human Resources.

» ollrgian photo bv Kris t nig
Acting Vice Chancellor J^ck

DeNyse

Metallic or classic pumps now on view-
15 colors in stocK just waiting for you!

sr/^i/r
197 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON
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Coed bathrooms
Collegian 23

By STEVEN SEMPLE
Collegian Staff

If all goes according to administration plans at the
University of Massachusetts this fall, coed bathrooms will
be a thing of the past.

Director of Residential Life Marjorie Lenn said last

T^ ^ !
^^^o«''s official policy will be to restrict the use

ot individual bathrooms to members of the same sex.

"All the bathrooms have been designated male or
female and we expect people to use them as such," Lenn
said.

"Persons living on a floor with a bathroom designated
for use by the opposite sex will have to go elsewhere

"

Lenn said.

Lenn said the practice of men and women using the
same facilities in many dormitories on campus was never
sanctioned by the university and may violate state law.

But Student Government Association co-President
Kevin Mangan said the policy will be an inconvenience to
students, particularly those living in one of the five
Southwest Residential Area towers. Each floor on which
students live in the towers is equipped with only one
t«throom. Public facilities are located in the lobby and on
the 5th, 12th and 19th floors.

Mangan said walking between floors in the towers could
pose a safety threat to students and their guests The
stairways often are dark because vandals steal or smash

the lights. Broken glass and trash piled in the stairways is
not uncommon, especially on weekends, Mangan said.

Leaving one's floor while not fully dressed could lead to
sexual harassment as well, Mangan said.

"My feeling is they should let them (the students) do
what they want to do," he said. "They pay the rent. They
should decide."

Lenn said the policy could be beneficial to dormitory life,

prompting students to maintain a cleaner house.

"The interaction on stairways might be a healthy thing
for people in the towers," she said. "If 50 percent of the
dorm has to go to another floor then it would be an incen-
tive to keep it clean."

Lenn said she has directed both the residential staff and
UMass students to comply with the new rule. Heads of
residence and resident assistants will be responsible for its
enforcement, she said. In the event a student is caught
violating the policy, he or she would face punishment.

"My guess is there will be a discipline that will parallel
the infraction," she said.

Meanwhile, student government leaders said they will

adopt a "sit and wait plan."
"If it's not enforced and people don't care, then we

won't have to do anything about it," Mangan said.

The separate bathroom policy began last February with
a memo from Lenn. The change was brought on by in-

creasing concern among students and parents "who are
disturbed by the sharing of heretofor 'private space,'" the
memo stated.

of the past

Roads and pathways rebuilt Collecian photo bv Vinre D«WiU

By DAVE HOWES
Collegian Correspondent

Students returning to the University of Massachusetts
this tal will find that many changes have been made to the
sidewalks and roads throughout the campus.

H.J. Littlefield, director of facilities planning for the
University, said most of the changes were made for safety
reasons. Money for the work came from the Capital
Outlay Project, a $2 million fund raised through the state
cigarette tax and allocated to the University by the state
legislature. Last year, the project funded reconstruction
work at the intersection of Triangle and North Pleasant
Streets.

This year, new left turn lanes and traffic signals were in-

stalled at the intersections of Massachusetts and Com-
monwealth Avenues and Massachusetts Avenue and
University Drive. Littlefield said the changes were made
to improve traffic flow along the streets.

Along Commonwealth Avenue, a stock barn was remov-
ed and a horse barn moved back three feet so the road
could be widened. New sidewalks were installed along the
road and a traffic signal was installed at the intersection
of Commonwealth Avenue and Campus Center Way.

Handicapped ramps were also installed in sidewalks
along Massachusetts Avenue, near Berkshire and Hamp-

dmtinued on page .y

Tom Savage and Anne Dovydaitis use a
formerly coed bathroom in Patterson
dormitory.

M 'ke and [_\sa

tz^pvess Moving and Deliveri^ Service

2 TON MAX LOAD

253-3706
14 South Prospect St. Amherst

Health & Beauty Aid Sale
something for everyone"

Aqua Fresh Toothpaste 6.4 oz.

Oral B Toothbrush /36/40/6o

Dry Idea 1'>^ oz. reg.. unscemed

Gillette Foamy 11 oz. Reg.,

TraC II 5'S
Menthol. Ume

Q-tlpS 300'S special value

B €r L Saline Solution

SALE PRICE Reg. Price

1.10

79c

1.29

1.39

1.30

1.35

1.30

1.59

1.39

2.10

2.17

1.96

1.83

Sale Ends Sept. 19, 1981

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

""University storp
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Transit Authority institutes changes
By DAVE HOWES
Collegian Correspondent

Riders of the Pioneer Valley Transit
Authority will notice a few changes this

One change is the return of the "no fare"
system on the Northampton-Amherst bus
route, said Chuck MacNeil, dispatcher for
Western Mass Bus Lines.

"The route will basically be the same
with little changes from last year's fall
schedule," he said, adding that anyone in-

m.t^* .
'" ^^^^^ changes should call the

rV I A for information.

In another change, the Five College bus
route IS being taken over by the UMass
Transit Service at the start of the fall
semester. The PVTA made the decision
this summer to make the route "more effi-
cient," said Cliff Donoth, safety and train-
ing coordinator for UMass Transit.

Donoth said the newer 40 foot-long buses
will be used on the route. The service is
planning to keep the same schedule Five
College used. William Brandt, business
manager for Five College, said the buses
will be paid for by the Five College system.

C ITll« m •
<""*Ki»n photo bv ViiKe l)»Witt

see UMass Transit bus schedules on pages 28, 29.

This semester, students have also paid a
transporation fee on their bill. Richard
Goldman, treasurer of the Student Govern-
ment Association, said the fee was im-
plemented because of state and federal
budget cuts.

DISCOUNT PHOTO FINISHING

Prices effective Sept. 8 X^^^^j)^|

\ thru Sept 13 ^^'''

LOREAL
ULTRA RICH
SHAMPOO
normal or oily

16 oz

1.18

SPECIALS
6x972 108 count

3 Subject
Notebook

79c

5x7 y4 80 count
Asssignment

Book
2/79

Vinyl or Pressboard

Binder

99c

8x1()!/2 200 count
Filler Paper

79c

LOREAL
ULTRA RICH
CONDITIONER
regular or ex body

16 02

VSVWSXNWWVSXWWWSW

1.18

^ .•^v ./.

3x5 80 count
Index Cards. .2/79
Scotch Magic .5x450"

Tape 2/1.00
Carter's

Marks-A-Lot
Hyliter 2/79

PEARS
SOAP
4 oz

PEPSODENT
2.8 oz

MM«V urn '""

^'^^^^^N^N\N\VV\\\\\\\\\\\\\\S\V>^

VIDAL
SASSOONi
Extra Gentle!

SHAMPOOI
8oz

PENTEL
ROLLING
WRITER b

VASELINE
INTENSIVE CARE

all types

10 oz

1.19

1.68 MENNEN ^ ^
SKIN BRACER 1.33

6 oz

SKinBracpr

) > >

) )

Quantity Rights Reserved 191 No. Pleasant St. Amherst, Ma 253-9249

"They needed money for transporation.
There would have been cuts of 30 to 40 per-
cent in transporation this year, if not for
the fee," Goldman said.

The fee is $7 for off-campus students and
$2 for on-campus, Goldman said.

The campus shuttle schedule has also
changed for the fall. According to the
schedule, buses will start rolling at 7 a.m..
thirty minutes apart. At 8 a.m., the buses
will run at 13 minute intervals running
from Southwest to North Pleasant
Street.The bus running in the opposite
direction will run at 17 minute intervals.

At 2 p.m. the time frame reverses. The
bus running from North Plea.sant Street to
Southwest wil have the 13 minute interval,
while the other will change to 17 minutes.

From 5 to 6 p.m., the buses will run at 30
mmute intervals. One bus will run from 6
p.m. to 1 a.m. every school day.

As for the Echo Hill, Orchard Valley and
the Cushman routes, there are few planned
changes. Ron Hamlin, A.ssistant Opera-
tions Manager for UMass transit, said the
Echo Hill and Orchard Valley route will
continue the same as the summer schedule,
different from last year's schedule.

"There are a few changes from last spr-
ing on these routes." Hamlin said.

There are no changes on the Cushman
route, he said.

For a complete look at all bus route
listings, see the schedule on pages 28 and
29.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

UNIVERSITY STORE HOURS
Tuesday Sept. 8 9-5

Wednesday Sept. 9 9-9

Thursday Sept. 10 9-9

Friday Sept. 11 9-5

Saturday Sept. 12 10-4

TEXTBOOK ANNEX HOURS
Located in the Physical Plant Building

Tuesday Sept. 8

Wednesday Sept. 9

Thursday Sept. 10

Friday Sept. 11

Saturday Sept. 12

MINI STORE HOURS
Located in the Student Union Building

Monday-Friday

Saturday & Sunday
8-10

9-10

A
•.*••« t'f f i a • a « , •"»«"#,»», t't

• t • « • • t « A^

Located in the Campus Center

the University Store
.^•;^•;•:•:^•^^^^>:•;^^^•;^•>>;^.;^^^.;^^.:.:^^.;.;.vv^^A^^^
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D.C. computers
replace mealbooks
By BRIAN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Like the dinosaur before it, the dining commons
mealbook has travelled down the dark road of time to ex-

tinction.

The University of Massachusetts has spent $48,000 to

institute a new Dining Commons procedure for regulating

students' meals, said Marie Cappadaona, director of food

services for the University.

Card readers similar to the library's checkout system
will be placed at all cashier stations in the campus' DCs,

Cappadona said. Students will give their identification

cards to an employee of the DC at the cashier station and

the computer will read how many meals they have left for

that week from computer tap)es.

"The new system will eliminate a lot of the cheating that

has gone on in the past when meal tickets were used,"

Cappadona said.

Cappadona said the system will pay for itself in a
relatively short time, freeing the university from the

$17,000 cost of printing mealbooks.

Students living in the Northeast and Sylvan residential

areas will have another surprise in store for them when
they return, Cappadona said.

"People will no longer be able to refer to Worcester DC
as the barracks anymore. We have spent the entire sum-
mer renovating the Worcester DC and it will be one of the

most beautiful places on campus," Cappadona said.

Cappadana said the blue room section of the Worcester
EXD may not be ready for meals today, but the rest of the

building will be open for business.

Did You Know

TliE ColUqiAN

WAS FouNded

\h 1870 as

AqqJE UFe

PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION

pi
Performing
Arts

Oivlsior>

Music, Theater, Dance Instmction
Old Chapel 545-0519

Walk-In Registration - September 9-17
Opening Concerts - September 13-15

Calendar of Fall 1981 recitals available by requesting "Music from UMass'
f

I

Sandwiches • Cold Cuts • Bagels • Salads
New Extended Hours:

Mon-Thurs 9 am - 8 pm Fri-Sat 9 am - 10 pm
Sunday 9 am - 6 pm

In The Carriage Shops Amherst, 549-6314

WMUA presents
91.1 FM

S2.50

Plus

WMUA DJ
Andrew WooIf

&' floppy //our Prices

Tuesday, September 8, 1981

Hypercurricula

Wednesday, Sept. 9

MEDITATION CLASS: An open class
covenng the basic aspects of Tantric
meditation. No experience necessary
Class will include relaxation, spiritual idea-
tion, use of mantra, bodywork, philosophy,
and social consciousness. Free. Each
Wednesday beginning Sept. 9th at 6:30
p.m. Class is cyclic in nature and can be
joined on any Wednesday. First class to be
held m Campus Center 805. For more info
call 549-6059 evenings.

MEDITATION GROUP meeting each
Wednesday beginning Sept. 9th at 8 p.m.
m Campus Center 805 (call for location and
other dates). For information call 549-6059
evenings.

Thursday, Sept. 10

UMASS SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB
will hold a First Jump Course every Thurs-
day night in the Campus Center beginning
Sept. 10th, at 7 p.m. in room 801. Bring
$85 and your Five College ID. Please come

.

early. Space is available for the first 15 to
sign up each week. The UMass Sport
Parachute Club is open to all Five College
students, faculty, and employees.

Friday, Sept. 11

FILM AND POETRY READING on the
Anniversary of the 1973 Coup in Chile
Sept. 11 at 7:30 p.m., Thompson 102.

Sunday, Sept. 13

HOUSE CHURCH AT UCF: 7-9 p.m. in

428 Student Union. A gathering for
Biblical exploration, personal encounter
and fellowship and a simple closing Com-
munion. Facilitated by Chaplain Pete
Sabey. For more information stop at UCF
or call 545-2661.

Monday, Sept. 14

INTERSHIPS: Daily introductory
meetings will begin on September 14th.
Call or stop by the office of internships, 16
Curry Hicks, 545-0727 for more informa-
tion.

Anytime

JUGGLING. UNICYCLINGr'^^^^^^^^^
AND MIME: Umass Juggler's Association
holds regular meetings every Wednesday
night from 7:30-11 outside the Campus
Center Auditorium. All Five College
students and local re.sidents are welcome to
practice, learn, and/or watch. For more in-
formation call Neal Bogdanovich at
546-4612.

HYPERCURRICULA appears
every Monday as a service the
Collegian provides to University
groups to advertise events,
meetings, etc. Anyone wishing
to place a notice in HYPERr
CURRICULA should type their
notice triple-spaced, and 67
characters across, and submit it

to the Collegian Business office
by 4 p.m. on the Friday
preceding the Monday they wish
the notice to appear.

C^taurantflQUfl VITHE
RTE. 9. RUSSELL ST. HADLEY 584-9892 '^on.Pri. 4t30n

5o». * Sun. 12-12
A Family Restaurant since 1951.

If your parents are alumni
of the 5-colleges they ate here.

SZE'S

You haven't eaten Chinese food

until youVe tried ours!

We feature high quahty,

authentic Chinese food.

50 Main Street Northampton
HOURS:

Sun-Thurs 11:30 a.m. -9:15 p.m.
Fri & Sat. 11:30 a.m. -10:45 p.m.

Full liquor license

586-5708

4«

Collegian 27

?\

Plumbley s
oil I he common'^

Welcome Back to
Amherst

Happy Hour Every Friday
4 pm -7 pm

This Friday Armstrong Brothers

Thursday September 17
Western Swingles Night

with Yankee Rhythm Band

Busch Draft 50c 8 nm - 11 pm

Tuesday September 15 & 22
Pre-Season Dart Tournament

Cash Prizes

Entertainment
Every Wednesday & Saturday

Daily double, double, bubble
Sun 5 pm - 6:30 pm 9 pm - 10 pm
2 drinks for price of one

Mon

3() F^oltwood Walk (Main St )

Amhrrst Ctr.. 253-958(>

arlo o[ Naples
(bodsoflLaly

One of the best Italian restaurants in the
Valley is located right in Northampton. It's Carlo
of Naples.

Specializing in pasta and veal, Carlo has been
serving "the foods Americans eat in Italy" for
nearly 25 years. The menu also includes chicken,
vegetable, and seafood dishes, as well as pizza,'

beer, and wine.

From the open door kitchen, to the reproduc-
tion of a Michaelangelo painting on the ceiling, to
the specials, Carlo has created a unique, en-
joyable, relaxing atmosphere.

Discover Carlo of Naples on State Street in

Northampton.

45 State Street, Northampton, Mass. 01060
584-9722

1 1

1

1
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BR • Belchertown Road/BN • Belchertown Center

SNOW POUCY
For achcdule change* or cancellation* during
Inclement weather, pleaae tune to WMUA
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NA - North Amherst
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SCHEDULE DISTTtlBimON FOIhfTS

Campus Center Information De«li

and on Buses
PVTA Vhrdule Into I4I3| SM 5006

UMASS Transit Service 1413) 545 005fr

SPONSORED BY
PVTA UMTA

UMASS Admmistiation

UMASS Undergraduate Senate

UMASS Graduate Senate

HOUDAV . SUNDAY SERVICE
MolM*v4 Ori l> Nov II F4«> IS Aa> 20

WEEKEND SERVICE DOES NOT OPERATE
Nov M No. M Of ZlFrt I Mar tO Mai >«

ALL SUMMER

SCHEDULE DISTRIBUTION POINTS
Campus Center Information Desk

and on Buses

UMASS Transit Service (413) 545 (K>S«
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UMASS Undergraduate Senate
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\\\^ Photo

150 Main St. Northampton 586-8417
day developing guaranteed instant passport photos

J224.50* $335.00*»

[NEWFUJIGA
AX-3SIJ1

Purchase any Fujica SLR and receive

a coupon book worth $150.00 toward film, processing & accessories

• credit card users add 5%

Other Cameras and Accessories

Special Mail Orders - not carried in stock

Canon Konica Kodak
Olympus Minolta Polaroid

FILM

2nd Fl

THORNES
a marketplace

plus!

HTKamii
fWMi,WTMUTICMir.
iTNraimRUKii
TMRMNKU-iajL

Apefture-priontyautO'Patcc exposure SLR t A mui|

• Stopped-down automatic exposure
• Electronic tiasfi automatic enposure

t Full-melered manual control
• Foll-mtormation center wewtmaei

with LEO display
• Tu/tca-X Bayonet Moont

• Electromagnetic sfnjilef release

* Electronic self timer

* Buii'-in eyepiece snuiie'

t Film ctiecli window
t Auto winder capability

• Black body
*« Fupnon 56mm 2 2 lens

Fujinon 50 mm fl 9 FM add 15 00 •» Fu|inon 50 mm 1 6 lens
j

Fujinon 50 mm fl 6 DM add » 00

Fujinon 2 43 75 f3 S4 5 DM add 80 00

EBC X Fujinon 50 mm fl 6 DM add 15 00

X Fu)inon 2 43 75 f3 5-4 5 DM add 80 00

Beginning Sept. 26

PHOTO CLASSES • PROCESSING
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Build

your own
bookcase

with our

cut-to-size

lumber for

as low as

$15.03
It's easy with our own pre-cut shelves,

spacers, hardboard backs and shelf

corner clips. See models in our store.

From $15.03 to over $30.

12"x10" spacer .75 24"x48" backer 1.99
29"x10" shelf 1.85 36"x48" backer 2.99

QWCIX/iMn 35"x10" shelf 2.25
:>rikLVINC3 47"xi0" shelf 2.99

PIECES

CUT TO
SIZE

PARTICLE BOARD
For desk tops, table tops,

or work benches
1.8"x30"x60"

$6.98

30"x48" backer 2.50

48"x48" backer 3.99

PARTICLE BOARD SHELVING
y4"xl2"x96" $3.89
%"x12"x120" $4 85
%"x12"x144" $5 83

METAL TABLE LEGS

Come see
what we
saw!

!Vloorc//A
PAINTS

• Benjamin Moore
Stains and Paints

• Minwax Stains

• KV Shelf Hardware
• Cement Blocks

* Roads
Continued from page 23

In the center of campus, new pathways were paved
alonjr the campus Pond to provide "visual improvements"
to the area as well as improving access, Littlefield said.

More than 1,000 feet of pathway was added this year in

addition to 2,500 feet installed last summer, he said.

shire Houses, in order to further improve pedestrian safe-
ty in the area, Littlefield said.

Littlefield said the pathway work was done as part of
the Campus Landscape Improvement Project, which is

designed to improve the appearance of the campus
grounds. The project was allocated $25,000 for the im-
provements during the past year.

Start
every day
refreshed!

Th« Collegian

TOALL STUDENTS
LIVING OFFCAMPdS...
For your convenience, our representatives will be
on campus as follows:

DATES:
August 24th thru September 1 1th,
Monday thru Saturday

TIMES:
8:30 A.M. -5:00 P.M.

AT:

The Campus Center— U Mass

'^^

r

h;rjf>.

^1
' VI

New EnglandTelephone
/

Tuesday, September 8, 1981

'First Week'
events listed

Collegian 3i

In an effort to welcome students back to
the University of Massachusetts this fall, a
series of films, concerts, a barbeque and a
community fair will be among the events of
the "First Week" program.
At 7, 9 and 11 p.m. tonight, the film

"Everything You Wanted to Know About
Sex But Were Afraid to Ask" will be
presented in the Student Union Ballroom.
Admission is $1.

A barbeque featuring a band concert will

be held from noon to 3 p.m. tomorrow on
Metawampe Lawn behind the Student
Union Building.

The film, "Creature of the Black
Lagoon," presented in three dimension,
will be shown at 7, 8:30, 10 and 11:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the Student Union Ballroom.
Admission is $1.25 and "3D" glasses will

be provided free of charge.

Also, tomorrow, the band the
Trademarks will perform at 8 p.m. at the
Hangar One on Route 9 in Hadley, spon-
sored by WMUA, the UMass radio station.

Admission is $2.50.

On Thursday, Loco-Motion Vaudeville, a
troupe featuring music, comedy, mime and
acrobatics will perform from 12:30 to 3
p.m. on Metawampe Lawn.
The Woody Allen film "Sleeper" and the

Three Stooges shorts will be shown at 7,9
and 11 p.m. Thursday in the Campus

Center Auditorium. Admission is $1.25.
At 8 p.m. Thursday, hypnotist Ken

Weber will present a free demonstration in
the Student Union Ballroom.
The highlight of the week's activities will

occur Friday evening with the "Festival of
Lights and Sounds" on the Southwest
Playing Field. The UMass marching band
will perform at 7:45 p.m. and a fireworks
display will follow at about 8:45 p.m.
On Saturday, the Black Mass Com-

munications Projects will sponsor a "jeans
and T-shirt disco" at 9 p.m. in the Student
Union Ballroom. Those with BMCP
T-shirts and jeans will be admitted for
$1.50, people dressed in any T-shirt and
jeans can get in for $2 and others will be
admitted for $2.50.

On Sunday, a community fair will be held
from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Metawampe
Lawn, featuring 6 musical groups, crafts
tables, a tag sale, puppets and jugglers.
The film "Invasion of the Body Snat-

chers" will be shown at 7, 8:30 and 10 p.m.
Sunday in the Campus Center Auditorium.
Admission is $1.

To finish off the week's events, the an-
nual referral fair, where students can learn
about the activities of many organizations
and campus services, will be held from 10
a.m to 3 p.m. in the Campus Center-
Auditorium

.

Doonesbury
Drought to you ovorydoy

by Gorry Trudoou
ond tho

MossQchusotts Doily Collogion

%^
^"^ BEDSPREADS
AREA RUGS

%.

THROW PILLOWS
CURTAIN RODS & SHADES
Lowest Prices, Best Selection

Brown's

Amherst

178 N. Pleasant St. ^'
253-5862 ^^

Managing Editor
News Editor
Assoc. News Editors

Sports Editor
Arts Editors

Layout Technicians

Photo Editor

Composition

Special thanks to

Joleen Benedict,
Scott Burke.

Today's Staff

Jim Kane
Ed Levine

Steve Semple
Laurel Hanscom

Steve Freker
Ron Miller

Sue Ring
Nancy Anderson

Bill Lewis
Vince DeWitt

Marsha Bianchi, Lise Zeiger
Bob Seamans, Pam Dissinger

Barbara Van Nest, John Brobst
Rich Nagle, Turner Kruysman,

Scott Solomon, Dave Howes,

Subscription Rates
The Collegian is published daily Monday through Friday

excluding vacations, exam periods, or holidays. Subscriptions are
available for $18 at 113 Campus Center. University of
Massachusetts. Amherst, Massachusetts. Postmaster: Send
address changes to the MoMochiuetta Daily Collegian, 113
Campus Center, University of Massachusetts. Amherst. MA 01003.

We are happy to announce

our relocation

26 Main St
(across from Plumbley's}

Monday through Saturday

9-5

2537615

rnsdiHoutk
Registered Jeweler

American Gem Society

J

Pauls
Shoe Service

Repairs of
Men's & Women's Shoes

Put ''sole'' in your shoes
with Vibram Soles!

Invisible Soles & Heels
Tennis & Docksider Soles

No. 10, 103 No.Pleasant St..Amherst
(Downstairs, Next to Gnomon Copy Service)

$firff!^nm

Telephone

256-8433

253-5384

REFRIGERATOR
RENTALS

On and off campus rentals

Locally owned & operated
Service 7 days a week

Look for our trucks in the Southwest area
1 1 i • I't M • • • 1 • • 4 »

& 1^
t.l Hi)
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WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!

DOUBLEMFG. COUPONS
Storefor Details

W. MASS AND ENFIELD

USDA
CHOICE I) I

Our 3 kinds of fresh-made grinders
are packed with fresh meats, cheese
lettuce & tomato... They'll fill

you up...and taste good too! For your
big parties, be sure to call and place
your order in advance.

Choose one
of Skinds...
•Turkey & Cheese
• Ham & Cheese
•Salami & Cheese

stop& Shop 'Great Beef up to 5 pounds

BeefX
PlNiiid Roast
^^^fl^op Round Steak .':'.s!?A.9^°i9?..'Qrea!.Beef;.u2.39

r'va'Cl'UC UVdlStUXfdr ?.???.':??..?!'.'?.'<.??
i^'?e s-? pounds 69

'White Gem* Chicken Legs «j??"."ipackagG ^59
CornedBeefBrisket 'MoS!. ^99
l^iianSausage ^^^±l^:....„.1.59

AmericanCheese '^t^T„. 1.79
Available in stores with a service deli

ig^%\ stop & Shop Bag
J

sugar Sugar
STOP & SHOP GROCERY COUPON

Stop & Shop

">

5 lb Bag Long Island

Potatoes
All Purpose U.S. No. 1

VWith coupon « - -- g«R#

STOP & SHOP PRODUcTcOUPON"""T"^
1^^^^ Long Island^!, i

Sfl Potatoes I

ySZ^^ 5 Pound Bag ,„ j

VWltil coupon *^'<''"^««><«nnM«7Wpu«chn*OoudSun 8flft# I

hop Orange

CCilalfGallon
From concentrate—carton

STOP & SHOP DAIRY COUPON C33

TOP & SHOP DAIRY COUPON I Tw

FREE
Stop & Shop

Yogurt
8 oz cup Sundae Style Assfd Flavors
With this coupon ana a 7 50 purchase Limii one
pe'cuslomet Good Sun Sepl 8Sal Sept 13

Stop & Shop Big Daisy

Broad 20 oz.
Sliced White

^ stop & Shop Half Gallon }

^ OrangeJuice !

_ _ _ Canon, From Concentrate ,g^ j

I AVith couDon '"'^"""^°'*°"'"''«'wo"n'>v.!».G,.y,s„ ^aiv> i

Loaf

STOP & SHOP BAKERY COUPON

^ Big Daisy€%^^ ag Daisy •

ZM39 Bread
, MV^^ stop & Shop 20 oz. loaf

, ,3 J

I With coupon ^ ..^. ........ fiSiff !

Colgate 7 Ounce Tube f

kTootlipastelS
STOP & SHOP GROCERY COUPON 30 *C30S

Qourfnet EKCO F tf f^na

KITCHENWARE
Feature Item This Week; Sept. 6 Sept 12

100% Stainless Steel
4 gt. Mixing Bowl

,5ifO'»oft
\ With each S3.DO

Food Purchase.
No Limit. ' ,99

With coupon
-"1." '? I i^Ft ,in#p», , ijitnm*.

'^^''^^^

Color Prints from 1 1 0.1 26,or1 35 Onty
If only 1 picture on your roU turns out
you pay only 15<..jio extra charge forS3

I processing the whole roll!

Per
Print

Hadley Amherst —Route 9. Hadley Amherst Line
Northampton— Route 5. Kingsgate Plaza Center

^Prints
15

r'lmp7i];p"Jf:r-T"IFr:f"S^^^^ _ ~^ " v-.^. .A..U--UIM ^.,- i^'OPS SHOP DAIRY COUPON

Save 15*
! Save 25On one Lunch Pack |0n pkg Stop & Shop Random Wgt

Potato Chips i Cheddar cheese
stop & Shop v? oz pkq o^ 8 "vffJ ?^v'';.^^''^^°'

^^"°* ^^^ "^^^ ° ^ I
White Wedge or Dom Chunk Swiss

2SBk * ',",''"'''"''-•""' "'•^- "«[• f> 9Un.S

Stop & Stiop Kitchen *'i O***.,**. 4^^%«
Potato Salad

' !^&Ve 30^" v^«*««»m«
I On one package of

1b Package ^Q|^ j IQO UptOH^%^ I Tea Bags i lem! '.".TV-"- »en«

SAVE 30-

I
.••^„..!«.«„. 2&f I '."-'* aUoA I

K y w. o I White Wedge or Dom Chunk Swiss I

r -""rrM"":"-:"""^""";— -^i^ —^^^253^.:i:::i.:-.r-ii9.^v

Save 50'
i Save 25On d.., .ja.^kage ol | On one uackanp ol

PreshFish
Sold in our Meat Dept | Herb Tea 24 ct pkg 19?

^^ -~- -^-_^.. , .lUH&SHOPFROZENCOUPON

Save 20*
i Save 25On one package of nT^^i? , *T«^ i « I

On one 1
1 7 oz pkg of

fOpSlGles j Jeno*s lO** Pizza
Hendries36oz pkg of 12 iMl Cheese or Combination 15,

--li. WW V . .*„ ,^ „, ?Sfio^. KPS j
-«."^,»,«,,„j.„,„„^„^j,^,^„^^_^^_ ,,„.„^, ,„.

DOONESBURY

HI, THERai THIS IS

COUSINZ0NKER.SU8-
0IN6 FOR. THE FUJ-
SJRJQCENMAKKSIACK-

OHPARADe"!

by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
WAV'S 6UE.ST
IS MR. MILBS
POTASH, AUTHOR
AND PROFESSION-
AL MA50CHI9T.
imam BACK,
MIL£S! /

THANK
m.MR.
HARRIS.

I

MtUS,
TBUUS,
UHBNDIP
yOUHRST
e^lNIBR-
5STWIN
MIN?

\

UBLL.tye AUilAfS

HADA CBmiN Al>-

fnwepoRiT.Bin
IGUESeiDlDNn
RtALVfBE6»iHm-
INemSetf UNTIL

AnERcousee.

ISEB.AND
iOUCR£ATB
MOSTOFyOUR
eFFEOSW0U6H
J066IN6,RI6HT?

NO, RUNNIN6.

BUT THAT'S
A600P
my TO
START.

I

ue^ BACK AND TALKINe
UHTH MARATHON RUNNeR.
MIL£6 POTASH, AUTHOR OF
THE 8EST-551LIN6"THE:
COMPISTB BOOKOFmN."

Mll£S. yOUARSUeiN youR
BOOK THAT PAIN THROU6H
RUNNING IS NOT ONLY 600D
FORTHt BODY. ITS 6000
FOR THE MIND, TOO, RI&HT?

THAT'S RJ6HT,
ZONKER. YOU
JUSTCAN'T SAY
EN0U6H ABOUT
PAINI '

7^

BUTSURELY
THERE'S A
THRESHOLD,
A BREAK-
ING POINT?

THAT'S RI6HT.

ZONKER. YOU
JVSTCAN7SAY
BNOUSH ABOUT

' PAIN!

Edited by

ACROSS
1 Wimbledon star

5 Scorch
9 Viva (orally)

13 Together, in

music
14 Where Boothbay

Hartxjr is

15 Auricular

16 Headlinerof
April 1865

19 Timetable abbr
20 One Of the

Gardeners
21 Player on the

dealer's left

22 precedent
23 Melville novel
24 Stopovers for

Superman
31 Olympic star, 1936
32 Embellish, in

a way
33 Mult>erry

34 Ill-gotten gain
35 'Thereby hangs

37 Hindu deity

38 River to Lake
Balkhash

39 Gold Coast
language

40 Bundle of sticks
41 Playwright-

legislator

of tame

Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe
mi I o< Aii|<ln lmw\ Statficiu

45 Something
special

46 Wing: Fr.

47 Contorts
50 Soprano's

opposite
51 Broker's abbr
54 Penrod's creator

57 Comedian
Johnson

58 Sirius's master
59 WhereAlbie

Booth played
60 Van's opposite
61 Kind of determination
62 Ernie or Gomer
DOWN

1 California

2 Reputation

3 European coal
mining region

4 William Booth's
"rank ": Abbr.

5 Peruvian port

6 Camper's activity

7 Hydrocarbon
suffix

8 Have similarities

9 Black magic
10 Oklahoma Indian
11 Townsfolk
12 Genuine: Ger
14 Rejoicing

17 Emulates Niobe
18 Memorable Flynn

role

22 Mustard, in

Mannheim
23 Coup d'

(glance): Fr

24 Sut>|ectofa

discourse
25 Star of "Seven

Year Itch

26 George Sand
heroine

27 Mystery writer

Marsh
28 City in S Korea

near Pusan
29 June of the stage
30 Roofing material

35 Fireproof

fabric

36 Missile

37 Mrs Rogers
39 Tithe

40 Criminal

42 List

43 many
things .

"

44 Polo play

47 Shaped girder

48 Showed
49 Particle

50 Seed envelope
51 Suspension
52 Kind of booth
53 Genu
55 We not

alone
"

56 Cheat

CARTOONISTS...
The Collegian needs your talent and sense
of humor!!!

If you'd like to draw a comic strip for the
Collegian, submit samples of your work to

Jim Kane, in the Collegian Business, 113
Campus Center 545-3500.

DC MENU
LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Cahfornia Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

California Quiche

DINNER
Roast Pork/Gravy, Applesauce
Spaghetti/Tomato Meat Sauce

Fruit Plate/Banana Bread

BASICS DINNER
Hi-Protein Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce
Golden Carrot Bake/White Sauce

1 ? 3 4m 5 6 7 (

1
9 10 11 12

13 1 14 15

16 17 IS

19

I
20 21

^^H 22 23 PBf
24 25 26

"L
27 28 29 30

"W 32 33

H ^ 35 36

ri
^

u 39 ^1 40

4t 42 43 44

bhi 45 46

I
«7 a 49 SO 51 M S3

S4 5S 56

47

1
U

1
vr

U II ir

>^^^^^^.^>->U^^^^^^^^M^^^^^^^^^.^^^^^^^^^^.^.^^.^^^^^^^.^.,^.^.^.^.^^. ^^^^^^, ,,^^ ^^ ^^^^,

3 Easy Pieces

16 MAIN ST.

• AMHERST

VINTAGE CLOTHING

B E I r K R

YE I
56 Main Street, Northampton

Pfof^ssional
"''yP'"9

„ .
• Typesetting • Composition

Quick Printing & . Xerography Services
We Also have Specialized Services

Wedding Invitations ^ , r-

Business Cards
Special Event

Flyers & Cards

Copies'
omujy

REPRODUCTIONS

Unlimited

10% discount to all UMass students with ID
Bring this ad and receive an additional 5%

29 MAIN ST., NORTHAMPTON, MA.
584-4203 (NexttoFitzwilly's) 586-2047
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f
WORK FOR FREE!!!!!

The Collegian will hold recruitment meetings for people m-
terested in gaining valuable experience in newspaper reporting,

management and production. Students interested in working in:

NEWS SPORTS
BLACK AF FAIRS WOMEN'S

ARTS
can attend any one of the following meetings:
WED., SEPT. 9, 7:30 p.m., rm. 803 Campus Center
THURS., SEPT. 10, 7:30 p.m., rm. 803 Campus Center

IMON.,

SEPT. 14, 7:30 p.m., rm. 901 Campus Center
THURS., SEPT. 17, 7:30 p.m., rm. 903 Campus Center
These are volunteer positions. People interested in volunteer

work for the ADVERTISING department should attend the
SEPT. 17 meeting.

If you are interested in working for the Collegian but cannot
attend one of these meetings, please contact Rich Nagle at the
CoUfgimiOmce, 1st floor Campus Center, or call 545-3500.

Tuesday, September 8, 1981

United Christian Foundation

An Ecumenical Ministry Serving the Entire UMass Community
We are here to help you find what you need.

Tke Rn'. Dr. F. Peter Snbey The Rev. Chester D. Freeman, Jr
Campus Chaplain Black/Third World

Campus Chaplain

Join us for:

Biblical Exploration. . .Hunger Task Force.
Peacemaking Community. . .Brown Bag theology.

Third World Worship. . .House Church. . .

Counseling for individuals and couples.
Clearinghouse of information on campus religious groups

and area churches. . .

Hours: 9-1 3:30-5

438 Student Union 545-2661 or 545-2789

Interdenominational

Christian

Fellowship
Morning Worship 9:30 am
Sunday School 1 1 .00 am
Vespers Service 7.00 pm
Weekly Bible Studies
and Prayer Meetings
David P. McDowell

Pastor

James E. Kirkpatrick
Pastor Emeritus

58 Pomeroy Terrace, Northampton
586-0057

WELCOME
Join Us

Celebrating the Whole Gospel
for the Whole Person

Sundays
9:30 Student Class "5:-~

Bible Study
10:30 Worship Service

11:30 Fellowship

Friday Nights
Wesley Student Fellowship

" Home of the Wesley Student Co-op
Alan R. Wood, Pastor
549-1550 or 549-1740

2 blocks from campus

Weslei/ UnitedMethodist Church
365 NORTH PLEASANT STREET

f : •-41 *»*cr

AMHERST CHINESE FOOD
Mandarin & Sichuan Cuisine

— Fresh Vegetables from our own farm
— Sunday Brunch

$4.95 all you can eat

62 Main Street

Amherst

Closed Wed.

Across from
PVTA

bus stop

computerized

business

services, inc.

253-7765

WORD PROCESSING
PHOTO TYPESETTING
358 College Street, Amherst

inooeaoueooeooooeooeooooooooeooooooi

TheBack-to-Sctiool-Saleison!

GEAR
The Ultimate in Lightweight Luggage

4 Pieces
4 Pounds
for

24% o",

^^ Luggage, inc.
157 Mam St, Northampton. Massachusetts 01060

EX: Garment Bag

2rPMnman Only

18 "Roll Bag $114
15" Satchel ^

reg. retail $150
August 24 thru

September 12

Other sets starting at $88.92

WELCOME BACK
Students

Faculty

Parents

Route 63
NORTH AMHERST
MASSACHUSETTS

^

CARDS - GIFTS

COLONIAL
FURNITURE
DECORATOR

GiSis with a
ACCESSORIES

New England flavor

MasterCharge - VISA

One mile north of the University

Open 10-6 Tuesday - Sunday I

\
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WELCOME STUDENTS
from the MURRAY D. LINCOLN

CAMPUS CENTER
FOOD SERVICES
I'ro.Wino.u.e hlgh«„ ,„,„„ „ reasonable prlcesl

Coffee Shop
rJumbo Burgers- Frozen Yogurts\

Full Breakfasts
"^

7a.m.-11 p.m.
Daily

Located outdoors on the 3rd floor terrace ^
Lunch: 1 1 :30 - 2:30 pm Monday - Saturday

Blueivall Bar
11:15 am - 1.00 am
Monday - Friday

Saturday

6:30 pm - 1:00 am

*TOC sticker & valid ID required to purchase alcohol

Bluewall Ca£eteri
11:15 am - 1:30 pm
Monday - Friday

Weather permitting

Hatch
Cafeteria

8a.m.-3:00 p.m.

Monday- Friday

Mexican Foods
"Big Catch" Fish Sandwich
"Bum Steer" Steak Sandwich
Early Riser" Breakfast Sandwich

! iTOP OF THE CAMPUS
Restaurant

and

Lounge

QPICiaE lUNCH
Tenth Floor of the Campus Center

MONDAY thru FRIDAY

11:30a.m.-l:00p.m.

Reservations Recommended call-

549-6000, ext. 639

Restaurant Hours:

Luncheon:

Monday-Friday, 11:30 am - 2 pm

Dinner:

Monday-Sunday, 5 pm - 9 pm

Lounge Hours:

Monday-Friday, 11:30 am - 1 am

V «.

CAMPUS CENTER
CATERING

Featuring -

Personalized attention

An experienced Staff

Flexibility in styles of service

Call our Cat^rinj? Representative at 545-0418
We specialize in off premise eatoring
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The Lowest Price Is Only
The Beginning Of Our Guarantee.

•n thefuun^ Thafs<.hy our guarantees give you a to, n,orett,an the,o.est,rice. 4ndf/,afs .hywe^ejnin ,,ua,ness,orZr20yeaT

COMPLETE HOME-
STEREO SYSTEMS r

CASSEHE DECKS

SCOTT^ ""
If your stereo budget is lim-
ited but you want good
sound, then you must listen
to this system. It features
the deep bass and greater
clarity of the MARANTZ
10" 3-way speakers,
matched with the BIC 20Z
changer-turntable and the
SCOTT 325 AM/FM re-
ceiver for high quality at an
affordable
price.

AKAI CS-M3
Front Load Stereo Cassette Deck
with Dolby,
metal tape, (1 1 Q Qi
timer record. «P I I 9a9 I

AKAI 40R
Bi-Directional Record/Play Cas-
sette Deck. Auto-reverse,
Dolby, fluore-
scent bar meters, COHQ 01
Sendust head. ^iLXf^miJ I

$299.91

o a - Q C'^l

TBclinics
JVC
LINEAR ACOUSTICS
Our better system sounds
so good you will want to
enjoy the rich sound of
these LINEAR ACOUS-
TICS loudspeakers matched
perfectly with the TECH-
NICS 103 AM/FM receiver
and the high quality JVC
LA 21 belt-drive turntable
with auto-return/shutoff.
Great sound
for a great CQQQ Qi
price! «P«J99.9 I

RECEIVERS

Ibchnics
Dbx Soft-Touch Cassette Deck,
with Dolby. Extra-wide dynamic
range and excep-
tional signal/ C9QQ QI
noise ratio. ^£«lila«| I

1

Tbchnics 20 Watt
FM/AM stereo receiver, 20 watts
per channel, LED signal strength
meter and on/off indicator and
stereo light.

Crisp FM/AM ^-f <4 Q (%<*
tuning. ^11 9a«l I

SR 1000 20 watt "Best Buy."
AM/FM Stereo Receiver. Dual
power meters, direct coupled
output amp, dual purpose
tuning meter,

?u^;?nr^' $1 49.91

TDclinics SA 505
AM/FM Stereo Receiver. 63
watts per channel, 20-20,000
Hz, no more than 0.04% total
harmonic dis-

tuner circuitry. 5ZZ9.9l

Teclinics

You'll be amazed by the
superb sound of this system,
combining the MARANTZ
SR 1000 receiver (rated
"Best Buy"), the great-
sounding BOSE 103direct-
reflectir>g bookshelf speaker
system, and the TECHNICS
B 202 turntable, for maxi-
mum clarity and low dis-
tortion. You
must hear to
believe!

TURNTABLES

Technics SL-B1
Belt drive single play turntable.
FG servo control, electronic
speed switching, 0Cf| t\<
stroboscope. ^D*la«9 I

20 Z
Belt drive
fully auto-
matic
turntable
record
changer with
Shu re mag-
netic cartridge. $49.91

GT250
Belt drive
record
changer/turn-
table with
base and cover. $79.91

$589.91

STEREO TO GO
SONY
WALKMAN I

Pocket-sized stereo
cassette player and
stereo headphones.
Carrying case
and shoulder
strap for

portable
comfort and
convenience.
"Repeat of a
Sellout."
Save $20.08.

Panasonic RX 5031
Platinum Series AC/battery
portable FM/MW/SW/FM stereo
radio cassette recorder with 4
speakers, 6-stage LED meter.

Panasonic RX 5250
Portable AM/FM stereo radio
cassette recorder with Dolby
Noise Reduction, Soft Touch,
4 speakers. jn -*#»*» ^^
Save $30 00 $289.91

AMHERST 201 N Pleasant Street 2S6-0744
Mon

,
TuM.WwJ. 11-7p.m. Thur.Fri. 11-8p.m Sat. 10-5 30p

SPRINGFIELD Sumner Ave at trie X 736-3626
Mon ThurjFn tit 9p.m. Tucs 8i Wad. 10-6 p.m Sat.9 30-5 30p.m

CHICOPEE Fairfield Mall near CaWofs S93-S330
Open Every Evening til 9 30 pm.

WESTFIELD Westtield Shops near Food Man 568-1160
Optn Every Day til 9 OOp.m Sal 10 lil 5 30p.m. Free Layaways

Not rtsponiible for typographical errors Pictures of items may not be of ex»ct models on sale

'11

•v • ? C ^ V _ • •
. #,
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\.e^ > k^ '•^-
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Insidenag •

'''

» Football": Everyone's back

• Lacrosse: Gorilla update

• 1981 UM Sports schedules

• UM hoop courts

<4k 1
.•*>••*-»>
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Football : 20 starters return
Three home games start season
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

When Holy Cross quarterback Dave
Boisture steps up to the line to call his play
on the first series of downs at Alumni
Staduim on Sept. 19, the Crusader tri-

captain will probably give the
Massachusetts defense that is facing him a
doul)le-take.

Ditto for the Crusaders' defense when
they assume their positions in front of the
Minuteman offensive ime.

All of the faces of their Massachusetts
• ipfioneiits, even though "they'll l»e obscured
bv facemask^, will seem awfully familiar,
and for good reason.

Minu.- 1980 tri-captam Frank DiTom-
niaso and Al!-.\merican defensive back Bob
Manning, this yf^ar's Minuteman defense,
tin- .same stjuad which led Division I-AA in
total deft'n.se. returns as a unit and, as an
added attraction. All-Vankee Conference
middle guard Ray Benoii is back after sit-

ting out last season with a'knee injury.
The offensive team didn't do too badly by

graduation either. Tight end Mike BarbWz
and fullback Brian Heyworth are gone, but
the rest of the offensive line is back as well
as superback Garry Pearson and quarter-
back Dean Pecevich who the Crusaders will

recall is the guy who took home the Eddie
B. Anderson award as the game's most
valuable player the last time these two
teams met.

Although head coach Bob Pickett has to
be pleased and optimistic with regards to
the upcoming season, he's not looking far-
ther ahead than the first game and a shot
at the Yankee Conference championship.

"I really don't like to look too far ahead.
Sometimes when you look too far ahead,
your goals can end rapidly." he said. "Our
number one objective prior to every season
is to win the Yankee Conference champion-
ship. That slipped away last year. We've
won or shared the title *12 times in the last

20 years and we're going to do our best to
win it back this year."
The Minutemen, who compiled a 4-1

league record last year. f)laced second in
the Yankee Conference to Boston Universi-
ty. B.C. was the champion on the basis of a
32-yard field goal in monsoon weather con-
dition.';, defeating Ma.ssachusetts 3-0 in
Boston.

An added incentive to Massachusetts to
win the league title this sea.son is that the
victor in the Yankee Conference
automatically receives a Ix^rth in the Divi-
sion 1-AA national playoff, a tourney which
has Iteen expanded from four to eight

. teams this year.

The Mmutemen don't face a Yankee Con-
ference opponent until their third contest
on C)ct. 3 when they'll host the I'niversity
of Rhode Island. As a warmup,
Massachusetts meets Holy Cross and Dan-
mouth C:ollege. both contests at Alumni
Stadium.

Co-captains Pete DiTommaso and offen-
sive guard Jerry Gordon will lead the
veteran-filled Minuteman squad.
DiTommaso (6'1", 215 lbs.), a two-year

starter and First Team All-Yankee Con-
ference selection at linebacker last year,
was second on the team in defensive points
with 63 unassisted tackles.

According to pre-season reports. Gordon
(G'l", 245) will move to offensive tackle
this year.

From end to end. it will be tough for op-
posing teams to scratch out any offense.
Last year's defensive unit led the Yankee
Conference in every defensive category.
Linebacker Scott Crowell (6'2", 225) of
Melrose was one factor with his
team-leading 76 tackles, as were return-
mg defensive tackles Dan Petrie (6'2", 245)
and Eric Cregan (6'1", 245). The two com-
bined for 10 quarterback sacks last year
George Lewis (6'2", 220). another All-

V ankee Conference pick, is back at one end
while Joe Graham or Todd Comeau will fill

UN^VERSITV OF MASSAlNOSi-

1

This year's co-captains, linebacker Pete DiTommaso (41) and offensive

pTc^ketf
"^

^^^^'
**"* **''*'^" ^'^"^ "^'^^ fourth-year head coach Bob

^
Thl J^'^^^°^' ,

.

Garry Pearson was the team MVP last

stron^nlTnT'oTTh
""^ ^"" ^,^"«^'?^'; r'' ^"^ '^' ^'^ ^ ^^e Minuteman offense,strongpoint of the overall solid He led the team in scoring and oass receivMassachusetts defense Both cornerbacks. ing and was only th^fecond^ p^^^^^^^^Dwayne Lopes, who led the Minutemen Massachusetts history to go over thelOoSwith five interceptions last year, and Max yard mark in rushing

pZ\^'a f r^ Tl ^ '^'"""^ ^f^^y "^^'•'•y •« ^ P^'-t of our team on every of-Pete Spadafora. Grady Fuller and Jim Rice fensive play." Pickett said "He can do so

XBetrt'"r6"'2l8i"^f PH^'^^^ n T"^ ^'^^' ^'^^ ''^ b^^l". Gar^/sTot'o^'
.h fK M ^^; 248), of Chicopee, will an- the type of player who can break the biJ

t7 u
Jl^^^husetts squad in the middle play, but he's also a reliabTe runner in shortand will be backed up by Scott Rose. Rose yardage situations

"

split the starting duties with John Allen
last season. Continued <w page ri

Old

Roll

Pabst

Liebfra

Iwaukee 12 pks cans

oc 12 oz ret

12 oz ret

plus deposit

plus deposit

5th

ne red & white I.BJitei

LIQUORS
Main St.

Behind the police station

In downtown Amherst"

*•
'-.'r^

m

Prices good thru 9/12/81 off campus delivery 253-3091

•>>>K>!>X>>>X>>X<MXV>MOMkVXX4C0««.V<tMXV\\\\^^
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• Football

Junior Garrv Pearson r22^ i»/li« \^a ^k^ m; *
'*1|°'» '^""^"y »' i^^m.., spon. information omce

freed b, a ^^^yr^\^\:^:J^x.'^''^zll:^T::!i
'"''•"'• -"•' ""'*'"«• "•

Continued from page 2

27" i' d'^^ ^P^
"^''^'^ ^^^"^y ^'" fi" Heyworth's

bSffeld
^''^^'''^ '^ "^^"^ '° ™""^ «"t a" experienced

O'Ner/nTr''^ "d
^'^^'•^'"'•"s ^ a unit. Tackles ChrisO Neil and Tony Pasquale (6', 235) are back along withguards Scott LaFond (6'2". 240) and Gordon. Victor^iz

fnL' 1 f"'
^' '^^" ^^' ^^'^ ^'"^^ Chuma, who was in-jured last season.

The tight end spot is wide open with four returnees bat-

SLd S" 9?^'' ^1 Caraviello (6'. 200) and Asa
Hill ard (6 2 , 215) are lettermen and sophomores (Jarv

th'ehl^ •

'"'^ '"' ^*" "^'^'""^ ^^'^'230) round oul

Punter Ray Larnard and kicker Herb Newland are backtoo meaning that out of 24 1980 Minuteman starters 20are back for the 1981 campaign

'z^l^tz^r-^-^ ^^^ "^^-"'^ '«-'"" ^'^^^^

"We (BC) can't afford any letdowns this year Not evenagainst a team like UMass. "

r^Zfuf^- ^u""^?^'''
^y ^^^ ^'""^ "^ team like UMass"

plays BC in the last game of the season, it will already

on7otTurf^t^^
^^ '^"^^^ ^"^ '^'' ^ -^^y ^« d-o-

1981 Schedules of Minutemen's Opponents

OPPONENT
S.IK.

5

SnH. Stpt.

12 19

Sapt.

2«

Oct.

3

Oct.

10

Oct

r
Oct.

24

Oct.

31

Nov.

7

Nov.

14

Nov.

21

Nov.

2S

BoMonU. UMASS
at

Harvard

at

Daftmoulh Yala

at

UConn BroWn Columbia

at

Army Colgate

BoaloM

Coll

DIW>r iCi Akjrx

Princaton

al

UMASS
Holy

Croat

Win. 4
Mary

at

Harvard CormU Yak
at

Brown
at

Penn
at Boifc

State MalM
Kln«>

Point

at

UMASS
North-

caatom

at

BoatonU.

at

Dalawar*

Nn*
Hampihir* UConn

at

Fla. AAMDELAWARE
at

W<M. Ky. Tnnpk
at

Princeton UMgk UMASS
Young*-

town

Rhode

liUnd
at

Penn. Maine

Wetl

CheaterMAINE Kllt2-

town

at

Uklgh
at Rhode

•land BottonU.

at

Lafayttta

N«w al at North-

CA^Icrn

at

Princeton

at

Debware
Hamptiilr* UMASS UConn

Klagi

PoliM

at Holy

Croat

New
HaapiMr*

at

Malm
at

Colgate

at

Davtdion

Wiod* a<

UConn Bucknell

al North-

cattem-
liland UMASS

at

Buckmll

Noftk-

cattam

at

Yak
New at Holy

Croat

al

Maim UMASS
at

BoMon U

at Rhode

likndUirUN COLL. Tcui

AAM
alNoctk

CaroUna

WtM
Vlrtlnla

at Pcnn

SUte Navy
at

Army Pitt UMASS
at

Syracute Rulgen
at

Holy Croat•tr» rutwirsruKt

AlC
at

ottonU.
Towaon

SUte

at

UConn
at

Malm Lakifh

at North-

eAMSIII

at Rhode

Itland

at

Lafayette UMASS

1
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TheMost Convenient
7onvenience FoodStore
in TheAmherstArea...

IDLENOT, HALF GALLON V OO
ORANGE JUICE '^^
RED & WHITE. 20 OZ

WHITE BREAD
LARGE SIZE, 4 OZ

HERSHEY BARS
BROWN & SERVE. 8 OZ V O II

SWIFT'S SAUSAGE 1"'
___J-MWE^EFgCpVE THRU SEPTEMBER 30. 1981

FREE!
PAPERMATE

BALLPOINT PEN
WITH THIS COUPON
AND A PURCHASE
OF 1.00 OR MORE.

rrsm LIIMT ONE. VAL»
SJ^ THRU SEPT. 19. 1981.

OPEN 7 DaVs'Ta^. to MIDNIGhV

MINI

'""
inn uuuu

GROCERIES •FROZEN
•DAffiY FOODS
PRODUCTS •PRODUCE
•COLD CUTS •PAPERBACKS
•NEWSPAPERS •MAGAZINES
•PET FOODS •CANDY
•ICE CREAM •SODA
•SNACKS •COOKIES

MIM
I
.^- FOOD

BASKET

^

SALE

fENIENCE F0<

255 TRIAN6LE STREET...AMHERST

S»pt. 8 - Sept. <9

Glosses
Ports • Tools • Accessories

Tues - Sot 10-1 2-6

Bicycle Repair

Collective
51 So. Prospect St., Amherst, MA.

leeeooeeaoeoooso
256-6652 ^i/J
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Gorilla warfare in NCAA's
Virginia tops Mass 16-12 in quarterfinal;

Five Gorillas are All-Americans
RiRht till tht' end, ri^lu up until the last quarter of the

last Kame of the season, a national playoff j?ame in
yir^nnia at that, the University of Massachusetts men's
lacrosse t^-ani was hopinj? to pull it off.

(iarber's (k)rillas had already restored lacrosse respec-
tability t(» New England by mowing' down 13 out of 14 of
their regular season opponents, the only loss coming in a
hard-fought 14-10 decision to the U.S. .Military Academy's
Black Knights at Michie Stadium.

Massachusetts wanted to go a step further than respec-
tability. It wanted the national championship and it took a
tough University of Virginia team to foil the Gorillas'
quest in a game that by all rights should have been played
in Massachusetts.

Ma.ssachusett.s was down 12-4 at the half in the NCAA
cjuarterfinal but the game was far from over. With senior
tn-captam Chris Corin and junior scoring ace Jim Weller
leadinj; the charge, the (Gorillas came roaring back in the
third quarter to close the gap to three goals.

But, the Virginia defense tightened and tne
MassachusetLs rally fell short, their season ending with
the 16-12 final score.

While the ending might have been disappointing to
Massachusetts Gorilla-watchers, the season leading up to
the playoff berth was far from it.

Thousands of fans turned out for each home game to
support the Gorillas. They lined the fence outside of the
field and filled up "the Hill" bringing along their c(Milers.
six-packs and cheers. The largest crowd in New p:ngland
lacrosse history, an estimated H,0()0 fans, were in atten-
dance at the Gorillas 12-8 home victory over Syracuse
University, a win which iced the playoff spot for
Massachusetts.

Torrential rains didn't keep the fans away at the season
finals against Dartmouth. The field in the second half

resembled a huge mud-wrestling pit but the fans and
players didn't seem to mind. As soon as the game was over
and the usual Massachusetts victory ensured, the players
showed tribute to their followers by joining them in the
mud-covered free-for-all.

The 1981 season was one which was dominated by the
potent, high-scoring attack line of Corin, senior attacker
Lee Vosburgh and team leading scorer and single-season
record-holder Weller. This attack combination was the
highest scoring trio in Division I and it was a major reason
why the Gorillas outscored their opponents by an almost
2-1 margin.

Although senior tri-captain Peter Schmitz was sidelined
for much of the second half of the season, his first half per-
formance and his playoff game efforts were enough to en-
sure his selection to the Division I All American First
Team. Schmitz made the Third Team as a junior.

Weller, who led Division I in goals per game average by
a full half goal and was third in points per game average,
was named to the Ail-American Second Team along with
Vosburgh who was fourth in Division I in assists per game

average. Vosburgh is also second on the Massachusetts
career scoring list with 197 points behind Jeff Spooner's
256.

^

Defenseman Paul Kinnane, who capt<iined the Gorillas
both his junior and senior years, was also a Second Team
All-America pick.

Corin, who ranks fifth on the alltime Massachusetts

scoring list with 158 points, was named to the Honorable

Mention Ail-American Team. The senior tri-captain is also

sion I with a .614 mark. By comparison, the division

leader. Rich Guterding of Penn State touted a .752 clip.

Another post-season all-star team replete with Gorillas
was the Northeast All-league Team. Eight Massachusetts
starters were named to this squad which is comprised of
eight New England teams.

Midfielder Mike Lavin, who helf)ed pick up some of the
midfield scoring and passing slack when Schmitz was in-

jured was named to the team as well as Schmitz, Fierro
Kinnane, Bennedetto and the three attackmen, Corin'
Weller and Vosburgh.

Schmitz and Vosburgh were chosen by the North squad
in the 40th annual United States Intercollegiate Lacrosse
Association's (USILA) North-South All-Star game which
was played June 13 at the Carrier Dome of Syracuse
University. *

The North team tied the series at 19-19-1* with a 20-18
decision over the South, making it seven in a row for the
Yankee team.

.ZiiztTe it:zzz\'':xx'' *'- *""" '*"" "" *™^ »"""<" '• «
««-"'"" ' ""

eighth in career goals scored and sixth in career assists
Seven Gorillas were named to the New England Inter-

collegiate Lacrosse Association's (NEILA) All-New
England Team.
All three Massachusetts starting attackers, Corin

Weller and Vosburgh were selected. Also named was mid-
fielder Schmitz, tn-captain Kinnane. defenseman Mark
F lerro and goaltender Chris Bennedetto.
Bennedetto was ranked 14th in save percentage in Divi-

UMBC's Dennis Wey received the Stranahan award as
the game's most valuable player vrith three goals, two
assists and a faceoff controlling eleven ground balls.
The Jack Turnbull award as the top Division I attacker

went to Jeff Cook of Johns Hopkins. Cook also received
the WH Brine award as the best player in the Division I ti-

tle game, a 14-13 loss to North Carolina.
Bob Henry of Army was awarded the Schmeisser Cup's

the best Division I defenseman.

7%e "home"playoffgame that wasn't

assachusetts attackman ( hris Conn wheels in front of his net in agame played earlier this year. Tri-captain Corin was an integral part of
the high-scoring Gorilla attack trio this year and was also named to the
Honorable Mention All-America Team.

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

There is plenty of room for conjecture.
There is too much room for conjecture.
What would have happened if the

University of Massachusetts lacrosse team
had played its rightful NCAA quarterfinal
playoff game in Amherst?
Would the added incentive j)rovided by

the assuredly overflow. exulxTant crowd
have given the team that added push, that
extra something that would have kept the

c()n*)ack rally going in the third quarter,
the same rally that died a quiet death on a
tainted I Iniversity of Virginia playing field?
Maylx" the defense could have realized

.some new-found goal-.stopj)ing strength
had the UMass crowd l)een l>ehind them.
Who knows? It is all conjecture. It is all a

daydream. But, one fact remains. The
NCAA Division I quarterfinal playoff game
l)etween the fourth and fifth ranked teams
should have been played on the home field,
or in Ma.ssHchu.setts' case, on a friendly
field of the fourth ranked team.
IronicJIy, one of the Gorillas' chief goals

of the ,sea.son was to l)e ranked in the top
four at the close (}f the seasf)n so that they
would have the home field advantage in the
playoffs. They achieved this mark on the
basis of their overpowering 13-1 regular
season record, but the home field was not
to he.

Immediately after announcing the post-
season playoff seedings, the NCAA playoff
selection committee threw a damper on

Massachusetts' hopes when it stated that
Boyden Field was unacceptable for post-
.season play because of crowd-control
regulations. Therefore, their press release
stated, the game would be played at the
University of Virginia, the team they seed-
ed fifth.

If the game had been held in Amherst, it

would have been the first lacrosse playoff
ever held in New England and surely would
have broken any standing attendance
records, considering the support that the
Cforillas received in the regular sea.son.

Head coach Dick Garber professed shock
when he first knew of the announcement.
"The fact that we might not be able to

play at Boyden really shocked me," Garl)er
said. "None of us knew that Boyden Field
was unacceptable."

The logical place to re.schedule the game
would have been Alumni Stadium which ob-
viously has more than adequate facilities
for both play and crowd control. As a mat-
ter of fact, this site was originally okayed
by the committee as a possible alternate
site for the playoff. However, this move
was nixed when the committee was inform-
ed that the stadium would not be available
for play.

"I've l)een told for several weeks that the
stadium would probably not be available
becau.se of the cleanup after the concert
and .setting up for graduation," Garber
said.

The UMass Spring Concert was held
Saturday, May 17. The playoff game ^would

Continued on pnqe 1-^
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FINAL UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS MEN'S
LACROSSE STATISTICS: 13-2

Jim Weller, att

Chris Corin, att

Lee Vosburgh, att
Morgan Mohrmann, att
Peter Schmitz, mid
Ernie Shapiro, mid
Dave McEntee, att
Mike Lavin, mid
Tim Cutler, mid
Paul Fogarty, mid
Ray Cozzi, mid
Kari Hatton, mid
Van Potter, mid
Rich Messina, mid
Kent Shelley, mid
Peter Martino, mid
Brian Kaley, def
Eric Conz, mid
Bob Levey, att

Steve Martino, def
Barry Cain, def

Chris Bennedetto, g
Paul Kinnane, def

GOALS

62*

49
35
22
9
8
9

7

6
5

5

5
4

1

3

3

2

1

1

TOTALS
OPPONENTS

UMASS
OPPONENTS

237

142

SCORE BY QUARTERS

1

54

38

2

61

32

ASSISTS

36
35
48

3

12

7

3

4

2

3

3
2

3

1

1

1

1

165

75

3

63

33

POINTS

98*

84
83
25
21

15

12

11

8
8
8
7

4

4
3
3
2

1

\

I

1

1

1

402

217

CAREER
TOTALS

118-62-180

87-71-158

97-100-197

22-3-25

37-52-89

12-14-26

17-7-24

11-4-15

12-5-17

7-8-15

5-3-8

5-2-7

4-0-4

1-3-4

3-0-3

3-0-3

7-0-7

1-0-1

1-0-1

0-1-1

0-1-1

0-1-1

0-1-1

4

58
39

OT
1

GOALIE STATISTICS

Chris Bennedetto
Dan Altshuler

Gerry Moreau

G
13

7

3

Saves
183

44
13

SCORES OF GAMES

UM 16

UM 18

UM 10

UM 12

UM 14

UM25
UM22
UM 14

Cornell 8 (h)

UConn 2 (h)

Hobart 9 ot (h)

Rutgers 9 (h)

Boston Col. 7 (h)

Brown 11 (a)

Williams 9 (a)

Hofstra 8 (a)

Pet. Avg.Svs Gls.Allwd
.614 14.1 115

.647 6.3 24

.810 4.3 3

UM 18 NH 15 (h) V

UM 20 Harvard 7 (a)

Army 14 UM 10 (a)

UM 12 Syracuse 8 (h)

UM 16 NH 11(a)
UM 18 Dartmouth 8(a)

Virginia 16 UM 12 (a) NCAA playoff

• single season scoring record

with its friendly and experienced

> personnel

WELCOMES YOU DACK!
Pizzoromo is ready to serve you

quickly ond efficently its delicious

pizzQs ond grinders which for ten years

hove won over numerous gourmets

and hove oiwoys satisfied their

appetite.

Try our pizzas and grinders

and you will agree with us!

Coll Pizzoromo

253-3606 or 256-0115

356 College Street

(b«tw*#n Cumberland Forms G Spirit House)

FREE DELIVERY

Collegian 41

Wheretogetcash.Anytime.

Amherst Savings Plus 7/24
The bank without bankers hours.

Where you can get cash anytime
plus a whole lot more. You can make
deposits Transfer funds Check your

balances IVIake loan payments

All you need is your own personalized

Plus 7/24 card Whicfi you can get at

any of our offices. Carry it with you.

'cause you never know when you'll

need some extra cash.

Membef FCMC

LIQUORS
18 Mam St. Downtown Amherst 2S3-S44I

WINES
Folonori Emilion (750 mi) $ i .49
Dragon* Lombrusco 6 Dionco (i.5l).S2.99

LIQUORS
Gin G Vodko 60" (Lit^n) $5.25

DEER
Milier(i2pQciii2ozcon$) $4.59
Dudweiser(i2ozcons) S6.49
DIOtX (<2 oz non-r*turnQbl«s)S i .50 six $5.75 cqs«

Roiling Rocl«(i2pocki2oz cons $4.35

ALL SPECIALS COLD
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Stickers seek playoffs for 4tfi straigfit year

Photo rourtcay of I'Mus Sportii Inrnrmalion Offife

Judy Strong, leading scorer for the Massachusetts
stickwomen for the past three years, hustles down the field.

SUNDAYS
FOOTBALL SPECIAL
Free Sandwich Spread

Make your own sandwich
during gametime

3 7oz Rolling Rock bottles $1.15

NO COVER

MONDAYS
Miller Drafts .50

a glass

during gametime

$2.95 a pitcher

steamed hot dogs

.25 a piece

2 T.V.'s

Which University of Massachusetts
athletic team has been most successful with
regards to post-season competition and na-
tional recognition over the past three
years?

The men's lacrosse team made it to the
national playoffs last year, but it's not
them.

The football team has gotten a piece of
the Yankee Conference title in two of the
past three years, but it's not those guys
either.

The team that has been the class of the
UMass athletic scene for the past three
years is the women's field hockey team
coached by fourth-year mentor Pam Hi.xon.
Hixon. a graduate of Springfield College,

was a member of the U.S. National field

hockey team from 1969 to 1979. She also
coached at Newton South High School and
Springfield College before coming to
Massachusetts in 1978.

Her first team s'.owed a record of 15-7-1

and that mark has improved with each suc-
cessive year.

In 1979. the Massachusetts stickers were
19-4-1. In both of those years, the
Minutewomen made it to the National
playoffs and both times finished fourth na-
tionally.

Last year, although they didn't make it

to the national playoffs, the stickers finish-

ed with an almost perfect 16-1-1 record and
were ranked second nationally before go-
ing into the Eastern Association of Inter-
collegiate Athletics for Women (EAIAW)
Division I Regional playoffs.

FINAL 1980

Judy Strong
Tina Coffin

Patty Smith
Tish Stevens
Sue Caples
Pat Bossio

Chris Coughlin
Sue Packard
Terry DiGracomo
Caroline Cavanaugh

The stickwomen's only blemishes on the
season were a loss to the University of
Rhode Island and a 0-0 tie with Dartmouth
College.

In the Northeast Regional, the stickers
started off well, trouncing number seven
seeded URI 4-0, but they fell in the
semifinal against the University of Connec-
ticut, the eventual winner of the tourney, in
a 2-1 stroke-off heartbreaker.
This year's team will be looking for'

another shot at the national title and a ma-
jor factor in that quest will be the plav of
senior superscorer Judy Strong.
Strong, a member of the 1980 U.S. Olym-

pic field hockey team, a squad which unfor-
tunately was unable to participate at the
Moscow Olympics due to political con-
siderations, has led the Massachusetts
stickers in scoring in all of her three years
on the team and last year accounted for 31
of a total of 60 team goals.
Strong is also a member of this year's na-

tional team and competed in an interna-
tional tournament this past weekend at
Springfield College's Benedum Field.
The Minutewomen will field a 17-game

schedule and open with a home game
against the University of Maine Sept. 17.
This will be followed by an awav game
against William and Mary College played
at Yale University the next day, and then a
home game with the University of Ver-
mont on Sept. 30.

The junior varsity squad will be coached
by Carlyn Robert and opens with an away
game versus Mount Holyoke Colletre Sect
29.

^ F •

FIELD HOCKEY

TOTALS

for the thirdstraight year

Happy Hour no comparison

Mike's Mad Munch Out
Free smorgy starting at 5 pm

until it is gone
Sombrero's .95

i pitcher Old Milwaukee $1.95

)2 Rolling Rock bottles $1.1!

NO COVER

"2^.

y*

Universitu Stnrg

THURSDAYS
PENNY NITE

Every Third Drink for a Penny, 1/ 100th of a dollar

THE BIGGY 9 PM to Closing

NO COVER

WEDNESDAYS
REVERSE HAPPY HOUR

A Happy Hour at a time

when you can use it

10 Pm til closing

Free hot & cold

h'ors d'oeuvres

Molson bottles .95

Schnapps .95

If ever you find yourself consumed by an insatiable desire to
alter your present state of conciousness, or if you're just
looking to have a good ol time in a friendly picturesque
country cafe, may we suggest you venture down to Mikes
Westview Cafe located between Rte.'s 63 and 116, on
Sunderland Rd in North Amherst 253 9202.

YOU'LL NEVER FORGET YOU'VE BEEN HERE
•:-:->»x<v«o«^v>:«.»:«<*XN:<««%v:«v«^x<«:'Xy^^^^
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Sept.

Oct.

Nov

Sept.

Oct.

I

Nov.

Nov.

Sept.

Oct.

CROSS COUNTRY - MEN

18 BOSTON COLLEGE (V&JV) .3:30

^ 26.At EAA Championsfypt at Sctoenleif

Partt — Pittsburgli

3 Providence/Northeastern/

Rhode Island at Franklin Park —
Boston 1:00

10 at Dartmouth/Connecticut/

Williams 12«)
24 at Eastern Intercollegiate Athletic

Assoc. Champ, at Central Conn.

2 at IC4AS at Van Cortland Park —
New York City 12:00

7 at New England Championships at

Franklin Park — Boston . 12:00

•^14 af NCAA Div. I Qualifying at

f» i5^>< Franklin Park — Boston 12:00

UMass Sports

^,'fc^

Coach: Ken O'Brien

Sept.

Oct.

CROSS COUNTRY - WOMEN

18 BOSTON COLLEGE 4:00

22 at Harvard 3:00

26 at l^ode island tnvitalionar

3 at Rutgers Invitational

7 SMITH 4:00

17 at Rhode Island 2:00

24 at New HampshlreA/ermont/
Rhode Island 2:00

31 at New England Championships

Coach: Julie LaFreniere

S
G

:U:.Jt.^

-C<

e
c»o??

OC:<^^'Vf^^!?'

Wife''' niMni>
"*

MEN

2-t3 at Keene State Invitational 12

••cji^o'r>

Sept.

Oct.

19

26

FOOTBALL

HOLYCROSS 1:30

DARTMOUTH 1:30

Nov.

3 RHODE ISLAND ' 1 :30

10 at Delaware 1:30

17 MAINE 1:30

24 BOSTON UNIVERSITY ...... V.30

31 at Connecticut 1:30

7 at Boston College 1:30

14 at New Hampshire 1.-00

•HOMECOMING

Coach: Bob Pickett

J.V. FOOTBALL

Oct. 4 WESTFIELO ST 2K)0

25 A.I.C 2.'00

Nov. 8 at Connecticut IKX)

13 MILFORD ACADEMY 1:30

aO BROV\/N 1:30

Coach: Steve Tetander

Oct.

!i9 • '-^

• •T> K

•*:nv»JVr.''tr-

-*/

Nov.

n

r. " *wt_ *•*> 4 , U «• .r -* **

17

18

26
29 at

3 at

7

10

13 at

17

18 at

20 at

22
24 at

26
28 at

:i

FIELD HOCKEY

MAINE 3:00

William and Mary at Yale .... 3:00

VERMONT
Mount Holyoke .^>3;00

New Hampshire
YALE 3:00

BRIDGEWATER 1:00

Northeastern 2:00

Old Dominion at Rutgers .... 3:00

Rutgers 1:00

Westf ield St 7:00

HARVARD 3.00

Springfield 1 1.00

DARTMOUTH . 3:00

Brown 3:00

RHODE ISLAND 1:00

CONNECTICUT 2:30

-coach: Pan, Hi.ojr^-^^-
. U

0(P
' ^1ii>omn6Cj ?• f

... 3JAY •
-i

.

J.V. FIELD HOCKEY
29 at Mount Holyoke 4:15

7 YALE 4:15

10 BRIDGEWATER 2:30

13 at Northeastern 3:15

20 SMITH 3:30

22 HARVARD 4:15

24 at Springfield 9:00 a.m.
26 DARTMOUTH 4:15

28 at Brown 4:15

31 RHODE ISLAND 2:15

7 CONNECTICUT 3:45

Coach: Charlyn Robert

QOLF •- MEN

Sept. 18-20 at Yale Invitational

22 at New Hampshire Invitational

28-29 at New England Championships
Williamstown, MA

Oct. 1 at Wiiliams/No. Adams St 1:00

4-5 at Toski Intercollegiate Tourn. —
Amherst

10-11 at EAA Championships

—

Rutgers 1:00

Coach: Ed Vlach

VOLLEYSAU - WOMEN
^Sept. 12 at New Hampshire Tourn 9:00 a.m.

18-19 UMASS TOURNAMENT 6:00

24 at Mount Holyoke 7:XJ0

26 at Cent. Conn. Invitational

30 at MIT/Boston College 6:30

Oct. 1-2 UMASS CLASSIC 6 00
9-10 at So. Conn. Tournament

14 NEW HAVEN/CENT. CONN. .7:00

16-17 at Delaware Tournament 6:00

21 at Connecticut/NY Tech 6:30

29 at Smith 7:00

30-31 at Rhode Island Tournament ...5:00

Nov. 4 SOUTHERN CONN 7:30

7 at MAIAW Championships — MIT

11 at Northeastern/Springfield 6:30

20-21 at EAIAW Championships

Coach: Elaine Sdrtino

Sept.

Oct.

^ept.

Oct.

17

19

23
25-26

30

1

3
5
7

to

TENNIS - MEN

RHODE 4SLAND ........... .3:00

ARMY 2:00

at New Hampshire 3:00
at EAA Championships —

Rhode Island

at Connecticut 3:00

at WestfieldSt .., 3:15

VERMONT t-,. 2«)
BOSION UNIVERSITY 3.'00

ai AV^BBy9i. ...... f^^^ • 2:90

2:00

Sept. 12

15

17

19

24

26
30 at

at

at

at

Sept.

Oct.

IT
Szlosek

QOLF - WOMEN
25 at SpringfifId/Mount Holyoke .1.30

7 YALE 4:15

16 at Mount Holyoke 1«)
9-10 at EAIAW

Coach: Jack Leaman

Oct 3
5
10

13

16-17

at

TENNIS - WOMEN

VERMONT 1:00

Tufts ...3:00

Smjlh 4:00

RHODE ISLAND t 1:00

Mount Holyoke 4:00

BOSTON COLLEGE 1 1:00

New Hampshire 3:30

SPRINGFIELD 1:00

HARVARD 3.-00

MAIAW — Wellesley

CONNECTICUT ....
.

, 3:00

New Englands

Nov.

-%

Coach: John BmI'

j

17 at Bridgeport 7
'19 at So. Connecticut 11

23 at New Hampshire 3
?5 at Maine — Portland 7

3 VERMONT 1

6 WILLIAMS 3
10 at Boston University 1

13 PROVIDENCE 3
18 RHODE ISLAND 3
20 at Connecticut 3
28 WESTFIELDST 2
31 BOSTON COLLEGE 1

4 at Springfield 7
11 HARVARD 2

Coach: Russ Kidd

19

20
23 at

26 at

30

3 at

7

10

14

17

21 at

24
25
27
29 at

31 at

SOCCER ~ WOMEN

PLYMOUTH ST 1:30

GEORGE WASHINGTON .... 1:00

WestfieldSt 7:30

Boston College 1:00

BROWN 3:00

Vermont 2:00

CONNECTICUT 3:00

CORTLAND ST 3:30

MOUNT HOLYOKE 4.O0

SPRINGFIELD 11.00

DartrvKHJth 3XX>

YALE 11:30

PENN STATE 11KX)

HARVARD 2:30

Smith 3.-00

New Hampshire . ,^

.

,.., 1:30

EAIAW

Coach: Ken Banda

••§t»ti8itiii§iaiit|fii»«aa ••••iiaiiiaiiiaaa^«»»»e§aiaiaiil8iieeeeeeee«aiaM«ii«t*»ii88tii8it8t
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Same Low Evening Rates

CAMPUS CENTER
GAME ROOM

^
<^'

<^^
o^
5C^

OPPOSITE THE HATCH
OPEN 9 AM - 11 PM MON - FRI

1 PM-11 PMSAT-SUN

^ Rates

(pro-rated)

Carom Billiards $1.25/hour/table

Pocket Billiards $1.75/hour/table till 5 PM
Pocket Billiards $1.25/hour/table after 5 PM

Ping Pong $.75/hour/table

Darts $.75/hour/board

Foozeball $1.75/hour

'^^.

*A
-^

EVENTS UPCOMING THIS SEMESTER
Tournaments in Table Tennis, Straight Pool,

Carom Billiards, 8-Ball, 9-Ball, Darts,

Foozeball

Also ACU-1 Qualifying Tournaments
Pool (8-Ball)

Darts

Table Tennis

Chess

Bowling

Video Games
Backgammon
Frisbee

Table Soccer (Foozeball)

College Bowl

Winners Represent UMass
in Regional Tournament

at Univ. of New Hampshire in February

Watch Games Room Window
for Announcements

.,1

"r

i

I

Tuesday, September 8, 1981

UMfootballhaS
3 new coaches
Three new assistants have joined the ranks of head foot-

ball coach Bob Pickett's coaching staff for the 1981 season
and defensive coordinator Jim Reid, associated with
Mmuteman football for the past nine years, assumes the
duties of associate head coach this year.
Bob McConnell, who joined the Massachusetts staff last

rr^J"' ff.P'^c^s offensive ccordinator Paul Pawlak who
left the Minutemen during the off-season to become head
coach at Northeastern University.
McConnell is a native of Rumford, Me. and was an All-

Yankee Conference selection at the University of Maine as
aji offensive guard and was captain of the team in 1972
While attending graduate school at the University of Col-
orado, McConnell coached the offensive line, was offen-
sive coordinator for the junior varsity and assisted in
recruiting. He worked as assistant varsity coach and
defensive coordinator at Colby College from 1975-78
Before coming to Amherst, McConnell was offensive line
coach at Ball State University for three years.
Doug Berry is the Minutemen's new offensive line

coach. He takes over from Bob Karmelowicz who left
Massachusetts to coach at the University of Texas at El
Paso at the close of last season.

In 1976-77, Berry was the head varsity scout for the
University of New Hampshire. In 1978, Berry was an
assistant offensive line coach and head offensive scout for
the Penn State Nittany Lions. From 1979 to last January
he was offensive line coach for Boston College
Steve Telander, a 1979 Massachusetts graduate

replaces Clarence Brooks as defensive end and sub-varsity
coach. Brooks now is an assistant to former UMass head
coach Dick MacPherson at Syracuse University
Telander was an All-ECAC defensive end for the

Minutemen m 1978. All-New England that same year, and
an All-Yankee Conference selection in 1975. Telander has
been an assistant coach at Dartmouth College and head
football coach at Hanover (N.H.) High School.

Gerlufsen named
hoop assistant
Ron Gerlufsen, a graduate of East Stroudsburg StateCo lege is a new assistant men's basketball coach for theUniversity of Massachusetts Minutemen.

Gerlufsen has been the head coach at Manasquan (N J )High School since 1974. His teams have posted a record of
i«-7b in his seven year stint as head coach.

On three occasions (1979, 1980, 1981) Gerlufsen's teams
won Shore Conference B South championships. For the
past two years, Manasquan has been ranked third in Cen-
tral New Jersey.

Gerlufsen graduated from East Stroudsburg in 1971
and started his coaching career at Eisenhower In-
termediate School in Freehold Township, N.J. He went to
Manasquan in 1973 as the junior varsity coach and became
head coach the following year.
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Senior athletes

receive awards
The University of Massachusetts Athletic Department

recently announced the recipients of its athletic achieve-
ment awards for the 1980-81 season.
John Allen, a senior from Holtsville, N.Y., received the

Samuel S. Grossman Memorial trophy as the outstanding
male senior who excelled in two sports. Allen was a start-
ing nose guard for the Minutemen football squad and an
outstanding heavyweight wrestler. Allen won three New
England championships in that division his first three
years at UMass and placed second this past year

Patricia Bossio was the recipient of the female two-sport
athlete award. The senior from Norwood was a starter in
tield hockey and lacrosse, two teams which participated in
national tournaments.
Kathy O'Connell was named as the outstanding female

senior athlete. The Westwood native was the leading pit-
cher on this year's softball team.
Frank DiTommaso, a senior from Staten Island N Y

was the most outstanding senior male athlete DiTom-
maso, tn-captam and defensive end for the football teim
was also first team All-Yankee Conference for the l^^O
season.

Former UM football coach Fusia retires
Vic Fusia, former Minuteman head football coach and

for the past 11 years Director of Sports Development at
the University of Massachusetts, has retired.

In the ten years that Fusia was head coach at
M^sachusetts (1961-70), the Minutemen posted a record
of 59-32-2 for a winning percentage of .645. His 1963 team
was 8-0-1 and outscored the opposition 265-12 In 1964
the Minutemen were 8-2 losing to East Carolina 14-13 in
the Tangerine Bowl. Fusia's teams won five Yankee Con-

ference championships during his tenure.
After^the 1964 season. Fusia was selected as New

England s Coach-of-the-Year and Massachusetts chosen
as New England's top football Team.
Since his retirement from coaching in 1970. Fusia has

t>eenin charge of sports development and promotions for
the University, overseeing Massachusetts' football and
basketball radio networks, ticket promotions, sales and
sports publicity.

* Hoop
Continued from page U
and far between.
middle of the largest living area on campus, these courts
don t even get used that much...part of the reason for this
IS that the rims and the courts' surfaces are so lousy.. .the
nms are the victims of too many missed attempts at Dar-
ryl Dawkins imitations while the courts themselves are
simply worn out due to use and weather.. .once in a great
while there's a decent fullcourt game but these are few

OVERALL RATING: 3

LOCATION: (this one doesn't quite fit the bill as an on-

SURFACE: Asphalt (V2 court)
CONDITION: Okay
OTHER: This one gets quite a bit of use, although not as
much as some of the other on-campus courts...mostly this

vrln "f"^ ^'"" J"'^ '^""^*"^' around...but, sometimes

OVERAfL RaTiSg:"/
'^"^ ^h—threes going.

• ••••

That just al>out wraps it up. The only other court oncjmpus IS the Curry-Hicks Cage where the varsity pays
sometimes) but that court is not open for free play Now

oterrlJ.r/''
'^'

^J'^^ I'''
"P ^" y«" ^" '^^^ these

places out. See you under the boards.
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NEW MENU
with homemade pizza

served all the time

Super Happy Hour Daily

free food
low low bar prices

till out off 9iiij.k»>)

gootifootr^^rinli

and specials lil<e

a shot & a Rolling Rock
for $1.00

WE ARE OPEN DAILY, 7 DAYS A WEEK; FROM 11:00 A.M -1 GO A M
WE SERVE LUNCH, DINNER AND LATE NIGHT SNACKS

OUR KITCHEN IS ALWAYS OPEN!
CHECK OUT OUR DAILY FOOD AND DRINK SPECIALS

HAPPY HOUR EVERY AFTERNOON
WE ARE A NICE PLACE TO DRINK, THE PLACE WHERE FRIENDS MEET

POOL TABLE, VIDEO GAMES, DARTBOARD. JUKEBOX, 2 COLOR BAR T V s

Pray St 549-5403
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^Lacrosse
Continued from page 4

have been played Wednesday. May 21
braduatjor. ceremonies were not until the
7tn of June.

Apparently, four days was not enough
time for the Physical Plant to clean up after

firS^To^
'^^'''^ '^'^ attended by about

6.WO. 20 percent of the 1980 attendance
But. then again, four more hours pro-

bably would have been too long to wait for
the graduation site to be set up evert
though this event was not to take place for
another three weeks.
Physical Plant and facilities officials

were not able to be reached by the coach or
by the media when this situation was first
realized.

It wouldn't really have mattered that
much anyway since the selection commit-
tee had one more string to pull. Garber ask-
ed tor some time to secure another "friend-
ly field" at least 24 hours. The committee
allowed him to look for another field but
gave him two hours. On a Sunday after-
noon. Good luck.

Tuesday, September 8, 1981

This two-hour reprieve coupled with the
unava^ab. ity of UMass officials assuredNew England that it would not host a
lacrosse playoff game for another year

It didn t matter that Garber was able to
get Springfield College's Benedum Field
the very next day, it was too late by theNCAA committee's suddenly rigid stan-
dards.

The players took it pretty well for the
most part.

"We just want to play," tri-captain ChrisConn said. "Of course it hurts not being
able to play at home, but we're still gonna
give It our best shot."
The UMass community must have been

upset at the slight, but it came right before
the start of finals and there were plenty of
other things to be thinking about.
So, instead of playing in front of 10-20

thousand friendly faces, the Massachusetts
Gorillas were limited to a few loyal sup-
porters who waved a sign at them as the
team rambled down Interstate 91 on the
road to Virginia.

PC-1211
Pocket Computer

179,00
The pocket computer which has a whole
new range of potential

Tuesday, Septennber 8, 1981

kA

^249:00
old price

IBWWL
old price

CE-122 129.00
Optional Printer/Cassette Interface for PC-1211

The CE-1 22 prints out programs
and provides cassette interface/

Smooth key operation with typewriter
key arrangement

Program capacity 1424 steps •

26 memories with memory safe guard

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-4

and calculations
The PC 1211 employs a key arrdnKement
similar to that of a typewriter Thus the
neat, clean appearing keyboard can be
operated easily and quickly

The PC 1211 has a lar^e memory capacity
in spite of Its slim, compact bcxly Due
to the memory safe guard circuit, informa-
tion in memory is maintained even after
the oower is turned off

Proyramminn '*« by an efficient one
< ommand on*- step system A( cording to
vour ne«'cls steps (hh also be us»>cf as a
memory
(fl steps (s erjuivalent to 1 memoryl

Reservable key and definable
Key systems

•The reservable key system makes it possi-
ble to reserve a key for a function or
command which is used frequently It can
easily be recalled by the touch of a keywhen putting m a formula either during'
manual calculation or programming

• The definable key system defines 18
programs for each key Whenever youneed a certain program, you can retailand run .t with the touch of the proper

Adoption of BASIC language

For programming, the PC-1211 employs the
BASIC language, used widely from begin
ners to professionals This simple program
ming method can easily be carried out by
referring to the flow c hart Moreover
formulas can be entered as they are
normally written These innovative func-
tions are cfes.gned with ease of operation ,n
mind
The PC 1211 also serves as an ideal "step
pmg stone" to professional comr)uters

Dot matrix display-up to
24 digits with rolling writer

Characters as well as numerals are
displayed with the dot matrix display enabl-
'ng the operator, in a sense to com
municate with the unit The BASIC
language can be used to ,ts full potential
The display panel makes ,t possible to
d'splay portions of the program (line by

hoi.r",*"f
"'"""" ^^"^'"^ '°^ data andshowing calculation results

Other features
•Long-Iife operation, Auto power-off
'unction

•Playback function enables correction
by displaying the formula with a singletouch of a key *

can ^ the program (A beep soundcan be input during programming)

Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass

^!l!iJniyer5ityStore

II

^i\

^^llrri£m II

THE HIGHCOSTOFA
COLLEGE EOUCffnON
JUSTWENTDOWN
AFEW

ANNOUNCING THREE NEW
ARMY NATIONAL GUARD

PROGRAMS THATCAN HELP
YOU PAY FOR COLLEGF

Ifyou're like many col-
lege students, the closer you
get to your degree, the deeper
you get into debt. But, you
don't have to get in over your
head. Not when youjoin the
Army National Guard.

Because now, the Guard
has three new programs to
help you pay for college: the
College Loan Repayment Pro-
gram; the Educational

Assistance Program, and the
Enlistment Bonus Program.
And you don't have to wait for
graduation to take advantage
of them. You couldjoin the
Guard right now.

You see, the Army Na-
tional Guard is part-time. After
your mitial training, it takes
just two days a month and two
weeks ofannual training a
year to serve. So there's plenty
of time left for your studies.
And you get paid for every
hour you put into the Guard,
so you'll have extra cash for
books, lab fees, and all those
other little expenses that
come up.

Ofcourse, there's more
to the Guard than money. It's a
chance to do something good
for your country, as well as for
people right in your own com-

The Guard is

America at its best.

ARMY

IMATIOIVIAL
GUARD

munity. The Guard can give
you more options in your life-
and more control over your
financial future.

If that sounds like where
you want to be, see your fi-

nancial aid officer, contact
your local Army National
Guard recruiter, or use the toll-

free number below for com-
plete details on how the Guard
can help you pay for college.
And help in a lot ofother
ways, too. But hurry! These
special programs for college
students are available for a
limited time only.

, „ Call toll-free: 800-638-7600

'MJ;,l?.nH^79'fi^'??ft ^T; ^p4550; Virgin Islands (St. Crobc): 773-6438;Maryland: 728-3388; in Alaska, consult your local phone directoiy.
Program (enns. paymen. araounl. and eUgibiiily requirements subject to change. All pregtam, not available in all states.

Contact Recruiter Sgt. Rich O'Connor 586-4110
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UM women participate in Olympic camp

Tuesday, Septembers. 1981 Tuesday, September 8, 1981

COLORADO SPRINGS - The top 80 women field
hockey players in the United States participated this pastsummer in a special training camp at the United States
Olympic Committee's National Training Center in Col-
orado Springs.

The 80 member group was chosen through a series of
selection trials held during July and June at various loca-
tions across the country.

Three University of Massachusetts athletes were includ-
tHi m this Olympic training camp.

Rosemarie Tudryn, a junior sports management major
and a varsity performer in both lacrosse and field hockey
for UMass was one participant. Tudryn is also an Amherst
native and a graduate of Amherst Regional High School.

Also participating in the Olympic training camp were
junior Sandra Kobel and freshman Judy Morgan.

The USOC's Colorado Springs Center provides a
backdrop for amateur sports operations and the training
of the nation's Olympic hopefuls. The 34-acre center's
facilities are supplemented by athletic facilities at local
military installations, schools, private sports complexes
and the city's own recreational facilities.

More than 19,000 athletes have trained attheUSOC
r"i^o^"^'^^

^""^^ ^^^^^ y^^'"^ «^ operation. Athletes chosen
for USOC-training are selected by the National Governing
Bodies of the respective Olympic sports.

Over 2,000 high school and college aged women par-
ticipated in the three-stage selection process for the field
hockey program. At the entry level, training focused on
the field hockey basics including tactics, fundamentals and
technique. As the players advanced to the upper stages of
the training, it became more involved.

At the Training Center, under the direction of head
coach Vonnie Gros and 10 assistant coaches, chosen by the
United States Field Hockey Association (USFHA) play
concentrated on team type tactics and play.

1
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FOUR SFASOKK
WELCOME BACK

STUDENTS

cans

cans

cans

Molson Golden bts

Budweiser—
Miller

Busch

Skol Vodka 1 75 litre

Bacardi Rum 1 lt

Riunite Wines 15

Free Beer Posters

Specials Every Week
Huge Domestic & Imported

Selection

Free Delivery

Wines/Liquors
Hours 9-11 1

rte.9, ha(%ma./584-8174 ^in front of the malJi

I
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Wanna play some hoop?'
CQil^gian 51

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

A beginner's and veteran's guide to UM hoop courts

Recently a book was published by an ad-
mitted hoop junkie which categorized and
critiqued the 100 best outdoor basketball
courts in the United States from coast to
coast.

The author's journeys took him to the
best playing areas, as in brand-new Tartan
surfaced courts with almost round-the
clock, top-flight competition, to basketball
^Taveyards destined for hoop obscurity
with their netless rims and pockmarked
asphalt playing surfaces.

Although none of the Univerbity of
Massachusetts hoop facilities made it to the
"hot 100", the campus community does
have its share of decent courts and the
playing conditions and competition are fair-

ly variied.

So, if you're back on campus, either as a
new arrival or a seasoned veteran of the
UMass hoop wars, the following coulcj be
u.sed as a general guide to what's out there
for would-be basketball buffs.

(So as not to give any one court any un-
fair, added publicity, these critiques are not
placed in any specific order but are done
from north campus to south campus

)

LOCATION: Sylvan Residential Area
court

SURFACE: Asphalt

CONDITION: Fair
OTHER: For some unaccountable reason,
this IS the only court on campus with metal
chain nets, if any nets are
available...backboards are of corrugated
metal as are all of the outdoor UMass
courts.. .it's tough to find a fullcourt game
going on here, except at the beginning of
semesters when there's nothing else to
do...halfcourt three-on-threes and four-on-
fours are usually the rule...watch your
passes down at the north end of the court
since there's no fence to stop the ball if
your teammate misses your great pass and
the ball will roll deep into the Sylvan
woods.

OVERALL RATING (on a scale of 1 to 10):
4

• *« * *

LOCATION: Northeast Physical Educa-
tion Building (NOPE) courts'(2)
SURFACE: Wood (indoor)

CONDITION: Good (when they're resur-
faced)

OTHER: This place is usually mobbed all

semester long... is only open foV free play at
night during the week and on
weekends... mostly fullcourt games so be
prepared to run a little more than
usual. ..an occasional pain in the ass occurs
when the volleyball team comes in during
the middle of a game when the score is tied
at 14 in a game of 15, win by 2, and they an-
nounce that they had the court reserved for
practice...if you bring your own ball, keep
an eye on it as in any of the UMass courts
since they quickly become an endangered
species if you're not too careful.
OVERALL RATING: 6

• •• •*

LOCATION: Thatcher court (V2 court)
SURFACE: Asphalt
CONDITION: Fair

OTHER: Obviously only halfcourt games
go on here, but a lot of times you can get a
better workout playing here than if you
played a shitty fullcourt game at
Boyden...there's hardly ever a lack of
players and the games are usually three-on-
three due to spatial limitations although
there have been four-on-fours played
here.. .the backboard is a little shaky, but it

does the trick although more than a few
charity bounces drop in. ..there's almost
always a net, a d(>finite plus, sime people
keep replacing it if it wears out.
OVERALL RATING: 7

Two players shoot baskets at Orchard Hill.

Collegian Photo by Vioc* DcWitt

Central Residential Area

Collegian Photo by Vine* DeWilt
Jeff Rocha. '85, engineering major

plays basketball on Southwest
courts.

LOCATION;
court

SURFACE: A.sphalt

CONDITION: Fair to Good
OTHER: This is the most widely used out-
door court on campus by far.. "late after-
n«3ons. early evenings and weekends will
find this court pretty packed. ..when there's
enough people around, as there usually is,

then full court games will prevail. ..the com-
petition here is close to the best on campus
also even though the rims aren't the best in
the world.

OVERALL RATING: 8
• •• •*

LOCATION: "Kappa Sig" court (located
down the hill to the right of this frat)
SURFACE: Asphalt
CONDITION: Not too good

OTHER: It's not really fair to call this a full

court since the rim-at one end of the court
has l)een ripped down for alK>ut three
semesters, probably due to unsuccessful at-

tempts at jamming. ..the rim that still re-

mains is no bargain either. ..there is hardly

ever a good game here unless the guvs
across the street in Theta Chi and Phi Sig
get ambitious and come across to play some
roundball, be it halfcourt hoop.. .you get a
lot of one-on-one players here due to the
court condititins.

OVERALL RATING: 2
* • • • •

LOCATION: Boyden Athletic Facility
SURFACE: Wood (indoor, 6 courts)'
CONDITION: Okay
OTHER: This facility is the Mecca for hoop
fans at UMass and it attracts every type of
player imaginable (see accompanying arti-

cle)...along with every type of player im-

aginable, Boyden courts are the scene for
every t.v7>e of game you can think of. Full
court, halfcourt. coed, une-on-one, two-on-
one, six-on-six, it doesn't matter. If you
have two feet and can hold a ball, you can
play at Boyden...the best action is on the
first two courts to the right when you walk
in the main door entrance to the
gym... there is almost always continuous
fullcourt games going on with the competi-
tion ranging from decent' to excellent., it's

worth it tu warn you again not to leave
your ball laying aroun.i since it will pro-

bably disappear rather quickly if you do
so.. .since it's open for free play so' much,
late afternoons, evenings and all day on
weekends, Boyden is the place to go where
you can always find a game.
OVERALL RATING: 9

• • * • *

LOCATION: Southwest courts
SURFACE: Asphalt (2 courts)

CONDITION: Fair to Poor
OTHER: For their location, right in the

Continued on page 11

What to look for in 'hacker's paradise'
A different kind of basketball is played at Boyden Gym

in the late afternoons, late eveoings (except during in-
tramural seasons), and on weekends.

The main innovation here is that there are never any
refs around to impede the progress of the games like at
Curry-Hicks Cage and in intramural games.

Of course, there will always be a few Mendy Rudolph-
philes around who honestly think that they have the NBA
rulebook memorized from cover to cover. As a matter of

The only time fouli are called is when an easy layup is

screwed up and a guy almost gets his arm torn off in the
process. >Io bkx)d, no foul is U8U|lly th| order of the day in
this league.

If you're a gunner and don't like to pass to your team-
mates, then you will have a lot of success in hacker's
heaven at Boyden. This type of player is quite common
down here. No one wants him on their intramural team
because he hogs the ball and trys to make like Paul
Westphal, dribbling all the way down the court and stop-
ping only to blast a 20 or 30 footer.

If you love to shoot, just make sure that you hit your
first couple of rocket-launchers so everyone will think that
you're good. If you're not capable of doing this, at least

fact, if you listened to a few of these people spout off, they come close, they'll just assume that you're not warmed up
will give you the impression that they once played in the enough.
NBA.

Stephen Freker

It doesn't matter how many. fouls, real or imagined, are
summoned from these astonishingly accurate memories,
because Boyden Gymnasium will always be a hacker's
paradise.

Sometimes you might go down to the gym and not know
anybody. This makes it tough to get on a team because
usually everyone goes down there with a couple of buddies
and calls winners. So, if you're a Ranger (Lone, that is), it

helps to be a little B.A. (badass).

Walk in like you own the place. Say "how ya do'in" to
people you don't even know. Shoot baskets at a hoop that
is being used in a fullcourt game and if any of the players
say anything to you, just stare at them like a B.A. and
stalk off the court muttering obscenities. If you follow all
of these basic tenets, chances are you'll meet with some
success as some fool will think you're tough and ask you to
play for his team "to get rebounds".

Some kids think they're Jerry Sloan clones. They pick
one player on the opposing team who looks like he can
shoot and announce that they will "cover the shooter". In
most cases, this involves fouling the poor guy about 20
times in a game of 15 (win by two, of coarse).

If you want a good workout, both physical and mental,
go play hoop at Boyden. You don't have to wear a football
helmet (although some people wear elbow pads bigger
than some of the football players' forearm pads), and you
might have to put up with a little B.S. But, you can still
have a pretty good time and maybe even a few laughs.

(This is a reprirU ofa 2/10/81 Collegian column.)

i
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Previews & Reviews
A look at this Fall's fine arts
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University Drive, Amherst, Mass.
Just past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms
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ROUTE t16

7.99

six I . /5 case

six 5.49 case

Miller 12 pk cans 3.99
Budweiser i2oz.cans...

Moosehead 3.00

Wiedemann..... .1.40

HoffBrau 1 .40 six 5.49 case

Labatt 2.50 six 9.95 case

BlatZ 1.40 six 5.49 case

Tuborg nght or dark. . . 2.00 six 7.50 case

Almaden 4 ntres 6.99
Donelli Lambrusco & Bianco 1.5 liter. . . 3.49

Seagram 7i75iitre

Beam 1.75 ntre

Bacardi 1.75 liter

12.79

11.59

11.49
Skol Vodka, Gin 175 liter 7.99

til 11 p.m

Stadium
Liquors
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not responsible for typographical errors 253-5595
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NRBQ to r): Terry Adams, Joey Spampinato, Captain Lou Albano (manager), Al Andersoa, Tom Ardolino.

Thursday, October 22, 1981

OMNJCHflI

A feature on NRBQ; the
valley's craziest musicians,

p. 2

•••

A full listing of the Fine Arts
Center Fall Schedule, p.

5

•••

Record Reviews including
Tom Petty p. 14, and the
Moody Blues, p. 3

•••

John Brobst on where to see

live music in the Valley, p. 15

•••

Movies including Moscow
Does Not Believe in Tears, p.
14

•••
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NRBQ: Music & Fun
By MARY KINNEAVY
Collegian Correspondent

What's more fun than a sizzling summer barbecue?
Watching NRBQ serve up some of the best rock n' roU
ever to be dished out by a live band anywhere, any
season, anytime. And living in the Amherst area makes
you part of the privUeged population that has the chance
to see them in their frequent Pioneer Valley ap-
pearances.

The New Rhythm and Blues Quartet with the Whole
Wheat Horns is a breath of fresh air in a musical world
being smothered, at the moment, by disappointing
repetitious. Top 40 schlock. (The music of the 'SOs? Let's
not be so pessimistic.) NRBQ conjures up images of
Elvis Presley roadhouses, beatnik jazz jams in the park,
and street corner crooners singing for their suppers!
while keeping their musical enthusiasm totaUy in the
present. The BQs play every kind of American music
their diversified roots have enabled them to soak up; one
of their concerts is a peppy tribute to their, and our,
musical heritage.

But more importantly, their concerts are fun. They
combine a collective wacky sense of humor with amazing
musical prowess to create the most enjoyable blend of
rockabilly, jazz, ballads, rock 'n' roll and. of course,
rhythm and blues I've ever heard. It doesn't matter
what your particular musical taste is — the BQs are
guaranteed to supply a good time to everyone. Their au-
dience at any given show, from country & western buffs
to English punks and everything in between, testifies to
that. They turn cynics into believers and observers into
fanatics.

Perhaps the reason for their wide appeal is their own
eclectic musical taste. The band members are among themost open-muided musicians ever to bang out a chord Ifthere is a certain type of music that you appreciate
chances are good that they do too. and they are likely to
deliver more than a few humorous and touching sur
prises on st<ge.

**

Their visual shov. like their music, is a joyous whirl-
wind celebration of American life. It's a three ring cir
cus. an amusement park, a cartoon -character festival
Charismatic keyboardist Terry Adams, the usual focal
point of the show, bounces from piano to clavinet to har
monica and vocals with acrobatic dexterity. Tying theband together, his nearly invisible cues gracefully lead itfrom one song to another, stopping only to deliver an oc-
casional witty message to the audience by way of in
troduction.

Stoic Joey Spampinato and manic Tom Ardolino pro
vide the backbone bass and drums, respectively, while
big Al Anderson commands respect with his flawlessly
intricate, lead guitar playing.

Continued on page S

NRBQ is one of the valley's craziest gproups, and their diverse musical taste of-
fers something for everyone.

^^

An unidentified University dancer.

stringfellow
string instrument technicians at the Carriage Shops

Amherst 549-1606

I

Arrangements for all occassions
Green Plants
for your home away from home

Daily Local DeUvery
PTD World Wide Delivery

Knowles
Flower Shop

MAIN STREET, AMHERST

172 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-3805
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Some Miscellaneous Stuff • NRBQ Continued fram page 2

The University Ensemble Theater will hold open audi-
tions for Andre Obey's Noah September 14-16 from 7:00
to 10:00 p.m. in room 203 of the University of
Massachusetts Fine Arts Center. Details can be obtained
by contacting Department of Theater at the University.

Smith College will hold auditions for George Bernard
Shaw's Misalliance on September 9 and 10 at 7:30 p.m. in
Theater 14 on the Smith College campus.
Smith will also be holding auditions for the musical com-

edy, The Boy Friend, September 9 and 10 at 7:30 p.m. in
Stage 2 and September 11 from 4:00-6:00 p.m. in Theater
14. Be prepared to sing a song.

• •••

For information on both shows contact the Theater
Department at Smith College.

The Moody Blues
Long Di»tance Voyager (Threshhold)

Old age creeps up on everyone and The Moody Blues are
no exception. Long Distance Voyager is disappointing at

best, although it did begin to grow on me a little bit after

repeated listenings.

The commerciality of the album is disturbing. The lyrics

are mostly of the lost love variety without the emotion
they were once able to create in songs like "Nights in

White Satin."

"Gemini Dream"is an ELOist sounding tune, and things

have deteriorated when the Moody Blues imitate Electric

Light Orchestra.

Unfortunately, the sixties are long dead, and what was
once hallucinegenic wisdom in 1968 has faded into the pro-

blems of mid-life crisis in 1981.

—Ron Miller
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Stationed behind Terry Adams are the Whole Wheat
Horns, Donn Adams (Terry's brother) on trombone and
Keith Spring on saxophone, filling out the sound with
gutsy melodic brass.

Song-writing and singing are shared among the band
members, and although Terry Adams maintains, "we all

love everything," each musician manifests a unique style

in his own compositions. Terry tends toward either a
jazz or hillbilly base, while Al Anderson belts out the
blues and country & western tunes, and Joey Spam-
pinato composes mostly pop-rock and sensitive, romantic
ballads.

The newfound showmanship in the Whole Wheat
Horns and Tom Ardolino. who in the past stayed
mysteriously in the background making only tbcLr in-
struments sing, now brings them into the spotlight to do
vocals on a few whimsical cover songs, including Donn's
theatrical version of "Wooly Bully."

Now managed by infamous professional wrestling

manager Captain Lou Albano, NRBQ is in the process of

recording a single with its cok>rful. boistrous friend and
business partner. It promises to unleash the band's

^anier characteristics on disc.

NRBQ has been in existence since 1968 and produced
eight albums, with a ninth on the way. Each offers a
delicious sampling of their various styles, and most are

readily available in record stores.

So if you tire of the bland fare you're being force-fed

by commercial radio lately, you ought to find the hearty,
home-cooked style of NRBQ a delightfully palate-

pleasing addition to your musical taste.

Paul Van Ness of
Private Lightning
relaxes with an issue
of "the other voice.*'

26S.Pro8pM:tSt. / In the courtyard behind Hastings
413-253-5592 / Moa-Sat..9to5:30
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The Student Center for Educational Research

& Advocacy (SCERA)
is accepting applications for Researchers/Organizers
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• Academics
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• Resource Center
• Public Policy

• Support

• Women's Issues
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Season's Series Tickets

Broadway

Jazz

Dance
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Volunteers * Independent Study

work-study & non work-study paid/part time positions

Job descriptions and applications may be picked up at

SCERA, Room 420 Student Union Building
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SCERA is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
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Best Little Whorehouse In Texas
They're Playing Our Song
Children Of A Lesser Goo

Dizzy Gillespie. Max Roach
Freddie Hubbard
Betty Carter

Royal Winnipeg Ballet

Alvin Alley Dance Theater

Dance Theatre Of Trinidad And Tobago
Sara Rudner Performance Ensemble

Juilliard String Quartet
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Alvin Ailey Dance Ccnpany
Leonard Rose/ Springfield Symphony
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Fill it to the brim with...violinist Pinchas Zuckerman who will
appear in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall Nov. 17.

W^Electronics Center
32 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2270

#SANYO Vertical

Front-Load Dolby* Cassette

Deck with IMetal Tape

Compatibility

RDS-25
Regular Price $179.95

SALE Price $149.95

j
VHeElectronics Center

32 Pleasant Street
Northampton

586-2270

with this ad

MAXELL-UD XL 11

$3.49 each
regular 5.30 each

expires Sept. 31, 1981

M ' Mil

Cometo TheCopyCenter lor allyour reproduction ^
needs. The highest qiiolity low-cost copying
inthe area. Oltset printing. Stats, reductions,
enkngeraents, halftones. Birxiing & padding.

I

You'll

WhatWeConDo
For Your Image.

32 PleoscmtSthbrttKmvjIcnicrsoss fiomPlrasantStTI^^
Al0fi.-Prt8-6SatlD-5 5S4-01I7
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Thousands of Vi Price Paperbacks
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Northampton 28 Pleasant St.

Northampton

Violinist Pinchas Zuckerman

Books
OA! (Knopf)

Mary Robison

Mo Cleveland's ambition in life is to cor-
ner the market on sleep. A character
after my own heart. Mom to an eight-
year old named Violet, Mo, 24, has decid-
ed not to grow up. So has her older
brother Howdy.
The Cleveland clan is a thoroughly

likeable lot that copes through the use of
alcohol. Librium, "art", religion, poetry
and ice cream. Robison's first novel. Oh!
reveals that loosely defined love and the
profits from a soda pop and miniature golf
domain can add up to a successfully slap

happy survival story.

Domino SpiU (Leisure)

William Story

A bereaved widower, a callous Gover-
nor, a handful of radicals left over
from the 60s, some trigger-happy cops, an
LNG tanker and a nuclear power plant set
the scene for this gripping political

thriller. Story's first novel, set in the
greater Boston area, gives us a group of

well portrayed characters in a not-so-far
fetched situation and asks us "What's the
worst possible thing that could happen?"
With the accuracy of a reporter and the
license of a novelist. Story answers that
question.

—Susan Ring

J>
if' .^„pton.mor,-fr,7.s^'

.^>^. .-'^--Pe..^
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A Siunmer Essay
By RON MILLER
Collegian Staff

I always hated essays about summer
vacation when I was young. I just never
felt I had done anything that warranted
writing about. Life was forever boring
and uneventful. This summer, however,
life was a little more eventful, even if it

really wasn't too much less boring. This
summer I worked as Road Manager for
the Zaitchik Bros. Band, which isn't say-
ing too much in itself.

Not that the brothers weren't a good
band ;on the contrary they were ex-
trememly talented musicians. The main
problem with being a road manager on
the level of the Zaitchik Bros, is the
unavoidable fact that it is nothing more
than a glorified gofer, and it's not all that
glorified, let me tell you. In fact, by the
end of the summer I was wondering how I

got myself in such a subservient position

in the first place.

It al! began last spring, when I was
looking desperately for a summer job. It

was getting late in the semester, and
finals were approaching without too many
employers knocking down my door. With
time running out I remembered I had
mentioned to a friend, who happened to

be sound engineer for the Zaitchik Bros.,

that I might like to work for him if the
band needed some help for the summer.

I figured it wouldn't hurt to ask, so
what if I didn't have any experience. I

had desire, and I needed a job. Besides,
working for a band would be fun — the
travel, working in different bars every
night, the glamor of the music world —

who could f.sk for a better job. It also just
so happened that the present roadie was

about to terminate his tenure with the
band. The circumstances were right, and
they were willing to pay me $150 per
week. They had six weekends booked at
the Cape. At the time it sounded like a
wonderful opportunity. The six weekends
turned into one, and it was at the end of
July. I took the job.

One afternoon at the beginning of May,
Phil (the sound engineer) met me for a
beer in the Blue Wall, and we discussed
my duties as road manager. "There's
nothing to it," Phil said. Ail I had to do
was help him set up and break down, and
watch the band while they played in case
anything went wrong, in which case I

would have to fix it. "What kind of things
might go wrong." I asked more than
curiously. "Oh nothing really," he replied

with a smile, nothing I couldn't handle."
and anything I couldn't handle would have
to be taken in for professional
maintenance. He assured me it was no big
deal, but I couldn't help but worry a little

bit.

It turned out what I was worried about
was plugs coming out of sockets, or wires
that needed to be taped out of harms
way, or getting the boys drinks. Cokes
and water, rum and coke for the sax
player; Dewars for the guitar player, coke
and an occasional shot of Jack Daniels for

the lead singer. I should have been a
waiter in a bar. I probably would have
made a hell of a lot more money with a lot

fewer headaches.
"Oh yea," Phil said as we swallowed the

last of the horrible draft they serve in the
Wall, "have you ever done any heavy lif-

ting?" Fm buUt pretty slightly, but I had
worked in warehouses during the summer

ALL COTTON MATTRESS
FIRM • INEXPENSIVE • PORTABLE

XHAXHI
7 PLEASANT STREET • NORTHAMPTON

since I was seventeen, I told him.
"Good," he said, "because there's a 350

pound piano the two of us have to put in
the truck every night." I wasn't totally
thrilled with that idea, but it didn't turn
out to be half as bad as I pictured in the
nightmares 1 had shortly before I started
with the band. I got strong quickly.

The piano, like most of the band's
equipment, had a nifty little road case,

and it broke down into a couple of units.

It was my job to get everything on stage
ready for the show. This meant putting
the piano together^ wiring the piano and
bass rig (amplifier), setting up the guitar
amplifier, and preparing the drums to be
set up. The drummer helped put up his
own kit; partly because he wanted
everything set up just right for his reach,

and partly because of my ignorance of the
process of setting up the drum kit.

The drums were difficult because there
were so many parts. All the cymbal
stands broke down into several pieces. He
(the drummer) had to have his drums
nailed into the floor every night because
he hit his drums so damn hard they would
have fallen over otherwise. The drummer
needed (and demanded) the most atten-
tion, while the band was playing. I had to
make sure I payed close attention all the
time, even long after I got so sick of their
show I wanted to vomit.
When I grew tired of their songs, it took

a great deal more concentration to keep
my head into what was going on because
most of the time nothing happened. They
would get upset, though, if they saw me
spacing out. I was told the major malfunc-
tion in the drum kit was if the kick on the
bass drum snapped. I watched all sunmier

waiting for that thing to snap. Supposedly
I would have to replace it while he
played, which is a sure invitation for ear

damage. I didn't k>ok forward to it. It

waited until the night before I was going
to leave before it snapped. As it turned
out the fatal moment happened at the end
of the song, and my hearing was at least
partly spa 'ed.

The travel was an interesting part of
the job, not that we traveled all that far;

we went to Connecticut a lot. The travel,
too, had it's ups and downs like the rest
of the job. My first weekend on the road
my reciever got ripped off. Another time,
as Phil was asking about how I had never
experienced a break down we got a flat

on the Mass. Turnpike. It took four hours
and two tow trucks (the first was too
msall to tow the truck) before we got the
tire changed.
We arrived at the gig at 10:00, and the

band was supposed to be on at 9:30. With
the help of the band (they never help) we
got on shortly after 11:00. This was an in-

credible feat considering it took Phil and I

around three hours to put everything up
ourselves. The band lost half the pay that
night, but they proved they were real

troopers. The show must indeed go on.

The travel wasn't pleasant during the
heat wave at the beginning of July either.
It was brutal unloading the truck when it

was 95 degrees with sweltering humidity.
Of course, we had five one nighters that
week so we had to set up and break down
every night. It got to be quite depressing
to come out at 3:00 in the morning and
find the temperature was almost as high
as when I went in at 5:00 in the after-

noon. The heat passed however but the
boredom grew.

Continued on page 1
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Welcome back for another semester of
fun and excitement in the Pioneer Valley.
Get out your bank books because this Fall
IS gomg to be a doozy for concert goers.
The big news, of course, is The Rolling

Stones first U.S. tour in three years,
smce 1978s Some Girls tour. They won't
be stopping in Boston or Providence, but
you can try to get tickets for the
November 27 show at the Hartford Civic
Center. Tickets will reportedly be on sale
in about a week, so keep close watch for
announcements.
Although the Stones won't be appearing

Uve in Massachusetts, they are rehearsing
on a farm in North Brookfield, Mass. The
Stones farm hide-away includes a recor-
ding studio and a sauna, as well as'

Ron Miller
dreamed of a Steely Dan tour, I'm afraid
you'll never get the chance to see this
reclusive band. Becker and Fagen an
nounced their separation this summer.
Several Boston bands called it quits this

summer, including Pastiche and The Ner-
vous Eaters.

Warner Bros, released Robin Lane and
the Chartbusters from the label in July,
and shortly thereafter Lane broke up the
band. She said she wants to change her
musical direction and write new material.
Another Lane. Denny Lane, has left

Wings after 10 years with the band. Lane
wants to perform live, and since Paul Mc-
Cartney has no immediate plans to tour.
Lance decided to form his own band.
Lane's departure leaves Paul and Linda

Robin Lane broke
up the Chartbusters
in July.

privacy all for the bargain price of $1700
per day.

The Kinks, too. are touring, promoting
their latest album. Give The People What
They Want. They're scheduled to appear
in the Boston Garden on September 27,
but I'm afraid tickets will be hard to come
by, by the time this is printed.
The Moody Blues, who appeared in Pro-

vidence in July will return to the area in
November for a show at Boston Garden.
No ticket details have been announced as
yet.

If you can't get tickets to those three
shows rumor has it The Who, Bad Co.,
and Pink Floyd will all be touring in the
near future. Keep you eyes and ears open
for any word.

If you're one of the many fans who has

all by themselves, which is some how
very appropriate.

Fleetwood Mac lead guitarist, Lindsey
Buckingham, has just completed his first
solo album. It will be titled Law and
Order, and is due for released in mid
October. Buckingham's effort follows Mick
Fleetwood and Stevie Nicks who released
solos this summer.

Joni Mitchell is in the studio working
on her next album. She has a tentative
release date set for January.

Lastly, anyone who saw Tom Petty at
Boston Garden August 7, was treated to
an appearance by Stevie Nicks. She join
ed the Heartbreakers for three songs
after an appearance at Boston radio sta
tion WBCN to promote her new album
Bella Donna.

PINES THEATER FESTIVAL

Carbur's Restaurant^
^*"Music Gallery

preseni

Art Blalcey &
The Jazz Messengers

The Dewey Redman/
Ed Blackwell Group

JohnHiclcs RufusReid

The Valley Big Band
with Bev Rohlehr

Sunday • September 1 3 1:30 pm
^f' ^<1 III .k/hjikv 7 ^0 ,lu\ iif fwm
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You Are Cordially Invited

to Select

1 FREE CARD
with this advertisement

from Logos Bookstore's

Delightful Collection of

Blank Notes & Greeting Cards

?/

Also see our

distinctive selection of

POSTERS
GIFTS
BOOKS
BIBLES
MUSIC

bookW^tore
33 Main St. • Northampton

Open Mon-Sat 9:30-6 Th & Fri til 9 p.m.

The Ninja

Eric Von Lustbader

Supermarkets are really

starting to get raunchy.
Its not just the bizarre

I quality of the food for sale
' that is disturbing the
general public, but the
perverse nature of the
literature available at the
checkout counters as well.

It's supermarket adven-
tures lik Eric Von
Lustbader's The Ninja that
are responsible for the sud-
den decline in traditional

values and the recent up-
surge in moral depravity,
which is currently sweep-
ing our nation and wreak
ing havoc in out suburbs.
The Ninja is more than

just another $3.00 paper-
back. It's a cold and
calculated attempt to
undermine the middle class
by exposing it to some of
the most shocking aspects
in the world of human rela-

tions. Before the book is

over, the reader is exposed
to violent murders,
homosexual rape, lesbian
prositution rings, incest.

decapitation, suicide,
betrayal, mysterious orien-
tal assassins, sado-
masochistic perverts, ex
plicit sexual descriptions,
child prostitutes and foul

language.

Hardly appropriate
reading material for the
heartland of America.

What little there is of a
plot concerns one Nicholas
Linnear, a half Jewish, half
Japanese, martial arts ex-
pert, who must confront
his past and protect
whatever is left of his lov-
ed ones by confronting the
dreaded "Ninja" — an ex-
pert assassin who strikes
without warning, kills
without pity, and vanishes
without a trace. Ninjas are
also notorious for short tip
ping waiters and for wat-
ching' too much television.
They also leave filthy wax
buildups on your kitchen
floor.

Even though The Ninja
is a very heavy handed
book, written without even
the slightest trace of
humour, it is very hard to
maintain a straight face
while reading it. If the
author isn't going through
long diatribes on the
Japanese condition, he is

trying to grab the readers
attention by shocking him
with some new perversion
.or peculiarity. It's almost
like James Clavell trying to
play hide and seek with the
rubber raincoat crowd.

In "The Ninja" no matter
how divergent the main
characters are made out to
be, they all seem oddly un-
sympathetic. It's as if they
west all too contrived to
even the slightest bit real.

Luckily for the reader
however, after turning a
sufficient number of pages
he finally gets to the part
where it says The End.

—Tom Faison

To celebrate the
long awaited
arrival of
John Irving'

s

newest book. . .

John Irving - author of
The World According to Garp

The legion of Doonesbury
fans believes ttiere is no strip
funnlen^^W more atluned

tor ^^^Qday's scene."
-Setltle Times

The Hotel New Hampshire
A mn^el so compassionate, oHginal and enthralling that it not on-
ly lives up to every hope ofth^ admirers of TheWorlHA rr.rrrl.r^n

ULQsirp, but clearly establishes John InLToT^^Tft^^r
writers of our time. At the center of the story is a family but a
very special wondromly strange one, a dreamy, impractical
father gentle loving mother, five children, three b<rys and two
girLs, four of whom we will watch gr<m> up, 'one who along with
one parent, will die young, tragically. And as in "Garp" they are
surrounded by fnends and enemies as bizarre a,s theu are
memorable, not the least being Susie the bear, a wcrnian who
thinks herselj so ugly she hides inside a bear's coat and a bear's
head.

. . .from Publisher's Weekly
- July 17, 1981
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Now available directly through this paper, are the two big
volumes that trace the checkered history

Michael J Doonesbury and his world
01 Walden commune s gentle eccentrics
From commune to White House to Greai
Wall to Pago Pago each volume gives
you the lull sampling of Doonesbury
oacK to Its beginnings in 1970 - 572
strips (80 m lull color) in each volume It
youve lusl discovered Doonesbury— 'his IS a great way to catch up It

mere s a Doonesbury tan in your
family or ol your acquain-
lance this is oi.e ol the

greatest gifts youd find
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ORDER
NOW.
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Doonesbury Chronicle*
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NEED CASH?
We are buying used copies of:

Psychology Today: CR17 - 4th Ed
Organic Chemistry: Solomons - 2nd Ed

Basic Calculus with Applications
At 30% of the cover price.

25 N. Pleasdnt .St. Amlx-rst 253-9793
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The Day the Music Died (Knopf)
' '

'

Joseph C. Smith

Joseph C Smith is bitter. As Sonny Knight hetoured and recorded with many of the music

fruS ;
^^""^ '^*^*'' "''• ^'"<>™ this seemingly

fruitful career, one assumes. Smith has drawn experiences and characters to populate his first novel.The Day the Music Died, and the story he teUs is nota pleasant one.

Set in four cities - Nashville. New York

and 1963. Smiths novel follows the lives of a dozenmam characters and scores of minor characters as

til ^^^'ir"^
the birth of rock n' roll, or as Smithsees It the successful poaching of black music bywhite artists. He has a point, and the straightforward way ,n which he describes racism in the musicbusmess disturbs and shatters iUusions about rockn roll s early days.

Quick-paced throughout, jumping from scene toscene and character to character. The Day the MusicDied focuses more on the business half of the music
business than on the music half. Still, the music is

»the other voioei

referred to knowledgably; this is obviously a book
written by some who's experienced the kinds of
things he writes about. There is an undeniable
realism to the dialogue in the novel.

None of the characters are searched in depth, but
the story they combine to tell gives a deep impres-
sion of the greed and hatred that author Smith feels
killed music.

—Rob Huffman

Food for Thouerht Books

energy • social change • sexual politics
food & agriculture
come by & browse

67 N. Pleasant Street 253-5432

Why pay full price for paperbacks
When you can get them for $1.00 or less?

We carry a large supply of used
Scribner, Viking

and other quality paperbacks.

Barbara Cunningham, Books
AUen Coit Road, Huntin^on, Mass. 01050

1-667-3208

(Directions: Go 13 miles west on Rte. 66. After
•'entering Huntington" sign, take first right and
then next left for % mile.)

THE GLOBE
BOOKSHOP

38 Pleasant Street
Northampton, Massachusetts

FINE NEW & USED BOOKS
Cf^^BOUGHT & SOID^^D

USED BOOKS
Thousands of Used

Paperbacks & Hardbacks

Books on Every Subject

Academic & Popular

Good Condition

Low Prices

Save on

Used Books

Valley Bookshop
Carriage Shops

Downtown Amherst

Open 10 - 5:30 Men - Sat

549-6052

Scholarly books, leisurely reading, new books,
used books, textbooks, growing number of
journals —

German books from Suhrkamp

September Special
from Sept. 9 - Sept. 23

we will be taking orders for

Georgia O'Keeffe

Santa Fe Chamber

Music Festival Posters - $20.

ANSEL
ADAMS

Posters - $15.

1

a deposit will be required

stop in for details

25 N. Pleasant St. Amherst 253-979B
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the same Steve

who created

Boston's

#1 Homemade
ice Cream

P^irior

THORNES MARKET, Lower Level
or enter from Old South St.,

just up from the bus station) OpOII 7 dayS Cf flights
NORTHAMPTON 586-4837

A SOUIMD MIIMD IN A SOUND BODY

!?j-Nor**

EXCERCISE based on the Fundamental
Pilates Method.

Individualized, personalized instruction.

We work with all ages and conditions.

SAUNA for women and men.
Free for gym members.

Open to the public

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
by appointment.

WEEKDAYS 7:30 am to 9:00 pm
Saturday 9:30 am 6:00 pm

150MainSt.,Thornes 586 8383

Sound Advice
Stevie Nicks

Bella Donna (Modern)

One unmistakable fact

before I begin; Stevie

Nicks is an attractive

woman, and her beauty, no

doubt, helps her to sell her

records. The question re-

mains after this statement:

Is there any musical talent

behind her obvious sexuali-

ty.

I think Nicks deserves a

little more credit than just

a pretty face and Bella

Donna boasts some talent,

although. Nicks can become
tedious after aw hile.

She also makes you feel

her ballads with her throa-

ty vocals and tight har-

monies. The problem be

ing, there are just too

many slow tunes. The
blockbuster single on this

album. however, wasn't

penned by Nicks, but by
Tom Petty, and is the

album's rocker.

"Stop Dragging My
Heart Around" is perform-

ed with Petty and the

Heartbreakers. It stands as

the album's most up-beat

W^».•.•0^».y.^(.^O^^.>..

Stevie Nicks

song with Nicks perfectly

imitating the Petty sound
right down to the vocal

quality.

The title track, written

by Nicks, is a provocative

Fall.

COmPlETE

LINE

OF DANCE AND GYmNASTIC WEAR

tune, where Nicks at her
best, gets into your head,
and touches you through
the song. Although, the

song is mostly texture
without too much
substance, she proves she
can write songs that reach

out to the listener.

As long as Stevie Nicks
keeps selling records at the

present rate, she doesn't

really have to worry if it's

her talent oi her beauty,

and if you like to listen to

her, I don't suppose it

makes too much difference,

anyway.

—Ron Miller

D«iice,

SECOND
FLOOR

rt Thorne's

I

i^Norttwmoion.Mo 586-9050 r SECOND
Vtofket 150 Mam St H

FLOOR

JOHN
HENRY

Open
'til

9:00

Thurs.
. & Fri.
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CONTEMPORARY FASHION

! THORNES MARKET NORTHAMPTOnJ
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Endless Love

The only thing tragic about this love

story is that it was put on film. Yes Brooke
Shields has a gorgeous face but she also has
bushy eyebrows and she can't act. She
whines too much too. Martin Hewitt has a
gorgeous face too, and actually shows some
p(^)tential as an actor. He can't save this

farce.

You know those movies where you find

yourself laughing during the serious parts

and the average Americans around you
give you dirty looks because they're actual-

ly touched by what's going on in front of

them on the screen? Weii, this is one of

them. I thought that it was too funny for

words when Brooke's love burned down
her house, inadvertently caused her dad's

death, and went to prison.

Brooke Shields

Four Seasons

Alan Alda is a nice man and Four
Seasons is a nice movie. Carol Burnett is

pretty nice as Alda's wife. They have a nice

daughter who is Alda's daughter in real

life. Nice. Even when Alda gives a few too

many speeches we know that he is

nonetheless a nice guy.

The cinematography is nice too; scenic

shots of New England and the balmy
Islands that everyone takes a cruise to in

February. This is a story about a bunch of

nice friends that aren't always nice to one

another. But, it has a happy ending so what
we end up with is a nice slice of life.

Alan Alda

Thornes

,

a marketplace
5 Floors,40^ Unique
Shops & Restaurants

,11

plus!

For A Fresh Face

Fall Make-up & Skin Care

THORNES MARKET/ 150 MAIN ST/ NORTHAMPTON/ 584-0906

balloon

bouquet delivery

for your highest flying party year yet

Call about our 5-college specials

• costumed messengers
• perfect for any occasion

or none at all

• balloon-in-a-box

mailed anywhere in USA
• helium rentals, imprints

• dazzling party decorating

• cards & gifts

THORNES MARKET, 2nd FLOOR. NORTHAMPTON
CALL COLLECT 413-586-8420 (MC/VISA)

Everything for the Bed, Bath, and Table. Curtain Shop.

THORNES MARKETPLACE. 150 Main St., Northampton, Mass.

csscntirl;^
* * THE COMPLETE HOUSEWAJIES STORE **

china storage systems shades
glassware stationery travel bags
lamps rugs, baskets kitchen items

THORNES MARKET. 150 MAIN ST, NORTHAMPTON, MASS. 413 584-2327
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Music at
Amherst
By RON MILLER
Collegian Staff

The Amherst College Department of Music is planning a
series of nine concerts called Music at Amherst, which will

run through out the year and feature internationally
known talent.

Some of the features of this series include the Muir
Quartet, a group of young musicians, who have only been
together for three years, but have already received wide
critical acclaim. They'll start off the series on October 16.
Two early musical groups, Sequentia and Capella Nova

will appear October 28 and November 15 respectively.
Sequentia is an international group based in Cologne,

Germany. They play music from between the twelfth an'^
fourteenth centuries.

Capella Nova is a twenty voice renaissance choir, who
sing unaccompanied.

Lydia Artymiw is an internationally known concert
pianist. This is a return visit for the Amherst based musi-
cian. "Last year the audience loved her," said Marilyn

the other voice <

Kushick from the Amherst College Department of Music.
Lydia played at this year's Newport Jazz Festival. Her

concert at Amherst this year will include' work by
Schubert and Brahms, and she'll perform Friday
December 4.

The nine show series costs $30.00. The Box Office is
located in the lobby of the music center on the Amherst
College campus. For more information about tickets con-
tact the Amherst Department of Music.

'

fif^- JL'aWNr'-^.Wt )«a. »:*mt,''mtu

Pianist Lydia Artjnniw will be appearing
at Amherst College on Friday December 4 as
part of the Music at Amherst series.

The Muir Quartet will be appearing at
Amherst College on October 16.

FRIDAY OCT. 25
WED. OCT. 28

SUNDAY NOV. 15

FRIDAY DEC. 4

Muir String Quartet
Sequentia — Early Music Ensem-
ble

Capella Nova - Twenty Voice
Renaissance Choir
Lydia Artymiw — Pianist

Whose Eyes
By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

Even "The Love Boat" crowd can't take James Bond
films seriously anymore. Not only are they so far divorced
from reality that they seem to exist in some fantasy world
but even in their own little dreamlands, there exists a
disturbing inconsistancy that leaves the devotees of
"Mork and Mindy" shaking their heads in disbelief "For
Your Eyes Only" only confirms this theory.

Roger Moore, in his fifth attempt at the James Bond
role appears older and less enthusiastic than usual. Here
we are led to believe that a paunchy man in his early .50's
can rup up endless flights of stairs, get dragged through a
coral reef by a high speed yacht, make love to a woman
young enough to be his daughter and still remain un-
damaged. This concept is becoming really treadworn but
Roger Moore does his damndest to make it look convinc-
ing.

Instead of fighting with large groups of enemy hen-
chmen and coming out victorious as his predecessor did,
old Roger chooses to take the wise man's route and
runaway whenever possible. The idea of this might make
sense on the surface, but the ludicrous way in which these
scenes are handled reminds them more of the keystone
cops than it does of Agent 007.

The old chestnut that serves as a plot in this instance
concerns the quest of a missing decoding device (or
something like that) that sunk somewhere off the coastline
of scenic Greece.

Unfortunately, Bond isn't the only one who is after this
little ditty: opposing him in this little endeavor is the usual
mixed band of thieves, killers, psychos, commies, oppor-
tunists and guys with funny ethnic names.

This search takes him all throughout the Mediterranean
and North to the ski slopes of Northern Italy where he is
assisted by an adolescent Ice Skater, her manager, a
Greek giri with nice blue eyes, and a man who once played
Tevye the milkman in the film adaptation of "Fiddler on
the Roof."

Also along for the ride is pop singer Sheena Easton and
her latest AM Radio chartbuster: "For Your Eyes Only."
(I bet you can't guess why it's named that.)

On the whole, however, it is rather hard to be cruel to
this particular film, for it offers some nice scenery, a little

music, a few jokes and a chase sequence. In a world where
"Raiders of the Lost Ark" is considered a masterpiece,
"For Your Eyes Only" should at least rate the designation
of a minor miracle.

•13

00OFF
Any Purchase

(minimum $10.00 — sale items not included — one coupon per purchase)

With coupon only thru 9/12.

Choose from our collection of
quality clothing and footwear

at affordable prices for
men, women, boys and girls.

m
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Route 9, Hadley. 584-9690. Monday to Saturday, 10:00-9:30. at harvardsquare^^^^^^^^HH (S\
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Sound Advice..
Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers
Hard Promises (Backstreet)

Tom Petty 's turbulent career in rock n" roll has been
plagued by legal hastles. Petty's most recent battle was

*/.1fn?^^"'
^'^^^ ^"^ ''^^P ^^« ''^t price oi Hard Promises

at Jo. 98.

While fighting for his fans, he has also put out another
consistent package of music.
None of the songs on Hard Promises are terribly com-

plicated either lyrically or musically, yet they work
Building on simple leads on his twelve string guitar and
his charismatic voice. Petty weaves his speU. which
draws the listener in and never lets him go.
Petty, with his boyish good looks and" musical talent

has the potential to be a full blown superstar Who
knows?; he might even surpass the mighty Springsteen
as America s number one rock idol

If Petty and the Heartbreakers keep putting out
material hke Hard Promises. Mr. Springsteen better
start looking over his shoulder.

Ithe other voice i September 8, 1981

—Ron Miller

FILM REVIEW
Moscow Does Not Believe in Tears

Rachel Sweet
. .And Then He KissedMe (Columbia)

The cover of ...And Then He Kissed Me suggests a
sexy, tough, young, street punk, but unfortunately
Rachel Sweet's music doesn't reflect the image she has
created.

Most of the material is so cheesy it oozes off the turn
table. Sweet, it appears, would like to combine the girl
group type appeal of the early sixties with an eighties
edge, but she fails miserably.
The album is just plain boring. She does manage one

strong tune, "Party Girl," a song she wrote herself. It's
the only cut that appears to have a genuine effort and
energy, which is lacking on the rest of the LP.

Unfortunately, it's off-set by horrible covers, such as
the title track, and a duet she performs with Rex Smith,
"Endless Love." Sweet has real potential if she could
develop the talent exhibited on "Party Girl" instead of
producing commercial garbage.

—Ron Miller

The 1981 Academy Award Winner for Best Foreign Language Film
Moscow Does Not Believe in Tears has been done an injustice by being so
titled. When I heard it announced at the Awards the title conjured up
bleak visions, confirming my uninformed impression of the Soviet
Union.

Vera Alentova as Katerina gives a masterful performance as a young
woman who fights her way out of a workers' dormitory in Moscow to
achieve professional as well as personal success. Alexei Batalov plays
Gosha, the man who has confidence enough in himself to enter into a
relationship with Katerina, a woman who has a higher position and
makes more money than he. Gosha has been best described by Richard
Schickel as a character on the order of that played by Alan Bates in An
Unmarried Woman.
One of the aspects of this movie that I found especially delightful was

the group of women who grew up out of the workers' dorm together and
gathered whenever there was a crisis in the life of one of their members.
Katenna becomes a successful businesswoman, another roommate
becomes a farmer's wife and the third is still an aspiring actress at the
age of 40.

As a friend of mine noted, political issues are addressed subtly in this
film. A young couple walking down the street in Moscow (albeit in the
1950s) is reproached for having their arms around one another, but they
are in the background. This is an exceptionally well done film that
nriakes the audience want to see more Soviet films and made me in-
terested in learning more about Soviet art in general. Don't let the title
fool you, this is a delight.

-S.R. From "The Next America." 1^ Michael Harrington. HoU. Rlnehart
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A Night on the Town
By JOHN BROBST
Collegian Staff

k\'»» ••:-:\X-.\v- 'yi<. . :•:•

•\.'^v.)r^»w>r:.

I I FROM

H
Tuesday September 8th... S.U.B
:00. 9.00, & 11:00pm.. .$1 adm

TONITEH
Wednesday September 9th, S.U.B.

7:00, 8:30, 10:00, & 11:30pm
Free 3-D Glasses $1 .25 ADM

You waited six hours in the line for tickets that sold at
extortionate prices Herded like cattle with hoof-andmouth into a slaughterhouse, you lost your hearing to abunch of heavy mental dunderheads biting the heads off oichickens whi^ playing guitar on a stage that seemed like itwas three miles away Your date for the evening was longsmce lost in the initial stampede through the gates WhilS
you try to enjoy this band with a grudge against music, the
adolescent next to you alternately shoves his tongue down
his 12-year-old girlfriend's throat and "sells Buicks over

. f ^tW"""^- .-^"^ ^ y°" ^"^« home from this
waste land billed as a big event, your keenest clothes and

entert^nme^^
'" '"''"''• ^"" ^^ ^""••^'f' "That's

Contrary to popular belief, those all-too-familiar shows
are not the only form of musical entertainment for young
people. The Pioneer Valley offers a variety of clubs in
which you can enjoy yourself in a civilized manner
Granted, these aren't your top-of-the-line big city type
clubs, but you also don't have to pay $10 to get in.

First and foremost there is Rahar's. Located across the
street from the Northampton bus station, this club offers
entertainment of varying quality. Known as a haven for
new wavers. Rahar's is expanding its horizons to include
more rhythm and blues, reggae, and rock and roll. Mondav
nights offer oldies with the Soc Hops, a 5 piece con-
glomerate with members of the Elevators, Signal and Five
and Ten. Starting soon, Tuesday will offer local talent and
dnnking contests. Wednesdays feature the Rahar's
Rhythm Rockers, another conglomerate of local talent.

Mi^mi "Z^\u^
September offers Loose Caboose, LouMiami and ^e Cosmetics, J.B. Hutto. Single BulletTheory, Boudiour Commandos (a special mystery a^tgt^ranteed by Rahar's owner Louie LTccini d^Zo^

the price of admission), and The Elevators
October will open with the Scientific Americans. The

.nt Jtf
"""'• ?' '"^'^^tionally renowned a capella singing group, will appear on the third.

fh?!!^;^^' T*" ""1"^ '" ''"^ '^ ^h« '^"sty Nail. Located inthe toon docks the Nail frequently features nameTct^The Ramones, Steve Forbert, NRBQ, Sea Level and theBuzzcocks. to name a few, have all played there in the not

htwev^rr" ^''
"""'J^

" ''"'^''^ ^- most loil acS,however. The enormous dance floor is meant for the bigcrowds most local acts don't draw. But a name act at thf

Price'' "S^l ^ "^' ^' ^"?' "" ^^ ^'"^ ^' * '•^^^^"^'e

yoTi^lJ'tot^yTuiS"'^^' '°"^^^^' " '"^^-^

vour^h'f!H''^'^''T.?"^ ^*" '^ * ^«''&»^^f"l P'^e to bangyour head against the wall while listening to a band It's

df^'hTr^"!^
"^ ^"^y ^"^^^ °^ Union Program Coun

P«w ?
P
ur""" "^""P"" ^^^* ^"^ ^^^ any live acts.

Kv fK D w?^^^2'"^
'^'" P'^y «" September 11, followed

year-: Se^or'n"f '"?? ^"'^ ^'^ ' ^^^ ^^'ow at laSyears Senior Day) on the 12th. Thursday nights willfeature blues and reggae acts, starting with Magifand^eReggae Stars on September 17.
If you're looking for a more mellow evening of live

entertainment check out Northampton's Iron Horse at 20Center Street (near Taco Villa). The Iron Horse features a

relaxed atmosphere, a dinner menu, and a wide variety of
music, ranging from classical guitar to solo cello.

Classical music is usually heard on Thursdays, jazz on
Fridays, folk or bluegrass on Saturday, and extra-special
concerts on Sundays.

To dispel a popular inyth, most local clubs are not
undesirable places. I have mentioned no dives in this arti-
cle, and any bad reputations are based on fallacy. There
are a lot of great places to go in this area. Can't find any?
Check the Advocate one more time. Check WMUA's band-
board (weekdays at 4:30 p.m.) to see where the shows are.
There's no need to take the treatment dished out at mega-
death hockey rink shows.

C'ollepan Photo by Nancy Natile

^e Dead Kennedy, and the Fool, were amon«r the band, that played In the area la.t.eukester.

'***
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STILL GOING STRONG I

#* *»»0»»0*00 004

PLUS

MEW Don Fo9*lb«r9 — Th» innocent Ag* (2-ll*€ord s«t)

NEW M*QtloQf — D*Qd Ringer
S.99 •och.

ro9»lb»rg •.99

ONLY AT:

FOR THE RECORD
(Located in Fqc*s, Downtown Amhorst)

NOW IN OUR i OTH YEAR
Amh«rst's Most Compl«t« Record Stor« f«Qturing:

J^'
^ .<^

y **
t>

*"•"
J*

<f r^
** *••••«•*•• rrrrfffffiffjjjjjjjjjfffrrmijjjjjj

AND MUCH MOREI Op*n
Mon-Sot 10-6

Frldoys 'til 9
256-6134

**" * *''*rrrf rrfffjjj.
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Fine Arts-'Sl

The Julliard String Quartet wlU appear November 3 in the Fine
Arts Center.

Sunday, November 22, 1981

a
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They'rePlayingOurSong
THE SEWSATIOWAl. WEW WUSICAl. COWEDY!

Single Ticket Prices:

$15. 12. lO
UMass Students:

S7.50. 6. 5

The
Fine Arts

Center
Concert Hall
1981-82 Season

BESTPLAY
TONYAWARD Tuesday. December 1, 1981

OFA LESSER GOOi
ANEWPLArev -fli,.: .

MARK MEDOFF |#
Directed Dy t,"K<*'?\

GORDON DAVIDSON
%;^v;'-:

Pianist, Daniel Adni will be appearing at the University of
MassachusetU Fine ArU Center on November 3.

The Fine Arts Center season opens with Jazz trumpeter
Freddie Hubbard, Saturday Ck;tober 3 at 8 p.m. Heading
up the Concert Series of orchestra and chamber music is
the Julhard String Quartet on November 5 at 8 p.m The
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande will perform on
November 8 at 8 p.m., followed by the St. Paul Chamber
Orchestra conducted by violinist Pinchas Zuckerman on
November 17 at 8 p.m.
The Broadway Theatre Series, a total sell-out last

season, opens on November 10 with Children of a Lesser
God. a new play by Mark Medoff which won the 1980 Tony
Award for Best Play. Neil Simon's They're Playing Our
Song will be performed on November 22.
Dance Theatre of Trinidad and Tobago, which received

an enthusiastic reception at an area performance last
year, opens the Dance Series on November 1.

Designed to familiarize audiences with young artists
whose careers are just gaining momentum, the new
Lmergmg Artists Series will feature pianist Daniel Adni
on November 3 and violinist Sung-Ju Lee on December 6
The new Variety Series includes tickets to the 8 p m

performance of >1 Chorus Line on September 20 and an 8
p.m performance of a new musical adaptation of Charles
Dickens' A Christmas Carol on December 1.

Special attractions this season will include the Broad-
way theatre production of Grouc/io, starring Lewis J
btadlen, on October 22. A 4 p.m. matinee performance of
the musical A Christmas Carol will be offered on
December 1; senior citizens and students of all ages will
receive half-price tickets for this special family show

• • • • « a^* 1
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Don McLean
Chain Lightning (Millennium)

After a long break from the music scene, Don McLean is

back with a new confidence; he is now positive we are all

doomed to suffer from forces beyond our control and of-

fers this album as solace to weary and wounded souls.
The lyrics display the same genuine concern of

American Pie, but in Chain Lightning he offers us a light
at the end of his deep philosophical ponderings and heart-
wrenching introspections.

His songs are thoughtful and musical in composition but
the arrangements, especially Bill Justis' string scores,
rather than opening the texture of the music, stifle and
remove the subtler qualities of these pieces.

The same can be said in part of the vocal arrangements.
McLean wrote only six of the eleven tunes on the album
and chose to remake a few classics.

The most popular, "Crying," has received a great deal
of air-play and is heard even on predominantly new wave
stations.

"It's Just The Sun," one of the six originals, is a case
where the string section is heavy handed. It opens with a
soft Latin beat, with traditional percussion, but before
long the spirit of the song is buried beneath the strine
track.

*^

This is also the case in his rendition of Hank William's
"Your Cheating Heart," but this time the background
vocals are overdone in a corny arrangement of a classic
Counti^/Western hit. The pedal steel that could have
given life to this cut has just one brief measure, more a
token gesture than a concern for the country tradition.

McLean has preserved his feel for song writing in pieces
like "Wonderful Night," with its demanding range and

rhythmic shuffle melody. In "Genesis," an old, folk-style,
moral ballad on man's greed for power, he uses the loss of
Paradise theme, and original sin as a frame for his state-
ment on the responsibility - and failure - of older
generations to leave the world in better shape.

The title track, "Chain Lightning," is full of musical
devices. The most interesting is the string score with its
twentieth century dissonances, violent rhythmic attacks,
and overall sense of power. It is, however, inconsistent at
times.

The song begins with McLean singing a cappella in a
modal, Appalachian-folk style. The textures come
together nicely but the strings lose their hold. The piece
becomes too sing-song and begins to wander in places.
The album closes with, "It's A Beautiful Life,"a

monologue spoken in time to a walking bass. It is an
upbeat message, a dry-humored self-criticism that ex-
plains his absence from the public and announces that he is

back in the ring, even if he has to hold on to the ropes.
McLean says he may have lost his critical keenness, his

youthful anger and wild sense of sight and sound, but he
has gained, at quite a cost, a sense of time.

-F.C. WYSE
Don McLean

,r^^ X ^ LA MIA
PIZZA

"We've got the LOWEST PRICES.
AND the LARGEST PIZZAS!"

r Clip & Save-

I FREE •'sr
I

choice of item
* Hamburger or |

* Peppers I

I with purchase of any SMALL or LARGE PIZZA |

I can of I

I FREE SODA '

I with purchase of

! LARGE GRINDER j
^"•i"""" Offer good through September 1 9?Ji""""M«BMi

Check This Out!

MOZZERELLA PIZZA small 12" only $2.50 Large 16'

$4.50

This Fall We've Got It All!

Great Prices Too!

POSTERS bu7ds
From $5.50!

Largest Selection Ever

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

Rugs & Mats
colorful, durable

We serve ONLYp^ *
^

Lmozzerella cheese
FREE ONIONS

always with request

549-1880
9 E. Pleasant St., Near the Pub, Amherst

Ask about our FREE Delivery

dozens 8- dozens

print, stripe, solid

from $7.95

CARDS
over 1000 unusual designs

India print

SKIRTS & BLOUSES _ cuiDTC
tots of comfortable cotton I "wrlli^ I O

Imported Soaps BOXES & TINS
a real treat for your skin plain & fancy

Sterling Chains, Pendants, Earrings

Paper

Mobiles Lampshades Candles

Open 10 am - 6 pm
Use the BUS STOP out froi

Great Gifts - Great Prices

• « . .».*.*.> » • > 4

.VlS\.

MEIXANTIL
1^

AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
^^^
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TINOCCHIO

WE WELCOME
YOU TO

THE AREA
We are now featuring

Italian Style Dinners

in a relaxing dining atmosphere.

Come in and see our new look!

12" and 16" pizzas

Foot-long grinders

Delicious dinners

we no longer offer delivery service

549-3669
Open Mon-Sat 11 a.m. until 12 midnight.

1177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
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gnomon
copy

103 N. PLEASANT ST.
AMHERST. MA

2V^ 253-3333
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Vmom« (n6iii) n. * fabkd bdns rmmbMng •
aiMlutpfn dwarf, tb« s«ardl«a of prwlona
iB^ls hIddMi la tiM Mtfth: a gobUn [Glu

gnomm (ndm) n. a wIm sajias:. a nasdm.
Vmomlo, ffBomieal a. [Gk. #nomir, thou«bt].

ffao»mon (nd'.mAn) -a. tha pin, rod» or plata
which casta tha shadow on a sundial: an indl-
eatpr; (Gaom.) tha part of a rtcUncuk&r flcura
which remains whan a similar ractanria Is
takan from ona cornar of It. -lo, -leal a. CGk.
gnBmSn, pin of a sundial.]

WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE
OVERNIGHT BULK RATE
REDUCTIONS Ikxiis

RESUMES iiKMi-Iri <Siii))-l2:ii))

THESES sat 9ain-9i^)i
ANDMORE! suil 12 12

* Summer.
Continued from page 5

The lifestyle of working in a band really

began to get to me. I would get to a bar
at around 4:00 in the afternoon, and we
would break down at around 2i00 in the
morning. If we were in Connecticut we
wouldn't get back to Boston till near 5:00.
It was a tiring ride, and there was hardly
anyone on the road, just trucks. We
would go cruising down the empty road
with the sky turning shades of orange and
pink. Watching the sunrise was one con-
solation for working at night.

The bar life began to bring me down.
Seeing people drunk every night won't
strenthen your opinion of human nature
too much. It began to annoy me. Once in

awhile a drunk person would try to get up
on stag:e and join the show. It was my job
to get them off.

Someone jumped on stage at the Mill
Hill Club in South Yarmouth, and began
screaming incoherently about partying. I

gently but firmly pushed him off. but I

was glad I didn't take the time to notice
how big he was. There's always a couple
of people in every crowd who want to
gain the attention of the audience, mostly
they're just plain pains in the ass for the
people who are working.

Working in a band is like being in a
family, in the sense you get all the inner-
conflicts from existing so close together. I

got tired of being told what to do all the
time. My impatience stirred. I began to
long for the end.

I have to admit I did like being out of
the mainstream of the nine to five world,
but being a roadie will never rate as one
of the most exciting experiences in my
life. It changed my perceptions of the
music business, but it took away some of
the glitter and the glamor, and Fm a bit
sad about that...Looking back on my ex-

perience, I'm happy that I worked with a
band, but I don't believe I'll accept
employment of this sort again.

By RALPH C. HYBELS
Collegian Correspondent

This is action. This is

suspense. This is super-
movie! Direction by
Spielberg and production by
Lucas has produced a fan-

tastic adventure, not to be
missed by any red-blooded
American film consumer.

The special effects budget
alone could probably have
made ten or twelve whole
films in the Hollywood of
1940.

At every turn, we are
amazed at the ability of the
film makers to make us
believe the unbelievable.
But the action is so over-

whelming that one begins to

wonder if the plot wasn't
contrived merely as a conve-
nient framework on which
to hang all the spectaculars.

But, secondary to the
adventure, and meant to go
unobserved, there is a level

of para-historical myth
making. The symbol of the
Lost Ark, said to contain
the original Ten Command-
ments, is placed in the con-
text of the race to achieve
nuclear power.

In this film's version of

1936, the American State
Department has hired

Indiana-Jones, super
tough, super loyal ar-

chaeologist (played by Har-
rison Ford), to find the Lost
Ark, The Ark must be found
before Hitler can get it

because by ancient legend it

is known that "any army
carrying the Ark before it

would be invincible."

We are initially disap-

pointed, upon the opening
of the Ark, to find that time
and the sins of man have
turned the tablets to sand.
But, as Indiana-Jones and
his feminine counterpart in-

stinctively close their eyes,

perhaps recalling the depar-
ture of Lot from Sodom and
Gomorrah, we, as omnis-
cient viewers, are treated to

a sight of pure
unadulterated power. The
Germans and their French
collaborator, having oi)ened
a Pandora's box of lightning

and forbidden knowledge,
melt away like the victims

of Hiroshima^and Nagasaki.

The hero, Indiana-Jones,
is not power hungry
himself, just a man doing a
job for his country, and like

the scientists after
Hiroshima, he develops ap-

prehensions about the
future uses of his baby only

after he's turned it over to

his superiors in

Washington. "Bureaucratic
fools." he says, "they don't

know what they've got
there." A regular prophet,
he is.

Endowed with something
more than human accuracy,

speed, coordination and
luck, he owes his powers to

the high technology of illu-

sion, as applied to celluloid.

Equipped with a six-gun,

and bull whip, he cuts

through a battery of stock

villain types (all non-
American). He owes his

very existence to the desire

of the American public for a
return to the days when
men were more then men
are now, when America
strode forth with a "big

stick" and a clear cons-

cience.

This is perhaps the best,

most elaborate, most ex-

citing suspense thriller ever
made. These two hours pro-

vide material for weeks of

heroic day dreams.

Stripes

Stripes is one of those
movies that the TV
previews give away. By the
time you finally get to the
theatre you've already seen
the funniest parts seven or
twelve times.

Many of the plot lines in

Stripes do parallel those of

Private Benjamin but the
two are very different types
of movies. Bill Murray fans
will not be disappointed as
shades of his Todd and Film
Critic characters (from
Saturday Night Live) run
throughout Stripes. It is the

SNL brand of humor that

carries the movie.

Harold Ramis, in his first

acting role (as Murray's
straight man), is a delightful
surprise spared from the
previews. His sensitive
touch is the perfect balance
for Murray's obnoxious
character.
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International Publications

is sponsoring a

Rational Collcat ^oetrp Coittcit
Fall Conoours 1981

opMi to all collage and univarsity students desiring to have their ooetrv
anthologiied. CASH PRIZES will ^o to the top five poems:

$100
First Place

$50
Second Place

$25
Third Place

%\^ Foorirh

$10 Pi^tl"

4

AWARDS of frae printing for ALL accepted manuscripts in our popular
handsomely bound arKl copyrighted anthology. AMERICAN COLLEGIATE
POETS.

v»i.i.cv.iMit

Deadline: October 31
CONTEST RULES AND RESTRICTIONS:
1. Any student is eligible to submit hij or her verse.

2. All entries must be original and unpublished.
3. All entries must be typed, double-spaced, on one side of the page only

Each poem must be on a separate sheet and must bear, in the upper left-
hand corner, the NAME and ADDRESS of the student as well as the
COLLEGE attended. Put name and address on envelope also!
There are no restrictions on form or theme. Length of poems up to
fourteen lines. Each poem must have a separate title.

(Avoid "Untitled"!) Small black and white illustrations welcome.
The judges' decision will be final. No info by phone!
Entrants shou'd keep a copy of all entries as they cannot be returned.
Prize winners and all authors awarded free publication will be notified
immediately after deadline. IP. will retain first publication rights for
accepted poems. Foreign language poems welcome.
There is an initial one dollar registration fee for the first entry and a
fee of fifty cents for each additional poem. It is requested to submit
no more than ten poems per entrant.

8. • All enuies must be postmarked not later than the above deadline and
fees be paid, cash, check or money order, to:

INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS
P. O. Box 44927

ioo%
Comfortable

Drawstring Pants
American-made, sturdy, pre-shrunk cotton
drawstring pants in 8 colors In sizes from S
XXL Other styles of 1(X)% cotton clothing
available for men and women.

>'

,o^ ^h/j

'tp

j i

J L ....—^ .. J

zcollective inc:
52 Main St., Northampton 586-5403

"a workers cooperative"

7.

Los Angeles. CA 90044

/

ERIC'S GIANT SUBS
— BREAKFAST —

Lunch • Supper • Deli Items
6 a.m. to 8 p.m. Mon., Tues., Wed.
6 a.m. to 9p.m. Thurs., Fri., Sat.

CLOSED SUNDA YS
314 College St. Rte. 9, Amherst

CALL 253-9521

I

WELCOME BACK
students and Faculty

Come Visit Our Greenhouse
We Have Cut Flowers

And Plants For All Occasions
or For No Occasion

Montgomery
Florist

Route 9 • ffodlcy >

Fallmamback

tofrknds...

%
-»

HOUtS:
Monday thru Saturday

8 a.m. til 4:30 p.m.

Telephone
584-3798

This fall make a gnat impression
with a precision haircut shaped
especially for you .

.

. then step
stylishly into fall fashion and be
a winner.

Shampoo, precision haircut and blow dry styling.

COMPLETE FOR $12.50

fti-,*,i

NO
APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY

Mon - Sat

10:00 - 9:30 CNPccnmsns
PRECISION HAIRCUTTERS

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA

^
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Grateful_Dead concert plans halted

Randy fv . „ Collecian photo by \intr UcWitI
lionant. Student Activities Director

By M.W. MULCAHY
Collegian Staff

A Grateful Dead concert being planned by the Union
Frogram Council for September 25 was halted by the Stu-
dent Activities Office last week before a contract could be
negotiated with the group's agent.

Due to a misunderstanding between Frank Gironda
Director of UPC, and Randy Donant, Director of the Stu:dent Activities Office. Donant called the group's Lncyand subsequently halted any chance of the ^oup ^rforming at the University of Massachusetts before leading fortheir European tour in October.

^

Donant said the incident was "an unfortunate situation
that wasn't orooerlv communicated," but Gironda felt the
•
incident "has clearly damaged UPC's credibility with the

5 agency.
''

The concert, which Gironda said would not have been
announced any more than four days before it took place
was to be presented before 3,800 people in the Curry
Hicks Cage on Sept. 25.

Gironda said that the only publicity for the event was to
be a small ad m the Collegian and since the performancew^ to be one of only three that the group would present
before going on their European tour and would not have
been on the "Dead Hotline."

The "Dead Hotline" is a number that Grateful Dead
fans, or "deadheads," can call to find out the group's en-
tire schedule.

"I think it could have been a controlled situation in the
Cage but all the administration could think of was 30 000
people in Alumni Stadium tearing down the gate and they_.^ •' ».ii/iia (xa uie auVisor to ur

Regents asked to oppose layoffe

didn't understant that it wasn't the threat of having a ma-
jor attraction in the cage," Gironda said.

Donant said he was "trying to get and provide informa-
tion by making the phone call and was not attempting to
sabotage the concert.

''V^^.^^^"^
'""e 'ssue was that UPC had not signed for

the facility and I understood that we would be signing a
contract and would be in violation of that contract " Do-
nant explained.

on l^L*^^!?^^'""
*^ ^° P'"^^^^ ^^^ ^^sted interest of thebbA (Student Government Association). If we don't know

if we have a facility available, how can we bring a group

^

Donant had sent a memo to Gironda pointing out that
proper procedures" would include the signed approval of

John Volpe, associate director of athletics, for use of the
Cage and approval from Director of Public Safety GeraldU Neil. But Gironda said he received the memo on Friday
August 28, and before he could respond bn Monday Do-'
nant had made the call.

Gironda said he had every intention of fol owing proper
procedure but was not given adequate time.

Gironda said UPC had not made a firm offer to the agen-
cy and was not going to make one until he was sure the ad-
ministration would not block it.

"Nothing is certain in this business but we had a very
good chance of getting the Dead here," Gironda said.

Although Gironda said Donant has hurt UPC's credibili-
ty, Donant said he would not have interrupted if not for
the apparent urgency of the situation. He said there is a
person in the Student Activities Office who usually func-
tions as the advisor to UPC

Students and faculty plea for the end of the 'destruction' of higher educationN BOWE Te_acher Association. ,^. «.„,.„ ..u.lZ.
«^«^W*^'^^«By KEVIN BOWE

Collegian Correspondent

BOSTON - Students and faculty from public colleges
and universities across the state urged the Board of
Kegents to join them in opposing widespread layoffs at
Boston State College and prevent the "destruction" of
public education, yesterday at the Board of Retrents
meetmg.
"We are witnessing a blueprint for the destruction of

public higher education in Massachusetts. With the excep-
. tion of UMass/Amherst, where the barest status quo has
been maintained, all other institutions have received
debilitating cuts which will decimate services and
devastate the morale of students and faculty," said Dr
William Hebert, Executive Director of the Massachusetts

many parents choosing

marijuana over alcohol

Teacher Association.
The plea to the Regents came after hundreds of faculty

and staff were laid off because of budget cuts imposed by
the state legislature. The cuts forced the immediate
merger of Boston State College with UMass/Boston. The
Regents also created two Task Forces, one to merge
Framingham State College with Mass Bay Community
College., he other to study the possible merging of the
bpnngfield area public colleges.

In related business, the Regents declared a financial
crisis at Boston State, which is required by law to procede
with the lay-off of 180 of the school's faculty. The lay-off
will occur in January if no additional funds are received
irom the legislature.

1 S^i^'^'f '^•' ,"*'^'*^ ^"^ °^^«'"s ""^e*^ the Regents to
lobby the legislature for an additional $6 million for the

two Boston schools. The money is needed to avert the lay-
off of faculty members.
"We'd like to work with the Regents, but we've been ex-

cluded from the decision-making process thus far "
said

Jonathan Rutley, Boston State student body president.
Those Regents interviewed expressed support for

Boston State, but would not commit themselves to suppor-
ting the $6 million deficiency budget.

"I intend to lobby for what the Regents see as an ap-
propriate budget," said Regent Ray Stata.
Hebert and some of the Regents said they question the

board's effectiveness with the legislature because they are
not receiving the public support they need.
"The Regents should go public and ask the students and

parents to support them in the fight to save public higher
education," Hebert said.

BOSTON (AP) - One-third of the
estimated 26 million adults who smoke
marijuana in this country are parents who
may prefer lighting up a joint to downing a
martini in front of their children, according
to federal statistics and a survey by The
Boston Globe.

George Farnham of the National
Organization for the Reform of Marijuana
Laws said data compiled by the National In
stitute of Drug Abuse shows those 18 or
older make up a major portion of the na-
tion's 30 million pot smokers.

"A very large percentage of these are
parents - I'd say at least five to 10 mUlion
parents are (pot) smokers," Farnham said.
' And they handle it more and more by be-
mg honest, by telling the kids they do
smoke, though many still hide it."

A survey published yesterday by The
Boston Globe said interviews of middle-
class professionals between the age of 27
and 43 showed many consider smoking
marijuana as commonplace — if not lesser
an evil — then as having a drink.
One 38-year-old father who said he smok-

ed pot in front of his 17-year-old daughter

said he told her "it's not really a good idea
and that I'm not really endorsing it....

"But I believe that the kids who get into
trouble are the ones living with hypocrisy,
whose parents have alcohol flowing freely
at parties and who forbid drinking."

A 43 year-old pot user with daughters 14
and 11. said she didn't smoke a lot in front
of her daughters, "maybe three times a
week, and I did not encourage them,
though I felt strongly that they do their
first smoking at home.

"So far. " the woman continued, "I'm
pleased with the way my daughters are
handling it. I've told my daughters it's up
for grabs what it (marijuana) does to you
and it's not a good thing to smoke a lot of
dope. But I was married to an alcoholic,
who died five years ago. I believe mari-
juana is much less dangerous — alcohol is

more insidious, addictive and more destruc-
tive in terms of functioning and driving."

None of the Smokers quoted by the
newspaper wanted to be identifled; all ex-
pressed fears of job security and legal
repercussions.

lUutntiM by GarrcU McCmrtky

WiTWMII I H. ^^-r
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Begin arrives in Washington

to begin three dags of talks

WASHINGTON — Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin arrived in Washington yesterday for three days of
talks witii President Reagan and top administration of
firiais during which he is expected to argue that the plann
ed sale of sophisticated U.S. radar planes to Saudi Arabia
endangers Israel's security.

Begin was met at Andrews Air Force Base after a flight
from New York City by Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. and other officials.

Young boy accidentalbj shoots,

fcilLs his infant sister
INDIANAPOLIS- A 3-year-old boy accidentally kill

ed his infant sister with a shot fired from a .357 Magnum
revolver he found in a drawer in his grandfather's home
say police.

The 18 month old victim. Jennifer Maynard. was shot
by her brother. Joshua, about 7 p.m. Monday at the home
of John Maynard. police said. The children were repor
tedly playing on a bed when Joshua found the revolver in
the nightstand.

Sisitsky calls for the removal
of senate president
BOSTON— Sen. Alan D. Sisitsky, the Springfield

Democrat who broke ranks with the leadership recently,
demanded Trosday that Senate President W'illiam m!
Bulger Jtep down because of controversy surrounding ef
forts to demote the state housing court department.

"If Bulger refuses to step down, then the membership of
the Senate has both the right and the obligation to adopt a
motion to declare the chair vacant and elect a new Senate
president." Sisitsky said in a statement.
He said he is considering making such a motion when the

current legislative recess ends next week.

Court agrees to hear claim
of defense in espionage trial
ANDRE\ys AIR FORCE RASE.Md. - A pale and tight-hpped 2nd Lt. Christopher M. Cooke won a key opening

test ,n his espionage trial yesterday as an Air Force
tnbunal agreed to hear a defense claim that the military

Ttrthrsorr'^
'^^ '^^"^ ^^"^ ^"^ ^-^ ^«^s

Cooke, former deputy commander of a Titan II misslekunch crew at McConnell AFB. Kan., has been ch^
Iw^th 11 counts of failing to report Soviet contacts and '

in ^of
<:onveying defense information. If convicted on^barges, he could be sentenced to up to 50 years at hard

Roy Wilkins,former NAACP head
dies at 80 in New York
NEW YORK - Roy Wiikins, who helped lead the civil

rights movement to its great legal and legislative victories
of the 19.508 and 1960s as head of the NAACP, died yester-
dayof kidney failure. He was 80.

Wiikins entered New York University Hospital on Aug.
18 with cardiac problems and had been in and out of inten-
.sive care. Two and a half years earlier at the same
hospital, he had a pacemaker implanted to correct an ir

regular heartbeat.

A funeral service \\;J be held Friday at 11 a.m., in the
Community Church of New York, said the National
Association for the .Advancement of Colored People.

Wiikins was NAACP executive director for the last 22 of
his 46 years with the 450,000 member, integrated civil

rights organization. He retired in July 1977.
From the White House. President Reagan led the

tributes, declaring:

"Roy Wiikins worked for equality, spoke for freedom
and marched for justice. His quiet and unassuming manner
masked his tremendous passion for civil and human
rights."

The Rev. Joseph Lowery. president of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference, lauded Wiikins as "a
statesman, scholar and servant in the area of civil rights."

Wiikins' assets — a cool, lowkey and scholarly manner
and his open lines of communication with the nation's
power centers — also brought him and the NAACP
criticism from firebrand activists in the latter years. They
called the a.ssociation irrelevant and Wiikins an establish-
ment tool.

Wiikins had always been willing to be arrested to change
a law, but he opposed lawless disorder, black separatism
and black power as preached by such militants as Stokely
Carmichael during the urban and campus upheavals of the
'60s.

"The whole point of the NAACP was to establish the
Negro as a legal entity with the rights and privileges of a
citizen," he said.

It was characteristic that he continued to say "Negro"
for a long time after the term "black." which had once been
an epithet, was adopted by others of his race.

I ^?^ iS^'^'^l'^^w'.?.^
-.^""y ^*^*^'"^' '*^^' '« «»^«^" •" this 1969 file photo with the Rev^MlrUn

Association

Khomeini claims stability
despite assassuiatwns
BEIRUT. Ijehanon— Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini says

Iran's stability is demonstrated by the speed and ease with
which it replaced its assassinated prime minister.
"Where else in the world would an assassinated prime

minister be so quickly replaced?" asked the 81 year old
leader of the revolutionary regime Monday in an address to
Prime Minister Mohammad Reza Kani's new cabinet in

Tehran. "Where else would the power transition be so
smoot h?"

The fundament .ilirt clergymen who control the ruling
Islamic Revoluti'Kiary Party named Ayatollah Kani prime
minister and the Majlis, the Iranian Parliament, elected
him three days after President Mohammad Ali Rajai and
Prime Minister Mohammad Bahonar were killed by a
firebomb August 30. Rajai and Bahonar had been in office
less than a month.

approves

Court Nominee
WASHINGTON - The American Bar Association

varying Somewhat from its usual rating procedure, has
found Sandra O'Connor qualified to become a Supreme
Court justice.

In a Ikftter to Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman
Strorn;rhurmond, R S.C, an ABA committee said, "JudgeO Coifrior has demonstrated the necessary qualities of pro-
fessional competence, judicial temperament and integri

Confirmation hearings on President Reagan's nomina-
tion of Mrs. O'Connor to become the first female justice in
the Supreme Court's 191 year history begin today.
The letter was dated yesterday. It was signed by

Brooksley Landau, a Washington lawyer and first woman
to chair the ABA's committee on federal judiciary.
Mrs. O'Connor, 51, is a state appeals court judge from

Phoenix. Ariz., whose brief judicial career apparently
caused the ABA's evaluating committee some problems.
The ABA, an influential organization that includes as its

members 280.000 of the nation's 560.000 lawyers, has been
asked to rate candidates for Supreme Court appointments
smce the days of President Eisenhower, with four excep-
tions during the Nixon administration.

Reagan, however, did not solicit the ABA's advice until
after he aimounced Mrs. O'Connor as his intended nominee
last July 7.

The highest rating given to a prospective high court
justice by the association's committee is one stating that
he or she meets the highest standards of professional
competence, judicial temperament and integrity."

If unable to give such a recommendation, the committee
usuaUy states either that it is "not opposed" to the can-
didate or that the candidate is "not qualified."
The 'not opposed

" category, according to the commit-
tee s rules, means the candidate is minimally quaUfied but
not among the best avaUable. It falls short of a committee
endorsement.

The ABA committee's investigation of Mrs. O'Connor
led to fmdings that she "meets the highest standards of
judicial temperament and integrity." The committee,
however, stopped short of giving Mrs. O'Connor its
highest rating for professional competence.
"Her professional experience to date has not been as ex

tensive or challenging as that of some other persons who
might be available for appointment." the ABA letter said

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
(possible work study positions available)

S.G.A. PRESIDENT'S OFFICE is in need of
productive, high energy, qualified individuals for thelollowing positions.

1. A Special Assistant to work on student related pro
jects - organizational, rhetoric and management skills
suggested. 10-12 hours/wk.

2. Two Clerical Positions are available. Typing, filing
accounting and organizing skills suggested 8-10
hours/wk.

3. Unlimited positions available to work on student
related projects. Enthusiasm and dependability are
suggested characteristics. Possible credits available.

Call 545-0341 or visit us at
406E Student Union Building for further information
The S G A Pn .sidfnt 8 Officii is an «Kjtial opportunity eniployf>T

THINKING ADOUT AN INTERNSHIP?

Introductory Meetings for Spring 1962
placements will begin soon!

Office of Internships 16 Curry Hicks 545-0727
\

PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION

a Performing
Arts

Division

Music, Theater, Dance Instruction
Old Chapel 545-0519

Walk-In Registration - September 9-17
Opening Concerts - September 13-15

^
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Workers strike
in Westfield
About 30 students arrested
On August 27, 91 people, including about

30 members of the University of
Massachusetts and Amherst community,
were arrested on a variety of charges
following a picket-line demonstration dur-
ing a strike at the Sterling Radiator Com-
pany in Westfield.

The arrests came as the strike sym-
pathizers were attempting to s\op
"replacement workers" from entering the
plant. Local 430 on the United Auto
Workers union has been on strike at the
plant since June when management at-
tempted to institute more than 18 pages of
"take backs" which, union members say,
would have eliminated job security and
other benefits.

Throughout the summer, people from the
UMass community and others rallied

several times in Westfield in support of the
strikers. The largest event occurred on Ju-
ly 18 when more than 500 people attended
a rally on the Westfield city commons.
Since the strike began, 60 workers have

been notified that they had been per-
manently replaced and another seven have
been fired. On the average, the strikers
have worked at the plant for about 20
years, said union officials.

Two weeks ago, the 91 people were ar-
rested as more than 200 supporters of the
striking workers locked arms and sat on
the ground in an attempt to stop a busload
of replacement workers from entering the
plant.

Many of those arrested are scheduled for
a pre-trial conference at Westfield District
Court on September 18.

Student Credit Union
improves services
By DAVE HOWES
Collegian Correspondent

The Student Federal Credit Union at the
University of Massachusetts was remodel-
ed this summer to improve service to its ac-

count holders.

With the addition of two new teller win-

O
agencies. The rug sections were removed
by the Campus Center building operations.
Couch said.

A Capital Equipment Loan of $5,000
from the Undergraduate Student Senate
helped pay for the new computer ter-

minals.

"It must be paid back by the end of
September," Couch said. The new ter-

University of Massachusetts

Student Federal Credit Union

dows, a rope line system and two new com-
puter terminals, there will be better service

for students, said Michael S. Couch,
marketing committee chairman on the

credit union board of directors.

At a cost of $25,000, the renovations,

which included removal of the worn section

of the rug, were done by three separate

minals were purchased from the Bur-
roughs Corporation of Springfield, he add-
ed.

Beginning this fall the credit union will

offer a checking account and a testing
share account will be available later in the
semester. Couch said. This will also im-
prove efficiency of the bank, he said.

Water supplies sufficient
Water consumption in Amherst is lower

than expected and supplies are sufficient

for the more than 30.000 students who ar-

rived in town this week. Public Works
Superintendent Stanley Ziomek said

yesterday.

Ziomek said although he anticipated that

more than 3.5 million gallons of water
would be used in town yesterday, only
slightly more than three million were con-

sumed.
"If things continue the way they are with
consumption at low levels, we should have
no problems," Ziomek said.

During last fall's water crisis when an
emergency shortage forced the evacuation
of the University and a three-day closing of
campus, more than five milhon gallons
were used each day.
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BUSY DAY — Anita Newton, who usually works in the Transcript Of-
fice in Whitmore Administration Building, sat outside yesterday to handle
the inevitable deluge of add/drop slips from students. Above, she jokingly
shows a student her add/drop sign although the area was well-marked.
Below, she takes a form from sophmore Martin Doyle, while co-worker
Sandra Thomas assists another student.

Collcinan photos bv Vin.'« DeWitl

Foul-up disrupts Math dept. MpwclinPQ
When the professor ask« "Are there anv nam*.c i i-^ V' 9XJIJ.I\x0« • •

Calendar of Fall 1981 reciUils available by requesting "Music from UMass"
I

1 1

When the professor ask« "Are there any names I

haven't called," there will be quite a few hands raised in

mathematics courses, as a computer foul-up has mismat-
ched a number of students.

Undergraduate mathematics secretary Nancy Conner
reports that in some cases, students registered in Math
104, 104A, 106, 128, 131 and 132 will not match names
listed on the individual professor's roster.

In addition, a number of students received "COURSE
CANCELLED" notification on their schedule cards for
Math 120, 121 and 127. But in fact the courses were not
cancelled, and students who show a course cancelled
notice on their cards will receive top priority in gaining en-
trance in to the courses.

-SCOTT SOLOMON

Everywoman's center seeks help
Volunteer and intern trainees are needed as

Educator/Advocates and Counselor/Advocates against
violence against women at the Everywoman's Center.
A 30-hour training program offered by the

Everywoman's Center provides information on violence

against women and instruction in crisis intervention
counseling, advocacy, public speaking and design of educa-
tional programs.
Counselor/Advocates counsel victims of sexual abuse

working closely with local legal, public safety and medical
personnel to assist the victim through crisis. Educator/Ad-
vocates work within the community to promote awareness
of violence against women.
Those interested are asked to attend an informational

meeting on Thursday, September 17 at 7:00 p.m. in Room
803 of the Campus Center. For more information contact
Cathy or Martha at the Everywoman's Center. 545-0883.

Add/Drop Located in the SBA
Today through Friday, add/drop forms may be picked

up and dropped off from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in room 120 of
the School of Business Administration.
Next week, through the end of add/drop period, the

fornris can be obtained from and returned to the
Registrar's office in the Whitmore Administration
Building.

Through the add/drop period, which ends on September
22, the College of Arts and Sciences Information and Ad-
vising Center in Machmer Hall will have a list of all open
courses in the College of Arts and Sciences. The list will be
updated daily. The CASIAC office is open from 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m.

New students program

administers placement exams
Language placement exams in French, Italian, German,

Spanish, and Latin, administered by the New Students

Program, will be given daily, tomorrow through
September 23 in room 303 Berkshire House.

More information is available from the New Stuc^ent^

i»rogramat545,2e21..,jj,^,,,^:,,|,||||jjjjjj||,|jj
ite* rih^fafa

Hillel schedules events
UMass Hillel will hold Shabbat services on Friday at 7

p.m. in the Dukes Room of the Student Union, and on
Saturday at 10:30 a.m. also in the Dukes Room.
The group will also sponsor a Referral Fair Brunch on

Sunday, September 13th in the Commonwealth Room of
the Student Union Building at 11 a.m.
Area groups will have information tables with represen-

tatives to answer questions, discuss programming, and ex-
pand interest.

Hillel will also sponsor a Spaghetti Supper/Make Your
Own Sundae Party on Saturday, September 19 at 7 p.m
at Farley Lodge.
B'nai B'rith Hillel is an organization of special interest

to Jewish students and UMass and the surrounding com-
munity. The group also offers courses of Jewish interest.
Interested students should contact the Hillel office.

Photography exhibit ondisplay
Visual Activism, an exhibit of photographs by Jerry

Reams, Mel Rosenthal, and Glenn Ruga will be on display

at the UMass Student Gallery from September 13 to 25.

The photographs document and support polical struggle

in Atlanta, Washington, New York and the Pioneer

Valley.

There will be an opening reception on September 16 at

7:30 p.m. with a brief presentation by each of the

I
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Letters
Rename library and FAC?
As of 1981 there is not one building on this campus nam-

ed after a Third World person, except for buildings such
as the Malcolm X. Center and the New Africa House
which are geared toward Third World students.
There is a need for this campus to start recognizing the

contributions of all Third World people and dedicate
buildings in their names.
Therefore, I strongly support naming the Tower

Libran' after W.E.D. DuBois and the Fine Arts Center
after Duke Ellington. By naming some buildings on cam-
pus after Third World people, I feel students will gain
knowledge of the importance of these people and their
contributions to society.

Antoinette Patterson
West Haven, Conn.

Guest column

Back at the
O.K. corral
It's great to be back in school.

For those of us who were forced to live at home it's the
end of, "I don't understand why you find it necessary to

stay out all night in order to have a good time." With the
start of a new school year, there is the opportunity to

create your own schedule. Up at nine-thirty for your ten
o'clock class. Make it to class by ten-fifteen. A quick lunch
grabbed at the Hatch or the nearest dining commons.
Classes until two-thirty—then it's time to dash around and
find a T.V. to watch General Hospital at three. Idle chat-

ter until dinner which is around five. After dinner, study-

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include
the writer's address and telephone
number, which will not be published.
Please type double spaced at 67 characters
per line. Due to space limitations and the
volume of mail, we regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpublished letters. All

letters are subject to editing for clarity

and length.

Mary Beth Hebert
ing until twelve or one when it's time to relax and crank
your new stereo. Mom just doesn't understand the inborn

need to play the Who at four in the morning.
It's great to be back in school.

Sophomores can now feel superior to someone. And
freshman can always go home to visit old classmates
whom are still stuck in high school.

It's great to be back in school.

Remember all those resolutions you made this summer?
This semester I'll make dean's list. I'll do my own laundry.
I'll write home every week. I'll do my assignments when
they're supposed to be done. I'll get a job. I'll remember
where I was all weekend. New Year's should be in

September.

Get a $20 rebate

1 1-59Pto^rammable
Ev( n without the $20 rebate, the TI-59 is special—it's our most

powerful prc.grammable,and we've never offered if at a lower price
The TI-59 gives you up to 960 program steps, or up to 100

memories, plus magnetic card read/write capability. You can also
slip in one ofTPs Solid State Software^^ modules and success-
fully attack complex engineering, business, statistical and
scientific problems. And by adding the optional
PC-IOOC printer, you can record
your calculations.

So ifyou like the idea of
having real programmable
power, take us up on our
rebate offer. Buy a TI-59
now, and fill rut the coupon
below. The offer ends
Dec.31,1981.f w.
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I tx.u^t m.vTI .W+roKnimmablp^
(store name)
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Gee, it's great to be back in school.

Everyone is tan and friendly. People you never thought
of over the summer are now embracing you as if they are
your long lost best friends. "Geez, you look great! What
did you do this summer?"

Here is the tricky part. You can't just say, "Well, I

worked real hard and saved up enough money so I could
return to this fine institution of higher learning." This is

an obvious indication that you are a serious person and
probably boring. People in the know, however, will say
something like, "I worked as a stenographer, but I hardly
saved anything. IBM has such GREAT company parties
(knowing wink)." This will indicate to the other person
you're up for a semester of riotous weekends and mis-
semester cramming.

But it's great to be back in school.

At least for the first few days no one has any homework
to get in the way of socializing. The most difficult assign-
ment given in most classes is tackling the lines in the text
book annex.

It's great to be back in school.

There are so many things to do. Decide which in-
tramural team to join—then be too busy to make it to the
games. Find out which library will be the most satisfying
to you personally. Remember, it's your choice. Rediscover
the art of reading. How about those ten pounds you were
going to lose this summer? There's no time like the pre-
sent. Maybe you'll run into your neighbor in Food Science
101. That blonde hair.. .and what a body. Remember ex-
changing notes? Is that.. .no way, it can't be.. .IT IS!!!
Gee, it's great to be back in school.

Mary Beth Hebert is a Collegian guest columnist.

Got something to say? Don't be shy; say it

in the editorial pages of the Collegian.
Prospective columnists are invited to
submit copy to the editorial department.

WEAVING, SPINNING
and BOBBIN LACE CLASSES start soon at

WEBS, 109 Main St., Amherst. Rigid heddle
weaving class starts Sept. 14. For information ft

to register stop by or call

25^2m
NOTICE TO STUDENTS

FROM GREAT EXPECTATIONS!!!
Please be advised that there is a mistake in the price
schedule printed on the UMass poster calendar as follows:
Our student discount applies only to studentt under the age
of 16. Higher energy costs have forced us to cu^ail our dis
count program for college students.
However, we still

do offer the discount
CLUB CARD. We
regret any inconve-
nience which the
mistake in the calen-
dar may have caus-
ed. CHPccnmans.

PRECISIOM HAiPrnyypp^ci^

*^NTERNATION>«.
GA<15LERIES

print &,poster sale

buy two prints

get the third one

cpcpc£C£
j^o -—* •!-• •' -•S

in both locations

c^mherst
Carriage
Shops

549-1398

low prices*
TVorthampton

Thornes
second floor
586-3964

NEED A JOB?
Housing Services is looking for
a few good students* for the
Weekend Cleaning Program.
$3.50/hour. Work study and 03
hourly.
Applications available at: 102
Berkshire House. 8:30 AM - 5PM Monday - Friday. Deadline
for applying is September 16.
* ^/^^r" o' '«*ce. color, sex. age. religion.
".!. °!^. °*'*f*"'

o*" handicap are not con
sidered m the admission or treatment of
students or in employment, in accordance
with Federal and State laws and reffula
tions. *
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The empires
strike back?

Before returning to Washington from his August vaca-
tion President Reagan decided to make a little stop last
Wednesday at a Republican fund raiser in Chicago To
prove that he wasn't showing signs of being soft on
defense he told the gathering and the Soviet Union that
he IS wrillmg to start talking with the Russians about arms
control, but if they won't go along with the idea they will
lace an arms race they can't win."

That same day, the Soviet Union released a report on
the state of the world." They accused the U.S. of. in their
words, "feverishly whipping up the arms race in a bid to
secure military superiority over the Soviet Union and it's
allies. Meanwhile, a four ship Russian destroyer/cruiser
task force was 200 miles off the Oregon coast.
What does all this mean? It shows that neither the

Americans nor the Soviets have the slightest interest in

Randolph T. Holhut

putting the brakes on the Arms Race. Since the invasion
of Afganistan in December of 1979 and the stalemate over
SALT II shortly thereafter the Cold War has been back in
full swing. We are now starting to overcome our em-
barassment about Vietnam, and are flexing our military
muscle overseas once more.

In the meantime the Communists have been up to their
old expansionist ways; invading Afganistan, bullying
Poland, helping out terrorist groups, and causing general
trouble around the globe. Yet despite all of the saber-
rattling and nasty words both sides claim they want to talk
^bout arms reductions. For two nations so interested in
peace they are acting awfully belligerantly toward each
other. Lennie hates Ronnie and Ronnie hates Lennie.
What else is new?

You see, it is not in the best interests of the Russians or
the Americans (at least their governments, anyway) to
begin arms talks. The Soviets are still bent on expan-
sionism and we're still bent on giving American contrac-
tors their profits.

While the Russians may be acting tough, they are by no
means as tough as they are acting. Russia has militarily
airer-extended itself abroad and is threatened by cronic
shortages of consumer goods and Poland's labor reforms.
Despite these problems, they are still building up their
defense. Whether their increasingly fragile economy can
handle it remains to be seen.

Meanwhile, our leaders are telling us that we are weak
and our nation is no longer powerful enough to protect our
"vital national interests." They say we must build up our
defense to counter the threat by the Soviet Union. So, the

Reagan administration is calling for the biggest peacetime
military buildup in our history. In spite of talk about curb-
ing the buildup to balance the federal budget, quite a lot of
the money will still be spent.

At least $1 trillion will be spent over the next five years
for defense. With talk of more budget cuts aimed at a
balanced budget in 1984, this means that the poor will
bleed even more to support the buildup. The administra-
tion still wants money for defense, and if that means stick-
mg it to the poor they'll do it.

'

How high a price do we have to pay for defense? And if
we spend all of this money, will we really be any safer or
more secure? These problems challenge our very ex-
istence, and the answers to the questions are complex.

We have all heard too many times about how many
missiles the U.S. and the Soviets have, and the fact that
we can destroy the world several times over. But what we
all forget is the fact that within thirty minutes Western
Civilization as we now know it can be destroyed. In thirty
minutes, we can turn the world into a smoking cinder.
Forget the talk about winnable nuclear wars, forget the
talk about survivable nuclear wars. We have the power to
destroy the plant, but we still want n>ore missiles, tanks,
planes and ships. Even if they are never used, they place a
tremendous drain on our economy and buy us no security.

And leaving aside the thought of nuclear destruction, the
thought of a conventional war is just as frightening.

It may be idealistic to call for a unilateral disarmament
agreement between the United States and the Soviet
Union. And it may be idealistic to call for a moratorium on
nuclear weapons. And it may be idealistic to call for a
reduction of our conventional forces, but it is something
that is necessary.

Nobody wants to fight World War III, but everybody is

feverishly gearing up for it. We have gone as far as we can
go without blowing each other off of the face of the earth.
If we go farther the end could come quicker than we want
it to. The rude noises coming out of Moscow and
Washington should not be ignored or brushed aside. All
nations should take a hard look at what is happening and
get involved in the disarmament process.

As long as there is greed, anger, jealousy, repression,
corruption, and the rest of the nastiness that is part of the
human condition, we will have military buildups and wars
as a result of them. But we can't afford to let things keep
going at their current rate. Maybe it is too idealistic. But if
things don't change soon, we won't have to worry about
what we are doing tomorrow.. .becausetomorrow won't be
there.

Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian columnist.

Letters
Survival Center must survive
A long process of alerting people to the fact that poverty

and need exists in the Amherst community has begun. In

1975 a project termed the Amherst Survival Center
started working on the premise that people can and should
help take care of each other.

No longer do the poor have to feel alienated and afraid

to knock on a neighbor's door. Today there is a wonderful

balance between giving and taking in the Amherst area. A
sense of community is growing. Various churches,
organizations, and individuals have donated their extra
food, clothing and time to the Amherst Survival Center to

help those in our community who are of need. For the past
five years the Amherst community has helped the Survival
Center wipe away the tears and soothe the worried minds

ca<» wwwne<t»j STAR

of those less fortunate. An average of 1,000 needy people
per month from this community are provided with free
food, clothing and furniture as well as advise and counsell-
ing.

What the Survival Center has to offer these people
depends solely upon what the community has donated.
Some people think of the center as essentially a "recycl-
ing" center. There is no money to work with, but rather a
dependence on the generosity and concern of the people of
Amherst.
As a student of the University of Massachusetts who

volunteers her time by sorting clothes and stocking
shelves, I am saddened and disheartened to hear of a
possible closing of the building which houses the Amherst
Survival Center. I pray that through the compassion of
the people such a project will not come to an end. It would
be a pity if a center which services the poor would close
from.lack of a permanent committment by the townspeo-
ple to support it.

The Amherst Survival Center must .survive so that the
needs of the poor folk in Amherst may be effectively met.
Human dignity must be preserved.
Just as money and clothing are recycled through the

Amherst Survival Center, so is support. Let ua^^vork
together to save a .service that allows others to survive.

Dorothy O. Martin
Fraternity-Sororitv Park

Artists

'UNDERK NEW STANPARK R3R A|K PURITMNE VJIU IN HiTU?E m^^^^^^^^^T^
YOU ONT FteL AhT/ UJN\R u (t; IT'S OK^ ^

interested in political
cartooning and illustrating for the
editorial pages of the Collegian are
invited to submit samples of their work
to the editorial department.
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Sound Advice...
THE CRAMPS
PSYCHEDELIC JUNGLE (I.R.S.(

WOW, what a great album. Really. For
those of you who've never heard of The
Cramps, what they did, essentially, way
back in 1976 or so, was INVENT THE
B-52's. They were making the two-guitar-

no-bass-strange-singer sound long before
Athens, Georgia was "cool." Of course, the
Cramps were (are) playing rockabilly,

whereas the B-52's lean more toward 60's
dance music. Furthermore, the Cramps are
MUCH BETTER than the B-52's, so,

naturally, the B-52's became big while the
Cramps didn't. But anyway, Psychedelic
Jungle is a great album, the best the
Cramps have ever done.
The replacement of longtime guitarist

Bryan Gregory with Congo Powers, a
move which many thought would finish the
Cramps, has not hurt them. All of
Psychedelic Junqle is the same oozing:

rockabilly we've all come to love (haven't
we?) but with a twist: some of the problems
on their first album, Songs The Lord
Taught Us, such as too much song-to-song
similarity, have been remedied here.
Psychedelic Jungle shows that the Cramps
have become a strong musical unit, rather
than merely a novelty act. This is impor-
tant,^ because the Cramps were originally
noted for their live shows, which depend
primarily on the visual antics of vocalist
Lux Interior, drummer Nick Knox, and
guitarists Ivy Rorshach and whomever else
they happen to have. Naturally, these
visuals don't translate onto vinyl, with the
result that, as good as Songs The Lord
Taught Us was, something was mising. On
Psychedelic Jungle that something —
musical antics replacing the visual, maybe
- is there. ALSO, there's a cover of that
great sixties classic. "The Crusher" ("Do
the hammerlock. you turkey necks, etc.")

What else can I say, except go right out
and buy it.

TONITE
7:00, 8:30, 10:00, & 11:30pm
Free 3-D Glasses . . . $1.25 ADM

THE PLASTICS
PLASTICS (Island)

Leave it to the Japanese to take an

American product and put out a copy which

is cheaper, better built, and more durable.

Sort of. anyway. The Plastics are Japan's

premier new wave band, a position which

they achieved by being a near-direct B-52's

rip-off (which band they also toured with

several times, both here and in Japan).

And, like the ever-popular B-52's. the

Plastics are lightweight, disposable, and in

their best moments, lots of fun.

Plastics seems to be an amalgam of the

band's first two albums, both of which

were released only in Japan . This

American record is improved in that only

the very best Plastics material is included.

Also, some of the songs sound re-recorded

to me. Whatever, at their best, like on
"Diamond Head." "Cards," or
"Delicious." the Plastics sound catchy,

danceable, and funny (LOVE hearing them
try to pronounce their R's). Chica, the
Plastics' female lead singer, is no threat to

Debbie Harry but on their last tour, I'm
told she made quite an impression with her
floorwax-treated hairdo. I'd never expect
this record to be a hit, but it is sorta fun,

and that's what it's all about, right?

-STEVE WINNIMAN

STUDENT
COORDINATORS

10-15 hfs/wK.

W-S and Non W-S
Descriptions and
applications ot
Southwost

Womon's Cont*r.
Doodlino Sopt. 16.

543-0626
Equol Opportunity

Miller times
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COLLEGIAN STAFF
Please come to the office and check in

with your editors. We like you. All is

forgiven.
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ilCYCU
RALEIGH, KADUKI, FUJI, TREK, SUNTOUR

2 1 Pleasant St. Northampton 566-Od i
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broughtto you by MillerHigh Life Beer.

SAVE ON
USED BOOKS
Thousands of used

paperbacks
in all subjects

at low prices.

VALLEY
BOOK SHOP
Carriage Shops

Downtown Amherst
10 - 5:30 Men - Sat

549-6052
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Doon#sbury
Drought to you ovorydoy

by Gorry Trudoou
ond tho

MossQchusotts Doily CoHogion.
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Welcome Dock
Com* hov» your picture token

for our Picture Gollery.

nm,

The best pjoce In town
to stort Q conversotion.

The price is olwoys right!
07 H. PI«osQnt Street, Amherst

Women unable to
tolerate as much
alcohol as menBOSTON- Although a woman's capacity for alcohol is
smaller than a man's, many working women try to drink
like their male colleagues, and this contributes to the in-
creasing numbers of women problem drinkers, a
psychologist says.

"The cocktail party is replacing the tea party for many
women ' said Dr. Eleanor Z. Hanna, director of the
Alcohol Chnic at Massachusetts General Hospital. "The
so called two-martini lunch is no myth."

For three years. Ms. Hanna has been conducting an on-
gomg study of American drinking patterns. She most
recently updated her findings at a conference of the Cana-
dian Addictions Foundation in St. John's, Newfoundland.

'As more women enter the work force and many of them
have more disposable income, we find the number of
women seeking help at alcohol treatment centers are also
rising," she said.

Some women fail to realize that because they are smaller
than men. they cannot tolerate as much liquor, she says
Menstrual cycles and the use of birth control pUls also may
affect the metabolism of alcohol in women.

"There is a total naivete among many female patients
who come to our clinic about the physiologic inabUity to
toleraLe as much alcohol as a man," Ms. Hanna said.

Doctors note that women can begin to suffer cirrhosis of
the hver on only a third as much alcohol as a man con-
sumes.

Ms. Hanna said her study shows that problem -drinking
women do not outpace normal drinkers at each sitting. In-
stead they drink more often.

Regardless of the occasion, she said, the problem
drinker averages two glasses of alcohol at a sitting.

By contrast, male problem drinkers consume 3V2 times
as much alcohol at each occasion as their normal counter-
parts, she said.

Some of our classrooms
aren't classrooms.

1. Marksmanship - Instruction in basic rifle and pistol marksmanship with .22 caliber match weapons Includes
range and safety procedures, firing positions, the Integrated Act of Firing, competitive firing and record qualifica-
tion. Campetitive matches with other institutions planned, (fall & spring semester) (MS 196 -

1 Credit)
2. Bay State Rangers - Intensive training and field excercises, to include small unit tactics, patrolling, land naviga-
tion (night and day), rapelling, airmobile and waterbome operations, leadership recreation courses, field problem
tests, physical conditioning,field communication procedures, and practical leadership experience, (fall & sorina
semester) (MS 297B - 2 Credits)

3. Orientation Trip to West Point - Weekend visit to USMA with a look at academic, military and social life of an
alternative officer producing program for the U.S. Army; review a parade and attend a home football qame (fall
semester) (priority to MS II cadets) (MS 196 - 1 Credit) ^

4. Field Training Excercise to Fort Devens - Weekend visit to active Army Post. Orientation to life on a military

installation with emphasis on visiting facilities (commissary, PX, family quarters, troop billets, and open mess) and
an introduction to M-16 familiarization firing and the sport of land navigation, (fall semester) (MS 196 - 1 Credit)

5. Mountaineering - Instruction in rope management, knots, rope bridges, rappelling and rock climbing techni-
ques. Advanced student may progress to more challenging individual climbs. Includes a bivouac and back packing
excercise. (fall 8- spring semester) (MS 196 - 1 Credit)

-6. Cold Weather Survival - Attendance at a U.S. Navy 472 day winter survival school in Brunswick Maine In-
struction Includes shelter building, food and water procurement, edible vegetation, terrain association snowshoe-
Ing, emergency signaling, and land navigation. (Intersesslon) (MS 296 - 2 Credits)

7. Field Leadership Excercise - Weekend excercise in the Amherst area in which cadets will participate in tactical
operations, bivouacs, patrolling, communication procedures, and land navigation, (fall & spring semester)

8. Color Guard - Participate with University Band at home football games. Includes precision drill, the manual of
arms, and movements with colors, (fall semester) (MS 196 - 1 Credit)

9. Physical Readiness (GPE/MilSci 100G23) - Alpr^re/slve structured program designed to improve individual
conditioning. Includes conditioning drills, running excercises, competitive group conditioning activities, and fitness
tests, (fall semester) (1 Credit)

10. Drill Team - Develop skill and proficiency at trick drill. Competition with other institutions is planned, (fall 8-

spring semester) (MS 1096 - 1 Credit)

11. Land Navigation - Progressive Land Navigation Training, beginning with a basic/familiarization land naviga-
ion course and ending with a 11 kilometer day/night course that will tax the most competent navigator.

^A 11 IVI T 11 v^ I w For more Information contact:

BE ALL YOU CAN BE. S^S;'^""™"
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Were you the host who let him have too
much to drink, knowing he was going to drive?
"/ Were you the friend who said nothing
because you didn't want tp offend him?
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behind the wheel i

'
; When he^bl ifi ftis cara^ turned the key,
^*>ecame ^menace to himself and everyone
sepn thetbad.

^^^MlMiiMiliiQg a crime.
y doing nothingto stop hmu you

became an accessory. '^"•**i^

This is one crime we can all help stop.
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

CARTOONISTS...
The Collegian needs your talent and sense of humor!!!

If you'd like to draw a comic strip for the Collegian,
submit samples of your work to Jim Kane, in the
Collegian Business office, 113 Campus Center
545-3500.

ACROSS
1 Says more
5 Hitler

10 Key letter

14 Chesterfield

15 Sugar Ray. e.g.

16 Office VIP
1

7

Noon, for one
18 Fresh air

19 Provide flooring

20 Give heart to

22 Repeated
verbatim

24 Encumbrance
25 Queen of the gods
26 Shillyshal'/

29 Close calls

34 Beauts
36 Jardinieres

37 Setoff

38 Copied
39 Unruffled

41 Caper
42 Longhaired

antelope
43 Actor Lancaster
44 Borg'sland
46 Ploy

49 All-including

50 Unsulied

51 Regarding
63 Pass by

56 Woad or anil

80 Carry on
61 City on the

Missouri

63 Words of ken
64 Poet Pound
65 Last edition

66 Arabian sultanate

67 Back
68 Tizzies

69 Ointment

DOWN
1 Nearn

2 '^ragic fate

3 -inger-paint

4 Sauntered
5 Home
6 Retail units

7 Cantab's rival

8 Author Deighton
9 Visits regularly

10 Caused (oneself)

to go
11 Way out

12 Prefix with

vision

13 Scored on serve

21 Calla

23 Actress Merke).

etai

25 Oe— (in law)

26 Chases flies

27 Go
(deteriorate)

28 Lend (heed)

30 Truly

31 Skip over

32 Horseman
33 Otxiurate

35 Prepare to spar

40 Exhort

41 Ptety

43 Furnace abbr

45 Besprinkles

47 Show up
48 Possibly

52 Circus performers

53 Pitcher

54 Lounge about
55 Site of a

famous tomb
56 Actor Andrews
57 Cadet's alma

mater

58 Phobia
59 off (avert)

62 Wire measure

WORK FOR FREE!!
The Collegian will hold recruitment meetings for people

terested in gaining valuable experience in newspaper reporting,

management and production. Students interested in working in:

WMUA
Wednesday

6-10 a.m.

Black Classical (Jazz)

BMCP

NEWS

BLACK AFFAIRS

PHOTO

WOMEN'S

SPORTS

ARTS

can attend any one of the following meetings:

WED., SEPT. 9, 7:30 p.m., rm. 803 Campus Center
THURS., SEPT. 10, 7:30 p.m., rm. 803 Campus Center
MON., SEPT. 14, 7:30 p.m., rm. 901 Campus Center
THURS., SEPT. 17, 7:30 p.m., rm. 903 Campus Center

These are volunteer positions. People interested in volunteer
work for the ADVERTISING department should attend the
SEPT. 17 meeting.

If you are interested in working for the Collegian but cannot
attend one of these meetings, please contact Rich Nagle at the'

I

Collegian Office, 1st floor Campus Center, or call 545-3500.

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Mr. Ted Show
(New Wave)
Ted Pickering

2-5:30 p.m.

Lone Stranger

(Rock 'n' roll)

5:30-7 p.m.

Newswatch

7-10 p.m.

Drive to the 1990's

Marc A.

10 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Drive to the 1990's

Andrew Wolfe
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WEATHER

Showerr. ending today
then partial clearing. High
70 to 75. Fair and cool

tonight. Lows 45 to 55.

Tomorrow, mostly sunny.
Highs near 70.

DC MENU
LUNCH

Cold Cut Grinder
Chili Con Came

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder

Garden Chili

DINNER
Junior Club Sandwich

Roast Top Round of Beef/Au Jus
Fiesta Rice and Cheese

BASICS DINNER
Stir Fry Vegetables and Tofu

Fiesta Rice and Cheese

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutiviuiiMiiJit% discount • Phone nunDber FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 VW Bug original owner, runs well,
AM /FM $1400 or best offer 256-6367

FOR SALE

Large Toaster-Broiler excellent condition
$3500 call 549-6248

Backpack, Tough Traveler, Interwal
frame, usedtwice $55 546-4545

Clothes. Mens-suits-shirts-jackets-
hats-flannel pajamas-jeans-alarm clocks-

sweaters- beds -blankets bed spreads.
Prices reasonable. Appliances small.

HELP WANTED
BABYSITTER
8- year-old girl.

549 5105

for 10-year-old

Amherst Center.

boy and
$2 hour

Governors Program Council has staff

eesitions ' available:- Cable/Video Coor-

dinator, Public Relations, and program
assistants (work-study). Applications and
job descriptions available in 409 Student
Union. Deadline Sept. 17 An equal oppor-
tunity employer.

Part-time readers and typists wanted
for legally blind staff members in the dept.

of General Physical Ed. All applicants can
apply by calling 545-2338 or leaving a

message at 768 Tower Library Office.

Thank you.

INSTRUCTION

seen approximately 3/81 near Whitmore. If

found, please return. Reward!

PERSONALS

Weight Training programs for women For

brochure P.O. Box 318, Amherst, MA
0^004

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. Fall

classes forming. 28 hours of instruction in-

cluding classroom theory & shop. Limited

enrollment. 253 7967

LOST

,LQ«f one .verv.siiahtly used brain.. Last

Fall Sem. Practicum: Work 1-4 after

noons per/wk in after school day care K-6
on campus. Hrs. avaihble: M, T Th F
2:45-5:45, W 1:00-5:45. Wkly staff mtgs.
12:45-2:00. Earn 3-6 credits based on days
worked. For more info call Nancy Ross
549-6170.

Juggling! Acrobatics! Comedy! Mime!
Thats lOCOMOTION VAUDEVILLE! See
them perform Tiursday, 12:30 pm,
Metawampe Lawn (behind Campus
Center). Its a free shov/ presented by
Governors Program Council: Student Pro
grammers for the Campus Center/ Student
Union Complex.

Highest Prices Paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel

Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Monday.-Saturday 10 am-6 pm Licensed by
the Town of Amherst, member of Chamber

of Commerce. 256-0710

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, couples, family therapy. Fee
based on ability to pay. Non-student
clientele also accepted. Psychological Ser-
vices Center 545-0041

ROOMMATE WANTED
1 room available in 5 bdroom house in

Belchertown call 256-0158

STICK IT IN YOUR EAR

Stick it in your ear at Silverscape

Designs. Custom, single and multiple ear

piercing in twenty styles of sterile studs.

SPECIAL 14k gold bracelets $9.95.
Silverscape Designs, the Yellow House,
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 25:< 3324

WANTED
Babysitters fall semester, various times,
days. Come to Child Care Office, 213
Berkshire House, between 9 and 2, Monday
-Friday

•^mmamm
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Solidarity launches challenge to communist authority
GDANSK. Poland - Solidarity launched

its boldest challenge yet to communist
authority yesterday by expressing support
for free union activists throughout the
Soviet bloc, threatening to impose worker
self management in Poland and urging an
unprecedented national vote on the issue.

The Kremlin responded by accusing the
independent union's leaders of being
powerhungry rightists, and noting that
Poland's defense and prime minister, Wo-
jciech Jarulzelski, joined other bloc leaders
in observing some 100,000 Soviet troops on
maneuvers near the Polish border.
"We are living at a great n oment and the

fate of the nation is being decided upon
now. A new Poland is being built on the

banks of the Vistula. We are not a trade
union anymore, but a social movement."
said a resolution adopted by Solidarity's

first national congress here.

Underscoring the spirit of defiance, the

anion greeted "the working people of

Eastern Europe," and specifically named
the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia and East
Germany, the union's most strident critics

since it was formed on a wave of shipyard
strikes in Gdansk a year ago.

"Our aim is the improvement of the living

conditions of the working people," it said.

"We support those of you who enter the

road of struggle for the free trade union

movement. We believe that soon our trade

union representatives will be able to meet

and exchange experience."

Adoption of the resolution was greeted
by a roar of applause, louder than that

given to the adoption of a resolution pro-

posing a boycott of a government reform
measure to be considered by parliament by
Sept. 17.

Solidarity ofif'icials said the government
propo.sal does not provide the autonomy it

seeks for workers to hire and fire managers
or make production decisions, and proposed
that workers should decide which proposal
they wanted.

THE UNDERGRADUATES
ON THIS CAMPUS HAVE
1.5 MILLION DOLLARS!

That's right, each undergraduate on this campus pays a Stu-

dent Activities Tax Fee, and that totals over 1.5 nnillion dollars.

Don't you think that you should have a say in how it is used?
Well, you can. The Undergraduate Student Senate controls

this money, so all you have to do is join the Senate. Just come
down to Rm. 420, of the Student Union Building, and pick up
nomination papers. They're available now, but have to be
returned by Sept. 29. Elections will be held on the following

dates:

Southwest Oct. 5-6

Northeast,

Central, Sylvan,

and Orchard Hill Oct. 7-8

Commuter &
Greek Oct. 12-13

If you're interested, or want more information, contact Jim Murphy,
or Ed Lee at: 545-0341; or come up to Rm. 420 of the Student Union
Building.

RUN FOR THE SENATE - -

GET INVOLVED

HYDRO CRASH — Bruce Baird, of Beaumont, Calif., escaped with hos
life but suffered head and arm injuries when his hydroplane flipped out of
control on the northeast corner of Greep lake in Seattle Sunday.

CAMPUS TRAVEL
WE ARE EXPERTS

• AIR RESERVATIONS
• AMTRACK
• HOTELS
& CAR RENTALS

• LOW COST
VACATIONS

• YOUTH HOSTEL
PASSES

IN HANDLING:
• EURAIL PASSES

(on the spot)
• TICKETRON
• CRUISES
• CHARTERS
• CAMPING TOURS
• GROUP TRAVEL

WE FEATURE CENCA TOURS

CAMPUS CENTER - UNIV. OF MASS
AMHERST, MASS. 413 545 - 0500

AYEAROUTOFCOLLEGER
ANDASIRAUSS BMAKING AVIATION

HISTORY IN THEARMY.
"I'm being assigned to a

Chinook helicopter unit in Germany
as a test pilot and maintenanceo£Ficer,

and I'm proud that I'll be the first

woman to have that assignment over
there. It's a real thrill for me

"So was learning how to fly

a helicopter It takes a lot more skill

than an airplane If you think college

is demanding, flight school is even
tougher Its not only academically

demanding, it's really mentally

demanding as well as physically

"In Germany, 111 have a charKe
to use some of the leadership and
management techniques 1 learned in

ROTC. It's going to be a real challenge

having command responsibilities.

» •

"1 got into ROTC really just

to see what it was all about. For me. it

all couldn't have worked out better
"

Army ROTC got Anda Strauss

, off to a good start. Maybe it can do
the same for you To find out, stop by
your Army RCTC office on campus.

And begin your future as an
. officer.

See Cpt. Patrick Merryman
Army ROTC Building
545-2321

2nd Lt Anda SirauMwasa pollQcalKM-nccm^f
at Wake fomt and » membrr of Army ROTC

ARMYROTC
BEALLYOU CAN BL

Wednesday, September 9, 198 1

Inventors wait to
unveil mystery
heating invention
ROSSLAND, British Columbia- It wiU be a year beforetwo inventors unve.I a heat box the size of two shoe boxes

IntsldZ
'^" ^"'"' " 1-300 square-foot home for 40

Residents of this mining community just north of theWashington state border can't wait to see it. They %ure

fir'e oTa'hoa'x
' " ''''"'' ^'^ ^'''''' ^^^^^^'^ «^"-

Since January, the inventors have moved to London
Ontario where they set up a company called Rossland
Research and asked the University of Western Ontario to
run a market analysis.

McCarthy said in a recent telephone interview that he
and Kelly are trying to decide whether to present the in
vention to an international trade show or bring it home to
Rossland for its unveihng.
The invention has been patented in Canada and the

United States and they have one year to acquire a world-
wide patent.

They say they don't want to unveil the box before then
fearing they'll lose it to corporations with more money to
develop it.

Collegian 1

1
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WMUA presents
91.1 FM

$2.50

Plus

WMUADJ
Andrew Woolf

& Happy Hour Price:

This Fall We've Got It All!
Great Prices Tool

Bamboa

Largest Selection Ever BLINDS
.,._^_^__^^^_^^ From $5.50!

Great I

POSTERS

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

Rugs & Mats
colorful, durable

dozens 8- dozens
print, stripe, solid

from $7.95

CARDS
over 1000 unusual designs

SKIRTS & BLOUSES '""""P""*

lots of comfortable cotton T-SHIRTS
Imported Soaps BOXES & TINS

a real treat for your skin Pla.n & fancy

w^«,.iiiiii unains. Pendants, Earrings

Paper
Mobiles Lampshades Candies

Open 10 am - 6 pm
Use the BUS STOP out front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

MEI2C/4NTILC
AMHERST CAMUAGE SNOPS

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

UNIVERSITY STORE HOURS

Wednesday Sept. 9 9-9

Thursday Sept. 10 9-9

Friday Sept. 11 9-5

Saturday Sept. 12 10-4

TEXTBOOK ANNEX HOURS
Located in the Physicaf Plant Building

Wednesday Sept. 9

Thursday Sept. 10

Friday Sept. 11

Saturday Sept. 12

^ MINI STORE HOURS
Located In the Student Union Building

Monday-Friday 8-10

Saturday & Sunday 9-10

Located in the Campus Center

^^e University Stare
, -«x

•«*«ll«t«(l • « f « t i I

: • I t i 1 1 1 1 i I • •

IJighest
Cash
Prices
PAID

Class Rings
Gold & Silver

Jewelry, Coins

.

Daniai Siaith

Chamber o#

Commerce

25 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 256-0710;

NEED
CASH?

Office Hours
Men - Sat

10 am - 6 pm

Selling

SCALES
Cheapest prices

in town

"•***'* ^ •• • 4 « "« «» M
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Dear Freshmen . .

.

An open letter to the new arrivals

Sports Desk
113 Campus Center
University of Mass.

Amherst, Ma.

Dear Freshmen.
So, what do you think about this place so

far? Most of youhave been here for several
days now and the majority of you have had
more bulls t and red tape thrown at you in

these few days than you would ev*r have
thought possible.

It's certainly not a new phenomenon. Ac-
tually, it's quite easy to predict what's go
ing to happen around here the first week of
September. Housing problems, scheduling

When you finally get

settled..., you might take a

look around at what UMass
sports are about.

^t^^TT^w^T^^nwrrr

slipups and financial aid fiascos head the list

as well as a myriad of other irritations.

Of course you know by now that your

class is the largest freshman class in the

university's history. To most people, that

just means more trouble since the lines will

be that much longer everywhere you turn

and there will be that many more
bewildered faces wandering around cam-

pus.

Having a larger class can pay dividends

though. Just think, you have that many
more people around to commiserate with

about how trying this place can be when
you first start out.

When you finally get settled with your
courses (wait a minute, we'll s&yalmoat set-

tled since schedule changes sometimes drag

out for a while), your living arrangements
and your financial well-being, you might

Know what's strange? It seems like all

the news that ever comes out of the Univer-

sity of Massachusett's Amherst campus and
onto the pages of Massachusetts
newspapers is all downbeat. Everyone's
familiar with the "Zoo-Mass" syndrome.

It's too bad that more news about UMass
sports doesn't make it out of the Amherst

area. Sure, you get the occasional feature

article or even a live game story about one

of the major sports here and there around

the state, but for the most part, UMass
sDorls are unknown.

Take the women's athletic teams here.

The field hockey team has been in the na-

tional playoffs in two out of the past three
years. The women's soccer team has con-

sistently been ranked nationally in the past
few years.

The football team was ranked first in the

country in defensive stats last year. I'll bet

a lot of you didn't know that. They have

almost their entire squad back this year

and they start the season with three home
games.

It's a lot harcier to get excited about a col-

lege team than it was for a high school

team, though. In high school, even if you
didn't play, you still probably knew a lot of

the players and, if not, still went to the

games for the hell of it.

But, if you went to a few of these games,
you could probably get into it when you see

the quality of the play on the field and
realize that they're representing your
school too.

It probably sounds pretty corny, but

when you think about it, it's true.

One thing's for sure, the players on the

teams appreciate it when they get a lot of

fans at the games and they know that a

good percentage of the crowd that shows

up are freshmen, whether it's a crowd of

13,000 at a football game or a gathering of

50 at a women's soccer game.

If you're not into sf)ectator sports, but

would rather join in the fun, try out for a

varsity team. Not aU the guys on the foot-

ball team are recruited and given scholar-

shios. As a matter of fact, one of this year's

CO captains and two of last year's tri-

captains were walk-ons (non-recruitees).

Also, a lot of teams up here have sub-

varsity programs so you might be able to fit

in somewhere.

There's always intramural sports also.

UMass has one of the most extensive in

tramural programs in the country. These
sports range from touch football (which
sometimes gets to be more than what the
name suggest) to one-on-one badminton.
It's not too hard to raise a team for any of
the team sports. Most teams are just a
bunch of people from the same dormitory
floor or even a group from the same
hometown. And, again, many if not a ma
jority of the entrants are freshmen. You

guys are what keeps the show running.

-There are a few things that you can't do
at UMass sports wise. There's no rink on
campus to skate on or shoot pucks. The
campus pond is used for a short time during
the winter for these sports, but it's far from
a legitimate rink.

That's why you can't watch a college
hockey game here on campus. First, there's
no place to hold the game and second
there's no team to watch at this school
anyway. UMass hockey was dropped four
years ago because there was no rink to play
at.

Some people might say that there's no
real college basketball played at UMass

"Actually, iVs quite easy

to predict what's going to

happen around the first

week ofSeptember. Housing

problems, scheduling

slipups, and financial aid

fiascos..."

either since the records the past three
years have been pretty bad. However, this
is bound to change this season with a new
coach and several new recruits. They're
still playing in the same old Curry Hicks
Cage and they'll probably put on a pretty
good show.

So, whether you're going to try and make
it to a few games this year or just shoot
some baskets on the court outside your
dorm, you know there's a lot of sports here
if you want to take the time to check them
out.

Tough schedules challenge spikers, women hooters
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Inside, outside, they try not as much to
be spectacular as to be good.

Inside the North Physical Education
facility (NOPE). The University of
Massachusetts women's volleyball team
gets in shape and prepares for its 1981
season opener at the New Hampshire Tour
nament in Durham this weekend.

Outside, on the windy, tree- lined field,

the women' soccer team runs, boots and
tunes up for its Sept. 19 home opener
against Plymouth State College and George
Washington University on Sept. 20.

Both teams have several factors in com-

Each boasts many returning players.

both have »ough schedules and both worry
about injuries.

And. both coaches— Elaine Sorvino and
Kenekali Banda— say they have the per-
sonnel to win, but feel they need something
else.

'The people that have returned are
something else, " said third-year couch Sor
vino. "We have to wait for our younger
players to mature, and they've grown into
good players."

Among the spikers who have returned
are seniors Ellen Braun. Nola Eddy, Katrin
Hechl and sophomores Jo Ann Siler, Patti
Philbin and Nancy Joraskie.

mon. The Minutewomen, after their opener iin

New Hampshire, will host the UMass Tour-
nament on the weekend of the 18th— 19th.

Their schedule features few dates at home,
for the Minutewomen will face some of the
best teams in the East— University of

Delaware, Southern Connecticut State Col-

lege, Springfield College and the Universi-

ty of Rhode Island,—on the road.

Last year, the volleyball team played
over 50 matches, ending t»he season around
the .500 mark and taking an eighth place
finish in the Easterns in New Haven.

Like the volleyball team, the soccer
team, faces a tough schedule. Many of the
teams that did well last season will come to
UMass — Harvard University, Cortland
State University, Brown University.
UMass will also host the University of Con-

Williams, Expos' manager, canned

PHILADELPHIA - Dick Williams was
fired as manager of the Montreal Expos
yesterday and replaced by farm director

Jim Planning in a move described as im pro-

ving the direction and discipline of the club.

There was some speculati<)n Williams
was going to the New York Yankees next

season, and the Expos decided to make the

change now rather than wait. Williams'

contract expired at the end of this season.

"I know nothing about that. Williams
said of the Yankees job. "But if I ever did

<?et an interesting offer, I'd consider it."

Bob Ijemon was rehired by the Yankees
as manager over the weekend, replacing
Gene Michael, but that could be just for the
rest of the current season.

Williams is the second manager in five

days who has managed his team to a first

half win in the standings and an assured
playoff spot and was fired. The Yankees'
Michael was the other manager.

Williams, 52. has managed more than
1,000 major league victories. He managed
the Boston Red Sox from their "Impossi
ble Dream " pennant winning year 1967 un
til 1969 and the Oakland A's from 1971

through 1973.

Williams was hired as manager of the

Yankees in 1974, but Charlie Finley, then

owner of the A's, wouldn't let Williams out

of his contract.

He also managed the California Angels

from July, 1974 untilJuly. 1976.

necticut, Yale University, Penn State and
Springfield College.

"The schedule is very tough," Banda
said, "and we are trying to get some
coherency. We've got the people we need,
and with Plymouth State coming down in-

stead of having a tournament up there. I

won't have to worry so much about in-

juries. Nina (Holstrom) got hurt there last

year, and it was hard for us to really get
started."

•

Along with Holstrom, UMass will have
Maddie Mangini. Margie Anderson, Natalie
Prosser, Kathy Hourihan, and Roxann
Donatini in its roster. Mangini, Anderson
and Hourihan are seniors; Holstrom and
Donatini, the starting goalkeeper, are
juniors.

The Minutewomen managed to enter the
semifinals last year before bowing to
UConn, 2 1, and finished third behind Cor-
tland State and UConn in the Easterns at
the University of Vermont. Overall, their
record was 14-3-1,

So, they prepare, as do all teams on this

campus, from football at Alumni to in-

tramurals in Boyden. And they prepare
with the ideas of improving, defining, and,
of winning.

Dick Williams

// you are interested in
writing sportsfor the Collegian,

please come to a meeting slCI.SO

tonight in rm. 804 of the
Campus Center.
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Registration woes snag students
By LAUREL HANSCOM
Collegian Staff

Class cancellations, computer foul-ups and course sec-
tion shifts have left many University of Massachusetts
students confused, aggravated and without courses.
Major problems were caused in the Math and Statistics

department as the computer "went amok" when math
sections were being programmed, associate provost
Johnetta Cole said.

"It was the type of situation where the student was
totally unaware there was a problem," chairman of the
Mathematics and Statistics department, Ed Connors said.
Some lower division courses were cancelled by the com-

puter according to Connors. The scheduling office caught
the problem before the schedules were mailed and they ad-
ded the dropped students back by hand. Some of the
students were missed and they will have the highest
priority to add courses, Connors said.

The department is at the end of its budget and the
scheduling problems could lead to overcrowded classes,
Connors said. "We have fewer faculty than last year as we

Samuel Conti named as
engineering dean

lost professors to death and retirement and haven't
replaced anyone yet. Enrollment is increasing and we do
not have the faculty to meet the increase," Connors said.
There are about 500 more undergraduates this year

than last year, budget cuts forced some teaching assistant
layoffs and computer scheduling problems add to the
situation, CASIAC Dean Jtimes Shaw said. He continued
to name the departments of Economics, Rhetoric, Com-
munications Studies and Spanish as problem areas.
"It isn't a catastrophe. It isn't something people can't

handle. The University takes about three class meetings to
settle down," Shaw .said. He said registrar Ralph Jones
•says that there are about 18.000 add/drops in an average
semester which averages out to one per undergraduate.
"The problems for students in the Economics depart-

ment are severe for both non-majors and majors." chair-
man of the Economics department Jim Crotty said. "The
number of majors doubled in three years but the faculty
remained the same. We have problems meeting the stu-
dent's needs. We are not authorized to expand and we
don't have the resources to take care of everyone." Crotty
said.

Hundreds of students were left without classes yester-
day as a result of cancellations and section shift.s in the
Spanish department, according to the chairman of the
Spanish and Portuguese department. Harlan Sturm.

Some of the classes were cancelled during the summer
and students were not notified by the registrar. The
department hoped to alleviate the cancellation problem of
past years by offering fewer courses. "The problem is a lot

smaller than the last few years," Sturm said.

Director of the Rhetoric program, William Price said the
problem is "not too bad compared to other years. Most of
the openings were filled at pre-registration and summer
orientation so there are not many spaces available." he
.said.

Shaw offered suggestions for people to get into courses,
especially tho.se who are to graduate and need courses'
"Go to the instructors or departments and try to get in or
check the CASIAC open course list in the lobby of
Machmer Hall. The computer sheets are updated daily.
There is also a yellow handout by CASIAC listing solicj
basic courses with lots of openings," he said.

By DAVE HOWES
Collegian Correspondent

Samuel F. Conti, Dean of Graduate
Studies and Research, has been named act-
ing dean of the School of Engineering at
the University of Massachusetts
The former dean, Russell C. Jones, has

lett the University to become vice president
for academic affairs at Boston University
Conti. who came from the T.H. Morgan

School of Biological Sciences at the Univer-
sity of Kentucky last fall, .said he plans to
focus on moving the school forward by con-
tinuing to develop the Capital Campaign
Drive, which seeks money and equipment
from industry to help engineerintr
students.

"The .school of engineering has a first rate
faculty and an e.xcellent staff." Conte said,
adding that his main priority is to de-

centralize the school by delegating more
authority to the faculty.

"The biggest adjustment has been to
learn more about engineering," Conti said.
The graduate program differs because the
operations has more research and no facul-
ty, he added.

"The Administration has made the
search for a new dean its first priority and
has assured me of that," Conti said. He
said it has become an international search.
The transition of holding two jobs is

easier than anticipated, Conti said.
Associate Dean Eugene B. Piedmont of the
graduate studies program has been given
more authority to handle the program, he
said.

The Engineering School does not have
enough engineers for the demand of this
society, Conti said. He said he would like to
focus on the immediate needs of the

5>amuel F. Conti, acting dean of the School of Engineering.

"^n'^^'l^u .^ ^ • u- , • .
^'""^ Brooklyn College, a M.S. from the

Conti holds degrees as a microbiologist University of Connecticut, and a Ph D
and research administrator with a B.S. from Cornell University

Academic Support Unit begins serving students
By RANDI J. MARCUS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts, the largest residential
college in the Northeast housing well over 10,000 with a
total of 23,000 students, has a reputation of being imper-
sonal, a place where one can easily get lost.

A New Unit of Academic Support to provide better ser-

vices to students formed this semester. The program came
about through the effort of Vice-Chancellor Dennis Mad-
son to reorganize the division of Student Affairs.
According to Deirdre Ling, Dean of the New Unit of

Academic Support, "We want to look at the students as a
whole and treat them as an organized entity looking at
what they need. The point of coming to college is to
graduate and we want to service the students needs as
they enter until they graduate."
Nine departments that were formerly run separately

are now consolidated under the New Unit. They include
Freshman and Transfer Admissions, Financial Aid, New
Students Program, the Regents Office, Counciling and
Career Development and Scheduling. Also, Veterans Af-
fairs and the Placement Office.

Admissions is considered the front and placement the
back. Ling said. "We want to render better services to

students by treating them as an entity with continuing
needs."

Ling, who was the Dean of Admissions for the past two
years, before being promoted as Dean of the New Unit,
has eight directors, 45 professionals and 123 other staff

members that report to her.

The central staff, according to Ling, include Coor-
dinator of Personnel for the Office of Action Staff
Development, Ruth Green, Coordinator of Programming,
Sarah Hamilton, and Coordinator of Research Publicity
Timm Rinehart.

Presently, Rinehart is doing research to collect reten-
tion data about students at UMass. The reasons students
leave UMass, what kinds of students leave before gradua-
tion, completion rates in each of the colleges at the Univer-

sity, and the percentage of students who find jobs and or
go on to graduate school are areas being researched. Ling
said.

In the proposal stage, is an early warning system for
freshmen who are likely candidates to be placed on
academic probation. According to Ling, if the plan does go
into effect, teachers would be required to pass in midterm
grades to the regents or let them know in some way what
students may be having problems. "Our job would then be
to try to help the student," Ling said.

Another objective that Ling stressed as part of the New
Unit is a cooperation with the faculty. "The faculty is

assisting with the investigation of what kinds of students
are leaving UMass," Ling said, "and it is found that we

are losing more of the brighter students than the amount
that are flunking out."

"Efforts are being made to find out what it is that the
students that leave UMass are looking for," according to
Ling, "whether it be a major that is not offered at UMass
or that they feel they are not being intellectually
stimulated here."

This year the budget remained at the same level of fun-
ding, according to Ling, and 14 staff members were lost
do to resignations. "We are trying to render a more effi-
cient system with somewhat smaller professional
resources, but we are hoping to succeed by taking a harder
look at how to render services to students."
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NEW YORK (AP) - An explosion and
fire at a generating station knocked out
power to much of lower Manhattan on
yesterday, trapping office workers in
elevators, snarling traffic, closing financial
markets and creating transit chaos for
homebound commuters.

Traffic lights went out. telephones went
over to emergency power, and cars jammed
mtersections where traffic lights were out
creating paralyzing street gridlock. Traffic
control agents were dispatched, and some
private citizens stepped in to direct traffic
to help solve the giant tieup.

Paul Cohen, a Traffic Department con
trol agent standing in the middle of that in-
tersection, said that with traffic lights out
"people just do what they want. It's bedlam
over here. There are a lot of tempers."

"I've been sitting here for about one
hour," said Rolando Reys as he listened to
the radio in his idling sports car at the cor-
ner of Broadway and Chambers Street
about 6 p.m..

Flashlights and candles lighted the way
down darkened stairwells for workers trap-
ped in skyscrapers. '

Many people were drinking beer on the
street. But there were few bars open; many
closed because they were without power
and electric cash registers would not work.
Telephone service was switched to

emergency power, but dial tones were slow
in coming. Lines of people at downtown
phone booths stretched 20 deep.
Subways slowed to a crawl with signal

lights affected. Bus stops were jammed

with displaced subway riders.
At the scene of the fire. Con Ed

spokesman Marty Gitten said. "This station
is obviously going to be out for a while .. It
could be as simple as turning a switch (but)
It s really impossible to put an exact time on

An eyewitness said he heard two explo-
sions, but Con Ed said it has not yet
detemined that there was a blast.

'The system is stable." said" Lawrence
Klemman. a Con Edison spokesman. "We
don I anticipate any kind of blackout. The
problem is contained within the area that
has been affected.

"

All police in lower Manhattan precincts
were held on overtime and all task force
niembers from other boroughs weredispat
ched to Manhattan. Twenty hook and
ladders were dispatched to rescue those
trapped.

(Mayor Edward I. Koch said at a news'
conference that the city was bearing up
well under the problems, which affected on
ly the southeastern quarter of Manhattan
John Mulligan, a Fire Department

spokesman, said there were widespread
reports of people trapped in elevators. He
also said that officials from the Macy's
department store at Herald Square said
that Its emergency lighting had failed as
well.

Deputy Fire Chief John Fogarty. one of
the officers in command at the scene of the
fire, which burned for 2 'A hours before be-
ing put out. said: "Were not sure what
caused the explosion or explosions."

Dig^est
By the Ai^sociated Press

Commercial flights run

at 75% of normal pace

fie control system with new employees,
Federal Aviation Administrator J. Lynn
Helms said yesterday.

save
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^W Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
(possible work study positions available)

S.G.A. PRESIDENT'S OFFirir

suggested. 10-12 hours/wk.
"*«^agement skills

2. Two Clerical Positions are available TvDine filinc,accounting and organizing skills t .i^L"?: ^^li",?'
hours wk.

IS suggested. 8-10

3. Unlimited positions available to wot-u ^ * ^

WASHINGTON _ President
Reagan, moving to allay Israel's concerns
about U.S. arms deals with her Arab foes,
offered yesterday to establish new
strategic ties with the Jewish state. He told
Prime Minister Menachem Begin that "We
know Israelis live in constant peril."

Helms and Transportation Secretary
Drew Lewis assured congressmen that the
current system is working safely and effec
lively without the 11,500 controllers fired
after they struck on Aug. 3.

Helms noted that the FAA already has
told air carriers to limit their flights to
about 75 percent of the pre-strike level
through next April, but he said "current
traffic levels wUl likely be maintained
throughout most of next year."

"In the second year of rebuilding,
though, we expect to permit traffic levels
to mcrease at a steady pace to a point at
which pre-strike traffic levels can be reach
ed on a daily basis." the FAA chief con-
tinued.

It will be well until the third year until
traffic levels at peak hours will reach their
former levels, and the busy New York and
Chicago areas will be the last to achieve
their full capacity, he added.

Begin told reporters after meeting with
Reagan and Secretary of State Alexander
M. Haig Jr. that the practical effect of the
president's offer would be an alliance between the two nations. Still, he said, itwould fall short of a mutual defense pact -
something Begin has long sought.

While there would be no formal military
treaty. Begin said, "the term alliance ... is a
practical term from the point of view of
both countries, and it is important also for
the Free World."

Warsaw union proposes

free elections in a move
that challenges

communist regime

GDANSK. Poland - Solidarity's
powerful Warsaw branch proposed free
elections m Poland yesterday in a draft
resolution that put the independent
union on a new colUsion course with the
communist regime.

Begin says U.S. offer

short of defense pact

The delegates to the union's first na-
tional congress tried to sidestep another
challenge to the government-a
measure that would remove wordingrom the union charter acknowledging
the leading role of the Communist Par

their normal pace through most of 1^2 '-i-^- '^ .

Sob.eszek worked
as the government rebuilds the air traf already packed agenda.
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This Coupon Good For

any cake

$1.00

Good only at Baskin Robblns

.^. *;'?'.". St Amherst

This Coupon Good For

any 3 scoop
cone
for 99c

Good cnly at Baskin Robblns
28 Main St. Amherst

''.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.W •••.
This Coupon Good For

40c off
on the purchase of one

BOT F7DSE

SUIfDAE
Good only at BasKJn Robblns

. . .
.^,® ^'" St. Amherst

Disbursement of funds
may become a legal battle

Coiiegjan 3

By STEVEN SEMPLE
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association at the University
of Massachusetts is gearing up for what may be a legal Bat
tie over which University bureaucracy will ultimately con
trol disbursement of the Student Activities Trust Fund.

According to the SGA's Fiscal 1982 Budget Act, dated
May 19. the Undergraduate Student Senate voted to
allocate $305,140 in student funds to the Student Activities
Office. That office, one of about 50 Recognized Student
Organizations funded through the SATF. is headquarters
for all those groups. It provides assistance with program
planning and guidance in financial and business affairs.

But a July 1 memo from Vice Chancellor for Student Af-
fairs Dennis L. Madson stated his office has set the ac-
tivities office budget at $317,640. $12,500 more than the
amount the Undergraduate Student Senate voted to
spend,

,

At present, the SGA is adament it will not increase the
allocation to the Student Activities Office.

"V/e don't even want to discuss paying it. We won't pay
It." said SGA co-President Larry Kocot. "It may take a
lawsuit to resolve this situation."

Madson could not be reached for comment.
Assistant to the Vice ChanceUor for Student Affairs

Bryan C. Harvey said last week the SGA will be expected
to come up with the additional cash.

"The budget they have sent over is out of balance
"

Harvey said. "They (SGA) will have to balance it before it
goes to the trustees."

The issue behind the disagreement Kocot said, centers
on whether students should have full control of their trust
lund, which comes directly from student fees. Students
currently pay $84 a year to the SATF for a total of about
$1.5 million.

The SGA leadership contends that since the SATF is no
longer in deficit, students should once again have control
of all allocations. A deficit of about $200,000 was paid off
last year under orders from the UMass Board of Trustees.
The deficit had been accumulating since about 1976
"We've become really fiscally solvent," Kocot said. Tn

fact, we invested $100,000 last year."
Kocot said by eliminating past deficits, tightening finan-

cial controls and switching to a modified accounting
system, the SGA is able to pump more dollars into student
organizations.

To raise the $12,500 necessary to balance the budget
student leaders would have to increase revenues from stu-
dent organizations or cut spending. Harvey said. Addi-
tionaUy. student contributions to the SATF could be more
than estimated because of a high undergraduate enroll-
ment, he said.

Harvey said the budget would be forwarded to
ChanceUor Henry Koffler in a "few weeks" for his review
and recommendation. The UMass trustees are empowered
to make the final budget approval. tiALli Y SjACK — Zebe, a Senior member of the

rnsbee team, demonstrates the game of hacky
sacking at yesterday's barbeque outside of the
Campus Center.

New beverage permit sticker

required to purchase liquor

By SALLY KERANS
Collegian Staff

Students wishing to stop for a beer at the
Top of the Campus lounge or the Bluewall
bar will first have to obtain an Alcoholic
Beverage Permit.

The permits, small stickers to be affixed
to the back of student identification cards
will replace TOC .stickers.

"Students thought that the Top of the
Campus Restaurant was off limits without
a TOC sticker." said Harris. In order to
eliminate confusion, the new sticker will
bear the letters. 'ABP' he said.

Only Massachusetts Drivers' licenses or
Massachusetts Liquor Purchasing Cards,
obtainable at any police station, will be ac
cepted as proof of age.

Students can get an ABP by presenting
proof of age and 50 cents to TOC lounge or
Bluewall authorities.

Because the Top of the Campus is

classified as club, and its Board of Directors
therefore requires certification of member
ship, Harris said it was not feasible to simp
ly ask for drivers' licenses or Liquor Pur-
chasing Cards at the door of Campus
Center bars. The new 'ABP' sticker will
serve as certification for membership, as
did the old TOC sticker.

"Our rationale is to get the 'TOC out of
the way... it was inappropriate to call it a
TOC sticker, since it applied to the
Bluewall as well," said Harris of the Board
of Directors' decision to use the ABP
.stickers. "It makes more sense to have a
card that applies to every place in the Cam
pus Center which serves liquor." he said.

"It's the same as always." said Paul
Flaherty, a bartender at the Bluewall. "The
only difference is that the letters are dif-
ferent. People recognize it as an inconve
nience but a necessity its a necessity
because we have a club license."

Jaycees to raffle off

$60,000 home in October
By MARYELLEN GAMBALE
Collegian Correspondent

To raise money for local scholarship and
athletic funds, the Amherst Jaycees will
rafne off a new $60,000 home in Amherst on
October 17.

The raffle tickets, which cost $100 each,
are selling well according to Dean Scudder,
pres'ident of the Amherst Jaycees. Three
hundred tickets have been sold since
August 1 when construction on the house
began, said Scudder. A minimum of 631
total tickets must be sold by October 10 in
order to pay the contractors and break
even. "If the minimum quota is not met by
this date, all the money will be refunded,"
Scudder said.

The house to be raffled is a raised ranch
with a chalet front and a garage, located on
an one acre lot on West Pomeroy Lane,
about three miles from the UMass campus.

Scudder advised that the winner of the
house be prepared to assume tax respon
sibility. However, the new owner would
have immediate equity, using the house as
collateral, he said.

If the ticket price or the taxes are a
deterrent to some people, Scudder sug
gested that a group of people go in together
on a ticket.

"We've had as many as ten people go in

together on a ticket," Scudder said. "The
taxes can be split, and it's a cheap way for
students to live for four years."

The Jaycees is a charitable organization
which sponsors other fund raising events
such as the Amherst fair. The idea for the
house raffle came from the contractor who
offered to build the house especially for

that purpose. The money raised by the
Jaycees from such fund raising events goes
back into the community to support
scholarship drives and local youth sports

IT'S THAT TIME OF YEAR - The deadline for having your car in-
spected 18 October 15th.

^
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Six shot to
By MIKE STANTON
Associated Press

CHICOPEE. Mass. — Six members of a family
that neighbors described as "extremely normal" were
found shot to death in separate rooms of their expen
sive suburban home yesterday afternoon in an ap-
parent murder suicide, police said.

Killed were Richard Grochmal, 52, his wife, Stella.
55. Grochmal's mother. SteUa. 81. and three adult
chUdren. Carl Grochmal, 21. Denise Grochmal. 19, and
Laura Maslak, 23. according to Detective Captain Ed
ward Rojowski.

The Grochmals poodle, Jennifer, also was shot
dead.

"It's reaUy quite shocking," said neighbor Barbara

murder

J Come

Redfern, the wife of Howard Redfern, a former
Chicopee mayor. "In a few moments a whole family is

wiped out and you can't understand why."
Rojowski said two bodies were discovered about

1:30 p.m. yesterday by Eric Maslak, 23, of South
Hadley, who went to the Grochmal home in this
western Massachusetts city of 60,000 when his wife,
Laura, failed to return Tuesday night from visiting her
parents.

Maslak told police he found his wife's body on the
living room floor and her father. Richard Grochmal.
dead in a nearby family room with a 38- caliber
revolver in his hand.

Chicopee Police Chief Henry Kulig said the incident
"tentatively appears to be a murder and suicide."

Police said they arrived at the scene after a
telephone caU from Maslak. They found Grochmal's
mother at the foot of the cellar stairs and Denise on
the floor of an upstairs bedroom. Carl's body was
found upstairs in a locked bedroom. Grochmal's wife
was found downstairs in the locked master bedroom.
Her body was covered with a blanket. All of the vic-
tims were fully clothed.

"Each person was shot in the head at least once.
They were dead for quite some time. Rigor mortis had
set in," said Rojowski, who said there was no motive
in the shootings.

The revolver found in Grochmal's hand contained
live and spent cartridges and was licensed a year ago,
police said.

Rojowski said Grochmal had no criminal record and
appeared to have no history of mental illness.

The grandmother apparently was the first one shot,
police said, but the sequence of the other shootings
was unknown.

Autopsies were scheduled for today in Springfield.
Mrs. Redfern described the Grochmals as "perfectly

normal parents" and described the development
where they Uved as an exclusive area, with homes in
the price range of $100,000 or more.
She said she saw the family regularly, sometimes

once a day while a family member was walking the
family poodle.

Mrs. Redfern said she and her husband heard no
unusual noises Tuesday night, although there was a
thunderstorm.

Funeral directors remove one of six bodies from home in Chicopee yesterday in what police say ian apparent murder/suicide. f i«-«: »*y

PLANT SALE

Monday, September 14th -

187 n. pleasant st^amherst

Thursday, September 17th

lime: 10,00 am - 6:00 PM

place: Student Union Ballroom

.po™<,r,_F_C. & Panhellenic Council

QUALITY PLANTS
AT LOW PRICES !
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WELCOME STUDENTS
from the MURRAY D. LINCOLN

CAMPUS
FOOD SERVICES
Providing th. hlgh„t quality « „„onabte p,io„.

Coffee Shop
Uttering a variety of menu itpmc ^Offering a variety of menu items

Including full breakfasts.
r

Blueivall Bar
;i

MIIIH 7 a.m. -11 p.m.
Daily

Deliciously hot pizzas and
hot/cold grinders served evenings.

11:15 am - 1:00 am .

Monday - Friday^ j

tki

Located outdoors on the 3rd floor terrace
Lunch: 11:30 - 2:30 pm Monday - Friday

Weather permitting

Hatch
Cafeteria

8 a.m. -3:00 p.m.

Monday-Friday

"Big Catch" Fish Sandwich
"Bum Steer" Steak Sandwich

'Early Riser" Breakfast Sandwich

\

aUICKIE lUNCH
Tenth Floor of the Campus Center

MONDAY thru FRIDAY

11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Saturday

6:30 pm - 1 :00 am
Dally Happy Hours 3 p.m. - 6 p.m.

*TOC sticker & valid ID required to purchase alcohol

Bluewall Cafeteria
11:15 am - 1:30 pm
Monday - Friday

Featuring cafeteria style meals

and a New York Style Deli.

TOP OF THE CAMPUS
Restaurant

' and

Lounge
For Reservations please call

549-6000, ext. 639

Restaurant Hours:

Luncheon:

Monday-Friday, 11:30 am - 2 pm
Dinner:

Tuesday-Thursday, 5 pm - 8 pm
Friday & Saturday, 5 pm - 9 pm

Lounge Hours:

Monday-Friday, 11:30 am - 1 am
Saturday & Sunday, 4 pm - 1 am

CAMPUS CENTER
CATERING

Featuring -

Personalized attention

An experienced Staff

Flexibility in styles of service
Off premise catering

Call our Catering Representative at 545-0418
sMs
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THE UNDERGRADUATES
ON THIS CAMPUS HAVE
1.5 MILLION DOLLARS!

That's right, each undergraduate on this campus pays a Stu-
dent Activities Tax Fee, and that totals over 1.5 million dollars.

Don't you think that you should have a say in how it is used?
Well, you can. The Undergraduate Student Senate controls
this money, so all you have to do is join the Senate. Just come
down to Rm. 420, of the Student Union Building, and pick up
nomination papers. They're available now, but have to be
returned by Sept. 29. Elections will be held on the following
dates:

Sound Advice...

Southwest

Northeast,

Central, Sylvan,

and Orchard Hill

Oct. 5-6

Commuter &
Greek

Oct. 7-8

Oct. 12-13

PSYCHEDELIC FURS
TALK, TALK, TALK (Columbia)

Gracing these pages for at least the third

time in over a year are those half-heartedly

provocative 60's revisionists, The
Psychedelic Furs. After numerous slagg-

ings in the music press and elsewhere, the
reasons for the degrading abuse are ob-

vious.

Talk. Talk, Talk falls knee-deep into the
MOR-rock category. Abandoning both the
subtleties and the pulsating attack of their
debut album. The Furs now feed substan-
tially on rock cliches while still celebrating
neo-decadence within their own lyrics.

The album is unmistakably enticing since
it does have mass appeal—which was ob-

viously the band's sole intention in recor-
ding it. Their recent "squish as many tour
dates in as little time as possible plan" and
the el-cheapo production of their records all

add up to the hopeful prepaid road to
heaven. Voila!...Superstardom! Halt! Not
so, boys! It takes a bit more.

On the other hand, this LP could easily
have been a classic had lead vocalist Butler
Rep left a smaller stain. As it is, he clutters
the album to an excess; hence the term
"rock vocalist." He truly fills the ^ole. Tak-
ing aside the Velvet Underground ripoff,
"Pretty in Pink" is great; understandably,
the track that keeps the album from falling
into oblivion. "Mr. Jones" (take note,
Dylan) is cool too.

-PHILIP KRET

If you're interested, or want more information, contact Jim Murphy,
or Ed Lee at: 545-0341; or come up to Rm. 420 of the Student Uniori
Building.

RUN FOR THE SENATE - -

GET INVOLVED Cartoonist Charles Schulz. who draws the comic strip "Peanuts "
receives a get well floral tribute from President Reagan Tuesday in a San-
ta Kosa, California hospital after recovering from open heart surcerv The
artist 18 in stable condition.
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N^PWq] inAC Placement exams scheduled New geography courses offeredX 1 V/ ?Y Orlllt;0««« Sn^/nXT/l^Trf/J'.!"!!'^^^ The department of geographwesterdavannonn.^...

UMass art faculty to exhibit I
variety of styles in their work
th!!?^

>^"^''
'^uV''

'^''^ "^^ the UMass fall art seasonthan with an exhibit by members of our own UniverskJArt Department Faculty?
university

Beginning tonight at 8:00 p.m. the show, "The Faculty

Fat tv^^'i^ t' H"'
^"'"^'•^•'y °^ Massachusetts ZFaculty will be shown in the Herter Gallery located onthe ground floor of Herter Hall.

The opening promises an eye appealing look at a variety
ot media and perspectives, which show a full ranee of
styles so important for good art instruction
The show will give students, faculty, and the communitya chance to acquaint themselves with the work of many

Hprt^K^p'' h"'- i?"""^ S^'^
represented are John Grillo.

Herbert Patton, Eleese Brown and Hui-Ming Wang
In addition to the exhibit, a panel is being organized for^e week following the opening, in which faculty members

will have a chance to speak about their work, not only in

general
' *^'^'^ ^"^ ^^"^ ^^^'' "^'^^'^ '"

Smda'^
^^"'^ ^'e- 11 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri., 2-5 p.m.

-GARY EYNATIAN

Film on abortion scheduled,
with discussion set to follow
"Our Lives on the Line," an hour-long documentarv

videotape on Black women's experience wifh aSon wSbe shown on September 15 at 7:30 p.m. in room 904-908 oftne Campus Center.
Members of the Third World Women's Task Force andS a^fl^/fhe film.'

'"""""" ^"^"^ "^""^"^'^^ ^^ ^^^
fThe program is free. Childcare should be reserved by '

calling Panna at the Everywoman's Center (545-0883)tor more information, contact Alice Dembner at 256-0111
(days), or 665-2984 (evenings).

Band cancels performance
The University of Massachusetts Marching Band will

not be appearing at the "Festival of Lights and Sound-
scheduled for tomorrow night in the Southwest Playing

The Student Activities Office reported yesterday that
due to band recruitment and a lack of time to develop a
quality performance, the band will be unable to per-

form.
'^

The fireworks display, scheduled for dusk, will be held
as scheduled.

Language placement exams in French, Italian, German
Spanish and Latin, administered by the New Students

°^oI!!,' ^''1 ^. ^^^" *^^''y ^^'°"&h September 23 inroom 303 Berkshire House.
More information is available from the New Students

Program at 545-2621.

Registration info updated
Today and tomorrow, add/drop forms may be picked ud

IchoouTfi'
'•''

''"T.'
""• '' ''' P'"- •" -«- 120 of the

t>chool of Business Administration
Next week, through the end of the add/drop period theforms can be obtained from and returned to he

Regis_t^rars office in the Whitmore Administration

Throughout the add/drop period which ends on

tion and Advising Center in Machmer Hall will have a listof all open courses m the College of Arts and Sciences. The

8 3o"; L ."^".n"^
^""^- ^^' ^^^^AC «^«^^ •« «P-n ^^oto.av a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Women's Studies Department
announces new fiction course
The Women Studies Department announced a new

course Fictions and Counter-Fictions: Third World andwomen Wnters-The View From the Underside," to Eetaught by Leila Ahmed on Tuesdays and Thursdays at

The course will examine authors who have borrowed
from and inverted the metaphors developed by the domi-
nant culture, and nevertheless made the "self-evident'

false^'^^
'^^ dominant seem precarious, fragile, and

The course can be registered for in the Women's Studies

Sf 545'l9?2 '"
^^''''^" "^"- ^""^ ^"''^^^'" '"f^'-'^ation

The department of geography yesterday announced two
new courses for the fall semester.
"Geomorphology," a class in the study of landforms and

the processes that produce them, will be offered on Tues-
day from 2:30 to 3:45 n.m. and Thursday from 2:30 to 530
p.m.

Geography 420, "Latin America," a study of Brazil and
Argentina, will be offered Monday, Wednesday and
Fridays from 9:05 to 9:55 a.m.

WEAVING, SPINNING
and BOBBIN LACE CLASSES start soon at
WEBS, 109 Main St., Amherst. Rigid heddle
weaving class starts Sept. 14. For information &

to register stop by or call

250-2360

Ellen S. O'Rourkc

Certified Massage
5

Therapist i

j Siu€dish Massage Acupressure Reflexology j

i 253-9792 Member AMTA i

Start
every day
refreshed!

Th* Collegian

STUDENT
COORDINATORS

10-15 hfs/wk.
W-S ond Non W-S
DvKriptions and
opplicotions ot

Southwest
Wom»n'f C*nter.
D*Qdlin* S*pt. 16.

545-0626
EqiMl Opportunity

Emplox*f

NEED A JOB?
Housing Services is looking for
a few good students'^ for the
Weekend Cleaning Program.
$3.50/hour. Work study and 03
hourly.
Applications available at: 102
Berkshire House, 8:30 AM - 5PM Monday - Friday. Deadline
for appljdng is September 16.
• Factors of race, color, sex. age, reUgion.
national origin, or handicap are not con-
sidered in the admission or treatment of
students or in employment, in accordance
with Federal and State laws and remiia-
tions. *

•^^ nn nniTnnnnnnooouuuu

RALEIGH, KADUKI, FUJI, TREK, SUNTOUR

21 Pleasant St. Northampton 566-0610

PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION

^cvf

0/-C/

'0*/i

ri Pertorming

Arts

Division

Music, Theater, Dance Instruction
Old Chapel 545-0519

Walk-In Registration - September 9-17

Opening Concerts - September 13-15

Calendar of Fall 1981 recitals available by requesting "Music from UMass"

^et»^
NV^^' Amher8t News

'«/!/

XVorcester
TelegrapVi

V\ai^V
«V%Vi^^

^.

'^^ K..oi^e

^ New York n i ^ *''^'•k Daily iVe^g

THE HOUSING ADMINISTRA TION
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

is currently seeking sophomore andjunior candidates
for the 1981/82 academic year. This program is open
to all majors and offers training and experience in

managerial and administrative areas. Brochures and
applications are available in 102 Berkshire House, the
Student Employment Office in Whitmore, and 102-A
Field Dorm, and are due Tuesday, September 15. For
more info call 545-0890.

^^^^M
\o

Available

Daily and Sunday

Located in the

Student Union

Convenient Hours
M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Sat and Sunday 8:00 am to 10 pm fTlinI Store
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Commentary

The new right's

pontics of hate
Ronald Reagan likes war. He wants to build new

missiles to keep up with the Russians. He wants to strong-

ly oppose America's enemies. He wants a strong America.
He even liked the Vietnam war.

Vietnam was a "just cause," Reagan has said. The tens

of thousands of Americans who died there did not die in

vain, he said, and our only regret should be that we didn't

win.

Apparently not everyone has learned the lessons of the

60s and 70s. Apparently the tragedy of a worthless war
wasn't enough. Apparently the violence here at home that

divided the nation did not make an impact.

The new conservative movement in this country points
to the need for a stronger nation. It's not enough to have
enough missiles to wipe out 95 percent of "the enemy,"
we must be capable of wiping out 100 percent. Nobody
should kick the U.S.A. around, because the U.S.A. won't
stand for it.

And the "new right" has chosen Ronald Reagan to be
their leader. And as their torchbearer, Reagan has done
an admirable job preaching the philosophy of war, of un-
learned mistakes, of self-destruction. If the facts do not
support the conservtive position, he invents new ones in

an attempt to confuse everyone. His followers believe him,
or are too dumb to recognize his follies. Like lemmings to

the sea they follow, carrying their torches and wearing
their white hoods.

The politics of hate has always been successful.

Everyone loves to hate somebody and will listen to anyone
who offers them someone or something to hate. The
politics of hate has made leaders; leaders like Adolf Hitler,

Richard Nixon, Joseph McCarthy or Mohammed Reza
Pahlevi. Hate breeds more hate, which breeds despair,
death and destruction.

Likening anyone to Adolph Hitler or the Shah is not fair.

But while the motives and ends may be different between
the two and Reagan, the method is the same. And like a
snowball, or the ever-popular "dominoe theory," the hate
will grow, until it manifests itself into something real and
tangible; something dangerous and deadly.

If America is as truly great as Reagan and the rest of
the hate freaks of the new right say it is, then it deserves
something better than a leader built on hate. It needs a
leader who is innovative, willing to take new avenues, will-

ing to let bygones be bygones and trust someone else to do
the same. To distrust and hate another nation will natural-

ly lead that other nation to do the same. To be trusting,

friendly and cooperative will lead to likewise results from
others.

Everyone wants peace, but belligerence is no way to

achieve it.

Ed Levine is a Collegian commentator.

Got something to say? Don't be shy; say it

in the editorial pages of the Collegian.

Prospective columnists are invited to

submit copy to the editorial department.

Remember .

deadline for

Add/ Drop Is

September 22

r

People^

s

Community Day Fair
Saturday, September 12, 1981
Bangs Community Center
10:00am to 4:00pm
Tag Sale; Music Clowns;
Puppets; Food; Face-

Painting; Tee-Shh

Bake sale;

Balloons; ^^6!^

Sunday, September 13, 1981
Metawampee Lawn/Umass

10:00am to 7:00pm

MUSIC BY:

'Rhapsody in Blues'
Holly Marden Quartef

Lenny Desrochers
The Nomad Ensemble

Fooa; Tag-Sale Items, Crafts
Tables; Literature; Hot-Air
Ballooons...

AUDIO

PROMEDIA

Rain-date; Sat Sept 19th

Metawampee Lawn/UMass

SPONSORED BY:
The Commuter Collective Office. The Undergraduate Student Senate,
The Graduate Student Senate, The Dean of Students Office. Every
Woman's Center, and The Che-Lumumba School

EDITORIAL/OPINION
ColJegian 9

Housing
madness

The current housing crunch in the Amherst area has
torced many students to take to the streets in search of a
roof to put over their heads. Desperation has often been a
catalyst to the absurd.

Homeless students in search of shelter are being forced
to loiter in local bars and indulge in alcohol consumption
UMass engineering students have been sighted using swiz-
zle sticks as straight edges and homeless dance majors
have been working out at Quonset Disco.

Luckier students have established themselves on
various lounge couches and apartment floors. Suddenly
fortunate friends who have housing have taken on a new
importance as the quest for shelter has caused many to
take on a life of transience and dependency.

"Hey, I was just wondering...Do you think you could put
me up for a couple of nights until I find a place?..."

Nemat Shafik

Months later, as the sleeping bag on the living room
tloor takes on an unforeseen permanence, new households
are born.

And meanwhile, at the Housing Assignment Office,
cobwebs begin to form in the body crevices of students
waiting in line for on-campus domociles. And at the Off
Campus Housing Office, the six duplicate sets of
noteb)ooks which catalogue available housing begin to
resemble the Dead Sea Scrolls.

"Rrrring!... Hello! I understand v<>u have a room
available??"

^
A voice slurs, "Yeah, we got a closet...! mean. room. It's

S275 a month. $1000 security deposit, first and last
month's rent, water, electricity, phone, heat, tips for the
garbage man. and money for the plumber when he comes
to clean the toilet."

"Clean the toilet?"

"Well, you see. it's kind of like an outhouse."
"Oh."
"But don't worry, you can't smell very much. It's really

far from your room."
"I see."

"And the room's got a great view of Route 9. 1 really get
into watching the cars whip by. I'm no pansv intellectual
or nothin', but it's like really deep, ya know?"
"Yeah, I think so."

"And there's this great skylight..."

"Skylight?"

"Well, sort of Last winter the roof caved in and the
landlord didn't get around to fixing it..."

"You mean, there's no ceiling?"

"Not exactly. We put Saran Wrap over the hole and you
can see all the stars at night. My roommate Bud is really
into astronomy. He makes the greatest telescope from the
tube inside the toilet paper roll. ..So, you'll take the place?"
"Let me get back to you. OK?"
"Sure thing. But you better hurry. We got seven people

coming to look at it this afternoon."

Nemat Skafik is the Collegian Associate Executive Editor.

Artists interested in political car-

tooning and illustrating for the
editorial pages of the Collegian are
invited to submit samples of their

work to the editorial department.

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include

the writer's address and telephone
number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67 characters

per line. Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpublished letters. All

letters are subject to editing for clarity

and length.
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Guest column

The pro-lifers:

really pro-life?
The bumper stickers say concisely. "The Moral Majority

IS Neither." A similar bumper .sticker might question
whether the "pro-lifers" are. in fact, pro-life.

During this summer the Amherst Bulletin interviewed
several local pro-lifers. Adamantly opposed to abortion for
any reason whatsoever, they projected their own sexual
fantasies on the people who, according to their claim, want
abortion so that they can have "free love." Most of these
same pro-lifers are not opposed to capital punishment.
Most of them also support a strong military and even the
use of nuclear weapons to defend the "United States
against "the Russian threat." Calling themselves
defenders of the family, most of them support the Reagan
administration's attack on all families that are poor or not
traditionally patriarchal. Such a pro-life position sounds as
believable as the Strategic Air Command's "Peace is our
profession."

It is possible to find individuals who have an ethically
consistent pro-life position. Holding life sacred wherever
it is found, they follow the logic of that position to oppose
warfare, particularly the absurdity of nuclear warfare.
How anyone can take a "moral position" against abortion
and not be as strongly opposed to the aborting of the
whole hui.ian race is beyond comprehension.

It's hard to know whether the typical pro-lifers are naive
tools of the repressive right-wing religious-political forces.

The spirit of UMass speaks

or are just plain cynical. It is distressing that most of these
so-called pro-hfers will not even entertain discussion of
nuclear disarmament.

I would like to declare myself pro-life. I would say at the
beginnmg that a posture of condoning a first strike
agamst Russia if "it serves our national interest" is
radically anti-life. I would have to oppose the expenditure
of billions of dollars for the M-X. Trident and crui.se
missiles while people are homeless and hungry in every
American city. I would have to oppose capital punishment
and our decadent prison systems which take away life in
slow and horrible ways, and ghettos which slowlvkill the
young and old trapped there. I would look at the contribu-
tion of American multi-national corporations to world
hunger, which is another form of violence and murder.

I would look at inadequate heaJth care and nutrition
which kill poor mothers and babies in this affluent land. I

would have to take a stand for gun control and for stricter
penalties against the mass murder on our highways by
drunks. Somewhere after that I would come to the is.sue of
abortion. At that point, having dealt with all those other
blatant anti-life issues, I might be prepared to say that
abortion is indeed a tragic decision, and that in fact it does
involve the destruction of a potential human life.

Until the so-called pro-lifers deal with the real issues of
life and death, it is hard for me to feel anything but pity
for their misgfuided obsession with a narrow ethical issue
which fails to address the deep rooted ills of our society.

Dr. F. Peter Sabey is a Collegian gwst columnist and a
campus chaplain with the United Christian Foundation.

It was one of those warm, blustery days Amherst is

known for in the summer. The bureaucrats in Wliitmore
diligently pushed their pencils, dimly aware of the
peacefulness which enveloped the sundrenched campus
that dog-day in August. Save for a group of incoming
freshmen being herded around the Fine Arts Center on a
tour, the place was deserted. As the crowd approached the
pond, one person broke away from the pack and lazily set-
tled down against an old oak tree, soaking up the coolness
of the shade.

Before I go any further. I suppose I should introduce
myself. I am what professors and administrators would
call the UMass "spirit". Newspapers sometimes describe
me as "the reputation" and students see me as the feeling
they get when thinking of UMass as "their" school. At
times I have been known to disgust parents, infuriate
legislators and embarrass students.
My job certainly isn't an easy one. Over the past few

years I've been severly bruised and battered, what with
the infamous falling library. Halloween horrors, the Board
of Regents fiasco, dilapidated dormitories, tuition hikes,
and housing shortages. My highs-top-rated science
departments, ground-breaking majors such as Black and
Women's studies, nationally ranked basketball, football,
Softball and lacrosse teams-inevitably get buried in the
rush by all to condemn my school and its problems. What
does my friend under the tree have to do with this?
Linda, as I'll call her, is a typical UMass freshman.

Rather reluctantly she found herself headed for four years
at "the zoo". (Everyone she knew always referred to it

that way.) She had applied to all her choice schools-B.U.,
Northeastern. Brown-but a? usual, high tuition and the

absence of financial aid had been the deciding factors. A
rather dreary outlook, right?

The way I see it, Linda finds herself in a rather enviable
position. UMass and all the opportunities which it offers is

new to her. It is an untarnished and unfamiliar territory
offering many positive chances for fulfillment, brimming
with optimism and idealism. The jaded view of UMass,
which inevitably develops in many students after their
first year is meaningless, lost in the future. She's excited,
and perhaps a bit apprehensive, but she's prepared for a
totally new experience.

The lifeblood and existence of UMass depends on the
choices Linda makes in the next four years. Three options
present themselves.

She could become a mindless, naive robot that colleges
were so famous for churning out in the fifties and early
sixties: uninventive, bland and complacent toward all
which is occurring around her, unaware of life as it actual-
ly is.

Secondly, she could choose the middle ground, but strad-
dling the fine line between participant ;.nd spectator,
testing both apathy and involvement but diplomatically re-
maining uncommitted.

Finally, she could choose to become radical by shedding
inhibitions and preconceived notions and diving into
UMass and all that it offers; truly experiencing it. By at-
tempting to do this, she guarantees she will not be short-
changed by UMass, its life and, if anything, improve the
experience of all other students.

Hesitancy, complacency, and apathy-these are what
break the UMass spirit.

John F. Hud.'ion r.s- a Collegian columnist.
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A BJEAL DI\UG STORE & SO MUCH MORE!

MAKE GENOVESE
YOUR BACKTO-
SCHOOL SAVINGS

STORE!!
SALE STARTS WED.

SEPT 9th
.SALE ENDS TUES.

SEPT. 15th,
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SINGLE SUBJECT

SPIRAL NOTEBOOK
70 SHEETS
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10 PACK
PENCILS

Put it in writing! Contains 10

pencils, number 2.

S9<

Crayola

CRAVONS
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rj'

200
2-Ply

GENOVESE
BRAND
FACIAL
TISSUE

(jreat for school or home!
Fantastic Buy!

44<

CRAYOLA
CRAYONS

BOX OF 64
64 Different Brilliant Colors
with a Built-in Sharpener.

1.39
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Cenmnw

30 FREE

TLt*"^**

Urtrum

CENTRUM
VITAMINS
100 + 30 FREE!

6.49
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LIMIT 2

^^r FLEX 5

FLEX
NET 1.69

GILLETTE

TRACII
BLADES
Package of 5

For a close, smooth shave.

Buy now and
Save a bundle!

CONTROL
APPETITE
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ALKA
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36 Tablets
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University Drive (next to Price Chopper)
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PANTYHOSE
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Respected civil rights leader resigns

Colie gir^ji 13

NEW YORK - Vernon E. Jordan Jr.. one of the na-
tions most respected civil rights leaders who survived a
sniper attack ast year, announced yesterday he will resign
as president of the National Urban League.
Jordan, whose departure is effective Dec. 31 said hewould become a partner in the Washington. D.C.'. branch

of the Dallas law firm of Akin. Gump. Strauss, Hauer &
Feld. Robert Strauss, former chairman of the Democratic
National Committee and former President Carter's ^980
campaign director, is a partner in the firm
The 46 year^old Jordan said neither his health nor the

still unsolved May 29. 1980. attack in Fort Wayne Ind
had anything to do with his decision to leave the non-
profit non partisan civil rights organization after a decade
as Its leader.

"I contemplated a 10 year job from the beginning Ten
years of hard work suggests that it's time to pass the
torch, he said.

He added. "I feel absolutely terrific."
An outspoken critic of Reagan Administration policies

Jordan said that while he would be "off the front Une from
time to time I wiU speak my piece ... One can resign from
the leadership, but not from the troops, I'm stiU black I
still care. I'm still committed."

A seven-member search committee has been appointed
to assist the Urban League's board of trustees inE „ga successor. Coy G. Eklund, chairman of the board, saidthe organization has "no one in mind at the moment" but
expected the decision to be made before Jordan leaves

I leave the leadership of the Urban League with pride

Zl^i Tu"""^
^^^" *^'^ ^ accomplish: disappointment

with the halt in progress toward equality: sadness at leaving my coUeagues and friends, and exhUaration at the pro^

Kce ^ "^"^ '^^
"

" '^'"'***" ^^ ' cro^6ed news con

SllT^ ^T^a"^
^"^ ^^'^ "^"^ chaUenge with a sense ofse^renewal and excitement." Jordan said. "My resignation

s based on the belief that it is time for a change, personal
ly and institutionally."

.h'»u"«ii

His announcement marked the second major develop-

1
^^ «» as many days involving a veteran civU rights

eader. On Tuesday. Roy Wilkins. former head of the Na
tional Association for the Advancement of Colored People
died at the age of 80.

^
Jordan was born in Atlanta, the son of a caterer and a

from DePauw University in 1957 and a law degree fromHoward University in 1960.
Vernon E. Jordan, Jr

187 n* pleasant st..amherst

The Following Infoimaf'on is Brought to tfie Attention

of All Members of the University Community by

the University s Department of Publk Safety-

The Chief Justice of the Hampshire County District Court,
Judge .Alvertus Morse has advised that the following action
will be taken effective September 1, 1981 in cases involv-
ing anyone who is arrested and convicted of operating a

motor vehicle under the influence of alcohol:

Loss of driver's license for one (1) year, to be sur-
rendered immediately.

Further, Judge Morse advises that the following additional
penalties may be imposed:

Surcharge on insurance. ^
Possibility of fine up to $1,000.
Possibility of imprisonment in the House of Correction
for 2 years.
Enrollment in the Honor Court, and a fee of $200 dIus
restitution.
Adjudication of Guilt in every case (where a convic-
tion occurs or there are sufficient facts present to
render a finding of Guilty); there will be no con-
tinuances without findings, and a permanent record
of conviction will be entered (Persons will have a

police record).
Those represented by private counsel will find
that substantial fees are charged.

WELCOME DACK
to our New Record Dept.
MEAT LOAF
DEADWNGB^

aaHrMaanaLaMHvrvaaaiau*

SCBSORSCUT
MEAT LOAF
DEAORMGB)

IT fH *

r\.^
bujeOvstercuu
nREOFUNKNOMrNOnON

HBMfyMMK Tim^ohAnSaMW
>H*»IW¥*wor/ laawCi—tag
IMraiOfTIm ^lyoMcWMn

H#»H<W^#WWAH#l#I^W^

TIME

DAN
FOGELBERG

THE

NKXEHrAQE

SamOWLaigSytw
LxMilnTlwSui

LMdvOtThaBM
Ghoato

RunForThafloaa

HvdItoSay

., J ^L "Follow the dreamer the forand the sage back to the days of t?^mnocent age." Ifs an album full of angu sand of musical magic. ^

We have Price Maqlc

Sale ends Sect. 19, 1!

University
Campus Center-U of Mass

Open I\^-F 9-5

Sat 10-4 Store
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Science Fiction
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Phantasy
Poster Contest

Postor Spoclficotlons & Contost Rulos
oro ovoiiobio ot tho Univorsity Storo,

in tho Compus Contor
Ail ontrios must bo rocoivod by
10 om Mondoy Sopt. 26, 1961

Opofl
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University Store
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Tuition tax credit bill

may be unconstitutional

WASHINGTON (AP) - Tax credits for

private school tuition, an idea long sup
ported by President Reagan, may violate

the separation of church and state doctrine
of the Constitution, according to a key ad-

ministration official.

Deputy Treasury Secretary R. Tim
McNamar, the first administation official to

raise constitutional concerns publicly, said
a number of Justice Department officials

have similar reservations about tax credits
for parents who send their children to
private schools — 85 percent of which are
church -operated.

"We don't want to do anything dis-

ingenuous like pushing a bill and then see-
ing it declared unconstitutional. That's sil-

\y," McNamar, the secondranking official at
the Treasury, said in an interview with The
Associated Press.

Up to now, only opponents of the
measure have raised the First Amendment
problem, while the Reagan administration
has promised consistently to work for
passage of the tax credits.

Many religious groups and other sup-
porters of the measure contend it will en-
courage greater freedom of choice in educa-
tion, but opponents argue tuition tax
credits would advance religious training at
the expense of public education.

Administration concerns about the legali-

ty of tax credits come on top of previously
expressed reservations about the pro-
posal's economic feasibility.

President Reagan promised during last
year's campaign to "wholeheartedly sup-
port" enactment of tuition tax credits, and
his aides say he remains committed to the
proposal.

Amherst's Largest Liquor Store
Welcomes You Bacic to The Valley

^rifj^tm
Our specials on beer and spirits

are worth going out of your way for!

Our wine and champagne selection
is better than ever. Browsing invited.

^^256-8433, 256-5384 /W

SPIRIT HAUS
REFRIGERATOR

RENTALS

338 College Street, Amherst

I FREE
MEDIUM SIZE

^'JOe marfc

Redeem at Campus
^ Center Food Services

-)»fer Expires 9/13/81

TEAR OFF HERE

Remember
your place.

c r - ^>
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pick up your bookmark at

the Textbook Annex and
bring it to the Coffee

Shop, Hatch or Bluewall

Cafeteria between Tues-

day, September 9 and
Saturday September 14,

1981 and receive your free

Coca Cola.

Thursday, September 10, 1981
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*
/"tc^^E^^;^!*^^' ^««««'«^- Tom Ptetty and the Heartbi^akers.AC/DC. Joe Walsh.Vivaldi. Grace Jones. Santana. auincy Jones. etc . etc . etc.

Tech Hifi has everything you need
to enjoy music while cramming,
partying, or just plain relaxing. We've
got the latest and best in ~

TDC 1 500 stereo receiver, TDC 2A
speakers, B*I*C 150X multiplay turntable.
Shure cartridge $239

Technics SA-203 20 w/ch receiver,
EPI 70C speakers, B*I*C 150X
multiplay turntable, Shure
cartridge $339

Kenwood KR-725 43 w/ch
receiver, Ohm L 3-way
speakers, Sony PSL-X2
direct-drive turntable,

Audio-Technica AT-100E
cartridge $799

stereo systems, portables, and
personal stereo. And they're all on
sale this week - at prices that will

please student budgets!

Our $459 sale system gives you remarkably deep
bass and high volume. It features Philips 2930
computer-vented speakers. They're driven by a

Hitachi SR-2000 receiver with 25 watts per channel
8 ohms, 40-20kHz.,@ 0.3% THD). For

your records, you get a brand-new
Nikko 500 belt-dnve turntable with

automatic shutoff and a quality
"^ ^^ ADC 95QE cartridge.

«459
HITACHI

Philips MIRko

Power ratings into 8 ohms. 20-20kHz.,

unless otherwise specified

PORTABLES AND
PERSONAL STEREO ON SALE !

With a quality portable from Tech Hifi, like the great-
sounding Aiwa TPR-926 AM/FM stereo cassette
recorder shown, you can enjoy good sound in your

dorm room, on a bus, or on the
beach. Or choose a pocket-sized

mpdel for fine sound wherever
you go' We've got models
from Sony, Panasonic, Aiwa,
JVC, and more. They're all

priced to move during our
big Bach* to School Sale!

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Shop&Compare '

Technics SA-203 30 watt/
channel receiver ... $159

Technics SL-B202 belt-

drive, semi-auto
turntable $89

EPI 100 top-rated

bookshelf speakers
(each) $69

Pioneer CT-4 Dolby C®
cassette deck $1 59

BSR 400' belt-drive,

semi-auto turntable -

with cartridge $49
(This week only)

SPECIAL
OFFER!

$29
Only one pair
per customer

Sony MDR-3 head-
phones are like the
headphones that

come with the Sony Walkman' . They give you full.

rich stereo sound. But they're so light, you'll barely
know you're wearing them! Only $29 with this ad
Offer expires 9/30/81

.

SONY
^^ <̂^

'<y

AIWA

Even at Tech Hifi's low. low Bach* to School prices,
everything on sale comes with Tech Hifi's famous 7-Day t^^^ ^ i_ •"r^

Moneyback Guarantee. And our systems come with a 3-Month I vGCJl jUll.
Full-Credit Exchange Privilege, a 2-Month Defective Exchange.

and more. All at no extra cost' lO.
<^:Americas Largest Independent Hifi Specialist, ^^/grj^"^.«>:

Ll

.iMei charge

15 East Pleasant Street, Amherst 253-3100
Marshall's Plaza, Boston Rd. & Parker St., Springfield 782-5544

stores also throughout Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Vermont, ConnecticutNew York, New Jersey, Michigan, Ohio, and North Carolina.
^^I'^^i,
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COLLEGIAN STAFF
Please come to the office and check in
with your editors. We Hke you. All is

forgiven.

>•••••••••••••••

progrcans

««»II«IaHly DoY-S^pL 19, MSl-Wushliigioii, D.C.
DEMONSTRATE against cuts in needed ^t^^h^^K

ioi jobs and justice
The Massachusetts Teachers Association-NEA Is

cosponsoring Solidarity Day. Any MSP member
interested in bus transportation to D.C. should
contact Robert Sherry, 5-2884 or 584-4484 by Fri
Sept. 11.

souMiRini
imai

I

S£Km«B^I9SHi

I

DARSELOTTIS
THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

Downtown Amherst

$1.00 Off on any name Pitcher of Beer
with this coupon

Don't forget our Friday Happy Hour
with Free Whole Wheat Pizza

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

INTERESTED \H BECOMING
A LAWYER?

Tfc« AftoriMy* at Legal S«rvic»s ar« offering a 3 credit
Logol Sfedies Ceerse, 496D, entitied, "The Law, Nigiier
decafien and Sfwdent Discipline". The ceerte will train
and educate peeple in variees issue* in the law and liiaher
•docation as well as train fiidges and advocates involved
in the University Jwdiciary system. It will be tavght on
Toesdays, starting September IS, 1981 from 4;30 to 7i30
in the Campos Center Room 802. iff yoo're interested yoomost sign up at Legal Services 921 Campus Center, heffore
tfee ISthI

The

RUSTY NAIL & CONCOMM
PRODUCTIONS.
PRESENT

BOW WOW
WOW

with

WALL OF VOODOO
Thurs., Sept. 17 Tix $5.00

-

ROCKATS
Sat., Sept. 19 Tix $4.50

Also

THE MO-DETTES Oct. 2

at the

RUSTY NAIL
Rte. 47

Sunderland

Tickets at:

Faces of Earth

Main St Records
Platterpus Records

Luney Tunes
Belmont Records

Ifyou're going to take

excruciating science courses,

need all the help you can get

How would you like to earn
$500 dollars? and eat
greai meals for free!!!

We need kitchen help!

apply at:

Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
418 N. Pleasant Street

or call 545-2150

8x10 KODAK Color
Enlargement

When you
pay for two,
the third

is free.

COLOR
PROCESSING
8v Kodak^

S^o\^ in for complete details.
Offer ends October 14, 1981.

Jhe University
Located in

The Campus Center
M F 9 5 Sat 11 4 Stare

You'll need the most advanced
functions and programming features.

Continuous Memory, and the most
extensive selection of software solutions
from the people who invented the

handheld scien

tific calculator.

You'll need an HP.

rheHP-41.

All the help
you can get.

The HP 41

is the most

powerful hand
held I Tewlctt Packard has ever made.
And MP offers four other scientific

calculators to choose from. So visit

your nearest HP dealer for a hands-on

demonstration. Then buy an HP It may
be t he last easy thing you do for a

long time.

For details and the yddress of the
dealer in vour area, call toll frc^-:

800- 547-3400. Dcpt. G^m. except
I lavvaii and Alaska. In Oregon, call

758 1010. Or write I lewlett Packard.
Corvallis, OR 97330. Dept. 658N.

r.ii n

m HEWLETT
PACKARD

DOONESBURY

SOTH£gB
WARE
UiinUTHB
FFONT-
nJHNeRS!

fC6HT. SHORTER
iSTOI^^RJOm.

VMAKBMfMOVBi

imtAsuooeNBUfisroF
^^.T BREAK Ffm-m
f^^^<. ASIEHTBRCm-
7ML PARK, I AM ALONE,
VICTORf NOUJ ALL BUT
CERTAIN! \

imi!

fT'S THE NEXTWLAST
MILE. lAMDRAmo
BUTeum>. I BEUEVB
I AM 60tN6 m U/fN
SUpOeNLX I heAR.
f<XJT5TEPS! I LOOK
BACK! ^

Garry Trudeau

HO, MUSI TOO LAW! I
NE\/ERLOOK mi INTO A
BACK! LAMPPOST'

—Colk- ^^i^^ 17

CARTOONISTS...
The Collegian needs your talent and sense of humor!!!

If VOU'H WVc^ frk rI*.o„, „ • , . -

submit samples of your work to Jim Kane, in th^

WORK FOR FREE!!!!!

The Collegian will hold recruitment meetings for
people mterested in gaining valuable experience in
newspaper reporting, management and production
btudents interested in working in:

NEWS WOMEN'S
BLACK AFFAIRS SPORTS
PHOTO ARTS

can attend any one of the following meetings:

™URS., SEPT. 10. 7:30 p.m.. rm. 803 Campus

S; ^^^'^" ^^' ^'^^ ^•'"•' '""• ^^^ ^^"^P"^

THURS., SEPT. 17. 7:30 p.m.. rm. 903 Campus
Center ^

These are volunteer positions. People interestedm volunteer work for the ADVERTISING depart-
ment should attend the SEPT. 17 meeting.

If you are interested in working for the Collegian
but cannot attend one of these meetings, please con-
tact Rich Nagle at the Collegian Office, 1st floor
Campus Center, or call 545-3500.

WMUA
Thursday
6-10 a.m.

Black Contemporary
(BMCP) -

10 a.m. -2 p.m.

Latin Music
Concepto Latino

2-5 p.m.

Pan Afrique
Kari Njiiri

5:30-6 p.m.

Newswatch

6-7 p.m.

Focus
Ken Mosakowski

7-10 p.m.

Women's Media Pro-
ject (Women's music,
poetry and talk)

10 p.m. -2 a.m.

Bird Lives
Sam Gilford

ACROSS
1 Guitar part

5 Turkish title

10 Country place
14 Places
15 Pile up
16 the Red
17 Deserve
18 Scots' pride

19 Smoke,
in Genoa

20 User of us P
22 Movie serial star
24 More or

25 Yesterday, in

Paris

26 Modr -n

29 Where
Golden Is

33 king
34 Small drum
36 Famed consum-

ers' ombudsman
37 Emu, e.g.

39 Common and
proper

41 Cargo
42 Worship
44 Quai d'

46 Before: Prefix

47 Place to live

CROSSWORD
Edited by IVfargarel Farr»r and Trude Jaffe

IttI I <» AagHn lumt% S>Mic.l«

49 Walk in a way
51 For certain

52 Salad veg.

53 Part of I'ecole

56 Stopped
60 Take on hands
61 Blublsered

63 Arena feature
64 Unique person
65 Ringworm
66 Do book work
67 School groups
68 Like some fogs
69 Well

DOWN
1 Escaped
2 Stadium sound
3 Off-white

4 Prickly feeling

5 Neighbor
of China

6 Wrong
7 of the earth

8 Presidential

monogram
9 Attack
10 Putting off

11 Genus of plants
12 Ohio city

13 College subj.

21 Guy
23 Mexican farmer
25 Orchestral

instruments
26 Moroccan city

27 Nullify

28 Leslie of films

29 Scene of a sport

30 Take in

31 "The Wreck of

the Mary "

32 Judge's demand
35 Dan'l

38 Snappy or classy
folk

40 One of seven
43 Ratite birds
45 Ox accessory
48 Builds

50 Did a

lat>oratory job
52 Sneak
53 Menu Item
54 Fluff

55 Region
56 Japanese

aborigine
57 Well

58 Green land
59 Adore too much
62 d'Oro

DC MENU

LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll

Macaroni and Cheese

BASICS LUNCH

Golden Burgers
Macaroni and Cheese

DINNER

Fried Chicken/

Cranberry Sauce

Reuben Sandwich

BASICS DINNER

Vegetable Squares

Fried Chicken/
Cranberry Sauce

1 t 3 4
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WEATHER

Today sunny but with in-

creasing cloudiness during
the afternoon. High in the
70s. Tonight mostly
cloudy. Low in the 50s.
Tomorrow partly sunny,
high in the 70s.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECon» ,o Collegian (Wice CC 113 • 8^45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication dayCash m advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Professionals for U-Mass Welcome
Back Parties call Rack-A-Disc today Ran-
dy 546-7013

clean, needs rustwork xtra parts call Jack
after 4 PM 586-8427 $300 or BO

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 VW Bug original owner, runs well,
AM /FM $1400 or best offer 256-6367

1969 Saab 96; with 1968 engine that purrs.
Standard 4-speed transmission plus free-
wheeling. Front wheel drive. Snow tires in-
cluded. $800. Phone 549 1342 after 4 pm

Z~ BED FOR SALE

FOUND
Found bik female dog med size brn legs
hangs around CC well trained Please take
her home

eluding classroom theory & shop. Limited
enrollment 253-7967

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

Waterbed! Queen size, heated, solid pine
frame. $200, 253-7479 after 5:00

BABYSITTER
8-year-old girl.

549-5105

for 10-year-old boy and
Amherst Center. $2 hour

FOR RENT

Small compact refrigerator for rent.
Available at Spirit Haus Liquor Store 338
College Street, Route 9. Open until 11:00
256-8433

FOR SALE

Ljrge Toaster-Broiler excellent condition
»35.00 call 549-6248

Clothes. Mens'suits-shirts-jackets-
hats-flannel pajamas-jeans-alarm clocks-
svyeaters beds-blankets-bed spreads.
Prices reasonable. Appliances small.

Motorcycle Jacket tan size 42 $100.00
call 1 413-967-5850

For sale 1970 Bua. rebuilt eng. mostly

Governors Pronram Council has staff
positions available: Cable/Video Coor-
dinator, Public Relations, and program
assistants (work-study). Applications and
job descriptions available in 409 Student
Union, Deadline Sept. 17 An equal oppor-
tunity employer.

Part-time readers and typists wanted
for legally blind staff members In the dept.
of General Physical Ed. AN applicants can
apply by calling 546-2338 or leaving a
message at 768 Tower Library Offk^e.
Thank you.

Workstudy available Craftspeople in
sih^er leattier silKscreen photo ceramks
Steve-5464696 Greenough Ciaftshop

Fall Sam. Prar'cum: Work 1-4 after-
noons per/wk in aiter school day care K-6
on campus Hrr -aiiable: M, T, Th F
2:45-5:45, W 1:0f -J:45. Wkly staff mt'gs.
12:45-2:00. Earn 3 6 credits based on days
worked. For more info call Nancy Ross
549-6170.

Looking for an unusual gift? Spirit Haus
has many moderately priced wines, liquors
and beers for all occasions.

Senior seeks room in an apartment in
the Amherst area call Scott 256-0662

ROOMMATE WANTED
1 room available in 5 bdroom house in
Belchertown call 256-0158

STICK IT IN YOUR EAR

Highest Prices Paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coiris and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North '"feasant St., Amherst.
Monday-Saturday 10 am-6 pm Licensed by
ttie Town ofiAmherst. member of Chamber
of Commerce. 2560710

Sini SIS vnmnfA for University Chorale
Audiuons: Thwsday Sept. 10th 7-8 PM
Room 44 in tm ^he Arts Center

Stick it in your ear at Silverscape
Designs. Custom, single and multiple ear
piercing in twenty styles of sterile studs.
SPECIAL 14k gold bracelets $9.95.
Silverscape Designs, the Yellow House
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

TAG SALES

fNSTRUCTION

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Weight Training programs for women For
brochure P.O. Box 318, Amherst, MA
01004

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. Fall
classes forming. 28 hours of instruction in-

individual, couples^ family therapy. Fee
based on ability to pay. Non-student
clientele also accepted. Psychological Ser-
vice Center 546-0041

ROOM WANTED
Looking for an apt. to share responsible
female senior call 253-9591 (days) Lori

Need tb bed? Toaster? or clothing? Come
to 797 Main Street Amherst 9:00-4:00.
You'll see the CHEAPEST furniture etc. for
your dorm, house, or apartment

WANTED
Babysitters fall semester, various times
days. Come to Child Care Office, 213
Berkshire House, between 9 and 2, Monday
-Friday

WANTED TO RENT
Own room on bus route needed
dcwperately by normal male. Call Neil
253-5947
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Judge personallyagainst abortion
Thursday, September 10, 1981

AC |j<.s<T|>h<iti>

Cars, buses, trucks, and people back up on New
York's Avenue of the Americas at 26th Street
yesterday after an explosion at the East River
generating station caused a major power failure.
(See story on page 2)

WASHINGTON (AP) - Sandra Day O'Connor said
yesterday she personally opposes abortion, but would not
let those views shade her opinions as a Supreme Court
justice.

"Personal views and philosophies" should not be allowed
to affect a justice's judgments— "as much as that is possi
ble"—on the facts or constitutionality of cases before the
court, she told the Senate Judiciary Committee.
"My own view in the area of abortion is that I am oppos

ed to It as a matter of birth control or otherwise." she said.
The subject of abortion is a valid one in my view for
egislative action subject to constitutional restraints or
limitation."

Mrs. O'Connor, the first woman nominated to the
Supreme Court, drew praise from most members of both
parties at the opening of three days of confirmation hear
ings before the 18 member committee.
"You are among friends." said Sen. Bob Dole. R-Kan.

one of 10 committee members to either declare or imply iii

advance of Mrs. O'Connor's testimony that they would
vote for her confirmation.
While her confirmation by both the committee and the

full Senate appears a foregone conclusion, Mrs. O'Connor
faces some tenacious quesUoning - especially on abortion
and the role of federal judiciary - from conservative
members of the panel.

"Our questioning must be tough and direct," said Sen.
Charles Grassley, R-Iowa. asserting that he would like to
see Supreme Court nominees "committed to oppose the
permissiveness which has fostered disrespect for society's
laws."

Sen. Jeremiah Denton. R Ala., who has waged a cam
paign of restoring American family life by urging an end to
legalized abortions and discouraging pregnancy among
teen agers, told Mrs. O'Connor he questions whether
President Reagan knew of her true views and record on
abortion before nominating her to the court.

If Reagan did not know about those matters. Denton
said. "Certain questions with respect to your credibility
are apparent."

Mrs. O'Connor toM the committee she believes her
public career as an Arizona assistant attorney general.

legislator and state appeals court judge qualified her to
take the Supreme Court seat left vacant by the retirement
of Potter Stewart.

In both a brief opening statement and in answer to ques-
tions from the committee chairman. Sen. Strom Thur-
mond. RS.C. Mrs. O'Connor repeatedly declared her
belief in limited role for government in general, and in par-
ticular, sharp restraints on powers of federal judges.

"In carrying out the judical function. I believe in the ex-
ercise of judicial restraint." she said. "I do not believe it is
the function of the judiciary to step in and change the law
because the times or social mores have changed."

Read
the

Collegian
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Dance Party
with the

HAMPTONES
Sot. S*pt. 12

9:00 PM
19 Howl^y St.

Northampton
CQribb*on
Catering

by Yvonn*
lnf9;2»Ml14

"TliE OmqiNAl
INVASION
OF THE
BODY

SNATCHERS

Sun. Scpr. 17
CCA

1, 8:70 & 10
S1.00

tf

If

•••••••••••••••

iiT in

"^campucS^
cerfter
alumacSeS

WELCOMES YOU BACK. . .

with Live Entertainment
Friday, September 11th

"Private Lightning"
Cover charge $3.00

with "Signal"

Saturday, September 12th

B. Willie Smith"
and "Stevie and the Chryslers"

cover charge $3.50
GET BACK INTO THE SWING OF THINGS

Valid ID and ABP sticker required
to purchase alcohol

SAVE ON
USED BOOKS
Thousands of used

paperbacks
in all subjects

at low prices.

VALLEY
BOOK SHOP
Carriage Shops

Downtown Amherst
10 - 5:30 Men - Sat

549-6052

Sports Notices

- Women 's golfp^^^^^'
™™—^^^^^^

contact coach Jack Leaman in Boyden ™™28 o, elu'ltoL
'"'"''' "'^^^

Stockbridge soccer candidates

Attention sportswriters

tejion.
'^-'^1, "'^ *"" P'*''* """ ^ announced in tomorrow's Col-

Gain experience
(and earn money)
working for New England's
largest college daily.

Sn'Kf ^
""* "^ ^" ^<=^"-'« ^P^'- -* good at-

TYPESETTER: 60 words per minute minimum.

E^'^'
^"'* ^^"^ °''" "* ^"'^ ^ *"""g to worlc^late

For further information about the typesettine and oro-ofreadmg posifons please see IWarsha Bianehi or Lise ZeigerFor information about the driver position, please seeTm

The Co//eg,an ,s an affirmat.ve action/equal opportunity employer.

nvDHAVYwrins
TOUCHB^ONMIS^
r,—..- -^—^ (former American
Baseball Great) Koichi here has
txien giving me a new angle on
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tthat^ right Thefieldis

smaller over shere

•••* We!), rxjM that yoo nen-
^xieo II, I guess you giuvs are
Kinda s'T^aiier Does thai mean
yoo drink Lite Beer cause i!s 'ess
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I Tastes ynBat? Thafls why i

drink :(, !cx)i
! guess we have a

V
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••••: Me? Im too big to play on
a Japanese foam

iShortstop'x ViBry'unny.

BREWED AND BOTTLED [N CANADA, imported by Martfc^ Impomng Cn |nc Cre^, N^k N ^

* Football
Continued from pngc JO

"We're still a week and a half away (from
the Minutemen's Sept. 19 home season
opener against Dartmouth) and we look
It," Pickett said. "But. it's supposed to be a
good day weatherwise and it'll be a ffood
test for us."

^

AitVioujrh tomorrow's scrimmage is

QoikgmL ly

designated as a closed contest, that is
scouts from teams that are Minuteman op-
ponents are not allowed to attend
members of the UMass community are
welcome to attend and get a first look at
the 1981 model t»day at the Alumni
otadium showroom.

.

The Minutemen have worked hard in preseason practice alTwo defen"sive demonstrate in a blocking drill above.
P*^*"**^* »« '^« «*«f«n-

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

UNIVERSITY STORE HOURS

Thursday Sept. 10
Friday Sept. 11

Saturday Sept. 12 10-4

TEXTBOOK ANNEX HOURS
Located in the Physical Plant Building

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sept. 10

Sept. 11

Sept. 12

MINI STORE HOURS
Located in the Student Union Building

Monday-Friday 7:30-10

Saturday and Sunday 8-10

Located in the Campus Center

the Universitu Store
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UMass-Brown "tune up" today
Gridders host Bears in game-scrimmage at 1:30

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

It is doubtful that University of Massachusetts head
football coach Bob Pickett and his Brown University
counterpart, John Anderson, will be adorned in
mechanic's overalls at Alumni Stadium this afternoon.
Although they will both be using today's 1:30 p.m.

scrimmage as a means of "checking under the hood" with
regards to their respective teams, looking to adjust quirks
and coi rect irregularities, they will most likely be wearing
their usual sweatsuits and clutching clipboards on the
sidelines.

Massachusetts has already conducted several intras-
quad scrimmages, but today's tilt will be played in game-
like conditions. There will be the proper accourtrement of-
ficials and four fifteen-minute regulation quarters will be
played.

The Minutemen have been practicing since Aug. 27 and
cut down from two to one-a-day workouts since registra-
tion began Tuesday. So far the preseason has gone
smoothly and productively for Massachusetts.

"It's been a very good preseason for us," F'ickett said.
"It's really gone well and a big plus is that we haven't got-
ten anyone hurt. Of course we've gotten our share of nicks
and bruises, but overall everyone's healthy."
A thus far injury-free preseason coupled with the return

of 20 starters season make this year's product a solid and
formidable commodity. Pickett does have a few holes to
fill, but here againt the Minutemen look to have done well.
"We're very optimistic this year," Pickett said. "Not

only do we have a lot of experienced men coming back, but
we have depth in the positions we hav-e to fill as well."
Last year's offensive line has returned as a unit and they

will l)e well-backed up by guards Mike Chuma and Joe
Gamache. Joe Graham and Tfxld Comeau will both play at
defensive end and Grady Fuller, who has had a good
preseason, looks like the one to fill Bob Manning's sp<jt.

Another returnee to watch today is All-Yankee Con-
ference middle guard Ray Benoit. The Chicopee native sat
put last year with an injury and according to Pickett,
Benoit's had "an excellent spring." Scott Rose, who
shared starting chores with second team All-Yankee Con-
ference John Allen last season, will also see playing time in
the middle of the line this year.

The Brown Bears finished with a 6-4 overall mark last
season including a 21-3 decision over Holy Cross and a

28-24 defeat by Dartmouth College.

Brown does not have many starters returning and a
young Bear defense could be tested by Minuteman
quarterback Dean Pecevich and tailback Garry Pearson.
Some people to watch for Brown are three first-team

All-Ivy performers including tight end Steve Jordan, of-

fensive guard Travis Holcolme and split end Mike Camp-
bell.

Continued on page 19

Garry Pearson (22) tacks a few yards against Villanova. The Minutemen host Brown Univers'itvin a game-scrimmage today.
v^niversiiy

Spikers at UNH
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's volleyball team wUl face four
teams as it opens the new .season at the
New Hampshire Tournament in Durham
this weekend.

In addition to the University of New
Hampshire, the host of the tournament,
UMass will play Providence College, the
University of Rhode Island and the Univer-
sity of Vermont.

UMass coach Elaine Sortino will use ten
starters for the tournament, including
seniors Ellen Braun and Nola Eddy, juniors
Patti PhiJbin and Karen Stein, sophomores
Jo Ann Siler and Nancy Joraskie and first-

year players Sue Carey, Julie McMurtrie.
Patty Grant and Karen Gottesman.

"I plan to go to 12 starters by next
week,

" said Sortino, "I would have 12 by
now, but some players are not ready yet."
The Minutewomen are treating this tour

nament as a "warm-up session" of sorts, to
find out which aspects of the game—set-
ting, serving, blocking— needs work.

"It's like tuning up a motor," Sortino
said, "for the first time in three years, I've
got a squad that I hope will pick up where
they left off last year.

Last year, it felt like I had two different
teams, one at the beginning of the .season
and another at the end. I hope this tourna

ment will show to us what we need to do
throughout the year and to resume what
we had going last year.

"

Of the coming season, Sortino said, "I'm
really optimistic and excited. There are
some good players who've matured, and
this team has acquired two good setters.
Over the past three years, there's been a
transition, and I'm looking forward to a
good year."

UMass may be going to UNH without
Ellen Braun, who injured her back Tuesday
during practice. Braun, whose specialty is

hitting, was walking around the NOPE
courts yesterday, but Sortino said Braun's
possibility of going are "uncertain".

While the varsity prepares for this
weekend, the junior varsity team will be
forming under a new coach.

Patti Schlosser. who graduated from
Central Connecticut State College last

May. faces a schedule of six matches begin-
ning Oct. 2 at Harvard University.

"A lot of schools don't have junior varsity
teams anymore," said Schlosser. "I'll try to
work with the kids individually so I can get
them up to the varsity level. In general, I

hope to give them more knowledge of the
game and give them all a chance to play. I'd

like to get more matches scheduled, but
there aren't too many JV teams out there.
Still, it'll be a challenge."

Schlosser replaces Al Morel, who resign-
ed last year after coaching the JV squad to
two straight winning seasons.

IM football notices

Mass senior Nola Kddy shown here setting at ball at Hovden Gvm d
ing last year's UMass tournev.

ur-

Entry forms are due for intramural
touch football on Monday, Sept. 14. This in-

cludes men's, women's and co-rec teams.
A $10 forfeit fee must accompany all

forms which can be picked up and dropped
off at the Intramural Office located on the
second flcK)r of Hoyden Building.
Touch football is a health clearance

sport.

Also, anyone interested in officiating for
intramural touch football should fill out an
application form in the Intramural Office.

Experience is not required as an of-

ficiating clinic will be conducted by the in-

tramural staff next week.

Check tomorrow's Collegian for the time
and place of the officiating clinic.
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By M.W. MULCAHY
Collegian Staff

Deaths provoke alcohol crackdowns

Amherst Police and Hampshire County District Court
are both crackmg down" on persons found driving under
the mfluence of akrohol due to 11 deaths in the Amherst
area this past year where alcohol and/or speeding have
been factors.

b » «^

Meanwhile, officials at the University of Massachusetts

llf.J'n^Sll-"^ o'
*1^°^°''" ^^*"^ containers from

Alumni Stadium. But Dean of Students William Field said
security wUl be primarily checking people at the gate.We re not searchmg as in concerts. We're lodking seemg what's there, what's visible." Field said. "The security
efforts will be at the entry, not in the sUdium. unless
there s a disturbance." (See related story this page)
Amherst PoUce Chief Donald N. Maia announced that

the Speed Alcohol Enforcement Program (SAP) will begin
this weekend. The program will consist of special four man
teams on duty at locations prone to speed akrohol related
incidents and will be on duty Friday and Saturday nights
between 9 p.m. and 3 a.m.
Maia said there were 213 accidents involving personal

injuries last year and 17 percent of them happened during
those hours.

In addition to Maia's new program. Justice Alvertus
Morse of the Hampshire County District Court has
adopted a policy that anyone found guilty of driving under
the influence will automatically lose their license for a
period of one year and will not be given the alternative of
attending a driving while under the influence of alcohol
rehabilitation class in place of license suspension.
Judge Morse added that the other penalties may also be

imposed including fines up to $1,000 and imprisonment in

the House of Corrections for up to two years

auto,ioh.ir*'^'*'
""^^ ^''"^* * surcharge on the driver'sautomob le insurance, enrollment in the Honor Court, a feeof $200 plus restitution and a record of convktion.

$2Jl^ft in ""[^u^'u
P"?^^ *°"'^ *=*>'"* ^ *" estimated

$^.538.40 which they hope to fund with assistance fromthe Governors Highway Safety Bureau.
Maia also noted that 90 percent of DWI accidents involv-

ed personal injury and the department arrested 76 persons

A ^ i,o"
^"^^ ^^^^ ^^1 «"<* investigated 667 ac-

cidents. 213 involving personal injury, in that year.
UMass Department of Public Safety arrested 23 in-

dividuals in 1980 and investigated 229 accidents, but Assis-
tant Director of Public Safety Lawrence Holmes said they
have no plans for a crackdown because of a lack of man
power.

Alcohol banned at sports events
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

Gone are the days when one could attend a University of
Massachusetts football game accompanied by a six-pack,
bottle or cooler full of ones favorite alcoholic beverage.

In a statement released yesterday. Chancellor Henry
Koffler announced the start of a new policy banning alcohol
at ail campus athletic events.

SpecificaUy. and Minuteman football fans talte note, no
alcohohc beverage containers will be aUowed into Alumni
Stadium.

Although alcohol has never been condoned at campus
athletic events, it had never been banned until Koffler's
announcement yesterday.

"This is supposed to be the year of civilty (Koffler has
designated this academic year as the "Year Toward Civil
ty") and this policy statement is probably a move toward
well being and order," Gerald O'Neill. Director of Public
Safety at UMass. said.

According to Koffler's statement, the new policy comes
partially in response to a national concern about alcohol
abuse as well as the alcohol -related deaths of 10 young peo
pie from the area this summer.

Also, the plan is designed to bring UMass into line with
the policies of many other universities.

"I think it"s a good decision." John Voipe, Associate
Director of Athletic FacUities. said. "Ninety five percent
of the universities of this size in the country have a
definitive policy concerning akohd at campus athletic
events and up until the Chancellor's sUtement. we did
not."

According to Volpe. he formed an ad hoc committee this

KctnTTp u°"l r''^
^^"'P Cavanaugh. Associate

Du-ector o Pubhc Safety at UMass and Paul Yanowitz
formerly of the Dean of Student's Office, to study policy
alternatives regarding alcohol at campus athletic evenVs
The committee surveyed 40 major colleges and univer

sit.es such as Penn State University. Notre Dame andBoston College and discovert only about five percent hadno specific policy regarding alcohol, according to Volpe
Syracuse s (University) policy was an excellent system

hm"""! xu "T '^ '" ^ ^'^"^^ °f comparable size (toUMass .They (Syracuse officials) don't allow alcohol to bebrought m. but they sell it inside their facility." Volpe said
Selling beer and wine inside Alumni Stadium was one

of Ihe poss.bdit.es we suggested m our report to

beS ^^°^-J'' n^^'P! ^^'^- "^ P«''^y decision had tobe n^ade and he (Koffler) chose no alcohol whatsoever "

roL 7^ Tr^ "^T '*"^''"^*^ '" ^^^ commit tee-.s" final
report, which was submitted to Koffler in late August Theoptions were to do nolhmg. that is. to continue to allow

wh?l. .'n K
'^^*^'"'"' '" '^" *'^°^°' '"^'de the sUdium

h,n ,11 I K*??'"^ 'V'^
'^^ ^"'""'^^ «^'^^' *"d finally, toban all alcohol from the stadium, according to Volpe

Although parking will still be allowed inside thestadium, m a memo to football season ticket holders Kof-
fler asked tail gaters to park outside the stadium if theywished to consume alcoholic beverages
According to O'Neill, no additional security wiU be need-ed at next week's home/season opening football game

against Dartmouth College, but afcohol-^aring fans willbe asked to leave their beverages outside.
It should be a dry autumn.

• Colkfta* br Rrit CfBif

The above creaturea are an endangrered species
at Alumni Stadium.

VHS holds alcoholworkshops

"Properly trained bartenders can save
lives by their awareness and by interven-
tion strategies that they use.

"

-Gil Mottla
Campus Security Officer

*^^,«-* kL Imm^
( oUvKM* pkuU hy Tern RallaiMr*

Bob Nevel and Lucy Laporte take advantaf^ of
the i^ood weather and music yesterday.

were also killed in car accidents with either alcohol or
spe«ding as a factor said Dyann Matson of the Alcohol
Education Program at University Health Services.
The main purpose of the workshops is to make

bartenders and bar owners aware of the problem of drink-
ing and driving and teach them how to deal with the pro-
blem. Matson said.

The first workshop was heM for approximately 30 bar
owners two weeks ago by Matson and Gil Mottla, a campus
safety officer.

Another workshop, held on Sept. 3, was attended by
over 100 area bartenders and bar owners, which Matson
said was a "good cross-section of area bars."
'The intent of the workshop is to let bartenders know

that they have a unique role in controUing drunken driving
by theu- behavior in the bar. " Mottla said. "Properly train-
ed bartenders can save Uvea through their awareness and
by the intervention strategies that they use."
Mottla added that most accidenU occur toward the end

of the week. primarUy between the hours of 1 and 2 a m
Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia said nine of the eleven
killed were involved in accidents occurring between those
hours.

Maia pointed out that a U.S. Supreme Court ruling
makes bar owners and bartenders civilly liable for ac-
cidents that take place as a result of serving akrohoi to in-
toxicated persons.

Matson said she wUI soon be holding a similar workshop
for bartenders and bar managers of on campus bars.
The workshops consist of several sections beginning

with an overview of the drinking and driving problem.
They also feature a documenUry film entitled "Until I Get
Caught." which compares the alcohol related problems,
solutions and laws of the U.S. compared with Sweden.
A more distracting portk>n of the workshop was a

Breathalizer demonstration by the Amherst Police in
which those in attendance drank akoholic beverages and
then were tested on the breathalizer.
Other sections included lessons on alcohol physiotogy.

liability implications of bartenders and owners, human
relations skiUs for serving customers, responsibilities of
bartenders and owners and blood alcohol concentraUon
ratios in relationship to amount consumed.
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Rising rates

anger GOPs
Hy OWKN ULLMANN
Associati'd Press

WASHINGTON - The high cost of money Is about to
set off a stampede of anjfry Republican bull elephants in
rn'sidenl Reagan's own political backyard.
While Democrats have been lamenting cuts Reagan

made in social welfare programs, the president's fellow
Ri'publirans are crying for relief from record interest
rates.

The effi-cts of the budget cuts have yet to be fell among
the Democrats' constituency.

The high interest rates that have been kept propped up
by Reagan's economic policies are claiming early casualties
among all Americans who need to borrow money, hut par

^
tuularly hard hit are the GOP faithful: farmers, small

* busmessmen. auto dealers, savings and loan executives,
home builders, real estate agents, mortgage hankers!
bond traders and everyone else whose livelihoods and for
tunes depend on the price of credit.

Their early, enthusiastic support for the administra
tion's budget and lax cuts and for the Federal Reserve
Hoard's ant

i
inflationary light money policy is quickly tur

nmginiofrustralion. anger, fear and a clamor for change.
Republicans in Congress are feeling pressure to do

something if Reagan doesn't or face political trouble if in
ten-st rates don't fall soon.
After a month long recess, congressional Republicans

returned to town this week with cries over high interest
rates still ringing in I heir ears. Already, some Republicans
fretting about a big backlash agamst (JOP interest rale
policies in next year's elections are urging the White
House lo alter t«conomic course.

'v-** .

* "
'
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Digest
Hi/ the Assorintrii Press

Mass, crime rate up
HOSTON — Once every l.H minutes last year, a

MassachuM'tls resident was the victim of a robbery,
assault or ol her serious crime.
The figure is part of a new survey, compiled hy the state

Department of Public Safety, that shows that crime in
rreast-d 2 percent in Massachusetts in 19H0.
The most common crime was larceny. It accounted for 44

percent of the stale's crime. One of every 3.') n-sidents was
a victim.

Ilowfver, the crime rate rose in every major category
except car theft, which fell nearly 9 p<<rc'ent. Total violent
crime was up 12p«>rcent; murder. 7 p«Tcenl; robbery. 1.")

p<'rcent; aggravalH a.s.saull. 11 percent; rap<'. 10p<'rcent.
and burglary. H p4>rrent.

Subscription Rates
Th« <»Ueffian ih puhlinhrd daily .Mondav through Friday

rirluding varalinnn. exam prriodii. or hniidavn. for SIM at
ll.l ( ampu* Center. I nivemitv of .MaNNarhuNPtlH. .Amherwt.
.Mannarhuptellii. rnntmaiiter: Send addreim rhanKm In the
MuMMichutetta Daily CnUegian. 1 1.1 ( ampuN (enter. Iniver-
aity of MaHaarhuaetta. Amhrrat. .MA 0100.1.

CnaignededitorialN are the view of thin paper Thev do not
nerefifiarih reflect the view* of the facuUv. adminiNtration.
or Htudent hodv an a Mhnlr. .Signed editorialn. rolumna.
revirwji. rartnonN and leJIern repreaent the peraonal viewR of,
the authom. "

The roUrgian in a member of the Aimociated I'rea*
rubliealion of their material dnen not cnniitilute endome
MeHt.

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat casts hia
ballot in his home village of Mit Abul Kom Thurs-
day. during a nationwide referendum on a seriesof reforms proposed by the President to end sec-Urian strife in Egypt.

Oilmen give big bucks
ROSTON - The oil industry is rapidly becoming ihe na

lion's biggest political sponsor, according to a Boston
(;iob<' survey published yesterday thai said campaign con
Inbutions from oil companies have increased fourfold in
t h«' last four years.

The (JIoIm- said a review of Federal Election Commission
showj-d political contributions by oil companies were up by
at lea.st $2.:JH million in the last election, a 111 percent in
crea.se.

Under ft>deral election law. individuals are limited to
contributing $1,000 lo each candidate. Hut political action
groups can give up to $.5,000 per candidate. As a result,
business backed political actions groups have grown
dramatically in the past five year.

Rut none have grown as fast, according to the Globe, as
commilte<>s representing the oil industry.
The (;iobe said said smaller, independent oil companies

led ihe pack when it came to political contributions. And
thi' newspaper said much of the money went to new can
didales challenging incumbents in Congress. Challengers
received twice as much oil money as incumbents, the Globe
said.

The (;iob<« said the 10 House members receiving a bulk
of the contributions were all freshmen Republicans.
Republican candidates received six dollars to every dollar
coniribuU'd lo Democrats through the pohtical action com
mil lees.
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U.S. guardrffidEasT"
Hy RARRV SCHWEID
Assot'iated Press

WASHINGTON - The United States and Israel have
decided to undertake joint military measures to guard the
Middle Kast against the Soviet Union and other "external
threats.

"
Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr. said

I hursday.

Haig told reporters the two governments were drafting
a memorandum to formalb.e the new ties set by President
lU'agan and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin durmg t wo days of talks at the White House.

"We are talking about joint planning, collaborative
studies and efforts which focus on external threats to the
region. " Haig said. Specifically, he said, the United States
and Israel might conduct joint naval exercises and Begin
would discuss with William Casey, director of the Central
Inlelligt-nce Agency, sharing information gathered by
U.S. spy satellites.

Additionally. Haig said, the United States might store
mi'dical supplies and other equipment in Israel for use by
American forces in an emergency. But. Haig and Begin,
who held a .separate news conference, stressed that
American troops would not be used for the defense of
Israel.

O'Connor supports

death penalty
ByMIKESHANAHAN
Associated Press .

•

WASHINGTON - Sandra Day O'Connor, treading
cautiously toward Senate confirmation as a Supreme Court
justice, said yesterday she supports the death penalty for
some crimes and is opposed to forced busing to
desegregate public schools.

In her second day of testimony before the Senate
Judiciary Committee. Mrs. O'Connor said she twice spoke
personally with President Reagan before she was announc
ed as his choice to become the first woman justice on the
court.

She declined to describe those conversations, but said no
promises were made on how she would vote on any par
licular issue.

"I was not asked (by Reagan) to make any committment
concerning ... how I would resolve any issue tht might
come before the court." Mrs. O'Connor said in answer to a
series of questions from Sen. Charles Grassley. R Iowa.
She said it would be improper to discuss what subjects

she talked about with Reagan during those conversations,
one of which was held at the White House.

Mrs. O'Connor said her views on forced busing were
shaped by a childhood experience of riding 75 miles in a
daily round trip on a bus from her home on an Arizona
ranch across the desert to school.

"I found that very disturbing to me as a child," she said.
"I am sure that other children who had to ride long
distances as a child shared that experience."

While emphasizing she was not talking about constitu
tional or legal reasons for or against busing, she said that
as a device* for integrating schools it "can be a very disrup
live part of a child's education program.

"

As an Ari7x)na state senator she favored legislation <irg
ing federal legislation forbidding busing for desegregation,
she said.

On the death penalty, Mrs. O'Connor recalled sponsor
ing legislation to revive capital punishment after the
Supreme Court struck down statutes in most states, and
then applying the same statute later as a state judge.

"I felt it was an appropriate vote then and I have not
changed my view," she said. However, she added without
elaboration that she opposed legislation in Arizona which
made the death penalty mandatory for some crimes.

Mandatory RSO Workshops
]^'

n^«o!!rl'^^^'''**'®'
°'*'^® ^'" *»« conducting workshops

for all RSO Group Treasurers and Officers who have been en
trusted with organizational funds. Workshops MUST be at
tended prior to your being able to initiate any financial
documents. Workshops will be held as follows:
Groups
SATF Funded Gro-jpi

Coop Student Business
Any Group
Stockbridge
SATF Funded Groups

Date
15 Sept
16 Sept
17 Sept
22 Sept

23 Sept
Coops Student Business 24 Sept
Any Group
Greeks
Residential Areas
SATF Funded Groups
Coop Student Business
Any Group

29 Sept

30 Sept
1 Oct

6 Oct

7 Oct

8 Oct

Time
2 30 3 45/4 00 5; 15

2:30 3:20/3 35 4 25
2:30 3 45/4:00 5:15

2 30 3 45/4 00 5 15

2 30 3 20/3 35 4 25
2 30 3 454 00 5 15

2 30 3 45 4 00 5 15

2 30 3 20 3 35 4:25
2 30 3 45 4 00 5 15

2 30345 4005 15

2 30 3 20 3 35 4 25
2 30 3 45 4 00 5 15

CC Rooms
CC 803
CC 803
CC 81115
CC 803
CC 811 15

CC 811 15

CC 803
CC 811 >5

CC 903
CC 903
CC 903
CC 903

ATTENTION

If you cannot make any nf the scheduled meetings for your pan.cular
group, attendance at any one of the sessions will suffice The sessions will
review the financial responsibilities and requirements placed on each RSOand a discussion of new policies and procedures

STUDENTS

PLUG IIM
BURHOE
ACOUSTICS

iLlllfo
*"*!! t n' T ^1^'^°' ^'^'^ '^' "°" °^ ^ ^°^'<^ famous speaker

designer High Quality Stereo Loudspeakers at factory outlet priceT

Friendly ^dj^ce. on campus service Don't buy anything else until you seePeter Burhoe 407 Webster UMass 546 7127 call for demon.tratlcm

^

'

Apodaca
By SALLY KERANS
Collegian Staff

Dean of Academic support Services Deir-
dre Ling will meet today with Vice
Chaiwellor for Student Affairs Dennis L
Madson to make plans to replace Financial
Aid Director Ed C. Apodaca, who wUl be
leaving for the University of California
next week.
Ling said the process will most likely en-

tail a "nationwide search", but declined to
confirm any proposals before today's
meeting.

'

Apo<&ca said yesterday that the transi-
tion has been in the works "for about six
months."

"When I came to the University of
Massachusetts, I took the job with the
understanding that I'd be here for three
or four years . . . This is my third year."
Apodaca said.

The California native said that experienc-
ing New England and its culture was one of
the reasons he and his family came to
Amherst and to the University.

• 1^ 'u'
°^ ^® beginnings of education are

nght here; that was another reason we
came here . . . It's an interesting area, and
we ve been very happy here" he said.

In setting up a financial aid office
separate from other University functions.
Apodaca worked closely with students and
played an active role in a number of
capacities, including the formation of

Collegi^j2 3

UMaiss

^iSLT.-.'ixtrs.'S^r.-^zsns^.

Students Advocating Financial Aid
(SAFA). a student lobbying organization
which travelled to Washington last year.
He said the students were supportive and
hardworking.

Apodaca said the present financial aid
situation is changing in light of federal cut-
backs in student financial assistance.
"I think a k)t of students may have dif-

ficulty sUying in school" he said

Apodaca said that although UXfass was
not hardest hit by federal cuts, he is "sur-
prised some of the cuts have been as much'
as they are in an area where education is
generally supported". He added that in
California, there are very few private
schools, and the pubUc institutions receive
very strong support. Here it's just the oo-
posite.

••I thinkM-ve done ^t needed t* be
done, he said referring to the mission of
iHulding credibility in a unit that for the
three years prior to his arrival was without

\ i^^^ "* ^"^ *^« office was under
staffed and the help under classified, and

I couldn t do anything but look good "

Apodaca and his wife and fcur children
plan to live in a suburb of San Francisco or
Berkeley where Apodaca will be working
in the office of President of the UniversiW
of California m charge of admissions and
outreadi.

.

NewshellforHatch
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

"The Hatch cafeteria in the Student Union
Building will close on December 14th and
light demolition will begin as students
prepare for finals week.
The $327,000 renovation, originally plan-

ned for this summer, will uke place over
three months, nearing completion around
midterms of the spring semester.

After discussions yesterday with the
Campus Center- Student Union Board of
Governors, the building administration has
agreed to reserve the Student Union
Ballroom, where tables will be set up and
some food services provided during the last
weekof the term.
The Student Union Ballroom will not be

available for this use during the spring
semester.

BOG chairman Scott Cashman yesterday
voiced concern over the interuptwn in stu
dent studying habits.

"What students need is a place to study.
The administration sees students too much

as customers and not enough as students."
William Harris. Campus Center Direc-

tor, said the $327JKX) will initially be paid
for with a loan from Conference Services
and will be paid back over a few years by
food services profits.

Harris said the Hatch will have
"satellite" dining areas somewhat like
Boston s Faneuil HaU. There will be a main
service dining area with separate "kiosks"
for beer and wine, pizza and spaghetti,
soups and salads, or a deli. Harris sakl.
The Hatch is the most heavily used din

ing area on campus with 800 seats, and it's
in the worst shape. Harris said. This pro
ject is part of more than $500,000 worth of
renovations to be done this year in the Stu-
dent Union complex, including renovations
to the Duke's Room on the third fk)or of the
Student Union and new carpets in most of
the Campus Center.

Harris said officials are trying to retain
some of the Hatch's character and
"warmth" by retaining the original fur-
nishings and lighting.

Women's courses offered
By KELLY BURKE
Collegian Staff

If you are interested in women's studies,
a three-credit course which meets only once
a week in the latter hours of the day. and
would like to avoid k>ng waiting lists for
courses, the Southwest Residential College
has an option for you.
Courses offered by Southwest on women

range from *BUck Women in America " to
"Women Depicted by Women ArtisU.- or
students can even design their own in-
dependent study project at the Southwest
Women's Center (SWWC).

SoiahwBBt courses are open to aB. but
Vk*i Jacofay, ooonMnstor of SWWC sad
many students do not know the courses are
available.

They are often excellent courses that
would draw a lot of people if they knew
about them." Jacoby saki. She said
Southwest course catakigues are not widely
circulated because of the high cost.

Various forms of women's oppression will
be examined in a course entitled, ^omenm Contemporary Society: Economic ^--is.
The New Right, and Women's Oppre i."

"Black Women in America" will be
tsught from a historical perspective by
Denice MUes. advisor to the Malcolm X
Center.

Southwest courses are often Uught by
people who have experience in the fieM.
Jscoby Mid "Violence Against Women:
Cross Cultural Analysis and Strategies for
Change wd| be Uught by AngaU Guidice.
Who has experience working in a rape crisis
center. Jacoby said. The course will ex-
amine violence including rape, battering,
sexual harrassment and steriUsatk>n abuse
through the use of media, readings, lee
tures and discussk>ns.

. ^u**'",^*^
Sorokin. a k>cal artist, will

teach Women Depicted by Women Ar-
tists a very popular" course which com-
bines practkal drawing skills and art

^
history, said Jacoby.

Flip, iii«nb«r of Loco Motion
CIU4»liB'a Little Tnunp. during
Metawanpe Lawn.

VaodeTillc. tits dressed as Charlie
jeaterdajr's performance on the

J

Father slays family
By TRUDY TYNAN
Associated Press

CHICOPEE. Mass. - Police said Thurs-
day they think Chicopee businessman
Richard Grochmal fatally ambushed his
mother, wife, and three adult children one
at a lime in the family's posh home before
killing himself with a .38 caliber revolver.

Police Chief Henry Kulig used the word
"tentative" in describing the mass
slaughter as a "murder-suicide." But. he
added. The picture is getting much
clearer."

Kulig said police now do not believe the
entire family was in the home alive

together, but may have been killed one at a
time as they came home sometime between
Tuesday evening and Wednesday after
noon.

The bodies, all fully clothed and shot in

the head, were found scattered about the
sprawling, modern $200,000 home in an ex
elusive subdivision high on a hill above the
Connecticut River, police said. Two were in

locked bedrooms. There were no signs of a
struggle. Kulig said.

According to Kulig. Grochmal. 52.

bought the five shot gun and ammunitran
about a week ago at a shop in Chicopee. He
said 14 to 15 shells were fired and police
found evidence that at some point
Grochmal reloaded the weapon in a home
office.

Grochmal was found dead in the family
room holding the revolver, which contained
some spent and some hve ammunitiion,
Kulig said.

Grochmal "may have had something
planned, because he bought the gun so
recently." Kuhg said, but he added that
police still have not found a motive for the
killings.

Autopsies were being performed Thurs
day on the bodies of Grochmal, his mother.
Stella. 81. his wife, also named Stella. 55,

their three chUtlren Carl, 21, Denise. 19,
and a married daughter. Laura Maslak. 23
and the family dog. The dog. a poodle nam-
ed Jennifer, was also shot in the head,
police said.

Eric Maslak. Laura's husband, found the
bodies of his wife of four months and his
father in law Wednesday afternoon, police
said, when he went to the home worried
that his wife had not returned to their
South Hadley Falls home from a Tuesday
night visit to her parents.

The young man, who worked the night
shift as an apprentice toolmaker at Smith &
Wesson in Springfield, did not get home un-
til the early Wednesday morning, police
said. After several unanswered calls to the
Grochmal home, he finally went there and
used a hidden key to get inside.

\
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Lottery Commission nixes video slotsmounlinR public Dressure. the statP rx... _•_• . , .. ,••>, .^ „ .>
"^-r^w m/K-f

Collegian 5

BOSTON - Under mounting public pressure, the state
Lottery Commission Thursday decided its electronic slot
machine experiment was a bad bet and scrubbed plans for
a video "instant lottery."

The 5 decision was reached at an unannounced
meeting in the office of its chairman, state Treasurer
Robert Q. Crane.

"The people have spoken." Crane said of the vocal op-
position to slot machines. He said that while he believed
the plan, if fully explained, would prevaU 70-30 in a public
poll. It was canceled because "this not only has to be right
has to be good, has to be effective. I think it has to look
right.

He told a news conference he would ask the Legislature
to consider the slot machine possibUity but "would not lob-
by for the idea.

Dry

The commissions reversal followed by two days a
declaration by New York Attorney General Robert
Abrams that a similar gambling game there was illegal.
Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti has not taken a for

mal stand but a source close to his office said that if he had
to rule on slot machines, he would rule them out.
Gov. Edward J. King said his legal staff concluded that

the slot machines were illegal.

Crane noted that the four King appointees on the com-
mission voted to cancel game plans. Initially, only Comp
troller Robert E. Sheehan. was against the pilot project.

"Their votes to rescind certainly could be interpreted as
voting for the governor." the treasurer said.
The commission said it has terminated its contract with

Bally Corp.. which was to provide the first 20 slot
machines for the 90 day trial period.

Wiiham E. Perrault. lottery director, had said Bally
would retain 25 percent of the income, with 70 percent or
more to wagerers. He said there would be no cost to the
state.

One machine corresponded electronically to the cash
roulette game. A second had a player match seven of a
possible 40 numbers, to win $300.
The machines were only to be in barrooms and clubs

where only people 20 or older would be allowed Crane
said. He estimated that 1.000 machines would produce up
to $20 million for the cities and towns.

Rep. Mary Jeanette Murray, R Cohasset. who filed
legislation to ban slot machines from the commissions
arsenal, was "very, very pleased" at the cancelation.
However, she said she would push her biU to guarantee
that the commission does not switch again.

Another dry summer has left several
Rhode Island ,towns critically short of
water.

The town of Cumberland, even with
strict bans on outWcor use. has enough
.water leii lo supply townspeople for 30
more days. Robert J. Blauvelt. president of
the Rhpde Island Water Works Associated.
The situation in Barrington. Warren and

Bristol is almost as serious. The Bristol
County Water Company has enough water
to serve those towns for about 60 days he
said.

Strict water use bans have averted dry
taps in Westerly. Pawtucket. Newport and
Lincoln, Blauvelt said.

The Scituate Reservoir, the largest in the
state and serving Metropolitan Providence,
is only 64 percent full.

Sljght rainfall recently has helped
somewhat, but Blauvelt said he and other
water officials are becoming increasingly
alarmed and are considering imposing
more use restrictions.

According to the National Weather Ser-
vice, only 2.65 inches of rain fell in August.

1.25 inches below normal. That incr*>ac/^-i
the deficit for the year to 5.8 inches.

'

Aj>(J tiiat was on top of last year's deficit
of 6.64 inches. We're down more than a
foot of rain since 1979." said Frank
Remella. chief meteorologist in Rhode
Island said.

In related developments:

-Charles Bolwell. deputy forest chief for
the sUte Department of Environmental
Management, said the drought could ag-
gravate damage to trees caused by gypsy
moth caterpillars last spring.

Thousands of trees in northern parts of
the stote were stripped of their leaves, and
need water to recover, he said.

-Between 100 and 200 applications for
building permits in the state have been
withheld because water tables are too low
to test sewage disposal systems, said Peter
Janaros. OEM's land resources chief. He
^/^^^^ department normally handles
4,000 applications annually.

EfuxtU inAmerica's laigest

nianagement training

program.
.S^^'SI^I^TT^^^Sl

\ C^ CjV^rvrn

op.:j>c

<oVf^

' ^ff<>/^M-fri^ C

One of the leading outfits

in the nation is offering a manage-
ment training course as part of
your college curriculum. And it

happens to be part of the largest

management training program
in America.

Army ROTC is the outfit.

Management and leadership are
the courses.

You'll e.xperience problem
analyses that will require you to

make decisions. So that when the
time comes, you'll be able to
make the right decisions. Quickly.

You'll learn how to shoul-
der a great deal of responsibility
through leadership experience.
To manage men and women. And
as you leam how to lead, you'll
develop your confidence and
stamina.

Once you graduate, you
won't have to go into manage-
ment training. You'll be able to
go into management.

(™)Amiy ROTC.
Learn what it takes to lead.

See Captain Patrick Merryman
Army ROTC
545-2321
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bnguage. will meet from 7 to 9 p.m. Mondays.

More information on the courses is available in the Hillel
office. 302 Student Union Building, at 545-2526.

HiUel schedules courses ^^-"^^"^^XT.i:::^Xi^u^r3r^^
^ftudent Union Building.

More information is available from Hilld at 545-2526.The UMaaa Hillel. the Jewish religious and cultural
4Vfantzatioo. has announced its schedule oT courses which
can eHlier be audited or taken for credit during the fall

^ From 7 to 8 p.m. on Mondays, beginning next week.
"Birth and birth control, puberty, nurriage and intermar-
riage «nd death in Jewish tradiUon" will beofTered.

"Women, blacks and Jews." a study of these people and
how they relate, wfll be offered on Tuesdays from 7 to 8
p.m.

kJ!?^I!* « J|«*««««n> diffefed." a course highHghtiiw the
book by Rabbi AMia HOIel SUver of the san^ title, w"ill be
gtven on Wednesdays from 3:35 to 5 p.m.

"Hebrew for beginners." a sk»w-paced class that
••Mnnes studenu have no prior knowledge of the

Odor clears Herter
Several profciMors were forced to either leave their of

iwv or close their doors yesterday after fumes were
delected on the fourth floor of Herter Hall.

Harlan G. Sturm, director of the Spanish and Portugese
department, said a strong odor was detected at about 2-45
p^m <;'>""njf from a sheet of plastic which had melted on
ine iU.>>i' of a 277 volt high out put florcscent light.

"Th«' finrescent light was giving off the odor." Sturm
said, "and ev««n standing at the door (of the office) was
hard."

Sturm said the Physical Plant was called immediately.
He estimated that about fifty to sixty people were effected
by the odor.

Tony DePace. a worker with the electrical department
of the Physical Plant said the incident was not unusual.

"It happens occassionally. When you think that there's
thousands of these (lights) on campus, it's not unusual for
something like this to happen." DePace saM.

Add/drop forms at SBA
University students may pick up and drop off their

add/drop forms from 8 «.m. to 4:30 p.m. in room 120 of the
school of Business Administration.
Next week, throusrh the end of add/drop period on

^^^. ^' ^ ^**""^ <*" ^ obtainedand returned to
the Whitmore Administration Buikling.

To aki students in their search for courses, the College
of Arts and Sciences Infonnatkm and Advising Center in
Machmer Hall will be displaying lists of courses whkA still

have opefii.'^gs The lists will be updated daily.

AMhcnl't UiMfi Uqoor Stofc
Wdconcf Yoa BKk to The Valley

Our specials on beer and spirits
are worth going out of your way for!
Our wine and champagne selection
is t>etter than ever. Browsing invited.

n7n*plMtant

Mr 2564433. 256-5384 Ar

SPIRIT HAUS
REFRIGERATOR

RENTAU
33a Coltft Stiirt. Amhtnt

HEWLETT
PACKARD

134.00
List Price

150.00

A^

Our
Low
Price

THE ALL NEW HP.34C.

HP34C

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

the University Store

The new HP-UC Adviinccd Coniinuoiis
Mcmorv Sclent ilic Proyninimabic oMcrs ;in

impressive arr.iy of programniiiij! Ie;mires: up
lo UO projinimnwible ke\ strokes; I.iM.
line and nidirecf branching:; f> subroutine
levels; indirect data storajie; nisert delete
editing; 4 Hags; 12 lalxis; 2 user delinable
keys: lo<jp control and more'

2 EXCITING NEW FUNCTIONS!
Ncu -Solve" key. The HP-34C can search

lor and find the r<K)ts of an equation with
kevstroke simplicif\ \o more trial and error
Or wailing' lor computer access

New "Integrate" key. Makes finding the
definite integral of a lunction pushbutton
c.is\ Ar.\ lunclion \ou canevaluateon thecal-
culalor b\ kevstroke solution, vou can
novv integrate

TOTAL DOCUME.NTATION SUPPORT
The HP-34C comes \Mih an Introductorx

Booklet an Ou ner's Handbook, and a
free Standard Application b(K)k containing 10
useful program^ Application b(X)ks also
a\ailable m Math. Stal. Sur\e\mg and
Student Hngineenng
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Women's caucus seeks funds
**:*'-fAS'>W*X'X-;*:<»x^:
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UMass students_pf all majors are being
given an opportunity to spend a semester
as student teachers or interns at native
American schools in New Mexico. New
York and Canada instructing both grade
school and secondary school children.
Hard hit with President Ronald Reagan's

-budget cuts, the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
which maintains the New Mexico schools.'
has caUed up UMass students to serve as
interns in the schools to "keep up the quali
ty of education." said Professor Emma Cap-
pelluzzo of the School of Education

interns
The schools in New York and Canada are

independent institutions that are also
under staffed because of lack of funds.

Cappelluzzo said UMass was contacted
by the schools and the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs because of its past record which shows
over 200 students as having completed
similar programs with the native American
people.

A pre- internship course is being organiz-
ed by Cappelluzzo this semester so
students will be available to those schools
in the spring.

The National Women's Political Caucus
(NWPC) has recently opened a regional of-
fice in Northampton to canvas forty-six
local communities in the Western
Massachusetts area for contributions
toward the Equal Rights Amendment
(ERA) political action work in unratified
states.

The Western Massachusetts Regional Of-
fice was established in Northampton to
canvass every household in forty-six local

communities for contributions to the
NWPC/ERA Fund, and to establish a
working*' base for the Massachusetts
Woni«»n'c PolJHrol Caucus (MWPC).

The MWPC is an extension of the Na-
tional Women's Political Caucus. In the
1979-1980 legislative sessioin, the MWPC
lobbied for passage of bills involving
women's personal safety, economic securi-
ty, and personal dignity. Their support also
helped to pass a rape staircasing law defin-
ing degrees of assault to increase the low
conviction rate for rape.

The NWPC said they believe women
must take action to unite against sexism,
racism, institutional violence and poverty,
and one of the first step)s is national

ratificatiorf of the ERA.

Frats provide book exchange Ckireer workshops offered to women
Gamma Sigma Sigma and Alpha Phi

Omega are currenUy operating a used book
exchange which will continue until next
Friday in room 165 Campus Center
Students may buy or sell used books
through the exchange at reasonable prices.
GSS and APO are non-profit student

organizations and the book exchange held
at the beginning of each semester is one of
the many services they provide to the cam- course

COLLEGIAN STAFF
Please come to the office and check in
with your editors. We like you. All is
forgiven.

pus community throughout the school year.
The exchange provides an outlet through

which students may sell their books at
prices they set themselves. If the books are
not sold they can be picked up on Friday
Sept. 18. '

f J

To sell books, or for further information,
students can stop by the book collection
table set up on the Campus Center con-
course.

The Everywoman's Center and the
Educational Opportunity Center of Spr-
ingfield are co sponsoring two informa-
tional workshops for low-income
women who are heads of households
and interested in finding employment,
going to school, or changing jobs. In-

formation will be provided about area
job possibilities, what skills are needed,
and what area colleges have to offer.

The sessions are limited to thirty
women. Refreshments and childcare
will be available. There is no fee. The
sessions wiU Uke place September 24 at
10:00 a.m. until noon at Bangs Com-
munity Center in Amherst, and October
20 at 7:00 p.m. untU 9:00 p.m. at the
Everywoman's Center, WUder Hall.
To sign up conuct Myra Hindus or

Mary Wentworth at the Everywoman's
Center 545-0883.

cerfter
at u mass

WELCOMES YOU BACK. . .

with Live Entertainment
Friday, September 11th-

"Private Lightning"
Cover charge $3.00

with "Sigrwl"
Saturday, September 12th

"B. Willie Smith"
and "Stevie and the Chryslers"

cover charge $3.50
GET BACK INTO THE SWING OF THINGS

VaW ID and ABP sticker requirsd
to purchase alcohol

Ifyou're taking tough
courses,you need all the
he^you can get.

SAVE ON
USED • If

Thousands of used
paperbacks

in all subjects

at low prices.
m

VALLEY
BOOK SHOP
Carriag^e Shops

Downtown Amherst
10 - 5:30 Men - Sat

549-6052

If you've really done it to yourself
thi.s term, you need an advanced
calculator you can count on through
thick and thicker.

You need the most advanced func-

tions and programming features. You
need lots of prewritten programs to
save youtime. You need Continuous
it^a^tmmmMt Memory and ihe

utmo.st in depend-

ability. You need

an HP calculator.

a a a
a D o

The HP-34C.
All the help
you can get.

Hewlett Packard

_____ offers you ei^ht

different calculators priced from $53* to

provide professional solutions in science,

engineering? and husines.s.

So visit your nearest HP dealer for

a hands^n demonstration. Then buy
an F IP calculator. It may be the last easy
thin^ you do for a lon^ time.

For details and the address of the
dealer in your area, call toll free: (80x))

347 3400, Dept. 658N, except Hawaii
and Alaska. In Oregon, call 758 1010.

Or write Hewlett Packard, Corvallis,

OR 97330, Dept. 658N.

•I'll.
.
> jrr MiKurMinl rrljil ,«, lii.linK in|<li, M, Mjl, jn.l Im jl

IJ..N
( ..nlimnulC S A AlJ^kJ jn.f (u. j„ (. 1 1 I |

Wm HEWLETT
CM PACKARD
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Today's Staff

Night Editor Eileen Gallipin
Copy Editor M.W. Mulcahy
Layout Technician Jane Wolfson i

R^mh^T I'^ V •^JT"' ^*^^ ^PP^»>' Courtney
Rumble, Barbara Van Nest. Stuart Sajdak, GinnJ
Vogt. Gail Tanzcr and PauJ Kaplan.

A Christ-Centered Church
Declaring The Dynamics of
The Holy Spirit:

FREE
TODAY
and every

FRIDAY
2:0(M:30

How would you like to earn
$500 dollars? and eat
great meals for free!?!

We need kitchen helpl

apply at:

Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
418 I^. Pleasant Street

or call 545-2150

I I I

u
• Drafts - .50c

• Jameson Shots - .75c

Everybody's Irish -$1.49 I
(whiskey, chartreuse, and I

creme de mint)

//

( Ih.,.I,
I

580 Bridge Rd., Northampton, MA
Rev. Ronald S. Hale, Pastor

SUNDAY SERVICPg

PIZZA

WATERCOLORS
FOR CIVILITY''

Art-competition open to

students, faculty, staff

Deadline October 2

PRIZE$
PURCHASE AWARDS

Descriptive flyers posted in Art
areas and available at
817 Campus Center

Sponsored by Governors Program Council
& Campus Center Administration

UNION VIDEO CENTER
216 Student Union (near the Hatch)

545-1336

TV PRODUCTION training experience
TV PROGRAMS on the Student Union/Campus Center cable andon Amherst Cable
VIDEO ART AUDIO RECORDING SERVICES

)^TJ!:^^
"' '^"••' ^"' <^0"<^-^. Senate meetings.

POSITIONS for INTERNS. WORKSTUDY JOBS. STUDENTSTAFF producer, camera operator, engineer, administrative assis-
tant, cable programmer, director of video art festival, accountant
etc.

SEPTEMBER 17 CAPE COD LOUNGE
everyone invited - FREE

7:00 p.m. me#»ting

7:30 p.m. ^ yiES

The Student Center for Educational Research
& Advocacy (SCERA)

is accepting applications for Researchers/Organizers
for the following issues:

• Academics
• Anti-Racism
• Rents & Fees
• Residential

•«. • Resource Center
• Public Policy
• Support

• Computer
Programs

Volunteers • Independent Study
work-study & non work-study paid/part time positions
Job descriptions and applications may be picked up at

SCERA, Room 420 Student Union Building
or call 545-0341 for further information

bCERA is an Affirmativ " -tion/Equal Opportunity Employer

EDITORIAL/OPINION

MMlMMllliliuilitfiiiiiiiliiili^^ MMMtUMMtUMM
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Delusions
of dawn

It is often said that the college learning experience is
more than occasionally going to classes. Some liberal
educators will even go so far as to endorse the out-of-
classroom experience. A favorite bit of folklore that pro-
fessors and other people like to promote as part of the
"real world"experience is that there is life before eleven
o'clock in the morning.
This theory came as a shock to me, so for the past few

weeks I've been investigating it. It starts with the assump-
tion that there is a common daily occurance; namely, the
phenomenon of dawn. Dawn, to the uninitiated, occurs
when the sun rises; always at some ridiculously early hour.
I was told that proof of this occurrence could be found by
either watching the nightly news which gave the exact
hour of sunrise, or by finding out for myself. Not believing
anything in the news since Uncle Walter's departure, 1

decided to be empirical and find out for myself.

Armed with scientific determination, I set out to stay up
all night and wait for dawn. I was like a little kid at
Christmas. I fell asleep well before the surprise came. Be-
moaning the frailities of the flesh, I expressed my disap-
pointment to a few of my more enlightened colleagues.
Chuckling, they explained the error of my ways.
They told me that people "who regularly see the dawn go

to bed early. They do not stay up all night. I was amazed.
Imagine not watching late night "Star Trek." Yet it seem-
ed these people enjoyed the quietness and calm of the ear-
ly hours and take that time to commune with
nature-whatever that means. In order to get up at this
hour, they use a devise called an alarm clock.
An alarm clock, or "that sonofabitching machine" as it

is often called, is a devise that incorporates obnoxious
buzzers and beeps and occasionally flashing lights in order
to wake the victim from a sound and restful sleep. Revelry
is accomplished through a combination of volume and
shock. It is obvious that peeling yourself off the ceiling is a
much more pleasant experience than being gently nudged
awake by the last rays of the setting sun.
Once awake, the individual partakes in an activity

known as breakfast. This is where the "br" in "brunch"
comes from. During the rite of breakfast, a semi-alert per-
son force-feeds himself massive quantities of coffee,
orange juice, and those semi-solid to solid items which fall
under the category of "Breakfast Food."
"Breakfast Food" consists of such items as eggs, which

are served in a number of equally non-descript ways,
children's cereals of various kinds which enclose little

prizes that are easily consumed if one is not careful, and
my personal favorite, oatmeal. Oatmeal is a white, runny
substance which looks and tastes like heated paper mache.
Meals such as this are certainly worth getting up for.
At last, one is ready to face the wofid. But is the world

ready for you? Most stores don't open until nine o'clock or
nine thirty. Any professor worth his salt doesn't schedule
his first lecture until at least eleven o'clock. Your room-
mate, being unenlightened, is still asleep whkh prevents
you from doing anything in the room. You have at least
three hours to kill before the rest of civilization catches up
with you. So what's next?
Your brain is not ready to register yet. It's still trying to

figure out a way to disassociate itself from this body that's
twitching before it's supposed to. As a result, it often slips
into a deep, meditative process.

In this state, the brain chides itself for being so silly as to
want to see the dawn. The sunset is much prettier and in-

finitely more convenient to view. It remembers that it is

easier to fake daytime activities at night, than nighttime
activities during the day. And everyone knows nighttime
activities are lots more fun anyway. Soon the truth of the
matter becomes apparent. There's really no fun in getting
UD early in the morning. This is a rumor spread by those
who have to do it, in order to make it see more palatable.
Another version of the "misery loves company' axiom.

I feel that its high time we dispel this myth. In my opi-
nion, there's nothing sadder than a person stuck in the
early bird-worm syndrome. They will never know the vir-

tues of sheetrwrinkles, Bloody Marys. Johnny Carson, and
The Rocky Horror Picture Show. But they'll always make
it to class on time.

Afary Beth Hebert is a Collegian guest columnist.
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"...There's nothing sadder
than a person stiLck in the early

bird-worm syndrome...
"

for Vince DeWitt

Illastration by Brian Sullivan

She was a friend.
I listened to Audrey Sommers, the anchorwoman for

channel 40 news, Wednesday afternoon. The lead story
was about a family of six from Chicopee found dead in
their home; an apparent murder-suicide. This would not
have caught my attention, except for the name that they
showed on the mailbox in front of the home-Grochmal. I

went to school with a Grochmal. I thought. And then
dread hit me. Could it be...no, it can't...it might.. .no. it

can't be. I ate my dinner with the thought that my friend
and her family could have been the victims, but I kept
mentally reassuring myself that it wasn't them. The news
came on and they listed off the names; so casually, so emo-
tionless. Her name was among them.

I knew Denise Grochmal. She wasn't another murder
statistic, another anonoymous face, another name. She
was a friend.

I first met Denise when I was still going to school at
Holyoke Community College last year. She was a
freshman and wanted to join the school radio station
where I was working. She was there for a little while, but
she didn't like it. It wasn't professional enough for her.
That was her main characteristic. She was professional.

An excellent playwright and a good actress. She never did
have time to work on her radio career, although she had a
good voice. She instead chose to be active in the drama
department at HCC, spearing in several plays, including
one she had written. We were all part of the "C" building
crazies, those demented artisians. musicians, and thes-

pians who made up that building. Only a HCC student
would probably know what I mean.

Denise was a quiet person. Despite her success with her
playwriting, she was always humble and never put on any
airs. Her future looked bright in>drama. her talent seemed
limitl^. But like most tales of this nature, it was never
going to be. I graduated last June and haven't seen her
since then. We drifted apart like most people do after col-
lege.

Why am I baring my soul and my grief on newsprint like
this? Because I knew Denise Grochmal. Because she was a
friend. Because she was more than just another victim.
We see so much murder, so much death that we almost
become immune to it. Death seems so casual, and murder
so normal. We see it on TV over 16.000 times before we
reach the age of sixteen. We read about it in books and
magazines and glorify it in the movies. It makes front
page headlines and attracts viewers on the six o'clock
news. We don't realize the tragedy until one of those
names is a friend, a neighbor, or a member of the family.
Myself and the rest of the Pioneer Valley will never know
why Richard Grochmal took a gun and murdered his whole
family before turning it on himself. We will never know
what made him crack. And within a few days, we all forget
that this ever happened-until there is a fresh murder on
the front page. It is a violent, uncaring world we live in. a
world where we are incapable of living peacefiilly—with
one another or ourselves.

Why Denise died, I don't know. All I know is that it was
a goddamned waste.
Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian columnist.

Letters ——.-^___
Grateful Dead fans irked by concert cancellation
To the Editor:

I don't know who Randy Donant thinks he is canceling
the Grateful Dead, but I think that it's outrageous. At
minimum he should have waited to see UPC's plans finaliz-

ed before issuing a proclamation.

I believe that Mr. Donant owes the students at UMass
an apology.

Barbara Curtis

Central

To the Editor:
I can't believe it!! First Community Day and now this.

The Dead have been canceled and I'm going to have to sit
here at UMass for another year listening to mellow
schlock

Last year a pulse survey was taken to find out what
types of programming the students would like to see at

UMass and 94 percent said "rock and roll."

One of the groups at the top of the list was the Grateful

Dead. The Student Activities Office is supposed to
facilitate student programming. If Randy Donant. as the
head of that office, can't deal with his job and help the
students with programming, then maybe we need a new
student activities director who can.

Talli Craig
Amherst

To the Editor:

Setting the precedent of allowing the student activities
director, who in fact works for the students, to pick up the
phone on any given day and blow our arrangen)ents is a
very alarming thought.

I would like to also ask that the Collegian refrain from
posting 5x9 inch photos of the "bad guy" unless they are
surrounded by a wanted poster.

Anne Caron
Northeast

;-:->:-x-:-::-:v>>x:«

New lights confusing
To the Editor:

I'm very much afraid that there is a high risk of ac-

cidents since the new traffic lights have been installed, at

the comer of Massachusetts Avenue and Commonwealth
Avenue (the intersection by the Southwest dormitories on
the University of Massachusetts campus). Everyone will

have to exercise extra caution until the new layout
becomes familiar. Perhaps additional warning signs
should be installed.

The system of lights and lanes going westbound is not ir-

rational and may even be an improvement in the long run.

But it is unexpected— I've never seen a right-tum-only
lane that looked so much like a through lane. And that lane

never was right-tum-only before—so I would warn anyone
coming eastbound not to proceed on a left-turn arrow
without first checking that any oncoming traffic has ac-

tually stopped. Also I would warn anyone going west-
bound to watch the lanes and the lights more closely than
you would expect.

BariMun Partec
Department of Linguistics

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's
address and telephone number, which will not be
published. Please type double spaced at 67 characters
per line. Due to spare limitations and the volume of
mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge
unpublished letters. All letters are subject to editing
for clarity and length.

*«6t.
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Science

Fiction

Phantasy

Poster

Contest

Bounce. . n„n.b.r of the Lo<-o Molion V.udeville trourrh'.'t Mrformi-'H

THE UIMDERGRADUATES
ON THIS CAMPUS HAVE
1.5 MILLION DOLLARS!

That's right each undergraduate on this campus pays a Stu

Don
, you th,nk that you should have a say in how „ ,s used'Well, you can. The Undergraduate Student Senate comrolsth.s money, so a^ you have to do ,s join ,he Senate. Jus°comedown ,0 Rm. 420. of the Student Union Building, and p^ck upnomination papers They're available now but have ,o be

returned by Sept. 29. Elections w,l, be held on 'the following

V\^

Northeast,

Central, Sylvan,

and Orchard Hill

Commuter B
Greek

All Area
elections

will take
place on
October
5 and 6

t'E^'r^lT^^^n^l
"'"' "'^^^ .nformafon. contact J.m Murphy

Bunlg ^ '
°' '°"" "^ ^° "" '20 °^ '^^ Student Umon

RUN FOR THE SENATE - -

GET INVOLVED

$100.00
V

Prize
* merchandise of your choice

Contest Rules and Poster Specifications
are available at the University Store.
Entnes must be received at the Store by
10 AM Monday Sept. 28th 1981

Everyone is eligible.

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in th« C.mpui Center. Univ of Mass

""Universitui Store

Editor reveals his prison experiences
^m — --^ ._ 7. Timerman i<: all tnn r.„nt,r. I 4„ • .._^Not Just a journal;

a horrifying account

i

-^"dging from the publisher's dramatic words on th.

Number a reader might think the book wal Ik le^ore

AZnt^'^n-^^l
^'^"""' «f imprisonment a^dtortuTenArgentma. On the jacket. Jacobo Timerman's tn^k is

.'«

Timerman's book does document all the stages of hi^run-.n w.th the Argentine military in 1977 79 and t'
rP.T ^"^.J^^! *' ^^ '"^'•^ ^ t^-is book. Early on the

l^inf't'^T
'^^' ^"'^' '' *" '^^ hands of an enormously mt^lhgent man. Jacobo Timerman. who priids^wnte a reasoned knowing document on ihlnaTurl ^ftoUl.tanamsm. the mternational context of the Argentinepolitical situation, and the meaning of the persistant antiSemitic aspect of repression in Argentina

caL i.Tl Jk^'
Timerman makes, with near-syllogisticcarej^s that the repression of the Argentine governmentcan be seen as a latter stage of the twentiet^h cent^rVstradition of repression; a tradition that includes the li^esof Mussolini. Franco. Stalin and Hitler. Argentina twiav isone beneficiary of Nazi Germany, the author iys and

Timerman is all too qualified to speak on Argentina's

h^ eSl^rTr R
^ "^r^J-'-'Si^t. Timerman was

win K
^^ ^"^"''^ ^"'^''' ^° ^«'«" until 1977when he wa^ arrested by military authorities for LaoJi'

OnTolaoTrS"^ '^f'^ ^" ^'^ A^^-^-- dictatorshTp.

years he w?c
'^ A''^!"''"^^ ^ disappear in the last five

S" . r
""Pnsoned. interrogated and brutally tor-tured until massive international pressure on his behalffina ly brought about his release in the fall of 1979 lY, a

A^an^ at his new home in Israel, lectured in the UnitedStates and appeared before the Special CongressiSCommittee on Human Rights to crit^e the Re^n Admmistration's disregard for human rights
Timerman's crime was twofold; he edited a dissidentnewspaper, and he was a Jew. Anti-Semitism to theSof Neo-Naz.sm was a prime component of Argentmi's

fascist establishment. Pictures of Hitler were hung in thecells of Jewish prisoners. Jewish prisoners were always interrogated and tortured far more harshly than gen^ lesWhen Timerman himself was interrogated, the questions
all eventually tapered down to "Are y?u a Jew''" and "Are

Sch ^hT"'' V''''''"
""" Timerm'an's answer U. bothwhich his questioners saw in itself as a confession ofcrimes against the State."

'f^M^n oi

One learns not to underestimate the power of Argen-ina s Neo-Nazism. It is not a mere political novelty asmall-t.me^ancy of fascists. Nazis appear in the Argentine^my.^t he very highest levels, and have succeX msilencing Jews who are not already in prison. They ar7a^

(heS 'T"'"^ u^f
"international Jewish conspiracy

(headed, of course, by Israel, whom they were certain was

planning an Entebbe-style raid to free Timerman) "
which

IS sponsoring the world's liberal press and arts, and leftwing terrorism. The task of the Argentine military was as

Worl^w •

m'^'I!^
'^'' '^^" ^ f'-^ht the first battle of

l^ft'-ln^-tK
"• ^^ '"^••"^tio^al struggle against "the

left and the international Jewish conspiracy
"

It may sound too outlandish to believe that the army in
l>atin America s most advanced nation actually believes it
.s engaged in World War III. But. with lucid prose and a
journalists objectivity. Timerman gently weans the
reader into understanding the depth of commitment toNazism in Argentina, and the desperation of "the
totalitarian mind."^j "»..v >.tri uaiii wj«s •^'KiiiKii ittii iiiina.

Jazz band to perform outdoor
concert in Northampton
Rv POM Mil I VU

Art Blakey will appear this Sunday, September
13. as part of The Pines Theater Jtizz Festival.

By RON MILLER
Collegian Staff

Drummer. Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers will be
featured at the second annual Pines TfwnterJazz Festival
which will be held this Sunday. September 13. outdoors at
'%.^'f^Theater located in Look Park in Northampton.
The festival will feature a varied lineup ofjazz musicians

bepning at 1.30 with the Valley Big Band with Bev
Rohler. The 17 piece band performs swing music of the
60s and 40s. as well as contemporary mainstream jazz.

The Valley Big Band will be followed by a duo featuring
pianist John Hicks and bassist. Rufus Reid. They play
jazz in the contemporary vein. Hicks has toured worldwide
as a member of Betty Carter's trio, and Reid recently
released and album titled Perpetual Stroll

^

-The Dewey Redman/Ed Blackwell Trio will be up nextand will feature Blackwell on drums. Redman on tenor
saxophone, and Mark Hehas on bass
Redman was a member of Keith Jarrett's quartet for

Methen^
^^*'"'' ^""^ '^''"^'^ recorded and toured with Pat

Art Blakey is well known for his role in the creation of
modern jazz drumming. Former members of the Jazz
Messengers include such jazz luminaries as Keith Jarrett
and Herbie Hancock.
The current version of the Jazz Messengers are Charles

Fambrough on bass. Wynton Marsalis on trumpet. Bobby
Watson on alto saxophone. Bill Pierce on tenor sax and
pianist. James Williams.

The jazz festival is part of the Pirws Theater Festival a

IZ'f'fu'
"^"^'"""'^y- a*-^ organization. They run fromJune through September and feature a variety of enter-tainment ranging from chamber music to bluegrass aswell as a children's theater series.

•

Admission is $6.50 in advance and $7.50 at the door

^cTKr^il'r .* '**".' '"^ '"""^^'^ Jf^i-s »•* advised to br^mg blankets or lawn chairs. In case of rain the show will beheld m John M^ Greene Hall on the Smith College CampuV

fice"a'"t'^8r2223'''"*'*""
'''"*^' '^^ ^'"*' "^^^^^^ ^'^ ^f"

i;^J^f^''**^C^ CLASSES .urt .oon .tWEBS. 109 Mam St . Amhartt. Rigid h*<tdl«weaving class starts S«pt 14. For information fr
to register stoo by or call

^^zm

^^ piaiii.-M.. UdllltTK Williams.

Petty's ^Promises' not like pastTom Petty and the Hearthr«>aWpr«
*^

Top of the (amidis

Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers
Hard Promises (Backstreet

)

Another Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers album
another Fall semester and another chance to reaquaint
ourselves with our hallowed halls of learning. Forget this
rwk mag intellectualism along with their assurances thatTP s latest album. Hard Promises, is one hell of a radical
departure from previous albums.
Petty and the Heartbreakers take as many risks as a

freshman signing up for intro to philosophy 100. Don't get
me wrong, this happens to be a satisfying TP album as
dependable as a Hungry-U pizza, exciting as' a
Celtic s-76er's clash, and as endearing as the look on a
hopelessly lost freshman face, there are just no surprises
As ever, the Tom- Petty-as-rock-and-roll-hero theme per-

vades this album. This notion has been given some
<;uhsfance hy fho wel'nublicized "one-man" (plus plenty of
iawy.»rs) fignt agains'! tnc smarmy eels at MCa Pettv'?
victory in the list price war is "reflected in the cover
photograph showing him next to a crate of albums priced

at. yes you guessed it. $8.95. More than anything it is Pet-
ty s modesty (sometimes over-exaggerated, if his self-
deprecating remarks about his 'disposable crap' are
anything to go by) and the feeling he is enj<yytng himself on
this album that lends a veneer of reality to the above myth
The opening cut. "The Waiting", starts off where

rorp^do^.s left off with the soaring vocals and familiar
Heartbreakers playing repeated on "A Thing About
You These two are the most positive, cheery songs on
the entire album: formula TP, like brownie mix. predic-
table but good.

Petty's usual cockiness is absent from the remaining
songs he IS more doubtful in general. On "A Woman In
Love (Its Not Me)", a song you just know is gonna be pas-
sionate and driven from its title, all Tom's attributes are
not enough to win over his loved one. His expressed
wonder of the New Romantic. Mohican. Skinhead etc chic
)» expressed (if a little tongue in ch'^k) on "Kings koaJ"
\a. oiv.einteresting area of London).

Narrative about other peoples lives is employed more
fully than ever before. "Nightwat<;hman" features a nicely

^lilKtlV l> I III. ..Ill I „ , I

•I >lli^^.., I.,.*, I., .11 \„,|„ ,»,

I
The closiria act of Spring
Semester 1961 is returning to the
Bluewall by popular demand.

The Linehan Brothers
Friday, September 11

Happy Hour 3 pm - 6 pm
Vd.id 10 and ABP sticker

^^^^^ required to purchase alcohol

Welcome Dock
Com» hov* your picture tok^n

for our Picture Goll^ry.

STUDCNT
COOROMATOIIS

40-IShrWwfc.
W.S ond Iton WS
Dascrtp timM ood
oppMcottom ot

SewtfiwMt

S«pt. 1*.

5454MM

WORK
STUDY
JOBS

The BDIC Program
has openings for

typists and clerical

assistants who have
work study awards
for Fall (can continue
through Spring) Ap
ply 15 Bartlett Hall or

call 5 0736.

Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid
Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleasant Street
Amherst Mon.—Sat. 10-6 256-0710

Tho b«st ploco in town
to stort o convorsQtion.

Tho prico Is olwoys right!
07 H. PIvQsont Str**t, Amh«rst
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Inspection fee wavers sought
BOSTON (AP) - The state •ttorney

general s office hopes to persuade a judge
to reconsider his rollback of Massachusetts
auto inspection rates from $4 to $2 per vehi
cle.

First Assistant Attorney General
Thomas Kiley said yesterday his sUff was
still considering the problem caused by
Superior Court Judge Hiiler B. Zobel's ml
ing that sute officials had not followed the
law in raising the fee.

Kiley said one of his lawyers may appear
before Zobel Friday with additional in
formation on why the state should be allow-
ed to raise the inspection fee for four
million vehicles. However, it was also
•possible, but unlikely" that no action
would be taken and that the rollback would
be allowed to stand. Kiley added.
The ruling, if left unchallenged, would

cost the state about $10 million in new
revenue, officials estimate.

Previously, the 4.200 service sUtions

P'"':':":v:'"'<*>>w*>»x-:-

I
I

I

S-

%

performing the inspections kept the entire
$2 fee. Under the proposed new arrange-
ment, they would receive $2.25 and $1.75
would go the state, addding an estimated
$10 million a year to the general fund.
Meanwhile, many confused Bay State

motorists held off having their cars in-

spected until 12:01 a.m. Monday, the point
at which Zobel said the fee must be reduc-
ed.

Adding to the confusion was the fact that
the judge did not say what would happen to
motorists who already have paid the full $4
to register their cars, trucks and vehicles in
the first several days of the semiannual in-

spection period. Inspection time began
Sept. 1 and runs through Oct. 15.

"We've only done two inspections this
morning instead of five or six." Bob Corbin
at the Broadstreet Firestone Car Care Cen-
tre in Springfield said Thursday. "The big
question is what happens to people who
already paid their $4.

Gain experience
(and earn money)

^
I

working for New England's
largest college daily. i

The following positions are currently available at the i^

Massacktisetts Daily Collegian:
|

Friday, September 11, 1981

r«>|) of the (uiiipiis

i

W

i

*=

I

TYPESETTER: 60 words per minute minimum.

imiVER: Must have own car and be willing to work late Iours.

I
FW further information about the typesetting and pro- Iofreadmg positions please see Marsha Bianchi or Lise Zei^r i
For mformation about the driver position, please see Jim I

Thr Ca»tgmn m an affinnatTva •ction/«qu«l opportuntry mnotoym. *j

Cominf In For A Undinf-Parachntiit John CarU. 32, ofNew RodJdT
Set?12W^V *»P*" Pf">»»^ " »»• come, in for . luidin^ on the roof ofth« 1.325.foot south tower of the World Trade Center in Manhattan
jMterday.

We've Expanded to

KEGS-

BEER-

^TADIU/i^
Serve You Better

WINE-
I

LIQUORS

LIQUORS
UnivsfBitv Drive, Amherst, Mass. 253-5695

case

Miller 12 02 cans 12 pk 3.99

Labatt beer orale 2.50 six 9.95

Tuborg 2.00

Moosehead 3.00six11.75 case

Castillo Rum 175 9.85

Bacardi Rum 175 9.85

Gilbey Vodka 175 8.59
Skol Vodka 175 7.99
Seagram 7 1.75 12.79

Calif Cellars Burg, Rhine, Chablis 4L 6.99
Bereich Bernkastel Riesling 750 mi3.99
Cartier Blanc de Blanc 15 4.50
Allini Lambrusco 1.5 2.99

^ -— -^

not responsible for typographical ermrs

the international
students association

i£.nts an

' '"•" ••" *"»»>... I...^M..,, \,„|,. ,,,

Friday^, September 11th
Bob Cummings
9pm - 1 am

Saturday, September 12th
Bob Cummings
& his Jazzy Trio

9 pm - 1 am
Enjoy our Drink Specials

during Soap Opera Happy Hours
Monday - Friday 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm

Valid ID and ABP sticfcer
required to purchase alcohol

Collegign 13

SiNeed Cash?
still

Buying

Highest

Prices

Class Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry
Coins and Stamps

See Me When You Scfl

^vrH
North PlMsont StrMt

|Amh«rtt 256-07)0
Mon.—Sot. 10^

funk

reggce '

solsa
neuv NNove
rock
and more'

SK50

fridOK, sept. 11 9-1cm
umoss compus center

lOth floor

4^ ^^^
^ LlOUORt *

I

Amherst's Largest Ftdl Service Uguor Stoie
VVelcoines You to Our ValleV

WfT^fo^p?"^^^^^^^ BROWSE!
VVEKEONRT. 9 JUST up the STREETFROM POOR Richards

SPIRIT HAUS SpedaU

1981 ANNmL

WE ALSO STOCK
THE AREAS LARGEST _

>ELECnON OF COLD KEGS St.PdUl! Gifl

* BEER-
Miller 12 oi. cans $7.99 case

Budl2oz.ca« $7.99 cast

Tuborg 12 02. NR light or dark $2.00 6 pk

Falstaff 12 oz. cans imports $6.25 case

Molson all kinds $2.99 6 pk $10.75 case

$3.80 6 pk

Sp/'n't Haus offers on of the largest

se/ect/ons of wines of the world.

SPIRITHAUSRBNTAL8

IKFRIGERATORS
• Yeeriy Rentals
• LocaHy Owned ir OPerated
• Service 7 days s week

Waich for our trucks on campus or call

SpMI Nmi • ?Se-l433 tr 2S3-8SM
for our nearest location

338 COLLEGE ST. (Rfe.9) 256-8433, 253-5384
OPEN TIL 11:00PM
(NOT RESPONSIBLE F0« TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS)
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PLANT SALE

Monday, S«f>t«mber 14th

Thursday, Saptember 17th

fime: jo-OO AM ^ B.-OO PM

pt»e»: Studant Union Ballroom

Bponsor f^f^Q^ 4 Panhallanic Council

Jerry Kooyers. c<M>wner of a gold mine in a remote mounUin of Central
Idaho, survey, damage from a dynamite blast that killed three miners
Wednesday afternoon.

QUALITY PLANTS
AT LOW PRICES !

; ^ BROUGHT TO YOU &Y:

tt)indoi» GrvtftfrY

^cvt^

T^c^

fXOf^

^et^\A

Worc«**«*"

\^iaV^
*%t^

Ga*

^to*

Morning Union A^

Telef^rap^

^tte
.<^^^

.\\
G^'

Ne
"'^A

" ^-^ 0.ily /y,^.
«*r

Available

Daily and Sunday

Located in the

Student Union

Convenient Hours
M-F 7:» am to 10:00 pm
S«t •nd'Sundey 8:00 am to 10 pm

the

mini Store

ilCYCU
RALEIGH, KADUKI, FUJI. TREK. SUHTOUR

2in«osontSt. Horthofflpton 5MO410

PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION

r.«=JlN*.«^
^"w**. 7%««iter, Dance /natructtow

py-Otvlalon Old Chapel 545-0619

Walk-In Repstration - September 9-17
Opening Concerts - September 13-15

^ndar of Fall 1981 recitols available by requesting "Muaic from UMass"

THE HOUSING ADMINISTRA TION
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

is currently seeking sophomore andjunior candidates
for the 1981/82 academic year. This program is open
to all majors and offers training and experience in
managerial and administrative areas. Brochures and
applications are available in 102 Berkshire House, the
Student Employment Office in Whitmore, and 102-

A

Field Dorm, and are due Tuesday, September 15 For
more info call 545-0890.

UMass Favorite Pizza'

SUPERIOR PIZZERLi

NEXT TO THE
NORTH AMHfPST
POST OFFICE

10 & 16 INCH PIZZAS
ALL COMBINATIONS - LARGE & SMALL
DAILY 11 AM TILL >

MOT OVfN CRINOiaS
SnAK CaiNOfRS

SPACMETTl LASAGNA RAV!Otl
MAWICOTTI • STUfriD SHELLS

GREER SAIAO

Free Delivery starting at
5:00 pm. Sunday at 2:00 pm

Drivers Wanted Must have own car

CJ( 549-0626
17 B MONTAGUE RD

. AMHERST

,j

• Editor

He focuses on the anti-SemiUsm involved in Argentina's
situation in about five chapters. It is in these that he ex
presses his most forceful, original ideas. Despite his
bothersome habit of stringing together whole series of
advertisement-style sentence fragments, his writing is
clear, restrained, and persuasive.

^l^i^' "•,(- **"& thirty-five years after this (the
"•^"1^ I''"

'"'"•**" European Jews), the Jew can be corT
sidered the enemy, tortured and killed for beimr the
enemy, then he has kept his place in history, his hStoric
condition persists.

•;in the .prisons." he writes, "they pounded it into my

thlltSon.*'^^ ""
'"•^'^ »^^- ^<i—

'
-th

I believe this book will be regarded ahm with Ninki
CaW/|^Si^ and many others CVj^cidTSii:;;^^
Jewish expenence m the twentieth century. It has unonr^mon depth and penetration.

-ROGER ATWOOD

* Promises

undemtated guitar riff and excellent melody and

taJe of the all-Ume loser. "Criminal Kind" is one of themore innovaUve songs. Petty explores at half-pace the
hopelessness of a "disease of the mind".

^^

wll^rt^ 'I*'
^"'^^^ "^"•" -^ "Listen to herHeart aside, can you think of a TP ballad that was moreUian token? "Insider" is a «>ng of the above kinoL^SSbeen much touted by all and sundry. pre«,mablyCZ

Ms. Nicks croons along. Do two AOR stars plus one tepid

SK?1^'^ ^'^"^ ^'^'"*"y the lyrics a/e interestiS^
telling of people having to make difTicuJt choices, and it dMsp«wn the album UUe. but the melody and sinking rJ2drag this song around. ^

rM„*B*"K".'~'j*'!'^'
""*" critfcixed on earlier songs(My Baby s a Rock and Roller") is absent. "Letting Y«iGo .seeing TP in a less confident mood. The closing

?-T c»-.l^
^"^^^^ hold out hope for the future. "YouCan SUll Change Your Mind" sees Tom saying hey. Im

stui a free agent, any musical avenue U mine, no hyping up
the charts. This 18 a referral to the mans stated aim to

n^fT"! Tif" .??" »'"^*^ » again in the style ofone of the last bona-fide rock and roltere. Anything that's
rock and roll IS alright, and Tom Petty's alright.

—Lawrence Haddad

Coll^ gl^jl 15-

Got 8<methtng to say? Don't be shy; say it
in the editorial pages of the CoUegian.
Prospective columnists are invited to
submit copy to the editorial department

3upce^
in business.
dSliiil^f^IirS *.?^ 'nstniments calculator«8igned to solve basifiess problems.*'

*"""'""'^

Touch a few special keys on these Te.xas
Instruments calculators, the TI Business
Analyst-ir-and The MBA'", and lengthy
time-value-of-money problems suddenly
aren't lengthy anymore.You can automati-
cally calculate profit

niaipns, forecast

sales and earnings and perform sUtistics.
And problems uith repetitive calculations

are a piece ofcake for the MBA, because it's

programmable.

These calculators mean business, and what
they give you is time-time to grasp underlying
business concepts, while they handle the num-
ber crunching, lb make it even easier, each
calculator comes with a book written especially
for it, which shows you how to make use of the
calculator's full potential.

The Business Analyst- II and MBA business
calculators fromlt.xas Instruments. Tv\o
ways to run a successful business ma-
jor, ulthout running yourself ragged. ''"^^

Texas Instruments
INCORPORATED

s«/1

in n rt

Executive
Calciilator

Guir" '

Quick
lact^i
mn*Mtn

^^^ DISSS'

Trt'

UJS»«Sttt3Ua\

mm mm mm ta

mm ta MM r»

^i'

No thieves to catch
in four Mass. towns
BOSTON (AP) - The closest thing to a crime wavem the western Massachusetts hamlet of Waahiiurton

TL^oiT^l 1^ '^"^ *'"«^ ^'••^ Guthrie repoSed
a batch of blank checks was missing.

PI."!?**"' !l"^,""i
^ '"'^h." Poike Chief Daaid 0.

PhiUips said Wednesday night in a telephone interview
from his home, which also serves as polk* head
quarters. Found them in the house."

Phillips 55, who makes $3.75 an hour as a part timepdK* ch|ef and otherwise earns a living <w"ng «iruck. said that was the only incident in the re^ntcrime annals of Washington.
The Berkshire mountain community of 587 resklents"sh«^d with three other small Massachusetts town.

^•jYou know you'll have your hubcaps here," Phillips

Boston, the sute's biggest city, also was the most
dangerous, with a crime rate of 134.6. the highest in
Mwsachusetts. according to 1960 statistfcs Te^
Wednesday by the state Department of PubUc SafetT^
The rate is the number of "index" crimes - thoseranging in severity from murder to auto theft - per

1.000 residents. ^
The^on figure was more than twfee the sUte

rate of 58 and the national rate of 55.2 for l»7» themost up-to-date figure provided by the state report
'

J^-!?^"^ '"* Washington, other towns with no
reported crimes were Uverett, population 1.471;Monroe. 179; and Peru. 633.
But John Pacxkowski. 34. part-time police chief in

Uverett ai aS an hour, conceded that "a lot of tUacs
that happen don't get entered in the sUUatics."
Joseph Mowe 68. a Monroe selectmui vho earnsWOO extra annuaUy by acting as police chief, laki theiMt index crime in the town was so kmir a» hecouldnt even remember what it was.

'«»"•'«
Franklin Oakes. 58. the Peru chief who makes $4 an

hour, said the town's pe^reful stred. ended ZFebruary when two PittsfieW youths were caughtbreaking into a house.N
*»"»ni

TheyVe serving time," he said of the bitter fruit ofcrime in Peru.

Throughout the sUte, murder was up by 7 2 ocrcenL
rape by 9.5 percent, robbery by 15^ 'pI^^Tg

Wanted: Hard-working, talented,
non-artsy-fartsy person for the paid
position of Associate Arts Editor.
Lay-out skills are a plus. Also open
are the non-paying but rewarding
positions of editors for the depart-
ments of music, books, theatre,
dance, galleries, and film. See Ron
Miller at the Collegian for details

"The Original"

INVASION
OF THE
BODY

SNATCHERS

Sun. Sept. 13

CCA
7. 8:30 & 10

$1.00

sponsored by
Grayson House

NEED
CASH?

3S North PIcoMnt StrMt
Amh»r»t 2S64XT\0

AAon.—Sat. 104

I"*! T»«t. In,(rumrn|. Inr..rj».rm^

Read
the

Collegian

NEED A JOB?
Houiiin^ Services Is looldiig for
a few good students* for the
Weekend Cleaning Pro|^am.
t3.50/hour. Work study and 03
hourly.
Applications available at: 102
Berkshire House. 8:30 AM - 6PM Monday - Friday. Deadline
for applying is September 16.
• ^actore of rooe. color, mx, •««. religion,
iMllonial origin, or handicap are not con
ndered In the adml—ion or treatment of•tudenu or in employment, in aooordanoe
with Federal and State laws and revula
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BOSTON - Boston's shrunken public school system
operating under the threat of a layoff Sept. 21 has'beguri
they year without major problems. But a decision by the
city's School Committee wUI mean good news and bad
news for some 400 teachers.

Classes opened Wednesday with few problems, despite
a reduction of some 1,000 teachers and the shutdown of 27
schools.

But despite a vote by teachers to strike Sept. 21 because
of massive layoffs, the Boston School Committee has
eliminated the jobs of another 250 teachers.
The 250 are being bumped out of their jobs by teachers

among the 710 tenured instructors fired last month. Ian
Foreman, a School Department spokesman said Wednes
day night after the committee vote.
He said some of the first group were hired back after

showing new certifications with higher seniority and
demonstratmg they already had greater seniority than

Boston schools open despite layoffs

I

Friday, September 11. 1981

originally credited.

More than 20 000 of the city's 61.541 students reported
to classes Wedne.sday as officials began a staggered
schedule of school reopenings. School Departmem
spokesman Joseph Burnieika said 30.998 students were
scheduled to report to class Wednesday.

The attendance rate of 69 percent on opening day was 3
percent lower than opening day last year, he said.
Forman reported two minor accidents in connection with

opening day: an 11 year old girl treated for bruises after a
car struck her while she was running for the school bus
and a school bus was involved in a minor collision with a
car. There were no injuries.

The school system has fired its more than 200 crossing
guards to save money, but the police department assigned
about 100 officers to crossing guard duty.

Classes also began Wednesday for most of the 69.000

students enrolled at 225 schools of the CathoUc Ar
chdiocese of Boston, which covers 45 cities and towns In
Boston, four out .of 10 school aged children attend private
schools, and schools report increased interest from parents
because of the public schools' money problems.

The Boston Teachers Union, angered by the layoffs and
the school committees decision to withhold a scheduled 7.5
percent wage freeze, voted Monday to strike Sept. 21
unless those i.ssues are settled.

Teachers' salaries now range from $12,632 for a new
teacher with a bachelors degree to $25,187 for a teacher
with a doctorate and nine years' experience. Most salaries
range from about $13,650 to $22,500. Forman said.

In another school development, the Parks and Recrea-
tion Department has notified the School Department it
must pay for the use of fields if high school athletes are to
be allowed to practice on them.

(aliiipbm
Zayre's Shopping Ct., Rt. 9. Hadley

256-6889

25% Discount
on any purchase

offer good til 9/30/81
OPEN

Sun - Thurs 7 am - 3 am
rii a Sat Open 24 Hours

^^^^ • only with this coupon

Th« PQp#r Dolls

6 Lou Miomi

Wico with Eric amwni^

M 6 Sot opft 9x30-2:00

NEED FURNITURE?

Visit

52^

Tonight Sept. 11

ORLEANS
w/Special Guests

JUSTIN

^ "Tho Runos"
olso Khnopps n\f

op#n Sundays 9:30-1:00

rustv nail

ThE Lamp Shop
Lowost Pricos In tho Aroof

Mountain Farms Mall Hadley

586-8278

/T>^

Sat. Sept. 12

N R B Q
^t^7, Sunderland, MA 665-4937

Health & Beauty Aid Sale
I

something for everyone -'

Aqua Fresh Toothpaste 1.4 o>.

Oral B Toothbrush ns #« #»
Dry Idea ih oz. r««.. imscwitwi

Gillette Foamy 11 01. R«g

TracllS's
Q-tipS 300'S •PtH^ valM

B €r L Saline Solution

SALE PRICE R.g. Price

Mwithol. Um«

1.10

79c.

1.29

1.39

1.30

1.35

1.30

1.S8

1.39

2.10

2.17

1.96

1.83

Sale Ends

Sept. 19, 1981

\

Open
M F 9 5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass

'^^Universlty store

i:

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECom. u.

""^^^^^^^J^^B^^l^^ MCdav Friday • DeadNne ., 3:45 two day, prior to pub.icatK>n dayLmh m advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount e Phone number FRFF

£M£g!aQi7

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDCD?

Professiorials for U-Mas. Welcome

J'we 7(n3**
"""^ "'»<:'^-A-Disc today Ran-

AUTO FOR SAlT

1m%12^«i5^ °'i?*"^'
°^"*^- ^""s well,AM/FM $1400 Of best offer 256-6367

72 VW Beetle excellent co ca ll 549-5374

BASS PLAYER

Stereo excellent condition cabinet Pioneer
headphones, turntable, receiver and tape
deck, two Fisher and Enverson speakers,
$275.00 will talk ph. 546-7666 Also tickets
for Stones wrth Van Helen

Elementary Linear Circuits ECE 211 212
$20.00 ECE 221 digital wetworks by Booth
$15.00 Math 131 Calculus by Swokowski
$20.00 call Steve 592-6771 Chicopee

Queen site bed boxspring 1 year old
$60.00 665-7083

College Pltia on Fearing St near
Southwest Area needs people with cars to
deliver pizzas to the UMass Dorms. Hourly
pay plus tips plus gas allowance. Only
those with cars need apply at College Pizza

PSYCHOTHERAPY

INSTRUCTION

FLOWERS. FLOWERS. FLOWERS

FOR RENT

Small compact refrigerator for rent.
Available at Spirit Haus Liquor Store 338
College Street, Route 9. Open until 11:00
256-8433

FOR SALE

Oh how beautiful the roses, carnations
and the other fragrant romantic selections
that are available at the Campus Center
Ftorist Stand near the Coffee Shop

FOUND
Found Mk female dog med size brn legs
hangs around CC well trained Please take
her home

Basic Auto Mechanics Workshop. Fall
classes forming. 28 hours of instruction in-
cluding classroom theory & shop. Limited
enrollment. 253-7967

JJS^i^"*^""!^?" "^^^ 233. 235, 431.
665-4714 after 6:00

Highest Prices Paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst.
Monday-Saturday 10 am-S pm Licensed by
the Town of Amherst, member of Chamber
of Commerce. 256-0710

Stones tickets for Saturday September 25^•^elphia. Best offers get them. Phil

Individual, couples, family therapy. Fee
based on ability to pay. Non-student
clientele also accepted. Psychological Ser-
vices Center 546-0041

ROOM WANTED
Looking for an apt. to share responsible
female senior call 253-9591 (days) Lori

Senior seeks room in an apartment in .

the Amherst area call Scott 2S60662
J

''oo'n wanted in house or apartment i

call 256^272 ask for Rich

Room wanted senk>r woman looking for
housing help I Leave message at 546-7098

ROOMMATE WANTED

HELP

Clothes. Mens-suits-shirts-jackets-
hats-flannel pajamas-jeans-alarm clocks
sweaters-beds-blankets-bed spreads.
Prices reasonable. Appliances small

.

Motorcycle Jacket tan size 42 $100 00
call 1 413-967-5860 '

For sale 1970 Bug. rebuilt eng. mostly
clean, needs rustwork xtra parts call Jack
after 4 PM 586-8427 $300 or 80
Tag Sale Sat 9/12 9:30-4:30 Rt 116
Sunderland opp. Bub's Bar-B-Q furniture,
rug, tent, typewriter, clothes, and more
4 Stones tickets Phil Sept 25 $50 call Tina
253-7573

Refrigerator new 5+ cubic foot Sears
warrantied 80 256-8818

Tag Sale - bed, kitchen goods, lot more
Saturday, 12, 10-5 Shutesbury Center blue
ranch tiouse

Tag Sale Sun 10-5 61 Gray St. Amherst
suntan/heat lamp, box spring

Need room desperately I'm a neat
responsible easy-going non-smoking
female Please call 546-4969 leave message

HELP WANTED
BABYSITTER for 10-year old boy and
8-year-old girl. Amherst Center. $2 hour
549-5105

Governors Program Council has staff
positions available: Cable/Video Coor
dinator. Public Relations, and program
assistants (work-study). Applications and
|ob descriptions available in 409 Student
Union. Deadline Sept. 17 An equal oppor
tunity employer.

Part-time readers and typists wanted
for legally blind staff members in the dept
of General Physical Ed. All applicants can
apply by calling 545-2338 or leaving a
message at 768 Tower Library Office.
Thank you.

Tim I love you! We are going to have a
great year. No more Phone Bills LOve va
Ana

Zeta Psi - Thanks for all your help and en-
couragement. Get psyched Delta Zeta

1 room available in 5 bdroom house in
Belchertown caN 256-0156

SERVICES

PERSONALS
Fall Sem. Practicum: Work 1-4 after
noons per/wk in after school day care K-6
on campus Mrs available: M T Th F

Jo*?;^;"*^^
1:00-5:45. Wkly staff mtbs.

12:45-2:00. Earn 3-6 credits based on days
worked. For more info call Nancy Ross
549-6170.

Looking for an unusual gift? Spirit Haus
has many moderately priced wines, liquors
and beers for all occasions.

MOVING? LOCAL MOVING SERVICE
VERY REASONABLE NO JOB TOO
SMALL 549-1272

Student Movers k>w rates, local long-distance^
STICK IT IN YOUR EAR

Stkek it in your ear at Silverscape
Designs. Custom, single and multiple ear
piercing in twenty styles of sterile studs.
SPECIAL 14k gold bracelets $9.95.
Sih^rscape Designs, the Yellow House,
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

TAG SALES

The Book is back
nrioney

check it out save

DOONESBURY

Free meals 19 per week, in exchange for
kitchen help at Alpha Delta Phi call now for
details 549-0889

Have you heard about the book spend
seven save $300

The Book - would saving $300 help your
budget

Congratulations Kathy Morton-Hallam
Have loads of hocula! Love Karen Reed

Need a bed? Toaster? or ctothing? Con>e
to 797 Main Street Amherst 9:00-4:00
You'll see the CHEAPEST furniture etc. for
your dorm, house, or apartment

Tag Sale Amherst Auction Gallery
Meadow St begins noon Sunday Sept 13

WANTED
Babyshrters fai semester, vanous timae.
days. Come to ChiW Care Office. 213
Berkshire House, between 9 end 2. Mortdc»
-FrkJey

MILES. TM SURE A
UnOFOURUSTES-
BK> UIOULD LIKB TO
KNOW IF iOU EVER
'm TUE mu.'DUR-
INOAMfiRAmOH

/

UELL,

NO.TM
HAPPY
TOSfii

IO0N7.

Garry Trudeau

A/r THERE CGfTAlNLYARE
A GOOD MANY UJHO 00. 7»E
ACTION BeeiNS AROUNP Th4EW MILE MARK. W^^N THE
BOCrrs NffTURAL STORE OF
BNERbY 5UD0ef4.Y 6IVES OUT'

TO YOUR RlfmAND LEFT
FEuou JoeeeRs STAfn TO
60 MUN. ONE BOC^ AFTER
ANOTHER COUAPSJN& ONTO
THE DUSTY. HARP PAVEMENT
tifTH A 5iCK£NIN6 THUD'

CROSSWORD
Kdited by Martarrl Farrsr and Trude Jaffe

l««l I «t «i«>' \<mr\ SI.4ICM.

CARTOONISTS...
The Collegian needs your talent and sense of humor!!!

If you'd like to draw a comic strip for the Collegian,
submit samples of your work to Jim Kane, in the
Collegian Business office, 113 Campus Center
545-3500.

ACROSS
1 Comly
5 'Shane" star

9 Victorian

14 Mrs Chaplin
15 Hip tx>nes

16 Expectant
17 Poised
19 Choir voices
20 Pivots

21 Respectful title

in Hidalgo

23 Sort

24 Finish line

symbol
26 Draws
28 Flyers of 1941

30 Trimly

author

32 Pan Alley

33 Heraldic

pattern

35 River in

Bohemia
37 Swelling

41 iMild

43 Attack of a kind
45 Corrupt city

of yore

46 Time Of day.
in Cannes

48 Heroine of

Salinger stones
49 Scarf's cousin
51 Request for mercy

53 Hankering
54 Unconventional

type

56 Wet blanket

60 Past

61 Those who repine
63 Avoid a certain

ceremony
66 Heavenly food
68 Well pleased
70 Fold

71 Lay the

line

72 Aneni
73 Number ol hills

in Roma
74 Like some books
75 German-Czech

river

DOWN
1 Part ol S A R
2 Coward
3 Composed
4 Symbol of

authority

5 Diamond "

6 Mum and others
7 Malady

8 Daren I. old style

9 More sparkling

10 Aviv
11 Froiicsoine act
12 Tristram's

ladylove

13 School
equipment

18 Jacob s brother
22 Mel of baseball
25 Beam
27 Kosielanelz

28 Legendary birds
29 First name m

folk music
31 Supporters Suffix

34 Eipress feeling

CoUoq
36 Fence part

38 Placid

39 Stage performer
40 Yemen port

42 Leave one s

homeland
44 Became angry
47 Set in motion
50 Cologne
52 Mars, to

Euripides

54 Launching sites

55 Peer, to a

Parisian

56 Musical group of

a certain number
57 Arnaz and others
59 Came movie
62 Put aw||y

64 Marquette
65 Fulda tributary

67 A Turner

69 Public house

WMUA
FRIDAY

6-10 a.m.
Jazz Wake-up
Greg Giles

10 a.m. -2 p.m.
Black Contemporary

Music
Daddv Neil

2-5:30 p.m.
Friday Drive Revisited

M.J. Galper
(New Wave. R & R)

5:30-6 p.m.

Newswatch

6-7 p.m.

Athena's Web w/Don
(Erow-Astroogical Pro-

file

7-10 p.m.

New Wave Sounds
w/Tony Kord

10 p.m. -2 a.m.

Funk, Rock & Reggae
Jim McDee

Experience Show

DC MENU
LUNCH

Fi.shburger on' Roll/

Tartar Sauce

Turkey Divan

DINNER
Cht'cst' La.sajrTiji/

Tomato Saucf

K^jfs an<i Sharj)

Chwsc Cold Plati-

Kakt'd C(KJ with
Crumb Sauce

BASICS LUNCH

Herbed wSoybean Ca.«;.serole

Turkey I>ivan

BASICS DINNER

Ch('es<' Spinarh Squares

Bake<l CchI with
Crumh Sauce

1
?-

1 4

1
1 ^ r-

1

10 11 17 13
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~
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TVtEATT^Ea TIMIt fON TODAV OMLV

M.'STMriLITESNOW

^nr>CNAMPSNIR£4 584-7550
DONT YOa WISH

YCXJ WERE ARTHUR?
Liza

Moore Minnelli

The most lun money can buy.

Ffi a Set (S 30 # «1 7» 7 «-»»
Sun Thur m (6:00 « t1 7SI 9:X
Mitinm Sm Cr Sun m 2 30

Holy«^)odbul

JULIE ANOACWS
WIU.IAM HOiOCN
OLAKCCDWAM}S

Fri h Sat (5 00 9 t1 7S) 7:30-9:56
Son Thur at (5 46 © $1 751 8 15

[ 3jj Manny Sal & Sun ai 2 15

OF THE
LOST ARK

Ffi ir Sm (S:1S # (1 75) 730 9 46
SunThur at (5:46 9 $1 75» 8 15

»«WinaM S« fc Sun at 2: 15

NIGHT
SCHOOL

'^'«rr.*3o*y*'»^'0'5

M

Trairw John. 2Vi.year-old-.on of New York Yankee pitcher Tommy John
Ie«Te. the New York UniTersity Medical Center with his parents. Thurs-
day. in Manhattan Travis was in critical condition for nearly three weeksafUr fallmg from hu third floor bedrooin window.

HAMPSHIRE 4

LATE SHOWS
FRI. 4 SAT.
12:15 A.M.

The
Kid* Are
AJrighl

MONTY PYTHON'S

WLIFE OF BRIAI
i^'atoh Bakshi'

WIZARDS

, ^mC WOUHTAIil FARMS k

3-D!
ITS BACK!

COMIN'
AJyA!

Special Er>oagen>ent Adults $3 25
Fn 8 Sat at (5 30 @ »1 75) 7 15^9 46

Sun Thur ai (6 16 ^ t1 751 8 30
Matinees Sal b Sun at 2 30

J4-9153
FMonncnRECTOROF Ara>Mi.Noaac
..> MFFESEffT MVO OF ANVM.
AMAMEMCAM
WCBEWOLI

THEWOnSTCR
MOVIE

tWM.rERMATTHAU

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

UNIVERSITY STORE HOURS

w
Fri e Sat (5 15@ »1 75)7 30 10

Son Thur (6 00 fl $175) 8 30
Matiryes Sat 6 Sun at 2 15

Fn b Sat at (5 15 9 »' 751 7 30 10 00
Sun Thur at (6 00 $> t1 75) 8 15

, Matinees Sat b Sun at 2 15

AUNAMKIN

Fri & Sat (5:30 e>$1 75)7 46-9 45

ton S«nThurat(6l6 9») 75)8 15
g*g Matinees Sat & Son at 2 30

Friday Sept. 11

Saturday Sept. 12

TEXTBOOK ANNEX HOURS
Located in the Physical Plant Building

Friday

Saturday
Sept. 11

Sept. 12

MINI STORE HOURS
Located in the Student Union Building

Monday-Friday 7:30-10

Saturday and Sunday 8-10

Bedspreads, Tapestries

$ Uall Hangings

00sS«^^

Located In the Campus Center

the University Store

A Slore-fuH of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6. Moa-Sat

Friday. September II. 1981

* Football
Continued from pnge :iO

The Massachusetts pass defense seemed
a bit thin at times in the second half, but it

was there when needed. Dwayne Lopes,
who tied with safety Eddie Vargas for
hardest hit of the game, picked off a
Landers floater with less than a minute
showing on the clock to kill the Bears' final
drive. Senior Steve Woodlock had the
other Minuteman rally-killing interception
in the second quarter.

.Collegian 19

One highlight of the game for Brown was
tHn play of tight house (otherwise known as
tight end) Steve Jordan. While the first
team All-Ivy Leaguer was not a
heavyweight blocker, he more than made
up for it with his pass receiving. The 6'4"

230 lb. Jordan hauled in 6 catches good for
97 yards. Not a bad day's work.
The defense got a good workout and the

offense got a decent day's work. The team
still has a week to jell and hopefully the
numbers next Saturday will turn out as
well as they did yesterday.

18 Main St
LIQUORS

Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Cutting Upfield-Barrett McGrath (12) picked up 21 yards aeainstthe Bears yesterday while leading the offense to the MinuUmen's^hirdscore in the second quarter.
^^men s inira

TIRED OF WARM DEER?
Come to us first!!!

Dud t J ox. con. 2.45/.,x 8.49/co..

r!^!^i .?
" "" 2.00/.,x 7.99/co,.

OldM||woukee.2oz„„.
0.29/,2pocK

Molsons 2 99
"All Specials Cold"

Highest ,^,

Cash /c£r,^l«3
Jrnces /jewelry, CoinSi
PAID

Daniel Smith

Cofnm#r(
o*

25 N. Pleasant St.
Amherst 256-0710.

NEED
CASH?

Office Hours
Men - Sat

10 am - 6 pm

Selling

SCALES
Cheapest prices

in town

FOUR SFASOM^
WELCOME BACK

STUDEMTfi
Molson Golden bts 9.99

Budweiser cans 7.99

Miller cans 7.99

BuSCh cans 7.99
Skol Vodka & Gin 175 litre 7.99
Jim Beam 1.75 l 11.99
Bacardi Rum 1 lt. 6.99

Riunite Wines 15 4.59

Free Beer Posters

Specials Every Week
Huge Domestic & Imported Wine

Selection

Free Delivery S?

Wines/Liquors
Hours 9-11

rte. 9, hadJey ma. /584-8174
in front of the mallt

HAMPSHIRE niHESS
SPORTS THERAPY CENTER

^M9wCooemptlnToiaini

Offering:

mmoi^J?.?'^'° r^'"'^^^
FITNESS PROQrXmS FOR MEN AND WOMEfJComplf Fitness Testlofl • Special Rehabllltatlv. Proor.l^>°^.?^^^Programs • Consulting Services

'°'»**-™£MovEMaiTsn;oio-i
Offering 32 sections of I

DANCE, KARATE and SELF-DEFENSE I

AND
I

THE HAMPSHIRE FITNESS STRIPERS
The New Running Club In Western Massachusetts I

We Invite you to visit our Modern 3-level facility
located in the Elmwood Shops. Routes. Hadley

(Next to Carbur's Restaurant)

586-6336

J
HPIHMM
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Numbers are right for UM
Mnutemen top Broun 21-13, Muiray scon 2 TD's

By STEPHEN FREKER
Ck)llegian Staff

If one went strictly by the numbers when looking at
yesterday afternoon's game scrimma^^e against the
Brown University Bears, it would seem that the Universi-
.ty of Massachusetts football team has not missed a beat
since the final game of last season.

It was like thev never even left.

The Minuteman defense allowed but 32 yards rushing in

the entire game and the first team didn't even play in the
second half save one series with a little over a minute left

to go and the Bears mildly threatening a late score. So far.

par for the course. After ail, the Massachusetts "D" was
third in the country in rush defense last year.

Garry Pearson had his usual stellar rushing day, 139
yards on only 20 carries. So far, so good.
Massachusetts also had some negative numbers, some

old. some new.

The Minutemen offensive and defensive teams combined
were assessed 119 yards on 13 penalties. Luckily, none
were costly. This sounds familiar considering
Massachusetts set a team record for this dubious distinc-
tion last season.

Minuteman quarterback Dean Pecevirh (7) follows block of fi.liK.<.L t i^
'°"""" '**""" ""••>•'«

<l.r-. r.n,M,rimm.», ,,,;„., Brown UnSr.. Alumni Su^um^"""
""""' <'*' '" ^"'"•

Kickersopenseason
at Keene State

By SUE BRIDGMAN
Collegian Staff

"A new oulk>ok."

That's how University of Massachusetts men's soccer
coach Russ Kidd described this year's varsity team.
Despite it being a young squad (only three seniors). Kidd
feels that this year's team will be a top contender.
"Although I am not making any predictions, I feel we

have a good team this season." Kidd said.

The team is a combination of returning players. junk>r
varsity standouts and freshman contenders. Returning
squad members include senior Tony M. Dias. who led last

year's squad in scoring with seven goals and four assists.

Co-capuin Dias has a three year total of 12 goals and six

assists, which leaves him one point out of the Top Ten in

UMass history.

Also returning are Chris New (recuperating from knee
surgery). Dave Harrington, goalie Brett Olsher. Steve
Lucas. Kevin Flynn and Vince Foti.

The team opens the season this weekend at the Sumner
Joyce Inviutional at Keene Sute College in New Hamp
shire. On Saturday, the Minutemen play Western Connec
ticut Sute College, and Sunday the winner will play the
winnerof the Keene State Husson matchup.

In exhibitwn games thus far. UMass beat Plymouth
State College, a team ranked 11th nationally in Division
III. preseason ratings. 2 1. defeated Albany State College
4 1. and lost to Glassboro State College, the third ranked
team in Division 111. 2 1. These games were played at the
Plymouth State Invitatk>nal.

Although the home opener is not until Oct. Sagunstthe
University of Vermont, there will be an exhibit k>n game
with a select team from London played at 3:(X) p.m. next
Tuesday at the Boyden k>wer fields.

Sports Notices
IM football

Entry forms for intramural touch football, all divi-
sions, are due Monday, Sept. 14. A $10 forfeit fee
must accompany all forms and a health clearance
form for each team member must be filled out
before the sUrt of play. Also anyone interested in
officiating should fill out an application in the in-
tramural office.

Collegian sports staff!!

There will be a Collegian
sports staff meeting Mon-
day, Sept. 14 at 6:30 p.m. in

the newsroom. All sports
staff must attend as fall

beats will be assigned.

In a sUtement released yesterday to the campus
community and UMass football fans. Chancellor
Henr7 Koffier announced that alcohol will no longer
be allowed at campus athletic evenU. Specifically
alcoholic beverage containers, cans, bottles, coolers
and kegs, will no longer be allowed into Alumni
btadium. (see related story on page 1.)

The Minuteman defense allowed almost 200 yards pass-
ing. This mark would be frightening if it was not made
clear that most of these yards were made without the
benefit of Raymond Benoit and his defensive line com-
rades breathing down the neck of Brown signal caller
Hank Landers.

Arguably the numbers that were most pleasing to the
ear were the final ones which put Massachusetts on top
21-13 at the end of regulation although these digits won't
count in the standings until next weekend.

Still, it's nice to win.

"Both first units played superbly," head coach Bob
Pickett said. "I wanted a good first half out of them and
that's what 1 got. I put the first defense back in at the end
to make sure that we took this game even if it is just a
scrimmage."

Besides Pearson's patented fine performance, Pickett
got some standout efforts from the other members of his
backfield, both first and second teams.

The first two series of downs witnessed the rebirth of
the mobile Minuteman quarterback. Although last year's
field leader (for the first six games of the season) Tim Fon-
taine was an able passer, he lacked the scrambling ability
and quickness of this year's quarterback Dean Pecevich.

Although his final rushing statistics did not boast large
gains, the times that Pecevich was able to break through
came at key points in the first two Minuteman scoring
drives.

When he wasn't running, the junior from Worcester was
pitching out to Pearson or handing off to starting fullback
Bob Murray.

Murray rambled for 66 yards against the Bear defensers
and scored two touchdowns, both off blocks by
Massachusetts offensive tackle Tony Pasquale. On the se-
cond, a 24-yard jaunt. Murray followed Pasquale step-for-
step all the way to the end zone.

"I was pleased with the play of both backfields (first and
second teams)." Pickett said. "We've been scrimmaging
a|?ainst each other for three weeks and those guys have
been going up against one of the best defenses around all
preseason so it's bound to improve them."

The second offense played the entire second quarter and
much of the second half. Barrett McGrath replaced
Pecevich and he picked up where Pecevich left off with a
few keepers of his own good for 21 yards on 10 carries.

If the Brown defense thought they were going to get a
brief respite when Pearson sat down for a breather, they
were mistaken. Junior Rich Jenkins, who sat out last
season with an injury, found the Bear front line no puzzle.
With 1 1 :23 to go in the second quarter, he took a handoff
from McGrath and galloped 44 yards and a TD to close out
the Minuteman tally for the game and give his team a 21-0
custiony halftime lead.

Continued on page 19

Stop Right There—Miami Dolphin tail1»ack Ed-
die Hill rum into some trouble in the form of Pitt-
•burgh Steeler linebacker. Smilin* Jack Lambert
(58)in laat night's game.
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K.UN 1 fct> 1—A pie-eating contest for children was one of many events held
at yesterday's Community Day Celebration. Shown here is' the winner.
Benjamin.

New courses funded
By KELLY BURKE
Collegian Staff

The Women '.s Studies Program at the
University of Ma.s.sachusetts, with a
$79,000 grant, is funding P^ive-College

faculty to develop new courses on the

issues of race, culture and gender, in an at-

tempt to eliminate shortcomings in black
and women's studies programs, .said

Margaret Cullley, co-director of the Facul-

ty Development Project.

The F'und for the Improvement of Post-

Secondary Education awarded the grant to

the Women's Studies Program in conjunc-
tion with the Department of Afro-
American Studies at Smith ('ollege. The
$79,000 is for the first year of the two-year
program, .said Culley, an associate pro-

fessor of F^nglish at UMass.
Women's studies has l)een said to have a

white bias, and black studies to have a
black male hias. The goal of the project is to
bring together faculty from the five col-

leges who are involved in black and
women's studies to address these issues,

she said.

Culley and her co-director, Johnella
Butler, chairperson of the Department of
Afro-American Studies will select twenty
faculty members from the five colleges—

a

balanced representation from each—to
develop courses and participate in a
seminar.

"1 think the selection process will be dif-

ficult. It's likely that we'll have a greater
numlxT of applicants than we'll have funds
for." Culley said.

Women's alcoholism rising
By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

Alcoholism among women has increased
at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, as well as on a national level,

says a UMass Health Services official.

Drinking is still heaviest among young
men, but women are catching up, said

Dyann Matson, coordinator of the Alcohol
Education Program (AF^P) at the Universi-
ty Health Services.

An increa.se in drinking and alcohol-

related problems among .students was
found by the program in a five-year

federally funded survey.

('hanging sex roles have contributed to

women's inrrea.sed drinking, Matson said.

A woman is now expected to take on male
responsibilities, so some women may use
male models for coping with pressure, she
said.

Matson .said, pressure from college,

desires for self imj)r<)venn'nt and a
students' peers can contribute to drinking
problems of women students.

According f(t a recent study bv Dr.

Eleanor Z. Hanna, director of the Alcohol
Clinic at Massachusetts General Hospital,
working women trying to compete with
their male colleagues in drinking con-
tributes to the increasing numbers of
women problem drinkers.

There is an increa.se in advertisements
which depict women in drinking situations.

The message they are conveying is if you
can handle liquor, you can handle the
world, she said.

Alcohol is sometimes used as a coping
mechanism for women who do not feel they
have other support mechanisms available,

MaLson said.

Studies have shown alcoholism rates to

1k' higher among lesbian women, possibly

l)ecause of the oppression and isolation gay
^K'ople face from society, she said.

The stigma still exists that women are

not supposed to be alcoholics, said Matson.
Women alcoholics face difficulty in hav-

ing their problem diagno.sed by doctors

U'causc they freijuentiy will not admit their

addiction. Often doctors merely treat the

.sympforTi rather than the problem, she

said.

By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Correspondent

A Special fund of $1.4 million, created by
the Board of Regents to help students off-
set a 27 percent increase in UMass tuition
has not been administered to needy
students, Student Government Association
CO-President Larry Kocot said Friday.
Last April, the Regents attempted to

raise UMass tuition by $202, but students
opposed the increase because of impending
financial aid cuts. The Regents agreed to
reconsider and at their next meeting pass-
ed the same tuition hike with a tuition
waiver policy designed to soften the blow
for students most in need.

Specifically, the policy allows UMass to
waive a total of four percent, or $600,000
of tuition collected. The Regents also
created a $1.4 million reserve fund to aid
financially-strapped students most in need.
Kocot said the Regents' tuition waiver

policy was misleading and ineffective in
offsetting the tuition increase they impos-
ed. A two percent, or $300,000, tuition
waiver policy was already in effect and the
Regents increased it another two percent,
he .said. The Regents based the waiver on
the old $750 tuition rate, not the current
$950 rate. The $1.4 million reserve held by
the Regents has not been administered.
Kocot said.

"When tuitiw was increased last spring.
John Duff. Chancellor of Higher Educa-

tion, said that anyone who wants to go to
UMass could with this tuition waiver
policy. When I look at these statistics I

must disagree." Kocot said.

Jan Robinson, vice-chancellor of higher
education for student affairs, said the
Regents decided to hold off disbursing the
$1.4 million reserve until they can deter-
mine which schools have the greatest need.
Future tuition waivers will be based on

current tuition levels, Robinson said.
"I'm going to ask hard questions to the

Trustees and financial aid officers. I'm go-
ing to make sure the aid goes to the most
needy." said Robinson.
Robinson defended the tuition waiver

policy as the best solution to offsetting the
necessary tuition increase.

"I consider it a good safety valve,"
Robinson said. According to the UMass
Financial Aid Office, students paid a $4.6
million tuition increase and received
$300,000 in tuition waivers. Seventy per-
cent, or $3.2 million of the increase was
paid by students in "financial need" Kocot
said.

The Regents cannot administer the $1.4
million reserve waivers because they do not
have the staff resources capable of such a
ta.sk, Kocot said. The State Legislature cut
the Regents staff request by Vs and the
staff is paid on a part-time basis he said.
"How can a group of consultants have

the resources to administer a statewide
financial aid program." said Kocot.

COMMUNITY DAY-Carol Hahn and Doug Jones of Rhapsodv in Blues
was the first of four bands at yesterday's Community Day Celebration.
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Haig sparks anti-nuke uproar
BONN. West Germany — Secretary of State Alexander

M. Haig Jr.. whose arrival in West Berlin drew an
estimated 30,000 anti-nuclear demonstrators and sparked
some street violence yesterday, said Soviet tanks and not
NATO's defease threatens peace in EXffope.

'

Haig also charged in his speech in the divided city that
there have been "continuing reports" that "unlawful"
lethal chemical weapons have been used in Afghanistan.
Cambodia and Laos. fM^umably by the Soviet Union and
its allies. He said the administration would have more to
say on this Monday.

Begin claims

accord will endure

f •.!

NEW YORK — Israeli Prime Minister \fenachem Begin
denied yesterday that defeat of the Reagan administra-
tion s plan to seU sophisticated radar planes and other
equipment to Saudi Arabia would endanger a militaiy
ojoperation agreement between his nation and the United
States.

The agreement, under which the United States ap-
parently would st«-kpile weapons in Israel, would endure
any outcome of the congressional vote on the $8.5 bUlion
arms sale. Begin said on NBCs "Meet the Press."

Begin criticized a published report which quoted an
unjdentifn^d Defense Department official as saying defeat
of tiie sale would jeopardize prospects for American Israeli
muitary cooperation.

"Tliat official dkin't know what he was talking about
"

Begin said, adding that the arrangement would have
benefits for both nations regardless of the Saudi deal.

Legislature faces cutbacks
BOSTON - With UttJe hope for quick soluUons, the

Massachusetts Ijegislature resumes formal session today
to tackle the many problems it deferred to eryoy a six
week holiday.

As it has been for months, the two-pronged critical issue
is money and Proposition 2'/2. The voter imposed tax
rollback has forced drastic economies on many cities and
towns and, indirectly, on the state. Federal cutbacks are
relaUid factors which may start to be felt when the 1982
federal budget takes effect next month.
On other battle fronts, insurance companies have laun

ched a major drive to win passage of legislatbn revamping
many features of Massachusetts' heavUy regulated
autxjmobile insurance system. If the bill prevails, the conv
panics — instead of the state insurance commisaoner —
wDuW set future private auto insurance rates.

Pilgrim plant 'below average'
WASHINGTON - Boston Edison's PQgrim nuclear

po^*«r plant in Massachusetts is one of the country's 15
"below average" nuclear facilities and will require more
frequCTit safety inspections, says the Nudear Regulatory
Comnisaon.

Boston Edison said yesterday that, despite the ranking,
the Pymouth. Mass. . plant was safe.

Nfike Monahan. a utility spokesman, said the con^jany
was reviewing the ranking, djckised Saturday, and would
issue a statement after the review.

"A rating of below average does not mean the plant is
unsafe," an NRC source who did not widi to be identified
said late Saturday. "We expect high performance from all
plants."

MANCHESTER. N.H. (AP) - WiUiam Loeb. the acer-
bic publisher of the Manchester Union Leader and
New Hampshire Sunday News who influenced state
and national politics for a generation, died of cancer
yesterday.

Loeb, 75. died at the Leahy Clinic in Burlington,
Mass.. shortly after noon, said Paul Tracy, editor-in-
chief of the Loeb newspapers.
Loeb was well known for his conservative views,

often delivered in stinging prose, but in recent months
he had stopped wriUng the front-page editorials for
which he had beccwne famous.

"No one can dispute that WiUiam Loeb. through his
newspaper and his personality, played a dominant role
in New Hampshire poliUcs during the last 35 yeare."New Hampshire Gov. Hugh Gallen said yesterday
Loeb. who Uved in Prides Crossing. Mass.. and Car-

son City. Nev., took control of the newspapers in 1948
His Wunt, page one prose stin^d consternation, anger
or applause from his readers.

TTie 1952 presidential campaign first bought Loeb
into the national eye when New Hampshire's Mareh
primary adopted a preferential baUot on whfch voters
could choose candidates, not just delegates.

In subsequent presidential elections. New Hamp-
shire's primary became increasingly significant, mak-
ing or breaking candidates — and helped make Loeb a
factor in national politics.

In 1972, the Union Leader published the "Canuck"
letter, whose author never was located but who was
believed to have been a "dirty trickster" fi-om the Nix-
on White House.

The letter quoted then-DemocraUc frontrunner Ed-
mund Muskie of Maine calhng people of French-
Canadian descent "Canucks." Because of Man-
chester's large FVanch-American population the
damage was serious.

Federal cuts will cost

state $100 million
BOSTON - Federal budget cuts will cost

Massachusetts almost $100 mUlion and have
*

a
"devastating" effect on the state, especially on social
service recipients, says a legislator who is helping
deade how to <listribute the remaining aid from
Washington.

"A lot of people think these bbcks grants will give
us money to use as we wisn. It's not true - they still
teU you what you can do and can't do — with 25 per-
cent less money than last year." says Rep. A. Joseph
DeNuca. D Newton, who wUl preside at a aatehouse
hearingon the impact of the cuts.

TTie block grants, a cornerstone of the Reagan ad-
ministration's "new federalism," call for combining a
vanety of federally funded prograns into a few lump
^ws and giving state officials greater authority to
deade how the money will be spent within the
categories.

State officials, however, complain that Washington
will be keeping about a quarter the money in return for
giving up total authority over spending decisions ITje
cutback IS expected to be especially crippling in
Massachusetts because of state budget problems and
local cutbacks due to Proposition 2V2.
DeNucd, a member of a state task force studying

the effect of the federal cutbacks, said the state can
expect to lose at least $26 million through the bkick
grant approach, plus up to $10 miUkni in Aid to
Famili^ with Dependent Children and $5 million to $10
million in Medicaid reimbursements.

William Loeb
AP Laser Photo

Solidarity accused
of 'counter-revolution'
WARSAW, Poland — Solidarity, on an apparent colli-

sion course with communist authorities after its first na-
tional convention, faces a "sharp struggle" but is not out to
seize power, union leader Lech Walesa says.
His remarks reported here yesterday came on the heels

of Communist Party charges of 'counter-revolution" by
Solidarity, an accusation that preceded Soviet military in-
tervention in Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968
to stem liberalization moves.
"We do not want to take over power, but we must

assure that the authorities serve us." Walesa said at a
meeting Saturday with residents of Gniezno in central
Poland.

Walesa, leader of the 9.5 million-workers union, was
reported to have met privately Sunday with Achbishop
Jozef Glemp. who was being formally installed as the na-
tion's primate. Glemp is spiritual leader of an estimated 31
million Catholics in this country of 36 million.

Polish and Soviet commentators and officials said
Solidarity's congress showed a trend toward seizing
power, and the official Soviet news agency Tass called the
session "an anti socialist, anti Soviet orgy." The congress
reconvenes Sept. 25 to elect leaders and debate reform
programs.

Mandatory RSO Workshops

L^^n^Dc^"!^'^''*'''!?'^^
^^^''^^ ^'" ^^ conducting workshops

tor all RSO Group Treasurers and Officers who have been en-
trusted with organizational funds. Workshops MUST be at-tended prior to your being able to initiate any financial
documents. Workshops will be held as follows:
Groups
SATF Funded Groups
Coop Student Business
Any Group
Stockbridge
SATF Funded Groups

NEED
CASH?
cQN̂ Jift^*
25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst 256-0710
Men—Sat. 10-6

Date
15 Sept
16 Sept
17 Sept
22 Sept

23 Sept
Coops Student Business 24 Sept

29 Sept
30 Sept
1 Oct
6 Oct
7 Oct
8 Oct

Any Group
Greeks
Residential Areas
SATF Funded Groups
Coop Student Business
Any Group

Time
2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:35 4:25
2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25

2:30-3:45/4:00 5:15

CC Rooms
CC 803
CC 803
CC 811 15

CC 803
CC 811-15

CC 811-15

CC 803
CC 811-15
CC 903
CC 903
CC 903
CC 903

If you cannot make any of the scheduled meetings for your particulargroup, attendence at any one of the sessions will suffice. The sessions J\review the financial responsib.iit.es and requirements placed on each RSOand a discussion of new policies and procedures.

Governors

Progrom Council

staff positions available for Cable/Video
Coordinator, Public Relations program
assistants (work-study). Applications and
job descriptions available at 909 Student
Union. Deadline September 17.

MEMDERSHIP MEETING
WEDNESDAY September 23

4 pm 805 Campus Center

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Professors favor O'Connor appointment
i '^iJ '"^tlKiii-s Assi.stant lV()l'essf)r Naru-v »r:iYi/>n v^irl (H)l(iniiin .said. "liCtr.illv th^'v hav.

coiiegiaQ 3

ByLAlIRIEZlJCKEIt
0)llegian Staff

Several University of Massachu-setts professors greeted
the probable confirmation and appointment of Sjindra Day
{)'(x>nnor to the United StaU-s Supn-me (>)urt. favorably.
despiU' her detractor's oppo-silion to her con.servative
stance.

IVofessor Sheldon (Joldman. of the Political Science
departnx'nt and a noted authority on the judicial sysU^m
and politics said, the appointment is very signiiuanl.
"Sandra O'Uonnor will bring a sensitivity to women's

issues to the court. She knew sexual discrimination
herself. She graduated third from Stanford Law School,
and no law firm would hire her. She was offered a position
as a legal secretary and when she was on the Arizona
Senate, she voted for vwmen's rights, though she later
changed her original position on abortion, probably
because Barry Goldwater. her mentor, felt it would
jeopardize her political career. Still, I find it incredible
that she'd abandon women's issues." Goldman said.

I^^al Studii-s Assistant IVol'essor Nancy HnixUm. .said
II. was "high time" a wiwiuin be appointt-d to the U.S.
Supn-me ihurl. lUmvver, she said. (J'C-onnor's pLitform
on is.sues may bias her judgenx'nt. :\n ultra con.ser\ alive
on the bi-nch would Ix- unlortumite. she said. Ix^ause it

oventmK's the virtory' of having a woman there. It's of
some usi'. as a tokoni.sm U) start things off, she said.

^
"She's conservative, but as a judge, she .sounds gtxxl.

She stiKxl up at the confirmation hearinj^. and in.sisted the
law Is the law. Hopefully shell stick to that." said Dean
AlberLson. from the lIi.slory department.

Hnixlon said the Committee's questioning of ()'(x)nnor's
alwrtion views was im unusuiil procetxlure. Hraxton .said,

"The Senate Cbmrnittee usually doesn't ask a nominet> to
declare their ideology before consideration for confirma-
tion. ex«?pt in cases where moral turpitude is saspected,
conflict of interest or racial prejudice.

"

"Making abortion an issue of moral turpitude would be
pretty slippery interpretation," said Braxton.

Albertson said they could ask what they wanted "so long
its they don't get caught."

J

By KELLY BURKE
Collegian Staff

will

The Women's Forum Against Media Violence (WFMV)
recently received a $965 grant from the Haymarket Foun-
dation to combat media violence and pornography in the
Pioneer Vally by establishing a community education- and
action project.

Pornography, as opposed to erotica, is based on domina-
tion-it shows the powerful person gratified by degrading
women and children; erotica shows mutually pleasurable
sex between consenting people, said WFMV organizer
Elizabeth Dworan.
The group does not believe in censorship, and unlike the

political right, they do not want to ban all erotic material
and media. Dworan said.

We're very .supportive of non-violent, non-sexist erotica
. . . That IS what distinguishes us form the Right. The
Right IS against pornography for entirelly different

reasons-they're against sex-they don't care about
women," said Dworan.
The group was formed last spring in response to a wave

of violence against women and children in the media
Dworan said. Under its original name of Women Against
Violence in Pornography and Media, the group spon.sored
the "Feminist Case Against Pornography" conference
held in Northampton and Amherst last spring
"Films like "Dre.ssed To Kill" and "Friday the 13th"

are part of a new genre featuring the senseless slaughter
of those who are powerless in our society," said Dworan.
"Pornography and much of the media encourage a com-

placent attitude toward violence, teach us that the abus<>
of women is sexy, and that women really want to have
violence done to them," she said.

Dworan said that a current theme in pornographic
movies, as the group defines them, is the single career
woman who is raped and killed because of the in-
dependence. These movies are the product of male

(H)l(imiin said, "Ix'g.illy they have the right to ask
iinvthing. iuid to refuse ;m appointee on frivolous gi-oun(J.s,
such as hair color. However, it would b<' highly unethicaj'
to ask how a judge would v(He beforehand. It gcx's ag-aiast
th<- Judici;il Ciinnon of Pihics. If O'Connor Ls a true conser-
vative, she would he lx)und U) rely on the conservative
principle ol preci-di'm, and uphold the lOTJ Boi- vs. Wade
dmsion which established the constitutional right lo an
abortion when the fetus was not viable."
"Even if Reagan is tr>ing to undermine the anger of the

wnx^ns movenK>nl, whatever his motives, it is a
historical appointment, and he ought to be commended

"

Uoldman .said.

"This is a crucial lime for women's rights." BraxUm said.
11 the Equal RighUs Anx>ndment Ls not passtnl. it will

r^t on the Suprenx^ Courts interpretaUon of the Equal
Prot«lK)n precedent set for Blacks. So far. the Supreme
Court has not been a great champion in Uberally inter-
pretating Equal ProtecUon to extend to women and other
minorities. It's wonderful to have a woman up there but it
would be a travesty if she fails to recognize the coiisUtu-
tion IS not serving her own kind," she said.

dominance, she said.

Dworan said the media do not merely reflect societal at-
titudes, but help to shape them. For instance, if we did not
see violence against women condoned, our subconscious
would cease to be effected by it, and abusive patterns
toward women would begin to change, she said.

She said she disagrees that pornography provides a
harmless outlet to men who might otherwise commit
crimes of violence-as some supporters of pornography
maintain—because increasing rape and battery rates since
the flourishing of pornography prove otherwise.
WFMV will use the Haymarket funding to purchase and

create educational materials, organize a speakers' bureau,
and cover expenses of community actions. They will also
sponsor a rally and demonstration on Oct. 17 which has
been designated as a national day for recognition of bat-
tered women's shelters, by battered women's groups.
"Public pressure can change the medium," said

Dworen.

Aid checks available
University of Massachusetts Bursar Robert R. Mishol

has announced that financial aid award checks will be
available this week from his office in the Whitmore Ad-
ministration Building.

Students with last names beginning with A throujrh L
can pick up their checks on Wednesday. Students form M
to Z can get their checks on Thursday. Beginning on Fri
day. any students can pick up their checks.

The Bursar's office, located on the second fioor of Whit-more is open from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. A current iden-
tilication card is needed to pick up the checks.

Collfiriiin phiilii l>\ \ inif K.WillWMliMOKL 1 AKKhl)—A roofing company begins the first stages of re-tarring the roof of Whit-
more Administration building. The project is expected to take about a month.

Friend claims investigation of clergyman

'scandalizing'; denies funds went to her
CHK ACO (AP) - Helen Dolan Wilson says published reports that Cardinal John P. Cody made herwealthy at the expense of the Catholic Church

scandalizing and make her look like
woman. "

are

a "kept

"They're accusing the cardinal of being a thief and
they are scandalizing me."

The Chicago Sun Times, in a copyright series that
began Thursday, said a federal grand jury is in
vestigating whether Cody diverted up to $1 million
from two unaudited church accounts to buy Mrs
Wilson a Florida home, a luxury car. designer clothes
and furs.

"They make me seem like a tramp," Mrs. Wilson, a
lifelong friend of the cardinal, told the Chicago
Tribune in a copyright story published Sunday.

The Sun Times said Mrs. Wilson is beneficiary of a
$100,000 insurance policy on Cody's life, received a
"secret salary" from the Chicago archdiocese but was
never seen working there and lists her summer ad
dress at his mansion in Chicago.

Federal law prohibits tax-exempt church funds from
being spent to improperly enrich any individual.

Cody, 73. archbishop of the nation's largest Catholic
archdiocese, said Saturday that he was "falsely accus-
ed

"
and would respond once all the charges are

published.

In an interview in the Chicago office of her attorney.
M.*s. Wilson. 74, acknowledged the cardinal gave her
gifts and financial help, ' but insisted theirs was a
"brother sister " relationship that began during their
childhood in St. Louis.

New budget cuts signal

GOP split
W.ASIflNGTON (AI') - Congress is moving into a

n<'w round of budget cutting with signs of strain
showing h«>twi<«'n IVesident Reagjin iind wngres-
sionjil ri<"[iublic;ias who have backwi his economic
progi-iim .solidly.

The White House jinnouncwi Saturday that Reagan
will trim $13 billion ft-om the defense budgrt over the
next three years — $2 billion in 198,3, $5 billion in 1984
and $6 billion in 1983.

Reagun. Wliite House aides and top republicans in
C^mgri-ss n>peatedly .said last week that the ad-
ministration's new hst of non defense cuts — ex-
peiletl to be unveiled this week — would not include
"entitlement" programs such as Social Security and
other retirement plans.

But that is precisely the group of programs that
some Republicans feel must be cut this year if the
budget is to be brought under control and balanced bv
1984.

^

"The most significant aspect of the federal budget
that is not being addressed is the pension and entitle-
ment programs," Senate Budget Committee Chair-
man Pet« Domenki, RN.Mex., said Sunday on CBS'
"Face the Nation." "They now make up 56 percent of
the budget."

Officially, the administratk)n estimates the deficit
for 1982 will be $42.5 biUion and insists it can balance
the budget by 1984.

But the Congressional Budget Office says the deficit
couW be as much as $65 billion next year alone, and ex-
ceed $50 billion in 1984.

Domenici favors holding cost of living increases in
Social Security, federal and veterans' pensions and
other entitlement programs for the next three years to
two to three percentage points below the consumer
price index.
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WIN
Si00.00

worth of morchondiso

P
O
S

EVERYONE
IS ENTERING.
Science Fiction

PhontQsy
Poster Contest
Postor Spocificotions & Contost iluios
oro QVQllobio Qt tho Univorsity Storo,
in tho Compus Contor
Ail ontrlos must b» rocolvod by
10 om Mondoy Sopt. 2d, 1961

S

T

the

University Stare

Locotod in tho Compus CMtM,
Univ. of Mom

WELCOME BACK
SALE

Mondoy 9/14 only

50c OFF
oil albums

I I I ! . U JM 5 ; ; ; ; 5

«1
your student-run record store"

I

DIIMiMER & SHOW
for 2

Before tfie show cfioose from:

LASAGIMA or any PASTA d/sh

^^ served with

sa/ad and hot garlic bread
- or

^^
ojb P'C-POCKET SPECIAL p/c^ 2
of any of our famous pocket salad

sandwiches and our hometnade soups
or

^ /I large piping hot tomato
^ ' and cheese PIZZA

fa/so nva/7nb/f' nftor the shuwl

HUNGRY U
Open Mon Sat 11 00 ani 100am

Sunday 11 00 am 1 1 00 pm

55 University Drive

549-5713

OmC TM«AT»»««

584-7550 HAWPSHIRt

ONCAff SO

Offer good Sunday thru Thursday only
Specials purchased at Hungry U only
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Newslines
Women's group to meet

iCollegian 5

9 ••

/«^^»?" ^ ^"""""^ Against Media Violence
(WFMV) will meet on Tuesday, at 7 p.m. at
the First Congregational Church on Main
Street m Amherst. WFMV is a group for
Pioneer Valley women concerned about
media violence and pornography.
Childcare will be provided. The building RaClSm SCriPS offPFpH

IS wheelchair accessible. For more informa V*^*^*" J5C11C& UUerCU
tion, call 586-8127.

paper, and should illustrate tJie ttieme of
the "Year Toward Civility." with its em
phasis on working against racism, sexism,
anti semitism and vandalism.

Prizes wiU be awarded and the entries
will be displayed at an exhibition. Entries
are due October 2.

More information is available in room 817
Campus Center.

Watercolors contest
The Campus Center Board of Governors

Program Council is sponsoring a "Water
colors for Civility" contest.

Entries to the contest must be done in
watercolors, any water based medium on

"Unlearning Racism." a six week series
of workshops facilitated by Dr. Joan
Lester, a University of Massachusetts and
Holyoke Community College teacher, will
be held in Amherst beginning September

The course, which will examine the
political and historical aspects of racism
wiU be held on Thursdays from 7 to 9:15
p.m, A fee will be charged.

WORK FOR FREE!!
The Collegian will hold recruitment meetings for people

Iterested in gaining valuable experience in newspaper reporting,
management and production. Students interested in working in'

NEWS WOMEN'S
BLACK AFFAIRS SPORTS
PHOTO ARTS

can attend any one of the following meetings:

MON., SEPT. 14, 7:30 p.m.. rm. 901 Campus Center
THURS., SEPT. 17, 7:30 p.m., rm. 903 Campus Center
WED., SEPT. 30, 7:30 p.m., rm. 803 Campus Center

These are volunteer positions. People interested in volunteer

c^'ri^'''
^^^ ADVERTISING department should attend the

bLPT. 17 meeting.
If you are interested in working for the Collegian but cannot

attend one of these meetings, please contact Rich Nagle at the
Collegian Office, 1st floor Campus Center, or call 545-3500

A one day workshop on racism will also
be offered on October 17 from 9:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. at Woolman Hall in Deerfield. A fee
wUl also be charged for this workshop.
For more information, or to register for

the courses, interested people should call
Joan Lester at 256 6902.

Hillel spaghetti dinner
The University of Massachusetts Hillel

will launch this semester with the second
annual spaghetti dinner this Saturday.
The dinner, which will be held at 7 p.m.

in Farley Lodge, wUl feature entertainment
by area musician Russ Annis, a spaghetti
dinner and ice cream

.

Admission to the dinner is $1.50 for non-
members, $1 for members, those interested
can sign up at the HUlel office in room 302
Student Union BuUding. More information
is available from Hillel at 545-2526.

Election filing ends
This Friday at 4:30 p.m. is the final

deadline for filing nomination papers with
the Amherst Town Clerk for the November
10 special election to fill the vacaijt seJect-
mans position. • .

: | .

All registered voters in the town (rf

Amherst are eligible to vote and run in the
election. Those wishing to run must obtain
nomination papers from the Town Clerk
and return them by Friday with at least 10
signatures from registered voters.

Town Clerk Estelle M. Matusko said that
as of last Thursday, only one candidate has
taken out nomination papers, although
none have been returned yet.

Add/drop information
Now through September 22, students

can pick up and drop off their add/drop
forms in the Registrar's office on the second
floor of the Whitmore Administration
Building.

To aid students in selecting courses, the
College of Arts and Sciences Information
and Advising Center in Machmer Hall will
be displaying a list of courses which still

have openings. The list will be updated dai-
ly.

CASIAC also maintains a list of common
courses with many openings and offers a
computer course selecting service.

Remember. ..

deadline for Add/Drop
is September 22

CAMPUS TRAVEL
WE ARE EXPERTS

AIR RESERVATIONS
AMTRACK
HOTELS
& CAR RENTALS
LOW COST
VACATIONS
YOUTH HOSTEL
PASSES

IN HANDLING:
• EURAIL PASSES

(on the spot)
• TICKETRON
• CRUISES
• CHARTERS
• CAMPING TOURS
• GROUP TRAVEL

• WE FEATURE CENCA TOURS

CAMPUS CENTER - UNIV. OF MASS
AMHERST, MASS. 413 545 - 0500
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
oUegisn

r

The coed

question
I was visiting rny old dorm the other day and. without

thinking, I walked into my old bathroom. I somehow didn't
notice the word "Female" freshly painted on the door, and
as I walked in I startled a young woman who was brushing
her teeth.

"You know, this bathroMn is for females." she said.

"Oh! I used to live here when it was coed and I didn't
even think about it when I walked in." I replied.

"Yeah, I know how you feel. A lot of people are just ig-
, 'noring the rule, though. I guess it isn't very popular. TTiis

is nry first year, but from what I understand people were
pretty bummed last semester when they announani they
were making the bathrooms single-sex in the coed dorms.

"

"You can say that again." I said. "And a lot of people,
women and men. were pretty upset at the way the whole
thing went down."

"But this |:^ace is known for being pretty progresave,
why didn't anybody do anything about it?" she asked.
"We did. Last semester, just a couple of days after the

Office of Residential life announced that starting this fall

all bathrooms would be single sex, a petition drive oppos-
ing the move was started and they got thousands of
signatures in just a few days. Then there was a referen-
dum question on the ballot in the student government elec-
tions and ninety-four percent of the students voted in
favor of coed bathrowns."

Jackson Katz

She looked amazed. "What did the administratis say to
that?" she said.

"Tliey ignored the vote. Tliey said they had already
made the dedskm and that they weren't going to debate

"Well, maybe it's just a waste of Ume trying to fight the
rule," she shrugged. "People are just ignoring it anyway."
"Yeah, and son»e peoj^ say it's not worth making a big

thing out of coed bathrooms when students have so many
other important things to worry about and fight against,
like tuition hikes, budget cuts and Prc^Kstion 2V2. But in a
very real sense, all of these things are related. Why should
we just sit back as little by little the conservative mentali-
ty tries to destroy the social progress of the last two
decades.?"

"But do you think whether or not the bathrooms at
UMass are coed makes any difference?" she wondered.

"I see it as another exanifAe of what's going on all over
the country right now, with groups like the IVforal Majority
trying to impose their old, dying morality on young people
who want no part of it. I think we have to fight attacks on
progress at every level, and as young people, especially on
issues concerning sexuality, because were so directly af-

fected.

"TTie coed bathroom issue is only a small part of what we
have to start worrying about. There are quite a few pec^e
with mmey and political power attempting to rigidly
define acc^taWe morality through so-called pro-family,
pro-moral legislation. It seems the UMass administration
is no different. Changing the coed bathroons to single-sex
was not a practical move. Everyone knows it makes life

more difficult for people living in the dorms. It's clearly an
atten^Jt to impose traditiaial, conservative values on the
students."

The wwnan thought a monKnt. "Ocay, I agree with
what you're saying, and we both know that whether or not
people organize to fight for it, everyoie's going to ignate
the rule. But tell me, what's really so great about coed
bathrooms?'

"Well," I said, "although occassionally there are
awkward situatiwis and a little embarassn^nt here and
there, having coed bathrooms does a lot toward helping
women and men better understand and relate to each
other. And a bathroom's a good place to meet people, as
you can see."

"You don't feel weird?" she asked me.
"You know, when I first came up here I was kind of ner

vous about using the same bathroom as women I had just
met, but after a while, you see it's no Wg deal. Most peo-
ple, once they've gotten over the initial adjustment period,

can't understand what the big deal is about." I paused.

"The adminLstration's attempt to legislate their morality
will fail.

" I said as I headed toward the door, "because
whether or not they want to admit it. the times have
changed."

"They really have." she said, "and this place is really

something. I just wish I could get all my classt* and settle

down and be able to do something about things like this in

stead of standing in dumb lines all day."

"Welcome to IJMass. " I said, and we walked out of the
bathroMn together.

Jackson Katz is a Collegianco/umwst.

Khomeini faces turning point
Today, the Islamic Republic of Iran has reached a point

of crisis and a time for decision. The Ayatollah Khomeini's
revolution is in serious danger—to the point of failure.
Some group is hitting Khomeini's government and hitting
it hard. But who and why?
On June 22, Iranian President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr

was impeached by the Iranian Parliament (Majlis) and
went into hiding. The predominant feeling among the
deputies of the Majlis was that Bani-Sadr was too
Western-oriented in his temperament and policies. In
short, they considered him a betrayer of the Islamic
revolution. On June 28 a carefully planted bomb exploded
in the headquarters of the Islamic Republican Party
(IRP)—the party that the majority of Iran's leaders belong
to. The explosion killed Ayatollah Mohammed Behesti
(reputably Iran's second most powerful figure after Kho-
meini) and more than 70 other top officials. The govern-
ment claimed to have evidence linking the bombing to an

(underground guerilla organization called the People's Mu-
jahedeen. The People's Mujahedeen are Islamic-Marxists
who support Bani-Sadr and seek to turn Iran's clerical
leadership out of office.

The response of the Iranian government has been
brutal. Since June 22 it has been estimated by
knowledgable sources in Iran that over a thousand
People's Mujahedeen members have been arrested and
over 700 have been executed by firing squads. Since then
someone or some organization has been skillfully striking
back at the highest levels of Iranian leadership.
On July 29 Bani-Sadr and People's Mujahedeen leader

Massoud Rajavi fled Iran aboard an Iranian Air Force
jjlane that was supposedly on a training mission from

Letter

Parity: the only way to the
the bargaining table

To the Editor:

What is all this I keep reading about Ronald Reagan's
politics of hate? In a Collegian commentary Ed Levine
states, "Ronald Reagan likes war" (9/10). He goes on to
infer that our president's political style can be likened to
the style of Hitler, Nixon. McCarthy, and the Shah of Iran.
Although Mr. Levine makes a distinction between
motives, the idea, like a quote which is stricken from the
record, can never be erased.

So where does Mr. Levine get the idea that President
Reagan loves war? To the contrary, the White House is

prepared to set the wheels in motion to produce the first

true weapons reduction proposal since the Nixon ad-

ministration. I guess Mr. Levine wants this administration
to blunder into negotiations the way the Carter ad-

ministration did.

Mr. Levine's answer to foreign policy problems seems to

come under the heading of "love thy neighbor." When are
these leftovers from the '60s going to realize that
everyone does not want peace. In reference to Mr.
Levine's statement that trust and cooperation would
reflect on us, one only has to remember that it was when
Nikita Khrushchev perceived a weakness in the character
of President Kennedy that he ordered the building of the
Beriin Wall and attempted to stockpile missiles in Cuba.

It is time to recognize that nuclear and conventional

parity with the East is the only way to go to the bargain-

ing table with the Russians.

As for the politics of hate, 1 think Tip O'Neil said it best

of Reagan when he said, "You may not agree with the

man. but there is just something likable about the guy."

Dave McCarthy
Southwest

Teheran's Mehrabad airport to exile in France. On August
30 a powerful bomb was detonated in the heavily secured
Prime Ministry in Teheran killing the new Iranian Presi-
dent. Mohammed Ali Rajai and the new Iranian Prime
Minister, Mohammed Javad Bohanar. On September 5 yet
another powerful bomb went off at the Iranian military
command headquarters killing Iran's revolutionary pro-
secutor general. Ali Qodussi. the man who sent many
Mujahedeen-el-Khalq to face the firing squads.
What should this sickening cycle of violence in Iran be

telling uk? Certainly it could be the People's Mujahedeen
exacting revenge in their quest to topple Khomeini. But in
my opinion many signs point directly to the Iranian
military, engaged in a war with Iraq for ov^r a year. This
IS an armed force that still has abiding sympathy for Bani-
Sadr. their former commander-in-chief, and also is ex-
ited to fight a war in the name of a government increas-
ingly in turmoil.

The military may be the only element in Iran that
possesses the ability to plant explosives in such sensitive
locations. Whomever the assassins are, Ayatollah Kho-
meini has two clear choices confronting him. One, he may
continue his present course of lashing out at his opponents
and risk being struck at by an unknown adversary. This
course of action will inevitably lead to civil war and chaos
for Iran. The Imam's other option is stepping down and
hadning over the reins of power to an enlightened secular
leadership (not necessarily the People's Mujahedeen) and
putting an end to a theocracy that plainly isn't working.
The choice is his. Meanwhile the lives of thousands hang in
the balance.

Lewis Metaxas is a Collegian guest columnist

Quotables . . .

"The United States has much to offer the thirdworld war.

"

(Ronald Reagan speaking in 1975 on third wwld countries:
he repeated the error nine times.)

"Many Americans don't like the simple things. That's u)hat
they have against we ccxnservatives.

"

(Barry Goldwater speaking during the 1964 jM^idential
campaign.)

"The right to suffer is one oftheJoys ofafree eamomy. "

(Howard Pyle, advis«- to President Eisenhovwr, speaking
during the 1956 presidential campaign.)

"Gei this thing straight once and for all The policeman
isn't there to create disorder. The policeman is there to
preserve disorder.

"

(Mayor Richard J. Daley, defending the actions of
policemen during the 1968 democratic convention in

Chrcago.)

[.etters Policy
All letters must be signed and include

the writer's address and telephone
number, which will not be published.
Please tvpo double spaced at 67
characters per line. Due to space
limitations ;ind the volume of mail, we
regret we are unable to acknowledge
unpublished letters. AM letters are
subject to editing for claritv and length.
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An American Werewolf In London

^nJ'riT
^"^ "^'"^"^'^^ ^^rewolf In Lon-

N^th SvL?'''"^
'**"" "^'"^ Beethoven'sMinth Symphony sweeps around you andyour partner at full volume - it is strange

exhUarating. and weirdly comical - onecan only imagine (and be awed by) theperverse brilliance behind it

Writer-director John (Anirml House

Jt r ^:''^'''^ ^^"di« has craft^

;

mnH." ;,i"^'^^'''
h"'"«'-- ^"d tragedy, arnodern A/o6y AcA: of sorts. Only this ver

sion takes place m a sea of grotesqueness

c":rVses' ::^h"'
'"" ^.^^-^^--'^-g'uScorpses with enough graphic blood-n-jruts

to maJce even the most macho of us winc^in

Werewolf is a very disturbing movie
part comicbook, part real Ufe. Things arei^talways what they seem; it becomes difficult
to distinguish between the real and the
unreal, between what is funny and what isgross Without divulging any intricacies 5the storylme (which appears slightly lessstrange than it reads), the plot^develops
from a tale of two friends backpacking

through England, to a surreal yarn involv-
ing monsters, dreams and madness. And

17L T '''i^'
"'^"^^^^ ^"d openmouthed throughout the film it becomes

hard to remember that this is a comedy of

The above-average acting in Werewolf
keeps the film from falling into the pits of
silhness. David Naughton (from the "I'm a
pepper" tele commercials) plays the yountrman cum-monster. David, with sincerity
and convincement (sic). Being a post-
adolescent American werewolf in the hub-
bub of today's London creates plenty of
social as well as physical problems

("nulinued art /»<»//»' 77

Start
every day
refreshed!

Th« Coll*gion

Arthur

Arthur, starring Dudley Moore and Liza
Minelh. is only slightly better than any
other T.V. movie made this year. I call it a
T.V. movie because that's what it looks
uke. It seems to have been written for the
mass of people bred on the kind of moronic
drivel found only on television. With that as
its standards. Arthur can only look better
than average.

At first glance. Arthur appears to be a
very funny movie. Moore as the title
character is an extremely wealthy, ex-
tremely confused drunkard. It is arranged
for him to be married to a young socialite
(Jill Eikenberry) but he reaUy loves Linda
(Liza Minelli). a waitress and part time
shoplifter. He has an aristocratic manser-

Collegj^n
vant played by John Gielgud who spews
snobbish sarcasm throughout the film.
Sounds great, right? How could it fail?

Well it does fail; and it does so because
writer/director Steve Gordon is not par
ticulariy adept at either. Gordon is an ex-
advertising executive and Arthur is his se
cond film (his first was 1978's The One and
Only starring Henry Winkler).
As with the previous movie, Arthur's

characters are one dimensional and. like
television, the humor is derived from situa-
tion and not character. Moore's hysterical
cackle serves as the fUm's laughtrack and
succeeds in diverting the audience's atten-
tion from the fact that the jokes are not en-
tirely funny.

Gordon has written only one scene that
shows Moore as anything but an irresponsi-
ble, childish buffoon. That scene. Moore
speaking to his father, who is threatening
to cut him off from the family fortune
shows some depth to the character and
makes us care for and relate to him. The
scene is cut off all too abruptly for another
of Moore's drunk routines.

Continued on page 1
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Need Cash?

still ^r\
Buying ^^^
Highest

Prices *^

Class Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry

Coins and Stamps

See Me When You SeUJ

25 North Pleasant Street

i

Amherst 256-07101

Mon.—Sat. 10-6

The largest selection

of hard aluminum

MEASURING TOOLS

in the country!

STRAIGHT EDGES/T-SQUARES

METRIC RULES; L SQUARES

CENTERING RULES

TRIANGLES/CURVE STICKS

INKING RULES

and many othprs . .

.

SEE THEM AT YOUR BOOKSTORE

or SENO FOR CATALOG

FAIRGATE

RULE CO.. INC.

27 MVM Avi

PO >•> 271

COLOSniNfi NY
US* lOSII

t( tl >l o« •> *! (> •' •< v C'

Eriends sometunes qnestian
D ^ ^t. X?^^^^^ Ml movies.
But they'll see them with you IBnyway.

Ldweabrau.Here's togood friends.
' 1981 Beer breweo .n u S A by Moier Brewing Company Milwaukee W,»con*n
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USDAChoiceBeefLoin

Sirloin
meak

Without Tenderloin

-Prices effective HadleyAmherst only

BeefBottom
Round
ACOASL Up to 5 lbs

Rump Roast BeefRound ib 1.99
BeefEye Round Roast '^"^^^m 2.49
Kabobs BeefRound ib2.29

Cube Steak BeefRound .b2.39

BeefEye Round Steak .b2.59

EKCOETERNA-
Gou/3ict
^KITCHENWARE

Feature tien This WeeK

100% stainless steel

8 Qt. Mixing Bowl

99

STOP & SHOP FAMILY PACKS!

Chicken s^^o___• _ White Gem i^^^^B
WUIgS .!!''.'!:?.ib^VCy
Beef Bottom ^

« .- ^ -^
Round steak I'l.oy
Boneless Top b* erLoin

Sirloin Steak'^il3 . 19
Breakfast % Ar\
Sausage -'^'Ts'.pS lb 1.49
*WhiteGem*'^6.bpKg

Chicken Thighs .^
89'

oniCKen sbibpkg
^-v^-^ I

Drumsticks .b99
J

,iih ea*:'' $1 OC py ^d*.'

Complete service (oi

every kitchen use in this

unusual 6 week offer e ea.

Great^Value from our Photo Lab:

s^ Prints

UOUBLMMFG.COUPONS
see store for details

HADLEYAMHERST

Colo* Prints Ifom iiO
126 Of 13S only M only
one picture 0'> yoor
roll turns oul you pay
only 1S< no eitra
charge lo< processing
the whole 'oJt' 15 Per

Print

99

self-service deli Save!

Colonial

ExtraMild
Franks *^***
1 lb package

Meat Bologna
Colonial Bacon ,;,.,

Meat Knockwuf»t t i'S^'

Colonial Chicken Franks
Colonial Liverwurst ?;.

Colonial Kielbasa

Colonial Franks
Fenway Franks ^p*.^.

Colonial Chicken Bologna

from our kitchen—

18 oz size

99'

1.59

1 59
.

89=

99=

2.09

1.59

1 69
.89'

^Colonial -
CookedHam ^\^^«
Shank PortionNCI
Rimip Portion. . .99n> ^^r^^ib
Smoked Pork Shoulder ^'^^^^^^ ,.1.29
Colonial Smoked Pork Butt ^X; „i.79
Colonial BonelessHam "^'^^^ ,.2.39
ColonialCookedHamSteak J^d'ei ,,1.89
/-^_.|_^ • I Yj Cooked Extra Trim Shdnk Portion

vAJlOmai riam iRumDPoflionl59lt)HAatpradOeO
Ib 1.49

New Zealand Lamb Sale!

Shoulder zeli?„d ^69
LainbChops.tJL ib

New ZealandLamb Legs "??""•"• ,a.79
produce Fresh and nutritious! Pick what's perfect for youi

grocery We help you save money on the best brands!

16 oz pkg Regular or Thin in Water or Oil

l^Rosa
ELBOWS J5

La Rosa
Spaghetti

Bty.'^M 01 EibotffS^^^
KJMm9 or fvled ^W
WBSm ^''<'»^ mil
Contadina Sauce
Kraft Dinner

'''
'

'

Star-kist Tuna
Chfink Light

896
' . o/

I

26 ounce jar

Aunt Millies
[Sp^Efghetti Sauce

i

B&M Baked Pea Beans 'c'.n' 79*
Ziploc Freezer Bags •w. 99*

All Purpose

Pillsbury
Flour

Meatless, f^eal. ^ 9Q
Pepper & Sausage B •'^

Of Marmara
5 pound
bag 79

Glad Bags ISC/ 1, t t.<(4 kcH^.

99Stop & Shop

frozen meat Top brands!

Thighs & Drumsticks 28 oz Pkg

Weaver
Chicken069
Batter Dipped MV
Weaver Chicken 3 19

Fried Chicken 2 69
Chicken Breast , . ... 2.59
Beef Burgers '' '

.
,.

." 4.99
Rath Sausage Meat ..;.' 89=

Swift Sausage : .:"?'':r. 1.09

seafood a great variety!

Fresh Cod
Sgrod^39
Fillets^ lb

Fresh Pollock Fillets 1.99
Fresh Turbot Fillets .2.69
Fish Cakes -•'; ;:; r^-- gg:

FishNics ,.„. 1.09

Shrinnp Cocktail 'hlZ^: 2.89

/ ^':^Crisp Mcintosh
Apples

U.S. No.1
2^4" min. 3-89

isakery "Brown bag" buys!

Drake Value
Packs 199
Your Choice of ^LP^i
YANKEE DOODLES 24 c1 24 oz pkg
RING DINGS 16 ct 20 oz package
YODELS 16 ct 15V2 oz package

healtfi & beauty aids

Flex Conditioner or

16 oz Flex
Shampoo ^%^%<
Nor_mal. Oily. Xbody ^V^V

fvBartlett
Juicy and flavorful. A
naturally good snack.

New England
Grown

39l
r'-^'^4tSF"^ Tokay

|
Extra Large Calif.

VOTj?*rrapes

Seven Seas ..r'"'2;rc ,.. 99'

d - !> All Method Gnnd

£liQ^kfiillo*Nuts
Coffee

One pound ^ 99
Can ^1

Royal Gelatin *,'r:i'r:;; 4' M
Taster's Choice '"CbX" 3.99

ft 2 Liter bottle

^OPoke, Tab, or
Sprite
109

C&CCola 89^

Tetley Tea Bags 2 '3

Decorated

Coronet
Towels

i:'5(.iioii ^329

89= Brownie Mix i.„s'^r:;;."?;,., 1.09

Sun Maid Raisins- -?rj2*r.„,^99*

Assorled Flavors

Fruit Flavored
Hi^ Drink
46 ounce 59

Libby Beans ' Xl^'Z^Z
L Ibby Corn '"•:».',: "2'

•89'

89'

22 ounce container

Dermassage
Dish Liquid

109with

Ptolein

Fresh Start .oo/Mc^g.. 1.89
Lysol Spray ^.Jll^r^^^^rZo., 1 .69

3^>^
'j'iiSm^

Coronpt
Prints

.'/V

Print Bathroom

Coronet
Tissues

. (ily

4fK)cl

4 (iHCk 89
dairy Quality and freshness from Stop & Shop!

Corn Oil

Large Green or Frying

"peppers

49lb

JFreshSno White

'Mushrooms
V'.^N -.0,11912 oz

pkg I

Pleischmann's
Margarine

89
Quarters
1 pounrt

PHckaqe
r^p^M From concentrate ~| OSVf'M 64 01 carton

Cream Cheese •'k;:?,';'':;^:;' 69=

Cracker Barrel c";:;: ';::,";;'..: 1.69

Blueberry or Raspberry

»weet 'n Low
/s«'i^ I

New Yogurt
r^t

or

New
Country

I "I Bounce a^b'°' I^- '^ container ^^r a^L

GoldN Pure

Tropicana
^Orange Juice

1
AppleJuice '~i:.t^^!;::^.;;^r 89'

Lite Line Cheese '".?««« 1.59
•l':.'"U'."..l. .i «. A Sill t'S B't'lf-n U' '».. iih()

^^ j>^ Stop & Shop 16 oz cup

I^nv Fat Cottage
Cheese

ot Large Curd ^M^^T
or Small Curd m J^

comer deli Available in stores with Service Deli
frozen foods a world of convenience for you!

for Damaged Hair ea<

Turns Antacid
New Freedom Pads
Twin Blades

1.19

10c!c*y 2.39
S'L.t K Shop CQ«

Mitchum Roll-on
""^^^

Mitchum Stick O' iJns'.^r'tpC 1.99

Stop & Shop's American

'Rare* Roast
^I^Beef

,3.29

.2.79

.3,29

2.39

!

I

Carando Genoa Salami tit:,'

Austrian Swiss Cheese -<""<«

Carando Hard Salam;
Cooked Tornino Salami «;::!'

/r Mf.»T (OuMijN

I Save 50'
S 8 07 pkg .Stop & Shop

S Salad Size Po^en

I Cooked Shrimp

Colonial Domestic

C(N>ked
Ham
29
lb

Carando Mortadella ,1.99
Carando Bulk Pepperoni ^^t^^ , 3 49
Stop & Shop Greek Salad ."".rr, , 2.29
Stop & Shop Rice Pudding '^,[Z' , 99'

[ b'OP 4 SHOP DAiRv COUPONJ
""^

I Save 25'
'I

I Muenster Cheese I
IB

Assfd Flavors Half Gallon Canon

Breyers
Ice Cream

A 179
Natural

Beef, Chicken, Turl^ey

Morton
Pot Pies

31

12 oz can

Tropicana
TQrlShke Juice

J 99*
19.2 oz pkg Economy

Down3^flake
5Vaffles

99
I-

,

Chunk Bar or Monterey Jack Sliced
< Random Weight Stop & Shop

^ i
' • ' •" j^i" II cii'iij iKicpeT Lusf()m(" I^^BH V
^M I

Sui l^«.ai ioul n lirr\,u,m IX' i-usumv

24 oz pkg 9 slices

>-rElliQ:s Cheese
20 ounce package Ore Ida

Shoestring
Potatoes

79*

Collegian ii

PLANT SALE

Monday, September 14th

Thursday, September 17th

time: 10:00 AM ^ 6:00 PM

place: Studont UnJon Ballroom

sponsor:
,,p^c. & Pafihellenic Council

QUALITY PLANTS
AT LOW PRICES !

NRBQ played an up-to-par set to a large
Rusty Nail audience Saturday night.

Favorites like "North to Alaska," "This
Ole House," and "Me and the Boys" were
nicely balanced by some of their more
obscure material.

( olleKian photo b> .Nancv .\ulilr

Opening the night was The Jim Kaminski
Band. A long time resident of the area,
Kaminski and his three piece outfit (band,
not suit) provided a nice prelude to the
NRBQ performance.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

(fi)indotD GrccncfY

"i^^v^^

THE HOUSING ADMINISTRATION
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
PAID INTERN POSITION

is currently seeking sophomore and junior candidatesj
for the 1981/82 academic year. This program is open to
all majors and offers training and experience in
managerial and administrative areas. Brochures and ap-
plications are available in 102 Berkshire House, the Stu-,
dent Employment Office in Whitmore, and 102-A Fieldl
Dorm, and are due Thursday, Sept. 17. For more info call!
545-0890. I

T/-30
tna;t/vfat:

T f 15.75

List 22.00

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

• TheTI-30 Student Math Kit is ideal for back-to-school. This fun-to-read 224-page manual
provides quick access to facts needed for solving high school math problems And the
TI-30 calculator, with protective denim-colored vinyl carrying case delivers the calculating
capability students need All available at a very reasonable price

• The unique Tl Algebraic Operating System with 15 sets of parentheses and up to 4 pending
operations allows problem to be entered in the same order it is stated algebraically.

• Extra functions students need percent, parentheses, constant, roots, powers reciprocalscommon and natural logarithms, degree/radian modes, and trigonometric functions
Plus memory

• Memory allows you to store and recall numbers, as well as sum to memory.
• Scientific notation. Allows you to work with very large or very small numbers, 10" to 10 »»

which exceed the capacity of the 8-digit display.

• Automatic on/off feature increases battery life up to 50%. Prevents power waste resulting
from leaving calculator on or turning it on accidentally

• Economically priced, powerful capability with functions students need from basic
arithmetic to complicated higher math situations

• The TI-30 bright red 8-digit LED readout shows all numbers, decimal point, negative sign
and error indication. Error'

TI-30

sp

the
Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

University Stare

/
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Hill street tops Emmy contest

[Monday, September 14, 1981

LOS ANGELES (AP) - "Hill Street
Blues, the NBC police station drama in
serious ratings trouble, scored a record
eight Emmys last night, including best
drama series and top performers, at the
33rd Television Academy awards.

"Taxi," ABC's raucous picture of life in-
side a Manhattan cabbie station, collected
six Emmys, including best comedy series
and best lead actor, Judd Hirsch.
NBC, which has lingered long in the No.

3 ratings position, collected the most Em-
mys — 20. CBS, which broadcast the
marathon three-hour Emmycast, collected
18, ABC received 12, PBS got eight, and
there was one Emmy presented to a syn-

dicated show.

For "Hill Street Blues" it was a hopeful
sign that the overwhelming Emmy triumph
would attract viewers, who have been
scarce despite splendid reviews. The eight
"Emmys were a record for a series, the
previous winner being "The Julie Andrews
Hour" of 1972 73.

"Hill Street Blues" racked up early
awards and kept rolling to the ceremony's
climax. Besides best drama series, it scored
for stars Barbara Babcock and Daniel J.

Travanti. supporting actor Michael Conrad,
director Robert Butler, writers Michael
Kozoll and Steven Bochco, and for

cine.natotrraphy and sound editing.

1M»III II IIWI . I I »! ,

^SM^W^i

*^!f'r^/;"c"^i'***--5**"''*"
'«"•' «^«' ^•^"t "»«tal pieces of ferris wheelthat fell Sunday afternoon after a cable snapped while workers wereassembling the ride at the Eastern States exposition Fa^r^ounds fZworkers were hurt in the incident.

Drondeis University

AME«<ICAN SCHOOLS OF
ORIENTAL RESEARCH

ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SEMESTER IN ISRAEL
Whot do*s it offer you?
• o semestef of study m Isroel in the spfing term

• course wo.-k in English m orchoeology. both history

ond nnethodology ond m reloted fields

• severol weeks of octive porticipotion m on
ongoing dig

• study tours to importont orchoeologicol sites

• optionol longuoge study in Hebrew or Arabic

Application deodline: November 1

For fuaher mfomnotion see your stuc^
obrood octvisor or write

Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid

Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Piea|ant Street

Amherst Men.—Sot. 10-6 256-0710

3-*MM)-4>av-iUl-UUUfi^i-JMMMMt-JMMMMMMMM^

\%

Bruce Lee^s Best!

Enter rhE DRAqoN^^
WidNEsdAy - Sept. 1

6

I

• * Office of \rr^nt)tioriOi Pfogroms
I LVoncle's Ur^iversiry

/ Voifyjo^ MA 022 SiJ

How would you like to earn

$500 dollars? and eat
great meals for free!!!

We need kitchen help!

apply at:

Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
418 N. Pleasant Street

or call 545-2150

NEED A JOB?
Housing Services is looking for
a few good students* for the
Weekend Cleaning Program.
S3.50/hour. Work study and 03
hourly.
Applications available at: 102
Berkshire House, 8:30 AM - 5
PM Monday - Friday. Deadline
for applying is September 16.
* Factors of race, color, sex, age, reli^on,
national origin, or handicap are not Qon-
sidered in the admission or ti'eatment of
students or in employment, in accordance
with Federal and State laws and reirula
tions.

WELCOME DACK
toouf Now Record Dept.
MEAT LOAF
DEAD RINGER

**•« OM rr m r^onna L ov. Naa For BoVi Of Ua
> » Kil 'ou It Vnu Oon I C«nM Bac*

MEAT LOAF
OEAORMGB)

-H^if''

BIJIFrtYSTIRdlljl
'IKIIttI VkMMStlKRJN f

"Oudmg
j

Bufnm Pa *nu
[

Sow Surv*«o( Jo«n Owlard
>*t««an 0( The P^vchK W»»

J^^^

TiMi":

Ttaa^Ukfk

tt^tOmn^t

A-1tl

2-n«cardS««

DAN
FCXiELBERG

THE

Same Otd Lang Syne
Lost In The Sun

Leader Of The Band
Ghosts

Hun For The Ros«s

HwdlbSav

anguisf

inH fh«
"Follow the dreamer the U•and the sage back to the davs nf ih.imnocent age '

" it .; ;*n ^l^. t ,,^ °^ ^"*

LnHr^t^ .
^ ^ ^" alburn fu of df^ano of musical magic.

We have Price Magic

^aje ends_Se^t. 19, 1981

University

A place called

Alpha
and what you can do there

Scientists have recognized that

there's a special functioning level of

the brain where the mind operates in

an extremely high, intuitive, creative,

and expanded capacity

They've called this level Alptta

The goal of Alpha Awareness is to

help you learn \o consciously
function m Alpha at wHI, wherever
and whenever you decide

So you can expand vour lalents, im-

prove your skills, develop your
psychic abilities, effect positive

changes m vour personality, and cor-

rect disturbing bad habits.

in short, to allow you to function as
a superior human being.

We help you to learn basic tech-

niques you can use to make virtually

any life situation easier to deal with.

From handling your son s poor home-
work ?o nandilna vour boss
impossible deadlines to handling
your nose's allergic reaction to cat
hair

We help you to '"arn tc apply these
techniques to insomnia, smoking,
headaches, poor memory and over-

weight.

With these techniques you can learn

to rule your body by controlling your
mind. They are a means to becoming
healthier. And more vital. And
happier.

J^'l

j/fF/ORMAN Instructor
/

A course called

Alpha Awareness
and how it works

The course itself takes *our evenings
and one weekend to complete. Most
people lake them back 'o back But

you can do it separately according to

your own time s!ot,g. Anc once you ve

graduated you can sit n on future

sessions as often as you uke, free

If you re interested but not convinced
or want to know rrore we run

semmas in this area 'or tree where
you 03'! find out lust -vhat goes on
here in 'Tiore dota^

And you re invited to get real .^jgn
with us with your questions The
atmostfiere is 'riendly ana we can
take It

Dress s informal and loose all the

time Vou wear whatever makes you
feel comfortable and relaxed.

Are you ready for a place called

Alpha''

See you there

Campus Center-U of Mass
Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-4 Store
ATTEND A FREE SPECIAL LECTURE

Wednesday, Sept. 16th Thursday, Sept. 17th

7 pm OR 7 pm
805/809 Campus Center Jones Public Library, Amherst

For Further Information Call (413) 549-6370

i

Monday, September 14, 1981,

Hypercurricula
HYPERCURRICULA appears^
every Monday as a service to
University groups to publicize

events, meetings, etc. Anyone
wishing to place a notice in

HYPERCURRICULA should
type their notice triple space,
setting margins at 10 and 77.

Notices will not be published if

not typed and triple space. The
notice should be submitted to

the Collegian business office by
3:45 p.m. on the Friday
precediijlg|thef-Mqqday before i^j,
ttill annpar ^

will appear.
IT r

':-:-:-:-:v'''.-.-?^-'-:->K

NEW COURSES
I

FILMMAKING COURSE
OPENINGS!—several openings available
in:

Film Animation (Educ. I 590D)
Wed. 1-3:30 Room 21 B School of Educa-

tion

Intro, to Film Production and Tape
Recording (Educ. I 590L)
Wed. 4-6:30 Room 21B School of Educa-

tion

Using and Understanding Film (Educ. I

539)

Tues. 4-6:30 Room 213 School of Educa-
tion

Come to the class to register; or call

ri-OlSS or 5-0246 for more information.

MEDITATION CLASS-an open class
covering the basic aspects of Tantric
meditation. No experience is necessary.
Class will include-relaxation, spiritual

ideation, use of mantra, bodywork,
philosophy, and social consciousness. Free.

Each "Wednesday during the semester at
6:30 p.m. Class is cyclic in nature and can
be joined on any Wednesday. For location
or for more info, call 549-6059 evenings. A
service of Ananda Marga.

SOUTHWEST 290E, "History of Pan-
Africanism" still has openings. Come to
Coolidge Lounge on the 19th floor Tuesday
night at 6:45. This course is 3 credits and
requires a final project. Check out things
from a different perspective!

WOST 291A EXPLORATION OF
WOMEN'S DIVERSITY: WHITE
WOMEN AND THIRD WORLD WOMEN-

Inis course is designed to introduce
students to the similarities and differences
Tp'the life experiences of wonwn from five
American ^a-acial groups: Afro-
American/Bla^k

; wom?n^ .-twlian women,
White wt)men, Asian American/Pacific
Island women, and Hispanic women. The
course will focus on 1) the different cultural
upbringing and subsequent, different
needs of women of each racial group; 2)
perspectives of women on feminism and
the recent women's movement; 3)influenc-
ing effects of White racism in the women's
movement; and 4) strategies for interracial
coalition building among women. The
course is designed to use both experiential
and didactic processes. We will begin each
semester by focusing on where the
students are in relation to the topic. Then
we will begin with lectures, films, discus-
sions, etc. about other women. Re-
quirements: autobiographical statements,
on-going journal, case study analyses, a
-term paper/project, class attendence and
participation. Fulfills WOST cross-cultural
requirement.

Instructors: Rita Hardiman and Jean
Kim
Meeting times: one evening and two

weekends
Schedule number: 771025
Sept. 15 7:30-9:30, Oct. 3&4 9-5. Nov.

7&8 9-5

J«?«N
RALEIGH, KADUKI, FUJI, TREK. SUHTOUR

Northampton

PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION

n Performing

Arts

Division

Music, Theater, Dance Instruction

Old Chapel 545-0519

Walk-In Reg^istration - September 9-17

Opening Concerts - September 13-15

iCoilegjan is

Calendar of Fall 1981 recitals availahk' by riMiucsting "Music from I'Mass"

STOCK MARKET and INVESTMENT
ANALYSIS COLOQUE will start in Oc-
tober for eight weeks. One cicdit, in-

teresting, valuable, no homework per se.

Taught by Finance major with investing

experience. 256-6198

ANYTIME

"WATERCOLORS FOR CIVILITY"-
Special award competition open to
students, faculty, staff. $50 first prize, two
$25 second prizes, any number of $10

purchase-awards. Award-ceremony and
display. Details available and entries due in

817 Campus Center. Deadline is October 2.

Monday, Sept. 14

UMASS OUTING CLUB-First meeting
Monday, Sept. 14 at 7:00 p.m. Sign up for

this weekend's trips. Introductory- slide

show. Everyone is welcome. Location:

Commonwealth Room, Student Union.

Continued on page 15

This Fall We've Got It All!

Great Prices Too!

POSTERS
B'L7Nts
From $5.50!

Largest Selection Ever

BEDSPREA
cover walls,, furniture, wif^ows

Rugs £r Mats
colorful, durable

dozens & dozens ^ '""j.>-'

print, stripe, solid
'^''^^'^'

CARDS
over 1000 unusual designs

India print

SKIRTS & BLOUSES _ oljidto
lots of comfortable cotton I "5H I R I S

Imported Soaps BOXES & TINS
a real treat for your skin plain £r fancy

Sterling Chains, Pendants, Earrings

Paper

Mobiles Lampshades Candles

mL

Open Sunday 12 - 5 pm
Daily 10 am - 6 pm

Use the BUS STOP out front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

MEI^CANTILC
AMHEKST CARRIAGE SHOPS

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

VALUABLE COUPON."
Payfc
third is free.
8 X 10 KODAK Color
Enlargements

Bring in this coupon with

2r your favorite Kodacolor 'ilm

^ negatives, color slides or
color prints

(J Get three 8x10 KODAK Color

1 Enlargements for the price

I
of two.

I Hurry, offer ends October 14, 1 981

j
In the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass. /

{the University Stare, ^SEr""^
.. -i^l Jli'l-.CLIP AND SAVE.-i^^^

I

I

I

I

I

I

J

THMaRIAYROTC CADETSLEARN /{

LOU.WITHOUTBOOKSJPART OF
THBIR TRA INING IS DESIGNED TO
TEACH SELF-CONriDENCE^BV DOlHQi

THIHQS THE/'va NEVER TRIED
BEFORE
TARTOF THIS EXPBRtBNCE /S CALUEP
AOVeMTURB TRAIMMB. ..WHICH

MIQHTCOMSISTOFRAPPtL-
mdDOWNA CUFF, OR
VJWTEWATER RAFTING,OR
MOUNTAINBERING. 7MBSE
CADETS ARE LEARNINQMORB ,

THANBOOKS CAN E VER TELL THBIAh
FOR fULL PerAILS CONTACT YOUA LOCAL PROFiSSOR OfMlllTAftysCIMNCe
Sa« Captain Patrick Mairyman Army ROTC Building 546-2321
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Monday, September 14, 1981

OilsAi

PRESENTS

DARRERE, CLAYTON.
GRADNEY & HAYWARD

All Former

'-i^l^/^pt Members
SEPT. 26

8 PM
FINE ARTS
CONCERT
HALL

UMass Students $6 - $6.50
General Public $7.50 - $8

ON SALE SEPT.ieth

OCTOBER 4, 1981

S.U.B.

at 8:00 pm
THE

DAVID GRISMAN
QUARTET
UMass Students $6.50

General Public $7.50

TICKETS ON SALE SEPT. 17th

HAMPSHIRE niNESS
SPORTS THERAPY CENTER

. ^ Offering:
INDIVIDUALIZED FITNESS PROQrXmS FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Complete Fitness Testing • Special Rehabilitative Programs • ConsultlnQ Services

!M_
THE MOyEMENT^DIO
Offering 32 sections of

DANCE. KARATE and SELF-DEFENSE
AND

THE HAMPSHIRE FITNESS SIRIDERS
The New Running Club In Western Massachusetts

We invite you to visit our Modern 3-level facility
located in the Elmwood Shops, Routed, Hadley

(Next to Carbur's Restaurant)

586-6336

^*: =»«=

JORMA KAUKONEN
Formerly with

Hot Tunc & Jefferson Airpione

OCTOBER 29. 1981

7:30 pm
Student Union Ballroom

UMass Students $6.50

General Public $7.50

ON SALE SEPT. 18th

Tickets may be purchased at:

Ticketron URU FAC Box Office Tix

tickets for all shows one dollar more at the door and
please, no food, drink, or smoke!

See you there.

^ev»\^
^tt^e

f^c
Afnher8t News

^o*^**^
* Morning Union ^

NVorcester
Tele^rapVi

^fr

.^^^

^/

^' -^^e ^ .

^^

»/
'^h^

fe

Available

Daily and Sunday

Located in the

Student Union

Convenient Hours
M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Sat and Sunday 8:00 am to 10" pm

Hypercurricula
Continued from page IS

"^^f "^^^^ "^^SK FORCE Study and Discus-
sion. 4^:30, Meeting 4:30-5:30 in 428 Student uSOpen to anyone willing to help and share ideas about sSv^
ing the problems of world hunger.

-CoUggiaQ 15

The 1981 Referral Fair will be held on Monday.
September 14, m the Campus Center Auditorium.

The event, which is sponsored by the Vice-Chancellor
for Student Affairs, is designed to familiarize students
and new faculty and staff members with the various
organizations and activities available on and around the
UMass campus.

Hampshire Ethical
Hypnosis Center

Milton H. Askinoss A.A.E.H.
Many of our clients are doctor referrals

•Bed wetting imTS^emen, *&" ''

Overcome Aqoraphobia
and other fears, and phobias

Caff or write for free brocfture
Special Fees • College Stuoents 4 Senior Citizens

Th- c ^^4/® demonstrations
v^nJnJ^"*"

Building, Rte 9. Hadley. Mass
3/10 nriile H«mp MalMNext to Rocky s Hardware)

584-1919 By Appt. Only

ens I

ire) y

This coupon good for*

$1.00 off

any cake
Good only at,

Baskin Robbins

28 Main St., Amherst

/A^ jAJA:^>rnaJ{t

X4i-^

JEWELER
' on the common

amherst
253 3986

ALL MEMBERS OLD & NEW
ARE WELCOME

to 1st

General Meeting of the year Sept.
15th Thorn Rm 102 at 6:30 pm.

The DUKE ELLINGTON Committee will

meet immediately after in the Campus
Center Rm 178.

A Great Place to Start

ooooooooooooeoooi
i

or

End Your Evening

TimeAout

Super Sondwiches Served

From i i :00 PM to Closing

GREAT PRICES AT ALL TIMES
07 N. Pkosont St. Amherst

Sixty-five agencies will be represented and the public is
invited to come by and explore the extracurricular options
the UMass campus has to offer.

There will also be a free raffle held at the fair which will
feature tee-shirts, entertainment and services as prizes.

Visiting hours will be from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

EMT's

n

If you need -

- Continuing Ed Credits
- CPR Recertification
Refresher Course

Then come to the first meeting of the 5 Uoueee
Chapter of EMT's Wednesday. Sept. 16, 7-8 pm

AND
The UMass Fire and First Aid Unit Wednesday.
Sept. 16. 8-9 pm. In room 409 MorriU North. For
more info, contact Mark or Ed at 253-9233 AU of-
ficers are also requested to call.

puccepd
in business
It's a lot easier with a Texas Instruments calculator
designed to solve business problems."

Touch a few special keys on these Texas
Instruments calculators, the TI Business
Analyst-ir^and The MBA"; and lengthy
time-value-of-money problems suddenly
aren't lengthy anymore.You can automati-
cally calculate profit

margins, forecast

sales and earnings and perform statistics.

And problems with repetitive calculations
are a piece ofcake for the MBA, because it's

programmable.

These calculators mean business, and what
they give you is time-time to grasp underlying
business concepts, while they handle the num-
ber crunching. To make it even easier, each
calculator comes with a book written especially
for it, which shows you how to make use of the
calculator's full potential.

The Business Analyst- 1 1 and MBA business
calculators fromlfexas Instruments.Two
ways to run a successful business ma-
jor, without running yourself ragged.

Texas Instruments
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A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack A Disc Professionals are back for
Fall parties let's party' 546 7013 Randy

AUTO FOR SALE

Takamine F3705 acoustic guitar & hard
shell case $300.00 obo. Dana 549 4600 x337

72 VW Beetle excellent co call 549 5374

76 Pinto exc $2500, 71 Datsun"5To,TlOOO
call 253 5277

1980 Fiat Strada excellent condition 35
mpg 665 4795 evenings

67 Galaxy Fall insp. runs good body eng
tires good 256-6214

FLOWERS. FLOWERS. FLOWERS

Workstudy available craftspeople needed
silver leather stained glass pottery Steve
546 9898 Greenough Craft

Oh how beautiful the roses, carnations
and the other fragrant romantic selections
that are available at the Campus Center
Florist Stand near the Coffee Shop

1969 Butck
253 5276

Skylark Runs well. $350.

BASS PLAYER

FOUND

Looking for already formed or forming
band into ACDC Stones Sabbath Priest
call John 549 4898

ENTERTAINMENT

Musicians wanted to form kick ass band.
Knowledge of new and old waves
necessary call Dave the Rave 546 6267

Lead slide rythym guitarist looking for a
gig rock? Rythym and Blues? Reggae?
Peter 665 7106

Found tan & black &• white puppy feamale
part shepard outside of Hampshire House
days 545 2224

Friendly & free male cat looking for a
good home great companion, has been
neutered please call 253 7225

HELP

Housecleaner wanted
weekly 253-5616

four afternoons

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. Fall

class forming. 28 hours of instructior. in-

ch 'ding classroom theory & shop. Limited
enrollment. 253-7967

Need room desperately I'm a neat
responsible easy going non smoking
female Please call 546-4969 leave message

HELP WANTED

Math Tutoring 100 level, 233, 235, 43i
665-4714 after 6:00

Looking for an apt. to share responsible
female senior call 253-9591 (days) Lori

Senior seeks room in an apartment in

the Amherst arej call Scott 256-0652

Room wanted senior woman looking for

housing help! Leave message at 546-7098

LOST

Beige three piece sui May /B 1981 5th
floor Washington Bob 546-89^4

MOTORCYCLES

FOR RENT

Small compact refrigerator for rent.
Available at Spirit Haus Liquor Store 338
College Street, Route 9. Open until 11:00
256-8433

Governors Program Council has staff
positions available: Cable/Video Coor
dinator. Public Relations, and program
assistants (work study). Applications and
job descriptions available in 409 Student
Union Deadline Sept. 17 An equal oppor-
tunity emolover.

1980 Suzuki G.S. 550L perfect cond
1500$ or BO 665 2882

1978 Yamaha XS 750-E Kerker exhaust

ocT^"oT*^' ^"^^ ^8-000 miles $1800.00
-cob-0363

Room wanted in house or apartment
call 256-6272 ask for Rich

ROOMMATE WANTED

Wanted Gay Roommate male or female
prefer Graduate student. Quiet household
luxur^' apt w/garage on bus In Northamp-
ton. Security deposit required 145 inci heat
& utis avail imm call 584-3863 bnwn 7-9 PM
Female roommate to share 1 bedroom
aot in Southwood call 256-6160 Susan

SERVICES

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

Clothes, Mens-suits-shirts-jackets-
hats-flannel pajamas jeans-alarm clocks-
sweaters beds blankets bed spreads
Prices reasonable . Appliances small

Motorcycle Jacket tan size 42 $10000
call 1 413 967 5850

4 Stones tickets Phil Sept 25 $50 call Tina
253 7573

Refrigerator new 5 + cubic foot Sears
warrantied BO 256 8818

Stereo excellent condition cabinet Pioneer
headphones, turntable, receiver and tape
deck, two Fisher and Emerson speakers
$275 00 will talk ph 546 7666 Also tickets
for Stones with Van Halen

Queen sire bed boxspring 1 year old
$60.00 665 7083

Refrigerator 5 cubic feet $110.00 excellent

condition 253 7967

1974 Ford Maverick good condition $1200
or best offer call Maureen 546 5271

2 vol. Scotts stamp album unused costs
$90 new now $40 call Tom 546 6178

Dorm refrig. with freezer compartment.
Excellent cond. Call 323 6838 after 5

Ladies Hi FRYE BOOTS new size^vTseO
546 5389

Work-study positions available Hamp
den Craft Shop, Southwest Hours Mon
Thur 6 10

Part-time readers and typists wanted
for legally blind staff members in the dept.
of General Physical Ed. All applicants can
apply by calling 545-2338 or leaving a
message at 768 Tower Library Office.
Thank you.

College Piiza on Fearing St near
Southwest Area needs people with cars to
delive' pizzas to the UMass Dorms. Hourly
pay plus tips plus gas allowance. Only
those with cars need apply at College Pizza.

The Southwest Assembly is now accep
ting applications for the position of Office

Manager Applicants should be Southwest
students possising some knowledge of

audio visual equipment, excellent pro
ofreading, editing, research and manage
ment skills are also required. Past involve-

ment in Student Government organizations

and knowledge of UMass hierarchy helpful.

Applications are now available in the

Assembly Office Hampden Commons

The People's Market is hiring. You can
pick up information and an application at
the Market, Room 328 Student Union Ap
plications are due Tuesday Sept 15 at 5 PM
(an error on the application form reports
Wednesday as the due date) Please bear
with us while we organize for reopening,
times and dates of interviews will be posted
as soon as oossible

Fall Sem. Practicum: Work 14 after
noons per/wk in after school day care K-6
on campus. Hrs. available: M, T Th F
2:45-5:45, W 1:00-5:45. Wkly staff mt'gs.
12:45-2:00. Earn 3-6 credits based on days
worked. For more info call Nancy Ross
549 6170.

Looking for an unusual gift? Spirit Haus
has many moderately priced wines, liquors
and beers for all occasions.

MOVING? LOCAL MOVING SERVICE
VERY REASONABLE NO JOB TOO
SMALL 549-1272

SORORITY RUSH

Discover the UMass Sorority System -

It could be the best move you've ever
made. Panhellenic Formal Rush Sept 21 -

Oct. 1

STICK IT IN YOUR EAR

HAMPDEN THEATER CREW get in
touch with Wade as soon as possible
546 9675

Full Gospel Bible Study CC 802 Tues
Sept. 15 8 1^0 PM
Highest Prices Paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St , Amherst.
Monday Saturday 10 am 6 pm Licensed by
the Town of Amherst, member of Chamber
of Commerce. 256 0710

Stones tickets for Saturday September25
in Philadelphia Best offers get them Phil
549 4729

WANNA P^cITIlJpgTrLS? Men7 Cheer
ing Tryouts Monday and Tuesday 3:30 in

front of Boyden Gym
Fellow former 2-longers. . .we're back
and apart, but together 4 ever' It's Fan
tastic! Love muchly, EM

Stick it in your ear at Silverscape
Designs. Custom, single and multiple ear
piercing in twenty styles of sterile studs.
SPECIAL 14k gold bracelets $9.95.
Silverscape Designs, the Yellow House,
•^^4 N Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

TYLER

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, couples, family therapy. Fee
based on ability to pay. Non student
clientele also accepted. Psychological Ser-
vices Center 545 0041

Phyhss.
. .How's the water? We'll try to

come for a weekend house party soon. Vy's
back from Newark, but finding a sitter for
Morgan & Sloane is so difficult. . . .Magda

_UMASSjyKJSIC THEATRE GUILD
Pi^esent .members and all other ~iiy.
terested students are asked to attend our
opening meeting at 7 PM in Campus CenterRm 91

1 topics staff interviews and upcom
irig auditions for fall production of Sugar

Bie^lS"'^
Projects for further info call

WANTED
Babysitters fall semester, various times
days. Come to Child Care Office 213
Berkshire House, between 9 and 2, Monday
-Friday '

Light House-cleaning services wanted
Brittany manor Apt call Joe 253 9026
Ridel^^N^h Shore area wanted^a
regular basis, call Joe 253 9026

DOONESBURY Garry Trudeau
50AMWy.lVB PROPS'
JDCAUANSMffieetCy
MUmSOFM BOARP
\TD\CrBONAPMANP

ARe you semif5. pcfc^ xxj

mmioiHRoujThei/UHOie tuot'c,mmOFW MARYLMP LTjj^
AowBOnsoanyeeHWA 1^
cALimmrr5R£si6NA- /

THE PURE ONE
TMf Puikc OM| LfAvrs
XOAIC To FMTFR THt
uHi«tn.(irr . . .

HE TMVElS AMNY »*MLfS. Hf /»Ma<fs AT me
MNlVfRSITX L»Tf 3N T»4S

By Tao Jones

own STUpeWTS A!Kl

Xll(lIVjA/& /IS MELl..

D.C. MENU
Lunch

Junior Club Sandwich
Cheese Omelet

Dinner
Cod Florentine

Roast Top Round of Beef/Au Jus
Fruit Plate/Saltines

Basics Lunch
Caponata/Pocket Bread

Cheese Omelet

Basics Dinner
Brazilian Rice Casserole

Cod Florentine

Fruit Plate/Saltines

6-10 a.m
Arthur Glodbridge Show
(New Wave.Indu.strial)

10 a.m. -2 p.m.
Mid -Morning— Mid-
Afternoon Experience
(Rock n' Roll, New Wave)

2-5:30 p.m.
Bird's Nest with Sam
Gilford (.Jazz, Israeli, Old

n»rk n' roll)

5:30-6 p.m.

Newswatch

WMUA
Monday

6-7 p.m
Sports cafe with Elliot Kalb
and Mike Briggs (Sports

talk, trivia and call-ins)

7-10 p.m.
Concepto Latino with
Carlos (lonzales and Argeo
Quinones (Latin Music)
Rafael Jimenez. Jose Luis

Brown

10 p.m. -2 a.m.
Rootsman Connection with

Art Tillman (Reggae

)

Monday, September 14, 1981,

* Werewolf
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Continued frirm page 7

In strictly its own way. Wert'wdf, says a lot
about friendships, love, life and death. It becomes
quit* a satire when compared to the other graphically
violent and explicit films in fashion these days - you
laugh at the stupidity of being appalled. Moreover it's
fun, if somewhat gruesome. There are plenty of epod
early rock tunes throughout the film which give it a
place m time - today with memories of the recent
past - our past. It's a film which feels young and fun- Landis seeiTB to have had a great deal of fun in mak-
ingWirewol/

. No wonder it's so good.

-STEPHEN MURPHY

* Arthur
Continuedfrom page 7

Despite the fact that this appears to be a bad review
Arthwr IS not a bad movie. It is deeply flawed, yes. but it is
at times fun andveiy funny. It is a fair film that should.
and could, have been a great one.
Arthwr is r^Plmr^ at the Hampshire 4 dvenm m the
Hampshxre Mail, Hadley.

-ANDREWGORDON

Hypercurricula
Continued from pagp 15

mmmm
Tuesday, Sept. 15

The Hampshire Choral Society, under the direction of
Carol Gotwals, will begin rehearsals for their 29th season
on September 15, 7:15 p.m. at First Church of Christ, 129
Main Street, Northampton. H.C.S. will perform Bach's B
Minor Mass on February 5 and 6, in a joint concert with
fU„ r>; ir_n_- r. i . ^, ,. .

( ollfrian Pholi. hv T»rri Kallafiorr

UP, UP AND
AWAY-Bert Wicker-
Sham of Lasthampton the Pioneer Valley Symphony and Chorus. The Society is

the good open to anyone who enjoys choral singing and can sing in
by playing tune. Call Nancy Brose. 256-8425 for more information.

enjoys
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MMYOURWAT
TOTHE BOTTOM;

. U,,H f 11, .. 11 .... .

W hfii vou comeTY\ TIWC 1
toHorkforGulf. vou 1111 iir I
could find voursi'lf R^^ A aAJu A
drillinij for oil at the bottom of (he ocean.
( )r i,'a.sifyjni,' roal that lies in seiun.s .so deep and
slanted, conventional mining techniques can't get
itoutofthegiound.

Because the bottom line in energ> exploration
means we have to search for all sorts'of energy. In
strange., difficult places all over the world.

We need people with talent, skill, and imagi-
nation to join in the search.

To explore enertj> alternatives such as coal
liquefication. oil shaie. tar .sands, .solar eners{\-.

1^1 AA uranium, and others, as

iW m M\ VlTI ^<'ll as findinij new sources^ * * ^^4 M9 of oil and natural uas.
While fakint? care not to di.sturb the natural balance
of the environment.

So we need graduates from many areas,
especially from the .scientific/technical disciplines.

If you'd like to get lo the bottom with us. sec
our recruiter. Or write to: William R. Johnston.
Jr. Human Resources Department. Gulf Oil
Corporation. P.O. Box 1 166. Pittsburgh. PA ISZ.iO.

Because with Gulf, working vour way to
the bottom can mean working ' ^- ^

your wav to the top. /

GULF PEOPLE: ENERGYFORTOMORROW
lulfj

Heaeonit vessri Holla Hedberg An fxiual Opportunity Empkyyrr Gulf Oil Corporation

GULF RECRUITER ON CAMPUS:
Octobers, 1981

INTRODUCTORY MEETING for the Radical Student
Union will be held Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in 902 Campus
Center.

INTERRELIGIOUS COMMUNITY FOR CREATIVE
PEACEMAKING, meets 4:30-5:30 p.m. in 428 Student
Union. Action planning to work to freeze and reverse the
nuclear arms race by speaking. wriUng, vigiling, organiz-
ing, and legislative action.

MEETING-All interested in the Student Senate recycl-
ing project. Semester objectives. Officers introduced
Tues., Sept. 15, 3:30 CC 905. We need your input.

ALANON meetings are held every Tuesday night at 8
p.m. in room 805 of the Campus Center. If you have trou-
ble with someone else's drinking, please join us.

Hampden Gallery, located in the Southwest Residential
College at the University of Massachusetts, presents
works by members of the Art Faculties of Mt. Holyoke
College and Hampshire College. The works will be on ex-
hibit from Sept. 15 through Oct. 2 and the public is invited
to attend the opening reception on Tuesday night,
September 15 form 7-9:00 p.m.
Gallery hours are: Monday through Friday, 4-8 p.m., and

Sunday 2-5. The gallery is closed on Saturday. For more
information call the director at 413-545-2783.

The UMass Amateur Radio Association will hold their
first meeting of the semester Tuesday, Sept. 15 at 7 p.m.
in Room 109 ELab (Radio Room). Anybody already involv-
ed with amateur radio or interested in learning more is
welcome. Contact Tom at 256-6115 or Rick at 256-8171 for
more info.

The Bicycle Club will hold an open meeting at 730 p m
Tuesday Sept. 15 in room 306 of the Student Union (the
C.E.Q. Office). There will be a slide show, discussion of fall
tours, racing activities, schedule of meeting dates and elub
activities. Any interested bicyclists are urged U> attend as
well as last year's members.

Wednesday, Sept. 16
w:::x:::::::ft:::::::::::;:::i:i:i:::i:i;V^

The UMass Table Tennis Club will meet Wednesday at 7
p.m. in the Student Union Games Room.

BIBLICAL EXPLORATION. 6:30 p.m. at UCF, 428
Student Union, facilitated by Chaplain Pete Sabey. For
anyone interested in an intelligent, serious open-mined
study of the Bible.

The University of Massachusetts SPORT
PARACHUTE CLUB will be making a demonstration
jump into the mall between the School of Business Ad-
ministration and Whitmore Administration building
around noon, Wednesday Sept. 16. Be there and find out
about the best high UMa.ss has to offer. Raindate Thurs
Sept. 17.

A MEDITATION GROUP will be meeting each Wednes-
day at 8 p.m. If you have been performing any sort of
silent meditational or devotional practice and would like to
share energy and inspiration with others feel free to stop
by. For information call 549-6059 evenings. A service of
Ananda Marga.

There will be a meeting of the Five-College Sol^r
Energy Collective on Wednesday, Sept. 16 at 8 p.m. in
Room 803 of the Campus Center. All are welcome. Check
it out!.

Bring $85. a 5 College LD., a'nd'come early—enrollment
IS limited to the first 15 people. For more information
stop by the club office. Room 309 in the Student I'nion!
around the corner from the ride board. I'.M.S.P.C. is open
to all 5 College students, faculty and employees.

Thursday, Sept. 17 *

UMASS SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB will be holding a
P'irst Jump Course Thursday, Sept. 17 at 7 p.m. in CC.
Room 801. Be free to make your First Jump Sat.. Sept.

General meeting for all members and students who
would like to become members of the Marketing Club on

Thursday Sept. 17, 1981 at 4:00 in Room 116 SBA.
Everyone is welcome.

Need a gocxl pick me up? Try UMASS PIRG's Bottle Bill

Campaign. With your support, this year we can win! Come
to the meeting Thursday September 17 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Student Union 423.

Union Video Center invites anyone interested in any
aspect of television to its opening meeting on Thursday,
Sept. 17 at 7 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge. Student
Union. After the meeting, there will be screenings of films
and UVC productions.
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WHAT'S A B.O.G.?

• The Campus Center/ Student Union

Board of Governors

• An elected governing body that makes
policies and decisions regarding the

running of the Campus Center.

• A body of 32 voting members; 25 of

which are undergraduates.

• We make sure that "your" $79

Campus Center fee is $ well spent.

We need the support of the student body to be an
effective board! The CC/SU is governed by students
for the students; find out what happens on your
campus - BOG office #817 C.C.
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Kickers go 1-0-1 at Keene St.
Double OT tie in final Marciano
nets 2 in semis

KEENE. N.H. - If this past weekend's
performance is any sort of preview of what
lies ahead this season for the University of

Massachusetts soccer team, then it can be
assured that this will be one exciting year
on the Boyden playing fields.

After defeating Western Connecticut 5-2

on Saturday. Massachusetts went on to

battle host Keene State College for 110
minutes on their way to a scoreless tie in

double overtime in the championship final

of I he Sumner Joyce Invitational Tourna-
ment in Keene.
The Minutemen hooters almost did pull it

off in their bid for the tourney crown. With
just over two minutes to go in regulation,

fullback Nick Marciano led a breakaway
charge to the Keene State goal.

He stopped just six yards in front of
Keene net minder Kyle Dietrick and shot a
pass to teammate Mike Gibbons. Gibbons
made a decern scoring bid, but his shot was
too high and hit the top crossbar and went
over Dietrick's head.

"It was a very good game, hard fought
by both teams." head coach Russ Kidd said.
"I thought we might get one on Gibbons'
shot, but it just missed.'"

Both goalies. Dietrick and Massachusetts
veteran Brett Olsher. played well ac
cording to Kidd. each recorded nine saves.
Keene's backstop was a little busier than
his Minuteman counterpart as the

Massachusetts hooters outshot Keene 21-11
on the game.

Massachusetts made it to the champion
ship game on the biisis of it's victory over
Western Connecticut Saturday. Keene
earned its berth by defeating Husson Col-

lege 3 1.

The Minutemen got off to a fast start

with three goals to none for WCSC. Mar-
ciano tallied the first of his two goals for the
game at the 22 minute mark with an assist

going to senior co-captain Tony M. Dias.

Len Margolis got a Massachusetts assist
when he fed Gibbons for a score 12 minutes
later. Then Mike Rudd put one in assisted
by Marciano.

Western Connecticut narrowed the
Massachusetts lead by scoring twice
unanswered.

"They (Mass) started off good, but then
slacked off." Kidd said. "After we got the
momentum back, it was pretty one sided."
The Minutemen outshot WCSC 20-11 and

Olsher had 9 saves in the win.

Rudd scored his second of the game at 82
minutes and Marciano put in his second less

than a minute later to close out the
Minuteman scoring.

Massachusetts does not host a game until

Oct. 3. However they will hold an exhibi-
tion game with an all-select team from Lon
don. England tomorrow at 3 p.m. The game
will be played at te lower (practice) Boyden
playing fields.

Senior co-captain
I'ony M. Dias dribbles
own the field at
oyden . The IJMass
occer team fared well
t thi8 past weekend's
eene State tourna-
ent. winning one
ame and tyin^
nother.

Netwomen top UVM, 5-4
The University of Massachusetts

women's tennis team started its season last

Saturday with a r)-4 victory over the
University of Vermont at the Boyden
courts.

In .singles play. Elizabeth Sullivan, Trish
Sullivan and Avery Sheary won quickly;
Elizabeth winning at second singles 6-1, 6-2
against Gail Early, Trish defeating her op-
ponent 6-1.6-1 at fifth singles and Sheary
taking her match 7-5, 6-1.

Also winning was senior Sally F'reiberger
at the number four spot. 3-6. 6-3. 6-2.

The other two singles players. Barbara
Mills at the number one spot and Sue
Lochiatto at third singles, lost hard-fought
three-set matches.

Mills, a senior who is still comfng back
from a broken ankle suffered last fall, lost

3-6, 6-1, 6-4 to UVM's Cindy Yates.

Lochiatto lost 7-5, 3-6, 7-5 to the Cata-

mounts' Beanie F'rankoiewicz.

Winning at doubles were Didi Court-
wright and Maureen Hamlon who played
third doubles'" and won 6-2. 7-6. Senior
Carolyn Tarbell and Stacy Cohen, playing
second doubles, lost, 6-2. 4-6. 7-5, though
they fought back after being down 5-2 in

the third set. At first doubles, senior Helen
Najarian and Wendy Sheerer lost 6-2, 6-1.

"Vermont is a good team for us to play
first because they're so much like us." said
UMass Coach John Seal, "we've got a lot

of young players and they all played well.
The^ match is a good indication of how the
team will do this fall."

The Minutewomen will face Tufts
University tomorrow at 3:00 p.m. at Tufts.

New England Patriots safety Tim Fox (in white) tries to knock the
ball loose from Philadelphia Eagle reciever Harold Carhmichael in the
Pats' 13-3 losBS at Philadelphia yesterday.

Sports notices
There will be an organiza-

tional meeting for all

undergraduate women in-

terested in playing for the

UMass women's basketball

team this year Tuesday,
Sept. 15 at 7 p.m. in

Boyden rm. 249.

UMass ski Patrol-There
will be a mandatory
meeting on Wednesday,
Sept. 16 in CC 178 from
8-10 p.m.

Spikers drop 3 of 4

Naiads!! There will be an
important officer's meeting
on Tuesday, Sept. 15 at 6

p.m. in the Campus Center
Coffeeshop.

There will be a meeting
for all those interested in

the UMass Hang-gliding

Club on Wednesday, Sept.

16 at 7:30 p.m. in CC 901.

If unable to attend please

call 253-7848 for informa-

tion.

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

In terms of winning, the University of
Massachusetts women's volleyball team
took only one game out of four two-game
matches at the New Hampshire Tourna-
ment in Durham Saturday.

In terms of gaining experience and in-

sight. UMa.ss Coach Elaine Sortino was
"pleased to .see some things hapjK-n so well
so early in the .season."

"Our pa.ssing came along very well in all

our games," Sortino .said, "but overall. I

was disappointed at not winning. The
scores are not indicative of the way we
played."

The Minutewomen l>egan by splitting
with the University of Connecticut, l.")-ll,

12 15, then lost to the University of New
Hampshire. HI 5, 7 15

"WcfTidn'f Uikv thejn seriously " Sortino
Haul. "Com pared with the otficr teams we

faced, we just didn't play that hard against
UNH."

Providence College swept UMass, 6-15.
4-15, then the Minutewomen lost two more
to the University of Rhode Island. 8-15,
9-15.

"With FVovidence and URI, we focused
on our attack." Sortino said. "Though we
missed Ellen (Braun, who injured her back
in practice last week), the team did well in
the attack. Sue (^arey played very well in
the front court, making few mistakes."

The Minutewomen will be preparing this
week for the UMass Tournament, which
will start Friday night at 6:00 in F^oyden
(Jym.

Among the 16 teams that will participate
are West Point. Colgate University, Smith
College, Mount Molyoke College. l"iniv<'rsi-

ty of Maine at Orono, University of Ver-
mont, Boston ColK.gi., Salem State Col-
l<-ge. Flastern Connecticut SUite College
and the ( 'iiivcrsity of Bridgeport.

§NUMMO NEWS, a Third World
newspaper, was formed in 1972 as a result
of the systematic exclusion of oppressed
people from the media in the United
States. All one has to do is turn on the
radio, television, or read a magazine to
further substantiate this. The need for
NUMMO NEWS is a result of the
distortion of the imagery of Third World
people, by this nations media.
§However, the system has effectively
perversed the nation's media to such an
extent that a college campus is only one of

TOTHEREADERSOFNUMMONEWS
the few sactuaries where the thoughts and
perceptions of people from all over the

world can be viewed, for the good of all,

without being tainted by the ingnorance
and corruption that plagues much of the

outside world. Today, Third World people

are breaking away from the patterns of

yesteryear, and forming a philosophy of

their own. This philosophy comes form the

souls of a oppressed people who represent
three quarters of the worlds population.

NUMMO is one voice for millions of people

who are demanding economic, social, and

political equality. In defense of this

philosophy, NUMMO will not look to

others for information concerning our-

selves, for if we did, we would continue to

be miss-informed, and highly miss-

educated.

§Those who will read NUMMO will find

that it is designed to enrich the in-

tellectual, cultural, and socio-political

consdenceness of its readers. For those

who do not understand, NUMMO is the

pen which the reader can possibly burst

the dark bubble of fantasy with which he

or she was brought up to believe.

However, only the reader can use what
we provide to burst that bubble. For those
who nonchalantly dicard NUMMO, they
may later find their bubble burst... but by
then, it may not be with a pen.

§The staff of NUMMO NEWS v»flll provide
for its readers news, and news analysis

from the viewpoints and perspectives of

Third World people living within, and
outside of the United States.

§The staff of NUMMO wishes you a good
year, and good reading.

WEMUSTSAVETHE CHILDREN
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GETONTHE GOODFOOT
§The Office of Third World Affairs
welcomes all Third World students back
and will host our first "gathering" at the
Malcolm X Center in Southwest. It is
called the "First World Organizational
Fair" and will give everyone the chance to
meet representatives from various Third
World student organizations. This is your
chance to meet and find out what's been
up and happenning for the past year and
what you can look foward to. This event
will happen next Saturday, at the Malcolm
X Center, from 4:00 to 8:00 PM. There
will be short speeches given, also, music
and food. Hopefully, we will also have
people from admissions, Financial Aid,
and other areas to answer all those
questions that have left you hanging.
§Last year we made some significant
progress in securing funds and
strengthening Third World organizations
on campus. The Third World Caucus was
the best and most efficient one in years.
They secured increases for some
organizations and eliminated many of the
negative moves made against our groups
They got Ed Lee elected Speaker of the
Student Senate and this year may prove
to be our best yet. Whatever anyone calls
It, this year is for the Caucus, the "Year of
the Foot." It represent^ an attitude
towards this year where we will not back
down on what we need. This affirmative
step has been taken because of the ex-

treme lack of support that many of our
supposedly "progressive" others
exemplified. Coalition after coalition fell

apart but not the Caucus. People who we
backed all the way turned their backs on
us and its time for the foot to follow.
§Many of you come back this semester
having left classmates at home because
they were withdrawn in record numbers.
Many also had to face a financial aid
demand of *700 to '900 summer savings
when there was no income to save due to
no summer jobs. They come back to very
little finandal aid, overcrowded dor-
mitories, and a CCEBS program crippled
by vacant staff positions.

§However, life ain't all that bad. The
Minority Engineering Program, run by
Ting Wei Tang is strong and growing, as
well as the Billingual Collegiate Program
with Ben Rodriguez.Afro-American
Studies has also changed gears and is set
and ready to provide a quality range of
courses and educational activities fa the
upcoming year. The brothers on the
football team are ready as Freddie fa a
serious year. After stepping on Browon
University fa a practice run, they're
waiting for us to hit the stands and give
them our support.
§Now, on the other hand, things still

aren't so great. Why is it that there are
still no buildings named after people other
than the white folks. It seem when it

BIENVENIDOS

by Tony Crayton

comes to monuments fa achievement,
we're invisible.

§One person you can't miss is Big Mitch,
who is now the Director of the ABC
House; ensuring that the young bloods
there are going to stay on the good foot as
under sister Wynaa.
§We must however, look at the big picture
of the flagship Amherst. The helmsman
seem to be steering the ship in mysterious
waters. The 'separate' Lecture Series to
show the University's commitment to
Civility was only partially funded by the
power s-t hat -be. The Engineering School
raised five milion dollars fa their
program and Whitmae could only raise
$5000 for their own project of Civility.

Last year (•) when the Spanish Depar-
tment closed a number of sections to 400
students in a matter of days they came up
with $1 1000. What's the deal*
§A member of the Search Committee fa
the Vice Chancellor position in
Administration and Finance drew at-
tention to Whitmae about the com-
position of the Search Committee of nine
is all white except fa one Black woman.
The exclusion is most uncivil.

§As usual, Whitmae's angel of WFCR,
Robert Goldfarb is at it again. The
General Manager has eliminated MBari
Mbyo, an African and Caribbean music
program without consultation of the
Producer.

§lt's down to a game of now you see them
now you don't. After O.C. Bobby Daniels
was hounded into seeking better pastures
his position is filled permanently by a
White male; without a search process at
all. George Beatty's position is tem-
paarily filed by a White male, and Fred
Preston has left so far an unfilled Affir-
mative Action position in Students
Affairs. Whitmore's White male club will
no doubt fill his in the same questionable
manner as well.

§This is not intended to be adversarial
towards the Administration, but this
overall picture fails to sit well with the
puported commitment to Civility. They
received over 10. enrollment revenues
above last year, 34 million in Federal aid,
70 million in trust funds, 25 million iri

grants, and a $400,000 increase in Alumni
funds yet only $5000 goes to the Civility
lecture series. What's up is not necessary
to ask, we still ain't got our 40 acres and a
mule.

§So, fa us it's the 'Year of the foot;' it's

our time to see that the only sure
guarantee of our education is our
vigilance. Come to the Organizational
Fair, give our organizations the suppat
they deserve. If you can't see your way
clear to come -go to Washington D.C. the
same day, there are 50 bus passes
reserved for Third Wald students
through SCE RA or the Commuter
Collective. Don't sit idle and inactive, it

«^3y be you becoming invisible next.

COMPANEROS

Eco Latino, con el peligro de sonar
redundante, les da la bienvenida a la vida
estudiantil que nos ofrece esta institucioh
Nos llena de alegria oir voces latinas en
cada pasillo, bus, y rincdn. Esperamos que
esta voceria se transforme a la misma vez
en un auge de accion.

Nuestro anhelo es de evitar que esas
voces latinas que permean esta universidad
se apaguen sin haber sido escuchadas por

todos nosotros El canalizar esas impre
siones de UMASS y del pueblo latiS^de
este valle en general es el objetivo principal

TT'l P^"°^'"° ""^^^ 6" obtener. Heahi donde yace la responsabilidad de todos
nosotros. Esas quejas, o comentarios Vypor que no eufona?, que tenemos deben de
gritarse para que sean escuchados EcoLatino podria ayudar a elevar esos gritos

sTn"oto5;:cr
"^^°^ '"^ comunicacion^ ^l

Pedimos ayuda en forma de articulos quepuedan projectar, responsablemente
nuestras ideas. La responsabilidad detoaos los hispanoamericanos es que la
naturaleza eclectica que es la de los latinos
en esta area se manifieste en todo su
esplendor. Esta naturaleza se manifiesta en
el ampho espectro cultural, politico veconomico del que somos parte. Tenemosque voc.ferar desde los percances cTdianos de los hermanos en Holyoke hastL

Las aportaciones se pueden hacer en-
viandolas a Nummo News, en cargo de Eco
Latino, 103 New Africa House, UMASS,
usando el servicio gratis de correo 'Campus
Mail.' El fin de plazo para entregar estas
aportaciones es viernes a las 6:00 p.m.,
para su posible publicacion el lunes.

Eco Latino necesita de todos nosotros.

HDELGA ESTUDIANTIL EN LA UPR

E»tudiant»i univtrvtariot •n huclga por los aumontot docrotados tn la Universidad d* PuartoRico marcharpn ayer ha»ta tl Confro Judicial do Hato Rtv
»-worTO

§La Universidad de Puerto Rico en Rio
Piedras ha estado sufriendo recien-
temente de un serie de cancelacion de
clases; la ultima de estas suspensiones fue
la semana ante-pasada. Los estudiantes,
luego de una asamblea general del consejo
estudiantil el dia 2 de septiembre,
decidieron irse a la huelga en prot esta por
un aumento excesivo en las matriculas. La
aiamblea fue muy concurrida; los
estudiantes luego mostraron su^poyo en
una marcha masiva del recinto par-
ticipando en ella mas de tres mil
estudiantes. Los estudiantes piden una
justificacion del presupuesto la cual ex-
plique paque un 90.:. del presupuestoser^'
alocado en facultades administrativas y no
a mejorasde recursosestudiantiles.
§§Mir6 Montilla, rector del recinto, dijo
que "la situacioh prevaleciente con motive
del paro estudiantil no provee el ambiente
adecuado para el desarollo normal de las
actividades academicas, ni la seguridad
personal."

§Pa su parte, el Consejo de educacion
superia, reafirmandose en su decision de
tnplicar las matrfculas en la Universidad
dedaro en un comunicado que "dicha
acaon obedeoe a la necesidad imperiosa de
proveerle a la Universidad fondos ad-
dicionales que permitan atender
necesidades urgentes reladonadas con la
acreditadon y el mejaamiento de la
calidad de la ensenanza."
§EI Recta habi'a suspendido las dases el
jueves antepasado debido al paro
estudiantn, alegando que actos iev.olenca realizados pa estudianJL en
protests, hideron necesaria 6\Zsuspension. Miro Montilla y la junta
administrativa dispusieroi la extension
del presents semestre academico pa l«

r.°nf
' ?"' ^"" ^"^" neccesario parareponer el tiempo que se haya "perc^do"desde el jueves 3 hasta hoy lunes 14 deseptiembre. cuando se reanudan las

ATTACKONLEBANON
The Preludes and Implications of the
Recent Attack on Lebanon:
§With Camp David reaching a dead end on
the level of the self-administration plan
the U.S., Isreal, and Arab Reaction begiri
a fervent search fa an alternative; they
found it in what became to be known as
the Jordanian Alternative which reads as
fdlows:

§1. Total exdusion of the P.L.O. as a
representative of the Palestinian people.
§2. Giving control to the Jordaninan
regime over some of the 1967 occupied
territories after a transitional period of
five years.

§3. Creating a belt of military settlements
surrounding the would-be Jadanian
controlled areas.

§lnader fa the Jadanian alternative to
see the light, several measures have to be
accomplished:

§§i. The destruction of the main obstades
fastalling the implementation of this
plan; namely: the armed Palestinian
revolution represented by the P.L.O., the
Lebanese Patriotic Movement and third,
Syria.

§§ii. Guaranteeing a public offidal Arab
consensus.

§§iii.lncorpaating the so-called European
Initiative within the Jordanian Alter-
native.

§The number one priaity was the
destruction of the already mentioned
obstades. The ideal place for the
execution was. ..Lebanon.
§So as soon as the Isreali elections were
over, resulting in the 're-installation' of
Begin's Likud party. ..an extensive bloody
attack against Lebanon took place,
leaving behind 400 dead and 800 wounded,
the majaity of them dvilians...this, iri

Begin's own words, was just 'the
beginning', the beginning of the an-
nihilation of the Palestinian Revolution.
§Given the facts about the aggresive
nature of the 'Isreali' entity, its notorious
history of Organized State terraism, and
Its settler colonialist reality. ..we can
pljce the recent attack within a dear
pditical perspective, which reads as
follows:

§§1. With the elections behind, 'Isreal's

mam preoccupation was once more to
concentrate and quickly execute its plan of
destroying the Palestinian armed
Revdution represented by the P.L.O. and
Its Lebanese Patriotic Movement ally in
order to pave the way fa a 'peaceful

> settlement in the area. Thus, putting an
endtotherelativestautsquo, that existedm the region ever since the so-called self
administration plan was aborted.
§§2. Begin, in his re-election campaign
depended heavily on deviating in public
attention from the acute internal economic
crises (the rate of inflation in Isreal has
reached 130.) to the invented issue of
'national security', this term that means in
the Isreali dictionary, mae aggression
and blood shed. And in ader to make sure
that a post election public wake would not
take place, the continuation of aggression
wasindispensible.

§§3. The large scale of the latest attack.
Its concentration on dvilian targets, and
the huge amount of artillery and
sophisticated weaponry used, indicate
beyond doubt that the annihilation
process has begun to take its final shape.
§§4. Isreal has been given the green light
by the Reagan administration to escalate
Its attacks. This administration that made
huge cuts of sodal welfare, in ader fa
the Pentagon to be capable of providing
mae F 16's to Isreal and other fasdst
regimes thus, Isreal was mae or
lessassured that the U.S. administration
will do Its best to contain as much as
possible of the international reaction that
might take place.

§§5. In the light of all this, we condude
that at this stage is one of the most
critical stages in the history of the
Palestinian Revdution, hence, it is the
responsibility of all the peoples around the
wald to rally in defence of the
Palestinaian Revdution and the Lebanese
Patriotic Movement. This is particularily
important in the case of the American
people, whose tax payer's money is being
used to buy destructive weapons to kill
the men, women and children of Palestine
and Lebanon. §
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NATIONAL DAYOF RESISTANCE

Committee to suppat the Palestinian
People

DIDJUSTICE DIEWITH SETA?
1

NA TIONAL DA Y OF RESISTANCE
hThe All Peebles Congress will unite and
launch a new mass movement to push
back the Reagan offensive. Hundreds of
aganizations have already endased the
Congress and to be sure that every
community, every struggle, wil be heard.
§Feedback from these meetings and local
conferences makes one thing very dear:
That people want out of the Congress is

not just talk-as important as that is.

They want a Congress that can hear every
greivance, every demand and then act.
The purpose of the Congress will be first
and foremost to provide a democratic open
forum fa all segments of society under
attack that will have the mandate and
authority to call for mass action all over
the country to overturn the Reagan
program.
%The National Day of Resistance to
overturn the Reagan program is projected
as mass demonstrations all over the
country, from Seattle to Miami, from
Houston to Boston, from Los Angeles to
Chicago-as well asa giant demon-
stration in Washington, D.C. The aim is

to aganize simultaneous protests on such
a vast scale that they cannnot be ignored,
even by the reactionary Reagan ad-
ministration, and will bring about real
gains fa the people.

§This invdves a mighty effat at mass
mobilization. The National Coordinating
Board of the All-Peoples Congress,
representing all of the constituendes
fighting Reaganism, will bring to the
Congress a plan fa a National Day (or

days) of Resistance, to be amended,
broadened, and given flesh and blood by
the thousands of delegates in Detroit.

The Coigress itsdf will have the
responsibility fa sharpening andcsAz-y^/Vj^

out this plan of fightback and resistance in

the most effective way possible. It will tie

a working body and will set up the
aganizational musde to see that its

mandate is carried out, and that the wad
is spread to every neighbahood, town,
anddty.

A CREATIVE BODY
A body such as the All -Peoples

Congress has no precedent in U.S.
Nstay. Therefae, its structure and
agenda must be waked out through
aeative consultation among grass roots

aganizations and regesentatives takina

responsibility fa the Congress. This
process has already begun and will be
continuing until the Congress itself

§When all the people who have par-
tidpated in the thousands of past praests
fa sodal justice are able to unite around
one common program and bring their
friends, co-workers, and all who are af-

fected by Reaganism to a unified mass
action, it will shake the ground under the
Reaganites and pave the way to viaay.
In the thirties, the dvil rights
movements, and the anti-war praests of
the past, the people won through united
action. -WE CAN WIN TODAYi
THE LOCAL EFFORT
§A Western Mass. chapter of the People's
Ami War Mobilization (PAM) famed this
summer and is initiating a Coalition fa a
People's Congress to work on aganizing
western Mass. representation in Detrdt.
Several community and canpus groups
have expressed interest in taking part in
such a ooalition, sending representatives
to the All-People's Congress and planning
fa the National Day(s) d Resistanoein
mid-No/ember. Peode and groups in-

terested in endasing and taking part in
this campaign are invited toa Mobilizers
Meeting to take place Wednesday, Sept.
16 at 7 p.m. at the Large Activities Room
d the Bangs Community Center, in
Amherst, which will launch this coalition.

There will be repats on transpatation
and housing fa Detrdt, the devdoping
structure erf the All People's Congress
Mwement, time fa discussion and
questions and the famation of task
groups to publidze, todevdop a western
Mass. contribution to the People's
Program and espeoally to fundraise so
that low income people can represent
themselves in Detrdt. Want to fight
Reagan and WIN* Beheardin Detrat!

§§contact:

Western Mass. P. A.M., c.o.

Bill Bowers 549 6922
or John Braine 584 1296

Students Against Militarism
Box 299 Student Union BIdg.

UMass, Amherst 545 3429

§Three years ago, on September 13, 1978,

Seta Rampersad, a young Black woman
who was a student at U.Mass., was found
dead in a motel room in South Deerfield.
After the inquest, in which two con-
tradictay caoner's repats were given,
the court ruled that Seta died of 'natural

causes'. The circumstances surrounding
her death make it dear that Seta was
murdered and that many people in the
community may be implicated in both her

murder and the cover-up. Yet the case
was quickly dosed. No one has been in-

dicted, and no investigation was ever
conducted. Seta's death is part of a histay
of vidence against Third World people in
this area. In demanding justice for Seta,
we are also demanding an end to these
racist attacks.

§The Third World Women's Task Face
after much deliberation with our lawyers

and Seta's parents have made the dedsiori"
not to proceed with the case because
Jimmy the Greek has divested his
finandal assets. It would essentially cost
the Task Face $10,000 to realistically
proceed with the case, now three years
later.

§Seta will never be forgotten. To us she
has symbdized the vidtmization of and
vidence against waking women of cda.

NATIONALBLACKINDEPENDENTPOLITICAL PARTY

It could have been any one of us. To keep
Seta's memory alive, the Task Face has
made a commitment to the fdlowing:

I. Start a Seta Rampersad
Scholarship fund fa waking women of
color.

II. Continue support for the
Rampersad family.

1 1 1
.
Set up workshops on how to

deal with such a crises, when it happens
again.

The National Black Independent Political
Party held its first convention in Chicago last
month, declaring its intention to "reawaken
the freedom struggle throughout the Black
community" and to "combat Reaganism,
racism and economic reaction."
Some 800 delegates representing about

3000 members in 58 chapters attended the
congress. The convention's most important
act was to adopt a comprehensive political
statement of beliefs. It declares the

organization's opposition to 'the four main
evils: racism, imperialism, sexual oppresion
and capitalist exploitation.'

The NBIPP traces its roots to a 1972 con-
ference of Black activists in Gary, Indiana.
The conference was an attempt to unite
Black activists searching for a militant alter-

native to the NAACP or National Urban
League. A November 1980 convention of
1300 activists in Philadelphia founded the
NBIPP

In the interim, activity has focused on
labor and anti-apartheid struggles. NBIPP
will organize a contingent to the Sept 19
Solidarity Day demonstration in
Washington, DC. It is also active in mobiliz
ing against the upcoming visit of South
Afnca's rugby team, the Springboks.
The party also plans to establish a national

headquarters and begin a regular publication
of a newletter. One issue of its organ. The

Party Line, has already been published.
The most controversial question at the

Chicago convention revolved around the
issue of participation in NBIPP by other
organizations from serving as leaders of
NBIPP. The motion narrowly passed the
first day's session. It was amended the
following day to open national office to
anyone willing to carry out the NBIPP pro-
gram.

NOTESONSOUTH AFRICA

§ln an effat to give aedibility to the

pdicy erf 'constructive engagement' in

South Africa, a nnulti-million ddlar

educational assistance program will be
instituted. The U.S. also hopes to resdve
two impatant issues- Namibian in-

dependence arid nudear cooperation. In

the past 'const rudive engagement' meant
lifting- some restriaions on famer
blateral rdations. The «>ducational focus

d the pdicy vwll hopefully give the U.S.

mae aedibility all around.

IRecent actions such as the U.S. veto of

an UN Security Coundl resdution con-

demning the latest South African in-

cursion into Angda has led many to

bdeive that the U.S. is siding with whit

South Africa. The Assistant Seaetary os

State fa South African Affairs, Chester

Crocker, stated that, 'We cannot and will

na pamit our hand to faced, to align

oursdves with one side a arother,

neither vmII we align ourselves with

aparthdd pdides that are abharent to

out own multiradal demoaacy.' He also

repeated that the U.S. also seeks tobuild

a mae consturdive rdationship with

South Africa, one vased on share in-,

terests, persussion, and improved

communication.'

§To prove these feelings of good will, two
junia South African military officers

were pernnitted to attend a U.S. Coast

Guard air and sea rescue course in

August. The U.S. plans to oontinue this

kind of cooperation.

IThe arms embargo against South Africa

v\Av&\ began as a vduntary U.S. measure
and sdidified into a mandatay pdicy by
the wald aganization in I977;'set the
tone fa the past 20yearsdeffatstoend
aparthdd' said State Department country
orffioer fa South Africa, DIoughy. The
Black educational assistance program
could be, he suggested 'a positive

initiative on the same ader dagnitude as
the embargo.'

§ln the past U.S. aid to South Africa's

people centered on its refugees. This new
program is impatant because it will give
assistance to Black whoare living in South
Africa. Hcwvever, it should be nrted that
this idea didnot alginate withe the
Reagan administration, but was in-

troduced last September

.

^Tuw> bills are in Congress that have

enough finandal backing to put the new
program in mrtion. The U.S. is hoping to
convinoe Black South Africans that they
have na been fagrtten. Right away one
can ask certain serious questions: 1) Who
vmII be in charge of managing funds*
2) Hew will the US be able to ascertain
that the money bdng used will adually
educate South Africa's Blacks*
3) What kind of education will the Blacks
receive* it is

a known fact that various US based
multinational oapaations have finandal

interests in South Africa, and might these
educational assistance programs be used
to teach Blacks new techndogy so that
they will be mae produaive

fa th^se businesses*

by Donna Davis



RINAS FRONTERIZAS DE
AMERICA LATTNA

Nummo

Las djsputas fronterizas siguen latentes
despues de casi 200^anos de haberse in
dependizado la region del gobierno col-
onial. Las disputes tienen la constante
amenaza de estallar en conflictos armados
aun con los intentos de mediadores tales
como el Papa Juan Pablo II y la Reina Isabel
II de Gran Bretana. Algunas de las fronteras
en cuestidn estan cerca de territorios que
contienen petr<5leo y otros valiosos recur-
sos naturales.

Las principales disputas son las
siguientes:

Ecuador Peru: Estas dos naciones com-
panen una frontera de 1,050 millas de
largo. Esto dio'motivo a combates armados
durante enero y febrero de este afio
causando un total de 10 muertes. En la

guerra del 1942 entre estos paises, Ecuador
perdio 70,000 millas cuadradas, otorgln-
doselas al Peru con la firma del Protocolo
de Rio de Janeiro, la cual fue garantizada
por EEUU, Brasil, Argentina y Chile.
Ecuador ya no acepta las condiciones del
protocolo del 1942, pues quiere acceso a la
region amazonica del Peru que es rica en
recursos minerales. Peru aun acepta las
condiciones del tratado.

Chile Argentina: Tres islas en el Canal de
Beagle hacia el extremo sur del continente,
son motivo de una disputa entre Chile y
Argentina. Gira esta en torno al texto de un
tratado firmado en el 1881. En los ultimos
artos ha ido adquiriendo relevancia ya que
posiblemente se encuentren depositos de
petroleo en la region. En diciembre del
pasado ano el Papa envio'su resolucidn, la

cual se mantuvp en secreto por los dos
jobiernos. Chile acepto' la misma. Argen-
tina, no obstante, pide modificaciones
substanciales. La frontera no sioue cerrada
pero prevalece aun una situacion tensa.
Honduras El Salvador: En la guerra de

100 horas que sostuvieron El Salvador y
Honduras en el 1969 murieron 4,000 per
sonas. Esta guerra fue por cuestiones d€
fronteras e inmigracio'n. Las dos nacionej
vecinasjinalmente firmaron un tratado de
paz el ano pasado en Lima, Peru. El conflic
to fue mal llamdo la 'Guerra del Futbol,
porque estallo' despues de un partido d(
balompie entre equipos de los dos paises.

Colombia Venezuela: La proyectad<
compra por Venezuela de los aviones d«

combate de Estados Unidos es un asunt(

)

que figura en el conflicto entre estos dos
paises. Colombia habia llegado a un acuer
do provisional con Venezuela el aiTo pasado
sobre la division de las aguas territoriales y
la plataforma continental en el Golfo de
Venezuela, donde se cree que hay
depositos de petroleo sin explotar. Pero el
Presidente Luis Herrera Campins de
Venez^uela rechazd el acuerdo bajo fuerte
presion pOblica y ha rehusado todo intento
de mediacion. Las dos naciones aseguran
que sus relacines son amistosas y separan
la disputa de otras cuestiones bilaterales

Bolivia-Chile: Desde el 1879 cuando per-
dio una guerra con Chile, Bolivia ha estado
privada de una salida al Oceano Pacifico y
alega que esta situacio'n estrangula su
economfa. La ultima gestidn para un ar-
reglo negociado termino'en el 1978 cuando
Bolivia rompio' sus relaciones diplomaticas
con Chile. Chile ha ofrecido un corredor al
oceano a lo largo de su frontera con PerG,
pero Bolivia se niega a ceder una cantidad
de territorio equivalente que Chile exige a
cambio. Bolivia eventualmente gano' el en-
doso de la Organizacion de Estados
Americanos. Peru, que tambien perdio ter-
ntorio ganado por Chile en la guerra del
1879, ha tenido relaciones tirantes con ese
pais en los ultimos anos, aunque no hay
ninguna disputa fronteriza entre los dos
paises.

Guatem^la-Belice: En el 1976 Guatemala
concentro fuerzas militares frente a la
frontera de la colonia brit^nica de Belice en
ia region de la Amenca Central, y Gran
Bretaria ripostd enviando aviones de guerra
Harrier y 1200 soldados a la colonia
Guatemala alega que en justicia le
pertenece el territorio de Belice, llamada
anteriormente Honduras Britanica, por
raz6n de las antiguas frontera espanolas
Pero un acuerdo firmado en Julio cuyos
detalles no se han revelado, aparentemente
ha solucionado la disputa y le ha garan-
tizado a Belice su plena independencia el 21
de septiembre. Mexico, sin embargo ha
expresado su preoc upacion por la
posibihdad de que Guatemala actue
militarmente despues de la independencia.

POET'S CORNER
Beautiful Tree People

Beautiful tree people. .

.

Standing naked against the cold...

The wind has robbed you of your
beauty. . yet you continue to stand naked
against the cold...
Not moving. ..not knowing who or what
you really are!
Hateful people throw death at you... they
burn you... they chop you down...
'^hey even hang beings from your out-
stretched limbs.
Ugly people destroy you. . . without a cause
and steal your fruit... why they even pull
you up by the roots... and then you are
lost. Yet you struggle to survive with
whatever you have left and then the wind
blows. .

.

\AS in ATLANTA AND GUYANA] and
suddenly you find yourself completely
defenseless... against its mighty rage and
killer anger.
You shake from the fear of being blown
away... and you begin to pray to the god
who created you to restore your strength
and beauty . .

.

Time goes onl...and time goes on! until!
finally, one day it starts to rain. ..And
after the rain, the sun reappears in the
sky !

And the birds reurn to your limbs; once
again to sing
{confirmation]

Your leaves begin to grow and everyone
around you starts to become aware of who
and what you really are!
A tall, strong, brown, green, beautiful
tree...
Now the wind and all of its rage and anger
can no longer harm you.

Beautiful Tree People
I dedicated to all Peoples of Color 1

COMPROMISOS DE SOBRE MESA

Otra vez se reunieron

en el "bar "dela esquina

resdviendo en2 horas '

los achaques de la patria

Repasaron en dos horas

la histaria de la eoonomia

del gobierno, la intervendon

y la lucha del obrero

Otra vez se reunieronen el "bar" de la

esquina

y con la ayuda de Marx
dedfraron la existenda

de las dases oprimidas

Discutieronpor ejempio

la explotadon de la mujer

incrementOS en los predai>

y la huelga delaUTIER

Otra vez se reunieronen el "bar" de la

esquina

Y despues de dgs huras

y una revdudon extenuante

par tier on todos,

dejando atras

toda la evidenda

sobre la mesa...
quinee Iatas de cerveza ya vadas
un cenizerollenode odillas

dncoseryilletas

y un cafe a medio tomar

Al otrodia

lesretumbara

la revdudon en las sienes

Mientras se miren las qeras
en d espejo

alcanzarSn un frasquito

yen dos hoaras y pico

veremos que la patria

nodude tanto

I Pobre de mi isia

que noresponde a la aspirina!

Debbie Sdlia

ATENCION Announcements
§La primera reumdh general de la

agantzaaon AHORA ( la crganizaaon
hispana en esta umversidad) tcmara lugar
hcv lunes 14deseptiembrea;aso:45P.M.
en el salon 904 del Campus Center

.

§Esta reunion tratara'oon la nueva con-
stituaon de la crganizaaon y posbles
enmiendas, ademas se discutira ac-
ti\ -dades en agenda para este ano.

-LA PRE SE NCI A DE TODOS ES DE
SUMA I MPORTANCI A!!!!

-El Billingual Cdlegiate Program y
AHORA invitan a todos los estudiantes y
membros de facultad de la oommunidad
hispana unver si tar ia a

:

+ + ^^^^LA GRAN FIESTA DE
BIENVENIDAIMiMliui!!!!!!!!

E
I
vier nes 25 de septiembf e

en el Malcolm X Center (Southwest
residential area)

a las 8:%

Habra mktca bailable!!!!

ASI STAN TODOS"!'!

Two paid positions are avaiiaoie at
NUfVIMONEWS:
Dtypesetter: applicant must have a work
study award and typing skills. There is no
speed requirement.
2]editor: applicant should be familiar with
Middleeastern and or Asian news

If you are interested in either position
attend the NUMIVK) NEWS meeting
today at 3:30 pm in room 103 of the New
Africa House.

NUim/K) NEWS also needs vdunteers
who are interested in
photograf^Y, writing, layout, and
reporting. We urge the
Third World Community to support us in
order that we wilt
have a stronger voice. Valuable ex-
perience and personal
satisfaction will be obtained. Ifinterested
attend the
NUMMO meeting this afterrwon.

NUMMO NEWS will give a PARTY on
the 26th of September. The
place, date and time will be announced.

The first meeting of ASIAN AMERICAN
STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (AASA)
vwould be held Thursday Septentaer 17th
in Room 802 at 6:00 P.M.. We urge all

membersandthcBP interested toattend.
There will be an orientation for the new
members.

§The Duke E llington Committee
welcomes all students interested
in Reggae, Jazz, Funk etc....

tocome to the first meeting
on Sept. 15 7:30 PM

C.C. 178
For more info, call Yat:
5452892

§A teachin on U.S. F^^T^olicy ir^

South Africa, and stopping the South
Africa rugby team tour in the US will
take place Thursday, September 17th at7pm m the Campus Center Auditorium at
the University of Massac^usetts m
Amherst. The program will include
speakers Dennis Brutus, Mike Thelwell
and representatives from Students
Against Militarism (SAM), and the Stop
Apartheid Rugby Team (SART) Poetry
reading and information about demon
stratmg in Albany, New York, September
^ Films will be shown during the day
For more information call

Center for Racial Studies 545-0472
Radical Student Union 545 0677

SCERA Ami Racisam Team 5450341

cZT^ "''^*^"^ '"^''«^ ^° attend a pressconfererice at 5.30 pm, Thursday Sep

iMoore House), Southwest

The Student Center fa Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERA) is

accepting applications for Researchers-

Organizers fa the following issues:

Academics

-Anti-Radsm

Rents and Fees

-Residential

Resource Center
-Public Pdicy

Suppat
-Computer Programs

VOLUNTEERS
INDEPENDENT STUDY

Wak-study and nonwak study paid-part

time positions.

Job desCTiptioTB and applications may be
p(d<ed up at SCE RA Room 420 Student

Union Building a call 546-0341 fa futher

infamation.

SCERA is an Affirmative Action-Equal
Oppatunity Employer

VIRGO AFFAIR 1961
At The Hamphire College

Dining Commons

On Saturday, September 19th
1 "8

1

Time: 9pm - 5ain

0/S BROTHER I

t OADOY NEIL

iM-

Aclmjssion $2.00

Food & Rrfreshmrnr^ will hr avajlahlr-
courtesy of Sister Yvonne

Come Early and Enjoy

READ
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u^n "^^'^ ^/^^ ^^'^ yf^Vend you already know
about the new four-man patrol organized by Amherst
Fohee department to prevent casualties resulting from
excessive speed and alcohol.
The Speed and Alcohol Patrol (SAP) operates on Friday

and Saturday nights between 9 p.m. and 3 a m The
program is scheduled to run until June 30, 1982 SAP was
fonned because in 13 months, 11 lives were claimed in
aJcohol-speed related accidents.
On F^riday night 50 cars were stopped, 15 violations were
written and three were arrested, the Amherst police said
yesterday. All others were given verbal warnings
At 10:45 p.m. Leo F. Flotron, 21, a University of

Massachusetts student from Louisiana, was arrested for
driving under the influence on College Street At 11 05
p.m. Edward L. Grunwald of Belchertown was arrested

by SAP for driving under the influence and for havingno license. Pau F. McSheerly. a 22 year old UMass
student from West Roxbury was arrested for driving
under the influence.

.nn" ^^i^'^^y-
SAP stopped 37 cars, wrote 29 violationsand made 5 arrests, all for persons under 20 possessing

The arrests occurred on South Pleasant Street at 10- 13p.m. Thomas J. Phair. of Pittsfieid; Paul A. Barry, 18 of

LT.'f^ ^Tp ?• ^T^' ^'' «f Chelmsford. iSora A
T TM ' ; ^""^ ^'!^'^ ^ Mackinnon, 19, of Millis. All areUMass students living in Webster dormitory, the police

w:^.' rhrlT^ T\ ^^^ '^^^•'^"^ ^y ^^^ ^^Mass policewas Christopher J. Leary. 19, a non-student from Fall
Kiver, arrested for operating under the influence at 743

weekend
Saturday evening.

- Leary reportedly struck the left rear quarter of a UMass
police cruiser on Sunset Avenue. He was apprehended
soon after on Lincoln Avenue. No other charges were
brought against Leary outside of drunken driving The
cruiser sustained minor damage, the police said. Jefferey
b. Tarr, 19, from Manchester, was arrested at 1244 a m
Friday, on North Pleasant Street, near Puffton Village

"

Tarr was charged with operating under the influence
driving to endanger, and operating without a license in
possesion.

Christopher P. Cordingley, 20, a non-student from East
Weymouth, was arrested at 2:22 a.m. Sunday at the
intersection of University Drive and Route 9 He was
charged with running a red light and operating under the
influence.

Peter Pan bus rates

may increase by 48%
By DAVID HOWES
Collegian Correspondent

Students who ride the Peter Pan Bus
Line from Amherst to Boston could see the
price of a ticket increase from $7.95 to
$11.95, if a 48 percent increase proposed
by the company is approved by the state
Department of Public Utilities

''Students who ride the
Peter Pan Bus Line from
Amherst to Boston could see
the price ofa ticket increase
from $7.95 to $11.95. ..r

"The reason for the increase is the rising
inflation," said Peter L. Pickneloy, presi-
dent of the Springfield bus firm. "The
company has purchased ten new buses this
year and plans to buy fifteen more. The
cost of the l)u.ses has increased from
$90,000 to $lfi0.000 in the last five years."

John D. Simson, director of the rates and
research division of the DPU said, "It
takes up to ten months for the increase to
take place by law." Pickneloy said an in-
terim rate must also accompany the total

rate on the application. This rate is for
Items without controversy, such as sudden
increase in expenditures of union labor,
oimson said.

"This rate could be in effect in two mon-
ths if approved," Simson said. The interim
rate sought by Peter Pan is 22 percent.
There is no scheduled hearing on the in-

crease and if held it will take place in
Boston, Pickneloy said.

"Most companies do not get what they
want," Simson said. "They sav they need
more than they need. It is hard to say they
will get the increase they want. Pickneloy
said all routes are affected by the increase,
except the Springfield route under contract
with the PVTA. He said that the rates are
governed by the contract. They are set
fares and they will not ask for an 'increase.
He added that all equipment used on that
route is owned by Peter Pan Bus Line

UM to join DC rally
For the first time since the civil rights

rallies of the middle 1960s, the various
factions which once were the traditional
liberal democratic coalition are uniting.
The AFL-CU and the NAACP are

sponsoring a "Solidarity Day"
demonstration in the form of a rally
scheduled for Saturday in Washington

In a telephone interview with the
Collegian from Washington on Fruday,
AFL CIO press secretary, Charlie Hugh
said the demonstration will have four focal
points.

•To assert the demand for the end of
unemployment and the maintenance or
social justice.

•To protest the administration's role in
cutting social programs.
•To demonstrate that the Reagan
administration does not have its claimed
public support.

•To show that "ordinary people care and
are willing to show concern over proposed
cuts in social programs.
Hugh said the programs that are being

dismantled through budget cuts have been
achieved over generations. Progress is

being destroyed, he said.

The federal food stamps program, the
student federal financial aid program, the
National Endownment for the Arts and
Humanities and environmental and
alternative energy development projects
are among jfroups targeted by the

administration for reduced federal
funding.

Many labor unions have joined with the
AFL-CIO in calling for the demonstration.
The NAACP and the National Urban
League top the list of black oriented groups
supporting the rally. In addition to these,
over 100 other organizations have co-
sponsored the event. Included in these are
the National Organization for Women, the
Americans for Democratic Action and
groups representing students, senior
citizens, environmental and religious
interests.

"We all recognized that we have got to
get ourselves back together," Hugh said.

Hugh said the AFL-CIO is expecting
over 100,000 persons to attend the rally.

David Vos, press secretary for the ADA,
told the Collegian in a phone interview
Friday the ADA is involved because
"people are concerned with Reaganomics".
Civil rights demonstration of this kind are
effective, he said.

Vos said ADA is participating "because
we need to show that the public is upset
with the Reagan mentality."

A representative of the University of
Massachusetts Solidarity Day Coalition
said it is sponsoring one bus and eight vans
to bring UMa.3S students to Washington on
Friday night to participate in the rally.

Students interested in going with the
UMass contingent should contact the
Student Government Association at
545-0341. The cost is $10.

r^,!rH.Cui:.^':''"'"''''^
-- '-' "-'^^-

Flood evacuates Pierpont
Massive flooding in the basement level of

Pierpont dormitory forced residents to
evacuate to drier ground last night.
According to Sandy Rosales, a Pierpont

resident, the flooding began around 600
p.m..

"When we left to go to dinner there was
some water seeping through the basement
floor, but by the time we got back it had
began to run into the hallway," Rosales
said.

The water carried from below the
basement to the bathroom floor, out onto
the hallway and into students rooms, under
''bcir doorways.
The murky water was three inches deep

in some spots, Rosales said.

The flooding was caused by the rains and
stopped up drains according to Don Pelkey,
Area Management Coordinator (AMC) for
Orchard Hill and Central. Pelkey's
assistance was called on when Jim Wallace,
AMC for Southwest could not be reached.
The Physical plant was notified at

approximately 6:00 p.m. about the
flooding, but was unable to send a plumber
for at least another hour.
"They have one or two plumbers for the

Southwest area but there's a problem
getting a hold of them to work overtime. It
can be difficult to reach them," Pelkey
said.

As of last night residents of the basement
floor of Pierpont weren't exactly sure
where they would be spending the next few
nights.

"Our Area Coordinator is coming down
to talk to us, and make sure we all get
settled," Lisa Gasper another Pierpont
resident said.

What upset veteran basement dwellers
most, is that the same situation occured in
that dorm last fall Rosales said.
"Last year it was the same thing, same

place and everything, except last year we
built a dam made of newspapers and
telephone books to blockade the water

"

Rosales said.
'
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Reagan eyes domestic cuts
WASHINGTON - Having already scaled down his

planned increases for defense. President Reagan eyed fur
ther cuts in domestic spending yesterday on grounds thatwe face the choice of taking drastic action or inviting
economic calamity."

Even so, he said, the reductions can be achieved
without any damage to any of governments vital ser-

vices.

The president's deputy press secretary. Larry Speakes
dedined to rule out Social Security as one of the areas
where additional cuts would be made. He said the total
reductions in the upcoming fiscal 1982 budget would be
less than $18 billion.

From a meeting with conservative congressional
Democrats to a lunch with House Speaker Thomas P.
ONe.ll and the House Republican leader, the president
paid heed to budgetary matters, even as he presided at aceremony officially proclaiming the bicentennial celebra
Uon of the revolutionary victory at Yorktown.

Libya encouraging mutinies
MOUNDON, Chad, - Libya has encouraged a series of

mutinies at army garrisions in southern Chad in what Vice
President Abdel Wajar Kamougue says is an attempt to
give Libyan troops an excuse to move into the area

I m tempts to say that the Libyans were looking for achance to intervene in the south, the only part of the
«»unto that works. "Col. Kamouge told The AssociaU>d
Press here Sunday.
"But it didn't work out because the conditions hereweren t nght said the 42 year-old southerner andformer cnm anfer of the FAT. Chad's natio al army
Kamoupue said the Libyans refused to furnish funds topay the some 10,000 members of the FAT and ^hegendernerue - most of whom are stationed in the south •

until an int^^grated national army is formed.

Dam threatened by flooding
PEKING - China ordered workers to "strive for the best

but prepare for the worst" in their battle yest^-rday to
strengthen a big dam threatened by floods on the Yellow
River, the official Xinhua news agency reported.
The workers had until midnight Monday to add 16 feet

to the 177-foot coffer dam in the northwest Quinghai
province, Xinhua said.

Torrential rains that began in mid-August have
triggered the worst floods on the river's upper reaches
since 1954. About 4.400 people have been evacuated.
The dam protects the river's biggest hydroelectric

project, a reseroir at Longyang that regulates the river's
flow and supplies five power stations.

thpfr !^^\^^ MOSCOW-.Moton8ts line uptheir automobiles Monday at a Moscow gasolinestation ,n anticipation of price hikes The

increases, announced Monday night, doubled the
price of gasoline to as much as $2.20 dollars per
U.b^gallon. (AP Laserphoto)

Professor's mysterious death probed
PITTSBURGH (AP) - The crumpled body of Chen Wen-
chen will be buried tomorrow in Taiwan, but no graveyard
ceremony can lay to rest the suspicions and mysteries con-
cerning the circumstances of his death in a five-story fall
Chen, a 31-year-old native of Taipei, taught statistics at
Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh. He was also a
supporter of a Taiwanese independence movement
Because of that activity, his death in Taipei on July 3 -

while officially ruled an accident or a suicide - is thought
by some to be a political assassination. And that belief has
sent a chill through many Taiwanese in the United States
btudents who attended a July memorial service for Chen

at Carnegie-Mellon wore masks or covered their heads
with paper bags. The mourners said they feared that
other students were spies for the Taiwanese government.

Professor Chen s death has left every Taiwanese who

believes in democracy and freedom terrorized," said CMU
President Richard Cyert, an outspoken critic of Taiwan's
handling of the death.
"If a professor from a prestigious American university
can meet a mysterious death without the cause of death
being made clear, no student is safe. Each one who has
spoken against the Taiwanese government may become a
suicide or the 'victim of an accidental death.' My own
opinion is that he was murdered by the secret police

"

In the United States. Chen's death has prompted an FBI
investigation and congressional hearings in Washington
Chen s future seemed bright May 20 when he returned

to his homeland for the first time in six years. He had just
been appointed to a new three-year term at CMU, and he
and his wife. Su-jen. had planned their vacation to show
on their year-old American born son to eager relatives

now and supplies five power stations. IfyT 1 • •j 1

FBI arrests Peabody lawyer
^^^^^ majonty Condemning bible

•^ *""Ji^l NEW YORK (API _ Th. M««. v^.1, „u„^.„. „r »-,__-BOSTON (AP) - A Peabody lawyer was arrested
yesterday on charges of conspiring to bribe a Danvers
selectman in a cable television deal, the FBI announced

t,^ S:,
0'^«""^"- 33. was accused of making a

$1 000 payoff to John Webb, chairman of the Danvers
selectmen, in an effort to get the town officials to award aable television franchise to Rollins Cablevision Inc an

i^^^^r^^*^*^
^''*'"- ^P^'*' Agent Lawrence Sarhatt said

The FBI said the $1,000 was "up front" money paid in a

JS niuf
^ \*^i."PP**'^*^ ^° '^*^ ^ ^^« '"«'•« payments of»^.UW each. The larger payments were not made, agents

O'Donnell was arrested without incident at his Peabodybw office and brought to Boston for a hearing before a
federal magistrate. The FBI said the formal charge against
him was conspu-acy to commit interstate transportation in
aid of racketeering bribery.

NEW YORK (AP) - The New York chapter of Moral
Majority on yesterday condemned what its president caU
ed a "hellish" plan by Reader's Digest to publish a condens-
ed version of the Bible.

"You can't change the word of God." said the Rev
Daniel Fore. "It's censoring God."
The Reader's Digest Bible, scheduled for publication a

year from now. will be a reduced version of the Revised
Standard Version of the Bible, which also has been criticiz-
ed by fundamentalists.

Fore acknowledged he had not seen any manuscript? of
the condensed Bible, but he insisted it would be a
sacrilege.

"They're saying to God. 'You didn't know what you were
talking about.'" Fore complained.
He accused Reader's Digest of "trying to water down

religion... to take the blood out of the Bible.
Fore said Moral Majority was not proposing that the

t/C^

PRESENTS

An Exclusive Solo Appearance

JORMA KAUKONEN
Fomerly with Hot Tuno G J«ff«rson Airplon*

OCTOBER 29, 1981

7:30 PM
Student Union Ballroom

UMass Students $6.50 General Public $7.50

ON SALE SEPT.ISth
Tickets may be purchased at: Ticketron, URU Tix For the
Record (Faces) Amherst, Platterpus Records, NorthamptonMam St. Records, Northampton
Tickets $1.00 more at the door and please, no food, drink or
smoke!

book be banned - only that it neither be bought nor read
' Ours IS a ministry of influence." Fore said. "We can on-

ly speak out. and hope people will listen."
He predicted that Roman Catholic and Jewish leaders

would join the outcry when they learn how the project is
being handled by "a group of people whose only motive is
profit.

Fore said he was speaking only for the New York
chapter of the conservative political organization. William
i- aulkner. a spokesman for the national organization, said
Moral Majority President Rev. Jerry FalweU was travel-
ing and unavailable for comment.
Jack Walsh, editor of the Bible project, said from

Reader s Digest headquarters in PleasantvUle. a suburb ofNew York City, that he expected "great interest" in the
condensation.

"Many people want to read the Bible but never have
because of its length and complexity," he said.

Night Editor
Copy Editor
Layout Technician
Head Darkroom Technician
Composition

Today's Staff
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™!^ ^^ ^™^^ ^0''W woman's death dropped
;„„Ci„rf torney. Thomas Whitnev anH hie u.„i r\ r- u .. „ .

"*•'By KELLY BURKE
Collegian Staff

The Third World Women's Task Force
decided not to file a suit on behalf of Seta
Rampersad. a 20 year old University of
Massachusetts student who died
mysteriously three years ago. said a
representative of the task force.
Panna Putnam, in a speech during the

community fair yesterday, said the task
force advised Rampersad's parents. Sonny
and Pearl Rampersad of Milton. Mass.. not
to file a civil suit, on the advice of their at-

Newslines...

torney. Thomas Whitney, and his legal
assistant. Michael Edlestein.
On September 12 the statute of limitations

for fihng a suit ran out. barring the case
from appearing in court. Putnam, a Third
World Women's Advocate at the
Everywoman's Center said.
A scholarship in Seta's name is being

established for Third World working
women to meet some school expenses, with
$1,000 raised by the task force, said Put
nam.

Rampersad. a political science major at
UMass was found dead in Motel 6 in South

Deerfield. Mass. on September 13. 1978.
Putnam said there is much controversy
about the nature of the death of the Third
World woman who attended a party at the
motel after work on the night of September
lb*

During a party. Rampersad apparently
went into a seizure. Putnam said. She was
put into a cold shower by people she went
there with, and eventually was abandoned
sometime the next day after an ambulance
was called. The ambulance attendants
found her alone, naked and dead, and the
police were notified Putnam said.

The first doctor to examine Seta's body
suggested her death might have been a
homicide. However an autopsy indicated
the cause of death was pulmonary conges-
tion or edema, she said.

An inquest into her death in 1978 found no
crirnmal negligence involved, but Putnam
said the task force, her parents, and other
local organizations are convinced that
evidence was destroyed and testimonies at
the inquest were false.

Putnam said the task force had planned to
file the civil suit to gain monetary compen-
satton for SeU's paints.

%::W:W:::::::::::::%%?::i:i:::::::

W.\fl A to discuss cancellation EWC seekins^ intpnmRandv Donant. director nf th*. St.,^..« a^;..;*:.. .^«:__
*-' V/ OCCIUll^ Ull^embRandy Donant, director of the Student Activities Office,

and Frank Gironda, talent coordinator of the Union Pro-
gram Council, will discuss the aborted Grateful Dead con
cert and its implications on the role of the SAO in UPC af-
fairs on tomorrow's WMUA Hothne program.
Callers are invited to call WMUA at 545-2876 to ask ques

tions and voice their opinions on the issue.
A recent misunderstanding between the two organiza-

tions caused the halting of all plans to bring the group to
the University.

The program will begin at 6:00 p.m. and will be hosted by
Bill Stepchew and Paula Theodosopoulos.

SCERA has jobs avaUable
The Women's Issues Team of the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA) has paid
work-study non work study positions, and three credit in-

,
dependent study projects available. They are also looking
for volunteers.

Students are needed to staff Scera, work on a task
force, do education/outreach in the community, and plan
programs workshops.
Students Against Sexual Harrassment (SASH) is a task

force which, in coalition with representatives of the facul-
ty and other campus groups, has drafted a sexual harass-
ment grievance procedure for all students and employees
at UMass. SASH is working to get the Administration to
approve and implement the procedure.
A meeting will be held Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in Campus

Center room 178 to fnake SCERA'S plans for the
.semester. For more information, call 545-0341.

Selectmen sorry
for closed meeting
WEST SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Selectman said yesterday
they were wrong and would publicly apologize for a closed-
door meeting last week that prompted a Springfield
newspaper editor to file a complaint with the Hamden
County district attorney.

"I am glad that they recognize the public's business
must be done in public," said Arnold Friedman, editor of
Tfw Morning Union. "I hope that other public bodies will
get the same message."
On Friday, Friedman wrote to District Attorney Mat-

thew Ryan Jr. asking him to investigate "a clear
violation" of the state's open meeting law.
AfUr a IVz hour public hearing Wednesday, during

which local merchants vehemently objected to a recjuest by
the Eastern States Exposition to add five days to the 12
day fair next year, selectman announced they woul
reconvene privately to make their decision and posted a
polic officer at the door.
Within 10 minutes the three selectman returned to an-

nounce their rejection of the extension.
"We didn't realty take a vote, we just wrote a state-

ment," Selectman Frederick Conlin Jr. said Monday
"We didn't even talk about the vote. It was such an ob-
vious thing - it was kind of a foregone conclusion We
were just collecting our thoughts.
"Speaking of the letter of the law - I think its really

picky - but ni be the first to admit in retrospect we could
have done it better." Conlin said. "We didn't do anythingm secret - all we wanted to do was get away from the hub-
bub. But the law says we can't." Conlin said the board
would publicly apologize and "we won't do it again." The
two other board members. Phyllis Austin and Chairman J
Edward Christian agreed.

The Everywoman's Center (EWC) at the University of
Massachusetts is seeking interns and volunteers to work in
non profit fiscal management, public relations, the Work
ing Women's Task Force, and the resource room.
Interns in non-profit fiscal management will assist in all

areas of fiscal operations. Training will be provided.
Deadline for applications is Saturday.
Volunteers and interns interested in acquiring or sharing

skills in mass communication, public speaking, and publici-
ty should contact Aquila Ayana. Deadline for applicaton is
September 25. The first meeting for interns is September
29 at 7 p.m. at the EWC.
Interns and volunteers on the Working Women's Task

Force should contact Myra Hindus at the EWC. and apply
by the end of September.
Interns and volunteers for the resource center should ap

ply by Wednesday. Work study may be available.
For more information contact the EWC. Wilder Hall

(5450883).

Add/drop will end Tuesday
Now through September 22. students can pick up and

return add/drop forms at the Bursar's ofiice on the second
lloorof the Whitmore Administrac; i Building.
The add/drop period ends next Tueday.
To aid students in the search for courses, the College of

Arts and Sciences Information and Advising Center has
posted a list of courses which still have openings in the lob
by of Machmer Hall. The list is updated daily

HIiiKfc t> LUCY--Coinedian Lucille Ball receives a
special award recognizing her 30 years in the
television business during the 33rd Annual Emmy
Awards Sunday night in Pasadena, Calif.

A MISS AND HER CROWN-Elizabeth Ward
from Russellville, Ark., poses for photographers
m Atlantic City, N.J., after being crowned Miss
America Saturday night.

j

Hypnosis courses offered
A ;-v«" week course in hypnosis, taught bv hypnotistMort Handler of Springfield, is being offered as a credit

free workshop by the UMass division of continuing educa-
tion.

The workshop will be held from 7 to 9 p.m. Tuesdays
beginning next week.

*

More information is available from the division of continu-
ing education at 545 3653.

Former Mafia boss
Teresa turned in
SEATTLE (AP) - A one-time New England organized
crime chief who became an informant for the U.S. govern-
ment more than a decade ago now is facing new criminal
charges. After Vincent "The Fat Man" Teresa became an
informant in 1969. his testimony helped indict or convict
more than 50 organized crime bosses.

Under the federal witness protection program the
government gave Teresa a new identity as Charles 'Can-
tino and relocated him and his family in Federal Wav
south of Seattle.

''

Now "Cantino" is in trouble. His cover was blown last
year when his son. Wayne. 29, wa.vconvicted of murder of
William y . Watkins III. In the wake of the trial. Cantino's
background as Vinnie Tere.sa surfaced.

Then, this la.st August. Cantino. son David, 26. and
Seattle dentist Dr. Robert W. Picou were chargH in
federal court with burglarizing Picou's office and using
the U.S. mail to collect insurance for the loss.

Last week. Cantino. Picou. insurance agent Charles
Mays and Seattle attorney Jeffrey Steinborn were named
in a federal affidavit as alleged participants in a plot to
smuggle marijuana from Mexico.
Cantino has not been formally charged in the drug case

Picou and Mays have pleaded guilty and agreed to testify
lor the government. "'

Cantino is free after posting bond on the burglary
charges. His lawyer, Mike Frost, said.

Rolling Stones staged free concert, a thousand outside
WORCESTER. Mass. (AP) - More than 1.000 rain

drenched fans of the Rolling Stones chanted outside an in-
timate night club last night while 300 holders of free
tickets were allowed inside to hear a midnight preview of
the British group's first American tour in three years.
"We want the Stones," the beer drinking, pot-smoking

crowd roared during a thunderstorm as the doors to the
small club opened. Ticketholders were seated three hours
before the musicians were to appear for a performance
they tried to keep small and secret.

"It's going about as smoothly as you would expect for a
big rock concert." said police Lt. Francis Early, who com
manded two dozen police officers restraining the crowd.
The police estimated the crowd outside the door at bet-

ween 1.000 and 1.200.

"The Rolling Stones want this only for the kids on the
street who support them." Joseph Faucher. owner of the
club. Sir Morgan's Cover, said. "They do not want the
press inside. They have specifically said they do not want
writers inside."

Double parked motorists jammed the street outside the
club and the crowd cheered every time a photographer's
flash popped.

Radio station WAAF FM in this central Massachusetts
city began distributing free tickets to the surprise event
Monday morning, but refused to announce the location of
the show, station program director Dave Bernstein said.
The tickets were given only to people wearing station T-

shLns or driving cars with station bumperstickers. Berns
tein said. . . : ; :

"It's just a chance for the Rolling Stones to have their
fun. play the kind of music they want to in a small club at-
mosphere with no press allowed lii," said Bernstein.
"We had contacted them and said. 'If you plan to play any

local dates, this would be the wisest way to do it. We
presented our plan and they felt it made an awful lot of
sense to prevent scalping tickets and to prevent a con-
gregation from getting together in one particular area."
However, rival Boston rock station WBCN FM obtained

the name of the club — Sir Morgan's Cove — from a
Worcester police officer, according to WBCN newsman
Matt Schaeffer. Police said a crowd started to form outside
the club after the location was announced.
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Weekend Police Report
Two girls sexually assualted

were playing in the woods J^r thl Tf'7 ^'"'"'^ '"^^"^^^ ^« ^^e further

Collegians

PRECISION

By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff Writer

The University of Massachusetts police
yesterday morning arrested a University
student on three counts of assault and hat-
tery on a police officer and one count of
driving under t he influence of alcohol
The student. Gregory McCabe. 20. of 16

Lantern Lane. Medfield. was apprehended
at 8:07 am in his dormitory room on the
7th floor ol John F. Kennedy tower.
Police were acting on two default war-

rants issued from the Newton District
Court. McCabe was to appear in court on
Augusts.
Police did not release details on when the

alleged infractions occured. McCabe will be
returned to Newton to await trial, police
said.

^

Police also reported numerous incidents of
larceny, vandahsm. and drunken driving
(see related story) over the first school
weekend.

Jlll^r
^"^*'^*"' ^^"^^ couches valued at

$y.200 were reported stolen from a Brett
House lounge at 12:07 a.m. Friday The
larceny is currently under investigation

>ind police said they have "some idea" olwhere the couches might be stored.
Vandalism amounting to over $1 000 oc-

cured early Sunday morning in the tower ofthe Graduate Research Center
Police reported that a fire hose on the 16thnoor ol the tower was dragged inio the

stairwell and left running, causing exten-
sive damage to the walls of the stairwell.
Ihe incident was reported at 3:37 a m by a
security officer. The police said they have
no suspects.

"^

UMass Police Lieutenant Michael Grabiec
said the building cannot be secured over-
night. He said this was the case with about
75 percent of the academic building on cam-

Vandalism also was reported about 9am
Saturday at the R.O.T.C. building on cam-
pus. A brick, with a note signed "The Peo-
ple s Army" attached to it. was thrown
through an officer's window.
The note stated it was intended to
demonstrate anger at the expanding

military establishment and its imperialist
aims throughout the world."
Police have no suspects and the incident is

under investigation.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
•Collegian 7

Interview
Odyssey
My friends warned me. They all had their own theory

about their search for shelter. One co-worker told me of
her tip of the iceberg" theory. "When you look at an
apartment and interview its occupants rest assured that
what you see is only the tip of the iceberg." If the attic
room seems a bit dark, it will be a dungeon by Christmas;
a the guy in the downstairs bedroom seems a little jumpv
during the interview, you will both need to be sedated by
Christmas. Of course, by Christmas you will be scanning
the classifieds once again searching for a sunny room in an
energy efficient house on the bus route with normal
people. Unfortunately, the ads are deceptive, but there is
always "...by Memorial Day."
Another friend offered a variant of Freud's theory of

development as applied to apartment hunting "You will
learn all you need to know about a person in the first five
minutes of the interview. After that, there is no new
material. It s a handy diagnostic tool although I doubt
there are as many bedwetters as my amateur attempts to
use the theory detected

.

Another friend, a very candid sort;, suggested that I ask

%r^"^'.^'
roommate "Are you an asshole?" since this

alter all. is the bottom line. Of course if the guy says "No"
you'd have to doubt the veracity of the response, given its

Armed with these inspirational tools I set off to
Amherst in search of shelter for the fall semester. As a
quiet, neat, non-smoking, petless, heterosexual omnivore I
suspected It would be a struggle. My suspicions were
correct. After living alone and undisturbed for two yearsm Barnstable, a town with grown-ups. feeling like a
grown-up myself, moving to Amherst was a shock for
which I was not prepared.
As soon as I arrived in the Valley I purchased the Valley

Advocate which bills itself as the "alternative in the
Valley After flipping immediately to the classifieds I
decided that if I couldn't decipher what the initials stood
for It was probably best not to inquire.
My first sortie was into the center of town where a foui

bedroom apartment had three occupants seeking a fourth
Bedroom number one was Greta, a Swedish graduate
student in the doctoral program in leisure studies, a large
Valkynehke woman whom I imagined painting herself
blue for fun. Bedroom number two, Robert, was a 23 year-
old gay male ballet dancer who lectured part-time in
parapsychology (probably a parapsychotic). Bedroom
number three was Scott, an undergraduate business
major who was bedroom number one and two's occasional
lover. The upshot of the interview was that I was told I
was a nice person but I would not contribute to the
subliminal sexual tension in the household. That was the
nicest thing anylnxly has ever .said to me. With the relief of
one who has just avoided disaster by a near miss, I

ventured onward to the next apartment.'
This one was closer to campus, another coed trio

yearning to be a quartet. The two women and one man
seemed O.K. (they were eating a turkey dinner when I

arrived - at least they were using silverware). The
outcome of this interview was that they selected a man
over me so as to preserve the ecological balance of the
household. They should have no problems with gvDsv
moths. ^^^ ^

By now my insecurities were surfacing. I was reduced to
uttering gutteral sounds when spoken to. If felt like a long
week and it was only Tuesday.
he next apartment contained a pregnant woman searching
for a strong, mature, neat, outgoing woman with integrity
who was into midwifery, camping lore, yoga, awareness of
evil, natural healing diets, knowledge of herbs (medicinal
and edible), lots of child energy and political work against
nukes for new age communities of force. Fitting only the
first^ string of adjectives, I decided to look elsewhere. I

didn't want to live with someone who might have a
religious experience in the kitchen.

Lest you think that I am pitching a tent this fall, let me
explain that I did ultimately find an apartment. One
roommate is a botanist, the other biopsychology graduate
student. After sixteen interviews in four days, they were
the only household that talked aI)out things like
vacuuming and shopping and sharing responsibilities. In
other words they sounded like grown-ups. It was music to
my ears.

Susan Gesin is a Collegian guest columnist.

wtu,yrtU....THi5lRlcrtY

jMRIiCHWAPlONOF,^

ABC's cause problems
Sometimes I wonder why an out-of stater would choose

to attend the University of Massachusetts. It is a strange
question to ask since I am a resident of New York Okav I
lied. I m really from New Jersey.

'

Out-of-state students put up with higher tuition
bubblers, tonic, and the removal of the letter R from the
aJphabet-is it fair that we must support the state of
Massachusetts by purchasing a Massachusetts Alcoholic
Beverage Card? Now 1 realize that you are not directly
responsible but by idly sitting by you are condoning thesenew rules. The university has a good reputation in state
but It has an even better one out of state, and it is with our
help that the university is able to offer many different
types of programs.

^-^^S'^^''
^""^ ridiculous the set-up is: In order to obtain

a TOC (now ABP) sticker you must purchase a
Massachusetts Alcoholic Beverage Card. The cost- $5 00Now. how do you go about getting this card? First you go
to the Amherst police station and get an application. Then
you have to go to the Registry of Motor Vehicles in
Northampton. In order to prove to them that you havea«P.noH twenty years of age you must present them with

Letters
Reaganomics focus of rallj/
To the Editor:
Organized labor, for the first time since the depression

IS planning a massive national demonstration oriSeptember 19 in Washington. D.C. The event, directed at
the Reagan budget cuts, began as a rank and filemovement among unionists. These rank and filers sought
to light a fire under the AFL-CIO leadership-moving the
national labor organization to act against the Reagan
Administration's assault on social services and labor
Lalx)r s now united stance against the administration has
struck a resonant chord among other groups and
organizations which share their outrage at Reagan's

to dS"^
P'""*^^"^ ^hich favors only business and thrwell-

Besides garnering the support of all trade unions
contingents from over 130 non-labor organizati(,ns such as
minority and church groups will be represented. Included
in this growing coalition are:

Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy
League of Latin American Citizens
League of Women Voters
National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People

National Council of Churches
National Council of Senior Citizens
National Organization,of Women
National Urban League
Women's International League for Peace and
Freedom

iCtters Policv
ft

All letters must be sij^ned and include
the \\r= rrs address and telephone
number, uhieh will not be published.
Please tvpr double spaced at 67
characters per line. Due to space
limitations ;md the volume of mail, we
resrret we ire unable to acknowledge
unpublis(ied_l^^er^. All letters are
iibject to ei'iting for clarity and lengths

Support for this demonstration, which has been titled
bo idanty Day comes from every aspect of the New

Ueal Coalition. It is unprecedented in its scope
As students at a public institution, we too are directly

affected by Reaganomics". Funding for the nation's
public schools IS being cut in spite of an increasing need for
improved, quality education.
Changes in the Pell Grant Program (BEOG) eliminating

Families in the $16,000 to $25,000 income range will make
up to 250 000 who now have grants ineligible. Interest
rates on National Direct Student Loans will be increased
from 4% to 5%. Congress approved Reagan's request to
phase out Social Security payments to children of
deceased workers who attend college. This pro-am
affects 800.000 students.

program

Afro Americans and other Third World people have
been dealt an especially strong blow as the Supreme
Court, the Administration and Congress have backedaway from the enforcement of Equal Employment
Commission regulations, the Voting Rights Act
afTirmative action programs and other equal opportunity
guarantees. *^^ ^

your birth certificate, along with some other proof of who
you are (ie. out-of-state driver's license, college I.D. with
picture. What a wonderful way to spend a weekday
afternoon, especially when you consider the fact that the
people who work at the Blue Wall and the Top of the
Campus are intelligent enough to read and understand the
identification needed in order to get the Massachusett's
Beverage Card in the first place. I'm beginning to think
that this whole thing is being run by Whitmore.
What do we do now? Some people will go through the

bureaucratic red-tape and purchase the Alcoholic
Beverage Card. Others will refuse to buy it. After all
$5.00 is 20 beers at The Pub on Pub Mug night. A few, like
myself, will refuse to buy it on principle, and probably
break down in November and buy one.

All I'm asking for is awareness. I realize that I can't
stop 25,000 students from entering the Blue Wall or the
Top of the Campus, but think twice the next time you ask
an out-of-state friend to meet you for a drink at the Blue
Wall.

Martha Gumbiner is a Collegian gu£st columnist

There is a good chance the Reagan Administration will
request even greater cuts in students aid next year
Secretary of Education Terrel Bell has reportedly been
asked to cut his present budget of $14.8 billion by $1.7
billion for fiscal year 1983.
Much of the mainstream of U.S. society (and this

includes students) is facing major reductions in the social
and economic well-being of life. This is clearly a situation
where there are two choices: act or acquiesce. The long
lines that people stood on this semester, the more crowded
c assrooms and the reduction in the number and variety of
classes l)eing offered are only a few of the symptoms of
the problem. Its up to us to fight back. Join the march on
September 19 for Solidarity. For more information
contact the Campus Coalition.
Ila O'Brien. Michael Hillard and the Campus Coalition

Coolidge Bridge hazardous
To the Editor:

It's no secret to anyone that the Coolidge Bridge
between Amherst and Northampton is a major traffic
hazard in its present state of upheaval.
However, recent reports by individuals using the bridge,

especially late at night, have made it clear that the present
lane configuration is a fatality waiting to occur. The only
question is when.

I personally have just watched a car drive the enUre
^length of the bridge in the oncoming lane. Only the grace
of God and the lateness of the hour prevented a head-on
crash, as no vehicle was encountered coming the other
way across the bridge. The driver of the vehicle failed to
respond to repeated horn blasts and headlight flashing
which tried to warn him of his mortal peril.
Two other acquaintances of mine have had even closer

encounters. Within the past two weeks, both have had to
swerve quickly through the orange barrels, and onto the
torn work surface, to avoid being smashed head-on by a
driver wantonly passing other vehicles in the oncoming
lane.

I have absolutely no doubt that someone will be killed in
this manner before the renovation work is complete. Mark
these words. 'The question is: do we prevent it now. or do
we wait for the inevitable death to force the issue?
At the very least, a temporary stick fence needs to be

errected between the two travel lanes, to force vehicles to
stay in line and to absolutely interdict all passing on the
bridge in its present condition. The best solution might be
to post a traffic officer on the bridge on a 24-hour basis, to
deter this illegal, lethal and incredibly stupid driver
behavior.

What will it take to alert public officials-and the puhJJc
itself-to this nightmare situation? Blood?

Dave Beauvais
Shutesbury
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Take one 80 degree Sunday afternoon and a group of jazz
musicians of the same Fahrenheit and mix with a receptive
audience m a grassy bowl near the edge of the woods. Let
the music rise. The finished product? The Pines Theater
Jazz Festival, a jazz smorgasbord laden with samplings
from jazz greats.

There was something there to suit every taste. From the
crisp polished sound of Art Blakey and the Jazz
Messengers to the velveteen vocalizations of Bev Rohlehr
the perfect synchrony continued. Everyone was doing
theu- own thing with a minimum of sheet music and a max-
imum of talent.

Messenger saxophonist Bradford Marsalis learned his
part just before the show by listening to the parts on his
portable tape recorder. "There is a demand put upon every
jazz musician and that's to be prepared to learn your music
as fast as possible and playing it by relying on your ears

"

says Marsalis, whose debut with Art Blakey began at the
Look Park show.
Opening the festival was the Valley Big Band, founded bv

former Jimmy Dorsey trumpeter Don Abrams. The local
17 piece jazz orchestra began their set bv paving homage
to ragtime jazz with Jelly Roll Morton s "Black Bottom
Stomp." The horn section came on clean and strong.
Pianist Tom McClung's virtuosity was faint due to
amplification prolems. but flawless.
The ensemble continued their set with well blended tran-

sitions, as sax man Fred Tillis got up front to soulfully
elaborate on the number "Snap. Crackle. Crunch." a piece
composed by the band's lead trumpeter Jeffrey Holmes.
Valley guitarist Jot> Cifarelli did some impressive finger-
work, pizzicatto and sliding on "Moose the Mom-h." an
alive piece arranged by John LaBarbera.

Hot jazz plays well in hot weather

Tuesday. September 15. 1981,

Midway into the set re knowed jazz com-
poser/guitarist/stylist Bev Rohlehr joined the band for
some vampy Bessie Smith numbers like "You've been a
Good Ole Wagon" and "Empty Bed Blues." Rohlehr's deep
smooth purring tremolo glided over the innuendo laced
lyrics.

Bassist Rufus Reid and Pianist John Hicks followed with
a very relaxed but powerful set of music suited to the
natural surroundings, the back-drop of pines.
Hicks' arpeggios brought to mind a running brook, turn-

ing from crystal-clear to murky as it made its way
downstream and Reids' lines were the slow moving catfish
within.

Reid commented on the set. "We're listening to each
other and taking it where the music takes us...We become
one. that happens when egos are satisfied."
Dewey Redmond. Ed Blackwell. and Mark Helias the

respective sax. drums and bass of the Dewey Redmond/
Ed Blackwell group presented some innovative if not eerie
sounding works.

EdBlackwell brought back the tribal repetitive drumbeat
from his visit to Africa, and Dewey, as ever, made his sax-
ophone sing, scream, and play its own harmony. Hehas,
who bowed his bass, put forth some unique sounds, not the
usual frenzied strings of sixteenth notes.

Art Blakey and his Jazz Messengers wrapped up the fest
with zest, each Messenger taking many strolls up front to
show their stuff. About his band members Blakey said,
"The band members are relatively new. they've been here
about a year off and on, we have a big band and different
cats have been playing with that all year."
He acquires his new members because they come to him,

Blakey says, "They teach me, 1 teach them. It's a fair ex-
change and no robbery. He believes a good audience is the
most valuable thing to a musician's success.
"The audience is 70%of it. the music is 30%.No matter
how good a painter is," he analogizes, "if nobody comes to
admire their work they're in trouble." That's something
that Art Blakey will never have to worry about.

— Julie Geanakakis

Lou Miami and his Kozmetix on tour
Since lx)u Miami began performing a few years ago, on
Monday nights at Cantones as a near novelty act. he has
built one of the largest reputations among unsigned Boston
bands.

Indeed. for someone who played in Western
Massachusetts for the first time only last April, and has
been here no more than three times since. Imu had a more
enthusiastic audience than most bands of larger "stature."
The set opening is fairly standard. The Kozmetix-acom

FALL
SPECIAL
Hooded Pullover

$10.95
Reg 16.95

PACESETTER

Slip into class in a trim looking hooded
pullover. 50% cresland acrylic/ 50% cotton
fleece. Full drawstring hood and pouch front
pocket. Two-color set-on accent sleeve stripes
and two-color ribbed waistband - S-M-L-XL
Body/stripes

Gunmetal/Navy/Gold
Gunmetal/Scarlet/Navy
SALE PRICE $13.95
Reg. 18.95

Matching Sweat Pants
50% cresland acrylic/ 50% fleece. Flair leg
pant with contrasting set-on side seam Stripes
- tunneled elastic waistband. Left rear patch
pocket S-M-L-XL
Body/ Stripes

Gunmetal/Navy
Gunmetal/Scarlet
$11.95

Matching

Ponts

$i1.95

STRIDER PANT

Open M-F9-5
Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

petent but undistinguished trio— play the theme from
"Hawaii Five O", Lou walks onstage, they slam into the
classic "Wild Thing." and the audience is his. Friday night
Lou seemed a bit more restrained than usual, with less of
his trademafk gyrations and calisthenics, but if anyone on
the packed dance lloor minded, they kept it to themselves.
The crowd adulated the band from start to finish.

Lou's original songs, such as "Rubber Pants", "Boy
Detective." and "Fascist I^ver" (A fascist lover/Made my
mother/Then my mother made me.) are good enough, but
its his choice of cover material that really sets him apart.
Those covers include "To Sir With Love," "Ben

"

"Strangers in the Night," and "Call Me" (NOT the Blondie
song). Doing these. I^)u reminds one of a misplaced
cabaret singer who somehow stepped in front of a punk
band. The effect is marvelous.
So far. Lou Miami and the Kozmetix have not put out a

record, but they should release their first single later this
year. Meanwhile, they continue to tour incessantly. A
good band, a great singer, and a terrific show-obviously
Lou Miami is headed for insUnt obscurity. See him while
you can.

— Steev Winniman

OPEN SMOKER
Interested in building a new

Fraternity?
All interested univeristy men
are invited to attend:
Tues. 8:30 10 PMRm 801 CC
Wed. 7:30 10 PM Rm 801 CC

Thurs. 8:30-11:30 PM
N. Pleasant St.. Amherst

x^efreshments will be served
For more info call

253-9987 or 549-5831

WeIcomc BAck TO School

PARTY
^htnt: £aaa_Bi£|jARd5

WlfEN: TuEsdAy,

ScpT. 19, 1981

Si.00 Cover
ZIP PRoducrioNs
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m!^iS r H A ^r'^'Jf.'* '^V^P ""^ '*»* '^'^«^" «f ^»»« statue of Liberty pull a

rrnwn-^H fl.

*« A^*\"'- ^''^n through an opening after he climbed out onto thecrown and threw leaflets for a write-in campaign to make him mayor.

A place called

Alpha
and what you can do there

Scientists have recognized that
there's a special functioning level of
the brain where the mind operates m
an extremely high, intuitive, creative,
and expanded capacity.

They've called this level Alpha.

The goal of Alpha Awareness is to
help you learn to consciously
function in Alpha at will, wherever
and whenever you decide.

So you can expand your talents, im-
prove your skills, develop your
psychic abilities, effect positive
changes in your personality, and cor-
rect disturbing bad habits.

In short, to allow you to function as
a superior human tjeing.

We help you to learn basic tech-
niques you can use to make virtually
any life situation easier to deal with.
From handling your son's poor home-
work to handling your boss'
impossible deadlines to handling
your nose's allergic reaction to cat
hair.

We help you to learn to apply these
techniques to Insomnia, smoking,
headaches, poor memory and over-
weight.

With these techniques you can learn
to rule your body by controlling your
mind. They are a means to becoming
healthier. And more vital And
happiec

-M

JEFF/ORMAN Instructor

A course called

Alpha Awareness
and how It works

The course itself takes four evenings
and one weekend to complete Most
people take them back to back But
you can do it separately according to
your own time slots And once you've
graduated you can sit m on future
sessions as often as you like, free

If you're interested but not convinced
or want to know more, we run
seminars in this area for tree where
you can find out just what goes on
here m more detail

And you're invited to get real tough
with us with your questions The
atmosphere is friendly and we can
take it.

Dress is informal "and loost all the

time You wear whatever makes you
feel comfortable and relaxed

Are you ready for a place called
Alpha''

See you there.

ATTEND A FREE SPECIAL LECTURE

Wednesday, Sept. 16th Thursday, Sept. 17th

7 pm OR 7 pm
805/809 Campus Center jones Public Library, Amherst

For Further Inlormation Call (413) 549-6370
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BOSTON (AP) - With a little extra conservation,
homeowners who use oil may be able to pay less for heat
this winter than last year, according to state energy of-
ficials - who also said yesterday that natural gas prices are
rising sharply.

At a news conference called by state Energ>' Secretary
Joseph S. Fitzpatrick to release heating fuel price and sup-
ply predictions for the coming winter, the bad news was
reserved for natural gas customers, and the really bad
news was for customers of Boston Gas Co.
About 27 percent of Massachusetts households heat

with gas, and Boston Gas has about half the market.
The State Energy Office estimates that natural gas

households - except those served by Boston Gas - will see
their heating bills rise 18.4 percent this year, to an
average $887 for the season.
The Boston Gas increase could amount to 38 percent,

the report said, and the average bill for the heating season
would be $1,144.

The Boston Gas estimate includes $46.5 million in extra
costs from last winter and now being assessed against
customers.

The Department of Public Utilities authorized the com-
pany to begin recovering the extra cost this month, even
though it is undecided whether Boston Gas will be allowed
to collect all $46.5 million. The added costs were related
to last winter's natural gas shortage, which is still being
investigated by the DPU.

The investigation is expected to be completed by the end
of October, when it will be decided whether Boston Gas
will have to swallow any of the emergency-related costs.
"Barring extraordinary developments," the energy

agency's report said, last winter's natural gas shortage in

Massachusetts will not be repeated.
Federal price decontrol is responsible for the sharp rise

in gas prices, and Boston Gas "is predicting retail price in-

creased of at least 25 percent for each of the next four

years as production and transmission interests take ad-
vantage of the decontrol timetable," the report said.

Heating oil supplies are ample, according to the report,
and several factors have combined to help stabilize prices.
The price per gallon should average $1.32 this season,

compared to $1.20 last winter, Fitzpatrick said. But the
average consumption is expected to be down 50 gallons
this winter, he said, and the average bill for the entire
winter is estimated at $1,386, up $60 from last year.

Girls' paper game ends in shooting
COLORADO SPRINGS. Colo. (AP) - A midnight

prank by 10 girls at a slumber party turned into tragedy
when a homeowner who had recently been burglarized
fired a shot as they spread toilet paper over trees in his
posh neighborhood.

One of the girls, 13-year-old Julie Lewis, was in serious
condition Monday at St. Francis Hospital, where she was
brought after a bullet from a .25-caliber pistol lodged in

her back early Sunday.
John Lewis, her father, said doctors told him the wound

was "pretty serious ... There's some spinal damage." A
hospital spokeswoman listed Julie in serious condition but
improving after undergoing surgery to remove the bullet.

"She's very lucid today and out of the anaesthetic,"
Lewis said. He added that doctors told him the "tentative

prognosis says it looks like a long hospitalization and a con-
siderable amount of therapy after that. They don't know
what degree of recovery she'll have."

Charles Kuhlman, 65, was arrested after the shooting,
booked for investigation of first-degree assault and releas-
ed when he posted $8,000 bond, said police Detective Sgt.
Norman Short.

Kuhlman was advised of his rights Monday in El Paso
County Court. Judge Peter Booth continued Kuhlman's
bond and held the case over until Sept. 24 in District ourt.
Formal filing of charges against Kuhlman was expected

by Tuesday, Short said.

Lewis said he had taken Julie to a slumber party for 10
girls in the eighth grade at Cheyenne Mountain Junior
High School on Saturday evening.

IfyouVe going to take grueling

business courses, you'll

need all the help you can get

You'll need a financial calculator
made by the people who invented the
handheld financial calculator and have
led the way ever .since. You 11 need
a calculator with all the function.s and
power you could e\er require.

^bull need a

I lewlett Packard.

The HP-38C.
All the help
you can get.

'IheHP3«C
Advanced Finan

cial Programmable
with Continuous Memory ^ive.s you the
most extensive set of financial functions
av ailable in a handheld calculator.

And. an easy to use programming
capability.

So visit your nearest 1 IP dealer for a
hands on demon.stratio i. And check out
the dynamic HP-37E business mcxJel.
too. Then buy an HP I may be the last

easy thin^' vou do for a lon^j time.
for details and the .iddress of the

dealer mvourarea. call toll free-

HOO 517 ^.1()().lX.pt.65S\. except
J lawaii and Alaska. In Oregon, call
^5« lOIO. Or write Hewk-tt Packard.
Corvailis. OR 97330. I)ept.65«N.

'II i(.

m HEWLETT
PACKARD

Bruce Lee^s Best!

^^Return tIie DRAqON^^

WEdNEsdAy - Sept. 1

6

CCA 7, 9, 1

1

SI.00

NEED A JOB?
Housing^ Services iis looking for
a few good students* for the
Weekend Cleaning Program.
$3.50/hour. Work study and 03
hoiurly.

Applications available at: 102
Berkshire House, 8:30 AM - 5
PM Monday - Friday. Deadline
for applying is September 16.
• Factors of race, color, sex, age. religion,
national origin, or handicap are not con-
sidered in the admission or treatment of
students or in eniplo3ntnent, in accordance
with Federal and State laws and regula-
tions.

HfAlTH' PERSONAL APPEARANCE* SflF ESTIeTI]

coMnirnENr
P

BEYOHD FlTHBS^t

TO«iTHCIt,lCT!l SUILO Fon
TMf FUTURE >

BY MAKIN6 TOOAY'S OifriCULTieS
TQHORBOw'a HouTlMg STrPf

Try a new approach to fitness this Fall and
ease the mind/body split by joining an aerobic
dance class with FIZZLE-FIREWORKS. A uni-
que regime that brings it all together for you
FIZZLE, if you're a slow starter, and
FIREWORKS if you're close to perfection.

Program outlay is directed toward
• Cardiovascular conditioning

• Muscular Endurance
• Flexibility

• Challenge

• Body Contouring
• Tranquilizer

8-week session beginning September 20
1981. Pre-registration is required. For more in-
formation call Erma Rocasah at 549-61 1 1 after
5:00 P.M.

TILL NEXT YEAR
-At the close of the
Three County Fair
Maria Leone age 2,
upper left, sleeps
through the horse
races; Jimmy Lancaster
age 6, center plays a
fanfare in the parking
lot' a hobby horse,
right, awaits a rider
and the crowd enjoys
the lights of the
midway and ferris
wheel.
Collt'jrian (ihotDS hy Vjnrp Ik-Witt and

Nanri.

The Student Center for Educational Research
& Advocacy (SCERA)

is accepting applications for Researchers/Organizers
for the following issues:

:':W:;; mm&y

• Academics
• Anti-Racism
• Rents & Fees
• Residential

Resource Center
Public Policy

Support

Computer Programer

Volunteers * Independent Study
work-study & non work-study paid/part time positions
Job descriptions and applications may be picked up at
SCERA

,
Room 420 Student Union Building or call 545-0341

for further information. Deadline September 22.

SCERA is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

»oooooooooDoeoooooo<

BOW WOW
WOW

with

WALL OF VOODOO
Thurs., Sept. 17 Tix $5.00

RUSTY NAIL & CONCOMM
PRODUCTIONS.

PRESENT
at the

RUSTY NAIL
Rte. 47

Sunderland

Tickets at.

Faces of Earth
Main St. Records
Platterpus Records

Luney Tunes
Belmont Records

The
ROCKATS

Sat., Sept. 19 Tix $4.50

Also

THE MO-DETTES Oct. 2

«^

Music For People Not
Suffering From Future Shock

I

I

I

I

Future Formers of Americo

Stimson-Heold Collegiate Chapter

MEETING

DATE: Tuesday, September 15

PLACE: Stockbridge Hall, Rm 311

TIME: 5 p.m.

Stockbridge and C.F.N.R. students

welcome

PANhElUiMic ForiviaI Rusb
FaU 1981

Discover tIie soRORiry sysTCM at UMass
It could Be tIie Best move

yOli'VE EVER MAdE.

Rush ORiENTATJON

Sun, Sept. 20tIi 6:?0, S.U.B.

PANhEllENIC Rush

Sept. 2 1 ST - Oct. 1 st

All LlNl'vERsiTy WOMEN ARE WeIcOME.
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:tions

PRESENTS

OCTOBER 4, 1981
S.U.B. at 8:00 pm

THE DAVID GRISMAN
QUARTET

Umass Students $6.50 General Public $7.50
TICKETS ON SALE SEPT. 17

Tickets may be purchased at: Ticketron, URU Tix For the
Record (Faces) Amherst, Platterpus Records, Northampton,

Mam St. Records, Northampton

' *»000000mm0000 »0mm»maMmMsm »m»mm»m» M >««..pff ^^.jjjjjj
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Attention all Collegian
department staff and news
working correspondents:

Please come to an important

meeting this Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
in the office. We will be discussing

department operations, beats for

this year and other fun and
important stuff. The meeting should
be short.

SHARR PC-1211
"249^0(1

old price

Pocket Computer

179.00
The pocket computer which has a whole
new range of potential

CE-122
WQA30L

old price

129.00
Optional Printer/Cassette Interface for PC- 1211

The CE-1 22 prints out programs and calculations
and provides cassette interface.

Smooth key operation with typewriter
key arrangement

Program capacity 1424 steps •

26 memories with memory safe guard

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-4

Ilw l'( 1211 cniplrjvs ,1 kc\ ri rr,i nyfmerit
sirnil.ir to th.it ot ,i fv()»'writ«'r [fins the
nt'.tt

( ItMii .ipfXMrintj U'vboHrH ( ,)n be
opcr.itcfi (mmIv .inrl (|iiu kly

The ('( 1211 has ,i l.iryc mcmorv ( np.K itv

in spitr of Its shm ( om(),t( t liodv Due
to th«' nicmorv snfc ^-u.ud ( ir( ml intorm',i

tion in iiii'morv is m.nnt.iincd rven rittt-r

thr oawvT IS tiiinHi oft

I'royr.imminK i*' b\ <in cttK icnt one
( onini.ind one step system Adordinyto
your in'cds stf()s < .m ,ilso he used hs ,i

nu-morv

iH strps Is '(iiiivHl«'nf to 1 rrtrmc •v

I

Reservable key and definable
key systems

•The resnrvabU. key systt^m makes ,( pr,ssi
bl.. to rf'serv.. a key for a function or
(ommand whirh is used frequently It ,an
eds.ly be recalled by the touch of a key
when putfinK m a formula either dur,n«
manual f akulation or proKramminK

• rh.' definable key system defines 18
programs for each key Wh^-never you
need a certain program, you ran recall
and mnit with the torn hot the prop,.r
key '

Adoption of BASIC language

For pro«ramminK, the PC 1211 employs the
BASIC lan^ua^e used widely from be«in
ners to professionals This simple program
mins mefhcxi c an easily be carried out by
refernnK to the flow chart Moreover
formulas can be entered as thev are
normallv written Ihese innovative tunc
ticjns are desij-ned with ease of operation in

mind
The PC-1211 also serves as an ideal step
pinK stone" to professional c omputers

Dot matrix display -up to
24 digits with rolling writer

( h.irartc-rs as well ..s numer.ils ,,re
displayed with the dot matrix display enaf)l
'n« the c;perafor, in ,i sense to , om
niunifafe with the unit Ih^ H^<>H
l.myuaHe , an be- used to its full pofntial
Ih'-flispl.n panel makes if possil,|e t,,

flisplay portions ot th,. program (line in
I'M

^'^"'l'nMr,Kt,ons.,skinKtor,l.it.iand
sMdwiny

( .ikulation results

Other features •

• I oni-- life operation Auto power ctf
tunc tion

•Playback tunjtion enables correction
hvd,sp|,,y,n«thetormnlaw.thasm«le
touch ot a key

•fttective tone function IS designed to
•dennfy the. program (A beep sound
f.i" be input during pro«rammin«)

Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass

!l!Ur!iver5|tyStore

I
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Garry Trudeau

my
NOT?

5He5AIPkK.umHAPM0RB
f^KRim IHINSSTDPOThm

T^unHTHesammcF
THBkV^lANQ L

AJPUBON
SOC^jyt'

fTSHSi-FUf^ML. I'VE
CAUWAN5M£KJ£NCY

AUKBLi ME5TmOF7f^Bcm>
STORf. FOi TO- ^

WMUA
6-10 a.m.

Wake up with new and old
R&R with Kevin Smith

10 a.m. -2 p.m.
Black Contemporary
Sounds with Brother E.

2-5:30 p.m.
Scotty Dread Show with
Scott (reggae) Nickerson

5:30-6 p.m.

Newswatch

6-7 p.m.
UMass Hotline with guests
Frank Gironda and Randy
Donat
Host - Bill Stepchew

7-10 p.m.
Live from Studio B with the
Mystics

(Live from WMUA's studio)

10 p.m. -2 a.m.
Black Contemporary Music
with Cassis

EMT's
If you need -

- Continuing Ed Credits
CPR Recertifieation
- Refresher Course

__ AND
S*^™^^ !!Jf,^1^'* ""** Wednesday. Sept. 16. 8-9 pm.
^I^)^l^. ?f"^

North For more info, contact Mark or Ed ataa^-».&ia AU officers are also requested to call.

, I

UPC NEEDS YOU!
Commercial Artists

Graphic Design
you gotta have a
business mind!

T-Shirts, Posters, Stage Passes

Contact

the PROMOTION Committee

406 Student Union

n

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rack-A-Disc Professionals are back for
Fall parties let's partyijjg^yoia Randy

^autoTfor^aTe

FLOWERS, FLOWERS, FLOWERS

72 VW Beetle excellent co call 549-5374

76 Pinto exc $2500, 71 Datsun 510
call 253-5277

$1000

1980 Fiat Strada excellent condition 35mpg 665 4795 evenings

67 Galaxy Fall insp. runs good^bodNreno
tires good 256-6214

1969 Buick Skylark Runs well. $350
253 5276

1969 VW Fastback runs well, new paint
no rust, $1195, Gary 527-5246

Oh how beautiful the roses, carnations
and the other fragrant romantic selections
that are available at the Campus Center
Florist Stand near the Coffee Shop

FOUND

Earthfoods is hiring applications & info
will be avbie at the Commonwealth Room
& the Earthfoods kitchen in the Student
Union starting Monday 9/14
Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchanqe
for meals call 253 9987

Hey Neubs - Happy 20 - enjoy - Cath
Andrea Lib Happy Birthday! Hope it's one
to remember! Love Beth Ann, Terri llise El-

Sue

BASS PLAYER
Looking for already formed or forming
band into ACDC Stones Sabbath Priest
call John 549-4898

ENTERTAINMENT

Found tan & black & white puppy feamale
part shepard outside of Hampshire House
days - 545-2224

Friendly & free male cat looking for a
good home great companion, has been
neutered please call 253-7225

Lost your
253-9269

INSTRUCTION

PSYCHOTHERAPY

sweater? Call & identify

Basic Auto Mechanics Workshop. Fall
class forming. 28 hours ot instruction in
eluding classroom theory £f shop Limited
enrollment. 253-7967

Individual, couples, family therapy Fee
based on ability to pay. Non-student
clientele also accepted. Psychological Ser-
vices Center 545 0041

ROOM WANTED

HELP

Need room desperately I'm a neat
responsible easy-going nonsmoking
female^Please^all^4^jeave message

HELP WANTED
Lead slide rythym guitarist looking for a
gig rock? Rythym and Blues? Reqqae?
Peter 665-7106 ^

FOR RENT
Small compact refrigerator for rent.
Available at Spint Haus Liquor Store 338
f^'g^Street, Route 9. Open until 11.00

FOR SALE

o^^n^n-^
^ick^tsTPMIS^^f^i^i^^^JPj^a

/oj- /573

Refrigerator new 5+ cubic foot Sears
warramied BO 256-8818

1974 Ford Maverick good condJtiorm200
°Lr5^L'^!!5L^LMaureen 546-5271

2 vol. Scotts stamp^jiiburrTTIrHli^d^^s
'r?J2?y^"2^?^J;^cain^^ 546-6178

546-*^' """YE BOOTS new, size 6'/. $60

Takamine F3705 acoustic guitaral>^d
shell case $300.00 obo. Dana 549-4600 x337
SuzukrGTlire "73" Ti^^dTTlittle work-
$400. call Karen 549-4674

^°r|* Heavy Di7ty~ Quick Release
•^^iP^lL^^llfll? "«w $5.00/pair 665-7974
Twin bed in great condition. $30.00~Call
Arine at 549-6459

Couch excellent condition $35.00 or BO
call 665-3587

Governors Program Council has staff
positions available: Cable/Video Coor-
dinator, Public Relations, and program
assistants (work-study). Applications and
job descnptions available in 409 Student
Union. Deadline Sept. 17 An equal oppor
tunity employer.

Part-time readers and typists wanted
for legally blind staff members in the dept
of General Physical Ed. All applicants can
apply by calling 545-2338 or leaving a
message at 768 Tower Library Office
Thank you.

College Pizza on FeariTi^St near
bouthwest Area needs people with cars to
deliver pizzas to the UMass Dorms. Hourly
pay plus tips plus gas allowance. Only
those with cars need apply at College Pizza.

The Southwest Assembly iFnovTaccep-
ting applications for the position of Office
Manager. Applicants should be Southwest
students possising some knowledge of
audio-visual equipment, excellent pro-
ofreading, editing, research and manage
ment skills are also required. Past involve-
ment in Student Government organizations
and knowledge of UMass hierarchy helpful.
Applications are now available in the
Assembly Office Hampden Comrnons
The People's Market is hiring. You can
pick up information and an application at
the Market, Room 328 Student Union. Ap-
plications are due Tuesday Sept. 15 at 5 PM
(an error on the application form reports
Wednesday as the due date) Please bear
with us while we organize for reopening;
times and dates of interviews will be posted
as soon as possible

Work study positions avajlabie iHa^
den Craft Shop, Southwest Hours Mon
Thur 6 10

Math Tutoring 100 level, 233 235 431
665-4714 after 6:00

LOST

Beige three piece suit May 28 1981 5th
floor Washington Bob 546-8994

Lost on concourse. ID. Bracelet "Lisa-
jean" Please call 546-4283

Room wanted in house or apartment
call 256-6272 ask for Rich

Room wanted senior woman looking for
housing help! Leave message at 546 7098

ROOMMATE WANTED

MOTORCYCLES
1980 Suzuki G.S. 550L
1500$ or BO 665-2882

perfect cond.

1978 Yamaha XS 750 E
Coninental tires 18,000
256-0363

Kerker exhaust,
miles $1800.00

PERSONALS

Female roommate to share 1 bedroom
apt in Southwood call 256-6160 Susan
To share room in boarding house one
half block from campus kitchen and laundry
facilities avail $600 per semester 546 6016

RUSH PARTY
~

Delta Chi Open Rush Tonight 8 pm call
for info 253-9230 Give us a look!

SERVICES

Fall Sem. Practicum: Work 1-4 after
noons per/wk in after school day care K-6
on campus. Hrs. available: M, T Th F
2:45-5:45, W 1:00-5:45. Wkly staff mtgs.
12:45-2:00. Earn 3-6 credits based on days
worked. For more info call Nancy Ross
549-6170.

MOVING? LOCAL MOVING SERVICE
VERY REASONABLE NO JOB TOO
SMALL 549-1272

Looking for an unusual gift? Spirit Haus
has many moderately priced wines, liquors
and beers for all occasions.

SORORITY RUSH
Discover the UMass Sorority System -

It could be the best move you've ever
made. Panhellenic Formal Rush Sept 21 -

Oct. 1

HAMPDEN
touch with
546-9675

THEATER CREW get in

Wade as soon as possible

Full Gospel Bible
Sept. 15 8-10 PM

Study CC 802 Tues

STICK IT IN YOUR EAR

BAMBI
Tony - HO. - Katie

Wendy is

Disorders!
majoring in Communication

Highest Prices Paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst.
Monday-Saturday 10 am-6 pm Licensed by
the Town of Amherst, member of Chamber
of Commerce. 256-0710

Stones tickets for Saturday September 25
in Philadelphia. Best offers get them Phil
549-4729

WANNA PICK UP GIRLS? Mens Cheer
ing Tryouts Monday and Tuesday 3 30 in
front of Boyden Gym

Stick it In your ear at Silverscape
Designs. Custom, single and multiple ear
piercing in twenty styles of sterile studs.
SPECIAL 14k gold bracelets $9.95.
Silverscape Designs, the Yellow House,
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

WANTED

4

Babysitters fall semester, various times
days. Come to Child Care Office 213
Berkshire House, between 9 and 2, Monday
-Friday

Light House-cleaning services wanted
Brittany manor Apt call Joe 253-9026
Ride to North Shore area wanted on a
regular basis, call Joe 253-9026
Pretenders at Boston: I need 3 or 1 ticket
Will pay high price. Bob, 586-83 11

Musicians wanted to form kick ass band
Knowledge of new and old waves
necessary call Dave the Rave 546-6259
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DELTA CHI

oof

ol

Looi

is a great place to

expand your

horizons, learn a lot

about yourself, and

have a great time

along the way.

Interested in

helping people?
Live in a dorm?
HEALTH AIDES

1981-82
Openings in PH 290A

• 3 credits

Univ. Health Services

Class meets Tu & Th
9:30 10:45 am
more info contact:

Anne Grose at

Univ. Health Services

5492671

1." Twiiiii SUM z:"jjr^'^,':rj:::^£:^^":^,.

• ••••

SM5i OPEN KUSH

Tues. Sept. 15 at 8:00 PM
Take any Orchard Hill bus to

Fraternity/ Sorority Park

or call for a ride 253-9230.

DOM r ycxi WISH
r. YOO WIRI ARTHURS

Dudley Moore L(/a Minnetit

f9 Mon Thut al (6 00 @ $1 76l 8 30

fPi'if OF THE
LOST ARK

yoi Mon Thur al 15 45® $1 7518 t5

Become a part of the five
coUeg^e Arts scene.

The following positions are now
available at the Massachusetts Daily
Collegian:

ASSOCIATE ARTS EDITOR: Layout
skills are a plus. Paid position.

DEPARTMENT EDITORS: Dance,
Film, Galleries, Theatre, Music and
Book editors are needed. Unpaid but
rewarding positions.

See Ron Miller at the Arts desk for
details and appUcations.

Nightschool

R Mon Thuiat 16 30@$1 7518 15

WILLIAM MOlDfN

Mon Thur at 15 45 O SI 751 8 15
U*.4.i l^ ..orrc OMiiii iMBs . PTDH
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One ot the best things about attending
Army (Rest^rve Officers' IVaining Corps.)
Advam-wj Camp at Fort Kragg North
Carolina, is that it reaily maites you ap-
pni-iate free time. In my case, "free time"
nx'iint speeding off post to the nearest
$1.00 movie theatre^ and taking an all too
brief respiU" in a cool dark place with a
large l)arrel of popcorn, and a half gallon of
Dr. PepptT. In the case of Fayetteville,
North tiirolina. you basically have two
types of films: low budget "kickers," or por
no flicks. Since Fve never really gotten into
the latter. I decided to stick to the former.
Granted, I was in the best possible posi-

tion U) enjoy a movie, and I probably would
have even liked a snuff film if it didn't get
too dirty or violent, but surprisingly, even
as I look back on these fiJms months later,
they don't seem too bad. even on their own
merits.

An Eye for an Eye
An Eye for an Eye is about as good as a
martial arts film can get in this country. Its
star. Chuck Norris, is at his effervescent
best as a cop who (get this original plot line)
Ls out U) get the mob for killing his partner
Wehard Kung Fu fans will appreciate one
or two fight scenes and Norris' attempt to

ll?^ fun flicks to watch down south
till the slippt.ps of the late Bruce I^ee Film
bulls vyili prolGbly take note of the tk-t thiU
Norns films luv giving more and mon-
polLshtHl and that he is rapidly bt>coming
ureal Iwx office draw. Unfortunately An
Kye for an Eye lacks the real power of the
origimd Lt^' films, but movies like this must
bi' toned down in order to appeal to
mainstream" Anx^ican audiences.

TheNighl the Lighls

went out in Georgia
The Night the I.^;fat8 Went Oi* m

Georgia appears from its ads, as a
frustrated attempt at chicken pom with an
adolescent Kristy McNichoI sitting astride
a caption that proclaims, "You're Never
Too Young U) Learn the Score." This is un
fortunate because it misrepresents a nice
little film about a brother and sister who,
left alone at an eariy age, are forced to rely
heavily on each other thus creating a veiy
warm and close relationship that comes off
well on the screen. Unfortunately, since it

IS a "kicker." it must rely on some exploita-
tion, thus it's awkward beginning and iUs

needlessly violent ending. Fve more or less
foUowed this film right up the east coQ.st
and critks in three different cities (Fayet-

U'ville. Washington D.C. and New York)
regret that this nice little story was sand-
wiched between such awlul l)eginnings imd
endings, and sea.somxl with such G<xi awful
singing. Also in the cast with Kristy is Den-
nis Quaid as her tied weary brother, and
Mark Ilamill as her teenagi>« love interest.
An inU'resting little film, see it if you get
the chance.

Student Bodies
Hvdeat Bodies Ls a film that tries to
make the current wave of slice and dice
horror films appear stupid by being even
more stupid than they are. It features the
usual assortment of faceless psychopaths
with rubber boots and respiratory ailments
and their promiscuous teenage victims. But
instead of butcher knives and meat
cleavers, the killer is armed with
paperclips, horsehead bookends. a Hefty

giu-liagi- iKig and a freight train. Obviously,
not the most subtle of satire's. Also, even
though this film is rated "R" it has no overt
si'x or violencv, .so in other words, it Is tell-

"iK you U) go "f. yourself in more ways
than one. In one way, this is the perfect
nx)vie. because anyone who forks over
money to go see it, deserves exactly what
they get.

These are only thre-e films that our
bretheren south of the Mason Dixon line
get to see that we can't. Although they
aren't exactly Ingmar Belgian or even
Geoilge Lucas, they are a fun night out at
the films, and what's good about them is
that you really don't have to pay a lot of at-
tention to the screen to enjoy them. So, the
next Ume you find yourself in Fort Bragg
with a littte extra time on your hands why
not crui.se up Bragg Blvd. and take in a film
on me. I promise you that you won't regret
It.
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PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION
a J1p.,„

^^iC' Theater, Dance Instruction^ r™-» Old Chapel .545-0519
Ni-:=:HikJ Division

Walk-In Registration - September 9-17
Opening Concerts - September 13-15

Calendar of Fall 1981 recitals available by requesting "Music from UMass'

DARRERE, CLAYTON,
GRADNEY & HAYWARD
^" ^2!3LV Little Feot Members

SEPT. 26 8 PM
FINE ARTS

CONCERT HALL
Umass Students $6 - $6.50
General Public $7.50 - $8

ON SALE TOMORROW!
Tickets nny be purchased at: Ticketron, URU, Tix for the
Recofd. (Faces) Amhetst. Plattorpus Records, Northampton
Main St. Records, Northampton.
Tickets •1.0O more at the door and please, no food, drink or
smoke I

See your Jostens' Representative.

DATE Sept. 16, 17, & 18 j^^ 10:00 to 4:00

PLACE University Store $10. - deposit

Governors

Progrom Council

staff positions available for Cable/Video
Coordinator, Public Relations, program
assistants (work-study). Applications and
job descriptions available at 409 Student
Union. Deadline September 17.

MEMBERSHIP MEETING
WEDNESDAY September 23

4 pm 805 Campus Center

An Equal Opportunity Employer

STUDENTS - UMASS (on Campus only)
Have the Boston Globe delivered daily

at half Price

Dimornlng 10.75 Sunday 5.50 • D Morning & Sun. 16.00

NAme

Campus Address.
—

Northeast, Central,

Orohard HHI, Sylvan
Ron Hubadeau S49-5059
21^' Sunset Ave. Amherst. Mass. 01002 Southwest

Tom Clough 546-9015
715 Washinyton DOrm

Univ. of Mass. Amherst, Mass.
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Mass stickers host season opener today
UM-Ohio State U at 3p.m.

By NANCY PARKS
Collegian Staff

Coming back with many of their key
players, this year's University of
Massachusetts women's field hockey team
will be looking forward to another try at
the national title and a major factor in that
goal will be senior centerforward Judy
Strong.

Strong was a member of the 1980 United
States Olympic field hockey team and has
led the Massachusetts Stickers in scoring in

all of her three years with the team.

Strong is also a member of this year's na-
tional team and competed in an interna
tional tournament two weekends ago at
Springfield College.

The UMass field hockey team has been
number one on the UMass athletic scene for

the past three years and going step for step
with the women has been third-year coach
Pam Hixon.

Last year the Minutewomen finished with
an outstanding 16 1 1 record and were
ranked second in the nation when they
entered the Eastern Association of Inter
collegiate Athletics for Women (EAIAW)
Division I regional playoffs.

The only problems the stickwomen had
last season were a tie with Dartmouth
and a 2 1 loss to the University of New
Hampshire.

Adding to their efforts this year, the team
will have a number of returning up-

perclassmen as opposed to the start of last

season, when Hixon had only one returning
front-line veteran.

One of Hixon's main game objectives is to
move well as an offensive and defensive
unit. They did superbly last year even with
a team flooded with freshmen. So. this
year, with most of the players returning,
the women should be a powerhouse.

However the team will miss fullback Patti
Bossio, who was an asset to their game.
Bossio was a standout defensive player who
moved well in the back field and had a
strong drive.

The Minutewomen will be busy this

season with an 18 game schedule starting
with tomorrow's home opener.

They'll host Ohio State University at 3
p.m. on the NOPE playing field.

After a one day respite, the stickers will

be back on the field to face off against the

University of Maine Thursday, also on

home turf.

Minutewomen stickers scramble on the NOPE playine fields
Massachusetts hosts Ohio State University today at 3 p.m in their
home/season opener at the NOPE playing field.

Fourth and goal
Minuteman football notebook

Sam Cunningham tries to vault over some
Oakland Raider defenders in this file photo from
the 1978 season. The fullback signed a multi-year
contract with the Patriots after sitting out the
1980 season.

Cunningham signs
FOXBORO. Mass. - After an absence of more than 20

months, fullback Sam Cunningham returned to practice

Monday with the New England Patriots and said he felt

"very strange."

The contract reportedly is for two years at $225,000 a
year, including incentives.

The 31 -year old Cunningham, the Patriots' first-round

draft choice out of Southern California in 1973, became a
free agent on Feb. 1, 1980. Unable to reach a contract

agreement, he sat out all last season, this year's pre-

season and the Patriots' first two regular season games.
The Patriots have applied to the NFL FOR A

TWO-GAME EXEMPTION BEFORE Cunningham
woald have to be restored to the active roster. Had they

signed him before last Saturday, Sunday's 13-3 loss to

Philadelphia would have been counted as one of those

games.
"It's very strange," returning to practice, Cunningham

said after the team went through a light workout Monday.

"of course, it's only my first day. I have purposely stayed

away from the team until today. I didn't want to cause

problems."

Since Cunningham left, the Patriots have lacked a

fullback a his size to grin out short yard age and block for

the other running back. But he doesn't think it will be long

before he begins to feel like he belongs again.

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

The gauntlet has been dropped
The University of Massachusetts football team was

issued a challenge Saturday afternoon and they have no
choice but to accept it.

This is not to say that the Massachusetts gridders would
for the slightest moment consider not accepting the
challenge that was laid l)ef()re them by the Crusaders of
Holy Cross College Saturday. In fact, it will, without
doubt, simply fuel the fire which has l)een smoldering in
and around Alumni Stadium for the pa.st few weeks.
The challenge in question is Holy Cross' 14-6 defeat of

the Boston University Terriers a/k/a ("also known as" for
you non-police huffs) the defending Yankee Conference
champions in Worcester last weekend.
Massachusetts opens its season against these same

( rusaders this Saturday at Alumni Stadium and from all
early readings, it's going to l)e a knockdown, drag out
affair.

Here in one corner is Holy Cross, still fresh and
Ix'iiigerent after knocking off one of the tetter New
England college football teams.

In the other corner is Massachusetts, an intense rival of
BU who wants to make damn sure that Holy Cross doesn't
even come close to beating the preseason best of the bunch
pick of the Yankee Conference.
Here's the Cru.saders with their offensive line chanting

"Two-fifty! Two-fifty! Two-fifty..." in reference to an
early pact to produce at least two-liundred and fifty yards
'>f rushing offense against each k981 opponent.

Sports notices

Mandatory meeting for all ZooDisc
cadidates and members of the UMass
Ultimate team Tuesday, Sept. 15 at 9
p.m. in the 6th floor lounge of
Dickinson dormitory in Orchard Hill.

On the other side stands the Minuteman defense,' first in
the country against the rush and fifth overall. They have
no chant, but they have a purpose. They demonstrated
part of that purpose last week when they held Brown
University to 32 yards total rushing yards on the game.
They plan to allow the Crusaders to do no better.

The list could go on but it's not necessary. "We still
haven't gotten all of our game put together the way we
want It," Holy Cross head coach Rick Carter said after
Saturday's win. "But we should be pretty well set by next
week when we play UMass..."

There will be a lot of Holy Cross supporters at this
Saturday's opener at the Minuteman's home field. After
all, it's only an hour's drive up Route 9.

Here's betting that the Massachusetts fans will see to it
that Crusader-cheeerers' presence is hardly even felt.

D
BU head coach Rick Taylor, never one to mince words

was not t(M) plea.sed with his team's two touchdown defeat
of a weak Kmg's Point College team on Sept. ."S.

"We stunk. That's all I'm going to say on the matter,"
laylor .said after being questioned on his team's
performance after the game.

D
BU wide receiver Greg Hyre, a Worcester native

playmgon familiar turf at Holy Cross' Fitton Field, had an
outstanding game for the Terriers despite his team's loss
He snagged six passes for 96 yards and scored BU's only
touchdown on an 80-yard \xmh. Mark Covington used his
offensive ine well in rushing for 93 yards against the BU
defense. Woburn s Andy Clivio also had a good outing for
the Crusadres with 61 yards on 12 carries

The deadline for intramural touch
football entries has been extended to
tonight, Tuesday, Sept. 15 at 9 p.m.
in the Intramural Office, Boyden rm.
215.

The UMass Sport Parachute Club
will be making a demonstration jump
into the mall between SBA and
Whitmore Administration building at
noon, Wednesday, Sept. 16.
Raindate, Thursday, Sept. 17.

The UMass Table Tennis Club will

meet Wednesday at 7 p.m. at the
Student Center Games Room
(opposite the Hatch cafeteria).

Naiads! Important officers'
meeting, Tuesday, Sept. 15 at 6 p.m.
in the Campus Center Coffeeshop.
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Boycott set

to protest

budget cuts
By PAUL D'AMATO
Collegian Correspondent

Ir> response to layoffs, cutbacks in programs and tuition
hikes resulting from legislative spending cuts in public
higher education, students and faculty from several col-
leges are calling for a state-wide, all day boycott of classes
and a Statehouse rally on Monday, September 21.

The boycott has been called to publicize the attack on
public higher education. "We're trying to show the
legislature that there is a large group of people state-wide
who are unified against the budget cuts," said Deborah
Holmes. Holmes is a member of SAR (Students against
Reorganization) at UMass which is currently organizing
with Boston State College students against the merger of
the two schools.

According to Holmes, 7.6 percent of the State Budget
for 1976 went to public higher education whereas the
budget for this fiscal year only allows 4 percent.

Mike Cognac, a member of the student senate at
Holyoke community college said over a telephone inter-
view that 25 out of 30 colleges in the state are supporting
the boycott, including UMass-Boston, Boston State Col-
lege, Bunker Hill Community College, Westfield State,
Holyoke and Springfield Tech Community colleges. He an-
ticipated a turnout at the rally on Monday of about 5000
students.

Cognac said that the "cluster" budgeting of the three
public colleges in the Springfield area involves a drastic
cutback. For an example he gave Holyoke, which alone

( ullcgian Photo bjr Krii Cnim
JUST FRIENDS - The talented street-

performing team of Keyo and Kent White drew
a crowd of about 400 students when they stag-
ed an impromptu performance in front of the
Campus Center yesterday.

NO PRESSURE - The semester is still young enough to take time out and talk to friendsbefore becoming wrapped up in the books again. Transfer student Mary Hogarth (left) asophomore english-journalism major from Syracuse University and senior microbiology majorCarmen Garcia share a joke in the Whitmore Administration Building's courtyard

will lose 56 classes and 400,000 dollars.
The story is similar for the Boston area "cluster."

where the budget for UMass-Boston and a group of other
colleges has been cut from 50 million to 44 million dollars,
according to Kent Worcester, another SAR member at
UMass-Boston. Worcester added that for UMass alone, 25
percent of the courses and 40 percent of the faculty have
been cut back, while tuition has risen by ?f percent.
"No wonder students are angry," said Worcester.
Jonathan Rutly, student body president at Boston State

College said that various members of the UMass-Amherst
senate were informed of the plan for the boycott and rally
but were slow to offer support.

Co-president of the UMass Student Government
Association Larry Kocot said that he and others weren't
given enough notice to act on the request. He plans to
raise the issue of the boycott in the opening meetine
tonight at 7:30 p.m.

«> s

The rally will begin on the Boston Common at 12 p.m.,
where there will be 11 speakers, followed by a mass lobby-
ing by participants.

When asked about support at UMass-Amherst, Deborah
Holmes said, "I think that students at UMass-Amherst
should support the boycott because all students have to
stand together to fight back this trend. This is only the
beginning."

State legislature to overhaul
Board of Regents' powers
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Correspondent

The powers of the Board of Regents, which governs the
University of Massachusetts, are to be overhauled by the
State Legislature according to Rep. James Collins
(D-Amherst).

Collins said the present system of public higher educa-
tion was created in the wrong way. There were no public
hearings for the plan. Only a handful of people made the
decisions that effect thousands of people, said Collins.

"We on the Education Committee intend to do the job
right. We're going to take the positive approach, and in-
vite all concerned parties including the Regents to par-
ticipate in an open discussion," said Collins.

The Board of Regents was created in June 1980 through
an "outside" section of the budget. The Regents have
since been criticized for undermining public higher educa-
tion by legislators, faculty unions and student groups.
They contend the Regents are dominated by special in-
terest members who lack political skills to effectively
govern higher education.

Collins said he intends to fight to put a student on the

Board of Regents, adding that he thinks the student view
is essential for effective decision making. He said the
powers between the Regents and the Trustees should be
clarified, and that the Regents have too much power.
"There's clear evidence that students on Boards are an

ingredient to successful decision making," said Collins.
Collins stressed that he was not advocating the restruc-

turing of higher education. "We intend to organize the
reorganization of higher education," said Collins.
The Education Committee is presently studying the

1980 reorganization law and 19 pieces of legislation
designed to change the law, said Collins. The committee
intends to file legislation in December that will clarify the
existing law, said Collins.

In a related matter an oversite by the Education Com-
mittee provides one Student Trustee for the two campuses
of UMass', said Collins. Prior to 1980 each campus had a
student representative. The 1980 reorganization law pro-
vided for no student representation.
Collins said he will" offer an amendment in the

legislature to correct the problem. The amendment should
pass easily, he said.

"It's not going to be a large battle. There is no opposi-
tion," said Collins.

UPC announces fall season line-up
By RON MILLER
Collegian Staff

The Union Program Council has once again come up
with a varied line-up of entertainment for this semester.
The season begins on Saturday September 26 when

former members of Little Feat, Barrere, Clayton,
Gradney, and Hayward plus Brown, perform at the Fine
Arts Center Concert Hall.

Tickets go on sale today and cost $6.00 and $6.50 for
UMass students, $7.00 and $7.50 for the general public.
On October 4 UPC brings in the David Grisman Quartet

to the Student Union Ballroom. Grisman is a world
famous mandolin player. Tickets go on sale tomorrow and

cost $6.50 for UMass students and $7.50 for the general
public.

Reggae fans take note because on October 18 Jimmy
Cliff will be m the Fine Arts Center. Tickets go on sale
September 21 and are $6.50 and $7.50 for UMass students
and another dollar for the general public.
Hot Tuna and Jefferson Airplane alumnus Jorman

Kaukonen comes to the Student Union Ballroom on Oc-
tober 29 at 7:30. Tickets go on sale Septemberl7 and cost
$6.50 for students, $7.50 for the public.
Stanley Clarke, former member of Chick Corea's

Return to Forever and reknowned bass player, will be ap-
pearing with George Duke November 6. Details will be
available at the end of the week.

^na
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yi^rld jEmd national news

Committee confirms O'Connor
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate Judiciary Commit-

tee approved Sandra Day O'Connor's historic nomination
to the Supreme Court yesterday. The 17-0 vote clears the
way for her Senate confirmation, probably Friday.
The 51 year old Arizona appeals court judge, who is the

first woman appointed to the high court, is to be sworn in
late this month in time to take her seat with the other
justices when the court starts its new term Oct. 5.

Sen. Jeremiah Denton. R-Ala., was the only committee
member who did not vote to recommend her confirmation.
He said he had not learned enough about her constitutional
views on abortion to support her nomination. Rather than

oppose her, Denton voted "present."
Sen. John East. R-N.C, who had said in advance he

would support her nomination only if O'Connor revealed
her views on abortion, voted "yes." East said he believes
'down in my heart of hearts" sne would have opposed the
majority Supreme Court opinion legalizing abortion in

1973 if she had been a member of the court then.
In her testimony, Mrs. O'Connor expressed personal

repugnance to abortion and said she wouldn't have one,
but declined to provide any legal opinion of the 1973 deci
sion.

East said Clearing O'Connor express personal support

for the death penalty and opposition to busing for racial
desegregation convinced him that "we have found a con
servative woman of conservative instincts."

He said he also voted for Mrs. O'Connor "because she is
a nominee of Ronald Reagan. ... I suspect he knows things
that I don't know."

Sen. Strom Thurmond, R S.C. and the committee chair
man, said O'Connor had demonstrated during her
testimony all of the "good qualities" needed to become a
good Supreme Court justice.

Thurmond said a confirmation vote in the full Senate
probably would be scheduled for Friday.

Sadat's government expels seven Soviets
CAIRO. Egypt (AP) - President Anwar

Sadat's government expelled the Soviet
ambassador to Cairo and six Soviet Em
bassy employees yesterday, accusing them
of plotting against Egypt by inciting
Moslem Christian strife. A Hungarian
diplomat also was ordered out.
The move, taken by the Egyptian

Cabinet and announced by the government
news agency, appeared to be the most
serious breach of Egyptian-Soviet relations
since 1972 when Sadat expelled 17,000

Soviet advisers.

It followed Sadat's speech Monday night
accusing the Soviet Union of being involved
"head-on" in the strife between Moslem
fundamentalists and the Coptic Christian
minority in Egypt and declaring that 12 of
the 1,536 Egyptians arrested in connection
with that strife had been Soviet-inspired.
Many of those arrested are Sadat's

political foes.

A Cabinet statement carried by the of-
ficial news agency said Ambassador

Vladimir Polyakov and the others had 48
hours to leave Egypt. It also said a
Hungarian diplomat had been ejected on
charges of being "involved" in the religious
conflict in Egypt.
The Cabinet also ordered the closing of

the Soviet military liaison bureau in Cairo
and its Egyptian counterpart in Moscow,
expelled two Soviet journalists, terminated
contracts of Soviet advisers in Egypt and
reduced the overall Soviet diplomatic
presence here to match Egypt's in Moscow.

Egyptian Foreign Ministry sources said
Egypt had about 10 diplomats in the Soviet
capital. The Egyptian ambassador to
Moscow. Samih Anwar, was appointed in
late 1978, but he has never taken up his
post in Moscow.
The expulsion was the fourth reduction

of the Soviet presence in Egypt in the past
five years and came short of a total break in

)

relations with the Kremlin, Egypt's leading
protector during the rule of the late Presi-
dent Gamal Abdel Nasser.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Pope delivers statement on
priority of labor over capital
VATICAN CITY - Pope John Paul II. in his most com

prehensive statement on social issues, yesterday strongly
backed labor unions, urged worker participation in
management and proposed a "just" family wage and sub
sidles that would free mothers from the necessity of takine
jobs. *

The papal encyclical condemns both "rigid" capitalism
and the 'coUectivist system" that would eliminate all
private ownership of the means of production. It suggests
a sociahst middle ground as a model for economic develop
ment. ^

Central to the 99 page. 22,000 word encyclical is opposi
tion to the "dehumanizing excesses" of modern economic
systems.

Attorney General recommends
6.7% car insurance rate hike
BOSTON - Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti

recommended a 6.7 percent rate increase - about $60
million - in next year's car insurance rates, one fourth
of what insurance companies want.
The industry is seeking a 24.5 percent boost. $227

million, and hearings on '

scheduled for next month
Michael Sabbagh.

Bellotti said the rates
would average $87 more
automobile.

"Today's filing." Bellotti said, "is based on a
thorough review of rate requirements for the in-
surance industry in 1982."

the new rates have been
by Insurance Commissioner

sought by the companies
for each private passenger
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Reagan ux)n*t propose more cuts
in '82 Social Security program
WASHINGTON - President Reagans chief spokesman

said yesterday the president has no plans to propose Social
Security cuts for fiscal 1982 beyond those he recommended
last spring.

r

David R. Gergen. the spokesman, said that after Reagan
met with House and Senate Republican leaders yesterday,
the president announced "he has no plans, no plans, to pro-
pose additional cuts in Social Security programs beyond
those he had ab-eady submitted to the Congress."

Last spring, the president recommended a three-month
delay in a cost-of Uving increase and stiffer penalties, in
the form of lower payments, for early retiremenlr.

UNION VIDEO CENTER
216 Student Union (near the Hatch)

545-1336

TV PRODUCTION training experience
TV PROGRAMS on the Student Union/Campus Center cable and
on Annherst Cable
VIDEO ART AUDIO RECORDING SERVICES
VIDEOTAPES of lectures, issues, conceris, Senate meetings
special events

POSITIONS for INTERNS. WORKSTUDY JOBS. STUDENT
STAFF producer, camera operator, engineer, administrative assis-
tant, cable programmer, director of video art festival, accountant
etc.

SEPTEMBER 17 CAPE COD LOUNGE
everyone invited - FREE

7:00 p.m. meeting
7:30 p.m. MOVIES
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Cancelled Dead concert debated
Collegian 3

By RON MILLER
Collegian Staff

Student Activities Director Randy Donant and Union
Program Council Talent Coordinator Frank Gironda
squared off last night in a sometimes tense debate over
Donant's recent decision to nix the proposed Grateful
Dead Concert.

The one-hour debate of the ill-fated show which was to
take place in the Curry Hicks Cage Sept. 25, was broad-
cast over campus radio station WMUA.
On Monday Sept. 7 Donant contacted the Grateful

Dead's booking agent and informed them there would be
no concert at UMass.
Donant has to approve all contracts UPC signs.
"My concern was two-fold," Donant said. "I was con-

cerned we didn't have an approval for the facility." Do-
nant said he didn't want to put the Student Government
Association into a potential contract without a facility to
house the show.

Mass. sues firm
for building flaws
in Boston Library
BOSTON (AP) - The state of Massachusetts has

sued a Chicago engineering firm, seeking damages for
alleged defects in the University of Massachusetts
library in Boston.

The suit, announced yesterday by the state attorney
general's office, alleges that the structure designed by
Harry Weese and Associates at one point "posed a
serious threat to life and property" because of its
design problems.

In Chicago. George Vrechek. treasurer of the firm,
said: "We got a call about the suit Monday, but we
haven't seen the court papers yet. and we won't have
a response until we see them."
The building was completed in 1975, but within five

years, bricks began falling out of the facade and sec-
tions of the building had to be roped off, according to
Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti's suit.

The state has spent "large sums" to investigate the pro-
blem and will have to spend additional "large sums" for
repairs. No estimate was given for the total cost of the
repair job.

Another UMass library, located on its Amherst campus,
also has been plagued with falling bricks. That structure
was designed by a different firm. Bellotti's suit seeks
recovery of repair costs, plus damages. Frank FaUaci. a
spokesman for the attorney general, said the amount of
damages to be sought has not been decided but might be in
the $250,000 range. The suit was filed Friday in Suffolk
Superior Court.

Collegian Photo by Stott Burke

Kenny Ledwitz, a freshman pre-dental major
from New Jersey, skateboards by Whitmore
Administration Building.

Gironda maintained that it was not the RSO's respon-
sibility, and Donant's decision to call the agent was an
"overreaction."

"Randy jumped the gun in calling the agency," Gironda
said.

"The production is not just something we stumbled
into," he said. UPC had been working on the concert for
five weeks. "We had done our homework," Gironda said.
Donant said he met with Gironda on Monday Aug. 28

and was informed then for the first time al)Out the con-
cert. He said Gironda told him that the contract would be
finalized the following Monday or Tuesday at the latest.
"I didn't see Frank for 10 days," Donant said.
Gironda said he had met with co-President Larry Kocot

and Student Senate Speaker Ed Lee before the Aug. 28
meeting, and they both agreed that it was possible to hold
the concert.

Donant said he felt a representative from his office
should have been at that meeting.
Gironda agreed that he was gone for a few days, but said

he was in touch with the booking agent.

Donant said that although UPC had contacted the Cage
officials, they had not informed them what band was to be
scheduled. "Frank wanted to keep this top secret," he
said.

"I wasn't trying to keep it quiet," Gironda said. He said
they wanted to present a "full, comprehensive, detailed
report" outlining why the concert could be held in the
Cage before he informed Cage officials.

Donant said he was worried the facilities could not be
adapted or there would be safety problems that could not
be handled.

"It's not the RSO's responsibility to make a decision if
we can handle the show," Gironda said.
UPC held a show on last Oct. 9, with guitarist Jeff Beck

in the Cage with a crowd of 3800, and there were no major
problems, Gironda said.

"There is no doubt in my mind we would have had the
show if we were able to make an offer by the deadline, he
said. Donant said he would make the same decision again,
but "I hope I don't have this unenviable situation in the
future."

the S^usVond
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Nominations available for SGA
undergraduate senate seats
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate, the main govern-
ing body of the Student Government Association, is accep-
ting nominations for senate seats to be filled in an election
on October 5 and 6.

The senate, which mets Wednesday nights, consists of
undergraduates who have paid their Student Activities
Tax fees and live in the area they represent. Positions are
open from each dormitory, as well as sorority, fraternity
and commuter areas.

Nomination blanks have been available since the first

day of school and may be filled out and returned by 4:00
{>.m. September 29 to Student Union rooni 420. A
minimum of 25 signatures is needed on each form, and
those signing must be "bona-fide members of the re.spec-

tive constituency." at; stated in the election rules.

Govornmeiital Affairs Chairman Jim Murphy said that
election rules can be picked up with the notnination
papers. They should be read carefully before returning the

ROTC cadets

plan rappell-a-thon

ByRANDIJ. MARCUS
Collegian Staff

No, they are not auditioning for the lead in Super-
man III, and no, the pressures of school have not built
up to the point of jumping off buildings. What you see
dangling off the side of Herter Hall at the University of
Massachusetts today are cadets from the University
of Massachusetts Army ROTC.
The cadets are sponsoring a rappell-a-thon to

benefit St. Jude Children's Research Hospital in
Boston, said Capt. Bruce Bachus.

Fifteen cadets will rappell down the 80 foot, eight-
story west wall of Herter from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The cadets obtained pledges from local businesses

and citizens, bachus said. The amount each cadet
raises depends on the number of times he or she rap-
pells during the day. Each trip down takes about 30
seconds, Bachus said.

Before the cadets are allowed to start thoir Spider
man acts, they are required to undergo six hours of
training. Btrort tach irip, iheir hcAikups arc Ir.

nomination, as they include specifics on campaigning he
said. Any candidate ignoring these could be disqualified
from the election process, according to the rules. The elec-
tion will be on October 5 and 6.

Elected senators may participate in one of a number of
senate committees, including Academic Affairs, Rents
and Fees, Budgets, and others which investigate and
make recommendations on University policies. The office
of senator does involve attendance at senate meetings.
One may be automatically dismissed from office after 2'/2

unexcused absences, the rules state.

According to Murphy, the election regulations are
somewhat unclear, "not in what the candidates can do, but
what those running the elections can do."

Proposed clarifications will lye considered at tonight's
senate meeting at 7:00 in room 16;j. If passed they will be
available to candidates. The clarifications primarily con-
cern division of power in the event that a problem arises in

the campaigning with write-in, or sticker votes, or if some
violation of campaigning rules occurs.

Police further investigations

in sexual assault of tux) girls
Police have "definite ideas" but have named no suspects

in the case of the sexual assault of two giris aged six and
seven Friday evening, Sargeant Richard Buckley of the
Amherst Police Department said yesterday.
The girls were assaulted while they were playing in the

woods near the Hitchcock Center on South Pleasant
Street around 5:00 p.m., police said.

The police refused to give details, pending further in-

vestigation.

spected, Bachus said. The hookups consist of a
special rope tied around the waist or a Swiss seat
which is connected to ropes on the roof and on the
ground, Bachus said.

"The money each cadet earns from their sponsors
will help continue the St. Jude's life-saving study of
childhood cancer that has become so important to
children all over the world," Cadet Capt. Thomas
Broom said. Broom is the cadet captain who organiz-
ed the fundraiser.

"The cadets planned the fundraiser this week
because it coincides with national campaign week for
St. Jude's which is organized by entertainer Danny
Thomas," P.achua caid.
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Psychologist to talk in first

lecture of Chancellor's series
Psychologist Seymour Epstein will be speaking on "The

Organization of Reality as a Basic Human Motive or the
Tale of the Scorpion and the Frog," in the first of four lec-
tures in the 1981-82 Chancellor's Lecture Series.
The lecture will be presented at 8 p.m. Thursday, Sept.

24 in the Campus Center Auditorium. The event is free
and open to the general public.

The Chancellor's Lecture Series recognizes distinguish-
ed University of Massachusetts faculty members. Each
lecturer is awarded the Chancellor's Medal, the highest
University honor bestowed on individuals who have
rendered extraordinary service.

Educators, counselors needed
in training program for men
The Everywoman's Center is recruiting men for a new

program called "Men Against Violence Against Women."
The Violence Against Women program needs

Educator/Advocates and Counselor/Advocates.
A recruitment meeting will be held Thursday at 7 p.m.

in Room 803 of the Campus Center, where applications
will be available.

"Men Against Violence A^inst Women" is a training

mfmm<m^ <:^:.mm

program for men who will coiiducf cnlucational .sessions to

raise campus and community awart'tie.sH alK)uti the per-
sonal, social and political implicatioiiH of violence against
women. '

Training will be develofK'd for men to facilitate men's
groups or work with the male partners ahd family
members of women who have been sexually asiaulted.

Academic credit and letters of reference may be arrang-
ed for people who complete the 30-hour training and serve
in the programs on a consistent basis.

For more information contact Cathy Roach or Martha
Tapia, at 545-0883.

Amherst man arrested fori

assault, and disorderly coMuct
An Amherst man was arrested by Amherst polide for be-

ing a disorderly person and assault and battery on a police
officer at 10:00 p.m. Monday evening.

James J. Gauthier, 18, of University Park apartments,
allegedly waved an officer down on North Pleasant Street
and began yelling obscenities. Police said Gauthier hit the
officer and kicked him in the groin. He was scheduled to be
arraigned yesterday morning in Hampshire District
Court.

Getanew
slantonmath.
'Tlie Texas Instruments newTI-40 and 11-55-11 calculators
have angled displays for easy-to-see-answers."

The slanted display makes the.se calculators
easier to u.se at arm's lenpth-and that's just the
beginning. The economical TI-40, with built-in

functions like trig. ^Vdi, logs, roots,

reciprocals and more, will help you
through math and science courses-
esjiecially since it comes with the
informative bjook.t'nderstandinjf

Calculator Math.

The book explains how to use
the TI-40 to work through, and
understand, common problems.

Ifyou're an advanced math
or .science major, you'll be

more interested in the TI-55-II, which
c(3mes with the Calculator Decision-Making
Sourcebook. The TI-55-II features 56-step

pnjgrammability. multiple memories,
scientific and .statistical o{>erdtions,

conversion factors and much
more-a total of 112 functions.

An e.xtremely powerful cal-

culator, at an excellent price.

Both calculatoi-s have LCD
displays, long battery life

and fit right in vour pocket.
TI-40 and TI-55-II calcu-

lators. Two new slants on math
from Texas In.struments.

Look for them wherever
calculators are sold.

Texas Instruments
INCORPOR AI tD

SEADEXI

HEALTH- PERSONAL APP£ARANCE» SClF ESTEm]

GUIDANCE
\ C0MniTr^?nr

I PECI^To?

EYOND FITNESS?

SHOES
On the Common

S. Pleasant St., Amherst

TO«f THCKiLCTk suilo roR
n4E FUTURE '

BY MAKifKfi TOOAY'J OlFFICUinCS
TOHOBaOw'3 ftOuTlMf STfPJ

— . /^ ®

'
-V a new approach to fitness this Pal anr

easp tn- mina Dodv split bv joining an ae'-opif

dance -lass with PIZZLE-FIRFWORKS. A un.
que regime hat brings it ah together for you
nZZLE ,f vou re a slow sca'ter, and
J^iREWORKS i' voure close tc oerfectior

Program outlay is directea towarc
• Cardiovascuia'- conditionmc

• Muscuia* tnourance
• Flexibilitv

Challenge

• Bodv Contouring
• Tranquilize-

8-week sessior oeginninq Septemoe' 21
1981 '^re-reqisrration is required For more ir

formation call Erma Rocasah at 549-6111 afte-
5:00 P.M
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Fourthatmualroadrace^i^iQ broadens
to be held Saturday

Collegian 5

The fourth anr.ua!
' Hampshire YMCA

Gazette? 6.2 mile K<W Race" will be held on
Saturda\-, Septvr;b<'r 26. 19S1 at !0(. pm

KeKsstralion tt- at the Hampshirt-
Ke^ncna. YMCA '\^ Northampton. Then is

.J %?, 00 rej^strarion tee. Post -registration
IS tn)m 1(1:00 am. to i2:0() p.m. on the day
of tht^ race. The post-entry fee is $4.'K>

French, Italian depts.

set program in France
The (iepartn-epf ot French and Italian

will sponsor a spnnj^ .semester program in

Angers, France. Students interested m
participating shmiii: attend an informa-
tional meeting abon; the program in the
third floor loungt ot Herter Hall on Thurs-
day, Sept. 24 at 7 p.m.
For informatior booklets and applica-

tions, inquire ac th». Department of French
and Italian on the third floor of Herter Hail
or contact the program director, Prof.
Jean-Pierre Berwald at 545-2314.

rules for shut off

of service to poor
BOSTON (AP) - The state i.s broaden-

iing its regulations forbidding winter
shutoffs of gas or electric service to
low-income households.
The Department of Public Utihties an-

nounced yesterday that its new rules,

,

which take effect Sept. 24, apply for the
!

first time to city owned utilities as well
I
as private firms.

1
In addition to forbidding shutoffs bet-

}

ween Nov. 15 and March 15. the regula-
I lions require utilities to give customers
I
the option of spacing out their winter
bill over the year, and paying overdue
amounts in four or more monthly in-

stallments.

Utilities will have to submit termina
tion notices to the DPU before sending
them to customers, under the new
rules.

Bedspreads, Tapestries

$ Wall Hangings

^
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PRESENTS

OCTOBER 4, 1981
S.U.B. at 8:00 pm

THE DAVID GRISMAN
QUARTET

Umass Students $6.50 General Public $7 50
TICKETS ON SALE TOMORROW

Tickets may be purchased at: Ticketron, URU, Tix, For the
Record (Faces) Amherst, Piatterpus Records, Northampton,

Main St. Records, Northampton
tickets one dollar more at the door and please, no food, drink, or

w smoke!

< >
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I

>

I
>

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat.

y

2 DAYS ONLY /^e/oim Sfiorts
TH X/Allirc nc IID to tan nn rkirrr i»WE HAVE TOPPED LAST YEARS SALE WITH VALUES OF UP TO $80 00 OFF

ON THE BEST BICYCLE BRANDS AND BICYCLE ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE.

Saxon 10 Speed Only $99.00

BICYCLES
MOTOBECANE

^/^^ 4 models Save up to $50.00
MOrOHCANI

MIYATA

B 5- models Save up to $50.00
each with Chrom-moiy
or Double buttvd frameUNIVEQA wunou irame

Mfl
I

6 models Save up to $79.00
lyt/ Largest selling bike in our

p»^. —. history
RALEIGH

5 models Save up to $50.00
worlds largest manufacturer
of bilces

PEUGEOT

We hav
topped

last years
sale with

savings off

up to $80.00
CYCLING CLOTHING 20% ^mm ^^ »i.^ i^^^*

°" Off on tne best
bicycle brands

REE 30 day _ _and bicycle

ACCESSORIES
w -*.^ ^ REG.
Kryptontte horseshoe locks 34.95

Alloy rear spring carrier 9.50

Bell helmets 39.95

Zefal HP frame pump 17.95

Troxal batry seats 29.95

SALE
19.95

5.95

30.00

10.95

19.95

/
4 models Save up to $40.00
The French are back
with lightweight excellence

Ow<rta n models have limited sizingand color selection.
BIcvcles will be sold 1) Assembled

2) WarranteedS) With a F
service check 4) on a flru. ^^.„^
first serve basis. No reservations,
no layaways. no checks.

One East Pleasant St., 15 State St.

Amherst, Mass. 01002 Northampton. Mass. 01060
(413) 549^904 (413) 584-1016 available

THE "GREAT NAMES" IN BICYCLING
FALL CLEARANCE SALE

Sat. and Sun. Sept. 19 &20
Doors open 10A.M. Sat.,Noon on Sun.-^ . y
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PLANT SALE

Monday, September 14th

Sound Advice
Wednesday, September 16, 1981

Thursday, September 17th

time: 20:00 AM ^ 6:00 PM

place: Student Union Ballroom

sponsor
|,p^Q^ 4 Panhellenfc Council

•'I Don't Want to Live With Monkeys" h/^
"Insect Love"

Last week I almost lost control of my car.

"I Don't Want to Live With Moniteys" is

one of those songs that grabs you by the

collar, picks you up into the air, and shakes
you upside down untU everything falls out

of your pockets.

Driving along Route 9, my head suddenly
lost control of my feet as this wall of funky,

spastic sound escaped from my car

speakers.

"I don't wanna live with women. I don't

wanna live with men. I don't wanna live

with anybody. I'm gonna live on the moon."
Great! I have no idea who or what the
Higsons are, but if this is any indication of

the drive to the 1990's, I'll probably be
wrapped around a telephone pole by 1982.

-DANARGENTES

(RCA)

From the Tea-holes of Mars?! To the
Hill-moms of Uranus?! Really now, does
that make any sense whatsoever? It is the
title (almost) of Landscape's debut album
on RCA records and tapes. Landscape is

another one of those pretentious, electro-

pop bands that gets so involved with the
technology of their instruments that their
music becomes secondary.

A five man group from England. Land-
scape has very expensive equipment in-

deed. A Roland MC8 Microcomposer, for
instance. They also conceive their songs in

video form first, proceeding to write the
lyrics, and then the music. How futuristic.

Subsequently, the final product is very
derivative.

Upon the first ten seconds of listening, I

immediatelv thought of Kraftwerk and
Continued on page 15

QUALITY PLANTS
AT LOW PRICES
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ANhcUcNic FormaI Rush

FaU 1981
I

DISCOVER tIie soRORiry sysTEM at UMass k

It could bE tNe Best move you'vE ever macIe. !

Rush OrIentation
|

Sun, Sept. 20Th 6:J0, S.U.B. a

PANhEllENic Rush Sedt. 21st - Oct. 1st
'

If All UNi'vERsiry women are weIcome.

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Collegian 7

It is not often that students lament over the departure
of a Whitmore administrator. It would take a special per-

son to evoke such a response from students. Unfortunate-

ly, this is now happ>ening.

Many probably weren't aware that there was a person in

Whitmore who really worried whether they could afford

to go to school this semester.

Many probably weren't aware that there was an ad-

ministrator who truly believed that serving students was
his first and foremost responsibility.

Mixing rugby
f

with politics
On September 14, the South African Springbok Rugby

team arrived m the United States for a tour of several ma
jor cities at the invitation of the Eastern Rugby Union

Ihe team spent a few weeks of a tormented tour of New
Zealand - a tour which has plunged New Zealand into a
state of severe convulsions. Up to 150,000 (a substantial
percentage for a nation with a population of 3,096 000
people) New Zealanders demonstrated against the Spr-
ingboks because they felt that allowing them to play inNew Zealand would be tantamount to endorsing the racial
discnmiP:.tion practiced by this team in its selection of
players, ihe inclusion of one "colored" player in a team of
thirty has been correctly described as a belated and uncon-
vincing exercise m tokenism which will enable the team to
play m international sports. The ploy is crudely
transparent and deserves to be exposed.
Another point the New Zealand demonstrators sought

to make was that no opportunity should be given to the
bouth Afncan racist regime to reenter the international
community through the back door of sports. Because of its
inhuman apartheid laws, South Africa has become a
pungent pariah which has been ostracized by the interna-
tional community. In the 1960's South Africa was denied
participation m the Olympic games and was kicked out of
the Commonwealth games.
Rugby in South Africa, like many things in that country

has a racial identity. It is virtually a monopoly of the ruling
Afrikaner minority. Hundreds of thousands of dollars
have gone to the training and promotion of young
Afrikaners for what has incorrectly come to be known as
the "national" sport. The claim, which South Africa often
invokes with religious fevor, that sports should not be mix-
ed with politics is outright nonsense especially in the case
of South Africa. The decision to spend ten times more
money on white sports than on black sports is un-
mistakeably political. Racist politics to be sure!
The call to boycott South Africa in all fields, and in this

case in sports, is not an ill-considered emotional outburst
It issues from a fundamental principle of human rights as
enshrined in the United States Constitution, the Bill of
Rights, the United Nations Charter, and the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. Collectively, these codes
condemn the discrimination and the subjugation of other
peoples on account of race. Violation of the human rights
principles contained in these documents should be treated
with the seriousness they deserve. Otherwise they will re-
main hollow and a mockery to our human decency and sen-
sibility.

This call is not only moral, but more importantly, it has a
material basis to it. The interests of the United States
should transcend momentai-y short-term benefits. South
Africa's racist regime is being seriously challenged. Re-
cent military incursions into Angola are merely desperate
acts of Bravado of a totally irrational state that is losing to

Letters
Students regret Apodaca's parting

To the Editor:

say, proverbially, that the South African state's days are
numbered. The material interests of the United States will
be adversely affected when lingering memories will be of a
United States that aided and abetted an enemy of peace
and justice, who cared less about life, liberty and the pur-
suit of happiness and more about lining its pockets with
quick profits. It is the long-term interests of the United
States that should inform and guide current American
policy toward Southern Africa in general and South Africa
in particular. Anything short of this is a case of myopia.

The Reagan administration has clearly aligned itself
with racism by granting visas to the racist South African
team. The dire consequences that will confront the 1984
Olympic games in Los Angeles have been ignored. African
countries have threatened to boycott the games and we
can be sure they will be joined by many other countries.
This will make the games a shameful joke.

The mayors of New York City and Rochester have made
the right decisions by cancelling the games scheduled in
those two cities. On Monday, September 14, five days
before the scheduled game, the Chicago City Council
voted to prohibit the Springbok players from using the
public stadium. Upon arrival in Chicago these "am-
bassadors of goodwill" from South Africa were whisked to

a secret location to avoid demonstrators. Alternative
game sites which will not be announced to the public are
being arranged.

According to a Chicago Sun Times article (9/11/81) the
Nazi Party has issued a statement to the effect that they
will provide protection by ensuring that the Springbok
games are not interrupted by demonstrations. These goon
squads are the American version of the reign of terror
that prevails over South Africa. The American Nazi Party
would be coming to the rescue of its ideological models as
most of the leadership of the ruling Nationalist Party were
incarcerated during Worid War II for being Nazi sym-

pathizers. It is no exaggeration to say that the present
regime is the case of the KKK in power.
There will be a teach-in at the Campus Center

auditorium on Thursday, September 17 on Apartheid in
Sports at 7 p.m. Information on travel arrangements to
Albany for the demonstration will be given at the teach-in.
In this celebrated "Year of Civility" we can

demonstrate our utter contempt for racism and all forms
of human oppression by registering our preference with
our feet. No more field days for crypto-facists and racists!

Mokobung Nkomo is a Collegian griest columnist and an
instructor at the Center for Racial Studies in Southwest.

Many probably weren't aware that students had a true
friend in the administration who really cared.
We were fortunate enough to have the pleasure of work-

ing with Ed Apodaca, director of the Financial Aid Office,
on a variety of projects. He always showed us the vigor
and candor necessary to achieve our objectives. The many
students that he tirelessly led will not soon forget what he
did for this University.

The list of Ed's achievements is lengthy. His vital

assistance to S.A.F.A. (Students Advocating Financial
Assistance) will never be forgotten. He not only provided
us with the direction and information that we needed, but
he also accompanied us to lobby in Washington D.C. It

was he who layed the foundation for the Financial Aid Ad-
visory Board. It was also he who pushed for the approval

of the S.G.A. Emergency Loan Service.
As an administrator, Ed built a Financial Aid Office that

runs efficiently and effectively from what was in disarray
just three short years ago when he arrived here. Projects
with Ed Apodaca were always a learning experience.

It is with great sorrow that we now have to say good-bye
and good luck to such a true friend. Thank you Ed, we'll
certainly miss you.

Larry Kocot
S.G.A. Co-President

S.A.F.A. Member

Workers organize demonstration

To the Editor

A demonstration of support for the United Electrical
Workers at Gnomon Copy will be held this Thursday at
noon on Boltwood Walk in Amherst. Workers have
organized the event to demonstrate community support
for their unionization efforts. Student support is essential
to this effort. Because a large portion of Gnomon's
business is derived from student patronage, students do
have an influence in Gnomon Corporation policy.

Workers have formed a union shop in order to maintain
their jobs in a particular manner. Not only are job security
and union security at issue, but also health standards,
benefits, and salary have become points of contention bet-
ween the workforce and management. Gnomon Corpora-
tion has, in our opinion, refused to negotiate these issues
in good faith. They have refused to acknowledge the condi-
tions under which the employees work: copy machines
which require toner containing carcinogens and
mutagens, an air filtration system which produces ozone,
poor ventilation and lighting. Current health laws do not
provide adequate shelter from these detrimental condi-
tions. Gnomon Corporation callously refuses to listen to
this request.

Public support is urgently needed if this situation i.s to he
corrected. Worker'.s rights to tdliective bargaining must
not b. further impinged. Help -in.i y.port the Gnomon
workers in this fight.

Mary-Erin Crook and the Gnonon Cpy workers
Amherst
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¥&mm^^^^ PRESENTS

DARRERE, CLAYTON,
GRADNEY G HAYWARD
^" ^StSI^' Little Feat Members

SEPT. 26 8 PM
FINE ARTS

CONCERT HALL
Umass Students $6 - $6.50

General Public $7.50 - $8

TICKETS ON SALE NOW
Tickets may be purchased at: Ticketron, URU, Tix, For the
Record, (Faces) Amherst, Platterpus Records, Northampton,
Main St. Records, Northampton.
Tickets $1.00 more at the door and please, no food, drink, or
smoke!

Distin^ished
Visitors Program

MEETING
Wednesday Sept. 16

7 pm
Rm. 902 Campus Center
New Members Welcome

nnoooGouoooooooooeooooooooooeooooo

ilCYCLC
RALEIGH, KADUKL FUJI, TREK, SUNTOUR

566-06^0
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQl

Interested in

helping people?
Live in a dorm?
HEALTH AIDES

1981-82
Openings in PH 290A

- 3 credits

Univ. Health Services

Class meets Tu & Th
9:30-10:45 am
more info contact:

Anne Grose at

Univ. Health Services

5492671
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Table Tennis Balls f

I
Paddles, Nets |

I
at
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I
A.J. HASTINGS

|

I
Newsdealer and Stationer |

I 45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst 1
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H^NG^n ONe
Proudly Presents

^

in a Special Live

Concert to

STEELY

Sundoy Sept. 20. ^98i

WORKYOURWAT
TOTHEBOTTOM

Ten-Week Adult Evening Classes Sep* 21-Dec. 9

Register now for classes

Ballet. •Modem Dance •Jazz Dance
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GULF PEOPLE: ENERGY FORTOMORROW

O^ Shalt optortAon, fin Btonco.Cotoroik)

Amherst Ballet Centre
29 Strong Street

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Phone: 415-349-1353

Official School for the Amherst Ballet Theatre Company
Just a walk from campus east of Butterfield

Phone to register or drop by 3-5 daily

Wednesday, September 16, 1981

REVIEW:
Throughout his long and checkered history as the reign-

ing guitarist of the New York City rock and foil
underground. Johnny Thunders has developed a reputa-
tion as the most erratic of performers. During his stints
with the New York Dolls. The Hearbreakers. Gang War
and various solo efforts, the best that could be said for
Thunders was that on a good night he was amazing. On his
bad nights, which seem to occur more and more frequent-
ly, he's lucky if he can find the mike.
Wednesday night at Jonathan Swift's was definitely a

good night. Thunders was loose but lucid, in top form for
an energetic performance. Belying his haggard, unhealthy
appearance, he kept the energy level at a peak throughout
the two short sets. Despite ex-Blondie guitarist Frank In
•ante being advertised to appear. Thunders alone handled

iCollegian ^

Thunders returns to give energetic show;
in top form for amazing performance
^r work — nnitp mactopfunir k„^i i u.. _.. i-\-iithe guitar work ~ quite masterfully - backed by ex-Doll

Jerry Nolan and bassist Kid Luigi.
The material consisted mostly of Heartbreakers and

Gang War songs, including "Born Too Loose." "I Wanna
Be Loved," "London Boys." and "Just Because I'm White

"

as well as the DoUs' "Subway Train" and Johnny's charm-
ing cover of "Give 'em a Great Big Kiss." No new songs
were presented though, which was probably the major
weakness of the show. We know where Thunders has
been; it would be nice- especially considering his inactivi
ty over the past year or so— to see where he's going.
Doug Simmons of the Boston Phoenix predicted that this

gig would end up a "depressing rent party." Thunders pro-
ved him wrong, but the fact remains that his career is still

in limbo. He hasn't had an album out for two years, or a
steady band for over a year, and his gigging recently has
been sporadic, to say the least. During the show, his only
comment on his present fortunes was. "Can't yoii tell I'm
off the stuff.'" If not for the tremendous amount of energy
Thunders whipped up. showing that his heart's stUl in the
performance, the show might well have had a "Moldy
Oldies" quality to it- an aging rock star picking up extra
bucks by capitalizing on past glories. Johnny Thunders
showed that he is still capable of touring, of playing guitar,
and of delivering an electrifying live performance. Now it's
up to him to make something out of that abiH' '

-STEVEN WINNIMAN

ThisiSf.**
Kappa Phi Open Rush
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*^ ^°'^^ •« y°"'-«- You decide theway you live - house rules & direction are decided by the brotherhood
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f^^'^^ run a $1 million structure - the kind of experience thatlooks good on your resume.
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3.) Interest Groups - BKO has a strong IM program, charity proiectsrais^ over $500 last semester for Amherst Littl^League^ theZmy
RKO^«« M* S^^* ''^^i^'Y^

"^^^ ^^^^ '"^ y°^^ ^i^i^g Common, stop by

8:00 pm Thurs. Sept. 17 Thurs Night F'ball
8:0O pm Sim. Sept. 20

8 pm Men. Sept. 21 Men. Nite F'baU
8:00 pm Tues. Sept. 22

Governors

Program Council

staff positions available for Cable/Video
Coordinator, Public Relations, program
assistants (work-study). Applicatibns and
job descriptions available at 4 09 Student
Union. Deadline September 17.

MEMDERSHIP MEETING
WEDNESDAY September 23

4 pm 805 Campus Center

An Equal Opportunity Employer

fjt.

A Great Place to Start

or End Your Evening

Sup^r Sandwiches Served
from H:00 PM to Closing

GREAT PRICES AT ALL TIMES

07 N. Pleosont St. Amherst

-**- '^ ^ r —"TT

1
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a g -at^ nr- jg ^ i^ ,^ ^^^

EMT's
If you need -

- Continuing Ed Credits
- CPR Recertification

- Refresher Course
Then come to the first meeting of the 5 College Chapter of EMT's
Wednesday, Sept. 16, 7-8 pm.

AND
The UMass Fire and First Aid Unit Wednesday, Sept. 16, 8-9 pm.
In room 409 Morrill North. For more info, contact Mark or Ed at
253-9233 All officers are also requested to call.

center
at u mascs

Tonight special feature

Yankee Rhythm Dond
Free Admission

Thursday, September 17th

Mogle and the Reggae Stars
$2.50 cover charge

Friday, September 18th

Shenodoah
$2.00 cover charge

Saturday, September 19th

Shoboo All-Stors
$3.00 cover charae

Coming soon - O«ov*r Drown
J.D. Hutto and th« N«w Hawks

Valid Id ond ADP sticker

required to purchos* alcohol
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Society sells land on Mercury

in exchange for donations

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - The weather
is lousy and the commute is murder, but
the neighbors won't bug you and the price
is right: A 56,000-acre homesite on the
planet Mercury is selling for a mere $50.

All this comes courtesy of The
Astronomical Society of the Pacific.

The society is offering mock quitclaim
deeds for property on Mercury, plus

assorted Mercurial facts and a photograph
taken by the Mariner 10 satellite, in ex-
change for donations.

"We give all the rights we have - which
is' none," said the society's executive of-
ficer, Andrew Fraknoi. "We're not selling
real land, it's just a humorous way to ask
for donations." The donations, he said, are
tax-deductible.

iHHimnmiBHinHHii
THINK FRATERNITY

Find Out What
Fraternities Are Ail About
Are you interested in Joining a Fraternity? All university

men ore invited to attend on orientation on Fraternities
and Life in the Greel( System to be held on September 20,
1961, in the Student Union Doliroom.
The program will include a famous Greek speaker, a slide

show featuring highlights of Greek living, and the oppor-
tunity to meet and talk with representatives from the 14
Fraternities at UMass.

Check It out; you hove so much to goln
ond so little to lose.

SUNDAY aPMotSUD
Sponsored by the Interfroternity Council

A
SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

the sub

33 E. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST / 549-5160

FREE 16 oz. Soda with purchase

of a whole sub

**<^^«.^t«^^*«.

Du
PRESENT E^

REVERSE HAPPY HOUR
STARTS at 10

Molsons bottles 95c
Sombreros 95c

O^'oz. Rolling Rock $1.15
Hot & Cold h'crs d'oeuvres

JIMMY CLIFF
AT OUR

Fine Arts Center Concert Ha
OCT 18 8:00 PM

Tickets on sale Monday the 21st at

UMass Students - 7.50 h 8.50
General Pi .lie - 8.50 & 9.50

Ticketron

URU
Tix

Main St. Records - N'hamp.
Plntterpus Records - Nham .

For the Record (Faces) Amnerst

No food, on Ik, or smoke, all tickets $i. rnoru ^ door

^ rustv nail
CollSgimi 11

Q/'^tn^

Tonight Sept. 16 '

MISSION OF BURMA
w/special guests The Valentines
$3.00 18-19 year olds welcome

Jl7
Thursday, Sept. 17

BOW WOW WOW
w/special guests Wall of Voodoo
Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937

OPEN SMOKER
Interested in building a new

Fraternity?
All interested univeristy men
are invited to attend:
Tues. 8:30-10PMRm 801 CC
Wed. 7:30-10 PM Rm 801 CC

Thurs. 8:30-11:30 PM
395 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
Refreshments will be served

For more info call
253-9987 or 549-5831

PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION TumArmmm ,''

Arts

Division

Music, Theater, Dance Instruction
Old Chapel 545-0519

Walk-In Registration - September 9-17
Opening Concerts - September 13-15

Calendar of Fall 1981 recitals^vailable by requesting "Music from UMass"

IMMMVm
•^^^ Industrial Technowave Concert

First Organizational Meeting Thurs. Sept 17room 102 Campus Center at 7 pml All women
welcome!

Friday, September 18 9 p.m.

y$W \ \ \
Bowker Auditorium

FREE TICKETS
A limited number of FREE tickets

will be given away on WMUA's Drive to 1990's
Listen tonight 7 p.m. - 2 a.m.

HEWLETT
PACKARD

fpms OF THE
LOST ARK

1W Mon Thuf at (5:<6 <S «1 76) 8 15

NightschobI

R Mon Thmat I6 30@$i 75)8 15

WILIIAM HCXDtN

(HAW £DWAW>S

Moo Thur at (5 45 f» »1 75) 8 15

nrnc.ou,.,., iiiai . :<'i ;i<
IWJ.—ScLl^)_% IT'S BACK! ITS BIGGER)

••T^* irS BETTER) And II •.

COMHTATIOII
Special Engagement

Adults $3 25
JL-J*°;i-I!^'.»"6 'S @ *1 75)8 30

AIANARKIN CAROLBUmETT

Mon Thur at (6 15® »1 75) 8 15

FIRSTIMONOAr
INOCTOBCR
, Mon Thur at 16 00 @»1 75)8 15

Mon Thuf af(6 00 © $1 75)8:M

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

^^he University Stare

i

Our
Low
Price

134.00 ,„
List Price j^E ALL NEW HP-34C.
150.00 I he new HF-34C Advanced Continuous

Memory Scientific PrograrnnKible ofle's an
impressive arraxof progranmimg features: up
to 370 programmable keystrokes; label,

line and indirect branching; 6 subroutine
levels; indirect data storage; insert/delete
editing; 4 flags; 12 labels; 2 user definable
keys; l(X)p control and more!

2 EXCITING NEW FUNCTIONS!
New "Solve" key. The HP-34C can search

for and find the roots of an equation with
keystroke simplicit\. No more trial and error.
Or waiting for computer access.

New "Integrate" key. Makes finding the
definite integral of a function pushbutton
easy. Any function you can (*valuateon the cal-

culator by keystroke solution, you can
now integrate.

TOTAL DOCUMENTATION SUPPORT
The HP-34C comes with an Introductory

Booklet, an Owner's Handbook, and a

free Standard Application book containing 10

useful programs .Application books also
available m Math, Stat, Surveying and
Student Engineering.
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Under The Influence

Garry Trudeau
1 r
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St|i/\ESTEZ OFF TO ^3^^="

M. Joyce

Artists inU-resteti

in pdjiticai cartoon-

ing ana illustrating-

for tl"6 editoria.

pages o\ the Col-

leg ( an are invited to

submit samples ol

their work ro the

editorial depart-
ment.

HU^^T u3e TOD^<^ tLi-EH .KRKCV

AhD PitAN a^T DAKUt4&>

The Pure One

H14 0««lAAiTc«x HO

Soo^.DS uRtfiT' j^"": ^n:

D^t5 You aE-T pr.. rTri^fr

start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

Tap Jones

WEATHER

Rain today. Continued
cloudy tonight and tomor
row with chance of
showers tomorrow after-

noon. Lows tonight 40 to
50. Highs today and
tomorrf)v\ m ihe60s.

WMUA
^' a.m 10 a.m

Black ClasKJcal Music

BMC]'

10 a.m. • 2 p.m.

Mr. Ted Show
Ted Flickering

(New Wave and R & R)

2 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Lone Stranger

Eric Myers
(Musical Conglomeration)

5:30 - 6:00

Newswatch

6 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Drive to the 1990'8

7 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Marc Alberding

(new music,

progressive sounds)

10 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Drive to the 1990's

Andrew Woolf
(New and progressive

music)

There will be an open
house n)eeting for aiiyt-ne

interested in getting in-

volved at WMCA tonight
in CC room HO.').

TIE IT UP WITH FASHION LACES
For colorful carefree accents

* Located in our Clothing Dept.

the
>5^1^

^' <^

Wear them as ties, in your hair, in your shoes or
wherever the inspiration hits - they go almost anywhere"
With any variety of styles from rainbows to whales
hearts in assorted colors, alligators and much, muih

University StorE
Located in the Campus Center, Unrv of .Mass.

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Wednesday, September 16. 19si

CROSSWORD

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Preliminary plan
7 Fault symptom

13 Object
15 Safe space for

a ship

16 "String bean'

free

17 Warmly enjoy

18 Pt .qt.orlt)
,

for example
19 Unemployment

abater
21 Peminine

suffix

22 People movers
27 Strengtfien

29 Event "in the

old town"
33 Dormant
34 Conduct
35 Town In Central

African Republic
36 Opposite of vert

37 Impetuous ones
43 Profuse

46 Kind of ballot

47 Oispisyrd

unrestrained

revelry

48 Area of reduced
precipitation

caused by
mountains

IWI I ot Aa(«ln limn >.ii<i,ra

50 Place to live

Abbr
53 Jewish month
54 Siamang or

wou-wou
57 Tankers

mishap
60 More portly

63 Unnerves
64 Righthandmen
65 Bounce back
66 Term of

endearment

1

2

3

4

5

6

DOWN
Humane org.

Bone up
Bushmen's
relatives

Itenerary abbr
Brooks or Blanc
Hot type of

paving material
7 Small restaurant
8 MemtJer of a pack
9 Judge of Israel

10 Word with check
1

1

Burden of proof
12 Mems of Cong
14 Type of pipe

or spin
15 Get hot under

the collar

20 Boer assembly

23 "III You
jnMy Dreams'

24 Pantry Item
25 VVaytogo Abbr
26 ;R R stop

27iGreetingihal

means "love'

28 VIP in India

30' Having trouble
31 Marianne or

Thomas
32 Dropped a fly

38 Part of H R H
39 Alfonso's queen
40 Really excited
41 Contradicts
42 Meeting of Cong
43 Cqnceded
44 Rcjiieve

45 Old card game
49 Cbok s specialty
50 Winged
51 LeiMokoof

"Algiers
"

52 Campers' curfew
55 Prefix meaning

"all around"
56 Language in the

"Book of Kells"
58 Chiang

-shek

59 Totality

61 Bravo'

62 free

I i 3 4 S 6 1 ' 8 9 10 11
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16
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P

17

P
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WORK FOR FREE!!!!!

ANSWEjTO PHEVIOUS PUZZLE
ITG ToTf
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The Collegian will hold recruitment meetings for
people interested in gaining valuable experience in
newspaper reporting, management and production
btu(jents mterested in working in-

f

NEWS WOMEN'S
BLACK AFFAIRS SPORTS
PHOTO ARTS

can attend any one of the following meetings:

THURS.,"SEPTT 17. 7:30 p.m., rm. 903 Campus
Center ^

Wedjiesday, SEPTEMBER 30, 7:30 p.m.
I Room 803 Campus Center

I

These are volunteer positions. People interestedm volunteer work for the ADVERTISING depart-ment Should attend the SEPT. 17 meeting
If you are mterested in working for the CoUeaian

tact Rich Nagle at the Collegian Office, 1st floorCampus Center, or call 545-3500.

J

OLLE6IAN CLASSIFIE
Com. to Cofag«n Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

^^
i^ash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-ADisc Professionals are back for
Fall parties let's party! 546-7013 Randy

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 Fiat Strada excellent condition 35
mpg 665-4795 evenings

67 Galaxy Fall insp. runs good body eng
tires good 256-6214

1969 Buick Skylark Runs well. $350.
253-5276
1969 VW Fastback runs well, new paint,
no rust, $1195, Gary 527-5246

1974 Ford Maverick good condition $1200
or t>est offer call Maureen 546-5271

1972 Saab 95 Wagon good cond. very little

rust $600 or BO 586-1828

FOUND
Found tan & black & white puppy feamale
part shepard outside of Hampshire House
- days - 545-2224

Lost your
253-9269

sweater? Call & identity

HELP

Need room desperately I'm a neat
responsible easy going non smoking
female Please call 546-4969 leave message

Weight Training Program for women for
more info PO Box 318 Amherst

LOST

Beige three piece suit May 28 1981 5th
floor Washington Bob 546-8994

Lost without a wallet somewhere bet-
ween Southwest and Townhouse If

located please call Mike 546-5030

HELP WANTED

ROOM WANTED
Room wanted senior woman looking for
housing help! Leave message at 546-7098

ROOMMATE WANTED

MOTORCYCLES

BASS PLAYER

Looking for already formed or forming
band into ACDC Stones Sabbath Priest
call John 549-4898

ENTERTAINMENT

Level 21 is back and rocking. Do you
need good live music at your next party'
Call Adam 546-9226 or Ed 546-6047 info.

FOR RENT

Small compact refrigerator for rent.
Available at Spirit Haus Liquor Store 338
College Street, Route 9. Open until 1 1 :00
256-8433

Efficiency Apt furnished all utilities includ
ed 256-6426 $250 mo

FOR SALE

Queen size bed boxspring 1 year old
$60.00 665-7083

Refrigerator 5 cubic feet $110.00 excellent
condition 253 7967

2 vol. Scotts stamp album unused costs
$90 new now $40 cah Tom 546-6178

Dorm refrig. with freezer comparrmen
txcelienT conc^ Call 323-6438 after -j

Twin bed in qreat condition. $30.00 Cah

v^our»

ai 6^
e«.ceii«rK conditio' $35.0 ^

"Jakaniin*:. outtar »o' saie excellent condi
I'onjiso vv— cast v:al' Mikp 549-48""

F-ender Mustang Guitar verv good cond
tion S-igo b4^ 547^^

Uorm si?e retriage qooa conduior $&
cai 665 :«3

Rolimg Stones tickets To- bep' 7*^ "^ Phi
IV cali Will 256-663'^

Dorrr> siie Carpet exjelien: jondition B-
cal b49 2a4'

kpipnone C'assicai Guitar goor coml
excellent tone^9C' Nat 549-591

FLOWERS FLOWERSTflowers"

Governors Program Council has staff
positions available: Cable/Video Coor
dinator, Public Relations, and program
assistants (work -study). Applications and
job descriptions available in 409 Student
Union Deadline Sept. 17 An equal oppor-
tunity employer .

College Pizza on Fearing St near
Southwest Area needs people with cars to
deliver pizzas to the UMass Dorms. Hourly
pay plus tips plus gas allowance. Only
those with cars need apply at College Pizza.

The Southwest Assembly is now accep
ting applications for the position of Office
Manager. Applicants should be Southwest
students possising some knowledge of
audio-visual equipment, excellent pro-
ofreading, editing, research and manage-
ment skills are also required. Past involve-
ment in Student Government organizations
and knowledge of UMass hierarchy helpful.
Applications are now available in the
Assembly Office Hampden Commons
Work-study positions available Hamp-
den Craft Shop, Southwest Hours Mon-
Thur 6-10

Earthfoods is hiring applications & info
will be avble at the Commonwealth Room
& the Earthfoods kitchen In the Student
Union starting Monday 9/14

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Earthtoods is hiring We are a student run
restaurant coliectivR servinq vegetarian lun-

cnes at UMass it vou are willina to invest 10
nrs wn anc- ;;T^m: vjursel* lo; •' "iir,

oieas' 3DD'> tnn wiric anr < i^eigr

stuaenti are encou'agec. to appi\

Child care needeo dv rwc working
Tiotne'-'; Mor- Wed Fr- 1 -5 two toddlers and '

one infant aporox $14 per aa\ non-smoKef
|

no "^V experience reguiryo mn'mnqs '

?56>47f, 0^ evenings 54ci-639f

Looking for extra cash^ Wq'k voo- uwr i

hou'5. Dickirici sQiiasr Starting Sep" '^7 b 18
withi' waiKinc distance tron UMass cal

549-0(^1 b betweer <-> b 9 PM

1980 Suzuki G.S. 560L
1500$ or BO 665-2882

perfect cond.

1978 Yamaha XS 750-E Kerker exhaust
Coninental tires 18,000 miles $1800 00
256-0363

Female roommate to share 1 bedroom
apt in Southwood call 256-6160 Susan
To share room in boarding house one
half block from campus kitchen and laundn-
facilities avail $600 per semester 546-6016

Female, easygoing, neat to share apt. in
Brittany Manor. Non-smoker preferred. Call
253-5713

SERVICES

PERSONALS

Fall Sem. Practicum Work 14 after
noons per/wk in after school day care K-6
on campus. Hrs. available: M, T, Th F
2:45-5:45, W 1:00-5:45. Wkly staff mtgs.
12:45 2:00. Earn 3-6 credits based on days
worked. For more info call Nancy Ross
549-6170.

Looking for an unusual gift? Spirit Haus
has many moderately priced wines, liquors
and beers for all occasions

.

HAMPDEN THEATER CREW get in

touch with Wade as soon as possible
546-9675

Are you thinking about joining a frater-
nity? Find out what fraternities are all

about at an orientation on Sunday,
September 20, 1981 at 3 PM in the Student
Union Ballroom. The presentation will in-

clude a slideshow, a speaker and the oppor-
tunity to meet and talk with representatives
from the 14 UMass fraternities. Check it

out. You have so much to gain and so little

to losei

Motarboard Honor Society mtp
Thurs 9 17 at 5:30 in TOC see vou ther

MOVING? LOCAL MOVING SERVICE
VERY REASONABLE NO JOB TOO
SMALL 549^1i272

Free-lance Typing writing help, small of-
fice organizing. Faculty and student work
welcome. Top skills, reasonable rates
Amherst 549 0518 8 am to 9 pm
Z-Trucking light hauling, furniture mov-
ing, trash removal, reasonable rates free
estimates. Just call and I'll haul Steve
Zavoritis 256-6815

TUTORING in English, Writing, and
Study Skills. 9 years teaching experience.
546-9981

SORORITY RUSH
Discover the UMass Sorority System -It
could be the best move you've ever made
Panhellenic Formal Rush Sept 21 -Oct. 1

STICK IT IN YOUR EAR

OP

Highest Pnces Paid tor class rings, gold
and silver lewelry coins ana stamps Danie'
Smitt' ?* North Pleasant St Amnerst
N/tnnaav iJanl^-1a^' 10 am-b nm License^ ov
r "• I riw ci "Amnerst memoe' ot Cnafiof

)Ti.iir" 2bo-J7l''

Advance Sing Lany people f'om laS' vfed

interested ir. oractice grouc cal. Noei f)-502!i

Stick It in your ear at Silverscape
Designs. Custom, single and multiple ea^

^D^n,l ,'" !^®"^y ^*y'«s °^ sterile studsbKtCIAL 14k gold bracelets $9 9e-
Silverscape Designs, the Yellow Houst
264 N Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

THINKING FRATERNITY?

All are welcome to attend a no-obligati
orientation on tratermties and lite in
vireen svstem to hf hem - n Sundav at 3 t,

<^ Tne otuopn- mon ' Iroc^ I* vou ar^
^> '"'Presret -nee* >t ou, in- nav-
nucr n-; gan and so .ittle to lose

PSvCHOTHERAPv

Individual, couples tamilv therapv -e*

Daseo Of ability r< pas Nor- stuoe'^'
Clientele aiso acceotea f^sychoiogica ->

vicps Center 54E'-004

WANTED

RIDE WANTED

Oh how beautiful the roses, carnations
and tri«- otnp- traprant romantic selections
that are available at thf '^amous Center
Fionst Stanci near tnn Coftee Sim

INSTRUCTIO^

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop Fal'

class torming 28 nours ot instruction m
ciudmq classroom theory & shop. Limited

enrollment 253-796"

For tutoring in Math. Chemistry or

Physics, by Ph.D. call 584-5763 atte-- 6:00

Ride needed to UVM Fnoav b lb cal
Joan 549 6967 Keec trymy

ROOMS FOR RENT

Spaces available in fraternity located '

mile from campus 14 Elm Street $480 per
semester Ston bv or call 549-35tx^

baoysitters tai semoste' various timei
aavh ^ ome tr Chm- Carp Office 2'"

berksnire Moust' nenveen9and2 'V^o^-I:
- ^TiOd'

Ride to North Snore ara« wanted ir
.'RQula' nas's cal joe .''53 9C'2'

Pretenders at Boston: \ need .5 or 1 i.^x..

W'il .lay^hign uric;e Bob 586-8311

Musicians want(> to form kicK ass Dan
Knowie .ge riew dnc, oic wave;
necessary cal' Dave ..le Rave 546-6259

Armstrong Bromer* Band needs an\
secure, lignteo room for storage and prac-
tice. Call Jim at 253-5943
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Bruce Ue's Best!

''Return tIie DRAqoN''

WEdNEsdAy - Sept. 1

6

CCA 7, 9, n
SI.00

Wednesday, September 16, 1981

Wednesday

JimPlunkett

PUB MUG MIGHT
25* Beers-Pub Mugs

•Oldies*Trivia Coatests

9 tin

Become a part of the five
college Arts scene.

The following positions are now
available at the Massachusetts Daily
CoUegian:

ASSOCIATE ARTS EDITOR: Layout
skills are a plus. Paid position.

DEPARTMENT EDITORS: Dance,
Film, GaUeries, Theatre, Music and
Book editors are needed. Unpaid but
rewEu-ding positions.

See Ron Miller at the Arts desk for
details and appUcations.

Wednesday, September 16, 1981

\i\

* Sound Advice
'iL'glan 15

' isn't all it once

^nr- L .^r ""l
^'"* ^^'^ter Cult at theSpringfield Civic Center. September 13.

Continued from page 6

Ultravox. But. as the album progressed,any hope for a
similarity disappeared. Landscape employs the standard
electronic perco beat combined with the standard disco
drone. Gary Numan meets the BeeGees. None of the
creative intensity inherent in the early Euro-disco bands is
apparent.

Hellholes is a cecording of a bunch of semi intelligent
technicians playing with their toys. With songs like "Eins-

^ tem a Go-go" and "Norman Bates." Landscape shows us
they are having fun. There's even a prank phone call to the
White House at the beginning of a track. However, the
music never gets beyond a superficial level. They'll be
playmg this stuff in discos in 1983.

Blue Oyster Cult
~ DANAR GENTES

Fire ofUnknoum Origin (Columbia)

"Tonite! 8:00! The hockey rink! Get ready for death! The
most ahk-sallent show of your life! Aerosmith! AC/DC
Van Halen! Styx! Kansas! And, of course, Bloooo Oyster-
rrrCuuuuullUlt!!!!"

Radio commercials like that one come to mind whenever
Blue Oyster Cult is mentioned. But Buck Dharma and the

Jtn, is an unex-

uccessfully in-

•cord without

one. This new
hlic and those

jeing marketed

Read
the

Collegian

How would you like to
win $100.00 worth of
merchandise?
Enter the Science Fiction/Phantasy poster
contest. 'Details available in the store
Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

University Store

g£ZL

^ 322 CotltgTsT^S^ljtmBBnB^^Sa-^^

00

o>

This coupon good for

40c OFF
regular size shake

at

BASKIIM BOBBINS
28 Main St. Amherst

|HmiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiMiimiimitimmiiimiiiiiiiiiiiitiHiiiiiiuiHiiiHiiiiiiHiiiiiuHiiiiiiiH^
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SENATORS
Mandatory

Senate Meeting
Tonight

Wednesday, Sept. 16, 1981
at 7 PM in Rm 163 Campus Center
GENERAL PUBLIC WELCOME

Student Senate 420 Student Union
545-0341

i

!
i

Pi Kappa Alpha is composed of men who pride themselves
on their achievements performed at UMass. PIKES EXCEL in
many activities such as Greek Area Government. Student
Credit Union, Varsity Athletics, Student Government, and The
Collegian, as well as capturing the Greek Area Intramural
Crown. These activities are basically the backbone of the col-
lege system and to the ones who participate there are rewards
and a great deal of pride and satisfaction. TTKA is a SOCIAL
GREEK FRATERNITY, a place to learn and also a place to meet
people from different areas. These people will turn out to be
your closest collge buddies-not only friends for the four years
of college, but friends for years to come.

Being a part of Pi Kappa Alpha doesn't just mean going to
college to learn, but to enjoy, also.

Pi Kappa Alpha
Rush Parties

Thursday Sept. 17 9:00 PM
Monday Sept. 21 9:00 PM
Tuesday Sept. 22 9:00 PM
Thursday Sept. 24 9:00 PM

PRESENTS

An Exclusive Solo Appearance

JORMA KAUKONEN
Fomerly with Hot Tuno Jefferson Airplone

OCTOBER 29, 1981

7:30 PM
Student Union Ballroom

UMass Students $6.50 General Public $7.50

ON SALE SEPT.ISth
Tickets may be purchased at: Ticketron. URU, Tix, For the
Record (Faces) Amherst, Platterpus Records, NorthamptonMam St. Records, Northampton
Tickets $1.00 more at the door and please, no food, drink or
smoke!

IIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIHIINHIillllll||||||||||||||||H|||||||||H||||||||||||||||||||||i|||||||||„,„|,mnRII

WE ABE PIKE

We are. • •

i

• the fraternity that does not haze
• the house that raised $36,000

for Multiple Sclerosis
• II in Greek Area athletics - 1980

Pike - ive could be for you

I
ss
E
X
S

Come and Meet the Brothers

418 N. Pleasant Street
Amherst, Massachusetts

For More Information
545-2150

!iHiiHmiiiiwmiiiiiiiii«iiiiiittttiiimiai;::2;iiaii«M,,,uHijini,,^^

Rush Parties -

Thursday, Sept. 17 - 9:00 PM
Monday, Sept. 21 - 9:00 PM
Tuesday. Sept. 22 - 9:00 PM
Thursday, Sept. 24 - 9:00 PM

Free Refreshments

- Amhervt Center -
N. Plenvuit St '1

Nawmaii
Canter

SBA

ft
~M18
FIKE

I

J,
Pi Kappa Alpha!

For more info: 545 2150/545 0O47 f
^IINHIIinMHmiNIIIIINIHHHHMHHHHMIMIIMIIMMHIimiNI^

boys realize that the heavy metal si

was.

Their new album. Fire of Unknou
pected breath of fresh air. The Cult
corporated a lot of new ideas into
sacrificing their claim to the heavy mt
record should appeal to both the gent
di.senchanted with the load of bollocks u
as new wave.

"Joan Crawford" and "Burning for You" are twn hits
which easily bridge the gap between heavy metal and new
wave. Both are danceable. hummable. and likeable. Both
are wel structured songs that don't rely on cheap guitar
tricks (hke Van Halen does, for example). And the
telephone in "Joan Crawford" sounds so real that I still run
to answer it.

The BOC members have endured the heavy metal days
the lasar concert days, the days when all five played guitar
at one on stage (Do they still do that?), and are now ready
to give the 1981 crowds what they want. BOC now relies
more on vocal and songwriting talent than crush kUl
destroy guitar. They are using their instruments more
wisely.

If you are one of the many BOC fans who are dissatisfied
with their recent works, give them one more chance. Fire
of Unknown Origin shows a band that's back with a
vengance.

JOHN BROBST

* THINK FRATERNITY {
~

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Find Out What
Fraternities Are All About

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Are you Interested in Joining o Froternltx? All university
men ore invited to attend on orlentotion on Fraternities
ond Life In tlie 6reek System to be held on September 20,
1961, in tlie Student Union Ooliroom.

• Tl»e progrom will include o fomous 6reeK speaker, o slide
'''

^ show feoturing highlights of Greek living, and the oppor- ¥
•J

tunity to meet ond talk with representotives from the 14 ¥
it Fraternities at UMoss. ¥
J Check it out; you hove so much to gain t
¥ ond so little to lose. %
% SUNDAY OPMotSUD {
* sponsored by the Interfroternity Council *

iiiiinnimiiiiiuiiiit^

See your Jostens' Representative.

DATE Sept. 16, 17, & 18
»j

TIME 10:00 to 4:00

PLACE University Store $10. - deposit
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Men, women hooters look good for '81
Looking at the evidence, if this year's

University of Massatchusetts men's and
women's soccer teams perform up to their
potentials, their respective seasons should
prove rewarding, as each boasts of top-
notch components for championship teams.
The men's team, which has yet to lose

after three tries, including a first-place tie
in the Sumner Joyce Invitational Tourna-
ment in Keene, N.H., last weekend and a
1-1 deadlock with a select group of players
from London in an exhibition game played
yesterday at Boyden. is looking forward to
rebounding from a disappointing- (4-11)
season last year.

According to head coach Russ Kidd. this
year's team relies on balance and depth as
well as a good mixture of veterans and
newcomers.

•'We've got people who can do the job at
ever>' position and we can substitute
freely." Kidd said.

Although this year's squad is young, with
six players up from the junior varsity
squad, they will get some goo<i guidance
from co-captains Tony M. Dias, who led the
team in scoring last year, and fullback
Chris New.

Veteran goalie Brett Olsher and
sweeperback David Harington will lead the
defense, while rookie Nick Marciano and
Massachusetts Bay Community College
transfer Mike Gibbons will join sophomores
Mike Runeare, freshman Mike Rudd and
senior Vince Foti in directing the
Minuteman attack.

It was Rudd who scored the lone UMass
tally, with the assist coming from Kevin
Flynn in yesterday's scrimmage match.
The Londoners tied it up in the second half

"It would've been 3-1 or 4-1, but I didn't

want to risk injuring players so early in the
season," said Kidd. "We are going to be
playing Bridgeport (College) and Southern
Connecticut (State College) this weekend,
so 1 played my first group in the first half,
then let my second group play in the second
half."

ing and head coach Kalekeni Banda and his
squad are looking to top last season's 11-2
regular season record.

With nine of last year's eleven starters
returning, Banda said a championship
season is a realistic possibility provided the
Minutewomen play up to their potential.

k«r;thTh'i^r"
«»%»«•-»"» '''"'.r Maddie M.„gi„i (fronrraUe";

(left) looks on.
^^ '" "'"'*"''"' *''"* '«"»"""« Kath, Hourihan

As it turned out, we had a decent crowd,
despite the rain, and it was a good show,"'
Kidd said.

The women's season looks just as promis-

Accordmg to Banda, this year's team is
faster and has a stronger bench than last
year, which relied mainly on a defense-
onented attack. This year, the team will

stress speed and more movement up front.
"The Minutewomen have played one

scrimmage so far, a game last weekend
against Berkshire Community College.

"The game was just to see what we're
doing with the ball," said Banda, "to see if
we can maintain position of the ball."

We scored ten goals, eight of which I

would say were 'good' - not the garbage
ball or a slip by the goalie," Banda said.
"We still need a lot of ballwork, and our
goal is still the same - to play one game at
a time, not to look at the next game."
In addition to All-American Maddie

Mangini and All-Eastern Nina Holstrom,
the Minutewomen also possess a talented
midfield led by Stacy Filones, Deanna
Denault and Mary Crowley. Juniors Debbie
Pickett and Deborah Fine are also back to
help out the UMass midfield.

The kickers' attack includes senior
Margie Anderson, juniors Natalie Prosser
and Sandy Fletcher as well as sophomores
Polly Kaplan and Jane Lojek.

Roxann Donatini will be the netminder
for the Minutewomen.

Amherst College will be here for a scrim-
mage against the Minutewomen today on
the lower NOPE fields at 4 p.m.
Massachusetts opens its season with two
games this weekend, also at home - '

Plymouth State College on Saturday at
1:30 p.m., and George Washington Univer-
sity at 1 p.m. Sunday.

The Minutemen travel to the University
of Bridgeport for a game under the lights
Thursday beginning at 7 p.m.

(Collegian staffmembers Maurem Sullivan
and Mary Szetela contrihuted to this
report.)

Zoo Disc opens
Veterans, new recruits abound

Saturday
ByJOELZUCKERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Zoo Disc, the University of Massachusetts men'sU .mate team, will begin its season this weekend at amultt team tournament in Boston.
Zoo Disc, officially formed in the spring of 1979 has

«hu, f ^ N«'-^''.«ast smce 1980, but has never beenab e to fully realize its potential in the playoffs
Long time Zoo Disc figure Peter Holschuh feels that

this season will be different.

season ThT
'"^ ^^"^ generated more enthusiasm thisseason than in any previous one," Holschuh said "Ourmental d.sciphne is improving, and combined with ourreturnmg talent, we should improve our regional rank

Zoo Disc is currently ranked seventh oat of the Nor-

.nn f'.J
^^""^ ^"^ '°"'*^ ^'•^^t'y ''"P'-«ve its posi-

tion If
.

theu- newly acquired Ulent and their returning
players blend well together.

**

Tii^^'p '''**''"'f""^r,
'^"^^' "«'s<^huh. Tom Baylock.

Prh^r^ 5^" Boardman. John Dubinsky, Larr^

,

Pntika. John Knusely and Barney. wUI be joined byformer captain Joel Zuckerman. who comes off anmternship with the nationally ranked New York
Heifers, and former captain Larry Denaro. who spent

much of the spring and summer playing with various
California teams.

In addition, veterans Eric Kehoe and Jake Foley are
coming back after absentee semesters. Also, Zoo Disc
has landed one of the most highly regarded high
school ultimate players in the country. 6'2" Jeremy
Seeger, former captain of the Bronx (N.Y.) Science
High School team.

This season's tri-captains, Baylock, Riviere and
Zuckerman have instituted a zone defense to compli-
ment the tenacious man to-man "D," and optimism
for the future continues to run high.

Regimented practice sessions with drills, sprints
and in depth strategy sessions prepare the Zoo Disc
team for the eight week grind which begins this
weekend.
Travel plans include weekends in New York, Ithica,

New Jersey and WUliamstown, Ma, site of the famous
Purple Valley Classic.

In addition, the Ultimate team will be hosting three
major events; two consecutive playoff weekends, the
Western New England sectionals. Northeast regionals.
and on Oct. 11-12. Zoo Disc's second annual Ultimate
Affair.

The Ultimate Affair is the largest tournament ever
held in the history of the sport and this year's field in
eludes a mammoth 44 team entries.

Sports notices
1 he UMass Sport Parachute Club will be making a

demonstration jump into the mall between SBA and
Whitmore Administration building at noon today
Ramdate is Thursday, Sept. 17

All candidates for the women's Ultimate team,
ZULU, should meet afternoons at3:3(rat the lower
Southwest fields or call 253-7310 for information

slots are still open for men's, women's and co-recteams. Entry fo.ms are available in the Intramur^
Utfice, Boyden rm. 215.

'

Intramural officials are needed. These are paid
positions and anyone interested or with officiating
experience should attend a meeting on Sept. 17 or
Sept. 21 at 7 p.m. in Boyden rm. 249

... <oll«'|fi»n photo by Vince DeWitt
Minutemen forward, freshman Mike Rudd

(14) shown here dribbling in yesterday's ex-
iibition match at lower Boyden field against
an all-select team from London, England.
Rudd scored the only Massachusetts goal in
the 1-1 tie with the Londoners. The Minutemen
Iravel to Bridgeport, Connecticut tomorrow
Might for a regular season game against
Bridgeport State College under the lights star-
ting at 7 p.m.

Pnf J J,- *
'"^'^"lural tennis entries are due today Droooff^ntry deadline for intramural touch football has ^^^^ ^rnis in the Intramural Office Bovden rmgen extended to noon, Friday. Sept. 18. Good time ^15. '

^^^^^^^ ""

Applications are now being accepted for
the position of Assistant Sports Editor.
There are two jobs available and both are
paid positions. Anyone interested is en-
couraged to apply and should check at the
sports desk in the Collegian newsroom for
applications and details.

[
MASSACHUSETTS DAILY
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Loan
become

Going up!!
See Additional Photos on Page 3

Collrrian Photo by Scott Rarfc*

By CARLA R. LESH
Collegian Staff

Students planning to apply for the
Higher Education Loan Plan (HELP) loans
are advised to send in their applications by
Sept. 30 as the application format and re-
quirements for loans will change as of Oct.
1, said Arthur Jackson, associate director
of the Financial Aid Office.

Students whose combined parental and
student income is over $30,000 will have to
prove their financial need before having
their loans awarded, Jackson said. Under
the present requirements, financial need
does not have to be proven for a HELP
loan to be approved.
Students in the over $30,000 catagory

will be required to take a need analysis test
before the loan can be awarded, Jackson
said.

Those students whose parental and stu-
dent mcomes are under $30,000 will be
awarded the loans as usual although they
will also have to fill out the new forms after
Oct. 1. These forms will be available at the
University and local banks.
Other changes under the new system,

which is part of President Ronald Reagan's
tax-cutting plan include:

—The maximum undergraduate loan
available for both dependent ami indepen-
dent students will be $2,500 as opposed to
the present plan where the maximum

allowable loan for independent students
was $3,000 and $2,500 for dependent
students. The new maximum allowable
loan for all graduate students is $5,000,
Jackson said.

-The interest rate of the Parents Loan
Program will rise from the current 9 per-
cent to 14 percent.

-The National Direct Student Loan in-

terest rate will increase from 4 percent to 5
percent.

These are cost cutting measures to pro-
mote savings in the HELP loan program,
Jackson said. The number of loans award-
ed have increased 300 percent in the past 3
years, he added.

Instituting these new measures will
enable the parents to give their fair share
toward the students education before the
government does, Jackson said.

Jackson stressed that even if the combin-
ed adjusted gross income is over $30,000,
loans may still be awarded, but the need
analysis test must be taken.

He also warned students to be careful of
the amount of loan money they take out.
"Beware of indebtedness; the govern-

ment and universities are cracking down
on defaulted loans by taking students to

'

court and garnishing paychecks," Jackson
said.

"Don't take out a loan if you don't intend
to pay it back," he said.

By DAVE HOWES
Collegian Staff

A teach-in on United States policies toward" South
Mnca and the South African Rugby Team's current tour
of this country will be held at 7 p.m. tonight in the Campus
Center Auditorium at the University of Massachusetts.
"The reason for the meeting is to basically provide

education of the system and the U.S. policy to South
Africa," said Marea J. Wexler, acting director of the anti-
racism program for the UMass Student Center for Educa-
tional Research and Advocacy. "We are hoping that peo-
ple will make an informed decision on the basis of the in-
formation and decide what they think is right," she said.

Student Senate votes to

support class boycott

Wexler said she is hoping that people will join in the
demonstration planned for Tuesday in Albany, New York
to protest the presence of the South African Rugby Team'
which IS on tour in the U.S. The program will include
speakers, such as Dennis Brutus, a professor of English at
Amherst College who was exiled from South Africa, and
Mike Thelwell of the UMass Afro-American department
and author of "The Harder They Come".
"South Africa is trying to gain credibility for their racist

system by using the tour," said Wexler. "There is only one
black player on the team and he is of mixed race from the
category of colored."

South Africa has specific racial categories she said.
"It is important to attend, to hear what is going on," she

Africa
said. "This is so you can make an informed decision."
"We are planning a trip to Albany to participate in a ral-

ly that IS a national campaign," Wexler said. "There is a
large turn out expected."
"This teaching is one of a number of activities dealing

with information and support worit in Africa," she added.
Other conferences planned for the fall are the Anti-
Apartheid Strategy Conference on October 3rd, and the
Conference in Solidarity with the Liberation Struggles of
the Southern Africa scheduled for October 9th thru 11th,
which is part of the United Nations special committee on
South Africa.

More information on these events is available from the
SCERA office in the Student Union Building.

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate
voted last night to support the state-wide
boycott of classes in state colleges and
universities on Monday. The purpose o." the
boycott is to defend higher education u.
Massachusetts.

"Higher education is being gutted and
devastated in Massachusetts," Student
Government Association co-President
Larry Kocot said. "UMass-Amherst got a 5
percent cut in budget as opposed to 16 per-
cent elsewhere, but if we sit back and let it

happen, it will affect our younger brothers
and sisters."

"I'm hoping people will go to Boston to
attend the rally and lobby. If they can't go,
they can call Boston and tell their
legislators how they feel. Anyone who
wants to can use the phones in the senate
and presidents' offices," Kocot said.
Kocot acknowledged it might be difficult

for UMass students to participate in the
boycott since Tuesday is the last day
students may add or drop classes.

Kocot asked the senators to advise their
constituants that the senate will be allowed
to increase student fees for the next fiscal
year which begins next July. The Student
Activities Tax Fee (SATF), which funds
the SGA, was hiked $72 to.$84 a year in
1979.

It was proposed that senators consider
voting to have a referendum on the next
election ballot.

"Believe it or not, last time this came up
the students voted for an increase almost
overwhelmingly."
The senate voted to table a motion en-

dorsed by Speaker Edward Lee to request
that Chancellor Henry Koffler fund the en-
tire Anti-racism Lecture Workshop Series.
Koffier has promised $2,500 to the new
program, which is designed to bring
various speakers to UMass, Lee said.

Lee said the SGA already makes exten-
sive contributions to anti-racism programs
through SCERA, and by funding third
world organizations through student fees
and should not have to pay for the series.

Lee estimated the total cost of the series to

Contimied on page 8

STROLLING—Jose Chavez, a freshman business major'and LizTurner
a sophomore english/education major, stroll by Herter Hall.
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World and national news
Protesters blockade power plant

SAN LUIS OBISPO. Calif. (AP) - Arrests rose to 663 at
the Diablo Canyon atomic power plant yesterday, as
baton wielding patrolmen broke up a blockade at the gate
after more than 1.000 protesters again besieged the site
and turned back busloads of workers.
But despite two days of confrontation, the largely sym

bolic protest had little effect on the $2.3 billion Pacific Gas
and Electric Co. plant, which has not begun operations
pending a Nuclear Regulatory Commission meeting Mon
day.

The protesters- who are being arrested either for
tre.spass or failure to di.sperse— claim that nuclear power
in general is unsafe and that the plant in particular is

dangerous because it is near an offshore earthquake fault.
About 1 p.m.. blue-helmeted California Highway Patrol

officers cleared out a group of demonstrators at the gate.
about seven miles from the reactor itself. Those inside the

fence were arrested, and those outside, including
reporters, were pushed aside so buses carrying workers
could enter.

That incident followed a sea chase with the Coast Guard
and a tense six hour morning confrontation at the gate
during which a "human chain" of demonstrators blocked
the road into the plant—and a lone woman sat down under
the front of the lead bus and was nearly run over. She was
not hurt.

San Luis Obispo County Sheriff George Whiting said his
priority for the remainder of the confrontation would be to
keep the front gate to the plant clear, while protesters
who, sneak over the perimeter fence of the 735-acres plant
property are arrested as they trek across the back coun-
try. Cole said the nearest any protester got to the plant
was a quarter mile.

After about 65 people—includng a newspaper
photographer— were rounded up in a midday sweep, aline
of police officers was stationed across the front of the gate.
"There are only about 35 people left out there, aside from
newsmen," said sheriffs Sgt. Leon Cole.

Meanwhile, the district attorney's office filed hundreds of
complaints in San Luis Obispo Municipal Court yesterday
and prepared to arraign at least 200 protesters Thursday
in the Veteran's Auditorium, which has served in the past
for such mass proceedings.

Of the 563 arrested Tuesday, the first day of the assult.
only six adults had been released by yesterday afternoon
on their own recognizance under a court order requiring
them to promise they would not go back to the plant site,

said Cole. He said three juveniles had been released and all

the other adults either refused to pay bail or accept release
on recognizance, or hadn't been processed yet.

Time bombs defused at U.S. Air Base
FRANKf^URT. West Germany (AP) - Two timebombs

planted by terrorists were found and defused yesterday
outside Rhein Main Air Base, a main transit point for the
240.000 American troops in Europe. Meanwhile. West
Germany's most feared terrorists took responsibility for
trying to kill the U.S. Army's European commander.

The planting of the explosives was the fifth incident aim
ed at Americans in West Germany in three weeks, and was
presumed to be part of the terrorist Red Army Faction's
self proclaimed war "against the American military
machine."

In the latest episode. American soldiers found two fire
extinguishers containing explosives and equipped with
timers on a railroad freight spur less than half a mile from
Rhein Main.

Each of the devices weighed 13 pounds. Police said the
type of explosive had not been determined, and declined to
-say when the bombs were set to go off.

Police disarmed the bombs without injury, but area rail
and highway traffic was bJockfH for .nhmit h.ilf nn hour.

The railroad carries supplies to the base, which is

especially busy because of the annual autumn NATO
maneuvers.

Meanwhile, a Frankfurt newspaper received a letter
signed by the Red Army Faction claiming its members at
tacked Gen. Frederick J. Kroesen. the Army commander
in Europe. He and his wife Rowene were slightly injured
by glass slivers Tuesday when a Soviet made grenade hit

^
nylon ribbon
watch straps

^

Solids and Stripes for all seasons
and moods. Available for both
men and women in two widths
(3/8"and5/8").$2-$4.00.

i^uusr nf Blalah. fnr.

^^rndrrgf ^fl.jss.Kltusfil?

the general's car as he was being driven to work in
Heidelberg.

The letter was postmarked in Aschaffenburg, base of a
U.S. infantry brigade, and sent to the Frankfurter Rund-
schau newspaper.

It declared an urban guerrilla war on "the centers, the
bases and the strategy of the American military machine."

The letter said the Red Army Faction, also known as the
Baader Meinhof Gang, sought to disable "the global im
perialist apparatus," in order to pave the way for "a new
breakthrough" by revolutionaries in the Third World.

The government denounced the attack and vowed to
protect Americans.
Kroesen appeared at a news conference with Lothar

Spaeth, premier of the state of BadenWuerttemberg

AP I^serphoto

NO STONES ROLLING TO BOSTON—No agree-
ment has been reached for a possible Rolling
Stones concert slated for Boston this weekend.
Here, Mick Jagger performs during the group's
unadvertised appearance Monday night at Sir
Morgan's Cove in Worcester.

where the U.S. Army headquarters is located.

On Aug. 31, the terrorists planted bombs at the U.S. Air
Force's European headquarters at Ramstein, injuring 18
Americans and two Germans. Several cars belonging to

U.S. personnel were set afire in Wiesbaden the next day.

Last Sunday, shortly before the arrival of Secretary of
State Alexander M. Haig Jr., firebombs were thrown at
the home of the U.S. consul in Frankfurt. Damage was
slight and no one was injured. Some 30,000 protesters
marched in West Berlin during Haig's visit, and after the
march, about 1,000 youths smashed shop windows, set
fires and battled with police within half a mile of where
Haig was being honored by local dignitaries.

The Red Army Faction was one of several anarchist and
leftist groups born in the student unrest of the 1960s.

Digest
By the AssociaU'd Press

Rolling Stones reject invitation

to perform open-air concert
BOSTON — Hours after rejecting a request to let the Roll-
ing Stones perform two weekend concerts at a downtown
theater. Mayor Kevin H. White invited the British rock
stars yesterday to give a free open-air concert this Sunday
afternoon.

The idea was quickly rejected by officials close to the
group, although city officials said they had not been of-
ficially informed that the proposed concert was off.
•'There will be no Rolling Stones concert in the fore-

seeable future," in Boston, the Stones' national publicist,
Paul Wasserman, said from Los Angeles when asked about
the mayor's offer.

Ruling party gives stem
warning to Polish Solidarity
WARSAW, Poland — The ruling Communist Party

Politburo, in its strongest attack yet on Solidarity, warned
yesterday of a possibility of bloodshed and declared it

would use all means necessary to prevent the independent
union from taking political power in Poland.
The party said Solidarity, at its first national congress

last week, had embarked on a course of "building an op-
position political organization which openly set itself the
goal of changing the political system of Poland."
The congress called for free elections, a national referen

dum on workers' reforms and sent a message of support to
free trade union organizers elsewhere in the East bloc.
The message of support brought a furious response from •

the Soviet Union and other East bloc news media, which
have repeatedly criticized the Polish government and the
country's year long series of labor and social reforms.

Doctor convicted of rape
faces additional complaints
WALTHAM, A Pakistani doctor convicted with two

other doctors in June of raping a Cambridge nurse
reportedly was named yesterday in complaints accusing
him of rape and intent to rape in cases involving two
women patients at Waltham Hospital.

State police are seeking the arrest of Dr. Arif Hussain,
30. according to reports in The Boston Globe and on
televison station WBZ.
The complaints were filed in Waltham District Court by

the State Police on behalf of Middlesex County District At-
torney John Droney.
Thomas R. Paxman. an attorney for Waltham Hospital,

told reporters authorities at the institution have been
"reviewing the performance " of Hussain since he and two
other doctors were accused of raping the nurse a year ago.

School of Nursing names new director
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By DIANE KADZIS
CoUegian Staff

After providing four years of active but
unofficial leadership to the Division of Nur
sing in the School of Health and Sciences,
Dr. Ruth Smith has gained the status of
that school's director.

Smith said she will first direct the depart
ment's priorities to the 1982 reopening of
the graduate level of the School of Nursing,
which was forced to close in 1976 due to an
overehrollment crisis and the likelihood of
the school's transfer to the Worcester cam-
pus.

'This has been a major goal of the division
of Nursing since 1976 when it was forced to

Newslines..,

close, omithsaid.
The move to reestablish a graduate level

of training for nurses is a response to com
munity needs as well as a recognition of the
increasing sophistication of the nursing
field in general, she said.

By voicing the importance of prepared and
qualified staff. Smith said hospitals, home
health agencies and nursing homes have
been instrumental in convincing the ad-
ministration of the benefits and bringing
the proposal closer to reality.

Smith's awareness of the technological ad
vancements presently occuring within nur-
sing and her sympathies towards emerging
and expanding roles are also helping to
define her broader function as director.
Smith said she will try to provide a com

mmffy

Boston hospital to benefit
from ROTC rappel-a-thon
MIembers of the University of Massachusetts ROTC who

had planned to bounce off the side of Herter HaU yesterday
have rescheduled the event for tomorrow due to rain
Called a rappell-a thon. the event is intended to raisemoney for the St. Jude Children's Hospital in Boston ac-

cording to Capt. Bruce Bachus.
Fifteen cadets wUl rappell down the 80 foot west waU of

the buildmg from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. The cadets will receivemoney from pledges for every rappell.

'Bookkeeping error' results

in UMass student arrest
Tuesday's arrest of University of MassachusetLs student
Gregory McCabe. 20. of Medfield. MA by University police
was a result of a "bookkeeping error" in the Newton
District Court.

McCabe was arresled at 8:07 Tuesday morning in his dor
mitory room on the 7th floor of John F. Kennedy tower
Police were serving two default warrants from the Newton
District Court issued in early August.
McCabe is being charged with three counts of assault and

battery on a police officer and one count of driving under
the influence of alcohol.

McCabe's probation officer. Jim Ferraro of Newton
District Court, said yesterday that the default warrants
were issued in relation to court fees for restitution and
court costs from McCabe. Ferraro said, however, that Mc
Cabe had paid the costs required of him to date and "

it ap
peared" that the warrants were issued as a result of a
bookkeeping error.

Ferraro said that every effort was made to return Mc
Cabe to UMass and said he wished the matter "cleared
up."

Ferraro also said charges against McCabe were still pen
ding ui court. He would not release any details on the
charges.

Beginning of safety seminar
marked by balloon lift off
The- lift off of four to eight hot air balloons from the south

side of Alumni Stadium at 7 a.m. Saturday will mark the
beginnmg of a balloon safety seminar at the University of
Massachusetts.

Private pilots and safety specialists will be featured at
the free four hour seminar which begins at 1 p m in
Dickinson Hall. AU are invited.

Further information can be obtained by callinir Tom
Carhart at 549-2660.

Women's group to offer support
on issues of sexual preference
By ORIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Correspondent

There is a group being formed for women wishing to
gain clanty on issues of sexual preference. The group will
meet on Tuesdays for ten weeks, beginning September 29
at 4 p.m. in Amherst.
The group will help women accept themselves, their

choices, and help others in transition make a choice that
leels natural and right.

The format will be active sharing and discussion. The
group will be run by Estelle Gorfine, a Feminist therapist
who has a masters in counseling and psychology
F^s will be on a sliding scale. For more information,

call Estelle Gorfine at 253-2822

prehensive campus that is necessary to
assure the full development of the
students.

The department itself is Uking on a new
character that reflects changing trends in
nursing. Smith said the student body is

becoming more d-versified as a result of
growing male involvement, which Smith
encourages, and people seeking changes in
their careers,

"We have a group of very different kinds
of students and this makes the program
^more exciting, Smith said.

Smith's term will be marked by her
overall optimistic attitude; "This is a time
to look forward— not back— to exciting op-
portunities of nursing programs. " she said.

Terri Mulryon (wearing hat), a
1970 UMass graduate and owner of
the Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co.,
supervises the balloon filling. At
left (wearing helmet), he injects
last minute helium.

The Student Center for Educational Research
& Advocacy (SCERA)

is accepting applications for Researchers/Organizers
for the following issues:

JlenoengsspZosie

• Academics
• Anti-Racism
• Rents & Fees
• Residential

• Resource Center
• Public Policy

• Support

• Computer Programer

Volunteers * Independent Study
work-study & non work-study paid/part time positions

Job descriptions and applications may be picked up at

SCF {A , Rcom 420 Student Union Building or call 545-0341

'r further information. Deadline September 22.

i.^l'ERA is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

^OOOOOOOM

Nortnampton, Mass,
PACKARD'S 4k THE ACADEMY OF MUSIC

PRESENT
I

ON STAGE. MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 21 AT 8 P.M.

THE BATTUE OF THE BIG BAMOS
FEATVaiNG

WIDESPREAD JAZZ ORCHESTRA
FORMERLY WIDESPREAD

a DEPRESSION
& THE VALLEY BIG BAND

DaaciBfl Oa Tkm Graad Slaf« aad A Free
ChaaipafB« h Wia« Bar la Palaalii Park

Uadar Taata Oariaf latanaiaaioa
Dress: Your B«st Bib ar>d Tucker

Tickets: 10.00 in advance — 12.00 at door
Tickets On Sale at Academy Box Office &
At Packard's — Information 584-5957

PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT THE

I

Academy of music stage ughting fund
— The Event Of The Fall Season —

kH>Mhd!gay»U]
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* or REO Speedwagon, Styx. Beethoven. Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers
AC/ DC. Joe Walsh.Vivaldi. Grace Jones. Santana.Quincy Jones. etc.. etc.. etc'

Tech Hifi has everything you need
to enjoy music while cramming,
partying, or just plain relaxing. We've
got the latest and best in

TDC 1500 stereo receiver, TDC 2

A

speakers. B*I*C 150X multiplay turntable,
Shure cartridge $239

Technics SA-2G3 20 w/ch receiver.
EPI 70C speakers, B*I*C 150X
multiplay turntable. Shure
cartridge $339

Kenwood KR-725 43 w/ch
receiver. Ohm L 3-way
speakers, Sony PSL-X2
direct-dnve turntable,

Audio-Technica AT-100E
cartridge $799

Stereo systems, portables, and
personal stereo. And they're all on
sale this week - at prices that will

please student budgets!

CXir $459 sale system gives you remarkably deep
bass and high volume. It features Philips 2930
computer-vented speakers. They're driven by a

Hitachi SR-2000 receiver with 25 watts per channel
(8 ohms. 40-20kHz.. @ 0.3% THD). For

your records, you get a brand-new
Technics B-205 turntable with an
Audio-Technica 100E cartridge.

«459
HITACHI

Philips Tbchnics

audio technica

Power ratings into 8 ohms. 20-20kHz

,

unless otherwise specified.

PORTABLES ON SALE ?

With a high-performance portable cassette recorder from Tech Hifi
(like the fine-sounding Aiwa TPR-926 pictured), you can enjoy
good sound in your dorm room, in a bus, on the beach - wherever
you go' Choose from Sony, Panasonic. Crown of Japan. Aiwa,

JVC, and more - all at low low Bach* to School
..S, Sale prices!

AIWA

PERSONAL
STEREO ON SALE

!

Tech Hifi has pocket-sized cassette players
(like the phenomenally-successful Sony
Walkman' 1 shown) and FM radios that
deliver big stereo sound through tiny, light-

weight headphones Choose from Sony, Aiwa
Infinity, KLH and Koss They're all priced to move
this week at Tech Hifi

SPECIAL
OFFER!

$29
Only one pair
per customer.

Sony MDR-3 head-
phones are like the
headphones that

come with the Sony Walkman' They give you full
rich stereo sound. But they're so light, you'll barely
know you're wearing them! Only $29 with this ad
Offer expires 9/30/81.

SONY .^^AATT?

SONY &>^ ^
'O

':

tech hifiEven at Tech Hifi's low. low Bach* to School
prices, everything on sale comes with Tech
Hifi's famous 7-Day Moneyback Guarantee And
our systems come with a 3-Month Full-Credit

Exchange Privilege, a 2-fVlonth Defective Ex-
change, and more All at no extra cost!

America's Largest Independent Hifi Specialist.

15 East Pie ant street Amherst 253-31 00 ^.^
Marshall's Plaza, Boston Rd % Pi ker St., Springfield 782-5544 ^fs^

stores also throughout Massachusetts, Hnoae Island, New Hampshire. Vermont, Connecticut,
New York, New Jersey, M*" ^an, Ohio, and North Carolina.
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Welcome to
a new semester

to writ
'' P"T^%»^. ^« ^^t as your news medium, not onlyto wnte articles of interest, but to inform and Enlighten

LTaSn wl" "^ "'^'^ """^ ^" ^^^""^ ^^'"P- - -"

BLACK ORGANIZATIONS
There are several Black organizations located on cam-pus that are m desperate need of your support. Afrik-AmNummo News and B.M.C.P. just to name a few. StudenTs

can gain valuable knowledge and experience by working

tenefilTf
^'•^^"'^^•«"« ^ *e" as the organizations

benefiting from your support. There will be an organiza-
tional meeting held on September 19, 4-8 p.m. at the
Malcolm X center in Southwest. The entire Third Worldcommunity is urged to attend.

We are here for the services of the Black community If
anyone has any input or interest in Black Affairs, please
feel free to call Phil Jennings or Jennifer Hardy at theNummo News office 103 New Africa House or The
Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

by PHILLIP JENNINGS EDITOR
JENNIFER HARDY ASSIST. EDITOR

Music in the valley

Z^^ '^
^R?

^^^''^ ^"'"^" ^^« ^'"^ ^'•^•««"al and c^n:

^^^^2 ?^'^'"""'^- "Th^y ^i" ^ appearing SundaySeptember 20 at 2:00 p.m. in John M. Gr^ne Hall, sS
College, Northampton. Tickets for the Sweet Honey In

'

The Rock concert are available at: Downtown Sounds

fFACFlr'Fn^'i''
Northampton; For the Record(FACES), Food for Thought Books, Amherst; MainMusic. Spnngfield; Sonya Wetstone Books and Chee^

K^^r^.h'k^^" S^^l^^hop, Greenfield; MapleSMusic, Brattleboro; and The Women's Bookstore
Worcester; or by mail to: Variations, Tix, Box 833 Nor-thampton, MA 01061. •

^

Jd\Trln^hZV\^ ^"^^ "^^^ '^ ^'^P'-^^^ ^he richnessand strength of Black women. They combine a variety of
musical forms including blues, rhythm and blues, jazz and
gospel but some of their most powerful material is rooted
in the folk music of the Black church and community

Rev. Chester Freeman

Family Meeting
A meeting of the Afro-American community will take

place on Thursday, September 24 in the basement of New
Afnca House at 7:00 P.M. This community gathering is
sponsored by the W.E.B. DuBois Department of Afro-
American Studies. Students, staff, and faculty are cordial-
ly invited.

Jh^ ""5";^ ""^^^^J^^ ^^ ^" (10) bus tickets for the
Solidarity Day March in Wash. Please call 5-2479.

Malcolm X Center

(FRESHMEN? ^ ^"" ^""^ ^""^^ "'^^^ ^'"' '^^ ""'^^ ""^
'
^^^

Place: Malcolm X Center (Berkshire D.C )When: September 24, 1981 >J
Time: 8:00 until T
Backgammon! Simon! Cards! Ono! Pool!
Refreshments will be served ^

Afro American Stu
Are you looking to find an interesting

course? If you are, the place to come is to
the Afro American Studies department.
The Afro-Am Department is located at
New Africa House room 325. If you have
any questions please feel free to call this
number 5-2751.

Fall courses offered in Afro American Studies

!Mi?A"^
^^^ Introduction to Black Studies I TuH^h

4:00-5:15

Afro-Am 161 Introduction to Afro-American Political
Science M 18:00-20:30

Afro-Am 331 The Life & Writings of W.E.B. Dubois M
19:00-22:00

Afro-Am 391A Improvisational Techniques in Black MusicW 2:30-5:15

Afro-Am 392A Creative Writing: Fiction W 1900-21 30
Afro-Am 102 Black Rhetoric M/W/F 12:20-110- M/W/F
3:35-4:25; TuH'h 2:30-3:45

Afro-Am 219 Voices of New Africa Choir W 1900-21-30Alro-Am 318 Black Music and the Theatre Th 19:00-21:30

n-l5A20b^^
Revolution in the Third Worid M/W/F

'

^Z'^V^r^To^^''^ * Bibliography In Afro-American
Studies M/W/F 2:30-3:20

Tu/Th^r-^^
^foundations of Black Education in the U.S.

Afro-Am 320 Contemporary Black Urban Education W
19:00-21:30

Afro-Am 391C Black Politics In the U.S. Tu 18:00-20:30

Afro-Am 132 Afro-Am History: 1619 to Civil War M/W/F
11:15-12:05

Afro-Am 190G Introduction to African Studies W
19:00-21:30

Afro-Am 291A Racism and American Social Analysis
M/W/F 10:10-11:00

Afro-Am 354 Modern African Novel Tu/Th 11:15-12:30

Voices resume
activities
The Voices of New Africa Choir, which has been inactive

for the past year because of the graduation of David
Jackson, its director, will again be active beginning in the
Fall semester of 1981. The new director will be Rev.
Chester Freeman, who has joined the University as
Chaplain to the Black and Third World communities.
Rev. Freeman has had much experience singing and

directing in local churches in North Carolina. His
background in music comes from North Carolina
Technical and State University in Greensboro, N.C. Dur-
ing this time Rev. Freeman participated in a variety of
styles of singing. For one year he performed as a folk
singer in Tokyo, Japan. There he played the guitaro,
autoharp, kalimba, zulu drum, clarinet, and saxophone.
Rev. Freeman will continue the tradition of the choir in

performing a wide variety of styles in Black choral music.
Also a theater director, (recently he directed James
Baldwin's "Amen Corner" at the University of Nebraska)
Rev. Freeman expects to collaborate with Archie Shepp,
on stage productions for the choir and other 5-Colleee
faculty.

^

Students may join the choir by enrolling in Afro-Am 219
(Voices of New Africa Choir). Meetings will be on Wednes-
day nights from 7 to 9:30. Auditions required. For further
information call 545-2751.

f5=\--C/o.

Day

Sf PTt MHLH 19 lOftl

The AFL-CIO has called for a Solidarity
Demonstration and Rally in Washington DC on
September 19 to protest the Reagan Administration's
assault on people. Many diverse groups have endorsed this
demonstration, including; the United States Student
Association, the NAACP, the National Organization ofWomen, the National Council of Churches, and hundreds
more.

A local Solidarity Day Coalition has formed at UMass to
bring students and their concerns to Washington on
September 19th. Join the hundreds of thousands of people
from all over the country who will be in Washington to
voice their outrage at the policies of the Reagan Ad-
ministration.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL-
Joel Weissman (549-4192)
Arvid Mueller (545-0341)
Transportation will be available

LUTHER

South Africa Teach-in
Thursday, Sept 17tlv 7pm,
Campus Center Aud, U.Mass.

Speakers:

Dennis Brutus, English Dept,Amherst College

"Racisnrlji Sports in South Africa"
MikeTnelwel^Tvfro-'ASrDSptvMMs.

"American Policy in Solith Africa"
Jill Bowers, students Ag«m»t MUiUriim

& Military Build-up and Agression in South
Africa ^^

From S.A.RT.,Cl)minittee to Stop Apartheid^ugby Tour

By Brumsic Brondon, Jr.

Films:
"Apartheid and St

' "Last Grave at Dim
^ tcach>in.

Transportation:
For more
traiwportai

For More Information:
CallCRS. 545-0472, R.S.U. 545-0*77,
SCE.R.A. 545-0341

CUUon wUl b« provicM.

^"GcncraUoiis ^'lUsistanc^', and'"^ shown during the day of the

ly demonstration and
!56-S690, or 5M-0914.

\
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* Senate
Continued from page 1

be about $3,500.

Lee urged that Koffler pick up the full

tab in accordance with "his supposed
dedication to "The Year Toward Civility."

The senate unanimously voted to support
the transportation of LIMass students to
Saturday's Solidarity Day rally, to be held
in Washington D.C. The rally is expected to
be the largest one in the capitol since the
Depression. The UMass Solidarity Day
Coalition is sponsoring one bus and eight
vans for the trip.

"There are 150 seats available. The pro-
blem isn't trying to fill them, it will be try-
ing to decide who gets to go. The influx of
interested people has been very large,"
said Lee.

"The hope is that the involvement of
students as well a.s the other groups involv-
ed will have an effect on the government,"
Lee said.

.Thursday, September 17. 1981

Revised budget
cuts explained
Washington — Reagan's budget director,
David A. Stockman, briefed key
Republican senators on the administra
lion's new budget cutting proposals last

night. Attending the meeting were Senate
Majority Leader Howard Baker. Budget
Committee Chairman Pete Domenici, Ap-
propriations Committee Chairman Mark
Hatfield and Finance Committee Chairman
Bob Dole.

The new cuts, coming on the heels of $35
billion in reductions approved by Congress
this summer, was prompted by new
estimates -that high interest rates were
driving the projected deficit for 1982 well
beyond the $42.5 billion target set by
Reagan.

Reagan pledged repeatedly during his

campaign and after taking office to abolish
the Energy and Education departments.

1*
i
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Ron Miller
Here we are at week nuftiber two and with

those first week parties (and all those long
lines) behind us, it's time to head back to
the bars.

The weekend starts tonight as the Blue
WaU begins a regular line-up of Thursday
entertainment with Magic and the Reg-
gae Stars.

If reggae's not your thing BowWowWow
is at the Rusty Nail and Lou Miami and
the Kounetix are playing at Rahar's.
BowWowWow is the latest prodigy from
Malcolm McLaren, that genius who
brought us the Sex Pistols. They feature a
15 year old lead vocalist. It might be in

teresting to check out.

Friday you can see Arlo Guthrie's back-up
bank, Shenandoah, sans Guthrie at the
Blue Wall for the very reasonable cover
charge of $2.00.

Saturday night the Wall hosts The
Shaboo All-Stars featuring none other
than Matt "Guitar" Murphy.

The big news in the music world this week
has to be the RoUing Stones announced
concert Monday night in Worcester. Radio
station WAAF gave away 300 tickets to
some lucky people adorned with 'AAF
bumper stickers or t-shirts. The concert
took place at Sir Morgan's Cove and was ar
ranged by WAAF.

Today's Staff

Night Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Technician

Eileen Galligan

Rhonda King
Alison Willis

Composition Courtney Rumble, Laura Shanahan
Larry Brenner, Maggie Carr
Laurie Frank, Paul Kaplan

Carol McConville, Lynn Eisenberg
Gail Tanzer, Joy McCarthy

and Sheryl Silver

WOMEN'S DEPART-
MENT needs reporters.
Plenty of assignments.
Those interested should at-

tend a recruitment meeting
on Thursday at 7:30 in room

903 of the Campus Center,
or September 30 at 7:30, in

room 803 of the Campus
Center, or contact the
Women's Editor at the Col-
legian (545-3500).

Beta Kappa Phi Open Rush
This is the time of year when fraternities look for a few good men to fill
the spots vacated by graduation. Rush aUows UMass men to look athow we hve - a non commital chance to decide if what fraternity life of-fers appeals to them. BKO offers
1
.)
Lifelong Friends - once a brother, the house is yours. You decide theway you hve - house rules & direction are decided by the brotherhoodOnce you graduate - you always have a home to return to at Homecom-mg to greet old friends.

$inn°n?ll?f
/°^ ^""^^^ .\?"'' ^^^^^^^ ^ave an annual budget of over$100,000 to run a $1 milhon structure - the kind of experience thatlooks good on your resume.

3.) Interest Groups - BKO has a strong IM program, charity prelectsmised over $500 last semester for Amherst Littl^L^ague & the^jSy

RK?^«« ^^ S^^^ "^
^o°iJf

"^^^ ^^^^^ y°"^ ^^^^ Common, stop by

t^y^^Se'LTBKgTfor^
^"^"^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^-^-™^

8:00 pm Thurs. Sept. 17 Thurs Night F'baU

BEATLES . ELl/fS-
viETHRO rULL

-SfNATRA • ELLINGTON;
GLORIA GAy/ViOR

.-SIMON QGARPUN/KEL-— JUDy GARLAKJO
-EARTH, VV/NO § PIRE efc.-

^vSSf^^^ y^^^^^^^^^s' (p/£> IP'S
10-4 The University Store

I

COMING THIS WEEK:
PAPILLON &
The Scientific Americans
Dowlcer Aud. Friday, Sept. 16

Musical Futurist, PAPILLON
nnakes his last Valley appearance
Friday the 18th when PAPILLON
and THE SCIENTIFIC
AMERICANS perform the latest

in the industrial-minimallst-dub

style of new music at Bowker
Auditorium.

Papillon, a Marin County,
California native, has spent the

last year since his most recent

area concert perfecting his

futurist style and avoiding fools.

He has added several new
devices to his arsenal of syn-

thesizers, sequencers and other

computer devices which have
completely computerized his

sound.

Papillon has just completed
work on a record which will be

available shortly in local stores

through Kick In The Teeth
Records, a label owned by Elec-

tronic Butterfly Productions, the
artist's Amherst-based producing
agency. It features the hits

"Rocket Man" and "Starring
Role".

Also appearing tomorrow night

will be the area's masters of the

obsure, THE SCIENTIFIC
AMERICANS. The remarkable
electro-dub band will be making
its only University appearance.
People with weak hearts

Collegian 7

should stay home since the com-
bination of these two groups is

guaranteed to be completely wild

and live.

The concert will begin prompt-
ly at 9 p.m. Tickets are available

at the door - general admission
$7; UMass students with ID, $5.

Box office opens at 2:30 p.m.
and the first 1CX) people will

receive a free poster.

a&to

100% COTTON

TUm'LENECkS
in sixteen dazzling colors |

REG. TSi

SAT ONLY

ii;

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6» MonrSat

2 DAYS ONLY hkvim SmrTs
ITU w A I lice r\c iid t r\ eon n/\ r\.^r' mtWE HAVE TOPPED LAST YEARS SALE WITH VALUES OF UP TO $80.00 OFF

ON THE BEST BICYCLE BRANDS AND BICYCLE ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE.

Saxon 10 Speed Only $99.00

BICYCLES
MOTOBECANE

Jff^^^ 4 models Save up ta $50.00
MOroffCANI

MIYATA

® S-models Save up to $50.00
each with Chrom-moly

UNIVEQA**'
^^"•'•« »>""^<* ^«"»«

HI I

6 models Save up to $79.00
^(^ Largest selling bike in our

^.. history
RALEIGH

5 models Save up to $50.00
worlds largest manufacturer

PEUGEOT

We hav
topped

last years
sale with

savings off

up to $80.00
CYCUMG CLOTH.no 20% ^„ ^„ ^^^ ^^^^

bicycle brands
and bicycle

ACCESSORIES
REG.

Kryptonrte horseshoe locks 34.95

Alloy rear spring carrier 9.50

Bell helmets 39.95

Zefal HP frame pump 17.95

Troxel balry seats 29.95

SALE
19.95

5.95

30.00

10.95

19.95

Certa n models have limited sizing
and color selection.

icycles will be sold 1) AssembledficycU . _ .

Warranteed3) With a .

service check 4) on a first come.
REE 30 day

4 models Save up to $40.00
The French are back
with lightweight excellence

first serve basis. No reservations',
no layaways. no checks.

One East Pleasant St., 15 State St.

Amherst, Mass. 01002 Northampton, Mass. 01060
(413) 549-6904 (413) 584-1016 I

»•' available.

THE "GREAT NAMES" IN BICYCLING
FALL CLEARANCE SALE

Sat. and Sun. Sept. 19 &20
Doors open 10A.M. Sat.,Noon on Sun.
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Editorial

Action—
not Reaction
A new semester looms.

Once again UMass women realize they
must walk in groups, avoid dark areas of
campus and distrust male friends.

Sixty percent of rapes are committed by
a woman's acquaintance. Sixty-four per-

cent of on-campus assaults occur in co-ed

dormitories.

Seventy-two sexual assaults were
reported to the Everywoman's Center last

year. Seventy-two. Maybe one of them was
your friend?

Maybe you, or maybe your friend,

changes her daily schedule because she is a
woman. Maybe she is in a self-imposed
prison because she's smart. She knows any
impulse to take a walk alone at night might
end up a nightmare.

This is the time to take a stand against
sexual assaults at UMass. This is the time
to do something about the situa-

tion—before it happens.
We've all been outraged about the rapes

at UMass which have been reported.

They've gotten lots of newsplay, lots of

promises for change from the administra-
tion and campus groups. Some promises
have been actualized; the new lights and
the "Help" boxes, for example.
So much for reaction to a situation.

This is the time to take action, not just

react, to a problem which haunts half of our
campus population. This is the
time—before another rape happens.
Let this be the semester that all UMass

students make it their business to make
sure women are not assaulted. Let this be
the semester that women protect other
women and themselves by learning more
about the nature of rape and demanding an
end to this persecution.

It doesn't take much, just people caring
about people.

All uvsigned editorials represent the opi-

nion of the Collegian Board of Editors.
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Reaganomics: the coming crisis
Ronald Reagan is mad at the American people. Why is

he so mad at us? Because the American people do not
believe that Mr. Reagan's economic plan is going to work.
What makes Ronnie even more angry is that we're giving
up pn his plan before it even goes into effect. Shame on us.
We should have more faith in him. After all, we should be
elated at the prospect of 25 percent interest rates, 9 per-
cent unemployment, and double-digit inflation. We all

should be overjoyed seeing these things happen, and then
finding out that the so-called "safety net" to protect the
poor has been gutted.

All of these things are right around the corner with the
October 1 deadline for implementation of the Reagan
budget cuts. But what looked bad in the spring when these

Randolph T. Holhut
cuts were first proposed now looks worse. Because of the
continued deterioration of the economy and higher pro-
jected deficits in the coming fiscal years, the cuts are now
going to be deeper to make up for the shortfall. Every
department is slated to be hit, even the Pentijon
(although I suspect that they will not be losing out on too
much money). Besides this year's cuts, $30 million will be
cut in fiscal 1983 and $44 million in 1984. Big bucks in-
deed.

But where is all of this cutting going to lead this coun-
try? More importantly, what is this going to do to the peo-
ple who can least afford these cuts- the poor and the
working poor? For starters, we are going to see a new
class of people created-the near-poor. These people will
be making too much money to qualify for government
assistance, but won't be making enough to keep up with
inflation. Caught in this economic limbo of being too rich
to be poor and too poor to be rich, these people will be the
first to feel the crunch.
Since food stamp eligibility goes from $14,000 to

$11,000 a year; famlies will be having a harder time
eating, especially when the cuts in the School Lunch Pro-
gram are considered. Of course, I don't need to remind
students of the troubles that a lot of you are having get-
ting financial aid. The elderly will be losing benefits from
Social Security and Medicaid, benefits that they can't af-

ford to lose. To keep this short, what this means is that
just about every segment of society, save for the wealthy,
will be adversely affected.

But now the bizarre twist in this story, now Reagan is

asking Congress to go easy on the cuts, and Congress is

swinging the heavy axe. Congress wants to make cuts in

defense up to $30 billion off of the original Reagan pro-
posal. That sounds good, but they also want to cut more
from Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid. The sight of
the Pennsylvania Avenue Slasher suddenly calling for
restraint in budget cuts is too much of a character change.
Wall Street, economists, and the American people are

all in a "show me" mood at this point. As interest rates
continue to rise, as Wall Street continues to tumble, and
while the economy is still in its stagflated state, people are
going to remain unconvinced that Reaganomics will work.
According to a recent Harris poll, most of the people
surveyed give the Reagan administration only one year to
start turning things around. If not, the President will find
that the people who were solidly behind him will be turn-
ing against him in droves. People want to see some kind of
solution to the economic mess this country is in. The only
problem is that there is no easy way out. Somebody is go-
ing to get hurt, but instead of people who can afford it, the
poor and the elderiy are going to get it. What the next cou-
ple of weeks will hold for the Reagan budget is hard to see.
We already know what is going to happen and we know
the problems, but we can't come up with the solution.
Balancing the budget while cutting taxes is a noble idea,
but is it worth it if it is going to be achieved over the bodies
of the poor? But then again, Mr. Reagan has never been
known for his compassion.
Randy Holhut is a Collegian columnist

Death of New Deal Coalition?
Is the traditional liberal democratic movement political-

ly dead in America? Much of the media has proclaimed it

defunct after the successive Democratic defeats on the
budget and tax issues earlier this year.
Saturday the AFL-CIO and the NAACP will sponsor a

"Solidarity Day" demonstration in Washington D.C. in an
attempt to revive the New Deal Coalition, a political group
consisting of blue collar workers, ethnic minorities, and
(since 1972) students.

It should not surprise observers that this coalition
onginally welded together in the 1932 presidential cam-
paign, has been relatively inactive since the civil rights
movement of the middle sixties. It has faced two major
roadblocks to activity. The first is the lack of a cause. The
second is the lack of a dynamic leader.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, the dynamic leader of the 1930s,

tfK>k the issue of ma.ssive economic strife and mobilized a
coalition ul hlM-raLs and labor factions into what became
known as the New Deal Coalition. This coalition has been
the backbone of the Democratic Party for the last fifty
years.

The New Deal Coalition appeared on the national level
again with the election of a new dynamic leader, John F
Kennedy. Kennedy, like Roosevelt, championed a cause.
The coalition remained active through Lyndon

Johnson's "Great Society" program into the civil rights
movement. Here again there were dynamic leaders.
Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King built the thirty-
year-old coalition into a powerful political force.

But in the spring of 1968 King was gunned down. In the
eariy summer of 1968 Kennedy was slain. That year, at
the Democratic National Convention in Chicago, the reviv-
ed New Deal Coalition split over the issue of Vietnam and
died in subversion and violence. The men who would have
maintained the spirit lay dead.

Then came Reagan- the product of the inability of the
New Deal Coalition to act coherantly and decisively. In-
dividually the splintered blocs of the coalition tried to lob-
by the legislators to stop Reagan's initiatives. They failed.
Before the legislators actors will recognize that the

coalition IS not dead, before they vsrill realize the coalition
nurtured by a generation of democrats has only lain dor-
mant, the various blocs contained within the coalition
must unite. They must prove that the leaders of the
groups will unite and the rank and file will follow.
The rally in Washington on Saturday is a start. It is a

test. It is a show. As AFL-CIO press secretary Charlie
Hugh put It, It is a show that the administration does not
have Its claimed mandate. It is a show that the ordinary
people care about the social programs that are in jeopar-

If more than 100,000 people march in Washington on
Saturday, the AFL-CIO and their co-sponsors will claim
victory. And it will be a victory of sorts. For it will signal
that the New Deal Coalition is not dead. Yet the question
remains: who will be the dynamic leader?

Irwin Schwartz is a Collegian guest columnist.

PATCO strike -
who's wrong

As is common when a new semester begins, I bumped in-
to a friend of mine whom 1 hadn't seen since May. For the
most part, my friend John and I engaged in pleasant small
talk. We had some laughs as we traded stories of our sum-
mers. However, the pleasantness ended abruptly when the
conversation turned to politics.

"Dennis, did you see how well Reagan handled the Air
Traffic Controller's Strike?" John asked. "He kicked
PATCO's ass! He showed good judgement as well as a lot
of strength."

At the time I was almost late for work, so I really didn't
want to press the issue. Nevertheless, I simply couldn't
walk away without at least injecting some new ideas to
enable John to better evaluate the situation. "How can
you say that? I disagree completely," I said.

"Hey, like Reagan said, the strike is illegal, so the
strikers are wrong."

"No way, John. History has constantly reminded us that
what is illegal is not necessarily what is wrong. For in-
stance, it was once illegal for a black to use a white's
bathroom or water fountain, and it was once illegal for
women to smoke in public. It was even illegal for either of
these groups to vote. We all know that these laws weren't
on the books because these actions were considered
"wrong". And what about when we were eighteen years
old. Remember how we used to love to grab a couple of
beers at the Blue Wall, especially after a full night of stu-
dying. There was no harm in that, yet for individuals of
the same age today it's illegal.

"Okay, so Reagan was wrong," John responded. 'Il-

legal' does not equal 'wrong', and he should not have bas-
ed his objection to the strike solely on that stance. But
still, people shouldn't be allowed to strike against their
government."
"Why not?"

"I don't know, why wouldn't they just negotiate in-

stead?" he asked.

"Wake up John. The only reason P.ATCO went on strike
was because their pleas for reform and safety measures
fell on deaf ears. The government was totally aware that
the alcoholic rate for controllers is four times as great as it

is for you and I. Their divorce rate is twice as high. A con-
troller's average career lasts roughly six short years, and
only one in eight reaches retirement. Yet the government
allowed all this to continue."
"That's sinful," John exclaimed. "Why did Reagan

allow this?"

"I guess he didn't care, which meant PATCO had no
alternative but to strike. It would be senseless to resort to
powerless negotiations when the other side doesn't even
care about essential human needs." I responded.
"Well since a strike was the only way PATCO could

alleviate their suffering, than the law stating that it's il-

legal for them to strike must be wrong. But Reagan still

has a point when he says that if they don't like the job they
should quit."

"Correct, they have the freedom to go elsewhere, but
someone has to fill those positions, and then these new
people will be mistreated as well. If we adhere to Reagan's
mindless views, then we'll never erase the sources of
human abuse in our society. Surely we all have enough
wisdom and compassion to realize the injustice of
Reagan's thinking."

John responded, "Wow, Reagan's statements are quite
superficial. As soon as you think about the underlying fac-

tors involved, his arguments crumble. You know, there's
still one thing that bothers me about PATCO's strike."

"What's that?"

'"They make thirty grand a year. They don't need more
money."

"In a way I agree with you John, we are lucky if we
make one-sixth that much," I said. "But remember, in this

free enterprise system of ours, which Reagan
wholeheartedly endorses, factors of demand and supply
determine price—not what we think is fair. The airline in-

dustry, similar to professional sports, is in big demand.
Thus, they make big bucks. Now professional athletes who
see other athletes with similar talents making twice as
much as themselves are going to ask for more money,
even though they may already be making several hundred
thousand dollars.

"Sure, it happens all the time. It's only fair," John
stated.

"Well the controllers look at the pilots and see the same
relationship. The pilots make $70,000 to $80,000 a year,
yet they are only responsible for one plane at a time. On
the other hand, the controllers are responsible for the

safety of up to twelve planes at a given time. Also, pilots

work an average of sixty hours a month while controllers
work that much in just a week and a half. So you see, the

airline is paying them unfairly, given their own established
program of compensation," I explained.

"Damn, Reagan sure had me fooled. I keep forgetting

that he's an actor."

Dennison Joyce is a Collegian guest columnist.

On with the show . . .

"Hello, President's Office."

"Ntorning, Bill Jordon from General Dynamics here.
Will you put me through to the President?"
"Are you nuts? It's only ten o'clock in the morning. The

President doesn't get up for another hour!"
"Listen here, young lady. The Corpus Christi has been

fired upon about 20 miles off the coast of Groton, Conn. A
torpedo coming from out of no where has damaged decks
four and five. Why am I telling you this? Give me the
President."

"O.K., I'll ring Ed."
"Ed who?"
"Ed Meese, of course. He's acting president from 9:00

p.m. till 11:15 a.m."
"Now we're getting somewhere!"
(phone rings)

"Hello, Meese speaking."
"Ed, this is Bill Jordon from General Dynamics speak-

ing. The Trident sub has been fired upon."
"Holy -—, we haven't even paid for the goddamn thing

yet. I've got to stop payment on that last check we sent
you."

"But sir . .
."

"I'll call the Crisis Mainagement Team to order. You call

James Baker, give him the details, then get over here
fast."

"But shouldn't we tell the President?"
"Hell no, ever since he got that Intellevision, you can't

get him moving till noon. I'll take care of it myself."
"I heard that!"

"Oh God, what are you doing here, Haig?"
"Trying to circumvent my jurisprudence in this senario

again, huh? How many times do 1 have to tell you who's in
control here?"

"Guards, take him away."
"I'll get you for this, Meese. I'm gonna tell the President

when he wakes up."
(phone rings)

"Hello, Vice-President Bush's office."

"Yeh, Meese speaking. Get me George right away."
'I'm sorry sir, but the Vice-President is blah blah ..."
"Speak up, woman."
"He's on the pot."

"Geez, that guy is always either on the pot or on the
wagon. I'll have to do it myself. Oh Ginny!"
"Yes sir"

"Get the press in here. The North Koreans, in conjunc-
tion with Cuba, Angola, and El Salvador have committed
an act of war. Put the armed forces on alert, and get me
the football. We're going into action."

Dave McCarthy it a Collegian Guest columnist.

Letters '.

Rugby team sparks debate
To The Editor:

South Africa's Springboks rugby team, pampered
showpiece of racist apartheid, is coming to the U.S. The
Springboks tour is a vivid example of the growing anti-

Soviet alliance between Reagan and white supremacist
Pretoria. The intended fruits of this alliance are the
preservation of apartheid. South Africa's annexation of
Namibia, and the toppling of the Cuban-backed govern-
ment in Angola.
The American tour comes at a time when the crimes of

apartheid are glaringly obvious. The regime's repression
of anti-apartheid fighters has intensified in recent months
with mass jailings of black trade unionists, the exiling of
thousands of urban blacks to "homelands" they have
never seen and death sentences against nationalist guer-
rillas. On August 24 South Africa launched a major raid
into Angola, annihilating whole towns and murdering
heroic Angolan and Cuban soldiers and Russian advisers
who were on the front lines of the battle against apar-
theid.

Today, Pretoria's guns are pointed at SWAPO (South
West African People's Organization), but the ultimate
target of the U.S./South Africa alliance is the Soviet
degenerated workers state. The Spartacus Youth League
(SYL) calls for the military victory of SWAPO in Namibia.
And while giving no political support to the Castro and
Brezhnev bureaucracies, which must be overthrown
through workers' political revolution, we Trotskyists un-
conditionally defend Cuba and the Soviet Union from im-
perialist attempts to restore capitalism. Cuban troops and
Russian guns can help turn Angola into the graveyard of
apartheid's army!
The Springboks tour is an opportunity for massive pro-

tests against the hated apartheid regime and the
U.S./South Africa Cold War axis. These ambassadors in

rugby shorts are an outrageous affront to American
blacks and all who detest apartheid oppression. But the
liberal-moralists of SART (Stop Apartheid Rugby Tour)
which includes the Young Workers Liberation League
(YWLL), have undercut the politics of a militant protest

with grotesque appeals to Reagan to revoke the Spr-
ingboks visas and plead "End U.S. Support to

Apartheid." The "democratic" imperialists won't lift a
finger to change apartheid, the system that guarantees
their super-profits. Unlike the YWLL and others who call

on companies like Ford to give up their profits and close
their plants in South Africa, the SYL calls on the black
workers to take over those plants through socialist revolu-
tion! The black proletariat of South Africa holds the ham-
mer that will smash apartheid. They have the social power
to deprive the capitalist of their profits and struggle for a
black-centered workers republic. This end requires the
construction of a revolutionary vanguard party, a task to
which the SYL is dedicated.

But the YWLL, an ostensibly socialist organization
which supposedly defends the USSR, is dedicated to
building coalitions with the "progressive" bourgeoisie.
The problem is that no "progressive" bourgeoisie exists
and all capitalists, be they "doves" or "hawks", are
necessarily hostile to the USSR. Nevertheless, the Soviet
Union, despite Stalinist degeneration, still remains a
worker's state embodying the gains of the Bolshevik
Revolution. So while the YWLL yearns for an illusory

detente with the cold warriors, the Trotskyist SYL for-

thrightly defends the gains of October 1917. The YWLL's
touching faith in Democratic Party "progressives" can on-
ly lead to betrayal of the struggles of the working class
and the oppressed. It also perpetuates the lie that the U.S.
bourgeoisie is somehow more moral and high-minded than
those butchers in Pretoria. But who dropped the bomb on
Hiroshima? Who killed millions in Vietnam? Who sponsors
massacres in Central America? The main enemy is at
home!
The Spartacus Youth League does not call on the

American super-criminals to punish their South African
junior partners. Rather we seek to drive the Springboks
out through mass protests and labor actions. And we
eageriy work toward the day when those super-criminals
vrill be brought to account by a workers government in

North America.
Smash apartheid! Springboks out! Down with the

U.S./South Africa cold war alliance!

Eileen Kelly
Spartacus Youth Lea^e
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TRUCK SALE
IN OUR

PARKIKG LOT

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

t:he sub
11 AM. TO 2 A.M. / 7 DAYS

33 E. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST / 649-5160

FREE 16 oz. Soda with purchase

of a whole sub

Athletic Shoes Great Values

FEHTON'S ATHLETIC SUPPLY
377 MAIN ST., AMHERST • 250-3973

PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION

1 P»rtorm(r>Q

Art.

Division

Mvsic, Theater, Dance Instruction
Old Chapel 545-0519

Walk-In Registration - September 9-17
Opening Concerts - September 13-15

Calendar of Fall 1981 recitals available by requesting "Music from UMass"

RUSTY NAIL & CJi^jL^.VI^.

PRODUCTIONS
PRESENT

BOW WOW
WOW

with

WALL OF VOODOO
Thurs., Sept. 17 Tix $5.00

The
ROCKATS

Sat., Sept. 19 Tix $4.50
Also the

MODETTES Oct. 2

at the

RUSTY NAIL
Rte. 47

Sunderland

Tickets at:

Faces of Earth

Main St. Records
Piatterpus Records

Luney Tunes
Belmont Records

We can guide you
safely through

the ^
aper tfungle.

When you're tangled In the thickets
of the Paper Jungle this semester,
call on WORDPRO.

We can help you conquer the Paper
Jungle through typing, word
processing, and phototypesetting
services to fit your needs and budget
- with professional results that will

turn any project into a trophy you can
be proud of.

f^

ra

BREWED AND BOTTLED IN CANADA imporled by Martlet Importing Co Inc. Great Neck N Y
UlQiO^^^^^ 29 5o. Pleo/ont 5r.^MTWIWnrn

R^i^^t 256-67361

>^

Plumbleyis
of I I he common'^

Welcome Back to
Amherst

Western Swingles NITE
with

The
YANKEE RHYTHM BAND

Thursday, September 17th

9 till 1 :00

Busch on Draught - 50c - 8-11 P.M.

DAILY DOUBLE, DOUBLE BUBBLE
Tuesday - Sunday

5-6:30 and 9- 10 TWO drinks for the price of ONE

Entertainment 4-7 - Every Friday

"This Week With"

Matthew Bak

NO COVER CHARGE
.ioHoliwixxIWiilk (.Miiin.si.i.-

.\mlicrsi cir.. 2,'5;!-95«(i

Jf

)f
>-

Jf

)f

>f
Jf

^ Ar* you lnt»r*st*d In Joining o Frotornlty? All unlvvrslty X
]^ fflon or* Invitod to attond on orlontotion on Frotornltivs ^
•^ ond LIf* In tho Gr**k Systvm to b* hold on Soptombor 20. T[

yL 19ai, In tho Studont Union Dollroom.
J^

^ Tho oroorom will inciudo o famous firssk laaakar a tlMa r^

¥**
THINK FRATERNITY ;

¥

¥

¥
¥

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Find Out What
Fraternities Are All About

^ The program will include o famous Greek speaker, a slide

show featuring highlights of Greek living, and the oppor-
T tunity to meet and talk with representatives from the 14^ Fraternities at UMass.

^ Check it out; you hove so much to goin i[

^ ond so little to lose. ^
% SUNDAY OPMotSUD %
^ sponsored by th* int^rfrot^rnity CouikII ^

Collegian n
sHs ^ki :»te

PRESENTS

DARREKE, CLAYTON,
GRADNEY 6 HAYWARD

plus Phil Drown
All Former Little Feat Members

:A\M

Sept. 26 8 PM
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

UMass Students $6 - $6.50

General Public $7.50- $8

ON SALE NOW

THE
DAVID

GRISMAN
QUARTET

OCT 4 at 8 PM
Umass Students $6.50

General Public $7.50

ON SALE NOW

JIMMY CLIFF
Fine Arts Center

October 18, 1981 7:30 PM
Tickets on sale Sept. 21
UMass Students $7.50 - $8.50
General Public $8.50 - $9.50

JORMA KAUKONEN
Formerly with

Hot Tunc & Jefferson Airplane

OCTOBER 29, 1981

7:30 pm
Student Union Ballroom

UMass Students $6.50

General Public $7.50

Tickets on sale Tomorrow

Tickets may be purchased at: Ticketron. URU. Tix For the
Record (Faces) Amherst, Piatterpus Records. Northampton,
and Mam St. Records Northampton.
Tickets and dollar more at the door and please, no food, drink
or smoke!

I
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Garry Trudeau

L«NO MjpuBONSocievf I've

CAuwimeMieniftysR
siON Of neBwp fctf A

6KMBP(JHPOSei /-' s

StCAKtm ^IMS FOUM & MA/OR.

HILPl Ift I WOUU>LiK£ 70 PUD -

POse Mnn7ssoo£7ypMiwi>e
,^lieSt6NATK)N OF .

6 a.m. • 10 a.m.

Black Contemporary
Sounds

BMCP

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

DANVK BOCJCET CJJTS 17V\

'

M. Joyce

n

THE- PRv.svt)e.r^T! itvWhik

1

THE PURE ONE

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Concepto Latino

Argeo Quinones

Carlos Gonzales

(Latin Music)

WMUA
2 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Pan Afrique

Kari Njiiri

(Reggae, Jazz)

5:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Newswatch

6 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Focus
Ken Mosakowski

(Political discussion)

7 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Women's Media Project

(Women's Music,

Poetry & Issues)

10 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Blues & More
Lou Graham

&
Mike Blackburn

Tao Jones
'rut r^t o«^ >**s

fNCevNTC^V HIS
T« JS A** HOMeH. TO

ftie»T A FfLUJW

SCJ/toUkK..

• y? ° ° '^
-^

4—

j^>r.-^i
1. /

,« '5»

Attention Col-

legian News
Department staf-

fers and cor-

respondents:
Please come to an
important meeting
at 6:30 tonight in

the newsroom. We
will be discussing

department opera-
tions, training,
beat assignments
and other fun
stuff. It should be
short and please
try to attend.

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

1

5

10

Senate Elections

Nomination papers are still available for

election to the Undergraduate Student
Senate (SGA), in Rm 420 Student Union
Building.

Nominotion papers must be returned by
Tuesday, Sept, 29, at 4:00. Elections will

Lbe
held Oct. 5-6. For more information

call 545-0341. Ask for Jim Murphy or Ed
Lee.

WEATHER
Mass., R.L, Conn. -Occa-

sional rain, drizzle and fog
today. High in the mid 50s
to mid 60s. Rain ending
tonight. Low in the 40s
tomorrow cloudy with a few
afternoon showers. High 55
to 60

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Ten-Week Adult Evening Classes Sep* 21-Dec. 9

Register now for classes

Ballet • Modem Dance •Jazz Dance
Proudly Presents

Amherst Ballet Centre
29 Strong Street

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Phone: 415-549- U55

Official School for the Amherst BaJIct Theatre Company-

Just a walk from campus east of Butterfield

Phone to register or drop by 3-5 daily

in ^ Special Live

Concert to

STEELY

Sunday Sept. 20, 1961

ACROSS
Poke fun

Key's middle
name
" o'clock

scholar .

14 Racketeer
Arthur

15 Move the boom
16 Pudding

ingredient

17 Captain Bligh

20 Francis of film

fame
21 Chow
22 Abelard's love,

in Cockney?
23 strip

24 Ski lift

25 Dissenting action
28 Much too damp
32 Stop, nautically

33 Proceed,

musically
34 Eggs Lat
35 Show too much

emotion
"Watch
Rhine"
Britain's carbine
Breed

39 Wintry event
40 Like some food
41 Where Mount St.

Helens is

43 Generous supply
44 Margret and

others

IMI lj» Asgfin riam S>itdK>ir

36

37

38

45 Hide skillfully, in

a certain way
46 Portuguese

wine center
49 Ouien
50 Lively dance
53 Two famous

words spoken by
17 Across

56 Fraulem's name
57 Simon's Plaza

58 Imperial Russian
name

59 River duck
60 Modern matinee

Idol

61 Snow mover

DOWN
1 Boy of rhyme
2 Federal safety

agcy
3 "Onehoss

vehicle

4 "Leave to

Heaven"
5 Poorly made
6 Brava, Spam
7 Symbols of

wisdom
8 Herb, for one
9 Really constant
10 On the continent
11 French comic

star

12 Very personal
matters

13 "And Then There
Were "

18 Depended on
19 Green space
23 Silents' star

24 Close fitting

25 "The Carpet

"

26 Soft palate lobe

27 Day's work
28 Doles (out)

29 One of the

Wagnerian gods
30 Parade or

premiere
31 Peachy
33 Old knives
36 Scandinavian

language
37 City area
39 "Health "in

Gallic toast

40 Tree trunks
42 Unpopular

business group
43 Kingsley's

The Water "

45 First section
46 Exclude
47 Fortune, slangily
48 Tl-essaly

mi>untain
49 Knife Brit slang
50 G rl of rhyme
51 Classic badman
52 Behave like a rat

54 de-sac
55 Come in first

1 2 3 4
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Thursday, September 17th

Mogi* and th« li^ggo* Stors
$2.50 cover charge

Friday, September 18lh

Sh^nodooh
$2.00 cover charge

Saturday, September 19th

ShobM All-Stors
$3.00 covetr charae

Coming soon - •ov#r 5rown
J.B. Nutto ond th* N«w Nowks
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Rack-A Disc Professionals are back for
Fall parties let's party!j46 7013 Randy

AUTO FORSALE
^^

^^^ ^\Sl^^^^ excellent condition 35mpg 665-4795 evenings

67 Galaxy Fall insp
tires good 256-6214

1969 Buick Skylark
253-5276

runs good body eng.

Runs well. $350.

1969 VW Fastback runs well, new paint
no rust. $1195, Gary 527-5246

1974 Ford Maverick good condition $1200
or best offer call Maureen 546-5271

^^^^Ji^ * Wagon good cond. very little
rust $600 or BO 586-1828

71 Plymouth Wagon dependable
transportation $200. Chris 665-7752
72 VW Beetle
253-5851

excellent condition call

ENTERTAINMENT

Level 21 is back and rocking. Do you
need good live music at your next party?
Call Adam 546-9226 or Ed 546-6047 info .

"Dancing with Henry " appearing at Davis
Center Smith College. 9-1 Sat. Sept. 19
College ID required. Sponsored by Smith
College Rec. Council

FOR RENT
Small compact refrigerator for rent
Available at Spirit Haus Liquor Store 338
College Street, Route 9. Open until 11:00
256-8433

Efficiency Apt furnished all utilities includ-
ed 256-6426 $250 mo
Fraternity looking for boarders $480. per
semester close to campus call 549-3568
after 5

FOR SALE

Queen size bed boxspring 1 year old
$60.00 665 7083

2 vol. Scotts stamp album unused costs
$90 new now $40 call Tom 546-61 78
Dorm refrig. with freezer compartment
Excellent cond. Call 323-6438 after 5
Twin bed in great condition. $30.00 Call
Anne at 549-6459

Takamine Guitar for sale excellent condi
tion also with case call Mike 549-4873

^°JTa^^i^r^
refridge good condition $60

call 665-3832

Rolling Stones tickets for Sept 25 in Phil-
ly call Will 256-6639

Dorm si?e Carpet excellent condition 80
call 549-2694

Epiphone Classical Guitar good cond
excellent tone; $90, Nat 549-5917
Turntable good condition 1 year old $35
call 546 6049

Stereo excellent condition asking $250.00
Also Stones tickets phone 546-7666
Fender jazz bass Nov. 68 natural finish
asking $400 549- 1 024

Shoes
prices.High fashion for low

Sneakers. Mt Farms Mall Sunday
Yard Sale housewares, musical in-
struments etc Saturday 9-20 12-3 PM 533
Puffton Village 549-6125

Tired of school? One way ticket to Califor
nia, must be used before Nov. Females onlv
$150 Nancy 546-5943

Takamine Guitar for sale excellent condi

r w ^
8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to Dubllcation davCash .n advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount - ^ publication day

tionJI SO with case call Mike 549-4873

?RV)v5°j!®[^^^°^^^°^°^cV'='e helrr^t
9DD.00 546-4 1 85

IJLOWERS. FLOWERS, FLOWERS
Oh how beautiful the roses, carnations
and the other fragrant romantic selections
that are available at the Campus Center
Florist Stand near the Coffee Shop

HELP

Lost 5 tickets to Dan Fogelberg concert
reward offered! Call 6-6051 or 6-6135

HELP WANTED
Governors Program Council has staff
positions available: Cable/Video Coor-
dinator, Public Relations, and program
assistants (work-study). Applications and
job descriptions available in 409 Student
Union. Deadline Sept. 17 An equal oppor-
tunity employer

.

College Pizza on Fearing St near
Southwest Area needs people with cars to
deliver pizzas to the UMass Dorms. Hourly
pay plus tips plus gas allowance. Only
those with cars need apply at College Pizza .

Earthfoods is hiring applications & info
will be avble at the Commonwealth Room
» the Earthfoods kitchen in the Student
Union starting Monday 9/14

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Earthfoods is hiring We are a student run
restaurant collective serving vegetarian lun-
ches at UMass If you are willing to invest 10
hrs/wk and commit yourself for 1 yr min
please apply third world and foreign
students are encouraged to apply

Child care needed by two working
mothers Mon Wed Fri 1-6 two toddlers and
one infant approx $14 per day non-smoker
no TV experience required mornings
256-6475 or evenings 549-6396

Looking for extra cash? Work your own
hours picking squash starting Sept 17 & 18
within walking distance from UMass call
549-0016 between 6 & 9 PM
Salesperson for part time sales family
shoe store must be experienced. Apply in
person only Matthews Shoe 39 So. Plea-
sant St

Part time worker needed, year-round no
selling $5.00/hr 247-5801

Part-time responsible person wanted.
Must have car to put up flyers on regular
route. Call Joan 584-9350

INSTRUCTION

For tutoring in Math, Chemistry or
Physics, by Ph.D. call 584-5763 after 6:00

Weight Training Program for women for
more info PO Box 318 Amherst

LOST

Deerskin Pouch lost in Mori n329 Mon
reward kindly contact Rhondi 546-6291
thanks for ya honesty

MOTORCYCLES

1960 Suzuki G.S. 550L
1500$ or BO 665 2882

perfect cond.

1978 Yamaha XS-750-E
Coninental tires 18,000
2560363

Kerker exhaust,

miles $1800.00

Helmet and sissy bar for sale. X-Lg black
helmet $15 or trade for small. Bar fits Kawa
400 or similar bike $15 call 549-5790 eves

MUSICIANS WANTED
Experienced and competent bassist and

Phone number FREE

vocalist wanted for progressive rock band
doing mostly originals. Serious inquiries
only please call John 546 5959

PERSONALS

Fall Sem. Practicum: Work 1-4 after-
noons per/wk in after school day care K-6
on campus. Hrs. available: M, T Th F
2:45-5:45, W 1:00-5:45. Wkly staff mt'gs.
12:45-2:00. Earn 3-6 credits based on days
worked. For more info call Nancy Ross
549-6170.

Looking for an unusual gift? Spirit Haus
has many moderately priced wines, liquors
and beers for all occasions.

HAMPDEN THEATER CREW get in

touch with Wade as soon as possible
546-9675

Are you thinking about joininn a frater-
nity? Find out what fraternities are all

about at an orientation on Sunday,
September 20, 1981 at 3 PM in the Student
Union Ballroom. The presentation will in-

clude a slideshow, a speaker and the oppor-
tunity to meet and talk with representatives
from the 14 UMass fraternities. Check it

out. You have so much to gain and so little

to lose!

Motarboard Honor Society mtg on
Thurs 9 17 at 5:30 in TOC see you then

Notetakers needed for FS & N 101 102
130 apply at 401 SUB
Sunday is almost upon is. With it will

come the orientation on fraternities to be
held in the Student Union Ballroom at 3 pm
It will consist of a slideshow, a speaker and
the opportunity to meet and talk with
representatives from the 14 UMass frater-
nities. If you are at all interested, check it

out. There is no obligation. You have so
much to gain and so little to lose.

Paul Marry me or I'll run away to Alaska
and leave the office in total chaos

Paul If you marry her, you'll never know
the good times we'll have in the futuie
Your Co-Worker

Highest Prices Paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst.
Monday-Saturday 10 am-6 pm Licensed by
the Town of Amherst, member of Chamber
of Commerce. 256-0710

Advance Sign Lang people from last year
interested'in practice groM|rtall Noel 6-5029

Alpha_Zetajneeting tonight 7:30 CC 805
Spence: ' Congradulations on your first
-hope you have many more! With love,
167E

Steve hope BKO is treating you well, miss
you up on the 3rd floor.

PSYCHOTHERAPY
Individual, couples, family therapy. Fee
based on ability to pay. Non-student
clientele also accepted. Psychological Ser-
vices Center 545-0041

QUICK SALE

72 VW Beetle excellent condition call
549-5347

ROOMMATE WANTED
Female roommate to share 1 bedroom
ap t in Southwood call 256-6160 Susan
To share room in boarding house one
half block from campus kitchen and laundry
facilities avail $600 per semester 546-6016

Female, easygoing, neat to share apt. in
Brittany Manor. Non-smoker preferred. Call
253-5713

Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
PM-7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

SERVICES

MOVING? LOCAL MOVING SERVICE
VERY REASONABLE NO JOB TOO
SMALL 549-1272

Free-lance Typing writing help, small of-
fice organizing. Faculty and student work
welcome. Top skills, reasonable rates.
Amherst 549-0518 8 am to 9 pm
Z-Trucking light hauling, furniture mov-
ing, trash removal, reasonable rates free
estimates. Just call and I'll haul Steve
Zavoritis 256-6815

Student Movers
distance 253-9646

low rates local long-

Spanish Tutor available call 546-6935

Save 40% Off retail price on new Guild,
Gibson, Ovation, Rickenbacker and
Yamaha guitars. Also, discounted prices on
Marshall and Polytone amps, strings and
accessories. We buy used Fender, Gibson
and Martin guitars. The Guitar Workshop.
Amherst Carriage Shops, 549-1728

SORORITY RUSH
Discover the UMass Sorority System -It

could be the best move you've ever made.
Panhellenic Formal Rush Sept 21 -Oct. 1

STEREO FOR SALE

4 yr old Manavox compact stereo, turn-
table. 8 track tape player recorder ex-
cellent speakers, great condition. $75
negotiable 546-4963

STICK IT IN YOUR EAR

Stick It in your ear at Silverscape
Designs. Custom, single and multiple ear
piercing in twenty styles of sterile studs.
SPECIAL 14k gold bracelets $9.95.
Silverscape Designs, the Yellow House,
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

THINKING FRATERNITY?

All are welcome to attend a no-obligation
orientation on fraternities and life in the
Greek system to be held on Sunday at 3 pm
in the Student Union Ballroom. If you are at
all interested, check it out. You have so
much to gain and so little to lose.

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARY

University Judiciary Justices meeting in
CC 7 PM Tuesday September 22, 1981
Check schedule for room to contact
Michael Cohen 665-7544

WANTED
Babysitters fall semester, various times
days. Come to Child Care Office, 213
Berkshire House, between 9 and 2, Monday
-Friday

Ride to North Shore area wanted on a
regular basis, call Joe 253-9026

Musicians wanted to form kick ass band.
Knowledge of new and old waves
necessary call Dave the Rave 546-6259
Armstrong Brothers Band needs any
secure, lighted room for storage and prac-
tice. Call Jim at 253-5943

Electric Guitar nothing elaborate also
cheap amp Tony 253-9317 aft 4

WORK STUDY HELP WANTED
Collegian nees work study help in
Business Office - flexible hours see
Maureen

WIN $100.00 (worth of merchandise)

Science
Fiction/

Phantasy

^^»

Contest
Ends
10 am Sept 28

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

LI~j I

Poster Contest
11 days left

to enter

'details available in the store

Located in the Campus Center

'"'UniversitM Store

We
Carry

Danskii^
for men and women

In the Campus
Center

t O

I

OPEN SMOKER |

Interested in building a new
I

Fraternity? I

All interested univeiisty men
i

are invited to attend: I

Tue8.8:30-10PMRm801CC
I

Wed. 7:30-10 PM Rm 801 CC j

Thurs. 8:30-11:30 PM i

395 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
jRefreshments will be served I

For more info call
j

253-9987 or 549-583

1

I
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Typists needed for

Collegian Graphics
Dept. Must type bet-

ween 50-60 w.p.m.
Knowledge of Edit-
writer 7500 a plus.

These are paid posi-

tions. Call either
Marsha Bianchi or
Lise Zeiger at
545-3500.
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WE ARE PIKE (

i

I
j

center
at u mass

Featuring our ALL NEW "Thursday
Night Entertainment Series"

Start the weekends early with.

Mogic and the Reggae Stars
Thursday September 17th

cover charge $2.50

Eddie Shaw and the Wolfgang
Thursday September 24th

cover charge $2.00

Valid ID and ABP Sticker
required to purchase alcohol

We are.

i
i

• the fraternity that does not haze
• the house that raised $36,000

for Multiple Sclerosis
• #1 in Greek Area athletics - 1980

Pike - we could be for ybu

HEALTH- PERSONAL APPeAftAMCE* SfLP F<;TFm1

I GUIDANCE

I
Rush Parties -

I
Thursday, ^ept. 17 - 9.00 PM
Monday, Sept. 21 - 9:00
Tuesday, Sept. 22 - 9:00 PM
Thursday, Sept. 24-9:00 PM

Free Refreshments

: Amhfi't Center -*

Newmmi 1

Ceiirer

N Flei.«iint St3 E?'

BEyoMD FirKjEsgr

T0«ITHIH,ICT4 euiLO FOH

BY MAKiM* ToOAY'SOlfriCumeSi
TOMOWROw'3 ROurtMg STr»f

I \^ FIKE.

SBA Mass
' Ave.

Pi Kappa Alpha

For more info: 545-2150/545-0047
iii»piiiiiwiiiiiiwiiiiiiniiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;i,,,,,,,,,,,,,„,,^^

Try a new approach to fitness this Fall and
ease the mind/body split by joining an aerobic
dance class with FIZZLE-FIREWORKS A uni-
que regime that brings it all together for you
FIZZLE, If you're a slow starter and
FIREWORKS if you're close to perfection.

Program outlay is directed toward
• Cardiovascular conditioning

• Muscular Endurance
• Flexibility

• Challenge

• Body Contouring
• Tranquilizer

iQoi^^®^*^
session beginning September 20

1981. Pre- registration is required. For more in-
formation call Erma Rocasah at 549-61 1 1 after

Thursday, September 17, 1981
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RALEIGH, KADUKI, FUJI, TREK, SUHTOUR

2 i Pleosont St. Northampton 566-06 i
ocQoooooooooeoooi

Artists interested in

political cartooning
and illustrating for the
editorial pages of the
Collegian are invited

to submit samples of
their work to the
editorial department.

S^^^

Tonight September 17

BOW WOW WOW
w/special guests Wall of Voodoo

rustv nail

rredTHoutk
Jeweief

You will find us at

26 Main Street
,^-s (across from Town Hall)

^^\jP/ Member American Gem Society

n^Zy

Friday, September 18

NIGHTHAWKS
w/special guests First Rate

18 & 19 year olds welcome Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937

18 Main St.

LIQUORS
Downtown Amherst 253-5441

TIRED OF WARM DEER?
Com« to us first!!!

Dud 12 ox. «on. 2.45/.IX 8.49/co..
DuSCh 1 J ox. con, 2.00/.IX 7.99/co.o
Old Milwaukee ijozcons 0.29/i2pock
**o'sons

2.99/.,x
Vodka Of Sin 5.25/,,..,

AllSpedols Cold"

THURSDAY
This Week's Special

2ibrf Nighf

9:00 'til i i :00
ALL LIQUOR DRINKS

Featuring

Dancing With Henry

— Rock and Roll —
From the Summer on Cape Cod

$1.00 cover

WMUA PRoduCTION

i^^ 91.1 Fivi

>^ Sept. 18
REGGAE Dance

wirh

WMl^A DJ's
* ScoTTy DREAd * Kari NjiiRJ ^

ANCJ ThE
^ RooTSMAN Connection *

StucIent UnIon
BaUroom S2.00

Dean of StucIents/

Child Care OpENiNqs
for

student interns €r student employment
challenging work: indoors & outdoors, with infants, toddlers, or

preschoolers, cooking with natural foods
assistant teachers, cooks, maintenance & carpentry

(evening & weekend positions available)

Workstudy Students $3.50 - 4.25

apply directly to the Child Care Centers

Also typists &- child care information £r referral workers
needed at the Child Care Office, 213 Berkshire House

545-1566

Student Interns in art, music, psychology, education, phys ed,

counseling, administration apply to

Office of Internships 545-0727

Southwest Residential College: Practicum with young children.

For information call 545-2466 ask for Sandra.

Orchard Hill Residential College: Practicum at No. Village. For in

formation call 549-6958 ask for David.

2 assistant teachers needed: 20 hours 1-5 PM 5 days a week
Applications taken only from students with preschool /toddler
teaching experience. Bring resume to Grass Roots or New World Day
School only.

Grass Roots Day School Bowditch Lodge 545-2466 Sandra Mroz,
director

New World Day School 434 No. Pleasant St. 549-0793 Susan
Scully, director

Infant Care Experimental Center J13 Ef 14 No. Village 549-14i0
Gail Brown, director

North Village Children's Center J15 & 16 No. Village 549-6958

David Zuccalo, director
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The University of Massachusetts field hockey
team meets the University of Maine today at 3 p.m.
on the upper NOPE field, field conditions permit-
ting. The Minutewomen defeated Ohio State 3-0 at
Smith College on Tuesday.

UM offense enhances defense
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

There are many well used adages which deal with the
idea of one part of a group helping another part, all for the
good of the group as a whole.
Some common ones are "one hand washes the other" or

"you scratch my liack and I'll scratch yours."
If one considers the University of Massachusetts football

team, a case could be made that a similar situation exists
here as well.

After last season, the consensus in New England col
legiate football circles was that the Massachusetts defense
was one of the best in the East and probably the best in the
nation in its division (I AA).
Their statistics were awesome; first in total defense, third
against the rush and fifth in passing defense. The
Minuteraen also had superb personnel, both individually
and collectively.

So far this season, the Massachusetts defense has reciev-
ed a good amount of publicity and rightly so. After all.

they only lost two players to graduation and a first-teani
all-conference pick (Raymond Benoit) is back in the fold.

offense has had possesion for a while." Reid said. "Our
team is no different. We play better defense because our

offense is doing well on their end."

Last week in the game-scrimmage against Brown Univer-
sity at Alumni Stadium, the Massachusetts defense allow
ed only 32 total rushing yards. Apart from an adequate
passing attack, the Bears' offense was stifled.

'Vur guys aren 't too vocal about it
but we'll be ready Saturday

. . . we
just have to button up and show it on
the field/'

"We have an excellent defensive team and one of our top
goals for the team as a whole is to play great defense."
associate heaJ coach and defensive coordinator Jim Reid
said. "A big reason for our success defensively, though, is

that our offense does so well at controlling the ball and
eating up chunks of time on the clock."

"A defense will play better when it's well rested and the
way that it can be fresh when it steps on the field is if the

Ptioto courteiT of thr Spnrtii Information Offirr

Jim Reid is the associate head coach and defen-
sive coordinator for UMass Minuteman football.

It's Leonard by TKO in 14th
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) - Sugar Ray Leonard knocked
Thomas Hearns down in the 13th round, then battered him
into submission in the 14th round last night to win un
disputt>d possession of the welterweight championship of
the world.

On this night, it was Sugar Ray who was the "Hit Man" as
Hearns scored most of his points by dancing and jabbing,
while I^eonard's early round power robbed Hearns of his
artillery.

In the 14th, Leonard sent Hearns reeling with a tremen-
dous right to the head. Sugar Ray followed with four or
five more head shots that sent Hearns around the ring.

I.«onard got Hearns into a neutral corner, landed some
light bk)ws. then smashed two or three more hghtning
hooks to the face. Referee Davey Pearl jumped in and

stopped it as a sellout crowd in Caesars Palace's outdoor
ring went crazy.

Hearns protested briefly, then staggered to his waiting
cornermen as Leonard threw his hands high in a .salute of
victory.

The fight was stopped at 1:45 of the 14th round.
Judge Duane Ford had it 124-122, judge Charles Minker
had it 125 121 and judge Lou Tabat had it 125 123. all for
Hearns, meaning Leonard's share of the 147 pound class ti

tie was in iminent danger of slipping away.
It looked as though I.«onard might end the fight when he

had Hearns in trouble in the sixth rounds. But then the
previously unbeaten Hearns, who had been described as a
mechanical fighter who couldn't box, began dancing. He
not only got back into the fight but took charge of it in the

ion of the officials.

Minuteman defensive tackle Dan Petrie (67) i.-

in midair rcfady to sack Brown tniversity QB
„ , ,

.
-<> roirteMol .-...„ ,„,„rm«ii..n ./rr.rr

Hank Landers in last week's game-scrimmage at
y^lumni Stadium.

A performance like'this was sort of expected from the
Minuteman "D". But, defense was not the only highlight of
the game. Massachusetts rushed for over 300 yards on the
game and the ball was carried 54 times by Minuteman
backs.

TaUback Garry Pearson chewed up 139 of those yards on
only 16 carries.

"In that game (the Brown scrimmage), the offense was
out there for long periods and our defensive guys were at
full strength every time they went in," Reid said. "When
we have a 1,000 yard season from one of our backs (Pear-
son's mark last season) you know that the offense and of-

fensive line are doing a good job." •

.The Massachusetts offense did look sharp in the scrim-
mage, especially in the running game. Minuteman quarter-
back Dean Pecevich and his backup, Barrett McGrath,
demonstrated that the scrambling field leader is ^ill very
much a part of Massachusetts football.

Peason surprised no one with his usual standout effort
and number two tailback Rich Jenkins had a good outing,
scoring a 44 -yard TD on one carry, gaining most of these
yards on his own.
A major factor in Holy Cross College's 14-6 defeat of

Boston University last Saturday was that its offensive line

was so successful and dominating.

Crusader backs rushed for 265 against a highly regarded
BU defense. Reid's point is well made here as the BU of-

fense was held to only 88 yards rushing.

"BU's defense was out there for a large part of the game
because their offense was not keeping the ball long
enough." Reid said. "Holy Cross kept eating up the clock
and wearing the BU defense out.

"They (HC) have a good offense and should be proud of
it." Reid said. "We're proud of our team as a whole. Our
guys might not be too vocal about it (the game), but we'll

be ready Saturday (Alumni Stadium, 1:30 p.m.). We just
have to button up and show it on the field.

"

Women Kickers

open Saturday
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

When the referee blew his whistle at the women's soccer
scrimmage between the University of Massachusetts and
Amherst College yesterday, he sat on the UMass bench.
He was silent for most of the game, saying things to the
UMass team, such as to pass more often and to keep the
ball down.
Kenekali Banda didn't blow his whistle much—just

enough to make the scrimmage seem like a game. But the
second year Minutewomen coach was more interested in

what his team was doing on the field than refereeing.
UMass shut Amherst out, 6-0, after playing three periods

instead of the usual two. The score didn't matter to Banda,
but the way UMass played did.

'We still got a long way to go," Banda said, "there was
too much passing up and down the field instead of passing
laterally."

"AKso, we're just beginning to 'become' a team. There are
players who still don't know what to do with the ball, they
don't know really the feel of team play," Banda si'id. "1

think the team to beat this year will be the team who can
play like a team."
After going 2 in scrimmages, the Minutewomen will

begin its sea-son this weekend with two games on the lower
NOPE field. At 1:00 p.m. on Saturday. UMass will face
Plymouth State College; George Washington University
will pay Massachusetts a visit on Sunday for a 1:30 p.m.
contest.

"Plymouth State will be very tough." said Banda. "they
are a physical squad, like Springfield College. They like to
run with the ball. They've given us a tough time over the
past couple of year."
"Gtjorge Washington has got some good players, in-

cluding .some who went to Europe last summer." Banda
said.

"They'll be tough to beat, and we've got a tough schedule.
If we are going to win, we've got to take each match as it

comes—one at a time," said Banda.

Applications are now being accepted for
the position of Assistant Sports Editor.
There are two jobs available and both are
paid positions. Anyone interested is en-
couraged to apply and should check at the
sports desk in the Collegian newsroom for
appHcations and details.

Why not try football?
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

Friday at the University of Massachusetts is a day given
to contemplation and decision-making concerning thecommg weekend's activities and today is no different.

If one is trying to decide what to do tomorrow after-
noon, the followmg possibility should definitely be con-

The University of Massachusetts football team is
hosting the Holy Cross College Crusaders tomorrow at 1
p.m. in Alumni Stadium.

m past years, the Minutemen's home opener has not
generated too much enthusiasm in the way of student sup-
port. Regardless of how well they've done on the field
apart from a solid core of fan support. Alumni Stadiuni
has rarely been filled.

students might say, "Why the football team'/ What have
they got that is so special this year?"

What the Minutemen have that is something special this
year is an excellent bid for the Yankee Conference title,
and. although the coaches and players would never be

caught looking too far ahead to say it, a legitimate shot at
the national Division 1-AA title.

Of course there are other teams on campus which have
equal potential for national acclaim. Realistically speak-
ing, though, football is the sport. When the athletic pro-
gram of a college or university is examined, football ismore than likely the most visible varsity sport. It has the
most participants, makes the most money for the school
and students usually identify with football best.

Although Holy Cross is not a member of the Yankee
Conference, the significance of tomorrow's game is not
diminished. The game is a "big" game in a series of big
games which make up this season.

It is easy not to get excited about the Minuteman squad
and their new season. This is a large school and it is a task
in Itself trying to identify a name on the back of a
numbered jersey and match it with a face in a printed foot-
ball program.

But, if one makes the effort, it is very easy to be en-
thusiastic and proud of the Massachusetts football team.

The bottom line is this: they are all students, too, and
they need and appreciate your support.
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Teach-in claims Reagan backs racism

ILf»l> U XTi * . ^ folleifwm Pholo by Kris Cr«i«Mokubung Nkomo. from the Center for Racial Studies, speaks at theSouth African Teach-in held in the Student Union Ballroom last night.

Chancellor's Committee
condemned by BOG

By DAVE HOWES
Collegian Staff

"The Reagan Administration is turning
back years in its support of the racist
regime of South Africa," Michael Thelwell,
professor of Afro-American studies at the
University of Massachusetts told about 75
people in the Student Union Ballroom last
night.

Thelwell, refering to the administration's
decision to allow the South African rugby
team to play in the U.S., said, "Reagan has
almost guaranteed that African nations
will not attend the 1984 Olympics,"
scheduled to be held in Los Angeles.

By letting the team play in the U.S.,
Reagan is showing support for South
Africa, Thelwell said.

"Reagan is attempting to break a boycott
of the regime by other respected nations,"
because of their racial policies," Thelwell
said. "South Africa has been isolated from
athletic events. They have been boycotted
by all international athletic associations."

Dennis Brutus, a professor of English at
Amherst College, who was exiled from
South Africa, said the rugby team's
scheduled game in Albany, N.Y., had been
cancelled. He said it was an "important vic-
tory" to the struggle.

"Racism is so oppressive it should be
removed from society," he said before his
speech last night.

Mokubung Nkomo, a teaching assistant
at UMass, said, "the majority of people in

South Africa are black and they do not
have a voice in government. They do not
have a right to participate in government."

"Only 17 percent of the people conrol the
government and 87 percent of the land is

owned by the white minority. It shows the
nature of the regime," Nkomo said, adding
that blacks are restricted to land not
suitable for farming. "Apartheid is based
on the distinction of color. The children die
because of the lack of elements for food."

William A. Bowers, a member of the
Students Against Militarism and the
Western Massachusetts People's Anti War
Organization, said, "South Africa is

threatening to invoke the world into a
world war."

"We feel the U.S. support for the tour is

against condemnation of South Africa. One
vote among the entire nations of the world
was the U.S. vote not supporting condemn-
ing the regime. It is not only discouraging
but it shows U.S. support of racism." he
said. The vote was taken for South Africa's
invasion into Angola.

"South Africa has the highest rate of ex-
ecutions of blacks. No country publicly sup-
ports them," Bowers added.

Nkomo said, "Blacks are not guaranteed
jobs. Whites in South Africa are
guaranteed jobs by law. Blacks have the
highest unemployment. They can only
work in the labor resevoirs that work the
mines."

"If blacks were allowed to form inomion,
their lives would be much better." he said.'

By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center-Student Union Board of Gover-
nors last night passed a resolution condemning Chancellor
Henry Koffler's "hypocrisy" in his creation of a search
committee to fill the vacated office of vice chancellor of ad-
ministration and finance.

The resolution criticises the lack of representation for
students, women and minorities on the committee, and
declares that this action is in conflict with Koffler's stated
"Year Toward Civility" policies.

"Civility includes the fair representation of all peoples
of the University community," according to the resolu-
tion.

"We are formally informing the Chancellor," the resolu-
tion states "that more thought should have been given to
the existance of institutional racism and sexism."

The search committee was created by Koffler to fill the
position left by George Beatty last May. It consists of nine
members, seven white males, one black female and one
white female.

The Vice Chancellor controls all financial and ad-
ministrative operations at the University. The resolution
notes that this individual will have a powerful influence on
University life.

».. wi,..c. action, board chair Scott Cashman announced
plans to cut profits at the Textbook Annex over the next
five years in an effort to make the Campus Center self-
sustaining.

Presently, profits from the Textbook Annex go into the
Campus Center Trust Fund and help pay for overhead
costs in the building. Since students must buy books, this
could be seen as a hidden Campus Center fee, said Vice
Chair Peter Lucas.

Because of the "financial squeeze" the Campus Center
IS experiencing due to direct and indirect state subsidy
cuts amounting to about $500,000 this year, the Textbook
Annex profits must be cut slowly enough to allow the
building to increase its profitability. Cashman said.

"We would like to see them cut prices and eventually
make it a break-even operation." Cashman siad.

Along the same lines. $54,000 of profits may be taken
from the vending and pinball niachines throughout cam-
pus will be turned over to the Program Support Fund
which sponsors activities in the residential areas
Cashman said.

'

Also, $20,000 worth of ceiling repairs throughout the
Campus Center complex were approved by the board.
$29,000 was approved for a design architect who will wib^
mitt plans for possible renovations to the University
Store, which may cost $240,000.
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H'jate DmtoceaU. faumfaM in career U*d«et fi^iu in
tit pwiadeiK. vowed immrrfiaTri)- to go U/ ti««r mat a^^airi

wcr Ae Soeili Seoir^ iane. *'We intend u> make the
pruidwM: fceqpi hb proraiaa ^>n SoaaJ Seointy." said
5f*aiJ(«r TViBu P. O'SeiL i>-Ma», 'We d'>n't uiUffKi v>
kit faiM «r«ek die

Sen.

*^ SociiJ Seomty was a tarjfet of the
****

^"f*""^ * *''** ^^ indkations thai Reagar.
pare pemooft and otber entitiement pr'jf^dms.

^^^»*^. R-Ne*-., B«agan's ciosest wri^essionaJ
this wee* that there was "rKj senouh

di>>'UjjHion r'ifK-erning any ruth in .WriaJ Security at all.

7>iat hhould Ix' put Ui re«t."

And ft«?a|f5an'hrliief HfXiki-Hrnan, liavid <^i*rrjjen, reported
s well that "there ih no one in thib a/lrninuitration now
working over plant* V} find cut«, for example, in 1982
Sixial S«frurity

"

Hut when r*-]»'>rUtrti askad Kea^^an ahr>ut his plans just
^Jefore he depari>-<J for Oand Rapids, Mich., yesterday, he
said "thj8 IK a blippa^e . hut we're going to cut all pen-
sions.

"

And Sfieakes .sul>Hequently confirmed that the president
^la'J dwided on profx^sing cost-<jf-living delays in nine pen-
siofi and welfare pn^grams, including S^xriaJ Security,
veterans' retirement, unemployment a^mpensation, food
.stamps and sf:h<xil lunches.

Haig claims Saudi arms sale is a must
Afet/y;ia>)^ Pr«-M

WASHINGTON - Se*rr«ar> of Stat* Alexaf.4w M.
Hjug Jr

.
XfAfi Oyrigrf*>. >'efct>;rla/ t^jat faijure Uj appr^yvt

a/. t>, .0 biiJ.'/r. arrr.h pa/.l'.Age f'^r Saudi Ara^/ia w'>uid
\iiifif.nmi>tr our >^r^ir.\, yjivk- wsr.-unty of Urad and peace
«t««*/." But 'rttfr M;nat* f'^ feAxj ^»«r ^^^ the votes t/j Wock
the Mie.

.S«rf, R/^j*rr. Pv;icw<A>d R-^>re , fcaid .0] b«rnat/^ri - 32
L»WKx;ral>. a/yj ]i R^put^icaru-. - r»r/» ^y^spr.nvir a r*-)/,iu-

^^^y/J*'-^^ ^* "^ ^^ ^* •'«^^- '^f v>p^.iKti.;at*d
AWAGS ra/iar puir^ ar.d >etfighter weapr.^,r> Arid he
•id »x 'Xher Mxiaton wiJj also vot* against it

Sen. W..:. 'j.^'_'. h-fjhio. said a^mpromise ls essential
kftcause t>.e administrauon. trying Uj vxjihe c^>ncems over
the imfoci of t^ie spy piaxicb on the security of Israel

, plan.s
Vj send Saudi Arabia "a down-rated, haJf-wav" AWAf'S
mcapaUe of n'keetuig all or^mfaat situations.

(Htmn said this arrangement »-iil Wind the surveillance
opabiiities of both Saudi Arabia and the United States in
the event of a major threat bv the Soviet Union to the
Saudi (Al fieids.

The fonrier astronaut pr^^x*d a compromise by which
the U mted Stat« would cut the price of the AWACS fleet
by half in exchiange for a yimt US-Saudi command.
Haig testified that rejection of the AWACS package

wouid daniage America's reputation as a reliable partner,

undermine President Reagan's ability to conduct foreign
i)ohcy, and threaten the security of the United States and
Israel and "peace itself."

As Senate head counts continued to show that the
Reagan administration is only a vote or two away from
either defeat or a hair-thin vicUjry. Glenn pressed for com-
promise.

But Haig said sharing control of AWACS planes with
the United States is not acceptable to the Saudis because,
like the Israelis, they are willing to accept U.S. weapons
systems but want total control over their defense ar-
rangements.

^
Haig testified that the administration hopes a set of four

Saudi assurances and transfer arrangements will ease
concern and win Senate approval for the sale.
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Thousands of welfare families
will lose aid, others face cuts
WJSTf>N-Half *.f the ii4..VXj working families in

MaJisachuAettj. now re<*iving hier»efits under thf Aid to
J-amilie^ witli dependent Children prr^fram will \,^ all
their aid. and thw? rest face cuU^acks, officials say

In all, abfiut 10 percent of the sUte's 120,548 welfare
families will k^se all of their A FIX: f^nefits
Bart^ara Sali»^>ury, the Welfare Department budget

lirector, said the reductions result from federal budget
cuts. They will ^je earned out dunng the second half ofOc-
tr>ber.

"Everyone on the rolls has t^een sent a letter telling
them that changes in the law could affe<;t their grants

"
she said. "At least 10 days l^efore the cut/,ff. those who
are t/> be cut will re*«ive another notice."

Ninth hearing fails to settle

auto inspection fee question
BOSTON-The sUte's auf> inspection fee r.-rnained atW yesterrlay while the Ma8sar:husettji Appeals Oiurt con

sidered a rer^uest by the AtU>mey General's officx- to re-
ject a profxjsed rollback of the charge.
A three-justice appeals panel yesterday morning held

the fifth wurt hearing in nine days on the controversial

fee hike. The justices issued no immediate ruling, which
kept the present $4 fee in effect
Aa««tant Attorney General Donald Stem told justices

that tije Legttiature delegated its authontv V> increasef^ t^ Secretary Edward T HanJey of Administration
and finance. HanJe>- acted properly in issuing an
«nergenc> regulati^>n Aug. 26 to double the fee to $4 he
said.

Stem defended ttwr $4 charge as being reasonable
lespite the stales receiving $0 million dunng this fall's in-
spection period and spending only a reported $630,000 on
administenng the program.

Federal budget cuts threaten
state fuel assistance program
BOSTON- The state's fuel assistance program alreadybr^ed down in red tape, faces a cntical setback from

federal budget cuts, a State-house news conference was
told.

Frank Manning, president of the Massachusetts '

Ass^xriation of Older Americans, was one of several par-
Ucipants at a briefing called by the BosU.n Neighborhoods
Energy Coalition BNEC. He said he checked with
Washingt/jn on the fuel subsidy situation.
'The news I received was not gw^." the spokesman

said. Manning said that last year the federal government
provided $76 million for the state but, with the new block
grant approach. "We do not know at this time how muchwe will receive. According to some estimates.
Ma3.sachusetts may lose $20 million."
Jriseph P. Kennedy II, ancither partirjpant at the brief-

ing, said state budget restrictions imposed by the Senate
Ways and Means Committee may delay releasing $4
million in start-up funds 6 '^

Twenty killed, 108 injured

in PLO stronghold bombing
SIDON. Lebanon-An explosion rocked this coastal

stronghold of the Palestine Liberation Organization
yesterday morning, killing at least 20 civilians and woun-
ding at least 108, according to police and hospital reports
A telephone caller claiming to represent anti-Palestinian

nghtists claimed responsibility for the explosion here and
one that killed 10 people and injured 10 others about the
same time in the northern Lebanese town of Chekka
The PLO and "National Moven»ent" coalition of leftists

which share a seven-story command center that was the
apparent target of the bombing blamed Israeli agents
There was no immediate Israeli response.
The PLO reinforced the shattered neighborhood with

mobile anti-aircraft guns and wamed residents to expect
Israeli air attacks.

Israeli jets overflying Beirut. 24 miles north of here, and
southern Lebanon on routine surveillance later in the daydrew heavy anti-aircraft fire from Palestinian gunners
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Amherst pedestrians learn
'safety first' the hard way

.Colle gigj2 3

By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Something is different in Downtown Amherst.
Now, as pedestrians start to cross on or near one of

Amherst's busiest intersections, a uniformed Community
Service Officer (CSO) can often be found on hand to assist.
At the corner of North Pleasant and Amity Streets,

CSOs are assigned to enforce the walk—don't walk signals
and to see that pedestrians cross safely.
On North Pleasant Street, in front of Louis' Foods, a

CSO is on duty to stop traffic in both directions, allowing
pedestrians to cross without having to dodge onrushing
traffic.

However, if a pedestrian decides to jay walk, or if a

motorist refuses to stop for those crossing at the
crosswalk, he or she could be issued a red warning card
with pedestrian traffic laws on one side and motor vehicle
rules on the other.

These measures are part of an educational program be-
ing implemented by Amherst Police Dept. The purpose of
the new program is to facilitate the smooth flow of traffic

by keeping jaywalking to a minimum, according to
Amherst Police Sgt. Daniel Jankowski, head of the new
program.
Robert Thrasher, a 21 -year-old Northeastern University

student who is working as a CSO as part of his school's co-
op program, said he sees the program as having a much
broader purpose.

"It's part of a Highway Safety Campaign to train

motorists to stop, for pedestrians in the crosswalks,"
Thrasher said. "We're tired of seeing people hurt. It's got-
ten to be very dangerous."
Thrasher said the program was "educational rather

than enforcement." but if an offense is really blatant, an
arrest could be made.
So far, Thrasher said that most people are being fairly

cooperative. "Everybody's getting into it," he said, "if
I'm polite to people, they're polite back."
All the Community Service Officers involved in the pro-

gram are, like Thrasher, students, working for the poli:«
department either on co-op programs or internships,
Thrasher said.

Lou Goudreau. a Hadley resident who is involved in a
local school safety program for McDonald's restaurant,
said yesterday near the intersection that she thinks the
CSOs are a great idea.

"I think it's a terrific idea," she said. "It should have
been done long ago. Motorists have got to realize this is a
college town."

However, Dayna Smyth, a freshman at UMass,
disagreed. "You can get along without them," she said.

Bottle bill expected
to pass on fourth try

Collegian Photo bv Krii Craig

PLANT FAIR — Juliann Nowocienski, freshman music major, takes
a deciding look at the plants at the Plant Fair in the SUB Thursday
afternoon.

By JUDD WARNER
Collegian Correspondent

Despite three previous failed attempts,
the Massachusetts bottle bill is expected to

pass favorably through the House and
Senate and be signed into law by Gov. Ed-
ward J. King this fall, according to

Massachusetts Public Interest Research
Group Organizing Director Susan Birm-
ingham.

If passed, the bill would require that
every soft drink and beer container, can or
bottle, sold in Massachusetts have a refun-

dable deposit of not less than five cents.

Since the bill's legislative introduction in

1973, University of Massachusetts PIRG
has actively endorsed its passage as an ef-

fective means of controlling beverage con-
tainer litter and preserving natural
resources.

The bill's main opposition has come from
the bottling industry who claim the retur-

nable containers would lower employment
and present a sanitation problem.
UMass PIRG Coordinater Elise Ja<cques,

23, a graduate of Clark University, said the
Bottle Bill has more co-sponsers than any
other bill ever introduced to the state
legislature.

"This summer we did a major canvas in

all of western Massachusetts," said Jac-
ques. "We found overwhelming support
door to door."

The Bottle Bill's first failure, Jacques

' said, came in 1973 due to lack of public sup-
port as recycling was a new issue.

"Mass PIRG raised enough signatures in

1976 to get it on the state ballot. Although
the bottling industry outspent us by twenty
to one, we still only lost the popular vote by
less than one percent." said Jacques.

In 1979, the Bottle Bill was passed
through both the House and Senate, but
vvas vetoed by Gov. King when it came to
his desk.

Reintroduced a third time in 1980, it

never came to vote in the Senate before
their summer adjournment.

"This time we expect it to go all the
way." said Jacques, "But we're leaving
nothing to chance. It may be as long as six

weeks before the bill arrives at his desk and
we're using that time to gain more sup-
porters."

The UMass PIRG chapter has stationed a
table on the Campus Center Concourse to
inform students about the bottle bill ana as
a membership drive.

Alan Elias Weiss, 19, a Geology major,
was one of many students to show interest
in the Mass PIRG table.

"I think the Bottle Bill is one way to put
an end to the waste that this state and
many others are contributing," said Weiss.
"I've seen it working in Maine and I

think Massachusetts needs it also," said
Susan Wright Donnelly, a Landscape Ar-
chitecture graduate student from Beverly.

Blindness is no handicap for this cyclist
By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Correspondent

Unlike most bicyclists, who simply look both ways when
they cross the street, Leo Zimmany stops, listens, and
smells for cars. Of course, most bike-riders aren't legally
blind.

Zimmany. a 29 year-old General Physical Education in-

structor at the University of Ma.ssachusetts, has pedalled
20,000 miles the past two and a half years, despite his
20/300 vision, or about one-twentieth the amount of a per-
son with normal vision.

"It's a funny thing," said Zimmany, who was afflicted
with juvenile diabetes when he was 10, "because before I

became legally blind I rode maybe 200,000 miles with
20/20 vision and was hit by cars three times.
"Since Pve become legally blind. I've gone 20.000 miles

and haven't even had any close calls. I use my eyesight to
look everywhere (he can't see out of his right eye), and use
every other sense. My ears tune in on every sound, and I

smell things like carbon monoxide and diesel exhaust as I

get closer to a vehicle."

Zimmany's background as an athlete, in which he senses
situations, also aids him.

"I have this certain sense where I know things are going
to happen, to slow down my speed (he averages 16-18
mph)," he said. "I have my cycling routes mapped out so
that I ride west in the morning and east in the late after-
noon, to avoid the sun's glare. I also memorize every road,
tree, crack and pothole in the course. It's the same thing
when I walk at night. I just feel with my feet. I bet I know
the exact layout of this campus better than anybody
here."

Zimmany remembers when he first learned he had
diabetes.

"I was a fat. pudgy kid in the fifth grade who weighed
about 95 pounds. I started sleeping 12-13 hours a day, so I

was sent to the hospital and learned that I had juvenile

diabetes. Three weeks later I was 67 pounds." he said.

"At the age of ten I had a new life, which was tremen-

dously rigid and regimented. I had a special diet, exercise,

medication, sleeping habits. I soon became an exercise

>fiinatic."
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"I knew one day in the sixth grade that I wanted to be a
phys-ed teacher when this gym teacher gave me a really
hard time. He ran me hard one day because he didn't care
for my attitude, and I went into a sort of shock. I went
home and told my father and he asked me, 'What are you
going to do about it?' The next time he tried it on me. I

punched him."

The diabetes and legal blindness, said Zimmany. have
opened new doors for him. "I'm doing more now than I

ever did. It's all perspective," he said.

"All of Zimmany's consultant work deals with designing
exercise and diet programs for the United States Cycling
Federation, the Amherst Women's Tennis Club, the

Amateur Athletic Racquetball Association, the U.S. Ten-
nis Association and possibly the U.S. Association of Blind
Athletes. Zimmany, also a boxing fanatic, is trying to get
involved with the Golden Gloves program.
"I'm fortunate. This (physical education) is not a job for

me. This is not 'going to work' when I teach here. I try not
to gyp students. I feel students get gypped a lot on this

campus, whether there's a course they drop or can't get
into. Teachers and professors forget what it's all about.
It's not tenure, or money, or doctorates, or sabbaticals.

It's students. It's people. That's what makes it fun, that's

why I enjoy what I do," he said.

And through it all, says Zimmany, "1 shall endure."

Leo Zimmany
. « • . • •••til
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Women can find friendly ear
at UMass' Evervwomai

^Friday, September 18, 1981

By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

Women in the Pioneer Valley can find a friendly ear
24-hours a day to help with problems of sexual abuse sex-
ual Identity, oppression and poverty at the University of
Massachusett s Everywoman's Center (EWC)
Helpmg low-income, Third Worid and lesbian women is

a pnme concern of the center, said Aquila Ayana, public
relations/outreach coordinator at EWC
Ayana said EWC is the only agency around with a

24-hour violence hotline so women in need can call even
after the center is closed.
Once run non-hierarchically, the center now has an ad-

mmistrative coordinator, Lisa Falkenthel, and a five-woman steering committee, she said.
Eleven paid staff members, and about one hundred and

fifty volunteers, mtems and work-study students con-
tribute to the various coordinated services offered byEWC, Ayana said.

'

The Working Women's Task Force, organized by Myra
Hindus, offers aid to working women through advocacy.

W7 n. pleasant st^amherst

MANDARIN S2ICHUIN CUIStNl

Every Sunday 11:30-3:00

SUNDAY BRUNCH
A special selection of your favorite

Chinese foods
All for 4.95 per serving

Sun.-Thuft. 11:30 «.m. -10:00 pm
Fft. k Sat. 11:30 •.m -11:00 pm

JO^Beichertown Rd., at Route 9, Amherst
* 256-0252256-0251

organizing, sharing information and educating on such
issues as daycare, sexual harassment, and occupational
health and safety.

Information on welfare, childcare and financial aid for
how-mcome women is provided by the Poor Women's Task
r orce.

Third World Women may seek counseling on housing
and financial aid, from members of the Third World
Women's Task Force. Recently, Coordinators Malinka
Jones and Panna Putnam established a Seta Rampersad
scholarship to be offered to Third World female students
The violence against women program educates the com-

munity under the supervision of Martha Tapia and pro-
vides counseling and advocacy to victims of violence
under the supervision of Cathy Roach.
Aid to women who are victims of violent crimes includes

short-term counseling and medical and legal follow-up
Counselors and advocates work with area legal, public
safety and medical personnel to assist victims through the
cnsis.

EWC provides an open library, housing books, bulletin
twards and calendars of upcoming events.

Interns and volunteers are needed to help staff the
center. Ayana said. An open house will be held at EWC on
beptember 30, from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Staff women will be
on hand to talk about their programs.

Springbok appearance
in Chicago cancelled
By SANDRA BALMER
Associated Press

CHICAGO - Picketed by civil rights groups, denounced

by the City Council, and even canceled by a resort hotel, a
South African rugby team called the Springboks did its
best yesterday to remain as elusive as the timid antelope
for which it is named.
By midmorning, the mayor of Albany, New York, had

canceled an appearance by the team next week for fear of
violent demonstrations by opponents of racial apartheid
The Soviet Olympic Committee charged the U.S. govern-
ment violated the Olympic charter by inviting the South
Africans to compete in the United States.

Numerous rumours circulated about the team's
whereabouts and the location of its secret mateh, sup-
posedly set for Saturday, with Midwestern ruggers!
The 36 members of the rugby team — two of them black

- were supposed to depart yesterday from the Chicago
Athletic Association's downtown headquarters, where
they had been staying since their arrival on Monday.
By midafternoon, however, the general manager of the

athletic club, who asked that his name not be used, said
the team was still there, but that "the situation is chang-
ing hour to hour."

The appearance of the team has prompted a spate of
modest demonstrations — although nothing like the
violence that was touched off by the teams's appearance in
New Zealand Saturday. A clash after the mateh left 43
demonstrators arrsted and 148 injured.
After the Chicago mateh, the team had planned to play

at Albany, New York, September 22, but Mayor Erastus
Coming, at the urging of New York Gov. Hugh Carey
canceled that game, saying the safety of participants and
others could not be guaranteed.

Members of the Midwest Rugby Union, organizers of
the Chicago area event, kept a low profile, refusing for the
fourth day to return reporters' queries.
The team itself has taken on a phantom-like aura yet

has apparently managed to travel freely and see' the
sights.

An American rugby official said members enjoyed a
reception Wednesday night at a Chicago hot«l, courtesy of
the South African consulate.
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Seabrook could
threaten beaches
Associated Press
SEABROOK, N.H.-Use of New Hampshire's beaches
might have to be restricted unless adequate safeguards
are taken to ensure the safe evacuation of people from
around the Seabrook atomic power plant, a senior member
ot the Nuclear Regulatory Commission said yesterday.

Victor Gilinsky said plans must be developed immediate-
ly and not postponed until the plant is ready to operate
But the construction director for the $3.6 billion plant,

Bruce Beckley, insisted that evacuation was not necessary
under the worst circumstances."

But Gilinsky insisted "it is clear that Seabrook poses dif-
ficult and perhaps unique emergency planning problems,
in light of the time and cost involved in improving
Sseabrook s emergency preparedness, we should begin to
seek solutions now, not some years from now, just before
the plant is almost ready to operate."

"Moreover, at that time it will be much more difficult
for the NRC to require remedial measures which could
delay plant operations," Gilinsky told The Associated
Press.

Gilinsky, one of the five NRC commissioners who
establish rules under which the country's nuclear industry
operates, suggested some "options" for the safe evacua-
tion of the hundreds of thousands of people from New
Hampshire's 18-mile shoreline where the plant is located
The choices include:

-"Improving parking at the beaches so as to permit
rapid evacuation," He said this could include requiring
construction of massive parking lots with underpasses or
overpasses leading to the beach so traffic on the
beach road is not impeded by pedestrians."

-"Reconsidering the construction permit for Unit 2,
which is only 4 percent complete."
—"Making the state aware that it may have to choose

between operating the plant or allowing access ot the
beaches."

Gilinsky said the utility and local and state government
should pay attention to the problem.

"It should be understood that if emergency
preparedness is not improved sufficiently by measures
such as these, Seabrook's opeation may be contingent on
restricted use of the nearby beaches," the commissioner
said. "The real point is to try to deal with these things as
early as possible."

Beckley, however, said, "I don't think evacuation will be
needed under the worst circumstances. Conjure up
anything and I don't believe the radiation that people will
get if they stay and enjoy the sunlight is going to exceed
that which is either the maximum under the regulations or
what would hurt them."
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WIN $100
worth of

merchandise

Any One
Can Enter

Contest Ends 10 AM Sept 28

Located in the Campus Canter, Univ. of Mass.

'''University Store
ap^ M F9-5 Sat 11-4

His comments wers in response to statements made by
Harold Denton, the NRC's director of Nuclear Reactor
Regulations, last week when the agency denied a Seacoast
Anti-Pollution League request for a hearing on Seabrook
evacuation plans. The commisison voted 2-2 against the
request with Gilinsky and Peter Bradford of Maine dissen-
ting.

Diablo arrests total 882
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif.-Helmeted sheriffs deputies
countered a third day of land and sea assaults at the
IJiablo Canyon atomic power plant yesterday, wielding
tetons against protesters in a new get-tough response
that brought the arrest total to 882.
The anit-nuclear activists landed 15 swimmers on a

beach near the plant, despite Coast Guard warnings to
stay away. All were promptly arrested, according to the
California Highway Patrol information center.
Actor Robert Blake, who had been part of an eariier lan-

ding party, went along on one of the sailboats that joined
the sea protest yesterday and was not arrested.
"I'm proud of them. They're sensational." Blake said

afterward on the dock at nearby Avila Beach. "This pro-
test is going to continue until people all over the country
make up their minds to stop this insanity."
The protesters claim nuclear power is unsafe generally,

but particulariy in Diablo Canyon, which is near an off-
shore earthquake fault. The Nuclear Regulatory Commi-
sion decides Monday whether to allow Pacific Gas and
Electric Co. to begin low-level testing at the $2.3 billion

The
Electronics

Center
32 Pleasant St., Northampton

Foil ClMronce SALE

(Reg) (Sale)
Technics 30/30 249 198
^ott 20/20 162 119
Scott 30/30 202 179
Sony© 33/33 189 169

CosMtt* D«cks
Sony TC22 189
Technics M205 179
Technics M218 229
Scott 675DM 273
Toshibo PCX 10 129

Turntoblos
Tochnics B202 159
Sonyo TPX1 83
Toshibo SralOO 99
*reg price w/out cart, sale price w/AT cart

Spook^rs
Scott 8"2way 135pr llOpr
Scott 10"3 way 298 pr 225 pr i
Scott 10"3way 338 pr 260 pr I
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Free Koss Headphones
with any system purchase

MAXELL XLI. XLII C-90
j

3.49 ea. with this ad !

3.39 ea. for a case with this ad I

I

. 586-2270 9:30-5:30 j
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plant.

"We're not going to win until we stop it like we did the
Vietnam war," Blake said.

The 60 people arrested at the gate yesterday morning
added to an already crowded calendar at San Luis Obispo
Municipal Court, where Judge Richard Wood arraigned
four groups of 50 protesters each on charges of trespass-
ing and failure to disperse. Wood said several hundred
more would come through today "even if we have to work
into the night."

The misdemeanor charges carry a maximum $500 fine
and SIX months m jail, but authorities said first offenders
probably will receive an average $120 fine.
Sheriff George Whiting vowed to prevent any future ef-

fort by the protesters to blockade the main gate and block
workers from entering.
At dawn, a phalanx of baton-wielding deputies had mov-

ed swiftly and roughly through the chanting and singing
demonstrators at the gate.
One deputy was seen repeatedly jabbing a surrounded

demonstrator in the stomach with his baton.
Asked about the roughness at the gate. Undersheriff

Arnie Goble said: "I have seen no brutality in any of the
arrests. We don't jab people with night-sticks unless there
IS a threat to the officer ... If there has been any wrong-
doing, it will show up in the courts."
After the road was cleared, busloads of PG&E construc-

tion workers roared through the gate.
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Friday September 18th

ShenodoQh
$2.00 cover charge

Saturday, September 19th

Shoboo All-Stors
$3.00 cover charge

Coming soon - D*Qv*r Drown
J.D. Hutto and th* Nvwhowks

Valid ID and ABP Sticker
required to purchase alcohol

CUT-A-THOIN
By REqis HAiRsryUsTS

This SuNdAy Sept. 20

10 AM TO 4 pM

HAMpdEN D.Cv SoUThWEST

$ S SAVE S $

ONly $8.00 A hEAd

SpoNsoREd by

TtiE Bolrwood BeIcIiertown

Project

r PhfCpen ,us]
This is the time of year when fraternities look for a few good men to fill
the spots vacated by graduation. Rush allows UMass men to look at
how we live - a non commital chance to decide if what fraternity life of-
fers appeals to them. BKO offers
1 .) Lifelong Friends - once a brother, the house is yours. You decide the
way you hve - house rules & direction are decided by the brotherhood.
Once you graduate - you always have a home to return to at Homecom-
ing to greet old friends.

2.) On the Job Training - Our officers have an annual budget of over
$100,000 to run a $1 million structure - the kind of experience that
looks good on your resume.
3.) Interest Groups - BKO has a strong IM program, charity projects
raised over $500 last semester for Amherst Little League & the Jimmv
Fund. ^

If you didn't meet us at our rush table in your Dining Common, stop by
BKO 388 N. Pleasant St (253-9071) during rush and decide if fraterni-
ty life and BKO is for you.

Sat Septl4 Bar-B-Q after UMass Vs HC
8:00 p.m. Wed. Sept 23 Open Rush

8:00 p.m. Thurs. Sept. 24 Open Rush
8:00 p.m. Sun. Sept. 27 Open Rush

I

I
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The l-AA

^.^^IV' ^1 DEFENSE
IM THE MATIOH 'SO

9 RETURNING
STARTERS

7 CONFERENCE
ALL STARS

OPENS UP THE SEASON AGAINST

EVER TOUGH

\ HOLY CROSS
SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 19, 1:30 P.M.

AMHERST ALUMNI STADIUM
TICKETS: '6 -RESERVED - U.-UNRESERVED TICKET OFFICE (413) 545-0810

UMass Students with valid ID - no charge

HOLY CROSS IS HEADED-UP BY:

k<c

''>'ASS

^^M

'\

HEAD COACH
RICK CARTER

First year at Holy Cross. 1980 Col-

lege Division Coach of the Year. Last

year his National Championship
Dayton Team was 14-0. Career re-

cord 102-39-5.

QUARTERBACK
DAVE BOISTURE

Set numerous school pass-
ing records. ECAC Player of
the Week. Has passed for
over 2,000 career yards! A
ganne breaker!

PRO-PROSPECT

STEVE RAQUET
6'5", 237 lbs. Defensive
Standout. Eastern College
Athletic Conference all-Star.

One of the top pro prospects
in the East.

ALL-AMERICAN CAND.
GARRY PEARSON
One of U, fVlass. all time
greats as only a junior.

Last season, second lead-

ing scorer in the nation,

over 1,000 yards rushing

All-New England - All

American Candidate -

touted as the best running
back in New England

MASS IS HEADED UP BY:
-=^s:

%.

U-MASS HOME
SCHEDULE:

HEAD COACH
BOB PICKETT

Head Coach. Leads po-
tentially the finest U.
f\^ass. Football Team of
the past decade. His
teams have been annual
National and Conference
championship contenders \
- excitng offense and ^^m
hard-hitting defense WtKB

SEPT. 19 HOLY CROSS CRUSADERS
SEPT. 26 DARTMOUTH GREEN
OCT. 3 RHODE ISLAND RAMS

^tfa/^

PRO-MATERIAL

DAN PETRIE
6'2", Associated Press
All- American leads the

Minuteman defensive
charge. Bonafide pro-

material.

"i:»». m»i
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1:30 PM
1:30 PM
1:30 PM

OCT. 17 MAINE BLACK BEARS 1:30 PM
OCT. 24 BOSTON UNIVERSITY TERRIERS 1:30 PM

RESEARCH
PAPERS

10,278 on file — all subjects

Send $1 .00 (refundable) for your up-to-date.
340 page, mail order catalog.

We also provide research • all fields.
Thesis and dissertation assistance available.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
, 11322 Idaho Ave., #206F

Los Angeles, Calif 90025
(213) 477-8226 or 477-8227
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Need Cash?
Buying Cla.ss Rings

Highest Prices Paid
Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleosont Street
Amherst Men.—Sot. 10-6 256-0710

A Christ-Centered Church
Declaring The Dynamics of
The Holy Spirit:

ti tOI I

UNIVHR5;ITY()^ MA.^^Ar^ HHSfrrfiA-f AMHFRST

Jazz up your weekend

Freddie
Hubbard
TRUMPET

i^ii 1:^

Box Office Noon-4p.m. 413-545-2511
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

•"^campusV.
cerrtcr
at u mass

Enjoy the weeked with

Steve Spelmon
Friday September 18th

Happy Hour 3 pm - 6 pm

and Saturday September 19th
after the football game from

3:30 pm - 6:30 pm

See you at the Bluewall!

Valid ID and ABP sticker

required to purchase alcohol

71^

Asstrnblij C3T C-rd

580 Bridge Rd., Northampton, MA
Rev. Ronald S. Hale, Pastpr

SUNDAY SERVICES
9"45am Sunday School • Graded

Bible Study Classes for All Ages
11:00 am Hour of Praise & Worship
7:00 pm Evening Worship Service

For Information or Ride Call 584-5168

25 North Pleasant Street
Amherst 256-0710

Men.—Sot. 10-6

Pkrture-Lovers
SPECIAL

• J II

To promote more responsible consumption in con-
junction with the Alcoholic Education Project, the
following rules and regulations will be enforced vvithin
the Campus Center Beverage Operations.

1
.

All persons of legal age must have an Alcoholic
Beverage Permit to purchase alcohol within Campus
Center Beverage areas. Permits may be purchased for
50c at all Campus Center beverage locations. To pur-
chase Alcoholic Beverage Permits, persons must be
20 years of age or older.

2. Only Massachusetts Drivers License or
Massachusetts Liquor Indentification Cards will
be accepted for proof of a^e. Applications for
Massachusetts Liquor Identification Cards may be ob-
tained at the Amherst Police Station.

3. Campus Center Beverage supervisors and
bartenders reserve the right to refuse service to any
persons who are intoxicated.

The following Massachusetts Alcoholic Beverage laws are of in-
terest and should be noted:

1. Any purchase or arrangement with another to purchase or procure
an alcoholic beverage by a person less than age 20 is a crime
punishable by fine of $300.

2. Any person less than age 20 who transports or carries on his per-
son an alcoholic beverage, commits a crime punishable by a fine of
$50 and may be arrested without a warrant.

3. Any person who procures-an alcoholic beverage for a person less
than 20 years of age commits a crime punishable by a fine of $200 or"
6 months imprisonment (maximum) or both. 1

KQDfW
When you pay for two
8x10 KODAK Color
Enlargements, ttie tliiid

is free.

from your favorite Kodacolor
film negatives, color slides or color
prints.

Huny. offer ends October 14, 1981

ASH roil

COLOR
PROCESSING
.V Kodak

the
University

Store
Located in the Campus Center
M-F9-5 Sat 11-4

Mandatory RSO Workshops
The Student Activities Office will be conducting workshops
for all RSO Group Treasurers and Officers who hav« been en
trusted with organizational funds. Workshops MUST be at-
tended prior to your being able to initiate any financial
documents. Workshops will be held as follows:
Groups Date
SATF Funded Groups 15 Sept
Coop Student Business 16 Sept
Any Group 17 Sept
Stockbridge 22 Sept
SATF Funded Groups 23 Sept
Coops Student Business 24 Sept
Any Group 29 Sept
Greeks 30 Sept
Residential Areas 1 Oct
SATF Funded Groups 6 Oct
Coop Student Business 7 Oct
Any Group 3 Oct

Time
2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

CC Rooms
CC803
CC803
CC 811-15

CC803
CC 811-15

CC 811-15

CC803
CC 811-15

CC903
CC903
CC903
CC903

If you cannot make any of the scheduled meetings for your particular
group, attendence at any one of the sessions will suffice. The sessions will
review the financial responsibilities and requirements placed on each RSO
and a discussion of new policies and procedures.
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New acting editor appointed
Nancy Anderson, a junior journalism and communica-

tion studies major, was appointed Acting Editor-in-Chief
of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian by the paper's Board
of Editors Tuesday night.

Anderson will serve as edftor until January, fillin i
for Jeffrey Bianchi, who was granted a leave of abse.
for the semester. Bianchi, who was elected by the C
legian staff last spring, was granted the leave by an 8 to i

vote of the board Monday evening. Bianchi requested the
leave for personal reasons.

Anderson, 20, has previously served as associate
managing editor, associate news editor and a reporter for
the CoUegian. This summer, Anderson interned as a
reporter for the Providence J(mmal/Bulletin in Rhode
Island.

A Needham native, Anderson also worked as a press
manager during the 1980 winter Olympics in Lake Placid,
N.Y., and as the sports editor for Suburban World, Inc.,
which published newspapers in Needham, Dover, Natick
and other communities.
She also worked a sports writer, columnist and

photographer for her hometown paper, the Needham
Times.

Second annual dinner held
Hillel will kick off the semester with the second annual

Spaghetti Dinner and Sundae Buffet on Saturday,
September 19 at 7 p.m. in Farley Lodge. Featured will be

mmymm
entertainment by local musician Russ Annis.

Anyone interested in attending the dinner can sign up in

the Hillel office at 302 Student Union. Admission is $1.50
for non-members or $1.00 for members. For more infor-

mation, call 545-2526 or stop by the Hillel office.

There will be a brunch for Jewish grads and older
undergrads on Sunday, September 20 at 11 a.m. in the

Commonwealth Room in the student union. For more in-

formation contact the Hillel office.

Af Lawrphotn
Teachers picket in front of the Boston School

Committee headquarters yesterday to protest the
layoffs of 710 of their colleag^ues by Mayor Kevin
White. More than 1,300 teachers participated in
the protest.

ofstyle
hasjustcome

dournS
Save j$20 ormore on SILADIUI^®
College Rings . . •now only $79 .95

SILADIUM rings produce the
brilliant lustre ofa finejeweler's
stainless.

Men's and women's Siladium
rings are on sale this week
only through your
ArtCarved representative

A visit to the ArtCarved

College Ring table will give you
the chance to see the hill

collection ofrings for the fall.

But huny on over. . . this sale

runs for a limited

time only.

ftft /1RK7IRVED^CLASS RINGS INT

DATE Sept. 23, 24, 25

TIME 10 - 3

PLACE
Univ. Store Campus Center $15. Deposit

Deposit required MasteK'harge or Visa accepted
©1981 ArlC^ned Class Rings

Nomination deadline today
Today at 4:30 p.m. is the deadline for nomination papers

to be filed with the Town Clerk for the vacancy in the of-

fice of Selectman through the 1983 annual town election.

The vacancy will be filled at a special election to be held on
November 10, 1981.

Any registered voter in Amherst is eligible to run for the
office and may become a candidate by collecting ten
signatures of qualified registered voters.

Rosh Hashanah ushered in
A Selicot service will be held Saturday, September 19 at

1:00 a.m. at Chabad House. The High Holiday period is

traditionally ushered in with a midnight service, on a
Saturday night before Rosh Hashanah. A workshop
discussion of "Teshuva-Return" will begin at midnight
followed by refreshments.

.
Proudly Presents

in a Special Live

Concert to

STEELY
DAN

Sunday Sept, 20, 1961

CUP-ON
reg. 4^,95-

now 12.95
2for 25.

STUDY
LAlfP

6C|» 21 .05

now 16.95

EXPIRES
SEPT 19, 1981

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst Open 10-6. Mon.-Sat.
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Stones head to Lowell
.Collegi^j2 9

Associated Press

^ihI^^^T^^^' ^'"^ '^Jf^ ^y ^«s^" officials, the

Tni^^ TT^ "^^"^ ^ P'^y ^ concert Sunday at the
4,000-seat Memorial Auditorium in suburban Lowell of-
ficials said yesterday.
Lowell City Manager Joseph Tully said that a represen-

tative from the office of Stones national promoter Bill
Grahanri toured the auditorium Wednesday and discussed
ticket distribution and police protection.
However, acting police Chief John Sheehan has sent out

a letter opposing the concert due to potential security pro-
blems-the same reason they could not play in Boston.
The development came after negotiations fell through

yesterday with Boston officials for a concert Monday at
the 4,000-seat Metropolitan Center.
Joanne Prevost. director of licensing in Boston's mayor

office, said the city and the band could not agree on a con-
cert site m the next few days where security could be
maintained.

"As far as I'm concerned, for the foreseeable future this
IS It," she said.

The Stones, the self-proclaimed "world's greatest rock
n roll band," originally wanted to play concerts Friday
and Saturday nights at the 2.800 .seat Orpheum Theater

but city officials refused to grant licenses for the concerts.
Police Commissioner Joseph Jordan, citing trouble at a

"secret" Stones show in Worcester Monday that attracted
4,000 fans to a 300-seat club, said he was skeptical that
police could maintain control outside the Orpheum. Jordan
estimated 25,000 young rock fans might show up in hopes
of catching a glimpse of the legendary band.
Mayor Kevin White offered the use of City Hall Plaza

for a free concert Sunday afternoon, but the offer was re-
jected by the band, which said it would have stage equip-
ment problems at the outdoor show.
The negotiations then turned to a concert next Monday

night at the Metropolitan Center, a glittering restored
showplace in the city's theater district. But Ms. Prevost
told a news conference the band didn't see any difference
in maintaining security at the Met center, compared to the
Orpheum. and they rejected the proposed concert date.
She said, however, "the vibes are good" for a Stones

show at the 15.000-seat Boston Garden sometime during
their lengthy national tour, which officially opens Sept. 25
in Philadelphia.

"I have a feeling they will eventually come to Boston,"
Ms. Prevost said. "I think they are interested in coming to
Boston."

PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION

n Music, Theater, Dance Instruction
Pe.orm.ng

Old Chapel 545-0519
Division

Walk-In Registration - September 9-17
Opening Concerts - September 13-15

Calendar of Fall 1981 recitals available hy nviue.sting "Music from UMass'

SALADS SUBMARINES

the sub
11 A.M. TO 2 A.M. / 7 DAYS

33 E. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST / 549-5160

FREE 16 oz. Soda with purchase
of a whole sub

This Fall We've Got It All!

Great Prices Too!

POSTERS Bu^s
From $4 75'

Largest Selection Ever

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

Rugs a Mats
colorful, durable

dozens £f dozens
print, stripe, solid

from $7.95

CARDS
over 1000 unusual designs

India pnnt
SKIRTS & BLOUSES _ oliidto

lots of comfortable cotton I "SH I R I S
Imported Soaps. BOXES & TIIMS
a real treat for your skin plain b fancy

Sterling Chains, Pendants, Earrings

Paper

Mob iles Lampshades Ca^ d'es

Open Sunday 12 - 5 pm
Daily 10 am - 6 pm

Use the BUS STOP out front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

MEI2CANTILC
AMHEUST CARMAOC SHOPS

Mick Jagger AP Kile Photo

Senate Elections

Nomination papers are still available for

election to the Undergraduate Student

Senate (SGA), in Rm 420 Student Union I

Building.

Nominotlon papers must be returned by
Tuesday, Sept, 29, at 4:00. Elections will

be held Oct. 5-6. For more information

call 545-0341. Ask for Jim Murphy or Ed
Lee.

Fri & Sat (5 15 @ $1 75) 7:30 955
gpg Matinees Sat & Sun at 2 15

mmm
lyrvi r\i. /VMDLfcR

584-9153

the

Kirts Aie
Alright

Special Engagement Adults $3.25
Fn h Sat (5:15 @ $1,751 7 15-9:15

Matinees Sat & Sun at 2 15

BODY
HEAT
As the temperature rises,

the \uspens^ heyiins

The story o< a mor, wt>o
want9d to k««p m«
world safe lor

ctemociocy
and rT>«e< girls

BILL MURRAY
STRIPES ^

Fn h Sat (5:00 @ $1.75) 7:45-10:15

QRj'
Matinees Sat & Sun at 2:15

THI ADVENTURI
CONTtNUtS

GENE HACKMAN
CHRISTOPHER REEVE
NED BEATTY
JACKIE COOPER

ai inq William Hurt
Fri tt Sat (4:45 @ $1.75) 7:30-10:10 | Fn & sal »h.45 (§> $1.75) 7:15-9:bo

Rj Matinees Sat b Sun at 2:00 | JPGI Matinees Sat h Sun at 2:00
JFfim
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EPITORIAL/OPINION
Collegian ii

Walking
alone
Never should have stayed so late! It's a long way across

campus . . . alone ... at night.

Place looks deserted. God, I hope it's deserted. I don't
see anyone lurking in the shadows. I don't even see any
shadows! It's pitch dark. There's some lig^t up there by
that building, but is it better to walk in the light-where I

can be seen—or . . .?

Don't get yourself paranoid now. Smile, or whistle. No!
You'll draw attention to yourself. I know, think about your
favorite things.

Wait, what have I read about walking alone at night?
"Walk swiftly and assertively to your destination. Don't
talk to strangers." I hoj)e no strangers talk to me. (I won't
walk in the light; it's out of my way.)

Let's see. Weapon—have you got one? Yes! Car keys.
Nice sharp point. Sure, it could gouge someone's eye easi-
ly. Wonderful. (But am I capable of stabbing anyone in the
eye with my keys? Never thought about it, 1 guess. Could
I?)

. I'm being absurd. It isn't likely to happen to me.

Kelly Burke

Maybe the groin is a better place to attack? I wonder if

an attacker would rather lose an eye or his --?

Shouldn't have stayed so late, but I couldn't help it! In
the future, if I make it to the future, I'll make it a practice
to only choose male partners on class projects. I couldn't
exactly ask Judy to walk me home, after all. I can see the
headliije now. Instead of, "Coed found raped and
murder^ outside campus library," it might be "Two
coeds foand raped and murdered outside campus library"
(with the story tucked obscurely away on page fourteen of
the local daily paper).

Ugh, I'm being absurd. I've read too many horror
stories. No, read too many news stories, actually.

There's some more lig^t up there! Maybe I should walk
in it after all; at least I'll be able to see what I have to con-
front.

Think I'd better pick up my pace. Damn, this ground is

slippery. The rain at UMass falls mainly on the
grass-sure hope I don't slip and fall on my ass! Should
have worn different shoes. Oh, hell, I didn't know I'd be
out this late.

No more light until way up there. Probably just as safe
in the dark. Did I tell Maria where I was going tonight
when I left?

What's that?! Oh, only a dog. Hey dog! Walk me home!
Aw, what does he care? Just out carousing for a bitch, pro-
bably.

Where are those new emergency phones I've heard
about? Never mind— I'm dri\ing myself crazy! Probably
have a nervous breakdown before you get home. Headline:
"Coed found scared to death outside Whitmore."
Okay, think calm. "These are a few of my favorite

things" . . . umm, dry grass . . . running shoes . . . warm
beds . . . home . . . Mom ... the womb . . . Almost there,
keep calm.

Aha! More light—but, oh no—look what's standing in

the light, right smack between me and a safe, warm bed!
Standing in a circle like that they look like a pack of
wolves.

Damn, I can't go by there ... I have no choice. Looks
like there are about six of them. Yeah. Drinking beer?
Wonderful, I have to walk by a pack of intoxicated wolves.
Shouldn't have stayed so late. I had no choice!
Here goes. Walk fast, stare straight ahead. Ignore

them. I said ignore them! My face is burning—can't let

them see. I'm not listening, pigs! Almost by. Bunch of
pigs! Hope you all go to hell. Damn, I wish I could gouge
all their tongues out, and their —

.

Bet every one of them has a sister about my age.
Are they following me? I don't dare turn around to see.

No, I don't think they're following me. Too drunk—impo-
tent, I hope.

It's okay, it's okay, you're almost there. Just around one
more comer and you're out of the dark . . .

Kelly Burke is the Collegian Women's Editor.

Artists interested in political
cartooning and illustrating for the
editorial pages of the Collegian are
invited to submit samples of their work
to the editorial department.
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Bathroom issue
Once again the power of the almighty dollar and the nar-

rowness of the housing administration's attitudes have
taken precedent over the needs and desires of the student
population.

The money factor is simple to understand. Parents and
alumni see coed bathrooms as a threat to their children
and a blemish on our university's hallowed reputation.
Recognizing this, the housing office resurrected a seldom
used state building code requiring seperate bathroom
facilities for both sexes and applied it to the dormitory
system. The law itself may be valid, but it is the
underhanded way in which housing implemented it which
is so infuriating.

What do students think of the policy? After the an-
nouncement of the changes last semester, a campus-wide
referendum was held concerning the issue and ninety-four
percent of those polled voted in favor of coed facilities. Yet
this fact was swept aside by housing as meaningless and

John F. Hudson
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Letters ^
Volunteer Service Program
offers opportunities
To The Editor:

Are you one of the many students who has fi-ee time on
your hands?
The S.G.A. Co-Presidents' Office has designed a

Volunteer Service Program for students at UMass. This
program will make it possible for students with high'
energy and motivation to assist our office on student
related projects and issues. For example, you could
become an official President's Office liason to one of the
various S.G.A. agencies on campus. By participating in
this program, you have the opportunity to apply these
skills and interests to a personal area of concern, while
having a real effect upon the decision making process.
Thus the student has the opportunity to develop and apply
leadership skills and group dynamics in a "non-classroom"
environment.

By investing your energy and individual skills in the
S.G.A., you will have entered yet another educational
dimension at this University. This experience will develop,
apply and refine the traditional classroom skills through a
non-traditional and diverse educational environment.
The S.G.A. Presidents' Office is located at 406E Stu-

dent Union Building (balcony) and our phone number is

545-0341. We encourage your involvement and anticipate
your visits to our office.

Larry Kocot
Kevin Mangan

S.G.A. Co-Presidents

Loud noises not an
on-campus monopoly
To the Editor:

This letter is actually addressed to all the students living
on campus who suffer each night, trying to sleep amidst
the twilight echos of, "Hey such-and-such a dorm, your
mother does this with that or you eat this or suck on that,
etc." Or you hear the happy sound of a brick of
firecrackers going off or someone attempting to bounce a
chair from out of a window on the 20th floor off of an un-
suspecting police cruiser below (But officer, it was only an
experiment for my Physics 141 class, honest!"). Well, I

could go on and on with more examples but I'm sure you
catch my drift. And if you're a freshman, I guarantee my
drift will catch you like a tidal wave by Halloween. Well in-
somnia sufferers of the "Southwest Syndrome", you're

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include
the writer*s address and telephone
number, which will not be published.
Please type double spaced at 67 characters
per line. Due to space limitations and the
volume of mail, we regret we are unable to
acknowledge unpublished letters. All
letters are subject to editing for clarity
and length.

not alone. Some of us off-campus students face the same
dilemma.

When I first moved to Colonial Village, I thought there
was a nightly midnight meeting of the Zulu Liberation
Front (Z.L.F.), summoning its nocturnal nomads with the
thump-thump of their war drums. But, lo and behold, I

was soon to learn it wasn't the local chapter of the Z.L.F.
nor a Rudyard Kipling nightmare but the reverberations
of so called "music" from Poor Richard's discotheque.
Yes, disco is once again alive and kicking (perhaps even

the bubonic plague will make a comeback?) and keeping
me up nightly until 1:00 a.m. Too bad I couldn't live next
to an international airport or the Nevada testing grounds.
Instead I am next to a night spot that emits a thump-
thump with the driving force equal to that of a Saturn V
rocket at take-off; a place where the women wear clothes
made of aluminum strands; apply make-up a-la-Betty
Crocker (with a spatula), and the men suffer from pelvic
dislocation and stiU. haven't learned how to button up a
shirt!

^

So, dear dorm resident, as you try to sleep, hearing the
thump-thump of a piece of lounge furniture winding its

way down a dozen or so flights of stairs, be ye not in a
hurry to move off campus. For a thump-thump of much
greater magnitude awaits. Of course if you (I shudder at
the thought) actually like disco, there is still hope. The
mental health clinic at Hills North is open to UMass
students.

Tom Maeder
Amherst

not applicable. This raises the question of whether our
housing system is being run for the betterment of students
or the gratification of nameless bureaucrats and
puritanistic alumni and parents?

The method by which bathrooms were changed pales in
comparison to the problems associated with it. Hiking to
another floor to go to the bathroom or to take a shower is

not my idea of convenience in living. A problem associated
with distance, one I'm sure the Housing Office is ap-
plauding, is the notion that students may, in the future,
move closer to their bathrooms. This could only destroy
the whole idea of coed living and the positive attitudes
fostered by its existence. This could encourage the
reemergence of sexist thinking and the problems
associated with it.

Trashed bathrooms strewn with broken partitions, kick-
ed out doors and overflowing wastebaskets have been a
problem associated with all male dorms. As a resident of a
coed dorm, these problems rarely occured in our
bathrooms. The men and women I shared facilities with
were for the most part neat and respectful of other
people's rights. This past weekend showed that clean
bathrooms now seem to be a thing of the past for men in
coed dorms.
The last problem I see as the saddest. Dorm staffs are

now forced to enforce a rule they don't agree with, putting
them in the awkward positions of babysitters and moral
policemen. I find this the saddest because one of my
friends is a Resident Assistant on a floor with a female
bathroom. Along with problems such as rowdyism and
vandalism, she must deal with a distasteful and absurd
rule. She must threaten with punishment her friends and
floormates over a rule which most students hate, a rule
which, if not enforced, could cost her job. Her problem is

not unique. Undoubtedly R.A.'s all over campus are
becoming alienated form their floors and friends because
of the policies of an uncaring and unresponsive housing
administration. Dormitory staffs should not have to put up
with the undeserved grief and headaches associated with
out new bathroom policies.

In this "Year Toward Civility" it would seem the hous-
ing office has been much less than civil in it's treatment of
students. This problem can only worsen and strain the
university community at all levels.

Ironically it's over something as frivolous as bathrooms.
John F. Hudson is a Collegian columnist.
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Editorial
Apodaca: "one of a kind"
Quite often, in an institution the size of

this University, people have a tendency to
become cold and impersonal.

Many administrators and faculty, after
years at the University, often just go
through the motions of their jobs, without
any regard to the students and others they
deal with.

Once in a while, however, someone comes
along who remembers that students are
people too, and goes out of his way to help
them and make them feel more comfor-
table.

That is why the University community
will suffer a loss today after Ed Apodaca,
director of financial aid for the past three
years, leaves for the University of Califor-

nia.

Apodaca, who held what may be one of
the most difficult and sensitive jobs in the
administration, never seemed to forget
that students are indeed people with needs
and feelings. He always seemed to respond
to those feelings and go out of his way to

accommodate them. Apodaca served in his

position to acquire financial aid for

students, not to simply hold a job.

In these difficult times, when tuition and

other costs are skyrocketing as financial

aid funds dwindle, Apodaca has displayed
his sensitivity to the needs of students and
their families. While it would be easy for a
financial aid officer to merely say, 'sorry,

we're out of money,' Apodaca has taken the
time to explain the funding situation and
help students devise other ways of financ-

ing their education.

Perhaps the most stunning example of
Apodaca's commitment to locating finan-

cial aid for students was the help he
granted last year to a group of UMass
students who traveled to Washington to

lobby for more aid funds. Apodaca spent
countless hours with the students advising
them of financial aid technicalities and
assisting them with their lobbying efforts.

Without his help, the trip would have been
impossible.

As Apodaca departs today, the UMass
community owes him a great deal of thanks
for his unwavering commitment to his job
and to the students he has served so well.

And the community should also wish the
best of luck to a man who is truly "one of a
kind."

AU unsigned editorials represent the opinion of the Col-
legian Board ofEditors.

GoWwater's criticism of ''majority

the answer to liberal prayers

ff

Picking on Reverend Jerry Falwell and his group, the
Moral Majority, has become a popular thing to do,
especially among liberals who are directly threatened by
his and other religious groups of that type. But when you
hear Senator Barry Goldwater criticizing the Moral Ma-
jority . . . what??? O.K. I'll repeat that for you. Senator
Barry Goldwater, Republican, from Arizona, is criticizing

the Moral Majority.

You say that doesn't sound right, that the arch-

conservative emeritus is taking on Jerry Falwell? You are
correct, it doesn't sound right. But it is true. Goldwater

Randolph T. Holhut
has pledged to "fight every step of the way" against ef-

forts by the fundamentalists to call all of the shots on
American morality. Now before you think that Barry has
turned into a bleeding-heart liberal, he reassured everyone
that he is still against abortion and the other issues that
these groups make so much noise about. But he feels that
their single-issue lobbying, their uncompromising posi-

tions, and their political tactics have no place in the United
States Senate or in any other elected body.

Of course, Jerry Falwell dismissed his comments, and
wondered aloud about "whether time had passed him by",
(translation: Goldwater must be getting senile if he made
that kind of remark). But the scariest line from Falwell 's

rebuttal was his saying that Moral Majority "will not be
detered from our constitutional right and duty to speak
out on the great issues of the day."

I don't know about you, but I think Barry Goldwater has
done the first thing I can agree on a long time. Not too

many people are willing to admit it, but I think that

perhaps America has had enough of the heavy-handed
demagoguery of the Moral Majority. I think I would be
much too kind if I called them neo-Fascists. Goldwater is

right. Where does Jerry Falwell get off imposing his

morality on anybody? That is what they want though.
After their successes in the last election, Jerry Falwell got
cocky. He started to believe some of the things that he was
saying about how powerful a force the Moral Majority

was, and how much he was going to do. He, with the help

of other religious fundamentalists were going to change
the shape of American politics. Any politician who would
dare go against their beliefs would pay dearly at the polls.

He was able to mobilize that great silent conservative ma-
jority to get behind him and sweep anybody who was
foolish enough to challenge them out of office.

The shift in politics to the single-issue groups has caused
great changes. These groups, with their superb organiza-

tion, can make or break a politician based upon his vote on
just one issue. Put enough fear into the hearts of politi-

cians, and suddenly you will see them coming around to
your point of view. The politics of intimidation is the way
of the eighties.

Barry Goldwater has nothing to lose by denouncing the
Moral Majority. A major conservative name like his at-

tacking Falwell is the answer to a million liberal prayers.
People in general do not like to be told what is moral or im-
moral, how to think, what to think and why to think. They
quickly become bored with extremist talk. Jerry Falwell
could soon be finding out how great a backlash he may be
in for. I have always maintained that he could be beaten,
so long as someone had the guts to stand up to him. Now it

turns out that the person who you would least expect to
criticize him is the person who could do him the most
damage. Let's hope that more people will join in the
criticism and let Jerry know that he can't tell us how to
think. That bumper sticker is ri^t, the Moral Majority is

neither.

Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian columnist.
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THINK FRATERNITY

)^ Are you interested in joining o Froternlty? All university

j^ men ore invited to attend on orientation on Fraternities

j^ and Life in the Greek System to be held on September 20,
jL '1 961, In the Student Union Doliroom.

jj The program will include a famous Greek speaker, a slide

J.
show featuring highlights of Greek living, and the oppor-T tunlty to meet and tolk with representatives from the 14

J Froternities ot UMoss.

3^ Check It out; you hove so much to goin

Find Out What
Fraternities Are All About

ond so little to lose.

SUNDAY PM
*

sponsored by the Interfroternity Council

*.x^^j,t^j|t^^^^^^^^^^^^^_^ _^^^f

sEM^^jan 13

Newslines...

Amherst News

Morning Union ^

^orce.ter Telegram

cV

Bridge construction

should be completed

sometime in the spring

^VSPA^
S

Convenient Hours
M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Sat and Sunday 8:00 am to 10 pm

Available

Daily and Sunday

Located in the

Student Union

the

mini Store

By STEPHEN BROWN
Collegian Correspondent

The costruction which has been causing
traffic delays on the Coolidge Bridge in
Northampton should be completed by next
spring, • said Richard Drury, acting
maintenance manager with the State
Department of Public Works.

"The crews will complete work on the
side presently under construction in about
six «fccks. The construction on the second
half will resume early next spring," Drury
said.

Work on the bridge has reduced it from
its normal four lanes to two, one each way.

Except for instances where major pieces
of equipment need to be moved, the delays
at the bridge are usually about twenty
seconds long, said Drury.

He said the repair is a routine renewaTof
the deck surface, which usually needs to be
done every 20 years.

Drury expressed concern over letters
printed in the Collegian and the Daily
Hampshire Gazette complaining of the
dangerous condition of the bridge in its

present state.

"The department has met and discussed
possible alternatives to the present set up
of directional signs. A permanent bar-
ricade between lanes takes up too much
space and creates problems for timid
drivers," said Drury.

"We all feel the present set-up *is as
workable as any other" Drurj' said.

The major problems now are with out-ot- \

state drivers who are not familiar with the
bridge, Drury said, some strangers to the
area have been having trouble recognizing

the restrictit)n of traffic to one lane in each
direction, he said.

"You will always get the irresponsible
driver or the driver who is a little 'under
the weather' and these motorists are the
ones likely to cause the problems if there
are any," he said.

'Who's Who' listings

available for Juniors,

Seniors with high rank

Juniors and Seniors seeking a listing in
Whx)'s Whx) in American Colleges and
Universities, a national listing of outstan-
ding students, have until Oct. 16 to obtain,
fill out and return applications to Room 420
in the Student Union Building.

Eunice Konieczny, principal clerk of the
Undergraduate Student Senate, said the
University has been allotted 48 spaces in
the honors book in the past few years, but
the spaces were not filled due to a lack of
student interest.

If less than 48 students apply again this
year, they will all be entered into the book
regardless of their academic standing.
Should the number exceed 48, a selection
committee will be formed of faculty
members. There has never been a need for
the selection committee, Konieczny said.

There is no charge to students applying
for space in the book and a certificate of
award is sent to each student listed. Pur-
chase of the book, published in Alabama, is

about $40, although the exact price has not
yet been announced.

Konieczny suggests any junior or senior
with a respectable academic ranking apply,
as the honor "looks impressive on the
resume."

in Room 420,
'"The forms are available

Student Union Building.

- By RICK ALMEIDA

FOUR SEASONS
Molson Golden Ale. . . . bottles. . . . case 9.99
BudweiSer cans case 7.99
Miller cans case7.99
Introducing

Pott Rum 90° light or dark 750 ml 7.99
Gordon's Gin 1.75 l 12.99
Southern Comfort l 8.99
GallO table wines 1.5 L 3.99
Keller Geister 750 mi 2.69
Cordon Bleu Peppermint Schnapps
1-75 L 8.99

Several other unadvertised specials
throughout the store.

Huge Domestic 8- Imported Wine
Selection

e^*
Free Delivery

Wines/Liquors
Hours 9-11

rte.9, hadIe>^ma./584-8174
in front of the malli

'o©
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ACROSS
1 Literary nam«
6 Put up money

11 Tift

13 Enlarged
15 Litt

If Send to

Coventry
17 Mr Woltert
18 Get ups
20 Sidearm
21 Stable
23 Malson lady
24 Hound's quest
26 Fed
27 Strand
29 Mispickeland

cinnabar
30 Provide with
32 Trod heavily

34 Rubaiyat poet
36 Suds up
37 Got apoplectic
40 Heroic worKs
43 Pantry Items
44 The ranit and file

46 Native of Egypt
48 Passenger
50 Congressional act

\n\ Lot Aatttn Jimn !>>ii«nw

61 A Fonda
52 Individual

53 Get the benefit of
56 Tea set item
57 Non-com's pride
59 One of the

Beryens
61 Portion

62 Wrapped in

63 out (solved)
64 Encouraging

words

DOWN
1 None higher

2 Desert group
3 Feast

famine

4 Judge's concern
5 Exam
6 Solomonic
7 At (con-

fused)

8 "For me and my

9 Whatnot
10 Adjusted the

piano again
1

1

Bedcover

12 ".
. count

the ways"
13 Heads up
14 Flivver's pride

19 " corny as
Kansas ..."

22 Second
25 Thicket

27 and end-all

26 Bunkum
3 1 OiamorHJ figure

33 Cartographic

product

35 Pragmatic one
37 Used oils

38 Suffer

39 Tune in

41 Terse

42 up (tidies)

43 Surly

45 Yet again
47 Used the key-

board
49 Delhi money
51 Ergo
54 Babysit
55 Madcap
58 Hellion

60 Kapital

m
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100% COTTON

TUmiEriECKS
in sixteen dazzling colors |

REG.3^
SAT ONLY

L^ J

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6. Mon.-Sat
******
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Bomb Party a hit
Dr. Fischer of Geneva or The Bomb Party
By Graham Greene

(Avon Paperbacks)

Graham Greene is everything that James Michener
isn t. He s clear, concise complete and he doesn't bore you
to death with p-aphic descriptions of the East Africanmusk melon. In fax:t Greene's book is so quick that I f,ni?h
ed It after about two hours of easy reading compared to

MiXneTs"^ ''^:::lr''
^^^^^ ^ ^^geVough

It's not that Greene is one of those new cute-ass writerswho will throw m anything for a reaction or a tease but
rather he is a seasoned master at his craft with dozens of
books under his belt ranging in quality from fair to superb^nce he has been writing bestselling novels since the
1930 s, you could say that he knows something about
keeping his readers entertained, and his latest novel Dr
Fischer is an excellent illustration of his ability
Set in present day Switzeriand, The Bcmb Party is an in-dictment on greedy, self-centered people and of the clever^.sts who enjoy humUiating them for their own amuse-

ment. The plot centers on one "Doctor Fischer" a
wealthy industrialist who made millions out of his inven-
tion of perfumed toothpaste, and on the cruel way that he
abuses first his wife then his daughter, his son-in law. his
fnends, and finally himself with an ever festering hatred
of the woHd around him.

It seenis that the good doctor works on one basic
premise: because the rich have become so used to money
and therefore dependent on it, they will stoop to any dep-
ths to either keep what they have or acquire more OnW
the poor man values pride and self-esteem becaue it is all
he nas.

h»^HJ'^'^^^'.u^u^n-^ ^y '^"^^' ^ P''«v« this point and
he does so with chilling accuracy.
By gathering together a group of wealthy moochers

spongers and dead heads (in the traditional sense), Fischei^
confirms his hypothesis by offering them extravagent
Pfts of either cash or jewelry if they will degrade
themselves in one way or another for his amusement

CASH t A i

T
t 1 A ^M I 5 S I 0~N^

f « I D A Y SEPT
•009 CAMPUS

18 AT 9PM
CENTER U M

GAY& LESBIAN
y T

PRESENTED BY
THE PEOPLES GAY ALLIANCE AT UMASS

413-B STUDENT UNION 545-0154
DROP IN MON - FRI 9 - 5

FREE PIZZA
Today & Every Friday

2:00 - 4:30

The Hungry U
• Drafts - .50c

• Jameson Shots - .75c

• Everybody's Irish -$1.49
(whiskey, chartreuse, and

creme de mint)

mfi V! •W9 i

hZ^ '! "^^T ^""^^"^ 's at his best and his worst Hp'«.

^ hant in describing the "toads" (as the g^inerpL are

sameTharlcters ovpr ^ ""^
'

"' ^' '^^' "^ '" "^'"^ '^'

portant e?eSTsulrffi"' ''"^
L"'"^-^"

•^
thriller of this sort

' important in any

Dr^'Sche^irT'^ v'l'i;
\-""terpoint to the mad

Jone^ Fischer's miHH? "'
L'^' ^^'^ ''^'^'''- Arthur

and broken man Z'^^^''^^
son-in-law. Jones is a weary

money thus nrn^H " """"""" '" ^'^^^^''^ ^'^^^^^ of

''toads/'
P'^'^^^'"^ ^ contrast to the avarice of the

GrSsTon^sJi'nh'"''
''^' '^'^ ^«"'"b"^ heavily to

Read this book if you get the chahce, it's fun quick in

SrrL^ClCn^J^. ^^ y-^ mfnS'oinf'theuseless garbage that s forced into your brain dailv bv th.

course's Torlfh"?
''°""'' "** ^"'^^ "^^ "'^^i^

'lUuminati' is a thriller
Masks of the Illuminati
By Robert Anton Wilson

a e Te roLl'^'^^'f
^'^'^•""" ""P^^« ""^ th« "'""^inati

conVrnl th
^ '"^'^^Z ^^^^ ^^>«ties which allegedlycontrol the major world powers and the general evolutionof the human race), this should be a real thriller for you

tu^ L't^*^
" "^V"

^^^ ^^''y P^'^ °^ this particular cen-

wZ^!t ^P'«"t primates who now dominate this planetwere making the abrubt and somewhat difficult transition

Newton^rrT"" ^,«^^^"«^ P«wer. from simplisticNewtonian Cartesian physics to the more sophistkated
special Theory of Relativity. Quite a lot is about to ch^^
both on the major scale and on the personal

'

There IS a profound meeting of minds in a tavern in

at The tSi^'w'^r"
^"^ ^'^'•' ^'"^^•"' ^th unknown

at the time Wilson's companson and contrast of thesetwo is highly amusing. Joyce is a heavy-drinking bawdyIrishman who occasionally babbles poetically; Einstein is acalm, pipe-smoking Jewish intellectual who is fond of solv-

Need Cash?
still

Buying

Highest

Prices

Class Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry

Coins and Stamps

See Me When You Sell

25 North Pleosont Street

Annherst 256-0710
Men.—Sat. 10-6
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ing complex riddles. What they have deeply in common isa heavy reliance upon their intuitive facukies, Joyce in Jherealm of words, Einstein in the realm of physics
Suddenly, a terrified and bewildered Sir John Babcock^kes refuge in the tavern and pours out to Joyce a^dEmste.n a horror tale of bizarre pro,K,rtions, an extreme!v

tempt to solve. I must warn you that it gets overwhelm-mgly confusing towards the end. but don't worry Wil^nstraightens it out in his usual underhanded manner

the ^Ve^^i" h'""*" ^''r!"
'^^ ""^' Rosicrucian factions:the real Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn run byMr. Jones, who exorts him to exercise utmost con rS^overhis carnal desires if he expects to see the lighf vs the

AJeirter?;t7' 'i'
?''^" ^^""' -" ^y tlS 'nflm

lead fi/h^nT y "^.^ "^^^ everything within his power tolead Babcock into the temptations of the flesh u^ne thevery seductive Lola as his primary weapon. It turn out inthe end tha the whole thing. includingThe "mystery ''

isan eleborate hoax master-minded by the trickstei

bo^k"'sTra?/h'f n^*"^' Vr^y "^ ^'"^'^^y techniques in this

P^^ S jShT'
^''"^ """P"' ''"^"^•^"^ ^"d answers,poetry with hidden messages, cosmic diagrams andesoteric formulas, Joycean "word-salads" ^h several^vels of meaning, eto. He switehes whimsically from onemode of expression to another, not always very consistently, but you won't fall asleep, that's for sure^There

IS also his usual enigmatic repetition of choice phrases andaphonsms, such as -fear is the forerunner of faiS'^orno wife, no horse, no moustache" (which may or may nothave any hidden meaning) ^ ^
scfnTaTthP S^' ^"''"'^^y

t"^^'
""' ^'•«"' ^^'"d thescenes at the end and saves the day by treating himselfJoyce. Einstein, and Babcock to a bottle of some choicechampagne, which happens to contain a rare neuroS

energizer which keeps them awake all night long wi'f^
luZ f^'^'l-

^'""^^'y *^PP«^rs. Babcock aftl^ns Ilummation, Einstein gets his idea for the special The^^ of

This IS a wildly illogical and irreverent book but likeeverything e^ Wilson has written, it has Stiple levelsof meamng. So try reading it sometime; perchance i maya^ter your internalized general picture of the unive^i^Even If It doesn't, it's a lot of fun to read anyway

- John-Forrest Bamberger

Student Legal Services

assistance. ^' ''y"" "^ "" "^^ °f legal
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All StaffMembers

of the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian

are cordially invited to

The First StaffMeeting of the Year

to be held on

the twenty-second day ofSeptember

nineteen hundred and eighty-one

at 7:30 o'clock in the evening

in the

Collegian Newsroom

Your chance to meet the Board of Editors .

"Refreshments" will be amply provided

R.S.V.P. Casual Attire

> *

A, FRETDaiylRY" -S^ Try our pizzos ond grinders ^
O ond you will ogree with us! ^
V Coll PizzoromQ ^
356 College Street

(between Cumberland Forms G Spirit House)

WMUA PRoduCTJON
^1 91.1 Fm

^^' Sept. 18
REGGAE Dance

wItIi

WMUA DJ's
* ScoTTy DREAd • Kari NjiiRi *

Awd ThE
* RooTSMAN Connection -A-

STudENT UnIon
BaUroom
8:?0

S2.00

Alcohol SERVEd

" UQUORS
*

Amherst's Largest Full Service Liquor Store

Welcomes You to Our Valley
PLEASE STOP INAND BROWSE!

WE'RE ONRT 9 JUST UP THE STREETFROM POOR RICHARDS

SPIRIT HAUS Specials

SOUTHSIDE TICKETS ON SALE TODAY at
- ^Campus Travel -UMass and Platterpus Records - Northampton

with <7

Bouthside Johnny]
'&'"'Asbury Jukes

^^.•Spnng«e,dSymphonyHa»

0^^' ^^^"-c.ay, October 7th

'^^^' Eight 0'c.ocK p.^.

sP«.JG^'EfoSfuSS;!•50• 8 50, Z 50

S«"."9».*«
College

S,uden,Assoc,ar,«,

'n'ormaf,on- (4,3)7876600

- BEER—
Miller 12 oz. cans $7.99 case

Bud 12 o2. cans $7.99 case

Guiness (cream ale & beer) $3.99 12 pk.

>=alstaffl2oz cans $6.25 case

WlAiSOSTOCK Molson all kinds $2.996pk $10.75 caseTH£ AKLA 5 MRGEST
v> t<n -r *r

. # «» case

ELECTION OF COLD Ktcs Labatts $2 99

Spirit Haus offers on of the largest

selections of wines of the world.

I

'0

£

SPIRIT HAU8 RENTALS

REFRIGERATORS
• Yearly Rentals
• Locally Owned Cr Operated
• Service 7 days a week

Spir,' Haus • 256-8433 or 253-5384
for our nearest location.

COLO BBSS
ICB

ro«o

338 COLLEGE ST. (Rte.9) 256-8433, 253-5384
• OPEN TIL 11:00PM

(NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS)
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20% Off
all non-sale merchandise
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Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

W Guaranteed lowest prices
expert Jewelry & watch repair
30% off all gold chains
Yes, we do buy scrap gold

m

DIAMOND CENTER "^"ipshire Mall • Hadley • 586-8222

I

j r

<r

^mV^DEDSPREADSV.

AREA RUGS
THROW PILLOWS

BEDRESTS

Curtain Rods & Shades
Lowest Prices, Best Selection

JNu DROWNS '

^ ^J7d H. Pleosont St., Amh«rst .>iiS^* 250-5662 $
OLLEGIAN CLASSiFiE

1974 Ford Maverick good condition $1200
or best offer call Maureen 546-5271

1972 Saab 95 Wagon good cond. very little

rust $600 or BO 586-1828

71 Plymouth Wagon dependable
transportation $200. Chris 665-7752

72 VW Beetle excellent condition call

253-5851

1972 Fiat 128 special, excellent engine
$300 665-7195

DESPERATE

Desperate lost long gold chain thin, has
round Leo zodiac charm on it with inscrip-
tion Happy 20th Love Salem call Diane
546-7275 please please please

ENTERTAINMENT

Level 21 is back and rocking. Do you
need good live music at your next party?
Call Adam 546-9226 or Ed 546-6047 info.

"Dancing with Henry" appearing at Davis
Center Smith College. 9-1 Sat, Sept. 19.
College ID required. Sponsored by Smith
College Rec. Council

FOR RENT
Small compact refrigerator for rent.
Available at Spirit Haus Liquor Store 338
College Street, Route 9. Open until 11:00
256-8433

Efficiency Apt furnished all utilities includ-
ed 256-6426 $250 mo
Fraternity looking for boarders $480. per
semester close to campus call 549-3568
after 5

2 rooms for rent kitchen privledges private
living area private entrance women only call
after 6 253-7183

FOR SALE

Queen size bed boxspring 1 year old
$60.00 665-7083

f
>'o'- Scotts stamp album unused costs

$90 new now $40 call Tom 546-6178

Dorm refrjg. with freezer compartment.
Excellent cond. Call 323-6438 after 5
Takamine Guitar for sale excellent condi-
tion also with case call Miice 549-4873

Dorm size refridge good condition $60
cal[ 665-3832

Rolling Stones tickets for Sept 25 in Phil-
ly_call Will 256-6639

Turntable good condition 1 year old $35
call^546-6049

Stereo excellent condition asking $250.00
Also Stones tickets phone 546-7666

Fender jazz bass Nov.
asking $400 549-1024

68 natural finish

prices.Shoes High fashion for low
Sneakers. Mt Farms M all Sunday

Yard Sale housewares, musical in-

struments etc Saturday 9-20 12 3 PM 533
Puffton Village 549-6125

Tired of school? One way ticket to Califor
riid must be used before Nov Females only
5T^bO Nancy 546 5943

Takamine Guitar for sale excellent condi
tion $150 with case call Mike 549-4873

Reel to reel $50 00 Bel' motorcycle helmet
$55 00 S46-4:35

A OISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Oisc (Professionals are back for
Fall parties let's partyl 546-7013 Randy

AUTO FOR SALE

Apts

1900 Fiat Strada excellent condition 35
mpg 665-4795 evenings

1969 Buick Skylark Runs well. $350
253-5276

Yard Sale Saturday 19 Crestview
Amherst 10-5 bus route great stuff

Bike Parts frame pro quality Campy
Cooper frame best offer 256-8097

5 cu ft refrigerator $125. or BO exc cond
call 665-2534 ^^^
Refrigerator 5 cublic ft almost new best
offer 549-5669

MOTORCYCLES

1990 Suzuki G.S. 560L perfect cond.
1500$ or BO 665-2882

1978 Yamaha XS-750-E Kerker exhaust
Coninental tires 18,000 miles $1800.00
256-0363

FLOWERS. FLOWERS. FLOWERS
Oh how beautiful the roses, carnations
and the other fragrant romantic selections
that are available at the Campus Center
Florist Stand near the Coffee Shop

Helmet and sissy bar for sale. X-Lg black
helmet $15 or trade for small. Bar fits Kawa
400 or similar bike $15 call 549-5790 eves

Suzuki GT 186 "73" needs a little work
$400 call Karen 549-4674

QUICK SALE

72 VW Beetle excellent condition call
549-5347

ROOMMATE WANTED
Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
PM-7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

SERVICES

MUSICIANS WANTED

FOUND
One book Making Musical Instruments by
Charles Ford, one page of unsigned notes
on the guitar Please call AM 586-6503
Dictionary on top of Asteroids at
Worcester call to identify 6-1179

Experienced and competent bassist and
vocalist wanted for progressive rock band
doing mostly originals. Serious inquiries
only please call John 546-5959

PERSONALS

GAY

1^ Lesbian Disco Friday Sept 18 9 PM
at 1009 Campus Center cash bar, DJ $2 ad-
mission - first dance of the season spon-

l?m'^=?^n!'^/®°P'«''* Gay Alliance 413BoUb 045-0154

Fall Sem. Practicum: Work 1-4 after-
noons per/wk in after school day care K-6
on campus. Hrs. available: M, T, Th F
2:45-5:45, W 1:00-5:45. Wkly staff mt'gs.
12:45-2:00. Earn 3-6 credits based on days
worked. For more info call Nancy Ross
549-6170.

Free-lance Typing writing help, small of-
fice organizing. Faculty and student work
welcome. Top skills, reasonable rates.
Amherst 549-0518 8 am to 9 pm
Student Movers low rates local lono-
distance 253-9646

Spanish Tutor available call 546-6935

HELP

Lost 5 tickets to Dan Fogelberg concert
reward offeredl Call 6-6051 or 6-6135

HELP WANTED
College Pizza on Fearing St near
Southwest Area needs people with cars to
deliver pizzas to the UMass Dorms. Hourly
pay plus tips plus gas allowance. Only
those with cars need apply at College Pizza .

Earthfoods is hiring applications Et info
will be avble at the Commonwealth Room
& the Earthfoods kitchen in the Student
Union starting Monday 9/14
Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchanoe
for meals call 253-9987

Salesperson for part time sales family
shoe store must be experienced. Apply in
person only Matthews Shoe 39 So. Plea-
sant St

Part time worker needed, year-round no
selling $5.00/hr 247-5801

Part-time responsible person wanted.
Must have car to put up flyers on regular
route. Call Joan 584-9350

Houseclei*--ing 3-4 hrs/week $4.00/hr
evenin'- >;9-6609

^ .»>erior Pizzeria needs delivery people
for the Amherst area. Must have own car
Call 549-0626 for details

INSTRUCTION

For tutoring In Math, Chemistry or
Physics, by Ph.D. call 584-5763 after 6:00

Weight Training Program for women for
more info PO Box :^I6 Amherst

Solar Energy help build a passive solar
sunspace. Learn about solar technology
Sept 19 & 20 in Amherst 584-3009 (day)
549-5716 (nite)

LOST
~

Deerskin Pouch lost in Mori n329 Mon
reward kindly contact Rhondi 546-6291
thanks for ya honesty

Plastic bag with jackets in front of Lewis
9/7/81 reward call 546 6-:55

Single Pearl Necklace goid cha^n sei.

timenta vaii)" reward lost on camous f vrtip

256m '

Lost Dog $20 reward sniai male "2 oeagie
white, Diack bt brown, very friendly, nea-
Snow s Market, Bay Road, Belchenowr
323 5526

Looking for an unusual gift? Spirit Haus
has many moderately priced wines, liquors
and beers for all occasions.

Notetakers needed for FS €r N 101 102
130 apply at 401 SUB
Sunday is almost upon us. With it will
come the orientation on fraternities to be
held in the Student Union Ballroom at 3 pm
It will consist of a slideshow, a speaker and
the opportunity to meet and talk with
representatives from the 14 UMass frater-
nities. If you are at all interested, check it

out. There is no obligation. You have so
much to gain and so little to lose.

Want to spend a night with Al Pacino?
Dog Day Afternoon Thursday Sept 24 SUB
Early Show at 5 - 75c 7,9,11 - $1.25

WCH, Its great having you here
-B-Brother. love, B-Sister

Yael. Happy Late Birthday Pall Thanks for
sharing it with me Thanks for everything
love Beth

Ellen Thanks for making this one a summer
to remember! Jodi

Undergraduate BusinessClub invites you
to join 1st meeting Tuesday Sept 22 @ 7:30
p.m. in Campus Center 1009. Non-busines
majors welcome! 11

Hey Buddy. I know Aug 17 was a long
time ago, but please accept this belated bir-
thday wish anyway SNC

Save 40% Off retail price on new Guild,
Gibson, Ovation, Rickenbacker and
Yamaha guitars. Also, discounted prices on
Marshall and Polytone amps, strings and
accessories. We buy used Fender, Gibson
and Martin guitars. The Guitar Workshop,
Amherst Carriage Shops, 549-1728

Improve your grades! Research
catalog- 306 pages-10,278 topics-Rush
$1 .00 Box 25097C Los Angeles, 90025 1213)

I will write your resume cheaply cover
letters also written 15.00 per resume/ 10 per
letter Ethyl Treatman 549-4600 x220~~

SORORITY RUSH
Discover the UMass Sorority System -It
could be the best move you've ever made.
Panhellenic Formal Rush Sept 21 -Oct. 1

STEREO FOR SALE

4 yr old Manavox compact stereo, turn-
table, 8 track tape player recorder ex-
cellent fpeakers. great condition. $75
negotiable 546-4983

STICK IT IN YOUR EAR

Stick It In your ear at Silverscape
Designs. Custom, single and multiple ear
piercing in twenty styles of sterile studs.
SPECIAL 14k gold bracelets $9.95.
Silverscape Designs, the Yellow House,
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

THE BOOK
The Book is back and better than ever
free dinners, half price skiing and many
other things Check it out sonn

THINKING FRATERNITY?

Highest Prices Paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst.
Monday-Saturday 10 am-6 pm Licensed by
the Town of Amherst, member of Chamber
of Commerce. 256-0710

Happy Birthday Joe May your stroke
always be smooth and skillful

Happy 22nd Birthday LeibchenI Love
Leibchen

Happy 18th-20th Birthday John and
good luck in your first year at UMass. love
always, your sister-twin Joey
Sean Happy 21st get psyched for Satur
day night love apt 145H

Trac^ey Ahern: This is your day! Have the
happiest birthday ever! You're the greatest'
Get psyched for our journey! Love Sue

All are welcome to attend a no-obligation
orientation on fraternities and life in the
Greek system to be held on Sunday at 3 pm
in the Student Union Ballroom. If you are at
all interested, check it out. You have so
much to gain and so little to lose.

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARY

University Judiciary Justices meeting in
CC 7 PM Tuesday September 22, 1981
Check schedule for room to contact
Michael Cohen 665-7544

WANTED

PSYCHOTHERAPY
Individual, couples, family therapy Fee
based on ability to pay. Non-student
clientele also accepted. Psychological Ser-
vices Center 545-004

!

Babysitters fall semester, varjpus times
days. Come to Child Care Office, 213
Berkshire House, berween 9 and 2, Monday
-Friday

Ride to North Shore area wanted on a
regular basis call Joe 253-9026

Musicians wanted to form kick ass band.
Knowledge of new and old waves
necessary call Dave the Rave 546 6259
Armstrong Brothers Band needs^ny
secure, lighted room for storage and prac-
tice. Call Jim at 253-5943

WORK STUDY HELP WANTED
f Collegian nees work study help in

Business 0« :e ftex'b'e nous see
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Friday, September 18, 1981,

HOLY

253-5595
\
-

Mass.
Amherst

^ ,
y

\
\

10 a.m. *»

til 11 p.m.

/

J,

'••r. Wine
Wiedmann 5.49 1.40

Hoffbrau 5.49 1.40

Tuborg Gold ...7.50 2.00
Rolling Rock 12 pack cans 3.95

Molson 9.95

Erianger 8.90

Busch 12 at. cans. 7.49 2.00

Labatt 9.95 2.50

Moosehead 11.75 3.00

Skol Gin 1.75 L... 7.99

Canadian Rare 1.751 9.95

Baccardi Lt 1 75 11.49

Canadian O.F.C. 750 mi 7.59

Castillo Rum 1.75 l 9.85

Cutty Sark 750 ml. 8.69

20% off cork finished selections
of California and imported wines

not responsible for typographical errors

Blue Nun niter ^ 4.99
lnglenook4iiterB,c,Rh,vin 5.95
Masson i.snter 3.99
Californa Cellars (diy red & white Burg, Rhine.

Chab) 4 Uter g 99
D & H Le Papillon red & white i .5 l 4.75
BonifatO red & white 1.5 L 2.99

Pott Rum 90° 750 ml 7.39
Old Crow 1.75 L... 10.99
Seagram 7 1.75 L. ^. _ ... 1^^

JimBeami.75L. .. . 11.59

5.25

10.29

7.99

• ••••« • • • • «

Smirnoff 750 mi...
I

Gordon Vodka 1.75 l
i

Skol Vodka 1 175 L...

« • ft • •

• •««««t»^

^o^^^> <^ te^ UNIVERSITY /DRIVE

Stadium
Liquors

v?S^ c.^*
l<^ /A- t^^»v«,»y

ROUTE 116

ROUTE 9
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Crusaders invade UMass
I

Friday, September 18, 1981

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

All those who missed the live television performance of
he welterweight world championship fight between Ray
Leonard and Tommy Heams Thursday night need not be
too disappomted.
First off, you saved yourself a few bucks by not having

the cable outlet mstalled in your living room'
n addition, you can see a far better bout tomorrow atAlumm stadium when the Crusaders of Holy Cross ride

into Amherst to tiy and knock off their second leading
contender for the Yankee Conference crown in as man?
weeks, namely the University of Massachusetts football
Minutemen (1:30 p.m.).

f^iif^u?.
°".'^ "^^-found strength of their offensive at-

tack. HC defeated Boston Unversity last week in
Worcester, 14-6, in a game that was not as close as the
final score.

HC's veteran offensive line played a major role in the
Crusader victory with the Purple backs grinding out 265
yards against a usually tough Terrier defense
The Crusader defense will be trying to do the same to

the M^sachusetts defense tomorrow at Alumni. First-
year HC head coach Rick Carter does not take this game

"They (UMass) are the consensus pick for the Yankee
Conference championship this year and they have as much
experience as any team we'll face this season," Carter
said • They have an aggressive defense and all the in^e-
dients of a good team."

'"^^fL^ basically the same people we played last
year. Pickett said. "But Coach Carter has them playing

J

with more enthusiasm and intensity this year
"

Although the HC offense generated almost 4007ard's of
totai offense against BU, the Crusader "D" was suc-
cess.uJ as well holding the Terriers to just 88 yards on the
ground on a paltry 28 carries.
Two players to watch for the Crusaders on offense are

senior quarterback Dave Boisture and sophomore tailback
Mark Covington. Last year in Worcester, three-year
starter Boisture completed 22 passes against theW^utemen in the 17-13 Massachusetts victory, good for
^SZ yards. Covington ran for both HC TDs
The stage is set. It'll be the new Crusader power offense

against the battle-ready UM "D" or the HC defense trying
to contain Minuteman tailback Garry Pearson and the
Massachusetts offense.

Take your pick. It should be a slugfest tomorrow in theaiumm Stadium ring.

FOURTH AND GOAL-The Eddie B. Anderson award
which IS given to the MVP of th# UM-HC game, is up for
grabs again this year. Minuteman signal-caller Dean
Kecevich was last year's recipient as he completed 7 of 12
passes for 106 yards and two TDs .. . Four radio stations
will broadcast tomorrow's game. WTTT (Amherst) is the

S?f? •?,

^^^'O" ^d UMass' student-run WMUA (91 1
j- M) will also carry the game starting at 1 p.m. . . former
Minuteman field leader Mike McEvilly (1979 season) is
helping coach Crusader quarterbacks this fall

An example of what Holy Cross can expect from thp IIM "n" ;„ i. 't"'"
""•"' "' ^'^' '"° "^'"

Eric Cregan (74) gets ready to eat a quarterback ' **'*''^" *****^* ** ^^»«« ***^»^>«

Stickers on top 4-0
By NANCY PARKS
Collegian Staff

• The University of Massachusetts women's field hockey
team shut out the University of Maine, 4-0, in a game head
coach Pam Hixon felt was dominated by the
Minutewomen. '

This was the second game of the season for the
Minutewomen and coach Hixon said her women were
looser than Maine's who were playing their first regular

season game. ,

*

"I thought we dominated the game." Hixon said "We
were all over the field but I thought we could have had
more goals. We just lacked the poise."
This statement could be backed up by the fact that the

stickere missed every comer shot they took. Comer shotsm field hockey are a coaches' dream: there should be a
goal scored on every comer shot.
But up to her old self was forward Judy Strong who

played a tough game and controlled the offense all the
way. Strong got one goal at 19:40 in the second half and

'

also came up with an assist in the first.

Hixon felt everybody pUyed weU, but one obvious im-

:-:>-::SS^^ '^^^^^^^^^^-f^^^^:^^^^^

ET/ ""^ '"^^P*" ^^^y ^^^^ Goode played atough defensive game marking her opponents well andplaying the field with finesse.
"The defense has improved their marking, but we needmuch more organized defense," said Hixon "We pla^

t^i:^' '''" ''"'*• '"^ ^ y«" p'^y ^^'^ y«" '-

nol^I^^^l'rl^"?^.?^ ^'"^«^ °^ ^he game with 1 1 :44posted in the first half. From this point in the game, theMaine women started to play a tighter game, k^n^ upwith the Mass. stickers' front line.
h « up

The second half opened with midfielder Sandy Korbelmissing on a flick on goal. But that did not st^p STeMinutewomen, who kept driving at the Maine goalie.
Theu- efforts paid off as Tina Coffin came up with the se-^^d^Ully in the game at 25:46 in the half onI as^st from

by'^LTat^l^ii^tlLr '' ^ ^^^^ ^^- ^" ^^

Mi?itm^rscor;:?i^:^:V^^^^ '"^^ «-•

w^I^ *^"'* P'*" "^"^ enforced against Ohio State

goals in the first five minutes of the game

dt^"^^}"^^ ^ ^^'^ University in New HavenConn, today, to face WUliam and Mary College at 3pm

Netmen downed team and they're very experienced

New men's tennis coach Bob Szlosek is molding a lineup
of approximately ten players consisting of two seniors, a
few jumors aiJd four freshman. Last year, the netmen lost
tfte meat of their line-up when they lost their second, third

V and fourth singles players.

Yesterday afternoon, the tennis men began their season
with a loss to University of Rhode Island, 8-1.Co^ Sziosek is not discouraged. 'This was one of our«-»-^-.^-k_^*.

SdoMliaMd."UIUhM«

fairiy polished

players."

The lone victory on the team was taken by Richard Lin-^n. the number three singles man who is a freshman

f^^^T^'^Mlt^^"**'^ ^^^ «^hool champion.
Lindgren beat URI's Dave Wright in three sets, 1-6, 7-6,

pJnfir
"**'

"^^r. ^^^"^'^y against a loaded WestPomt team on the Boyden courts at 2 p mArmy looks tough, but the young UMass team hasabr^jdy been introduced to iiter^Uegiate ^^they re re«ty for mora. .

*^'

-ANNAROELL

Ruggers to host
Charles River
After opening their season on a successfiil note lastweek against Norwich University, the University of

Massachusetts Rugby Club will entertain a strong CharlesR^er club side m their home opener tomorrow at 1 p.m. atthe lower Boyden fields.

The club hopes to improve on their impressive springs^n record, but there are a few obstacles in the way.We have had a few early season injuries, and we are star-

SfSL^.T"^
^^^"^ ""« o" our A side." team adviser Robert

Uoc Laurence said.

stl^'nll^rS^ ^^^^^ ^«r the A side is probably thes^ngest UMass has ever had. The returning startere areGeorge Economou and Bob Rhodes, plus iwce Da^n^
^e t^i;^T/"*^

^^^ ^'^^' ^^« ^« "«- add^ns'S

pJrie^' ^"^ ^""^ '""^ "^^ «I^ ^^ «*-

af^Sf ^ •'"^'- "^ "^"^ ^ ^^ y^' ^th the exception

dJTpJ^"'^ '"T^- Co^aptain Brett (JoWstien and

I?o^.w 1^^ ^ ^^ ^^'^ ^'^«'- members, and bothshould be a strong settling influence.

^e club's B and C sides are also expected to have sue
cessfiil campaigns since there are a total of 15 backs ami
13 forwards with A side experience now playing for ^.Su

K-^^"!.'"^"'Sf" '"^"^'^^^ Tower, Jim Nagle, JoeKennedy, Steve Piro Phil Crawford and Steve FociheT.
All have played on the A side and all are looking to im-
prove the "Killer B's" record.

^

AJl three sides were victorious last week against Nor-

rj"^ t u^ ^ trounced their opponents 41-3 while the B'sedged Johnson State College's A side 10-6 and U^C'ssqueaked by the Norwich B's 6^.
•"« we i. s

,.. .^nUNK NAGLE

UMass late rally tips HC, 13-10, see story p. 12
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Thousands unite at rally

to oppose U.S. policies

MASSIVE CROWDS - A crowd estimated at
over 250,000 people gathered on the Mall in
front of the U.S. Capitol Saturday to attend the
Solidarity Day demonstration. This view is from
on top of the Washington Monument.

By PAUL D'AMATO
Collegian Correspondent

More than a quarter of a million protesters streamed in-
to the Capitol Saturday for the AFL-CIO sponsored
Solidarity Day demonstration, according to National Park
Service estimates.

The protest, one of the largest gatherings of workers to
be seen in many years, brought 200 union, women's and
civil rights groups together to oppose the Reagan Ad-
ministration's economic policies and to call attention to
the plight of working Americans and the poor.
Lane Kirkland, President of the AFL-CIO and one of

the 17 major speakers at the Capitol Hill rally, emphasized
that the majority of Americans do not support Reagan's
programs.

"If you do not embrace," said Kirkland, "the proposi-
tion that this President has a mandate to destroy the pro-
grams that feed the roots of a decent society — you are not
alone." He stressed the need for the type of worker unity
displayed through recent events in Poland, and added,
"Today is just a start, but Solidarity is more than just a
day."

Coretta Scott King, president of the Martin Luther King
Center for Non-Violent Social Change, made a connection
in her speech between Solidarity Day and the civil rights
marches of the 1960's.

"Let this demonstration be a clear signal to the law
makers that American working people of all races will not
suffer in silence while the architects of reaction seek to
shatter the hard-won social and economic gains of the last
50 years," she said.

About 200 UMass students also attended the protest.
Tildy Turchinetz, a senior at UMass said in reference to

Reagan, "I think we should send him back to Hollywood."
The sentiment was similar among all the UMass students.
A UMass alumnus of 1981, Paul Ferguson, said the rally

was a success. "The good thing," he .said, "is that people
are out there and moving."
Most of the marchers came from within a 300 mile

radius of the Capitol, and all of the Midwestern states had
large contingents, according to an AFL-CIO release.
Some workers came from as far as Seattle, where
unionists had to fly via Canada to avoid crossing PATCO
picket lines, the release stated.

The protesters began to gather around the Washington
Monument at approximately 10 a.m., grouping around
their respective union balloons or signs.
The continuous peaceful stream of banners that began

around noon from the monument to the Capitol Building
could, according to the speakers on the podium, still be
seen at 3:30 in the afternoon. The police kept a low profile,
and no arrests were reported.

Continued on pttge 3

SGA co-presidents support class boycott
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

No more than 20 percent of the students at the Universi-
ty of Massachusetts are expected to participate in the
state-wide boycott of classes set for today, according to
Student Government Association co-President Larry
Kocot.

Student leaders said last week the lack of time to

organize students was the primary obstacle they faced.

The boycott is in response to higher education budget cuts
at state universities and colleges.

"The problem would have been trying to tell 19,000
students in five days about what's going on, and that's im-

Number of sex

assaults increase
By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

The third reported sexual assault on campus in the last
five days occurred early yesterday morning on Clark Hill
Road, University of Massachusetts Police said last night.

All three targets of the attacks were University women.
Two of the attacks occurred in the afternoon.
Amherst Police reports show that two girls, ages six and

seven, were also sexually assaulted on Friday, Sept. 11.
while playing near the Hitchcock Center on South Plea-
sant Street.

According to police reports, a woman walking down
Clark Hill Road toward Chadbourne Dormitory, was ac-
costed by an unknown assailant who came out of some
nearb> bushes.

The man, described as a white male with a black beard,
about five feet eleven -inches tall, reportedly grabbed the
woman and ordered her not to struggle. A struggle ensued
and the woman retaliated by scratching her assailant's
eyes with her dorm keys, which she was carrying in her
hand.

The man then put his hands over his eyes and the
woman fled from the scene. Police have no suspects and
the case is under investigation.

Another of the recent attacks occurred last Wednesday
afternoon at about 4 p.m., near the rear parking lot of the
Whitmore Administration Building.

Continued on page S

possible," SGA co-President Kevin Mangan said Friday.
"We support the boycott, but to make a strong state-

ment we'd need time and a real commitment. If we had
been given a month, we could have organized a strong stu-
dent force," said Mangan.

No trips to the rally, scheduled to begin at noon on the
Boston Common, have been planned by the SGA, but if

enough students call their SGA representatives transpor-
tation could be arranged, Mangan said.

The Undergraduate Student Senate voted Wednesday
to endorse the boycott.

Undergraduate Student Senate Speaker Edward S. Lee
said he was told about the planned boycott in late August,
before student government staff was available to help
organize the effort. Lee said if giVen more time, with a ful-

ly staffed office, the SGA could have made parents as well
as faculty and students aware of the protest.

"All we're asking now is that students who can, go to
Boston and attend the rally, or that they make phone calls

to state legislators," Kocot said.

Massachusetts Society of Professors President Bruce
Laurie said no one approached the MSP on either state or
local levels.

"We can't endorse the boycott for legal reasons, but we
do support the effort," Laurie said. "Our union worked
with Larry Kocot and Ken Moore in lobbying for a better
budget. I think that's why we weren't approached,
because they realized the legal implications for the pro-
fessors," said Laurie.

(olleinan photo bv Jim Wildron

FANTASY LAND — The UMass Fine Arts Center is enveloped in an eerie glow as sophomores
Caroline Walsh and Brenda Hnatow take a midnight stroll.
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Boston teachers vote

against strike

BOSTON - Boston school teachers,
their ranks thinned by layoffs stemming
from declining enrollment and a property-
tax rollback, voted yesterday against 'a
strike that would shut down classes for
about 60,000 public school students.
The Boston Teachers Union called its

5,200 members for a meeting to decide
whether to boycott classes today as a pro-
test against recent layoffs of nearly 1.000
teachers, most of them tenured, and delay
of a scheduled 7.5 percent pay raise
The vote, 1,404 to 836, followed more

than an hour of debate. The union's ex-
ecutive committee had recommended a
strike.

"This vote is a major victory for the
union members, the superintendent, the
School Committee, the students of the
public schools and for the citizens of the
great city of Boston." said Robert R.
Spillane. superintendent of schools.

Mass. Bay fish not

affected by waste

BOSTON - A congressional panel will
receive public comments today about a
federal study of radioactive waste dumped
m Massachusetts Bay after World War II
and its impact on fish

Officials of three federal agencies involv-
ed m the study told congressional aides last
week they do not believe that fish caught in
Massachusetts Bay would pose a danger to
public health.

The agencies - The Food and Drug Ad-
ministration, The Environmental Protec-
tion Agency, and The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration also hope to
find out how far afield the radioactive
wastes were dumped and how well the con
tamers that dropped 300 feet into the

ocean have survived the elements.
The survey also is expected to help

federal officials determine whether the
ocean is a safe repository for radioactive
wastes.

The federal agencies will collect lobsters
and bottom-feeding fish near any con-
tainers of radioactive waste that can l^e

found. Fresh fish purchased at random in
the Boston area also will be examined.

Reagan's cuts may
mean 'social chaos'

WASHINGTON - A panel of outside ad-
visers to federal poverty programs, in a
blistering parting shot, said yesterday that
President Reagan's economic policies and
budget cuts could plunge the nation into
"social chaos."

The lame duck National Advisory Coun-
cil on Economic Opportunity predicted
yesterday that Reagan's policies will
substantially swell the ranks of America's
29.3 million poor as "those who hover just
above the poverty level fall below it."

"The results are predictable: more crime,
physical and psychological illness, broken
families, racial division, and the potential
for violence," the council declared in its

13th and final annual report.

The council, created in 1964 during Lyn-
don Johnson's war on poverty, will go out
cf busine.ss Oct. 1 when the Economic Op-
portunity Act expires and many health and
social welfare programs are converted to
block grants.

The chairman. Arthur I Blaustein,
charged that the Reagan administration,
which "conjured up the specter of an
'economic Dunkirk' to gain supfxtrt for its

economic package . is [)erpetuating a
'social Pearl Harbor."
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THE UNIVERSITY STORE
Hours
10-4

Sept. 21 thru Septa 25

Record Sale This Weeklll $$$$Hii$$i

PRESENTS

DARKERE, CLAYTON,
GKADHEY G HAYWAKD

plus Phil Drown
^11 EP/in^r Little Feot Members

Sept. 26 8 PM
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

UMass Students $6 - $6.50

General Public $7.50 - $8

THE

DAVID
GRISMAN
QUARTET

OCT 4 at 8 PM
Umass Students $6.50

General Public $7.50

JIMMY CLIFF
Fine Arts Center

October 18, 1981 7:30 PIVI

!

UMass Students $7.50 - $8.50
General Public $8.50 - $9.50

JOKMA KAUKOHEH
Formerly with

Hot Tunc & Jefferson Airplane

OCTOBER 29, 1981

7:30 pm
Student Union Ballroom

UMass Students $6.50

General l^ublic $7.50

All Tickets Now on Sale
Tickets may be purchased at: Ticketron, URU. Tix For the

and M-lLirR """n'r- "l"""""'
""<"«"• "^ortham^tor^and Main St. Records Northampton.

or^^s'm Vl**
**°"*' '"°'^* *^ ^^^ ^^^^ *"** "'***' "° '°°**' **""•*'

Lobbying stops layoffe

and course reductions
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Correspondent

Widespread layoffs and course reduc-
tions, experienced by most state colleges
and universities, was prevented at the
University of Massachusetts/Amherst
because of a combined lobbying effort by
students, parents, faculty and alumni
btate Senator John Olver (D-Amherst) said
Thursday.

Dunng the three month state budget pro-
cess the UMass/Amherst allocation chang-
ed several times and on two occasions
would have required hundreds of layoffs
Ken Moore, Chairman of the Student
Senate Public Policy Committee said last
week. The Senate budget version recom-
mended 200 layoffs at UMass. After the
final budget was passed by the house and
senate, Gov. Edward King attempted to
veto $3 million from UMass which meant
the loss of 250 jobs, Moore said. The final
budget of $99 million will not require
layoffs but is $2 million below the amount
needed to adequately run the University,
he said.

A random survey last week of state
representatives and senators confirmed
the successful lobbying effort and the
importance of constituent pressure on a
legislator to ensuring full funding for
UMass.
"Two calls are a trend, three calls are a

land slide. If students want to make an
impact they should get on the phone," said
Rep. Gregory Sullivan (D-Norwood).
Sullivan said he received almost 20 letters

and phone calls.

'*0f course it had an impact (letters and
phone calls), Anytime a constituent calls it

has an impact," Rep. Maria Howe
(D-Somerville) said.

The letters and phone calls from students
and parents gave Rep. Collins (D-Amherst)
the legitimacy he needed to negotiate with
the House leadership, Moore said. UMass
was the most organized state agency in the
State House lobbying for its budget, he
said.

The final $99 million allocation for

UMass/Amherst represents no growth at
all for the University, said Moore.
Increasing enrollments combined with a no
growth budget amounts to a cut in the
quality pf education at UMass, he said.

Moore said the budget fight never ends.

Spending cuts caused by Proposition 2V2
will be deeper next year and because
UMass/Amherst received a generous
allotment this year the University is in

trouble, he said.

"To be successful next year students and
parents must make a deeper commitment if

they care about the quality of the education
received at UMass, by contacting their

elected officials and voicing their concerns
about UMass to them," said Moore.

Newslines...
Eaton speaks on U.S. in El Salvador

El Salvador.
Samuel Eaton, Deputy Assistant

Secretary of State for Interamerican Af-
feirs, will be speaking at 4 p.m. today in The event is sponsored by the Western
Thompson 106 on United States policy in Massachusetts Latin Solidarity Committee-

iCollegJan n

Collripan photo bv Jim Waldron

TRICKS — Neal Bogdonavich, president of the UMass Juggling
and Circus Arts Club, shows some stuff. Neal invites all persons
interested in learning juggling to join the group at 7:30 p.m. every
Wednesday night outside the CCA.

Ouster Coordinator

busted on drug charges
By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

The Cluster Coordinator for Webster
and Dickinson dormitories in Orchard Hill
was arrested Friday night by University of
Massachusetts police on several drug
related charges.

A cluster coordinator is similar to being
Head of Residence in other areas on cam-
pus, but is responsible for more than one
dormitory.

Glenn A. Silva, 25, of 73 Walden Street,
New Bedford, MA, was arrested about 8:30
p.m. Friday in his room at 105 Webster
dormitory. He was charged with posses-
sion of marijuana, and possession with in-

tent to distribute.

Police said other drue: related charees
will follow pending laboratory analysis of
other drugs confiscated.

Silva will be arraigned in Northampton
District Court this morning.
Police also reported numerous com-

plaints from the Southwest area Friday
morning shortly after midnight.
Police said they received about 30

telephone complaints, "within the span of
five minutes", reporting incidents of
fireworks being set off, loud stereo noise,
and prank telephone calls.

Two cruisers were dispatched to the
scene but no arrests were made. Police said
they did not know what touched off the
wave of unruly behavior.

ifRally
Continuedfrom page 1

Not only "Reagonomics," but Reagan's
union-busting policies, in particular his fir-

ing of 12,000 PATCO employees, was a
focus for anger at the demonstration.

One PATCO member, Dan Lucci of Local
203 in Oberiin, Ohio, said the aim of the
march would be to lend moral support to

the labor movement. He felt that the rally

would be a moral boost for PATCO
workers,

"What's important is whether or not we
can stick together and get the moral sup-
port from the rest of labor," he said in

reference to the strike.

To Dan Petty, steward at AFSCME
Local 217 in Cincinnati, Ohio, the
significance of the rally was that it showed
labor flexing its muscles. "The labor

leaders leii compelled oy the rank and file

to organize a demo of this size," Petty said.
He expressed fear however, that the
"bureaucrats will try to diffuse the militan-
cy of workers and define the whole thing as
a Republican versus Democrat fight."
According to a flyer distributed at the

march by the American Federation of
State and County Municipal Employees,
the Reagan Administration has cut back a
total of $140 billion dollars from the
budget, affecting necessary social services
for the poor, elderly and minorities. The
flyer stated that the cutbacks will lead to
layoffs of thousands of public employees.

In the mean time, businesses will save a
total of $154 billion in the next four years
through various types of tax cuts, the
leaflet stated.

itAssault
Continued from page 1

According to police, the woman attacked
was approached while walking by Herter
Hall by a man described as a blond, 27 year-
old white male, about six feet tall, and
weighing about 160 pounds.
The man reportedly walked with the

woman to the parking lot, exchanging con-
versation. Upon reaching the paricing lot,

the man reportedly grabbed the woman's
arm. She then kicked her assailant in the
groin area, causing him to drop to his
knees, and fled the scene.

Continued on page 7

University band plays
Patriot-Cowboy game
By LAUREL HANSCOM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Mar-
ching Band (UMMB) will be the half-time

entertainment during tonight's National
Focjtball League game between the New
England Patriots and the Dalla.s Cowboys.
"We were asked back by the Patriots'

management. We played last year when
the Rams were in town. We got a very
outrageous crowd response," said Eric
Snoek, publicity director of the UMMB.
Last year, the UMMB marched in the In-

augural Parade for President Ronald
Reagan. They were the only collegiate mar-
ching band to represent New England and
one of only six marching bands chosen to

represent the country, Snoek said.

This year's show consists of four pieces,

including some selections from the classical

realm of music, Snoek said. Selections are
"Fanfare from Shostakovitch's Fifth Sym-
phony," "The Coronation March from the
opera, "The Prophet" by Giacomo
Meyerbeer, "Big Noise from Winnetka"

and the closing selection, "New York, New
York." The first two pieces were .irranged
by Eric Rosen.

The marching band wore new uniforms
for the first time Saturday at the UMass
versus Holy Cross football game. Snoek
described the uniforms as a "definite
change from the style of last year. They are
bright, colorful, flashy, and everyone will

know we're there."

The instructional staff of the UMMB con-
sists of Director George Parks, percussion
teachers Thorn Hannum and Chris Thomp-
son, twirling instructor Wendy Tiner, and
color guard instructor Kristen O'Milia.
O'Melia is new to the organization. She

has an impressive background with drill

teams, competitive color guards, and drum
and bugle corps around New England,
Snoek said.

The new 226-member band consists of
152 winds, 26 percussionists, 4C color
guards, and eight twirlers. New to the
.group is freshman Janet Lannon, who is a
recent state champion twirier. Back for the
third year is the first woman drum major,
Linda Paul.

D.C. computers break down
causing long lines
By SANDRA J. FULLER
Collegian Correspondent

Administration officials are pleased with
the new Dining Commons computers which
have replaced the mealbooks used
previously, but some students do not share
that enthusiasm.

While the new system makes for tighter
security and easier accounting, it can also
mean long lines and long waits for hungry
students.

Dick Flynn, manager of student and
employee relations for food services, ad-

mitted that the first two weeks of school at

the Dining Commons have been difficult.

But, the University has recently installed

new parts for the computers which should
improve the system.

According to Flynn, the computers broke
down Sunday in the Franklin Dining Com-
mons. Something, newly purchased parts
were added. During a breakdown as oc-

cured Ijist weekend, ticket takers in the
Dining Commons have to take the student
number of each student and write it down.
This procedure causes longer lines and
more aggravation for everyone.
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Science

Fiction

Phantasy

Poster

Contest

$100.00
Prize*

* merchandise of your choice

Contest Rules and Poster Specifications

are available at the University Store.

Entries must be received at the Store by

10 AM Monday Sept. 28th 1981

Everyone is eligible.

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 1 1 -4

«

Located in the Campus Center

'Bow-Wow' for the dogs
but 'Voodoo' casts spell

Monday, September 21, 1981.
Collegian

Two bands i)erfornied at the Rusty Nail

Thursday night, and althoujjh one has
recfivt'd more press attention than the

other. tM)th were professional outfits from
opposite sides of the Atlantic, and should

be considered as "Co-Stars".

Bow Wow Wow. the lates from Sex
Pistols manager Malcolm McLaren, was
the "headlining" act.

Visually they are a very striking ensem-
ble, with their Adonis-like bass player,

Leigh Gorman, jungle-man drummer
Dave Barbe, mohawk-cropped guitar

player, Matthew Ashman, and 15-year-old

lead singer Annabela Lu-Win. Add to that

a couple of scantily clad 15-year-old

dancers, dress the lot in Roman type out-

fits, and you get something that is without

a doubt a feast for the eyes.

But underneath all the flash and soft-

core kiddy porn. Bow Wow Wow had little

to offer in the way of music.

The main problem seems to be that An-
nabela at 15 is already a cliche ridden per-

former. Some might think that it's cute for

a young girl to imitate the sex-charged per-

formance of a much older night club singer,

but the act is entirely unconvincing.

Although the crowd was fired up by the

driving jungle beat, the heavy guitar chor-

ding, and the young dancers, Annabella's

monotone singing and shallow acting

couldn't help but make the whole concoc-

tion look ridiculous.

Musically the "Wow's" owe a lot to

Adam and The Ants, (a group that

Gronian, Barbe, and Ashman, have all

previously played in). The original single

release of "C30,C60,C90,GO" besides hav-

ing ridiculous lyrics, is a direct copy of the

rhythm track from the Ant's "Kings of the

Wild Frontier," and most of Bow Wow
Wow's other songs followed a similar pat-

tern: wrap{)er-like chanting of idiotic lyrics

over a background of tribal drumming and
heavy metal guitar.

But the real weak link became painfully

obvious when, for one song, the band layed

back and let Annal)ella's childishly warbl-

ing vocals carry the standard tune "When
KrK)ls Rush In."

Stripped of their jungle beat, and distrac-

ting dancers, Bow Wow Wow was revealed

for what it really is: a group of professional

musicians backing up an overly cute young
singer, who looks and sounds like she is

performing in her first high sch(/ol musical.

Wall of Voodoo from California, put in

the unenviable position of "opening" for

this travelling kiddie show, looked positive-

ly brilliant in comparison.

Combining a rhythm machine and a
drummer, the Wall of V(K)doo have come
up with a rhythmic wall of African percu-

sion, which, when played against punctual

bass lines and angular guitar and syn-

thesizer, provide a dense but moving
backdrop for a strikingly original lead

singer.

While things are whirring, and clicking,

and purring and thumping in the
background, the frontman holds your at-

tention with an act that looks like Dustin

Hoffman imitating Lenny Bruce.

The effect is that of a slightly familiar,

slightly old fashioned nightclub singer,

hopelessly lost in the alien environment of

the modern world, but retaining his sense
of humor atK)ut the situation.

It is this humility and wit that makes
Wall of Voodoo stand out among all the

other electronic, technically oriented

bands. Instead of imitating the coldness of

high technology, they are doing their best

to humanize it.

Let's hope that Wall of Voodoo returns

as a headlining act. And let's hope that

Malcolm McLaren goes back to England
and find himself a new dog to train.

- DAVE WILDMAN

Mandatory RSO Workshops
The Student Activities Office will be conducting workshops
for ell RSO Group Treasurers and Officers who have been en-
trueted with organizational funds. Workshops MUST be at-
tended prior to your being able to initiate any financial
documents. Workshops will be held as follows:

Groups Date Time CO Rooms
SATF Funded Group* 15 Sept 2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15 CC803
Coop Student Butinen 16 Sept 2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25 CC803
Any Group

'

17 Sept 2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15 CC 811-15
Stockbridge 22 Sept 2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15 cca)3
SATF Funded Groups 23 Sept 2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25 CC 811-15
Coops Student Business 24 Sept 2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15 CC 811-15
Any Group 29 Sept 2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15 CC803
Greeks 30 Sept 2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25 CC 811-15
Residential Areas 1 Oct 2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15 CC903
SATF Funded Groups 6 Oct 2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15 CC903
Coop Student Business 7 Oct 2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25 CC903
Any Group 8 Oct 2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15 CC903

If you cannot make any of the scheduled meetings for your particular
group, attendence at any one of the sessions will suffice. The sessions will

review the financial responsibilities and requirements placed on each RSO
and a discussion of new pdlicies and procedures.

CAMPUS TRAVEL
WE ARE EXPERTS IN HANDLING:

• AIR RESERVATIONS • EURAIL PASSES
AMTRACK
HOTELS
& CAR RENTALS
LOW COST
VACATIONS
YOUTH HOSTEL

(on the spot)

• TICKETRON
• CRUISES
• CHARTERS
• CAMPING TOURS
• GROUP TRAVEL

PASSES
• WE FEATURE CENCA TOURS

CAMPUS CENTER
AMHERST. MASS.

UNIV. OF MASS
413 545-0500

EDITORIAL/OPINION
mm ;;<•::•?*'

Changing

a'times
The hrnes they are a'changin. A decade ago, student

activism was everywhere. Now, people seem to be more
coricerned about their classes, their careers and their own
little lives. Sure, you see the tables in the Campus Center
concourse for the various organizations. Lots of people
are usually around them picking up literature about
nuclear energy, the Reagan cuts, the bottle bill, South
Africa, and other controversial issues. But by and large
UMass students don't seem to be actively involved iri

trying to bring about social change.

I can't make any direct comparisons with the 1960s. 1

was only a grade schooler when most of the heavy action
took place. All I knew was what I saw on television and
read in the newspaper (I was a precocious lad). People
seemed to be more willing to take a stand, to march, to

fjjwt^gw^
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Randolph T. Holhut
leaflet, to picket, and to protest. They were willing to do
all that because they believed that what they were doing
was going to make a difference and it did. The Vietnam
War might have dragged on longer if it wasn't for the
people who took to the streets to protest our involvement.
The civil rights reforms of the sixties would have never
occurred without people who were concerned protesting
the racial injustice that was taking place. People were
taking risks, making changes and winning.

There was a lot at stake then, but don't let the
tranquility of the eighties lull you into a state of false
security. We are in a (period) that is threating to make the
sixties and early seventies look like a Cakewalk.
Reaganomics, the "Moral Majority", the "New Right",
hazardous wastes, nuclear power, the new and improved
Cold War, repression, depression, recession. Proposition
2V2, Big Business and I'm just getting warmed up. There
are so many dark specters looming on our horizon, so
many things that threaten our very existence that we
would be fooling ourselves if we all just sat back and let

someone else worry about our future.

IMlSlSVIWW

•mum

mKEAay?WHATPAnnERN?'

The time has come to shake off our apathy, to wake up
and take a look beyond our little worlds. There's nothing
wrong with worrying about whether that job you're
working toward is going to be there, or if there is

somebody good playing at Hanger One tonight, or what
clothes they're wearing thife year, or what's happening on
General Hospital - but none of that really matters.

there is an old saying that there are three types of
people.. those who make things happen, those who watch
things happen, and those who wonder what happened

.
^Vhich group do you fall under?

Take a good look inside of yourself. Examine your
values, your ideals, and what you think is right or wrong.
Start reading the newspapers, watching the news, finding
out and being concerned about what is going on. You will

find yourself making a decision and taking a stand-maybe
for the first time in your life. You'll find you are more
concerned abou the world around you. Perhaps you'll even
be actively involved in bringing about social change.

I don't expect everybody to drop their books and pick up
placards immediately. But what I am saying is get
involved. It would be too easy to leave it to the "other
guy". If we are to make this worid a better place for
ourselves and for future generations, we will have to take
the first step. In a way, it is just being selfish about our
own future but in a way that helps everybody.

As one last piece of advice, remember the words
displayed on a banner during the May 1968 student
protests in Paris "Be a realist, demand the impossible".

Randolph T. Holhut Ls a Collegian columnist.

Why can't Johnny read D.C. signs?
Before I get on to the important subject matter, let me

say that I like people. Very much. I know that no one is

perfect and that we all make many mistakes in life. So
much for philosophy.

It has come to my attention that an awfully large portion
of the students at this fine institution cannot read. At
least, it appears to be this way. There are signs in obvious
view Itjeing ignored all over this university. For instance,
when a person is in line at the Dining Commons one of the
last things he or she gets is beverages. The sign clearly
states, "Only two glasses at a time, please." I have seen
people taking three, four, five and six glasses at a time.

"Perhaps he didn't see the sign," I said to myself as I

proceeded to inform a gentleman that the sign stated

Letters

"two" and not "six". Two hours later I was found behind
the orange juice machine, gagged and bound with an
extra-large athletic supporter.

My next venture to the Dining Commons was even less
successful. Because I'm allergic to smoke. I sat in the no
smoking area. There are actually designated areas which
are marked in red "no smoking area." I noticed_three
students sitting directly under a "no smoking" sign light
cigarettes. As usual, my eyes became irritated and began
to water.

"Perhaps they didn't see the sign," I repeated to myself
as I informed them that they were in a no smoking area. I

was found three days later, the unfortunate victim of 47
cigarette burns.

My most recent venture to the Dining Commons was
successful only in the fact that I was able to finish my
meal. I brought my tray to a conveyor belt under a sign
which said "Please place silverware to the right of the tray
and remove all napkins and papers". I did so and waved
my tray good-bye. The gentleman behind me seemed most
impatient. He pushed me aside and thrust his tray on to
the conveyer, leaving his assortment of silverware
protruding out of a piece of cornbread.

"Perhaps he did not see the sign...." I am writing this

from the ceiling of Berkshire Dining Commons where I am
hermetically sealed by butter and margarine patties. I like

people. Very much.

Gary M. Trahan in a Collegian columnist.

U.S. poMcy in El Salvador

To the Editor:

The Western Massachusetts Latin American Solidarity
Committee would like to inform the community that on
September 21, at 4:00 p.m. in Thompson Room 106, Mr.
Eaton, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State on
InterAmerican Affairs will be speaking on U.S. policy in

El Salvador.

This is an opportunity to directly challenge the Reagan
administration's analysis of the situation in El Salvador.
We urge all members of the progressive community to

attend and voice their opposition.

Laurie Kleinman
Western Massachusetts Latin

American Solidarity Committee

"What happened to Dot?"
We have one question for the decision-makers of

UMasS""What happened to Dot?" She was the warm,
gentle, friendly human being who tore out the tickets in

our meal books last semester. She was unbelievable-she
remembered our names, and the name of all our friends.

When you consider that we probably weren't the only

group she remembered by name, you can understand what
Dot stood for. She was simply human.
Today at UMass we are "greeted" by a trained hand

that grabs our plastic cards. These cards are then passed
through a system that doesn't work. Our vital statistics

flash in front of the operator, and we are mercifully
allowed to eat. There are no more friendly smiles or the
simple pleasures of someone like Dot asking you how your
weekend went. Today we are met with coldness.
Now, no one can lay the blame on the people operating

the computer. We see their plight as something closely

akin to our own. They have also been forced to conform to

this computerized hindrance. The problem lies within this

new system.

The biggest fallacy we were sold on last semester was
that the computerized system would be much easier for

the students. Supposedly, carrying the red mealbook,
which fit conviently just about anywhere, was a problem.
However, in today's UMass Dining Commons we must all

contend with a line that can translate into a twenty-five to

thirty minute wait.

Haven't we all had enough of waiting in line? We expect
them at Whitmore and endure them at the Textbook
Annex, but waiting at least twenty minutes for meals is

the proverbial straw. No longer is the D.C'. a place to relax
and enjoy a chicken patty among friends. Perhaps some of
the proponents of the new plan should dine at a D.C. some
night and get a feeling for such a line. At the Franklin
Dining Commons, where students wait on bi-level ramps.

the feeling is analagous to pigs in a chute, waiting to be
fed.

Something that is important to us has been lost over the
summer of '81. We left last semester and Dot told us all

with a smile to have a good summer. We came back to find

a machine that makes us wait in long, frustrating lines. It

was a bad trade, and we're just wondering, "What
happened to Dot?"

Rich Brunelli
Sue Fierston

Central

r

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include

the writer's address and telephone
number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67 characters
per line. Due to space limitations and the
volume of mail, we regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpublished letters. All

letters are subject to editing for clarity

and length.
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RALEIGH, KADUKI, FUJI, TREK, SUNTOUR

2 1 Pleosont St. Northampton 566-06 1
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Dudley Moort Liia MinncHr

t9rthur
(6:15® $1.75)8:30

'Dili OF THE
LOST ARK

m (5:30 (g) $1 75) 8:15

lOHN lELUSHI *
KAWIKIIVN
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Remember .

deadline for

Add/ Drop is

September 22
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2_Q| ITS BACK! IT'S BIGGER!
ITS BETTER! And lis.

COMIirATyAI
Special engagemeni adults $3 2b

H (6:15 @ $1.75) 8:30

AOVENTURf
CONTINUfS

yp (5:45 @ $175) 8:15

BILLMURRAy

STRIPES
> (6:00 @ $1.75) 8:30

BODY HEAT
starring William Hurt
(5:45 @ $1.75) 8:15

A Great Place to Start
or End Your Evening

Super Sandwiches Served
from 1 i:00 PM to Closing

GREAT PRICES AT ALL TIMES
07 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

ThE UMass Music ThsATER Guild

AUDITIONS
For

SUGAR
(A MusicAl vERsioN of 'SowE UkE IT Hot')

ToNiqhr - 7 pM - CoMivioNWEAlTh Rm, SUB
TuEsdAy - 7 pivi - CC Rivi 101

ThuRsdAy - 7 Pm CoMMONWEAlTh Rm, sub
PRoducTioN STAff NEEdEd - caU 6-90?9
oooooooooooi

DVP presents:

Steve Hassan,
Founder of EX-MOON, Inc

speaking^ on

MIND CONTROL:
Moonies and

Other Cult Groups

Tuesday, Sept. 22, 1981
student Union Ballroom 8:0O pm

FREE w/Umass ID

Ledu
Desk Lamps

at

HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

PRELAW STUDENTS
SOUTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF LAW
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

will be on campus in the Hampshire House,
Room 209, from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m., to speak
with interested students about Southwestern's
educational programs and admissions re-
quirements:

THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 24. 1961
Any students interested In making application
to Southwestern are Invited to attend. For in-
fornr^ation please contact:

Amy Young. Recruiting Supervisor
Career Planning (413) 546-2224

Southwestern University School of Law has served
the public since 1911 as a non-profit, nonsectarian
educational institution. Southwestern does not
discriminate on the t>asis of race, sex, religion, or na-
tional origin, in connection with admission to the
school, or in the administration of any of its educa-
tion, employment, financial aid, scholarship, or stu-
dent activity programs.

Collegian :
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ACROSS
1 Rockweed, stone-

wort, etc

6 Symbolic bird

10 Envelope part

14 Playwright

Connelly, etal.

15 Haley of 'Roots"
16 Crazy: Slang
17 Egghke
18 Aids m printing

20 Military cap
21 Even
22 Summer, in Le

Havre
23 Broadway musi-

cal

25 Oriel

window: Sp
27 The deprived
30 Mountain pass
31 Where t
32 Jong
34 Church officer

33 Blanc
40 River in NE

France
42 Past
43 Viewers
45 Slight push
47 Mauna

Marf(arel Farrar and Trudf A^ffe
mi lot Asfcln \%mn S>a4mu

4a Church robe
50 Seat of a sort

52 Back
56 Pariah
57 Tropical bird: Var
58 Continue with, to

tfteend
60 Make over
63 Braggarts Slang
65 Mend again
66 Fishing adjunct
67 Three, in Stuttgart

68 River in SE France
69 Greek letters

70 Evening, in Napoli
71 Pedestals

DOWN
1 In a frenzied

manner
2 Bathe. Poet
3 Rumor

of a kind

4 Animated
5 Direction Abbr
6 Coach dog
7 Mixture

8 Poison
9 Foreign

10 Soar
11 Cantered

12 Prefix denoting
vinegar

13 Puzzle

19 Agonized struggle
21 Tempest
24 Chemical ending
26 Confederate
27 Harness part

28 Chinese dialect

29 Drudge
33 Section of S Spain
35 Del Rio and others
36 Slangy suffix

37 estate
39 Kind of door
41 Heron
44 Wallow in slush
46 Sixth sense Abbr.
49 Housewife s con-

cern
51 Saint s name
52 Fur-bearing

mammal
53 Dark
54 City in"W India

55 Pied a

59 Stettins river

61 Mabie
62 Is indebted
64 Kind of blanket
65 Adam s

THE PURE ONE Tao Jones
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE WEATHER
Mostly sunny today.

Hi^'hs in the fio's. Clear
and cool tonif^chi. Lows in

the 40's with mid :iO's in

the northwest. Continued
mostly sunny and cool

tomorrow. Hi^hs in the
60*s.

Attention: A meeting of Collegian |
^Assault

Staff members
There will Ik* a

sUi

there will Ik" a mandatory Colleirian staff met-finir -It 7 •?(> I. ,., t j ^
aff memU-rs must attend'. (\.rresp<,nden sTnd .^her ni r . i

'''
^-

' ^T''"^^' ^^' '" ^^^ ^'^'"^J^^^" "ffi<^^- ^

If your name .ioes not appear L.7^^^r^ '"
^T""^

'^'' ^^^'" '^'^ ^^''-'"'^ t" attend.

emlH>rs are expected to itend
^'' '"' '•^'^'^' J''*"^''^ ^•*'"^^'' >'""'• ^'<iitor. The followinjr strmem

Ed Levine
Steve Semple
Laurel Hanscom
Paul Belval

Ken Bazinet

Siohhan Breen
Steve Densmore
John I)i Palazzo
Mike Foley

Jim Floyd

Betsy Hermance
Hannah Hosom
Dave Howes
Chuck Kilfoye

Sally Kerans
Diane Kadzis
Caria Lesh
Lori Mulvihill

Bundi Marcus
M. W. Mulcahy
Rich Na^^le

Mike Sullivan

Brian Sullivan

Ken Ross
Maureen McManus
Jane Wolfson
Jeri Bitterman
Turner Krysman
Joleen Benedict
Nancy Neuberji^er

Peter LoPresti

. All

^taff

Cathy (lolini

Dwi^'ht (Jailer

Steve Rol)er>je

Vikki Ejjjjert

Danny Le^^ir

Jeff Taylor
Heidi Cutter
Loretta Jenkins
Lenny Shuzdak
Dave Comeau
Yael Miller

Lise Zeitrer

Kelly Burke
Doujj Casey
Paul McSherry
Mitch Weiser
(ieoff Port
Vince DeWitt
Kris Crai^
Nancy Nutile

Scott Burke
Lisji Mead
Terry Bellafiore

Phil Jennings
Jennifer Hardy
Lisa FVdulla

Rohin Mandel
Ron Miller

Susan Rin^
John Brohst
Tom Faison

Steve Murj»hy

Andy Gordon
Jonathan Hamilton
Sue Banm
Lisa Lan^one
Julie Ceanakakis
Dave Wildman
Steve Winniman
Jim Kane
Eileen Gallifjan

Judi Jasurek

Stephen Freker
Maureen Sullivan

Nancy Parks
Anna Roell

Sue Bridjrman

PVank Na^le
Christine Park
Kathleen Howley
Newmat Shafik

Randolph Holhut
John Hudson
Nancy Anderson
Donna Sullivan

Michelle Murray
Stacy Ka^an
Laurie Zuoker
Marianne Savage
Monica Cronin
Rhonda Kinjj

Abk- Bjorklund

Brad Eden
Bill Lewis

Ali.son Willis

Judy Gallant

Marsha Bianchi

Paul Kaplan
Gail Tanzer
Lynn Eisenberg
Sheryl Silver

Carol McConville
Joy McCarthy
Phil Lee
Sandra King
Vikki Gervikkas

Barbara Van Nest
Scott Hills

James Katz
Maggie Carr
Laurie Frank
Stuart Sajdal

Laura Garland
Larry Brenner
Mike Meagher
Jeffrey Bianchi

Courtney Rumble
Edie Eppich
Michele Bedard
Laura Shanahan
Laura Zigman
Laurie Ann Bertram
Mary Grady
Anne Tessel

Karen Vander Bogart

Conf in lied from page :i

The attack was not reported until Thursday. Police have
no previous records for a man fitting the description, and
have no suspects.

A reported third incident occurred during the hours of
1:30 to 2 p.m. last Thursday between Marshall Hall and
the University Infirmary.

The attack, which was reported at about 8 a.m. Friday
mornmg, occurred when an unknown assailant approach-
ed the woman from behind, knocked her to the ground and
began pulling at her blouse. The man was described as a
35-40 year-old white male with brown-gray hair, a beard
and moustache, weighing about 200 pounds, and five feet
ten inches tall.

The woman told police she struggled but was unable to
scream. Her assailant, she said, was scared off when he
noticed someone approaching the scene. There were no in-
juries, police said.

Police have no suspects in the incident.
UMass Police Lieutenant Michael Grabiec said that sex-

ual assaults occurring in the afternoon were "very rare."
Police also reported an assault and battery on a woman

on the 12th floor of Kennedy Tower at 1:34 a.m yester-
day.

According to pt)lice. the woman, who is a Tower Coor-
dinator, was in her apartment when she observed "a
group" of men loitering in the hallway outside.
She saw that one of the men had been removing light

fixtures from the area.

She told police she asked the man to come into her
apartment so she could identify him. whereupon he push-
ed her against the wall.

The woman said she then yelled at the man and he push-
ed her agamst the wall again and struck her twice on the
face. She then yelled for help and the men left the area
The dormitory staff was called together to comb the

building she said, but the men were not found Police who
were then summoned to the scene, also could find no trace
of the men.
The woman declined to be taken to the infirmary.
Her assailant is described as a white male, about 17

years old, with brown hair.

The woman said the group of men appeared to be
students but she did not recognize them as being from
Kennedy Tower.
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FREE!
8x10 KODAK Color

Enlargement
When you ,

pay for two. color
the third Sff-^G

IS free. ^

stop In tor complete details
Otter ends October 14, 1981.

T|'^il-M^nA^J.^. „|,^||l,.t,^^m^^?^

Jazz up your weeKend
i^D,C.

tfr.
TRUMPET

Saturday;

Located in

The Campus Center
M-F9-5 Sat 11-4

s University

-Stare

Box Office Noon-4p.m 413-545-2511
University of Massachusetts. Amherst

FineArts
iCenter
Concert Hall

Continued from page S

This semester is the first time that meal-ticket c-heckintr

U^ non" ^'"'"r'""'""^^-
'^^' "^^ 'y^'"^^ ^-'^^ '"'^tailed fo?

the
•

n
7""

')T''"'^'-
'^« "«^' i« an attempt to alleviate

fvk.K i';^ ^\"T u''"''^"^^'^
""^'"'^ "^^'^'•«' "'^'al plan

1,1 I
*^" '^'

""^u'^
^m>e^ed fre(,uer.tlv with the oldr^eaUHK.k said a oash.er in Worcester DininK Commons nhe lonK-run, the University will save $17,000 which it costto distribute the mealbook in past years

AlthouK^h Dining Commons workers contend that the

^:'z::^:. "^ '^^^^'-^'^^
'^ ^'^^-^ ^^^- ^^-^-^-^

Christopher Cornell, a junior engineering major said
(.etting into the Dining Commons is much sK wer Syear than ever In^fore. The lines are too long. TheZorkc shave to wait too long for the computer to okay the ID

'

Many students said the magnetic strips on the ID fall offor ge. ruined easily. Flynn denied this. He saidl^h; Jn I

'

^ty had macJe better IDs this semester and that it would
uTu

' mutilation to destroy this card
When sophm<,re Bob Tavarse was asked what he feltabout Hynn s comment on the durability of the metallic

s r,ps he merely produced his ID to show the dar^aged
strips that have worn down fn.m when he pulls it out of his

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

the sub
11 AJff. TO 2 AM, I 7 DAYS

lM'-

j3 E. PLEASANT ST. . AMHERST / 549-5160^

FREE 16 oz. Soda with purchase
of a whole sub

Senate Elections

Nomination papers are still available for

election to the Undergraduate Student
Senate (SGA), in Rm 420 Student Union
Building.

Nomination papers must be returned by
Tuesday, Sept, 29, ot 4:00. Elections will

be held Oct. 5-6. For more information
call 545-0341

. Ask for Jim Murphy or Ed
Lee.

: JlenoeE2t(25Wnsie
Nortftamptoff. Mass.PACKARD'S 9t THE ACAOEMY OF
PRESENT

|Oi* STACE, MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 21 AT 8 P.M.

rii£ BATTLE OF THE BIG BANDS
FEATURING

WIDESPREAD JAZZ ORCHESTRA
FORMERLY WIDESPREAD

B DEPRESSION
& THE VAUEY BIG BAND

Ch«ai|MflM & WiM Bar I. Palaeki Park
Uader Teats Oariaf lataraiaaioa

Drcs$ Your Best Bib and Tucker
Tickets: 10.00 in advance - 12.00 at door
A.*?^ ^•'* «t Academv Box Office &At Packard s — Information 584-5957

PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT THE
ACADEMY OF MUSIC STAGE UGHTING FUND- The Event Of The Fail Season —

Monday. Septenilk'r 21. 1981
iC-ollegian

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
CometoColteg«nOff.ceCC 113 • 8:45-3 45 Monday - Fnday • Deadline is 3 45 two days pr.or to.publicat.on day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive dayd 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rack A Disc Professionals are back tor
^ ali parties letj pa rtyi^ 546^013 Randy

3ZT AUTO f6r~sale
^^

7 VW Beetle excellent condition call
253^^5861

1972 Fiat 128 special, excellent enqine
$300 665-7195

^^"*°PSPlAiy6 sun^^SOO 546-7178

68 Saab with 70 engine $800.00"or best of
fer 253 7546

1967 Plymouth Belvedere V8 excellent
mechanical condition body fair niahts
Sophia 253-5980 ^

19^JPintolskirig^

1970 Valiant excellent conditiori,
6-cylinder, automatic, regular gas $995 00
253 7967

Dictionary on top of Asteroids at
Worceste r call to identify 6- 1 1 79~ GAY
Gay ft Lesbian Disco Friday Sept 18 9 PM
at 1009 Campus Center cash bar, DJ $2 ad
mission first dance of the season spon-
sored by the People's Gay Alliance 41 3B
SUB 545-0154

HELP

Lost 5 tickets to Dan Fogelberg concert
reward offered! Call 6-6051 or 6-6135

HELP WANTED

ENTERTAINMENT

Level 21 is back and rocking. Do you
need good live music at your next party?
Call Adam 546-9226 or Ed 546-6047 info

FOR RENT

Small compact refrigerator for rent.
Available at Spirit Haus Liquor Store 338
College Street, Route 9. Open until 11:00
256-8433

Efficiency Apt furnished all utilities includ-
ed 256-6426 $250 mo
2 rooms for rent kitchen privledges private
living area private entrance women only call

after 6 253-7183

FOR SALE

Takamine Guitar for sale excellent condi
tion also with case call Mike 549-4873

Rolling Stones tickets for Sept 25 in Phil-

ly call Will 256-6639

Turntable good condition 1 year old $35
call 546-6049

College Pizza on Fearing St near
• Southwest Area needs people with cars to
deliver pizzas to the UMass Dorms. Hourly
pay plus tips plus gas allowance. Only
those with cars need apply at College Pizza.

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals ca ll 253-9987

Salesperson for part time sales family
shoe store must be experienced. Apply in

person only Matthews Shoe 39 So. Plea-
sant St

Part time worker needed, year-round no
selling $5.00/ hr 247-5801

Housecleaning 3-4 hrs/week $4.00/hr
evenings 549-6609

Local sorority looking for a responsible
house director (a couple or a single). Cook
ing 2 meals a day would increase your pay
and accompany free room and board. Call
Joanne, Julie, Debbie 256-6874

Earn while you learn Jobs are tough after
college. Ask anyone who went out into the
world armed with only a diploma. So get
ahead of your class while still in school.
We'll give you the ammo to make money
now. You take the training with you when
you graduate. Northampton Mutual Life
584-0103

Fender jazz bass Nov. 68 natural finish
asking $400 549-1024

Tired of school? One way ticket to Califor
nia, must be used before Nov. Females only
$150 Nancy 546-5943

Takamine Guitar for sale excellent condi
tion $150 with case call Mike 549-4873

Reel to reel $50.00 Bell motorcycle helmet
$65.00 546-4185

5 cu ft refrigerator $125. or BO exc cond
call 665 2534

Refrigerator 5 cublic ft almost new best
offer 549-5669

FLOWERS, FLOWERS. FLOWERS

Superior Pizzeria needs delivery people
for the Amherst area. Must have own car
call 549-0626 for details

INSTRUCtl^N'

Weight Training Program for women for
more info PC Box 318 Amherst

Guitar Lessons all styles including theory
specializing in Rock/Jazz technique.
Reasonable rates call Adam 546-9226

LOST

Oh how beautiful the roses, carnations
arid the other fragrant romantic selections
that are available at the Campus Center
Florist Stand near the Coffee Shop

FOUND

One book Making Musical Instruments by
Charles Ford, one page of unsigned notes
on the guitar Please call AM 586-6503

Plastic bag with jkckets in front of Lewjs
9/7/81 reward call 546-5465

Single Pearl Necklace gold chain sen-
timental value reward lost on campus Eydie
256 8603

Lost Dog $20 reward small male Vi beagle,
white, black & brown, very friendly, near
Snow's Market, Bay Road, Belchertown
323-5526

I left my "Labrador Airways" hat in your
car last Friday (9/11) call Eric 256-0543

MOTORCYCLES

1980 Suzuki G.S. 560L
1500$ or BO 665 2882

perfect cond.

Local businesswomen get
legal and financial advice
U., C! A L> A II HI TOO II I IBy SARAH RUSSELL
Collegian Correspondent

Women .said tht-y shared a common
desire to l>etter understand their own
business ami le^al affairs at a conference
on women and the law, real estate, and
financing' at Smith College on Saturday.
A small but diversified group of women

learned how to solve legal problems, invest
money, and t)uy real estate during the
workshop.

Leitures and di.scussions were presented
l)y Linda Fidnick. an Amherst attorney;
Lorraine Hart, a finance planner; arid

Charlene Lea. a local real estate broker.
In the first session. Hart, a represen-

tative of Investors Diversified Services
(n)S), said that investments, insurance,
and retirement plans are important
iK'cause people spend a lot of time earning
money, and they often do not invest it wise-
ly. Hart, a resident of Northampton, and a
graduate of Northeastern University, has
been with H)S for three years.

Fidnick. an attorney with the Amherst-
based law firm Burres and Fidnick, said in

legal affairs women often hesifa* • and ap-

proach a lawyer too late to effectively pre-
sent their case.

It is important for women to see a lawyer
early with a legal problem to avoid viola-
tion of the .statute of limitations, (the law
prohibiting legal action after a certain
length of time). Fidnick said.

She also explained lawyers' fees, divorce
settlements, and trust funds.
The third session was given by Charlene

Lea. an employee of Town and C'ountry
Realtors in Amherst. Lea received a f'h.I)

from the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst in Cerman literature. She k'came
a realtor two years ago. I)ecause "the
market for tJerman teachers was not
great." she saiti.

A majority of real estate brokers are
women because they feel they can work
part-time in both real estate and the home.
Lea .said. But real estate work actually re-

(juires full-time involvement and in a
regular schedule, she said. Lea explained
how to buy a house, choose a broker, get a
mortgage, and other financial topics.

Another workshop for women on law and
finance will Ik' presented in Ot. 24 by Hart
and Fidnick within the Division of Continu-
ing Education at UMass.

Helmet and sissy bar for sale. X Lg black
helmet $15 or trade for small. Bar fits Kawa
400 ors^imilar bike $15 call 549-5790 eves
Suzuki GT 185 ''J3'~ needTa littTe^^work
$400 call Karen 549-4674

MUSICIANS WANTED
Experienced and competent bassist and
vocalist wanted for progressive rock band
doing mostly onginals Serious inquiries
only please call John 546 5959

PERSONALS

Fall Sem. Practicum: Work 1-4 after
noons per/wk in after school day care K-6
on campus. Hrs. available: M, T Th F
2:45-5:45, W 1:00-5:45. Wkly staff mtgs.
12:45 2:00. Earn 3-6 credits based on days
worked. For more info call Nancy Ross
549-6170.

Looking for an unusual gift? Spirit Haus
has many moderately priced wines, liquors
and beers for all occasions.

Want to spend a night with Al Pacino?
Dog Day Afternoon Thursday Sept 24 SUB
Early Show at 5 - 75c 7,9,11 - $1.25

First Organizational Meeting for
L.A.R.P. Department weekly newsletter
'Wilder Times' Mon or Tues 4:45 Rm 317
Hills N. writing & graphics wanted, come
help out!

Full Gospel Bible Study CC 805-809 Tues
Sept 22 8-10 PM
Don't miss the 3 stooges Tues Sent 22
CCA 7-9-11

SALE - SALE SALE

Late nite lunacy our next big sale tO% .^ff

selected items 40°/o of* Legend amps and
all effects plus free sticks and stn^^s Wnd
Sept 30 noon to midnight Music 3aMery
Rt 9 Hadley 586 6228

SERVICES

Free-lance Typing writing help, small of-

fice organizing. Faculty and student work
welcome Top skills, reasonable rates.

Amherst 549-0518 8 am to 9 pm
Student Movers
distance 253-9646

low rates local long

Spanish Tutor available call 546-6935

improve your grades! Research
catalog- 306 pages-10,278 topics- Rush
$1.00 Box 25097C Los Angeles, 90025 (213)
477-8226

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching exp)erience 546-9981

Clothes, mens-suits-shirts-jackets-hats-
-flannel pajamas-jeans -alarm clocks-
sweaters--beds--blankets--bed spreads.
Prices reasonable applicances small call

863-9032

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop Fall

classes forming. 28 hours including
classroom theory & shop. Limited enroll

ment 253 7967

Undergraduate Business Club - you're
invited to join! Come to Campus Center
1009 on Tuesday September 22 @ 7:30 all

are welcome to attend!

UMMB - Do it up at Schaeffer Stadium!
Power and class all the way! Lets show
them why we are number one! TFBO
Happy Birthday Ellen, Joe, Frank, Fred
dy, Jason, Harold, and George
To my favorite roomie - Happy Miki
week. Now and always. Stay sweet. Love
the L.I. Kid

STEREO FOR SALE

4 yr old Manavox compact stereo, turn-
table. 8 track tape player recorder ex
cellent speakers, great condition. $75
negotiable 546 4983

STICK IT IN YOUR EAR

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, couples, family therapy. Fee
based on ability to pay. Non-student
clientele also accepted. Psychological Ser
vices Center 545-0041

Stick it in yeur ear at Silverscape
Designs. Custom, single and multiple ear
piercing in twenty styles of sterile studs.
SPECIAL 14k gold bracelets $9.95.
Silverscaoe Designs, the Yellow House,
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARY

QUICK SALE

72 VW Beetle excellent condition call
549-5347

ROOMS TO RENT

Room -I- quiet Hadley home, for non
smoking woman 25 h- 549-5377 after five

ROOMMATE WANTED

University Judiciary Justices meeting in
CC 7 PM Tuesday September 22, 1981
Check schedule for room to contact
Michael Cohen 665-7544

WANTED

Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
PM-7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange fctr rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Male to share apt in Townhouse 549-6469
Looking for female to share 2 bedroom
apartment Brittany Manor 256-0707 •

Babysitters fall semester, various times,
days. Come to Child Care Office, 213
Berkshire House, t>etween 9 and 2, Monday
"Friday

Musicians wanted to form kick ass band.
Knowledge of new and old waves
necessary call Dave the Rave 546-6259

Highest Prices Paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst.
Monday-Saturday 10 am - 6 pm Licensed
by the Town of Amherst, member of
Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

' 1
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EKCOETERNA'
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KITCHENWARE
Feature Hem This WeeH

100% Stainless Steel

6 9t. Colander

iMonday, Septfrnhcr 21, I1J81
Monday, September 21, 1981

6
21/2-3

pounds
ea.

Complete service toi

every kitcheo use in ihis

unusual 6 week offeri

Great Value from our Photo Labi

New Low Price on

^5^^ Color
loprints

Color Prints from 110
126 or nSonty If only

one ptctur* on your roM
turns out you pay only
IS* noeitracftargalor
procassinQ lfi« wfwla
roll' Reprints 19« as Jd9,!;s,

Prices effective in HadJey-Amherst only.

Special Values On Our Fresh

White Gem'
^ lIHiole
liickeiis

Perdue

U.S.

^Hfjrj GradeA4a
Chicken (%f%Whole 2^2 to 3 lbs lb %^^^
CutUporSplit
ChickenWings
Chicken Legs tT£Si

ChickenBreast
BonelessBreast

While Gem' Chicken 2";. 3 ibs
(Perdue Chickens 61* lb)

While Gem' Brand
(Perdue Chickens 69" lb)

White Gem'
(Perdue Chickens 89* lb)

While Gem' Whole with Ribs
(Perdue Chickens 1.29 lb)

White Gem ChicVen
(Perdue Chickens 2 59 lb)

.b55'

.b59'

.79*

ibl.l9

.b2.49

HOLIDAY FOODS FOR
ROSH HASHANAH

Manischewitz, Mothers or Rokeach

Liquid or Jell
Gefilte Fish -189
24 ounce jar ^L
Glass Tumbler Candle «49'
Gefilte Fish uJ!:?;^:?;!,^',^ 1.79

Fine, Med., Wiije or Wide Wide

Croodman
IVoodles AO*
16 ounce package ^9^7
Stuffing Mix , "ri'^I^rii. 99'

CarmelTatoMix t£r^ 49*

16o7 pkg Frozen

Kineret Round
Challah 1"^
Matzo Ball Mix ".T;*^.'^ 59*

Mothers Margarine ?^:^.°'i':.r,f89'

COLONIAL QUALITY 1

"olonial 5-6 lbs

DOUBLEMFG.COUPONS StODsee store for details ^Lm " >.

HADLEY-AMHERST Honest vaiuf%
are ivhdt viUfTv all about.

-V>

rw^_^ ^&V/ *aie' atWed

•3oneless Ham ciST^ISr

jmokedPor1<Butt Z'"^*
.2.39

*1.79
'^ork Shoulder Urxtrr .1.29
Meat Bologna '^ITSiSSr' 99*

l-nicken Franks "'cS^'nT,^,"* 89'

Tolonial Bacon ,«^Si„ 1.59
extra Mild Franks nit2'r^. 99*

from our kitchen-

i lb Potato
alad AjOt
)p & Shop pk^H^7

Save on a wide choice of quality meats
-«^ Bv^fl^lOlC&1^ Ground several times d.,iily.

J^" ^ ^^l9|MA consistently fresh & tasty.

id -449

Fresh Point Cut
Brisket of Beef .<.f

!?'.9"'.2 ^.9 '")
,b 1,79

Beef Chuck
Shoulder Roast Beef <^sda choice)

,^1.99
Large End 4th thru 7th Ribs _
BeefRib Roast ^^^^::.^^.'^ ib2.29
Fresh U.S.
GradeA Turkeys "*'^^°^^^3'bs ,^79^
Family Feast seibs

Fresh RoastingChickens jb79^

produce Pick and choose what's perfect for you at Stop & Shop!

^pOioinpsonSeeflli

%
op
•i. Pizza Slices V.^r.r 3'"'1

:;e Pudding
. l .:,;; 1.49

AUSAGE SALEI

ountryfine
ausagel 49

"'.tdSlPorK2 2''iibpkg m/m 111

Jian Sausage ' 'cilX".*** ,o 1 .69
ishireSausage !-<*« c2.19
rtugese Sausage r2.49

frozen meats Specials!

Rondelets

J\^^- "
'
he natural snack." juicy sweet. lb'

'^uietyApple^ Sale!f AtXincluding New England. Mcintosh.
Corlland, Jon Mac Opalescent. __^|
and Red or Molly Red Delicious 1D"

I99

49'

Weaver
Chicken '^y\'

Breaded Patties
r jak-Umm
! .'key Breast
Tu'key Drumsticks ^""-o

food A tasty choice!

resh
I ^kldock
liUets 2^^

^2.19

.b2.29

*2.49

.1.39

y Fresh Bartlett

Large Head Iceberg

^ttuce

59

Italian Prune

Plums

F^esh Large Head

jfCifiillflower

corner deli Available m stores with Sen/ice Deli

.')oi 210US bai>er)

A " bread crumbs

FrfshCkxJ Steak
Fresh Bluefish Fillets

Fresh Cod Fillets

Fresh Clams . ..

Our own sliced to order

Stop 8l Shop
Pastrami

SAVE
1.001b

bakery Freshness for you!

Stop & Shop 14 oz pkg

Cinnamon
Coffee ^g%*
Cake /Sf

d& lb

Land O Lake Cheese /p,;^, .„2.49

Stop & Shop Chicken Salad .2.69

Hawaiian Fruit Salad sio„«sr.* ^1.99

: 1 STOP «jHOPMe*T COUPON
'

" q i H

Olive, P&P Meat or Beef Bologna

Colonial *Top*

&^ ,^J^ld Cuts
7^:^61^ 179SAVE Up

Colonial Cooked Ham
Colonial Pepper Loaf
Nonvestern Turkey Breast

Thomas English 99"
PoCM «tK:"»€ Su^ S»pl »S«l S«p< « A

I

I

I

5u» S«pl XhSM S*p< it Limit OIK pat c,^|Ofn«rl|^KM

MutMoff 5<pt 71S^8llp^» Wt rtttfx^ th^ighMO limn Qu*n(iti

[
STOP I SHOP DAIPY COUPON

k lb

.t2.29

..1.99
r,3.29

iSaveSOU^I I Save 25' !
30 02 pkg Frozen

Matlaws
! stuffed Clams

I

Aim mis coucMK^ and a 7 50 CMifchMc Gocx3

j Sharp Cheddar !
White or Yellow Bar or \

130
GIGANTI PROVOLONE

STOP & SHOP Random Weight PKg j>
'
With triis coupor in<3 «' 50 purchase Good 13ir* jSuri Sapl »S»l i«l^ » imil on« p» cuilomwj

i IP lhu« p«clug«nr.n, ,t,o, ,,c«,i »S!ro(hwv«a» ootao itans to.

,

grocery Save on the famous brands you know and use!

Assorted Varieties

bury Plus
Cake Mix

7 ounce can in wafer or oil

Chickeittjie

18V2 ounce
package 69 Tuna

*ui 4 vanaiiei « <ft
PiiisRory t« oz p»g I. 157Quick Bread

Nestles Jumbo Morsels '^- 1.89

Q Q 14 ounce bottle

Heinz
Ketchup

2*1
Lucky Leaf """ai'i:^.'^"^' 1 . 1

9

Vlasic Pickles ^iSr«S?T 99'

Regular Instant

iter's Choice
Coffee

998 ounce
lar 3

^lid White
119

Kraft Mayonnaise a>S"U 1.39

Stop &Shop Soup' w^^or^'-a-sg'

2 Liter Bottle

C&CCoU
eg. or Diet

89*
Cadbury Candy Bar *r«U- 89*

Shasta Soda .^o, clo^'crjXUitB'o.l .35

Peas, Cut or French Bearrs or

\ 16 oz can Lrlbby
: Vegetables

k- . Whole

Chock Full o"Nuts »"im,,'.., 1.89
Post Raisin Bran "£;."" 1.69

Assorted Varieties Buffet size

2-89
2 mM
-10 CI

1.29

2.29

6 ^h ounce can

Friskies
Cat Pood

Libby Lite Pears
Royal Pudding

Laundry

Mal.its CQ<
t6 oufK.a ctr 03

Atat a Instant

' ;fto0 Kernel
v.. , V / '•' Corn

Dow Saran Wrap '?

Hefty Trash Bags j^fi?

Aj
Detergent

49 Ounce I 59
box ^L

Dynamo Liquid i4'r,X'?cif;r.: 2.99
M^'wckC 3"''1 Glad Trash Bags A'f,i, 2.49

125 Sheet

Decorated
^^ronet Towels

'^ 69'

2 ply, 150 count package

Delta Pacial
Tissues

dairy Freshness is as important as savings to us!

8 oz package Philadelphia Regular

Kraft Cream
^ Cheese

f
PHILADELPHIA
CBiaw cHiisi 69

Stop & Shop Buttermilk or

Homestyle
Biscniits

8 01

pMq ol inlOl
Grapefojit Juice 'r^^^Zl^U 1.09

Cracker ciarrel loo/paciuac
S^a<p Wtiita at ireiio» oi » Snatp

K'ati Ct^aaM * cQ

Asst'd New Country or

Sweet *n Low

Fleischmann's """.'
.t .'."f.^' 89*

Gold 'N Pure ^.^^SS^z::.., 1.39

Borden Ind V\/rapped Slices

V.^\ Blueberry YOglUt
^Qn, Raspberry or ^^
I ?7 ,

Strawberry i^ 8 02 |

Sl^n American
skim-

amencan
Pasteurized ^M ftt%
Process *»«'
12o2pkg ^L

frozen foods Just a sample of the great buys in store!

Asst'd Flavors Half Gallon Carton

Breyer*8
ce Cream

|79
,
j rniUj^^

All

Natural

32 ounce package

Morton
Chicken
239Fried

12 ounce can

Tropicana
^„e Juice

\) 99'
Assorted Flavors

Sealtest
icecream

49Hall

Gallon
Canon

24 OZ package 9 slices

^s Cheese

199

19.2 oz pkg Econonny

Downyflake
raffles

^^J^f^lJ^^vl^irjnjMrjitia) to ulttai daalao ana «hol«Mla'i Co<»tigM I9»' Slop ^ ^.tinp ^,p.nT..t.i,

Hypercurricula

Monday, Sept. 21

film will be held hy the UMass Music Theatre C.uM at
Monday and Thursday in the Commonwealth Km in the
Student Union Buildinjr. and 7 p.m. Tuesday in C.C Km

^liicruy II <.iiHi>iii < aiiliMis ( iiiiii
1 It irsitviit Muss.irilus.'lis u< Miilnr-i

Eacn weekday from 2 pm - 5 pm
the TOC Lounge will be featuring

Soop Opero Hoppy Hours
Come up to the eleventh floor of the

Campus Center and watch your favorite
soaps while enjoying our Drink Specials!!

Valid ID and ABP Sticker

required to purchase alcohol

/^ Hampshire Ethical
Hypnosis Center

Milton H. Askinoss A.A.E.H.
Many of our clients are doctor referrals

'. Mfi'i^K'.*^""""'
* '"'P'ove study . Slop smoking

•Nail biting habits . Self confidence

^^l^. . * ''e'a«ation . Sexual problems

. rffr"°" : c- o^''-'-"'^
:rr;ro°v:e'ro?,s

. Bed wetting .mprovetneni 'Z°y "^

Overcome AgoraDhobia
and other fears anxieties, and phobias

Coll or ivr-rr 'o' tree brochure
Special fees • College buaents & Senior Citizens

Lecture demonstrations
,„nf''l"^^ Building. Rte. 9. Hadley, Mass
3/10 mile Hamp Mall (Next to Rockys Hardware)

584 1919 By Appi Only

I

RESEARCH
PAPERS

10.278 on file — all subjects

Send $1.00 (refundable) for your up-to-date.

340 page, mail order catalog.

We also provide research • all fields.

Thesis and dissertation assistance available.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
1 1322 Idaho Ave. #206F
Los Angeles, Calif 90025
(21 3) 477-8226 or 477-8227

\

v;

i

'vcampu<s<^
center
at u mass

Tuesday September 22rd

It's

Amateur Night
with a prize of $50.00 to the winner

All Duets/Solos/Comedians/Magicians

Welcome'
Sign up at the Bluewall

between 7:30 pm and 8:30 pm

Wednesday September 23

""trft-'k* k« k k ><»»lk.k< I ••*•.•»* «»«.ft|

Free Admission

Valid ID and ABP Sticker

required to purchase alcohol
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UMASS "
Al B'KITH Hll.LEL will hold servic-es for

Kosh Hashaiian on Monday, Sejil. 28 at 7 p.m.. Tues..
Sept. 2y at 10 a.m. and 7 p.m.. and Wed.. Sept. 80 at 1()

a.m. Services will take place in the Student Union
Ballroom of the University, and will be led l)v Kablii Saul
Perlmutter and Kichard Schwartz. Services" are open to
the pul)lic, For more information, ccmtact the Hillel office
at 302 Student Union, UMass., or call 545-252^;.

FUTUKU FAKMKKS OF AMKKIUA: Special MeetiUK
with Ouest Sf)eak»'r FFA National IVe.sidetit Mark
Meriidon Monday. Sept. 21. Cf Km. mn at 4:<Ki p.m.

THK TKAIMNG KFSOUKCKS VVOKK GKOUP. one
<>l nine task forces of the Chancellor's Commi.ssion on
Civility, will iw meeting- Sept 21 fnmi 7:(»() - ;»:(»() p.m. in
!>(»} Mi Ih Campu.>- Center. Anyone interested in joininj; the
Work (iroup should conie to this meetin^r or contact Sally
.lean Majewski al r)4r>-()2i»0/.-, h;.4.->»;7 fur more
infofinatioii

THK e:()MMUMTV .UTiON I'KOtJKA.M ol the
Newman Ckih will hold it s fir.^t meeting;- toiii^rht at 7::in at
ihe Newman Center. Man.\ vojunlfer opportunities will W'
discu.s.scd- nursing home visitatiotis. conimnnity meals,
etc. Wetiopt-you will join us.

KCUMKNiCAL COINCIL OK IMASS (KCl M)
MKKTIN(;,2::i()-4pm.,at UCF. 42h Student Unic.n.

UMASS HUNCKK TASK FOKCK Study an<i
Discussion, 4-4:80. MKKTl.NC 4:;in-.'):.8(i in 42S vStudent
I'nion. Open to anyoiu- willing to help and share ideas
ahoul solvintr the prohletns of world hunj^er.

'Sci-Ams' are terrific
The Amherst-Northampton music scene hasn't been

that go(Ki lately. There have i)een some fairly gCM)d shows
here and there, but nothing to really get excited about.
Until last Friday Bowker Auditorium.
The Scientific Americans-thafs right, the Scientific

Americans-gave one of the best .shows I've seen all year.
Friday's show did what is nearly imjK>ssible for most local
actsi it satisfied iK)th the performers and the audience.
The Sci-Ams were both entertaining and musically
innovative. You usually don't get both with an area band.

"

Their new line-up is the l^est yet. (Yank's choppy ,ska-ish
bass lines and Jett Lagg's guitar and synthesizer work
provide a foundation for Luthor's synthesizer and
keyboard work. It's hard to descriln- the Sci-Ams' music,
except to say that it's fun, funky, and it moves. You caii
dance all night to these guys.
The show featured a new version of "G-stalt." a song off

of their first record. The echoed drums and .synthesizers
sounded like the background music for a nuclear war.
"Who's that little fascist." a song off of their recently
released cassette of new material, is so catchy that it could
k^ a hit. Their covers of Kraftwerk's "The Model" and the
Jetson's "Eep Opp Ork" were well done; and a new
surprise, "Diseases," had Luthor lookmg like contestant
on exhibit your sympton.
ALso appearing that night wa.s Fapillon. His so-called

"Industrial Te<-hno-WaVe" l)elongs in the iiathroom next
to your industrial strength Janitor in a Drum.

-JOHN BKOBST

FALL
SPECIAL
Hooded Pullover

S13.95
R*g 16.95

PACESETTER

Slip into class in a trim looking hooded
pullover. 50% cresland acrylic/ 50% cotton
fleece. Full drawstring hood and pouch front

pocket. Two-color set-on accent sleeve stripes

and two-color ribbed waistband - S-M-L-XL
Body/ stripes

Gunmetal/ Navy/Gold
Gunmetal/ Scarlet/ Navy
SALE PRICE $13.95

Reg. 18.95

Matching Sweat Pants

50% cresland acrylic/ 50% fleece. Flair leg

pant with contrasting set-on side seam Stripes

- tunneled elastic waistband. Left rear patch
pocket S-M-L-XL
Body/ Stripes

Gunmetal/ Navy
Gunmetal/ Scarlet

$11.95

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

Matching

Ponts

$H.95

'8TRIDER PANT
i

/!
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Pecevich guns down HC
Monday. September 21, 1981

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

The Holy Cross football brain trust, comprisetJ of
anyone assmiated with the Purple bidders, from coaches
and administrators down to the regulars of Worcester's
Tipperary Lounge, must be wishing aloud today that thtre
was some way they could have turned the clocks back a
couple of years and put the University of Massachusetts
quarterback's name at the top of its recruiting list.

If the Crusaders did have Minuteman signal-caller Dean
Pecevich on their side of the field for the past two years,
there is a good chance that he would have two "Ws" in
their record books where losses to Massachusetts now
stand.

This is all wishful thinking by the Fitton Field faithful
since Pecevich was running plays for the Minutemen
Saturday at Alumni Stadium and, for the second time in as
many years, the junior field general commanded a com-
eback, game-winning scoring drive to send the Crusaders
home on the backside of a Massachusetts victory, this time
13-10.

Collririaii pliolu bt Vinr* IVWiii

MINUTEMAN SANDWICH - Holy Cross
fullback Mark Covington (buried, in white) had a
tough time running against the Massachusetts
**D" Saturday. From top to bottom for UMass,
George Lewis. Eric Cregan. Joe Graham and co-
captain Pete Dilommaso.

With a little under four minutes to go in the contest, the
future appeared bleak for the home team. Up until this
jKunt in the half, the Minuteman offense, which had l)een
grmding out yards in a productive fashion in the first half,
had sputtered almost to a standstill.

_
Until the final drive. Massachusetts did not even make a

first down in the secondhalf save one in third quarter by
penalty.

The Minuteman defense, which had iK'en out on the field
for much of the second half due to a rejuvenated HC offen-
sive attack, held tough in their own territory and a
Crusader punt gave Massachusetts the ball on its own
12-yard line.

This is where Pecevich stepped in to launch an 88-yard
scoring drive which culminated in one of the more
dramatic finishes in recent Minuteman football history
"We didn't panic at the end," Pecevich said. "I still had

confidence plus some great receivers."
On the first play in this memorable series, Pecevich

found Hanker Ron Magarelli on the HC 40-yard line with a
27-yard semi-bomb. After an unsuccessful running at-
tempt. Pecevich went back to the air, this time a 40-yard
launch to senior split end Jim Ryan (the same Jim Ryan
who burnt HC with a big TD catch last year.) Now on the
Crusader 16 yard line after two failed passes and one good
reception by tailback Garry Pearson. Pecevich neeiied one
more big play.

"Dean (Pecevich is a good player. 1 know what he can
do. IJM head coach Bob Pickett said. "He worked hard
and made the big play."
The large play in question was a 11 -yard winning

U)uchdown pass that Pecevich wafted to senior tight end
Asa Hilhard with just 50 seconds left on the clock sending
the 10,000 rain-drenched Alumni fans into a frenzy.

"I just ran my route (a play-action left buttonhook)
turned around and the ball was right there," Hilliard said
of his first career TD reception.

Although Pecevich was awarded the Eddie B. Anderson
trophy as the most valuable player in the game, for the se-
cond year in a row, a strong runnerup for this honor was
senior defensive tackle Eric Cregan. another card-
carrying member of the Crusader Killer Club. The Hun-
tington. N.Y. native made himself at home in the Holy
Cross backfield all game long, making things difficult for
Crusader stand-in quarterback Dave Murphy (tri-captain
QB Dave Boisture was injured in last week's BU-HC
game.

Cregan led the Minutemen in defensive points for the
game including five unassisted tackles, four QB sacks an a
big fumble recovery in the first quarter which led to the
first UM score.

Murphy played a standout game in the backup role, hit-
ting II of 18 in passing attempts for 149 yards, many
times in the shadow of an onrushing Massachusetts defen-
sive lineman like Cregan, Raymond Benoit or George
Lewis.

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

She wished she could have kept that
trophy in its plastic bag. She wishe<I her
team whs playing on that cpurt instead of
watching. And when Elaine Sortino, coach
of the University of Massachusetts
women's vollyeball team, gave that trophy
to Colgate University, she knew her team
had the chance to take first place at the
UMass Tournament last weekend at
Boyden (Jym.

Instead, the Minutewomen placed fifth
out of the sixteen teams fjarticipatinjj. On
pafHT, the record does not l(K>k bad. as they
seemed to reUtund from an 0-4 showing at
the University of New Hampshire last
weekend.

"I was very disappointed." Sortino .said.

"We should've won the tournament."
UMa.ss k-gan F>i(lay night bv trouncing

Boston College. 1.5 6. 15-1. E.xcellent pas.s-

ing and a strong (outside attack paved the
way for the victory. The Minutewomen
then made it two in a row hy downing the
University (»f ''ermont. ir>-r2. lr>-H.

Protijems wiiu the serves hampered
UMass, as well as a tight dcfen.'^e \>\ the
CaUimounts.
The tourney resumed Saturday morning

with UMass playing the final game in its

fxiol against Salem Statv College. They
took the first game, 16-14. but were drut»l>-

in tourney
ed 6-1.5 in the second. The final game saw
the defense come alive to help UMass
bounce back from a 1-7 deficit. The two
squads fought for every point until Salem
State, at match point, was stopped by a
f(K)t fault on the service line. UMass
escaped with a 17-15 victory and a trip to
the elimination bracket as one of the top
eight teams in the tournament.

In the (juarterfinals, UMass faced the
U.S. Military Academy. UMass won the
first game, 17-15 and were leading in the
second. V.iM. Then two things happened:
Army of>ened up its attack and starte<l go-
ing through the UMass bl(K-ks, and UMass
foundered on poor .serving and mistakes at
the net. Army roared awav. 15-13, 1.5-4,

leaving UMass to fight for fifth place.

It was a tired UMass .sijuad that faced
Eastern Nazarene College; its slowness on
the court cau.sed Efistern to t<-ike j^ame one,
15-«i. Then I'.Ma.ss came alive with its at-
tack, spiking its way jiast the Crusaders
lo-l.'i. 1.5-10.

The final match took place against
Brown University. The going was slow for
I 'Ma.ss. Bad .serves made their apfn-arance
yet a^ain. However, the Minutewomen had
enou^jh momentum to overcome the
Brums. 1.5-8. 1.5-l.*i. and take fifth place.

FinivhiriK ahead of UMass were I.) Col-
gate. 2.)Army. ;i)Sniith College and 4.)
Eastern Connecticut State Colle^'e.

' "llecian phnlo hi krih Cnig
QB NAMED MVP - Minuteman quarterback

Dean Pecevich threw two touchdown passes in
Saturdays 13-10 Massachusetts victory and was
named the game's most valuable player.

The Cru.saders drew their first bkxKl of the game in the
middle of the third period when Holy Cross freshman
kicker Tony Melink. a Moeller H.S.-Gerry Faust protegee,
b(K)ted a 44-yard field goal.

Massachusetts had taken an early lead when Pearson
(48 yds rushing. 101 yds in kickoff returns) snagged a
Pecevich aerial at the start of the first quarter and carried
an HC defender on his back for ten yards into the end zone
for a TD.
"What the game boiled down to was making the big

play," first year HC head coach Rick Carter said. ".We
were m the position to win the game, but we didn't mak
the big play. UMass did."

"It (the game) wasn't pretty, but we did it," Pickett
said. "We must eliminate .some mistakes and impntve our
pass protection, but it's a game under our k'lts and now
we're l(H)king ahead to next week."
The Crusaders (1-1) travel to Harvard Stadium this

weekend while the undefeated (so what if it's only the first

game?) Minutemen host the Dartmouth College Bi^ Green
Saturday ( 1 :30 p.m.) at Alumni Stadium.
(Collegian rorreapimdent Bill Shea contrihutcii to Ihis
stitryi

Stickers tie CWM 3-3
By NANCY PARKS
Collegian Staff

NEW HAVEN, Conn. - A fantastic
comeback in the .second half failed to give
the Minutewomen the plus they needed to
pull off their third win of the season, as
they went on to tie the College of William
and Mary. 'A'i Friday at Yale University.
This agre.ssive team from Williamsburg.

Virginia had something the Minutewomen
were not prepared for: a tough front line

and an even tougher forward, Basha
Deren.

Deren was all over UMass" backside as
she dominated the field with her superb
stick-handling and impressive offensive
moves.

It was a frustrating game for the
•stickwomen but head coach I'am Hixon felt

that her women needed this tough competi-
tion early in the sea.son.

"You need to see strong competition ear-
ly," Hixon said. "I feel that we'll Ik* letter
off for it.

The Minutewomen held on tight to pro-
tect their circle with hailback Sandy KoU-l
and sweeper Nancy (ioode making some
impressive saves. .Noticeable in net was
goalie Patty Shea.
Deren was held off until 6:44 left in the

first half. William and .Mary received a cor-

ner shot off a {wmalty call on UMass. This

was the opening I>ren saw coming and she
took full advantage of it, scoring for her
teammates.

"The William and Mary center (Deren)
was quick and she played well. Her team
fed her well, and she was, by far. the l)est

player (»ut there," commente<I Hixon.

Judy Strong was taking some impressive
shots on the William and Mary net, but
they just were not going in for the point.

Strong was getting stopped going down
her favorite side of the field (left) every
time.

But at 14: in Stnm^ pulled everything
together and scored the first UMas.s goal,
bringing the Minutewomen to within one,
2-1. The Minutewomen were down by two
iigain within three minutes as wing Karen
Turner scored on a give-and-go. bringing
the score to IM.

Ma.ss got fired up over this, which led Ro
Tudryn to come right back with a tally with
10:45 posted.

The stickwomen kept up a good defen
sive watch as they held off William and
Mary, and Strong went on to score the tie-

'm\i. tally at 5:02

The .Minuterwomen's next game will be
held (»n .NOPE field. Saturday, September
26. against the University of Vermont at
1:0(1.

UMass Boxing Qub opens season, meeting tonight
By H. SCOT COOPER
C(»llegian CorresfMmdent

This afteriKM.n at 4::{(l. on the nineteenth fi.M.r of .h.hii
Adams Tower. orj,'anizers .lim .McRae and Tom .Mitcliell
will hold the first meeting of the nJ8I-H2 Universitv of
Ma.ssachusetts Intxingclub.

The lN».xing club, siinclioned hy the .schinil, has lieen in

existence lor three years. A repeat of last vears k'<h..|
turnout IS expecte<l. While .some skill is helpful, ol.j ,,nK
and newcomers are welcome. .McKae and .Mitchell in
addition to themselves, ex|H-ct six returnees from last
sea.son.

The club plans to punch out the new .sea.son with
matches iM'ginnin^r in late Octok-r or early N<ivemUT.
B<.uts with area .schools ahmg with iM.xing clubs, such as

When aske.1 about the pain involved an«l the aniK.vaiice
nl Keltiii^r slugged in the face re|.e;ite(lly, McRae' said,
"It's all part of the boxing game. Y<»u really dent I'et'l the
blows if you're winning, but it hurts when voii're losing.
es[)ecialK [»sycho|(»gically."

The club plans to hold practices daily. Mondav through
Friday, at 4:;{(> p.m. on the nineteenth fiiK.r of .lohn
A<lams. Club dues are tetidolhirs.
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SYNOPSIS OF SOUTH AFRICA TEACH-IN
by Donna Davis

On Thursday September 17th a Teach-in
on South Africa was held in the Student
Union Ballroom. Speakers at the Teach-ln
were from this campus as well as the Five
College Community
Mokubung Nkomo, a teacher at the

Center for Racial Studies at U Mass, gave a
brief, but dismal rundown about life for
South Africa's Blacks.

in 1974 a census revealed that 79§ of the
households in Soweto lived below the
poverty datum line. This so called poverty
line constituted a meager $172 per month.
Black children must pay school fees while
education is free for South Africa's white
children. A law passed during the 1920's
prohibited Blacks from certain occupations.
The umemployment rate for Blacks is 25§,
but for whites it's near 0§ because they are
guaranteed a job by law. Becuause of the
tension between Black and white workers
they are unable to organize into a suc-
cessful union. South African law also
makes strikes illegal, further frustrating any
attempt by Blacks to make life more just.
As a rule South Africa has a history of

resistnce against oppression. However,
because of its laws prohibiting adverse
publicity news of such resistance often
takes weeks to reach the outside wodd. In
the 1920's there was persistent union
resistance and massive strikes during 1946.
In 1960 a group of people who were
demonstrating peacefully were struck
down in cold blood by South African
militia. It is also estimated that fifty military
engagements have occurred between the
authorities and the freedom fighters since
1980.

Bill Bowers, a representative of Students
Against Militarism [SAM I and the People's
Ami-War Mobilization related the U.S.'s
covert support of South Africa to our
military build-up. To date approximately
359 corporations have capital interests in

the apartheid regime. These interests add
up to $5 billion. Recently the U.S. blocked
UN proposition 435, which would allow for
supervised elections in Namibia. The
reason for the veto being that the South
West Africa People's Organization
ISWAPOI would easily win the elections.
The U.S. set up the "32nd Batallion" and
instructed it to "kill people, cattle", etc. A
documente delivered by the Pentagon con-
tinually refers to two important phrases:
"future war' with " a large number of
casualties."

Michael Thelwell, a professor in the
Afroam Department of U Mass stated the
Springbok's " rugby game is a legitimiza-
tion of South Africa's aparthied polcies.

"

South Africa is trying to break out of its
isolationism through sports. Since Rome
1960 no South African team has taken part
in the Olympics and the regime has been
excluded from all sports execpt rugby. The
team's tour of New Zealand caused
massive protest. Thelwell also stated that
South Africa's recent invasion was inacted
to "reduce SWAPO's military ability and
prevent elections sanctioned by the world
security council."

Dennis Brutus, a visiting a professor at
the English Department of Amherst Col-
lege, announced to the delight of the au-
dience that the "September 22nd Spr-
ingbok Rugby match was cancelled!"
Brutus related his story of being gunned
down by South African authorities on a
crowded Johannesburg street. While held
prisoner there he talked with an officer and
was asked why he was stupid enough to go
against the government. Brutus then ask-
ed, "what makes think you cannot lose?"
The officer replied, ' America will never
allow it. " Obviously the U.S. is helping
South Africa in order to maintain its finan-
cial interests. Brutus ther warned that the
"U.S. is about to engage itself

another losing war, a war supporting op-
pression."

Reprinted from the Guardian

Made desperate by racist mistreatment
and the gutting of hopes for a better life,

over 1000 Haitian refugees staged a
rebellion last week inside the Krome North
detention center some 20 miles south of
Miami.

Shouting "Liberty or death," and " We
are not slaves, " the refugees - who had
earlier risked their lives fleeing in jerry-built

boats from the Duvalier dictatorship at
home - tore down the barbed wire encircl-
ing the camp. About 100 of the detainees
escaped into the nearby Florida Everglades
swampland, but most were quickly recap-
tured.

The day after the Sept. 3 uprising was
crushed by border patrol and immigration
guards, 125 of the refugees labeled as
ringleaders, troublemakers and

malcontents," were transferred from Miami
to a federal prison in upstate New York.

But the rebellion was not the product of

j

"agitators,' leaders of Miami's Haitian exile
community stated last week, citing instead
the brutal and inhumane treatment of the
refugees and Washington's policy of refus-
ing to grant them political asylum. U.S.
policy dictates that the Haitians - in mark-
ed contrast to people leaving socialist Cuba
- will be detained until they can be
deported.

According to several sources within the
camp, the rebellion started when lmnr)igra-

.

tion officers threw tear oas cannisters Into a

crowd of Haitians who were peacefully
gathering in the camp compound. A
refugee then threw a rock, hitting one of
the guards. Virtually the entire camp
population of 1060 then surged toward the
fences and the rebellion was on.
The uprising was violently put down by

immigration officers and Dade County
police, who threw tear gas and then waded
into the refugees, beating them with 3-foot-
long clubs. The Haitians were then hand-
cuffed and forced to sit around the
perimeter of the compound. An INS
spokesman has said that some 20 refugees
were injured and have been treated for
minor cuts, scrape? and bruises. The press,
attourneys and other independent
observers have, however, been denied en
try into the camp since the incident.
The events of Sept. 3 were a culmination

of a rising level of tension at the camp. The
Reagan administration's hard line of deny
ing political asylum to the refugees and the
governments' refusal to release them to
sponsors in the community, as well as the#
transfer of Haitians to detention camps in

Puerto Rico and several U.S. locales in

preparation for mass deportations, has led
to bitterness and frustration among the de-
tained Haitians.

The Reagan stand has meanwhile been
taken as a signal by border patrol and im-
migration guards that ill treatment of these
refugees wiii be tolerated and is even of-

ficially encouraged. Reports of beatings
and the denial of medical care have increas-
ed dramatically in recent weeks.

"I believe one of the primary purposes of
the detention policy is to treat the Haitians
so badly that they will give up and want to
go home, " says Rick Swartz of the Lawyers
Committee for Civil Rights Under the Law.

Rev.Jean-Juste told the Guardian that in

the week preceding the uprising a hunger
strike had begun at the camp to protest
brutalities against the detainees. "A man
called Lombard was beaten up on Aug. 18,"

he recalled. "He was cut on his face and
lips by one of the guards. A woman named
Anasia Noel was kicked in the belly where
she had just had surgery. She was beaten,
she fainted and almost died in the camp."
On Aug. 30, a guard took a chair and beat

up some of the Haitians, continued Jean-
Juste. "The crowd became very afigry and
asked immigration to do something. When
they refused the refugees started a hunger
strike. About 100 people took part. By noon
[the next day] immigration said the guard
would be fired. But many of the Haitians
carried on with the hunger strike, saying
they wanted fair and just treatment and an
end to the brutality.

"

A taped interview with Hendrix Desulme,
one of the hunger strike leaders, was made
available to the Guardian. Desulme
describes how his 2-year-old son, also de-

iHNiiuimiuimiiuiiiiiiiiiiiwiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiHuiuiiiiiiiiiMMiuniiiiiiniiiHiiiiuiiuiiuiiiiiiiuiiiuiuuiiiiuuuiim^ has beenMMia denied

medical attention. "My son is very bad. He
is still sick," said Desulme. "But they don't
want to give him no milk, no medicine, no
doctor. They say that they already spend
too much money."
On Sept.6 some 500 people gathered

outside Krome North to protest conditions
in the camp and U.S. refugee policy. The
action would have been considerably
larger, but shortly after the demonstration
began police blocked access roads and
prevented people from entering, stating
that the protest was illegal.

The Krome camp is a concentration
camp and nothing else, ' Ray Fauntroy of
the Southern Christian Leadership Con-
ference told the crowd. Janet Warren of
the American Friends Service Committee
attacked the "outright racism" in the
government's treatment of the refugees.
Speaking for the Friends of the Haitian
Refugees, Jack Lieberman called for a full,

impartial investigation of the camp.
"We are appealing to the United Nations

and to Amnesty International," he
declared. "We now have political prisoners
in this country simply because they are
demanding basic human rights."

For more infornnation or to donate badly
needed furKis, contact: Haitian Refugee
Center. 32 NE 54th St.. Miami, Fia.33127.
tel: 305-757-8538.
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SADAT JAILS 1500

On orders from President Anwar Sadat
to root out those responsible for Egypt's
sectarian strife, security forces made 1,536
arrests last week in the largest crackdown
against government opponwits in Sadat's
11 year rule.

Charging that the religious issues pitting
Muslims against Christian Coptics was be-
ing used as a "cover" for the detention of
dissenters from both the left and the right,
opposition figures that tt>e names of the de-
tained read like a who's who of the
outspoken critics of Sadat's policies.
Among those to be tried are Muslim

clergymen, Coptic Christian priests, most
of the leaders of the official opposition
Socialist Labor Party, lawyers, teachers
and journalists.

Addressing a special session of Parfia-
ment following tt»e arrests, Sadat defended
the crackdown, focusing his remarks on
l^sectarian sedition," which, he said
"jeopordizes the sovereignty and security
of this nation."

Speaking to foreign reporters later in the
week, the president vowed that there
would r>ot be a r>ew Khomeini in Egypt.

Last week's action was a response not
only to religious conflkn gripping the coun-
try, but also to the growing dissent over a
wide rar>ge of issues, including the Camp
David agreement, that has plagued Sadat's
regirr>e in recent rrwnths.

As part ot the campdign to end religious

violence, Sadat repealed the 1971 decree
that installed Pope Shenuda III as the Cop-
tic Christian patriarch and banned to a
desert monastery. While the Coptk: Pope
broke off relations with the government last

year, the banishment came unexpectedly
and is seen by the observers as a nf>easure

taken to balance the arrests of Muslim
leaders.

Throughout the sumnr>er, street battles
sporadically broke out between young
Muslim fundamentalists and Christian
Copts. The bloodiest fighting took place in

mid-June when construction of a mosque
began on disputed land, leading to the
death of at least 17 people.

Five senior Coptic bishops k>yal to the
government were nanr>ed to administer the
affairs of the church, whose mennbership
numbers 10 to 15 percent of Egypt's ap-
proxinr^tely 40 niillion people.
Pope Shenuda III has been accused of

forming Copic centers abroad, particulariy
in the U.S. and Canada, which are hostile
to Sadat's rule. The Egyptian president's
latest visit to the U.S. was met withprotest
from Coptic Church members in

Washington, D.C.
In addition, the government has an-

nour>ced its intention to supervise the af-
fairs of the nation's nx>sques, plans that in-

clude the use of only government-approved
clerics during sabath prayers.

Reprinted from Africa News

TIRANTESIASRELAaONESENTRE
lAIGLESlA YELESTADOBRASBLEIRO

Extraido de EI Mundo .

R» de Jaoe«ro(EF€I - La iglesia y el gobier-
no brasilenos estan en una etapa de fric-

ck>r>es que parece acentuarse a medida que
•e acercan las elecciones parlamentarias,
municipales y para gobernadores estatales
de 1982.

El President* del Senado y miembro
destacado del partido de gobierno, Jarbas
Passarinho, acusd el miercoles antepasado
en el Cor>greso a una parte de la Iglesia de
realizar "profesion de fe politico partidaria"

y de predicar ei rencor contra el gobierno,
"presentadok} corr>o explotador de la

miseria del puebka."
En la misma oportunidad, ei lider

•enatooal y del Partido Denrxjcrata Social
acuso' al sector mas radical de la Iglesia
Catoiica brasilena de promover la ocupa-
ck>n de tierras por parte de campesinos

desposeidos, como un plan "concebido y
previamente entrenado."

La ocupack>n de tierras en el nordeste, y
en menor nrtedida en Sao Paulo y Rk) de
Jarwiro, esta adquiriertdo dimensiones ex-
piosivas.

Pero la reaccion de Jarbas Passarinho,
aunque dirigida hacia el dero progresista,
fue enterKJkla como una replica hacia la Ig-
lesia como tal. que recientemente hizo una
severa condena del sistema economico
social puesto en vigor por el regimen
durante los ultimos 17 anos.
En un docun'>ento denominado "Reflex-

ion cristiana sobre la coyuntura politica", la

Conferencia Nack>nal de Obispos de Brasil
dijo que la actual situacion |de
desiguaklades socialesi no puede durar in-
definidamente "pues constituye un escan-
dalo para las conciencias y un a amenaza
constante para la paz interna.

"

THIRD WORLDSTUDENTS
THETIMEENOW!

by Barrington Henry

Stop ar>d think for a moment to answer
this question. What have I done today to
enrich both myself and the Third Worid
Community here on campus?

If you are like most people I bet you
won't be able to honestly answer the latter

part of the question. I can bet many people
are saying I studied five hours today but
that simply isn't enough. Lets be for real.

Do you realize you have an obligation to
protect and maintain the hard earned
achievements of our brothers and sisters
before us.

Yes, you do have this obligation and as
well as the responsibility to ensure that our
younger brothers and sisters of the future
will have a fighting chance.

Studying five hours a day alone isn't

enough to protect and maintain, or im-
prove the potentials of giving our younger
brothers and sister a fighting chance. The
time is now for us to realize our obligatk>n
and responsibilities and act accordir^gly. I

am not talking only to freshmens but also to
those of us who have been here for
sometime and have not dor>e anything but

study five hours a day and party on
weekends. Hopefully by now you are
beginig to ask yourself what the hell is he
talking about? What can I alone do?
WAKE UP!
There are nriany things you can do. There

are over fifteen Third World registered stu-
dent organizations on campus which cover
a wide range of interests and necesities that
concern us as Third Worid people,ranging
from academic to political and social issues.

All of these groups need and welcome
new members and that means you who
study five hours a day and party all

weekend. Your support is essential to the
survival and development of these groups.
Now get this! It is equally essential to your
survival and development that these groups
support you! Those of you who haven't
gotten the point yet, try and answer this,

how many of you would not be here if it

was not do to the struggles of CCEBS or
the BCP?

Each of us have payed an anual fee of
$84 to the Student Activity Tax Fund
(SATF). It is up to us to get our
rrwneys'worth.

Septvm^)er 11, 1981
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LEGAL SLAVERY
Reprinted from Punto de Vista

Reagan surprised no one wt>en he unveil-
ed his latest political attack on un-
documented workers on July 30-his
notorious "guest worker" program. The
headlines of "La Opinion," a Spanish
newspaper in Los Angeles, ironically dubb-
ed it "Reagan's Amnesty Plan."

Everyone else had already guessed that
this would be the outcome of last month's
summit meeting between Reagan and Mex-
ico Preskleot Portillo, knowing fully that
undocumented workers would be tt>e last

ones to ber>efit from his plan.
Before the meeting with Portillo, it was
known that Reagan would be proposing
some kind of "guest worker" program, but
it was assumed that any mention of
"amriesty" woukl be nothing more ttian an
empty phrase.

"It is an outragel" declared one Latino
youth, in front of this popular "Pk>jo" store
near downtown Los Ar>geles. 'This is

legalized slavery. Back when the British
were going to Africa to kklnap slaves, they
had to catch them ar>d throw them into
cages. But now with this bracero program,
the government only has to ask Mexico to
give them slaves. They don't have to catch
them anymore. It's an outrage...

a

nxKJkery!"

What is it about Reagan's plan, that has
so infuriated the Chicano-Latirto communi-
ty?

CONCENTRATION CAMPS AGAIN
Reagan's plan is divided into two main

parts. The first part applies to Cuban and
Haitian refugees. It is important to note,
however, that nwny of the measures

directed at political refugees also apply to
undocumented workers, and vice versa.

The plan speaks of establishing detention
centers that can accommodate
10.000-20.000 p>eople for an indefinite

period of time.

These centers are intended to receive all

immigrants and to give them their first taste

of the American way of life. Obviously, it is

also meant to sort out immigrants who are

"ineligible" to reside here. As you can see,

these concentration camps serve as both
an entrance and an exit for many people.
It's not difficult to imagine these camps be-
ing used to incarcerate other groups as
well, such as the internment of Japanese-
Americans during W.W.II. Apparently, the
stables which the Immigration and
Naturalizatk>n, Service (INS) maintains in

San Isklro and the Rk> Grande Valley are

not sufficient for the government's pur-

poses.

It's understood tfiat some of the camps
will be used also to house those people
awaiting deportaksn hearings. Nowadays,
if a worker is picked up in an INS rakJ. he
can pay $200 bail arxj continue to work until

his case is decided. Under Reagan's plan,

however, these workers would be denied
bail and the chance to be released on their

own recognizance. Reagan has also pro-

mised to revise the hearing process by
eliminating the worker's right to appeal a
decision and by restricting the proceedings
to only establishing whether or not the
defendant has entered the country with
adequate documentation. These changes
will make it far easier for the governrrient to
carry out mass deportation.

SOLmARFTYDAY by Sadanobu Ikemoto

Solidarity Day sporwored by the AFL-CIO
washeM Saturday, ft was well atterxJed by
estirnated 250,000 people. It was one of
tf»e largest demonstration to take place in
recent years. The march induded various
segrrtents of tf>e workir>g class. It was en-
couraging to see marching with 250 pound
member of the Machirmst Union. Despite
the differences in backgrournl tf»e urtderiy-
ing theme was the same.

It is evident by his actions in last nine
months of his administration, Reagan does
not care about the working class. As Presi-
dent Kiriiland of AFL-CIO mentwned in his
speech on the lawn of the Capitol building,
"This Administration is trying to reverse tf>e
course America ftas been taking for the last
forty years. " Suddenly the progress mademe.
"Don't $tar>d there as if you are ashamed of
it, every message is important ". I realized
then that his concerns are my concern and
his mine. We all have to stant as one if we
believe in ourselves and want to build a
society as we see to be just.

MANILLA RALLIES

AGAINST MARCOS
by Debbie Sicilia

On September 18th a rally was staged in
Manilla protesting against President Ferdi-
nand E. Marcos at Bonafacio Park The
domonstratran of approxinwtely 6.000 per-
sons composed of woricers and students
alike, also denounced the U.S. naming it
counterpart in the governments "im-
p>erialism."

For the past two weeks boycotts and
rallies have spurred protesting the many
issues beseiging the island. Some of the
issues attacked were high tuitions low
wages, and poor housing facilities.' The
overall discontent of the people has forced
them to join hands against the Marcos
government. Careful organization in the ex-
ecution of the marches has been reflected
Teachers of the governmental system have
also openly taken part in the opposition
front. It was stated that teachers were sub-
jected to overtime work while being paid
under $100 a month.
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FRANCEANDMEXICOACKNOWLEDGEFMLN/FDR

The war in El Salvador shifted to the
dipk>nruitic front during the past week
following France's and Mexico's recogni-
tion of the rebels as a "representative"
political force."

In Latin America, the foreign ministers of
nine Latin American countries issued a
statement denouncing the joint Mexican-
French decision as "intervention" in the in-
ternal affairs of El Salvador. Mexico denied
the cfiarges.

On the revolutionaries'side, last week
Norway joined France and Mexico in their
recognitk)n of the Farabundo Marti Na-
tional Liberation Front!FMLN)/ Democratic
Revolutionary Front!FDR).

In the U.S.. official reaction was notably
muted. The strategy of the Reagan ad-
ministratwn appears to allow the Latin

«-i*

American governments to denounce the
French-Mexican initiative.

The Latin American statement criticizing
France and Mexico was signed by Argen-
tina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, the
Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Hon-
duras, Paraguay and Venezuela. Brazil ac-
cused the two governments of intervention
in a separate statement.

El Salvador Foreign Minister Fidel Chavez
Mena told the New York Times that the jun-
ta had also received statements of support
from Costa Rica, Ecuador and Peru.
Mexican Foreign Minister Jorge

Castaneda called the charges of interven-
tion "absurd" and "totally false."
Castaneda noted that the Mexican govem-
nr)ent had not ceased to recognize the
Salvadoran government, but had only

recognized the FMLN/FDR as a "represen-
tative political force that should participate
in negotiations if a political solution is

sincerely being sought."
"We are not legitimizing the guerrillas,"

he noted. "We didn't create the guerrillas.
But they are a reality. They control part of
the territory, and they have the support of a
substantial part of the population."
Castaneda went on to observe that to ad-

vocate a military solution to the Salvadoran
crisis - apparently alluding to the position of
the U.S. - "is not only to favor continuatk>n
of violence but also to invite all kinds of
'foreign entities' to intervene."

In an interview with the Guardian. FDR
president Guillermo Manuel Ungo com-
mented on the Frerich-Mexican initiative
and said that he had no idea what other

countries might grant recognition tc the
FMLN/FDR. "That is the work that we
must do in the months ahead." Ungo sakl.

Shortly after the recognition, the in-

surgents announced that they would begin
an intense campaign in the capitals of the
world and at the U.N. to win further
recognition.

"We are hopeful," Ungo obsen/ed. "But
we don't want to be overiy optimistic.'
There is much hard work to be done."
Ungo discounted rumors of the imminent

recognition of the revolutionary forces by
governments like Yugoslavia and Holland.
He urged FMLN/FDR supporters to b«
careful not to get carried away with the
positive news and begin to treat it as if it

were sonf>e kind of "final offensive on the
dipk>matic front."

by Debbie Sicilia UPR STRIKECONTINUES

A coalition of four university organiza-
tions has fonned at the Rio Piedras campus
of the University of Puerto Rico to support
tf>e striking students whom are denouncing
a 300 per cent increase in tuition. The
organlzatwns are , The University Labor
Sindicate. The Fraternity of Exempt non
Staff Workers, The Puerto Rican Associa-
tion of University Professors, and the
General Students Council.
The newly found group has demanded

that the CES ( Council for Superior Educa-
tion) form a commitee composed of
students, workers, and admisnistrators
•like; the furKnk>n of this commitee would
be thax of studying the fiscal situation of

the University as well as attending all stu-
dent petitions pertaining to this matter.
The commitee sent a letter to Chancellor

Miro Montilla manifesting that " as a basic
element of dialogue, a permanent subsidy
guaranteeing the viability and right of all

students to attend the University be im-
planted."

On September 14th, the same day Miro
Montilla designated for classes to be
reistated, the president of the Ger>erat
Council of Students, Roberto Alejandro
Rivera, declared that the student boycott
would continue indefinitly.

Hundreds of parents of the University
populatk>n have also joined the students

Nicaragua: Towardsa uniquesystem

Nicaragua's recent announcement that it

was confiscatir>g property of capitalists and
landowners rK>t paricipating in production
came as no surprise here. The moves are
not a radical shift to the left, but are part of
a step-by-step plan to develop Nicaragua's
brarKl of socialism.

When the revolutionaries defeated the
dictatorship of Gen. Anastasio Somoza in

1979, all property of participants in the q\6
reglnf>e was seized without compensation.
Banks, mines and export houses were na-
tionalized, and owners free of association

with the regime were compensated in

bor>ds.

Assurances have been repeatedly given
by the new leaders that Nicaragua will

always have a mixed economy with a
private sector. But while most of
Nicaragua's businesses and farms struggl-

ed to recover from the destruction of the
war, some capitalists began to loot their

assets artd take them out of the country.

Reprinted from Agencia Peridista de Infor-
macion Alternative

In another major proclamation, it was an-
nounced that vacant farmland belonging to
big owners would be taken over to be
distributed to landless peasants, war
veterans and others. Comandante Jaime
Wheelock, minister of agriculture, said in a
recent press conference that more than
60,000 families would receive land.

The secretary general of the Farm-
workers Union, Edgardo Garcia, explained
that the union and the National Union of
Farmers and Cattleraisers will play a key
role in organizing the landless peasants and
identifying the land to be seized. He said
that most of the farmworkers now have a
job only durng the harvest season of three
or four months.

FRANCM Y MEJICORECONOCENFMLN/Fim

La guerra en El Salvador ha tornado un
curso mas politico despues del reconoci-
miento de los rebeldes como una "fuerza
politica representative" por los gobiernos
de Mexico y Francia.

Nueve paises de America Latina
crrticarori la acck>n mexicana como una "in-

tervencion" en los problemas internos de El

Salvador. Mientras tanto, el gobierno de
Noruega se unio a Mexico y Francia en su
posicibn.

Los Estados Unidos, en una actitud poco
comun, se ha negado de comentar sobre
estos sucesos. Aparentemente, la

estrategia estadounidense es de dejar que
los paises latinoamericanos presionen
politicamente a Mexico por asumir esa posi-

cibn. Los gobiernos de America Latina que
se unieron para criticar la iniciativa franco-

mexicana fueron Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,

Chile, Colombia, Republica Dominicana,
Guatemala, Honduras, Paraguay y
Venezuela.

El Ministro del Exterior mexicarra Jorge
Castar>eda califico como "absurdo" y
"totalmente false" a estos cargos. Anadio
que Mexico no ha cesado de reconocer el

gobierno civico-militar de El Salvador, y

que su pats unicamente^a reconocido la

oposicion como una "fuerza politica

representative que debera participar en
negociaciones si una solucion politica es
sinceramente anhelada."
_"No estamos legitimando las guerrillas,"

anadio. "Nosotros no creamos las guer-
rillas. Sin embargo, son una realidad. Ellos
controlan parte del territorio, y tienen el

apoyo de una parte sustancial de la pobla-
cion." El oficial anadio que preferir una
solucion belicosa ^ la crisis salvadorena -

aludiendo a la posiclon estadounidense -

"np es solamente una I'mpetu a la continua-
cion deja violencia sino que tambien una
invitacion a otras 'entidades extranjeras' a
intervenir."

En una entrevista con el presidente del
Frente Democratico RevolucionarioIFDR],
una de las organizaciones rebeldes en El

Salvador, comentd sobre la decision
franco-mexicano y declard no tener idea si

otros paises se unirian a apoyaries
politicamente en el future. Sin embargo,
los rebeldes han inciado una campana en
las capitales del mundo pa.^a atraer mas
reconocimento.
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combat against the tuition hike. They are
presently in the process of forming a com-
mitee that will asume the task of staging an
assembly in which Ismael Almodovar
president of the U.P.R., should be present'
as well as other officials of the campus'
They will ask Almodovar the specific
reasons causing the tuition hike, they will
also ask for dear accounts pertaing to other
problems affecting the administratk)n of
the University system.
Some 30 molotov cocktails were found

last week hidden about the University
grounds; when asked about the bombs
Alejandro Rivera expressed that the student
body was being subjected to very hostile

t>ehavior on behalf ot the University guards.
He added that he wished to avoid violent
encounters yet, he 'maintained that the
students had a legitimate right to protect
themselves from the guards' hostile at-
titudes.

Exposing the University porblems, Ale-
jandro Rivera stated that the Chancellor
Miro Montilla "did not have sufficient
power to impose or eliminate the decisions
TT\e6e by the CES pertaing to the hike."Ar-
turo Melendez, preskient of the Puerto
Rican Associatk>n of University Professors
pinpointed Ismael AInnodovar as responsi-
ble for the critical situation beseiging the
University.

Nicaraaua:Hacia unSistema unico

La reciente decision del gobierno San-
dinista de confiscar propiedades de
capitatistas y terratenientes que no par-
tkapen en la producci^n no ha skk> una
gran sorpresa. Esta se considera como un
peso mas^ al desarrollo de un sistema
socialista unico a Nicaragua.
Poco despues del derrocamiento de la

dictatura por el Gen. Anastasio Somoza en
1979, las propiedades pertenecientes a
mienbros de el viejo gobierno fueron ex-
propiadas, fueron nacionlaizadas, y duenos
sin ninguna alianza al previo gobierno
fueron compensados en forma de bonos.
Los lideres de Nicaragua repetidamente

han ase^urado su deseo de perpetuar una
economia compuesta por el sector privado,
asi como tambien el sector pHiblico. Sin em-
bargo, varies capitalistas han preferkio li-

quidar sus bienes y sacarios del pais,(pro-
ceso conocido como descapitalizackSn),
mientras que otros duenos de empresas
han adoptado una actitud de inaccion.

El pasado 19 de julio 14 companies
fueron expropiadas. Comandante Daniel
Ortega, coordinador de la junta de gobier-
no, pidio ayuda a los trabajadores para que

reportaran toda se'Hal de sabotage
economico por parte de sus patrones.
Ademas Ortega anuncio la expropiaci6n de
bienes que pertenezcan a duenos ausentes.
En las sen^nas despues del anuncio, 40
capitalistas fueron expropiados. Duenos de
propiedades que habfan permanecido por
mas de 6 meses en el exterior fueron adver-
tidos que deberian registrarse y probar que
no estan descapitalizando.

En otra proclamacic^n trascendental, se
anuncio que toda tierra de cultivo vacante
que^ pertencezca a grandes terratenientes
serian expropiadas para luego ser
distribuidas entre campesinos que se hallen
sin tierras. El Comandante Jaime
Wheelock, ministro de agriculture, dijo re-

cienemente que mas de 60,000 familias
receberian tierra.

El secretario ger\efal de la Union de
Campesinos. Edgardo Garcia, explico que
esta, junto con la Union Nacional .de
Campesinos y Ganaderos, serpen
organismos de suma importancia en la

organizacidn de los campesinos sin tierra y
en la identrficacion de las tierras a ex-
(Kopiarse.

CONTINUAHUELGA UPR
Cuatro organizaciones universitarias del

recinto de Rio Piedras han formado un
comite mostrando su apoUo a los estu-
diantes quienes denuncian el aiza uniforme
de las matriculas. Estas organizaciones son
a saber, ei Sindicato de Trabajadores de la

Universidad, La Hermandad de Empleados
Exentos no Docentes, la Asociacion Puer-
torriquena de Profesores Universitarios y el

Consejo General de Estudiantes.
El grupo ha exigido al Consejo de Educa-

cion Superior crear un comite compuesto
por estudiantes, trabajadores y ad-
ministradores. La funcion de este seria

tetudiar la situacion fiscal de la U.P.R. y
atender las potencies del estudiantado.
Ademas,^el comite envio' una carta al Rec-
tor Miro Montilla manifestando que ""se

debe implantar cook) elemento basico de
dialogo la garantia de un subsidio p>er-

manente que viabilice el derecho a estudios
de todos los estudiantes."

El presidente del Consejo General de
Estudiantes, Roberto Alejandro,declare la

continuacion del paro estudiantil el dia 14
de septiembre, siendo ese el dia designado
para comienzo de clases por el Rector Miro
Montilla.

A la lucha estudiantil tambien se ha unido

centenares de padres de estudiantes con in-
tenciones de establecer un comite. Este
comite tomara' en manos preparer una
asamblea en donde se encuentre Ismael
Almadovar, presidente de la U.P.R. y otros
alto funcionarios del recinto. Pediran a
Almodovar las razones por el alza uniforme
de matriculas (300 por ciento), como tam-
bien pediran cuentas abiertas sobre otros
problemas confornnes al funcionamiento de
la Universidad.

Al ser preguntado al respecto de unos 30
bombas molotov que se encontraron en las
premises del recinto, Alejandro Rivera ex-
preso que se hallaba el estudiantado
sometido a una actitud hostll de parte de la

guardia universitaria. Anadio que deseaba
evitar que se generase conflictos violentos.
Mantuvo que el estudiantado tenia derecho
legitime a protagerse de las actitudes
hostiles de dicha guardia.

Ilustrando la problematica ocurriendo en
la Universidad, Alejandro Rivera sefialo que
el rector, "no teni'a suficiente poder para im-
poner o eliminar la decision def CES"con
respecto al aumento. Arturo Melendez,
presidente de la APPU, senato como
culpable de la situadon universitaria a
Ismael Almodovar y al CES.
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In past years it has been the tradition of

the WEB. DuBois Department of Afro-

American Studies to call a Family Meeting
at the beginning of each semester. The
Family Meeting is where students, staff,

and faculty gather together to share their

collective hopes and concerns, to renew
the bonds of kinship which unite us all in a

common destiny. These are very serious

times for black Americans. Please join us at

the Family Meeting on Thursday,
September 24, 7:00pm. in New Africa

House, University of Massachusets.

contact: Ernest Allen, Acting Chairman
W.E.B. DuBois Department of Afro-

Amencan Studies

UMass/ Amherst 01003
5452751

Volunteer CASE ADVOCATES work in

the "outreach" component of SOJOURN.
As a Case Advocate, your role would be
one of providing emotional support, ad-
vocacy and informal counseling for young
women. We are asking for a commitment
of 5 to 10 hours a week for a minimum
period of 9 months. Case Advocates should
have transportation at their disposal. The
program includes an orientation/ training
period, weekly group supervision and on-
going training for Case Advocates.

Applications are available at the SO-
JOURN office, 142 Main Street, Northamp-
ton, MA 01060.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: September 30
1981.

NTERNSHIPS WORKING
ADOLESCENT WOMEN

WITH

SOJOURN, INC. is a non profit agency
providing advocacy and counseling ser
vices for young women in Hampshire
County. We are currently seeking women,
.'iterested in becoming volunteers, who
nave a strong commitment to improving
tht services now available to adolescent
women and are willing to advocate for their
rights. SOJOURN. INC. is willing and able
to help negotiate for academic credit on an
individual basis, as needed.

POETS CORNER

For any further information, call

Lorentz or Amy Aaron at 586-6807

RECUERDA
Vengan todos al

GRAN BAILE DE BIENVENIDA
ofrecida por AHORA y el BCP
en el Malcolm X Center
(Southwest Residential Area!
Viernes 25 de septiembre
8;30pm hasta??????

Erica

ATENCION
Se ofrecera una orientacion especial para

todos los estudianteds del Bilingual Col-
legiate Program el Miercoles 23 de sep-
tiembre 7:30 P.M. en la sede del B.C. P.,

Wilder Hall . Es importante que todos los

estudiantes nuevos y de 'transfer'

matriculados bajo dicho programa asistan!

ATTENTION
We invite all students enrolled under the
Bilingual Collegiate Program to a special

Orientation session to be held on Wednes-
day September 23rd @ 7:30pm in th Bil-

ingual Collegiate Office located at Wilder
Hall. We urge all new and transfer students
enrolled under the B.C. P to attend!

AHORA les extiende una invitacion a
todos los miembros de la comunidad a
unirse a nuestros esfuerzos de proveer ac-
tividades y programas de interes para
nosotros. Si desea formar parte de esta
organizacion pase por la oficina localizada
en el Student Union, room 308 , tele:

546-2479.

qin! , r^^^'"
"^^^^^ ^3»*" American

Solidari y Committee would like to inform
the public that on Monday September 21st
at 4 P.M^ in Thompson 106, UMass SamEaton, the Deputy Assistant Secretary ofbtate for Interamerican Affairs will bespeaking on U.S. Policy in El Salvadorwe urge the progressive community to

fhe^Rlo",n ah'''>"°^"
°"^ opposition tothe Reagan Administration's policies.

THE LIVING WIDOW
I THINKI WILL NE VER SEE

She sits in a castle made of ice.

While life passses her by and fantasies of
freedom
are fleeting-glances of reality. They sting
her,

but at least it s a feeling

She sits in a castle made of ice.

Life's episodes are all reflections of other
people.

She is imprisoned by the double standard
but has lived it for so long she believes it.

I

Peter-peter pumpkin eater had a wife and
couldn't

keep her so he put her in a pumpkin shell
and made for her a living hell

She smiles very cordially and is always very
busy.

Sunset is like a curtain, the act is over....
At night the tears stain the pillow-with no
one to say
'what's the matter baby?'

She puts her misery in neat little packages

for

storage/ her subconscious is cluttered...

but the laws of nature and time say that one

day like cream...the truth will rise...

and in her new house the earth will be the

floor

the ceiling will be the sky

I think i will never see
a love that is stronger than
you and me, i am yours and
you are mine and until you
are in my arms then and only
then can i prove my love to
you once again...

The birds, the trees
The sea, the land
like you and me baby
walking hand and hand,
and until you are
in my arms then and then
can i prove my love and
its charms...

The love you give i can't
replace cause there is no
one in this world to take,
and as long as you live
i won't forget your face.
The trust that you put in
me, to be everything that
you want me to be.

Me holding your hand
Me touching your hair
Help me to see that you really
care...

UftlT,nai

nt

THE POET

Is it love i wonder,
is it for real the way
you make me feel, its

a wonderful feeling i

don't want to lose, you
may not no it in the

way i act, but the moments
that were shared the meaning
of love was all was there...

I am yours and you are mine
and I do love you till the end
of time. The way i feel for you
I m able to show, in more ways
than you II ever know. The world
around us the sky above means
so much when you have someone
to lOve...

Holding Hands Kissing in the
dark being together never
apart. The love we felt was
all so true, now there iS nothing,
that i can't do for you The way
i feel for you, you feel the same
because passionate fire is the
flame...

^n/vin Trip/eft

NEWSBRIEFS
YOUNG BLACK MURDERED

Ron Settles, 21 year-old Black football star

at California State University, had
everything to live for, but now he's dead
On June 2, Settles was stopped by police

in the small town of Signal Hill, California

on a traffic violation. Three hours later, he
was fund dead in the town jail. Police say it

was a suicide by hanging.
Settles parents have filed a $50 million

claim against the town charging their son
was killed by the police. A coroners' jury

ruled recently in a 5-4 decision that young
Settles had 'died at the hands of another.'

The policeman who arrested settles and
five other cops who were at the jail all refus-

ed to testify in front of the jury on the
grounds that it might incriminate them.
The arresting officer , a white had been
fired from the Los Angeles police for

brutality against Blacks.

The Los Angeles district attorney says he
is investigating the case and may prosecute
the police involved.

AFRICANS WIN CHAPEL AWARD
Zwelakhe Sisulu from South Africa, Am-

dou Hampate Ba from Maali, and Warren
Bobbins, founder and director of the
Museum of African Art in Washington,
D.C. were three of twelve recipients of the
first Rothko Chapel awards in Houston,
Texas, last month.

Founded by Dominique de Menil and her
late husband ten years ago, Rothko Chap>el,

an ecumencial center promoting religious,

intercultural and human rights activities,

presented recipients of these "truth and
freedom awards" a $10,000 unrestricted

gift.

Amadou Hampate Ba, now resident in

Ivory Coast, is an Islamic spiritual leader

who for eight years was a member of the

executive council of the United Nations
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization I UNESCO 1. Earlier this year,

Mali issued a stamp to honor him.

Zwelakhe Sisulu journalist and national

president of the Black Media Worker's
Association, ws detained by police in

Johannesburg on the day the award was
given. Enoch Duma, a fellow journalist and
former MWASW official who left South
Africa two years ago, received the award
for Sisulu.

THE ABC HOUSE OF AMHERST WILL BE
HAVING A WALKATHON SATURDAY
OCTOBER 3 FROM 8A.M. until (rain day
Oct. 4th) COME AND WALK WITH US!

COME TO THE AFRO-AM FAMILY DAY
THRUSDAY 24th SEPTEMBER NEW
AFRICA HOUSE BASEMENT
COME AND MEET EVERYONE!

The Five College Third World Theatre Task
Force presents a two-day seminar October
2-3, 1981 by ERROL HILL
For more information call 545-3603

MALCOLM X CENTER CLASSES
Monday 5:30-8:00pm Course 390
BLACK WOMEN IN AMERICA

Tuesday 6:45-9:30pm
Course 290
HISTORY-PAN-AFRICANISM

Thursday 1:25-4:00pm
Course 191

RACE BIOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY

ALL CLASSES ARE HELD IN THE
MALCOLM X CENTER.
SIGN UP AT THE AFRO-AM DEPT.

LATEST NEWS FROM EL SALVADOR
Leftist guerrillas overran a National

Guard garrison in a stratigic village near the
Honduran border, possibly taking dozens
of government troops as prisoners, military

officials said.

A spokesman refused to give the exact
number of soldiers stationed in San Ig-

nacio, the captured town, but indicated
that

the entire detachment may have been
taken. The town has been the scene of
repeated guerrila attacks.
The attack came only hours after Presi-

dent Jose Napoleon Duarte called on leftist

to lay down their arms and participate in

elections next year.lt was the first time the
President referred to the Revolutionary
Front, a leftist group, as a contender in the
ballotin-apparently following the advice
from the French-Mexican resolution a fe

weeks back.

ULTJMAS-D£SDE EL SALVADOR

Las guerrillas izquierdistas invadieron una
plaza fuerte de la Guardia Nacional en una
aldea estrategica de la frontera con Hon-
duras. Oficiales militares confirmaron
ademas que docenas de tropas del gobier-
no fueron tomados como prisioneros
Un vocero rehuso' dar el numero de

soldados que habian estado alojados en la
aldea capturada de San Ignacio, pero in-
dico la posibilidad de que todo el
destacemento fuese tomado prisionero

El ataque ocurrio' horas despues que el
Presidente Jose' Napoleon Duane pidio a
OS guerrilleros cesar la lucha y participar en
las elecciones del proximo ano. Esta fue la
primera vez que el Presidente se dirigio al
Frente Revolucionario Democratico un
grupo izquierdista, como contrincante en
los comicios-aparentemente siguiendo el
consejo de la resolucion Franco-mexicana
de semanas atras.

Nummo welcomes any letters or sugges
tions write to 103 New Africa House
UMass Amherst
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Assaults plague UMass
Rapes in Mass.

increase by 9.5%
By ROWN MANDEL
Collegian Staff

Rapes have risen 9.5 percent in the state of
Massachusetts and 8 percent nationwide in 1979 1980, ac-
cordinj,^ to crime reports compiled by the FBI (Federal
Bureau of Investigation) and the State Department of
Public Safety.

Rape is I he fastest growing violent cimejn the nation, ac
cording to the 1980 FBI Uniform Crime Reports.
The FBI Uniform Crime Reports indicate that one out of

every three women will be raped sometime in her lifetime,
according to Cathy Roach , counselor at the
Everywoman's Center (EWC) at the University of
Massachu.setls at Amherst.
Acconiing to Phillip Cavanaugh, Assistant Director of
UMass police, there were two sexual assaults on
September 18th and September 20th. New lights are being
set up to brighten the dark, empty spaces on campus; in-

crea.sed patrols are being organized, and within a month
there will be foot patrols in all academic areas, Cavanaugh
said.

The incidence of rape can be tabulated in three ways.
Counting how many rapes are committed each year (which
is impossible to know), the number reported each year to
the police, and those cases that actually reach the court
system, said Suzanne Sheldon, counselor at the Victim
Witness Assistance Program of the State District At-
torney's office.

"It is estimated that only one out of ten rapes are ever
reported,

"
Roach said. In 1979, the FBI crime reports in

dicated that 67 out of every 100,000 women in the U.S.
were reported victims of rape.

Mary Dumas, Staff Administrative Assistant for the
UMass police, said, "There are many reasons why women
do not report rapes. Women do not believe anything will

Woman assaulted
A University of Mas.sachu.setts woman living in an

Amherst apartment complex told the Amherst police
yesterday a man wearing a ski mask entereci her
apartment while she was sleeping early yesterday and
assaulted her, the police said.

The woman was not harmed, police said.

The a.ssailant fled without stealing anything. Detective
Stephen Zahn said yesterday.
Although there were no signs of ft)rced entry and

nothing was taken, the ca.se is still under investigation,
Zahn said.

That is the fifth reported assault cm a University woman
since Wednesday afternoon. In additi(»n, two girl.s aged six
and seven were sexually as.saulted Sept 11. while playing
near the Hitchcock Center on South Pleasant Street."
The police have made no arrests in any of the cases.

be done about the attacker, they are afraid that they
would not have enough evidence to convict the offender,
and fear that the rapist will get them."
"Rape: Guidelines for a Community Response." a 1980

pamphlet, states that a woman who is raped is doubly vic-

timized, first by the attacker and again by the attitudes of
society. "If a woman decides to press charges, she has to
face the American judicial system."
Roach said the legal system works against the victim.

Often it is suggested that the woman attracts the attacker
by wearing seductive clothes.

The Rape Shield Law, a recent Massachusetts law, offers
some protection to the victim. It states that no information
Pertaining to the victim's prior sexual past will be brought
up in trial unleSs the prior sexual acts involve the accused.
"If the victim manages to withstand the trial, conviction

for the accused is 90 percent," Sheldon said.

"Rape reports have increased because women are realiz-
ing that they are not isolated and alone in their problem,

"

Sheldon said.

Continued on page fF

Former victim
tells of fear
By STEVEN SEMPLE
and KELLY BURKE
Collegian Staff

A woman who was sexually assaulted at the University of
Massachusetts a year ago said she did not immediately
report the incident to the police becau.se she was afraid
they would not believe her.

"I felt ashamed, very used, and dirty, even though he
didn't rape me," said the victim, who prefers to remain
nameless for reasons of privacy. She was a freshman living
in John Quincy Adams Dormitory at the University of
Massachusetts, at the time of the assault. She is now a
sophomore and lives in the same dorm.
The victim .said the attack occured around 2 a.m. in her

dormitory room. She was in bed when she heard a key in
the lock of her door. A man came in. took his shirt off and
got into bed with her. She struggled, but he would not let
her out of bed. When she continued to resist, he got up and
left. The victim's roommate was also in the room at the
lime, she said.

She waited until later that morning to call the police who
she said responded quickly. Her friends convinced her to
report the attack saying. "If they catch him he can't do it

^Kain' Police never arrested a suspect, the victim said.
The incident made her more careful about walking around

campus, even in the daytime, she said.

"It took about two months at least for me to be able to
look guys in the face... I was scared to make friends with
males," she added.
The woman said other assault victims should talk to peo

pie about their experience. "I didn't know about the
Everywoman's Center," she said.

There have been five assaults in the area reported to
pohce since last Wednesday.

Continued on page 8

Students protest campus budget cuts
By KEVIN HOWE
Collegian Correspondent

(Compiled with reports from the Associated Press.)

Over 1,000 students from Massachusetts public colleges
and universities rallied at the Statehouse yesterday to pro-
test state budget cuts that have forced campus mergers,
faculty layoffs, and program reductions on campuses.
After the rally students marched into the Statehouse to

lobby legislators. The students demanded to see Governor
Edward King but were denied access by 10 capitol police
officers. No arrests were reported.

The purpose of the rally was to make the public and
their elected leaders aware of the problems surrounding
public higher education, said Jonathan Rutley, student
body president of Boston State College.

Rutley said that the rally marks the beginning of a
statewide student organization which is needed to prevent
the destruction of public higher education.
"In 1974 public higher education received 1% of the

state budget, as compared to 12% nationally. This year we
got 4% of the budget," said Rutley.
The rally was a result of hundreds of faculty and staff

layoffs from across the state due to budget cuts imposed
by the legislature last summer. The cuts forced the merger
of Boston State College with IJMass/Boston. The Board of
Regents also created two task forces, one to merge Mass.
Bay Community College with Framingham State College,
the other to study the possible merging of the Springfield
area public colleges.

Sen. Alan Sisitsky (D-Springfield) at the rally said
students should replace legislators who do not support
public higher education.

A I' I.axerphclo

CONFIRMATION - Sandra Day O'Con-

nor was confirmed yesterday as an

associate justice of the Supreme Court.

(See related story.)

UMass boycott receives more moral than physical support
Bv JOHN I)iPALA7./.n M.xf u-tr*. in fmor ,.f th^ t,,., ,,.<.m t.,-.k„w,,w. ;i„ .^ .1 t-

'^ ' ' •—--#• • ••• '^if^^ ^ V lYpesewng juditn Whne

By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

A lack of publicity and had timing were among the
reasons cited by students why few participated in yester-
day's boycott of classes at the University of
Massachusetts.

The statewide boycott, organized to protest budget cuts
in higher education spending for state colleges and univer-
sities, was endor.sed last week by the Undergraduate Stu-
dent Senate.

"It doesn't look like too

many peof)le are boycotting.

Maybe it's too early in the
semester," said

"

Randi
Steinberg, 19. a sophomore
journalistic studies major
from Randolph.

"The boycott came at a

l>ad time," .said Stephen
Anderson, 1!), a sophomore
comnumicatins studies ma-
jor from Winthrop, Maine.
"It wasn't too well advertis-

ed." Landis Hershev-Webb

Most were in favor of the boycott technique in general.
"The boycott usually works if enough |)eopledo it." said

Peter Hassiotis, 18, a freshman biochemistry major from
Wilbraham.

Most were in favor of the

boycott technique in

general.

"The boycott usually
works if enough people do
it." .said Peter Hassiotis, 18,

a freshman biochemistry

major from Wilbraham.
Most students su{)p(>rti'd

the issue In-hind the Ijovcotl.

"The students should
have some exj)ression as

how the school is run. This
boycott expresses that we
aren't happy, " .said Dana
Levy. 18. a freshman
engineering major from
Hmokline.

"Boycotts arc effective in general, but it de[>ends on the
-ituation, .said Landis Hershey-Webb, 15), a sophomore eri;

vironmental design major from Cambridge. "I support the
cau.se, but I need to go to class."

(iregK Mekal

Some were opposed to the boycott. "Sometimes a
lK>ycott does more harm than good. It brings publicity, but
negative publicity," said (Iregg Mekal. 1!». a junior
mechanical engineering major from Chicopee.

'7 support the cause, but I need to

go to class.
"

— Landis Hershey-Webb

"There wasn't enough
time for students to react,"

said Kesavan
Pushpangadan. ;U, ;i Ph.D
candidnte in food and
resource economics from In-

dia.

"The boyi'ott might put

some pressure on the
authorities. " said Rill

L<mergati. 2H, a junior

mathematics major from
Springfield. "But I can't af
f'lirfi to skip clas.ses."

< oMcKiiin pholii.^ h\ .Imi VViildriin DanH I^eVV
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Woridj^^ news
Senate confirms
0'G)nnor
WASHINGTON (Al'i - Tho SfnaU>. ending an all male

Iradilion ni-ariy two cfnlurk's old. unanimously confirmed
Sandra Day O'Connor as an associate justice of the
Supreme Court yesterday.

Mrs. O'Connor, a 51 year old Arizona state appeals
judge, will be sworn in Friday as the lOlind associate
justice in ihe 191 year history of the court, in time to join
the court for the opening of its 1981 H2 term on October 5.
"Today is truly a historic occasion." said S<'n. Strom

Thurmond. R S.C. chairman of the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee, leading off a series of 22 speeches in warm praise of
IVesident Reagan's first high court nominee.
As the vote neared, a small knot of conservatives who

had questioned Mrs. O'Connor's views on abortions fell in-
to line behind her nomination.
Jesse Helms, R N.C., leader of the most conservative

hloo of Senate Republicans, voted for Mrs. O'Connor, say
ing although she wouldn't say so publicly, he believes she
opposes the 1973 high court decision legalizing most abor
lions.

A graduate of Stanford University Law S<-hool, she
worked as a stale prosecutor in Arizona before serving
lerms in both houses of the state legislature.

Leak injures 34
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (AP) - Chlorine gas leaking

under high pressure forced the evacuation yesterday of an
mdoor gymnasium and about six other buildings at Har
vard University and injured 34 persons, including 13
firefighters, a university spokesman said.

Officials had no estimate of how many fled the athletic
building and structures, including a dormitory, near it.

Two women in dripping wet bathing suits raced from an
ind(K)r pool in the building near busy Harvard Square
shouting. "It's gas.. .get out." said a witness, Alli.son Gor
dy, 29, an employee of a Harvard day care center.

Thirteen firefighters were treated at Cambridge and
Ml. Auburn Hospitals for burns and chlorine inhalation,
said Fire Chief Daniel J. Reagan.
At least 21 other persons were treated at the Harvard

University Health Center, said a Harvard News Office
spokesman Alfred .Alcorn.

AP i.aiterphoto

Secretary of State Alexander Haig stands at
the podium to address the United Nations in
New York on Monday.

Army plane

crash Jdlls seven
INDIAN SPRINGS AIR FIELD. Nev. (AP) - An Air

Force C-130 transport plane carrying Army troops on a
nighttime training mission crash landed and burned early
yest'Tday as it approached a darkened desert air strip,
killing seven soldiers and hospitalizing 20 others.
The four engine turbo prop was carrying 68 people, in-

cluding nine crew members, when it hit the desert floor
and skidded before bursting into flames about three-
quarters of a mile short of the runway at Indian Springs at
12:20 a.m.

"The sky was aglow, the plane was totally engulfed in
flames." said Jessica Hilt. 25, a helicopter rescue nurse
who flew to the scene. 'There were a lot of men with arm
and leg fractures. It was miraculous that there were no
more serious injuries." ^ '

Several Air Force sources said the runway lights at the
remote landing strip about 45 miles northwest of Las
Vegas were shut off as part of the training mission, but Air
Force officials refused to directly confirm or deny the
report.

"The aircraft was illuminating its own landing, that's all
I can say," .said Lt. Col. Mike Wallace, an Air Force public
information officer. "We were using standard night
operating tactics and I'm not at liberty to discuss those tac-
tics."

The names of those killed were not immediately releas-
ed, but Wallace said he believed they were all Army per-
sonnel. A Nell is Air Force Base spokesman said none of
the 20 hospitalized was in critical condition, although some
injut-ies were "orthopedic." such as broken arms or legs.
At the White Hou.se, deputy press secretary Larry

Speakes said President Reagan had been informed of the
crash and "expressed regret" at the loss of life.

Wallace said the plane hit short of the runway, skidded
and ruptured its fuel lines, starting what he said was a
small fire which normally develops in that type of crash.
But, he added, the blaze reached smoke grenades and
flares used on the mission and quickly developed into "an
extremely hot fire."

The plane burned for about four hours after the crash,
with names leaping 20 to 25 feet in the air. The plane came
down only about a half mile from a four lane highway and
earlymorning drivers gawked at the spectacular blaze.

Dig^est
By the Assorinfpcl Press

Iran executes more leftists Haig tells UN Soviets are a threat

Nuclear plant to s>vitch on
SAN LUIS OHLSPO. Calif. - Operators of ih.- Diablo

Canyon al(.mic power plant got a federal go ahead to [)egin
testing yesterday, as protests aimed at keeping workers
from reaching the facility stretched into a second week and
arrests mouni«'d to 1.414.

In Washington, the .Nuclear Regulatory Commission
spenl less than 15 minutes on discussion before voting 5
to grant a low power operating permit lo the Pacific Gas
and EU'ctric Co.

P(J&K began checking its fuel and equipment and said it

might be days before loading ctjuld begin. "We will start
the pnx-ess immediately." said PG&E spokesman Dick
Davin.

Alter lh«' fuel is loaded, one of two units in the big
doubledomed reactor will be switched on and the nuclear
chain reaction will begin for the first lime at the $2.3
billion seaside site. Initial tests will tak<- the reactor up to 5
perci-nt of its capacity, Davin said.

Monday's blockade got under way about 5:30 a.m. at the
main gale, followed by a partial blockade of .\\ila Road,
which goes past the gate, as a mile long convoy of bus«-s
loaded with PG&E workers rumbled in. Deputies used
choki- holds on demonstrators i<i clear the p;iih lor t he
buses, but no injuries were reported.

Later in the morning. 100 protester^ who had hiked in

through the hilK were arrested as ih.y lil<.cked ;i dirt
P(J&E acc<'ss road.

Massachusetts Bay fish may be

contaminated by radiation
BOSTON — Three federal agencies will t»-sl fish in

Mas.sachusetts Bay for possible contamination from
radioactive waste dumped in the wean near Boston more
than 20 years ago, a congressi<mal pane! was told yester
day.

The .seafood monitoring plan was outlined at a hearing of
the House subcommittee on oceanography, which wants to
know whether any of the waste was deposited near or in

the rich fishing grounds of Georges Bank — and whether
any of it is still lethal.

"Less than 20 miles from where we sit, radioactive gar
bage was dumped into Ma.s,sachusetts Bay," said Rep.
Brian Donnelly, D Mass. "We must find out exactly what
was dumped out there, where it is and whether it po.ses
any immediate or potential danger.

"

BEIRITT. Lebanon — Tehran Radio reported 149 more
leftists executed in Iran during the weekend, raising the
total number of executions officially announced to 772 in

liire«' months.

Other sources in Tehran reported the firing .squads'

weekend loll was 1K.3, and one source sai«i officials put the
total at more than 2.000 since President .^bolhassan
I'tani—Sadr was ousted on June '22.

The government radio said among those who died were
two people who were executed immediately Sunday night
in Tehran afler they were found carrying Molotov
c(K-klails.

Iran's revolutionary propsecutor. Mu.savi Tabrizi. said

in a broadcast Friday that terrorists would be "tried in the
streets, on the spot." when arrested so the government
would not have lo waste money feeding them in prison.

Bam Sadrs ouster by the Islamic fundamentalists of the
ruling Islamic Republican Parly touched off a campaign of

bombings and as.sassinations by the Islamic Marxist Mu
jahj'deen Khalq underground organization. The govern
menl in retaliation has made thousands of arrests and is

k«'eping its firing squads busy.

Tehran's prosecutor general, Assadollah Lajavardi, told

a news conference juvenile terrorists would suffer the
same summary fate a.s adults.

UNITED NATIONS - Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. told the United Nations yesterday that the Soviet
Union and X'itinam are ihri'aiening all .sovereign nations
and the 'U.N. ii.s<>li by their ini.Tvention in Afghanistan
and CamlxHiia.

Ilai« al.so unM'iled a new Reagan adnimisi ration
^iraiegy lor promoting ((onomir tb'velopmeni o| poor na
lions a,plan that puts grealer emphasis on private in
\osimrnl and b-ss on government aid.

With Soviet Fon-ign .Minisicr Andrei A. Gromykoin the
audience. Haig had harsh words lor the Soviet Union —
which could .s..t the stage lor a confrontation when he
meets with the Soviet leader here Wednesday.

"One of the great dangers to the (U.N.) charter today
and lo development itself is the willful violatiim of the na
lional integrity of both Afghanistan and Cambodia by the
Soviet Union and Vietnam." Haig said in his first speech to
the (Jeneral Assembly. "Their behavior challenges the
basic lights of all sovereign stales."
He said he hoped the day would never come when the

world accepts 1 he idea that "might makes right."
Gromyko and Soviet Ambassador to the United States-

Anatoly Dobrynin .sat quietly throughout Haig's .speech
Gromyko will deliver his own address to the General
Assi-mbly today.
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Angry audience lashes out at Eaton
Collegian 3

„^-,-,_„^„ <»•'<»'«'' photo bv Vince DeWitI

COUNTERPOINT - Disagreeing with
Eaton's point-of-view is John L. Fisher concern-
ing El Salvador. Fisher and many other
members in the audience voiced their dif-
ferences during Eaton's speech.

By RICK ALMEIDA
Collegian Correspondent

A lecture by State Department representative Samuel
Laton on American policy in El Salvador erupted into a
shouting match yesterday afternoon in Thompson Hall
Eaton stressed the need for free elections in the South

American nation, condemning "dictators of the left and
right." The audience, consisting in part of students from
the Radical Student Union, often interrupted with com-
ments on past U.S. military failures in South America.
The controversy reached the boiling point early when

John Fisher, a middle-aged man claiming to be "a friend of
tile University," stood and began to speak about the CIA.
Jim Mathison, a senior in the University Without Walls
shouted at Fisher to "Let the man speak." After .some
chaotic shouting, Fisher completed his speech, which was
received with great applause.
During the question and answer session, some students

challenged the factuality of Eaton's comments, each ques-
tion greeted with far more applause than the answers.
Particularly questioned was the right of the United States
to act in South American politics in any form. Eaton claim-
ed all wealthy countries have a duty to help the poor a
remark that was booed.
Another point of contention was Eaton's claim that the

rebel insurgents were receiving more arms from other na-
tions than the ruling junta was from the U.S. Eaton cited
CIA sources, prompting Fisher's remarks. Although
much of Fisher's speech was unheard, it received an en-
thusiastic response.

Prof. Donald Proulx, Chairman of Latin American
studies at the University said the purpose of the lecture
was to "...elicit dialogue and balance other programs from
the previous semester." He also said he wanted to address
both sides of the issue as an academic question. Proulx
was pleased with the student turnout at the event.

Fox joins Board of Regents
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Correspondent

Judge J. John Fox, a long-time trustee of
the University of Massachusetts, was nam
ed to the Board of Regents, the governing
state body of universities and colleges, by
Governor Edward King last week.
"He is a believer in higher education for

those who don't have the means to afford
it," Profes.sor John Lederle, former Presi-
dent of the University of Ma.ssachusetts at
Amherst.
Fox .served as a UiMass trustee from 1%0

to 1970 and received an Honorary Doc
lorate of Law from the University in 1970.
Fox is best known for co sponsoring the
Bartely Fox gun law which requires one
year in jail for the possession of an illegal

firearm.

Lederle said Fox was hard working, effec
tive and very knowledgeable politically.

Fox played a key role in freeing state
money that allowed for expansion of the
UMass campus in the 1960's and the
building of the UMass Medical school in

Worcester, Lederle said.

Fox began his career as Chief Secretary to
Gov. Paul Dever in 1949. In 1952 Fox was
appointed as a Judge of Boston Municipal
Court and later was elected by the
legislature to Probate Judge of Norfolk
County. He retired from the bench in 1978
but has remained active by serving on
several community and civic groups.
Fox replaces Dr. Charles Sanders, ex-

ecutive director of the Massachusetts
General Hospital, who is leaving the state
to become executive vice president of
Squibb Pharmaceutical Company. Fox's
term expires in 1983.

"He is an excellent choice. He's thoroughly
familiar with the problems in public higher
education." Lederle said.

Colleician phulu bv Vjnre l)«V, in

POINT — Samuel Eaton, Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Interamerican Affairs, makes a
point during his speech regarding Latin
American countries yesterday in Thompson Hall
to a member in the audience.

Women's places on campus

Women's equality discussed
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Corresjwndent

U.S. and Third World women have dif-

ferent priorities for education, health, and
employment, but they all are striving for
one thing — equality for all women. This
message was presented at last night's
Women's Studies Fall Colloquium held at
the Campus Center.

Videotapes were shown from the United
Nations Mid-decade World Conference for
Women held in July, 1980 in Copenhagen,
as the basis of the Colloquium and a discus-
sion following.

The Colloquium was an opportunity to
hear women speak for themselves and to
hear what they had to say on feminism in
their own countries and here in the U.S.
After the tapes were shown, literacy, birth
control, and labor laws were discussed by

Ex-moonie speaks out

the eight people attending the meeting.
The first tape didn't have a title and dealt

mostly with feminism in the Third World.
The eleven-minute tape pointed out that
U.S. feminism is very different than
feminism in the Third World.
One of the women attending the Collo-

quium said, "Here in the U.S. we're con-
cerned about issues that are very real for
us, but some of our concerns seem so utter-
ly frivolous compared to theirs."

The second tape was entitled "Dateline
Copenhagen: Woman's View." The tape
was basically dialogue between Third
World women and U.S. women in a
teleconference by satellite. Women from
Nigeria, New Zealand, Sri Lanka, China,
and several other countries discussed the
difference between the law and reality in

their countries, their right to control their
bodies, and infant formula use.

Women in need of a supportive and com-
fortable environment can visit their dor-
mitory's area women's center, where a
variety of services are also available.

The Southwest Women's Center
(SWWC), located between Crampton and
Mackimmie dormitories, is the largest and
best equipped center. Vicki Jacoby, profes-
sional coordinator of the center said it will

offer a resource and referral service, collo-

quia and workshops related to woemn and
women's issues, and an anti-racism pro-
gram, among other things. There is a
library filled with files and books on
women.
The center is gearing up for the semester

and welcomes volunteers to donate their
time and energy. One to three credits can
be earned by working in the center on a
practicum or independent study project.

The SWWC is equipped with a kitchen
and a library. Its four spacious rooms are
ideal for women who need a quiet place and
warm atmosphere to study, relax, and
meet other women.
The Northeast/Sylvan Women's Center

(NE/Sylvan WC) is in the basement of
newly-renovated Knowlton Dormitory. The
two rooms are quiet, pleasant, and comfor-
tably furnished.

Joanne Allen, center coordiantor said,

"Basically what we do is have colloques
and workshops on rape, women and por-
nography, and women's health."

This semester, Allen would like to "hook-
up" the NE/Sylvan WC with both the
Sylvan Cultural Society, in Cashin House,
and the Anacaona Center, also a cultural

society, in Dwight.
She said outreach is important because in

the past, people of color have been
neglected. Allen would like a place for
women of color to go. She is organizing a
discussion group for Third World women
with Ore Dozier, the first year program
coordinator in the NE/Sylvan area.
The NE/Sylvan WC is also looking for

volunteers. The center's hours will depend
on how much time people are willing to
work. Allen said.

The Orchard Hill/Central Women's
Center (OH/Central WC) is in 110 Field
House, but Center Coordinator Nina Mar-
tin wants to relocate to a room in lower
Central.

Volunteers are needed for staffing the
center. A key to the center is available on a
sign-up basis from 7 p.m. to 1 1 p.m.
The OH/Central WC is equipped with a

typewriter, kitchen, and library which
receives Time. Newsweek. Ms., and Mother
Jones magazines. Martin said she hopes to

update the library this semester.
A women's center should be a "resource

and study area for women, " Martin said.

Future projects for the center include a
women's exercise class, workshops on
rape, and maybe a women's self-defense
course, depending on the budget and en-
thusiasm of the people involved.

A women's Community Resource Assis-
tant support group and lesbian support
group are also projects Martin is consider-
ing.

In the past the center sponsored a
workshop entitled, "Feminism: What Does
it Mean to Men and Women?", as well as
colloquia on women's is.sues. Martin said it

is important to her that the center reach as
many people as possible.

By JUDD WARNER
Collegian Correspondent

"Mind Control: Moonies and Other Cult
Groups." will be the topic of a lecture by
Steve Hassan, president of Ex Moon, Inc.,

a support group for ex moonies at 8 p.m.
tonight in the Student Union Ballroom.
The lecture is intended to inform students

J

about groups such as the Collegiate

A.ssociaton for the Research of Principles

(CARP), said Distinguished Visitors Pro
gram (DVP) co chairperson Susan Elaine
Chiocchio. The event, sponsored by the
DVP, is free of charge.

CARP has been a controversial group at

the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst in pa.st semesters. Demands from
UMass students in spring 1981 that CARP's
table in the Campus Center Concourse be

removed stemmed from allegations inai

CARP is a recruiting front for the
Reverand Sun Myung Moon's Unification
Church. An October 1978 report by a

Federal House of Representatives Sub
Committee, suggested ties between CARP
and Moon's Unification Church, which
CARP openly admits.

Hassan, 27, of Queens, New York, was
recruited into the Moon organization in

1974 while a junior at Queens College in

N.Y. His 27 month membership ended with
his "deprogramming" by several former
members as he recuperated from a near
fatal automobile accident.

"We didn't recruit him (Hassan) against

CARP," said Chiocchio. "CARP has been
doing a lot of recruiting, and there's been a

lot of debate going back and forth. The
climate at the school right now is good for

this lecture."

BLUB. BLUB, I DO - Robert Heck and Gimme Broun became ma'n'"
and wife in the briny deep of a tank at Marineland, a tourist attraction
north of Daytona Beach, Fla. with dolphins as witnesses.
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Hypercurricula
TuEsdAy, ScpT. 22

Sptctrum UtadinK Stru's: If you would Uke to read
your poetry or proM- a( this years first event, contact
Kar.'n An^eline r)49(i;j:W or leave a message at the Spee
I rum olliee. The reading will hw eii her 9/28 or 9 .iO.

I»uIs.k1 NMK Study <M The Structure And Dynamics ol
IKNA will he the subjec-l oi guest lecturer I)r" Allred G.
Uedfield on Tuesday Sept. 22, at 4 p.m. at the (;raduale
Research Low Itisc, room A.«)I. ColTcc will be- served at
3:15 p.m. . ,

University Health Services is offering a Ihrw hour
workshop, "Undersianding and Coping with Stress "

for
students and their dependents. The goal of this workshop
IS to help people recognize and manage the stress they facem their everyday Hfe. Several techniques for dealing with
Stress will be explored.
The workshop will he co facilitated hy Dyann Matson and

Kila Jlirsch <.l ihv Health Education staff. It is scheduled
lor Tuesday. Sept. 22. from t>:.{0 9:;i0 p.m. IV.^
ngistratKm is rec^uired hy contacting the Jlealth Kduca
lion Olhccal 549 2(i7l.

' < «

.Tuesday, September" 22, 1^81

RESEARCH
PAPERS

10,278 on file — all subjects

Send S
1 00 (refundable) for your up-to-date
340 page, mail order catalog

We also provide research • all fields
Thesis and dissertation assistance available

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322ldaho Ave . #206F
Los Angeles. Calif 90025
(21 3) 477-8226 or 477-8227

I let ion Staff I>o you want to join? New staff
me.imgs will he held on Tues. 9, 22. at 7:00 p.m. and Wed.
9 -';! at 12:15. I'lease come to the Spectrum office- for 1 of
ili«-e 1,1 lel meetings loid menUx-rs too), or c-ontact lictioh
ed. Karen Angeline519 033;!.

Ihere will be a High Holiday workshop held on Tuesday.
Ni pi

.
22 at 1 ] :;jO a.m. m the llillel offic-e. Hring a hag lunch

Iodic llillel office. :«)2 Student Union.

Ihere will be a meeting of the Student Alliance for
Israel on Tuesday. Sc-pi. 22 at H:00 p.m. in the Hillc-I office.
;5<)2 Student Union.

Ai.ANOiN, will meet on Tuesday nights from 8 to 9:.30,
in the Campus Cenler rm. 905 909. I'lease join us if you've
had prol)|ems with someone else's drinking.

Ihe ( Ma.ss Tai Chi Chuan Club is presenting a free
dc-monslralion of Tai Chi Chuan Tuesday. Sept. 22. at 8
p.m. in nH)m 917. of the Campus Center. Tai Chi is a
Chinese martial art hased on relaxation and yielding
rather than muscular force, strength, and tension. Regular
practice- increases your health and vitality, and ahility to
cdiiccntrale. For information ahout clas.ses offered hy the
'Jai Chi Chuan Cluh call ;")49 (>Ui2.

Are you business oriented? Get a head .start in the
husiness world hy joining the Undergraduate business
( lul). Our Inst mamialory meeting will he held Tuesday
Sept. 22nd in the Campus Center, rm. 1009. The meeting
hegiMs at H p.m.. with a social hour immediately following
nlreshmenls will h,- served. Come and join us. it's a
career opportunity.

1
Tuesday, September 22, 1981 i

Iticyrle Club Meeting! Tuesday Sept. 22 at 7:30 in Room
902 of the Campus Center. Help plan fall tours and
nominate officers.

Northeast/Sylvan Racial Awareneiis Program slide
>how offering "Understanding Instilutiemal Racism" and
"From Racism to Pluralism" explore why the practices and
policies of institutions, rather than the attitudes of in-

ciiMciuals. are the crucial lacior m mainiaining racial in

jusiic-e in the U.S. Tuesday, Sept. 22 at 4:00 p.m. in

Dwighl llou.se Lounge. For more information, contact Sal
ly Majewski. JOti Johnson House, 5 0290.

ArniMION ALL KK & CSK STIJDKNTS AND
FACULTY; There will be a mandatory meeting for all pre
sent memhers of LE.E.E. (the professional society for
electrical and computer engineers) and for anyone wishing
lo join the organization. This meeting will take place on
Sept. 22nd from 7 9 p.m. in Marston 221. After the general
meeting there will he a presentation given by Professor
Woll on "Information and Computers—A little Bit
worth an awful lot. " Refreshments will be served.

IS

Wn.DLlKK S(K:IKTY will hold its fir-st meeting on Tues
day, Sept. 22, at 7:30 p.m. in Campus Center Room 174.
All are welcome. Refreshments will be served.
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COLLEGIAN STAFF

Please come to the office and check in
with your editors. We like you. All is

forgiven.

Need Cash?
Eluying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid
Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleasant Street
Amherst Men.— Sat. 10-6 256-0710

^J We can suide you
safely through

the =
aper bungle.

When yoo're tangled in the tfrickets

of the Paper Jungle this semester,
call on WORDPRO

We can help you conquer the Paper
Jungle through typing, wore*
processing, and photorypesetting
services to fit your needs and budget
- with professional results that will

turn any proiect into a trophy you can
be proud of

*

^^

^"^v

t-^

mofi 29 5o.PI<2D/ont5T.

RmlTCr/r 256-6736

Getanew
slantonmath
"The Texas Instruments newTI-40 and TI.55-II calculators
have angled displays for easy-to-see-answers "

The slanted display makes these calculators
easier to use at arm's length-and that's just the
beginning. The economical TI-40. with built-in

functions like trig, stat, logs, roots,

reciprocals and more, will help you
through math and science courses-
especially since it comes with the
i n format ive b<^^)()k. Understanding
Calculator Math.

The book e.xplains how to use
the TI-40 to work through, and
understand, common probjems.

If you're an advanced math
or science major, you'll be

more interested in the TI-55-II, which
comes with the Calculator Decision-Making
Sourcebook. The TI-55-II features 56-step

programmabilit'-, multiple memories,
scientific ai.i statistical operations,

conversion factors and much
more-a total of 112 functions.

An extremely powerful cal-

culator, at an excellent price.

Both calculators have LCD
displays, long battery life

and fit right in your pocket.

TI-40 and TI-55-II calcu-

lators. Two new slants on math
from Texas Instruments. f\^

Look for them wherever vr^ fr
calculators are sold. ^\J
Texas Instruments

''*•»i^^ii»iSAiil^iiS^jfT7T^1

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Woman as

Justice
A woman will probably be appointed to the Supreme

Court within the next few weeks. What are the political
implications? What does this mean for the Supreme Court
women, and their position in American society?

Initially, it is important to understand the role of the
court in American politics to analyze the repercussions of
bandra Day O'Connor's nomination. The Supreme Court
is that body which is desired to be the j^uardian of the
pnnciple-agent relationship" between the United States

government and its citizens as defined bv the limits of the
Constitution. -- *- - -• » •» .\ a. * ,> ,

The framers of the Constitution granted the court a
coherence of structure and discretionary options denied to
the executive and legislative branches of government
Judicial review, the right to declare void acts of the ex-
ecutive or legislature considered unconstitutional, allows
the Supreme Court to exercise the ultimate veto. The

Nemat Shafik

reason that the court's prudence was trusted by the ar-
chitects of the American government was their confidence
in the dedication of the judges to the protection of certain
interests, especially economic.
The predictions of the framers have proven to be ac-

curate. In the I890's the court was active, based on a re-
mterpretation of the P^ourteenth Amendment, declaring
many statutes unconstitutional and preserving corporate
property against legislation. The Supreme Court pro-
tected corporations from restrictions placed upon them by
state constituencies (such as minimum wage laws, social
legislation, and property limitations) thereby encouraging
the development od a national economy superceding the
economies and sovereignty of the states. In the years
1894-95, four major cases came to the Supreme Court in
which the decisions maae were cieariy in support ol large
business interests. In the 1930's, the court's changing
definition of the word "commerce" in the Constitution
was another example of its succumbing to political and
economic pressures.

In addition, the court can support political and economic
trends through its inaction - by dismissing cases as not
substantial enough to warrant a Supreme Court hearing,
or as too "political." Such rationale was used to explain
the Court's failure to make a decision on the constitu-
tionality of the Alien and Sedition laws and America's in-
volvement in Vietnam.

^^Om,^l^. WE'Y^ BEEN HAVING A T£W AUDHOt AND PRUG REUHEP PRDBLEMS ABOARP.SIR/'

L
In some situations, such as with civil rights issues in the

1950's to the 1970's, the court may appear to be taking in-

itiatives. However, closer examination reveals that the
granting of civil rights to various groups in the U.S. was
partially a pragmatic political and business maneuver to
ward off the potentially grave threat to the American
economic and political system posed by continued racial
tensions.

The court's consistency in legally rationalizing the
desires and actions of power centers in the U.S. is an
outgrowth of the predicatable socio-economic background
of the judges - which is the primary reason that Hamilton
and his compatriots granted it so much discretionary
leeway. Traditionally, the Supreme Court justices have
been a microcosm of typical American elites — white
males recruited from the upper cla.ss, and often educated
at Ivy League schools. The judges' respect for property
combined with their social background and training to

work within a contractual framework insured that elite in-

terests would be well guarded through the legal system.
In the case of Sandra Day O'Connor, although she has

almost all the standard characteristics of a Supreme Court
justice, the fact that si' - a woman is a sharp deviation
from the traditional moiu. All of the 101 judges who have
served on the court in its 191-year history have been male.

The precedent has been set for women and could .signify

the beginning of a new court with a more accurate
representation of American society. The appointment of a
woman is a crucial undermining of the traditional in-

ourance of court acquiescence to the will of political and
economic elites.

While O'Connor's views are in many ways parallel to
those of the White House, many Supreme Court justices,

once on the bench, have surprised the presidents who have
appointed them. Two of the more "liberal" members —
Chief Justice Earl Warren and Justice William Brennan —
were named to the court by President Eisenhower. On the
other hand, one of the most consistent conservatives of
the Supreme Court, Justice Byron White, was the only
member named by President Kennedy. And the controver-
sial decision formally legalizing abortion in America was
written by a Nixon appointee. Justice Harry Blackmun.

It is too soon to predict the effect Sandra O'Connor will

have on the workings of the Supreme Court. Never-
theless, her experience as a woman, unique to the court,

will provide an alternative perspective to the highest
judicial body in this country.

Nemat Shafik is the Collegian Associate Executive
Editor.

Letters—
CARP response to poster attack

'ujt'u. Pit-K V6U UP tuner' -ruih/ts Aftc f^LxfUL

To the Editor:

It is unfortunate that in a
supposedly "liberal and
open-minded" university
that people are still bigots. I

address the author(s) of the

anti-CARP posters now
seen all over campus. Either
you have chosen not to

understand the real issues

or were simply unable to do
so. First of all, everybody
knows that CARP '

(Col-

legiate Association for the

Research of Principles)

means Moonies, so what's
new? And talk about being
evasive, who are you?
Your main complaint

seems to be that we ques-

tion the ability of Marx-
ism/Leninism (Communusm)
to bring about real lil)era-

tion. Members of CARP are
also trying to liring about
social change, and we are
not just talking about it.

We're trying to live it daily.

For example. Project
Volunteer, a relief organiza-

tion sUirted by members of

the Unification Movement,
sends 30,000 pounds of food

and clothing each month to

famine-stricken nations.
And we plan to do more. So
what are you doing?

Western society obviously

needs a change, but not one
based upon hatred and a
rigidly intolerant world

view. Marx claims to desire

human liberation and social

justice, but the principles he

espouses bring about the ex-

act opposite of his professed

goals. We reject the
economic determinism of

Marx's viewpoint, in which
he says it is the economic
system that determines
man's consciousness,
thought, and values. "It is

not the consciousness of

men that determines their

being, but on the contrary,

it is their social being that

determines their con-
sciousness (preface to the

Critique of Political
Economy}.

"

We l)elieve the reason

that there is selfishness and
exploitation in both the

Marxist totalitarian and
cnnit«li«t nations is man's

egotistical and dishar-
monious nature. Marx
thought that if you in-

stituted state ownership t)f

the means of production
man's selfishness would be
eliminated, but it hasn't

worked. How can you bring
about a world of love, peace,
and justice through class

hatred?!

Finally, we are really in-

terested in dialogue about
how to bring about true
social change. We invite

anybody interested, in-

cluding the authors of the
poster (whoever they are),

to talk about issues that

surely deserve I)etter treat-

ment than mud-slinging and
name-calling.

Karen Stanley

Northampton

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include
the writer's address and telephone
number, which will not be published.
Please type double spaced at 67 characters
per line. Due to space limitations and the
volume of mail, we regret we are unable to
acknowledge unpublished letters. All
letters are subject to editing for clarity

and length.
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Sale items available
at all outlets

ti' m
Check with us for special values
on family footwear during
the fall season. Save
with Dunham-to-you
prices. MasterCard I

Visa "and American
Express" accepted

NOW:
99$44

SUGGESTED
RETAIL:

$65.00 6" all leather, water resistant Dunham Duraflex?

Dunham
Qreat footwear fa- the
gr§at outdoors®

NOW:

$3799
SUGGESTED
RETAIL;

560.00

Dunham -men sand women's Continental Tyrolean hiking boots

GREATER BOSTON Dunham FOOTWEAR OUTLETS
Brockton, MA Cambridge, MA Salem MA443 Crescent St., Rt. 27 328 Mass. Ave. Tri-City Sales

Burnngton, MA Saugus, MA J^^^Jf^^Ave.
Caldor-Loehman Mall Rt. 1 North

Need Cash?

still /'^
Buying %^^
Highest

Prices

Class Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry

Coins and Stamps

See Me When You SeU

25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst 2560710
Mon.— Sat. 10-6
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Night School

Night School is the newest of the slice and-dice
shockers, which have been glutting the market ever since
Halloween became the most profitable low budget movie
of all time. Although Night School will not be the last of
these films it might as well be. There is every reason to
believe that the genre is dying out (If you'll excuse the
pun).

After the ultimate gross-outs of Friday the 13. Dawn of
the Dead and Maniac, there's no place left to go. There is
nothing in Night School we haven t seen before. There's
the subjective camera, the obligatory nudity, even the
now staple shower scene. It has become formula to the
point of not being scary anymore.
There are, however, a few interesting points to note

about Night School. For one, it was filmed in Boston,
which may sound trivial but is certainly more interesting
than the film itself. One can pick out such Boston locations
as Faneuil Hall. The Aquarium and Beacon Hill. The
Massachusetts film bureau has been trying to entice film-
makers and their dollars into the state and has succeeded
this year like never before.

Along with Night School, the commonwealth served as a
backdrop for Yes, Giorgio with Luciano Pavarotti and
Traces, starring Gene Wilder and Gilda Radner. These
latter two films were big budget and, hence, worth the
cwperation extended them. Night School was not. which
brings me to my next point.

Night School is about as low- budget a film a-s one could
ever hope to make. It is so low budget, in fact, that you
feel sorry for it. When the movie does something even
remotely difficult, like a crane shot, one smiles proudly at
the effort, as if watching a tot try to stand up for the first
time. But very often one is left feeling embarassed for
everyone involved with the production.

I will .say. however, that the editing and camera work, by
Robert Reitano and Mark Irwin, respectively, are not bad
and worth commenting on. But it would be just too easy,
like kicking over that tot. to comment on.
For example, the continuity (Detective gets into car

wearing green tie, gets out wearing blue), or the gore
(there literally is none, they couldn't afford it), or any of
the really stupid script errors (i.e. "Well Sarge. that
makes four " as the fifth corpse is discovered).
It may or may not matter to some that the film is

technically inept, but John Carpenter has already proved
the belter the production values, the more effective the
horror.

Night School is currently taking up screen space at the
Hampshire 4 theater in the Hampshire Mall. Hadlev It is
rated K.

-Andrew Gordon

Gallipoli

A small bov sits atop a mock trojan horse and blows a
high clear bugle call; hundreds of gleeful soldiers wave
Irantically from the deck of their transport ship as their
adoring wives blow them kisses through billowing clouds
«l mull I colored confetti: S(K)n to be dead men hug each
other g(K)dbye. crawl from their trenches and mingle their
bl(MKi with the sand.

All of these images are a part of Peter Weir's GaUipoU. a
starkly beautiful anli war film set in Australia during
World War I. The film centers around the exploits of two
Aussie s, Archy (Mark Lee) and Frank (Mel Gibson). They
are young, spirited, and possessed by the notion that they
must prove their abilities, not only to each other but also
to their eld«'rs and society.

As fate would decree in a war movie, the great test of
their manh(H)d lies in battle; they enlist in the Australian
army and s(K)n find themselves training in Egypt and
ultimately, fighting the Turks at the disastrous battle of
Gallipoli.

The genius of the film lies in the in depth characteriza
tions of Archy and Frank. 98 percent of the picture focuses
on their humor, their tastes, their aspirations and in-
ti'rests (both are track runners), and most of all their
tremendous friendship. The audience is drawn to these

Cnntirmt'iJ uti /xufp ^

WIN $100.00 (worth of merchandise)

Contest
Ends
10 am Sept 28

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11

4

^^1

Science
Fiction/

x..___^^^j_Phan tasV

I\r/^7^ Poster Contest
7 days left

m

to enter

'details available in the store

Located in the Campus Center

UniversitM Store
the
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Duarte appeals
for more US aid
WASHINGTON (AP) - El Salvador's President Jose

Napoleon Duarte briefed President Reagan yesterday
about the ongoing strife in the Carribean nation, claiming
little or no hope for a negotiated peace between his regime
and rebel forces.

*

But a high U.S. official, specifically citing the initiative
by Mexican President Jose Lopez Portillo, said the United
States would support an effort by "any friendly force" in
Latin American to mediate the strife in El Salvador
Reagan and Duarte, accompanied by aides, conferred

for 20 minutes in the Oval Office. Duarte also met private-
ly with Vice President George Bush.
Duarte insisted he did not ask Reagan for additional

military and financial aid, but the sertior Ameritan officialwho asked not to be named, said the Salvadoran president
noted. We do have economic and mUitary problems

"

Mexico and France have jointly called for negotiations
betwtH^n the El Salvador government and leftist in
surgents As recently as last week. U.S. officials declared
they didn t consider this to be helpful."

But Lopez Portillo and Reagan reportedly narrowed
their policy differences over El Salvador during their
meeting late last week in Grand Rapids. Mich.
On that score, the U.S. official said Monday that "The

president is quit* generally interested in utilizing the good
olhces of any Iriendly force in Latin America. To the ex
tent that a mediating effort could be introduced either by
1 resident Lopez Portillo or anyone else, we think this
would be beneficial.

And he said that in the Reagan Duarte meeting. "There
was some discussion of the potential role of President
Lopez Portillo and others in the region."

Duarte's trip coincides with congressional consideration
ol a $114 million economic and military aid package for El
Salvador the fiscal year that begins Oct. 1. He will visit
CapitoMIill on Tuesday.
The main purpose of his meeting with Reagan was to

thank him lor supporting his civilian military junta and to
appeal to the American people for their backing, Duarte
said.

In the session with Bush. Duarte said 600 of his national
guardsmen have been dismissed in the wake of charges
about atrocities against citizens, according to the
American official who bri«'fed reporters.

In addition. H4 guardsmen have been imprisoned and 20
officers have been dismissed, the official reported.

Administration officials say alleged atrocities by the
security forces have undermined U.S. public support for
the Duarte government.

Course opportunities

BLACK WOMEN IN AMERICA
Monday, 5:30 - 8:00 p.m.
Course 390

HISTORY - PAN AFRICANISM
Tuesday, 6:45 - 9:30 p.m.

Course 290

RACE BIOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
Thursday, 1:25 - 4:00 p.m.
Course 191

SPRINGBOKS PRACTICE AT GAME SITE
practiced Monday at Bleeker Stadium in Albany,
in the city-owned stadium.

Afro-American family meeting
In the past few years it ha.s been a tradition of the

W.h B. DuBois department of Afro-American Studies to a
Fami y Meetinj^j at the beginning of each semester The
family Meeting is where students, staff, and faculty
gather together to share their collective hopes and con-
cerns, to renew the bonds of kinship which unite us all in a
cc.mmcm destiny. THESE ARE VERY SERIOUS TIMESFOR BLACK AMERICANS. Please join us at the Familv
Meeting on Thursday, September 24. at 7 p.m. in the New
Atnca House, University of Mas.sachusetts. Contact
Ernest Allen. Acting Chairman. W.E.H. DuBois Depart-
ment ot Afro-American Studies. UMass. Amherst.

Bilingual orientation
We invite all students enrolled in the Bilingual Col-

legiate Program to a special orientation session t(. U' held

LUTHER

-The Springboks, a South African rugby team,
Ihe Tuesday night game is scheduled to be played

on Wednesday. Septeml,er 2.3. at 7 p.m.. in the Bilingual
Collegiate Program Office located at Wilder Hall We urge
all new and transfer students enrolled under BCP to at-
tend.

Jackson endorses Young
ATLANTA ( AP) - Mayor Maynard Jackson has endors-

ed Andrew Young in the Atlanta mayoral race, calling him
Ihe "best (jualilied candidate" for the job. Young was V $
anibassacK.r to the Uniti-d Nations for part of the Carter
administration

Jackson, who is completing his eighth year in office and
cannot succeed him.self. i.ssued the endorsement Sundav
during worship services at Salem Baptist Church.
KiKht candidates are on the ballot, but many observers

believe the front runners are Voung. who is black, an.l
stale Rep. Sidney Marcus, who is white. The city's non
partisan election is Ocl. ti.

By Brumsic Brandon

STUDENTS - UMASS (on Campus only)
IT'S NOT TOO LATE

To have the Boston Globe Delivered
at Half Price

D morning 10.00 D Sunday 5.00 D morning & Sunday 15.00
Orders received after Sept. 28 will be pro-rated

Name
Campus Address

Northeast, Central,

Orchard Hill, Sylvan
Ron Hubadeau 549-5059
215 Sunset Ave., Amherst, Ma 01002

Remember...
deadline for Add/Drop

September 22IS

Univ.

Southwest
Tonr> Clough 546-9015
715 Washington Dorm

of Mass. Amherst, Mass.

\ Illln f S(

Each weekday from 2 pm - 5 pm
the TOG Lounge will be featuring

Soop Opera Happy Hours
Come up to the eleventh floor of the

Campus Center and watch your favorite
soaps while enjoying our Drink Sp^ciolsl!

Valid ID and ABP Sticker

required to purchase alcohol
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^Coming attractions.^

Cj Steve Murphy

TWOFERS ARE BACK
2 for 1 real drinks

2 for 1 drafts

2 for 1 Happy Hours
4 - 6 hor d'oevres

10 - Midnight

Great Lunches & Dinners

Across from the Fire Station
57 N. Pleasant St. 253-5141

Let it be? Nope, not when there's a

quick buck to be made:

This fall will see the re-release of Richard
Lester's 1964 Beatles' fUm. A Hard Day's
Night, reportedly with an added prologue
of John Lennon singing "I'll Cry Instead"...

Richard Pryor will receive a cool three
million dollars to do another concert film.

The title; Richard Pryor Live On Sunset
Strip. It'll be released in tandem with a
double soundtrack album...

Money, it's a hit: I've sometimes
wondered how Pink Floyd could ever sur-

pass the conceptual and creative brilliance

land the nightmarish overtones of

paranoia) of their last album. The WalJ.
Well, I'm no longer wondering— Floyd's
bassist and songwriter Rbger Waters is

working with Midnight Express director
Alan Parker on a movie version of The Wall
entitled Pink Floyd The WaU. How
original. Supposedly it is not a collection of
concert footage (no band members appear
in the film) but is instead a combination of
live and animated segments. The animation
will be done by London Sunday Times

cartoonist Gerald Scarfe, who also il-

lustrated The Wall album and did the pro-

jected screen images utilized on the band's

last semi-tour. Waters has already penned
a script and is working on additional music.

It's scheduled for release sometime during
the summer of '82 by MGM. More green for

pink...

Poor Jimbo/dead and gone/left me here
to film his song: Doors entrepeneur (op-

portunist) Danny Sugarman, co-author of

the Jim Morrison bio No One Here Gets
Out Alive, has crafted together a video film

of Doors performance clips (taken from the

old Smothers Brothers and Jonathan
Winters tele shows—among others) and
filmed interviews with Jim and the band.

It's to be called A Tribute to Jin Morrison
and will be shown this fall on selected cable

TV outlets...

Weekending— take me to the movies:
This coming weekend will be the local

premiere of Faye Dunaway, portraying ac-

tress Joan Crawford, in Monunie Dearest,
a film based on the book of the same title by
Crawford's daughter Christina...

— Steve Murphy

Senate Elections

Nomination papers are still available for

election to the Undergraduate Student

Senate (SGA), in Rm 420 Student Union

Building.

Nomination papers must be returned by
Tuesday, Sept, 29, at 4:00. Elections will

be held Oct. 5-6. For more information

call 545-0341. Ask for Jim Murphy or Ed

Lee.

Arts Staff Recruitment

What do you think about the arts in the Valley?
Come to the Collegian Arts Staff Recruitment
meeting and find out how to get your opinions
printed. Curtain at 7 p.m., Thursday, September 24 in

W24 Machmer.

NEED
CASH?

25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst 256-0710

Men —Sot. 10-6

* Victim
Continued from page 1

"Putting the burden of protection on the woman is no
good... The common preventive method is to get men to
stop raping and assaulting," Roach said.

EWC is recruiting men for a new program. "Men Against
Violence Against Women." The group will be aimed at
creating a training program for men who will raise campus
and community awareness about the implications of
violence against women, Roach said previously in a press
release.

i

DVP presents:
* Assault
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Steve Hassan,
Founder of EX-MOON, Inc.

speaking on '

MIND CONTROL:
Moonies and

Other Cult Groups
Tuesday, Sept. 22, 1981
student Union Ballroom 8:00 pm
Admission FREE w/Umass ID
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Continued from page 1

"An example of a rapidly emerging unity among rape
victims is the recent case of the three Massachusetts doc-
tors who were convicted of raping a Cambridge nurse,"
Roache said. "One of the doctors has also been accused of
raping two of his patients."

Roache said that these doctors manipulated their power
to take advantage of women. In the past, no one would
believe a gynecologist would rape a woman. But now
women recognize their responsibility to each other to
report the crime.

* Film
Continued from page 6

people, cares for them, loves them—and feels their pain.
When I saw Archy race barefoot against a horseman over
the sharp rocky terrain of the Australian outback, when 1

saw his blody bruised feet at the end of the race—my feet
hurt.

There are times in the film, unfortunately, when the old
cliches of the "war film" rear their ugly head. At one point
Archy is talking to his commanding officer in the trenches:
"He's (Frank) scared, sir."

"Who isn't, son'.'"

Makes you want to leap from your seat and sing, doesn't

it? But this die' (' — and a few others— is forgivable in that

the inlire effeci is beautiful. They may be cliches, but they
are filmed and delivered better than those of any other

war movie I can think of.

In the end. perhaps the most memorable thing about this
film is that it is gorgeous. Every shot is alive with color
and movement, balanced like a fine painting and rich in
texture. At one point we see Archy and Frank on top of a
pyramid in Egypt, scratching their initials in the stone as
the sun sets in luscious redness behind them. The effect is

enchanting and so. in fact, is the entire film.

— Ted Page

I
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

Collegiari 9

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rack-A-Disc Professionals are back for
Fall parties let's party! 546 7013 Randy~~~

AUDIO

jacket, $25; Frye boots
584-7984

mens 9D, $35;

Cassette Deck. Harmon Kardon HK-1000
Excellent condition, $125. 323-5227

72 VW Beetle
253-5851

AUTO FOR SALE

excellent condition call

75 Pinto PS PB AT V6 sun $2.500 546-7178

68 Saab with 70 engine $800^00 or best of-
fer 253-7546

1967 Plymouth Belvedere V8 excellent
mechanical condition body fair niahts
Sophia 253 5980

^

1974 Pinto asking $450 call Karen 546-"7495

1970 Valiant excellent condition
6-cylinder, automatic, regular gas $995 00
253 7967

1973 Chevy Vega good condition radials
snowtires 549-1616 $800 or BO
1974 Olds Omega to rebuild or for parts
300 call 1 533-4212 ask for Adam
1976 Plymouth Van automatic trar^s
custmise CB set excellent 4700 545-1365
after 5 PM 256-8384

1970 Pick Up 6 cyls cap on back standard
trans, very good on gas excellent 1400
545-1365 after 5 PM 256-8384

Down sleeping bag 4 season 8
" loft

modified mummy 6' -i- length xcellent con.
$75. Kingston classical folk guitar xcellent
cond. needs strings $50 w case call
3237651

Kinks tickets for Sept 30 in Providence ex-
cellent seats call 546-7135

FLOWERS, FLOWERS, FLOWERS
Oh how beautiful the roses, carnations
and the other fragrant romantic selections
that are available at the Campus Center
Florist Stand near the Coffee Shop

GAY
Gay & Lesbian Disco Friday Sept 189 PM
at 1009 Campus Center cash bar, DJ $2 ad-
mission - first dance of the season spon-
sored by the People's Gay Alliance 413B
SUB 545-0154

HELP WANTED

hrs/week $4.00/hr

ENTERTAINMENT

Level 21 is back and rocking. Do you
need good live music at your next party?
Call Adam 546 9226 or Ed 546-6047 info

FOR RENT

Small compact refrigerator for rent
Available at Spirit Haus Liquor Store 338
College Street, Route 9. Open until 11 00
256-8433

Efficiency Apt furnished all utilities includ-
ed 256-6426 $250 mo
2 rooms for rent kitchen privledges private
living area private entrance women only call
after 6 253-7183

132 room apartments available on bus
route in South Deerfield call 665-8792 or
863-9119

FOR SALE

Takamine Guitar for sale excellent condi-
tiorvalso with case call Mike 549-4873

Turntable good condition 1 year old $35
call 546-6049

Fender jaw bass Nov. 68 natural finish
asking $400 549-1024

Tired of school? One way ticket to Califor
nia, must be used before Nov. Females only
$150 Nancy 546-5943

Takamine Guitar for sale excellent condi-
tion $150 with case call Mike 549-4873

5 cu ft refrigerator $125. or BO exc cond
call 665-2534

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best of-
fer 549 5669

College Pizza on Fearing St near
Southwest Area needs people with cars to
deliver pizzas to the UMass Dorms. Hourly
pay plus tips plus gas allowance. Only
those with cars need apply at College Pizza.

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253 9987

Housecleaning 3-4
evenings 549-6609

Local sorority looking for a responsible
house director (a couple or a single). Cook
ing 2 meals a day would increase your pay
and accompany free room and board. Call
Joanne, Julie, Debbie 256-6874

Earn while you learn Jobs are tough after
college. Ask anyone who went out into the
world armed with only a diploma. So get
ahead of your class while still in school.
We'll give you the ammo to make money
now. You take the training with you when
you graduate. Northampton Mutual Life
584 0103

Superior Pizzeria needs delivery people
for the Amherst area. Must have own car
call 549-0626 for details

Student wanted that has time to run
Crafts Table in Union be mellow honest I

pay well 617 249-6492

Workstudy Jobs Public Interest with
MASSPIRG Massachusetts' largest con-
sumer/environmental protection organiza-
tion. Administrative Assistant. Hours & pay
negot^a^e contact Elise Jacques 256-6434
Board of Governors applications are now
being accepted for the positions of comp-
troller, public relations coordinator, display
coordinator. Applications and job descrip-
tions available in CC817, 545-0198

INSTRUCTION

Weight Training Program for women for

more info PO Box 318 Amherst

LOST

Refrigerator 5 cublic ft almost new best
offer 549-5669

Imitation "Bean" boots - good condition
- fits women's 9 or men's 7; 3 nice sweaters
- 2 striped (one a man's size), one qreen call
546-9501

Plastic bag with jackets in front of Lewis
9/7/81 reward call 546-5465

Lost Dog $20 reward small male '/? beagle,

white, black & brown, very friendly, near
Snow's Market, Bay Road, Belchertown
3235526

Gold ankle bracelet with heart. Sen
timental value. Please call Lisa 6-9158

Harman/Kardon TA-600 Receiver $125;
AR studio turntable, $75; German leather

MASSAGE

Experienced massage of the neck ft

scalp, shoulders, upper and lower back.

Off Campus Students

Please fill out a change of address

form at the Registrar's office,

213 Whitmore as soon as possible

rIDB ^\® TIPS
INFORMATION DATA BANK

DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE 227 WHITMORE

feet and hands. Cheap S3.U0 a Vi hour
546 6616

MOTORCYCLES

Suiuki GT 18S "73" needs a little work,
$400 call Karen 549-4674

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Housemates wanted male and female
$180/m includes everything 5 miles from
UMass in Belchertown nice house 256 0752
5-7 PM

SALE - SALE - SALE

Save 40% off retail price on new Guild,
Gibson, Ovation, Rickenbacker and
Yamaha guitars. Also, discounted prices on
Marshall and Polytone amps, strings and
accessories. We buy used Fender, Gibson
and Martin guitars. The Guitar Workshop
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-1728

PERSONALS

Late nite lunacy our next big sale 60% off
selected items 40% off Legend amps and
all effects plus free sticks and strings Wed
Sept 30 noon to midnight Music Gallery
Rt 9 Hadley 586 6228

SERVICES

Fall Sem. Practicum: Work 1-4 after
noons per/wk in after school day care K-6
on campus. Hrs. available: M, T, Th F
2:45-5:45, W 1:00-5:45. Wkly staff mt'gs.
12:45-2:00. Earn 3-6 credits based on days
worked. For more info call Nancy Ross
549 6170.

Looking for an unusual gift? Spirit Haus
has many moderately priced wines, liquors
and beers for all occasions.

Want to spend a night with Al Pacino?
Dog Day Afternoon Thursday Sept 24 SUB
Early Show at 5 - 75c 7,9,11 - $1.25

First Organizational Meeting for
L.A.R.P. Department weekly newsletter
'Wilder Times' Mon or Tues 4:45 Rm 317
Hills N. writing & graphics wanted, come
help out!

Full Gospel Bible Study CC 805 809 Tues
Sept 22 8-10 PM
Don't miss the 3 stooges Tues Sept 22
CCA 7-9-11

Free-lance Typing writing help, small of-
fice organizing. Faculty and student work
welcome. Top skills, reasonable rates.
Amherst 549-0518 8 am to 9 pm
Student Movers
distance 253-9646

low rates local long-

Improve your grades! Research
catalog -306 pages 10,278 topics Rush
$1.00 Box 25097C Los Angeles, 90025 (213)
477-8226

Undergraduate Business Club - you're
invited to join! Come to Campus Center
1009 on Tuesday September 22 @ 7:30 all

are welcome to attend

!

Moorehouse: Vote Byers and Busny Co-
Presidents Sept. 23, 4-7 Main Lobby
Tom Faison: We loved your review of the
BOMB PARTY and of the 3 movies we'd
never even consider seeing. Please keep
those reviews rolling in we need you. OX-
OX the arts staff

Good luck to all Sororities during Rush!
Love, Chi-O

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Clothes, mens-suits-shirts-jackets-hats-
-flannel pajamas -jeans-alarm clocks-
sweaters beds -blankets bed spreads.
Prices reasonable applicances small call
863-9032

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop Fall

classes forming. 28 hours including
classroom theory & shop. Limited enroll-
ment 253 7967

STEREO FOR SALE

PSYCHOTHERAPY

4 yr old Manavox compact stereo, turn-
table, 8 track tape player recorder ex-
cellent speakers, great condition. $75
negotiable 546-4983

STICK IT IN YOUR EAR

Stick It in your ear at Silverscape
Designs. Custom, single and multiple ear
piercing in twenty styles of sterile studs.
SPECIAL 14k gold bracelets $9.95.
Silverscape Designs, the Yellow House,
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253 3324

TRAVEL

Need a break? How about Montreal for
just $85 call 256-6941 after 6

Individual, couples, family therapy. Fee
based on ability to pay. Non student
clientele also accepted. Psychological Ser
vices Center 545-0041

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARY

QUICK SALE

72 VW Beetle excellent condition call
549-5347

RIDE WANTED
Dally commuter from Greenfield to
Amherst wanted to share driving/ex-
penses call eves 774-4770

ROOMS TO RENT

University Judiciary Justices meeting in
CC 7 PM Tuesday September 22, 1981
Check schedule for room to contact
Michael Cohen 665-7544

WANTED

Room -H quiet Hadley home, for non
smoking woman 25 + 549-5377 after five

ROOMMATE WANTED
Woman wanted to live In to babysit 10
PM 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Male to share apt in Townhouse 549 6469

Looking for female to share 2 bedroom
apartment Brittany Manor 256 0707

Babysitters fall semester, various times
days. Come to Child Care Office, 213
Berkshire House, between 9 and 2, Monday
-Friday

Musicians wanted to form kick ass band.
Knowledge of new and old waves
necessary call Dave the Rave 546-6259
Highest Prices Paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst.
Monday-Saturday 10 am 6 pm Licensed
by the Town of Amherst, member of
Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

WILDLIFE SOCIETY

Introductory Meeting on September 22
in CC174 at 7:30 PM refreshments will be
served All majors welcome.

DORED? DROP IT!
ADD Intro to Future Studies

EDUC 1354/Under Grad
Schlofield

654/Grad

Rm. 228

LEARN TO RIGHT WRONG
Look into Global Interdependence

Peace and World Order
contact Peter Wagschal, Director

,
545-0981
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CROSSWORD
Ediled by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Fleet

6 Fungus disease
10 Cereal

14 Dodgson girl

' 15 Baron De La ,

colonial governor,

1610

16 Wrapper
17 Farm system unit

19 Dawn: Sp.
20 Yankee

Doodle
21 Hindu fire god
22 Short sleeve
24 Partiality

25 In whicfi to find

three men
26 Kind of trip

28 Tiny amounts
32 Quit

33 Je ne quoi

34 One of the five

Greats

35 Affirmation

36 Import

37 Crimson
Tide

38 Seethe
39 Mariner's term

40 Proctor

41 Openings tor con-

duits

43 Insurance fraud

44 Neat as

45 Piffle

46 Dance with a kick
49 Afterdeck
50 Grass cover
53 Berserk

54 Washington VIP
57 Bay of Fundy

marvel

56 Syllogistic word
59 Piquant
60 River to the

Baltic

61 Light

phenomena
62 Major and cigar

endings

DOWN
1 Not)el physicist.

1944

2 Astringent

3 Galileos birth-

place

4 LiebeDich'
5 Light dress fabric

6 Big birds

7 Bethlehem
visitors

8 Neighbor of Arg
9 Dissertation

10 Rough prickly

shrub
1

1

Cause to begin
operating

12 Clenc

13 Trim

18 Hoople'soath
23 Burnish
24 Outback inhabi-

tant

25 Originate

26 Lasso, in Lima
27 Like some grain

28 Odense natives
29 Muse
30 Bard's of

Athens "

31 Char
32 Universe. Prefix

33 Moon: Prefix

36 "Catcher in the

Rye " author
40 Gymnast's swing
42 Old rationing

agcy.

43 Like rolling off

45 PG As Julius
46 Roman censor
47 Surrounded by
48 Knob
49 Small fish, the

menhaden
50 Pan or storm
51 Noble name in

Italy

52 and where-
fores

55 NOW. goal
56 Stake
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WEATHER
Rain and drizzle today,

ending tonight. Hi^hs HO
to fj5. Lows tonijfht in the
40's. Partly cloudy tomor-
row. Hi^hs around tlo.
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Typists needed for

Collegian Graphics
Dept. Must type bet-

ween 50-60 w.p.m.

Knowledge of Edit-

writer 7500 a plus.

These are paid posi-

tions. Call either

Marsha Bianchi or

Lise Zeiger at
545-3500.

Student Legal Services

UMass Legal Services Office offers free legal services
to all UMass Fee-paying students.
L.S.O. counsels in the following areas: landlord/te-

nant law, consumer problems, advice on small claims
court, debt collections, uncontested divorces, financial
aid, grades, disciplinary problems, tuition status, on-
campus housing, immigration. Civil Rights, labor law
(union organizing, discrimination based on race, sex,
religion, etc., occupational health and safety, fair labor
standards, workers compensation and unemployment
compensation) and also represents in criminal cases
where there is evidence of police misconduct, or
criminal cases arising out of a student demonstration
Please stop by our office, located at 922 Campus

Center, or call us at 545-1995, if you are in need of legal
assistance.

lOCOOOOOOl

The Student Center for Educational Research
& Advocacy (SCERA)

is accepting applications for Researchers/Organizers
for the following issues:

• Academics
• Anti-Racism
• Rents & Fees
• Residential

• Resource Center
• Public Policy

• Support

• Computer Programer

«<T»«>r>>f -r.n f»,r fr,r Tgr T^-i'tf^ 'y^^'yjt

Volunteers * Independent Study
work-study & non work-study paid/part time positions

Job descriptions and applications may be picked up at

SCERA , Room 420 Student Union Building or call 545-0341
for further information. Deadline September 22.

SCERA is an Affirmative Action/ Equal Opportunity Employer

>*oooooooQooeooooooooooo«««
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^ Rugby •

Continuedfnm page t2

Massachusetts simply gave points away.The first was a penalty that gave Charles
River a kick worth three points, and the se-
cond occurred after UMass won a scrum in
Charles Rivers end. but passed the l.all
right into the hands of an oppo.sinj^ backwho ran 50 yards for a try.
UMass was down 15-11 at the half but

came storming back in the second as Mike
bmith and George Economou combined

nul^ rJ-'
'"'"'^ ^ Kame-tving try

Charles River answered quickly with two
tries of their own, leaving UMass behind
^3-15, with things looking dim for the
hosts.

Economou wiped out some of these feel-

if Cross-Country -
Continued from page 12

this was BC's third meet while UMass was
running in its' first.

ings when he went over for a try minutes
later, and Bruce Simmonds added three
more with his penalty kick from 20 yards
out.

With time running out Charles River put
an end to any doubts about who would win
by scoring the last try of the game, making
the score 27-22.

The "Killer B's" fared somewhat Ijetter
than their senior team members, yet were
unable to put the game away. Two first half
tries by Dave Brown and Stefan Ruther-
ford and a Joe Kennedy conversion kick
gave the B"s a 10-3 halftime lead.

In the opening minutes of the second
half, Charles River came back and scored a
try to leave the score at 10-7. A penalty
kick by the visitors tied the score, and the
two teams struggled to a 10-10 final.

UMass takes, on West Point next Satur-
day at home.

Collegian ii

New hoop coaches named
There will be .some new faces on the

coaching staffs of the University of
Mas.sachusetls basketball teams this
season.

Mark Shea, a 1976 |,'raduate of Bentley
College will be assisting men's basketball
head coach Tom McLaughlin, who is also
Marling his first year at UMass.

Tom Hecklinger. a 197H UMass grad. will
assist women's head coach Marvann 0?
darski.

Shea was one of Bent ley's top players.
voted All New England and All East in his
senior year. After Bentley. Shea coached
and taught at Marian High School in Fram
ingham.

Shea then returned to his alma mater in

1979 to become assistant men's basketball
coach.

Hecklinger is the former head men's coach
at (Ireenfield Community College.
Shea and McLaughlin are loolting forward

to a year that will provide a return to the
UMass basketi)all tradition of the 1970's. an
era McLaughlin was very much a part of.

'I will make no bold predictions.'Shea
said. "We have a tough schedule and a long
way logo."

Shea said that new players, hard work and
student support could lead to an improve
menl over last year's disappointing record
this season.

-NANCY GONTER

"I thought that we would have a better
chance since we have a senior-dominated
squad." said O'Brien, "we just didn't over
come the lack of experience."

In the women's race, outstanding in

dividual performances by Tricia Moores
and Judy McCrane were not enough to

defeat a pack of BC runners as the women
went down 25-35.

This was also a new race course in the ap-
ple orchards and covered a distance of 5000
meters.

r

j nRusK "n
This is the time of year when fraternities look for a few good men to fill
the spots vacated by graduation. Rush allows UMass men to look at
how we live - a non commital chance to decide if what fraternity life of-
fers appeals to them. BKO offers
1 .) Lifelong Friends - once a brother, the house is yours. You decide the
way you hve - house rules & direction are decided by the brotherhood.
Once you graduate - you always have a home to return to at Homecom-
ing to greet old friends.

2.) On the Job Training - Our officers have an annual budget of over
$100,000 to run a $1 million structure - the kind of experience that
looks good on your resume.
3.) Interest Groups - BKO has a strong IM program, charity projects
raised over $500 last semester for Amherst Little League & the Jimmy
Fund.
If you didn't meet us at our rush table in your Dining Common, stop by
BKO 388 N. Pleasant St (253-9071) during rush and decide if fraterni-
ty life and BKO is for you.

8:00 p.m. Wed. Sept 23 Open Rush
8:00 p.m. Thiu-s. Sept. 24 Open Rush
8:00 p.m. Sim. Sept. 27 Open Rush
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sweep weekend
By NANC:V GONTER
Coilf^ian Correspond<»nl

Thf UnivtTsily of Massachusetts women's
sofciT loam made it a suecesslul weekend
by defeating Plymouth State ColleKe
<N.H.), 4 1, Saturday and beating George
Washington University, 10, Sunday both
games at the lower NOPK fields.

Holh teams put pressure on the
Minutewomen, who are ranked strond in

New England in the New England Women's
Intercollegiate Soccer Association
(NEWISA) behind the University of Con
neclicut.

Against Plymouth State, UMass was
taken hy -surprise when the Panthers' Joy
Cievenger sent a low drive at UMass goalie
Koxann Donalinin. The shot bounced out of
Donatinin's hands and into the net for a
goal.

Two minutes later. Massachusetts tied the
game on a direct penalty kick hy Madeline
Mangini. The .Minutewomen went ahead on
a goal by Deborah Pickett, who was

Soccer team drops two

assisted hy Stacey Elionis.

- The score jumped to 3 1 w hen Lori Stukes
tallied off another Massachusetts penalty
kick. 22 minutes into the second half.
Flionis .scored the final goal of the game
with eight minutes left in the game on a
third UM penalty .shot to take it 4 1.

In the first 15 minutes they pressured us
a lot. " UMass coach Kalekeni Banda .said.

"The coach from Plymouth used good tac
tics."

We didn't play a good game, but our skills
are coming," Banda said.

In their second game of a busy weekend
against (Jeorge Washington University, the
Minutewomen failed to score in the first
hall despite many good opportunities.
"We could have done better, " Banda said.

"We were flat and we made them look
gcxnl.

"

The lone goal was scored by Nina
Holmsirom, a.ssisted by Marjie Anderson,
seven minutes into the second half.

The Minutewomen play tomorrow at
West field State College with a 7:;J0 p m
start.

GOOD SWIFT KICK - Massachusetts booter Sally Bernstein
keeps the ball away from George Washington University opponent in
Sunday s 1-0 Minutewomen win.

By sup: BRIIXiMAN
Collej^an Staff

After a strong showing at the Keene State Invitational
last weekend, (tie for first place), the University of
Mas.sachusetts men's soccer team dropped its next fwo
maU-hes. ,3-2 at Bridgeport State College in overtime, last
Thursday ni^ht. and 3-0 at Southern Connecticut State
College Saturday.

Coach Russ Kid was disappointed with his team's play
but said his youn^ team gained some valuable experience.

Bridgeport was a surprising opF>onent although
Ma.ssachusetts played ^ood scK-cer and <I«»minated the first

half. The halftime score was tied at 0-0.

In the second half. Mass found the net and scored twice.
The first off a direct kick by Mike Gibbons, assisted by co-
Captain Tony Dias. and the other a chipshot by Steve
Berlin after a head pass from senior Vince Foti.

At that point. Bridgeport came alive and scored two
goals of its own. The second half ended with the score
knotted at two. sending the game into overtime.

At 8:10 in the OT. Bob Harrington stuck one m for
Bridgeport, the result of an unnecessary foul in the UMass
penalty area.

"We really let down after Rridtreport." Kidd said

"They took the heart out of us."
""

This looks to be the case, as UMass went up against
Southern Connecticut Saturday with a slightly diminished
outlook. SC, a tough competitor, took advantage of
Massachusetts' inconsistent play and scanty passing and
shut out the Minutemen hooters. 3-0.

"They made their shots count and we didn't," said Kidd
"We both (UM an SC) had an equal chance (both teams
had eight shots on goal) but they (SC) made three count."

The whole team was flat. We had only one day to rest
between games and we seemed to tire out." Kidd said.

Kidd was pleased with the play of fullback Len Margolis
and termed it "outstanding."

The Minutemen kickers play next when they travel to
Durham to battle UNH Wednesday.

Collegian Player -of-the-Game
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

Holy Cro.ss quarterback Dave Murphy had
plenty to think about Saturday afternoon at

Alumni Stadium.
Here he was spot starting for the injured

tri captain Dave Boisture and this was cer
tainly not an ea.sy task with much riding on
this game with the University of

Massachusetts.

What added lo the difficulty of his job was
the constant pressure put on him by the en
tire Minuleman defensive line each lime he
dropp«'d back to pass or tried to hand off to
one of his backs.

While the Massachu.s<-tls defense works
well as a team and prides itself on this fact,

there was one notable standout in this past
weekend's la.sl minuti' thriller, (all, (jun,

Player of t he (Jame Eric ("regan.

Cregan, a three year slart«T at left defen
sive tackle for the Minutemen, wa.^ im
mense in the Massachusetts victorv.
rinK'ing up 10 tackles as well as five sacks!
four of iheni on QH Murf)hy lor big ]{{

losses.

The liunlinglon. N.V. native, who was
first team Associated Press Ail New
England last year, was also named as this
week's Yankee Conrerencf' Defensive

Player of the Week for his contribution to
Massachu.setts' 13 10 win.
In the first half. Cregan led a charged up
Minuteman "D" which allowed the
Crusaders only 16 yards rushing for the
two period span. A common sight in the
half was number 74 for Massachusetts
(Cregan) leaping up with arms raised after
introducing a Holy Cross opponent to the
Alumni Stadium turf.

Besides his impressive tackling and sack
ing statstics. Cregan alfio helped the
Minuleman cau.s*- by recovering a ('rusader
fumble after diving for it in midair. The
senior tackle al.so caused a Holy Cross fum
ble by delivering a crunching hit to HC
tailback Mark Covington, with the
recovery going to UM co captain Pete
DiTommasd.
The ti 1

", 245 lb. Cregan is no stranger to
the spotlight. He was named ABC TV MVP
in last seasons UMass BU game and was
also a first team All Yankee Conference
pick last year.

iThe Collegian Player of ihe (Jame is a
new addition to the Collegian sports pages
this season. For each of the remaining
•Minuleman l(H»iball games, the Collegian
>p<trls staff will rh.M)se a Massachusells
gndder as the <»iitsiandini,' player of that
u eek'^ I'cint csl

Ruggers : K-B's tie 10-10
By FRANK NAiiLE
''"I'enan .^taff

Things did not go quite as planned for the
University of .Massachu.setts Rugby Club
this weekend as the A side lost a hard
fought contest 27-22, the R sirle tied Id- 10.

and the inexperience*! C's lost 20-0, nil to a
stn.ng Charles River club side on the
Boyden lower fields.

The best game of the «lay was played by

the A si<les. They battled from iH'ginnmg to
end. with numientum (hanging every time
each team held the ball. If it wasn't for
some mental mistakes by UMass, the firi;ri

score crMild have just as "easily come ..ut in
favor of the home team.
"We Iwat our.selves." .said team captain

Brent (ioldstein. "Uharles River took ad
vantage oi' every mistake we made,"
There were two occasions where.

I'oiitiunfii on fiiujt 11

UMass defensive
tackle Eric Cregan is

this week's Collegian

Player-of-the-Gamt.
Cregan, who had four
quarterback sacks and
a fumble recovery in

Saturday's 13-10
Massachusetts victory

over Holy Cross, was
also named Yankee
Conference Defensive
Player-of-the-Week.

BC takes two in XC
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The University of .Massachu.setts men's
and women's cross country teams both fell

victim to their respective Boston College
opponents last Friday
In the men's race, which was a five mile

^1 ret eh over a new course in the apple or
chards near Orchard Hill, HC nailed down
four of the five top positions and defeated

UMass 21 ;J4.

Fernando Hraz of BC and I'eabodv, Mass.
established the first record on the course-
with a time of 2rr.:i0, four seconds ahead of
UMass' p»ul Beaulieu who finished second.
After Beaulieu. BC took the next three

places before Dan Fitch and Chris
Dmeltchenko came in to take sixth and
seventh for Ma.ssachu.setts.

UMass coach Ken O'Brien pointed out that
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Ex-member blasts
'moonie' methods

EX-MOONIE SPEAKS — STFVF hacqakj *
c-ieKi.n phou, hy i^n r.

troversial UnifiraH^n pk u .

^^^SAN, former member of the con-

the SUB
^"''*''''***» ^'»«'«»»' '"*»'«8 * point during his speech last night at

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

Sun Myung Moon's Unification Church
employs behavior modifications and mind
control techniques to recruit new members
and the "philosophical disposition" of this
country makes it easy for religious cults to
practice these methods said Steve Hassan,
founder of Ex Moon, who spoke last night
at the Student Union Ballroom.
"Moon instructs his members in many

brainwashing techniques and one is called
thought stopping," Hassan said before a
capacity crowd. "They (the church
m^'mbe^s) are instructed to associate evil
thoughts with negative statements about
the church."

Hassan. 27, was a member of the Unifica
tion Church of "Moonies" for 27 months
after being recruited while a student at
Queens College in New York. Hassan left
the church in 19^74 after he suffered a near
fatal automobile accident while on a
recruiting mission for the Moon organiza
tion.

During his convalesence from the acci
dent, Hassan was deprogrammed by four
ex-Moon members.
"I took time to really think about what I

had been doing with my life in those two
years associated with Moon," Hassan said.
"I realized that this group had had com

plete control of my life and my thoughts
and I was distraught about this."

People who have been through a mind-
control experience find it hard to imagine

what it is like to have basic freedoms whit-
tled away until you have to ask for permis-
sion to sleep or even to go to the
bathroom, "he said.

Hassan said he started Ex Moon, a sup-
port group for ex Moonies, two years ago
when he learned of the 900 deaths in

Jonestown, Guyana and realized that this
might have happened to him while he was a
member of the Moon cult.

The Collegiate Association for the
Research of Principles (CARP), which
mainUins a chapter at UMass, is just a
political division totally devoted and funded
by the Unification Church, said Hassan.

"It (CARP) wants nothing from colleges
but people and money," Hassan said.
"CARP has "research" in its name, but it

has never researched anything because its

members already know the "principles,"
these are the principles of the Rev. Moon,"

Hassan, who was the founder of CARP at
Queens College, told the audience to ask
questions and demand specific questions
when approached by members of groups
such as CARP and by any religious cult
members.
Hassan read from a list of what he said
were excerpts from Moon's pre 1975 •

speeches midway through the talk. Ac-
cording to Hassan, Moon said that he in-

tended to rule the world and establish a
hierarchy of his followers as rulers.

Students participate in Springbok protest
By ABBE BJORKLUND
Collegian Staff

About 85 students and others from the
University of Massachusetts community at-
tended a rally at the Bleeker Stadium in

Albany, N.Y. last night to protest the
Rugby game played there by the South
African Springboks and an all-star
American team.
The game was cancelled by New York

Gov. Hugh Carey last week in anticipation
of possible riots, but the ban was lifted

yesterday by Federal District Court Judge
Howard G. Munson.
Munson said in his oral opinion: "By en-

joining the scheduled sporting event, the
governor of New York seeks to destroy the
very constitutional freedoms which have
enabled more than a century-long struggle
in this country to ensure racial equality."
Previous games in the Springbok's world

tour in Australia and New Zealand were
met with violent protests by opponents of
the apartheid policy of the South African
government, which denies political power
to the black majority population of the
country.

Bill Bowers. UMass graduate student in

the Economics Department, said about
3000 people attended the rally, organized
by Stop Apartheid Rugby, a national
group.

Beginning at the Albany State House at
5:30 p.m., the protesters marched about
two miles through a heavy rain to the
stadium where the game began at 6:45
p.m.

Chanting "Freedom^ yes, apartheid,. no.
'racist tour has got to go," the
demonstrators remained peaceful, Bowers
said, despite the sentiment of about 100
protesters who chanted "Over the fence,
take the field." More militant protests are
expected at future games, said Bowers.
UMass students who attended the rally

said they wanted to show opposition to the
South African government, and U.S. policy
towards South Africa.

"I'm going in support of the Black South
Africans who feel oppressed by their
government and are looking for worid-wide
supporters, and because I don't like to see
the U.S. government condoning South
Africa's policy," said Valerie Boudreau, a
junior psychology major, prior to boarding
a bus from UMass to Albany.

"I think that this tour is one of the things
that the U.S. and South Africa are trying
to do to be able to build a more open
alliance between the two countries, so go-
ing to this demonstration is important to
take a stand against that, and is being wat-
ched from around the worid," said Rick
Hecht, a Continuing Education student.

MARCHING TO THE RUGBY GAME - The beginning of a group ofloO
people leave the capitol in Albany, N.Y. in the rain as they march to the site
of the Springbok rugby match.

Thursday will mark opening of a Tear Toward Gvilitu'
' PAUL BELVAL Wilkm^nn .uiA fK. ..V„„ T ^ r^.„i:..... :_ :_.__.. ... ^By PAUL BELVAL

Collegian Staff

A convocation opening the "Year Toward Civility" on
the University of Massachusetts campus will be held on
Metawampe Lawn at 11 a.m. Thursday. The event is free
and open to the public.

The convocation will be kicking off a year of programs
designed to increase campus awareness of the problems of
incivility, racism, sexism, and anti-semitism said T.O.
Wilkinson, dean of Social and Behavioral Science.- and co-
chair of the convocation's planning group.
Other events scheduled for this year are a special

speakers series, exhibits, and various workshops dealing
with all segments of the university community.

Wilkinson said the "Year Toward Civility" is intended
to "make people aware of the dimensions of incivility and
the resources that can be used to eradicate incivility or at
least ease it in some way."
Although the program's main enemies are racism, sex-

ism and anti-semitism, Wilkinson said he also hopes to
ease the incivility that arises within the university in day
to day crises.

Beginning with the "Year Toward Civility's" musical
theme composed by Music Dept. Prof. Ken Walker, the
program will feature speeches by several University
dignitaries. Chancellor Henry Koffler will deliver a speech
dedicating the "Year Toward Civility."

UMass President David Knapp; Lynn Bouanaka, a
representative of the University Staff Association; Ed-

ward S. Lee, speaker of the Undergraduate Student
Senate; and Johnetta Cole, associate provost for
undergraduate studies will each give a short address ex-
pressing his or her group's cooperation with the program.
After the speeches, members of the University Jazz

Ensemble are scheduled to perform, and free cider, apples
and doughnuts will be served, Wilkinson said.

Wilkinson said release time has l>een secured for any
I 'niversity staff that wish to attend.

Besides the planned special events, the program's plan-
ners are distributing pesters, bumper stickers and tee-
shirts in an ^fort to make people aware of the program.

"Civility" bumper stickers and tee shirts will be
available at Thursday's convocation.
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South Africans

play in Albany
despite protests

ALBANY. N.V. .AP' - Splashing ihrougti a sea ;

mud. ihe South Afncan Spnngboks piaved the Easitrr.
Ru?bv Unions CoJoniaJs last night, 'whipping iheir
American hosts 41-0 as anti apanheid demonstrators
repeau-d Zulu chants in the ram.

Hours after Supren^ Court Justice Thurgood Marshall
refused the states request to stop the game, the two
teams braved a steady downpour that had turned Bleecker
Stadiums field into slime to start the match 15 minutes
ahead of the appointed 7 p.m. startmg time.
The siime soon coated their green and red jersevs ar.

:

Deputy Police Chief John Re'd estimated that the 2.'500 ;o
3.000 denwnstrators on hand when the match began were
down by 1.000 within half an hour.
By the time the game had ended I* hours later, the

demonstrators numbered about 400.
At one point about 100 demonstrators lined up facing

one of the police cordons that looped the area yelling.
"Slop the game:" But most chose to listen to speakers and
talent that included folksinger Pete Seeger.
The game followed a predawn bomb blast, legal wrangi

mg and a coogresstonal debate over whether rugby tour
should eooo.
At mjdafterooon. a three judge federal appeals court in
New York City refused to reverse a lower court and pro
hi>i: the game with a team from the Eastern Rugby Union.
B«t t^ anwals coun sajd the state could cancel the game
M ike btt uuite "to present any dangerous situation
from geuinf oat of eootrd .

~

L -S. Dtstrkt Judfe Howard Munson had ruled Mondav
i^jiGo*. Hugh Carer acted improperly last week when he

^
f^rtd AlttJiT officials to cacel ihe match, ating the

The Spmigboks are opposed by maaj vho new their tourM prapagiada for the Sooth Africaa sovemment. which
enforces radal separausm e\en tboogh the team itself is

mukj— raaal. The players attracted violent protests in
New Zealand recently and also drew opposition when thev
played last Saturday m Racme. Wis.
Peter Yellm. sute deputy first assistant attomev

general, immediately made plans to fly to Washington to
ask the U.S. SupremeCourt to block the match.

Kremlin attacks Solidarity as

delegation debates Polish aid
WARSAW. Poland While a high powered Soviet delega

Uon discussed further economic aid for Poland's crippled
economy yesterday, the Kremlin stepped up its attack on
Solidarity, accusing it of exporting "counter revolution" to
Eastern Europe. The independent union met to draft a
response.

In New York. Soviet Foreign Minister Adnrei A
Gromyko told the U.N. General Assembly that the West
was making "no small effort to shake loose the socialist
foundations of the Polish stale" and reaffirmed that other
V^ arsaw Pact states will provide "fraiernal solidarity and
supp<M-t to Poland."

Witness requests trial delay in

B&M cwnmuter train accident
BILLERICA. Mass. — A hearing into last months faul

crash mvolving a Bosto;. A Maine commuter train and a B
& M freight train in Beverly has been postponed at the re
quest of one of the witnesses, the railroad announced
No date for a future hearing by the train company was

unmediately set. a B&M spokesman said Monday.
BAM officials are trymg to find the exact cause of the

head on collision Aug. 11 near PrnJes Crossing suuon in
Beverly.

Four people, including three B&M employees, were kiU
ed and 29 passengers were mjured.

Water regulation hearings
slatedon corrosives, pollutants
BOSTON Hearings are scheduled in Boston. Worcester
and Amherst next month on regulations covering cor

"^^m^^^^^^- '^f^ffWimm

COLUMBIA FUEL SPILL - Highlv toxic fuel
spilled while being loaded into the space shuttle
Columbia's thruster rockets earlv vesterdav in
Cape Canaveral. Florida, loosening some of the
spacecrafts protective tiles, causing a delav in
Its second mission, officials said.

Military judge

refuses to dismiss

espionage charges
ANDREWS AIR FfiRCK MASK. Md. lAP) - Despite

finding that two interrogators promised 2nd Lt.
Christopher M. Cooke immunity from pn)secution if he
would cooperate, a military judge ordered the former
missile control officer to stand trial for espionage yester-
day.

The judge. Lt. Col. David Orser, said C<x)ke did not get
the immunity promise from the only man legally entitled to
give it: Gen. Richard Ellis.

Ellis, now retired, was commander-in-chief of the
StraU'gic Air Command when Cooke was arrested in May.
Cooke wa-s deputy commander of a Titan II nuclear missile
launch crew at the time.

One of Cooke's attorneys, Kenneth Fishman, said
Orser's decision would be appealed immediately to the
Court of Military Appeals. He asked Orser to delay the
court martial pending the appeal, but Orser refused.

Orser said the remedy for the harm done to Cooke by
the unauthorized promi.se was not dismissal of the charges,
but suppression of the confession.

He said he would not allow the confession to be introduc-
ed as evidence, nor would he allow the introduction of any
evidence derived from the confession.

That set the stage for the next round of courtroom skir-
mishing. Air Force pro.secutors say they can prove the
charges with evidence they have obuined independently.
Fishman says that since the Air Force did not obtain that
evidence until after Cooke confessed, he will contend that
it is all derived from the confession and inadmissible.

Reagan addresses Breshnev by post
CMTED NATIONS ..APt _ President Reagan has
Mt bosiet President Leonid I. Brezhnev a letter de

Bouncing an unremitting and comprehensive"
military buildup by the Soviets, but expressing a wiU-
ingness to "establish a framework of mutual respect"
with Moscow. ^
The letter was sent Monday and delivered todav. on the
eve of wide ranging discussions between Secretary of
State .Alexander M. Haid Jr. and Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrei Gromyko.

While the text of the letter was not released. Dean

Fischer, a State Department spokesman, did provide
reporters with a lengthy statement he said was based
on the letter.

It quoted Reagan as saying the United States is
"hopeful we can succeed in esUblishing a framework
of mutual respect for each others' interests and for
mutual restraint in the resolution of international
crises."

-The president also said the United States is fully
prepared to take into account legitimate Soviet in
terests if the Moscow is willing to do the same with
American interests.

Digest
By the Associated Press
i^iA^^^-rS^^Sx^vS::::;;::::;;;;:* Ky<<:<<fm0><m

rosiveness and presence of a suspected cancer agent in
dnnking water supplies.

L.S. Environmental Protection Agency regulations re
quire that water contain less than 100 parts per bUlion of
the chemical trihalomethane. believed to cause cancer. On
corrosiveness. there are currently no sundards set for
public drinking supplies.
Ilyas Bhatti. director of water supply for the sUte
Department of Environmental Quality Engineering, said
yesterday the hearings are aimed at bringing state regula
twns m line with the EPA standards. EPA is expected to
establish a corrosiveness index in the near future.

King installs 18 overseers on

technical training project
BOSTON — Eighteen people were sworn in yesterday

to oversee one of Gov. Edward J. Kings pet projects - a
sute corporauon to subsidize technical training in high
growth industries.

George S. Kariotis. King's economic affairs secretary
will head the new Bay Stale Skills Corp:, which replaces
ihe temporary, six month old Bay State Skills Commis
sion.

Among other members are Paul Guzzi. a Wang
Laboratories public relations executive who formerly serv
ed as King s chief aide; Herbert P. Almgren. chairman of
the shawmut First Bank and Trust Co.. Springfield, and
Arthur R. Osborn. president of the Massachusetts AFL
CIO Labor Council.

King said the corporation will subsidize training in more
than just the high tech nok)gy fields. According to
Kanotis. me sute also needs more tramed people for

openings expected in the machinist trades, health care and
clerical work.

Casualties reportedly up to 100
in Turkish fighter plane crash

^^nY^^J":''"^ ^ '^"''^^^ ^''- ^^'•'•^ J^^ %hter crash-ed and exploded yesterday in a bivouac area prepared for a

inoT VT'""^^
^^ reporters at the scene said at least

100 Turkish soldiers were feared dead
Military sources said 26 bodies were counted but they ex-

by"t ht p?:.::*"
^' "^^ '"^"^^ ' ^"^' ^"-P --^ -Po«' <^"t

Hospital sources said more than 100 soldiers, including

?rom,h ""'r^'
^''^ "^^" ^° ^'^^^bul bv heLcoptef

clZlL'":^^ ':;:• "^" ^^^'^^^'' «^>«"^ 30 miles from theGreek border and 70 miles northwest of Istanbul
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Mo the Mime of
Bloomin Balloons, Nor-
thampton, delivers
balloons in Southwest
last week.

Silva suspended
following arrest
By JUDD WARNER
Collegian Correspondent

The Assistant Cluster Coordinator for
Webster and Dickinson Dormitories in Or-
chard Hill was suspended Monday from his
job, following his Friday night arrest on
drug-related charges by University of
Massachusetts Police.

UMass News Bureau Director Arthur
Clifford said Glenn A. Silva was suspended
as a result of his arrest on possession of
marijuana charges.

Silva, 25, of New Bedford, was arraigned
Monday morning before Northampton
District Court Judge Andrew Anderson.
He is charged with possession of marijuana
and possession with intend to distribute.
The case has been continued to a Nov. 23

pre-trial hearing and Silva has been releas-
ed on personal recognizance. District Court

Administrator Thomas C. Foley said no
prosecuter has been assigned yet.

More drug-related charges will be
entered in the case against Silva, said
police, pending laboratory analysis of other
confiscated drugs.

"Right now the charges stand as they
are," said UMass Police Officer Raymond
C. LaFlamme. "A lab analysis usually
takes a week or so to get back from
Boston."

Orchard Hill/Central Area Director
Joseph Battista and Silva could not be
reached for comment.
Charri Boykin, cluster coordinator for

Van Meter and Butterfield Dormitories
also declined comment.
"We have been instructed to decline com-

ment, and to refer all questions to the'
News Bureau," said Boykin.

UMass junior named
College Board member

Doctor speaJfls on sa%u;
and effects of nuclear warfare

New Mexico.

"I am looking forward to meeting
students from other parts of the country. If
I can learn new ideas from them I could br-
ing these ideas to UMass," Kolish said. She
said she anticipates her work on the corn-

Nuclear war, its medical and ecological
effects and measures that can be taken to
avert it, will be the subject of a talk by Dr.
Jonathan Fine at 7:30 tonight in McConnell
Hall at Smith College.

Fine, the medical director of Boston's
North End Community Health Center, is

the chairman of the National Executive
Committee of the Physicians for Social
Responsibility (PSR), a nationwide
organization of physicians active in the
fight against nuclear arms.
PSR has dozens of chapters in the United

States and several affiliates abroad, all

united in the conviction that the U.S. could
not survive a limited or strategic nuclear
war, according to a press release from the
American Friends Service Committee.
Western Massachusetts has a similar

group. Health Care Professionals for Social
Responsibility. This new organization is

made up of doctors, nurses and others in
the medical field, and although it is not of-
ficially a part of PSR. it shares PSR's goal
of educating the public about the medical
threat of nuclear weapons, the press
release stated.

-BY FELICIA COFFEY

By CATHERINE KETTER
Collegian Correspondent

Theresa Kolish, 20, a junior legal studies
major at the University of Massachusetts
was recently nominated to the College ^.. .... -......^a,.. „« wu^^ un tne com-
bcholarship Service Student Committee, a mittee to be an educational experience that
group of 10 to 15 students selected na- will help her personal growth
faonally to assist the College Scholarship Kolish said she became interested in stu-
Service in decisions concerning federal dent financial aid last spring when she join-
financial aid policies and procedures. ed 40 UMass students who traveled to
The College Schol?i-ship Service is a Washington D.C. to rally for more aid

branch of the College Board, a private cor- funds. After the trip, she said she became
poration that administers Scholastic Ap- involved in the development of a campus
titude Tests and financial aid forms to organization, Students Advocating Finan-
students^ cial Assistance. She said her work with
Meeting four times a year with the Col- SAFA, combined with a recommendation

lege Scholarship Service, Kolish said she from Ed Apodaca, director of financial aid
feels this appointment will be an excellent at UMass for the past three years, gave her
opportunity to voice her opinions concern- the incentive to apply for the position on
mg the need for Guaranteed Student Loans the College Scholarship Student Commit-
and other financial aid programs. Kolish tee.

also said she hopes to learn new ideas about Kolish said she is looking forward to her
financial aid from her co-committee first meeting with the College Scholarship
members, who represent schools such as Service October 25 through 27, when she
Florida State, the University of Michigan, will attend a national convention on finan-
Stanford University and the University of cial aid in Chicago.g-m- w -m Y\ • f • «
Jstamora university and the University of cial aid in Chicago.

Island Project wdlput students in the pond next near
MIPHAiri CTTT T n; AM outset.. ^By MICHAEL SULLIVAN

Collegian Staff

Students will soon be able to relax on the island in the
campus pond without getting their feet wet, as the stench
and stagnation in the south end of the pond is on the way
out to be replaced by a small park.
Sculptor George Trakas is the man responsible. His ob

ject is twofold: to improve the site both functionally and
aestheticaUy, and he calls this project "probably the most
ambitious improvement program I've done, a major
ecologic change and visual change."

"It's been my interest in the last five years to basically
take my cues from these types of situations and use public
funds usually National Endowment for the Arts funds on
projects that not only build sculpture but al.so improve on
the site. To me, that is the beginning of public art,"
Trakas said.
Actual construction on "Island Project" began in August,
when Trakas had more than 181 cubic yards of sediment
dredged from the souteast end of the pond to improve the
circulation of the water. The island itself will be a small
park with stone benches and more trees.

To get to the island, students will have their choice of two
bridges; a wooden bridge 20 feet long will link the island to
the east bank, and a 40 foot oak and steel step bridge will
connect the island to the west bank.
A portion of the southwest corner of the pond will also

be filled to facilitate water circulation. He said he plans to
plant evergreen trees on the filled area.
"There's no other way to solve it, except to fill it in,"
Trakas explained, calling the designated area "dynamical-
ly dead space."

The project is funded by an "Arts in Public Places" grant
from the National Endowment for the Arts and also by
donations to the University Gallery. No student or
University funds arc being used, Trakas said. The project
is expected to be completed in the early Spring.
Trakas is no stranger to the University, having exibited

"Log Mass: Mass Curve" at the University Gallery from
January through March of last year. It was then that

University Gallery Director Hugh Davies approached him
with the project, and Trakas ran into trouble from the

outset
department in the University. Basically, everyone was
not wanting it to happen." he said. Trakas attributed the
administration's reluctance to approve the project to one
simple fact, they did not think that Trakas could do all he
said he would for only $30,000, the amount funded.
Trakas said he credits Davies with helping keep the pro-

ject alive during the tough times, saying that Davies" per-
sistence in dealing with the administration was what made
the project work.
When asked his rationale for working the way he does,

Trakas'answer was simple: "I don't want people putting
cocktail glasses on my work the rest of my life," he said.

BUILDING THE WALL - Sculptor George Trakas and two assistants work on the reiSne
''"'"

the i "iMd"
'" '*** Campus Center pond as part of the project to build bridges to

"saflKS-
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AT EXTRA

SPECIAL

SAVINGS!

NEW ROCK CLASSICS ?

YOU DECIDE !

\vvu skk
THE ROLLING STONES

"Tattoo You"

SERIES 8.98

REG 6.98

with coupon
only

$5.98

ROLUNG STONES
TATTOO YOU

S1MT ME UP/HEMEN 97
WAmW ON FRIEND

**'

FOR THE RECORD
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P^C^S, 159 N. Pleasant St.. Downtown Amherst
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FOR THE RECORD
>159 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
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TIE IT UP WITH FASHION LACES

For colorful carefree accents

• Located in our Clothing Dept.

HOY- HOY!
ln<*jbMOv»rTh«E<Jo» ''

Also Included

insale

NEW LITTLE FEAT
featuring

new versions

of

Little Feat Classics

Series 14.98 with coupon $10.76

Wherever the inspiration hits - they go almost anywhere!
With any variety of styles from rainbows to whaleshearts in assorted colors, alligators an'd'rlTuch tuch

Unlver5lty_Stare
Located in the Campus Center. Univ. of Mass.

Open MP 9-5

Sat 11-4

Wednesday, September 23, 1981

Professors of art

display their work
to students, public
The Faculty d'Art

SepTl0^25''''^'
''^^" 11a.m. 4p.m. M-F. 2 5 p.m. Sunday

By SUSAN BARON
Collegian Staff

To begin the new semester. Herter Gallery has opened its
season with a faculty art exhibition. " The Faculty d'Art"
features the work of sixteen professors at UMass
Those suffering from culture shock here in Amherst it's

not quite NY or Boston will be pleased to note the interna-
tional and illustrious reputations of the artists in this ex-
hibit. The majority of the artists have been represented in
collections including Metropohtan Museum of ArtMuseum of Modern Art. both in New York and the
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston.
The absence of any styUstic bias provides for a diverse

presentation of the faculty and its art. It is truly im-
pressive to see the multi-talents of the UMass Art depart-
ment.

"^

The work of Robert Mallery renouned for his computer
graphics.is on display. Since 1967. Mr. Mallery has used
the computer as a creative medium to generate and
transform images.

Continued on page 11

Janet Feldman
canvas by James
Gallery.

(."llefrian photo by Vinor DeWu.
examines an untitled acrylic on
Hendric8, 1981, at the Herter

For a Delicious Meal/Snack

at a reasonable price

The DIuewQil Cafeteria

The Coffee Shop
are now serving piping hot pizzas

during the evenings.

Compare These Prices Anywhere!!
Small Large

and

Plain 2.25

Onion 2.40

Pepper 2.40

Pepper & Onion 2.45

Mushroom 2.80

Pastrami 2.80

Sausage 2.90

Pepperoni 2.90

Hamburg 2.90

Bacon 2.90

Two-Way 3.05

Three-Way 3.10

Extra Cheese .45

Extra Meat .60

3.00

3.10

3.10

3.15

3.55

3.45

3.60

3.55

3.55

3.50

3.85

3.90

.70

.85

Get your pizzas at the DluewoJI Cafeteria

Monday - Saturday 5:00 pm - 10:30 pm
and at the Coffee Shop

Monday - Sunday 5:00 pm - 10:30 pm

Distinguished Visitors Program

Introductory

Meeting
Wednesday, Sept. 23, 1981

Rm. 811-815 Campus Center

7:00 p.m.

Refreshments Will Be Served

;> Twiiii s«w rr.:;*;

BaiaiBuiiniaBui

DON-T Y6a WISH
YCHJ WERf ARTWUR>

Oudl*y Moor* Li» Minn.ll

!9rtliur
(6:15® $1.7S)R-^n

S4Afp£«s OF THE
LOST ARK

eg (5:30 @ $1.75) 8:15

\m^^m
(6:30 @ $1.75) 8 45

UlJI,lll[iyi]ll[W4^m»;y'».

9_MI ITS BACK! ITS BIOGERI
ITS BETTER! And Its

COMNrATyAI
Special engagement adults $3 25

m (6:15 @ $1.75) 8:30

yPERMAN ^
AOVINTUtI
C O N T I N U I S

« (5:45 @ $1.75)8:15

BILLMURRAY
STRIPES

(6:00 @ $1.75)8:30

BODY HEAT
starring William Hun
(5:45 @ SI. 75) 8:15

sCoiiggian

Lesbian Union
provides support,

community sense
By LISA GONSALVES
Collegian Correspondent

Because lesbian women face discrimination, oppression
and alienation from society both by being women and hav-
ing a non-traditional sexual preference, the Lesbian Union
(LU) IS an on-campus group which provided support and a
sense of community for lesbians.
LU developed five years ago as a lesbian political

caucus. The group broke away from the People's Gay
Alliance (PGA) because they felt it was male-dominated.
Lesbians wanted a women's space to have coffee houses
and sponsor lesbian, feminist events, Fran Ryan, an LU
member said.

They would like to create workshops, become more
politically active, and be less dependent on the
undergraduate budget in the future, she said.
Right now, the Union is the only specific place on cam-

pus for lesbians. It serves as a drop-in center where they
can go to socialize.

The LU is hoping to work with the PGA to sponsor a
disco and to set up speaker's bureaus. At these speaking
engagements, members from both groups go to
classrooms, dorms and community groups to discuss gay
awareness, said Carolyn Porter, an organizer of the LU.
Attendance has fluctuated over the past five years butnow because they are in a more visible place on the bottom

level of the Campus Center, across from the Collegian of-
fice, they hope more people will come, Ryan said.

vJ^^ ^cr?o A^^"^'
^^^ Educational Research and Ad-vocacy (SCERA) IS another campus organization concern-ed with fighting oppression and meeting the needs of allcampus women, t is made up of task forces for women in-

terested in equal rights and reproductive freedom, com-
batting sexual harassment, and racism.

SCERA has a sub-group called the Women's Issues
leani, which has three sub-groups, said Linda Cohen, a
member of SCERA.
The Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive

Freedom (CERF) organized a rally at the Democratic Con-
vention last year. They have also petitioned against the
human life amendment. A woman's right to choose abor-
tion is CERF's main concern, Cohen said.

WEAVING &
SPINNING
CLASSES

starting throughout
the fall

Loom and spinning
wheel rentals.

Weaving supplies

WEBS
109 Main St

Amherst 253-2580

Start
every day
refreshed!

Th* Coll*gion

RALEIGH, KADUKI, FUJI TKEK, SUNTOUR

2 i Pleasant St. Northompton 566-36 i
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Our biggest
sale of the Fall

Thursday, September 14,
Neon *tH MUtniaht.

It s happening Thursday. Twelve hours of
price-slashing madness at every Tech Hifi store
Its our biggest sale all fall. You can save on

'

quality stereo receivers, tape decks, turntables

loudspeakers, portables, complete systems
and video equipment (in selected Tech stores)
It you miss this sale, it will drive you mad Be there
Long before the bewitching hour of midnight

'

SYSTEMS
TDC 1 A bookshelf speaker system
TDC 1 500 stereo receiver
B*l*C 20Z belt-drive auto turntable. $1 99
Philips 2930 1 0-inch, 2-way speaker system
Hitachi 2000 stereo receiver
Onkyo 1000A belt-drive, semi-

automatic turntable
ATE 70E magnetic cartridge $399

JBL 82 2-way loudspeaker system
Nikko 300 stereo receiver
Hitachi 208 belt-drive, semi-

automatic turntable
Pickering 220E magnetic cartridge .,$499

Ohm L best-selling 3-way speaker system
Technics SA-222 stereo receiver

with digital FM tuner
Dual 506 belt-drive, semi-

automatic turntable $599

RECEIVERS
TDC 1 500 stereo receiver $79
Sony V25 28 w/ch stereo receiver with

Accutune FM $159
Technics SA-222 30 w/ch receiver

with digital tuner $199
Pioneer SX-6 45 w/ch receiver,

micro processor-controlled $299
Nikko NR-300 25 w/ch stereo receiver

with 3-year guarantee $189

examples

The Circus.

This week at Tech Hifi you can save
on more than stereo We'll give you
discount coupons worth $2 off the
price of tickets to Ringling Bros, and

Barnum & Bailey Circus at the
Boston Garden, October 14-16.

No purchase required.

6.1
CIRCUS ^.

master charge

I

TAPE DECKS
Toshiba PCX10M metal compatible

cassette deck $109
Hitachi DE10 metal compatible
, cassette deck $139

Pioneer CTX4 Dolby C*
cassette deck $1 39

Plus big savings on all car stereo in stock!

SPEAKERS
EPI 100V top-rated, walnut-finished

bookshelf system (ea). . . $69Ohm E walnut-finished bookshelf
speaker system (ea) $99

JBL RS82 hi-efficiency speaker
system (ea) $^49KLH 1 70 polypropelene driver.
audiophjie speaker system (ea). .$99

VIDEO*
GBC Black & White video camera $99
Magnavox Oddessy or Atari

videogame $139
Advenf 22b projection 1 V w/6-to6f

diagonal screen (DEMO units)..$2,000

tech. hifiWuality components at the right price

America's Largest Independent Hifi Specialist.
* Available at Tech Hifi Video Centers in Rn^trm or^^ui r, ..

TURNTABLES
Hitachi HT-20S belt-drive, automatic

turntable with base, dustcover
and low-mass tonearm '

$39
B*I*C 20Z belt-drive, fully-automatic

turntable with base, dustcover
and cartridge ' ego

Dual 1258 belt-drive, fully-automatic
turntable with base
and dustcover

5^ 29
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EDITORIAL/OTI]>JTnT^__

Alienated

individuals
adiauate aftlt"' ^"''^u"'

^^'^^ ^^^"'^ ^^^^ '•^^^iving

texT TLf " '\^l '"^'^ °'- '•^^^"t sociological
texts. There are possibly hundreds of thousands (maybeeven millions, too) of alienated individuals pacing resttsv
ly up and down the streets, runimaging through garbage
cans for choice morsels, standing on street forners
wondering whether or not to cross, wandering around in
circles, screaming atrocious gibberish in the parks at mid-
night, waihng and banging their heads against walls sit-
ting in trees and singing, getting drunk on the fire escape
stairways masturbating in dark alleys, scratching their
heads and wondering what it's all about
There are unprecedented numbers of these wretched

r^iTrr"^
characters right here and now among our

ranks. They include, but are by no means limited to such
diverse persons and types as bums, weirdos, bag ladies
transvestite garbage collectors, convicts with inscrutable

%
TMNS
'mi

vmoiT

^v^KrrERsroPGM^ijT^.FAiLQ^. M JAP^ E^iNE^mmikmomCmi^^

John F. Bamberger

convictions, poets, humanoid spies, enlightened madmen
Bavarian geniuses, witches employed as wast« water
treatment technicians, college graduates with degrees
from liberal arts programs, photo-copiers, clerk-typists
foreign pygmies in this country without work permits'
check-out girls in grocery and discount stores, topless
waitresses, bored housewives, bus drivers, displaced
Tibetan llamas, hunchback camels, cockroaches, Canadian
thistles paranoid schizophrenics, manic-depressives
original artists and writers, megalomaniac pantheistic
rnystics. partakers of strange and forbidden drugs see-ers
of visions, founders and followers of kooky cults
neurological mutants, and many, many others
Of course the above list is only the tip of the iceberg of

the aheriated individual problem. To list all the kinds of
alienated individuals there are in this worid (and this
universe) would undoubtedly take up the space of a
medium-sized encyclopedic work, which is beyond the
scope of this article. However, the following are some
typical examples of some alienated individuals:
Ray Gordan. Ray Gordan can often be found sitting at

the main bar in "Duke's," where he also works as a
dishwasher, nursing his warm beer, gazing catatonically
across the bar at his reflection in the mirror Ray
graduated from UMass seven years ago with a Bachelor of
Arts degree in English. He was very active in the anti-war
movement back then and now he is unable to find any but
the most menial kind of work. He writes metaphysical
poeti7, but IS unable to get a word of it published Ray is
very bitter about all of this. "It's a real bummer, man ''

is
his succinct comment. Ray is steadily in the process of
becoming an alcoholic.

Maria Gonzales has been working as a cashier-clerk atbam s Newsstand for nearly twenty years. She is a Cuban
immigrant who traveled northwards until she fmallv
found this job. Her comment is: "For years and years I

work here. I stand on my feet all day long, nobody ever
notices w. All they want here is to buy those dirty
magazines and buy those funny pipes that they put that
stutf m that makes them giggle so much whenever thev
come in here. I wish someone would just notice me for a
change. Maria's secret dream is that a tall. dark, hand-
sorne. and rich stranger will rome in, take notice of her
and her predicament, sweep her off her feet, and they will
be happily married ever after. So far. this hasn't happen-

In the deepest, darkest, dankest ghettoes where many
alienated individuals are forced to live, a nameless,
middle-aged black man pushes a shopping cart full of gar-
bage up and down the middle of the streets. He is singing
and shouting and is obviously drunk out of his mind There
IS a strange gleam in his eyes.
A peculiar bald-headed character, wearing only a loin

cloth, can be seen roaming aimlessly up and down the
railroad tracks in all seasons. He picks up lumps of coal
and old rusty tin cans, appears to examine them, then
shakes his head and discards them as if somehow
dissatisfied. No one knows why he does this

Isn't this awful? Isn't this utterly depressing? Doesn't it
just make you want to throw up? What can we do about
these people? How can we recognize one? What can we do'
to reach out to them, make them feel needed and wanted?
(Whew, that s a lot of questions.) ;

Typical symptoms of an alienated individual include buj
are not necessarily limited to. the following: sweaty palms
restlessly roaming eyes, a tendency to keep scratching the
undersides of their toes, a reluctance to discuss their past
unconventional dressing styles, a marked refusal to look
you straight m the eye. a twitching cheek muscle in-

NEWS ITEM: The Reagan Administration has categorized ketchup as a vegetable in order
to enhance the school lunch program.

coherent speech, a rambling obsessively frantic writinir
style, and .so on.

One thing you can do if you happen to see an alienated
indrndual is take him her. or it firmly by the aim a^guide him her or it down to the special Alienated In-
dividuals Rehabilitation Center.

In the Alienated Individuals Rehabilitation Center
there are a variety of services provided for those hopeless
cases to help them get back on their feet again, to enable
them to become adjusted, regular members of society
There are such diverse activities as: basket-weaving
classes ashtray-making workshops, bio-feedback sessions
with electric cattle prods, road work crews, house-
painting gangs, garbage collection details, special courses
in how to tie one's own shoelaces and how to properly
twist a screw into a nut. and a little cerebral re-adjustment
(brain surgery, that is) if needed. They will be given a roof
over their heads, dressed in decent clothing, meticulously
coached in how to do and say the right thing in the right
circumstances, and forcibly toilet-trained, if necessary.

John F. Bamberger is a Collegian guest columnist.

Letters
Single assignment system unfair

To the Editor: t

We would like to bring to the attention of the University
a problem which has arisen with housing. Students with
seniority on floors and siiites in the Sylvan Area are being
forced to move out of their single rooms to accomodate
higher class rank transfer students.
We. as members and ffiends of the Sylvan community

are angry at what we feel is an unjust action. These are
people who have lived on their floors four or five
semesters and have worked hard to acquire their singles
They are being put out by people who are spending their
first semester at UMass, and in our opinion, should have
no such priveledge.

Ken Paulsen and
14 other residents of McNamara Dormitory
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TRADE IN SALE
$10.00 OFF

ANY MEN'S OR WOMEN'S
TIMBERLAND BOOT

Dmberianii^'

Bring in any pair of old

work boots and we'll give

you $10.00 off a new pair

4fSsi6wr
SHOES

On th« Common
S. Ploatant St., Amherst

\̂ K T Z3E ZS anc -^' --

ERIC'S GIANT SUBS
— BREAKFAST—

Lunch • Supper • Deli Items
6 a.m. to 8 p.m. Mon., Tues., Wed.
6 a.m. to 9 p.m. Thurs., Fri., Sat.

CLOSED SUNDAYS
314 College St. Rte. 9, Amherst

CALL 253-9521

TJiE UMass Music TheATER Guild
FiNAl Niqhr of

AUDITIONS
foR

SUGAR
(A MusicaI VersIon of ''Some Like It Hot'7

THURSDAY - 7 PM -

CoMIVIONWCAlTh ROOM^ SUB
SxAqc, MaIce-up, ancJ Costume Crews aIso NEsdEd - sTop
by Ai^dirioQi^ or caU 6-9079

"2--.

t -'^

^',^HIC<*I'«^

3^

\ f

/ >-<

y

KEVERSE HAPPY HOUR
STARTS Qt 10

Molsons bottles 95c
Sombreros 95c

3 7 oz. Rolling Rock Sl.i5
Hot 6 Cold h'ors d'oeuvres

Wednesday, September 23, 1981

"^^^^^ iGSGntS

Collegian 9

DARRERE, CLAYTON, GRADNEY,
HAYWARD

Plus Phil Brown

SEPT. 26toote'" "-'"^^ """^ '^=^'»^«*

MNE ARTS CENTER UMASS STUDENTS $6.00 - $6.50

CONCERT HALL GENERAL PUBLIC $7.50 - $8.00

THE DAVID GRISMAN
QUARTET
FoRMERly wirh

OLD AND IN THE WAY
OCT. 4 at 8:00 P.M.

UMASS STUDENTS $6.50

GENERAL PUBLIC $7.50

ALL TICKETS
ON SALE NOW!

CICC-
f||ingfon :

Committeg.

JIMMY CLIFF
IT'S A COSTUME CONCERT
JORMA KAUKONEN

FoRMERly wirh

Hot Tuna & JeFFerson AIrpIaneJ

OCT. 29

7:30 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
UMASS STUDENTS $6.50

GENERAL PUBLIC $7.50
Tickets may be purchased at: Ticketron, URU, Tix, For the Record
(Faces) Amherst, Platterpus Records, Northampton, and Main St
Records, Northampton.
All tickets one dollar more at the door and please, no food drink or
smoke!

Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall

October 18, 8:00 P.M.

TICP;ET PRICES:

UMASS STUDENTS $7.50 - $8.50

GENERAL PUBLIC $8.50 $9.50

RECORD
I

I

I

-BEATLES • FLVIS-
JETHRO TOLL

SUMATRA • ELLINJGTOM
GLORIA GAYNOft-

SIMOW QGARFUWKEL-
— JUDy GARLAKJf)

-EARTH, W/NO q PIRE A.-

thru Sftpt ?S

The University Store
Hours
10-4

^0% OFF
Non-sole merchondise
with o student ID

I

I

i

Offer good Thursday Sept. 24th

thru Saturday Sept. 26th

I

I

I

I

I

Hampshire Moll • Hodley • 584-9676
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* Gallery
Continued frorn page 5

James Hendricks, John Townsend and
Jerry Reams also provide a modern inter-
pretation of art. Hendricks and Townsend
paint similarly with acrylics. Conveying
art as a non-commodity, by and for the peo
pie, Kearns' photography depicts art with
political ends.

Representing the more classical forms of
art. the watercolors of WilUam Patterson
hang beautifully and softly in the gallery

r

.Collegian a

Among the highlights of the exhibit are
the long and lean figures of Leonel
Longoras siikscreens, the innovative
ceramics of Paul Berube and John Roy's
"Cows." Frank Ozereko, new to UMass
also compliments the exhibit with his mixed
media work entitled "Birds in Bowties

"

The jewelry of Jim Wazniak. the
hthographs of Herb Paston. the etchings of
Frederick Becker and the architectural
plans of Wilham Hupp complete the diversi-
ty of the exhibit.

Enrollment high and still climbing
at Division of Continuing Education

SiqN-up For tIie

UMass Ski Club
MEivibERship

ANd tIie

SuqARbusb TRip
WecI.^ ThuRs.^ Frl

AT tIie C.C. Concourse

OfficE 4JOA SrudENT UnIon

545-J4J7

Why are these people smiling?

Oov^rnors Progrom Council

Interested in learning about student programming? Come to a
meeting of Governors program Council - student programming
for Student Union/Campus Center. Wed. Sept. 234 PM Room
805 Campus Center

By HOWARD DUPUIS
Collegian Correspondent

Enrollment in The Division of Continuing
Education at the University of
Massachusetts this year is "as good as, and
probably better than last year," said Direc-
tor Miriam Williford.

Although exact figures are not yet
available, Williford said that when the
figures are released, they will probably be
in keeping with this year's trend of increas-
ing enrollment at the University.
The Division of Continuing Education of-

fers both credit and non-credit classes as
well as professional programs. The profes-
sional programs are to develop specialized
skills needed in various fields, according to
a Continuing Education publication.
Although the enrollment in the credit and

non-crebit classes comcidea ajmost exactly,
Williford said that in recent years, "more
people are interested in degree programs
that ultimately lead to a career such as
engineering or business."
She said, however, that a lot of students

come for one or two classes "for personal
enrichment." The non-credit classes range
from Conversational Foreign Languages
to Introductory Cheesemaking.
The average age of Continuing Educa-

tion students in the credit classes is l)et-
ween 24 and 34, Williford said. Credit-free
workshops have students ranging from
children to the elderiy.

The instructors for the credit classes and
the professional programs are approved by
a dean and might be UMass professors or
teaching assistants, or in some cases a
member of the local community who "has
the proper credentials," Williford said

Poor Richards DANCE CLUB
DISCO • TOD 40 • Dock

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY
HOUle 9 M

T0I
EVERY THURSDAY

i

Friday 8- Saturday

2
FOR

25c Drafts 75c Drinks with Guest D.J. AL VARELAS \ 8-10 pm
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I
ARE PIKE

^^^^^^.

We are

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

• the fraternity that does not haze
• the house that raised $36,000

for Multiple Sclerosis
• #1 in Greek Area athletics - 1980

Pike - we could be for yo
For more info: 5452150/545-0047
Rush Parties -

TONIGHT 9:00 -11:00 PM :

1 Amher^^t Center
N Plcii^iiint St.

Newmair^

J
Thursday, Sept. 24 - 9:00 Pm""^--

Free Refreshments SUA

|0

Pi Kappa Alpha j

Wednesday, September 23. 1981

DOONESBURY
illiiil'^ian 13

ANPTHeGOmnORNJJWTHAT
UMfTSPA£RJAL SPRAYING(M^
Pf<£Pf^Bf&aN60(miP5UKa

\ GfmmcH.aNNKnQ/r,HAP(m
'.s&mfDwsepROPmry
o mU£SINN£AllSYUJESr-

by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
BOY IHAPNO mea/BRNORfS

pmmHAPGor- iHm.smuipe
mSOOUTOF SPRAYmSTH^

HANP.. ONLYSOUJ- ^

OJHefl PROPOSALS, SUCHASRB-
R)RMIN6 THB/NfmiANCa TAX
^J^i^ ORSHIMlNGDOUNSeuam
SCm?/N6SCH0aS.weR£R5>]£aBP
ASTOOUMITWWIMfl^Cr
ONf^s^POPuumoNs.

"5TBRJUZIN6

MALBPRBPS
mSALSO
vimePAs
UNACCtFlABli.

UHY?

W5XPEN
Sm.THeY'P
ALLmm
SPeClAUSlS.

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

^(tKTS^peuS^
by M. Joyce

^/CiRoe \H /^mTHRs'

f

\

ACROSS
1 Isle of Man man
5 Director of Mr
Deeds Goes to

Town"
10 Attempt
14 Site of a famed

tomb
15 Wee bird

16 Oonafiue of talk

show fame
17 of the

morning
19 Dissemble
20 "Camptown

Races" creator
21 Gave abundantly
23 Olla podrlda in-

gredient

25 Chalcedony
26 "The maid

the garden ..."

29 Turn left

32 Do a garden job
35 Biblical victim

36 Famous Disraeli

portrayer

38 Cloak for Omar
39 Pull together, in

a way
40 Sophisticated

quality

41 Be a worry wart
42 Inner: Prefix

43 Kind of baron
44 a deal!"
45 Mother wit

47 Take one's ease
48 Cooking pot

49 Author of Two
Years Before
the Mast"

51 Geisha girdles

53 Meadow sounds
57 Jewish Queen of

Persia

61 Name meaning
"industrious one

'

62 Of questionable
worth

64 Native of Nyborg
65 Alt

66 Arm bone
67 Some things to

make meet
68 Chopin product
69 Actress Patricia

DOWN
1 Fisherman's

grapple

2 Money exchange
premium

3 Makes a fluff

4 Walk for the

doomed
5 Naja maja of India

6 Shoemaker's tool

7 Math sign

8 Hebrew letter

9 One of a Dumas
threesnmn

10 Scene of action
11 Progressive or

Liberal, e.g.

12 Oval office

frequenter
13 Felt sympathy

(for)

18 Nunrteral suffix

22 Ccviflicts

24 Heart followers

26 Corduroy charac-

teristics

27 Take down a peg
26 Renewed energy
30 Defendant s

defense
31 Gel (become

aware of)

33 Too broad in the
beam

34 Genghis Khan
follower

36 Mil mail locale

37 Sun^ discourse
41 Likesonw

movies
43 Frenich director

Clair

46 Winter wear for

the wealthy
48 Kind of story

50 Role for Michael
Came

52 Davis
53 Give over
54 Arabian peninsula

nation

55 Puzzled
56 Sea between the

Philippines and
Borneo

58 Hearty's partner
59 Mount of Sicily

60 Not spurious
63 Word with coat or

cap

TV 39
by Gary Sullivan

/

WEATHER
Occasional ram today.

Highs today in the 60s.
Variable clouds tonight.
Lows mostly in the 40s.
Partly sunny tomorrow.
Highs in the 60s.

Murray I) l.lia-nlll < ulll|Ml^ ( illltr

I iilvtrslly III MuN>iuiliii'<» H" ul .\iiill».rsl

Eacn weekday from 2 pm - 5 pm
the TOC Lounge will be featuring

Soop Op«rQ Happy Hours
Come up to the eleventh floor of the

Campus Center and watch your favorite
soaps while enjoying our Drink Sp^ciolslI

Valid ID and ABP Sticker

required to purchase alcohol

WORK-STUDY

POSITION AVAILABLE

Secretory/Office Assistant

approximately 10 flexible hours

per week
salary open

Contact; Groduot* Student S^note

919 Campus Center

545-2896

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action

Employer

I

I

RESEARCH
PAPERS

10,278 on file — ail subjects

Send $1 ,00 (refundable) for your up-to-date,
340 page, mail order catalog.

We also provide research all fields
Thesis and dissertation assistance available

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322 Idaho Ave, #206F
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8226 or 477-8227

I

How would you like to
win $100.00 worth of
merchandise?
Enter the Science Fiction/Phantasy poster
contest. ^Details available in the store
Open IVI-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located In the Campus Center

University Store
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HAPPINESS FOR $1.00
Show you cARi, FLOWERS at tIie cAMpus center by
Laura ancI Susan

8 CARNATIONS For $1.00
4 ROSES For $1.00

OtIiER ASSORTEd HoWERS $1.00
Wfd. TliRouqh pRidAy 9-3r

OPEN
S1PT.23M
rR.TrRN^nrv.v,^,

-^•»«-

K^' Wk

PRELAW STUDENTS
SOUTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF LAW
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

will be on campus in the Hampshire House,
Room 209, from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m., to speak
with interested students about Southwestern 's

educational programs and admissions re-

quirements:

THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 24. 1981
Any students interested in making application
to Southwestern are invited to attend. For in-

formation please contact:

Amy Young. Recruiting Supervisor
Career Planning (413) 545-2224

Southwestern University School of Law has served
the public since 1911 as a non-profit, nonsectarian
educational institution. Southwestern does not
discriminate on the basis of race, sex, religion, or na-
tional origin, in connection with admission to the
school, or in the administration of any of its educa-
tion, employment, financial aid, scholarship, or stu-
dent activity programs.

Typists needed for
Collegian Graphics
Dept. Must type bet-

ween 50-60 w.p.m.
Knowledge of Edit-
writer 7500 a plus.

These are paid posi-

tions. Call either
Marsha Bianchi or
Lise Zeiger at
545-3500.

^^'^/^/n^^y/mi

37*1 MaPLCf^SANT ST.

ALL WWlVERSmr MEN IWITEO

Add Intro to Future Studies

Educ I 354/undergrad.
Educ I 654/grad.

School of Ed. Room 228
Contact Peter Wagschal 545-0981

Please recycle

this Collegian

jGraduaie
Wed.. Sett. 2 3

I
CCA.

I CrMTCR

I
AuoiramuH)

^'' 7^1//

•^

^campusV
cerffer
aLuma<s<s

Thursday September 24th

EDWE SHAW G THE WOLFGANG
cover charge $2.00

Friday September 25th
swing with

HIGH TIMES
cover charge $2.00

Saturday September 26th
DEAVER DROWN

this college ring sale had to be perfect fo^

iiwere difficult "Mever ate vegetables, "she said
^mnq for you was a tough assignment
'ugh as our toughest customer. Our rings are custoryi-f
ked by a lifetime warranty \\ao on our Siladium^ rings (now only $79 95) And if f »

^ about a college ring, we can make your decision ealr t
get a terrific deal when you trade in your lOK gold hi\

ose from dozens cfistyles. We've got something for theng student. Even >mi.
lank us. Thank your fffether

I
\

Date Sept. 23, 24, 25 \ 10-3

K Location Univ. Store Campus Center

cover charge $4.00
Valid ID and ABP sticker

required to purchase alcohol

$15 deposit

© 198? ArtCarved Class Rings, Inc

Wedtiesday. September 23, 1981""^

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Collegj^Q 15

Collegian Office CC 113

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount

• 8^45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication dayce • 5 cons«r..t.w« ri.^. r«^ m;. ^ p^^^^ number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rack-A-DIsc Professionals are back tor
Fall parties let's pa rty! 546-7013 Randy

ARE YOTJlNTOlEAfHl^

AUDIO

Cassette Deck, Harmon Kardon HK-IOOO
Excellent condition, $125. 323-5227

AUfolPOFsAlT

68 Saab with 70 engin^leOOOOTr best of-
fer 253-7546

1967 Plymouth B^^d^re V8 excellent
mechanical condition body fair niahts
Sophia 253-5980 ^

1974 Pinto asking $450 call Karen 546-"7495

1970 Valiant excellent condition
6-cylinder, automatic, regular gas $995.00
253-7967

1973 Chevy Vega good condition radials
snowtires 549 1616 $800 or BO
1974 Olds Omega to rebuild or for parts
300 call 1-533-4212 ask for Adam
1976 Plymouth Van automatic trans
custmise CB set excellent 4700 545-1365
after 5 PM 256-8384

1970 Pick Up 6 cyls cap on back standard
trans, very good on gas excellent 1400
545^1365 after 5 PM 256-8384

BOLTWOOD-BELCHERTOWN
PROJECT

You haven't missed your chancel
Valuable volunteer opportunities still
available information meeting: Sundav
Sept. 27 at 7:30, CC Rm 168

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Televisions, Tape
Decks, Stereos & Car Stereos. Sound in
Motion 266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst.
Behind Silverscape Designs, 253-9341

FOR RENT

Small compact refrigerator for rent.
Available at Spirit Haus Liquor Store 338
College Street, Route 9. Open until 11:00
256-8433

2 rooms for rent kitchen privledges private
living area private entrance women only call
after 6 253-7183

132 room apartments available on bus
route in South Deerfield call 665-«/92 or
863-9119

Space still available for 1 man and 1

woman at a fraternity near campus meal
plan offered call Leo at 253-9987

FOR SALE

Takamine Guitar for sale excellent condi-
tion also with case call Mike 549-4873

Turntable good condition 1 year old $35
call 546-6049

Fender jazz bass Nov. 68 natural finish
asking $400 549-1024

Takamine Guitar for sale excellent condi-
tion $150 with case call Mike 549-4873

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft alnK>st new best of-
fer 549 5669

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best
offer 549-5669

Harman/Kardon TA-600 Receiver $125;
AR studio turntable, $75; German leather
jacket, $25; Frye boots - mens 9D, $35;
584-7984

Stereo Nikko 715 & Pioneer speakers $225
256-8407 after 5

Women's Leather Accessories by Chns-

S797IkJ^:?S?o°^ ^^9"'^^ P"^es! Call
253-7221 btw 4:00-8:00

Down sleeping bag 4 season 8" loft
modified mummy 6' + length xcellent con
$/b. Kingston classical folk guitar xcellent

323-765"
^^""^^ ^^ ^ ""^^^ '=^"

KinkMkk^t^Ts^^T^^ Providence ex-
cellenitjeats^cal[546-7 135
^o tickets Rolling~St^t)nes PhillTs^t
26 best offer 584-4079

GAY

^.^1^ Lesbian Disco Friday Sept 18 9 PM
at 1U09 Campus Center cash bar DJ $2 ad-
mission. - first dance of the season spon-

^m''c?^ol'^/®°P'^'s Gay Alliance 413BoUb b45-0154

HELP WANTED
College Pizza on Fearing St near
bouthwest Area needs people with cars to
deliver pizzas to the UMass Dorms. Hourly

I
pay plus tips plus gas allowance. Only
those with cars need apply at College Pizza .

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Local sorority looking for a responsible
house director (a couple or a single). Cook-
ing 2 meals a day would increase your pay
and accompany free room and board. Call
Joanne, Julie, Debbie 256-6874
Earn while you learn Jobs are tough after
college. Ask anyone who went out into the
world armed with only a diploma. So get
ahead of your class while still in schoolWe II give you the ammo to make money
now. You take the training with you when
you graduate. Northampton Mutual Life

Superior Pizzeria needs delivery people
for the Amherst area. Must have own car
call 549-0626 for details

Student wanted that has time to run
Crafts Table in Union be mellow honest I

pay well 617 249-6492

Workstudy Jobs Public Interest with
MASSPIRG Massachusetts' largest con-
sumer/environmental protection organiza-
tion. Administrative Assistant. Hours & pay
negotiable contact Elise Jacques 256-6434
Board of Governors applications are now
being accepted for the positions of comp-
troller, public relations coordinator, display
coordinator. Applications and job descrip-
tions available in CC817, 545-0198

LOST

Plastic bag with jackets in front of Lewis
9/7/81 reward call 546-5465

Gold ankle bracelet with heart. Sen-
timental value. Please call Lisa 6-9158

Lost blue soccer windbreaker at party
on 9/18 at 145 A1 Brittany Manor please
return reward 546-8849 Mike

Brown rimmed Annie Hall style prescrip-
tion glasses with blue case 546-6937

MASSAGE
Experienced massage of the neck Cr
scalp, shoulders, upper and lower back,
feet and hands. Cheap $3.00 a '/4 hour
546-6616

MOTORCYCLES

Kawasaki 1975 100CC road/trail seldom
used 350$ call Leslie 549-1284 6-8 PM

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Save 40% off retail price on new Guild,

Gibson, Ovation, Rickenbacker and
Yamaha guitars. A'so, discounted prices on
Marshall and Polytone amps, strings and
accessories. We buy used Fender, Gibson
and Martin guitars. The Guitar Workshop,
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-1728

VALUABLE COUPON."
Pay for fwo, ttie

third is free.
8 X 10 KODAK Color
Enlargements

Bring in this coupon with

your favorite Kodocolor film.

r^ negatives, color slides or

O color prints.

(J Get tt>ree 8x10 KODAK Color
Enlargements for ttie price
of two.

Hurry, offer ends October 14. 1981.

2

In the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.
c
I

ASK fcm

^he University StDrei r&^^
.:?;.^lS.lilii..CLIPAND SAVE.-^^i^

I

I

I

I

PARTY TONIGHT

Alpha Delta Phi is having a very informal
rush party (special appearance by
"Murph"). All university men invited no
B.S. Refreshments start flowing at 8:30 pm
Located in Frat/Sor Park. Take any Or-
chard Hill bus call 549-0889 for info

PERSONALS

Fall Sem. Practicum: Work 1-4 after-
noons per/wk in after school day care K-6
on campus. Hrs. available; M, T, Th F
2:45-5:45, W 1:00-5:45. Wkly staff mtgs.
12:45-2:00. Earn 3-6 credits based on days
worked. For more info call Nancy Ross
549-6170.

Looking for an unusual gift? Spirit Haus
has many moderately priced wines, liquors
and beers for all occasions.

Want to spend a night with Al Pacino?
Dog Day Afternoon Thursday Sept 24 SUB
Early Show at 5 - 75c 7,9,11 - $1.25

Moorehouse: Vote Byers and Busny Co-
Presidents Sept. 23, 4-7 Main Lobby

American Indian Student Association
invites all Indians to meet Wednesday
September 23, Campus Center 902 6: 1 5 PM
Attention RSO Groups: Friday is your last

day to sign up for RSO EXPO '81 submit
your forms in RSO mailroom

Open Rush: All university men invited to
an open rush at Lambda Chi Alpha on Sept
23 & 24 at 9 PM more info rail 545-1244

Larry, sorry about everything that's hap-
pened. I do wish we could make amends
Truce? Happy Birthday. Love ya, Terry

First Pi Sigma Alpha Political Science
Honor Society - meeting will be held on
Thursday, Sept 24 at 4:00 in Room 91 1-915

MJB - Happy Birthday! "Celebrate good
times c'mon!" 143 EAM

PSYCHOTHERAPY
Individual, couples, family therapy Fee
based on ability to pay. Non-student
clientele also accepted. Psychological Ser-
vices Center 545-0041

QUICK SALE

J?^y!y^
Beetle excellpnt condition call

549-5347

RIDE WANTED
Daily commuter from Greenfield to
Amherst wanted to share driving/ex-
penses call eves 774-477

Wanted Van to drive five people to Phili
Sept 26 for Stones concert call 253-9093
Kevin or Scott trade ticket for van
Ride needed to northern NJ Friday Sent
25 call Alison 546-6266

Ride needed to Phil Stones concert Fri
9/25 call 549-4912 eves

RIDERS WANTED
Riders wanted to UVM Friday 9/25 call
Joan 549-3754 keep trying!

Need a lift to Boston area Sat Sept 26th
@ 8:00 AM and back to Amherst Sunday
Sept 27th early evening? Have room for
three Call Lisa 323-4714 after 7:30 pm

ROOMMATE WANTED
Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
PM-7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Looking for female to share 2 bedroom
apartment Brittany Manor 256-0707

Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
Pm - 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Nonsmoking responsible female
wanted to share Bnttany Manor apt call
253-2821

Room available in Brittany Manor apt
call Joe 253-9026

RUSH
Come see the house off campus Sigma
Alpha Epsilon OPEN RUSH Wednesday
Thursday Sept 23, 24 8:00 p.m. Located ori
Sunset Ave. (just off Fearing St at College
Pizza) Phone 256-6815 Wed Film Night
Thurs Social Hours

SALE - SALE - SALE

Late nite lunacy our next big sale 60% off
selected items 40% off Legend amps and
all effects plus free sticks and strings Wed
Sept 3D noon to midnight Music Gallerv
Rt 9 Hadley 586-6228

SERVICES

Free-lance Typing writing help, small of-
fice organizing. Faculty and student work
welcome. Top skills, reasonable rates.
Amherst 549-0518 8 am to 9 pm
Student Movers low rates local lonq-
distance 253-9646

Improve your grades! Research
catalog-306 pages -10,278 topics-Rush
$1 .00 Box 25097C Los Angeles, 90025 (213)
477-8226

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Clothes, mens -suits-shirts-jackets -hats-
flannel pajamas-jeans-alarm clocks

-

sweaters -beds-blankets -bed spreads.
Prices reasonable applicances small call
863 9032

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop Fall
classes forming. 28 hours including
classroom theory & shop. Limited enroll-
ment 253-7967

TYPING - 4c a line. Some overnite service
call at 549-4595

Need Help? Depressed? Need Motivation?
For free information on obtaining help
write: Wilesse Comissiong, Counselor c/o
PO Box 148, So Deerfield, MA 01373*

Sensory Isolation Tank available on an
hourly basis. 584-1627, evenings

STICK IT IN YOUR EAR

Stick it in your ear at Silverscape
Designs. Custom, single and multiple ear
piercing in twenty styles of sterile studs.
SPECIAL 14k gold bracelets $9.95.
Silverscape Designs, the Yellow House
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

TRAVEL

Need a break? How about Montreal for
just $85 call 256-6941 after 6

WANTED
Babysitters fall semester, various times
days. Come to Child Care Office 213
Berkshire House, between 9 and 2, Monday
-Friday

Musicians wanted to form kick ass band
Knowledge of new and old waves
necessary call Dave the Rave 546-6259
Highest Prices Paid for class rir»gs. gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst.
Monday-Saturday 10 am - 6 pm Licensed
by the Town of Amherst, member of
Lnamber of Commerce 256-07 1

^^\"Jt *°n
"••«*-cheap rug for dorm call

546-1190 call after 4:00 PM

Senate Elections
Nomination papers are still available for

election to the Undergraduate Student

Senate (SGA), in Rm 420 Student Union

Building.

Nominotion papers must be returned by
Tuesday, Sept, 29, at 4:00. Elections will

be held Oct. 5-6. For more information

call 545-0341. Ask for Jim Murphy or Ed

Lee.
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By ANNA ROELL
Collegian Staff

Water polo is back at UMass.
The sport where six aggressive men and

a big protective goalie combine forces to
play a fast, wet game of underwater
strategy and above water action. Water

between calls.

Russell Yarworth is the coach of the
water polo team, as well as the men's swim
team. His rookie team of 30 players on the
A and B squads (similar to varsity and
junior varsity) practices daily in the
Boyden pool for the fall and spring seasons

polo mvolves no stick or club; just a ball the They compete in the New England Division
size of a volleyball and fast man-to-man I league, where Brown University has held
play that has similar qualities of soccer and
basketball.

The first requirement of playing water
polo is to be a good swimmer...a good
strong swimmer. Most of the UMass polo

the champion title for the past eight years.
"Everyone on our team has only one year

experience or less," Yarworth said. There
is one man on the team with two years ex-
perience. Robert DeConinck is a senior at

Club is already on the swim team and this is UMass and captain of the water polo team
their pre-season conditioning, the rest of "We're not in good enough shape yet

"

the team are club players. DeConinck said after Amherst College beat
The next stroke is swimming with your UMass in last night's scrimmage "We've

head above water. This way the players can only been swimming for a
hear the referee and see what's going on. week-and-a-half," DeConinck said
Your feet can't touch the bottom either, so Yarworth compared his team to the
no one can sneak a breather. It's eggbeater Patriots Monday night game "We were

^tT ^^Ua^f^ ^^^c . .
P'^y^"^ ^^^ "^^^ ^"^«' but not executing

Ihe eggbeater. Lifeguards and swim in- properly," he said.
structors call it treading water. But the eg
gbeater is more of a circular motion of your
legs and your shoulders and hands should
stay out of the water.

Passing and shooting can only be done
with one hand. Only the goalie can use two
hands. And the goalie gets treated to the
goal-size variety every period when he
changes goals. The shallow-end goal is big-
ger than the deep-end goal since the goalie
in waist-deep water is allowed to touch the
bottom. Four 15 minute quarters, or
periods are played, ending the game after

about an hour with substitutions brought in

Last year UMass and Amherst split
games one-one. Tomorrow the two polo
clubs will play another scrimmage at
Amherst and Yarworth is optimistic.
"Next time I think we'll beat them," he
said.

The experience the UMass polo players
need is in game situations. "They have the
ball handling down," Yarworth said. "Now
they need game skills."

The team is looking forward to learning.
"I want to see them learn how to play
polo," coach Yarworth said. "They're get-
ting closer."

Fourth and goal
Who would have thought that Boston University would

find itself in an early hole? The Terriers defeated Kings
Point (who?) in their first game of the season in a game
that head coach Rick Taylor said, "We stunk." They then
proceeded to lose their last two contests, 14-6 to Holy
Cross and a tough two-point decision to the New Hamp-
shire Wildcats, 10-8. With a 1-2 record, BU has to be
downcast
The score in that game could mean one of two things,

either BU is over-rated (they were chosen as the second
best team to Massachusetts in pre-season polls) or that
UNH is for real this year. With the winner of the Yankee
Conference getting an automatic entry to the national
playoffs in Division I-AA, you better believe that all league

1T»0 XrrkT" «« A r»*~.^ - " ^"*>f'*" P*«"" t>y Scott Burke
1 1 5> NOT MARCO— Andre LaMontagne tends goal for the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts water polo team in last night's game against
Amherst College at Boyden Pool.

games will be tough this season. The Minutemen open
their YC schedule Oct. 3 with a home tilt against the
University of Rhode Island
The University of Connecticut Huskies look to be rolling

again this year. Super running back Joe Markus was nam-
ed Yankee Conference Offensive Player-of-the-Week for
his fine running against former UMass coach Paul
Pawlak's Northeastern University Hounds Saturday.
UConn trounced NU 31-3. Massachusetts defensive tackle
Eric Cregan was named the YC Defensive Player-of-the-
Week
There were plenty of standouts on the defensive side for

the Minutemen Saturday. Ceorge Lewis almost matched
Cregan 's impressive five-sack performance with three
takedowns of his own. Lewis also caused a fumble by label-
ing Holy Cross fullback Art Shimshock. Raymond Benoit
looks like he's back to his 1979 form, a year in which he

was named first team All-Yankee Conference. He punish-
ed the HC center all-game long and was in on two quarter-
back sacks. Although Crusader field general Dave Murphy
did have a pretty good day passing against the
Minutemen, some of his efforts were prayers that he just
got off before being hammered by a UM defender
When the HC receivers caught the ball, they paid for it.

Comerback Dwayne Lopes was sticking people all day and
safety Grady Fuller almost cut HC's Mike Redding in half
when he tackled him at the UMass five-yard line late in the
third quarter. The hardest hit of the game award goes to
defensive end Todd Comeau who was a madman on special
teams covering punts for the Minutemen. On three con-
secutive punts in the first quarter he was the first man
down for Massachusetts to make the hit and on the third,
buried the HC returner

- STEPHEN FREKER

There's no need to copy the pros here
The Massachusetts offensive attack in the second half of

Saturday's Minuteman defeat of Holy Cross left a little to
be desired. It was sluggish and unproductive for much of
the half, save the final comeback drive and the heroics of
the quarterback and his receiving crew. There were aKso a
couple of outbreaks of that sometimes fatal football
disease, fumbleitis.

Although UM field leader Dean Pecevich was not having
a good game individually, the blame for the Minutemen's
ineffectiveness should not have been placed collectively on
his shoulders.

Apparently, some of those in attendance were of a dif-
ferent opinion. There were some scattered boos from the
Alumni unfaithful section when the Massachusetts point-
production unit left the field in the second half and some
fans (?) even yelled when the UM offensive team came
back onto the field.

Also, in the stadium press box, there were a few un-
disguised negative comments regarding the wisdom of
head coach Bob Pickett's decision to leave Pecevich at the
helm.

This response is a shame.

The New England Patriots were not playing at Alumni
Saturday.

The Fighting Irish were too busy losing to Michigan
Saturday to be in Amherst.
What was on the field last weekend was the University

of Massachusetts Minutemen, a Division I-AA team, albeit
a very good one and a national contender.
There is much said and written about professional

sports overkill and the reactions Saturday have to be look-
ed at as a glaring example of this phenomenon.
The N.E. Patriots quarterback situation is a much-

heralded event each time the Foxboro Frenetics take the
field. Who will it be today? Grogan? Cavanaugh? Tom
Owen, maybe? There are plenty of choices. If one guy
screws up and/or throws an interception or two, get out
the hook and they're gone. No problem. They're pros
They get paid to be treated like that.

Stephen Freker

DROP THAT BALL! - Minuteman defensive end George Lewis persuaderi Ho|Tcro87cS^^
Itgt running back to fumble with a crunching tackle in Saturday's 13-10 UM victoiy.

This ain't the pros.

This is a medium-level college football team and it is
ridiculous to assume it is comparable to a professional
team or that professionalized methods be employed here
It's a good thing that the University of Massachusetts has
a football coaching staff who well understand this and
would not yank a quarterback in the first game of a season
because he was not having an outstanding game at the
time.

Perhaps coach Pickett said it best.

"I have confidence in him (Pecevich) and I know what he
can do," Pickett said after the game Saturday. "Dean
(Pecevich) is a good quarterback and he'll be my quarter-
back next week, the week after and the week after that."
"You can give me all the statistics that you want. The

only ones that count are what show up on the scoreboard
at the end of the game."
One certainly can't argue with that.
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SCERA workers resign

J

By HANNAH HOSOM
and JOHN DIPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

Four members of the Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy (SCERA) resigned during last
night s Undergraduate Student Senate meeting
Arvid Muller, Student Coordinator for SCERA said

student government politics and "in fighting" posed bar-
riers for SCERA employees and volunteers. SCERA is
the research and lobbying arm of the Student Government
Association.

"It is time to put our foot down.. Some of the hardest
working people here are resigning. People have to look at
where the SGA is going, and who is going to do the work "

Muller said. "I like working on the issues, but I'm tired of
the m-fighting, so I am resigning."
The resignations occurred during debate over SCERA's

rehiring policy, following the presidential veto of a motion
passed last week. The motion concerned the formation of
a search committee for the hiring of SCERA student per-
sonnel The SGA presidents said former staff should go
through the same hiring procedure as new applicant's and
that the search committee for new SCERA staff should
not contain SCERA members.

"It's unfortunte, but there are times when you have to
put your foot down, and past problems have to be fixed,"

said co-President Kevin Mangan.
Beth Benton, the first to resign, said that the staff

should automatically be rehired instead of going through
an evaluation process.

Senator Thomas W. Foley disagreed. "Everyone has to
undergo some kind of process. The president said senators
have to be rehired in effect every year," Foley said.
Lisa Nazzaro, who also resigned, asked why the attempt

at reorganization wasn't made during the summer. She
discussed the time and energy put in by the SCERA staff
and her disappointment that matters were brought up at
this point in the semester.
Chairman of Public Policy Ken Moore stated that the

Summer Coordinating Committee is not permitted to
make organizational or personnel changes.
Linda Cohen, who also resigned from SCERA said she

was interested in working for student concerns, but that
she felt the staff did not receive the respect it deserved
Kocot repeated that the point of the veto concerned the

process of hiring, not the personalities involved.
Alan Compagnon said the discussion over the rehiring

process was ridiculous.

"We are clashing in our separate ideas of how to move
forward, " Compagnon said. "This group is a potentially
and incredibly powerful body, ranking with only one or
two other student governments in the country. We have to
overcome our political differences and move on."

w^^^^ -^^ Photo b» Scolt Burke
ROOF BOUND - Frank Taylor of Warner

Bros. Const, of Sunderland works on Machmer
roof

Spokesman for CARP defends organization
By BRIAN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

A spokesman for the CoUegiate Association for the
Research of Principles (CARP) last night defended his
organization against statements made by ex-moonie. Steve
Hassan, in the Student Union Tuesday.
Myles Cavanagh, a freshman at the University of

Massachusetts and a member of the Unification Church
said people will never discover the truth about an
organization by talking to its former members.
"You wouldn't talk to Judas to find out about Jesus and I

don't believe you can talk to an ex moonie about the
Unification Church" Cavanagh said.

Cavanagh said people should have the "inteUectual
honesty" and the "intellectual courage" to find out about

CARP on their own.
Cavanagh said CARP was founded as a spiritual group

and has remained so.

"I wish people would come and talk to us about spiritual
issues - that's what we're all about" Cavanagh said.
Cavanagh maintains that the accusations that moonies

are brainwashed are fake.

"I spoke to deprogrammers before I joined. I knew both
sides before hand, but Hassan admitted that people
convinced him to quit the church. Now who's the brain-
washed one?" Cavanagh said.

He said people shouldn't be afraid of the Unification
Church retreat camps in Florida, citing that the Catholic
Church also has retreats.

"You won't find monasteries in cities. People have long
known that you have to seclude yourself to get in touch

with God" he said.

Cavanagh said the goals of CARP "are to create a
greater undersUnding" between the various peoples of the
world.

Everyone does not have to become a member of CARP
for this goal to be realized, but "everyone must undergo a
revolution of the heart." Cavanagh said.

"It is unfortunate that people at a university dedicated
to learning should be wiUing to curUil the freedom of
speech of others" he said.

Cavanagh said many people have only redirected their
prejudices against him and his group.

"All through history people have been afraid of any new
group that has threatened the status-quo, without ever
looking at themselves to see if they are at fault. It is no
different now."

Mayor Musante says big

business benefits from 2 ¥2

m. . „^« ,^. Coll»|fi«n photo bv Vincf D*WiU
MAYOR DISCUSSES 2'/2 - David Musante, Mayor of Northampton,

spoke to a group of Home Economics students yesterday in Skinner Hall
about the effects of Proposition 2Vj on local communities and a number
of other issues.

ROB CROWLEY
Collegian Correspond* nt

Northampton Mayor David B. Musante
said that big business and industry are the
real benefactors of Proposition 2V2 during a
guest lecture appearance last night in

Skinner Hall.

According to Musante. low and middle
income people and city government were
most hurt by Proposition 2V2.

"I could have cut the entire police
department, fire department and depar
tment of public works and still not have
reached the level mandated by Proposition
2'/2," Musante said.

Musante said that while budgets for
certain essential services have dropped, the
costs for the services have not.

"In my opinion, the money from
Proposition 2V2 is being pocketed by
business and industry."

Musante al.so cited the problem of
providing proper social services in Nor-
thampton with a limited budget. According
to Musante, the School Department budget
and the Department of Public Works
budget were the hardest hit.

"Basically, we are trying to cut without
doing away with any essential services,"
Musante said.

Musante also cited the need for people to
become involved in local government.
Musante. who has been involved in

go> c rnment for 17 years, says he has seen a

general declinein the number of people who
want lo become involved in local decision
making.

"I think that it is extremely important to
have a strong power base at the local level,"
Musante said.

Despite the limited budget. Northampton
still supplies a number of social service
programs. A new health education program
has begun this year in the school system.
The program teaches youngsters in grades
kindergarten throughgrade six about
alcohol, drugs, and sexual health. Accor-
ding to Musante. similar programs aimed at
junior high school and high school children
are often ineffective because the students
have already developed their own per-
spectives.

"How can you teach a kid in junior high
school that what he has been doing is

wrong. "Musante said.

Other social service programs include
subsidized housing and a home heating cost
efficiency program called "Button up
Northampton."
The mayor also favors the new "Work-

Fare"program proposed by the Reagan
administration. The program would require
eligible welfare recipients to work and earn
at least a portion of their welfare money.

"I don't care if you have a Ph.d and you
can't find a job. Why the hell should you be
given a handout without putting some
effort into earning your keep?" Musante
said.
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Soviet craft

receive escort
OTIS AIR FORCE BASE (AP) - Two Soviet "Bear"

aircraft were intercepted off the New England coast
yesterday morning and given a two hour escort by U.S. jet

fighters, authorities reported.

Maj. Dick Penney, spokesman for the Massachusetts Air
National Guard, said guard intercept fighters were
scrambled from Otis Air Force Base on Cape Cod at 7:40
a.m. Penney said radar detected the Soviet planes about
220 miles southeast of Nantucket, within the 250 mile U.S.
Air Defense Identification Zone.
Two F 106 jets from the guard's 102nd Fighter Intercept

Wing met the Soviet planes and flew alongside them as
they traveled south.

A pair of F 106s from Langley Air Force Base in Virginia

and two from Charlestown Air Force Base in West Virginia

later took over the escort duty until the Soviet planes left

the zone east of Savannah. Ga.. approximately 9:40 a.m.,

the spokesman said.

Penney said the Soviets were always over international

waters, and their closest approach to U.S. soil was ap-

proximately 130 miles off Cherry Point. N.C.
The Otis aircraft were ordered aloft by Lt. Col. William

G. Garvey. senior director on duty in the Region Control
Center at Hancock Field. N. Y.. headquarters for the North
American Aerospace Defense Command's 21st region.

Columbia may
need repairs
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. ( AP) - A propellant spill that

onglued nearly 300 thermal tiles on the space shuttle

Columbia also leaked into the craft itself, increasing the
possibility that the ship will have to undergo lengthy
repairs, officials said yesterday.

Moving the ship from its pad would delay the launch "in

excess of a month" beyond the scheduled Oct. 9 date, said

shuttle operations director George Page.
"Project officials are deciding whether or not to roll the

shuttle vehicle back to the Vehicle Assembly Building.

HORNS OF PLENTY — Unicorns, once
believed to be the figment of an active imagina-
tion, are multiplying at Marine World/Africa
USA in Redwood City, Calif. Naturalist Otter
0*Zell holds a baby unicorn, Galahad, while
mother Lancelot poses in front.

demate the orbiter and move it to the Orbiter Processing
Facility for repair." said a status report issued late last

night on the Tuesday accident.

A decision on whether to move the shuttle system or do
the necessary repairs at the pad is expected by tomorrow.
Page said.

Hugh Harris, a spokesman for the Kennedy Space
Center, said a visual inspection in the orbiter's nose
disclosed the contamination of the reaction control system.
But the extent of damage was unknown until a technician
climbs into the system's pod and inspects it closely. That
operation was to take place late yesterday.

The system contains a group of thrusters which control
the pilch and roll of the space plane during orbit and at-

mospheric re-entry.

"It's pretty sure that they are going to have to remove the
pod," said Harris, following an hour long telephone con-
ference among officials and engineers of the various space
centers around the country. "I don't think there's any
doubt they're going to do it."

No delays for

social security
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan, trying to

assemble a new package of budget cuts acceptable to

Congress, has backed off a plan to delay next year's cost-

of-living increase in Social Security, congressional sources
said yesterday.

A presidential spokesman, meanwhile, declared that

Reagan has no intention of embracing the suggestion from
some quarters that he seek a postponement of the tax cuts
already approved by Congress as a means of holding down
the 1982 deficit.

Congressional sources, who asked not to be identified by
name, said the president still is considering recom-
mendations for delays in cost -of living benefits under
several programs other than Social Security, including
some pension plans and Veterans' benefits.

In a brief appearance yesterday, Reagan acknowledged
that the ax will fall "on many things that we wish didn't

have to be cut."

The president is scheduled to unveil his latest round of

budget cutting proposals in a nationally broadcast address
tonight. Aides said changes still were possible in the
package, expected to total more than $16 billion in new
cuts for the fiscal year beginning next Thursday.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Stones mysteriously

cancel another concert

NEW BEDFORD - The RoUing
Stooes yesterday mysteriously canceled
one nH>re effort to hold an unpublicized

eonoert in Massachusetts before starting

their national tour, a New Bedford theater
operator said.

After three days of planning the concert,

representatives of the British rock group
canceled the date by telephone about eight
hours before show time without giving a
reason, Tom Shire, operator of the 800 seat
SUte Theater, said.

Shire refused to disclose with whom he
had dealt but insisted they genuinely
represented the RoUing Stones.

"There is just a way you can tell," said

Shire, 44, who said he had been in the
business 38 years. "I know they were for

real."

Shire claimed the Stones, who originated
the idea, planned to announce the concert a
few hours before the 9 p.m. starting time
and made their own arrangements to sell

$15 tickets.

Although no announcements had been
made, about 100 young people crowded
around the theater at 6:30 p.m. Some
lingered until the 9 p.m. show time.

Firefighters die

in elevator shaft
CHICAGO — Two firefighters plunged

16 floors in the blazing elevator shaft of a

highrise office tower, and their comrades
desperately hacked through walls in a futile

attempt to save them from death.

Six other firemen and a cleaning woman
were injured in the fire Tuesday night at

the 38 story Willoughby Tower on Michigan
Avenue.
The bodies of Joseph Hitz, 30, and Craig

L. McShane. 23, were found in charred
debris atop an empty elevator cage that had
plummeted in flames from the 25th to the
ninth when its cables snapped.

KKK steals

'Kunta Kinte' plaque
ANNAPOLIS - A plaque marking

the spot where Kunta Kinte. ancestor of
"Roots" author Alex Haley, arrived on a
slave ship in 1767 was stolen yesterday and
replaced by a Ku Klux Klan calling card.

The small bronze plaque, dedicated only
two days earlier, apparently was pried
loose from its concrete bed in the Annapolis
City Dock sometime in the early morning
hours, police Sgt. John Wright said.

"You have been patronized by the KKK,"
read a business card found in its place.

The theft was branded "a despicable act"
by Gov. Harry Hughes.
Mayor Richard Hillman said that "when

the culprits are apprehended, it would be
nice to return to corporal punishment."

The incident also fueled the concerns of
civil rights groups who note a recent
resurgence of Klan activity in Maryland.

On Saturday, about 100 Klansmen rallied

in rural western Maryland, the fifth such
rally in the less than two years.

On Aug. 28, Richard L. Savina. a state
Klan leader, was found guilty in federal
court of an attempt to bomb the home of a
NAACP official in a Baltimore suburb.

Gene isolated

that protects plants

CAMBRIDGE — Scientists have isolated
and tranplanted a gene that protects plants
from the deadly effects of drought and salt,

a discovery they hope will someday boost
the world's production of food.

Dr. Raymond C. Valentine, a biologist at
the University of California at Davis, an-
nounced the development in a speech
yesterday at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
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Arts Staff Recruitment
What do you think about the arts in the Valley?

Come to the Collegian Arts Staff Recruitment
meeting and find out how to get your opinions

printed. Curtain at 7 p.m., Thursday, September 24 in

W24 Machmer.

Senate Elections

Nomination papers are still available for

election to the Undergraduate Student

Senate (SGA), in Rm 420 Student Union

Building.

Nominotion papers must be returned by
Tuesdoy, Sept, 29, at 4:00. Elections will

be held Oct. 5-6, For more information

call 545-0341. Ask for Jim Murphy or Ed

Lee.
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Construction of Equine
Center to begin soon

I>rAVDATf yi rw.
t^ollegian photo by Terri Bellafiore

l-LAY BALL — Gary Dingman, a junior electrical engineering major
plays ping-pong between classes at the Student Union Game Room.

By SANDY MCLAUGHLIN
Collegian Correspondent

The construction of an Equine Center at
the University of Massachusetts is schedul-
ed to begin October 16, said Dr. Anthony
Borton, director of the Equine Studies Pro-
gram.

The Equine Center will include an indoor
horseback riding arena, an area for spec-
tators, a lecture area with labs and stables
which will house 40 horse stalls.

Sufficient funds have been raised by the
Equine Center Council to begin the first
phase of the project, the indoor riding
arena at Tillson Farm,

"Barring bad weather and problems get-
ting the materials, we hope to have the
basic shell built by Thanksgiving," said
Borton.

The arena, costing approximately
$119,000, according to Dr. Thomas Fox, a
member of the counsel, will be 80 feet wide
by 220 feet long, with rest rooms and an
observation area at one end.

The project was initiated by Sarah
Carlson, the former director of riding at
UMass.
"She had to teach the classes in the snow

and rain. Our academic year corresp<^)nds*
to the worst of the New England weather,"
said Borton. Inclement weather limits the
number of riding classes, he said.

Borton said Carlson formed the Equine
Center Council to raise the funds needed
for the center. They first began their fund
raising efforts about two years ago.

About $107,000 has been raised so far
with about $10,000 in firm pledges, said
Borton.

"We're about half way to our goal of a
quarter of a million dollars." said Borton.

The majority of financial support came
from the alumni of the Equine Studies Pro-
gram, private individuals interested in the
program and some businesses, such as feed
companies. The donations go to the UMass
foundation, a private charitable
organizaton, Borton said.

The site for the arena has been staked
out and is ready for the contractors, VIP
Builders of Easthampton, to begin con-
struction.

Borton could not estimate the completion
date for the second phase of the project,
the construction of stables. The stables
won't be completed until all the money
needed is received," said Borton.

Many approve of O'Connor appointment
By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

The confirmation of Sandra Day O'Connor as associate
justice to the U.S. Supreme Court was greeted mostly
with approval by the UMass community.

Dan Sweetland, a graduate student in child education
said, "I think it's about time. She's an extremely in-
telligent person and I'd like to think of her in that respect,
rather than as a woman."

Associate Professor of zoology Gordon Wyse. said "I
think it's a fine appointment. I'm very much in favor of a
woman on the Supreme Court."

Phyllis Rodin, a doctoral candidate who is currently
writing her dissertation said, "Anything that has to do
with Reagan's appointment to anything, I'm against."

Sharon Wong, an electrical engineering major said she
was glad a woman had been appointed but she wasn't real-
ly familir with O'Connor's policies. In fact, most people in-

terviewed approved of the appointment because of the
precedence set by the appointment of a woman but many
people were unfamiliar with O'Connor's political opinions.

-, , J
Coll*(pan photo by Vine* DeWitt

Kathy Lyu, 1st year graduate student in Elec-
trical Engineering

•DV. 11' T>
* o"«iri«n pholo by Vince DeWilt

rhyllis Rodin, doctoral candidate in Future
Studies

Weekend conference deals with

'cashing in on your own ideas'

Theater major busan Bolles considered the confirmation
good because O'Connor is a woman, but she expressed
concern that, in her opinion, O'Connor's stance on abor-
tion seems to contradict itself.

Mark Lee, a natural resources major, said "I'm not that
familiar with her political views but considering that she is

a Reagan appointee it's probably a safe assumption that I

would be opposed to them. I do think it's a sign of progress
to have a woman in the Supreme Court."

Another student. Debra Taylor, who has yet to declare
a major, said, "It's great that they have finally have a
woman justice. She can give a better perspective of
women's views and give the men in the Supreme Court in-
sight into women's problems."

While Taylor considered O'Connor to be an asset
because she could keep the other justices informed on
women's opinions of women's issues, animal science major
Jenny Provencher felt differently.

"It's nice to have a woman in there but I don't think
she's a woman who's views represent those of most of the
women in the country," she said, adding, "It's pretty
typical that if they let a woman in, it'll be a woman who
thinks just like them."

Two UMass students elected

to the United States Association
By PAUL SULLIVAN
Collegian Correspondent

Have an idea that could make you rich,

but your having trouble getting it off the
ground?

A conference entitled "Cashing In On
Your Own Ideas," sponsored by the
Amherst Economic Development Corpora-
tion in conjunction with the University of
Massachusetts School of Business Ad-
ministration will be at 8:30 a.m. Saturday
in the SBA Building room 120. The con-
ference is designed to explain the fun-

damentals of starting a business. Accor-
ding to Richard Zona, of the Finance Club,
several speakers will present an array of
ideas geared towards not only helping one
set up a business, but to maintain it suc-

cessfully. Mr. Zona said that the organizers
had both the student and the small
businessman in mind when they chose the
speakers. A variety of subjects will be
covered from the how to's to the where
to's. There will be over ten speakers each

carefully chosen to present a symposium on
their individual expertise.

Dean Arthur Elkins. Associate Dean of
SBA. will be a speaker along with Thomas
Sebastyn. president of the First National
Bank in Amherst. Merwin Tober. the direc-
tor of the Small Business Development
Center in Western Mass. and Eva Mit-
chell, senior management consultant at the
Center for Economic Development will also
speak.

A question and answer period will be
available along with the opportunity to ex-
change and make business contacts.

The Amherst Devlopment Corporation
and the SBA, along with the Finance Club
met all summer to make this conference
possible. Providing it's success, they will

sponsor more intense and specifically

oriented conferences in the future.

Parking will be available along with
refreshments provided by the Finance
Club. More information is available from
Eva Mitchell at 549-4930, ext. 306.

By JUDY RUBIN
Collegian Correspondent

This summer, Ruth Mazzola, co-
president of the Southwest Assembly, and
Lisa Ziebel, Student Attorney General,
were elected to the United States Associa-
tion (USSA) board of directors.

In addition, the former UMass Student
Government Association co-President
Richard LaVoice lost his bid for national
chairpersonship by a narrow mar^nn of
eleven votes.

The conference was held August 1

through 8 at the University of Wisconsin at
Madison and attended by about two hun-
dred people.

Both Mazzola and Ziebel said that having
people on the board of directors has and
will bring many, benefits to the UMass-
Amherst Campus.

"We'll get inside information about mat-
ters pertaining to the students as soon as
possible," said Ziebel.

"If we were on a different campus it

would be harder for us to get the informa-

tion to students, but we're right here,"
Mazzola said.

The two women plan to hold informa-
tional meetings once a week which will be
open to the public.

The USSA has thirteen regions and three
caucuses from which two delegates each
are chosen. The association must meet at
least four times a year. Through various
sub-committees, it provides information on
organizational and leadership skills
throughout the year. Some of these skills

include helping to start a state student
association in Massachusetts.

Mazzola and Ziebel are both on the
women's caucus of the USSA and say it

will help them with women's leadership
qualities in their current individual posi-
tions.

In addition to their own research and lob-
bying efforts, the USSA gives students a
supportive hand. For example, last year
when a group of 40 UMass students went
to Washington to lobby for increased finan-
cil aid funds, the association aided them
with research and lobbying information.
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A Stereo Sale That

Knock Your
Socks Off!
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rCOMPLETE CAR STEREO SYSTEMS,
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48 wart DC amplifier.

TECHNICS 303
40 watt receiver.

AKAI R21
26 watt digital receiver.

KOSS K-4DS
Digital delay system with
built-in amplifier.

JVC RS33
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SANYO
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PANASONIC 1210
6 hour video recorder. $599.91
PANASONIC PV 2600
6 hour portable two piece ^
video recorder. $999.91
PANASONIC PK 400
Color video camera. $499.91

$269.91

$279.91

TELEVISION—

3010/3011
19 " Color TV.

$349.91
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M9902-2
Stereo AM/FM
PortaWe Caaeatte
Recorder, with
LED ind«ators,
two built-in mikes
records off the air.

(Saves 20.00.)

SONY WALKMAN I

Pocket tiled stereo caaaette
with stereo headphones.
(Save S20.00.I

PANASONIC 5031
AC/battary AM/FM/SW
stereo radio raMette (Saw
$20.04.)

PANASONIC 5250
AM/FM stereo portable
Ngii ii iwith Dolby. (Save
$30.04.)

rTAPE RECORDERS
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$169.91

$289.91

POLICE SCANNERS-

TBclmics SL- Bi
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AKAI CS-M3
Dolby Cassette
Recorder. $119.91

TECHNICS
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ette.
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Belt drive single play turntable FG
••rvo control, elec-
tronic speed twitch-
ing, stroboscope.

GARRARD 630
Turntable with base, cover
* Pickering cartridge.

JVC LA 21
Semi auto belt drive.

MARANTZ 2000
Straight arm belt drive.

TECHNICS SL7
Straight line tracking turn-
table with built-in Ortofon
cartridge.

8 channel
police scanner.

$99.91
BEARCAT
6 channel 3 band pocket
Kanr>ar.

BEARCAT 210XL
18 Channel programmable
scanner.

BEARCAT 20/20
40 channel programmable
police acanner.

I
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$39.
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$349.91

STEREO CABINET
With full glass door.
Special purchase.

$69.91

SPECIAL SPECIALSn
$8.91

DISCWASHER
Record Cleaning
System.

TDK SAC 90
Caesatte tapes (limit 3.) $2.79 aa
AUDIO TECHNICA 1010
JtmonetK cartridge. $49.91
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NEW WHISTLER
DUAL BAND ^qa n^
(Save $20.00.) $89.91

WHISTLER REMOTE ^
Dual band. (Save $140.08.) $109.91
WHISTLER XK
Dual band. (Save $20.00.) $119.91
WHISTLER
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Q^OOO (Save $60.00.) $249 91
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BLACK AFFAIRS
Collegia ;

South African exile speaks
Dennis Brutus, a South African dissident

hving in exile in the United States and cur-
rently a visiting writer at Amherst College
ectured at the South African Teach-in held
last week in the Student Union Ballroom at
the University of Massachusetts.
Brutus was an active member in the

coalition of several groups opposed to the
recent tour of this country by the national
rugby team of South Africa, the Spr-
mgboks. The Springboks, who encountered
protest during their recent tour of New
Zealand, were denied permission to play in
New York City, but did play in an unan-
nounced game outside of Chicago. Brutus
said that South Africa's inclusion of two
non-white players on the team was a ploy
by South Africa to make that country's
policy of apartheid seem less unattractive
to the U.S.

In a debate in Albany, New York with the
president of the Eastern Rugby Union, a
regional member of the organization which
invited the Springboks to play in this coun-
try, Brutus said.

Tom Selfndge, the president of the
Eastern Rugby Union, is a conscious agent
of racism. He has been to South Africa- he
has seen apartheid conditions and in par-
ticular apartheid sport, and he is acting on
the behalf of apartheid and trying to make
It more acceptable to the people in the
United States." Brutus pointed out that in
South Africa, except under certain condi-
tions. Blacks and Whites are forbidden to
play each other.

Brutus, has been an anti-apartheid ac-
tivist for several years, and as a result he
was imprisoned in the infamous Robben
Island prison in South Africa from 1963 un-
til 1965. He was placed under house arrest
and eventually exiled in 1966. Brutus spent
five years in England before coming to the
United States in 1971. He was a professor
at Northwestern University and is current-
ly teaching at Amherst College in
Massachusetts. According to Brutus he is
appealing a decision by the United States
Bureau of Immigration requiring him to
leave the country.

— R. D. Jordan Dennis Brutus speaks at the South African Teach-in.

By GEORGE TIBBETS
Associated Press

Racist sniper convicted
.CaU T .1 ri i__ fii ... „ .-

SALT LAKE CITY.Utah - Joseph Paul Franklin, an
avowed racist convicted of the murder of two black
joggers, was sentenced yesterday to Ufe in prison by jury
which deliberated for less than 2 'A hours.
The jury met to decide whether the penalty should be

life in prison or death by firing squad at 3:20 p.m. less
than one hour after an attempt by Franklin to escape was
thwarted.

Franklin eluded deputies at the Metropolitan Hall of
Justice but was discovered in an elevator shaft less than a
half hour later.

Salt Lake County Sheriff Pete Hayward said Franklinwas found in the shaft near the top of the five-story Hall of
Justice, where the penalty phase of his murder trial was
under way.

Hayward said Franklin had escaped from two transport
officers and two police detectives during a recess in the
hearmg He said FrankUn was supposed to be kept
sha,ckled at all times but for some reason was not when he
fled.

Franklin. 31. was convicted Saturday of first-degree
murder in the sniper shootings of the two blacks.

While being held for questioning at police headquarters-m Florence. Ky.. on Sept. 25. 1980. Franklin had escaped
through a first floor window when an officer turned his

back briefly. ^
Before the recess, the prosecution told the 12-member

allwhite jury that FrankUn does not consider blacks to behuman and shows no remorse for his victims. Ted Fields.
20, and David Martin, 18..

The closing argument by Deputy Salt Lake County
Attorney Robert Stott came after the prosecution declined
to present any witnesses at the penalty hearing The
defense presented just one witness. Franklin's sister.

The two blacks were gunned down Aug. 20 1980 by a
sniper whUe jogging with two young white women near
aalt Lake City s Liberty Park.

WE ARE ONE

What is happening to us
Where are we going
It was only yesterday
when we sang songs
of one mind and soul

And now
looking at you
something has changed
for distance lives strong
and closeness seems unborn
We all need to go away
Please don't forget to come back

Back
to the time where
mind and body
was space and time
and they were one

^^a ^^^ '
^ ^'i^M^

J [
Q 1000 (Save $60 00.) $ 249 9 1
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By Brumsic Brandon. Jr.
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Afro-American Family

Meeting
In the past few years it has been a tradition of

the W.E.B. DuBois department of Afro-
American Studies to a Family Meeting at the
beginning of each semester. The Family
Meeting is where students, staff, and faculty
gather together to share their collective hopes
and concerns, to renew the bonds of kinship
which unites us all in a common destiny.
THESE ARE VERY SERIOUS TIMES FOR
BLACK AMERICANS. Please join us at the
Family Meeting on Thursday, September 24, at
7 p.m. in the New Africa House, University of
Massachusetts. Contact Ernest Allen, Acting
Chairman, W.E.B. DuBois Department of
Afro-American Studies, UMass, Amherst.
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New nine digit ZIP
decreases mail costs

In an effort to keep posuJ rates do»-n
and help speed up semce. the United
States Postal Sen.Tce has begun implemen-
ting frfans for a new 9-digit np code. The
program is voluntan, and aimed mainly at
the major mailers in the counln,.
Amherst Postmaster John Mahar said

the plan was going 'to enable the Post Of-
fice to become less labor oriented" and. in
the long run. keep rates down. Because of
the size of the maiJ sent out each dav by big
businesses, the application of a 9-digit zip
code w-ili make the mail easier to sort and
provide more efficient semce. he said.
The tremendous amount of mail sent to

L'Mass and the four other area colleges
each day is sorted by the ^-i^t zip code^
At LMa&s. each department zip code
begins »nth the numbers 01003 and is

followed by four different numbers for
each different department.
Mahar said that while the program is

now only available to major mailers, the
target date for full implementation is one
year from now. The Postal Service is now
trying to obtain permission from the Postal
Rate Commission and Congress to offer a

discount to businesses for using the zip
code. This would provide incentive for the
business and ultimately lead to success for
the program, he said.

Mahar said it would "be a number of
years before any savings can really
accrw." but felt optimistic that the pro-
gram would succeed in helping keep rates
down and speed service up.

- EDITH SHILLL'E

Economic Development
office offers internships

The Economic Development Office
{EDO' is looking for people to fiU full time
staff positrons with special responsibilities
in the student controlled businesses for col
lege credits.

This is a chance to get real work ex-
perience for ones resume. The internships
offer real responsibilities, real work and a
real job. "said Tom Osborn. coordinator of
the office. In lieu of a paycheck, the intern-

ships are worth three to 15 credits. dep>en-

ding on how much lime the worker puts in-

to the job. Positions available include
auditing, public relations, marketing, legal

research, food service, resource librarian

T«

Factory Outm ^V^^^¥

FREE T-ShIrt

with

HO purchos*
(ond thb od)

DASEDALL
SHIRTS

$7

VILSOH '^up»f Sox"
iOG sum Athl«tk Sox

/^

REGATTA
BELT rom

Solid sailclotK brass ring belt on natural cotton
web. CKoose from thirteen colors that can be mono-
gran\med witb your initials in practically any color.

TKese belts come in two widtKs O'/z" version or narrower
l'/4 •') and are sized XXS—XL. $14.00

\=
Sousr of flialah. fnr.

and organizational development.

Osborn said the EDO a.ssists the Student

Controlled Businesses by providing finan

cial auditing and business consultation a.s

well as support and development.

Students from the University and the

five college community are encouraged to

come to the Office of Internships, 16 Curry

Hicks, for applications.

Center holds open house

next Wednesday night

The Everywoman's Center (EWC) will

hold an Open House to answer questions

and provide information about the

programs offered, on September 30,4 6
p.m. at Wilder HalJ. University of

Massachusetts.

Refreshments and music will be
provided, as well as a play area for children.

The Open House will be handicapped ac-

cessible.

For further information, call EWC at 545-

0883. EWC is open Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday from 9a.m. to 4p.m.,
and Wednesday from 12 noon to 7p.m.

Peace Corp group holds

information session

inere will be a Peace Corps information
session t^jni^t at 7:30 in Room 168 of the
Campus Center. All students and faculty at
area colleges are invited to attend and to
meet returned Peace Corps volunteers
The film, "The Toughest Job You'll Ever
Iy>ve" will be shown. For further informa-
tion, call .')45-2864 or 545-2105.

Advisory process begins

for student teachers
Anyone interested in student teaching

during the spring semester, 1982, should
contact the English Education oiffice by
Friday, September 25 to obtain informa-
tion about the advisory process. T>ie office
is located in Bartlett 478 and is open today
1:30-4 p.m., tomorrow from 9:30-12:30 and
1-4 p.m. or for an appointment call

545-0533.

<^i^ICE CREAM^^^
Homemade Ice Cream Emporium

^'^QI^THAAIPTDN • Mail) ^M^^
Baked Goods ' Breakfast

looqj !oo<

K'tS'j

DELTA CHI

is a great place to

expand your

horizons, learn a lot

about yourself, and

have a great time

along the way.
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OPEN RUSH

Tues. Sept. 24 at 8:00 P|V1

Take any Orchard Hill bus to

Fraternity/ Sorority Park

or call for a ride 253-9230.

GIVE US A LOOK

Collegian 7

I
V^^^^. ^^ ^^^ ®* Campus Travel -UMass

th awith

Southside Johnn
&the
Asbury
Jukes/ ^^;^

ALL SEATS RESERVED
9.5C. 8.50, 7.50

STUDENTS
with valid ID-7.50,6.50,5.50

Party Hosts:

Springfield College
Student Association

^y and Bill Hanney

^•- ^e-nesday, October 7,.
'J^^-

Ei9h,o-c.ocKp.„.

,

Tickets now on sale at the Springfield Civic Center
information - 14131 787*6600 Box Office and all ^tkmtnm i outlets

Off Campus Students

Please fill out a change of address

form at the Registrar's office,

213 Whitmore as soon as possible

IDB ^v® TIPS
INFORMATION DATA BANK

DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE 227 WHITMORE

SOUTHWEST
AREA

GOVERNMENT
First Meeting
Time: 5:30

\ Place: Hampden
Student Center
Date: Thursday

Sept. 24
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OPEN TO THE
PUBLIC

Former student offers

cheaper phone calls
By STEPHEN BROWN
Collegian Correspondent

A cheaper long-distance telephone ser-

vice is now available to UMass students
who live on campus through the DAL Co-
operative System, originated by David
Levy, 22, a 1981 UMass accounting
graduate.

Levy, who is a former head of residence
of Moore House in Southwest, started the
DAL system as an alternative to the Bay
State System which is offered to
Massachusetts residents but not to college
students living on campus or in frater-
nities.

"I began researching possibilities in my
senior year because of the high bills many
students were paying for long-distance ser-
vice," Levy said.

The Bay State service, a discount long-
distance service offered in Massachusetts,
is not available to students living on cam-
pus because they do not receive normal
telephone bills every month.

"All that these students pay each month
IS for toll (long-distance) calls," Jackie
Young, a Bell employee said.

Levy's alternative to the Bay State
System eliminates the obstacles that made
the Bay State System unavailable to the
students living on campus.

"For a $10 fee you can purchase a 5 digit
code number and a local Northampton ac-
cess number to use the system," Levy said.

The system enables a student to call long-
distance from anywhere in the area; not
just a room phone. Roommates could share
an access number if they wanted to, or get
separate numbers, Levy said.

The rates are 20 cents a minute between

the hours of 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
weekdays, 13 cents a minute for weekdays
between 5 and 1 1 p.m. On weekends and at

night from 11p.m. until 3 a.m., the rate is

nine cents a minute. The service is not of-

fered between 3 a.m. and 8 a.m.,and ap-

plies only for calls in Massachusetts Levy
said.

The Bay State Service rates are tied in

with the monthly bill. For two hours of
long-distance calls within the state, the ad
ded service would make a monthly bill ap
proximately $22 for an Amherst resident
The rate does not include calls made bet
ween 9 a.m. and noon on weekdays,
because this period is very busy. Young
said. The extra charge over the two-hour
minimum is about five cents a minute,
Young said.

"UMass and many other schools put
their students on a Centrex system which
complicates the billing procedure," Young
said.

Under the DAL system, a call from
Amherst to Worcester at 2 p.m. would cost
$1; the normal rate is $1.61.

Levy has been in operation since
September 1.

"The whole operation is self-funded
"

Levy said,
'

"I purchased the basic equipment from
New England Telephone. The initial invest-
ment included long-distance lines, a key
telephone system and patching circuits,"
Levy said.

Levy was assisted in the technical aspect
of his operation by Bernard Tatro of Spr-
ingfield, who acts as an intermediary bet-
ween the phone company and himself,
Levy said.

SAVE up to buk

spfflrroMXS
BEG. PRICE -

95.00 to 200.00

oc no to 55.UU

SWEifTERS
BEG. PRICE

16.95 to 50.00

STSMO 18.95

These garments come from the warehouse of a
nationally known men's wear company. They
are tagged with original labels

and prices intact, and all are

fmSl and FINEST QUALITY,
in cun^ent styles and colors.

Bg4^ A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat
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NIGHTLIFE - A lone person walks towards the Fine Arts Center during the early morninghrr
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COUNSELING SUPERVISOR
TliE LEsbiAN AMd Cax Men's CouNSEliNq
CollECTivE SEEks pERSON Mv'nU MA OR
EQtiVAlENT EXPERIENCE TO TRAIN ANci
SUPERVISE pEER COLNSeIoRS. ExpERJENCE
ANd kNOwlEdqE of AREA RESOURCES
liElpFul. lOhouRs/wEEk. CaU >46-6912
4-5 pM For dETAils.

ii^f-**f***^*^jfjf^^^jftfjf^^j^j^^^^^^^
-N

MQk» that Dirthdoy Party Spvcioi
with a

Dirthdoy Cok*
•sp»€lQlly d»€orQt»d fof you ot

ATKINS FRUIT DOWL DAKERY
Corner of Bay Rd & Rte 116

South Amherst
8" Round $4.50
9" Round $5.25
10" Round $6.25

Sheet Cake $10.00 _
White, Chocolate or Half & Half

*

No preservatives used. All natural ingredients *
white made with real butter and chocolate Jmade w.th real cocoa. Topped with a smoothcreamy frosting.

Please call 253-3243 or 256-6038 at least J
one day in advance.

Atkins Fruit Dowl J
So. Amherst f

Open everyday 8-8 J

4-

.^'x

TIte Designer
Diamond Collection

from ArtCanyed.

Beantifid, Fashionable.
And Surprisingly Affordable.

ArtCnni'd proiufly
introduces its i'xc':isivc Dcsis^tier

Diiiniond Collection. A choice
of t()//('\,'(' rin>^s in three

,^r(icj'fnl sti/les, nil with •genuine
diamonds* And each available

in lOKand NKyellowor
I white <^old.

; TIte beautiful, yet affordable
• nesi<^ner Dinniond

Collection. .Available only
from ArtCarved.

*(All rin<^ styles are also
available in the ele<^ant

diamond substitute, Cubic
/.irconia.)

ZiRJQIRyEP

^cafnpU(S<^
cerftjsr
at u ma<s<s

Thursday September 24th

EDDJE SHAW G THE WQLFOANG
High Energy Chicago DIues

cover charge $2.00
Friday September 25th
it's a Swing Party with

HIGH TIMES
cover charge $2.00

Saturday September 26th

DEAVEK DROWN

.^ s rnui

««

Harmony

_, Sept. 23, 24, 25
^'''-

10 - 3
nqu,,,! Required. MasUrCara or Vis^uurcpted.

^ ^

Place: Univ. Store Campus Center

UGPOSit
^TdSlArtCarved Class Rirtgs.lftc.

Collegian a

Attention:

STUDENTS
come to thie place thiat

has everything you need
for good photography.
FOTOMAT CAMERA

STORES!

Take a look at these great Student
Specials. Prices effective until
10/3/81. So come get to know us!

'^WiZARds"
The MovJE

SepT. 25 7,9.11

Bell & Howell

35LS Comoro
"The Small Camera That
Shoots Big Pictures."

Reg. $59.95

On Sol* Now $49.95
Included is a $22 Discount
Coupon Booklet with every purchase.

iO% OFF
our entire in-store stock of

DARKROOM
CHEMICALS G PAPER

Example of Savings
D-7«0»vel«fw, •>^tol0.y.lopec

«?.l;r.'!rJ ^' ""'" ''•O 2 86 p«r gal mix
0«Sot»|2.(»/9ol. 0«$ol.|2.>»/9ol

Ewq. East AudiroRiuM

SI^OO

WORK-STUDY
POSITION AVAILABLE
Secf^tofy/Offlc* Assistant

approximately 10 flexible hours
per week

salary open
Contact: Graduate Studont S^not*

919 Campus Center

545-2896
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action

Ennployer

2aOFF
our •ntir* stock of

FRAMES
Metal with glass, teakwood
and plexiglass. In many

styles and sizes.

SAVE 20%
on our

QUARRY RT 22
Tub* Styl*

TRIPOD
Reg. 39.95

ON SALE NOV

$34.95

Ricoh KR 5 Chrom*
Co«n«*« with 50mm f/2.2 lens

PACKAGE
Plus Case IA SlS.Se value)

Plo» Strot>e (A $26.50 value)

ALL THIS

FOR ONLY $149.99
Included is $55 Discount Coupon

Booklet with every purchase.

AGFA D/W PAPEH
Portrlga Rapid 111

TRIAL PACK
5" X 7"

(10 sheets per pack)

Gfodo #2 ond Grodo #0
EithorPock

For Only 99C

Quorry-Most^r
2x Multicoated

TELECONVERTER
Doubles your camera's

focal length.

SPECIAL

INTKOOUaORY
"""'

$39.95

OVER 15% OFF
on our

CoQst Stud#nt
LAMP G LIGHTSTAND

Peg. $31.50

ON SALE
NOW FOR

Chlnon

POCKET-PACK 110
Camera with Strobe

Reg. $24.95

ON SALE % i 9.99
Included is $22 Discount Coupon
Booklet with every purchase.

Kodak TRI-X

D/W Film
Limit: 5 rolls per Custonrwr

20 Exposures

Reg. 1.90

On Solo For $1.59
36 Exposures
Reg. $2.70

On Solo For $2.29

Quorry-Mostor

eO-205 mm f/4.5

CLOSE FOCUS

ZOOM LENS
Lets you focus and zoom

in a single motion.

SPECIAL

INTRODUCTORY

"^'$159.95

Quorry Corry-AII

Dog Available in

brown.
Handy for books and supplies.

Reg. 13.95

ON SALE
NOW FOR

PHI SIG
OPEN RUSH
All UMass Men

Invited

Sept. 24 9:00 PM
Men 28th 8:30 PM
510 N. Pleasant St.

545-0017
(next to Pine Arts)

#1 Campus Intramurals 1981

!! Free Refreshments !!

*
'(HHHHf^^^,.

S26.50 $9.95

WIN $100
worth of

merchandise

Any One
Can Enter

The Science
Fiction/

Phantasy
Poster

Contest

details

available in

the store

Downtown Amherst 256-8109
25 N. Pleasant St. OPEN: 9-7 M-F. 9-5:3t Sot,

Hompstiire Mall 586-85A0
Hodley. MA OPEN: 10-9:30 r^on-Sot.

^^

master charge

^
\Fbtomat\^
'CameraStores

"We are your tieadquarters forphotofinishing
am Series 35'^ Custom Color Enlarpements.

"

Q
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The Following Inhimation is Brought to the Attention

of All Members of the University Community by

the Universitys Department of Public Sofety-

'An Offer You Can't Refuse' needs
added polish before Broadway

The Chief Justice of the Hampshire County District Court,
Judge Alvertus Morse has advised that the following action
will be taken effective September 1, 1981 in cases involv-
ing anyone who is arrested and convicted of operating a
motor vehicle under the influence of alcohol:

Loss of driver's license for one (1) year, to be sur-
rendered immediately.

Further. Judge Morse advises that the following additional
penalties may be imposed:

A.

B.

C.

F.

Surcharge on insurance.
Possibility of fine up to $1,000.
Possibility of imprisonment in the Mouse of Correction
for 2 years.
Fnrollment in the Honor Court, and a fee of $200 nlus
restitution.
Adjudication of Guilt in every case (where a convic-
tion occurs or there are sufficient facts present to
render a finding of Guilty); there will be no con-
tinuances without findings, and a permanent record
of conviction will be entered (Persons will have a
police record).
Those represented by private counsel will find
that substantial fees are charged.

An Offer You Can't Refuse
Starring Ernest Borg^nine

Sept. 20, Springfield Symphony Hall

There was nothinpf wrong with last Sun-

day's performance of Samuel Gallu's An
Offer You Can't Refuse that a minor

overhaul couldn't fix. Here we have the in-

domitable Ernest BorgTiine as the star of

this one man show straining his heart out

to derive a wide range of emotions from
the audience only to be impeded by an

awkward script and a poorly defined plot

line.

This is probably only the fifth or sixth

performance of this show since its concep-

tion and debut September 12, at Penn
State University, and it still has a long road

to travel before it hits Broadway sometime
early next year. It conceivably can have a
successful run if its producers act now and
take the right steps.

The premise of this one man tout-de-

force is centered on three generations of a

gangland family and the way that it

manipulates, deals, cheats, scrounges and
even kills to get what it wants. All

similarities with Francis Ford Coppola's

"The Godfather" are purely intentional.

The show opens with one Carlo Bontem-
pti (Goodtime Charlie, get it?) and his long

discourse on the nature of the world and
the way that it lets him carry on with his

corrupt ways without the slightest bit of in-

terference, because, as he tells it:

"Man is fundamentally dishonest,

— the need for laws proves this."

"Man is a killer,

— war proves that."

"The lord giveth, and man taketh,

— abortion proves that.

— and —
"Man is self-destructive.

The dope traffic proves that."

Of course any logical man can take these
laws and bend them any which way and
prove just the opposite, but these simple lit-

tle syllogisms work well for Carlo and no
one can tell him any differently. Unfor-
tunately, this little soliliquy is too long, for
at this point, the audience has not quite
gotten to know Carlo as a person and

therefore cannot identify with what he is

saying. Here he sounds like just another
noisy drunk, mouthing off in some decrepit

saloon.

The scene now shifts.back a generation

to Carlo's father Domenico and his early

beginnings in the protection racket in

Manhattan's lower East side. This is the

Ix'st sequence of the play, thanks to

Borgnine's understanding of the character.

Howwever it ends suddenly as Domenico is

killed in an alley after completing his week-
ly rounds.

Where F'apa Domenico dealt in loose

change, his son Carlo now deals in six

figures. Instead of bribing the cop on the

street. Carlo pays off men in the highest

political offices and civil positions. The
stakes may now be higher, but little else

has changed. Carlo is forced to kill to pro-

"T^'ct what's his, and his violence is returned
to him when he too "dies by the sword."
Here Carlo now talks to us from the great
beyond as he introduces his son Carlo Jr.

with the memorable line: "Beware, The
bitch that spawned me is in heat again."

The concept of the show is a good one
and for the most part it is realized, thanks
primarily to Borgnine's hard work.
However, the audience gets lost every now
and again due to ill-defined time peri(xJs,

an unimpressive set and some laughable
and theatrical effects. (On stage phones
heard ringing off stage, gunshots from
nowhere and a disco crystal hall used to

simulate heaven.) These little details seem-
ed to conspire to throw old Borg off the
track, and it is a tribute to his skill as an ac-

tor that they failed.

It's a pity that the writer and director of
this show Samuel Gallu. (the creator of
"Give 'em Hell Harry") could not come up
with a sturdier vehicle in which to convey
his message, for by not clearing up the •-

script he short-changes Borgnine, himself
and the audience. Luckily, not enough
damage was done to ruin the show.

I can now only hope at this point that
they clean up their act a little before my
bloodthirsty colleagues on The Great White
Way make them an offer they won't be able
to refuse.

-TOM FAISON

TRQlAKf SPECIAL

RIBBED
RIBBED CONDOMS

REG. 3.49

6.5 oz.

2.49
DOZEN

lotion
''^°3.96

FREE
scxyrcH

I

j
TAPE

I

100 SIZE WITH 30 FREE!

REG. 6.99
now only

4.99

1.59
SAVE 2.00
ON NEXT PURCHASE
OF LARGE LOTION

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

with any 5.00 purchase. .

.

|
one coupon per 5.00 purchase /

LIMIT 3

TO A CUSTOMER

PANASONIC.
POCKET CALCULATOR
REG. 16.95 SALE 9.95

America's ^Itranl
potanGyvitainfeB

Colgate.
Ibothbrush

COLLcG
iHUG

Poor Richard^

9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun. ^^^^^,^^
4 mm STREET AMHERST Phone 253-2523

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

DANCE CLUB
Disco • Tod 40 • Rock Route 9 Ainliersr

T0I
EVERY THURSDAY

25c Drafts 75c Drinks

Friday Er Saturday

2
FOR
1

with Guest D.J. AL VARELAS \ 8-10 pm

Thursday, September 24, 1981

No state tax hikes
"^^Hrrimi ^

BOSTON (AP) _ Despite mounting
pressure from labor unions and welfare
advocacy groups for a state tax hike, a Kine
administration official says the governor is
not considermg any levy increase
Edward ReiUy. a King policy analyst,

told the legislatures Human Services
Committee yesterday that no option had
been ruled out. But. he added: "At the
present time, the administration is not
considering any new taxes."

ReUly outlined the position in a hearing
on the impact of federal aid cutbacks on
Massachusetts. According to the com-
mittee, the state wUl lose nearly $50 mUUon
from cutbacks already announced, plus $40
million or more in business taxes, a spinoff
of President Reagan's tax cut package.

Rep. A. Joseph DeNucci. the committee's
cochau-man. emphasized the situation is
worsening. Quoting a new memo from the
state's Office of Federal- State Relations,
the Newton Democrat warned that
President Reagan soon may seek to cut
discretionary federal aid programs by an

additionall2 percent.
Sen. Jack H. Backman. the other

cochairman. asked ReiUy if Gov. Edward J
King would veto a tax package if it made it
through the Legislature.
ReiUy said it would depend on the details

of the bill.

"If there is a redistribution of the tax
burden in some way. I am sure that would
receive consideration." Re illy said.

Legislative leaders have not yet begun a
push to enact a tax hike. However, waiting
in the wings is a sales tax increase proposed
by Rep. Gerald Cohen, House Taxation
chairman.

The Cohen measure would hike the sales
tax from 5 percent to 6 percent, earmarking
the extra percentage point for increased aid
to cities and towns. It would extend the tax
to a variety of goods and services not now
taxed, and impose new business levies to
generate an estimated $331 miUion ayear.
Cohen, D-Andover, told reporters the

House may take action on the bill within
three weeks. sai oeiore it s 100th season tonight.

Start
©very day
refreshed!

Th* Collegian

|9rtliur
(6:15(a$1.7S)«-y>

nftfpiRS OF THE
nn.OST ARK
ra (5:30 (g) $1.75) 8 15

lOHN lElUSMI *
lAI«iaoiVN

COmiNEWiAL'
DMOE

(6.30 @ $ 1.75) 8 45

3a|%|irSBACKI IT'SBIGQER!r* irS BETTER! And Ht. .

COMIirATyAf
Special engagement adults S3 2S

«, (615 @ $1.75) 8:30

ypCRMAN „
A V f N T U R ECONTINUIS

g (5:45 @ $1.75) 8:15

BILL MURRAY
STRIPES
* (6:00 @ $1.75) 8:30

I

BODY HEAT
starring William Hurt
(5:45 @ $1.75)8:15

J

MillefH^h Ufe
Wslcont

CaptureYour MillerTime
...with Kodak s Partytime Instant Camera!

A Special Back-to-School offer from your friends at Miller

High Life Beer

A Kodak Partytime instant camera for only $16.95—
a comparable $35 00 value Clip the coupon, and send
It along with a check or money order for the amount
of purchase (Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.)

1961 Miller Brewing Company. Milwaukee Wl

(Name - Please Print)

(School)

(Address- Street » PC BoxApt »1

(Citv) (State) (Zip)

(Your Signature)

Your money order or check must be enclosed and made payable to
Miller Partytime Offer No Club or Organization quantity purchases
please (Offer expires May 31. 1982 )
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Women ask: why
>Miy is it thai women on this campus have to be afraid of

men?
Why must women be afraid to walk home after dark?
Why is it that women on this campus cannot feel safe

even in the privacy of their own home?
Why is it that when men miss that last bus home at night

they just hitchhike, and when women miss that last bus,
they panic?

Why is it that the majority of women will never know
what it is like to spend an evening alone watching the
swans swim around the campus pond?
Why must women have to feel ominous dread whenever

the phone rings late at night and a gruffy voice is at the
other end insulting them?
Why is it that women rarely can go out with other

women to a bar for a drink without some man assuming
that they are "on the make?"
Why must women be exposed to whistles or rude com-

ments when they are walking alone or with another
woman and they approach a group of men?
Why is a woman considered a prude when she protests

the obscene joke that she just heard?
Why is it that when girls are young, they are always

taught to be careful of the "bad men?"

Why is it that pornographic magazines are displayed
where children can see them and be taught that women
like to be exploited, bound, beaten and degraded?
Why does a woman have to worry what the public will

think of her if she decides to press charges against a man
who rapes her?

Why will "boys be boys?"

Why must the lives of so many innocent women be ruin-

ed by a perverted act of violence?

Why is it that men will never fully understand the dread-
ful fear each women feels when she reads that rapes have
increased 9.5 percent in the state of Massachusetts and 8
percent nationwide?

Why have there been five assaults in six days on UMass
women?
Why is it that two girls, aged six and seven, were sexual-

ly assaulted while they were playing near Hitchcock
Center?

Why is it that statistics show that one out of every three
women will be raped in her lifetime?

Why is it that women are mad as hell?

Carla Lesh and Laurel Hanscom are Collegian staff
members.

Supreme Issue
Friday. Sandra O'Connor will join the United States

Supreme Court. This is probably the most important
change in the Supreme Court any of us will ever see. Why?
Just because she is a women, you say! Well yes.sorta. Is

she going to turn the country upside down promoting
women's rights? Not exactly. Is she going to be fiery and
radical and make a lot of headlines? Well, not that either.
The President has fourid his woman justice and she is

more than qualified for the job.

Not only is she good, she's brilliant. Her decisions are
brief and clear, readable by anybody but the technically

Joseph McLean
scrupulous. O'Connor's devotion to detail is legendary in
the Arizona legislature. She once offered an amendment to
a bill merely to insert a missing but important comma. As
far as women's rights go it should be remembered that she
will rule in favor of anything that is legal on the books, no
matter how extreme the circumstances or how much she is

personally against it. There will be no surprises from
Sandra O'Connor.

What makes her appointment so important? I'll dare
make some political speculation on the games played in
Washington. Let's say you were President Carter and you
wanted to push the Equal Rights Amendment through
because you knew time was running out. You figure one of
the big reasons most women voted against it was that they
didn't want to get drafted (who does after all?). Being the
Commander in Chief of the armed forces you are aware
that when the shit hits the fan with the Soviets everybody
will get drafted— young and old, men and women. Would
you as president (A.) tell the country that women will not
be drafted if the ERA passed or (B.)sign women up for the
new draft registration to show that the ERA doesn't make
a bit of difference concerning military conscription. Carter
tried option B and failed because the .same groups of people

who were fighting women's rights were also fighting the
draft registration in general. He was negotiating with ou;
European allies at the time and could not afford to add
weight to an already unpopular piece of legislation. That
was the end of the ERA!!

K was then that politicians like Ronald Reagan an
nounced they had "changed their mind" on the issue. But
he had already promised to millions that he would appoint
a woman to the Supreme Court if he was elected, and we
all know who won the elecUon. After the first of the'
brethren decided to step down. Rea«fan said that he
wouldn't look specifically for a woman: he said he just
wouldn't exclude one. After a mild flurry with feminist
groups, the President decided to find a woman but denied
he was picking one just because she was a woman. A clear
choice emerged with the name of Sandra O'Connor.

O'Connor comes personally recommended by home state
Senator Barry Goldwater. As a judge she never hesitated
to give the death penalty and was known for rigidly
upholding the law. Sandra O'Connor is tough. ~

Women's rights? The future looks dark. O'Connor has
not been particularly vocal about her opinion on various
women's issues. Obviously she is in a sensitive position.
Recent attacks by the Moral Majority and similar
organizations have put a great deal of pressure on
O'Connor. It is unlikely that she will take any strong
stands until her position on the Supreme Court bench is

secure.

Even if O'Connor does not actively champion women's
issues in the court, she will inevitably act as a powerful
role model to women everywhere. Her success can be both
inspirational and educational to women seeking to achieve
in fields traditionally dominated by men.
By the way, she was approved by the Senate 99 to 0.

What happened to Senator number 100? -

Jos* ph McLean is a UMass student

EDITORIAIi/OPIKrimM
"CoUsgian 13
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n Indecisive Democrats
let's take a vote on it

JESE HELMS /^D THEmy NEEDr

I was sitting on the curb, chin in hand, wishing
somethmg would happen, when something did.

Much to my surprise, prominent Democrats in
sunglasses and black trenchcoats began to sneak into the
alley. I whipped out my shades and followed.

Forty or so Democrats were trying to push Tip O'Neill
through a small basement window. The man was hopeless-
ly caught, and the party was at a loss. A rising young con-
gressman suggested they vote on the issue.

"What issue?"

"Well, we can't hold a secret meeting in the alley."

After two hours of protocol discussion, motions, votes,
and cigars, it began to rain. The rank and file unanimously
decided to enter by the back door, and go downstairs to
the basement.

"What about me?" cried O'Neill.
"We'll keep you informed, sir."

"You'll be with us in spirit."

I snuck under a long metal table in the damp basement.
Chairs scraped, smoke filled the air, a voice spoke.

"Gentlemen, we have come toether to decide if we can
agree on any issue, and present a unified front against the
Republicans. Now is the time to wrest the power from this
administration."

Aid to Junta
President Jose Napoleon Duarte of El Salvador was in

Washington the other day to do a little begging on behalf
of his ruling junta. Although he was saying that the guer-
rila forces were growing weaker, he was wondering if

President Reagan would be a buddy and give him $300
million dollars in military aid, so that those nasty leftist

revolutionaries would be taken qare of...

Meanwhile, in a quiet part of the UMass campus. State
Department spokesman Samuel Eaton faced an angry
crowd as he tried to explain why we should even be in El
Salvador...

The American people have known about the situation in

El Salvador for about two years. There has been much
controversy generated by our support of the ruling cen-
trist junta with military aid and advisors. Support for
these moves has been almost non-existant among most
Americans. Yet the Reagan administration insists on in-

tervening there.

President Duarte claims that he is making a legitimate
effort to restore democracy in his country and has elec-

tions scheduled for the spring. But the leftists contend
that the election will probably be rigged in favor of
Duarte. Duarte's junta claims that they are willing to
negotiate an end to the current civil war, but his army is

still butchering civilians. And he wants more military aid,
no soldiers please, just military aid.

^
The Reagan Administration sees a communist threat in

El Salvador. After the Sandinistas overthrew our old
friend Anastasio Somoza in 1979, our government began
to see a "red menace" brewing in Central America.
Stories of Cuba supplying arms to the Salvadorean guer-
rillas and Communist organizations in other countries led
to our determination to put a stop to the "red tide" in our
hemisphere. Combine that with the administrations cur-
rent stand on human rights (a bad authoritarian govern-
ment is better than a good leftist one) and you've got some
reasons why we are involved in this mess.
We are not about to commit troops there yet, although

approximately 50 American advisors are still there. They
are only supposed to be giving technical assistance to the
Salvadorean army, but there have been reports of active
participation in military operations (sound familiar? Our
advisors in Vitenam did the same thin^g in the early years
of that conflict). We will probably approve the latest aid
proposal for the junta. But the question is—why are we
sticking our noses in El Salvador?
Why are we giving them millions of dollars ($109 million

so far this year, and at least $43 million more for next
year) while we are cutting social spending at home? The
civil war there is a tragedy, but we are contributing to it

by giving arms to kill innocent civilians. There is substan-
tial public sentiment against our support of the junta. I am
sure that Samuel Eaton will not soon forget the grilling he
recieved trying to defend his boss' position. But they con-
tinue to send guns and money.

I think that our experience backing authoritarian
regimes should tell us that we are about to be faced with
another losing situation. Is the Reagan administration
willing to admit that they made a mistake continuing our
involvement?

I doubt it. Until we adopt a true human rights policy that
includes non-interference'in other nations affairs, until we
learn to stop backing repressive governments because it is

m our government's alleged best interest, situations like
El Salvador will continue to occur.

Ramloipk T. Holhut it a Coll«gian eoiumnit

Letters
Assaults generate
suggestions for protection
To the Editor:

Recently, the Collegian and other local newspapers have
reported increasing cases of assaults against women on
campus. As a man, I am both angry that such things are
happening on our campus, and frustrated that they con-
tinue to happen. It's time we all did something about it.

The campus police can only do so much, they just don't
have the numbers to adequately protect the women on
campus, but we do have the numbers. We can stop this
alarming increase in assaults. All we have to do is
organize, as students on other campuses across the coun-
try have done.

One idea is that pairs of students, comprised of men and
women, patrol residence areas, classrooms, and the cen-
tral campus. Each pair could carry whistles and flashlights
and patrol areas where women are most vulnerable. They
could use the women's centers of the different residential
areas as staging points and a telephone communications
network could be set up. Volunteers could be recruited
from dormitories, fraternities, sororities, ROTC and off
campus. Funding may even be made available through dif-
ferent RSO groups, student government or sympathetic
agencies.

A classmate of mine suggested an idea used at the
University of Denver. They have a list of reliable male
volunteers who will escort a woman to the library, student
union or any campus functions after dark. When a woman
wants an escort she calls a central dispatcher (perhaps
Campus Center Assistance here) and a man that lives near
the woman is called. If he is not home or busy, the next
name on the roster is called. I'm told the system works
quite well.

Perhaps neither of these ideas would work here,
perhaps both of them would. Or maybe some other idea.
Why not at least give it a try? If we can stop just one
assault it would be worth it.

I'm sure there are scores of students who would be will-

ing to donate a few hours a week to help make this campus
a safe place after dark. Perhaps a club or service organiza-
tion would be willing to help. Let me know who you are.
Drop by the Board of (Governors Office, 817 Campus
Center, and leave a note for me in my box telling me what
you can do or what hours you are available to help. I could
also use some organziational help and more ideas on what
we can do to solve this problem. All feedback is welcome.

Ernie Dwork
Board of Governors

Woman resents threat
To the Editor:

The latest reports of the increase in the number of sex-

ual assaults in the valley has left me feeling, along with

many other women, so down and angry it would take more
than this entire paper to express it. The harsh facts of

Tuesday's Collegian articles announced one out of every

three women would be raped in her lifetime. The strength

and accompanying fear of those statistics serves up a

burden loathsome for women everywhere.
A person's time is limited and everyone — student,

worker, and homemaker has to plan their time accordingly

to do all the things one needs and want to do. Women now
need to plan their travels at night and even between cam-

pus buildings in daylifi^ht. The tampering of our mobility

has now come full circle to include even the most mundane
activities of our lives.

The threat to our existence is projected in these
issaults. Men have to face and accept the fact that they
lave no right, claim, or authority to determine our ac-
ions. It is not their responsibility to decide where a
A^oman can go or what she can do. This applies to all

measures - work, school, or leisure time. And women
everywhere must accept and support this stand or our
right to life without fear will never be known.

Shirley Cusser
Amherst

Sexual assaults overplayed
To the Editor:

I feel very deeply concerned about the constant reports
of assaults on women here. Of course I completely agree
that such crimes are very severe and that the offenders
should suffer greatly.

What is so upsetting to me is not only that the assaults
are happening, but the manner in which the Collegian is

publishing the reports. Are you not aware of the conse-
quences of constant, top, front page headlines such as on
the Monday, September 22 issue can have on women in

general here? They will soon start hating all men when ob-
viously over 99 percent of the men on this campus are de-
cent or at least not rapists! Such hate from women can
kick back from n>en and I believe possibly increase such in-

cidences of assault. Need I say what an unhealthy situa-

tion this is? Will I have to be prepared for a kick in the
groin for touching a woman on her shoulder to ask her the
time?

Also, there are criminals of whatever type who thrive on
seeing their acts in print.

James Steamer
Amherst

Reaction to fraternity ad
To the Editor:

I was appalled to see the poor taste in advertising for
:he fraternity. Alpha Delta Phi. To see a picture with an
nnocent dog and a man pointing a gun at its head is sick.

The caption under the picture reads "Rush our house or
we'll shoot this dog." This fraternity must be a haven for
pigs.

I wonder who would have such a demented mind to

think of something so tasteless. Seeing this piece of trash
turns me away from Alpha Delta Phi. I hope other univer-
sity men will feel the same way.

Steven Bass
Central

Frat apologizes for poster
To the Editor:

On behalf of the brothers and pledges of Alpha Delta Phi

I would like to express my sincere apologies to anyone that

was offended by our recent rush poster.

Alpha Delta Phi was solely responsible for the contents

of the advertisement and in no way should it be a reflec-

tion on the attitudes or actions of the other Greek
organizations on campus. Further attack on the Greek
system because of our ad is totally unjustifiable.

Since a similar picture appeared on tne cover oi national

publication for adult humor, we didn't expect such a
violent response. Its purpose was solely to be humorous
and create a greater interest in Alpha Delta Phi. It is un-

fortunate that some individuals could not appreciate the

satirical humor which was intended.

Brian Beaudreaalt
PicaMeatADP

"I thought we were this administration. Besides, most
of my best friends are Republicans."

"I think we should vote on it," said the young con-
gressman.

"l-ook," said a gravelly voice, "I want to talk about
labor. Are we going to be quiet and let the Republicans
take care of it, or ..."

"I thought they handled PATCO very well. Everyone's
forgotten about them."

"Let me continue. Or, should we make some speeches
and petition the president to appoint a commission to
study labor's problems? That ought to simmer them down
But, you know gentlemen, when bland, church-going con-
stituents ride twelve hours on a bus to march in the rain in
the nation's capital, something may be afoot."
"Let's vote on it."

"Sit down, son. Or, should we abandon the "good ship
Reagan," damn his economic policies, and pledge undying
support to the plight of the working man? Is the iron hot
now, or IS it merely passing gas in the wind?"
"Let's vote if there's a new mood in the country."

"Ah hell," said a cranky voice in the corner. "I don't
want to vote anymore. I'm depressed. I just want to get
drunk."

A strident voice took the floor. "Well, I don't want to
abandon my president. I like him a lot. Just last week, I

went horseback riding with the president, and he said..."
"Ah, quit showing off."

"And he said to me, 'Bill, I don't know why everyone
says I'm against labor. I like labor. Where would we be
without the working man? The milkman who's up bright
and early, the iceman, and the small farmer. They're the
backbone of this great land. And what about the wonder-
ful (Godfearing folks of Poland, I really love those Polish
labor people.' That's what he said, I swear."

The meeting continued for many hours, but I fell asleep.
I vaguely recall something about voting to take a vote.

I awoke to find everyone gone. Almost. I heard harsh
screeching. Crawling out from under the table I saw two
fat legs kicking in mid-air. Poor TipO'Neill.

I patted his knees, and spoke soft words until he calmed
down. He asked me to help him, but I couldn't think of
anything to do.

So I just left him.
Laurie Zucker is a Collegian Staff member.
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Smith makes service worker's

pensions equal to professor's
NORTHAMPTON (AP) - Smith college, facing an un-

I nsigned contract with a union of mostly women, will make
its pension plan for kitchen help and other service workers
equal to benefits for professors, officials said yesterday.
A formula to adjust pensions of people who retired

before 1976. though, will bring their annual pension to
$1,200 — an offer that a union attorney said he wants to
study Ix'fore approving.

The college, the nation's largest private college for
women, first told seven unions for 425 service workers that
it planned to make the two plans equal on July 22 as it

negotiated a contract with a union of 225 housekeepers and
kitchen help.

The union, the largest of the seven, ratified a two year
contract later in the summer but refused to sign the pact
until the college resolved the pension dispute. The contract
remains unsigned, attorney William Newman said
yesterday.

The five member executive committee of the board of
trustees voted Sept. 14 in New York to accept changes in
the pension plan announced a week earlier to the unions.
College spokeswoman Ann Shanahan said the other seven
trustees will accept the executive committee recom
mendatk)n at their Oct. 10 meeting in Northampton.

"... We are convinced that our recommendations are
very reasonable and equiUble to all concerned," the
college told the unions in a Sept. 9 letter.

Since a pension plan began for service workers 22 years
ago, those who were credited with 25 years of service
received $450 each year if they retired between 1962 and
1%6 and $1 ,200 if they retired between 1971 and 1976.
Under the present plan, the coUege contributed a fixed

amount of money for each month of a year that a service
worker was employed. This year, the monthly credit was
$5, meanmg someone who worked at that rate for 30 years
would receive a monthly pension of $150.

Taxation committee writes own
version of aid redistribution
BOSTON (AP) - The Legislatures Taxation Committee

has written its own version of the pending bill
redistributing some of the extra local aid provided by the
sUte this year to help communities cope with Proposition

The measure, originally filed by House Majority Leader
George Keverian. D Everett, would ensure that cities and
towns receive at least 30 percent of their Proposition 2 Vz
losses. Only those that got back more than 100 percent
would suffer a loss.

The biU approved by the Taxation Committee yesterday
now goes to the House Ways and Means Committee. It
isn't certain when it will reach the floor.

Local aid to nearly 200 communities would be affected if
the bUI pas.ses. but there is very Uttle money involved.
Rep. Gerald M. Cohen, tax chairman, said only $14 million
would be redistributed.

"We shuffled $14 million off the top and moved it to the
bottom communities," he said.

The issue involves $221 milUon of the $265 million in new
local aid this year distributed under the same formula used
to allocate state lottery proceeds.
The lottery formula benefits communities with low

property valuations, but it has no relation to losses under
the property Ux limiting law approved by voters in last
November's election.

Warsaw Pact achieves nuclear
missle advantage over NATO
LONDON (AP) - The Soviet led Warsaw Pact has in-

creased Its nuclear missUe advantage over NATO in the
European theater and the West has "largely lost" a
echnological edge in conventional forces, the International
Institute for Strategic Studies said today.
"One cannot necessarUy assume from this that NATO

could suffer defeat in war. but one can conclude that there
has been sufficient danger in the trend to require urgent
remedies." it said.

^ urgeni

The Institute also said in its annual survey of the
mill ary capability of countries around the world that while
stocks of existing chemical weapons are impossible to

fhTunit'^^'aTef
''"'" "^' have considerably more than

But in a brief reference to Poland, where te independent
union Solidarity has fueled unrest for a year, the iS^titute
said events "have underlined the long-standing un-

loTaRv"''r"„"w
'''' '*^^*^^ P'-"«" -" -""t - the

The Institute is a center for information and research onmternational security, defense and arms control. It is non
governmental and is mainly financed by private foun-
dations. It gets its information from sources around theworld, and last year also reported the Warsaw Pact had anuclear edge over NATO.
The Institute said the Warsaw Pact's overall advanUgem theater nuclear warheads is "about 3.27 to 1 '

if U S
I oseidon submarine missiles are not counted

If they are counted, the advanUge drops to "about 1.57

:L'^IulllT'' '^^^ ''' "^""^ ^"^ ^-"^'^^
The most significant missile development by the SovietUnion IS Its h«hly accurate SS-20. with a listJrange of upto 3.105 miles altowmg ,t to reach aU of Western Eurooeand parts of China and the Middle East.

^
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Robbie Dupree's album to take him to the too
Robb'e L ipree

Street Corner Heros (Elektra)

Ust year, after fifteen years of struggle
for recognition, Robbie Dupree became an
overnight sensation in the popular music
scene with the hits "Steal Away" and "Hot
Rod Hearts." His first album Robbie
Lhipree accumulated rave reviews and
milUons of listeners for his stylish, easy
listening masterpiece.

His newly released album, entitled
btreet Comer Heros. will undoubtedly
secure him in the top ranks of today's
yocaUsts. He's a member of a class which
includes Christopher Cross. Michael Mac
Donald, and John Hall. Dupree's unique
voice and superb back up band make him as
easy to identify as to listen to.

His album, unfortunately, does not in
elude any gems. There isn't a tune that will
carry you away and keep you hearing it for
hours. It's a light album; a few screaming
electnc guitars are about as heavy as it
ge* ^ven these are scaled down to be se-
C' a. .o Dupree's voice. The pace of the

record slows down so much on occasions
that the string arrangements nearly carry
you off to slumberland.

Musically, the record is sUckly and tight-
ly produced. Dupree's voice, a piano and a
guitar form the nucleus of the sound. The
second shell is composed of drums, backup
vocals and assorted instruments which add
the needed touch. Horns are used sparing-
ly, but are a highlight of the album and
could have been brought out more fuUy
The sax on 'Ready For Love" and "The
Long Goodbye" and the horns and har-
monica on "Saturday Night " are employed
expertly.

What the album lacks in depth it partially
makes up for in theme. The theme reflects
the feelings and sights of a youthful Dupree
growing up in Brooklyn. "AU Night Long-
is a catchy capella of the street corner
variety and reflects Dupree's early roots
and present direction. In his striding
towards stardom, he has not forgotten the
memories of dreams which got it all started
for him on the street corner.

-PAUL POLISHUK

THURSDAY
This Week's Special

aibrt Night

9:00 'til i i :00
ALL LIQUOR DRINKS

Featuring

Dancing With Henry

— Rock and Roll —
From the Summer on Cape Cod •

New Alice Cooper album
still knows how to rock
This album is extremely fun. Different

cuts have been repeating in my cranium
since my first listen. What does this
reviewer mean by the word fun'} Well I'll

tell ya.

Lots of hooks, neat but dumb lyrics, and
really good guitar by Mike Pinera and Dan-
ny Johnson. Hell, there's even a live ver-
sion of "Generation Landslide 81." Who
could ask for more? And you know what?
You can dance to it. You can boogie up a
storm. The silly thing rocks its head off! 1

know all of these guys are pushing forty,
but so what? They still know how to rock-n-
roll.

Cuts like "Prettiest Cop on the Block"
and "You Look Good in Rags" caused the in-
flated price of the album. The second side
rocks with the melodic "Skeletons in my
Closet" which features very interesUng

keyboard work by Josef Chiorski. The
album ends with "Vicious Rumours."a
tongue-in cheek parody of Cooper's image.
The cut sounds a lot like "Nuclear In-
fected, "off of his last album.

Alice has gotten rid of Roy Thomas
Baker's characteristic over-production,
which was painfuUy evident on the last
album. The new guy at the boards is

Richard Polodor. The difference is in the
mix. you hear what you're supposed to
hear. The vocals are surprisingly up to par.
Lots of it reminds me of vintage "Killer."

If Alice wants to go back to staduim rock
where he belongs, this could be the album
to do it with. He caUs his new band "Special
Forces." Their out-front combination of
talent and fun studio effects make it a winn
ing record.

- MIKE RIFF

$1.00 cover

For a Delicious Meal/Snack
at a reasonable price

The DIuewQil Cofeterio
and The Coffee Shop
are now serving piping hot pizzas

during the evenings.

Compare These Prices Anywhere!!
Qmoll 'l

Plain

Onion

Pepper

Pepper & Onion
Mushroom
Pastrami

Sausage

Pepperoni

Hamburg
Bacon

Two-Way
Three-Way
Extra Cheese
Extra Meat

Small

2.25

2.40

2.40

2.45

2.80

2.80

2.90

2.90

2.90

2.90

3.05

3.10

.45

60

Large

3.00

3.10

3.10

3.15

3.55

3.45

3.60

3.55

3.55

3.50

3.85

3.90

.70

.85

AAflflfiSRS'

Get your pizzas at the DIuewoll Cofeterio
Monday - Saturday 5:00 pm - 10:30 pm

and at the Coffee Shop
Monday - Sunday 5:00 pm - 10:30 pm

Pianist Rainer Bnininghaus releases
first American record Bruninghans
Rainer Bruninghaus
Freigeweht (ECM)

ECM fans take note! Pianist Rainer
Bruninghaus, nimble-fingered cohort of
Eberhard Weber, has released his first
American disc, Freigeweht, on this
prestigious recording label. Until now
Ramer's only available music has been with
ECM bassist Eberhard Weber's band
Ebbing piano flows and subtle syn-

thesizer strands by Bruninghaus set the
tone while Kenny Wheeler's fluegelhorn
draws out romantic fluctuations. A
flawless Jon Christensen beats and taps his
way in and out of nearly every tune with
uncanny appropriateness. Brynjar Hoff an
oboe and English horn, rounds out the
band, playing underneath Wheeler's style.
Bruninghaus utilizes two basic techni-

ques when playing inside; canon, playing'
patterns against each other, and augmen-
tation, taking something short and
lengthening it - two "classical" techni-
ques whose popularity in jazz is usually at-
tributed to ECM composer Steve Reich
Rainer's interspaced approach marks his
artistic individualism. When he takes off
his dexterity and subtle touch are beautiful-
ly expressionistic. Images of Keith
Jarrett's piano emerge briefly, but are
never overwhelming.
Rainer uses the synthesizer throughout

much of the album. The slower, eerie,
repetitive patterns are similar to Eno's
synthesizer. But the jagged pace Rainer
uses provokes an entirely different con-

Become a part of the five
college Arts scene.

The foUowing positions are now
available at the Massachusetts DaUy
Collegian:

ASSOCIATE ARTS EDITOR: Layout
skiUs are a plus. Paid position.

DEPARTMENT EpiTORS: Dance,
Film, Galleries, Theatre, Music and
Book editors are needed. Unpaid buH
rewarding positions.

See Ron Miller at the Arts desk for
details and applications.

templative mood. When he speeds up the
tempo the keyboards twitter blistfully from
accoustic to electronic modes. Hoffs hom-
playmg supplements Rainer's pattern play-
ing with harmonic intervals. Wheeler and
Hoff often seem to play in their worid of
tantasy, a very classical worid in the
musical sense, especially present in the
striking crescendos Wheeler is famous for
Ihey never step outside the musical

cohesiveness, however. They're never too
loud, never too bombastic, but very precise
well thought out, almost quiet, at least untij
bhristensen taps some timbre. Okay, I ad-
mit, I'm a Christensen drum nut. Sporadic
tastefulness is how I'm forced to describe
his style. He's powerful, never holds back
yet always leaves room for others to plav
out front.

'

I could go on with a play by play account
about saucy oboe interjections, or a flare-
up of ardent blowing, wringing pure honest
teeling out of muscle man polyrhymic ex-
clamations, or enigmatic enjabments of
polyphonys, but it really won't tell you
much about Freigeweht. The range of
modes of expression used on this album
makes categorizing player's styles on in-
dividual pieces a tad fruitless. You're talk-
ing i-m-p-r-o-v-i-s-a-t-i-o-n when you speak
about ECM artists. All in all, Freigeweht
has intense pieces and drone pieces whose
chromaticism never parts from the tasteful
imagination. Yeah, right. Let's just say
there are two slow songs, four fast, all com-
posed by Rainer.

- GREG GILES
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Toy box affixiates year-old child;
Amherst man dies in collision
One year old Emily E. Cheney, daughter

of John T. and Sandra Cheney of 67 Dana
Street, Amherst, was pronounced dead on
arrival by Associate Medical Examiner
Donald Abel at 11:34 a.m. Tuesday at
Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Northampton.
The cause of death was accidental
asphyxiation from a toy box.

A 72 year old Amherst man died Tues-
day evening when the car he was driving
collided with another vehicle at the in-
tersection of Amity and Lincoln Streets in
Amherst.

Committee seeks
new vice chancellor
The Search Committee for the position of

vice chancellor for administration and
finance is now accepting nominations and
applications. The chief administrative and
financial officer will report directly to the
chancellor and participate with other chief
administrative officers in developing cam-
pus poUcy. The vice chanceUor advises the
chancellor on administrative and financial
programs, policies, problems and planning.
Candidates should have a demonstrated

record of successful experience in manag-
ing large and complex organizations,
preferably in higher education. An advanc-
ed degree is desirable.

Send resumes, including three names of
reference to Chair. Search Committee, vice
chancellor for Administration and Finance,
301 Whitmore Administration Building.

Michael F. "Doc" Connor, of 20 McClellan
St., was pronounced dead on arrival at 6:16
at Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Nor-
thampton by Associate Medical Examiner
Donald Abel.
The driver of the other vehicle. David A.

Gouin. 18. of 87 Chestnut Street, Amherst,
was treated for an injured left foot and
facial cuts the police said.

The accident is under investigation by
Amherst police who are seeking the
operator of a yellow car which left the
scene. The driver could be a witness, the
police said.

Bill passed to protect
US undercover agents

WASHINGTON (AP) - The House
passed 354 to 56 on today a bUI setting jail
sentences of up to 10 years and fines of up
to $50,000 for persons who disclose the
identities of American undercover agents
working overseas.

The measure "is intended to protect the
lives of persons who work as undercover
agents and their famifcs," said Rep. Robert
McClory, R-Ill., a key supporter.
The proposal, which also covers retired

agents, responds specifically to a series of
incidents over the last several years in
which CIA agents were assassinated or
attacked overseas following publication of
their names in various publications.

It was adopted only after a spirited
debate on whether it violates free press
protections of the First Amendment.

V^iedsstreneth
wuzawalcom
us thenidit the
dZZurdU m

Sandwiches • Cold Cuts
Bagels • Salads

NEW EXTENDED HOURS:
MON.-THURS. 9 AM-8 PM
FRI.-SAT. 9 AM-10PM
SUNDAY 10AM-6PM

In The Carriage Shops
Amherst, 549-6314

Pappy McQ^y, Railroad Surveyor, Chicago & Ouray Railroad.

Until you needed it,

Jeremiah's strength wasn't

that obvious. But his spirit

and might were always

there, ready to help dig a

friend out of whatever trou-

ble he was in. Just woe
betide the bcxiy who took
him lightly. -««*=^

Jeremiah Weed is more
than a legacy, it's a tribute

to a 100 proof maverick.

Miirnn I > I iiuotii ( tiMi|iiis ( «. iiu r

I iii\ t. rsil \ 1)1 \|us^,n III I St. Its lit \iiilu rst

Each weekday from 2 pm - 5 pm
the TOC Lounge will be featuring

SoQp Op«rQ Hoppy Hours
Come up to the eleventh floor of the

Campus Center and watch your favorite

soaps while enjoying our Drink Spvdalsll

Valid ID and ABP Sticker

required to purchase alcohol

i^S
^-nSii^-.

lOOProofJeremiak Weed
Jeremiah Weed* Bourbon Liqueur. © 1981 Heublein, Inc.. Hartford, Conn
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Irish prime minister

criticized for changes
DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) — Prime Minister ment and there was no immediate reaction

Garret FitzGerald was criticized yesterday
for proposing major changes in the Irish

Republic's constitution in a bid to woo
Northern Ireland's Protestants into

unification.

In a newspaper interview published
Tuesday, FitzGerald was quoted as
suggesting referendums be held on repeal
of Ireland's longstanding claim of
sovereignty over the six Ulster counties,

and repeal of a ban on divorce.

The British government declined com

from Protestant politicians. But Fit-

zGerald's statements indicated he may have
the most difficulty trying to win his own
electorate.

He said many Irish now favor continued
separation because of the bloody campaign
being waged by the Irish Republican Army
to drive the British out of the north and
force unification.

In this overwhelmingly Roman Catholic
country, the church hierarchy has strongly
ODDosed modification of divorce law.

STRIDING TO TALKS - Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr .

center, strides down the sidewalk from his hotel to the U.S. Mission to
the United Nations yesterday for talks with Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrei A. Gro^ko.

Pesticide blamed for
kilhng honey bees
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) - A major

development in pesticides, banned in at
least one state, is being blamed for killing
millions of New Hampshire honey bees and
endangering part of the state's $10.5 milUon
apple industry.

The manufacturer, Pennwalt Corp.,
denies any link between the bee kills and its

product, and says the kills could be caused
by other factors.

The state beekeeper's association has
asked the New Hampshire pesticide control
board to ban the product in the state, and
the board is holding hearing on the request
today.

"It's estimated that at least a third of our
food crops depend on insect pollinators,

"

says Murray McKay, head of pesticide

control for the state. "It's certainly a very
serious matter if you start killing off the
bees."

McKay says preliminary tests show the
encapsulation of a pesticide called Penncap-
M appears to be responsible. He says about
two thirds of of tests done on dead bees
collected this month showed the presence of
methyl parathion, the chemical used in

Penncap-M.
The Pennawalk pesticide encapsulates

methyl parathion in a microscopic nylon
shell that is designed to release the
chemical slowly.

"The bees can't tell the difference bet
ween the capsule and pollen. They're both
about the same size and that's where the
problem is," McKay says.

TOO CLOSE? -. -erhaps Janet Erony is displeased with
photographer Quentin Stewart moving in so close to get a photograph
of her. The photographer used a "fisheye" lens which necessitates be-ing closed m order to get this shot.

)

Reg. $6.47

your choice

STOP ORAGCm
MY HEART AROUND

Mon - Fri 9 - 5

Sat 11 -4 the

Sale Ends
10-4-81

Located in the Campus Center Univ of Mass

University Store

DOONESBURY
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SRAPtCATION PR06RAM.

by Garry Trudeau
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE
by M. Joyce

TV 39
by Gary Sullivan
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.
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ROD BONES
Gregg Canavan
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

Ifll liM A*tt<m Tlan Symttnu

ACROSS
1 Splotch

5 First dog to orbit

Earth, 1957

10 Vital fluids

14 Light

15 Masculine pro-

noun: Ger.

16 Bryce Canyon
state

17 Unpleasant vocal

sound
18 Spanish pine-

apple
19 Artwreal trunK

20 Abonninable
22 Chatted, In a way
24 Attempt
25 Southwestern

plain

27 Egyptian defeated
by Nebuchadnez-
zar, 605

30 Year In the 2nd
cen.

31 Station

35 et labora
36 Ocean view
39 Musical symbol
40 Adage from the

good old days
43 Understanding

words
44 Sound projector

45 Japanese coin
46 Comic strip hero,

of yore

48 Trains of a kind
49 Singular persons
51 Polynesian
53 Husking
54 Be economical
57 One way to eat
62 Penny
63 Golden calf and

others

65 Palm or bay
66 breve
67 Certain knot
68 "Leaping "

69 Secluded valley

70 Closed
71 German river or

dam

DOWN
1 Oeclaimer of epic
verse

2 Fabulist

3 Steed, to a
Cockiiey

4 Indirect way
5 Foliate

6 Japanese abor-

igine

7 Probably
8 Be aware of,

Scottish style

9 Parrot

10 Summons
11 At the summit
12 Washed out
13 What crabs and

snakes do

21 Hippo or aero
follower

23 Con|unction
26 Baseball hits

27 Perfect game
component

28 Strike, in a way
29 Robber,

at times

30 Feature of the
moon

32 Group of "good
guys"

33 Weasels
relative

34 Time for growing
pains

37 Mornings
38 Compass direc-

tion

41 Station

42 Suitor

47 Orange-skinned
tuber

50 Provoke
52 Suppose
53 Established
54 Saurel

55 Famous "Merry
Old Soul"

56 Small stream
58 Otherwise
59 Provoked
60 Smooth con-

sonant
61 One. for one
64 Juan
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WEATHER

A mixture of clouds and
sunshine and a chance of a
shower today; windy and
cool. High upper 50s to mid
60s. Fair tonight. Low in

the 40s. Partly sunny
tomorrow. High 70 to 75.

Student Legal Services

UMass Legal Services Office offers free legal services
to all UMass Fee-paying students.
L.S.O. counsels in the following areas: landlord/te-

nant law, consumer problems, advice on small claims
court, debt collections, uncontested divorces, financial
aid, grades, disciplinary problems, tuition status, on-
campus housing, immigration, Civil Rights, labor law
(union organizing, discrimination based on race, sex,
religion, etc., occupational health and safety, fair labor
standards, workers compensation and unemployment
compensation) and also represents in criminal cases
where there is evidence of police misconduct, or
criminal cases arising out of a student demonstration.
Please stop by our office, located at 922 Campus

Center, or call us at 545-1995, if you are in need of legal
assidtance.

Back to School Specials

14K Gold Chain Bracelets
from $9.95

r •»«r T»fl 'Yat^Var -rafi Prayi v. ^fiiJKiJ'^iif

Custom Ear Piercing
Choose from 20 different styles

The YclIoNv \hnxsv 261 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst 2.i3-;J.l21
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* ®;;*5-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication dayCash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Disc Professionals are back for

Fall parties let's party! 546-7013 Randy

ARE YOU INTO LEATHER?

Women's Leather Accessories by Chris-

tian Dior - 40-50% off regular prices! Call

253-7221 btw 4:00-8:00

" AUDIO

Cassette Deck, Harmon Kardon HK-1000.
Excellent condition, $125. 323-5227

AUTO FOR SALE

1967 Plymouth Belvedere V8 excellent
mechanical condition body fair nights
Sophia 253-5980

1973 Chevy Vega good condition radials

snowtires 549-1616 $800 or 80
1974 Olds Omega to rebuild or for parts
300 call 1-533-4212 ask for Adam
1976 Plymouth Van automatic trans
custmise CB set excellent 4700 545-1365
after 5 PM 256-8384

1970 Pick Up 6 cyls cap on back standard
trans, very good on gas excellent 1400
545-1365 after 5 Pf^ 256-8384

For Sale 1975 Audi Fox A/C $1900 or best
offer 253-9652 after 5

Karmen Ghia conv. new top paint good
mech, rust 850/ BO 527-5246

1973 -lymouth Fury, excellent condition,
50000 miles, 549-6528, evenings

BOLTWOOD-BELCHERTOWN
PROJECT

JVC Receiver model #R-S33 super-A
Brand new, 40 watts, built-in graphic
equalizer - more Bill 546-8718

Colognes and Cosmetics up to 50% off
for product list and price list write
Cosmetics by US P.O. Box 94 Amherst, Ma
01004

73 Dodge Coronet SC runs well $500 or
BO 3 yr old Sony color TV excl cond 200

Tires - sizes 13 &
mer/winter $10 &
549-5907

• Phone number FREE

B.S. Refreshments start flowing at 8:30 pm
Located m Frat/Sor Park. Take any Or-
chard Hill bus call 549-0889 for info

PERSONALS

14 Bias/Radial sum-
up per tire (used)

1977 Kawasaki K2400 excellent condition
1100 miles must sell best offer call after 3
PM 603 239-6279

Yashica Electro 36 color Yashinon DX
1

:
17 f = 45mm $80 2 yrs old (case included)

call Leslie 584-7216

Fall Som. Practicum: Work 1-4 after-
noons per/wk in after school day care K-6
on campus. Hrs. available: M, T Th F
2:45-5:45, W 1:00-5:45. Wkly staff mt'gs.
12:45-2:00. Earn 3-6 credits based on days
worked. For more info call Nancy Ross
549-6170.

HELP WANTED

You haven't missed your chance!
Valuable volunteer opportunities still

available information meeting: Sunday
Sept. 27 at 7:30, CC Rm 168

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Televisions. Tape
Decks, Stereos & Car Stereos. Sound in

Motion 266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst.
Behind Silverscape Designs, 253-9341

ENTERTAINMENT

Win $25! Amateur Night, 7 pm Oct 4 Farley
Lodge. Performers may reserve space by
Sept 25 at Hillel 302SU 545-2526

Professional DJs for less $99 special
Parties, Semis, Dorms, Any Social. Paul
546-6924, Scott 546-6845 Wendy 546-6941
Dave 665-3082

FOR RENT

Small compact refrigerator for rent.
Available at Spirit Haus Liquor Store 338
College Street, Route 9. Open until 11:00
256-8433

2 rooms for rent kitchen privledges private
living area private entrance women only call
after 6 253-7183

132 room apartments available on bus
route in South Deerfield call 665-8792 or
863-9119

College Pizza on Fearing St near
Southwest Area needs people with cars to
deliver pizzas to the UMass Dorms. Hourly
pay plus tips plus gas allowance. Only
those with cars need apply at College Pizza

.

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Earn while you learn Jobs are tough after
college. Ask anyone who went out into the
world armed with only a diploma. So get
ahead of your class while still in school.
We'll give you the ammo to make money
now. You take the training with you when
you graduate. Northampton Mutual Life
584-0103

Workstudy Jobs Public Interest with
MASSPIRG Massachusetts' largest con-
sumer/environmental protection organiza-
tion. Administrative Assistant. Hours & pay
negotiable contact Elise Jacques 256-6434

Board of Governors applications are now
being accepted for the positions of comp-
troller, public relations coordinator, display
coordinator. Applications and job descrip-
tions available in CC817, 545-0198

Work study secretary needed for
WMUA. Minutes, memos etc. Please con-
tact Heidi at 5-2876, or 42 Marston Hall.

Part time Volunteer wanted to help with
office work at Human Economy Center can
learn much 253-7500

Four more years of King? Anyone in-

terested in organizing for Dukakis for
governor call 665-3083

LOST

FOR SALE

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best of-
fer 549-5669

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best
offer 549-5669

Down sleeping bag 4 season 8" loft
modified mummy 6' -t- length xcellent con.
$75. Kingston classical folk guitar xcellent
cond. needs strings $50 w case call
:g3-7651

Kinks tickets for Sept 30 in Providence ex-
cellent seats call 546-7135

Two tickets Rolling Stones Philly Sept

26Jbest offer 584-4079

Stereo Nikko 715 & Pioneer speakers $225
256 8407 after 5

Lost blue soccer windbreaker at party
oh 9/18 at 145 A1 Brittany Manor please
return reward 546-8849 Mike

Reward for return of cat lost in Puffton
Brandywine area on Friday Sept. 11, 1981.
He's a small orange tabby with white
stripes. Please call 549-5153

Pearl necklace great sentimental value
they are NOT real reward offered PLEASE
call 6-5701

Lookmg for an unusual gift? Spirit Haus
has many moderately priced wines, liquors
and beers for all occasions.

Want to spend a night with Al Pacino?
Dog Day Afternoon Thursday Sept 24 SUB
Early Show at 5 - 75c 7,9,11 - $1.25

Attention RSO Groups: Friday is your last
day to sign up for RSO EXPO '81 submit
your forms in RSO mailroom

Open Rush: All university men invited to
an open rush at Lambda Chi Alpha on Sept
23 & 24 at 9 PM more info call 545-1244
FFEJ KNALB - Lotsa luck to everybody's
favorite bea r

For sale one 1982 showroom model
EXP. sky blue with racing strips standard
with less than 1000 miles $1 .73 or best offer
for more info call Martha Scoopers at
546-5041

Win a house by yourself or with friends in
the Amherst Jaycees $60,000.00 new home
raffle. Tickets are $100.00. 300 left.
Available at Commonwealth Federal Bank
Jones Neylon. Insurance, DH Jones Real
Estate

Hey Box and Rainy. Happy Birthday you
wenches Love Moon

Happy Birthday Bubby McGhee love the
gimme'ya kid

Tim Burke & Deb Mallinson are getting
married! *

Rrst Pi Sigma Alpha Political Science
Honor Society - meeting will l>e held on
Thursday, Sept 24 at 4:00 in Room 91 1-915
CC
Happy Belated B-day Marybox Love, L&W
Someone I know has a deviated sep-
tum, but don't worry Rich, you're young,
you'll get over it!

Tonight come to an Open Rush Party at
Delta Upsilon, 778 N Pleasant St. beginning
at 9 PM All underclassmen are invited. Call

549-1578 for details

Happy Birthday Rin
lub ya. Ren

you child molester. I

MOTORCYCLES

Kawasaki 1975 lOOCC road /trail seldom
used 350$ call Leslie 549-1284 6-8 PM

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Save 40% off retail price on new Guild,

Gibson, Ovation, Rickenbacker and
Yamaha guitars. Also, discounted prices on
Marshall and Potytone amps, strings and
accessories. We buy used Fender, Gibson
and Martin guitars. The Guitar Workshop,
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-T728

PARTY TONIGHT
~

Alpha Delta Phi is having a very informal

rush party (special appearance by
"Murph"). All university men invited no

KimSmith Happy Birthday don't tell CA
until its over Love Lisa

Scorzio. you sexpot! Happy, happy 22!

With much love, Tracy

Reno - Happy Birthday! Sorry I'm late but
it's one of those horrible traits I've picked
up from you humans. Your bedspread is

still "the cat's meow". - The Big Guy

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, couples, family therapy. Fee
based on ability to pay. Non-student
clientele also accepted. Psychological Ser-
vices Center 546-0041

QUICK SALE

72 VW Beetle excellent conditran call
549-5347

RIDE WANTED
Dally commuter from Greenfield to
Amherst wanted to share driving/ex-
penses call eves 774-4770

Ride needed to Phil Stones concert Fri

9/25 call 549-4912 eves

3 people need ride to or near

f%M%0^0^»

HAPPINESS FOR $1.00
Show you CARE, FLOWERS at The cAMpus center by

Laura And Susan

8 CARNATIONS For Si.00
4 ROSES For $1.00

Philadelphia bppt 25 wHf share costs call
Larry 6-6127 or Dan 6-6108

ROOMMATE WANTED
Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
PM-7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
Pm - 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-61 83

Nonsmoking responsible female
wanted to share Brittany Manor apt call
253-2821

Male roommate wanted to share room in
Hollister Apt call 253-5012

RUSH
Come see the house off campus Sigma
Alpha Epsilon OPEN RUSH Wednesday
Thursday Sept 23, 24 8:00 p.m. Located ori
Sunset Ave. (just off Fearing St at College
Pizza) Phone 256-6815 Wed Film Night
Thurs Social Hours

TRAVEL

Need a break? How about Montreal for
iust $85 call 256-6941 after 6

SALE - SALE - SALE

Late nite lunacy our next big sale 60% off
selected items 40% off Legend amps and
all effects plus free sticks and strings Wed
Sept 30 noon to midnight Music Gallery
Rt9Hadley586-fi228

SERVICES

Free-lance Typing. writing help, small of-
fice organizing. Faculty and student work
welcome. Top skills, reasonable rates.
Amherst 549-0518 8 am to 9 pm
Student Movers low rates local long-
distance 253-9646

Improve your grades! Research
catalog--306 pages-10,278 topics -Rush
$1 .00 Box 25097C Los Angeles, 90025 (213)
477-8226

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9961

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop Fall

classes forming. 28 hours including
classroom theory Er shop. Limited enroll-
ment 253-7967

TYPING - 4c a line. Some overnite service
call at 549-4595

Need Help? Depressed? Need Motivation?
For free information on obtaining help
write: Wilesse Comissiong, Counselor, c/o
PO Box 148, So Deerfield, MA 01373

Sensory Isolation Tank available on an
hourly basis. 584-1627, evenings

Your research data statistically analyz-
ed by Ph.D. psychologist efficiency and ac-
curacy guaranteed For details call 253-5262
or 253-7374

STICK IT IN YOUR EAR

Stick it in your ear at Silverscape
Designs. Custom, single and multiple ear
piercing in twenty styles of sterile studs.
SPECIAL 14k gold bracelets $9.95.
Silverscape Designs, the Yellow House,
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

WANTED
Babysitters fall semester, various times,
days. Come to Child Care Office, 213
Berkshire House, between 9 and 2. Monday
"Friday

Highest Prices Paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst.
Monday-Saturday 10 am - 6 pm Licensed
by the Town of Amherst, member of
Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

V_^

OtNeR ASSORTEd FloWERS $ 1 .00

A buNch

WEd. TliRouqh FRidAy 9-5
\v^^

@ RUNNER'S SHOP
FALL CARDBOARD BOX SALEII

• Nike • Tiger • Brooks • Etonic • Pony • Patrick

Prices SLASHED!! on running, volleyball

f^Q* i 10 lu t \j and soccer shoes!!
now $15 to $00

Sale starts Sept. 24 - Amherst Store Only
Runner Shop 159 n. Pleasant St. (Behind FACES)
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As the weather cools the concert scene heats

Thursday, September 24, 1981

The weather may have begun to cool
down in New England, but the concert
scene around here is just beginning to heat
up.

This Saturday night former Little Feat
alumni Barrere. Clayton, Gradney.
Hayward plus Phil Brown take to the stage
dt the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. They
will be playing 60 percent Feat's material,
as well as some samples from their new
album, Hoy Hoy.

Tickets are only $6.50 and $6.00 for

students and there are still good seats

available. This concert should be well worth
the price of admission.

Peter Tosh will be in the Springfield Civic

Center this Friday night. Tickets are $10.00
and Tosh will be preceded by Dr. John.
With the recent death of Bob Marley.

Tosh is perhaps the top reggae artist in the
world.

Tonight in our very own Blue Wall you
can listen to the blues of Eddie Shaw and
the Wolfgang. For just $2.00 you can get a

head start on the weekend.
For all you swing fans out there, the Wall

with feature High Times on Friday night,

and the New Jersey sound of Beaver Brown
returns on Saturday night.

Dave Van Ronk will be at the Iron Horse
in Northampton on Sunday night. He
played at the MUSE concert last February

at Smith College and was quite en-

tertaining.

The Kinks have added a second show at

Boston Garden on Tuesday Sept. 29.

Tickets are $10.50 and $1 1.50.

While a quarter of a million people were
protesting Reagan's budget cuts in

Washington on Saturday, another large

gathering took place in Central Park in New
York for the reunion of Paul Simon and Art
Garfunkel. It was the first time the pair

performed together in nine years.

Genesis has just released a new album
titled Abacah. It's only an import right

now, but an American pressing should be in

record stores very soon. The release should
be followed shortly thereafter with a US
tour.

Lastly, the Cars recently completed work
on their new recording studio in Boston. It's

called Syncro Sound Recorders, and they
immediately began work on their fourth

album. Once again all the tunes will be
written by lead singer Ric Ocasek, and the

production is by Roy Thomas Baker.
They're shooting for an October release,

but if the Cars follow the precedent of their

former albums, it probably won't be out till

November or December.

-RON MILLER -

(From left to right) Kenney Gradney, Richard Hayward, Sam
Clayton, and Paul Barrere will be in the Fine Arts Center Concert
Hall Saturday night. (Phil Brown, not pictured, will also be perform-
ing with the group.)

UMASS FOOTBALL '81.

Incredible xcitment

/.-'/

> ^'
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LOPES

.^ !'

'

TW f Ck'Sir' 117 A V ^ t oll»iti«ii photo by Vinee OrWiU
IHE. LUISG WAY — Cross-country runners Judy McCrone (front) and

Tricia Moores (rear) make some time in a meet held last Friday at
UMass.

* Zoo Disc
contimied from paqe 2U

down 8-2 at the half. 2Joo Disc started to
click in the second half, running harder and
clearing out better and won the second half

8-7, but the final total was the one that
counted and they went down in defeat 15-

10.

Zoo Disc's final tournament game was
against another Boston club, the zone-
oriented Hostages. UMass was in control of
the offense throughout the game, starting
with short two yard passes and finishing

their drives with 10-20 yard strikes. What

lost this one was the absence of con-
centration near the end zone, where many
passes were thrown away. The team was
too complacent and content with staying
even with the Hostages and in the end it

was the Boston boys on top, 15-12. Zoo Disc
place fifth in the 12 team field.

This weekend Zoo Disc travels to New
Brunswick, N.J.'to participate in a 16 team
tournament in the first inter-regional joust
of the season. Included in the field will be
current and two time defending national

champions, Glassboro State College (N.J.).

^^Ilrpian 23

Former McmBers of

LITTLE FEAT
THIS

SATURDAY
NIGHT!

FAC
8:00 PM I

I

I

UMIES $6, $6.50

GEN. PUB. $7.50, $8

No food, drink or smoke
All tickets $1 more at the door ^y^^

r
«?>

DARTMOUTH IS NEXT!
Saturday, September 26th, 1:30 p.m.

AMHERST ALUMNI STADIUM

TICKETS
$6. Reserved
$4 UnReserved

MINUTEMEN

Collegian photo by T»iTi BHIanore

JAY-WALKERS — An Amherst policeman
controls pedestrian traffic in town

The movement studio announces

BALLET
- a 10 week course

'- beginning Friday Sept. 25th
Time: 5:30 - 7:00 PM

Fee - $35.00
The movement studio is a division of
the Hampshire Fitness Center.

The E/mwood shops
(next to Carbur's) Rt 9 Hadley

on PVTA bus route
Call for registration information 586-6336

Ticket Office
413545-0810

>•
Scott Crowell
Conference All-Star

£r leading tackier vs

Holy Cross on the

UMass #1 Defense
-12 tackles

UMass Students
with Valid ID

•Nio Charge

BIG GREEN

Eric Cregan
245 lb. All New
England Defender 5

sacks, 10 tackles vs.

the Crusaders.

UMass Home Schedule

Mead Coach - Joe Yukica
One of the winningest active coaches in the country.

George Thompson
6'3", 240 lbs. One of Ivy League's premier Offensive
linemen

Rick Stafford
6'4" 215 lbs. quarterback Tabbed an explosive offen-
sive threat.

Oct. 3 Rhode Island rams 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 17 Maine Black Bears 1:30 p.m

RESIEARCH

PAPERS

10,278 on file — all subjects

Send $1 .00 (refundable) for your up-to-date.
340 page, mail order catalog.

We also provide research - all fields
Thesis and dissertation assistance available.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322 Idaho Ave., #206F
Los Angeles, Calif 90025
(21 3) 477-8226 or 477-8227

^^<y

BEATLES • ELViS-
JETHRO TULL

thru

S/NATRA • ELLINGTON/

-SIMOW Q GARFU^/KEL-— JUDY GARLAMO
-EARTH, V^mO 4 PIRE efc.-

yo^/e o/DT(9P e4^// P/l/P

Hours Tu II -^ o.^
.|Q_^ The University Store
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By JOEL ZUCKERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

To the typical beach bum or park player, it wasn't
exactly perfect frisbee weather. But. for Zoo Disc the
University of Massachusetts men's Ultimate team the
breezy and ramy weather last Saturday were satisfactory
conditions for the season opener. The tournament site was
Tufts University and field of opponents included 12 of the
best teams in the Northeast.

In the five games played. Zoo Disc outscored its op-
ponents. 63 52. but stUl lost three times. The losses were
discouraging, but certainly not embarrassing since the
defeats came at the hands of three of the premier teams in
the country

Things started out well for the discophiles. as they
crushed Keene State CoUege (N.H.). 15-3. Late in the

tourney

Spikers look to improve

game, the Z.D.Z.D. (Zoo Disc zone defense) saw its first
competitive action and was successful in shutting down the
Keene offense.

The next round pitted UMass against a strong club
team, the New York Heifers. The 15-point game was close
at the outset, with the two teams deadlocked at 4-4, but
the Heifers quickly capitalized on some Zoo Disc
throwaways and built a four goal lead which they held to
the end. winning 15-11.

In the next contest. Zoo Disc took out some of their
Heifer induced frustrations, rolling over host Tufts 15-4
The large victory margins in their previous games earned
them a berth in the playoffs held Sunday where only six
out of the twelve team field were left in competition.
Zoo Discs first game Sunday was against an exclusive.

Ulent laden team from Boston called the Rude Boys The
UMass squad chaUenged the favorites, but were still

contintied on page 2S

enn, M mr .,^ — ( oll*|n«n photo b* \intr UeWjii
STAY UP THERE - UMass spiker Patti

Philbin (9) sets a ball in last weekend's UMass
tournament in Boyden. Teammate Ellen Braun
(14) is ready to join the action.

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

A fifth place showing is never enough, if you mean to
win.

Coming off such a showing at last weekend's UMass
Tournament, the women's volley baU team wUI try to
maintain a mistake-free performance when it faces Mount
Holyoke College tonight a 7 p.m. at Mount Holyoke.
^'Weve been practicing on serves and blocking '

said
UMass coach Elaine Sortino. "Those two things killed our
chances for taking the tournament, bad serves and poor
blocking.

I hope this team will flay on their level instead of
slowing down against Mount Holyoke. Also, I want to try
out a few things and give some of our bench more playine
time.

'

f J e,

After Mount Holyoke. the team will be at the Central
Connecticut State College Invitational this weekend. At
the Invitational, the Minutewomen wUl play Southern
Connecticut State College. Leaman CoUege. the University
of Hartford, the University of Rhode Island and the Blue
Devils of Central Connecticut State College.
On the Minutewomen's early season showings. Sortino

said that despite not winning the tournament, the team has
been doing very well.

"This team is far ahead of any team we've played to
date." Sortino said. "We have a combination of youth
desire and enthusiasm that is giving us a winning attitude!
With each game, there is more consistency, especially in
the attack and setting.

Patti (Philbin) has been hitting the hell out of the ball
and our freshmen setters have been doing an exceptional
job. Jo Ann (Siler) has been a great captain so far - this
team has the potential and people to do so much This
program has gone places, and it's going to in the future

'

Sortino said.

While the 5-1 Minutewomen varsity is preparing for the
Central Conn. Invitational, the junior varsity also is
gettmg ready for its season opener against Harvard
University Oct. 2 at Harvard.

'We've played some scrimmages against Amherst
College said JV coach Patti Schlosser. "and we've added
Keene State and Mount Holyoke to our schedule, making it
ten matches for the season. I'm seeing a much stronger
team in my squad, and they're playing with lots of en
thusiasm.

The JVs will play its home opener Oct. 10 aeainst Fit
chburg State College.

;-:-:-?^:*A'•••^•:'S-J*K*S$:^SS^^^^$::!^^

Player
profile
By BILL SHEA
Collegian Correspondent

Character.

It is an attribute every great team possesses from the
1967 Red Sox to the 1981 Boston Celtics. It is an ingre-
dient to winning that is often overlooked by fans, coaches
and players alike.

The University of Massachusetts football team obviously
didn't overiook this important fact when they voted for
the co-captains of their team for one of the most promising
seasons in recent years.

Co-captain Jerry Gordon has character.
The 6*1" 245 lb. senior offensive guard has gone from

sub-varsity player to varisty team captain in just two short
seasons. As an offensive and defensive tackle at Randolph
High School. Gordon was recruited by a few Division III
schools, but he "always wanted to come to UMass."
After sitting out his freshman season. Gordon began his

personal success story by making the UMass "look team,"
whose duty it is to run the opponents' offense against the
always tough UMass defense. This is where Jerry
Gordon's character begins to show.
"Jerry is one of the hardest working players on this

team." head coach Bob Pickett said. "He really is an asset
to this team and a fine captain."

If Gordon was a running back or quarterback and
wanted to play just to grab headlines, one could question
his motives. This is certainly not true in his case. But this
was not what Gordon wanted. His motive might have been
more of the "selfish" variety.

*j wanted to prove to myself that I could play," Gordon
said^ "I started working with the weights during my
freshman year and then on techniques when I made the
team in my sophomore year."
When the 1980 season rolled around, Gordon ws the

^^'"^ offensive guard doing his share of blocking for
1000-yard rusher Garry Pearson. This year he is co-
captain along with linebacker Pete DiTommaso of a fine

Photo rourte«Y of Sporto Inrnrmation Offir,

Minuteman co-captain Jerry Gordon, a two-
year starter for Massachusetts at offensive
guard.

UMass football team whose character was cleariy shown
in the winning scoring drive in the 13-10 Minuteman vic-
tory last weekend.
Gordon gives much of the credit for his success to UM

defensive coordinator Jim Reid.
"Coach Reid helped me out a lot by keeping me up "

^rdon said. "He was always there when I needed "a

Aft^r this coming Saturday's contest against Dart-
mouth College (Alumni Stadium, 1:30 p.m ) the
Minutemen meet their first Yankee Conference opponent
of the season, the University of Rhode Island. This UMass
team s character will undoubtedly be tested during the
grueling conference schedule, but with Jerry Gordon on
Its side, there won't be too much lacking in that depart-
ment. ^

Soccer notes
The UMass women's soccer team topped Westfield State

College 4 1 last night to remain undefeated (3-0). UM's
Sandy Fletcher kicked in a three-goal hat trick and co-
captain Maddie Mangini scored a goal and an assist
Massachusetts' Deb Pickett was injured and had to leave
the game m the first period. {See game story in tomorrow's
Collegian.)

The men's game scheduled at the University of New
Hampshu-e yesterday was postponed due to bad field
conditions. The contest was rescheduled to Oct. 22 atUNH.

VMass gridders host Dartmouth, see storyp. 20
{ MASSACHUSETTS DAILY
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No manners means no parties
By CARLA R. LESH
Collegian Staff

In response to what has been called excessive use of
alcohol, increased incidents of violence, vandalism and re-
cent assaults authorities have banned all parties this
weekend in the Southwest Residential Area, according to
a memo sent out to the students living in Southwest by Dr
Melton Miller, Master Director of the Southwest Residen-
tial College.

"The violence last weekend really pin-pointed that
drastic intervention had to be taken to get the attention of
everybody involved, the students responsible and the vic-
tims of the problems," Miller said.
The assault of a female staff member in Kennedy tower

last weekend was one of four assaults on the University of
Massachusetts campus in the past week.
Miller said that security and policy violations this year

have -been worse than the two previous years he has been
master director.

"It's something I do not relish doing. It's a signal to the
community that the assaults, violence and vandalism will
simply not be tolerated," Miller said.

Miller cited an excessive use of alcohol as an underlying
reason for the increase in policy violations this year. He
also mentioned a higher proportion of new students this
year and the need to impress upon them that policy viola- Collepan rnphic by Briui SHllivan

tions can not go on.

"It is conceivable that a group of students will test the
moratorium." Miller said.

Sanctions will vary with the violation involved, he said.
This could range from area probation to academic suspen-
sion. All incidents will be handled through the University
Judiciary system, Miller said. Approximately 5.500
students in 21 dormitories will be directly affected by the
ban.

"How are they going to stop parties this weekend?
They'll have to increase security." said Linda Roy, 18, a
freshman living in John Quincy Adams tower.

"If there was assault in Southwest then everyone should
be penalized but since it was in Kennedy then Kennedy
should be penalized. Either the whole campus should be
punished or no one should. There are so many rules and
regulations you feel trapped in one area and the tension
builds," said Sheryl Green, 20, a junior living in John Quin-
cy Adams tower.

"We don't like to upset the operational procedures, we
do very well most of the time and hoped last weekend
would be an exception," Miller said.

Miller said he expects most of the parties scheduled for
this weekend to be postponed.
The memo to Southwest residents stresses that "People

who violate the party restrictions will be subject to serious
sanctions."

Party ban raises some policy questions
By JOHN DiPILAZZO
Collegian Staff

Melton Miller, Master Director of Southwest Residential
College, answered questions concerning his ban on parties
in the Southwest Residential Area at the government's
first meeting of the semester last night.

Miller's ban on parties in Southwest came as a result of
excessive use of alcohol, increased vandalism, violations in
dormitory guest policy, and the assault on a Southwest
staff worker, all within the past two weekends.

"I had to take some drastic action for this coming
weekend," said Miller. "I made the decision that we can't
let business go on as usual while we think out this situa-
tion." (;k)vemment members questioned the suddenness

of Miller's decision, which was disclosed in a memoranaum
dated September 23.

"Why weren't we informed of this?" said Ruth Mazzola.
co-president of the government. "I did not have time to
consult you," said Miller.

Theresa Kolish, co-president of the government, said
the ban was "analogous to a parent 'grounding' a child for
the weekend," and thought the ban would lead to more an-
tisocial behavior. "I believe it (the ban) is the only ap-
propriate action," said Miller.

Miller said that time was needed to assess the situation,
and sought student input on the situation. "I think this is

an opportunity for some people to make some positive ac-
tion. Let's do something about this so it will stop now,"
said Miller.

"We have to get to the issue of the behavior we're see-

ing. If we don't do something in Southwest, irs going to
get worse," said Miller.

Eric Spiel, the government's treasurer, argued that the
ban might be taken adversely by students.
"I don't think this (ban) is a form of punishment," Miller
said.

In addition to banning parties, Miller said that dor-
mitory visitors' policy will be strictly enforced this
weekend.

"There are two problem dorms where I am increasing
security through my own resources," said Miller.

Miller stressed the need for time to formulate solutions
to the problems, and made no mention of when the ban
would be lifted.

"It's not going to happen quickly," said Miller.

UMass police named in civil rights suit
By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Two University students filed a multi-million dollar civil
rights suit Wednesday in Springfield against the Universi-
ty of Massachusetts Police Department.
The plaintiffs, Joseph McDonagh and Douglas Locke,

are asking for damages of over $1,050,000 each from
former UMass police officers Steven Draghetti and David
Williamson, current officers William Murphy and Dexter
Shearer, Institutional Protection Officer Thomas Patrick,
several unnamed police officers, as well as the UMass
Department of Public Safety.

The suit stems from an incident which occurred on
March 9, 1980, in the vicinity of the Blue Wall.
Counsels for the plaintiffs, Charles J. DiMare of the

University Legal Services Office and Steven Lewis
Boulmohl of Northampton, would not release any personal
information on their clients and would not say whether or
not they were still students.

In the incident, Locke and McDonagh were both charg-
ed with disorderly conduct and McDonagh was also charg-
ed with assault and battery on a police officer. They will
both be facing criminal proceedings this morning in Nor-
thampton Superior Court.
The plaintiffs claim to have suffered "severe emotional

distress, pain and suffering, and mental anguish and em-
barrassment".

A police record of the incident could not be acquired last
night.

According to the suit, McDonagh claims to have been
beaten about the legs and stomach area while his face was
held to the ground by one or more of the officers outside
the doors of the Campus Center concourse. He also claims
to have had a nightstick lodged in his mouth by one of the
officers.

Locke claims to have had a tooth chipped by one of the
officers. The assault and battery, charged against

Continued on page 7

'The year toward civility'

has it's official beginning
By LAUREL HANSCOM
Collegian Staff

(compiledfrom reportsfrom Collegian Staff
members Jim Kane and Richard Nagle)

University of Massachusetts Chancellor
Henry Koffler called for an end to racism,
sexism, and anti-semitism in his convoca-
tion Address yesterday mornining.
During the hour-long convocation, which

formally starts the "Year Toward Civility"

on the UMass campus, Koffler told the au-

dience of about 350 faculty, staff and
students that although racism, sexism and
anti-semitism are more destructive, some
forms of behavior, like rudeness, crudity,

graffitti and other disruptive actions also

threaten the quality of life and learning at

UMass.

"I speak with particular passion on this

matter because I believe that uncivil

behavior represents a threat to the fun-

damental nature of the University. Learn-
ing cannot proceed effectively when people
cannot rely on one another for the con-

sideration, the thoughtfulness and the con-

cern which are the hallmarks of a civilized

society," he said.

Citing examples of uncivil behavior. Kof-
fler attacked the Moral Majority saying,

"The injustices committed in World War II

against our fellow American citizens of
Japanese descent, the chronic besmirching
of reputations in the McCarthy era, the
abhorrent racism of the Ku KTux Klan, and
the mindless censorship of the so-called

Continued on page 7 Henry Koffler
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World and national news

U S -Soviet talks

>f>iV>ilf

UNITED NATIONS (AP) - The United States and the
isoviet Union announced yesterday they will begin ne-
gotiations to control nuclear weapons in Europe on Nov
30 in Geneva, the first tangible result of high level U S -

Soviet talks here.

They said in a joint statement they would "spare no
effort" to reach agreement, although U.S. officials said
privately the negotiations likely will take many months if
not years.

importance of these negotiations for enhancing stability
and international security and pledged to spare no effort to
reach an appropriate agreement."
Paul H Nitze was named the chief U.S. negotiator

Considered a hardliner on dealing with the Soviets, the 74-
year old Nitze helped negotiate the first Strategic Arms
Limitation Agreement in 1972. but he opposed the
unratified 1979 SALT II accord.
The new negotiations will be known as the Theater

A^„e„l <« begin the talks c^e during the four-houn le^'r!t a iX" Tuesd"^"!'' l^lfn"";'
!"' ""^'^

meeting here Wednesday hetwppn <^orf,i^^^ -^f c«„ /• • .,:
^"*^»Qay tne United States wants

Alexander M. HairJr tdSovilTFore^nSLfA^^^^^^ VSn:ZL''""'"'*'vJT""'T' '" "'"^'"'- "''"P<'"»-
-••

A. Gromyko. They are ,» ™eet again Mo?,da"'."
""'

p'^^eSSora^rageeten"
'''""' '°"'"'' '""'''''"'

The j„n.anno.ncen.ent said. -Both sides believe in the The joint anno^urmeTlaid ,he discussions wH. be

^Suicide squad' fails in

aimed at control of nuclear arms, but didn't specify what
nuclear arms would be covered, indicating the exact scope
of the '.alks hasn't yet been agreed on.

The Soviet Union, on the other hand, wants a broader
focus, to include other European-based nuclear weaponssuch as U.S. aircraft.

•»F"ns.

SaYt n
'"^,*^'"'"

--^"f
™ssile talks are not on the level ofSALT negotiations, they are considered part of the overaUSALT process, or framework. U.S. officials say. A DefenseDepartment official said earlier this week the ad

ulklt^iTnT^^ '"f^^
P'^P^"'" ^^'' ^ "^* '•°""d of SALTuiks withm the next six months.

consulate takeover
PARIS (AP) — Anti terrorist poUce

surrounded the Turkish Consulate in the
center of Paris yesterday after a four man
Armenian suicide squad seized some 40
hostages, threatened to kill them and blow
up the mission unless their demands were
met. authorities said.

Ambulances took three people from the
consulate several hours after the siege
began. One was reported by French radio
to be a Turkish security guard killed in the
takeover. Police said the others were a
wounded Turkish vice consul and a
wounded terrorist who demanded political
asylum.

The commandos demanded Turkey free
jailed Armenian political prisoners and fly
them to France by 11 p.m. (5 p.m. EDT).
They said if the demand was not met all the
hostages "will be executed." and that if
French forces intervened, the building "and
all the people inside" will be blown up.
A Turkish Embassy spokesman said

about 15 staff members and 25 visitors,
mcluding several women, remained hostage
in the consulate. Police evacuated nearby
buildings.

The Turkish government in Ankara said
France was responsible for obuining the
hostages' quick and safe release and that
Turkey would not negotiate with the
terrorists in the eight story building on

Boulevard Haussman. a few blocks from the
Champs Elysees in the fashionable 8th
District.

The terrorists, in messages dropped from
the building and a statement distributed in
Beirut, identified themselves as "suicide
commandos

" of the Armenian Secret Army
for the Liberation of Armenia.

In addition to freedom for Armenian
political prisoners in Turkish jails, they
demanded the release of five Turkish
revolutionaries and five Kurdish rebels, an
Armenian cleric. Father Manuel Yergatian.
and a lay missionary. Hrant Guzelian.
The commandos apparently entered the

consulate peacefully, drawing guns only on
entering the offices. A policeman on duty at
the door and two other officers rushed to
the offices on hearing shots but were
repulsed by gunfire, though they wounded
one of the commandos with their shots,
police said.

The atUck was the latest in a series of
more than 100 in Europe since 1975 in which
the clandestine Secret Army has attacked
Turkish offices and killed or wounded
several diplomats.

It claims to be avenging the genocide of
more than 1 million Armenians in Turkey in
1915. a crime Turkey denies. Recent at
tacks have been attempts to free members
of the group under arrest.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Saudi sale threatened

by lack of commitment
WASHINGTON - The Reagan

administration told Saudi Arabia yesterday
its $8.5 billion arms purchase is doomed
without a written commitment to have
Americans in the cockpits of the AWACS
radar planes.

Unless the Saudis overcome their long-
standing relucUnce to dilute absolute
control over the five surveillance aircraft,
administration and congressional sources
said they fear the president risks a major
foreign policy setback in Congress just as
he begins the tough job of selling his latest
round of budget cuts.

Disclosing that the Saudis were ap-
proached yesterday for some type written
committment, an administration source,
who insisted on not being identified by
name, said government strategists have
concluded it might take personal in

tervention by President Reagan to per
suade the proud Saudis to yield to U.S.
political reahties.

"We're just going to have to change the
mix (in the package)," said one ad
ministration source who insisted on
anonymity.

About 30 revisions of the original arms
package proposal are being weighed, but
the only one considered certain to attract
senators concerned with safeguarding
AWACS technology involves "joint
crewing." The votes of up to 15 senators
now listed as likely opponents are beheved
to turn on the manning issue.

Bus driver convicted

for dealing to minor
PROVIDENCE. R.I. _ A school

bus driver has been sentenced to five years
in prison for selling two marijuana
cigarettes to a 13 year-old boy, who made
the $2 purchase under orders of his father
— a narcotics detective.

The Superior Court judge who imposed
the sentence said Richard S. Reels Jr.. 20.
would be an example for "those who believe
they can make a buck by delivering drugs to
kids."

But Reels' lawyer said yesterday his
client has a clean record and is a victim of
"the worst case of entrapment I've ever
seen."

Reels, sentenced Wednesday on charges
of delivering two marijuana cigarettes to a
minor and possession of marijuana, is free
on bail pending an appeal to the state
Supreme Court.

"He's ftever done anything like this
before, and there's no evidence he has."
said defense lawyer Walter R. Stone. "That
he (the detective) would put a 13 year old
kid up to it; that's what got me."

The detective arrested Reels im
mediately* after the sale last February
inside his bus near Winman Junior High
School in the neighboring city of Warwick.
The boy, unidentified for his own

protection, testified during the June trial

that he had approached Reels and asked for
some bags of marijuana. Reels said he had
none.

A member of the commando of the **Armenian sectet army for the
liberation of Armenia" that took 40 persons hostage Thursday mornine
at the Turkish consulate leaves the consulate under police escort after
he surrendered because he had been wounded earlier in the morning.
His wound does not prevent him from making a Victory sign.

State jail inmates escape, search ensues
BRIDGEPORT. Conn. _ a

nationwide search was launched yesterday
for four "extremely dangerous" inmates —
including former Hell's Angels motorcycle
gang leader Daniel Bifield — who sawed
their way out of a state jail and allegedly
fled in three stolen renUl cars, sUte poUce
said.

The 30 year old Bifield, once described by
federal prosecutors as the "most dangerous
man in Connecticut," escaped with the
three other men late Wednesday night from
the Bridgeport Community Correctional
Center, said state Corrections Com
missioner John R. Mason.
Mason identified the other fugitives as
James McDonald, 39, of Stamford, charged
with first degree robbery; Dornell John
son. 35. of Elizabeth. N.J.. also charged
with robbery; and John Langlais. 19, of
Bridgeport, charged with murder.
The four jarred kjose a second floor

window, sawed through its bars with a
hack-saw, rliniKoH a courtyard wall and fled.

authorities said. At least one of the men
apparently was injured as he climbed over
the wall, which is topped with coUs of razor-
edge barbed wire. Blood was found on and
near the wire, troopers said.

State police spokesman John McLeod
said the fugitives were tracked to a nearby
Avis RentA-Car lot and authorities were
looking for three automobiles stolen from
the let shortly after the escape.
Although state authorities issued a

nationwide alert for the men, the search
was concentrated in New York and Con
necticut, officials said. The New York Sute
Police was taking an active part in the
manhunt, believing the four may have
crossed the state line.

Meanwhile, correctional center
Administrator Francis Moore said it was
not unusual that Bifield, a twice convicted
fek)n who was awaiting sentencing on
federal charges, was housed at the medium
security faciUty instead of the state's
maximum security prison at Somers.
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By BILL WALL
Collegian Correspondent

The housing situation this semester on campus is not as
bad as people would think considering the unprecedented
size of the freshman class and the tight market for off-

campus residences in the surrounding area, said Gerald A.
Quarles, housing assignments coordinator.
Although a record number of students have required

housing assignments, the housing office has been able to
handle the flow relatively smoothly, Quarles said.

Quarles said that everyone still without a room will be
accommodated within the next two weeks, including those
living in swing spaces and the Campus Center Hotel. He
had high praise for the conduct of the 68 future Brooks
house residents living in the hotel and for the "tremen-
dous amont" of support given by the acting Vice-
Chancellor of Administration and Finance Jack DeNyse in

cleanng the temporary stay with the hotel administration
Quarles said that there are presently 98 students living

in "swing" spaces who will be moved into permanent
rooms as soon as possible. A "swing" space is a room
usually reserved for other student purposes but is tem-
porarily allotted for housing displaced people. There are
no telephones or mailboxes for these rooms, a situation
John Edwards, a sophomore living in a Central Area sw-
ing space, finds "inconvenient, especially at the beginning
of the semester."

Quarles blames the lack of telephones on the phone com-
pany's reluctance to hook up these rooms for temporary
students who would be moving soon. Students in
"swings," almost all upperclassmen. will be refunded for
their stay there, a compensation Edwards termed a
"joke" because he was informed that it was 40 cents a
day. Housing said that students would receive 10 percent
of the daily rate.

Low cost vegetarian meals
available at Earth foods

Asked if there was a possibility of sophomores being
allowed to move off campus, Quarles said he believed that
they should be allowed to in general, but that there was a
sufficient number of rooms to enforce the University
policy of on-campus residency for all but specially exemp-
ted sophomores.
One of the contributing factors to the high demand for

dormitory housing is the return of many juniors or seniors
to the d«rms, turned off by the expense and scarcity of off-
campus housing. Quarles said that there were approx-
imately 50 juniors and seniors still interested in obtaining
dorm housing and eventually they will be assigned.
Out of the 11,400 spaces on campus, nearly half are in

Southwest, which Quaries said, is the most popular area
on campus. Quarles. who graduated from UMass and lived
m the dorm system, as did some of his staff, feels that ex-
perience helps him and his staff understand the housing
problems of students.

By HOWARD DUPUIS
Collegian Correspondent

Beginning Monday, people seeking a
vegetarian lunch on The University of
Massachusetts campus will be able to eat at
Earthfoods, a student-run collective
located in the Student Union Building.
Tom Moylan, a collective member, said,

"the purpose of Earthfoods is to bring low
cost vegetarian meals to campus."
Some of the meals served include wok

fried vegetables with tofu, pocket bread
sandwiches and eggplant parmesian, said
Marian Parker, another member of the col-

lective. She added that some of the more
popular meals are whole wheat pizza, bean
burritos and quiche.

The prices range from $1 to $3 although
with side orders the meals can get more ex-
pensive, Parker said.

Moylan said the 20 member collective
meets each Monday and that all decisions
made at these meetings must be agreed to
by all the members present at the meeting.
In this way the collective takes the place of
the normal management and employee
separation that exists in most organiza-
tions, Moylan said.

In addition to the paid collective
members, there are also volunteer workers

who receive one free meal for each hour
that they work.
The musicians who provide the lunchtime

entertainment also receive a meal for every
hour that they play. The musicians, who
are mostly students, range from guitarists,
pianists and fiddlers to an occasional jazz
group, Parker said.

Each week, the menus for the following
week are planned by the menu committee,
a group of four or five of the collective
members. Each day's meal is planned to be
tasteful, nutritious and inexpensive,
Moylan said.

In the six years that Earthfoods has ex-
isted, it has grown to its current level of
serving about 400 people each day.
Moylan said that Earthfoods is always

accepting proposals for ways of improving
the operation and they are "trying to
streamline the operation to be as efficient
as possible."

In summarizing the operation of the non-
profit, and now self-sufficient organization,
Moylan said, "Earthfoods is an organiza-
tion whose whole is a lot more than the sum
of its many parts."

Earthfoods, which is located in the Com-
monwealth Room of the Student Union
Building is open each weekday from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. and is opento the public.

NUTS ABOUT THE WEATHER . This local reside'^iinrarttprepera!
tion for the cooler months that are right around the corner.

Campus Center fee fight begins, increases looming
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Student Union Board of Governors
began its struggle last night to keep the Campus Center
fee at $79 in the face of State budget cuts and new expen-
sive administrative guidelines.

New budget guidelines announced officially by the
University Office of Planning and Budget, look to be very
expensive for the Campus Center. Jay Englander, finance
committee chair, estimated that the Campus Center fee
could go up to $104 for the fall semester of 1982.
The projected budget deficit for the fiscal year 1983 is

$1.5 million, he said.

Massachusetts state budget cuts eliminated a $150,000
subsidy provided to the Campus Center. Also cut were
$134,000 worth of fringe benefits previously paid to Cam-
pus Center employees, now to be picked up by the Campus
Center Trust fund.

The most important of the budget guidelines requires
each campus trust to move towards self-sufficiency by
employing a method called "full costing". Full costing
means that any services provided by one area of campus
for another must be paid for at full cost by the area receiv-
ing the service.

The Campus Center receives services free from the Ac-
counting, Personnel, Purchasing and Bursars office as
well as from the Physical Plant. Physical Plant charges

Collcfian Photo by Terri BclUfiore

OUT OF WATER -?! • Carroll Dunn and his daughter, Anna, look on as the campus pond swans
walk on land and eat grass.

alone will be $75,000 this year and jump to $100,000 next.
Physcal Plant does a lot of maintainance work in the

building. They only charge for material costs. Now 75.4
percent of material costs will be added to the bill. This
money will go to pay Physical Plant operating costs and
their own new fringe benefit expenses.
Englander said, the full costing policy will affect

budgets throughout the University and will put upward
pressure on the student activities fee as well.

Campus Center director William Harris said, "The issue
has broad implications for the whole University. It will be
generating a lot of discussion."

The BOG's official position is that the Campus Center
Contintied on page 8

Book removal request

termed censorship

BUCKLAND (AP) - A selectman and dairy farmer
said yesterday that anyone with Christian morals would
keep Alexander Solzhenitsyn's "One Day in the Life of
Ivan Denisovich" out of a high school class.

But Mohawk Trail Regional School superintendent
Bruce Willard. saying it would be censorhip, refused
Edmund Smith's request to remove the novel from a
modern worid literature class in which the selectman's son
is a student.

Smith asked Willard to remove the book after his son,
Cari, showed him a passage using a four letter word as an
adjective.

Obscenity, University of Massachusetts professor Laszlo
Tikos said yesterday, was the same reason used by the
Soviet Union to ban the book, printed in 1961. Solzhenitsyn
now hves in exile at a secluded estate in Cavendish, Vt.,
about 80 miles north of Buckland.

Tikos said the Soviet dissident rarely makes public
statements. Instead, Tikos said, he works on a book about
the Russian revolution.

"My inner convictions do," Smith rephed when asked if

he found the word offensive because of his religious beliefs
as a Baptist deacon. "It's a Christian belief... thou shalt not
Uke thy Lord God's name in vain. That's one of the Ten
Commandments.
"Anybody understanding a Christian doctrine would find

it vulgar," Smith said. "I showed the passage to two truck
drivers who came to get milk at my dairy farm and one of
them said, We're truck drivers and we don't think it's
necessary,'
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Cherry sheet conference
to evaluate assessment

The Eighth Annual Cherry Sheet Con-
ference IS being held today starting at 8 30
a.m. at the Boston Park Plaza Hotel in
Boston.

Sponsored by the University of
Massachusetts Institute for Governmental
Services and featuring speakers such as
Gov Ldward J. King and UMass President
Uavid C. Knapp, this assembly wUl
evaluate state financial, county and district
assessments for each city and town
throughout the state.

The conference wUl affect the students'
families, hometowns, and ultimately
themselves as taxpayers." said Doris H
Gere from the office of the UMass Institute
of Governmental Services.

Progressing into the afternoon, when
school aid will be discussed more
specifically, officials hope to focus on the
Cherry Sheet that wiU eventuaUy be sent to
each state municipality. Other key speakers
at the event are Raymond C. Scheppach
deputy director of the Congressional
Budget Office in Washington; Lucy Flynn
du-ector of the Governors Office of Federal
and Sute Relations; and Maurice A
Donahue, director of the institute.
Along with these speakers, other state

and local officials and various public in
terest groups wUl go over formulas for local
aid. public relations reinbursements andMBTA Ux rates. For newer officials,
sessions stressing the utilization of local
funding will also be conducted.
Gere said the UMass Institute for

Governmental Services was established on
the Amherst campus in 1970 and has since
acted as a "service arm" in the University
president's office for trading academic and
technical pubhcations with state and local
officials.

"Because officials are changing so often
they must have the information." Gere said.

- KENNETH LUNDBERG

Forum to discuss media
violence against women
The Women's Forum Against Media

Violence (WFMV), will be conducting an
informal group discussion on media violence
and pornography as it effects women, on
Tuesday at 7 p.m.
The group which was formed in response

to the widespread depiction of violence
against women in the media and por
nography. recently received a $965 grant
from the Haymarket Foundation. WFMV
will use the funds to purchase educational
material and organize a speakers bureau.
WFMV was formed last spring under the
name Women Against Violence in Por
nography and Media, when it sponsored the
Femmist Case Against Pornography.
The group discussion will be held in
downtow Northampton. For more in-
formation contact Kathleen, 586-8575.

Boltwood-Belchertown
meeting set for Sunday
An informational meeting is scheduled

for Sunday, September 27, at 7:30 p.m in
Campus Center 168 for students interested
in participating in the Boltwood-
Belchertown Project.

The project is student run and provides
an opportunity for students to participate
in a variety of activities with residents of
the Belchertown State School.

Rahar's to host benefit
for Community Homes

Reaganomics causing
Harvard pres. worries

There will be a benefit concert for the
Community Homes for Children this Sun-
day, September 27 at Rahar's in Nor-
thampton. Headlining the show will be The
Elevators. Opening will be a new local
group, 5N10.

<^N^^'
25 North Pleosont Street

Amherst 256-0710
Mon—Sot. 10-6

$13 billion more in

spending cuts asked
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan called yester-

day for 513 billion in spending cuts and $3 billion in what
aides termed "loophole closing" tax measures in an at-
tempt to hold down the 1982 deficit and put the budg«»t on
a path to balance in three years.

"We are just sUrting down a road that I believe will lead
us out of the economic swamp we've been in for so long

"

The important thing now is to hold to a firm steadv
course."

' '

Reagan said his plan would hold the deficit to $43 1
billion in fiscal 1982. which begins Oct. 1. He said he would
cut the federal workforce, except the Pentagon, by 75 000
workers, and request Congress to aboHsh the Departments
of Lnergy and Education, fulfilling a campaign promise
He called for a 13 percent across the board cut in

domestic programs, other than those "entitlement-
benefits to mdividuals. such as pensions, prescribed by
law. Exemptions were also granted to certain veterans
immigration and law enforcement programs

TWOFERS ARE BACK
2 for 1 Rail Drinks

2 for 1 Drafts

2 for 1 Happy Hours
4 - 6 hor d'oevres

10 - Midnight

Great Lunches St Dinners
Across from the Fire Station

57 N. Pleasant St. 253-5141

CAMBRIDGE (AP) - American colleges
face hard economic times if the Reagan
administration's economic policies fail to
stop inflation and rescue the economy, the
president of Harvard University warns.

Like other college leaders. Presif'ent
Derek C. Bok wondered how the latest

$16.3 billion package of budget cuts, which
President Reagan announced last night,
would effect their schools.

Education Secretary T.H. Bell has
predicted that the cutback in education will

go deeper than the nearly $2 billion in cuts
that the Reagan sought last spring.
Congress approved only a fraction of those
reductions.

"From a position of feeling that the
decisions have been pretty weU made for
next year, suddenly — without much
warning — we find ourselves contemplating
something that is much more substantial,"
Bok said in an interview prior to Reagan's
announcement.
He speculated that tlw new cuts could

mean further reductions in student
educational grants, tighter guidelines for
loans, fewer traineeships and less support
for research.

Educators are already complaining about
the way they are being squeezed by
Washington, the benefactor they have come
increasingly to depend upon to underwrite
their programs. Congress has already
reduced student aid. cut social science
research and made charitable giving less
attractive for the wealthy.

"If all of these policies should work out
the way it's hoped." Bok said, "there may
be two or three or four transitional years
that are tough, but we are going to come
out the other side in considerably better
shape. If it doesn't work out well, we really
could have considerably deeper problems
than we have experienced even in the
1970s, which was comparatively a difficult
decade."

Will Reaganomics work? Bok says no —
unless some changes are made.

"I do not believe in supply side
economics," he said of the theoretic un-
derpinning of the Reagan program. "I
believe we will run into severe economic
difficulties, and the universities will suffer
both the budget cuts and the economic
consequences, along with a great many
other people."

Massachusetts bottle bill

passed by Senate 21-12
BOSTON (AP) - The Massachusetts

Senate advanced the House-approved
"bottle" bill yesterday by a 21 12 vote,
despite claims by opponents it will raise the
price of beer and soft drinks.

The legislation, requiring deposits of 5
cents or 10 cents on all bottles and cans, has
one more hurdle to clear — plus enactment
votes — before going to Gov. Edward J.
King. The governor vetoed a similar
measure two years ago but has not an-
nounced his final position on this year's
version.

Based on the 100 56 House vote Monday
and the Senate's vote, it appeared that a
gubernatorial veto would be sustained,
although a couple of switches could turn the
tide. Proponents would need a two-thirds
margin in both branches to override
gubernatorial objections.

Sen. John F. Olver. D-Amherst, outlined
features of the bill which include special
benefits for people losing jobs because of it.

The bill provides limited retooling tax
credits and small allowances for retailers
who return deposits on cans and bottle
brought in by consumers.

"Polls indicate that people of
Massachusetts are strongly in favor of
this." Olver said.

Sen. John F. Parker. R Taunton, said the
bill "wUl cost consumers in Massachusetts
$10 million to $12 milnon."

In addition, Parker said, it will cost the
sUte a substantial number of higher paying
jobs.

He said the position Olver and others
have taken in lowering the legal drinking
age contributed to litter more than
throwaway bottles and cans.

Pilgrim power plant plans canceled
BOSTON (AP) - Boston Edison Co.

pulled the plug on what was to be its second
nuclear power plant yesterday, saying it
still believed in nuclear power but couldn't
tolerate escalating construction costs and
delays in federal hcensing.

The decision will add $1.70 to the average
residential customer's electric bill each
month for 10 years, company officials said.

Pulling out after a decade of delay when
costs soared from $400 million to nearly $4
billion, the company derailed what probably
would have been the first nuclear plant
hcensi'd since the Three Mile Island ac
fidentin 1979.

But a spokeswoman for the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission said she did not
believe Edison's decision was a broader
signal for the nuclear power industry.

"I don't see that it's going to have any
impact, except that they're not going to
build that plant. There's nothing startUng
about this." said Clare Miles of the NRC's
Washington office.

Federal officials have said Pilgrim 2 could
have been the first new nuclear plant to be
licenstJ since the Three Mile Island ac-
cident in Pennsylvania. Final NRC hearings
on the Pilgrim proposal were set for next
month.
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Handicapped's barriers
eased by assistance
By BARBARA MLAWSKY
Collegian Correspondent

Everyday occurances as seemingly un-
complicated as getting to class or attending
a lecture may not be as simple to a han-
dicapped student on this campus.
As a result, the Office of Handicapped

Atfairs assists well over 100 handicapped
students on campus with different services
designed for their specific individual needs
according to office coordinator Paul Ap-
pleby.

^

The office, at 231 Whitmore Administra-
tion Building, exists primarily to serve the
students who are severly disabled. There
are three categories of severly disable
students that the office devotes most of its
time to; the mobility impaired, the deaf or
hearing impaired, and the blind or visually
Impaired, Appleby said recently. '

'

Even within these categories, the ser-
vices required by the student really depend
on the individual student. The needs will
vary from person to person within the
category, depending on how severe the
particular disability is, and depending on
what level of independence that student
might have already attained, Appleby said.
For the mobility impaired students, those

in wheelchairs or with other mobility im-
pairments, there is a van transportation
service. Throughout the course of the year
about 50 to 75 students with temporary
disabilities such as broken legs and sprain-
ed ankles may use this service as well Ap-
pleby said.

Sign language interpreters and
notetakers are provided to assist deaf or
hearing impaired students in their classes.
For the blind or visually impaired

students, these are reading services in
which the office looks for volunteer and
paid readers. Transportation services are
available to help the blind person get
around campus more easily.

Special equipment is available for the
blind or visually impaired student such as
braille equipment and a closed-circuit TV
print-enlarger for those who read large
print. There is also a Kurzweil reading
machine in the library, which is a computer
that reads books, journals, and other
printed materials aloud to blind persons,
Appleby said.

Appleby also said one handicap that is

getting more and more attention is dyslex-
ik,' ' Which is the inability to' ^process

'

language symbols.

"Dyslexia is one of those invisible han-
dicaps and I think perhaps that some peo-
ple have been reluctant to identify
themselves as having that kind of learning
disability. But there are things that can be
done to help these people. Depending on
the specific areas in which they have dif
ficulty. In some cases, for instance, oral ex-
ams are given instead of written exams.
The staff in the Communication Skills
Center have programs set up to help these
people in areas such as reading, writing,
test taking, etc.," Appleby said.

Continued on page 14/"—2fv *^

Self-improvement workshops
offer information, support
By JEFF ROSENBERG
Collegian Correspondent

Students may begin to register now for
the free selfimprovement workshops spon-
sored by the University of Massachusetts
Mental Health Services.

The workshops provide a unique setting
in which small groups meet with trained
leaders in order to share information and
support, develop trust and discuss pro-

alcohol abuse, sexual or emotional pro-
blems are just a few of the areas covered by
the Service.

The Service helps students "learn more
about themselves", says Dr. Kraft, the pro-
gram's director. "Both the self-esteem and
stress management workshops have pro-
ven to be very popular with students. Also,
an assertiveness training course will be of-
fered this Fall for the first time". Kraft
said recently.

^hSJ^'^^"K„l°lr.i' .?:r?, ^ "Wch tin,e anyone „Jing to L to Ischeduled to begin the first week of Oc
tober and preregistration is required.
Since 1961. the Mental Health Service,

located in Hills North, has provided crisis

intervention and short term psychotherapy
for an individual, family or on a group
basis. Through a variety of programs the
department tries to solve the every day
problems of students.

The staff of thirteen professionals and
five pre-professional interns of the Mental
Health Services deal with a number of
topics and problems. Depression, drug and

counsellor will be seen. "The walk-in clinic
is very popular and sets students in the
right direction", Kraft said. All clinical ser-
vices are strictly confidential, Kraft said.

Appointments can be made by calling
545-2337. or by coming to the office. After
5 p.m., on weekends and holidays,
emergency health services are available by
calling 549-2671 or by coming to Urgent
Care at University Health Services.
For further information or to apply for a

group, call or stop by the Mental Health
Service, 127 TlilLs North (545-2337).
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The TOC Lounge will be featuring entertainment each
week Tuesday - Saturday from 9:00 pm - 1:00 amWe are proud to present to you the talent of

UMass Student Entertainers
Tuesday Amanda Maffei soloist

Wednesday Jim Bianchi soloist

Thursday Julie Bankultl soloist

^Friday - Barry HarWOOd - Happy Hourl

Friday Bob CummlngS sololst

Saturday Bob CummlngS trio
Come on up to the eleventh floor for the

finest entertainment!

j
'Valid ID and ABP Sticker required
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I'M STILL DRY - While UMass students have be^VetUng Gained on
for the past few days, Appollo and the other animals have been dry at
the Tilson Farms Stable.

Here Agahi.^

SAVE up *^*"*

SPORT COATS
BEG. PRICE _

95.00 to 200.00

OUR PRICE _e Aft
35.00 to 55.00

REG. PRICE

16.95 to 50.00

OURPWCE -ft/VC
9Q5 to io.y*>
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I Shopped
us

Zat Says these are!

These gaiments come from the warehouse of a
nationally known men's wear company. They
are tagged with original lat)els

and prices Intact, and all are
FIRST and FINEST QUAUTY,
in cun-ent styles and colors.

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open
ilHlJlJ!!!
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Placement Service sheds
light on the job market

,Friday, September 25, 1981

By LORI RUBIN
Collegian Correspondent

To many seniors and graduate students
the seemingly dark "real world" and its job
market is full of uncertainty and misdoubt.
The University of Massachusetts Place-
ment Service, with its availability to these
students, helps to shed some light on these
qualms and anxieties.

Located in Hampshire House, the service
offers students a variety of helpful infor-
mation on job seeking. Available to the stu-
dent are: walk-in counselors, handouts,
workshops on resume writing and inter-
viewing skills, a resource room of binders
with information about almost every major
company in the country, civil service infor-
mation, and much more.
One service offered by the placement ser-

vice is the job-employee matching system.

The office provides a list of company's that
are scheduled to visit UMass on certain
days which is sent to all students. Students
may register for the company he or she
wouJd like to be interviewed by and the ser-
vice sets a time and place.
The Placement Service receives 165 new

job notices every day and the lists of their
availability are updated daily.

Although service is state funded, the re-
cent investment in computer terminals for
the fast-growring service requires a one-
time registration fee of $10.
"We can only serve those who allow us to

serve them," Arthur Hilson, Director of
the Placement service said. "There are
plenty of good jobs out there, it's not as
gloomy as a lot of people tend to believe."
The Placement service is open most

weekda: = from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m and
from 12:00 noon to 5:00 p.m. Wednesdays

Action groups question

campaign control bill

BOSTON (AP) — Common Cause is urging
voters to contact state legislators over the
weekend if they want tighter controls on
campaign fundraising in time for the 1982
gubernatorial race.

A bill from the Democratic House
leadership, scheduled for floor action
Monday, purports to impose curbs but
actually weakens some safeguards already
in place, leaders of Common Cause and
three other citizen-action groups told a
Statehouse news conference yesterday.

Several House members, appearing with
the coalition, said they will try to add
strengthening amendments to the measure.
A key amendment would expand the token
state subsidies of campaigns. Another
would impose a $1,000 limit on donations by
"political action committees," including
those of both business and labor.

EUzabeth Fay. director of Common
Cause, said the recent state corruption
hearings demonstrated that Massachusetts
politicians have been been overiy influenced
by the campaign donations of incompetent
contractors.

To lessen that dependence, Ms. Fay said
the state needs a multi million dollar public
fund to match smaU private donations given
to state candidates.

A public fund ah-eady exists but counts
for little.

As it now is set up. the fund depends on the
wUlingness of people to pay an extra $1 on
their state income Ux to make a con
tribution.

Doon#sbury
Drought to you ovorydoy

by Gorry Trudoou
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VOTE
FORYOUR RVVORITE
UTE BEER CELEBRITY

ENTER

I MAUD PMZE. An expense paid trip for two to the 1982 Lite Alumni
Reunion Attend the Lite Alumni Banquet and the
filming of the 1982 Lite Reunion TV commercial.

6 FWST PMZES: Magnavox Videotape player/recorder with camera.
20 SECOND PmSS: Eight New York strip steaks and eight Lite Goblets.

1,000 TMRD PRIZES: Lite Sports Visor.

No purchase necessary. Here's how to enter-
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Amherst
Chinese Food

"Family Style

Cooking"
Mandarin &

1

I iwiui luai III VI J

\ Szechuen Cuisine )

Luncheon
Specials
from $1.75

Farm Fresh Vegetables
Beer & Wine License

Sunday Brunch
All you can eat $4.95

62-64 Main St.,

Amherst 253-7836
Closed Wednesdays
Wa us* no MSG oi

Artificial Food Coloring

Need Cash?
still /r\
Buying ^>^

Class Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry

Coins and Stamps

See Me When You SeU

<^

25 North Pleasant Street

Anr)herst 236-0710
Mon.—Sot. 10-6
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He's looking for loving hXtn":
''" '"^^^^ ^ ^^'^'"^'^ '-^ ^-- --^^-g to

^"i*:^
^"^ ^"" Asencio this week in Jamaica

"We knew"i'Lv
"^"''^ ' '"'P'*"* '** "^'" ^rs- Cooke said,

she had? ^ ""1"^ T^^ '^"^"^ «^"t each other, but

sure shp'nr^ f?*^
J^^ " ^"* ^^'•'^ City, and we weren'tsure she d be wiUing to give that up."

The bride is the daughter of Diego Asencio the former

Xou,:sryraf
"^ '' '^''-'^^^'^ -- ^^'SVs;^
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TORONTO (AP) - Even moose get lonely up in

.oilVanTh?b;;:itr
'""^ '''-' '^'- '-^^

oUheZI^ mIT^^I' '^
k
'P°"^ •" ^^^ "^'•^heast section

ImLr f r^""?'^
of Natural Resources official says thesymbol of Canada's wilderness may be trotting aboundlookmg for some romance."

""u»u

mi^?? ^u^^"-
""P^'-^'so'- of wildlife program develop-ment for the mmistry. says the moose is "quite a bit south ^. . .of where he should be." Moose country begins north of * Cilli/ «#///Lake Simcoe. about 140 kilometers north of Toronto ^ V^ifll OUiL

They seem to wander every once in a whUe," Hagen
said. Moose usually start breeding at the beginning ofOctober and contmue "until all the cows are done.'^e

Wildlife officers searching Wednesday didn't see themoose, which had two tranquilizer darts pumped into it onMonday without any visible effect.

^Convocation
Continued frtmi page 1

Former hostage weds
MEMPHIS. Tenn. (AP) - Former Iranian hostage

Donald Cooke has married the daughter of one of the

Continued from page 1

McDonagh was inflicted with McDonagh's tennis shoe, ac-
cording to the suit.

The suit also asserts that certain eyewitness testimonies
termed beneficial to the plaintiffs case were taken by Of-
ficer-Williamson with the intention of concealing them
from the court. It goes on to say these testimonies later
appeared .An assistant district attorney, not named in

the suit said Williamson had taken them and "deliberatelv
hidden them". ''

According to DiMare, Officer Williamson will be present
at this morning's proceedings. McDonagh and Locke will
also be present.

TONIGHT FAT and special guest Rocket
(hoppy houf till iO;00)

• t • I »

t

Moral Majority are cut from the same cloth."

Other speakers at the Convocation, which was held in
Bowker Auditorium because of rain, included UMass
President David C. Knapp. University Staff Association
President Lynn Washburne-Bouanaka, Associate Provost
Johnnetta Cole and Undergraduate Student Senate
bpeaker Ed Lee.

Lee challenged the administration and the Board of
Trustees ,n his speech. "I issue a challenge to this ad-
ministration and the University of Massachusetts Board

after WEB DuBois and the Fine Arts Center after Duke
t^llrngton to recognize the contributions of Third World
reople, he said.

rSf ' % '"^'"^^of the Chancellor's Commission on

?hl S' '"''^^ ^^^ y^^''^ ^^^"'«' which are designed to

and fn for' r,"''^"^^^
«^ '^'^^^' sexism, anti-semitismana an torms of human oppression."

November 3-5 are Year Toward Civility days. There will
be a range of activities for these days including films
public Jectures and exhibitions.

,

6et youf money's worth

— New Policy —
FKEE DRINKS

Your cover charge is worth

$$ Cosh SS at the bar!!

- Sunday thru Friday -

- maximum credit $2.00 -

Saturday_ Disco With Erie Drownlee

-^ ^ "- ^r J"- ^ i- ir -

"vcampus^
cerfter
at u mas<s

Happy Hour with

STEVE SPELMAN
immediately following

the UMass football game
3:30 - 6:30 pm
Drink Specials

Valid ID and ABP Sticker required to purchase alcohol
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LIQUORS
18 Mam St Downtown Amherst 253-5441

TIRED OF WARM DEER?
Come to us first!!!

DuSCh <2 oz. coo. 2.00/,lx 7.99/eo.,
Old Milwaukee i2oz.con. 0.29/i2po<k
Molsons

2.99/six
Vodka or Gin .......;...5.25/n.„
Andre Chompagn* or Cold Duck 2.99/7S0 ml

All Soeciols Cold"
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RECORD ALBUMS
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Si^i!!"aIJ?r'J!L^'2r'^'.: ^^ ^'y- Goctepell. FkkJIer on the Roof.

S^^'S^'JU^^fS^ '*^*!:!**" *» La«^"«»«. My Fair UKly.Gone with the Wind, Oklahoma, Sound of Music, West Side Story

HOCK, JAZZ.
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CASTS
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THE UNIVERSITY STORE
Hours
10-4

Sept. 21 thru Sept. 25
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Record Sale Thia Weeklll
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if Campus Center
Continued from page S

fee should not go up. It was meant to cover the bond
payments on the building and the board's expenses said
Englander.
In order to keep the fee down the building's profits will

have to be dramatically increased. Students shouldn't be
subsidismg Food Services which is expected to lose
$175,000 this year, said Englander.
Another way the Campus Center might deal with full

costmg IS to charge for services the Campus Center pro-
vides to the University, such as space for lectures and
University related conferences.
The board will be working to create a financial picture of

all functions within the building and will submit fee setting
recommendations to the Vice Chancellors office by Oc-
tober 3.

Mass. energy secretary

reportedly resigning post
BOSTON (AP) - Energy Secretary Joseph S. Fitz

patnck, a mainstay of the King administration, is leaving
his cabinet post shortly. Statehouse sources reported
yesterday.

Fitzpatrick was not available for comment and Gerard
Morris, press aide to Gov. Edward J. King, said he would
"neither confirm nor deny" the report.

Fitzpatriek's departure would mean the second cabinet
shuffle in a matter of weeks. Charles F. "Chic" Mahoney of
Gloucester recently relinquished the human services
secretariat to resume his private law practice.
Mahoney was succeeded by WiUiam T. Hogan Jr. of

Needham. a longtime personal friend of the governor and a
retu-ed federal official who has now held four major state
jobs under King.

WIIM $100.00 Jworth of m.rchandi86)

/I ^
-LI' '

i Science
4 Fiction/

I Pharj^tasv

Poster Contest
3 days left

( to enter

'details available in the store
Contest
End* ^ . ._ ^
10 am Sept 28 ^^ '" ' Campus Center

Open^M-F9-6 ' ^UniVBrSitM StDfE

%
1 I

„,^campu<sV
cerrter
at u mass
Friday HappyHour

with

KAY BOSTON
3:00 - 6:00 pm
Drink Specials

Valid ID and ABP Sticker
required to purchase alcohol

UNivFR.^n Y oi- ma;!;^a(.husftt.^at amhfr?;t

Jazz up your weekend

Freddie

Hubbard
TRUMPET

Saturday;

1 1^
pm

Box Office Noon-4p m 413-545-2511
University of Massachusetts. Amherst

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

MANDARIN SZICHUEN CUISINE

"TkeBe^iCluNeseM"

Every Sunday 11:30-3:00

SUNDAY BRUNCH
A special selection of your favorite

Chinese foods
All for 4.95 per serving

Sun.-Thurt. 11:30 a.m.- 10:00 p.m.

Fri. « Sat. 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd.. at Route 9, Amherst
256-0251 256-0252

The 32 year old Fitzpatrick is the state's first secretary
of energy resources, a position that pays $37,000 and often
is the focus of public controversy. He was director of the
energy office before it achieved cabinet status.

Doctors puzzled by lack of

injury from head impalement
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Michael Melnick is a medical

marvel to his doctors, who cannot explain how he made a
complete physical recovery after a steel bar was driven
through his head in a construction accident.

"They tell me there's no room for the bar to fit," says
Melnick, the 29 year-old carpenter from Reseda. "But it

did."

The doctors are puzzled that there was no major damage
to Melnick's eyes, brain, spinal column or key arteries
when the rod pierced his head at the base of his neck and
came out between his eyes.

The accident occurred seven months ago when Melnick
fell 10 feet through the second floor of a house under
construction in Malibu. When he landed and tried to pull
his head ud, he found he couldn't.

His head was impaled on a steel reinforcing bar, five
eighths of an inch thick. Six inches of the rough-surfaced
bar was protruding from his face. ^

RESEARCH
PAPERS

^\J,^tn on riie — all subjects

Send $1 .00 (refundable) for your up-to-date.
340 page, mail order catalog.

We also provide research all fields
rhesis and dissertation assistance available.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322 Idaho Ave. #206F
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(21 3) 477-8226 or 477-8227

Sandwiches • Cold Cuts
Bagels • Salads

NEW EXTENDED HOURS:
MON.-THURS. 9AM.8PM
FRI.-SAT. 9AM-1GPM
SUNDAY 10AM-6PM

In The Carriage Shop*
Amheret. 549-6314

Welcome Dock
Com# hov* your picturo tokon

for our Picture Gollory.

Tho bost ploc* In town
to stort Q convorsotion.

Tho prico is Qlwoys rightl
07 M. n#osont Str*#t, Amh«rtt

EDITORIAL/OPINION
.Collegian 9

Teen sex?
The moral crusaders of the New Right are on the march

again, and this time young people can't afford to be
apathetic. The self-righteous hypocrites of the "New
Christian Right" have targeted the gains in social and per-
sonal freedom of the "sexual revolution" as their latest
battle m their war against progress.

If they win, teenagers beware.
If passed in full, the Family Protection Act of 1981, of-

ficially an amendment to the Public Health Services Act
would deny contraceptives and contraceptive informatiori

.Sf",¥^'"^
without parental notification. It would also

withhold money from any federally funded agency that
provides abortion counseling or even mentions abortion as
a possible choice for pregnant teenagers. The Act would
authonze millions of dollars for demonstration counseling
prograrns that will discourage sexual relations among un-
married young people.

The legislation also has language aimed at removing sex
education from the public schools. It will appropriate
federal money for "family life and problems associated
with adolescent premarital sexual relations, including the
development of material to support the role of parents as
the provider of sex education". The bill seeks to restore
the traditional structure of the American family through
thirty-one provisions designed to reinforce the "respon-
sibility and legal rights of parents to direct the religious
and moral upbringing of their children."
The Moral Majority has endorsed the Act saying that

the family bill represents everything the political group
stands for. Senator Laxalt, a close personal friend of
Ronald Reagan, said the current administration "concep-
tually" supports the bill.

The "Teenage Chastity Bill", another piece of legisla-
tion aimed at discouraging sexual relations by promoting
self-disciphne in teenagers, passed both houses this sum-
mer. It will appropriate $6.7 million for demonstration
counseling programs aimed at encouraging abstinence
before marriage.

Some critics of the bill contend that teenagers won't use
a service knowing it will tell them "no". Rep. Toby Mof-
fett (D-Conn) warns that "we will be laughed out of every
junior high school in America."
Planned Parenthood, the Sex Education and Informa-

tion Council of the United States (SEICUS) and other
research groups believe that for people to make responsi-
ble decisions about sexual behavior, they need to have
comprehensive and accurate information. "We have every
reason to believe that the ultimate goal of the groups that
push these laws is to restrict birth control access," says
Ellen Benjamin of Chicago Planned Parenthood. "This is,

in effect, an antisex and anti-woman movement".
The rights of young people have seldom been as directly

threatened as they are now. It's pretty clear that the spon-
sors of this bill and the groups that support it have little

regard for the rights of teenagers (whom they define as
anyone under the age of nineteen). Their feelings about
adolescent sexuality are not secret either, with several
lines of the bill explicitly referring to the funding of pro-
grams and services that "discourage sexual relations"
among teenagers.

It's hard to believe that this whole thing is happening in
1981 in the United States, but it is, and we can't afford to
ignore it. The popular wisdom has it that young people are
politically apathetic, but this is an example of how our
failure to get involved in the social and political decisions
affecting our lives can really create hardships for us.
On a more positive note, if you're a young person look-

ing for a good cause that directly affects your life and the
lives of your friends, here it is. The "sexual revolution" is

far from over.

IMMrK'CW SMtOl^

^AMAriN(;— *^D1HE MIRROR CDMK WITH IT ^ICMT?'

Letters
Woman faces

occupational hazard
To the Editor:

Jackson Katz in a Collegian columnut.
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The Physical Plan has admitted women into their ranks
as janitors, groundskeepers, etc., but they are adamant in
their refusal to recognize the dangers that are growing
with each passing day for women alone at night on this
campus.
Only days ago the CoUegian heralded on its front page

the terrifying statistics of rape and violent crimes against
women here on this campus. The article calmly announced
to women as a population that one out of three of us will be
assaulted at some time in our lives.

I work on the nightshift assigned to a building much too
large to handle alone let alone to feel safe in alone at night
on this campus. I am one of those marked for victimization
on the nse here at UMass. Every night I must leave a dark
building (that has outside lights but which are never lit) to
walk through an equally dark campus to turn in my keys
Though 'work orders' have been put in to light those
ughts, It has been three months and they remain dark
There are at least two doors in the building that do not
lock. Again, work orders have been put through, but when
work control comes to fix them they tell me that "those
doors have been broken for eleven years and are too ex-
pensive to fix."

When my concerns are brought to my superiors 1 am
told that I am expected to work under the same conditions
as men. How does one adjust to such conditions? I am told
to find another job.

Many male co-workers have told me that they
themselves would be afraid to be assigned to an isolated
building at night on this campus. But, luckily, they are not.
I am told that I must endure these conditions for some un-
told time period, waiting for the "consultant" to decide
my fate: either to have a co-worker assigned to work with
me or to be moved to a multi-staffed building. I am told
there is no money to hire one right now though the "con-
sultant" has been paid some $70 thousand dollars to im-
prove 'efficiency' of cleaning on the campus. Seventy
thousand for efficiency and not a cent for security.
The Physical Plant makes no attempt to recognize the

• situation of danger and isolation for any of its workers, let
alone for women for whom the threat increases daily.'
Every night I am afraid but I am told that I must endure

the situation and wait.

They are willing to emplo>E,,u8 as women but unwilling to
admit the dangers inherent in such isolated work
assignments. It's like allowing a crippled individual to run
a race, but take away their crutches.

Pam Hyjek
Granby

Alcohol abuse and assaults
To the Editor:

Recent hip-blighted Collegian coverage of on-campus
assaults vi' . nee, vandalism, and our own observations of
"ome ,ts' destructive behavior has prompted us to

't
,

'- ar

,

-lie m"=n underlving factor related to the
ing inci« ase in violent beh.. r and action is alcohol

abuse. Instt : 1 of responsible social drinking, many
students are drinking to excess and the result is a loss of
control of their actions.

Tbis campus community has not seen such a terrifying
increase in assaults in several years. Obviously something
needs to be done to educate some students about responsi-
ble drinking.

If you do decide to drink, don't push your personal
limits. By controlling the amount of alcohol you consume
you are exercising some control over your behavior The
often heard statement, "I didn't realize what I was doing
because I was drunk.", never has and never will be an ac-
ceptable excuse for unacceptable behavior.
With an on-campus population of over 11,000 students

we cannot afford to jeopardize the safety of any resident
by tolerating the present level of alcohol abuse.
Students who chose to drink need to support each other

in keeping their amount of consumption within responsible
levels of intoxication by not pressuring each other to drink
to excess. This attitude of maturity needs to occur im-
mediately because some students' irresponsible violent ac-
tions have already hurt and abused several members of
our community.

Ann Bolger
Tower Coordinator

Kennedy Tower

M^git Carson
Head of Residence

J.Q.A. Lower

Lack of understanding
To the Editor:

In a recent "My Turn" editorial in Neujsweek magazine,
Jerry Falwell, leader of Moral Majority, made the follow-
ing observation: "There was nothing wrong, so far as
liberals were concerned, with imposing their own views,
whether those views had to do with civil rights, the Viet-
nam War, busing, the eradication of voluntary school
prayer or the extermination of unborn babies through
abortion. Liberals could impose their views because
liberals were right! And they call us arrogant!" Although I

personally disagree with many of Falwell's political opi-
nions I respect him for initiating and organizing a coalition
to lobby for what they see as critical legislation.

Also recently, there was a disturbing contradiction, in
the editorial pages of the Collegian. In his editorial on
Sept. 18, Randolph Holhut wholeheartedly supported
Gk)ldwater's opposition to Moral Majority. Then in a
subsequent editorial he urged readers to "examine your
values, your ideals, and what you think is right or wrong"
and then to "get involved". This is precisely what the
Moral Majority "activists" have done.

On this ostensibly "progressive" campus it is sad to see
such narrow-minded attitudes toward anything that is

even remotely perceived as right wing. Reacting to Moral
Majority by flying to the opposite extreme is ludicrous.
Holhut and Falwell may not agree on some vital issues but
it would behoove both of them (and all of us) to listen and
attempt to understand what each believes, and why.

Michael D'Alessandro
Amherst

Letters Policy
All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which
will not be published. Please type double spac-
ed at 67 characters per line. Due to space
limitations and the volume of mail, we regret
we are unable to acknowledge unpublished let-
ters. All letters are subject to editing for clari-
ty and length.
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Former T.V. star finds

jLAND auto SAl

SKY HIGH PRICES, TOO? - An automobile dealer along Route 9 in HadleyTrryiC't^ puUhis
car on his dealership s roof in hopes of generating sales. The question is, will it be as easy to getdown as it was to get up? ^ *

new life as a rabbi
JERUSALEM (AP) - Uri Zohar directed movies, had

his own TV show and moved with Tel Aviv's bright young
bohemian set. A popular comedian, his most famous role
was a parody of a grumpy old rabbi.

Today the 46 year-old Zohar is a rabbi himself. On the
rare occasions when he appears on television, he exhorts
Israelis to forsake their secular ways and become religious.
Zohar is one of several thousand Israelis who in recent

years have become "baalei teshuva" — the nearest thing
Judaism has to "born-agains."

As a true Baal Teshuva, or penitent, Zohar claims to
have undergone a total inner and outer transformation.
Instead of shorts and T-shirts, he now wears the black suit

and hat of the orthodox Jew. He has a beard and long
sidecurls. He has abandoned the studio for the yeshiva, or
religious seminary.

His food must be kosher. He cannot drive, smoke or use
electricity on the sabbath. He cannot swim at a beach
where women go. He must be near a synagogue for thrice-

daily prayers. He must know the Bible practically by
heart.

Mandatory RSO Workshops
The Student Activities Office will be conducting workshops
for all RSO Group Treasurers and Officers who have been en-
trusted with organizational funds. Workshops MUST be at-

tended prior to your being able to Initiate any financial
documents. Workshops will be held as follows:

the
SIiC»:
BIN IS7n. st^amherst

Groups Date Time CC Rooms
SATF Funded Groups 15 Sept 2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15 CC803
Coop Student Business 16 Sept 2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25 CC803
Any Group 17 Sept 2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15 CC 811-15
Stockbridge 22 Sept 2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15 CC803
SATF Funded Groups 23 Sept 2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25 CC 811-15
Coops Student Business 24 Sept 2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15 CC 811-15
Any Group 29 Sept 2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15 CC803
Greeks 30 Sept 2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25 CC 811-15
Residential Areas 1 Oct 2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15 CC903
SATF Funded Groups 6 Oct 2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15 CC903
Coop Student Business 7 Oct 2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25 CC 903
Any Group 8 Oct 2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15 CC903

If you cannot make any of the scheduled meetings for your particular
group, attendence at any one of the sessions will suffice. The sessions will
review the financial responsibilities and requirements placed on each RSO
and a discussion of new policies and procedures.

Sept. 21

thru

BEATLES • ELViS-
JETHRO TULL

-SJNATRA • ELUNGTOtsJ
GLO«/A. OAYNOIK

-SIMOW ^ GARFUMKEL-— JUOy GARLAMD
-EARTH, WIND 4 F\RE etc.-

yo(//e O^DT(9P ^/f^// ^/l/O

Hours
The University Store10-4

S^
Collegian ii

m,Tonight Sept 25
rUSrV 11311^^^

DrMioi—- Sat. Sept. 26

POUSETTE-DART MARTIAN HIGHWAY
BAND i„ ,0 No Cover 25c Drafts 7-10 PM

$4.00
^*^' •"''" welcome Rt. 47. Sunderland RRR.d«7$4.00 665-4937

Reagan:
Strikebreaker,

Anti-Soviet Warmaker
Spartaous YouthForum
7:30 pm. Friday. Sept. 25

TONIGHT
Rm 904-908, CC

Speaker: Joseph Seymour
Spartacist League Central Committee

M»rtu» I) I. iiKolii (uiiii'iiN ( Ciller
I iii\crsil\ III Mjs-iailuistlls ul Aiiilursl

Each weekday from 2 pm - 5 pm
the TOC Lounge will be featuring

Soop Op#rQ Hoppy Hours
Come up to the eleventh floor of the

Campus Center and watch your favorite
soaps while enjoying our Drink Sp^ciolsll

Valid ID and ABP Sticker

required to purchase alcohol

JABBERWOCK ENTERPRISES, Inc. in-
troduces two Play-By-Mail games for the
serious science-fiction /fantasy fan.

CRATER WAR is a 16 player game that is

presented in an asteroid wars scenario.

WAR OF THE WIZARDS is a 10 player
game set in a fantasy combat scenario.

$2.00 for each set of rules, or $11.00 to
start in a game immediately.

JABBERWOCK ENTERPMSES INC
PO BOX 158, SOMERS, CT. 06071

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE
LONDON CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY

COURSES — British and European
studies are ottered in literature,

history, art history, drama, music,

sociology, education, psychology,
communications, and politics

Special program offered in Drama
Inlenwhipa available to qualified

tudents in International Business,

the Social Services, and
Communications.

Visits ID the theatre, museums,
galleries, schools, social and
political institutions are an
integral part of the curriculum

For further information wrtte:

International Programs - SP
Ithaca College

Ithaca. New York 14850

Creating, manufacturing, and marketing the test systems that keep electronic technol-
ogy growing is the business of Teradyne, the world's high-tech leader in automatic test
equipment (ATE).

Every bit as sophisticated as the technology it must judge, ATE presents an esoe-
cially exciting challenge to the most creative minds.
What keeps Teradyne in the forefront of this industry, and makes it such a rewardina

place to work, is the fact that here creative minds are actively sought out and
encouraged to sparkle.
The nature of our work demands it.

To imagine your future at Teradyne, check the Placement Office and talk to the
Teradyne representative coming soon to your campus. ,

'imi
An equal opportunity emptoyer M/F
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PRESENTS

former

LITTLE FEAT members

DARRERE, CLAYTON,
GRADNEY & HAYWARD

Wc'rE qONNA booqiE our SNEAksRS AWAy!

THIS SATURDAY IMITE
tJ^^ii^V^l^r

FAC
8:00 pm
UMIES $6, $6.50

GEN. PUB. $7.50. $8.00

ON SALE AT THE DOOR!

THE
DAVID GRISMA^

QUARTET
OCT. 4th

at the S.U.B.
UMASS STUDENTS $6.50
GEN. PUB. $7.50

»••••••••••••••••••••••••<

f^&
icnows

PRESENTS

^

OCT. 18th

FAC
8:00 pm

UMIES $7.50, $3.50

GEN. PUB. $8.50, $9.50

IT'S A
OSTUME CONCERT

with

JCRMA ;

KAUKONEN

^

OCT. 29th

SUB
7 30

UMIES $6.50

GEN. PUB. $7.50

ip •••• »»*»«.4
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Delaware, Ohio - Moving Past - Fan Hanover Ipft ^\i\.r\ *'L'^"'""""

ATTENTION:
COLLEGIAN NIGHT
GRAPHICS STAFF

There will be a mandatory staff meeting
held in the Collegian business office on
Monday, September 28 at 7:00 p.m.

UMass Favorite Pizza'

SUPERIOR nZMRIA

NEXT TO THE
NORTH .A^MHERST

POST OFFICE

10 & 16 INCH PIZZAS
ALL COMBINATIONS • LARGE & SMALL
DAILY 11 A.M. TILL ?

HOT OVEN GRINDERS
STEAK GRINDERS

SPAGHETTI LASAGNA - RAV!OLI
MANICOm - STUFFED SMELLS

GREER SALAD

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
Starting at 5:00 pm
Sundays at 2:00 pm

Drivers Wanted - Must have own car

CJi 549-0626
17 B MONTAGUE RD . AMHERST

Top of the (ampus
I^staurai\t ai\,d Ipunge
r w

Murray U. Lincoln Campus Center
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Announcing 2 for 1 Nite at the

TOP OF THE CAMPUS RESTAURANT
every Friday Night from 5:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Receive any two entrees, salad, and a non-alcoholic beverage

c«r ^ *• J- .^O'' on'v $12.95
i-or a tine dining experience at a reasonable price come to the

Top of the Campus Restaurant
For reservatinn<| please rail fvl<^-6nnn Pvt R'^Q

^i^^

Reg. $6.47

your choice

Mon - FrI 9 - 5

Sat 11 - 4 the

Sale Ends
10-4-81

Located In the Campus Center Univ of Mass

University Store
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ifHandicapped—
Continued from page 5

The Office of Handicapped Affairs was
established in 1973, but it wasn't until 1976
and 1977 that it really began to be funded
and staffed to meet the needs of disabled
students on campus.

The office is funded by the state through
the regular University budget as one of the
student affairs programs. No student is
directly charged for any of the program's
services, said Appleby.

One student who has taken advantage of
the van service is Tom Butts, a sophomore
history major from Peabody who lives in
Brett Dormitory.

"This is a big hilly campus, and without
the van service it'd be awfully hard to get
around," Butts, who uses a wheelchair
said. About the office itself, he said.'

•"They're pretty nice people down there."
"We strive to promote independence

with the disabled students" said Appleby.

Parents awarded ^3,8m

after daughter's death

MIAMI (AP) - The parents of an 8-year-
old girl who was hit and killed after step
ping off a school bus have been awarded
$3.8 million by a Dade County Circuit Court
jury.

The jury awarded $2 million to each
parent, but found Mrs. Yates negligent
because she was parked across the street at
the time of the accident. Her award was
reduced to $1.8 million.

Betty and Roger Yates, whose daughter
Shelly was killed by a van after getting off a
school bus in January, sued the Dade
County School Board because the bus
driver allegedly turned off the vehicle's
flashing lights and raised its signal arm
before the child was safely across the
street.

.Friday, September 25, 1981
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Amherst's Largest Full Service Liquor Store
Welcomes You to Our Valley

PLEASE STOP INAND BROWSE!
WE RE 0NRT9 JUST up the streetfrom poor RICHARDS

SPIRIT HAUS Specials

Becks

Labatts

$3.99 six pk $15.50 case

$2.99 six pack $10.75 case

W£ Also STOCK
^ THE AREAS LARGEST
yELECTlON OF COLD KECS

Kronenbourg

Budweiser

Miller

Tuborg

Dragone Lambrusco

magnum

$3.99 six pk

$7.99 case

$7.99 case

$2.00 six pk

$2.00 six pk

.SUff photo b* Nancy AndrrKon

«n^??c?*pi'
" ^ ^V.^ ^* '^'"^**" ^^^"^ "" ^*»« *^«"«^ «f Eastman Lane

ffave^
P'easant Streets pauses brieHy from a lunch of weeds and

Spirit Haus offers on of ttie largest
selections of wines of the world.

• Yearly Rentals
• Locally Owned & Operated
• Service 7 days a week

Spir.' Haul 256-8433 m 253-5384
forour nearest location

SPIRIT HAU6 RENTALS

REFRIGERATORS

338 COLLEGE ST. (Rfe.9) 256-8433, 253-5384
OPEN TIL 11:00PM
(NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS)
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CROSSWORD

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe
l»tl lut Aagrtn iMin Sm^iciw

UNDER THE INFLUENCE
by M. Joyce
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ACROSS
1 Scratch the

surface

5 Jacob's son
10 Frolic

14 Partner of time
15 Peg for oars
16 eye
17 Certain look
18 Like Milquetoast
19 Asiatic aborigine
20 Piece of music
22 Hag
24 New Englander.

for short

25 Man from Erin
26 Present an

obstacle
29 Rural area

33 Partner of deal
34 Indian soldier

of yore

35 G.rl in a song
36 Caspian country
37 Razor clam
38 Title abbr.

39 Mayday, In a way
40 Bitter

41 Not naive
42 Liberates
44 American poet
45 Of a period

46 Game divisions
47 Circuc feature

50 Men with swords
54 Square
55 Historic Bay
57 Enthusiasm
58 Chemistry suffix

59 Climbing plant
60 Diminutive suffix
61 Ebb
62 Outer space
63 foe

DOWN
1 Normandy town
2 Russia's "mother

of cities"

French notion
Historic English
band
Harmonize
Lie down on
the job

of the tKave
8 Biblical prophet
9 Snoopy's

antagonist
10 You don't say!
1

1

Roman poet
12 Ancient weight
13 Desirable

commodity

3

4

5

6

7

21 Appendage
23 Counting out

word
25 Displayed wonder
26 Cheese
27 Pang
28 Baker's need
29 Contradict

30 Indian province
31 Ballet

32 Discourage
34 City on the

St Lawrence
37 Breakfast meat
38 What a retailer

should have
40 Hair style

41 Angler's concern
43 Make a deal
44 Mourner
46 Courage
47 Witch's

48 Hebrides island

49 Continue
50 Alaska settlement
51 Clockmaker

Thomas
52 Farewell, in a way
53 Winter

conveyance
56 Out, to Hans

Brinker

TV 39 by Gary Sullivan
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^ THE DOLTWOOD
DELCHERTOWN PROJECT

A college organization based at the

Belchertown State School is seeking

volunteers to assist in a wide range of

programs.

MQk« This Your Year

To G»t Involved!
Sunday

September 27
7:30 P.M.
CO. 168

INFORMATION MEETING
Gain Valuable Experience, Credit Available

Senate Elections
Nomination papers are still available for

election to the Undergraduate Student

Senate (SGA), in Rm 420 Student Union

Building.

Nomination popers must be returned by

Tuesdoy, Sept, 29, ot 4:00. Elections will

be held Oct. 5-6. For more information

call 545-0341. Ask for Jim Murphy or Ed

Lee.

Typists needed for

Collegian Graphics
Dept. Must type bet-

ween 50-60 w.p.m.
Knowledge of Edit-

writer 7500 a plus.

These are paid posi-

tions. Call either

Marsha Bianchi or

Lise Zeiger at
545-3500.

WEATHER

Friday mostly sunny.
High temperature 65 to 70.

PViday night fair. Low 45 to

50. Saturday becoming
mostly cloudy. High 65 to

70. Northwest wind 15 to 20
mph Friday and around 10
mph Friday night.

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

The Hungyy U
Join us on Sat. before and after
the game for our Happy Hour
Diink Prices.

;1IL
••f lli.UK.i. '{II 1
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Sound Advice
584-7550

DONT YOa WISH
YOa WERE AR-mUR?
Dudley Liza
Moore Minnelli

Thp most fun monpv can huv

Arthur
Fn-Sai (5 30 @ $1 751 7 45 9 56
Sun ThufS (6 15 $1 75) 8 30
.Matinee Sal & Sun 2 30

A RZVKAJLinro COKXOY

Ryan O'Neal Jack Warren
Fn-Sat (5 45 @ $1 75) 8:00 10 15
Sun thurs (6 30 @ $1 75) 8 45
R Matinee Sat & sun 2 30

"Two hours of

nonstop thrills.'
«»> n»«d

OF THE
LOST ARH
m
Fn Sat (5 00 @ $1 75) 7:309:46
Sun Thurs (5 45 @ $1 75) 8:16

^PCt Matinees Sat ? Sun 2:15

LATE SHOWS
Fn b Sat 12 16 AM

Wh«n th«> m«i ttity

leard Iwlls And th*i

»d« lust touna onr

lUHN SELUSHI k
BLAIR BROWN

CONTINENTALJ
DIVIDE

Fn sat (5 15 @ $1 7'5r7'3bT55
Sun Thurs (6 00 @ $1 75) 8 30

jPGl Matinee Sat b Sun 2 15

i 'It

Riot

Fire Dovn Under (Elektra)

With this, their third release, the band Riot finds itself
with new members, a new label, but no real musical varia-
tion from the last two vinyl babies.

As far as the changes go, they've switched from Capitol
to Elektra and dropped the old rhythm section. The new
members are Kip Leming on bass, and Mark Reale on
drums. From my half dozen listens, the band doesn't seem
to pose any threat to Van Halen's commercial success, nor
will they displace head rock-retard Ted Nugent. The band
could, however, in this day of "Crank it up" rock radio,
find itself with a few singles which generate air play.

THE WHO
PC /w

\ESH.
As rhe fernperorure ni*s

the Suspense begns

BODY
I

HEAT
I
Fri-Sat (5:00 @ $1 75) 730-10 15"

Sun Thurs 15 46 @ $1 75) 8:30
I
H M8tir>ee Sat & Sun 2:16

i.M ^<15a4-9T53

Three out of four cuts on the album are toss-aside
blasters about love, running for your life, liquor, and not
telling lies; but "Swords and Tequila," and "Altar of the
King" are hot, chair smashing tunes. (They sound a lot like

Judas Priest.) Riot ices down the mood on the album's best
cut, "Feel the Same." You really can't dance to the latter
selection, but it's a song that you want to hear again.
The album boasts the three good cuts mentioned, but

seven or eight dollars is a lot to spend on three songs. Riot
with Fire Down Under, is in a sink or swim position. They
could become radio stars, get fans and make money, or
they could become just another grain of sand on heavy-
metal beach.

- B. SCOTT COOPER

fh» •»o*v ot o TKjn who
won*#o to k**p m*
woftd ftc** tof

<J»mocfocv
Ort<3 rn*«4 girl*

BTLLMURRAY .

STRIPES ^
Fn Sat (6:00 @> $1 75) 7 46^10 16
Sun Thurs (6:00 @ $1 75) 8:30
R Matinee Sat & Sun 2 15

Fri-S« (4:46 @ $1 75) 7:30-9:56
Sur> Thurs (5:30 © 11 751 8:15

I
K Matinee Sat ft Sun 2 00

FAYE DCJNAWAY

FfiSat (4:46 @ $1 75) 7T6-9':56
SunThurs (6:30 @ $1 75) 8:15

K>0 Matinea Sat £t Sun 2:00

Duran Duran
Go Go's "Beauty and the Beat" (AM)
Duran Duran "Duran Duran" (EMI)

These are two debut albums that can blow a hole in the
radio when it hasn't sounded good all week. Both all-male
Duran Duran and the all-female Qo (Jo's are on big promo
pushes from EMI and A&M respectively. Both groups
look as if they share the same hairdresser and make-up,
while playing eminently danceable tunes. It is their respec-
tive attitudes that allow the discerning punter to spot the
difference, so to speak.
The Go Go's are by their own design, all beauty, beaty,

frothy, bubbly and darn good fun. Their formula sound
and across-the-board good looks smacks of a Monkee-ish
conspiracy by the internal forces at A&M; but then again,
what would we do without those Saturday morning re-
runs?

In fact, the Go Go's are a delightfully honest and
straight-forward pop band. Shangri-La's/Everly Brothers

vocals combine with snappy percussion and a neat, sparse
guitar sound to make even your worst fears of looking like
a prancing John Davidson last as long as an ice cube up
your armpit. Then it's a go go go!
Charlotte Caffey's predominantly girl-boy songs are ir-

resistable, with the celery-crisp, saccharin-sweetness of
"How Much More," "Our Lips Are Sealed" and "Lust for
Love." the Costello-ish "Tonite" and the beatiness of "W^"
(jot The Beat." The homogeneity of cuteness can be ir-"^^'

ritating at times; and one longs for some experimentation
as on Blondie's debut back in 1976. Nevertheless, the in-
strumental playing holds up well on the album.
Duran Duran (anagram: a nurd a nurd) is one of those

groups the music press loves to hate; consequently, it will
be a mammoth task trying to be fair to the frilly shirt
brigade. The band is currently wowing pubescent
teenyboppers in the riot-torn streets of England, using
what are (by Top-40 standards) formidable disco in-
fluences wrapped up in New Romantic/Futurist fashions,
hair dryers and all. Their brand of so-called 'night-music'
does sound good over the airwaves, consisting of Simon
Le Bon's highly derivative, stylised vocals from the
Bowie/Roxy repertoire, some fine, refreshingly un-macho
guitar from Andy Taylor, and disco-influenced percussion
compete with synthesizer.

However, the level of obnoxiousness created by the band
floods the contempt barrier within the listener, partly by
virtue of the awful feeling, intensified by Duran 's musical
narcism, that they are only in it for the money. Their
plundering of the charts, is as calculated as their silly pos-
ing on reams of press releases.

Their music is catchy, they can strike up a good dance
rhthym, and their name may be derived from the Jane
Fonda skinflick "Barbarella," but unlike the Go Go's,
Duran Duran just haven't got the BEAT.

— LAWRENCE HADDAD

DARRERE, CLAYTON. GRADMEY.
HAYWARD

Plus Phil Brown

^ ^^^IL^®?"^^"* LittIe Feat IVflEivibERs
SEPT. 26 8:00 P.M.
FINE ARTS CENTER
CONCERT HALL

UMASS STUDENTS $6.00 - $6.50

GENERAL PUBLIC $7.50 - $8.00

HE DAVID GRISMAH
QUARTET
FoRMERly wirh

OLD AND IN THE WAY
OCT. 4 at 8:00 P.M.

UMASS STUDENTS $6.50

GENERAL PUBLIC $7.50

ALL TICKETS
ON SALE NOW!

CICCL
fjlington

JIMMY CLIFF

'''•(Jill p P I t I

IT'S A COSTUME CONCERT
JORMA KAUKONEN

FoRMERly wirh

Hot Tuna & JeFFerson AIrpUne

OCT. 29

7:30 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
UMASS STUDENTS $6.50

GENERAL PUBLIC $7.50
Tickets may be purchased at: Ticketron, URU, Tix, For the Record
(Faces) Amherst. Platterpus Records. Northampton, and Main St
Records. Northampton.
All tickets one dollar more at the door and please, no food, drink orsmoke!

Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall

October 18, 8:00 P.fW.

TICKET PRICES:
UMASS STUDENTS $7.50 - $8.50
GENERAL PUBLIC $8.50 $9.50

< 1 1 » I > » • » ( (
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Cash in advance^^X^cll^T''^ '''c!'
• ^^^"^""^ '' ^^^^ ^° ^«y« P^'°^ t° publication day

5 consecutive days 5% discount ' . — ^ ""r

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rack-A-Disc Professionals are back for
Fall parties let's party! 546-7013Ranriy

ARE YOU INTO LEATHER^
Women's Leather Accessories by Chris

S??799i'K»!°f^o°^'^"'^^ P^'^es! Call
253-7221 btw 4:00-8:00

AUTO FOR SALE

1967 Plymouth Belvedere V8 excellent
mechanical condition body fair niaht.:
Sophia 253-5980

^

1974 Olds Omega to rebuild or for parts
300 call 1-533-4212 ask for Adam
1976 Plymouth Van automatic trans
custmise CB set excellent 4700 545-1365
after 5 PM 256-8384

•'^ooo

1970 Pick Up 6 cyls cap on back standard
?^"!-^^®^ 9°°^ °" 9as excellent 1400
545-1365 after 5 PM 256^8384

For Sale 1975 Audi Fox A/C $1900 or best
offer 253-9652 after 5

Karmen Ghia conv. new top paint good
mech, rust 850/BO 527-5246

3!^"'^'"°^'**' ^"'V' excellent condition,
50000 miles, 549-6528, evenings

1974 Triumph Spitfire excellent condition.
The little brat has a new engine, battery
starter, tires. . .an AM FM 8 track stereo -

if

you can install it right it's yours. . .and it

also has new windshield wipers, they are
venr vogue this year. Asking $3,500.00 so I

can buy my new "Rolls Royce" for
Christmas to "Betsy from Santa". Call
545-3500. Thank you for listening.

Call me any time 70 Cry Newport no rust
exi CO only 450 call 549-5347

BOLTWOOD-BELCHERTOWN
PROJECT

You haven't missed your chancel
Valuable volunteer opportunities still

available information meeting: Sunday
Sept. 27 at 7:30. CC Rm 168

DELAWARE DUTCHMAN
Hey UMMBI Get psyched for Dutchman!
KKY is for sure!

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios. Televisions, Tape
Decks, Stereos & Car Stereos. Sound in

Motion 266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst.
Behind Silverscape Designs. 253-9341

ENTERTAINMENT

Win $25! Amateur Night. 7 pm Oct 4 Farley
Lodge. Performers may reserve space by
Sept 25 at Hillel 302SU 545-2526

Professional DJs foi less $99 special
Parties. Semis. Dorms. Any Social. Paul
546-6924, Scott 546-6845 Wendy 546-6941
Dave 665-3082

FOR RENT

Small compact refrigerator for rent.
Available at Spirit Maus liquor Stora 338
College Street, Route 9. Open until 11:00
256-8433

2 rooms for rent kitchen priviedges private
living area private entrance woenen only call
after 6 253-7183

Apartment for rent in Puffton Village 2
bedroom call 549-6651 after 7 PM

FOR SALE

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best of-
fej^549-5669

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best
offer 549-5669

Down sleeping bag 4 season 8'~ioft
modified mummy 6' + length xcellent con.
$75. Kingston classical folk guitar xcellent
cond. needs strings $50 w case call

:237651

Stereo Nikko 715 & Pioneer speakers $225
256-8407 after 5

JVC Receiver model #R-S33 super-A
Brand new, 40 watts, built-in graphic
equalizer - more Bill 546-87 18

Colognes and Cosmetics up to 50% off
tor product list and price list write
^{JJjetics by US P.O. Box 94 Amherst, Ma

73 Dodge Coronet SC runs well $500 or

?co LX^^°'^ ^°"y ^o'o"^ '^ excl cond 200
«o-3b72

Tires - sizes 13 &
mer/winter $10 &
549-5907

14 Bias/Radial sum
up per tire (used)

J?S '^"^"•a'*' KZ400 excellent condition
1 100 miles must sell best offer call after 3PM 603 239-6279

Guitar Hohner twelve string acoustic like
new 350.00 549-5380

^"ca7:S'^"" "'• '^' '""»^
FOUND

^und key in Lot 21 call 467-7684 to ID

HAPPINESS FOR $1.00

Show you care. FLOWERS at the cam-
pus center by Laura and Susan. 8 carna-
tions for $1.00 4 roses for $1.00 other
assorted flowers $1.00 Wed. through Fri-
day 9-5

Happy Birthday Jill

~

love the gang at

Silver Lane

HELP WANTED
College Pizza on Fearing St near
Southwest Area needs people with cars to
deliver pizzas to the UMass Dorms. Hourly
pay plus tips plus gas allowance. Only
those with cars need apply at College Pizza .

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

S!?/.'^A
""**^ secretary needed forWMUA. Minutes, memos etc. Please con-

tact Heidi at 5-2876, or 42 Marston Hall.

Part time Volunteer wanted to help with
office work at Human Economy Center can
learn much 253-7500

Four more years of King? Anyone in-
terested in organizing for Dukakis for
governor call 665-3083

Have a car?
Interested in Advertising?

Paid position available in Advertising
Department. Come down to 113 Campus
Center, Collegian Office

Excellent business experience oppor-
tunity available at UMass Student Federal
Credit Union volunteer teller positions open
stop by and talk to one of our officers

Workstudy jobs typing 50 wpm and
answering phone UPC office 545-2892 Bar-
bara

LOST

Reward for return of cat lost in Puffton
Brandywine area on Friday Sept. 11, 1981.
He's a small orange tabby with white
stripes. Please call 549-5153

Pearl necklace great sentimental value
they are NOT real reward offered PLEASE
call 6-5701

Very friendly orange tiger kitten 6 mon-
ths - 7 lbs. Lost 9/17 Puffers Pond area.
Please call 549-6684 reward, no questions

Umbrella los^ Wednesday afternoon
Hatch sentimental value Please call John
549-4118

Lost setter puppy 5 months old male
answers to Rusty reward for info call

545-0244

MOTORCYCLES

Kawasaki 1975 100CC road/trail seldom
used 350$ call Leslie 549-1284 6-8 PM
76 Honda 360 Excellent condition. Con-
tinental tires. $500 or BO Call Joe 549-5110
between b-7

Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid
Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleasant Streef

Amherst Mon.—Sat. 10-6 256-0710

WEAVING &
SPINNING
CLASSES

starting throughout
the fall

Loom and spinning

wheel rentals.

Weaving supplies

WEBS
109 Main St

Amherst 253-7580

Phone number FREE

MUSTgAT IN^ffU^IENTS
Save 40% off retail price on new Guild
Gibson, Ovation. Rickenbacker and
Yamaha guitars. Also, discounted prices on
Marshall and Polytone amps, strings and
accessories. We buy used Fender. Gibson
and Martin guitars. The Guitar Workshop
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-1728

PERSONALS
Fall Sem. Practicum; Work 14 after-
noons per/wk in after school day care K-6
on campus. Hrs. available: M. T Th F

?r?.?9*S^^ ^-^l-^S. Wkly staff mt'gs.
12.45-2:00. Earn 3-6 credits based on days
worked. For more info call Nancy Ross

Looking for an unusual gift? Spirit Haus
has many moderately priced wines, liquors
and beers for all occasions.

FFEJ KNALB - Lotsa luck to everybody's
favorite bear

Win a house by yourself or with friends in
the Amherst Jaycees $60,000.00 new home
raffle. Tickets are $100.00. 300 left.
Available at Commonwealth Federal Bank
Jones Neylon Insurance. DH Jones Real
Estate

Tim Burke & Deb Mallinson are oettino
married!

**

Happy Birthday S.A. from Jiggey Jack &
Deadly Dave

Happy Birthday Jude love Rich, Diane,
Andy, Jen and Bimby

Face! You give me goose-bumpas! Love
Buck!

Donna Ruane have a great 19th
every day is as nice Love Chris

Hope

Happy Birthday Sue hope your day is full
of fun! Love the other couple made in
heaven

Judy - Happy Birthday to the best damn
roommate and field hockey player - Judy
UMass Football Cheerleaders present
'Three Stooges Go Around the World in a
Daze

"
and "Panther Duos" Friday, Sept

25th Mahar 7, 9, 11 $1
^

Attn Collegian Calling all Depts. The
Social Director is coordinating a hayride for
October. If you are in the least interested or
have any questions about the big event of
the month contact the "S.D." PS You br-
ing your own brandy we supply the bonfire
Cordially "S.D."

Tonight come to an Open Rush Party at

Delta Upsilon, 778 N Pleasant St. beginning
at 9 PM All underclassmen are invited. Call

549-1578 for details

Hey Yogi - Still love those pickanic baskets
Er I dig your new cave - Maga Like, your
Boo Boo

Newman Club Harvest Party! Dancing,
food, drink. All are welcome! Friday 9 to 1

Newman Center

Happy B'day Donna I'm glad you're here.
Love Bubbles

'

Don - I love you. Jill

Happy Birthdau Jude I love you!!!!

Happy Birthday to my roommate my big
big sis and a really great kid Don't do what I

did when I turned twenty Be good Neubs
Happy B-Day Robs! Harvard's not so far

away Love. "Ding"

Happy Birthday Ma"ar'y! you puppy!
Thanx for being a great friend! Love ya-
My"ar"a

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, couples, family therapy. Fee
based on ability to pay. Non-student
clientele also accepted. Psychological Ser-

vices Center 545-0041

QUICK SALE

72 VW Beetle excellent condition call

%<9-5347 __„ , , _
ROOMMATE WANTED

Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
PM-7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Woman wanted to live in to oaoysit 10
Pm - 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Nonsmoking responsible female
wanted to share Brittany Manor apt call

253-2821

Male roommate wanted to share room in

Hollister Apt call 253-5012

Apartmentmaste(s) wanted: Male or
female, own bedroom in complex near
UMass call anytime 665-7544 Mike or
665-2142 to leave name £r number

RUSH

Come see the house off campus Sigma
Alpha Epsilon OPEN RUSH Wednesday,
Thursday Sept 23, 24 8:00 p.m. Located on
Sunset Ave. (just off Fearing St at College
Pizza) Phone 256-6815 Wed Film Night
Thurs Social Hours

SALE - SALE - SALE

Late nite lunacy our next big sale 60% off
selected items 40% off Legend amps and
all effects plus free sticks and strings Wed
Sept 30 noon to midnight Music Gallery
Rt 9 Hadlev 586-6228

SERVICES

Free-lance Typing writing help, small of-
fice organizing. Faculty and student work
welcome. Top skills, reasonable rates.
Amherst 549-0518 8 am to 9 pm
Student Movers
distance 253-9646

low rates local long-

Improve your grades! Research
catalog -306 pages -10,278 topics -Rush
$1 .00 Box 25097C Los Angeles, 90025 (213)

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop Fall
classes forming. 28 hours including
classroom theory & shop. Limited enroll-
ment 253-7967

TYPING - 4c a line. Some ovemite service
call at 549-4595

Sensory Isolation Tank available on an
hourly basis. 584-1627, evenings

Your research data statistically analyz-
ed by Ph.D. psychologist efficiency and ac-
curacy guaranteed For details call 253-5262
or 253-7374

Need a hair cut? Call Pila for the full treat-
ment shampoo cut Er dry $4.00 Cashin 209
546-5967

STICK IT IN YOUR EAR

Stick it in your ear at Silverscape
Designs. Custom, single and multiple ear
piercing in twenty styles of sterile studs.
SPECIAL 14k gold bracelets $9.95.
Silverscape Designs, the Yellow House,
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

USED AUTO PARTS
Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area Searles Auto Parts Inc 85
gl^J^P^on Rd, Northampton MA tel

WANTED
Babysitters fall semester, various times
days. Come to Child Care Office, 213
Berkshire House, between 9 and 2 Monday
-Friday

Highest Prices Paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst.
Monday-Saturday 10 am - 6 pm Licensed
by the Town of Amherst, member of
Chamber of Commerce 256-07 1

Seeking Swim Coacl7 South Hadley
Swim Team is looking for a coach. Ex-
perience preferred. Must have WSI &
Senior Life Saving certificate. Call after 5
pm 532 7rvi7

} lease

recycle

this

Collegian

^^WizARds"
The Movie

Sept. 29 7, 9, 11 PM
En<|. East AudiTomuM

S1.00
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TheAudubon
Society Field Guide

to North American

Seashells

The Audobon Society
Field Guide to

North American Seashell (Knopf)
by Harold A Rehder
Photographs by James H. Carmichael. Jr.

On New England beaches, you might see the Atlantic
ribl)ed mu&sel, which you can distinguish from the nor-
thern horse mussel by the former's greater length, darker
color and habit of gathering around the eel grass at low
tide. You might think you could confuse it with the very
similar Californian mussel, but that species lives only on
the Pacific coast.

^campusV
cerftjsr

at u mass
Friday September 25th
it's a Swing Party with

HIGH TIMES
cover charge $2.00

Saturday September 26th

OEAVER DROWN

This wisdom is found in The Audohon Society Field
Guide to North American Secuihells, the latest addition to
Audobon 's highly successful field guide series that in-
cludes guides to birds, trees, rocks, butterflies and five-
other subjects.

The Audobon series' use of color photographs to depict
the subjects is what sets it apart from traditional field
guides, which have always used miniature paintings. The

.Friday, September 25. 1981

extraordinary success of the Audobon's 1977 guide to
birds, with its glossies of them in their "natural environ-
ment,'' spurred R. T. Peterson to produce a new edition of
his classic, A Field Guide to the Birds, which reaffirmed
the traditional way of depiction, painting. Since then the
Audobon has issued a few new field guides every year all
in waterproof vinyl covers, all with well-written passages
on each entry and all with the novel photographic format
But are photographs better? They are often less

diagnostic than the paintings, being subject to the
vagaries of outdoor lighting. Often times, the
photographer seems to have found a poor specimen' some
of the shells in the new guide are faded or cracked enough
to obscure the identifying field marks. Photographs inflate
the price of the guide. The audobon bird guide lists at $12
while the superior Peterson guide goes for $10 The
Audobon shell guide also costs $12, while an ordinary shell
guide, with paintings, performs equally well in the field
and can be had for $6.

These Audobon guides, with their fancy photographs
are better suited to coffee tables than to back pockets. The
photographs may not be the best for field work, but they
are fun to browse through. In the shell guide, some of the
photographs are truly exquisite. I may never go shell-
hunting, but I am struck by the delicate beauty of the ring-
ed top shell and the beautiful light in the picture of the
common fig shell. In fact, I suspect there are thousands of
people who will never go shell-hunting either, but will buy
this book just for the pictures. Like the paintings in the old
guides, they are works of art.

- ROGER ATWOOD

Area repertory company concert will

feature many local artisans and their crafts
V KI.m.SA .<?TirMMirD _

cover charge $4.00

Coming soon -

J.O. Hutto ond th* N»whowksl
•Valid ID and ABP sticker

required to purchase alcohol

By ELISSA STUMMER
Collegian Correspondent

The Dance Gallery of Northampton will perform Routes
and Origins at Thome's Market, Northampton, Sent
24-27 at 8:00 p.m.

^'

The Dance Gallery of Northampton, under the manage-
ment of Mary Ramsey, is a repertory company of area
dancers established in 1970. Some dancers are former
students and graduates from the five-college area. Andrea
Olsen, the company director, taught dance at Mount
Holyoke from 1975 to 1978. Her style of choreography
concentrates mainly on modern dance techniques.
The show consists of seven or eight sections. When ask-

ed to give a brief description of Routes and Origins, Peter
Smith, a company member, simply replied, "It's hard to
describe: it can be interpreted differently by many."
The music for the performance will be provided by local

musicians such as Tony Vacca, Charles Miller, and Alec
Martin, who have performed previously at the Iron Horse
and at the University of Massachusetts. They have a
record soon to be released. John Houshmand, a guitarist
from New York City will also appear.
Kristen Kagen, an area seamstress, designed original

costumes for this presentation and has been working with
the conipany for the past five years. Kagan has also
designed costumes for the Karen Steele Company in New
Mexico and for Susan Waltner from Smith College The
set was designed by Gordon Thome, a visual artist who
has been with the company for three "ears.
The Gallery has plans for a repertory concert in

November. Also scheduled for November is a performance
ot Routes and Origins in New Haven in early November
and New York later in the month. They are also planning
for a Christmas performance.
For ticket information and reservations call 586-5553

IFOUR SFASON^
Molson Golden bottles case 9.99
Budweiser cans case 7.99
"^'"er cans case7.99
^"pC*^ cans case with coupon 6.99
Heineken i,ght a dark bts case 14.49
•"distaff cans case 5.99

Dewars White Label Scotch . 750. . 10.49
Popov Vodka 750 4.69
Castillo Rum 1.75 9 99

Allini Lambrusco 1.5 2.99
Paul Masson Wines 15 3.99
Franzia Chablis & Burgundy.

. 4 l . . 5.99

Leroux 100° Peppermint Schnapps
Have Arrived - Varing Sizes

Free Beer Posters Available

gtf^ Tree Delivery

^W Kegs
1^^

, V Wines/Liquors
Hours 9-11 t

rte.9,hadle>{ma./584-8174

In Front of the Maiib ^
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DESTROY DARTMOUTH

253-5595

Mass
n

n;
.y

^mhe
\

10 a.m. ^<t

til 11 p.m.

/
/

.1

V

Wine
Wiedmann 5.49 1 ,40

Hoffbrau 5.49 1,40

Tuborg Gold .7.50 2.00

Rolling Rock 12 pack cans 3.95

Molson
. .. .. .9.95 2.50

Erianger 8.90 2.25

BuSCh 12oz.cans 7.49 2.00

Labatt 9.95 2.50

Moosehead 11.75 3.00

Skol Gin 1.751..... 7.99

Canadian Rare 1.751 9.95

Baccardi Lt 1.75 11.49

Canadian O.F.C. 750ml 7.59

Castillo Rum 1751 9.85

Cutty Sark 750 ml 8.69

20% off cork finished selections
of California and imported wines

not responsible for typographical errors

II I

Blue Nun 1 nter ^ 4.99

lnglenook4iiterB,aRh,vin 5.95
Masson 1.5 nter 3.99
Californa Cellars (dry red & white Burg, Rhine,

Chab) 4 Liter 6.99
D&H LePapillonred&white15L 4.75
BonifatO red & white 1.5 L 2.99

Pott Rum 90° 750 ml 7.39
Old Crow 1.75 L 10.99

Seagram 7 1.75 l 12.79
Jim Beam 1.751 11.59

Smirnoff 750 ml 5.25
Gordon Vodka 1.75 l 10.29
Skol Vodka 1 75

L

7.99

Stadium
Liquors

UNIVERSITY /DRIVE

^^* ^«»

ROUTE 116

^^ ROUTE 9
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UM hosts Green Express
rMASSACHUSETTS DAILY

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

There might be a few cobwebs in the
memories of University of Massachusetts
football followers tomorrow at Alumni
Stadium.

The reason for this is that a new Green
Line extension has been under construc-
tion for the past six years and its comple-
tion is right on schedule as the Dartmouth
College Big Green Express ^olls in for a
1:30 joust with the Minutemen tomorrow
after a six-season respite.

The two squads have not done battle
since 1975 when a four-period standoff
ended in a 7-3 Massachusetts victory in
former UM head coach Dick MacPherson's
first game at the helm.
The Minutemen were also on top in 1974,

14-0, but the Green holds an overall 20-2
domination in the 80-year series.

In Dartmouth, Massachusetts meets
another opponent coming off a big,

offensively-fueled win. Last week in
Hanover (N.H.), the Big Green clobbered
Princeton University, 32-13, running up
400 yards in total offense on a wet
Memorial Field.

In the second time in as many weeks the
UM defense will be challenged bv a
relatively inexperienced quarterback who
has demonstrated poise under fire in junior
Green field leader Rick Stafford
(Somerset, Ma.)

Last week against the Tigers, Stafford
made good on 10 of 20 passing attempts for
160 yards and a touchdown. Senior flanker
Shaun Teevens, who took the Minuteman
defensive backfield deep for a couple of
long receptions in last year's UM-Green
scrimmage at Alumni, was Stafford's
favorite target with four grabs for 90 yards
andaTD.
"They (Dartmouth) played well against

Princeton and that win has to establish
them as a favorite for the Ivy League
Championship," Massachusetts head coach
Bob Pickett said. "Their passing attack
looks as good as it was last year (an attack
which included All-Ivy Dave Shula, who
now runs back punts for the NFL Buffalo
Bills.)"

Dartmouth also poss*»sses a well-
balanced running attack as evidenced in

last week's victory, although again, it is not
blessed with too much collective ex-
perience. Junior Sean Maher is the big gun
(71 yards rushing and two TDs last week),
and he is nicely complemented by junior
tailback Rich Lena, who received an award
last season as Dartmouth's outstanding
sophomore offensive player and senior
halfback Dennis Rucnk.
The Big Green fields a veteran offensive

line led by senior guard co-captain George
Thompson and sports a 6'5" 270 lb offen-
sive tackle, sophomore Tom Broadhead.
Dartmouth looks good defensively with

linebacker Joe Fernandes. who contributed
13 tackles in the Princeton win and safety
Barry Pizor who threw in ten takedowns of
his own.
"They (Dartmouth) have excellent

special teams and the defense is playing
like the veteran unit that they are," Pickett
said.

The Massachusetts "D", which shined
last week against Holy Cross should give
the Green ' offense problems and Dart-
mouth head coach Joe Yukica (formerly of
Boston College) is well aware of this fact.

"Massachusetts is an exceptional football
team," Yukica said. "They are very ex-
perienced and physical and the addition of
people like Ray Benoit (UM nose guard)
and Rich Jenkins (backup tailback) make
them even stronger. This could be the best
UMass team in several years."

"We've had an excellent week of practice
in preparing for Dartmouth and we're look-
ing .'or a strong game both offensively and
on defense," Pickett said. "We've been
polishing up, correcting a few first-game
minor problems and we should be set
Saturday."

There were 10,000 Minuteman fans at
last week's contest in the rain and drizzle.

If the expected good weather holds true,
there will be more than that on hand
tomorrow and if the game comes close to
resembling- last Saturday's last-minute
thriller, it should not be missed (1:30 p.m.
Alumni Stadium.)

PAYING FOR IT •

Cross receiver Brian
UM win. Macs hosts

-»-_ - ^ _ Photo by Pit McCarthT
UMass safety Grady Fuller (in red) ^eets Holy
KeHey with a crunching bear hug in last week's
Dartmouth tomorrow at 1:30 p.m.

Key injury sours victory
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Correspondent

There is little doubt in any of the players' minds that
Wednesday night's University of Massachusetts women's
soccer game against Westfield State College will be
remembered for anything except that it was the game in
which Deb Pickett was injured.
In the back of their minds will be the fact that they won

4-1 at Westfield.

The Minutewomen were down, 0-1, on a goal that
Westfield scored in the first minute of the game due to a
mistake by the UMass defense, when Deb Pickett went
down with a severe knee injury.

After Pickett was carried off the field, UMass rallied
with a goal by Sandy Fletcher off a cross by Maddie
Mangini, 14 minutes before the end of the first half.
Five minutes later, Mangini brought the score to 2-1 by

fakmg by the Westfield defense and putting the ball into
the net.

The third goal of the game was scored when Mangir^i
crossed the ball to Sandy Fletcher who headed it in, her se-
cond of the game 22 minutes into the second half.
Fletcher got her three goal hat-trick when, eight

minutes before the end of the game, she got a pass from

Margie Anderson, bringing the score to its 4-1 final.
After the game, it was learned that Pickett fractured

her knee and would be out for the season.
Coach Kalekeni Banda was at a loss for words trying to

describe Pickett's loss to the team.
"She was my best defensive player," Banda said, "She

was a great kid and a true athlete. We'll miss her. After
she was injured we picked ourselves up and said we should
be winning this game."
This is the second player UMass has lost since the

season began. Natalie Prosser, last season's high scorer
for the Minutewomen, was sidelined with a knee injury in
late August; according to Banda, she will be returning in
"about four to five weeks".

Pickett, daughter of UMass head football coach Bob
Pickett, underwent surgery yesterday afternoon and was
reported in good condition last night.
The Minutewomen (3-0) are still ranked second in New

England behind the University of Connecticut by the New
England Women's Intercollegiate Soccer Association
(NEWISA) after the latest victory.

Massachusetts faces fifth-ranked Boston College tomor-
row at 1 p.m. at Chestnut Hill.

Danda said he expects a tough game against the women
Eagles, a team the Minutewomen narrowly beat last year
2-1.

^

Ofiwr <oll»iri«n photo bv Vinrr DeWitt

SETTING UP - Massachusetts spiker Jo Ann
Siler controls ball in last Saturday's UMass
Tournament at Boyden. The spikers travel to
Central Connecticut State College tomorrow for
another tourney.

Netwomen take

3rd straight
HOLYOKE -The University of Massachusetts women's

tennis team made it three wins in a row, overwhelming
Mount Holyoke 8-1 yesterday in Holyoke.

Mas.sachusetts, undefeated at 3-0, swept the three
doubles matches and took five of six singles contests.

Senior Barbara Mills started the UM conquest in singles
play defeating Mt. Holyoke's Karen Stedman. 6-1, 3-6
6-2. Elizabeth Sullivan kept the Minutewomen skein going
with easy wins at second and third singles.

•

Sally Fryberger Beth Goldsgerg and Karen Oriowski
them combines t.) take three of the next four singles mat-

ches for Massachu.setts.

Helen Narjarian and Wendy Sheerer kept things going
with a close 7-5, 7-5 decision at first doubles and Carolyn
Tarbell and Stacy Cohen combined for an easy 6-0, 6-3 win

at seconds. Didi Courtwright and Maureen Hanlon finish-
ed the UM sweep, 6-3, 7-5.

The netwomen won their second match of the season,
7-2 at Smith College last Thursday, and host Boston Col-
lege tomorrow at 11 a.m. at the Boyden courts.

ZULU tomorrow
ZITLU, the University of Massachusetts women's

Ultiniite Frisbee Club, hosts the first ever all-women's
ultimate tournament tomorrow at the Southwest olavine
fields at 12 p.m. ^ J «

Five teams will participate including the University of
Connecticut Duchesses, Boston Ladies' Ultimate team,
Worcester Polytechnical Institute and the Columbia
University Flying Nuns.
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Southwest party ban lifted
Editor 8 note: This story was compiled and written by Col-
legian staff reporters Kevin B&we, John DiPalazzo. Han-
ruik Hosom. Dave Howes and Brian Sullivan.

Following a series of meetings with student leaders on
l-nday, housmg officials reversed a ban on parties for the
weekend in the Southwest Kesidential Area.
The ban was lifted in a meeting between Dr. Joseph Zan-

nini, director of housing services, and student government
leaders Friday morning, said Larry Kocot, co-president of
the Student Government Association.

Dr. Melton Miller, master director of Southwest
Residential College, reversed the ban in a statement
released Friday afternoon.

"I have agreed that parties which have been properly
registered will be allowed to go on as planned. We expect
that the Southwest A.ssembly will assist with the security
needs as.sociated with these parties," Miller's statement
read.

On Thursday, Miller issued a memorandum banning par-
ties in the Southwest area, citing incidents of "excessive
use of alcohol," violations of dorm security and "a great
deal" of vandalism. The ban applied to registered parties
scheduled for the weekend. Unregistered parties or
gatherings of more than 15 {)eople are illegal under
University regulations.

"The Visitors' Policy will be strictly enforced. People
who violate the party restrictions will be subject to serious
sanctions," Miller stated in his original memo.

Kocot, who was present at the Friday morning meeting,
said at a forum held later in the day in Southwest, "The
reason Mel (Miller) said this was because we said we were
sick and tired of people making our decisions for us. We
don't want them making more decisions for us so we have
to act mature and responsible."
The forum was organized by Southwest Area CK)vemment
leaders to inform residents of the lifting of the ban and to
express concern over student behavior.

"If things go badly, you can expect a party ban for the
rest of the semester. The whole weekend, we have to be
concerned about all of our actions and be responsible for
them, said Theresa Kolish, Southwest Area Government
co-president.

Miller said the "essence" of the ban was to make people
aware of the problems within Southwest. He said the
"strategy" was successful.

"We've gotten a very positive response from the stu-
dent leaders" said Miller.

Student leaders' reaction to Miller's claim of strategy
was one of shock.

"He came near to causing a crisis situation," Mazzola
said.

"The one good thing about this is the way everyone pull-
ed together." said Peggy O'Neil a member of the
Undergraduate Student Senate. "I've never seen 4II the
various groups work together like this."

The Southwest Area Government called an emergency
meeting on Friday night to monitor the situation and to
aid security arrangements, Mazzola said.

But Carol Radzik, director of dormitory security, said
that no untrained personnel would be allowed to work dor-
mitory security during the weekend.

SGA co-President Kevin Mangan said at Friday's
forum, "The only way it's going to work is through peer
pressure. It's up to you, we've done all we could do today.
All weekend long it's up to you."

University police reported no incidents in Southwest
during the weekend.

Student government leaders were pleased with the way
the weekend went.

"The students acted like mature responsible adults, for
which I'm very grateful, said Mangan. "Even the grounds
were kept fairly clean. The Southwest government did a
very good job in mobilizing students and taking care of the
situation." SGA co-President Larry Kocot

Party ban was SW director's "strategy"
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Correspondent

The banning of parties in the Southwest Residential
Area was part of a "strategy" to make students aware of
the anti-social behavior within the area, said Dr. Melton
Miller, master director of the Southwest Residential Col-

lege, last Friday after the party ban was lifted.

There were no parties scheduled in Southwest this past
weekend. Miller said. The purpose of the ban was to make
student leaders more responsive to the problems of the
area, he said.

"You have a group of people who are not responsive to
the rules and regulations of the University. Policies have
no impact on their behavior. The main thrust (of the ban)
is that kind of behavior must be highlighted. In doing so,
we must involve the responsible student as well as the
staff," Miller said.

Student leaders provided the positive response
necessary to lift the ban, Miller said. The response was

"better than expected" and he looked forward to working
with the student leaders closely in improving the at-
mosphere in Southwest, Miller said.

,

Southwest Area Government officials were critical of
Miller's "strategy. "They expected Miller to work with
them in correcting the problems in Southwest, said area
government Treasurer Eric Spiel.

Ruth Mazzola, Area Government president, said Miller
caused more problems by publicizing the problems of
Southwest.

"Miller's, decision caused more negative reinforcement
of this area by publicly condemning this area, instead of
working internally with us to correct the problems," said
Mazzola.

Southwest party ban welcomed by
many area residents in interviews

FRIDAY'S FORUM - SGA coPresident
Kevin Mangan urges Southwest area students
to refrain from parties which do not meet
University requirements in Friday's open
forum.

By STEPHEN BROWN
Collegian Correspondent

The "mellow" air that pervaded the Southwest residen-
tial Area this weekend was welcomed with open arms by a
majority of students living there, according to interviews
conducted Sunday.
"The quiet atmosphere gave my friends and I a good ex-

cuse to check out what was happening off-campus. We
went to a couple of Smith (College) parties and finally got
off our floor," said Mark McMillan, a 20-year-old
sophomore exchange student.

A ban on parties in Southwest had been issued Thursday
night by Dr. Meltom Miller, the master director of the
Southwest Residential Area. He later rescinded the ban
but most students interviewed were unaware of the lifting

of the ban.

"A lot of kids on our floor had left to go home anyway,
so it was kind of quiet," Suzanne Dragon, sophmore in

John Quincy Adams tower said. Dragon said she thought
that the students on her floor were going home anyway,
even before the ban on parties was issued.

On campus random interviews were conducted on Fri-

day to get the student's reaction to the party ban, and
later on Sunday to get their reaction on how they felt the

weekend transpired in Southwest.
Reactions to the party ban in Southwest were varied but

generally not angry.

"I think it's a good idea if it's not permanent; It's not
too drastic," said Michael Boczanowski, 22, who lives in

John F. Kennedy tower. Boczanowski said he thinks Miller

is just trying to make Southwest a "mellower" place to
live.

Other students were not as sympathetic to Miller.

Everyone has to have a scapegoat and Southwest is

UMass' scapegoat," said Kevin Carr, 22, a journalistic

studies-political science major. Carr said he felt that the
whole situation was "blown out of proportion."
"In comparison to the surrounding areas, Southwest

will always look bad. It's the same as UMass getting
shafted in comparison to some of the surrounding
schools," Carr said.

"WTien you squeeze 5,000 students into such a small
area you are bound to run into problems," he said.

Many students said they didn't care much about the par-
ty ban. They felt that the ban wouldn't accomplish much of
anything.

"I don't really care either way. Nothing he (Miller) does
will effect anything either way, " Boczanowski said.
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World and national neivs
House debates

voting rights
WASHINGTON (AP) - A 16year-old civil rights law

crt?dited for encouraginj? hundreds of thousands of blacks
and other minority citizens to register to vote comes up for

ali'si in the house this week.
Debate on the 1965 Voting Rights Act that President

Lyndon B. Johnson considered a bench mark of his ad
ministration wiJl begin in the Democratic controlled House
on Wednesday.
The law now requires nine states, most of them in the

South, and some cities and counties in 13 other stales to
gel prior approval from the Justice Departmeni for any
redistricting plans and election rule changes That
provision would expire next August if not extended.

Supporters of extension say they hope to get a strong
vote in the House so it will have a better chance in the
Republican controUed Senate where a tough fight is ex
peeled.

Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Strom Thurmond
of Soul h Carolina, one of the nine states covered by the so-

called pre clearance provision, has said he would support
extension only if it expanded to cover all 50 states.

Supporters of extension say that would effectively kill

enforcement of the law because the Justice Department
lacks the resources to review election changes by every
stale and local government.
The law has been extended twice, but in the con

servalive climate now dominating Washington, it has been
crilK-ized as an unfair intrusion into states" rights. Critics
say the South has been punished enough for such
discriminatory practices as poll taxes and literacy tests.
A House Judiciary subcommittee, however, has heard

U'stimony that practices designed to limit black voting still

exist.

In addition to South Carolina, the enforcement provision
now covers Alaska. Alabama, Arizona. Georgia. Louisiana.
Mississippi, Texas and Virginia and some counties or
towns in Connecticut. California. Cotorado. Florida.

Hawaii. Idaho. Massachusetu. Michigan. New Hampshire.
New York. North Carolina. South Dakota and Wyoming.

In other congressional developments this week:
— The Senate will vole today or tomorrow on increasing
the ceiling on the federal debt to $1 trillion, the first time it

has reached that level.

— Sen. John Glenn. D Ohio, is expected to lead an effort

to cut off all U.S. aid to Pakistan if it begins testing nuclear
weapons. The vote will come as part of the debate later in

the week on a $5.8 billion foreign aid bill.

Connecticut Jews

dedicate sculpture
WEST HARTFORD. Conn. lAP) - A crowd of several

hundred, told by one speaker that "by coming here today
we affirm life." gathered yesterday for the dedication of an
18 fool high steel sculpture in remembrance of the Jewish

. Holocaust.

The sculpture, by Hartford artist Elbert Weinberg, is in

ihe form of two unpainted. weathered steel arms holding a
ceremonial shofar. or ram's horn, and makes the shape of
I he Hebrew letter "chai." meaning "To Life."

It was erected last week in a pebbled garden in front of
the Greater Hartford Jewish Community Center on
Bloomfield Avenue, The proejct cost about $90,000.
The project was financed primarily by Simon Konover

and David T. Chase, both real estate developers and
survivors of the Nazi massacre of six million Jews before
and during World War II in Europe,

Chase, who was imprisoned in a Nazi death camp,
rwalli'd in hus speech that the day three friends were being
taken lo be shot by the Nazis one of them told his captors.
"Vou may shoot us today, but you will never destroy my
people."

"I find it particularly difficult to ulk about it the
Holocaust." said U.S. Rep. Samuel Gejdenson. D Conn..
"My parents survived, as did many of the people here ...

Hy foming here today we affirm life.'

College prepares

50th celebration
BENNINGTON. Vt. - When Ben

nington College publications director Tyler
Resch was asked how the school would
celebrate its 50th anniversary this year, he
looked almost bewildered, as if any poor
soul who could ask such a thing didnt
undersund what this experimental, avanl
garde college is all about.

"Part of the Bennington thing," he ex-
plained patiently, "is we don't have pep
songs, school colors, football teams, no
prizes, no grades. To mark that occasion
would be. well..."

Not the Bennington thing.

What Bennington is. and is not. continues
after 50 years to bemuse even insiders.

It is probably best known these days as
"the most expensive college in the country"
— with total costs at $12,030 a year.
But caricatures also have portrayed it as

a far out. unruly school where "easy"
women and gay men gather in a sheltered
Vermont paradise to study art and im
morality, and come out with an "easrB.A."

"I've heard all those stories." said
President Joseph S. Murphy, who plans to
leave in June after six years as the school's
head. "My hunch is there's probably as
much deviance at Bennington as there is in

Um U.S. Congress, the American Civil

Liberties Union and the Moral Majority."
Avant garde Bennington certainly is —

\rom course offerings in black music to
lunch offerings consisting of fare like Tofu
lot/ and eggplant casserole.

AP Banzai story

was inaccurate
LOS ANGELES. Cai. - A Sept. 21

Associated Press story about "banzai
racing" on California highways
misrepresented the circumstances under
which it was gathered and contained
several inaccurately attributed quotations.
Also, some passages were based, without
credit, on a January article in New West
magazine.

The story gave the erroneous impression
that an AP reporter had been in a car
hurtling along a California highway at 200
mph.
The run described and the quotes from

drivers were pieced together from several
interviews and from the magazine article,

and did not occur as described during one-

run.

Iran reports end

to guerilla raid
BEIRUT. Lebanon (APj — Fierce fighting raged in

Iran's capital yesterday, with scores left wounded and
guerrillas reported firing rocket propelled grenades and
machine guns in some of the worst anti Khomeini fighting

in months, according to reports from Tehran.

"There are clashes absolutely everywhere in central •

Tehran," said one resident reached by telephone by The
Associated Press here. "There is no possible way to know
how many people are involved."

The source said anti government fighters were "very
well organized. They have formed themselves in com-
mando groups, ranger-style, and they are hitting with

machine guns and anti lank rockets" described as

shoulder carried, rocket propelled grenades.

In Pans, the exiled leader of the leftist Mujahadeen
Khalq .said the a.ssaults were the "final decision ... For
gelling rid of Khomeini s savage sadism" and vowed "Our
nation'.s best resistance will go on until Khomeini's
downfall."

A resident of Tehran reached by telephone early in the
evening said 'It is quiet now." He said there had been
"fighting on every street corner, behind every tree,

everywhere. It was the worst and most violent street

clashes since the days of the revolution."

Tehran Radio carried a news conference in which
government spokesman Behzad Nabavi said the clashes
were "preplanned and of course, were a disastrous failure

for the Mujahadeen." The head of Iran's revolutionary
police, or central Komiteh. said the fighting "was not
serious at all."

Tehran Radio earlier said 40 people were wounded after
the guerrillas opened fire on "innocent" people, and that
"today the fifth column of the United States and the
Mujahadeen created clashes in several areas of Tehran."
Residents had said a pall of black smoke hung over a

number of neighborhoods. One reached by telephone said a
gas station was blown up and a number of buildings set
ablaze. Others said the heavy street fighting was within
blocks of government ministry buildings.

Digest
By the Associated Press
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In addition, some of the quotations at

iributed to California Highway Patrol Sgt.

Lance Erickson were obtained not from him
but from others in the patrol. The other
quotations from Erickson came from the
New West article.

College founder

dies after illness
SOUTHAMPTON. N.Y. - Harold F.

Johnson, a former U.S. economic adviser
and a founder of Hampshire College in

Amherst. Mass., died yesterday at

Souttiamplon Hospital after a brief illness.

He was 84.

The Chicago native graduated from
Amherst College and Harvard Law School.

In World War II. Johnson served as
American chairman of the North African
Economic Board in Algiers and chief
economic adviser to the American am
bassador in Paris.

Following the war. he was chairman of
the United States Mission, which
negotiated an agreement with the French
government about continued presence of

American armed forces in France.
In 1965. Johnson pledged $6 million to

help found Hampshire College, which was
begun with the endorsement of Amherst.
Mount Holyoke and Smith Colleges and the
University of Massachusetts under a
proposal called 'The New College Plan" of
1958. The pljin, calling for leading older
colleges to sponsor new institutions, was
wrillen by a committee of the college
presidents and faculties and attracted
national attention as a possible pilot project
for expanding jquality higher education.
Johnson wi^ a founding member of the

Hampshire College board of trustees, the
boards first cl^airman. a life trustee and the
college's onlyi member to hold the title

Trustee Emeritus.
Peter Gluc|?er. a Hampshire College

spokesman.
; said Sunday thai an

educational fund has been established in

Johnson's memory.
Johnson wa^ a resident of Del ray Beach.

Fla.. at the lirte of his death. He also had a

home in .Southampton on Ix)ng Island.

Surviving were hi.x wife and five step
ilauj^hters

F uneral arrangements were incomplete.

Police arrest men
saving dog's life
GILLETTE. Wyo. - Pohce have

arrested two men for trying to save a dog a
few steps lo a fire hydrant.
Tracy Forman, 20. and Clarence

Walhood. 19. both of Poison. Mont., were
charged with petit larceny by Gillette police
for allegedly stealing a hydrant from the
Foothills Mobile Home Park. A tipster told

the police that two men grabbed a hydrant
and look it away in the trunk of their car.

The two were arrested at the home of
John Harris. 32, t he police report said.

When asked about the incident, Harris
said he planned to put the hydrant in his
yard as a comfort sution for his dog, the
report said.

Internal feuding

at Polish meeting
GDANSK. Poland - Solidarity chief

I^ech Walesa defended leaders of the in

dependent union yesterday in a blistering

denunciation of bitter internal feuding over
a new compromise law on worker rights.

Speakers on the floor of the sprawling,
glass and sled Oliva sports hall here spent
the second day of the union's congress
criticizing the new law they say is a
watered down version of the workers' self

management I hey demanded.

"We have got self management now and
we will be able to choose our own direc-

tors." Walesa said. "If anyone wants to try

not to give me the director I want, let him."
Delegates interrupted Walesa's fiery

speech several times to applaud, but he
continued to denounce the Solidarity

squabbhng. his voice rising and falling in

rage.

"Don't treat me as a stupid guy who is led

around by our experts," he shouted,
referring to reports that dissident leader
Jacek Kuron had been instrumental in

convincing union leaders to acept a com
promise version of the self-management
law.

Famous family

gets new lodge
STOWE. Vt. - Nine months after a faUl

fire destroyed the famous Trapp Family
Lodge, the ground has been broken for a
new $5 million lodge that will be nearly
three times as large.

The cornerstone of the new 73-room
lodge was dedicated Saturday in a
ceremony attended by thousands of
townspeople and tourists. The visitors were
treated to a performance by the Vermont
Symphony Brass Ensemble and a festive
luncheon.

The Trapp family also plans to build 20
vacation time-sharing guest homes in an
expansion of the resort on the scenic
mountaintop where they have lived since
they fled Nazi occupied Austria more than
40 years ago.

|The units' owners will be part of the
vacation exchange network of Interval
International, which offers swap vacations
al^200 resorts around the world, according
tot Robert Wheeler, a spokesman for the
Trfapp Family Lodge.
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67 students living in the CO Hotel
w[ll move into Brooks House next week

Collegian 3

By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Correspondent

About 67 students currently living in the Campus
Center Hotel should be able to return to their original dor-
mitory assignment in Brooks House by the end of the
week.

The million dollar renovation project, which began last
January, was plagued by a long delay in the summer due
to a carpenters Union strike.

Assistant director of Housing Services John R. Findley
said the project is currently under the ownership of the
contracting firm E. J. Finney, but will be turned over to
the University as soon as work is completed on Tuesday or
Wednesday. The dormitory will be filled up first by

RSU's pamphlet looks at

student life on campus

students who were assigned to Brooks and then by
students who don't have any Housing at all.

The whole Brooks House situation has aroused mixed
feelings among the students involved. John Kimball, a
sophmore at the University assigned to live in Brooks,
said living in the Hotel is "easy and the location is quite
convenient".

He also said it presented a few problems as well, "A lot
of my stuff is still in boxes and I don't feel settled in at
all".

Another student said they didn't mind living in the Hotel
but they were getting a little "sick of it".

In another renovation project, the roof of Gorman dor-
mitory, said the University has hired Briggs Engineering

firm to take test cuts of the roof and then bring samples of
the cuts to a laboratory so the problem with the roof can
be properly analyzed Findley said. From there a recom-
mendation can be made to the University within three
weeks on how to liave the problem of the leaking roof cor-
rected.

The floor, which can house 80 people, was closed this
summer because of the roof problem but Findley said it

should be open again before the end of the semester,
depending on how long it takes for the engineering firm to
make it's recommendation.
Further renovations in other dorms should continue

throughout the school year with the additional money
allocated to the University in the new state budget.

By ELLEN BLUESTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

In an effort to provide students with an
alternative guide to life at the University of
Massachusetts, the Radical Student Union
has compiled a "Disorientation" pamphlet
which includes a variety of ideas and opi-
nions concerning many aspects of student
life at UMass.

"This pamphlet was designed for incom-
ing students by students, representing stu-
dent needs for a positive future", said
Peter Brown of the RSU.

The pamphlet is designed to inform
students of the many programs and ser-
vices available to them at the University.
"There's a lot going on at UMass and
that's one of its strengths", said Joel

RSU welcomes students

to fight for their cause
By LISA GONSALVES
Collegian Correspondent

Students interested in a multi-issue, ac-

tivist organization should become familiar
with the Radical Student Union, the largest
leftist group on campus.
Alan Compagnon. the group's treasurer,

and Nina Berkoditz, a meml)er. said the
organization is involved in ever>' social

issue that arises on campus. These issues

vary in diversity, ranging from labor strug-

gles, women's issues, third world issues,

and "everything from Marxism to the
Moonies," Compagnon said.

The RSUs most immediated concern was
Solidarity Day in Washington last Satur-
day. The group helped form a local coali-

tion and brought 150 UMass students and
group members with them.
Another issue that the organization sup-

ports is the strike by employees of the
Steriing Radiator Company in Westfield.
Two weeks ago, some group members
were arrested at the picket lines in support
of the United Auto Workers Local.

The group has also completed a dis-

orientation pamphlet that is directed

toward incoming students.

This pamphlet offers an "alternate idea
of what really goes on at the University in-

stead of the picture painted by the ad-
ministration", Compagnon said. "It shows
some of the dirt." (See related story)

For the future, the RSU has planne<l two
educational programs. The first will be on
Northern Ireland and will be led by a group
member who spent s<^)me time living with
members of the Irish Republican Army.
Compagnon, 24. a senior majoring in

social though and political economy, said
the group's aim is "to help rebuild the stu-

dent movement into a powerful pro-
gressive force in society and to involve as
many of the students as possible in getting
active in the social issues that face them."
There is only one requirement for joining

the RSU; You must be an activist. Union
members hold meetings every Sunday
night at 7 in their office on the fourth floor

of the Student Union Building. To join the
group, one only has to attend these
meetings and become involved. The RSU is

not affiliated with anyone; there is no presi-

dent or hierarchy, instead they define
themselves as a democratic, de-centralized

organization, meml)ers said.

Welcome
Weissman, also of the RSU, "This pam-
phlet contains issues that may strike
students and promote more student in-

volvement."

The pamphlet covers a variety of topics
ranging from political aspects to entertain-
ment sites around the area. It also includes
a description of the structure of the
University and a "who's Who" guide to the
administration as well as the Board of
Regents. A closer look at the guide reveals
relative information pertianing to student
life in and around the campus area and
issues concerning students.
The Radical Student Union felt students

were getting a distorted picture of life at
UMass. "There's a glaring lack of informa-
tion of this sort on camps", Brown said.
"The RSU wanted to set the record
straight".

By The

RS.U

Police report Southwest dorms
as best of all areas on campus

AT WIKK PHOTO

TGV INAUGURAL — A crowded lane of happy passengers are seen
leaving the world's fastest passenger train, the French TGV, after it

pulled into Paris' Gare de Von station, yesterday.

University of Massachusetts police
report an "extremely busy weekend on
campus." However, perhaps because of
tightened security and a threatened
cancellation of parties, police reported
Southwest residential "as the best of all

the campus areas."

While few arrests were actually made,
UMass Police Lieutenant Michael Grabiec
said police were "extremely busy" between
the hours of 1 1 p.m. and 3 a.m. on both Fri-

day and Saturday nights. Grabiec said that
Orchard Hill and Sylvan were particularly

problem areas.

"There were numerous reports of bottle
breaking, fights, etc.. Grabiec said.

"The problem was we didn't have any
time to make arrests. That's how busy we
were. All we tried to do was either get
students to go home or, if they weren't
students, get them off campus," he said.

Aside from weekend rowdiness, police

reported a digital computer, model LA36,
and a "Computrend" data terminal
recovered around 8 p.m.. Friday night,

abandoned on Stadium Road.

Police said they were led to the aban-
doned e<juipment by an anonymous caller.

No information as to where the equip-

ment was taken frf)in was known. Police

speculate the person or persons who took

tne equipment had second thoughs about
the theft, abandoned the equipment, and
phoned the police.

Police also said, two larcenies of over
$100 from Emerson dormitory were
reported recently.

A larceny of $300 to $500 worth of
jewelry was reported taken from a room on
the third floor of Emerson. The jewelry, a
diamond ring and a 14 carat gold braclet,
was said to have been taken September 18
but was not reported until last Thursday.

Also, about $110 worth of jewelry and
cash was taken from a second floor room in
Emerson between 6 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. last
Wednesday night.

In both cases, the rooms were left unlock-
ed and unattended for short periods of
time. Police have no suspects.

Police also reported catching a bicycle
thief in the act outside of Kennedy tower
early yesterday morning.
Police resjxmded to a report of a suspicious
vehicle outside of Kennedy alxiut 3:45 a.m.,
Suday. They observed a car with three peo-
ple in it and a subsequent search of the
vehicle turned up a Schwinn 10 speed bicy-
cle valued at $230.

Police are .seeking to file complaints
against the operatctr of the vehicle, Angelo
E. Daniels of Springfield, once the owner
ot the bicycle is tound.
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Need Cash?

still /^
Buying

Highest

Prices

Class Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry

Coins and Stamps

See Me When You Sell

25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst 256-0710
Men—Sat. 10-6

ERA supporter complains

of lag in legislation
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LAST WALK — ERA supporters walked ten
miles through Spring^field vesterday to call atten-
tion to the upcoming vote for ratification in June.
Joan Wilk, from Colrain. watches speakers at
Union Square before the walk.

By LAURIE ZUCKER
Collegian Staff

Time is running out for the Equal Rights

Amendment. To draw support for the

ERA, the greater Springfield Chapter of

the National Organization of Women
organized a ten-mile "Last Walk" for the

ERA.
"In 1977, we were chanting, only three

more states needed to pass the ERA. To-

day, we still need those three states. Carter

gave lip-service to the ERA, and Reagan
won't even give us lip-service."

Carmenceita Jones, Director of the Inner

City Council and Center of Springfield, and

the 1977 International Women's Year

Representative for Western
Massachusetts, told the 500 participants.

"We have got to boycott those states

that refuse to ratify the ERA. We must not

hold conventions, or vacation, or support

the tourist industries of those states that

won't support the P]RA," .Jones said.

Jones, who wa.s raised in Atlanta, called

the Southern states, "the last holdouts."

"A typical male dominance mentality re-

mains. Legislators in Georgia have told me
that the ERA will never pass in their state.

It will take a lot of effort to push the ERA
through, before the June deadline," Jones

said.

Longmeadow State Representative, Iris

Holland, and Republican Whip in the

Massachu.setts House, said "The ERA is in

trouble, but I believe we can do it, if we
make people realize this amendment is

sane and sensible and necessary. Tradition

dies hard, particularily in the Southern
states."

Senate Elections

Nomination papers are still available for

election to the Undergraduate Student

Senate (SGA), in Rm 420 Student Union

Building.

Nominotion papers must be returned by
Tuesday, Sept, 29, at 4:00. Elections will

be held Oct. 5-6. For more information

call 545-0341. Ask for Jim Murphy or Ed

Lee.
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Available

Daily and Sunday

Located in the

Student Union

Convenient Hours
M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Sat and Sunday 8:00 am to 10 pm

the

mini Store

ATTENTION:
COLLEGIAN NIGHT
GRAPHICS STAFF

There will be a mandatory staff meeting
held in the Collegian business office tonight

at 7:00 p.m.

I DVP t

y^ Outside Proposal Meeting ^

October 7, 1981
7:00 pm Rm. 803 C.C.

j^ Proposal forms wiU be available in the DVP j^

3^ Office - Rm 415 S.U., until Oct. 2. They must J^

^ be submitted - in the office - by Oct. 5, 1981. ^

^ ANY proposals NOT submitted by that date ^
j^ WILL NOT be considered. x3-

tmrnsmmmmmm, "J^'rr-rrffttfffffsssjsff^sSSSJJi

The TOC Lounge will be featuring entertainment each week
Tuesday - Saturday from 9:00 pm - 1:00 am.

We are proud to present to you the talent of

UMass Student Entertainers
Tuesday - Amanda Maffei - soloist

Wednesday - Jim Bianchi - soloist

Thursday - Julie Bankuiti - soloist

•Friday - Barry Harwood - Happy Hour!

Friday - Bob Cummings - soloist

Saturday - Bob Cummings - trio

Come on up to the eleventh floor for the
finest in entertainment!

•Valid ID and ABP Sticker required
to purchase alcohol

iCollegian
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Cancellation

Conclusion-

What a farce!
»>rT*'t.T*'^"^^'''"

^^ Southwest parties on Thursday by
Mel Miller ranks with the bathroom policy and last year's
community day fiasco as one of the most farcical
bureaucratic snafus of the past three years. The fact that
the order was recinded Friday at 4:30 pm did nothing to
eradicate the permanent damage already inflicted upon the
University community as a whole.
On the surface the reasoning behind Miller's directive

seems rather logical. According to him. the violence and
vandalism in Southwest had increased to a point where
drastic actions were necessary to contain a growing storm.
The assault of a female tower coordinator in Kennedy
dormitory two weekends ago seemed to be the final straw
that broke the camel's back. Most students found out about
the ban by reading Friday's Collegian. The press seemed
the first to know and the students the last. Student protest
forced Miller to recind the order and a green hght was
given on Friday. What most people don't realize is that for
the most part parlies were killed since lack of preparation
squelched any previous plans. In the long run the order did
achieve its desired effect, but ironically it encouraged even
more dangerous occurences within Southwest. Even a
first year R.A. or rookie head of- residence could confirm
the simple fact that unregulated parties are more
problematic than regulated ones. As one dormitory staff
member put it. "Unregulated parties open up a virtual
Pandora's box of unsavory characters, trashed dormitories
and unsafe living conditions and numerous incidents of
harassment."

John F. Hudson

>M»««»<»#»»»»»<t

Comparing both types of parties starkly shows the inane
and insensitive attitude of the party ban this past
weekend. At an administratively approved party the
names of all guests are obtained and an adequate security
set up is used. This guarantees at least on paper, a safe,

fun atmosphere for students in which to socialize. The
attributes of an unplanned party — broken bottles, fights,
false fire alarms, harassment, vandalism — suggest that
the ban backfired by encouraging everything it had so
stridently set out to stop in the first place.

As usual, it is the majority of all students who were
inequitably punished by this ban. Unfortunately this is no
longer surprising. The trend within administrative circles

would s(;em to be one of insensitivity toward the very core
of this school — the students. Once again our desires and
needs were brushed aside as unimportant and annoying, an
obstacle in the way of the impersonal and unrelenting
bureaucratic tide.

These problems are small in comparison to the damage
wrought upon out image as a University.. If our ad-
ministration is so image oriented, what with the "Civility"

campaign and all, why did the ban end up on numerous
television news broadcasts with a UMass spokesperson
enthusiastically providing all the gory details? The Boston
Globe, with its now predictable anti UMass slant, also

provided ample coverage of the ban. We. the students,
must now be viewed as small children, incapable of civil

behavior necessitating the grounding of five-thousand bad
little boys and girls. Did UMass really need that blow to its

already deteriorating statewide image?
Lastly, the credibility of the Southwest Area ad-

ministrative office has effectively been flushed down the
tubes. The only thing worse than the ban was the hurried,

unorganized way in which it was lifted. Questions of

"Who's in charge here?"and missed inter-office signals

have been glaringly raised. With this lost credibility goes,

once again, the credibility of our University as a viable

higher learning institution. We have been made to look like

fools taking part in a carnival side-show for all the state to

look upon with embarrassment and disgust. The sad part is

that the administration's trackrecord these past few years
guarantees reoccurrences of the same situation.

Hurry, hurry, hurry!! Step right up to the zoo-Mass side

show, complete with bungling bureaucrats and screwed
over students.

John F. Hudson is a Collegian columnist.

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include

the writer's address and telephone

number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67 characters

per line. Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpublished letters. All

letters are subject to editing for clarity

and length.

HAI^1)^^ES AT1ME ?WT>60N,FARrONE : TAKING UP A COUI^

Is human life bill humane?
It is entitled, rather ironically, the Human Life Amend-

ment (HLA). Upon cursory glance, it is too short and sim-
ple to fK)se any danger. In fact, it seems a noble egajitarian
sentiment. But the implications of this potential amend-
ment to the United States Constitution are anything but
innocuous, anything but noble and fair. In es.sence. this
speecious statement would award a zygote, a single cell

formed by the union of two gametes, more rights and pro-
tection than the female carrying that cell within her body.
She may be a young teenager, the exploited victim of in-

cestuous affair. The HLA will guarantee that the pregnan-
cy comes to term. The child will bear one herself

-

regardless of the emotional turmoil, regardless of her
puerility, regardless of her position as victim.
She may be a more mature woman, brutally, viciously

raped. If she choses to terminate the pregnancv. the HLA
would see her charged with a felony, in all states, or
premeditated murder, in some. This is regardless oi the
circumstances of her condition and her mental welfare.
Perhaps she has some chronic physical ailment and

pregnancy will ensure her death or shorten her life. The
HLA would assert the immutability of its position. In the
event that the woman did become pregnant the fetus
would be guaranteed the right to birth -regardless of the
pain of such a gestation, regardless of the damage to the
mother's health, regardless of her possible death.
For millions of other American women the HLA would

legally ban the lUD and certain forms of the Pill, thereby
limiting an already inadequate number of sometimes in-

convenient, often imperfect birth control options. Women
will be driven underground to find abortions. A desperate
woman will have very few alternatives and an indigent
desperate woman even less so. But the most frightening
aspect of the amendment is its refusal to acknowledge
women as rational, intelligent creatures will as much right

to freedom of choice as men. It denies the right to decide
for oneself what one may do with one's own body.
At this point, HLA advocates claim there are 210

representatives and 38 senators in Congress who support
the amendment. It has already been introduced in Con-
gress and also has the support of President Reagan. Fur-
thermore, the recent successes of the New Right are
evidence enough that this is not hysterics. The amend-
ment does have a chance of pa.ssing.

The good congressmen may think repression of sexuali-
ty and abstinence are the proper course of action for
women. A simple lesson in biology would demonstrate
that it takes two to tango, and women shall no longer bear
the burdon of self-obliteration to suit the whims of "moral
legislators."

The Right does not. however, stand unopposed. The Na-
tional Organization for Women (NOW) has launched a
fund raising drive to collect contributions for its

Reprcxluctive Rights Campaign. Planned Parenthood has
run a gripping newspaper advertisement depicting a pic-
ture of a weeping woman and captioned, "There is a group
that would force you to bear your rapist's child". And peo-
ple are responding.

The Human Life Amendment should surprise no one. It

is the fruit of an administration which can allow protluc-
tion of neutron weapons and mitigate the importance of
issues as paramount as human rights, nationally and
abroad, without fear of effective reprisal. And all this
under the pretence of committment to human life!

Hopefully. American women and men will remain un-
daunted in the face of this patronizing effort on the part of
a minority to legislate the morality of more than 50% of
the population. Hopefully, women and men will not allow
this piece of legislation to advance any further.
MicMle Murray m a Collegian staff member.

Letters

Assault coverage lauded

To the Editor:

This is in response to James Steamer's letter of

September 24-so, you're upset that the Collegian is finally

giving sexual assualts the attention that these outrages
warrant? What would you prefer-to have these articles

buried somewhere in the middle of the CoIIef^ian?
(Perhaps next to the comics?)

As for your claim that this blatant exposure will make
women hate men, how utterly absurd! Does that also mean
that because you read that crime rates are higher in big

cities, you no longer go into Boston or New York? If you
are honest, your response to that is no; you are just more
cautious when you go to these places. Well, hopefully, that

is how the women of UMass will also react-with more cau-

tion (or should I say precaution) when they walk around
this campus. If even one woman is saved from being a vic-

tim of a sexual assault due to this newly-aroused
"wariness", don't you think that is enough "justification"

for this increased exposure?!

Finally, I have one last question for you-just what did

you mean when you stated that "over 99 percent of the

men on this campus are decent or at least not rapists"?

What do you expect the women on this campus to do-
jump up and applaud that they were sexually harassed,

but "at least not raped"? Sexual assaults of any kind are

horrible, heinous crimes. Burying the stories that deal

with them certainly will not help the situation that is now
confronting us. Indeed, it is only by facing this problem,

honestly and openly, that we can hope to conquer it.

Jacqueline F. Dorfman

Facing draft decisions
To the Editor:

By now, most men in the University have had to make
the decision of whether or not to register for the draft.
When registration was first proposed in Congress,
legislators tried to stay as far away from the word "draft"
as possible. However, when the Supreme Court decided
that male-only registration was constitutional (an appeals
court had disagreed), the reason they gave was that the
only purpose of registration was for the draft. The court
felt that women should not be drafted because it is against
the law for women to go into combat.
The time is coming. Even though Congress and the

media have been very silent about it, the Selective Service
System is setting up draft boards right now. There will be
one in Northampton which will cover the UMass area as
well.

Selective Service has already drawn up new regulations
for classifying men (exemptions, deferments, etc.). Stu-
dent deferments no longer exist past the end of the
semester. The SSS is being very quiet but is moving
towards a draft very quickly.

For more information, come to the Students Against
Militarism meeting, Monday September 28, 7:00 p.m. in
the Campus Center room 803.

Jon Braine
Students Against Militarism
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Five-college profe speak
against nuclear arms race
By SUSAN KLASSEN
Collegian Correspondant

"The Escalating Arms Build-Up: Can We Survive?" will
be the topic three experts from the Five-College communi-
ty address in a forum Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Maliar
Auditorium.

The forum is intended to inform the public about
political, s<x;ial, economic and security aspects of the
nuclear arms race, said Jim Matlack, a member of the
Five-College Arms Control and Disarmament Study
Group. The event, sponsored by the study group, is free of
charge.

Professor Tom Riddell economics professor at Smith
College, will discuss the strain of heavy armament expen-
ditures on the economy.
Hampshire College Professor Alan Krass will speak on

the international context of the arms race. Krass, who has

just returned from a year at the Stockholm International
Peace Research Institute in Sweden, will discuss the
issues of the neutron bomb, cruise missiles and controver-
sies about the introduction of new weapons systems into
Europ)e.

University of Massachusetts University Without Walls
Professor Marvin Kalkstein, the third professor to speak,
will discuss the Reagan administration's quest for nuclear
superiority.

"Until recently, the arms race had a certain stability,"
Kalkstein said. "Now it is slipping out of control. We have
only a limited time to curb it or face utter disaster."
The forum is open to the public and admission is free.

Study/tour of Soviet Union

planned by Amherst College
The Russian Department of Amherst College is coor-

dinating a three-week Interterm study/tour of the Soviet
Union. Russian-speaking students are given priority but
the tour is open, if space is available, to all interested
students, faculty and staff in the Five-College area.
The trip includes extended visits to Moscow, Leningrad

and Kiev and a short trip to the ancient town of Suzdal.
Departure is from Washington, D.C. on December 29 and
the return flight is on January 19.
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The tour cost, including all transportation, meals, hotel

accommodations, guide services, and two theater perfor-

mances is $1,150. Reservations and travel deposits must
be submitted by Monday, November 2. For further infor-

mation, contact Professor Jane Taubman of Barbara
Mudgett at the Amherst College Russian Department, 200
Clark House (x 2350), Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m.

SGA nominations due Tues,
The deadline for nomination papers for Undergraduate

Student Senate positions is Tuesday, September 29, at 4
p.m. No papers will be accepted after that time. People are
needed to staff the ballot boxes during the polling hours of
9-5 on October 5 and 6.

Absentee ballots, for those not able to get to the poll are
available from Jim Murphy at 420 Student Union
Building. For information call Ed Lee at 545-0341.

SGA sponsors voter drive
The Student Government Association is sponsoring a

meeting for students interested in a local voter registra-
tion drive tonight at 7 in 903 Campus Center.

All those interested in the problems of public higher
education are urged to attend.
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Monday Nite

Football Special at

Breakfast
at the I

DIuewall Cafeterial
Monday through Friday I

7am - 9am |

Featuring a Varied Menu f

. In a Quiet Setting f
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Pitcher of D»«r $2.50
Dudw»is»r, Miliar, Miller Lite

Dottles of Oud, Miller, Miller Lite 95c
Draft 55c Molson Si.25
Come Join the Crowd

07 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

Need Cash?
Am^;:^.; ^ Buying Class Rings

c^H^ j Highest Prices Paid
Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleasant Street
Amherst Mon.—Sat. 10-6 256-0710

Hampshire Ethical
Hypnosis Center

Milton H. Askinoss A.A.E.H.
Many of our clients are doctor referrals

'. Na'i^M'^""""'
* '"iP'ove Study . Stop smoking

. imnLJo^ n***''* * Self Confidence

r3-n1 .
* ''«'a«ation . Sexual problems

.n.1we,t,no 'S;o7e,nenl "T^ """''

Overcome AgoraohoDia
and other fears anxieties, and phobias

Call or wrtit <^' tree brochure
Specral Fees College Students & Senior Citizens

Lecture demonstrations
x,^l^^^^"'^ Building, Rte 9. Hadley. Mass
3/10 mile Harnp^ Mall (Next to Rocky s Hardware)

584-1919 By Appt. Only

HAMPSHIRE 4
534.755Q HAMPSHFRk MAU

ONCAPt SO

present

DINNER & SHOW
for 2

TtmooucrinNS.

Si$:$SS®$?:;:WxW^^

Before tfie shiow choose from.

.<^-
4y

LASAGNA or any PASTA dish

served with

salad and hot garlic bread
- or -

^oJD PIC-POCKET SPECIAL pick 2
of any of our famous pocket salad

sandwiches and our homemade soups
- or -

A large piping hot tomato
^

' and cheese PIZZA
(also available after the show}

HAMPSHIRE 4

HUNGRY U
Open Mon Sat 1 1 ;00 am 1 (X) am

Sunday 1 1 00 am 1 1 00 pm

55 University Drive

549-5713
Offer good Sunday thru Thursday only
Specials purchased at Hungry U only

8:00 PM Umies $6.50

SUB General Public $7.50

TICKETS

ON SALE NOW!
Tickets may be purchased at: Ticketron URU Tix For
the Record (Faces) Amherst. Platterpus Records Nor
thampton, and Main St. Records. Northampton
All tickets one dollar more at the door and ploaFe no
food, drink, or smoke'

DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
'Coifegiaa
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jarfe
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TV 39 By Gary Sullivan
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ACROSS
1 Pull on the reins

S Scenic mountains
10 Ditty

14 Yachting
15 Spartan slave
16 Port sight

17 Fed
18 Miss Doolittle

19 Initials at UN
20 Marsh plants
22 Crested t)ird

24 Art's cousin
26 Josh
27 Swizzled

30 Is lenient

34 Soft fabric

35 Obdurate
37 Clock symbol
38 Is (can cope)
39 Acorn factory
40 Determination
41 Lecture of a soil:

Abbr.

42 Propeller

44 Furniture Style

45 RurTK>r

48 Hangs around
50 Catchall abbr
51 Irish

dramatist

52 Hype

56 Moolah
60 Author Wiesel
61 BypaM
63 Retreat

64 Neck and neck
65 Pinchfist

66 Whether
67 Catamaran
68 Daytime

TV f«re

69 Frank

DOWN
1 Uses pinking

shears

2 Salinger girl

3 Student 8

assignment
4 Marsupial
5 Alan

Arthur

6 Oau.orbfo
7 One of Oue«n
Elizabeth s nantes

8 Island of Malta
group

9 Amassed
10 Military

units

11 Winkle out
12 Nose: Prefix

13 Copter

21 Misdo
23 A Carson
25 Great foolishness
27 Wintry mixture
26 Home of the brave
29 Within Prefix

30 Prone
31 Chemical

compourtd
32 Threadlike

33 Certain

entertainments
36 Patriotic org

40 Decisive defeat
42 Tribal chiefs
43 Wants to know
46 Let up
47 Piggery

49 But yet I knov».

where'er ..."

51 March King
52 Tavern order
53 Edison's middle

name
54 Willingly

55 Mishmash
57 Famed gun-

Siinger

58 Eldorado, eg
59 HousehoM

appliance
62 Asst

ROD BONES by Gregg Canavan
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ANSWER ro PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Former 'Little Feat' kick off new line-up well
Barrere. Clayton, Gradnev. Hayward plus Phil Brown
Fine Arts Center, Saturday Sept. 26

The obvious question people wanted answered al)out

this new lineup of old Little Feat members is "are they as
good as Little Feat?" If Saturday's performance is any
kind of a barometer, the answer is yes and no.

Saturday's show was an interesting balance of old Little

Feat numbers and new songs by singer — guitarist Phil

Brown. For the crowd, it was a roller coaster. When Paul
Barrere (singer, guitarist) sang an old Little Feat number,
the audience would be up on its feet. But when Phil Brown
sangoneof his numbers, the crowd would sit down.
The former Little Feat members can play their brand of

music as well as they ever did. Lowell George and Bill

Payne's absences are felt, but the spaces are filled more
than adequately by the rest of the band. Barrere and the

Little Feat rhythm section are still as funky as that ol'

man on de comer who shines de shoes.

The show was, above all, one hell of a good time. The
Little Feat tunes were superb. "Skin it Back" started the

crowd cookin', "Old Folks Boogie" brought them to their

feet, and Paul Barrere's "All that You Dream" (which was
made a hit by Linda Ronstandt recently) nearly tore a hole

into the ceiling. By the second encore, the orchestra pit

was invaded and it felt as though the floor was going to

cave in.

But there is this new guy named Phil Brown who sings,

plays guitar and writes songs. He didn't try to fill Lowell

George's shoes. Instead, he decided to try to incorporate

his own style into the new band.

The problem is that he doesn't fit. Phil Brown is too

much like Paul Rodgers of Bad Company to play with the

likes of Little Feat. His numbers, like "Balloons" and

"You'd Better Call Me Next Week" resembled the FM
pop we've all grown to hate.

So what does the future hold for this new outfit? "Both
Paul and Phil are looking for record deals to do solo

albums," said Sam Hayward (percussion and vocals), "and

the Little Feat rhythm section will be on them." Paul Bar-

rere said that "Bill Payne (former Little Feat keyboardist)

might even be getting back with us somewhere along the

line." Asked about the new Little Feat record Hoy, Hoy,

Barrere said "I love it! That record's like home movie to

me. It's made from some Little Feat antique tapes I found

one day whild diggin' around in the studio. Now it's

•omethir^g like #38 on the charts."

<'i>ll«ttuui pfvili. Ii\ Vinif ll»Wi(i

ORIGINAL FEAT — Paul Barrere, left, on i^itar and vocals, and bassist Ken Gradney per-
formed with other orig^inal Little Feat members Sam Clayton on percussion and drummer
*>ichie Hayward Saturday night in the packed Fine Arts Center.

About the new lineup - "Phil and I'd been playing
around a bit. and we decided to go for it. We needed a
rhythm section, so I got the best one I knew of — the Little

Feat rhythm section."

Ken Gradney (bass guitar), said, "It's hard not to play
like the Little Feat rhythm section when you are the Little

Feat rhythm section. I'm 31 years old, and I play what I

want to play. I interpret the songs as I see th^m."
The big surprise of the evening was the opening act,

Sugar Ray & the Bluetones. They are an oldies-but-not-

moldies band that can play their "ya-ya" off. The high
points of their show was a cover of Wilburt Harrison's
"Kansas City" and what the singer-harp player dubbed
"an ole thing by Smith Harper called "Rainin' in my
Heart." The Bluetones aren't quite up to, let's say, Robert
Gordon. But I'll be waiting to see them again, preferably
in a place where you can dance more easily than the Fine
Arts center.

-John Brobat
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25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst 256-0710
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REVIEW: Shawj^eals show
with his super sax

Eddie Shaw and his Wolfgang Blue Wall Thurs: Sept.
24

The blues of Chicago found their way into the Blue Wall
last Thursday night.

Eddie Shaw and his Wolfgang showed a select crowd of

fans what the blues are all about. In his case it's about
entertainment.

He is a blues singer and saxophonist who belongs to a
long tradition of blues musicians whose main purpose is to

please a crowd, and this he does very well.

The reasons are simple. He is able to pace his per-

fomance perfectly for a good show. Add to this his spec-

tacular saxophone and harmonica playing, a good choice
of material, an excellent band and a great relationship

with the audience and you get at minimum a great show.
Just his saxophone playing is worth coming to hear. He

combines the smearing and tonal distortion typical of the
free jazz movement with standard blues phrases and
rj'thmic accents, which combine for a unique and powerful
expression of the blues.

With all these attributes it would make sense that Shaw
would be a little better known. The problem is that the era
of rhythm and blues saxophone is gone.

In the 40's and early 50's rhythm and blues leader/sax-
aphnnists played a large part in popular black music. Ed-

die "Cleanhead" Vinson had a series of hits as did Louis

Jordan, Paul Williams and Big Jay McNeely. By the time

the mid 50's rolled around, guitar started replacing the

saxophone as the lead instrument in rhythm and blues

groups, with B.B. King, Chuck Berry, Bo Diddley and
Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown beginning to get more
popular. As the jazz elements in the genre began to die

out, and Rock'n Roll took over, the saxophone lost it's

preiminence.

Today, Eddie Shaw, A.C. Reed and Little Bo are the

three big Chicago blues saxaphonists, and only Shaw is

fronting his own band with regularity.

Of the band, Shaw's son Eddie Jr. stands out on guitar.

Stylistically, he plays a newer, sped-up version of Otis
'

Rush and Freddie King.

He should be getting more exposure soon and his com-
bination of creativity and blow-out technique won' i let him
stay unrecorded for long. As for Eddie Sr. he is

negotiating with Rounder Records of Boston for an album
to come out possibly in the near future.

Check it out because if it's as good as his live p)er-

fomances or his cuts on the Alligator Records anthology of

Chicago blues, then it'll be hot, raw blues.

-F'eter Natrous

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 193*

Visit Any Center
And See For Yourself

Why We Make The Difference

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

In Amherst:
264 N. Pleasant St.

(4131253 5108/5283

For Information About
Other Centers In More Than
90 Major U.S Cities & Abroad

Outside NY. State

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-223-1782

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

PRECISION X
>
9

I

Our stylists are featuring FREE
professional consultations for
men and women.
Let us help you select a hairstyle that's
perfect for youl

As Professionals we gua rantee^ all our work^

Featuring

Special Effects, Coloring, Design Perms, Facials,

Manicures, Braiding — All at comparable prices.

Z

r-
I

I

I

All For "]

$7.00
j

with this coupon only
j

FIRST - A professional consultation
|

SECOND - A precision style cut selected individually I

just for you
[

JTHIRpj^^rjrtylists will show you how to take care of your hair
|

jWith personal style cut, shampoo, and blow dry - $10.5o7long "hair"!
jjNghtly^more_-jy^Mms_couponj^^ new customers only,

j

BtylM by
L'irJrrM^A''^"'

DebCWaH I * n 62 Mam streetAmherst, MA ^E^^ Ea.thampton. MA
549-5610

. a^rr^. 527-2411please call for an appointment

BACKSTAGE PASS — Newcomer Phil Brown, who performed
Saturday night with original Little Feat members Barrere, Clayton,
Gradney, and Hayward, is shown backstage after he and the band
finished their third encore. Brown added three songs, which he wrote,
to the band's repetoire.

Tennis balls,

ping pong balls, footballs,
racquetballs and more

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

W^AVlNd &
SPINNING
CLASSES

starting throughout
the fail

Loom and spinning
wheel rentals.

Weaving supplies

WEBS
109 Main St

Amherst 253-2580

PScrtuie^xyvers
SPEOAL
from

KODAK
When you pay for IvM
11x10 KODAK Color
Enlargements, the third
is free.

From your favorite Kodocolor
film negottves, color slides or color
prints.

Huny. offer ends October 14, 1981.

COLOR
PROCESSING
Kodak

the
University

Located in the Campus center

M-F9-B Sat 11-4
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Coliegiaii »

Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline
Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount

is 3:45 two days prior to publication day
Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rack-A-Disc Professionals "we work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

ARE YOU INTO LEATHER?

Women's Leather Accessories by Chris-
tian Dior 40-50% off regular prices! Call
253-7221 btw 4:00-8:00

AUTO FOR SALE

For Sale 1975 Audi Fox
best offer 253-9652 after 5

A/C $1900 or

1973 -lymouth Fury, excellent condi-
tion, 50000 miles, 549-6528, evenings

1974 Triumph Spitfire excellent condi
tion. The little brat has a new engine bat-
tery, starter, tires. . .an AM FM 8 track
stereo - if you can install it right it's

yours. . .and it also has new windshield
wipers, they are very vogue this year. Ask-
ing $3,500.00 so I can buy my new "Rolls
Royce" for Christmas to "Betsy from San-
ta". Call 545-3500. Thank you for listen-
ing^ ^^
Call me any time 70 Cry Newport no rust
exi CO only 450 call 549-5347

Surplus Jeeps, Cars. Trucks Car inv
value $2143 sold for $100. For information
on purchasing similar bargains call
602-941-8014 ext. 6501 phone call refun-
dable

^0^^^^' '^- '"- -"
P^avey T-60 ei^i^THT^uitar and Peavey
Pacer amplifier. Both one year old and in
mint condition. Will sell seperately or as a

5^ -Call Dave (between 4:30 and 5:30)

FOUND
Two jackets found Brittany Manor Party

nV?; °"® niaroon sports windbreaker

-yLr.^^r!-
°"® ^®^" Jac'^e^ - P'ease call

256-0719 to claim

FRESHMAN REGISTERS

72 Chevy Wagon PS, PB, auto, good
cond., $650 or BO 665-3905

VW Bus 1970 excellent running condition
$650 call Rick 253 7685

BOWLING TEAM
UMass Men's £r Women's Team will
have tryouts on Tuesday & Wednesday
9/29-30 at Boyden from 4-6 P.M.

Freshman Registers are in!! If you
ordered a Freshman Register you can pick it
up at the A. P.O. table on the CC. Con-
course Mon 9/22-Fri 10/3

GUITAR LESSONS

Guitar Lessons all styles including theory
specializing in Rock/Jazz technique
Reasonable rates call Adam 546-9226

HAPPINESS FOR $1.00

Show you care. FLOWERS at the cam
pus center by Laura and Susan. 8 carna-
tions for $1.00 4 roses for $1.00 other
assorted flowers $1.00 Wed. through Fri-
day 9-5

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators. Radios. Televisions. Tape
Decks, Stereos & Car Stereos. Sound in

Motion 266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst.
Behind Silverscape Designs, 253 9341

FOR RENT

Small compact refrigerator for rent.
Available at Spirit Haus Liquor Store 338
College Street. Route 9. Open until 11:00
256-8433

Apartment for rent in Puffton Village 2
bedroom call 549-6651 after 7 PM

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Work study secretary needed for
WMUA. Minutes, memos etc. Please con-
tact Heidi at 5-2876, or 42 Marston Hall.

Part time Volunteer wanted to help with
office work at Human Economy Center can
learn much 253-7500

Have a car?
Interested in Advertising?

Paid position available in Advertising
Department. Come down to 113 Campus
Center, Collegian Office

Excellent business experience oppor-
tunity available at UMass Student Federal
Credit Union volunteer teller positions open
stop by and talk to one of our officers

Workstudy jobs typing 50 wpm and
answering phone UPC office 545-2892 Bar
bara .

Fall Sem. Practicum: Work 14 after-
noons per/wk in after school day care K-6
on campus. Mrs. available: M, T, Th, F
2:45-5:45, W 1:00-5:45. Wkly staff mtgs.
12:45-2:00. Earn 3-6 credits based on days
worked. For more info call Nancy Ross
549 6170.

Looking for an unusual gift? Spirit Haus
has many moderately priced wines, liquors
and beers for all occasions.

Win a house by yourself or with friends in
the Amherst Jaycees $60,000.00 new home
raffle. Tickets are $100.00. 300 left.

Available at Commonwealth Federal Bank,
Jones Neylon Insurance, DH Jones Real
Estate

Attn Collegian Calling all Depts. The
Social Director is coordinating a hayride for
October. If you are in the least interested or
have any questions about the big event of
the month contact the "S.D." PS You br-
ing your own brandy we supply the bonfire
Cordially "S.D."

Randy: Happy 20th! Glad you're spending
it at UMass OXOX your fans

Full Gospel Bible Study Tues Sept 29 CC
805-809 8-10 PM
Terri Happy Birthday from 220 Jo Ho

Happy B'day Donna I'm glad you're here
Love Bubbles

Happy B-Day Robs! Harvard's not so far
away Love, "Ding"

Mark. Betsy. Mike and Lynn —belated
birthday greetings to y'all. (no-not you this
time Maureen) Love Virgo

142 Summer - guess you had a good party.
Heard the caterer was fantastic, and where
did you find the entertainment? Please in-
vite us to your next - that is, if you can fit us
in

Jimi Hendrix movie - Friday Oct 2 7, 9, 11
SUB $1

QUICK SALE

72 VW Beetle excellent condition call

549-5347

QUITA

LANIE K.

FOR SALE

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best of-
fer 549-5669

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best
offer 549-5669

Down sleeping bag 4 season 8" loft

modified mummy 6' + length xcellent con.
$75. Kingston classical folk guitar xcellent
cond. needs strings $50 w case call

323-7651

I understand that you and Phyliss have
separated, but who'll get custody of that
bissel baby?

LOST

Colognes and Cosmetics up to 50% off
for product list and price list write
Cosmetics by US P.O. Box 94 Amherst, Ma
01004

73 Dodge Coronet SC runs well $500 or
BO 3 yr old Sony color TV excl cond 200
253 3572

1977 Kawasaki KZ400 excellent condition
1100 miles must sell best offer call after 3
PM 603 239-6279

Guitar Hohner twelve string acoustic like

new 350.00 549-5380

Very friendly orange tiger kitten 6 mon-
ths - 7 lbs. Lost 9/17 Puffers Pond area.
Please call 549-6684 reward, no questions

Lost setter puppy 5 months old male
answers to Rusty reward for info call

545-0244

Cosmic Button between Southwest &
Bartlett reward Stevie 6-7538

Ladies Seiko quartz watch in or in bet-
ween Engineering Easr Aud and Thompson
Rm 106 Great sentimental value REWARD
call 6-9860

MOTORCYCLES

76 Honda 360 Excellent condition. Con-
tinental tires. $500 or BO Call Joe 549-5110
between 5-7

For sale classic 1963 Honda dream 305cc,
black, good condition $350 plus transpor-
ting 802-482-3217

Bissel nose: You better be behaving while
your parents are away from the Valley.
Leno

RIDE WANTED
Four pepple need ride to Southside Con-
cert in Springfield on 10-7. Will share gas.
and refreshment expenses. Please call

549-5893 keep trying

ROOMMATE WANTED
Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
PM-7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
Pm - 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Male roommate wanted to share room in

Hollister Apt call 253-5012

Apartmentmaste(s) wanted: Male or
female, own bedroom in complex near
UMass call anytime 665-7544 Mike or
665-2142 to leave name & number

Your own room in Townehouse call for

apt 549-6469

SALE - SALE - SALE

Late nite lunacy our next big sale 60% off

selected items 40% off Legend amps and
all effects olus free sticks and strings Wed

Sept 30 noon to midnight Music Gallerv
Rt 9 Hadley 586-6228

SERVICES

Free-lance Typing wnting help, small of-
fice organizing Faculty and student work
welcome. Top skills, reasonable rates.
Amherst 549-0518 8 am to 9 pm
Improve your grades! Research
catalog -306 pages- 10,278 topics-Rush
$1 .00 Box 25097C Los Angeles, 90025 (213;
477-8226

Tutoring in English, Writing. Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop Fall
classes forming. 28 hours includinc
classroom theory & shop. Limited enroli-
ment 253-7967

TYPING - 4c a line. Some overnite service
call at 549-4595

Sensory Isolation Tank available on an
hourly basis. 584-1627, evenings

Your research data statistically analyz-
ed by Ph.D. psychologist efficiency and ac-
curacy guaranteed For details call 253-5262
or 253-7374

STICK IT IN YOUR EAR

Stick It in your ear at Silverscape
Designs. Custom, single and multiple ear
piercing in twenty styles of sterile studs.
SPECIAL 14k gold bracelets $9.95
Silverscape Designs, the Yellow House
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 2S3-3324

THE MUSEUM DIREKTORS

UMass' own New Wave Rock and Roll
Band available for hiring. For info call Paul
253-5080 we have the energy anrJ
crankability

TRAVEL

Need a break? How about Montreal for
just $85 call 256-6941 after 6

TYLER

Phyliss: Everyone has closed their summer
home for the season except you. The kids
are back at St. Paul's, so there's no reason
not to come home. Get off that damn
island. Magda

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used, auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel

5842832

WANTED
Babysitters fall semester, various times,
days. Come to Child Care Office, 213
Berkshire House, between 9 and 2, Monday
-Friday

Highest Prices Paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst.
Monday-Saturday 10 am - 6 pm Licensed
by the Town of Amherst, member of
Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

Seeking Swim Coach South Hadley
Swim Team is looking for a coach. Ex-
perience preferred. Must have WSI &
Senior Life Saving certificate. Call after 5
pm 532-7047

WANTED TO RENT

Two bedroom house or apartment
available in January on or near bus-route
Please call 546-9205 or 546-9160

</;
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Enjoy the Fine Dining and Atmosphere
at the

Top of the Campus Restaurant
Everyone Welcome!

NO T.O.C. sticker required

to dine with us!

Lunch hours: (Vl - F 11:30 - 2:00 pm
Dinner hours: IVI - th 5:00 - 8:00 pm

FrI. a Sat. 5:00 - 9:00 pm
For reservations please call 549-6000 ext. 639

Mandatory RSO Workshops
The Student ActlvitiM Office will be conducting workshops
for ell RSO Group Treasurers and Officers who have been en-
trusted with organizational funds. Worlcshops MUST be at-
tended prior to your being able to initiate eny financial
documents. Worlcshops wHI be held w follows;

Groups Oste
SATF Funded Groupv 15 Sspt
Coop Student Business 16 Sspt
Any Group 17 Sept
Stockbridge 22 Sept
SATF Funded Groups 23 Sept
Coops Student Business 24 Sept
Any Group 29 Sept
Greeks 30 Sept
ResidentisI Ares» 1 Oct
SATF Funded Groups 6 Oct
Coop Student Business 7 Oct
Any Group 8 Oct

Tims
2:30-3:46/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:36-4:25

2:30-3:46/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:46/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:36-4:25

2:30-3:46/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:46/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:16

2:30-3:46/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:36-4:25

2:30-3:46/4:00-5:15

CC Rooms
CC803
CC803
CC 811-16

CC^03
CC 811-15

CC 811-15

CC803
CC811-
CC903
CC903
CC903
CC903

-15

H you csnnot make any of the scheduled meetings for your particular

group, attendence at any one of the sessions will suffice. The sessions will

review the financial responsibilities and requirements pieced on each RSO
and a discussion of new pdlicies and procedures.
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Hypercurricula
VHP & UHS announces a new Smokers' Liberation Pro-

gram for all UMass employees, faculty and students. The
workshop will meet for 6 consecutive Tuesdays, 12:00
p.m. 1:30 p.m. at UHS Room 302. Subjects covered in the
workshops will include health education, behavior
modification quit techniques, and group support. There is

a small fee. Call 549-2671, Ext. 181 to register.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE MEETING, 4:30-5:30
tonight in 428 Student Union. It is open to anyone willing
to help and share ideas about solving the problems of
world hunger.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE Study and Discussion
- personal report about Taiwan by Nancy Stockford, Mon-
day, 4 p.m., in 428 Student Union.
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Monday September 28th

Monday Night

Football
Free Admission

Tuesday September 29th

Movie Night - FREE
'The Harder They Come"

starring Jimmy Cliff

Shows start at 8:00 8- 10:00 pm
•Valid ID and ABP sticker required

to purchase alcohol

The Lesbian and Gay Men's Counseling Collective's
Peer Counseling Hotline will be open Mon., Tues., Fri., 6-9
p.m., and Thurs., 3-5 p.m. Men and Women with issues of
sexuality can call 545-2645, or drop in to the office, 406F
Student Union at these times.

Rosh Hashanah services will be held Monday, Sept. 28,

7

p.m., Tuesday, Sept. 29, 10 a.m. and 7 p.m., and Wednes-
day, Sept. 29, at 10 a.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.
Services are open to the public. Join us! For more informa-
tion, call or stop by the Hillel office at 302 Student Union,
545-2526.

UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB MEMBER
SHIP DRIVE will be held in the SBA lobby tonight. AH
majors are invited to join the club. Membership dues of
$3.00 can be paid when you sign up. Further details,

please call 546-7339.

from the
crystal palace

cape cod
the crazy antics of

TOM NOONAN &
the BLOWOUTS

The Student Government Association is sponsoring 8
meeting for students interested in a local voter registra-
tion drive tonight at 7 in 903 Campus Center.

All those interested in the problems of public higher
education are urged to attend.

The Russian Department of Amherst College is coor-
dinating a three-week Interterm study/tour of the Soviet
Union. Russian-speaking students are given priority but
the tour is open, if space is available, to all interested
students, faculty and staff in the Five-College area.
The trip includes extended visits to Moscow, Leningrad

and Kiev and a short trip to the ancient town of Suzdal.
Departure is from Washington, D.C. on December 29 and
the return flight is on January 19.

The tour cost, including all transportation, meals, hotel
accommodations, guide services, and two theater perfor-
nuinces is $1,150. Reservations and travel deposits must
be submitted by Monday, November 2. For further infor-
mation, contact Professor Jane Taubman of Barbara
Mudgett at the Amherst College Russian Department, 200
Clark House (x 2350), Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m.

POOR RICHARDS
tuesday Sept 29th

9-1
^1 at the door
proper ID required (

RESEARCH
PAPERS

10,278 on file ~ all subjects

Send $1 .00 (refundable) for your up-to-date.
340 page, mail order catalog.

We also provide research - all fields.

Thesis and dissertation assistance available.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
1 1322 Idaho Ave, #206F
Los Angeles, Calif 90025
(21 3) 477-8226 or 477-8227
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Sale Ends
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Located in the Campus Center Univ of Mass

University Store
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To all our Jewish Friends
A Happy Rosh Hashanah...

New Vfear ^*^ "••^

^^ The beginning of a

^^^^^^ H«w Year. We wish

^^^^^^ tor you and your lovedM W ones what twe wish for

^^^^^^^ our own families. ..for

^^^^^^^ our children's^ children. Shalom.

' EKCOETERNA'

[TCHENWARE
Featured Item this week ^^-^ — -

,13 9uart 099
Mixing Bowl

'^ssf
* Color

te^ Prints
Color print Mm t(om 1 10
IMor lUonly tt only om-
pk:tur« on your roN lurn^
oul, you pay only iSc nc
•lU* Ch«r9« (or

pfOcsftSMig ttt* who(« roti

Roprints Ite M

TRY OUR NEW LINE OF
VEGETABLES CANNED
WITH NO SALT ADDED!
fydedium Peas s.op i "^'^ „ ..* S"- ' 1

Whole Kernel Com nos«, 3<«^*^
Stop A Sfxjp 16 ourtc« car

Cut Green Beans 1^^ tl^ts,^ 3">''1
ot M[.<!d V«getabl«s No Sill Slop i Shoo 16 oj c»<.

ARMOUR QUALITY
Armour

HotDogs139
1 r\rkiinrl rsf^r^if^r^^ ^^^B

Siicod ^ ^f\
1 It) pkg 1 .Oy

Coofcad Bor>eie«s r> ^q

1 pound package
Armour Star Bacon
Armour Ham
ArmourCanned Ham f,';'^^ 6.99
ArmourTurkey Roast
Bof^tess l^Ae & Dark M«a( f <o/en

Boneless Turkey Roast
Armoui Wnil4 MMI i lb (WCUgc F :o!tn

self-service deli Vc

J It)

Otig 2.79

3.19

Weaver
Chicken#>^y
Ftanksr^cfcf
Meat Bologna s.op . Ihori b pkg 1.19

Cooked Ham siodlSTia/pK, 1.79

Cold Cuts ^z:.t:z^L': 49*
Stop & Shop 6 (X»n<: e piAchage

Hebrew National
or Hr>ochMiursi

Beet Franhs ^ ^^
i2o/pt>g 1 .yy

ChickenlMl

99L
12 oz
pkg

Stop & Shop
32 oz Pizza IZ^'lZ 1.99

Egg & Potato Salad ?',?Uct^ 79'

frozen nneat T rncsdvo

Rondelets
Weaver 12 oz pkg ^CMl
Chicken Bcflf
4 Breaded Patties

Steak Umm*
I

«•' Sandwtcn Steaks gr g^r\
2 pound package D.Oy

r^Ki^U^r* We»v«« - Thtgh 4 Oi*m«ticfci OCA
VylM\^r\C;il Baiter C>ipp»>d?8o/ph4 ^.Oy
Pnn Planf Breaded a fr>«dCuii«t& 1 IQ'-yy » »aill Aunl Joiies t?0/pkq I. 1^

seafood Uurihty for \j()i,

Fresh
Flounder
Fillets
Fresh Pollock Fillets » 1 .99

Fresh Cusk Fillets ,b1.99

Haddock Fillets Frozen ,„ 1 .59

Turtxjt Fillets G-«n,.„df,o/„. ,^1.59

bakery F- rom ou' ovens'

2r

Big Daisy
Bread** »i

Stop & Shop
Choc. Eclairs

220.fl

r Buy the Family Pack & Save!
*

CMckm "J^r^

ChickenLegswithThigh J??^? ..79*

Chicken Breast .*?'.'i'!«.?^5'6?b''pKg ,^ ]_^ ]_g

BladeCut PorkChops ^"«"?s „1.34
Xi^wA- r^X^^^^^ Center Cut 5 6 lb pkgforkChops iT^'" ?.'!<:^ 1 ?!"w

,b 1.74
Boneless Chuck steak p^^^^oe „i.89
Boneless Blade Steak "^^ S' „2.39

rTiii:tnDai-/i

Assorted
Chops

29
lb

Va Center,
Vs Blade.
Va Sirloin

Pork Ribs ^r *•":'
ib 1 .39

PorkChops ''."**''«.'^^^
"ib l 69

PorkCutlets^= ,b2!l9
PorkChops ^- ,b2.59

Loin Rtb Half
' Rtb Portion 1 30ib.bl.49PorkRoast

Pork Sirloin °""-r.bl.59
S"iom Portion i 49 ib

CenterCut Roast lb 1 .69
BonelessPork

Too tO*r ^
.."!~!.ibl .89J

HADLEY-AMHERST 9i$
see store for details

Hon«>M vdlu«>s
dr«> what uc ri> all about.

Boneless
Chuck
Roast

FreshGround Beef ,bl.49
Fresh Beef Bxirgers .bl.59

ChuckStewingBeef c?A ,bl.89

ShoulderLondonBroil9'^^fib2.29
BondessBladeSteak cr^ ,,2.49
ChuckCubeSteak y?PA ? p- ib2.39

grocery a wide choice of famous brand/names yo

Elbow or Elbow Twist Macaroni

Ronzoni
Pasta

16 ounce
package59

-Plain, Homestyle or Mushroom

Ragozzino
l^jp^ghetti Sauce

11932 ounce
lar

BonelessChuckSteak9??«ibl.99
ShoulderChuckRoastp'?.b2.09

produce Pick and choose what s perfect for you at Stop if. Shop'

Hunt's Sauce ,iZZ""c^, 2'" 79'

Mushrooms pJ^'Z,l'Yo"^ 2">'89'

wild Fruit, Red, Grape or Local Red

!giwaiian Punch
"^i^^^-i Fruit Drink

46 ounce 7Q*
can f\3Libby Tomato Juice

Keanuts siooisnopie ounce c»n 1.89

Stop & Shop

Stewed
TomatoesM 46 Ounce65 16 o;299'

Mazola Corn Oil

Pancal^e Syrup fi

MoucKe
boIti#

Goklen Grtodie
ounce bolt If

2.29

1.39

Sliced Beets
Slop & Shop jt I ^
iSourtce car ^'^ 1

Kernel Corn si«»''^,t"oTc.n 2-69*

In Oil or Water

BumbleBeeTuna
^^—_dolid White
* Bumble Bee ^ io

7 ounce ^M M,V
can H

Slices or Halves

iDiet Delijpit
Peacfies

16 ounce
can 2-1

Broken ^ /%q
4'/« ot can I .0«7

GreenXTTOSftU ureen ^ ^%<
CabbageiblZ
Butternut, ^<
Squash....ibll£
Yellow ,A'
Turnips.ibJIfi

PALL
^HARVEST

VEGETABLE
SALE!^ ^<f

12

Cutcrier*s Shrimp
Pineapple ?:rc'Xr»^o"Ar 69*

Assorted Varieties

Tabby
Cat Food

Fruit Cocktail o^'S^r^'ZV... 59'

Cashew Halves
RivefOue«n o «^^
ti ounce c*n 0.^9

6v^ oz
can

Goormei

Dog Food
Tuna for Cats

4'1

Fresh and nutritious

vegetables at an old-

fashioned low price!

lb

Crisp
Carrots.ib
Acorn , ^«
Squash.n. IZ
Yellow - ^,
Onions... lb lis

Auon«c) varteiiet

Snop & Sitop 6<'i a; c*n
Figaro

I? ounce can

2 ply

Sheets

5'«'1

69*

100 count roll

Hi-Dry
Towels

2*1

Liquid Dish

Palmolive
Detergent
22 ounce ^OS
Container H

Irish Spring Soap jp^i'^s^'tw. 79'

Snowy Dry Bleach t^:^ 2.19

Regular size

X Facial
Tissues
200 ct

pKg 69
dairy Quality, freshness and savings from Stop ^ Sh'.(;,

Light n Lively, or Large orSmallCurd

Seialtest Cottage

New England Bosc l^s,Fancycrisp Mc Intosh

rv Pears /^Apples

99Honeydews J';;;^ 1 ea.

16 ounce
Cup 89

Half Gallon

Minute Maid
:e Juice
129(rom

concentrate

La Shake Yogurt 'ST,:," 2c?^79' Swiss Cheese Sliced Neiura*
Kreft 8 07 pkg

ctn

1.39

Assorted Flavors

Colombo
Yogurt

3-1

Borden Ind. Wrapped Slices

"^American
>,

Cheese Food '

White or

Yellow 12 oz
,

139
LpkS

frozen foods Just a sample of this i:u'ii\ t-ii'. :

corner deli Available m stores with Sen/ice Dei

Slop A Sr>op

iftor okgot s 1.29

health & beauty aids

Finishing Rinse or

VidalSassoon
Shampoo ^99
li. oz bottl^ I
Tylenol Tadlets "^,T 1.99

I Save 25' !

I Muenster Cheese S
Bar or Chunk, Sliced or !

I

SHARP CANADIAN CHEDDAR S
' STOP & SHOP Random Weight Pkg

142J?

The

A DEU 7;

Peppered Beef
Weaver Chicken Roll

Weaver Turkey Roll

Hormel Spiced Ham

White's Brand

Chopped
^top& Shoo

Nature
Casin;

Lorraine Swiss Cheese
Corned Beef ^^sZ^'.
Stop & Shop Cole Slaw
Plain Custard s^cS't^'p

I With thit coupon and • ThO purchate Good mit^ [Sun.Sliy jy'SlI Oct 3 tirni^orw inicullonK' ,__ ^

Pric^l e(liicl«»« 5uo Sgpi It Si Pel 3

I

I

II

I

1 Stop J Shop D«K» Coupon! P |
T pound package |

I

—

Stop & Shop I

f»r.^ Butter I
tepST^f--** Quartet f 29 Sr^ sticks ^ 586J\

Wilh !/>»» coupon anC a r 60 purcnaM G<x>l

lb

it>3.39

ib3.99

b69'

i>99'

Half Gallon Carton

Hood
Cream

Assi'd g49
Flavors ^B

Stop & Shop Peas or

1^ 24««ba«
& Carrots

12 ounce can

ar Frozen 79

Sun Sepi ?7Sai Oct 3 Ltmitor^pei customer

1 Slop * Shop Fr«eri COUPO T r\M ^
Half gallon carton |

I-
Hood I

|ce Cream I

I With Thi« coupoo and • r so purchase Goc-dt 587r^^^l
[
5un s«pt ;fS«t Pel 3 Limit ont peicmlofngi [U^*

~
| Slop 4 SHOP Okxt, Couooo

I Q27

7 ounce can

I
WhiteTtma I I

99'SSin oil

Of Water

. Atlfi this coupon and a ' M purcl.«K «ww
^[Sun Sepi 27 5al,Oct 3 limit on« p»' cutlomf _ ^ _

I Mass Uor, Sgpi ^g Sat Ofi ) W> 'nent ihf ngni to iim.i au<ni.ii»> to imnc pjctair* o* '"v 't"" eicwit I've oinw>»m noiwl iimt to- sji» not «»a»i»bK- m c««e lots o- to oihtM ^umi ana ^KWMUm (>)pyrn)W igat stop t Shoo Supefmjweis

'^'""Mi^mM I

Minute Maid
[e Juice

99*
Stop & Shop

Whipped
Topiring
ounce ES^Br

onlainer ^^f%9

I
Slop » SHOP flown Coupon

I
0^26^

12 ounce can I
MhmteMaid!

[e Juice j

19}Frozen

ithit coupon and a r 90 pun:naM Oood ^''[5^la|
S«pt ;7 S«l . Oct 3 Limtl ootp«t cmtomw JI9V
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UM tops Green, flags 10-8
By STEPHEN FREKER
Colle^an Staff

Alumni Stadium sparkled with color in

Saturday's 10-8 edging of Dartmouth Col-
lege by the University of Massachusetts
football Minutemen.
Aside from the new red uniforms of the

UM marching band, the two predominant
shades in the field were green and yellow
as the stadium gradually underwent a
strange transformation from a bat-
tleground for two New England football
powers to something resembling Georgia's
Six Flags Amusement Park.

Far from amusing for Massachusetts
were the 13 yellow penalty flags flipped at
them by officials and the resultant 162
yards in Minuteman penalty assesment.
What lacked humor for Dartmouth head

coach Joe Yukica were the two first period
scores by the UM point production unit on
its first two drives, the scoreboard addition
acoming on a 46-yard field goal by a
"green" Massachusetts kicker, Craig
Homenko, on a first of career boot.
Homenko was pressed into service when

first-teamer Herb Newland was shaken up
while making a head-on tackle covering the
kickoff which followed the first Minuteman
tally.

The six yards short of a team record field
goal proved to be the games's winning
points as Dartmouth cut the UM lead to
two when a late fourth quarter rally pro
duced a Big Green touchdown and a two-
point conversion.

The contest could not have began in bet-
ter fashion for the home team as they mar-
ched down the field quickly for two suc-
cessive scores while the UM'defense did its
now expected superb job in holding the
would-be Green scorers at bav (-18 yards
rushing in the first half.)

Massachusetts tailback Garry Pearson
(73 first -half rushing yards, 145 total) and
field leader 'Dean. Pecevich (85 yards
rushing on the day) were an effective first
half tandem with Pearson juking past three
defenders on his nine-yard jaunt to the end
zone.

*'^;( «^'*%'

^^^"'I

4f*<i^ '<% »

GRINDING THEM OUT - UMass tailback Garry Pearson ran for 145
yards and scored the Minuteman's only touchdown in Saturday's 10-8
UM victory over Dartmouth College at Alumni Stadium.

"Pearson might have gotten more car-
ries (28) but they (DC) were taking the op-
tion play away from home, " UM head
coach Bob Pickett said. "When this hap-
pened. Dean (Pecevich) had to make j;he
plays himself and he did a good job."
For all intents, the Minutemen left their

offensive attack in the locker room at
halftime. A fired-up Green defense held
Massachusetts to five first downs in the se-
cond half and the first half UM momentum
was lost.

Dartmouth rover Scott Hacker (13
tackles, 3 sacks) and linebacker Dave
Neslund played large roles in the second
half Minuteman offensive stymie and their
Massachusetts defensive counterparts
gave a decent effort in their own right in

maintaining the scoreless standoff.

Minuteman defensive tackle Eric
Cregan, who shined'last week against Holy
Cross College, made it back-to-back stan-
dout performances with an 11 -tackle,
5-sack game. The entire defensive line chip-
ped into the victory as well with Raymond
Benoit, Dan Petrie and crew raising havoc
in Green quarterback Rick Stafford's
backfield all day.

"Our defense is very consistent and they
came up with the big plays," Pickett said.
When a team has the defense that we have,
you know you'll be in good shape every
game."
The penalty flags started flying in

quanitity in the second half on an assort-
ment of referee-adjudged Minuteman
miscues. Two second half facemasking calls
were of a questionable nature and gave the
Big Green good field position in UM ter-

ritory, but the Minuteman "D" made sure
that they could not capitalize.

"It was frustrating when we got deep in-

to their end and could not score," Yukica
said. "Our defense was doing its job at
stopping them (UM offense), but we could
stick on in."

Even the touchdown snare by Darmouth
split end Matt Lopes left more than few
Minuteman followers shaking their heads
as the ball appeared to have been trapped.

Weekend roundup stickers nab

Kickers knot it in double OT
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Correspondent

BOSTON - The rules of soccer saved the Boston College
women's hooters from defeat Saturday, eqabling them to
salvage a tie with the University of Massachusetts
Minutewomen in overtime, 2-2, at Chestnut Hill.

With a minute and a half left in the second ten minute
overtime, the Eagles tied the game when UMass goalie
Grace Cucchissi thought a BC opponent had touched the
ball on an indirect kick. (On an indirect kick, a second
player, from either team, besides the one who first kicked
it must touch the ball for it to be counted as a goal.)

As the ball sailed into the net, Cucchissi reached for it

and the ball skimmed the tips ot her fingers as it went by
her for the BC tying tally.

BC was awarded the scoring kick when UMass moved
too sfx)n on a previous indirect kick which cagie as a result
of a UM penalty for obstruction.

"Boston College shot, hoping it would ricochet off our
defense or goalie," UMass coach Kalekeni Banda said. "It
was a good risk on their part and it worked."

Massachusetts had scored its first goal in regulation on a
Margie Anderson shot eight minutes into the second half.
The Eagles tied it seven minutes later and the score

stayed at 1-1 until the end of regulation.
In the- first overtime period, UMass went ahead 2-1

when Chris Daggert scored on a breakaway.
"It was not a good game. We're not doing the things

(the team) we talked about," Banda said. "They're (BC)
not that tough and we didn't have the killer instinct
although we had a chance to win."
The Minutewomen, still unbeaten, at 3-0-1. will host

Brown University Wednesday at the lower NOPE field at
3 p.m.

SOCCER NOTEBOOK - Astroturf has not been good to
the Minutewomen. Saturday Nina Holmstrom left game
with a strained knee and Stacey Flionis suffered a sprain-
ed ankle. On the turf at Westfield SUite College last
Wednesday, Deb Pickett fractured her knee. Pickett is
now recuperating at home after undergoing successful
knee surgery last Thursday Natalie Prosser, who suf-
fered a knee-injury in pre-season, is expected back soon
according to coach Banda.

Spikers improve at Central Conn.
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

WINDSOR, Conn. - The University of Massachusetts
women's volleyball team continues to struggle as it

compiled a 3 3 record against competition at the Central
Connecticul Sute College Invitational tournament last
weekend.

Against Southern Connecticut State College, the
Minutewomen saw its blocking breakdown after they won
the first game. 15 8; UMass lost the match, 11-15, 13 15.
"We had them." said UMass coach Elaine Sortino, "But

our block broke down, especially when Southern dumped
junk', instead of hitting the ball hard. We should've put
that match away."
After sweeping both the University (rf Hartford and

Leaman College, UMass faced the University of Rhode
Island. The Lady Rams beat the Minutewomen. 15-7. 15-6.

We didn't play that well at all," said Sortino,
"something was missing - we just didn't get to the ball."
UMass then lost to host Central Connecticut in much the

same way.

"If we are to have mistakes like these, I'd rather have it

now". Sortino .said. "I'm still very encouraged by our
younger players. I wasn't expecting this much from them,
but they're getting better every week."

Last Thursday night. UMass swept Mount Hoiyoke
College, making its record for the season 8 4.

UMass now prepares for the UMass Classic this
weekend beginning Friday evening a 6 p. m.
Among the 16 teams participating in this tournament

will be Providence College, URI, Cortland State
University, Syracuse University, the University of New
Haven, Central Connecticut, Southern Connecticut
Hofstra University, Northeastern University, Queens
CoUege. New York Technical, the University of Con-
necticut and the University of New Hampshire

third win, 1-0
In action Saturday against a team with superb goal

keepmg, the University of Massachusetts women's field
hockey team pulled out a narrow victory over the Univer-
sity of Vermont, 1-0 at the upper NOPE field, to bring its
season's efforts to 3-1-0.

Tina Coffin, a forward, managed to squeeze the ball past
UVM goalie Pat Donz on a UMass corner shot late in the
second half.

This was not the only attempt by the stickwomen on the
irVM goal. The Vermont goalie was outstanding. Save
after save was executed by Donz as she continually rushed
out of net to confront her opponents and st{)p
Minutewomen shots.

UMass had many opportunities to run up the score, but
their biggest problem was confusion in front of the net.
The stickers were not going wide in the circle and time'and
time again they all converged in the same area. No one
was wide to receive a pass to move the ball in again for a
better shot.

One bright light on the UMass team was midfielder San-
dy Kobel. Kobel was right on target to stop UVM's advan-
cing line down field. She played great defense, protecting
her territory with great stickwork and anticipation and
kept the women in the game defensively.
The stickers next game will be held at Mount Hoiyoke

Tuesday at 3:00 p.m.

Sports notices

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL - There will be a meeting for
all women interested in fall Softball Tuesday night at 7
p.m. in NOPE 153. Anyone interested in playing and
unable to attend should contact Rhonda McManus at
665-3072 or 545-0038.

INTRAMURAL NEWS - there will be an Intramural
track and field meet on Tuesday, Oct. 6 at 4 p.m. Entries
for men, women and grad-faculty will be accepted anytime
up until the day of the meet and forms will be available at
the Intramural Office, rm. 215 Boyden.
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TO OUR READERS:^
On the following page are photographs illustratingsome of the atrocities flourishing under the U Sbacked military regime of Jose Napoleon DuarteThese are examples of the work of right wing

paramilitary squads who are trained by U S Army
personnel. The Junta s military forces receive directeconomic support from U.S. tax dollars. They are
carrying out a campaign of terrorism and repression
against the people of El Salvador.

,, c^'l'^®"**"^' ^h''« Duarte met with Reagan.the
•»• ™?/»*» continued its consideration of a 114mi lion dollar economic and military aid package to ElSalvador Simultaneously, on the UMass campusSamuel Eaton. Deputy Assistant Secretary for In-

terAmerlcan Affairs, presented a justification for U S
interference in El Salvadorean politics. In the face ofthese events.we the staff of NUMMO News havedecided to publish the following photographs.

Our commitment and our aim is the truth Weclaim a responsibility to present an honest and com-
passionate view of another side of the sovereign
resistance and liberation struggle of El Salvador. This
perspective is neglected.trivialized or deliberately
omitted by the mainstream media. Through the ao-
propiation of U.S. tax monies, the government offers
support to repressive military regimes of Latin
America. AsiaancLto South Africa. The' reality of this

support is whitewashed by mainstream media distor
tion and silence.

The decision to print these photographs was the
result of a carefully thought out process and
represents NUMMO's commitment to the truth. The
photographs were submitted to us by the Human
Rights Commission of Amnesty International. While
we.who observe these pictures, are repulsed and
angered, the people of El Salvador and other Third
World Nations must endure this brutality and mutila-
tion. These are painful, terrifying images but they
allow for the questioning and debate which must oc-
cur among everyone of us.

In the next issue of NUMMO News we will pubii.^h
as many reasoned responses to these photographs as
our editorial page will allow.

NUMMO STAFF

Method used by a member of the National Guard to
inmobilize a victim. (Toledo, Oct. 3, 1960)

3 Four of fifteen people killed by the para-military withthe support of the National Army. Note that their

Jllil?*^
*'* tied, showing the complicity of the Armywith the paramilitary organizations. (Dec. 5, 1980)

^ Methods of intimidation carried out by para military

?mT'
'^*'"'* **'® Salvadorean people. (February

5 Method of t«mure by wich sulfuric acid is poured overtne victim s face. This practice is carried out by para-
military groups. (Road to Mariona.Oct. 3p. 1980)

6

In El Salvador, to be 13 years of age is enough motive
to be arrested and detained as a guerrilla suspect. The
whereabouts of this group of youngster in unknown.

Young boys of 13-14 years of age, found decapitated
on the road to Mariona. (Oct. 30. 1980)

7 Youth burned inside his home. The National Armvwas responsible for the act.
^

8
Head of persons killed by para-military bands. (Feb
i9d1)

Contintied on page 2

K cv^ ^
OPPOSITION CONFRONTS SOUTH AFRICAN RUGBY TEAM

by Shiney Kempinski

+ On Tuesday, September 22nd, over
2,500 people rallied and marched in Albany,
N.Y , to protest the presence of the South
African Springboks Rugby "^eam. The
national demonstration was organized by
the Capitol District Coalition against
Apartheid and Stop Apartheid Rugby Tour
(SART). Demonstrators marched from the
State Capitol to Blecker's Stadium, ap-
proximately two miles, while chanting to

observers and press, "Freedom yes.

Apartheid no," and "U.S. out of South
Africa, Black Majority rule." Protestors
gathered at Swinburne Park, adjacent to
the stadium, and many congregated at the
stadium entrance.

^The rugby players were escorted by police

into the stadium while people booed and
shouted, stop the game, take the field,"

but rows of police and dogs were on hand
to bust heads in the event of a takeover.
The game went on as scheduled, although
protestors outnumbered spectators 3 to 1.

§The purpose of the demonstration was to

resist attempts by the South African
government at legitimizing thier racist

Apartheid regime and military

aggresiveness in Southern Africa. In every
city where the rugby team has appeared, it

has met with opposition or has been forced
to hold, unpublicized games to avoid
demonstrations and legal hassles. In New
Zealand, a significant proportion of the
population took to the streets to voice their

dissent. On August 29th in Wellington,

hundreds of protestors were injured and
many beaten by police after downing a

fence. 1,400 were arrested during the tour
there.

§Under the misnomer of "constitutional

freedom," Erasmus Corning, mayor of

Albany, gave the go-ahead for the game to

be played at the city's public facility. New
York governor Carey had the game can-
celled, not to condemn Apartheid in sports,

but to avoid trouble. The fede -I gover-
nment overturned Carey's decision.

§The rugby tour was sponsored by the U.S.
Eastern Rugby Union, which rect,ived i

$25,000 donation by Louis Luyt, previously

involved in channeling South African

government funds. The tour is a reaf-

firmation of the U.S. and white South
Africa's committment to superexploitatior

of tfie worlds indigenous peoples.

§ Henry Isaacs, a U.N. Pan-African
Congress representative, and speaker at
the rally, explained that Apartheid is a
system of institutional violence of op-
pression removal of people from areas
inhabited for generations by their an
cestors, deportations, bannings
(associatinq with no more tnan two or three

people at a time) and deprivation of
education and other basic human rights.
He said the purpose of the four was for
South Africa to be able to break out of
international isolation.

§Dennis Brutus, South African exile and
visiting proffessor at Amherst College, also
spoke at the i-ally. He addressed the

question of the players' constitutional
rights. He asked how they can demand
these rights while trampling on those of 80

.

of the South African people. He pointed
out that the attacks on people of South
Africa coincide with present ad-
ministrations attacks on working class and
poor people in this country.

I §Whv was this rugby tour scheduled at this

;
time and in this country* U.S. rugby

I

teams are no match for the South Africans.
: Rugby is not a national sport here and U.S.
1

teams have been losing by landslides. No,
;

this four is an attempt by South Africa to
gain readmission to the international sports
arena and the 1984 Olympics, for which the

j

U
.
S

.
has given an open invitation

.

! §Beyond this. South African exiles

;

themselves maintain that the U.S. seeks an

I

economic and military alliance with the
Apartheid regime. Officially, the Reagan
government has "strategic interests" in
Southern Africa, which can't be sacrificed
for moral issues.

§Grounbreking for this alliance began early
this spring when U.S. ambassador to the
U.N., Jeanne Kirkpatrick met with South
African Foreign Minister Pik Botha. The
alliance was further made evident to the
public when the U.S. voted within the
United Nations opposing sanctions against
South Africa for its illegal occupation of
Namibia. As though the administration had
to convince anyone further of their
disregard for human life and dignity, the
U.S. alone vetoed on the August 31st
Security Council Resolution condemning
the South African invasion of Angola.
These bombs have all been used before b\
South African military terrorists against the
Angolan people. Thousands of refugees
have fled the area as a result of the in
vasion.

§Thus, it is no coincidence that the rugby
tour is happening while South Africa
continues to attack other front line states in
the area. The tour is probably the most
tangilble official intrusion of Soputh
African policies into U.S. lives. It is an
insult but does not come close to the daily
repression of the Black majority of Africa-
Azania that feeds the racist rulers of South
Africa.

photos by Ed Cohen
•;«! .•«;.;. .•;.;^.;.J.jt>;.f.- •.•.•..•..».;.;,^;,-'y<';>»:'»;-^^>XC*V*V.'-Ml»>V
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^1. "^MAN RIGHTS COMMISSION, EL SALVADOR
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AFTER li^^ni. xiiiiv oULJl/Atvil 1 llAY* WHAT \n?YT»9
-----^'^^^

by Dan H use § Robert Taixei
DAY; WHAT NEXT?

photos by Susan Butler

§0n September 19, over a half a milion
people showed their fighting spirit and
made Solidarity Day live up to its name
Not since the Great Depression has there
been a mass demonstration which so well
represented the American People in all our
diverse races and nationalities, ages and
occupations. The watchwords of the day
were Unity and Struggle; unity of all
working and young people in the struggle
to defend the progress we have achieved
and to score new advances.
§ Solidarity Day showed the world that
Reagan s trumped up popularity is paper-
thin. Many people have taken a wait-and-
see attitude, but more and more people
have now seen enough and are ready to
take action to prevent economic disaster
and stop the moves toward war. This is
true at UMASS, where students showed a
great interest in Solidarity Day even
though only 200 could go to Washington
due to a shortage of transportation. It is

time to lay to rest the cynical idea that
students are apathetic and can be expected
to roll over when their interests are
threatened.

§As working class students here at the
University of Massachusetts, we cannot

^underestimate the true meaning of last
week's demonstration. We must recognize
that for the first time since the Hunger
marches of the I930's has organized labor's

^®?*5&¥----^"';'---'^^^

EatonyElSalvadoi

El secretario de Estado Auxiliar para
asuntos mternacionales de los Estados
Umdos, Sam Eaton, dicto una charia sobre
\a pohtica de la administracion Reagan
hacia El Salvador, el lunes pasado.

La charia, a la cual asistieron cerca de 200
personas y que se podria catalogar como
sumamente simplista y contradictoria, fue
interrumpida numerosas veces per miem-
bros de la audiencia quienes dejaban saber
su desacuerdo con la politica
norteamericana hacia este pais cen-
troamericano.
A Eaton se le hizo sumamente dificil el

reconciliar el hecho, reconocido por el
mismo, de que la Junta de el Salvador no
tenia apoyo popular mas sin embargo la ad-
ministracion Reagan le continuaba brindan-
do asistencia economica y militar. Esto Jo
iustifico en base a 3 puntos:

l.EI compromiso de la junta de llevar a
cabo la refornrMi agraria en el pais.

2.La necesidad de detener la'imerven-
aon exterior'de lado de las fuerzas revolu-
cionarias y asi evitar una'victoria marxista-
leninista'.

3. El hecho de que Jose Napoleon
Duarte es el lider de la junta civico-militar yeste fue el candidate que gano las elec-
ciones presidenciales de 1972

Estos tres puntos fuerron duramente
debatidos por la audiencia durante el turno
de preguntas y respuestas. Con respecto a
» reforma agraria se senalo que esta no
habia afectado al sector dedicado a la pro-
duccion de cafe para la exportacion. sector
donde se haila concentrada la mayor parte
de la tierra en fincas en el pais. Este sector
sena afectado de llevarse a cabo la segunda
y tercera parte de la reforma las cuales
segun se desprende de los ultimos in-
formes, jamas habran de llevarse a cabo.
Ademas esta primera parte de la reforma
fue llevada acabo por la policia de hacienda
y el ejercito dando lugar al establecimiento
de un estado de sitio en los campos, permi-
tiendole al ejercito tambien la identificacion
de las organizaciones campesinac y sus
Mderes procedierniose luego a su elimina-
cton sist«m«tic«.

eadership expressed true common concern
tor the basic civil rights of Blacks
Lhicanos, and oiher nationally oppressed
peoples. During the I960's civil rights
struggles, George Meany, then Presidem
of America's largest trade union, AFL-CIO
never supported basic civil rights
legislation.

§As many pople have argued, the threat toall of us ,s here in the form ofReaganom.cs.' and the real test of thesuccess of Solidarity Day ,s the long-termorgan.z.ng and mobilizing which follows tStudents at UMASS face s^rin c

ad ,s approaching rock-bottom, and theUmversity ,s not being funded enough to
Provide to each student the base

ST;r'"^^''^^.^-^'^^-e the reasonfor a state university. At the same timeour ability to get an education is bemothreatened m a more serious way by hePemagon's moves toward reinstating the

as a whole is a disaster for Black, PuertoR.can, and other Third World s udems

cu bacTs'^Ayf"
''' '''"' ''^' °^ ^^«

belt ?. h
.^^^'^"^^»'^e action, weak at itsbest, ,s being seriously undermined. Thehigh tumon and lack of financial aid comes

iulTZ,""^^?.
Black incomes are falling

further below those of whites. The number

of Third World students at UMASS is
becoming a token handful.
§lt IS time for UMASS students to adopt a
program of struggle which defends the
basic rights of all of us as students. Our
immediate goals should be:

1. Full funding for public higher
education

2. Low tuition and expanded financial
aid.

3. Expand affirmative action in ad-
missions, fanancial aid -">'^ hirjnq

4. No draft.

There are other issues for us to face but
these are the bottom line. It is a program
that the ma/ority of students can support
§lt IS important to stress the interest of
white students in addressing the special
problems faced by Third World students
This IS not just for moral reasons of justice
but for self interest as weU. It forms the
basis for trust and the unity necessary to
struggle successfuly to achieve our shared
goals. U.S. history shows that conditions
of life of all Americans have improved most
at those time when Blacks have made
special gains against racism. At the same
time, the struggle aginst racism advances
most with Black White unity.
§UMASS students come from many
different backgrounds and political per-
suasions. However, our comon desire for
security and a good education bring u-

El Envio de los Haitianos nOTICIAS EN BREVE

§EI envio de unos 800 refugiados haitianos
a Puerto Rico desde los Estados Unidos
representa una especie de avenencia sobre
los conflictos de intereses dentro de los
Estados Unidos. Antes de ocupar la

presidencia, la administracion de Reagan le
dijo a oficiales puertorriquenos que ningun
grupo de refugiados, cubanos o haitianos,
serian depositado alii. Sin embargo las
presiones internas de la metropoli fueron
acrecentando. Algunas areas de Estados
Unidos estaban tomando el frente
hospedando los refugiados Cubanos y
Haitianos -lo cual no les estaba agradando.
Finalnrwnte, la administracion de Reagan
decidio enviar 800 haitianos al Fuerte Allen
en Puerto Rico, supuestamente por solo
una ano.

§Pero no cuente con eso ya que tanto
depende de la perspective economica y
politica en que se pueda hallar la metropolis
en este ano que sigue. Si llegase haber una
nueva corriente de refugiados en el 1982,
muy posible que Puerto Rico se le 'pida'
nuevamente ser sede de los refugiados. Si
la administracion de Reagan cree
politicamente necesario hacer esto, sin
dudas lo hara.

§La politica jugo un papel importante en
esta decision, claro esta. Los estados de
Maryland y Arkansas se negaron rotun-
damente a hospedar los refugiados al igual
que otros estados que ayudaron (con sus
votos) a la eleccion de Reagan en
noviembre pasado. Puerto Rico, sin
embargo, no tiene voz directa en la elec-
cion del presidente ya que tan solo tiene un
Comisionado Residente sin derecho al veto
en el Congreso estadounidense.
§La impotencia del gobierno puer-
torriqueno en cuanto a decisiones de tales
magnitudes tomadas en Washington y que
afecta a la isia profundamente so evidencia
claramente en esta situ^^yon.

mmfmm^<^^

§Tegucigalpa, Honduras Hombres ar-

mados hirieron dos sargentos de las fuerzas
armadas de Estados Unidos el pasado
miercoles cuando estos se dirigian a su
cuartel general, la embajada
estadounidense informo. Se acusa a

terroristas izquierdistas' de este asalto, el

primero contra el contingente
estadounidense de 21 hombres que se
encuentran en este pais desde hace 2
meses entrenando el ejercito en tacticas

antisubversivas' . Este asalto ocurrio al

mismo tiempo que una bomba explotaba
en el Palacio Legislativo dejando extensos
danos a la estructura. No se reportaron

heridos.

§Brasilia, Brazil -Aureliano Chaves,
presidente interino formalmente tomo
poder del gobierno brasileno el miercoles
pasado ocupando el lugar del Presidente
Joao Figueiredo, quien hace 2 semanas
sufrio un arresto cardiaco.
§Chaves ha sido el primer civil quien
gobierna este estado latinoamericano en
los pasados 17 anos. El politico e ingeniero
civil de 52 anos ha expresado que desea la
rapida recuperacion de Figueiredo. En un
llamado nacional pidio a las instituciones
militares y civiles de la nacion de cumplir
con el deseo presidencial de 'convertir esta
nacion en una democracia'.

§ Chaves, quien entro al gobierno con
Figueiredo el 15 de marzo del 1979
siguiendo unas elecciones del colegio
electoral, el cual es controlado por el
gobierno, pensaba servir como presidente
aproximadamente 8 semanas.
§ Figueiredo, de 63 anos, y un general
retirado del ejercito, es el quinto general
que gobierna Brazil desde el 1964 cuando
un goipe de estado militar derribo la
presidencia de Joao Goulart.

:S^'S«SS*SSSS^-SSS»i'33^^

lahnn ' '? "" ""' '^^ ^^«'« ^°^ ^ broadf-ght.ng coalition of groups and individuals'A united student movement, allied wiSithe forces represented at Solidanty Daycan achieve the goals we have outlin'ed and

§lt is important to understand that the

leaders of organized labor tgok that stand

by openly demanding an extention of the
,

1964 Voting Rights act, by demanding
passage of the Equal Rights Amendment,
and demanding full employment for all.

§Organized labor and the NAACP. National
Urban League, PUSH and other civil rights
and social political organizations are
creating the building blocks for future
struggle. It is now up to all of us to get
involved for the betterment of all. ___

§The coalition initiated the organization ofthe student contingent to the Sept. 19th

fnT'\ ?.'' ^"""'"^ '" Washiwatch out
^or them! We need vour ideas and input
especially from students whom.are noi
neccesaril, members of a campus
organization. If you would like to work to
f.ght Budget cuts, Financial Aid cuts
Tuition hikes, and Declining Affirmative
Action, call Angela at 549-4136
^'SOLIDARITY DAY IS MORE THAW
JUST A ONE DAY EVENT'

FORO DISCUTE LA POBREZA ENAMERICA LATINA
^

Extraido de El Mundo
SAO PAUL0[EFE1 - La d^nutricion y la
pobreza de cerca de 148 millones de
habitantes de la America Latina Isegun las
organizaciones internacionales CEPAL yUNICEFl, y el endeudamiento externo de
los paises del cono sur, fueron tratados en
el Congreso Interamericano de Agriculture
que se celebra en esta ciudad.

El director del Departamento de Desar-
rollo Social de la Organizacion de Estados
Amencanos (OEA), Stahis Panagides dijo
que de todas las tierras disponibles en el
mundo, Amenca Latina cuenta con el 48
por ciento.

Pero la calidad de la tierra, la
disponiblidad de los alimentos y la produc-
cion "tienen una distribucion altamente

desigual", lo que prbvoca un bajo poder ad-
quisitibo por parte de la poblacion.
Como caracteristica generalizada del

subdessarrollo de la America Latina
Panagides cito la dependencia del norte
desarrollado, demostrado con el endeuda-
miento extemo y estlmo que Suramerica
tiene una deuda externa de cerca de
9125,000 millones.

El funcionario de la OEA abogo por una
descentraHzacion de la politica agricola a
nivel nacional, y por una trasferencia de
recursos para esta region. "Ninguna solu-
cion para al desarroHo rural y agricola se
puede dar el lujo de Ignorar la in-
terdependencia regonal e intemadonal en-
tre las nactones", expreso.

S$Sm=:i»f::««S3SSSmi?38?S?ji«*^^
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Conference in Solidarity with the

Liberation Struggles

of the Peoples of South Africa

ANNOUNCEMENTS 5

Amherst ABC Annual Walk

At a time when the posture of our
government towards both the independent
and yet-to-be liberated nations of Southern
Africa portends more reactionary and
dangerous actions, we have joined to con-
vene a national meeting in New York City
that we anticipate will be a watershed in the
efforts of all United States people of good
will to combat current U.S. policy trends
and make a vital contribution to the cause
of human freedom
We are mounting this event in co-

sponsorship with our brothers and sisters in
the African National Congress of South
AfricalANCl and the South West Africa
People's Organization!SWAPO), who are
feeding the fight to rid their countries of
racial oppression and injustice, for freedom
and independence, and whose efforts
deserve strong, organized support in the
United States - the nation which, together
with other key Western powers, bears so
much responsibility for present
developments in Southern Africa. The In-

ternational Committee Against Apartheid,
Racism and Colonialism in Southerri
AfricallCSAI has initiated this first in a
world wide series of solidarity conferences
and is co-operating in its organizatior>.
To insure that the conference will spur

the mobilization of maximum national sup-
port for the liberation movements at this
critical stage in the Reagan administration's
formulation of foreign policy, a number of
organizations and individuals representing
the labor, church, entertainment, sports,
legal, civil rights and other fields have com-
mitted their assistance.
The United States has long collaborated

with Canada, West Germany, France and
the United Kingdom in maintaining in

power in South Africa a white minority
regime that is besmirched with the blood of
thousands of men, women and children
who justly demand an end to their virtual
enslavement under the apartheid system.
That system has been erected solely in the
name of economic and social privilege for
tt>« few and inhumane concepts of racial
purity. Indulged in its inhumanities by the
U.S. and its allies, the apartheid regime has
segregated millions of Africans in remote
"bantustans" where neither arable land nor
employment is available for their needs; in-

carcerates the leaders of the Black people
- such as Nelson Mandela of ANC and
Hermann Toivo ja Toivo of SWAPO,
among many others; violates the territorial
integrity of Angola, Mozambique and Zam-
bia by conducting military raids into these
countries and killing and maiming villagers.

,
Abetted by the Western powers. South

;
Africa remains bent on destabilizing the
Frontline States and continues to resist im-
plementation of the United Nations plan for
the transfer of political pwer to the Nami-
bian people. Without doubt. South Africa
constitutes a direct threat to the in-
dependence of the Frontline States and by
implication, a threat to the whole continent
of Africa.

At the same time, this regime-again
through the collusion of the Westerri
powers led by the U.S. has developed and
IS expanding a nuclear weapons capability
as a ready back-up for its offensive actions
and IS, thus, one of the primary threats to
peace and stability in the world.

With the Reagan administration, we are
VOTtnessing moves towards ' the futher

cementing of relations between the U.S.
and the criminal apartheid regime rather
than away from such ties as was to some
extent the case under President Carter.

Therefore, the time is now for us to
elevate the level of support to the liberation
movements by consolidating our forces,
raising our voices and pursuing concrete
actions to expose and bring to a halt our
government's unacceptable behavior.
We are not do-gooders, however. If it is

our aim, through this conference, to
develop and implement srategies in support
of the official liberation policies and pro-
grams of the ANC and SWAPO, we pro-
ceed with a keen sense of our own
selfstruggles. We know, because
documentation abounds, that the same
companies which are exploiting the labor of
Southern Africans are putting people out of
work in the U.S., and we understand the
symbiotic relationship between these
domestic and foreign corporate operations.

Apprised of these realities, we recognize
that even though the bread-and-butter
issues that are multiplying almost daily here
at home must command our attention, we
must simultaneously intensify pressure on
the U.S. government and the corpoate sec-
tor to end their relations with the apartheid
regime.

The format of the Conference in Solidari-
ty With the Liberation Struggles of the
Peoples of South Africa has been designed
to maximize productivity and to give an
ongoing character to the work of the con-
ference. It is our intention that out of this
meeting will come regional and national
strategies for involving much larger
numbers of U.S. people in a campaign aim-
ed at

§the total isolation of South Africa;

§the immediate withdrawal of South
AFrica from Namibia;

§reinforcement of the mandatory arms
embargo to render it more effective and to
include nuclear collaborations;

5the severance of all cultural and spor-
ting links with South Africa;

§increasing political support and
material assistance to the people of
Namibia through SWAPO and the people
of South Africa through the ANC;

lincreasing political support to the
Frontline States in the face of mounting at-
tempts by South Africa to destabilize them.

We look forward to your attendance at
this historic conference, and to your active
participation in its vitally important work.

For information, call Marea at 545-0341
SCERA office.

For area residents who enjoy the colorful
foliage, and a brisk walk, Amherst ABC is
looking for lots of people to pull out their
hiking boots, Nikes or "old comfortables

"

and participate in its annual Walk for ABC.
Not only will participants be engaging in a
healthy activity by walking, but will have
the added advantage of enjoying some of
Amherst's most scenic trails. And the pro-
ceeds from the Walk will go to Amherst A
Better Chance, Inc.

A Better Chance is an educational pro-
gram for talented, motivated high school
students from urban and rural areas who
otherwise whould not have the opportunity
for a college preparatory education. The
Amherst program began in 1968 and has 9
young men living in the ABC house at 74
No. Prospect Street, attending Amherst
Regional High School this year. The sister
program is located in So.Hadley.

Financial support for the Amherst pro-
gram comes from the United Way, chur-
ches, individuals and special fund-raising
events such as the Walk.

This year's Walk, weather permitting, is

going to be on Saturday, October 3, begin-
ning between 8 and 10 a.m., or walkers

may choose to begin at Amethyst Brook
Conservation Area on Pelham Road bet-
ween 11 and 1 p.m. The raindate is going to
be Sunday, October 4. Many ABC Board
members and community supporters are
actively working to make this year's Walk a
success. Mimi Park and Meg Gage, co-
chairpersons, have already planned a safe,
invigorating journey through the bucolic
Amherst region with the help of Bob
White, heading the trail markers. The ABC
Students, 7 of whom are new to the pro-
gram, are excited and assisting with the
plans.

School children, adults, and even
families are encouraged to make the 16 mile
walk, or as much of it as possible. Most
participants join other walkers year after
year. Each participant enlists the support of
"sponsors" who agree to pledge from $.10
to a dollar or more for each mile that in-
dividual walks. Adult hikers may prefer to
rriake a donation to ABC instead of collec-
ting sponsors. Pledge cards are available at
local schools and Amherst Savings Bank.
There will also be a drawing for prizes for
walkers who have at least 5 sponsors. Ap-
ples, water, and return rides will be provid-
ed at all checkpoint along the walk.

For nrwre information, contact: Aquila Ayarwi 546-0883 or 253-7319

Everyworn ens Center

Everywomen's Center invites all in-
terested people to attend its Open House
°r««^®*^"®^^V' September 30, 4:00
;6:00pm at Wilder Hall, University of
Massachusetts/Amherst. Refreshments
and music will be provided, and there is a
playspace for children.

Staff will be available to provide informa-
tion and amswer questions about the pro-
grams and services Everywomen's Center
offers.

This Open House will be handicapped ac-
cessible. For further information, feel free
to call Everywomen's Center at 545-0883 or
drop in at Wilder Hall. Everywomen's
Center is open Monday, Tuesday Thurs-
day and Friday from 9:00am to 4:00pm, and
Wednesday from 12 noon to 7:00om

:onference in Solidarity with the Liberation
struggles of the Peoples of Southern Africa

OCTOBER 9- 11 1981

RIVERSIDE CHURCH
122nd Street and Riverside Drive

Nev^ York City
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MCDUFFE: TWO YEARS LATER
MCDUFFIE
loy Gus Martins

It's been almost two years since five
.liami policemen beat to d^ath Arthur
IcDuffie, a black insurance m$n from that
ty. Now Charles Ververka, one of the of
ers who turned state evidence, is seeking
become a member of thei North Bay

ilage police department, just outside of
' ami. '

•erverka said that the satisfaction he
' .jives from police work has fqrced him to

^ntlessly try to become an officer again.
all likelihood he will be placed on as a full

iged officer again.
LOcal black officials have voiced their
ssatisfactions towards the rehiring of
?rverka. Said Southern Christian Leader-
tp Conference (SCLC) director Ray Faun-
oy, "It just points out how the system real-

doesn't care about Black folk and if he's

hired as a policeman it certainly doesn;'i
care about the community either."

Fauntroy said had the officers received
the proper training, they would have not
committed those acts and would have
known if they did they would have not been
able to get away with them.

"I don't think he's fit and it's a disgrace
he would even be considered," said Bill

Perry of the NAACP. That Ververka has the
opportunity to seek and accept a position
as a policeman, Perry consideres to be a
problem of the Florida State Legislature.

If Ververka is reinstated as a police of
ficer. Perry said he does not think there will
be adverse reaction from the black com-
munity.

"We're conditioned to being slapped in
the face, " he said, "and this will just be
another slap."

Non work-study positions available inBMCP office:

Secretary - Coordination of business office
including handling correspondence
minutes,m filing, etc. Typing experience re-
quired. .

Music Director - Coordination fof BMCP
music library and production fo special
musical programming.

Free audio workshops sponsored by BMCP
in cooperation with Union video center
Open to all BMCP members.

BMCP general body meeting. Thursday Oc-
tober 1, 1981. Campus Center Rm.178,
6:00pm.

For more information contact:
Black Mass Communications Project
402 Student Union BIdg
UMASS/Amherst, 01003
545-2426
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Third World Caucus Elections

On October 5, and 6, the Student
Government Association will have it's

Senatorial elections. The Third World
I

Caucus comprised of fifteen seats

I

represents the interest, concerns and goals

I

of the third world community. Nomination

I

papers and election rules can be optained in

j

the Student Senateoffice in room 420,

I

Student Union BIdg. Nomination paper
should be completed with a minimum of
twenty five signitures of residence fro, your

I
constiuency and should be returned by

I
September 29th.

j
_For more information call:

I

Tony Crayton or Ed Lee 5-2517 or 5-03rf

CONCERTO LATINO,SU CONECCiON
PARA LOS 80 ANUNCIA *EL ITINERARIO
DE PROGRAMACION PARA ESTE
SEMESTRE

LUNES 7 10P.M.
MIERCOLES10AM-2PM
JUEVES 6 AM -2PM

SINTONISENOS EN WMUA, 91 1 FM LA
RADIO EMISORA DE ESTA UNIVER-
SIDAD. ADEMAS EXHORTAMOS A
TODOS AQUELLOSINTERESADOS EN
COMUNICACIONES (RADIO
TELEVISION, PERIODICO ( DE PONERSE
EN CONTACTO CON NOSOTROS
LLAMANDO AL NUMERO 5-2876 o 5-2877
DURANTE LAS MORAS DE TRAN-
SMICION.

BMCP Fall Transmission

Schedule
i

Monday 10am - 5:30pm
Tuesday 10am - 2pm, 10pm - 2iam
Wednesday 2am - 2pm
Thursday 10am - 5:30pm, 10pm • 2pm
Friday 2am - 2pm
Saturday 6pm - 2am
Sunday 2am - 6am

THE BLACK STUDENT UNION OFAMGERST COLLEGE PRESENTS
"PORTRAITS IN THE BLACK MODE" A
SERIES OF PHOTOGRAPHS BY PROF
CHESTER DAVIS OF U-MASS
THE PHOTOGRAPHS WILL BE

EXHIBITED IN THE GERALD PENNY
MEMORIAL CULTURAL CENTER OF THE
OCTAGON AT AMHERST COLLEGE
FROM 12 NOON UNTIL 10 P M THE
EXIBIT, WHICH BEGINS OCTOBER 5
AND CLOSES OCTOBER 30, IS OPEN TO
PUBLIC FREE OF CHARGE.

I

I
LA CAUSA, ORGANIZACION

I
HISPANOAMERICANA DE AMHERST
COLLEGE LOS INVITA A UNA CENA DE

,
BIENVENIDA A TODOS LOS FRESHMEN
QUE SE LLEVARA A CABO EN EL
FAYERWEATHER LOUNGE DEL MISMO
RECINTO, EL 9 DE OCTUBRE A LAS

I
7PM.

h

1
I NUMMOMEETIN TUESDAY SEPTEMBER
I

29th. MANDATORY ALL STAFF MUST
I

ATTENDII! 7*'^^ TM

ANYONE INTERESRED IN VOLUNTEER
WORK WITH NUMMO, PLEASE COME
TO THIS MEETING.
NUMMO WELCOMES ANY LETTERS
PLEASE WRITE TO 103 NEW AFRICA
HOUSE U-MASS

.^rtw>^,•.vXv;•.•;•,•.v;•;«,.;.:v;v;•...•A.^wX•.•..x.;.;.>>K^>>o<*c.y..

NUMMO EDITORS

Editor in Chief Roxana Bell

Managing Editor Donna Davis

Photo Editor Stefan Rutherford

Eco Latino Editor Jose Luis Brown

African-AmericanEditor Gus Martin

Business Editor Barrington Henry

Tvpesettinp Judith White
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Students to vote on fee increase
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

A referendum to determine whether students would
approve of raising the Student Activities Trust Fund fee
could appear on the Undergraduate Student Senate
election ballots October 5 and 6.

While student leaders ardently support the fee increase,
student input at the polls should carry a lot of weight when
University administrators review the Student Govern
ment Association recommendation, SGA Treasurer
Richard Goldman said recently.

"The Vice Chancellor (Dennis L. Madson) will be looking
at this recommendation on October 23, and Chancellor
Koffler on October 30." Goldman said. "From there it will

go through the Student Senate Rents and Fees Committee
and various agencies on campus."

First assault arrest

The UMass Trustees are empowered to make the final
decision on the increase.

The last increase, from $72 to $84 a year, was three
years ago. No increase was allowed until this year by a
mandate from the UMass Board of Trustees. The actual
increase has not been determined, but it might be about
$10, Goldman said.

"Because we have not been allowed an increase, we have
not been able to account for inflation, which has been about
10 percent a year," Goldman said Friday. "Also, now that
the state is having fiscal difficulties, we are being asked to
pay for items they previously took care of."

The SGA is now going to have to pay fringe benefits for
employees, such as health plans and insurance, Goldman
said. Work done by the Physical Plant in the Campus
Center will also have to be paid for with the student

money, he said.

"Between accounting for inflation and paying for fringe
benefits, these costs could come to more than $200,000,"
said SGA co President Larry Kocot. "To maintain the
-same level of .services is nearly impossible. I would hate to
do it, but we need an increase."

"We are already funding transit, the Legal Services
Office, The Collegian, and various government agencies
and Third World groups." Goldman said. "But we have to
pay for the new costs first. I'm a student, too, and I don't
like lo pay an extra fee, but it's necessary to maintain the
level of services we provide."

Goldman said more information will be released as it

becomes available and added that anyone with questions
should feel free to visit the treasurer's office on the fourth
floor of the Student Union.

By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

A Sylvan resident was arrested Sunday
night on charges of assault with intent to
rape a woman in his dormitory. UMass
police said yesterday.

Steven N. Hass. a Brown dormitory resi-

dent from Rehobeth, Mass. was arrested in

his dormitory room by University of
Massachusetts police at about 10 p.m. The
assault reportedly took place late Saturday
night and into Sunday morning, according
to Phillip J. Cavanaugh, Asst. Director of

Public Safety at UMass.
Police would not release further details

on the alleged incident.

Hass was arraigned yesterday morning
in Hampshire District Court and is being
held on $1,()0() bail, Cavanaugh said.

The incident was the fifth sexual assault
reported on an University woman since the
start of the semester. Hass marks the first

arrest to be made in any of the incidents.

Amherst police reports also show that
two girls, ages six and seven, were sexually
assaulted Sept. 11. while playing near the
Hitchcock Center on South Pleasant St.

Housing pleased with
quiet weekend in SW
By CARLA R. LESH
Collegian Staff

Officials at the University of
Massachusetts housing office said
yesterday they were pleased with the
student cooperation last weekend during
the confusion over the Southwest party
ban.

The ban was issued Thursday night by
Melton Miller. Master Director of the
Southwest Residential College. After
several meetings among student leaders

and housing officials the ban was lifted

FViday.

Miller earlier said the purpo.se of the ban
was to make student leaders and students
aware of problems confronting Southwest
this semester.

"I saw a crisis coming and it was my
authority and responsibility to respond to

it, " Miller said yesterday. Miller stressed

that the students as well as the ad-

ministration must take a stand to correct

the problems facing Southwest.
Although the ban focused on Southwest,

the issues of violence, drinking and van
dalism exist campus wide. Miller said.
Joseph Zannini, Director of Housing, said
he was pleased with the concern shown by
the student leaders about the problems of
student intoxication.

"There is high concern by the students
for their own safety and security. There is

no real desire to ban drinking, but rather to
promote responsible drinking behavior,"
Zannini said.

Zannini said he was pleased with the
student response and commended the
excellent program set up by Southwest
Area Government co presidents Theresa
Kolish and Ruth Mazzola. This program
included an informational forum held
Friday afternoon in Southwest.
Anne Bolger, tower coordinator at John

F. Kennedy tower said the weekend was a
mild one.

I r\f\ir Ii;u * rr t -^r^w-t
; "lli-ciMn photo bv NanciLUUK VVHAl I SEE —Jay McMeneny. a junior in Fisheries Biology,

examines an aquatic plant for his lab in Morrill Science Center.

Alcohol ban at stadium recieves mixed reactions
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

There was a distinct absence of a happy medium in the
opinions of University of Massachusetts football fans
when they were surveyed Saturday at Alumni Stadium
regarding Chancellor Henry Koffler's two-week old ban
on alcohol at campus sports events.

Either the students supported the new rule or they
vehemently opposed the restriction.

Koffler outlined the
alcohol ban in a statement
which addressed the
absence of a definitive

f)<)licy regarding alcohol at

university athletic events
and expressed concern over
the increased numl)er of

alcohol-related traffic
fatalities in the past six

months in the Amherst
area.

"I think it (the roile) would
help curb any problems
which may occur at the

game," Bill Perron, a junior
John Leffler mechanical engineering stu-

( \ll (ollrician photos h> Trrri Hrllariorr) dCHt Said. "It's a gOOCi rule

Nancy Joyce

and it's explicit enough to

ward off people from bring-

ing alcohol into the
stadium."

"It's a good policy," Brad
Guilleim. a sophomore plant

and soil major said. "People
have a tendency to get out

of hand, and it does not pre-

sent a good impression of

the school to others who at-

tend the games."
Several students looked

at the new ban in a different

light.

"Banning it (alcohol) altogether is ridiculous. What they
need is more control in the stands," John Leoffler. a junior
chemical engineering student said.

"1 wish we could still bring beer inside with us." Nancy
Joyce a senior, said. "We're college students and shoultl
l)e regarded as old enough to handle alcohol."

Former UMass football tri-captain Bob Manning
disagreed with the new policy. "The rule is senseless. It's

suppossed to l)e a cure to a problem that was small to
begin with." Manning said. "There will be more drinking
before the games now and the whole rule could easily
backfire."

Some students said that

the university should sell

alcohol inside the stadium
gates. "I don't feel that peo-

ple should l)e able to bring it

(alcohol) inside with them,
but you should at least be
able to buy it inside," junior

Brenda Duke said.
"Without it, you lose some
of the fun of the game."

Bob Shevder

"It's stupid to totally keep booze out," st)phomore Bob
Sheyder said. "We should be able to buy it inside instead
of keeping the whole stadium dry. They (the university)
could make some money too because people are just going
to try and sneak it in anyway."

Stadium gateworker Jim Weller had another idea. 'I

work at the gate and it's sometimes hard to enforce."
Weller said. "It's a stupid rule and I hope they don't do it

at lacrosse g-ames. I Ininhihited fans help boost the teams."

(Collegian correspondents Carl Kottis and B. Scot
Cooper contributed tn this storyj
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U.S. keeping military
advisors in El Salvador
WASHINGTON — Despite earlier suggestions that

U.S. advisers would be out of El Salvador by September.
Reagan administration officials are now predicting a long-
term American military presence in the war torn Central
American nation.

Lt. Col. Jerry Grohowski. a Pentagon spokesman, said
U.S. military advisers wUI remain in El Salvador for the
"foreseeable future" as that country's military civUian
junta continues its war against leftist insurgents.

Last week. Thomas O. Enders. as.sistant secretary of
state for inter American affairs, told a House committee
that "we expect to continue to send trainers to El Salvador
to meet particular needs that may arise."
"Numbers will increase again, but we do not anticipate

that the numbers will grow beyond the high mark of our
effort this year."

t
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Free Movie Night
"The Harder They Come"

Starring Jimmy Cliff

Shows start at 8:00 & 10:00 pm

•Valid ID and A.B.P. Sticker
required to purchase alcohol

Israel's Rosh Hashonah
interrupted by dispute
TEL AVIV. Israel - Lsrael celebrated Ro.sh Ha.shana

yesterday but the Jewish New Year fell in the shadow of a
dispute between rabbis and secular leaders over whether
this country's laws stem from its Parliament or the Bible
The Supreme Court says Israel is a secular country The

clergy says it is ruled by Halacha. the Jewish law based on
I he Bible.

The religion state controversy dominated national
debate as Israelis headed to synagogues and family dinner
tables to welcome the 5.742nd year since the creation of
the world. The year is based on a counting of generations
listed in the Bible.

Although 75 percent of the populace is non-religious
synagogue attendance multiplies on Rosh Hashana. one of
the few days of the year when peace descends on the noisy
city streets.

This month, a dispute over an archaeological dig has
drawn battle lines between the state and the clergy.

It began as an isolated issue, with religious activists
claiming the dig at David's City in Jerusalem was
disturbing a medieval Jewish cemetery. It broadened into
a matter of principle when Education Minister Zevulun
Hammer ordered the excavation halted until the facts were
chtH'ked.

2 Ford cars recalled
BOSTON - Hundreds of owners of new Ford

aul(.m<)l)iles. fearing they may be denied gasoline, rushed
lo <'»'aliTs yesterday to have faulty fuel systems fixed after
llu- Ma.ssachuselts lire marshal warned their cars were fire
ha/^ds.

The fire marshal asked local fire chiefs Monday to urge
MTvue stations to deny gas lo owners of 1981 Ford Escorts
and Lincoln Mercury Lynxes unless they had had the
delects repaired.

Tuesday, September 29, 1981

Al' l.aNrrphiilii

Boston School Committee member Elvira
Pixie Palladino yesterday denied allegations
that she recieved a $5,000 bribe in connection
with the awarding of the city's school bus con-
tract.

DEATH RACE
2000

DAVID CARRADINE
SYLVESTER STALLONE

FRIDAY OCT. 2

7,9,11PM $1.00

Engineering East Auditorium

RESEARCH
PAPERS

10,278 on file — all subjects

Send $l,00(refundable)toryour up-to-date,
340 page, mail order catalog

We also provide research - all fields
Thesis and dissertation assistance available.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322 Idaho Ave, #206F
Los Angeles, Calif 90025
(21 3) 477-8226 or 477-8227

Witness says nurse
didn't follow orders
FALL RIVER — A surprise witness testified yesterday

that Anne Capute, a nurse accused of murdering a cancer
patient, was not following doctor's orders when she gave
the patient large doses of pain killer.

Kathleen Cyr, a nurse who worked at Morton Hospital
the night before Norma Leanues died, said a doctor placed
a three hour to four-hour time limit on injections of
morphine for Mrs. Leanues.
Mrs. Capute, 44, is charged with killing Mrs. Leanues at

the Taunton hospital on May 18, 1980 with overdoses of
morphine.

Two other nurses charged in the death, Nancy Robbins
and Judith Foley, will be tried separately.
Defense attorney Pat Pisciteili has contended that Mrs.

Capute was following a doctor's orders to make Mrs
Leanues comfortable when she gave injections as often as
once every hour.

The 51 year old patient has been described as in ex-
treme pam following unsuccessful surgery to remove a
malignant tumor from her spine.
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Control alcohol abuse
outlined in seven steps
By DAVE HOWES
Collegian Staff

Control of alcohol abuse at parties was
ththeme of the lecture by the Alcohol
Education Project of the University Health
Services in the campus center last night.
Dyann Matson, coordinator of the pro-

gram said,"Our goal is to promote respon-
sible decision-making and behavior in ac-
tivities that involve drugs and alcohol."

A seven-point plan was shown that drew
out the objectives of the program.
To share feelings of need and provide

skills to increase self-esteem.
To reduce pressures which contribute to

alcohol and drug abuse.
To reduce the occurrence of alcohol in-

toxication.

To reduce alcohol and drug related
disruptive and destructive behavior.
To plan and participate in activities

where alcohol and drugs are not the main
focus.

To share accurate information about
alcohol and other drugs.

To help others who may have problems
with alcohol and drugs.

Donald Maia, Amherst Police chief said.
"The reputation of the school is widely
known. The name 'ZOOMASS' is a slap in

the face to everyone who goes to school
here."

"The tragedy of drinking and driving
fatal accidents are not the only ones to see.
There are those who have lost limbs from
driving drunk," Maia said. "We have made
over 200 arrests and issued over 2.50 cita-
tions since we began the patrol," he said.
"SAP teams were formed to control

while on SAP patrol, said David
Jankowski, a lieutenant from the police
department.

Philip Cavanaugh, associate director of
the department of public safety for the
university said, "There is a new l>ooklet
that defines the laws governing drinking
on campus."
"The frats and sororities that are not on

campus are still subject to the university
rules and regulations in this booklet."
Cavanaugh said.

-.,,_ <"oll»iri«B pkolit t>v Nanri
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White racism seen
from identity crisis
By ANN BORSKI
Collegian Correspondent

The problem of identification in Asian-American womenm the United States was discussed at a colloque yesterday
at the University of Massachusetts. Jean Kim, Director of
Student Development at Western New England College
explained the results of her exploratory study entitled
"Identity in Asian American Women," and focused
specifically on an identity conflict which she said was "the
reaction of being exposed to white racism and internaliz-
ing it."

The problem occurs when the individual perceives her
characteristics as being rejected and the way each person
deals with that feeling can range from wishful thinking to
"scotch taping one's eyes," Kim said.

Self acceptance and the feeling of self worth are achiev-
ed after a "sequential and progressive five stage pnx^ess

"

said Jean Kim atK)ut her findings.

These stages are: ethnic awareness, white identification,
awakening to social political consciousness, redirection t(i

Asian American consciousness, and incorporation.

Kim said the identification formation process is influenc-
ed by this environmental and psychological process and
that the largest factor involved is white racism.

Four helpful aids to completing the process to acMieve a
healthy self concept are: ethnic information, political in-
formation, support jn"<>ups, and other minorities.

"The hallmark of the final stage is the blending of the
Asian American identity with the rest of the individual's
identities and to feel comfortable with both aspects, Asian
and American, " Kim said.

The study was based on interviews with ten Asian
American women between the ages of 20 and 40 who live
in New England and either have degrees or are in the pro-
cess of working toward them. Half of these women have
grown up in non-white nighborhoods and the others in
predominantly white neighborhoods.

In her six months of research and "in depth, individual
ititerviews," Kim asked questions concerning early en-
vironment, preschool, family, friends, role models, self at-
titudes, important goals, when they began to feel dif-

ferent, and how they responded.

The study is a dissertation for her Doctorate in counsel-
ing psychology in education at the University of
Massachusetts. Jean has her Masters and B.A. in

sociology. Concerning the study, Jean says, "I'd like to
'

share the study as widely as possible."

('ollrriBn photo bv Nanri

Jean Kim speaks at Thompson Tower 6th
floor loung^e yesterday.
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Newslines...
Rosh Hashonah services to be

held at Chabad House
Celebrate ROSH HASHONAH (Monday evening

through Wednesday. September 28-30) in the warm at-
mosphere of the Chabad House. The schedule of events is

as follows: Monday, 6:45 p.m., Evening service; Tuesday,
10:00 a.m.. Morning service with Shofar blowing following

and tashlich lakeside service at 5:00 p.m.; Tuesday, 7:30
p.m., Evening service; Wednesday, 10:00 a.m., Morning
service with Shofar blowing following. All services will be
followed by festive meals.

Campbell to speak at meeting
Elisa Campbell, Chairperson of the New England

chapter of the Sierra Club will be the featured speaker at
Thursday's meeting of the Coalition for Environmental
Quality. The topic of Campbell's presentation will be the
Mount Tom power plant conversion. The public is welcome
to attend the free event beginning at 7 p.m. in Campus
Center room 811.

Spectrum perform on WMUA
A live performance by the band Spectrum will be

broadcast at 7 tonight on WMUA's Live From Studio B.
The show is aired from 7 to 10 p.m. every other Tuesday.
In the future the show will feature First Rate, the Cardiac'
Kids, and the Sci Ams. WMUA is 91.1 on the F.M. dial.

121 stopped by SAP
During the 12 hours the Amherst Speed/Alcohol

Enforcement Program (SAP) patrol was on duty this past
weekend. 121 drivers were stopped. Of that total, two
were arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol
and 71 received speeding tickets, the police said.

Educational plays

act out problems

children face
By LISA GONSALVES
Collegian Correspondent

The Chrysahs Theater Eclectic of Northampton
presented an evening of short plays on Sept. 25th. dealing
with the effects of alcohol on the body, and the plight of
sexually abused children.

The first play. "Boundaries." was an educational play
exploring the realities of sexual abuse of young children
and adolescents, starring Karen Levine. James Emery
and Carolyn Colby. The play focused on the abuse children
receive from relatives and family. Forms of abuse ranged
from the more subtle prolonged touch or glance from an
uncle or father to the rape of a child.
The play demonstrates th'at a part of the plight of the

abused child is that many times parents assume the child is
exaggerating or lying about the abuse they received. Also,
many children blame themselves and become filled with
fear.

Another play. "Mixed Messages." also starring Levine.
Emery, and Colby, focused on the effects of alcohol on the
human body and personality. This was also an educational
play directed al educating young adult audiences about the
myths and abuses of alcohol. "Mixed Me.ssages" was
created with the Hampshire Problem Drinking Program
and has been performed in junior and senior high schools
lor three years. Andrea Hairston. a founding member of
(Chrysalis said.

Both of the plays required a lot of audience imagination
for the scenery and the characters. The props were kept at
a minumum and the actors portrayed many characters
throughout each play.

Members of Chrysalis "want to be consciously aware of
the swial reality that surrounds them and they want to
embrace the public with this awareness rather than attack
them with it." Hairston said. Chrysalis is also concerned
with transforming the structure of the theater by
removing any form of hierarchy. Instead, they practice
collective decision-making.

Their main goal is to become a self supporting theater
group. They plan to perform more educational plays for
schools and young people, and also more general audience
pieces. Hairston said.
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Hypercurricula
Tuesday, Sept.29

new Rolling Stones
Pretenders II

new Stevie IMicks

new Kinks

their price URU
5.89 5.49

5.89 5.49

5.89 5.49

6.47 5.49

STUDENTS INTERESTED IN
STUDYING IN BRITAIN. A represen
tative of Beaver College Programs in the
United Kingdom will be on campus on
Tuesday. September 29th to talk with those
who wish to spend a semester or a year
abroad. The meeting is at International
Programs, 239 Whitmore between 9:30
a.m. and 10:30 a.m. For further in-

formation, please call 545 0746.

DR. DAVID MERWIN. DIRECTOR OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK
ENGLAND SUMMER SCHOOL, will be on
campus Wednesday. Sept. 30th between
8:45 am and 9:30 am to talk to students in
art history, political science and history
who are interested in a summer program
abroad. Students should come to Inter-
national Programs, 239 Whitmore. For
further information, please call 545-0746.

FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA:
Stimson Heald Collegiate Chapter will meet
Tuesday, Sept. 28. in 311 Stockbridge Hall.

The meeting will be followed by a speaker
from the Peace Corp. New members from
Stockbridge of the College of Food and
Natural Resources are always welcome.

THE UMASS SCIENCE FICTION
SOCIETY'S first meeting of the semester
will be held on Tuesday, Sept. 29 at 7:00
p.m. in Campus center Rm. 802, All in-
terested and interesting persons invited!

INTERRELIGIOUS COMMUNITY FOR
CREATIVE PEACEMAKING Study
Group: "The MX Missile" by David
Shakespeare, a BU student organizer of theMX Missile Awareness Project held at
M.I.T. last spring. 4:30 5:30 p.m. tonight in
428 Student Union.

You need it, you want it,

we got it!

WHY PAY MORE

Hours:

M-F 10-5
"The Student-Run Record Store" Sat 11-3
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
CARP'S real

intentions
To the Editor:

It has been said about the Holy Roman Empire that it

was neither holy, nor Roman, nor an empire. Much the
same can be said about CARP-the Collegiate Association
for the Research of Principles. They are not a Collegiate
Association; they are a bunch of Moonie recruiters whose
only function is to roam the campus looking for can-
didates. They do no research of any kind; Steve Hassan
took care of that point. And the only principles they are in-
terested in are their own, which they will try to trick you
mto accepting by their very effective brainwashing
methods.

The Amherst CARP djrecto.r, MylesCavana^h, is not a
freshman as reported. He has registered for a Continuing
Education course to gain access to our campus. Last spr-
ing CARP was denied use of the Campus Center con-
course because of their abuse of that privilege. The
Moonies have apparently moved to a new house in
Amherst, but when I asked him. Cavanagh refused to tell
me where. One of the Moonies I have seen several times
around campus will not even tell me his name. They have
about ten recruiters here, but as far as I know, not one is a
full-time student. This type of behavior is apparently what
constitutes their idea of a "Collegiate Association."
Myles Cavanagh, in your recent interview, accused the

people here of curtailing freedom of speech. Yet when my
son, an ex-Moonie, gave a talk this summer at the Ini-
manuel Lutheran Church, Cavanagh stood up during the
question period and refused to permit the meeting to con-
tinue and kept yelling for "equal time" until Pastor Bosch
was forced to terminate the meeting. I attended the
CARP showing of a film on deprogramming at the Cam-
pus Center last week, and when it became apparent that
my comments were critical, I was continually interrupted
and shouted down. One Moonie (the one who will not tell

me his name) stood behind me and berated me with insults
and ridicule when I spoke. The deprogramming movie, in-

cidently. contained many with cult members but not a
single one with any of the thousands of ex-cultists who
have been successfully deprogrammed and are grateful to
be free again. When Steve Hassan gave his talk here the
Moonies handed out undocumented statements calling him
a "narrow-minded mercenary." Character assassination
seems to be their only recourse. Such things as these are
what they mean by the "Research of Principles."

I have been told that the CARP chapter in Yale was
recently closed down and their recruiters were moved up
here because they were unsuccessful on that campus. The
Moonies recently lost the longest running libel suit in the
history of the English courts to a newspaper which proved
beyond doubt that the Unification Church uses brain-

Letters
Danger of assault

during bathroom treks
To the Editor:

In the Sept. 22 issue of the CoUegian, there appeared an
article concerning the rising number of sexual assaults on
campus. Three women have reported IxMng sexually
assaulted in the last five days. Two of these as.saults took
place in broad daylight. Sexual as.sault and harassment
are not new to this campus, tfiey have been an integnil
problem of this community for some time.

Despite these facts, our worthy administrators continue
to place the mental and t)hysical weii-beingotOur students
at a comi)letely unacceptable risk. Floor residents must
cope with a stream of strangers walking around their floor

at all hours of the day and night, ostensibly to use the
bathroom. Yet, Marjorie Lenn blithely states that she
thinks the encounters in the halls and stairways will have a
positive effect on the students. I find it difficult to imagine
the benefits Ms. Lenn can possibly foresee arising from
encounters l)etween women and men clad in their
bathrobes meeting strangers in dark, isolated places. I

have yet to meet the parent who would ratner have his

child walk through a poorly lit, glass strewn stairwell in a
state of semi-undress than, (oh horror of horrors) brush
their teeth next to someone of the opposite sex.

So, Mr. Zanini and Ms. Lenn, I ask you to call an end to
this grandiose gesture (converting coed bathrooms to

single sex facilities) before someone else (your child?) gets
hurt.

Siobhan Powers
Southwest

*Anti-male tirades' criticized
To the Editor:

Some things never change! Hardly had I l)egun my final

semester at ('Mass, when once again the ColU'ginn'?,

pages are filled with anti-male tirades by over-zealous
feminists Four years of reading the.se accusations have
Uiken th» loll and I feel that I must reply.

Contrary to the beliefs of many of the writers of these
articles, the male sex does not consist solely of sex-crazed

» I »» .
'
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washing to recruit members and breaks up families As a
result they have had to sharply curtail their activities in
England and are under investigation there for missuse of
charitable donations. In Brazil, which has a long history of
religious tolerance, the juvenile courts are prohibiting
minors from joining the Unification Church because it

preaches the separation of families. I am sure we could
learn much from Yale. England and Brazil.

I think we have given CARP all the chance they deserve
to show their intentions. Once you learn that you have
cancer you no longer give it "equal time." Of course, we
can not and should not physically prevent them from com-
ing on campus, but we can and should deny them con-
tinued use of our facilities. But let us be polite about it.

They love to think of themselves as being persecuted. That
proves to them that they are (iod's chosen people, like the
early Christians, as they are so fond of saying. It is an old
line. All destructive cults use it to justify their existence.

If a Moonie stops you on campus and calls you a bigot or
close-minded when you refuse to listen to his or her pitch,
just walk away. They are masters at putting you on the
defensive to gain your sympathy. If they get your phone
number somehow and call you repeatedly, which they will
do. just hang up. You don't have to apologize to them", and
you don't owe them an explanation for your disinterest or
fear. They are the ones forcing themselves on you.
Most of all. don't ever let them con you into thinking

brainwashing does not exist. The techniques of brain-
washing are now well known and freely used by all cults -
k)vebombing. constant attention, lack of privacy, constant

activity, isolation from friends, purposely vague lectures
confessions turned back on you, lack of sleep, inducement
of fear, and so on. Everyone under the right cir-
cumstances, such as in a Moonie "retreat camp" in
Florida, is susceptible. The more open-minded, idealistic
searching and sensitive you are, the more you are suscep-'
tible. and intelligence works against you. It makes you
overconfident in the feeling that you cannot be had by
brainwashing, but brainwashing is strictly an emotional
and psychological experience, not an intellectual one
There have been many b(M)ks written on the subject, par-
ticularly on personal experiences. Please consult the
bibliography distributed by the Newman Center or the
l)ooklet entitled "Kids and Cults" distributed free bv Bovs
Town of Nebraska.
To my way of thinking, the Unification Church does not

unify and it is not a church, it is a million dollar business It
does not unify, it divides members from their school
enrollments, their religions, their careers, their families,
their friends, and sometimes from their lives. This month!
two more Moonies were killed in a van accident when the
driver fell asleep at the wheel. These are the thini and
fourth such deaths this year to members of the "L'nifica-
tion Church" that I know of personally. One important
element in cult mind control is to push their members to
exhaustion.

Steve Hassan summed it up well when he said thatCARP "wants nothing from colleges but people and
monev." Don't let them get you!

Ritht'^rt W. Lenz is t, L'Mass prafpssnr uf Chnnirnl
fJnifint'crinff.

rapists. It may come as a surprise to these people, but the
vast majority of males never even ct>nsiders raping a
woman!
Unfortunately, there are a small amount of sick males

who do rape. There always has been and there always will
be. The only way to guarantee that there will be no more
rapes would be to exterminate the entire male sex.
Although this would undoubtedly plea.se some feminists, it

is not a practical nor desirable solution. (Of course exter-
minating the female sex would have the .same result.)

The sad fact is that as long as men and women exist
together there will always be a certain amount of rape;
and as long as there is ra|.e. women will live with some
fear. However, anti-male attitudes will not hel{) .solve the
problem. Both men and women will have to work together
to help stop rape. Only tlirough cooperation, and not
through resentment will any headway l)e made.

Paul Wvkes
OrchardHill

S.W. party ban controversy
To the Editor:

We are five agitated and concerned adults of Kennedy
Upper Tower in Southwest. If such variables seem unlike-
ly, if not downright impossible, then the image contrived is

antiquated and limited.

The rules and regulations concerning student gather-
ings are nebulous and demeaning. We believe that the pro-
hibiting of social iratherings (i.e. parties) compels many
students to socialize off-campus where all necessary
guidelines c; -i be ignored. We unconditionally support the
concept 'f social regulations to ensure a controlled and en-
'' vahh event, hut was the banning of all parties logical
ai.

.
lumane" ' nd it (juite ironic that during the week

.'ire treated as adults in the competitive educational at-
mo.-iihere of UMass. yet we are demeaned to a limited
psychological role on weekends. Rather than reacting as
children and violating the insane rules, we have decided to
generate our anger in a constructive direction. When has a
top-level decision-maker spent time in a residential area,
seeing the positive aspects let alone speaking to student
directly"/

We are upset by the policies that seem to l)e created by
callous administrators who appear to be detached from

t Hi Ul 1,1? •lif

the social needs and desires of the residents. We believe it

is ironic that in the Year of Civility so passionately ad-
vocated by the chancellor and the president's office, the
administration lacks sensitivity and awareness of dorm
life. However, the position that many administrators have
placed students in, could lead to the defeat of such noble
endeavors.

The university's orientation is wrong. By condemning
and penalizing all dorm residents krause of the immaturi-
ty of a select group of individuals, the administration is

treating us all like chronic offenders. Responsible parties
can be constructive in relieving tension and utilizing the
social aspects of university life that are so important for
^RTsonal develo[iment. So many dorm f)roblems and t\pes
of inhumane behavior stem from individual and group
boredom and frustration.

With the prof)osed ban on social events (which for the
moment has been lifted) the university's emphasis seems
to be diverted from the students' personal growth. We feel
that student participation at the grassroots community
level is desperately neede(i or the infringement of our
rights as students an<l human U'ings will be incessent.

In Kennedy Upper, the house council is pledged to ad-
dress the policies made from alnne that greatly affect our
lives. We advocate the creation of house committees to
formulate and address the party ()olicy, review the present
policy, share it with other dorm memi)ers and obtain feed-
back that can be used to construct possible amendments to
the existing rules. We are presently working on many
i(leas that we would gladly share with other concerned in-

dividuals and dorms. An exchange of concepts, ap-
proaches and strategies are the best ways for our efforts
to be evaluated and enhanced. We are anxious to meet
with all progressive, reform-orientated students and we
are calling on the university to confront our concerns and
questions. We are also asking the administration to work
with us in our pursuit of civility. We will fail miserably
working apart. We feel this demonstrates our respect and
concerns. We await other students' support and the ad-
ministrative decision-makers' response. It is your turn.

David Soboff
Paul Oppedisano
Tony Holowitz

Bob Nolan
Doug Weich
Southwest

1 ill H; mhh;
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AWACS planes
to Saudi Arabia
WASHINGTON (AP) - As the Reagan administration

TZ^^^J'^'T^ ^""P'^*^' "'" •^^'f^^"^^' «f the proposed sale
of AW At S radar planes to Saudi Arabia today, the Saudismade ii known m advance they would veto a compromise
designed to win congressional approval of the deal
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger told the SenateArmed Services Committee the planes would help protect

the West s oil supply and would pose no threat to Israel
"The destruction of the oil-gathering and load'ing

facilities in Saudi Arabia, or their control bv a hostile
fKwer. coul.l tip the balance of p<,wer in the world

•

Weinberger testified.

•Saudi oil resources are vulnerable and threatened "
headded Saudi Arabia provides 30 percent of all oil used by

the
^1 countries of the International Energy Atrencv

which includes all the major western industrialized
nations.

The proposed $8.5 billion sale. Weinberger said, would
successlully balance "the imperative of Israeh security
with the ne«'d t<. respond to threats to essential resources
and regional stability." he said.
But administration sources said Sunday night that the

^auriIs had a "highly negative" reaction to the compromise
worked out among the White House, key members and
Congress and a lop Saudi representative. Without that
compromise, which would station Americans aboard the
baudi-owne<l plane.s. congressional approval of the sale ai)-
pears a dim fXKssibility.

SALE OF AWACS - Secretary of Defense
Caspar Weinberger, right, and Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen. David Jones, defend
the sale of AWACS radar planes to Saudi Arabia

which is recommended by the Reagan ad-
ministration, as they testify before the Senate
Armed Services Committee Monday on Capitol

Errol Hill

LUTHER

Errol Hill Third
World Center

Krrol Hill, theater historian, director, and writer will be
the first guest in the Third World Theater Seminar Series
beginning on Friday October 2, 1981. The series will open
with a -seminar on "Black Revolutionary Theater" to be
presented in the Kirby Theater at Amherst College 10
p.m. ^ '

Hill is a chairperson of (he Dartmouth College Theater
Department. He has produced over 120 plays and pageants
in the West Indies. England, the United States, and
Nigeria.

He has published numerous works ranging from studies
ot contemporary Black dramatists to Caribbean theater
and West Indian culture.

Hill's latest studies reflect two of his social interests-
Shakespeare's in stable: Black Americans in Shakespeare's
plays, and a history of the Jamaican Theater.

By JERRY I'RIIDENT
Collegian Correspondent

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

Black Awareness
MILWAUKEE. Wise. (AP) - Black South African

playwright Selaelo Maredi says black American en
tertainers who perform in South Africa are doing their
race a disservice.

"Millie Jackson. Ray Charles. Johnny Mathis - they are
just confu.sing the i.s.sue by coming to South Africa"
Maredi said. "Do they value the money more than they do
their .souls?"

Maredi also said people should not be fooled because
there are blacks on the Springboks, the rugby team now on
a controversial American tour backed by the South African
government.

"The rugby team is white, all white, and has been since
Ive been watching it as a child. "Maredi said. "The
government does not allow whites and blacks to play
together on the Springbok team at home."

Announcements
BMCP Fall Transmissiion

Monday. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m
Tuesday. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m./lO a.m. to 2am

Wednesday. 2 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Thursday, 10 a.m. - .5:30 p.m./lO p.m. - 2 a.m

Friday, 2 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Saturday, 6 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Sunday, 2 a.m. - 6 a.m.

a rTn ^'^r^'"'"
^ ^

^^^^' "'^^^*"»? "" ^^•^*^^>^'- L ^981 at
b:00 in Campus Center Room 178.

Malcolm X Presents Fun and Games Night
Thursday, 8 p.m. until 1 a.m.

AH Freshman and Upperclassmen invited

DVP
Outside Proposal Meeting

October 7, 1981

7:00 pm Rm. 803 C.C.

Proposal forms will be available in the DVP
Office - Rm 415 S.U., until Oct. 2. They must
be submitted - in the office - by Oct. 5, 1981.
ANY proposals NOT submitted by that date
WILL NOT be considered.

TONIGHT FAT and special guest Rocket
(happy houf till 10;00) 1

Get youf money's worth

— New Policy —
FREE DKINKS

Your cover charge is worth

a Cosh S$ Qt the bar!!

- Sunday thru Fridoy -

- maximum credit $2.00 -
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CROSSWORD
Kdiled b> Margaret Karrar and F rude Jaffe

!'»•« I m ^a|tk% limn ^)n(lulI

ACROSS
1 Hey'
5 Go[den

10 Nonsense'
14 Winged iiKe

birds and bees
15 First nameot

historic plane
16 Bombeckof

journalism
17 Romance
19 Before one
20 The Terrible

and others
21 Sweethearts
23 Midway act

26 Till now
27 —- one swords
28 Parseghian
29 Removes

defects
33 Flock
35 l^ountain

passage
36 Fixes a chair
39 Witchcraft
40 Eye part
41 Juniper
42 High-hat
43 Bird ot legend
44 — standstill

47 Grazer
48 r^ade

greater

51 Type of

relationship

55 Theirs

reason why
Tennyson

56 Pitchers do It

57 Brief romance
60 Equal Prefix

61 and Johnson
of comedy

62 Years, in Latin

63 Cinch
64 Pay
65 Turn s associate

DOWN
1 Rock salt

2 Parade
3 Erudite one
4 Stoke S river,

in Staffordshire

5 f^^ilitary abbr

.

1917

6 Abbr in apt ad
7 Thoroughfare
8 Pelvic bones
9 Desire, in a way
10 Sorrow tor one s

sins

11 One of the Ages
12 Weather word
13 C Andersen
18 Balaam s mount
22 Tarsiers' cousins

24 See 9 Down
25 Vein contents
30 One way logo

for short
31

Rosenkavalier
32 Secretive

33 Vacation romance
chance

34 buckle my
shoe

36 Edinburgh based
medical soc

37 Ages and ages
38 Magnon s

lead in

39 Not far off

41 Imitation of

Hellenic styles
44 Prefix meaning

"radiating

45 Range in

Wyoming
46 Beautiful one
49 Santa
50 home
51 Letters third

afterthought

52 library

53 Emanation
54 That one Lat
58 Defendant

Roman law
59 Blaster s agent

t 2 3 4

1
18

J 6 7 8 9

1

TT" 11 12 13

14 15
16
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17
19
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21 22
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Please

recycle

this

Collegian

ANSWERTO PflEVIOUS PUZZLE

LUNCH
Shells in Cheese Sauce. Pizza

BASICS LUNCH
Shells in Cheese Sauce. Pizza

DINNER
Barbecued Chicken, Chopped Beefsteak Special. Chili

Cheese Puff
BASICS DINNER

Barbecued Chicken, Chili Cheese Puff

ooooooooeoa

Saturday — Disco with Erie Drownlee

"vcampucS^
ceffter
at u ma<ss

There's a Little Country Fair Just Around the Corner-

come to the

Pioneer Volley Luncheon
on September 30, 1981

from 11:15 am - 1:30 pm

Great Country Event - Great Country Foods
at the Bluewall Cafeteria

2nd level concourse

hi'

RONALD C.LIPOF

JOHN ADAMS
HELP MAKE THE YEAR
TOWARD CIVILITY

BECOME A REALITY

ELECT RONALD C. LIPOF
STUDENT SENATOR

OCTOBER
5 and 6

YOUR VIEWS -

WILL BE HIS VIEWS

further information

call: Friends to elect

RONALD C. LIPOF
SENATOR

546-8797
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WEAVING €r

SPINNING
CLASSES

starting throughout
the fall

Loom and spinning

wheel rentals.

Weaving supplies

WEBS
109 Main St

Amherst 253 2580

Arts
"An Alternative to Army/Air Force ROTC"

Marine Corps PLC Program
Freshmen Sophomores Juniors

General Requirements: (1) Minimum of 2.3 GPA or 1000 SAT
12) Good Physical and Medical Condition
(3) No Marijuana or other drug usage
(4) No involvement with civil authorities
(5) Motivated to accept responsibility

Training During School Year: Absolutely None!!! All training
takes place during one or two summers. All costs are covered by the
Marine Corps. You will be paid approximately $160.00 per week at
summer camp.
Programs Available: We can guarantee you one of the three
available programs:

Coming Attractions
Stephen Murphy

Ground Pilot Law
Occupational Fields: Pilots, Law, Combat Arms (Artillery, Infantry,
etc.) Computer Management, Supply, Finance/Accounting, Com-
munications, and many others.

Financial Aid: You can apply to receive financial assistance of
$100.00 per month during the school year, after your first summer
training session, up to a total of $2700.00 - Tax Free.
Free Flying Lessons: If you qualify for our aviation option, you can
take up to 25 hours of free flying lessons during your senior year.
Commissioning: Upon successful completion of the summer train-
ing sessions and graduation from college, you will be commissioned
as a 2nd Lieutenant in the U.S. Marine Corps. You begin an exercise
in leadership experience and responsibility unmatched by any other
civilian or military organization.

Active Duty Requirements: Ground Officer: Three years
Pilots: Four years after you have

.. . , completed flight school.
Starting Annual Salary for 2ndLt

(effective 1 Oct 80) Freshmen
only USMC can Sophmores
offer without

j^j^.ors
a commitment

After 24 months Promotion to Ist Lt.: Ground Officer

XK* o • ^ S23,200 »^o,wju
This Program is Exclusive to the U.S. Marine Corps only'
_, Interested" Questions?
Then see the Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer on cam-
pus or call COLLECT the Officer Selection Team in Hartford

CT at (203) 244-2168/2169
The Officer Selection Team will visit your campus on

Seot. 29, 1981

The return of the thin white duke: David
Bowie has always been a talented and
controversial individual, an artist who has
changed stylistic directions nearly as many
times as his media image. His music has
grown over the years; from the acid-based
social commentary of Diamond Dogs and
the jazz funk overtones of Young
Amencans, to the techno-hard rock sound
oi Scary Monsters. He's been Major Tom, a
lad insane, the man who fell to earth, a
gigolo, a painter, and an elephant man.
David Bowie is quickly becoming a true
multi media performer, quite possibly a
very big star for the eighties. Watch him.
Besides working on a new studio album
with Double Faritasy producer Jack
Douglas, Bowie is involved in two film
projects. The first is Children of the
liahnhof Zoo, a German film based on the
true story of a 13 year old junkie. Bowie
plays himself for a change, performing
"Station To Station" in a concert sequence.
It's scheduled for February release. His
second project is a tentative lead role
opposite Geraldine Chaplin in director
Robert {MASH, Popeye) Altman's The
Easter Egg

Speaking of gigoLoes: Somewhat explicit
love scenes abound for Richard {An
American (hgolo) Gere and co star Debra
Winger in An Officer and A Gentleman, a
lilm described as "an old fashioned love
story. Of course there's no longer any such

thing as an old fashioned love story so don't

expect one. And besides, it's rated R....

It's dindin time: The film industry must
have an obsession with the idea of people
who turn into beasts (such as the current
infatuation with werewolves as witnessed

' in The Howling and An American Werewolf
In London). Nastassja Kinski, Malcolm
McDowell, and John Heard star in Cat
People, a supposedly darkly erotic film

about a brother and sister who turn into
black panthers whenever they're sexually
excited (whenever someone scratches their
lower backs?). Written and directed by
Paul {An American (Jigolo) Schrader. the
film has special effects by Tom Burman.
who was responsible for those oi Invasion of
th e Body Syiatchers ....

Television — The Moral Majority is from
f>rk: Rumors have been circulating that the
writers of Mork and Mindy have been
"ordered" to marry Mork and Mindy so as
to appease the complaints of a certain
minority charging that Mork and Mindy live

immorally together. How ridiculous! Why
don't these blind idealists face
really?.... Cable television and it's many
features — although their existence may
soon jeopardize the existing Hollywood film
industry — is proving itself to be an ex-
citing alternative for a variety of new film

productions. Showtime will feature a pay-
TV version of Neil Simon's Come Blow Your
Horn, the story of "a domineering father
and his two sons." Elliott Gould stars....

Ground Officer

$18,600

$18,600

$16,100

Pilot

$20,800

$20,800

$17,900

Pilot
$25,600

Spectrum to hold series
By ROGER ATWOOD

Fall is here, and with it comes the
Spi rtrum Reading Series. Spectrum is the
I'niversity of Massachusetts literary
magazine, and for almost a year it has held
readings at which local poets may present
their work to other poets and the public.
The readings, says managing editor

MeiiKJie Wert«'let. "are a chance for people
In gel together and hear the artists." It is a
much more relaxed, informal atmosphere
than a writing workshop. Wertelet .says she
hopes people have not forgotten about the

series over the summer.
Most readers have been either published

or submitted work to Spectrum. Other
readers have simply "expressed an interest
in reading." said Wertelet. and have not
necessarily submitted any work. These
poets have their work undergo a brief
"quality screening" before they may read,
Wertelet said.

The next reading wUl be held at Earth
Foods, in the Student Union, on Wed
nesday. September 30. at 8 p.m.
Christopher Castiglia, Myles Gordon, and
Ned Miller are some of the writers who
will be reading.

Office of Internships

presents

Dill Durke, President of

Washington Center

for Learning Alternatives.

Faculty and students are invited

to meet Mr. Burke

In Room GOO, Campus Center
Qt i PM on Tuesday, October 6

to discuss opportunities for

internships in Washington, D.C.

Attention Italian-American %
Students - Faculty - Staff

Exploratory Meeting
concerning the development of

Italian-American club
Purpose: To develop a communication link between
individuals c' similar heritage and culture on the
Amherst cai pus while creating an atmosphere of
mutual understanding between cultures through
SOCIAL and EDUCATIONAL activities.

Wednesday - Sept. 30 C.C. 804
7 pm

All Welcome
For information contact Greg at 253-9870

itfTt^^Qf)'-^csl?..
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Come to Collegian Office CC 113 e 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday e DeadI
Cash m advance e 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

ine is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rack-A-Di«c Prof«Mion«ls "we work
nard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

ARE YOU INTO LEATHER?

Woman's Laathar Accaaaoriaa by Chris-

S?"
Djor 40-50% off regular pricesi Call

2S3-7221 btw 4:00-8:00

AUTO FOR SALE

^V ^f ^"^ ^'"" ^o* A/C $1900 or bast
offer 253-9662 after 5

W4 Triumph Spitfire excellent conditior.
The little brat has a new engine, battery
starter, Hres. .an AM FM 8 track stereo - if

you can install it right it's yours. . and it

also has new windshield wipers, they are
very vogue this year. Asking $3,500.00 so I

can buy my new "Rolls Royce" for
Christmas to "Betsy from Santa". Call
546-3500. Thank you for lister>ing.

Call ma any time 70 Cry Newport no rust
exi CO only 450 call 549-5347

Surplua Jeaps, Cars, Trucks Car inv
value $2143 sold for $100. For information
on purchasing similar bargains call
602-941-8014 ext. 6601 phone call refun
dable

Paavay T-W alactric guitar and Peavey
Pacer amplifier. Both one year old and in
mint condition. Will sell seperately or as a

2!L«x£i' °*^* (between 4:30 and 5:30)
54o-92o3

Starao N»»ko Racalvar 6 pair of Pioneer
3-way8 256-8407

WngahE. WatarDad bast offer call Max ph
256-0504 after 7 P.M.

Marshall and Polytone amps, strings a
accessories. We buy used Fender, Gibson,
and Martin guitars. The Guitar Worksfiop,
Amharat'Camaga Shops 549-1728

666-2142 to leave name it number

PARTY 2-NITE

FOUND

Two jackets found Brittany Manor Party
-9/18; one maroon sports windbreaker
(U-Mass), one jean jacket - please call
256-0719 to claim

FRESHMAN REGISTERS

Freshman Registers are in!! If you
ordered a Freshman Register you can pick it

up at the A. P.O. table on the C.C. Con-
course Mon 9/22-Fri 10/3

GUITAR LESSONS

72 Chavy Wagon PS PB
cond.. $650 or BO 665 3905

' auto, good

yW Bua 1970 excellent running condition
$650 call Rick 2S3 7685

78 Monta Carlo 2-door 8-cylinder excellent
condition 20,000 miles call 546-7285
1980 Ranault LeCar 20,000 miles, 40 miles
par gal, call Kiri 1-734-7842 after 5 pm~~

BOWLING TEAM

Guitar Lassons all styles including theory
specializing in Rock/Jazz tecTinique.
Reasonat>le rates call Adam 546-9226

Alpha Dalta Phi is holding the final rush
parties (tonight and tommorrow night)
Don t rriiss out on the bast in collage lifa.

Located in Frat/Sor Park. Take any Or-
chard Hill Bus. Call 549-0889 for info. Last
chance - go for iti

PERSONALS

HAPPINESS FOR $1.00

Show you care. FLOWERS at the cam
pus center by Laura and Susan. 8 carna-
tions for $1,00 4 roses for $1.00 other
assorted flowers $1.00 Wed. through Fri
day 9 5

^

HELP WANTED

UMaaa Men'a Cr Women's Team will
have tryouts on Tuesday & Wednesday
9/29-30 at Bovden from 4-6 P.M.

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253 9987

Part time Volunteer wanted to help with
office work at Human Economy Center can
learn much 253-7500

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators. Radios, Televisions, Tape
Decks, Stereos & Car Stereos. Sound in

Motion 266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst.
Behind Silverscape Designs, 253-9341

FOR RENT

Small compact refrigerator for rent
Available at Spirit Haus Liquor Store 338
Collejae Street, Route 9. Open until 11:00
256-6433

One bedroom apartment 280 includes
everything Call 256-0191 or 256-8084 even-
ings

Have a car?
Interested in Advertising?

Paid position available in Advertising
Department. Come down to 113 Campus
Center, Collegian Office

Workstudy jobs typing 50 wpm and
answering phone UPC office 545-2892 Bar-
bara

LOST

FOR SALE

Rafrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new bast of-
fer 549-5689

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best
offer 649-5669

Down sleeping bag 4 season 8" loft
modified mummy 6' + length xcellent con.
$75. Kingston claasicai folk guitar xcellent
cond. needs strings $50 w case call
323-7661

Colognea and Coamatica up to 50% off
for product list and price list write
Cosmetics by US P.O. Box 94 Amherst Ma
01004

73 Dodge Coronet SC runs waU $500 or
BO 3 yr old Sony color TV excl cond 200
253-3572

1977 Kawasaki KZ40G excellent condition
1100 miles must sell best offer call after 3PM 603 239-6279

Guitar Hohner twelve string acoustic like
new 350.00 549-5380

Very friendly orange tiger kitten 6 mon-
ths - 7 lbs. Lost 9/17 Puffers Pond area
Please call 549-6684 reward, no questions
Lost setter puppy 5 months old male
answers to Rusty reward for info call
545-0244

Ladiea Seiko quartz watch in or in bet-
ween Engineering Easr Aud and Thompson
Rm 106 Great sentimental value REWARD
call 6-9660

Wrangler Jean Jacket - on 9-18 at Brit-
tany Manor? Accidentally took another call
Kathy 546-8386

Lost gold rim glasaaa in black case Please
call 546-6061 reward

Fall Sam. Practicum: Work 1-4 after
noons per/wk in after school day care K-6
on campus. Mrs. available: M, T, Th, F
2:45-5:45, W 1:00-5:45. Wkly staff mtgs.
12:45-2:00. Earn 3-6 credits based on days
worked. For more info call Nancy Ross
5496170

Looking for an unuaual gift? Spirit Haus
has many moderately priced wines, liquors
and beers for all occasions

.

Win a house by yourself or with friends in
the Amherst Jaycees $60,000.00 new home
raffle. Tickets are $100.00. 300 left.

Available at Commonwealth Federal Bank
Jones Neylon Insurance, DH Jones Real
Estate

Attn Collegian Calling all Depts. The
Social Director is coordinating a hayride for
October. If you are in the least interested or
have any questions about the big event of
the month contact the "S.D. ' PS You br
ing your own brandy we supply the bonfire
Cordially "S.D.

"

Full Gospel Bible Study Tues Sept 29 CC
805-809 8 10 PM
Euripedes - Maybe he'll stay around this
time! Love you - Archemedes
If your club wants more members or if

you just want to have fun Come to RSO
Expo '81 where both can be dor>el

At RSO Expo '81 There'e a club for
everyone so come down and find out what
RSO groups are all about Monday October
5 SUB 10 to 3

r "B

Your own room in Townehouse call for
apt 549-6469

SALE SALE SALE

Late nite lunacy our next big sale 60% off
ieteaed items 40% off Legend amps and
all affects plus free sticks and strings Wed
Sept 30 noon to midnight Muaic Gallery
Rt 9 Hadlay—~ ^

SERVICES

Free-lance Typing writing help, small of-
fice organizing. Faculty and student work
welcome. Top skills, reasonable rates

1 Amherst 549-0518 8 am to 9 pm
•improve your gradaal Research
.ff^flof 306 pages-10,278 topics- Rush

i !i,°2^* 2^°®^^ "-OS Angeles, 90025 (213)

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546 9961

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop Fall
'classes forming 28 hours including
classroom theory & shop. Limited enroll-
ment 253 7967

TYPING - 4c a line. Some overnite service
call at 549-4595

Sanaory Isolation Tank available on an
hourly basis. 584 1627. evenings

Your research data statistically analyz-
ed by Ph.D. psychologist. Efficiency and
accuracv guaranteed. For details call
253-5262 or 253 7374

STICK IT IN YOUR EAR

Jimi Hendrix movie - Friday Oct 2 7, 9, 11
oUB $}

NIFERI Hope you have <i "fit" on your big
one-nine. We'll consume for your day as
we did for mine! Get horizontal! Seizure
later! Love ya, Mamoo the Koala Bear
Wendy - Roses are red Vilots are blue Your
birthday is here And with no flowers too!
Hello or goodbyw Wish I'd hear one from
you!

QUICK SALE

Stick it in your ear at Silverscape
Designs. Custom, single and multiple ear
piercing in twenty styles of sterile studs.
SPECIAL 14k gold bracelets $9 95
Silverscape Designs, the Yellow House
264 jiT Pleasant St., Amherst 253 3324

THE MUSEUM DIREKTORS

UMass' own New Wave Rock and Roll
Band available for hiring. For info call Paul
253 5080 we have the energy and
crankability

ViltRAPY

Circa - Counseling and Therapy associates
for women Northampton and Amherst of-
fices 586-6471 160 Main St Northampton
MA

TRAVEL

Need a break? How about Montreal for
iustttS call 256-6941 after 6

USED AUTO PARTS
72 VW Beetle excellent condition call

549-5347

MOTORCYCLES
76 Honda 360 Excellent condition. Con-
tinental tires. $500 or BO Call Joe 549-5110
between 5-7

For sale classic 1963 Honda dream 305cc

RIDE WANTED
Four people need ride to Southside Con-
cert in Springfield on 10-7. Will share gas
and refreshment expenses. Please call

549-5893 keep trying

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Saarles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584-2832

ROOMMATE WANTED

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Save 40% off retail price on new Guild
Gibson, Ovation, Rickenbacker and
Yanrwha guitars. Also, discounted prices on

Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
PM-7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
Pm - 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Male roommate wanted to share room in
Hollister Apt call 253-5012

Apartinentmate(a) wanted: Male or
female, own bedroom in complex near
UMass call anytime 665-7544 Mike

WANTED
Babyaittars fall semester, various times,
days. Come to Child Care Office, 213
Berkshire House, between 9 and 2, Monday
- -Friday

Higheat Prices Paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst.
Monday- Saturday 10 am - 6 pm Licensed
by the Town of Amherst, member of
Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

or

WANTED TO RENT

Two bedroom houae or apartment
available in January on or near bus-route
Please call 546-9205 or 546-9160

Top of the ^nipus
Hpstaurui|,t aryl Ii)utij»c

Northampton Theater Company

.\[(irru\ I) l.iiuiiln ( uiit|tiis < t. nit. t

I nt\(.rsii\ t)| .\lussuiliiiM.-(ls ui .\inhirNi

Wednesday Nite is

Itolion Nite
at the T.O.C. Restaurant

LosQgno or Turkey Parmesan
Salad Bar & Beverage

$4.95

For Reservations please call 549-6000 ext. 639

.^^^r*^

Mm

Two one-act plays. "Today is In-

dependence Day" by William

Hanley and "Sandra and the

Janitor" by William Patrick, will

be presented by the Northamp-
ton Theater Company in the

Hampden Theater in Hampden
Commons, Southwest Complex,
University of Mass. on Friday and
Saturday, October 2 and 3, and
again on Thursday through
Saturday, October 8, 9, and 10.

Tickets available at the door:

$3.00 general admission and
$2.00 for Students and senior

citizens. Performances begin at 8
pm.
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Hypercurricula
Wednesday, Sept. 30
BIBLICAL EXPLORATION. Wednesday. Sept 30

6:30 7:30 at UCF. 428 Student Union, facilitated by
Chaplain Pete Sabey. For anyone interested in an in-
tellijfenl, serious open-minded study of the Bible.

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 30 THERE WILL BE
UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB MEMBERSHIP
DRIVE held in SBA lobby. All majorsare welcome to join.
Membership dues — $3.00. For further info, please call

5467339.

THE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES is offering five (5)
Topic Focused Groups. If any of the topics below are of
concern to you. the groups offer an opportunity to explore
one area of growth in depth. (1) Self Esteem group —
Thursdays 3:30 5:00; (2) Coping With Your Family -
Thursdays 3:30 5:00; (3) Assertiveness Training —

POOR RICHARDS
tuesday Sept 29th

9-1
$1 at the door
proper ID required

|

jRipp Associates^ Lxd
j

spEcJAlisT \n TraveI

Campus Rep WANXEd
Earn Extra Money ANd qET to travcI

caU :r84-7224

99 PIeasant St. NortIiampton

FALL
SPECIAL
Hooded Pullover

S 10.95
Reg 18.95

PACESETTER

Slip into class in a trim looking hooded
pullover. 50% cresland acrylic/ 50% cotton
fleece. Full drawstring hood and pouch front

pocket. Two-color set-on accent sleeve stripes

and two-color ribbed waistband - S-M-L-XL
Body/stripes

Gunmetal/Navy/Gold
Gunmetal/ Scarlet/ Navy
SALE PRICE $13.95
Reg. 18.95

Motching

Ponts

$11.95

Matching Sweat Pants

50% cresland acrylic/ 50% fleece. Flair leg

pant with contrasting set-on side seam Stripes
- tunneled elastic waistband. Left rear patch
pocket S-M-L-XL
Body/ Stripes

Gunmetal/Navy
Gunmetal/Scarlet
$11.95

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

STRIDER PANT

Tuesday, September 29, 1981
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Tuesdays 3:30 5:00; (4) Stress Management - Tuesdays
3:30 5:00; (5) Self exploration group — Wednesdays 3:80-
5:00. Students covered by the Student Health plan are
eligible for participation. To apply for a group, call (545-
2337) or visit the Mental Health Services, 127 Hills North,
University of Ma. Groups begin the first week in October,
so apply now!

"THE ESCALATING ARMS RACE: CAN WE SUR
VIVE?" A 5 College Faculty Forum featuring speakers
from UMass. Hampshire, and Smith Colleges on political,
economic, and social consequences of the arms race,
Wednesday, Sept. 30, 8 p.m. in Mahar Auditorium. All are
invited to participate.

THE UMASS SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB will be
makmg a demonstration jump into Haigis Mall (named
after Karen) between S.B.A. and Whitmore at noon.
Wed., Sept. 30. This may be the last demo of the fall —
don't miss it!! Raindate:Thurs.. Oct. 1. YAHOO!
SPECTRUM POETRY STAFF: There wiU be an in-

formational meeting for New Members Wednesday,
September 30, at 12:30 p.m. in rm. 104 C.C.

r
Skilled Auto Repairs

FORBCN A DOMESTIC
SPECIALISTS IN

MSC MURES
FUEL INJECTION RCPAn

Specializing In

Volvo Repairs

ft Service

niUY TRAINED MECNAMCS

256-8936
48 N. PIttMant St., Amherst

Canter OfAmheret

cem.er
at iiniciH^s

ALL AGES WELCOME
Wednesday, September 30th

October Days
Free Admission

Thursday, October 1

For Hot Reggae from New York

it's

Crossroads
cover charge $1.50

Friday, October 2nd
It's ROCK n' FUN from

Rhode Island with

Tonoose
cover charge $2.00

Saturday, October 3rd

with the sound of

Chicago Blues it's

J.D. Hutto

Gr the Newhowks
special guests

Street Corner Jive

Austin Style Swing
cover charge $3.00

•Valid ID and A.B.P. Sticker
required to purchase alcohol

''
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* Tennis
Continued from page 12

scholarship players and these opponents
have a lot more time on the courts than our
guys."

Sziosek praised the play of Jordan, who
also played sixth singles, and that of Mike
Duseau and senior Neil Mackertich at first
singles and first doubles.

According to Sziosek, Nick Julian, who

* Soccer

went 3 3 at the tourney, is "really starting
to get it together with every match" at
number two doubles.

The netmen's next match is tomorrow at
the University of Connecticut and they'll
host the University of Vermont at home
Saturday at 2 p.m.

- STEPHEN KREKER

Continued from page 12

. ^ ,

drive and dribbled
by the left goalpost.

"I thought we played an excellent game
but those defensive mistakes really hurt
us," said Kidd.

According to Kidd. the team has given up
only two goals in first half play this season,
but eight in the second.

"It would seem that we're not in shape,
but we are.' said Kidd.
UMass has a week to get together l)efore

they face a tough Vermont team, Saturday
at 1 p.m. on the upper Boyden playing
fields. Vermont is coming off a 4-1 trounc-
ing of Boston University and should be a
real test for the Minutemen.
Exploding for seven second-half goals,

the University of Massachusetts men's
junior varsity soccer team made first-year
coach Glenn Cristofori's debut a successful
one. as they defeated Greenfield Communi-
ty College, 10-0. last Thursday their season
opener at the lower Boyden Field.
Co-captain Rich Yamartino and fellow at-

tackman Kayvan Khatami, both
sophomores, paced the UMass onslaught,
with Yamartino netting a hat trick, all in

the second half, and Khatami tallying two
goals and an assist.

Freshmen supplied the other five
Mmuteman goals. Rod Zuch had a pair of
scores and Pete Vasiladis. Barry Simon
and John Naisbett chipped in with one
apiece. Goalkeepers Paul Healy and Jeff
Smith combined for the shutout but were
not tested often.

Despite what Coach Cristofori termed
"many lost opportunites," UMass opened
up a 3-0 lead at halftime.

"Pete Vasiladis and Steve Berlin did a
goodjob of contrqlling the midfield whiLe
Rariry'Simon Sfici ftod Zuch played well up
front." Cristofori said. He also praised the
play of fullbacks James Grenell and Scott
Elliot.

The second-half saw the Minutemen
missing very few opportunities as Yamar-
tmo and Khatami started clicking. The
games pretties goal l)elonged to Khatami,
who with his back to the goal, froze his man
with a fake and in one motion, turned and
netted the ball past the dive of the Green-
field keeper.

The team plays next Saturday at
Amherst with a 10 a.m. start.

iColIegian n

SENATE ELE^^

Nomination papers for election to the
Undergraduate Student Senate are due to-
day at 4:00 pm. Papers must be returned to
420 Student Union Building.
No papers will be accepted after 4:00. For
information call 545-0341. Ask for Jim
Murphy or Ed Lee. Elections will be held on
Oct. 5 & 6.

^»*»*»»*<»»M»M»»<M# ffrffrrrfffjijjjjj

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL - There will be
a meeting for all women interested in

playing fall softball tonight at 7 p.m. in
NOPE 153. Anyone unable to attend should
contact Rhonda McManus at 665 3072 or
5450038.

UMASS CREW - The UMass crew team
will be recruiting freshman rowers this
week at campus dining commons. The bus
for crew practice leaves daily at 4 p.m. For
more information, call Steve nights at 549-
5426.

Sports notices
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED

Instructors are needed to teach CPR
courses and Water Safety. Instructors are
needed to teach in a seven week swim
program for university and community
children in the NOPE pool. If you are in
terested in teaching CPR for recertification
or in the swim program, informational
sheets and instructor's registration forms
can be picked up from the NOPE building
secretary from 9 5 daily.
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MUSIC GALLERY
RT. 9 HADLEY MA.

IN THE CARBURS SHOPPES 413-586-6228
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The TOC Lounge will be featuring entertainment each week :

Tuesday - Saturday from 9:00 pm - 1:00 am.
We are proud to present to you the talent of

UMass Student Entertainers
Tuesday Amanda Maffei - soloist

Wednesday - Jim Bianchi - soloist

Thursday - Julie Bankuiti soloist

Friday - Barry Harwood - Happy Hour!

Friday - Bob Cummings - soloist

Saturday - Bob Cummings - trio

Come on up to the eleventh floor for the
finest in entertainment!

•Valid ID and ABP Sticker required
to purchase alcohol

*0 000*00 0i0^0t

PRECISION 8
>
99

Our stylists are featuring FREE
professional consultations for

men and women.
Let us help you select a hairstyle that's
perfect for you!

Featuring

Special Effects, Coloring, Design Perms,Facials,

Manicures, Braiding — All at comparable prices.

All For

$7.00
with this coupon only

FIRST - A professional consultation

SECOND - A precision style cut selected individually

j
just for you

jJ[HI_RC^-^jjr^tylists will show you how to take care of your hair

jWith personal style cut, shampoo, and blow dry - $10.50rio^n"g'hair"
l^slightly more^-j|vith this coupon only. Limited to new customers only.

StylMby
L'irJrrM'A^""'

DebOraH Z * n 62 Main streetAmherst. MA
fS^DKFN- Easthampton. MA

549-5610
,

'^p.^:^^^
527-2411please call for ap appointoient ***"' *-^ ' '
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Why all the flags?

OPENING HOLLS - UM tailback Garry Pearson got some blocking
help in his 145-yard rushing game last Saturday from Minuteman offen-
sive tackle Tony Pasquale (76) shown clearing a path above.

By BILL SHEA
Collegian Staftl,^_

More than one flag was flying Saturday
at Alumni Stadium when the University of
Massachusetts Minutemen outlasted the
Big Green of Dartmouth College, 10-8.

Seventeen penalties were called in the
game with thirteen flags dropped against

the Minutemen. UM head coach Bob
Pickett had to be displeased as these
penalties cost the Minutemen 162 yards
which stalled Massachusetts offensive
drives and kept Dartmouth efforts alive.

Holding penalties stymie<i three UMass
second half drives while a pass interference
call against the Minutemen in the third
quarter brought the Green offense from
their own two-yard line to their 37.

Although UMass was the most heavily
l^nalized team in the Yankee Conference
last year, this year's edition had only three
penalties for 25 yards against Holy Cross
College last week.

Kven if the Minutemen were guilty of the
majority of calls made against them, there
were al.so several non-calls by the officials
that left UMass fans .shaking their heads.

UM tailback Garry Pearson was con-
tinually hit after the whistle and nothing
was called yet a referee made a critical late
hit call on UMass defensive back Max
Jones and there was some doubt since the
hite appeared to be a legitimate tackle.

Later, in the fourth quarter they moved

from their own 12yard line to their own 41
on another UMass penalty. Big Green
quarterback Dave Howard went back to
pass and Eric (five sacks) Cregan had him
in his grasp. Howard appeared to ground
the ball when he tried to dump off the ball,

but again, no call.

"All I ask for is consistency in

officiating," said Pickett. "I don't mean to
criticize the officials we've had in the last

two games but there were three penalties

called against us at the Holy Cross game
and thirteen last Saturday."

Even the fourth quarter Dartmouth
touchdown pass from Green field leader
Rick Stafford to split end Matt Lopes was a
bit tainted, at least in the eyes of more than
a few UMass followers.

"We thought he Crapped the ball,"
Pickett said. "But Dartmouth people will

probably toll you he caught it."

There's no doubt that the Minutemen will

be working on keeping penalties to a
minimum when they entertain their first

Yankee Conference opponent this
weekend, in the Rams of the University of
Rhode Island.

"Penalty calls have a tremendous effect
on a game," Pickett said. "It helped Dart-
mouth control the tempo of the game in the
.second half"

Despite what the UMass faithful might
have thought last Saturday, officiating is a
difficult job.

"Officiating is a tough job," P.:ckett said.
"It's just like coaching."

Tennis Roundup
Netmen impress at EAA's BC edges netwomen 5-4
KINGSTON, R.I. — The I'niversiiy of Mas.sarhu.setts

men's tenni.s learn placed fifth out of an eight team field in
the Ea.stern Athletic Association (EAA) Championships at
the University of Rhode Island this past weekend.
The University of West Virginia successfully defended

Its EAA championship and was followed by George
Washington University, host URI and Rutgers University.
According to first year coach Hob Szlosek. the

Minutemen might have finished higher in the tournament
if they had gotten better luck in the tourney drawing.s,
although he was pleased and impressed with his team's
overall play.

"The way the draw worked out. we had to play West
Virginia live times while the teams that finished ahead of
us met them twice or three times," Szlosek said. "What I

lound <.ul whrn we played them was that our kids are on
iheir (VV\ as) cahber both athletically and tennis wise."
Craig Turner and Steve Jordan "at third doubles were

the only Ma.ssachusetts entry in the tourney finals and
were up 4 in the third set before their West Virginia
opponents rallied back for a 1 'y victory.
"The only ingredient our team lacked Saturday was

experiencj' at the tournament level," Szlosek said. "We're
a young learn playing against many teams with full

ContmuM nn page II

The University of Ma.ssachusets women's tennis team
was disappointed Saturday, losing to Boston College 5-4 on
the Mnyden courts.

Hosion College used seven playiTs, with five of their
singles playjTs playing doubU-s also.

I he doubles went on first along with the sixth singles.
r.-Vlass l(,si those lour matches, the best effort being
turned in by Didi Court right and Maurwn Hanlon Thev
l'»sl 1 ti. 1)4.0 ;{.

The five singles matches left to plav knew they had to
win to beat BC. Four were able to do so, with the lo.ss com-
ing from .senior Sally Fryk-rger who h.st to BC's Liz In-
gra.ssia, 0-4. 0-2.

Two ••xcelleni singles matches were played by senior
Barbara Mills and sophomore Elizabeth Sullivan. Mills
;iv<nged her loss Irom last fall to Hernadette Dia? by
.Hit playing her I. 7. 0. It was during that match la.sl
year i hat Mills broki- her ankle by stepping on a ball.

Colleg

Kickers booted,

JV's snag opener
Despite a promising outlook earlier this season, the

University of Mas.sachusetts men's .soccer team has yet to
show this on its season record, as it dropped another game
PViday, 2-0 at Maine.

"There's no way we (UMass) should have lost that
game," said coach Russ Kidd. "We just didn't cash in on
our scoring opportunifies."

UMa.ss, now 1-3-1, dominated the game and de.spite
many excellent scoring chances, couldn't put the ball in
the net.

Massachusetts controlled the ball or the majority of the
game, but Ixith of Maine's goals came on mistakes by
UMa.ss defensemen. Bill Meader. a Springfield native
scored the first goal at 71:89 and Jim O'Conner snuck in
the Black Bears' second tally.

Maine goalie Dave LaPrise wasn't really tested, as he
collected only six saves, and UM goalie Brett Olsher came
up with nine stops. Shots on goal were fairly even with
UM taking 12 and Maine 10.

UMass had a couple of golden opportunities to .score in-
cluding a breakaway with three Minutemen alone in Maine
U'rritory midway through the game. Forward Nick Mar-
ciano brought the ball down, but his shot lacked enough

Continued on page 11

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

The chain of events which led to the scoring of the game
winning points in last Saturday's 10 8 Minuteman victory
over Dan mouth College could almost be labeled a cliche.
The scenario was perfect. The starter gets injured, his

backup steps in and wins the game for the home team.
Well, this is exactly what occurred Saturday at Alumni

Stadium and for his game clinching 46 yard field goal,
second string placekicker Craig Homenko is this week's
Colli ginn Player of the Game.

"It was certainly a pleasant surprise when the ball
went through." I'M head coach Bob Pickett .said, "he
(Homenko) told us when he made the team in the spring
that he was a "game player" and I guess he was right."
The regular Massachusetts hooter, junior Herb

Newland, was injured on the kickoff following Garry
Pearson's nine yard touchdown run.

Newland did his job as the last line of defense of the
specialty team and met 210 lb. fullback/kick returner
Dennis Runck head on. Newland weighs l,'i7 lbs. so the
impact of the collision was certainly not in his favor.

When Massachu.setts marched down within striking
distance on the next series of downs. Homenko got the call

from the Dartmouth .% yard line. The sophomore
Minuteman walk on stepped up to the line and was on the

-Game
mark with a kick that was just six yards shy of the team
record of 52 yards. (Sandro Vitiello hit a 52 yarder in 1978
against Boston College.)

When the ball was in the air. it didn't look as though it

had enough gas to make it through the uprights. It just did
make it. skimming the crossbar as it went by.
"There wasn't too much pressure on me at the time,"

Homenko said. "I was just glad it made it through."
Homenko was not the only outstanding Minuteman

<«»ntributor Saturday. Pearson had his usual good effort
with 145 yards rushing, 73 in te first hald. and the lone
UMass TD.

Massachusetts field leader Dean Pecevich had one of the
better games of his career, rushing for H5 yards on just 13
carries, including one long 24 yard scamper in the third
quarter. The junior from Bristol. Conn, also made good on
10 of 19 passing attempts and is currently ranked sixth in
Division I AA in passing efficiency. Pecevich injured his
shoulder in third quarter action Saturday, but is expected
to start against the University of Rhode Island this week.

For the second week in a row. a Minuteman defensive
player has b«'en named Yankee Conference Defensive
Player of the Week. Safety Grady Fuller got the honor on
the basis of five open field tackles and three bated down
passes. Senior linebacker Scott Crowell also played a
stellar game, chipping in 15 Uckles.
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Coed bathrooms still

source of controversy
Bv DIANF. K^An7IC ^. . .By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

The University's controversial bathroom
policy, which fprbids coed facilities in dor-
mitories, is once again becoming a focal
pomt of contention for students as the ad-
ministration seeks methods of enforce-
ment.

The ban was issued last February as a
result of an alleged influx of letters receiv-
ed from concerned parents and students in
regards to the living conditions in coed
dorms. University officials are continuing
to implement the policy despite what Stu-
dent Government co-President Kevin
Mangan called widespread student anger
with the change.
"The status of the situation," said Direc-

tor of Housing Joseph Zannini, "is one in
which a statement was made last semester
regarding the quality of life. The Housing
Office is obligated to work to enforce the
new policy."

The problem is evolving around concerns
from different perspectives, Zannini said
On the one hand are the parents and
students who are addressing the "privacy
kinds of questions" and on the other are
those who are concerned with the inconve-
nience of going to another floor to use the
bathroom.

Zannini said he feels it is a situation
where students who live on coed floors
have to realize that if their floor bathroom
IS designated to the opposite sex, they will
have to use another.
But Mangan said he has been confronted by
an abundance of highly dissatisfied
stiidents who are prepared to challenge the
policy. This has prompted the SGA to send
formal appeals to the administration in an
effort to reverse the decision, he said.
Because efforts have been stagnant up to

this point, students are taking it on
themselves to oppose the policy, Mangan
said. The sense of general unrest over the

Continued on page U

Repair plans underway;
leaking roofe targeted

Collerima pholo b» Chrii <nii)t

wCu^ar!? ^S"k"*'..?'""'. ^""S"''' * sophomore from Northampton, free-wheels around the Fine Arts Center concourse.

pholo ri)urle»> of SpfirU InrnrmHiion (»ffii.

CRAIG HOMENKO

Error in planning
negates ramp built

for the disabled
By CAREN ORLICK
Collegian Staff •

Crossing the street may not seem a difficult task, but
add a mobility-impaired individual and a utility pole in the
center of a handicap access ramp, and it becomes a major
problem. •'

At the intersection of Governors Drive and North Plea-
sant Streets in Amherst, a ramp was built at the crossing
to aid the handicapped, but the utility pole situated in the
center renders it unusuable.
Jack Littlefield. director of Facilities Planning at the

University of Massachusetts, said the ramp was built with
Uie best interest of the handicapped population in mind
But due to changing street boundaries, private property
restrictions and a lack of communication among the
University, the town of Amherst, and the state Depart-
ment of Public Works (DPW), the pole was never
relocated.

The ramp has been inaccessible since its completion in
April.

"It looks ridiculous," Littlefield said. "But once the pole
is removed, the ramp is ready for all those in need of it."
Due to an irregular intersection, University officials re-

quested the relocation of Governors Drive last year.
The town agreed, and while designing the new intersec-

tion, introduced ramps.
Littlefield said that the town was frequently asked

about the relocation of the pole during its construction.
"The trouble is to get three appropriating agencies

together and have them agree as to when the work will be
done, ' he said.

By JEFF ROSENBERG
Collegian Correspondent

The Whitmore Administration Building
is just one of several buildings on campus
that will be undergoing restoration and
repairs this semester as part of a $3 million
allocation from the state legislature.
The roofs of several buildings are being

repaired to prevent leakage. The total cost
of repairing all the buildings involved will
be $467,000, funded by the deferred
maintenance program, said Richard
Shanor of the University of Massachusetts
News Bureau.

"Deferred maintenance refers to the
repair and renewal of facilities and systems
on campus not covered in the regular
physical plant maintenance budget," said
Jack Littlefield. director of university plan-

ning.

In 1979. a capital outlay budget of $3
million was granted to the University by
the state legislature. This is separate from
the regular fiscal budget granted yearly to
the University. The roof repairs are just
one o{ five different contracts to be award-
ed from the $3 million, Littlefield said.
The roof of Whitmore is undergoing nor-

mal maintenance repairs and will also in-
clude added insulation to meet energy con-
servation codes. Shanor said the slate roofs
of Clark Hall, Skinner Hall, and Mills Hall
will also be undergoing restoration because
of leakage. McNamara dormitory and
Curry Hicks Cage will also be included in
the maintenance program.
"Plans are going on schedule and all

work should be completed by the middle of
November," Shanor said.

S^ns^iB'-"-^'--^^'=^B
"We had two options." he said, "either we wait for the

town to get the funds needed from the DPW to move the
pole and not build the ramp, or build the ramp around the
pole.

Paul Mazzarella, the town planner of 3 weeks said
yesterday after checking with the engineering office in
Amherst, that the DPW is responsible for the removal of
the pole, and the town can do nothing until funds are

received.

No date has yet been agreed upon as to when the pole
will be removed, town Superintendent Stanley Ziomek
estimated sometime before the first snowfall.
Since neither the university nor the town of Amherst

has received DPW funding for the project, the pole will re-main exactly where it is; in the middle of the ramp, depriv-
ing mobility to those who require the use of it
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Digrest
By the Associated Press

British Labor Party urges jS
N. Ireland with rest of Republic
BRIGHTON. England - BriUins op-

position Labor Party, breaking from its
bipartisan stance on Northern Ireland
yesterday called for the eventual unification
of the British province and the Irish
Republic.

Twelve hundred delegates at the party's
annual convention endorsed a leadership
policy document aiming for a united Ireland
based on agreement and consent and

achieved by negotiations between Britain
and the Irish government." said Don
Concannon. the party's spokesman on Irish
affairs.

The policy could be implemented if Ubor

defeats the ruling Conservative Party in
elections that must be held before February
1984. The government can call elections
before that date if it wishes to.
The bipartisan position of the opposing

Labor and Conservative parties on the Irish
issue has existed since Ireland was par
titionedin 1921.

That separation left the predominantly
Protesunt six counties of the north as part
of the United Kingdom. The over
whelmingly Roman Catholic southern
counties progressed from the status of
British dominion to that of a republic in
1937.

U.S. Senate passes bill allowing
national debt to exceed $1 trillion

WASHINGTON - The Senate passed
and sent to President Reagan yesterday a
bill boosting the national debt limit past $1
trillion for the first time. The bill will
permit the government to borrow the
money it needs to pay bills in the fiscal year
beginning Thursday.
The measure was passed by a vote of 64

34 after Republican leaders fought off a
series of amendments that would have sent
11 back to the Democrat dominated House
The House had approved the bill earlier

Salvadorian President Jose Napoleon Duarte gestures yesterd^Thechats with Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig in New York CUv EarLrin a speech before the United Nations General AfsemW^ Duarte appealed^^^^

lalaXtLiSh?"'*^"" "'*/ ^^'^ *^™^** outside' interfl^en'c^n El

and caUed on^
hs government ,s attempting to build a democratic societyana called on the U.N, to support its reform efforts.

Reagan dismisses foreign aid as
key to global prosperity

but GOP leaders feared it might balk at
endorsing it again.

It is the fifth increase in the debt limit
smce 1978. when the limit was $798 billion
and the actual debt afthe end of the fiscal
year was $772.69 billion.

The new ceiling of $1,079 trillion, already
approved by the House, would amount to
$4 694.20 for every American man. woman
and child. At $1 per second, it would take
31.688 years just to count a trillion - or
$1,000,000,000,000.

WASHINGTON - President Reagan
told officials of 141 nations yesterday that
global economic problems can only be
resolved through fiscal austerity combined
with reUance on "the magic of the
marketplace."

His speech, opening the annual meeting
of the World Bank and International
Monetary Fund, amounted to an appeal to
other nations to embrace his own
prescription for economic recovery
Some 2.000 delegates - many

representing avowedly sociaUst countries— heard Reagan say that foreign aid cannot
be the primary element of the development
strategies of poorer countries.

"Unless a nation puts its own financial
and economic house in order, no amount of
aid will produce progress," he said.
But he added that the United States

recognizes the need of low income countries
for U.S. assistance to strengthen their
economies, diversify their exports and
work toward self sufficiency.
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Wednesday Nite is

Italian Hite
at the T.O.C. Restaurant

Losogno or Turkey Pormeson
Salad Bar & Beverage

$4.95
_Fm_Reservations please call 549-6000 ext. 639

Talks between Haig, Gromyko
fail to resolve disagreement
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Kis talks with Soviet ForlimMnLter ^'"7"
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"WEAVIN^Te"
SPINNING
CLASSES

starting throughout
the fall

Loom and spinning
wheel rentals.

Weaving supplies

WEBS
109 Main St

Amherst 253-2580

EVERY
MONDAY

Thru
THURSDAY

From 2-6 pm
fAND 9 pm till 1 am

^
\
'\ r-

DEATH RACE
2000

DAVID CARRADINE
SYLVESTER STALLONE

FRIDAY OCT. 2

7,9,11PM $1.00

Engineering East Auditorium

y
/ ThE HuNqRy U

PIZZA PARTY
Special- A FREE

Small Cheese &
Tomato Pizza with
every pitcher of beer^

or carafe of wine!
This Week -

$1.75 orgasms
.9Sc Seagrams £f 7-up

TteHuQgryU
,
SPHtrrS • SUSIBNANCE • SAUCE

(SSUniwrify fttve, Amherat. M«s8achusett5549.57i3

Attention Italian-America^
Students - Faculty - Staff

Exploratory Meeting
concerning the development of

Italian-American club
Purpose. To develop a communication link between
.ndividuals of similar heritage and culture on theAmherst campus while creating an atmosphere ofmutual understanding between cultures tf^roughSOCIAL and EDUCATIONAL activities.

Wednesday - Sept. 30 C.C. 804
7 pm

All Welcome
For information contact Greg at 253-9870
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» THE BEST THING ABOUT

—EUROPE —
YOU CAN SKI THERE FREE
The best thing about Europe is that we will
pay for you to ski there That s right
an unbelieveable otter Be our oncampus
European representative, successtully
promoie our ski trip on your campus with
the help of our easy-to-use promotion kit
and you II |oin your friends and class-
mates on a European ski adventure In
addition, we want to insure your having a
good time, so we will pay you expense
money for your trip to the Alps
ADVEKTURE. EXCITEKIEHT.ROMAMCE
Imagine being at the top of a maiestic
mountain, choosing what run you will ski
and wtiat village you will end up m Im-
agine Vail, only on a much grander scale

and a more authentic atmosphere Im-
agine yourself skiing at Zermat, Cervinia
Chamonix Courmayeur or Kilzbuhel
Lech. St Anton, Zurs. and the city of the
Olympiad Innsbruck Experience what
skiing Europe is all about

DISCOVER THIS DAY
Until you ski Europe s Alps you ve only
thought you ve skied Write or call today
10 become nur on campus European ski
loii^onductoi Call today'

CALL COLLECT TODAY

414

..276-3070
*************:jc*:|c:(c:,5;,j5,j
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Social Awareness floor in Brett House
thrives on diverse opinions, behavior
By ANNE MCCRORY
Collegian Correspondent

The Social Awareness floor in Central Residential Area's
Brett House is a floor with "a lot of room for personal
opinion and different cultural behavior." said Eric Sch-
midt. Community Resource Assistant (CRA) for the floor.

"The floor thrives on diversity, much as a city does
"

Schmidt said. "People appreciate differences here."

In the fall of 1979 when the dorm opened after
renovation there was a waiting list of 25 people. Schmidt
said. There is no waiting list now. However. Schmidt said
he feels "if you have a waiting list and select people, you
lose that diversity."

The residents interviewed all seemed to feel there was
no specific definition to describe the Social Awareness
floor.

"The floor has gotten a reputation for being one thing or
another in the past." Schmidt said. "A lot of people in a
small space just need to be 'aware' of each other." he said.

"It's basically just consideration for others." said
sophomore Andrew S. Hochberg. 19. an arts major from
Longmeadow.
A random sampling of students is provided by filling

Feminism, profits difficult to
mix at Womonfyre shop

many of the vacancies on the floor with freshmen who may
never have heard of the floor. Schmidt said. The dorm is

most popular among older students, although they often
move off campus where the environment is similar to that
of the Social Awareness floor, he said.

Mitchell Bell. 19. an economics major from Bloomfield,
N.J.. IS one sophomore who was placed on the floor as a
freshman. "I didn't choose it last year but I liked it." said
Bell. "The people were very friendly and receptive to new
ideas," he said.

Hochberg. who is spending his third semester on the
floor said. "I think the people on the floor are a lot more
considerate of other people than on other floors. " he said.

Schmidt also commented on the amount of consideration
and respect between students on the floor. "There's an
amazing amount of trust and love, and with that also a real
opportunity to share complaints without having to make
enemies.

"
he said. "You don't have to feel intimidated

about asking people to turn down their stereos."

Workshops have been offered on the floor in the past.
Schmidt said, "to varying degrees of success." He said a
regular program soon could be underway in this "Year
Toward Civility." Workshops offered this semester include
racism, sexism, anti-semitism, handicap awareness, drug
awareness, and political issues, he said.

By SARAH RUSSEL
Collegian Correspondent

It is difficult to combine feminism and
practical business management, said
Kiriyo Spooner. co-owner of Womonfyre
Books, a Northampton shop that sells

books specifically for women.
There are about 100 women's bookstores

in the country, and Womonfyre Books is

one of the five in Massachusetts.
Spooner said she has had to sacrifice

some of her feminist ideals in running the
bookstore.

"Feminism and capitalism are contradic-
tions." Spooner said. She would like to sell

books without worrying about a profit, but

Group to detail

European cause
for disarmament

The American Friends Service Com-
mittee and the Unitarian Society of
Northampton will sponsor a talk titled

"The European Nuclear Disarmament
Movement: A Personal Report." on
Thursday, October 1 from noon to 1:30
p.m. at the Unitarian Society. 220 Main
Street, Northampton.
Speaking at the lecture will be Ms. Ruth

Benn, a Northampton resident who
walked 150 miles from Brussels to Paris in

August with the European Peace March,
and Matthew Leighton, a Greenfield
resident who was active with the
P.'uropean Nuclear Disarmament group
twenty years ago in Great Britain.

in a small business, that is not possible.

"We try to maintain our feminism as
much as possible and still survive."
Spooner said.

Spooner first became interested in runn-
ing a women's bookshop when she worked
in a bookstore in Ann Arbor, Mich., and
volunteered at a women's crisis center, as
well as a women's bookstore.

After an extensive search in the New
England area. Spooner and Womonfyre
Books' co-owner, Jil Krolik, chose Nor-
thampton for the location of their bookshop
in 1978 because there was a strong feminist
community in the five college area.

Though she found the local community
"supportive" and "friendly" to Womon-
fyre Books. Spooner said the local

businesses had been less helpful. The Nor-
thampton Chamber of Commerce does not
recognize Womonfyre Books as a business,
and the local newspapers rarely come to
them for advertising.

Womonfyre Books advertises in The
Valley Women's Voice which carries
women's issues exclusively, and began cir-

culation about the time Womonfyre open-
ed.

Womonfyre Books sells a wide variety of
books ranging from literature to
cookbooks. Though they are mainly written
by women. Spooner said the only qualifica-

tion for the book is that it must be "pro-
women." In other words, she said she
would not carry Phyllis Schafly's
biography.

Though the customers in Womonfyre
Books are mainly women, Spooner said

male customers are also welcome in

Womonfyre Books.
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UM professor

will testify

on busing bill
By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Correspondent

The Director of the Horace Mann Bond Center for
Equal Education at the University of Massachusetts is
scheduled to testify in Washington, D.C. today before a
United States Senate's Judiciary Subcommittee in favor
of desegregation and busing in public schools.

Professor Meyer Weinberg, 60. is one of a group of
social scientists who testify. The hearing is in response to
a bill proposed by John East. R.-N.C. which would essen-
tially outlaw busing as a means of desegregation.

In his prepared statement against the Neighborhood
School Transportation Relief Act, Weinberg contested II
findings within the bill.

He disagreed with the bill's statement that "white
flight", a term describing white parents' removal of their
children from public schools and enrolling them into
private schools, was widespread; and he denied that bus-
ing was a waste of public funds, and undermined com-
munity support for public education.

Weinberg, who earned his undergraduate and graduate
degrees from the University of Chicago, was also a
member of a Vanderbilt University study for the U S Of-
fice ofCivil Rights and the National Institute of Education.
"I feel that the historical record strongly demonstrates

that separate but equal really means that it's never
equal; Weinberg said during an interview yesterday
When you separate children by race, gne group gets

penalized and another group gets privileges.

"If we were to cease being a racist society, we wouldn't
need desegregation, but we are. People who control city
schools have never given benefits to minorities and poor
whites," Weinberg said.

Weinberg discussed the unique case of Boston's
federally-ordered busing. "Boston was a classic example
of Southern resistance in the north. Elected leaders, state
senators, state representatives, and school committee
members openly defied Federal court orders, which was
very different in the north, but common in the south in the
late 60's and early 70's."

Weinl)erg also pointed out some positive aspects of
Boston's desegregation. "Before 1974, parents had very
little .say in the school system. They were deeply alienated
and did not have a formal voice," he said.

"Under Judge W. Arthur Garrity's court order, a city-
wide coordinating commission was formed for parents and
non-parents. A parental interfacial commission was added
in each of the nine district .schools.

As a result, there was much more parental clout
"

Weinberg said.

CollfKian photo hv Chriii Crai|twmj . . *4i ri L «^o"»lf'«n pnoio ftv I hrn ( railWes Liu of the Parachute Club does a skywriting routine in their demonstra-
tion jump last Friday. There will be another parachute demonstration today
near the Whitmore Administration building at noon.
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Lesbian Union to meet
Friday in CC office

The Lesbian Union (LU) is sponsoring an
informal gathering Friday at 8 p.m., in the
Campus Center, room 102.
The LU holds meetings every Thursday,

at 7 p.m. in the same room.
At the last meeting, members decided

that the Union will be run by a steering
committee. This committee will be in
charge of routine functions, as well as
organizing events such as speakers and

.Wednesday, September 30, 1981

Newslines..

Wednesday, September 30, 1981

dances. The LU will also be sUffed Monday
through Friday starting next week. These
limes will be posted on the door on Monday.

Big E prize awarded
to [Mass professor

Dr. Stanley Gaunt, professor of animal
scK-ncf at the University of Ma.ssachusetts
and a pioneer in the field of artificial in

semination, was awarded the AgriculturaJ
Adventurers Award for 1981 by the
Eastern States Exposition.
Some of Gaunt's accomplishments include

developing hew technology in the field of
artificial insemination, educating dairy
farmers and helping them to set up in

dividual units which led to the formation of
the Eastern Artificial Breeding
Cooperative.

* Bathroom
Continued from page 1

issue is leading to mass dorm meetings at
which students are voicing their opposi-
tion, he said.

"It is very hard to mobilize students; but
on this issue all you have to do is spark
them," said Mangan.
A special committee has also been

established to help organize students effec-
tively and to encourage participation in

protesting single-sex bathrooms, he said.

rustv nail C/fvn^

Sat. Oct. 3
lurs. Oct. 1 Friday Oct. 2 sat. Oct. 3

Boogie Till You Puke TLJC #^^^.1^1 j» -*- j^ ^.

w/ROOT ROY <il IM '^^ JONATHANw/ROOT BOY SLIM mO-DETTES EDWARDS
18-19 year olds welcome

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937

PC-12n
Pocket Computer

179.00
The pocket computer which has a whole
new range of potential

^249.«a
old price

CE-122
Tseroa

old price

129.00
OptJonaJ Printer/Cassette Interface for PC-1211

The CE-1 22 prints out programs
and provides cassette interface.

Smooth key operation with typewriter
key arrangement

Program capacity 1424 steps •

26 memories with memory safe guard

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-4

apd calculations
The PC 1211 emplovs a key arrcin^jement
similar to that of a typewrifer Thus the
neat, clean apjiearmi^ keyboard can be
operated easily and quickly

The PC 1211 has a larjje memory capacity
in spite of Its slim, compact body Due
to the memory safe ^uard circuit, informa
tion in memory is maintained even after

the Dower is turned off

ProKramminK is by an efficient one
command one step ' system According to
your needs sfef)s f ^n also be used as a

memory
(8 steps is equivalent to 1 memory)

Reservable key and definable
key systems

• The reservable key system makes it possi-
ble to reserve a key for a function or
command which is used frequently It can
easily be recalled by the touch of a key
when putfms m a formula eifht-r durin«
manual calculation or programming

• The definable key system defines 18
programs for each key Whenever you
need a certain program, you r an recall
ATvS run If with the touch of th.- proper
key

Adoption of BASIC language

For programming, the PC 1211 employs the
BASIC language, used widely from begin
ners to professionals This simple program
mmg method can easily be (.arried out by
referring to the flow c hart Moreover,
formulas ( an be entered as they are
normally written These innovative funr
tions are designed with ease ot operation in

mind
The PC 1211 also serves as an ideal "step
ping stone" to professional computers

Dot matrix display - up to
24 digits with rolling writer

C haracfcrs as well as numerals ah^
displavf^ with the dot matrix display enabi
ing the of)erator in a sense, to ( om
munic ate with the unit The BASIC
language (an be used to its full potential
The display panel makes it possible to
display portions of the program (line by
line), visual instructions asking for data and
showing caU ulation results

Other features
•Long life operation. Auto power of

t

function

•Playback function enables correction
by displaying the formula with a single
touch of a key

• f ffective tone function is designed to
Identify the program (A beep sound
tan be input during f)rogramming

)

Located In the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass

"^ Universitu <=Anm
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Stoned in the rain
By MAUREEN McMANUS

NORTH BROOKFIELD - One night,
three car loads of UMass students met at
Lhe Drake at midnight to begin an ad-
venture in search of the Stones.
We abandoned the cars and scurried

across a swampy field and theh took cover
to avoid the searchlights and security
forces. When the faint sound of the Rolling
Stones were heard in the far off distance
the excitement level rose; and everyone
dispersed into groups with the common goal
of meeting the wizards and not getting
snagged by the cops.
As we crawled through the hedges and

over barbed wire fences the rain pelted us.
and our imaginations brought us to the
front line of the trenches. Gun shots were
heard and our feet hesitated until the lyrics
from their new album. Tattoo You, sang
loud and clear across the fields; "Find My
Way" - and we were inspired once again to
find our way to Emerald city.
We resigned ourselves to the inconv

nience of the weather's numbing assault as
the rain made mush, mud and wet feet. But
that was our only setback. As some of us

were still edging our way up, others had
reached the Long View Farm Studio and
unscrewed the light bulb that revealed the
crowd's dancing shadows against the barn
door.

At the outset it was the kind of night sane
people would avoid. The moisture in the air
was cold and uncomfortable, and tne
ground was soaked. Each step through the
hills was a step into the unknown until our
feet were gooshing in a slushy substance we
later discovered was cow manure. That was
our final hurdle to the barn - a field of
manure.
But what's sane about dancing in cow

manure and rain, listening to the Rolling
Stones jam? Nothing. We were absolutely
crazy, and we became more crazed as the
Stones played "Gimme Shelter." "Angie," »

and "Time is On My Side" (What? It was
3:00 a.m. and we all had classes the next
day).

The Stones were playing erratically, and
Mick Jagger kept repeating. "Let Me
Whisper In Your Ear. " over and over again.
They beefed up "Let Me Go" off the
Emotional Rescue album and Keith
Richards wired out on heavy guitar action.

Continued on page 10

Sound Advice
Jermaine Jackson
I Like Your Style (Motown)
By PAUL POLISHUK

Let's Get Serious, the title of Jermaine
Jackson's last album, is also the reaction
most listeners will give to his latest release,
/ Like Your Style. This record does not
rank with his best efforts, but for the loyal
fans it will not be a serious let-down.
Jermaine Jackson, as you probably

remember, was the bassist and leader of
the Jacksons, probably the most popular
Motown group of the decade. Jackson has
dedicated this album to his brothers
because as he says, "After all that we've
been through, we're still one family." The
final song "I'm my Brothers Keeper" con-
tains this dedication and the affirmation
that "...our dream never dies..."

The music of the album is uneven and
sometimes exaggerated, which could
possibly be the fault of the producer. In

general it is confusing and cluttered. The
bass is totally overpowering at times, and
the rhythm seemingly never changes from
song to song. A few stronger points are the
complementary instruments, including the
harmonica on "Paradise in your eyes." The
horns, strings and acoustic guitars are oc-
casionally mixed in effectively, but the
composite blend leaves a sour taste.
The tone of the album is very mellow and

relaxed. It is slow and soothing, at times
cosmic, but mostly just monotonous. The
notable exceptions are the Stevie Wonder
tune "Signed, Sealed Delivered, I'm
Yours," which he helps out on. and the
following song "I Can't Take No More,"
which IS very upbeat with plenty of funk to
spare.

Other than the graceful dedication tune,
the album has no theme, and is rather dis-
jointed. There is no direction, and like a fly
it zips one way and then another, leaving
the observer bewildered and confused.
Let's get serious, Jermaine.

Evelyn King
I'm In Love (RCA)
By RAY SANDERLIN

For the music lovers who remember
Evelyn "Champagne" King, she's return-
ed with some nice music, and it's sweeter
than ever.

Evieyn's latest album I'm In Love is

definitely a winner. This is King's latest ef-
fort since her overnight success a couple
years ago with the single "Shame." That
song was responsible for a great deal of her
stardom. "Shame" made the top ten on
charts from coast to coast.

Her new album will be just one of many
to come for this talented young artist. The
enti>e album is one hit after another. "I'm

In Love," the title track, has already made
the charts and is on its way to U^ing a
number one seller. And as for rein-
forcements, "Sprit of a Dancer." "I Can't
Take It" and "What are You Waiting For"
are three other high powered songs
guaranteed to put your body in motion. To
mellow things out a little. Evelyn displays
her strong vocal talent with "I>)n't Hide
Our Love" and another nice slow ballad,
"The Best is Yet to Come," adds the
finishing touch.

I'm sure when you get a chance to hear
this album for yourself you'll agree that we
should be hearing a lot more from King in
the near future, and if her next album is

anything like this one it's going to l)e

REAL NICE.

PRESENTS

THIS SUKDAY HIGHT
OCT.4th

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
8:00 P.M.

UMASS STUDENTS - $6.50
GENERAL PUBLIC - $7.50

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR

SUNDAY
OCT. i 6
FINE ARTS CENTER
CONCERT HALL

8:00 P.M.
UMASS STUDENTS $7.50 - $8.50

GENERAL PUBLIC $8.50 - $9.50
Produced in Association with
the UMass Arts Council

WTR
COSTUME CONCERT!

JORMA KAUKONEN
OCT. 29

Jimmy Cliff

7:30 P.M.
UMASS STUDENTS - $6.50
GENERAL PUBLIC $7.50

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
TickETS MAy be puRchAscd at: TickcxRON, URU, TIX, For tMe RecorcI

(Fa< s) AlVlhERST, PlATTERpiiS RECORds, NoRrhAMpTON, ANd MaIN St.

RECORdSy INoRThAMpTON.

All TIcliETS ONE dollAR MORE AT tIiE doOR
ANd plEASE, NO Food, dRINk OR SMoks!
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Major : accounting
Mgjor: music Major: psychology
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Gentrification

of higher

education
In spite of the decreasing pool of financial aid, there was

a record number of freshmen and women at UMass this
year. Why are there even more warm bodies in the
classrooms than last year?

We are now starting to see the "gentrification" of
higher education in the Commonwealth. This term comes
from the trend of the upper middle class moving back into
urban areas due to lower renis, and thus pushing out the

Randolph T. Holhut
poor whom live there. We are now seeing the upper mid-
dle class moving back to public schools because of the pro-
hibitive cost of attending a private school. With the big-
name private schools charging upwards of $10,000 a year
for room, board, tuition and fees, $3350 for out-of-state
tuition at UMass looks like a real bargain. Small wonder
that the Board of Regents raised the quota for out-of-
staters from five to fifteen percent.

But what is a bargain for the upper middle class is finan-
cial hell for the less well-to-do. Since financial aid has been
cut, these people have been forced to drop out of school
due to a lack of funds. If they do stay, they run up huge
bills from the cost of going to school. It is now harder than
ever to go to college if your family makes under $20,000 a
year.

What in essence should be education for all is fast

becoming education in Massachusetts. We are now in

danger of taking the opportunity of higher education away
from those who need it most.

As the people with the money start pushing out the less
fortunate, you will start noticing a change in the Universi-
ty. The blue collar kids v/ill start being replaced by the
preps. You are starting to see it now around campus. The
place seems more like Harvard than the Zoo we have all

known and loved. The working class ethic is being replac-
ed by the elitist attitudes of the gentry that is taking over
our university.

What's the future for educatuion when only the rich can
afford it? It means that only the rich will get the oppor-
tunities that higher education brings (yes, in some cases, a
diploma still means something.) This is yet another at-

tempt to screw the lower classes, and since they are the
least politically organized, they can be the most easily vic-

timized by the government's policies. Have we regressed
that far with life under Ronnie that we are even going to
take away the education and the hope it brings to the
economically disadvantaged. I guess just taking away
their food and their homes isn't enough.

1 see gentrification of the universities and colleges in the
Commonwealth as bad news for the rest of us. As we slip

further into the dark ages of Reaganomics, we will start to

see more examples of inequities in the system. The
distribution of wealth is being shifted away from the
needy and back to the greedy in an exemplification. Just
another example of Murphy's Golden Rule — whoever has
the gold, rules.

CMMMKMMBMOMti
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Letters —
Party ban: students know best

To the Editor:

I'm writing to express my disappointment over your
coverage of the Southwest party moratorium issue (9/28).
First of all, credit should have been given to those people
who actually organized the successful removal of the party
ban. Ruth Mazzola, Southwest Area Government co-
President, first contacted the Director of Housing, Dr.
Joseph Zannini, and informed him of the situation and
demanded a meeting for early Friday morning. She then
organized, with the help of her co-President, Theresa
Kolish, over twenty-five students to attend this meeting
and led the discussion which ultimately forced Dr. Zannini
to remove the party ban. This was an excellent example of
the commitment and ability of student leaders to address
the social problems on this campus. Congratulations
should be extended to Mazzola, Kolish and members of the
S.W.A. and the S.G.A. for their successful efforts.

I was also surprised and upset over the manner in which
Southwest Area Director Mel Miller's "strategy" was
covered. Credibility was given to yet another attempt by
administrators to control the daily lives of the students.
Mr. Miller made no effort to consult or work with student
leaders nor did he adequately address the roots of the pro-
blems. We cannot allow these administrative fiats which
do nothing to remedy anti-social behavior including racist
and sexist attacks on members of the UMass community.
It is not organized parties which cause the vandalism and
violence that have been occurring but rather a lack of
them or any other form of programming. When no sort of
programs exist, students of Southwest, who live in one of
the most densely populated areas in the world, tend to feel

finstrated, bored, and lonely, particularly those who are
under 20. These feelings are often vented by anti-social

behavior.

A further example of the administration's ineptness in

dealing with weekend problems is the situation concerning
trash. They complain about the bottles, cans, and other lit-

ter that is strewn throughout Southwest yet where is the
trash supposed to go when the trashbarrels are removed
each weekend for the football stadium? The only reason
this was remedied was because Southwest student leaders
called the Physical Plant and demanded more barrels. Ad-
ministrators with no concept of what student life is all

about should stop trying to run our lives and let us, as
students, decide what is best for us. We know how to bet-

ter!

I'd also like to compliment John F. Hudson on his

editorial on the same subject (9/28) as accurately
highlighting how the administration really does "screw
over" the students. k^-H

Lisa Ziebel

SGA Attorney General

Civility campaign a 'travesty'
To The Editor:

I am writing to express my deep convictions that the

"Year Toward Civility" will be, at best, ineffective, and,

at worst, harmful to the University. One cannot combat
social ills such as racism, sexism, and anti-semitism with
slogans, T-shirts, and bumper stickers. One cannot make
the University community socially aware with fanfares,

speakers, and free cider and donuts. One cannot stop op-

pression and needless violence on this campus with
posters of birds with hands and "convocations."

The civility campaign is a travesty. It is an insult to the
University community, and worst of all, to the well mean-
ing people involved in the campaign.
The civility campaign will not cure the social evils on this

campus. The people who will attend the workshops and
convocation and listen to the speakers are generally not

the people who are perpetuating the problems. Nothing
will reach those who are except a firm stand from the ad-

ministration, stricter discipline, more effective grievance

procedures, and increased security. Please note that these
suggestions involve little expenditure of money. The
money being poured into the civility campaign could pay
for more lighting on campus and for more police or securi-
ty.

As a member of the University community, I am very
concerned with the image the University projects to the
general public. To tell the public that the University will

now become "civil" projects an extremely negative image,
and implies that everyone at the University is currently
acting like animals. Furthermore, what haooens after the
"Year Toward Civility?" Will the University then go back
to acting like animals? What will happen in four years
after the students who now attend the University have
left? Will there have to be another "Year Toward
Civility?"

It may be too late to stop4he "Year Toward Civility"

now, but it is not too late to re-think some of the activities

that have been planned, and to take a firm, positive ap-
proach to the problems everyone would like to see
eliminated.

Elizabeth Arnold
Amherst

Aftermath of nuclear attack
To the Kditor:

What would be the consequences of a nuclear attack on a
modern city?

The atomic bombings of the cities of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki provide the only 'real life' experiences con-

cerning the effects of a nuclear attack on a human
population. Total civilian casualties there exceeded
150,000. In Hiroshima only 135 of the city's 1,780 nurses
survived the initial blast, 270 of 298 physicians were killed,

and 42 of 45 hospitals were destroyed.

The radius of total destruction by a single bomb wouM
easily exceed 20 miles (Lewis, 1979). People would be
killed by searing temperatures, massive doses of
penetrating radiation, and high blast pressure. The
Pentagon projects 20 million Americans killed immediately
as an acceptable risk. We might ask to whom this is ac-

ceptable?!

Injured survivors would overwhelm the health care
'

delivery system — even if it survived intact, which it

certainly would not. Supplies of drugs, dressings, in-

struments, and uncontaminated water would be scarce or
nonexistent. Unlike the water shortage experienced here
last year, there would probably be no homes for students
to return to. The psychological impact of the attack would
require a system of crisis intervention that is beyond the
scope of modern health care.

The long-term effects on surviving human beings and
the earth's ecosystem are uncertain, but are considered at

least as significant as the shorter-term effects which can be
calculated. Radioactive fallout would result in genetic
damage, leading to cancers and birth defects. Large
masses of land would be rendered unsuitable for habitation
or cultivation.

Presentations on "The Escalating Arms Build up..."

followed by open discussion will take place tonight at 8
p.m. in Mahar Auditorium. The Unthinkable is not
Undoable.

Gary Soucy
Richard Morrison

Amherst

Letters for publication must include
the writers name, address and telephone
number for verification. Please type tri-

ple spaced with 67 characters per line.

Because of the large volume of mail
recieved, unpublished letters cannot be
acknowledged or retui^ed. Letters are
subject to editing for clarity and length.
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campus
ccnicr

at. u ma.^s
ALL AGES WELCOME

Wednesday, September 30th

October Days
Free Admission

Thursday, October 1

For Hot Reggae from New York

it's

Crossroads
cover charge $1.50

Friday, October 2nd
It's ROCK n' FUN from

Rhode Island with

Tonoose
cover charge $2.00

Saturday, October 3rd

with the sound of

Chicago Blues it's

J.D. Hutto

& the Newhowks
special guests

Street Corner Jive

Austin Style Swing
cover charge $3.00

•Valid ID and A.B.P. Sticker

required to purchase alcohol

^ M»-77»> TIflOMpSON 102 -x-

^4?0A SrudcNT Union $
1^0 ^Mm^Mm ^^^ ^M0 ^M^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^M^ ^M^ ^^^ ^^^ ^M0 ^m0 ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^l# %£# ^Cff %^# %1#%#
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PfiotJhe pens you
have tohold onto

Rodney Dongerfield

JWs fluy's mokinfl o withdrowol
-Including my Pilot pen'

If s olmosl cnminal how people go for my Pilot Finelmer Why' Its

tine point writes through carbons And Pilot chorges only 79' tor it

People get their hands on it ond forget it s my pen
I got no pen And no respecfi

People go nuts ove
Point too Itwnteswithi
fine line Its metoi collar

keep the point from

going squish

For only 89'^ they

should buy t^e(f

own pen ond show
some respect tor my property

available at

[PILOT]

fine point mar1(Brpens
People loke to o Pilot like irs ttieir own

the

Uoiv

October 15, 16, 17

ThEME.*

LIFe in New ENqlANd

Deadline to Enter Oct. 14th 5:00

Apply at Photo Lab I - Rules

Mountain Farms Mall Hadley

>^

^*:
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201 Student Union

Univ. of Mass.

Amherst, MA 01003

(413) 545-0400/0401

new Rolling Stones

Pretenders II

new Stevie Nicks

new Kinks

their price URU
5.89 5.49

5.89 5.49

5.89 5.49

6.47 5.49

I—

.

This coupon good for

40c OFF
regular size shake

at

BASKIN BOBBINS
28 Main St. Amherst

>»*»»#»#»»*»»»##»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»^»»j^jj,-.^^»i

You need it, you want it,

we got it!

WHY PAY MORE

#»»»»*»»<

"The Student-Run Record Store'"

Hours:

M-F 10-5

Sat 11-3

The TOG Lounge will be featuring entertainment each week
Tuesday - Saturday from 9:00 pm - 1:00 am.

We are proud to present to you the talent of

UMass Student Entertainers
Tuesday - Amanda Maffei - soloist

Wednesday - Jim Bianchi - soloist

Thursday - Julie Bankuiti - soloist

*Friday - Barry Harv^'OOd - Happy Hour!

Friday - Bob Cummings - soloist

Saturday - Bob Cummings - trio

Come on up to the el(^v nth floor for the
finest in entertainment!

•Valid ID and ABP oticker required

to purchase alcohol

Wednesday, September 30 , 1981,
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SEMmt, ltJHATU£'f(B5£SN6

fouisMmmroppamjN'
ISM! ItNESKIRSARe TAKING
fiP^ANTA6£.0FHI6HimBR£5r
MWSTDSCOR^BkyfNTfe

rrsAMMUfSJOFstmeNoiu,
SeNAlOK. HELL. IDONTrKmU
V€ PlACeAfMHOK!Hmi
sweenKNoutm vieMNz
vismm. euTsy, mftmus
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE by M. Joyce

ACROSS
1 General purpose
car

5 Churchmen
10 dream "

14 Declare to be true

15 Slangily. a wind
instrument

16 US city 2.400
miles NWof
Seattle

17 Biblical cattle

18 And the

that infest the
day "

19 School event
20 Place of bliss

22 Certain journeys
24 Actual being
25 Withered
26 Quality of

temperament
29 School session
33 Pioneer stool
34 Blunder

36 Wide eyed look

37 Diagonally

39 Forest trees of a

region

41 Young upstart

42 Gantry
44 Put together
46 Liquid meas
47 Depreciated

49 1774 Virginia,

for one
51 O Casey or

Connery

52 china

53 Footbill strategy

55 Chandelier

pendants
59 Scram'
60 Former German

lancer

63 Turn

(beat It)

64 Chessman
65 Ridicule

unmercifully

66 East.

to Esteban
67 Orange and lime

68 Blue pencils

69 Oboe, for one

DOWN
1 Just right

Slang
2 The that

men do..
"

3 . meeny.
miney

4 Arrange before
hand

5 Indicters

6 Bring reproach
upon

7 Counter
8 Before

9 Solar or

circulatory

10 Judicial

inquiries

1

1

Courtyard, in

Pans

12 Friends, in

Fountainebleau
13 Pince

21 Of Man or of

Wight
23 Galena and

feldspar

25 Start a game
26 Silent actress

Normand
27 Banish

28 Five, nine, eleven
29 Slate or geometry
30 What It takes tw/o

to do
31 Pertaining to a

Great Lake
32 Reioinder

35 Mature
38 Meetings
40 Reports
43 Great Barrier.

for one
45 Long periods of

time

48 Character
50 of the lavw

52 Kind of furnace
53 Herring relative

54 Battle Hymn"
writer

56 Mitigate

57 Ceremony
58 Coaster
59 Resort
61 Mortar carrier

62 Medieval lyric

poem

TV 39
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ/LE

ROD BONES by Gregg Canavan

WEATHER
Sunny and cool today.
Hijrhs 55 to 60. Clear and
aild tonight. Chance ol

frost interior sections.

Lows 85 to 40. Inoreasin^--

cloud.s tomorrow. Hiphs
a^ain 55 to 60.

r WMUA
6 a.m. - 10 a.m.

Black Classical Wake-up
BMCr

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Black Contemporary
Music
BMCP

2 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Drive to the 1990*8

John Kanter

5:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Newswatch

6 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Public Affairs

7 p.m. - 10:80 p.m.

Drive to the 1990's

Mark A.

10:30 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Drive to the 1990'8

Andrew Woolf J

Moke Your Party

Headquarters

J
ALPHA PHI OMEGA presents }

The 2bth Annual »

Time

The D«st PIqc« in Town
To Start Q Conversation

Amherst's Diggest Littie Dor

07 N. Pleasant Street, Amherst

Vjl^WS%5»
Mock Gambling Casino
Proceeds go to charity

Sat., Oct. 3, 1981

First Floor Campus Center
7:30 Doors Open
9:00 Royalty Voting Ceases
10:00 Crowning of Royal Personlsl
11:00 Auction Begins

(using play money won during evening)

$2. 00 Admission: allows you $2, 000 play ^
^ money. Additional money available.
* J

4>

J*-

4-

RESEARCH
PAPERS

10,278 on file — all subjects

Send $1 .00 (refundable) for your up-to-date.
340 page, mail order catalog.

We also provide research - all fields
Thesis and di.ssertation assistance available

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322 Idaho Ave, #206F
Los Angeles, Calif 90025
(21 3) 477-8226 or 477-8227
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Continued from page 5

There were Hashes of excellence in their
musie. bul they were sloppy, loose and
hiving a good time.

After trudging through the hills in search
of the Stones, we resigned ourselves to
getting caught — we did not want to go
back the same way we came. The spotlights
were on us and there we stood, a sloppy
soaking mess. "Hey, look at you guys,
you've got to be crazy to be out here," said a
security guard. He walked us through the
l)arn, and the horses greeted us with a
neigh. The road was pointed out, and we
were told the police wanted to bust all

trespassers, but this guard understood our
cause.

* Rugby-
Continued from page 12

r

Things looked bad for UMass as West
Point scored a try and conversion late in the
game to take a 9 7 lead, but it was Kennedy
who again saved the day by booting a
penalty kick with no time left to give
Massachusetts a 10 9 win.

The C side improved their play quite a bit

from a week ago. but still lost to a stronger
West Point team. Both the A and C sides
look to improve their records, while the B's
try to stay undefeated this weekend at the
University of Rhode Island and Worcester
Polytechnical Institute.

- Sports notices
UMASS HANGLIDING - There will be

a meeting tonight at 7:30 of the UMass
Hangliding Club. Check with the in-

formation desk in the Campus Center today
for the correct room number. New mem-
bers are welcome.

MEN;S volleyball - The UMass
men's volleyball team will be holding open
practices this fall on Sundays at 1 p.m. in

Boyden gym. New players are welcome.
Call Pat at 253-2858 for more information.

IM TRACK AND FIELD - There will be
an intramural track and field meet

^Tuesday, Oct. 6 at 4 p.m. Entries in men's.

women's or grad fac competition will be
accepted in the Intramural Office, rm. 215
Boyden, anytime up until the day of the
meet.

CPR/WATER SAFETY IN
STRUCTORS NEEDED - CPR in-

structors and Water Safety Instructors are
now needed. WSI instructors are needed to

teach in a seven- week swim program for

university and community children to start
in late October. An introductory meeting
will be held on Oct. 15 and 16 at 2:30 p.m. at

the NOPE pool for all participants.

Informational sheets and instructor
registration forms can be picked up at the
secretary's desk in the NOPE building. ,

FINALLY A SHOE THAT WALKS
' AS GOOD AS IT LOOKS

Classic styling. Moderately priced
l^^^idcrafted by Walk-Over artisans

SnOESon the Common
39 South Pleasant St., Amherst

y^^r̂
MARINE CORPS OCC PROGRAM

Seniors Graduates
General Requirements:
(1

)
Mininnum 2.3 GPA and 900 ( -f- ) SAT

(2) Good Physical and Medical Condition
(3) No Marijuana or other drug usage
(4) No involvement with civil authorities
(5) 26 years old or less

(6) Motivated to accept responsiblity
Training During School Year: ABSOLUTELY NONE!!! Members of the OCC Pro
gram attend the 10-week course at Quantico, VA after graduation. There are (3)OCC classes offered each year, (June. October and February). Application deadline

^
forty five days prior to the class date. All costs are covered by the Marine CorpsYou receive approximately $165.00 per week during the 10-week course.

Programs Available: We can guarantee you one of the three available programs
Ground Pilot Law

Professional Fields: Pilot. Lawyer. Combat Arms (Artillery, Infantry Armor etc )

Computer Management, Supply, Finance/Accounting, Communications, and many I

others. i

Active Duty Requirements:
Ground Officer: (3) years after commissioning
Pilot: (4y2) years after you have completed flight school
Lawyer: (3) years must have passed bar and OCS

Commissioning: Upon successful completion of the OCC Program you will be
commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the U.S. Marine Corps. (No requirement
for active duty if voluntarily or involuntarily disenrolled from the 10-week course.)

Starting Annual Salary for 2nd Lt: Starting military salary is determined by
longevity and will range from $16,000 to over $19,000 depending upon date of initial
enrollment and professional program (effective 1 October 80)

Service as a Marine Officer: During your service as a Marine Officer you will
receive extensive training and gain vital experience as a leader regardless of your job
assignment. The amount of experience you gam in leadership and management will
be of tremendous value later in civilian employment or if you should decide to take'
advantage of the career opportunities. You will be challenged with the respon
sibilities and share in the pride and tradition of the Marine Corps has attained in over
200 years of faithful service to our country.

Interested? Questions?
Then see the Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer on campus or call COLLECT the*
Officer selection Office in Hartford, CT at (203) 244 2168/2169.

(

Your Education Is Not Complete. . .Your Leadership!
Training Has Just Begun!

You Will Thank Yourself For It In The Future
The Officer Selction Team will visit your campus on

Sept. 29 and 30

j.^

^PIRS OF THE
LOST ARK

jPQ (5:45 @ $175)8:15

JOHN lElUSHI * ^-v^ V

KAlRlaOWN
COrfnNENTAL

'

DJVIDE

gg(6:00@$i 75)8.^'^-

Do without a desk
USE A LAPBOARD

available at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

SO FINE
(6:30 @ $1 75) 8:46

[RJ

omc aouirtii u«s 4'^5Ji<

A star...and a mother!

1^ (5:30 @ $175) 8:15

Neil Simon's

Only When
I Lau(

Wednesday

IS

I Laugh
30 @)$1 7518:15

BUXlyfURRAY

STRIPES
[S (6 00 @ $175) 8 30

BODY HEAT
(5:45® $1 75) 8:30

Historic Miles on

Columbia includes:

"Bitches Brew"
Kind Of Blue"

Sketches Of Spam

'

Milestones"

"Fillesde Kilimanjaro

and more

nly Miles Davis

can make the nuazz album
the most talkedabout

musical event of the year.

Miles Davis,

'The Man With The Hornr
His first album of new music
in seven years. Includes the

single, Shout."

On Columbia Records.

MIL£S DAVIS
ITKMANWmiTTEHORN

including:
Shout/Bacl« Seat B«lty/Fal Time/Aida/Ursuta

W^nesday, Septemh<>r 30. 1981

OLLEGIAN
C«n. .o Co*„^ Of^c. CC ,,3 . 8:45-3:45 Mon?,, . PH.,v . Deadline is"3:45 ^o d.v, pHo, .o publlclon day

CLASSIFIE
caUsgiaa n

Cah in «.v.nce . 5 consecu.ive day, .^ .i^™, . ^H^ne nZt^'^RK
A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack A-Di»c Professionals we work
hard, you party hard' Ranclv546^01.1

AUTOTo^^i^LE^

o«l?9R^ ^iS ^it"*' r*"*
A/C $1900 or best

otter 253-9652 after 5

1974 Triumph Spitfire excellent condition
The little brat has a new engine battery
starter, tires, an AM FM 8 track stereo if

you can install it right it's yours . .and it

also has new windshield wipers, they are
very vogue this year. Asking $3,500 00 so I

can buy my new "Rolls Royce" for

£11' oiSI?*
^° "^®*^y ^'°'^ Santa" Call

545-3500. Thank you for listen ing.

Call me any time 70 Cry Newport~no r^t
ex i CO only 450 c all 549 5347

'''"•plus Jeeps. Cars, Trucks CaTTnv
value $2143 sold for $100. For information
or. purchasing similar bargains call'
602-941-8014 ext 6501 phone call refun
dable

Pacer amplifier. Both one year old and in
mint condition. Will sell seperately or as a

^L«xfi' °*^® (between 4:30 and- 5:30)
546-9283

Stereo Nikko Receiver & pair of Pioneer
3-ways 256-8407

ii'rL'l"'
Waterbed best offer call Max ph

256-0504 after 7 P.M .

Winter Clothes Galore women men and
children Carousel Trift Shoppe Rte 9
Walter's Mall Hadley 586-51 54

Calvin Klein's - save 40% other designer
jeans also. Call 549-3686

MOTORCYCLES

78 Honda 360 Excellent condition. Con-
tinental tires. $500 or BO Call Joe 549-5110
between 5-7

For sale classic 1963 Honda dream 305cc
black, good condition $350 plus transpor-
ting 802-482-3217

MOVIE

female, own bedroom m complex near
UMass call anytime 665-7544 Mike or
666-2142 to leave name & number
$75 a month lantern Court Apts on bus
route in Sunderland 665-3502

SALE • SALE SALE

The Mark of Zorro Thurs 10th 7 9 11
classic of its genre " SUB

FOUND

72 Chevy Wagon PS, PB
cond., $650 or BO 665 3905

auto, good

78 Monte Carlo 2 door 8 cylinder excellent
condition 20,000 miles call 546 7285
1990 Renault LeCar 20,000 miles, 40 miles
per gal, call Kiri 1 734 7842 after 5 pm

S^* "'t^^- ^°°^ «"9'"« and body
79000 mi, $1000 neg 6 5521

Two jackets found Brittany Manor Party
-9/18; one maroon spdrts windbreaker
(U-^Mass), one jean jacket - please call
256-0719 to claim

FRESHMAN REGISTERS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

BOWLING TEAM
UMass Men's ft Women's Team will
have tryouts on Tuesday & Wednesday
9/29-30 at Boyden from 4 6 P.M.

Freshman Registers are in!! If you
ordered a Freshman Register you can pick it

up at the A. P.O. table on the C.C. Con-
course Mon 9/22-Fri 10/3

GUITAR LESSONS
Guitar Lessons all styles including theory
specializing in Rock/Jazz technique
Reasonable rates call Adam 546-9226

Save 40% off retail price on new Guild,
Gibson, Ovation, Rickenbacker and
Yamaha guitars. Also, discounted prices on
Marshall and Polytone amps, strings and
accessories. We buy used Fender, Gibson,
and Martin guitars. The Guitar Workshop
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-1728

Late nite lunacy our next big sale 60% off
selected items 40% off Legend amps and
all effects plus free sticks and strings Wed
o!o'i^^".°°"^l2 "^'>^n'9bt Music Gallery
Rt 9 Hadley 586-6228

SERVICES

PERSONALS

COUNSELING SUPERVISOR
The Lesbian and Gay Mens Counseling
Collective seeks person with MA or
equivalent experience to train and supervise
peer counselors. 10 hrs per week Call
546-6912 4-5 PM fnr details

HAPPINESS FOR $1.00

Show you care. FLOWERS at the cam
pus center by Laura and Susan. 8 carna
tions for $1.00 4 roses for $1.00 other
assorted flowers $1.00 Wed. through Fri-
day 9-5

HELP WANTED

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Televisions, Tape
Decks. Stereos & Car Stereos. Sound in

Motion 266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst.
Behind Silverscape Designs, 253-9341

FENCING CLUB
All interested fencers General Meeting
Thurs Rm 8 NOPE or call Greg 665 7767

FOR RENT

Small- compact refrigerator for rent.
Available at Spirit Haus Liquor Store 338
College Street, Route 9. Open until 11 00
2568433 ^
One bedroom apartment 280 includes
everything Call 256-0191 or 256-8084 even
ings

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchanoe
for meals call 253-9987

Part time Volunteer wanted to help with
office work at Human Economy Center can
learn much 253-7500

Have a car?
Interested in Advertising?

Paid position available in Advertising
Department. Come down to 113 Campus
Center, Collegian Office

Workstudy jobs typing 50 wpm and
answenng phone UPC office 545-2892 dar
bara

Ski-Rep to demonstrate ski tuning pro-
ducts. Excellent sales commission Send
qualifications to: Lenco P.O. Box 483 Pitt-
sfield, Mass 01201

Looking for an unusual gift? Spirit Haus
has many moderately priced wines, liquors
and beers for all occasions

.

Win a house by yourself or with friends in
the Amherst Jaycees $60,000.00 new home
raffle. Tickets are $100.00. 300 left.

Available at Commonwealth Federal Bank.
Jones Neylon Insurance, DH Jones Real
Estate

Attn Collegian Calling all Depts The
Social Director is coordinating a hayride for
October. If you are in the least interested or
have any questions about the big event of
the month contact the "S.D." PS You br-
ing your own brandy we supply the bonfire
Cordially "S.D."

SDT congratulations on a great rush! Have
a fantastic homecoming! Your sister sorori-
ty Tri-Sigma

MIR, Happy 19th. See you at 20; 721! All
my love, Erich

Erik, Will the bricks ever stop? I am falling
hard and fast. Then again, how could I

resist? Lidabits

Jobs available work study only apply
Student Note Service 401 SUB

Free-lance Typing »*riting help, small of-
fice organizing. Faculty and student work
!r^°"'*cJ°P ^^'"^- reasonable rates.
Amherst 549-0518 8 am to 9 pm

r^il'°''^^°"' 9r^d^! Research
catalog-3(K pages 10,278 topics -Rush

477^* ^ '-°' '^"9^'^' *»25 (213)

Tutoring inE^wh, Writing, Study Skin79
year^ teacJTing^xperience 546-9981

Srjt'^S9-^
''"^'S^^^'^^emite service

Sins^TTu^ion Tank avail^biT^rTan
hourly basis 584 1627. evemnq^

^^"S
'•»•"='' **« statistically iiiil^-

ed by Ph.D. psychologist Efficiency and

11^"^^^ ^o^^^^^."^ ''°' ^«'«"^ call
^53-5262 or 253-7374

STICK IT IN YOUR EAR
Stick it in your ear at Silverscape
Designs. Custom, single and multiple ear
?®;P'"9 ;" ^,f"^y

styles of sterile studs.
bKfcCIAL 14k gold bracelets $9 95
^verscape Designs, the Yellow House
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

THE MUSEUM DIREKTORS

Jimi Hendrix movie
11 SUB$1

Friday Oct 2nd 7, 9,

INSTRUCTION

FOR SALE

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best of
fer 549-5669

Refrigerator S cubic ft almost new best
offer 549-5669

Down sleeping bag 4 season 8 " loff
modified mummy 6' + length xcellent con.
$75 Kingston classical folk guitar xcellent
cond needs strings $50 w case call
323-7651

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. Fall
c asses forming. 28 hours including
classroom theory Cr shop. Limited
enrollment. 2S3-7967

Don't be a UMass outcast! Find out
^bout RSO groups and get involved! RSO

Newman Club, Scouting Club, Spectrum
Society for Creative Anachronisms and
many others will be there. Will you? RSO
EXPO '81 October 5 SUB 10-3

Hi Reel Happy Barfday, you woman of the
world, you! Love you kisses from three of
your five friends Alex, Val and Sue

UMass' own New Wave Rock and Roll
Band available for hiring. For info call Paul
253 5080 we have the energy and
crankability

THERAPY
Circa - Counseling and Therapy associates
for women Northampton and Amherst of-
fices 586-6471 160 Main St NorthamptonMA

TRAVEL
Need a break? How about Montreal for
|ust$85 call 256-6941 after 6

USeO AUTO PARTS

LOST

Very friendly orange tiger kitten 6 mon
ths - 7 lbs. Lost 9/17 Puffers Pond area
Please call 549-6684 reward, no questions

Lost setter puppy 5 months old male
answers to Rusty reward for info call
545-0244

QUICK SALE

72 VW Beetle excellent condition call
549-5347

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices

^ the area Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584-2832

RIDE WANTED

Colognes and Cosmetics up to 50% off
for product list and price list write
Cosmetics by US P.O. Box 94 Amherst Ma
0JIOO4

^ Dodge Coronet SC runs well $500 or
BO 3 yr old Sony color TV excl cond 200
253-3572

Ladies Seiko quartz watch in or in bet
ween Engineering Easr Aud and Thompson
Rm 106 Great sentimental value REWARD
call 6-9860

Guitar Hohner twelve string acoustic like
new 350 00 548 5380

yW Bug engine for sale 1966, runs well
$200 call 253^896
Peavey T 60 electric guitar and Peavey

Wrangler Jean Jacket - on 9 18 at Brit
tany Manor? Accidentally took another call
Kathy 546 8386

Lost gold rim glasses in black case Please
call 546-6061 reward

Lost: Pair of glasses with silver case. At
BBall Courts near Gorman Hall cent. Kathy
Motel Gorman B43

Lost two ticketTto^Jimmy Cliff Show
#39 & #37 please call 665 3982 after 5 much
appreciation & reward i"

Four people need ride to Southside Con-
cert in Springfield on 10 7. Will share gas
and refreshment expenses. Please call
549^5893 keep trying

Looking for ride back and forth to
Worcester every day Pay for half of gas Call
1617 939 8846

WANTED

ROOMMATE WANTED
Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
PM-7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
Pm 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
m ^herst caM^56-6183

Male roommate wanted to share room in
Hollister Apt call 253 5012

Apartmentmate(s) wanteds Male

Babysitters fall semester, various times
days. Come to Child Care Office 213
Berkshire House, between 9 and 2, Mondav
- Friday '

Highest Prices Paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Monday Saturday 10 am 6 pm Licensed
by the Town of Amherst, member of
Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

Sorority has openings for housemenTo
help at lunch and dinner five days per week
All meals will be provided. Call Mrs. Ames^OSgjvenings from 5:00 - 7:00 P.M.

WANTED TORENT
'

Two bedroom house or apartment
available in January on or near bus route
Please call 546-9205 or 546 9160

ZETA PSI

To Zeta Psi Pledges Congradulations' Get
Psyched!

Take TheUusic Where YmYb Playing On Columbia Tapes. co,u.t>,a ,sa,ra*mar.o,cBs,nc

Available at your favorite record store.

^campus <^

cerfter
ai u mascs

~
© 1981 CBS Int

J ALL AGES WELCOME

Homecoming NV'eekend
October 3rd

Join Steve Spelmon
After the UMass Football Game *

for Saturday Happy Hour 3:30 - 6:30 pm J

$1.00 cover charge
j

•Valid ID and A.B.P. Sticker required to purchase alcohol

SOUTHWEST
AREA

GOVERNMENT
is now accepting proposals for I

allocations toward any social or
cultural programming to be held
in Hampden Student Center,
Southwest.
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Fall baseball in full swing
By BRIAN MURPHY
Collegian Correspondent

Here at UMass. the fall season is synonymous with
ootball But for about 90 Minutemen. the autumn is time
lor baseball.

UM head coach Dick Berquist is enthusiastic about the
large turnout this fall and said there are some promising
players who will help ensure the success of the 1982 spring
campaign.

Berquist lost five starters from last year's 22 17 team to
graduation. But. with 37 returning varsity and junior
varsity players as well as about 50 newcomers, Berquist
feels good about his program.
"The fall league is basically to form the varsity and

junior varsity teams for the spring. " said Berquist. "We
have our own tryouts and I can also watch the players
under pressure in some situations.

'

This fall Berquist must keep a watchful eve since the five
starters he lost were all at key positions. The starting
catcher, shortstop, third baseman, centerfielder. and an
ace pitcher are gone and last season's subs and rookies
must fill in the holes.

"We lost people in key spots, but I'm confident I can fUi
them with quality players." Berquist said.

Another of Berquist's big concerns is his pitching. 'In

college baseball, the key to success is pitching. I think we'll
have a pretty good staff this year." he said.
The returning hurlers include Steve Cramer (6-3. 3.88

ERA in 55 2/3 innings). Adam Grossman (10. 2.41 ERA in

18 2/3 innings), and Tony Presnal (4 3. 6.58 ERA in 39 2/3
innings).

Berquist also has a good nucleus of strong hitters
returning this year and Warren McReddie tops the list

with a UMass record tying eight home runs last season
Keith Lovellette (.355 AVE. 30 RBIs. 4 HRs) and co-
captain Dean Bennett (.333 AVE. 3 HRs. 17 stolen bases)
also will be back.

Freshmen Larry Berg of Reading and Todd Ezold of
Springfield have both impressed Berquist who labels the
two as "quality players."

All told, Berquist looks forward to a promising season in
the spring. "The key is absolutely pitching and up the
middle defense. If we succeed in each of these areas, we'll
have a good season, " Berquist said.

Not everyone is thinking about football...

—Fourth and goal—
Massachusetts showdown is still over a week and a half

away, but it is not too early to start thinking about it now.
If the Minutemen wish to be counted among the top teams
of Division I-AA, they could do much toward this goal by
defeating the University of Delaware in Newark on Oct.
10. In the latest NCAA weekly poll, the Fightin' Blue
Hens are rated number one with a 3-0 record, including a
61-8 obliteration of Princeton University last Saturday.
Murray State College, a perennial division playoff entry, is

second (4-0). Massachusetts (2-0) is ranked sixth after last
week's victory.

U

Looking at the YC statistics, tailback Garry Pearson is
first m the league in kickoff returns with a 33.6 yard
average and second in rushing with just under 100 yar
ds/game average...QB Dean Pecevich is number one in the
conference with a .514 pass completion percentage and
second m completions/game (9.9)... Safety Grady Fuller,
who was named Yankee Conference Player of the Week
for his efforts last Saturday, is fourth in punt returns (8
AVE.)

Apparently the NCAA pollsters believe that the Yankee
Conference has moved up to Division I AA respectability
this season. Last year one would be hard pressed to find a
YC team in the top ten this early in the season. After only
three weeks of play, the University of Connecticut (2 1) is
right up there in the number eight slot whUe the New
Hampshire Wildcats. stUI undefeated at 3 0. are ninth... It
looks like the Minutemen are going to have plenty of
company at the top of the conference heap this season and
the league games accumulate more importance with each
passing week.

As a measure of the incredible job the Minutemen
defensive Ime is doing so far, last season the UMass Sack
Pack combmed for a total of 27 quarterback dumpings on
the year So far this year, the Cregan Benoit Petrie
Combine has racked up 15 (!!) QB sacks in just two games
Cregan himself has almost half of those(7) and he's already
doubled his season's total from last year.

Weds., Sept. 30

Fri., Oct. 2

Sun., Oct. 4

Mon., Oct. 5

Tues., Oct. 6

Weds., Oct 7

Thurs., Oct. 8

Tues., Oct. 13

Weds., Oct 14

Springfield Away
Quinsigamond Home
UConn Away
Westfield Home
Springfield TBA
W. New England Home
A, I.e. Home
Springfield TBA
A.I.C. Home

3:00

3:00

12:30

3:00

3:00

3:00

3:00

3:00

3:00

Tryouts and practice - September 14-18.

INTRASQUAD GAMES - September 21, 24, 25,
and October 1, 5, and 9.

CoCaptains: Warren McReddie, Dean Bennett
Coaches: Dick Bergquist, Jim Bedard

(Boyden 209, 545-3120)

— STEPHEN FREKERIKERJ
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Women kickers

host no. 2 Brown
The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team

entertains Brown University at 3 p.m. on the lower NOPE
field today.

The Minutewomen are currently ranked second and
Brown fifth by the New England Women's Intercollegiate
Soccer Association. (NEWISA).

The competition is expected to be tough. Last year,
Brown won the Ivy League Championship, beating out
Harvard University and last year's top ranked team,
Princeton University.

Besides these wins. Brown edged Massachusetts last
year. 4-3.

But. coach KaJekeni Banda remains optimistic. "We will
approach this game differently. We must play a heads up
game and stop giving up the ball." said Banda. 'They
(Brown) have a tough team and we wUI have to be com
petitive."

KICKER'S KORNER - The Minutewomen welcome
back the offensive talents of Chris Taggert. who was out
with an ankle injury for the first three games of the season.
Taggert saw some action in last Saturday's game against
Boston College.and is expected to see much more today,
according to coach Banda.

Natalie Prosser. who was sidelined with a knee injury
since preseason, is also expected to play in today's
showdown.

;

—NANCY GONTER

K-B's unbeaten
A, C ruggers fall
By FRANK NAGLE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Rugby team had
another disappointing weekend on the Boyden lower fields
as only one of their three teams (sides) was able to pull out
a victory.

A strong and physical West Point team took advantage
of the Massachusetts A side's mistakes (25 penalties in all)
and won an 1815 decision over the home team, while the
"Killer B's" beat their Army opposition on a last second
penalty kick. The UM C side dropped a 6 contest.

The As were down 12 at half time but were able to
come back and take the lead in the second half on tries by
George Economou and Mike Smith and a subsequent
penalty kick by Smith. It was UMass' inability to stay
away from stupid penalties that allowed the visiting West
I'oint As winning try in the last seconds of the game.

The B side was involved in the toughest contest of the
day. Their opponents were both tireless and quick as they
grabbed an early 3 lead. A penalty kick by Joe Kennedy
tied the score at the half, and UMass went ahead early in
the second half on a nice run by Kennedy for a try.

CvntinMed on page 10
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Explosion causes evacuation of GRC
By STEVEN SEMPLE
Collegian Staff

Explosives experts from the state Fire
Marshall's office are expected to remove a
small amount of explosive and potentially
toxic material today from the Graduate
Research Center.
A small explosion of the substance -

reported to be thallium acetylide - around
1 p.m. yesterday prompted University of
Massachusetts safety officials to order the
evacuation of the building, Donald A.
Robinson, director of the UMass en-
vironmental health and safety office said.
The lab sustained minor damage and no

one was injured. Robinson said.

According to David Lyon, science editor
at the UMass News Bureau, two graduate
students were conducting a "fairly com-
mon" experiment in polymer research
when the incident occurred. Apparently
one of the students tapped a portion of the
granular compound with a metal spatula,
causing "a few milligrams" of the
substance to expUxle, he said.

The remainder of the substance — about
three grams — was secured in a laboratory

oven last night. Robinson said.

"It was a minor reaction, but indicative
of a larger problem if the entire three
grams should react," Robinson said.

Robinson said the building would remain
off limits to unauthorized persons until the
material is "removed or rendered useless."
Once the chemicals are removed the
building will be reopened, Robinson said.

Although thallium is considered a toxic
chemical, Robinson said there would be no
danger of contaminating the ventillation
system since the explosion occurred under
a fume hood.

Safety officials first evacuated floors 1

1

through 17 before the extent of danger was
determined. The entire building was
evacuated at about 5 p.m.

"The original evacuation from the 11th
floor to the 17th was based on the
knowledge we had at the time of the
material," Robinson said. "We felt later on
it was appropriate to secure the entire
building."

Lyon said the worst that could happen
now would be "a substantial explosion with
a lot of toxic gas in the area."

Arms build-up
due to militarism
By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

Militarism in the United States, and to
some extent the Soviet Union, is responsi-
ble for international instability and in-

creases the danger of a nuclear war.
speakers said last night at a forum spon-
sored by the Five College Faculty-Staff
Arms Control and Disarmament Group.
The forum, titled The Escalating Arm.s

Build-up. drew a crowd of about 250 to
Mahar auditorium to hear professors from
the Five College community speak, and a
discussion on the implications of the arms
race followed.

Professor of Economics at Smith, Tom
Riddell listed several reasons that he con-
sidered most important for militarism in

the United States. These included the
buildup of the Soviet military due to the
previous military superiority of the U.S.;
and the anti-communism campaign now
undertaken by the Reagan Administration.
He stressed how the Reagan Administra-

tion wants power to allow easier access to
resources in foreign countries and thereby
to stimulate economic activity at home.

Alan Krasse, Professor of Natural
Sciences at Hampshire College, said that
NATO and the Warsar Pact are dying
systems. He said the reasons for this were
complex but that world instability is due to
the two opposing blocs led by the super-
powers.

Krasse accused the U.S. and Soviet
Union of developing "theater vehicle
weapons" which would be used to fight a
war between the two superpowers on
European soil. He also accused the two na-
tions of "undermining stability by putting a
higher and higher premium'" on who can
finish the arms race first, that is who has
the better potential of winning a war, con-
ventional or nuclear.

Considering the theme of "limited war,"
Marvin Kalkstein. a physics professor at
UMass. said the real danger lies in people
believing such a thing is possible. Ideally,
the arms race was kept in check by deter-
rence, the idea that if one nation were to at-
tack another with nuclear weapons, it could
never destroy all of that countries weapons
and would run the risk of .self-annihilation,

Kalkstein said.

_ „ „,,_,^ ("lleKJan photo hv Tern Krilariore

LOCKED AND EMPTY - A sign on the door of the Graduate
Research Center forbids anyone from crossing the threshold until ex-
plosive chemicals are removed.

Mass. may pass law
banning paraphernalia
By KEVIN BOWK
Collegian Correspondent '

Bongs, spoons and other as.sorted

paraphernalia devices will be a thing of the
past in Massachusetts if a proposed law is

passed this year to ban the sale of the
devices.

The proposed law, filed by Gov. King as
House Bill 661, will ban the sale of any
materials intended for the growing, selling,

or use of any illegal drug. According to the
Governor's office and several state
representatives and senators, the bill has a
great deal of support and is expected to
become law next year.

"The purpose of the law is to stop the
glamorization of drug use. " Rep. Mark
Lawton, D Brockton, said.

Amherst Attorney Richard Evans, co
director of the Massachusetts chapter of the
National Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws,(NORMAL), said that the
banning of drug paraphernalia will not curb
drug abuse in this state.

"It makes about as much sense as trying
to curb alcoholism by banning swizzle
sticks," Evans said.

The sale of drug paraphernalia, used

primarily for marijuana and ctKaine. has
"mushroomed" in the last decade, .said

Dennis Curran, King's legal aide. The
proposed paraphernalia law is part of
King's anti crime plan. Curran said.
The law will ban all paraphernalia except

"rolling papers that are long e.stablished."
Curran said. Most single" width papers
would be excluded from the ban, he .said.

An aide for Rep. William l-'lynn. D-
Hanover, William Kelly, said the
Representative favors the law because it's a
"necessary vehicle to protect young
people."

Evans said the enforcement of the
paraphernalia ban will require an excessive
amount of law enforcement resources.
There is no evidence that banning
paraphernalia curbs drug use, Evans said.
"The drug laws and especially the

paraphernalia laws cant, won't and don't
work and never will work," Evans said.
The proposed law was reported out of the

Judiciary Committee with a favorable
recommendation. The bill is currently in the
Committee of Third Reading which will
refine the language of the bill. It is not
known when the bill will reach the House
floor for a vote.

Graphic by Brad Eden
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Iranian crash kills four; plot uncovered
HKllUT. Ix'banon — Four ol Iran's lop mililary men

and an unspfcifirri number of war wounded di('(i in a
iransporl piano crash. Tehran R;idio announrod yi-su-rday.
Aulhonlirs also said a plot was unntvrrcd l<> kill ihe
nali«»n"s chief juslifi- and police chief.

The crash Tuesday ni^ht of a I'.S. made (" l.'iO Hercules
transport killed Defense Minister Musa Namju and three
i»tlier military commanders returning from southwestern
Irans haitlefronl with Iraq, according to official com
niuniijues.

THi huge transport went down as it n<«ared Tehran on a
flij;!;: carrying an unspecified number of wounded inxips
and IvnJies of soldi«'rs killed m the war with Iraq, the
communiques said.

Also killed were Maj. Gen Valerilah Fallahi, acting
commander in chief of Iran's armed forces; former air force
commander Javad Kakuri and the Islamic Revolutionary
(iuards No. 2 man. Mohs«'n liahini Kolahdoz.
The cause of the crash was under investigation.

Ayatoliah Ruhollah Khomeini, in a speech of con
.loleiices. called on the country's 36 million Iranians to

dell nd Iran with "iron will and pride ... So that the blind
lit ai-i ed f»eop|e and t he hypocrites and I Sose who are in t he
VVe.M s end)race will know that the Iranian people and
armed ;.»ices still live."

While his reference was to the leftist Mujahadeen Khalq.
Iw did not actually blame them for engineering the crash.
The 'i'ehran newspaper Kayhan said the acciflent was due

lo "technical failure.
"

In Paris. Mujahadeen leader in exile Massoud Rajavi
suggested Khomeini ordered the plane sabotaged, saying.

It is natural that Khomeini himself is a suspect in this

because he hated officers like Kakuri." Rajavi said after he
Pv*i>i.'if hint A Kf\lhu«:i:;in Knni.SsiiHr ocnnrkiirl t ^-^ On.:..

SUggesieiJ IMHillifiiii wiuvii-u iin. piaiii .-«ai»uiaj;«.-u. ''aying.

It is natural that Khomeini himself is a suspect in this

becau.se he hated officers like Kakuri." Rajavi said after he

and ex President Abolhas.san Bani Sadr escaped to Paris

aboard an Iranian air force plane, t hat 'Khomeini accused

P'akuri of complicity and relieved him of his leadership
I'M^iwin^iliilil ii>vi in I he nir liirce

"
responsibilities in the air force.

Kakuri was defense minister during Rani Sadr's

presidency but was described by Iranian observers as

neutral in Iran's power struggles. Khomeini earlier this

iiioiii h relieved him of t he air ft)rce command and made him
an advi.ser to the jt)int chiefs of staff, ademt>tion.

DISCUSSING THE KILLINGS - Rep. Mary Rose Oakan ' iM)hio.
and family members of American churchwomen slain nearlv 10 months
ago in EI Salvador, face reporters yesterday in Washin^on. following a
dosed meeting: they held with Salvadorian Pres. Jose Napoleon Duarte.
From left are: James Kazel. brother of Sister Dorothv Kazel. one of the
slam women: Hazel's wife Dorothy: Oakar: and William Ford, brother
of another victim.

Digest
/^.?/ fhf AssocKifcd Press

Twenty-cent stamp set for Nov. 1
WASHINGTON - The Pt.stal Service

defie*! its ratemaking watchdog yesterday
ami raised the cost of a firslclass stamp lo
'M cents, effective Nov. 1. Two minutes
aft«T It w;is announced, the move was
chaMeng*'*! in court.

The 2 cent increase will be the Postal
Services first that has ntn b«'en apprt)ved
by the Ptislal Rate Commission, which
three times rejected requests for a 20 cent

r.ile.

Tht- new price represents a 25 percent
increase in first t-lass mail rates this year
and a Xi'.] percent increase since 1971. when
a letier could hv mailed lor a nickel and a
penny.

Robert L. Hardesiy. chairman of the
i'oNial Seruce Hoard, defended the in

<rea.s«" as 'reasonable, etjuiiable and fiscally

nsponsible." .

Lobbyist wants nuke dump in Mass.
CHICOPKE. - AlthttuK'h most of the

public attention has centertHl on western
Massachusi'lts. an industry lobbyist and
meml)er of the governor's task force su>j-

gested Wednesday that a low-level radioac-
tive waste dump should In- built in the
eastern enti of the state.

"The Rt>ule 1*«.^ corridor ioutside Boston)
would Im- itjeal. said Krank Masse, of the
Ma.ssiKhuseiis Institute of Technology.
who helfMfl prepare a state report last year

callmg lor the establishment of such a
lacihty to handle the least dangerous by
products tif utility, hospital, industrial arid

mstilutional use of radit)aclive isotopes.

We only need 100 acres, and there's
plenty of farmland left in that area along
wiih Male and federal land." Masse said.

Putting it in the eastern end of the stale
would place in nearer the potential sources
ami gi\e us gotnl road access."

Nurse's lawyer cites critique
h ALL RIVER — The attorney oefendinjj

a nurse charged with murdering her pa-
tient questioned a Morton Hospital official

yesterday alK)ut a state report that cited
the community hospital for violating a
number of health care regiilatitms.

The report, introduced by attorney Pal
F*iscilelli. cites the hospital for poor record
keeping and poor communication between
doctors and nurses during the lime nurse
Anne Capule is charged with killing cancer
patient Norma Leanues with an tiverdose of

morphine.

The 44 year old nurse has said she was
ft>llt)wing doctor's orders when she gave

Mrs. Leanues powerful injecljtms of the
pain killer.

Mrs. I^-anues, 51. died on May 18, 1980.
12 days after doctors failed to remove a
cancerous tumor from her spine. Witness
have testifit'd the patient was in severe pain
prior lo her death. Doctors have said she
had two to four weeks to live.

Impact of federal cuts is unclear
BOSTON - The full impact of fetleral

budget cutting OP Massachusetts is far fnmi
clear. Rut the beginning of the new federal

fis<-al v«-ar today dm>s mean thousands of

welfare recipients will fose benefits, and
millitins of dollars in stale business taxes

may Ih' lost.

1 he iiii|i.ii 1 .1,^.) mcluiles a projttieii i(,s>

ol $2ti. I million for simmI programs i hat will
be funtled ilirough the new federal block
MianiN. The block grants, intended to give
Ni.ilis greater spi-nding discretion, are
replacing many of the separate grants for
spii-ific programs.

China offers Taiwan
autonomy on new terms

PEKING (AP) - China offered Taiwan
reunification terms yesteniay that for the

first time mention letting Taiwan leaders

join in running t fie Communist government
while keeping contn)l of I heir island

nation's lt)cal affairs.

The offer, niaile on the eve National Day
marking the ;i2nd anniversary of Com
munist rul«', was contained in an interview

with Marshal ^'t Jianying, the ct)untry's top

parliamentarian and the equvilant of head
of slate.

A spokesman for the Nationalist Chinese
government, which fled to Taiwan in 1949

after losing the mainland to the Com
munists, said Ve's offer contained nothing
new and was intended to subjugate the
people on Taiwan under ("ommunist rule.

"The only way to bring about national

reunification is to abandt)n the ('ommunist
system," said sptikesman Dr. James Soong.

While a high ranking Chinese army
officer told rept)rters that the purpose of

Peking's o\ertu re was lo ri'duce fearsof the
mainland among people on Taiwan.
Western diplomats saw it as aimed at the

I niled Slates.

The diplomats, who asked not to be
named, .said one aim appeared to be to make
it harder for President Reagan to justify

arms sales lo Taiwan, and to prepare the
C'hinese public for worsened U.S.-('hina
relatituis if the sales go through.

The sense of urgency in the latest

proposal, the diplomats suggested, resulted
from the desire lo remove the Taiwan issue

as a thorn in U.S. China relations.

Another goal of the reunification cam-
paign, observers .say. is to polish the tar-

nished reputation of the Communist Party,
which suffered greatly during the 1966-76
purges of the Cultural Revolution.

Ve's proposal follows numerous offers to

Taiwan for unification. A theme running
through all of China's statements on Taiwan
has been that China is adopting a

reasonable, flexible position while it is the
leaders on Taiwan who have been blocking
a peaceful solution.

China formerly talked of "liberating"

Taiwan by force, but now it says it prefers
peaci'ful means.

Senate needs votes to
clear Saudi arms sale
WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate

Republican Leader Howard Baker Jr. told
President Reagan yesterday he does not
have the votes to clear the $8.5 billion arms
sale to Saudi Arabia, and Secretary of State
Alexander M. Haig Jr. hurried home from
the United Nations to try to save the deal.
Baker told reporters he thinks the

president still can win the congressional
test, but opponents now have the upper
hand.

"It is in trouble but it's not beyond
salvaging," Baker said he told

'

the
president.

"I think Ronald Reagan's going to get theAWACS through,
" Baker said. But for now

he told reporters "We don't have the
votes."

A 30 day clock for congressional veto of
the sale was to start running later in the
day with the administration's formal
submission of the sale to Congress.

If the House and Senate have not
rejected the $8.5 billion sale by Oct. 30 the
deal go«>s through.

It includes five Airborne Warning and

Control System radar planes plus
Sidewinder missiles and longrange fuel
tanks for 62 Saudi F- 15 jet fighters.
The administration says the sale is vital

for defending the Saudi oil supply but
opponents call it a threat to Israel and a
compromise of supersecret equipment.
Haig canceled meetings with six foreign

ministers at the United Nations and hurried
back to Washington to take charge and try
to save the sale.

Earlier, Haig sent Ambassador Richard
Murphy to Saudi Arabia with a new
compromise proposal for joint U.S. Saudi
manning of the planes in an effort to mollify
Congress.

Haig is to give the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee a closed briefing
Thursday morning, presumably on pro-
gress toward that compromise.

Haig's decision to return to Washington
was preceded by high-level staff meetings
through the night in New York. A senior
administration official who asked not to be
named said of the sale, "We're taking it

hour by hour,"
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Amherst Savings takes
back withdrawal charge

Collegian .3

By STEVEN SEMPLE
Collegian Staff

The management of the Amherst Sav-
mgs Bank this week rescinded its policy of
charging customers for some savings ac-
count withdrawals.
For 26 days this month, the bank enforc-

ed a policy allowing one free withdrawal a
month with a 50 cent service charge for
subsequent withdrawals. Previously, all

withdrawals were free.

From its inception, the policy drew a
great deal of negative criticism from
studetits and long-time customers alike. „>. cAvvptiuius ov .

Vice-President Edmond A. Hackey said in authorize exceptions

month revealed information which in-

dicates the policy might not have L)een ad-
ministered to all customers equally.
On three occasions, a Collegian reporter

questioned tellers in the bank about possi-
ble loopholes in the policy. Each time, he
was told it was up to the "discretion" of the
teller to determine wiio would be charged.
One teller said the balance and the length
of time one had an account would be fac-
tors to [ye considered.

Hachey denied the policy was discre-
tionary. He revised an earlier sUitement
that the policy stood for "everyone" with
"no exceptions" by saying he alone could

a recent interview. In response to com-
plaints, the bank's board of directors voted
Monday to discontinue the policy.

Hachey said Amherst Savings was the
only bank in the area to impose the charge.
The plan was designed to recover costs

incurred by customers over utilizing sav-
ings accounts, which drove up payroll ex-
penses for tellers and complicated accoun-
ting processes, Hachey said. Banks don't
make money on savings accounts with low
balances, he said.

Hachey said the policy was not aimed
specifically at students, but would affect all

ciistomers who make frequent
withdrawals. The bank has about 23,000
customers with savings accounts, he said.
"The competitive environment in which

we find ourselves now requires that each
product has to stand on its own and pay its

own way," Hachey said.

An investigation by the Colleaian this

"The only time they (tellers) could
of)erate that way is if tfiey analyzed the ac-
count and found less than 12 withdrawals a
year." he said. "Then I would have to
waive it (the policy)."

Georgeann Abbanat, counsel for the
state Division of Banks and Loans said the
agency would be "very interested" in in-

vestigating the policy if a customer would
file a complaint.

"If it's up to the individual teller to
decide who gets charged the 50 cents, that
sounds like a highly unusual way of runn-
ing a bank." she said.

Edward Geary, chief director of bank
supervision for the state said his office has
no written policy on such discretionary
treatment since it is not a common occur-
rence.

"A discretionary policy like that runs the
risk of some bad publicity, at least," he
said.

t\\! Till? 1f\n r»/v.« . »,^., * "iHrtian ph..!., b> Jim W aldronON THE JOB ROMANCE - Two members of the Walt Disney Worldwagon team enjoy each others company in Springfield last week.

Undergrad Senate
spends and lends

Case dropped on students

advertising 'hit squad'
By ABIGAIL BULKLEY
Collegian Correspondent

The U.S. District Attorney in Springfield
has dropped the case against the two
University of Massachusetts students who
ran an advertisement in the Collegian last
year for a Ronald Reagan "hit squad".
The case was dropped 6 to 8 weeks ago.

after investigation. U.S. District Attorney
George Kelly said.

"The U.S. Attorney has 'declined' after
investigation," Kelly said. "It's still not a
good idea to do that kind of thing, though."
The punishment for threatening the life of
the President is 5 years imprisonment, a
$5,000 fine, or both, Kelly said. The ad-
vertisement, which appeared in the

November 7, 1980 issue of the
Massachusetts DaUy CoUegian, attracted
national attention and a Secret Service
investigation.

Robert Stein, last year's editor in chief,
was served a subpoena asking for the billing
records containing the names of the
students.

The advertisement read: "Help send
Ronald Reagan to the big ranch in the sky.
Give him a permanent role in Death Valley.
Applications now being accepted for
Reagan hit squad. Experience with
automatic weapons and explosives a plus.
The wet head is dead or should be. Apply
after Jan. 20".

The names of the two students have not
been made public.

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last
night delegated approximately $5,000 in
grants and $1,000 in loans to various
oreanizations.

The senate voted to fund transportation
to Washington. D.C. for Yat Man, chair-
man of the Duke Ellington Concert Series,
and Edward Lee, senate speaker, to attend
an Asian-United States economic con-
ference. Secretary of State Alexander
Haig will be a key speaker at the interna-
tional event. Man and Lee will be the only
UMass students attending.

Also at the meeting, the Child Care
System received $1,775 in addition to the
$8,175 already funded by the
undergraduate senate to match the $9,950
m funding from the Graduate Student
Senate. Proponents of the motion said

there were equal, if not greater, numbers
of undergraduates using the service.
The Anti-Racism Lecture Workshop

Series, a program proposing discussions,
workshops, and speakers such as Bill
Russel to make students more aware of
racism and other oppressions, received
$500. Elizal)eth Bennett, coordinator of the
Women's Studies Area Council originally
asked for $1.()(M). The senate agreed to
"challenge the administration" to provide
the remaining $500 needed as a statement
on the "Year Toward Civility."
The Senate also agreed to provide the

University of Massachusetts Marching
Band with a $500 grant and a $500 loan for
Its trip to Delaware in 10 days. The original
request was for $1,000.
Although there was strong support for

providing the entire request, the senate
decided that after spending $500 for an
anti-racism series dividing the funds bet-
ween a grant and loan for the band would
be better.

New telephone system

will save University money
By SUSANNE ERICKSON
Collegian Correspondent

A new, more efficient telephone system
called the "Telephone Management
System," which acts as an interphase
between campus administrative lines and
outside telephone lines, has been installed
into the administrative offices at the
University of Massachusetts.

"This new system provides significant
savings up to 40 percent over the cost of
out-of stale calls on the previous system,"
said Judie O'Donnell, telecommunications
office manager at UMass.
"TMS is al.so important for statistical and

accounting purpo.ses. It keeps account of
traffic going to different departments of the
administrative offices, especially valuable

in determining the heaviest time periods for
calls. In this way. one can assess where
more lines are needed and where lines
should be taken out," said O'Donnell.
Another advantage of TMS, also called

the "automatic root selection computer." is
that it continuously seeks other available
lines for 30 seconds if the WATS line, or
long distance phone line, is busy. If there is

no available line, the caller may hold on and
allow the call to be placed at a more ex
pensive rate, or may hang up and place the
call later, O'Donnell said.

Transition from the previous system to
TMS began at the end of la.st March, and
was in full use in June.
The telecommunications office, located in

602 Goddell, is responsible for coordinating
all administrative telephone issues in
eluding toll calls, billing and equipment.

Shoplifting may cost much
more than the stolen item

TO A irct ' "lleirUn photo hv .lira Waldron
TRAVELIN' MAN — Street singer Stephen Baird entertains a crowd

at the S.U.B. with songs and stories from around the countrv. Baird
was sponsored by the Governors Program Council who will tt-eat us to
singers every Wednesday at the Student Union.

By JOSEPH LOUGHLIN
Collegian Correspondent

The University Store displays a sign
which makes students think twice as to
whether shoplifting is really worth it. It
reads. "If You Shoplift You May Get An
Item Worth A Few Cents. You May Also
Lose An Education Worth Many Thousands
of Dollars."

David Gladstone and Simon O'Leary co-
direct security at the store. Last year, 400
people were caught shoplifting. They were
prosecuted at either Northampton District
Court, or in the cases of most students,
through the Student Judiciary System. "It
just isn't worth it" Gladstone said,

"sometimes it's the stupidest things — they
steal even though they have the money."

People have been caught with items
ranging from a $.03 envelope to shopping
bags of merchandise valued at over $100.
The store, however, with a shrinkage of
$50,000 per year due to shoplifting is not
about to relax. "It's a very impartial
policy." O'Leary .said. "Another thing is

that as long as people keep stealing then the
cost lo the students will go up."

Thus, the consequences are serious for
anyone caught. A police record narrows
down the choices and chances of getting a
job. The people who are found guilty in
court must al.so face fines of up to $300.
Students must al.so pay fines if found guilty
by the Student Judiciary System. The fines
are pl.ieed in a scholarship fund for
students. In extreme cases, students may
even be academically withdrawn from the
University. Gladstone said. "The courts
have no time or sympathy for shoplifters."
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Lesbians reveal their difficulties and differences

Tihursday, October 1, 1981

^^Lilkf^jan 5

By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collejfian Staff

Editor's note:

This is the first in a two-part series on women ntid dor-
mitory life at UMass.

Dormitory living can become trying for anyone, hut
some lesbians at the University of Massachusetts face
special fears and conflicts because of their non-traditional
sexual preference.

Rebecca, Mary, and Laura (who have chosen not to
reveal their real names for the sake of privacy) are les-
bians who live in dormitories on campus. Both ReJ)ecca
and Mary said they chose to live in a women's dormitory
because the atmosphere is more supportive and c(»mfor
table than in co-ed dormitories. Laura lives in a co-ed dor-
mitory.

Rebecca is the resident assistant (R.A.) on her fl(«)r.

which means she's not just a student anymore, she said!
As an R.A. she relates to people on a different level, and
finds she has more say on the floor, as well as more
responsibility.

As a lesbian, homophobic (people who fear hom()<>exuals)

and heterosexist (those who assume everyone is

heterosexual) people are a problem, especially given the
close confines of dormitory life Rel)ecca said. People "tiike

for granted that you're straight so you hear many unplea-
sant stories," Rebecca said.

"And there's a pressure to intermingle with men's dor-
mitories. As an R.A.. I'm obligated, but not interested."
she added with a grin.

Rebecca sf)ent her first semester at UMass in Baker
Dormitory, and thought it "horrendous" because of the
noise and rowdiness. Her situation changed when she
moved to the Social Awareness floor in Brett Dormitory.

"It made things much easier because there were other
lesbians and gay men on the floor," she said.

As a junior she would prefer to live off campus, but she
receives financial aid and there is a policy stipulating that
more than one semester off campus will result in a cut in

aid.

Although she makes no attempt to conceal her
preference for women's company. Rebecca said she has
"come out" only to some close friends.

Mary prefers the company of women on an emotional
and personal level, more than on a sexual level. She learn-
ed she was gay her first year at UMass. The only one

knows Mary is a lesbian is her mother. Mary said.
"She thinks it's just a phase, but we're really close

anyway. Maylie she's trying to understand." Mary said
None of Mary's friends know she-is a lesbian because she

is afraid of their potential reactions.

Living in a co-ed dormitory is easy with a good room-
mate. Her roommate knows Laura is a lesbian. Laura said
although her roommate is "straight." (i.e. heterosexual)
she is "compassionate and understanding."
"If my roommate didn't know, it would make a big dif-

ference, because she's very supportive." Laura's family
and other close friends also know and they, too. are sup-
portive. Her only problem in her dormitory is making it

clear to men that she would like to be just friends, she
said.

As for resources available to lesbians living in dorms,
Laura said the community resource assistants (C.R.A.'s)
are "very helpful and understanding." The People's (Jay
Alliance also has a counseling collective which Laura
described as "really helpful."

"An intense relationship with a guy pushed me to call
the collective," she said. Through the counseling collective
Laura said she came to a better undertanding of her les-
bianism.

Laurie Boer, Assistant Director of Admissions
at the Graduate School of
Business Administration

University of Southern California
will be on campus

October 6, 1981. 11 a.m. 12 noon
Graduate programs available include-
MBA, MBT, MACC, MSOB, MSMSC

JD/MBA, JD/MBT
For schedule information, please contact

Placement Service

\^campu<s^
cerfter
at u mass

Bluewall Bar
Friday Happy Hour with

CLIFF MEYERS
3:00 - 6:00 pm

Drink Specials
•Valid ID and A.B.P Sticker
required to purchase alcohol

/ cont believe it. I trusted \jou... and you drank the last Molson

BRFWrDANDBO-rrrHMNr AN.M,A ,m„..rr..is, KWr,,-'

•

4-

4-

aw«%^
Mock Gambling Casino
Proceeds go to charitv

C/^htu

Sat., Oct. 3, 1981
First Floor Campus Center

7 30 Doors Open
9:00 Royalty Voting Ceases
W 00 Crnwninq of Rnval Pfr-^nnfsi
Jf(X) Aurtinn Begins
Uisinq pl.iv money won dtirinq f\rrninqi

$2. 00 Admission : aliows you $2, 000 ph v ^
money. Additional money available.

y

4-

lur«. Oct. 1 Friday Oct. 2 co* « * ,
Boogie Till You Pulce -|-|4C

w/ROOT BOY SLIM V^n nPTTPc JO«^ATHAN
18-19 vear^lds welcome CI-rVYMnL/O

- ~- Rt. 47, Sunderland. MA 665-4937'

United States
The August 25. invasion of Angola has provoked great

controversy among Americans both black and white, since
the U.b. joined hands with the apartheid government. A
c oser look at the U.S. foreign policy by third world
students and faculty is necessary in order to understand
what Reaganomics is doing with our tax dollars.
After several weeks of military fighting, the oppressors

have managed to force the homeless refugees back about
100 miles north of the border.
Angola has reported that South Africa has taken over

seven towns and dpstroyed.a few others, yet they have np
real motive for the invasipo.
Propaganda administered by the South African

government as well as the Reagan administration suggests
that there is Soviet involvement in Angola. But Luanda
and (SWAPO) South West Africa Peoples Organization
have denied such beliefs.

Afro-American
Family Day
By R.D. JORDAN
Collegian Correspondent

On Sept. 24. the W.E.B. Dubois department of Afro-
American Studies sponsored an Afro American Family
Day ,n the New Africa House at the University of
Ma.ssachusetls.

Speaking before a small gathering in the New Africa
House, faculty of the department of Afro- American
^Mudles and repre.sentatives of various Black and Third
World students organizations kicked off this year's Afro-
American Family Day. The speakers' topics ranged from
the history of the struggle of Blacks in this country to the
particular problems caused by President Reagan's budget
cuts as well as the general rightward drift of the country

Several speakers chastized Black students on campus for
not supporting tho.se organizations which represent them
an( (heir interests. One speaker pointed out that the
building that houses the New Africa Hou.se was occupied
l)y black .students to bring it into existence, the speakers
mentioned noticing a certain cynicism in the attitude of
Black .students on campus. Students were encouraged to
become involved in the many Black and Third World
organizations on campus. Manv of t-hese organizations
were in desperate need of help. Perstmal enrichment as
well as the gaining of valuable practical skills can be taken
into the joi) market after graduation and will be the reward
<>1 ihoM- students who volunteer, one speaker skated Also
stressed was the need for Black stud<>nis to take seriouslv
the buine.s.s of getting an education as well as pursuing
academic goals responsibly.

Reagan orders stop
to Carribean
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan ..niered the

Coast Guard Tuesday to halt the flow of illegal aliens from
Haiti and other Caribbean countries into the United
States.

"The entry of undwumented aliens from the high seas is
hereby suspended and shall be prevented by the in-
terdiction of certain ve.s.sels carrying such aliens." Reagan
said in a proclamation.

Reagan said the entry of illegal aliens is "a serious
national problem detrimental to the interests of the United
States.

18-19 year olds welcome

Announcements
The Black Student Union of Amherst

College presents "Portraits in the Black
Mode," a series of photographs by Prof.

Chester Davis of the University of
Massachusetts.

The photographs will be exhibited in the
Gerald Penny Memorial Cultural Center of
the Octagon at Amherst College. The
Cultural Center is open seven days a week
from 12 noon until 10 p.m. The exhibit,

which begins October 5, and closes October
30, 1981, is open to the public and free of

charge.

South Africa claims the real reason for the invasion of
Angola IS an attempt to weaken SWAPO and the Namibian
liberation struggle.

Angola on the other hand, has been reluctant to call upon
Its Soviet and Cuban allies for help for fear it may agitate
the enemy. The only allied help in Angola, so far. has been
Soviet and Cuban advisers, not military.
"Ours is a war of national resistance carried out by

«u/"1dm"^
''"'^ Namibians alone." said Sam Nujoma of

"The swashbuckling, Reagan administration has joined
hands with the South African facists in their terroristic
military aggression and campaign of slander's' and lies
agamst our struggle. They want to deny us our inalienable'
rights to self determination and national independence

"

said Nujoma.
The U.S. imperialists are trying to create and sustain

situations of conflict from which they can profit. The prize
that the U.S. hopes to gain from all this is a hold on
Namibia which is vast in mineral resources, including the
worlds's largest uranium mine in addition to position on
Africa's southwest coast.

In order to win such a prize, the U.S. must weaken the
Soviet influence within the, area as well as SWAPO's
defense. This is why the U.S. is working so closely with the
apartheid government.

In closing, a look at U.S. foreign policy indicates that the
U.S. will stop at nothing to intervene in the liberation
struggles of Third World nations as long as it can benefit
the U.S. economy. El Salvador, and now Angola, are
evidence of this. We urge students and faculty to become
aware, if not involved, in fighting Reaganomics.

-PHILLIP JENNINGS

KKK steals ^Kunta

^^,^ Kinte' plaque

ANNAPOLIS - A pla(|ue marking the
spot where Kunta Kinte. ancestc.r of
"Roots" author Alex Haley, arrived on a
slave ship in 1767 was stolen yesterday and
replaced by a Klu Klux Klan calling card.
The small bronze plaque, dedicated only

two days earlier, apparently was pried
loose from its concrete bed in the An-
napolis City Dock sometime in the early
morning hours, police Sgt. John Wright
said.

"You have been patronized by the
KKK," read a business card found in its

place.

The theft was branded "a despicable act"
by Gov. Harry Hughes.
Mayor Richard Hilman said that "when

the culprits are apprehended, it would be
nice to return to corporal punishment.

BMCP Fall
Transmission

Schedule
Monday 10 am-.5:30 am

Tuesday l()ani-2pm, l<>pm-2am
Wedne.sday 2arn-2pm

Thursday 10am-.5:3()pm, lOpm-lipm
Friday 2am-2pm

Satuniay 6pm-2am
Sunday 2am-6am

LUTHER By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

Ifs time to fight bacic!

^ Overturn the
Reagan program

of cutbacks,
racism and war

ALL-PEOPLES CONGRESS
October 16-18 • Cobo Hall • Detroit
The All-Peoples Congress will include thousands affected by
the Reagan program, from national organizations to neigh-
borhood associations, from the local daycare center to wel-
fare organizations, trade unions and students.

TCXjETHER we will help prepare for a

nauonal day
of resistance
Massive demonstrations in major cities and in Washington,
DC. Only miNtant nriass action will overturn the Reagan

Non work-study positions available in BMCP office:
Secretary — Coordination of business office including
handling correspondence, minutes, m filling, etc. Typing
experience required.

Free audio workshops sponsored by BMCP in cooperation
with Union video center. Open to all BMCP members.

BMCP general body meeting. Thursday October 1. 19S1.
Campus Center Rm. 178, 6:00 p.m.

For more information contact:
Black Ma.ss Communications Project
402 Student Union BIdg.

UMASS/Amherst, 01003
545-2426

Every Tuesday night at 7:30 the Duke Kllington Commit-
tee will hold meetings in room 168 of Campus Center.

Series Begins

Beginning next week Black Affairs will introduce Part
one of a series about the various Black and Third World
organizations on the UMass campus.
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REGATTA
BELT from

=\

Solid sailcloth brass ring belt on natural cotton

web. CKoose from thirteen colors tkat can be mono-
grammed with your initials in practically any color.

These belts come in two widths C'/a" version or narrower

I'A*') and are sized XX5-XL. $14.00

V i^uusr of flialtih. Inr.
31' iflain i^iirri

.^mlifrsT '-n.iss.Ktiusrnv

Corduroy jacket

by Bear Wear $48
,

Pinstripe stiirt

by Henry Grethel

lor equipment

$58

J

Behind
fwerySchfitz

manwho
knows his
been

Thornes Market Northampton informal modelling at Ctiona f-nday evenmgs 7-9

1pickedSchlitzandnotmyBud"

I iNpORIVIATioN IVfEETJNq |

TONIGHT•x-

•x-

I
7:70 ThoMpsoN 102 t

center
at, um^

Thursday, October 1st
For Hot Reggae from New York

it's

FULL HAND
cover charge $2.00

Friday October 2nd
It's Rock n' Funk from
Rhode Island with

TANOOSE
cover charge $2.00

Saturday, October 3rd
with the sound of
Chicago Blues it's

J. D. HUTTO
& the Newhowks

special guests
Street Corner Jive
Austin Style Swing
cover charge $3.00

•Valid ID and A B.P sticker
required to purchase alcohol
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Arts

lis K^-nmg lo be that time of the semester when
aNsij;ntii<-iHs Mart piling up on your desk, but take a break
'IMS weckencj and see some of the entertainment thafs
pounni; inio i he area.

'Jhc JMsi bel this weekend is a short ride away in
SpnnKlnl.i. where the PnUndvrs will be playing in the
( ivi(( cnuT I-'riday night.

J he /v. /. „ih rs are in the middle of an 11 week tour of
'!'«• I ••..i'r 'inotmg their new album. Pn7<n(Ars/; Ifyou

«i".
; ciiTl, ,hi-m this weekend, they'll be in Boston at the

()r|ilHum ilieatiTonOct. 10.

I! vou cant afford 10 bucks for an arena show, there's
p!< in\ ,.,1,, ,|j.j,i h^>J.^;_

1 lu' i:!u4' Wall continues its regular line up of Thursday
oaiMis we I- /•/// Unvd, a New York based band. For $2.00
V 'U can iis en U) some reggae.
Speaking of reggae, if you missed Prtrr Tosh lasl

W(
( kcnd in Springfield, you get one more shot when his

tour moves to Boston next Friday. Oct. 9, at the Berkeley
Performance Center.

^

/I'o../ Ihni Sinn, creator of that classic."Boogie Till You
i'uk<

.
Will i)c in the Nail this evening. You might want lo

j; >ami daiuc umilyou throw up.
Iriiiay ni^hi. Thi Pirauasums will be in Rahar's.

1 iii yic i.iir .1 'he lew all vocal bands left around. Tickets
an :> l.:)(,i II) a(lvanc<> and $.5.50 at the door.

.hninilmx h:,l,nnnls will be in the Rusty Nail on Saturday
ii:uli'. l!c always offers a go»)d show, but I'd get lh«Tc
;a.:;y early it y.>u want any hope of gelling a seat.

./.;;. Uitliniiiiil fhi Ni u Hawks bring Iheir blues into the
il.iu' Wall .Sa: unlay nighl.

/l>i,n,ir. S' .nioJ R» sfxnts, makes their first stop of the
s< t;< >, < r at Hampshire College Dining Commons on
I

! ! a> !iii;ii!. They jusi released a new album tilled. In a
lunn,n, \l,,.„i. Tickets are $5.00 for the general public and
>l."i}

1 II llampshir«' siu<i«'nls.

I l'( v sec<.iid show of ihe season is this Sunday nighl.
wl(!! I>n>nl iinsrnnv, world famous mandolin player.
app( ai> 111 'he Sludenl Union Ballroom, ll was recently
ami .uiiccd ijuii a cash bar will be available. A positive I. D.
- !' «|u;r< i' .(purchas*- alcohol.

I r< is alking with the I'mh ssiiniah, which fealun's
:
•ifn r .S\ l'ist,)ls Steve Jones and I'aul Cook, about a

p..ssii.i. app«-arance in the Blue Wall, in the event they
• :ri:(.t • .•urihel'nil<-d Slates (I'm not kiddingi.

/? ','. Sinn has been jiicked up by Boardwalk Records.
as <: ;'is m-w allium. tiiU-d Stop ami Smrll ifo Hnsrs, is due
•u s.,.n. You may n-call that Starr was(lropp<'d from his
•;- lalx !. roriiaii Records, lasl spring, just befor«> llie

a .'UI-: was aiioui lo be released. The album fealun's cuis
M <!ii' wi • Paul McCartney and (Jeorg*' Harrison.

\' .. )",/„,/ has reportedly just completed a new album.
.)U' '< IT ai<' no d<i ails as of vet.

John Belushi and Blair Brown prove that op-
posites attract in Continental Divide.

Local troupe to perform
By PAM MADNICK
Collegian Correspondent

The Northampton Theatre Company will perform two
consecutive play.s, "Today is Independence Day" by
William Hanley and "Sandra and the Janitor" bv William
Packard October 2 and 3. The shows will also be" perform-
ed October 8, 9, 10 in the Hampden Theatre. Southwest
Residential Area at IJMass.

The Northampton Theatre Company is interested in

relationships between characters in their plays and bet-
ween actors who stay together over a long period of time.
Both "Today is Independence Day " and "Sandra and the
Janitor" are two-character plays dealing with a man
woman relationship. "Today is Independence Day " por
trays what happens to a husband and wife on the fourth of
July, while "Sandra and the Janitor" is about an overly
aggressive woman who insists upon a friendship with a
janitor in her building.

Tickets for "Today is Independence Day" and "Sandra
and the Janitor" are $3.00 for general admission and $2.00
for students and senior citizens, and may be purchased at
the door. Performances are scheduled to begin at 8 p.m.

.Coli^gjan 7

Fun with Belushi
By ANDREW GORDON

I must admit to entering Continental Ditnde, the new
.lohn Belushi comedy, with somewhat of a bias. After
.some six consecutive negative reviews, the pres.sure was
on from friends to write a good review for a chanjfe. Well I

am happy to report that it will be no trouble whatsoever to
do .so with this film. In fact. Continental Dirnt- has a
quality that makes it difficult to dislike.

Belushi stars as Ernie Souchak, ace investigat/w
reporter for the Chicago Siin-Times. When his strong ex-
poses about a powerful politician put his iif ;.. Janger,
Souchak 's editor sends him to the Rockies to interview a
reclusive ornithologist played by Blair Brown. She, of
course, hates reporters and the two clash immediately.
But their dislike for each other gradually turns to love and
respect. Sounds kind of predictable, right? Well it is. Yet
the film works despite the typically commercial comedy
love-story plotting.

The film, for a large part, works because of the screen
chemistry k'tween Belushi and Brown. Their scenes
together are more believable and touching than is usually
found in big-budget feature films.

The leading role is a slight departure for Belushi. The
film is a comedy so he still gets to do a reasonable amount
of mugging for the camera but his Ernie Souchak is an
adult, a working man with repsonsibilities like everyone
else, .so he does not get to do the wild-man antics he made
famous in Animal House and Tfw Blxies Brothers. This
does not matter, though. His performance is nicely
restrained and displays Belushi's ability to act as well as
clown.

Blair Brown also comes off looking well. Brown was the
lead actress in Altered States and One Triek Pony hut has
never had a role as good as this one. As an exjiert on the
American bald eagle, she is strong and brilliant while at
the same time warm and sensitive. We have all the proof
we need to see why Belushi would fall for her. And vice-
versa; during the course of the film we fall for both of
them. The film works like that. For the first half you just
kind of watch the characters until, bam, you're all involved
in the movie; you care alniut what's going on.
The credit for all this usually goes to the director and the

editor but in this case Michael Apted's direction is just
short of average and Dennis Virkler's editing t(M) often
separates the film in to short vignettes by u.se of overlong
blackouts. The credit for this film should go to screen-
writer Lawrence Kasdan. who has l>een hailed as the
wonderboy of present day American film. In addition to
Continental Diride. Ka-sdon wrote The Kwpire Strikes
Hark, Raiders of the Lost Ark. and wrote and directed the
new film Hodij Heat. His films are strongly remini.scent of
certain classic genres. Raiders was straight out of the old
.serials; Hodi^ Heat is cla.ssic film noir and Continental
Diride often resembles the screwball comedies of the 3()'s.

Ka.sdan has potential for iH'coming a great film maker.
While Continental Diride is not particularly hilarious or

original, it is often funny and (luite enterUiining. It is rated
PG.

Continental Divide is currently plaifinf/ at the Hamp-
shire 4 cinemas at the Hampshire Mall. Haillrif.

DARSELOTTI'S
i

THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL I

Downtown Amherst !

$1.00 off on any name Pitcher of Beer
j

with this coupon

DONT FORGET OUR ALL NEW FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR •

MORE FOOD THAN EVER
|

I

Bausch&Lomb

Softens
Contacts

Top of the (ampus
I^staurar\t ai^d Ipunge

1

• WITH THIS AD ONLY
• LIMIT ONE PAIK PER CUSTOMER
• NEW PURCHASES ONLY
OFFER EXPIRES OCT. 15th

WITH THIS AO OMLV

2/
Murray U. Lincoln Campus Center

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Announcing 2 for 1 iMIte at the

TOP OF THE CAMPUS RESTAURANT
every Friday Night from 5:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Receive any two entrees, salad, and a non-alcoholic beverage
for onlv $12.95

For a fine dining expenence at a reasonable price come to the

Top of the Campus Restaurant
For reservations please call 549-6QQQ Pxt a^Q

:7!r"Now-|/3rdOff ..^
: ! on any frame from our t

4'
any
entire stock
WITH COMPLETE

EYEGLASS PURCHASE

: ^OFFER EXPIRES OCT. 1 5th -jj-
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Getting to know you...

EDITORIAL/OPIKTiniM
(-Ollegirtn !i

Letters

Well, the semester is off and running. Everyone has
made it to at least a few classes - with the exception of a
few PLF's (Perpetually Lost Freshmen). Every day I am
praymg for the girl who asked me where the fourth floor
U) Bartlett Hall was. But as I was saying the class now has
sized up the professor and he has formed his horribly bias-
ed opinions of all of us. Twelve hours of our life and one
third of our summer salarj- has been spent at the Textbook
Annex on books we will never use. Everyone has chc.sen
his chair or at least the general area in which he will sit for
the rest of the semester. And so the semester is off to an
auspicious start. Almost.
How many people have noticed they are not alone in

class? Tho.se l)lank faces surrounding you are fellow
students. Not only that, but by virture of their being in the
sjinie class you are. you are all sharing a common learning
exf)erieii<'e. Aniazingl
The interaction between classmates can often make or

l»rt'ak a cla.'^s. Sure the guy tfiat sits to your left may be an
asshole. Itut he's an asshole with a narnV. And ttie girl half
asleef) U-hind you may k- an interesting person. By get-
ting to know the (>eof>le you have clas.s<'s with, you im-
mediately accomplish two things. First, you're expanding
your social horizons, and seconcily, a room full of strangers
has U'en substituted with a room full of friemls.
Remember the day you had a really bad hangover and

you tol(i y(»ur profes.sor your grandmother suddenly died?
A gregarious person would have alreacJy made some new
friends in class to bum notes from — unless of cour.'^e, they
had l)een out partying with you. A class friend can crani.
collahirate. cheat, and commiserate with you in ways that
no one else can. Last semester I had a class that spent a
great deal of time discussing the English poet. William
Wordsworth. Now, it has long been my hope that Word-
sworth had written his poems in some language un-

translatable into English. When I verbalized my wish to a
fellow classmate, she amazed me by disagreeing and a live-

ly debate ensued. Although I still think Wordsworth
stinks, we became fast friends.

How about the time you spent at least three hours work-
ing on that ten page term paper, only to get an "F" on it a
week later? A class friend can Ix- very useful in these situa-

tions. He can tell the professor that he was with you in the
library for weeks researching this paper. "Professor
Smith, do you know how hard it is to find a few really goctd

lK)oks on Shakespeare?
A buddy might even say, "Yeah, he graded me real

rough too. Let's go t^ilk to him." And if nothing else, they
can easily sympathize when you start to complain about
your unjust treatment.
Now .some people may claim that they're too shv. Where

was all this shyness at that fraternitv party last weekend?
("Oh, well, it was dark there." Let me tell you. .,nly
mushrooms grow in the dark.)
There's also a fear of rejection. "What if that .salad I ate

h.r lunch is still stuck In'tween my teeth? They'll think I'm
a jerk." Not true. First, that piece of lettuce is usually long
gone. Secondly, mo.^t people are .so glad to have some<.ne
to talk to, you could be all green, let alone a little, and
they'd still in.' glad for the company. Remember, they're
probably as uncomfortable, nervous! and Iwred as you are.
No one has ever died from saying "hi". Besides, not

everyone is involved with a steady relationship. Take the
chance. Fall in love in Biology 222. Then see what hap-
pens. Stranger things have occured.
A final word of advise. There will always be cranky,

disagreeable people in the world and you're bound to run
into a few of them. A cold shoulder will hurt them more
than you. And a smile is a renewable natural resource.

Mfiry Beth Hehert is a Collegian columnist.

A case of severe soap operitus
2:58. I didn't particularly feel like doing homework, and

the sunlight outside was no help either. "1 should be doing
something," I thought to myself as I Iwked out at the
grassy fields. As if on cue. a frantic knocking came from
my door. "Come in!" I yelled as I turned around. Suddenly
a wave of people fU)wed into the r(M)m and with a
desperate voice they cried out: "Can we watch (i.H
Mike?"
Of course! How could I have been so stupid! No wonder I

didn't want to do any work. Quickly I turne<l on the TV set
so it would warm up in time for the show.

Last year I had narrowly escaped the plague of Soap
Operitus by accidentally breaking the television set. It did
not get fixe<l for many weeks, and as a result I found my
addiction to the tube to be less intense. Realizing that if I

saw those two words GENERAL HOSPITAL emblazed
on the TV screen again I would forever be a slave to the
tube, I made certain to be away from every .set on and «»ff

campus by locking myself away in the library. It was hard
U> resist the temptation, but somehow I managed to forget
all about the Ice Princess. Luke and Laura, and Port
Charles.

I had all but forgotten about the matter when school
began this year and I prepared to hit the lK)oks. But when
I got settled in, a familiar crowd of people showed up at
my door and asked if they could watch (Jeneral Hospital.
Those two words stunned me and I cringed in a manner
similar to Dracula I)eing confronted with a cross.

"Uh. I don't know. I've got some .studying to do and..."
"Oh, come on Mike. Plea.se?"

Whenever someone says plea.se to me, mv backbone
turns to Silly Putty. I agreed to let them watch, and .sat

there in breathless anticipation waiting for th(»se imm(»rtal

words to flash on the screen. First there was the teaser,
the small clip of film which showed the spec-tator a taste of
the events transpiring.

"What's this?' I asked in total bewilderment as I saw a
respected actor on the show. "Is he a new character?"
"Shhh!" was all I got.

As I watched the teaser, I became more and more con-
fused and intrigued. After watching the ambulance pass
through the foreboding gates of G.H. I then asked the
studio audience around me what had happene<l in the
series since I left it. In a mixture of voices I found out that
the Ice Princess (a diamond with a concealed formula in
the base) had been obtained by the power-hungry
Cassadine family and that Mikos Cassadine (the actor I

mentioned earlier) was .somehow taking f»ver the world by
producing Carbonic Snow (a product of the concealed for-
mula) which hit Port Charles (the city where (k^neral
Hospital takes place) with a massive freezing storm which
immobilized the city. My (iod! This was beyond my wildest
dreams as well as the Ixiundaries of reality. A cross l)et-
ween a science-fiction story and a .James Bond movie:
(General Hospital was taking on an outrageous storyline
that I loved, and I was hooked again. Every day at three
I'd be there, glued to the set, oblivious to everything.
"Mike, I'm taking your wallet okay?"
"Sure, yeah."

"Can I have your stereo Mike?"
"Uh-huh."
I was in my own little world again, interrupted only by

commercials. Lucky for me or else I would have forgotten
to go the bathroom.

Mirhftel S. Dnnoghue is a UMn.ss student.

Arrest coverage questioned

To the Editors:

As staff members of Brown House, our basic respon
sibility and concern is to encourage and facilitate an at
mosphere of civility and mutual respect in our community.

This past weekend was a very difficult one for Brown
residents. As most CulUgian readers know now, one of our
residents was arrested as a result of the extremely serious
alli-f^ation of sexual as.sault and attempted rape.

Student awareness of the reality of this problem is

essential. Certainly, the facts should be made known as
they b<'<<»me available. I'ndoubtedly, the CoUtgian story
has opened the eyes of many members of the University
coiiiinunily.

The purpo.se behind making this inlormati(»n public, as
v\c understand it. is also to promote an objectne un
(iersiiuiding of not only the general problem, but the
specilic >iluation as well. It must he expected in these
siiualions that a considerable amount of ba.seless gossip
will circulali-. in most cases "supporting" the bias of one
side ()r another. Credible, factual reporting can often
clarify many of the.se situations. And. certainly, an i.ssue
direcled editorial would be appropriate.

It was with great disappointment, however, that we
read the concluding paragraph of the Colhgian report. The
paragraph mentions the sexual assault of two young girls
on September 11. While everyone agrees that these were
heinous, violent crimes, they relate only to the general
problem and not specificaly to Mr. Has.s'scase. Introducing
this incident into the story is entirely unprofessional. It is

irrelevant to the specific case at hand, and only sets the
stage for emotional, subjective decision making. It

unashamedly suggest a direct connection between the two
i.solaled incidents. This not only does Mr. Hass a great
injustice, but al.so undermines an objective understanding
of the incident and of the issue of violence against women
within the community.

We hope that the Collegian will address this oh
jectionable point as well as the more general issue in an
editorial soon. Civility is not merely a synthesis of "isms.

"

The i-nderlying ethic of civility, and any of its associated
*isms." is an objective understanding of our feelings and
the intrusion of bias and prejudice upon them. "Civihty" is

not simply a collective of special interest groups. It is a
living philosophy and lifetime goal.

The CoUtgian is in a unique position to make this un-
derstood.

Mark C. Kalpin

Kevin C. Concannon
David C. Morrissey

William D. Kelley Jr.

Irene Kessler
AsMisUnt Heads of Residence,Brown House

Kthliir's nnti
: The concludivg paragraphs of the story

'First as.sault arrest," \Srpt. 29'] cmtained necessary
tnirl;,,n,un<i 171form at iov. This information does not
sugg, st a anmectum to the arrest, but, rather, allows the
ntidrr to put the amst in perspective and informs new
n (ul< Ts of thr numerous incidents of sexual assault this
SI nil st< r.

Arrest is not a conviction
To the Editor:

I would like to preface this letter by commending the

iiM
'"" ^"'' '^^ coverage of the rape problem here at

UMass. The Collegian' f> recognition of the rape problem is

an important step in ridding our campus of this hideous
and dehumanizing crime.

Nonetheless. I feel that the Colleqwn was most irre.spon-
sible in printing the name of an alleged rapist in its front
page article "First A.ssault Arrest (Sept. 29)." As we are
all aware, an arrest is not a conviction, and a defendant is

presumed innocent until proven guilty. If the defendant in
question is innocent, the CoUegwn has unjustifiably stain-
ed the name of a guiltless individual.

In short, "rapist" is a de.servedly ugly label that should
on y Ik. aF.plied m cases where guilt is certain. Perhaps the
tollegvtn should, in the interst of journalistic responsibili-
y. wait until an alleged rapist's guilt has l)een established
in a court of law before printing his name. A defendant's
guilt or innocence sh<.uld U- decided in court, not by the
police, and certainly not on the front page of the campus
riews[)a[)er.

Charles Romano
Amherst

Editor's note: Th> article states the man wa.s arrested on
rhnrg,soJa,ssaul.t with intent to rape, and that he was ar-
raigned Monday morning. This is a matter of public
record and does not imply guilt or innocence.

Feminist analysis of rape
To the Editor:

While I can sympathize in small measure with Paul
Wykes' weariness of "anti male tirades by overzealous
feminists," I am disheartened by his evident failure to
understand - much less appreciate - feminist analyses of
rape and the rape mentality that continues to suffuse the
UMass atmosphere.

It is a cheap shot, and grossly out of tune with the
substance of feminist analyses of rape, to portray some
feminists who are concerned, vocal and militant about the
issue as- believing that "the male sex..consist(s) solely of
sex-crazpd rapists" (Collegian, September 29, 1981). His
obvious defensiveness - and I won't even try to speculate
about its sources - has seriously impeded his ability and
willingness to confront the issue critically.

Most disturbing, however, is his acknowledgement of
"the sad fact that as long as men and women exist
together there will always be a certain amount of rape."
This attitude bespeaks a complacency, a failure of nerve
and imagination that stands between contemporary rape
culture and a world where relations between the sexes
might be radically altered. Above all, Wykes' comment in-
dicates that he has yet to understand and take to heart one
of the most important features of rape as analyzed by
feminists. And that is that rape isn't about sex, but rather
concerns power. In spite of his three and a half years of be-
ing subjected to "feminist tirades," he hasn't learned
anything. His attitude, in fact, is part of the very problem
that analysts and critics of the rape culture will have to
contend with for a long time to come.

Christine Di Stefano
Teaching Associate

Inquiry Program

Men must understand rape
To the Editor:

I am writing to express my outrage at the increasing
levels of violence against women as reported by the Col-
legian and other local newspapers during the past few
weeks. I commend these newspapers for bringing this
issue to its rightful prominence.

I would like to comment on the statement made by
James Steamer in his letter to the Collegian of 9/24 writ-
ten in response to this heightened news coverage. He
wrote, "they (the women at UMass) will soon start hating
all of the men on this campus when obviously over 99 pi-r-

cent of the men on this campus are decent or are at least
not rapists." Mr. Steamer's remarks lead me to l>elieve
that he does not understand the very nature of violence
directed against women and its causes. In our male-
lominated society the media, courts, institutions of
government, police and corj)orations represent this un-
natural imbalance of political power. The dehumanization

Letters for publication must include
the writers name, address and telephone
number for verification. Please type tri-

ple spaced with 67 characters per line.

Hecause of the large volume of mail

recieved, unpublished letters cannot be

acknowledged or returned. Letters are

subject to editing for clarity and length.

of women through advertisements, movies, television and
"men's" magazines all contribute to a climate that is

tolerant of the abuse of women. Pornography, sexual
harassment, wife-beating and rape are all symptoms of a
society that is sick to its core. The problem of rape is,

therefore, not limited to a handful of psychotic criminals
— it is fundamentally connected to the values and preod-
minant attitudes of our society.

Mr. Steamer, that 99 percent of "decent" men that you
refer to, must begin to understand the true nature of sex-
ism. Only greater awareness, on the part of men, and a
show of support for women's rights will bring about a
more peaceful society, a society that is not consumed by
fear.

I support the establishment of student patrols composed
of men and women for greater campus safety at night.
Men can join with women in demanding better security
and lighting for the campus. An organizaton is being form-
ed by the Everywoman's Center called 'Men Against
Violence Against Women." I strongly urge everyone to
see Anne Poirier's Primal Fear, the first serious film on
rape that depicts that spiritual death that the victim suf-
fers, which will be shown at the Pleasant St. Theater in

Northampton beginning September 30.

Mr. Steamer, this newspaper coverage of violence
against women may disturbe you - it should and it should
disturb all of us enough so that we take action. The truth is

always disturbing.

Eric D. Radack
Amherst

Let's prove our h^^manity
'I'o the Editor:

I prai.se Jacqueline Dorfman whose letter appeared in
your paper on September 28. It is obvious that only
through knowledge ot the existence of this problem of
sexual as.sault can the problem be addres.sed.

Unfortunately, sexual assault is not just another
problem on campus. It is an outrageous, indecent crime
instilling fear in fully half our campus community. It is

antisocial behavior by men directed at women solely
because they are women. .And the terribly insensitive,
immature "boys wil be boys" attitude among men nurtures
and sustains this sexist sickness.

Men, do you know what rape is? .Maybe if you could
empathi/c lor just a moment with a victim of rape you
might sec what a heinous crime sexism and its ultimate act
rc.illy is.

liclure yoursell at ten years old. The bully on the block
is threatening you. Feel the fear in the pit of your stomach.
Know that you can't outrun him or fight him off. Vvv\ his

fist cut your lip, break your nose, blacken your eye. Taste
lh<- blcMxl.

Now try to understand a sexual assault. It isn't just a
physical assault on your body. It is an assault on the
private you. on your psyche, on your spirit. It is an in

\asion of the most horrible kind on your physical and
spiritual privacy, on your individualism and identity. It is

an emotional wound, at best an emotional scar, which you
c.irry the rest of your life.

Men, how can we call ourselves civilized and learned and
still gi\e our tacii approval to this crime through our at

liludes and inaction'.' Its time to throw away our en
cultured sexist attitudes. Men, it's time to stand up and
prove our humanity.

Michael H. (lark

Northampton

Sticky subject
One of the things that has kept service station owners up

late at night is the recent battle over whether or not in
spection stickers should be $2.00 or $4.00. Motorists
wailed with bated breath over whether or not they would
be paying the extra deuce for that sticker. I know this
seems like a trivial thing to most people, especially people
without cars, but this was the most excitement generated
around here since Proposition 2'/i.

Here was a classic tale of good and evil. King Edward
saw fit to double the inspwtion sticker fee. This wasn't the
brsi time the King did this to his subjects, having doubled
all other license fees a few months earlier. Of course, he
did this without the con.sent of the pea.sants. The peasants
were understandably angry over the new increa.se. but
they had no choice and |)aid anyway.

Hut. lo I he peasants' relief, came Sir William Robinson
'House .Majority Leadirl ridint; lo the rescue. He saw Kini,'
Edward's fee increase as an illegal tax that was impo.sed
wiihoui ihe con.sent of I he people. Sir William and 17 of the

Randolph T. Holhut
King's subjects filed a suit in the King's court. First, His
Royal Highnes.s" .Judge Hillar Zobel ruled that the new fee
was illegal, but then changed his mind in favor of the King.
Next. Judges Christopher Armstrong, Allan Hale, and
Donald Grant took up the mailer in the King's appeals
court. Of course, they all ruled in favor of the King. The
same held true in the King's Supreme Court. Sir William
admitted defeat. Evil had won this battle, for now.

But Governor King isn't off the hook yet. Robinson is
going to file a suit in the state Supreme Court questioning
the legality of the higher fees charged for the 500 some odd
other licenses and services. He feels that the current
system for increasing these fees constitutes "taxation
without representation" — that the people did not have
enough of a say in the increase.

Now Ed King wants lo lower taxes, especially now that
he is up for re election. But it he lowers taxes, where is he
going to gel the money to run the government and pay iiis
salary? By the old "hidden tax " trick. The money you get
back in the tax cut. you end up paying to the Registry,
your local town clerk, or whomever else you pay license
fees to. Whether it's a license to drive, to sell real estate,
cut hair, sell cars, or to bury people, you have to pay. and
pay more.

Of course, they didn't ask you about this. Because
everyone would naturally say no. Or would they? After all,

we were stupid enough to vote for Proposition 2'/2. Do you
think renewing your drivers' license should cost $30?
Jimmy Carter warned us to start lowering our ex

pectations. lo expect less for more money. In this statf jou
are starling to see it happen. Now. we all know that the
insptHtion sticker in this stale is a joke. The guy in the
garage K)oks at your registration, tells you to turn on your
lights, and asks for your money. Most garage owners could
care less about how safe your car is. They didn't when it

cost two dollars lo inspect your car. and they won't now.
For the increased fee. the garages should do a more

I horough job. The proposed emissions check might not be a
bad idea. If the inspection is ri-ally supposed to make sure
that the cars in the Commonwealth are safe to go on the
highways, why not try the novel idea of actually inspecting
the cars s<» they will be safe.

We should all beware of the license fee increases. It does
amount lo taxation without representation. Next lime you
make noisi- about Ihese increases, maybe the King will
listen. But as His Majesty would say. "Let them eat lob
sllT."

Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian columnist.
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Newslines...

Thursday, October 1, 1981

The TOC Lounge will be featuring entertainment each week
:

Tuesday - Saturday from 9:00 pm - 1:00 am.
We are proud to present to you the talent of

UMass Student Entertainers
Tuesday Amanda Maffei soloist

Wednesday - Jim Bianchi - soloist

Thursday Julie Bankuiti - soloist

*Friday - Barry Harwood - Happy Hour!

Friday - Bob Cummings - soloist

Saturday - Bob Cummings - trio

Come on up to the eleventh floor for the
finest in entertainment!

.• 'I.-.

Honor society IMASSPIRG to

accepts members meet on issues

•Valid ID and ABP Sticker required
to purchase alcohol

The All-American Honor Society has
begun a nationwide membership drive. The
organization seeks to admit top students
from each community college, junior col-
lege, undergraduate and graduate school in
the country.

The non-profit organization has no local
chapters, but seek intellectually mature
students on a national level. Students are
chosen on the basis of their leadrship
abilities, physical vigor and intellectual pro-
wess.

Students seeking further information
should send a stamped self-adressedf
envelope to the Scholastic All-American
Honor Society, Post Office Box 237, Clin-
ton, New York, 13323.

cr.-Jw:^?f"ra"(5T5OTr^

Read
the

Collegian

The University of Massachusetts chapter
of the Massachusetts Public Interest
Research Group (MASSPIRG) will be
holding an organizational meeting at 7:30
tonight in room A-301 of the Graduate
Research Center.

Throughout the school year, UMass
PIRG plans to work on such issues as hous-
ing problems, illegal toxic waste disposal
and public education about alternative
forms of energy.

Students involved with UMass chapter of
MASSPIRG work in a variety of areas, in-

cluding public relations, research, lobbying
and organizing.

UMass PIRG is funded by students
through a voluntary fee paid on the
semester bill. r-^^/- jContinued on page 12

DEATH RACE
2000

DAVID CARRADINE
SYLVESTER STALLONE

FRIDAY OCT. 2

7,9,11PM $1.00

Engineering East Auditorium

cerftcr
at u m&^
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Bluewall Bar A
Friday Happy Hour with I

CLIFF MEYERS i
3:00 - 6:00 pm »

Drink Specials I
Valid ID and A. B. P. Sticker

required to purchase alcohol

YOU GOTTA LUV "UMrw

- HOMECOMING -

RHODE ISLAND IS NEXT'
Saturday t i.

October 3 1 :30 P.M .

' ^^ ^^^^^^^^ $4 Unreserved

I

I

I
I

I

Alumni Stadium - Amherst
THEMINUTEMEN •ici;>l

Ticket Office 545-0810

Students with valid

UMass ID -

No Charge
THE RAMS TO WATCH

Dan Pecevich
is a proven big play
performer-
outstanding game
versus Dartmouth,
accounted for over
150 yards passing and
rushing.

Flemaining
,^Honi^Sch|dule

Grady Fuller
stellar performance
last Saturday knock
ed down three critical

"Big Green passes"
-is one of the reasons
why in this week's
poll, the U. Mass's
defense ranked #1 in

the country.

#30 John Rodgers - Ram Fans think he is one S
of their all-time best running backs. Has rushed B
for over 1,000 yards in his career and had an S
outstanding 100 -i- yard game in last week's 23-12 &
victory.

126 T.J. Del Santo - Wide receiver with ex S
cellent speed, has been a big factor in the Rams !
2-1 success to date. A big test for the Minutemen 5
secondary.

#2 Dave Grimsich Gives the Rams a new jdimension (run-pass threat) by their quarterback.
Has shown he likes to put up the long ball.

October 17 Maine Black Bears V30 P M !
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CROSSWORD
Hdiled by MargarrI Farrar and Trude Jaffe

l«tl lot ^iitTki liam XMliialr

by M. Joyce

TV 39

ACROSS
1 Gl

4 spumante
8 Clodhoppers
12 Wide-mouthed]
13 French school
15 Navigational

hazard
16 Dinner dish
17 Captured
18 Nimble
19 Wow'
21 Parts

of a hand
23 Exact by levy

24 Maui neighbor
25 blows the

wind '

26 Indian tribe

29 Clever moves
32 Davenports
33 Breeze
34 Selves
35 Pool in a card

game
36 King and I'

heroine
37 Very small

change
38 Satiates

39 Zazu ot cinema
lore

40 Accolades
42 Possessive

pronoun

43 Faun
44 Firearm

mechanism
48 Formed into

a mass
49 Model
50 Memorable Lans-

bury role

51 Clumsy
53 Transept s

neighbor
54 Light source
55 Receiver

56 Sword
57 Tops, (or example
58 Nutmeg State

senator

59 Abbr in music

DOWN
1 Tricks

2 Lighter part

3 Songsters
4 Roof adjunct

5 Man's name in an
expression

6 Buddhist shrine

7 Part of France
8 Legendary Irish

bard

9 Job seeker
10 Forest features
11 Dirty digs
12 Ye Tea

room '

14 Actress Oliver

1885-1942

20 Allen and Brooks
22 Anecdote coilec

tions

24 Throws, as a pass
26 Shelters

27 Trace
28 Periods

29 Great Plains,

etal

30 Moussorgsky's
prince

31 Alcott

32 Word with east
or west

35 Summer singer
36 Lofty carrier

38 Cordage fiber

39 State abbr
41 Cookie cutters
42 Went on safari

44 Opened wide
45 Giraffe's cousin
46 Kind of cat

in Africa

47 Crook in a tree

branch
48 Roman author

49 mossodess
rapid) Mus

50 Between CST
and PST

52 Silent

agreement

by Gary Sullivan
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by Gregg Canavan ANSWER TO PflEVIOUS PUZZLE

WEATHER
Mostly cloudy today with
occasional rain. Highs 50 to

55. Occasional rain tonij^ht,

lows 40 to 45. Variable
cloudiness tomorrow with

scattered showers. Hijjhs in

the 50's.

WMUA

D.C. MENU
Lunch
Cheeseburger Fish in Bat-
ter/Tartar Sauce

Basics Lunch
Oatlturgers Fish
tcr/Tartar Sauce

in Bat-

Dinner -

Roast Turkey/Gravy, Dress-

ing, Cranberry Sauce Ham
and Cheese Florentine
BRKAI) BUFFET

Basics Dinner
Vegetalile S(|uares Fioast

Turkey/Gravy, Dressing,
Oaiiberrv Sauce BKKAD
BFFFFT

There will be a
general WMUA
meeting tonight in

Campus Center Rm.
174-176 at 7:30 p.m.

6 a.m. -10 a.m.

Old British Rock & Roll
Darryi & Mark

10 a.m. -2 p.m.

Latin Music & News
Concepto Latino

BMCP

2 p.m.-5:.S0 p.m.
Black Classical. Reggae,

Latin
Kari Njiiri's "Fan Afri<|ue"

BMCF

10:30 p.m. -2 a.m.
New Music

Paula Theodosopoulos

5:30 p.m.-() p.m.

Newswatch

6 p.m. -7 f).m.

Focus
Ken Mowakowski

7 p.m. -10:3(1 p.m.
Women's Music, Poetry &

News
Women's Media F'roject

cenfter
at u ma&s

Homecoming Weekend
October 3rd

Join Steve Spelmon
After the UMass Football Game

for Saturday Happy Hour 3:30 - 6:30 pm %

$1.00 cover charge J
*Valid ID and A.B.P. Sticker required to purchase alcohol
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HOMECOMING WEEKEND
lOthANNUALBLOODYMARYBREAKFAST
16 oz. Bloody Mary, 2 Eggs, Ham. Bacon or Sausage,

Homefries, Toast & Coffee

Saturday,

$2.99 Octobers. 1981

AFTEI^THE GAME

D. J. SILLIVAN

1981 Beer Brevved by Miller B ewirig Co Milwaukee, Wis

Newslines...
S(l:RAlo1deaf\dth"
networking and racism
The Womens Issues Team of the Student

Center for Educational Research and
Advocacy (SCERA) decided at their last
meeting that networking and anti racism
will be the focus of the team as a whole.
There are three committees now being

organized, which will meet at the following
limes and places: The Anti Violence
Committee will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m.,
Students Against Sexual Harassment
(SASH) will meet F'riday at 1 p.m. in the
Campus Center room 802, and The Com
mil tee lor Equal Rights and Reproductive
Fn-edom (CERF) will meet on Monday at
5:30 p.m. in the Campus Center room 804.
The Women's Issues Team of SCERA will

hold its meetings on alternate Mondays and
Thursdays at 5::U) p.m. Their next meeting
is or, ().-tobi'r 8.

Flashing cyclist

shocks woman
By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

A University woman reported witnessing

Thursday. October 1. 1988

a flashing incident late Tuesday night at a
bus stop on Massachusetts Avenue, near
the Whitmore Administration Building,

• police said yesterday.

According to police reports, the woman
was approached between 11:30 and 11:35
p.m. by a man on a motorcycle who stopped
to ask directions. When the man came close
enough, the woman noticed that his pants
were undone.

She reported the incident to the police
about 12:15 p.m.
The man was described as being about 5

foot 8 inches tall and wearing a full motor-
cycle helmet which hid his face. Police have
no suspects.

Isis will sponsor talk on

illegal abortion abuse
Isis will sponsor an abortion speak out on

October 15, which will feature personal
testimony on illegal abortions and
sterilization abuse. They are also creating a
women's health care direQ;tory to give lo?al
women access to medical care information.

Isis is a community based reproductive
rights group in the Amherst/Northampton
area.

The volunteer and advocacy group
presently includes about 20 active members
sponsoring programs on health care.
sexuality, and women's

reproductive rights, as well
as coordinating public
response to abortion and
family legislation.

Isis developed from the
Western Massachusetts
Abortion Action Coalition

(WMAAC) a year and a half
ago. It was formed as a
single- issue group to act on
the abortion rights issue,

sterilization abuse, safe

contraception and freedom
of sexual expression.

The group which is

working to make
reproductive freedom and
quality health care available
for all women also offers aid
to other groups working on
related issues.

Isis holds business
meetings the first Thursday
of every month, at the
Bangs Community Center in

Amherst at 7 p.m. For more
information contact Isis at
the Everywomen's Center
545 08^3.
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1/VEAVING &
SPINNING
CLASSES

starting throughout
the fall

Loom and spinning
wheel rentals.

Weaving supplies

WEBS
109 Main St

Amherst 253-2580

FLY
U.Mass.
Flying Cltti

Meeting
Thur. Oct. 1

CC 815 7 p.m.
For information

call 549-3800

Thursday, October 1, 1981

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECon« to CCtegian (^ice CC 1 13 • 8^45.3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication daycash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE
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A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Disc Professionals "we work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

AUDIO

SONY-WALKMAN Exc. cond. cassette
deck portable, recharg. batts. $100 or BO
546-4333

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Triumph Spitfire excellent condition.
The little brat has a new engine, battery
starter, tires. . .an AM FM 8 track stereo -

if

you can install it right it's yours. . .and it

also has new windshield wipers, they are
very vogue this year. Asking $3,500.00 so I

can buy my new "Rolls Royce" for
Christmas to "Betsy from Santa". Call
545-3500. Thank you for listening

.

Surplus Jeeps, Cars, Trucks Car inv
value $2143 sold for $100. For information
on purchasing similar bargains call
602-941-8014 ext. 6501 phone call refun-
dable

72 Chevy Wagon PS, PB, auto, good
cond., $650 or BO 665-3905

78 Monte Carlo 2-door 8-cylinder excellent
condition 20,000 miles call 546-7285

Scout M-4wdr, good engine and bodv
79000 mi, $1000 neg.6-5521

73 Audi 100GL auto., rebuilt engine $800
call John at 253-3894

Rambler American runs great 1965 good
condition $200. Al 549-4157

BOOTS!

FRYE BOOTS (mens) size I'h. Can count
number of times worn. Excellent condition -

are too big, so must sell. Cheap! Call even-
ings 549-4803, keepjryinq. Cathy

counselTngsupervisor

The Lesbian and Gay Mens Counseling
Collective seeks person with MA or
equivalent experience to train and supervise
peer counselors. 10 hrs per week Call
546-6912 4-5 PM for details

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Televisions, Tape
Decks, Stereos & Car Stereos. Sound in
Motion 266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst.
Behind Silverscape Designs, 253-934

1

~~
ENTERTAINMENT

Professional DJs for less $99 Special!
Parties, Semis. Scott 546-6845 Paul
546-6924 Dave 665 3082 Wendy 546 6941

FENCING CLUB
All interested fencers General Meeting
Thurs Rm 8 NOPE or call Greg 665-7767

FOR SALE

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best of
fer 549-5669

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best
offer 549 5669

Down sleeping bag 4 season 8" loft
modified mummy 6' -i- length xcellent con
$75. Kingston classical folk guitar xcellent
cond, needs strings $50 w case call
323-7651

Colognes and Cosmetics up to 50% off
for product list and price list write
Cosmetics by US P.O. Box 94 Amherst Ma
01004

73 Dodge Coronet SC runs well $500 or

oin \ ^^ °'^ ^°"V co'o'^ ^ excl cond 200
253 3572

Guitar Hohner twelve string acoustic like
new 350.00 549-5380

yW Bug engine for sale TgeeTruns well
$20(J call 253 5896

Wmter Clothes Galore women men and
children Carousel Trift Shoppe Rte 9
Walter's Mall Hadley 586-5154

Calvin Klein's save 40% other designer
jeans also. Call 549-3686

p 4 dr Mercury AC Fall sticker snows new
front tires avail. 150CT $950 or BO 584-666 1

Guild Starfire Guitar excellent condition
best offer 546-3281

Gemstones for sale on campus jewelry
repairs done old jewelry stamps coins
bought traded leave message 546-9898
anytime

Guitar professional steel string heavy inlay
500$ guitar amp-speaker combo 40$
546-9898

FOUND
Two jackets found Brittany Manor Party
-9/18; one maroon sports windbreaker
(UMass), one jean jacket - please call
256-0719 to claim

FRESHMAN REGISTERS

Freshman Registers are in!! If you
ordered a Freshman Register you can pick it

up at the A. P.O. table on the CC. Con-
course Mon 9/22-Fri 10/3

GUITAR LESSONS
Guitar Lessons all styles including theory
specializing in Rock/Jazz technique.
Reasonable rates call Adam 546-9226

HAPPINESS FOR $1.00

Show you care, FLOWERS at the cam
pus center by Laura and Susan. 8 carna-
tions for $1.00 4 roses for $1.00 other
assorted flowers $1.00 Wed. through Fri-
day 9-5

HELP WANTED
Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for nieajs Mil 253 9987

Workstudy jobs typing 50~wpm~and
answering phone UPC office 545-2892 Bar-
bara

Ski-Rep to demonstrate ski tuning pro-
ducts. Excellent sales commission. Send
qualifications to: Lenco P.O. Box 483 Pitt
sfield. Mass 01201

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. Fall
classes forming 28 hours including
classroom theory & shop. Limited
enrollment. 253-7967

KRISTA

Happy Birthday Roomie, Have a good
oiie Amy

LOST

Very friendly orange tiger kitten 6 mon-
ths 7 lbs. Lost 9/17 Puffers Pond area.
Please call 549-6684 reward, no questions

Wrangler Jean Jacket - on 9-18 at Brit-

tany Manor? Accidentally took another call

Kathy 546-8386

Lost: Pair of glasses with silver case. At
BBall Courts near Gorman Hall cent. Kathy
Motel Gorman B43

Lost two tickets to Jimmy Cliff Show
#39 & mi please call 665-3982 after 5 much
appreciation & reward!!!

Dark green Greenfield High hockey
jacket call 256-0742

MOTORCYCLES

76 Honda 360 Exjellent condition. Con
tinental tires. $500 or BO Call Joe 549-5110
between 5-7

For sale classic 1963 Honda dream 305cc,
black, good condition $350 plus transpor
ting 802 482 3217

80 Honda CB750F best coridition call
549 1092 or 253-9794

MOVIE

The Mark of Zorro Thurs 10th 7 9 11 "A
classic of its genre " SUB

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Save 40% off retail price on new Guild
Gibson, Ovation, Rickenbacker and
Yamaha guitars. Also, discounted prices on
Marshall and Polytone amps, strings and
accessories. We buy used Fender, Gibson
and Martin guitars. The Guitar Workshop,'
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-1728

PERSONALS

Win a house by yourself or with friends in
the Amherst Jaycees $60,000.00 new home
raffle. Tickets are $100.00. 300 left.

Available at Commonwealth Federal Bank,
Jones Neylon Insurance, DH Jones Real
Estate

Attn Collegian Calling all Depts. The
Social Director is coordinating a hayride for
October. If you are in the least interested or
have any questions about the big event of
the month contact the "S.D." PS You br-
ing your own brandy we supply the bonfire
Cordially "S.D."

MIR, Happy 19th. See you at 20; 721! All
my love, Erich

Jobs available work study only apply
Student Note Service 401 SUB
If you miss this one, your life may never
be the same! It's your chance to find out
what UMass has to offer and how to get in

volved. It's not just an education, it's an
adventure! RSO EXPO '81 October 5 SUB
TLR - This is for an incredible accomplish-
ment. Congradulations on making it for 9
months JR

P.S. Trish I want the world to know I'm
yours - forever. All my love, Jim

Countdown: 7 days Rally! Rally! Rally!

Writers, actors, technicians needed for
Union Video Center comedy production of
"Last Call '. Those interested should attend
meeting: Oct. 1, Rm 901 CC 7 PM

Jimi Hendrix movie - Friday Oct 2nd 7 9
1 1 SUB $1

Have you heard
He's coming soon!

about Dick Purnell?

Greenough Craft Shop is now open tools
and materials available in silver B & W
darkroom leather stained glass pottery all

Central Area residents welcome Mon Thurs
7-10 Sat 12-4 now available bike pump
small hand tools located in luxurious
Greenough near Snack Bar

Beth - Hi I hope seeing this brightens your
day. Yogr excellent love ? P.S . Pizza

Brad Hammer, Where the hell are you?
Give me a call. Linda 253-2605

Human Services fall get together for new,
old, & perspective majors. Monday Oct. 5
4:00 151 Hills South please attend - impor
tant

QUICK SALE

72 VW Beetle excellent condition call

549-5347

RIDE WANTED
Four..people need ride to Southside Con-
cert in Springfield on 10-7. Will share gas
and refreshment expenses. Please call

549 5893 keep trying

Looking for ride back and forth to
Worcester every day Pay for half of gas Call
1-617-939 8846

Two people need ride to Southside con-
cert in Springfield on 10 7 will share ex
penses call 256-8657

ROOMMATE WANTED
Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
PM-7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10Pm - 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

$75 a month lantern Court Apts on bus
route in Sunderland 665-3502

Condomates wanted Amherst Fields
luxury call 549-5380

Room in 2 br apt yard on bus 150 -- util

SERVICES

Free-lance Typing writing help, small of-
fice organizing. Faculty and student work
welcome. Top skills, reasonable rates.
Amherst 549-0518 8 am to 9 pm
Improve your grades! Research
catalog 306 pages-10,278 topics -Rush
$1 .00 Box 25097C Los Angeles, 90025 (213)
477-8226

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

TYPING - 4c a line. Some overnite service
call at 549-4595

Your research data statistically analyz-
ed by Ph.D. psychologist. Efficiency and
accuracy guaranteed. For details call
253-5262 or 253 7374

Student Movers low rates local long-
distance free estimates quality work
253-9646

STICK IT IN YOUR EAR

Stick it in your ear at Silverscape
Designs. Custom, single and multiple ear
piercing in twenty styles of sterile studs.
SPECIAL 14k gold bracelets $9.95.
Silverscape Designs, the Yellow House,
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

THE MUSEUM DIREKTORS

UMass' own New Wave Rock and Roll
Band available for hiring. For info call Paul
253 5080 we have the energy and
crankability

THERAPY

Circa - Counseling and Therapy associates
for women Northampton and Amherst of-
fices 586-6471 160 Main St Northampton
MA

TRAVEL

Need a break? How about Montreal for
just $85 call 256-6941 after 6

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
5842832

WANTED
Babysitters fall semester, various times
days. Come to Child Care Office, 213
Berkshire House, between 9 and 2, Monday
-Friday

Highest Prices Paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Monday-Saturday 10 am - 6 pm Licensed
by the Town of Amherst, member of
Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

Sorority has openings for housemen to
help at lunch and dinner five days per week.
All meals will be provided. Call Mrs. Ames
549-0539 evenings from 5:00 - 7 :00 P.M.
Do you want to tTade Star WarTcards?
Call Laura 546 4959

Wixmmmmim&mmmm.

I Do You Feel Lucky? |

Dirty Harry
i M
I Sunday, October 4 i

I
CCA 5,7,9,11 $1.00

1

mmmmmmmmimammmmmmmsm.

i KUNNER'S SHOP
FALL CARDBOARD DOX SALE STILL GOING ON!!

• Nike • Tiger • Brooks • Etonic • Pony • Patrick
f©g. 5Cro $^55 now Sl5 - $00

ALL DOWN CLOTHING 50% OFF
We also have a large selection of

sweatpants and cold weather running gear.
(Amherst Store Only)

Runner Shop 159 N Pleasant St. (behind Faces)
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IS OUR MIDDLE NAME....

Link
SIMUIATION SYSTEMS DIVISION

Our job is to re-create a corner of

the world accurately enough to fool

an expert. In today's diverse world
of technology, It's a job in which
creative intuition and technical
skills must go hand in hand.

For example, we've developed
completely functional control

rooms that simulate the operation
of 30 different electric generating
plants— some run on oil, some on
coal, and some on nuclear energy
And we've built scores of simulated
cockpits, engine rooms,command
posts, etc., with which we've
brought sweat to the brows of

steady-handed old pros.

It all adds up to an impressive
record in what you might call "high
chicanery." It also adds up to the
most diversified kind of technologi-
cal environment you can experi-

ence in the industrial world.

Mechanical and chemical engi-
neers work hand-in-hand with
computer scientists and electronic
designers, with thermodynamicists
and visual display experts, with
theoretical scientists and
seasoned system operators. ..all

with one object: To produce the
most realistic simulation possible.

No other branch of technology
offers more opportunity for growth
and diversity than Link Simulation
Systems. As the pioneer in simula-
tors for training, Link is also the
leading exponent of new ideas.
Every simulator program at Link
produces at least one noteworthy
technical advance. At Link, new
ideas are greeted with uncommon
warmth.

Key specialties Include

Electrical/Mechanical/Chemical
Engineering, Physics, Nuclear
Science, Mathematics, Computer
Science, Thermodynamics, and
Fluid Mechanics. To help you
through the transition from the
academic world, we provide a
professionally prepared FOUR
WEEK ORIENTATION COURSE that
has gotten rave reviews from those
who have taken it.

If technological diversity and
creativity are important to you,
please contact us as soon as
possible. We offer competitive
starting salaries, a full range of
benefits (including 100% prepaid
tuition for advanced study) and
truly outstanding opportunities to
learn and contribute.

To arrange a personal Interview, please write to:

Rob Stout, Employment Manager

THE sirsiGEP corviPArsiY
LINK A SIMULATION SYSTEMS
11800 Tech Road, Silver Spring, Maryland 20904

MEET
LINK REPRESENTATIVES
ON YOUR CAMPUS-
OCTOBER 15TH

Collegian ir>

SOUTHWEST
AREA

GOVERNMENT
is now accepting proposals for
allocations toward any social or
cultural programming to be held
in Hampden Student Center,
Southwest.

JOHN ADAMS
HELP MAKE THE YEAR
TOWARD CIVILITY

BECOME A REALITY

ELECT RONALD C. LIPOF
STUDENT SENATOR

OCTOBER
5 and 6

YOUR VIEWS -

WILL BE HIS VIEWS

further information

call: Friends to elect

RONALD C. LIPOF
SENATOR

546-8797

<^S2^ICE CREAM ^^a««6t.
Homemade _^

^OmiAMPTON • Maiij fif Majonic - AMHERST • Bdlwood Vfelk

Fabukms Baked Goods » Breakfast

case

TIRED OF WARM
Come to us first!!!

DuSCh 12 oz. cons 2.00/slx 7.99/
Old MilwQukee i2oz.con$ 0.29/i2pock

Molsons 2.99/six

Vodko Of Gin 5.25/iifr

Andre Chompogn* or Cold Duck 2.99/750 ml

BiQckberry Drondy. . . . y, pmt 1 .69 ^, pint 2.99

KEEPYOUR
iPTIONSAi
IDEASYOk

Because you have varied
interests, you're looking for a
company that encourages you
to keep your options open.

And we do. Kendall is one of

the country's largest suppliers
of health care products. We are
the world's most diversified

manufacturer of non-woven
products. We produce Curity— the brand of baby prod-
ucts that mothers think of first.

And our industrial tape
products are used around the
wofW for a wide range of
energy and industrial appli-

cations.

This means you can put your
education to good use in the
field of your choice, while
keeping your career optkxis
open. And, as an emptoyee
with one of the most profit-

able and fastest-growing
subsidiaries of Colgate-
Palmolive, your opportunities
become even greater. In

addition, we offer you the
benefits and salaries you
shoukl command.

If you have a degree in

CHEI^ISTRY, CHEMICAL,
ELECTRICAL, INDUSTRIAL or
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
or an MBA with an under-
graduate degree in ENGI-
NEERING, then come explore
the career choices we have
available. We bet you'll find

options that will keep your
interest for a tong time.

For a pWBonal look it what
Kandall Corporation has to
offar you, saa our rapra-
santatlvaa on Campus. Con-
tact vour placamant offica
now for dotaiis.

Or send your resume to John
Sloan, Manager of Employment
and College Relations

KOIDAU
The Kendall Company

a •utMknary of Colg«t*.Paimollv« Company
On* Fadaral Straal. Botlon. MA 02101
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HEADING FOR A WIN - UMass kicker, co-
captain Maddy Mangini (front), keeps it alive in
yesterday's 6-1 Minutewomen victory over
Brown. L'M's Lori Stukes (rear) helps out the
cause.

JV gridders host

Westfield in opener
Kirsryfar coach Sieve Telandor and (he Univorsily <,f

Ma.ssachus.ils ju.ii..r varsity f<H>lball team an- busy 'this
w.<;k prrpp.nK themselves lor Sunday's home opener
aKainst West field State CoileKe.
Telander ,s a 1978 UMass. All Vank..- Conference

•lefensue end and comes to the Minut.man coaching staff
alter ;<l»;ndinK a year of head <oachmg duln-s at Hanover
N.I .1 li.Mh .Srh...l H,. was also a gradual.- assistant at
Darlniouih in IHhO.

•Il-s important lor these kids to I..- out ther.. g.-tiinK
.nlr..du<e,l to oMr program.; Telan.ler said whc-n asked
almul the importan.v of Ih.^ sub varsjt v program 'TheJ\s pra.-li.-.- agamsi ih.- varsity and do ih.-ir up.-oming

'

opponent s s.-t ph.ys. Their help is unlM-hVvahl..
"

In oth.T wor.ls. last w.-.-k. lor .xampi.-. the JVs
MTmimag.-.! th,- varsity using I)ar(m.,ul hs plav patL-rns
Ihe JVs get experience, and the varsity gelC s„„ulat.-d
game.-on.lit ions t..prepar.- them for that w.-ekends rival

Whil.- varsity play.Ts an-nt all.,w.-d to miss pra.ti.-..
during th. v.....k. Telander stressed that JVs an- I-xcus,-.!
lor a.-adem,.. n-asons. Most of th.- JVs an- fn-shmen. an.l
he nol.-d the i.nportan.-.- of gnting off on th,- right loot
academically.

Th.. main function of the JV pn.gram, in a.J.l.iion to
helping th.- varsity, is to prepare the play.-rs lor l he s|,.p
up I., a higher l.-vel of ,onH)<-lition. ac.-ording to Teland.-r
They an- ,-sM-nlially I he 'I.K.k t.-am" for the varsity.

- H. SCOTCOOi'KK

Mnutewomen still

undefeated (4-0-1)
By NANCY GONTER
Golle^an Correspondent

The University of Ma.s.sachusetts women's soccer team
beat fourth ranked Brown University yesterday 6-1 on
the lower NOPE field.

The Minutewomen (4-0 1) got off to a quick start with a
goal by Margie Anderson, three and a half minutes into the
game.

The second goal for UMass came twenty four minutes
later when Deanna Denault pas.sed to Chris Taggert. who
moved in and scored on a breakaway.

Thirty seconds later. Brown retaliated with their lone
goal of the game. "They (Brown) always use a big cross
from the right side of the field to their forward Debbie
thing, who puts it in." said coach Kalenkeni Banda."Thafs
how they beat us last year."

If anyone was worried that Brown might tie it up, these
fears were quickly swept away when Massachusetts
moved ahead 3 1 on an unassisted goal by Margie

Anderson with twelve minutes left in the first half.
Sharon Daggett scored the next goal when the Brown

goalie lost possession of the ball, and Daggett shot it in. ten
minutes into the second half. She was assisted by Lori
Stukes.

The score was 5-1 when Jane Lojek scored off an assist
from 1 oily Kaplan, with five minutes to go in the game.
To lop it all off. Nina Prosser. in her first game of the

season due to injury, scored the last goal of the game on a
long kick from outside the penalty area, makiiig the final
score 6 1.

"The game went as we planned," coach Banda said "We
did what we had to do. The forwards had alot to do' with
the win and Sharon Daggett played especially well out
front. Margie Ander.son also played her usual good game "

KICKERS KORNER - The Minutewomen were happyto
see Natalie Prosser on the field again as she managed to
score after being on the field no more than a few minutes.
Deb Pickett, who underwent knee surgery a week ago,
was on the sidelines looking well and cheering on the
Minutewomen.

Player profile
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Correspondent

*

Maddy Mangini is a true athlete.
She is not a vocal per.son, she hesitates when asked

about herself. This is not du.- to lack of a.-complishments,
as sht- has plenty. Last year she was picked for the first
team of the All Eastern and All American teams.
Mangini was the top scorer on the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team, with 14 points, (five
goals and nine a.ssisls). T.> lop it off. she was chosen as
the most valuable player on I he team.
Mangini also played on a select team, chosen from

women so.-cer players all over the country to represent
the United Slates on a tour to Denmark and Sweden
Besides playing tho.se teams, the USA faced Germany
and Holland.

^

"The United Slates did surprisingly well." Mangini
said. "We ended up with a 4 2 1 record."
Maddy started playing .soccer only four years ago She

IS a graduate of West Springfield High School, where she
earned three varsity letters a year. When she started
playing so<-cer in her senior year, after three years of
lield h(K-key. she was a starter. That year her team won
the Western Massachu.selts championship.
This year Maddy is co captain with junior Kathy

Ilourihan. In five games she has scor.'d two goals and two
assists. "Maddy is as good as anybody on the team if not
better, coach Kalekeni Banda said. "She has an athletic
mmd. s(ie knows what a sport is suppo.sed to be. She is
not a vocal person, she does things by action."
When asked why she came to UMa.ss. Maddy said. "I

was attracted by the .soccer pn)gram. and 1 wanted' to
conlinue playing. Soccer was on Ihe horb.on."

Socc.-r is still on the horiz.m for Mangini. All hough she
int.-nds to pursue a career in "adaptive physical
e.lii.ati<»n (this is physical education for persons with
spe.ial ne,-ds. such as th.- handi.-appedi. sh.- si ill int.-nds
to continue her soc.-.-r can-er. Sh- is consi.lering s.-veral
aniaK'ur women's teams and has Iwen appn)a<hed by an
anial.-ur l.-am in Boston logo overs«-a...

Maddy gives a lot <.f .n-dit to her t,-am and co;,ch
W.- v.- cm.- a long way as far as an organization in the

last loury.-ars." Mangini said. Woni.-ns soccer has only

Maddy Manpini
CnllrKian pholo h\ \inrc UeWi

l)e<-n a varsity sport for four years (before this it was a
club.)"

"We have a knowledgeable, super .-oach and our team
has flepth. anyone could go into any position" she said.
Coach Banda summed it up. "Maddy is a natural

athlel.-, she keeps her .-ool. wants lo .lo t hings for oth«-r
peopl.-, and it's important to her to be a g(M)d play.-r."

Netmen ace first victory, 8-1

Don't miss Saturday's
Homecoming game between the
Minutemen and the University of
Rhode Island (1:30 p.m.. Alumni
Stadium.)

Hy .ANNA ROELL
Coiii-gian Staff

The UMass nuns tennis team took their first win of the
season easily y.-st.-nlay. heating the University of Con-
n.-ciicut H 1. on Conni-(ti<-ut courts,

pespit.- win.ly w.-alher onditions. C.)ach rt..bert
S/los..k s nM.kie squad playt'd well. "Wh.-nour kids walked
"" lt'<«'»Mrl t.Mlay. ih.-y w,-n- in cmmand." S/Josek .said.

This past week.-nd had the team prepp.-d and n-adv.
ih.- EAA K.urn.-y gavi- them the nmfid.-n.-e th.-y

ne,-, ed. S/|oM-k.saul. UMass plac.-d fifth in Ihe Ea.stern
Aihl.ti.- AsMK-iations lournam.-nt at the University of
Kh.Kle Island Saturday and Sunday.

Ai I (on n. first and s.cond singl.-s players .NeatMcKmnh and N„-k Juhan both l.K,k their matches in
-straiKhl s.is and Ih.-n pain-d up as the first doubles t.-am

lo take on.- inon- Mclory for the team, winning 7 (i, 7-6.
Julian played a very smart match in the number two slot
beating his UConn opponent 6 3, 6 3. McKertich won 7 5.'

() 1 in th.-numb(-r one position.

Szlosek IS l.>.)king and testing for the number four player
in his inc- up. "It's the only spot I'm not Ux) crazy about

"

h.- said. Dav -.- Salem did well there today. He's a big serve
and vo||,-y kid." Salem play.-d his first inl.-r.-ollegiate
match yesterday, winning in three sets.

Th.- two big matches of the s.-ason are coming up lor the
l^ass netmen. Saturday is Vermont and Monday is
Boston Universiiy. both home matches.

To.lay. thi- t,-nnis m.-n travel lo Westfield Slate to play
heir lourlh match of the season. They're not taking three

-.11 he t.,p SIX play.-rs becau.se .,f acad.'mic n-quiremenls.We expect W.-stlield to be weaker." Szlosek said. "But it
could be int.-n-sting.'

VMass-VRI in Homecoming matchup, see storypJ6
rMASSACHUSETTS DAILY
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Police explode toxic compoundBy RICHARD NAGLE
and JIM KANE
Collegian Staff

State Police bomb experts removed a
toxic explosive from a Graduate Research
Center tower yesterday and detonated it in
a remote northwest corner of campus
allowing the building to be reopened after a
z2-hour shutdown.
State Police Bomb Squad Commander

Joseph Sainato, with a team of four ex-
plosive specialists put the substance -
thallium acetylide - into a metal box, and
transported it to a cinder-ash dump off
Governor s Drive, about a quarter mile
trom the tower.

The experts detonated the material at
about 1 p.m. Sainato said the material ex-
ploded with a force equal to about two
pounds of TNT.
David Lyons, science editor at the

University of Massachusetts News Bureau
said two graduate students, Kevin Moriar-

^ of Agawam and Craig Spink of Yardley
Pa. accidently produced the compound
while conducting an experiment in polymer
research in a laboratory on the 13th floor of
the wmg of the tower closest to the Cam-
pus Center Wednesday afternoon
University police and Environmental

Health and Safety officials evacuated the
building shortly after 3:00 p.m. when the
chemical compound was produced.

"I am very disturbed that everything has

gone through such an uproar." Spink a
second-year graduate student in organic
chemistry said. "It happens sometimes in
research. The reaction went the wrong way
and we ended up with something that was
not supposed to happen."

"I think people overreacted," Moriartv
said. ^

As the bomb team loaded the box con-
taining the compound onto the special
truck usually used by the UMass depart-
ment of Environmental Health and Safety
to dispose of hazardous wastes, police kept
back a crowd of about 200 onlookers.
The truck was then followed by a police

escort about a quarter-mile down Gover-
nors Drive to a coal cinder dump about 500
feet behind the UMass bus garage.
After sounding a police siren and coun-

ting down from five, the squad detonated
the compound with a blasting cap. A bright
flash was quickly followed by a loud report
leaving a cloud of toxic gray smoke which
dissipated in seconds.
A dozen reporters watched from about

oOO feet away.
Students and faculty were allowed back

into the building shortly before 1:00 p m
Sainato said about 98 percent of the ex-

plosion was from the thallium acetylide and
the remainder was from the blasting cap
Spink said although the thallium is

poisonous, there was not enough of the
compound to kill a person.

Student representation

approved 140 to 3
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Correspondent

A law to provide representation for
students on the Board of Trustees of the
University of Massachusetts was over-
whelmingly passed by the state House of
Representatives yesterday in Boston.
After it's passage on a voice vote Rep.

Royal Switzler, R-Wellesley, moved for
reconsideration. His efforts were defeated
140 to 3.

"The defeat of the reconsideration was a
positive indication, by the legislature, for
student participation," Rep. James Collins.
D-Amherst said after the vote.
Rep. Nicholas Paleologos, D-Woburn,

said he was surprised by Switzler's move
for reconsideration.

"I can't see how you can deny the con-
sumers of public higher education a voice in
the decisions affecting them," Paleologos
said.

Larry Kocot, Student Government
Association Co-president and Trustee
elect, indicated he looked forward to sitting
on the UMass Board of Trustees.
"There's been alot of attacks on student

rights from the trustee level. It's about
time we get a chance to respond." Kocot
said.

Students of public higher education lost
their representation last March when the

Continurd on page U

Koffler may develop
new vice chancellorship
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

EXPLODING CHEMICALS - A chemical compound which'wr;;.'
cidentalJy produced by two University of Massachusetts students wasdetonated in a vacant field yesterday.

Ifniversity Of Massachusetts Chancellor
Henry Koffler is currently considering
adding a \iee Chancellor for University
Relations and Development in order to
improve the image of the school in the eyes
ol Ihe public.

Koffler said the new vice chancellor
would be re.sponsible for 'public in
lormation. publications, and government
community and public affair.s."

Koificr IS m the process of consulting
with various campus groups, .such as the
Faculty Senate, and he .said he e.xpects to
announce his decision by "mid October."
As of right now. Koffler said it was "mon>

likely than not" that ihe new po.st would he
created.

Koffler formally revealed his plans for
the new vice chancellorship in a speech to
I he I- acuity vSenate on September 17.

In that speech, "he reviewed the
University situation, and he rai.sed the
possibility of creating a vice chancellorship
for University relations to deal with alumni

goveiiiiuent and pubhc relations." .said
Ralph Whitehead, special assistant to the
Chancellor for external relations.
Dan Melley. director of Public Affairs

-said the new vice chancellorship would
make public affairs a more integral part of
the university administration.
"Ralph Whitehead is just a consultant to

the Chancellor," Melley said. 'The vice
chancellorship would tie together alumni
deveiof)ment and public affairs."

Melley said the idea of creating a fourth
vice chanc-ilorship (o deal with public
atlairs has been in the nnnds oi University
otficial.s for a few years, hui rhey have jus"i
now .started to think seriousiy about it.

I've had it in my P.K. plans for a couple
of years," he said. "The Chan<-e||or has
finallv d«>cided to concentrate on this area

"

Budget Du-ectorMarie McDenimond Reid
said the money for the new vice chancellor's
salary was put ^uside by the state a few
years ago. The money ,s now in a trust fund
and m the state savings account, and if the
fourth vice chancellorship is not
established, the funds will be used by the
University for some other purpose, Reid
said.

siExa
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Administration claims Americans
will be aboard AWACS till 1990

WASHINGTON .AF) - The Reagan
ad mini SI ration, fighting to salvage an
imperiled sale of AWACS radar planes to
Saudi Arabia, told Congress yesterday a
'fundamenul understanding" insures that
American airmen would be aboard the
planes into the 1990s.

But Sen. John Glenn, a crucial Senate
opponent to the proposed sale, said
Secretary of State Alexander M. Haigs
assurances during a priva'e meeting with
the Foreign Relations Committee were not

new and did not sway him.

"My (conditions) have not been met yet,"
said Glenn. The Ohio Democrat added later
that unless there are "some accomodations

'

in the proposal "it's doomed to defeat."
In public testimony following the closed

door session. Haig insisted that "there's
b«>en quite a lot of changie."

it's very diflerent frbm what you heard
before now." he .said. "There will be an
American presence on the AWACS aircraft
until 1990 and bevond."

Stockman tells Congress

budget balance job only half done
WASHINGTON (AP) _ As un

precedented cuts in federal spending were
taking effect yesterday. White House
budget director David A. Stockman told
Congress that only half the job has been
done in the drive to reach a balanced budiret
in 1984.

^

"The current budget outlook - in the
absence of further policy actions — is for'
budget deficits of about $60 billion m each of
the years 1982 84." Stockman said.
The budget director used the appearance

to pitch for the new spending reductions

President Reagan outlined last week to rein
in the deficit for the 1982 fiscal year, which
began yesterday.

Democrats on the panel were skeptical
about the need for a second round of
spending reductions so soon.

"Those of us who do not disagree with
your goals, but have disagreed with some of
the specifics of your policy are troubled by
the fact that b*'fore this last round of cuts
even goes into effect, we are already faced
with another set." said Rep. James R.
Jones. D-Okla.. the committee chairman.

LAST MINUTE POLISH - A worker polishes a table in the Hyatt
Regency Hotel in Kansas City in preparation for yesterday's re-
opening. The hotel has been closed since July 17, when two walkways
collapsed onto a crowded dance floor, killing 113 people.

PLO headquarter bombing kills 60,
right-wing group claims responsibility
BEIRUT. Lebanon lAP) - A car bomb

explosion ripped through the nerve center
of the Palestine Liberation Organization
yesterday, killing at least 60 people and
wounding about ;iO0, a PLO spokesman
said.

Witnesses said the blast set off fires,

reduced 60 cars to scorched metal, splin

lered telephone poles and hurled bodies
through the air as the explosives packed
aulo blew up in front of PLO offices on

Bustani Street in Mo.slem West Beirut.
Explosives experts estimated 220 pounds of
TNT went off.

I>ebanon's state run television said an
anonymous caller, purporting to represent
a right wing organization, claimed his
group was responsible for the blast.

The group, the Front for the Liberation
of Li'banon from Foreigners, has claimed
respon.sibility for a series of bombings in

the past two weeks.

Digest
By the AssociafprI press
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Workers reject 3-year contract

at Millers Falls Tool Co.
SOITH DEERFIELD - More than .'i.SO workers at the

Millers Falls T(K)1 Co. walked off the job yesterday after-
noon after rejecting a three-year contract offer from the
company.

The proposed pact was rejected by a vote of 174 14>
according to David Cohen, a field organizer for the Unite'd
Electrical Radio and .Machine Worker of America.

Cohen said the workers were dissatisfied with company
wage and benefits offers that he said would have left

machinists making $2 below the average area wage of.
$8.20 an hour.

Four years ago. when the company, now a aivision oi
Ingersoll Rand, threatened to move out of the area,
workers accepti-d a four year pact with minimal pay raises
averaging 10 cents a year, he said.

'We didn't expect to make up the difference in one shot
but the company's offer didn't even come close " Cohen
said.

Two vanish after trip to fair

bringing total missing to four
OKLAHOMA CITY — Two more teen age girls were

reported missing yesterday after telling their families they
were going to the sUte fair, bringing to four the number
who have disappeared under the same circumstances.

Sheryl Ann Vaughn. 16. of Newalla and Susan
Thomason. 16. of McLoud. left home Tuesday, police said.

Their car was later found on Interstate 40 east of

Oklahoma City with the keys in the ignition.

Li Adam Edwards of the Police Youth Bureau did not
know if there was any conn«'Ction with the disappearance
of Charlotte Kin.sey and Cinda L. Pallet t. both 13 and from
Oklahoma City.

Kinsey and Paliett vanished yesterday after telling their
families they had been offered jnr»s at tne lair A search
coniinued Thursday for a drifter wanted in the girls'
di.sappearance.

Solidarity urged to back cuts,

Walesa faces challengers

GDANSK. Poland - Solidarity was urged
yesterday to back "radical cuts' in Polish defense .spen
ding. Uke control of the economy to prevent food riots, and
to consider three tough challengers to Lech Walesa's
leadership.

The proposals came as Poland's Communist regime
announced ;»0 400 percent price hikes for food and fuel,
and the army accused the independent union of fanning the
flames of counter revolution.

The calls for Solidarity action came as the union met in
convention to debate a program that was to be voted on
this week.

liogdan Lis. Solidarity's No. 3 leader, said defense cuts
should be part of the union's platform. "At the moment
there is no possibility of improving the (economic situation)
in the country" w ithout this, he said.

"I will probably be attacked for interfering in Warsaw
I act problems, but we will always oppose armaments bolh
Last and V^est.

"
Lis told delegates to Solidarity's national

congress in Gdansk.

State agencies face cuts;

massive layoffs possible
BOSTON — State agency heads get their marching

orders Monday for next year's budget cuts, which coul
foreshadow massive layoffs of state workers.
Gov. Edward J. King has called all agency heads to a

briefing on revised spending request guidelines that he will
unveil. Only the top brass — no substitutes, according to
an administration source Thursday — were invited to the
9:;i0 a.m. se.ssion in Gardner Auditorium at the
Statehou.se.

'
^

Toxic-chemical fears lead to

acquittal of high school teacher
CLEVELAND HEIGHTS. Ohio - Communitv concern

over the dangers of a toxic chemical prompted a municipal
jury to acquit a high school teacher of a malicious mischief
charge for painting the letters "PCB" on a utility pole
Thomas K. "Kim" Hill. 38. contended he was trying to

warn the public of the dangers of polychlorinated
biphenyls, commonly used to insulate electrical capacitors.
The chemical is used locally in equipment on Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Co. utility poles.

Spanish prisoners issue

ultimatum as 6,600 end strike
MADRID. Spain - Most of the 6.600 Spanish prisoners

who went on a hunger stnke Saturday ended their protest
yesterday and gave the government 30 days to meet their
demands for better prison conditions, officials said
Those who ended the strike included the 2.000 inmates

at Barcelona's model prison who launched the protest,
which quickly spread to 32 other Spanish jails. Officials
said the protests were peaceful.

center
at u mass

Bluewall Bar
Friday Happy Hour with

CLIFF MEYERS
3:00 - 6:00 pm

Drink Specials
•Valid ID and A.B P Sticker

required to purchase alcohol

LARGE
\ HOT FUDGE SUNDAES .99c !

I (with this coupon) !

> CALVIN ICE CREAM I
Carriage Shops, Amherst ;1

- offer expires Oct. 11,1981 !

WEAVING €r

SPINNING
CLASSES

starting throughout
the fall

Loom and spinning

wheel rentals.

Weaving supplies

Need Gash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid
Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst Mon.— Sat. 10-6 256-0710

Knapp calls for unity

to strengthen university

By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts President
Uavid C. Knapp yesterday told the UMass
!• acuity Senate that unless students
laculty and administrators remain united
the University "like a Marxist state, will
fadeaway."
Knapp said research and scholarship is

growing annually at UMass - evidenced by
a $6 milhon increase in grants over the last
year - but added that concerned in
dividuals still must "give nurture to the
idea of a university."

"We must sustain the strength and in-
tegrity of the university through unity

"

Knapp said.

Anticipating a lean budget in the future.
Knapp said the university must try to keep
pace with the changing intellectual com-
munity. Knapp called Governor Edward J.
King's upcoming budget outline stringent,
and said he expects a fight is imminent
between tho UMass community and Beacon
Hill.

Despite this year's record freshman
enrollment, Knapp said there is no prospect
for additional staff to meet the challenge of

the increased student population. He ex
plained that regardless of the statistics.
Beacon Hill will not budge on the issue.
"They (state legislators) believe in reality

that enrollment is decreasing," Knapp said
"and refuse to look at the facts."
Knapp praised those who gave support to

UMass and the other schools in the state
system from last winter, when the
projected budget looked dismal, to the
summer, which saw a $2 mUlion increase for
UMass/Amherst by the state legislature.
"Uppermost, student aid must take

priority." said Knapp, who during the last
two weeks has been in contact with the
congressional delegation in the interest of
increased financial aid.

Knapp said he has heard of no progress in
the implementation of tuition waiver funds
by the Board of Regents. The tuition
waivers were created by the Regents last
spring when tuition was raised at
Massachusetts state colleges and
universities.

"I am disturbed by insipient direction by
the Board of Regents." Knapp said. He
added the university has not yet received a
declared record of autonomy by the
Regents.

University Without Walls
celebrates 10th anniversary
By SANDY McLAUGHLIN
Collegian Correspondent

The University Without Walls program
at the University of Massachusetts, which
has provided those in the working world an
opportunity to earn a bachelor's degree, is

celebrating its 10th anniversary today.
Edward Harris, the director of UWW

said, "UWW's aim is trying to design, with
the resources available, the best possible
education program for adults."

"In many ways the University structure
doesn't make it easy for adults to take
courses. We operate as a home base for the
students," Harris said. "We guide, coach,
advocate, criticize and act as an agency for
the University, enforcing deadlines."
The UWW is staffed with 10 people who

do advising and administrative work.
Harris said the main service is advising.
They try to design a degree program with
the interests and objectives of the student
in mind. Each advisor handles 30-35
students.

"We work directly with the students. It
(the program) takes a lot of conceptual
work, writing and revising. It's not
something that you can come up with in a
few days work. " said Harris.

They (UWW students) put their majors

together as a Bachelors Degree with
Individual Concentration program. They
try to find a major that exists between
established majors. Harris said.

Generally, working people are involved
in the program. They fit their classes
around their work schedule, said Harris.
About 85 percent of the program's 200
students are working, he said.

"They're highly motivated. They don't
want to waste their time. They've all

chosen to go to school. Sometimes after
they've sent their own kids to school they
decide its their turn, " said Harris.
"We don't have to deal with low grade

point averages. There's a high number of
students doing well." Harris said. Those
who don't do well drop out, he added.

Fifty percent of those in the program
have gone on to graduate school.

"There's an introduction seminar all

students must take. It deals with in-

tellectual material and ideas of our society
and culture. We address problems of
racism, sexism and ageism," said Harris.
The students must also submit an

autobiographical sketch and several letters
of reference. The students are judged on
motivation and readiness, he said. One to
two people are turned down for every
acceptance.

Continued on page /,
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'Wood in motion' at the 1980 Groundwork Opening held at the
Herter Art Gallery Wednesday evening, which received a great recep-
tion.
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'^*'** **"^'**^^ stopped by to pay UMass a visit yesterday

No spooks, no parties

for Halloween weekend
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

Halloween Weekend the Campus Center
will be closed both Friday and Saturday
nights (October 30 and 31) from 6:00 p.m.
on, and there will be a ban on parties all
over campus announced Bernard Wilkes,
Assistant Campus Center Director, last
night, at the Campus Center Student
Union Board of Governors meeting.
Wilkes said that last year's policies will

be followed again this year. Last year, the
campus was "very, very quiet/ Most people
went home or went off campus to do
whatever they had to do," he said.
Two years ago Halloweeen the campus

went wild. There were reported bottle
fights, sexual as.saults. and vandalism on a
grand scale. The infirmary had to deal with
"an awful lot" of injuries, said Wilkes.
"There was no way to control the density

of people in the building. It was really an

uncontrollable situation," Wilkes said.
There will be a coordinating meeting on

October 7. Representatives from the
residential areas, the Department of
Health and Safety, security and student
leadership will discuss implemenUtion of
the University's strategy. "They will make
sure everyone is synchronized with what's
going to happen — not going to hapj)en,"
said Wilkes.

Also, last night, board member. Ernie
Dwork complained about "moonies"
distributing literature in the Campus
Center in violation of long-standing rules.
"There's a whole new contingent dowr;
there (in the Campus Center Concourse),
distributing literature at all times of the
day." he said.

Board member, Jim Mathison, who an-
nounced himself a member of CARP, ques-
tioned whether "talking to people and
discussing issues, then providing printed
information" was a violation of the rules.

Harassment experiences

related through interviews
By ROBIN MANDEL
Collegian Staff

Women have the right to object to casual
touching and .suggestive comments from
men, hut l)ecause they are often seen jis

sexual beings rather than human l)eings,
their right.s are not often respected, states
a pamphlet, Rape and Sexual Antiault.
written by the Everywoman's Center, the
Department of Public Safety, and the
University Health Services.

"Sexual harassment is a common pro-
blem that women have to deal with
everywhere and there does not seem to be
any escaping from it," .said Carroll
McGrath, head of residence of Brown Dor-
mitory at the University of Massachusetts.
Non-verbal action, such as "checking

out" a woman's body, whispering
obscenities about a woman, clapping when
a woman walks by, deliberately brushing
against or otherwise touching a woman's
body can be considered sexualharassment.
said Linda Cohen, student counselor at
Students Against Sexual Harassment
(SASH).

In response to the growing awareness of
the occurrences of sexual harassment in
University dormitories, female residents
and heads of residence were interviewed.
All the students interviewed asked that
their names be withheld and one head of
residence refused to be interviewed,
because she said she could lose her job for
responding.

A communication disorders major. 20,
from Patterson dormitory, said she has

been a victim of sexual harassment in the
dormitories. She rememb'-rs a time when
there were men on her floor who in-

timidated women. They called them "wen-
ches" and "bitches." declaring that they
were superior to women- and women were
at their disposal to do whatever they
wanted them to do.

A female resident of .John Quincy Adams
Doritory said, "Women should not have to
be made to feel like a piece of meat."
Another student, a senior and a history

major from the Northeast Residential Area
said, "When I was a sophomore, I was a
victim of sexual harassment. I had iDeen
taking a shower and when I came out, 12
guys were lined up outside the shower
door. They started clapping and catcalling.
I wanted to run away and cry out. but I

would not give them the satisfaction of see-
mg that they had humiliated me. I started
to talk to them, asking each and every one
of them their names for future reference.
Then I .said good night."
Some men think the sexual revolution

means that all women are available for sex-
ual activity, or that certain types of
clothing are come-ons, according to Rape
and Sexual Assault.

"Sometimes a woman's behavior or
dress is misconstrued as a desire for sexual
harassment. However, no woman asks to
be sexually harassed. This is a common
myth and infringes upon a woman's right
to be herself Why should women have to
hve in a world of fear?" McGrath asked.
Sharon Kipetz, Cluster Coordinator for

Continued on pag" ^
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Amherst's Largest Full Service Liquor Store
Welcomes You to Our Valley

PLEASE STOP INAND BROWSEi
WE'RE ONRT 9 JUST up the STREETFROM POOR Richards

SPIRIT HAUS Specials

WE ALSO STOCK
THE AREAS LARGEST

SELECTION OF COLD KEGS

Becks $3.99 six pk $15.50 case

Labatts $2.99 six pack $10.75 case

Kronenbourg $3.99 six pk

Budweiser $7.99 case

'^•"er $7.99 case

'"borg $2.00 six pk

SPECIAL WINE OF THE WEEK
1974 Chianti Classico Mocenni

$3.39 bti

338 COLLEGE ST. (Rte.9) 256-8433, 253-5384
OPEN TIL 11:00 PM
(NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS)

Th» Ruity Noil & Con Comm Present

The MO-DETTES
with November Group

Frj Oct. 2 at the RUSTY NAIL
rte 47, sunderland

TICKETS $4.50 16 6 ov»r positive pjx ID r*quir*d
ALSO COMING 999 OCTODER 16

tickets avail at: belmont records, Springfield;
main st. records, northampton; faces of earth, amherst

Northampton Theater Company
» ••••!>

L?^/

>^

Two one-act plays. "Today is In-

dependence Day" by William

Hanley and "Sandra and the

Janitor" by William Patrick, will

be presented by the Northamp-
ton Theater Company in the

Hampden Theater in Hampden
Commons, Southwest Complex,
University of Mass, on Friday and
Saturday, October 2 and 3, and
again on Thursday through
Saturday, October 8, 9, and 10.

Tickets available at the door:

$3.00 general admission and
$2.00 for students and senior

citizens. Performances begin at 8
pm.

Artists invited to explore

year of civility in watercolor
By ELIZABETH J. BARRETT
CoUegian Correspondent

Students, faculty and staff at the

University of Massachusetts are invited to

submit entries for a "Watercolors Com
petition," to mark the " Y ear Toward
Civility" and aimed at raising pubhc
awareness on campus.
Sponsored by the Governors Program

Council. Campus Center Administrators
and the UMass Art Council, the competition
was designed to attract entries from
amateurs as well as art majors, in a
relatively easy and inexpensive art form.
The requirements of the judges, who will

be selected from members of the Civility

Committee, the Art Department and the
Committee's sponsoring groups are that the
entries be of any water based medium on
paper, mounted or matted and of a
minimum size of 15" by 20".

John Furbish, the public art coordinator
for the Campus Center said he views the
competition as "an ideal vehicle for the
representation of civility" and stresses the
diverse approaches to this theme which
may be explored. In addition to the usual
"civility" themes including racism, sexism

and anti semitism. Furbish said there is a
place for various minor but topical themes
such as vandalism, and for both pro-social
and anti-social expressions of "civility."

The prizes, provided by the Arts Council,
will include a first prize of $50 for the best
overall entry; two second prizes, one for the
best technical entry and one for the best
conceptual work, $25 each; and a number of
$10 purchase awards. The paintings will be
exhibited in the Campus Center reading
room, and then will be displayed in various
offices throughout the building.

Furbish said the main reward for the
winners will be recognition from the
continual exhibition of their work, and not
great financial gain. "This is not a program
to make money, but a means of raising
awareness of campus in the start of this
year towards civiUty, ' he said. "The long
term display of the work will mean that its

message lasts for years, and that's what
civility is about."

The deadline for entries, which are to be
submitted to Campus Center, room 817, is

October 28. Winners wUl be announced by
Chancellor Henry Koffler at the opening
ceremony of the "Year Toward Civility" ii

November.
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* Trustees

Continued from page 1

Reorganization Law of 1980 took effect.
Under reorganization the five segmental
boards which had student representation
that governed public higher education were
eliminated. In their place a central board of
regents and 28 boards of trustees were
created. The bill passed tcxiay provided stu-
dent representation on the Board of
Trustees but not the Board of Regents.

"I don't think the bill gws far enough. I

favor a student on the Board of Regents,"
Paleologis .said.

Collins said the 140 to 3 vote against
reconsideration was the first step for a stu-
dent on the Board of Regents.

"I intend to work very hard for a student
regent," Collins said.

The overwhelming support of the student
trustee bill was a reflection on the profes-
sional approach of the students and the
campus in their lobbying effort for the
UMass budget. Collins said. The same
methods must be used to pass a student
regent bill, he said.

The student regent bill will be voted on in

November, said Paleologos. It is not known
when the student trustee bill will be voted
on by the full senate. The student trustee
bill will take effect when the Governor
signs the bill.

irUWW
Continued from page d
UWW was first developed in 1971. Harns

said several factors combined to help form
the program.

"A lot of energy was developed in the late
HOs for educational reform," Harris said. "It
was a very different time in 1970. I Don't
believe it could be done now. There is a
different atmosphere."
There are about 600 alumni of the UWW

program and Harris said an active alumni
as.scK'iation was recently formed.
The program will celebrate its an

niversary Kxlay with a series of events. The
celebrations will .start at 1:00 p.m. with a

* Harassment

symposium of adult learning introduced bv
Chancellor Henry Koffler and a key-note
address given by Robert Woodbury.

Following the address at 2:;J0 p.m. there
will be four round table discussions held in

the Campus Center. The topics are Issues
for Adult Learners, room 904; Curriculum
for Adults, room 903; Adult Development:
Implications for Higher Education, room
905 and UMass Land Grant Strategies,
room 917.

There will also '>e a reception for faculty
and friends of the program hosted by the
UWW alumni and a 10th anniversary
dinner, both at Memorial Hall.

Coiitirtiu'd from pagr .y

Brooks. Brett. (;()rman and Wheeler dor-
mitories, .said sometimes students sexually
harass others l)ecause of fH*er pressure
Last year, over HO ca.ses of sexual harass

merit were rejn.rted to different agencies
all over UMass. Unfortunately, similar to
rape statistics harassment stati.stics are
not representative of all the women harass-
ed on campus. Cohen said.

Kipetz said women are often too embar-

rassed to report sexual harassment
iH'cause it would 1h' almo.st like reliving it.

Janet Kifkin. the ombudsfHTson at
UMa.ss ;ind memlHTs of SASH are working
together to develop a s«'xual grievance pro-
cedure.

"This procedure will guaranty sexually
haras.sed victims the protection and sup'-
port that they netnl. Hopefully, it will en-
courage more victims to report harass-
ment, " Cohen said.

Southwest allocates $878
tor modifications on WZZZ
Bv JOHM n;PAf /iy'7r\ .

^^^
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By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

The Southwest Area Government last
night allocated $878 to Southwest radio
station WZZZ for technical modifications
and station fundraising.
Richard Leppert, manager of WZZZ

told the government that $550 of that
amount would be needed for the station to
begin broadcasting on Friday.
The measure was brought into special

business and voted upon by the govern-
rnent last night, before the remainder of
the $1,785 budget, which will come before
the government next week.

In other business, the government
allocated $350 to the Anti-Racism Lecture
Workshop Series. The series will include
lectures on racism by Bill Russell and
others, said Elizabeth Bennett, who
presented the motion.

^'It is our belief that all residence areas

will benefit from the series," said Maureen
Garrity, who also spoke on the series.
The government also spent $300 for the

Fourth Annual Folk Concert, to be held in
the Hampden Student Center at a date to
be announced.

The government heard a proposal by
Douglas Kelly to locate a copy center in the
Hampden Student Center in Southwest.
Brian Hoyt, a representative of the IBM
company, said the service would cost the
government $204.65 per month for five
years, but the service would generate over
$200 per month in profits.

John Rota, a government representative,
sponsored a motion which was passed by
the government that will provide for an
escort service between the University of
Massachusetts libraries and Southwest
from 7 p.m. to midnight.
The service "will start in three weeks,"

Rota said, and will be co-sponsored by the
Student Government Association.

Potential hazards explored
during fire prevention week
By SALLY REGE
Collegian Staff

Students who own lamps, extension
cords, and hot pots live with potential fire
hazards says Keith E. Hoyle. UMass fire
prevention officer.

Sunday marks the beginning of t.ig 71st
National Fire Prevention Week, during
which fire officials attempt to educate the
public on the danger of fires.

Hoyle issued fire safety manuals to each
Department Head at the University and
offered suggestions to students on what to
do in the case of fire.

"The most important thing to do is close
your door." he said, "because if open, it

allows the fire to jump from that nwm to
another."

Hoyle said if a student is trapped in their
room during a fire, they should not open
their window unless smoke enters the

room, as any smoke outside the building
could get sucked in. A towel, preferably
wet, should be u.sed to block the airspace
under the door, and then the police or fire
station should be called and notified of the
student's location.

Hoyle added that most people who die
during a fire, do so from smoke inhalation,
while less than 5 percent die from actual
burns.

Hoyle stressed the importance of
students adhering to University policies on
fire safety which limit the use of cooking
appliances to kitchens or utility rooms. He
said extension cords or appliances in use
should have the Underwriters Laboratories
(UL) stamp of approval, showing they have
met established safety standards. It is

safer, he said, for appliances that produce
heat, like hot plates, irons and blow dryers,
to be plugged directly into the wall without
an extension cord.

Mandatory RSO Workshops

([Il^S'Bcn"J*'^''''''t''''
^"'*^* ^'" *^ <=0"d"ctlng workshop,

for all RSO Group Treasurers and Officers who have been en-
trusted with organizational funds. Workshops MUST be at-tended prior to your being able to initiate any financial
documents. Workshops will be held as follows.
Groups
SATF Funded Groupu
Coop Student Business
Any Group
Stockbridge
SATF Funded Groups

Date
15 Sept
16 Sept
17 Sept

22 Sept

23 Sept
Coops Student Business 24 Sept
Any Group
Greeks
Residential Areas
SATF Funded Groups
Coop Student Business
Any Group

29 Sept
30 Sept
1 Oct
6 Oct
7 Oct
8 Oct

Time
2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

CO Rooms
CC803
CC803
CC 811-15

CC«03
CC 811-15

CC 811-15

CC803
CC 811-15

CC903
CC903
CC903
CC903

M you cannot make any of the scheduled meetings for your particular
group, attendence at any one of the sessions will suffice. The sessions will
review the financial responsibilities and requirements placed on each RSO
and a discussion of new pdlicies and procedures.

siK»;
187 n. st^ amherst

I BRING THIS COUPON FOR OUR

j ''Get-flcquainted Special"
|

SHAMPOO, PRECISION CUT AND BLOW DRY |I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

COMPLETE
Regularly $12.50

OFFER EXPIRES NOVEMBER 1, 1981

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH THIS COUPON

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

"ssr«s«*'

Our
Fkmous
Canvas
Roll-Bag

HHHHM^^

Hampshire Mall
Hadley

small

medium
large

REG SALE PRICE

use^ 11.95

^BMT 16.95
-30:60^ 19.95

PRECISION HAIRCUTTERS

Mon - Sat

10:00 - 9:30

(5>

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat.
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Doctors replace seven severed fingers in surgical marathon
BOSTON (AP) - Seven fingers severed from the hands

of a 21 -year-old man by an iron press were successfully
reattached in a two day surgical marathon that involved
44 doctors, nurses and technicians, doctors announced
yesterday.

Dr. James W. May Jr.. who headed the Massachusetts
General Hospital surgical team, said he believed the opera-
tion marked the first time surgeons have been able to
replace that many fingers. He also said the 46V2 hours was
the longest a patient had been under general anesthesia at
Massachusetts General.
"The reason for reporting this case is that surgeons in

general and the public in general must be made aware that
this type of procedure is possible."
Bates lost eight fingers Sept. 4 when they were caught

in the iron press at a factory in Bellows Fails. Vt.

"I knew I didn't have any hands,"said Bates. "I didn't
think I'd have hands again until a few days ago when they
had me move my fingers."
May said the surgical procedure for reattaching severed

limbs have become commonplace over the past few years.
"This type of replant surgery is going on in every major ci-
ty as we speak," he said. "We are able to conduct this type
of surgical marathon because we have the personnel to
carry it out."

Doctors were able to replant all eight fingers, but May
said the little finger on the right hand had to be partially
amputated later after it began to lose circulation.
May said Bates already has recovered partial movement

in the fingers and will have to undergo intense physical
therapy before doctors know how much function he will
have in his hands.

DEATH RACE
2000

DAVID CARRADINE
SYLVESTER STALLONE

FRIDAY OCT. 2

7,9,11PM $1.00

Engineering East Auditorium

Mok* that Dirthdoy Party Special *
with a i

Dirthdoy Cok^ *
•specially d»corot*d for vou at 5

ATKINS FRUIT DOWL DAKERY
*

Corner of Bay Rd & Rte 116 J
South Amherst

8" Round $4.50
9" Round $5.25
10" Round $6.25

Sheet Cake $10.00

White, Chocolate or Half & Half
No preservatives used. All natural ingredients !!

white made with real butter and chocolate 4made with real cocoa. Topped with a smooth *
creamy frosting. *

Please call 253-3243 or 256-6038 at least S
one day in advance.

Atkins Fruit Dowl t
So. Amherst

Open everyday 8-8 J

4-

It'

rMflO

cerfter
at u maS(S

Friday October 2nd
It's Rock n' Funk from
Rhode Island with

TANOOSE
cover charge $2.00

Saturday October 3rd
with the sound of
Chicago Blues it's

J.D. Huno
& the NEWHAWKS

with special guests
Str*«t Corner Jive
Austin Style Swing
cover charge $3.00
•Valid ID and A. B. P. sticker
required to purchase alcohol

'sa:* T>iEATREB TIHIt FOn TO'

>1.') TWILITE SHOW

^mC HAMPSHIRE 4

HE WANTS.
TO HAVE HIS BABY

MRMTNOIDS

PIATEMiTY
Fri Sal at (530 9 $1 75) 7:45^9 56
Sun Thurs (6 15 @ $:75) 8 »

llgg Matinees Sat b Sun at 2 30

starring Ryan O'Noal
Fri Sat (5 45 @ $1 75) 8 00 10 15
Sun Thurs at (6 30 @ $1 751 8 45
jjj

Matinees Sat 6 Sun at 2 30

Mi-stittiiriNs.*

LOST ARK

Fri ft Sat (5 00 @ SI 75) 7:30 9 45
Sun Thurs (5 46 @ SI 75) 8 15

PO Matinees Sat ' Sun at 2 00

TWOFERS ARE BACK
2 for 1 Rail Drinks

2 for 1 Drafts

2 for 1 Happy Hours
4-6 hors d'oeuvres

10 - Midnight

Great Lunches and Dinners
Across fronfi Fire Station

57 N. Pleasant St. 253-5141

required to purchase alcohol'*»* w»»w««ffr irffMMijjjj
ar -ae. ag jg -ag- -^

UMqss
Fitness Testing Center

Dance for Fitness Class

Begins Oct. 14

6:30 - 7:30 P.M.

NOPE 101
(North Phys. Ed. across from grad tower,
corner of N. Pleasant & Governors Drive)

16 Lessons $32.00

FREE Demo Oct. 5

NOPE 101 6:30 P/M.

sz acB zs J

VMicn they md ihvy

heard bd* /VndthM
was luftl round one.

(OHN BELUSHI *
BLAIR BROtVN

COrmNENTAL
DMDE

^rl ft Sat (5 15 @) SI 75) 7 30 9 55
Sun Thurs (6 00 @) $1,751 8 30

I
(PC Matinees Sat & Sun at 2 15

ofthe best tastingbeers

FR
LATE SHOWS
& SAT at 12 15 am

THCWHoTTOT

[n: ffirTwWir «

iPGl

W«

'^rrX^ MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

As rt» temperature iijej

the suspense begins

pr

584-9153

BODY

Kmty
McNichol

7%/HFflT .
iFn 6 Sat (4 45 @ $1 751 7 30 10 15; Fr, & Sal (4 ah @ $1 75) 7 TO 9 5SSun Thurs (6 00 @ $1 ;5) 8 M | Sur, Thurs I5 45 (S $1 75) 8 15
R Mdtinees Sat b Sun at 2 00 | r Matinees Sat b Sun at 2 00
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^V Dudley Liza

^^ Moore Minnelli

f^'i a Sji .'j.uO (J, y. 7S) f.jn 10
Sun Thurs (6 OC @ $1 ?5) 8*30

PlMa'm •(. S^t H Su> at 2 15

Fay* Ounaud, i^

Joan Crawford
A star, .a legi-nd

and /> rrxjlhfr
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j
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

govern-

Down with
rhetoric and
its users!

pres int hP m^' "/ "T
P^^P'^'- The bourgeos.e .s op-

H^fnJi^f
?^''^^' •^'"^'""'^ "*^ds a return to tradi-tional family values!. ..Big business runs this

country!...Passage of the ERA will destroy the core ofAmerican society!...

What does all of this mean? Not much, I'm afraid. It is
typical of what many of us know as political rhetoric It is
a tendency among certain groups to reduce the complex-
ities of world economic, political, and social problems to
curt slogans convenient for shouting at ra.iies . ^d
demonstrations.

Perhaps the most tragic aspect of political rhetoric is
that Its subscnbers are invariably well-intentioned and
ott«n on the right track. However their usage of rhetoric
IS frequently an immediate turn-off to a large portion of

Nemat Shafik

their audience. On the one hand, right-wing political
slogans seem to have gained increasing acceptibility Ob-
viously the social position of the users of rhetoric deter-
mines to a great extent the legitimacy granted their
phraseology.

On the other hand, the Left is incessantly criticized for
Its usage of rhetoric. Besides alienating much of their au-
dience, the usage of slogans results in the prescribing of
the kind of simplistic cure-alls to which the "New Right"
has fallen victim. Just as "welfare cheaters" are not the
cause of the national debt, neither is class oppression the
source of all political ills. Unfortunately, the world's pro-
blems are just not that simple.

The real danger is when rhetoric replaces critical think-
ing. Giving people easy answers to complex problems is
ultimately a tactic of deception and manipulation. One can
see examples of this throughout history. Hitler claimed
that the Jews were the cause of all of Germany's pro-
blems. National industrialization was Stalin's reason for
the millions of peasant deaths in the 1930's. Can you
believe the "communist threat" has been used to ra-
tionalize everything from McCarthy's blacklists and Viet-
nani to the arms race? And currently the Reagan ad-
ministration and the media have been using such profound
pieces of wisdom as "Inflation is caused by too many
dollars chasing too few goods" to explain America's
economic problems. (Do you have too many dollars? Have
you noticed any commodities in short supply?)

Users of rhetoric are insulting our intelligence. They
bemuddle issues. They render DaVinci's Last Supper
pamt-by-number and Einstein's theory becomes mere high
school algebra. No longer is it necessary to carry out
ngorous analysis of history, trends, and long term goals.
Empirical and theoretical research is insignificant.
Rhetoric provides one with societal panaceas—and conve-
niently the solutions never exceed ten words. They lead to
such things as conspiracy theories, intolerance,
separatism, absolutism, and misdirected hostilities.

Nfinat T. Shafik is Uie Collegian associate executive editor.
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— Letters
J

Students deprived of input
To the Editor:

Last Thursday, the Chancellor held his convocation
declaring this year, the Year of Civility. He said in his
speech that, "I believe that uncivil behavior represents a
threat to the fundamental nature of the University." In
many ways, the Chancellor is absolutely correct. It is un-
fortunate that some of the people working under the
Chancellor don't see this and fail to practice what they
preach.

The Administration has told us that we would be punish-
ed if we continued to treat dormitory bathrooms as coed
facilities. Recently, the Administration has told us that we
can no longer drink in the stadium. Then they told us that
we can't have parties at all in Southwest.
These policy statements were issued despite no student

imput in the decision-making process. If this is really to be
a year of civility in which we approach the problems of our
campus with mutual interest and shared common concern,
then the administration must do a better job of understan-
ding the necessity of dialogue between students and ad-
ministration. Decisions which effect a quarter of the
undergraduate population cannot be made unilaterally. In-
stead, they must be a result of discussion, debate, and
whenever possible, they must reflect consensus.
We would like to thank Southwest Co-Presidents Ruth

Mazzola and Theresa Kolish along with the members of
Southwest Assembly, for assisting us in responding to the
concerns of the residents of Southwest and in putting our
collective foot down and saying no to these blind direc-
tives. We commend the residents of Southwest Assembly
for the civil way they conducted themselves. Some forms
of uncivil behavior result from uncivil executive directives.
The Siudent Government Association and Southwest
AssenJbly condemned this form of uncivil behavior in
Southwest on Friday with important results. It's amazing
what we can do when we all come together.
Some day the administration will learn that certain

forms of anti-social behavior may in fact, stem in part
from unilateral decision-making, and resistance to our de- •

mand that we control our own lives. Until then, the strug-
gle will continue. As long as students stand together in our
efforts, we may continue to teach people that we won't
settle !for anything less than continuous input into how

'

our living environments are controlled. Most importantly,.'
however, we must continue to set an example for the ad-:
ministration about the true meaning of civility.

Larry Kocot
Kevin Mangan'

Ed Lee
Rich Goldman

Student Government Association

Lisa Ziebel:

Student Attorney General

Southwest, act like adults!
To the Editor:

You hoo! Southwest! Time to wake up! That's right: out
of dream land anti back into reality!

The LIniversity has finally taken an extremely positive
position on the curbing of the children's activities on this
campus, namely the ban on Southwest parties.
As you stated, "The University is wrong...penalizing all

dorm residents b«'cause of the immaturity of a select
group of individuals the administration is treating us all

like chronical offenders." Well you are.

Have you ever taken a kwk around after your
"parties"?! Have you?! Well obviously not! The

bathrooms, the stairwells, and the grounds are nothing
short of a mess. Who do you think cleans that up? Mother
Nature? Well, you're wrong. Some other human has to
work extra hard every Monday because the children here
are too immature to handle the responsibilities that go
along with alcohol.

Alcohol is by far the most abused drug known to man
and this campus certainly demonstrates that every
weekend, with Southwest being no exception.
You mentioned "The Year of Civility", well that concept

is not solely directed towards the students, it works both
ways. Why don't you all think of the University's workers
on Monday morning? Or is civility only to be represented
in direct contact and doesn't matter two or three davs
later.

^

Southwest and the rest of this campus, I suggest you
wake up and take a good look before you speak. If you feel
you're not guilty of being irresponsible then think about
this. You are just as irresponsible as the one who breaks
the beer bottle in the stairwell or decorates the trees with
toilet paper if you don't say something to your buddy or
stop him from doing it.

You want to be treated like adults? Act like them!
Andre LaMontagne

Amherst

Alternatives to 'partying'

To the Editor:

Last Saturday evening I went to swim and found the
pool closing. I wanted to study and realized all the libraries
were closed. It was frustrating.

Probably irl an effort to conserve funds, most facilities
on campus shut down early on Saturday. Libraries, pools,
gyms and n^st food-serving facilities (excluding those
that serve liquor) are closed by 6 p.m.
These policies, I believe, serve inadvertently to increase

the incidence of "violence, vandalism, and recent
assaults" (Sept. 25). There are not many places to go
besides one's dorm. Resulting from a lack of alternatives
many will end up partying. Some of which many add to
some of the troubles the campus has been experiencing.

I would like to see some recreational and study facilities
stay open or^ a Saturday evening. Just think how nice it

would be to have the choice of taking a long swim, or hav-
ing a quiet library to work in. There's nothing wrong with
wanting to "party" but, let's consider those who want to
do something else.

If lack of funding is a problem, then one possibility is to
shut some facilities down one half hour earlier throughout
the week. I doubt this would be necessary however. The
money saved by allowing people's energies to be directed
into constructive, healthful activities as opposed to
destructive vandalism would be worth it financially and
emotionally

.

Prudence Barker
Amherst

Letters for publication must include
the writers name, address and telephone
number for verification. Please type tri-

ple spaced with 67 characters per line.

Because of the large volume of mail
recieved, unpublished letters cannot be
acknowledged or returned. Letters are
subject to editing for clarity and length
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Tax-free certificates
draw crowds to banks
NEW YORK *AP) - It was a welcome change for the

nation's bankers - people lined up to bring money in, not
to take it away, as tax free AU Savers Certificates went on
sale yesterday

A spot check nationwide indicated many banks and thrift
mstitutions were doing a brisk business, particularly in the
South.

"All our lobbies are full of people," said Cleve Brown,
senior vice president of Unifirst Savings and Loan
Association in Jackson, Miss. "And I expect them to be
(full) today and tomorrow."

Buyers of All Savers were attracted by a combination of
high interest and freedom from federal taxes.
However, some investors apparently were waiting to

see if their interest yield would increase if they waited
until Monday.

Friday, October 2, 1981

Legislature may extend
auto inspection period
BOSTON (AP) - The state Senate has admitted a late-

filed bill extending the fall auto inspection period until Oct.
31, and its sponsor says he expects it to pass without dif-

ficulty.

Rep. Bruce N. Freeman, R-Chelmsford, said after
Senate admittance of the bill yesterday a public hearing
probably will be held next week and quick passage should
follow. Without the extension, cars must be inspected by
Oct. 15.

Freeman and a group of House colleagues filed the bill

because of confusion that followed state action doubling
the fee to $4 just days before the inspection period beeran
Sept. 1.

F K- K

The increase was challenged in Superior Court, and the
issue wasn't settled until the state action was upheld on
appeal.

State college faculties
may strike
BOSTON (AP) - Faculty members at the state's com-

munity colleges may strike Nov. 2 if the Legislature does
not appropriate funds for negotiated pay raises, according
to a union statement.

The announcement yesterday was attributed to Ira
Rubenzahl, president of the Massachusetts Community
College Council and a teacher at the Greenfield Communi-
ty College.

Gov. Edward J. King on July 29 recommended a $2.6
million appropriation for the contract, retroactive 15 mon-
ths, but the Legislature has not voted on the measure, the
union reported.

The union statement said, in part: "More than 1,500
teachers, counselors and librarians at the state's 15 com-
munity colleges have threatened to strike Nov. 2 .

THE AMHERST DELL .

Enjoy some of our favorites

morning, noon or night

Roast Beef
Hot Pastrami

New York Cheesecake
Bagels &• Lox
Homemade Desserts

Turkey Breast

Corned Beef
Deli Salads

Knishes

The Carriage Shops,

Amherst 549-6314

The
Hungry

<fj»i
•cc^csr^sap ftc^Tp^

TIRED OF WARM DEER?
Come to us first!!!

DuSCh 12 ox. cons 2.00/slx 7.99/cos*

Old Milwaukee i2oz.con5 0.29/i2pock
Molsons 2.99/six

Vodko or Gin 5.25/iit.r

Andre Chompogn* or Cold Duck 2.99/750 ml

DlQckberry Brondy. e

H6MEC0MING WEEKEND
10thANNUALBLOODYMARYBREAKFAST
16 oz. Bloody Mary, 2 Eggs, Ham, Bacon or Sausage,

Homefries, Toast & Coffee

Saturday,

$2.99 Octobers. 1981

AFTEigrHE GAME

D. J. SULLIVAN
Sing-AIonj

Contests •

3 til 7 •

WORLD'S BEST
BREAKFAST

* DAily LuNchEON Speci'aLs

* DAily DJNNER SpEciAls
' HoMEivfAdE Soups & Desserts
* TAkE-OUT AVAilAblE ON MOST

EVERyThiNq

* OpEN DAily 6 AM - 9 pivf

* All AT ReasonaBIe Prjces

ThE

DOVE'S NEST
Rt. 116 SuNdERlANd 669-7969

(opposite CliffsidE Apartments) ^
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Newslines...

RSO suspends league
Student Government Association

Registrar Jim Murphy yesterday announc-
ed that he has indefinitely suspended the^

Friends of the Spartacist Youth League
from their status as a Recognized Student
Organization. Murphy said the action was
taken because the group's membership fell

below the requirement of 10 students.

Homecoming weekend
will open with a blaze
By MYLES CAVANAGH
Collegian Correspondent

A bonfire next to the Campus Center
pond at 7 p.m. today kicks off the annual
Homecoming weekend.
Also scheduled tonight is a multiband

concert at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center.
Tomorrow's events begin

'Jrriiyt^VMM uiii_"__l\ ^^ ^ ""'
"^^^^ ^y- ^g"" '" ^^16 by Preside .

when a Homecoming parade with the
theme of Old Movies leaves Hagis Mall and
travels down North Pleasant through
downtown Amherst. After the parade,
there will be a tailgate picnic in the stadium'
forking lot. followed by the Homecoming
football game against the University of
Rhode Island at 1:30 p.m., and a semi-
formal dance from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the
Newman Center.
Jim Floyd, a senior and Greek Affairs

staff intern, said "From what we hear, stu-
dent response will be good."
About 1,000 people participated in

Homecoming last year, and as many are
expected this year, said Floyd.
"Homecoming is an open invitation for

Alumni to come back and visit their old
school and old friends." Floyd said.
One fraternity reported that 100 people

came back to visit last year, said Floyd.
"I hope that after ten years out of this

school I'm invited back." he said.
With the exception of the semi-formal

dance, all events are free to UMass
students.

Homecomings first began at UMass in
1926. Prior to that was an event called
"Aggie Day." begun in 1916 by President

*

^\^t W^^
^campucsV

cenler
at. u ma&s

Homecoming Weekend
October 3rd

Join Steve Spelmon
After the UMass Football Game

for Saturday Happy Hour 3:30 - 6:30 pm J

$1 .00 cover charge *

•Valid ID and A.B.P. Sticker required to purchase alcohol »

4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4-

4
4
4
4
4
4-

MM
ijf *Stud*nt HMlth
^ Advisory Boord
JC,OQt»t Oct. 5. 1961

^ Tlm«t 5:30 • 6:30

^ H«wcom*r$ V«lcom*l ^

)

.
4^

Km 302 "X*

Univ. *
H«olth •}(•

Sfvtctjfi

Welcome Dock Alumni
Come Meet Your
Old Friends ot

i Amherst

I
Chinese Food

j "Famify Style

Cooking"
Mandarin €r

Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon
Specials
from $1.75

Farm Fresh Vegetables
Beer & Wine License

Sunday Brunch
All you can eat $4.95

62-64 Main St..

Amherst 253-7835
Closed Wednesdays
We use no MSG or

Artificial Food Coloring

The price is still the some
Hoppy Hour prices ot oil times

07 N. Pleosont St., Amherst

Need Cash?
still

Buying

Prices ^
Class Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry

Coins and Stamps

See Me When You Sell

gSvt^
25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst 256-0710
Men.—Sat. 10-6

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

CLIFF MEYERS |
3:00 - 6:00 pm

'

Drink Specials I

I

^campus <^

cerrtjsr

alumass
Bluewall Bar

Friday Happy Hour with

•Valid ID and A.B.P. Sticker

required to purchase alcohol

Kenyon L. Butterfield. who called it the
combination of "Anniversary Day" and the
annual bonfire.

Run-off caucus held

for selectman vacancy
On Tuesday the town of Amherst will

hold a caucus run-off between three can-
didates vying for a vacancy on the Board of
Selectman.

The two winners will then face each
other in a special election slated for
November 10.

Town clerk Estelle Matusko said that
Amherst bylaws permit only two con-
testants to run for a particular town office.
Since three people have submitted nomina-
tion papers, the caucus will be designed to
eliminate the individual who collects the
least amount of votes, Matusko said.
The three candidates seeking the job are

Jan E. Dizard, Hubart E. Robert and
Fredric V. Steinbeck. The winner of the
election will hold the part-time position for
the two years, through the election in the
spring of 1983. There are currently four
selectmen on the Board since the resigna-

g-g——Colle ^igj2 9

tion of former resident Donald M. Routh.
The Board is administered by a Town
Manager.
Voting is open to all residents who

registered to vote by September 14, 20
days in advance. The polls will be open on
Tuesday from noon to 8 p.m.

By DAVID SUMMERSBY

Services to be held

for accident victim
A memorial service will be held at 1:30

p.m. on Saturday for Miriam P. Romo, 21,
who died Sunday from injuries sustained iri

an automobile accident September 25.
The daughter of Jacob M. and Ina (Gold)

Romo of Gaithersburg, Md. was a com-
munications disorders major and a resident
of Johnson House.

In addition to her parents she is survived
by her sister, Erika J. Romo of
Gaithersburg.

The location of the service has not been
announced. For further information,
friends may call 546-3229, or 546-3261

niTMni en IT¥» ¥•. •
staff pholo hv Nanrv AndrrMin

KUINULfc^U UP — Lnjoyme a walk across campus are (left to right)
seven-month-old Elizabeth Coakly, six-month-old Kyle Taylor, Virginia
Weimer, director of the infant day care center at Skinner Hall, and
seven-month-old Ariela Perlmutter.

SAVE tip *o*^

I
SPOBTCCMXS

Vi 00 to 55.00

SWEifTEBS

g;^ 18.95

^ du)>s these ere!

These gamients come from the

warehouse of a nationally known
men's wear company. They are

all FIRST and FINEST QUAUTY,
in cunent styles and colors.

PM^ A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amhei^t /Open 10-6, Moa-Sat
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This Fall We've Got It All!

< Great Prices Too!

POSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

Bamboo

BLINDS
From $4.75!

n Unuseable handicap ramp beii^g i^vamped

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

Rugs £r Mats
colorful, durable

dozens & dozens
print, stripe, solid

from $7.95

CARDS
over 1000 unusual designs

India pnntSKIRTS & BLOUSES _ ouibto
lots of comfortable cotton I "SH I R I S

Imported Soaps BOXES & TINS
a real treat for your skin plain & fancy

Sterling Chains, Pendants, Earrings

Paper
Mobiles Lampshades Candles

The handicap access ramp at the in-

tersection of Governor's Drive and North
Pleasant St. with the utility pole in the
center rendering it unusable, is being mov-
ed, according to town superintendent
Stanley Ziomeck.
"We are realigning the ramp so there

will be no conflict. It is cheaper to move the
ramp than the pole," Ziomeck said.

"We have known about the problem for a

few months. Tiraffic lights were going to be
installed at th^ intersection and the pole
would have beein removed if the lights went
up," Ziomeck ^id.

j

The work, which is funded by the Town
of Amherst, is Qxpected to be completed to-

day "if the weather is right," Ziomeck said.

The ramp was initially installed by
LTMass.

Open Sunday 12 - 5 pm
Daily 10 am - 6 pm

Use the BUS STOP out front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

MEKCANTILC
AMHERST CAMHAGE SHOfS

. , ( oll«)fi«n photo b» Krig Cnig
Amherst public workers attempt to correct the handicap ramp

building error made by UMass officials at the corner of Governors
Drive and North Pleasant Street.

MANOA«iN SZfCHUEN CUISINE

//

"^'BeA(3wimh9iL

Every Sunday 11:30-3:00

SUNDAY BRUNCH
A special selection of your favorite

Chinese foods
All for 4.95 per serving

•un.-Thurt. 1 1:30 •.m.-KhOO p.m.

FrL « Sat 11:30 •.m.-lltOO p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9, Amherst
2S«M)2S1 256-0252

"V^kedsMmriPth
wuzareedcotr&rt
tous the nipfit the

dmr
Pappy McCoy, Railroad Surveyor, Chicago & Ouray Railroad.

Me can guide you
safely through

the m
aper 0ungle.

WNen you're tangled In the thickets

of the Paper Jungle this semester,
caH on WORDPRO

We can help you conquer the Paper
Jungle through typing, word
processing, and phototypesetting

services to fit your needs and budget
- with professional results that will

turn any project into a trophy you can
be proud of.

'\M
EVT>'

Until you needed it,

Jeremiah's strength wasn't

that obvious. But his spirit

and might were always

there, ready to help dig a

friend out of whatever trou-

ble he was in. Just woe
betide the body who tcx)k

him lightly, w^*^"

Jeremiah Weed is mi>re

than a legacy. It's a tribute

to a 100 prtx)f maverick.

'weed'

UJA/ri^^j^^ 29 5c. Pleo/ont 5t.

'

^"^^^" ^^tirej Rmher/t 256- 6736

1

lOOProofJeremiahWeed
Jeremiah \Veed« Bourbon Liqueur © 1981 Heublein, Inc.. Hartford. Conn.
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DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jatfe

IM! lo« Aa|>l» linif. s<ndi<iir

ROD BONES
by Gregg Canavan

ACROSS
1 End-oftheseason
event

5 Piglet

10 Poet's time of day
14 Of great

importance
15 "La plume de

ma "

16 Succulent plant
17 Phony physicist
20 • cents a

dance"
21 Meaningless

'epetition

22 Ships' calls

23 Beauty mark
24 Haven
26 Nonconformists
29 First and
33 Meaningless
34 Word with

t}ack or

foot

35 State

36 Boat part

37 Singioyfully

38 Ocean motion
39 Deeds
40 Early Briton

41 King Solomons

42 StarshapeC

44 Culinarians.

at times
45 ' IS more"
46 Swell folks

47 Slav

50 Surrealist

51 " transit

glor.a mundi"
54 Certain code of

ethics

58 Oh dear'

59 Employs
60 Region
61 Soccer star

62 That is: Lat

63 Parts ol cups

DOWN
1 Calendar abbr.

2 Part of a church
3 Attachmont
4 Old French com
5 Milking aids

6 Waste's
companion

7 Story beginning
8 Tribesman
9 Golf

accessory
10 School course
11 Mixture
12 Promising
13 Traps in a way

18 Amusing, toe
Parisian

19 See 2 Down
23 Slip of a kind
24 French landscape

painter

25 City on the Oka
26 Fissures
27 Make into law
28 Sew
29 Kind of play

30 Meadow denizen
31 Religious celebra-

tion

32 Lock
34 Entices

37 Money men, for

short

41 Ape
43 Apollo's mother
44 Takeoff the rolls

46 Symbols of

access
47 Fellow
48 Upset
49 Birthstone
50 Challenge
51 Garn-ient

52 Entry

53 Abbr for Dickens
55 Greek letter

56 Get of

57 Paddle

UNDER THE INFLUENCE by M. Joyce
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WEATHER
Friday occasional rain

likely and continued cold.

Becoming windy during
the afternoon. High 50 to

55. Friday night mostly
cloudy, windy and cold
with a chance of a few
showers. Low 40 to 45.

Saturday variable
cloudiness, windy and cool.

ANSWEH TO WEVIOUt PUZZLE

au» uuuo ['lu

uaaucinur^ aaaan
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, yuuar.1 [laaraijuLi
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D.C. MENU

Lunch
Tuna Grinder

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

Basics Lunch
Tuna Grinder

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

Dinner
Salisbury Steak/ French

Fried Onion Rings
Baked Cod w/ Crumb Sauce
Egg Salad Plates/Saltines

Basics Dinner
Creamed Vegetable
Croquettes/Sauce

Baked Cod w/ Crumb Sauc

,

6 a.m. - 10 a.m.
Black Contemporary

Music
Cassis

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Black Contemporary

Music
Paddy Neil

2 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Friday Drive
Rock & Roll

Jonathan Edwards
Interview

5:30 p m. - 6 p.m.
Newswatch

6 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Athena's Web

Geo. Harrison Profile

7 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
Drive to the 1990'8

Tony Kord

10:30 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Old & New R & R

Jim McDee's Fri. Night
Experience Show

FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

^;I

Top of the Campus
Hfstauran,t ai\tl L()uii^c

/
[|i\vr->ii\ (it ^las-su^ liiiscH'* .1' \iiih».r

Top of the Campus Restaurant

For reservations please call

549-6000 ext. 639

>^ ALPHA PHI OMEGA presents X
^ The 20th Annual n-

Dinner for Two $12.95

includes salad bar and non-alcoholic beverage

with any two entrees on the menu.

L 'Valid ID and A.B.P. sticker required lo purchase alcohol

g^gus\eigiiiiMi(iMiiiguing>mBUa\euwB^^

Jf

Mock Ganfibling Casino
Proceeds go to chanty

Sat, Oct. 3, 1981

First Floor Campus Center
7:30 Doors Open
9:00 Royalty Voting Ceases
10:00 Crowning of Royal Personlsl
1 1:00 Auction Begins
fusing play money won during evening)

$2. 00 Admission: allows you $2, 000 pla y ^^

money. Additional money available.

•••••••••••^*^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^J
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BEVERAGES WILL DE SERVED
with PROPER ID & ADP

STICKER

This Sunday Night
Student Union Ballroom
8 o'clock

Umass Students $6.50

General Public $7.50

No camarat, cam food or amoka
J' All tichatt 1 dollar mora ai tha door

Ticket Outlets
• Ticketron

•II •'••

• Union Records Unlimited
UM»U Slud*nl Union

• TIX UmM« Stud«nt Unton

• Main St. Records
N hempion

• Platterpus Records
H h»mpion

• For the Record
IfaCMI .n Amiwm

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR

FOURSEASDNS
Lite cans 7.99
Molson bottles 9.99
Buschcans with coupon available at store 6.99

Pott Rum light or dark 750 ml 7.99
Kalua 750 mi 10.49

Gallo Table Wines 15 3.99
Allini Lambrusco 1.5 2.99
Andre Champagnewhite, pink, coid duck 75o2.99

ATTENTION ALUMNI
Visit our huge wine selection. Over 250 California
wines in stock - including many you probably
cannot find at home.

Free Delivery
Kegs Ice

Wines/Liquors
Hours 9-11

rte.9, haclJe>;ma./584-8174

In Front of the Malls

This KhrivolaW .... ^I

J

•
'"''"'" *•* Kalherine Kobirhaud

feature at thiH-^- " - ^ '" ^^' '' ^"'^ ^"''**'^' ""**»""

untn Octdberl"
^'' ""^"''^ Groundwork Exhibit now shoJng

TICKETS ON SALE at Campus Travel UMass

with

Southside Johnnvd
' & the
Asbuiy
Jukes/ ^^;.

ALL SEATS RESERVED
9.50. 8.50, 7.50

STUDENTS
with valid ID 7.50,6.50.5.50

Party Hosts
Springfield College
Student Association
and Bill Hanney

^^-••Spnn,„e«3^^^^^^^

^*W..
or-
fJ^n^-

Wednesday,
October 7th

B9ht o'clock p.m.

lnlo,m.tl«,. 14131787-6600 '^Z^ZT^^;:^:^:^^'^''^

Southern Rock n' Roll

<3et your money's worth

Your cover charge is worth
S$ Cosh $$ Qt the borf!

- Sunday thru Friday -

- maximum credit $2.00 -

Sunday night Disco with Daddy Neel

Friday, October 2, 1981

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome to CoMegian Office CC in • ft-^c o „c aa ^
^^^ ^^^^ ^»^^^ ^^^ ^b i^b ^^^^

-nee • ^ consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

Coliegiaa i-

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Disc Professionals "we work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-70 13~~~

AUDIO

SONY-WALKMAN Exc. cond. cassette
deck portable, recharg. batts. $100 or BO
546-4333

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Triumph Spitfire excellent condition.
The little brat has a new engine, battery
starter, tires. . .an AM FM 8 track stereo -

if

you can install it right it's yours. . .and it

also has new windshield wipers, they are
very vogue this year Asking $3,500.00 so I

can buy my new "Rolls Royce" for
Christmas to "Betsy from Santa". Call
545 3500. Thank you for listening

.

Surplus Jeeps. Cars, Trucks Car inv
value $2143 sold for $100. For information
on purchasing similar bargains call
602-941-8014 ext. 6501 phone call refun-
dable

72 Chevy Wagon PS, PB, auto, good
cond., $650 or BO 665-3905

78 Monte Carlo 2-door 8-cylinder excellent
condition 20,000 miles call 546-7285
73 Audi 100GL auto., rebuilt engine $800
call John at 253-3894

Rambler American runs great 1965 good
condition $200. AI 549-4157

1974 Toyota Celica excellent conditions
$3000 or best offer call AI or Rad 253-3009

BOOTS!

FRYE BOOTS (mens) size 7!4. Can count
number of times worn. Excellent condition
-are too big, so must sell. Cheap! Call even-
ings 549-4803, keep trying. Cathy

COUNSELING SUPERVISOR
The Lesbian and Gay Mens Counseling
Collective seeks person with MA or
equivalent experience to train and supervise
peer counselors. 10 hrs per week Call
546-6912 4-5 PM for details

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Televisions, Tape
Decks, Stereos & Car Stereos. Sound in
Motion 266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst.
Behind Silverscape Designs, 253-9341

ENTERTAINMENT

Professional DJs for less $99 Special!
Parties, Semwi. Scott 546 6845 Paul
546 6924 Dave 665 3082 Wendy 546 6941

FOR SALE

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best of-
fer 549-5669

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best
offer 549-5669

Down sleeping bag 4 season 8" loft

modified mummy 6' + length xcellent con.
$75. Kingston classical folk guitar xcellent
cond. needs strings $50 w case call

3237651

Colognes and Cosmetics up to 50% off
for product list and price list write
Cosmetics by US P.O. Box 94 Amherst, Ma
01004

Guitar Hohner twelve string acoustic tike

new 350.00 549 538

VW Bug engine for sale 1966, runs well
$200^11^253-5896

Winter Clothes Galore women men and
children Carousel Trift Shoppe Rte 9
Walter's Mall Hadley 586-5154

Calvin Klein's - save 40% other designer
jean^also. Call 549 3686

73 4 dr Mercury AC Fall sticker snows new

Tonight

The

fronuiresjvaiM50CTJ950 or BO 584-6661
Guild Starfi7^^GL]tar excellem^^lidition
best offer 546-3281

Gemstones for sale on campusl^;;;;dry
repairs done old jewelry stamps coins
Dought traded leave message 546-9898
anytime

Guitar professional steel string heavy inlay

54698m"'^^^
afTiP-speaker combo 40$

4~new tires Bridgestone 155-13 bias ply

g^l^^^^^nd compac, ca. .

Ai^is Camire f^g Sale - 79 Village Park
(next tp Frat-Sorority Park) Oct. 3 10 am -

6 pm stained glass, plants, furniture etc.

Farfisa Mini compact organ good condi
tion $130 call Kevin 253 9929 room 9

FRESHMAN REGISTERS
Freshman Registers are in!! If you
ordered a Freshman Register you can pick it

up at the A.P.O. table on the C.C Con-
course Mon 9/22-Fri 1 0/3

GUITAR LESSOi^is"

Guitar Lessons all styles including theory
specializing in Rock/Jazz technique
Reasonable rates call Adam 546-9226

HAPPINESS~FOR $1.00

Show you care, FLOWERS at the cam
pus center by Laura and Susan. 8 carna-
tions for $1.00 4 roses for $1.00 other
assorted flowers $1.00 Wed. throuqh Fri-
day 9-5

HELP WANTED
Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

JULI SMITH

Jul! - We've come a long way since 2207
HWW. Happy Birthday! Love M.J.

LOST

Dark green Greenfield
jacket call 256-0742

High hockey

Gold chain and cross 9/30 between CC
and Sou thwest Please call 6-9459

Female answers to Lyn - Lyn missed and
loved dearly please return Ro 253-9929

1 navy blue wrestling jacket lost 9/26 at
UMass football game. Call Steve at 6-4308

ID Bracelet on 9/25 sentimental value call

Wendy 6-9827

MOTORCYCLES

76 Honda 360 Excellent condition. Con-
tinental tires. $500 or BO Call Joe 549-5110
between 5-7

For sale classic 1963 Honda dream 305cc,
black, good condition $350 plus transpor-
ting 802-482-3217

80 Honda CB750F
549 1092 or 253-9794

best condition call

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Save 40% off retail price on new Guild,
Gibson, Ovation, Rickenbacker and
Yamaha guitars. Also, discounted prices on
Marshall and Polytone amps, strings and
accessories. We buy used Fender, Gibson,
and Martin guitars. The Guitar Workshop,
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-1728

PERSONALS

Win a house by yourself or with friends in
the Amherst Jaycees $60,000.00 new home
raffle. Tickets are $100 00. 300 left.

Available at Commonwealth Federal Bank,
Jones Neylon Insurance, DH Jones Real
Estate

Attn Collegian Calling all Depts. The
Social Director is coordinating a hayride for
October. If you are in the least interested orhave any questions about the big event of
the month contact the "S.D " PS You br

CorSy^^^D^.''
""^^ ""^ '"P^'^ '^^ ^""^'"^

Countdown: 6 days

Rally!

Rally!

Rally!

Writers actors, technicians needed for

'•i"il"r S^^?®"^®' ^°'^«^y production of
Last Call

. Those interested should attend
meeting: Oct. 1. Rm 901 CC 7 PM
Gary. ~ '

I've found the latest aphrodisiac
chopped hver on Ritz crackers. What
do you think?

Deb V. I know it is a day early but we will
celebrate tomorrow Happy B-Day Love
• 3UI

Ellen - I'm sorry and I love you - Scott
Attention Students: E & E Adventure the
Flea Market in Millers Falls Center has
everything you need furniture, pots and
pans, clothing, etc. at prices you can af-

^9 373r"
"Thurs to Sun 10 to 5 call

Otis Happy 19th party it up it's your last
year being illegal enjoy it love all of us
Happy B Day Buddy one more to go. Be
there! We plub ya Laura & Ana
Why do couples break up? Dick knows

Jimi Hendrix movie
11 SUB $1

Friday Oct 2nd 7, 9,

Greenough Craft Shop is now open tools
and materials available in silver B & W
darkroom leather stained glass pottery all
Central Area residents welcome Mon-Thurs
7-10 Sat 12-4 now available bike pump
small hand tools located in luxurious
Greenough near Snack Bar

Brad Hammer, Where the hell are you?
Give me a call. Linda 253-2605

Archemedes - I love LIVING with you!
Mon ami, mon amour, monamant. As Kate
said "Spencer. . " - Euripedes

You've heard It before you'll hear it some
more RSO EXPO '81 Don't you wonder
what its for?

Off-Campus Students: Vote Dave
Tierney for Student Senate Oct 5 & 6 he's a
guy you can depend on!

Question of the day: What is Motar
board? A motor boating club? Group of stu-
dent cement workers? Something sold at a
lumberyard? Senior Honor Society? RSO
EXPO '81 has the answer Come and find
out! October 5 SUB 10 to 3

Kathy and Linda a Happy Birthday It's
our fourth together. Let's make this the
best, but not the last. Love Terri

Wanted one boyfriend must give flowers
and candy please reply throuqh this colum

QUICK SALE

72 VW Beetle excellent condition call
549-5347

RIDE WANTED
Four people need ride to Southside Con-
cert in Springfield on 10-7. Will share gas
and refreshment expenses. Please call
549^^;ro3jceep_try[ng

Two people need ride to Southside con-
cert in Springfield on 10-7 will share ex-
penses call 256-8657

NYC Oct 9 will share expenses call
546-6549 ^

ROOMMATE WANTED
Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10

S^^

rustv nail ^zyzy

PM-7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange fr em
in Amherst call 256-6183

Woman wanted to live in to babv ifTo
Pm - 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

$75 a month lantern Court Apts on bus
route in Sunderland 665-3502

Condomates wanted Amherst Fields
luxury call 549-5380

Room in 2 br apt yard on bus 150
3235759

util

Responsible roommate for 2 bedroom
Southwood Apt $155 + util Linda 243-7616

SERVICES

Free-lance Typing writing help, small of-
fice organizing. Faculty and student work
welcome. Top skills, reasonable rates.
Amherst 549-0518 8 am to 9 pm
Improve your grades! Research
catalog--306 pages-10,278 topics-Rush
$1 .00 Pox 25097C Los Angeles, 90025 (213)
477 8226

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

TYPING - 4c a line. Some overnite service
call at 549-4595

Your research data statistically analyz-
ed by Ph.D. psychologist. Efficie and
accuracy guaranteed. For detc call
253-5262 or 253 7374

Student Movers low rates local long
distance free estimates quality work
253-9646

STICK IT IN YOUR EAR

Stick it in your ear at Silverscape
Designs. Custom, single and multiple ear
piercing in twenty styles of sterile studs.
SPECIAL 14k gold bracelets $9.95.
Silverscape Designs, the Yellow House
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253 3324

THE MUSEUM DIREKTORS

UMass' own New Wave Rock and Roll
Band available for hiring. For info call Paul
253 5080 we have the energy and
crankability

TRAVEL

Need a break? How about Montreal for
just $85 call 256-6941 after 6

Weekend Get-A-Way! take yourself &
friends to - Montreal - for a PARTY
WEEKEND. Enjoy booze and leave the driv-
ing up to us. Also have a chance to win a
trip to DAYTONA BEACH Spring Break all

for just $79.00 Call Lisa for more details
665-2578

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel

584 2832

WANTED
Babysitters fall semester, various times,
days. Come to Child Care Office, 213
Berkshire House, between 9 and 2, Monday
-Friday

Highest Prices Paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst.
Monday-Saturday 10 am - 6 pm Licensed
by the Town of Amherst, member of
Chamber of Commerce 256-071

Sorority has openings for housemen to
help at lunch and dinner five days per week.
All meals will be provided. Call Mrs. Ames,
549-0539 evenings from 5:0 - 7:00 P.M.

Do you want to trade Star Wars cards?
Call Laura 546-4959

Sat. Oct. 3

MO-DETTES Rt. 47 Sunderland, MA 665-4937

JONATHAN
EDWARDS
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Something
DeBcate.

Something ^

For the engagement diamond right for you,

see our exquisite selection of ArtCarved

diamond engagement rings. Each ring is hand
finished 14 karat gold, and fully warranteed to

assure you of its quality ArtCarved. In a style

that's right for you. At a price thats right, too.

/IRJQ1RVED

rredTHouik
Oft
Jsweler

__ 26 Main bircci
Member American Gem Society

Body Heat is Hot
Body Heat

By TED PACK

What can one say about a film that has lines like, "you
don't want to litk it?," "please Ned, do it," and "1 think it's

yoing to fall off"?

UikIxj Heat, written and directed by Lawrence Kasdan,
is a steamy neo-film noir type flicK with a plot as bizarre as
Th> fiiij Slitj), screen imagery r.^/U out of Tfu Maltisv
FaJron, and sex s«enes that would make Ozzie and Harriet
put paper bags over their heads. The story revolves
around Ned Racine (William Hurt), a cheap criminal
lawyer practicing in a slimy little modern day Florida
town. His life is mundan«>; a constant series of fumbled
legal battles, mixed drinks, hoi nights and women in

unilorms. For some reason. nurs(>s and not terribly
voluptuous meier maids are his pn-y (as if he were an
aniinic. frustral«'d cougar prowling through Florida's
concrete jungle). To put it briefly, Ned is bored with his
enlin' existenc*'.

And then i>h< walks in.

From the minute Ned spots Matly Walker (Kathleen
Turner) at a late-night big band concert his life is

inexorably changed. Tall, blond and cool, she stalks
through the crowd, her body swaying softly to the lilting

jazz. A gentle breeze caresses her diaphanous white dress
as she brushes past Ned. To him. she is a phantom of lust,

somehow unreal in the hot southern night. He follows.
Th«y meet.

What follows may no! be as electric as Bogart and Bacall.
but It is certainly fun to watch. The two revolve around one
another exchanging saucy, fast lines (as if they had
practiced by reading countless pulp novels). One' could
describe this first nu-eeting as a kind of cat and fnouse
game. As the film progresses.however, the game changes
to cat (Hurt) and very large rabid wildebeast (Turner).

It turns out that she lives in a gigantic mansion in a plush
residential area south of town and is married to an ex
Irenu'ly rich man (Richard Crenna) with very shady
business practices. .She loathes her husband, hates
everything about the man except his money. In the
sumptuous affair that ensues, the inevitable question
arises. Gosh, wouldn't it be neat if it was just the two of
them? Just Ned and Matty and all that cash. Hmmm
mmmm.

William Hurt, memorable for his role as the ultra
druggie researcher in Altm d Statis, is excellent as Ned
Racine. Throughout the film he gives the part just the
right amounts of savvy, intelligence and a kind of haunting
fear. It is as if Ned is thinking, "this is too good to be true."
Even when it is clear that his complete corruption is at
hand, there is no way Ned can back out. Fate is fate.

Kathleen Turner (known to some people as the malicious
Nora in the soap opera The Doctors) plays Matty Walker
with a cold calculation that many have interpreted as bad
acting. I'iff. The character calls for a bit of ice. and she
delivers it. Granted, she may not be the most polished
actress in the world, but with that low sultry voice and
I hose mischievous eyes — she can't lose.

li'xly H, nt, now pinytuti at the Mountain Farms MaU, Is

II slir, ,,Jth< hirtif s sit in thr right iis, and lit finiti'ln worth
SI I itn).

Osgood is too cute
There's Nothing I Wouldn't Do, If You Would Be My
Posslq (Holt. Rinehart and Win.ston). Charles Osgood.

By ROGER ATWOOD

"Of government there is no lack;

The government is on your back.

Although we need it, I suppose.
We're paying for it through the nose.

Some news is good and some is worse
and some news goes from bad to verse."

— Charles Osgood
I suspect that no book will be wrapped more times this
year than Charles Osgood's. Come the Christmas season, it

will be flooding post offices, clogging mail boxes, and
finding its way under thousands of Americans' Christmas
trees.

And why not? Who can resist a whole book of poems and
short humor pieces as charming and harmless as the ones
above? Osgood writes in a fast, chit-chatty style that is

bound to appeal Lo today's rushed, casual readers. His
collection is coyly entertaining, addictively cute. It seems
fitting that Osgood is a television personality. For years,
he has ornamented CBS News with his verse on timely
subjects, always with the gentle manner of a kindly uncle.
This is his second book.

About half of I'usslq consists of rhyming poetry, the
other half short prose pieces. Osgood treats subjects like

the crazed rabbit that attacked Jimmy Carter, the death of
Francisco Franco, the Richard Nixon David Frost in

terview, and Posslqs (a Census Bureau term that stands
for "Persons of Opposite Sex Sharing Living Quarters,

"

i.e. the man or woman with whom one lives). Some sub-
jects do not seem particularly funny or even interesting,
and do not become more so after Osgood muses over them.
Other subjects, like some of the obituaries, are not meant
to be funny, but are presented in a new. corny light.

There is one genuinely witty piece called. "The Boy and
the Cookie Jar, ' in which Nixon plays the boy who is

caught with his hand in the cookie jar. His accusor asks.
"Doesn't that prove you're a cookie snatcher?" The
boy/Nixon replies, "No, that is your interpretation. But it

is not my interpretation. True, there may have been times
when I was in the pantry and there may have been times
when, for reasons of checking on the cookie inventory or
straightening out the arrangement of the cookies within
the jar. I might have reached into the jar. but what
counted was my intention. And my intention was not to
take cookies."

I wish I could reprint the whole piece here, for it

beautifully captures the Nixon Watergate strategy with,
what might seem, a banal, trite metaphor. It is the book's
best piece, concise and penetrating.
But the Nixon piece is the exception. For all his clever

rhymes and graceful clauses. Osgood rarely achieves any
measure of wit. He is often amusing, but his humor is

almost never agile or sophisticated enough to have any
lasting appeal. One gets the feeling that Osgood is not a
terribly perceptive or inventive writer, but one who is

content merely to polish up news stories into cute, pithy
gems. Some people may find this appealing: I find it

bojing.

I suggest people who are interested wait until Posslq
comes out in paperback, and with the way this book will
sell, that should not be very long.

TRUCK SALE
IN OUR

PARKING LOT

Grisman will appear Sun.

ijL-^^^K OCT. 3rd^^^•1 9:00 - 4 PM

By GREG GILES

Get ready to let your feets sing this
Sunday night. October 4th, when World
renowned mandolin player David (Irisman
and his Quartet shake u() the Student Union
Hallrooni with, what will surely prove to be.
the hottest pickin' Dawg Music to grace
I'Mass I his year.

Whether you're into jazz, swing, rock.

Kyp^iy. cla.s.sical. fu.sion or the whole kit

and cab(K)dle, don't miss this .spectacular

band that has been playing to mostly sold
out au<ii(nces across the country.
Grisman is one of the most acclaimed

composers and mandolin players in (he
world today with his unique blend of music

that invariably surpasses stylistic labels.
He simply calls il Dawg Music. It captures
the excitement and power of rock, and
mixes il with the improvisational interplay
of jazz, the cralicd precision o( the cla.ssics.

(he hoedown of bluejrra.ss. and. wj-ll, you
get the i»ig picture. He's hot:

Grisman has live albums out to dal*'. His
"77 rel( a.se broke the record lor sales on an
indepenrlent re.i.rd lab<'l. by selling HO.OOO
LPs. His '79 release, with Stephane
(irappelli. received several music awards
and hiKh acclaim.

r)on t miss this 35 year old Calilornia-
based. ja/z hot tnandolin sirummin' pioneer
of the musical palate. The event begins at

8:00 p.m., and t irk. ts are still available.

Athletic Shoes Great Values

FENTON'S ATHLETIC SUPPLY
077 MAIN ST., AMHERST • 253-0970

Friday, October 2, 1981

»C61legian i^

,v>T^

10 a.m.

til 1 1 p.m

253-5595

V

\

Erianger 8-90

Tuborg 7,50

Wiedemann 5.49

Miller Lite c 7.99

Millerc 7.99

Moosehead 1 1 .75

case

case

case

case

case

case

DESTROY

THE
/

*>

7

RAMS
I

Seagram 7 1.751 12.79

Canadian Rare 175L 9.95

Schenley O.F.C. 750L 7.59

Cutty Bark 750L 8.69

Skol Vodka 1.75

L

7.99

Skol Gin 1.751 7.99

1

Inglenook 4 l 5J95

Bonifato Sicilian red or white i.5l 2.i99

Allini Lambrusco i.5l 2.199

20% off selected cork & import specials)
not responsible for typographical errors f

Stadium
Liquors

UNIVERSITY / DRIVE

€&*'"
sy'

^d t^>

ROUTE t16

ROUT^ 9

The David Grisman Quartet will be in the S.U.B. Sun. night.
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URI 'homes in' onMnutemen
By STEPHEN FREKER
Colleg:ian Staff

Did you ever see the commercial which
promotes Dodge pickup trucks on televi-
sion?

You know the one. It starts with two
huge rams, each equipped with a very full

set of horns, eyeing each other on a remote
mountaintop. Almost simultaneously, they
paw the ground and rush at each other full-

speed only to collide head-on with a deafen-
ing thud.

With the bestial stare-down doubling as
the pregame captain's introductions and
the crunching headbutt symbolizing the
first of many series of downs, then the
scene on the crag can be looked at as a goi^i
ref)resentation of what will go on tomor-
row in Alumni Stadium when the 2-0 foot-
ball Minutemen take on their first Yankee
Conference opponent of the season, the
University of Rhode Island Rams.

Besides being the first league contest of
the year for the l^niversity of
Massachusetts, the game will also serve as
the Homecoming fete, a celebration which
kicks off tonight with a bonfire alongside
the Campus pond at 7 p.m. Minuteman
players and coaches will attend the tradi-
tional event.

Tomorrow's matchup should be a slug-it-
out battle between a URI attack which is
self-dubbeJ the "Big Play Offense"
averaging 299 yards in total vards in its
last three games, and the Massachusetts
Brick Wall defense, a squad which is first in
the nation against the rush (43 yds/game)
and among the top five in three other
categories.

"They (URI) have shown the ability to
come up with big play which is the indica-
tion of a good fcx)tball team." UM head
coach Bob Pickett said. "They've won two
games in a row and have quite a bit of con-

fidence and momentum."
"UMass is a cut above the rest of the

teams in the Yankee Conference and their
defense is the best we ve had to face since
I've been at Rhode Island." sixth-year Ram
head coach Bob Griffith said. "We're going
to do what we can to try to solve that great
defense."

If Griffin intends to attempt what the
Minutemen's first two opponents this
season have failed U) accomplish, ht has the
right army and guns to pace his efforts in
the person of Ram quarterback Dave Grim-
sich and his receiving crew. The junior URI
signal -caller launched touchdown passes of
69 and 52 yards against the University of
Maine in last week's 21-10 Rhode Island
win.

The Rams counter their passing game
with a potent running attack led by senior
Jon Rogers, who may be diminutive in
stature (5'7". 158 lbs.) but makes up for it

in his yardage numbers with just under 200
yards in three games.

The URI offensive attack also sports a
novelty, a movable mansion who opens
holes for Ram backs. It will l)e interesting
to see what junior offensive tackle Rick
Pelzer (6'f)". 284 lbs.) can do against the
UMass Sack-Pack tomorrow.

The Minuteman offense looks like it will
be in decent shape for its first-of-the-
season league encounter. Garry Pearson is

coming off a big 145-yard rushing game
against Dartmouth and will be looking for
more as he rapidly approaches the
Massachusetts carrier 1739-yard mark held
by former UM tailback Rich Jessamy. Dean
Pecevich is slated to start at QB and will be
backed up by sophomore Barrett McGrath.

So. if you don't make it to the game
tomorrow, and you hear booming thuds in
the distance, you'll know where the sounds
are coming from (UMass-URI. Alumni
Stadium. 1:30 p.m.)

DOUBLE TROUBLE - UMass backup quarterback £;;;;« McG^^^^^^^^^gets introduced to two Dartmouth defenders in last week's UM win

c^^c'fhL'lM^'"'^'''
^'^'^' '^""^^ '"^ ^«-^*P^*'" ''"y Gordon (r^il!;

Homecoming weekend kicks off tonight with the tradi-
tional Minuteman bonfire besides the Campus Pond at 7

TlIM
' ^^^\f^^h,all team will be on hand as welfJthe UMass Marching Band who will give a special performance starting at 8 p.m. The Homecort^g Parade

PEARSON GALNEK - UMass tailback Garry Pearson (22\ ^ili k i b- r
•"""'*'"'"•"""•'"

tomorrow behind blocks of fullback Tom Murraym "^ ^"'" "'**'*' ^**'"'*'

UNH
1)1 HHAM. N.H. in a dose match, the CnivfTsity <,{

Mas.sachusetts women .^ tennis team t'dged the »'n;ver<5itv
of New Hampshire 5-4 on the UNH curts. The women are
now 4-1.

Amid a gusty wind, the single.s r)lavers pulu-! [hv fi-am
through, winnmg five out of six of their niatrhcs.
"The wind proved fo Ik^ a very di.stracting lact..r <MiuM coach John Beai.

Senior Barbara Mills at first singles held on to win
against UNH's Lori Holmes 7-6, 7-5.

At second singles. Elizabeth Sullivan won the last and

deciding match 6-7. 6-4, H-4. The other .^ingles winners
were Sue L<K-hiatto. Tn.sh Sullivan and Beth Goldl^-rg.

'

Unfortunately. UMa.ss is having trouble with their dou-
ble teams, having lost ail of the doubles in the last two
matches.

The women are looking fr)rward to Saturday afternoon
when they will host Springfield College at 1 p.m. on the
Boyden (-.(urts. It will 1k' the first dual match ever, as the
men and women will be playing together at home. The
men s team will face the University of Vermont at 2 p m

Spikers host

UMass Classic
By MAUKP:EN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's volleyball
team faces its toughest competition so far this season as it
plays host to the UMass Classic at Boyden Gymnasium
beginning tonight at 6 p.m.

At 6 p.m.. the Minutewomen will meet the University of
Rhode Island. At 7 30, UMass will then play Cortland
State College. Queens College will be the final game of
FKJol play competition at 9:00 a.m. tomorrow, followed by
the elimination and consolation brackets, where the 16
team entries will play each other to determine the winner.

"All the teams we face have been to last year's regionals
(playoffs)." .>;aid UMass coach Kiaine Sortino "It's all
good competition.

"

UMas.s is coming off a 1-1 performance in Cambridge
last Wednesday, as it lost to the Massachusetts Institute
of lechnohgj. ii-i.r,. i.'M5 (hen swept Boston College.

"MIT played a ball-control kind of game." .said Sortino
'I hey didn t make too many mistakes, thev kept the ball
safe and they (iidn'l smash it into us - we played at their
t^mpo. •

"Against BC. we u.se<l the bench players. Consi<k>ring
tbis team has only one really ex{)erien<-e.i player (senior
hilen Braun). and most of the team's made up oVfrt-shmen
and sophomores (including team eaplain .lo Ann Siler) it'«^
real y l)een great to .see the growth in these nlavers from
week to wwk." Sr)rtino said.

Amr.ng the other teams [participating in the UMass
Classic are Providence College. Syracuse Iniversitv the
University' of New Haven. Central Connecticut SUile'Col-
lege. Southern Connecticut SUde College. Hofstra Univer-
sity. Northeastern I'niversity, New York Technical C..I-
lege. the University of Connecticut and the University ofNew Hampshire.

The UMa.ss junior varsity team starts its season this
afternoon against Harvard University at Cambridge at 4p.m. ^ ^
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Rifkin heads grievance
J

By KELLY BURKE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Chancellor Henry Koffler
announced in a recent letter to the campus community that
University Ombudsperson Janet Rifitin will direct an effort
lo develop a sexual hara.ssment grievance proc-edure at
UMa.ss.

In the letter, dated Sept. 21, Koffer .said he had asked
Rifkin to oversee development of the procedure which will
"guarantee individuals the full rights of due process
protection and also protect the principles of academic
Ireedom."

Students Against Sexual Harassment (SASH) defines
sexual harassment in the workplace and on campus as an
occasion "when an individual in authority (professor, boss)
abu.ses that authority and power to control, infiuence or
affect the academic success, future career or emotional
stability of a person in exchange for .sexual favors.

"

The letter also states that during September and early
October she will design a procedure which conforms to
state and federal laws. Before Koffier will approve and

endorse it for President David C. Knapp's approval, it will
be suhmnied lo campus governance groups, employee
unions, and his executive staff for approval. Neither
Koffler nor Rifkin could be reached for comment.

Koffler staled he expects the complaint procedure will
be implemented for use on campus by the beginning of next
semester. Charles DiMare, managing attorney of UMa.ss
Lt?gal Services, expressed "surprise" Friday, on r«'cei\ing
Koffler's letter, saying he and members of SASH had been
working with Janet Rifkin on development of a sexual
grievance procedure for a year.
DiMare said, "I was surprised because it (the letter) was

talking about Janet Rifkin gathering a bunch of
proposals... our office has been working with her for a year
on this issue, and with SASH for a year and-a.half."

Since legal services began counseling SASH, DiMare
said they had drafted one grievance procedure, and made
additional drafts.

"I was surprised to see Koffler coming out at this time
with the letter like it was news," he said.

DiMare and members of SASH said they also hoped the
grievance procedure would be implemented by the
beginning of next semester. DiMare said if there is no

C^n^^r'sarber^'ho"
^^*'^*" J-a^ler gets some sprucing up from barber Hal Sears in the Campui

Liquor purchase cards will

be available at Blue Wall
By BILL WALL
Collegian Correspondent

Amherst Police Chief Donald N. Maia will be at a table
in front of the Blue Wall from 1 to 3 p.m. Wednesday to
approve applications for the Ma.ssachu.setts Licjuor Pur-
chase Card.

The card is designed to provide out (d" state students and
those without a Massachusetts driver's license with a
means of identification and a proof of age, said Amherst
Police Lt. David Jankowski. Maia's visit is a result of a
meeting last week between representatives of the
Amherst Police, Campus t^enter F(K>d Services, and the
Board of (Governors which was to clear up misunderstan-
ding and formulate a policy on the card, said Scott
Cashman, chairman of the Campus Center Board of
Governors.

Cashman said a pamphlet, prepared by Richard Ellis,
manager of Campus Center Foo<l Services, which explains
the procedure, will be available on the Campus Center con-
course.

Applications are available at the Blue Wall and the
Amherst and University of Massachusetts |M)lice stati<ms.
The application must f)e approved by the chief of police at
either station, or his designated as.sistant. Maia is easing
the inconvenience of students by coming to the campus,
said Cashman.

An applicant has to have three forms of identification
such as a birth certificate, valid out of state driver's
license, or passport. The approved application has to be
taken to the Northhampton Registry of Motor Vehicles
with the identification to be verified "again. There is a $5
charge.

Jankowski said the rea.son many local bars and package
•stores accept only state licenses ad cards is to protect
their licjuor licen.se.

•'The owner of a l)ar or li(|uor store cannot be f)ro-
.secuted for serving a patron under 20 years of age if the
(jwner reasonably relies only on a Mass. license or card as
a means of proof ..f age as stated in a provision of (

•|iap-
ter 138of the Ceneral Laws. Rea.sonable meaning that the
ID isn't an obvious fake." .Jankowski said.

TIh" Blue Wall accepts only in-state identification, said
Kandy Krutzler. a supervisor at the Blue Wall. A [HTson
must also purchase an "ABP" sticker for 50 cents in order
to enter.

The stickers are retjuired U'cause the Blue Wall has a
chjb liijuor license and one must be a member of the club,
or W a guest, in order to drink there, said Herl)ert Tyson,
administrative assisUuit to the I)irect<»r of the Campus
Center.

prtK-edure adopted by then, he "will look into the
possibility of taking legal action at that point in time."

"It's our staff's position that rules and regulations which
now from Title IX mandate the development of a sexual
harassment grievance procedure." Title IX, or the Equal
Educational Opportunity Act. developed in 1972
guarantees non discrimination on the basis of sex. under
federally assisted educational programs and activities.
"UMass obviously is one." DiMare said.

Legal Services has been receiving an increasing number
of complaints of sexual harassment from the campus
community. DiMare said. "More than a few" female
workers have been complaining that their bosses have
been sexually hara.ssing and assaulting them on the job. he
said.

Members of SASH also expressed surprise at t he lone of
Kofner s letter. Luida Cohen, a member, said, "The steam
and motivating force (behind the sexual grievance
procedure) has been SASH." However, she said SASH is
glad to be working with Rifkin.

''We've been working clo.sely with Janet. She's as
dedicated as we are. and has put a lot of time into this

"

Cohen said.

Student Senate
elections held
today, tomorrow
By HANNAH HOSUM
Collegian Staff

Elections for the 130 positions in the Undergraduate
Student Senate are l>eing held today and tornmorrow at
dining commons across the camfius.

Al.so on the ballot will l)e a referendum concerning an in-
crea.se in the Student Activities Fee from $H4 to $94.
Students from Central and Orchard Hill should vote at

Franklin Dining Commons, and those from Northeast and
Sylvan should vote at Worcester Dining Commons.
Students in Southwest should choose the dining commons
nearest their dormitories. Commuter and Greek students
should vote in front of the Hatch. Polls will be open from 9
to .5.

Senators will be chosen from each dormitory as well as
from off-campus and the fraternity-sorority system. The
130 elected will represent the students as the legislative
body of the Student Government Association.
The referendum on the Fee increase reads:
"Whereas, essential services such as the Collegian,

WMUA, the Credit Union, Transit Services. Area Govern-
ments, and many other organizations will be drastically af-
fected by inflation and other uncontrollable factors such as
fringe benefits and full costing chargebacks. Do you favor
a $10 increase in the Student Activities Trust Fund
necessary to maintain these essential services now provid-
ed to all students."

"I hope that students get out and vote," said SGA co-
President Kevin Mangan. "A large v ter turnout shows
that students are aware of what's going on, and that they
care about who they elect."

"The senators are important in finding out problems on
and off campus. We need sufficient senators to handle the
amount of money we have. They are on committees deal-
ing with issues which are all vital to the student popula-
tion," Mangan said. "We are also hoping students will
support the fee increa.se .so that we can continue services
on campus.

Polling places for

senate elections
Polling places for the Undergraduate Student Senate

elections and the referendum question on a proposed Stu-
dent Activities Fee increase will be in the following loca-
tions.

-. Centrjil and Orchard Hill Residential Areas
Vote in Franklin Dining Commons
- Northeast and Sylvan Residential Areas
Vote in Worcester Dining Commons
- Southwest Residential College
Vote in Dining Commons closest to dormitory
- Commuters and Greek Area
Vote in front of the Hatch

Polls are open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. today and tornmor-
row.
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World and national news

DALLAS (AP) - Pathologists yesterday
identified the body buried in Lee Harvey
Oswald's grave as that of the suspected
assassin of President John F. Kennedy,
ending 18 years of speculation and court
battles.

"We both individually and as a team have
concluded beyond any doubt — and 1 mean
beyond any doubt — that the individual
buried under the name Lee Harvey Oswald
in Rose Hill Cemetery is Lee Harvey
Oswald." said Dr. Linda Norton, head of
the pathology team.

The body was exhumed at Rose Hill
Burial Park here after Oswald's brother.
Robert, dropped his opposition to the
procedure.

The pathologists took X-rays and made
denul impressions to compare the teeth
With Oswald's military dental records, and
located a mastoidectomy scar referred to in
the Marine Corps records but not in the
autopsy.

John Collins, lawyer for British author

Oswald's body identified
and assassination theorist Michael
Eddowes. said the casket contained "just
skeletal remains. The casket was so terribly
deteriorated it (the body) could not be
removed in one piece."

Eddowes. who contended that a Soviet
spy was buried in the grave, had sought the
exhumation. Marina Oswald Porter,
Oswald's widow, did not oppose him.

Mrs. Porter was "pleased with the
results of the autopsy ... and glad that the
issues have been resolved." said her
lawyer. Jerry Pittman. Pittman said she
wants to go forward now and live as
normal a life as possible.

"

"We hope this puts the matter to rest."
said Ms. Norton, a former Dallas County
medical examiner who now pracfices in
Birmingham. Ala. "We hope the Porters
can go about living a normal life without
any more speculation. ..."

Oswald, suspected of killing Kennedy in
Dallas on Nov. 22. 1963. was shot to death
two days later by Jack Ruby.

British official pledges
reform for Irish inmates
BELFAST. Northern Ireland (AP) —

Britain's top official in Northern Ireland
pledged yesterday to implement prison
reforms for all inmates now that jailed Irish
nationalists have ended their hunger strike.
"There are certain reforms which can be

introduced. We will now try to see what we
can do about them." Northern Ireland
Secreury James Prior told reporters
before departing for Belfast from Norwich
in eastern England.
The violence-torn province was reported

quiet. Police reinforcements were called up

Digest
By the Associated Press

in Londonderry. Ulster's second lareest
city, where about 1.500 mostly Roman
Catholic supporters of the hunger strike
and 200 followers of the hardline
Protestant leader, the Rev. Ian Paisley,
staged demonstrations in separate parts of
the city. No incidents were reported.
At Belfast's City Hall, about 300

Protestants and Catholics gathered for the
annual co-denominational "Witness for
Peace" service, carrying small white
crosses m memory of the more than 2 000
victims of Northern Ireland's 12 years of

BURIED AGAIN - Officials at Rose Hill Cemetery in Ft. Worth Texasuse a front-loader Sunday to lower the vault contkining the coffin andremains of accused presidentiaf assassin Lee Harvev Oswald. The bodvhad been exhumed earlier in the day from the same plot for verification
Pathologists ended 18 years of speculation by identifying the body of

sectarian violence.

Prior, after arriving in Belfast, conferred
with top prison officials at the British
administrative headquarters at Stormont
Castle. Government sources said the of-
ficials were studying recommendations for
changes in prison regulations proposed by
an International Red Cross delegation that

>%>'•«:•:•:

Begin plans to alter Israel's

14-year rule of Arab land
JERUSALEM _ Prime Minister Menachem

Begin s government adopted a plan yesterday for altering
Israel s 14- year military rule of occupied Arab territories
by brmging in civilians and eventually Palestinians
Cabinet Secretary Arieh Naor described the move to

reorganize rule of the West Bank and Gaza Strip as a
confidencebuildmg measure." apparently to encourage

Pales inians to join U.S.-mediated negotiations between
fc-gypt and Israel for autonomy in the occupied areas
The plan is an administrative matter that does not need

legislative approval.

US faces 'considerable

danger' from nuke attack
WASHINGTON - Secretary of Defense Caspar

Wemberger said yesterday the United States faces a
period of considerable danger" from nuclear attack in the
mid 1980s, but Reagan administration strategy would close

this so-called "window of vulnerability" as quickly as
possible. ^ J

Former Secretary of Defense Harold Brown, on the
other hand, said that the administration's newly an
nounced plan for deployment of MX missiles will provide
less protection than the one proposed by former President
Jimmy Carter.

The Carter administration accepted an Air Force
proposal to disguise the whereabouts of the nuclear
missiles by moving 200 of them around among 2 400
shelters in Utah and Nevada.

'

Hinckley says Foster and
he are 'romantic couple'
NEW YORK - John Hinckley Jr.. accused of shooting

President Reagan, describes himself and actress Jodie
hosier as "a historical couple, like Napoleon and
Josephine, and a romantic couple like Romeo and Juliet

"

That assessment came in a letter printed in the current
issue of Time magazine, which said Hinkley wrote to it
several weeks ago offering to answer any 20 questions the
magazine posed.

Time submitted the questions, asking Hinckley about his
past and his travels before the shooting of Reagan and
three others March 30 in Washington.

Hinckley chose instead tc till his return letter - atop of
which he scrawled The Lovesick Assa.ssin" - only with
his teelings for and obsession with Miss Foster no* a
student at Yale University.

attempted to mediate an end to the hunger
strike in July.

Ten Irish nationalists, most of them
members of the outlawed Irish Republican
Army, starved themselves to deatlh at
Belfast's Maze prison during the seven-
month protest that ended Saturday when
the six remaining strikers ended their fasts.
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CIA analyst says Castro may
plan 'exodus' of Cuban refugees
WASHINGTON - A CIA analyst says serious economic

Pres Z, vi I'r"""
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exodus'' of
^^'""^ '^ encourage "a new large-scaleexodus of refugees from the Communist-ruled islandHal ion.

h^ Ir'^^'^
'^""^ '" ^ ^«niPfndium of papers on westernhemisphere countries released Sunday by thecongres.sional Joint Economic Committee

Analyst Russell Swanson of the CIA's National ForeignAssessment Center wrote that in coming years, "theC^ ro government faces its most serious economic
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House may extend voting act
WASHINGTON - The House will likely approve ex-

TsZ:^t r Voting Rights Act today.'butlt b:fo"

provSns. ^ "'"" '^^^''^ '° "^*'^^" «"« «f 'ts key
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Preclearance section that

The chief author of renewing the act for 10 years
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UMqss
Fitness Testing Center

Donee for Fitness Closs

Begins Oct. 14

6:30 - 7:30 P.M.
NOPE 101

(North Phys. Ed. across from grad tower
corner of N. Pleasant & Governors Drive)

16 Lessons $32.00
FREE Demo Oct. 5

NOPE 101 6:3QP/M.

Seminar
work health hazards
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Women s occupational health expert Mary Sue
Henifin.

By SARAH RUSSELL
Collegian Correspondent

Many women are excluded from jobs in industry because
of discriminatory health regulations. Mary Sue Henifin. an
expert on women's occupational health, said in a seminar
at Hampshire College Friday.
The seminar, titled "No Fertile Women Need Apply"

addressed women's health hazards and related employ-
ment policies, particularly in industrial jobs. Henifin, a
visiting associate professor at Hampshire College, c«)n-
ducted the seminar.

Many employers will not hire women of child-bearing
age, because they may be exposed to chemicals such as
asbestos and lead that could endanger their repro<luctive
health. But men are equally and sometimes even more
susceptible to these hazards than women. The exclusion of
women from these often well-paid jobs is unjust, Henifin
said.

There are often legal reasons for excluding fertile
wdmen from ifidustrial work, she said. Most job-related il-

lnesses and injuries are covered by Worker's Compensa-
tion, and the company is not held responsible. Health
dangers to pregnant women are not covered by Worker's
Compensation, and an employee could sue a company for
damage. Many companies avoid these jH»ssible lawsuits by
not hiring fertile women, Henifin said.

Henifin said women's (K-cupational health has often been
ignored by scientists. The health hazards of "traditional
women's jobs," such as housework, waitressing, and of-
fice work have been considered minimal. Because
"women's work" is considered easy and safe, it is also
poorly paid, she said.

However, Henifin said these are often "low decision-
making/high demand" jobs and they can cause stress-
related illnesses such as high blood pressure.

Henifin said high-paying traditionally male jobs have ex-
cluded women even though many of the industrial
chemicals used are equally dangerous to both .sexes. Often
women have l)een restricted to jobs that are just as health
hazardous, but pay less, she said.

Henifin received a B.A. in Biology from Harvard Col-
lege and an M.A. in public health in environmental science
from Columbia University. She has co-authored a book.
Women Look at Biology Looking at Womt^i (G.K Hal!
Pub. Co. 1979) with Ruth Hubbard, and Barl)ara Fried
about women in the .scientific fields. The authors have
recently written another book Rethinking Women's
Biology, to l)e pul)lished next spring.

Henifin said there is an increasing interest in women's
occupational health. Labor Unions are getting involved,
such as the Coalition of Labor Union W()men(CLUW), and
re.search is being done on the health hazards of office
work, and other jobs, .she .said.

Meet the RSOs at Exposition '81 todayBy JOHN TESSEL
Collegian Correspondent

The Recognized Student Organizations (RSOs) oncampus will be holding an information and demonstration
exposition. RSO Expo 81. in the Student Union Bal rolIrom 10a.m. to3 p.m. today.
RSO groups arc student run. and refiect a varied rangeof mterests and hobbies. ^
^n'' "]fi"

Pu'-Po'^e of the exposition is to "give thesma ler RSOs publk-ity and to increase n.emU^rship inRSOs overall said Bohbi Parry-Guillerm. a 1980 graduateand a former Scouting Club member.

The forty or .so organizations represented at the ex
position will have tables set up and will be handing out
information in addition to putting on demonstrations.

The Karate and Drum and Dance clubs will be two of the
many RSOs which will be d<-monstrating their skills today.
The StK-iety lor Creative Anachronisms will he putting on a
display of medieval combat and singing. A complete list of
demonstrations and their times is posti-d in the BailnK.m
today.

This is the first such exposition held at UMass but
similar events held at Smith and M.)unt Holyoke Colleges

served as an inspiration for this event, which is being
organized by the Mortar Board Honor Society and the
Scouting Club, Parry Guillerm said. "The University has
so much to offer, yet people don't always get a chance to
tind out what's going on. This expo should giv(> people
exposure to the RSOs we have on campus. Once they find
out about tht>m, hopefully they'll get involved," said Carole
Springer of the Mortar Board Swicty.

The Expo will be a good place lor people lo iinu oui
aliout the little RSOs that don't have the funds to ad
vertise," Cuillerm said.

By PHIL GOLDEN
Special to the Collegian

Speakers discuss Irish pgace, US law
Williams speaks on
the war in Ireland

Clark addresses today's
law and society

Former U.S. Attorney General and human rights ad
vocate Ramsey Clark will speak at 8:30 p.m. tomorrow in
Johnson Chapel at Amherst College.

"Present Day Law and Society " will be the topic as Clark
relates his experience in the Justice Department to the
state of law in America today.

Clark entered the staff of the Justice Department in
1%1 during the Kennedy administration. He later gained a
reputation as a liberal and civil rights advocate through his
proposals in the Justice Department.

Clark later served as U.S. Attorney General from 1967
1969. Soon after being sworn in as Attorney General. Clark
ordered the desegregation of an Alabama school system
implementing the power of the Justice Department into a
then controversial issue.

Clark has recently been conducting legal seminars on
human rights. He is also the author of the book. Crime in
America. The presentation is free. A wine and cheese
reception will follow the talk in Merril Commons at
Amherst College. The presentation is sponsored by the
Harlan Fiske Stone Law Society of the college.

By NANCY DONAGHUE
Collegian Correspondant

Former U.S. Attorney General RamseyClark

Ifyour flounder fails, so do you

By ELLEN BLUESTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

Betty Williams, activist for the peace movement in
Belfast. Northern Ireland, is scheduled to speak on the
topic of "Can There Be Peace in Northern Ireland'.'" at 8
p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Ballroom of the
University of Massachusetts.

Williams was scheduled to appear at UMass last April
but had to cancel her visit at the last moment. She was
called back to Ireland by the Pope due to the impending
death of hunger striker Bobby Sands and the threat of
intensified violence iri Belfast. Williams returned to
Ireland to make an immediate appeal for peace.

Williams is founder of the "Community of Peace People,"
a nondenominational organb.ation including Catholics and
Protestants.

As a result of her many efforts. Williams was co-
recipient of the 1977 Nobel Peace Prize as well as co-
recipient of the Carl Von Ossietsky medal in Berlin.

The free program is being sponsored by the
Distinguished Visitors Program.

"There is an intense interest in the immediate area
"

said Carol Fantozzi of the DVP. "There is a growing
awareness of the situation in Northern Ireland due to
Bobby Sands and the hunger strikers."

For the diners in Chenoweth Laboratory, it's more than
a cheap, hot meal, it's devouring somebody's homework
assignment.

Hotel, Restaurant and Travel Administration meals,
prepared by HRTA students, will be available again this
semester, beginning the week of Oct. 19. in room 221.
Chenoweth Lab.
The meals are being prepared by students enrolled in a

Hotel. Restaurant and Travel Administration course under
the direction of Dr. Frank P. Lattuca.
"The students are being taught quantity food production

management, which means cooking in larger quantities
than for a family." said Betty Baker, lab assistant to the
course.

Th? meal service program is part of an HRTA
management course, in which HRTA majors can gain

practical management experience in the food service in-
dustry.

"This is not a cooking course," said Lattuca. "Students
learn to manage people who do that kind of work. This
provides exposure to those kinds of jobs that you're going
to be hiring people to do."

The class is broken into two groups; one group plans the
meals for next lab and one group prepares the meals for
that week's program. The students put a great deal into
this part of the course, by planning extensively before they
walk into the lab, Lattuca said.

"This part of the course involves cooking to prepare
quantity and to be able to plan and coordinate," said
Lattuca. "Students like it. You go in at the beginning of lab
and come out with a finished product. The food is served in
exactly the same condition as if it were in a nice family
restaurant."

The class, which is a requirement for HRTA majors,
benefits the students in a number of ways. Lattuca said.

"It gives the students an exposure to the real world of
work and an understanding and appreciation of those who
have to cook." said Lattuca. "They're not out to make a
profit. The cost of the ticket goes to pay for the food and
materials needed to make the meals."

Joanne Metlitz. HRTA senior, said she thinks the HRTA
meals program is beneficial.

"It's taking the real world situation of restaurant
management in a classroom atmosphere, with practical
application in the kitchen. I enjoyed it because one learns
management -employee relations in a laboratory at-
mosphere, said Metlitz.

Meals for the HRTA program are served at 12 noon on
Tuesday and Thursday and at 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday
Wednesday, and Thursday. Tickets, which cost $2.75 may
be purchased by any student in room 219 of Chenoweth.

This semester's menus include fried chicken, roast beef
meat loaf, pork chops. Hounder. and beef en brochette.'
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Prof, speaks on U.S. . Civility commission to

imperialism tonight discuss racism com^s
Mike Gonzales, professor of Latin

American Studies at Glasgow University in

Scotland will be speaking on "Central
America: Target For U.S. Imperialism"
tonight at 7:30 in Campus Center room 805.

The lecture is sponsored by the Inter-

national Socialist Organization.

Northeast Government
holds first meeting
Northeast Area Government will hold

their first meeting of the year tonigiu at

6:30 in Thatcher Dormitory lounge. The
budget and plans for upcoming events will

be discussed. For more information call

Garrett McCarthy at 546 4613 or Bryna
Davidow at 546-4872.

The academic resource committee of the

Chancellor's Commission on Civility is

sponsoring a seminar titled "Problems in

Teaching about Racism" on Tuesday Oct. 13

from 3:30 to 5 p.m. in room 1067 of the

Library Tower.

The seminar is a discussion by teachers
who have taught or are teaching courses
about racism. Students and the community
are invited. For further information,
contact Meyer Weinberg at 545-0327.

Three stops added to

Mount Holyoke route
Three additional stops were added to the

Mount Holyoke College, Hampshire
College, Amherst College and UMass
PVTA route.

The stops, which are effective im-

mediately, include the intersections of

Route 116 and Bay Road (near Atkins Fruit
Bowl), Route 116 and Pomeroy Lane (near
John's Mini Mart and the Valley Health
Plan), and Route 116 and the Granby
Heights Condominiums.
A fare will not be charged.

Cardiac health will be

subject of Fitness Fair

A Fitness Fair, sponsored by the Division
of Health Education, will be held Wed
nesday, Oct. 7 from 7:30 to 10 p.m. in

Campus Center room 101.

Basic concepts of cardiovascular fitness

will be explored folowed by small group
discussions with experts in aerobic dance,
cycling, run jog walking, ski conditioning
and weight training. Information on
prevention of injuries will also be given by a

physical therapy staff member.
The fair is open to students and student

dependents who may register by calling

University Health Services at 549-2671.

COLLEGIAN REPORTERS
Please check down at the of-

fice for upcoming seminar
dates, times and topics.

The WOMEN'S DEPARTMENT OF THE
COLLEGIAN NEEDS REPORTERS IN-
TERESTED IN WRITING WOMEN'S
NEWS. PLEASE CONTACT THE
WOMEN'S EDITOR AT 545-3.S0(), OR
COME D(~)WN TO THE COLLEGIAN OF-
FICE!

UNDERGRADUATE
SOCIOLOGY DAY!

FOR
1

.

Sociology Majors

2. All Students Interested In Beconriing A Sociology Major

3. All Students Interested in Information About the Sociology

Major

TIME AND PLACE

Tuesday, October 6

4- 6 P.M.

Campus Center Room 163

AGENDA '

'

Overview of the Sociology Program
Overview of Departmental Subprograms in Research Training,

Social Welfare and Social Work, Demography, and more
Internships

Employment Opportunities for Undergraduate Sociologists

Open Forum for questions, complaints, and suggestions

And More!

SPEAKERS
Jay Demereth, Alice Rossi, Rob Faulkner, Michael Lewis,

David Yaukey, Jim Wright, Hilda Golden, and Milton Gordon

Refreshments Provided! Please Try to Attend

^^^100991
w^ymf:

OFF-CAMPUS
AREA GOVERNMENT

ELECTIONS
Nomination papers will continue to be available until

Wednesday October 7, 1981 because of the lateness
of the Commuter Newsletter. All Off-Campus
Students are urged to take part in their Area
Government.

PAPERS ARE AVAILABLE IN RM. 404 of the
STUDENT UNION BUILDING

:ŴWif

cerrt^er

al II niacScS

Monday, October 5

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
Drink Specials

Free Adnnission

Tuesday, October 6th

TUESDAY AMATEUR NIGHT
S50.00 First Prize

Sign up at 8 pm on Tuesday in the Bluewall

also. • .Mexican Madness Night
Admission is free!

y^M ID and A.B.P. sticker required to purchase alcohol

Mandatory RSO Workshops
The Student ActivitiM Office will be conducting workshops
for ell RSO Group Treesurers end Officers who heve been en-
trusted with orgenixetionei funds. Workshops MUST be et-
tended prior to your being eble to iniflete eny finenciel
documents. Workshops will be held es follows:
Groups Dste
SATF Funded Groupv 15 Sapt
Coop Student Businem 16 Sept
Any Group 17 Sept
Stockbridge 22 Sept
SATF Funded Groups 23 Sept
Coops Student Business 24 Sept
Any Group 29 Sept
Greeks 30 Sept
Residential Areas 1 Oct
SATF Funded Groups 6 Oct
Coop Student Busiriess 7 Oct
Any Group 8 Oct

Time
2:30-3:46/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25

2:30-3:45/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:46/4:00-5:15

2:30-3:20/3:35-4:25

2:30-3:46/4:00-5:15

CC Rooms
CC803
CC 803
CC 811-15

CC«)3
CC 811-15

CC 811-15

CC803
CC 811-15

CC903
CC903
CC903
CC903

H you canrwt make any of the scheduled meetings for your particular
group, attendence at any one of the sessions will suffice. The sessions wHI
review the financial responsibiiities and requirements placed on each RSO
and a discuesion of new pdiictes and procedures.

CAMPUS TRAVEL
Campus Center

545-0500

Reserve How
to

¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

SAVE I
It s not too early to reserve for your future flights and vaca- ^
tions. Seats are limited and fares are increasing every day. Let ^
us find the cheapest way.
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Hypercurricula. .

.

AwyTiMc

CRAFT SliOP Free instruct ion in silver" 1^0^^
stained glass, pottery and darkroom materials available!
Tools are for your use. Located in Greonough dorm near
snack l)ar. Central area residential area sponsored. Mon
Thurs.,7p.m. 10 p.m. and Sat. 12-4.

LESBIAN AND GAY PEER COUNSELING The
Lesbian and Gay Men's Counseling Collective's Hotline and
Office hours: Mon. and Fri. 6 9 p.m.. Tues. and Thurs. 3 7
p.m. Call 545 2(>45. or drop in to the office. 406F Student
Union.

=:^^^:S:::*::S::::;:i:i:;:;:i:;::?::^

MoNdAy, OcTobER 5

JEwisii FSiNisrr'im^
discuss our needs and possible plans fofa Jewish Women's
Wei'k. Monday. October 5. at 4:()0 p.m. in Student Union

U'MASS BIKE CLUB MEETIN(; - Important *KI('<-
tion at Officers 'and any late nominations. Also aii> lu-w
trip announcements. All Welcome! Held at :im\ Studeiii
Union, Tuesday OctoU'r H, at 7:;^() \).m. For further infor-

mation ccmtact I)elM>rah ,1. Smith at .')4»)-47(Ml.

WHICH RSO GROUP IS FOR YOU? RSO EXPO '81 an
exhii)it of UMass Registered Student Organizations: their
goals, activities, and how YOU can join! Come in and check
it out today in the Student Union Ballroom from 10:00 a.m.
to 3:00 p.m. Sponsored by the Mortarboard Senior Honor
Society and the UMass Scouting Club.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE MEETING It is open
to anyone willing to help and share ideas about solving the
problems of world hunger. To be held at 428 Student Union
on Monday. Oct. 5, 4:30 5:30 p.m.

f^

INTERNS GO PLACES! There will be two evening
intnxluclory meetings at 7:00 p.m. in room 101 of the
Campus Center on Monday, Oct. 5tb and Tues., Oct. 6th.
Attend either meeting. Students from all academic
disciplines are invited to attend,

OUTING CLUB MEETING Slide show presentation -
the Arctic, summer '81 — A visual journey along a 600 mile
can(H' trip. All welcome. New trips announced, club
business discussed. Come try us out! Held at Campus
Center, nwm 163 on Monday, Oct. 5, at 7 p.m.

CANOE THE CAMPUS POND The Outing Club will be
oilering free canoeing as part of the R.S.O. Expo. No
experience neces.sary, only enthusiasm. So come on down,
meet some new people; have some fun. Campus Pond,
Monday, Oct. 5, all day.

FIRST STAFF AND ORIENTATION MEETING
SOUTHWEST WOMEN'S CENTER This event will be the
first staff and orientation meeting of the Southwest
Women's Center. Ali intofjested. pcnsoBS a aft invjkjd.,.

Monday at Southwest Women's Center, 4:00 5:00 p.m.

BIOCHEMISTRY CLUB MEETING A mandatory
mei'ting of the Biochemistry club. Topics of discussion will

include speakers, fund raisers, and other events. To be
held Monday at 7:00 p.m. in room 1033 GTWR-C.

HILLEL COUNCIL Meeting to discuss civility and other
important issues. Monday, October 5, at 5:00 p.m. in Hillel

office.

ECUMENICAL COUNCIL OF UMASS (ECUM)
.MEETING will be held at Newman Center on Monday.
Oct.5. 2:.30 4:00p.m.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE Study and Discussion
— The Nestle Boycott and update. To be held at 428
Student Union on Monday. Oct. 5. at 4 p.m.

COLLEGE YEAR IN ATHENS. GREECE A
representative will be at International Programs. 239
Whitmore. on Monday. October 5th from 2:00 3:00 p.m. to
talk with interested students.
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Amherst
Chinese Food

"Family Style

Cooking"
Mandarin Cr

Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon
Specials

from $1.75
Farm Fresh Vegetables
Beer & Wine License

Sunday Brunch
All you can eat $4.95

62-64 Main St.,

Amherst 253 7835
Closad Wadnasdays
Wa usa no MSG or

L Artificial Food Coloring
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share with the people of the
rural South and Appalachia
— yourself. Find out how
you can help, as a Catholic
Brother, Sister, or Priest.

Your request will be treated

confidentially.

— I'd like information about
opportunities with the

Glenmary Missloners and
the free poster.

I'd like a free copy of the
poster only.

Glenmary Missioners
Room f^52 Box 46404
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246

Name_
Address
City state

Zip Age

/

WOMEN: Glenmary Sisters, Box 39188, Cincinnati 45239

Need Cash?
still

Buying

Highest

Prices

Class Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry

Coins and Stamps

See Me When You Sell

25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst 256-0710
Mon.—Sat. 10-6

TuEsdAy, OcTobER 6

fHK UMASS AMATK I IR RADU) ASSOCm^^^^^^^^^

Will meet in Room KMH Radio Room)of EJah. Anyvne who
IS interested in or already involved in amateur radio is

welcome. Refreshments will U- availahle. Meetings lake
place on the first and third Tuesdays of each month. Will
be held on Oct. f). at 7 p.m. For further information con-
tact Tom McBride at 2.%-Hl U>.

MASSACHIJSKTTS A.SSOCIATION OF STATF
STUDENTS - Newly formed Ma.ssachu.setts Association
of State Students (Mass) is meetinji <>ft. tJ at 7:;{() p.m. at
803 Campus Center. SUite-wide voter registration as well
as other state-wide student issues will k' discussed. For
further information contact Bt?th Benton at .'vln-O.'Ml or

545-0677.

'lNTH:RRELi^l()US )(jyMviui5ii|k', KpR .OUFi.lllVH
PEACEMAKING - ^fu.!y VirouV" 'lan^riiaU'lf' the
Arms Riice: Arms t^ontrol Terminoloj^y for the Common
Reader." Will k held at .428 Student llnion on T-iesd;iv.

()ct()l)er 6 at i-.'.iO'yMi) p.m. For further inf.rnriition .-..n-

t<ict Nancy Arnold at 54.5-26H1.

CONSUMER ECONOMICS - Will h(.l<l nn Intern
Seminar. Students will U^ describing! their internship ex-
periences in private l)usines.ses. the Ma. Banking Conniis-
si«m MassPIRG and others. All are welcome and invited to

attend. Hel(l at Skinner Hall Lounge on Tuesday ( )ci. «.. at
*^:'.M) p.m. F«)r further information contact Catherine A.
Brown at ^.'^i-oIiW.

POMSH SLIDE PROGRAM - Noted aniattur
ph<»to>:rapher Dr. Edmund B. Olchowski of Greenfield will

present a sli<ie program "Poland - Kioo Years I'liis" on
Tuesday evening. Octol»er t>. at S p.m. in Room HfJ,

Th«>mps«m Hall.

Continued on page 7
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Ellen S. O'Rourkc

'erttficd Massage Therapist

Massage Acupressure Reflexology

'56-8320 Member A.M.TA
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Z>«i OF THE
LOST ARK
Today at

15:45 @ $1 75>8:15

^^CONTINENTAL
OIVIOE'*
Today at

pPCa (6:00 @ $1.75)830

_BIRITIIEYIIOLOS.H

miTEnNITY
Today at

(6 15 @ $1.75) 8:30

SO FINE
starring Ryan ONIeal

Today at

16:30 @ $1.75) 8:45

FAYE CXJPIAWAY ,

Today at v

(5 30 (3) $1 75) 8 15

VA..

Mdnhj khily

Mjson \kNkhol

l**i
(5 45 @ Si 75! 8 lb

Dudley Moore Liza MInelH

John Gielgud

|»Gi (6 00 (Q) 51 '^' 8 30

WILLIAM HURT
KATHLEEN TURNER

BODY
HEAT

[R] (6 00 (a SI 75) 8 30
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Root Boy Rots
Root Boy Slim and the New Hope for the
Criminally Insane with the Valentines
Rusty Nail, Thursday October 1.

By JOHN BROBST

Colk'pan: "What do you want from life?"

Root Roy: "A pair of 7 ft. Chinese nej^o nym|)homaniac
twins."

Col.: "What's your advice to college students?"
Root Boy: "Stay away from broads and stfirt smokin'."
R<M)t Boy Slim and the Sex Change Band cau.sed (juite a

stir amon^ the anesthetize<l nH-k'world of the late 7(t's. He
and the Rootettes used to treat hiLs like "Ho<»jrie Till Ya
Puke" and "Dare to be Fat" with a live sh<»w that l<K>ked

like a monster movie calletJ Tom Wnits Vs. The Tuftfs.

R(M)t Boy has come home from a|l of that i(li)tter jive. In-

'

stead of poking fun at derelicts, he's ^»ecome one. Instead
of satirizin^^ hands that k-lon^ in strip joints and hotels, he
hired one to play with him. Instead of presenting' a ton^oie-
in cheek spoof of the sleazy side of life, he's tol<i all of you
debutantes to take a flyin^j leap at the mo<m. He's taking
up permanent residence on the c<»rner of Kssex and
Washin^^on Streets in Boston.

Col.: "What do you owe your success to?"
Root Boy: "Duct tafie. Cartv»na. t<M). We're all lii^rh on

Carbona."

Most acts try to cover up their ba«l fxiints. Root Hoy e.\-.

poses his like a flasher in a trenchcoat. He's uj,dy. he can't
sing, his band is awful and he writes ru<k' son^. But tlio.se

are his Ko"d points. If you've ever ji^one to a s*vmy
nei^hlKtrhood and made fun of the l)ums, winos and
derelicts, you'll appreciate R<K»t Boy. Watching' a man
chase imaginary flies, roll around on the flo<»r and kick his

leps into the air. dance like professional wrestler Ceor^e
"The Animal" Steel and moan like a man who's had a
tracheotomy... that's entertainmenll
TheofK'nin^ act was a pleasiint surprise. The \'alerilines.

are a Kroup of televisions addicts who play fast pop music.
Sonars like "I Wanna Work in a Hospital." "Who KilU-d

Beaver ('leaver." and "Don't Play with my Toys ' explain
themselves. One son^ featured an hilarious, medley of
"R<K-k Lobster," "Wipe Out," "Cars." ,"Shortinn'
Bread. " and "The Batman Theme. " amon^ others. I

would highly recommend the Valentines for a ^ood time.

JAZZ GREAT - Freddie Hubbard gave a
sparkling performance to an enthusiastic
crowd Saturday night in the Fine Arts
Center. Hubbard's band consisted of other
jazz notables on piano, bass, drums, and sax-
aphone.

Modettes are mod
The Modettes
The Rusty Nail Friday, October 2

By DAVID WILDMAN

The Modettes are an all-female, English pop group who
offer both something old and something new. They look
like a traditional 60's girl group, but they play refreshingly
modern, and extremely danceable music.
The main musical punch comes from the drummer, who

plays a straight 4 on the bass drum, giving the band a tren-
dy, disco-like quality, while a punchy bass and airy quirky
guitars fill in.

The band is led by a charismatic, brunette front woman
with fishnet stockings and a great voice. She l<M>ks like she
might have done time in a cabaret somewhere, her perfor-
mance was loose and sexy.

Continued on page 15

They.'re sraQQth as glass..
The Persuasions
Rahars. Sat., Oct. 3

By BILL STEPCHEW

A strange and wonderful thing happened in Northamp-
ton last Friday evening. At Rahars, home away from
home for the purple hair and safety pin crowd, a packed
house was singing sweet gospel songs at the top of its

lungs. Even the crusty regulars watching TV at the bar

turned their heads and blinked their eyes when the crowd
sang along to "The Gambler," Kenny Rogers' top 40 hit.

The Persuasions have surfaced, after years of invisibili-

ty, to do two a capella appearances for an eager crowd of

closet crooners. The quartet strolled onto the stage, all

smiles, looking as fresh and alert as teenagers.

"Looks like I'll have to spend 'Another Night With the

Boys'," quipped spokesman Jerry Lawson, as the group
broke into their classic, smooth as glass harmonies. After
singing "She Was Only Sixteen," he gave a short,

animated sermon, praisin' the Lord, before Jimmy Hayes'
super deep bullfrog bass voice rang, Boompadoomp-
doomp-doomp-A-men." Jayotis Washington, Toubo
Rhoad and Lawson joined in as the group breathed new
life into this and other well used tunes. After nineteen
years together, this group remains a unique and enchan-
ting musical experience.

"Where did a capella come from?," Lawson asked.
"Well," he answered, "When we came over on the boat,

we had no band, and today we still got no band." "Ah-day-
de-ooh," they melted into a spine tingling and crisp ver-

sion of "Chain Gang." And the hits kept on coming: "My
Girl," "What's Your Name," the Drifters' "Sand in My
Shoes", "Besame Mucho," and "Under the Boardwalk."
Favorites of the crowd were "The Ten Commandments of

Love," "Return to Sender", and "Jesus on the Mainline."
When they sang a smooth and beautiful version of "A

Rainy Night in Georgia," they dropped their microphones,
the first of many times, and entered the crowd with
everyone singing "Seems like it's raining all over the
world." It was one of the most emotional sing-alongs I've

ever seen. They invited the crowd onto the stage to sing
"Shoo-dootin'-sh(K)bie-doo," while volunteers from the au-

dience crooned the vocals to "In the Still of the Night."
"Come on, I don't know the words,' insisted Lawson. en-
couraging the throng of thirty or so singers on the stage.

FantasticI

It was a real treat to watch this vibrant, happy toursuine
resurrect the old classics from my childhood. If this show
is an indication, the Persuasions new album should k' very
interesting. The crowd was well thawed by a warm up
group called Mostly Swing, led by Dan Margolis. playing
dandy covers of old swing and sixties rock tunes.
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HAMPSHIRE 4
584-7550 HAMPSHr

present

DINNER & SHOW
for 2

Before the show choose from:

LASAGNA or any PASTA dish

.<J-̂
served with

salad and hot garlic bread
- or -

WEAVING €r

SPINNING
CLASSES

starting throughout
the fall

Loom and spinning

wheel rentals.

Weaving supplies

WEBS
109 Main St

Amherst 253-2580

I LARGE I
I
I

HOT FUDGE SUNDAES .99c !
(with this coupon)

at ,
CALVIN ICE CREAM I
Carriage Shops, Amherst

1 offer expires Oct. 11,1981 !'J
^<i.̂

PIC-POCKET SPECIAL pick 2

^1

of any of our famous pocket salad

sandwiches and our homemade soups
' or -

A large piping hot tomato^ and cheese PIZZA
(a/so available after the showl

HAMPSHIRE 4

HUNGRY U
Open Mon Sat 11:00 am 1:00 am

Sunday 1 1 00 am 1 1 :00 pm

55 University Drive

549-5713

Offer good Sunday thru Thursday only

Specials purchased at Hungry U only

M presents

JORMA KAUKONEN

UMass Students - $6 50
General Public - $7.SO

Beverages will

be served with

proper ID and ABP

It's A
Costume
Concert
OCT. 29

7:00 P.M.

S.U.B.

'':ker

TickfT* my bE ptRcIfASEd at: TickETnoN, URU, TIX, For tIie RscoRd
(Faces) AmMewt, PIatterpm REcoRds, NortManpton, ANd Main St.
RECoRds, Northampton.
All TickETS ONE dollAR MORE AT tIiE doOR ANd plsASE, NO food, dRINk
SMokE!

PRodvcfd IN AtsociATioN witIi UMa»s Arts CounciI.

OR

I

Hypercurricula

Continued from page 5

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL - Get-toKetluT to makv
plans to help needy Jews in Israel and throujrhout the
world. Tuesday, Octolwr fi. at 3:00 p.m. in Student Inion
302.

DEADLINE to si^n up for Yom Kipjmr BREAK THE
FAST is Tuesday, Oct. 6. in the Hillel Offiie, Student
Union 302.

STUDENT ALLIANCE FOR ISRAEL - Meeting for
all students interested in helpinjr Israel - with a special
guest speaker. Tuesday, ()ctol>er fi. at 6:00 p.m. in the
Dukes Room of the Student Union.

WsdNEsdAy, OcTobER 7

ISRAELI DANCING - is cancelled for Wednesday,
Oct. 7. It will resume as usual on Oct. 14.

KOLNIDREI -services on YOM KIPPUReve J)eginat

7:00 p.m. on Wed., October 7, in the Student Union

Ballroom.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY - Will feature Tom Tyning

from Mass. AudulM)n's Laughing Brook Sanctuary. A
slideshow on reptiles and amphibians in Ma.ssachusetts

will be presented. All are welcome. Refreshments served.

Will be held at the Campus Center, Rm. 91 1 ofi'Oct. S at

7:30 p.m. P'or further information contact Alan Al)end at

256-0506.

CHESS CLUB MEETING - to be held at 901 Campus
Center on Oct. 7 at 8 p.m. For further information contact
Chris Chase at 546-4083.

THE FIVE COLLEGE SOLAR ENERGY COLLEC-
TIVE — will hold a meeting Wed. Oct. 7 at 5:15 p.m. in

Franklin Patterson East Lecture Hall at Hampshire Col-
lege. A lecture on Parabolic Concentrating Collectors will

be presented and ongoing projects discussed.
For further information contact Tom Sikora at 256-8102.

LAST GREAT AMERICANS: A Union Video Center
comedy product! >n. Ojt. 7, meeting for writers and idea
generators, Rm. b. . '.^15, Campus Center, at 7 p.m. Those
inspired should attend - Put your energy to good use,
become part of the L.G.A.

VOICES OF NEW AFRICA CHOIR - coordinated bv
Rev. Chester Freeman. Call 545-2789 or 545-0261 for

more infornnation. Will be held at 152 Fine Arts Center on
Wednesday October 7, at 7-9:30 p.m.

SPECTRUM MAGAZINE ART STAGE - meets Wed.,
Oct. 7 at 4:30 p.m. in Campus Center 104. Newcomers and
non-art majors welcome! For more information contact

Michelle A. Morris at 549-6582.

' SPECTRUM POETRY STAFF MBRTING - all

members please attendi Kvent kvill he held at. Rm. 104

Campus Center on Wed., Oct. 7 at 7 p.m. For further in-

formation contact Becky (Jaldston at 546-6745.

MEDITATION CLASS — an open class covering the

basic aspects of Tantric meditation. No experience
necessary. Class will include - relaxation, spiritual idea-

tion, use of mantra, bodywork, philosophy, and social con-

sciousness. Free. Each Wednesday beginning Oct. 7 at

6:30 p.m. Classes held in Hasbrouck 109. For m«)re infor-

mation call 549-6059 evenings. A service of Amanda
Marga.

BIBLICAL EXPLORATION - facilitated by Chaplain
Pete Sabey for anyone interested in an intelligent, .serious

open-minded study of the Bible. Held at VCF. 428 Student
Union on Wed., Oct. 7 at 6:30-7:30 p.m. For further infor-

mation contact Nancy Arnold at 545-2661.

TkuRsdAy, OctoBer 8

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS - Attention

Forestry Majors: The Society of American Foresters Stu-

dent Champter will hold its first meeting on Thurs., Oct. 8.

at 7:30 p.m. in Room .305 Holdsworth Hall. Dr. Joseph
I.Arson. Chairman of the Forestry and Wildlife Dept. will

be speaking. Freshmen and Sophomores are invited to at-

tend. Refreshments served at 305 Holdsworth Hall on
Thurs., Oct. 8, at 7:30 p.m. For more information contact

Marlene A. Corbut at 665-2853.

LAST GREAT AMERICANS - A union video center

comedy pnxJuction. General meeting for those interested

in TV production/technical crew, writers, talent, artists.

Octol)er 8th, Rm. 901, C.C, 7 p.m. The time is now more
than ever. For more information contact David Segal at

253-5012.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM MEETING - The SCERA
Women's Issues Team will lie meeting Thurs. Oct. 8 at

5:30 p.m. Sex Harrassment, Reproductive Rights & Anti-

Violence committees will l)e discussed.

/F^or more information call Lis;» Nazzaro at 545-0341 or
545-0677.

BROWN BAG THEOL(X]Y - Chaplain PeU- Saliey

facilitates this wide open discussion about various topics of

theological substance. This week's topic: "God the Father
in Feminist Theology." Event will be held at UCF, 428
Student Union on Thurs., Oct. 8 12:15-1:15 p.m. For m(»re

information contact Nancy Arnold at 545-2661.
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EARLY ICE TIME

AVAILABLE
WILLISTON ICE RINK

EASTHAMPTON
527-4012

US prisoner population

increases by over 20,000

Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid

Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst Mon.—Sat. 10-6 256-0710

WASHINGTON (AP) - The number of inmates in U.S.

prisons soared by more than 20,000 in the first half of 1981.

growing at an annual rate which would be the highest in 56
years, the Bureau of Justice Statistics announced
yesterday.

The bureau, a Justice Department agency, reported

that the combined federal and state prison population on
June 30 was 349,118. up from 328.695 last Dec. 31. More
prisoners were added in the first six months of this year
than in all of 1980.

With most state prison systems grossly overcrowded
and almost three dozen under court order or in litigation to

reduce overcrowding, the report may put new pressure on

the Reagan administration.

Attorney General William French Smith's task force on
violent crime recommended in August that the federal

government provide $2 billion in new aid to state to build

prisons. Task force co-chairman Gov. James Thompson of

Illinois called the proposal the lynchpin of a series of

recommendations designed to lock up more violent

criminals for longer periods.

But in a speech on crime in New Orleans last Tuesday.
President Reagan made no mention of new prison con-

struction aid. Smith denied the proposal was dead but said

that the drive to balance the federal budget currently
prevents diverting resources to that purpose.

Come and get

involved!!!

A different club

for everyone!!!

5. U. 6.
to ' 5^'x,

Sponsored by:

Mortar Board Honor Society & The Scouts Club

Funded by the Student Government Association!'!
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Advertisement
This is a copy of an article run Friday,

September 19, 1980.

Hypnosis
aids study
By KEVIN McDONOUGH
Collegian Correspondent

Faced with strenuous work loads more and more
students are turning to hypnosis to help them over-

come learning difficulties in concentration, recall,

and retention.

Milton Askinoss, a hypnotist practicing in Hadley
said hypnotism is a technique that "allows the sub-

concious part of the mind to surface, giving you a

greater sense of suggestibility."

Askinoss has used hypnosis to help cure people of

hard-to-break habits such as nail biting, smoking,
and over-eating. He has also treated people for

discomfort from back pain, phobias and other

psychosomatic illnesses, he said.

Askinoss said hypnotism is not a kind of mind con-

trol. Contrary to popular belief, a hypnotist cannot
force you to do anything against your will, he said.

"We show you the way to help yourself because
whatever your mind has caused, your mind can
cure," he said. Although hypnotism is a positive tool

for behavior modification it is "in no way a substitute

for sleep, medecine, or medical attention," Askinoss
added.

The students and faculty who visit Askinoss do so

primarily to increase their studying efficiency or to

quit smoking, he said. Askinoss added that only one
visit is usually necessary to improve study skills. He
claims a success rate of 90 percent.

Mr. Askinoss's office is just beyond the malls on
Rf 9 in Hadley, next to Rocky's Home Center. Office

hours are by appointment only. Telephone 584 1919.
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INTERNS GO PLACES!

Tonight and Tomorrow Night

Room 101 Compus C*nt«r

7 PM
for

Spring 1962 Internships

Students from oil ocodemic

disciplines oro invited

Office of Internships 545-0727

(sr^cifip cc^c:)-""^aiP
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AEROBIC INC.

YIPPEEE!
Go Aerobic Inc. Is BACK!

Dance your way to a great body and

cardiovascular fitness.

Look Good - Feel Great - Have Fun

Classes Start Soon
For more info call

Beth 549 4490 Carrie 546 9738 Sue 549-5893
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1 hree arrested at UMass
football game Saturday
Lniversity police yesterday reported

three alcohol related arrests' at Alumni
Stadium Saturday: One occurin^ during
and two after the University of
Massachusetts-University of Rhode Island
game.

Following): the game, jxdice arrested two
Webster dormitory residents on charges of
disorderly conduct and destruction of state
property.

Arrested were Rol)ert Spierdowis, 19, of
Norwood, and Peter R. Eliopoulos, 19, of
Tyngsboro.

According to police reports, a University
police officer saw Spierdowis smash a beer
bottle against the wall of Alumni Stadium
adjacent to the rear stadium parking lot.

Spierdowis then resisted the arrest of two
officers present and Eliopoulos then
reportedly jumped on an officer, police
reports stated.

When the two students were put into the
officer's cruiser, one them reportedly grab-

l)ed one of the officer's nightsticks, whicli
was protruding through a plexiglass win-
dow separating the front seat of the cruiser
from the back, and pulled at it, shattering
the wifidow, police said.

Spierdowis and Eliopoulos are scheduled
to l)e arraigned in Hampshire District
Court this morning.

During the game, at about 2:.30 p.m.,
police arrested Patrick LaPone, 25, of
Grandview Avenue, Cadwell. New Jersey,
on charges of being a disorderly person.

Lapone reportedly was walking into the
stadium carrying a bottle of beer when an
officer at the gate ordered him to stop.

LaPone at first ignored the order, then
walked back to the gate area, placed the
bottle on the pavement, and pushed at the
Kifficer, police said. According to police
reports, LaPone stnigglM with the two of-

ficers making the arrest and tried to escape
police through the back door of the cruiser.

He is scheduled to be arraigned in Hamp-
shire District Court this morning.

TEN YEARS
TO YOUR
THINKING.
What we do at MITRE Is as far as a decade ahead of what others con-
sider the state of the art.

As General Systems Engineer for C— Command Control and Com-
munications - for the US. Air Force Electronic Systems Division its
our challenge to look beyond tomorrow to the world of 5 or 10 years fromnow To analyze and engineer one-of-a-kind systems that will be more
than current well into the 1990s.

Our efforts have attracted many of the most accomplished experts m
their fields Engineers responsible for remarkable advances in areas in-
cluding computer systems, systems software, systems architecture
radar systems, and satellite and terrestrial transmission Engineers you li

be working with who can advance your career a decade in technologips
mcluding fibei" optics, computer security, sensor technology and voice
recognition

Excellence is nurtured in every way possible at MITRE Facilities com-
pensation and benefits to attract and keep the finest people Full tuition

IT,"^^^?^^^^^ P'^^ on-going, inhouse lecture series from the uniqueMITRE Institute to promote your continued education. Plus exceptional
project mobility and dual ladder career pathmg to get you where vou
want to be, at your pace = » / y u

[["^-Pr^j^^^
^0 ^o""® years wisdom — without the wrinkles — come toMl I Ht.

University Of
Massachusetts
Interviews

Wednesday, Oct. 14, 1981
MITRE will be conducting campus interviews Wednesday Oct 14
1981 Contact your Placement Office to arrange an interview if you are a
BS, MS, or Ph.D. candidate in:

Electrical Engineering
Computer Engineering
Computer Science
Mathematics
Physics

If you are not able to interview with us on this date, send your resume to
Phihp H Hicks at the MITRE Corporation, Burlington Road, Bedford, MA.

U.S. Citizenship required. MITRE is an equal opportunity employer
actively seekmg applications under its affirmative action program.

MITRE

IT'S MY TURN - Reed Alexander, a UMass sophomore from Leverettshapes a bread bowl on a potter's wheel at the Student Union Craft

ISTHISYOURUKKY DAY?

w' ^^% '^L it

5f • ¥^

'shoroscopes-by-phone:
You never know what might happen today. But you can always ask the
stars. Jeane Dixon s latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away -24hours a day. It s always fun to call

, and if you check the rate chart
, yo7n find
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ROD BONES by Gregg Canavan

ACROSS
1 Lots: Slang

5 Sandy's pal

9 Crone
12 Beige
13 Banking game
14 •Im Just Wild

About
16 State capital

18 Ford
19 Infirm, ina way
20 English cheeses
22 Denomination
24 Hebrew letter

25 Smoke, lor short
28 And others; Lat

30 Sleeps soundly
34 Actress Hagen
35 • Holden"
37 Scent
38 Java's

neighbor
40 State capital

42 Use an epee
43 African antelope
45 Dream, in Pans
46 Links place
47 State capital

49 Break
51 Bombeck. for

short

Edited b> Mirgirel Farnir «nd-Trude Jaffc
~ >n 4*|f<r« lino va4trait

15 Kind o( man

i«ti

52 Niagara sound
54 Rail

56 State capital

60 Italian seaport
64 Omit
65 State capital

67 Oiled

68 One of five

69 Island

neckwear
70 Mania
71 Tear

72 Wriggling

DOWN
1 Umps' counter-

parts

2 Farm unit

3 Tarkenton of

football

4 North African city

5 Influenced

6 Asian people
7 Goofs
8 Terra

9 State capital

10 Florence's water
front

11 Pleasant

expression
14 State capital

17 Swiss painter

21 TheyiFr
23 Drum
25 Kincfof cigaret

26 Airman Balbo
27 Celebrations
29 Pry

31 Tourist s concern
32 Moslem noble
33 Statecapilal

36 West Indies

island

39 Barged m
uninvited

41 Changed one's
ways

44 Fated
48 Seize

50 Musical group
53 More unciviiizea

55 minute
56 Grade
57 Name Of many

Norse kings

58 Mona
59 Withered
61 Arrow poison
62 Playwright Simon
63 Suburb of Pans
66 Stray

UNDER THE INFLUENCE by M. Joyce
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Beagan dusts off his guns

T+AS
EHK

IMS
lUlb H A T I ICIO AHI irii|7R

CAMBRIDGE (AP) - Americas No. 1 hero in a white
hat. Ronald Reagan, roughs up "bad guy" Leonid Brezhnev
on a poster parody of a Wild West movie that's selling by
the thousands across the country.

Indeed, the poster for "Bedtime for Brezhnev" — a spoof
of a popular early Reagan movie entitled "Bedtime for
Bonzo" - is selling well enough to pay tuition costs at
Harvard Business School for its two 27-year-old creators.
"From out of the west, they dusted off their guns... to

protect the world they knew and the women they loved!"
the poster exclaims across its top.

The cast of characters for the make believe movie in-
cludes "good guys" Reagan. George Bush. Alexander Haig'
and "Doc" Henry Kissinger, with Brezhnev. Fidel Castro

and Moammar Khadafy wearing the black hats. The "film"
introduces Jerry Brown as "The Preacher."
John Freund of New York City and David Porter of

Bath. Maine, second year Harvard business students,
came up with the idea last January, a time when late-night
Reagan reruns were back in vogue and there was talk of
cutbacks in student loans, which both Freund and Porter
had.

The pair had already created a moderately successful

poster, a takeoff on the famous New Yorker magazine
cover that shows Manhattan big and detailed in the
foreground, with the rest of the nation squeezed into a few
inches between the Hudson River and the Pacific Ocean.
Their version has Harvard Square big and detailed with
such scattered points of interest as The City New York,
Maine clothing manufacturer L.L. Bean and the resort
town of Aspen, Colo., between Cambridge and the Pacific
coast.

Aries (March 22-ApriI 20)
Taurus (April 21-May 21)
Gemini (May 22-June 21)

.

Cancer Gune 22-July 23) .

LeoGuly24-Aug.23)
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) .

1-212-976-5050

1-212-976-5151

1-212-976-5252

1-212-976-5353

1-212-976-5454

1-212-976-5656

1st Min. Extra Min.

Libra (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) 1-212-976-5757
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) . . . 1-212-976-5858
Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) 1-212-976-5959
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20). . 1-212-976-6060
Aquarius aan.21-Feb. 19) . . 1-212-976-6161
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 21) . . 1-212-976-6262

Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm 53c 37^
Sunday-Friday 5 pm- 1 1 pm 34C 250
Sunday-Friday 11 pm-8 am 2U 15C
All Day Saturday 2lC 15c
Sunday 8 am-5 pm 2lC 15^

(g) NewEnglandTelephone

These rates apply on calls you
dial yourself, no operator
involved, from the

Amherst-Northampton
area. Tax not included.
•A service mark of Horoscopes-By-Phone, Inc.

Monday Nite

Football Special at

Pitcher of D**r $2.50
Dudw»is«r, Miller, Miller Lite

Dottles of Dud, Miller, Miller Lite 9t5c

Droft 55c Molson $1.25
Come Join the Crowd

07 N. Pleasant St. Amherst f™o'lf./d'iHL"; sZZ"^ •"''.^"i'K''
?/"•""" "' "•' «»"'"'^ stones engage in ™.el^C

P«Snce fh. St„„7, nUv^H ,
* ""!™"'t5' »' Colorado. In the second of the two Bo«ld«K rmances, the Stones pla)>ed to an audience of between 50,000 and 60,000.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Collei^ian

Conversation with an IrA sympathizer
The followinc: is a previouslv unoublished Revolution that started in 191 fi" u___i . .^ .V . . .^. .„.. _.•„ lThe following is a previously unpublished

transcript of a conversation with an
American supporter of the Irish
Republican Army. Michael (not his real

name) is young brown-haired, bearded,
stands about 5' 10", and had a twinkle in his
eye that spoke of larceny and blarney as he
sat crosslegged toking a water-pipe!

Kenneth Nolan

Kenn: "I understand that you are an IRA
sympathizer."

'
'

Michael: "Yes, I've been inv(>lved in Clan
na (Jael activites since the summer of
lyey.

"

Kenn: "And you're AmericanT'
Michael: "Aye."
Kenn: "Where were you born?"
Michael: "In New York."
Kenn: "And your family is Irish'/"

Michael: "Yes, l:M)th sides."

Kenn: "Do you participate in any activities

supporting the IRA?"
Michael: "Yes, a number of them."
Kenn: "What sort of activities?"

Michael: "Well, it involves the shipment of
contraband into Northern Ireland."
Kenn: "What sort of contraband?"
Michael: "WeajMins. ammunition, things
like that."

Kenn: "Is this on a regular basis?"
Michael: "I first starte<l doing it in the sum-
mer of "69 when Bernadette Uevlin was
over during the massive civil rights cam-
paign."

Kenn: "She came to raise money f<»r the
resistance, didn't she?"
Michael: "She came to raise money lor the
Northern Irish Civil Rights Movement,
which is different from the IRA.
Kenn: "1 see. Are there any other memkTs
of your family that are in this line of
work?"
Michael: "Well, my grandparents are very
much involved on my father's side. My
grandfather was a customs agent, an«i dur-
ing the days when they were shipping
bundles to Britain, he was smuggling
bullets to Ireland. In other words, a ship
would dock in, say. New York harbor, and
on this particular ship they would load
bullets, ammunition, and what-have-you on
lK)Hrd and my grandfather would come out
and insfK'ct it and would pass it as U-ingall
right, and it would go to Ireland, and you'd
have bullets and rifles going to Ireland in-

stead of bundles for Britain.

Kenn: "I see. and k'ing American lM»rn.

why is it that you do this type of work? 1

mean you seem to have involved yourself
quite a bit in the affairs of a foreign coun-
try."

Michael: "Well, I don't really con.sider it a
foreign country. I mean a country where
you can trace your ancestry back to the
days when there were a handful of various
counties, and a land that's oppres.sed; a
land that's been enslave<I. Certainly you
find pe(»ple, for example the international
brigade that went over to Spain during the
Spanish Civil War; they were all American
citizens, and yet they fought Spain.

"

Kenn: "Tell me. can you see any logical

outcome to the Irish Questi<m?
"

Michael: "How do you mean logical?"
Kenn: "Well, I mean what do you think
should be done with respect to the confiict

between the Catholics and the ProU'st<inls
in Ireland?"

Michael: "Well, first ..f all it's not a
'Catholic and Protestant affair. The
newspapers, the media, love to f)lay it upas
a religious war. but it's not a religious ;;

war."

Kenn: "What sort of war is it then?"
Michael: "It's a war between two differing
political factions; the Unionists. wh<» desire
to remain in union with the United
Kingdom, and the Nati(»nalisls. those who
want unification with the Ke|»ublic in the
South."

Kenn: "Well, what do you exf)ect will haft-

Revolution that started in 1916.

Kenn: "What do you expect its outcome
will be?"

Michael: "In what respect? Political,

SOCIJll

Kenn: "Political."

Michael: "Political. Eventually the United
Kingdom will have to realize, the same way
that they have realized with their overseas underm-ound''"
ronni»^s that th^r^ i^ „ k„^:„ ^„„: r .l

uiuergrouna.

break out between Ireland and England?'
Michael: "You mean total war in the same
respect as you had in the 1920's?"
Kenn: "I mean do you think that the IRA
and the Republic will unite against the
English forces in Northern Ireland?"
Michael: "I think they're united now."
Kenn: "If they are, isn't it somewhat

organization — broad-based in that it ac-

cepts all sorts of groups whose aims are for

civil rights in Northern Ireland; civil rights

for both, as you would say, the Catholics

and the Protestants."

Kenn: "Recently there have been a number
of IRA attacks in London itself. Do you
think that these are likely to increase?"

colonies, that there is a basic desire of the
people to be free and independent."
Kenn: "And what of the Protestants in

I

Northern Ireland?"

Michael: "The Protestants are welcome to
stay if they desire to."
Kenn: "And you don't think they'll be op-
pressed?"

Michael: "How do you mean underground?
I mean, for example, you have Irish forces
right now on the border who've set up
camps for refugees who have fled from the
North."

Kenn: "Hasn't Southern Ireland publicly
condemned the activities of the IRA in the

Michael: 'They're not oppressed in the
South. According to the constitution of the
Republic, freedom exists for all. the same
as in the United States. Look at it this way;
in the 1798 rebellion. Theobold Wolftone
was the leader. Theobold Wolftone was a

...1^8 not a Catholic and a Pro-
testant affair. The newspapers,
the media, love to play it up as a
religious war, but it's not a
religious war...

pen.'

Michael: "How do you mean what do I t-x

pect will happen? I mean, as far as Im con
cerned. what's going «m right now irt tht-

North is a simple continuation of the Irish

Presbyterian. Jn 191fi, William Butler
Yeats, one of the great nationalists, poets.
and one of the leaders of the Irish Literary
Rennais.sance, he, too, was a Protestant,
but he was a nationalist. He was an
Irishman."

Kenn: "Do you foresee going over t(»

Ireland yourself/"

Michael: "If neces.sary. but more can l»e
done here."

Kenn: "Do you thmk total war is likely to

North?"
Michael: "Of course, sir. That's part of in-

ternational statesmanship."
Kenn: "And yet you say that they're united
now?"
Michael: "Yes! I mean surely you don't
think that IRA patrols and groups can go
across the border without the forces of the
Irish Republic knowing about it."

Kenn: "Well than, you think that the IRA
otx'rates out of the Irish Republic? 1 was of
tiW upiiiion uiai II was an underground
movement within Northern Ireland.

"

Michael: "Well, It depends on which ty|)e
of IRA you're talkin about. Now there are
two types of IRA. There's the Officials;
they're the Marxist-oriented group who are
in rXiblin under the political wing called the
Sinn Fein (which is "ourselves alone"
translated from the Irish), and there are
the Provisionals, the pe(»ple like myself
who've broken away from the Officials,
because of their Marxist orientation."
Kenn: "Do you think its likely that a
socialist state will develop in Ireland? I

mean, Bernadette Devlin is an outspoken
socialist member of Parliament."
Michael: "Oh. there's no doubt alM.ul that.
A number of Bernadette Devlin's followers
were memf)ers of the P.D., the Pe(.|)les
Democracy, at Queens College in Belfast,
where she was studying before she enteretl
the Parliament in Westminster. But you
mu.st understand this, that the Irish Civil
Rights Movement is a broad-based

...eventually the United
Kingdom will have to

J!^(}^ize... that there is a basic

desire ofthe people to befree and
independent...

mmmmm

Michael: "Well, you have to remember one
thing, that the attacks were made by the

IRA Officials; for example, the attack that

was made on the Parachute Regiment's Of-

ficer's Mess. In effect it was a stupid affair,

which just goes to show you the length that

the Officials would go to. They're a pretty

stupid lot; stupid in the sense that if th«>ir

bombing was to have any effect, it should

have t)een made at the regimental mess in.

say, Derry or Belfast, not in England."
Kenn: "Are you of the opinion, then, that

the IRA should operate only within the

political boundaries of Ireland including the

North?"

Michael: "Well, yes! That's where the
struggle is."

Kenn: "You don't think that they should
Uike the battle to England, herself?"

Michael: "In some respects they should,

but, for example, for maximum effect, the

places that should be atUicked, in raids and

things like that, are in Northern Ireland."

Kenn: "Tell me, have you or any member
of your family experienced any difficulties

here in the United States as a result of your

activities in support of the IRA?"

Michael: "Well, my grandfather was in-

dicted by a federal grand jury."

Kenn: "For smuggling arms?"
Michael: "Yes, but he was never brought to

trial."

Kenn: "Do you know why not?"

Michael: "Well, the mood of the countrv at
the time was so in support oi tne irisn that

he was never brought before the govern-
ment. During the 20's the United States
was very sympathetic towards the Irish

struggle."

Kenn: "Do you receive any sort of pay from
Ireland?"

Michael: "No."
Kenn: "Then all of this is volunteer work?

"

Michael: "Yes, you see. you have to

remember that the Irish struggle is a na-

tional struggle. The people in the interna-

tional brigade that I mentioned before,

which fought in Spain, didn't receive any
pay per se. They received their foot! and
provisions and so forth, but they didn't

receive pay. It was a volunteer force.

One thing I should mention
IRA is a continuation of the

refuse<I to sign the treaty in tl

Eireann in 1920. The Dail Eii

bicameral government of the

Ireland. You see. the IKA
political wing, the Sinn Fe
recognize a f)artition. There
Ireland.

I think that I should mention Bloody Sun-
day, which was January 30, 1972. Members
of the English Paratroop Regiment
murdered thirteen peaceful
demonstrators, and two days later three to

five thousand demonstrators burned down
the British Embassy in the Irish Republic. I

think that this demonstrates the unity of

the Irish peo|)le."

Kenneth NoIhh ix a Collegian guest mliiw-
nisf.

SGA posters misleading
>m
^

In the past few days, the Student Govern-
ment Association has been distributing leaflets

urging students to vote in favor of an increase
in the Student Activities fee. These posters
pose the question "Did you read the paper to-

day?" and displays a cartoon character looking
at an empty newspaper.
These posters, unfortunately, give the im-

pression that the Collegian is in support or may
be sponsoring the referendum question. In fact,

the Collegian has not made a judgement on the
issue.

While it is true that the Collegian received
$38,000 from the SGA this year (out of the
paper's $380,000 total budget), it is unfair to
paint the picture that the paper will cease
publication without an increa^ in the Student
Activities Fee.

Student government leaders have the respon-
sibility to consult with individual groups before
using their name to champion a cause.

All unsigned editorials represent the opinion
of The Collegian Board of Editors.

Fee increase?
While reading this article most of you are probably

taking for granted the fact that you have the opportunity
to read news pertaining to this campus five days a week.
But how would you react if the CoUt-gian was forced to
reduce their publishing to four days a week or even three'/
Would it upset you to hear that the bus service was to cut
out its weekend runs or that WMUA had to go off the air?
This scenario may seem a little far fetched, yet it could
become a reality next year. We. the Undergraduate
student body, must change this threatening course, by
voting in the election scheduled for today and tomorrow.
The Student Activities Fee. which is one of the charges

on your bill, is $42.00 per semester or $84.00 per year.

Richard A. Goldman

Letters
Southwest parties: it's none
of your damn business!

To the Editor:

Yoohool Amherst! Shut up! It's none of your damn
business how much we party at Southwest. We pay for it

with exorbitant housing fees and should be allowed to
treat it as our own. Would you rather we went through
the streets of Amherst drinking beer'.'

With unemployment the way it is I'm sure the
maintenance staff welcomes the work the University (and
its students) provide. In this "Year of Sterility" everyone
has rights and so do the students of Southwest. By permit-
ting us to party here you prevent us from overflowing into

the surrounding community (not to mention keeping those
who are intoxicated off the roads).

You probably think I'm a rowdy vandal bent on display-

ing various types of anti-social behavior. I'm not. I'm just
trying to prevent us from slipping back into the Dark Ages
of intolerance; as you said, it works both ways.

Basically, you should stay neatly tucked away in

Amherst with your TV set and limited cable access, and
I'll stay in my dorm at Southwest and party and we'll both
mind our own business.

Brandon Zwirek
Southwest

Education must always be
within the grasp of the public

To the Editor:

Randolph Holhut made some valuable points and
statements in his Septemlwr 30, 1981 editorial on the gen-
trification of higher education. Public education must
always Ix' within the grasp of the public. However, man>
aspects of Mr. Holhut's es.say appear confusing at l)est.

It is true that more financial aid must Ix' allotted to the
needy. But this aid isn't easily obtainable. Why should the
public feel obligated to dump more funds into the Universi-
ty after millions of dollars were wasted on the library

tower? Where is the money and funding to come from
after Congress just recently raised the ceiling of the na-

ti(mal debt to over one trillion dollars'.' Certainly we must
seek aid from commercial and corjjorate sources. (lood

luck as far as that goes!

Mr. Holhut made the statement that "we are now in

danger of taking the opportunity of higher education away
from those who need it most." What makes him think that

the lower class needs more education than the middle

class? Perhaps Mr. Holhut feels that under-pnviledged
students are dumk'r than the rest of us. This is obviously
a vicious and utter lie. Accordin,? to the author, blue collar
kids will soon be replaced by "preps". How does Mr.
Holhut define a prep? Is a prep someone who enjoys dress
ing reasonably well? If that's the ca.se than I know per
sonally many "blue collar kids" who may k' chussified as
"preps."

Finally, the author Holhut would rather obtain his
education from a "zo(»" than from an institution as
respected as Harvard University. Little does Mr. Holhut
know that UMa.ss is a highly regarded institution of higher
learning, so references to "zoos" are not only obsolete but
very much degrading as well.

It is up to us students to improve the outlook of public
eiducation. A mind is a terrible thing to waste no matter
which .social background it happens to come from.

Michael Borkum
Southwest

So, ril forget my dreams

To the Editor:

I picked up the newspaper this morning determined to

find out what was going in the world. I read about Nancy's
dishes and Ronny's boots, crime and justice, right and
wrong. But for some strange reason I couldn't draw a line,

point a finger, take a stand, or become enraged with in-

justice.

You see, I wasn't born rich and I wasn't born poor, so
I've always been in the middle. But I heard the other day
that I might not be able to afford college anymore, to

achieve the goal that I thought was clearly in sight, that
my brother's lunch program would be cut. a program 'that

is the only meal (»f the day for some children, that my
parents after working hard for so many years, may not Ih'

able to survive through retirement. I heard that one out of

three of my girlfriends is likely to be raped sometime in

her life and no one will really care alwut it or believe her. I

heard that soon the rich will become richer, and the poor,

poorer. I heard that it's foolish to believe that if you work
hard you can achieve your goals and make your dreams
come true.

But then I rememlwred Nancy's dishes and Ronny's
btx)ts and that we all have to tighten our lM.'its to save the

economy. So, my dear President, I'll forget about my
dreams, close my eyes to your deeds, and r»ray that your
boots are not too tight. Because God forbid you should suf-

fer on a cold winter's night.

Mary Noonan
Southwest

Some imfii iduals have accused this University of having
loo high an activities fee. yet these same people tend to
overlook the many services that are provided with this
money, a level which is unprecedented at most other
universities.

Besides the previously mentioned programs, your
money funds the Credit Union. Area Governments
Distmguished Visitors Program. Office of Third World
Affairs and the Legal Services Offices to name just a few.
These organizations are available to every fee-paying
student at this campus. However, unless this fee is in
creased many of these benefits may be jeopardized.

At this time an explanation is necessary as to wnai
brought about this request for a fee increa.se. In 1979, the
UMass Board of Trustees mandated that the Student
Aciivitics Pee not be increased for thrw years. We have
patiently waited for this period to expire as we have
watched tuition, rent, and meal plan fees sky rocket. As of
next fall, this three year period will have passed, but this
in il self does not necessitate a fee increase.

Aside from double digit inflation and cost of living in
crea.ses for out professional employees, the Stale, due to
its own financial difficulties, is requesting that the Student
Activities Trust Fund be self-supporting. In the past, the
Commonwealth has paid for fringe benefits for our
professionals (i.e. pension plan, health insurance,
unemployment, etc.* Beginning next year, we will have to

*

assume these costs which total almost an additional
$1(X),(X)0 dollars.

Also, the state has asked us to set a^ide $70,000 to pay
for other costs, such as auditorium rentals. Physical Plant
charges, etc. These additional charges amount to an in-

crease of $10 per student per year. This fee request,
however, does not take into consideration inflationary
costs and leaves no room for expansion of programs or
additional services. This means our student organizations
will slill have to "bile the bullet.'

As a student at UMass. I too find il difficult to pay in-

creased fees each semester. Nevertheless. I feel it is

essential that the students of this University continue to be
provided with the same high level of quality activities and
programs. I encourage all of you to find out where your
money is being spent by exploring and becoming involved
with some of the 450 student organizations at this campus.

During today s and tomorrow's election, you have an
excellent opportunity to express your opinion. I urge
everyone of you to take time to consider this $10 proposed
increase. No mailer what your preference, it is most
imporlanl that you find the time to vote. Remember that
this money is coming from your pocket and you should be
concerned where it's going.

Rirhiird A. Goldman is the trensurer of the Stutlent
Gnrernnient Assitcintion.
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Hadtey-Amherst Open 24 hours Mbn. 7ajn..45at.
Sparkles like genuine "^ V _ Prtces effective Hadl^y-Amherst only.

diamonds! Costs far less!

$100 wxailhofoufregwtef tape«

self-service deli Save'

Meal or Beef j^^bo

Kalin*s 'iff^
Franks 169
11b package ^L
PolskaKielbasa **"»«•'• i(,2.09

Smoked Sausage ""•"'» ,b2.09

Braunschweiger ^»::S^', 1.19
Kielbasa Links 'Crs" 2.09

• IBeefTc.
Rouira
Roast
^ -79

lb

BeefT
Round
Steak

More Saving;
In Store! ^''^"*'

LondonBroilTopRoundB-'.b 2.49
BeefRoundTip Roast S'e

.^ i.gQ
CubeSteakBeefRoimdS4,b 2.49
BeefRoundTip Steak ^k m 2.49

. 4

Nepco -^Q
Knockunirstl^^
1lb package JL) package

Sauerkraut

Bratwurst
33=

2.29
2V2 oz package sliced

Buddik ^^
Assorted *9^2^
Meats OS9

16 page cfrcular.

S"C«0 lit pugMeat Bologna
1 lb Bacon e.«'',.' rr^^^HTc':;

Cooked Ham
Nepco Beef Franks
Colonial Bacon

1.19

1.59

1.09

1.59

1.69

Sausage Sale!

Rath

Meat
lb roll Frozen

Jones Sausage
Jimmie Dean Sausage

89

Shoulder
VealChops
Rib Veal Chops ,,2.89
Breast ofVeal „i.69
Boneless Veal for Cacciatore ,b2.89
Fresh Calves Liver .b2.99

Fresh Pork
Shoulder

grocery Savings on many of your favorite brands

Half Gallon Bottle Meat, Plain, Mushroom or Marinara

Lincoln
Apple Juice

f09Regulai

Crangrape Drink «°S!™,.?£;:,',. 1.19
Tomato Cocktail o'.«n't"r,'32«t. 99'

Picnic
lb99

Spare Ribs - ,,,1.49 Pork Hocks -...79'
Colonial Ham Steaks "va.e, added ,,2.59

t>.nn^.

1.59

*• '.*™' 1 7QJones Sausage Meat* f

Swift Sausage "-;;;*v,t«^S.r;SiV 1.09

Super Thick 20 oz package

Thick Crust
Pizza 129
stop & Shop ^L
Potato Salad ii ;:;;;^:;';:^ 69'
Cole Slaw "'Xt^rji^' 69'

frozen meat Time Savers l

Semi BonelessHam Portions S"'^^ ^ i.89
Family Packs Stretch Your DoUars!

^^^^^^^r, ^^ ^^^ 3 5 pound package ^^^ ^^ ^|^V ^^SA^S ^^ Ground several limes daily ^^H V^BVmA A ^^t9JlA Consisleniiy Iresh & ,asly ^H^^29
GroundBeef X m
'White Gem' Chicken Win/,fs s e '" p^g ,^59*
'WhiteGem ' Chicken Legs 5 e ib pkg

,^ 79*
Chicken Breast Whole ^ e ib pkg

,^ ^29
Beef Romid Tip Steak ^'"p'^q ib2.39

produce Fresh & nutntious' Pick what's perfect for

Regular or Automjtic

Savaiin
Coffee

i<:i^>

one pound
can

S^^ Spaghetti
Sauce

32 ounce ^ 13
lar J^

Ronzoni Pasta ur^'o'lTe'^lX 59'

Gem Salad Oil c?','X- 3.99

6Vj ounce can

^ Geisha Tuna
-^i^5nk Light

9t9 t^ CMM(
yWTTUMW>««0

in

wafer89
Montclair Water A^T^Z"^^, 59^

Salada Tea Bags V";^' 1.79

Fine, Medium or Broad

Penn. Dutch
TTTrr'aNcMMlles

^79*
NoSaltVeg.!^ri.,:;i;T.SfeiS^3n

Rice-A-Roni

Mac. & Cheddar D.?n:r>':°'r;i, 3-89'

25 ounce jar

Mott*8
^pple Sauce

it59
No Salt Corn Whplf K»ff>e1 Ca

*^'":. t Shop

Royal Gelatin *1fS?S£S?* S""'!
AMOflad Flav<x« j .4

2r;:i'1 Royal Pudding

French or Italian

Wish-Bone

4oz pKg
ol 12

Old El Paso

Taco
Shells

79f

199
Rondelets
Weaver ,202
Chicken pkg
4 Breaded Patties

Steak Umm' s..^,'j^S:r«,. 5.69
Lovitts Steak ..b'SHSg. 2.99
WeaverChicken S;S-%\^ror5.V 2.79
Fried Chicken ,S,Xo^^. 2.69
Veal Steak ixr:?;..'";:^^.'.. 1 69

seafood So Nutntious!

Fresh Scrod
CfMl 019
Fresh Rainbow Trout ,2.79
Fresh Bay Scallops 4.59
Fresh Dressed Haddock , 1 .89
Baltimore Oysters ^l^'Z. 1.99
Haddock Fillets '""•" r1 59
Fishcakes ^r:,V.7^.',r^ 89'

FishNics

Heinz Keg-0 Ketchup , „;; 1.09
Ortego Taco Dinner l^' 99'

ProgressoSoup "''kV''::"- 55'

Grando Coffee (nittani

3.79

OrchardFreshApple Cider^a 1.19* 42.29FreshBesseyAppleCidersJ 1.39* ^^ 2.49

10 count package

Hefty
hBags
1X9

Half Gallon Container

Wisk Liquid
Detergent

r; 089

dairy Quality and freshness from Stop & Shop'

16 oz cup Nuform Low Fat or

-Hi^od Cottage
Cheese

Large or
Small Curd89

Half Gallon Carton

,

Stop & Shop
Orange Juice

I09from
concentrate

Extra Large Calif.

Prc»ccoli

t6 0/ p.Q prot»ri

' -'en iSmp 8 Shr,r ^ r\/-i

Fantail Shrimp jJZXT?,,,,. 3.59
E' O^'rudo ifc or pi>g fro/en

bakery Fresh & Delicious!

Plain, Sugar or Cinnamon

Daisy
Donute 70*
12ozpkgof12 m %^
Kasanof s Rye Bread 79'

89
Fresh Sno White

jGauliflower

119

lernp-iee Br.a.,ioo.i2o/(*g 139

Dannon Frencti Style Low Fat""* Melange
Yogurt@ Assorted ^^^ 6^B

Flavors '^ . H
6ozcup ^^ °' J^

-^unt-whip ,nr:::T.=o7c'^. eg*

Kraft Ind. Wrapped, Sliced

Americuui
Cheese
^99Cheese Food

While or
Yellow, 16oz

frozen foods A world of convenience for you!

comer deli Available in stores with Servite Deli

6

Sliced to order

Oeutschmacher
" Liverwiirst

129

health & beauty aids Save!

Regular or Mint ^ .s»ii^

Crest fl^^
Toothpaste M^O
6.4ouncetube JL
OnoUTlpOO 1 ' 0/ n»fl Of Con<J)l»OO.rtfl 1.^7^

Pr>c»»«"»ct'v<Sun Pel 4S«t Qct lO '

Stop & Shop Sliced

Nova
Lox
99
lb

Deutschmacher Bologna "s;r.rit1.69
Deutschmacher Salami '%::; „2.29
Turkey Breast s,opTs'^r,». ,.3.99

N^eatLoaf r^ • , 2.19

^ Slop » snofc O'ocef« Luuptj*' ^B ^T
Regular or Mint M

^fl Crest I I
--^^-ipaste I I

89 i i
j

w.^^ m.j coupon »no a ? % r.ijfch«i« Good bOitS^MM- IMonOcI SS»l 0<:i 10 tiTi,ionepncu«lom»r IBK^^^S^^ ^^^^ ,^j^_;
'

_;
—

_; »
I ..I 1

—

' ^"^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^

- - --- ' :•' •^•m |^v> vu9

Sun Glory

Half GaUon
Ice Cream
1 Assld ^ OO
J

Flavors •»*^
inmu

""i^^-

12 Ounce can

3un v.lory
ange Juice

79Frozen

6 4 OZ tube

Fresh & smooth _
Ib

.1.89

7.99

,2.69

,2.99

Slop ^ 5^op G'oCBfY Cout^j" J ^ ^
3? 07 bottle

HeinzS S
Ketchup

I I

Deutschmacher Franks c^'.'ng

Deutschmacher Franks ' T;
Domestic Cooked Ham
Hoffman's Cheddar ;.;."'

Plain, CinnRaisin or Sesame

Bagels
Forever

Stop & Shop Lea' or

^g^==.Cliopped

nv?oi
pi<g 21

»op(

Spinach
10 oz
pkg

1,^^- Keg O Ketchup
VK.lMhn f „i -Kir »^ J 7 % purchMe Good .,

I
Mon Oct ^S•. r.,l 10 Limilon»p»fci«IO»IW

Slop ^ Shop Gfoc«f> Coupon T ^.g

Hall Gallon Bottle

Lincoln 5
Apple Juice

Regular 79 I*

1
SliTpS Shop C.'..r«r, a-,upofl f A^

Wiih ihi, coupon tnitlK putcluM Gooo 1 ISf^^^ I,^nOrl -iSjl Ocl 10 l.milontpwcuMonKW |I9V

Dtipon I A-f)

Chunk Light

Geisha '

Tuna
aVzCTcan in water C ^^^^

I

<l

;;s;::L:^:si^^:2ir:rzi^^ -
'° -- ---- ° --- '° - ^'« -- cr:""?:!^"L,.7c;**Z"**"?

11 • VVtlh ih,, eouoon .no a JM purch,«, G<x« 1 14f^^B

i

Monday, October 5, 1981
Collegian i3

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to ColloQian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Disc Professionals "we work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

ARABIC TUTORIAL

Conversational Arabic flexible hours,
reasonable rates, call evenings Abdullah
256-6214

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Triumph Spitfire excellent condition.
The little brat has a new engine, battery,
starter, tires. . .an AM FM 8 track stereo - if

you can install it right it's yours. . .and it

also has new windshield wipers, they are
very vogue this year. Asking $3,500.00 so I

can buy my new "Rolls Royce" for
Christmas to "Betsy from Santa". Call
545-3500. Thank you for listening .

Surplus Jeeps, Cars. Trucks Car inv.
value $2143 sold for $100. For information
on purchasing similar bargains call
602-941-8014 ext. 6501 phone call refun-
dable^
78 Monte Carlo 2-door 8-cylinder excellent
condition 20,000 miles call 546-7285

73 Audi 100GL auto., rebuilt engine $800
call John at 253 3894

1974 Toyota Celica excellent conditions,
$3000 or best offer call Al or Rad 253 3009

1972 Toyota Celica coupe 527-3975 4
speed 4 cylinder runs well $500.00

BELLYGRAMSI!

Delivered by experienced bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa,
549-1175

BOOTS!

FRYE BOOTS (mens) size 7Vi. Can count
number of times worn. Excellent condition
-are too big, so must sell. Cheap! Call even-
ings 549-4803, keep trying. Cathy

COUNSELING SUPERVISOR

The Lesbian and Gay Mens Counseling
Collective seeks person with MA or
equivalent experience to train and supervise
peer counselors. 10 hrs per week. Call
546-6912 4 5 PM for details

$75. Kingston classical folk guitar xcellent
cond. needs strings $50 w case call

3237651

Colognes and Cosmetics up to 50% off

for product list and price list write
Cosmetics by US P.O. Box 94 Amherst, Ma
01004

Guitar Hohner twelve string acoustic like

new 350.00 549-5380

VW Bug engine for sale 1966, runs well
$200 call 253-5896

73 4 dr Mercury AC Fall sticker snows new
front tires avail. 150CT $950 or BO 584-6661

4 new tires Bridgestone 155-13 bias ply

whitewalls. For sub and compact cars.

545-2040, 9 to 5.

Rossignol FP comp 203cm like new 125$
Brian 549-0095

FOUND
~

Did you lose your puppy? We found an 8
month old black spaniel and want to find its

owner. Please call Holly or Jenny any time
at 546-9210 keep trying!

HELP WANTED
Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Windsurfer? Business major or other en-
trepeneurial type? Call 546-9120 8 AM -

noon

LOST
""

Dark green Greenfield High hockey
jacket call 256-0742

1 navy blue wrestling jacket lost 9/26 at

UMass football game. Call Steve at 6-4308

Lost heavy blue sweater between
Boyden Gym and Machmer if found please
call Mike 8. at 546-6789

MASSAGE THERAPY

Strictly theraputic soothing Swedish
massage Ellen O'Rourke MsT 256-8320

MOTORCYCLES

80 Honda CB750F best condition call

549-1092 or 253-9794

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Televisions, Tape
Decks, Stereos & Car Stereos. Sound in

Motion 266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst.
Behind Silverscape Designs, 253-9341

FOR SALE
~

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best of-

fer 549-5669

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best
offer 549-5669

Down sleeping bag 4 season 8" loft

modified mummy 6' + length xcellent con.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Save 40% off retail price on new Guild,

Gibson, Ovation, Rickenbacker and
Yamaha guitars. Also, discounted prices on
Marshall and Polytone amps, strings and
accessories. We buy used Fender, Gibson,
and Martin guitars. The Guitar Workshop,
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-1728

PERSONALS

Win a house by yourself or with friends in

the Amherst Jaycees $60,000.00 new home
raffle. Tickets are $100.00. 300 left.

Available at Commonwealth Federal Bank,
Jones Neylon Insurance, DH Jones Real
Estate

Countdown: 3 days

Rallyl

Rally!

Rallyl

Attention Students: E £r E Adventure the
Flea Market in Millers Falls Center has
everything you need furniture, (jots and
pans, clothing, etc. at prices you can af-

ford! Open Thurs to Sun 10 to 5 call

6593731

Collegian
Classified Display

Advertising

Gets Good Results

Happy Birthday. Love

Wondering where everybody is? They're
in the SUB. Why aren't you? Come and join

us at RSO EXPO '81.

Joe Happy Anniversary! Thank you for a
wonderful year. I hope we'll spend many
more together. I love you and miss you!
Kim

Off-Campus Students: Vote Dave
Tierney for Student Senate Oct 5 Er 6 he's a
guy you can depend on!

Use A Class Display Ad
For. . .Best Attention

Just $1.00 Per Line Per Day
My Little Iguana.
available if you are
spit in her eye

.Where are you? I'm

LOVE, The one with

MB Brittany Keep practicing by the silo. .

.A Fan

Wendy the "W" - Belated Happy Birth-

day. Maybe take me to "The Willow" for
mine ? Much love, H
Full Gospel Bible Study Tues Oct. 6th CC
805-809 8-10 PM

CLASS DISPLAY ADS
LIKE THIS

IN THE COLLEGIAN
ARE A GREAT WAY

TO REACH EVERYONE

QUICK SALE

72 VW Beetle excellent condition call

549-5347

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Philadelphia Wed oct 7

call Jodit 253-9005 will share exp.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10

PM-7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent

in Amherst call 256-6183

Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10

Pm - 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent

in Amherst call 256 6183

Condomates wanted Amherst Fields,

luxury call 549-5380

Needed immediately - 1 normal male to

share room in apt 90$ inci heat call Rick

253-9579

SERVICES

Free-lance Typing writing help, small of-

fice organizing. Faculty and student work
welcome. Top skills, reasonable rates.

Amherst 549-0518 8 am to 9 pm
Improve your grades! Research
catalog -306 pages- 10,278 topics -Rush
$1 .00 Box 25097C Los Angeles, 90025 (213)
477-8226

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Your research data statistically analyi-
ed by Ph.D. psychologist. Efficiency and
accuracy guaranteed. For details caN
253 5262 or 253-7374

Today's the day! RSO EXPO '81 in the
Student Union Ballroom from 10 to 3 FirnJ

out what it's all about! Sponsored by Mor-
tarboard Honor Society and the Scouting
Club. SGA finded

THE MUSEUM DIREKTORS ~
UMass' own New Wave Rock and Roll
Rand available for hiring. For info call Paul
253-5080 we have the energy and
crankability

TRAVEL
~

Weekend Get-A-Way! take yourself &
friends to - Montreal - for a PARTY
WEEKEND. Enjoy booze and leave the driv-

ing up to us. Also have a chance to win a
trip to DAYTONA BEACH Spring Break all

for just $79.00 Call Lisa for more details
665-2578

USED AUTO PA nS
Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel

584-2832

WANTED
Babysitters fall semester, various times,
days. Come to Child Care Office, 213
Berkshire House, between 9 and 2, Monday
-Friday

Highest Prices Paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst.
Monday-Saturday 10 am 6 pm Licensed
by the Town of Amherst, member of
Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

Wanted immediately! Workstudy person
for Collegian. Tuesday morning and Thurs-
day morning, other hours available. See
Maureen 8:30 3:30

DVF presents:

BETTY WILLIAMS
co-recipient of the 1977

Nobel Peace Prize

speaking on:

"Can There Be Peace
In Northern Ireland?"

Tuesday, Oct. 6, 1981
8:00 P.M.

Student Union Ballroom
Admission: FREE

School Year Calendars
pocket size and desk size

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

^zm mStO^

TWOFERS ARE BACK
2 for 1 Rail Drinks

2 for 1 Drafts

2 for 1 Happy Hours
4-6 hors d'oeuvres

10 - Midnight
Great Lunches and Dinners
Across from Fire Station

.57 'yJ'iMMnt St. 253-5141
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12 Great Stores Serving Western Massachusetts vriA

AMHERST 534 Main St BELCHERTOWN 9 Mam St CHICOPEE 182 Exchanoe

plr^F^Pn^.^r'^'oor^"*"'
^' ^^'''''•'^ " ^"^* ^» PALMER 416 MalnsfPINE PO.NT 226 Boston Rd SPRINGFIELD 727 Main St TURNERS FALLS

W,IMUA.Jcp'^T^^^'^^°
'''^""^' west SPRINGRELD 246 Memorial AveWILLIMANSETT 831 Chlcopee St

GREETINGS COLLEGIANS
Bring this ad to either our Amherst or Belchertown stores and
get a baseball cap (limited supply) and a "Tradesman's Card"
which will entitle you to special price considerations

Getting)burDegree?

CONGMTVIATKyNS
(got somewhere to go?)

Amherst
534 Main St. FREE Belchertown

9 Main St.

hiistoneir
HAPCO

Collegiate

Special

$4.79
Gallon
(no limit)

Proven protection against rust
and corrosion for all metals.

(offer expires Oct. 19)

COME TO HAPCO
"Where There's Always A Parts Pro To Help You"

CareerHacementRegistryCPR)

CanShowthe Way

If you're a senior, you'll be job hunting soon-and
everyone knows how much fun that is. 300 resumes
saving forever for stamps . . . that letter to Dream Corp
youve written 12 times. You're beginning to wonder if
you II ever attract anyone's attention.

Why not let Dream Corp. come to you?
CPR could be the answer. We're an informalion

service that will give over 10,000 employers in 44 countries
access to your complete records. (Any idea how much
.stamps for J 0.000 letters would cost?)

Here's how ii works: You fill out a short form, listing
your career and geographic preferences, your special skills
your GPA This information is fed into the DIALOG
nformation Retrieval Service-a sysu m used by businesses

large and small, by research firms, accounting andinsurance
companies, publishers, advertising agencies, international and
multinational corporations, most of the Fortune 1 ,000.

Employers search through computer terminals for a
combination of factors, .such as your decree, your languages your
cxiracurruiilar background, and so on. If you have what they
want, sou wont have to gn lin-ir aiiemion.

They'll come to you.
Insiani access, insiani searching, instant results. All for $8
L ontaci your Plarcnwni Offue for details and student entry

forms, or fill in the coupon below

j ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I
I I I I r-r^Oear ( PK: Pleate tend me a ttudent data entry form.

\
Mame

.

Ihiivrrsity^

( urnni Mailing Address-Street.

Citv
. Stale

.

— Zip

.

( IHEKR PLACEMENT REGISTRY
.if'2 Sntinii Avi-nue, Alexandria. Virginia 2'>iOI

I I t I I I II I ; I I I ,

Did You Know
our Student Activiti
Funds:

I

• the Collegian?

• WMUA?
• Legal Services?

• Credit Union?

• Outing Club?

• Area Governments?
• UPC?
• Transit Service?

• DVP?

• Office of Triird World Affairs?

and many other groups and organizations^

D/D YOU KNOW THAT ALL THESE
GROUPS MAY BE IN JEOPARDY

WITHOUT YOUR HELP?
Please support the Student Activities Fee Increase

REFERENDUM: OCTOBER 5th and 6th^ Questions? Call Rich Goldman, 545-0341

* Modettes
iCoiiegi^n 15

Continued from page 6

The sonKs were inventive, energetic and fun anda houKh some of the harm<.nies and mel.Kli.s \l7uZ
l.fted from fam.har 60's hits, they sounde,! <liff 'ren andexcitmg m this new context.
Though the Modettes haven't had the exposure of agroup hke the GO GO's (whom they are often compared

to), they managed to capture the audience, from the first
a-cappella-'Ia-la-la's; to the third and finrendlre
Everyone fell for their stylistically eccentric brand of p<,p.

* Football
Confimied from page 16

Despite being on the backside <,f the final .score theMmutemen defen.se did not have a bad game overall Nose
guard Raymond Benoit (in on 13 tackles. 1 QB sack) and
defeasive end George Lewis (2 sacks) gave (Jrimsich trou-
ble all game and tne entire .s,,ua(l coml>mert to force Kam
punts on several key third down and shortage situations

It IS ridiculous to judge the Minuteman's worth on the
basis of one performance, although certain aspects of their
demise were present in the previous two DM wins, and the

1 told you can sit on the back burner for a couple of more
games, but the Mmutemen must improve their overall
ganie il they wish to play more than nine games thlsyt-ar

.h!r. '"''^^,r''
^'^^=*'"^' *h^' ^«" ^'"'' ^^- know it. Ourcharacter will come out.

The Minutemen travel to Newark to face the Universitv
.

I)e aware this week while Rhode Island entertains Nr-theastern University in Kingston.

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

It was six o'clock. Saturday evening, and the UMass
Uassic in Boyden Gym was almost over. It remained for
the two remaining women's volleyball teams to fight it out
for the championship.
As the match played on. the University of

Massachusetts team took down the remaining nets and
counted the game balls to see if any were missing
UMass finished seventh out of sixteen teams in the

Classic, which featured several teams that played in last
year s regional playoffs.

"We had a shot to be in the finals." said UMass coach
t.laine Sortino. "But we still have a way to go There were
some good teams here - the competition was a lot tougher
than what we've been facing. To play these teams and tocome that close to beating them shows that we are im-
provmg. but we also need more work. I think as the season
goes on, we II continue to grow."
The Minutewomen faced the University of Rhode Island

Friday night. In that, the first match of pool play com-
pelilion. UMass roared to a 14 10 lead in the first game
only to see the lady Rams climb back with good middle
blocking and some bad serves by the Minutewomen URI
took the game 16 14. Mistakes continued to plague UMass
as UR^ blocked its way to a 15 10 win in the second game of

UMass rebounded against Cortland State College, with
he help of ace serving by Patti Philbin and strong spiking
by Lllen Braun and Jo Ann Siler. The Minutewomen swept

CSC. 15 12. 15 13.

In the quarterfinals against the University of New
Haven. UMass attacked its way to a 15 9 win in the first
game. UNH won the deciding game. 15 6. by stopping aUMass rally late in the game with some timely spikes and
ace serving.

It was a tired and unspirited UMass squad that faced
Sou hern Connecticut State College. It didn't take long for
Southern to sweep the Minutewomen. 15 3. 15 4 forUMass never really got into the match.
UMass look on Hofstra University for seventh place Itwas f«"t two hours between this match and the Southern

match, and UMass had time to collect themselves. They
lought off a stubborn Dutchwomen defense to post a 15-11
2-15. 15-3 win.

'

New Haven, the Minutewomens quarterfinal opponent,won the Classic by beating Springfield College in three
games. Finishing third was URI. followed by Providence
College. Southern. Ithaca College. UMass. Hofstra.
Syracuse University, Cortland. New York Technical.
Central Conn. State College. Northeastern University, the
University of New Hampshire, the University of Con-
necticut and Queens.
The Minutewomen. now at 12-8. will travel to New

Haven this weekend^ for the Southern Connecticut
Tournament.
The UMass junior varsity began its season Friday af-

ternoon by losing to the Harvard University varsity teamm three games. Its home season will begin this Saturday
against Fitchburg State College at NOPE gym beginning

the careerdecisionyoumake today
could influence nationalsecuritvim

1
For professionals at NSA contribute to the dual

missions of foreign intelligence production and
communications security

Our Electronic Engineers, Computer Sdentists and
Mathematicians are woridng with s>sems at the

cutting edge of technology.

Career opportunities and challenge await you in

any of these NJ;^ career fields.

Electronic Engineering: There are oppor-

tunities in a variety of research and development

projects ranging from individual equipments to very

complex iiiteraaive systems involving large numbers
of microprocessors, mini-computers and computer

graphics. Professional growth is enhanced through

interaction with highly experienced NSA professionals

and through contacts in the industrial and academic
worids. Facilities for engineering analysis and design

automation are amolig the best available.

Computer Science: At NSA you'll discover one
of the largest computer installations in the world with

almost every major vendor of computer equipment

represented. NSA careers provide mixtures of such
disciplines as systems analysis and design, scientific

applications programming, data base management
systems, operating s-)«ems, computer networidii^

security and graphics.

Mathematics: You'll wori( on diverse Agency
problems applying a variety of mathematical disci-

plines. Specific assignments might include solving

communications-related problems, performing long-

range mathematical research or evaluating new
techniques for communications security.

Linguistf: NSA offers a wide range of challeng-

ing assignments for Slavic, Near Eastern and Asian

language majors involving translation, transcription

and analysis/reporting. Newly-hired linguists can
count on receiving advanced training in their primary

languages and can plan on many years of continued

professional growth.

NSA also offers a salary and benefit program that's

truly competitive with private industry There are

assignments for those who wish to travel and abun-
dant good living in the Baltimore-Washington area,

for those;who wish to stay close to home

Countless cultural, historical, recreational and
educational opportunities are just minutes away from

NSA's convenient suburban location.

At NSA your future will be linked to the nation's.

The vital role that the National Security Agency plays

demands and ensures constant challenge and profes-

sional growjth.

lb find iut more about NSA career opportunities,

schedule an|interview through your college placement

office For additional infomiation fcn the National

Security Agenc>; fill in the infomiation blank below
and send it to Mr. Bernard Norveli, College Recniit-

ment Manager, National Security Agency, Attn: Office

of Employment (M32R), Fort George G. Meade
Maryland 20755.

An Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. citizenship

required

The National
1 Security
Agency

More thanjust a career.

I

Id like more information aboui career opportuniiies with NSA

Name (print)

Address

I
[Jegree l;evfI

.

I

I University _

Phone No

Maiof __

.^!^
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Visit Any Center
And See For Yourself

Why We Make The Difference

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

In Amherst:
264 N. Pleasant St
(413)253 5108/5283

For Information About
Other Centers In More Than
90 Major tJ.S. Cities & Abroad'»!<

Outside N.Y. state

CALL TOLL FRCE
1^100-223-1782
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Rams sleepwalk past UMass
By STEPHEN FKEKER
Colletrian Staff

Saturday's Alumni Stadium matchup
between the University of Khode Island
and the I'niversity of Massachusetts foot-
ball Minutemen was hilled as a hard-
hitti^^^ action-packed Yankee Conference
battle Ix^ween the URI '-Hi^^ Flay Offense"
and the I'Mass "Bij,' Stop Defense" in

pre^ame synopses.
What transpired mstead. in an injx.rtant

first (.t the season league encounter for the
Mmutemen. was a ^ame-lon^r. drawn-out

P""V/;^*^'"^ .^''^''•cise which ended in a
lb-10 final m Rhode Island's fav<,r marrinK
Massachusetts' so far perfect recrd (now

With a 21- 10 decision over the Tniversitv
of Maine last week. I'RI i.s now unbeaten in
Yankee Conference play (2-0). 3-1 overall.

Usually when two teams fi^ht it out for
60 minutes in a close, evenly-played con-
test, an oft-heard statement is. "it's too
bad one team had to lose.

'

After Saturday's sleepwalkers' conven-
tion. f£tns leaving- Alumni must have l^een
thin^inK \vhat a shame it was that one of
the two teams was able to walk away with
a win.

The air was filled with fcn.tballs all pime
lon^' in this kicking exhibition as the two
s<.juads each punted in double figures
(l^RI 1 1, I'M- 10) and each team attempted
two field kohIs. »>ne \r^^^^\ ihree-fxjinter
apiece.

Massachusetts place-kicker Crai^
Homenkc. moved up to the numl)er one
spot after last week's 4H-yard jjame-winner
ajfainst Dartmouth College, scored all the
points in the entire first half when he
knocked a 21 -yard chip shot thnui^'h the
upri^ifhts with nine minutes to>,'o in the first
half.

This lone tally was the culmination of the
only extended offensive drive for either
team in the jrame and even this would not
lieen true if not for an amazinjj individual
performance by I'M talkback (iarrv Fear-
son who accounted for 40 yards of the
51 -yard scoring drive on ei^ht carries.
The junior Bristol. Conn, native grinded

out an even 100 yards in the first half alone
a pass from I'M quarterback Barrett
McCirath on the ten-yard line and sprinted
into the end zone.

'•'Il«ri:iil (ili.il.. In \ If,,, hi\\ III

'

THE WORKHORSE - UMass tailback Garry Pearson (22) was on;
bright light in his teams 16-10 loss to the University of Rhode Island
tiaturday. Pearson rushed for 121 yards and a touchdown.
Mc(]rath started the game and was fill- URI defense that was the most fired-uo.ng in for the injured (shoulder) UM regular and hard-hitting, if not he b^st *'D'' theDean Pecev.ch. The sophomore Catholic Minutemen hf^e faced tS s seasonMemorial prcxiuct had h.s problems with a McGrath was 7 for 21 in the pL com^

tion department and had six attempts slap-

ped down by Ram defenders, three broken-
up by senior URI linebacker Dennis Talbot,

and ended up with 121 for the game as well

as a late Minuteman score when he caught

"I don't put the blame on anyone in-

dividually," UM head coach Bob Pickett
said. "It was a team effort. Out field posi-
tion was i:K)or all game and you have to
credit Rhode Island because they have a
good defensive team."

"I realize that not having Pecevich was a
bit of a factor, but we are missing a few
good people too." URI head coach Bob
Griffin said. "We stayed with our game
plan and it worked out pretty well. It was a
big win for us."

Apparently part of URI's game plan was
to memorize game films of Massachusetts'
offensive attack as its defense seemed to be
right in the hole ready to make the hit on
the majority of UM plays. The
Ma.ssachusetts blocking was there, but the
point producers could not get on the right
track.

A telling statistic is that out of fifteen
third down conversion attempts in the
game, Massachusetts made a first down
only once, none in the second half.

Rhode Island's Big Flay "0". which
should be renamed the "Big F'unt Offense"
after Saturday's 11 -kick performance, did
not d(» much better, converting on only two
of fifteen th ird down attempts.

Its only saving grace was the play ot split
end T. .1. DelSanto who rushed for 54 yards
on three carries using an inventive URI
wide receiver reverse play which turned in-
to ITRI's game-winning points when the
juni(jr Ram pass-catcher raced 1 1 yards in-
to the end zone in the fourth (]uarter after
taking a handoff from QB Dave Grimsich.

Besides keeping the Minutemen scorers
in check, the Ram defense also contributed
offesively on a fluke play midway through
the third quarter.

McGrath stepped back to pitch to Pear-
son on his own 20-yard line but his toss
went away and tumbled into the UM end
zone. Pearson made a vain effort to
recover, but the ball was snagged by URI
middle guard Barney Rinaldi for six Ram
points.

Continued on page 15._. _ ^ f"^" '-v'lnpic- L,oniin

Vermont hands women kickers first loss
BURLINGTON. Vt. - Under rainy skies

and m below 40 degree temperatures, on a
field that seemed to be a sea of mud. the
University of Massachusetts women's soc-
cer team dropped its first loss of the season

to the University of Vermont, 2-0.
Vermont's first goal came 14 minutes in-

to the first half, by UVM's Heidi Comeau
off a pass from Grace Emmert.
Their second goal was 18 minutes before

the end of the game. Comeau's second of
the game, due to a Minutewomen defense
error.

However, the women kickers did not
play a bad game as they outshot Vermont
15 to 7. "We made their goalie look good."
head coach Kalekeni Banda said.

"They just shot everything. We weren't
looking for the ball. When we shot on goal
none of the forwards followed through."
Banda said. "We didn't play with the same
intensity as we did against Brown Univer-
sity. Roxann Donatini (the UMass
goaltender) made some gocnl saves, she
tried her best."

"We were a better team, but the field

should have been condemned." Banda said.

"We weren't used to playing under these
conditions and they were."

Friday the Minutewomen were ranked
second in New England, behind the Univer-
sity of Connecticut, and fourth in the na-
tion, behind Cortland "SUte College,
UConn, and the University of North'
Carolina.

The Minutewomen host the number one
in New England University of Connecticut
Wednesday at 3 p.m. on the lower NOPE
field.

Pats dump Chiefs

FOXBORO. Ma.- New England Patriots
quarterback Matt Cavanaugh threw for
one touchdown and ran for another to lead
the Pats to their first victory of the season
33-17 over the Kansas City Chiefs.

The Patriots, off to their worst start
since 1975 (0-4) adopted
strategy and it worked.

a gambling

TRACKING HIM DOWN - UMass middle guard Raymond Wnoit
(89) gets a bead on URI quarterback Dave Grimsich (white, with ball) in
Saturday's game. Benoit was in on 13 Minuteman tackles on the game.

Cavanaugh found Ha.sselbeck at the
Chief's nine-yard and the tight end ran it in
for a TD. Cavanaugh 's score came on a
fourth and one play when he faked out the
Chief defense by acting out a handoff in the
line but instead keeping the ball and runn-
ing around the right end.

Cavanaugh hit tight end Don Hasselbeck
with a touchdown 5:51 into the first
(|uarter after fullback Sam Cunningham
set up the play with a dive for a first down
with a fourth down and inches situation for
the Pats.

Cavanaugh, starting his third game since
replacing Steve Grogan, completed 10 of
19 pa.s.ses for l(i2 yards with two intercep-
tions.

^

Tony Collins, who led the Pats running
attack with 96 yards, scored in the third
quarter to cap a 71 -yard New England
scoring drive keyed by a 41 -yard screen
pass from Cavanaugh to fullback Mosi
Tatupu.

Cajnpus buildings not adjusted to temp dropBy PAUL BELVEL
-Collegian Staff

The dropping temperatures that accompany the chanee
from summer to autumn are causing problems in many
buildings on campus.
Some buildings, such as Herter and Bartlett Halls, are

almost unbearably hot. while others, most notably theCampus Center, are very cold.
-rhese extreme temperatures are caused by problems

hat resulted when the Physical Plant attempted to turn
the heat on m many of the buildings. Peter Wozniak.
I'tiysical Plant operations engineer, said.

When we go from summer operations to winter

WoSTaid'""*'
""^ ^^^ equipment needs to be worked on."

Wozniak said that until the Physical Plant can work onhe equipment, there is very little relief for those suffering
from the heat or cold.

^

In the hot buUdings. the thermostats have to be
call ,rated to deal with the shift from air conditioning to
heating m the newer buildings. In the older buildings, the
old equipment has to have basic maintenance work done on

Wozniak said he expects the problems to be ironed out
by the middle of this week.

MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

In ihe Campus Cenier. ihe heat has not even been
turned on yet. Dudley Bridges, the manager of building
operations for the Campus Center, sent a memo to the
I hysical Plant requesting that they turn the heat on this
week. The heat was not scheduled to be turned on until the
week of October 26.

Right now. the Physical Plant is trying to fix the
problems that have ari.sen in the Campus Center's heatine
system. Bridges said.

'They're going to work all night on the system." Bridges
said. "They've run into a problem, and they've been
downstairs working on the system all day."

Bridges .said the heat should be working sometime soon
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Voting will wrap up today
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff.

Today is the last day to vote for
Undergraduate Student Senators, and fb
decide on a referendum concerning a raise
in the Student Activities Fee.
The polling plac for Orchard Hill and

Central is Franklin Dining Commons, for
Sylvan and Northeast is Worcester and for
Southwest, students should choose the
dining commons closest to their dorms.
Commuters and Greeks can vote outside
the Hatch. All places will be open from 9
a.m. until 5 p.m.

Senators wiU be elected from each

dormitory, as well as from off campus and
the Greek system. All 130 seats in the
senate are open.

Included in the ballot is a referendum
asking students if they favor an increase in
the Student Activities Fee. which student
government leaders feel necessary to
continue the level of services funded by the
Student Activities Trust Fund. The in-
crease would be from $84 to $94 a year.

If accepted by the student body, the
proposal would be reviewed by the ad
ministration, various organizations on
campus, and undergo final review by the
University of Massachusetts Board of
Trustees.

On to DC congress for $ aid
By ED LEVINE
Collegian Staff

On October 25, about eighty University
of Massachusetts students and ad-
ministrators will travel to Washington.
D.C. to canvass the halls of Congress Fob-
bying for financial aid.

Gerry Grady. UMass community rela-
tions director, said he will lead the lobby ef-
fort for the second year. Last fall, about 50
students spent two days in the nation's
capital talking to lawmakers and their
aides, urging them to .support higher fun-
ding for educational programs.
Grady said about .30 members of his

political science 305 class, "the legislative
process," will join members of Students
Advocating Financial Assistance (SAFA)
in the lobby effort. SAFA was formed for
last year's lobby action, originally a project
in Grady's class.

Brad (k)ldstein. 20. a sophomore political
science and Spanish major from Fram-
ingham. .said Art Jackson of the Financial
Aid Office and Diedre Ling, head of
Academic Support Services, will also ac-
company the students. They will be hosted
in Washington by Rep.' Silvio Conte,
R-Pittsfield.

In order to qualify for the trip, interested
.students must attend at least four training
.sessions and be able to pa.ss a test of finan-
cial aid problems and lobbying procedures.
Gt>ldstein said.

The first training session, which Golds-
tein said is "mandatory" for all those
wishing to go, will Ik- held at 5 p.m. today
in Campus Center room 803. The second
meeting will be held on Thursday and
others will be held on Tuesday and Thurs-
day next week and the week after.

Goldstein said the trip, which will be

Continued on page 11

UM welcomes Title 9
lorweek of awareness

J

By ANN BORSKI
Collegian Correspondent

Title Nine Awareness Week, at the
University of Mas.sachu.setts Campus
Center will be October fifth through ninth
under the direction of Mary Kay Yearin of
the National Women's Student Coalition.
The Women's Caucus is sponsoring the

table set up to provide form letters to our
Congress expressing opposition to the ef-
forts underway to diminish or repeal the
provisions of Title IX.
This law. established in 1972. is an educa-

tional amendment which states that "No
person in the United States shall, on the
basis of sex, be excluded from participation
in, be denied the benefits of. or be sub-
jected to discrimination under any educa-
tion program or activity receiving federal
financial assistance."

"We regard Title IX as the equal rights
law for women in education," Donna
Brazille of the N.W.S.C. said.

"There has been an overwhelming
response from women students around the
country concerning Vice Pres. Bushs' pro-
posed regulatory changes that will weaken
the enforcement powers of Title IX," she

said.

Senator Orrin Hatch of Utah has in-
troduced a deal to diminish and repeal
coverage of Title IX completely.
On Monday, Oct. 5 a press conference

was held to kick off the National Title IX
Awareness Week. Speakers included Con-
gresswoman Patricia Schroeder from Col-
orado and Margaret Kohn, Attorney of the
National Women's Center for Law.
Over 19 sponsors have joined in this ef-

fort, including the League of Women
Voters. Americans for Democratic Action,
National Women's Political Caucus. Na-
tional Womens Studies Assoc, Assoc, for
Intercollegiate Athletic for Women. Na-
tional Student Education Fund, Nat. Third
World Student Coalition, Womens Equity
Action League, and the U.S. Student
Assoc.

The main goals of the "Awareness
Week" are to educate and inform, and to
bring on a challenge to stop the assault on
Title IX.

Mary Kay Yearin. organizer of the table
set up on campus, encourages students to
i^how their concern in the issue by signing a
form letter to the Congress provided at this
table.

POPPPPPf ir ^^.. t.1 A II . .
Coll»|fi«n photo bv M(|t Tempi*
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World and national news

ma • ^ ,, . _ AP I^nerphnln
Maine folk singer Jud Strunk. pictured at the

btatehouse with his horse, is reported to have
been in a fatal plane crash near the Carrabasset
Valley airport yesterday afternoon.

CIA to infiltrate
WASHINGTON (AP) - A draft presidential order

would allow the CIA to infiltrate domestic groups and
with the attorney general's approval, secretly influence
their activities, government sources said yesterday
The document is the third draft of a revised executive

order which the Reagan administration has sent to Capitol
Hill. It would replace guidelines issued by President
Carter in January 1978 to govern the conduct of U.S
intelligence agencies.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Fuel costs reduced for
Amherst residents
SPRINGFIELD - A New York based company has

defaulted on its contract to supply heating oil to 10 western
Massachusetts municipalities participating in a state
sponsored joint buying program expected to save them
$700,000. officials said..

The pilot program, involving Springfield. Amherst.
Chicopee. Hampden, Northampton. Palmer. Pelham, West
Springfield. Westfield Wilbraham. the Palmer school
system and the Amherst-Pelham Regional School District,
had been aimed at cutting fuel costs through joint bidding
and purchase. It was to have been expanded to other
regions of the state next winter.

But the Score Oil Co. of Lynbrook. N.Y.. which had been
the low bidder at $1.07655 a gallon, informed the
municipalites last week it could not deliver the fuel, ac
cording to Raymond Turgeon. Springfield's purchasing
agent.

Penn. town called

nation's drug capital
LEWISTOWN. Pa. - Welcome to LewLstown. the

central Pennsylvania cay that law enforcement officials
call the look alike drug capital of the nation.

Capsules packed with the nonprescription stimulants
catleine. ephednne and phenylpropanolamine - the latter

irJrHV'*''^ '" antihistamines - are manufactured in
the Mifflin County area. That's legal.

i^enso ?rom ?K \^\ "
'^^^i'

^^ ^" ^ P«"«" "^^s to get alicense from the state is a $25 check that wont bounceIhe capsules may contain up to 500 milligrams ofstimulant, compared with the 75-100 mg in ^iypiZZet

Polaroid takes Kodak to court
BOSTON (AP) — In a court battle over the invention of

the instant camera. Polaroid Corp. accused its giant rival
Eastman Kodak yesterday of violating its patents in a way
that "strikes at the very heart of Polaroid's business."
At issue is whether Kodak copied technology from

Polaroid in 1976 when it introduced its own instant color
camera and entered Polaroid's exclusive field.

Th|ce of the 10 patents at stake are held by Polaroid's
founder. Edwin H. Land, who was the first witness in the
U.S. District Court trial. Eighteen lawyers — 13 for
Kodak, five for Polaroid — took part in the opening day of
testimony before Judge Rya Zobel, who is hearing the case
without a jury.

Polaroid maintains that Kodak copied parts of its SX 70
camera, which produces selfdeveloping prints without the
necessity of peeling apart two layers of paper.
"Kodak unsuccessfully tried to develop non infringing

methods.
"
said Polaroid lawyer William K. Kerr. "But they

bumped against stone walls and eventually were driven to
infringe upon Polaroid's patents."

This patent infringement, he said, "strikes at the very
heart of Polaroid's business." whereas instant photography

represents "only a very small p^rt of Kodak's overall
business." *

Frank T. Carr. a Kodak attorney, countered that
Polaroid, by obtaining a myriad of patents protecting
minor modifications, has tried to keep ils exclusive hold on
the instant photography business.

"The market is there for anyone who can develop and
sell a product." Carr said. "Polaroid has viewed this as a
domain that no one can enter except at terrible risk."
Carr maintained that Polaroid's patents are invalid, even

though Kodak employed its own research to develop its

instant camera.
In a pre trial brief. Kodak argued: "Polaroid's penchant

for patenting every slight improvement rather than only
true innovations has led to a vast inventory of look-alike
patents, ponderous in size, bewildering in complexity, but
differing only in trivial and predictable respects from each
other and from the prior art. The 10 patents in suit fall

squarely in this category."

Six of the 10 involve rollers, gears and other parts inside
the cameras, while the other four cover the chemistry and
workings of the film.

Opinion on abortion divided
NEW YORK (AP) - Americans are divided over

whether abortion is right or wrong, but a majority thinks it
should be legal, the latest Associated Press NBC News poll
says.

Among those who personally believe abortion is wrong
more than 40 percent say it still should be legal, says the
Sept. 28 29 telephone poU of 1.601 adults in a nationwide
scientific random sampling.

Asked. "Do you personally believe that abortion is
wrong.' 44 percent said it is not wrong and 49 percent said
it IS wrong, with 7 percent not sure. Among those who said
abortion is wrong. 2 of 5 said they think abortion should
not be illegal.

Seventy eight percent of aU respondents said the
decision U) have an abortion should be left to a woman and
her physician. This result is in line with past AP-NBC
News polls in which 3 of 4 respondents consistently say
abortion is between the woman and her doctor.
Two thirds of the respondents in this poll said they

oppose a constitutional amendment which would make
abortions illegal.

The U.S. Supreme Court legalized abortion in 1973
saymg the decision is a matter between a woman and her
doctor during the first three months of pregnancy The
ruling said government may impose medical requirements
to protect the woman's health during the second trimester
and may interfere to protect the fetus as well as the
mother during the last three months of pregnancy

Younger people. liberals and those with college degrees
were the most likely respondents to say abortion is not
wrong.

People with children 17 or younger were slightly more
likely than people without minor children to say abortion is
wrong, to favor a constitutional amendmer.. prohibiting
abortion and to say that abortion should not be left to the
woman and her physician.

But even among respondents with children 17 oi*
younger, those who said they think abortion is wrong were
just as likely as people without minor children to say
abortion should not be illegal.

One-third of the people who said abortion should be left
to the woman and her physician said they personally think
abortion is wrong, but they also said by a 2-1 ratio that it
should be legal.

Among people who identified themselves as born-again
Christians, 34 percent said they personaUy believe
abortion is not wrong, 38 percent said it is wrong and
should be lUegal, 20 percent said it is wrong but should not
be illegal and 8 percent were unsure.
Among Roman Catholics, 40 percent said they per-

sonally beUeve abortion is not wrong. 33 percent said it is
wrong and should be illegal, 22 percent said it is wrong but
should not be illegal and 5 percent were not sure.

_ And one-third of those who identified themselves as
Roman Catholics said they favor a constitutional amen-
dment banning abortion.

the counter caffeine stimulant. And the drugstore variety
do not contain ephednne and phenylpropanolamine
The distributors .say the capsules are for use as dieting

aids or to improve alertness, but law enforcement
authorities say they are being sold individually to teen-
agers. ''

Weinberger opposed
WASHINGTON - Secretary of Defense Caspar

Weinberger said yesterday that putting MX missUes in
strengthened silos will "give us the strongest possible
deterrent forces as quickly as we can get them," but the
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff disagreed.

Air Force Gen. David L. Jones told the Senate Armed
Services Committee "I remain to be convinced" that the
missiles can be made invulnerable to Soviet attack by any
means other than the so-called "shell game" of multiple
bases the Reagan administration abandoned. ^
Jones said he did not necessarily speak for all of the joint

.chiefs.
'

. The administration s decision to build 100 MX missiles
and put some of them in reinforced vacant Titan missile
silos drew support from some senators and criticism from
others.
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Women map civil movement
IDT A D T t:^«»t

Collegian 3

By CARLA R. LESH
Collegian Staff

1950s. 60-s. and 70s pave^ the l^tr t^rn'"'"'
"" '^'

made by the movement ^ ^^' advancements

Judith Schenck of the School of Social Work at SmithCoUege grew up in the midst of what she called an^at

aTdtriti Ta^/"
''•"'"'PP' ^"^ AlabtLt'fheTssS-sana bu s This early exposure to racist views in the Sonf h

rzv:i if^hiTr ^" ''^ ^'^^ HighL^Mov^^et

StudL"s'/:SUUu^UrrLl''^^^^"^^ '' ''' ^--'^

wom?n"'^i"f^, ^^n .fLP^'-'^^'^es of the "cannon fodderwomen of the Civ.l Rights Movement in the South, she

rIhu M^''""*'
7""^"

r*'^
''""" ^^«" ^tive in the CivilRights Movement over the past few decades

"thr!,""°" ^"^^f""
'^°'"®" '^^^P 0" being there." she said,the movement happens because of them "

The world she grew up in was "a world at war wherethere was no safe ground from the powers of hateStanding tall only meant standing"

^J^ZS'^^''/^\'T^
'^'^* ^^' P'-esented by the mediaas a poor tired, black, woman unaware of the consequences

of her actions when she refused to give a white man herseat on a bus m Montgomery, Alabama in 1954.

By CHERYL RUBECK
Collegian Correspondent

'

Samuel F. Conti, acting dean of engineering, recently

Foundar
^
fK^^'-.r

'^'"'"^ ^'•°'" '^' Exxon Education
Foundation that will increase salaries of untenured faculty
in the Chemical Engineering Department
The grant, which will provide the Department of

Chemical Lngmeering with $20,000 a year for five years is
part of a $15 million Exxon program in support 'of
engineering education. Five million of that amount will
support 100 teaching fellows (graduate students) for three

In fact. Parks had been very active in the National

iN^ArT i""'
^^^ Advancement of Colored PeopleNAACP) and was an officer in the Montgomery chapter atthe time of the mc.dent. She was very aware of the con-

sequences of her action, Schenck said.

Schenck went on to mention women, black and whitewho suffered harrassment and threats as a^esuTt of the';eforts. Fannie Lou Hamer tried for months to reg^ter tovote and was arrested and beaten by police in MissfssTppi

19% ?h!."r t^M ^
."""^'i^^

'" ^^^ University of Alabama in1956 the fu-st black student ever to enroU. was suspendedand finally expelled "for her own safety" to prSt herfrom the campus riots, she said.
<-" protect tier

"Once something is begun vou can't «t,.n . •*•

spreading like kazol " Schen'ck said refrri^gt^he risl'awareness of the Civil Rights Movement.
""^"^^^^ "^'"«

Threats by the whites were used to keep the blacks inline, threats were sufficient because when the tl^rea swere carried out the results were monstrous, she sa dShe cited examples of the "night riders" and the KuKlux

SoIltrTrwTheriltt^^^^^^^^
television. It was different from thei^ iT. of who th^ sawthemselves as." Schenck said.

wnomey saw

I.. ..4. Cj . , .
«»ll«ICi«" photo bv .N«nci»

Judith bchenck speaks about the Civil Riehts
Movement as part of the Women's Studies Fall
Colloquium Series yesterday at the 6th floor
lounge of Thompson Tower.

years. The remaining $10 mUlion will provide 100 salary
support grants in engineering departments and allied
programs in earth sciences and computer sciences

"It will enable us to recruit and retain untenured faculty
in the department of Chemical Engineering," Conti said

In recent years UMass. as well as many other american
universities has had a great deal of difficulty hiring
engineering faculty. Conti said.

^

Increasing entry level salaries in many industries have
exceeded teaching salaries for engineers with doctorates
As a result, bachelor's level graduates "don't see any pointmgetimg a PhD." said Conti.

UM
'^Industry is eating its own seed," he said.
Around the country there are over 2.000 unfilled faculty

positions m engineering. Conti said.
^j-It's very clear that there's a shortage of engineers," he

News of the grant was received by the department
approximately three weeks ago, following a meeting atExxon headquarters in New York. UMass was the only
public university in New England to receive a grant fromExxon, which I think says a lot for us." said Conti
Other New England recipients of grants were HarvardBrown, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Plans to beat abortion lawsRw C A I I V L' c r. A XT«>.

HARVEST TIME - The fall harvest of pumpk
the Halloween goblins.

( ollririan pholn hv Mtx Teni^
ins are in and ready for

Newslines...
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By SALLY KERANS
Collegian Staff

Compiled with reports from the Associated
Press

As Congressional hearings on a constitu-
tional amendment allowing states to set
their own policy on abortion began yester-
day in Washington, a group of University
of Massachusetts students, met to devise
strategies to defeat that and other anti-
abortion amendments.
The amendment which gives states the

power to determine whether abortion is il-

legal, is likely to become the focus of debate
later this fall and sources have said it was
designed by Senator Orrin Hatch (R-Utah)
as a palatable alternative to the Human
Life Amendment, proposed by Senator
Jesse Helms.
Senate bill 158. the Human Life amend-

ment, would amend the constitution to
define human life as existing from the mo-
ment of conception and would extend the
Fourteenth Amendment rights to the un-
born.

mmm^mm ^^^^i^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ww^w^^^w

More weekend arrests
Norberg. 20. a University Of Massachusetts student fromAuburn, were arrested at 6:16 p.m. Friday for possession
of marijuana and cocaine with intent to distribute
The arrest resulted from a joint investigation between

the Crime Prevention and Control Unit (CPAC) and theAmherst police. The two men were arrested at 155Orantwood Drive when police entered the residence with a
search warrant, police said.

The Speed and Alcohol Enforcement Program (SAP)
stopped 84 cars this weekend, made one arrest, wrote 41
speeding violations and eight other miscellaneous war-
nings, police reported.

Three deny chaises
By KEN ROSS
Collegian Staff

Three men arrested at last Saturday's UMass footballgame all pleaded mnocent to charges yesterday morning
in Hampshire District Court.

'

Robert Spierdowis. 19. of Norwood was arrested follow-
ing Saturday s game on charges of l)eing disorderly and
^^ t!"""

?^ ''^^^ property. Spierdowis allegedly broke
a beer bottle against the stadium wall and shattered a
plexiglass divider in a police cruiser while in police

custody.

Spierdowis will face a court hearing on November 9
Peter Eliopoulos. 19. of Tyngsboro, who was involved in

the incident with Spierdowis. was arraigned yesterday on
charges of being disorderly and aiding in the escape of a
prisoner. ^

It was correctly reported in Monday's Colhqiari that
Eliopoulos was also charged with destruction of state pro-
perty. Ehopoulous will al.so face a court hearing November

Patrick LaPone. 25. of Caldwell, New Jersey was ar-
rested dunng the Saturday game on charges of being
disorderly. ^

LaPone allegedly "pushed at" a police officer at thepte of Alumni Stadium after he was told to get rid of a
bottle of beer he was trying to bring into the stadium
under his jacket.

LaPone will face a court hearing November 18.

Amherst to vote today
Amherst voters wUI go to the polls today in a caucus

election to narrow the field of selectmen's candidates from
three to two for the Nov. 10 town election.
Jan Dizard of 41 High St., Hubert E. Robert, of 570 Bay

Road, and Fred Steinbeck, of 218 Grantwood Drive. areaU
vying for one seat vacated in July by Donald Routh.

Polls are scheduled to open from noon to 8 p.m. in eight
locations around town: Precinct one. Parish Hall, North
Amherst; precinct two. North Fire Station; precinct three,
Immanuel Lutheran Church; precincts four and five. Bangs
Community Center; precinct six. Fort River School-
precinct seven, Crocker Farm School; precinct eight.'
Munson Library.

It was that bill which prompted a rally
last spring in Springfield sponsored b'y
various Pioneer Valley groups including
the University of Massachusetts Women's
Lssues Team, a part of the Student Center
for Educational Resarch and Advocacy.

The Committeee for Equal Rights and
Reproductive Freedoms (CERRF) grew
out of the Women's Issues Team and was
formed around reporoductive rights for
women.

The group is young but its determination
was illustrated by the 15 women and one
man at yesterday's CERRF meeting as
they divided tasks and cautioned one
another against biting off more than they
could chew.

Yesterday's meeting centered around
setting up workshops for the education of
members, drafting and collecting literature
to educate the rest of the campus and set-
ting up a table in the Campus Center to
distribute leaflets fill petitions opposing
anti-abortion legislation and to inform and
recruit students.

Future program opens
By MARK TEEHAN
Collegian Correspondent

Associate Professor Peter Wagschal of the University of
Massachusetts Future Studies Program has been hired byNew York State's Department of Education to present a
workshop dealmg with how educational needs will chanire
in the coming century.

Wagschal said he was hired as a consultant to New
York s Futuring Project, the purpose of which is to develop
an educational and practical arts curriculum that wUI
reflect the changing needs of the next century.
The workshop will explain what the future studies

program s and why it is relevant to those attending he
said.

"'

"Were going to look at what will happen in the next 20
or 25 years that will make future studies important for
people who are planning occupational and practical arts
curriculum."

Wagschal said he will be assisted by seven or eight
doctoral candidate students from the UMass Future
Studies Program, all of whom will be paid by the state ofNew York for their help. They will alternate in presenting
the one hour workshop to teachers and educational
planners in 14 or 15 different locations throughout the
state.

The workshops will begin in a week and are scheduled to
run through the semester. The futuring project itself is
slated to run through 1985. Wagschal said.
The growing importance of computers is just one area

that will force a change in the way educational programs
are run, he said.

'^*>^
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Begin meets with black leaders
NEW YORK - Some 28 of the countn's tx)p Black

leaders met with Prime Minister Menachem" Begin during
the Israeli leader's visit to the U.S. last week in what both
sides described as a "cordial and fruitful" discussion of af-
firmative action, South Africa and the Black Hebrews of
Israel.

The meeting was sponsored by BASIC - Black
Americans in Support of Israel Committee - led by
veteran civil rights leader Bayard Rustin.
Among the Black leaders" meeting with the Israeli

premier were Benjamin Hooks, executive secretary of the
National Association for the Advancement of Cobred
People (NAACP): Vernon Jordan, president of the Na-
tional Urban League; Carl Holman, president of the na-
tional Urbaii Coalition; and Dorothy Haight. president of
the National Council of Negro Women.
At the end of the meeting. Mr. Begin said he was deeply

pleased with the opportunity to confer with the prominent
Black Americans.
The meeting opened with a statement by the Israeli

ADVISORS TO BOTSWANA

leader on the issue of Black Hebrews who have established
a community in the Negev town of Dimona. He said he
recogTiized that the problems of the Black Hebrews had to
be solved but he pointed out that they refuse to accept
sraeli citizenship and that they continue to make anti-
Israel statements.

Begin also referred to the Black Jews of Ethiopia and
said he was making every possible effort to bring about
their immigration to Israel.

During the question-and-answer period, the Black
^aders raised the issue of Israel's ties with South Africa
Rustin. answenng reporters' questions after the meeting
said that Begin told them Israel had been and is strongly
opposed to apartheid and will speak out against it during
Uie current session of United Nations General Assembly
But, according to Rustin, Begin said Israel ws 'a
beleaguered country and for certain items it must con-
tinue to trade with South Africa.
Rustin said Begin rejected any parallel between the

status of Arabs in Israel and that of Blacks in South

Africa, noting that Arabs in Israel are equal citizens with
the rigiii to vote and enjoy equal rights.
Asked by the Black leaders why Israel refuses to

negotiate with the PLO. Begin said the PLO is a terrorist
organization bent on the destruction of Israel He said
Israel would never allow the establishment of a Palestiman state in Judaea and Samaria (West Bank)
Another matter raised by the Black leaders was affir

mative action. Begin replied that this was an internal mat-
ter between Black Americans and the Jewish community
but promised, nonetheless, to use his good offices with
Jewish leaders he meets in the future.

Issue Statement Supporting Israel
In a statement issued by BASIC Pf< the meeting the

Black leaders said "We made clear .. Mr. Begin our sup-
port for a free and democratic Israel with secure bordersWe indicated that we would do all possible to encourage
the American people, the Reagan Administration and the
Congress to assist Israel to remain free and her borders to
remain secure.

„,^.^^LIAMSTOWN (AP) - Officials of
Williams College and the African nation of
Botswana signed a formal agreement
Monday under which the small liberal arts
college will recruit governmental con-
sultants for the former British colony.

"It will be Williams responsibility to
identify and recommend people for
positions as consultants to various
ministries of government." said economics
professor and program coordinator Stephen
Lewis Jr. "It will involve a completely open
international .search with no restrictions on
nationality."

The colleges relationship with the
landlocked country in southern Africa has

LUTHER

been growing during the last decade, ac-
cording to Lewis, who has spent two of the
past three years in Botswana.

Several of the country's governmental
leaders are graduates of the colleges
Center for Development Economics, a
graduate program aimed at helping mid-
level government employees of developing
nations cope with economic problems
"njque to their countries, he said.

"While much larger institutions such as
Harvard have formal relationships with
foreign nations, we believe this is a first for
a small coUege." said WUliams president
John Chandler.

The college in the extreme northwest
corner of the sute has 1 .800 students.

THIRD WORLD WORSHIP
By CHESTER D. FREEMAN. Jr.

Worship in the Black/Third World
tradition is based on the suffering ex
perience of oppressed people who believe
that the Gospel is freedom and Jesus Christ
is the Liberator. This belief is reflected in a
worship style characterized by openness,
free style, and a closer relationship to life in
which the sacred and secular come together
to affirm God's wholeness.
The celebration of life given by Jesus,

Christ, the Black Messiah, is an important
aspect of worship in this tradition. This
celebration of life emphasizes the historical
power of Black/Third Worid people to
survive despite the adverse affect of racism
and other forms of oppression. In

celebrating life. Black worship affirms that
God is with us in our life experiences.

In the Black Church tradition wor-
shippers are urged to respond spon
taneously as the Spirit moves them i e to
"let go and let God." Worship in this
tradition places emphasis upon three
aspects: sermon, prayer, and music The
sermon is central because it seeks to make
clear that the Word and its proclamation
are more than mere words about God but is
an existential experience of Gods reality
and presence in our lives. They prayer-
places our soul before God seeking mercy
and grace. And the music seeks to affirm
that divine gift of freedom and dignity in
the context of religious worship

OhJ l^E NEWS,
(always heap ABOUT^
<TUE PPlME iMTEQEST^

RATE'

By Brumsic Brandon. Jr.

CCLBS still has a few work/study positions available in
their library. If you have work/study and are available
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.. please conUct Ms. Carol Cox inRoom 214. New Africa House.

f^S^^^
cordially invites all of its students and members

of the Thu-d Worid community to a Reception on Thursday.
October 8th at 7 p.m. in the CCEBS Library. New Africa

^"^^'^SJ^^*'
*^°'"^' ^"^ ^"^ '"e^t the class of 1985 and the

new CCEBS advisors.

DVP presents:

BETTY WILLIAMS
co-recipient of the 1977

Nobel Peace Prize

'fm

speaking on:

"Can There Be Peace
In Northern Ireland?**

Tuesday, Oct. 6, 1981
8:00 P.M.

Student Union Ballroom
Admission: FREE

ITS time to figM bade!

o^^Oveitum the
Reagan program

or cutbacks,
racism and war

PROTEST together"^
""'"^ °^ ^"^^ ^° ^^^^ '"**

Join thousands at th«

ALL-PEOPLES CONGRESS
^^ctolMr 16-18 • Cobo HaH • iMroltThe All-Peoples Congress wtti Include thouaandalffected bvme Reagan program, from national wganSSSiSrnlki?^
borhood associations, from the local dSotSwMrteTtS 2^^
fare organizations, trade unions and sSdeote

Mandolin ^_._
ill house Sunday

£Q\i^gi3a 5

David Grisnuui
SUB, Sun., Oct. 4

By GREG GILES
Collegian Correspondent

The David Grisman Quartet drew a full
house to its f^t Sunday night in the
student Union Ballroom for two fabulous
encores, ending a lighthearted yet firey
concert of raw Dawg Music.

^u-^ ^noi'"'^^
^^"^ consisted of Grisman

T ^^l.^^S Gibson mandolin; Mike Mar
shall. Flonda state violin and mandolin
champ, on guitar; Rob Waserman. who
oured with Dan Hicks for two years,
touting a stand-up bass; and Darol Anger

tiolin"
**^^^'" °"^"'*' ^^"'^ member, on the

For an hour-and a half. Grismans
musical wonders" displayed uncanny

technique and powerful pickin.' Grisman's
mandolin hummed all evening, serenading
and picking with a complacent intensity,
while Marshall gleefully twanged his guitar
as only a violin and mandolin champ could
Anger s violin sizzled away, keeping ones
feet pained with a vigorous twitch as
Wasermans bass beat out humorous thuds
of low frequency." a bassist whose solo's
you could actually dance to.

Together these mellow lads played
twittering tunes like "Dawg Funk"
"Dysentary Stomp." "Pent Up House." (a
i>onny RoUins tune). "Dawgology" and

"Dawg's Bull."

"Dawg was my nickname." says Grisman
I just started applying it throughout my

music. His unusual blend of gypsy-jazz-
bluegrass-rock is hard to label. So he just
calls It Dawg Music and lets the critics
grovel for other labels.

The first signs of disoriented audience
c^ppmg evolved during a piece called
Ricochet." It was the king of music
everyone wanted to clap to. but paid the
price by drowning out the band. In fact
when the last encore began Grisman had to
halt the band and give the audience a mini
^cture on hand-clapping etiquette andDawg Music. "This is dehcate music. We've
got to be able to hear ourselves. It's hard to
hear with all these other rhythms going on
If you re Airto. then you're perectly
welcome to come on up here. If not. just
listen. It was a sobering way to end the
concert but an enlightening one that said
much about Grisman's character.
The 36-year-old Californian said later

Our music has lots of stops and dynamic
changes. We couldn't hear what we were
playing.

" That's basically why he doesn't
use a drummer. "It's more unique this way
Besides. I can't afford a drummer. "

Also noteworthy was Preston Reed
twelve and six string guitarist, who opened
up Grisman's show with some dazzling
fmger picking full of orchestral sounds The
26-year-old. 6'6" Canton. Connecticut
resident played amazing pieces that

ToNiqIfT! I

Room 101 7 pM I

Campus Center
|

ThERE will Be a iviEETiNq I

For i

SpRiNq 1982 iNTERNships i

SrudcfNTs From aH ACAdEMic |

LdiscipUfVEs weLcomc f

OfficE of iNTERNsliips 545-0727
j

center
at. u nia<ScS

Wednesday, October 7th

The Valentines
Plus. . .Th# Vondolz

No Cover
Drink Specials

Thursday, October 5th
Join us Early for

DAVE GRISMAN — Fnf*.r#oJ„c ITM ^ ^
« ""'K'- Ph«l" b* K«in J. K.,heHi

at the Studeir U;^l Ba^lVol's^df/^V^^^^^^^ "''' ""^^^^^ '""^'^

frs:'unrori^afM^eira!;;^ruiS^ t ^-ir^ir
^ ' "'^"^^^•

played music from his fi^f LP Tojlc '"
'
" T^f ^ "^''"''"« ^^^ ^« ^^'^^

Guitar, as well as from an LP in theSne Z'ZTV^ '^! 7'"'^'" '"^^ '^"*^*"«^
'" ^"^ making mandohn player and the company he keeps.

All Night

Hoppy Hour
Enjoy your favorite drinks

at Happy Hour prices

Friday & Saturday,

Oct. 9th a 10th

Mortion Highway
$1.00 cover charge

•Valid ID and A.B.P. sticker

required to purchase alcohol.
BREWED AND BOTTLED IN CANAHa . ^ .. ,,

^'~~"~"^"
Ltu IIN CANADA, imported by Marfte. Importing Co , Inc

, Great Neck. N
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PRECISION
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/ , Our stylists are featuring FREE
professional consultations for
men and women.
Let us help you select a hairstyle that's
perfect for you!

As Professionals we guarantee^all our woTlTi

Featuring

Special Effects, Coloring, Design Perms,Facials.
Manicures, Braiding - All at comparable prices.

"
ArfFoT

$7.00
with this coupon only

FIRST - A professional consultation
SECOND - A precision style cut selected individually

J
just for you

|T>nRDj_0^rjtylistsjjv£l_s^ how to take care of your hair
,

j

With personal style cut, shampoo, a"d blowlJ^'TlO 5b"~lon"^'hZi'r1
•sl^gmiymore_v.Jthjhis_c^upon^^^^

Stytoi byBeborali Z * n
Amherst. MA

"^^ kFDKFN* 62 Main Street
fciV^NixsintfKaf Easthampton, MA

549-5610
527-2411

GEOLOGISTS
AMOCO PRODUCTION COMPANyJ
one of the Leading Oil and Gas
Producers In the U. 8., seeks
innovative and aggressive
GEOLOGISTS to expand Its

current level of activity.

AMOCO will be recruiting

hereon October 19-21
See your DEPARTMENT
Office to schedule an
interview.

Positions available for
M.S. and Ph.D. candidates
in GEOLOGY for

^EXPLORATION located
in the New Orleans(AMOCO)
Regional Office.

We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer

please call for an appointment
Male/Female

SOCK SENSE SALE

m

99c
Reg. 1.50

^^v^^'
,^

i^^'

^H^'

\'i^-

C^ cV^'^ ?>'*

l.^^^-l

WOMEN'S
CABLE
KNIT

KNEE SOCKS

99c
Reg. 1.50

WOMEN'!
CUFFED
KNEE
SOCKS

Reg 1 50

^AENS

Quantities Limited

Open M-F 9-5
Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass

'^^Unlversity Ston
•* ' i'ti'f><*|i'i*<i>>'i«i •ktir<i>i.ii]ii
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PRICE ROLL
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BIG

AMNIVERSAPy^^f
Cubic

Zirconia
The Flawless Diamond Simulation /^-J^/ / t]

14 Karat Gold FiUed ///,./;

.v-*'

^^ Jewelry...
V4 Karat Pendant

Come celebrai*. with Hiji Y on our Ist Anniversary Sale
in the AmhersiHadley area We re proud lo be a pari of
ihis Urowinji community and lo show our appreciation
we ve loaded up with extra values for the next 4 weeks

FaunilyPaJi
Chicken
Parts

Holly harms
Grade A
US Gov t

Inspected

^-W^'

^'
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Muffins

:U -^^^

Spigadoro
Imported
Pasta

58*All

Varieties

Pound Pkg
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Tomato
Sauce

68'
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Puree
or Round

omatoes. 29 oz

"HiM or

SufCI
Ml N.uiir.il

LaSpagnola
10% Blended or

Com GO
348

Gallon

ld^9^

Pepsi
Pepsi Light or

if Mt. Dew
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1.' I lUr hi I

College Inn
Chicken
Broth

CHICKEN

_^ Sunshine

^^ ^R"spy
"••-^^j Crackers

58*
^^^•^

I(? o7 Box

FREE
QiBll All Flavors

Cott Soda

ir

WITH THIS COUPON
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I {^S5?**^ *'""*"* '^'""''"•""' "'"'''""•III 5 Pi"C''»W"(liiv»fOt coupon ilfms I
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.1FREE
\r>.Add
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,
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I

I I

I I

II

^

»-i t4

c
WITH THIS COUPON ' I

H^I^B.| y OTI, V.Mth-„S*l (kl 10 191! lU 101 } I \-/ »SSUC»

«
FREE

6 Pak. Spring Flower

English Muffins
WITH THIS COUPON C

l«.lh IHis coupon Md «M,i«Ki.l 115 p„,ci„„ ,„,„«« 5, to„po, ,„„,
""'
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'^A ..tl
"^^
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'
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.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
>!•>!•:•:•:•!•.*•!•%!•!

Our mentality
for weapons

I guess this column would fall under the "nogging a dead
horse department. As you may recall last month. I was
taikmg al>out the renewed Cold War. and how the U S and
I he SoviH Union were talking about disarmament while
arming themselves as quickly as possible. Well, President
Heagan wants to show the world, without the slightest
doul.l. that we are ready to start kicking Ivan's ass To
prove that point, he unveiled a $180 billion weapons
moderni/ation plan mvolving two controversial weapons -
the MX missile and the B 1 bomber.

Everyone remembers the ludicrous plan first put forth
l>y Jimmy Carter's administration that caUed for the
construction of 200 MX missiles, which would be shuttled
in and out of 4600 concrete shelters. You also probably

Randolph T. Holhut
recall his cancellation of the B 1 bomber in 1977, saying
that it was a design that would become outdated before it
would even be deployed. These two decisions were seen
considered unwise by many. Carter lost critical western
support during the 1980 campaign because the MX would
have ravaged that area. In spite of the fact that Carter
mcreased defense spending, cutting the B-1 made him look
soft on defense. It sounds paradoxical, but politics is like
that.

Now Reagan is cutting the MX program in half, and
instead of the "shell game" type of deployment, they will
lK> based in existing Titan and Minuteman silos that will be
reinforced further to survive a direct hit by a Russian SS
20. Plus, 100 new, improved B 1 bombers will be built and
deployed until the radar invisible Stealth bomber is built.
Sounds like Ivan Iwtter start worrying, right?

Not so, say some critics. They think Reagan is not
solving the real problem — the vulnerability of our land
based missiles. They talk of the "window of vulnerability,"
the gap in our defenses that could be penetrated by the
Soviet Union. Putting the new missile in the old silos would
be inviting an attack, they say.

I suspect that Reagan bowed to pressure from the West
in making his decision. Perhaps he realizes that he can't
afford to make many more politically unpopular decisions.
But I can't see the rationale for building the B-1. It is a
convrntionial Iwmber that can fly twice as fast as the B 52,
the rapidly aging backbone of the strategic Air Command!
Granted, the B 52 is old (the newest is 20 years old) and
decrepit (most of the time, they are on the ground for
repairs) but it is not being used now for actual bombing.
Now they serve as platforms for deployment of cruise
missili's. That is basically what the B 1 will also be doing.
They can be just as easily shot down as a B 52. So why
spend billions on a bomber that will be just as vulnerable as
the one it was supposed to replace".' Especially when cruise
missiles could do the same job for a fraction of the cost.

The answer lies in the American mentality for weapons
deployment. While the Soviets believe in making large
quantities of less sophisticated weapons, we like to build
iiwer. more technologically advanced versions. This
doesn't sound too bad until you consider the quality of
troops you have running these weapons. In recent tests
given by the Army, an average of 60 90 percent of those
tested could not run their assigned weapons. Getting
uetter educated troops might be a good idea, but another
giMHl Idea would be going ea.sy on the technology when it
comes to weapons design.
We are constantly searching for the holy grail for that

"super weapon" that will be unbeatable. Trouble is the
weapon does not exist, and will not exist. We spend billions
of dollars on weapons that would be useless in combat that
are so overloaded with technology that it becomes difficult
for the average soldier to run them efficiently They
buyers at the Pentagon are like kids turned loose in a
candy store, especially with the new found wealth of the
Reagan administration. So the money is being spent on
things hke the B 1. or the Ml Abrams tank. (The Ml is
the most advanced tank ever built, unfortunately it has a
tendency to spend more lime in the repair shop than on the
field.)

If we are going to spend billions on weapons, let's use
some common sense and build what we need with a
minimun of extras. We should concentrate on conventional
warfare, for nukes won't be used as readilv as ground
lonvs. Heller Mill would be scrapping the MX and R 1 and
thus saving America $160 billion.

We still have the edge in nuclear warheads, more than
JOOO more than the Soviets hav.-. .So the MX isn't critically
needed. What is needed is common sense in the Pentagon
Our defense has weak spots, mainly in manpower and
conventional weapons. Other than that, we are still firmly
number one. So why not help out that part of the defense.K they don't spend so much money on the junk. mayl)e
they can start ghing back some of the money they took
away from the elderly, the poor, and the minorities.

^ f./gTERNHR'S V^W Of AN EASTERNER'S VIBV Of ^]^E \Mm STATC.

J

Determining the importance of news
Recently, some readers of the Collegian have questioned

the paper's coverage of several sexual assaults on and
around campus.
As the women's and news editors of the Collegian it is

our jobs to select, assign, edit and then, in a meeting with
other editors, decide where stories will be displayed in the
paper. Stories are prioritized in order of their importance
how many people they will effect and their impact on the
community.
When a violent crime, such as a shooting, stabbing or

sexual assault occurs on or near this campus, it is impor-
tant news. When it does happen, it is significant, because
It effects all our lives. .

Rape and sexual assault are violent crimes that carry
with them the threat of death or severe bodily injury
Studies have proven, and experts maintain, that rape (or
attempted rape), rather than a sexual crime, is motivated
by aggression, anger, hostility and a desire on the part of
the assailant to degrade the victim.

The Collegian editors cannot ignore statistics, such as
the estimate thatone out of three women will be raped in

her lifetime, in determining the importance of news.
In addition, reader's have also questioned the purpose of

providing detail of past assaults in other stories.
Background material is usually included in a story to bring
the news into context.

In the story of the assault arrest on campus, details of
other assaults were included to indicate that this was only
one of several assaults to occur in the area recently and to
highlight the problem of rape and sexual assault.

If the Collegian were to ignore the importance of such
crimes, or to fail to provide information on the entire
scope of a problem, we would not be doing the community
the service they expect of us and that we are pledged to
do.

Kelly Burke is the CoUegtan women 's editor; Ed Leinne is
the neu^s editor.

Huiidulph T. Holhut ia^a ^oUeffum columnist.
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Letters —
Memo to the administration
To the Editor:

The following is a memo I would like to send to the ad-
ministration in honor of the Year of Civility and their
wholehearted adherence to its principles:
On the "associated dates" (a term used in the UMass

Schedule book) of Rosh Hashana, Sept. 29 and 30 and
Yom Kippur Oct. 8. the following student notifies the ad-
ministration that she will not be in attendance at her
cla.s.ses. She would like to have reciprocal notice from the
faculty stating why they will not teach on the associated
dates of Oct. 12 and Dec. 25. Clarification of the rumour
that the administration has required the faculty not to
schedule exams on the High Holidays should also be ad-
dressed.

Al. Sivya Slavitsky

Amherst

Rhetoric as a scapegoat
To the Editor:

Nemat Shafik's editorial ("Down with rhetoric and its
users." Oct. 2) was quite above the usual Collegian fare
and worthy theref<>re of the compliment of a counter-
argument. *

Is rhetoric itself to Ik- made a .scapegoat?; the expulsion
ol rhetonticians Nemat's own "societal panacea'.'" "Thev
lead to such things as conspiracy theories, intolerance
separatism, absolutism and mi.sdirected hostilities "

she
s<iys. Who are the.se 'they".' This lonely 'they' is lacking an
antecedent in Nemat's "phraseology"; I think I .can pro-
vide one. They' are the paranoid, intolerant, separatist,
absoluti.st and misdireete<l h«.stiles who manipulate words
to destructive ends. The evil elements are not the i)oor
words whose inniwence Nemat has maligned; the art of
rhetoric is guilty of no crimes. Human intentions aim and
f)ull the trigger, not the gun it.self.

The digestion, simplification and arrangement of infor-
mation IS a time honored profession, u.seful for both g(MKl
and evil purposes. To reach a wide audience, it is always
neces.sary to narrow the .scope of one's arguments. '-(Ji'v-
ing fH'ople ea.sy answers to complex problems is" nnl
nlinii^s -a tactic of deception and manipulation." With
legitimate intentions, it can Ik- the only way to reach
beyond a limite<l group of scholars to an audience n(.t
specializing in the author's particular field. Like payH-r
airfilanes from ivory towers, such tracts as Luther's %
theses. Marx's Communist Manifesto, the (;ettysburgh
Address and Wilson's Fourteen Points have served to life
a mass of literate Humanity above the common plane

••»•«! » * ••••»t4t»t««

Without their power to manipulate language these great
thinkers would have been powererless to express their
great ideas.

Using the rhetorical slogan "Down with rhetoric and its
users! as the title of her editorial. Nemat neatly express-
ed the paradox inherent in her argument. The writer at-
tempting an objective, rational position, is ten. often blind
to hi.s own subjective circumsUnces and is exposed by his
own logic. Nemat. you're a rhetoritician. don't knock yourown craft! Editors live in glass h.iuses and may find their
stones thrown back.

Ralph Hybels
Central

Staying in Never-never land
To the Editor:

"This is in respon.se to Andre LaMontagne's letter in the
( olleg III n {Oci.2).

Are you kidding me? First of all. we are not "children"
and we do not pretend to l)e full-nedged adults either We
are maturing young adults, and I use the phrase maturing
because you do not go from childhood to adulthood over-
night. It IS a learning process, and the only way to learn is
thr(»ugh experience. Sure some maturing adults are
aJcohol abusers, but so are a great deal of "adults". How
then shoijld these "adults" l,e treated, like children''
Secondly. I personally feel that the UMass cleaning staff

does an outstanding job. Despite what you say concerning
h,>w hard these people work on Mondays after parties, this

1 r.-'il K
"^^".^ ^^''y ^'^ P^'^- 'T^ey "^"«t have known

what the job entailed prior to their employment After allany living situation like ours is lx.und to have cir-
cumstances such as this arise. This leads me to my next

To single out this problem only in Southwest is unfair
I his type of Ix'havior is common to all living areas on cam-
pus. As a matter of

• fact. Southwest was the ,,uietest
residential area last weekend, so get off our back.s'"
If growing up means liecoming as hard and cynical as

you. then I hope I stay F'eter f»an for the rest of my life.

Tom Goren
7 .. =r-— Southwest
Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's
addre.ss and telephone number, which will not be
published. Please type double spaced at fi7 characters
per line. Due to space limiUtions and the volume of

i,,"^! /^^** "*"" ""^ ""»»»'* t» acknowledge
|unpublished letters. All letters are subject to editinir

(or. cUri^ iind length.
'^

i $ t i t * * * ill |#.f»..' <l
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Wildlife head awarded
for black bear study

Collegian 9

By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Correspondent

Dr. Wendell E. Dodge, leader of the
Massachusetts Cooperative Wildlife
Research Unit received an award from the
International Wildlife Foundation
recognizing the contribution he made
through research aimed toward better
management of the black l)ear in the state.

At the turn of the century, the black bear
was virtually non-existant in
Massachusetts. In the last two years an
"obviously healthy, viable and rapidly in-
creasing population" was well distributed
west of the Connecticut River and into the
Berkshires, Dodge said.

Graduate student Kenneth Elowe is con-
ducting the majority of the field work as a
part of his masters thesis. The objectives of
the study are to accumulate all the
biological data on one complete season in-

cluding activity movements, habitat selec-
tion, den site selection and cub survival.

In order to study the bears Dodge and his
associates attached ear tags and
"telemetric collars" to the animals.

These collars function as transmitters, of
which there are two types. A standard
beacon transmitteremitsasteady pulse in-
dicating motion. The "morality," or activi-

f-y
typt^. emits a diltereiit pulse rate signall-

ing that the bear has not movetl for at least
six hours. The bear's movements are then
tracked, locations are plotted on a com-
puterized map and the animals home range
and activity centers are studied.

Before the bears can be tagged and fitted
with collars they must be captured. This
process involves the use of bear hounds. A
"strike dog" able to pick up bear scent out
of the air, sits atop a moving vehicle. When
the hound picks up a "hot," or recent
track, the pack follows, treeing the bear.
Nets are then set up and a dart gun is used
to inject. a^ drug which immobilizes the
voluntary muscles of the animal for about
thirty minutes. Then researchers check the
general physical condition ofthe animal and
weigh, measure, tag and fit a transmitter
to it.

Dodge's study has indicated that "bears
seem to follow an almost human activity se-
quence," contrary to popular belief that
they are nocturnal animals. Some data
points to the speculation that sows, or
females, "may be breeding at a much
earlier age than normal," Dodge said.

Usually sows reach breeding age at about
three-to-four-and-a-half years, but some of
his samples have reproduced as early as
two-and-a-half. This is characteristic of an
extremely healthy population. Dodge said.

WEAVING &
SPINNING
CLASSES

starting throughout
the fall

Loom and spinning
wheel rentals.

Weaving supplies

WEBS
109 Main St

Amherst 253-2580

A black bear, one of the many studied by the Massachusetts Cooperative
Researdi Unit climbs a tree to escape the researchers. Photo was taken
by Dr. Wendell E. Dodge, head of the researcli team.

Skilled Auto Reiiairs
FOREIGN A DOMESTIC

SPECIALISTS IN

MSC MAKES
nianUCCTMM REPAIR

Specializing In "^^^"«» ««IUI«<tS

Volvo Repairs

& Service

wvizareolcornjmt
titousthe

dmr
Pappy McCoy, Railroad Surveyor, Chicago & Ouray Railroad.

48 N. Pleasant St.. Antharst
Canter Of Amharat

Thayer School of Engineering
Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH 03755

Recruiting for Masters and Doctoral
Candidates in the following areas:

biomedical engineering
electrical engineering
environmental engineering
solid mechanics and mechanical design
fluid mechanics
metallurgy and materials science
radiophysics and space research
system simulation andpolicy design
cold regions science and engineering

Fellowships and Research Assistant-
ships available. Interviews from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m., Thursday. October 8,

Placement Service, Goodell Building.

Until you needed it,

Jeremiah's strength wasn't

that obvious. But his spirit

and might were always

there, ready to help dig a

friend out of whatever trt)u-

ble he was in. Just woe
betide the btxiy who tixik

him lightly, -r***^

Jeremiah Weed is more
than a legacy. It's a tribute

to a 100 prix>f maverick.

lOOProofJeremiahWeed
Jeremiah Weed* Bourbon Liqueur © 1981 Heublein, Inc.. Hartford. Conn.
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE
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by M. Joyce
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ACROSS
1 Gourd
5 Openers
9 From (ihe

gamut)
13 Spring bloomer
14 Cabaret show
15 Stop'

16 Twerps
18 Biographer Edel
19 The rocks

20 Man in blue

21 She-bear Sp
23 Literary light

24 Drum beats

26 Chilean export

28 Shoe feature

30 Indolent

J:j Modern Mexican
couple dance

36 Novel by Steven
son

38 Clear Day
39 Its motto IS

"Friendship"
40 Luau decor
41 Unified whole
44 Expert
46 Tribal chief

47 Musical piece

IVHI I MS \ii||rlr« lim«-\ NtatfkMIr

49 Musical beats
51 Pep up
55 Luau course
57 favor

58 Periphery

59 Half a sawbuck
60 beauty is

forever

'

62 Tried the car out
65 Pass the peak
66 Old womanish
67 Mr Rozelle

68 Shopper s need
69 Elizabethan poet
70 Set foot

DOWN
1 Songbird
2 Heath plant

3 Lab vessel

4 CIA s

predecessor
5 Memorabilia
6 A Gabor
7 Whitehorse's river

a DC dos
9 Cobbling tool

10 Hoi polloi

11 NFL shutout
12 Author Grey

14 Bruit

17 Fair share
22 boy'"
25 Recipe abbr
27 Actor Torn
29 Sprite

31 Percolate
32 Work on mss
33 Antarctic sea
34 Author Seton
35 Approves
37 Cowardly
39 About time
42 Pierre's tea
43 Fiber source
44 Stop on
45 Certain voter:

Abbr
48 Marry

50 Writers device
52 Subsequently
53 Append
54 Over
55 Mechanical

device
56 Sierra Madre

v'ley
61 Still

63 Feel poorly
64 NYC or Balto

rCOT x\MhX
CKyx*
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ROD BONES by Gregg Canavan
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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50 RSO's on display
Over 50 Recognized Student Organizations (RSO's)

displayed tables at the RSO Expo in the Student Union
Ballroom yesterday.

Carol Springer, president of the Senior Mortarboard
Society, which co-sponsored the event with the Scouting
Club, said the purpose of the Expo was to bring attention
to the "less vocal" organizations.
Featured at the Expo were performances hf/ the Drum

and Dance Collective, the Fencing Club and the
Parachuting Club. The Society for Creative Anachronisms
reported signing up over 25 new members after their per-
formance of Medieval song and combat.
Other organizations, such as the Newman Club, the

Wildlife Society, the Bike Club and the Science Fiction
Society, signed up several members.
"The event is expected to be repeated next year." said

Leslie Longfield of the Scouting Club. The sponsors hope
to attract more than 300 RSOs on campus. About 500 peo-
ple attended this year's Expo.

-By RICK ALMEIDA

* Financial aid

aaaai 0(10(1 nnfl
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WEATHER
Tuesday cloudy with

occasional rain spreading
west to east during the
afternoon and evening.
High 60 to 65. Occasional
rain Tuesday night. Low in

the 40s inland and 50 to 55
along the coast. Wed-
nesday a few showers
early then gradual clearing
and breezy. High 60 to 65.

Continued from page 1

made in two chartered buses, will be financed by grants
from the Undergraduate Student Senate, Dean of
Students William Field, Chancellor Henry Koffler and
other sources.

While many seats on the buses have already been
reserved for class and SAFA members, interested
students may still sign up if they attend the training ses-
sions. Goldstein said.

Grady said the lobby effort will concentrate on financial

aid funding. Currently, Congress is expected to pass a
supplemental education budget which is expected to be
vetoed by President Ronald Reagan.

WMUA
6 a.m. -10 a.m.

R&R
New Music Wake<up

Bob Karez

10 a.m. -12:00

Black Contemporary
Music

12:00-2 p.m.

News
Brother E

2 p.m. -5:30 p,m.

Reggae Music
Scotty Dread

5:30 p.m. -6 p.m.

Newswatch

6 p.m. -7 p.m.

UMass Hotline

7 p.m. -10 p.m.
Betty Williams Speech

Live from S.U.B.

10p.m.-10:15p.m.
News

10:15 p.m. -2 a.m.
Black Contemporary

Music
2 a.m. -6 a.m.

Black Contemporary
Music

Theresa M. J

I
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Tuesday, October 6th

Tonight is

Amateur Night

, . Mexican Madness
Hits the Bluewall

Free Admission
sign up at 8 pm in the Bluewall

•Valid ID and A.B.P. sticker re

g^aa U B II I II JMMMUV 4MMMM>jg

OFF-CAMPUS
AREA GOVERNMENT

ELECTIONS
Nomination papers will continue to be available until

Wednesday October 7, 1981 because of the lateness
of the Commuter Newsletter. All Off-Campus
Students are urged to take part in their Area
Government.

PAPERS ARE AVAILABLE IN RM. 404 of the
STUDENT UNION BUILDING
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Lodi^s Night
12.30 oil you con drink 6-1 1 PM

Get your money's worth

Your cover charge is worth
SS Cosh SS ot the borl!

Sunday thru Friday -

- maximum credit $2.00 -

W#dn#sdQy A„ ^„^^^ ^ Ju6X.̂ ••rs $1.00

FREE TRAVEL
Drive Cars to Florida

No Charge
AAACON

AUTO TRANSPORT
on campus reps, needed

Phone 536-0120

The
Rutgers
MBA

andyour
career

An MBA from Rutgers can
greatly enhance your career as
you study the decision-making
process in finance, marketing,
production, personnel, account-
ing, computer science and inter-
national business. You can study
full time or part time at one of the
nation's outstanding universities,
Rutgers.with an internationally
recognized faculty.

For more information complete
and return the coupon below.
AACSB* accredited programs
begin in September, February and
June at two convenient locations,
Rutgers Newark and New
Brunswick Campuses.
Do something for your career

today learn more about what
the Rutgers MBA program can do
for you.

•Accrrdiird by thr Amrrican Asvmblv »l C ullvcKir
bfhooU of Butinnt

THESE GRADUATES KNOW WHAT
AN MBA FROM RUTGERS

CAN 00 FOR YOUR CAREER.

Wittti H Braun OirKtM
Syiltmi ind Advanced
Tachnalogy Enginatring.
RCA Amtrican Cammuntc*'
Iwni Ptinctlon NJ TN
Rulgtn tacuRy i aipnurt tt
Ida artnas ol bviiMit
parmlttad thtm to bring
»»•«> itmptftdbyaetyalliy
10 Ida ciaiireom it wat
ttNnulattng tougii and fun

'

Jean L Wailarnik Markal
Kisaarcb Analyst Union
Carbida Corparalien imda
OMMn Ntw Tark Hutgan
MBA opanad up unlimitad
hori/ont lof caraar grawth
and personal satislaclien

Caratyn A Dunn Praduct
Manger Wakli Feeds mc
Wesllield N y Rutgers
has tramed me to ovahMte
data IB massive guenMns to

eitraet ahat is relevant and
la aae Hm ntarmaOon 10

decnient

Ellii M •aliam. C P A
Manager. Peal. Marerlck.
MNckell • Ce Lea Aitgelas.

CA Betgers provided me
rttb the Mgkly specieNied
program in Prolestlenal
Accevming and eiwtM
»N to attatn a wed raunded
•4e«r of tfie business wortd

^% GRADUATE SCHOOL
^•^ OF MANAGEMENT

RUTGERS
THf STATe UNIVf RSirv Of N€W JERStV
92 New St'eet, Newark. N J 07102

Please send rue full information on yourMBA program
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Nukes in '80 election?
By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts voters could have the last
word on the construction of new nuclear
power plants in the state if the
Massachusetts Nuclear Referendum
Campaign is successful, said Hampshire
County Coordinator Cliff McCarthy.
The statewide campaign needs 60,000

signatures in order to appear on the
November 1982 ballot. McCarthy said.
Hampshire County is expected to account
for 6,700 of those signatures, he said.
The University of Massachusetts petition

drive is being sponsored by the Student
Coalition against Nukes Nationwide
(SCANN) and the Coalition for Environ-
mental Quality (CEQ).
McCarthy says the drive will be an uphill

battle.

"60,000 signatures is a lot," he said. "It's
going to be tough."
Greenpeace has lent door-to-door can-

vassers to the cause for the Boston area,
McCarthy said. Massachusetts Fair Share,

another consumer organization, has also
been helpful, he said.

McCarthy said this should be a great
boost to the campaign to reach its
November 18 deadline for signatures.
The referendum requires that a Federal

dump for high level waste be in operation
before any voter approved nuclear plants
are built. It also requires effective
evacuation plans, new air poUution stan-
dards and proven decommissioning plans as
pre-conditions for new nuclear plants
according to Hampshire County campaign
organizers.

McCarthy gave proximity to the waste
dumping problem by noting Gov. Edward
King's seeming eagerness to have a low
level waste faciUty buUt in the eastern part
of the state. The dump would be used by
companies in New York. Pennsylvania and
New England. McCarthy said.
"We have a reactionary Governor in a

liberal state." McCarthy said referring to
King's willingness to have the dumpsite put
in Massachusetts, which has the highest
population density of the eight states which
will be using the proposed facility.

Hypercurricula
This Week

:::ft>i:;::

FIVE-COLLEGE THIRD WORLD
WORSHIP conducted by Rev. Chester
Freeman. All are invited to experience an
ecumenical and interreligious un-
derstanding based on the joyful Black
traditional Church spirit. Will be held at
Chapm Chapel. Amherst College on Sun
Oct. 11 at 4:00 p.m.

SHABBAT SERVICES - Friday.
October 9, at 7:00 p.m. in the Dukes Room
of the Student Union.

SUCCAH BUILDING AND
DECORATION - Starting at 12:00 noon
on Friday. October 9. Meet in Hillel Office
Student Union 302.

JEWISH GRADS. OLDER UN-
DERGRADS. WORKING FOLK. BREAK-
the^FAST - Veggie. Pot luck. Thurs. Oct.

: 8. following Yom Kippur Services. Rides
leaving from Hillel. 302 Student Union.
UMass at 7:30 p.m. or call 545 2526 for
more information. RSVP if possible.

YOM KIPPUR morning services -
Thursday, October 8, at 10:00 p.m. in the
Student Union Ballroom. NEILAH (clos-
ing) services begin at 5:30 p.m. in the
Ballroom, followed by Break the Fast (sign
up in Hillel Office by Tuesday, October 6).

HOUSE CHURCH AT UCF- A gather-
ing for Biblical Exploration, personal en-
counter, and fellowship and a simple clos-
ing Communion facilitated by Chaplain
Pete Sabey. For more information stop at
UCF or call 545-2661. Will be held at 428
Student Union on Sun., Oct. 11. 7-9:00 p.m.
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Come to CoUegian Office CC113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday
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ARABIC TUTORIAL

Conversational
reasonable rates,

256-6214

Arabic flexible hours,
call evenings Abdullah

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Triumph Spitfire excellent condition.
The little brat has a new engine, battery
starter, tires. . .an AM FM 8 track stereo -

if

you can install it right it's yours. . .and it

also has new windshield wipers, they are
very vogue this year. Asking $3,500.00 so I

can buy my new "Rolls Royce" for
Christmas to "Betsy from Santa". Call
545-3500. Thank you for listening

.

Surplus Jeeps, Cars. Trucks Car inv
value $2143 sold for $100. For information
on purchasing similar bargains call
602-941-8014 ext. 6501 phone call refun-
dable

OKxS^^'"
^"^ ^^ ^ ° ^°' ^ Amherst, Ma

Bg^g^gg^"^^^"^^"^5$

Late Nite Lunacy continues 40% off all
bnects. Legend amps and acoustic guitars
till Friday Music Gallery Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass

73 Audi 100GL auto., rebuilt engine $800
call John at 253 3894

1974 Toyota Celica excellent conditions
$3000 or best offer call Al or Rad 253 3009
1966 Valiant good running order. $600.00
586-0317

FOUND
Did you lose your puppy? We found an 8
month old black spaniel and want to find its

Tc'lfiool®.^^
*^^" "°"V or Jenny any time

at 546-9210 keep trying!

Found female shepard about 1 yr old

JIT^IV^^^ ^^^^'^ P'ease call 546-5963 or
546-4427

HELP WANTED

BOARDERS WANTED
To room in Delta Chi Fraternity for this
semester. Good food, social life, and
reasonable rates. Leave name & phone no
for Dave/Treasurer. Call 253-9230

BOOTS!

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchanoe
for meals call 253-9987

Windsurfer? Business major or other en-
trepeneurial type? Call 546-9120 8 AM
-noon

Artist-in-Residence-Butterfield Com
pensation: meals, 3-room apartment for
minimal rent, use of facilities. Applications-
Mclntire (545-2882). Information: Charri
(546-4565) University of Massachusetts is a
equal opportunity employer.
Pizza Driver Exp. pref. applay at La Mia
Pizza aft. 6 car necessary

INSTRUCTION

FRYE BOOTS (mens) size 7 'A. Can count
number of times worn. Excellent condition
-are too big, so must sell. Cheap! Call even-
ings 549-4803, keep trying. Cathy

COUNSELING SUPERVISOR

The Lesbian and Gay Mens Counseling
Collective seeks person with MA or
equivalent experience to train and supervise
peer counselors. 10 hrs per week Call
546 6912 4 5 PM for details

Basic Auto-Mechanic Workshop Fall
classes forming. 28 hours of instruction in-
cluding classroom theory & shop. Limited
enrollment 253 7967

LOST

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Lost heavy blue sweater between
Boyden Gym and Machmer if found please
call Mike S. at 546-6789

MASSAGE THERAPY

Calculators, Radios, Televisions. Tape
Decks, Stereos & Car Stereos. Sound in

Motion 266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst.
Behind Silverscape Designs, 253-9341

FOR SALE

Strictly theraputic soothing Swedish
massage Ellen O'Rourke MsT 256-8320

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best of
fer 549-5669

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best
offer 549-5669

Down sleeping bag 4 season 8" loft

modified mummy 6' + length xcellent con.
$75. Kingston classical folk guitar xcellent
cond. needs strings $50 w case call

323-7651

Colognes and Cosmetics up to 50% off
for product list and price list write

Save 40% off retail price on new Guild,
Gibson, Ovation, Rickenbacker and
Yamaha guitars. Also, discounted prices on
Marshall and Polytone amps, strings and
accessories. We buy used Fender, Gibson,
and Martin guitars. The Guitar Workshop,
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-1728

PERSONALS

Countdown: 2 days

Rally!

Rally!

Rally!

Win a house by yourself or with friends in

Phone number FREE

the Amherst Jaycees $60,000.00 new home
raffle. Tickets are $100.00. 300 left.
Available at Commonwealth Federal Bank
Jones Neylon Insurance, DH Jones Real
Estate

Attention Students: E & E Adventure the
Flea Market in Millers Falls Center has
everything you need furniture, pots and
pans, clothing, etc. at prices you can af-
ford! Open Thurs to Sun 10 to 5 call
659-3731

Val Happy 20th I'm glad you finally got to
know some of us on the floor Make it a
good one Mich

4 tickets for Two Way Stree Octoberfest,
Oct 9, Springfield Civic Center call Lori
253 5845

Wanted female companion who likes to
drink beer and watch sports. Call Boo Boo
at 253-7148

Why do couples break up? Dick knows .

Janet climb with me above the clouds and
watch the moonrise and the snowfall. Erik

Full Gospel Bible Study Tues Oct. 6th CC
805-809 8-10 PM
Cathy and Jo - 21!!! Let's break out the
Rich 'n Chips. (Nothing's too good for this
one!) Happy, Happy Birthday! Love, Loret-
ta, Val, and Cindy

Vote Alison Husid for Cance Senator
P.S. Good Luck Ali!

Pm - 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6 183

Condomates wanted Amherst Fields
luxury call 256-8102

Needed immediately - 1 normal male to
share room in apt 90$ inci heat call Rick
253 9579

Person to share a townhouse in Squire
Village 2 bdrm 355/mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665-7544 keep
trying can leave message at 549-6526
Michael

SERVICES

Free-lance Typing writing help, small of-
fice organizing. Faculty and student work
welcome. Top skills, reasonable rates.
Amherst 549-0518 8 am to 9 pm
improve your grades! Research
catalog-306 pages -10.278 topics -Rush
$1.00 Box 25097C Los Angeles, 90025 (213)
477-8226

Pamela. It is with our passions, as it is with
fire and water, they are good servants but
bad masters. Zack

John Melanson Happy B-Day! Go for
the big 2-0 road trip 10-9-81 get psyched we
miss ya buddie-Rudyard, the King of Mex
ican

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills d
years teaching experience 546-9981

Your research data statistically analyz-
ed by Ph.D. psychologist. Efficiency and
accuracy guaranteed. For details call
253-5262 or 253-7374

Sewing I'll do hems, alterations, mending
Cost varies call Joan until 11 PM 546-7261

TRAVEL

Hey Di. Happy 20th. Don't take too many
Birthday kisses. Love you always Mike

Gilligan Happy Birthday I wish the
season didn't have to change love ya and
miss ya Skipper

QUICK SALE

72 VW Beetle excellent condition call

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Philadelphia Wed oct 7
call Jodit 253-9005 will share exp.

To U.V.M. 10/9 share driving, gas. Call
Micki, eves 549-1741

To Buffalo on Oct 9 Call Nancy 253 3810

RIDERS WANTED

Weekend Get-A-Way! take yourself &
friends to - Montreal - for a PARTY
WEEKEND. Enjoy booze and leave the driv-
ing up to us. Also have a chance to win a
tnp to DAVTONA BEACH Spring Break all
for just $79.00 Call Lisa for more details
665-2578

TWO WAY STREET

Octoberfest - Oct 9, Springfield Civic
Center tickets available at the Pub
(Amherst) - inquire about transportation

USED AUTO PARTS

Need riders to University of Maine
Orono October 9 Smitty 256-6379

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584-2832

WANTED

ROOMMATE WANTED
Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
PM 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Woman wanted to live in to babvsit 10

Highest Prices Paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Monday Saturday 10 am - 6 pm Licensed
by the Town of Amherst, member of
Chamber of Commerce 256-07 1

Wanted immediately! Workstudy person
for Collegian. Tuesday morning and Thurs-
day morning, other hours available. See
Maureen 8:30 3:30

A T^r^^ » » ,r^^
Collegian photos by Jim Waldron

APOCALYPSE SOUTHWEST-STYLE ~ Cadets of the Bay
State Rangers embark on a flight to the Amherst water shed
area. Tactical manuevers were held as part of ROTC training
last Saturday.
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Coming Attractions 1 So Fine is so stupid
Stephen Murphy

fiat-/c 07J top again: It was beginning to seem as thoughMary Tyler Moore s outstanding performance in Ordinary
I eople would be one of the last films to feature a woman in
a s rong leadmg role. The theory that Hollywood (being asmale dominated as it is) was taking an anti feminist stancewas sadly becoming a fact (Bo Dereks blatently sexist role
in Tarzanthi Ape Man didnt help matters any). But. after
too long of a slump, things have changed for the better
There are currently four films in release which revolve

directly around women. Each has a nice performance bysome of the best actresses around today; Meryl Streep as

i^A ,'f
^''u^tnanr.' Wormn, Marsha Mason in (htluWhen I Laugh, Faye Dunaway's Momme Dearest, andKa hieen Turner in the sizzUng Body Heat. Perhaps

Hollywoo<l IS maturing and. through films, will help gel the
femmist issue back into the minds of the pubUc.

Haihween P,mk there has always been that s<.mewhat
unanswerable question of whether humanity reflecis the
arts or whether the arts reflect humanity. But whatever
answer such esoteric mumblings mav yield, the fact
remains that they are intermixed - they both reflect back
upon one another.

So. what can be said about Americas disturbing in
fatuation with graphically explicit film violence, as shown
ui such wonderful movies as HaUoween, Fnday the
Thirteenth, etc.? Plenty. All of these sick films relate
events from the killers point of view: They glorify the
killer (usually a societal misfit, stuck in one of Freuds oral
or anal stages) who usually takes out his or her sexual
frustrations by killing young adults, primarily younirwomen Sick, isn't it? Yet the public flocks to these films
hal)ilually.

I'm not one to condone censorship but can you imagine
the impact these films must have on already disturbed
minds? :^cary. isn't it?

rw-f"."^"* ^T^.^f ^ ^^' "' ^^^" Halloween II premieres on
Uclobvj 30th dnn t go see it. Go out and have a go<Hl time
instead...

^

Th. .., "/the month: On Octobt^r Lst Penthouse
Magazine and TeleMine. a New Your based cable company
with satellite access, launched the Penthouse Enler
ta^nmenl Television (PAT. get it?» Network, a twelve-

Continued on page 15

So Fine
By ANDREW GORDON

So Fim' does something unique in cinema; it brings
together the talents of some good screen performers and
craftsmen and succeeds in doing nothing more than mak-
ing a really stupid movie. If you like stupid movies then
you re in luck, but if your tastes are suited somewhere
above the level of "Love Boat" then you might tend to be
disappointed with So Ftm'. Not that the film is all bad in-
dividual scenes and characters are wonderful, but thev do
not add up to a good film.

Andrew Bergman wrote and directed the film, which
probably looked great on paper. Bergman has written two
previous films. Blazing Saddles and Theln-Laws, and both
were about someone being thrust into an environment .

foreign to them; a black sheriff in the wild west, a dentist
in a banana republic. So Fme also has this theme. RyanU Neal stars as an English professor who is forced to work
in the family garment business as a stipulation in a loan
contract his father (Jack Warden) has made with a
gangster (Richard Kiel). Along the way, O'Neal has an af-
fair with the gangster's wife and inadvertantly invents anew fad in designer jeans; jeans with clear plastic where
back pockets usually are (Incidentally, feminists could
have a field day with the film's sexism).
Bergman's previous films were great but he just can't

stretch his one-joke script into a 92 minute movie. Perhaps
his own directing hampered the movie; it's hard to say He
has the camera constantly moving, to the point of being
annoying, and leaves scenes running on too long The

^^l?f
'•'

^J-^"
^'"- ^'^" "^'"^ ^"" a" Academy Award in

19/9 for editing the fantastic All That Jazz and with good
reason. In So Fine, however, his cutting is haphazard
Even p>eople not usually conscious of something like
editing may notice something wrong here
Now for the positive points. The supporting characters

in So Fine are fantastic. Richard Kiel alone makes the film
worth seeing. As the gangster, he lumk'rs his 7'2" 33.5
pound frame around and speaks in monosyllables, while
his facial expressions steal the show. Fred Gwynne is also
tantastic. He plays a pompous college dean who speaks
with slow and preci.se English.

It is t(M> [>ad that the other cast meml.er did not get parts
as go<Kl as Kiel and (Jwynne. Although Ryan O'Neal plays
his part sincerely and often overcomes the weaknesses of

Continued on page 15

otyle is overdone
Lili Marleen
By RALPH HYBELS

P^rhlfV^^ 1"^^^
'r^ ^^^' conquered the world."

Perhaps Rainer Werner Fassbinder intends his film to dothe same. Fortunately for us, if this and The Marriage ofMana Braun are representative of the New German
Cinema, we have the Atlantic Ocean as buffer from the
barbarous "das neue Kino."

Fassbinder employs a repertory company of performersand IS a prolific artist with these stock chara^ers fromGerman society. But. like a drunken painter he pushes

aU^mo^'n'^'r^"'
^'^^^^'^^^ "'^^ ^-^' brush strokedattempting to infuse uncooperative elements with theviolent energy of his obsession. When style overshadows

content, it's time for the artist to relax.
^"^aows

.n!J!i!l'^'"^Ili' "u""^'^
''•^'^ ^ «'°^^^ f"'^^' he pummels his

audience with a barrage of jarring images, dark and light.
Flowers, thrown at the woman singing Lili Marleen hyan appreciative Nazi audience are spliced with shrapneland flesh flying from an explosion in battle. This is a
celebration of film editing as a martial art. Once seated inthe theatre the eyes are forced open and it seems So-

lent'. "'T "J"''""'
'*^'""' '^^ *« ^ tremendously

important tragedy of universal proportions!"

Jten 'Sd'T"
pathos. As two sweaty bodies roll in a ver-botten bed, Giancarlo Giannini says to Hanna Schygulla

I m a jew, and doesn't that make you sick?"
'

In another scene, Giannini is imprisoned in a Gestapo
cell where he is tortured with an incessant recording of his
lover s hit song, "auf wiedersehn Lili Marleen," over andover again. I. for one. could sympathize with him as I en-dured the confines of Fassbinder's cinema for two hours
Fassbinder invests melodrama with an anti-conventionai
satirical outlook until his films appear symptomatic of that
over-serious, prideful pathology, we can not help but
associate with the German people.

According to the film, Goebbels .said the song was "crap

abo'ut theS' ts"' IT'" '
"'"'^"'^ ^' ^^^^ 'hat f^?about the film, its anti-bourgeois sermonizing is perhaps aredeeming enough virtue for many a radical U^iie Shomay wish to see it.

LiU Marleen can be seen, ifyou 're n foreign film tnUY atthe Pleasant Street Theatre in Northampton.

Did You Know
[lYour Student Activities Fee
Funds:

the Collegian?

• WMUA?
• Legal Services?

• Credit Union?

• Outing Club?

• Area Governments?
• UPC?
• Transit Service?

• DVP?

• Office of Third World Affairs?

and many other groups and organizations?

DID YOU KNOW THAT ALL THESE
GROUPS MAY BE IN JEOPARDY

WITHOUT YOUR HELP?
Please support the Student Activities Fee Increase
REFERENDUM: OCTOBER 5th and 6th

Questions? Call Rich Goldman, 545-0341

irPlayer-of-the-game -
Continued from page 16

Only a junior. Pearson is within 70 yards of formerUMass star Dennis Dent for fifth place on the UMass ailtime rushing hst and should break that mark nextSaturday against the University of Delaware in NewarkWith 1516 yards already to his credit. Pearson shouldsmash Rich Jessamy s career rushing record of 1739 yards
within the next few weeks if he can maintain his current

Even if Garry Pearson can keep up his herculean per-
formances the Mmuteman offense wUI have to come upwith another weapon when they travel to take on the
highly-ranked Delaware Fighting Hens next Saturday
With startmg quarterback Dean Pecevich slated to return
after missing last week s game with a sore shoulder, coachBob Pickett will certainly be looking for more point
production from the Minuteman offensive unit.

• Coming Attractions-
Continued froTn page U
hour a day. seven day a week pay TV .service. Ifs heine
described as "an adult entertainment network" which "can
l)e fairly raunchy."
PET has acquired rights to air Kramer vs. Kramer and

Tess, among other fairly recent films. The network is also
offermg a dancercise" show entitled Body Shop featuring
workouts by male athletes and Penthouse pets. If this isnl
l)ad enough actress Lee Grant will host Gods and God-
deses a behmd-the-scenes look at "glamorous people -
the Hollywood scene." Give us a break.

If anyone out there still has the somewhat idealistic
Deliel that cable television can offer better programming
than network prime time TV I hope this sets you straight
lelevision. on the whole, is continuing to be sex
ploitative...

£l£2li£g!im 15

ifSo Fine
Continuedfrom page 14

the script. Mariangelo Melat does not fare as well Melato
IS a fine european actres. she was the lead in Lina Wert-
mullers Swept Aivny, but. like O'Neal, her talent is
wasted in this film.

The film is choppy, flawed and about as challenging as a
coloring book, but it is also entertaining. I usually don't
like bad movies, but this one is fun. The laughs are a little

So Fine is currently playing at the Hampshire J,

Cmemax in the Hampshire Mall. Hndtey.

•ism^msMsajJXiasigsin^mitaAMsmaas

THE BEST OF
NEW YORK THEATER

TNUBtDAT 1 MM
OCTOBER 22
UWni.iIAIMlM

as

OIHMJCHO!

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

BLOCK THAT POINT! - Intramural football is midway through its siileameTeason and

THEAmea "••'on
TOOaTOMlT

fi«c»^<»-^aap c£3^cir

'I," TwuTi SHIM -r^?:^':;? *'--"'»-«>••"-

nmc HfPstiiM u-
'.
>^-/ ifei.ii<mi.:rMi>*M^

fD^^S OF THE
LOST ARK
Today atW 15.45 @ $1 75) 8:15

Joha Bctaslii bi

''CONTINENTAL
DIVra£"

Today at^ (6:00 @ $1.75) 8:30

^wmriiiYiioiDs.

RATEnNITY
£P (6:15 @ $1.75) 8:30

so FINE
starring Ryan O'Neal

Today at

fgl (6:30 @ $1.75) 8:45

FAYEDONAWAYi

Today at ^

\ (5:30 @ $1.75) 8:15

"W'^sap «C^<S>-^34P

AEROBIC INC.

YIPPEEE!
Go Aerobic Inc. Is BACK!

Dance your way to a great body and
cardiovascular fitness.

Look Good - Feel Great - Have Fun
Classes Start Soon

For more info call

Beth 549-4490 Carrie 546-9738 Sue 549 5893

tfg*:^^»..^ga^g^ OQ ^-

Wednesday

'[fi] (5:45 (S) $V75I 8:1^

Dudley Moore Liza Minelli

John Gielgud

it^rthur
(6:00 @ $1 751 8:30

WILLIAM HURT
KATHLEEN TURNER

BODY
HEAT
(6:00 @ SI 75) 8:30

Every Wednesday Night is

llAUAn NIGHT
Lasagna or Turkey Parmesan

Salad bar and Beverage $4.95
For Reservations call 549-6000 ev» 639

Va(idaif<i Parking in the Campus C»»nter Cari^ee
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BU drops netmen,
UM frosh shines
Boston University took seven of eight matches including

a sweep m doubles play to hand the University of
IVassachusetts men's tennis team its third loss of the
season, 7-1.

Minuteman Rich Lindgren, a third singles freshman,
gunned down BU's Dave Katz 6-2. 2-6, 6-4 for the lone
Massachusetts match win.
"We were overpowered and we weren't able to play an

agressive game." first year coach Bob Szlosek said "Lin-
dgren had an outstanding match. He was able to maintain
the pressure right up until the last set. He's a real com-
petitor."

The Terriers' number one singles man. Larry Field us-

BU upped its record to 31 with the victory while the
Minutemen are now 1-3.

Massachusetts travels to Albany (N.Y.) State College
Wednesday for a 2:30 p.m. match.

—Stephen Freker

Netwomen take 5th
AfU'r drying the soggy Boyden courts, the University of

Massachusetts women '.s tennis team raised their record to
5 1 Saturday i)y beating Springfield College 8 1

.

At iirst doubles, senior Helen Najarian and freshman
Wendy Stheerer won 6 1. 6-4. Playing number two were
senior Carolyn Tarbell and junior Beth Goldberg, who won
lli.ir mauh 6 3. 6 2. Amy Epstein and Stacv Cohen were
also winners at third doubles.

Continuing to show their dominance, the UMass singles
players won five of iheir six matches, led by Elizabeth
Sullivan at the number two spot. She won 6-2, 6-0.
The only loss came from from number one singles

Barbara Mills. She lost a lough match to SC's Jennifer
Hodges. 6 7.6-4. 7.5.

"I expected ihem to be a lot stronger," .said tri captain
(arulyn larlM-||. -It was a good win lor us. It ^ets ourmomentum up going into the Harvard match

"

The w„m»n played Harvard University Monday at the
novden courls.

^^''^^[m^^'^^

Collegian Player-of-the-Game
By BILL SHEA
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts tailback Garry Pearson not
only contributed to the Minuteman offensive atUck against
the University of Rhode Island Rams Saturday, he was the
offensive attack.

The talented junior running back turned in one of his
finest individual performances in the first half Saturday
running for an even 100 yards against the Rams. Pearson
carried the struggling UMass offense in the first half,
slashing through a fired up URI defense.
Pearson was a workhorse all day carrying the ball 28

times for 121 yards. Running an assortment of sweeps, he
was the only offensive threat the Minutemen had in the
game. Of the total yards the Minutemen offense mustered
in the first half, Pearson had 100 of those yards to his
credit.

In the second half, the Ram linebackers keyed on
Pearson holding him to 21 yards on eight carries. The
Bristol, Conn, native still managed to score the lone
Minuteman touchdown of the day in the fourth quarter on a
19 yard pass from quarterback Barrett McGrath.

After catching the swing pass. Pearson bolted down the
left sideline avoiding several URI defenders and scored his
third touchdown in as many games.

Pearson was clearly the best player on the field.
especiaUy in the first half ripping off runs of 16, 17, and 12
yards. The Minutemen 's all-purpose runner also made 8 of
his team's 9 first half first downs, keeping whatever of-
fensive hopes the UMass offense had alive.

Garry Pearson has made a career of having productive
offensive games at UMass. Last season against the
University of Connecticut Huskies, he rambled for a career
high 222 yards. The talent-laden tailback has a number of
team records within his grasp. Continued mi page 15

GARRY PEARSON
photo rourttiv of Sports Information Office

Vermont tops UM, 4-1
Freshman Mike Rudd nets only goal
By SUE BRIDGMAN
I'ollegian Staff

Things are still not clicking into place for the men's
varsity sm-cer team, as they dropped another one
Sal unlay. 4 1. to a tough University of Vermont team in a
home opener. In the first half, the tempo seemed to
slightly favor Vermont a.s they kept the Minutemen bu.sy
wiih iheir sharp passing.

U\ M scored first at 14:18 when Ken Mclnerny took an
indirect kick which rebounded off ih(> wall (line of players).
Mclnerny caught the rebound and crossed the ball over to
Donoson Fii/,gerald, who put it in the net.

But. the .Minutemen hung lough and the half ended at 1

0.

UMass came back strong in the .second half and had a
i,m)(hI chance of getting back into the game.

"We hati a great second half." said coach Kuss Kidd. "We
eame on like a house afire."

Al 31:1.5, UVM scored its second goal, after a scramble
in front of the net. UMass goalie Brett Olsher saved the
shot, but UVM\ Zarah Avakian got the rebound and
pushed it bv Olsher.

The Minutemen were undaunted and with 23:24 left in
ihe game, scored their only goal. Freshman forward Mike
Kudd t(M)k a pass and with UVM's goalie out of the net,
shot from about .W yards out. The ball rolled into the
corner and a wild cheer arose from the crowd.

Unfortunately Vermont's Cameron Diamindias scored on
a penally kick to put Vermont up hy two.

rhr- Minutemen had a couple of more .scoring opor-
luniiies. One came at 2:57 when forward Mike Gibbons
iiHtk a penalty kick and again when he (Gibbons) had a
Itreakaway, but fate seemed to be against the team as
neither opportunity proved fruitful.

To further frustrate the Minutemen, UVM's John
llouiigan M-ore<l wit h 10 seconds remaining in the game, to
close tuit Ihe scorinjf al 4 1.

"I felt it was a good team effort," said Kidd. "A couple of
those goals should never had happened, especially the last
one."

The team Minutemen hosts Williams College today at
3:.'W p.m. on the upper Boyden playing fields.
The UMass JV soccer team beat Amherst College 2

Saturday to up its record to 2 0.

Sports notices

*^.... ^-. _ <'oll»iti«n fi If photo

BUILDING BLOCKS - UMass spikers Ellen
Braun (left) and Patti Philbin (right) go up for a
block in last Saturday's UMass Classic at
Boyden Gym. The team finished 7th out of 16 en-
tries.

BASKETBALL MANAGERS NEEDED - Managers
are needed for the men's and women's basketball teams
this season. One manager (male or female) is needed for
the women's team and three managers are needed for the
men's team (male or female). Anyone interested should fill

out an application at the basketball offices in the Boyden
building.

UMASS HANGLIDING - There will be an importantmeeting for those club members interested in the Inter
collegiate Hangliding competition this weekend at 730p.m.. Wednesday. Oct. 7 in CC165.

r^^u^^?u^'I^ P^^^ - 'T*'* UW*«« Sport Parachute
Club wiU hold a first jump course Thursday, Oct. 8 at 7
p^m in CC 905-909. The first jump will be Saturday, Oct.
10. The cost of the course is $85, all inclusive.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE - There wUl be a meeting for
all interested in playing fall lacrosse Thursday. Oct 8 at
6:30 p.m. in NOPE 153. AU interested candidates should
attend.

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL - The UMass men's volleyball
team will be holding open practices this fall on Sundays at 1
p.m. in Boyden Gym. New players are welcome. Call Pat at
253-2858 for more information.

CPR/WSI INSTRUCTORS NEEDED - Instructors are
needed to teach CPR courses. If interested in teaching for
recertification. get an information sheet from the NOPE
secretary. Also Water Safety instructors are needed to
teach in a seven week swim program for university and
community children (3 yrs and up). An introductory
meeting for all participants will be held October 14 and 15
at 2:30 p.m. Information sheets and registratbn forms are
available at the NOPE secretary's office.

Sadat assassinated
CAIRO. Egypt (AP) - President Anwar Sadat was

assassinated yesterday by men in^ army fatigues who
leaped from a jeep and poured automatic rifle fire on a

?Z'7^l^
stand during a military parade commemorating

the 1973 war with Israel. The raiders were said to have
killed nine other people and wounded 22. including foreiim
dignitanes and three American officers.

pI!!1!'*^^J'''® n ^^ ^^^ '^^ ^° ''^^^ shouted, "Glory toEgypt and yeUed 'agents and intruders" at foreigners in
the reviewing stand. One report said three of the raiderswere kiUed and three arrested, but another report said one
attacker was kiUed and five arrested.

Their identities were not inunediately disclosed.

hl';\^^:^fu" xlr'^.i*'^^*
h^*^ «"«™^ at home and

throughout the Middle East because of his peace treaty
with Israel and his recent crackdown on hundreds of op-
position figures suspected of fomenUng Christian-Moslem
strife m Egypt.

The reviewing stand was littered with bullet-riddled
armchau-s and bk)odied digniUries were thrown into
pandemonium by the attack. It occurred shorUy before 1
p.m. during a low flyby by jet fighters.

. Continiied. on pa^ 8

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat smiles at the
stort of the 6th of October Military Parade
yesterday. Later in the parade, Sadat was
assassinated when men opened fire from a truck-
that was passing the reviewing stand wher«
Sadat was sitting.

f
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News Analysis:

Implications of
Sadat's death
By NEMAT SHAFIK
Collegian Staff

The assassination of President Anwar el-Sadat yester-
day could have substantial implications for Egypt and
America's position in the Middle East if Sadat's current
policies are not maintained by his successor.
Sadat was shot by men in army uniforms while review-

ing a military parade in Cairo.
The background of Sadat's assassins is not yet known

but some sort of military connection seems obvious The
attack utilizing military vehicles and the traditionally
powerful role of the Egyptian army in domestic politics
seem to indicate a military role.

Evidence of extensive opposition to Sadat's regime
became apparent after last month's arrest of almost 1500
people on charges of instigating sectarian strife. While
most of the arrests were attributed to the alleged religious
conflict between Muslims and Copts, individuals from all
over the political spectrum were included in the largest
purge in Sadat's presidency.

Continued on page i
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SGA referendum question invalidated

_. <'<»lleri«n pholo hv Srott Burkr
Jim Murphy, Student Government Affairs

Committee chairperson counts election ballots
last night in Dickinson Hall.

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association leaders last night
decided to invalidate the referendum question on the
student senate election ballots. The referendum asked
students if they favored a $10 increase in the Student
Activities Fee,

Also, because of a lack of constant volunteer manning of
the ballot boxes. Governmental Affairs Chairman James
Murphy proposed to continue the elections at Franklin,
Hampshire and Worcester Dining Commons next Tuesday.
The ballot boxes were locked up when volunteers

weren't around, but the polls were not open for a sufficient
amount of time. Murphy said.

Polls at the Hatch and Berkshire Dining Commons were
manned for the required time and final resulU for the
commuter and Greek areas as well as dormitories using
Berkshire were announced.
The Senate Coordinating Committee voted to return the

referendum to the senate floor next week in order to
reconsider its wording. Speaker Edward Lee cited possible
legal implications as the reason for the recommendation.
Two UMass students yesterday obtained a request for

judicial action from student attorney general Lisa Ziebel in
an attempt to invalidate the referendum.

Erik Anderson, 24, and Frank Moore, 21, both
mechanical engineering majors and Amherst residents said
the question as worded was "completely one sided" and
slanted toward the SGA leadership's position.

The pair also contends SGA leaders misused student
funds to print advertisements in the Collegian and to
distribute flyers advocating the increase.
"We believe it's real important how the ballot reads,"

Moore said. "It makes it seem everything is doomed if they
don't get the increase." /^ * .

tontinued on page 7
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Williams opposes use of violence
in ending Northern Ireland's strife

.
.^tors le*t«t itf«: JA Low|r; Steve Li^y; JA V%hPerj^«»W|«a^^t^ Mfcpk Hand; JQAm^

WaJterCta»e; JQA Upper. Siabhan Powers; Caiice, Alison^id and Patricia Corrigan; Moore, Jessica LaMontagne;
£!***^\ ?r^ JmfA>mif4y Ordway. and ScottBacon^k Campbefl; Herpoiit, Linda Sable, and Eric
Argjeby; Washington L9wet, Jenny Schofield:
Washington Upper, ^SoolaAiiCoifin.

«ffT^^® ^^^^ «*^* '^^ Baymaakers/Debbie
Walsh. Gary B. Cohen. Beth Ifeimond/Meg Cusack, and
<^Mne9 Lonegaii. ,

^CSonwnuter senators are: Jim^ur^, §cott Cashinan,
^metji Moore, Laura Koester, clrl Hofftnan. Dia»e
I-^cy, Yat T. Man, Oenise McSweeney, Mary Kay Yearin,
Amy Manon, Laura Gallant, Maureen Geraghty, Jill

^p. David riemey. Lito Pott^-. SheUa M. SuUivan.
ji^le Ri^Bel, James Spud Badreau, Dan Maynard,li^ Taytor, James Quinn. Jeffrey Krumrine. Thomas
^amone, Henry W. Kayfor. GeorgI Brown. Prai*
gonda» Scott Andrew Gordon, AlanCompagnon, Jamesfm%Mf Zaluda. Owrt Kufeik, Maksim McConnachie.
JAmes Wilhams and James Gaitity^

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

During a question-answer session following her talk in
the Student Union Ballroom last night, a man asked Nobel
Peace Prize winner Betty Williams why she had not
specifically addressed the issue of creating peace in Nor-
thern Ireland and what she intended to do toward that
cause.

Williams replied, "I live in Northern Ireland My
children and family are living in Northern Ireland I work
on a day-m, day-out basis for peace in Northern Ireland
and I am going back there when I leave here What are
you doing for peace, sir?"
The man did not answer.
Williams, who was awarded the Nobel prize along with

Mairead Corrigan in 1977 for their work toward peace in
Northern Ireland, spoke as part of the University of
Massachusetts Distinguished Visitors Program before an
audience of 1,000.

,,,!".
^^'' ^'•«' "Can There be Peace in Northern Ireland?"

Williams stressed that there could be no solution to any
strife in Northern Ireland unless all facets of the problem
are examined and no violence is employed to achieve the
goal of peace.

"Unless you deal with every issue, social problems,
bigotjy. economic hardships and many others, you cannot

have a real peace," Williams said. "The important thing to
remember about any solution to Ireland's problems is that
it will never come out of the barrel of a gun."
Our people have learned that not one single Irish life has

been worth any of the fighting or violence in our country,"
Williams said.

Williams spoke of the difficulty she and her co-workers
have in propagating non-violence as a viable means of
securing peace in her country.

"If I was promoting a material product like shampoo or
a vacuum cleaner, I could tell you what it would do for you
and improve your life," Williams said. "What I am trying
to sell is the word P-E-A-C-E. It is not a tangible commodi-
ty and people find it hard to understand that."
Williams and her group Community of Peace People

have organized rallies and support groups in Northern
Ireland to help others learn how to work for peace. Among
her other projects are a help group which counsels young
Irishmen in an attempt to dissuade them from joining
"terrorist organizations" and the first religion-integrated
school in Northern Ireland called All Children Together.
Working for peace is a never-ending job according to

Williams.

"It's easy to rally and shout in a crowd, but it's not
enough," Williams said. "One has to work for peace seven
days a week, 24 hours a day if one wishes to truly achieve
it."

D *A «r-ii'
t<ili»in«n photo b* ScoU Burke

Betty Williams, a Northern Ireland peace ac-
tivist and Nobel Peace Prize recipient, speaks in
the student Union Ballroom last night.
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Kodak researcher

took Land's idea,

inventor testifies

Wednesday. October 7. 1981

BOSTON — Instant photography inventor Edwin H
land testified in federal court yesterday that he discussed a
color film innovation with an Eastman Kodak researcher 14
years before Kodak allegedly copied the idea from
Polaroid.

Land, the 71-year-old founder and chairman of Polaroid,
took the stand for the second day in the landmark patent
infringement case involving the two giants of the
photographic industry.

Polaroid charges that Kodak violated 10 patents when it
entered the insUnt photography field in 1976 to compete
with the SX-70 camera, which produces fast, dry. instant
color pnnts. Until then. Polaroid had been the sole
manufacturer of instant cameras for nearly 30 years.

The non-jury trial is being heard by U.S. District Judjre
Rya Zobel.

Much of Land's testimony resembled a chemistry class
as he described in highly-technical terms how different
acids, molecules, dyes and alkalines go into "peel-apart" or
"integral" film for one-step photography.

Land, speaking slowly and quietly, testified in length
about his patented invention of "polymeric acid layer" — or
"L-Coat" — for forming color transfer images.
Under questioning by Polaroid attorney William K.

Kerr, Land testified he discussed his idea with Kodak
researcher Dr. H.C. Yutzy in a telephone conversation in

"We were sharing our enthusiasm then." Land noted.
Land said whUe he did not recall the entire conversation

he told Yutzy "of the wonderful stabUity and neutraUzatiori
by using the high polymeric acid and timing layer. I felt in
spite of the suddenness of the discovery, we would be able
to get into production in time with it."

wj . - . .
AP •'«»*rpl)olo

Fnme Minister Menachem Begin denounces
"the enemies of peace" who assassinated Presi-
dent Sadat yesterday. Begin told reporters he
had lost not only a partner in peace, but a friend.

Camp David talks

must not cease,

ambassadors say
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Egyptian and Israeli

ambassadors predicted yesterday the Camp David peace
process will survive the assassination of Anwar Sadat.

But U.S. and diplomatic sources agreed the death of the
Egyptian leader greatly complicates efforts to devise a
lasting Arab-Israeli peace.

Sadat staked his career and his life on the Camp David
accord and on good relations with the United Sutes. His
death raised immediate questions whether his successors
could, or would, follow that path.
Though Sadat's successor, vice president Hosni

Mubarak, is considered a staunch friend of the United
States, it simply isn't known whether his government will
be strong enough to follow Sadat's policies — unpopular
among Egypt's Arab neighbors and among Sadat's
domestic opponents.
"We are very, very worried," said an Israeli source here

who didn't want to be identified. "It's a very severe
realization how shaky the situation in Egypt is, and how
shaky the peace is."

There was no mistaking Sadat's influence in American
efforts to establish a firm position in the Middle East.

"Sadat has been the linchpin of our policy," said a State
Department official. This is a very serious blow."
While Sadat's fate was still in doubt, former Secretary of

State Henry Kissinger said of him, "If there is an in-
dispensable man in the diplomatic process, it is Sadat."

Later Kissinger said: "The Camp David process was
based on fundamental realities. President Sadat
recognized these realities, but he didn't invent them, and
therefore these realities still exist for us to build on. I think
it would be a terrible mistake for America now to give way
to despair, to think that we cannot go forward."

Digest
By the Associated Press

Norwich professor regrets

Sadat remark made to class

5Vo longer dangerous'patient
released after admitting to murder

MONTPELIER. Vt. - On Monday,
political science professor James Toner told
his class at Norwich University. "All in all.

I'm surprised that no one has assassinated
President Sadat."

Yesterday morning, a student came to his
office at the Northfield miliUry acadamy
with the news: Sadat had been shot in
Cairo.

"I was shocked," he said. "I wish now I

hadn't said it."

Toner, who has long taken an interest in
Mideast affairs, predicted that the shooting

could throw the volatile region into chaos.
That fear was echoed by Vermont's

congressional delegation and the state's
Jewish leaders - all of whom hailed the
Egyptian president as a man of peace.

Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., called the
shooting "terrible."

"It's one of the greatest possible blows in
the Mideast," he said.

Leahy, who is a meml>er of the Senate
Select Intelligence Committee, said Sadat
provided much needed sUbility in Egypt
and the entire region

.

OCALA, Fla. — A judge yesterday
ordered a woman released from a state
hospital for the criminally insane where she
had been held for nearly five years after she
admitted killing a person just to see what it

was like.

Marion County Judge William Swigert
granted a conditional release from Florida
State Hospital in ChatUhoochee for Sherry
Green Gerry, 22, after listening to two
psychiatrists who said she is no more
dangerous than the average person.

Swigert released the woman to the care
of William and Valerie Alexson of
Springfield, Mass.

Alexson is chaplain for the National
Basketball Association. His wife has
counseled criminal defendants in Florida
and Georgia.

Mrs. Gerry had been held at the hospital
m connection with the shooting death of 74-
year old WUUe Sellers of Ft. McCoy, a tiny
community in the Ocala National Forest.

Suspect's intentions implicated
by the testimony of a co-worker

Ex-senator Kelly 's lawyer wants
Tauro disqualified from presiding
BOSTON - Outgoing U.S. Attorney

Edward F. Harrington fires the final salvo
today in his unprecedented bias complaint
against U.S. District Judge Joseph L.
Tauro in charges involving ex-Sen. James
A. Kelly Jr.

The prosecutor wants Tauro disqualified
from presiding over a second corruption
trial for Kelly, who was one of the most
powerful SUtehouse figures in the 1970s. In
effect

,
Harrington is asking the U.S. Circuit

Court of Appeals to disqualify Tauro
because he is, consciously or otherwise,
indebted to Kelly for a political favor 15
years ago.

The former Oxford Democrat is accused
of extorting $34,500 from Worcester's
defunct Masiello & Associates, Architects.
With Tauro presiding, a 28-day trial ended
ui a mistrial April 29 with the jury 11-1 for
conviction after 12 hours of deliberation

FALL RIVER, Mass. - Nurse Anne
Capute told a fellow worker she wished
morphine could be administered to a dying
cancer patient "more effectively to help her
on her way," another nurse testified
yesterday.

The murder trial of Mrs. Capute also
mcluded appearances by the daughters of

cancer patient Norma Leanues, who said
their mother was unconscious when the
defendant and another nurse entered a
hospital room and gave her injections.
Mrs. Capute and two other nurses are

charged with kUUng Mrs. Leanues with an
overdose of morphine on May 18. 1980.
The others, Nancy Robbins and Judith

Foley, will be tried separately.

N, H. officials seek rule reversal

to halt plans for drinking splurge

CORRECTION
It was incorrectly reported in

yesterday's Collegian that Peter
Eliopoulos, 19. a UMass student from
Tyngsboro. was charged with destruction
of state property aft«r being arrested
following Saturday's football game in

Alumni Stadium.
Eliopoulos was charged with being

disorderly and aiding the escape of a
prisoner. He pleaded not guilty to those
charges in Hampshire District Court Mon-
day morning.

CONCORD. N.H. - Plans by a southern
New Hampshire bar for a "drink and
drown" affair prompted a call yesterday for
an immediate reversal of a new rule
allowing bars to give away drinks.

"In this day of rampant (driving while
intoxicated) prdalems (and) skyrocketing
alcoholism ... we believe it borders on
criminal conduct for the Sute of New
Hampshire to permit or encourage the
advertising and consumption of free
liquor," Rep. Bruce Rounds. R Bristol,
"^^''5*^ in a letter to the sUte liquor

Commission.

Rounds is chairman of the House
Regulated Revenues Committee, which
handles liquor law changes. At a meeting,
he urged other committee members to sign
ihr letter. Most did.

The letter also asks the commission to
reverse other rules changes approved in
September. The changes, which relax
restrictions on liquor advertising, will take
effect on Thursday unless the commission
heeds Rounds' request for a delay.
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Student $
source of

hot debate
By JOHN DiPALAZZO -

Collegian Staff

.
A disagreement in funding of the Student Activities Of-

fice at the University of Massachusetts is raising the issue
of student control over Student Activities Tax (SATF)
money.
The SAO hud^t is currently set by the Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs with the advice oi' the Student Govern-
ment Association.

Student government leaders, in a memorandum to Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennnis L. Madson this
summer, requested the SAO budget be returned to the
SOA budgeting process.

"It is time to reintegrate the Student Activities Office
budget with the budgeting process for the rest of SATF,"
the memo stated.

Edward Lee, speaker of the Undergraduate Student
Senate, said "he (Vice Chancellor Madson) doesn't dictate
our budget. The student senate dictates the budget."
Chancellor Henry Koffler, in a memorandum dated May

2, 1980, said that while the Board of Trustees and the
University administration seek advice from the senate in
setting funding levels, "legal authority for expenditures
does not thereby devolve to the student senate or any
other group."

Richard Goldman, Treasurer of the SGA, questioned the
manner in which the administration consulted with the
SGA in setting the budget.
"The trustees document says that the Vice Chancellor

does have the final say in the SATF after consulation with
the senate. This also means bargaining in good faith,"
Goldman said

A memorandum from Vice Chancellor Madson and Vice
Chancellor for Administration and Finance George Real-
ty, also dated May 2, 1980, which outlines the SAO
budgeting process, states, "the Vice Chancellor for Stu-
dent Affairs will establish the budget for the Student Ac-
tivities Office after consulation with the Student Govern-
ment Association."

Vice Chancellor Madson pointed out that budget
negotiations for fiscal 1982 took place through two SGA
administrations.

"We have acted in good faith with both sets of student
leaders," Madson said, "but somebody has to set the
figure and that's where 1 come in."

Randy Donant, director of student activities, said he ex-
pected the SAO to be funded at the level set by Madson.
Presently, Madson's office has set the SAO budget at
$317,640, or $12,500 more than the senate had allocated.
"Recommendations were made to adjust the figure of

student enrollment to make up for the $12,500 without
any pain," Donant said.

Donant said SATF money collected from 300 students
not previously accounted for in the budget could cover the
$12,.500 needed for the SAO.
Lee said that the senate has yet to decide on the extra

revenue generated by the increased enrollments, and that
the money would not necessarily go to the SAO.
"We want to help groups that get down to the student

level," Lee said.

"1 do not know if the senate will act on this or not, but
it's imperative that $317,640 be allocatefi to the Student
Activities Office budget." Madson said.
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FORMER ATTORNEY GENERAL SPEAKS— Ramsey Clark, who was Attorney General
during President Johnson's final year in office,
spoke before a filled Johnson Chapel at Amherst
G611ege last night. A civil rights advocate, Clark
said the poor are the ones most affected by the
justice system in the U.S., with those in power
using the law as an instrument to maintain their
power.

Ramsey Clark
speaks about
the issues of

basic freedom
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Statf

Former U.S Attorney General Ramsey Clark last night
gave his opinions and definitions ot justice and law in
society before a filled Johnson Chapel at Amherst College.

"Law cannot be without society. " said Clark, "it is

simply an inslrumeni made available to society to achieve
its desires."

Clark said it is society that determines the law, and
these laws reflect society's values and aspirations.

Meeting human needs is considered by Clark an im-
portant service executed through legal systems. "'More
than anything else people require the fundamental rights
to privacy, study, and equality," said Clark. "Respect for
the fundamental rights is peace."

Clark said it is the poor that are most affected by the
justice system in the U.S., and that statistics show that
these people occupy the greatest amount of space in state
and federal prisons. "The law is an instrument for those
who have power, and is used to maintain this power" said
Clark.

"Law can bring out the best values in people" said Clark,
but also can be an instrument of force in some instances.

Throughout the history of the U.S., any analysis of the
constitutional history indicates that we (the U.S.) have
been involved in a constitutional growth, said Clark. He
said the original voting laws not given to women, blacks
and Indians is an example of the growth of the constitution.

A civil rights advocate, Clark said because racism is still

interwoven in our culture the legal system must see more
growth.

Politically, Clark said an arms race between any nations
is the "greatest crime ever committed."

Clark was an assistant Attorney General during the
Kennedy administratwn, and became Attorney General in
President Johnson's final year in office.

The lecture was presented by the Harlan Fisk Law
Society of Amherst College.

Few vote in town election
A preliminary election that saw a mere 6.7 percent voter

turnout last night eliminated Hubert E. Robert of 570 Bay
Road, Amherst from the Amherst selectman's race.
On November 10, voters will choose between Jan Dizard

of 41 High St. and Fred Steinbeck of 218 Grantwood
Avenue to fill the seat vacated last June by Donald M.
Routh who resigned to accept a position as financial officer
at Yale University.

Of 11,000 possible voters, only 775 braved the day's
chilly rain and made it to the polls, officials said last night.

Dizard captured more than half the votes cast and finished
with a total of 389. Steinbeck collected 275 votes and
Robert got 111.

The preliminary election, or caucus, was called to reduce
the field of three candidates to two. The eventual winner of
the contest will serve until the next general election in
1983.

Potential voters should register at Town Hall by October
21. The November special election was called specifically to
fill the selectman post.

College president says
women need math skills

('oll«Kiaii Pknl* bv Vinr« l>*H'it|

COLLEGE PRESIDENT — In a speech at Mount Holyoke College last

night President Elizabeth T. Kennan said women must be ambitious
enough to compete for top managerial positions.

By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

Elizabeth T. Kennan, president of Mount
Holyoke College said last night that a
strong knowledge of modem technology
and mathematics is essential for women to

succeed in today's labor market.
Kennan spoke on "Changing Exf)ecta-

tions of Women" at a meeting of the
American Association of University
Women at Mount Holyoke.

Quoting statistics, Kennan demonstrated
the increasing numbers o( women
employed in traditionally male-oriented
fields, especially business. She said that in

1981 almost every adult women will work
for pay in the market economy, a situation

very different from that of forty years ago.
The myth that middle class women don't

work by choice is exploded by present
statistics, Kennan said. She cited statistics

showing that the "critical mass" of women
in managerial, banking, and acrounting
positions has increased. "In 1979, women
comprised 43% of all accountants in the
country and they're still telling us that

women can't do mathematics," she said.

Kennan pointed out that this year, for
the first time in history, more high school
girls than boys when polled expressed an
interest in business as a career. More high
school girls than boys are taking more
math courses beyond those required, she
added.

Although numbers of women in banking
and managerial positions are on the in-

crease, Kennan asked if we could expect
advancement in top managerial positions to
come to women in proportion to the
number of Mtomen in the field. She stressed
that the number of women holding top
managerial positions is not yet proportional
to the numbers in the field and that women
must become "prepared, competent, and
ambitious enough to take those top posi-
tions."

Given that girls fall behind boyyin stan-
dardized testing of mathematics, Kennan
said that studies on how women learn are
im^Kirtant t«i be able to close the gap in

math performance. She said it is also very
important for women to have modem
equipment available to them in college labs
to better understand details of modem
technology.

(
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Faculty ponder Sadat death
By BRIAN SULLIVAN
and MICHAEL SULLIVAN
Collegian Suff j

Several University of Massachusetts professors said
they feel there will be little change in Egypt's policies
following yesterday's assassination of President Anwar
Sadat, but there ihight however, be a slow down in in-
stituting these policies because of it.

Professor Emeritus Ferenc Vali of the political science
department said that Sadat's death may severely alter the
balance of power in the Middle East against Israel and the
United States.

By killing Sadat now. those who oppose him face the risk
of negating the Camp David agreement which states that
the Israelis were to return the remainder of the Sinai to
Egypt by AprU of 1982, said Eliezer Rafaeli. visiting
professor of history and chancellor of the University of
Haifa in Israel.

"The PLO were not dancing in £>ie streets of Beirut
because it was a hoUday. and I also imagine m Moscow they
were havmg a good lunch," Rafaeli said.

Rafaeli also said the assassination might result in a slow-
down or even a stop to the major policies instituted by
Sadat.

^

"Egypt is a country in bad shape economically. Sadat
started movmg. changing and improving ii." RafaeU said.

Vali said that Sadats constitutional successor. Vice
President Hosni Mubarak, has much the same background

as Sadat and appears to be very pro-western. Vali said he
anticipates Sadat's programs wUI remain largely un
changed.

Vali and Rafaeli agreed that Mubarak was not as
charismatic or as strong as the late President Sadat, both
within and outside Egypt.
"To IsraeUs. Sadat is associated with the first honest

attempt to establish peace." Rafaeli said.
Karl Ryavec, a political science professor who teaches a

course in Soviet foreign poUcy. agreed with Rafaeli and
said yesterday's assassination gave the Soviet Union an
exceUent opportunity to regain power in the Middle East.
Ryavec also said most of the Soviet reaction would be

based on the alignment of Sadat's successors.
"One has to remember that the Soviets cannot restrain

Israel the way the United States can and that will be an
imporunt factor in any decision that the Egyptians make

"

Ryavec said.

Vali also said he believes the assassination will fuel both
sides of the debate over the sale of AWACS radar planes to
Saudi Arabia, now m Congress. Those opposing the sale
will say that this proves governments in the Middle East
are too unsuble to have this kind of sophisticated
equipment while those m favor of the sale may counter
with the fact that the U.S. may have lost Egyptas an ally
and they should not chance losing Saudi Arabia. Vali said.
Ryavec added thai yesterday's events will probably

' guarantee " the defeat of the AWACS sale on the grounds
that It proves the instability of the region.

THif it it. . .Thf Firtf Annaal

* Sadat analysis
Continued from page 1

The historical parallels are significant. Mubarak's cur-
rent position in Egypt is strikingly similar to Sadat's after
the death of Egypt's former President Nasir in September
1970 Mubarak. like Sadat, has a military background and
has played a relatively understated role in the shadow of a
charismatic president. In all likelihood, he will follow his
predecessor's transition strategy.
After the death of Nasir. Sadat used strong identifica-

tion with Nasirist politics as the source of legitimacy in the
early days of his regime. After quelling an attempt^ coup
and regaining the Suez canal in the 1973 war Sadat's
power base was secured and his political flexibility enhanc-
ed.

Mubarak's capabilities and legitimacy will probably be
tested through a power struggle in the'upcoming months
of his presidency. In the short run, Sadat's policies will
probably be adhered to as announced yesterday by

Egypt's U.S. ambassador. Ashraf lihorbal.
To the United States. Egypt under Sadat has been a

strong ally in protecting American interests in the Middle
East. However, the stalled US-backed Camp David talks,
the implications of changes in the Egyptian economy
resulting from American investment, and the American
military presence in Egypt have all been factors in Sadat's
weakened domestic position.

T.^.e future of the Camp David treaty depends heavily on
the position of Mubarak. Much of the recent opposition to
Sadat was in response to his dealing with Israel and the
United States. Mubarak has been careful to slightly
distance himself from the negotiations with Israel in-
itiated by Sadat. His personal commitment to the treaty is
substantially lower than his predecessor's. The extent of
domestic Egyptian opposition to the treaty may be the
determining factor for the future of Camp David.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Ridiculousness
of complaints

thlrl!'^^ 'r^^'^
^^^ ^'"^ ^^" ^'^'"^ t« f'g"'-^ 0"t Why

there is such apparent opposition to coed bathrooms. I sav
apparent because in a campus-wide ballot last semester
94 percent of the students responding were in favor of
keeping bathrooms coed. A basic mathematical calculation
will show that there was an apparent 6 percent opposed to
the status quo. I do not purport to delve into the issue ofwhy this obvious minority has gained control over the
placement of our self-cleansing and elimination; but
rather. I would like to discuss the possible reasons for
their opposition - a detail that has never been made clear
to me. I hereby offer my theories as to the circumstances
that have aroused such consternation.

- the frequently cited state code which calls /or
separate toilet facilities for the sexes. Apparently this
vocal minority has just learned to read during the past
decade, or maybe it has just taken that long for the
discrepancy between the law and what was to sink in At
any rate, it seems to me that this argument should have
been dealt with ten years ago.

m

Mary Beth Hebert
— the increased rate of female harassment. Females

in coed dorms, feel flattered. Not only are you so beautiful
as to excite sexual turmoil in the hearts of susceptible
males as you stumble into the bathroom with your face
cream and curlers, but you might excite such a frenzy as to
be assaulted by someone kicking down a locked toilet door
in a brash move of licentious behavior. But wait there's
more Not only have you been graced with beauty,'but also
with bravery and brawn sufficient to allow you to travel
the often unlit stairwells in search of bodily relief.

— coed bathrooms are dirtier than single sex ones.Who are they kidding? Slobs will be slobs no matter what
sex they live with. Actually, maybe coed bathrooms are
cleaner - who wants that cute person at the end of the
hall to think you're a slob?

— modesty. The sight of members of the opposite sex
brushing their teeth, washing or shaving right next to
them IS considered by some students and parents to be an
open display of wanton sexuality and permissiveness Iwon t mention the frequency of toothpaste and shaving
cream commercials on T.V. I will also keep quiet about the
scarcity of people who find themselves aroused at the
sight of a neighbor with a frothing mouth.

i€
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Letters

Tests infringe on holidays
To the Editor:

Give us Jews a break!! Faculty members have some
nerve giving tests on the Jewish Holidays. Who do you
think you are, forcing a student to come to class on a High
Holiday. Some students do take pride in their religion, and
would like to go to services. I don't think you would be
happy if someone took away one of your holidays
The Constitution states there is freedom of religionHow come this doesn't apply to UMass? One teacher of

mine stated "I'm going to give a test on Friday not Thurs-
day. Wow, this helps me a lot. This teacher is restraining

— privacy. It is an invasion of privacy to have to take
showers next to someone of the opposite sex. I am not
aware of any "gang" showers that were shared by the
sexes on campus. Even if they did exist, I see no reason
why mature college students could not work out a mutual-
ly satisfying time-sharing plan. I guess some girls might
get disgusted with wet, hairy legs peeping out from the
stall next to them, but just imagine what the wet "Euro-
pean look' does for guys. There is the problem of tall guys
being able to peer over the stalls, but surely a higher parti-
tion could be installed. If nothing else, you could get these
giants to agree to sit on chairs when they shower.

It is likewise an invasion of privacy to have a member of
the opposite sex defecating or urinating next to you.
Males, be offended that you have been judged as not hav-
ing enough couth to retreat to a toilet stall instead of using
a urinal if a female is present. Perhaps the University

should implement a new "F" core requirement making all
students pass a course in basic etiquette.
Members of a coed floor who do not wish to share

bathroom facilities should not be made to. Coed flcwrs
were created so that a more "natural" living arrangement
could be experienced by students. Certainly co-habitation
and the sharing of toilet facilities lie somewhere in almost
everyone's futures. To those who do not wish to taste this
reality as of yet. I suggest an immediate move to a single
sex dorm. There are plenty of liberal minded students who
would be more than willing to trade places with you

I have no way to substantiate any of these theories I on-
ly hope to point out the ridiculousness of some possible
complaints to those who are making them and to strike a
blow for those who oppose them.

Mary Beth Hebert is a Collegian columnist.
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me from going home and spending the holiday with my
family, because there is no way I can get to New York and
back in one day. Well, if this is the attitude of faculty
members, I propose school and tests on Christmas day

I m not saying that all teachers have this same attitude
I just think there should be an enforcement of this policy iri

the future.
,

Ira Cotler

Southwest

Lines of 'disinformation'
To the Editor:

The views as expressed by PhiUip Jennings in his column

d",.^**?.^^'**=^
^^^^""s P^^e ("United States Foreign

Policy, Oct. 1) are typical marxist untruths. He uses
marxist code words such as imperiaUst, etc. Perhaps
Jennings gets his information from the department of
disinformation of Russia. America is not interested in
taking over Namibia as Jennings implies. America may be
interested in mineral resources but wUl get them by
legitimate means and not by illegal means such as Russia
does.

I think your UMass students and our UConn students
are too intelligent to fall for Jennings' Une of disin-
formation.

Louis Duggar
East Hartford, Conn.

Polarization part of problem
To the Editor:

I feel that because I attempted to keep my letter brief
(Sept. 29) I gave a false impression on my feelings toward
women and rape. I would like to clarify my view.

In Christine Di Stefano's letter of October 1, she states
that I have not learned anything concerning rape in my
three and a half years at UMass. Nothing could be further
from the truth. Since I entered this college, I have been
greatly exposed to both the problem of violence against
women and the consequences of such violence, I feel that

over the years that I have come to understand a great deal
about these problems. It is because of my concern of these
problems that prompted me to write and express my
anger at the amount of "anti-male tirades" that grace the
pages of this newspaper.
The content of the letters and articles which I am refer-

mg to usually consists of omplaints; complaints about
both the number of rapes, and the lack of male awareness
of rape. These letters and articles rarely offer any con-
structive criticism or ideas, but mainly serve to vent the
writer's anger at the male sex. I don't see any good com-
ing from such writing. It only serves to alienate men from
understanding or being sympathetic to these causes. Many
people that I know, both male and female have expressed
that they are tired of reading such items.

I feel that these attitudes do not help gain support for
their views, but that they are counter-productive to the
aim of preventing rape.

The purpose of my initial letter was not to deny the im-
portance of recognizing the problems of rape. I believe
that rape is a very important problem. I think that
measures are needed to reduce rape and to aid the victims
of assault. However I believe that polarizarion of the sexes
will only make it more difficult for the goals to be achiev-
ed. More progress will be made by both sexes working
together, by both sexes putting pressure on legislatures
for better laws and enforcement of these laws, by both
sexes working for increased lighting and a safer campus
by both aiding the victims of such crimes.

It would be a great pity to see the work against rape
wasted because of a lack of cooperation.

Paul Wykes
Orchard Hill

New band uniforms Very chic'
To the Editor:

We would like to say a few words in praise of the UMassMarching Band. Their new uniforms are very chic and
their performances have been spectacular. We have
thoroughly enjoyed them and they deserve a big round of
applause. s ""u ui

Janet Dufraine
Betty Koniec;£ny

Student Activities

— } , ,_
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Christian Scientist to speak
tomorrow on healing methods
Christian Scientist Bruce E. Fitzwater will lecture on
I he Logical Certainty of Christian Healing" tomorrow

evening at 7:30 in room 162 of the Campus Center. The^ture IS sponsored by the University of Massachusetts
cnristian Science Organization.

Fitzwater will note cases where clearer concepts of God
resulted m healing and regeneration. He was recently ap-
pointed to the Christian Scientist's Board of Lectureship

,
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Women's theatre group to set
'Base Camp' at Hampshire
By MARILYN LENTZ
Collegian Correspondent

B(Me Camp, a drama by Sarah (Alleman) Dreher,
directed by Susan Vick, is being presented by the Womens

Community Theatre at 8:00 p.m. on October 8, 9 and 10 at
Emily Dickinson Hall at Hampshire College and on Oc-
tober 15, 16 and 17 at the Hampden Center for the Perfor-
ming Arts, in Southwest at the University of
Massachusetts.

All women are invited to the dress rehearsals on Oc-
tober 8 and 15. The $3.00 admission ticket for all perfor-
mances and dress rehearsals can be purchased in advance
at the Everywoman's Center, Wilder Hall, U. Mass., or at
Womonfyre Books, Masonic Street, Northampton. Ad-
vance sales are strongly recommended but tickets will be
available at the door.

^<

NeedCash^
still

Buying

Highest

Prices

Class Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry

Coins and Stamps

See Me When You SeD

^
25 North Plecnont Street

Amherst 256-0710
Mon.—Sot. 10-6

ThQy«r School of Engineering

Dartmouth College

Honover, NH 00755
Recruiting for Masters and Doctoral

Candidates in the following areas:

biomedical engineering

electrical engineering

environmental engineering

solid mechanics and mechanical design
fluid mechanics
metallurgy and materials science

radiophysics and space research

system simulation and policy design

cold regions science and engineering

Fellowships ond R«s*Qrch Assistontshlps

QvQllobk. Interviews from 9 o.m.
to 4 p.m., Thursday, Octobor 0, Ploco-
moot Sorvico, Goodoll Duilding.

]

SiqN-up For tNe

UMass Ski Club
IVlEivibERship

ANd The

SuqARbush TRJp

Wed., ThuRs., Fri.

AT tNe C.C. Concourse

OfficE 4J0A SxtdENT Unjon

545-?4?7

Off-Campus
Area Government Elections

The Commuter Assembly is the Area Government for

Students who Hve off-campus. We have provided a large

number of services and programs to the University com-

munity. FILMS, CONCERTS, WORKSHOPS,
SPEAKERS, LOCKERS, and Special events are being

decided upon NOW.
Nomination papers are still available in rm. 404 of the Stu-

dent Union Building. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING
PAPERS IS 7 OCTOBER, 1981 at 4:00 p.m.
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE by M. Joyce

ROD BONES

ACROSS
1 Htstoric Island

5 James's "The
Turn of the '

10 Exercise the jaw
14 T. Roosevelt's

Secretary of War
15 Word with

elephant or whale
16 Revolutronary

War patriot

17 In a dither

19 Gardner
20 Adjective for

noted seagoer
21 Put on airs (with

it")

23 Belie)

25 Arabic student's
letter

26 Pill for a horse
29 Arranged decora-

tions

31 Kick or play

follower

34 Condominium, for

instance

35 British producer
Alexander

36 Site of a marks-
man legend

37 Gallic name
38 Makes

comfortable
39 Illness

symptom

40 Comedian's
concern

41 Overcharge
42 Old Testament

gold source
43 Questioning

sounds
44 Carpenter's strip

45 Selfish

46 Sports tourna-

ment
48 Be pointed

51 Treated roughly

53 Colonnade
57 Norse name
58 Educated by life

61 Member of a Ger-
man family

62 Architectural fillet

63 Onesided win
64 Explosives

65 With a long face
66 Hence

DOWN
1 Wagnerian earth

goddess
2 Butcher's choice
3 Pear variety

4 Stance
5 Proust book,

' sWay
6 Playground

device

7 Equipment
8 Suffix in Scripture

9 Sites of bird

sanctuaries
10 French darling

11 Like a neck-and-
neck race

12 Any
mademoiselle

13 Milk or stink

18 Pee Wee
22 Slavic saint

24 Idea

26 River sight

27 VOodooism
28 Much desired

30 Back vocally

32 Lunch box item
33 Passionate
35 Norwegian author

Hamsun
38 Nasty

characters
39 Keyhole, for or>e
41 Type of club
42 'Lulu, "forone
47 Strategies

49 German
ingredient for

strudel

50 Daft

51 Weather word
52 Tomorrow, maybe
54 Stravinsky

55 a-lug

56 Palindromic name
59 Special time
60 Law degree

* Election

by Gregg Canavan
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Continued from page 1

SGA Treasurer Richard Goldman said due to the time
constraints in getting the referendum on the ballots the
referendum passed through the senate pretty much as
written. SGA leaders had no intention of affecting the
student vote by the wording, Goldman said.

SGA Attorney General. Lisa Ziebel. said if a new
referendum question receives senate approval, a public
forum could be organized to discuss the pros and cons of a
fee increase.

Pending senate approval, the referendum would be
brought to a student vote October 20. The proposal could
then be presented to Vice Chancellor Dennis Madson on
October 23 for his recommendation.

WEATHER

Today tonight and tomor-
row cloudy and windy with
scattered showers. Highs
today and tomorrow in the

50s. Low tonight 40 to 45.
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The Valentines
Plus. . .Th« Vondolz

No Cover
Drink Specials

Thursday, October 5th

Join us Early for

All Night

Happy Hour
Enjoy your favorite drinks

at Happy Hour prices

Friday & Saturday,

Oct. 9th & 10th

Martian Highway
$1.00 cover charge

•Valid ID and A.B.P. sticker

required to purchase alcohol.

This coupon good for

$1.00 off

any cake
Good only at

Baskin Robbins

28 Main St., Amherst •.

Start
every day
refreshed!

Th* Coll^giort

11

R-T

1

1

n'
1

1

jj"
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Every Wednesday Night is

ITALIAN NIGHT
Lasagna or Turkey Parmesan

Salad bar and Beverage $4.95
For Reservations call 549-6000 ew 8^9

Validajf^ Parking in the Campus C»?nter C^rai-^
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* Sadat—
Continued frcnm, ; xuge 1

Vice President Hosni Mubarak an
nounced a one-year state of emergency and
told the nation in a TV address announcing
the death of Sadat: "We are accustomed to
these wounds and we beUeve in Gods wUl
and we wUl continue in the name of the
spint and soul of our leader and our con-
stitution that we wiU abide by all treaties
and commitments made."
Mubarak was named by the ruling

Wednesday, October 7, 1981

National Democratic Party as the candidate
for president in elections in about two
months. In the interim, the government
will be headed by the speaker of
parUament, Sufi Abu Taleb. There were no
outward signs of alarm in Cairo, other than
deployment of anti riot police, which was
considered a normal precaution. Islamic
prayers were read on state radio and
television and Cairo residents appeared
calm.

presents

Mt^M C

Miirruy i). l.iiu-i>lii Cuiii|ms CciUi.r
I'liivcrsity oCMuNsuchiiMrJIs al Amherst

T.O.C. LOUNGE
HAPPY HOURS

2 -5 p.m.

FEATURING 25c DRAFTS
DURING

GENERAL HOSPITAL

3 - 4 p.m.

Entertainment featured Nightly

Come and Enjoy the Panoramic

view of the Valley!

•Valid ID and A.B.P. sticker required to purchase alcohol

1?

WTvwith

The
1. Pnrce Band

Rhythm Force d

students $8.50, 7.50

gen.pub.
J9.50, 8.50]

[6ctri8. 1981 at 8:00 P.M.!

irmfuii
ITICKETS ON SALE NOW Jv. licketron, uru, tix, fo^
the Record (Faces). Main St. & Platterpus Records in Northampton.
Tickets $1 more at the door and please, no food, drink, smoke or
fcameras. Produced in association with the UMass Arts Council.

BHI iiiiinn
Typewriter Ribbons

at

1981 - 82

iiiiifl

M«mb«r
Amfwnt

Chombar of

Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid
Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleosont Street
Amherst Mon.—Sot. 10-6 256-0710

The UMass Arts Council . . . JimPlunkett
is now accepting applications for funding for student
organization^ponsored arts events scheduled for production

during the first semester.

^or further information call or stop by the Arts Coundl
Office at 125 Herter Hall - from 9 AM to' 4 PM each

day tei. 5-0202

WednesdiSiy

PUB MUG MIGHT
25* Beers-Pub Mugs

•Oldles'Trivia Corvtests

9 tin

l.» Kant PlraKanl Si.
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIPIEC«n. .0 Cdtegian c^ce CC 1 13 • 8^45-3:45 Monday Friday . Deadline .s 3:45 two days prior to publicaln c^yCash m advance • 5 consecut.v. n... r*. h.o p^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^
^ *^"°" <^V5 consecutive days 5% discount

ARABIC TUTORIAL

Conversational Arabic flexible hours,
reasonable rates, call evenings Abdullah
256-6214

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Triumph Spitfire excellent conditton.
The little brat has a new engine, battery,
starter, tires, an AM FM 8 traclc stereo - if

you can install it right it's yours. . .and it

also has new windshield wipers, they are
very vogue this year. Asl<ing $3,500.00 so I

can buy my new •Rolls Royce' for
Christmas to "Betsy from Santa". Call
545-3500. Thank you for listening

.

Surplus Jeeps, Cars, Trucks Car inv.
value $2143 sold for $100. Hor information
on purchasing similar bargains call
602-941-8014 ext. 65«l phone, oall refun
datMe

Women's medium CB down jacket^&
and size 6 Vi Docltsides 549-4001

New faded Levi denim jacket w/side
poclcets size 40 $25 256-8610

Stereo and Speakers for sale! Only $68
call Patty 253 7890

Stereo BSR 2260 Bx turntable Pioneer
receiver Sx434 KLH speakers $200.00 price
negotiable in great shape 253-9792
Fryes^wms sz 8 good cond $30 256-8348

l!^^/^"*^ *''•• ^20 ea Prof. Wallace
NOPE in AM '

.

73 Audi 100GL auto,
call John at 253 3894

rebuilt engine $800

1974 Toyota Celica excellent conditions
$3000 or best offer ca ll Al or Rad 253-3009

1966 Valiant good running order. $600 00
586-0317

FOUND
Did you lose your puppy? We found an 8
month old black spaniel and want to find its
owner Please call Holly or Jenny any time
at 546 9210 keep trying'

Found female shepard about 1 yr old
friendly but afraid please call 546 5963 or
546-4427

'

HELP WANTED

1971 Volvo 142E
323-7372 eves

must sell asking $625

99 Bug good cond. 500 or 80 253-3365

1972 Ford LTD good shape $450 or BO call
Jim 549-1569

1975 Vega Wagon good condition panel
epress 256-6432 call after 6 PM

BOARDERS^WANTED

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Windsurfer? Busir>ess major or other en-
trepeneurial type? Call 546-9170 8 AM
-noon

To room in Delta Chi Fraternity for this
semester Good food, social life, and
reasonable rates. Leave name & phone no
.fqr_pave/Treasurer. Call 253-923

COUNSELING SUPERVISOR "

The Lesbian and Gay Mens Counseling
Collective seeks person with MA or
equivalent expenence to train and supervise
peer counselors 10 hrs per week Call
546-e912j4-5 PM for details

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Artist-in-Residence-Butterfield Com
pensation: meals, 3-room apartment for
minimal rent, use of facilities. Applications
Mclntire (545-2882). Information: Charri
(54C 45651 University of Massachusetts is a
eyuaj^pportunity employer.

P'"« Driver Exp. pref. applay at La Mia
Pizza aft. 6 ca r necessary

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.
Europe, S Amer., Australia, Asia. AH
fields. $500 $1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

INSTRUCTION

Calculators, Radios, Televisions. Tape
Decks, Stereos & Car Stereos. Sound in

Motk)n 266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst.
Behind Silverscape Designs, 253-9341

EMT'S

Next meeting of the Five College chapter
of EMT'S is Tuesday 10/13 at 7 PM in Cam
pus Center 904-908 program is hypothermia

Basic Auto-Mechanic Workshop Fall
classes forming. 28 hours of instruction in-
cluding classroom theory & shop. Limited
enrollment 253 7967

LOST

FOR SALE*

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft alnrost new best
offer 549-5669

Down sleeping bag 4 season 8" loft
modified mummy 6' + length xcellent con.
$75. Kingston classical folk guitar xcellent
cond needs strings $50 w case call

Colognes and Cosmetics up to 50% off
for product list and price list write
Cosmetics by US P.O. Box 94 Amherst, Ma
01004

Rossignol FP comp 203cm like new 125$
Brian 549-0095

Late Nite Lunacy continues 40% off all

Effects, Legend amps and acoustic guitars
till Friday Music Gallery Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass.

Irreplacable grey felt hat near Campus
Center 10/2 please call 546-7272

Lost Monkey, brown with white hair
pierced left ear with hoop earing wearing
flannel shirt. Last seen 520 CC. Hotel. Call
Joe 546-6355

Lost - One maroon backpack - American
Eagle. Notebooks and glasses are very im-

Brown rimmed perscription glasses An-
nie Hall style HELP I can's see Reward call
Mary 546-6937

Maroon wool V-neck sweater at Poor
Dicks Wed night. . much sentimental
value, if found please call Kathy 6-5309

Lost Keys, large ring with large brass clip
REWARD Julie 256-6658

MASSAGE THERAPY
Strictly theraputic soothing Swedish
massage Ellen ORourke MsT 256-8320

MENI--WOMEN!
~

Jobs on Ships! American, Foreign. No ex-
perience required. Excellent pay. World
wide travel. Summer job or career. Send
$3.00 for information. SEAFAX, Dept D-13
Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362

EVERY
MONDAY

Thru
THURSDAY

From 2-6 pm
[AND 9 pm till 1 am

^ ' ThE HuwqRy U
^^PIZZA PARTY"

Special- A FREE
Small Cheese &
Tomato Pizza with
every Ditcher of beer;

or carafe of wine!
This Week -

$1.75 orgasms

^^ .9$c Seagrams & 7-up

The Hmigry U
SlWriS • SUSTENANCE • SAUCE

[SSUbiwmiy OMve, Amhinl. H«uchusetti549-5713

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Save 40% off retail price on new Guild,
Gibson, Ovation, Rickenbacker and
Yamaha guitars. Also, discounted prices on
Marshall and Polytone amps, strings and
accessories. We buy used Fender, Gibson,
and Martin guitars. The Guitar Workshop
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-1728

ORDETTE!

Ordette. you wierdol Sorry it's late -

but Happy Birthday sweetie!!
I love ya - LE4

PERSONALS

Countdown: 1 day

Rally!

Rallyl

Rally!

Person: to share a townhouse in Squire
Village ? bdrm 355/mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665 7544 keep
trying jean leave message at 549-6626
Michael

SERVICES

4 tickets for Two Way Stree Octoberfest,
Oct 9, Springfield Civic Center call Lon
253 5845

Wanted female companion who likes to
drink beer and watch sports. Call Boo Boo
at 253 7148

Congradulations to the Associate class of
Lambda Chi Alpha. We are looking fonA^ard
to having a great year with you. . Get
psyched. See you on Thursday The
Brothers

Dear IGU Thank you for taking such good
care of me and for being so nice to me. lota
Love Toni

Karen happy 19th B-Day only one more il

legal year! Party it up. Love, Pam
^•^•^8 good luck in Delaware! Love your
onrand only band groupie Melissa

S.D.T. Thanks for letting us use YOUR
house to build OUR float^fi^ _
Will you tell me about Dick?
JPC Happy Brumskll Love ya, KH
Sweetcheeks. Happy Anniversary! It's
been one fantastic month! I love you Cud-
dles

Congradulations to those members of
the UMass Shotokan Karate Club who
were promoted on Saturday Great job!!

Randi - The happiest of aH the birthdays to
you - - your friends

Free-lance Typing writing help, small of-
fice organizing. Faculty and student work
welcome. Top skills, reasonable rates
Amherst 549-0518 8 am to 9 pm
Improve your gradesi Research
catalog -306 pages -10,278 topics -Rush
$1.00 Box 25097C Los Angeles, 90025 (213»

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 646-998 T

Your research data statistically analyz-
ed by Ph.D. psychologist. Efficiency and
accuracy guaranteed For details call
253 5262 or 253-7374 .
Sewing I'll do hems, alteraftens, mending
Cost varies call Joan until 1 1 PM 546-7261

Free-lance TYPING and resume writing.
Top skills, reasonable rates. Amherst
549-0518

TYPING - 4 cents a line some overbite rier-
vice call at 549-4595

TWO WAY STREET

Octoberfest - Oct 9, SpnngfieW Civk:
Center tickets available at the Pub
(Amherst) - inquire about transport4tion

YOU TYPE?

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to UVM Friday 10/9 call
Joan 549-3754 keepr trying

Ride needed to Manchester NH or area
Oct 9 will share expenses 546-4872

Loolting for ••A+ Typist" fM Must be
available Thursday night, te type "2B"
pages. Must be completed by one o'ckx*
Friday. Call 549-6520 ask for Michael

USED AUTO PARTS
Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584-2832

WANTED

RIDERS WANTED
Need riders to University of Maine
Orono October 9 Smitty 256-6379

ROOMMATE WANTED
Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
PM-7:30 AM 5 nights ih exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
Pm - 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Condomates wanted Amherst Relds
luxury call 256 8102

Needed immediately - 1 normal male to
share room in apt 90$ inci heat call Rick
253 9579

Highest Prices Paid for clasa rings, goM
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherat.
Monday- Saturday 10 am - 6 pm Licensed
by the Town of Amherst, member of
Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

Wanted immediately! Workstudy person
for Collegian Tuesday morning and Thurs-
day morning, other hours available. See
Maureen 8:30 3:30

To buy or rent. .an "A" clarinet,
preferably a Selmer or Buffet, wooden call
Jim Ristuben at 5-3500

WANTED TO RENT
A two bed apt for rent starting in Jan
please call 545-0046 ask for Paula P after
5:00 '

"wildlife SOCIETY

The next meeting of the Wildlife Socie-
ty IS Thursday 10/8 at 7:30 PM in.CC 911
program is reptiles and amphibians

i cerrter
alumass
FREE

A 20 ounce University of Ma8sachu!L;etts

Cup with the Football Schedule and
Marching Band Logo
Free when you purchase any Ityge Soft-

Drink at the Bluewall Cafeteria, the

Hatch Cafeteria or the Coffee Shop.

Get Your Cup while Supplies Last!!
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Arts
(lenesis

Abacab (Atlantic)

By MARK WHARTON

Why? Why did the chicken cross the road? Theorists
would draw the conclusion that the chicken crossed the
road in order to expand its horizons. For, retracing; one's
steps might lead to a dead chicken. Then you have the
realists like Tony Banks who argue, that by retracing your
steps and re-evolving, the eventual product will be l)etter.

Such is the case with Genesis, who have progressed and
regressed through thirteen alliums. Ahaoih was produced
and recorded by Genesis at the groups recently con-
structed studio in Surrey. England. The artwork on the
cover is again impressive, ami is illustrated m tour dif-

ferent color combinations. Ahurah opens with a .spon-

taneous version of the title track, which is the closest

(ienesis has come m years to recapturing the vibrant in-

strumentals of the past.

Genesis was formed m the late sixties as a songwriting
({uartet with a knack for Victorian theatrics evolvii^f

through acoustic melodies. Several personal changes took
place l)efore the current trio of Tony Banks. Mike Ruther-
ford, and Phil Collins, was permanent.
In reworking those thick wedges of sound. Genesis has

recalled much of the melodrama of their older material.
Aharah, features ten group written songs, including a
follow-up to drummer/lead singer Phil Collin's formula of
incorporating the Earth, Wind, and Fire horn section on
his solo album Face Value. "Me and Sara Jane" sensually
landscapes visuals around the band's unstructured
rhythms. Rutherford's plodding bass dominates the pace
of a genuine bopper, "'Keep it Dark."
Abacab illustrates what was a very innocent period,

when the group was reading their ancient history and tur-

ning the stories into songs. The "Dodo" hird becomes the
subject matter of the second side, that extinct i)ird <iidn't

tly and neither does this song. The liand slides nonchalant-
ly into "Lurker" with a casual switch in rhythm, while
Collin's vocals just glide over the whmisical lyrics. Genesis
tmishes strong with "Another Record, ' which should lend
assistance for the next lime Tony's chicken decides to
cross the roaci.

Sound Advice
Devo

New Traditionalists (Warner Bros.)

By JOHN BROBST

I never like a new Devo album on the first listen. Are We
Not Men? sounded like pretentious adolescent prattle. Du-
ty Noil- For The Future was too slick. Freedom ofChmce
was a sellout, an easy path to the quick buck and the large

following.

Nru- TraHitlonnltsts. Devo's new album, follows that old

tradition of inaccessability on the first listen. My im-

mediate reaction was "This is an electronic wasteland." 1

thought it sounded like a lot of those new wave bands that

are actually old trash rehashed. ..the only thing new aixmi
them being their equipment.
Those first few listens are so deceptive.

New Tratiitionnlists is a fine album, p<issibly a master-
piece. The engineers at Devo Corporate Headquarters
have designed this record to bridge the gap between pleas-

ing the public and maintaining artistic integrity. The
specification sheets carefully employed the pop sensibility

circuits which governed Freedom of Choice, and suc-

cessfully integrated them with the artistic value and in-

novative outlook microprocessors which first propelled
Devo into the public eye with the Are We Not Men?
And you can dance to it, too.

"Love Without Anger" presents a 20th century ra-

tionalization of love's dark side:
*

"Why can't you have your cake and eat it too?

Why believe in things that make it tough on you?
Why scream and cry when you know it's

through?
Why fall in love when there's better things to

do?"
Why indeed? Love has no place in a high-tech industrial

society. It reduces the efficiency of a worker. There is no
actual physical product, besides offspring. Love is merely
a human mechanism that subtly promotes the deisre for

reproduction; and there are too many human units in-

habiting the planet's surface already. Love is illogical.

"Beautiful World" tells us that the anesthetic has taken
effect. We are now ready to give our lives for the good of
the corporation. Just sit back in your Lazy Boy recliner.

Dtin't think, just listen. We know what's best for you.
"It's a beautiful world. ..for you. ..for you. ..for you. ..but

not for me." Neuj Traditionalists showcases a new and
improved Devo.

These images of Nazi-esque loyalty to corporations and
the goodness of a 20th century suburban life can convince
a listener that high-technology, nuclear power, and cor-

porate government aren't so bad after all. But just as soon
as the listener is lulled into believing all of this crap, Devo
snatches you back and scolds you for letting yourself be
convinced so easily.

Murray McLauchlan

Storm Warning (Elektra)

By B. SCOTT COOPER

I was sitting in my room listening to Murray
McLauchlan's Storm Warning, when a friend walked in

and asked me what on earth 1 was listening to. 1 told him I

was reviewing the album; he laughed because he saw my
roomate sleeping through the whole thing.

Not to condemn McLauchlan, hailed as Canada's "most
literate urban troubadour," it's just that he won't replace
Yukon Jack or the hockey puck as one of Canada's top ex-
ports.

McLauchlan has a list of awards and credits in Canada
that is impressive, but only five of his twelve albums have
been released stateside. He has won six Juno awards,
which is comparable to winning a Grammy in America. He
sings basically soft Rhythm and Blues numbers, such as
the opening cut "Tell Your Mother she Wants you." The
press release contains an outright lie, when it says he
plays blistering rock and roll.

McLauchlan, who was Canada's top Country male
vocalist, (The snow and ice up there must effect their

judgement of country.) in both 1975 and 1976, will (unless
my musical taste buds have died) not equal his Canadian
successes in the United States.

u—
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WHAT IS THE T.O.C?

It's the Top of the Campus Restaurant on the 11th floor of the Campus Center.

Everybody's heard the initials - but how many of you know what it is? We've just

redecorated and added new items to our scrumptious Lunch and Dinner Menus
-and we've stili got a spectacular view of the Valley and reasonable prices.

So, if you enjoy good food and a nice atmosphere, you'll love the Top of the Cam-

pus Restaurant. Why don't you call us today at 549-6000 ext. 639 for Reserva-

tions.

Validated Parking In the Campus Center Garage.

Collegian ii

rusty nail Qy^tn^

Tonight _

JUSTIN
no cover - 50c drafts

Friday, October 9

USTIN Reggae with

^er 50c drafts LoOSC CabOOSe
18-19 year olds welcome ai c.

Saturday, October 10

GIL SCOTT
HERON

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937

^WHAT DO THEY KNOW, . THAT YOU DONTi
THEY KNOW WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW. . .

. . .that we specialize in every aspect of great car audio. Equipment that will work for you,
at a price you can afford. Service, installations and repairs by professionals. . .We'll see
to it personally that you get good Sound. . .in Motion.

266 N. PI*QSQnt St. Amh*rst 253-9944
(bvhiAd Silvvrscap* Designs)

REVERSE HAPPY HOUR
STARTS Qt 10

Molsons bottles 95c ~
Sombreros 95c

7 oz. Rolling Rock (1.15
Hot G Cold h'ors d'oeuvres

Free

TMEA'TBCa TIMflfO*

lUJUtWfMnilll^mc •••rsHim .v\\^: «0>...»MX1. .i«H

'D^M OF THE
LOST ARK
Today at

15:45 @ $1 75) 8:16

Jolui •tashi hi

''CONTINENTAL
OIVIO£"
Today at

<6:00 @ SI. 75) 8:30

BURTIIEYNOLOS.

PATERNITY
_ Today at

£GJ (6:15 @ $1 75) 8:30

SO FINE
starring Ryan O'Neal

Today at

(6:30 @ $1.75) 8:45

ri'^oc ouifiii H*K k f-fTsTl*

FAYE DONAWAY

Today at

(530 @ $1.75) 8 15
"

—

.«

Manhi Krifty
'

SUson McNkhol

(545 @ $V75) 8 15

fJ
Dudley Moore - Liza Minelli

John Gielgud

Arthur
gel (6 00 @ $175)8:30

WILLIAM HURT

KATHLEEN TURNER

BODY
HEAT
(6 00@ SI 75) 8:30

One Sample Pack with five deliclously

different one-cup servings.

Gratis
Creamy rich, with an orange twist.

Gratuit
Smooth and light, French style.

Kostenfrei
Viennese style, with a touch of cinnamon.

GeineraI Foods
InternatIoinaI CofFees
SamplePack

CSa*MMMM«f >-C«r M'

')r\<h7^\oc\n7^\\n[

^i»Jk%mnA CjJ» FiJAMAis @a^ceino

ChNIKAI f(KKls
iMfUNAliONAJ Coitus

J^ Omnga •

(Sa^Hiccmo
II«.I»N STVLt WSIAJII COfHI UtrtHAGE

0N£ i.UPStR'/Wj

(hnhmI hxxls
KimNAliONAJColfMS

CAfeFRANCAis
"OKM STYll waTANT COmi BtvtRAOC

(lINlRAl NmKJS
iMHJNAliONAlCoKftS

&/^ li
«USim»N STVLt INSTANT COfFft SEvlKAQe

Saor
Delicious. Like a chocolate after-dinner mint.

Gratis

lMIUNAli()%AlC()(f(»S

lri5h!Mocha!Mmt
WBH STYLE WS1WT COfFtt BEVEMQC

i^nr c«» stRviNi-

(lINtUAl F(KHts
lMII<NAli()\.\l( ()<(ftS

Suisse Moct>a
«»"SS SITte rNS'ANT COffEt BiVCRAOt

' . ' -f

Rich and ehocolatey Swiss.

University Store

HAS YOUR FREE SAMPLE PACK OF GENERAL FOODS' INTERNATIONAl
COFFEES. CUP THiS COUPON AND HAVE A TASTE OITUS. ,

Limit-one request per custorrier. Sample packs are available at your '
"'

college bookstore while supp«6s last This offer expires December 15
1982 - ,., y

If sample pock is not ovailoble at your college bookSrore,
send coupon, along with your name and address, printed on a
3" X 6" card, to General Foods" International Coffees Sample
Pack Offer. P.O. Boj( 4051. Kankakee. III. 60902

PQEE at the Information Counter
' '*"" C General Foods^orpofatioritv8: FRElE

OPEN M F 9-5

Sat. 11 4

Located in the Campus Center/ Univ. of Mass.

*'" Universitu StS
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UM-UConn in N.E. showdown
Starting with tomorrow's showdown with the University

of Connecticut (3 p.m.. lower NOPE field), the next four
days will constitute a pivotal season stretch for the
University of Massachusetts women's soccer teams.

Although they dropped their first game of the season
Saturday, a tough 2-0 decision to the University of Ver-
mont in a mud-bowl affair, the Minutewomen remain in the
number two slot in the New England Women's Inter-

collegiate Soccer Association (NEWISA) ranking and are
also fourth in the nation.

In meeting UConn today. Massachusetts will be vying
for N.E. supremacy and realistically, increased national

respectibility. since Connecticut is first in N.E. and
number two in the nation.

"It's going to be a tough one," UM coach Kalekeni Banda
said. "They're (UConn) a strong team and we could beat
them if we come up with a performance similar to the game
we played against Brown (University, beaten 6-1 by
Massachusetts last Wednesday.)"

"We need the support of the students," Banda said.

"We'd like to see a lot of people there."

If they play tomorrow's game and still crave more
national-level competition, the Minutewomen won't have

far to look since on Saturday, they'll host the /frst -ranked
team in the nation in the Cortland State University hooters
at the NOPE field.

This will be a unique week in UMass athletics with the
top two teams in the nation in a major sport visiting the
school in successive games. It would be well worth it to
catch some of this top flight competition and also to catch
the Minutewomen who are, after all, the winningest team
on campus.

STEPHEN FREKER

The University of Massachu.sett.s women's field h(K-key

team will host Yale University t<Hlay on the upper NOPE
field at 3:00 p.m. The Minutewomen, currently ranked
second in the nation, defeated the University of New
Hampshire. 1-0 last Satunlav to raise its record to 5-0-1.

<S:>-:::::::::W:::S%:::?::::ixo

r Fourth and goal
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts football head coach Bob
Pkkett's statement after Saturday's k>ss against the
University of Rhode Island that, "our backs are against the
wall." may have seemed a bit mekniramatic to those
present, but if one examines the season schedule in the
k)ng run and takes a k>ok at what's been happening around
the Yankee Conference in the past three weeks, Pickett's
remarks will fit the situatk>n quite well.

The Minute.iien's often-stated primary goal is to win the
YC league title. This year their secondary goal
automatically becomes winning the Division lAA national
title since the YC champ gets a berth in the now eight team
expanded playoff lineup. With Saturday's loss to Rhode
Island, the Minutemen cannot realistkaily afford another
league loss if they wish to extend their season beyond Nov.
14 (UNH game.) That final encounter against the New
Hampshire Wildcats in Durham could well be for the YC
crown considering UNH's great season thus far. Last week
the Cats tipped the highly touted University of Con-
necticut 28 24 in Storrs. something that has not been done
too often in the past few seasons by anybody.
UNH (4 0) knocked UConn right out of the weekly

division rankings and took over the number five spot with
their fourth straight win. UMass had been rated sixth, but
has now fallen out of the top ten.

D

Although not a league game, this Saturday's away
matchup between the Minutemen and the University of
Delaware is an important test for Massachusetts since they
have to prove they are a force to be reckoned with in

Division I AA. Delaware is cooling its heels this week as
well after last Saturday's stinging 24-21 loss to the
University of Lehigh. The Fighting Blue Hens (what a
great team moniker) were ranked first in the division going
into the contest, but now hold seventh place with Boise
State. Murray State, at 5-0. sits atop the heap.

D

According to coach Pickett, number one UM quar-
terback Dean Pecevich. who injured his shoulder against
Dartmouth College, has been practicing this week in
preparation for Delaware, but his playing status is a day-
to-day situation. Pickett is optimistic about his availability

for Saturday. It's a good move since it is better to let him
completely recover than to force the issue and possibly lose
Pecevich's services for a longer period than necessary. In
the event that Pecevich does not play Saturday,
sophomore Barrett McGrath will get another starting
assignment.

D

Although the Minutemen defensive line has been getting

much richly deserved mentH>n since they are having a

standout season as a unit and individually, the senior

linebacking duo of Scott Crowell and co^captain Pete
DiTomasso should be commended as well. On most teams.

the linebackers make the majority of the tackles and the
linemen are supposed to plug up the line. The line is so
quick for Massachusetts, they get in on a lot of hits. But, if

any opposing backs do get through the UM rush, Crowell
and DiTomasso are always there to bury them. Crowell
leads the team in tackles with 26 and is followed by
DiTomasso and the quarterback-eating Eric Cregan with
22 apiece.

SACK-PACK ATTACKS — The UMass defensive line vents its wrath on URI's T J
(29, white) in Saturdays 16-10 UM defeat.

\l' I.KS<Tphlllll

DelSanto

UM kickers stuff Williams, 3-0
3 different players grab victory
By SUE BRIDGMAN
Collegian Staff

Despite the dreary weather conditions, there was a
bright spot yesterday, as the University of Massachusetts
men's varsity soccer team ended its losing streak at four

wit h a 3 shutout of Williams College.

A combination of a strong defense and a balanced scoring
attack led the Minutemen to their second win this year
bringing their season record to 2-4-1.

From the start the Minutemen controlled the actron.

continuously testing Williams goalie Vince Brandstein.

The first goal came only 10 minutes into the game, when
Mike Gibbons picked up the ball in the corner and booted it

in front of the net. There Mike Rudd captured it and k>fted

it over to the waiting Mike Runeare. who headed it in.

Time and time again, the Minutemen defense broke up
any Williams offensive movement. More shots on goal
were fired but Brandstein stood strong.

One of the few Williams offensive moves almost proved
successful. Williams brought the ball downfield and due to

a lack of communication in the UMass defense, the ball

rolled into the goal. But the goal was called back as the
linesman had already raised his flag for an offsides call.

This development seemed to fire up the Minutemen. who
had lost some of their drive. UMass took the ball down the
length of the field and within 16 seconds of the offside call,

scored again. Forward Mike Gibons, taking the ball from
teammate Mike Rudd, beat the goalie in front of the net.

Despite what Coach Russ Kidd called a "shaky middle in

/

the first period" UMass led at halftime 2-0.

Williams wasn't ready to throw in the towel yet, and
came back with a strong second half. Wil'iams found its

offensive drive and began testing UMass starting goalie
Stan Jaworowski, who responded well under the pressure.

Although many shots were fired, neither team could
scoi i. After a Vince Foti pass into the goal area. Mike
Gibbons managed to pick up the ball amid a scramble of
players. He (Gibbons) got the ball over to Wendell George
who fired a shot into the right corner at 43:25.

Coach Kidd called it a nice win and was pleased with the
play of his defense, who he thought did a great job against
a "scrappy" team.

The team travels to Boston University Saturday to take
on the Terriers.

UM Stickers on top, kickers fall, see stories p. 16
MASSACHUSETTS DAILY
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New referendum
on probabli

By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

Problems in this week's Student Govern-
ment Association elections resulted in a
probable new referendum election concern-
mg an increase in the Student Activities
Fee and in the decision to continue senate
election in some residential areas to next
week.

A new referendum election is tentatively
scheduled for October 20. pending senate
approval. The coordinating committee
decided to invalidate this week's returns
following complaints about the wording of
the referendum question.

Edward Lee, speaker of the
Undergraduate Student Senate, said the
referendum would be "referred back to the
senate floor for approval," but added "it
lociks like the referendum results will be
disapproved."

"We'll ask the senate to reconsider the
question and put it out with better wor-
ding," said James Murphy, Senate Govern-
mental Affairs chairperson.

"I think we (the senate) rushed. I'm glad
we decided to catch our mistakes before we
actually made them," Murphy said.
Murphy said the wording of the question

may not have been considered carefully in
the rush to get the question approved. The
question has to be acted upon by the senate
and passed to Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs Dennis L. Madson by October 23.
The new wording of the referendum

question would be "something simple and
direct," Murphy .said.

There were also complaints concerning
the SGA's advertising of the referendum
election.

Two students, Erik Anderson and Frank
Moore, said the SGA misused stydent
funds in placing advertisements in support
of the increase.

"Most of the complaints were limited to
four or five people," Lee said. "The senate
was m favor of the referendum and the
coordinating committee approved the
advertisements," Lee said.

Richard Goldman, treasurer of the SGA,
signed over money for advertising the
referendum with the approval of the senate
coordinating committee, Lee said.
"Rich Goldman was well within his boun-

daries in signing the money over," Lee
said.

Balloting for senators will continue next
Tuesday in Franklin, Hampshire and
Worcester Dining Commons Murphy said.
The senate coordinating committee

decided Tuesday night to seal the Franklin,
Hampshire and Worcester ballot lx>xes
because of a lack of staffing at those
balloting locations.

The ballot boxes are presently l)eing kept
at the Department of T»ublic Safety in
Dickinson Hall, Murphy said.

Illegal accounts probed
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The Controller's Office of the Student
Government Association is seeking to
obtain a court order to find illegal accounts
of Recognized Student Organizations in

area banks.

According to financial controller David
St. Jean, some RSO groups have been using
accounts outside the SGA system, which is

not only illegal under University of
Massachusetts regulations, but state laws
as well. State laws specify that money from
these groups must remain within the trust
fund system.

"If groups, put money into outside ac
counts." said St. Jean, "we (the SGA)
essentially lose control over the funds. If

the Board of Trustees feels this way, we
could lose control of the Student Activities

Trust Fund.
A memo was sent to all RSO groups on

Sept. 17 explaining the illegality and
possible action that can be taken against
any group found guilty. The organization
could be clased down, the funds which are
within the trust fund system could be taken
away, and those in charge of the group
could be brought before a judiciary body,
St. Jean said. Action taken may even in
elude academic withdrawal, he said.

According to St. Jean, many groups do
not realize what they are doing is illegal.

Some have ab-eady gone to the controller's
office and settled tne situation. Others have
not taken the warning seriously, he said.

'A couple of groups were fairly blatant
about what they were doing, " said St. Jean.
"We discovered one group when they were
having their checks delivered to the office."

Continued on page IS

K 1 * • j^^ - ^^"* ""^ '^^ ^^"P"* «^an8 stretches to reach
the last piece of bread held by Katherine Kinney.

Student run businesses
face diverse problems
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

A new co-op collective met for the first
time last night at a time when student run
businesses and co-ops face diverse pro-
blems.

Union Records Unlimited general
manager Ron Keefe, yesterday accused the
University Store of unfair competij:ion.

"They're trying to run us out of business in

one year so they can raise prices next
year," he said. ^

The Co-op Collective will work with the
Board of Governors and the Economic
Development Office to give co-ops a

stronger voice in policy-making. Input of

new renovations and space allocations as
well as providing knowledgeable assistance
and market research information to the co-

ops were some of the goals discussed.

Keefe said the University Store is selling

records at a "real loss," lowering prices by
about $1.25 this year while the cost of
records was rising. They are also putting a
lot of emphasis on records advertising, he
said.

"I think they are subsidizing record
prices by ripping students off for
everything else in the store." he said.

t'otlcKi^:. .ihiili 11 llurkc

NOT WITH YOUR TEETH - John Mclnerny (right) and Dan
Goldstein of Baker House in Central demonstrate the improper
method for making: a Jack-O-Lantern. They have pumpkins of all

shapes and sizes for sale. Purchasers also receive a free lollipop with
each pumpkin.

"We are not profit motivated and they
certainly are. Once the competition is

eliminated — good luck — prices are going
to skyrocket," he said.

John Kuusisto, assistant manager ot the

University Store, said promoting "leader
items" and selling "very low margin-high
volume merchandising property" are com-
mon market techniques in a full-line store

like the University Store.

Information on exact record prices and
profit margins were not immediately
available, said Kuusisto.

Kuusisto said he did not feel the Univer-
sity Store was competing specifically with
Union Records, noting prices are very com-
petitive in the Pioneer Valley.

Keefe said Union Records Unlimited sells
albums at least 50 cents cheaper than any
area stores.

"If I have to turn in my financial reports
each month, why can't I see what they are
doing," said Keefe.

Union Records Unlimited is still com-
petitive and the business is surviving, but
they have had to lower their profit margin
and increase advertising expenditures.
"We are really stringing ourselves out
right now," Keefe said.

Kuusisto said, "Co-ops don't produce
revenue for the building. In affect we're
(the University Store) a big co-op. It's not
in our name, but our profits go to retire the
bond debt and into the building."

At the Co-op Collective meeting. Jay
Buckley, who represented the Board of
Governors, said the University Store is also
in the position to compete with the Photo
Co-op and the Sport Co-op.

Fred Harris, Campus Center Director,
said the co-ops were established after the
University Store. "It's not us being in com-
petition with them. It's them being in com-
petition with us."

"We are not really competing witn
anyone," he said, "We are simple pro-
viding what we consider the best available
service to the student body."
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Approval sought
for arms sale
WASHINGTON (AP) - While a House panel voted to

reject his $8.5 billion arms sale to Saudi Arabia. President
Reagan pressed the Senate's Republican majority with
some success on yesterday to reverse the congressional
tide against the deal.

"I need you. the country and the world need you on this
decision." the president was quoted as telling 43
Republican senators at a White House meeting that
coincided with the 28-8 recommendation by the House
Foreign Affairs committee to cancel the transaction.

After hearing Reagan's appeal. Sen. Alan Simpson of
Wyoming, switched from the opposition ranks to support
of the sale. The president won a similar turnaround from
Sen. Orrin Hatch of Utah a day earlier.

In addition, six previously uncommitted senators
declared yesterday they would back the president. All had
been considered likely to take that position.
They were John Warner. R-Va.. Jeremiah Denton, R-

Ala.. Richard Lugar. R-Ind.. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C,
Gordon J. Humphrey. R-N.H.. and Harry F. Byrd. I-Va.

But Reagan's appeal failed to sway at least four
Republican opponents of the sale: Sens. Bob Packwood of
Oregon, John Danforth of Missouri, Rudy Boschwitz of
Minnesota and Salde Gorton of Washington.
While Reagan lobbied the Senate, Secretary of State

Alexander M. Haig Jr. told a news conference that
rejection of the arms purchase would suggest that
"equivocation and uncertainty have become the charac-
teristic American style in the conduct of foreign policy."
Haig recalled that Sadat recently had urged approval of

the arms sale to Saudi Arabia and added that to reject it

"would make a mockery of all President Sadat stood for."
A leader of the opposition to the sale. Sen. Alan

Cranston. D-Calif.. said his vote count still shows 55
senators on committed or leaning to his side.

"If a snowball was going to roll to change sentiment, it

would have rolled yesterday or today." saki Cranston.

UNH denies CARP campus
recognition, cites mind controf
DURHAM, N.H. - Citing decepUon and mind control, a

University of New Hampshire dean yesterday uphekl a
decision to deny campus recognition to a group affiliated
with the Unification Church.

J. Gregg Sanborn, dean for student affairs said
evidence showed the Collegiate Association for the
Research of Principles is controlled by the Unifwation
Church, whose followers are caUed Moonies after the Rev.
Sun Myung Moon, a Korean industrialist.
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WOUNDED DURING ATTACK - Egyptian
Defense Minister Abdel Halim Abu Ghazala, is
shown at the election of the People's Assembly
with wounds he recieved during the attack Tues-
day that killed Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat.

Digfest
By the Associated Press
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Solidarity calls for price freeze;

economic program passed
GDANSK, Poland — Solidarity's congress called for a

freeze on prices yesterday and threatened to stage a token
nationwide strike if the Communist government does not

_ comply.

The resolution, in response to Monday's sudden doubling
of cigarette prices, was adopted after the congress passed
a 34 point social and economic program aimed at giving
workers more say in the operation of state run en-
terprises.

Delegates also voted to hold a "people's" tribunal of
former government officials blamed for Poland's "down
fall" if Communist authorities do not prosecute them this
year.

The 18 day. two part congress was expected to end late
last night or early this morning in this Baltic port city
where the independent union was formed during crippling
strikes last year. Union officials said many delegates were
exhausted and suffering from the flu.

Land testimony is mostly
technical in Kodak Co. suit
BOSTON - In three days of testimony, the chairman of

Polaroid Corp. has spent more time describing the
tecbnology behind his instant-photography invenUons than
shol^ng how Eastman Kodak Co. allegedly stole his ideas

^ U.B. District Judge Rya Zobel gave 71 -year-old Edwin
H. Land a day off today in the courtroom battle between
the two behemoths of the picture taking business. The
trial will resume Friday with Land back on the stand

Polaroid, which had an exclusive hold on the instant
camera market for 30 years, claims Kodak infringed on 10
patents - three are under Land's name - when it began
competing against the SX 70 camera in 1976.

Overdose, not cancer, killed

patient says medical examiner
FALL RIVER - Rhode Island's top medical examiner

testified yesterday that cancer patient Norma Leanues
was killed by "toxic and lethal amounts of morphine" and
not by a malignant tumor on her spine.

"In my opinion, Norma I^anues was not terminally ill

from cancor.'lDr. William Sturner testified in the murder
trial of nurse Anne Capute. "The tumors did not involvi^
V ilal organs of t he body, especially heart, lungs and brain

"

Mrs. Capute. 44. is charged with killing the 51 vear old
patient with an overdose of morphine on May 18.1980 - \2
days after surgeons were unable to remove a cancerous
tilm6rfrt1mthf'Wrti4aftk spine. '-'.il- ij^i,,, ,i
"My opinion was slje died of morphine poisoning or

Intoxication, "he said.

—
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Reagan signals

bill veto plans
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan's aides sent

an unmistakable signal to Congress yesterday that he
intends to veto an $87.4 billion. House-passed ap-
propriations bill, and Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill conceded
Republicans have the votes to make it stick.

"This appears to be the kind of bill he was talking about"
when Reagan threatened last week to veto budget- busting
legislation, White House spokesman Larry Speakes said.
He said the spending measure, for the departments of
Labor, Education, and Health and Human Services, is $4
billion over the limits Congress set earlier this year.

Reagan has yet to veto a bill.

The White House issued the threat as the GOP chairman
of the Senate Appropriations Committee said it was im-
possible to grant Reagan's request for a 12 percent across-
the board cut in non-defense domestic programs for 1982.
Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore., also said there was growing
support among Republicans to double Reagan's proposed
$2 billion reduction in the defense budget.

Hatfield added there was support on the committee for
delaying cost-of-living increases in several benefit
programs such as food stamps and pensions, at a savings of
several billion.

But he said there was sharp disagreement among the
committee's members on a proposal to defer the scheduled
personal income tax cut from July to October next year, a
move the administration has repeatedly opposed. Such a
plan could cut the deficit by $7.3 billion.

At the White House. Speakes raised the issue of a veto
of the appropriations biU for the three departments
without being asked. He pointed out that the 168 votes cast
against the measure on a key procedural motion would be
more than enough to sustain the veto.

Three former presidents will

attend Sadat funeral for U.S.
WASHINGTON - President Reagan will not attend the

funeral of slam Egyptian leader Anwar Sadat because of
fear for his own safety, but wUI send a delegation including
all three Uving former American presidents, a spokesman
said yesterday.

Presidents Richard M. Nixon. Gerald R. Ford and
Jimmy Carter all agreed tog^o. They wiU be accompanied
by Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr., Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger and former Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger..

Acting on the unanimous advice of U.S. security
agencies. Reagan decided to remain home "with great
regret," communications director David Gergen said. Vice
Pn-sident George Bush also will stay in Washington
because of the same security precautions applyinK to
Fieagan. Gergen said.

Domestic spying plan poses

problems for House members
WASHINGTON - The House Intelhgence Committee

pressed the Reagan administration yesterday for more
justifications for its plans to aUow the CIA to spy on U.S.
groups, chairman Edward P. Boland said.
The panel heard a closed-door, two-hour briefing from

Deputy CIA Director Bobby R. Inman on a proposed
presidential order.

Afterwar(js, Bolaq<^. a Massachusetts Democrat, said
here were a jnjJrfe of additional questions to! which
Inman and CU iO^neral Counsel George Clark premised
answers by next week.
"There are reservations, pending their answers, with
the plans for CIA domestic surveillance; why it's needed,
when would it be used."" Boland said
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House votes to increase
financial aid package
Ru If XT'VIM Drk\17ir.By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Correspondent

A bill to provide more financial aid than
President Ronald Reagan had planned for
students was passed by the U.S. House of
Representatives on Tuesday, and the
measure now goes to the Senate for ap-
proval.

The financial aid package is part of a $87
bilUon budget that will fund the social
programs of the federal government. The
$87 billion is $1.5 billion less than the
amount appropriated last year. President
Reagan is seeking a 12 percent, or $4 billion
cut in this amount. Reagan has threatened
to veto any bill that exceeds his 12 percent
cap, according to several news sources.
A 12 percent cut in financial aid would

result in a loss of $6 million in aid to almost

3.000 UMass-Amherst students, said
Arthur Jackson, Associate director of the
Financial Aid Office.

Students Advocating Financial
Assistance (SAFA). a UMass student lobby
group, is planning a trip to Washington
D.C. to lobby the Senate for passage of bill
HR4560, the $87 bUlion budget for social
programs, said Gerald Grady, UMass
community relations director. The group
will also pressure members of the New
England congressional delegation to vote to
override Reagan "s expected veto, Grady
said.

"This is a issue that affects everyone. If
we don"t stand up to this who is going to do
It for us? WhUe most students can't take
two days off to go to Washington, they can
write and teU our lawmakers how the cuts

Continued on page 14

Report shows UM fa
short of hiring goals
The Status of Women Committee stated

in their annual report of Oct. 1 that the
University "falls short"" in its support of af
firmative action.

"No division met its affirmative action
goals," states the report, "Twenty-six
tenure track faculty were hired for
1980-1981. Four of these hired (15 percent)
were women...Two divisions (Faculty of
Social and Behavioral Sciences and Faculty
of Natural Sciences and Mathematics)
hired men but did not hire women.'" (Based
on data from the Provost"s office.)

Of the 33 persons reviewed for tenure in

1980-1981, 6 females were recommended,
the report states.

Although there has been an increase in
the number of female faculty, the changes
"is certainly not dramatic," the committee
determined after reviewing 1974 and 1979
distributions of male and female faculty.

In the fall of 1980, there were 810
tenured, male faculty, and 100 tenured
female faculty. There were 205 non-
tenured male faculty, and 89 non-tenured
female faculty, according to the Office of
Planning and Budget statistics.

The recent increase in the number of

tenure track faculty hired is undercut by
the loss of eight tenure track faculty last
year, of the eight, two were tenured accor-
ding to the report.

The committee also discussed the pro-
blem of sexual harrassment at the Univer-
sity. They decided to collaborate with
University Ombudsperson Janet Rifltin on
the development of a sexual harrassment
grievance procedure at UMass.
Last year the Committee held two

caucuses for the discussion of problems
women faculty at the University face. Out
of these caucuses the committee developed
a "Survival Guide for New Women
Employees" and an orientation procedure
for new women faculty.

Some women at the University have fac-
ed tenure problems as a result of a lack of
concentration in research, it was decided at
one of last years caucuses. Both the sur-
vival guide and the orientation process
stress this problem and suggest alter-
natives for new women faculty, the report
states.

Committee member Emma Cappelluzzo,
of the department of education, said the

Continued on page 13
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MINI-CIRCUS - The Park Street Players performed in the Campus
Center Concourse yesterday as part of the noon-time Terrapin Players

Collegian
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Campus Center closes

rooms to studiers
By JAMES AYRES
Collegian Correspondent

Students accustomed to studying in the
Campus Center meeting rooms are now
finding that they are being thrown out or
locked out of the rooms.

Previously, students had no problems
getting study space in the rooms. But now
administrators are barring students from
studying there.

Dudley Bridges, operations manager of
the Campus Center, said he doesn't like
students studying in the meeting rooms.
Bridges .said that students have plenty of
other places in the Campus Center to
study, such as the Cape Cod lounge, music
room, the concourse and the lobby s.

Bridges said that many of these students
just want a whole rooms to themselves
when instead they can go to the library or
study in their dorms.
Bridges also said that the daily building

schedule does not allow for any study-
spaces for students. The only exception to
the rule is when finals time approaches.
Space is then made available for students

in the meeting rooms. However, during the
course of a normal day, meeting rooms are
not to be used for studying. Bridges said.
Many students interviewed while study-

ing in the Campus Center wondered why
the meeting rooms aren"t left open. Some
students said they don't like studying in the
library; the atmosphere just isn't right. But
good alternatives are few. That is why
students want to use the meeting rooms,
they said.

Lee Threlfall. 19, a zoology major who
lives in Brandywine apartments, .said she
has been studying in the meeting rooms on
the ninth floor since her freshmen year''
Only recently has she faced any problems,
she said.

"Now they're getting strict, before they
didn't care. Now they lock up after each
meeting. Before they used to leave them
open." Threlfall said.

She said that she doesn't like studying in
the library because it is confined.
Kevin Gorman, 20, of Brittany Manor, a

microbiology major said. "It gets
frustrating after a while. Rooms should be
left open and hours should be listed."

Collrcian photo b» Terri Rrllaflorr

Series presented by Governor's Program Council. John Morris eats and
juggles fire in the left photo, while Joe Bagley jokes with John in right
photo.
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HAPPY HOURS
are here again!

at ihe HayloftLounge
"*^"* GREAT DRINKS"—
AT HAPPY HOUR PRICES!

HOT JR^ • MON.-THURS.: 4-6 and lO-CLOSINGnV-fU1\0 . mroAYS: 4-6

Telephone deregulation

approved by Senate
WASHINGTON «AP) - A biU designed

to deregulate the telephone industry and
spur competition for the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. was approved
90 4 yesterday by the Senate.
Passage of the measure came after more

than five years of work and four days of

debate. It now goes to the House, where
leaders have said they intend to complete
action on a similar bill early next year.

"By freeing the industry from un-

necessary and stifling government controls,

this bill will greatly enhance competition
within the telecommunications field," said

Sen. Robert Packwood. R Ore., sponsor of
the bill and chairman of the Commerce
Committee.
The way was cleared for yesterday's final

vote after the Senate decided it had
clamped sufficient limits on AT&T's entry
into new markets to safeguard competition.
That issue — whether it is possible to spur
competition for any company the size of
AT&T — dominated the Senate debate.

If the bill becomes law, it will mark the
first comprehensive rewrite of the Com-
munications Act since it was adopted in

1934.
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Free Steamers Fridays
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Be sure to join us for dinner. Our varied
menu offers a full selection of tantalizing

Seafood, Beefand Chicken dislies.

watch nrr our:
' SUNDAY BRUNCHES
• LUNCHEON MENU
• RAW CLAM BAR
• LIGHTER SIDE MENU
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FKl.&SAT, 5:00-11
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VBA
MASTERCARD

AMHUCAN EXPRBS

SiqN-up For The

UMass Ski Club
MeivibERsbip

ANd The

SuqARbush TRip

Wed., ThuRs., Fm.

AT tIie C.C. Concourse

529 Belchertown Rd. (Rt.9), Amherst • 256-8551
2 miles east of Amherst Center
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?! WHO'S BRAINWASHING WHO ?!

J! I ^'"^11^ ""^'^ '^-"' °' "'"^"'*' '"^ ^ '^''^'""" '° '^"«l«^stand L.fe ,s. after all. complex and those

Zr, ' "h : T '" ' l"^
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""' ''°^'^ '"'' """"^'^ '" "'' "°^" ^-^ => -ahcousattack on CARP (CoHeg.an Sept 29) I would l.ke to po.nt out a few of h,s distortions so that the university

:^z: :nTe"::r
°"'"' ^^^ ""'^ °' '""'°^' ^-^ -^^'^^' -^^^ -«—'«^ ^v good or ^ues

Mr Lenz writes of CARP members. -They are not a Collegiate Association as far as I know not one is afu. tirne student
.
am, Mr Lenz. and . am not the only one CARP was founded in th!s countryTn W3 b^

?uden'aJ^t"f:rTr!^ f^^'f
"'°

'"h ^r"""^
''""' ''^ '"^^'•^°-" <" -'"- '" ^"-- reTafonshipsstudent apathy and the intolerant and often violent tendencies of the Radical Right and the Radical LeftMr Lenz wrrtes in reference to CARP. They do no research of any kind Last ^ring CARP publ^h^l a

fn^^V'^'"'*'J^Z
'""'"'"« '^ *""'"'°" '" ^' ^""'^°' ' "E' Salvador, the Real Itory

, summarrngancles ^om such Publications as the New York Times, the Washington Post, the New Republic and mo,

TZ Th'Ti. ,'' ^^ '^ '"^ ""^ ^••'* '^'" '"* ^'^'-XIO. and the Social Democrats USA We
^ZT'j^T '^'^ "''"" ° "^ ''"^'"«* '*'" °" ^"'"''"^ ^'^"P ^'^^ 'I'^'ubutes the World Studen!Times This weekly newspaper deal, with issues in health, ecology, world affairs amd moral and soc.atopics of concern Did Mr Lenz in h.s •research" about CARP bother to read even one iss^e'Mr Lenz wroes. I have been toW that the CARP chapter in Yale was recently closed down Hearsay

«h<^';r!HT
' ? p"*^*"""' *"" """^"^ °* ^''"' •'"' ^"«"^ ^»'« U"-«-V as well as other 7epu^'

^r^rl r:^-
""""'*"• •'" "^ "*' "^ "°' •"'=°""'''' '^ ""^ P""""^« Knownothingism as onour more bucolic campus

J^ hIL**"*
°*

^°"'
w* *"^ '° <l'«'"g"'Sfi a real religion from a false one. a positive approach to change

cutoH-^T'T ^' ^''"'°""^»"°«"99««'0"»astohowtotellthediHerence. bu^ he doe^ Jk 'o

'I.^ stl^^^hawh"^*"'""
"" ^""'^ ""'^"" '^"« "^ (presumably the phone, on CARP and b^

^^« f^. 1 ^J"*^'
'•**^'* '° ^'^"''* "^« »^°""^ »* disinterest' and fear" Mr Lenz

Tna flZZZlT "rT"
***"• "'° "'* ' ''°""" ^"^ disinterested" when he hired prof««onal faithbreakea to keep Doug ,n protective custody until he was declared 'cured six weeks laterf^w Mr Lenz and hrs son share compatible versions of reality

wJli;^"'b7MfLe"r^ Lnd'HhiC^tr^
'"^ <lemean.na.when

.
am accused of berng •n.ndless" and -brain

^^e?a,^ ril^n r« r ^"'^ ° "" '^'**^^' '^'*** ^"'^ conviction, f vH^ th.. .ccusatK,n as avery clever amd manipulative ploy seeking to take away my integrity and individuality as a human being withme ln^^t.on that others not take m. and what 1 bel«^ seriously These attempts at dehumaniz^ion havemfluenced people to treat members of the Unification Movement as less than human leading to acts of

^nl^ h^r"
°"' -^bers hroughout the world In New York State the KKK burned a Umfic^ion Churchseminar budding, and rnembers have been beaten and shot at Centers have b«^ bombed in France andrecently in Brazil .11 of the centers were burned down by terrorists The government of Brazil refusi Jo takeany action^ The Unification Movement is opposed by both the extremeTTght and the extremeU^hi r^h'because they want to hold on to therr power and the left because they want power only for thimSv^

^ZlZT" '""^"^J."
«="'^'«' -°"< -"^ Catholics, Evangelical and Mainline Pro,estan,7B^d

fer^rl 1^ " "''' '^ °"*' "°^"'""" '"'' "^'flenous re.K,.ous traditions We sponsor annual conferences where scientists and scholars work to define common planetary values and g^s
f«ir!^ 'T'"^ l"""

°*'""!' **"'"« °"' °' °"' '=°"""P' °' ^' •^«>''' « '"toration ,n contrast to thefatalism and apocalypticism of both fundamentalist Chr«„anity and fundamentalist Marxism We see man screative con,ributK>n to God s work as the "m««ng link" m ach^ving a world of love
A famed Jewish thinker, Martin Buber. wrote in this century that the surest way to find God is through the

rIl!f"K
,"^"<^*^'P' 'brough a living give and take with the Creator Over two thousand years before aureek philosopher. Socrates. saK) basically the same thing, that Truth could be discovered through sincere

dialogue Mr Lenz and others on this campus would seek to convince you to cut ot this process to "hang
up on all conversations with any individual m CARP, and to terminate all communication for fear of brain
washing "

In so doing they would strive to convince you that you do not have the inherent ability within yourself to
distinguish truth from falsehood, legitin^ate spirituality f'om manipulation They seek to make up your mind
for you (does this make th«m brainwasher*'' ) they have decided not to deal with certain very real issues
(which Mr Lenz calls ' vague'l in their own lives, and they are darn well determined to make sure that no
one else on campus is poing to either

Don t hang up your mind' Don t ab«le by these prophets of fear and separation' Life is too precious to
waste going down a conveyor belt to cowlike acceptance of the status quo Talk to everyone, radicals and
Republicans, priests and pagans And God forbid, even the Moonies'
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OFFicE 470A StucIent UnIon

545-5457

Meet the
Pretenders,
Devo, the hot
young director
ofAn American Werewolf
in London, Animal House,
and The Blues Brothers.

Talk with TV's finest— Hill

& Rcnko from NBC's new
hit, Hillstreet Blues. Laugh

with former Saturday Night Live
comedians, Franken & Davis. Discover

great bargains in Ampersands brand new National
Classified Section. Don't miss special oflFers from Time/
Life and free samples from Chaps^** cologne.

And that's not all . .

.

Ampersand brings you a special eight page feature sec-
tion, /IroMwe/ the Campus, from the editors of Modem
Photography. This how to guide to photography covers
everything from buying a camera and perfecting your
exposures to use of trick filters and camera care and
maintenance.

Look for it all m Ampersand, distributed in the next
issue of your college newspaper.

MaipGI^dillCl The national music arts
& entertammcnt magazine. Distributed

exclusively in college newspapers.
'4*
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Pledge for peace
JERUSALEM (AP) - Israel said yesterday that both

Israel and Egypt must pledge themselves to "the sacred
trust" of completing the peace process begun by
assassmated President Anwar Sadat. But doubts lingered
whether the peace would last.

In a message to Vice President Hosni Mubarak, Sadat's
apparent successor, Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin said Sadat had been gunned down by the "enemies of
peace,"

"We are confident that the legacy of peace of President

f^f^.^"' ^^® °" ••• '^^^^ '^ * ^^^^^ trust we have to
fulfill, the message said.

Uncertainty over the peace process clouded the future of
Israel's relations with the next Egyptian government.
Right-wing nationalists urged Israel to cancel plans for its
final withdrawal from the occupied Sinai Peninsula next
April.

Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir told reporters that "if
the peace process will continue, the Israeli withdrawal
from Sinai will also continue. It depends on developments
in Egypt."

Jk'gin's Cabinet held an emergency meeting and heard
the army intelligence chief. Maj. Gen. Yehoshua Saguy.
give a confidential assessment of the impact of Sadat's
assassination.

The shaken nation of Israel was mourning its most
important friend in the Arab world as the country virtually
shut down for Yom Kippur. the Day of Atonement, the
most important day of the Jewish religious year.
Many Israelis observed a day-long fast starting at

-sundown yesterday. Tralfic stopped except for emergency
vehicles, Ben GuHon Airport closed, radio and television
broadcasts ceased and observant Jews planned to spend
their waking hours in synagogues.
The day before Yom Kippur traditionally is an occasion

to pay respects to the dead, and hundreds of Israelis went
to the Egyptian Embassy in Tel Aviv to sign a condolence
book.

Begin will attend Sadat's state funeral scheduled
Saturday, said Cabinet Secretary Arieh Naor. But his
presence could be a problem for Egyptian security since
the funeral falls on the Jewish sabbath and Begin, an
observant Jew, would not break religious law by riding in a
car on the holy day. That could mean Egyptian security
would have to guard an Israeli prime minister traveling on
foot in Cairo.

„___-- AP l,«iierphoU>

l»KLNADE — Smoke rises after a grrenade ex-
ploded in front of the reviewing stand where
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat was watching
the 6th of October military Parade Tuesday.

Sadat was assassinated by soldiers who fired
automatic weapons and threw grenades. Man in
foreground runs for cover, as one of the
assassins shoots into stand (small figure, ex-
treme right).

'ormer U.N. Ambassador
Andrew Young smiles Tuesday night while
speaking with a reporter by telephone from his

Atlanta mavoral campaign headquarters before
LUTHER

YOUR UNCLE MUST
,BE GOOD AT AMTM.

HARDCORE .'

/he SuBE is, OREO
V HOVN DID >(10U

A I' LaNrrphoto

addressing a crowd of supporters. Early returns
had him leading in votes but a runoff is ex-
pected.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

nji ii

The Black Mass Communications Project is offering free
audio workshops in cooperation with Union Video Center.
These work.shops are open to all BMCP meml)ers and
those who want to join. •

For more information contact:
Black Mass Communications Project
402 Student Union BIdg.

UMASS, Amherst, 01003
542-^2426

U.S. Saudi
Relations
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of State Alexander

M. Haig Jr. served notice to Libya and other radical Arab
nations yesterday that the United States "would view with
great concern " any attempt lo seize upon the as.sassination
of Egypt's Anwar Sadat to fan instability in the Mideast.

Haig said also that .America remains a full partner in the
peace process initiated by Sadat, "this gigantic per-
sonality," and is committed to "pursue his work" toward a
comprehensive Middle East settlement. He pledged full

support to the Egyptian governnientrMw beaded byilosni
Miibarak, Sadat's band-picked heir.- '

i > i ' t . r ; , j ) t

The secretary of state also affirmed the adibinistfation's !

!

determination to sell AWACS radar planes and other
military gear to Saudi Arabia, saying the $8.5-billion
package is now 'more important than ever." As he spoke.
President Reagan met with virtually the entire Republican
majority of the Senate in an attempt to reverse a
congressional move against the sale.

The House Foreign Affairs Committee, as expected,
approved a resolution yesterday to veto the AWACS deal.
The deal will go through unless both houses of Congress
vote to veto it by Nov. 1.

In a midday news conference, Haig declared the United
States "would view with g-eat concern at this juncture any
tl'forts by external powers to manipulate the tragic events
of the last 24 hours.

"

Of the Libyans, he said he had "no evidence of their
involvement

"
in Sadat's slaymg. even though the level and

character of 'their rhetoric would give one pause. We hope
they would not be tempted."

Ilaig obviously was referring to Libya's pronouncements
in the wake of the assassination, including strongman
Moammar Khadafy's congratulations to the men who killed
Sadat and his call for the Egyptian armed forces to take
power and reverse the government's pro Western course.

, Moreover, Radio Tripoli urged Egyptians to revolt and
sArd the|^''^ht)uld march on the hospital'' fp destroy Sadat's

,^y. il
».A

tti.
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OCTOBERFEST

FRIDAY OCT. 9
7:30 pm to 1 am

SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER
Sponsored by:

Kr«iitiikMr§ beer
an

d

_Arrow Schnapps

Featuring: f^SJJPSB^BT

With Very Special Guests

Melha Shriii«rs German Band
Specialty Food

provided by the Student Princes
"A Touch of Munich "

LIVE TELEVISION COVERAGE
500 Free Kronenboiirg/Two Way Street

T Shirts

Plus So Much More

TICKETS ON SALE NOW
$6 in Advance $8 Day of Show

At the Following Locations:

Sprrngfield Civic Center Box Office; The Keg Room,
State St., Springfield; The Pub, N. Pleasant St.,
Amherst; Empire One Racketball Club, Lemay St.,
Chicopee; The Pub, Park Ave., Worcester-
Timothy's, Rt. 9, Framingham; Narcissus, Kenmore
Square, Boston. V
Ask your ticket agent or dihsge about the Charter Buses
leaving and returning to your area For more info call (6171
997 6867
A Tom Street Production in Assoc, with Mask Production
Services

40k
briver-owner Greg Warnbold of Chatsworth,

Calif, looses control of his drag boat at the
preliminaries for the National Drag Boat
Association first points race. The races are be-
ing held at Sky Lake Resort in Calif.

IDs draw 83 applicants
Representatives of the Amherst Police Department

yesterday issued 83 applications for alcoholic beverage
purchase identification cards in the Blue Wall bar.

Chief Donald Maia and Lt. David Jankowski said the
response was sufficient to warrant their return October
21

.
The pair said they will offer the applications on campus

as many times as students require the service.

State law requires establishments selling alcoholic
beverages to accept only Massachusetts drivers' license or
state-issued identification cards. Both the Blue Wall and
the Top of the Campus Lounge enforce the law.

Crisis workers sought
Necessities/Necesidades is a Hampshire County based

organization which provides services and advocacy to bat-
tered women and their children.

Necessities/Necesidades is seeking volunteers for their
24-hour crisis service. They will be conducting training in
crisis intervention in October. For more information, con-
tact Bonnie McKee and Ann Dorman at 586-1125. A
message can be left at the hotline number 586-5066.

FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

Top of the (anipiis

F^staurui\,t aryl li>uii>jc

I
^liirru\ l* l.iiKolii ( uiii|MiN ( 1 iHi r

Top of the Campus Restaurant

For reservations please call

549-6000 ext. 639

Dinner for Two $12.95
includes salad bar and non-alcoholic beverage

with any two entrees on the menu.

•Valid ID and A.B.P. sticker required to purchase alcohol

MAKE
FILMS INCORPORATED

[^fi^YfiTriTutti'

-'MN£ to FtVE'

is the comedyi

hit of the season

YouV laugh i^our

head off."
-*«^rvU—CB-S RADIO

Forged by a god.

Tbretold by a wizard.

Found by a King.

EXdLIBUR
^oworv

Caddyshack
$2,672 ILJmV'. Pittsburgh
$2,424 URI •

^
$1,500 SUNY Plattsburgh
$2,439 Penn State
$1,742 Syracuse

Fame
$3,400 Syracuse
$2,000 Univ. Pittsburgh
$2,293 Univ. Rochester
$2,917 Boston
$1,474 URI
$ 1 ,026 Yale

Breaking Away
$1,324 Cotnell
$1,714 Syracuse
$1,366 Conn. College
$2,435 Cornell
$1,092 Yale

Rocky Horror Picture Show
$2,262 Uniy. Comi
$2,607 Univ. OA '

$ 1 ,335 Univ. Lowell
$1,310 Princeton
$1,100 SUNY Binghamton

CaU George Feltenstein TODAY AT-(TOLL FREE) - 1 -800 - 223 - 6246 or
1 - 212 - 889 - 7910 - (COLLECT)
FILMS INCORPORATED
440 PARK AVENUE SOUTHNEW YORK. NEW YORK 10016

Also Available:
Wizards, 2001. Kids Are Alright, Wolfen, Cannonball Run. Arthur Clash of the TitansBrubaker, Grateful Dead Movie. Tarzan the Ape Man, Great Santini Scanners Howhni Th^Formula. Take This Job & Shove It. Breaker Morant. Paul McCartneyTwrng^Rol^f^^^^^K^lly s Heros. The Front, Young Frankenstein, Groove Tube, Marx Brothers Classics & The
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Amherst selectmen veto indoor
video game center construction
By RANDIJ. MARCUS
Collegian Staff

A plan to construct an indoor recreation
center featuring electronic amusement
Karnes in downtown Amherst was
squelched by the town's selectmen Monday
night.

Many of the nearly 50 in attendance
voiced opposition to the arcade that, ac-
cording to attorney Steven Monson. "looks
like a space ship and consists of the most
modern video games."

Monson, who represents Pennsylvania
businessmen Marc Rodstein and James J
Ginsberg, said the center, called Space
Port, would attract business to downtown.
The proposed location was 63-37 N
Pleasant St.

"Space Port would be. as it is in other

locations across the country, a respectable
place of business," Monson said.
The strongest opposition came from an

attorney for the Douglas Funeral Home,
located two doors from where the arcade
would have been built.

"We have severe fears that the magnet
effect Space Port might have will result
when the bereaved are coming and going in
the area. The funeral home has been here
for 50 years." the attorney said.

"In or.der to keep Amherst Center a
restaurant and shopping area, the limited
space can not be used up for this type of
enterprise." selectman Francesca Maltese
said. The four-member board voted
unanimously against the request.

In an unrelated matter, the selectmen
voted to allow the University of
Massachusetts Campus Center to keep iu
amusement game center open Sundays.

General Education subcommittee
will evaluate curriculum problems
By BILL WALL
Collegian Correspondent

The Academic Affairs Committee of the
Undergraduate Student Senate has decid-
ed to form a subcommittee on general
education to parallel the work of the facul-
ty senate's committee on general educa-
tion.

Margaret O'Neil, chair of the academic
affairs committee and the only
undergraduate representative to the facul-
ty senate's general education committee,
said she believes there isn't enough student
input into the reviewing of the general
education curriculum, so the
Undergraduate Senate has formed a
separate committee.

Paul Jennings, secretary of the faculty
senate, said the senate voted to have only
one undergraduate representative on the
general education committee because too
many different groups within the senate

wanted a seat and they wanted to keep the
committee small.

Jennings said the committee would be
willing to "interact as much as possible
with the undergraduate committee." He
said the committee would be amenable to
suggestions from the undergraduate sub-
committee.

General education is the distribution re-
quirements "cores" of the University
which is designed to turn out a "well-
rounded" student who has been exposed to
courses outside his or her major, O'Neill
said.

"The general education committee of the
faculty senate is charged with reviewing
the strengths and problems of the present
curriculum. The committee will give a
report at the end of this semester to the
faculty senate. At the end of next
semester, if the committee deems it

necessary, there will be some sort of cur-
riculum change in general education,"
O'Neil said.

CHECK IT OUT.

Peloton's Dealer-direct
Athletic Shoe Discount Program

Did you ever try to figure out the difference
between the 'high tech* shoes on the market
today? You're rlght...there lan't a whole lot of
difference between brands.
So why pay more for design on the side of the

shoe when you can get what's inside for abetter price.
At Peloton, our dealer-direct program will savi

you up to $26.00 on our entire stock of shoes.

FOR eXAMPLS:
. ' •ufl. rmtmii dmrntmr-iHrmet
etenic Trama Am $34.86 S27.0O
Brooks Vantao*

Brooka Varua JZ

$38.96

$68.00

J

1 Emat PImmamnt St.
Amhmrat $49'9904

18 Stat9 St.

ftorthsmpton 894' f016
k

CollegJaQ 7

RUNNER'S SHOP
FALL CARDBOARD BOX SALE STILL GOING ONI!
• Nike • Tiger • Brooks • Etonic • Pony • Patrick

f#g. (30 - $55 now S15 • $30
(new models added daily)

ALL DOWN CLOTHING 50% OFF
We also have a full selection of

sweatpants and nylon all-weather running suits.

(Amherst Store Or>ly)
Runrter Shop 159 1M. Pleasant St. (behind Faces) ^

THCGREflT
raUiUflT

SflLE

20%m
our entire selection

of l^ishion^

Casual Hals

ASlore-fiilorWett

DownkMvn Amherst /Open X)-6, Moa-Sal
ipwi^^^iPi U
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Random notes
I was just thinking...

...the "Year of Civihty is great if you're the graphic
designer who made the logo

...or the printer who made the posters

...or a bureaucrat who irets paid for pushing it.

It stinks if you're one of the women who has been
harassed, and assaulted this year...

...or a student who has to walk up or down glass-filled
corridors to go the bathroom

.
_.or a professor who has to leave UMass because of

underpay, overwork, and crowded classrooms.

John F. Hudson

The Massachusetts legislature is the best money can
buy...

I miss the eighteen-year old drinking age...
Gasoline for .50 a gallon...

McClean Stevenson and Wayne Rodeers on
"M'A*S*H-...
Drinking beer at Saturday afternoon football games...
...and John Anderson, the presidential candidate.
I don't mi.ss William Loeb, the ultra-conservative

newspaper publisher...

...or Richard Nixon

...or Tiny Tim

...or Three Dog Night

...or the Shah of Iran.

Dressing preppie is a sign of emotional in.stability...

Jim Morrison is still dead and will n(»t l)e coming out
with a new alf)um this year...

Reo Speedwagon. Journey and Van Halen. are not dead
and will, unfortunately, Ix- coming out with new albums
this year.

The Red Sox can't be faulted for not giving it their liest
this sea.son...

The Patriots should be sold to Trenton, N.J.. for future
draft considerations...

The Bruins - who really cares about the Bruins??
If all else fails we still have the world-champion Celtics.
Steely Dan is the f)est. as are...

The Rolling Stones...

The Who...

Bruce Springsteen, excepting "The River." which flow-
ed directly from the mouth of an over-used .sewage plant...

Is it a conflict of interest to l)e l)oth Dean of Students
and moderator of the Amherst Town Meeting or is that
just my imaginatif)n??

The candidates for governor this year - Dukakis, O'Neil
and King - closely resemble the Three Stooges in lx)th
words and actions...

Those who preach left-wing views solely for their oWn
advancement should l)e put on a five-college bus and forc-
ed to eat tofu, granola and soybean pancakes...
The Fine Arts Center is fine if you like never-ending cor-

ridors, non-existent exits and drafty classrooms...
If the S.G.A. ran the Dining Commons, dinner would I)e

invalidated twice a week...

Ninety-percent of the S.G.A. are hard working,
dedicated individuals - the other ten-percent use Richard
Nixon and G. Gordon Liddy as role models...

In the words ot Murphy...
Never play leapfrog with a unicorn...

If everything seems to be going well, you obviously don't
know what the hell is going on...

Have a nice, long Columbus Day weekend...

John F. Hudson i.s n Collegian columnist.

n.m

Letters ^

The convocation ignores

issue of homosexuality
To the Editor:

As a lesbian student on this campus, I found myself
walking away in disappointment from the University Con-
vocation opening the Year Toward Civility. It was, of
course, gratifying to know that the University would of-
ficially address all the popular issues of racism, sexism and
anti-semitism, but it was extremely disheartening to
realize that one of the most prevalent and damaging forms
of oppression going on in our society tcxiay was to be total-
ly ignored by this ambitious project. I km speaking, of
course, of the oppression of Gay and Lesbian people. Am I

to a.ssume that the University considers this type of op-
pression something not worth h)othenng with? something
that is OK? or maybe something that is just too hot an
issue to touch when popularity, money and the toes of im-
portant pf)liticians are at stake.

In the supposed enlightened and intellectual atmosphere
of the University setting which many of the speakers at
the convocation commented on, an environment supposed-
ly not burdened by prejudices and myths, why is it that an
oppression that tries to dictate something as basic as who
I am allowed to love (openly) can be ignored? This "Year
Towards Civility" looks more and more like a popular
publicity stunt to me. I am truly disappointed.

Name witheld

Election a 'disgusting senario'

To the Editor:

The gross incompetence of those responsible for the
handling of the recent Undergraduate Student Senate
elections has left me both angry and frustratecf Blatant
violations of standard voting procedures were the rule. If
similar practices were employed for any regular election, a
rash of lawsuits would undoubtedly follow. And while they
were making a farce of the election, student government
leaders still had the audacitity to request an increase in the
Student Activities FVe.

In addition to having to combat a general lack of atten

tion and publicity concerning the student elections, can-
didates were misinformed by the SGA regarding the days
of the election. Candidates have enough trouble
generating interest and encouraging participation without
having to deal with administrative foul-ups. But this was
just the beginning.

The ballot itself was difficult to understand and un-
doubtedly led to many improperly cast votes. A much
simpler system would have been individual ballots for each
dorm. This would have also served to deter the possibility
of a student incorrectly voting for candidates from dif-
ferent dorms or of students stuffing the ballot box (which
was frequently left unattended). Also, student govern-
ment leaders decided upon absurd voting hours. This
meant that voting ended at 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. Com-
bined with the lack of notice as to voting dates, the limited
polling hours made it quite difficult to mobilize student
voters.

But the worst part of a disgusting scenario was when
students attempting to vote at Franklin from 10:00 a.m.
U> 1:00 p.m. on Tuesday found no one to take their ballots.
During the peak of lunchtime traffic, voting was impossi-
ble. The only explanation available was that the girti sup-
posed to be working was "at a class, but should l)e back
shortly." Oh.

It is the same student government officials who con-
stantly complain about the difficulty of mobilizing
students who make it Virutally impossible to vote. Unless
they think that a student wants to spend half the day try-
ing to ascertain if anyone will be around to allow voting. It
IS in fact difficult to encourage participation in student
elections, but creating unnecessary hardships for those
who attempt to vote during announced hours only com-
pounds the problem.
The result of this catastrophe is undoubtedly further

disillusionment and disgust with student government. It is
unfortunate indeed that many potentially active students
will have such a bad taste left in their mouths after this in-
cident. And 1 will now think twice l)efore I accept the stu-
dent leaders' claims of general student apathy. With
leadership like this, can one be surprised? But as one stu-
dent representative stated when queried al)out election
problems. "Don't worry (if the elections are ruined) we
can always run them again." Don't bother. At this point I

don t give a damn. And want to know something? I don't
think that anyone else does either.

Jeffrey M. Cohen
Central

No discrimination intended

To the Editor:

When dealing with the problem that you brought up
alK.ut the Jewish holidays you have to keep in mind the
following facts: the majority of the United States popula
ti'.n Ls of a Chri.stian nature; teachers have a certain
amount of material to cover in a certain amount of time;
they are people teaching people because they careWhen one sums up all the observations the only logical
conclusion can, an.l has been drawn. The .s<-hool has. as all
others choo.sen the holiday peri(xl which will 1k' conve-
nient to the most people at the same time. With this now

hest suiU'd for the.r course material to give exams, with,
I m sure, no discrimination intended
The teachers here are understanding. If you have a pro-

blem, approach your teacher and arrange something.

Andre L41 Montage
Amherst

Brain drain?
This past year, an unfortunate situation forced me to

make the most difficult and important decision of my life
and, hence, leave UMass. What Deirdre Ling stated (Sept.
10, '81), regarding the fact that a great number of
brighter students are leaving UMass than those flunking
out, is a reality I had been preaching for two years receiv-
ing ridiculing responses.

This very unfortunate situation stems from many pro-
blems. As a major cause, however, there exists no incen-
tives for these students. Financial aid, housing, schedul-
ing, academic freedom, university committees and other
campus-wide opportunities, parts of student government,
even parking assignments, should all be influenced, if not
determined by academic performance. Futhermore, your
top faculty and administrators are leaving (Aug. 23 '81,

"Brain Drain" TTu- Boston Sunday Globe) for practically
the same reasons as these students. Personally, I am of-
fered better financial arrangements, more academic
freedom and prestige, a larger challenge, and greater
placement opportunities.

In these past semesters, I frantically searched for ex-
cuses to continue at UMass. But the more I looked, the
more I was determined that UMass is neither satisfactorj-
nor applicable to the ambitious student. In fact, there ex-
ists a negative incentive, where one is better off in the
long run, if one does only what is required and nothing
more. The hardest decision a student can make, is to
transfer from friends, a well adjusted environment, and
security. For each student that has left, many more have
considered!

The nine departments of the new Academic Support
Unit are a fine example of the inability of UMass to adapt
to the changes in society. It is a liberal "1950's" school ex-
istmg in the 1980's. The curriculum and core re-
quirements have not kept up with society's needs. Thus,
particulariy vital areas are understaffed, and others have
a wasteful surplus.

Furthermore, the purpose of attending UMass is not to
graduate as the article (Sept. 10, '81) states. Rather, it is
to receive an education as a means for finding employ-
ment. As a result, your priorities are erroneous since
career placement should be a prerequisite to admissions.
If students demand business, why have them enter
economics instead of expanding the business school? In-
cidentally, what is so terribly sinful with expanding high
technology areas and decreasing liberal arts? Placement is^

the goal of any university, and you're doing students an in-

justice otherwise.

On the other side of the argument, an obvious assump-
tion is that not many students are flunking out. Thus, one
can assume that one can get through UMass with very
minimal effort.

Thus far, I have mentioned a few reasons why students
are leaving UMass. I have written down over 30 more in
my two years experience, each one being reason enough to
leave. But most important, 1 do not wish to slander or
knock UMass, since the education I received was intense
and unique. For 95 percent of the population, the pro-
grams and education at UMass are more than adequate
(assuming, of course, that the Students remain conscious
and think for themselves). It is a fine school and I recom-
mend it with highest praise for most high school
graduates. But until the university modifies its cur-
riculum, procedures, and policies to fit the needs of the
highly motivated, and the faculty administration begin
adopting new attitudes, many more of the 23,000 students
at UMass will transfer to more competitive private univer-
sities. And when this happens, what was once one of the
finest public institutions in the 1960's and 1970's will be
your basic university in the 1980's. The fact that more
brighter students are leaving than the amount flunking
out, are the words pasted on the billboard announcing a
deteriorating university!

Mike Jingozian is a former UMass student.
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The
This is starting to make me sick. The third assassination

of a major world leader in the last six months. Another day
of watching the networks. Another day of rerunning
assassination footage, over and over as if it was the game
winning play. Another day of confusion. Another day to
ask...Why?
Anwar Es Sadat was brutally gunned down in Cairo on

Tuesday. Who did it and why they did it is still very much
in doubt. All we do know is that the worid has lost a great
statesman — a man who was characterized by his intense
personal conviction to m„ke his country better, a man who
feared not the consequences of his actions, a man who
stood alone when the whole Arab world turned their backs
on him.

Sadat was the master of the bold surprise, from
throwing out the Russian advisors and revoking treaties
with the Kremlin, to his surprise attack on Israel in 1973,
to letting the Shah of Iran take refuge in his country. He
had an uncanny knack for doing the right thing at the right
time, and doing it in a flashy way.
But of all the shocks he gave to the Arab worid, the

biggest was his peace initiative with Israel. For many
years, Egypt and Israel have been mortal enemies. For the
two countries to become friends was unthinkable. But,
there was AriWar Sadat flying to Israel to talk with
Menachem Begin. The scene of Carter, Begin and Sadat
together signing the Camp David accords in 1978 will be
the image that will probably be forever associated with
Sadat.

However, Sadat paid a very high price for his peace
initiative. The Arab worid called him a traitor, and refused
to support him. The more radical people, Uke Libya's
Moammar Khadafy and the PLC's Yassir Arafat, led the
jeers when he got the Nobel Peace Prize for the Camp
David accords. As Islamic fundamentalism increased,
Sadat fell out of favor with the Moslem world.
But Sadat was the one person that America could count

on in the often hostile political climate of the Mideast.
While war, revolution, and political tumult raged around
him his country remained stable. He gave the country the
dynamic leadership that helped his country stay that way.

But the opposition to his regime increased in recent
months, and he responded by silencing them. A small vocal
minority was doing most of the criticising, but as
evidenced in a recent referendum in Egypt, 99.9 percent of
^he people supported his policies (according to government

shooting
figures). Nevertheless, something was bound to happen to
Sadat because of his friendly attitude toward Israel and
America.

What's next for the Middle East now that Sadat is gone?
It doesn't look good. The Egyptian leadership promises to
continue Sadat's policies, and with the whole world
watching I'm sure they will. Their main threat is the
radical factions inside Egypt using the tragedy to take over
the country. As for Egypt's neighbors. Libya could pose a
major threat to them. Egypt and Libya had border skir-
mishes in 1977, and Khadafy has warned that future
Egyptian leaders who follow Sadat's policies will meet the
same fate. The next clash between the two countries could
become the flash point that could start a major war. As for
the continued censure of Egypt by other Arab nations, that
too is likely to continue if Sadat's ways are adhered to.
The U.S. is likely to continue its friendship with Egypt,

although it won't be the same. Whether they can continue
their role as the stable country in the Middle East will
depend a great deal on what happens in the next few
months in the Egyptian government. We may be turning
more to Saudi Arabia to supplement Egypt's role, if for no
other reason than to keep their oil flowing to the U.S. The
current political situation there could change ju.st as
quickly. In short, it is now more crucial than ever for
America to pay close attention to the Mideast and take an
active role in keeping the area from erupting into a major
war.

The reaction to the shooting in Cairo has been quiet.
People are numbed, they can't believe that one of their
leaders could meet such a violent end. They are not as
attuned to the crack of the assassin's gun as we are. Eg>pt
will carry on, and hopefully the country will remain on a
steady course.

But the question still remains...Why? Why did any of the
other leaders around the world in the last twenty years fall

to the assassin's bullet? No one knows, no one can give an
answer. The circle of violence will not be broken in our
lifetime, nor in our children's or grandchildren's time. .So

long as hate fills our hearts and minds, so long as we
continue to fight, so long as we continue not to care, many
more people will die. The shock will wear off, the outrage
will die down, and we will continue along our merry ways.
Until the next shooting.

Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian columnist.

Fragments of conversations
"I <•„!! _.-I •„ 1"I fell asleep in class today". .."Bagel with cream

cheese". .."Oh, 1 don't know, I like the food at the
D.C."..."Nice looking". .."1 give him an eight". .."Luke
and Laura". .."Wicked!". .."I'm on a diet again". .."Bruce
Springsteen "..."1 gotta study. ..I gotta study - well,
okay". .."Got any beeahs?"..." Excuse me, I'm sorry, but
this is a no smoking section "..."You suck!". .."Chuck
Mangione"... "Awareness". .."Earthy-crunchy"... "A-
aaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhhhh!"..."How immature". .."I'm so
stoned". .."Wasted, wasted, wasted". .."I don't do
drugs".. ."It's raining again". .."Mud".. ."What a beautiful
sunset!"..." Beatles"... "5uyar, aren't they the ones who
did Jesus Christ SuperstarV. .."Help
Loan"..."Scorpio "..."Cosmopolitan"..."Woman, W-O-M-
A-N, Woman". .."Packy-run!"... "Nat King Cole". .."Does
UMass always have so many long lines?"..."! can't believe
that you have to be twenty to drink around here! "..."I
forgot my ID". .."You're high, okay? You are
high!".. ."Disco sucks!".. ."B-52's"... "Whole wheat is

more nutritious than white bread "..."White bread is more
nutritious than whole wheat".. ."Intense". .."No Dead con-
cert? They can't do this to us!". .."No Dead concert? There
is a God!". .."If he's a teacher, I'm an elephant!". .."You're
assignment for the long weekend is. .."... "Frank
Sinatra"..." ' '-op" .

" • -.an Quartermaine"... "You're

a scum sucking worm !"..." Ronald Wilson Reagan: 'Six
three score six' "..."Oh don't make me toss!"..." Billy
Joel". .."I'm on the five year plan". .."I think I'm pretty
liberal "..."Single sex on a coed fl(X)r? Can you hear me
laughing?"..."What classes?"..."What do you expect?
He's an intellectual dwarf!". .."Have you got four quarters
for a dollar?"..."Why does UMass have so many
stairs?"..."My laundry is beginning to take root!". .."Why
does this dorm only have 3 washers for 350
people?!?!?!". .."No parties???"..."How'd the Sox do last
night?". .."How'd the Yankees do yesterday?"... "You
could knock before coming in y'know!"..."Want to go to
bite's? I'll meet you by the pyramids in ten
minutes.". .."Must you be so degrading when you talk
about sex?"..."Barbra Streisand". .."Who the took
my Pub mug?!". .."Hi, I'm from down the hall and I was
wondering if I could borrow. .."... "I'm not into that at
all!". .."What are you into?". .."Wanna buy the
Globe?"... "Video games; pinball; empty wallet". .."Can 1

borrow your notes from class?"... "Address, Telephone
number, ID number, year of
graduation". .."Molson"..."Pla.smatics"..."Yeah, but do
you have any musicT'..." I'm so glad I'm back at school!"

Gary Trnhan is a UMass student.
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SBA business development center
wins administration grant

Thursday, October 8, 1981

By JUDY RUBIN
Collegian Correspondent

Last week, an announcement was made
by U.S. Congressman Silvio 0. Conte, R-
Pittsfield. that the School of Business
Administration at the University of
Massachusetts has been awarded $427,000
from the U.S. Small Business
Admijiistration. The amount will fund the
operation of the Massachusetts Small
Business Development Center (MSBDC).

Gerald W. Hayes, director of the
MSBDC. said that at the same time another
contract of $200,000 was received from the
Massachusetts^ Department of Commerce.
Both contracts will equal a $627,000
operating budget for the MSBDC.
The funds will be used to start new

regional offices in Lowell, Worcester and
New Bedford. Offices are currently located
in Springfield and Boston.

Another program, which will be
established under the new contract, is the
"CapiUl Formation Advisory Service." This
service will aid small business in obtaining
both debt and equity financing.

"Most small businesses don't know where
to turn. They don't have the money to pay
consulting firms, so they're at a real
disadvantage. What the MSBDC provides
is compensation for this disadvantage by
aiding the small business with vital in-

formation free of charge." said Hayes.
In the eight months that the MSBDC has

been in existence, it has aided 500 clients
and trained about 1,000 people. It assists in
developing financial proposals to banks and
venture capital groups on behalf of smaU
business.

In this decade, with the economy the way
it is, small businesses often get the worst of
everything, yet with this new program they
have a fighting chance, Hayes said.

H^NQ^P osie

^1
EYES''

Rock n' Roll ot It's best!

Vot^d one of the 3 top bonds in Connecticut

by WHCN Listener's Poll

- 2 for 1 Night -

RAIVr<E*AD LCI. rni_
f'oll'lfi" photo bv Vine* D»WiH

nAiiNOCAK — Khong Tham, a freshman engineering major, wat-
chs yesterday's women's soccer game despite the intermittent rain.

FREE DKINK First drink is ff with

your cover (moximum S2.00)

* Live Wire
Continued frovi page 12

Dec. 2. The second leg begins at the fir^t of the year and
they should be stopping in Boston at that time.
Neil Young's new album is titled, Reactor, and it's due for
shipment on Oct. 28. Tour plans will be announced at the
beginning of next week.
Queen has recorded a single with David Bowie titled

"Under Pressure." It'll be backed with "Soul Brother" a
leftover from Tke Game recording sessions. The single will
be part of a greatest hits collection, which should be in the
stores by the end of October.

c^iivim Mb,
We now serve

Homemade Italian Pizza

"All the Time"

r.0~^ Made all the Tin>e

i
Iced Teas 2.25 (2.00 Happy Hour)|

' Czonkas 1.50 (1.25 Happy Hour)

r^^'

goo^food^tirtnh
1 Pray Sf Amherst. MA

549S403

-T>RIMK SPECIAtS—
DAILY SUPER HAPPY HOUH

(3-6 pm) with Free Food
'BeattheAlarm Clock"

THURSDAY

On Sale Tues Oct 13

THE

Stanley CLARKE/George DUKE

PROreCT —
SUPER NI6HT SPECIALS

(8 pm until closing)

"Rolling Rock Day"
Two 7 oz bottles $1.00

|any low shelf shot & a 7 oz Rock $1 .00
Ask for a "shot and-a rock for,$1."

FRIDAY ^'^

our Famous "2 for 1"

(most items)

SATURDAY & SUiip^ Y -

our "special"
[Bloody Mary's .99c, Pitchers $5.95

THURSDAY
"Schnapps and Kamakaze Night"

any shot of peppermint,
spearmint or cinnamon

schnapps .75c kamakaze's .99c

SUNDAY
"Rolling Rock Night"

same as rolling rock day
great specials

Check out our special boards for other daily food specials
Selection of Cheese Extra

CHARLIE'S SANDWICHES
Served with chips, coleslaw and p.ckle on your choice of white wheatlight rye, pumpernickel, roll, french bread or syrian pocket
"oast Beef B.L.T.M. on toast.

.

^"•"•"^y - Grilled Amer. Cheese & Ham
" "

Lean Hot Corned Beef Grilled Ameican Cheese
Hot Pastrami Tuna Salad with lettuce & tomato'Ham & Swiss Grilled American Cheese & Tuna
Salami

Wb Kcopt Visa, Mastercharqp Amsticar Express

Friday Nov 6, 1981

Fine Arn, Center
UMass students $7.50, $8.50

Gen. Public $9, $10
on sale at:

• Ticketron

• URU
« TIX.

• For the Record
• FAG Box Office

•v.t><*

Tickets forJIMMY CLIFF Going Fast'
Oct. 18, 1981 FAC Concert Hall

Umass Students $7.50, $8.50 Gen Pub $8 50 $9 »S0
Available at:

. .^
Ticketron. URU, TIX, For the Record, Platterpus & Main St. in Nor-thampton; All tickets $1 more at the rioor. Please no drink smoke orcameras.

-^'iwrvcur
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DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau
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A CALL FOR MR H0U6MND'
mrrs f^st6MTiON' ifwcan6et
IN NO UNctfUAiN Meexmoope5
TOtMS' ^^^ TDee (kAC> ID

' ^ you J Bin BUTism
ThATANABUSe
OFPOUJBR'

^ NOT
CURUBffTLt

UNDER THE INFLUENCE
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I ^^ SR3HTPiHBoi>s ca^-
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by M. Joyce
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Edited by

ACROSS
1 Certain figurat:

Abbr.

5 Broad bar

9 Cadat
14 Evening, in Venice
15 Code akin to zip
16 Way up there
17 Football specialty
19 Spanish hero
20 Slippery customer
21 Nags
23 Rep.
24 School book
26 Mexican liquor

26 Boxing corner
need

31 land

34 B.S.A. members
36 Traveler's

concern
36 Inclusive abbr.
39 Controlled
40 Famous Holly-

wood name
41 Australian parrot
42 Prefix with

Chinese Of

European
43 Biblical

preposition
44 Weird
45 Knight and others
47 Novelist Fanny

Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe
im Lm Aaitlm Tl«« kiMtnw

48 Kind of board
51 Magazine

features

55 Toward the (antall

57 Specialty of many
best sellers

60 Moana
61 Man of degree
63 Scours
65 Loving, In Livorno
66 Nobleman
67 Bet of a sort

66 Intent

69 Of a period

70 Slangy agree-

ments

DOWN
1 Former silver com
of Turkey

2 Set to

3 Cheerful sound
4 Indian tril)e

5 Untrustworthy
ones

6 Sister of Ares
7 Following

8 Japanese
beverages

9 Musical direction
10 Like Abner
1

1

Department store
feature

12 clover

13 Rasuita

18 Foils

22 Musical compo-
sition

25 Place for an over-

haul

27 Popular dishes
29 Neighbor of

Afghanistan
30 Star

32 Not a soul

33 Word for Reynard
34 Sesame oil

35 Family member
37 Eastern name
39 Start of a cheer
40 Relish

44 German industrial

city

46 Family mainstay
48 Bnng to mind
50 Banquet VIP
52 Unaided
53 Important group
54 Makes replete

55 Word in a Latin

lesson

56 Renown
58 Winged
59 Tiber feeder.

80 miles long
62 Gold, in

Cadiz
64 Cousin of "hey"

Amherst families provide support to
foreign students through host program
By JILL DAHLKE
Collegian Correspondent

Each year approximately half of the foreign students
entering the University of Massachusetts will be brought
together with residents of Amherst and surrounding local
areas in a mutually beneficial host family program.
The host family program, run by members of the

Amherst town committee for international students,
unites foreign students with local families, not in a live-in
arrangement but in a situation which will provide grounds
for common interests, cultural experiences and extended
friendships.

"It provides an opportunity to get to know another
culture, like a mini exchange program," said Melissa Lun-
dren, host family coordinator.

"Some students live here for four or five years and don't
get to know Americans and how they live," said Carole
Cumps, assistant foreign student advisor. The program is

designed to educate both parties and to prevent the
foreign student from feeling alienated or lonesome, she

said.

The local family gets to know a foreign student by in-
vitmg him or her to dinner or to a cultural or sports activi-
ty in the area. By getting the student off campus and
allowing them td meet other people, they will soon feel a
part of the community, Lundren said.
No requirements are set on the host family, anyone is

qualified either married or single as long as they have a
desire to meet and assist a foreign student. The interested
family would fill out an application specifying their in-
terests, which will be matched with those of the student.
The host family does not assume any responsibility for

financial, visa or academic problems; these matters are
left with the foreign student office, Cumps said.
The program was started over a decade ago and today

there are roughly 60 host families and 85 foreign students
involved in the program. Cumps said.
To become a host family, applications are available

through the foreign students office at the University of
Massachusetts or by contacting coordinators Meli.ssa Lun-
dren or Trudi Epstein.
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WEATHER

— Scattered showers this

afternoon. Otherwise partly
cloudy and cool through
tomorrow. Low
temperatures tonight in the
upper 30's and low 40's.

High both today and tomor-
row 50 to 55.
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Poor Richards ., ""Es™
TUESDAY

DISCO • TOD 40 • Rock

WEDNESDAY
Route 9 Ainhersf

fto
EVERY THURSDAY Friday &

/So /
25c Drafts 75c Drinks with Guest D.J. AL VARELAS

2
FOR
1

8-10 pm

OPEN RUSHjC^

Signia Alpha Tlpsilon
J

Tratefnity J

Open house
Thur Oct 8

Time: 8:0Q PM

Southwest
Area Government
Attention all reps:

This evenings 5:30 P.M.
meeting^ is postponed

until Tuesday,
October 13 at 5:30 P.M.
in the Hampden Student

Center.
•gafgys^CMM^a.?. '
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Arts
live wir

Ron Miller

Columbus Day weekend usually signals the first exodus
of the semester, which means slim pickins in the music
market.

Gil Scott-Herron tops the list this week. He'll be perfor-
ming Saturday night in the Nail, tickets are $5.00. Loose
Caboose is the opening act.

Martian Highway takes over the Blue Wall this

weekend both Friday and Saturday nights.

UPC announced yesterday that they have booked The
Professionals for Thursday, Oct. 22 in our very own Blue
Wall. The Professionals feature former Sex Pistols Steve
Jones and Paul Cook. Tickets will lye $3.50, and the Wall
should be packed.
Robert Fripp's new lineup of King Crimson will appear

in the Metro Club in Boston on Thursday, Oct. L"J. This
new version features Fripp, Bill Bruford (Yes, UK. and a
former line-up of King Crimson) on drums and [>er-

cussives, Tony Levin (Alice ('o<)[»er, Peter Cabriel) on
bass, and Adrian Bolew (Bowie, Zappa, Talking Heads) on
guitar and possibly vocals. They recently relea.^ed an
album entitled Discipi nif. Tickets cost $9.50 and are
already on sale.

If youVe going to l>e in the Boston area this weekend,
you should definitely check out the M'tsir Exfin 'si at Com-
monwealth Pier E.xhibition Hall in Boston. It features con-
tinuou.'^ [)erforniance.>^ by such l)ands as Rick Danko
(formerly of the Band). Jonathan Richman. Leon Red-
bone, and many others. Unannounced national acts are
also promi.sed. It's only $4.(M) to get in. and should 1h' more
than worth it. The Kxpo runs from Saturday to Monday.
Jimmy Cliff is UPCs next project, Oct. 18 in the Fine

Arts Center. Tickets are still available.

Heyyyyy. Bob Dylan is gonna hv performing at the Or-
pheum Theater in Boston on Octolier 21. Heyyyyy, tickets
are $15.75. I guess the dollars are blowing in the wind
now. eh Bob?
Genesis begins its tour of the United States on Nov. 12

in Madison, Wisconsin. They won't be .stopping in Boston
on the first leg of the tour, but they will be in Hartford on

Continued on page 10
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Members of the Pauline De Groot Dance Com-
pany perform a scene from "Yellow Whale."

Yellow Whale is intriguing
The Yellow Whale
Pauline de Groot Dance Co.

Dance Gallery, Northampton Mon. Oct. 5 and Tues. Oct. 6

By LAURIE ZUCKER

The fluid and innovative dance, Thr Yt'Hoir Whale, was
performed by The Pauline de (iroot Dance Company from
Amsterdam. Holland at the Dance Gallery in Northamp
ton on Monday and Tuesday night. Th' Yellmr Whale has
had a successful eight-city tour of the Netherlan<ls. and is

presently touring five cities in the Eastern United States.
The Y'ellow Whale is concerned with the origin of move-

ment, and the mystery of whales or sea-life. There is an
underwater feel to much of the piece. The four dancers
meet and separate, join in pairs, tumble and rise, and roll

off each other's backs into new movements, as if unen-
cumbered by gravity. At one point, Sara Vogeler backed
into a pole by accident. She reeled away so lightly that I

imagined her as some sort of underwater creature bounc-
ing away from a rock.

The percussionists. Bart Fermie and Matthieu Keyzer,
were the backtK)ne of the piece. By using a variety of
drums, xylophones, sticks, a miniature washboard, and a
long box that sounded like a whale blowing up to surface,
they created the tension and drama necessary to make the
dance comprehensive to the audience. Their hanging
rhythms easily moved the dancers to the next phrase.

After the opening phrase, the drums rolled into a back-
beat that reminded me, of all things, of the opening to
West Side Story. The dancers began swift parallel runs
across the floor, and Vogeler's ponytail swang in step, as
the dancers joyfully passed and repassed each other. The
rhythm changed, and the dancers moved to a tighter
formation near the back wall. With their backs and
shadows visible to the audience, they held their arms
straight out, and flipped their hands in time to the music.

In one of his solos, David Woodberry, attempted to
balance, squatting on his toes. He hovered, looking mildly
frustrated, then rolled on his chest into impressive jack-
knifing tumbles that landed him again into his awkward
squat. He was humorous as he conveyed the difficulties of
elemental beings discovering movement.

In another phrase, Woodberry and Julyen Hamilton
looked like sensuous sea-creatures. They clung and slid on
each other's bodies, rolled over each other's backs and
reeled away, then restuck themselves together again, as if

drawn uncontrollably by a force. The women and men both
repeated these dual phrases throughout the piece. I felt
the scenes with the two men were the most effective.
Near the end of the piece, Pauline de Groot appears

supine on the dimly lit floor. She slowly raises a leg, then
an arm, then the head. The movement collapses, rises
again, and the mythical Yellow Whale lumbers from the
deep. She was poignant, creating a sense of mystery and
timelessness. If not a whale, she could be the first human
waking from a long slumber.

I

I

I

Northompton Theater Company
presents 2 One-Act Plays

Today is lnd*p«nd*nc* Day
by William Hanley

Sandra & Th* Janitor

by William Packard
Thurs Sat (Oct 8, 9, & 10) at 8PM

Hampden Theater in Hampden Commons
Southwest, UMass

Tickets at door $3. gen pub $2. students

1

I

I

The UMass Arts Council
is now accepting applications for funding for student
organization^sponsored arts events scheduled for production

during the first semester.

^or further information call or stop by the Arts Council
OHice at 125 Herter Hall - from 9 AM to 4 PM each

.iC^*-.*,1-

Thayer School of Engineering

Dartmouth College

Hanover, NH 00755
Recruiting for Masters and Doctoral
Candidates in the following areas:

biomedical engineering

electrical engineering

environmental engineering

solid mechanics and mechanical design
fluid mechanics
metallurgy and materials science \ U»
radiophysics and space research
system simulation and policy design
cold regions science and engineering
Fellowships and Research Assistontshlps
QvQilQble. Interviews from 9 o.m.
to 4 p.m., Thursday, October 6, Place-
ment Service, Goodeli Duilding.

Tonight

Cardiac Kids

rusty nailer
Friday, Oct. 9 *^ Saturday, Oct. 10

Loose cXose ^"- «^°^ "EROIM
Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Collegian 13

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

ARABIC TUTORIAL

Conversational Arabic flexible hours,
reasonable rates, call evenings Abdullah
256-6214

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Triumph Spitfire excellent condition.
The little brat has a new engine, battery,
starter, tires. . an AM FM 8 track stereo if

you can install it right it's yours. . and it

also has new windshield wipers, they are
very vogue this year. Asking $3,500.00 so I

can buy my new "Rolls Royce" for
Christmas to "Betsy fronn Santa". Call
545-3500. Thank you for listening.

Surplus Jeeps, Cars, Trucks Car inv
value $2143 sold for $100. For information
on purchasing similar bargains call
602-941 8014 ext. 6501 phone call refun-
dable

rebuilt engine $80073 Audi 100GL auto
call John at 253 3894

1974 Toyota Celica excellent conditions
$3000 or best offer call A l or Rad 253-3009

1966 Valiant good running order. $600 GO
586-0317

1971 Volvo 142E
323 7372 eves

must sell asking $625

6» Bug good^ond. 500 or BO 253 3365

1972 Ford LTD good shape $450 or BO call

Jim 549-1569

Effects, Legend amps and acoustic guitars
ti[l Friday Music Gallery Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass
Women's medium CB down jacket $65
and size 6 !4 Docksides 549-4001

New faded Levi denim jacket w/side
pockets size 40 $25 256-8610

Stereo and Speakers for sale! Only $69
call Patty 253-7890

Stereo BSR 2260 Bx turntable Pioneer
receiver Sx434 KLH speakers $200.00 price
negotiable in great shape 253 9792

Fryes wms sz 8 good cond $30 256 8348
Two F-78-14 tires $20 ea Prof. Wallace
NOPE in AM
Ibanez Mandolin in "A" style with "f"
holes $125. Joe 253-7845

Double size mattress and box spring
w/frame, like new, $100. GE B&W TV, 19
in., excellent con., $75. prices negotiable
527^7C^ves.

Teac A106 CassettelDecir$195 60 watt
amplifier $180 pair Optimus 21 speakers
$115 sell everything for $475 6-8633

Lost: Tan clutch bag CCA 10-2-81 keys and
vital ID Reward no questions asked contact
Susan 549-3677

Eyeglasses in brown case, lost during
Homecoming Parade Saturday, call Steve
549-4082, Reward!!

MASSAGE THERAPY
Strictly theraputic soothing Swedish
massage Ellen O'Rourke MsT 256-8320

MENI--WOMENI

FOUND

Jobs on Ships! American, Foreign. No ex
perience required. Excellent pay. World
wide travel. Summer job or career. Send
$3.00 for information. SEAFAX, Dept D-13
Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362

MOTORCYCLES

Pm - 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Condomates wanted Amherst Fields,
luxury call 256-8102

Person to share a townhouse in Squire
Village 2 bdrm 355/mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665 7544 keep
trying can leave message at 549-6526
Michael

Housemate wanted male or female pro
gressive mature person $142 plus call

323-5784 AM or after 10 PM Cliff /Nancy

SERVICES

Honda CB 175, '73 runs great, must sell

$395 or BO 546-4942

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

1975 Vega Wagon good condition panel
epress 256 6432 call after 6 PM
1969 Dodge Monaco V8, PS,^,^Tew7x
haust and rear snows, excellent condition
asking $495 549 1207 evenings

73 Audi IDOLS or 74 Datsun B2To both
run well $500 for choice call 253 7397 or
1 369-4478

Did you lose your puppy? We found an 8
month old black spaniel and want to find its

owner. Please call Holly or Jenny any time
at 546-92 10J<eep_t^rying I

Found female shepard about 1 yr old
friendly but afraid please call 546-5963 or
546-4427

HELP WANTED

BELLYGRAMS!!

Delivered by experienced bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
549-1175

BOARDERS WANTED
To room in Delta Chi Fraternity for this
semester. Good food, social life, and
reasonable rates. Leave name & phone no.
for Dave /Treasurer, Call 253 9230

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for^meals call 253-9987

Windsurfer? Business major or other en
trepeneurial type? Call 546-9170 8 AM
-noon

Com-
for

Save 40% off retail price on new Guild,
Gibson, Ovation, Rickenbacker and
Yamaha guitars. Also, discounted prices on
Marshall and Polytone amps, strings and
accessories. We buy used Fender, Gibson,
and Martin guitars. The Guitar Workshop,
Amherst Carriage Shops 549- 1 728

~ORGY
Orgy T-Shirts and barely making it in

Mass. shirts on sale call Stacy 546-5902

Free-lance Typing writing help, small of-
fice organizing. Faculty and student work
welcome. Top skills, reasonable rates.
Amherst 549-0518 8 am to 9 pm
Improve your grades! Research
catalog- 306 pages -10,278 topics-Rush
$1 .00 Box 25097C Los Angeles, 90025 (213)
477-8226

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Your research data statistically analyz-
ed by Ph.D. psychologist. Efficiency and
accuracy guaranteed. For details call

253-5262 or 253-7374

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Televisions, Tape
Decks, Stereos & Car Stereos Sound in

Motion 266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst.
Behind Silverscape Designs, 253 9341

EMT'S

Next meeting of the Five College chapter
of EMT's is Tuesday 10/13 at 7 PM in Cam
pus Center 904-908 program is hypothermia

ENTERTAINMENT
Professional DJs for less $99 Special
Parties, Semis. Paul 546 6924 Scott
546-6845 Dave 665 3082 Wendy 546 6941

FOR SALE

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best
offer 549-5669

Down sleeping bag 4 season 8" loft
modified mummy 6' + length xcellent con.
$75. Kingston classical folk guitar xcellent
cond. needs strings $50 w case call
323-7651

Late Nite Lunacy continues 40% off all

Artist in-Residence-Butterfield
pensation: meals, 3-room apartment
minimal rent, use of facilities. Applications
Mclntire (545-2882). Information: Charri
(546 4565) University of Massachusetts is a
equal opportunity employer.

Pizza Driver Exp. preT applay at La Mia
Pizza aft 6 car necessary

Overseas Jobs - Summer/ year round.
Europe, S. Amer , Australia, Asia All
fields, $500 $1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

The People's Gay Alliance pays 3.50 an
hour to their work study office manager.
Flexible schedule, good working condi
tions. Stop by 413B SUB 5-0154 deadline
Oct 22, 1981

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanic Workshop Fall

classes forming. 28 hours of instruction in-

cluding classroom theory & shop. Limited
enrollment 253-7967

LOST

Irreplacable grey felt hat near Campus
Center 10/2 please call 546-7272

Lost Monkey, brown with white hair
pierced left ear with hoop earing wearing
flannel shirt. Last seen 520 C.C. Hotel. Call

Joe 546-6355

Lost - One maroon backpack - American
Eagle. Notebooks and glasses are very im-
portant - Please call Jim at 546-9033

Maroon wool V-neck sweater at Poor
Dicks Wed night. . .much sentimental
value. . .if found please call Kathy 6-5309

PERSONALS

4 tickets for Two Way Stree Octoberfesl,
Oct 9, Springfield Civic Center call Lori
253-5845

Sewing I'll do hems, alterations, mending.
Cost varies call Joan until 1 1 PM 546-7261

Free-lance TYPING and resume writing
Top skills, reasonable rates. Amherst
549-0518

TYPING - 4 cents a line some overbite ser-
vice call at 549-4595

THE BROTHERS OF PIKE

Wanted female companion who likes to
drink beer and watch sports. Call Boo Boo
at_253^7J48

UMMB good luck in Delaware! Love your
one and only band groupie Melissa

Cheryl Happy 20th Glad to see you finally
made it! Love your Snuggle

Julie (the other Libran spasmatic):
Sylvan, Southwest, Spring Break and a
sunny summer on the Cape has made our
friendship "special" (Mr. Rogers) by
understanding and relating to each other,
electnc company words, music, celery
numbness and especially carrots Happy Bir
thday! Love, Kelly

Sal
~~ ~

Happy one year and hope there are more.
Pete

Once again JQAL and Pike made a great
team - thanks alot. Here's to more in the
future!

THE BUTLER DID IT!

Ann turns 20! Look out D^lawre and
UMMB - bus 5's MoM!! Happy Birthday
Ann love Terry & Allison & the UMMB

TWO WAY STREET

Octoberfest - Oct 9, Springfield Civic
Center tickets available at the Pub
(Amherst) - inquire about transportation

YOU TYPE?

Dear Dickums - Happy 20th! Love J .D.

Mrs Ripples & LA woman - Having al)
attack? Lets go hunting! 3rd Musketeer

To whoever found and returned
necklace with initial R thank you!

Looking for "A-i^ Typist" !!! Must be
available Thursday night, to type "25"
pages. Must be completed by one o'clock
Friday. Call 549-6520 ask for Michael

USED AUTO PARTS

ny

'Bubska" I luv you - Dumb Benny
Happy Birthday Laura we love ya buddies
from JQA and Tiny Weeny
UMMB - Do it up in Delaware!! T.F B
(and o.) •

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel

584-2832

WANTED

Mary Happy Birthday Go wild time for
Led Zep & hash soup luv Abby N

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Manchester NH or area
Oct 9 will share expenses 546-4872

ROOMMATE WANTED
Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10

Wanted immediately! Workstudy person
for Collegian. Tuesday morning and Thurs-
day morning, other hours available. See
Maureen 8:30 - 3:30

To buy or rent. . .an "A" clarinet,
preferably a Selmer or Buffet, wooden call
Jim Ristuben at 5-3500

WILDLIFE SOCIETY

The next meeting of the Wildlife Socie-
ty is Thursday 10/8 at 7:30 PM in CC 911
program is reptiles and amphibians

* Report

Continued from page S

report is a documentation of the ongoing
efforts of the committee rather than a in-

strument for changes in the Universitjf.

Secretary of the Faculty Senate, Paul
Jennings said the report Was not an instru-
ment fbr recommendations to the ad-
ministration. He said if the Committee is

interested in following up on any recom-
mendations they will have to file a special
report with the faculty senate.

Ciip|,Miuuzzo said that it was up to the
faculty senate to implement any changes
recommended by the Committee.
The Committee offered recommenda-

tions to Provost Baritz for structure
changes in the current affirmative action
system. Among the recommended changes
are changes in the data analysis staff, md
the establishment of affirmative actfdfT

committees or officers in the academic and
administrative divisions.

Legislature votes to extend
car inspection period

•k Accounts
Continued from page 1

St. Jean said the problem might be fairly

wide-spread.

"A Karate group has ab-eady been
brought to the student attorney general.
We sent them notification that we knew
what was going on, but they refused to

listen," St. Jean said.

Attorney general Lisa Ziebel said the
incident occurred last semester. There
were no dub officers' names on file and no

action was taken by the end of the academic
year. If the group does not meet with St.

Jean within a time period he ailoted, action

will be taken, Ziebel said.

"W« went to banks in Amherst, but they
don't like to check on accounts like that so
we are looking into a court order. I'd rather
the groups come to me with closed out
accounts and explain that they didn't realize

the implications," he said.

BOSTON (AP) - A biU extending the fall

motor vehicle inspection period to the end
of this month has passed the Legislature
andgouetoGov. Edward J. King.
TtxTmeasun was filed because court

aciiarf,ov»^i^iiew $4 fee may have caused
same mdtordtftob delay having their cars
nuqiecml.

Without the e*L^j^oa;j:pproved by the
House and Senaee yesterday, motor
vehicles ai% $upposecl to have the new
sticker by Oct. 15.

Meanwhile, House Republican Leader
WillianrG. Robinson, who failed in his suit
to have a $2 hike in the inspection fee
overturned, said he is going back to court
on this and other fees.

"The people in this commonwealth are
getting socked with illegal Uxes, and I am
confident the Supreme Judicial Court will
realize this to be true and allow further

argument on the case," Robinson said in a
news release.

He won the auto inspection issue in

Superior Court but then lost in the state
Appeals Court.

Now, said Robinson, "we are taking the
fight back into the courts, because after
reviewing the 505 fee increases which
occurred during the past six months, we
have found a number of fees whicii were
expanded so much they most be labeled
taxes."

The King administration has been in-

creasing fees under a special, temporary
authorization approved by the Legislature.
Robinson said a 1924 state Supreme

Court opinion held that "when a fee in-

crease exceeds the total cost of running a
program, it then must be clssified as a tax."
He said only the Legislature can initiate

taxes, not the governor.
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Sports Notices
»^" yS'^ S-

.

BASKETBALL MANAGERS NEEDED
— Managers are needed for the upcoming
men's and women's basketball season. One
manager is required for the women's team
(male or female). Three managers are
needed for the men's team (male or female).
All interested should fill out an application
in the basketball offices in the Hoyden
building.

WOMEN'S TRACK - There wUl be a
ineeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. for all those
interested in joining the women's track
team in Boyden 249. For more information,
call coach Banda at 5 2579,

INTRAMURAL TRACK - The IM track
and field meet has been rescheduled to

Wednesday, Oct. 14 at 4 p.m. Sign-in
period is from 3-4 p.m.

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE -
Entries for intramural ice hockey, including
the ice rental fee of $350, are due Tuesday,

•Oct. 13 in the intramural office. Boyden
215. Also. IM badminton singles are due
Tuesday. Oct. 13.

WOMEN'S FALL LACROSSE - There
will be a meeting for all those interested in
playing women's fall lacrosse tonight at 6:30
p.m. in NOPE 153. All interested can-
didates should attend.

* Financial aid
Continued from page s

will affect them, their famUy or friends,"
said Mary Dyer, a SAFA member.
A survey of Republician members of the

Massachusetts congressional delegation,
who supported Reagan's previous budget
cuts, indicated opposition to the latest
round of cuts.

Rep. SUvio Conte. R-Pittsfield. is a

* Zoo Disc
Continued from page 16

This season, the team is vastly improved
skillwise, although their record doesn't in-

dicate it. The first three weeks of the Zoo
Disc season has been characterized by
near-victories over the most formidable op-
ponents. This past weekend at Cornell
serves as a prime example.

In the first game of the day, Zoo Disc
faltered in the waning moments of over-
time, losing to Michigan State University
by two goals. Michigan is currently ranked
third out of the 350 teams in the country.

Thursday. October 8, 1981

iCollefiian ir,

sponsor of HR4560, '"'said Missi Tessire,
Conte's press aide.

Anyone interested in going to
Washington on October 25-27 with SAFA.
or interested in contacting their
congressperson about the aid cuts, can
come by the SAFA office in room 415 of the
Student Union Building, Dyer said.

right behind Glassboro and Aerodisc. Zoo
Disc rebounded with a last-second one
point victory over the powerful Heifers, on-
ly to fall short in the day's final game, los-
ing by one to the Rude Boys.
Zoo Disc's Second Annual Ulimate Affair

will be held rain or shine this weekend on
the Southwest playing fields of UMass. The
tournament will run all day, both days,
with the first round of games scheduled for
9:30 Saturday morning, and the finals
slated for Sunday at 3:30 p.m.

^ym
Plumbleys
ofT the common*^

presents

The Valley^s First

"^campucsV
cerfter

^^ at u mass
Thursday, October 8th

Tonight is

All Night

Happy Hour
Enjoy your favorite drinks

at Happy Hour prices

Friday & Saturday,

Oct. 9th_&- 10th

$1.00 cover charge

•Valid ID and A.B.P. sticker

required to purchase alcohol.

c 1981 CBS Inc.

t-'

[

"^campus <^

cerfter
'—"" =-

.alumass
FREE

A 20 ounce University of Massachusetts
Cup with the Football Schedule and

Marching Band Logo
Free when you purchase any large Soft-

Drink at the Bluewall Cafeteria, the

Hatch Cafeteria or the Coffee Shop.

Get Your Cup while Supplies Last!!

I

Official

PREPPY PARTY
Thursday, October 15

^ 9 pm to 1 am
Prizes awarded for Best Dressed

Entertainment by

the Armstrong Bros. - in the Pub
Steve Spellman - in the Green House
Hot & Cold Hors d'ouvres Served

$200.00 Gift Certificate for House of Walsh Men's Shop
$200.00 Gift Certificate for House of Walsh Women's Shop

Many More Prizes from House of Wakh
rickets available at: . - t^

House Of *"•* v^
Walsh, Inc. AMi«BT,>uii. PIiUIIDIcVS

Tickets are $5.00 •'

Present ticket stubs to bartender for complimentary drink

^^
VsHsH^M. AMHBBI^MASSl

THURSDAY
This Week's Special

2lbrf Night

9:00 'til i i :00
ALL LIQUOR DRINKS

Featuring

Dancing With Henry

— Rock and Roll —
From the Summer on Cape Cod

$1.00 cover

<nmflfifllEM§)

T^-^-v.

WHAT IS THE T.O.C.?

It's the Top of the Campus Restaurant on the 11th floor of the Campus Center.

Everybody's heard the initials - but how many of you know what it is? We've just

redecorated and added new items to our scrumptious Lunch and Dinner Menus
-and we've still got a spectacular view of the Valley and reasonable prices.

So, if you enjoy good food and a nice atmosphere, you'll love the Top of the Cam-
pus Restaurant. Why don't you call us today at 549-6000 ext. 639 for Reserva-

tions.

Validated Parking in the Campus Center Garage.
*•-,

I—lBgre».^.^..W» . !.- , Hi-
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An afternoon oflop-flight play
Stickers tip Yale, 4-1

Collegian Staff

The undefeated University of
Massachusetts women's field hockey team
made it 6-0 1 yesterday, as two goals by
Pam Morale paced the Minutewomen toa4-
1 win over Yale University on the upper
NOPE field.

^^

Both UMass and Yale had to contend with
a strong wind and raw. cool weather
throughout the game and both teams had to
struggle to keep the ball in bounds. More
than the wind, the game was dominated by
the referees' whistles as infractions kept
the scoring drives on both squads to a
minimum.

Sue Caples scored the first tally for
UMass at 11:30 of the first half, after'a try
by Judy Strong was kicked away by the
Yale goalie. Caples stopped the rebound
and hit it to the right side of the net. which
was unguarded.

r.Mass made it 2 on the first of Morale's
goals. After stealing the ball from her
opponent. Morale sped upfield. faked the
Yale net minder by going left, then shot the
ball past the fallen goalie into the open net
at 12:30.

After that, the game saw nothing more
than an exchange of possession and passing
long the sidelines. The half ended with

UMa.ss ahead. 2
The second half continued the running

and passing game of the previous stanza,
though both teams had opportunities to
score. Corners and penalty shots by both
sides were either kicked away or stopped
by the ever present whistles.

At 32:38. Morale scored her second goal
off a rebound. The ball squirted through the
middle as a host of blue and white shirts

fought for possession. About 30 seconds
later. Judy Strong concluded the scoring
for UMass when she fired from the left

corner 12 feet from the net.

The shutout was ruined when Yale's
Janet Colarusso, taking advantage of a
mis.sed kick by UMass goalie Patty Shea in

order to clear the ball, lofted the ball past
Shea to make the score 4-1 at 34:04 of the
second half.

'I would've liked to have not given up
that goal." said UMass coach Pam Hixon,
"But we were caught off guard."

"There wasn't too much action in the
game. We had two goals at the beginning,
sat back for awhile, then caught fire and
scored two more," Hixon said. "If anything,
we benefitted from placing different people
at new positions in this game."
UMass will host Bridgewater State

College Saturday on the upper NOPE field.

Game time is 1:00 p.m.

UjConn kickers outshoot
UM women
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Correspondent

With one look at Coach Kaleklni Banda's
face as he walked into the team meeting
after the game, one could teU the outcome
of yesterday's showdown between the
University of Massachusetts wpmen's
soccer team and the University of Con-
necticut.

The Minutewomen dropped this
disappointing game. 2-0. Both goals were
scored m the first three minutes of the first
half.

The first of the two goals was scored soon
after the kickoff, when the Minutewomen
passed the ball back, a strategy that is often
used against slower teams. But UConn was
on the ball, shot to goalie Roxann Donatini
who deflected it. But UConn was again on
the ball and Moira Buckley scored off a pass
by Tana Buckley.

UConn's second goal came less than three
minutes later, when Moira Buckley again
shot the ball into the goal. Both Moira
Buckley and her twin sister Tara,(who
covered the mid-field), helped UConn
yesterday. "They (the Buckleys) played a

tough game." said Banda.

The rest of the game was characterized
by missed scoring opportunities, in-
tercepted passes and disorganization.

"Our key players weren't doing what
they do best." said Banda. "The first goal
was demoralizing and it shouldn't have
happ ened. The teams are even, it shouldn't
have been a 2-0 loss."

This loss and last Saturday's loss to the
University rf Vermont should lower the
Minutewomen 's second place New England
ranking. However, if they can comeback
against Cortland State University, the first
ranked team in the nation Saturday they
could stay near the top. "It's the only
chance we have" said coach Banda.

Last year the Minutewomen beat Cor-
tland 4-0. However, this year they (CSU)
have an entirely new team. The showdown
will be held on the lower NOPE field at 3:30
p.m.

KICKER'S KORNER - The Minutewomen
are practically without injuries at this time.
Co-captain Kathy Hourihan was out sick for
the game, otherwise the team was fit and
ready to play.

In conjunction with Zoo Disc's 2nd Annual Ultimate
Affair, at 12:30 in the afternoon on Saturday, the first
Eastern Hacky Sack Championships will be held. Hacky
^ack IS a West Coast game involving coordination and
agility. Competitors from three states are expected to
.articipate in the tournament.

Zoo Disc hosts

Ultimate Affair
By JOEL ZUCKERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Zoo Disc, the University of Ma.ssachu.setts Ultimate
t^am. IS prepanng to host the largest Litimate Frisl)ee
tournament m the history of the .sport. This Saturday and
Sunday. October 1 1 and 12. are the dates of Zoo Disc's 2nd
Annual Ultimate Affair, a mammoth fifty-two team
douhle-eliminatK.n tournament, with teams 'from seven
Eastern states participating.

Although the tournament is by far the largest one of its

th^lir^T^''^ ^" ^ '""'*' ^^^" •'^^*'^'- quantity. Som.. ofthe best Ultimate teams in the nation are attending m
C^tZ f m"''^"/

"^"""^' ^•^'^^^Pi^'n^. Glassboro siateCoNege of New Jersey. In addition to Glassb^.ro. the

z^^\i:::::iir"' " ^'^^"""^^- ""^^'^" ^-^"^•-'

In a tournament of this size, it's not ea.sy to pick win-
ners, but neither Boston (.r 'Boro will have an easy romp
to the finals. The Boston Hostages and Boston Rude Boys,
t^ams that have been consistently beating Aemdisc and
everyone else this season, are coming. (At this moment
Boston, Mass. is the center of I Htimate in Amerira ) In ad-
dition, long-time powers, the Cornell Buds, the New York
Heifers, and Jersey's Knights of Nee have been invited
making the outcome of this tournament virtually un-
predictable.

The home team and hosts of this little gathering
shouldn t be taken for granted, either. Zoo Disc has been
known to get inspired at home events. At last year's First
Annual Ultimate Affair, (a 27 team tournament that was
the largest until now) Zoo Di.sc was upset in the quarter
finals, taking fifth place overall.

Continiwd on page 15

Player Profile
By GARY GILBERT
Collegian Correspondent

Things have not gone smoothly for the University of
Mas.sachusetts men's soccer team so far in this young
rp'^^""'.,f^ '^ ^^'"^^ *''*' ^« improve, one thing is certain.
They will need a healthy Tony Dias to do so.
Dias the team's senior co-captain, sustained two broken

ribs m last Saturday's home-opening loss to the University
of Vermont The extent of the damage is still not known,
out Dias IS hoping for a quick recovery.
"The doctors are going to fit me with a flak jacket in a

couple of weeks after.the ribs have started to heal. I don't
think It will re.strict me too much. " Dias said.
Not too many things have restricted the affable Dias a

four year varsity starter who earlier this season became
the .school s eighth all time leading scorer. This is the first
major injury of his career.

This is going to drive me crazy," Dias said before the
start of Tue.sday's contest against Williams. "I feel like
running out there right now."
As much as the team will miss his great ability, even

more will it miss his spirit and on the field leadership This
combination has opened the eyes of the professionals
.somet hing Tony openly admits to wanting.
"Ive got iryouts lined up with Fort Lauderdale and
Chicago (both of the Professional North American Soccer
U'ague). I think I'd rather play in Fort Lauderdale' Dias
says smiling.

Coach Russ Kidd has used Dias at both mid-field and at
his more accustomed striker position because of his ver
satility. His experience has aided in the development of the
team's many freshmen and sophomores.

"He's a true team leader. " Kidd said, hoping to have his
leader back before too long.

Asked if his 5'7" height was a disadvantage. Tony
replied. 'Actually it's an advantage. I have a lower center
of gravity." Never one to be restricted, you can bet Tony
M. Dias will !)«> back sorm, flak jacket and all

TONY DIAS

Games tourney starts in late October
By JIM WRIGHT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts will hold qualifying
tournaments in late October to choose a team to defend its
championship title at the As.sociation of College Unions'
Division I Games Tournament, according to Marty Fallon
head of the UMass Tournament Committee.
The events will include darts, table tennis, chess

bowhng. videogames, backgammon, frisbee. fooshallanda
college bowl that will be available to both men and women

"The qualifying tournaments will be open to aU in
terested full-time students," Fallon said.

Last year. UMass students won the over all ooinf

w^r'Tw^ d'ed7oTfl'r r
^^" ^" «"^ -rgi'i Te^n'po'r

eight foTThtdX '

Tl^ TasrsT;^ 'T
^^^0.,^^..,

Olympic Rame.s'according tTFatn " ''''" ""' '" ^'^

First .place finishes by UMass students included men's
doubles in table tennis, both men's and women's bowlingmen s billiards and men's chess. Fallon said.

The dates for the qualUying tournaments have not yetbeen determined, but there will be a conference during fheColumbus Day weekend to schedule the times and places ofeach tournament.

UMass is in Division I which includes New England andmaritime Canada, which is the area of Canada directly
north of New England, Fallon said.

.J^V f^ ^K""^
^^'^"^^ ^^^« ^''l be competing

Str!
^fhooLs such as Boston University. UMass-Boston

Dartmou h College and the University of New Hampshire

rLlrv^F.ir"^ w
'^^'^ '^''' '' ^''•'^^d>' ^^'"^ l^ind ofrivalry, ration said.

The final tournament will be held at UNH on the
weekend of Feb. 21 and there is a $1 registration fee,
Fallon said. More information will be posted in front of the
Campus Center Game Room located across from the Hatch
cafeteria.

r
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Studentsrally against UTOPIA

JON^ONTATION - An unidentified n.an vents huTn';:;":.';;'KOTt student at yesterday's rally in front of the Student Union.
I

UMass 'disgusted' by
fascist UTOPIA leaflets
By MICHELLE MURRAY
and HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Many members of the University of
Massachusets community who attended an
impromptu rally yesterday said they were
"disgusted" by a flyer posted around cam-
pus advocating fascist principles, but were
pleased with the number of people who
came in opposition.

Judith Feeny, an English exchange stu-
dent majoring in American studies, said of
the flyer. "I thought it must be a nut case
doing it for a joke, and not a very gmxl
joke."

"I don't think it's them (UTOPIA)," said
Kent Woolrich, 19, from MacKimmie. "I
think it's a ploy by some other group to get
attention."

Professor John Bracey of the Afro-
American department said it was clearly a
lower level of UMass student. He said he
felt that it was an irrational response to the

unstable state of affairs in the world
because people want things to be like they
were before the advent of civil rights.
Nelson Acosta of the Student Govern-

ment Association said, "The posters said it

was time to clean up America. Even if it

was a practical joke, or if they decided not
to show up, they showed that America does
have to be cleaned up of all the prejudiced,
anti-humane, degrading viewpoints they
mentioned."
"It (the poster) is definitely sick," said

Portia NeLson. "Enough racist stuff is hap-
pening at the University now without this
garbage, and all of us are being hurt by it."
"The poster outraged me," said Jim

Assatly. "It's very heartening to see people
here to protest it. It's a good feeling.
Maybe there is hope."
Elizabeth Carter of Melville dormitory

said, "It's good to see this many people are
so aware, and that the student population

Continued on page 10

By STEVEN SEMPLE
Collegian Staff

Compiled with reports from Keven Bowe,
Jim Kane, Ed Levine, Rich Nagle, and
Brian Sullivan.

Leaflets advocating white supremacy and
American superiority found in various
locations around the University of

_ Mas.sachusetts campus yesterday morning
prompted an afternoon demonstration
against those principles.

The leaflet announced a 1:30 p.m. rally to
promote radical right wing policies and to
urge students to join a group called
UTOPIA. Instead, about 300 persons, mo.st
of them students and many members of the
Third World community converged on the
steps of the Student Union to denounce the
leaflets. UTOPIA and fascist principles.
The leaflets advocated the elimination of

Nummo News, a campus Third Worid
newspaper; abolition of the Radical Student
Union; suppression of gay rights; increased
military spending; construction of nuclear
power plants; support for nuclear war; and
the elimination of "anti-U.S. activists."

Support for apartheid policies in South
Africa; isolation of Cuba and the return of
Cuban refugees; increased covert CIA
operations and the promotion of white
supremacy and American superiority also
were endorsed by the leaflet.

"These issues they have here are all the
issues about to split this country apart. It
appears that the people gathered here are
not members of UTOPIA," said Tony
Crayton, director of the Office of Third
World Affairs. "At least they don't
discriminate, they covered everybody."

Some members ol the crowd, holding
signs which read "Fight U.S. Imperialism"
and "Unite Against White Supremacy"
demanded the appearance of UTOPIA. No
one from the group appeared.
UMass police officials said they will

attempt to discover who printed and
distributed the handwritten leaflets. It is
not known how many were printed, but
they reportedly have turned up in the
Student Union, the Campus Center and the
Southwest Residential Area.
Dean of Student William F. Field, who

attended the rally as an observer, echoed
the sentiments of many ot her speakers who
said they felt the flyer was some kind of
prank.

"It seems to be a cruel, boorish hoax,"
Field said. "But somebody obviously put a
lot of effort in putting the signs up. I wasn't
shocked by it. I was angered."

Field also said the University ad-
ministration would take disciplinary action
against those responsible for the leaflet if

they are located. Field, who is responsible
for overseeing the University judiciary and
discipline system, said the call for a rally
was against University regulations and not
a "permissible event."

"I guarantee we'll take action im-
mediately. It is not an acceptable form of
conduct." Field said. "In any large com-
munity, there are people whose perceptions
are so distorted they do things alien to the
institution."

Student Government Association co-
President Larry Kocot said he thought the
posters might have beeen an attempt to
discredit a rally and march against co ed
bathrooms, originally planned for today,
which was recently rescheduled for next
week.

r
CONDEMNS FLYER PRINTERS- Tony Cra/titdrJ^.rr'irthroT

fice of Third World Affairs, condemns radical printers of a fiver at a
rally at SUB yesterday.

UMass plans to close CC
over Halloween weekend

(^raphirv h» Hmd Kd»n

By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

After successfully closing the Campus
Center in 1980 during Halloween weekend,
the admministration is once again planning
to enforce the policy, .said Assistant Vice
Chanceloor for Student Affairs Bryan
Harvey.

One of the major threats which prompted
the administration to adopt this course of
action. Harvey said, was the high number
of injuries sustained by students during the
traditional costume parade.

Throughout the 1970's, the University's
"spirited" quality of celebrating Halloween
iK'came increasingly publicized along with
the growth of the festivities. Harvey said,

by 1978 and 1979, UMa-ss provided a place
and an opportunity to do things out of the

ordinary to so many people that the situa-
tion became unmanageable.
"What we really want to do." said Herb

Tyson, Administrative Assistant to the
Director of the Campus Center, "is to
deter people coming from Boston and sur-
rounding areas to participate in the annual
Halloween festivities."

Tyson said an additional problem stemm-
ing from Halloween weekend was ex-
cessive damage and costly repairs to
University property as well a.s a negative
image of the University.

Last Halloween was one of the (juietest
weekends of the year. Harvey said.
Statistics provided by the Department of
Public Safety show the total number of ar-
rests declined, along with a substantial
decrea.se in injuries and complaints related

Continued on page 10
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Amherst
Chinese Food

"Family Style

Cooking"
Mandarin &

Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon
Specials

from $1.75
Farm Fresh Vegetables
Beer & Wine License

Sunday Brunch
All you can eat $4.95

62 64 Main St..

Amherst 253 7835
Closed Wednesdcys
W* use no MSG or

Artificial Food Coloring

\..iosea

J We US'

I Artificul

Digest
By the Associated Press

mm:

Security set at SadarSS^^^^
Egypt police kill Moslems
CAIRO. Egypt — The Egyptian government set up

strict security arrangements yesterday for the state
funeral of assassinated President Anwar Sadat, and in
southern Egypt police opened fire on a group of Moslems in
the city of Assyut.

Security sources in Cairo said there were an un-
determined number of dead and wounded in the shooting
outside a mosque the city 240 miles south of Cairo on the
Nile River. Few other details were available.

Anti-racism group will

protest Ku Klux Klan
activities at rally
WINDHAM. Conn. — A clergy group

prayer vigil and an anti-racist group
demonstration were announced yesterday
as protest activity mounted against a Ku
Klux Klan rally to be held this weekend in

this small, eastern Connecticut town.
The Invisible Empire. Knights of the Ku

Klux Klan has distributed leaflets inviting
the public to attend the rally Saturday and
Sunday at a local picnic area. It is the same
KKK faction that staged one rally last year
and two this year in Connecticut, including
a violent confrontation in Meriden in

March.

Friday. October 9, 1981

Police lieutenant sought
in marijuana theft

SOUTH YARMOUTH - Massachusetts
state police issued a nationwide alert
yesterday for one of their own — a now
suspended lieutenant charged in connection
with the theft of more than a ton and a half
of marijuana from a state police barracks.
Trooper Bill Hickey said the bulletin was

issued for Lt. Chester Campbell, a 17-year
veteran of the state police. Campbell. 40. of
Norwood, was once commander at the
barracks where the marijuana was stolen.

Barnstable County District Attorney
Phillip Rollins said Campbell was
suspended without pay after the in-
dictment.

THE GREAT
FHbLHflT

SflLE
201orr
our entire selection

of Pasliion^

Casual Hats

HAPPY HOURS
are here again!

at the HayloftLounge
**"GREAT DRINKS'"
AT HAPPY HOUR PRICES!

HOI TOQ • MON.-THURS. : 4-6 and 10-CLOSINGrXKJU1V5 . FRIDAYS: 4-6
' »-^rtiw*aniiiii titmg^m.iffiy^^-^--

.,*^-*?*l>* :;*;: .,«»«: :>X+'i<(£S5*-^:-;
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TttlilitlimiliriniJWIIWiilJ

Free Steamers Fridays

F^ HOT HORS irOEUVRES DAILY

Be sure to join us for dinner. Our varied
menu offers a full selection of tantalizing

Seafood, Beefand Chicken dishes.

m0

watch for our:

• SUNDAY BRUNCHES
• LUNCHEON MENU
• RAW CLAM BAR
• LIGHTER SIDE MENU

Reservations available

ayniarl{e
RESTAURANT

L^J

A Store-full of kJeas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6. ^:on.-Sat.

DINNER HOURS:
MON.-THURS.5:30- 10

KRI.&SAT. 5:00-11
SUNDAY 4:00- g

VBA
MASTERCARD

AMERICAN tXPRfSS

529 Belchertown Rd. (Rt.9), Amherst • 256-8551
1 miles east of Amherst Center

ATTENTION!
100%

$ FREE TUITION $

JOIIVI THE MASSACHUSETTS
NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further Information Contact:
Sgt. Richard O'Connor

586-4110

The
Hungry

Help Phones might help you

Need Help?

...Grab
a Phone

By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

There is a fast way to contact University police Ifurgen help .s needed and a telephone is not accessible! theHelp Phone is always available

t^MLKGENCY PHONE" emblazoned across the front

Z^nttlth"
'^'^^^"'^^

'' ''''' ^'^P--^^ ^^^^^"icommun.ty with easy access to a means of communication

I) ec or om^hl'%'"f Tf^«"^y ^'t^ation. said AssistantUirtctor of I ubiic Safety Lawrence Holmes
Holmes said the phones are a part of a system includingimproved l.ghtmg and public education about crime. Thi!system is designed as a preventative approach to crime anapproach which Holmes said is best.
He suggested that people use the phones if they witnessa crime in an area or see a suspicious person hangingaround a parking lot. To operate the phones people needonly pick up the receiver and the police wUI know whichphone IS being used, even if the person does not get an

opportunity to speak. » «^
»"

Holmes stressed that communication between thecommumty and the police is an important part of
preventing crime.

f i ui

There are five phones on campus. One is located between Memorial and Herter Halls and another in Lot 44behind Sylvan. The third phone is by Worcester DiningLommons the fourth on the east side of Kennedy Tower
and the fifth is in Lot 21. west of Southwest. Some
locations for phones were chosen because the areas haveheavy pedistrian traffic flow, others because the areas are
isolated. Holmes said.

Since the phones were installed there have been 70 false
phone calls, or people picking up the phones out of
curiosity, and 14 service calls, calls where people need
information or help. Holmes said. False phone calls have
been on the decline since the phones were installed, he

Any people caught making prank caUs will be
prosecuted. Holmes said, and misuse of the phones is 'hesame violation as pulling a false fire alarm. He added that
since last September, two persons have been prosecuted
tor misuse of phones.
The phones were designed to be vandal proof butHolmes said he was "amazed" at the minimal amount ofdamage done to them.
The phone equipment is leased from the phone company

and supported by the office of the Vice-Chancellow for
Student Affairs.

EMERGEMCY
PHONE

Columbus' sail to no avail;

America
By ELIZABETH J. BARRETT
Collegian Correspondent

Christopher Columbus may well have been surprised by
more than the North American land mass he stumbled
across on his way to the Indies, claims University of
Massachusetts History Professor Archibald Lewis.
According to Lewis, if Columbus' predecessors to the

Amencas had been around to greet him, he would have en-
countered Vikings, Africans, Indonesians, Irish, Por-
tuguese, Japanese, Chinese, and maybe Phoenicians, as
well as the Asians known as "native Americans".
Many years of research, based primarily on ar-

cheological evidence, have led Lewis to the conclusion that
Columbus did not discover America. Lewis' work has
revealed that many Atlantic and Pacific crossings were
made to the New World as early as 600-700 A.D. Even
before this, in the Stone Age, a now-sunken land bridge
had led the "native Americans" across from Asia.
Lewis explained that oceanic winds and currents eased

an eastward Atlantic crossing, particularly from Africa to
Brazil in the South, or on a northern route from Norway
via Greenland and Iceland, to the New World. It was these
passages which were taken by many mariners in the pre-
Columbus eras.

An exhibition at the museum of Natural History in New
York City several years ago displayed many stone-age ob-
jects discovered in South and North America which sup-
port the theory, Lewis said. Archeological findings have
also been supplemented by documental evidence of eariy
Atlantic crossings.

One such crossing was a Viking migration to the New

World in the ninth century by Nordics who actually knew

finH^t ^^ IZ^ °^ America and intentionally set sail to
find it The Vikings source of knowledge was the Irish who
nad already made several crossings, one of only 21 days
duration, in the sixth century.
Although there were many mishaps, said Lewis, by 1450

adequate sailing ships had been designed and an ever-
increasing number of Europeans and Asians crossed both
the Pacific and Atlantic to reach the Americas. By 1492
there are dated accounts in the Vatican of such successful
exploration.

So what of Columbus, the Great Explorer? His arrival in
America was actually due to a miscalculation which
estimated Japan to be located where Hawaii is, and his in-
tent was certainly not that of discoverer, but to find a
trading route to the Indies. Thwarted by the large land
mass of North America which blocked his way, Columbus'
success was due only to the financial backing received
from his patron, Isabella of Castile, which allowed ex-
ploitation of the new land, Lewis said.

It was this factor, said Lewis, that elevated the status of
Columbus to "discoverer of America," for previous
travellers had not had such immense funding from their
native lands. Columbus' part in American history is seen
by Lewis to be the creation of a system of permanent con-
nection with Europe, and not its discovery.
"What Columbus did do was extremely important and I

don t want to take away from it," Lewis said. "His con-
tribution was great, though it wasn't the only one; He
really was the person who made the future possible.''
And of the public holiday on Monday, in honour of Col-

umbus' birthday. Professor Lewis said, "I think it's
great."
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Ghost of a chance
for Oct. 31 parties
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

Student leaders have proposed an outline for activities to
be held Halloween weekend with some restrictions as amore productive way of dealing with the problem of
student rowdiness.

Parties will be banned all over campus and the Campus
Center will be closed by order of the University
Administration. This is a repetition of last year's policy
that was created to prevent the vandalism and injuries
which occurred on Halloween weekend in 1979

Scott Cashman. chairman of the Campus Center Student
Union Board of Governors, said at last night's meeting that
he proposal calls for campus-wide activities at the Student
Union BallrcK>m. Blue Wall. Fine Arts Center. Bowker andMahar auditoriums, as well as NOPE and Boyden gyms
The activities would include dance bands and movies and

would be restricted to UMass students only. Activities in
the Campus Center would emphasize advanced ticket
sales, and no liquor would be allowed into the buUding
although It would be sold at the Blue Wall, said Cashman
Cashman said. "The Halloween policy does not en-

courage students to be independent and mature. This is in
contradiction with the University Code of Conduct which
states pohcies governing student conduct" should "en-
courage independence and maturity."

"They are acting at the root of the problem by
restricting students instead of educating them." said Cash-
man. In the Year Toward Civility, no one is being civil to
students, he said.

Board member Bruce Levy. said, last year students who
couldn t go anywhere just "hung around Southwest and
trashed the pyramids."
"Give students something to do." said Levy, "so that
they can have a good time and not just take out their
frustrations."

"Year -Toward Civility policy takes the attitude of trying
to ground students for the weekend instead of seriously
addressmg the problem." he said.

Campus Center Director William Harris said he didn't
think the outUne for Halloween activities would be ac-
cepted for this year. "I don't think you'll get it." he said

I see massive control problems." said Harris. "Once it's
published people will be coming in from all over the
Valley. If they can't get in they'll hang-out anyway "

he
said.

'

The Board passed a motion "to endorse the outUne as it
was presented to Dr. Madson. Vice Chancellor of Student
Alfairs. and to require that the executive staff to recon-
sider the Halloween policies and work with Student
Government Association officers and BOG officers to
implement programming on campus."
Student leaders working on the programming outline

were Kevin Mangan. president SGA. LisaZiebel. attorney

f?un ^^^l^^^' ^''*"'' Gironda. talent coordinator forUPC ajid BOG members Scott Cashman. Bruce Levy and
Mary Kay Yearin. said Cashman.

t

Judge fines five rapists
DEDHAM. Mass. (AP) - The judge who aUowed five

admitted rapists to avoid going to prison says he put the
fear of God mto the defendants, but didn't believe they

deserved to be locked up.
"I satisfied myself in my mind and heart that I could not

send these guys to prison." Superior Court Judge Herbert
Abrams told The Patriot Ledger of Quincy in an interview
published yesterday.

He said the prosecution had a weak case, "As the facts
presented themselves to me. it warranted a change of plea
and a suspended sentence." Abrams said. "Incarceration
would do no good. I put the fear of God in these guys."

Abrams gave five of seven men charged in the rape of a
Whitman woman suspended sentences of three to five
years and fines of $500. The fines are to be paid at $5 a
week.

The five who pleaded guilty to charges of rape and
unnatural rape, were Robert J. Tarr, 21; Mark Savoy, 21;
John Strickland, 21. and Richard Dovel. 20. all of
Holbrook. and Alexander Aldoupolis. 21. of Quincy.

Christian Dixon. 21. of Holbrook. testified for the
prosecution in exchange for immunity. Another man is
awaiting trial.

Attorney Stephen B. Hrones. a Boston attorney who
represented Aldoupolis. said he was prepared to cite grand
jury testimony by Dixon that the woman was drunk and
had offered to engage in sex for $200.

Poet and activist will read

African poetry at Amherst
The Five College Black Studies Executive Committee

will present poetry readings from the Southern African
countries of Mozambique and Angola at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday
at the Black Cultural Center at Amherst College.

Joining Dennis Brutus, the South African poet and
activist-in-exile will be Johnella Butler. Chair of the Afro-
American Studies Program at Smith College and Andrew
Salkey, professor of writing at Hampshire College.
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Wiedmann 5.49
Rolling Rock 12 pack cans3 .95
Moosehead 11.75

Genesse Cream Ale 12 oz n/r 7.99
Miller ,2pack cans 7.99
Miller Lite ,,„.7 99

Pott R Um 90° 750 ml 7 .39
Jim Beam i 75 l 10.99

SkolVodkai75L 7.99

SkolGini75L 7.99

Canadian Mist l 6.99

Canadian Rare Whiskey 175 9.95

/

Masson chabiis 4 l 6 .99
Almaden 4 l 6.99
Galloi.5 3.99
Barberini 15 soave 3 .99
Cascada Argentina red & white 1 5 3 .99
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IglTORIAL/OPINION
The sentiment
remains clear
We applaude the UMass community for

its swift and unmistakable response to the

racist propaganda contained in leaflets

distributed yesterday.

The number of people who turned out on
short notice to protest the deplorable ideas

presented in these leaflets indicates that a
large number of students on this campus

Editorial

are conscious of the degenerative effect of

narrowmindedness on our society.

The person or persons responsible for

these leaflets were promoting the oppre-
sion of, among others, Third World people,

Asians and homosexuals. The fact that they

distributed the leaflets on Yom Kippur, the

most important holiday of the Jewish calen-

dar, and scheduled a rally at a time Yom
Kippur services were being held, cannot be

ignored.

Those protesting the distribution of these

leaflets were addressing issues that will ef-

fect the quality of all of our lives. Racist,

anti-semetic and sexist attitudes are still

prevalent in America. Before we can say

that we live in a free society, we must

guarantee that all people have the right to
live their lives the way they choose.

Although some officials have expressed

doubt as to the authenticity of the group
claiming responsibility for the leaflets, the

sentiment of the protesters remains clear:

the oppression of any member of our com-
munity cannot and will not be tolerated.

Unsigned editorials represent the views of
the Collegian Board ofEditors.
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Letters

UMass responds to challenge

To the Editor:

Yesterday, the campus demonstrated that the commit-
meiit to civihty m human relations can be a powerful force
in the life of the University.
Last night an anonymous individual or group of in-

dividuals distributed on campus an unusually crude leaflet
announcing a "rally" to "clean up America" at the ex-
pense of our basic freedoms. The message was not new it
has been repeated throughout the years wherever the
small-minded and the hateful have sought to slow the
struggle for social justice.

A rally was held, but it was not the venomous gathering
envisioned by the sociopaths who wrote the leaflet In-
stead, It was a spontaneous and enthusiastic celebration of
the very principles of freedom and tolerance around which
the Year Toward Civility" was organized, and which this
campus continues to move toward.
The lesson is unmistakable. This community was

cha enged, and it responded with a unanimous rejection
ot all that IS petty and hateful in the human spirit. We can
expect that challenge to come again and again, in different
ways, but the students, faculty, and staff of this Universi-
ty have made it clear that the challenge will be turned back
tomorrow as forcefully and utteHy as it was today.
Anyone with information regarding the effort behind

creation and distribution of this leaflet should contact me
immediately. Swift and sure action will be taken to make it
clear that "A Year Toward Civility" is not just a slogan
but a call to action.

Henry Koffler

Chancellor

It's easy to point the finger
To the Editor:

The membership of the Student Government Associa-
tion IS extended to every undergraduate student on this
campus. The duty and responsibility of the membership is
not limited to voting twice a year, but active participation
in issues concerning students and student life.

In reference to Jeff Cohen's letter concerning the poor
planning by the officers and organizers of the election I

must submit the true scenario.

Student apathy is not the product of poor planning but
rather the cause. In the past few weeks my co-officers
have come under attack. My fellow officers are paid 15
hours per week. They easily volunteer between 20-40
hours to the student bodj^Jiirough the Student Govern-
ment Association. This commitment is not limited to of-
ficers but rather a handful of devoted students.
When searching for blame it is always easy to point the

finger, hut the finger has been misdirected in the past few
weeks. The blame should not be directed to the most ac-
tive members of the association but rather to the most in-
active students of the association. Mr. Cohen. I have yet to
discover your name hidden amonjr the list of active
students who constantly work for the students or even
staff a ballot box, so the next time you are looking for the
cause of apathy and a truly "disgusting scenario" look no
further than yourself and inactive students on campus.

Ed Lee
Speaker of the Senate

Money should go to everyone
To the Editor:

I would like to make the campus community aware, and
hopefully alarmed, that the Fiscal 1982 Budget Act of our
student government gave only .09 percent, that is 90 cents
for each $1000 dollars, to environmental groups. I suppose
I should not be surprised considering that the Coalition for
Environmental Quality (CEQ) received no Student Ac-

t^'HZ
'^'^'^

u""^
^^^'^^^ f""^'"^ f""- it« campus-wide

Larthday celebration, a sort of birthday party for the
rnodern environmental movement. There were fears at
the time that this may l)e symbollit- of the SGA's lack of
environmental awareness. Due to the strength of the en-
vironmental movement, perhaps in quality if not quantity
and Its ties with self-sufficiency, a few great people gave

"'m
^'"*'^^^'*^hday despite the SGA's lack of support

Much bATF money is given to special interest groups
that benefit only a few. Only the environmental movement
benefits us all. For example, if toxic wastes, acid rain, and
nuclear power can be controlled we will all benefit The

c<
™"^^ ^"^ ^" of "^^- SATF money should also. We all

pay SATF money. We will all pay in other ways if the en-
vironment IS not protected. Let your SGA know that you
want your SATF money to benefit everyone.

Tara Briggs-Bamford
Amherst

Halloween policy announced
Editor 'h note: This is an excerptfrom a letter submitted bu
the office of the ince-CkanceUorfor Student Affairs.

If you were around last year, you're not going to find
anything new in this letter. If you are new to the Universi-
ty, the plan for Halloween weekend is simple and very
logical.

"^

This campus is for us. Every day, 30,000 of us work and
study and live out our lives in our own ways. Whenever we
attract large numbers of people who have nothing at stake
in the campus we run into serious trouble. Time and time
again we have seen that most of the people in the
emergency room and the town jail have no connection at
all with the campus. We don't need to add to our problems
'"

n ?! T^- J^^^''
^^^ ^^'^ y^^'"' '*'^^ '^^ y«^ar, t>ie doors

wi be closed to outsiders on Halloween. Dorm security
will be working 24 hours a day, social events will be closed
to the public, and the campus itself will be closed to
visitors after the close of business. Of course, if yo" can
show you are a member of the community, you won't have
any trouble moving around. But if you don't have any
business here, you can expect a very brief visit.

In the residence halls, this will be the only weekend of
the semester during which your guests will not be
welcome. There is no question that this is an inconve-
nience, but it is a small price to pay for the enormous
benefit the whole campus receives.
We have to look out for each other. While extra police

and security will l)e assigned to every part of the campus
we have an obligation to help each other stay out of trou-
ble. This is especially true when it comes to drinking and
driving. Please don't let your friends drive drunk. We've
seen all too often the tragedy that can result.
Again this year, the Campus Center/Student Union

complex will be closed for the weekend. If you find
yourself in a crowd somewhere else on campus, make sure
you have room to move without putting other people in a
dangerous spot.

Oi.r goal is to make the campus safer on Halloween.
Tl; -e will be social events in some residence halls, subject
to tiie approval of the Area Director, but these events will
be open only to the residents of the house and, if ap-
propriate, their previously invited guests. There will also
be no alcohol served at social events on campus during the
weekend.

If we all cooperate, Halloween this year can be a positive
experience. Thanks for your help.

Loren Bariti

Provo«t
John L. DcNjM

Acting Vice Chancellor for
Administration & Finance

D. L. Madson
Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs
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By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts will host the
Association of College Unions International in a three day
conference beginning today.
The conference provides the opportunity for student

unions and administrators from campuses of the ACU-I
Region One (New England and New York) to learn about

"New England's Largest and most unique student unions
"

at UMass, according to an ACU I pamphlet.
Students are welcome to attend workshops and events

planned for the conferees which include a regional frisbee
tournament, a College Bowl quiz show, a "hands on hike"
demonstration by the Outing Club, as well as more serious
workshops on student run businesses, racism awareness
women in the workplace, men's issues and student
leadership.

The Conference will kick off with a banquet tonight for
conferees and a speech by Johnetta Cole, UMass Associate
Provost for undergraduate education.

Peter Franklin. Treasurer for the Board of Governors
who became involved with organizing the conference, said
he expects about 175 conferees. One of the goals of the
conference will be to make student unions aware of the
resources that ACU I can provide, he said.
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Top of the Campus Restaurant

For reservations please call

549-6000 ext. 639

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

THEATRES

Dinner for Two $12.95
includes salad bar and non-alcoholic beverage

with any two entrees on the menu.

•Valid ID and A.B.P. sticker required to purchase alcohol

M.'^TWILITESHOW
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HEWANTSYDU
TO HAVE HIS BABY

DURT
REYNOLDS

PATEhNITY
Fri Sun at (5 00 @ $1 75) 7 45 9 56
Mon Thur at (6 15 @ SI 75l 8 30

I IPG Matinees Sat Mon at 2 30

TIMIS FOR TOOAV ONLY

584-7550
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AREVEAUNG
COMEDY

RYAM O'NEAL
JACK WARDEN

(jo3W
F" Sun at (5 45 @ $1 75) 8 00 10 15
Mon Thurs at i6 30 @ $1 75i 8 45

Matinees Sat Mon at 2 30

"Two hours of

ran stop thriHs."
-Rex Reed

^TOFTHE
LOST ARK

Fn Sun at (5 00 @ $1 76) 7 30 9 45
Mon Thurs at (5 45 @ $1 75) 8 15

Matinees Sat Mon at 2 15

L-^-

Laie Night Shows
Fn b sat at 12 15

When they met they
heard bells. And that .''^

was just round one.

JOHN BELUSHI k
BLAIR BROWN

CONTINENTAL,
DMDE

Fn Sun^t (5 15@ SI 75) 7 30 9:56
Mon Thurs at (6 00 @ SI 75) 8 30

Matinees Sat Mon at 2 15

ON NEXT PURCHASE
OF LARGE LOTION

Niiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiii

THE WHO
IPO Quadrophenia

The Original

Night of the

living Dead

^^[.
ROBERT
DE NIRO

584-9153

ROBERT]
DUVALL

Ffi Sun at (5 00 @ SI 75) 7 30 9 55
Mon Thurs at 16 00 (a) $1 75) 8 30

** Malinecs Sai Mon at 2 15

Hirshd Kristy

Mjson McNichol

As rhe remperorure rises,

rhe suspense begirds

BODY
HEAT

Fn Sunal(5 00@$1 7517 30 10 15
Mon Thurs (6 00 @ SI 76) 8 30

|R] Matinees Sat Mon at 2 00

Fn Sun at l4 45 (9) $1 75) 7 15 9 55
. ^°" Thurs at (5 45 @) SI 75) 8 15

^__ Matinees Sat Mon at 2 00

Faye Dunaway is

Joan Crawford.
A star... a legend...

and a mother...

^1

Fn Sun at (4 30 @ SI 751 7 15 9 45
Mon Thurs (5 30 @ SI 75) 8 15

Matinees Sat Mon at 1 45

!^^>°>

REG.

^9e

24
REFILLS

NOW

4.99

Sopt

SOFLENS®
ENZYMAnC
C0N1ACT LENS
CLEANER

^^l»?N

Reflll pockag«
contains no vtals
<?«««)< supply

24 cleaning

tablets

COLLEG
DWG
9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun. «^^^
4 MARy STREET AMHERST Phone 253-2523

rustv nail C2/^vn.

yTonight S.t. October 10 Sun. October 11Re,gaew,.h
QIL SCOTT "oc""- Roll with

Loose Caboose „ "
' justin andHERON

Rte 47, Sunderland 665-4937 RACE

Friday, October 9, 1 981

DOONESBURY
.
'">/ fUUMJMeMBejiSOFTHe

I>1PL£AS^P TO REPORT 7DTH5
SOARP miA SPU^iDipOPPOK-' TtmYHA^PRe- ^—-^

seNTwnsafi p(^' ^

MsiejiRAcwBHASBeeuN m
AmnrnpavBCAummK mban
mr'sfrnmipnopose Acmiirmm iHmeFmiANP go pooh

' \^{CWM50UR(m TODOORJO
^^KfBGHBORHOOP' PfCPll'5

l*JHy.I UIHA7IF

NtWi)^ «WfM7 maMIKKS
SINCa OF mUBR?
BROumsi

//f5, IF

by Garry Trudeau

Coliegmn 7

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

J'te- ?^^?ftPES To

tvo-cv\erA t3e5ft(ttf<^tt<T-.

C^cetol

by M. Joyce

'a>(

r*i* I

<••

J^!i •!

L
ROD BONES

ACROSS
1 Namesakes of

Miss St. Clare

5 Next after prez
9 pro nobis
12 Not abundant
13 fixe

14 Popular one
15 Escape by

stratagem
16 University W

of Phiiadelptiia

18 Snnall children
19 Hold a session
20 Part of a dinner
21 Instruction sheet

phrase
23 Western resort
24 Window decor
26 Bergen s

Mortimer
30 One wtth a

viewpoint

32 -Norma ,"

film hit

34 At all

35 Word vwith out
or in

36 Spanish city,

to natives
39 Maria'

40 Like many
Texans

42 Grand Coulee
43 Prepared, as

some fruits

CROSSWORD
45 Cookout favorite

47 Rancher's foes
49 Get a out of

51 Cover girls Harry
54 The Dolphins
57 Sea bird

50 i..,y.,u.v, piece
59 Wallace Beery

epic of '34

61 Tugs
62 Robert
63 Feeler

64 Cove
65 Grammar abbr
66 Fencing sword
67 Actress Barbara

DOWN
1 Dazzling effect

2 Entertainment

of yore

3 Spic

(spotless)

4 Bernadette

5 Late, great

Leigh

6 Examine copy...

7 Smorgasbord
Item

8 West Indies

volcano

9 Aroma
10 Gadabout
11 Wings
12 Stage back

grounds

14 Recite in a sing-

ing voice

17 Certain publica-

tions Abbr
19 Captured
22 Bullring cries

23 Kind of estate
25 Everybody's

problem
27 City on the Ohio

River

28 Dream, in

Deauville

29 Historical Scott
30 What mares eat
31 Map or plan

33 Howard of

baseball

37 Rooftop adjunct
38 " ..two fives

for
"

41 Immature insects
44 Full and strong.

as a voice

46 City on the

Dnieper

48 Predicament
50 Word with gutter
52 Lochinvar's love
53 Take it easy
54 Twilight times
55 Symbolic flower
56 Tied

57 Jeune tille

60 Tot's perch
61 Something easy

r^EAN WVI1LE:(^

by Gregg Canavan

WMUA
6 - 10 a.m.

Wake-up
Black Contemporarv

Music
Cassis

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Black Contemporary

Music (cont.)

Pete Woolrid^e

2 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Jonathon Edwards

Interview
Rock and Roll

Ticket give-aways

ANSWERJO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

It;ah

5:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Newswatch

6 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Athena's Web
(John Lennon profile)

Don Cerrow

7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Drive to the 1990's

Tony Kord

10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Jim McDee's
Friday Night

experience show
(funk, reggae, soul)

WEATHER
Friday and Saturday

mostly sunny, high around
60. Friday night clear. Low
near 40. Wind northwest
15 to 25 mph diminishing
slowly Friday, becoming
light northerly Friday
night.

DISCOUERED
"A gorgeous film of giowina
scenes. Transcends the ordinary.'

- Oe^ Sn»iiT NBC TV Toiuy snow

"Could well be the movie of the
year. As colorful as 'Raiders of
ttie Lost Ark! Exciting, involving
and splendidly acted."

- Oxre Sw-tl Cnf.tl.eo Scwnc* Monilot

"An 'intimate' epic in deeply
affecting and universal terms."

-Jua.mC'.ii Seiu'iur ne.w»

"This picture has so much going
for It I recommend If

- Sit»en n.«." M«irom»(>.e TV

Absortjing, moving, deeply felt
Brilliantly photographed. The
battle sequences rank with
those In Kubrick's 'Paths of
Glory'." _,.„,,

"Sweeping. Uncommon t)eauty,
warmth and entotlonal power."

"A blockbuster of a movie!
A movie of truly epk: scope.
A great director. I wish I had
words to praise It more!"

—Norm* McLAin SlOOO *^f D»n>

"An awesome epk:. Remarkably
BflOding. »'€"•• •••niie- >•« Ion Poet

"Spark and energy."
~ Kat*ti«*n C«"0" Nttt VOr* 0*-'v 'W*!

Thit it H .*^* FirtI Annaal

OCTOBERFEST

FRIDAY OCT. 9
7:30 pm to 1 am

SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER
Sponsored by:

Krofienbourg beer
and Arrow Schnapps

Featuring: B^^J^SS^B^K yWOV^WSTREET

With Very Special Guests
Meiha Shriners German Band

Specialty Food
provided by the Student Princes

"A Touch of Munich "

LIVE TELEVISION COVERAGE
500 Free Kronenboiiig/Two Way Street

T Shirts

Plus So Much More

TICKETS ON SALE NOW
$6 in Advance $8 Day of Show

At the Following Locations:

Spnngfield Civic Center Box Office; The Keg Room
State St., Springfield The Pub. N. Pleasant St
Amherst; Empire One Racketball Club, Lemay St.
Chicopee; The Pub, Park Ave., Worcester'
Timothy's, Rt. 9, Framingham; Narcissus, Kenmore
Square, Boston.
Ask vour ticket agent or College about the Charter Buses
leaving and returning to your area. For more info call (617)
997-6867

A Tom Street Production in Assoc with Mask Production
Services.

jCope Cod
Week-End

j
for Women

' October
22-25

Gestolt therapy
DIoenergetics

Medltotlon with
Norma Fish M.Ed

coll

253-7038
549-3565

1

Need Cash?
still >'»

Buying

Highest

Prices ^^
Class Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry

Coins and Stamps

See Me When You Sell

25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst 256-0710
Mon.—Sot. 10-6
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Technical Pen Day
one day only

OCT.

13

FREE Demonstration on the use and
care of Technical Pens

FREE Technical Pen Care Book

PPPP Technical Pen Cleaning

pD p C Point Cleaning

FREE
1 pen (size oo-6)

with purchase

of any Mars Pen
(size 5x0-6)

Drawing
for Stadtler Mars

7 pen set

J!

Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid
Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleasant Street
Amherst Mon.—Sat. 10-6 256-0710

I

no purchase necessary
Drawing Oct. 13, 1981

!j^

I*

Name
Address

Phone - ext.

Deposit at Art Counter:
one coupon per customer

Drawing Coupon

Located in the Campus Center. Univ of Mass
the

!?

I* OPEN H-

j J M-F 9-5 H-

! * Sat 11-4 ^

University
Stare

5:'

J}-l

*l

«•!

^!

'J-

«!

T^ > by William Hanley .

^ Sondro & Th« Janitor *!(

^ by William Packard 4(
^ Thurs - Sat (Oct 8. 9. & 10) at 8PM i
-% Hampden Theater in Hampden Commons T
-^ Southwest. UMass T^^ Tickets at door $3. gen pub $2. students -it

MANDARIN S2ICHUEN CUISINE

Every Sunday 11:30-3:00

SUNDAY BRUNCH
A special selection of your favorite

Chinese foods
All for 4.95 per serving

Sun.-Thur*. 11:30 .m.-KhOO p.m.

Fri. A Sat. 11:30 •.m.-11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9, Amherst
2W-0251 256-0252

out
LOW

^erything
/or

ffOdloweeni

Choo%€ full head
masks or create
your own unique
costume with these:

SPOOKTACULAR
SELECTIONS

J^of *J?'^.V. .*'A»<EUP COLORED HAIRSPRAY

.

,^\^,;;'''^.5«<>P'^S WIGS HEAD PIECES

STRANGE SPECS ARROW THRU HEADDEVILS HORNS AND TAil BUNNY eJrS ANDTAIL AND MLAB'ETY Of SPEC.AUy items

ROSE
UERADES

MR LURCH
UMClE Vfll

CMf WBACCA
ALIAS MR J

'

DAHTH v..

""lEOOT
/AWPIR6
WITCH

DE AMON
•KUL I Hi AD

OLf MAN
wf RE WOLF
OLD TlMtM
DBAfjQN f ACt
OF ATM CyHORG

I

NEW ADDITIONS full masksVODA UQNOUGMT SPOClT
VULCAN MASTER KLINQOH

NEW FOR KIDS
ff?i«^-fJf^^^ ^*^»-»- COi.TUMESFLAME RETARDANT

opm (toMy and Saturday a-S:1S

Thurs. & Friday Nights til 9 pm
October 22, 23, 29, 30

HICHIIDS 3iS0N

•'••'•' r ,, \ • W t

Friday, October 9, 1981

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECon« ,o Co«eg«n C^ce CC 1 13 • 8^453:45 Monday Friday . Deadline is 3:45 two days pn^Tpu** dayCash .n advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE
^"'''"'"°" ^^^
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AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Triumph Spitfire excellent condition.
The little brat has a new engine, battery
starter, tires. . .an AM FM 8 track stereo if

you can install it right it's yours. . .and it

also has new windshield wipers, they are
very vogue this year. Asking $3,500.00 so I

can buy my new 'Rolls Royce" for
Christmas to "Betsy from Santa". Call
545-3500. Thank you for listening.

Surplus Jeeps, Cars, Trucks Car inv.
value $2143 sold for $100. For information
on purchasing similar bargains call
602-941-8014 ext. 6501 phone call refun-
dable

73 Audi 100GL auto,
call John at 253-3894

?nt*-'^®'^**°'^
*°^ sale. 5 cubic ft. like new

$95. Phil 549-5979

FOUND

rebuilt engine $800

Did you lose your puppy? We found an 8
month old black spaniel and want to find its
owner. Please call Holly or Jenny any time
at 546-9210 keepjrying!

Found female shepard about 1 yr old
friendly but afraid please call 546-5963 or
546-4427

Brown perscription glasses found in
Southwest area. I hope you can read this"
Call Victor 546-9214

ORGY
Orgy T-Shirts and barely making it in
Mass. shirts on sale call Stacy 546 5902

SERVICES

PERSONALS

4 tickets for Two Way Stree Octoberfest,
Oct 9, Springfield Civic Center call Lori
253-5845

HELP WANTED

1974 Toyota Celica excellent conditions
$3000 or best offer call Al or Pad 253-3009

1966 Valiant good running order. $600^
586-0317

1971 Volvo 142E must sell asking $625
323-7372 eves

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Windsurfer? Business major or other en
trepeneurial type? Call 546-9170 8 AM
-noon

69 Bug good cond. 500 or BO 253-3365

1975 Vega Wagon good condition panel
epress 256-6432 call after 6 PM
1969 Dodge Monaco V8, PS, PB, new ex
haust and rear snows, excellent condition
asking $495 549-1207 evenings

73 Audi IDOLS or 74 Datsun B210 both
run well $500 for choice call 253 7397 or
1-369-4478

72 Toyota Corona runs great 35 mpg 500
firm call Paul 665-4313

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Televisions, Tape
Decks. Stereos & Car Stereos. Sound in
Motion 266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst.
Behind Silverscape Designs, 253-9341

EMTS

Pizza Driver Exp. pref. applay at La Mia
Pizza aft. 6 car necessary

Overseas Jobs - Summer /year round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500 $1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA 1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

The People's Gay Alliance pays 3.50 an
hour to their work study office manager.
Flexible schedule, good working condi-
tions. Stop by 413B SUB 5-0154 deadline
Oct 22, 1981

Registered AHAUS Hockey Referees
wanted for Amherst area youth £f senior
hockey (fees). Also, individuals interested
in learning and registering, contact Bud Fay
@ 5-2208 or 549 0382

Wanted female companion who likes to
drink beer and watch sports. Call Boo Boo
at 253-7148

Joyce Anything for a laugh! Raize Hayl this
weekend. Happy 18th! Chris and Kery

Sharon, Happy 18th May your day be fine
allright! nancy

D.A.K. (Dewey) & C.L.T. (Huey) - Long
live late night talks at the Pass-Out Palace.
Thanks - Hove you two! L.H.E. (Louie)

Where is Dick?
~

Sha. Don't ever let our friendship stray. For
sure. Leah

Free-lance Typing writing help, small of
fice organizing. Faculty and student work
welcome. Top skills, reasonable rates
Amherst 549-0518 8 am to 9 pm
Improve your grades! Research
catalog 306 pages- 10,278 topics-Rush
$1 .00 Box 25097C Los Angeles, 90025 (213)

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Your research data statisticalFy analyz-
ed by Ph.D. psychologist. Efficiency and
accuracy guaranteed. For details call
253-5262 or 253 7374

Free-lance TYPING and resume writing.
Top skills, reasonable rates. Amherst
549 0518

TYPING - 4 cents a line some overbite ser-
vice call at 549-4595

MB Brittany Where have you been? Miss
you. A Fan

LOST

Next meeting of the'Ryg College chapter
of EMT's is Tuesday 10/13 at 7 PM in Cam-
pus Center 904-908 program is hypothermia

ENTERTAINMENT

Professional DJs for less - $99 Special
Parties, Semis. Paul 546-6924 Scott
546-6845 Dave 665-3082 Wendy 546-6941

Irreplacable grey felt hat near Campus
Center 10/2 please call 546-7272

Lost Keys, large ring with large brass clip.

REWARD Julie 256-6658

Lost: Tan clutch bag CCA 10-2-81 keys and
vital ID Reward no questions asked contact
Susan 549-3677

Eyeglasses in brown case, lost during
Homecoming Parade Saturday, call Steve
549-4082, Reward!!

FOR SALE

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best
offe r 549-5669
Late Nite Lunccy continues 40% off all

Effects, Legend amps and acoustic guitars
t ill Friday Music Gallery Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass

.

Stereo and Speakers for sale! Only $^
call Patty 253 7890

Ibanez Mandolin in "A'
holes $125. Joe 253-7845

MASSAGE THERAPY

Happy Anniversary to Karen and Phil;
the two best roommates in the world! Love,
Andrea P.S. Y'all can have the room
tonight!

How do you live with yourself and like
it? Dick knows!

The Social and Cultural Programming
Committee of Southwest will be meeting
on Mondays at 9 pm in the SAG Office in
Hampden call 5-0960 for more info

To Laur, Happy 21st Birthday. I hope its

the best. I've looked around enough to
know, (you know the rest) I love you. Joe
Donald F. Have a Happy 22nd Birthday!
What would you like for dinner? Love, Mar-
sha Q.

THE BUTLER DID IT!

Ann turns 20! Look out Delawre and
UMMB bus 5's MoM!! Happy Birthday
Ann love Terry & Allison & the UMMB

TRAVEL

Weekend Get-A-Way take yourself &
friends to Montreal - for a party weekend.
Enjoy booze and leave the driving up to us.
Also a chance to win a trip to Daytona
Beach for Spring break Nov 6, 7, 8 Just
$79.00 call Lisa hours 7 to 9 p.m. 665-2578

The Amherst Hockey Assn. is eager to
find individuals for coaching and instruc-
ting Youth Hockey players (ages 5 to 16) in

Amherst. Programs include instructional,
developmental, and inter-city competition'
These kids NEED you! Call eves 253-9319 or
549-0382

Strictly theraputic soothing Swedish
massage Ellen O'Rourke MsT 256-8320

MOTORCYCLES

Honda CB 175, '73 runs great, must sell

$395 or BO 546-4942

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

style with "f"

Double size mattress and box spring
w/frame, like new, $100. GE B&W TV, 19
in., excellent con., $75. prices negotiable
527-5370 eves.

Save 40% off retail price on new Guild,
Gibson, Ovation, Rickenbacker and
Yamaha guitars. Also, discounted prices on
Marshall and Polytone amps, strings and
accessories. We buy used Fender, Gibson,
and Martin guitars. The Guitar Workshop,
Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1 728

ROOMMATE WANTED

TWO WAY STREET

Octoberfest - Oct 9, Springfield Civic
Center tickets available at the Pub
(Amherst) - inquire about transportation

USED AUTO PARTS
Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel

Woman wanted to live In to babysit 10

'

Pm - 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Condomates wanted Amherst Fields
luxury call 256-8102

Person to share a townhouse in Squire
Village 2 bdrm 355/mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665 7544 keep
trying can leave message at 549 6526
Michael

WANTED

Housemate wanted male or female pro
gressive mature person $142 plus call

323-5784 AM or after 10 PM Cliff/ Nancy

Wanted immediately! Workstudy person
for Collegian. Tuesday morning and Thurs-
day morning, other hours available See
Maureen 8:30 - 3:3

To buy or rent. . .an 'A " clarinet,
preferably a Selmer or Buffet, wooden call
Jim Ristuben at 5-3500

We need additional eyewitnesses to our
arrest by UMass Police on Stadium Drive
near P lot after the UMass/ Rl football game
last Saturday. Please call Pete 6-71 19 or Bb
6-7138 w/any information

#;
"'SfT':- %
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Welcomes You to Our Valley
PLEASE STOP INAND BROWSE!

WE'RE ON RT, 9 just up the streetfrom poor RICHARDS

Mr. Boston Peppermint Schnapps
/

$5.79 litre

Becks $3.99 six pk $15.50 case

Labatts $2.99 six pack $10.75 case

Kronenbourg $3.99 six pk

Budweiser $7.99 case

Miller $7.99 case

Tuborg

SPECIAL WINE OF THE WEEK
Massaccio Verdicchio $2.99

dei Casstelli de jesi Classico 1980

Great Western Champagne Natural $6.99 (750 ml)

338 COLLEGE ST. (Rte.9) 256-8433, 253-5384
OPEN TIL 11:00 PM

WE ALSO stock
THE AREAS largest

$2 .00 six pk SELECTION OF COLD KEGS

I EARLY ICE TIME ^

I AYAILADLE
^ WILLISTOH ICE RINK

^ EASTHAMPTON

I 527-4042

/ ^campus ^
center
al u mass

FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR
with

CLIFF MEYERS
3:00 6:00 pm

DRINK SPECIALS!
*Valid ID and A.B.P. sticker required

to purchase alcohol
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Sixofthe best tasting beers in theworld.
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ERLANGER
THE EXCEPTION

>^1iafsGood

Reach
forExcellence

f)
- Ti> Jl«x)sf \vh;it f;Kct of

corniuitLT fiijjiin.rntin is the oot-
for vou ;iiij uhiit uimpiiiiv um
iiffiT viHi the optimum st;irtiny

Hunt for your uirccr is not jiii

iMsv JciiMon. Ill the p.ist three
vciirs over 100 hiyhk tiileoteJ

HMJii.itcs f«>iiiKl thiif thev loulj
Ix'st jHif their knouleJye into
priKtke ;it Honevwell's Smjill

Systems ;iikI Termjn.ils nivjsion.

At SSTn ue eiKouritye vou
to (ullv utilize vour t.ilenfs ;inj
move .iheikl ;is i|uli.klv .is vour
.ihilities .i||»m. We w.mi vou to

\ivt iinoUeJ in uh.it vou think
iire ihiillenyinj: .issn-nnH-nts. We
m.iint.im .m eiu iroiiiiient tli.it

eiuour.iyes vou to e\iel .inj

i;rou profess!, in.illv Ivuiuse wh.ii
m.ikes vou h.ippv .iiul keeps vou
I li.illenyetl is i>ihkI for us.

Positions .ire .n.iil.ihle m
(.SI \ LSI l\sii;n. N'etuorkini;

,mj ("oinmunk.itioiis IVwIop-
ment, (."^fifiie Autom.ttion, Soft-

w.ire IVvelopiiuMt, Siii.ill

Svstems Teiinin.ijs Louu I\-s|^n,

I\sii:n Aufom.ition, P.kk.iuine

l\sii:n. ProJua h\.ilu,ituin. In-

slusfn.il Eni:ineerin>:, M.uuif.ii-

tunni; Encmeerini:. Qu.ilits

.Assur.iiue, .mj more.

GoodforUs.
For those- uho quiilif\',

.SSTD .ilso offers AJv.ineeJ
Hnpneerinj: :inj M;iiuif;K turnip
Miin.inement Projir.ims wlmh
offer vou intense- rotiitinn;i| work
.i->>-i>:nments while vou pursue ii

>omp.iiu-s|-H,iiMireJ ,iJ\;iiKed
i-kj^ree.

If .ill f.ikes pliiie ,if

Honevwell l.^.itions uhuh offer

viHi the eJui.ifioiiiil, uilti.ir.il

.iikI intelleetujil resources ii{

l^>ston plus eiisv .Kiess to the
(our sc;is,)ii recre;ition,il einiron-
ment of New Hnnl.mJ.

Re.uh lor e\ielleiue...in-

vesfiij.ife Honevuell .inJ Jisuner
uh.it s i>iHiJ fiir \oLi Is .ilso

Lioo^l for Us.

CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS:
OCTOBER 16

Rcprest-niiitiveN will inter-

view on liimpus. To iirr.inne ;in

iipixiintmeiit ple;ise uuuiiet vour
pliKemeiit offiie. If uMiihle to
meet with iis, forujirj vour
resume to Russ Whvte,
Honevwell Sm;ill Svstems
and Termin.ils Div ision,

^cVCoiHorJ Ro;iJ.

Rillerk.i, MA Cl,s:i.

An Equ;il (."tpportunifv

Emplover M F H

Honeywell
People.

—DurConpetitive
Edge

Newslines...

Rape prevention forum wiil
deal with violence on campus
A rape prevention forum will be held by the rape

counselor/advocates and educator/advocates against
violence against women on October 13 through October 23
On Tuesday Wednesday and Friday the forum will be

held m room 902 of the Campus Center; Thursday in room

Krw r t''
^.''"'P"' ^*'"^'''"= ''" ^^^- 19' 20. and 21 in room

802 of the Campus Center; on Oct. 22 in room 902 of theCampus Center; and on Oct. 23 in the Suffolk room of the
Student Union Building.

The forurn will be open to the public on a drop in basis
from 12 until 2 p.m.
Rape counselor/advocates and educator/advocates will

be on hand to offer information or answer questions and
parnphlets brochures and other informational materials
will be available.

For more information contact Ann Bolger. Kathy Roach
or Martha Tapia at the Everywoman's Center, 545 0883
The anti violence task force of the Women's Issues Team

of the Student Center for Educational Research and
Advocacy (SCERA). has held it's first organizational
meetmg They decided coahtion building will be their main
focus. The task force will help to staff the rape prevention
forum and is looking into the development of an escort
service.

* Halloween
-LISAPEDULLA

Continued from page 1

to drug and alcohol use and reports of trauma.
The administration is encouraging "in-house" parties

Harvey said, with the enforcement of a guest policy that
will not allow any guests on campus for the weekend.
Members of student governing bodies have collectively

proposed "decentralized activities" such as movies and
dance contest to be open to UMass students only said
Bruce Levy of the Board of Governors Program Council
but the administration has declined to consider their im-
plementation.

Harvey said he feels these activities "seem to be an open
invitation to the problem we are trying to avoid."

In worrying about maintaining the ground gained last

^u^*"',?!!
^'^ "'^ ^^^^ ^ *^''^ ^« establish the message

that UMass is not a Disneyland for Halloween weekend "

* Utopia
Continued from page 1

can mobilize against something so anti-human
nghts as this seems to be. The Reagan Administration, in-
stead of alienating different groups, seems to be
strengthening bonds between groups, which will ultimate-
ly benefit human rights."

Head of Residence of Van Meter Dormitory, Charri
Boykin said, "It's disgusting, but it's great that so many
people can come together so quickly. I would like to see
the people who put the leaflet out appear to the crowd"
Members of the Lesbian Union, Carline Ayres and

Janine Fuller said, "The rally is good but we feel there
was a lack of acknowledgement of homophobia. A rally
like this has to be on all issues".
Referring to the sentiments represented in the flyer

Max Jones said, "It's not needed around here, it's the typ^
of thing that could set off riots between any groups The
University should be a lot more involved, administratively
speaking". •'
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Poi^ is tender
Pork and Others (Knopf)
Cris Freddie

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian Correspondent

Pork and Oth^s marks the promising literary debut of
Oxford educated Chns Freddi, and is a welcome diversion
from this semester's textbook world of elevated
statements and abstract ideas. It is a delightful collection
of loosely related, anthropomorphic stories, each with an
interesting twist.

Unlike the acknowledged classics of the animal story
genre, Freddi does not use his animals as merely emotv
containers to be filled with human properties; his animals
are not completely humanized. Here we find no rabbits in
trousers, nor toads in tuxedos. What we do find are
creatures of a more convincing nature -observed
penetrated, and given voices to express their true con-
cerns and sentiments. Furthermore, there is none of the
high wit and imaginative force of the well-known Alice in
Wonderland mr the fairy-tale, lyrical qualities of Wind in
the Willows, just the compelling realism of life through the
eyes of these forest creatures.
Although one might be tempted to regard the book as

something suitable solely for children and pass it by here
is a book that genuinely holds as much value for the'adult
as It does for the sophisticated child. Freddi draws us into
the lives of animals that are decidedly real, living out their
natural lives in the savage beauty of the woodland
Beginning with "Pork," the story of an introverted and

duUwitted yet kind-hearted hedge-hog, we are drawn into
a mesmerizing string of tales filled with animals
generating and irresistable charm. The creatures include
Fanulla the vengeful dormouse; Ug the arrogant self-
centered toad, and Norris the toothless old fox. Who'could
resist becoming immersed in the lives of such characters'
When pondered, these stories take on other dimensions

For example, one has the elements of a classic suspense
mystery, another has those of a Greek tragedy, still
another those of a rousing tale of adventure. Yet, in' none
of these stories is it obvious that they have been forced to
conform to any of these standard types.
So, before you bury youself in another grueling chapter

of Advanced Calculus, relax with the comfortable
refreshing simplicity of Pork and Others and discover
what our furry friends are really up to.

Colieajan a

( ulleKian I'hoto br Terri HelUfiorrArt student Chris Costello views Claes Oldenburg's "Soft Screw."

Chase art exhibit is rich
By DENISE WEAVER
Collegian Correspondent

SELECTIONS FROM THE CHASE MANHATTANBANK ART COLLECTION
">* 1

1
axx

University Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
September 19-December 20, 1981

The name. Chase Manhattan, on a gallery poster may
not raise many eyebrows in these days of corporate sup-
port of the arts, but Chase Manhattan with its allure of
wealth and prestige still can cause nuny art lovers to take
a second glance. After all, what does Chase Manhattan
collect?

The answer is, without a doubt, contemporary art
Names like Christo, Cage and Oldenburg abound in this
show. The work ranges from Richard Serra's minimalist
Vertical," a completely black strip of linen, to Sandy

bkoglund's cibachrome, "Radioactive Cats," showing a
run-down kitchen, the backs of an older couple, and elec-
tric green cats swarming the setting. None of these pieces
are more than ten years old.

Helaine Posner, UMass Curator of Collections and
Education, previously the Assistant Curator of the Chase

Manhattan Bank Collection, with the advice of Jack
Boulton, Chase Manhattan's artistic director. j)ers()nally
se ected the work for this show from Chase Manhattan's
collection, 75 percent of which is contemporary art.

"I tried to choose the newest and most challenging work
in the collection," said Ms. Posner. Although many of the
artists come from the New York mainstream, Ms. Posner
feels that the inclusion of artists such as Dominico
Paladino from Italy and Vernon Fisher from Texas help
give the show a broader view of the contemporary art
scene.

The exhibition is, according to the catalog, "the first
public exhibition of a significant portion of the contem-
porary holdings in the (Chase Manhattan) collection " Ms
Posner stressed that Chase Manhattan collected art from
young and emerging artists for actual display in their
many offices and not for investment. Their criteria'
"Quality," Ms. Posner said.

After leaving the University Gallery in December the
exhibition will travel to the University of Vermont at Buri-
ington and then to Brown University in Rhode Island
Also, a one-day "Conference on Corporate Art
Collecting" will be held at UMass on November 4 in con-
junction with the exhibition. For further information con-
tact the University Gallery (545-3670).

MAKE
FILMS

ittttttntnti
"'NWe TO FIVE

is the comedy

hit of the season.

Youll laugh your

head off."

Caddyshack
$2,672 Univ. Pittsburgh
$2,424 URI
$1,500 SUNY Plattsburgh
$2,439 Penn State
$1,742 Syracuse

Fame
$3,400 Syracuse
$2,000 Univ. Pittsburgh
$2,293 Univ. Rochester
$2,917 Boston
$1,474 URI
$ 1 ,026 Yale

Breaking Away Rocky Horror Picture Show
$ 1 ,324 Cornell $2,262 tJniv. Conn
$1,714 Syracuse $2,607 Univ CA
!o'??! S°"''-

College $ 1 .335 Univ. Lowell

l^tll
Cornell $1,310 Princeton

$ 1 ,092 Yale $ i , 100 SUNY Binghamton

CaU George Feltenstein TODAY AT-(TOLL FREE) - 1 -800 - 223 - 6246 or
1 - 212 - 889 - 7910 - (COLLECT)
FILMS INCORPORATED
440 PARK AVENUE SOUTHNEW YORK, NEW YORK 10016

Also Available:
Wizards, 2001. Kids Are AWght, Wolfen, Cannonball Run, Arthur. Clash of the TitansBrubaker. Grateful Dead Movie, Tarzan the Ape Man, Great Santini Scanners Howling Th^Formula^ Take This Job & Shove It, Breaker Morant, Paul McCartneyTWtng^Z^ |howK^ny's Heros. The Front. Young Frankenstein, Groove Tube. Marx Br'^U.ers Clashes & The
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UMass swoops down on Hens
Delaware host Minutemen
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

If one spoke to a University of
Massachusetts football player or coach
before last week's game against the
University of Rhode Island and tried to pin
him down as to his goals for the season,
more than likely the questionee would have
respcinded that his primary goal was to win
the Yankee Conference championship.

No mention would have been made of
fX)ssible national playoff competition, they
would not have t)een that pretentious.
With last week's 16-10 lo.ss to URI, there

are no longer any pretentions left to foster.
Quite .simply staU'd, these guys cannot af
ford to lose another game thi.s year if they
wish to go anywhere in early I)eceml)er.

"

Trial .number one starts at precisely 1 i.'iO

p.m. tomorrow when Massachusett.'^
travels to Newark to invade the University
of Delaware henhou.se in an effort to rou.st
the Fightin' Blue Hens on their own home
turf.

"There's no question that this will l)e the
best football team we have plaved to this
pomt," 1;M head coach Boh Pickett .said.
"They are .sound in all aspects of the game:
offense, defense and special teams."
The Hens have swept the five games

playe'< in the UM-UD series and
Mmuteman football followers will not soon
forget last year's loss which came on a Rick
Scully touchdown pass to Ed Wood with
just nine seconds left in the game.

Scully is bark for another try at the
vaunted Massachusetts "D" and in fine
form. The junior Delaware field leader has
already thrown five touchdown passes in
four games and leads the ECAC in passing
efficiency, making gotxl on 56 percent of
his attempts.

Scully heads a well-balanced and potent
Hen offensive attack which should be .still

another test for the Massachusetts miserly
scrimmage-line defenders. Junior halfl)ack
Kevin Phelan leads the ground game with a
T). I per carry average and big (6' 1

". 198 lb)

senior fullback Bob Dougherty has rushed
for almost 2m yards so far this .season.

Ma.ssachu.setts will find no sympathy for
Its stinging defeat by URI last week in
Newark since the Hens are recuperating
from a seiiring setback themselves at the

^
hands of Lehigh University.
Delaware had l)een rated numl)er one in

Division I-AA l)efore the 24-21 loss and
now has plummeted to the seventh slot.
Before this game, the Hen attack had run
up some pretty impre.ssive numk'rs to go
along with its ',U) record including a 13-7
decision over always-tough Temple Univer-
sity and a 61-y disintegration of the
Princeton Tigers.

Last week backup quarterback Barret
Mc(;rath completed only 7 of 21 attempts,
four of those in a late-game rally. With the
return of starter Dean Pecevich still in
doubt, the Minutemen could be in trouble
offense-wise since Garry Pearson cannot
do It all by himself, although he has done an
outstanding job trying.

TOO MIirH WORK Tk^M- * . . *
""••'f'*" P"""" V Ki<-h ValdiMaluu MUCH WORK -The Minutemen are hoping thev won't require

mJ T^\f?T^' ^*-^ '^^'"^'•^ ^^'^^^^^ t«« ""^^h tomorrow whenMassachusetts takes on the University of Delaware in Newark
Pearson has over 300 yards rushing

already this season and will pass Rich
Jessamy in the next two or three games
and become Massachusetts' all-time carrier
rushing leader if he keeps up his current
pace. What makes it an even greater ac-

complishment is that Pearson has done it in
a little over one season since he did not see
much action as a freshman.
For all those who would like to find out

exactly what a blue hen is, anyway, UMass
radio station WMUA (91.1 FM) will carry
the game live starting at 1:30 p.m.

Weekend sports
'I'^fiii^^mmmmmm^

Spikers at Southern Conn
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Co'iegian Staff

Coming off a seventh place finish at the
University of Mas.sachusetts Classic at
Hoyden Gym last week the women's

volleyball team will try to make its chances
for the Easterns more viable as they travel
to the Southern Connecticut State College
Tournament beginning tonight at 6 p.m.

At that time, the Minutewomen will
play the University of Bridgeport. At 7:30
p.m., UMass will face Providence College
then wiU play the University of Connecticut
at 10:00 a.m. Saturday.

Coach Elaine Sorlino said that the te. -n
expects to do well at Southern.

Riders show
The University of Massachusetts

Equestrian Team participated in its first

intercollegiate horse show of the .season last

Saturday, Oct. 3. at Smith College.
Taking a second place ribbon in Inter

mediate Horsemanship was Karen Lynch.
Tracy Quinton. Carla Matesky, Kristen
Brown, and Judith Willison placed third in

their respective clas.ses. Taking home sixth
place ribbons were Jennifer Ervin and
Michael Seroussi.

Tomorrow. October 10. the UMass
Riding Program pn-M-nts the UMa.ss Hors«-
Trails at TilLson Farm. The events of the
day will be in the order of Dressage, (tos«
country and Stadium Jumping. Spectators
are welcome and admission is free.

Both Providence and UConn played at
ast week's Cla.ssic. The Lady Friars
finished fourth, while the Huskies ended up
fifteenth out of the sixteen teams par
ticipating.

After the Southern Tournament. UMass
will play again Wednesday night, hosting
the University of New Haven and Central
Connecticut State College.

While the varsity, now at 12 8. plays in
iNew Haven, the junior varsity will try to
get themselves over the .500 mark.

Thursday, the JVs won its first match of
the season, defeating Keene State Colleee
15 5, 15 8, 15-1.

'

The JVs, now at 1-1, play its first home
game this season tomorrow against Fit
chburg State College. Game time is at 1:00
p.m. at NOPE gym.

.^P.'^^fifJ^^^
- '^^"y Dias. co-captain

ot the UMass soccer team is pictured
above. UMass f(K)tbaII tailback Garry Pear-
son was misUkenly identified as Dias in
yesterday's Coll^gwr,.. Sorry guys

Netmen swept
When the University of Massachusetts

men's tennis team traveled to Albany State
Wednesday, they were ready to bring home
an easy victory from the Division HI team.

Albany's team of eight men quickly
changed that when they beat UMass 9-0.

Five of the nine matches were drawn into
three sets. Four singles and one doubles
played it out, but Albany took all five
deciding sets.

UMass coach Bob Szlosek said his kids
are in shape, but they're not sharp. "We
underestimated them (Albany). We gave it

away."

Today, men's tennis takes a road trip to
the University of New Hampshire for their
last away match of the season and Saturday
they end their fall season with a 2:00 p.m.
home match against Clark University.

Men's crew team at Head
of Connecticut race
The University of Massachusetts men's

crew learn will travel to Middletown, Conn.
Sunday to compete in the Head of the
Connecticut competition.

'Head
"
style races differ from the usual

spring time crew races in that t hey are both
longer (the Head of the Connecticut is three
and one half miles long), and boats race
against the cUx-k rather than against each
other.

"Of any group I've seen, this team has
rome back in th.- best shape. We've put in a
lot of miles and a Im of Mork," head coach

Dave Kumlin said.

UMass will be entering five boats in the
day long event, two heavyweight eights
(varsity and junior varsity) and three four
man boats (varsity, lightweight and youth).
Kumlin also said that there will be no

freshman races held during the fall since
they are still recruiting and training for the
spring. He also said that any freshman
interested in joining the team should
contact Steve Frackelton. the freshman
coach.

-JIM FLOYD

Men's X-country
The UMass men's cross country team

took third place last weekend at a five-team
meet which featured Providence College,
the fourth ranked team in the country. The
Friars took the top five spots, with UMass'
Paul Beaulieu taking sixth. Providence
fmished first with 15 points, the University
of Rhode Island ;ame in second with 79
points, UMass had 82. Northeastern
University, 84, and Boston College, 85.
UMass travels tomorrow to Hanover,

N.H., to run a tri-meet with host Dart-
mouth College, the University of Con-
necticut and Williams College. This meet is
marked as an important one as Dartmouth
and UiConn are ranked third and fourth in
New England.

The women's squad will run against
Springfield College tomorrow at the
Boyden fields at 11:00 a.m.

r
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KM student receives death threatBy STEVEN SEMPLE
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts .student was moved from
his dormitory Friday after he received two notes
threatenmg his life.

The notes, which were left under the student's door
Ihursday night, were signed UTOPIA. Leaflets
distril)uted on Campus early Thursday advocating white
supremacy. U.S. superiority and the suppression of gay
rights also carried that signature.
The first note said "Die fag," and the second gave the

victim 'one week to live" the student said.
The UMass police were notified of the incident but of-

tered no comment by press time.
The student is a member of the People's Gay Alliance

Keene student dies

at UMass disc match

UTOPIA-fh H. , l^^'^'^^y'
demonstration againstUTOPIA s handbills. No one at the demonstration iden

tified themselves as members of UTOPIA and officials said
they have not determined whether UTOPIA represents an
actual group.
The student said Friday his appearance at the

demonstration could have triggered the threats

lirnmi'l^u"'^"^/''
'^^"*^^'' ^ P^'^'P'^ f^^' ^hey haveU i 01 lA behmd them and they can do what they want "

he
said -The Ku Klux Klan started out with a few and it
mushroomed. UTOPIA could be doing the same thing. It
could become really serious."
The student said he spent Thursday night away from thedorm and was relocated the following day.
The student said he is "scared, upset and mad" that such

potentially violent harassment could exLst at a university

'rm mad that they can get away with it," he said. I can't
believe the administration could let something like this
happen.

The student blamed the administration for placing gay
students in residence halls housing mostly "straight"
students. He said he was the only avowedly gay person on
his floor, but added he had not been harassed before

'The student said he could no longer feel completely safe
at UMass until those responsible for the threats and the
leallets are apprehended.

•It's scary becau.se you don't know what to expect when
you go back to your room," he said.

Editor's note: The subject of this story was not named for
nis protection.

By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

A 20 year old Keene State student died
Saturday afternoon of an apparent heart
failure during the ultimate frisbee tour-
nament held at Southwest lawns at the
University of Massachusetts this weekend.

Broderick Lee, of 28 River St., Exeter,
N.H., was pronounced dead on arrival at

Cooley Dickinson hospital after being taken
from the field.

Police said Lee collapsed about 3:15 p.m.
Police arrived at the scene about 3 to 5
minutes later and administered cardio

pulmonary resuscitation to Lee. An

Amherst ambulance arrived at the scene
about three minutes after UMass police,
according to a witness at the scene.

According to Keene State team member
Jared Weissman, Lee "dove for a pass,
rolled over, went into a seizure, and did not
get up."

According to UMass police, an autopsy
was performed on the body by Dr. Donald
Rogers of Northampton. The cause of death
was not available at press time.

Tournament director Peter Horschuh, a
UMass student, said he was summoned to
the scene "about 30 seconds" after the
mcident occurred. Horschuh said Lee was
breathing when he arrived.

('nllririan phiilo hv Kandy < haNf

ed'Keel^sl'?'"''."^"
","•'•,"''!"« attendants attempt to revive a collaps-

thetuthwe^iV^ds"'
""''•'"= """""'' '" "" f"""" '»"~".t

Assault plague prompts plan
By KELLY BURKE
Collegian Staff

Although development of a sexual
harassment grievance procedure raises
many political and emotional respDn.ses,
University of Massachu.setts Ombudsper-
son, Janet Rifkin said she hopes people will
be able to rationally discu.ss the i.ssues and
problems.

Chancellor Henry Koffler recently an-
nounced that he has asked Rin<in to direct
an effort to develop a sexual harassment

grievance procedcure at l'.Ma.ss to U' im-
plemented by the beginning of next
.semester.

The sexual harssment grievance pro-
cedure will be designed in everyone's best
interest; the victims will have recourse,
and it will guarantee legal protection to the
accu.sed, Rifkin .said.

Right now Rifkin said she is putting
together a summary of all existing .sexual
hara.ssment grievance procedures from

Continued t>n page U

SGA plans rally and march
to protest bathroom policy

Tobacco leaves dry in a barn in South Hadley
Coltrician plHtto b« Nanri

By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association is

planning a rally and a march Thursday in
protest of the Universtiy of Mas.sachusetts'
single-sex bathroom policy in the dor-
mitories, after which students will try to
take over the Whitmore Administration
Building.

Kevin Mangan, co- president of the SGA
and co-chair of the committee organizing
the rally, said the bathroom policy "is a
very serious issue."

"Our human rights are at stake here,"
Mangan said.

A letter to all dormitory staff members
from the SGA co president's office states,
"A basic right is being infringed upon by
the administration - the right for students
to make decisions and control their own
lives."

The protest will begin in the University's
five residential areas at 2 p.m., where
students will organize and march to the
Student Union Building, where a series of
speeches will be given by Mangan and
others at 2:30.

"We're going to march over to Whitmore
and take over the bathrooms. This will be a
symbolic act," Mangan said.

Mangan said the purpose of the rally is

not for a change in the bathroom policy, but
rather for a "non enforcement of the
policy."

Mangan said that there already is a great
amount of support for protesting the
bathroom policy.

"I've never seen an issue so hot in my
life," Mangan said.

Mangan said "incredible amounts of
people" have been attending meetings in
dormitories organized by the committee.
The committee organizing the rally is

comprised of SGA officers, area govern
ment leaders, resident assistants from
dormitories, and students, according to
Mangan.
Mangan said that the committee is also

seeking the support of heads of residences
and cluster coordinators.

Meetings between dormitory residents
and committee organizers will continue
through tomorrow night, according 4%
Mangan.
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World aiid n^^
Reagan moves
in swiftly to

Arab nations
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan administration is

moving swiftly, both militarily and diplomaticaUy. to
bokto- moderate Arab nations to prevent them from being
engulfed by chaos after Egyptian President Anwar Sadat's
assassination.

The nightmarish fear for the administration is that
Egypt, weakened by Sadat's death, could be plunged into
Iranian type chaos because of internal dissension or
outside interference — or both.

While the administration already had been seeking to
buiW a diplomatic and security network for the Middle
bist. partly to protect the region's oil resources, that
effort has been sharply accelerated since Sadat was
assassinated last Tuesday.
Among the measures:
- A large scale joint U.S. Egyptian military exercise

next month that will involve a large number of American
troops and possibly a practice bombing run by American B-
52s over an Egyptian target range. Troops from Oman,
another Arab nation, also may be included.

...T*"** probable return of President Reagan's special
Mideast peace envoy. PhUip C. Habib. to the region next
month to try to strengthen and expand the 3 month -old
cease-fire in Lebanon between Israel and the Palestine
Liberation Organizatron.

It's not just Egypt that is the focus of these moves. The
administration also has decided to make another push to
fashion an Arab Israeli peace that involves putting new
pressure on Israel to compromise on the question of
autonomy for the 1.2 million Palestinians in the IsraeU-
occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip.

Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr. said before
leaving Cairo Sunday that the United States has made
dear to Israel it opposes any expansion of Israeli set
tlements on the West Bank during the negotiations on
Palestmian autonomy. The next round of talks is scheduled
April 21 22 in Cairo.

The administration fears that the death of Sadat, the
only Arab leader of stature who openly embraced the
United States as a friend, may be interpreted by other
moderate Arab leaders, especially those in Saudi Arabia
as proof that being friendly with the United States is
dangerous.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Thatcher's security

tight after bombing
^w^^ „ ~ ^•'''^^^ tightened security" yesterday

around Pnme Minister Margaret Thatcher in re'sponse to
the Insh Republican Army's fatal nailbomb attack inLondon and its reported threat to strike again

In the northwestern seaside resort of Blackpool, whereMrs. Thatcher arrived Monday night for her Conservative

Iltriu/'IIv"
•conference, police checked hotel registers,

installed TV scanners and mingled among crowds
Secunty was stepped up because of an IRA attack

Saturday on a busload of Irish Guards in central London
police said. Scotland Yard said the blast, which killed onepasserby and injured 39 people, including 22 of the 23

tttSis^^lilird^
''' '^^ ^^-- ^-- --Pa^^n on

„.£"Ji'*
^^.^"""^ nejvscast. the British Broadcasting Corp.

quoted unidentd^ed Irish Republican Army sources IBelfast as saying it is just the beginning of a campaign andother parts of Bntain will be atUcked."
Two rusty six-inch nails with notes apparently urging a

boycott of Insh goods were found plunged into a packfge ofInsh butter at a supermarket Monday in Woking. Surrey
southwest of London, police reported. The notes said:'
•T-hese nails kill and blind. Irish farmers shelter the IRA."

Israel - what now?
JERUSALEM - After some hesitation. Israel has

decided to plunge ahead with its peace with Egypt. But
problems remain, principally the issue of Palestinian
autonomy, that will take more than goodwill to resolve.
Prime Minister Menachem Begins Cabinet on Sunday

reached a reportedly unanimous decision to carry out its
treaty obligations with Egypt, barring any new unex
pected shock.

The key commitment is the scheduled withdrawal next
April from the Sinai Peninsula, which will leave Israel's
southern flank shorn of its protective buffer zone.

"It is very clear that we have to go on with the peace
process even without Sadat - as if Sadat were still alive."
said Deputy Prime Minister Simcha Ehrlich.
The Egyptian leaders assassination shook Israel, whose

WAIVES EXTRADITION - Donald Michael Corey, center is escorted by Greenville"
Ala., police Monday after waiving extradition to Oklahoma, where he is charged with ab-ducting two 13-year-old girls who are still missing.

Reagan's position on ERA attacked
WASHINGTON (AP) - Three prominent Republican

women stood on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial
yesterday and attacked President Reagan's position on the
Equal Rights Amendment.
One said it was as though Lincoln had proposed freeing

the slaves "plantation by plantation."
Former first lady Betty Ford. Helen Milliken, wife of the

governor of Michigan, and Mary Crisp, former co-chairman
of the Republican National Committee, denounced the
piecemeal state-by state and law-by law approach ad
vocated by Reagan, who has said he believes in "the E and
R but not the A" of ERA.

"The Great Emancipator did not free the slaves plan-
tation by plantation.

" said Mrs. MiUiken. "We cannot
achieve equality for women one sUte at a time."

Before a crowd estimated by National Park Service
pohce at 1.000. the three women spoke at a rally sponsored
by the National Organization for Women. Forming a back-

people have long been apprehensive about giving back
territory for an intangible promise of eternal peace that
could easily be broken, especially once the last Israeli leftme omai.
As long as Sadat was in firm control, the IsraeUs werewilimg to take the risk. After his death, the Israelis' im-mediate reaction was to wait and see. Nobody rushed toassure Egypt that the assassination would not affect the

situation.

"If the peace process continues, the IsraeU withdrawal

YhThi'st.', "1"! "„«"V'""^-'"
««id Foreign Minister

l^h^A •

"^^i'!
^^^" '^'^ "^^^''"g '"«'•« than thathe hoped peace would develop uninterrupted

.

drop were 14 women, men and children who held aloft a
long, green banner bearing the words of the proposed
amendment: "Equality of rights under the law shall not be
denied or abridged by the United States or by any state on
account of sex."

"As a woman and as a RepubUcan." Mrs. Ford said. "I do
not understand how we as a people can continue to hold our
heads high up and be proud of what this nation stands for if
we have not guaranteed the rights of half of our
population."

Mrs. Crisp, who fought the Reagan forces at the 1980
GOP National Convention in a vain attempt to get the
Republican platform to support ERA ratification, recalled
a speech Reagan made last week. The president said that
his administration was taking a "bum rap" on the issue and
agam endorsed a state-by-state approach to combating
inequities in existing law.

King seeks money to

aid transportation

BOSTON - Despite slow growth in the floating gasoUne
Ux that finances state transportation improvements, the
King administration will send a $1.2 billion transportation
bill to the Legislature today.
The measure includes more than $700 million for the

^.Mn'^ n'''^^r
^^^ Transportation Authority and some

$4UU million for highway projects, state Transportation
Secretary James Carlin said Monday. He said it also
contams about $20 million to acquire rights-of-way along
freight hnes to be abandoned by Conrail in eastern
Massachusetts.

Carlin said the state would have to raise $400 million,
with the balance coming from the federal government.

Correction
A photo on page one of Friday's Collegian showinir acon rc>ntatK,n l>.aween a demonstrator and an ROTc"?u

ROTC s^LtT:""""'^'L^ '^^ impresslntlat the

the R(m" r 7""! ^ ""^""^^ "f UTOPIA. Greg Ammons.

ROTr .1
"'^''"' P'"'"'"^'^' ^•'^^^'•^^ ^hat neither he no;ROTC IS in any way affiliated with the group The SJ^gnn, atx.lo^zos for the em.r ^ ^ me Co/

BOTTLE BABY - One of the 'younger
members of the 100-strong macaque monkey col-
ony at the New England Regional F»rimate Center
in Southborough. a Harvard Medical School
facilitv.
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Lectures cover

anti-feminism
By SARAH RUSSELL
Collegian Correspondent

Two lectures at Hampshire College this weekend
discussed the ant

i feminist stance of the present political
aflministration's policies toward the family and
reproductive rights.

The first lecture given by Catherine Stimpson. a
professor at Douglass Rutgers University, exposed the
contradictory relationship between the traditional family
and feminism, and the recent political effort to strengthen
the traditional family.

In recent years as the strength and importance of the
family declined in the American society, and feminism
grew stronger, the problems women faced within the home
became open to the public. Stimpson said.
Through a series of surveys, it was found that "the

tamily works best for men." and that women were
generally happier hving alone than married, she said.

Since this discovery, feminists have done further
research on women's roles and found that the traditional
tamily was highly restrictive to women. Stimpson said
As women move out of the traditional family roles, and

begin to publicize some of the problems of family life, such
as the rising incidence of spouse-child abuse, the present
administration is trying to protect the traditional family
Stimpson said.

Under the title of the Family Protection Act. the present
government would sex -segregate subjects taught in public
schools as well as give the family final authority over moral
issues.

The move for the family becomes anti- feminist because it
pushes many issues of sex discrimination out of the public
and back into the privacy of the home. Stimpson said.
"Feminism is the contemporary extension of American

Collegian 3

Ellen story, left, and Pat Hennessv. right speak
shire College.

*^

,
< "Median pholi. b» VmrrDt-mil

on Reproductive Rights in the 1980's" at Hamp-

democracy. struggling in the mOS for the conscience ofAmerican politics." Stimpson said.
Later in the afternoon, a lecture titled "The

Reproductive Rights in the 1980V given by Pat Hennessy

abortion

" ^'^^ ^^^ legal/political aspects of

Hennessy a former Hampshire student, and now
du-ector of the Civil Liberties and Public Policy Program
and Story Assistant director of the Western Mass. Family
Planning Council based in Springfield, talked about the
consequences of the Human Life Ammendment. on which
hearings began in Washington, last week.
Some of the provisions of the Human Life Ammendment

would severely restrict women's choices in reproductive
issues. Hennessy said. There would be criminal penalties
for those trying to get abortions and severe penalties for
those helping others get abortions. The lUD and some
other birth control pills would be outlawed. Hennessy said

Massachusetts has already passed a statute preventing
minors from getting abort.ions without parental consent,
and as a result many women under age are going out of
state to get them, Story said.

Most people polled in Mass. believe that abortion should
be a private issue, not a legal one. Story said. "Abortion
must be legal, because it wUI be done whether it is leeal or
not.

^

Smoke signals investigation
By MYLES CAVANAGH
Collegian Correspondent

How fast people respond, to smoke
detectors is the subject of research being
conducted by Dr. E. Harris Nobers.
Department of Communication Disorders,
under a national Bureau of Standards
Research grant.

The three year study is investigating the
working effectiveness of household smoke
detectors, beginning with college age
people, eariier this year with people under
fifty with families, and now with persons 60
years and older.

Dr. Henry Pierce, research associate,
said that the U.S. Department of Com-
merce sets the standard of noLse levels, and
the tests are designed to see if these
standards are acceptable.
He said that people have _only four

minutes to exit a house safely in case of fire.

and that the types of people tested so far
did wake up fast.

After completing the present study
Nobers said he plans to turn his research to
specialized people, such as the "hearing
impaired, the mentally handicapped and
those who live in high rises, and investigate
different types of signals.

The testing will be conducted by in-
stalling a remote control activated alarm in
volunteers' homes and measuring the time
it takes the volunteers to evacuate their
homes when the alarms are sounded. The
testing will take place over a few months in
order to give the volunteers time to stop
being conscious of the alarms presence.
Volunteers 60 years of age and older are

being sought to participate in the .study. $25
will be paid to each volunteer and $10 to
every other participating occupant of the
household. Additionally, each household
receives a free smoke alarm unit.

Brett dorm hit by car Sunday

Anrill' n "^Y
'^''''"- ^^" Saturday the IJMASS Veterinary and

Orchard hirrTh?^""'"'. TT^"^ ""^^" '^"^''^
'" '^' '^'^^^'^ ^'^^^ toOrchard hill. The trials included dressage, cross country, and jumping

A 36-year old Brockton man was arrested
early Sunday morning after allegedly
causing $600 worth of property damage to
Brett dormitory and $1,000 worth of
damage to a parked car. University of
Massachusetts police said yesterday.

James K. Monahan. of 191 Central St..
Brockton was arrested on charges of
driving under the influence of alcohol and
driving to endanger.

According to police reports. Monahan
struck a 1981 Toyota at 1:27 a.m. while
backing out of a parking space. He then
reportedly drove over a stretch of lawn and
bushes in front of Brett dormitory and
struck the building. Monahan then put his
car into reverse and. driving at a high rate
of speed, struck the Toyota a second time,
pushing it about 20 feet, according to police.

Monahan was taken to the UMass in
firmary following the incident. His car. a

1965 Oidsmobile. was reported totaled.
Monahan is scheduled to be arraigned in

Hampshire District Court this morning.
In other action this weekend, a 24-year-

old Stoughton man. wanted by Stoughton
police on an outstanding warrant for an
alleged assault and battery on a police
officer, was apprehended by UMass police
on Saturday afternoon.
KaH K. Koniski of 38 Thomas St., was

apprehended after his car was stopped by
police on Massachu.setts Avenue at 3:22
p.m.

Koniski had been stopped by police for a
motor vehicle violations warning at 4:22
Saturday morning. Koniski was released at
the time and a subsequent check by police
revealed the outstanding warrant on
Koniski.

Koniski was taken to Amherst police
station wiiere he was later picked up by
Stoughton police.

!S" student Office wants to help 800 enjoy their stayBy THOMAS ACH
Collegian Correspondent

For the more than 8(»() foreign students at the Universi-
ty of Massachu.setts this semester the Foreign Student Of
fice not only attem|)ts to make their stay as rewarding as
po.ssible. they also give these students help in things like
where to eat, sleef) and study.
The office assists foreign students in such matters as im-

migration questions and regulations, personal counseling,
housing, legal referrals, insurance, counseling on career
goals, financial aid and English le.ssons. said Patricia A.
Cula, assistant foreign student advi.sor.

The staff consists of six people who are willing to give
help to the more than 800 foreign students with non-

immigrant status that are registered for this semester
Ihe largest number of students (about 2/3 graduate- 1/3
undergraduate) come from Taiwan. Iran, the United
Kingdom. India. Hong Kong and Canada.
The amount of foreign exchange students has increasedm the past five years from 5 to 39 in the spring semester

of 1981. This semester, :^H international students have
joined the exchai.ge programs from 18 various univer-
sities to come to UMass. said (lula.

The problems facing foreign students cover a wide field.
Cula said the most frequent problems are with financial
matters. With the "J-2" visa status, there is an
unavailability of work of any kind for foreign students.

In the last year the devaluation of many foreign curren-
cies. sn^^^ o. Deutsche marks, French franks, and English

pounds, took place. As a result there was le.ss money for
the.se students to spend and it was even more difficult for
them to receive any short term loans.
Personal problems result from the distance of their

native country and the specific on campus-living area
especially in the Southwest Residential Area. Students
face difficulties with state laws concerning foreign
driver s licen.ses. registration of cars and accusations of
shoplifting, Gula said.

Another field covers the relations of the foreign
students to the UMass students. The Foreign Student Of-
fice has very little influence on the roommate mixture in
the dorms.

Continued on page 8
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DE READY
FOR HALLOWEEK

XDanSKIN.

&tigMs

DAHSKiN

LEOTARDS AND TIGHTS
ADD PIZAZZ TO YOUR PUMPKIN,

GLITZ TO YOUR GODLIN,
AND COLOR TO YOUR CREATURE!

i^
V.

/-

SALT AMD PEPPER

SPACE INVADERS

THERMOMETER

CRAYONS

GRAPES

DUCK

Dress in black or whrte L • -larcJ

and tigh's Add targe "S Uom
,p„^„.j^,„^ papo' Cap vc'-'s':':' wn Tor
made from tm foil
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uasting colors Add space age dazzle
With seouins, metallic fabric fnm, oversize

lewei'-v

Start with white Danskm leotards and
tights Give yourself a temperature by ad
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"u'nbefs

C^irrib into "^atcfiny D^ • ards^nd
ngnis Make a wrapper trofn coristrurt on
Daue? and carry a coloring book

Add a -:r"stru:Ton papc lea? hai to
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Yellow Danskin leotards and tights with
ram slickei , boots and paper beak
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Located in the Cannpus Center
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^O^
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UIVIASS

ARTS
COUNCIL

DUE TO POPULAR DEMAND
Another Show Has Been Added

Oct. 28th 11:00 pm
solo acoustic

JORMA KAUKONEN
Halloween

Costume Concert

ON SALE TODAY
UMies S6.50

Gen Pub $7.50
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8:00 pm Nov. 6 P.A.C.
UMass Students $7.50, $8.50

General Public $9.00, $10.00

ON SALE TODAY
Union Records Unlimited (URU)
TIX

FAG Box Office

For the Record (Faces)

^cketron

To Purchase

.o^
JIMMY
Oct. 18 vv
F.A.c. p;^ CLIFF
8:00 pm "^^^ tickets^ ^A ticket "...I". llV»IVClO

O"
ticket outlets

Union records Unlimited (URU) at Umass
TIX (UMass)
Main St. Records, N'hampton
Platterpus Records, N'Hampton
For the Record (Faces) in Amherst
Ticketron

No cameras, food drink or smoltf
rD.-s must t» s^v^ ^t cipof

""

W4^ii.t.

K^n
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Office of Third
World Affairs
TlT^^^if ^t"!

^''^^ '" ^ ^*^^^^^ ^"^"^ ^^^ various Black and
Ihird World organizations on campus. In an interview last

«7^^
,^ * il^

Crayton. the director of the Office of Third
World Affairs, outlined the responsibilities and purpose of
his office.

Crayton explaining his organization in a nutshell said
the purpose of this organization is to provide profes-

siona advice and advocacy for the maintenance of budgets
for Black and Third World organizations as well as work-
ing towards the elimination of those elements within the
university that threaten their existence."
Refering to the nation-wide fiscal policy adopted by

President Reagan, Crayton said, "There exist fiscal con-
servative trends that seek to reduce or eliminate the funds
that make our organizations viable."
"Our organizations provide the social, cultural and

political activities that prevent us from being isolated in a
predominantly White institution. It is those forces that
threaten their existence that constitute the most threaten-
ing element of Black and Third World organizations "

.said
Crayton.

Crayton explained the reason his office was formed say-
ing, "It became clear that full-time professional advisors
and organizers were necessary in order to deal with our
organizations and to insure their continuity and direction
We will protect our interests with the full weight of our of-
fice when normal channels are unable to solve a problem."
Crayton said his office was one of "guidance" rather

than "control" explaining, "this office exists not to take
on leadership or to organize parties; it exists to create an
environment under which leadership can emerge. We seek
to provide an atmosphere that encourages and supports
Third World students in providing their own programs,
and providing the experience for their successful opera-
tion, the goal being self-determination. We try to provide
as much direction and advice as we can through the use of
workshops and forums. We want to keep Third World
students aware of the political issues affecting their educa-
tion and their lives."

Crayton described today's student's political knowledge
as "fnghteningly unaware." Mr. Crayton continued, "the

so called gains of the Sixties are either Inking eroded or
eliminated. Our movements were weakened bv assassina-
tions, infiltration and disruption. The' Seventies
characterized the "me" generation, get into your own
bag, but the things we were doing and the bags we were
coming out of created a situation under which we lost our
memory of the historical process that got us here, and
with that we have lost our understanding of the political
and economic struggle that has faced us in the past and
threatens to eliminate our future."
Crayton, always strong spoken, had some harsh words

concerning student participation in the Black and Third
World organizations on campus.
"We need people to work. No one person can do it. The

days of looking for a Malcom X or a Martin Luther King to
save us are over. It's going to take the active participa-
tion, hard work and sacrifices of us all to keep our
organizations providing for our needs. We can either wait
for this institution to dismantle them or we can destroy

them wilh our apathy and non-participation. However,
this office and many other Third World organizations are
not going to sit idle and allow these conditions to
continue."

,

"It's an all or nothing situation. Participation is a must
or there will be nothing. Those who do not participate are
robbing the resources and energies of those who do the
work of providing the social, cultural and political ac-
tivities that everyone now enjoys. Essentially those who
don't participate are thieves, and they will be regarded as
such," said Crayton.
Concluding, Crayton said, "you can't cure an extreme il-

lness with moderate medicine. The situation is extreme."

By R.D. JORDAN
Collegian Correspondent

Tony Crayton director of the Office of Third
World Affairs

LUTHER

FIVE COLLEGE BU\CK STUDIES
FACULTY SEMINAR SERIES

LUSOPHONE VOICES-POETRY FROM
ANGOLA AND MOZAMBIQUE

Tuesday, October 13, 1981
7:30 p.m.

Gerald C Penny Cultural Cenier
AMHERST COLLEGE

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

present

DINNER a SHOW
for 2 _

Before the show choose from:

LASAGIMA or any PASTA dish

.<!-
q><>

^^

served with

salad and hot garlic bread
' or -

0^^ PIC-POCKET SPECIAL p/c/^ 2
of any of our famous pocket salad

sandwiches and our homemade soups
- or -

A large piping hot tomato

^ ' and cheese PIZZA
(also available after the show)

HUNGRY U
Open Men Sat 11:00 am 1:00 am

Sunday 1 1 :00 am 11:00 pm

55 University Drive

549-5713

584-7550 "°*'''^""" ^*
ON CAf[ SQ J

Offer good Sunday thru Thursday only

Specials purchased at Hungry U only

new Police

Devo -

New Traditionalists

Debbie Harry -

Kookoo

new Who -

Hooligans

now on
list price sale for

8.98 5.49

8.98 5.49

8.98 5.49

13.98 8.45

You need it, you want it,

we got it!

WHY PAY MORE

'The Student-Run Record Store'

Hours:

M-F 10-5

Sat 11-3
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TuEsdAy, Oct. IJ

Campai^ to win a Massachusetts BOTTLE WLL Ifyou have an hour this week you can make a.difference'

c J^^'io
^^"^ "1^*"^'"^ at 6:30 in the UMASS^'PIRC; office

J'^u^ '^^J
™^^ '^ HOLYOKfc-1 dinner to benefit

the Urban Ministry's Anti-Arson X^ampaign. at 6 p.m. at
the Northampton Unitarian , Church. There will be
speakers from the Hispanic' community in Holvoke
Tickets are $5 for adults ajid $2.50 for children and are on
sale at Mam Street Recyrds in Northampton and the Com-
muter (collective at UMass. For more information call the
John Brown Anti-J?lan Committee at 549-5470.

Having hassles? We can help. Find out about the Media-
tion Project at 6 p.m. on WMUA Hotline. Our free, con-
fidential !»ervices can handle a wide range of confiicts such
as housing problems, student-faculty disputes and family
conflicts. P^or more information call 545-2462 from 9am
to 5 p.m.

October 26th is the last day to apply for a spring 1982
Internship in Washingrton. D.C. Cali or stop by the Of
fice of Internships. 16 Curry Hicks, 545-0727 to Attend at
introductory meeting.

Auditions for •Miracles pf Saint Nicholas. ' Two
twelfth century liturgical dramas peformed in a monastic
setting with instrumental accompaniment and English
narration. Interested singers, actors, and technical wr-
sonnel are invited. Room 08. Theatre Department Fine

^Il\^.^?^^'
4:30-5:30 p.m. For more information call

584-2700 ext. 724.

Interreligious Community for Creative Peacemaking
Study Group: "Language of the Arms Race: Arms Control
Terminology for the Common Reader". 428 Student
Union. 4:30-5:30 p.m.

The Stimson-Herald Collegiate Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America chapter meeting. 311 Stockbridge
Hall. New members are always welcome! Stockbridge and
College of Food and Natural Resources students and
faculty are encouraged to attend!

Succot Services will be held at 10:30 a.m. in the Dukes
room, followed by lunch in the Succah. For more informa-
tion, call the Hillel office at 545-2526 or stop by 302 Stu-
dent Union.

WedNEsdAy, Oct. 14

Last Great Americans A union video center comedy
production. Meeting for writers and idea generators All
twisted minds invited. Commuter Lounge. 7 p.m.

Africa: The Science of Being Human. A free introduc
tion to Africa - a theory for analyzing the human psyche
and a system for achieving self-realization. Presented by
the Tai Chi Chuan Club. Room 911. Campus Center 8
p.m.

UMass Flying Club meeting for members and in-
terested people. Topics to be discussed; use of aircraft and
future activities. Please attend. Further information call
549-3800. Campus Center Room 169. 7 p.m.

G. Fox-Marketing Topic - Representatives from G.
Fox will be speaking on various marketing topics on
Wednesday at 3:30 in room log SBA. Marketing club
members and non-members welcome.

Biblical Exploration facilitated by Chaplain Pete
Sabey. For anyone interested in an intelligent, serious
open-minded study of the Bible. This week's discussion-
Galatians Chapter 2. UCF. 428 Student Union. 6:30-730
p.m.

Israeli Dancing will be going on this evening in the
Commonwealth room of the Student Union. Beginners
can come at 7:30 p.m.. everyone else should come at 8:30
p.m.. Everyone is welcome. For more information call
545-2526 or stop by the Hillel office at 302 Student Union.

Meditation Class — a free class meeting Wednesday at
6:30 p.m. in Hasbrouck 109. We will cover relaxation, con-
centration, mantra meditation & philosophy. Beginners
welcome. Free. Call 549-6059 (eves.) for details. A service
of Ananda Marga.

Voices of New Africa Choir. 1.52 Fine Arts Center,
contact Rev. Chester Freeman for more information -
545-2789 or 545-0261.

Student Nutrition Association Meeting - First
meeting of the semester. Future activities work ex-
perience will be discussed. Refreshments .served
Chenowith Rm. 227, 6:30 p.m

WMLASC - Tfw Western Mass. Latin American
bolidanty Committee will be meeting at 5
Machmer E-37. All you out there, come!

p.m. in

Meditation Group - are you meditating alone? Would
you enjoy some group support and interaction? So would I.

Call 549-6059 (eves) and we can try and get it together A
service of Ananda Marga. "-^

Study Abroad Night - Meeting for students interested
in spending an academic year, a semester or a summer
studying overseas, 7:30 p.m., in the Memorial Hall
Lounge. For information call 545-0746.

ThuRsdAy, Oct. 1

5

m^
Couple Enrichment Workshop, Saturday - 9:30-4 30

p.m. led by Dr. F. Peter Sabey and supported by Student
Senates, workshops are free to students and open to
couples at all stages of relationships. Deadline to apply is 5
p.m. today. Call 545-2661 or visit UCF, 428 SU

Brown Bag Theology - Chaplain Pete Sabey
facilitates this wide open discusssion about various topics
of theological substance. This week's topic- "Black
Theology", UCF, 428 Student Union.

Inside China: The Unseen Church - A film followed
by a short talk on the christian church in China. Anyone
interested is welcomed. Sponsored by Inter- Varsity Chris-
tian Fellowship. Campus Center. Room 168-170, 7-9 p.m.

Last Great Americans — A union video center comedy
production. General meeting for all those interested in TV
prod/tech, writer, acting art work. Room 801, C.C 730
p.m. The quest has just begun.

Continued on page 8

PRECISION CALVIN ICE CREAM CO.
HOME DELIVERY

In the Carriage Shops

Amherst - 549-6938

Every Night - 12

- SUNDAES $1.45

Our stylists are featuring FREE
professional consultations for ^^

.
men and women. Wtm
Let us help you select a hairstyle that's ^
perfect for you! HH^

As Professionals weguarantee'afi^ouM^ ^0
Featuring 0^

Special Effects, Coloring, Design Perms, Facials,^
Manicures, Braiding — All at comparable prices.

"ArfFdr """]

$7.00
j

with this coupon only '

A professional consultation
|

A precision style cut selected individually I

just for you
|

jjy|_'^Dj^^i^tylists will show you how to take care of your hair
j

^With personal style cut, shampoo,"ar7dl)bwlr^~$'ia5o7lon'g"h^r"|
I^I^MIj^ more_-jjvitMms^coupon_^^^ customers only. |

Hot Fudge
Strawberry

Marshmallow
Mocha

Butterscotch

Chocolate
Mixed Fruit

FIRST
SECOND

VVv.w VN*. vv* VVVWW N^-W ,V-WWV W.^NV SNN VJiVWV^V^VVWV ,^V<tv^^.

66 University Drive
Amherst, MA
549-5610

'^tf^^,•' . .•» . .•»V«*«%V«N>i^V' ihmh
please call for an appointment

62 Main Street

Easthampton, MA
527-2411

Sampler $i.80
Brownie Delight 1.45
Rootbeer Floats 1.30
Milkshakes

Thick $1 .20 Extra Thick 1 .55

Dishes:

Small 70c Medium 80c Large 1.00
Calvin Sandwiches - Any flavor with Chocolate Cookies 50c
Ice Cream Cakes: Made to Order with Two Day Notice

2 Quart $5 70

3 Quart 7 gp

* Quart 10.00

Hand Packed Pints 1.65 Quarts 2.36

Pre-Packed ^A Gallons 2.50

Toppings % Pint 1.95 Pint 2.95

Popsicles 25c
Fudgesicles jqq
Sport Bars gQc
Italian Ice 40^
Cheerios 35^
Sundae Cups qqc

MinimurTLOriler 14.50

• t

.
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depth, development and support, organization, style and
mechanics.

Students are advised to bring identification, a pen and 50
cents to the exam.

Forum on full costing Sylvan selects reps
The Staff of the Office of Planning and Budget will hold a

forum on full costing at the University from 2 to 3:30 p.m.
today in room 904-08 Campus Center.
Under full costing, the University will have to assume

responsibility for various payments, which could
uhimately be reflected in tuition and fee costs.

Write for exemption
The rhetoric exemption test will be offered next Monday

from 7 to 9 p.m. in Mahar Auditorium.
The lest will consist of a 500 word essay judged on

Students in the Sylvan Residential Area last week
selected representatives from each of the three dor
milories to serve on their area government.
Donna Tyrrell and David Cass were elected

representatives from Brown Dormitory. The remaining
four positions will be filled by appointments from the house
council.

In Cashin. Michael Brennan. James Carey, Joe Furtado.
Christopher Garriepy. Roberta Hutchinson and Doug
Muise were elected to the six positions.

Residents of McNamara elected Steve Bailey, John
Draper and Bruce Campbell. The house council will select

f UNIQUE COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID SERVICE
AS COLLEGE COSTS KEEP SOARING, STUDENT FINANCIAL AID IS BEING

PSIS can match students and potential students
with the thousands of varied grants, scholarships
and loans available each year. Many of these go un-
touched because they are not even applied for.

These funds are awarded for categories ranging
from:

—Parents occupation to desired Held of study
—Religions k ethnic background to government

benefit recipients

—Athletics to class standing

DONT MISS YOUR CHANCE.

iPSISS:

5

PUKtCfTOM KHOlAtSINr IMOAMAnON SUVICiS

#01

] Please send me your free informa-

) tion package regarding PSIS's finan-

} cial aid service.

students to fill the other three positions.

On Thursday, the representatives will meet and take
nominations for the positions of president, vice president
secretary and RSO liason. Elections for the positions vvilj

be held at the following meeting.

Tax forum to be held
A public forum on the proposed Student Activities Tax

increase will be held at 4 p.m. tomorrow in room 168-70
Campu.s Center.

Panelists at the forum will debate the pros and cons of
the increase. Student Government Association officials are
seeking a $10 increase, from $84 to $94 per year. ••

An election referendum on the increase will be held next
Tuesday.

Hypercurricula

PSIS
Amherst

PtINClTON SCHOlARSHir INfORMAnON SttVICU
/S'STAIl ROAU PRINCITON MW llRStV OM540
tllirHOM lOC) (iMl osso

«*y Mai* zip cod*

I

Chapel HUl Princeton

('untimu'd from page 7

Student Meeting • Union Video Center is meeting in

Cape Cod Lounge at 7 p.m. After the meeting there will be
a screening of student produced video tapes.

Public Debate — Should Public Employees have the
Right to Strike. The public is invited to attend, to discuss
and U) learn more al)out the UMass Debate Union.

Single Parent Workshop will be offered starting Oc-
tober 19. 5:30-7:30 p.m. sponsored by University Health
Services. This 8 session series will help parent-child rela-
tionships and cover areas particular to the single parent
Students should call UHS. 549-2671, xl81 for regi.straton
and information. A small fee is charged; childcare is
available for $5 for the entire series.

Senior B.A. majors — Free happy hour — 4-6 p.m. in
Room 1001-02 Campus Center. All B.A. seniors welcome.

* Foreign students
Continued from page S

"Philosophically there should be a mixture of an
American and a foreign student in each room to the
benefit of both of them; to widen the horizon of each of
them. Gula said. However, only a few rooms in Prince
House, where most on-campus graduate and foreign
students live, have this combination. The Foreign Student
Office plans to remedy this situation with the Housing Of-
fice and the Head of Residence by next semester

he first Newsletter from the Foreign Student Office
wi I come out in the l)eginning of October with more
details for the international students.

RorNjiMiE \A/oao
1S34
nctudng:

Po»»K*»i Of Lov«/OuaMrs/Sh« Wte* Owl Hiw*
PncateuyShe N«v«r low Ma

SONGS »J THE ATTIC
•nckxlmg:

Say Goodbye To Hotywood
I »e Lov»d these Days Captawi Jack
Sommw. Hightand Fa«s/Mwm« 2017

$5.69

8.99
Reg. 10.97

Dan Fogelberg

2-record set

Reg. 6.47 NEW
RELEASES

2-RecofdSet

DAN
FOCELBERC

THE

INNOCENTA(i£

including

Same Old Lang Syne

Lost In The Sun
Leader Of The Band

Ghosts

Run Fof The Roses

Hard To Say

Frank Zappa

2-record set

9.99
Reg. $13.97

including:
Ahao/Gomg To «^—tt I aiUniiwuali

OuneMa/Hi^ter

Sale Ends 10/24

2 -Record Set

FRANK ZAPPA
You AreWhat You Is

including

You Are Wtiaf Yoo Is- GoWtn Girl

Harder Than Voor Husband Ooreen
The Meeti Shall Inherit Nothir>g

1 Jk In V) I ^o" - Fri 9 5 ^i."

TEOOYPENDERGRASS

ifKhiding:
I Caol Live Without Vbur Love

>bu re My Latest. My Greatest Inspiration
I Can t Leave Your Love Alone

It s rune For Love

Mow Available - New Release by
The Police - Ghost In The Machini

Located in the Campus Center Unlv of Mass

Store
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Fm a townie,
and proud of it!

I am part of a much-malaipied minority here at UMass.
We come from place.s you are just starting' to know al)out,
like Sunderland. Hadley. Northampton, Amherst, or even
my little town. Hatfield. We sjx-ak a different tonjrue than
you. prefering not to drop out "r's" where they do belong?
on words and add them where they don't. We know this
place as "the Valley." Our Valley. We are the townies.
Yes, we are the people that live in this wonderful place

twelve months of the year. We know how nice this place is
when you Easterners take off for the summer. We make
lots of money off of you f)eople. Educating you and selling
you suplies has become our largest imiustry here in the
Valley.

Randolph T. Holhut

If you look beyond the highway ghetto on Route 9 and
the sprawl of the Zoo, you will probably see some of the
most beautiful places in New England and mayl)e even the
world. Stand on top of the Campus Center facing the
west. To your left, you will .see the Holyoke Range, those
rolling hiHs that start at Mount Tom in Easthampton and
stretch across the .southern perimeter of the Valley out to
Belchertown. To your front you'll see Mount Warner, the
closest hill to you. Out by my neck of the woods in Hatfield
are the Horse and Chestnut Mountains and the hills that
form the western perimeter. To your north is Mount
Sugarloaf and Mount Toby, the talle.st mountain here in
the valley at 12fi9 feet. Behind you turning back to your
native east is Mount Lincoln and the Quabban Reservoir,
where most of Bo.ston gets its water. It doesn't look toti

bad, does it?

You .see a lot of farming out here, and we are especially
proud of it. The soil here is considere<l to Ik? among the
be.st in the world. Tobacco, corn, squash, potatoes,
cucumbers, and a host of other vegetables flourish here. If
the developers don't build any more malls or apartments,
maybe we can keep farming here.

All aesthetics aside, there is also lots of action here.
Local musicians are always active, the bars always full,

the nightlife hopping, but I suppose that is a result' of yoii
people. It tends to l)e quiet here during the summer.

Th4' Boston Globe's Mike Barnicle may make fun of us
people out here in the .sticks. But I'm sure if Mike ever at-
tempted to actually come to the Valley, he would probably
forget Boston forever. All of you Easterners make fun oV
us, too. We have a lot to offer here. If we didn't, most of
you rummies would have probably stayed on the North or
South Shore.

RememlHT that Easterners are intruders here in our
valley. No matter how many of you invade our fair land,
we townies still have the u|)per hand. We know our ter-
ritory, and often end up having to show you where the
good places are to eat. drink and party.
Not all of the townies make as much noi.se as I do, but

maybe they should get up from their tables at the Hatch or
the Campus Center and yell out for the whole world to
hear. "I'm a townie and I'm f)roiid of it!"

Mike Barnicle. eat your grubby little heart out.

Hondolfih T. U'llhul is n Collegian colnwtiist.
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'BUSlhES WAS NEVER gETTCR."

Cannot deny freedom of speech
Thursday a leaflet was distributed promoting an

organization known as UTOPIA which was concerned
with the "cleaning up of America. " Many people reacted
strongly to this publication by rallying against the
organization, "venting their anger" at ROTC students.

Michael Donoghue
and by insulting the unknown distributors of said docu-
ment, but one g(x)d thing can be said for this leaflet - it

shows us that we are all hypcK-rites.

Students and professors are hypocrites in the sense that
they are forgetting one of the statements in the Bill of
Rights of the United States, the right to freedom of
speech. The argument stated here is not whether
UTOPIA'S issues are socially accepted or not, but instead
whether they have the right to make their opinions known.
Dean of Students P'ield even stated: "I guarantee we'll
take action immediately. It is not an acceptable form of
conduct." We may not like what it is being said, but what
gives us the right to deny others their right?

Letters
'I feel like taking a shower'
To the Editor:

It has come to my attention that the Student Covern-
ment As.sociation has recently In-en distributing leaflets
and running advertisements supporting the SATE fee in-

crea.se which include a cartoon I drew for the ('ollrgian'y.

editorial page more than a year ago. (hven the S(;A's
track record for arrogance. I'm not surprised that my art
was u.sed without my permission or knowledge. I am.
however, a bit put off by their ("their" meaning whichever
little S(;A feifdom .spon.sored the ad, no one claimed
re.spon.sibility in the copy) downright lack of consideration.
By the way. it is painfully ironic to note that the cartoon

in its original form (its captions were altered bv one of the
tine and lucid minds of the SCA) was a jab at the S(;A for
their repeated attempts to slash the (^ollrffion'^ allocation
of SATE funding into nothingness.

I would ask the S(;A not to u.se any of my art to push
whatever ha[)()ens to be "Cause of the Week." Aside from
the obvious violation of copyright, every time I .see my
name or my work even remotely associated with the S(]A.
I feel like taking a shower.

Danny Guidera
Holvoke

Gay oppression should be
recognized as major problem
To the Editor:

We, the People's Gay Alliance, hope the University
community takes the events of Thursday seriously.
UTOPIA and what it stands for is not a joke. Whether or
not the individuals involved intended their posters to be
taken seriously, the views expres.sed on the posters do in

fact represent the views of some elements of the com
munity.

In this "Year Toward Civility," the University should
make every effort to identify those responsible and in

stitute appropriate disciplinary and/or civil and criminal
actions. We hope that this deplorable incident will alert
everyone to the importance and real need for the "Year
Toward Civility."

The Ku Klux Klan and neo-Nazis may not be appealing
to us, yet do we censor them or stifle them from express-
ing their opinions? Who is more right? Are we just in not
allowing an opposing opinion to be heard? We are
hypocrites, no doubt. We adv(x;ate freedom but disallow it

for others and call them fascists. Indeed if fascism does
exist, it exists in those people who will not allow others
their right by law to speak, feel or think anything that is

deemed "wrong". If you do that, then you are in fact br-
inging yourself down to the level of those who you feel are
fascists.

"Before we can say that we live in a free society, we
must guarantee that all people have the right to live their
lives the way they choose." Taken from Friday's Col-
legian, this sUtement expresses the situation perfectly.
No matter how we may agree or disagree with someone's
viewpoint, we cannot deny that person their inalienable
right to speak openly. When the UTOPIA mess is finally
cleared up, I hope people will realize that just because we
sometimes do not agree with other people's ideas, we can-
not deny them the right to express their opinions.

UiUAiJU'iJ.'l'lUUll1

1

,« 5 > n

The Chancellor's Commission on Civility has recognized
the problems of racism, sexism, and anti semitism. As
UTOPIA has made even more clear, lesbian and gay op-
pression should al.so be recognized .is a major problem..
Harassment of lesbians and gay men is a daily occurance.
We expect that the Civility Commission will now assume
their obligation to assert the rights of lesbians and gay
men.
We come from every ethnic, racial, religious, and

regional background. We share and support the struggles
of all oppressed groups. The time has come for all of us to
unite in this common cause. The hundreds of people who
turned out for the rally protesting UTOPIA have made a
good start.

Daniel E. Pentlarge
The People's Gay AUiance

Interpretation of political

cartoon prompts concern
To the Editor:

On ()ctol)er 8th. the Collegian printed both a cartoon
which misrepresented the opinions of American Jews ttn

the AVVACS issue, and a letter which argued that since
Colunihus Day is a Christian holiday, and since the majori-
ty of the UMass community is Christian, that therefore
('olumbus Day. hut not the Jewish High Holy Days, should
k' observed by the University.

Reganlless of the mi.sguidedness of the cartoon, and the
ern.neous premise of the letter (Columbus Day is not a
Christian holiday), it is troubling that the (^ilirt/mn ran
these on Yoni Kippur. a day when .Jews would' U' least
likely to !)«. able to respond. Is such lack of fair min<ledne.ss
the paper's contribution to the "Year of Civility".'""

Don Schneier

Amherst

Kdititr's tintr: Cnlumhus Ihtif ;/v;.s //(,/ mrntmnrd in thf
Irltrr tn irhifh ifnn rrl'ir. <"No disrriminnlion iulciided

"

on. Ht

The politiriil rtirtuuH riled rienrhf reprexents the nflitude
of the United Stnles Congress Imntrd the lender of the
Inrneli gorennnent.
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Hadley-Amherst open 24 hcmrs—Mon. Tam-Sat. 12pm
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10-13 Pounds
Frozen

U.S. GradeA
U.S.GradeA O^c
10 13 Pounds ftOSjFlresh Turkqrs

'IX^te €rein' Chicken Legs ^ ^ p^nd^^Kage ^sg^
BeefBottom Round Roast u^o\?S^ ^ i.79
Corned BeefBrisket "^^^^^^M. .1.09

Flresh Ground Beef i^ package ,,1^9
Bottom Round Steak '!iS^: 1.99

LandO Lakes c^^" »1.99Available in stores with a service deli Sliced fo order, just the way yoii' like it'

•f'f nX. ,

<i^i&<

V

stop& Shop Orange

tJlllCC HalfGaUon
From concentrate-carton

Stop&Shop Large

One Dozen Grade A ^' '""^-J"

Stop& Shop English

Mufiins '^iS'
' 12 ounce package of 6

Sunshine Kiispy

Crackers
Reg. or Unsalted 16 oz package

Longacre Chicken

Franks
One Pound Package

Fi'esh Tender

Carrots
One Pound Bag

jl r STOP& SHOP DAIRY COUPON B-31

Stop& Shop HalfGallon

Orange Juice
Carton, From Concentrate 1

2'^

snofnp

79
\-\ T • A »- **** "*** coupon and a 7 bO purcrvn* Good

With coupon ^oSS'"^ *'""*' ^"-'«-

STOP& SHOPDAIf^Y COUPON B-

ll
» v^..t.L/w^ciiv3iciucM 120

With coupon EH^-*'-^ S$|

If C STOP « SHOP BAKERY COUPON B-18

1^ ^^<: S^op& Shop English
I I \m Muffins %/,
ll^fc^^F 12ouncepkgof6 ig?19
With coupon ^.^^^'^'^"^^^^^^'

WWBJS cooon and! ? 50 purcl)«»« Good
Su" Octns*t OC..M981 tmKo^,

49
STOPS SHOP GROCERY COUPON

Sunshine Krispy

B-19

•* 168

ll ;
i^-vj. wi \_>i icjcjiitru iDOZpkg

With coupon ^^-'^•s.v^i^^t.':^.-,^ Jq^

STOP & SHOP MEAT COUPON

.<» Longacre Chicken

Franks
One Pound Package59

With coupon ^^-'t^'S.'/^^^^tx'c^ Jgaf

.TOP X s> 10P f^rKXjuc:E coupon b-29

Fresh Tender

Carrots
One pound bag ,^2

With coupon g3;.^'S,',',r9rc^'„^

I STOPS SHOPGROCERYCOUPON "T?^

Save 35' i
The Eggplant People

Eggplant CuUets
1 6 OZ pKg Lasagna 24 oi pkg
or Parmesan 24 oz package

WMhtM coupon Good Sun Od II SM
Oct17 I9B1 UnMontpwcuMonw

STOP A.SMOPGROCFRY COUPON B-u^

I

I
Save 50'

Large Garbage

Glad Bags
20 count package

IF*

STOPS SHOPGROCERY coupon b-hT sroPs shop'^^(^e"7co""""'

Save 30'
I Save 30'

J
_ AI.Pun.oseGr,nd | ""^^^^J!^^

I Chock fidl o' Nuts ." Co€^a MivI . Cotfee2lbcan ! p V^^^a UllX
i C 20 ounce package

J
STOP 8 SHOP FISH COUPON

I

I

I
FreshFish

Sold in our Meat Dept

s>iUKa bHUK Hi>H COUPON

Save 50
On any package of

B-eTsTOP* SHOPGROCERY COUTON ^^^^T^r^^^^^^Z'ZZpo!^^^.

\ Save30^
I Abbotfs Concentrate c
\ Clam Chowder
5 or Seafood S aince can

I

I

I

I

Save 25
6 oz pkg Butter Flavored

^ ^.. r.
, wur^ B. , 3 . STOP S SHOP rjAIRY COUPON B-

,

Save20' Save25'
I Our own stop & Shop , stop & Shop R^JI^TI^
^Potato Chips : Cheddar Cheese
^ 12 ounce bag | Sharp Vermjnt Cheddar C

I I
or Impcyier) Danish Havarli

Save 20
TOP H SHOPGROCE RY COUPON B 1

5

Save30
On one pkg of 20

- ^^B^^ ic ^SSfor^iio^®* j c*"^«^*^^«F
S ^Kool-Aid Mixes

I v«,^co^ooo-s-.««„« •^•w«„« ^ 10% ounce LquKi Soap I Unsweetened Fru.tf"^
^WBHMMMMMMWaM SWlni ^»» Ti^.l^TZl—,_ SS>X ^0=""*"«"«" "^ «*»«• ''^^ S^l^ | W.t^ m,, c«i^n Good Sun Octn ,t^«,_,^

».«,«««,«e.»W,o,too*«««,„„,,^.^
Cop,"9r«'»8ib,S«,»»«pS*«™.rtu

I

I

!c

SaveSO'
Blue or Green nnRO'^^UToSTT^

The Real Soap I c^^I^Tm^
10% ounce LquKJ Soap I Unsweetened Fruit Flavw^
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Fall fish n' game
Ciillriciiin phiiliis hi Nanri

Columbus Day weekend accompanied bv nice
weather gives people the opportunity to
discover the Massachusetts fall recreation.
Some people like Ali and Maria Shani of
Easthampton enjoy fishing on Puffer's Pond.
Others prefer to hunt for game along the

roads of New Salem.

Top of the (ampus
I^stauraqt ai\d Ipungc
E

ncH

zI
Miirruy I). I.iiuolii ('uiii[nis (LiiUr

rnivcrsilv of Mussuclitisclls ut AiiilicrsI

T.O.C. Lounge

Happy Hours 2 - 5 pm
Featuring 25c Drafts

During

General Hospital

3 - 4 pm
Entertainment featured I'lightly

Come and Enoy the Panoramic

view of the Valley!

'Valid ID and A.B.P. sticker

required to parchase alcohol

BOOKSAU
I

65-90°^
OFF
ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED
PRICES

Come pick up a stack of high-level
scientific and technical books from
leading publishers Our selection
ranges through numerous disciplines
including physics, chemistry, medicine,
mathematics, engineering, computers
and more. Your savings range
from o tremendous 65% to an
unbelievable 90%.

Located in the Campus Center

the University Store

OPEN M F 9 5

SAT 11 4
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^ ^
BRING THIS COUPON FOR OUR

''Gef-flcquainted Spedar
SHAMPOO, PRECISION CUT AND BLOW DRY

10
COMPLETE

Regularly $12.50

OFFER EXPIRES NOVEMBER 1, 1981

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH THIS COUPON

Hampshire Mair'-'-^rsT"
Hadley 10:00- 9:30

The Woman's Week
"The Woman's Week" is a weekly calendar
of local events printed every Monday. To
place your event contact the toomen's
department at the Collegian.

— The Women's Forum Against Media
Violence (WFMV) will hold a general
meeting on Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Food
for Thought bookstore on 67 North Pleasant
St. Amherst. All women are welcome.
— The Coalition for Equal Rights and

Reproductive Freedom (CERF) will meet
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in room 917 of the
Campus Center.
— The Everywoman's Center (EWC) will

CO sponsor a workshop for low-income
women with the Educational Opportunity
Center of Springfield on October 20 from 7-

9 p.m. For more information call 545-0883.
— The Southwest Women's Center will

hold an open coffee house on Wednesday
from 8:30 10:30 p.m. at the center.
— The Anti-Violence Task Force of the

Student Center for Educational Research
and Advocacy (SCERA) will meet at the
Southwest Women's Center on Wednesday
at 5:30 p.m.

Union will meet on
their office acrossin

* Assaults
Continued/ram page i

other Universities in the country. She will
revise the draft that was given to the
Chancellor last spring by members of
Students Against Sexual Harassment
(SASH), and will make sure it upholds in-
dividual rights, due process, and does not
violate the rights of academic freedom.
Although Rifkin said she cannot say for

certain what will be in it yet. it will include
a definition of sexual harassment, as well
as an informal and formal mechanism of
complaint. A sexual harassment grievance
procedure will offer the complainant real
choices because in order to have a choice,
you have to have an informal, as well as a
formal complaint process, Rifkin said.
The ombudsperson's office does not keep

actual statistics, but, Rifkin said sexual
harassment is "absolutely a very real pro-
blem, " and is probably more widespread
than is recognized. In an earlier interview,
Charles DiMare. managing attorney of

— The Lesbian

Thursday at 7 p.m
from the Collegian.

— Isis is conducting an abortion speak-
out on Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at the First
Congregational Church on the corner of
Spring and Churchill streets in Amherst.
For more information call 545 0883.
— The Women's Community Theatre will

perform Base Camp at the Hampden Center
for the Performing Arts, in Southwest. The
play will be on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday nights at 8 p.m. Admission is

$3.00. Thursday is a dress rehearsal open to
all women.
— The Women's Issues Team of SCERA

will meet on Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in room
905 of the Campus Center.
— Students Against Sexual Harrassment

(SASH) of the Women's Issues Team of
SCERA will meet Friday at 9 p.m. Contact
545-0341 for more information.
— There will be a rally in Springfield for

Battered Women's Day on Saturday, in
Court Square from noon to 3 p.m.
— Women's music is played every

Sunday (rom 9-12 p.m. on WAMH radio
89.3 F.M. For requests call 542-2288.

Legal Services, told the Collegmn that they
have been receiving an increasing number
of complaints of sexual harassment from
the campus community.
Bruce Laurie, of the Massachusetts

Society of Professors (MSP) said they are
currently reviewing the sexual harassment
grievance procedure draft, and will contact
Rifkin with their comments next week
A member of SASH, Tildy Turchinetz,

said SASH has worked closely with Rifkin
in the past, and will continue to work close-
ly with her in the future.

Rifkin said she had no doubt that there
will be a revise procedure "with legal in-
tegrity" by next semester.

"I'll do all that I can do to make sure this
happens by then." she said.
DiMare also said previously that if there

IS no procedure adopted by next semester
he "will look into the possibility of taking
legal action at that point in time." It is re-
quired by law that a federally assisted
educational institution have a sexual
harassment grievance procedure, he said.
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Arts
Coming Attractions

Stephen Murphy

Scary monsters/super creeps: Hollywood is once again
turning its profit -motivated attention towards the realm of
escapism. Besides beginning production on Superman 3
(this time without the Lois Lane Margot Kidder character— the film execs claim to have developed that aspect of the
storyline as far as it will go - remember. Superman did
sleep with Lois in the sequel) plans have begun to film the
exploits of two other comic book superheroes. The Batman
and the SUver Surfer wiU be brought to the big screen
both with big budgets. The SUver Surfer is a far out
Marvel Comics character who soars throughout the
universe on a surfboard. Sounds pretty wild.

He's lost in space: Ha'rrison Ford, who seems born to
play roles in such escapist films as Raiders of the Lost Ark
and the Star Wars saga, is starring in a futuristic science
fiction thriller entitled Blade Runner. The film, directed by
Ridley {Alien) Scott, is based on PhiUip K. Dick's novel Do
Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? Ford plays a private
detective hired to hunt down "replicants" — genetically
altered, artificially spawned human beings created to be
outer space mercenaries. One of these synthetic thugs is

played by Dutch actor Rutger Hauer, the cold blooded
assassin from Nighthawks. Talk about sounding pretty
wild.

But why a duck?
PAINTINGS FROM THE "LIGHT DUCK OPERA"
Hampden Gallery, Southwest Residential College
Oct. 6 - Oct. 22, Mon. - Fri. (4-8p.m.), Sun. (2-5p.m.)

By DENISE WEAVER
Collegian Correspondent

Hiding in the bowels of Southwest is an intriguing show
and preview of a performance coming to campus during
the week of March 7th - 14th. In "Paintings from the
'Light Duck Opera'," the artist, Orald Horn, who shows
regularly at the O.K. Harris Gallery, New York City,

It's like a dream
ATLANTIC CITY

By TOM FAISON

Louis Malle's Atlantic City is not really a new film but
It s an excellent one. As a work of art/it illustrates the
highest level that film can ever hope to achieve as an ar-
tistic medium; in other words, it takes you so deep into the
story that you can smell the ocean, feel the lx)ardwalk
under your feet and understand the characters as well as
you understand your friends, your relatives and yourself
This IS the very best that any film can hope to' be Fine

literature can take you to a place and let your imagination
feel everything in it. But no book, no matter how finely
detailed, can make you experience the feeling you get
when you see The Mayflower Hotel, an immense
monolithic structure, presiding over the mighty Atlantic
Ocean one minute, and disappearing into a cloud of cordite
the next. No book can create the mood set by such fleshed
out characters, becoming suddenly wealthy as the city
around them transforms itself from a shabby beach resort
to a curious alternative to Las Vegas.
Where wealthy people once lounged in the lobbies of

world class hotels, pensioneers now drop their security
checks into slot machines in search of that ma^cal cherry,
orange or bell. Where children once innocently bought
candy apples, peanut brittle, and salt water taffy, the
playful rich go on weekend junkets where they drop a few
thousand at the tables, enjoy a good meal and take in
Frankie and Dean at The Resorts International.

seeks answers to the problems of living in contemporary
mechanistic society.

The image is the duck - the medium, paintings and
prints (color xeroxed, photocopied and dittoed). The pain-
tings, which Horn refers to as "the prelude" to the prints,
present without comment, the ducks or decoys, leaving
their true nature for the viewer to decide. They are por-
traits of ducks or decoys with little or no background
which confront the viewer. On closer inspection, simple
movement or shift in perspective appears as a doubling of
the heads, wings, or of the ducks themselves.
But why a durkf Horn's prints begin to unlock the

mystery. The prints, which Horn refers to as "the second,
third and fourth generations," began "on a Ditto machine
found abandoned in Gloucester, Mass.." Horn said. The
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This wonderful film, oddly enough, was spon.sored by
Canadian money, directed by a Frenchman and filnunl in.
around and throughout a legendary resort. It has l)een the
recipient of many coveted awards at various film festivals
throughout the world.
The plot, beautifully conceived by playwright John

Guare. is expertly realized by a fine cast who make their
live main characters as real as the day. while always main-
taining the lyrical quality of a dream.
At the center of the story is Burt Lancaster as Jake: a

one time gangster wh(. makes a living by running a little
numl)ers racket and by taking care of (jracie (played by
superb stage actress Kate Reid), the neurotic widow of his
ex-boss. Jake's neighbor and si^xual object of desire is
Dons (Su.san Sarandon). a waitress at a clam bar. who
yearns for the day that she will l)ecome a croupier and deal
at all the fine tables of Vegas. Rio. the Riviera and Monte
Carlo. The catalyst that forces this unlikely pair together
IS Doris' ex-husband Danny (Robert Joy) who has come to
Atlantic City from nearby Philadelphia with her pregnant
sister (Hollis Maclaren), and a pound of cocaine in tow.
Through a series of coincidences and a sudden death, the

pair are thrown together in a May - December romance
with nothing between them but thirty years, a pile of
money and a pair of killers.

Atlantic City is more than an excuse to get out of the
house and spend a few dollars and hours in front of the big
screen. It's mandatory for anyone who appreciates film as
art. or anything else that resembles a joyful and touching
human experience. If you have a brain, a heart and a few
dollars, get out of the dorm, get on the bus and go.
Atlantic City is currently playing in Northampton's

Academy ofMusic.

original drawings were executed on ditto-masters and
then run off. thus the first generation. The copies were
then altered, xeroxed or photocopied, and thus the second
generation. Horn gave birth to the third generation by
"shooting a 12-gauge shotgun through the paper with
number eight shot." said Horn. Horn hopes to reproduce
the various generations in book form.
But why all this bother about ducks? Well, the prints are

also studies for the "Light Duck Opera" which began one
year ago in the Artist Space. New York City, and has con-
tinued as a corrobative effort between Gerald Horn and
light-sculptor, Susan Dallas-Swann. The opera pre.sents
life to the audience. "There is always this confusion in
opera.. .in life.. .what seems to be real is not real," Horn
^^'*^- Continued on page 15

-^^ md^^oT .<-*-

WHAT IS THE T.O.C.?

It s the Top of the Campus Restaurant on the 11th floor of the Campus Center
Everybody s heard the initials - but how many of you know what it is? We've just
redecorated and added new items to our scrumptious Lunch and Dinner Menusand we ve still got a spectacular view of the Valley and reasonable prices
50, It you enjoy good food and a nice atmosphere, you'll love the Top of the Cam-
pus Restaurant. Why don't you call us today at 549-6000 ext. 639 for Reserva-
tions.

Validated Parking in the Campus Center Gari

||4l4M4444-{4^4-l+^l-ul41•vHHrrlH^nvn^;nuMVMr^1>)1>1n)nHr,1i

GEOLOGISTS
AMOCO PRODUCTION COMPANyJ
one of the Leading Oil and Gas
Producers in the U. S., seeks
innovative and aggressive
GEOLOGISTS to expand Its

current level of activity.

AMOCO will be recruiting

hereon October 19-21 •

See your DEPARTMENT
Office to schedule an
Interview.

Positions available for
M.S. and Ph.D. candidates
in GEOLOGY for

.EXPLORATION located

i^moco) '" ^^^ New Orleans

"^ Regional Office.

4 f i ' t^ ^W\V^<<^-'''Ui<iVl]\Uii

We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer

Male/Female

BB

CAtf.%*^

Oct. 6

thru

Oct. 17

,t? STAYFREE
^ MAXI-PADS o

30 pad count —
Reg - Super - Deod.

$2.75
Reg. 3.72

NIVEA
LOTION

10 oz.

B & H WETTING!
SOLUTION

2fl oz

$1.90
Reg. 2.72

REACH
TOOTHBRUSH

flj Reg Soft & Med
Plus Soft & Med

$1.43
Reg. 2.09

^
'I W li I

'I I !</) ii

80c
Reg. 1.24

LISTERINE
18 oz.

$1.63
Reg. 2.30

Open M-F 9-5

sat 11-4

the
in the Campus Center, Untvershy of Mass.

University Store
HH
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TECH HIFI'S
COLUMBUS

SAIL.

Tuesday, October 13, 1981

thru
This is a good week to sail on in to Tech

Hifi. Because you'll get low sale prices on
top-quality stereo and video for your
honne, car, or travels.

It's Tech Hifi's annual
Columbus Sale. Which means
big savings on a whole
new world of high
fidelity for your ears
and eyes. And smooth
sailing for your budget!

Here are just a few examples of the
savings in store for you, Tuesday through

Saturday, during Tech Hifi's Columbus
Sale. Remember, the savings
shown are off Tech Hifi's already

low discount prices! And there
are hundreds more
unadvertised specials
in all 73 stores.

Cassette decks
on sale.

$139 Save $40! PHOfNieER
Pioneer CT-4 cassette deck has
improved Dolby C* noise reduction
and soft-touch controls

Equally big savings on all Sony.
Pioneer, Technics, Onkyo, JVC. Teac!
Hitachi, and Vector Research cassette
decks in stock'

Loudspeakers
on sale.

$149 each Save $100/ pair! KLH ^
KLH 1 50 3-way loudspeakers use advanced polypropylene
cones for sound with unbelievable clarity and depth 10"
woofer, 5" midrange, 1" dome tweeter

Advent, Ohm. JBL. Infinity, and EPI speakers are also
bargain-priced all week!

f
it

'K-'fl-^ f^ ^ mm»

'ttlllU i

mr
r-

Receivers on sale.
$219 Save $50! Technics
Technics 30 watts/channel receiver,
new 1982 model, digital tuning
00 04% THD

Get low Columbus Sale prices
on receivers from Pioneer, Sony. JVC,
Kenwood, Onkyo. Hitachi, and Vector
Research, too!

Stiiiiton

HITACHI Systems on sale.

Pbrtables on sale.
$169 Save $30! PANASONIC.
The Panasonic RX-5030 AM/FM
portable stereo cassette recorder
gives full, rich sound anywhere you
want.

Get Columbus Sale prices
through Saturday on portables from
Aiwa, Sony, Crown of Japan, JVC,
and more!

Turntables on sale.

$129 Save $20! SONY
Sony PS-LX2 direct-drive turntable
delivers exceptionally smooth per-
formance Has automatic shutoff , low-
mass straight arm, front controls, and
more

Low Columbus Sale prices on
Technics, Dual. JVC, Hitachi, and
Onkyo turntables, too!

r;
Boston, Brookline

^®®® Save $120!
Enjoy big, high fidelity sound, even in the tiniest ships cabin'
Our S899 Columbus Sale system has top-rated Aiwa mini-
components: the SA-C50U preamplifier, SA-P50U power
amplifier (with 50 watts per channel at 0.02% THD) and the
ST-R50U digital tuner The Aiwa components power a pair of
amazing Ohm M high-output mini speakers The turntable is
a deluxe Hitachi HT-20S, with belt-drive, automatic shutoff
a straight arm. and a professional-quality Stanton 500EE
cartridge.

^*®® Save $51

!

Nikko NR-500 receiver, 35 watts/channel @ 0.05% THD
JBL R-82 high-performance speakers, 8" woofers
JVC LA-21 belt-drive, auto-shutoff turntable
Audio-Technica AT-100E cartridge

^^^9 Save $69!
Technics SA-103 receiver 20 watts/channel @ 04% THD
Philips 2930 computer-vented speakers, 8" woofers
B*I*C 20Z belt-drive, multiple-play turntable
Shure cartridge

Personal
stereo
on sale.

$79 Save $10!

Sony SRF-40 Walkman"
delivers great, big FM
sound through tiny,

lightweight stereo
headphones Fits in

your pocket for concert
hall sound wherever
you go.

SONY
Burlington, Cambndge, Dedham, Framingham, Hanover, Hyann

Video on sale.
(at selected Tech Hifi stores shown with
asterisks below).

$1600 Save $148!

IS,

Magnavox 8372 portable video re-
corder records up to 6 hours, has 1

4-

day programmable timer. It's priced
at a low $999 Magnavox 8245 color
video camera is lightweight, has
power zoom and electronic view-
finder It's a great buy at onlv $749
Buy a complete portable video setup
with the Magnavox 8372 portable
video recorder and Magnavox 8245
color video camera together Save an
additional $148! (limited quantities).

Save on life-size tv's, video disc
video games, tape, and movies from
Sony, Pioneer, JVC, Panasonic,
Hitachi. Atari, and more!

Some quantities are limited Please be
early (or best selection No dealers Power
ratings into 8 ohms, 20-20kHz. Not re-
sponsible for typographical errors

tech hifi
Uuality components at the right price

and Worcester.

VIS^^M a. .., ^^ East Pleasant Street, Amherst 253-3100
Marshall s Plaza, Boston Rd. & Parker St., Springfield 782-5544

stores also throughout Massachusetts. Rhode Island. New Hampshire Vermont Connprtiri.t .New York. New Jersey. Michigan. Ohio and NTrthCarS ^°""^^*'^"^t ^ 1
1
n
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DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE by M. Joyce
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffc

IWI Lm «(•<•• TiBW. K)*4lral.

ACROSS 54 Former British cur- 2S gratia
1 Falsehood rency, for ehort 26 Eddies cousin
7 Judge 57 Yawning 28 Core i""^

13 Not promoters 60 Casslnl of fashion 29 K^r^, :,,„

15 Internationa' 61 Carmine 30 Humoi..'>tOg%':ii
agreement 62 'Let ring

'

31 Calculates
16 Ennui 64 Peer's sphere 32 Kind of point
17 Actors goal 66 Searches 33 Austen novel
18 'On a wing 67 Small spaces 37 Kiln

prayer' 68 Vestments 38 Tennis term
19 Small valley 69 Equipment for 40 Fr titles
21 Canadian displays 41 Seaport SW of

peninsula Glasgow
22 Girls DOWN 44 Peat
23 Type prefix 1 Plot 47 Countermand
24 Reagan. eg 2 Have 49 Name meaning
25 Name meaning to pick "peaceful one'

little dear one 3 Fragrant 50 Digit
27 Author Hunter ointments 52 Marsh plant
31 Potentate 4 On the blue 54 Tureen adjunct
34 SunYat 5 Certain cent 55 Prosit
35 Prescription word 6 Cattleman 56 Greek communes
36 Game pieces 7 Hill habitant 57 Matters of busi
39 Realms 8 Put on ness Abbf
42 Monastic title 9 Poncho 58 Cave. toCiardi
43 US miht unit 10 Odds partner 59 Drome or space
45 Talkative bird 11 Organ ad|uncf starter
46 Fish Of board 12 Dotted Her &) Brit honors

beginning 14 Hours or potatoes 61 Neighbors of
48 Slocking 15 Vane letters Virgos
b\ S:jperlative suffix 20 Sediment 63 Certain vowels
53 Goddess of 23 Mountain mere 65 New Zealand

discord 24 Gamblers mecca parrot

ROD BONES
by Gregg Canavan
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WMUA
6 a.m. -10 a.m.

Wake-up to the R&R & R&B Sounds
Kevin Smith

10 a.m. -2 p.m.
Black Contemporary Music

Peter Woolridge

2 p.m. -5:30 p.m.

Reggae Music
Scotty Dread Show

5:30 p.m. -6 p.m.

Newswatch

6 p.m. -7 p.m.

UMass Hotline

Bill Stepchew &
Paula Theodosopoulas

7 p.m.-10 p.m.

Live from Studio B
Live band in the studio

10 p.m. -2 a.m.
Black Contemporary Music

BMCP Brother E

2 a.m. -6 a.m.

Music for Overnighters
Theresa-BMCP

WEATHER

Sunny today, high 55 to 60.

Clear tonight. Low in the

mid 30s to mid 40s. Tomor-
row sunny, high in the 60s.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Brn'ii' Bii |i I I Mil 'RiA

EL:
TlAlD;

D.C. MENU

* Duck
Continuedfrom page IS

The duck hides between decoys. The viewers must
decide what is real and what isn't. The prints move along
as the copies, of copies, of copies, are altered by the
machine. Horn sees reality, contemporary society, as
bureaucratic and mechanical. AH the materials for the
prints are office supplies, readily available in the every-

day, bureaucratic world. "I'm trying to find a choice, a
control, a .synthesis l)etween the organic and the
mechanical in society," said Horn.
Confused? Mystified? Incredulous? The "Light Duck

Opera," coming this .spring, promises some explanation
and probing questions.

LUNCH
Cheeseburger, Sausage Links/Corn Fritters,

Maple Syrup
BASICS LUNCH

Oatburgers, Corn Fritters/Maple Syrup
DINNER

Roast Turkey/Dressing, Gravy, Cranberry Sauce, Grilled

Frankfurts/Rolls

BASICS DINNER
Garden Medley Casserole, Roast Turkey/Dressing, Gravy,

Cranberry Sauce

®

FRYE
AREAS LARGEST

SELECTION
FOR

MEN & WOMEN
AT

Heartfelt
Leather

^'y.^r
^,«*»9***** y

3560

103N PLKASANTS1
AMHKRST 253-5135

7972

Wurzburger

German Deer Nite

Qt

Wurzburger Sl.OO bottle

Free Hots, T-Shirts, Mugs
Plus ORAND PRIZE

^ 07 N. Pleosont St.. Amherst )

Need Cash?
still

Buying

Highest

Prices ^^
Class Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry

Coins and Stan^ps

See Me When You Sell

Ic^NVVV^

25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst 256-0710

Men.—Sat. 10-6

er>iio-«oC' prifA^ ore oWO .n«it»n'»f'l .ytvisL ao»i .><r-»V A-oiT
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t Technical Pen Day oct. l

? one day only
13

4>SMEDTLER

FREE

FREE

Demonstration on the use and
care of Technical Pens

Technical Pen Care Book

PPPP Technical Pen Cleaning

CD C C Point Cleaning

FREE
1 pen (size 00-6)

with purchase

of any Mars Pen
(size 5x0-6)

Drawing
for Stadtler Mars

7 pen set

no purchase necessary
Drawing Oct. 13, 1981

^H
Name.

! Addres

Phone

;s
i

1
Deposit at Art Counter: |

one coupon per customer j

I

Drawing Coupon

Located in the Campus Center, Uni» of Mass

*optNt '^^Unlversity
Store

M-F 9-5 Ti-

Sat 11-4 ^

J^

i±.'t^±_'t^±'t^±,'t^^Jt^Jt^^Jt'^^Jt'^^±^ ^^^^^^^j

I

I

Hgjt) Of visit the r^crurung oH ice

/ oncampus
JATTON-iUttDtRS NEEDED
M ov«f the world, developing

countriee mmi pm^ who cen

vvork imiepeiHleiitly end untei-

^thW -- INhichi C<ei|»i volimtem.
Whether it't tee«hiii«, hetrth

cere, efrlciitiwre, |N»iifM«lf. vf^

SSXHence! You'lt l^ne^
iSSSi youreelf N«i» forpi -

[JUL rti»M: Seeks r^cm^^

«* * ' ^me *^

Peace Corp. and VISTA Volunteers

Schedule an interview for Oct. 21, 1:30 -

5:00, at Career Placement, Hampshire
House.

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE
LONDON CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY

COURSES — British and European
studies are offered m literature,

history, art history, drama, music.
sociology, education, psychology,
communications, and politics

Special program offered in Drama
Internships availabte to qualified
students in International Busineas,
the Social Services, and
Communications.

Visits to the theatre, museums,
galleries, schools, social and
political institutions are an
integral part of the curriculum

For furttier information wrfte:

International Programs - SP
Ithaca College
Ithaca. New Yorit 14850

Hair color special!

Look great in our cut

& style. Add Henna for

highlights. Only $8 more.

R0GIS hairstyustS
Offer good from

Octobar 13th to October 20th

f

j i m"
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3
r^H ^ M ^ .

'^^ Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day
'

e^h in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

AHR'S - TA'S • GRAD STUDENTS

Campus work 15 hours per week $5.00
per hour, send name, tele no, address to-

Unaitis, 206 High, Greenfield MA
AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Triumph Spitfire excellent condition.
The little brat has a new engine, battery,

starter, tires. . .an AM FM 8 track stereo - if

you can install it right it's yours. . .and it

also has new windshield wipers, they are
very vogue this year. Asking $3,500.00 so I

can buy my new "Rolls Royce" for
Christmas to "Betsy from Santa". Call

545-3500. Thank you for listening.

Surplus Jeeps, Cars, Trucks Car inv.

value $2143 sold for $100. For information
on purchasing similar bargains call

602-941-8014 ext. 6501 phone call refun-
dable

73 Audi 100GL auto., rebuilt engine $800
call John at 253-3894 __^
1974 Toyota Celica excellent conditions,
$3000 or best offer call Al or Rad 253-3009

1966 Valiant good running order. $600.00
586-0317

69 Bug good cond. 500 or BO 253-3365

1975 Vega Wagon good condition panel
epress 256-6432 call after 6 PM
73 Audi 100LS or 74 Datsun B210 both
run well $500 for choice call 253-7397 or
1 -369 4478

72 Toyota Corona runs great 35 mpg 500
firm call Paul 665-4313

73 Pontiac Catalina good condition, radial

tires, am/fm radio $700 253-2808

1974 Volvo StatiorTWagon
(new motor) $2500.

(Isn't it about time you owned a Volvo?)
Call Lisa 253 2058. Most likely to be reach-
ed before 9 am or after 7 pm
1969 Javelin 6-cylinder, automatic, regular
gas, dependable, runs excellent. $550
2537967

69 Corola 500 323^6576even

FOR SALE

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best
offer 549-5669

Ibanez Mandolin in "A" style with "f"
holes $125. Joe 253-7845

Double size mattress and box spring
yv/frame, like new, $100-. GE B&W TV, 19
in., excellent con., $75. prices negotiable
527-5370 eves.

Refrigerator for sale. 5 cubic ft. like new
$95. Phil 549-5979

One-way plane ticket to San Francisco
Oct 18 call Kevin 253-5022 or Deb (617)
359-6168

Fender F65 acoustic guitar abalone inlaid
collector's item $250, Yamaha guitar amp,
50 watts w/distortion, reverb plus extras
$150, Technics integrated amp 35w 1 '/2

year old $90 or BO 584-2679

Designer coat ladies size 8-10 never worn.
Tags are still on it. Black wool w/red satin
lining. Long. Call 546-6195

Clothes, Mens-suits-shirts-jackets-hats-
flannel pajamas-jeans-alarm clocks-
sweaters-beds-blankets-bedspreads-prices
reasonable. Applicances small call 863-9032

leave message

Campus reps needed for easy to sell pro-
duct, must be aggressive, good commis-
sion. Call 773-8763 leave name and number

INSTRUCTION

For tutoring in Math, Chemistry or
Physics by Ph.D. Call 584-5763 between 6
and 10 PM

LOST

FOUND

BAND FOR HIRE

PARADOX is ready for hire. Bentar,
Pretenders, Who, Beatles, etc. Check
itout! Call Ted 549-6884 or Steve 665-7754

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Televisions, Tape
Decks, Stereos & Car Stereos. Sound in
Motion 266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst
Behind Silverscape Designs, 253-9341

EMTS
Next meeting of the Five College chapter
of EMT's is Tuesday 10/13 at 7 PM in Cam-
pus Center 904-908 program is hypothermia

Did you lose your puppy? We found an 8
month old black spaniel and want to find its

owner. Please call Holly or Jenny any time
at 546-9210 keep trying!

Found female shepard about 1 yr old
friendly but afraid please call 546-5963 or
546-4427

Found calculator 10-6-81 CC 9th floor call

Ed 549-6248

Found many records they were in a little

green table call 6-4230

HELP WANTED '.

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500 - $1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52 MA 1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

The People's Gay Alliance pays 3.50 an
hour to their work study office manager.
Flexible schedule, good working condi-
tions. Stop by 413B SUB 5-0154 deadline
Oct 22, 1981

Registered AHAUS Hockey Referees
wanted for Amherst area youth & senior

hockey (fees). Also, individuals interested

in learning and registering, contact Bud Fay
@ 5-2208 or 549-0382

Wanted: Students who commute to

Worcester daily or on weekends to serve as
courier. Will pay gas plus. Call 586-8355

Lost Keys, large ring with large brass clip.

REWARD Julie 256-6658

Lost: Tan clutch bag CCA 10-2-81 keys and
vital ID Reward no questions asked contact
Susan 549-3677

Calculus Textbook sometime Tuesday
10/6 Please call 253-2785 anytime Thanx!

$ REWARD blue frame pack and bag lost
on 116 near Hampshire College. Content
has sentimental value and years of use. No
questions for return. 546-6689 or 546-1262

MASSAGE THERAPY

Strictly theraputic soothing Swedish
massage Ellen O'Rourke MsT 256-8320

MOTORCYCLES

Honda CB 175, '73 runs great, must sell

$395 or BO 546-4942

$250 PER MONTH
New company seeks personnel on cam-
pus $1500 per month and car potential next
summer tele 1 773-3175

Village 2 bdrm 355/mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665-7544 keep
trying can leave message at 549-6526
Michael

Housemate wanted male or female pro-
gressive mature person $142 plus call
323-5784 AM or after 10 PM Cliff/ Nancy
Responsible roommate to share 2 bdrm
Southwoodapt$155 + uti Andy 253 5960
Room available Brittany Manor call
253-7596

SERVICES

Free-lance Typing writing help, small of-

fice organizing. Faculty and student work
welcome. Top skills, reasonable rates.

Amherst 549-0518 8 am to 9 pm
Improve your grades! Research
catalog--306 pages -10,278 topics- Rush
$1 .00 Box 25097C Los Angeles, 90025 (213)

477-8226

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Free-lance TYPING and resume writing.

Top skills, reasonable rates. Amherst
549-0518

TYPING - 4 cents a line some overbite scr-

vice call at 549-4595

Thesis & Report Writers! Graphics for

covers, charts, maps. Sketches give all that

hard work a very professional look.

Reasonable rates. Evenings 549-4463

THE HENSEN TWINS

PERSONALS

Full Gospel Bible Study Tues Oct 13 CC
805-809 8-10 PM
LAR ILY GMT I miss you come to UMass
143163!

The Amherst Hockey Assn. is eager to
find individuals for coaching and instruc-
ting Youth Hockey players (ages 5 to 16) in

Amherst. Programs include instructional,
developmental, and inter-city competition.
These kids NEED you! Call eves 253-9319 or
549-0382

What are ya dicken me mazoo? Come
home from Southwest love, 202-4-6-7

Jim-Happy Birthday! We make
beautiful music together. How about a
backrub?---Frankie and the Gang Fan

RONNIE

Happy Birthday - 21 - to two of the most
non-twin-looking people I know!! You guys
are the best. Love always, Tracy

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel

584 2832

WANTED

Happy Birthday Baby Love U, David

ROOMMATE WANTED
Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
Pm 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Person to share a townhouse in Squire

Wanted immediately! Workstudy person
for Collegian Tuesday morning and Thurs-
day morning, other hours available. See
Maureen 8:30 - 3:30

Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday-Saturday 10a.m. 6 p.m. Licensed
by the Town of Amherst member of
Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

I need an apartment to rent in January
along bus route is preferred. Please call

weekdays 546-6660 keep trying

Hampshire Ethical
Hypnosis Center

Milton H. Askinoss A.A.E.H.
l^any ot mjr clients are doctor referrals

'. Nfi'i^hV^°""°'
* ':"P'o»e study . Stop smoking

. \irn,^l]l^ <?.""« • Self confidence

nn^o^^ . * ''»'«''a'ion • Sexual problems

Overcome Agoraphobia
and othof fears .mxieties, and phobias

Call or wr.-'e >,>' trpp tirorhare
Special Fees. • Coi.oge Students S Senior Citizens

Lecture demonstrations
i/in , •lL'"^'*

S"''*"0. Rie 9. Hadley, Mass
3/10 mile Hamp Vlall (Next to Rocky s Hardware)

5fl<-19i?.ByAppt.0pi; °'

Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid
Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

li
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Career Trends
For The 80's

What jobs are expected to grow
at a faster than average rate?

What personal qualities are like-
ly to be a key to success in
managing a career or changing
careers?

Answers to these and other
questions will be the focus of a
Free Seminar on Oct. 15th from
7 to 9 pm in room 904 of the
Campus Center.

Co-sponsored by the Division of
Continuing Education and
Counselling & Career Develop-
ment Services at U-Mass.

,
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GYMNASTICS EXHIBITION TONIGHT -
The UMass men's gymnastic team will host a
West German team in an exhibition match tonight
at 7 p.m. in the Boyden gym. A reception will
follow. Pictured above is sophomore Neil Connol-
ly on the steel rings in a match last season.

Netwomen take 2nd
in state tourney

WELLESLEY, Ma. - At Wellesley CoUege this
weekend, first singles Barbara Mills and the doubles team

t [f^^^^^
Tarbell and Sally Fryberger led the University

of Massaohusetts women's tennis team to its best showing
ever in the Massachusetts Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women's (MAIAW) state tournament.
UMass came in second out of eight teams. Harvard

placed first with six nationally ranked players on its team.
The other teams in the division were Smith. Boston

College. Northeastern. Wellesley. Springfield and Mount
Holyoke. Boston College came in third.

Senior Barbara Mills reached the finals of the first
singles tournament by beating Karen Stedman of Mount
Holyoke 6-1, 6-0. and Jennifer Hodges of Springfield the
second seed, in the semi-finals. 4-6. 6-1, 6-3. She lo^t to
first seed Elizabeth Evans of Harvard 6-1, 7-6.

The last minute team of Tarbell and Fryberger did
better than expected, beating the number four seeded
team from WeUesley in the first round 6-1. 6-4. and the
team of Ingrassia and Viti from BC 6-1. 7-5 in the quarter-
finals. They lost in the semi-finals to the first seeded team
of Schulman and Pe from Harvard. 6-3. 6-0.

"It shows how much work the people who played have
put into it this year, that without national rankings or
extra coaching all their lives we were pretty darned close

"

said Coach John Beal.

In the second singles tournament Elizabeth Sullivan of
UMass was seeded first, and the team of Helen Najarian
and Wendy Scheerer were seeded second in the doubles.

SulUvan beat BC's Nanette Hanson in the first round and
lost to Harvard's Tracy Kunichika in the semi-finals.

Najarian and Scheerer lost a tough match to BC. but
were able to gain another team point for UMass by beating
Northeastern in the consolation tournament.

COLT HREARMS
DIVISION PUTS
HISTORY IN

YOUR HANDS
The world famous Colt revolver played an
instrumental role in the winning of the West and
helped mold the outcome of history on the
battlefields of Shiloh and Bull Run
Join our Professional Development Program and
you |om a legend in the engineering of firearms
tor law enforcement agencies, the military and
sportsmen Colt is currently recruiting recent
college graduates, with a Bachelors degree in
Mechanical Engineering to gam broad experi
ence in the manufacturing industry while earninB
an excellent starting salary

You will immediately become a contributingmember of our team (not a trainee) in a 3 yeaT
program that provides invaluable knowledge in at
least 2 functional areas such as engineennc
finance and/or manufacturing

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Tuesday, October 20th

^_/i'*^ °* °"' histofy For more information
contact your career planning placement center or
send your resume to Colt Industries, Firearms
Division. Personnel, Bex 1868, Hartford, CT 06102An •[Qual Opportunity Employer M/f

Colt
Firearms Division

Colt Industries

AdvisoRy Commjttee Presents
UMass Own

DATTLE OEJ-HE DANDS
/jnooLKrTimi.

^^^ "^IRST PRIZE*
4> A// interested ^^>^ /yv^|^̂ ^ q» -| f\f\ f\g\ *

J Loca/ Bands contact: |F^V4^^ L
^ --'-'tl-vWJ J

t UPC Advisory Comm/ttee 1 Y-4tl W^ ft J

t 5-2892 Mon-Fri

Cope Cod
Week-End
Workshop
for Women

In Amherst:
264 N. Pleasant St
(413)253 5108/5283

For Information About
Other Centers In More Than
90 Major U.S. Cities & Abroad

Outside N.Y. State

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-223-1782

October
22-25

Gestolt therapy
Dioenergetics

Meditotion with
Norma Fish M.Ed

coll

250-7006
549-0565

n- Coining Soon
t in The Blue Wail:

i\0'\^6^ $2.50 oil you con;

V* dflnli 6:00 - 1 <:00 PM

HA. n oisje

^if^ir^irir^ir^irlt^inr^'k'k'kiriHr

Arlzono Moid
Southern Rock n'Roll

Alt bor drinks & bottltd b**r 1 1.

Tuesday, Octolier 13, 19X1

• Football
cimtinucd fritm page '^o

"We weren't able to take advantage of
the situation," explained Pickett aj
Massachusetts gave up the ball on
McGrath's third interception of the game
three plays later.

The Massachusetts scores came in the
third and fourth quarters as Demo
Drougas, a freshman fullback from Peabody
made two trips into the end zone from
seven and one yards out.

The first came with 6:11 left in the third
quarter when UMass got into Delaware
territory for only the second time in the
game. The drive started when McGrath (90

* Stickers

yards rushing on the game) ran 44 yards to
the Delaware 31. Short runs by UM
fullback Tom Murray. McGrath and
Pearson brought the ball to the Delaware
seven-yard line.

Drougas broke left on the next play and
into the end zone. Herb Newland's kick
made it 31-7.

With a little under 12 minutes left in the
fourth quarter, Drougas ran for a second
TD. The scoring drive started when UM's
Pete Spadafora intercepted a Scully pass in
the Minuteman end zone.

Delaware scored three minutes later to
make the 38 15 final.

rontin ued from fnigt' 20

Now at 7-0-1. the Minutewomen travel to
Boston for a meeting with Northeastern
University today at 2:00 p.m.

"Northeastern is kind of scrappy." said
Hixon. 'They're better than Bridgewater.
and we'll be playing on astroturf. We'll be

this
doing some things to get ready for
weekend. It should be a good game."

After Northeastern, UMass wiU go to
New Jersey this weekend to play
nationally-ranked Old Dominion University
and Rutgers University.

Spikers 2-2 at CConn
The University of Massachusetts

women's volleyball team went 2-2 at the
Southern Connecticut State College
Tournament last weekend. The
Minutewomen defeated the University of
Bridgeport and the University of Con

necticut, while losing to Providence College
and Southern.

UMass will host the University of New
Haven and Central Connecticut State
CoUege tomorrow night at NOPE gym
beginning at 7:00 p.m.

ATTENTION!
100%

^ FREE TUITION $

JOIIM THE MASSACHUSETTS
„ NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
k 100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
S FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

s

s

s

!>

10th Annual Bush Bash

SUGARBUSH
SKI a PARTYWEEK

JAN 24-29

LIFT TICKETS - LODGING
FREE BEER AND WINE PARTIES
TURTLE RACES - BEER SLALOM

LAGNAF '82

BU edges hooters,

UM play improves

.Collegian 19

BOSTON — Despite what was probably
the best performance by the University of
Massachusetts men's varsity soccer team so
far this year, the Minutemen fell to the
Terriers of Boston University 2-1, on
Saturday.

A combination of factors led to the
defeat, but a defensive mistake gave BU
the opportunity for the winning goal,

UMass had a free kick at midfield, but the
short pass was intercepted by BU's Steve
Geraghty, who booted the ball down the
field to teammate and fellow Englishman.
Gregg Davies who had started down on a
breakaway.

Davies outran UMass fullbacks Steve
Lucas and Scott Elliott and put the ball by
goalie Brett Olsher to score at the 79
minute mark of the game.

"Inexperience and a mental mistake
really hurt us on that goal," said UMass
coach Russ Kidd. "The bail should have
been booted away."

UMass scored the first goal of the game
in the first half at the 34 minute mark.
Forward Nick Marciano on a breakaway
took a pass from teammate Mike Gibbons,
and shot the ball by the BU goalie. The
score remained 1-0, UM at halftime.

For about 10 minutes early in the second
half, Boston University played strong.

aggressive soccer and controlled the tempo.
During this period, seven minutes into the
half, BU scored a goal to tie the game at
one. Steve Pickett tallied the goal, with
Geraghty getting his second assist.

UMass had its opportunities to score, one
early in the game when Mike Rudd had the
ball six yards in front of the goal, but
knocked it over the crossbar. About 30
seconds prior to Davies' winning shot for
BU, freshman Marciano had his third
breakaway of the game, but his shot was
right at the goalie.

"I felt the team (UMass) played an ex-
cellent game," said Kidd. "It was our first

time playing on astroturf. so BU had the
advanUge there. We'll keep on fighting and
scrapping away."

Kidd was especially pleased with tlie

performances of forwards Gibbons and
Marciano. along with halfback Kevin Flynn.
who played the full ninety minutes, fullbacli
Len Margolis. and goalie Brett Olsher, who
did a great job in the net, according: to
Kidd.

The Minutemen take oo Providence
College this afternoon on the Boyden fields
at 3:00 p.m. and host top ranked Rhode
Island on Friday.

- SUE BRIDGMAN

k^w-

'^t «:#

You have something to

share with the people of the
rural South and Appalachia— yourself. Find out how
you can help, as a Catholic
Brother, Sister, or Priest.

Your request will be treated
confidentially.
~^

I'd like information about
opportunities with the
Glenmary Missioners and
the free poster.

I'd like a Uee copy of the
poster only.

Glenmary Missioners
Room #52 Box 46404
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246

Name _^
Address
City state.
Zip .Age_

WOMEN: Glenmary Sisters. Box 39188, Cincinnati 45239

HEAD FOR THE MOUNTAINS

UMASS SKI CLU

MEMBERSHIP
INCLUDES FEE $10

430A STUDENT UNION
545-3437

Sign-up Tablas
FIRST 1 00 PEOPLE TO \a i. i.- 777. Z

SIGN-UP ARE ELIGIBLE FOR A F;:'tr°c f!\" V^''^I Franklin D.C. Oct 14 4pm-7pin

FREE TR I P I
Worchester DC. Oct 14 4pm>7pm

1 Hampshire D.C. Oct 15 4pm-7ptn

ovk9P

TRANSPORTATION

REFRESHMENTS

UFT tickets!

AND A GOOD TIME
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\M kickers stun CortlandBy NANCY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team
was gathered in its pregame huddle in front of their bench
Saturday. Suddenly, a shout escaped the group. "Banda!
Banda! Banda! instead of their usual "Let's go

"

Coach Kalekeni Banda shook his head and smiled and oneknew t was going to be a good game.
Nint'ty minutes later, the Minutewomen had beaten the

number one ranked team in the United States. Cortland
State Cniversity, 2-1.

Under sunny skies, in cool crisp weather, the
Minuiewomen dominated this showdown between two too
ranked teams. ^

The first goal by UMass was scored 30 minutes into the
hrsl half. Oil a pass from Nina Holmstrom. Margie
Anderson dribbled the ball forward and then shot it into
the goal.

Five minutes later, the Minutewomen tallied a goal
which Banda called. "One of the best goals IVe ever seen

"

Holmstrom chipped the ball to Chris Taggert who
smashed it in right between the goalies hands." according

to Banda. *

Cortland State's lone goal occurred with 55 seconds leftm the game by CSU's Michelle St. Pierre.
Banda was very pleased and surprised about the win

Banda tried a new tactic this game, putting in a new
starting line up. and switching the positions of the half-
backs.

•We played much better than against UConn (Thursday
the Minutewomen lost 2-0)" Banda said. "It was an ex-
cellent win. I didn't expect us to dominate. I'm pleased
with the team performance."
"Mary Szetela played well, she covered their team

leader Jackie Gaw played her usual excellent game We
played 'our' game."
The Minutewomen retain their second place New

hngland ranking, even after their disappointing loss
against first-ranked UConn last Wednesday. With
Saturdays wm. Massachusetts could improve its fourth
ranked national rating.
The Minutewomen host Mount Holyoke College Wed-

nesday at 4 p.m. on the lower NOPE field.

KICKERS KOKNER -
Both team captains were missing at Saturday's game

Kathy Hourihan was out sick, and Maddy Mangini was at a
wedding. There were also a few injuries. Margie Anderson
sprained her ankle and both Nina Holmstrom and SaUy
Bernstein suffered knee bruises.

**D*'-ING IT UP — UMass kirkpr« lUar^ «,«* l n e, •_•. V . .
«""'tf'«nph,,l„b, VinceKeWill

Hens defoul Mnutemen, 38-15
UMass . ^.._j,„.

Drougas runs for both TDs
By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

NEWARK.Del. - Everything here was
blue and gold Saturday.
Every ing right down to the telephones

that were painted baby-blue and pale
yellow. A blue book with the word "Tubby"
printed with gold was on a shelf behind
University of Delaware head coach Harold
"Tubby " Raymond as he talked about his
team's 38 15 win over the University of
Massachusetts football Minutemen.

"It's an important victory." Raymond
said, citing his team's 24-21 loss to Lehigh
University last week. "It's sad though.
Mass is a good football team but it looks like

we caught them at a bad time."
"They (UM) had a disappointing loss last

weekend (16 10 to Rhode Island) and now
they're missing (Eric) Cregan who is an
excellent football player (Cregan left the
game with an ankle injury in the second
quarter.)"

On the field too. everything was an
irritating shade of blue and gold. In what
was the sixth contest between the
Minutemen and the Fightin' Blue Hens, the
host team (now 6-0 in the series) controlled
the ball and scored four times in the second
quarter (3 TDs. 1 FG) in racking up a 24-0
lead by halftime.

Mass head coach Bob Pickett attributed
the, first half score to errors. "Certainly

mistakes got us in the hole in the first half,"
Pickett said. 'We've got to regroup."

In the first half. UM sophomore quar-
terback Barrett McGrath. subbing for the
injured Dean Pecevich for the second game
in a. row. tossed three interceptions. The
Minutemen also fumbled twice, losing the
ball on one drop. »
The lost fumble and one of the in

terceptions set up two Delaware scores.
With Massachusetts down 7-0 in the second
quarter. UM tailback Garry Pearson held to
32 yard on 13 carries, fumbled a kickoff
return which was recovered by UD cor
nerback Tim Toto on the Massachusett 27-
yard line.

The Minutemen defenders got tough.
Hen quarterback Rick Scully was sacked by
UMass sophomore end Todd Comeau. Hen
fullback Bob Dougherty, who totaled 86
yards on the afternoon, was dropped for a
1 yard loss and on the next play. UM
defensive back Dwayne Lopes nearly
picked off a Scully pass. Delaware was

Knoblock field
forced to settle for a K.C
goal.

Two possessions later, the Minutemen
gave Delaware a Columbus Day gift,
handing over the ball on their own 23 yard
line via a McGrath interception. Hen
fullback Rick Titus ran in a score from the
2 yard line.

"Our defense did a good job at the
beginning of the game." Pickett said,
referring to a hard stand taken by his
defense, one that stopped a Delaware score
when it had the ball on the UM 5-yard line
with a first down in the first quarter.
On second down. Cregan dropped Hen

senior fullback Kevin Phelan for a two-yard
loss. Two plays later. UM's Dan Petrie
dropped Scully at the line of scrimmage.
On fourth down. Mass senior linebacker

Scott Crowell batted down a Knoblock field
goal attempt with UM safety Grady Fuller
recovering to give the Minutemen the ball
on their own 44-yard line.

roritiriuf'd on piKfr in

Stickers breeze, 7-0
Strong (4 goals) leads shutout win

ILTIMATL AFFAIR - Zoo Disc hosted the largest Ultimate Tour-
nament in the sport's history Saturday on the Southwest playine fieldsUMass IS on the attack in the photo above.

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Beginning with a three goal surge in the
first seven minutes, the University of
Massachusetts women's field hockey team
never looked back, as it breezed to a 7
victory over Bridewater State College last
vSaturday on the upper NOPE field.

The attack began at 3:06 of the first half,
when junior Tina Coffin took a pass from
Sue Caples. whose corner shot missed the
net. and fired it in for the Minutewomen's
first score. Coffin got the second goal, with
an assist from Tish Stevens, who drove the
l)all upfield. That goal came at 5:40.
About a minute later, senior Judy Strong

scored the first of her four goals of the day
when she hit a deflection into the net. The
first half ended with UMass ahead, 3-0.
The second half began quietly, thou|fh

dominated by the Minutewomen. The UM
defense held Bridgewater to no shots on
goal, and the whole team managed to keep
the ball away from BSC with good passing.
Pam Morale made it 4 when she fired

from the right side unassisted. Strong
finished the scoring for UMass with three
goals within two minutes of each other. The
first of these came at 26:13, when she took
advantage of a deflection by the defense. At
26:33, Strong shot in her own rebound to
make it 6-0, and at 27:40. she took a pass
from Caples to conclude the scoring at 7 0.
"We passed and moved the ball very

well.
"
said UMass coach Pam Hixon. 'When

we scored three times in the first seven
minutes, we really intimidated
Bridgewater. We didn't give them anything— no goals, no shots, no points. We knew
they were done for."

continued on page 19
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A Year Toward Civility' tee shirt stuffed
with newspapers was found burning in a
ih^^*i^^']*"®?/;^'^®..^^^'^ent Union Building
shortly after the rally.

^

photos by Stefan Rutherford

Flyers proniulgating white supremacy and
various racial eprthets were found on theU-Mass carnpus Thursday mQrning. An im-
Komptu rally was then held in front of the
^^ii^^/?^^4P'°" Building. The flyers were
published by a group call U.T.O.P.I.A

HOLYOKE MAYOR OUT TO LUNCH
On Friday, October 9, a march protesting

the Holyoke Urban Housing policies took
place. The community making demands was
the arson-menaced hispanic community.
The rally began at noon in a small park on
Hamilton Street where the marchers then
proceeded to City Hall firmly decided to pre
sent their demands to Mayor Earnest E. Pro
ulx, whom of course was out to lunch The
Mayor has been out to lunch during the past
year and has paid a deaf ear to the Hispanic
community's demands since last Spring
when a rash of fires ocurred leaving hun-
dreds of families homeless.
These fiees have not been isolated events;

South Holyoke has been slated for the
developmr r of an industrial park. The city
officials therefore are attempting to remove
Holyoke hispanics from the area. The mar-
chers were aware of the plans to open a
Wang Industrial Company plant in the area
and that this would not create jobs for the
poor residents of Holyoke but instead would
lead to a iOiS l: T homes.
The Mayor was also out to lunch on

August 24th when six persons died in a fire in

South Holyoke. Many live in fear, not know
ing what will come first, eviction or a fire.

The hispanic community does not agree
with the anti-arson strategies offered by the
city officials; these plans are basically geared
to the enforcement of housing codes which
lead to demolishing of unsafe buildings, for
the landlords seldom take heed to safety
recommendations. The condemned
buildings have provided the city's mayor
with the proper scapegoat to build the future
industrial park, while alternative housing for
the hispanc community is no where in sight.

Migdaha Morales, a young mother of five,

was an important figure in the afternoon
event. Before the walk to City Hall began,
she translated the signs for the hispanic
group, beign that the signs were in english.
for they were addressed to the Mayor. She
then mapped out the route to be taken by
the marchers Upon reaching their destiny
the group seeked permission to enter and
confront the Mayor After a verbal battle
with police, they were told that only one per
son was allowed to see Mr Proulx once he
returned from his "lunch break. " Migdalia
and other community leaders instructed the
people to make themselves confortable in

the foyer leading the the mayor's office while
tney waited for his return They rr-^-ie it clear

by Debbie Sicilia

that they would not leave until they were
granted the opportunity to see the Mayor.
They were already familiar to the enviroment
inasmuch as they had been ther before at-

tempting unsuccessfully the Mayor's atten

tion.

The people of Holyoke know what their

needs are; they are clear and just. Within the

list of demands it is asked for a bilingual 24

hour arson hot line, an emergency shelter for

victims of fires or people living in condemned
buildings, renovation of buildings, fairer job

opportunities, elimination of code inspec

torslwhom only facilitate their evictions

rather than helping provide homes), and
hispanic representation in the housing of

fices.

Migdalia stated that one building slated for

demolition was her own. "I haven't slept

properly for two weeks, I suffer from hyper
ventilation, a heart condition which malces

the person extremely susceptible to

anxiety." "We have been receiving phone
calls in the past warning us our building is

going to be burned " She explained to the

group waiting for the Mayor that there are 17

families living in her buiMinn and there ar^ 44

children whose lives are endangered. The

families have been taking turns guarding
their condemned building from arsonists.
"This is a living hell," she said.
Of course the Mayor never got back from

lunch and once more evaded the Holyoke
people's demands. Four persons were ar-
rested when they refused to leave the
Mayor's office at 5:00 p.m..
The Holyoke situation is but a mere sam-

ple of the housing problems throughout the
United States confronting hispanics and
other minorities. City officials neglect these
groups in their zealous urban renewal pro-
grams.

Urban renewal now is synonimous to
misery for thousands of residents in areas
such as the South End, Boston, or South
Bronx, N.Y., etc. Urban Renewal no longer
means the renovation of housing apartments
for the benefit of those residing there. The
new trends in Urban policy is tending to
relocate lower income groups in periferal
areas restoring the cities' nucleis for higher
income groups or the development of in
dustrial areas. Alter native housing for those
evicted are scarce if not totally non-existant.

J
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BROTE VIOLENCIA ^^ LATINO

U R B A N A AMENAZA APERTURA' EN BRASIL

Un brote de violencia urbana y un impor-
tantisimo cambto en d piano mas elevadc
del gobierno han dispuesto el escenario
para un periodo mas dificil dentro de la

transicion que se preve para Basil, del
regimen militar a la democracia.
Surgieron episodios de pedreas y estallidos
de bombas incendiarias en Manaus y
Salvador, en senal de protesta or la eleva-
cion del pasaje de los autobuses. Fueron
senates ostensibles de lo que muchos
brasilenos han venido prediciendo que seria
una respuesta inevitable a la racha de
despidos de gran numero de empleados y al

brusco encarecimiento del costo de la vida.
En Brasilia, la capital del pais, el general

Golbery do Couto e Silva, el mas poderoso
asesor de dos presidentes brasilenos con-
secutivos en los siete ultimos anos, renun-
cio. Fue sustituido por Joao Leitao de
Abreu, quien habia ocup>ado el mismo
puesto en los dias mas arduos de los
regimenes militares de Brasil, que han
durado ya dieciocho anos.

Aquellos dos acontecimientos no
estuvieron vinculados entre si, pero su rela-

cion en el animo del publico acarreo el

temor de que el qobterno del presidente

Joao Baptista Figueiredo pensara clausurar
el proceso de democratizacion al que se ha
llamado abertura' en portugues, o se aper
tura'.

Leitao mismo dio valide; a este modo de
pensar con una amenazadora respuesta a
los disturbios urbanos. 'No podemos tener
democracia con desorden', declaro en una
junta de legisladores.

El general Figueiredo presto sus servicios
como ayudante supremo durante el periodo
mas dictatorial del regimen militar entre
1969 y 1973, pero posteriorment ha surgido
como diriqente y como el mas expresivo

defensor de la liberalizacion.

Con apego a la 'abertura', ha permitido
que se restablezcan los partidos politicos,
ha concedido amnistia a millares de
brasilenos que perdieron sus derechos
civiles y fueron exiliados, ha levantado casi
toda la censura y ha dispuesto los planes
para las primeras elecciones totalmente
directas de legisladores y gobernadores que
haya habido en los quince anos ultimos, y
que deberan efectuarse en noviembre de
1982.

Urban Upheaval Stirs Brazil

An escalation of urban violence together
with important changes within the higher
echelons of the government have set the
stage for a difficult period in the Brazilian
transition from a military to a democratic
regime.

In certain sections of Manaus and
Salvador incidents involving fire bombs and
rock fights were '..:jrted; these occurred in
conjunction with protests condemning a
hike in bus fares. Many Brazileans have
predicted the escalation of such problems
after a massive lay-off of employees ocur
red, a situation unwelcome in a period of
high rises in the cost of living.

In Brasilia, the country's capital, general
Golbery do Cuote e Silva, one of the most
powerful advisors of the last two presidents
in the past seven years has resigned. He
has been replaced by .'oao Leitao de AOreu
who has occupied the position mentioned

during the days of the most rigid mtlitary
regimes of Brazil.

Those two happenings were not actually
linked, yet its relationship with the public's
unrest spurred a widespread fear that the
governing president Joao Baptista
Figueiredo would attempt to taper the pro-
cess of denx)cratization denominated as
'abertura.'

Leitao himself endorsed this rising fear
with a threatening response to the urban
disturbals,' we cannot have a democracy
under such disorder,' he declared in a
meeting with legislators.

General Figueiredo lent his services as
supreme assistant during the most die
tatorial periods of the military regime during
^>e year? i9biJ and 1973. Yet. he has now
risen is a leader in the advocacy and
defense of liberalization.

GRUPO ANDINO - UNAIDEAENDESUSO

Representantes del Pacto Andinolun
acuerdo de cooperacion economica in-
iciado en el 1971 y formado hoy por Colom-
bia, Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador y Venezuela) se
reunieron el pasado mes en la ciudad de
Sochagota, en el noreste de Colombia, con
el proposito de examinar los problemas que
amenazan la continuacion del dicho acuer
do subregional.

Esta marca la primera vez que todos los
miembros se reunen en el corriente ano.
Begun Edgar Montoya, presidente de la
Comision del Acuerdo de Cartagena, la
organizacion reguladora del Pacto, esta
reunion evidencia los deseos por parte de
los miembros de reactivar el convenio com-
ercial.

Las diferencias internas comenzaron
cuando algunos miembros intentaron, sin
exito, de mezclar la integracion economica
con politica durante la crisis nicaraguense
que luego derroco a Anastasio Somoza en
el 1979.

tstas diferencias se agravaron en julio del
1980 cuando un goipe de estado militar dio
fin al proceso democratico Bolivia ex
perimentaba entonces. El nuevo gobierno
boliviano se enajeno del Pacto, de esa
manera minando el progreso del mismo.
Otros problemas que afrento al acuerdo
esta ano fue la breve confrontacion belica
entre Ecuador y Peru a razon de una vieja
disputa fronteriza.

De esa manera Venezuela y Colombia se
volvieron los unicos puntos con comunica-
cion dentro del Pacto.
En Agosto de este ano industrialistas

venezolanos demandaron el retiro de su
gobierno del Pacto, que de haberse
realizado, la cooperacion economica
hubiese cesado totalmente.

La comision reguladora se mantiene op-
timista y fue exitosa en traer los cinco
paises juntos en su atento de encontrar una
solucion viable para el comienzo de una
nueva ptapa en la vida del Pacto.

EL PRI MEXICANO
NOMBRA CAND I DATO
PRESIDENCIAL
Ciudad Mexico - El Ministro de Planifica-

cion y Presupuesto Miguel de la Madrid fue
nominado por el partido politico gober
nante como candidato a la presidencia para
las elecciones de 1982.

Un vocero del Partido Revolucionario In-

stitucional [PR 1 1 dijo que las tres ramas del
partido ftrabajador, campesino, y
"fjopular "I habian apoyado la candidatura
del economista abogado de 46 anos de
edad.

La nominacion por el PRI es sinonima a la

eleccion como el presidente de la republica
puesto que en los ultimos 52 anos el can
didato por el PRI ha ganado facilmente las

elecciones presidenciales.

El senor de la Madrid, el cual nunca antes
ha desempenado un cargo sujeto a eleccion

en el gobierno mexioano, fue conn^oiiouo
para su presente cargo ministerial en el
1979.

De acuerdo a expertos en la politica mex
icana, de la Madrid cuenta con el apoyo del
sector comercial y bancario y es
politicamente entrista, con una sagacidad
para con asuntos de exterior.
Aunque otros partidos tomaran parte en

la campana electoral, incluyendo una recien
formada coalicion de partidos izquierdistas,
no habra competenica directa entre los can-
didatos como, por ejempio, debates. En la

politica mexicana los candidatos por el PRI
emprenden una campana de seis meses
para hacerse conocer por el publico y a la

misma vez ser expuesto a los problemas
fundamentales del pais

Highly attached to the concept coined
'abertura' he has permitted the reestablish
ment of political parties and has conceded
amnesty to thousands of Brazileans that
were exiled by returning their civil rights.
He has also suspended almost all censor-
ship He recently unveiled his plans to
establish the free elections in which the
people will be able to vote for legislators
and government officials. These elections
have been staked for November 1982, a
process which has been inexistent in the
past five years.

Figueiredo reiterated his purpose this
week decljnng that the 'abertura' has ac-
quired an irreversible force and added 'I

have made the construction of a
democratic society the principal aspect of
my political program. No economic event

will interrupt this.'

In the southern state of Sao Paolo, over
70,000 workers have lost their jobs in the
months of July and August. Unemploy-
ment in different cities of the country has
already reached 10 percent; a situation
which has aggravated the already cronic
underemployment in Brazil.

In the state of Salvador protestors took
to the street after a 61 percent hike in bus
fares was publicly announced. In Manaus,
100 military police expelled persons
gathered in a church denouncing the
transportation hike. In the city of Belo
Horizonte, where 140,000 unemployed per
sons reside, authorities have taken precau
tions against any possible reaction which
may arise from the increase in transport
fares scheduled for next week.

Noticiero El Mundo

ANDEAN GROUP -AN OBSOLETE TOEA

Representatives of the Andean Pact (an
economic cooperation agreement signed in

1971 and now formed by Colombia, Bolivia,
Peru, Ecuador y Venezuela) met last month
in the town of Sochagota, in northeast Col-
ombia, to examine the problems that
threaten the existence of the subregional
agreement.

This was the first time this year that all

the pact members had gathered at a joint
session, and, according to Edgar Montoya,
presidente of the Cartagena Agreement
Commission, the Pact's regulatory
organization, the meeting served to
demonstrate the desire to reactivate the
trade agreement.
The breaking up started two years ago

when some members tried -with little

success- to mix economic integration with
politics dunng the crisis in Nicaragua that
led to the overthrow of Anastasio Somoza.

The internal disagreements became
deeper in July 1980, when a military coup
put an end to the timid democratic opening
in Bolivia. The new Bolivian government
drew away from the Pact but the group
continued to limp along until the beginning
of this year when Ecuador and Peru took up
arms in a revival of an old border dispute.
Thus Venezuela and Colombia were left

as the only links in the Pact chain, but with
slight possibilities of saving the agreement.

Last month Venezuelan industrialists ask-
ed their government to retire from the Pact,
a move which, had it been taken, would
have marked its finish.

The regulatory commission remained op-
timistic and was successful in bringing the
five countries together in an attempt to
open the doors to a new phase in the Pact's
history.

MEXICOS PRI NAMES
PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATE
Mexico City -- Planning and Budget

Minister Miguel de la Madrid was
nominated by this country's ruling political
party as the candidate for the presidency in
the 1982 elections.

Spokesman for the PRI (Partido Revolu-
cionario Institucional) said that the three
branches of the party [worker, peasant,
and "popular") had supported the can-
didacy of the 46-year-old economist and
lawyer.

Nomination by the PRI is considered tan-
tamount to election in Mexico's highest of
fice. For the past 52 years, the candidate of
the PRI or its earlier versions has won the
presidential elections hands down.
De la Madrid, who has never held an

elected post in the Mexican government
was appointed to his present ministerial
post in May, 1979.

According to observers in Mexican
politics he has had the support of the coun
try s business and banking community He
IS considered middle of the-road in his
pohcies and an expert in foreign affairs.

ro. .°7 °!^®' P^^'es. including a
recently formed coalition of leftist parlies
are expected to field candidates, there will
be no competition such as debates among
them. In Mexican politics, the candidate
appointed by the PRI usually undertakes a

ln!^^T f^f^P^i^" designed to make himknown to the public and to expose him to
grass-roots problems around the country
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GRAVE CRISIS
ECONOMICA EN EL
SUR DE PUERTO

page 3

RICO
§Una grave crisis economica se ha
desatado en el area sur de del pais como
resultado de las cesantias de miles de
trabajadores petroquimicos y de las
atuneras, segun la opinion de ur lider

obrero de aquella area.

§Ramon Baez, presidente de la Union de
Trabajadores Petroquimicos, opino
tambien que la industrializacion en Puerto
Rico se esta desplomando, y que el

gobierno nada esta haciendo sobre ello, ni

siqiuera fiscalizar dichas industrias para
determinar si realmente tienen problemas
financieros.

§Baez indico que cerca de mil trabajadores
petroquimicos, entre los que laboran en
Union Carbide y la Comrfionwealth Oil

Refining Co., han sido cesanteados y que
este numero de trabajadores, junto a otros
mil de las plantas atuneras, han creado una
grave crisis economica en el area sur.

§"Requenmos y exigimos a las autoridades
gubernamentales que se enfrenten a esta
situacion ", dijo Baez, y agrego:
"Recurnremos a todos los foros nec-
cesarios en defensa de nuestros

unionados".

§Baez anuncio que proximamente
celebraran piquetes y otras actividades ante
las autoridades gubernamentales, "ya que
en ellas radica gran responsabilidad de lo
que esta sucediendo "

.

^Cuando todas estas empresas
comenzaron a operar en la Isia, los
trabajadores se unieron a la corriente de
consumerismo nue se apodero de los
puertorriquenos ', senalo Baez.
§La CRUV, Corporacion de Renovacion
Urbana y Vivienda, se encuentra ex-
tremadamente preocupado con este
desplomo economico. El director de la

CRUV, Jose Pou Mercader, indica que los
cesanteados se van a ver obligados a
solicitar viviendas de bajo costo al no poder
sufragar sus gastos actuates de alquiler.
Este proceso ha de tener efectos
desatrosos ya que dicho programa se
encuentra sin recurso^ para enfrentar la

oleada de solicitudes para vivienda y el area
se halla sin recursos alternos para aliviar

dicha situacion.

MAR AT ON
NACIONAL-GRITODE LARES

Establecen Nueva Marca en el Maraton de
Lares

§Jorge (Pecos) Gonzalez de Utuado
establecio una nueva marca en la Cuarta
Edicion del Maraton Nacional Grito de
Lares logrando correr los 15.09 kilometros
de cuestas en 48:39:04. Pecos rompio la

marca establecida en el 1978 por Luis
Rivera de Villalba.

§En el pasado maraton celebrado el dia 20
de septiembre participaron 145 atletas,
nndiendo carrera 135 de los mismos. Cinco
de los atletas eran mujeres. Nuevamente el

maraton se celebra sin que haya lesionado
alguno y el mismo conto con 6 medicos y 4
ambulancias. El municipio de Lares
proveyo duchas y facilidades fisicas para la

administracion de la actividad y la

comodidad de los participantes.
§EI Maraton Nacional Grito de Lares
decidio abrir una nueva categoria para los
atletas en sillon de ruedas a peticion de I Sr.

Tono Rivera de Guayama. Los atletas de
dicha categoria no llegaron a tiempo para
participar en la actividad pero se espera que
participen en los futuros maratones.
§EI poblado de Castaner, la cual pertenece
a Lares y Adjuntas y algunas zonas de
Yauco, aspira convertirse en un municipio
de Puerto Rico. El Comite Organizador del
maraton le concedio la soberania deportiva
a Castaner, permitiendo los atletas in

scribirse bajo Castaner.
§La Cuarta Edicion se dedico al dinamico
lider lareno, Jose Che Paralitici, quien
actuaslmente estudia en la Republica
Dominicana. Paralitici ha sido el

homenajeado ya que ha mantenido una
firme verticalidad en la defensa de la

soberania deportiva de Puerto Rico. Al
presente es asesor consejero (ex oficio) del
equipo Los Patnotas de Lares, los cam-
peones nacionales del volibol Boncua. -

VARADERO '81

THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL
FESTIVAL OF LATIN AMERICAN
AND CARIBBEAN MUSIC

§Fifty three well known singers and
musical groups from 23 countries, in-

cluding Spain and Africa have been
confirmed for Varadero '81, the First 1st
International Festival of Latin American and
Caribbean Music to be held from Nov. 23 -

28. Amongst those performers to attend
are: Armando Manzanero (Mexico),
Dimension Latina (Venezuela), Claudia
(Colombia), Lucecita, Roy Brown and
Batacumbele (Puerto Rico), Milton

Nascimento (Brazil), Mercedes Sosa
(Argentina), Quilapayun (Chile), Daniel
Viglietti (Uruguay), Jimmy Cliff (Jamaica)
and the list goes on...

The Venceremos Brigade, a U.S. based,
national educational project in solidarity
with Cuba, will be providing 50 spaces for
people in the U.S. interested in attending
this historical event. For more information
write P.O. Box 415, North Amherst, Ma. or
call Marea at 253-2542.

THE ARMS SACRIFICE
^Albert Einstein was once asked what he

thought would be the deaolies^ weapon in

the third world war. His answer was, "
I

don't know, but in the fourth world war it

will be the stone ax." With this reply

Einstein illustrated one of the great

paradoxes of our time, which is, on the one

hand, the existence of an unbridled arms

race and a huge stockpile of nuclear

weapons and, on the other, their complete

uselessness for humanity.

§ln the past decade the amount of nuclear

weapons has increased to such an extent

that present stocks are enough to ex-

terminate humanity 15 times over. If the

explosive power of nuclear weapons were

divided up among the 4000 million people

on earth, it would amount to the equivalent

of four tons of dynamitye per person.

IHowever, there are people, chiefly in the

U.S., who encourage and applaud the

development of the arms race and who
even feel that the "limited use" of nuclear

weapons would be a good thing. Among
thosa holding this view are military men

and politicians, businessmen, senators ano
congressmen, 'Republican and
Democrats,and even members of the

clergy.

§0f course it's not the Church, or the poor
and the oppressed of the world, or the

people of the U.S. and humanity in general

that benefit from the arms race and the

stockpiling of nuclear weapons and the

manufacture of the neutron bomb.
§There are five big companies-Lockheed,
General Electric, General Dynamics,

McDonnel Douglas and United
Technologies which meet a fourth of the

Pentagon's needs, and 25 companies
divide up more than half of the U.S.

Government projects. Among this group

are the Rockwell Corporation, Boeing,

Grumman Aircraft, Northrop, Hughes
Aircraft, Litton Industries, Westinghouse

Electric, Ford Motor Company, General

Motors, Kaiser Industries and Radio

Corporation of America.

iThe money used to make a U.S. nuclear

submarine could cover the cost of building

ECONOMIC CRISIS
IN SOUTHERN
PUERTO RICO

Puerto Rico - An economic crisis is

threatening the southern part of the island.
TPetrochemical and Tuna Proccessing
Plants in the region, says Ramon Baez.
§Baez IS the president of The
Petrochemical Workers Union. He believes
that the industrialization process on the
island is plunging drastically and takes
notice that the government has been
reluctant to confront the situation. He
observes that the government has not
taken steps towards the fiscalization of
these industries in order to verify the
legitimacy of the financial problems these
industries have claimed.

§The Union Leader indicated that close to
1,000 petrochemical workers of the
companies Commonwealth Oil Refineries
(CORCO) and. Union Carbide plus 1,000
laborers from Tuna Proccessing Plants
have been layed off causing a grave
economic crisis in the area. "We exhort the

government authonties to cf >ont the
situation ". stated Baez. ' N. -' d that The
Union would appeal to all fofcii.^ neccesary
lo assist their fellov vorkers. The
spokesman also expr ssv ^ meir intention
to actively picket these authorities. "When
all these enterprises began their operations
on the island, the Puerto Rican laynnan was
swallowed by the tide of U.S. con-
summerism. Now the job opportunities
have changed drastically leaving hundreds
of families deeply in debt".
5The Urban Renewal and Housing Cor-
poration (CRUV) expressed deep concern
over this sectors economic dowrrfall. The
CRUV director, Jose Pou Mercader, said
that those recently unemployed would
soon be unable to pay their actual rents,
forcing them to seek low income housing
facilities with the CRUV. This will cause an
enormous impact on the already resour
celess Housing Program.

THIRD WORLD WOMEN'S TASK FORCE

The Third World Womens
Task Force Is a aroup of women
from the Third World communi-
ty. We are composed of
mothers,
studentsiundergraduate and
graduate), homemakers,
vyorkers, older women and
single women. We represent all

kinds of women.
We are interested in combat-

ting the various forms of oppres-
sion that our community has
been suffering.

^
We believe that the emancipa-

tion of women is a necessary
part of the struggle for social
change. We believe that this
emancipation has to be seen in a
larger context than just women-
related issues. The liberation of
women should be part of the
liberation of all oppressed peo-
ple.

Although our main interest is

in trying to involve Third World
women in various pertinent
struggles, we believe that for
true social change we have to
work with men, women and
children. Therefore, our group is

conriposed of women, men and
children who are willing to work
on issues of concern to Third
World people, particularly
women.
We focus on women's issues.

Men are welcome to participate
in the group. Our struggle is the
revolution within the revolution.

OBJECTIVES AND RELATED
ACTIVITIES:

1 . To develop a theoretical basis
for activism.

a. discussion at each meeting
leading to the formulation o
political statements.

b. sponsor workshops, panels
and movies to share knowledge
and political information.

1800 hospitals with more than a million

beds. What the United States spends on
the construction of one nuclear aircraft

carrier would cover the cost of putting up
^00 schools for 2,500,000 children.

§The fantastic sums now wasted on the
arms race could be used for nonmilitary
purposes to increase personal consumption
of goods and services, raise productive
capacity, promote construction of housing
and do away with slums, favelas, can-
tegriles and ranches in the big cities of the
capitalist world and improve education or
bring it into areas where it does not exist
now.
§With the money spent on arms in 1980, it

would have been possible to build 800,000
schools for nearly 500 million children and
young people, or 50 million children and
young people, or 30,000 factories providing
jobs for 30 million people, or make it

possible to irrigate 250 million hectares of
land which with an adequate level of

technology could feed more than 1500

?A7°.^P^r(^'^*R3J® '" 'oca' ThW
World People's struggles and
activities.

a. to deal with budget cuts
eviction, food stamp cuts, arson
that involve Third World
families.

b. to involve more local popula-
tions of Hispanic women by of-
fering workshops for them in
their communities (Northamp-
ton, Florence, Holyoke etc.)
3.To show solidarity with inema-
tional Third World struggles.

a. by prociding accurate in-
tmiation about these struggles.

b. to participate in rallies and
demonstrations to stop Im-
perialism and apartheid.
-.

c. to formulate strategies to
tight U.S. foreign policies in
terms of Third World countries.

tL-'S H?^'.Y^'^^ violence against
Third World people. a
continue to work on Seta
Rampersad's case by starting a
scholarship fund and providing
support to her family. b. to
do workshops to train Third
World people to better deal with
racist and sexist violence
(selfdefense training, crisi-
intervention

, etc.)
.c. to organize around steriliza-
tion abuse among Third World
women.
5. To combat racism and sexism
in different spheres of women's
lives.

Tu^-. ^91?^ .^ support group of
Third World women staft in
University day care system.

b. to participate in Minority
Employment Coalition,
c. to combat racism In white in-

stitutions.

6- To network with other Third
World organizations.

We are inviting everyone to an
open brunch October 18th from
12-2 p m. at the Center for
Racial Studies.

mliion people.

§The ideologues of the arms buildup have
even developed a theory that the
manufacture of weapons contributes to the
prosperity of society and greater military

spending leads to an expansion of the arms
industry and the creation of new jobs.

^The International Labor Organization
(ILO) has shown that 1000 million dollars

invested in increased arms production can
create 32000 jobs, but if the same amount
of money were channeled into the non-
military sector it would create 80,000 to

150,000 jobs.

§At the first regional seminar of non-
government organizations on disar-

mament, organized in Mexico by the UN.
Mexican delegate Alfonso Garcia said that

in 1980 world military spending came to

50u,vA/o million "SblTars and this year it

would be more than 600,000 million.

5 This is not science fiction, it is the reality

of a world where millions of human beir^gs

Continued on page 7
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CHARGED
A series of dramatic pictures depicting

the assassination of President Anwar Sadat
has raised major questions here about what
appears to be the total failure of his security
guards to offer any substantial resistance to
his assailants at the outset of their attack.
The pictures, published Wednesday in

the daily newspaper al Akhbar,show four
men armed with automatic rifles running
towards the reviewing box where the slain
prt sident and other top government and
military figures were seated watching the
Oct. 6 parade.

Not a single security p>erson or soldier
stood between the assailants and the
presidential box, and in fact there is no sign
of any others present anywhere around it,

although there does appear to be one man
firing from behind the stand. Two of the
assassins can be seen in one picture stan-
ding on their tiptoes to reach over the front
wall of the viewing stand and fire virtually

point blank at a pile of chairs beneath which
Sadat was lying.

The pictures indicate, and several foreign
television cameramen confirm, that instead
of rushing to block the way of the
assailants, Sadat's security personnel ran
away and took cover. In several pictures,
their flight can be clearly seen.

This reflex in effect gave the assassins a
clear passage and allowed them to ap
proach to within only a few feet of the
president.

Precisely why his security acted in this

manner is far from clear. It may be that
Sadat was already mortally wounded by
several grenade explosions and the initial

burst of gunfire from the assailants.

The attackers were riding aboard a
Soviet-made truck that was hauling a heavy
artillery piece past the reviewing stand
when they first opened fire before jumping
out.

Even if he survived the first shots, it

would seem virtually impossible for him to
have lived through the hail of point blank
gunfire he faced once the assassins reach
ed the stand.

Before the incident occurred, the area in

front of the reviewing stand was full of both
military and police security personnel as

well as photographers filming the parade
and the president.

Ironically, both the a/ Akhbar-
photographer Makram Karim and CBS
cameraman Richard Jeffery, unarmed and
alone, stayed to take pictures of the
assassination while the security men fled.

The only gesture of protection offered
Sadat evident from the pictures came from
what appear to be several plainclothes
bodyguards, or more possibly civilian of
ficials, throwing chairs on top of the fallen

president in a vain effort to save Ns life.

According to the account of the
authoritative newspapera/ Ahram.Gen.
Abdel Halim Abu Ghazala, the defense
minister, and Fawzi Abdel Hafez, the presi
dent's private secretary, were the two of
ficials who apnear to have done the most to

try to save the president, mainly by bringing
him to the ground ^,^6 placing their chairs
over him.

But the president, the newspaper said,
had first tried to stand up instead of lying
down and both he and Hafez were then hit

by two bullets.

The account said the president's guards
exchanged fire with the assassins, killing

one of them and capturing four others.
Egyptian security heretofore has been rated
as one of the best in the Arab world.
Sadat's personal plainclothes bodyguards
are instructed by the U.S. presidential
Secret Service corps and spend one year in
on-the-job training in the United States
before taking up active duty at home.
When Sadat arrived at the parade, his

limousine was flanked on either side by
three bodyguards standing on running
boards while two others held onto railings
at the back.
Where these eight bodyguards were as

the shooting broke out is not clear, but they
did rush with great haste once the shooting
tapered off to get Sadat out of the stand
and into a helicopter waiting behind him.

In defense of the security's performance,
eyewitnesses to the shooting note that the
attack lasted no more than several minutes
and that initially everyone's eyes were fixed
on an air force acrobatic performance just
above the roof of the reviewing stand. This
gave the assailants the initial element of
surprise over the security.

But this still does not explain why the

scores of civilians, military and police
security personnel fled rather than rushing
toward the assailants.

There are other questions now being ask-
ed about Egyptian security, most particular-
ly how It was possible for the assailants to
get live ammunition aboard the truck and
the vehicle they used assigned to the inside
lane closest to the reviewing stand.

Egyptian sources say security personnel
worked three days before the parade in-
specting the participating soldiers, their
weapons and every truck and tank that
took part.

Abu Ghazala said Wednesday night there
were only four assassins acting alone and
that they belonged to an individual group
with no ties to any other organization inside
or outside the country.

This first official version appears ex-
tremely unlikely for several reasons. First,

all the trucks in the unit to which the
assissins belonged were carrying six, not
four soldiers. In addition, there must have
been at least one person in charge of
assigning men to the trucks and the
vehicles to their lanes on the parade tarmac
who acted in connivance with them.

This suggests that at a minimum eight
persons were involved in what was ob-
viously a well-planned operation that must
have taken weeks if not months to
organize.

Reprinted
COURANT

from the HARTFORD

POOR TOLD TO TIGHTEN BELT

African finance ministers attending the
just-completed 36th annual meeting of the
World Bank and International Monetary
Fund in Washington, D.C. came faceto-
face with the Reagan 'belt-tightening' now
being experinced by Americans.

Delivering the opening address, Presi
dent Ronald Reagan told delegates from
141 nations that the "magic of the market
place" holds the key to economic prosperi
ty. "Only with a foundation of sound
domestic policies can the international
economic system continue to expand and
improve," he warned.
While expressing US support for the

two financial institutions, he emphasized
that " budgetary constraints " rule out in

creased American economic assistance for
developing countries.

The message African and other develop-
ing nations heard was not encouraging.

though some industrial nations do favor in-

creased assistance. French President Fran-
cois Mitterand's socialist government took
the lead at a UN conference in Paris last

month in trying to press other rich nations
to boost their aid to the poorest countries
significantly.

But the compromise formula agreed
upon does not require any increases from
such reluctant donors as the U.S., Britain,

and West Germany. And even those na-
tions which want to give more are hindered
by the worldwide economic slump.
The day after Reagan's address, major

aid donors agreed that they could not make
up for expected U.S. cuts in donations to
an important World Bank affiliate that pro
vides virtually interst-free, long term loans
to developing countries.

An agreement amoung 34 industrial na-
tions last year calls for $12 billion in con-

tributions over three years to the Interna
tional Development Agency (IDA), whose
toans of up to fifty years are much sought
by the poorer countries.

Even though the Reagan administratior
agreed to honor President Carter's commit
ment of $3.24 billion (27 percent of tht

total) for the agency. Congress delayed ac
tion on the $1 billion appropriation reques'
for 1981. IDA had to suspend lending unti

Congress voted $500 million a few week;
ago.

The prospects for future American fun-
ding to meet the agreement look bleaker
still. The administration's request for $820
million for 1982 has gone nowhere in Con-
gress to date, and there are predictions it

will never come to a vote.

Faced with this shortfall, the other par
ties to the IDA $12 billion 3 year package
decided last week to cut their contributions

proportionally to the U.S. pull-back.
But that was not all. In another action

adversely affecting developing countries'
access to capital, the policy committee of
the imf agreed to proposals from the
U.S. and several other industrial nations to
tighten lending criteria.

The committee's deceision, which means
borrowing nations will have to trim balance-
of-payments deficits and reduce social ser-
vice expenditures, was a rebuff to pro-
p>osals for easier credit terms.
A few days before the committee met, a

caucus of developing countries, the Group
of 24, had issued a plea for a drastic in-

crease in IMF lending authority and
development aid. The group called for ora-
tion of an additional $15 billion in Special
Drawing Rights, the IMF paper currency.

BALANCING OF
THE BUDGET

Reagan's revolutionary economic plan
was instituted at the start of the I98v'fiscal

year. However, to accomplish his

economic goals more budget cuts are
r>ecessary. Reagan attempted to reduce
the funding of an $87.2 billion social pro
gram bill but was thwarted by the House.
Ironically, some of the votes needed to re

ject his proposal came from members of his

own party. The bill provides monies for

various health, education, employment and
social service programs
A new $4 billion bill similar in scope to the

previous one has already been passed by
the House of Representatives. This bill is

not endorsed by Reagan and in all

likelihood will be vetoed by him and any bill

that will throw the budget off balance will

be rejected by the administration. Unfor
tunately, the House, at this point does not
have enough support to override the Presi

dent's veto.

Part 1

By Donna Davis

Meanwhile, an across the-board military
pay increase was passed Wednesday and
sent to Reagan's office. The bill was pass
ed almost unanimously by a vote of 417 1.
The bill would mean an increased salary of
10 17 percent for enlisted personnel and
14.3 percent for all officers. Recruits will
receive $551 permonth instead of $501. In
addition the maximum bonus for a four year
enlistment will be increased from $5,000 to
$8,000 The overall cost of the bill is $4 5
billion.

"The Balancing of the bludget n, d
series of articles that will attempt to ascer
tain the full effect of Reaganomics on a na
tional as well as local level Letters sug
gestions and articles are welcome
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NUMMO NEWS
and
AASA
Present

THIRD WORLD AFFAIR
OCT. 17th 8:00 PM

Student Union Ballroom
Featuring:

Merengue,Salsa and Disco
Dance Contest

Winning couples will receive
tickets to see

JIMMY CLIFF in concert

Music by:

B.M.C.P.
and

CONCERTO LATINO
D.J/s

JIMMY CLIFF
The Duke Ellington Committee, in

association with the Union Program Coun-
cil, proudly presents JIMMY CLIFF in con
cert on October 18,1981, at the Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall on the UMASS cam-
pus. Tickets are $7.50 and $8.50 for
UMASS students, and $8.50 and $9.50 for
the general public. Tickets may be pur
chased at Ticketron, Union Records, For
The Record, (FacesI, and in Northampton
at Platterpus and Main St. Records.

There is no question that there are many
talented people working the world of con
temporary music, but there are very few
true creators. JIMMY CLIFF, master of

song, keeper of rhythm, and p ime expo-
nent of what has come to be known as reg-
gae, as an innovator. No one can truly take
credit for inventing reggae, but JIMMY
CLIFF, more than any other single figure,

broke down the doors to its inevitable ac
ceptance in the pop marketplace and is to
day a living symbol of modern Jamaican
music - reggae music.
CLIFF recorded his first song, "Daisy Got

Me Crazy" for Count Baysie in 1962. His
next recording, "Hurricane Hattie", im'-

mediately went to the top of the Kingston
^it parade. At age 15, CLIFF had already.

established himself as a celebrity.
Sensing that there was a wider audience

for American-style R&B, CLIFF formed a
band and performed in England stylizing his
early favorites, including Sam Cooke.

CLIFF'S worldwide single "Many Rivers
to Cross" prompted film maker Perry
Henzell to offer CLIFF the lead in The
Harder They Come.
The Harder They Come served to in-

troduce JIMMY CLIFF and the reggae
idiom to the world.
CLIFF has experimented with a wide

variety of musical approaches, but the fact
remains that reggae, with its innovative
rhythms and arrangements, and its
freedom of poetic expression of real ideas
and feelings, has allowed him more latitude
for artistic creation than any contemporary
musical form, And CLIFF, in turn, has
brought recognition to Jamaica's pro-
blems, as well as its potential and wealth of
creative talent.
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TALES FROM MOZAMBrOUE
tI^ f^;^ m^ ^^^"'''''' ^^^e taken from
I ai« trom Mozambique,/MyMs/>e(/ in 1980

thIT"^.
^"'''^ Books. London, EnglandThe book was designed and translated by

yr^L?1T^'?"'"
Hamid and Chris Searfe

I ransJator s Preface

§ In Mozambique, a peoples culture -

trodderi upon through centuries by
colonialism, but which was always
tenacious and unconquerable - has taken

SS.' ^°IJ!'^J?'''^ °^ ^"^^ a"d willswhich created the military and political
power of Frelimo, has its roots in the
peoples culture, in its very survival
continuity and determination to resist

'

Now. the cultural offensive being launched
and dynamised by Frelimo of which the
publication of this book was a part -

sweeping through city, village, home
school and workplace in Mozambique is a

continuation of that same energy now
being reinforced and vincicated instead of
being condemned and repressed.
§But a revolutionay culture does not seek
to rehve some fictional golden age in the
past, or sentimentally evoke sad lost or
begone times. It re-interprets those past
events or stories in the context of the
present, it takes the strength of the pastand sharpens it for the contemporary
struggle in a revolutionary epoch
§Certainly nothing could be less sen-
timerital than the following tales from the
peoples stock in Mozambique. Animals
are personified but never softened or
stuffed with wool. Men and women fight
to teed themselves, preoccupied about
impending starvation or their continued
existerice. They struggle with situations of
nature s making, their enemies making and

their own making, situations often cruelly
real that need wit, inventiveness and
tenacity to overcome those identical
qualities which won the war of liberation in
Mozambique and put the people in power.
These are no fairy stories to lull us asleep or
to give us sweet dreams. Even the
elements of fantasy in the stories speak of
nothing that is not as real as our own flesh
and blood. Through fable, allegory,
fantasy and domestic tale the Mozambicari
story teller underlines his message - use
your intelligence and initiative, adapt your
resolution of difficulties to the actual and
real situation you are faced with, don't be
waylaid by dreams, ambition, selfishness,
or vanity. At last, even the sharp but
overreaching rabbit is learning this by the
final stories - particularly when he tries to

*

take on the collective force of the organised

people.

§The existence of the roots and trunk of a
huge popular culture is giving to
Mozambican children a massive base for
their creativity. At school and at home the
students write their poems and stories
completely un complexed by the em-
barrassment that the creative act still
causes in societies whose cultures have
been set aside and alienated. When they
write they are continuing yet transforming
with revolutionary insight, humour and
energy, the irrepressible culture of their
people. Two examples of the work of two
of these young continuadores' of the
revolution

- work which is regularly
published in national newspapers and
journals - show how the people's storyteller
has moved into the mind and conviction of
the Mozambican school student

The Tortoise and The the Elephant

In times that are a long time gone the
Tortoise arul the Elephant had' an
argument. Aften^rards, the Elephant
laughed and began to poke fun.
"Well Tortoise, you really have got short
legs!"

The Tortoise answered him:
"I may have short legs, but I can stiH jump
over you even when you're standing up."
The Elephant didn't believe it.

"What* You must be joking. With those
short legs and no height at all-how can you
get over me, an elephant* No chance-you
can't jump over me."
The Tortoise insisted. "That's what you
think! But I can guarantee you that I'll make
It."

'Never! You can't jump me."
"But if I manage it- what will you give me«"
The Elephant replied, "Listen if you do it.

I'll pull out oneof my lusks and give it to
you.'

Then as they were there together, the
Tortoise had his idea. He went off to speak
with another tortoise, his companion and
told him:

"Listen. I've just been speakng to the
E|«Pham. Do you know what he said to

tusk. Now. we can work together for
sonr>ething. you go ana niue i„«,b ,,ca. .«
where I'm going to jump. Then afterwards

STATEMENT

§ The criminal regime of Khomeini llslamic-
Repubic) has unleashed an unprecedent
reign of ten-or against revolutionary and
communist forces in Iran. Ever since the
revolutionary uprising of February 1979
which overthrew the traitor Shah, two
forces emerged in the political arena. Those
who wanted to develop andd further ex-
pand the revolution (the workers and poor
urban and rural petty bourgeoisie) and
those who wanted to confine the revolution
so far as their objectives were met. Tf»e
laner group consisted mostly of nr^iddle

bourgeoisie and well-off petty bourgeoisie
(clerics).

§ Because the proletariat was not organized
enough and lacked its own organized party
(a revolutionary ML communst party) at
the time of the February uprising, a
coalition of petty bourgeoisie and middle
bourgeoisie robbed off the leadership of the
revolution from the working class; the only
class capable of fomvarding and developing
the revolution.

SThe counter revolutionary forces who had
seized the power after te uprising began
systematically to take away from the
people their victories achieved by their
blood and sweat shed in fighting and
triumphing over the fascist regime of the
Shah. Prohibition of free assembly, forced
dosure of revolutionary and progressive
newspapers by provoked and government
orchestrated attacks of the regime's
hoolipans and riff-raff, suppressing tt>« just
wniflflte of nationai minonties for

we can get a lot of money for the tusk."
§They decided to work together. The
second tortoise would go in front and
hide,and the other would arrive with the
Elephant at the entrance of the village.

§The Elephant and Tortoise both stood up,
ready for the contest. The Tortoise said,

"I'm going to jump"1and then hid himself
in the bush. From the other side of the
Elephant thesecond tortoise suddenly
appeared from his hiding place and
said,"Chito, chito, chito." which was the
sourKi of someor>e falling to the ground.
§The the second tortoise asked:
§ "Well, did I or did I not jump over*"
§The elephant confessed, "I still don't
understand this."

§He stood up again. The first tortoise came
out of his hiding place and cried out, "I'm

going to jump!" At the other side of the
Elephant the second one appeared. '"Chito.
chito. chito!" he said.

5The Elephant had to admit defeat:

§ "All right boy. the discussion's over. " he
said. He took hold of a tusk, pulled it out
and gave it the Tortoise.

Later, when the other elephants began to
arrive with missing tusks they understood
how the Tortoise had tricked them. But the
tortoises always managed the trick because
they worked together. So the Elephant had
to learn to live without the tusk which he
gave to Tortoise!

BY
UNION OF

autonomy, suppression of women's and
religious minorities' rights, reinstituting and
reconstructing the Shah's army, police and
the notorious SAVAK (under the name of
SAVAMA), taking the hostages in order to
divert the attention of the people from
demanding revolutionary changes, being
equally responsible in creating the reac-
tionary war between Iran and Iraq and
prolonging it for the same reason that has
resulted in thousand of deaths and millions
of homeless people in both countries
marked the dark and shameful dossier of
the Islamic Republic reginw up to three
months ago.

§But this regime which from the outset had
tried to respond to the just and
revolutionary demands of the masses by
resorting to the above tactics of
manipulation and terror, not only found
itself nK>re and more isolated by lossing its

supporters, it also found nonresolving
contradictions became os intensified that
led to the uster of the traitorous camp of
liberal bourgeoisie represented by Bani-
Sadr (aided by his third world revisionist

allies) by the reactionary clerics led by
Khomeini, the IRP and their lackies, the
pro-Soviet revisionists of Tudeh and
Fedayeen "Majority".

lAfter the ouster of the liberal bourgeois
rivals who favored manipulation tactics

combined with tacit terror, the reac-

tionary clerics, represented arKt led by the
IRP and Khomeini himself, have started an
opan campaign of terror against the

THE PEASANT RABBTT
§There was once a rabbit who could never
get enough to eat. And it was truelthat
whenever he sneaked slyly into any
machamba where cabbages and carrots
were growing, there was always someone
who told him to clear off.

§"You peasants are a bad lot!" he would
sob. running away. "If I had a machamba I

wouldn't chase anyone away who was
hungry!"

"Then why don't you become a peasant
then*" said a Chirico. flying nearby, who
was also hungry.

§"Good idea mate!" exclaimed the Rabbit.
"I'll start right now!"
§So he grabbed a spade, a hoe and a rake,
planted some cabbages and carrots and
watered and weeded them. And every
morning he went to see if the plants were
ready for picking.

§Then, one day, who did he see in his

machamba* The Chirico, his neighbour the
Chicken and the Gazelle were eating the
new shoots!

§The rabbit got very worked up at

thisl'Get out of there!" he shouted. Tht

Chicken and the Gazelle at once moved
back, but the Chirico. staring at him gave
him a reminder:

§ "But you once told me that if you had a
machamba you'd never chase anyone away
who was hungry."

§ "That's true. But you all have no idea of
all the work I put in to prow those things!
Come on!Move off and get out of there!"
And he made such an angry face that the
poor Chirico was scared and stepped back
too.

§ "Perhaps I could help you..." he
suggested. "And we could sow again."'

§ "I'll do the watering, " said the Gazelle.
§"And I could pull out the weeds," put in

the Chicken.

§"ln that case, "the Rabbit agreed,
laughing all over his face, "I don't need to
send away anyone who's hungry. Th€
machamba becomes ours!"

5And he sat down on the ground with hi$

new friends. They ate with a hearty ap
petite, and they gained the strength to tak(
up the hoe, spade and^rake to begin t(

work!

IRANIAN STUDENTS

revolutionaries and the people of Iran In

1^ than two months the Islamic Republic
of Iran has admitted to 980 executions to
date (a rate of 20 executions per day) This
barbaric and vicious act is unmatched even
by notorious criminals like the Shah- with
the exertion of Hitler's atrocities, orie can
seldom find parallels in mass executions in
contemporary history of mankind
§The Islamic Republic regime which does
not want to and cannot resolve the
economic, social and political con-
tradictions of our society and day by day
expenences more isolation by thousands of
disillutioned Iranian masses, has only one
choice and that is to turn to the reactionary
forces of the region and imperialism, and
has started to pave the way for complete
dependence on imperialism. In return it is
receiving a tacit support for its barbaric and
criminal deeds by the silence of imperialist
countries who shed crocodile tears for
violatin of human rights.

IFaced by the growing waves of popular
discontent, the IslamicRepublic regime has
resorted to the last desperate tactic left at
Its disposal which is open terror and brutal
suppression of democratic and
revolutionary movements in Iran.

SFearing from communist and
revolutionary organizations to lead the
masses to its overthrow, the regime
dispatches its mercenaries to murder
demonstrators in the streets, fill-up all of
the Shah's prisons with revolutionary
people and viciously execute many of the

IN AMHERST
members and supporters of communist and
revolutionary organizations.
§The PEYKAR (Struggle) organization
which is among the forefront of the Iranian
communist and revolutionary movement
has been one of the targets of the recent
fascist attacks by the Khomeini regime.
Many of the members and supporters of
PEYKAR have been martyred by the
regime's executioners in the streets, jails
and in front of firing squads. PEYKAR and
other communist organizations that have
the task of organizing the workers to lead
the revolutinary movement as well as other
revolutinary organizations, need now more
than ever the internationalist political and
material support of revolutionary
organizations and progressive people
throughout the world.
§Politically. by exposing the reactionary
nature of the Islamic Republic regime and
Its relations with reactionary and imperialist
countries (e.g. purchase of arms from
Israel) you can help to further isolate the
reactionary regime of Khomeini and aid the
Iranian revolution.

§You can also help the Iranian revolution by
your material support to PEYKAR and
other revolutionary organizations to
recover from the damages sustained by the
recent attacks ofthe reactionaries and help
the revolutionary organizations in Iran to
rearm themselves for leading the revolution
until victory.

The Union of Iranian Students In Amherst
supporters of the Organization of PEYKAR
(Struggle) in the P«h to Emancipate the
Working Claaa.
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NOTICIERO ESPECIAL

FUBGO DE HOLv'^fE'''"
'"^

Ella conocia bien esano ticia. . . Canosa ella, de piel
tnguena ^

forja la imagen
de esa pequena sonrisa
que un dia se esfumo
tras un telon de humo
dejando atras solo cenizas
y una figurita de peluche
que le acompanaba en sus
suenos. .

.

SI, se dice que murieron 6 en ese
fuego
pero ella sabe que eso es mentira
mueren 7, muere ella tambien
muere en vida
Total, ya su hija no esta mas

y su nieta ya no rie
Si ya no regana a los

muchachos cuando lleqan de
jugar

trayendo en los zapatos las
huellas de sus andadas...

No, ya no...
Ella ya no so apresura alsalir de la
factoha'
bay! ya no tiene a quien llegar

llega con besos sin poderbesar
viva sin vida

EN UNA TIERRA
QUE NO ES

LA SUVA!

Debra Sicilia

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CORNER

MR. AMHEARSE

Blue Suit from one of your hioh
.i ^^^/^^ '^ ^^^ iT^all [Steigers]

so that I could look just like you!

Mr Amhearse! I read and writeand I speak good English tool

Mr. Amhearse! I live in the house
right next door to youi
Mr. Amhearse! I eat lunch atJudy S...P umley's...even
Delano s too!

'}^Lft!i"^^^^^^- 'J^st got my hair
curled... and guess what! I'm
getting married to a home town
girl...maybe she's one of your
friends too!

^

Mr. Arnhearse! I will work for
you... day or night... overtime
too. .

.

Mr Amhearse! I go to churchand! sit in the pew. . . right next to

Mr. Amhearse! I'm almost like
you may I grab you a cup of
coffee and a few donuts while
I m downtown.
AMr. Amhearst! I'm with you!
Mr. I don t even deal with the
issues of Earl... Seta, Jill.. or
Jose Pontes too.
Mr. Amhearse! I'm still
unernployed and I'd still like towork for you! Something in the
areas of:

Dishwashing
Office Boying
Directoring
Policeing
Janitoring
Stool Piageoning
Professoring

Qualified Agenting
D » . . Uncle
Benning... Anything
Please Mr. Amhearse! I need a
job.

, ^ OK BOY OR ROY or
Whatever your damn name
/S. Heport. tp your Arrned
Forces Trammg, Center im-
mediately and sign your Jife
over to me... lord Jeffrey
Amhearse.

A dinner to benefit the Urban
Ministry's Anti-Arson Campaign will be
held Tuesday, Oct. 13th at 6 p.m. at

the Northampton Unitarian Church.
There will be speakers from the
Hispanic community in Holyoke.
Tickets are $5 for adults and $2.50 for

children and are on sale at Main Street
Records in Northampton and the Com-
muter Collective at U-Mass. For more
information call 549-5470

THIRD WORLD CULTURAL CENTER

Orchard Hill/Central is searching for a
coordinator. Applications and job
descriptions will be available at Mc In-

tyre House 545-2882.

Applications are due Oct. 22nd The
coordinator will be paid $500 per
semester.

I

I
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FREEDOM

Your beautiful eyes have me in a
hypnotic trance
I stay within the world of your
love. . .

.

and everything within you fills my
heart with hope and love

I see your face
and I hear the sweetness of your
voice
calling me!
calling me!
making me know. . . I must be free

And as I move within the beauty
of your love
I feel the power of your love and
It feels
so good inside... It feel so good
inside

I can hear the sweetness of your
voice and I hear you
calling me!
calling me!
and making me know!
I rnust hold you; now! even
tighter
and I will make the'world know
I will riever let you go!
Freedom Freedom, Freedom
lyow and forever more

Continued from, page s

lack what they need to survive; a world in

which more than 40 million people starve to
death every year; a world in which 500
million children suffer from malnutrition
•and chronic diseases; a world in which
about 1500 million people are unable to get
basic medical care; a world with 800 million
illiterates and with a housing shortage of
"^00 million homes.
5ln todays world, the individual and
humanity as a whole have three vital
closely linked objectives: PEACE
DISARMAMENT and DEVELOPMENT. '

- The U.S. imperialist policy poses a threat
to all three of these objectives because it

encourages the arms race, jeapardizes
world peace and obstructs the
socioeconomic development of two thirds
of humanity. It is a policy whose motto
would seem to be "arm yourselves against
each other." _,

neprinted from Gramma
by Jose A. Benitez

With September long gone and Oc
tober already here, the Asian American
Student Association (AASA) is in full

swing.

This year we're planning various ac
tivities such as the NUMMO
NEWS/AASA dance and contest par

ty on Oct. 17th at the S.U.B. at 8:00

p.m. , horseback riding trips, ski trips

etc., but there's still room for your sug
gestions. We hold our meeting weekly
and are annouced thru NUMMC)
NEWS, and all Asians are invited. Hope
to see you there at 6:30 p.m. every

Thrusday evening.

Students are invited to atten a planh

ing meeting for Special Activities and

Programs on Civility.

Tuesday Oct. 13, at 12 noon in Cam

pus Center room 911. for more infor

mation call Marea at 545 0341

READ

NUMMO

From October 13th through October
23erd, the Rape Counselor/ Advocates
and Educator/Advocates Against
Violence Against Women will hold a
rape prevention forum from 12 noon
until 2 p.m. in the following rooms of
the Campus Center at U-Mass:

Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday (Oct.
13.14,16) C.C. 902

Thursday, Oct. 15., C.C. 802

Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday (Oct.
19.20,21) C.C. 802

Thursday. Oct. 22., C.C. 902

Friday, Oct. 23, Sulffolk Room, Stu-
dent Union Ballroom

The forum will be open to the public
and will operate on a drop-in basis.
Various pamphlets, brochures and
other informational materials will be
available and Rape Counselor/Ad
vocates and Educator/Advocates will

be on hand to offer additional informa-
tion or answer any questions.

ALSO

We are co-sponsoring, along with the
Educational Opportunity Center of
Springfield, an informational workshop
oriented to low-income women who
are heads of households and interested
in finding employment, going to
school, or changing jobs. Information
will be provided about area job
possibilities, needed skills, and what
area colleges have to offer. The ses-
sion will be limited to thirty women and
will be held at the Everywoman's
Center on Tuesday evening, October
20, from 7-9 p.m.. Please call the
Center to sign up and to request
childcare. There is no fee.

Contact Every Womens Center for
more information 545-0883

NUMMO NEWS is an Independent
publication of the BLACK NEWS
SERVICE. Its only connection with
the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

is for the purpose of distribution.
^
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This IS an invitation to all the

African American Student Organiza

tions in the 5 College area to actively

participate in the 5 college Black Stu

dent Mini-Conference being held on

the Campus of the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, on the twa

days of October 31st and November

1st at the New Africa House.

We are inviting all interested sisters

and brothers to come and share infor-

mation and discussion around what

we feeel are some extremely important

issues of this rapidly changing period

(of economic, political and social crisis)

and how we as students can effectively

and constructively respond to these

issues.

Some of the issues tentatively on the

agenda for discussion are;

V Declining Financial Aid

2. Racist Violence on Campus

3. Academic Racism

4. Phaseout of Aggressive Recruitment

of Black Students

5. The erection of a 5 college African

American Newsletter

This IS a tentative agenda. Not final.

We rire open to suggestions Please

send any ideas to:

The Office of Third World Affairs

Stuaent Union BIdg.

UMASS, Amherst 01002

c/o Chaka

or call 5452517

All Third World students on the Third World Caucus
must attend a meeting this Wednesday October 14th

^^uhLPm'''-^ °^o. J^'!:^
World Affairs 308Student Union BIdg. (545-2517]

The meeting will start at 6:00 PM before
the 7:00 PM Senate Meeting. Please be
prompt.

pages

Afrlk-Am Meeting

Tuesday October 13 th 6:00 PM New
Africa House Room 315

Afrlk-Am was the first Third World
Organization on this campus and pro-

vides the political and cultural base for

Afrikan-American students on campus.
All Black students are urged to attend.

Organization structure, Homecomming
events and Black History Month will be

discussed . BE THERE!

Are you into

Reaggae, Funk, Soul?

Jazz,

The Duke Ellington Committee

needs you.

We will be presenting Jimmy
Cliff and The Clarke/Duke Pro-

ject. If you would like to help

with graphics, promotion,

hospitality or security for these

shows stop by room 406 Stu-

dent Union BIdg. Or come to our

next meetin Tuesday October

6th at 7:30 PM in room 901 Cam-

nus Center.

READ

M
M

Check out the master of song,

keeper of rhythm and prime ex-

ponent of what has come to be

known as reggae-JIMMY
CLIFF, appearing on Sunday,

October 18, 1981 at the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall on the

UMASS campus. Tickets are

available at Ticketron, Union

Records and Tix at UMASS, For

The Record in Amherst, and in

Northampton at Platterpus and
Main St. Records.

For more information call (413)

545-2892

Don't miss this event for JIM-
MY CLIFF is a living symbol of

modern Jamaican music-reagae

muse.

o
i-ittle Flags Theatre

"BOSTON immmm^i(Stt^j

Concepto Latino, su coneccion musical para los 80, anuncia el itinerario

de programacion para este semestre:

Lunes 6-10 AM y 7-10 PM
Miercoles 10AM - 2 PM

Jueves 10 AM - 2 PM
b.ntor.senos en WMUA, 91.1 FM, la radio emisora de la Universidad de
Massachusettes. Ademas exhortamos a todos aquellos interesados en
cort^un-caciones (radio,television, periodico) de ponerseen contacto con
nosotros llamandc al numero 545-2876 o 545-2877 durante las horas de
transmicion.

The Black Mass Communications Project is offering free audio
workshops in cooperation with Union Video Center. These workshops
are open to all BMCP members and those who want to join.

For more information contact:

Black Mass Communications Project

402 Student Union BIdg.

UMASS, Amherst, 01003

545-2426 ^s»

El Black Mass Communications Project, en cooperacion con Union
Video Center, esta ofreciendo entrenamiento gratuito en audio a todos
sus miembros y a aquellos que desean incorporarse.

Para mas informacion escriban:

B.M.C.P. • '

402 Student Union BIdg.

UMASS, Amherst 01003

5452426

iNfMiGRATioN. oNflrrcMiMfiMffO^iaf
STRIKES. TURN OFTHfeS^TUltYnllteT
CULTURE. A musicaJ panorama fixming on
the dcfinitivr vran m the histo^ibf labor. A
blistering, faauari account ofjthe vem 1886 and
1919.

"WINDFALL'' OCT 26
BAN THE NUKES. SAVE THE EARTH. STOP
THE KILLERS. WIN! Three unliMv heroes
from the worU of pick-up job* and nd9hbo^
hood ban stumbieon the horrors ofiMici«raotf
chemical dumping. A one amMpd noechantc. a
**" *™'^ pl«yttv anlta 65 v«>ar old grmd-
nKKher. M embMtlett Ittrviypn. atke on the
bigger banlelw the ttttvMI of us^ >.. I

OCTOBER 19-23 UMASS/AMHERST

Woi^fOOK [^b

MONDAY
Octob«r 19, 7.30p.m. ^C/^'^O^CC-
Jalm* Zaiaiar*

Tht NicBnguan f^tvolution

Mr. Zaiatar It an attach«>at tht *Nicaraguan con-
ulata In N.w York City, Ha la natlva of Nicaragua
who aarnad hit dagraa in Political Scianca at tha
Univartity of Managua

TUESDAY
Octobar 20, 7:30 p.m.

Armando Ollvo
The Situation In El Salvador

Mr. Olivo is president of the General Assembly of
the faculty at the University of San Salvador in El
Salvador.

WEDNESDAY
Octob.r21. 8:00 D.m. S,u*n, U,„„„ B.K.Oom
Slide Show:
Adelante Companeras

This slide show analyjes the role of Third World
women in liberation struggles, with focus on El
Salvador.

Martha Castellon

Special Speaker Member of ANDE (Asociacion
Naconal De Educadores Salvadoren ,.). Will speak
on the current situation of El Salvador with focus on
women.

THURSDAV Taach-ln On
tr^T.^^^^ Guatemala
October 22, 8:00 pm Student Union Ballroom
Slldaa on Quatamala
Susan Maiselas, Internationally renowned
photographer, is loaning us her most recent slides

w raS A?."! ^^ " '^° ""'^O' °' »^« '•<:•"! book
NICARAGUA: 1979 1980

Daniel VIglletti

Mr^ Viglietti is Uruguay's most famous folksingernd one of the two or three leading members and
exemplars of the New Song Movement in Latin
America, one of tha most important musical forces
'n the Third World since World War II Daiiel
himself has lived in exile since 1972, after spendmo
several months in Uruguayan prisons.

Ariel D 'fmen
Mr. Dorfman is a Chilean writer who Is now exiled in
the U.S.. He IS the author of the well known workHe w .1 be reading from a book of poetry on the
uentfo, TierJcan Rp- oiutions.

Julio Quan
Mr. .fudied Social Sciences at the National
UniVK ' San Carlos. Guatemala City and com-
pletec

:
duate work in Geography at the Universi-

ty of '.., .as. Mr Quan is a member and represen-
tative of ne F D.C.R..

FRIDAY
October .3, 8:00 p.m Student Union Ballroom

Concert with
Guatemalan Marimba Band

Today is Wednesday's schedule
( MASSACHUSETTS DAILY
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PGA gets

'UTOPIA'
threats
By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Members of the Gay and Lesbian Counseling Collective
office of the University of Massachusetts reported receiv-
ing a death threat sometime during last weekend, campus
police said yesterday.
The death threat, one of two threats reported by

members of the office, was received by the office answer-
ing service sometime between last Friday and Monday
Police would not release the content of the threats.
Police also acknowledged yesterday that a UMass stu-

dent had received two written threats against his life last
Thursday riight. The threats were reportedly signed

The name UTOPIA came to public attention last Thurs-
day when leaflets, carrying the name and advocating
white supremacy, U.S. military superiority, and suppres-
sion of gay rights, were distributed anonymously across
campus.

Police said that the incidents are under "intensive in-
vestigation" but would not release any details.
"Whenever a member of this community is threatened

we take it very seriously." said Phillip Cavanaugh
Associate Director of Public Safety at UMass.
"The investigation has been intensive since the time the

flyers first appeared on campus." he said.
A member of the Gay and Lesbian Counseling Collective

said yesterday the death threats came in the wake of other
recent threats against the UMass gay community.
The member, who requested his name be withheld, said

he had received a "vulgar" phone call from what he said
was a group of males last Wednesday. He also said the
Gay and Lesbian Counseling Collective office had been
broken into early last week and the words "Fags Die"
scratched into a room divider.

"I think this UTOPIA thing makes for a good cover for
anyone wanting to take out oppression on other people

"

he said.

Students' fees

likely to

rise next year
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts student's room and board
fee could rise $300 and the Campus Center fee could jump
$70 m one year if new state-mandated costs are imposed
on already tight campus budget said Director of the Office
of Planning and Budget, Marie Reid yeste^y.

All student fees are likely to rise as full-costing policies
and new fringe benefit expenses are applied to University
trust funds, Reid said. Most major trust funds are financ-
ed at least m part by student fees. Every item on the stu-
dent bill goes into a trust fund.
These facts were discussed yesterday at a workshop

chaired by Reid, held in order to explain the University's
efforts to deal with the new costs and management
criticism leveled at the University this year by the state.
Every University trust fund will now have to pay new fr-

inge benefit costs amounting to a payroll increase of 12.2
percent.

These fringe benefit costs were previously paid by the
State. But according to law, trust funds set up by the
State were supposed to return this money to the state.
UMass has fought against this in recent years. "This year
we lost," said Reid.

State law also requires each trust fund to be self-
sustaining. New enforcement of this law has led the
University to create a full-costing system which requires
every trust or university unit that provides services to a

Contintied on page 9
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Chancellor says
10,000 denied
an education
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - More than 10 thousand potential students
were denied access to public colleges and universities in
the state because of lack of financial resources within the
system to accomodate them said Chancellor of Higher
Education John Duff yesterday at the Board of Regents
meeting.

"I do not believe we can sustain another year for public
higher education, as we did this year. We have been forced
to turn away 10,000 students this year," said Duff
More than 500 faculty have been laid off since August,

Duff said. This does not include the 200 Boston State Col-
lege faculty scheduled to be fired in January, he said.
"The system of public higher education has been hurt.

Our system is the lowest per capita funding in the nation.
This has been true long before Proposition 2Vz," said
Regent David Beaubien.
Meanwhile, an additional $20 million was requested by

the Board for high technology and health field programs
for next year by the state.

"There's been a shift in student interest to programs in
engineering, computer science and health care," said
Beaubien, who is vice president of EG & G Inc.
Related to this. Regent Ray Stata suggested a list of

priorities for public higher education be devised including
matching grant program with private industry. The pro-
gram which will encourage high technology firms to give
money to engineering and computer sciences in return for
matching state funds for the same programs said Stata.
"Business is dependent on public higher education. High

Technology companies have a vital interest in high quality
higher education, public and private," said Stata who is
president and chairman of the board of Anabg Devices,
Inc. and founder of the High Technology Council.

In other business, Regent Arnold Friedman chairman of
the Springfield Area Task Force announced the commit-
tee is six weeks behind schedule because of a shortage in
staff. The task force was created to study the possible

Continued on page 8

Col1*|i«« photo bv Tiarc i/rTrill>

SPEAKS TO REGENTS - Beth Benton, a
sophomore at UMass/Amherst, addressed the
Board of Regents yesterday in Boston about
the implementation of a $1.4 million tuition
waiver.

T\n A».T »r . ^T^ - ...J»)fi.n photo by Vine* t>«Witt
DR. AN WANG - The President of Wang

Laboritories and Regents member at the Board
of Regents meeting yesterday in Boston.

Student claims
Board of Regents
'denies education
to nearly 6,000'
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — Almost 6,000 students were denied access
to public higher education in Massachusetts because the
Board of Regents faUed to implement their $1.4 million
tuition waiver policy, said Beth Benton, a representative
from the Massachusetts Association of State Students, at
the Board of Regents meeting yesterday.
"Academic year 1981 82 began over a month and a half

ago, and not one student has seen one penny of this 1.4
million dollars. It has not been allocated. Even on the basis
that this waiver policy is sufficient, 6000 students have not
returned this semester," Benton said.
The 6000 student figure was obtained from the Regents

office, said Benton, a sophomore at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst.
Last sjj^ing, the Regents said the $1.4 mUlion in tuition

waivers would assist 6000 students in softening the 27
percent tuition increase passed last spring.
MASS is a statewide coalition of students from public

Continued on page 9

Students seek restraining order
A University of Massachusetts student is seekina « „o„

^^A University of Massachusetts student is seeking a
temporary restraining order and preliminary and per-
manent injunctions against Hampshire-Franklin County
District Attorney Thomas G. Simons to bar Simons from
pressing criminal charges against him.
The student, Douglas Locke, has been charged with

disorderly conduct stemming from an incident which oc
curred March 9, 1980, in the vicinity of the Blue Wall.

Locke, along with UMass student Joseph McDonagh
who was also involved in the incident, filed a $2.7 million
suit against the UMass police department Sept. 23. The
students claim UMass police beat them while arresting
them outside the east end of the Campus Center Con-

course.

Locke claims that Simons offered him leniency if he
waived his right to sue the police, said his attorney Steven
Lewis Baumohl of Northampton.
Baumohl said Simons withdrew his offer for leniency

after deciding his offer was improper. Baumohl said both
acts constituted 'bad faith' on the part of Simons and said
on those grounds he will ask that prosecution be stopped
against Locke.

The case is scheduled for a Federal District Court
hearing in Springfield Thursday morning.

- KEN ROSS
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World and national news
Egyptians vote
for Mubarak as
next President
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - MiUions of Egyptians, not

deterred by fatal bomb blasts at Cairo's airport and a
gunbattle between police and Moslem extremists in Giza,
voted yesterday in a referendum to confirm Hosni
Mubarak as successor to slain President Anwar Sadat.
No violence was reported at the polling stations,

guarded by heavily armed soldiers and police. Although
security was tight, it was not considered unusually strict.
Egyptian media broadcast reports of the airport bomb
blast and the shooting near the pyramids throughout the
day.

Mubarak, the country's vice president and the only
candidate, was certain to win approval from Egypt's 12
million eligible voters.

The Interior Ministry said the time bombs exploded on
an Air Malta flight from Libya shortly after it landed at
Cairo International Airport and discharged its 93
passengers.

Police said a baggage handler was killed, and another
baggage handler, an Air Malta stewardess and two
security guards were wounded. They said three of the
wounded were seriously injured, but did not say which
ones.

Airport officials said none of the passengers on the
Boeing 737. mostly Egyptians who work in Libya, were
hurt. The plane originated at TripoU, Libya's capital, and
made a stopover in VaUetU. MalU, the airport officials
said.

Police said the first bomb exploded while on a baggage
cart below the plane. There was a second blast 14 minutes
later, they said.

No group immediately claimed responsibility for the
blasts.

An Interior Ministry statement said the bombs had been
timed to explode inside the airport terminal, but detonated
during unloading because the flight was 15 minutes late.

Earlier in the day. the ministry, which controls the
country's police, said that authorities seized five heavily
armed Moslem extremists after a dawn shootout near the
Giza pyramids. Egypt's top tourist attraction southwest of
Cairo. It said two policemen and one solider were injured.
The ministry said two of the five captured men were

ringleaders in the fundamentalist assault on security men
in the southern city of Asyut on Wednesday. Security
officials said 118 persons, nearly half of them policemen.
were killtd in the two-day battle. The three other captured
men were said to be accomplices.

;::>ft:5:i>:i:;:<:>>::v:v
x:>x:::::::::>x::::::::::;Si:::;*::;:;:;;;:K^^^^^^

Libyan threats'push Reagan
to provide military assistance
WASHINGTON - The Reagan administration intends

to accelerate shipment of defensive mUitary assistance to
the Sudan, in part because of 'increased threats from
Libya," White House spokesman David Gergen said
yesterday.

Gergen said a technical team of U.S. military personnel
would accompany the equipment "for a relatively short
sUy" to famUian,;^ the Sudanese with the equipment.

But, he added, "This is quite different from and should
be distinguished from the whole idea of military advisers."
He provided no details on the types of military equip

ment that would be sent, or on the number of American
personnel involved.

Trial ofman for \22 caliber'

killings set for next week
BUFFALO, N.Y. - The trial of Army Pvt. Joseph

Christopher in three of four ".22 caUber" killings that
terrorized Buffalo area blacks last year has been post
poned until Monday.

Justice William J. Flynn of sUte Supreme Court granted
the delay to give prosecutors time pass to defense any
evidence that might be favorable to the 26 year old
defendant.

Christopher is to be tried here on three second degree
murder counts. He faces another charge in neighboring
Niagara County.

Reagan hails Spain's King;
Spain vows to help Mid East
WASHINGTON - President Reagan hailed Spain's

King Juan Carlos yesterday as"a champion of democracy"
and said the United States stands solidly behind efforts to
make his country the first new member of NATO since
1955.

In private, the monarch told Reagan that Spain would be
of "whatever help it could" in promoting peace in the
Middle East, and he volunteered that he has a good
relationship with Jordan's King Hussein and the royal
Saudi family, a senior American official said.
"Any help of that kind will would be welcome," said the

official, who declined to be identified. He added that the
king's offer would be pursued by Secretary of State
Alexander M. Haip T;

.

President Ronald Reagan meets with former President Jimmy Carter in the Oval OfficeTtheWhite House yesterday concerning the sale of the AWACS planes to Saudi Arabia.

Up to 2,700 workers may be victims
of King's collision with legislature
BOSTON (AP) - Gov. Edward J. King and the

Legislature are on a collision course which a top ad-
ministration source said yesterday may have cost up to
2,700 state workers their jobs.
The issue has to do with eight collective bargaining

contracts now making their way through the Legislature.
The administration contends the Legislature failed to
provide enough money in this fiscal year's budget to fully
fund the agreements. As a result. King last week called
House action on the contracts "a shameful act."
The measures — affecting employees in the trial court,

community colleges, state police and bargaining units that

touch all agencies, such as clerical workers — are now
before the Senate.

"The House included $29.6 rftillion forthis fiscal year that
the state doesn't have. King said. But atop administration
official, who asked that his name not be used, said
yesterday the governor has no intention of vetoing the
contracts or retroactive raises dating back to July 1, 1980,
for which money is available.

However, King wiU veto most of the money included by
the House for this fiscal year, the official said. This means
some employees wUl have to be fired so others can collect
raises due them this year.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Bostonians may savor flavor

of Conn. River floodwaters
SPRINGFIELD Diversion of Connecticut— i^ivciaiuu ui v^onneciicui

River fioodwaters for drinking water in Greater Boston
could be allowed or banned in a legal fight leading to the
U.S. Supreme Court, an agency says in its last report.
The New England River Basins Commission also says six

cities remam unprotected if the Connecticut overflows its
banks as it did in a flood in 1936.
The commission was founded under the Water

Resources Planning Act of 1965 and was eUminated by
President Reagan when the 1981 fiscal year ended Sept.

The Connecticut River Watershed Council has received
the commission's records for New England's longest
waterway. The councU is a private conservation group
opposed to diverting water to the Metropolitan District
Commission for use in Greater Boston, council president
'L°'L"J^''osman said yesterday.

Start
every day
refreshed!

Th* Collegian

The nation's highest court cleared the way for the state
to pipe water to Boston from western Massachusetts in the
Great Depression. The state buried the towns of Enfield
Dana, Prescott and Greenwich in the Swift River VaUey
under 412 billion gallons of water known as the Quabbin
Reservoir.

B andMRailroad fires worker
after fatal train crash
BOSTON — Boston & Maine RaUroad has fired one

employee and disciplined another in connection with an
Aug. 11 train colUsion that kiUed four people, a union
official said yesterday.

Peter Carbone, a general chairman with the United
Transportation Union of New England, said a tower
dispatcher was fired and an operator was penaUzed
followuig hearings into the August train crash in Beverly.
A B&M official would only confirm that two employees

were disciplmed after a company investigation found the
accident was due to "human factors and human error."
"We will not make a statement about the specific action

or the names of the employees involved because we want
to protect the employees," said spokesman Jim Stoetzel
Three railroad employees and another man were kiUed

and 29 injured when a Boston bound commuter trained
coUided head-on with a freight train outside Beverly's
rrides Crossing station.
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Goldman will be tried
suse of SGA funds

By JOHN DIPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

The University Judiciary of the University of
Massachusetts has scheduled a trial for next Monday, to
determine whether Student Government Association
Treasurer Richard Goldman improperly used student
funds to advertise the Oct. 6 referendum election

c^I'^'F^
^^''^ ^'"^^^ '^^^ '^^^'^ ^y P^^^'" Graham former

S(jA official against Goldman contending he had used Stu-
dent Activity Trust Fund money to place advertisements
encouraging students to vote for the increase of the Stu-
dent Activities Fee.

A preliminary hearing was held last Wednesday in
which a temporary injunction was granted, to limit
Goldman s signature power, said Student Attorney
General Lisa Ziebel.

Under the injunction, Goldman cannot authorize
disbursements over $100 without the signature of another
S^A^fficer, excluding payroll allocations, Ziebel said.
Goldman said he was not given enough time to respond

to the charges at the hearing.
"I found out on Wednesday (October 7) that somebody

tiled an injunction with the University Judiciary. I was not
given an opportunity to attend that hearing," Goldman
said.

"We spent money to support the referendum. 1 definite-
ly admit that was done." Goldman said.
"Past precedent will show that what I did has been done

hundreds of times in the past."
Craig Sherwood, a University Judiciary advocate

representing Graham, said the undergraduate student
senate coordinating committee, and not the full senate.

Continued on page 15

Undergraduate Senate elected
after D.C. results were tallied
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Elections for Undergraduate Student Senate ended last
night with the results announced from Franklin, Hamp-
shire and Worcester Dining Commons tallied.

Polls were open for an extra day as Governmental
Affairs Chairman Jim Murphy decided they were in-
sufficiently staffed last week.
In case of a tie or a seat not fUled, the House Councils

have the authority to delegate the senatorial position.
Senators from Northeast/Sylvan are as follows: Brown

dormitory, Lauren Bertsch and Ted Dargon; Cashin dorm
Geoffry Parker and Eric Grele; Dwight dorm, Lisa-Dawne
Gray: Crabtree, Kathy Moynihan/Janet PearsaU; Hamlin
dorm, Richard Proulx; Knowlton, Eithne Richardson;
Leach dorm, Mark Welch; Lewis dorm, Antonia Chronis;
Thatcher dorm. Joseph Sparks, and Johnson, Christopher
Gaffney and Karen Fersht tied. There are no senators for
McNamara or Mary Lyon dormitories.

In Southwest dormitories: CooUdge Lower, Kim Cohane
and Karl Wiley; Crampton, Betsy Kraft; Emerson. Jen-
nifer Kirby; James, Russ Melanson; Kennedy Lower, Paul
Dioli; Kennedy Upper, Wahab Mehdi/Aamir Rahim and
Peter Casale/Scott lampietro; Thoreau, Paul O'Rourke-
MelviUe. Peg O'NeU; Prince, Elizabeth CogsweU; and in
Mackimmie, Nelson AcosU. There are no senators for
Coohdge Upper, and there is one seat open in Kennedy
Lower.

Results from Orchard Hill and Central dormitories are:
Dickinson, Kari Schultz and Mark Lipsky; Grayson,
Andrew Sparks and Morris Wheeler; Webster, Carolyn
McKenna and Marc Abend; Baker, Linda Garofalo and
Brad Barker; Brooks, Linda Fritzler; Butterfiekl, Adria
Crum; Chadbourne, Brad Goldstein/Maria Zbtnick;
Gorman. David Fachetti; Greenough. Jeff Cohen/Michael
Tu-reU and Wheeler, Rich Berman/Caryn Paul. Senators
are needed to represent Van Meter North. Van Meter
South, Field, Brett and one more senator is needed from
Gorman.

Trustees approve five-year management plan
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees
yesterday unanimously approved the development of a
five-year management systems program that will ensure
the availability of funds separate from those provided by
the state and federal governments.
UMass President David C. Knapp requested that part of

the five-year program be a Trust Fund Management plan
established by the trustees to replace the present system
which operates on a year-to-year basis.

"The university must move much more systematically.

and adopt new academic initiatives to keep pace with other
public institutions." said Knapp. Those initiatives will
include funding from both the private and public sectors.

In other business, UMass/Boston ChanceUor Robert
Corrigan, said the merger between UMass/Boston and
Boston State College, expected to occur next spring, would
be difficult but is feasible.

"With the existing "82 budget, (which yesterday
received the approval of the trustees) and anticipated
funds from the Continuing Education division, we can
make it." said Corrigan.

Corrigan said he would like to maintain the "unique

programs" of both schools, but because the schools'
curricula differ that may not be possible.

"UMass/Boston has a less traditional curriculum than
Boston SUte, but if the UMass/Boston curriculum is
adopted, additional sUff (other than those involved in the
merger) are not necessary."
The trustees also approved a department of radiation

oncology (therapy) to be added to the UMass Medical
Center at Worcester.

At the close of yesterday's meeting, the trustees were
taken on a tour of the Curry Hicks Cage. Discussion of the
tour will take place at the trustees' next meeting.

There was shocked silence... a lot of tears'

Services held for Msbee player, dead of heart attack
By ED LEVINE
Collegian Staff

A funeral Mass was celebrated in St. Michael's Church in
Exeter. N.H. yesterday for Broderick l^ee, 20, who died
during a frisbee tournament held at the University of
Massachusetts Saturday.

Lee. a freshman at Keene State, collapsed and died of a
heart failure during a time out of an ultimate frisbee game
between Keene State and Wesleyan University. The game
was ono match of a tournamt nt sponsored by UMass.
According to police repo ts. Lee collapsed about 3:15

p.m. Saturday and was rushed lo Cooley Dickinson
Hospital in Northampton where he was pronounced dead
on arrival.

Judith Golub. day supervisor at the hospital, said
yesterday that an autopsy attributed I.«e's death to a
cardiac arrest. Golub said Lee had a history of heart
trouble.

Jared Weisman. a member of the Keene State frisbee
team and a reporter for the Equinox, the school's
newspaper, said Lee's father told him his son suffered from
a congenital heart condition which limited blood flow
through his heart.

"Broderick's enthusiasm in life was such that we felt we
couldn't keep him down. In effect, he was handicapped but
he wa not going to let it handicap him." Robert Lee was
quoted as saying in the Equinox Monday.
Weisman said the members of the Keene State team

were shocked and saddened by Lee's death. He said he and
two others went (o the hospital, waited for about an hour,
and then were told that Lee had died.

"The three of us drove back and we had to tell the team,"
Weisman sai i. Ther*- was shocked sileiitc. A lot of tears.

A iot of st.ani.;j..g a.id billing around and just thinking."

Weisman <^ld the shock also picvailid on the Keeno
campus and liewb ui Leo i death traveled through the
school of about 3,400 students "like wildfire."

AJi.

QUIET MOMENT — Sitting in disbelief, members of the Keene State Ultimate Frisbee Team
ponder the fate of a teammate who collapsed during a game here on Saturday. The teammate
Broderick Lee. was reported dead on arrival at Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Northampton.
Weisman said thai Lee collapsed during a time out of Commons, where he called police.

Keene Stat- s game a^,i,nst Wesleyan University held on When p,.lice arriv-.d about five minutes lat-T. Weismanthe Southwest plnynK f.elds, A!..ut. 10 lo 1.5 minutes into .aid. they admi..;er.<l cardio pulmonarv resuscitationTn.lth..>0-ninu. game, I,r.ap|^...nMyro!!apsf.i^n the field oxycron lo r,eo ..rd u.A hit' i. .. ^.n^^^^Ur^XT^Hr

^ officiit^ l-W^'Uri^K ''"'^;''^^''t"''xi^*^"i'^
ihamplon. Alter about an hour at .he hospital, WeLs.na.nan officials table and then ran to nearby Hampden said, he was informed of Lee's death.
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Drop your guard for a

minute Even though vou're

in college right now, there

are many aspects ot the Army
that you might find very

attractive.

Maybe even irresistible.

See for yourself

MEDSCHOOLONUS
You read it nght.

The Army's Health Professions Scholarship
Program provides necessary tuition, books, lab
fees, even microscope rental during medical
school.

Plus a monthly stipend that works out to

about $6,000 a year

After you're accepted into medical
school, you can be accepted into our program.
Then you're commissioned and you go
through school as a Second Lieutenant in the
Army Reserve

The hitch' Very simple After you graduate,
you give the Army a year as a doctor for every
year the Army gave "you as a med student, with
a minimum obligation of three years' service.

MTBMSHKt RESIDENCY
ACASH BONUSES

Besides scholarships to medical school, the
Army also offers AMA-approved first-year

post-graduate and residency training programs.
Such training adds no further obligation to

the scholarship participant But any Civilian
Graduate Medical Education sponsored by the
Army gives you a one-year obligation for

every year of sponsorship, with a minimum
obligation of two years service

But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every
year you're paying back medical school or post-
graduate training.

So you not only get your medical education
paid for, you get extra pay while you're paying
it back. Not a bad deal

A GREAT PLAaTO BEA NURSE
The rich tradition of Army Nursing is one

of excellence, dedication, even heroism And
It s a challenge to live up to

Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome of
professionalism, regarded as a critical member
of the Army Medical Team

A BSN degree is required. And the clinical

spectrum is almost impossible to match in

civilian practice.

And, since you'll be an Army Officer, you'll
enjoy more respect and authoriry^ than most of
your civilian counterparts You'll also enjov
travel opportunities, officer's pay and officer's

pnvileges.

Army Nursing offers educational oppor-
tunities that are second to none As an Army
Nurse, you could be selected for graduate degree
programs at civilian universities

UKEYOU?
ADMftNCED NURSINC COURSE.

TUmON-FREE
You get tuition, pay and living allowances.

You can also take Nurse Practitioner courses
and courses in many clinical specialities All on
the Army

While these programs do not cost you any
money, most of them do incur an additional
service obligation.

ACHANaiO PRACTKE LAM
If you're about to get your law degree and

be admitted to the bar, you should consider a
commission in the Judge Advocate General
Q)rps Because in the Army you get to practice
law right from the start.

While your classmates are still doing other
lawyers' research and other lawyers' briefs, you
could have your own cases, your own clients,

in effect, your own practice.

Plus you'll have the pay. prestige and privi-

leges of being an Officer in the United States
Army With a chance to travel and make the
most of what you ve worked so hard to

become A real, practicing Iaw7er. Be an Army
Lauder

ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS
Though you're too late for a 4-year

scholarship, there are }-, 2-, and even l-year
scholarships available

They include tuition, books, and lab fees.

Plus $100 a month living allowance Naturally
they re very competiti\'e Because
besides helping you towards your
degree, an ROTC scholarship helps
you towards the gold bars of an
Army Officer

Stop by the ROTC office on
campus and ask about details

but not necessarily

assigned to active duty. Find
out about it.

ABONUSFOR
MRT-TIMEMORK

You can get a $1,500
bonus just for enlisting in some Army Reserve
units Or up to $4,000 in educational benefits.

You also get paid for your Reserve duty. It

comes out to about $ 1 , 100 a year for one weekend
a month arwd two weeks annual training.

And now we have a special program to help
you fit the Army Reserve around your school
schedule

It s worth a look

A SECOND CHANCE ATCOLLECZ
Some may find college to be the right place

at the wrong time for a variety of reasons .The
Army can help them, too. *

A few years in the Army can help them get
money for tuition and the maturity to use it

wisely.

The Army has a program in which money
saved for college is matched two-for-one by the
government Then, if one qualifies, a generous
bonus IS added to that.

So 2 years of service can get you up to
$15,200 for college, 3 and 4 years up to $20,100.
In addition, bonuses up to $5,000 are available
for 4-year enlistments in selected skills.

Add in the experience and maturity gained,
and the Army can send an individual back to
college a richer person in more ways than one.

We hope these Army t)pportunities have
intrigued you as well as surprised you. Because
there is indeed a lot the Army can offer a bright
person like you.

For more information, send the coupon.

UPT0$170AM0NTH
You can combine service in the

Army Reserve or National Guard
with Armv ROTC and get between
$7,000 and $14,000 while you're

snll insch(x>I

Its called the Simultaneous
Membership Program You get $100
a month as an Advanced Armv ROTC
Cadet and an additional $70 a month
(>erge.int'spaylas.inArmv Reservist

When you graduate, you'll be
commissioned as a Second Lieutenant,

I L-iii V.-I Armv hducHion Benefits
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Reproductive rights speakout
scheduled for tomorrow night
There will be a speak out for abortion rights and

freedom from sterilization abuse Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at
the First Congregatic.nal Church in Amherst

Isis, a reproductive rights group, is providing this op-
portunity for women to talk about their experiences, with
Illegal abortions, or sterilization abuse. It will be an oppor-
tunity for women to learn how best to defend their basic
medical rights in the 1980's.

^^^IflYaA ^rlu ^u"
P'?^»d^d by calling ahead, at 665-3959

or 586-8494 The building is accessible to the handicapped

r;B« Lo!!"' r.
'"^"'•'^ation, contact Elaine O'Keefe at

&8b-8494, or Deirdre Scott at 665-3959.

Rape prevention forum to be
held during next two weeks
A rape prevention forum, scheduled daUy for the next

fpwrT** •• ^P'^"^^^ by the Everywoman's Center
(bWC) is an informal display of prevention information andan opportunity for University staff and students to im-
prove awareness of violence against women.

Counselor and educator advocates wiU be available torespond to questions. Sessions will be held daily from noon
to 2 p.m. on adrop-m basis. Locations are as foUows: todav

Newslines.,
'>:^xci>^^yx::v^^y;^^

'

;.^^/rJJ>>:^^.ij>;;i;j> ^f
;
^v^

in room 902 of the Campus Center; Thursday in room 8Ce

T

the Campus Center; Friday in room 902 of thrCamnns

r'<r^2'lrtt'^^"^^'^?:
^"'

^A'"-^^^ -^ "-t w3"m'room 802 of the Campus Center; October 22 in room 902 of

Students urged to attend forum
on proposed activity fee hike
A public forum to disc-uss the proposed student activities

fee increase will be held in the Campus Center room
168-170 today at 4 p.m. The pros and cons of the increase
will be discussed through a panel discussion. Organiza
tions and students are urged to attend.

Water resource film to be
held, discussion to follow
A fUm entitled "The Old Quabbin Valley" and a sym-posium discussing water resource issues wUl be presented

tomorrow at 8 p.m. in Thompson 104. The symposium
panel includes Paul Godfrey. Director, Water L^u^ce^
Research Center. Jack Snedeker. Former Commissioner.

.Collegian
Boston Water and Sewer. Alexandra Dawson, Executive
Director of the Water Supply Citizens Advisory Com-
mittee, Francesca Maltese. Chair. Amherst Board of
Selectmen and Hugh BeU. History Professor. UMass. The
event is free and open to the public.

Wilkinson scheduled to speak
against repressive legislation

Frank Wilkinson, national director for the CommitteeAgainst Repressive Legislation, is scheduled tnpeak

orrrr.nr/''"r'''' '"" "^P^^^'- ^^^^-^'tomorrow m Campus Center room 162 at 730 p m
tivl ^nS'tri^^'"""'

^P^"^^'"^^ by the Commuter Collec-tive and the American Friends Service Committee is fr^
. and open to the public.

n"niiiee, is tree

Subject of program will be

career trends for the eighties
A free program on career trends for the 1980's will be

introduced tomorrow from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Campus
Center room 904.

Anticipated effects of population changes on the job
market, changes m the workplace and qualities deemed
critical m every field are among the items to be discussed

UNIQUE COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID SERVICE
AS COUEGE COSTS KEEP SOARING, snnJETjr FINANCIAL AID B BEING SUkSHM

PSIS can match students and potentiaJ students
with the thousands of varied grants, scholarships
and loans available each year. Many of these go un-
touched because they are not even applied for.
These funds are awarded for categories ranging
from:

—Parents occupation to desired field of study
"

—Religions & ethnic background to government
benefit recipients

—Athletics to class standing

DONT MISS YOUR CHANCE.

PSIS
Amherst

PRINCETON SCHOLARSHIP INFORMAHON SERVICES
/so ST \ri ROAD PRINCtlON \tV\ )lkSfY 0HS40
itLimONt(000.083 0550

Chapel HUl Princeton

iPSlS

"

PtIMCITON MHCXARSHir INfCWMATION MIVICIS' M-VK ti I.-,,, I'lrvi!.'-, -.H'. Ml.vt , .1. -,.1.

If rtiust .^1' -Ki OS-

#02

Please send me your free informa-
tion package regarding PSIS's finan-

cial aid service.

The '
"

^oodsmitli

SUNDAY MORNING BREAKFASTS
7:30 11:30 a.m.

LUNCH
Tuesday Friday 1 1:30 a.m 2:30 p m

DINNER
Tuesday Sunday 5:30 p m 10:CK) p m.
BANQUET FACILITIES AVAILABLE

FULL COCKTAIL SERVICE
(Rt. 9) Hadley. Mass

"ATTENTION TO DETAIL"

WATch OtT TEUvisioN!

^'GROOVE TUBE''
Oct. 16 7,9,11 PM

ENq. East And.

SI.00

The UMass Arts Council
is now accepting applications for funding for student
organizationsponsored arts events scheduled for production

during the first semester.

Jor further information r;,|| or stop by the Arts Council
Otfice at 125 Herter Hall - from 9 AM to 4 PM each

day tel. 5-0202

Wednesday

JimPlunkett

PUB MUG MIGHT
25* Beers-Pub Mugs

•Oldies«Trivia Contests

9tJl1
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Letters
Outsiders ruin dorm party
To the Editor:

With all the recent controversy about Southwest par-
tes, we would like to comment on our recent house party.
Friday, Oct. 2, Pierpont Dormitory held its first party of
the semester. The party itself was successfully contained
but, unfortunately, it was broken up by the police because
of unruly outsiders in the lobby.

We would like to encourage UMass stuaents lo aci more
responsibly if they wish to continue attending Southwest
parties. Why should residents of any dorm suffer because
of the inconsiderate behavior of a few? Let's hope future
Southwest parties are not ruined as ours was.

Dawn Brady
Pierpont House Council

Hi-tech threatens Hberal arts
To the Editor:

Being a satisfied, well-motivated student who has
transferred here from a prestigious, career-oriented col-

y^a,,
^ '"^^^^ ^ respond to Mike Jingozian (Oct. 8,

First of all, I don't agree with your idea of favoritism
You mention that the divying of benefits offered here
ought to be determined by academic performance It's
hard enough to be a floundering student, Mr. Jingozian,
let aJone being denied access to financial aid, housing
parking, scheduling, extra-curricular activities and
academic freedoms.
Secondly, the suggestion that the sole purpose of a col-

lege education is career placement to me is appalling Yes
future options for security must be considered during
these years. But, no, deciding on your career should not be
a prerequisite to admissions."
I'm glad to see those with such values of elitism and pre-

professionahsm transferring. For those are not the values

ROZ'S Place vintage Fashion
Crazy Color Sunglasses Hot Dot Makeuo
6 Bridge St Nton M S 11 6 thurs till 9 CO

CH«ck
Otr

^Sveruthins ^^f

ffUdioween

Choose full heoa
masks or create
your own unique
costume with these:

g2fa^p'd**1t^c*t^^^ COIORED HAIRSPRAVGREASE PAINTS TOOTH OUT BEARDS FfFT
rif.'^DS HATS SPIR.TGUM STAGE BLOODMUSTACHES NOSES FANGS TEETH WITCHF«;HATS AND BROOMS WIGS HEAD PIECESLIQUID LATEX STAGE WARTS SPOCK EARSSTRANGE SPECS ARROW THRU HEAD
?I.y'Aln"*'!,1lc''°

'*'^ BUNNV EARS ANDTAIL AND A VARIETY OF SPECIALTY ITEMS

MOROSE
MASQUERADES
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that should govern a diverse, non-selective, public institu-
tion.

Furthermore, the problem with expanding high
technology areas and decreasing liberal arts is obvious.
Right now we face the danger of instrumental reasoning
replacing other more contemplative modes of thought.
Since society has placed a premium on technological ad-
vancement, education has devoted less attention to the
development of the critical perspective by which to guide
it. Along with denying students a well-rounded education,
this could have devastating consequences for society.

Nikki Davis

Central

Interested in writing for the editorial

pages? Prospective columnists should at-

tend a short recruitment meeting Mon-
day night at 7:00 in the Collegian
newsroom. Questions? Call Kathleen

|

Howley, Executive Editor, at 545-3500
between 4:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.

H^W!(MXJStYA>aaS(AAglg,OFmFA^^

^range Cappuccino
anda desk topfortwo.

I

'ipf» .*j^

'''^
I'}

'*)

^T^^,

••*^r,:^

Qapjiijccmo

MR LURCH
UNCLE VAL
CHE WBACCA

BiGFOOr
VAWPlRf
WITCH

ALIAS MR HIDE DEAWON

WOLf MAN
WERf WOLf
OLD TIMER
DRAGON f ACE

-¥'

DARTHVADER SKULLHE4D OFATHCyE^QRU

NEW ADDITIONS full masksVOOA UGNOUGMT SPOCK
VULCAN FASTER KLINGOM

NEW FOR KIDS
SESAME STREET FULL COSTUMES
FLAME RETARDANT

op«< daMy and Saturday 8-5:15

Thurs. & Friday Nights til 9 pm
October 22, 23, 29, 30

HLCHIlDSaiSON

General foods International Coffee:
Make Good Company.

!!WRMAIlOM4i^^as

CAfeFRANCArs
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^
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TALK IT OVER,WITH ACREAMY-RICH CUP OFORANGE CAPPUCCINQ
Available at: UNIVERSITY STORE

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4 Located in the Campus Center
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OPINION
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'
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badat: man of peace, foe of democracv
Anwar el Sadat killed? Was he. as the media dynamics of E^fs Hnm.«H. ...u...„ ,„ .u_ „, . „_^.... ^Why was Anwar el Sadat killed? Was he. as the media

would like us to believe, the victim of a handful of religious
fanatics? What were the motivations of his assassins?

Sadat's assassins were identified as "Muslim fundamen-
talists," a somewhat nebulous term used by the media to
describe much of the political opposition in Egypt and
other Middle Eastern countries. However, the nature of
the assassination and the political situation in Egypt prior

^

Nemat Shafik

to the shooting would seem to indicate that it was more
than the vindictive act of a few terrorists.
The usage of an army vehicle for the assassination

makes a connection with the military probable. Tradi-

dynamics of Egypt s domestic problems. In the West

;; iL"^^'"
*^" •^"«*" f^r his various dramatic exploits -

the 1973 war, his trip to Jerusalem in November 1977 and
his granting the Shah of Iran a.sylum in Egypt These ac-
tions can be interpreted as an attempt to divert attention
trom Egypt s domestic problems resulting from an im-
balance between modern aspirations, inadequate
resources, and a soaring population.

There exists in Egypt widespread discontent over the
signing of the Camp David accords. Many of Sadat's
critics perceived the treaty as one-sided favoring Israel. In
addition, the resulting alienation from the Arab world
created an Egyptian dependency on the United States for
political and economic stability.

Under Sadat. Egypt has become a virtual client state of
the U.S., a dependency that is tenuous considering
America's powerful pro-Israeli lobby. Egypt's economy is

tionally. the military has been the power base for Egyp-
tian rulers and its allegiance was a nece.ssity for political
survival. Photographs in yesterday's Nm- York Times
reveal the likelihood of a security breakdown facilitating
the shooting of Sadat. According to The Times, security
surrounding Sadat just before the shooting was more lax
than usual.

The reasons for Sadat's assassination have been
generally ignored by the Western media. There has been a
tendency to underestimate the extent of domestic opposi-

"... there has been a tendency to

und£restimate the extent of domestic
opposition to Sadat's regime in
Egypt..."

tion to Sadat's regime in Egypt. Allegations that the
assassins were sponsored by some external force such as
the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) or Libya's
Colonel Khaddafi are typical of such an attitude. The
Sadat regime's domestic opponents included individuals
from all over the political spectrum of Egypt - leftists.

Muslim fundamentalists, liberals, nationalists, and conser-
vatives.

The opposition to Sadat was based on his political and
economic policies as well as his inability to handle the

heavily reliant on substantial quantities of American
government aid and foreign investment. Sadat's
"infetah" (or open-door policy) began a perio<l in which
Nasir's socialist economics were replaced by an emphasis
on economic development through the private sector. The
Camp David accords can be understood primarily as a
desire to create a stable climate in order to encourage
foreign investment in the Egyptian economy.

Some of the repercussions of the "infetah" have been
the mismanagement of aid funds, extensive corruption
throughout the government, an American military
presence in Egypt, a widening gap between the rich and
poor, and the importation of aspects of Western culture
incompatible with traditional Egyptian mores.

Politically. Egypt's dependence on the U.S. was
manifested through American sponsorship of an
authoritarian government. In many ways the relationship
was a personal one between Sadat and the American
government. The vast amounts of money spent by the CIA
on Sadat's private security forces reveal his importance as
an individual in U.S.-Egyptian relations. Since Egypt's
alignment with the United States was in many ways an
outgrowth of Sadat's personal commitment, there is some
fear that his death could signify a weakening of future
cooperation between the two countries.

American interest in Egypt has not been motivated hy
altruism. Egypt's strategic value and its influential role in
the Middle East make it an attractive ally to the U.S. Cur-
rently Egypt's position reflects an application of the Nix-

TV: making events news issues
It's a well-known fact that television is as powerful and

persuasive as it is paramount in people's lives. Good or
bad, purposeful or sen.seless. TV is here to stay - a part of
all our lives whether we admit it or not. Like all forms of
the media, television can be highly manipulative, capable
of projecting a mass of feelings and opinions in its subjec-
tivity (objectivity is a myth).
The current intensity of news coverage, primarily by

television, surrounding the assassination of Anwar Sadat
is such an issue. TV coverage has been quite expansive.
The major networks have done a superb job in keeping the
public informed with continuous updates, expanded
regular coverage, and special features throughout the
prime time hours.

This is good. Everyone should realize the importance
that cvonts in the endlessly turbulent Middle East has on

global affairs. But, a serious ambiguity arises. The act of
up-playing a news event until it achieves the sUtus of be-
ing a news issue (news becomes an issue due to how much
prominence it is given) can have a reverse effect.
Coverage can t)ec()me so encompassing that it has a numb-
ing affect upon the public. An issue becomes so overplayed
that it approaches boredom and loses its original impor-
tance.

This is bad. It happened with the situation in Northern
Ireland. The same is occurring in relation to this latest
Middle East crisis.

Television, l)eing as powerful as it is, can often have this
power turned against itself. When this happens TV
Incomes self-defeating - especially to the public.

Stephen Murphy is a Collegian stujjf member.

on Doctrine, a policy in which regional allies are cultivated
by the U.S. to eliminate the need for direct American in-
tervention m other parts of the world. State Department
strategists have envisioned the protection of America's
alleged vital interests in the Middle East through the

aST '" ^^^'' ^^'"^^'' '^'"'^''"' ^""^ Possibly Saudi

Because of the questionable prudence of many of his

"...the opposition to Sadat was based
on his political and econcymic policies
as well as his inability to handle the

dynamics of Egypt's dmnestic pro-
blems..."

policies and the extent of oppositwn, Sadat resorted to
authoritarian practices within Egypt. In addition, Sadat
was under pressure to maintain the illusion of domestic
unity to encourage his economic policies. Consequently he
cracked down on the liberalization movement initiated in
Egypt from 1974-76. Newspapers were censored, political
parties strictly monitored, vocal opponents suppressed,
and an extensive security network was established
throughout the country. Elections were consistently rigg-
ed - hence the government figure of 99.9 percent support
of Sadat's policies.

While Sadat spoke officially of the democratization of
Egypt, he stifled all outlets of dissent in the country. Two
new policies initiated last year, "The Law of Shame,"
designed to make criticism of the government an ille^l
act, and "The Discipline Revolution," an attempt to main-
tain domestic control through regulation of political
powers, seemed like the actions of an insecure dictatorial
regime. When lawyers from the Egyptian Bar Association
demanded a relaxation of restrictions on political expres-
sion last summer, Sadat responded by dismantling the Bar
and establishing a new organization run by government
supporters. Sadat called this "crushing opponents by
democratic means."

His most recent act of suppression was the arrest of ap-
proximately 1500 individuals last month including some of
Egypt s most prominent political leaders, journalists and
religious figures, on charges of instigating sectarian
strife. He also revoked the licenses of many oppositional

"...while Sadat spoke officially of the

democratization of Egypt, he stifled

all outlets ofdissent in the cmntry...

"

publications and political parties, replaced many dissident
clergymen with government supporters, and outlawed the
traditional dress frequently worn by fundamentalists.
Many interpreted these as the desperate acts of a man
who felt his power slipping from his hands.
Nemat Shafik. the Collegian Associate Executive Editor,
has lived in Egypt for six years.
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UMass battles
by developing
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mono
clinic

By EDITH SHILLUE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Health
Services is one of four in the nation im-
plementing plans for development of a
clinic for mononucleosis.
The clinic would ser\'e as a resource for

the diagnosis and study of the dist^ase and
the effectiveness of the drug acyclovir in
fighting the virus.

Dr. John Sullivan, assistant professor of
pediatrics at the I'Mass Medical School in
Worcester, said mononucleosis is "fairly
common in the college population." The
disease is a strain of the Epstein-Barr virus
and can leave students disabled for two to
three weeks.

Dr. Paul Herman of health services said
the study will help the doctors define the
more severe cases and determine what can
be done aL>out them. Their hope is that the

drug acyclovir will aid them in treatment.
Through a referral system, patient

volunteers will take part in a random study
to see the effectiveness of acyclovir. This
will apply only to students referred to the
clinic and the students with more .severe
cases. The doctors are interested in what
effet-t the drug has on the virus and its

symptoms.
"The drug only affects those cells with

the virus." said Sullivan, adding it has
shown to be effective against the Herpes-
Simplex virus.

The program has not been implemented
in any of the four schools participating in-

cluding Michigan State. University of
North Carolina. Harvard, and UMass.
Their goal is to obtain some useful results
in the treatment of mono within a year.

"If acyclovir proves useful it would really
be a boon to the college population," said
Herman.

Collegian

People

There will be a
seminar tonight
at 7:30 in Cam-
pus Center
Room 803 on
"How to Use the
UMass News
Bureau" with
Bureau director
Art Clifford.
Any questions,
call Rich Nagle
at the Collegian
office.

iKRegents
Continued from page 1

reorganization of public colleges in the Springfield area
said Regents Chairman James Martin.
The vacant position of President of Springfield

Technical Community College will remain open until the
task force completes its work, said Martin.
The creation of student task forces to work with the

Regents on problems concerning students was suggested
by Stata. The idea was not voted on, but received no op-
position from the bf)ard.

A student advisory committee was created last fall with
the same purpo.se suggested yesterday. All of the students
on the committee resigned last spring, claiming the
Regents ignored their input in the tuition increase of last
April.

The Regents also reaffirmed their support for a $4
million deficiency budget for Boston State College and the
University of Massachusetts-Boston. The budget is need-
ed to avert layoffs of 200 faculty at the schools.
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• Full cost
Continued fnnn page l

5^-"f;^f^?1?
universities whose function is to maintain

trust to "charge-back" for that service.
For instance, the Physical Plant which provides services

to many areas of the campus has already begun charging
about 75 percent of material costs to some of the areas it
services hl<e the Campus Center and Residence HallsA Task P\)rce on full-costing, headed by Paul Page
director of Fmancial Services, has determined that IherJ

T.?*/^^^''^^*'
^"^^^ '"""^^ '^''^'" ^^1^ financial structure

ot UMass and 101 separate units providing services to
them.

The task of sorting this out and sorting it out quickly
presents a "massive problem," said Reid.
Reid said in addition to the cost for charge-backs and fr-

mge benefits, trusts will have to deal with normal cost of
living increases to employees and inflation.
All of these cost increases to trust funds must be looked

at knowing the background of State fiscal restrictions
said Reid. Governor King's announced policy of level fun-
ding could leave UMass with its growing costs at last
year s level of funding.

Reid said that UMass Chancellor Henry Koffler's posi-
tion is that students should not have to deal with sudden
dramatic increases in the student fees at a time when tui-
tion is likely to rise.

Full costing policies will be implemented gradually and
the University is still arguing with the State Senate about
fringe benefit costs payments, said Reid.
Trust fund managers are being asked to reserve two

percent of their budgets now for future full-costing ex-
penses. as well as the 12.2 percent for fringe benefits, she
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said.

Peter Casale. chair of the Rent and Fee Committee of
the Student Government Association, said he plans to
fight any unnecessary student fee increases. "Hopefully
we can delay some at the very least, maytn- stop some " he
said.

iCollegJan 9

* Tuition
Continuedfr(m page l
quality low ccst education to all citizens of the Com-
monwealth, said Benton.
"MASS wants to know when the $1.4 million will be

made available to financially needy students for the 1981-
82 academic year, which started over one month ago." said
Benton.

James Martin. Chairman of the Board of Regents asked
Benton to work with the Regent's Academic and Student
Affairs subcommittee to formulate the implementation of
the tuition waiver.

Regent Norman Zalkind said he was "very upset" that
6000 students may have been denied access because of
financial reasons.

"One of our prime interests is that access won't be
denied," said Zalkind.

-As of last week, the sUffperson who was in charge of
overseeing the tuition waivers was not even familiar with
the policy, said Benton.

^^^ ^8^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^\ 5!?PT.T'
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SAYS IT WAS STILL GROWING! -
Salinas, Cai. rancher Tom Borchard weighs his
262-pound squash after he says vandals cut it
off the vine before it grew to its full weight.
He says it could be 25 pounds heavier if left on
the vine longer. The secret is in the seeds, he
says.

I
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Please

recycle

this

Collegian

-vVJ^-v Memo Pads,
Bulletin Boards
and Chalk Boards

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
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4 Days of Activities
OCTOBER 15:

1. Photo Show - 11:00 - 8:00 pm
Everyone is encouraged to

exhibit but deadline is on
Oct. 14th at 5:00 pm.

2. Jackson's Old Time Auction
6:00 pm

OCTOBER 16:

1. Photo Show continues
11:00 -8:00 pm

2. Arts & Crafts Show
Space will be available

for those interested in exhibiting
by calling Mall office.

Why not stop by & save and participate in yours and our "fall fling" here at
Mountain Farms Mall

Route 9. Hadley, Ma 586-2664

OCTOBER 17:

1. Photo Show continues

2. Arts & Crafts Show
3. Talent Showcase

7:30 pm. Area talent

people are invited

to show and attend.

OCTOBER 18:

1. Old Time Flea Market
8:00 am thru rest

of the day

cerrter
at u macSc^
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Back By Popular Demand. .

.

KEYO AND KENT
Tbe "one of a kind" Duet

FREE ADMISSION

'Vtlii ID mJ A.B.F. ilicktT nquini h panlmK alcoM

S.A.T.F. INCREASE
Public Forum

Wed. Oct. 14. 1981 4:00

RM 168 C.C.

Panel Discussion/ Questions

. &
Answers
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Photo by Diana Kundert

The trees reflect
their foliage into the
pond near Tilson Farm
on the University cam-
pus.
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WEDNESDAY IS ITALIAN NIGHT
Lasagna or Turkey Parmesan

S4.95 includes salad bar and beverage

10% Student Discount with UMass valid ID

For Reservations call 5496000 exl. 639
Validated parking in the Campus Center Garage

Reagan wants
unrestrained

CIA power
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan administration's

proposed CIA guidelines appear to be a "sweeping grant of
authority to intelligence agencies to collect information on
purely domestic matters." according to a Senate
Intelligence Committee analysis.

The analysis highlights the committee's concern that the
latest draft of a presidential order may go too far in
granting the CIA its first authority to infiltrate and in-
fluence domestic groups.
The Associated Press obtained copies of the staff

analysis and the proposed order yesterday. The draft
order was prepared as a replacement for one issued in
January 1978 by President Carter.
The analysis said many points in the draft require ex-

planation from the administration, including whether it

would drop the previous ban on opening mail in U.S. postal
channels.

The analysis noted that Carter prohibited opening U.S.
mail except in accordance with laws which require a court
warrant based on probable cause to believe the mail
contains evidence of a crime. ^
This restriction is deleted in the Reagan draft, but the

Reagan document says: "Nothing in this order shall be
construed to authorize any activity in violation of the
Constitution or statutes of the United States."

While noting that language, the Senate sUff analysis
says another section of the Reagan order "clearly delegates
authority to the Attorney General to approve the
warrantless use of techniques such as mail opening that
otherwise require a warrant."
Last week, the Senate Intelligence Committee

requested on-the-record testimony from the ad-
ministration on its legal interpretation of the language.
The administration refused to give such testimony, citing
the principle of separation of powers.
However, that logjam appeared to be clearing up.

Justice Department spokesman Tom DeCair said he
believed an agreement had been reached Tuesday for a
department representative to provide some form of on-the-
record answers later this week.
The House Intelligence Committee has also pressed the

administration to clear up legal questions, and several
congressional Democrats have criticized the proposed
order for providing too few protections for civU liberties.

ROIMIMIEWOOD
Fountain Of Lo««/Outtwm/Sh*Mm QuiTbM

PricateM/Shk NmwMdM«

S5.69

8.99
Reg. 10.97

Dan Fogelberg

2-record set

Reg. 6.47

2-nacordSel

1BANK ZAPPA
'/ou AreWhat You Is

includmg:
Vou Ar« What You Is/GofafinQM

Harder Than Vour Husband/DorMO
The M«ek ShaN Inharil Notiwig

NEW
RELEASES

2-Record Set

OAN
FOCELBERO

THE

MNOaNTAOE
including:

Same Old Lang Syr>e

Lost In The Sun

Leader Of The Band

Ghosts

Run For The Roses
Hard To Say

Frank Zappa

2-record set

9.99
Reg. $13.97

JUIMiUA^^fi^
ASwi/Goins lb StangrU^/Homaiidi

OukMMfVw

Sale Ends 10/24

TEDDY PENDERGRASS
rrSTW^PORLOVE

inckiding:

I Cant Lhra Wrthom >fbur Lov*
VbuVaMy LatMt, My GrMtaMkMpMian

I Can'tLmm Ybur Lova Aiona
It's TVne For Love

Mon - Ffi 9 - 5
the

Now Available - New Release by
The Police - Ghost In The Machine

Located in the Campus Center Unlv of Mass

University Store
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DOGNESBURY
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HfiPVKA6AHMmAl0I
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by Garry Trudeau
£2il£gian 11

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

CROSSWORD

To v^Ko\j3 l^ J^^^

P^E?Ee\Ts?;^

-THE EOCTbRS? ^
^oT a5t^^yoo5EE?

by M. Joyce

oBv IS IT eCcAOS^ TV\e:w

ROD BONES

Edited by

ACROSS
1 Record, modern
version

5 Film canine

9 The of

'•""gs to come"
14 Matures
'5 Hastened
16 Relative of

slander
17 Be in decline
19 Lincoln Center

Item
20 Choral member
21 Devoured
23 Illuminated
24 Green Bay group
26 Soccer great
27 One o( the

Reiners
30 Fashion name
31 Four inhand
33 Leaning to one

side

35 Greek letters

36 Hospital worker
40 Exhibiting

difference
42 Great Lake
43 Riddle
44 Commotion
45 Elevate
46 Acrobat s

hangout

Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffe
mi 1m Aagrtn IiiM siMkiu

47 Term of endear
menf

49 Season in Pans
50 Word with cat

or book
53 Supervised
56 Auxiliary verb
57 Traffic situation

56 Rex and Oonna
62 Laughing
64 Increased by

stages
66 firma
67 Lanchesterof

London
68 Grieve
69 Alleviate

70 Capitalist

Abbr
71 Worry

DOWN
1 Acrid

2 Recurrent chill

3 Early colonist

4 Prohibit

5 Quadruped
6 Be Irdiik

7 Seesaws
6 Venomous snake
9 Swill

10 Wise, in a slangy
way

11 White poplar

12 Jeopardy
13 Thrill

18 Toward the mouth
22 English actor

Peter anri i-.r^.i.

-3 ^lnu >ji oun
26 Flower part

27 R^nt pa ler

2p v. ng . .jrj s wnc
29 Lu. —^laotthe

Wet
32 Banking abbr
34 Uuppet Miss
37 See 42 Across
38 Split

39 Memo
41 One of the

Marches
42 Like oxygen
44 With vigilance

48 O K Corral

winner

50 Magna
51 Window of a sort

52 Oyster product
54 Flower holders
55 Sorrows
57 Word with put
59 Work in the

cutting foom ..

60 Desert sight
6' Cast forth, as lava

6? New Deal initials

oS Stand

By Gregj: Canavan
•>^'

JTHEL?S IF You".

-CfN SLEe? WITH'V
A^J OPENMIMDf)

r — WMUA
6 a.m. 10 a.m.

Wake up to the Black Classical Sounds
BMCP

10 a.m. 2 p.m.

Latin Music and News
Concepto Latino

I

2 p.m. • 5:30 p.m.

Drive to the 1990s
John Kanter

5:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Newswatch

6 p.m. 7 p.m.
Public Affairs

7 p.m. 10 p.m.

Drive to the 1990s

Mark A.

10 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Drive to the 1990s
Andrew Woolf

2 a.m. 6a.m.

Rev. Pearson'*

'Glory Road Gospel Show

WEATHER
Clear nights and sunny

days through tomorrow.
High readings tomorrow in

the 60s. Lows tomorrow
night from the upper 30s to
the upper 40s. Highs from
the mid 60s to the Iqw 70s.

ANSWER TO PBEViquS PUZZLE

RTsTs
T C

nnnnnno Baaannnnnnn nann aaHrarinnn annn ana
nnnnncin mK\v.\

W^M^ nrici acin
rinnnnriii nnciaanri
gnn nnrj annnn
iiinf.i rinriHfjran

riiifi nnori m\\\
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Wednetday, October 14th Back by Popnlar Demand

KEYO AND KENT
The "one of a kind" Duet FREE ADMISSION

Thursday, October 15th Heavy Rockin!

THE ELLIE BULLEN BAND
No Cover

Friday, October 16th Hot/Rock with

THE HOMETOWN ROCKERS
$2.00 cover

Saturday, October 17th Amherst Rocks with

THE ATLANTICS
Plus. . .REDLINE $2.50 Cover

Coming Soon. . .

Former Members of The Sex Pistols

THE PROFESSIONALS
*Valid ID and A.B.P Sticker required to pnrcbaM alcohol
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PPJOM.'^OLL BACK
CONTINUED . .
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PLUSMOREFIRSTANNIVERSARY
SPECIALS THAT'LL SA VE YOU MORE!

Crisp Calif. ^Lr ..^^ Marval Fresh
Iceberg Lettuce

^Hds X
M

isi>.'.

PEANin^
LBOTTER

Generic

Peanut Butter
:<<>^

m 18oz

;;'»:*:
:a:'

Fruitcrest

Grape JcUy

3-Pound
Jar

Quart Bottle

^ CottSoda

Young Turkey
10 to HlbAvg.USDA

Grade *A'
Governmeiu Inspected

USDA Choice

London Broil
SteaJ^

beet C buck

lb

Strictly Fresh

L^ge Brown Eggs
8-Pack

All

Flavors

Morton

I^^pkin Pie

99^
o^^@(kW] Land O Lakes

tWargarine
ti

Pound
Qtrs.

Laundr> Detergent
20 oz Box

^# For A
Sa^ty Towels

Jumbo Roll

FREE
Tide c

20 oz Laundry Detergent
WITH THIS COUPON

*'th this coupon and Kiditionai '15 putchaw tichsitt
of coupon Items and cuartttes loftwy Tickets and anj
Item pjohibited by la* Good at Madlej Bif f onii

Valid th'u Sat Oct 17 19«l lUlO?

c FREE If
Margarine'
Land O Lakes 1 -Pound Qtrs !

WITH THIS COUPON
Withtn.s coupon ana additional M5 purchase euiusLf I

Item prohibilfd by la« Good at Hadley 8it Y only I
Valid thru Sat Oct 17 1981

FREE !

e Bread I

Big V Giant Size 20^ Uaf

!

WITH THIS COUPON !

eiclusine
With this coupon and additional M5 puichtse t-

Item J^ltibited b, la. Good at Hadley Bi| r only
Valid thru Sat Oct 17 1981 U 190
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
AHR'S - TA'S - GRAD STUDENTS

Campus work 15 hours per week $5 00
per hour, send name, tele no, address to-
Unaitis, 206 High, Greenfield MA

APOLOGY
RACKADiSC apologizes for leaving the
Collegian last week. Thank
546-7013

you. Randy

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Triumph Spitfire excellent condition
The little brat has a new engine, battery
starter, tires, .an AM FM 8 track stereo - if

you can install it right it's yours. . .and it

also has new windshield wipers, they are
very vogue this year Asking $3,500.00 so I

can buy my new "Rolls Royce" for
Christmas to "Betsy from Santa". Call
545-

3500.JThankjyou for listening.

Surplus Jeeps. Cars, Trucks Car inv
value $2143 sold for $100. For information
on purchasing similar bargains call
602-941-8014 ext. 6501 phone call refun-
dable

FOR SALE

One-way plane ticket to San Francisco
Oct 18 call Kevin 253-5022 or Deb <617)

Designer coat ladies size 8-10never worn.
Tags are still on it. Black wool w/red satin
lining. Long. Call 546-6195

Clothes, Mens-suits-shirts-jackets-hats-
flannel pajamas-jeans alarm clocks
sweaters-beds blankets-bedspreads-prices
reasonable. Applicances small call 863-9032

For Sale: Tenor Sax, Selmer professional
1978 ,odel Mark VI excellent condition
phone. 549-4907 ask for Chris between 6
PM - 10 PM Thanks!

MASSAGE THERAPY
Strictly theraputic soothing Swedish
massage Ellen O'Rourke MsT 256-8320

$2S0 PER MONTH
New company seeks personnel on cam-
pus $1500 per month and car potential next
summer tele 1 773-3175

Person to share a townhouse in Squire
Village 2 bdrm 355/mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665 7544 keep
trying can leave message at 549-6526
Michael

PERSONALS

FOUND

1^!^°"^°^^ Celica excellent conditions
$3000 or best offer call Al or Rad 253 3009
69 Bug good cond. 500 or BO 253-3365
1975 Vega Wagon good condition panel
epress 256-6432 call after 6 PM
73 Audi 100LS or 74 Datsun B210 both
run well $500 for choice call 253-7397 or
1 369-4478

72 Toyota Corona runs great 35 mpg 500
firm call Paul 665-4313

73 Pontiac Catalina good condition, radial
tires, am/fm radio $700 253-2808

1974 Volvo Station Wagon
(new motor) $2500.

(Isn't it about time you owned a Volvo?)
Call Lisa 253-2058. Most likely to be reach-
ed before 9 am or after 7 pm
1969 Javelin 6-cylinder, automatic, regular
gas, dependable, runs excellent. $550
253-7967 ^^^^
89 Corola 500 323 6676 even

Found female shepard about 1 yr old
friendly but afraid please call 546-5963 or
546-4427

Found calculator 10-6-81 CC 9th floor call
Ed 549-6248

Found many records they were in a little

green table call 6-4230

HELP WANTED

71 AMC Javelin needs sme work must sell
best offer call 549-4889

1975 Spitfire AM FM 8-track mags ex cond
3200 best offer call eve 253-9379 or
253 2950

VW Parts rebuilt engine $350 665-4025

BAND FOR HIRE

PARADOX is ready for hire. Benetar,
Pretenders, Who, Beatles, etc. Check
itout! Call Ted 549-6884 or Steve 665-7754

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by experienced bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
549-1175

EMT'S

Next meeting of the Five College chapter
of EMT's is Tuesday 10/13 at 7 PM in Cam-
pus Center 904-908 program is hypothermia

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500 - $1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

The People's Gay Alliance pays 3.50 an
hour to their work study office manager.
Flexible schedule, good working condi-
tions. Stop by 413B SUB 5-0154 deadline
Oct 22, 1981

Registered AHAUS Hockey Referees
wanted for Amherst area youth & senior
hockey (fees). Also, individuals interested
in learning and registering, contact Bud Fay
@ 5-2208 or 549-0382

Wanted: Students who commute to
Worcester daily or on weekends to serve as
courier. Will pay gas plus. Call 586-8355
leave message

Campus reps needed for easy to sell pro-
duct, must be aggressive, good commis-
sion. Call 773-8763 leave name and number

Party in the Hatch Fr Oct 16 with
pressure Point" $2 cover

PRIV/A would you believe me if I said
there's nothing I like better. . .1 love you'
Shude

Andy! Surprise sweetheart, know what?^l
love you!!!!!!! Jen

Open membership meeting forGamma
Sigma Sigma. National Service SorontvWed Oct 14 7 PM CC rm 811

7° Jhe M.B.P.I.T.W.K. Je r'air^i^~Hlppv
13th Anniversaire. Your Little Rock and
Roller C.W .

Why do couples break up7~Dicirknows
and he's telling!

The Amherst Hockey Assn. is eagerTo
find individuals for coaching and instruc-
ting Youth Hockey players (ages 5 to 16) in
Amherst. Programs include instructional,
developmental, and inter city competition
These kids NEED you! Call eves 253-9319 or
549-0382

What are ya dicken me mazoo? Come
home from Southwest love, 202-4-6-7

Hey Southwest, Do you know who Dick
is?

Housemate wanted male or female pro-
gressive mature person $142 plus call
323-5784 AM or after 10 PM Cliff / Nancy
Responsible roommate to share 2bdrm
Southwood apt $155jf_ut[Andy 253-5960
Room available Brittany Manor call
2537596

SERVICES

TrIsh the Dish Happy 18th Love always
Lori and Phyllis

Excuse me Do you mean that it's Donna's
B-day this week oh! Happy 18th! Your
Secret Admirer

Happy Birthday, Conha! Though you
may not be the most grateful schmuck I

know, at least you're a great burper but
Y.A.Y.YG.O.I!

Terri. You're beautiful, brutal, and now
you're 18. Have a good one. Trapo

QUITA

Improve your grades! Research
catalog-306 pages- 10,278 topics- Rush
$1.00 Box 25097C Los Angeles, 90025 (213)
477-8226

Tutoring in English, WritingT^ully Skills 9
ygg_^^achirig^xperience 546 9981
Free-lance TYPING and resume writing.
Top skills, reasonable rates. Amherst
549-0518

TYPING - 4 cents a line some overnite ser-
vice call at 549-4595

Thesis & Report Writers! Graphics for
covers, charts, maps. Sketches give all that
hard work a very professional look
Reasonable rates. Evenings 549-4463
Make money shirts silkscreened for your
Dorm, Club best prices 665-2142

Typing: Royal SE5000C self-correcting
pick up an deliver 665-7731 after 5:00
Rug Shampooing Give your home a fresh
k>ok. Expert quality at rates you can afford
Please call 549-6854

USED AUTO PARTS
Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584 2832

WANTED

INSTRUCTION
For tutoring in Math, Chemistry or

and'lO pm'
'^^ ° ^'" ^-''^ ^^^«- 6

Querida Eriquita, Perhaps you will receive
a full length sable for the holidays. Please
have rhinoplasty on that grotesque
honker!! Con mucho amor, Elena Verdugo

LOST

iif/'f o."'
Textbook sometime Tuesday

10/6 Please call 253-2785 anytime Thanx!
$ REWARD blue frame pack and bag lost
on 116 near Hampshire College. Content
has sentimental value and years of use No
questions for return. 546-6689 or 546-1262

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Boston on Thursday mor-
ning, Oct. 15. Will share expenses. Please
call Diane at 665-3571 . Keep trying

ROOMMATE WANTED

Wanted immediately! Workstudy person
for Collegian. Tuesday morning and Thurs-
day morning, other hours available. See
Maureen 8:30 - 3:30

Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday-Saturday 10 a.m. -6 p.m. Licensed
by the Town of Amherst, member of
Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10Pm - 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Roommate needed Oct - June Brittany
Manor 95 month includes heat 256-6732
Gary

i need an apartment to rent in January
along bus route is preferred. Please call

weekdays 546-6660 keep trying

WORK-STUDY POSITION

S.W. First-year Resource Room Coord.
Typing, organizing, councel, research skills

a plus apply Washington 5-0702

10th Annual Bush Bash

SUGARBUSH
SKI & PARTYWEEK

JAN 24-29

« « « • •

LIFT TICKETS - LODGING
FREE BEER AND WINE PARTIES
TURTLE RACES - BEER SLALOM

LAGNAF '82
*

HEAD FOR THE MOUNTAINS

|430A STUDENT UNION
545-3437

UMASSSKICLU
MEMBERSHIP
INCLUDES FEE $101

^^^̂ ^
TRANSPORTATION

REFRESHMENTS

FIRST 100 PEOPLE TO
Sign-up T«bl»s

vV^'^

UFT TICKETSSIGN-UP ARE EUGIBLE FOR A I Ll*!;:'*
°^*^- ^ " P«-7p«| ^Q^^

I Franklin D.C. Oct 14 4|Mn-7|Mn| fA^
FREE TRIP IWorohMt^ D.C. Oct 14 4|im-7tim|

HampaMra D.C Get 15 4pm-7|Mn| AND A GOOD TIME
Ji»
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Daryl Hall and John Oats
Private Eyes (RCA)

By RON MILLER
The last album Hall and Oats made was

called Voices and the cover featured a pic-

ture of Hall and Oats with their ears
toward the camera, and what was suppos-
ed to be sound waves echoing outward.
Private Eyes, of course, centers on our
hero's eyes. Maybe their next album will be
called Lips and it will have a close-up of
their mouths, but one thing is certain — the
album will undoubtedly be overproduced
and completely commercial.

Hall and Oats have been breezing
through the pop market for 10 years now,
and they have been quite successful at it.

They put together a string of forgettable

hits in the '70's ("She's Gone." "Sarah,"
and "Rich Girl"), and more recently they
hit it with "Kiss on my List."

In spite of their tendency towards fluff, I

could never help feeling there existed the
potential for exceptional music from this

pair.

Darjl Hall proved there was actual talent

under his marketable exterior with the
release of his 1979 solo album. Sacred
Songs (which incidently was produced by
Robert Fripp). The album was stifled by
RCA for two years because of fears it

would interfere with the band's commercial

'X-!*S>
!r!Wwwr.;.-.i.'.-.'.-.i.y.'.-.-.-.-.-

image. By the time it got to the record
stores, it received little attention, and fail-

ed miserably in sales. It did show, however,
what Hall could do when his voice didn't
obliterate the instrumentation.

Which brings me to the problems with
Private Eyes; you can't hear the
keyboards, or the guitars or any instru-
ment for that matter. In fact, about all you
can hear are Hall and Oats' finely con-
structed, but overdone harmonies and lots

of rhythm (drums and bass). Unless you
listen to albums with extreme care, you
miss the best parts of the record.
A case in point is the title track, "Private

Eyes." If you let the juvenile vocals go ("I
see you, you see me/watch you blowing the
lines when you're makin' a scene."), the
song is catchy. Somewhere buried deep
beneath the vocals are a whole variety of
instruments, but you have to listen with
great care if you hold any hope of discover-
ing them.

The presence of Larry Fast (Nektar,
Synergy, Peter Gabriel) gives some indica-

tion there is good music to be found here,
but after all these years, I suppose, you
have to take this pair's commercial tenden-
cies as a given. I still can't help feeling a bit

frustrated, though, because there's always
so much more to a Hall and Oats album
than meets the ear (or the eyes and lips for
that matter.)

Gil Scott-Herron in an emotion-filled moment. He performed in
the Rusty Nail on Saturday night.

Bob Seger and the Silver Bullet
Band
Nine Tonight (Capitol)

By JAY MCMENEMY
Collegian Correspondent

Bob Seger's new live album. Nine
Tonight, was recorded during the Agamst
the Wind tour in Boston Garden and
Detroit's Cobo HaU in 1980. This album is

Seger's first live LP since 1976's Live BuUet
propelled him to the peak of superstardom.
The title track is an excellent hard

rocker, and saves Seger fans from buying
the original version, which appeared on the
Urban Cowboy soundtrack. The only song
not previously recorded by Seger is 'Trying
to Live My Life Without You." It's an old
blues classic which has been released as the
single from this album.

4

This album contains all of Seger's post-
Live BuUet hits. "You'll Accompn'y Me."
one of his singles from last year, sounds
much more inspired and lively than the
studio version. In fact, nearly all of the
songs on this album are as good or better
than the studio versions. This is no small
feat considering the quality of the originals.
The only exceptions to this are "Feel Like a
Number," which doesn't live up to the
album version, and "Rock and RoU Never
Forgets." This version of one of Seger's
best songs sounds like he is only going
through the motions.

"Main Street" features great saxophone
work by Alto Reed and Seger's vocals are
packed with emotion. "Her Strut" and
"Betty Lou's Getting Out Tonight" are both
solid, uptempo crowd pleasers.
"We've Got Tonight" and "Against the

Wind" show that Seger performs sk>wer

tunes just as well as fast rockers. "Old Time
Rock and RoU" and "Fire Down Below"
(which was recorded in Detroit because the
crowd in Boston went beserk each time
Seger sang the line "...on the blue blood
streets of Boston") capture Seger at his
hard rocking best.

"Still the Same" and "Fire Lake," two of

substitutions to please the Detroit crowd.
A new version of "Let it Rock" is the

closing track. Although it is a rousing song
and is substantially different from the Live
BuUet version, it would have been better to
see some other songs, such as "Famous
Final Scene" or "Horizontal Bop" in as
place.

Sound Advice
Seger's biggest Top 40 hits, both sound
much better live than on the slower studio
versions.

Of course the classic "Night Moves" also
appears on this album and it, too, lives up to
the original: although it has some lyric

This album shows why Seger is one of the
top drawing acts in the recording industry
today. His live concerts are among the best,
and he gamers widespread critical acclaim
while holding every Seger fan as it gives an
accurate portrayal of his dynamk live show.

DARSELOTTI'S
WEDNESDAY NIGHT SPECIALS

ARE BACK TONIGHT:

16 oz. Old Milwaukee Draft

and a Shot of Arrow
Peppermint Schnapps $1.25

r

T-Shirts Hats
9- 1

Raffles Prizes

Hotionol Student Exchange Program
Information Meetings

There will be three information meetings for students
applying for the National Student Exchange Program
for Fall, 1982.

Thuf$, Oct 15, 1961 5:00 - 6:30 pm Mvmoriol Holt Loung*
Thufs. F»b. 1 1, 1962 5:30 7:00 pm Rm 904 Campus C*nt*r
Tu»$. F»b. 16, 1962 6:00 7:30 pm Rm 904 Campus C*nt»r

Application F»*: $25.00 (Money Orders Only)
Applicotion D*Qdlln«: February 19, 1982

Transcripts with Fall '61 Grades R*qulr«d: February 19
Applications and Brochures Available:

Office of Transfer Affairs, Room 208, Whitmore Building

t
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ENGINEERS

-

CO FULL SPEED AHEAD
AT ELECTRIC
Electric Boat is the work! s foremost desjgner
and builder of nuclear submarines — one of

the great engineering challer>g€S of this century

With a $3 billion backlog and long lenn contracts
Electr)c Boat offers career opportunities in nearly
every engineenng discipline (including eleancal
mechanical, civil etc ) top pay and benefits,

long-range stability and an unmatched lifestyle

on the southern New England seacoast

GENERAL DYNAMICS
Electric Boat Division
Thf> Pes' St^ptMulflinf] Tuam m Amenca

Electric ^.nn Division will he inter-

viewing on can^pi"5 Oi^ti^hor 22,

ige"" P!'-"e crr.tgct the Placement
Office ^c" :»ni» and place.

The University of Massachusetts

Jive .College Dance Faculty Concert

with

The University Dancers
Bovvkcr Audit()rium, 8:00 p.ip.,

* Oct. 15. 16 cV r. 1981

lukcrv H.Mul Thc^frc Box btfuL^
l:00-«:i>(lj).,m vvtckd.iys

aiul .u I he door

>;cncT.<l puhiu -j.OO

>tinlcn(> 5.00

cliildrcn 1 00
"senior tifi/cn> 1 .00

,.'i>/f,;'<t.f»
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^Goldman
Continued from page S

authorized Goldman to allocate the funds
for the advertisements and posters

The coordinating Committee does not
count as the full senate. It can't allow the
dtsbursal of funds," Sherwood said
Sherwood said he is asking Goldman to

pay back the $300 that was spent on the
adveilisements and posters. He is also ask-
ing for the suspension of Goldman's
signature power. "It's in the realm of my

* Zoo Disc

job description to do this. I don't feel that I

did anything dishonest," Goldman said.

Sherwood said Goldman should have
authorized money for advertisements
favoring both sides of the referendum
question.

"They (Goldman and the coordinating
committee) supported one side of the ques-
tion and u.sed student money to support
that," Sherwood said.

Continued from page 16

In an all-Massachusetts final, UMass, by
throwing the occasional bomb, and exercis-
mg nearly flawless disc control, stayed
even with the Boston Hostages for the ma-
jority of the game, and took their first lead
with just minutes left to play. The game
was tied when time ran out, but under new
regulations the game must end with a goal
being scored.

Zoo Disc worked the frisbee upfield to
within 15 yards of the goal, but a hurried
pass with a lack of eye contact between
thrower and intended receiver ended the
Cinderella story.

The would-be winning goal floated
harmlessly to the ground, and the
Hostages took the disc downfield, put it in,

and won the tournament.
In the day's final game. Zoo Disc fell to

New Jersey's Knights of Nee. UMass emo-
tionally and physically exhausted after
three grueling games, could not consistent-
ly break the Knights zone, and lost by four
goals.

It was too dark to play the final, so the
Hostages and the Knights of Nee were
declared co-champions, while Zoo Disc had
an undisputed hold on second place.

Sports notices
VARSITY BASKETBALL TRYOUTS -

Tryouts for men's varsity basketball will be
held Thursday, Oct. 15, in the Curry-Hicks
Cage from 9-11 p.m. for all candidates
under seven feet tall. If you are over seven
feet tall, please report immediately.

BASKETBALL MANAGERS NEEDED
— Basketball managers are needed for the
upcoming men's and women's basketball
seasons. Male or female applicants are
welcome. Three (3) managers are needed
for men's hoop and one (1) is required for
women's basketball. All interested should
apply at the basketball offices at Boyden
gym.

UMASS HANGLIDINCL- There will be
a meeting~ toni^ at W:30 p.m. New
members welcome. Check information desk
in the Campus Center for meeting room
location.

IM HOCKEY DEADLINE EXTENDED
— The deadline for entries for intramural
hockey has been extended to Friday, Oct.
16. Health clearance forms are required for
all participants as well as a $350 ice rental
fee per team.

MEETING FOR CPR/WSI IN-
STRUCTORS - Volunteers to teach CPR
and WSI instructors are needed. An in-

troductory meeting for all participants in a
seven-week swim program (including in-

structors) for university and community
children 3 yrs. and up will be held today and
tomorrow at 2:30 p.m. at NOPE gym.

INTRAMURAL TRACK MEET TODAY
— Sign in is from 3-4 p.m. at the track
located behind Lorden Field. Meet sUrts at
4 p.m.
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20% OFF
aft handpacked items

at

Baskin Robbins
28 Main Street
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For both

Men and

Women

iCoUggian 15

and
UMASS
ARTS

COUNCIL

DUE TO POPULAR DEMAND
Another Show Has Been Added

OCTOBER 29th 11 PM
solo acoustic

JORMA KAUKOKEH
Halloween

Costume Concert

ON SALE TODAY
UMies $6.50

Gen Pub $7.50

S. U. B.

RECENTLY CONFIRMED

8:D0pm Nov. 6 P.A.C
UMass Students $7.50, $8.50

General Public $9.00, $10.00

ON SALE TODAY
Union Records Unlimited (URU)
TIX

FAC Box Office

For the Record (Faces)

^cketron

To Purchase

JIMMY
Oct. 18

F.A.C. ^
8:00 pm^^^

5^ CLIFF
9C

ticket outlets
tlCkCtS

Union records Unlimited (URU) at Umass
TIX (UMass)
Main St. Records, N'hampton
Platterpus Records, N'Hampton
For the Record (Faces) in Amherst
Ticketron

No cameras, food, drink or smoke
I.D.'s must be shown at door
All tickets $1 more at the door
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Friars tip UM in double OT
By SUE BRIDGMAN
Ck>llegian Staff

It took two ten minute overtime periods and despite
numerous golden opportunities, the University of
Massachusetts men's varsity soccer team couldn't connect
and fell to Providence College 1-0 yesterday at Boyden
field.

At 4:09 of the first overtime, the Friar's Mark Mullins
booted a shot from the corner, which found the right
goalpost. An attempted save by UMass fullback Dave
Harrington proved fruitless as the ball rolled in.

As anyone at the game could tell you, it was a
frustrating day for everyone. The Minutemen played an
outstanding game and although they outshot Providence
by a wide margin (35-13). the net eluded Massachusetts'
gunners all afternoon.

UM freshman Nick Marciano again had a few breakaway
attempts, but his shots couldn't find the mark. At 12:36 in

the second half, Marciano on a breakaway, crossed the ball

to teammate Mike Gibbons. Gibbons shot from about ten
yards out, but the attempt banged off the right goalpost.
Good defense, combined with some superb goaltending

by UMass goalie Brett Olsher and Providence goalie Frank
Morris, made the scoring area a tough spot for both teams.
"We (UMass) had so many shots on goal," said UMass

coach Russ Kidd, "I can't figure out why we are not
scoring."
Maybe the game was best described by a Providence

player, when after the game he told coach Kidd. "I think
we had someone upstairs."

The Minutemen. now 3-6-1. host the Rhode Island Rams
Friday at Boyden at 3 p.m.

aJiv firol l^wnuZ^^^T ^'^^"^' ^"«^'^** Marlines (7) and Dave Shiloh (left?rhitiri^rp*itaway from a Williams defender in a game played earlier this season.

UMband
By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

NEWARK. Del. - Clad in spanking new
uniforms. 240 men and women formed
"UMass" on the football field inside
Delaware Stadium. The over 19.500 in
attendance Saturday rose to give the
marching Minutemen band its second of
about five standing ovations on the af-

ternoon.

They deserved it.

The University of Massachusetts mar
ching band, performing before the game, at
halftime. and again in a post game show.
elicited high praise from the local fans here.

"That's one helluva band." said Jack
Joseph, a Delaware follower. "Westchester
(State College) will not be able to outdo this
band."

Westchester State, according to Joseph,
is a Pennsylvania College. ..with an out-
standing band.

"Let me tell you. Every year, people
come to the Delaware/Westchester
game... not to watch the game, but to see

' the Westchester band." Joseph said. "They
specialize in music, that's why they have
such an outstanding band."
UMass Marching Band director George

Parks was obviously pleased by the com-
parison.

"The best band anywhere that I know of
is Westchester State." Parks said. "It's
really something if they (Delaware fans)
think we're better than Westchester.

"

The huge (Parents Day at Delaware U.)
crowds started the ovation almost as soon
as the band started.

stole the show
Maybe it was the way they took com-

mand of the football field. It could've been
the number of musicians in bright new
uniforms. But then it might've been the
precision marching or the ragtime jazz
number that had the crowd rocking.
Whatever it was. it kept the huge numbers
in their seats at halftime (from going on hot
dog runs) and after the game.

"I've never seen this happen before,
except with Westchester. " said Irene Bray
as she was leaving the field after the post
game show. "Nobody's ever been received
with so much enthusiasm. " she said.

The ex Boston Herald reporter, who now
resides in Elkton. MD.. and follows the
Fighting Blue Hens, could not say enough
about the band.

"I've never seen anything like it. Who is

the band leader?, (head drum major Linda
Paul) She's awfully good." Bray said.

The UM band, according to Parks, soW
bumper stickers to raise money for the trip,

which included an exhibition in Red Lion.
PA.
"We stuck our necks out lor tnis trip

because I know what a great reception the
people in this stadium give." Parks said.

Parks was part of the Delaware band for
two years and was also a member of the
famed Westchester band.

His charges on the trip were roughing it

as usual, sleeping on the National Guard
Armory fioor one night and a high school
gym floor the next, before the nine hour
bus ride back to Amherst and more
rehearsals for another Saturday's per-
formance.

Collegian Player-of-the-game

Photo roartrtv of Sportii Inforaiatioii Ofrir*

DEMO DROUGAS

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

There is not too much to salvage from the
slag heap that was last Saturday's 38 15
Minuteman downfall at the hands (feet?) of
the Fightin' Blue Hens of the University of
Delaware.

The Newark (Del.) Neophytes have
started their season anew by blasting
Massachusetts both offensively and
defense -wise.

There was one redeeming light in the
game and this came shining through in the
performance of freshman fullback Demo
Drougas and for his two touchdown effort
and his standout rushing game overall, the
former Peabody High School star is this
week's Collegian Player-of the Game.
The first year Minuteman has been a

most impressive performer for
Massachusetts thus far. Uking his place
alongside senior Tom Murray when the
Minutemen go to their new this season
two-fuUback. short yardage atUck look.

Zoo Disc 2nd in Ultimate Affair

Drougas' efforts Saturday were about the
only highlight in a game replete with
Massachusetts lowlights.

The 6' 210 lb. runner ate up 60 ya^ds on
just 6 carries including one 48-yard jaunt
that set up his second touchdown in the
fourth quarter. Drougas' first sue pointer
came with a little over six minutes to go in
the third quarter when he scampered into
the end zone from seven yards out behind a
Jerry Gordon block to put Massachusetts'
first points of the game on the board.
With 12 minutes left in the fourth period,

Drougas made it 31-13 Delaware when he
made a 1 yard plunge for his second TD of
the game and of his brief career.
Drougas' 60 yard total for the game looks

even more impressive when tailback Garry
Pearson was held to 32 yards on 13 carries
and QB Barrett McGrath's 83 scrambling
yards are totals for the team.

"The Minutemen host the University of
Maine and superback Lorenzo Bouier
Saturday at Alumni Stadium (1:30 p.m.)

By JOEL ZUCKERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Defying all reasonable expectations. Zoo
Disc. The University of Massachusetts
Ultimate Team, came within one point of
winning the 2nd Annual Ultimate Affair,
the largest Ultimate Frisbee tournament in

the history of the sport.

As it was. UMass placed second out of 40
teams, in the pnxess defeating two time,
defending national champions Glassboro
(N.J.) State College.

A string of upset victories over the
weekend gained the previously unsung Zoo
Disc team an instant reputation as national

contenders and Northeast powers.

Zoo Disc rolled over its first two op-
ponents and then met the current national
champions, Glassboro State College, the
team that professes to "own the zone."
The UMass offense never looked sharper

as they battled the nations
premiere defense. Slow, sure, delit)erate
stnkes through and over the zone produced
goal after calculated goal. The 'Boro of-
fense was equally adept, and stayed even
with Zoo Disc as UMass edged to a 5-4
halftime lead.

UM's Tim Riviere, and Tom Baylock
were instrumental in building up a four
goal lead midway through the sec<md half,
with help from Hans Pritika, John Knisely,
and rookie sensation Jeremy Seeger.

Glassboro rallied late but Zoo Disc hung
on and squeaked out an 11-10 victory, mak-
ing this a most impressive day for UMacs
frisbee.

Only ten teams were left in the winners'
bracket of the tournament on Sunday. The
Comell-UMass game was a revenge match
for Zoo Disc. Two weekends before, Zoo
Disc blew three different leads before
folding to the Buds. This time, things were
different.

The game was dominated by two of the
most tenacious man-to-man defenses on
the East Coast. Zoo Disc's was just a little

better as UMass ended up besting the Buds
by three.

Contintied on page 1
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Spikers host

NHaven tourney
The University of Massachusetts

women's volleyball team will try to settle

some scores as it hosts the University of
New Haven and Central Connecticut State
College tonight at NOPE gym beginning at

7 p.m.

Both these teams have defeated the
Minutewomen once so far this season. New
Haven came from behind to down the
Minutewomen in three games at the UMass
Classic two weeks ago; UNH later won the
tournament by defeating Springfield
College. Central swept UMass at the
Central Conn. Invitational last month.
UMass comes into the tri match coming

off a 2 2 showing at the Southern Con-
necticut State College Tournament last
weekend. The Minutewomen took care of
the University of Bridgeport, 15-0, 15-6
(the first time UMass has ever shut out an
opponent), lost to Providence College 8-15,
16-14, 13-15, swept the University of

'

Connecticut 15-3, 15-6 and were downed by
Southern 15-8, 12-15. 12-15.

"In the three years I've been coach, I've
never seen the things I saw happen last
weekend," said coach Elaine Sortino.
"Against Providence, we were down Oil in
the second game, and we came back to win.
Even in losing, wc never cracked, we never
broke down. It was a fantastic effort.
The .500 showing puts the Minutewomen

at a 14 10 record for the season so far.
After the tri-match tonight, UMass will

travel to Delaware for the Delaware
University Tournament this weekend.
The junior varsity made it 2-1 for the

season by swamping Fitchburg State
College 15 2, 15 3. 15 7 Saturday. After a
match against Dartmouth College, the JVs
will host Harvard University this Friday at
NOPE gym. Game time is at 4:00 p.m.

MAUREEN SULLIVAN

New hoop coach speaks out, see story p.20
{ MASSACHUSETTS DAILY
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Sit-in, rally set,

demands made
By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

Students protesting the University of
Massachusetts' single-sex bathroom policy
will attempt to occupy the Whitmore Ad-
mmistration Building today, following a
rally at the Student Union building.
The SGA co-ed coalition disclosed six

demands, concerning co-ed living and stu-
dent nghts, which will be presented to the
administration today. They include:
A retraction of the single-sex bathroom

policy and reaffirmation of the administra-
tion's former policy, and the provision that
no dormitory staff be fired because of their
position on the issue.

Also, they seek the replacement of the
current code of student conduct with last
year's code and the creation of a
mechanism to guarantee student input in
policies affecting students before changes
are made.

Also, the coalition seeks the reaffirma-
tion of the right of students to dispurse
SATF funds.

The group will also demand that the ad-
ministration actively investigate and pro-
secute groups which threaten civil rights,
and that the administration issue a report
detailing their investigations and prosecu-
tions.

SGA co-President Kevin Mangan said the
policy was being protested because "it's a
step to eliminate co-ed living and it's

another step taken with no student input."
The protest will begin at the University's

five residential areas, where residents will

assemble and march to the Student Union
building at 2 p.m., according to Mangan,
who is organizing the protest.

The rally at the Student Union will begin at
2:30 p.m. Speakers at the rally will include
Mangan, Southwest Area Government co-
President Ruth Mazzola, Harvey Ashman,

Continued on page It

Student receives third
UTOPIA death note

By STEVEN SEMPLE and KENNETH
ROSS
CoUegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student
Tuesday received the third threat against
his life in less than a week from an entity
caUing itself UTOPIA which advocates
white supremacy, U.S. miliUry superiority
and the suppression of gay rights, police
said yesterday.

The victim, a black. 18-year-old freshman
who is a member of the People's Gay
Allianace told the CoUegian yesterday a
note found at about 8:30 p.m. Tuesday gave
him four days to live.

According to the student, he and a friend
found the note hand-written on PGA
stationery and Ucked to a bulletin board in
l^he PGA's Student Union office. It said,
"We know where you have moved to — in
Cashin. Now you have four more days left."

The note was signed "UTOPIA." the
same name that appeared on racist, radical
right-wing leaflets found on campus
October 8. Since then, the Gay and Lesbian
Counseling Collective has received two
threatening phone calls in addition to the
death threats.

The police said the incidents are under
intensive investigation, but would not
release any details.

The student has been relocated for the
second time to an undisclosed location

Police and UMass officials Friday moved
him from his original dormitory, where the
first two notes were delivered, to Cashin
dormitory.

Until further notice, the student has been
advised to refrain from attending classes
"for safety's sake," he said.

"If this thing keeps going on and they
can't catch anybody I'll just have to leave
the University." he said. "I can't live like
this."

The student said he does not go
anywhere alone and is "terrified "

of the
threats.

"The only place I can go where I can talk
to people is here (the PGA office), and I

have to be earful here, too. Now I'm missing
classes because of some psycho," he said.
The student praised University officials,

the UMass police and the PGA for their
support since the first threat, but said he
would like more involvement from the
"straight" community.
Apparently, the student was targeted

October 8 after he appeared at an im-
promptu rally called to protest the UTOPIA
leaflets. More than 300 students attended
the protest on the steps of the Student
Union.

Officials said they are uncertain whether
UTOPIA represents an actual group or if it

is merely a convenient label for anti-gay
harassment,

HARVEST NIPPER - Martha Larett and T«dd Little. memCoTt'h"

Regents questioned

on meeting practices
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

Closed door meetings by the Board of
Regents, the governing body of all public
colleges and universities in Massachusetts,
has raised questions of whether decisions
are made in public view and are legal.

Last Tuesday the Regents met for three
hours before their regular meeting which
lasted one and a half hours. The Regents
have held closed meetings in the past,
before many of their regularly scheduled
meetingps.

"I believe they make decisions at their"
closed meetings and then come out and for-
malize them at the public meeting. This is

what happened when they increased tuition
last spring," Ed Lee, Speaker of the
University of Massachusetts
Undergraduate Student Senate said
yesterday.

A secretary for the Regents said they
were "having lunch" prior to the public
meeting. Ed Pignone, counsel for the
Regents, said the closed meeting was a
"staff briefing." Regent Arnold Friedman
said the meeting was an "executive ses-
sion." When the inconsistency between the
three answers was pointed out he said it

was "all three."

When asked if the Regents met in public

session before executive session and voted
by roll call for a stated purpose as required
by law, Friedman said, "Ask the Chair-
man. I don't know."
Regents Chairman James Martin said

the three hour closed meeting gave the
Regents an opportunity to "get together
for lunch and bat the breeze."
"Mostly they want to pick on me," Mar-

tin said.

The closed meetings raise suspicions that
the Regents make decisions regarding
public issues from the public's eye, and if

this is true, it could be a violation of the
open meeting laws, Lee said.

Linda Irvin, from the state Attorney
Generals office, would not comment on the
specific closed meeting held Tuesday but
spoke in generalities about the open
meeting laws.

"The law doesn't prevent '"• om from hav-
ing lunch and a briefing session when
everyone is told what is going to be discuss-
ed at the regular meeting. If public
business is deliberated and a quorum is pre-
sent, the meeting must be open to the
public," said Irvin.

Martin said the closed meeting d,V' not
consist of the full group of Regents.
The CoUegian witnessed 14 of the 15

Regents present at the end of the closed
meeting.

Lights out due to rain

CotleipaD photo by Terrl Bcllaflorc

PAINTING TO GO - Ron Art of Philadelphia, Pa. travels from
college-to-collere aellinf his artwork, which he does on the spot.

By RANDI J. MARCUS
Collegian Staff

The lights have been out in the area from
Herter Hall to the Campus Center due to a
short circuit, according to Clint Jarvis, a

^
supervisor of the Physical Plant Electrical

Department, who was uninformed of when
it happened.

"A short circuit underground must have
caused the lights to go out," Jarvis said.

Jarvis said that it will be necessary to

break ground to replace the pipes that
short circuited wires have burned through.

He is unsure when work repairs will com-
mence.

"The problem is to get coordinated with
other departments that are needed to
break ground, like the departments respon-
sible for the heavy machinery such as the
jackhammer," Jarvis said.

The lights-out problem was described as
"a chronic thing," by a police officer at the
University of Massachusetts Police Depart-
ment who refused to identify himself.
"Certain areas always go dark whenever it

rains," the officer added.
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House AWACS veto
surprise

WASHINGTON (AP) - The House, as
expected, overwhelingly rejected President
Reagan's proposed AWACS radar plane
sale to Saudi Arabia today. The vote was
301 111.

Reagan, however, picked up support in
his drive to salvage the sale in the Senate as
five senators committed themselves to
support him. Two had been leaning against
approving the deal.

In the Senate, the latest Associated
Press count is 33 for or leaning for the sale
and 55 against or leaning that way. Twelve
senators are uncommitted.
Both houses must veto the sale to stop it.

The White House had acknowledged even
before the House vote that it would lose
there.

"We dont expect to win." presidential
spokesman Larry Speakes had told
reporters.

As the House debated the matter before

voting, opponents of the deal said putting
the surveillance planes in Saudi hands
would pose a threat to Israel and to the
United States itself if the planes fell into
unfriendly hands.
But supporters said a congressional veto

of the sale would impinge on Reagan's
conduct of foreign policy and hinder the
U.S. strategy of helping to defend U.S.
allies in the Mideast and bring peace to the
region.

One opponent. Rep. William S.
Broomfield. R Mich., ranking Republican
on the House Foreign Affairs Committee,
said. "In the final analysis our defense
concerns outweigh the effect of this sale on
our relations with Saudi Arabia.

"

But Rep. Clement J. Zabbcki. D-Wis.. a
supporter, said veto of the sale "would call

into question U.S. reliabihty as a partner"
both for defending the region and seeking a
peace settlement for it.

Sadat's spirit lives,

says his successor

SEARCHING FOR DINOSAURS - Roy Mackal. an associate pro-
fessor of biochemistry at the University of Chicago, holds sketches of
pygmies and animals they've described he believes are dinosaurs. Mackal
will travel to the Likoula Region of Africa later this month in search of
the animals and hopes to prove dinosaurs still exist.

Nobel Peace Prize

goes to UN official

CAIRO, Egypt AP - President Hosni
Mubarak pledged in an emotional inaugtu-al
address yesterday to pursue Anwar Sadat's
search for Mideast peace hand in hand with
the United States and to unsheath the
"sword of law" to punish Eg>ptians who
turn to violence.

Paratroopers with rifles ringed the
Egyptian Parliament building and guarded
a hall near the rostrum where Mubarak
spoke in case of an attack by assassms like

the ones who killed Sadat last week.
Mubarak. Sadats handpicked successor.

took the oath of office before the former
interim president. Sufi AbuTaleb. foreign
a,nbassadors based here and Moslem and
Christian leaders.

In tears as he eulogized Sadat. Mubarak
said Eg>pt will honor the Camp David
accords with Israel and that the Reagan
administration will continue as a "full
partner" in the seAreh for Mideast peace.
At his sH^ was Sudanese Presndent

Gaafar Ninieiri. one of the few Moslem
leaders to support Sadat after he made
peace wuh Israel.

OSLO. Norway (AP) - The office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for

Refugees won the Nobel Peace Prize
yesterday for its work with the millions of
homeless in the worW's "flood of human
catastrophe and suffering."

In announcing the award, the Norwegian
Nobel Committee cited the UNHCR for

carrying out its work "despite the many
political difficuhies with which it has to

contend."

Poul Hartling. the United Nations high
commissioner for refugees, said he accepted
the $190,000 award "on behalf of refugees
ever.-where."
The former Danish prime minister termed
r^c announcement of the office's second

Digest
By the Associated Press

Nobel Peace Prize as "a great and pleasant
surprise." The UNHCR also won the award
in 1954.

The UNHCR was set up in 1951 to replace
the short-lived International Refugee
Organization, which had cared chiefly for
the displaced people from World War II. It

was slated to disband by 1954, but violence
and worldwide conflict changed that.

The UNHCR was involved in repatriating
about 10 million refugees from India to
Bangladesh after their country gained
independence in 1971. It aided displaced
people after strife in Cyprus and those in

Uganda who sought shelter abroad during
the Idi Amin regime.

-;v:>;;.::: .'^>

*01d medicine'may aid

chemotherapy patients
BOSTON — A new use for an oid medicine can eliminate

inost of the nausea and vomiung caused by a common form
of chemotherapy that is sometimes called "the most
dreaded of all the drugs" taken by cancer pauents
researchers say.

The medidne. called roetodopramide. eliminated the
upset siomaches for 40 percent of those who took it. and
the symptoms were far less severe for most of the others.
So far. it has been used only on parents receiving

asplatin. a powerful anii-cancer drug, but researchers say
it may make oti»er fonns of chemotherapv less sickemm? as
well.

* ^
Metoclop:-amide has been given to treat stomach

problems m diabeucs. and the researchers beUeve they
have found an important new use for it.

TTiis doesn't mean it will work for everr kind of
chemotherapy, but it may." Dr. RKhard J. Gralla who
•rected the research, said in ao interview.
Ahhough dsplatin is the best avaiUble treatment for
some forms of cancer, patients sometunes refuse to take it
because of nausea and vomiung that can last for davs

Editor, publisher scoff Judge delays action

criticism of bug story on rape case appeal
^^ASHINGTON — The Washington Post' doused a "hot
new twist" with ice water yesterday, saying the rumor it

oubiished nine days earlier about a preinaugural bugging
of Ronald and Nancy Reagan was "utterlv impossible to
believe."

But Jimmy Carter's attorney said the Posts latest
statement, an editorial, hasn't dissuaded the former
president from considering libel action against the
newspaper.
And Carter's former press secretarv". Jodv Powell,

declared that This i editorial • says to me that 'we didn't
believe it was true when we pubUshed it. that we don't
believe it now. but we defend our right to publish it."
Post publisher Donald E. Graham said: "The editorial

speaks for itself. I have no further comment."
The Post's chatty "Ear" column reported on Oct. 5 that

there was "a hot new twist" to the stor>- that Nancy
Reagan wanted Jimmy and Rosal>-nn Caner to move out of
the White House early so Mrs. Reagan could start
redecorating.

Polish workers stage

sit-in in textile mills
WARSAW. Poland — Nearlv P 000 worn

State Education Board ^^^-^-Jr^^:?^rrri^workers m two small towns south of the capitaJ ended a 24hour stnke. Solidarity offiaaU said.

•*"*^^'^«»^

Solidanty and Poland s Communist govemnjent soughtnew talks to defuse the unrest, but government sources
said negotiations appeared unUkely before the Central
Committee meets tomorrow to decide on its
next step in dealing with the uidependent union.
The striking women workers of Zvrardow. a city of

rr.OOO west of Warsaw, occupied 12 factories in shifts,
iervnng the buildmgs only to care for their families

Tadeusz Narkun. a Solidarity spokesman, said thewomen would continue to paralyze the fabric center until
there is improvement of market deliveries."
Sobdarity 5 Warsaw news service said according to the

government food outlet m Zyrardow. the citv was *up
posed to get 0.280 pounds of meat Wednesday, but only got

"On Tuesday, one could get only oW. stinking butter and
there was a senous bread shortage." Solidarity said
•dding that prices for food on the k)caJ private market
were soaring.

BOSTON — Five men who admitted raping a former
beauty queen will have to wait at least another week to
learn whether they wiU be spared prison terms, a state
Supreme Court justice decided yesterday.

Attorneys for the defendants, who oriirinallv received
suspended jail terms and $5-a-week fines. toW Justice NeU
Lynch that a lower court judge acted illegally in stiffening
the sentences.
Amid growing public outcry. Superior Court Judge

Herbert Abrams reversed himself last Friday, lifted the
suspended sentences and gave the men 3 to-5 year terms
m Walpole State Prison. He also gave them the opUon of
wiihdrawmg their guilty pleas and standing trial on the
rape charges.

Justice Lynch blocked Abrams" acuon and ordered a
heanng Wednesday. But whendefense attorneys and
prosecutors showed up. Lynch decided to continue his stay
order and postponed the formal hearing on the appeal untU
next Tuesday. The justice said he wanted the five cases
combmed and needed a full transcript of Abrams' handling
of the case.

The five men will remain free pending the hearing.
The ddendants pleaded guilty to charges of raping a 38-

yearold Whitman woman in a secluded area near Holbrook
in southeastern Massachusetts on Jan. 23, 1980.

All could have received life terms.
But Abrams. later saying he had put "the fear of God"

"*'.? .L5? •^''""^ """• ^^'^ ^^^"^ suspended sentences
and a $500 fine on Oct. 5. He said they had no prior record.

names commissioner
BOSTOS - Lexington School Superintendent John H.

Lawson tras picked as the new state edueaUon com
missiooer by the Board of Education yesterdav.
He succeeds Gregory- R. Anng. who resigned Sept. 1 to

head the Educational Testing Sen. ice m Pnnceion. N.J
Uwson. recommended by a three-member search

committee, was voted the job unanimously bv the full
board.

He holds a doctorate in education from Boston Universiiv
and undergraduate and masters degrees from the
I niversity of New Hampshire.
Lawsoo has been superintendent in Lexington since 1976

coming there from a similar post in Shaker Heights. Ohio
He previously headed the Higham system and Hamilton
wenham school district.

Earlier yesterday, the board interviewed three finalists
for the »42.500 job. inchidinf Lawson.
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Students face off at fee
increase foram

Collegian 3

By JUDD WARNER
Collegian Staff

Student Government officials advocated
a $10 increase in the University of
Massachusetts Student Activity Tax Fund
yesterday debated three opposing students
in a public forum held in the Campus
Center.

The SATF, currently costing each stu-
dent $84 per year, supports Recognized

Student Organizations such as the
Distinguished Visitors Program, WMUA,
the Collegian, and other student services.

'

Goldman says the increase to $94 for the
academic year 1982, if passed on next
Tuesday's referendum, would offset
$200,000 in new costs imposed by the state
and inflation. He says cuts in services could
otherwise be expected.
Newly elected Student Senator Mark J.

Welch of Leach Dormitory opposed the

Continued on page U

Fee increase slated
for referendum election
By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last
night approved a new referendum election
to be held Tuesday to decide a proposed
$10 increase in the Student Activities Fee.
An election held last week to decide the

issue was invalidated by the senate coor-
dinating committee on October 7.

The new referendum question will read,
"Do you support a ten dollar ($10) increase
in the Student Activities Fee?"
Richard Goldman, treasurer of the Stu-

dent Government Association said, "the
(previous) referendum was misleading.
This is simply a referendum asking
students to support this or not to support

this."

A related motion, stating that no SATF
money would be spent on advertisements
in favor of the motion, was passed by the
senate.

"I feel that enough money has been spent
on this issue. The students know how the
senate feels, and now it's up to them,"
Goldman said.

The Oct. 7 referendum results were in-

validated following charges questioning the
validity of using SATF funds to advertise
in favor of the question's passage.
In other business, the senate formed a

civility task force, to further promote the
objectives of the Chancellor's Commission
on Civility.

"This is all based on civility." said

BUT IS IT ART? - Smoke stacks of the Physical P^rBr/JinTrk;"an interesting backdrop to Campus Center Garage grating at sunset
Southwest Area Government co-President without student input

'

'

Kuth Mazzola, who sponsored the motion.
•

"We want students to do their part for
the civility program," Mazzola said.
The committee will coordinate projects

by the SGA and area governments, such as
a forum planned in Southwest, Mazzola
said.

The senate also endorsed tomorrow's ral-
ly protesting the university's bathroom
policy.

The resolution, presented by SGA co
President Kevin Mangan, stated that "the
Student Government Association condemn
any policy decision made by the University

Also, the senate rejected a motion to
overturn a decision which suspended the
RSO status of the Friends of the Spartacus
Youth League.

Spokespersons for the group said senate
govenmental affairs chair Jim Murphy un-
justly suspended the group's RSO status.
"As it stands, the Friends of the Spar-

tacus Youth League does not have the
members, and will not get the RSO status
until such time that they do," Murphy said.
The SGA constitution states, "Not less

than ten (10) SGA members shall be active
members of the RSO at all times."

Student document criticizes fee increase
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center fee won't go up at all or relatively
little if the University of Massachusetts administration
follows the advice of a student-produced document, Scott
Cashman, chair of the Board of Governors said yesterday.
The "Planning for the Eighties Document" criticizes all

aspects of Campus Center management and suggests
many changes for the future, said Cashman.
The Campus Center fee is now $79 and has been for four

years, yet Marie Reid, director of the Office of Planning
and Budget, said Wednesday that it could jump to $149 in

September, if the worst "scenario was played out."
The "Planning for the Eighties Document" unveiled last

week, was compiled in two months of extensive effort by
BOG members this summer, said Cashman.
The document, the first of its kind produced by the

Board, was requested by Jack DeNyse acting vice

Chancellor of Administration and Finance. DeNyse said
every campus department has been asked to prodOfce »
five year plan, but the BOG is the only student group td#
produce one.

These plans are being submitted to a "planning for the
eighties" work group, chaired by UMass English pro-
fessor Dick Nolan. This group was created by Chancellor
Henry Koffler to work with long range planning, said
DeNyse.
Cashman said, "No one has looked at improving the pro-

fitability and efficiency of the building. When they need
money, they just raise the fee. Our five year plan is the
first to address that. They should have made a five year
plan 10 years ago," he said.

One of the important points of the document is the need
to bring in more revenue from off-campus through im-
proved conference services, without allowing large con
ferences to displace students, said Cashman.
Also important is the need for the Campus Center ad-

ministration to "take a top down look" coordinating

departments instead of treating each separately. This will
allow, for instance, dining areas to be kejjt open in the
summer for conferences, said Cashman.
The document criticizes every aspect of food services.

The Top of the Campus, which has'never been marketed to
students, loses $50,000 every year, states the document.
This is "morally and financially inexcusable," since the
Campus Center was created to serve the students and
they must pay the deficit, states the document.
Cashman said he thought the recommendation in the

document will be applied. "There is excellent work there.
It can't be ignored. There is nothing to replace it," he said.
DeNyse said he hasn't had the opportunity to read the

whole document. "I feel that student input is very impor-
tant," said DeNyse. "I certainly appeciate the work that
went into this," he said.

Peter Lucas, BOG vice chair claimed that if even "a
fraction" of the recommendations were followed the
buildings profitibility would improve enough to offset
some of Campus Center fee increase.

GEORGE'S ISLE -- George Trakas wades waist deep in the chilly
Campus pond waters to obtain a measurement for his island project.
He expects his work to be completed by spring.

Colleitian photo by Mef Temple

HORSE PLAY — Michael Winnick, a second grade student
from Northampton, enjoys a day on the swings at Look Park
last weekend.
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* Rally
Continued from page 1

Lisa Nazzaro and Jackson Katz.

Following the speeches, students plan to

march to the Whitmore Administration

Building and occupy the building in protest

of the administration's bathroom pr)licy.

"We're going to be taking over the Whit
more bathrooms," Mangan said.

As of yesterday, tentative plans by stu-

dent government leaders called for over

1,000 students to occupy Whitmore.
"I hope it's at least 1,000 people," said

Mangan said.

"We have to be strong in number to

make sure we will be heard." Mangan said.

Philip Cavanaugh, Associate DirecU^r of

the Dej>artment of Public Safety, refused

to comment on what action would be taken

on the plannerl fxicupation.

"We are aware that a rally is scheduled
for t^jmorrow," Cavanaugh .said. "I'm not
going to make any more comments concer-
ning tomorrow."

Arthur S. Clifford, directfjr of the UMass
News Bureau, uaid "There will definitely

be a security pres«'nce" at Whitmore.
"There will prolwibly be several members

of the UMass Department of Public
Safety," Clifford said.

(Clifford said that there were no plans to
lock the building, and that there were no
plans to remove demonstrators.

"It's not illegal U) take over the Johns. It

might be a matter of bad taste," Clifford

said.

A Store-fu> of Ideas

Downtown Amherst Open 10-6, Moa-Sat

* Fee increases
Continued from page S

hike, suggesting instead cuts in some
groups which he termed wasteful.

"The state wants aU trust funds to

become independent," said Goldman.
"That means we have to come up with an
extra $170,000 to cover things like fringe
benefits to our professionals, auditorium
rentals, Physical Plant charges, and
more."

Chairperson of the Budget Committee,
Barrington Henry also supported the in-

crease as necessary.

"To pick up the $170,000 without an in-

crease you'd have to annihilate just about
all small groups. I'm not sure whether the
students here are aware of the conse-
quences," said Henry.

"I agree that if there is no increase the
$170,000 will have to be met. Self-
sufficiency is necessary. Many groups that

could be self-sufficient aren't, so the

students have to pay for them." Welch

said.

K. Erik Anderson, a mechanical
engineering major, said that the SGA is

abusing the fee and running up deficits.

"I propose all essential services be taken

out of SATF and put out where we can see

them," said Anderson. "More money is

just for them to expand their power."
Edward Lee, speaker of the student

senate, said that voting students must
choose between selective elimination of

services, or maintenance.

"This increase is just to maintain, not in-

crease or expand current levels of

services," Lee said.

Anderson suggested that the SGA
publish the budget in the Collegian for

students to see. Goldman agreed, saying

that would be "A good idea."
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HAPPY HOURS
are here again!

at tiie HayloftLounge
"* GREAT DRINKS-—
AT HAPPY HOUR PRICES!
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OiO^
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1981 prices.
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House votes against AWACS
WASHINGTON (AP) _ The House

"Tr^. f^"i"^'y
'^'j*^^^*^ ^^^ proposed sale

01 AWACS radar planes to Saudi Arabia
yesterday, but President Reagan ap-
parently won a couple of Senate converts in
a round of lobbying at the White House.

"Well, that was expected," the president
said of the 301 111 House vote. "We knew
that. But it takes both houses to say no

"

Reagan referred to the fact that the sale
goes through unless the Senate also votes
to block It in a vote scheduled next Wed
nesday.

Leaving a ceremony in the Rose Garden
the president said, "I have to go back to
work and what I have to go back to work on
is AWACS."

Asked if he would win in the Senate,
where the administration has been con-
centrating its efforts, Reagan gave his now-
standard reply: "I'm cautiously optimistic."
The latest Associated Press count shows

55 senators committed or leaning against
the sale and 33 committed or leaning in
favor of it, including the two who switched
yesterday after meeting with Reagan.

Senate Republican Leader Howard Baker
says he confident that by the time the
Senate votes there will be no more than 45
votes against the sale.

House opponents called the record $8.5
billion arms sale, which includes several
other items in addition to the radar planes,
a threat to Israel and to the AWACS
technology itself if the Saudi royal family is

overthrown.

But supporters of the sale said a
congressional >reto of the sale would em

Atlanta lawyers

work together
D ^Xm^^^^ ^^^^ ~ ^ power struggle between Wayne
B. Williams' two lawyers was resolved Tuesday when
Mary Welcome and Tony Axam agreed to continue
working together on the murder case, sources close to the
case said.

Efforts to reach Axam and Ms. Welcome for comment
were unsuccessful, but the sources, who asked not to be
identified, said the two lawyers agreed privately that
Axam would have control over the case. The sources would
not elaborate.

Williams is charged with murder in the slayings of
Nathaniel Cater. 27, and Jimmy Ray Payne. 21. two of 28
young blacks whose deaths here are being probed by a
special police task force. No arrests have been made in the
other 26 cases.

Williams retained Ms. Welcome in early June, soon after
he was questioned by police in the case and more than two
weeks before he was arrested.

Soon afterward Axam became the second attorney of
record at Ms. Welcome's request.

Since then, Ms. Welcome generally has enjoyed the
status of principal counsel, although not officially.

Ms. Welcome and Axam had been clashing for several
weeks, with much of the discord focusing on trial strategy,
pretrial motions and Ms. Welcome's public denunciation of
the judge and prosecutors in the case.

barrass Reagan in the eyes of the world and
undermme U.S. influence in defending
Middle East oil fields and achieving peace in
the retfion.

All the while, Reagan was working his
charm in face toface meetings with nine
senators at the White House and ap-
parently won over two opponents — Sens.
Dan Quayle. Rind., and Mack Mattingly,
RGa. — with promises of a letter answering
their concerns.

In addition. Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-Ill.,

chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, raised the possibility Reagan
could go ahead with the sale even if

Congress vetoes it.

Percy said the president could use his

executive powers to either declare that an
"emergency exists" or that "the national
security interest of the United States"
requires him to make the sale without
Congress' consent.

Percy's committee is to vote on the sale
today.

Meanwhile, the State Department said
the administration is preparing to send two
AWACS planes to Egypt to help protect
against threats from Libya.

Dean Fischer, the State Department
spokesman, said the planes will be operated
by American crews and will be assigned to
Egypt for "an indeterminate time." He
called it part of "our ongoing security
relationship" with Egypt.
A department official who did not want to

be identified said, "The reason is the
continuing concern about the Libyans."

House Speaker Thomas O'Neill of Mass. right, chats with ChairrnXf
rlnu TS^r*""^'^ ^u^*^"

""'*'' *"** '^^P- W»"'»"» Broomfield left, at
Capital Hill prior to the House voting on the sale of AWACS radar planes
to Saudi Arabia.

*^

Announcements
Human rights for

FBI prisonersDue to the Reagan Administration budget cuts, the af-

fects in college and university education and how this most
immediately and obviously affects Black Students, there is

LONDON (AP)- Amnesty International yesterday claimed
a call for a Pioneer Valley 5-College wide Black Student ^^^ ^^^ fabricated evidence and used other means to put
Assembly. This Black Student Assembly is being called in

^^^ leaders of black. Indian and other American minority
order to form a 5-ColIege wide CONCERNED BLACK S^^^ps behind bars.

STUDENTS ORGANIZATION (CBSO) to take place
'^^^ London-based human rights organization urged

Tuesday, October 20, 1981 at 7:00 p.m. at the Malcolm X President Reagan's administration to set up an in-

Center, Southwest Residential College Area, UMass Cam- dependent commission of inquiry into aUeged FBI— misconduct.
Center, Southwest Residential College Area, UMass Cam
pus. There is a genuine and vital need for an organized and
unified Black Student Organization in the Pioneer Valley.
Besides the educational cuts issue, and the affects to Black
Students and Black Student interest other concomittant
concerns are Reagan Administration Domestic Policy,

especially toward the cities, and Reagan Administration
Foreign Policy, especially towards Southern Africa.

For further information write: CONCERNED BLACK
STUDENTS ORGANIZATION, P.O. Box 813, Amherst,
Ma. 01004 545-0472 or 549-4523.

The Black Student Union of Amherst
College presents "Portraits in the Black
Mode," a series of photographs by Prof.
Chester Davife- of the University of
Massachusetts.

The photographs will be exhibited in the

Gerald Penny Mennorial Cultural Center of

the Octagon at Amherst College. The
Cultural Center is open seven days a week
from 12 noon until 10 p.m. The exhibit,

which begins October 5, and closes October

30, 1981, is open to the public and free of

charge.

LUTHER

In Washington, FBI spokesman Roger Young: "Until we
get a chance to review the report it would be impossible to
comment on it."

Amnesty, which campaigns worldwide for the release of
political prisoners and regularly criticizes authoritarian
regimes for alleged human rights violations, said the in-
vestigation should center on the trials of Black Panther
leader Elmer Pratt in 1972 and American Indian
Movement leader Richard Marshall in 1976.
Both men were convicted of murder and sentenced to life

prison terms. Amnesty said they were "convicted ... after
being targeted for FBI intelligence action."

Both men claim they are political prisoners framed by
the FBI through fabrication of evidence and the deliberate
withholding of "vital information by the authorities."
Amnesty official Ann Burley. who compiled the 144-page

report of alleged FBI abuses, said: 'Over a period of many
years we've had cases referred to us of alleged FBI
misconduct and we feel that in many of these cases the
allegations have been substantiated."
Asked how extensive the alleged FBI misconduct was,

she said: "It's impossible to say. We can only go on the
cases sent to us and our evaluation of them. There are a
couple of dozen cases receiving our attention."

Third World Students
It's up to you to make sure your views are being

represented on the editorial pages. If you are in-
terested in writing editorial columns (not necessarily
about issues affecting minorities) attend a brief
recruitment meeting Monday at 7:00 p.m. in the Col-
legian newsroom. Questions? Contact Kathleen
Howley. Executive Editor, at 545-3500 between 4.00
p.m. and 5:00 p.m.

Photo by Dorothy Robinson

Members of UMass community service frater-

nity Alpha Phi Alpha who spent Saturday Oct. 4,

on a sixteen mile "Walk for ABC" are, 1 to r,

Philip Pasley, Darwin Davis, and Ken Mahan.
ABC is an education program that prepares
talented minority students for competitive col-
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CHECK IT OUT.

I

Peloton's Dealer-direct
Athletic Shoe Disco* it Program

Old you ever try to figure out the difference
between the 'high tech* shoes on the marlcet
today? You're rlglit...there Isn't a whole lot ol
difference between brands.
So why pay more for design on the side of the
shoe when you can get what's inside for a
better price.
At Peloton. our dealer-direct program will save

you up to $25.00 on our entire stock of shoes.

FOR EXAMPLE:
sug. retail dealer-direct '

Etonic Trams Am $34.95 $27.00
Brooks Vantage

Brooks Varus TV

$35.95

$59.00

1 East Pt9aamnt St.

Amhmrat S49-6904

15 Statm St.

Northampton 584-10 18

r "I
I

DARSELOni'S
THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

Downtown Amherst

$1.00 off on any name Pitcher of Beer
with this coupon

DON'T FORGET OUR ALL NEW FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR
MORE FOOD THAN EVER

Intruder caught again
By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

A Belchertown man was arrested

Tuesday afternoon on a trespassing charge

for the second time in a week by University

of Massachusetts Police.

Michael F. Dembinske. 27. of 63 North

Washington St.. Belchertown, was arrested

about 3:30 p.m. while walking on Com
monwealth Avenue on charges of

trespassing and larceny under $100.

Dembinske had been spotted earlier in

the day. allegedly stealing several candy

bars out of the "Mini Store" in the lobby of

the Student Union Building, police said.

On the afternoon of Oct. 6. Dembinski

was arrested for trespassing when he was
spotted at the CoUegian office on the first

floor of the Campus Center.

He had been arrested for being a

disorderly person and given a trespassing

notice from UMass police at 12:12 a.m. of

the same day. In that earlier incident,
Dembinske was observed in the CoUegian
office, according to poUce, shouting ob-
scenities and attempting to operate office
equipment.

Police said they attempted "several
times" to remove him from the campus but
said Dembinske persisted in returning to
the area of the Campus Center whereupon
he was arrested and given a trespass
notice.

In other action, a breaking and entering
was reported at Webster Dormitory about
3: 15 yesterday morning.

According to police, a man described as
having short hair and wearing a dark blue
jacket, blue jeans and blue and white
sneakers, apparently used a key to enter a
female resident's room. The suspect was
seen by the woman and escaped down the
dormitory stairwell.

A spare key was known to be missing
from the room, police said.

Phone books are coming
By BILL WALL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts student
telephone directories will be available in

about two weeks said Angela Fernandes,
coordinator of the Information Data Bank's
Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS).

The directory, in addition to its main
service as a telephone book, contains an
academic calendar, bus schedules,
departmental directory and other in-

formation relevant to students.

The book is usually out by the end of the
first month of classes. Fernandes said this

semester she received a computer listing on
September 23 from the Registrar's office of

the addresses and phone numbers of all

students at UMass except those in con-

tinuing education. She said the listing was
picked up by the printer on September 25.

Fernandes said she has not been given a

delivery date by the printer, but feels that
it is not an unreasonable delay, because the
listing was delivered later than usual. She
cited a concern for accurate listings as the
reason for the delay.

When the books become available, they
will be distributed by the Area
Management Coordinators to the Heads of
Residence of each dormitory who sub
sequently will put them in each student's
mailbox, said Kilip Lalwani, telecom-
munications assistant for Housing
Administration. Off-campus students will

be able to pick up a copy in the Campus
Center, Fernandes said.

Apply For The Doctorate
That Builds A Career

Boston University's Doctoral Program in Management is unique!
We prepare men and women for challenging careers in the
rapidly expanding fields of applied research and management
consulting. Specializations include management of information
systems, financial analysis, strategic planning, marketing
research and organizational development. Admission is selec-
tive, open to those with undergraduate or graduate degrees in
any research oriented discipline.

We're interviewing on the UMass campus
October 20 at 1 p.m.

Contact your Career Planning Office for more details or write to
Doctoral Program, Boston University Graduate School of
Management, 621 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215

10th Annual Bush Bash

SUGARBUSH
|SKI& PARTYWEEK

JAN 24-29

•vUb-^
HEAD FOR THE MOUNTAINS

UMASS SKI CLU

LIFT TICKETS - LODGING
FREE BEER AND WINE PARTIES
TURTLE RACES - BEER SLALOM

LAGNAF '82
*

FIRST 100 PEOPLE TO
SIGN-UP ARE ELIGIBLE FOR A

FREE TRIP

MEMBERSHIP
INCLUDES FEE $10

|430A STUDENT UNIONl
545-3437

^ .̂^

Berkshire D.C. Oct 13
Frenklin D.C. Oct 14
|Worchest«r D.C. Oct 14

D.C. Oct 15

4pm-7pfn
4pm>7pm
4pni-7pni

4pm-7pm

o^^

transportation

refreshments!

uft ticki

AND A GOOD TIME
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OPINION
Canning coed bathrooms: g^™g—^^

——g
Mom learns about coed

'

"

"
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I talked to my mother about sex for the
first time the other day. It was no big deal
actuaUy. but I think she understands me
better now.

The whole thing happened by accide.it.
bhe had caUed to see how I was doing, and I
hold her that I was fine but really busy I
wasn't sure at first if I should mention that I
wasn't busy with school work. To be
honest. I wasn't sure how she'd react when
I told her I was spending aU my time
working with the Coed Coalition on a big
rally for coed living.

"Coed Living!" she exclaimed. "What

living

Jackson Katz
kind of thing is that to have a rally about?"
"Mom. look. This is a very serious issue,

and it goes much deeper than just coed
' bathrooms or even coed living. This is a
chance for us young people to really start
standing up for our rights in general."
"What do you mean? What's the big

deal?" My mother, as you may have
guessed, isn't the protesting type.
"The administration here at UMass has

decided to impose their old fashioned
conservative morality on the students, and
we're just not going to sit back and let them
get away with it. They've taken such a
hard-Hne. arrogant attitude about the
whole thing. They just instituted a policy of
mandatory single-sex bathrooms in the
coed dorms, with absolutely no student
input. They said the issue was not
debatable."

"They just did this all of a sudden?"
"Well, sort of. They announced the plans

for changing the coed bathrooms to single
sex last semester, but this semester they're
actually trying to implement it. We see it as
only the first step to dismantling coed living

altogether, and it's also causing a great deal
of problems in the dorms."
"Why? Why can't people use single-sex

bathrooms? What's the big problem?"
"First of all, a lot of coed floors on campus

have only one bathroom, so people have to
go to a different floor to use the bathroom.
In addition to being an inconvenience, it's a
safety problem because both men and
women have to travel down dark stairwells
at all hours of the night to get to the
bathroom assigned for their sex."

"Can't anything be worked out? It seems
that with all those minds up there, they
could come up with some sort of plan that
would he fair and acceptable for everyone."

My mother doesn't know much about the
UMass administration.

"Mom, the issue goes deeper than that.
It's not a question of practicality. It's a
question of morahty and students' rights.
Who are they to impose their outdated
morality on us. especially when we have no
say in the matter?"
"Have you let them know you're unhappy

with the policy? A raUy's kind of a drastic
step, you know."

'We had a referendum question on the
ballot in the Student Government Elections
last semester, and 95 percent of the
students voted in favor of keeping the
option of coed bathrooms."
"What did they say to that?" she asked.
"They ignored the vote."

"Oh. I see."

Our conversation went on for quite a
while, and since she was being so cool about
the whole thing, I decided it was about time
we talked about sexual values. We had a
good relationship, I thought, but we had
never really dealt with sex, and it was very
important to me.

I told her that we weren't looking at this
coed living thing here at UMass as an
isolated incidence of insensitivity on the
part of the administration. I pointed out
how young people all over the country are
getting screwed as the conservative Moral
Majority mentality gains power. I told her
about the Family Protection Act and the
Teenage Chastity Bill, and how only 6
states in the country require sex education
courses in the secondary school curriculum.

I talked to her about unplanned teenage
pregnancies, and how the only way to
curtail that and alleviate all the anxiety,
guilt and uncertainty about sex that young
people feel is through comprehensive and
accurate information and sex education.
My mother was sympathetic. "So coed

living is really important to you young
people, isn't it?"

'Yeah. Mom. it really is. It's a positive
first step in breaking down the huge
barriers this society places between the
sexes. It doesn't mean we have sex more
because we live coed or share bathrooms.
Nothing those older people can do can affect
our sex lives or our sexual values! except
make things more difficult. Whether or not
some people want to admit it, the times
have changed."

So has my relationship with my mother.
We just built one more big bridge over the
ever-stifling generation gap.

Jackson Katz is a Collegian columnist.

The masses yearning to be coed'

nmm iHd > xeNKwe hwhh-m <wwwsog

Looking back. I can't seem to remember
where it will all end. but I do seem to have
some vague idea where it started. The
huddled masses yearning to be coed, the
administration's amusement with alumni
and "parental pressure ", the absurdity at
every angle.

Huddling in the bathrooms seemed silly,
right on par with the escalating situation at
hand. It was all a plot, first they took away
the coed bathrooms and we walked a
quarter mUe to brush our teeth. Students
were seen jogging down the hall hoping
wey'd make it back in time for midterms.

Lise Zeiger

Women left to put on make-up and were
never heard from again. The can do. don't-
stop-us-now. out to- lunch administration
took decisive action and. making the next „..„..„...... .... „.,„ ^^„ea me reier ran
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«•"»'«-*«''• '^''P'-'^ss to Worcester to wash up before
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.^.^^^'••*"'"- .^"^ •" ^^^ continuing lunch. It probably would have been better
spirit of the umversity. the men's rooms to rent aplace in Puffton.

decision, the "Whitmore sacred few"
decided that the Graduate Research Tower
would be an all male research area, and the
women would have to remain within the
grad lowrise. The Student Union would be
open to women, but the men would have to
remain within the Campus Center. The
garage of course, was restricted to cars
only (Boy, they were quick in those days,
weren't they?).

The students in a rash decision, unified
and occupied all the bathrooms in Whit
more. But by this time no one was in-

terested, and nobody cared. They were too
busy deciding that UMass/Amherst would
be all male and that UMass/Boston would
be all female, but Lord knows where the
bathrooms would be.

The students occupied the bathrooms
while the women Whitmorites took the
campus shuttle to NOPE, the only female
bathroom close to the Faculty Club.
Meanwhile, the men boarded the Peter Pan

were in the women's dorms and visa-versa,
just so there would be continued interjktion
and the cluster system could remain in
effect.

Ah, the fond memories of underclassmen
scurrying around campus in their robes
trying to find a shower. Who could forget
the confusion that erupted over JA and
JQA? Even when you finally determined
which was which, you had to know which
was male and calculate whether you could
shower there.

But the fun didn't stop there. The parents
complained bitterly, and the administration
changed the rules, and decided not to notify
anyone. Randolph T. Holhut didn't know
what to complain about next. In a rash

Letters
Just wait for the
evening news
To the Editor:

There has been a lot of controversy this
fall about bathrooms in the residence halls.
While I am not sure the subject deserves
quite as much attention as it is receiving
(especially in comparison with some of the
other problems we're facing) it's pretty
clear that the newspapers and TV stations
would rather cover a bathroom rally than
work for a living.

There is no chance whatsoever that this,
University can set up coed bathrooms in its

residence halls. I doubt seriously whether
the proponents of coed bathrooms really
believe that a revolution in social mores is

going to start in the bathroom stalls of the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
What will demonstrations about coed

bathrooms actually accomplish? Will coed
bathrooms become part of University
policy? Absolutely not. Will every radio and
TV station in Massachusetts (and beyond)
use our internal dispute as an opportunity
to drag the University through the mud?
Absolutely.

We are our own enemies. We complain
about bad publicity for the University, and
then we turn around and create the biggest
media attraction we can manage. If you
have any doubt about the way the media
will handle the story, just wait for the even-
ing news.

William F. Field
Dean of Students

Freedom of speech
for all

To the Editor:

This letter is in response to Michael
Donoghue's editorial of Oct()l)er 13, 1981
entitled, "Cannot Deny Freedom of
Speech." Mr. Donoghue, I think you
misinterpreted the reaction UTOPIA
generated with its distribution of leaflets.

You statel "Students and professors are
hypocrites in the sense that they are
forgetting... the right to freedom of
speech...We may not like what is being said

Our apartment was a mess, no one cared
who used the bathroom, but we lived to tell
about it. Certainly the scars of coed
bathrooms will be with me for the rest of
my life, but I saved a lot in transit time.

I look back on those days and wish that
we had stood up for our beliefs in another
way. I fail to comprehend how students
waiting in the bathroom while the ad
ministration took off on other important
matters brought any light on our cause. If
we Iwhaved Hke adults, we might have been
treated as adults, and I wouldn't have to
commute to Chicago every time I want a
bath. Lots of luck today.

Lise Zeiger is a Collegian staff member.

(by UTOPIA), but what gives us the right
to deny others their right?" Aren't you the
hypocrite here? Aren't you suggesting that
because people protested what UTOPIA
says that they were denying UTOPIA'S
right? No one prevented UTOPIA from
printing or distributing the leaflets. No one
kept them from their rally. The people who
were protesting their rally were not deny-
ing anyone their freedom of speech, they
were merely exercising their own. They
were voicing their own opinion of
UTOPIA'S views.

You also quote Dean of Students William
Field as saying, "I guarantee we'll take ac-
tion immediately. It is not an acceptable
form of conduct." I am quite sure that
Field did not mean they were going to find
out who printed the leaflets and punish or
suspend them.

UTOPIA did not follow rules for staging
a rally and therefore their actions were
subject to reprisal. I am certain that if they
had followed the rules set up to govern
rallies they would have been permitted to
conduct theirs. You also cannot hold Field
in the wrong for keeping the interests of
the majority of students foremost in his
agenda.

Mr. Donoghue, you seem to confuse pro-
testing with the denial of rights. Freedom
of speech extends even to those who are
only voicing their opinion of what others
are saying.

Hilary Park
Doris Flynn
Northeast

Interested in writing for the
editorial pages? Prospective col-

umnists should attend a short
recruitment meeting Monday
night at 7:00 in the Collegian
newsroom. Questions? Call
Kathleen Howley, Executive
Editor, at 545-3500 between
4:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.
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WATch Out TEUvisioN!

^^CROOVE TUBE^'
Oct. 16 7, 9, 11 PMI

ENq. East Aud.

$1.00

DATE:
October 22. 1981

TIME:
8:00 P.M.
PLACE:
163 C.C.

Sponsored by
Campus Crusade

for Christ

The way people react when you tell them
you're pregnant isn't important.

The way you feel about it is. So if you're

pregnant and not so sure you
want to be, talk to us. Our counselors

are specially trained to help
you make the decision that's right

for you. Call 738-6210.

Preterm. The most experienced
reproductive health care center in

the Northeast.

preterm
Aluensrdnon pr.iji! Iit-allh idrr fai ilin 184^ K<-*(in Slrit-i BriHikline. MA (1214ft

Football and Baseball

Trivia Quiz

Meal Ticket Game
Receive a FREE meal ticket quiz

card from a cashier at the

Bluewall Cafeteria,

Coffee Shop and

Hatch Cafeteria
Win a Regular Soft-Drink on your

next visit with a purchase of $1.00

or more if you answer correctly.

SOUTHWEST RESIDENTS
Come to the 4tli Annual
Southwest Folk Concert,

this evening at 8:00 P.M.

in the Hampden Student Center.

Free Admission

Open to ail Southwest Residents

Sponsored by

Southwest Area Government

Newslines...
Thursday, October 15, 1981

Repressive law
foe will speak
Frank Wilkinson, National Director for

the Committee Against Repressive
Legislation will speak tonight at 7:30 in

Campus Center RM. 162. He will show the

film, "Operation Abolition," which was
produced by the FBI and portrays how the

"communists" are taking over the colleges

and universities in the country.

The lecture, sponsored by the Commuter
Collective and the American Friends Ser-

vice Committee, is free and open to the

public.

m
water prospects
A symjx)sium discussing water resource

issues and a film entitled, "The Old Quab-
bin Valley" will be presented tonight at 8 in

Thompson 104. The symposium panel in-

cludes Paul Godfrey, Director of the Water
Resources Research Center, Jack
Snedeker, former Commissioner of the
Boston Water and Sewer, Alexandra
Dawson, Executive Director of the Water
Supply Citizens Advisory Committee,
Francesca Maltese, chair of the Amherst
Board of Selectmen and Hugh Bell, History
professor at UMass. The event is free and
open to the public.

Program focuses Workshops offer

on career trends
A free program on career trends for the

1980's will be presented tonight from 7-9 in

Campus Center 904. Issues to be discussed
include anticipated effects of population
changes on job market; developments that

will affect all careers; alternate career op-

portunities and changes in the workplace.
The program is free and open to all

university students.

resume writing
Resume workshops will be offered week-

ly on Wednesday nights at 5 in 322
Berkshire. The workshop will cover for-

mat, content, printing and the develop-
ment of personal objectives. Sign-ups are
not required and admission will be
restricted to the first 25 students.

For more information call the University
Placement Service at 545-2224.

ZS as zz: 2z: zs as ZE as
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KyRUNNER'S SHOP
PLENTY OF SALE SHOES LEFT!!

• Nike • Tiger • Etonic • Pony • Patrick

reg. $3a->^e£Lnow $15 - $30

CLASS 5 DOWN PARKAS 6 VESTS 50% OFF!
ALSO, JUST ARRIVED. . .NIKE HIKING DOOTS!

the Magma and the Lavadome
(Amherst Store Only)

Runner Shop 159 |vj pieasant St (behind Faces)

cos*

COS*

TIRED OF WARM DEER?
Come to us first!!!

Dudweiser « ox <o«, 6.9^
Dusch 1 J oz. con, 2.00/.IX 7.99/
Old Milwaukee i2ox.<on, 0.29/ijpoci,
^o'son* 2.99/.ix
Vodko or Gin 5.25/ii..,

Afldre Chompogno or Cold Puck. 2.99/750 ml

ICE CREAM r^g^gjf.
Homemade Ice Cream Emporium

" *"
' Baked Goods » Breakfast

Collegian 9

BUSCH. The (feial beer ofThe Charlie Daniels Band:
O AnhMMT-eufch. Inc St. Loula. Mo
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Group provides support

Battered Women: Unity in the Valley
iColiegiaQ 11

By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

There were 159 reports of battered women in Nor
thampton between January and September of this year,
said Deidre McLaughlin, administrative coordinator of
Necessities/Necessidades, a local organization formed to
cope with domestic violence.

Necessities provides supportive services, such as peer
counseling, safe shelters for women to go to, legal and
medical advocacy, crisis intervention, childcare and
transportation.

During the first 6 months of 1981. Necessities took on 55
new clients and provided services to 50 previous clients.
Though there is no battered women's shelter in Amherst,
the Everywoman's Center (EWC) received 58 reports of
battering and beating from July 1979 to June 1980.
NationaUy, a woman is beaten every 18 seconds,

McLaughlin said.

Necessities began as a Usk force in 1977 focusing around
women and violence. The group later decided to con-
centrate on the problems of battered women when they
saw the need for it in Hampshire County, she said.
The organization works through what are called safe-

home networks. Volunteers provide shelter in their homes
for abused women for up to three nights. After this, they
are referred to other shelters where they can stay for up to
six weeks. Meanwhile, the counselors at Necessities work
to place women in housing of their own.
The range of women who are abused cuts across all

classes and races, including educated, non-educated,
single, married, and divorced women, according to
McLaughlin. The counselors urge women to help them-
selves, and stress Necessities' role as a self-help

organization, she said.

"We don't try to make the decision for the woman of
whether or not to return to the abusive situation. We only
want to give support, validate the experience, and let her
know what her options are," McLaughlin said. Yet, if a
woman receives serious injuries such as broken bones, she
is encouraged to leave the situation, since domestic
violencg could lead to a fatal injury, she said.

It often takes women a long time to realize they do not
have to take this kind of abuse, which is a big problem,
McLaughlin said. This is especially true for women who
have lived in violent situations for most of their lives.

"When you put so much time into a relationship, you
don't just walk out. especially if chUdren are involved,"
McLaughlin said

She noted that many women wait until their children
have grown and their responsibilities have lessened,
before they leave an abus've husband. They are afraid to
make any rash changes in neir lives, or in their children's
lives, McLaughlin said.

Yet Necessities emphasizes the harmful effects that
beatings can eventually have on the children involved, she
said.

"It becomes very cyclical. This abusive behavior is

picked up by the children, although it may not surface until

later. It is then passed on to their children," McLaughlin
said.

The causes of why men beat women have included
anything from dinner being late to a drunken rage. In fact,

many of the abusers have alcohol problems. However,
some use alcohol as an excuse for the beatings, when in

reality the couple's problems have much deeper roots.

These include job and personal frustrations, differences in

how to raise children, or jealousy of other men, she said.

oaitenng ends a mamage
She speaks He speaks

Unity rally for battered women
Joining forces to aid needed shelters

recourse

By CHRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Correspondent

Though a woman may escape from marriage to a man
who abuses her physically and psychologically, she may
not escape from the affects of that treatment.

"I never want to go back to him. I still love him and I can
still remember the good times, but it makes me sick just to
look at him," said a formerly battered wife speaking about
her husband. Nancy. 24. (who chose not use her real name)
left her husband a year-and-a-half ago after seven years of
marriage. Now she is living in Franklin county with her
daughter. Sarah, and another formeriy battered woman.

"I don't regret getting married. I learned a lot about
love and life. I know much more than other people my age.
I'm still bitter and I'm afraid to trust people. I still want
Bruce to change and better himself, but I'll never go back.
Never."

Nancy is going to divorce her husband Bruce (not his
real name) as soon as she receives the legal assistance she
needs, she said. After that, she will never marry again.

"I'd like to fall in love, but I just won't let myself. I don't
want to go through all the pain again. I'm trying to forget
and put everything behind me. I realize how much Bruce
robbed from me. I gave so much of myself to Bruce and I

feel there are pieces missing. Nancy said.

Married two weeks after her sixteenth birthday, Nancy
quit school to become a "typical housewife." Bruce had
slapped her a few times before they were married, but she
thought it was only because he was jealous and that it

would stop after they were married. But it didn't. The
beatings increased, she said.

Bruce had always had a drinking problem, but it got
worse after they were married. Nancy said. He would go
out and spend the money he made at the local bar. And at
r'?ht he would come home and beat her for "little" things.
He told her he ony beat her because he loved her. and

afterwards he always said he was so sorry. He kept pro-
mising to quit drinking but he never did. One night he
came home and beat her up in front of their one-year-old
daughter. Nancy said it was seeing Sarah's face that made
her decide to leave for good.

"I could let myself suffer, but not Sarah." Nancy said.

Last year she got a vacate order to keep Bruce out of the
house. The sheriff escorted him off the property. But
Bnice came back that night, kicked-in the locked door, and

at her up, Nancy said. He did not go to work for a few
days so that he could make sure she did not leave him. But
one night, while he was passed out from too much to
drink. Nancy said she packed her things and left with
Sarah.

They went to the New England Learning Center for
Women in Transition (NELCWIT). a temporary home for
battered women, and stayed there for a month until she
got an apartment. Nancy said.

Eventually, she said Bruce was given rights to visit
Sarah, and discovered where her apartment was. He
broke into her house one night, pulled out a hunting knife
and threatened to kill her if she didn't come back to him.
He said he loved her and he needed her and if he couldn't
have Sarah, he was going to make sure Nancy couldn't
have her either. In order to save her life, she agreed. But
then she told him Sarah was upset so she was going to
take her for a drive to calm her down. Nancy said t^l.v .md
Sarah gol ir *}> '--r rm.< r..furii'(l to \'EI,f 'WIT.

By CRIS SCHUSTER
(Collegian Correspondent

While Nancy credits NELCWIT with helping her start a
new life, her husband Bruce blames NELCWIT for the
failure of their marriage.

"If it wasn't for NELCWIT we would have gotten back
together again."

"NELCWIT makes it too easy for woman to pack up and
leave," Bruce said. He also said, "Of course Nancy should
be happy, she doesn't have any worries or respon-
sibilities." Nancy knows she can come home anytime. She
does not have to live on welfare, he said.

Bruce does not understand why Nancy left him, because
he went out of his way to give her everything she wanted,
he said. He worked 40 hours-a-week and weekends to

support Nancy and his daughter, Sarah.

Bruce admits he has hit Nancy before, but only when he
was drunk.

"I didn't want to do it, it just happened," he said. "But I

was always sorry after."

"I'm not a wife-abuser. I've never left a mark on her.

"

When asked about the time he threatened her with a
hunting knife, Bruce said in the end he handed the knife to
Nancy.

"To be honest, I was hoping she would stab me. I didn't
care anymore."
He said he loves Nancy and wishes they could get back

together again. He does not regret getting married, but he
does not plan on marrying again. "I plan on getting out of
the area and starting all over," he said.

By CARLA LESH
Collegian Staff

By SARAH RUSSEL
Collegian Correspondent

The National Coalition Against Domestic Violence will

hold a National Day of Unity for Battered Women's
Shelters in Springfield on October 17, said Jean
Grossholtz, a member of the board of directors of Hegira,
a battered women's shelter in Westfield, Mass. There will

be a rally in Court Square from noon to 3 p.m.
The three purposes of the rally are to mourn those who

have been battered, to celebrate the existence of the
shelters, and to decide what to do next to improve and
help the cause, Grossholtz said.

As domestic violence becomes more exposed to the
public, acts of violence against women seem unbelievably
frequent, said Grossholtz, also a professor at Mt. Holyoke
(College.

She said she first became involved with Hegira (an
arable word meaning "a long journey to a safe place."),

while holding forums on violence against women in the
local area, and the coordinators of Hegira asked her to join
the board of directors, Grossholtz said.

She became involved with the shelter because, the
politics were so clear. Everybody was battered, Grossholtz
said.

Grossholtz said she does not know why violence against
women exists. Societal conditioning that violence against
women is acceptable is partly responsible. Acceptability
results when the problem is not taken seriously by society.

The three purposes of the rally are to mourn those who
have been battered, to celebrate the existence of the shelters,
and to decide what to do next to improve and help the cause.

Women who are physically and
psychologically abused face a problem that
victims of other crimes often do not; they
usually live with the abuser, and in many
cases find it difficult, if not impossible, to
escape from the situation.

Previously, when police were called to a
domestic violence situation, there was no
guarantee the abuse would not start again
after the police left. However, since 1978.
the victim may have the abuser removed
from the home without going through
lengthy court proceedings, because of the
passage of the Abuse Prevention Act.
General Law Chapter 209A, also referred
to as the family abuse law.

This law allows the abused to get a
restraining order against the abuser by go-
ing to the clerk of courts. Once a restrain-
ing and vacate order is issued, the abuser
must leave the house immediately. Anyone
who violates the order is .subject to arrest,
said Lieutenant David Jankowski of the
Amherst Police Department.
"The family abuse law has been a great

help," he said. "There was no clear-cut
policy before, but now it is cleariy stated on
the side of the abused," he said.

When police respond to an incident of
family violence, the victim is informed in

writing of her or his rights, Jankowski
said.

Massachusetts is one of the few states
with this kind of law, he said.

Previously, when police were called to a
dom£stic violence situation, there was no
guarantee the abuse would not start again
jjier the police left. Jiirwever, since 1978, the
rictim may have thf iibuser removed from
the home without going through lengthy
court preceedings. because of the passage
of... the family abuse law.

Ellen Cain, of the Victim Witness
Assistance Program of the district at-

torney's office said, "The most recent law

(concerning domestic violence) and the best

so far, 209A. It affects unmarried couples

living together and all blood relatives of the

abuser.

The restraining orders available through
the clerk of courts office may be obtained

at any time, Cain said. To obtain the tem-

porary restraining order only the complai-

nant needs to be present. After five days
another hearing is held and the abuser is

given a chance to speak, she said.

Sometimes a judge is present at the time
the restraining order is issued but if no
judge is available a clerk of courts may
issue the order, Cain said.

Bonnie McKee of Necessities, a shelter
for battered women in Norhtampton said
209A is a great improvement over the
previous methods of getting a restraining
order. She also said, "Before, to get a
restraining order the victim had to file for
divorce or separation. Now it is just limited
to the spouse. Anyone in the family may
get a restraining order." The law also
states that restraining orders be available

on weekends and holidays.

Jane Sanders administrator of Woman-
shelter/Companeros in Holyoke said that
while it is a good law it is inconsistently en-
forced.

"It depends on the community and the
police officer. The issuance of the restrain-
ing order varies from one community to the
next." she said.

In some communities the police officers

will issue the restraining order, in others
the order is mailed, and in some the woman
herself is responsible for issuing the order,
Sanders said.

"Men beat women, men rape women, men sexually
assault women of all ages, in all places, at all times," and
the men who do the beating often are accepted as nornuil
in the outside world, she said.

NR NHCUNnL OE UN MD
^HWTOIMLIIffflfllNITr-w
FOR ftRTTEREB W0I1EII3

An estimated 60% of all married women are
physically abused.(l) Many report habitual bat-

tering Statistics show one woman is beaten
every 18 seconds (2) Rape and sexual abuse is

so common that one in four girls can expect to be
raped or abused before the age of 18 (3)

According to the FBI, one in three women will be
raped in her lifetime (4)

Resources for battered women
If you are the victim of an assault, these services are available to you at any time.

545-0883Counselor/Advocates
Everj^women's Center
UMass
Amherst Area

Necessities/Necesidades
Northampton

HERA
(Hotline to End Rape and Abuse)
Springfield

Hampden Co. Woen's Center
Springfield

HEGIRA
Westfield Area

Womanshelter/Companeras
Holyoke Area

NELCWIT 772-0806

If, you would like more information on battered women's shelters and their services, the following agencies may be
helpful to you:

Massachusetts Coalition of Battered Women's Shelters

617-266-8545

National Coalition Against Domestic Violence

202-347-7115

586-5066

733-2561

783-4004

586-0966

536-1628

Since she has worked with Hegira, Grossholtz said she
has seen many different instances of battered women. She
described a typical sequence of events when a woman
comes to Hegira.

A woman often calls the shelter in the middle of the
night leaving her home suddenly after a fight. In some
cases, people from the shelter or the police will pick her
up, Grossholtz said. When a woman comes to the shelter
she is given a room, and one for her children if she has
any. She may stay there until she can find other housing,
or returns to her home.

"Men beat wornen, men rape women, men sexually
assault women of aU ages, in all places, at aU times. The
men who dx) the beating often are accepted as ncyrmal in the
outside world."

Many times it is necessary to get a restraining order
against the husband or he will try to reach her at the
shelter. The threat of arrest will usually keep the husband
from trying to find his wife and possibly do her further
harm, she said.

Though she did not know the cause of woman-battering,
she said drunkeness, stress, and job pressures are the ex-
cuses men often give for their behavior. Many men will
deny they even beat their wives at all, Grossholtz said.
Some men will go through a few counseling sessions, but

few will stay with it long enough to alter their behavior,
she said. Sometimes the woman will eventually seek
divorce, but often she is financially dependent on her hus-
band, and in many cases afraid of his anger if she were to
leave him.

"Many women in this situatuion are so terrified that
they don't know what to do," Grossholtz said. Battered
women take an emotional risk when they decide to get
help, because they must decide whether they are willing to
live without that man, Grossholtz said.

Men who oppose
the abuse ofwomen
By ERIC RADACK
Special to the Collegian

The following description of the goals and activities of
the newly form organization, "Men Against Violence
Against Women" (MAVAW). was drawn up during its

second meeting last night: MAVAW is a group of men who
seek to educate the community about the issues of violence
against women. Through a series of workshops, guest
speakers, and films the group hopes to raise community
awareness on the political, sexual and social realities of
rape and other crimes of violence against women.
MAVAW is planning to set up a counselor/advocate

training program to provide couselors for the male family
members or boyfriends of women who have been
assaulted. Community-based programs will also foUow
from this training. We hope to establish an enduring
political identity in the community as a group of men who
will take action against social injustices that affect women.
We welcome inquiries and participation jn the group's

meetings which are held every Wednesday night at 7:30
p.m. in the Everywoman's Center in Wilder Hall at the
University of Mass. For further information contact:

Eric Radack, tel 256-0543 (evenings)

Michael Matfess, tel 546-5631

Mailing address:

Everywoman's Center
Wilder Hall

UMass
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SCI-TECH

BOOKSAIE

Mt. Holyoke professor talks
on politics of abuse

/o

OFF
ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED
PRICES

Come pick up a stack of high-level
scientific and fechnical books from
leading publishers Our selection
ranges through numerous disciplines
including physics, chemistry, medicine,
mathematics, engineering, computers
and more Your savings range
from a tremendous 65% to an
unbelievable 90%

Lacated in the Campus Center

the University Store

OPEN M F95
SAT 11 4

By MICHELLE MURRAY

American institutions make no genuine
effort to eliminate violence against women
because they have a vested interest in it,

Jean Grosshultz. Professor of Politics at
Mount Holyoke College said yesterday
afternoon at a colloquium on the Political

Economy of Violence Against Women.
Grosshultz said she first began to con-

sider the implications of violence against
women when she realized it was something
"we all have in common" and that it is an
ongoing, everyday process. The amount of
this violence as compiled, not by feminists
but by men in the FBI. prompted
Grosshultz to consider what was being done
about it.

FBI statistics reveal that one woman is

beaten, raped, or molested every three
seconds, that wife abuse is a problem for 60
percent of all married couples, and that one
woman is battered every 18 seconds.

Grosshultz said.

Given that these figures represent an
enormous amount of violence against
women. Grosshultz wondered why police,
courts, and legislation have been relatively
unconcerned about the problem. She also
questioned the indifference of women to
this violence.

"The state is not only disinterested in
doing anything about violence against
women, the state is part and parcel of this
problem," she said. She added that violence
against women is a political problem rooted
in the political economy of the United
States.

Grosshultz said the American political
economy incorporates and maintains
capitalism which, in turn has used the
system of patriarchy to its advantage. The
state imposes motherhood to suit the needs
of the economy, she said, and the nuclear
family enforces the stereotype of woman as
solely mother and wife.

<'oll*|fian photo bv Jim Waldron

SHADOW DANCER - Vinnie Culhane, a sophomore from Kin-
nelon. New Jersey, takes advantage of the recent warm weather to
wash his windows.

Jump for Joy

Betsy's Here!

Fashions By
Betsy Johnson

QJiSIONf
Lower Main Si

. Brattleboro. VT
2544877

13 N Plvatant Si . Amh«r«i. MA
256.0591
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UMass opens dance season
mm

By ELISSA STUMMER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Department of Music
and Dance presents its Five College Dance Concert Oc-
tober 15-17 at 8:00 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium
This fall concert, which is put on each year, is the initial

highlight of the dance season in the five college area
Choreography is done by the University of Mass Dance
Faculty composed of Gary Schaaf, Marilyn V. Patton An-
drea Watkms, and Richard Jones, artistic director

'

The
concert consists of several ballet, modern, and jazz works
to be performed by the University Dancers Thus
students and faculty are brought together in actual perfor-
mance and the public is given a comprehensive view of the
University's Dance department.
The show consists of eight pieces; beginning with Gary

Exhibit features

last year's best
GROUNDWORK
Herter Gallery

By KATHERINE STONE
Collegian Correspondent

"Groundwork," the show presently in the Hert«r
Gallery, is part of the Art department's "Foundations"
program. It represents the basic skills that first-year art
majors should have in order to continue their studies.
"Groundwork" features a collection of the best from last
year's freshman.
The show presents several pencil drawings, sketches,

studies of the human figure and also unusual sculpture,
such as a life-sized stuffed figure, waist-high flowers, and
lollipops. You'll also find abstract designs ranging from
simple cardboard to objects on a table, making you ap-
preciate the everyday objects around you.
The show gives first year students a chance to exhibit

their work and get feedback. Reactions to the show were
• Continued on page 16

Schaafs Pas de Sept," a light lyrical ballet, and comes to
a climactic end with Richard Jones' jazz work, "Tears of
Joy. Other pieces in the concert include Schaafs modern
choreography "Struggle: The First Encounter," which is
full of inner conflict; "Mobiles.. .Two Into One," perform-
ed and choreographed by Marilyn Patton and former stu-
dent John Kujawski, shows the study of two bodies-
dependency on each other; Susan Gillis' "Chairisma

"

reconstructed by Margaret Skrinar; and the abstract
choreography of Andrea Watkins. shown by "November's
Mountain and "Clear Water Reflection." There is
another work by Richard Jones called "Sunset" which
reflects stillness and serenity through use of line, color
and imagery.

Tickets are on sale at the Campus Center and at the
Kand Theater Box Office weekdays between 100
p.m. -4:00 p.m. seats are not reserved.

live wir

Ron Miller

Collrinan photo by Kathrrinr Robichaud

Various forms of art are being shown at the
"Groundworks" exhibit in Herter Gallery.

"Given the choice of accomplishing something or just ly-
ing around, I'd rather lie around, no contest." - Eric
Clapton.

With E.C.'s ode to laziness in mind, you can leave all
your mid-terms behind and catch some live music this
weekend.
Jimmy Cliff brings Jamaica to the Fine Arts Center on

Sunday night. Tickets are disappearing fast, so you'd bet-
ter hurry if you want to see him. "I don't like reggae I love
it," (oops, it just slipped outf.

Wow, like Foreignah and Billy Squiah are in Haaartford
Sunday night. I'm wicked psyched.
The Rusty Nail has a busy weekend planned as 999 and

the Alley Cats come in on Friday, and NRBQ and Mar-
tian Highway perform on Saturday night.
The Atlantics will be in the Blue Wall on Saturday

night. They are regular visitors to the area, but they do
have the potential to put on an exciting show.

If you missed the Shaboo All-Stars a couple of weeks
ago in the Blue Wall, you won't get to see them again.
They recently split up. Matt "Guitar" Murphy (Chuck
Berry, James Cotton Blues Brother) is looking for musi-
cians to form another band. After their performance in
the Wall it's no wonder they broke up. The bass player
didn't even show up till the fourth song. The All-Stars
were very good when they were on, and very bad when
they were off.

Stiff recording artists. The Equators, come to Rahar's
Saturday night for a ska dance party. They recently
released an album called Hot.
Saxaphonist Marion Brown has been quietly giving free

solo concerts every Wedne.sday night at Sheehan's Cafe in
Northampton. He would definitely be worth checking out.
Blues legend Muddy Waters is going to be in the Rusty

Nail next Saturday night. The area clubs have been com-
ing up with quite a few pleasant surprises this semester.
Keep in mind Jorma Kaukonen will be in the Student

Union Ballroom on Thursday Oct. 29 for a Halloween
costume concert. This will be your only chance to parade
through the Campus Center in costume. The administra-
tion recently made a ruling, which closed the Campus
Center for the entire weekend (yet another fascist move).

CALVIN ICE CREAM CO
HOME DELIVERY

In the Carriage Shops

Amherst - 549-6938

Every Night - 12

SUNDAES $1.45

"7-/QNS

THE
and UMASS arts present

COUNCIL "%
DUE TO POPULAR DEMAND

An Added Solo Show
with

Hot Fudge
Strawberry

Marshmallow
Mocha

Butterscotch

Chocolate

Mixed Fruit

JORMA KAUKONEN
OCT29o.ii PM

Student Union Dollroom

F.A

Nov.
8:00

UMIes $6.50

Gen. Pub. $7.50

Sampler $1.80

Brownie Delight 1.45

Rootbeer Floats 1.30

Milkshakes

Thick $1 .20 Extra Thick 1 .55

Dishes:

Small 70c Medium 80c Large 1.00

Calvin Sandwiches - Any flavor with Chocolate Cookies 50c
Ice Cream Cakes: Made to Order with Two Day Notice

2 Quart $5.70

3 Quart 7.80

4 Quart 10.00

Hand Packed. ..:... Pints 1.65 Quarts 2.35

Pre-Packed Vi Gallons 2.50

Toppings !4 Pint 1.95 Pint 2.95

Popsicles 25c

Fudgesicles 30c

Sport Bars 60c

Italian Ice 40c

Cheerios 35c

Sundae Cups 60c

Minimuni Order

Outlets

Union Records Unlimited
TIX

Platterpus Records
Main St. Records
Ticketron

UMass Students $7.50, $8.50

Gen. Public $9.00, $10.00

STANLEY CLARKE
GEORGE DUKE

tickets available at Union Records Unltd

LAST CHANCE!!!
JIMMY CLIFF tickets©

Union Records Unlimited (URU)

For all shows: no food, drink, smoke or cameras.
Student ID required at the door.

All tickets one dollar more at the door.

. ,'~.. .._,.
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Fire prevention is urged
By KENNETH LUNDBERG
Collegian Correspondent

Wrapping up a series of fire drill exer-
cises last week in residential areas and day
care centers at the University of
Massachusetts. Director of Environmental
Health and Safety Donald Robinson said,
* Students should function and live with a
consciousness about fire safety."

Robinson said that in general there is a
positive student response to fire preven-
tion, but there is still the small minority
that can cause a "disruptive environment."

For the fiscal year of 1981. Fire
Prevention Officer Keith Hoyle cited 330
total fire responses at the University, 210 of
which were false alarms from pull stations
and smoke detectors. Because officials must
report to each fire alarm, whether it is real

or not. the student residents, firefighters

and police on call and the other drivers out
on the road are all endangered. Hoyle said.

Also, the cost of repairing or replacement ci

damaged fire alarm material will inevitably
show up in student fees, he said.

"The UMass budget can't take the

strain," said Hoyle.

Under a present Three E system

(engineering, education, and enforcement)

the Department of Environmental Health

and Safety is working to employ one of the

most sophisticated fire-warning systems in

the country, Robinson said. But unlike the

advanced systems in the newly renovated

Knowlton and Brooks dormitories, which
were government funded, the expense of

installing and maintaining such systems can

cost as much as $88,000, he said.

The most difficult aspect of the Three E
system is enforcing fire prevention
awareness within the various residential

areas. Even after meetings with heads of

residence and evening seminars on fire

policy, Robinson said that a fire warning
system can, and is in most cases, considered
a "useless noise" so there becomes a feeling

of ambivalence among students. Con-
sequently, the importance is diluted to a
point where students don't think of the
dangers surrounding them, he said.

Collcfimn photo b)> Tcrri BclUriorc

MONKEYIN' AROUN' — Robbie Levine plays with a monkey pup-
pet at a table on the Campus Center concourse.

Ins Photo

Fall foliage festival

FREE FILM
one 12 exp. roll free with each 24 or 36 exp.

Kodak, Fuji, or other color print film

developed at our regular low price — 24 hour
service at NO extra charge!

SLIDE PROCESSING
36z • 2.80

rcg. 3.55

with a purchase of two 36 exposure hiji slide films

il 150 Main Sti Northampton 58684 17 ^^ l^>t^ ^ J
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CROSSWORD
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ROD BONES
By Gregg Canavan
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To PEAL WITH IT.
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ACROSS
1 Vienighl

5 Rhyme sctieme

10 Baseball's Otis
14 Imptudent
15 Sen s forte

16 Undulating
17 Sills lorte

18 Ready logo
19 Trek t>aatts

20 Directly

23 Ye
Tea Shoppe

24 Hosp stall

25 Nonsense
28 Stripling

29 Vermilion

30 Lawyers' org

33 Out of plumb
35 Sired

37 Oirecl

41 Trackmen's
transport

42 Nonpareil

43 E«isl

44 Pub quaff

45 Wrought
48 OK
49 GPs org.

50 People

52 Directly

59 Chimnoy feature

60 To the point

61 Hospital dept

63 Effulgence

64 Layabout
65 Flag

66 Dismember
67 Campus figures

68 Prelim

DOWN
1 Musical syllable

2 Quite friendly

3 Large lane mass
4 Military headgear
5 Blake of

"Gunsmoke"
6 Protruded

7 Environs

8 Thorn

9 Constant
companion

10 Mil miscreants
11 Long skirt

12 Microwave, eg
13 Auld lang
21 Below par
22 Witch's home
25 Turkish VIP

26 Rerados locate

27 Chanleuse Lena
29 Grid zebra

30 rate

31 TV'sMinon
32 WIIHams. GrKflth.

etc

34 Tablet

35 Religious degree*
36 Couple
38 What ' veni

"

means
39 0« the Milky Way
40 Charlemagne s

construct, for

short

45 Sought water

46 Gathers
47 Neighbor of Md
49 Leading
51 F>tra sense
52 Miles away
53 Pivot

54 Transform
55 Draft again

56 Heraldtc wreath
57 Sight from

Cleveland

58 ARoosovelt
62 Sim
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WEATHER
Mostly sunny today high
from the mid 60s to the low
70s. Mostly cloudy with a
chance of showers tonight.

Partly sunny, high in the
low or mid 60s tomorrow.
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November 5

8p.m.

BOX OFFICE: Noon to 4PM, M-F (413)545-2511

Plumbley's
ofT the common*'

presents

The Valley's First

BREWED AND BOTTLED IN CANADA imported by Martlet Importing Co Inc Great Neck N Y

FineArts
Center .

Concert Hall

Official

PREPPY PARTY
Thursday, October 15

Tonight
riAly

FAT
2 for I all night

rustv nailer
Friday, Oct. 16 Sat. October 17

999 N R B Q
with Alley Cats Special Guests Martian Highway

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937

9 pm to 1 am
Prizes awarded for Best Dressed

Entertainment by

the Armstrong Bros. - in the Pub

Steve Spellman - in the Green House

Hot & Cold Hors d'ouvres Served

$200.00 Gift Certificate for House of Walsh Men's Shop
$200.00 Gift Certificate for House of Walsh Women's Shop

Many More Prizes from House of Walsh
Tickets available at: ,« j

House of *"°

Walsh, Inc. AMMasTM^is.

Tickets are

Present ticket stubs to bartender for complimentary drink

Plumblcys
$5.00 "'

of

Miirruy I). Lincoln (unipus CciKcr
I'ulvcrsily (>rMussuchtisc(ls ul AiiilicrsI

T.O.C. Lounge

Happy Hours 2 - 5 pm

Featuring 25c Drafts

During

General Hospital

^ - 4 pm

Entertainment featured Nightly

Come and Enjoy the Panoramic

view of the Valley!

*Valid ID and A.B.P. sticker

required to pnrchaie alcohol
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* Groundwork
Contimwdjhm pnqe /,y

positive; the crowd at the opening was
quite impressed. Pascale Eidnian, a human
nutrition major said, "I'm glad they are
putting money into the arts with ail the cut-

backs." Charlie Butler, a junior theatre
major said, "You can tell it's younger work
because it's very broad, not specific."

The opening reception for the show in-

cluded scholarship awards to art majors,
including six Chancellor's awards which
grant four years tuition contingent upon

continued academic success. These awards
went to Sharon Civiunski. Susan
Oiachusin, William Feeney, Kathryn
Feldman, Eva Froese, and Mark Morgan.
Twenty grants, from $100 to $500. were

also given to art majors who have shown
success in the program.
"Groundwork" will remain in Herter

Gallery until ()ctol:)er 15. Gallery hours are
11-4 Monday through Friday and 2-5 on
Sundays.

Farmer wants book banned
BUCKLAND. Mass. (AP) - A dairy

farmer argued yesterday that a regional
school board will be trespassing on his
rights if it refuses to ban a novel by
Alexander Solzhenitsyn from a high school
reading list.

Edmund F. Smith, who also is a selec-
tman in this Franklin County town of 1.900
people, said the 1961 novel "One Day in the
Life of Ivan Denisovich" contains several
vulgar words.

His fight. Smith noted, comes as the U.S.
Supreme Court has agreed to review a
Long Island school board's decision to ban
nine books from public school libraries.

The Mohawk Trail Regional School Board
planned to hear school Superintendent
Bruce Willard's report yesterday night on
his reasons for denying Smith's request last
month to ban the book as required reading
in a senior literature class. Smith's son.
Carl, is enrolled in the class.

Willard said school records show no other
complains alwut the book since it was first

used in 1973.

"Once this school committee knows the
book is there." Smith said before the
meeting, "it will allow the book is vulgar.
Once the school committee knows that and
refuses to do something, I consider it

trespassing.

LET'S PACK OUR TRUNKS AND GO - A parade of pachyderms
makes its way through a downtown Boston street to herald the arrival of
the Ringling Brothers, Barnum and Bailey Circus in the city.

$5.69 Reg. 6.47

^^nsr^
Aliwi/Goingibi

TEDDY PENDERGRASS
rrsTiMEPORuy\/E

I C«nt LhM WittMMjl Vbur Low*
Vou'r* My L«tMt My GrMlMt hwpiralion

I CantLmv* Wour Lov« Alon*
It's TInw For Um*

NEW

Sale Ends 10/24

RELEASES
^^^ 2-RKordS*t

FRANK ZAPPA
You AreWhat You Is

including:

YouArc What Ytou ta/GobNnQM
M«fd«r Jhmn Your HuatMnd/DorMn
TtwMMk ShaN Mtartt Nothing

^^
9.99
Reg. $13.97

Frank Zappa
2-record set

Mon - Fri 9 - 5

Sat 11 - 4

Poor Richards

Now Available - New Release by
The Police - Ghost In The Machine

Located in the Campus Center Univ of Mass

Universitu Store
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

DANCE CLUB
Disco • Top 40 • noa Route 9 Afflhersl

Tto
EVERY THURSDAY Friday €r

2Sc Drafts

Thurs. Oct. 15

No Cover
Mugs T-shirts - Mirror's

75c Drinks

/50s
with Guest D.J. AL VARELAS

OCKTOBERFEST
SPECIAL *

2
FOR
1

8-10 pm

$1.00 Wurzburger
Hoffbrau Bottles

75c BudweiseKs

Thursday. October 15. 1981

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Office CC113
Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discoLm" •'

Phon'e number FREE

8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

AHR'S - TA'S - ORAD STUDENTS'
Campus work 16 hours p«r week $5.00
per hour, send name, tele no, address to-
Unaitis, 206 High, Greenfield MA
~ APOLOGY

RACKADISC apologizes for leaving the
Collegian last week. Thank you. Randv
546-7013

AUDIO

Speakers pair RAL 3000 new powerful 2 yr
warranty $350 oi BO call Arnie 6-6387 or
5-0244

AUTO FOR SALE
~

1974 Triumph Spitfire excellent condition.
The little brat has a new engine, battery
starter, tires. . .an AM FM 8 track stereo - if

you can install it right it's yours. . .and it

also has new windshield wipers, they are
very vogue this year. Asking $3,500.00 so I

can buy my new "Rolls Royce" for
Christmas to "Betsy from Santa". Call
546^3500. Thank you for littenifig .

Surplus Jaops, Cars, Trucks Car inv
value $2143 sold for $100. For information
on purchasing similar bargains call
602 941-8014 ext. 6501 phone call refun-
dable

73 Pontiac Catalina good condition, radial
tires, am/fm radio $700 253-2808

1974 Volvo Station Wagon
(new motor) $2500.

(Isn't it about tinoe you owned a Volvo?)
Call Lisa 253-2058. Most likely to be reach-
ed before 9 am or after 7 pm
1968 Javalln 6-cylinder, automatic, regular
gas, dependable, runs excellent. $560
253 7967

99 Corola 500 323«76 even

Clothes, Mens-suits-shirts-jackats-hats-
flannel pajamas-jeans-alarm clocks-
sweaters-beds-blankets-bedspreads-prices
reasonable, Applicances small call a63-9gg2_

^Q7P^'"iT®r?' SaxTSelm^T^fessional
1978 model Mark VI excellent condition

Sm "^n^."^^ ^^"^ ^°' Chris between 6PM - 10 PM Thanks!
Two Dan Fogelberg tickets for sale Oc-
tober 19 Providence Civic Center great
seats call 549-6788 or 546-5803

FOUND

l°J*r.1l
^'«="'«»o^ 10-6-81 CC 9th floor call

Ed 549-6248

Found many records they were in a linle
green table call 6-4230

Found: Black and white kitty. Leave
mes%age at Colleian, Women's Dept.

HELP WANTED ^

71 AMC Javalin needs snrte work must sail
best offer call 548-4889

1976 Spitfire AM FM 8-track maga ex cotkI
3200 bast offer call eve 2U-9379 or
253-2960

VW Parts rebuilt angina $350 fl66-4dg

BAND FOR HIRE

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Overseas Jobs - Sunmer/year round

f",'?*^;^i.- ^"^' Australia, Asia. All
fieWs. $500 - $1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Tha Raopla's Gay Alliance pays 3.50 an
hour to their work study office manager
Flexible schedule, good working condi-

Sh 22 198l''^

<13B SUB 5^154 deadline

Wanted: Students who commute to
Worcester daily or on weekends to serve as
courier. Will pay gas plus. Call 586-8356
leave nrwsaage

Campus raps needed for easy to sell pro-
duct, must be aggressive, good commis-
sion. Call 773-8763 leave name and number

Part-time worker rtaadad with a Barrel
Company. Drivers license helpful. Needed
most Thursday and Friday. Call 247-6801

INSTRUCTION"

PARADOX is ready for hire. Benetar
Pretenders, Who, Beatles, etc. Check
itouti Call Ted 549 6884 or Steve 665-7754

BOLTWOOD-BELCHERTOWN
PROJECT

WINI Cross country ski package 1st prize
Eleven others! Buy our raffle tickets Friday
on the CC Concourse. $1.00 a chance
Help support BolTwood.

For tutoring In Math. Chamistry or
Phyaica by Ph.D. Call 584-5763 between 6
and 10 PM

LOST

FOR RENT

Single room office near campus $150 in-
cluding utilities D.H. Jooes Real Estate

FOR SALE

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best
offer 549-5669

One way plane ticket to San Francisco
Oct 18 call Kevin 253 5022 or Dob (617)
359-6168

Designer coat ladies size 8-10 never worn
Tags are still on it Black wool w/red satin
lining. Long. Call 546-6195

Calculus Textbook sometime Tuesday
10/6 Please call 253-2785 anytime Thanxl

$ REWARD blue franrve pack and bag lost
on 116 near Hampshire College. Content
has sentimental value and years of use No
questions for return. 546 6689 or 546 1262
On 1st Oct between Morrill and Boyden
knitted blue hat great sentimental value rino
546-4683

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802
Casio 3x10 Calc lues between^: 15 & 2^
between Herter & Hasbrouck 546p8491
Brown wallet in Southwest area great
sentimental value no questions asked
REWARD! Call Carolyn 546-9156

MASSAGE THERAPY
Strictly theraputic soothing Swedish
massage Ellen O'Rourke MsT 256-8320

NON-MAN ORGAN
Happy Birthday. . .we'll have to correct
this maner soon. . perhaps when you get
well. ACE. KFH, LG etc.

ijfir^ir-k'k'kiriririr'k-kif'k'k-k •••••••i>t

^ present T

{ The Professionals +
^ former Sex Pistol members *

with special guest 4cAURTHER MONROE ZONE X
Bluewall OCT 22 t

$O .oO 8:00 pm doors open! 1[
tickets in advance at Union Records Unlimited T

U.P.C. Advisory Committee ^
presents ^

UMASS' OWN
BATTLE OF THE BANDS

Coming Soon

All interested

Local Bands
contact:

^ Advisory Comm.
5-2892 M-F

t^^

First Prize

A $100.00
•¥"^-¥^-¥-¥¥-¥-¥-¥¥¥-¥-¥¥-^*-¥-¥¥-¥-^-^^

«2B0 PER MONTH
New company aaaka paraonnal on cam-
pus $1500 per month and car potential next
Mjmmer tele 1 773-3175

PgRtONALS

Open mamborship maatif>g for Gamma
Sigma Sigma. . Natmnal Service Sorority
WedOct 14 7PMCCnn811
Nancy - You're getting older - you're get-
tir«g betterl Happy Birthday we tove ya
Nancy, Rosy & Maureen

Keith Moon is alive and wall. See him in
The Kids Are Alright Fri 10/16 Mahar Aud.,
7, 9, 11 $1.25 Sponsored by Baker House
RSO funded

To tha Brothers of PI KAPPA ALPHA
Thank you for sharing a sp^ial part of your
brotherhood whh mel Love your new title

sister Lyndsay <Kendsay7l)

CongradulationsI Bath, Donna, Karen,
Uz, Linda, Lyndtay, Mel ft Suay, we are
tooking fonward to a dynamha
togettwr

Nancy - I k>ve you - Happy Day. Lao

Room availabia Brtttany Manor cal
2S3-7586

Roommate neadad Oct - June Brittany
Manor 95 nrwnth indudea h«at 26fr€732
Gary

Rolling Qraan A|»t male female wantadto
share 2 bdrm twnhae immediate occupancy
Jease can be taken over can Joey 256^069

SERVICES

What are ya dickan ma mazoo? Coma
honrw from Southweet tove, 202-4-6-7

JC - It's been real. It's been nice. But you
know. Overindulge! Happy 19thl Love,
Barb

Reincarnation Party Coma as you
WERE!! 25c drafts - 75c bottle beers, Tuas.
Oct. 20, Poor Richard's $1 admiawon,
sponsored by Alpha Chi On^aga
Dick Dick Dick Who is Dick7l?ll

Suzanna Happy B-Day you 22nd year oW
squirrel have fun! SOULA Er 22nd fk>or
Wash

Stephanie darling. We are dying to wish
you tha bast birthday ever. Celebrate! Wa
tove you madly, neurosis and all. Jan &
Robin

Should Public Employees have the right
to strike? A puUk: debate wiH be heM to
discuss this issue Thursday Oct 15 in
Machmer E37 at 7:00 all are invited

Improve your gradaal Research
C8talog-306 pages-- 10,278 toptos-Rush
1.00BOX 260e7C Los Angeles, 90GQ5 (2131
477-a226

Tutoring in English. Writing, Study Skills 9
years tsaching exparience g<6-99ei

Froa-lanca -grPINQ and raaume writing.

I2P ••^'•. rMsonable rates. Amherst
64S-0618

TYPING - 4 cents a line soma ovsrhite sar-
vtoa call at 64»46B6

Thaala S Rap^rt WritarsI Graphtos for
covers, charts, rnapa. Skatchaa giva all that
hard work a vary profaaaiuiial took.
Raaaonabia rates. Evankigs 54S-44C
Make monay shirts sMkscraanad for your
Dorm. Ckib bast pricas eeS-2142

Typing: Royal SE6000C aatf-corractmg
pick up an dsHvsr 666-7731 after 6:00

Indiana - Coma to tha American Indian
Students Assodatton meeting Thursday
October 16 6 PM Campus Camar Room 915

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

tack-A-Dlac Profaaalonala "wa work
hard, you party hard" Randy 646-7013

TRAVEL

Oh^ YouraaH A Braak - Go to Montreal
for a Party Weekend. Bring some friends
•tong enjoy tha shea. Aiao have a chance to
win a trip to DAVTONA BEACH for Spring
Braak. Alljust $79.00 Novsnibar 6, 7, 8 CaS
Lisa 686-2578 7 to 9 p.m.

JACKIE ROMANO
Where ere you call me Eva Marie 546-5972

RICK WALLS B-DAY

Hey Rick - I know nothin' from nothin'
about no dam birthday - the gang

RIDER'S WANTED

USED AUTO PARTS
Usad Auto Parts used auto and tmck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
perts. We have the mom reasonable prices
in the srea - Sesries Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584 2832

WANTED

Ride to SMU & area weekends depen
dable call Mike 527 9554 or 527-4624

ROOMMAfrWANTED
Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
Pm - 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Person to share a townhousa in Squire
village 2 bdrm 355/mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 666-7544 keep
trying can leave message at 549-6526
Michael

Housemate wanted mala or female pro-
gressive mature person $142 plus call

323 5784 AM-or after 10 PM Cliff/ Nancy -

Responsible roommate to share 2 bdrm
Southwood apt $155 + uti Andv 253 5980

Wanted immedieteiyt Workstudy person
for Collegian Tuesday morning and Thurs
day morning, other hours available. See
Maureen 8:30 - 3:30

Highest pricas paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coirw and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday-Saturday 10 a.m. -6 p.m. Licensed
by the Town of Amherst, member of
Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

Sell your hockey equip I need pads and
helmet call 666-7078 anytime

HELP! Lost one set of keys / with approx.
10 keys / leather hoMer brown caH Betsy
Ann at 546-3500 or 533-0271

WANTED TO RENT

I

I need an apartment to rent in Jenuary
along bus route is preferred. Please call
weekdays 546-6660 keep trying

S^campucsV
center """""^
at u macScS

Thursday, October 15th Heavy Rockin!

THE ELLIE BULLEN BAND
No Cover

Friday, October 16th Hot/Rock with

HOMETOWN ROCKERS
$2.00 cover

Saturday, October 17th Amherst Rocks with

THE ATLANTICS
Plus. . .REDLINE $2.50 cover

Coining Soon. . .Former Members of the Sex Pistols

THE PROFESSIONALS
*V«lid ID and A.B.P. sticker required to purchase alcohol

/////iV•^;v/////,^^•.^^•.^^^^^^^^ .\ . .v.^^^^^^^^O>.«.^^^ *f^Jjjjjj.'^^j'r.'pj^:r,' '.*•.».*
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One by one the shirtmakers who became
famous for the quality of their shirts dis- •
appeared Except for one Sero *

It's easy to see the difference in Sero
quality They make their shirts carefully and
painstakingly And they make them where
they can keep an eye on their quality To wit:

this IS why we carry Sero

iuusr iif flJalBh. Inr
?•!' jfl.iin spiiffi

-linlirrgt '•fl.iss.uitu^irii'-

D.iiir '^ 0<: 10 =*:J0 I'.v. .

'.•!

* McLaughlin
Continued from page 20

"If anyone isn't doing anything between 4 and 6 o'clock,

they're welcome to come over and watch. In fact, they
can help coach if they want to," he said.

Will McLaughlin be the miracle worker who will bring
UMass a national championship this year? Be serious.

With a learn loaded with freshmen and sophomores, this

will be a building year. The talent is there but it needs
the proper coaching and time to develop. What
McLaughlin hopes to bring to UMa.ss basketball this year
is some respectability and pride.

"On our practice unilorms we had the word 'pride' put
on the front. I want to get to the point where there's

pride in the university for the basketball program," he
said.

Pride, desire and determination are all qualities that
Tom McLaughlin seems to have. He has been a winner.
He knows the feeling. He said he wants UMass to have
t hat feeling too, again.

"I'd like to speak to as many people as I can and ask
them for their help, because we need it," McLaughlin
said.

Talk to him. You'll like him. And he really does need
your help.

aililissiiS

DO YOU LOOK
UKE BO OR

THE APE???????

Not happy voith the

answer? Call at, we

can help with

Depilatron. Inttant

results, no needles, use

mahe up immediately.

TRES LINAGE
Hair Removal and

Skin Care Clinic

European Facials

and Body Waxing

nil Elm St,

West Springfield

7812273

Painfrtt/Hwrfrtt/Cmrtfret

The Collegian Advertising Department

if accepting applications for the posi-

tion of Assistant Advertising Manager.

Dedicated individual needed. Advertising or

sales experience helpful. Paid position, 15-20

hours per week. See Turner Kruysman or

Joleen Benedict in the Collegian Buisness

Office, 113 Campus Center.

MGH INSTITUTE OF
HEALTH PROFESSIONS

The arademir unit of

Mas&arhusrtcs General Hospital

I hi M(;H Instituti- ot Hf.ilih Protis^ionv oiUr^ ^r.iJu.itf livil

pro^ir-miN in iiufMnkl •hkI s.hi.iI work fspti i.illv diMkinol tor

colliyc ^r.iiiii.itis

The Nurse Clinician Program leads to j Master of Science

degree in Nursing and prepares for R.N. licensure and
specialized practice

The Social Work in Health Care Program li uK ro ,, gr.idii iit

urtitu.iti .ittiT OIK VI. ir ol Mud\ .iiij pnp.iriv vtudintv tor

I *sVl A ludiMirc .iiid spci i.diziil pr.uiuc iii .1 v.irictv ot lualtll

'-itlllli:'' IS 1 .IM .IvMsI.lllIS

Ni(;H InsMiuif otHfjIth Protfssi.inN

Bartlni 410

Massachusfin (xnrrjl flospiijl

H.Hr.m. MA 03114
(617) 726-,1|*l

UMass Own
» -if/^nv^) AdvisoRy Committee Presents J

Ik
4-

BATTLE
X Coining Soon
X in The Blue WaU:
X All interested

X Local Bands contact:

X UPC Advisory Committee

X 5-2892 Mon-Frl

tit it -k if it it it it -k it -kit* if it icit it -kit -kit

OLJHE BANDS
FIRST PRIZE:

$100.00

^"^^^Ji*^

4-

4-

4>

^•••••1^#***#**###^^*«#^

immm!tm-mmi*mmmS

Producwl by TONY KUNQER and BILL CURBISHLEY
AMoctoM ProduMrs JEFF STEIN and ED ROTHKOWITZ

Writtwi and INr«ctwl by JEFF STEIN • Edhwl by ED ROTHKOWITZ
A Hogar Cotman Pr—ntttton of A NEW WORLD PICTURES RELEASE

[ioUWOTaACItaOOllTOWAVAILAaUHKMa MO\jjCTgg

[

PG|PM!^i/M..6iw*!Cf suoetsTED g^l nnroQvwCTWp}
:x2i3:3.';sx:KA;:

Friday October 16

Mahar Aud. 7, 9, 11 $1.25

(sponsored by Baker)

W^f^i OF THE
LOST ARK

Today M
(S;46 9*1.^)8:16

'^CONTINENTAL
DIVIJDC"

gg (6:00 # 1.75(8:30

MIIITIIETNOIOS,N

PATERNITY
Today at

(6:1Set1.75)8:»

RYAN O'NEAL

l1(^o3W
R] (6:30@»1.78»t:«

FAYEDONAWAYi

(5:46 ©»1. 75) 8:16

ROBER'r DE NINO
ROBERT OUVALL

(6:00 $1.75)8:30

WIU.IA^^ HURT
KATHLEEN TURNER

BODY
HEHT

S (6:00 911.75)8:30

iColi^glSLIl 19

THESKIHAUS
COMES TO THE

SPORTSTORE

HUMONGUS SAVINGS
• Most items at or below Wholesale!

3 DAYSONLY October is, 16 & 17

ROSSIGNOl
Jaguar

Challenger
Elite

Cruiser
FM
CM
S3

^Tskls

Stinger

Team
Shorts
Avanti

Bandera
233 Mid
244 Mid
255 Mid
366 USA

Reg.

•58

150

175

165

200

225

225

NOW
«35

BOOTS ROSSIGNOL

105
99

120
135
135

Cosmos
Venus
Orion
Slalom
Competition

Reg.

*135

100

100

125

255

NOW
^99

50
50
75

153

TENNIS RACQUETS
Reg NOW

LEACH RACQUETBALL RACQUETS

Sf BOOTS

Reg.

•90

110

100

140

165

200

230

265

295

NOW
^56

SO
84
99

135
145
159
150

SALOMOIM BINDINGS

101JR
111JR
202
626
727

Reg.

MO
60

40

100

135

NOW
MO
20
10
70
95

Flip

Equipe Jr.

Comet
Expert

Equipe L
Equipe

kuu^
M4-5
M4-15

M30SRR

Reg.

»40

125

85

165

225

250

NOW
$24

75
50
99

135
150

M45»»
99"
78«»

59»»

BINDINGS
Reg.

»55

132

132

NOW
^20

60
85

X-COUNTRY SKIS
Reg. NOW

Fiberglass Step
No Wax M05 »45

Fiberglass Mohair

SPADEMAI\I»>
BINDINGS
Reg.

M30
NOW

»50

No Wax
Fiberglass

Waxable
Fiberglass

Racing

105

95

165

45

40

50

BURT BINDINGS
Reg. NOW
•130 »30

R-40 »105 584"
C-12 95 74»»

RT 95 74»»

Touch 75 62*»

HEAD TENNIS RACQUETS
Reg. NOW

Graphite
Edge $i80

Legend 200
Vector 95
Edge 72

LARGE SELECTION OF
ASSORTED SAMPLES AND
DEMO RACQUETS 40-80%
OFF REGULAR PRICES

DUNLOP TENNIS
RACQUETS

Reg. NOW
Black Max *99 ^79^^

YONNEX TENNIS
RACQUETS

Reg NOW
9200 (G la flex) *95 $69*'

Carbonex II 85 63'°

KENNEX TENNIS
RACQUETS

Reg. NOW
Black Ace »165 M25
Golden Ace 110 79*9

Serac Special Purchase
Reg. NOW

Mens Parka »ii5 »50

CB Sports Special Purchase
Down Parka 130 70
Artie Express 150 125
Gunner 150 125

Marty Hogan
7100

Competition
Mill

Reg NOW

»89" 559«*

80 55"
39.95 28"

EKELTON RACQUETBALL RACQUETS

Reg NOW
Yellow Flex *38" 528**

SchmidtkeXL 49" 39M

HEAD PLUM RACQUETBALLS
Reg. NOW

Limit 6 Cans *4"^ $i*>

SEAMCO 559 RACQUETBALLS

Reg. NOW
Limit 6 cans M"' ^i**

SQUASH RACQUETS
Reg. NOW

Spalding XS-1 «65 •39»»

Donnay Graphite
Pro 44»5 37»5

Donnay Allwood 28" 22"

CLOTHING
Le Coq Sportif, Adidas,
Ruth Bobbins, Fred Perry

30-60% OFF

X-COUNTRY BINDINGS
Reg. NOW

75MM 3 Pin >8 '2

75 MM 3 Pin 10 4
25 MM 3 Pin 15 6

01 IN

MKII
MK III D
MKIVC

SKIS
Reg.

»230

265

280

NEW BALANCE
RUNNING SHOES

WARM UPS
Moody, Adidas , Fred Perry,
Todd #1, Le Coq Sportif

30-60% OFF

FOOTWEAR SPECIALS
Tretom, Adidas, Pony

Fred Perry

ADIDAS TRACK SHOES
Reg. NOW
j^5 $20

WOMEN'S SUITS

SAVE 50-75%
NOW
•125

155
168

420
620
455

Reg.

$47«.

56
4750

NOW
•35

35
35

1^ AH Regular Suggested

SOCCER SHOES
Reg. NOW

Adidas >35 $21
Puma 50 30
Puma 30 25

No Layaways

178A North Pleasant Street
Amherst, MA

Hours: 9-9 Daily SP©RT
STORE
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Coach to fans: give us a chance
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The last time Tom McLaughlin took an active role in

the University of Massachusetts' basketball program, the
team captured the Yankee Conferenc championship and
finished with a more than respectable 20-7 record.
That was the 1972 73 season and the 6'5" political

science major was the captain.

Two years of European basketball and six years of

assistant coaching (three at Stanford University and
three at hoop powerhouse Notre Dame) later,

McLaughlin is back at UMass. but things are not quite
the same for the New York City native.

He no longer lives in Brooks Dormitory (he's in the
process of building a house), is no longer single (he has a
wife and a three year old son Corry) and he has traded
the role of captain for what many consider the unenviable
position of head coach of the UMass basketball program.

Unenviable? You'd better believe it.

And yet, the man is excited and anxious for his rookie
season as head coach to begin. Most people would wonder
why.

"I took this job as a challenge," McLaughlin said. "I've
been around and I've seen Stanford and Notre Dame and
in those years I've seen the great universities around the
country. I see no reason why UMass can't be just as fine a
place as any of the great state universities and that's the
challenge."

As McLaughlin speaks, the intensity in his voice rises
until you can almost feel his desire to do well and bring
basketball respectability back to the UMass campus.
"The challenge," he continues, "is to motivate the

student body to the point where they'll be very sup
portive of the team. Basketball is for the student body to
have fun and enjoy something outside of the academics."
McLaughlin knows that gaining student support will

not be one of his easier tasks. Last year, basketball
seeson was characterized by rows and rows of vacant
benches in a Curry Hicks Cage where fans used to line up

UMass basketball coach Tom McLaughlin

hours before game time in order to get a seat. Some of
last years "fans" actually showed up with paper bags
over their heads.

And yet, McLaughlin is undaunted. He is trying to
think of ways to bring the students back to the Cage, a
facility that is often criticized for its age and is blamed for
recruitment problems.

"I don't mind playing at the Cage at all because the
students can win four to five games a year with the
support they give you." McLaughlin said. "I really want
the students to be part of our program."

McLaughlin pointed out that the fans might be in-

terested in coming to see some of the new renovations
this year. For instance, there is a new four-sided
overhead scoreboard hanging above center court. The
lighting and heating systems have been refurbished and
the floor has been painted.

McLaughlin said the Cage looks great except for one
thing. "The Cage looks a lot better filled than empty."
McLaughlin wants to go to the dormitories, to

fraternities and sororities, anywhere he can recruit fans
to support his team. He wants to talk with them, plead
with them, and argue with them. Most of all, he wants to
convert them into UMass basketball fans. He is optimistic
but understands where the bottom line is.

"The only thing that's going to bring people to the Cage
is wins," the coach said.

The wins have been few and far between for UMass in
the past several years. Times like these n ^e everyone
an authority on how to change things around. But,
McLaughlin is the man who will actually be called upon to
make personnel and style changes and hopefully turn
things around for the Minutemen.
"The type of game we're going to play is dictated by

the type of talent that we have. I'll play whatever way we
have to in order to win. I can guarantee we're going to be
a very aggressive basketball team," he said.

"We plan on playing a very intelligent type of
basketball game and one that is very enjoyable to the
fans."

Tryouts will be held tonight in the Cage from 9-11 p.m.
and are open to all university students. McLaughlin said
that he's not looking for any position in particular,
although a flyer sent out from his office does mention
people 7' and over.

"We're just looking for athletes." McLaughlin said.
Official practice also begins today and will be held daily

in the Cage from 4-6 p.m. Practices are open to the public
and McLaughlin would be delighted to see a few faces in
the stands.

Continued on page 18

Kickers rip Mt Holyoke, 5-0
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Freshman Chris Tag^rt scored two
goals and Stacey Flionis had two assists, as
the University of Massachusetts women's
soccer team posted its second straight win
by shutting out Mount Holyoke College,

5-0, at the lower NOPE field yesterday.
The game started with a great show of

defense on both sides, as they slide-tackled

each other for possession and kept the ball

close to the sidelines.

Carol Bugley scored the Minutewomen's
first goal at 14:32 of the first half when she
took a pass from Lori Stukes and shot it

past the MHC goalie's right side. It became
2-0 at 25:15 when Sharon Daggett manag-
ed to get the ball away from the Lyon
goalie and stuffed it in. Diane Tarr got the
assist.

Jane Lojek made it 3-0 with a breakaway
that was helped out by Taggart; Lojek
fired from the left side for the score at

40:42. Taggart scored her own goal at

41:17, again from the left side, with Flionis
on the assist. The first half ended with
UMass in command, 4-0.

The second half featured Mount Holyoke
on the attack early in the half. The Lyons'
chances for a goal ended up in the hands of
UMass goalie Roxann Donatini. The lone
goal came at "^0:02, when Taggart and
Flionis combined to get the ball away from
the Lyon defense. Flionis lofted the ball to

Taggart, who headed the ball over the

goalie and into the net for the final score.
"We dominated the game, but couldn't

score in the secnd half," said UMass coach
l.^ekeni Banda, "I used my substitutions
throughout the game, and they did well."
The Minutewomen, now second-ranked

in New England and fifth-ranked in the
country, will face Springfield College
Saturday morning at 11:00 a.m.
"That will be a very tough game," said

Banda, "Springfield's a strong and tough
team. They're very good."

Stickers roll over NU
By NANCY PARKS
Collegian Staff

BROOKLINE — Playing with sunny skies overhead and
astro-turf underfoot, the University of Massachusetts
women's field hockey team managed to bring their season
record to an impressive 8-01 Tuesday as they downed
Northeastern University, 6-2.

The stickers considered themselves to have an ad-
vantage as they played on turf, which is what they con-
sider to be their best playing field.

Taking the lead in scoring was powerhouse centerfielder
Judy Strong.

Wing Tish Stevens and Goalie Mary Thomas credited
the fast action and good game to the turf. Both felt that the
team as a whole plays better on turf. The game goes faster
and there is better control of the ball.

The Northeastern women played a very aggressive
game and, although they did not appear to have all the

proper skills necessary for the game, they played much
better than the last face-off between the two teams.
The Minutewomen are still looking to improve their

defensive skills with much of their practice time devoted to
this.

This desire for improvement stems from the teams'
apparent nervousness over the upcoming game Saturday
against number one, nationally ranked. Old Dominion.
* Although UMass is right behind Old Dominion, ranked
number two in the nation, the women seem to be uptight
about the upcoming game and are spending a lot of time in
practice working on their defensive game and short cor-
ners.

This will be the first time these two teams have squared
off against one another and it should be a match for the
records.

The game against Old Dominion will be away at Rutgers
Saturday, and the women will be playing the Rutgers
women on Sundav.

Netmen wrap up fall season
By ANNA ROELL
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's tennis team spent their three day
vacation weekend with their rackets in constant motion.
Friday the weather was on their side but triumph wasn't
when they lost two of the three matches they played.

Friday they traveled to Durham. N.H. to face the
University of New Hampshire swingers and lost the match
by one. It came down to the third doubles team of Steve
Jordan and Craig Turner in a three set match. Jordan and
Turner lost 7 5, 2 6, 6 3.

UNH was grateful to UMass for handing them their first

victory in three years.

Saturday, the netmen stayed home to host a match
against Clark University. For a complete turn around from
the day before. UMass easily beat Clark 7 2.

"It's a match we should have won, " UMass coach Bob
Szlosek said, as most of his kids took their matches in

straight sets.

Yesterday the men's team brought their record to a
stinging total of 2 6 when the University of Vermont beat
them on home turf 7 2. Vermont's coach Hal Gregg ex
peeled to fight more for their win over UMass.
"UMass is usually one of the strongest teams we face,"

Gregg said. Vermont's win brought their record over the
top to 4-3.

Steve Jordan, number four for UMass, carried the two
victories of the day when he won both his singles and
doubles matches in three-setters. Jordan took Alex
Stimpson of UVM 4 6.6 2.6 4 and doubled up with Craig
Turner at the number three doubles spot to beat the UVM
team 6 2, 3 6, 6 2.

Before continuing on to the second half of their training
season (which begins in April), the UMass netmen will play
a home match against Westfield State October 22. After
that coach Szlosek plans to spend the remainder of the fall

evaluating his team in an effort to come up with a stronger,
more experienced line-up to face New Englands in the
spring.

UMass spikers

split tri-match
The University of Massachusetts women's volleyball

team split a tri-match at NOPE gym last night. The
Minutewomen dropped a close game to the University of
New Haven, but rebounded to take Central Connecticut
State College.

UMass began strong against New Haven, as ace serving
by Patti Philbin and Nancy Joraskie helped to overcome a
1-6 deficit as the Minutewomen posted a 15-12 victory. In
the second game, New Haven came back from a 9-2 deficit,
thanks to several UMass mistakes, including serves that
went out-of-bounds; UNH evened the match with a 15-10
win. New Haven used a tremendous outside attack to
whittle away at the Minutewomen's momentum to waltz
away with a 15 3 rout, and the match.

Against Central, UMass again came out on top with the
help of ace serving, this time from Patty Grant. With the
front court blocking and hitting, the Minutewomen took
game one 15-12. UMass then lost. 7-15, but not before
coming back from a 5 deficit. In the tiebreaker, the
Minutewomen zoomed to a 5-0 lead, then stumbled along,
trying to catch up to the Blue Devils' five straight service
aces; Central took the lead, 9-5. Then the Minutewomen
surged out in front with a team effort, including some
timely hitting by Jo Ann SUer and Ellen Braun. to take the
match 15-13.

"We did what we had to do." said UMass coach Elaine
Sortino. "We were too emotional to stick with our game
plan, but we managed to come back."
Now at 15 11, UMass will head to Delaware for the

University of Delaware Tournament this weekend.
The UMass junior varsity lost to Dartmouth College in

four games last night. Now at 2-2, the JV Minutewomen
will host Harvard University tomorrow at 4:00 p.m.

-MAUREEN SULLIVAN

VARSITY BASKETBALL TRYOUT - There will be a
tryout for all interested candidates for varsity men's
basketball tonight from 9-11 p.m. in the Curry-Hicks Cage
for all those under seven feet tall. All those over seven feet
tall should report immediately.
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Cg^ed^bathrooms demanded

FORUM — Vice Chancellor for Student AffairR n^nnio i m„j
t "iier..n ph„„. b, Kri.o.ir

crowd of 800 at an impromptu forum on the steos of tSe Fin^^ fT T'"^*'"
questions from a

climaxed yesterday's rally for coenathrooms
^"*" yesterday. The forum

Monday deadline set
By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: Compiled with reports from Kevin BoxveHannah Hosom, David H(rwes, Jim Kane, Ed Lemne Kek
Lundberg, Julia Maycock, Richard Nagle and Steve Sem-

About 800 University of Massachusetts students told

that he had until Monday to reply to six demands concern-
ing co-ed hvmg and student rights following a rally andmarch yesterday protesting the school's bathroom filicy

Chanting Coed, coed," and toting signs reading ''Life
IS coed keep it that way," and 'U. can't tell us where to
go, the group held a tense and sometimes hostile ques-
tion and answer sessi9n with Madson after plans to occupy
bathroom m the Whitmore Administration Building fell
through.

Student Government Association co-President Larry
Kocot said that if the student demands are not met by
noon Monday another rally will be held Tuesday and an at-
tempt will be made to occupy Whitmore.
"We will go to Whitmore and take it over if our

demands are not met by Monday," he said.
Madson spoke to protesting students at an impromptu

forum on the steps of the Fine Arts Center.
"My judgement right now is that co-ed bathrooms do

not make sense by University policy," Madson said "I
cannot commit myself to co-ed bathrooms.

Education endangered
INBOWE . ^ ^D ^^

1L« A XT/-. A »., .-^,-, ColkKian photo bv Vine* l)»WiUMANGAN MOTIVATES - Student govern-
ment co-president Kevin Mangan addresses the
rally outside the student union.

The protest began yesterday at the University's residen-
tial areas at about 2 p.m. where students gathered before
marching to the Student Union.
Delegations from the residential areas arrived at the

Student Union at about 2:30 p.m., and were greeted with
loud cheers and chants from the crowd.
Student Government Association co-President Kevin

Mangan, who spoke first at the rally, said, "a wide range
of policies and directives have come down from the ad-
ministration with no student input, and that's what it (the
rally) is all about."

In a referendum election held last semester, 94.5 per-
cent of students voting approved of the co-ed bathroom
policy.

The ban on co-ed bathrooms was announced last

semester by the Office of Residential Life, which cited

Continued on page 5

By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Suff

Massachusetts public higher education is
being threatened by the conservative tide
of the nation said Chancellor of Higher
Education John Duff after his appearance
at the Faculty Senate meeting yesterday.

"Four cents of every state tax dollar is

spent on public higher education. In 1974
seven cents of the tax dollar was spent. The
nation average is 12 cents to the dollar,

"

Duff said.

The public and students in particular
must lobby the state legislature in support
of higher education he said,

"There are 160,000 full time and almost
250,000 part-time students of public higher
education in this state. They must be
mobilized to support their education," said
Duff.

It is essential that the quality of the
University of Massachusetts Amherst and
its faculty be maintained, he said.

Duff said he was 'keeping on top of the
financial aid situation' in Washington.
President Reagan has requested student
aid, along with all other social programs, be
cut an additional 12 percent. He said he has
been in contact with Massachusetts
senators Paul Tsangas and Edward Ken
nedy, and will contact Secretary of
Education Terell Bell about the financial aid
cuts.

"It is also the job of the student receiving
the aid to write their congressman about
the cuts, "said Duff.
Duff defended the Board of Regents who

have been criticized for not being strong
advocates for increased funding of pubUc
higher education.
The Regents are not going along with

Gov. King's request for level funding of
public higher education by requesting an
additional $47 mUlion for the system, he
said. Most of the money is to cover
collective bargaining increases and ex-
pansion of high technology programs.

"It has been a difficult year for state
government. The state has been forced to
lay off 6,000 employees to provide local aid
to cities and towns. People are looking for a
scapegoat for poor funding and the Regents
are an easy target," Duff said.
Duff said he lacks staff resources to

implement many of the priority items he
thinks are important. The Regents' staff
consist of 34 professionals who replaced a
staff of 212 under the old system, which had
five governing boards instead of one he
said.

"I had more staff when I was president of
the University of LoweU than I have now,"
Duff said.

"By 1987 there will be 40 percent fewer
18 year olds in the state. A number of in-
stitutions will suffer," he said.
Aside from the inadequate funding of

public colleges and universities by the
state, the decline in the birthrate is the
most pressing problem in higher education.
Duff said.

Duff, who has a daughter attending
UMass-Amherst, said he misses campus life

and is looking forward some day to
returning to the University of Lowell.

Duff

Faculty Senate meeting yesterday, about the state of higher education inMassachusetts. He stressed the importance of student involvement in lob-bying for support. Inadequate funding of public colleges and universities
18 a pressmg problem.
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World and national news
Reagan says Soviets ignore global poor

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - President Reagan assailed
the Soviet Union yesterday as having nothing to offer the
global poor, while he rejected the daims of "some shrill
voices that he is tightfisted with Americas helping hand.

Setting the stage for his journey to Mexico next week for
a conference between 22 industrial and developing nations,
Reagan offered no promise of boosted foreign aid in the
years to come - though he noted the United States
already gives more than any other nation.

Instead, he said a greater contribution "is to follow
through with our own economic recovery" coupled with
greater private investment in foreign trede.

tBy gefttngjour own economic house in order, we win
they win. we all win." the president said, referring to the

industrial democracies on one hand and the poorest nations
on the other.

The speech, before the World Affairs CouncU. broke no
new ground. But it affirmed Reagan's thoughts on in-

ternational economics one week before he meets with 21
other heads of government in Cancun, Mexico, to review
relations between the world's rich and poor.

The president was interrupted when one man in the
audience, totaling several hundred, shouted from the
balcony: "Are nuclear weapons the way to world peace?"
Reagan said, in return, "I spoke here in 1975 and there
wasn't an echo."

As he continued, several others chanted "Stop nuclear
war." and were promptly escorted from the room. Outside
the hall, meanwhile, striking Philadelphia teachers and

fired federal air traffic controllers demonstrated against
the president's spending policies.

"For the record," Reagan declared, "the Soviets will not
attend the conference at Cancun. They simply wash their
hands of any responsibility, insisting all the economic
problems of the world result from capitalism, and all the
solutions lie with socialism.

"The real reason they're not coming is that they have
nothing to offer." the president said. "In fact, we have just
one question for them: Who's feeding whom?

"I can hardly remember a year when Soviet harvests
have not been victimized by 'bad weather,'" he continued.
"They've had quite a long losing streak: for a gQveitnmtnt
which still insists the tides of history are runtiing in its
favor."

Security
WASHINGTON (AP) - Democrats pressed for a multi-

bilhon -dollar tax increase upon the oil industry as the
Senate debated yesterday legislation to restore the $122
minimum Social Security benefit for more than 2.5 million
recipients.

Republican aides expressed confidence that a com
bination of GOP senators and several Democrats would
defeat the move by Sen. Thomas Eagleton, D-Mo., to
repeal a portion of the "windfall profits" tax reduction
Congress gave the oil industry earlier this year. The
reduction of the tax on "newly discovered" oil was part of a
bill to cut personal income Uxes over three years.

Eagleton said his proposal would raise about $14.2 bUUon
through 1990. The money would be earmarked for a new
Social Security Reserve Trust Fund to provide a cushion
tor the financially troubled program.

Republicans said the Ux break granted earlier this year
is an mcentive to explore for more domestic oil and help the
country lessen its dependence on imports.

Sources said that Sen. Bob Dole. R Kan., and the
committees ranking Democrat, Sen. Russell B. Long, D-
La., would attempt to pull the bill off the floor and prevent
final passage if Eagleton's amendment succeeded.

But with the defeat of the amendment, the Senate was
expected to vote final approval for restoration of the Social
Security minimum benefit either late yesterday or today
President Reagan' who at first won abolition of the benefit- effective next March - and then called for its
restoration, is expected to sign the bill.

In addition to restoring the $122 monthly benefit to all

but an estimated 350,000 of 3 million current recipients,
the legislation is designed to assure the stability of the
Social Security's troubled old age and survivor fund at
least through the 1980s. Experts say the fund's financial
picture will improve after that.

Hixperts fail to identify writer of 20
prescriptions for Jerry Lee Lewis
MEMPHIS. Tenn. (AP) - A handwriting expert

testified yesterday he couldn't tell who altered more than
20 drug prescription issued in the name of Dr. George
Nichopoulos for entertainer Jerry Lee Lewis.

Nichop^julos. an internist, is accused of prescribing ex-
cessive amounts of addictive drugs for him.self. Lewis, the
late Elvis Presley and nine others.

Robert J. Muehlberger. a U.S. Postal Service
documents analyst, took the witness stand for the second
day yesterday. Called by the prosecution, he eariier

testified about handwriting on hundreds of prescriptionforms collected by investigators in the case.
^'^''^"P^"'"

Muehlberger told the court yesterday he had inspected
684 prescriptions issued in Nichopoulos' name. Of those
56 did not bear the writing or signature of the physician'
he said.

'

On cross-examination, defense lawyer James F Neal
pressed Muehlberger repeatedly in anVffori to get him to
say who made the changes in 29 prescriptions altered to

increase drug dosage.
"Scientifically speaking. I do not have an opinion,"
Muehlberger said.

The 53-year-old doctor. Presley's physician for 1 1 years
before the entertainer's death in 1977. is charged with 12
counts of prescribing excessive amounts of addictive
medications for himself. Presley. Lewis and nine other pa-
tients. Two counts of the indictment charge him with
dispensing addictive drugs to Presley and Lewis without
making a good-faith effort to treat their addiction

Digest
By the Associated Pre^s

If

Prison plans may
mean conversions
BOSTON - The sute Correction

Department has proposed creating four
new prisons thai will hold 1.000 inmates in
medium security cells by converting
buildings on .state properties in central and
western Massachusetts.

The plan to relieve prison crowding was
outlined Wednesday by John Noonan.
assistant to Correction Commissioner
Michael Fair.

The changes include: S—350 l>eds at the
former state mental hospital in Gardner at a
cost of $6 million.

—300 beds at Rutland Heights Hospital
at a cost of $4.2 million.

be for "long-term inmates." All would lie

surrounded by double chain link fences.

"Excluding more than 1,000 in various
programs at Bridgewater State Hospital,

we now have 2.010 inmates in medium
security facilities for 1.626 at Concord.

Framingham, Norfolk. Gardner and the
Correctional Center at

Noonan said. "With no

—250 l)eds at Northampton State
Hospital at $3.5 million.

-^100 l)eds at a former Department of
Youth Services facility in Shirley at $2.5
million.

Human Services Undersecretary Kermit
Morrissey. while not denying the
disriosure. said: "This rt-port is premature.

We are looking at all kinds of options whili
not precluding consideration of publjr-

silcs.

NoiMian said the four new prisons would

Southeastern

Bridgewater."

changes in sentencing practices, we
estimate we will havi- 800 more inmates by
1985 than wi- have now."

Moon indicted for

filing false returns
NEW YORK - The Rev. Sun Myung

Moon, founder of the Unification Church,
and one of his top aides were charged in a
fidrral indi<tm»nl yesterday with con
spiring sinct' 1973 to cheat the government
of income taxes.

Moon. 61. who has a home in Irvington.
N.Y.. was accused of filing false personal
lax rc'luins lur 1973. 1971 and 197.') and
tailing to ri'port alwmt $112,000 in interest
earned on hank deposits during those
years He also was charged with failing to
refwrt $70,000 worth of slock he and his
wile received in a trade for merrhandi.se in
1973.

convicted ol \\\v charges, M,H>n fDuld
l)e imprisoned as much as fi\e years on ihe
<-onspiracy count and ihree yt-ars on each
count of filing false returns and be fined
$25,000.

Arson fire kills 8,

100 left homeless
PATERSON. N.J. _ Fire swept through

two tenements early yesterday, killing
eight people and injuring two dozen, and a
jilted suitor of one of the residents was
charged with arson, authorities said.

Fire Chief Harold J. Kane said all the
IxKlies in one of the buildings were found
after fu-efighters gained control of the
early morning blaze, which left more than

100 peoftic homeless.
A 37 year old Paterson man who

reportedly had a fight with his girlfriend
was arrested and charged with arson, said
Police Sgt. Edward Hanna.
Ethel Hawryschuk. municipal court

deputy clerk, said Leonides Garcia was
being held in lieu of $100,000 bail at the
Passaic County jail following his
arraignment on arson charges.
Kane said investigators had spoken with

two witnesses who placed Garcia at the
scene shortly before the hre broke out
carrying a can of gasoline.

Hanna said the fire began in a four-story
building, and it and an adjacent tenement
were "totally involved" when officials
arrived just afier 3 a.m. More than 100
firefighters brought the fire under control
in about two hours, he said.
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Jsis speaks out on abortion, birth control
subfJct, aTwo^rZoUt n7:^T^.:!^Zl /.*f. .

^^^'^^^
l.^.
-^^ difficult to make connections with wom.n o^iT

Cojj^gjgri 3

subject, the women who spoke of their experiences toiUremoxn anonymous in this article.

Eliciting groans of disgust and sympathy from the
audience, several women spoke last night on their ex-
periences with childbearing and illegal abortions at aspe^k-out organized by Isis, a group of women dedicated to
educatitig the public about their rights and options co^cerning reproduction.

^

9ntf»r'"u
^^^' '*".'^^"^' ^^^ '""^t ^^"'an to speak was a

20-year-old junior when she became pregnant several

^hT«t rT" A^'^T "^^^ "'^»^' ^ ^h« ^t^t« at that time andshe stressed the desperation of her situation
Birth,control was also iUegal for aU unmarried women.

Unmarried men had easy access to birth control
Lonehn^ss was a major problem for her because therew^re n^women's support groups, women's centers didn't

*k ^ : \^J^ "^f
""^ counseling avaUable, and all the people

she dealt with, from the people at University Health
i>ervices to the person who performed the abortion, were
men.

She said It was difficult to make connections with women
about her dUemma because "good girls "

didn't discuss sexand birth control and she expected to be censured. She
almost died as a result of the abortion she had and refers to
those days as a "time when men owned women's bodies."

Ihe second woman to speak said she was 18 years oldwhen she became pregnant and had an abortion. It was
1971 and abortion had recently been legalized in New
York. She had never even been to New York and she was
apprehensive about going so far from home to deal with a
problem of such large proportions. She wanted to tell her
sister about her situation and bring her for support but
her boyfriend insisted that if she told anyone he would not
bring her to New York. He brought one of his friends with
them.

While she was waiting in the operating room, she said,
she heard men m the corridor discussing procedures done
on women with disrespect and lack of concern. Her doctor
she soon discovered, was one of these men. During the
procedure when she told him that she was in pain he
responded, "There's nothing I can do. What did you ex-

Quabbin is prime example of urban vs.
rural Droblem of m^inra] i*oc/^iii*/>Ao

pect'i"

This woman said she is particularly concerned that if
abortion is illegalized again women will once more have to
deal with the difficulty, isolation, and loneliness of un-
wanted pregnancy without support.

Sterilb-ation abuse is also a major priority of Iris. One
woman said she had tried to get minority women who have
been victims of sterilization abuse to participate in the
speak out, but none were willing because, due to the
sensitivity of their positions, they did not want to be
associated with an organization which supports abortion.
In this respect, the woman added, it is important that
white, middle-class women keep in mind that whUe they
are concerned with the option to terminate pregnancy
nriinority women are struggling against forces which deny
them the right to propagate their race. These women are
being sterilized against their wUI or without their per-
mission. Accounts of steriUzations performed on Chicano
women m California were read to enlighten people of the
existence of these abuses.

- MICHELLE MURRAY

ByPAULBELVAL
Collegiim Staff

The water problems that have arisen in this area and in
the state m general are typical of an age old battle between
urban and rural sectors of society.

In this state, the urban Eastern areas expect the rural
West to supply them with natural resources because they
are the economic base of the state, but the Westerners
don t want to give up those resources.
That was the message of the film "The Old Quabbin

VaUey,'" which was shown last night in Room 104 of
Thompson Hall.

Larry Hott, producer and director of the film, said the
formation of the Quabbin Reservoir by Hooding the Swift
River Valley over forty years ago, and the current plan to
reroute the Connecticut River to supply the Quabbin with
more water are both examples of that conflict.

"The urban areas expect it because of the economic
base, Hott said. "That emotion is now being perceived as
fact as we start to see growth as good at any price."

Hott said the purpose of the film was to show the history
of the Quabbin, and, more importantly, to spark public
discussion on the water supply in Massachusetts.
"We are on the verge of a water crisis in

Massachusetts," Hott said.

In a panel discussion following the film, Alexandra
Dawson, Executive Director of the Water Supply Citizen
Advisory Committee, said the plan to reroute the Con

'

necticut River was one of seven or eight plans looked at by
the Metropolitan District Commission, which operates the
Quabbui and supplies Boston with water, and although it is
not necessarUy. the best plan, it is the most convenient.

"The M.D.C. is the king of convenience," Dawson said
Dawson said the M.D.C. estimates that by the year

2020, it will need twice as much water as it does now.
Paul SuUivan, director of engineering for the Boston

Water Commission, said that Boston uses 135 miUion
gallons of water per day, yet they can only account for 80
miUion gaUons, meaning that the city only uses sixty
percent of the water it receives.

"We don't know where the rest is going," Sullivan said.
In order to correct the problem, Sullivan said the city is
replacing old pipes, fixing leaks in the system, and in
stalbng new meters in city buildings.

SulUvan added that most of the local Eastern water
supplies are either being fully utilized or are conUminated,
so the Western part of the state is being relied on to supply
the needed water.
"The only place you can look for water is to the West,"

Sullivan said.

UMass woman reports 4 incidents
harassment and sexual assault
By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

A University woman reported to police Tuesday night
four separate incidents of sexual assault and harrassment,
all apparently coming from the same suspect, within the
last two and a half weeks, police said last night.
The woman claims to have been confronted by the

unknown suspect on two occasions, beginning last
September 30, and to have received a threatening phone
call to her dorm room October 13 and a note from the man
which she found on her dorm room floor yesterday.

Police are now looking for a suspect described as a white
male with brown hair and moustache, about 5 feet 8 inches
tall and 140 pounds.

The woman claims she had never seen the suspect
before the incidents began occurring and did not know
how he might have discovered her jJace of residence on
campus.
According to police, the woman was first approached by

the suspect between 6:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. on September

30. She said she was walking along a dirt path from the
rear of the UMass Infirmary toward Chancellor's Drive
when the suspect came up from behind. She said she kick-
ed the suspect and escaped.

She reported the incident the next day to the
EveryWoman's Center at UMass. The woman did not
report any of the incidents to police until Tuesday night,
police said.

The woman was again confronted by the same man on
October 6 while walking between Wheeler and Field dor-
mitories.

In that incident, the woman said the suspect made "rude
sexual remarks" toward her but fied the scene because of
other people in the area.

On October 13, about 9 p.m.. she received a phone call
from the man who told her he was "going to get her".
Yesterday the woman found a note, containing sexual
remarks, on her dormitory floor, close to her door.

Police said the department's detective division is in-
vestigating the case.

Charges dropped against student
By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Criminal charges against a student who is currently in-

volved in a $2.1 million suit against the UMass police

department were dropped yesterday by the Hampshire-
Franklin County District Attorney's office, said a lawyer
representing Locke.

The student, Douglas Locke, was being charged with be-

ing a disorderly person and aiding in the escape of a
prisoner in an incident which occurred on March 9. 1980.

Locke claims that he was beaten by police in that inci-

dent and is sueing UMass police on grounds of police

brutality, unlawful arrest, and obstruction of justice.

Last Friday, lawyers for Locke filed a suit against
Hampshire Franklin County District Attorney Thomas G.
Simons to bar further criminal prosecution against Locke.
This suit stemmed from an alleged offer from Simons to

Locke for leniency if he were to waive his right to sue the

UMass police.

Dimare said yesterday that the dropping of charges

against Locke was a "direct result" of the suit filed
against Simons.

According to Charies J. DiMare, of UMass Student
Legal Services who, along with Steven Baumohl of Nor-
thampton and Charles Eckstein of Student Legal Ser-
vices, is representing Locke, the charges were dropped
because of "lack of evidence".
"We've been claiming a lack of evidence against Locke

for the last year and a half," said DiMare.
University student Joseph McDonagh, who was also in-

volved in the March 9, 1980 incident and is also sueing
police, is scheduled to face criminal proceedings Monday
in Hampshire District Court. DiMare said he was schedul-
ed to have a pre-trial conference with prosecution at-
torney's last night but was "not optimistic" that
McDonagh's case could be settled without going to trial.

McDonagh is facing charges of being a disorderly per-
son, and assault and battery on a police officer with a
dangerous weapon. Locke and McDonagh's suit alleges
the "dangerous weapon" refers to a tennis shoe worn by
McDonagh.

Repression soars

warns director
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

The United States is nearing a period of "witch hunts
much more serious than those of the McCarthy era" with
the possible resurgance of the House UnAmerican
Activities Committee, said the director of the National
Committee Against Repressive Legislation last night.

Frank Wilkinson, director and founder of NCARL
warned the Campus Center audience that if the bill
supporting the resurgance of HUAC was passed by
Congress, the Five College area could expect activity by

ColleifUn photn b» Kria i'nig

Frank Wilkinson, National Director of the
Committee Against Repressive Legislation
speaks to a small crowd at the Campus Center
last night.

Wilkinson said the bill is "strongly supported" by
President Ronald Reagan, Sen. Edward Kennedy, and
indirectly by the Moral Majority.

"The Moral Majority is a powerful base for fascism,"
said Wilkinson. "They are not yet a fascist organization,
but Americans must be alert to the possibility."

He also said Sen. Kennedy, one of the bill's authors,
"does not deserve his reputation as a liberal." "Kennedy's
bill would have people locked-up guilty trying to prove
their innocence," said Wilkinson, "but the judicial system
says innocent until proven guilty."

"You should invite Kennedy to UMass to debate this
issue, but I'm sure he wouldn't come," said Wilkinson.

Wilkinson said NCARL's objectives are to stop the
revival of the HUAC, and to keep CIA and FBI
operations within the law.

"Reagan's limitations on the CIA say only that they can
no longer attempt assassinations." said Wilkinson, "and
those orders violate federal laws."

Wilkinson also presented the film "Operation
Abolition" produced by HUAC in 1960 which documented
hearings held in San Francisco of accused communists.

Wilkinson, who appeared in the film in an interview,
was accused of "insighting trouble" by one of HUAC's
members, and was also labeled a communist by the
committee. Wilkinson said he originally had a "bourgeois
background," but later changed. Wilkinson refused to
elaborate on his change.

"I was labeled a communist because I managed a black
and white integrated housing complex." said Wilkinson.
He also said several break ins to the housing complex
caused him. to believe the "Nixon plumbers from
Watergate

'
were responsible, but when he later received

44,900 pages of surveillance from the FBI he learned that
it was that organization which committed the break-ins.
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Rape prevention forum planned
A rapt- pri'venlion forum, .scht-duled daily for the next

two weeks, sponsored by the F^verywoman's Center
(EWC) is an inlormal display of prevention information and
an opportunity for University staff and students to im
prove awareness of violence against women.

Counselor and (Mlueator advtx'ates will he available to
respond to »|uestions. Sessions will be held daily from noon
to 2 p.m. on a drop in basis. Lix-ations are as follows: today
in room 9()2 of the t'ampus Center; Monday, Tuesday and
Wi'dni'sday of next week in room 802 of the Campus
teenier; October 22 in room 902 of the Campus Center, and
Oct. 2.'{ in the Suffolk room of the Student Union Huilding.

Dupont offers new fellowship

AMHKKST - University of Massachusetts chemical
etiKineeritiK^ students .selected by the Dui'ont Company t«»

fiarticipate in a new fellowship proj^ram cctuld receive up
to .Sf 1.000 per year, K.L. i.aurerice, acting head of

I chemical enH:iiieerniK' at UMa.ss announced recently.
A shortage of (jualified .American chemical en}iiiiee>ri;

•studyin^^ for dcutorates prompted Dul'ont to W%\\\ this
prugratn. Laurence said, whicti will begin in the fall of
I!»S2.

Twenty-two chemical engineering departments around
the United States were .selected to j>articipate in this pro-
j^am. said Laurence, with Dul'ont not .selecting the tof.
five .schools, k'cause they do not have a shortage (.f
qualified candidates, and the bottom ."{0 schools because
they war)t only (jualified |)eople.

Students will be .selected on a basis of both grades and
recomendations from both their undergraduate and
kT-adiiate schools, with 2') candidates intially U'ing
.selected. 2;") more students will be .selected each year.

' - SCOTT HKKSFv
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* Rally
Continuedfrom page 1

Massachusetts state plumbing code violations and concern

.rZl'
^^^ f"^T/"'

"'^'^"'^ ^^^^ ^^^ "Sht to chose living
arrangements," Mangan said.
Ruth Mazzola co-President of the Southwest Areagovernment, said. "The arbitrary restrictions imposedupon us are absolutely ludicrous

"

March to Whitmore

Following the rally, Mangan announced. "We will eo
over to Whitmore. We ask that everyone, I mean
everyone, act with no violence involved."
The students then marched to the Whitmore building

where eight students attempted to present the coalition's
six demands to members of the administration while the
main body of protesters remained outside the building.
Kocot and Mangan, with six others, were intially denied

access to the third floor of the building, where Chancellor
Henry Koffler's office is located, by three uniformed
UMass police officers.

After a delay of several minutes the eight were allowed
^cess to the floor and spoke with Associate Director of
Public Safety Philip Cavanaugh and Director of Public Af-
fairs Daniel Melley, while about 20 reporters and
photographers were restrained by police.
After the meeting with Cavanaugh and Melley, the eight

returned outside the building to inform the crowd that
Vice Chancellor Madson was at the Faculty Senate
meeting.

"We ask that you do not go in the building. We want to
be as peaceful as possible." Mangan told the crowd, asking
them to encircle the building.

The crowd then moved to SBA, where the coalition's
negotiating team spoke with Madson.
The protesters outside caused the Faculty Senate

meeting to recess.

"If this is a sign of maturity, I wonder what it's all
about. I hope they learn a few more important issues,"
said Otto Stein, professor of botany, who was present at
the meeting.

Madson agreed to speak to the crowd of protesters after
speaking with members of the coalition, but wanted the
crowd moved away from the SBA building.

"I'd like to give the (faculty) senate some room to have
their meeting," Madson said.

Madson speaks

Shortly afterward, Madson addressed the crowd from
the bottom of the steps of the Fine Arts Center, where he
answered questions from members of the coalition and
from the crowd.

Madson refused to take any action on the bathroom
policy, but did respond to each of the six demands
presented by the coalition.
^;jl cannot commit myself to co-ed bathrooms," Mad.son

When asked by Mangan whether he could guarantee
that no dormitory staff be fired for their stand on the

anything-
"'"^' ^^'^'''" '^^^''^' "^ '^"'^ guarantee

Asked whether there was a law requiring single-sex
bathrooms in dormitories, Madson replied, "to the best ofmy knowledge, there is no legal requirement "

Replying to a suggestion by Kocot that the bathroom
policy not be enforced by dormitory staff, Madson saidWe cannot have a university policy and not enforce that
fx>licy.

Kocot set Monday as the day by which the coalition
would accept a reply to the six demands after the crowd
began chanting "Monday."
^^^^We'll wait until Monday for an answer," Kocot said

Kocot said that another rally and march would be held
on Tuesday "if we don't get what we want."
Before the meeting with Madson by the Campus Pond,

the group surrounded the SBA Auditorium where a facul-
ty senate meeting was in progress. UMass Chancellor
Henry Koffler and the Chancellor for State Higher Educa-
tion John Duff, along with Koffler's vice chancellors were
in attendence at the meeting.

After peering in and pounding on the windows of thebBA auditorium and shouting "We want Henry" for
several minutes, the students forced a recess in the
meeting, making many faculty senators visibly and vocally
upset. ^

Prof Chester Davis of the Afro American Studies
Department asked if the Student Government Association
was going to concern itself with the UTOPIA group that
has recently attacked minority groups on campus.
"At six o'clock tonight, the student body is going to be

the laughing stock of the Nation. Perhaps the SGA should
affect Itself with other things than Co-ed 'pissoirs," Davis
said.

"I apologize to the faculty. I don't apologize to the ad-
ministration. The administration knVw the studentswanted to meet with them." Mangan told the senate after
protestors had moved on.

tyP'^ii^'f .^^ ^'^ ^^^'^ "^^'^ "^^'•e important mattersthan the state of coed bathrooms in the site's public c^ol-
lege and university system.

The coed bathrooms are "not a pressing issue facine
public higher education," he said.
Duff also said while there has been a history of the ad-

ministration on campus trying to get student input, the
coed bathroom issue "should not be decided by referen-
dum.
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'' '^^ ^^^^ ^'-"'"^ -^^^-e?
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J.C. Maxwell commemorated
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Colli?gian Correspondent

This weekend a meeting of the minds will take place on
the sixteenth n<K)r of the Graduate Research Center dur-
ing the international research symposium com-
memorating the one hundred and fiftieth birthday of J.C
Maxwell. The conference features two Nobel Peace Prize
winners and is the only such symposium to be held in the
world this year.

The name Maxwell has been uttered in the same breath
as Einstein and Newton since, in 1855, at the age of 24, he
deduced purely through mathematics that the rings of
Saturn were composed of solid matter rather than liquid.
The British scientist then went on to formulate a set of
equations that have been used to explain all elec-
tromagnetic phenomena. Maxwell's ideas have been
essential in the communications revolution, computer
technology and the areas of light and magnetic field
research including sonar, radar, and laser beams.
Peter Costa, graduate research fellow and

troubleshooter coordinator for the conference, said

"There is virtually nothing that we deal with in everyday
life that hasn't been affected by Maxwell's contributions."
The significance of the "Maxwell equations" was ad-

dressed by Nol>el Prize winning physicist Richard Feyn-
man when he said that they were "the most important
discovery of the nineteenth century," Costa said.

The highlight of the symposium will be a panel discus-
sion taking place Friday evening from 8 to 9:30 p.m. in the
lower level of the Campus Center. Two other adresses
recommended by Costa as being most accessible to the
public will lx> given by Harvard Professor George Mackey
and Oxford Professor Roger Penrose. Penrose was the
first scientist to predict the existance of black holes. Other
speakers will include scholars from Moscow, France, the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. New York Univer-
sity and Brown.

According to Costa, this is "a major event and an
outstanding academic and theoretical conference" which
he said he thinks will establish the University as a center
for research and lend it prestige.

"It is a tremendous opportunity for students to see the
top people in this field," he said.
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™ITORIAL/OPINION
Obscure label

causes wince

inoy wiao and varied.

Dial formT
'' ""' '"^^'"^ed to be. nor should it be used as. aplatiorm for individuals to unleash bellicose tirades atvague and generalized groups and/or issues.

Itss. let loose with such a harangue and it was levied at agroup of persons that the writer obscurely lal)eied
hasterners. At least, the writer started out in this

fashion, by the end of the piece it appeared he was
directing his speech at a BosUm Gbbe columnist
Not only did the writer choose to keep his attack focused

on stereotyped ambiguities, as "Easterners" can be
construed as anything from a Back Bay bartender to aHong Korig hooker, but his sentiments seem to be invented
and lueled by his own persecutory hangup
The writer refers to himself and. apparently, his

group, as a much-maligned minority here at UMass "

He then goes into a supercilious spiel on how great it is in
the I loneer Valley when the "Easterners" go home for thesummer.

Possibly the writer is speaking about a narrowminded
per.son or persons he has met while at UMass but is
relegatmg an entire group of people, the "Easterners" in
this case whomsoever they n.ay be. the writer is exposing
his own closed-mindedness as he categorizes this group to
the role of 'invader." while inventing an elaborate defense
ol his own geographically based group.
Who knows? Maybe "Easterners" is made up of only a

U'w Ignorant and narrowminded individuals. One surely
cannot extract this sort of fact from the writer's lines

The writer is a great assumer. He apparently a.ssumes
that some people do not appreciate the beauty of the
1 loneer Valley if they do not originate from the.se parts
and goes to lengths to describe various scenes in and
around the Valley.

Great.

T!"'''^ f''^
'*"'"*''^ P'*^"^y «^ P^^"P'*^ ^ho admire these

sights, whether they live here year round or not. as much
a.s^he supposedly does. But then again, there are plentywho get a kick out of looking at the lights and sights of
Boston s Combat Zone.

People are different. People like and dislike certain
things regardless of their natal origins. It is not too dif-
licull a concept to comprehend.

Instead of splashing a not very well thought out
discourse on the editorial page, at the risk of alienating a
considerable number of people to his imagined "group."
people who in most cases had never even considered his
distorted point of view before, maybe the writer should
hmit his barrages to those separate individuals who
irritate him with their attitudes. Maybe even going
through with his grand plan of getting up "from tables
at the Hatch or the Campus Center and (yelling) for the
whole world to hear. .

." would do a better job.
At any rate. Randolph T. Holhut (printing this name

causes a slight wince since this person has already gotten
too much printed attention), it is time you cleaned up your

Respect for human life threatened
In almost half of the countries of the world people are

in7 rJ '' thousands in Malaysia. Uganda. Guatamalaand (.hile and hundreds in Italy. Czechoslavakia,
Singapore and Zaire are but a fraction of those being
detained because they are considered a "threat to
security, "detrimental to moral." or "as.sistants to sul)-
versive activity" in their respective countries. It is clear

un^'ust^fied'"''''"'*''^'''"'

^''*' ^"''J*^^'"'^ *"^' '" "^any cases.

In addition to l)eing detained many are tortured and are
forced^to "confess" to false allegations. In the Soviet Union

human life everywhere. As long as we have our freedomwe must be ready to use it in defense of theirs.

...torture and detentions of these
"prisoners of conscience" threatens respect
for human life everywhere. As Long as we
have ourfreedom we must be ready to unite
in defense of theirs.

Christine Rioux
hundreds of political dissidents have been committed to
psych4atnc hospitals where they are treated as if insane In
hebruary of this year a Roman Catholic newspaper in
Brazil stated that "enormous abuses are perpetrated
against common prisoners where elecric shocks, beatings
blows and kicks are routine practice in police stations.
Stories of these atrocities are innumerable and are filled

with a contempt for life that is hard for us to imagine
Many of us feel untouched by these violations because of
the security we experience in our own lives. Others may
feel immol)ilized by the enormity of the problem. It is
important to remember that torture and detentions of
these "prisoners of conscience" threatens respect for

Stephen Freker is a Collegian stajf member.
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Letters

Naive reasoning dangerous
To the Editor:

Mike Donoghue's column in Tuesday's Collecfinn used
the same kind of dangerously naive reasoning that the
American Civil Lil)erties Union used when they supported
the "right" of the neo-Nazis to hold demonstrations in
Chicago.

When I read the Bill of Rights, I have always thought
that they implicitly .said that anyone should have these
rights provided that they don't interfere with the rights of
others. They do not mean that the U.,S. Con.stitution was
designed to give Nazis a chance to advance their perverted
cause of exterminating a huge majority of the human race.
The students who came to the Student Union Building

last week were not hypocrites simply Iwcau.se they came to
disagree with a group of people who cowardly expressed a
wish to enslave or exterminate them. I don't know if Mr.
Donoghue's column was serious, hut it is important to
point out that the morality that this country was built on
cannot possible protect the rights of neo-Nazis to carry out
their goals as well as the rights of its non-aryan citizens to
exist. There exi.sts a definite conflict there and it takes a
civilized logic and not hypocrisy to draw the line.

Tom McHugh
Amhest

Rehashing vapid litanies
To the Editor:

This letter is a response to the letter entitled "Lines of
pisinformation- appearing in the Wed.. Oct. 7 issue othe CoUegran. This letter, signed b; Louis Dug

gar. hast Harttord. Conn., was highly critical of fhiiho.Jennings colurnn in "Black Affairs'' entitled "Uni ,1

lacing inTnTi"'"'"- '^' ^'^^ '^"^^-'-Titicism walacking in insight, sincerity, and substance.

Duggar. sounding very much like a grafted clone from,
the Alexander Haig prototype, condemned the Jenning's

A special vigil will be undertaken by Amnesty Inter-
national in response to the widespread use of torture and
detention in Argentina. The date of the vigil has special
significance for another human rights group in Argentina
the Madres de Plaza de Mayo. Each Thursday the gran-
dmothers, mothers, sisters, aunts, and wives of the
hundreds of "disappeared" or imprisoned victims in
Argentina gather to pre.sent a petition to President Viola
claiming their loved ones were abducted from their homes
places of work, or from public streets. Sunday. October
18th IS Mother's Day in Argentina and around the country
vigils and services will be held in solidarity with these
women.
There are many ways we as individuals can effect

positive changes in the world. The first step is to begin to
feel our connections with people in other parts of the world
and to discount the differences and distances we think keep
us apart.

Christine Rioux is a Collegian guest columnist.

f)iece for "typical marxist untruths" and "marxist code
words". This is the type of rehashed, vapid litany that

emerges from the Haig-controlled State Department that
paranoically. absurdly, and inaccurately sees the Soviet
Union behind every world problem from tooth decay, to
drunkeness. to the Sadat a.ssassination. and now to Jenn-
ing's article is sheer idiocy, distortion, and visciousness.

Beating the Soviet horse to death while proliferating an
atmosphere of Neo-Maearthyism in America seems a
crucial part of the pre.sent Administration's propaganda
machinery; to gain as much political mileage to build-up a
ma.ssive and unprecedented war machine, while cutting

and gutting all human, .social, and public welfare pro-grams out of a "red scare" as possible. Thisls^od
business, and not conducive to critical thought, potenti Is
tor peace, analytical evaluations, the quality of life or
sincere dialogues.

We have got to simply start Inking honest, informed andprmc.pled alK,ut the.se things if we really exj^-ct to live fn a
J)etter world. If anything critical automatically becomes amarxi.s untruth we have entered a pitiful and .sad time
for intellectual reason and critical thought.

„ ^ , ^ Steve Coons
C enter for Racial Studies. Southwest

Interested in writing for the
editorial pages? Prospective col-
umnists should attend a short
recruitment meeting Monday
night at 7:00 in the Collegian
newsroom. Questions? Call
Kathleen Howley, Executive
Editor, at 545-3500 between
4:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.

Mm....,,.,.... ....,„.,,„.,....,.....,. ,...,...,. ••••«»»M.....„»,n..,i.....,.„.,.,.,,,.,,,,,..i.„.., .,,,..,.,.....,.,,,,,,. .,......»
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Blind benefit from Stewart retfrement
WASHINGTON (AP> - Potter Stewart,

who helped mold American law for 23 years
on ihe Supreme Coun. has turned in

retirement to reading those cases aloud for

the budding young lawyers who need most
to hear them.

After stepping down from the high court
last July 3, Stewart volunteered as a reader
at the Washington chapter of the nonprofit
Recording for The Blind Inc.

The retired justice recorded a dozen
pages of a 255 page text called "The Rights
of Aliens" yesterday for William Poyner, a
second year student at Antioch Law
School.

Stewart, speaking iji a rich Midwestern
baritone, made his recording debut for the
nonprofit group last week with a reading
from a l)ook called 'Assignment? in Legal
Research."

The 66-year old jurist calls the two hour
sessions challenging but rewarding, adding
that the readings take a great deal of

concentration.

He says he's looking forward to reading
again.

Stewart read yesterday in a sound proof
l>ooth under the careful supervision of

another volunteer, Eklna Lingreen.

Ms. Lingreen. who followed along with

the same text and operated the recording
machinery, is a retired senior trial lawyer
with the Justice Department's Antitrust
Division.

Stewart reads not only the texts of the
various cases, but also the detailed foot

notes often set out in tiny print.

Law school textlK>oks are at the center of

American legal education. They contain
both court opinions and often lengthy
commentary and citations to various cases.

Recording for the Blind is a 30 year old

private group that records and provides
free taped cassettes of educational text
i)ooks to more than 17,000 handicapped and
blind people in all 50 states.

Start
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Conference to explore motives of torture
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Correspondent

Jn^L '''"I "'^A^^'T?
^"^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ governments,

groups, and individuals to torture and kill their fellow

SaiTd'. "^t K n'^'
'^P'*^ ""^ " conference to be held^aturday at the University of Massachusetts.

The conference is sponsored by Amnesty International
U.ts. Group 128 m Amherst with the help of Jules
Chametzky. director of the Institute for Advanced Study
in the Humanities at the University. The conference titled
"Torture: An Issue In Our Time." will he held from 9:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. in Campus Center rm. 101.

I WORLD'S BEST

I
BREAKFAST

• DAily LuNchEON SpsciAls
* DAily DiNNER SpEciAls

* HoMEMAdE Soups & Desserts
TAkE-OUT AVAilAblE ON MOST EVERyThlNq

* OpEN DAily 6 AM - 9 pM
* All AT ReasonaBIe Pnw//

TliE

DOVE'S NEST
Rt. 116 SuNdERlANd 669-7969

(opposite CUrrsidE Apartments)

Need Cash?
still

Buying

Highest

Prices ^^
Class Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry

Coins and Stamps

See Me When You Sell

25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst 256-0710
Men.—Sat. 10-6

Terry Allen, public information officer for Group 128 and
editor of Contact magazine, published by the University.
said. "Torture is the ultimate incivility." and a "serious
problem people should be addressing."

Chametzky said the torture conference is "a good topic in
the Year of Civility." He said the conference will attempt
to raise the consciousness of the community to the decree
of incivility in the world."

The day long conference is intended to be an opportunity
to learn more about the extent of the human rights crisis inour time. Speaking at the conference will be Juan Mendez
a lawyer and a victim of torture in Argentina; Monica
Vachher. a pro bono attorney for the International Human
Kights Law Group; Ervin Staub. a UMass psychologistwho has been studying the causes and development of
positive behavior since 1965; and Michael Nelson, a
physician and member of the Amnesty International Board
01 Directors.

Two short films will also be shown at the conference,
ifie lirst. Phone Call to Moscow," was produced by CBS
and describes the efforts of an Amnesty International
group to free a Soviet dissident from a mental hospital
prison. The second fUm. "Prisoners of Conscience." shows
a Canadian group working on two cases.

Amnesty International is a worldwide organization that
Junctions independently of any government. They rely on
private donations. For the past 20 years, men and women
trom 1J4 countries have written letters to governments
and prison officials who hold innocent persons requesting a
air trial and possible release from prison, according to a
brochure from the group. Amnesty International won the
Nol)el Peace Priy.e in 1977.

do^ w;[i::^::ii:i;r
^"' ^''^" ^^ ^^^ p"^'- ^°^^- -<^

Apply For The Doctorate
That Builds A Career

Boston University's Doctoral Program in Management is unique'We prepare men and women for challenging careers in the
rapidly expanding fields of applied research and management
consulting. Specializations include management of information
systems financial analysis, strategic planning, marketing
research and organizational development. Admission is selec
tive, open to those with undergraduate or graduate degrees in
any research oriented discipline.

We're interviewing on the UMass campus
October 20 at 1 p.m.

Contact your Career Planning Office for more details or write to
Doctoral Program, Boston University Graduate School of
Management, 621 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215

Would you like

to spend the

FALL
SEMESTER
IN JERUSALEM?

wfR^jS)^*^
"**^ institute in Israel

•
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•
kihh!
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•
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• a small learning community, with students from all over theUnited States

• Brandeis credit • financial aid

MARCH 1?
'f^^ERNATIONAL PROGRAMS. SACHAR CENTER/viAKLM 15 Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02254 (617)647-2422

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY

Pitcher perfect

ERLANGER
THE EXCEPTION
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Authorized 'street performer'

solicitations ok'd by BOG
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

In response to an incident which ended a "street per-
formance" Wednesday in the Campus Center, the Board of

Governors last night passed a motion to insure the in-

tegrity of the series.

The street performer series is a new program created by
the Governors Program Council in order to bring cultural

events into the Campus Center, said Bruce Levy. GPC
program coordinator.

Wednesday, mime David Brennan was told by Building
Operations Manager, Duddley Bridges, that he was
illegally soliciting in the Campus Center, said Levy.
Levy said Brennan had a verbal contract with the GPC

to perform for a nominal fee and permission to "pass the
hat."

Campus Center Director William Harris said Bridges
acted in accordance with university regulations, when he
told the mime to stop accepting donations.

The regulation states, "All sales or solicitation not

t properly approved in advance by the administrative
charged with such authorization, or soliciation without
such approval of parents, alumni of the campus community
is prohibited."

Scott Cashman, BOG chairman said the rule makes a
distinction between authorized and unauthorized
soliciUtion. The board's motion will formalize the BOG's
right to authorize street performers to "pass the hat."

Harris said, "We have an ongoing problem with out-
siders coming in to solicit in the Campus Center and out in

the dormitories." He said if you set up an exception to

policy thousands of people will misunderstand and come in

to solicit.

Cashman said he thought Bridges will have "no problem
throwing off' illegal solicitors.

Levy said passing the hat should not even be considered
solicitation. "People are not forced to donate; it's an ex
pression of appreciation," he said.

"The idea of a street performer series is to bring culture
and entertainment into the Campus Center," said Levy. "I

feel it is important to maintain the series. I feel that
passing the hat is part of street ambiance, " he said.

Cashman said, "The GPC has a limited budget. If we can

cut costs in this way, then we should do it to bring cultural

events to the Campus Center."

Levy said the series was set up this summer. He said the

idea was discussed with administrators and approved by

them.
Levy said he got the idea of a street musician series

when he worked at Fanuel Hall in Boston and got to know
some street performers. "Seeing how well it (street

performance) was received in Boston, I thought we should

try it up here."
Levy said so far he has received positive reaction from

students. "People are in a hurry, going to class, getting a

cup of coffee in the Hatch. The performances provide a

bright moment in their day."

Nobel awards don't

reflect economic reality
WASHINGTON (AP) - From the way Americans keep

winning the Nobel Prize for economics, one might expect
the U.S. economy to be a troublefree, stable and
prosperous system.

But success in the academic world, for which the Nobel is

awarded, does not necessarily translate into success in the
real world. The uncertain, troubled state of the economy is

proof.

Since 1969, when an economics category was created,
ten U.S. economists have won or shared the Nobel Prize.
Four of them, including the latest winner, Yale University
professor James Tobin, have been advisers to American
presidents at some time in their careers.

As scholars, the Nobel laureates have been hailed in all

economic quarters as giants in their field. But as public
policy advisers, they have been assailed and ridiculed.
Their advice often represents conflicting views. On some
occassions it has been ignored by politicans; other times it

has been off the mark.
Tobin was a key adviser 20 years ago to President

Kennedy and is an influential proponent of the Keynesian
school of thought, which Reagan administration
economists are now trying to discredit.

The Keynesian view is that the government should
increase spending, even at the risk of budget deficits and
inflation, to stimulate economic growth and full em
ployment. That view was popularized during the 1960s by
Paul A. Samuelson, the 1970 Nobel Prize winner, who also
was an influential Kennedy adviser.

Similar views propelled government policy for 20 years
until the election of Ronald Reagan, who criticizes the
Keynesians for leading the U.S. economy down a path of
slow growth, high inflation and high unemployment.
"Samuelson and Tobin are in large part responsible for

where we are now," complains Washington economist
Michael Evans, who is an enthusiastic advocate of
Reagan's poUcy of reducing federal spending, taxes and the
growth in the nation's money supply. "They have given
surprisingly bad advice."

But Walter Heller, another Kennedy era economic
adviser, insists defensively that economists "sometimes
take a bad rap" for the misuse of their theories by
politicians.

Senate committee OKs
Saudi AWACs sale
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate Armed Services

Committee endorsed a plan to sell AWACS radar planes to
Saudi Arabia yesterday and Senate Republican Leader
Howard Baker said the administration proposal is "now
winnable."

Baker offered his assessment prior to what he
acknowledged would be a close vote by the more-skeptical
Foreign Relations Committee that makes the formal
recommendation to the full Senate.

"We have a certain momentum," Baker told reporters.

"It's now winnable. Several weeks ago it wasn't."

Baker held out the possibility the sale might even be
endorsed by the Foreign Relations panel if he could
manage a last-minute swing of one vote to avoid a 9-8

defeat.

The House rejected the $8.5 billion sale Wednesday by a
301-111 margin, but the deal goes through unless it also is

rejected by the Senate, where the administration has been
concentrating its lobbying efforts.

A Senate vote, originally scheduled next Wednesday,
has been postponed until the week after next.

The Armed Services Committee endorsed the sale 10-5.

concluding in a report that it "will enhance the potential of
U.S. military forces to protect U.S. interests in the
Persian Gulf region."

10th Annual Bush Bash
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AWACs begin patrol

of Egyptian borders
CAIRO. Egypt (AP) - Two AWACS spy planes from

Oklahoma began surveillance on Egypt's borders
yesterday. President Hosni Mubarak swore in his holdover
Cabinet, and ParUament enacted a new law to control
mternal dissent by prescribing the death penalty for
unauthorized use of weapons.

The government blamed Libya for two bombings at
Cairo airport earlier in the week that killed a baggage
handler and injured four people.

In Moscow, the official Soviet news agency Tass
reported that President Leonid I. Brezhnev sent a message
seeking improved Kremlin ties with the successor of

President Anwar Sadat.

The two airborne warning and control systems planes
flew here nonstop from the United States and immediately
began patrolling Egypt's northern, southern and western
borders, said Gen. Ahmed Nasr, commander of Cairo West
military airport. An Israeli official in Tel Aviv, who asked
not to be identified, said Israel had no objection to the use
of AWACS in Egypt because, unlike those President
Reagan wants to sell to Saudi Arabia, they "are not
directed against us." Israel lies to the east of Egypt.

U.S. officials said the AWACS were sent to Egypt to
demonstrate confidence in Mubarak and will remain under
the control of 50 Americans assigned to fly and maintain
them.

Mobsters' surrender

saves family homes
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) - The famiUes and friends of

two reputed mobsters won't lose their homes, posted to

free the pair pending their appeals in the Bonded Vault
robbery, as long as the state gets 10 percent of the
$225,000 surety bond, a judge ruled yesterday.

Superior Court Judge Joseph F. Rodgers Jr. decided to

change his earlier ruling that the state would take the
seven homes and one vacant lot because John Ouimette, 40
and Ralph Byrnes, 36, were five weeks late in surren-
dering to start life prison terms for the biggest robbery in

state history.

"If the defendants had not surrendered to the court — if

they had been arrested by one of the law enforcement
agencies persuing them — the court would have denied
any request to reduce the amount," of bail forfeited,

Rodgers said.

Collegian u

term, but those weapons, plus some lesser equipment,
would just about eat up the $100 million the Reagan ad-
ministration has asked of Congress for military aid to
Sudan.

Child dies from neglect

Ouimette 's mother and sister and Byrnes' parents and
two friends posted their homes and property to cover the
$225,000 in bail set for the release of the two men in July,
1977. Bail was $100,000 for Ouimette and $125,000 for
Byrnes.

The state Supreme Court rejected the appeals July 31
and Byrnes and Ouimette were ordered to prison for their
convictions in the 1975 robbery.

UQ I (^-i i\i\ •n* INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — An Indianapolis couple is

'O* DlanS JhlUU million ^^^a'^e^^^i^^'neglectinthedeathofaa-year-oldgirlthey^ ^^ were adopting, police say

in military aid to Sudan
WASHINGTON (AP) - The United States plans to send

Sudan about 20 tanks, a dozen howitzers and two jet
fighters before the end of this year to strengthen that
country's defenses against threats from Libya, a senior
defense official said yesterday.
This official, who asked that his name not be used, said

"we wish we could do a lot more than that" in the short

Frank B. Davie, 41, and his wife, Regina. 32, were
arrested Wednesday and charged with neglecting a
dependent in the death Monday of Nickisha Small.

Nickisha had suffered numerous scars, bruises and
swellings on the face and body when she was pronounced
dead on arrival at Methodist Hospital. The couple said the
child fell in the tub while bathing.
An autopsy failed to establish a cause of death and in-

vestigators are awaiting the results of laboratory tests.

Misty Morning - A mysterious scene is produced along Rt. 202 in South Hadley.Ma as themorning mist rises off the pond near this island tower.
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Auto workshop has new image and new name
Friday, October 16, 1981

By JILL DAHLKE
Collegian Correspondent

The Student Auto Workshop (SAW), founded in 1972.
will be chan^ng it's name to College Auto Repair (CAR) in
a reorganization effort to recover financiallv and to
become, once again, a useful service f(ir the Cniversity
community.

The student run co-op will provide the same services hut

Doonesbury
Drought to you •v^rydoy

by Gorry Trudoou
and th*

Massachusetts Dolly Colloglon.
•-f'

with new tools, equipment and mechanical assistance to
repair and teach car owners how to maintain their
automobiles.

"We're coming in, in the red and we want to change it

around to give it a new image and put it in the black for
good. We're completely reorganizing and the first place to
start was the name," said Steven Shapiro, a UMass senior
and coordinator of CAR.
Changing the programs' name to CAR, it is hoped, will

mean something to people and. therefore, \ye remembered
and used, said Shapiro.
The program is the only student co-op to pay rent, they

are charged $1200 annually, which will l)e fought, for this
is the main reason for the deficit, said Shapiro.
The program was financially revived by the Economic

Development Office (FIX)) which felt the^program was a
worthwhile one which should not go under.
The service is four dollars an hour for all tools and

mechanic assistance. Parts are sold, through the co-op, at
discount prices at NAPCO.

"It's one-fifth or one-tenth the price to the cost
somewhere else," said Michael King, a UMass sophomore
and CAR mechanic.

The planned date for the new opening ofCAR is October
29. It will operate three days a week on Thursdays from 4
a.m. to 9 p.m., Fridays from 1:30 to 5:30 p.m. and Satur-
days from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

CAR will be located next to the permit parking the the
loading dock in the Campus Center Garage on the first

level. There is no charge for entering the garage, the en-
trance is the one next to the physical plant.

The purpose of the organization is to familiarize people
with their own vehicles.

"People at the University wouldn't be so scared of their

,

cars, it would be cheaper and they would be able to do it

themselves next time," said King.
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Sat (4 45 @ $1 5) 7 15 9 30
Sat Matinee 2 00

'^
' 00 '3 30 (a $1 75)6 00 8 30

BODY
HEAT

FnSat(4 45@$i 75)8 00 10 15
Sat Matinee 2 15

[g]
Sum 15 (3 45 @$i 7516 00 8 45 >

Sat (5 15 @ $1 75) 7 30 9 30
Sat Matinee 2 30

1 30(4 00 @ $1 75) 6 15-8 30

Collegian 1.3

DISCOVERY

Discovera new world of electronics at The Sound Company.
From stereos to televisions to video recorders, you 'II find the
latest in home entertainment. Or take along the fun with
portable stereo-to-go. But don 't be a hesitant explorer
because everything is on sale now during The Sound
Company's Columbus DISCOVERY 8ALEI

COMPLETE HOME-
STEREO SYSTEMS

SCOTT
C^oA/taxd ADX
If your stereo budget is limit-
ed but you want good sound,
then you must listen to this
system. It features the deep
bass and greater clarity of
the ADX 101 8" two-way
meakers matched with the
Garrard 630 S turntable and
Scott 325 receiver for high
quality at an ^ _ _
p-S."""" $26S.91

harman/kardon

Our better system sounds so
good you wilt want to enjoy
the rich sound of these Mar-
antz 250 10" 3-way speak-
ers matched perfectly with
the Herman Kardon 350
AM/FM receiver and the
high quality BIC 20 Z
changer-turntable. Great

great price? $379.91

L

mm,

JVC
TTBclinics
You'll be amazed by the su-
perb sound of this system,
combining the Marantz
SR 1000 25 watt AM/FM
receiver, the great-sounding
Technics SBL 50 three-way
speakers, and the JVC LA-
21 belt-drive turntable with
auto-return/shutoff. You
must hear
to believe!

COMPLETE _^ _ _
CAR STEREO SYSTEMS, ALL
WITH FREE INSTALLATION!

EICO PIONEER
A great starter system featuring
AM/FM stereo radio & cassotte
by Eico, matched beautifully
with a pair of smooth-sounding
Pioneer P 10 L 4" speakers. Of
course, installed FREE in your
compact or ^t\t% A4
imported car. S99 9 I

SANYO PiONeo?
A better system matches the
Sanyo FTC 26 high power 19
watt AM/FM stereo radio &
cassette with auto rev., sep.
bass/treble, and the Pioneer
108 Deluxe, Pioneer's best
4" coaxial speakers! This fine
system is ideal for imported
cars. Of course, ^^^ «%«% «%^
inmlMFREEl $1 99.91

TELEVISIONS

GOIDSIAR
12 inch black & white
television. Great for
the kitchen or that
vara room I

$69.91

n

$479.91

TURNTABLES

You must hear this system to be-
lieve it! The superb Sanyo FT 20
AM/KM stereo radio & cassette,
featuring metal compatibility,
Dolby, auto-rev., and AMSS,
matched perfectly with a pair of
Sanyo 766 6x9 coaxial speakers.
A great system for full-size cars.
Of course, in- gkAf «> n^*
stalled FREE! $269.91

5041
5 inch AC/battary
black & white TV
with built-in AM/FM
radio.

$139.91

9010
19" Solid State Color TV.
Panalock AFT; color
pilot electronic color
control, quick-on
picture
tube. $339.91

Clu^sar
25 inch solid state Console
Color Television available
in Modern,
Mediterranean
and Early
American. $549.91

One of the finest car audio systems
features the Marantz 301 AM/FM
in-dash stereo cassette tuner/pre-
amp with Dolby. Our best for
American cars. Matched with the
Bose 1401 Direct/Reflecting Car
Stereo Speaker System : 4 matching
speakers and a 100 watt booster/
equalizer which adjusts the sound
to your car's acoustics. Of course,

F^EE^ $599.91

SONY
KV 1946 R
19 inch Remote Control
Trinitron Color Television.
Soft-touch 14 pushbutton
Express Tuning. 5-LED
picture A-» - -» -» .

STciirs $619.91

Teclmics sl-bi
Belt drive single play turntable.
FG servo control, electronic
speed switching, A^ft n-t
stroboscope. ^09.91

CASSEHE DECKS

BIC 20 Z
Fully auto belt drive
record changer with Shure
cartridge.

JVC LA 21
Auto return belt drive
with straight tone arm.

TECHNICS B3
Fully automatic belt
drive turntable.

TECHNICS SLDL-1
Fully automatic linear
tracking direct drive turn-
table with Technics
mag catridge.

AUDIO TECHNICA
AT 1010E
Deluxe nude elliptical
mag. cartridge. (Save
$30.08.)

$69.91

$89.91

$119.91

$299.91

$39.91

Panasonic rs-608
Front-loading Metal Dolby stereo
cassette deck. DC motor for sta-
ble tape drive. Super Permalloy
record/playback head. Selector
for normal/Cr02/FeCr tapes.

Twin VU meters. (DQ Q1

STEREO TO 60

AKAI M3
Metal Dolby Cassette.

JVC KDD2
Metal Dolby B ANRS
noise reduction.

MARANTZ 3020
Deluxe 2 speed Dolby
cassette.

JVC KDD4
Metal Dolby B ANRS
noise reduction, music
scan, logic control, 2-
color fluorescent spectro
peak indicator.

TECHNICS 270 X
Stereo Cassette with Dolby
and DBX noise reduction,
soft touch controls.

$119.91

$159.91

$199.91

$299.91

$459.91

M 9902-

2

Stereo AM/FM
Portable Cassette
Recorder, with
LED indicators,
two built-in
mikes, records
off the air.

(Save $20.00.) $89.91

POLICE SCANNERS

aAQIlC£l±"5

PANASONIC RF 10
Walk-about mini AM/FM
stereo with featherweight

a* on i\
headphones. $89.91

SONY WALKMAN II

Deluxe miniature. (Save .

$30.04.) $169.91

PANASONIC 5031
AM/FM stereo cassette
with short wave, 4 speak-
ers, built-in mikes. ^ ^ _«
110/220 V. $189.91

PANASONIC 5250
AC/Battery AM/FM stereo
cassette (box) with Dolby,
two 6/4" woofers & two
2" tweeters for great sound.
Soft touch controls. 110/ ^^«_
220 volts. (Save $30.04.) $289.91

SANYO MX 920
AM/FM stereo portable
cassette (box) with 13
watts/channel, Dolby,
AMSS, soft-touch controls,
metal tape, phono input, a
super box! (Save $30.08.)

Four band 8 channel
police scanner. Indi-
vidual channel lock-
outs. Manual scan
control. Built-in
scan delay.
PLUS FREE
CRYSTALS
from Bearcat,
a $10.00
value! Save $20.08.

$99.91

$469.91

FANON
6 channel 4 band pocket ^^^^ ^
scanner. (Save $40.08.) $109.91

BEARCAT 150
6 band 10 channel "no
crystal" programmable
police scanner. (Save $30.08.)
$189.91, less $10 factory ^,._« «
rebate, your final cost $179.91

BEARCAT 210 XL
18 channel 6 band program-
mable "no crystal" police
scanner. (Save $30.08.)
$249.91 less $20 factory
rebate, your final cost $229.91

BEARCAT 300
7 band 50 channel "no
crystal" scanner with auto
search & aircraft. Free
frequency directory.
(Save $50.08.) $399.91

5 aop-" Free Layaways
Not responsible for typographical errors Pictures of items may not be of exact models on sale

*''«—.^ - 4- J^ -^T k-si
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State will assist with moth sprayinff

Friday, October H>, 1981

FRAMINGHAM (AP) - When gypsy moth caterpillars
invade the state again in May. cities and towns that want
to spray them will have some help from the state, an of-
ficial says.

State Environmental Affairs Secretary John A. Bewick
says Massachusetts will float a bond issue of several
hundred thousand dollars to assist communities that want
to try to kill the bugs with spray.
Bewick told the Middlesex News on Wednesday that this

is a departure from past policies. The state has never
before playtnl an active role in gypsy moth spraying.

BewK-k said further details of the bond issue will be
announced after the state figures out how severe next
year's infestation is likely to be. State workers are now
domg a statewide survey in which they are counting moth
egg masses. On the basis of this, the state will estimate
how many caterpillars will be born next .spring.
Bewick was in Framingham to address the Chamber of

Commerce.
Last summer, moths ate the leaves off more than one

million acres of woodlands in Massachusett,s. It was the
severest delolialion in the state's history.

"vcampusV
ceffier
aL u mass

MONDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
Purchase Any Size and Style

Pizza at the Bluewall
and receive

one FREE draft beer.

Simply have the cashier st^p
the coupon below and

present it to your bartender.

8:00pm Nov. 6 F.A.C.
UMass Students $7.50, $8.50

General Public $9.00, $10.00

ON SALE TODAY
Union Records Unlimited (URU)
TIX

FAC Box Office

For the Record (Faces)

TicketroD

To Purchase

JIMMY <.
'

Oct. 18 X/^
FAC *;^ CLIFF
8:00 pm ^1.. tickets

V*

ticket outlets

Union records Unlimited (URU) at Umass
TIX (UMass)
Main St. Records, N'hampton
Platterpus Records, N'Hampton
For the Record (Faces) in Amherst
Ticketron

No cameras, food, drink or smoke
I.D.'s must be shown at door
All tic.ets $1 more at the door

Ii#***********^^^^^ •••••••

This coupon entitles you to

one FREE Draft Beer

with the purchase of any Pizza

I _J_PJ^_^
^^^^ P^r pizza only!)

former l;ex*]Kstoi*memi
with special gueat

AURTHEJl MONkQE ZONE
^Bluewall OCT 22
5t>O.OU 8:00 pm doors open!

•¥ ** "*****i"**:*"?^**lJi'^^^^^^ Unlimited J
-« U.P.C. Advisory Committee

•••••-p^

iniiuiiiiiiiiniiiiii,,ii,,uuiijiijijii^^ijj^^,,^,^,j,^,,,,,,j,^,^

J

presents

UMASS' OWN
BATTLE OF THE BANDS

Coming Soon

All interested

Local Bands
contact:

i( Advisory Comm
5 2892 M F^ 5 2892MF 1 \^ ^^ | >(| S 1 0^

First Prize

$100.00

Friday, October 16, 1981

DOONESBURY

I ^hf^^ WTHMfBAD.

nUMfiK. »5I6NA-
OUTATTHB TUR£S.

CUBUnHHOUH.
f>£TmON,XAR?

by Garry Trudeau

.Collegian ir,

J^^^ aGN.HtsGonoo

SMimsoNcm upinehefgy
ABOUT JOCK cmmN./w^

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

CROSiSWORD

by M. Joyce

Ediifd by

ACROSS
1 Familiar vehicle

5 Not in harmony
9 Not in the

world
14 Seize property
15 Substitute

16 Revealed
17 Ripens
18 Novel heroine
19 Out of use
20 Woolen fabric

22 Setoff in bright

colors

24 Caribt>ean island

26 Roy
27 Dubious
33 Emu
36 Marked by strain

37 Goddess of the

dawn
38 Good Hope or

Fear

39 Prepare (oneself)

40 Peruvian
41 Chances '

42 Rembrandt
43 Pear
44 At great speed
47 One or eleven, at

the casino
48 Helmets
52 Like crepe

MargartI farrar and
IMI Im AagMn \\mn N>|>4«|

57 Philippine slates
man

58 French revenue
59 Boyfriend
61 Part

62 Both, either

63 Island E of Java
64 Cinders of the

comics
85 Insensitive ones
66 Went smoothly
67 Part of the office

scene

DOWN
1 Silver, in Mexico
2 Reagan's

Secretary of

Treasury

3 Ward off

4 Specialized skill

5 Mode of access
6 Lord
7 Summit
8 Enlarge holes
9 Large snail

10 Yellow melon
11 Border St

12 Decorate again
13 Classical garden
21 Ailment

23 Porridge, Scottish
style

Trude Jaffe
Ir

25 In error

28 River ducks
29 EnguH
30 Man's name

Abbr
31 Frenzied

32 Grandson of

Abraham
33 Alphabet ending
34 Madras dress
35 del

39 Climbing

pepper
40 Losing money
42 Birds of a kind

43 Japanese
aborigine

45 MacKinlay. the

novelist

46 Water, for one
49 Hydrocarbon

compound
50 Driver s expense

item

51 Cowardly one
52 Grouch
53 City near

LakeTahoe
54 Chinese or

European prefix

55 Weakens
56 Big

60 Eastern name

ROD BONES
By Gregg Canavan

1 1

2 J 4 5 6 7 « 9

IT"

10 11 12 13

u IS ~
—17 ia 19

~"

20 T^ ~^^^ 22 23
"^

24
25

1^1
26 |MH

2/ 2S 29 30 31 3?

33 J« J) 36 37

31

JI
39 "To

~ ^^^

41 42
43

^^^" ~^

44 4S 46
~~

iPM
4; ! 4S 49 50 51

3J )4 ss Sf

I
57

—
sa

1

&9 60

1

61
^^^~ ^"

62
«3 64

^^^

6$
66 B7

ANSWER TO PHEVIOUS PUZZLE

AMaMo

WMUA
6 a.m.

Sounds of Cassis

10 a.m.
Black Contemporary

Music with
BMCP

2 p.m.

Friday Drive
R&R Interviews
& ticket giveaways
"Donnie Iris special"

5:30

Newswatch

6:00

Athena's Web
with Don Cerow

7:00

Drive to the 1990*s
Progressive Music
with Tony Kord

10:00

Jim McDee's
Friday Night

Experience Show
(reggae, funk, soul)

2 a.m.

Moonlight Extravaganza
with Heidi & Fern

UIR A V

lilMOIXlE

Friday Oct. 16

LUNCH
Pizza

Tuna a la king/biscuit

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Tuna a la king/biscuit

DINNER
Chopped Beefsteak Special

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce
Fruit Plate with Saltines

BASICS DINNER
Garbanzo Vegetable Bake
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

I MP"
Saturday Oct. 17

BRUNCH: 10:00- 1:30

Scrambled Eggs
• Bacon Slices

Ham Salad Boat
Quiche Lorraine

DINNER: 4:00 • 7 :00

Veal Parmesan
Chicken Stew/Biscuit

Garden Chili

Sunday Oct. 18

BRUNCH: 10:00 - 1:30

Boiled Eggs
Omelet

Breakfast Sausage
Hamburg on Roll

Fiesta Rice and Cheese

DINNER: 4:00 - 7:00
Roast Top Round of Beef/

Au Jus
Shells in Cheese Sauce

Turkey Salad Plate witi

Saltines

qq' flora aQO] no
* L PJBBIBlElGlOlTTTFETir
^TR aTlM T

^jliAflrhIa n oIc ais s ONLYnnn ann "~;

oa
A S I H E C ROW F L 1 F sj
F L u \A U E R S n T v.JT
A U R ABl L E fi T 1 R F-
liU N oHc OE ! H E A T

WEATHER
Boston and vicinity —

Friday chance of a morning
shower, then becoming
partly cloudy. High around
60. Friday night clear. Low
in the mid 30s to around
40. Saturday sunny and
cool. High in the upper 50s.

Southwest wind 5 to 10
mph shifting to northwest
and increasing to 10 to 15
mph during the day.
Northerly wind around 10
mph Friday night.

Please

recycle

this

Collegian

****i,

Friday, October 16th

Tonight Dinner For Two
$12.95

includes choice of any two entrees, salad bar &
non-alcoholic beverage.

Call 549-6000 ext. 639 for Reservations

Validated parking in the Campus Center Garage

TIRED OF WARM DEER^
Come to us first!!!

Dudwoisor <2«xcons 6.99 .Of.

Dusch 12 01. <««. 2.00/«x 7.99/co»
Old MilWQUkOe 12oz.con. 0.29/l2pock
Molsons 2.99/.IX
Vodko or Gin 5.25/ii,.,

Andr* en ml

•alfe
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THE SKI HAUS
COMES TO THE

SPORTSTORE

HUMONGUS SAVINGS
^ Most items at or below Wholesale!

3 DAYSONLY October 15. 16& 17

ROSSIGNOl
Jaguar

Challenger
Elite

Cruiser
FM
CM
S3

^r Skis

Stinger

Team
Shorts
Avanti
Bandera
233 Mid
244 Mid
255 Mid
366 USA

Reg.

*58

150

175

165

200

225

225

UKUim BOOTS
NOW
^35

90
105
99

120
135
135

Cosmos
Venus
Orion
Slalom
Competition

Reg.

»135

100

100

125

255

NOW
^^99

50
50
75

153

J BOOTS

Reg.

»90

110

100

140

165

200

230

265

295

NOW
^56

66
50
84
99
135
145
159
150

ALOMOIM BINDINGS

101 JR
111JR
202
626
727

Reg.

»40

60

40

100

135

NOW
MO
20
10
70
95

Flip

Equipe Jr.

Comet
Expert
Equipe L
Equipe

)^sadi
M4-5
M4-15
M30-SRR

Reg.

»40

125

85

165

225

250

NOW
^24

75
50
99

135
150

liUuOlbllllL TENNIS RACQUETS
Reg. NOW

R-40 »105 «84"
C-12 95 74»'

RT 95 74"
Touch 75 62*'

HEAD TENNIS RACQUETS
Reg NOW

Graphite
Edge $i80

Legend 200

Vector 95

Edge 72

LEACH RACOUETBALL RACQUETS
Reg NOW

Marty Hogan
7100

Competition
Mill

M45"
99"
78"
59".

BINDINGS
Reg.

»55

132

132

NOW
'20

60

XCOUNTRY SKIS
NOWReg.

Fiberglass Step
No Wax M05

Fit>erglass Mohair
No Wax 105

Fiberglass

Waxable 95
Fiberglass
Racing i65

SPADEMAN^
BINDINGS

»45

4S

40

50

XCOUNTRY BINDINGS
Reg. NOW

75MM3Pin »8 ^2

75 MM 3 Pin 10 4
25 MM 3 Pin 15 6

Reg.

M30
NOW

550

BURT BINDINGS
Reg NOW
M30 830

OLIN

MKII
MK III D
MKIVC

SKIS
Reg.

LARGE SELECTION OF
ASSORTED SAMPLES AND
DEMO RACQUETS 40-80%
OFF REGULAR PRICES

DUNLOP TENNIS
RACQUETS

Reg. NOW
Black Max *99 ^79'°

YONNEX TENNIS
RACQUETS

Reg NOW
9200 (Glaflex) *95 $69"
Carbonex II 85 63^°

KENNEX TENNIS
RACQUETS

Reg NOW
Black Ace »i65 si25
Golden Ace no 79»»

Serac Special Purchase
Reg NOW

Mens Parka *ii5 550

CB Sports Special Purchase
Down Parka 130 70
Artie Express 150 125
Gunner 150 -125

NEW BALANCE
RUNNING SHOES

»89" 559"

80 55*"

39.95 28"
EKELTON RACQUETBALL RACQUETS

Reg NOW
Yellow Flex »38»* «28'*

Schmidtke XL 49" 39»5

HEAD PLUM RACQUETBALLS
Reg. NOW

Limit 6 Cans M<>^ si«»

SEAMCO 559 RACQUETBALLS

Reg NOW
Limit 6 cans M" $1>«

SQUASH RACQUETS
Reg. NOW

Spalding XS-1 »65 539"
Donnay Graphite
Pro 4495 3795

Donnay Allwood 28" 22'*

CLOTHING
Le Coq Sportif, Adidas,
Ruth Robbins, Fred Perry

30-60% OFF

WARM UPS
Moody, Adidas , Fred Perry,
Todd #1,Le Coq Sportif

30-60% OFF

FOOTWEAR SPECIALS
Tretorn, Adidas, Pony

Fred Perry

ADIDAS TRACK SHOES
Reg NOW

WOMEN'S SUITS

SAVE 50-75%
NOW V
M25
155
168

^ All Regular

No Layaways

VISA

3ki

Suggested

178A North Pleasant Street
Amherst, MA

Hours: 9-9 Dally

SOCCER SHOES
Reg. NOW

Adidas «35 $21
Puma 50 30
Puma 30 25

SP©RT
STORE

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECometoCoMegian Office CC 111 • «AK ^ >ic .^
^^^ ^""^^ ^» ^fc^ ^*^ ^fc^ ^^^^

^sh .n advanceV5 con. T\ ''T' * ^^^'""^ '^ ^'' ^° ^^^s prior to publicatior, dayadvance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?^

Rack A Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

]ThR'S T^'S g^ad^tudents"
Campus work 15 hours per week $5.00
per hour, send name, tele no, address to
Unaitis, 206 High, Greenfield MA

74 Fiat runs great $1000
40 M.P.G!
66S4182

i°\"^^
Ti^ketTl^^^ Tickets Jorma

5^ M18
"'""^ Tickets Jorma Tickets Call

Nautilus Mernbership Oct 20 thru Febls
low rate call 549 4353 (Peter)

APOLOGY

RACKAOISC apologizes for leaving the
Collegian last week. Thank you. Randv
546-7013

^

AUDIO

Speakers pair RAL 3000 new powerful 2 yr
warranty $350 or BO call Arnie 6-6387 or
50244

FOUND

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Triumph Spitfire excellent condition.
The little brat has a new engine, battery,
starter, tires. . an AM FM 8 track stereo - if

you can install it right it's yours. . .and it

also has new windshield wipers, they are
very vogue this year. Asking $3,500.00 so I

can buy my new "Rolls Royce" for
Christmas to "Betsy from Santa '. Call
545-3500. Thank you for listening.

Surplus Jeeps, Cars, Trucks Car iriv.

value $2143 sold for $100. For information
on purchasing similar bargains call
602 941 8014 ext. 6501 phone call refun
dable

73 Pontiac Catalina good condition, radial
tires, am/fmj_a^io $700 253-2808

69 Coro la 500^23^65^ e^en

71 AMC Javelin needs sme work must sell

best offer call 549-4889

1975 Spitfire AM FM 8-track mags ex cond
3200 best offer call eve 253-9379 or
2532950

Found many records they were in a little

gjreen table call 6 4230

Found: Black and white kitty. Leave
nriessageat^Colleiari^Women's Dept.

Found - set of keys in SBAireTcaTand
identify Chris 253 9808

Found lady's wrist watch Dowritown
Amh call with description 253 2416 5-6 PM

HELP WANTED

VW Parts rebuilt engine $350 665 4025

1973 Chevrolet Caprice mechanically
sound, fall inspected 17 mpg $400
1-967 7819

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253 9987

Overseas Jobs - Summe7/year roTind,
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500 - $1200 monthly. Sightseeing,
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA 1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

The People's Gay Alliance pays¥.50^n
hour to their work study office manager.
Flexible schedule, good working condi-
tions. Stop by 413B SUB 5-0154 deadline
Oct 22, 1981

Wanted: Students who commute to
Worcester daily or on weekends to serve as
courier. Will pay gas plus. Call 586 8355
leave message

Financial Manager - responsible for book
keeping/accounting, including billing,
payroll, accounts receivable, etc. 1525
hrs/week $4/hr apply Student Note Ser
vice 401 S.U.B. applications due 10/23 4
pm

BOLTWOOD BELCHERTOWN
PROJECT

Part Time Ad Rep Wanted Mass Com
munications major preferred. Must have car
and able to devote 20 hours per week. TV
Viewer Magazine. Call 1 533 8554 Leave
message for Jim

WIN! Cross-country ski package 1st prize.
Eleven others" Buy our raffle tickets Fnday
on the CC Concourse $1.00 a chance.
Help support Boltwood.

CONCERT TICKETS

Dan Fogelberg Tickets For Sale - Great
seats. Sat Oct. 17, New Haven Coliseum,
2 tickets (5) $25 or 4 tickets @ $50, call Mike
anytime 253 7283

INSTRUCTION

For tutoring in Math, Chemistry or
Physics by Ph.D. Call 584 5763 between 6
and 10 PM

LOST

ENTERTAINMENT

Professional DJ's for less $99 Special!
Reserve now Dorms, Semis, Christmas
Paul 5466924, Scott 546 6845, Dave
665 3082, Wendy 546-6941

On 1st Oct between Morrill and Boyden
knitted blue hat great sentimental value ring
546 4683

FOR RENT

Single room office near campus $150 in-
cluding utilities D.H. Jones Real Estate
5493700

FOR SALE

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best
offer 549^5669

One way plane ticket to San Francisco
Oct 18 call Kevin 253 5022 or Deb (617)

3591-6J68

Designer coat ladies size 8 10 never worn.
Tags are still on it. Black wool w/red satin
lining. Long. Call 546 6195

For Sale: Tenor Sax, Selmer professional
1978 model Mark VI excellent condition
phone: 549-4907 ask for Chris between 6
PM 10 PM Thanksi

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Casio 3x10 Calc Tues between 2: 15 & 2^30
between Herter & Hasbrouck 546p8491

Brown wallet in Southwest area great
sentimental value no questions asked
REWARD! Call Carolyn 546-9155

Lost in Sylvan area: a brown velour
jacket. If found please call Heaher at 6-4221
Much sentimental value (gift)

MASSAGE THERAPY

Strictly theraputic soothing Swedish
massage Ellen O'Rourke MsT 256-8320

$250 PER MONTH
New company seeks personnel on cam-
pus $1500 per month and car potential next
summer tele 1 773-3175

PERSONALS

Keith Moon is alive and well. See him in

The Kids Are Alright Fri 10/16 Mahar Aud.,
7, 9, 11 $1.25 Sponsored by Baker House
RSO funded

SANDY - Keep the faith Jack

SANDY Don't leave me floatin' Bosco
SANDY See you in bed Bunny
BETH Can't wait for the weekend Al

SANDY Keep on smiling Bucko
Last Day! Come to CC. Concourse to see
how you can save lots of $ Friday 9-4 to qet
THE BOOK
Kathy Devine in Southwood Give me a
ring you knucklehead or else The Very Ex
RocjTe^Bros Man 253-9074

I know who Dick is^

~

Happy Birthday Annette! Love from the
smi les across the hall

To my promiscious cutey Happy Birth
day no more little girl ILY D
Gail, Happy 26th Birthday, you old
sploobie! Don't let us catch you celebrating
at The Drake, the ARE other bars in town.
Let's hit them all! Love, Maria and Lucy

Judy A. Happy 2 1st! II Got ya a purple bird
but he got away! Ne bois pas trop! Ton
amie folle - Hoi

What are ya dicken me mazoo? Come
home from Southwest love, 202 4 6 7

Reincarnation Party Come as you
WERE!! 25c drafts 75c bottle beers, Tues.
Oct. 20, Poor Richard's $1 admission,
sponsored by Alpha Chi Omega
Happy Belated Birthd^y^ Cunha!
Though you may not be the most graceful
schmuck I know, at least you're a great
burper but Y.A.V.Y.G.O.I!

Psyched for Jimmy Cliff Sunday?
"

Harder They Come" Next Week
UMMB blow them away at Gloucester
Lowell hey virgins-psych shot lemon salt

lemon scream! bones we're boring but still

the best-violence from Boston to Virginia
We're the awesomest megaband with the
most wicked excellent colorguard even if

we do have a big nose, what, that's a big
noise, nevermind

Judy Arleo - Happy Birthday' We don't
see each other much anymore but I could
never forget you !J-ovje always, Michael

Amy - Happy 19th Birthdayi Have a great
day. Love, Susan

A Gigantic Happy Birthday C.S.W. I

love you madlyi Please don't get too legally
drunk!

328 Thoreau Where are you all^the time

Laura Have an awesome weekend & a
great birthday Love Dan
To the new pledges of SDT Congratula
tions!! Margey, Mary Jean, Carolyn,
Caroline, Judy, Susie, Joyce, and Ruth!!
We love you!

Howie - It's better the second time around.
ILY Pam

Amy Have a Happy Birthday and good luck
in lUD!! Love Steven

The Calvins ari^here^gain call 549 3686

Kevin - It's been hard but happy year look
ing forward to many more. Happy 1st

tomorrow . S'agapo more than ever Linda

'^>ETER S. ERICKSON

FEED ME WITH FOOdThAT IS CONVE-
NIENT FOR ME TO EAT

JACKIE ROMANO
Where are you call me Eva Marie 546-5972

RIDERS WANTED
~

Ride to SMU £r area weekends depen-
dable call Mike 527-9554 or 527-4624

ROOMMATE WANTED
Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
Pm 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Person to share a townhouse in Squire
Village 2 bdrm 355/ mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665 7544 keep
trying can leave message at 549 6526
Michael

Responsible roommate to share 2 bdrm
Southwood apt $155 +^u^ndy 253 5960
Roommate needed Oct June^ Brittany
Manor 95 month includes heat 256 6732
Gary

Rolling Green Apt male female wanted to
share 2 bdrm twnhse immediate occupancy
lease can be taken over call Joey 256 8059

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546 9981

Free-lance TYPING and~resurne^riting.
Top skills, reasonable rates Amherst
5490518

TYPING - 4 cents a line some overbite ser-
VK;e^al[at^549-4595

Thesis & Report Writers! Graphics for
covers, charts, maps. Sketches give all that
hard work a very professional look.
Reasonable rates . Evenings 549 4463

Make money shirts silkscreened foT^mir
Dorm, Club best prices 665-2142

Typing: RoyarSESOOOC'lelf correcting
pick up an deliver 665 7731 after 5:00

TRAVEL

Give Yourself A Break - Go to Montreal
for a Party Weekend. Bring some friends
along enjoy the sites. Also have a chance to
win a trip to DAYTONA BEACH for Spring
Break. All just $79.00 November 6, 7 8 Call

Lisa 665 2578 7 to 9 p.m.

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel

584 2832

WANTED
Wanted immediately! Workstudy person
for Collegian. Tuesday morning and Thurs-
day morning, other hours available. See
Maureen 8:30 - 3:30

Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps, Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday Saturday 10 a.m. 6 p.m. Licensed
by the Town of Amherst, member of
Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

Sell your hockey equip I need pads and
helmet call 665 7078 anytime

HELP! Lost one set of keys / with approx.
10 keys / leather holder brown call Betsy
Ann at 545-3500 or 533 0271

STOP! We want you at the Best Party
on campus Tonight at the Hatch featuring
Pressure Point. 9:00 to close Located in the
Student Union

I need one Jorma Ticket for the 7:30
show. If you have one and want to sell it

please call Doug at 546-6113 Thanks

WANTED TO RENT

I need an apartment to rent In January
along bus route is preferred. Please call

weekdaysJ46-6660 keep trying

Couple seks one bedroom apt. Starting
January. Must be convenient to University
or near bus line. Willing to sublet. Please
call Kate at 546 1274 or Gary at 546 5741

School of I aw
Uleslern Hew I ngland CoHojpe,

Sound In Motion for mOm. Insuauuon
•nd repair,. Were located In
Oowntown Amherat acroaa from the
Carriage Shop. and behind
sUverMsape DMlgna.

266 N

The School of Law
at Western New England College

Springfield, Massachusetts
will be represented by

Diane K. Youn,
Assistant Dean and

Director of Admissions
Professor William Roberts

Valerie Angelovich,
3rd year student

on Tuesday, October 20, 1981
from 2-3 p.m. and 3-4 p.m.

at Campus Center rooms 811 - 815
We encourage attendance by in
terested students, including women,
minority, and handicapped students.

Pleasant St.. Amherst (413) 253 9341
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Next America will fool you,
but it will keep you thinking
The Next America: The Decline and Rise of the
United States
Text by Michael Harringfton. Photographs by Bob
Adelman
Holt. Rinehart, and Winston, 154 pp.

By SUSAN RINd

Fooled by the lar^je type and abundance of photographs,
when I brought The Next America home I placed it kitty-
corner on top of The Best ofLife and Neie England Scenes
on our electrical cable spool/coffee table. Although the
book is Tar from the run-of-the-mill coffee table fare, it will
continue to occupy its originally assigned space.
Adelman's photographs capture something of the spirit

of the transition of the country, but need more detailed
captions and miss ranking with those of our two favorite
flip-through books. They provide a more engrossing diver-

sion than General Hospital or BMCP, but it is the text that
gives the reader reason to spend time with the book.

Harrington, a socialist active in the civil rights move-
ment and in the more recent protests against draft
registration, presents his social theory in a form less in-

timidating than the textbooks espousing the ideas of Hob-
bes. Rousseau. Marx and the lot. Unfamiliar with the
author's name (he's written nine other books), I was ig-
norant of the fact that 1 was to be tricked into actually
thinking.

Glad to report the experience painless and worthwhile.
Harrington's next America "must be found well to the left
of the New Deal rather than in a return to Herbert
Hoover." He is certain that the new conservatism will fail.

He says that John Winthrop's "city on the hill" (an image
Reagan used during his presidential campaign) "has turn-
ed mto a corporate fairy tale in central Florida called
Disney World, where Cinderella's Castle fronts for an effi-

•CoUegianis
cient monopoly."
"The Right urges an impossible illusion, the Left a pro-

blematic possibility," says Harrington. The possibility the
Left offers, according to the author, is the humane treat-
ment of the crises facing the country, the democratization
of the investment process in particular.

"I mean that the fundamental decisions now made by
giant corporations about what to produce and where to
produce it and whom to hire and what price, to charge and
what needs to meet must involve the actual producers, the
affected communities and the political system, from the
neighborhood on up to the nation as a whole and ultimate-
ly to global institutions. That would not be socialism, since
it envisions only a partial democratization of economic
power, with corporations and their private interest still

paying (sic-"playing?") a major role; but it would be
located far beyond, and to the left, of anything in the pre-
sent liberal tradition and practice," writes Harrington.

The author states that coalitions can effect a rise to
follow the current decline of the country. He illustrates
how groups have been mobilized when a situation has been
realized and a serious solution put forth. He does not offer
detailed solutior-s to the problems gf our society but rather
describes what is and what could be.
"There are several next Americas which have now

become possible, some of them frightening, one of them
worth at least two cheers and a passionate commitment "

writes Harrington. His next America sounds reasonable-
his abihty to make the reader think is worth three cheers'
Becausj the book looks like a glossy flip-through, perhaps
It will draw a number of unsuspecting flippers into givintr
some thought to The Next America

Rabbit keeps multiplying
RABBIT IS RICH
John Updike (Knopf)

By LISA MOSLEY
Collegian Correspondent

It's 1980. Gasoline is scarce and is topp-
ing a dollar a gallon. Bo Derek is the not so
secret fanta.sy of almost every American
male over the age of twelve. And Harry
Angstrom is back.

Although, it is the sequel to a sequel,
John Updike's latest n(»vel. Rnhhit is Rich,
proves to be more than ju.st the continuing
saga ot Harry Angstrom. It is Updike's
wry comment on an America that has
become, in the words of Angstrom's son.
"the same. ..wherever you go. The same
supermarkets, the .same plastic .shit for

sale." Updike continually conveys the
flatness and monotonous sameness of con

-

tempt)rary America. The almost identical
economy cars Harry sells, the
developements of mock Tudor houses in
Brewer's (city where Harry lives) affluent
sul>erbs, and the members of Harry's coun-
try club for the upper middle clas.s all con-
tribute to the mundaneness of modern life.

The novel's major flaw is the character of
Harry Angstrom. When Updike first in-

troduced Harry in Rabbit Run, he was an
irresponsible impulsive coward - an
unpleasant character, but not wholly
unlikeable. Twenty years and two books
later, he is very much the same. Middle age
has brought structure and boredom to
Harry's life. After pitying him in Rabbit
Run. and abhoring him in Rabbit Redux, I

found myself not really caring what hap-
pened to Harry by the last third of the
latest novel; he has begun to age into a ter-
ribly dull character. His countless
arguments with his now-adult son and
endless sexual fantasizing become
tiresome.

Despite its tendency to become tedious,

the novel is worth reading .solely for Up-
dike's flowing poetic style and superb
mastery of the English language.

On the whole. Rabbit is Rich is a wor-
thwhile novel. I only hope that ten years
from now when Updike decides to make his

next comment on contemporary American
society, he does so through fresh different

characters.

I

Cinderella's Castle, "a front for an

effective monopoly."
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201 Student Union

Univ. of Mass.

Amherst, MA 01003

(413) 545-0400/0401
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STRICTLY PERSONAL

including:
In The NighttNTi«/NoOn* LHw ^fou/Bop

Cwtl G«t Over You/She sHot

JUST RELEASED
on Columbia and Epic Records

Our Reg: 6.69

Now: 6.49
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FRANK ZAPPA
YouAreWhat You Is

including:

You Are What You Is/GobHn Girl

Harder Than Your Husband/Dore«n
The Meatt ShaH Inherit Nottvng

m
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Now: 6.49
Ep«: we trademartis of CBS Inc

Promotional
Sale

Our Reg: 9.79

Now: 9.59
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KXiELBERO
.ri-^H THE
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^^lh$;>.:.: ...^^^1 including:

^mY^m^^ Same Old Lang Syn*
Lost In Tha Sun

^^^W '^^^H Leader Of The Band

Ghosta

Htfl^Ha^iil^Mi^K^ VL> y^^l Run For The Roses

Hard To Say

Our Reg: 9.79

Now: 9.69

These Are Still The LOWEST PRICES
STOP IN AND COMPARE

hours: 10 - 5

,. .
Monday - Saturday

Union Records Unlimited - "Your Student-Run Record Store''
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* Spikers
continuedfrom page 20

We're improving with every game, and if it

wasn't for Elaine, I know I wouldn't have
made it as far as I have."

Siler and the Minutewomen travel to the
University of Delaware this weekend for

the Delaware Tournament. UMass will face
James Madison University at 7:20 p.m.

tonight, folbwed by Princeton University
at 10:00 p.m. The Minutewomen will then
play the University of Maryland at 9:00
tomorrow morning, followed by play in

Friday. October 16, 1981

either elimination bracket or consolation
bracket.

"We're in an All-Division One tourna-
ment, said Sortino, "I hope we do well
The team's improving every day, they're

playing better with every match. If we
keep our poise, I think we'll come out of
this weekend very well."

Following the tournament, UMass will

play the University of Connecticut and
New York Technical Tuesday evening at
UConn at Storrs.

Riders at N.H.
"The UMass Equestrian Team par-

ticipated in two intercollegiate horse shows
last weekend in New Hampshire.

Last Saturday, at Dartmouth College.
Ken Whelihan took a second place ribbon iri

Open Horsemanship and Vicki Fairchild
won third place in advanced walk, trot and
canter. This accomplishment advances her
into a high division (Novice) and qualifies
her to participate in a regional horse show
this spring.

Bill Landesman and Lisa Knowlton won

fourth place ribbons. Cindy Cotrona and
Andrea Seymour won fifth, and Janice
Wholley took sixth place ribbons, all in
their respective classes.

The results of last Sunday's show at Col-
by Sawyer College were of special
significance to Andrea Seymour. Seymour
took first in Advanced WTC. This advances

her into Novice Horsemanship and also
qualifies her to participate in the Regional
Horse Show. Karen Lynch won a first and
sixth place riblwn.

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL

MBA PROGRAM

An Admissions Representative from
Harvard Graduate School

of Business Administration
v^ill be on campus

October 23

to meet with students interested in
the two-year MBA Program

Contact the
Career Planning and Placement Center

for more details and to sign up for
an information session.

Harvard Business School is committed to
the prmcipal of equaJ educational opportumty.

STOCKBRIDGE HOOP
- There will be a team
meeting for all candidates
for Stockbridge basketball,
Monday, Oct. 19 in Boyden
223 at 7 p.m.

* Football
continuedfrom page 20

sound defeat at the hands of Delaware and
Main^ is riding high on the heels of a stunn-
ing 26-16 upset of the previously
undefeated University of New Hampshire.

^^
"We've got to regroup," Pickett said.

"We're back in the Yankee Conference
race thanks to what Maine did to New
Hampshire. This is the beginning of our se-
cond season and it's a must game."
There is really not too much to look for

tomorrow from Massachusetts that will dif-
fer from what has already been shown so
far this season. —
Although the UM offensive attack was

opened up a bit more, for instance, throw-
ing passes on first down instead of waiting
until fourth quarter rallies, the attack will
most likely be led by stand-in (although at
this point he's played eight and half
minutes more this year than season-starter
Dean Pecevich) quarterback, sophomore
Barrett McGrath, who will hand off or pit-
chout to tailback Garry Pearson.
Freshman fullback Demo Drougas may

have earned himself more well-deserved
playing time with his stellar (60 yards
rushing, two TDs) game last week at
Newark.

McGrath has had a hard time trying to
show that he is the Massachusetts field
leader of the future let alone the moment.
The Catholic Memorial H.S. product led
the team in rushing last week with 83
yards, but so far has proved to be an inef-
fective passer, completing only 14 of 43 at-
tempts in a little over two games' action
with four interceptions.

Maine on the other hand, comes to
Amherst with a new, charged-up offensive
thrust which should test the Minuteman
"D" with or without the valuable Bouier as
an accoutrement.

The Kears have adopted the wing-T
backfield set this year under rookie head
coach Roy Rogerson, and although they
have not done well record-wise (1-4-1),
Maine has done a number on each defense
they have faced.

Senior halfback Peter Ouellette is a
three-way threat as . a running back,
receiver and return mafi^ and freshman
Rich LaBonte who garnered ECAC and
YC Rookie-of-the-Week honors for his 83
yards passing, 72 yards rushing against
UNH last week, plus the incomparable
Bouier, comprise a powerful offensive ar-
mory.

The UM defense, which put in a
yeoman's effort last week against
Delaware, on the field for much of the
game minute-wise, is looking to win back
some lost face in Division I-AA.
Senior defensive tackle Eric Cregan in-

jured his ankle and had to leave the game in
the second quarter last week but is ex-
pected to back at full strength for tomor-
row's affair.

So, if you don't make it to the game
tomorrow and you're driving on Route 495
to look at the foliage, keep your eyes on the
road in front of you because there still

might be*a trap or two that the Minutemen
forgot to bring back to town with them.
(UMass-UMaine, Alumni Stadium 130
p.m.)

wuzawedcorrdmt
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Pappy McQiy, Railroad Surveyor, Chicago & Ouray Railroad.

Until you needed it,

Jeremiah's strength wasn't
that obvious. But his spirit

and might were always
there, ready to help dig a

friend out of whatever trou-

ble he was in. Just woe
betide the bcxly who tcx)k

him lightly -«=«*^

Jeremiah Weed is more
than a legacy It's a tribute

to a 100 prcx)f maverick.

Thursday,

November 5

8p.m.

BOX OFFICE: Noon to 4PiVl, M-F (413)545-2511

RmArts
Center
Concert Hall

lOOProofJeremiahWeed
Jeremiah Weed^ Bourbon L.queur. © 1981 Heublein. Inc . Hartford. Conn
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Mnutemen are on the run
c

UMass

RUNNING OUT OF TIME? -UMass quarterback Barrett McGrath (12) and the UMas8footh,nM k .
^o... ™:±;., .:S»h. „?C±^^SSf

Maine tomorrow in a mu^t-win game. (1:30. Alumni Stadium.)
M.nutemen have their work cut out for them as they host

UM
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

If you haven't seen any members of the
University of Massachusetts football team
around campus much this week, although
some people might dispute it. they have not
been hiding out in the Berkshires all week
m shame because of their 38-15 whipping
by the University of Delaware last Satur-
day.

You see. the reason that they have not
been around is that coach Bob Pickett sent
half the team, the defense, out on a mission
to set steel-jaw bear traps all the way down
mterstate 495 South at ten to twenty yard
mtervals.

J J "

The big, burly guys you've seen around
campus with the funny looking hunting
hats and the thick red and black checked
jackets, wielding double-barrel shotguns
were the offensive half of the football
Minutemen.

Through their combined efforts, the
Massachusetts gridiron gallants are trying

to turn their season around and conquer
the Black Bears of the University of Maine.

If all of these pregame tactics prove
fruitless, and it looks like they probably
will, save the possibility of UMaine's super-
back Lorenzo Boier being out of action
with an injury (not inflicted by any
Minuteman), then UMass will play the
Bears in a game held at Alumni Stadium
tomorrow starting at 1:30 p.m.

Tomorrow's contest, the 28th meeting
between the two Yankee Conference
rivals, is the first in a series of "must win"
games for Massachusetts.

Since league play so far this season has
been kaleidoscopic, the perfect recreation
of the trite classic, "any team can beat any
other team on a given (Saturday)." then
the Minutemen are still in the race and
super-optimistically. in national playoff
contention if they win the rest of their

league encounters.

The two teams clash tomorrow at com-
pletely opposite sides of the momentum
spectrum. Massachusetts is coming off a

continued on page 19

What if they lose?
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

Close the curtains, this one's over.
The fat lady already sang and it was a

baleful dirge.

(Dandy Don Meredith's voice), "Turn out
the lights.. .the party's over."
Good night Irene.

All of the above classic, final season cof-
fin nail cliches, will become painfully valid
at approximately 4:30 p.m. tomorrow if

one looks at the Alumni Stadium
scoreboard and discovers that the Universi-
ty of Massachusetts football Minutemen
are on the backside of their third con-
secutive decision.

The "it" that will be over is the
Minutemen's season since a loss to the
University of Maine would constitute
Massachusetts' second Yankee Conference
loss of the season and with the way league-
play is going so far this year, this would
knock them out of the YC race and any
hopes of playoff contention.
Right?

Sure it's right if you happen to be one of

Plaue

SILER
Colkihan pholo hy Jim Waldrnn

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

These la.st two years have Ix-en .surpris-
ing ones for .Jo Ann Siler.

Toming to the University of
Mas.sac-hu.sett.s to try out for ba.skt'tl>all.

Slier was never called after she tried out.
So she tried out for volleyball. She became
a starter on the .stjuad last year.
This year, she's the teamCaptain.
"I had played volley}»all when I was in

high .school." .said Siler. who atteruh-d Mt.
Plea.sant High in Schenectady. N.V."
Three years varsity, one year .IV.My coach
was very g(M)d, hut she had her hands full

teaching fundamentals to us. I was much
more of a baKketball player -

I came to
UMass to play basketball".

Siler saw the tlyer for vollevhall team
tryouts when she walked by coach Elaine
Sortino's office shortly after her ba.sketball
tryouts.

"I was surprised how big UMass was on
volleyball." she .said, "and I was also sur
pri.sed how u\ii of shafM- I was when I first
played!"

The biggest surprise came earlier this

>eai
,
when Siler was elected team captain.

"I was nervous at first (at being
captain)." said Siler. "I kept thinking 'Am
I doing the job?' Now. we all look to each
other for support, we've been coming
together as a team, and we're getting to
know each other as a team."
Coach Sortino praisefl the way her cap-

tain had blended with her team.
"She(Siler) has improved

tremendously." said Sortino. "she's an ex-
cellent team captain and a good leader In
hustling for the ball, setting, hitting, .lo

Ann's steady as steady can be. She irihe
epitome of a volleyball player. I'm really
proud of her."

major from New York, the volleyball pro-
gram means two more years of growth
within the program and two more years of
-seeing the program grow. It also means to
•set an example for the other players and to
l)e an e.ssential part of the team.

"It's (the volleyball program) a good pro-
gram." said Siler. "We've got a good
schedule, lots of games. We've got the
ability to beat every team we face, but we
lack something - confidence, I think.

continued on page 19

those Minuteman "fans" who's been
holding that fat, always freshly-inked
"OVERRATED" stamp over the team
ever since day one, when it first became ap-
parent that this might be the year for
UMass football to go places.

If you are one of those people, then go to
the game with a smug "I told you so"
visage firmly in place ready to banter with
your Alumni neighbor about how "you
knew this was going to happen all along."
You'll probably have a grand time. The on-
ly thing that would besmirch your day is if

UMass kicked Maine's ass. Then you'd
have to wait till the BU game to peddle
your wares.

If you are not of this mind, ready to bury
the Minutemen with every opposing first
down, maybe you'll realize that win or lose,
the season is going to continue. The team is

not going to vaporize if they lose. There
will still be five more games left to play.
League championship or no, playoffs or

cipher, these guys will be out there for five
more Saturdays and they will still be trying
their damnedest to win.

UM runners

excel in XC
The University of Massachusetts men's

cross country team placed second behind
Dartmouth College in a four-team meet at
Dartmouth last Saturday.
The Minutemen harriers fell just four

points short of defeating host Dartmouth,
scoring 40 points to the Green's 36, but UM
did finish in front of third-ranked in New
England UConn.
Massachusetts co-captain Paul Beaulieu

led the Minutemen, finishing third l)ehind
Connecticut's (Jerry Vanesse and IX"s
Keith Hampton. UM co-captain Chris

^
Omeltchehko placed fifth in the 5.8 mile
course.

Other Minuteman performers were
.sophomore Rodney LaFlamme, ninth. Jon
Caffrey. tenth, Dan Fitch, thirteenth. Rick
Doiron. fifteenth and Don Tremblay in six-
teenth place.

In a home meet Saturday against Spr-
mgfield College, the UMass women's team
edged out a tough Indian squad, 27-29.

Tricia Moores and Judy McCrone finish-
ed a strong one-two as they have been do-
ing all season long.

Moores broke her own UMass course
record a week ago against Smith College at
17:49 on the 5000 meter course
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Students bring

brutality suit

against Amherst
By JUDD WARNER
Collegian Staff

The attorney for two University of Massachusetts
students has filed a $650,000 civil suit at Springfield
Federal District Court against the Amherst Police
Department Chief, five officers and the Town of Amherst.
Steve Shulman, an economics graduate student, and

Gerald Fresia,33, a political science graduate student, are
seeking damages from the defendents stemming from two
seoarate cases of alleged police brutality during the
Amherst Nursing Home strike in September, 1980. No
trial date has been set.

Defendents named in the suit are Amherst Police
Department Chief Donald Maia, Sergeant Richard F.

Buckley, Officer Timothy M. Sullivan, Town of Amherst,
and three other unidentified officers.

According to the suit, on Sept. 24 Shulman and other
picketers were walking the picket line at the Home when
police began escorting temporary workers through the
picket line and into the Home. Shulman and others were
following the temporary workers, urging them to honor
the lines, when he was "grabbed" from behind, the suit

states.

The suit alleges Shulman was thrown face down to the
ground, handcuffed roughly by several officers, and
choked nearly unconscious by Buckley. Shulman offered no
resistence, the suit states.

Fresia was also victimized under similar circumstances,
according to the suit.

On September 25 Fresia and other picketers linked arms
and surrounded police to prevent them from escorting
Cemporary workers into the home.
Fresia alleged he was knocked to the ground by police

officers, had his arms twisted behind him violently and had
his hair puUed for two to three minutes.
Robert A. Constantino of East Boston, attorney for the

IM TMF XTdl/C D ¥• Coileitian photo by Vince D*Win
iiN int. iMtWfe — Koommates Lisa Gingrraz and Maggie Korad returned to their Webster dorm

room on Saturday to find it chock full of newspapers. Floormate "Roy," rumored to be the culprit, had
no comment other than a few chuckles.

plaintiffs, said Shulman seeks $25,000 each for punitive
damages from Buckley. Maia and the three unidentified
officers, and $75,000 from the other unidentified officer for
compensatory damages from the same defendents
collectively.

Constantino said Fresia also seeks $25,000 each for
punitive damages from Sullivan, Maia, the three

•onn^A^.^'^*^
officers and. the Town of Amherst, and

JJOO.OOO compensatory damages from the same defendents
collectively.

Fresia had l^n charged with trespassing by the
Amherst Polio^ Department. He pleaded guilty and was

/.

sentenced to pay $25 in court costs with his charges
continued without a finding.

Shulman under the same charges was assessed $75 in
court costs, the charges continued without a finding for
three nionths.

The Amherst Nursing Home on University Drive was the
site of an employee strike for additional contract benefits
last September. UMass Police and Amherst Police
escorted temporary workers hired by the home through
the picket lines. Flare ups between police, picketers, and
temporary workers were reported.

A trickless, treatless Halloween for UMass
By JEFF ROSENBERG
Collegian Correspondent

Student activities will be limited this

Halloween to prevent a repeat of the
vandalism and bad publicity the University
received during previous Halloween
weekends.

According to a memorandum issued on
October 7 by the office of the Vice Chan
cellor for Student Affairs. "Last year, the
coming of Halloween meant the coming of
unprecedented violence and destruction;
the arrival of countless uninvited 'guests'

looking for a good time at our expense; and
the appearance of some of the worst

headlines of the year."

In order to combat past problems, a policy

was developed which limited Halloween
activities. "This policy proved to be sue
cessful last year and will be implemented
once again this year, said Bryan C. Harvey,
the assistant to the Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs.

Gorman swims, see related story pg.3

( ollrKian phiitfi h\ Tern HrlUrinrr

SPLISH, SPLASH — Sue Hotaling, left and Heather Whitney, right find a humorous side to
the flooding of their dorm. Gorman is in Central.

According to Rick Shanor, of the UMass
News Bureau, the policy is as follows:

— All campus activities will be limited to

the residential halls. Dorm parties will be
restricted to UMass students only; and
there will be a ban on alcohol at the parties.

— No guests will be permitted in the

residential halls without their dorm key and
a valid UMass identification card.

— The Campus Center will be closed at

6p.m. on both Friday and Saturday nights.

Many student leaders said they are
disappointed by the administration's

Halloween policy.

"There was practically nothing to do on
campus last year. Many students left the
University during Halloween last year to

prevent what they saw as a boring time,"
said Scott Cashman, Chair of the Campus
Center Board of Govenors.
A variety of safe, interesting and fun

programs was definitely needed this year,
said Cashman. Members of the Student
Govenment Association met with the BOG
to develop a plan for alternative Halloween
activities including dance bands and movies
to be restricted to UMass students only.

The plan that was developed realized the
need for adequate security measures to

prevent the rowdiness and violence that

occured in 1979. said Cashman.
The plan was not taken under serious

consideration by the administration, Cash-
man said. The BOG and SGA members
were upset and annoyed with the ad-

ministration's lack of cooperation in

developing alternative programs for

Halloween weekend. Cashman said.

"The overall complaint of the Student
Government Association is that there was
no student input to policy decisions, for

students, but. not by students," said Kevin
Mangan, SGA co-president.

The Board of Govenors and other student
leaders view this year's Halloween policy as
just another example of the UMass ad-

ministration's disregard for UMass
students to utilize their own campus, said

Cashman.

k'
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Wbrid^^a^^ news
Monday, October 19, 1981,
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"^campusV
center

Monday, October 19lh

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
Drink specials Free Admission

Tuesday, October 20th

FREE MOVIE NIGHT

CONCERT FOR BANGLADESH
with. . .

George Harrison, Ringo Starr, Eric Clapton & Bob Dylan
8 & 10 pm showings

*Valid ID and A.B.P. tticker required to purchase alcohol

itt^Mii* i^^^i^C^^^ii/^

Greek Premier loses to

socialist candidate
ATHENS, Greece (AP) - Premier

George Rallis conceded defeat yesterday to

Andreas Papandreou's leftist Panhelienic
Socialist Movement in crucial elections that
signal a radical shift in the NATO nation's

pro-Western stance.

Official early returns indicated that the
Panhelienic Socialist Movement Pasok
would have about 47 percent of the popular
vote, more than enough to control the 300-

member single-chamber Parliament under
Greece's complicated election system.
A dejected Rallis, leader of the con-

servative New Democracy Party, went to

the press center to announce his defeat

before hundreds of journalists.

"I hope the Greek people will not be sorry

for their decision," Rallis said.

As he made his short address in the
center at a downtown Athens hotel,

thousands of Pasok supporters were
running through the streets jubilant over
their victory. Cars carrying green and
white Pasok flags raced through the main
avenues honking their horns.

Rallis conceded defeat within three hours
of the closing of the nation's polling
stations. Some 7 million Greeks were
eligible to Vote, choosing between 2,916
candidates of 14 parties ranging from
extreme right to revolutionary left.

The policies of the Pasok and the New
Democracy Party were diametrically op-
posed, with Rallis calling for continued ties

to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
and the European Common Market.'

ADVERTISEIV^ENT

Utopias continued harassment of people
compels us to speak out against tl;ieir

despicable actions. ;

Whoever is perpetrating this ugliness,
whether they are serious, quasi-serious, or
not serious, should recognize that this is

only hate, and the kind of hate that fueled
the fires of history's most terrible
tragedies. '

!

We call on Utopia, and all who teach hate,
to stop now. To stop before it is too late.

The UMass members of CAKP.

S

s

Israel's Dayan is buried

in unadorned ceremony
NAHALAL, Israel (AP) - Moshe

Dayan, Israel's soldierstatesman who
fought as hard for peace as he did for

victory on the battlefield, was buried

yesterday in a simple funeral at his boyhood
village in the Galilee.

Thousands of people lined the road as the
cortege drove to the little cemetery on a
wooded hilltop overlooking a freshly

harvested field. A throng of friends,

relatives and dignitaries pressed around
the grave.

The nation followed the funeral on a live

Israel Radio broadcast. The press recorded
Dayan's death as the passing of a legendary
figure, a modern-day incarnation of the
ancient Israelite kings and warriors.

Dayan led Israel's army through three
wars as chief of staff and, later, defense
minister. Then, as foreign minister, he
helped negotiate peace with Egypt.
The gaunt ti6-year-old statesman with

the world-famous eyepatch suffered a heart

attack Friday at Sheba Hospital outside Tel
Aviv, where he died in the arms of his wife.

Rachel.

But it was his longstanding wish to be

buried at Niahalal, 50 miles northeast of Tel
Aviv, where he grew up in a farming
commune and learned to handle a gun.

Dayan had insisted oi! an unadorned
funeral. His coffin, draped in the blue-and-

white Star of-David flag, lay in state for

two hours in the Nahalal cultural hall.

Then six army generals lowered the plain

timber box into the grave as Dayan's sons
Ehud and Assaf read Kaddish, the Jewish
prayer for the dead, and a military cantor
sang benediction.

"God full of mercy, who dwelleth in the
high places, find a good resting place for

Moshe. son of Shmuel, Dayan," the cantor
sang.

The Khetorir exemption test will Ix" jnven .inight from 7
to *» p.m. in Maliar Audit rium. It will lie a ;'><)() w(»rd essay
evaluated on depth of tn-atment, deveicpment and sup-

port, orjianizalion, style, and meehanics. Students should
al.'^o hriiin their student ID, a pen, and 50*. Paj)er will be
provided. Results will he posted outside the Rhetoric of-

Ice on November \\\. i

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian
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Another tuition hike
By KEVIN BOWE
Colle^an Staff

Tuition will increase for public colleges and universities
next year, said James Martin, Chairman of the Board of
Regents last Tuesday.

We've fallen very badly l)ehind the other states in tui-
tion rates and we must be prepared tor the fact that there
will be further tuition increases in the future, " Martin
said.

Last spring the Regents increased tuition at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts by $200. This 27 percent increase
was the largest in the history of UMass, which has the

("firn^H^^
tuition rate in the country. sai(! Studentgovernment co-president Larry Kocot.

Regent Ray Stata who was the main supporters of last

Alger Hiss to speak
at UMass Tuesc

spring's tuition increase, .said there should be a review of
the tuition system. The tuition system should provide
greater access to those who can't affort to pay for their
etiucation and at the same time make those who can afford
it pay more.

"Public funds should not subsidize those who can pay."
Stata said.

Collective bargaining increases for the employees in the
public higher education system contributes to increa.sed
tuition, Stata said.

"It is a principle element of cost. Someone must pay the
increases and it must be a shared effort of the student and
taxpayer to do so," Stata said.

John Duff, Chancellor of Higher Education and the chief
executive officer for the regents, said there has ot yet
been no review of the tuition system. He said he had never

beard of a tuition plan that takes into account the income
of a student or their family.

"We are still developing a way to distribute the tuition
waivers. We're not working on a tuition plan yet." Duff
said.

Martin. Duff and Stata said the major problem facing
public higher education is lack of funding from the state.
Martin said students are contributing to increa.sed fun-

ding by paying more tuition.

Tuition paid by students goes into the state's general
fund and not back to UMass, Kocot said. Students paid 27
percent more in tuition this year and UMa.ss re<-eived $2
million less than it requested from the states, he .said.

Stata said students, employees, trustees and regents
should unite in support of adequate funding for public
higher education.

By ELIZABETH HERMANCE
Collegian Staff

Alger Hiss, speaking on "The American
Press; The Role and Influence of the Press
During the McCarthy and Watergate
Era," will be the featured guest of the
UMASS Distinguished Visitors Program,
tomorrow, Oct. 20, at the Student Union
Ballroom

From today until Wednesday, Hiss has
planned to be in residence, where he will be
giving seminars in various political science,
history and legal studies classes,'on his ex-
periences in politics, workings with
Roosevelt and his part in the New Deal.

In 1948, Whittaker Chambers, then a
senior editor of Tiine, accused Hiss of
passing his secret State Department
documents in the late 1930's when

Chambers was supposed to have been com
munist. Hiss denied the charge, but
Chambers produced sixty-tive pages of
retyped State Department documents as
evidence and Hiss was indicted and found
guilty of lying to a Federal Grand Jury
(when he said he never gave Chambers
secret documents) and went to jail for per-
jury.

Hiss still maintains he is innocent and has
been suing the government for all material
pertaining to him under the Freedom of In-

formation act. As a result of information
found* in the documents obtained so far.

Hiss plans to file a petition of coram nobis
(used by defendants who feel misrepresen-
tations of fact led to their conviction).

Today controversy still surrounds this

case which acted as a catalyst for Mc-
Cathyism.

Battered women celebrate

the key to their survival
By KELLY BURKE and
CRIS SCHUSTER

Collegian Staff

The "Battered Women's Movement"
might better l)e called the "Survivors
Movement." suggested one j)articipant

during a rally Saturday in Springfield in

celebration of a National Day of Unity for

Battered Women's Shelters. Carrie, one of
the founding mothers of
Necessities/Necesidades the Battered
Women's shelter in Northampton, told a
crowd of about 125 in Court Square that
the "battered women's movement" sound-
ed t(x> victimizing. She also said she had
l)een a battered woman for 13 years and "it

was the organized woman's movement that
took me out of my home."
The National Coalition Against Domestic

Violence declared October 17 a day for

women of the shelters to unite to mourn
those who have been battered, to celebrate
the existance of the shelters, and to decide
what else can be done to help the cause.
Jean Gossholtz, an organizer of the rally,

and a member of the board of directors at

HEGIRA (a battered woman's shelter in

Springfield) said, "We are here to speak
about beaten and raped women, children
sexually abused by adult men....about the
pain of this in all of our minds.. .and of how
women have sought to deny the reality of
this violence..."

'"WsK enormity of violence in the com-
munity is too nfiuch to bear," Grossholtz
said.

An estimated 60 percent of all nruu-ried

women are physically abused, statistics

show one wonrmn is beaten every 18

seconds, rape and sexual abuse is so com-
mon that one in tour girls can expect to Oe
raped or abused before the age of 18, and
according to the FBI, one in three women
will be raped in her lifetime, states a pam-
phlet distributed by the organizers.

(Jro.ssholtz also said we deny the extent
of the violence at the risk of denying our
own sisters.

Some of the entertainment educated par-

ticipant.s in the rally of the dynamics of

woman-battering, such as a skit, presented
by friends of Necessities/Necessidades en-

titled "A Battered Woman's Piece." It il-

lustrated the indifference the battered
woman encounters from her husband, her
friends and the legal and medical systems,
until she reaches a battered woman's
shelter where she finds support and
strength.

Women in the audience who had been
battered and gone through shelters were
invited to speak of their experience to the
crowd.

"I came in as a basket-case and am leav-

ing a total woman," said one woman.
Another woman said when she had been

battered there was no place for her to go,

and she was glad there is now.
Local musicians sang about womanhood

— the pain and pleasure. Donna Demers
and Trina Hope signed for the speakers
and singers throughout the afternoon.

Wendi Dragonfire and the Valley
Wonrien's Martial Arts performed self-

defense techniques. Dragonfire, who has a
black belt in Karate, stressed the defensive
nature of the art. She said her philosophy
is, "learn to fight so that you won't have
to."

ColleKian phnlii bv John .Vla|;dziarz

BAMBOO FLUTES - CASIAC Major Gail Platz gives a flute solo at
her flute sales booth in theCampus Center Thursday.

Gorman residents seek

shelter from leaky roof
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By SALLY KERANS
Collegian Staff

Multiple leaks in the roof forced an
undetermined number of students living on
the third and second floors of Gonnan dor-

mitory to leave their rooms last night.

Mindy Tirrell, a Cluster Reskient Assis-

tant (CRA) in Gorman, said that as of nine

o'clock last night she knew of five students

who had b«en directed by Sharon Kibetz,

Central Cluster Coordinator, to go to Brett

dormitory to receive temporary room
assignments in study lounges. Kibetz did

not want to comment on the situation.

Tirrell said the fourth floor, which has
been closed since last year, was the most
severely flooded.

"It's kind of a funny situation, but it's a
big hassle to move," said Linda Marbott, a
Gonnan junior on exchange here from
Oregon State who had to move to Brett for

the night. Does this happen at Oregon
SUte? "No, not at all," she said.

About 100 students gathered in the k)bby

)f Gorman for a coffeehouse amidst a con-

*erted but admittedly unorganized effort

by students and Housing administration

employees to clean up the water and
relocate those students whose rooms were

imliveable.

Throughout the second and third floor
hallways of Gorman, students swept pud-
dles of water into bathrooms and taped
sheets of plastic to the ceilings to catch the
water.

Housing personnel were unable to
estimate how k>ng it wouM take to remove
the water which covered about a quarter of
an inch of fkwrs and up to an inch in other
pjaces. "If it rains all night, it will take all

night." saki one empk>yee. Small pumps
were used in rooms and vaccum deaner
designed for water removal was used in the
most severely flooded areas.
Paul Giveler, Cluster Operations

Manager, sakl that he did not know how
many students had been evacuated and
that the effort to rekxate was "disorganiz-
ed."

"They have nowhere to put us," saki one
woman who chose to remain in her room
despite some flooding. "They (the Univer-
sity) knew this was going to happen. I'm a
junior and I've lived here for three years
and I remember the same thing happened
two years ago...They should have known
that this was going to be a rainy season.
They always take the cheapest way out and
they always end up regretting it," she said.
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Hadtey-Amherst Open 24 hours
Spaildes like genuine

diamonds! Costs far less!

Half
Carat

plus tax*

EaiTingft, Pendants
or Solitaire 1 Cl99
Rings cfe -i-^^l.
•With only $100 wortti of our register tapes

Ou'
(moio>

CokxpricO
film trom 110,

26 or 135
only II only one picture
on your roll turru out
fou pay only 15t no
•ulra clurge lor

pmcMstnglhe
•irtwl* roll' Rapnnis t9( ta
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Print.

ICE CREAM PARLOR SALE

Hendries Ice Milk

Breyer's Ice Cream

Ice Cream

n.fwrVS 1.59

'J,'. 2 19

Chocolate Pudding Shells 99

self-service deli Save!

One pound package

Oscar t

Mayer ^^
IWenersl*^
Beef Wieners
Sliced Bacon
Beef Bologna
Variety Pack
Hillshire Farms
Knockwurst
Jimmie Dean

1 ir-nm*.... 1.59

1.99

.1.49

199
.219
189
1.59

from our kitchen Fresh'

1 lb pkg, Stop & Shop

Potato-
Salad a
18ozPiz/a Moof OoiJW Whp.il

Slop* snot 1.39
Cooked Chicken"1£j;S,r? 1 29
Coi*l1'r-/N'»

27 oz
pkg

frozen meat Poultry Sale'

Cornish
Hens fiQ«
us Grade A ib^^^F
Party Pack o.Sr5^.*»,7^s 2 49
Chicken Breast '^T^^^f 2.59
Weaver Chicken on.:;:i7>':5'i .2.79
Weaver Thign,jo>um»iicki2B<wo«fl 2 79
Turkey Breast Sr»n«nd0»iB<«iW«»O QO

seafood Tasty, nutritious'

FyeshSchrod
Haddodc039
Fillets ^l lb

Fresh Flounder Fillets *2.99
Fresh Cod Steaks .. .. , * 1 .99
Pollock Frozen Fillets ,t, 1 .69

bakery From our own ovens'

Sliced Cinnamon

Cofifee
Cake #7A<
Stop& Shop 14 oz ^ J#
Hostess Twinkles <^Z7^'r> 1.49

health & beauty aids

Boneless
Chuck %79
Roast lb

Shoulder
ndon

roiled, jap
TBoneBeefChuckSteak lb 1.49
BeefTop Round Steak ib 2.59
BeefRound Tip Steak » 2.69

BeefBottom Round Roast '*»?.';r^. ibl.89
BeefTop Round Roast upio6i>om« .hi qq
BeefRoUnd Tip Roast ^^0^;:^ I199 ^^eei Kouna lip bteaK ,b2.69
Beef Rib Roast Large End 4th-7th Rib ---''

ib 1*99 ^^^^^Y^ Round Steak ib 2.79
Underblade Roast BeefChuck Bone n ^^ 1.69 Boneless Blade Steak ^. ib 2.49Rump Roast BeefRound .4s0A.cix.ce

,b 2.09 | PorterhouseSteak ^' ^° "
lb 3.69

L(x>k what ourbuye^ .
broughthome for youf

^Colonial
Semi-Boneless 470^^ ^p^ ^ w,-iter added ^M m %9
HamPortionsX ^
Colonial Smoked Pork Butts . . -^^ m 1.89
Colonial Boneless Ham "^^ ,b2 39
Smoked Pork Shoulder ^^^^^'^^^^^^-^^

.^ i 29

grocery Special values!

- Family Packs Stretch Your DoUars! -

FlTCSh 3-5 lb package ^30
Ground Beef 1 ib

Chuck Stewing Beef ?.^.'!'.'!«.s?."^. ml.89
Boneless BeelChuck Steak ^.^!^^'?.

.

m 1!89
BeefBottom Round Steak ^ « '" ^^. ib 2.09
'White Gem' Chicken Thighs .^^.f

. * - ib89^
'White Gem' Chicken Drumsticks'o'!^ib99
Boneless Chicken Breast ^:?t?;;T ib 2.29

produce Save on nutritious fresh fruit and vegetables'

Florida White Seedless

l^pefiniit
:'""7.^ Size 40 ^^ _

Assorted Flavors

Crocker
Cake Mix
18'. 01 £S^^<'
Package ^^^^

Crisco Shortening • • 2.19
Wesson Oil •' 1.79

All Purpose

Gold Medal
Flour

Chicken Noodle Green Pea or Tomato

Nestte
.'Souptime

59
Assf'd

Weights
pkg

Prince Sauce ';,',
;''<:t .., 1.09

Pnnce Lite Pasta '".o^'C^" 65'

Boil in Bag

Success
Rice

:: ''ouna

Bag 85 11 Ounce ^09
Package

Apple Pie Filling '1^^ 1.39

Maypo Cereal ''r:'t':r^ 85'

Fine Medium of Wide

Mueller's
Egg Noodles

59

Hungry Jack
Glad Wrap

1.79

65

12 Ounce-
Package

48 Ounce Bottle

AppleA Eve
^^g Apple Juice

^^ All Natural 99
fM*HO.AniP*K-rf> ^ . .

It O/f.lP J'" 1

Nature's per-
fect package
of sunshine
vitamin C.

Spaghettio's
Sterling Salt •*?i'.i^;'2ir' 19

Assfd Varieties Buffet Size

9-Lives
Cat Food

Nestea -•• ...i^.^'r '";.".. ^ ..-. „, 2 99
I^^l?,':'Choice .ns-lrC., 4.39

2 Ply 400 ct Roll

3 '1
6'i Oz -^ ,

Can A^ for

flXCSbronet Bath
Tissues(oninfi

Printi

4 Pack 89

Laige Bunch Calif.

iroccoU

89°
Pick your own tasty

BaitlettB^

Glad Trash Bags p*^o?.o 1.29
Alpo Dog Food *t.'X"' 199

lOOCountRoll

Vanity Fair
PrintTowels

2 Ply

Sheets

Fabric Softener '-iTSL'-^T 1.59
Lysol Cleaner r>eo<jo«ijw '4 AC\

3 Ply Facial

yanityFair
TJssw

134ct e*^Vc
Package^5^

Fresh, juicy and
low in calories!

Dandelions. Broccoli Rabe. CoUards or

Fresh Greens ^!^eH

lb

<5

Fresh Leaf

49
59

Fresh Tenderl

BrusselSprouts

79:

dairy Freshness is as important as savings at Stop & Shop!

Light n' Lively or Small Curd

^^Seg^st Cottage
Cheese

24 Ounce ^29
Cup A

'^ tavored Aftsi d Vafiettfts

lb

59
FAMILY SIZE 4 POUND BAG

Yellow Popping Corn . . . ^^I^f.^?*^^
°^" snacks' ^

comer deli Enjoy these delicious international deli favorites'

Hood Cottage Cheese ",'89

Golden Quarter Sticks

Mrs. Filberts
argarine

Half Gallon Carton

Hood
'Orange Juice

From ^ 29
Concentrate A

Apple Juice ,J'-,«,;S., 99^
("•niConr*^f'HU'

lib
Pkg 59* W

Assfd Flavors All Natural

Yogurt

Cup ^S'o*'#«y

frozen foods They help you prepare meals in minutes!

Gillette Bronze

Rij^tGuard
De3danuit139
5 ounce can J^
Gillette lloz Aero Can

FoamyShave
Cream 129
Asst'd Varieties ^L
Gillette

AtraTwin
Blades 039
10 Ct. Package ^t

Sw Oe< l»!

^;f . The T ,

.CORNER,A DEU h

Stick

Margherita
^ Pepperoni

2??SAVE
1.00 Ib

Sliced to Order

Carando Genoa
Salami

A Artificial f>99
g|>l casing ^ „»

Deutschmacher Bologna ,. 1 89 Fr'Ss'h Baked Onion Rolls ^T^X7, 79
MarghentaProvolone Cheese .2.59 Domestic Roast Beef ""p« •^' »,3 99
Carando Hard Salami „3.29 Domestic Baked Ham '""^

,3 99
MadesHotHam ,.-,.,.,. . 3.59 Colonial Turkey Pastrami ,2.59

CROWN

Assfd
Varieties

9''> ni pkg

[

Individual Danish TV* Oz Pkg or

iSaraLee
Rings

Regular or Crinkle Cut

Hefanz
Deep Fries

99
i
7

y'l

i

fiMiU/
Wmal?
blidiand<MNIa|
Zenith 100%
sohd state

Me and my * _

RC COLA TV SWEEPSTAKES ENTRY BLANK .ONE RC COLA TV WINNER PER STORE I
DRAWING DATE: MON OCT 26. 1981 |

Name I

Street AdtlTMB _ '

City Stale zip !

fPhooe( ) 5

16 Ounce Can

Minute Maid
e Juice

129

^Assprted Varieties Intemational

Seabrook
Vegetables

STOCtSMOVGflOCOncOU'ON

2 Liter Bottle Diet Rite or

RofysdCrawn
67 6 Ourx:e C*tfk1A
Conn Deposit ^^%MMU.
Mass Stores .^^.^^A
64 Oz Bottle M_y«mV

ic» •«<! pCTMnt undw II no) <
u»Ti« on* (M* cwYI(vn«t

Oct l»S«I.Oct ?« 1W1 kifd
131

ilo<Mcu»tom»c« wtitfmtfr
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
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Letters —
Women beware:
It can happen to you!
To the Editor:

I was at a local bar wht-n I started talkinjr to this^uy. I'll

call him Ron. I was interested in Ron, 1 thought he was
eood-iookinir, had a nice personality, and a sense of
humor. His housemate joined our conversation, and they
seemed like two really nice jruys. When last call came
around, I was gettinj? ready to walk home with my
friends. Ron was leaving with his friends and offered to
^ive me a ritle home. I accepted.

Today 1 woke up and discovered that I cannot trust peo-
ple, as I thought I could. I saw the t)ruises on my hips, my
shoulder, the scraps on my ass. I feel abused and mislead,
hurt and angry. I feel hatred I have never felt before. I

was treated as a thing. Why do some men immediately
assume that if you kiss them you will have sex with them.
Why do some men think that when you say no you mean
yes? Why are people afraid of strangers? WHY?

I am a victim of sexual assault. I consider myself very
lucky. I learned a valuable lesson — not to leave anywhere
with someone you don't know, or hardly know, no matter
how nice they seem. Do not be trusting, do not believe
those honest blue eyes. Be apprehensive, be cautious.
There are a lot of people looking for a good time. They

can force their good time into a very bad time for you.
Women must be careful. He may just want a piece of your
ass sweety, he may do anything to try to get it. Be sure
you know what you're in for. Rape and sexual assault are
very real issues. I never thought I would be assaulted, but
now 1 know different. 1 feel violated! I can't believe it real-

ly happened to me.
Not all men are rapists but there are many sick men who

like to abuse women's bodies. They don't have three eyes
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and pointed teeth. He can look like the man of your
dreams, until he gives you a nightmare that doesn't go
away, that makes you jum[» at shadows and noises. It is

very difficult thing to deal with. It strips from within you.
Please women, t)e smart, he careful. IT ('AN HAPPF'N
TO ANY UF US.

Name withheld

Wear ribbon to show support

To the Editor,

We. the members of the Peer Sexuality Education Pro-
gram, would like to express our outrage at the threats the
Peoples Gay Alliance has been receiving from UTOPIA.
We cannot condone harrassment of any memlK-rs of the
University community, for any reason.
To show our .support of the'P.G.A.. we will be handing

out lavender ril)bons in the Campus Center starting this

week. We strongly urge all people to wear a ribbon to sym-
bolize support of the gay community, regardless of your
sexual orientation.

As aware human l)eings, we must all support each other
against oppressive groups who would try to negate our
collective strength by dividing us against each other. We
must not let this happen. We realize that the majority of
the community is not involved in this deplorable l)ehavi(>r,

and we must join our effort to show a visible symbol of our
support and sensitivity to the issues which affect ourselves
and our friends.

By wearing a lavender ribbon, you will be showing your
silent support of the people whose basic human rights are
now being denied. If you stand silent on this issue the
strength of the community suffers from the neglect, and
eventually you too may feel the pain.

Marie Eisner and the

Education (P.S.E.) Program

OBITUARY
Student Protest, 16, was found beaten to death yester-

day on the campus of UMass, Amherst.
Born in Berkeley. Calif., in the heyday of social con-

sciousness on American college campuses, Student Pro-
test rose to national prominence as a major instrument in

ending the Vietnam War and pushing Richard Nixon out
of the American Presidency. Lack, in more recent years,
of adequate sustenance, had enervated Protest, but
without necessarily destroying it. Yesterday, however,
several thousand disgruntled UMass students, by mer-
cilessly dragging it out, squeezed out its last ounce of life,

much to the delight of the administration and Jerry
Falwell.

Many mourn the passing of Student Protest, but few of
them were at the scene of the crime yesterday.

Don Schneider
Amherst

If you're interested in writing for the editorial pages, at-

tend a brief meeting in the Collegian newsroom tonight at

7:00 p.m.

Your letter cannot be printe<i unless you include your
telephone number and full address. These are for verfica-

tion only, and will not t)e published. Letters must be brief,

and are subject to editing for length and clarity.

Examining
the budget

Tomorrow, students will vote on a proposed $10 in-

crease in the Student Activities Tax, from $84 to $94. The
Student Government Association now collects and spends
$1.5 million per year. My question is, should the SGA In?

spending $1.5 million the way it now spends it? I say no.

A month of editorials wouldn't be sufficient to list all the

problems in the Student Activities Trust P'und so I am
merely trying to point out a few areas which I feel are lK>th

significant and representative of the reasons to oppose the

fee increase. 1 hope that concerned students will actually

look at the budget and decide for themselves whether or
not the SGA's priorities are proper.

•The UMass Credit Union is currently funded $10,000 a
year by the SGA. If it offered reasonable rates this would
not be necessary.

•The Collegian currently is 90 percent self-sufficient. If

forced to do .so, I believe it could become completely in-

dependent of the SGA without any great change. Yet no
feasibility study has ever l)een done.
•Nummo News does not currently accept ads; Valley
Women's Voice takes few. Both of these groups could
reduce obligations of students by becoming more self-

funding.

• Numerous co-ops which "break even" still use
thou.sands of dollars of uncharged expenses through the
Student Activities Office, which takes 20 percent of the
SATF Tax. These groups should pay for their share of this

so students realize the real costs of each co-op.

• UMass has two literary magazines, Spectrum and
Drum. Spectrum prints 7,000 copies with an $11,000
budget, and distributes them on campus. Drum is a I)etter

magazine but prints just 5,000 copies on a $18,000 budget,
,and mails most of these to non-.students at no charge.
•The SGA Presidents were budgeted $20,000 this year, a
15 f)ercent increase over last year. The Senate itself got a
$4,.500 increase (to $53,000). Keep in mind that the Senate
officers are each paid over $50 a week, and thai other
SGA employees get paid.

(Editor's note: The $^,500 increaae was used to add the

p<mtion offinancidl Controller, which was recommended
afier an interruti audit Inst year.)

• SCERA. which does a great deal less than it would care
to suggest, has a payroll of $80,000 (of a $90,000 budget).
Over half of this is waste.

"Mandated" areas in the budget, like U.P.C. and the

RSO office, are paid for by the SATF Fee yet are uncon-
trollable by the SGA. If UPC loses more than expected
and is grossly mismanaged, which it is, the SGA must pick

up the tab.

(Editor's note: If an RSO group looses money, their ac-

count isfrozen and the deficit must be paid back, according
to Richard Goldman, SGA treasurer.)

•Many smaller groups, though representing a tiny part of
the budget, are also occupied with waste. Some sponsor
parties with their money and one even told me it "hasn't
decided yet" what to do with its money.
• Payroll expenses for a number of groups are ridiculous
— people have got to be fired. Other expenses — like the

thousands of dollars in travel expenses — must be in-

vestigated more thoroughly.

Students should look at the budget and decide for

themselves what is waste. Talk to SGA officials, but keep
their vested interests in mind.

Remember that the SGA is going to spend every penny
it gets next year. If they get a $175,000 increase, they'll

spend it. even if it means throwing it away — which it

already does.

Voting "NO!" today is the only way students can de-

mand more control and responsibility. Examine the alter-

natives — it's your money.
Mark Welch is a UMass student senator.

Editor's note: This column represents an opposing view to

a column in favor of the fee increa^se ("Fee increase?" Oc-
tober 5).
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SPECTRUM READING SERlEs'- (UomrS'h^^^^
students reading original poetry and pn.se. Monday, Oct.
19, 8:00. in the Commonwealth Room (A.K.a! Ear-
thf(K)ds). If you want to read, come at 7:30 and speak to
Karen Angeline.

MEDIATION PROJECT - Having hassles already? We
can help. The Mediation Project at U. Mass offers free,
confidential conflict resolution services to all meml)ers of
the community. Impartial mediators help you to find your
own solutions through face-to-face negotiations. We are
trained to handle disputes of all kinds, such as roommate
difficulties, landlord-tenant problems, student-faculty
disputes, family disputes, employer-employee conflicts
and other ongoing difficulties. If you would'like to know
more alH)ut the Mediation Project, call us at 545-24^2.

INTRAMURAL CROSS COUNTRY MEET - Entries
and health forms due Monday Oct. 19. Length of race ap-
proximately 2 miles. It is oj)en to men. women
(undergraduates and grad-fac.) For additional information
call 545-2698. Event will be held at the field near the
Water Towers in Central.

RACQUETBALL (INTRAMIIRAL) - Entries an<i
health forms due Monday. Oct. IH. Participant meeting
Monday, Oct. 1!» at (rOO p.m. Boyden Building. Rm. 21').

Open to men. women (undergraduates and grad-fac.) For
more information call 545-2693.

SPECTRUM FICTION STAFF - Please st<.p by the of-
fice ((\i\ 104) to see office hour schedule. We will try to
have first meeting, week of H)/]U l(»/23. Come bv this
week 10/13 - 10/10.

HANDICAPPED STUDENTS COLLECTIVE - Will
hold an imf>ortant organizational meeting for all students
interested in learning more about prf)blems of accessabili-
ty and awarene.ss on campus. Will l)e hekl at Brett Dorni
Lobby on Oct. 19. 19H1 at 7:15 p.m.

INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL - League play
organized by IM office (men. women and corec teams). Eri-
tries due Oct. 1'.>V For more information call 545-20**3.
Event will U- held at the Boyden Building.

Women's Week
"The Woman's Week " is a weekly calendar of local

events printed every Monday. To place your event, con-
tact the women's department at the Collegian.

WOMEN'S FORUM AGAINST MEDIA
VIOLENCE (WFMV)

WFMV will present the film Killing Us i\>/?/j/ and the
slideshow, Abusive Images of Women in Pitmogrnphy and
the Media on Wednesday at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m! in 103 Mc-
Connell Hall. Smith College, and on Octol)er 28 at 7:30 at

Hampden theatre. UMass. Both showines are frep wnH
open to the public. For more info, call 586-8127.

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER (EWC)
On Tuesday EWC will hold a workshop for women

thinking about going back to school, working, or changing
jobs, from 7-9 p.m. Childcare will Iw available.

Wednesday EWC will show "Adelante Comoaneros " a
slide show at 7 p.m. room 163 of the Campus Center, of
women in liberation struggles with emphasis on women in
El Salvador. Marta Sastellon will speak on the current
situation in El Salvador. Childcare will l)e available.

A support group for divorced ami separated women will

l)egin Tue.sday, from 6:30 - 8:30 p.m. at EWC. The
facilitator is Jane Porter. Childcare will \h.' arranged.

Work study positions for childcare are available at
EWC. For m(»re information, call Lisa at 545-0883.

The Rape Prevention Forum, sponsored by the F2WC
will C(mtinue this week from noon to 2 p.m. in the follow-
ing locations: Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday in room
802 of the Campus Center; Thursday in room 902 of the
Campus Center and Friday in the Suffolk room of the Stu-
dent Union Building.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM
The Women's Issues Team of the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA) will meet
on M(tnday at 5:30 p.m. in the SCERA office.

The Committee for Equnl Rights and Re|»ro(luc-tive
Freedom (CERF) will meet Tue.sday at 7:30 p.ni. in the
South wt'st Women's Center.

Students Against Sexual Harassment: (SASH) will meet
Friday at 9 a.m. For location, call 545-0341.

The Committee Against Sexual and Racial Assaults:

(CASARA) will meet Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in room 901 of

the Campus Center.

WOMEN'S STUDIES
The Women's Studies Department will hold a collo-

quium on Monday on "Krio Women Traders of Sierra
Leone" at 4 p.m. in the sixth floor lounge of Thompson
Hall. Fran White, from the school of Social Sciences at

Hampshire College will speak.

The Women's Studies Union Council will meet Monday
at 2:30 p.m. in room 803 of the Campus Center.

LESBIAN UNION will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. in their
office across from the Collegian.

NORTHEAST/SYLVAN WOMEN'S CENTER will
I)egin a colkKjuium fi)r "First Year Women of Color:
Dt'fining our I.ssues" on Thursday from 7-9 p.m. in the
Women's Center in Knowlton dormitory.

THE WOMEN'S DEPARTMENT staff of the ('nlleginn
should attend a mandatory staff meeting Wednesday at 7
p.m. in the newsroom.

JUNE MILLINGTON will speak Wednesday on PhmIuc-
tion in the Women's Mu.sic Industry, at 3 p.m. in the
lounge of Patterson dormitory.

Correction

In the October 15 issue of the Collegian it was incorrect
ly reported that a clerk of courts may issue a restraining
order. The forms for a restraining' order are available
from a clerk of courts, however, only a judge may issue the
restraining order.

ROIMIMIE \A/OOD
1834

Fountain Of LoM/OullMM/Sta«Mm OulTh«*
PHcmImWSIm NM«rUdMa

mis
SONGSMTIE 4JTIC

Say GoodbyeToHolywood
rva U>v«l ThM* Day*/Caplain Jack
Summar, Highland FaiWMiami 2017

8.99

Reg. 6.47

AHan/Going To ShangrvCa/Homaaic*

TEDDY PENDERGRASS
rrSTMEPORLCVE

NKhiding:

I Can't Liva Without >four Lo«a
Vbu're My LMest. My Greatest Inspiration

I Can t Leave Your Love Alone
H'« Time For Looa

Reg. 10.97

Dan Fogelberg

2-record set

2-Record Set

DAN
FOOELBERG

THE

MNOCEKTAOE
including:

Same Ok) Lang Syne

Lost In Ttie Sun

Leader Of The Band

Ghosts

Run For The Roses

Hard To Say

NEW

Sale Ends 10/24

^1A^ 9n ICrt Mon - Fri 9 5
"

RELEASES
2-HacordSe(

FRANK ZAPPA
You AreWhat You Is

including:
You Are What Vbu la/Goblin Gin

Harder Than Your HustMnd/Ooreen
The Meek ShaH Inherit Nothing

the

9.99
Reg. $13.97

Frank Zappa

^
2-record set

Now Available - New Release by
The Police - Ghost In The Machine

Located in the Campus Center Univ of Mass

University Stare

iQQUiiglML '

IT'S A BIRD IT'S A PLANE - Wo ?tT Lou"Herthiaume. a freshman ^gjneering student.

Apply For The Doctorate
That Builds A Career

Boston University's Doctoral Program in Management is unique'We prepare men and women for challenging careers in the
rapidly expandmg fields of applied research and management
consultmg. Specializations include management of information

I?2h
^'"""^'^'

.

^"^'y*«' strategic planning, marketing
research and organizational development. Admission is selec
tive, open to those with undergraduate or graduate degrees in
any research oriented discipline.

We're interviewing on the UMass campus
October 20 at 1 p.m.

Contact your Career Planning Office for more details or write to
Doctoral Program, Boston University Graduate School of
Management, 621 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215

IS THISYOUR LUCKY DAY?

# • > ¥
-^ ^ ^ # *

% *

CAU JEJUIE DIXON'S HOROSCOPES-BY-PHONL*
You never know what might happen today. But you can always ask the
stars. Jeane Dixon's latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away -24
hours a day. It's always fun to call, and if you check the rate chart, you'll find
out when you can call for practically nothing. And who knows. That one call
might just make your day.

Aries (March 22-April 20) .

Taurus (April 2I-May 21). .

Gemini (Mav22-June 21)..
Cancer (June 22-Julv 23) . .

Uoauly24-Au«.23)
.

Virgo (AuR.24-Sept. 23) ..

1-212-976-5050

1-212-976-5151

1-212-976-5252

1-212-976-5353

1-212-976-5454

1-212-976-5656

Libra (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) 1-212-976-5757
Scorpio (Oct. 24-N()V. 22) . . . 1-212-976-5858
Sagittarius (Nov. 23-I)ec. 21) 1-212-976-5959
Capricorn (I)ec.22-Jan.2()). . 1-212-976-6060
Aquarius Gan. 21-Feb. 19) . . 1-212-976-6161
Pisces (Feb. 20- March 21) . . 1-212-976-6262

Monday- Friday 8 am-5pm
Sunday-Fndav 5 pm- 11pm
Sunday-Fndavll pm-8 am
All! )ay Saturday
Sunday 8 am-5pm

1st Min. Extra Min.

53c

34C
21C
21C
21C

37c
25C
15c
15c

15c

(^ New EnglandTelephone

'I'hese ratfs apply on calls you
dial yourself, no operator
involved, from the

Amherst- Northampton

area, lax not included.

\ scrviifin.irkoflliirdSKipfs H\ I'liniii .liu.

#Th*LQdi*s will still b*
I dancing th*ir way into

your hearts!

GENTLEMEN
In Room "1"

In Room "2"

MALE DISCO REVUE
LADIES ONLY

Showtime 6:00 PM
DOSTOH ROAD Rt. 20. 6 mil*s •est of Eostfi^ld Moll 263-9275

ATTENTION!
100%

FREE TUITION
JOIIM THE MASSACHUSETTS

NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

PRIME CUT,the pant yoti look

at twice. A complete selection

of current styles and colors.

Priced from 1 8.95 to 32,95

L
A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat.
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE by M. Joyce

Fdiled by

ACROSS
1 au rhum
5 Gardener s

concern
10 Exile island
I'J Statue in

Piccadilly

15 Dancer Sono
16 Actress Patricia
17 Summer storms

portents

20 Soi_iai vacuum
21 Surpass
2i High clouds.

in France
23 Feline sound
25 Serves

28 Saturate
32 Furze
33 Delhi princess
34 Cover
35 Summer storm

feature

39 Old French coin
40 In re

41 Memorable
actress Ada

42 Certain years o(

youth
45 Mercury and

tungsten
46 Name akin to

Agnes.
47 Mens in

Wargarel Farrar and
l»«l lot \iitflm limo '>>-<ilK

48 Proverb

51 Houston ream
54 Summer storm

csult

59 Mine entrance
60 Evitaor Juan
61 Sonof Isaac
62 Derides
63 Seasonal phe-

nomena, as in

India

Tie fabrics

DOWN
Word with flower
or water
Aida feature

Warrant officer

• Startle

5 Sportsman s

choice

6 Park.

Colorado
7 Make lace

8 Team member'
Abbr

9 Name masculine
or feminine

10 Last
1

1

Old manorial
court

12 Shakespeare, e g
'3 sprach

Zarathustra'
18 Charm

64

2

3

Trude Jafte
Ir

19 Model
23 Hungarian com
24 Exodus' author
25 Shoelace feature
26 Alto or bass
27 Debate
28 Something to

wear
29 Island greeting
30 Mayan site in

Guatamald
31 Paradises
33 Pieces of high

ground
36 Swimming, in

Nice
37 City on the Adige
38 Braking device
43 Certain times
44 Once more
45 Construction

workers

4 7 Drawing room
48 Fictional whaler
49 Aeneas s love
50 Exchange

premium
52 Seme feeder
53 Word with dragon

or ginger

55 Calendar abbr
56 Type of vote
57 Calendar abbr
58 AiKjusI

ROD BONES By Gregg Canavan
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6 a.m. -10 a.m.

WakeUp
Concepto Latino

10 a.m.lJ p.m.
Black Contemporarv Music and Jazz

Mahogany

2 p.m. -5:30 p.m.
Black Contemporary Music

Frank O.

WMUA
5:30 p.m.-*i p.m.

Newswatch

6 p.m. -7 p.m.

Best of Sports Cafe
Elliot Kalh and Mike Brijjgs

(Julius Erving Interview)

7 p.m. 7:30 p.m.

Music to Digest Dinner to

p:ili()t Kalb

7:30 p.m. -10 p.m.
Live Broadcast

Amherst Town Meeting

10 p.m. -2 a.m.

Reggae Music
Rootsman Connection

WEATHER
— Variable t'loudine.ss win-
dy and turning? colder to-

day with a chance of a few
showers. Morninfr
temperatures in 50s dropp-
ing to 40s during the after-
noon. Clearing and cold
tonight. Lows in 20s ex-
cept low 30s in the cities.

Sunny tommorrow. Highs
near 50.

answer to previous puzzle
pjrajiBa

agITsWe'

PREVIOUS PUZZLE

-ixrMBjjuEiE
M M^Aj^ Slj E""

D.C. MENU

2 a.m. -6 a.m.

Music for All Ears
Ed Berk

LUNCH
Open Face Ham and Swiss

Egg Roll/Due Sauce

DINNER
Lasagna/Tomato Sauce
Braised Beef and Onion

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Hot Pot
Eggroll/Duc Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Nut

Loaf/Mushroom Sauce
Chicken Cutlet^Cranberry

Sauce

J

Wurzburger

German Deer Nite

Qt
ran Ulestera

Wurzburg^r $1.00 bottle

Free Hots, T-Shirts, Mugs
Plus GRAND PRIZE

07 H. Pleosont St., Amherst

The School of Law
at Western New Engrland College

Springfield, Massachusetts
will be represented by

Diane K. Youn,
Assistant Dean and

Director of Admissions
I^ofessor William Roberts

Valerie Angelovich,
3rd year student

on Tuesday, October 20, 1981
from 2-3 p.m. and 3-4 p.m.

at Campus Center rooms 811 - 815
We encourage attendance by in-

terested students, including women,
minority, and handicapped students.

i»%

Hampshire Ethical
Hypnosis Center

I
Milton H. Askinoss A.A.E.H

I '^'"y of our clients arg doctor referrals

Overcome Agoraphobia
and other fears, anxieties, and phobias

Ca/I or wrtt >o' free brochure
Sp^-al Pee. • Colleoe Students « Senior Citizens

TK
L®*^'"*"® demonstrations

Memo Pads,
BuUetin Boards
and Chalk Boards

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

Monday, October 19, 1981

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Colle9«n Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days pnor to publication day

Cash m advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

Collegian

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Oisc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546 7013

AHR'S TAS GRAD STUDENTS
Campus work 15 hours per week $5.00
per hour, send name, tele no, address to
Unaitis, 206 High, Greenfield MA

APOLOGY
"

RACKADISC apologizes for leaving the
Collegian last week. Thank you. Randv
546-7013

AUDIO

Speakers pair PAL 3000 new powerful 2 yr
warranty $350 or BO call Arnie 6 6387 or
5-0244

STUDENTST High QualTtynBuTh^e
Acoustics Loudspeakers at FACTORY
OUTLET PRICES! Direct Factory Hotline
allows me to sell at unbelievably low prices.
For more information and demonstration
call PETER BURHOE 546 7127

40 M.P.G.
665 4182

runs great $1000

Nautilus Membership Oct 20 thru Feb 28
low rate call 549-4353 (Peter) .

Kenwood KA-SOS integrated amp 2
years old exc. cond. $100 or best offer
546 9015

FOUND
Found many records they were in a little

gj^senjab[e call 6-4230

Found - set of keys in^A 116. Call and
iden^tjfy Chris 253 9808

Found lady's wrist watch Downtown
Arrih^all with description 253-2416 5-6 PM
35 mm Film Ocf. 8, 1981 pick up^FuVC
room 216

HELP WANTED

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Triumph Spitfire excellent condition.
The little brat has a new engirie, battery,
starter, tires. . an AM FM 8 track stereo if

you can install it right it's yours, .and it

also has new windshield wipers, they are
very vogue this year Asking $3,500.00 so I

can buy my new 'Soils Royce?' for

Christmas to 'Betsy from Santa". Call

545 3500. Thank you for listening.

Surplus Jeeps, Cars, Trucks Car inv.

value $2143 sold for $100. For information
on purchasing similar bargains call

602 941 8014 ext. 6501 phone call refun
dable

\/W Parts rebuilt Hnqine $350 665 4025

78 Subaru Brat 44.000 mi 1 owner exc.
mech shape needs brake part<; & paint job
must see 665 7776 anytime keep trying

1969 Javelin dependable, regular gas,
automatic , 25 mpg $550. Bob 253 7967

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253 9987

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.
Europe, S Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500 $1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52 MA 1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

The People s Gay Alliance pays 3.50 an
hour to their work study office manager.
Flexible schedule, good working condi
tions. Stop by 4138 SUB 5 0154 deadline
Oct 22 1981

DICK

I can't wait, Dick is coming tomorrow.

ENTERTAINMENT

Female vocalist seeks musicians.
Ronstadt, Raitt, Starship, Kansas. Mindy
546-7240

FLOWERS. FLOWERS, FLOWERS
Oh how beautiful the flowers, oh how
romantic, how truly magical they can
become. Love someone, deliver in person
a gift of mystic magic, from a truly secret
admirer, XXOO. Any questions on ar

rangements ask Laura or Susan, they're
wonderful to deal with!

FOR RENT

Single room office near campus $150 in

eluding utilities D.H. Jones Real Estate

5493700

FOR SALE

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best

offer 549-5669

Designer coat ladies size 8 10 never worn.
Tags are still on it. Black wool w/red satin

lining. Long. Call 546 6195

Wanted: Students who commute to
Worcester daily or on weekends to serve as
courier. Will pay gas plus Call 586 8355
leave message

Financial Manager - responsible for book
keeping, accounting, including billing,

payroll, accounts receivable, etc 15 25
hrs/week $4'hr apply Student Note Ser
vice 401 SUB applications due 10/23 4
pm
Part Time Ad Rep Wanted Mass Com
munications major preferred Must have car
and able to devote 20 hours per week. TV
Viewer Magazine. Call 1 533 8554 Leave
message for Jim

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto Mechanics Workshop. 28
hours of instruction including classroom
theory & shop. Limited enrollment
253 7967

LOST

On 1st Oct between Morrill and Boyden
knitted blue hat great sentimental value ring

546 4683

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P Antoine please call6 5157 or 6 8602 no
questions will be asked

Bicycle Wheel in parking lot 26 Oct. 8 if

seen please call Julie 584-0030

Reward for return suitcase taken 9/9
from Baker dorm storage (tan w/br. stripe

soft luggage) desperate for clothes! call

6-6135

Lost unopened carton with window
quilt one of matching set between N.
Amherst & CC Garage Please call 545 2096
or 549 6346 if you picked it up

Dark brown short jacket sentimental'
value please call anytime 546 7282

MASSAGE THERAPY

Strictly theraputic soothing Swedish
massaoe Ellen O'Rourke MsT 256-8320

$250 PER MONTH
New company seeks personnel on cam
pus $1500 per month and car potential next
summer tele 1 773-3175

PERSONALS

Tracy Leigh - Happy 9 months. Hope your
knees hold out for many more. I hope we
celebrate many more 16ths together. Roni I

love you too. T.G.C.

HHP all my love forever and a day DMF
Interested in a business career?? SBA
CAREER DAY Thursday, November 5.

Luncheon tickets now on sale in SBA lobby
$6.00 Buy early - tickets limited!

SBA Day . . .Coming Soon!

The Southwest Area Government issue
committee will meet Mondays at 6:30 PM
at the office

Baby Cakes Happy 8 months. Only three
years seven months left. I love you alias

Sugar

722N Happy Birthday Mel! You're not-
jailbait anymore' Live it up and no -

monkeying around. Love moi

Terri Bloom! How can I say thank you for

being there when I needed a shoulder?

Love ya, "Tonz"

Lloyd - Ernie wishes you a Happy Birthday'
PS love, your roommates

Reincarnation Party Come as you
WERE'! 25c drafts 75c bottle beers, Tues.
Oct. 20, Poor Richard's $1 admission,
sponsored by Alpha Chi OfTiega

328 Thoreau Where ^re you all thellme^
Beth Ducky Happy Birthday do it up!
Love ya Randall

Full Gospel Bible StudyXCsTT 815 Tues
Oct 20 8 10 PM
Mousie Have a very Happy BirtTxiav^and I

love you very much" Stevie

KILLER MOUSE Happy T9th~B7rtfrday
Beth you're the greatest roommate and
friend Love ya, Amy

Share Drafts Are Here!
Beginning October 19th students can

open a Credit Union Checking Account
at the UMass Student Federal Credit

Union . Stop in and ask for details now
Beth Dear - Happy 19th BirthdayTIove,
your 'b ig' siste r, Susan Dear

Jimi Cliff Fans "HardeTThey^Come^"
movie This Friday 7

, 9, 11 Mahar Aud
Kerry - Happy 21st. We've^g'oTT good
balancing act. Let's keep it up. Love, the
other half

AHHHHH! Sharon, Bet you didn't know I

could AHHHHH! dive off the high board or
do twenty laps in two minutes. I guess I'm
exaggerating, but its only to AHHHHH! im
press you. I have to get rid of this bad
AHHHHH! habit.

Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
Pm 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst (Jail 256 6183
Person to snare a townhouse Squire
Village 2 bdrm 355/mo male or f .male on
bus route, convenient store 665 7544 keep
trying can leave message at 549 6526
Michael

Responsible roommate to share 2 bdrm
Southwoodaipt$155 ^ uti Andy 253 5960
Rolling Green Apt male female wanted to
share 2 bdrm twnhse immediate occupancy
lease can be taken over call Joey 256 8059

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience ^46 9981

Free-lance TYPING and resume writing.
Top skills, reasonable rates. Amherst
549-0518

Reg Shampooing Give your home a fres^^

look. Expert quality at rates you can afford.
Please call 549-6854

STEREO SYSTEM

Technics SU7600, 41 wjtt amp, Technics
ST7300 tuner, Sony PS T25 Direct Drive
turntable, Altec Lansing 3 speakers, the er.

tire system only $450. You must see it

PIONEER

For Sale Pioneer 3-way centrex stereo
system. Excellent condition. $175 or best
offer 546 9574

ROOMMATE WANTED

^RAVEL

Give Yourself A Break - Go to Montrea
for a Party Weekend Bring some ''ends
alory jnioy the sites. Also hav»i' j chni.-e tc
win 3 trip to DAYTON A BEACH Iot r^ung
Break. All just $79.00 Novombe- 6 7 9 Cal'
Lisa 665-2578 7 to 9 p .r

__
^^^^ AUTO parts'

Used Auto Parts used auto and truoi-

parts, foreign and domestic. We are cu"--

rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles to-

parts. We have the oiost reasonable prices
in the area Searles Auto Parts Inc. 8b
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tei

584 2832—^ ______

Wanted immedirtt^ty^ Wnrkstudy person
for Collegian. Tues^l.iy moriing and Thurs
day morning, other nouf:, jvailable. See
Maureen 8:30 - 3:30

Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday Saturday 10 a.m. 6 p.m. Licensed
by the Town of Amherst, member of
Chamber of Commerce 256 0710

HELP! Lost one set of keys / with approx.
10 keys / leather holder brown call Betsy
Ann at 545-3500 or 533 0271

STOP! We want you at the Best Party
on campus Tonight at the Hatch featuring
Pressure Point. 9:00 to close Located in the
Student Union

I need one Jorma Ticket for the 7:30
show. If you have one and want to sell it

please call Doug at 546-6113 Thanks

WANTED TO RENT

Couple seks one bedroom apt. Starting
January. Must be convenient to University
or near bus line. Willing to sublet. Please
cal l Kate at 546-1274 or Gary at 546 5741

Want three bedroom Townhouse
Apartment for spring semester Please call

Teri 546-9796

pooooooooooopoooooooooooooooeoooo

\ SBA Career Day '81 %

^ Luncheon ^
* Thurs. November 5, 1981 -K

J CC Rm 1009 J
-K Ticltets $6.00 available -^

-^ in SBA Lobby until Oct 29th ^

AS YOU LIKE IT <

by WitliAM ShAk»pEARE
DiRECTid by WaIter BouqhTON

Oct. 2J, 24, 25, 29, JO, ^^

8:00 P.M.

KiRby MemoriaI TIieatcr

AmVierst CollEqc

AdMJssioN: %1,'iO

Senior Ci'tizens SI. 50
Box OFficE Hours: 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

For RESCRVATJOMs: >42-2277

Remember...
When patronizing
our advertisers,

make sure to tell them
that you saw
their ads
in the Collegian.
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Arts Dance entrances audience

UNIVERSITY DANCERS - created beautv
with motion on Friday in Bowker Auditorium.

Five College Dance Faculty Concert
Bowker Auditorium
Friday, Oct. 16.

By ELISSA STUMMER
Collegian Correspondent

UMass opened the dance season this
weekend with the University Dancers'
performance of the Five College Dance
Faculty Concert in Bowker Auditorium.
The concert consisted of seven pieces
varying in ballet, modern, and jazz
techniques. The lighting for the how was
superbly done especially for "Sunset"
choreographed by Richard Jones, artistic

director. The imagery for this particular
work was created through the effects of
lighting and color, as seen in the costume
choice of bright pink, yellow, and orange.
This made it possible to capture the delicate
hues of a sunset. Beautiful lines were made
visible throughout the entire piece by the
unsurpassed extentions of Sheila Askin.
Carol Delisio. and Nancy Marshall.

Another piece of choreography by
Richard Jones. "Jubilation. " seemed to be
perfectly designed for Ginger Jones.
Nobody else could be more suited for this
piece. The title. "Jubilation." was shown
by her outward expression of inner joy.
The audience, entranced by Ginger's
performance, floated along with her, feeling
the music being used to its fullest. Ginger
demonstrated nice extensions and a perfect
sense of timing to the music; her facial
expressions also enhancing her per
formance.

'Mobiles...Two Into One" choreographed

and performed by faculty member. Marilyn
V. Patton, and former student. John
Kujawski changed the pace. It showed two
bodies dependency on each other by a
series of balances and extensions that
somewhat resembled an acrobatic act more
than a dance piece. However, they had a
waonderful sense of timing and use of the
music, which was by DeVorzon and Botkin.
It was obviously a difficult piece to perform
requiring a perfect sense of timing.'
precision, and balance. Although it had a
definite ending, it was incredibly short, and
left the audience wanting to see more.
The other pieces included Gary Schaafs
ballet "Pas de Sept" and "Struggle: The
Mrst i!.ncounier. Both were a dynamic
demonstration of modern choreography.
"November's Mountain." by Andrea
Natkins, was uniquely performed to the
sounds of a rainstorm.
The evening came to a dazzling close with

the exuberant jazz choreography of Richard
Jones. "Tears of Joy " showed the use of
chairs in dance. The beginning of the piece
showed a bluesy type of jazz dance and then
as the tempo hfted. along with the chairs,
each dancer let known his own personal
character. There was excellent use of facial
expression by every dancer in this
ingenious piece of work.
Carl House and Robert Smith showed

off their suave, debonaire style; Donna
Castleberry was definitely shck; Bonnie
Novak exhibited her bubbliness through
her impeccable performance; and Nancy
Marxhall added her classic, elegant balletic
flair. The costume choice gave this piece
added sparkle and pizazz, giving this work
all the makings for a perfect finale.

Please
recycle

^j^j^

Collegian

Coming
Soon

cerrter
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MONDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
Purchase Any Size and Style

Pizza at tlie Bluewall
and receive

one FREE draft beer.

Simply have the cashier stamp

the coupon below and

present it to your bartender.

MERYL ..iiicTfench

STREEP lieutenant

R (6:00 @ $1.75) 8;30

^BURTnCYNOLOS,.

ETERNITY
Today at

l£U<(6;30 @ $1 75) 8:45

ALL THE
MARBLES

Today at:

(6:15g $1 75)8:45
•^ ij'u.n.

This coupon entitles yon to

one FREE Draft Beer

with the purchase of any Pizza

(one beer per pizza only!)

I

I

I

nrrtc atouii >Mai . .' '|Tl»

Ihcwalchcf
inlhcwoocfe

Today at:

[PG) (6:15 9 $1.75)8:30

H Today at: (600 # $1.75) 8:30

MOSfNT OE NtNO
ROaCRT OUVALLWOMtWT OUVALLMMM ***

Today at MBBs
EL (6:15 @ $175) 8:45

WILLIAM HURT
MTHLEEN TURNER

BODY
HEAT

g Today «. (6:00 #$1.75)8:46

:f*^if**irkiciririr'k-kiriritirif'kicirifirifiririririririf-k'kirir'k'k'kiriririririf*irir'h

cojisgiann
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Mnutemen are back in black
Miss controls Black Bears 20-7, UM 'D'picks off 5

Back in black, hit the sack

It's been so long, I'm glad to lie hack

And I got liutst, fnun a nnnsc

You gott(t catch me it nov want inc to hang...

-AC/DC (1979)

Hy STKPHEN FREKER
Colk'jjnHii Staff

The football minister, dad in his dark, conservative suit,

proper (Iress for tb.e anticipated occasion, was in a hiack,

an^ry inood as he walked out of Alumni Stadium Satur-

day.

He had come all the way from the Shrine of the Yankee
("onfereiice Footballers, ••enirally located in K:\sterii Con-

nectieut which is a spoi the same distance frotn aii ieaj-iie

stadia, readv to adniini'^'»'r the last rites to the I'niversitv

.of Massachusetts football Minutemen if thev lost to the'

liniversity of Maine since hopes for a Yankee league title

would be just about ixlinj,in'shed with I'M defeat.

The reason for this ima^nary holy man's ire is that his

trip was all for nauj^hl as Ma.s.sachusetts hiked its season

back into the black (now li-2) with a 20-7 domination of the

Black Bears of Maine Saturday.

The win keeps the Minutemen's championship aspira-

tions tvery much alive in this "you win one-I win one,"

topsy-turvy league year. An excellent example ot tnis un-

predictable phenomenon is Boston University's 27-21

defeat of the University of Rhode Island Saturday. BU
was winless in lea^e plav going into the contest while

URl was 4-0. What next?
"

Saturday's game, a half-filled (7,711) Alumni Stadium
was vintage Massachusetts football and a little bit more.

As usual, junior tailback Garry Pearson was the man on

offense, duplicating his two-week old URI performance
with 101 yards rushing in the first half to go along with a

36-yard touchdown run late in the first quarter that was
picture- Pearson-perfect and had many Alumni faithful

hollering for an instant replay.

The Minuteman defense, recouping after last week's
38-15 loss at Delaware, simply outdid itself. The UM
secondary picked off five Black Bear passes off three dif

ferent Maine quarterbacks, recovered a fumble (Max
Jones) and blocked a field goal which led directly to a

Minuteman six-pointer.

The senior linebacking duo of co-captain Pete
DiTomasso and Scott Crowell was virtually unstoppable.

( olleician phiitii bv Trrri Hcllafiiire

NO POINTS FOR THIS CONVERSION - The UMass defense converged on the Maine Black
Bears at Alumni Stadium Saturday. Above lIM's Grady Fuller (4) Tom Ahem (64) and co-captain
Pete DiTomasso (41) stop fullback Matt Bennett (44, white.)

Crowell made 1 1 tackles, caused a fumble and intercepted

a pass while DiTomasso made a meal out of Maine's offen-

sive attack. The Staten Island Stopper was in on 17 UM
tackles and blocked a Jack Leone 41 -yard field goal at-

tempt with ten seconds left in the second half
The ball squirted loose after the block, was booted ten

yards ahead by UM defensive end Jose Graham, bouncing
right into the hands of cornerback Dwayne Lopes who rac-

ed the remaining 35 yards, Cadillacking the last ten yards
with the ball held high in the air for a score which left

Maine with a 20-0 halftime deficit.

"Our offense executed very well today, particularly in

the first half" UM head roach Bob Pickett said. "Our

defense played l)etter than in the last two weeks and they
left us with great field position all game long."
Sophomore Barrett McGrath started his third con-

secutive ^f^e at the Minuteman helm. Dean Pecevich is

now out with a sprained ankle, and he led a disciplined
Massachusetts attack which capitalized on the seven
UMaine turnovers, turning two into Minuteman
touchdowns.

"Barrett's (McGrath) doing a good job, expecially con-
sidering the circumstances," Pickett said.

The Minutemen host BU Saturday at Alumni (1:30
p.m.)

Stickers take two,now 1st in nation
By NANCY PARKS
Collegian Staff

NEW BRUNSWICK. N.J. - Midfielder Sue Caples

pulled out the only goal of the game Saturday against Old

Dominion University to give the University of

Massachusetts women's field hockey team the title of

number one ranked team in the nation.

Playing at Rutgers University. UMass faced off against

Dominion (ranked first nationally going into the game) and

Caples tallied her first-half goal while the Minutewomen
managed to hold back the OD offense to capture the win

and the new title.

"We played great." said UM head coach Pam Hixon. "We

were intense and aggressive and we didn't let Old

The Minuteu'omen stickers, now ranked number one na-

tionally, have a bui^ week ahead of them. Tomorrow night

they travel to Westfield State College for a game under the

lights at 7 p.m. Thursday, Harvard Unii^ersity comes to

Amherst for a :i p.m. matchup at NOPE field and Satur-

day UMass i.s on the road againjit Springfield College (II

a.m.)

Dominion play their game."
Two assets in that department were centerforward Judy
Strong and halfback Sandy Kohel. Strong caused a lot of

frustration in the OD camp by rushing out on the short

corners. Her main job was to break the shot from the circle

edge.

Kobel did a great job marking the best player for the Old
Dominion team. Yogi Hightower.

The Minutewomen made it a two-win weekend as they
knocked off Rutgers yesterday afternoon. 2-0.

Massachusetts defense dominated the contest as UM
goalie Patty Shea was forced to make only one save on the

game. Tina Coffin and Caples were the UMass scorers.

"Emotionally it was a letdown from yesterday (Dominion
win)," Hixon said, "but I feh. we controlled the game and
from the first goal on. we were set up to play our kind of

game."

Women booters knot,l-l
The University of Massachusetts

women's s(K'cer team tied its second game
of the sea.son Saturday against Springfield
College, 1-1 at the lovver NOPE field.

The first goal of the game was by Spr-
ingfield, 25 minutes into the first half Or. a
breakaway, Springfield's Kathleen Jenkins
was able to put the ball in the net after an
unsuccessful deflection by UMa.ss goalie

Grace Cucchissi.

UMass tied up the game 12 minutes
before the end of regulation time. After the

Springfield goalie lost control of the ball on
a shot by Chris Taggert, Sandy Fletcher
put the ball in the net.

Because the game was tied at the end of

regulation time, two nvc iiunuLe pericnls of
overtime were played. Both teams failed to

score during the OT and the game was
declared a tie, bringing the Minutewomen's
record to 6-2-2.

"Springfield is riding a hot-streak." said
UM coach Kalekeni Banda, "We look as
though we're lazy, there are a lot of little

things we're not doing properly."

Co-captain Maddy Mangini attributed the
tie to not playing as a team. "We have to do
more as a team. We have a tendency to

play the other team's game."
Wednesday the Minutewomen travel to

Hanover, where they will face Dartmouth
College at 3 p.m. -NANCY GONTER

Interest down in women's intramurals
An Open Letter to UMass Women:
A very disheartening occurence took

place at the Derby Track on Wednesday.
Oct. 14. Approximately 45 people par-
ticipated in and thoroughly enjoyed the
1981 UMass Intramural Track arid Field
Meet, but not a single woman participated.

The weather wa.s perfect and entries were
accepted up till 4:30, so the lack of women
participants is puzzling. Last year twenty-
nine women competed on five teams.

The UMass Intramural Staff welcomes
and encourages suggestions about how to

increase participation by women students,
both undergraduate and graduate. This
year, for the first time in many years, there
are no overwhelmingly, dominating teams
participating; it is a wide open field. We
will try to form teams for interested

women, come in and see us at 215 Boyden.

- the UMass Intramural Staff

URI edges kickers
UM freshman goalie excels

In what might be the best soccer game
played here all year, the University of

Ma.ssachusetts men's soccer team lost a

heart-breaking 2-1 decision to the Universi-

ty of Rhode Island at the upper Boyden
field Friday.

Backed by the strong goalkeeping of

freshman Stanley Jaworowski, the

Minutemen took a 1-0 lead into the halftime

over the favored Rams, who all season

have been ranked near the top of New
England polls.

The half's only goal was scored by UM
junior forward Gus Martins who netted the

ball past URI keeper John Williams from'
Close range, i ne piay was set up oti a nice

cross from freshman striker Nick Mar-
ciano. though no assist was credited.

Highlighting a very physical first half

was a brilliant save by Jaworowski from in

close, as he tipped the ball just over the

cross-bar with an all-out dive.

Despite Jaworowski's heroics, the lead

would not hold up. URI forward (}ezza

Henni, blanketed by a strong UMass
defen.se in the first half broke through and

scored on a long, hard drive, only 1:27 into

the second stanza.

With the Minutemen unable to capitalize

on ineir many opportunities, it was Henni
again, from a close range this time, who
tallied the game's final goal, 21:17 into the
final half

"Both teams played a good ball game,"
remarked UMass coach Russ Kidd. "I
thought our entire backfield was im-

pressive and Stanley (Jaworowski) played a
strong game. I think he was a little fooled

by Henni's first goal, but he hasn't seen too
many shots like that in his career. He did

make some great saves."

The loss leaves the Kickers with a 2-7-1

record and they face one of the nation's

best teams on the road when they trstyel to

Connecticut tomorrow. They play at nome
next, a week from Wednesday, when
Westfield State visits the upper Boyden
Field for a 2:30 p.m. game.
KICKERS KORNER - Co-captain

Tony Dias is back in action, wearing extra
padding on his healing broken ribs. Dias
saw a lot of playing time in both the Pro-
vidence and URI games.
J.V. Coach Glenn Cristofori's squad is

not only undefeated and untied after their

first four games, but remain unscored upon
going into tomorrow's game at Holyoke
C.C. - GARY GILBERT
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EDITORIAL : The Menace of U.T.O.P.LA.
hThe repressive nature of U.S political
institutions has become ascendant and
glaringly obvious under the inacessibly
arrogant Reagan administration. The true
weaknesses and ambiguities of this

ostensibly pluralistic society are being
exploited by largely civilly led fa cists.

^Currently, the U.S. government struggles
with the conflict between the intervention
of the CIA. and other instruments of
federal intervention in the private affairs of
citizens and the trumpeted traditions of
individual freedoms. However the
demands of increased efficiency of cor-
porate enterprise requires a weak,
stratified and divided labor force and a
muted citizenry. The epithets of 'com-
munist' and 'communist inspired' serves to
obscure and reduce the numerous and
diverse critics, enemies and resentful
victims of this society. The revival of
senate investigative committees falls back
on the argument of fragility of national
security in order to justify military actions
within domestic boundaries.

^Originally, the language of the Con-
stitution and the Bill of rights was meant to

extend political rights and civil liberties to

white propertied males only. The struggle
of Black, Hispanic, Asians. White women
and Gay people to either wrest or maintain
a minimum of the fruits of nineteenth

century liberalism remains unresolved
today.

%Last year on this campus, C.A.R.P.
emerged on this campus, an extraordinary

political anachronism whose parent
organization is the Unification Church. This

cult, led by Rev. Sun Myung Moon a
Korean expatriate soothes its members
under an ideological assemblage of free

enterprise, good works and Christianity and
unifies its members in crusades with not-

so-Christian tactics.

hThat May, a letter received by the

Collegian, from a woman from Yale

documented some of the activities of
C.A.R.P. on that Campus, "...screaming,

heckling and finally a bullhorn" and
disruptive street theatre were the lengths

previously reached by C.A.R.P. This report

added to the store of information which the

UMass communtiy had about C.A.R.P.
The C.A.R.P. table in the Campus Center
was soon after banned.

^This year, UTOPIA surfaced on the

UMass Campus with a splash of flyers

around the Campus Center. The message
was a battle cry without the infantry. The
Utopians seemed too cowardly to identify

themselves to a crowd of over three

hundred angry people who gathered to

counterprotest outside of the Student
Union Building. It might have been possible

to dismiss UTOPIA as a disgusting and
malicious hoax aimed at goading the racial

ethnic and radical movements of this

University. The UTOPIAN program of the
extermination of dissidents, racial
genocide, increased imperialistic actions
abroad, and limited nuclear war, is only a
flagrant and outrageous rewording of the
essential orientation of the Reagan ad-
ministration. The outreach of U. T. O. P. I. A.
-"W it'sprogram is like a thermometer of the
rising temper of the political climate.

WATCH OUT.
§ The intimidation of a Black Gay man altcc
the face and the nature of U.T.O.P.I.A.
There are not too many of us reading this

article who has ever faced the deliberatd
attempt of other individuals to choose one
of us, personally, as a target of
assasination. Well, think about it!

hit IS obvious that UTOPIA has chosen an
individual whom the U.S. Justice systen
would consider most expendable.
Foremost, this man is Black and therefore

falls victim under the tradition of state
sanctioned lynchings, bombings and other
forms of white intimidation against Black
people This man is also Gay. He stands
tenously at the edge or beyond the
professed moral standards of this society.

Despite assertions that an individual's

personal life is private and should remain

so, archaic laws governing the sexual
behavior of individuals stand in waiting on
the books of many state and local

governments. This Black Gay man has
chosen to "come out" and thus push
forward civil recognition of Gay marriage
contracts and property holdings, death
wills, justice in child custody cases, and
freedom of assembly in the face of police

raids etc... But now he may be forced to

lea ve this campus.

hThe U. TO. P. I. A. program is an exercise
in political repression, the lesson is simple:
if you stand up, you can be shot down.
U.T.O.P.I.A. cannot be allowed to con-
tinue its tactics of intimidation. If they
succeed in pushing one voice off this

campus, the victory may make them heady
enough to try another, more difficult

challenge.

hAII the racial, ethnic and white radical and
women's communities of this campus
should at least agree on this common
menace. It is important to the survival of all

to restrain these outbreaks of facism and to

press for the halting of police intimidation

and violence and federal sureveillance and
interference in the freedom of speech,
assemblage and other political and civil

liberties. Otherwise, one of the choices
which we have will be the one which this

man has faced to run and to hide.

One Personal Observation

Twenty years ago college campu.ses were teaming
with political activisw for a decade over i.s-.suf.s of
civil rights, the Viet Nam war and women 's i,s.sues.

Students attending now-a-days not only don't
reweviher it, they many tiynes haven 't read about it.

The psychological scars of that hitter battle to end
racial apartheid in America and the genocidal war
against Vietnamese national independence have yet
to heal in the minds of many. These wounded
veterans for human independencefrom racism now
look at those same colleges and see them as the hot
beds of racist agitation. They wonder whether it

will put the final terroristic conclusion to what has
been termed the .second end of radical reconstruc-
tion in America. Students lack ofknowledge of the
causes of thi.s malady is the very seeds that will

sprout the lynching murderou^s terror now sanc-
tioned by the only presidential administration in

American history officially endorsed by the Ku
Klujc Klan.
Only one week before the UTOPIA flyers appea red

a Wrightsville Georgia all white jury gave only SO
days and a $750 fine to a white man convicted of
shooting a 9-year-old Black girl during a
nightriding Klan style attack on her family's
mobile home in 1980. The same day it was reported
that the Institute for Southern Studies determined
that the Greensboro North Carolina police had an
"intimate relation" with the acquitted Klan and
Nazi members who on national television murdered
five people. That day aiso the "Jobs Jobs Jobs" ad-
ministration's labor department reported that

jobless Blacks raised the unemployment rate to 7.,

5

percent. Yet such .statistics are irrelevant when
over 50 percent ofBlack youth are unemployed with
an overall 15.1 percent rate "for Blacks and other
minorities oiyerall".

One day before this month started theChronicle of
Higher Education's " Point of View" section wrote
on "Racism on Campun: Colleges must take

by Tony Crayton

positive steps to eradicate the disease. " Racism as
an issue is not going away no matter what anyone
says until we all get virulently .serious about
eliminating it; institutionally, individually and in
every J'acet of our lives.

The ignorant rantings of those who feel the Klan,
the Nazis and their supporters is an intolerable aj-

front to my every sen.sibility. Tey .seek to protect
these unseen .scum that hide behind the thin white
sheet of american democracy while putting Black
people in terror of their lives. And because they
lurk under the sewers <f society they lack the true
courage to test their barbaric notions in public.

A good example might be the recently received let-

ters and flyers from the Klan and the philosophic
atheists. One from the "invisible ernpire" sug-
gesting that the SGA sponsor bringing up the im-
perial imbecile of the Knights of the Klux Klan to

speak. The philosophic atheists beliexr that "nig-
gers' religion degrades the labor movement. Nig-
gers must learn atheism". The rest of their tirades
are too demeaning, ignorant and infantile to
disgrace these pages yet both must be viewed in the
full context. Racist organizing is perceived from
Louisiana to New York to be (iesirable here. The
question this institution must ask is why. Why do
such groups think that this institution is a good
place to organize:'

Third World students .said "why" for years and
nobody listened. It is obvious that the majority of
whites in these white institutions intended to wait
along with the inactive others in the the Third
World community until we have a corpse. Ifpeople
don't like being looked at in this way then
demonstrate your willingness to change these bar-
barous conditions. To many Third World students
the turn out at the co-ed rally was a clear statement.
Too many whites feel a Black student's life being
threatened is no where near as important as where
they shit.
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El Salvador: Ofensiva izquierdista

Son Sfilviidor Las guerrillas izqiiier-

(iistns Si' }in'[)aran ftara lamar una uut'va
oleada de ataqucs rn su tiiamr ofensiva
desde etiera fiasada. aiirirtia la setuatui
pasada aqxi cljefe del esladu mai^ar de las

Fuerzas Armadas de El Salradar rorotiel

Rafael Flare: Lima.
'Todos las indirios dicen tfue se eslitu

prefKtrandu desfiues de aelia nieses. feu-
sanias que la o/ensira fnatl es juira esia
semaua. que tal rez se iuieie una sene de
emlh>srailas y sahotajes', dijn Flarez Lima
a la prensa.

Mientras hahlaha. las guerrillas
hirieran detonar en el edifiria recina das
poderasas hanibas, hiriendn a nuere }u-r-

sonas en la Ofirina del Defensor Puhlien
df la Carte Suprema daude el presidenle
dp la carte. Leanel Chas Delgado. sufrin
h'ridas menares.

Rafael Lima no nnunrit' marimientas
esperiales de tnqtas. pero que las fuerzas
annadas estan 'aumeutanda su rigilan-
ria' contra lo qur dijo seria el mayor
esfuerzo rehelde desde la ofensira df diez
dias en enero pasadt) que dejo un soldo de
dos mil muertas.
Moras m.as tarde, sin embargo, ni el

prexidente de la Junta Jose* Napoleon
Duarte ni el Emhajador de Estados
Unidos Denne Hinlon. dijeron saln-r nada
tiohre una posihle ofenstra de los guer-
rilleros.

En un disrurso ante la < 'itmara de Com-
ercio local, Duarte condeno'la decision del
Senadt) norteamericano de condicionar su
aguda militar a El Satrador g calilia'al
gohierno izquierdista de Nicaragua de
'titere' de la Union Sorietica.
Duarte Lanzo tamhien un ataque contra

la prensa internacional, de la tiuedijoque
'llegan a lienor el hotel (Camnio Real) ly
distorrionan la imaqen del pit's'.

La radio guerrillera Venceremos dijo
oue las guerrillas han tornado el control de
la magorw de los ca minus en el norle del
Deparlaniento de Morazan, fx'ra no dio
indicios de que se prepara una accitfn
reln-lde mayor.
Los guerrilleriis dijeron controlar el

sistema rial de Moraza'n desde la capital
df San Francisco Gotera. 167 kloinetros
al este de San Salrador. hasta la frontera
con Honduras. WW kilometros al nor'e.

Ultimas noticias desile El Salrador:
Las guerrillas izqnierdistas hom-

Itardearon el puente principal de El
Salrador el jueres pasado durante la

celehracion del segumlo anirersario de la

junta cirico-m Hilar en el poder.
Segun la United Press Inlernational. el

Vicefresidente de la repul>lira Jaime Ali-

dul (lUtierrez dijo que los danos estruc-
furales en el puente causados por las hom-
his eran sustanciales.

Bush en America Latina

i

. En su reciente visita por America Latina el
vicepresidente Bush encontro que los
gobiernos de la region estaban mas
preocupados por la polhica econo'mica del
Congreso norteamericano que por la

supuesta amenaza cubano-sovietica en que
se basa la politica exterior de Reagan.
hBush en su visita de las naciones
Latinoamericanas de Republica
Dominicana, Colombia y Brazil recibio' el
mensaje claro de los dignatarios de
gobierno sobre la politica proteccionista
que los E. U. esta siguiendo en elpresente y
el desacuerdo de estos a este respecto.
La Republica Dominicana ha de afectarse
con la nueva tarifa elevado contra el azucar
que los E.U. importa. El azucar es el
producto principal de exportacidn
dominicana y los E. U. su principal mer-
cado. Mientras Bush se empenaba en la

supuesta conspiracioh cubano-sovie'tica el
legislador dominicano Hatuey Decamps
senalaba que la Union Sovietica le

garantizaba un mercado subsidiado al
azucar cubano. Esto es, mientras en el
mercado mundal el precio del azucarpuede
fluctuar, la Union Sovietica le garantiza un
precio fijo al azucar procedente de Cuba. El
azucar dominicana, sin embargo, no es
subsidiado por los Estados Unidos y ahora

by Argeo Quifiones
que el precio mundial del producto se halla

a muy bajo nivel el congreso nor-
teamericano legisla un impuesto sobre las

importaciones de este, agravando mas aun
la situacion para la industria azucarera
dominicana. El congreso tambien ha
legislado un subsidiode 15 a 18 centavos
por libra de azucar producida por
productores norteamericanos.

%Las consecuencias de esta situacion seran
de mayor desempleo en el pais caribeno y
una capacidad menor de este de adquirir

productos manufacturados en el exterior,

pues los ingresos provenientes de la venta
de azucar a otros paises son los que le

permiten adquirir a la misma vez los

productos manufacturados por los im- -

portadores de azucar.

El matutino dominicano Listin Diario

senalaba que 'La republica en estos
momentos se halla subsidiando a la

economia norteamericana con los bajos
precios del azucar. No obstantye cuando
nosotros compramos bienes manufac-
turados por los E. U. sus precios son cada
vez mas altos. Lo irdnico de esta situacion

-continuaba- es que es nuestra economia la

que necesita el subsidio y no asquella de los

ricos E. U.

'

Este mensaje no es nuevo. Los oaises de
Continiied on page U

Lider haitiano condena politica de Estados Unidos

El lider del Partido Democrata Cris-
tiano Haitiano iPDCH). WendAl Claude,
afirmd'qiie la presencia de refugiados hai-
tianos en Puerto Rico es el resuuado direc-
to de La politica de Estados Unidos en
Haiti y cntalogo"como anticristianas las

condiciones imperantes en el Fuerte Allen,
de Juana Diaz.
Claude, quein reside ev la Republica

Dominicana. donde preside el Buro
Representantivo del PMCH. esta de visita

en la /.s/a tratando de recabar la coopera-
cidn de organizaciones deniorrn'ticas de
Puerto Rico para lograr la liberacio'n de
su hermano y su .•iobrina. Sylvia Camilor
Claude y Marie France, presidente y vice-

presidenta, respectivamente del PLHJH.
Claude exphco' q ue su hermano y

sobrina fueron encarcelados hace un ano,
luego de la eieccion del presidente Ronald
Reagan y de que Estados Unidos quitard
el enfasis en su politica de derechos
humanos n nivel inemarional. Dijo que el

27 de agosto pasado fueron sentenciados a
cumplir 15 anos dte prisio'n junto a otros
dirigentes de ese partido, "luego de un
juicio que con.stituyo una farsa total".

Sevalo' que la continue politica de
Estados bnidos en apoyo al presidente
mtalino haitiano Jean Claude Duvalier
mantieve un terrorismo de Estado in-

stitucinalizado en ese pais que junto a la

hambruna. el aruiXfabeiismo y la faita de
serincios medicos escenciales "tiene

desesperados a los rompatriotas (rue huyen
en grand^s grupos hacia la Republica
Dominicana y otros destinos".
Junto a Estados Unidos culpa' por la

situacion a paises como Japan. Alemania
Federal. Canada. Taiwan, Israel, las Na-
ciones Unidas. la Organizacion de
Estados Americanos, el F<mdo Monetario
Intemaeional y Los Bancos Mundial e In-
teramericanos para el Desarrollo.
Claude indico' qu^ estos paises y

organizaciones intemacioales envian
unos $100 mUlones anuales a Haiti para
ser utilizados en el desarrollo economico y
funcionamiento gubemamental. Sin em-
bargo^ dijo que el presupuesto anual de
Haiti "no aLcanza los $80 milliones".
A renglon seguido afirmo' que las

asign^-ciones extranjeras de dinero
d^bertan ser utilizadas para establecer
una economia mixta en Haiti."lo que no se
hace porque Duvalier y .sm,s allegados se
quedar^ con la mayoria de los millones (fue
se ennan a I pais '.

Claude enfatizo que la politica de
Estados Unidos convierie a Haiti en una
"vulgar colonia del Departamento de
Estado norteamericano quA> entorpece el

d/>sarrollo social, politico y cultural de mi
pueblo".

Anadio que ante La situacim insosteni-
ble para el pueblo en Haiti, grandes
grupos se lanzan a I mar en lnv<ca de una
nu^or inda que podria proveerse en suelo

haitiano si Estados Unidos cambiara su
politica logrando una mayor
democratizacion del sistema politico y
social de su pais.

Manifesto que por esta razon hay 800
refugiados haitainos en el Fuerte Allen,
miles en Estados Unidos y mas de 500.000
compatriotas .tuyos en suelo dominicano
(pie afecta la dindmica social de la
Republica Dominicana.
"Las condiciones infrahumanas en que

se encuentran mis c(rmpatriota.s al sur de
Puerto Rico son impuestas par los fun-
cionari(}s d^l Departamento de Estado
norteamericano (me prtypulsan la civiliza-
cion cristiana. Y yo me pregunto. donde
esta el espiritu cristiana para mis com-^
patrwtas en el Fuere Allen?". decLaro
Claude.
A I preguntarsele sobre el acuerdo

logrado por Estados Unidos con Hail'
para detener en altamar las embarca-
ciones con refugiados haitianos y
devolverlas a Haiti. Claude con testa'que el
tratado funcionara'por In condicion col-
onial que mantiene el gobierno esta-
d^mnidense con el haitiano.
Afirmo' que el tratado "ofirializa la

pirateina y significant la muerte a manos
del regimen de Duvalier para los
perseguidos y hambnentos que arriesgan
susvidas enframles emabarcaciones para
mejorar su condicion de seres humanos".

Por Juan R. Ramos y Lopez
Redaccion de EL MUNDi)

EDITORIAL

§£/ representante novoprogrBsista Luis
Gonzalo de Jesus anunci(f su intento de
radicar un proyecto de ley que estudie la

posibilidad de restaurar la pena de muerte
en la isla. Piensa el Representante que es la

solucion para la criminalidad en la isla. El

alega que "el 70^ de los puertorriquenos
favorecen esta medida. " Abundando, dijo

que en los Estados Unidos Ronald Reagan,
los jueces^ del Tribunal Supremo, y la

opinion publica endosan la pena de muerte.
Aleaga ademas que la Iglesia Catolica en
esencia justifica la pena de muerte. El

Representante insiste que hay que usar una
mano dura contra los lideres de la huelga
universitaria y la UTIER. Gonzalo de Jesus
opina que la Policia Esfatal debio haber
intervenido en ambas situaciones y para
colmo cite que "los guardias universitarios

deberian estar armados". Se refiere a los
estudiantes, quienes responden en su
huelga a un aumento abusivo de matricula,
como subversivos. Insiste Gonzalo de
Jesus que "hay que usar contra estos
bayonetas caladas para acabar con el

abuso en la U. P.R."
hGonzalo senala esto como el curso a
seguir por el gobierno para defender un
'sistema democratico'. Si eso es *

democracia, Gonzalo de Jesus nos deja
muy poco que desear de una dictadura.

Debbie Sicilia

Alejandro aceptaria que se reduzca matricula a la mitad

El presidente del Consejo General de
Estudiantes de hi Universidad de Puerto
Riro. Roberto Aleiandro. dijo la sernana
jHisada que una ae 1(ls propwstas (jue el

smneteria para nmsiiieracion del Cormejo
de Educacian Superior serta el que .se

reduzca n a la mitad los aumenlos en las
matrieubus decretados por la universidad.
Alejandro, quien participo' el pasado

memes en una reunion am miembros tiel

CES y del proj'esorado de la mstitucxon,
semnlo que se discutio'el concepto de reduc-
cion en laa matnrula.s pero no como estos
se podrian reducir.

Sim embargo, el h'der estudiantil
manifest^ sentirse optim ista de oue la reu-

nion del viemes haya abierto el aidlogo en-

tre las autoridades universitariiis y el

estudiantad.o en protesta. sehalando ifue

de continuar el didlogo habria buen. dnimo
para (pie el Recinto de Rio Piedras pueda
reahnrse sin disturbios de claae alnuna.
Indico (pie ambas partes estan igualmevte
interesadas en que se reanuden las closes

con normalidaa.
Explico' Alejandro qijw algunos madias

mformativos pvblicaron, luego de la reu-
nion, que la universidad estaba dispuesfa
a revocar o reducir los aumentos
cLerretrados en la matriculas, lo rual ha
mantenido cerrado al Recinto hasta el

presente.

Segun Alejandro, los jrrobh^ma.s del

aumento si se drsrulierov jirojHtniendo la

universidad alternativa como la de sub-

sidios a los estudiantes de e.sca,sos recur-

sos. Pero afirmo' que no esta de acuerdn
con (SO allematira. oor no ronl'inr en las

^/^^i?"'^-^^''^'***^

informariones (pie serian extraidas de las
planillas para otorgar esos subsidios.
'Vamos a seguir insistiendo en la

y-^'nranon o reducrion sustanrial del

auiiunto a travez de nuestra protesta
h/ista que no quedefuera de la universidad
un estudiante de escasos recursos
economicos', sostuvo.

I

Respecto a las actividades de los estu-
diantes en projesta. Alejandro inforvnif
(fue se celehrarxa una conjerencia de pren-
sa en las oficinas en Puerto Nuevo de La
Hermandad de Empleados No Docentes.
En la reunion se anunciaralas distintas
a/'tividades programadas por los estu-
diantes para esta semana.
Respecto a la verja de alambre de puas-

que la universidad iTUitalo''recientemente y
que ha sido motivo de protesta tanto de los
estudiantes como de los empleados del
Recinto. Alejandro indico'que con esta no
se van a resolver los problemas actuales y
en tono de critica apunto: 'La verja no va
a ser acreditada por la Middle Estates,
pues esta solo acredila universidades y no
compos de concentracion'.
Abundando, recalc(/ (pte 'ese tipo de

praetica de everjar lo unico, que demuestra
es la lastimosa enajenacion en que se en-
cuentra el Rector Antonio Miro Montilla,
que lo hace pensar que con alamhres va a
detener la lucha esti^diantil '.

Tambien informo que en la reunion del
viemes se discutio'el caso de los estu-
diantes que no pagaron su^ matriculas y
(me la universidad amenaza' con dejarlos
fuera. Segun Alejandro, esos estudiantes
que segun informes. .suman mas de 3.000.
tienen su astento asegurado.
Por ultimo. aseguro''que esta semana se

elevaran querelLa.s contra los guardias
universitarios quienes supuestamente
agredieron a varios estudiantes. Alejan-
(Iro recalco que los guardias seran
Uevados a los trihunales.
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Statement by Union OfIranian Students In Amheist
Not more than two and a half years have

elapsed since the overthrow 'o/ the Shah
when the world discovers itselnrilnessinq
with a certain degree of astonishment and
confusion, a new rise of revolutionai-u
Jei'our and outbursts in Iran.

Wh(^n Khomeini, thm an opposition
clergy long in fyile, entered Teheran
literally millions of pem,le blockaded his
route to the immense Teheran ceniet<try
Jilied with thousands of the "imperial ar-
my's" vicfim^s. In the'ensuying "referen-
dum " allegedly 9<l percent of the country's
population voted for the viupie notion of
the "Islamic Republic" propagated Iru
Khomeini and his clique.

A lot has happened since then: just a
month ajler the downj'all of the monarchy
the province ofKurdistan, land ofthe Kur
dish minority long oppressed by the
Pahlavi dynasty, was invaded by
American made jets and weapons as a
punishment for the truly autonomou,s
democratic rule by the masses. This first
(rpen suppression of democratic rights,
which the people had secured for
themselves aller the most astonishing and
bloody revolt of this past decade, truly
revealed the real nature of the newly fom'i-
ed regime. Democratic gains of the upris-
ing^ were attacked by the regime one after
the other. Pea.sanfs councils striving to ex-
propriate rural feudals and capitalists
were militarily attacked (Turkoman
Sahara, Kurdistan}, national and
religious minorities were ruthlessly sup-
pressed (Khuzistan-Arab minority.
Baluchistan, Turkomans, Azarhaijan,
Kurdistan...}.

Democratic newspapers were closed
doum. women's rights attacked. leDisIs
beaten up. workers' and .soldiers self
elected counciLs crushed, universities
-traditionally opposition centers of lef)

and democratic forces to the Shah were

invaded and shut down. The regimeform-
ed Its own instruments ofpower. Ex army
and elite officers and soldiers of the Shah s
were put to rebuild tfte army in the old
manner, the Shah's SAVAK was
rehabilitated ajter l>eing "baptized" ^tnd
becoming the 'Lslaniic SAVAK" or
SAVAMA, lumnens and goons were
selected toform the core of the newly form-
ed 'rei'oluturnary guards"...
The State, a dependent capitalist one

instead of beina transformed was
reconstructed by the coalition of liberals
(who opposed the Shah's dictatorship, but
not his rule!!) and fMmrqeois members of
the clergy and Iran's traditional
capital i.sts (large traders and merchants
nch bazanes...). plus a clique of tradi-
tional and wealthy middle class and
biLsinessmen whom Khomeini represent.
The seemingly contrasting and am-

biguous short stonj ofIran 's "revolution
"

consists in fact of'thf- .struggle between this
new ruling coalition who 'sought to put the
brakes on social change by suppressing all
manifesfatioius of resistance to their auto-
theacratic rule (which in cultural ideology
- at lea.st among the "traditional" sectors'

-

amounted to turning back the clock to the
6th century!) and. on the other hand, the
augmenting .stirs of a revolution beaten
and stampeded upon at its first step, yet
still alive and increasingly 'militant.

'

The long decades, cerit'uries and even
milenas long strive and desire of the
toilersfor equality andfreedom was not to
be lost as easy as this after such costly
rebellions as that of 78-79!
The lef} and revolutionary democratic

forces, long attacked savagel'y by the Shah
and his "stars and strifies'^ maste^rs.
emerged as an. augmenting force striving
to link their various ideologies of
resistance and struggle with the increas-
ingly disillusioned masses.

Such mounting pressure from "below"
forced tlie regime to:

1- increa.se its brutality continuously in
open attacks against mushrooming, yet
still scattered resistance among students,
workers, national minorities -' especially
the heroic Kurdish armed resistani-e
movement, teachers, peasants.. .almost
among all stratas of the population except
those directly linked in their class in-
terests with the regime.

'Z- increasing antagonism as to how to deal
with this "ominious" and "heretic" rise
of resistance fueled by the deva.stated
economy, leading to a major split within
the ruling coalition between the liberals
(led by ex-president BaniSadr and ex-
premier Bazargan} and the traditional
sector (led by the Islamic Ri^publican Par-
ty, IRP. with Beheshti, Rafsanjani, Rajai,
Bah aer & co.}. This spl'it occurred o„ a
result of the mounting rei'olutionary
social crises which threatened the whole
system, demandina for a unified political
line. Where the liberaLs advocated
"diplomatic" approaches of simultaneous
"carrot and stick" policies (direct
physical .suppression while offering liberal
"reforms"} along with a direct reap-
prochement to Western Imperialist
powers, the archaic and medieval politi-
tians of the IRP demanded unconditional
mas.sacre of ail opposition and a "harsh"
rhetoric!! against imperialism, while
secretely reviving all economic-military
ties with it.

S- the regime, seeing its approaching
downfall resorted to "dra.stic political
aerobacy, .so common to reactionary
regimes of the Middle East:

It occupied the US embassy and
started a war with its neighbour. Iraq.

While screeming in its hullhorns about
"derisive" actions against imperialism!!!
by occupying the emba.ssy]. and the defence
of the motherland against "impe^rialist
backed", "heretic" Saddam llraaui
premieri. thus exploiting the people's
patriotic and anti-imperialist sentiments
in order to buy it.self some prestige, the
regime proceeded to rebuild its aryny. and
the IRP to purae tfie lilteral "oppositum"
while re-in.stalling military-economic ties

unth Western imperialists and Soviet
social imperia lists.
The U.S. and its allies started to openly

support the regiment while the Sennet
lackeys, the Tudeh Party and the
Eedayeen (majority} defended the IRP out

"anti-im^wrialist" and joined its camp by
activelyJigh ting against and spying on the
revolutionary letJ.

Yet all the IRP's dreams ofstability and
ofa ' 'glorious Isla in ic Empire" came to be
shattered rather unceremoniowsly. The
whole embassy fraud was rejected by the
m(is,ses as they gradually discovered the
true nature of the whole ajj'air. The very
same is true for the deva.stating war witn
its 2'/t million refugees, more than LO.OOO
dead and billions of didlars of damage.
The economy is utterly dei'asted and
millions are jobless. The resi.stance move-
ment, with the communist organizations
as its most consLstant uncompromising
core has continuou.sty urged the people to

actively .struggle against the treachery oj
the.se usurptTs.

Eventually, in July, the social an-
tagonisms came to a head-on collision.

More than a hundred thousand people
marched in Teheran, ofienly defying Kno-
meini's regime. Ant i regime demonstra-
tions of this magnitude were un-
precedented. Many "revolutionary"
guards were decimated and dozens of
demonstrators were shot or wounded by

Continued on page 4

COMMENTARY : A Profile ofa great leader
hOn the April ,ssue of "Asian Outlook" a
specialarticle was written to commemorate
one of the greatestleader who ever lived
President Chiang Kai-Shek was afearless
commander who lived and died by his own
principles.

\Ch,ang was born near Ningpo on October

i o?I ^"^ ^'^^ '" '^^'P^'' '^ai^an on April
b W75. The late president had profound
knowledge and penetrating study of
Chinese and westernphilosophies as
exemplifies in his writings and in
structionsto the people of the Republic of
China. The basic characteristic of the late
generalissimo was simply -'anti
communism", his incite of communism was
quoted by Asian Outlook "... someconsider
the current struggle between the tyrannical
Communismand the free world as a

struggle between Socialism and Capit ism
or a struggle between totalitarism and
democracy

. He also considered the
present day anti-communist struggle
viewedfrom its substance and spirit, a
struggle between truth andcrime, God's
will and human desire... " [In other words.
It isa battle between God's thought and
Godlessness. I.

^/ feel this commentary of President Chiang
IS relevant be cause of the recent
assassination of Anwar Sadat.
Althoughthese two men came from dif
terent parts of the world, theirlives were
very similar as both of them were con
sidered to bechampions of peace.
President Sadat was brutally killed by
automatic weapons fired by witless men,
Chiang was killedma different way.

Bush in Latin America

In his recent three-country four ofLatin
America Vice Presidente Bush found (hat
Latin American heads of state were more
concerned over U.S. Congress economic
ixdicies for the region than with the sup-
posedly Cuban-Soviet menace, cornerstone
of Reagan 's inlernational politics.

Bush, who visited the Dominican
Republic. Colombia and Brazil got a clear
message from the state dignafaries and
their disaqreement with the protectionist
pidicies which (he ("ongress is followinq at
the present.

Tne Dominican Republic will be
especially affecteil by the recent legislation

of an import duty on sugar entering the
t^.S. As it is known sugar C(nist it utes the
principal product which the (^iribbean
nation exiiorls and the U.S. is its prin-
cipal ma rket. Wh He du ring h is visit to (he
country Bush emphasizt-d the 'Siwiet-
Cuban threat.' Legislator Hatuey
Decamps, pointed hiar'the Soviet Union
subsidises thecuban sugar industry. This
IS in the form of a fixed price for the pro-
duct independent if the jluctuations if its

price in the world market. Conversely the
sugar produced by the Dominican
Republic is not guaranteed a stable price
in the U.S. market, and to make tnings
worse, now that sugar prices are record
tow, the fJ.S. Congress has legislated an
import tariff on suqar and a .subsidy for
U.S. producers of 1.1 to IS cents per pound

produced.
The obvious consecuences of such

measures for the Domincan Republic will
Iw higher unemployment irith the crisis in
the sugar industry and a reduced capacity
of the country to acquire goods manufac-
tured abroad. The income derived from
the export tf sugar determines, to a (ireaf
extent, the country's capacity to buy'what
it doesn 7 produce f^r consumers.
An editorial appeared in the morning

paper Listin Diario observing how
'Dominican Republic at this moment is

underwriting the United States economy
with low sugar prices. Yet wh(m we buy
manufactured goods from the U.S.. the
price is higher all t hi' time. The irony of
this situation is that our economy is'one
that needs bolsttTing. not that, of'the rich
United States.

'

This message is not a new one. Latin
American countries have long pointed oui
how their basic raw materials exports to
the U.S. are priced low while at the same
time they have to pay high prices for U.S
manufactured goods.
The unevenness tf exehanqe prices Ite-

ween the U.S. and Latin America con-
stitutes the principal way in which wealth
is transferfrom the second to the first. I!
IS this transfer what has created a situa-
tion of eciomniir development in the U.S-
and underdevelopment in Latin America-

^After negotiations broke down between
Chiang and the ChineseCommunist on
1946, Chiang launched an all out military

assaulton the Communist Government, but
to no avail as his army lostbattle after
battle. As the situation for the Nationalists
grewincreasingly futile. they seeked
military and financial assist
ance from the United States. The United
States [first and onlytimel declined to
interfere with civil war and so the National-
ists' hope was all but gone. Chiang, ex
cepting defeat, escaped
to the island of Formosa [Known as Taiwan
today] with his army. Although overturned
by his adversaries, Chiang's vision of o-
verthrowing the Communist Government
never died. However, hisdream was
permanently stymied by the United States

by Jimmy Wong

again whenPresident Nixon embarked an
unending relationship with Communist
China. A year earlier, the United Nation
ousted Taiwan asrepresentatives of China.
President Chiang died three years be- fore
his actual death, he died when his dreoms
did

hWhat made President Chiang great was
that he gallantly spokeout for his rights and
the rights of his beloved people, thereisn't
enough people that would do what he had
done. Chiang dedicated his life for
democracy and peace. Today, nobody
would dare to "make waves"because their
lives would surely be intimidated or ter-
minated as Sadat's life was.
hAs George Washington is considered to
be the father of thiscountry, so is Chiang
Kai Shek the father of Nationalist China.

Asian Affairs Editor

Extension ofVoting Rights Act
The Voting Rights Act of 1965, which
enfranchised millions of Black voters, took

a step toward extension Oct 5 when the

House supported renewal of key programs
of the act by a vote 389 24. Civil rights

leaders say the fight isn't over yet,

however.

§ The act was passed sixteen years ago as a

result of the tremendous pressure brought

by the civil rights movement. It eliminated

the literacy test and numerous other

devices that had been used to curtail the

voting rights of Blacks and other minorities,

particularly in the South.

§ The act also mandated that certain states

clear all election law changes with the

Justice Department. Six Southern states

were originally covered: Alabama, Georgia,

Louisiana, South Carolina, Mississippi and
Virginia, as well as Alaska. The subsequent
renewal of the act has added many areas

with high minority populations and low
voter participation, and now it covers parts

or all of22 states.

hRep. Harold V\/ashington \D-tLL.[,

secretary of the Congressional Black

Caucus [CBC[, cautioned after the House
vote: "We won an important victory-but

the time for celebrating has not arrived. To
win in the Senate and to obtain the

President's signature, " Washington
declared, "will require a continuation of the

national outpouring of the grassroots

support that make the victory in the

Housepossible. " The President's current

position is ambiguous as a result of

pressures from civil rights leaders and the
wavering position among the conservatives
themselves on the issue. Senator Strom
Thurmond \RS.C. I is expected to try and
gather the forces of the Republican-
dominated Senate in an effort to kill the
preclearance clausn.

§ The bill the House adopted extends untill

1992 the clause that requires bilingual

registration and election materials In

districts where 5 per cent of the people
speak a foreign language. The provision
was vehemently attacked by rightist critics

who said it encouraged citizens not to learn
English and it costs too much money for
districts to comply. An amendment to cut
the bilingualprovisions lost by 283-129.

hHouse debate centered around the
preclearance section, with opponents
trying to strip the clause of its teeth. The
House bill however, required a voting
district to have a clean legal record for K)
years before it could have itself removed
from the act's jurisdiction. Critices of the
bill tried to weaken that by redefining what
constitutes a clean record.

%"The passage of the House bill, "said Rev.
Lucius Walker, "is like the first hit in a ball

game: it may be a good blow, but the game
isn't over." He added: "We have to
remember the error of the I960's, when we
thought the passage of the legislation

would automatically make things better-
and so we began to raise up on the
pressure. We have to understand that we
can't lighten up'
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The Qarke/Duke
UPC productions, in astiorintion with the
Duke Ellington Commitfe. proudly pre-
sent Stanley Clarke and George Duke in
concert on November H nt the Fine Arts
Center. Tickets ar $7.50. $H.50 for UMa.ss
students and $9.00 and $l().'(H) for the
general public, and are arailalte at

Ticketron. lIRU.For the Record iFacest,
an tri Northampton at Platterpus Records
ana Main St. Records

^
The tour that bringn Clarke and Duke to

rMnj<s centers around a new album en-
tiled The ClarkelDuke Project, which is

<fpadily climbing up the jazz charts.
Hoth artists hlnui many years of' ex-

perience and are in.spinng talent m their
work and the end results are truly ex-

*raordiyiary. Standley Clarke is arguably
'he best bass guitnri.'it in jazz today. An in-

tergral jmrt of Chirk Corea's supergroup
Return To Forerer for six years. Clarke
'Ids aLso worked with the likes of Al
Dimeola, Miles Dans, Stan Gelz, Joe Far-
rell, and Jeff Berk. His uniting brings
together vnnous different styles which are
ni.sed together as a so/fV/ work which ii.sual-

ly centers around his uncanny ability on
perhaps the most overlooked and under-
rated instrument m contemporary music.
He studied cla.s.'<ical musicforfive years

at the Philadelphia Music College,
graduating in 1970, where upon he turned
pro, working with Stan Cetz. It wa,^
through his work with Getz thai, in 1971,
he met Chick Corea, who was forrnin.

NUMMO

Return 'To Forei^er. As Clarke told Guitar
World magazine recently, "My goal back
then waft to brnnp the bass out oj the dark
ages. " Judgingfrom the awards and polLs

he has wons, and his many recordings
over Ike years, including seven solo
albums, it would appear that Stanley
Clarke has accomplished that goal an few
others could.

George Duke has played keyboards for
Slime of the biggest names in popular
music, including Billy Cohham.Jean Luc
Ponty, Frank Zappa, and Gladys Knight
and the Pips. He .started playing piayio at

age seven, and by the time he waj< in high
school, he was playing professionally with
variou^s bands in San Francisco, featur-
ing jazz, Latin and rock mu,sic.

In 1969, Duke joined Zappa 's Mothers of
Invention, and he began to play everything
frcrm '50s rock ana roll to classical. He
later teamed up with Billy Cobham to pro-
duce some sen,sational jazz-rock in the
mid-'70s. A series of siwcessjul solo
albums ran the gamut of styles Jrom jazz
to funk to R&B. About' The Clarke/Duke
Project, he says, "It was totally dual ef-

fort, which is why I think it urill l>e really
successful.... We managed to come up uritk

something that's a little dijferent. I think
we're gonna survrise a lot <f jteople.

"

Considering the past accomplishments
of these two exceptional musicians, the
surprise, and the performance, should
definitely be most enjoyable.

hezbollahi (God's partyt fascist groups.
BaniSadr, who was treacherously allign-

ing himself with the movement} succeeded
to finally approach and form a coalition
with the Mojahedin (a democratic rei'olu-

tionary group - the largest numberwisej
who prior to that was dangerously leaning
towards the liberaLs. A general attack was
sounded by the regime on the bejJ and
thousand-* ofexecutions with the approval
of imperialists followed. The masses at the
present are temporarily (as all indica-
tions prmr) in a passive mood after the

June-July demonstrations. Yet the rising
anger, the mounting pressure of economic
poverty, and the desires of an unjinished
democratic-anti imperialist revolution of-

fer ei>ery reason for us to expect an oncom-
ing revolutionary tide; one immense in

magnitude, probably dwarfing the 7H-79
npr ng in its greatness, determination
and nseqwntces.

1 opposition groups, meanwhile,
beet te tne main targets of the regime.
Summary executions of young school
children in their early teens, of pregnant
wom^m. ofyoung and old alike wasfurther
incited and accelerated by the effective

armed retaliations which beheaded the

IRP of its top leadership. The raging
fascist like regime of Khomeini has em-
barked on murdtring more than two thou-

sand actiinsts, "charged with "acts
Mgainxt God" such as carrying Jlyers or
neivspajpers of the rei'olutionar 'oposi-

tion. These masHarres are still "ar-

rird nut on a daily basis

We, the supporters of the Organization
of PFYKAR (Struggle) m the Path tn

(•Emancipate the Working Class, view th<

present situation as .such:

Despite the immense disillusionment of
the masses, the support the IRP and Kho-
meini enjoy and the numtn'r if un-
am.scious followers they rely on is still

va.st. In fad. despite the general hatred
foulards the regime felt by most Iranians,
the reality that most of them are still not
yet willing to take to the streets in open
massive rebellion puts the organized left

opposition in a m i norit'y

Continued from page S

Continued from page 2
America Latina siempre ban seTialado coma
ellos reciben muy ba/os precios por las

materia5 primas basicas que le venden a las
E. U. mientras pagan precios muy alto por
los bienes industrials que compran de
este. Esta relacio'n desigual en los precios
de intercambio entre Americana Latina y
los Estados Unidos es la forma principal

atravez de la cual la riqueza producida por
los primeros es transferida al segundo
dando lugar al desarrollo economico en los

Estados Unidos y al subdesarroMo
economico en Latinoamerica.

This is an invitation to all the

African-American Student Organiza-

tions in the 5 College area to actively

participate in the 5 college Black Stu-

dent- Mini-Conference being held on

the Campus of the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, on the two

days of October 31st and November

1st at the Neu) Africa House.

We are inviting all interested sisters

and brothers to come and share infor-

mation and discussion around what

wefeeel are some extremely important

issues of this rapidly changing period

(ofeconomi/:, political and social crisis)

and how we as students can effectively

and constructively respond to these

issues.

Some of the issues tentatively on the

agenda for discussion are:

THIRD WORLD
CENTER

CULTURAL

Orchard Hill/Central /x searching for

a coordinator. Applicdtions ana job

descriptions will be arailnble at Mc
In tyre House 545-iiSS2.

Applications are due Oct. ii2nd The
coordinator will be paid $500 per
semester.

On October 23erd, the Rape
Counselor!Advocates and
Educator!Advocates Against Violence
Against Women wilt hold a rape
prevention Jorum from 12 noon until

2 p.m. in the following rooms of the

Campus Center at UMa.ss:

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday (Oct.

19,20,2D C.C. 802

Thursday. Oct. 22., C.C. !)02

Friday. Oct. 23. Sulffolk Room. Stu-
dent Union Ballroom

Theforum will be opeyi to the public
and will operate on a drop-in basis.

Various pamphlets, brochures and
other informal ii>nal materials will be

available and Rape CounselorlAd-
I'ocates and EducniorlAdvocates will

be on hand to offer additional infor-

mation or answer any que.sfion.s.

Contact Ei^ery Womens Center for
more inj'ormation 5U5-08H3

ALSO
We are co-sponsoring, along with the

Educational Opportunity Center of
Springfield, an informational
workshop oriented to low-income
women who are heads of households
and interested in finding employ-
ment, going to .school, or changing
jobs. Information will be provided
about area job possibilities, needed
skills, and what area colleges have to

offer. The session will be limited to

thirty women and will be held at the
Everywoman's Center on Tuesday
evening, October 20. from 7-9 p.m..
Please call the Center to sign up and.

to request childcare. There is no fee.

L Declining Financial Aid

2. Racist Violence on Campus

S. Academic Raxyism

U. Phaseout ofAggressive Recruitment

of Black Students

5. The creation of a 5 college African-

American Newsletter

This is a tentative agenda. Not final.

We are open to suggestions. Please

send any ideas to:

The Office of Third World Affairs

Student Union Bldg.

UMASS.Amherst 01002
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( "lleKinn photo h> John MaRdziarzWOA BOY — Doing it the hard way, Tom Magdziarz of Chicopee. Ma.

almost loses control as he rides his BMX bike-bronco style.

Referendum vote today
after question restated
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Polls will be open today for students to

vote on a referendum to raise the Student
Activities Fee by $10 a year.

Students living on-campus should vote
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 4 to 6 p.m.
in the dining commons for their areas:
Northeast/Sylvan at Worcester D.C.;
Central/Orchard HiU at Franklin D.C. and
students in Southwest at the dining
commons nearest their dormitories. Off-
campus and Greek students should vote at
the Hatch from 1 1 a.m. until 2 p.m.

The referendum states: "Do you favor a
$10 increase in the Student Activities Fee,
yes or no?" The referendum which was on
the Undergraduate Student Senate ballots

last week was discounted because some felt

the wording could have influenced students
to vote for the increase, according to

student leaders.

"We had no intention of influencing

student opinion," Student Government
Association Treasurer Richard Goldman
said last week. The Senate decided last

Wednesday to rephrase the question and

bring it before the students again.

The original referendum stated that
"essential services such as the Collegian,

WMUA. the Credit Union, Transit Ser-
vices, Area Governments and many other
organizations will be drastically affected by
inflation and other uncontrollable factors
such as fringe benefits and full-costing

chargebacks." Goldman said this was an
attempt to explain to the student body what
the money would be used for.

Because of the state's fiscal difficulties,

the SGA will have to pay fringe benefits for
employees and full-costing, which includes
paying rent for rooms allocated as office

space next year. Student leaders also point
out there has been no increase in the fee for
the past three years. Leaders said for these
reasons, a $10 a year increase in necessary
to maintain services provided on campus.

If passed by the students, the referen-

dum will be brought before Vice Chancellor

Dennis L. Madson on October 23, Chan-
cellor Henry Koffler on the 30th, then to

various committees and organizations on
campus. The University of Massachusetts
Board of Trustees would make the final

decision on whther the fee ai" ho raisetl.

Sexual assault under investigation
A 20-year-old University of

Massachusetts woman Thursday reported
that she was sexually assaulted at about
1:45 a.m. October 12.

The Amherst police said the assault

occurred in a Brittany Manor apartment.

The victim told police she went to the

alleged attacker's apartment after meeting
him in a bar earlier that evening.

The woman reported that she received
scratches and bruises. The assault is under
investigation, the police said.

2nd rally aims
for 6 goals today
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Correspondent

A second rally to publicize student
demands is planned for 2:30 p.m. today in

front of the Student Union Building.

Student Government Association co-

President Larry Kocot announced
yesterday.

The rally, planned by the SGA Coed
Coalition, is the students' reaction to the
administration's lack of compliance with the
six demands presented to them by co-

Presidents Kocot and Kevin Mangan at the
first rally last Thursday.
The administration was given until

Monday to comply with the six demands:
the retraction of the single sex bathroom
policy and the reinstatement of the former
policy permitting coed facilities; the
replacement of the current student conduct
code with last year's code; the guarantee
that no dormitory staff members will be
fired for non-compliance with the single sex
bathroom rule; and the creation of a
mechanism to guarantee student input in

policies affecting students.

Since these demands were ignored.

Kocot said, the rally will goon.
"The issue here goes far beyond coed

bathrooms," said Kocot. "The students here
are very frustrated because aribitrary

decisions are being made on matters which
affect their personal lives, and I think this

frustration is just beginning to show
through."

A meeting was held yesterday between
members of the Coed Coalition and the
University administration, including Dean
of Students William Field, Student
Activities Director Randy Donat and Dr.
Joseph Zanini, the head of Housing Ser
vices. Harvey Ashman, a student working
with the coalition, said nothing was ac-

complished because "they refuse to send
anyone who can make any decisions to talk

to us."

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis Madson was unavailable for com-
ment yesterday.

"The national media is beginning to pick
up on this as an important issue," Kocot
said, "and although none of us wants any
more adverse publicity for UMass. I'm
prepared to push this to the limit in order to
have our demands met. Maybe if the ad-
ministration realizes what this adverse
publicity will do for UMass. they will also
realize that changes must be made."

Field disagreed with Kocot. however. He
admitted that the administration could be
blamed for having this confrontation
brought about this fall, instead of last

spring, when it would have been easier to
work on. and some compromises could have
been made. Right now, he said there is no
way that the University would bend to
student pressure and retract their policies.

"I resent being threatened." Field said. "I

have personal integrity, and will not bend
my word," he said.

Gorman's flood calms
evacuees return
By RICK ALMEIDA
Collegian Correspondent

The 242 students who were evacuateu
from Gorman dormitory Sunday night
because of severe roof leaks were allowed
to return to their rooms at about 5 p.m.
yesterday, Sharon Kipetz, the area's
cluster coordinator said yesterday.
The students were either living with

friends on campus, in local apartments, or
were among the 50 who slept on mattreses
at the Hamden student center, Kipetz said.

The entire population of the dorm was
forced to evacuate about 1 a.m. Monday and
many students were not resettled until 5
a.m. Water from the storm leaked through
the building from the abandoned fourth
floor to the basement.
The Legal Services office has advised

students who lost personal property that
they can seek reimbursement from the
school, as the University was negligent in

its maintenence of the building, said an LSO
representative. Several students reported
damage of stereos, carpets and furnishings.

An investigation by insurance agents

showed the University is not covered,
although the University has a fire and flood
policy.

"~

The potential for electrical fires was the
primary reason behind the evacuation,
although the extent of the damage to the
electrical system has not yet been
estimated, Kipetz said. Steve Alpert, a
sophomore resident, praised the work of
the students who worked through the night
sweeping water and naiUng plastic over
leaking ceilings. Alpert was also evacuated
from his room on the fourth floor of Gorman
last year. The dorm has had problems with
flooding for the past three years.
Although the leaks stem from roofing

problems above the fourth floor, the water
damage reached the basement level. Junior
Stan Trier said rooms as far down as the
basement were "unlivable."

Electricians dried and checked wires in
each room, and plastic was spread on the
unused fourth floor to prevent the reoc-
currence of flooding. Kipetz said the dorm
is sound and she expects no further
evacuations. "Once a year is more than
enough," she said.

CnllcKUit photn bv Rirk Valditia

THIRST QUENCHER — An Irish setter is surrounded by water rings
as it satisfies its thirst with fresh rain -water from the Fine Arts
Center's cement pond.
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World ^^^a^^ news
230 terrorists arrested in Egypt

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - DetaUed reports that the plot to
assassinate President Anwar Sadat involved more than the
four suspected killers were published Monday as police
disclosed the arrest of 230 "religious terrorists."
The reports were carried by the semi-official daily Al

Ahram, and Mayo, which is considered the organ of the
ruling party. The papers said the police had uncovered
evidence of a "secret religious terrorist organization" three
weeks before men said to be Moslem fundamentalists
gunned down Sadat and some of his top aides Oct. 6 at a
military parade.

Sadat had been informed last month of a plot to
assassinate him, according to Al Ahram. but insisted on

going through with a Sept. 26 public appearance in

Mansura. a Nile delta city some 70 miles north of Cairo,
and allegedly home base for the fundamentahst group.
Western diplomats doubted earlier government claims

that the four suspected assassins, who were handed over
to a military tribunal for interrogation Monday, had acted
as an isolated group.

Al Ahram said the organization was led by Abud
AbdelLatif el-Zomor. A military source identified him as
an army lieutenant colonel in his early 30s who deserted his
post at military intelligence several weeks before Sadat
was killed and that el-Zomor was believed to have directed
the plot from his home town of Mansura.

Home video recorders ruled illegal
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Manufacturers and retailers

of home video recording machines are liable for damages if

the machines are used to tape record copyright television
programs, even for private use, the 9th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals ruled yesterday.

The court, in an opinion affecting makers of the video
recorders and hundreds of thousands of people who own
them, said taping of copyright programs from television is

a copyright infringement.

In sending the case back to U.S. District Judge Warren
Ferguson of Los Angeles, the appellate court directed him

Correction on

Oct 21 speaker
June Millingtoii will speak

on Wednesday at 3 p.m. in

the loun^re of Franklin Pat-

terson Hall at Hampshire
('olle^e, rather than flatter-

son dormitory as incorrectly

re|.xirted in yesterday's Co/-

l"(fiiiii.

to "fashion" relief by considering damages and an in-

junction against the defendants, Sony Corp. of America,
Sony Corp., four retaUers, an advertising agency and a
private citizen who taped programs off network televi.sion.

The lawsuit was brought by Universal City Studios Inc.

and Walt Disney Productions.

"We find no congressional intent to create a blanket
home use exception to copyright protection and that home
video recording does not constitute fair use. In addition,

the appellees defendants are legally responsible for in-

fringing activity for such use." the court declared.
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Solution to ycsttrdot/'s

puzzle

Our stylists are featuring FREE
professional consultations for

men and women.
Let us help you select a hairstyle that's
perfect for you!

Featuring

Special Effects, Coloring, Design Perms, Facials/

Manicures, Braiding — All at comparable prices.

" Mffor ]

$7.00
j

with this coupon only
}

A professional consultation
|

A precision style cut selected individually I

just for you

jTHJRD - Our stylists will show you how to take care of your hair
|

With personal style cut, shampoo, and blow dry - $10.50, long hair
|

slightly more - with this^coupo^njKily. Limited to new customers only. |
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Sponsored By:
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Professor Roger Penrose, of the Mathematical Institute. Oxford
England, gives his interpretation of Maxwell's equations at a sym-
posium commemorating J.C. Maxwell. Penrose was one of several

[

VIP 8 who attended the symposium held in the GRC on Friday

UTOPIA advocates try to

join with advertisement
University of Massachusetts police are

seeking administrative action against an off

campus. University student who Friday
afternoon attempted to place an ad in the
Collegian soliciting contact with an entity

caUing itself "UTOPIA."
According to police, the student, who

was not named, stated in his ad that he,

"and other young men on campus," wished
to join UTOPIA'S cause.

A week from last Thursday leaflets

signed "UTOPIA" and advocating white
supremacy and suppression of gay rights
were circulated throughout the campus.
Since the night of October 8, a black, gay
University student has received three
death threats from "UTOPIA."

Police were notified of the incident
Friday afternoon by Collegian Acting
Editor-in-Chief Nancy Anderson. Accor
ding to police the student gave his correct
name when placing the ad.

Police said no criminal action is being
sought against the student but said the
incident was brought to the attention of

Dean of Students William Field yesterday.

Field was not available for comment last

night.

In a related incident, police reported that

sometime over the last weekend a message
advocating the cause of "UTOPIA" was
scrawled on an elevator door in the
basement of Brown dormitory.

The message reportedly read, "UTOPIA
goes up: gays go down."

In other action, a 19 year old University
student was arrested late Sunday night in

the area of Kennedy dormitory and charged
with three counts of assault and battery,

two on police officers, and one count of

being a disorderly person.

According to police, Alan R. Quaglieri, of

Rovinwood Road in Norwood "repeatedly"
refused police orders to leave the area of

Kennedy and Thoreau dormitories, where
he was said to be creating a disturbance,

and was arrested for being disorderly. In

the process of arrest, Quaglieri reportedly

"bit" the two police officers called to the

scene, one on the forearm and one on the

leg, and also bit the head of residence on the

leg.

Pond lights back on after

mysterious disconnection
By KELLY BURKE

The series of lights lining the Campus
Center Pond were turned back on Friday
after having been out for at least four

nights. It was discovered Friday that

someone had "thrown the disconnect
switch" which controls the lights, according
to George Norton, director of the Physical
Plant. He did not know who was respon-

sible for turning it off.

"We have since locked it on so that no one
can turn it off," Norton said.

Clinton Jarvis, an electrician foreman at

the Physical Plant said Friday that he was
,not,awai]e ^f the outage of those lights until

,he had been informed of it that day.

"If these lights are out, it's the first I

have heard of them being out," Jarvis said.

Once an outage is reported a work order is

issued to have the problem checked out, he
said.

An article in Thursday's edition of the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian stated, "The
lights have been out in the area from Herter
Hall to the Campus Center due to a short

circuit, according to Clint Jarvis, a

supervisor of the Physical Plant Electrical

Department, who was uninformed of it

when it happened."

Jarvis said Friday that he had only been
aware of two lights out in front of Herter
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Stat, data center opens
after long preparation
By RICHARD ALMEIDA
Collegian Correspondent

After more than a year of planning and
preparation the Statistical Consulting
Center opened Oct. 5 in room 320 of the
Graduate Research Center at the
University of Massachusetts.

Professor Donald Geman said last week
the purpose of the center is to evaluate and
interpret statistical data. This can include
analysis of study results as well as the
planning of future experiments and sur-
veys.

The sec is open to faculty, ad
ministration, and both graduate and un
dergraduate students. Funded through the
University, the service is offered free of
charge, except to faculty members with
grants including a provision for con
sultation. All clients are seen by ap-
pointment only, between the hours of 10
a.m. and 2 p.m.
Consultants employed by SCC are

professional statisticians, except for "a few
graduate students with exceptional ex-
perience." Geman said.

The project was designed as a service for
students. Eventually, the cost may be
offset by money saved from outside con-
sultants, who charge from $50 to $300 an
hour for their services. Should the SCC
expand, it may take outside work at a
comparable rate, Geman said. Various state
agencies may also eventually use the
service.

The SCC is not part of the Computing
Center, although they share some equip-
ment. The service works more on the
practical uses of data while the Computing
Center deals with technical aspects of
computing.

The consulting service is probably the
only one of its type in the area, although it

was based on successful programs at
Florida State University. Iowa and
Wisconsin, German said.

While UMass students will have priority,
the center is a Five College program. All
clients thus far have been faculty or
graduate students, but undergraduates,
particularly those involved in independent

"

study or honors programs may find the
service useful, Geman said.

Law aids rape victims
By SALLY REGE
CoUegian Staff

Rape victims can apply for up to $10,000
in compensation without having to appear
in court, under the Mass. Violent Crime
Compensation Act.

The compensation law, passed in 1967,

enabled innocent victims of violent crimes
to apply for reimbursement for losses,

except when the offender was a member of

the victim's family, living with the victim,

or maintaining sexual relations with the
victim. However, in July 1980 the Mass.
law was broadened for rape victims, who
are now eligible to collect compensation
under all conditions, except if their attacker
is "mentally incompetent" or under
eighteen.

The number of rape victims compensated
so far have been few. Thomas A. Leone,
administrator of the Violent Crime Com-
pensation program in the state treasurer's

office, said that in the years 1978 to 1980,

out of 622 victim compensation recipients

only 22 were rape victims.

Leone said according to Treasury records
five rape victims have been compensated in

Massachusetts since July 1 of this year, a
sharp increase since 1979 when only four
people received it during the entire fiscal

year.

According to Compensation, a booklet
published by the Rape Action Project
(RAP), the reason for the low number of
rape compensation apphcants is poor
publicity of the program. Leone, however,
said more people know about the program

now because it has been covered in the
media.

The average rape compensation award in

fiscal year 1980 was $3,000, according to
Treasury records. Since July of this year
the average award has been $2,000. In
Mass. the victim pays the first $100 which is

deducted from the award, as well as a 15
percent lawyer's fee. This means the last

five recipients of rape compensation
received an average of $1,600 each in

compensation.

Michael Hassett, assistant attorney
general, in Springfield, said "the purpose of
violent crime compensation (in Mass.) is to
keep someone's standard of living from
being ruined because they're an innocent
victim." He said this is the reason for the
$100 deductible from the award, because
"nearly anyone can afford $100."

Since the Mass. compensation law only
reimburses medical expenses and salary
losses, emotional problems caused by rape
are not compensated, although they can be
devastating. According to Compensation,
over half the reported number of married
women that are raped are divorced within a
year.

Some states do compensate victims for

mental stress. According to RAP, in the
year 1975 to 1976 Hawaii awarded 40
percent of its victims compensation for pain
and suffering, "largely to rape victims."

In order to coUect rape compensation, the
victim must first file a report of the rape
with the police, and send a claim form to the
District Court within a year of the crime.
The process could take six months or more
before the victim receives payment.

Artificial blood could
save lives in emergencies
NEW YORK (AP) - A researcher

reported yesterday the first thorough
studies in this country showing that ar-

tificial blood will keep people alive, and he
said the milky substitute could be used to
treat patients in emergencies when red
blood cells are unavailable.

Dr. Kevin Tremper told a meeting of the
American Society of Anesthesiologists in

New Orleans that the artificial blood kept
alive five Jehovah's Witnesses who refused
regular transfusions on religious grounds.
The five patients had all lost hfe

threatening amounts of blood because of
such problems as ulcers and tumors.
Surgery was the only cure for their
bleeding problems, Tremper said, and the
artificial blood, called Fluosol, was used to

sustain them during their operations.

All five patients survived, said Tremper,
a chemical engineer and a resident in

anesthesiology at the University of
California at Los Angeles. One died later

because he had lost too much blood before
he was given Fluosol, Tremper said in a
telephone interview last week.

is perfiuorodecahn, a chemical cousin to the
non-stick coatings used on kitchen pans.
Fluosol is made by the Green Cross Corp. of
Japan and it has been tested on 300 patients
there.

It has also been given to several patients
in this country as an emergency measure,
the researchers said, but this is the first

time its effect on the body has been
carefully measured.

Last week. Dr. Stephen Gould of the
University of Chicago reported at the
meeting of the American College of
Surgeons in San Francisco that he had kept
baboons ahve with the artificial blood.

One reason Fluosol might be used in

emergencies is that it should be possible to
store it frozen, heat it quickly in a
microwave oven, and deliver it within a few
minutes.

It can take 20 minutes to prepare human
blood for emergency transfusion, Tremper
said.

Fluosol might also be used to treat carbon
monoxide poisoning and diseases that
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Thomas Sowell: Reagan's Favorite 'House Neffro'
I sterile, neoponsprvntivo Qrtri ro/Mcf Uo^i,i„,.u ,. . . .

*—

'

The rise ofa sterile, neoebnservative and racist backlash
across white America has produced new forces on the
political landscape. La^siez faire economics, which ijave
the country the Great Depression, has returned to the
very center of this nation's fiscal policies. Lilieralism has
now liecome a dirty word. The New Right has seized the
ottensive in popular culture, religion, and society at large
Ihe inevitable social, convulsioos which this great change
has effected in white politics has also been felt within the
black community. A new generation of racial accom-
modatists has appeared, who justify and defend the
idefMogK-al tenets and public policy initiatives of the New
Rights.

No single Afro-American personifies this capitulation to
reaction more than Thomas Sowelh IJising rapidly from
the cloistered corridors of Hoover. Institution, he has
emerged as the major black ideologue for the enemies of
the Black Lil)eration Movement. Sowell, in short is
Ronald Reagan's favorite "House" Negro."
Born in North Carolina, Sowell has struggled to make a

name for himself against poverty and poor schools After
serving in the Marines, he attended Howard Univesity
where his intellectual gifts were groomed. Harvard where
he graduated magna cum laude. he received graduate

Africa is crying
One of Ihe most serious human tragedies in the world continues to unfold in
fcasi Africa, where famine, conllici, and the worst drought in years have
brought millions of people close to starvation. More than half of those in
danger are children—children who are crying lor theit very lives.

As it has in so many past emergencies. UNICEF is responding to this crisis
in addition to regular program commitments in 46 African nations the
Children s Fund ha.s drawn up a $53 million program of special assistance in
hast Africa and other areas where the lives of more than 20 million people
are m serious jeopardy.

In Somalia, where one out of every four persons is a refugee UNICEF has
helped to train over 1.800 refugee health workers and is coordinating'a clean
drinking water and sanitation program in some 30 camps. Emergency food is
being rushed to millions of drought victims in Ethiopia, a special feeding
program is under way In Uganda, and in Djibouti, a major water supply
program is being developed. UNICEF also is providing special assistance for
children and mothers in Angola. Central African Republic. Chad. Sudan
and Zimbabwe.

UNICEF will continue to help. But how many children are saved and how
soon, depends on the concern and action taken by citizens of the world
Please help by sending your tax-deductible contribution to:

UNICEF African Reliefg^
331 East 38th Street. New York. N.Y. 10016 (212) 686-5522
Or contact your local UNICEF Committee

PREGNANT
ISNTAIMYSAHESSING

When you're faced with an unexpected pregnancy.
you're faced with one of the most important

decisions you'll ever have to make.
That's why when you come to Preterm, you'll meet

with a counselor who can answer any
questions you may have. So if you choose an abortion

you II be making the choice that's right for you.
There are times when some women would love to be

blessed with a pregnancy And then again.
there are times when being pregnant isn't much

of a blessing at all. Call 738-6210. Preterm.
The most experienced reproductive health care

center in the Northeast.

degrees at Columbia and the Unverisity of Chicago
Sowell was a radical during his college days, but as he
moved up the income ladder his ideological v'iews grew in-
creasingly conservative. In the late 1960's. Sowell con-
demned the emergence of Black Studies and the black stu-
dent activism. His intellectual sojourn led him finally to
the West Coast, where his career flowered under the
tut rial guidance of Corporate America's intellectual
Sugar Daddy," Milton Friedman.
By the mid-197()'s, Sowell had come to repudiate most of

the ideal of the Civil Rights Movement. He attacked affir-
mative action legislation as detrimental to blacks' in-
terests. His.pres«ription to the plight of p<H)r education
within the ghet^tp was the imposition of "strict'di.scipline"
and mandatorj* expulsion of "rowdies who disrupt educa-
tion for the majority." In a recent Newsweek issue Sowell
attacked the NAACP/Civil Rights leadership as a "light-
skinned elite" whose policies served to provide "access to
whites" for themselves but not for the black poor.

In a major advertisement paid for by Smith Kline Cor-
poration, Sowell praised private enterpri.se as the vehicle
for blacks to gain acceptance and upward mobility in the
system. "The rich are a red herring used by politicians to
distract our attention," he declared. "There aren't enough

Equal-Opportunity
Karl D. Bays, chairman of American Hospital Supply

Corporation, received the National Black MBA
Associaton's 1981 Silver Torch award and urged business
to step up programs for equal-opportunity employment.

In citing Bays, the association's president. William C
Brooks, said: "Through his leadership, American Hospital
Supply Corporation has created a corporate environment
which ha.s promoted employment and advancement op-
portunities for minorities."

The national award, presented for the first time this
year, is in recognition of "outstanding efforts by in-
dividuals or institutions who have continually promoted
equal opportunites that challenge and stimulate minority
professionals."

"I welcome the current mood of the country as we seek
to pry off excessive regulation from business and our
personal lives. But I welcome it only as an opportunity for
corporations and individuals to accept greater respon-
sibihty," Bays said in accepting the award at a dinner for
some 700 association members and others at the Chicago
Hyatt Regency,

"Good management and high personal integrity require
swifter, not slower, affirmative action; both demand more
not fewer, equal opportunity efforts in business and within
government and all of our institutions."
The National Black MBA Association is a non-profit

organization of minority managers working in business and
public service. The group has chapters in 10 cities
nationwide.

The dinner, held in connection with the association's
1981 national convention, also was attended by local and
national business and civic leaders.

rich people to make any rea< economic differercc wtiother
they pay high taxes or low tk^os. The'gr'ea ' -tf-itVMf the

•

government's money comes'from tfie g; -kt .iiaR.niv,of the
F)eople. - •-'.

Like Reagan, Sowell believes that inflatioA not
unemployment, is the real problem within America's
political economy. "Balancing thebudgetis.not enough "
Sowell warns. "Whether we* yearn for government
giveaways as the answer to our problems we- ^ave to
realize that every giveaway is also a taheaway. AxwthHar
the country can't afford without the giwavyay. it can't af

rvir^^.rl Therefore, "so-called giveawavs" like
.Chi A. public housing, food stamps, and educational pr^'

,

grams must take a backseat to the interests>)f' the Pen-
: tagoni

With the election of Reagan and the rise of the New
Right, a cry arose amidst white Americans frtr an -ap-
propriate Negro Spokesman to justify and apologise" for
the new reactionary agenda. The pattern is a fanjiUar .,ne
in Black History. In 1895. Booker T. -Washington ^ip.
peared from relative obscurity to proptise anAtlanta Com-
promise on the race question. "'Separate but eciiial" mea/U
that blacks should retreat from oj)en political confrr.nta-
tions again.st racists, and thaf we. shoukj 'support
Republican leadership and business control. Washington
was. despite his successes in the. field of blaek education
the perfect "House Negro" of the eariy.tWentieth century
Thomas Sowell is simply the Booker t. Washington of t^
day.

Editor's Note: This w an article by Mannirtg Mamble
which apprarcd in the Miami Times on.April k, 19SI

pfeterm
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MASH
DONALD SUTHERLAND

ELLIOT GOULD
FRIDAY, OCT. 23

ENGIN. EAST AUD.
: 7. 9. 11 PM

Announcements
The next meeting of the.

Resource Network will be on
Wednesday, October 21
from 12 noon to '2 p.m.
917 Campus Center

INDIVIDUAL VICTIMS <fe COMMUNITY HESPO^JSK
The recent "UTOPIA rally" and the accompanying

death threats on campus highlight the importance of
various support and protection systems that are activated
when individuals become victims. Many of these systems
are already in place in and between various campus agen-
cies, offices, organizations, dormitories, etc., but are not
widely known. The purpose of this meeting is twofold: (1)
to familiarize participants with existing support and pro-
tection systems and how they^can be enhanced; and (2) to
explore the possibilities of' expanded or additional
mechanisms for addressing th^many consequences of vic-
timization.

FIVE COLLEGE 6LAX:K STUDIES
Presents

MARTIN LEGESSICK
University of Warwick

South African Labour Education Project

Professor Legessick is author o^m^merous articles on
the political economy of his homeland W^outh. Africa, and i^
involved in lil>eration support work . thrcnogh the South
African Labour Education Project.

Thursday, October 22, 1 98 L - 400 p m
Gerald C. Penny Cultural Center. Ai^iherst College'

>- -/c--tJtT-'lr 'I

H^ n OMe

Don't Miss

^HOLY SMOKE'
|- Rock n' Roll ot It's best -

Tuesdoy Wednesdoy

UMass Favorite Pizza'

V/

LQdi«s Night

$2.50 oil you
CAN DRINK

i:00- 14:00 PM

All bor drinks

and
bottl«d b«*r.

S1.00

NEXT TO THE *

NORTH .AMHERST
POST OFFICE

10 & 16 INCH PIZZAS
ALL COMBINATIONS - LARGE & SMALL
DAILY 11 A.M TILL ?

HOT OVEN GRINDfRS
STIAK GRINDEitS

SPAGHETTI • LASAGNA - RAVtOLI
MANICOTTI - STUFFED SMELLS

GREEK SALAD

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
Starting at 5:00 pm
Sundays at 2:00 pm

Drivers Wanted - Must have own car

Caff 549-0626
17 B MONTAGUE RD., AMHERST

READ
BLACK
AFFAIRS
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present
The Commuter Collective, the Anti-RacismTeamof SCERAand AHORA

The Progressive Film and Speaker Series

The following list of events is for
your information; it is not intended
to be a complete one.
The Progressive Film and Speaker
Series; Central America Week; and
the Anti-Raclsni Series will all pre-

sent an other velw or the world; one
that the traditional media, in its own
state of confusion, will never offer

the people of the United States. It is

our hope that you will attend as many
of these activities as possible.

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
all events will take place in the
Campus Center Building, Admission
is Free, Open to the Public, and all

events will start at 8:00pm.

CENTRAL AMERICAN WEEK

The Situation in El Salvador
with speaker Armando Olivo
Tues. Oct20...Hasbrock 126

"Adelante Companeras" slide

show
Wed. Oct 21. ..SUB.. .8:00pm

sponsored by the Third World Women's Task
Force

Teach-in on Guatemala
Thur. Oct 22... SUB.. .8:00pm

New Song Movement Concert
Fn. Oct 23... SUB. .8:00pm

ANTI-RACISM SERIES
'Education of a W.A.S.P.' by

Lois Stalvey

Wed. Oct 28... Wore. Dining
Commons, NE area...8:00pm

Bill Russell Lecture
Wed. Nov.4...FAC...$1.00adm.

sponsored by DVP, UMass Arts Council, SGA and
the Chancellors Office

"The Grapes of Wrath"
Thur. Oct 29... rm 163complex
This film made in 1946 depicts the
struggle for a better life during the
"Dust Bowl" period

"Paul Robeson: The Tallest Tree
in our Forest

Tues. Nov. 3...rm 163 complex
This film traces the life and contibu-
tions of one of Black Americas greatest
heros

'Puerto Rico: Paradise Invaded
Thur. Nov. 12...rm163 complex
The destruction of the land and culture

of the people of Puerto Rico is the topic

of this film.

Southern Africa in Crisis:
A Personal Report by Bill Sutherland

Mr~ Sutherland has just returned from
four months of travel in Southern Africa,

Including Angola and Zimbabwe.
Tues. Nov. 10...rm163 complex

sponsored by DVP; and the Southern Africa Comm.

['Grenada: Nobodies Backyard"
Tues. Nov. 17...rm 101

Made in cooperation with 'Counter-
Sp/, this film deals with CIA sub-
version of Grenada's revolution.

"The People Will Win"
Thur. Nov. 1 9... rm 804-808

This new film from El Salvadore has
received International acclaim. Must
be seen!!

"The Battle of Algeirs"

Tues. Dec. 1...rm 163 complex
The Algeirian struggle for indepen-
dance comes alive in this classic film.

The Wallflower Order Dance Co.

and Grupo Raiz
Fri. Dec. 4...Bowker Aud. $4.00

"Hearts and Minds"
Tues. Dec. 8...rm 163 complex
One ot the best documentaries about
the Viet Nam War.

"The Twilights Last Gleaming"
Thur. Dec. 10...rm163 complex
This is a fictional story about the.take-

over of a nuclear missile silo. Inter-

esting and perhaps possible.

Two Plays from the

Little Flags Theater Co., Boston
"Boston Remembers" Oct. 25,

and "Windfall" Oct 26
Sun. & Mon. Oct25 &26...SUB

$2.00 adm. each play

Collegian 7

EJWTORIAL/OPINION
Letters

Rerun of the evening news
To the Editor.

The letter from William Field, our dean of students inThursday s Collegian, left me with a bad feeling To I^Innwjth I was stunned and a little hurt that Field^s tone wisone of animosity. As dean of students I would expect himto at least try to understand and relate to the students nstead he .s bas.cally saying. "Go on kids, try to change therule, bee how far .t w.ll get you." He has closed himsdf offfrom any k.nd of communication or rapport with us Anwe re supposed to respect this man
The funny thing is that Field has missed the point entire-

ly. Bathrooms ^re not so much the issue a^Vre the a<l-mm.strat,ve decs.on.s that directly relate ioj We'd ifkesome mput; that's not asking too much. It's an insul toour mtelhgence t<. a.sk us if we want to keep something wealready have, and when % percent of us sav "ves" ?hevtake ,t away from us. The administration 'created this
Situation, not us. and so the administration must deal with
It - not just dismiss it in a poorly written 30 line letter

I for one would like some answers; and not thatnonsense double-talk we heard enough of Thursday from
vice-chancellor Madson. I would like for them to explah^why coed bathrooms will not work, when I saw for myselfhow well they worked last year; which is probably a goodexample of how well they have worked for eleven yearsThe attention the situation is getting is important not somuch as a means of showing the administration that they

Tal Zu^n ""'^ ^^"^'"^ «"• "ghts. but as an example
to all you that we can get things done, that we can retainsome control over our own lives. So think about that Billwhen you watch the evening news tonight.

Andrew Gordon
Central

Reexamining the budget...
To the Editor:

As Treasurer of the Student Government Association I
feel It IS important to clear up some misleading points

b"udtt^((5Jri9r^'
'" ''' ^'^^"^^ "Examin^inrth:

The Collegian is 90 percent self-sufficient and I too ad-
vocate their independence from the SGA. Yet I don't
believe you have taken the time to look into the history of
•the Collegian. The Collegian budget has been reduced over
the past few years and the Collegian is becoming increas-
ingly self-sufficient every fiscal year. If we cut off funding
or this organization as you have proposed cuts in produc-
tion and circulation would be necessary. I don't think the
student body would support this proposal.
Mr Welch states that coops should pay for the services

provided by the Student Activities Office (SAO) The
whole concept of coops is to provide quality goods and ser-
vices at a minimal cost to the students. Asking coops to
pay for these services would result in higher prices To be
consistent with your request we would have to charge

cf ,!^ i^^
^^^ ^^^ ^°"P« f*"" the services they use

Should dorms be charged for purchase orders or clubs
charged to show a movie? Fbr someone who advocates
reduced costs for students it seems hypocritical to ex-
pound this viewpoint. The SAO is pkrt of the many
benefits provided by the StudentrActivities Fee.

c^i^iy A^^'^^
^^"t "" t" P^'"t «"t that over half ofbLLKA s budget is "waste" and that UPC and SAO are

grossly mismanaged." These are serious accusations to
make for a person who has spent.all of three weeks in the
Senate.

The SGA officials do have a vested interest in this
orgamzation as well as dedication and commitment. You
point out the stipend we earn yet you fail to mention we
work over 40 hours per week for thrs. organization.

Richard Goldman
SGA Treasurer

l^lCHAKP OF

SATF: Students
Increase necessitated

If the Student Activities Trust Fund (SATF) fee is not

m.'in'r^.^^"
^^^' ''\' "^ '^"^^^ ^ q^-^tion of t^ing 'o

STd fLf '
'"''''"'

'r '
?^

^'"'^^ '* The state h^ m^andated that we provide fringe benefits- paid to state

dlll^^rt'h'".^
'''

f"^''""'
govern^nent has decreied f^nding for the transit system. Without an SATF increasefunding to caiBpus organizations will have to be cut even

TwMlff ^"u^'''
"^^^^ ^''P^"^^- O'-ganizations suchas WMUA could go under, and essential services such asthe bus system and the Legal Services Office would haveto be cut back substantially. '

Laura Koester

Loosing sight of ideals
To the Editor:

I am writing this letter in response to Michael Donoghue's
editorial of Octol)er 13. While I can appreciate Donoghue's
concern for personal freedom on one level. I do not believe
that his editorial expresses this concern in a way that is

either healthy or constructive.
Our right U) freedom of speech, as guaranteed by the First

Ammendment, does not exist within a vacuum. It is. in-
stead, part of a larger f)icture of freedom and dignity for all.

What does it mean, then, when the First Ammendment is

u.sed to protect an attack on the rights of .some of our mo.st
valuable — although certainly not most valued - citizens".'

What does it mean when the First Ammendment is used to
VK.Iate our rights, as gay f)eople and People of Color, to our
<»wn fH'rsonal free(i<»m?

The First Ammeiidrm-nt is indeed a valual»le right, hut
whfii one lo.ses sight of the ideals that it was created to
uphold, it loses a great deal of its value. My right to free
speech does not mean much when 1 am unable to exercise
that right out of fear of violence. This is what Don(»ghue fail-

f'd to acknowlede in his editorial,

Debbie Wald
Amherst

1 he organizations which the SATF funds provide
students with invaluable professional experience in such
varied areas as co-op self-management, all facets of mediaand concert production, government, business, and legal

nS'
^'^^^ ^ '^'"^^ community with comprehensive

Last semester the budgets committee received $600 000more in funding requests for the 1982 fiscal year than themoney It had to allocate. $100,000 in additional cuts had tobe made after most of the groups had been budgeted. TheRSO system IS extremely complex and diverse, and thusdoes not lend itself to quick or simplistic solutions Yet
there is some waste and inefficiency, as there is in any
large organization. Pointing the finger at SGA leaders
however, does not address the real problems, nor does it
offer any solutions. Because there has been no SATF in-
crease groups have been asked to hold the line and main-
tain their level of services. This is O.K. for some organiza-
tions, but for others it spells disaster. The groups that are
hurt most are the ones who try to maintain their services
with worn out. deteriorating equipment, such as WMUA
and Union Video Center. Those two are in the worst
shape, but many other organizations have qeeds which are
rapidly becoming chronic.
Another problem with the budget is that we've got fixed

costs which also prevent us from expanding the level of
services. We've had to pay cost of living and merit in-

assess the future
Watching ^ig brother'

f«r^T ^q7!"'' ^n^ •' *='^"^ '° ^^^'^y ^^'^ ^' UMass as

ZV^t <rT ^"^^^"'"^"^ Association is concerned.
Big Brother SGA says that essential services such as the
transit system. WMUA. the CoUegian and others wiU be insevere jeopardy unless a referendum calUng for a $10
increase m the student activities fee is approved by the
students. That's what I caU UMASS-SPEAK. If you can

foL'hv*'^ °^f
^"''' '^2 ^^^ ''"^^^^' ^^hey are hard tocome by) you II see exactly what I mean.

The S(iA isn't very specific when they define essential
services. The CoUegian, WMUA. and the Transit services

rrU r ^^M
'^^ ""^ '^'' y^*^'^ SGA budget of

>I.4bl.J40.
1 could oversimplify things and claim that these

three areas are the only SGA funded "essential services."
Thanks to the success of UMASS-SPEAK. the average
UMass student doesn't know that $145,562 of their budSt
goes into running the SGA itself. Of that $145,562. $20 554

II irf o ^""i^^
?^^ Presidents office. Five years ago

tne bOA President s aUocation waS approximately $3 000
bmce there isn't a separate student fee for essential
services, we will have no control over where the money
will actually go if the fee increase is approved. As far as we
know It could go right back into the President's fund

Prank Moore

creases t() employees, andAgg Cxovernments as well as
'ivm tixed allocations. In addition.

' M H » , 1 M n

DVP and UPC have recef „....awu„s. ,n aaniiion
the RSO office has steadily increased its share of the
budget, coming in at a whopping $305,000 this year The
budget for this office essentially comes down from Dr
David Madson. vice-chancellor for student affairs the
same man who gave you single sex bathrooms. It seems
like a contradiction to me that students are suppo.sed to
control the SATF, yet an administrator claims the right to
allocate a large chunk of it.

It's time for students on this campus to come together
and tight for our common interests

, as we did on the coed
bathroom i.ssue. The administration loves to see us poin-

!l"*^c a'^^'"^'''''.
^^ ^"""'"^ "^^*''"-

^'^"P'** ^^^'^^ t^' realize that
the SATF IS the most powerful tool we have for student
control and student empowerment. The administration is
just waiting for their chance to take it over. If you have
problems with the way the money is U-ing used become
an active member of the S(;a and help us work out .s(,me
ot these problems, but let's not cut our own throats

In an era when budget cuts are coming down on every
level you have the power to make sure services and pni-
grams which enrich this campus are not cut. Please exer-
ci.se this power by voting ttKiay!

Laura Koester i> n UMn.ts student senator.

i .

*

1 t t i t I I I • •

SGA leaders claim that students do have control over
their activities money because we are all members of theStudent Government Association. Anyone who has been to

m.wS .

'".^^'"^ ^"*'''' ^^'^ '^*^ statement has about asmuch truth to it as one saying that we all own oil com-
panies.

The SGA says that they need a $10 fee increase to make
up for $200,000 of additional cost. They want the increase
so desperately that they have already tried once to pull the
wool over our eyes with a biasly worded referendum which
tried to make students believe that essential services
would be lost without the fee increase. As we all know that
referendum was ruled invalid because of its non-
objectivity The biggest irony in this whole situation is that
the same SGA who last spring marched down to the Board
of Trustees with the slogan. "No More Fee Hikes." is very
eager to recommend a $10 fee hike in the student activities
fee. With a SGA budget of $1.5 million I'm not convinced
that there isn't $175,000 waste somewhere.

It's lime for the SGA to start making some sacrifices
instead of 17,500 students making sacrifices for the SGA
Against the advice of Big Brother SGA. I'm voting no on
the referendum.

Frank Sfoorc I'.s a UMass student.

Letters for publication . mui^t. ificlude
the writer's name, address-and" telephone
number for verification. FSease-t>T)e tri-

ple spaced with .67 charafcXers .per line.

Because of the ^arge- volume of mail
received, unpubtifihed letter^ camv&t he
acknowledged or.-returjTed.x.Cetters are
subject to editing |or cl^ty ami length.

iM -,
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DOONESBURY
Tuesday, October 20, 1981

by Garry Trudeau

MMT/S/T. Bie5CAt€iitBACK
MIKe^Unm HQ^^.mNK.OVBf!.

i
HAPmeP? HALF-mCOUKTY

OKLAHOMA HAVe
, _ Bees IMPUCATEP.

AMONG V^M.ACCOfWiO
7DT}€ Fees. He's Bees
TAKING KICKBACKS FROM
SOME U/MBeH 5UPPUBR
FOfiTmiASTTBNmAgS,

MVPOOR
0H.N0.6O5H. MOTHeR..
THAT'S AmJL. I'VetieVBR
MiKe ' HeARVHeR

soipseT

CROSSWORD
aP.PlD OH.SURB.
THey TAK5 THOSe GINS
HIMALIVe^ ARBREAL

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

'»0 Gtr h £RJN«C7J

j I ^^^^wT-Ti 1^^^

by M. Joyce

ACROSS
1 Workshops of

a Kind

5 English river

10 Society's guide-
lines

14 Touched ground
15 Blackguard
'6 ' the Mood

for Love "

17 Actress Louise
18 Half, on the high

seas
19 rnetangere
20 Hied

22 NASA
launcher

24 Ivan's homeland
Abbr

25 Roman states-

man
26 Tapered and

cylindrical

29 Fragrant
33 Synthetic spread
34 Television's Jack
36 Witch town
37 Lucre 1

38 Dorriestioated
40 Girlofopfera
41 OldCastilian

province
43 • among

thorns"

44 Laboratory abbr
45 Cancellation
47 Thresholds
49 Brought forth
50 Apollo's mother
51 Austere
54 Cliques
58 Heorew month
59 Nitaof

the silents

61 The (acts

62 Breather
63 Adult insect
64 One of the

Aleutians
65 Bohemian
66 Shade of blue
6/ At a

DOWN
1 Thin, narrow
strip

2 Infer

3 Compartments
4 New York Bay
bronze

5 Church part

6 Wanderer
7 f\4i(d oath
8 Greek letters

9 Group of four
10 Washington

sightseer's spot
11 Frenzied

12 Subterfuge
'3 State of agitation
21 Id

23 Branch of the
Sioux

25 Goddess of

harvests
26 Not up
il Parisian pupil
28 Keepsake
29 Silent star

Novarro
30 Roman official

31 Sometime DAR
ruling

32 Sets the sail

35 Hitting Hank
39 Erasure
42 Old zither

46 Conciliatory

48 Suffix with

Brooklyn
50 American political

family

51 PoetTeasdaie
52 Fulda feeder
53 Extensive
54 Show approval
55 Prefpositldn in

math
56 Salamanders
57 Petite coins
60 I love, in Latin

class

ROD BONES
KoiV\£OF US f^E MEMBER'

By Gregg Canavan

BoT -me YEftR-Svtoui-DBe ^ LOT lAORE foK\

<>OiKGt Tb BOB fo9\ ftPHiSl

fV*-C VH5P\RJK6,

See solution to yesterdays puzzle on page 2

IT'S YOUR
MONEY!!
VOTE

"Do you support a »10.00 increase in the
Student Activities Tax Fee"

D Yes n No

Vote on the
Referendum

Tues, Oct. 20, 1981
at the following places-

1 1:00-1:00, 4:00-6:00 Hampshire D.CCoohdge, Crampton, Emerson, James, Kennedy
MacKimmie, Melville

1 1 :00- 1 :00, 4:00-6:00 Berkshire D CCance, JA, JQA, Moore, Patterson, Pierpont
Washington

1 1:00-1:00, 4:00-6:00 Worcester D.C.
Northeast/Sylvan

1 1:00-1:00, 4:00-6:00 Franklin D C
Orchard Hill/Central

10:00-2:00 Hatch Commuters & Greeks

The Choice Is Yours,
VOTE!!

'
' K

( \

\k^=^^
/^lil^RecoRDsl

201 Student Union

Univ. of Mass.

Amherst, MA 01003

(413) 545-0400/0401

now on

^ ..
list price sale for

Police

Ghost In The Machine 6.69 5.49

King Crimson
Discipline

Yellow Jackets

Pat Metheny
As Falls Wichita,
So Falls, Wichita Falls

6.69

6.69

5.69

6.49

7.29 7.09

» iH n : « (. fi
• J 1 J ; , •

1 1, 1

GOOD STUFF CHFAP
'The Student-Run Record Store''

Hours:

M-F 10-5

Sat 11-3

' '
' ^ ^

i ' > . I

Tuesday, October 20. 1981

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome to Coteoian Office CC 11.-? • niiK-j.^ica-^^. ^ .. .^ — "- ^^"^ ^^h^

CollegJaQ 9

Come to Cotegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is
Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount

3:45 two days prior to publication day
Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

AHR'S • TA'S GRAD STUDENTS

H9 Heathkit Tsrminal $400.00 546-6004

FOUND

Campus work 15 hours per week $5 00
per hour, send name, tele no, address to-
Unaitis. 206 High, Greenfield MA

APOLOGY
RACKAOISC apologizes for leaving the
Collegian last week. Thank you. Randv
546-7013 ^ ^

Mass License 10/15
House 546-8849 Mike

near Middlesex

AUDIO

Speakers pair RAL 3000 new powerful 2 vr
warranty $350 or BO call Arnie 6-6387 or
5-0244

STUDENTS! High Quality Burhoe
Acoustics Loudspeakers at FACTORY
OUTLET PRICES! Direct Factory Hotline
allows me to sell at unbelievably low prices
For more information and demonstration
call PETER BURHOE 546-7127

Found Tom Workin's light blue ring ac-
counting notebook outside Hasbrouck at
bus stop call 546-6889

Found one wallet containing cash, cards
and Identification for Joann Brooks Call
Cathy at 527-3066 others need not apply

HELP WANTED

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Tnumph Spitfire excellent condition.
The little brat has a new engine battery
starter, tires. . .an AM FM 8 track stereo if

you can install it right it's yours. . .and it

also has new windshield wipers, they are
very vogue this year. Asking $3,500 00 so I

can buy my new "Rolls Royce" for
Christmas to "Betsy from Santa". Call
545-3500. Thank you for listening.

Surplus Jeeps, Cars, Trucks Car inv
value $2143 sold for $100. For information
on purchasing similar bargains call
602-941-8014 ext. 6501 phone call refun-
dable

78 Subaru Brat 44,000 mi 1 owner exc
mech shape needs brake pads & paint job
must see 665-7776 anytime keep trying

1969 Javelin dependable, regular gas
automatic, 25 mpg $550. Bob 253-7967

72 Plymouth Scamp 6 cylinder auto new
tires needs exhaust 94000 400 549-3568

FLOWERS. FLOWjRS^FLOWERS~

Kitchen help needed for Frat inxchanqe
for meals call 253-9987

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500 - $1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar. CA 92625

The People's Gay Alliance pays 3.50 an
hour to their work study office manager
Flexible schedule, good working condi-

Oct
22^^°^ by 413B SUB 5-0154 deadline

Financial Manager - responsible for book-
keeping/accounting, including billing
payroll, accounts receivable, etc 15-25
hrs/week $4/hr apply Student Note Ser-
vice 401 S.U.B. applications due 10/23 4pm
Part Time Ad Rep Wanted Mass Com
munications major preferred. Must have car
and able to devote 20 hours per week TV
Viewer Magazine. Call 1-533-8554 Leave
message for Jim

seen please call Julie 584-0030

Reward for return suitcase taken 9/9
from Baker dorm storage (tan w/br. stripe

e°i!J"99^9®' <^esperate for clothes! call
D-6135

Lost unopened carton with wvrn"dow
quilt one of matching set between N.
Amherst & CC Garage Please call 545-2096
or 549-6346 if you picked it up
Dark brown short jacket sentimental
value please call anytime 546 -7282
Lost: Calico cat with white paws, 16 years
old half blind. Is greatly missed. Lost in
Puffton VIg 10/13 call Caria 549-3677 or
545-3500

PIONEER

MASSAGE THERAPY
Strictly theraputic soothing Swedish
massage Ellen O'Rourke MsT 256-8320

$250 PER MONTH

For Sale Pioneer 3-way centrex stereo
system. Excellent condition. $175 or best
offer 546-9574

REPUBLICANS

Join the UMass College Republicans
Call Jeff 6-4643

ROOMMATE WANTED
Woman wanted to live in to babysit 10
Pm - 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Person to share a townhouse in Squire
Village 2 bdrm 355/mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665 7544 keep
trying can leave message at 549-6526
Michael

New company seeks personnel on cam
pus $1500 per month and car potential next
summer tele 1 773-3175

,

PERSONALS

Wanted: a hungry person! We need kit-
chen worker. We will feed you. Short
houYs, easy labor. Call Mike 549-3601

Positions available workstudy & non
workstudy. Apply in person at The UMass
Recycling Office 306 Student Union
Building

INSTRUCTION

Oh how beautiful the flowers, oh how
romantic, how truly magical they can
become.

. .Love someone, deliver in person
a gift of mystic magic, from a truly secret
admirer, XXOO. Any questions on ar-
rangements ask Laura or Susan they're
wonderful to deal with!

Basic Auto Mechanics Workshop. 28
hours of instruction including classroom

o^-JL^^ ^^°P- Limited enrollment
253-7967

Tracy Leigh - Happy 9 months. Hope your
knees hold out for many more. I hope we
celebrate many more 16ths together. Roni I

love you too. T .G.C.

Interested in a business career?? SBA
CAREER DAY Thursday, November 5.

Luncheon tickets now on sale in SBA lobby
$6.00 Buy early - tickets limited!

SBA Day. . .Coming Soon!

To Bob S Happy Birthday, with all my love.
Love Aimee me too Bobby Boy

French Club Meetings every Tuesday At
4:00 PM Herter 3rd floor All are welcome!!

Dick Purnell is here!

Responsible roommate to share 2 bdrm
Southwood apt $155 -t- uti Andy 253-5960

Rolling Green Apt male female wanted to
share 2 bdrm twnhse immediate occupancy
lease can be taken over call Joey 256-8059

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981
Free-lance TYPING and resume writing
Top skills, reasonable rates. Amherst
549-0518

Reg Shampooing Give your home a fresh
look. Expert quality at rates you can afford
Please call 549-6854

STEREO SYSTEM

The Calvin Kleins are here Call 549 3686

Support the Referendum! Vote yes on
the proposed fee increase at the Hatch and
Dining Commons today.

Andy - Happy 19th Birthday. Love your
sisters, Susan and Amy

KURT TESCH

FOR RENT

Single room office near campus $150 in

eluding utilities D.H. Jones Real Estate
549 3700

Brian's class is having a reunion for info
call Michelle or Vali 256-6150 or 256-5422

LEASE WANTED

FOR SALE

Refrigerator 5 cubic ft almost new best
offer 549-5669

40 M.P.G.!
665-4182

74 Fiat runs great $1000

Want to lease or sublet house or apt for
spring semester 546-5389, 546-6346

LOST

On 1st Oct between Morrill and Boyden
knitted blue hat great sentimental value ring
546-4683

Nautilus Membership Oct 20 thru Feb 28
low rate call 549-4353 (Peter)

Kenwood KA-305 integrated amp 2
years old exc. cond. $100 or best offer
546 9015

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

Bicycle Wheel in parking lot 26 Oct. 8 if

Reincarnation Party Come as you
WERE!! 25c drafts 75c bottle beers, Tues.
Oct. 20, Poor Richard's $1 admission,
sponsored by Alpha Chi Omega
Full Gospel Bible Study CC 81 1-815 Tues
Oct 20 8-10 PM

Share Drafts Are Here!
Beginning October 19th students can

open a Credit Union Checking Account
at the UMass Student Federal Credit

Union. Stop in and ask for deta ils now
Jimi Cliff Fans "Harder They Come

"

movie This Friday 7, 9, 11 Mahar Aud
Help support University Chorale's sing-
ing tour in Russia. Look for us Monday
night 10/26 in your dorm

Smoke Jamaican Jimi Cliff "Harder
They Come" Friday 7,9, 11 Mahar

Undergraduate Business Club
Members: SBA student /faculty wine-n
chhese social, Thursday October 22, 4-6
p.m. in the faculty lounge SBA 3rd floor

I^™*^* SU7600. 41 watt amp. Technics
ST7300 tuner, Sony PS T25 Direct Drive
turntable, Altec Lansing 3 speakers, the en-
tire system only $450. You must see it

TRAVEL

Last Chance to Get-A-Way Montreal Nov
6, 7, 8 just $79.00 Enjoy the sites and have a
good time also have a chance at a free trip
to Daytona Beach Spring Break call Lisa
665-2578 7 to 9 pm

USED AUtO PARTS
Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584-2832

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday-Saturday 10 a.m. -6 p.m. Licensed
by the Town of Amherst, member of
Chamber of Commerce 256-07 1

HELP! Lost one set of keys / with approx
10 keys / leather holder brown call Betsy
Ann at 545-3500 or 533 0271

WANTED TO RENT
Want three bedroom Townhouse
Apartment for spring semester Please call
Teri 546 9796

Am^^(fjulH
Skilled Auto Repairs

FOREIGN A DOMESTIC
SPECIALISTS IN

MSC MAKES
FUEL Kiii.£TION REPAIR

Specializir^g In ""^^ ™*"»» MECHAWCS

Volvo Repairs

h Service

School of
lUesleiHi nei

^

1 /^law f
lewlojplaiMiCoilefejl I'

A

256-8936
48 N. Pl«asant St.. Amherst

CenterOf AmHcrst

The Sc];^p9l of Law
at Western New England College

Springfield, Massachusetts
will be represented by

Diane K. Youn,
Assistant Dean and

Director of Admissions
Professor William Roberts

Valerie Angelovich,
3rd year student

on Tuesday, October 20, 1981
from 2-3 p.m. and 3-4 p.m.

at Campus Center rooms 811 - 815
We encourage attendance by in-
terested students, including women,
minority, and handicapped students.

Tuesday

with GREGG /aD/^MS

TWOFOROME
All Mixed Drinks • 9til 11

NC COVER CHARGE

WMUA
10 a.m. -2 p.m.

Black Contemporary Music
with BMCP

6. aju.-lOa.iju

'WaVe-iip totW ft&R and
R&B of Kevin Smith

2 p.m. -5:30 p.m.

Rc?ira« music
with The Scotty Dread

Show
5:30 p.m. -6 p.m.

Newswatch

6 p.m. -7 p.m.
UMass Hotline

with Bill Stepchew & Paula
'

'
' <Th«odosopoulas • < <

7 p.m. -10 p.m.
New music

with Paula Theodosopoulas

2 a.m.-6 a.m.
Music for overni^hters

with BMCP
.

IQ p.m. -2 a.m.
Black Contemporary Music

with Brother E.
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JIMMY CLIFF
Fine Arts Center Sun. Oct. 18
By RON MILLER
"vSo as sure as the sun will shine,

I'm gonna get my share, right now, what's mine,
and then the harder they come, the harder thev fall one and
all...

- Jimmy Cliff
Jimmy Cliff and his band. Oneness, dazzled a packed

house in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall Sunday night
with a performance that had the whole crowd dancing by
the time it was over.

Cliff was inspirati<»nal using lK)th his body and voice as an
mstrument for his l)eautiful music. He reminded me of a
ballet dancer a.s his arms floated gracefully from under his
tunic.

Reggae is extremely spiritual, and Cliff makes vou feel the
struggle that underlies the genre. Yet there is "a stubborn
refu.sal to let the system drag you down. As Jimmy s;iid. "...

against the isms and skisms you got to stand iip for the
freedom of your soul."

It's the kind of music that cuts through ethnic and racial
Imes. It gets to the core of being human. You could easily
see fr(>m his facial expressions that he believed dee|)lv in his
music. As he sang his eyes would close and a big grin would
appear.

There was a passion al)out him. Before he began "Manv
Rivers to Cross." he t(K)k a step backward from the
microphone and took in such a deep l)reath, it was like he
was reaching down insi(ie him.self to deliver the song. It

came across with .^uch emotion the woman next to me was
in tears.

Reggae al.so celebrates life, and you cant keep your b(»dy
still when you listen. It was an impressive sight to .see a
pjicked house singing "The Harder Thev Come," while 2(MK)
IxMlies danced and 4(KK) hands clapf)ed' to the reggae beat
They clo.sed the show with "You Can Get It If You Really

VVant It," as the sea of bodies swayed one more time to
Cliffs uplifting tune. My only regret al)out this concert is

that it wasn't in a more open space, where everyone could
dance. People did fairly wel', but it would haveWn nicer
with some space to move around.
Hartford's Rhythm Force opened the show. They were

also a reggae I»and. and did a goo<i job of warming up the
crowd.

Jimmy Cliffs performance ranks with the most entertain-
ing I've ever seen. I walked out still humming and dancing
and feeling g(K)d. and that's the goal of reggae; it just makes
you feel so g(H)d.

(ollrKian pholo h\ Nann
Jimmy Cliff and the Oneness Band at the F.A.C.

Sunday ni^ht.

DVP presents. . .

ALGER HISS
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Coming Attractions
.

Stephen Murphy

UMass theatre
to open season

Give the people what they want: There's a rumor cir-
culating that Bruce Springsteen will star in a film based on
his best-selling album The River. If this comes to pass,
Bruce's manager will try to {)ackage him as a new James
Dean type.. .Earth, Wind & Fire, Blondie, Cheap Trick, and
Lou Reed (!)are working on .soundtrack material for a film
entitled Urats, a movie about a rock musician set in the
future.. .Australia's "Split Enz" have been signed to write
and perform five tunes for an Australian film. Puberty Blues.
written by two sisters aged sixteen and seventeen. ..The
soundtrack to Francis Ford Coppola's upcoming film One
From The Heart, which stars Nastassia (Tess) Kinski and
Frederick (The Rose) Forrest, will feature a few songs per-
formed by Crystal Gayle... Randy Newman has C(jmposed
the soundtrack for the movie version of E. L. Doctorow's
Ragtime, to be relea.sed in December... Robert Murdoch
owner of the New York Post and other publiations, has an-
nounced that he plans to produce a film based on the life of
John Lennon's murderer, Mark David Chapman. Murdoch
claims the film will be serious and not exploitative, dealing
with a "social phenomenon."
Sounds wicked. Batman: Director Jack Clayton will shoot

a $1.^ million adaptation of Ray Bradbury's Something Wick-
ed This Way Comes. Heading the cast is Jason Robards
The only obvious drawback is that Walt Disney Productions
IS responsible for the film (they did a terrible job on their
previous .science fiction venture, The Black Hole).. .More
news on The Batman film has come to light. Aside from
receiving a very big budget the film will l)e done in a serious
manner, unlike the often campy Superman films and the old
Batman television series. Batman will l)e portrayed primarily
as a detective and not so much as a superhero. The sets pro-
mise to be moody and dark, giving an air of mystery. No in-
formation has been given out as to who is responsible for the
film.

Read the other voice this Thursdfiy

.^
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Gunman robs store

under brown bag cover
Two persons underwent emergency surgery at Cooley

Dickinson Hospital in Northampton at 9:30 a.m. yesterday
after the vehicle they were in collided with an Amherst
town dump truck on South Whitney Street. Amherst.

Officials are withholding the names of the victims untU
family members can be contacted.

A gumman robbed a Cumberland Farms convenience
store on CoUege Street Saturday night, according to
Amherst police.

The suspect, described as a white male, 5 feet eight
inches tall wearing a blue jacket, blue jeans and a brown
paper bag over his head reportedly robbed the store at
about 10:35 p.m. with either a full length rifle or a single

barrel shotgun.

There were no shots fired and no injuries reported.
The suspect fled into a wooded area behind the store

after taking an unknown amount of cash.
The Amherst police responded to 122 incidents over this

past weekend. There were nine accidents with five per-
sonal injuries, seven arrests, five protective custodies and
84 motor vehicle violations. The speed and alcohol en-
forcement program (SAP) stopped a total of 107 cars.

Newslines...

Collegian u

Workshops on racism
A colloquim entitled "An Appreciation of Difference:

Responding to Racism in American Culture" will begin

this Wednesday, by the Women's Studies Department at
the Univeristy of Massachusetts.
Students may register at the first discussion or by call-

ing Cohen at 545-0341, or Rebecca or Liz at 584-7455.
Students are required to attend the following events and
three additional discussions in the dormitory residential
areas.

The first discussion will take place at 7 p.m. Wednesday
in McKimmie dormitory's main lounge for Southwest
residents, the Johnson recreation rcH)m for Sylvan and
the Dickin.son main lounge for Orchard Hill and Central.
The first speaker will be Lois Stalvey, author of "The

Education of a WASP," on Wednesday. October 28 at 8
p.m. in Worcester Dining Commons. On Wednesday
November 4, Bill Ru.s.sell. former player and coach of the
Boston Celtics, will s[)eak in the P^ine Arts Center at 8
p.m. On Wednesday. Noveml)er 18, with a panel discus-
sion following it in the Hamfnien Theatre in Southwest

HALLOWEEN
SUPPLIES

Cheeit
our
LOW
pricet

^r7

MASS SKI CLU

'111
1 1 < I

We carry everything you

need to scare up the best

costume oround.

SPOOKTACULAR
SELECTIONS

Theatrical mokeup, colored hairspray, colored party
wigs, witches hats and costumes. Viking hats, top
hots, derbys, long hair wigs, grease paints, mus-
taches, beards, noses, feet, hands with warts, liquid

latex, strange specs, spirit gum, stage blood, fangs,
teeth, stage warts, headpieces, witches brooms and i

variety of specialty items. Also children's costumes.

MOROSE
MASQUERADES

We carry all types of masks, full heads, % masks,

eye masks. All your favorites plus new this year:

MISS PIGGY, PINK PANTHER, RABBIT, REAGAN,
CARTER and NIXON MASKS.

NEW ADDITIONS NOVELTY CAPS
Assorted colors with wings, feelers. .^^
horns, antlers, cat eors, lightning bolt,'^|^^^
pig , fish , unicorn & more

.

^^BO^
Open Daily & Saturday 9 to 5 : 1

5

Thurs. & Fri. Nites Oct. 22, 23, 29 & 30 'til 9

HICHIIDSMTM
M State St.Ndrthampton^

J'

REWARD

For the Return

of the Banner

Stolen from the

Student Union

Columbus Day Weekend
No Questions Asked

430A Student Union
545-0407

^§5 Of visJt the r^t.<-) .>)ung
I

I
-oAfiON-BUItOEBS NEEDED

All over th« world, developing

countrm tmd P^Of>^ who can .

Wh»th«r it's tetchln^Ji^ |

«!• ch»tten0« You "^^•JS^^ I

JSmn vourteH. ^j^^^l^^ k
H tmor»tmpoffmfiffHWrnnviSj^

Mmm. Ftl»M: Seeks rec«^*
]

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers

Schedule an interview for Oct. 21, 1:30 -

5:00, at Career Placement, Hampshire
House.

Poor Richard^ DANCE CLUB
Disco • TDD 40 • Rock Route 9 Hmhmi

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

fte
EVERY THURSDAY

/so.hi /

Friday & Saturday

2
FOR
1

25c Drafts 75c Drinks with Guest D.J. AL VARELAS 8-10 pm

•?/ -^*'*/-^/^y-*v^yv./y .-y- /y«ry- /> </^./> *>^- /,,;,. j> *>%^ 43-. a>>.a*laJ,^^^^
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ATTENTION COLLEGIAN SPORTS STAFF - (OLD
AND NEW) There will be a short meeting in the
newsroom tomorrow (Wednesday) night at 7 p.m. As im-
portant matters will be discussed, attendance is man-
datory.

J

Why all the footbair?
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football Minutemen
have a record of 3-2 overall and are in the midst of a
doglight tor Yankee Conference supremacy
The University of Massachusetts field hockey

Minutewomen are undefeated at 10-0-1 and are now rank-
ed first m the nation let alone the best of the rest in New
England.

The University of Massachusetts soccer Minutewomen
are m the top five in the country with a 6-2-2 overall
season mark.
There were about 150 fans at last week's soc-cer game

between the Minutewomen and the University of Connec-

Commentary
licut at NOPE field. Connecticut is-one of the top teams in
the country^ second nationally.
No more than 30 people were on hand for the field

hockey game versus Bridgewater State College held the
same day and time on the upper NOPE field.
The football team played Maine Saturday before 8 000

at Alumni Stadium and have averaged around 9,500 fans
for each home game to date.
Why is this occuring?Ls it the fault of the media, such as

coverage in the school newspaper, the Collegian, perhaps'
It IS not.

The responsibility of a newspaper, any newspaper is to
report and evaluate events as they happen, in this case
sports events. The paper's respijnsibility is not to promote
a spo*^ solely to create more interest in the sport
although through effective and creative reporting this
tenet might be done indirectly.

Some sports,' such as football at the collegiate level
often receive more attention and coverage by the ^'ari()us
medias and the charge is made that this is done at the ex-
pense of other sports. As a matter of fact, this charge has
been made and will continue to be made concerning sports
coverage at the -University of Massachusetts by the Co'l-
leginn.

'Before agreeing or disagreeing with this mode of
thought, stop and think about it for a while
Certainly one can't hide the fact that UMass football

generates more attendance than other sports here Much
can be made of the theory that going to a football game is
.more a scK-ial event than attending out of pure interest in
the final score or what led up to it. But. the intere.st is
there, be it good or bad. Surely 8,000 people do not go to
UMass football game ''just to see who else showed up

"

Although It will probably upset people associated with
sports other than football at UMass. who are adamant in
saying they are short-sheeted space-wise in the CoUegwt,
football is the nunber one sport at UMass. attendance-
wise and, arbitrarily, interest-wise. This is also a true
statement when applied to the vast majority of schools
which field a football team.

It would be incorrect to view this commentary as a
defense of CoUegian sports coverage, since it is not It is
simply a compilation of true and relevant facts

over'Ee Salurd^; " '^"'"°" "" "" " '*''"•'™ »" "" ""' ">'«> '" ^Ms 20-7 victory

frustrated at tourney
Elaine Sortino watched her softball alumni do battle

riiir.i^
''^^"'"'"8: squad in a 50 inning game at the lower

NOPE field Sunday. The softball coach had just returned
from coaching the University of Massachusetts women's
volleyball team at the University of Delaware Tournament
the day before.

The softball team did well, playing the 50 innings before
the rains came.
The volleyball team did not fare so well, finishing 15th

out of the 16 teams there.

"We just couldn't get anything going at the middle,
offensively or defensively," said Sortino. "We weren't

Collegian Player-of-the-Game

Itioli. r.iurtroi orSpiirl- lnri>riniitii>n Offirr

UMass co-captain Pete DiTnmasso

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

If the Yankee Conference football powers that be ever
wanted a representative film demonstrating the type of
game worthy of its YC Defensive Player-of the Week
award, they should have had a cameraman at Saturday's
University of Massachusetts University of Maine game to
videotape the performance of Minuteman co captain Pete
DiTomasso.
The senior linebacker, a four-year starter along with

backermale Scott Crowell. was literally all over the field in
Saturdays .skirmish, making tackles (17), batting d.>wn
pa-SMs (5) and also bl«-king a Maine field goal attempt withUn seconds to go in the first half. The block led directly to
a UMass touchdown as cornerback Dwayne Lopes picked
up the loose ball and scooted 35 yards for the .score.

For his superlative game. DiTomasso was named YC
Player of the Week and is also this weeks Colkgian
Player of the (iame.

••We had to play better this week, to make up for our loss
at Delaware last week," DiTomasso .said.

UMass did much better, holding the Maine attack to just
I wo sustained drives while picking off five Black Bear
passes, two by senior cornerback Pete Spadafora. one of
which set up UMass" second touchdown.
The Siatcn Island (NY) native, who follows brother

hrank as a Minuteman captain, was first team All Yankee

A^rlTT*'
^'*'' '^'" P^'^ ^'^" '^'^'^""'^ 3"^ also third team

Al' All N«'w England last year.
DiTomasso also had three sacks and an interception to

his credit Saturday, but....

'I should have made two more tackles. " he said.
A winner. Kni'ifr), sa'H Pete.

blown out, and in some games, we were ahead, but we
couldn't put it away."
The Minutewomen lost to James Madison University,

Princeton University, the University of Maryland and the
College of William and Mary. They defeated the University
of Maryland Baltimore County for the 15th spot.

"I used by bench players against WUIiam and Mary and
UMBC. For the first time this season, I know of the depth
we have. Sue Foley and Sue Carey played very well, and
Karen Stein was fanUstic," Sortino said. "This weekend
was a disappointment, but it wasn't a disaster."

"It was pretty frustrating." said UMa.ss captain Jo Ann
Siler. "We could score, but we couldn't do anything. They
scored by hitting garbage (dinks, soft lobs, etc.) and balls
that went off our block.

"

The softball game ended after about sbc hours of play,
Sortino and the players started to gather the bases and
benches before the sprinkles turned to a downpour. She
thought of what was ahead for both teams: volleyball and
its chances for the Easterns, softball and its chances to
play some of the top Division One teams in Orlando next
spring.

Both teams have a long way to go. While softball is
selling coffee and doughnuts at the Boyden Gym lobby,
volleyball knows it must come together and do well in the
matches remaining in this waning season.

L.A. takes N.L. flag
MONTREAL (AP) - Rick Monday s two out home run

in the top of the ninth inning today propelled the Los
Angeles Dodgers pa.st the Montreal Expos 2 1 Monday and
intothe World Series.
The victory in the fifth and final game of the National

League championship series, postponed one day after
Sundays 3 'A hour rain delay, sends the Dodgers to New
^ork. where they will open the World Series Tuesday
night against the American League champions, the
V ankees, in a rematch of the 1977 and 1978 classics.
Ray Burris. who outpitched Fernando Valenzuela in the

second game of this Series, winning 3-0. hooked up with
him again, allowing five hits in eight innings before the
Expos pinch hit for him.
Steve Rogers, the hero of Montreal's first playoff when

he beat Philadelphia's Steve Carlton twice in the NL East
series, got the first two outs in the ninth. But Monday
connected on a 3 1 pitch and sent it over the center field
wall.

As the ball disappeared, Monday, five strides past first
ba.se. punched the au- in celebration. He was pummeled by
his teammates as he arrived at the Dodger dugout
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Students occupy Whitmore
Four demands met,
no coed bathrooms
By KEN BAZINET
and DAVID HOWES
Collegian Staff

Compiled with reportsfnm Co\\eg\-dn staffmeinbers Kei^in
Bowe. Jim Kane, M. W. Mulcahy and Richard Naglf.

A rally and occupation of the Whitmore Administration
Building yesterday resulted in the administration agree-
ing to four of the five student demands that were propos-
ed at last Thursday's rally.

About 100 students ended the five hour sit-in when stu-
dent leaders announced that four of the five demands had
been met by administrative officials.

The list of demands which were agreed upon consisted
of reverting back to last year's Code of Student Conduct;
that the administration investigate and prosecute groups
that advocate anti-social behavior, which UTOPIA stands
for; the Student Activity Trust Fund be dispersed by the
Student Government Association as set forth in the state-
ment passed by the Board of Trustees last May; and that
student input be considered before decisions on policies af-
fecting student lives.

In addition to those demands, the administration will
make no move to make existing coed floors into single sex
floors, and no floor shall be converted because of
disciplinary reasons.
No disciplinary charges were brought against students

who participated in the demonstration when the students
vacated Whitmore immediately following the sit-in.
The agreement was signed by Vice-Chancellor for Stu-

dent Affairs Dennis L. Madson and SGA co-Presidents
Larry Kocot and Kevin Mangan.
At 2:30 p.m. Kocot announced at the rally, which began

outside the Student Union Building, that the administra-

AS THE STUDENTS GO MARCHING IN - The main body ef ^roi.^^:::^::^^way the ramp leading to the Whitmore Administration Building. This march was part of a rally
held earlier in front of the Student Union yesterday.

tion had begun to respond to the demands made, but
terms of the agreement were yet to be developed.

"It's up to you where we go now," Kocot told the rally
participants. "The events are just beginning."
Students responded with chants of "Whitmore. Whit-

more," and the student organizers immediately lead the
then crowd of about 300 to Whitmore.

^

On the way, students chanted "student rights," and
"We want input," while clapping hands to the cadence.
The crowd marched upthe Whitmore ramp, climbed the

stairs to the third floor, walked past a security officer at
the top of the stairs, and positioned itself outside the
Chancellor's and Provost's offices.

Cheers came when Mangan told the students to be
seated.

Siobhan Powers, 19, student senator for John Quincy
Adams dormitory said the purpose of the rally was to
"teach the administration demcx^racy."
"We don't want to do this. We don't want to be here,

but the administration forced us into this position."'
Powers said. "We hope to have the administration realize
that we like our rights."

Students began pounding on the Chancellor's doors until
armed UMass police officers obstructed their efforts. The
doors were later chain-locked from the inside.

"They (the Chancellor's stafO are so open, but behind
closed doors, they are so blank," said Mangan.
"If we keep going at this rate we will stand up as human

beings, and not as men and women," said Mangan.
Cheers were heard when two male students entered a

women's restroom outside the chancellor's office.

Because of the demonstration, administrators planned
to close Whitemore early. When students became aware of
the closing of the administration building, they rushed to

ou?l?i?rh'^"^f^i'H?!'''? ""^J'^l 7 ^^«^"^^^'« demonstrations stage-'ritXrprXt
outside of Chancellor Koffler's office before their entrance yesterday.

Continued on page 15

Yes/No-we don't know
The ballots submitted in yesterday's referendum oq

increasing the Student Activities Trust Fund fee were
not counted as of last night.

The Collegian will publish the results of the referen-
dum when those results are made avaflable.
No indication of when the ballots might be counted was

available at press time.

Hiss says press credibility restored
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

Former U.S. emissary Alger Hiss said that credibility
has been restored to the American press and a better
educated American public should use the printed media to
become more aware and informed about current news
events, in a lecture last night at the Student Union
Ballroom.

"People who are subjected to the rigors of a college
education and learn to use printed news effectively can
develop into a sophisticated electorate which can keep
checks on the government through their informed
awareness," Hiss, 77, told a full house audience.

Hiss, a member of the U.S. delegation which ac
companied President Franklin D. Roosevelt to Yalta in

1945, spoke on "The American Press: The McCarthy Era
and Watergate" as part of the University of Massachusetts
Distinguished Visitors Program.

Hiss gave a historical outline of the development of the
American press and cited the 18th century Peter Zenger
libel case as catalyst for the First Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution which guaranteed freedom of the press.

"The founding fathers had it (the Zenger case) in mind
when they wanted to identify "the press" and insure its
right to free speech," Hiss said.

According to Hiss, the American press' handhng of the
Watergate break in and its subsequent cover up put the
print media back into the American public's favor.

"The American press had fallen into disrepute,
especially after the McCarthy era," Hiss said. "They way

(oll»KMn ,>h. I
I ilnward

Alger Hiss
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Premier rejects

Reagan's claim
MOSCOW (AP) - Soviet President Leonid I. Brezhnev

yesterday rejected President Reagan's claim that the
Soviets beheve they can win a nuclear war and demanded
the U.S. leader to make a public statement declaring
nuclear attack a "criminal" idea.

Reading to Reagan's statement that Soviet leaders
consider victory in a nuclear warfare possible. Brezhnev
said: "Only he who has decided to commit suicide can start
a nuclear war in the hope of emerging a victor from it."

The Soviet president's comments were made in an in
lerview with the Communist Party daily Pravda and
distributed by the Soviet news agency Tass.
Brezhnev was reacting to remarks Reagan made to

visiting newspaper editors in Washington on Friday. The
While House later released a transcript of the meeting.

In the meeting. Reagan responded to a question of
whether a nuclear exchange could be limited or would
simply escalate by saying: "I don't honestly know There
never has been a weapon that someone hasnt come up with
a defense. But it could ... and the only defense would be
well, you shoot yours and we'll shoot ours. And if you stui
had that kind of a stalemate, I could see where you could
have the exchange of tactical weapons against troops in the
field without It bringing either one of the major powers to
pushing the button....

"I do have to point out that everything that has been said
and everything m their manuals indicates that, unlike us
the Soviet Union believes that a nuclear war is possible and
they believe it is winnable...."

Brezhnev said. "No matter what method of unleashing
nuclear war he chooses, he wUI not attain his aims

'

Ketrihution wiU ensure ineluctably.

"It would be good if the president of the United States.
too. would make a clear and unambiguous statement
rejecting the very idea of nuclear attack as a criminal one."

AP Laserphoto

ul'SSu^D^l" C^'if.X^^feHu"^^ '""J ^h^''^""
""- ""•* '""•«'"" C.audi. leave

White House General fired for voicing views
SHINGTON(AP)-ThetnnmiHf»n^ .^*k„. r ...-_.. „ ^WASHINGTON (AP) - The top military

officer on the National Security CouncU
staff was relieved of his duties and ordered
back to the Army yesterday after saying in
a speech that the Soviets have nuclear
superiority and "are going to strike."
A senior White House official said Maj.

Gen. Robert L. Schweitzer was fired
because he disobeyed a rule that requires
all members of the National Security
Council staff to clear their public remarks
with Richard V. Allen, staff director and
President Reagan's national security ad-
viser.

"It is also clear that the speech does not
reflect the president's thinking with regard

to the state of world affairs." said the of-
ficial, who asked not to be quoted by name.

The aide said Schweitzer concurred in the
action, taken by Allen at 7:15 a.m. EDT
Tuesday after an article on the speech
appeared in The Washington Post. "He
thought it would be best to return to his
normal duties in order to spare the ad-
ministration any embarrassment because of
his unauthorized remarks." the official said.

Although the general caught White
House officials by surprise. Schweitzer said
m his speech to the Association of the
United States Army his remarks had not
been cleared and might get him in trouble.

"Well. I think we are going to have to get
ourselves in trouble ... in order to lay out
the threat because the threat is beUeved
not to exist." he said in the apparently
extemporaneous talk.

Reagan himself said he did not agree with
the general but regarded him as "a fine
soldier" whose services in anpther post will
continue to "be of great benefit to the
country,"

Schweitzer is a highly decorated Army
officer who served as deputy commander of
the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment in
Vietnam in 1970 and later commanded the
famed regiment in Europe after the war.

Digest
By the Associated Press

He wears the Distinguished Service Cross,
the military's second highest award for
valor, three Silver SUrs and the Purple
Heart with six oak leaf clusters, indicating
he was wounded in battle seven times.

Schweitzer. 53, joined the National
Security Council staff in 1979 and earned a
reputation among his colleagues as a "hard
liner," even among the generally hard-Une
Reagan strategists. When Reagan began
president. Allen named him director of
defense policy.

Asked whether he had known of Allen's
action in advance, Reagan said- he did not
and had been unaware of any "personnel
problems."

•'.'•|';<'>.*-Y<>:
•*'".'! <<^

Thousands of women strike

for better working conditions
WARSAW, Poland - Thousands of striking textUe

workers, protesting food shortages in defiance of Com-
munist government orders, appealed yesterday to new
party chief Wpjciech Jaruzelski to improve the quality of
life for the "woman who are toiling so hard."
About 12,000 workers - most of them women — at the

Zyradrdow textUe miUs ignored the party's demand to end
protests and were in the eighth day of a sit-in. Some
180.000 workers in Zielona Gora province called a warning
strike for Wednesday and farmers near Radom joined
other Solidarity labor union chapters in declaring strike
alerts.

"The working class of Zyrardow has trusted you per-
sonally." the appeal sent to Jaruzelski in a telegram said.
adding it came from "women who are toiling so hard, both
party members and non party people, mothers of small
children."

King draws line on spending
BOSTON _ Gov. Edward J. King, saying he is

quite serious about holding the line on state spending
to d state education officiaU again yesterday to avoid
asking for a budget increase next year.
King sent a letter on the spending question to the state

Board of Regents after the Regents ignored his request for

.\'^,o"«o r^
"^'^ *"*^ proposed a $47 million budget hike in

the I98J fiscal year, which begins next July.
"I can fully understand and appreciate the Regents-

advocacy for programs they oversee. That commitment to
the overall mission of their agency is commendable; and it

is one shared by managers throughout government for the
programs they supervise.

"But I too am committed to a program...a program to
hold the line on spending." King wrote.
The education budget for this year is $a32 million, and

the regents asked for $47 million more to expand programs
m engineering, computer science and health care. The
money also would be used to expand the regents' staff and
to implement a planned merger of Boston State CoUege
and the Boston campus of the University of Massachusetts.

BIG APPLE IN BEANTOWN - Sporting a
"Big Apple" emblem on his cap, actor James Earl
Jones IS seen yesterday in Boston after a series of
interviews discussing the opening of a new pro-
duction of "Othello" in which he is set to have
the title role.

Bostonians occupy fire station
BOSTON - Angered by the city's latest round of

firefighting cutbacks, feisty East Boston residents oc-
cupied a neighorhood fire, station yesterday and tied
themselves to a ladder truck, proclaiming it "People's
Engine No. 11."

But on Beacon Hill, a $75 million borrowing plan that
could offset the layoffs and bail out the city treasury
remained stalled.

At the East Boston station, about 15 protesters spent
Tuesday hovering in and around Engine 11, one of seven
uniU in the city deactivated by Fire Commissioner George
Paul, who cited a projected budget deficit of $7 million.

"If they move it, they'll have to take us with it," said 47-
year-old Mary Moore, sporting a fire hat and tied at the
waist behind the cab of the truck.

Exploding van kills two
ANTWERP. Belgium - A booby-trapped yellow

van exploded near a synagogue in the heart of Antwerp's
diamond district yesterday, kUling two women and
wounding 99 other people a half hour before services were
to begin, pohce said. It was the fourth fatal attack on Jewsm Europe in 15 months.
An organization called "Direct Action Group, Section

Belgium" claimed responsibUity, but former members of an
anarchist group with a similar name in France denied any
role and said the claim was "idiotic." The Israeli Embassy
blamed the Palestine Liberation Organization, but thePLO denied the charge.
The van explpded shortly after 9 a.m. in front of the

Antwerp Diamond Club, which is across from a synagogue
on Hoveniersstraat, an S shaped street guarded at Iwth
ends by police cars to prevent diamond robberies and
bolster security because of the recent spate of attacks on
European Jews.
The explosion damaged many buildings on the short

narrow street, which is close to the central railroad
station, and shattered windows several hundred yards
flWfly,

CC Director
CoilegiQri 3

By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

Campus Center Director Wflliam Harris said yesterday
his administration recommended a $20 increase in theCampus Center fee to take effect in September.
But the Student Union/Campus Center Board of

Governors wiU also have a say. BOG chairman Scott Cash-man said the board wiU send in its recommendation of no
fee mcrease Friday.

Both recommendations go the the office of the Vice
ChanceUor for Finance and Administration and will be
discussed with Vice Chancellor Jack DeNyse
The increase in the fee. which is now $79. is necessary in

order to cover increased costs amounting to more than one-
half million dollars, said Harris.
New coste include, in approximate figures, $350,000 infrmge benefits to employees that was previously picked upby the state; $125,000 that must be made up because a

sUte subsidy to the building was cut; and $125 000 inpayments to the Physical Plant, which is now charring for
Its services to the building, he said.

Cashman said he didn't think the fee needed to rise $20We can get by without a fee increase this year," he said
The difference of opinion is caused by different

estunations of the building's projected revenue and
projected costs as well as a difference in accounting
philosophy. °

The BOG wUl recommend a freeze in administrative
costs which the Campus Center administration doesn't
forsee.

Most imporUnt, the BOG estimates a much greater
increase m Campus Center revenue from profits in Food
Services, Conference Services and the University Store
than the Campus Center administraUon has predicted.
Cashman said the adminstration is not predicting any

growth During the fiscal years 1980 and 1981 renovations
to the Top of the Campus and the Blue WaU closed those

$20
areas, cutting profits. This year, the Hatch wUl be closed
for renovations. Estimations of Food Service revenues for
the fiscal year 1983 should take into account that for the
first tune m three years aU revenue producing areas will be
open and renovated, said Cashman.
"The prime reason for renovating was to produce more

revenue. What did they renovate any of them for if they
didn t think it would produce money?" he said.
The BOG also predicts more and bigger conferences wUl

be coming to UMass and recommends increasing Campus
Center charges to them.
"We are seeing more conferences this year - and big

companies like Gilette." said Cashman. 'They're bringing
good money. You should charge these people as much as
they will pay." he said.

Profits from the University store have improved every
year and will improve again next year, said Cashman.

Continued on page js

Hill, holds > m*ke-.hift r«lly sign a* he and other protestors block the
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Senator says registering
to vote can combat cuts
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

Registering to vote is the best tactic for
students to counteract federal financial aid
cuts and correct the lack of sUte funding of
public colleges and universities, said
Congressman Barney Frank (D-Newton) in
a recent interview.

"Register to vote and make sure you get
other students registered to vote. Then
write to your lawmakers and say 'I'm

watching your votes and I'll be very
unhappy if you vote for these blind cuts in

my education'." said Frank.

Politicians want to decide on the merits
but a lot of things are decided upon what's
politically sensible." said Frank.

Students wishing to register to vote can
do so today at a table in the campus Center
Concourse, said Amherst town Clerk
Estelle Matusko.

"Everyone should take the opportunity to
vote. It's not only a right but an obhgation
to vote," said Matusko.
"Student voting power is one of the

greatest underutilized resources in

American politics and it could make a big
difference," said Frank.
"We created the 18 year old vote a few

years ago and it hasn't been used. One of
the lowest voting segments of our
population are people between 18 and 24
years old, " said Frank.
Most students feel they can't rally around

a candidate, but they feel closely aligned
with an issue, said Clifford McCarthy,
coordinator of the Nuclear Referendum
signature drive. The referendum seeks to
require voter approval for the construction
of nuclear power plants said McCarthy.
The referendum drive is seeking sixty

thousand signatures of registered voters in

order to put the question on the ballot.
McCarthy said.

"It's the right of the consumer to be able
to decide, through the ballot, what kind of
energy source should be used." said
McCarthy.

Students registered in Amherst who
move must notify the town clerk's office in

order to remain on the Registrar's list, said
Matusko.

SW allots money for
student lobby in Capitol
Bv CHUCK KII.Fnvp ..

"*By CHUCK KILFOYE
Collegian Staff

The Southwest Area Government
student assembly went into a "special
business" session last night and voted in
favor of allocating $200 to provide tran-
sportation for Southwest students to lobby
in Washington D.C. next week.
Area Government co president Ruth

Mazzola said the money would be used to
support about 15 students from Southwest
who are part of a group from the University
of Massachusetts that plans to meet with
legislators and discuss issues ranging from
financial aid to equal rights for women.
Mazzola motioned for the move into the

"special business" session last night
because the assembly failed to resolve the
funding issue when a quorum of two-thirds
vote could not be reached at last Thursday's
area government assembly meeting.
Mazzola said that 'about two busloads" of

students from UMass would arrive in the
capitol on October 25 for the three days of
lobbying the legislature.

"We are planning on breaking off into
groups of 10 and Ulking to the legislators
about issues which concern students." she

said.

Mazzola said the group will focus on
financial aid cutbacks, the enforcement of
equal rights and the Title IX Bill which
would restrict the sale of birth control
devices and outlaw abortions for women
under 18 years old. among others.
The Title IX Bill is unconstitutional and I

think we should be there," Mazzola said. "If
that bill is allowed to pass what will happen
is we'll have a group of men deciding what
is right for women."
The assembly also voted in favor of

funding $75 to support area government co-
President Theresa Kolish's trip to a three-
day National Progressive Student Con-
ference on Oct. 23 in Washington.
Mazzola said there should be someone

there to represent the UMass student body.
She said that Kolish would travel by bus
and pay for her own food and lodging.

"The $75 is to cover registration ex-
penses for her to attend the conference,"
Mazzola said.

In other business, the assembly allotted
$25 to the People's Gay Alliance for the
purchase of purple ribbons, which signify a
commitment to ending gay oppression, to
be distributed to residents of Southwest.

Condo conversion regulated
while nuke waste banned
By RANDl J. MARCUS
Collegian Staff

A warrant article to regulate and control
the conversion of Amherst apartment com-
plexes to condominiums and a proposal to
ban nuclear waste disposal in the area were
approved at the first of a series of special
Town Meetings at Pelham Regional Junior
High School in Amherst Monday nigjit.
Those who spoke in favor of the warrant

said they view it as needed housing protec-
tion for low or moderate income families
and the elderly on fixed incomes. Under the
new regulation, building owners must ac-
quire a conversion permit before occupying
the housing unit. The same rule applies for
stockholders of corporations or
cooperatives that own housing units.
Before a building owner may apply for a

conversion permit, 5 percent of the rental
areas of the town must be vacant. This
regulation is included to prevent adding to

the already severe shortage of rentals in
Amherst.
The state attorney general earlier over-

turned a similar article passed last April on
the grounds that the town exceeded its
authority under home rule legislation.
Since then the Amherst Board of Select-

men appointed a special committee to
assess the most appropriate way to for-
mulate a condominium conversion bylaw
which would meet the attorney general's
approval.

"We had three choices," Salley Chelfort
a member of the three-person Con^
dominium Conversion Committee saidWe could do nothing, challenge the ruling
in court, or achieve the same ends by dif-
ferent means."
The hour-long debate included a speech

against the control by Town Meeting
member, Betty Kramer. "This article is
discriminatory toward condominium

Continued on page 1 5
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SKI SALE
,
J^OW THROUGH OCTOBER MTHL\1S .syour Hh:ADQUARTERS forX-Countrv Ski Equipment Cho"from the best selection of cross-countiy equipment in New Engird

Super 1981-1982 Cross Country Values
Save up to 46%

/

SPECIAL XC SKI PACKAGES
KneiDsl Iburing Package (Waxable)
KneiAsI Iburing Ski

Reg. SALE

EMS Runner II Boot .^
EMS3.PinBindin|$ ,^
EMSlbnkinPole l]^

»14««»

$7999
Save
•6S*"

SALE
KneiMl llDuring Package (Waxless)
KneissllburingSS ,„_
EMS Runner II Boot '/.;; ,^IZ ^S49»
EMS 3.Pin Binding

'**

EMS Ibnkin Pole
$1000

»10oo

Save
•6S«"

SALE
Kariiu Bearciaw 52 Package (Waxless)
KariiuBearcIa«i.52 ,^^ ftooo«Runner 50 mm Boot ,?Joo

'99*®
50x12 3 Pin Binding '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'."

%w«> ^^^^
Excel Popular Pole $1300 •59*'

«»clier Fibre Crown Package (Waxless)
FiAcher Fibre Crown

»13""

SALE
Runner SO mm Boot ........'. !??* ^109»»

$4^0050x 12 3 Pin Binding '/ ,^ Save
Excel Popular Pole ,J^ 95700

\C SKIS *i67^

Reg. SALE
KneiAslllDuringdfaxable) tgooo
KneiMl IburingS RS (WaxleM)

[ sagw
Fi»cher Europa Glass (Waxable) *"

$8o«>EMS HolmenkoUen (Waxable) *
*

sgfpo
Karhu Bear Claw 52 • Karhu Easv Wax 52 .

.'
* %88Po

Fischer Fibre Crown (Waxless) /.

BOOTS-POLES-BIIVDIIVGSKMS Runner II 50mm • 75 mm
EMS Super Ibur 50 mm .*.'.*.'.'.*.*.'.*.'.'.*.*

TVak Gore-l^x Boot 50 mm ....*.*

EMS3 Pin Binding 50 X 12. 75 miii' .'.'.*.*.*;;;;;;; i^
'n-ak IVakker 50 mm Bindinie jicooEMS IbnkJn Pole 7 *.*.'.'.*.

Excel Popular Fiberglass Pole' .* .* .* .*
.'

.* * .' * * .' *.'.*'

Excel S'lWrt Fiberglass Pole !!*...'.*.'. *.
'.

'.

'. $22

$4^00

$1000

$1300

SALE

19SO-1981
Downhill

Ski Equipment

Save up to 45%

SALEBOOTS Reg_

Caber Grand Prix .

.

»165"" • S9^
Dynafit Contro Pro ^ZIS**" I59»»
Caber Equipe »22S"«' • 159»«
Dynafit Contro Cup ^265<*" •199^
All IMordica Models 30% Off

SKIS SALE
Fischer SM »150«»
K2 233 Mid »200«'
Fischer ExtraLite .

.

sziS""
K2 244 Mid 'ZStf^
Kastle Performance
l^am *230''''

• 89*
•139*
•159*
•159*

SPECIAL SAVIiVGS OIV ALPIIVE EOUIPMEIVT
loToff^.*

custom Downhill packages: Foftl^Tet onlj^^
andbM i

''"'''''* "" ^"^ ^""''""a""" of skis, boois

HnH^f*^^^^ ^^ ""''
l'"^'"*''*

mechanics with anv ski, boot,bmdmg combination purchase.
Not all sizes and models available in all stores ^j^

EASTERNMOUNTAINSPORTS
CANT GET TO
OUR STORE?
All ilPfTift i an br ordered
from our tr^r^ ( mtmitjfl'

M^tp r^AMern Mountain Sports
ISS07 Vnfte Farm Howl
Pp(prt>ornu4(h \H a34M

We Accept:

Rt9
Amherst, MA

(next to Hangar 1 on the
Amherst/Hadley town line)

Phone 253-9504

Store Hours:
M-F9-9 Sat 9-5:30

Calendar survey
Today through Friday, the Collegian, in

conjunction with the faculty Senate Space
and Calendar Committee, will be spon-
soring a student survey on their attitudes
toward the length of the school year and
other scheduling issues.

Ron Keefe, a UMass senior and the only
student currently serving on .the Faculty
Senate Committee, said the results of the
survey would be used to set school
calendars beginning in 1984.

"We're going to set guidelines for the
future," Keefe said. "We're going to try to
set it as policy and bring it to the faculty
senate for a vote on a formula for deter
mining the calendar."

Keefe said the committee is sponsoring
the survey to get student input into the

decision. Factors such as the length of
intersession, the start and finish of the
spring semester and the value of "reading
days" prior to final exams will be covered
by the survey.

In the past, Keefe said, the calendar has
been set by the committee with Uttle or no
student input. He said the committee now
wants to question students and include
their sentiments in the decision.
The surveys should be filled out and

returned by campus mail or dropped off at
the Collegian. They should be addressed to
"Calendar Survey," CoUegian, 113 Campus
Center, UMass, Amherst.
The results of the survey will be

published in the paper once they have been
tabulated.

I tee*'rr^e!ir?h.'J?i!l^
Collegian/Faculty Senate Space and Calendar Commit-lee Purvey on the UMass academic schedule

Please respond to the following questions and either drop off at the CoUeamail to Calendar Survey. Coll^gmn, 113 Campus Center, UMass-Amherst
tan or

1
.

Would you support shortenmg intersession (currently six weeks long) if it wouldmean a corresponding shortening of the spring semester?
Yes No

2. Do you rely on intersession to earn money for the spring semester'
*cs No

^3.^Would a shortening^f intersession restrict your ability to return to school?

Ve"Tuch
" '"'^^ '" finding^a job^because of the spring semester ending late?

5. Do you find one reading day before finals worthwhile'
Yes No

6. Would you favor more reading days before finals?^^ No How many

7. Would you be willing to return after Christmas to take final exams?
I '^s. No

'•»

DARSELOTTI'S
WEDNESDAY NIGHT SPECIALS

ARE BACK TONIGHT: v^»^^*'

16 oz
Old Milwaukee Draft

v*^^^* & a Shot $1.25 '^''e*

GRAND opening"
To help make your Sunday

leisure hours more enjoyable
WE WILL BE OPEN FROM

1 1-4 PM ON SUNDAYS
STARTING OCTOBER 25

• - .and to make that first Sunday
even nicer, use this coupon

SAVE 20% ON ANY PURCHASE
Jeffery

AmKerst

Bookshop
M South Pleawm Street Amherst

. -
. .^ ,

:Massachu«tts 01002 250 ase.

I ____J^^ Sunday October 25. 1981 Only

I

I

I

I

I

I
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„ ANNUALBILL SALE
IVowThrou^ Oc;toberZ4^

OUR
BIGGEST
SALE

OF THE
VEAR!

. ''**"ien<'o"» cold-weather savings on dozens ofyour favorite outdoor items,including many new items from our 1981 catalogi Super ski savings, tool Here are just a few ofour great Fall Sale Offers

DownParkaii
EMSAdirondack
Awarm, lightweight jacket buih
for active people. Dependable duck
down protection to y*F. **«!
Reg. »90«» SALE 69«» miMik

SALE
t39BB

79»»

$9999

Reg.

EMS Kimngtoii sgsoo

EMS l^ickemian *ioo°°

EMS Patagonii^ sioqoo

For men and women.

EMS Veo 'IZO""

For men & women

EMS ExpcMUtion
The high pei-formance you need
for temfMjratures to -25°F. The
inside elastic snowskirt keeps wind
and snow out.

Reg. n4o<» SALE •109»»

Save $3000

Synthetic Parkas
Reg SALE

EMS McKeiuie »8(y»

For men and women.

EMS Mohawk 14500

EMS Deluxe 'Hiwn&
CouMMtry ,9500

For men and women.

Down Vests
EMS Reversible Down Vest
A vvarm reversible vest featiunng a
high roll collar, ftxint handwarmer
and cargo pfx:kets.

Reg. *50<» SALE ^34M

Save ^1500 mm
;

Reg. SALE
EMS CiieiTon Vttai ' S4200 $Z9l^
EMS 65/35 Down Vest 15500 939B8

Synthetic Vests
Reg. SALE

EMS Conway Vest tsooo

For men and women.

EMS ArcdclVDoi Vest.... t60<»

Borne hems, stylra, andjcia^ not avallaIHe In
•n stores. '

Outerwear
EMS Tinberline
Ionian Paika
Authentic tartan designs. Woven
from a blend of85% Australian
wool/15% nylon for added warmth.
For men A, women.

Reg. *8o<» SALE ^9ra
Savenooo

Reg.

EMS Long Trtdl Pariui tssw

EMS Timlteriine Parlia *75Po

T-Neck Reg.

EMST-Neck *i3»
For Men A. Women.

AHen-A AD-Cotton T-lVeck »15"

SALE
t399»

Shirts
EMS Rugiiy Shirts
Made of 100% heavy cotton. Gener-
ously cut. Choose from chest or
pin-stripe styles.

Reg. J38™ SALE »a9»»

Save $800

V*

i^K

sigoo

Reg.

EMS Chamois Siiirt msoo
For men and women.

EMS Flannel Shirt
For men and women.

EMS Wool Dress Siiirt '2500

For men and women.

EMS Canvas Shirt
Tbugh, prewashed, easy to care
for. Made of rugged 100% cotton
canvas. For men A, women.

SALE 919M

SALE
$1499

\
,//''

,.v>"

$1199

Sleeping
Bagsza% Off
Save 20% on all regular
priced down and synthetic
sleeping bags in stock.

Packs 15% Off
Save 15% on all regular
priced frame packs, ruck-
sacks, internals, daypacks,
specialty ptacks and lug-
^ge in our stock. Choose
from EMS, Northface,
Kelty, Lowe, Jansport, and

Wilderness
Experience.

J'I^eg. »26"'

Save ^600
Woolrich Cluunois Siiirt *25oo 41989
For men and women.

Patagonia Canvas Siiirt *3o<» ^24""
Woolrich Buffalo Shirt ..... *35<» ^29"^
For men and women.

Woolrich Alaskan Shirt. ... *36» ^ZBf^
For men and women.

Sweaters^
EMS Greenland Sweater
Heavy-duty knit pullover Vfery
dense and water repellent.

Reg. »45" SALE •39»«

'

Save ^500
- neg.

EMS Lightweight Sweater .. tisoo

Fop<nen and wonnien.

EMS Indian Cable Sweater
For men 4t women $2^00

EMS Ragg IP00I Sweater
For men A, women 'ZZ*

EMS Deinze Shetifikd Cable *3(y»

For men and women.
BMSRaggBhanl
For men A. women •30»«

EMS Cotton Mop 13^0

EMS Drl-IPDol Sweater •49»

SALE
$1499

$1499

Cookurare 15% Off
Save 15% on all stoves, cooksets, and cook-
ware in our stock. Stoves from Peak 1,

Optimus, MSB, and Hank Roberts. Cookware
from Mirro, Evernew, and Coleman.

Tents 15% Off
Save 15% on any regular priced tent in our
stock. Ttents by EMS, Northface, Eureka, Wil-
derness Experience, Diamond Brand, and
Sierra West.

FoodZS% Off
Save 25% on all Freeze-Dried and Dehydrated
food.

Aihtetic Shoes
Save 15% on all athletic shoes from Nike,
Adidas, New Balance, and Reebok.

Boats dk Shoes
"n-ed a l^aveler WaDdntf
Shoe

Sorel Arctic Pac Boot
For Men A, Women.

^Ve Accepts
EASTkRNMOUNTAINSPoim^

. . (men) *40>o

(women) »3C**

Sorel Premium Pac Boot . . . •5300

Timberland 6" Boot
Fully insulated waterproofboot,
super for all-day trail wear. For
men Awomen 17900

FaUano Utodre Boot tjs»

FaUano IVfeole Boot «io5>o

FaUano Mountain Boot <ii5oo

SALE

•44M

^^ Phone 253-9504

Rt9
Amherst, MA

(next to Hangar 1 on the
Amherst/Hadley town line)

Store Hours:
M-F 9-9 Sat 9-5:30

CANT GET TO
OUR STORE?
AS Hmw can b« ortiarad
from our rraa dbtalogl
WHta: Eaatam Mountain Sporla

15507 Vtoaa Parin Road
Patarboroi^, NH 0S«5a
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Credit Union's budget
credibility defended
To the Editor:

In reply to Mr.Welch's article "Examining the Budget"
printed in the Collegian on Monday October 19 1981 I
feel compelled to make a few statements. First, let me in-
form the students of UMass (as I did Mr. Welch) what ex-
actly the $10,000 of SGA funding awarded to the credit
union IS used for - salaries and office administration
costs. Lxcept for summer and intersession months all 120

• students working at the credit union are volunteers We
are. as far as I know, the largest all student volunteer
credit union in the country. Durinrr the summer and in-
tersession breaks, however, we feel obligated to pay 5 peo-
ple to run the entire operation that is usually run by 120
This alone totals $9,300.00. The remainder of the funds
are used to supplement the large computer processing
COTts. This expense alone tallies over $12,000.00 per year
When we proposed our budget to the finance committee ofSGA we asked for $18,000.00 - one half of the computer
expense and all of the salaries.

Second. Mr. Welch's statement, "If it (the Credit Union)
offered reasonable rates this (the SGA Funding) would not
be necessary." shows no consideration for the students or
knowledge of the economy and finance in general. Not on-
ly do we provide unique business experience to 120
volunteers, but also provide excellent services to our
members. What exactly does Mr. Welch believe
reasonable rates are? Should we increase our loan interest
rates? With my rough calculations, in order to make
another $10,000.00 to replace the SGA Funding we'd
have to raise our mterest rates of 10 percent up to 25 per-
cent. If we were to do this, (which we can't by law) we'd be
defeating one of the main purposes of our existence - pro-
viding low-cost loans to our members who would be unable
to obtain the loan elsewhere. We currently have a loan

balance of $138,000.00 and have given over one million
dollars in financial assistance since the inception of the
credit union.

Should we, Mr. Welch, lower our dividend rates on our
savings and time deposits in order to make a larger profit'
We currently have over 4,000 members, which is a pretty
large segment of the student body. The only way we can
possibly maintain this impressive number is by offering
competitive rates. 1 guess we could lower our rates by 4
percent and pay 2 percent dividends on savings accounts
But I really don't believe that it would be serving the
students in their best interests, or that we would have
many accounts at the same time.
The nature of a student credit union does not allow for

large profits. So, as I see it, it comes down to one of two
choices: 1) Increase loan interest rates, decrease dividend
rates on savings, and pay our own salaries and expenses
off of the extra profit; or 2) Stay as we are. providing the
best services possible while using a minimal amount of
SGA funds considering the amount of student members I
think we've chosen the best path with the second alter-
native.

At the present time, we are in the process of expanding
our services to include share drafts (checking accounts) in
the hope that we may attract even more members. With
the increase of a larger more stable asset base we are
looking ahead to our goal of self-sufficiency.

Mitchell Fishman
President of the Board of Directors

UMass Student Federal Credit Union

Asserting, right to struggle
To the Editor:

.rilS-^*"'
^""&hue is altogether wrong to call what

UTOPIA, or the Klan. or the Nazis, do "free speech ' The
(li.strihution of the UTOPIA leaflet was not speech at all

but action of a vicious and evil sort, as Donoghue would
probably realize if he were black, gay. from the Third
World, or Jewish.

Blacks know that the Reagan budget aims at retracting
the concessions they have forced from a corporate elite
which would prefer to use them as cheap labor, that the
number of KKK members and cross burnings are on the
rise, and that even here at UMass their meeting places
have drawn the arsonist's attack. Gays and lesbians
understand that their rights to live. love, hpld jobs and
raise children are currently imperiled, and that the young
man who received the death threat is unusual only in that
he spoke out. None the less, the administration refuses to
include gays and lesbians in its "Year Towards Civility

"

thus ranking heterosexist oppression as less important
than graffiti.

Third Worid people cannot fail to see the direct tie bet-
ween racist groups and the militarism they advocate
More guns for the U.S. means more plundering of
developing countries by more U.S. -supported dictator-
ships. Jews cannot forget that racial, sexual, and religious
minorities have historically been persecuted together and
that Hitler's "free speech" turned six million of our people
into lampshades and soap.

We. the oppressed, assert our right to struggle against
our oppressors. If "freedom of speech" is interpreted so
as to legitimize violence against us. it is an ideology of
repression - we utterly reject it. Those who hate us have
made this an issue of raw power - whether UTOPIA
(whatever anonymous cowards those letters stand for) and
like groups will continue to sow hatred and threats against
us, or whether we will stop them in their tracks. We pose
to the rest of the community the only question remainint;
to be answered.
Which side are you on? Choose!

Dennis Fischman
Hampshire College

Head for the Mountains

UMASS SKI CLUB

MEETING
Thurs Night 7:30
Hosbrouck 426

offic*

4aOA Studtnt Union
545-0407

APKNi..

!?!I£^K?'*5^fcis

CAkFw\Nu\h
-i!2eim„ I ...saBiftgt.

DISCOJ^R THE CHOCOLATE MINT FLAVOR OF IRISH MOCHA MINT.
M-F 9-5 sat 11-4 Available at. UNIVERSITY STORE Camp'Ss Cemir

REVERSE HAPPY HOUR
STARTS Qt 10

Pitchers of Old Mil $ i .95

Molsons bottles 95c
Sombreros 95c

7 oz. KollinQRock $1.15
Hot b Cold h'ors d'oeuvres

coiiegiaQ 7

EDITQRIAL/OPINION

The SGA as a ''reactionary ag-ent"
I am a fee paying student at this Universifvu,h«c. „;....„ .,, . .

^I am a fee paying student at this University whose viewsare not being represented and whose money is be^glS
^ 'alTown'""

"'"^ 'PP"^'"^ viewpoints wlKll

velr^h^e^stlnT^^ '!^^' ^^^ "P«" ^ P«" ^J^^" '^tyear, the student body does not agree with the decision toenforce single sex bathrooms (The SGA do^s not evenjustify the fact that the policy has been th^e since Ihedorms went coed). Six percent of the students, howevervoted m favor of single sex bathrooms. They did not vote

Although am no longer an on-campus resident I willopenly state that I was included in that 6 percen and

r^c^
administration cares about my right to

hJ!'^^2^ '^
^l^""

^""'"^ ^*''' •'"'"unity for those residence

t^ln^ T^'" ^^" ^T ••"^"^ ^ ^"f^'-ce the JK,licyWhen people accept a job they may often not agreTwith

Z^rT "^'^^"•i«b but they have an obligadon to do

u^dt ,
1!"^?"^ "^^^^ ^^^ atmosphere on this campus

Lr^l r^^^'
^^ '^^ ^"''"^"^y «^"^«"^ «" their

noors. Although we may not have an extremely pleasant

students now it would become downright unsafe. Chaos.

Letters —

f^nm'A^""^
pandemonium would follow. Groups such asUIUPIA WO" <^receive majority support. Would the SGAthen support UTOPIA?

Another charge that the SGA has leveled is that thevhave no input into policy making. This i.s a definite fallacyMany administrative committees such as the Residential
Lomniittee have numerous seats that are supposed to be
filled by the SGA and the area governmentsTit year Iwas appointed by the SGA to represent them on the
Residential Committee. Four of the other student seats re-mained unfilled throughout the year. Often times I would
report back to seek advice and would be told to vote mvheart on an issue. Now they say that the students had no
representation on the committees which voted on thebathroom and Halloween issues. Our committee workedon both. Instead the SGA waits until the decisions aremade and then they proceed with their reactionary tacticsWhat ,t all comes down to is that the SGA, instead of be-

'^^.^Ir 'f
P^"«'ble productive body which they are man-

^. t.^ ^^ ^"'"^'^ ^^^ '"^^ «f a reactionary agent.What better way to make headlines? What better way tomake themselves look good? Think about it, then do
something. Express your opinion!

Michael S. Keren is a UMass student.

Threatening of life and liberty J^^ «^«"ts since the UTOPIA nyer has threatened a
•^ Black man's life. It has, by placing him in fear, restricted

his liberty, and that destroys any ability to engage in a
pursuit of happiness.

Tony Crayton
Office of Third
World Affairs

To the Editor

Michael Donoghue's editorial opinion (October 13) on the
denial of free speech that accused those of us who con-
demn the UTOPIA flyer as "hypocrites" was written with
little or no understanding of what rights he thinks he's
championing. He claims we are hypocrites and we're
forgeting the right to freedom of speech; that we advocate
freedom while disallowing it for others. If living in a free
society means guaranteeing open forums to maniacle
racists to insult, degrade and put people in fear of their
lives, then I don't want it.

Hilary Park and Doris Flynn made a good point, no one
prevented UTOPIA from distributing the leaflets or
speaking at their own rally. This is true, but it is no credit
to those who protested. The people who distributed the
flyer did it under cover of night. They claim they want
white supremacy and military superiority yet are too
cowardly to openly advocate it.

Donoghue's defense of freedom of spee«h appears to me
to be a defense of UTOPIA and the people it represents
He questioned whether we censor or stifle the Klan or
Nazis from expressing their opinions? The inalienable
nght to speak openly for the invisable imbeciles of theKKK and others like them is a right in his mind. Only 40
years ago the view he expressed resulted in over 24 million
people being exterminated as racial inferiors by the old
Nazis. And he wants to protect the neo-Nazis rights.
The Ku Klux Klan has murdered and terrorized Black

people in this country for almost a hundred years and he
wants to protect their right to speak and draw support
that will result in the perpetuation of their barbarism. The
only right I would grant to them is the right to a decent
burial in the city dump. He views them as socially unaccep-
table to some, I view them as virulent as the plague.
If reading this you feel I have misrepresented what was

expressed in Donoghue's article, then ponder this. Why
did he not mention the right of free speech in regards to
the black person now living in fear of his life for express-
ing his opinion about UTOPIA? He clearly spent a great
deal of time defending UTOPIA authors' rights but when
it came to even acknowledging a black person's right to
"life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness" his pen was
silent.

The future of organizations
To the Editor:

Today the undergraduate student body will decidewhether or not the Student Activities Fee will be increas-
ed The results of this referendum will determine the
niture of many organizations on campus. Inflation, cost of
living increases and rising fixed costs (i.e. phone bills)
have lead to a shrinking budget in real dollars
Having worked directly with various S.G.A. organiza-

tions on campus, such as Southwest Area Government,
the Undergraduate Senate, and the Legal Services
Organization, I can affirm the fact that many campus
groups and activities have been severely impaired because

miw«'w A^^"'''"^^" ^^^ Southwest Area Govern-
ment (S.W.A.G.) was slashed 60 cents per resident last
year, approximately $3,300. The S.W.A.G. was forced to
decrease funding to their Southwest Residential College
Humanities House), area programming (Hampden par-
ties), possible dormitory loans (ski trip), expansion of the
Hampden computer terminals, ete. Other area govern-
ment and campus organizations also had budget cuts
which were translated into a loss of overall campus ser-
vices and programming.
The Legal Services Organization, which provides legal

service for both graduate and undergraduate students
may be facing major budgetary constraints if the student
Activities Fee is not increased. Without an adequate
S.G.A. allocation, L.S.O.'s legal outreach and present
caseloads will eventually dissipate.
The services and programs which the S.G.A. offers con-

tinue to be of a diverse nature. If the Student Activities
Fee IS not increased then many of the services and pro-
gramming taken for granted will gradually deteriorate.

James Budreau
Student Commuter Senator

Media coverage:
what is news?
iiTnm!*'*' "^^'f

'^''*^'"'^ Sterility...! mean Civility." then
U lUl lA, now the coed controversy. Is it any wonder why
people are laughing at the University? We have been made
asses of by the media. They have taken well intentioned
serious issues here at the University, and have turned
them into soft, fiuffy features to humor the people-at-
large.

'^

Take Thursdays rally, please. Sbc television stations
mcluding channels 4. 5, and 7 from Boston, coming out here
10 cover the rally. But how did they cover it? They por-
tayed us as a bunch of silly college kids protesting whether
males and females should share the same bathroom They
saw It as an easy, visual story with a thousand kids
marching, placards, speeches; just like something out of,
the sixties.

They missed the real issue - the fact that the ad-
ministration wants to treat its students like children by
dictating what they can and cannot do. Rumblings of thenew conservatism can be detected in this. But the media
instead chose the superficial route of coverage. It isn't silly
or superficial to the people it is affecting.

The coverage that UMass has been getting in the last
month IS a textbook example of how the media tends to ro
for the easy story, or the easy angle to a story
Investigative reporting gets reduced to covering whatever
is most graphic or most sensational. Because of time and
space limitations, ratings, and just plain laziness, news
reportmg tends to favor the trivial rather than the im-
portant.

We are not all vandals, drunkards, rapists, or racists
nor are we hedonistic self centered spoiled radical brats as
the media portrays us. There is actually some learning
going on here, people who are actually trying to get an
education that will help them become better people. But
that doesn't sell in the media's eyes. They would rather
make us look like low lifes. Despite reports to the con-
trary, this University is alive and somewhat well. There
are serious problems here, but not as bad as the media
would like you to believe.

When the media, whether it be from Springfield
Hartford, or Boston feels that it is necessary to send their
news copters and armies of reporters to cover an event
that they aren't taking seriously anyway, is it really news?
Where are those reporters covering how women are
terrorized on campus? Where are the reporters covering
the white, middle aged males of the adminsitration paying
Up service to racism and sexism with the so-called "Year
Toward Civility"? Where are those reporters to cover the
real issues here, or anywhere else? No, these things are
not sensational enough, therefore not worthy of coverage.

It is not our fault that the University of Massachusetts
has been gettmg a bad name, although the students have
made some major contributions. The fault lies instead with
the media. Maybe it is time for them to take a good look at
what they are calling news, and what news they are
Ignoring. If television, radio, and newspapers exist to
serve the public interest, how about covering some real
pews that is affecting the public and doing it without being
snide or cute or trivial. Only then wUl the media be truly
serving the public interest.

Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian columnist.
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Elections delayed
By SUSAN KLASSEN
Collegian Correspondent

A« '^
u^*^,

"^.'"^^^^ ^« «" 13 seats, the Commuter

month"
^'*^^'°"' ^"' ^ delayed until the end of the

Jose Tolson. spokesman for the Commuter Board said
that an executive board, consisting of the two nominees
and two Commuter Board spokespersons, will meetTuesday to discuss the nomination drive and determine anew election date.

The Assembly, part of the Commuter Area Government
decides policy for the area governments spending
Commuter Board projects include two free film series

the commuter lounge. RSO group grants, and cooperative
ellorts in fundraising with other RSO groups.
"The assembly's function is important." said Tolson. "No

real thought has gone into this semester."
"Off-campus students are hard to get involved." said

Tolson after an ad drive in the CoUegian and Commuter
CoUective Newsletter failed. "We gave out a lot ofnommation papers, but only two came back

"

Nomination papers may still be picked up at room 404 in
the Student Union. "Hopefully, we'll be able to hold the
election at the end of October or beginning of November."
said Tolson.

MUington plays again
June Millington, singer/songwriter/electric guitarist,

will return to the Pioneer Valley to perform on Friday at

7:30 and 10 p.m. in Davis Ballroom, Smith College, Nor-
thampton.
MilUngtons last appearance was in 1980 as a backup for

Chns Williamson. She was also a founding member of
Fanny, the first nationally prominent all women's rock
band.

After Fanny's breakup in 1974, Millington became in-

volved as a performer and producer in the women's music
circuit. MiUmgton has produced records for a number of
artists, mcluding Holly Near's latest recording "Fire in the
Rain, as well as providing backups.

Millington's performance wiU include baUads. rock, and
black and Latin oriented music.
Tickets are $4 ($5 at the door) general admission. $6

contributmg. and $8 supporting. They are avaUable at: For
the Record and Food for Thought in Amherst; and
Downtown Sound and Womonfyre Books in Northampton

ol"^^ "2f
"^ ^^"''''f^^ Variations, Box 833. Northampton, MA

UlUbl. l* or more information call 584-2637.

l%titionln"CCsays''no
to the Human Life Bill'

Reproductive rights will be advocated aU day today and
tomorrow at a table in the Campus Center Concourse by
the Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive
Freedom (CERRF). Members of CERRF wiU circulate a
petition in support of the Reproductive Rights National
Network, of w)iic)i t)iey are members.

1 he petition reads m part, "We say no to the Human Life

TA o 1 . ^ S;"''i*'f"^.^"'"f"^^*'"^"*^'"^"^'"o to withdrawal of.

Prof iPpflirOC/^n VM^nf^^ Medicaid fundmg for abortions, and no to restrictive1 1 Ul let I UreS on IVIinffer '^^i^'ation. a womans Ufe is a human life."— - •
After as many signatures as possible are collected, the

petition will be sent to Senator Strom Thurmond, chair-man and member of the Senate Judiciary Committee
Tildy Turchmetz, a member of CERRF said, "CERRF is

hoping to get more people involved in the fight against
attacks on a woman's right to choose.
CERRF is a part of the Women's Issues Team of the

1>.-.m»«^11 1
student Center for Educational Research and Advocarvrumell speaks on sex If

"^^^^ '.'^'^'^"^^ ^^ *^^ ^^^^"^ ^^ -p-' ^^^T^^f ^^ vr*i o\.A the women s issues team, there are men in CERRF "said
Dick PurneU, international representative for the

'"^'"^^' ^inda Cohen.

Campus Crusade for Christ, will be lecturing tonight inCampus Center 101 on "Why Couples Break Up^Tomorrow night in Campus Center 163, PurneU wiU lec-

Z\^ Sex and the Search for Intimacy." The lecturesare sponsored by the Campus Crusade for Christ

Anne Mochon, assistant professor of art history will

fir*^ IT'^^^ ^^ ^ ''" "^^^ ^"^ D^ath in Graphic Cycles
of Max Khnger." in nxjm 227 Herter Hall. An exhibition of
KUnger s etchings are on view at the University Gallery in
the Fine Arts Center. The lecture is sponsored by the
University Gallery.

MASH
DONALD SUTHERLAND

ELLIOT GOULD
FRIDAY, OCT. 23

ENGIN. EAST AUD.
7. 9, 11 PM

* SBA Career Day '81 {
¥ Luncheon J* Thurs. November 5, 1981 ->t

J CC Rm 1009 J
Tickets $6.00 available ^^ in SBA lobby until Oct 29tli ^

EWC sponsors working
women workshops
The Everywoman's Center wUl offer six weekly lunch-

time workshops focusing on issues of concern to workingwomen. The workshops will be held on Tuesdays from
noon to one p.m. in rooms 804 808 in the Campus Centerand one workshop will be held on Wednesday, November
18 in room 162 of the Campus Center
Topics will include: Working Women Don't Have to Take

I w^T"* «;
^''"^^ Harassment is Against the Law; Dying

ind ^ T" ' "'f
"^ "" '^"^ ^''''' S'^'"^ Identification

and Resume Writmg; Minority Women in the Workplace-
Stress in the Workplace; and Organizing in the Workplace.'
The workshops are endorsed by the University Staff

Association (USA/MTA). AFSCME Local 1776, and
Massachusetts Society of Professors (MSP)

,tt'^"^VK'''"''!^u*"*^
community women are invited to

mn^uVa't^sirO^^^^''^-
'^^ '"^^^ ^"^^^'"^^^ -^-^ ^^-

Author lectures on
sexual economics
There will be a lecture on the economic relationship

between women and men. given by Lisa Leghorn co-author of^-Womans Worth: Sexual'Econo,;;fcfrd th"

S^Wnl h7?r ^""^^^ '' '=3<^P-'"- '' Sn^ilh College
in Wnght Hall Auditorium, *

There wUI be a reception and book signing in the Wright
Hall common room following the lecture
Adrienne Rich, in an early review of the book, writes

1 he term economies' will never ring the same aeain afterreadmg Leghorn and Parker's book. The truths abouwomen and labor have been buried at least as Zp as^htruths of our sexuality. The meaning of 'woman's work^beco„,es beautifully and staggerin^y conc^tT in thL
multi-racial, multiethnic view, which reveals uncompromisingly who are the true proletriat of the world.

'

Smhh rT " w*
°^" '^ '^' P"**''^' »"d is sponsored bySmuh College

s Women's Resource Center andUie Projecton Women and Social Change.
^oject

Register to vote today
Today is the final day of voter registration for the Nov

10 Special Town Elections for a new Selectman.
From 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., the town has scheduled special

registration services on the Campus Center Concourse,
said Estelle M. Matusko, Amherst town clerk. Amherst
residents who are 18 years of age, or wUI be 18 years of age
by election day, are eligible to register.
The only other requirements for registering to vote

are that voters sign the registry form and list their
present town address."

n^*'?/ff'''^'
*'^*'^'''" ^**^ ^ "^"^ Selectman is to replace

Donald M Routh who resigned his seat on the board, in
order to take a new job at Yale University. Running for the
non-partisan position are Jan Dizard, of 41 High St an
Amherst College professor, and Frederick Steinbeck, of
^18 Orantwood Drive, a semi retired businessman. The
two won their right to have their names on the baUot in a
run-off election last Wednesday, in which both Dizard and
Steinbeck received more than 100 votes over the other
candidate, Hubert E. Robert, in a 6.7 percent electorate
vote

C 1 WMUA "^

6 a.m. - 10 a.m.

Wake-Up

BMCP

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Latin Music and News
Concepto Latin«

2 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Drive to the 1990's

John Kanter

5:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Newswatch

6 p.m. - 7p.m.

Public Affairs Hour

7 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Live Coverage

Amherst Town Meeting

10 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Drive to the 1990's

Andrew Woolf

2 a.m. 6 a.m.

Rev. Pearson's Overnight

"Glory Road Gospel Show

J

ERIC'S GIANT SUDS
99c Breakfast Special

includes 2 eggs, toast, homefries
Lunch • Supper • De/i Items

6a.m. to 7 p.m.
Fridays until 8 p.m.
CLOSED SUNDAYS
eat in or take out

314 College Street

Call 253-9521

Route 9, Amherst

Wednescisiy

JimPlunkett

PUB MUG NIGlit
25' Beers-Pub Mugs

•Oldies'Trivia Contests

9 tin
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Mickey Thomas
Alive Alone (Elektra)

By MICHAEL JOHNSON
Colle^an Correspondent

After a three-year stint as lead singer for
Elvin Bishop, and currently sin^nn^r f(,r the
Jefferson Starship, one would expect a
tiKht. solid rockinfr album by Mickey
Thomas. Unfortunately, this ju.st doesn't
hap{)en. Thomas displays his stronjr v(.cal
ran^e and ability to F)erform ti^rht rockers

pen to be the best songs on the album.
burvivor, a semi-hit by Cindy Bullens a

few years ago. lets Thomas take off fin-
dir.K no trouble in hitting the high notes.
The album ends with "Badge." a classic by
Cream. This remake seems like a bad joke
a^ trumpets and saxaphones blast away in
the background, but again Thomas is able
to push his voice out to make the-.song the
k'.st one on the album.
Even though the musicians used are all

quite talented, they lack energy. This is
probably because they perform'ed music

on only a few songs.
Actually, there are few reasons why this

album should seem so superficial. Thomas
has the skilled Bill Szymczyk (Eagles
Outlaws) producing the album, and some of
the best musicians around to back him up
Even Eagles member Don Felder plays
guitar on every track, and Starship
member Craig Chaquico lends a hand; but
It's all in vain. The majority of the album's
tracks are pop tunes that fit into the top
forty mold and make Thomas come off like
Robbie Dupree or Cliff Richard.
Thomas does two cover tunes, which hap-

that was already planned and writteTTTIU
for them. Because of this, the music is safe
and reserved. Even the guitar solos sound
quiet and polite. I feel that a little more im
provisation on everyone's part would have
made a more listenable album.
Thomas could have made an album that

would appeal to Journey or Starship fans
One wonders if Thomas is actually satisfied
with the album. Obviously these are songs
that he wanted to do. but with being in a
popular band, he is in the position to make
a more daring and creative album; after all,
what does he have to lose?

The Police

Ghost in the Machine (A&M)

By MIKE RIFF
Collegian Correspondent

It is time again for yet another Police
album; and. like its platinum selling
predecessor Zenyattn Mnmiafta. this one
characteristically contains the same infec-
tious reggae-flavored rhythms and inspired
vocals that turned these guys into interna-
tional superstars. The band definitely suc-
ceeds at breaking new ground with an in-
teresting balance of danceable horn ar-
rangements, melodic keyboards and tcx.

much synthesizer. Fortunately, the
trademark "effects" guitar sound of Andy
Summers is not allowed to dominate the
total album, and the results compliment the
new sound. On the cut. "Hungry for You."
bassist and vocalist Sting tries his hand at
singing in French while percussionist
Stewart Copeland's quick-paced drumming
holds it all together. What some of the
songs lack in originality is made up for in

.;.v.;.|.;.;.i.i.i.55njj?j;!jj3j5-!5i

the drumming and bass department. This
time around the bottom isn't solely reggae
- it's mixed with a lot of funky stuff that
works surprisingly well. The music was
recorded in Canada at yuel)ec's "Le
Studio," with new producer Hughie
Papgham.

The commerciality of the music is predic-
table, but it doesn't really hinder it. The
AM-FM hit is called "Every Little Thing
She I)oes." a bouncy little number which
contains some tasty keyboard interludes.
In fact, all of the cuts could l)e considered
as commercially playable "hits." except for
the moody "Spirits in the Material World.

'

which sounds like Rush on a bad day.

Sting was
Stone" as

once quoted in "Rolling
saying, "If we want to make

more money, we can always do Heavy
MetalJ" Well, they've certainly done well
with the pop format; and with the current
change of direction, the next one might be
better than my favorite Police album,
"Outlandos d'Amour." Check this one out;
I give it a solid B».

Read
the Other Voice
tomorrow.
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DOONESBURY Qllggimi 11

By SUSAN GLADWIN
Collegian Correspondent
The theater outlook for the next several

weeks offers shows that wiU appeal to
almost any taste. From Shakespeare to
musicals, they are all as close as the nearest
bus-stoD.

AT UMASS - Afficionados of Groucho
Marx will be happy to hear his spitting
image will be here in the person of Lewis J.
Stadlen. at the Fine Arts Center Concert
Hall on Oct. 22 at 8 p.m. Stadlen. best
known for his performance as Taylor in the
television series "Benson." will recreate
Groucho's life, featuring songs and routines
that Groucho made famous. Nancy Evers
co-stars as Emily Schmallhausen. a role
Dased on the society Grande Dame in Marx
Brothers' movies. Tickets are $6.00. $8 00
und $10.00.

"The Sea." by Edward Bond, will open
'he University Ensemble Theater's 1981
Tall season. Performance dates are Oct. 20
to 24 at 8 p.m. in the Curtain Theater at the
Fine Arts Center. Edward Bond is one of
the most controversial comtemporary
Enghsh playwrights. Bond's style ranks
him as a very abrasive author. But in "The
Sea" he proves he can write with humor and
sensitivity. Set in Edwardian times, in a
small English coastal vUlage. the plot
combines a simple love story with a mad
clothing dealer who believes the town is to
be invaded by beings from outer space and
a posse of society ladies who stage amateur
theatricals. Tickets are on sale at the Rand
Theater box office from 12 to 4 p.m. week-
days.

Little Flags Theatre of Roxbury comes to
UMass this weekend with two plays in the
Student Union Ballroom. On Oct. 25.
"Boston Remembers." a musical, will focus
on the definitive years in the history of the
labor movement ^nd the turmoil caused by
immigration and the onset of the machine
age. On Oct. 26. "Windfall" will deal with
more contemporary problems. Three
unUkely heroes: a one armed mechanic, a
jazz trumpet player, and a 63 year old
grandmother, stumble on the horrors of
nuclear and chemical dumping and take on

the battle for the survival of mankind. Both
plays start at 8 ^.m. and cost $2.00 each
AT AMHERST COLLEGE - The

Amherst College Masquers will present
Shakespeare's "As You Like It. " on Oct. 23-

25 and the 29-31 at 8 p.m. in Kirby
Memorial Theatre. This is one
ofShakespeare's most popular plays,
combining romance, comedy, and wry
comment on human nature.

AT SMITH COLLEGE - The Smith
College Theater Department opens its
season with "Misalliance" by George
Bernard Shaw in Theatre 14 at 8 p.m on
Oct. 23 25 and the 29-31. Shaw spares no
one m this play. Written in 1909. the satire
examines famUy relationships, industry,
workers, the social system, the role of
women and love. "Misalliance" revolves
around the Tarleton famUy. Lord Tarleton
is a wealthy underwear manufacturer who
is disappointed with his children and to

^"^^ ^^.^^'"^' ^^^ ^'^'^- ^^'* ^^" -^ohn appears
a "fop." a man without convictions and
ambition, while his daughter. Hypatia, is

very forceful and strong-willed. When Lina
Szczepanowska. a Polish aviatrix arrives on
the scene, love and rivalry surface in
everyone's lives. Tickets are $3.00 for
general public and $2.00 for students with a
dollar night on Oct. 29.

Also at Smith. Tulhs McCall stars in
"Women I Have Known."" Oct. 22 in Wright
Hall. McCall. a member of Potter's Field
Theater Company, created the monologue
role of Everywoman. 'a female Hal
Holbrook"" portrayal of weU known women
in history. Everywoman functions to in-
crease awareness, not to make up peoples"
minds as. "Minds are like beds and every
woman knows that they should be made up
by the people that sleep in "em.""

AND AT HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE -
Hampshire Theater presents ".sense." on
Oct. 30. 31 and Nov. 1 at 9 p.m. in the
Division 4 Space, Emily Dickinson Hall
Tickets for this "theatrical fashion show"
are $1.50. CaU 549-4600 ext. 351 from 1 to 5
p.m.

New Lab Fee Payment Procedure
* *Only two weeks

allowed for payment

The LAB PEE CARD distributed
in class

is your BILL,
with a PAYMENT DUE DATE of

NOVEMBER 6 , 1981

Pay by MaiL-
check payable to the University of
Massachusetts; enclose lab fee

card with your payment

Pay at Bursar's Office:
225 Whitmore, 9 am - 3:30 pm
(But don't wait till the last day»)
NON-PAYMENT OF A LAB FEE
BY THE DUE DATE OF
NOVEMBEll 6 WILL RESULT IN
CANCELLATION OF YOUR
REGISTRATION FOR THE PAR-
TICULAR COURSE WHICH
CHARGED THE LAB FEE.

MOf^/WMa FOR NEARLYn mORS
NOU. TMrSUHfTHtSUHuUTHNS

\C0Me5A55UCHABl6 5H.ZK.

JX
by Garry Trudeau

iNTfeoommfHASmimsBeen

VfClB?, fTU ,mTKU HIM.

M5«v, iTcmmmmmimm.
iKMo^ttRteFftsumowtm
c^uePBBmA6»wmrM€N
HemsA locnLsmxcumssaa.
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by M. Joyce

ROD BONES

7EE-HA/ haujowfeJTI
IS quicklv hmni^
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By Gregg Canavan

^
Lewis S. Stadlen as Groucho. appearing at ^AC Thurs., Oct. 22 at 8
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r[jll^CORDS

201 Student Union

Univ. of Mass.

Amherst, MA 01003

(413) 545-0400/0401

i ... GmEg. IM 6SBFIT

^NUMBERS fCTTHE

now on
list price sale fori

Police

Ghost In The Machine 6.69 5.49

Halloiveen

Decorations
Masks & Make-up

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

00

CO

o

o
o
o

0)

HALLOWEEN SPECIAL
Double Cone

99c
good only at

Baskin Bobbins
28 Main Street

King Crimson
Discipline

Yellow Jackets

Pat Metheny
As Falls Wichita,
So Falls, Wichita Falls

The
^oodsmitii

5.69

6.69

7.29 7.09

GOOD STUFF rHFAP
The Student-Run Record Store

Hours:

M-F 10-5

Sat 11-3

SUNDAY MORNING BREAKFASTS
7:30 11.30a.m.

LUNCH
TueBday Friday 1 1 30 am 2:30 p m.

DINNER
Tuesday Sunday 5:30 p.m. 1000 p.m.
BANQUET FACILITIES AVAILABLE

FULL COCKTAIL SERVICE
(Rt. 9) Hadley. Mass.

MASS SKI CLU

REWARD

For the Return

of the Donner

Stolen from the

Student Union

Columbus Doy Weekend
No Questions Asked

400A Student Union
545-0407

CROSSWORD
Ediled by Mirgarel Farrar and Tnide Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Brenner Of Khyber
5 Annual bowl
game

10 Once popular
coiffure

14 Italian wolf

15 Oiminisfi

16 Paper quantity

17 Unwritten

16 Means of trans-

portation

20 Soutfi American
rodent

21 Cauldron
22 Gone aloft

23 Brilliance

25 Junior, in Pans
26 Served as toast-

master
28 Singsong style

32 Gibbon
33 Small scale

reproduction

35 Ornamental
lacing

36 Perfuref

38 Curio

40 Tallow tree

41 Surmise
43 Converging
45 Cobra's cousin
46 Laces into

48 Oklafioma Indian

INI I «> 4>t«n riBrt S)*

50 Concerning
51 Pigeon variety

52 Movie lot

55 TCU nval

56 Umurella frame
59 Means of trans-

portation

61 Gordian
62 Pearl Euck

cfiaracter

63 Sister of 25
Across

64 Etttereal

65 Tfiroe

66 Take to task

67 Feminine word
ending

DOWN
1 Sound of a fall

2 Effluvium

3 Means of trans-

portation

4 Cfieer

5 Dali, the

painter

6 Vessel witfi a

periscope
7 Covenant
8 WW II area
9 Tarry
10 Like 5 Down
1

1

Irisfi sports

event

12 Carry on
13 Pfopf^etic sign
19 Ships deck
24 Neil Armstrong's

vehicle

25 Vitamin-related

acid

26 Island off New
York City

27 Vessel to

remember
28 Gourd
29 Means of trans-

portation

jJ Scandinavian
31 Stockade
34 Friday's creator

37 Dwelling

39 Put under arrest

42 Kind of alphabet
44 Thai language
47 Test photo prints

49 Ply

51 One of the sense*
52 Word with talk or

worn
53 Webhke tissue
54 Bator.

capital of Mongolia
55 Capital of Manche
57 Lucrezia of opera
58 Mythical water

way
60 Suffix for phiiip

See solution to yesterday's puzzle on page

The Washington Center

for Learning Alternatives

offers internships in

Wasliington, DX. for Spring '82

Application Deadline for

ALL D.C. Placements is

Monday, October 26.

Contact:

The Office of Internships

16 Curry Hicks 545-0727

Look into Torrington .

It you're looking for a career
with diversity and challenge.

Opportunities in sales, pro-
duct, manufacturing, design
and research engineering.
The Torrington Company is a
major international manufac-
turer of anti-friction bearings
and precision metal products
for all l<inds of industries
around the world. Plants and
offices in North and South
America, Europe, Africa, Asia
and Australia. Our outstand-
ing training programs provide
rapid professional growth for

engaeers in technical sales
and-%ther areas. The Tor-

rington Company, Torrington,

CT 06790 An equal oppor-
tunity employer.

Interviewing November 4

TORRINGTON
f^rt of worldwtde lngerso«-Rand
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SAVEA TAPE

Cubic Zirconia
*The Venetian Collection"

14 Karat Gold Filled Jewelry Featuring...

Vi Karat Pendant
Wiih H> Inch Gold Chdin
U..I.-|l«lM.(„>l,ll<.OM.. I.M..^ IM.I^ I .. V 999 Vs Karat

Earrings
Wilh«lll«hM(,..|JW.,;,M,.r l.,p,-s |>|„s I,

Sale SiA Its

Monday.
()ci IDihru
Saturday.

Oci 24. 1981

USD

LEAN
Ground
Beef

Fresh
Not More Than
25% Fat

2-lbs or More

Boneless

Pot
Roast

CHOICE

SirE^
Steai^

USDA Choice
Beef Chuck

I SIM Choice
Beet Loin

Shelled

S\
ne.

Mediuti

or V\ idt

1-Pound Pkg.

Prince
\ Noodles

Empress 6»/^ 02 Can

Chunk Light
Tuna in Water

1-Pound Pkg.

II

Prince
P Pasta

F^eu ov ThiM

Sp.ij*heiri

or /ill

Big •Y' Half Gallon

Orange

100" n PURE
FLORIDA

FROM CONCENTMTt
T

^TUMAIMWATff

QusoUaa*

Hellmainn's
Mayonnause

HEUMANNS

Scotch Pak Half Gallon

Ice
Creaim

29
J

7 02 Tube

Colgate
Toothpaste

18

.tosi,

COUPON
6>/« oz Empress Chunk Liightl

S^®> Tuna in Water |

1-Pound Qtrs.

Pau-kay
MairgaLrine

Lunch Box Specied!

Golden Yellow
Baa\au\as

Convenience Pak

Pampers
Diapers

99
Pkg.

Disposable

All

Vdrielies6
I

14^ ^uhshine I60ZB0X |

I^^Rrispy Crackers |

COUPON

m VV ITH THIS COUPON C ^
wtrf (4«mt.^ l(.<pf > tMhrli .nd .ny .*.m r

- h<lairf by U» H'# .
FREE!

I - WITH THIS COUPON C

^•— ! J
^' Campbcirs 10% 02 Can

^^^ Tomato Soup
I

FREE
WITH THIS COUPON C

« .ih ih.y , ,.«v»i and «.W«K«..I S
1

". i«,>,lv,v .-.. I„v. - ,J i.wuun n,m\

' -«.J .. M..*. K« \ ,.„|, V .,w.ti... ^«, U, :•< nwi I I' 1(1"

BIG •Y- SUPEBMABKET...BUSSELL ST., RTE. 9. HADLEY.

Wednesday, October 21. ^981

OLLEGIAN^CLASSIFTE
£2ll£gian 13

A DISC JOCKEY^NEFT^Prrr

Rack-A-Disc Profess7onais~"We^^^L
hard, you party hard" Randv 546-7013

AHR'S TAJ^GRAoffn^F^fj^
Campus work 15 hours per vveek $5 00
??' ^°"'xAe"d name, tele no, address to
Unaitis, 206 High, Greenfield MA

ATTENTION

Co-ed T-Shirts on sale in Campus Center
on Thursday and "Friday. Ask for Steve or
Lisa

ATTENTION COWS & CALVES
OF KKG

Moo moo, moo moo moo! Also we
love you moo & moo Sunshine Committee~~~

AUDIO
~

Speakers pair RAL 3000 new powerful 2 vr
warranty $300 or BO call Arnie 6-6387 or
5-0244

STUDENTS! High Quality Burhoe
Acoustics Loudspeakers at FACTORY
OUTLET PRICES! Direct Factory Hotline
allows me to sell at unbelievably low prices
For more information and demonstration
call PETER BURHOE 546-7127

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Triumph Spitfire excellent condition.
The little brat has a new engine battery
starter, tires, .an AM FM 8 track stereo -

if

you can install it rigfit it's yours. . .and it

also has new windshield wipers they are
very vogue this year. Asking $3,500.00 so I

can buy my new "Rolls Royce" for
Christmas to "Betsy from Santa". Call
545-3500. Thank you for listening

.

Surplus Jeeps, Cars. Trucks Car inv
value $2143 sold for $100. For information
on purchasing similar bargains call
602-941-8014 ext. 6501 phone call refun
dable

72 Plymouth Scamp 6 cylinder auto new
tires needs exhaust 94000 400 549-3568
69 Corona 350 323-6576 oven

68 Chevy SS-396, 4-speed, radials, new
Diehard, clutch, exc mech cond. $1250 or
BO 665 3905

1969 Ambassador
253-7189

deluxe model $150

BELLYGRAMS!!

Delivered by experienced bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
549-1175

CLINT AND MR. BILL

Together at last! Clint Eastwood and Mr
Bill Magnum Force plus The Mr Bill Show
Thursday night at the CCA 6:00, 8:30
11:00- only $1

FIRE Er FIRST AID - EMT'S

Meeting tonight at 10 PM at Morrill 407N

FLOWERS. FLOWERS, FLOWERS
Oh how beautiful the flowers, oh how
romantic, how truly magical they can
become. .Love someone, deliver in person
a gift of mystic magic, from a truly secret
admirer, XXOO. Any questions on ar
rangements ask Laura or Susan, they're
wonderful to deal with!

FOR RENT

Single room office near campus $150 in-

cluding utilities D.H. Jones Real Estate
549-3700

One bedroom apt available immediately,
walking distance to campus 253 3877 or
256-0769

FOR SALE

40 M.P.G.'
665-4182

74 Fiat runs great $1000

Nautilus Membership Oct 20 thru Feb 28
low rate call 549-4353 (Peter)

H9 Heathkit Terminal $400.00546-6004

B €r W
367-2413

Enlarger $40 good condition

FOUND
35 mm Film Oct. 8, 1981 pick up at UVC
room 216

Mass License 10/15
House 546-8849 Mike

near Middlesex

Found Tom Workin's light blue ring ac
counting notebook outside Hasbrouck at
bus stop call 546-6889

Found one wallet containing cash, cards
and identification for Joann Brooks. Call
Cathy at 527-3066 others need not apply
Found stray cat calico/tabby very affec-
tionate need good home please help call
5-0939 Sheila

HELP WANTED
Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500 - $1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Financial Manager - responsible for book-
keeping/accounting, including billing,
payroll, accounts receivable, etc. 15-25
hrs/week $4/hr apply Student Note Ser-
vice 401 S.U.B. applications due 10/23 4
pm
Wanted: a hungry person! We need kit-

chen worker. We will feed you. Short
hours, easy labor. Call Mike 549-3601

Positions available workstudy & non-
workstudy. Apply in person at The UMass
Recycling Office 306 Student Union
Building

INSTRUCTION

Gutter Lessons Student discount • begin-
ner programs • flexible scheduling • Brian •

546-6684 ^

KURT TESCH

Brian's class is having a reunion for info
call Michelle or Vali 256-6150 or 256-5422

LEASE WANTED
Want to lease or sublet house or apt for

spring semester 546-5389, 546-6346
546-5402

LOST

On 1st Oct between Morrill and Boyden
knitted blue hat great sentimental value rinq
546-4683

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

Reward for return suitcase taken 9/9
from Baker dorm storage (tan w/br. stripe
soft luggage) desperate tor clothes! call
6-6135

Dark brown short jacket sentimental
value please call anytime 546-7282

Lost grey flannel shirt in Thompson 104
10 19-81 Please return to Bob 6-1001 no
ques asked

Friday clear framed glasses with red rims
please call Barb 665 7941

Mens gold wirerimmed glasses in black
case If found please call John anytime at
549-6646 Thanks

MASSAGE THERAPY

massage Ellen O'Rourke MsT 256-8320

$250 PER MONTH
Nevv company seeks personnel on cam
pus $1500 per month and car potential next
summer tele 1 773-3175

PERSONALS

Tracy Leigh - Happy 9 months. Hope your
knees hold out for many more. I hope we
celebrate many more 16ths together. Roni I

love you too. T.G.C.

Interested in a business career?? SBA
CAREER DAY - Thursday, November 5.

Luncheon tickets now on sale in SBA lobby
$6.00 Buy early - tickets limited!

SBA Day. . .Coming Soon!

So Chris what kind of music do you listen
to?

10/24 call Kris 6-5221

RIDERS WANTED
New Hampshire? Need women riders Oct
24-26 call Jill 253-5381

ROOMMATE WANTED
Woman wanted to live irTto babysit 10
Pm 7:30 AM 5 nights in exchange for rent
in Amherst call 256-6183

Person to share a townhouse in Squire
Village 2 bdrm 355/mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665-7544 keep
trying can leave message at 549-6526
Michael

Hey Shrommie! Happy Belated 2 1!

Cyndi Happy 19 - hope it snows Love
Maggie

Happy Birthday Vivian! Don't go too wild
now that you're 21. Dina

TO A VERY SPECIAL PERSON - It will be
hard at first but I will make it. And
remember never say goodbye - just so long

.

MAX - HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO SOMEONE
WHO IS GORGEOUS, SEXY, FUNNY
AND ALL MINE!

ILYVM LINDA

Responsible roommate to share 2 bdrm.
Southwoodapt$155

-t- uti Andy 253 5960
Rolling Green Apt male female wanted to
share 2 bdrm twnhse immediate occupancy
lease can be taken over call Joey 256-8059
Female apartmentmate for 2 bdrm ap^
must be clean, considerate, responsible"
and quiet please call 253-3328_after5 '

lf"'^^^^JpommatB wanted: Brittany
Manor, $95 mo call Betty 253-9628 after 7pm

Hey Chris - I froze solid Sat.
gotta help thaw me out

nite now you

Andrew - Who let your twin out of your
handsome briefcaseat 999? -AWFC-

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981
Free-lance TYPING and resume writing

S?oK^io"^'
^®35°"3ble rates. Amherst

Share Drafts Are Here!
Beginning October 19th students can

open a Credit Union Checking Account
at the UMass Student Federal Credit

Union. Stop in and ask for details now

Typing Royal SE5000C
665-7731 after 5:00

self correcting

SORORITY RUSH

Jimi Cliff Fans "Harder They Come"
movie This Friday 7, 9, 11 Mahar Aud
Help support University Chorale's sing-
ing tour in Russia. Look for us Monday
night 10/26 in your dorm

Smoke Jamaican Jimi Cliff "Harder
They Come" Friday 7, 9. 11 Mahar
Undergraduate Business Club
Members: SBA student/faculty wine-n-
chhese social, Thursday October 22, 4-6
p.m. in the faculty lounge SBA 3rd floor

Helen -- How are you doing now? Please
call and let me know. Jack (remember in

Campus Center) keep trying 625 6642
Ann G Did you fall off the face of the earth
or lose interest? It's your turn to call! Coffee
during the week ? Jeff

Come see Dick Purnell tonight!
Foilage, Thanks for a great weekend. Love
you. Kitten

IGU Open Informal Rush Come see what
we're all about from Mon 26 to Thurs 29 If
interested call 256-6874 ask for Patti
Carley

or

STEREO SYSTEM

I^S^'^*
SU7600, 41 watt amp. Technics

ST7300 tuner, Sony PS T25 Direct Drive
turntable, Altec Lansing 3 speakers, the en-
tire system only $450. You must see it

TRAVEL

Last Chance to Get-A-Way Montreal Nov
6, 7, 8 )ust $79.00 Enjoy the sites and have c
good time also have a chance at a free trip

Sk°4^o°^^ ^l^""^ ^P''"9 B^eak call Lisa
665-2578 7 to 9 pm

Tony, I'm glad to have my favorite KEN as
my BIG BROTHER. I'm psyched to be a
part of your house. HAPPY B DAY ONCE
AGAIN. Love ya. Donna
To the brothers of PIKE We all want to
thank you for having us as little sisters. It's

a great honor and we're psyched to repre
sent you. Your wicked! Get psyched for a
great year. Love your new Little Sisters

Abbagail Klayman Happy Birthday!! You
finally made it yea! Yea! From the one who
cares the most love ya KJ

Lambda Delta Phi Open Rush
10/19-10/21 All UMass Women invited
come see us at the Campus Center or call
5-0939

USED AUTO PARTS
Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable pricesm the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Momday-Saturday 10 a.m. -6 p.m. Licensed
by the Town of Amherst, member of
Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

PIONEER

Want three bedroom Townhouse
Apartment for spring semester Please call
Teri 546-9796

WHEN'S HALLOWEEN

?

For Sale Pioneer 3-way centrex stereo
system. Excellent condition. $175 or best
offer 546-9574

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Albany area on 10/1

Due to circumstances beyond our con-
trol, Halloween will be held on Oct 23 this
year. The Southwest Masquerade Party will
be held on Fri nite from 9-1 in Hampden
Student Center. Tickets are $1 m advance
and $1.50 at the door. They are available

c/.?A?.^
Southwest Gov't reps or in theSWAG Office in Hampden Help Haunt

Hampden!

Acid rain endangers reservoirs
WASHINGTON (AP) - Most of the rain

that falls on Massachusetts is highly acidic
and endangers the quality of drinking water
supplies, a Massachusetts state official told
a congressional committee yesterday.
Kenneth A. Hagg said more than two

dozen reservoirs in Massachusetts are
already moderately acidic and the majority
of the state's reservoirs have no ability to

neutralize acid rain.

Hagg, director of the Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Quality

Engineering's division of air quality control,

appeared before the House Energy and
Commerce subcommittee on health and the
environment.

"It has been determined that nearly 80
percent of the total drinking water found in

Massachusetts reservoirs is susceptible to
acidification due to acid rain because of a
lack of buffering capacity," he said.

Buffering capacity refers to the ability of
a body of water to neutralize acid and is

estimated by determining the degree to
which the body of water is aquiline.

Sen. George J. MitcheU, DMaine. and
Rep. Toby Moffett. D-Conn.. outlined
legislation they are introducing in the
Senate and House to create an acid
precipitation region of 31 states east of the
Mississippi River and north of Tennessee
plus Minnesota, Iowa and Missouri.

WORK FOR FREE
ITiere will be a recruitment meeting tonight for anyone in-

terested m workmg for any of the f<^owing Collegian Depart-

'

artT ™oto
opoRTC! WOMENS

firlf fl^of fh^'r*^
held tonight in the Collegian office on the

trrst tloor of the Campus Center at 7:30 p.m. If vou have anv
questions call Rich Nagle at the Colkgianlt 545-3500.
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Critter rides for bottle bill

Wednesday, Octobt^r 21, 1981

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Correspondent

State Senator John Olver was the
featured speaker at a press conference held
Friday morning on the Amherst Common to

publicize support for the Bottle Bill and the
statewide ride of the "Litter Critter."

The Litter Critter is Mitch Gaslin. a
junior political science major from Cam-
bridge, who is riding his bicycle on a week
bng trip from Pittsfield to Boston, in order
to dramatize public concern for the Bottle
BUI.

"This is one way to make people look at

it," said Gaslin. "It's an important issue,

and we want to make people aware."
The conference, which was sponsored by

the Massachusetts Public Interest Research
Group, also featured Amherst League of
Women Voters President Myrna Hewitt
and Daniel Malarkey. a UMass student who
is a member of the state-wide board of
directors of MASSPIRG. But Senator
Olver, a long time proponent of the Bottle
Bill, spoke at length on the issue.

"Findings from other states who have
recently converted to having returnable
bottles indicate that the job impact is

substantially positive," said Olver. "Studies
from Michigan, who recently passed the
Bottle Bill, indicate that as many as 3,000
jobs in retailing, recycling, bottling and
driving could be created by the passage of
this bill."

UMass student to be tried
A motion to dismiss charges against a

University of Massachusetts student who
has three counts of assault and battery

against two former UMass police officers

pending against him. was denied yesterday.
setting the stage for his trial which begins
this morning in Hampshire Superior Court.

The student, Joseph MacDonagh, is

facing a charge of assault and battery
against both officers David Williamson and
Steven Draghetli. one charge of assault and
battery with a dangerous weapon (a tennis

shoe) against Williamson, and one charge of

being a disorderly person.

The charges stem from a reported
altercation between MacDonagh, three
other men who were also arrested, and
UMass police and security officers on March
9, 1980 in the vicinity of the Blue Wall.

In that incident, MacDonagh and
University student Douglas Locke claim

they were beaten by UMass pohce and filed

a $2.1 million civil rights suit against the

UMass police department September 23.

Charges brought against Locke were
dropped by the Hampshire-Franklin
County District Attorney's office last
Friday due to a "lack of evidence."
MacDonagh's lawyers were attempting

to have charges against Macdonagh
dropped because, they claimed, witness
statements had been withheld from the
court by Williamson.

Specifically. MacDonagh's attornies were
referring to a statement from UMass
studtnt Marshall Weinberg, which
reportedly "disappeared" a week after the
alleged altercation occurred and "reap-
peared" about 14 months later on a desk at
the UMass police station.

Superior Court Judge Eileen P. O'Connor
ruled thai defense lawyers had not
established that the Weinberg statement,
or any other statements, had been withheld
from the court

.

The MacDonagh trial will begin, at 9:30
a.m. today with the selection of a jury.

On Thursday, October 22, 1981

Chief Maia

and Lt. Jankowski
of the Amherst Police Department

will be in the BLUEWALL from
1:00 pm to 3:00 pm

in order to approve proper applications

for the

Massachusetts Liquor

indentification Card.

t

t

*

•X-

A 'J XM ti
t'oll»(fi«n ph«to bv Sroll Burke

Arvid Muller, a member of the bargaining committee for student
demands, reads the agreement drafted by the committee and ad-
ministrators to protesters who occupied the Provost staffs offices in the
Whitmore Administration Building yesterday. At the far left is Jackson
Katz, a rally organizer, and to his right, Larry Kocot, S.G.A. co-president.

-"^ "^^

/ill be first

sweep the ski

of tlie world?

1

i

We pioneered 3-D radar. Today we're a world leader In automated air
^defense systenr^s. Our sonar, radar, connmunicatlons, computers
software, and displays form total Interactive systems for whole countriesFrom undersea systems to the depths of space, a career In ourHughes Aircraft group really has no Mmlts for V 9 holder of a BS or MS
degree In virtually any electronic, scientific, computer, or technical
disciphne.

Outside Los Angeles, here in thriving Orange County, we'll Introduce
you to people, ideas, and jobs that could change your world. And ours.

It could be you arx:i Hughes
Ground Systems

Save yourself a trip into town and

I have your application approved at the t
table

right inside the BLUEWALL entrance
on THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22nd.
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Fourth and goal
Continuedfrom page 16

Although Massachusetts did a great job Saturday a sur-prising statistic s that Maine actuluy outg^K theMmutemen m total yardage. 295-220. A big reason for thi«
Stat is that the UMass "D" left its offSeTam '^^hgreat field position ^h time they left the field, a point

S^«H ..??P''^'^^ ^y Massachusetts head coach Bob

i!, u ^M T^ ?*''* ^^^" "P "'o'-e yards than wewould have liked to, but we came up with the big plav The
ctefense got us great field position, and we're getting bet

D
The five interceptions by the Minutemen defenders

fu^^^^A^T ^«^ ''"^ '^y ""^ * ^^"^ ^o'-d of six, set in
the NCAA playoff game against the University of Nevada-Reno m 1978 m the days of Kevin Sullivan and M?ke
McEvilly. Senior comerback Pete Spadafora, a steady

'^r^""/!!! ^.^^ ^'^'^ ^^'^"^' ^^ »*ardeJ Lj.e game
^ali Saturday for his two interceptions, with his first and

toucSr"^
""^^""^ '^^'"^ ^ ^^^ ^''"'^ Massachusetts

D
Pearson with 459 yards so far this season over fivegames needs just 120 more to break Rich Jessamy's ten-year old mark to l^ome UMass' all-time career Pushing

leader The junior Bnstol, Ct. native could definitely do itSaturday against BU with another typical Pearsonesque
performance Dwayne Lopes gave a good rendition of Bil-
ly White Shoes Johnson during and after his 35-vardtouchdown ^ter picking up Pete DiTomasso's blocked
field goal in the second quarter. Pearson did not have time
for such a performance in his 36-yard scitillating burst for

rhJ^'^^^ ^ \^ ^^n^ ^"^y following his blockers.
Chns Neill and Asa Hilliard to the end zone.

D
Bairet McGrath, the sophomore from Milford (Ma.) will

start his fourth consecutive game Saturday, according to
Pickett. Dean Pecevich, who injured his shoulder threepmes ago apinst Dartmouth College, injured his ankle
last week and will sit down again this week. "McGrath has
improved steadily with each game," Pickett said. "He's
handling the team well, running well and establishing
himself as the number one quarterback."

If you're looking ahead to the Boston College game
Nov^ 7, and thinking about buying tickets before hand, you
might have a few second thoughts after hearing the price
All that is offered up here are $9 reserved seats. Anything
cheaper ($7 unreserved, wow, what a difference) will have
»^ be purchased at the door.

Cojiegian 15

C^J^uf
THAT BALL! -UMass defensive end George Lewis (65) causes Mal';;rr;k SteTe mTCue (42. white) to fumble in Saturday's 20-7 UMass win. UM tackle Dan Petrirhelps fLsh offThe

Sports notices * Hiss
FIRST JUMP COURSE - The UMass

Sport Parachute Club will be holding a
First Jump Course, Thursday, Oct. 22 at 7
p.m. in CC 905. Be free to make tour first
jump Saturday, Oct. 24. Please bring $85,
a Five-College ID and come early since
enrollment is limited.

INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL -
Deadhne for entries has been extended to
Friday, Oct. 23. Additional information'
Call 545-2693.

INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL
PLAYOFFS - Playoffs will begin Tues-
day. Oct. 27. IM football playoff berth
drawing will be held Thursday, Oct 22. at
7 p.m. in Boyden 215. Everyone is
welcome to participate.

INTRAMURAL CROSS-COUNTRY -
Deadline for entries and health forms has
been extended to Monday. Oct. 26. The
meet has been postponed from Wednes-
day, Oct. 28 until Nov. 2 at 4 p^m. The
race is from 2 1/2-3 miles. i

* Rally
Continuedfrom page i

phones and called fellow students
warning them to get to Whitmore as soon
as possible.

William F. Field, dean of students for the
University, said in an announcement that
the occupation was illegal, and if they were
not out by 6 p.m. students would be
suspended. He also said they would be
treated as trespassers.

This deadline was extended twice after
the meeting got under way with Madson
Kocot, Mangan, Field and Joseph Zannini'
executive director of Housing.

Jackson Katz, another organizer of the
rally, called for a guarantee that no one
would be prosecuted for their actions.

About an hour after the occupation
began, students began singing "My Coun-
try 'Tis of Thee," "God Bless America,"
and the national anthem, and recited the
Pledge of Allegiance, the two officers guar-
ding the chancellor's office also joined in
singing.

Field said before the meeting, "I am
available to meet with anyone who wants
to talk, but you cannot control Whitmore,"
he added that occupying the building is an
area he does not agree with.

"I am committed to helping students, I

hope students who understand what is go-
ing on will leave," Field aaid.

Continuedfrom page 1 that the in-
vestigative reporters really dug into the
Waterate affair to get out the truth and
facts restored a lot of credibUity to the
press in the public's eyes."
"The body politic (of the press) was not a

lean, healthful affair as it is becoming
today. It (the press) was a corpulent, lazy
group, represenUtive of a bad cut of the
American population during the McCarthy
era," Hiss said.

Hiss gave advice to the audience on how
to become more aware of current news
events, "their explanations and their im-
port."

Hiss said to become familiar with a
specific news reporter whom the reader
thought was objective, read more than one

newspaper and other sources of news in-
formation.

Television is not an adequate source of
news information, according to Hiss.

"Television is primarily an entertainment
medium," he said. "If a person focuses
simply on TV for information, he will not be
a well-informed person."

Hiss, himself prosecuted and convicted of
perjury during the McCarthy era (1948),
although he still mainUins his innocence,*
said he does not think McCarthyism will
return to United States politics.

"People don't fear spectres these days,"
Hiss said. "I have high hopes that the press
and a more literate and educated electorate
wiU never allow a reutrn to the McCarthy
era."

Most students at the rally were tHere for
a few hours, but some planned to remain
overnight.

;

Dan Goldenberg. president of Brett dor-
mitory in Central, said he would gather
together his house council, and return to
the sit-in as soon as possible.

"As long as this is going on, I'll^be
around to stay," said Brian NobeC a
sophomore from Dickinson dormitory in
Orchard Hill. "The bathroom issue is the
last straw, the administration must begin
to listen now before things get out of
hand."

* Condo conversion
Continued from page S
owners as it prohibits them from living on
their on property. It is confiscatory and
limiting," Kramer said.

A proposal was also approved to am-
mend the zoning by-law for the prohibition
of burial disposal of radioactive waste
unless a special permit is granted by the
zoning board of appeals.
Brenda Loew. of North Amherst, sub-

mitted the proposal. "Originally, I was go-
ing to propose an entire evacuation of
radioactive waste cites in Amherst, but an

Joanne Newton, a resident assistant in "^ M^(^P^
Pierpont dormitory, also said she would re-

V'OO
main for the duration of the sit-in.

outright exclusion won't, in my opinion
end up in court, so I decided to go the
regulatory route."

The proposal, which was passed 156-7, is
seen by Amherst House of Representative
James Collins as "one that will stand up in
court."

The 8 p.m. meeting tonight will include
proposals to ammend zoning by-laws,
restriction of firearms in Amherst, and a
proposal to attempt to influence the Presi-
dent to cut military spending.

As the students occupied the inside of
Whitmore, about 200 others gathered at
the various entrances to the building, chan-
ting "student rights." Uniformed UMass
police officers stood by the doors, allowing
nobody into the facility.

Manjgan said after the agreement was
reached, "students together can show that
their voice will be heard."

Kocot said, "The coed coalition did a
good job. We can work with the ad-
ministration. Hopefully in the future we
won't have to resort to this kind of
activity." _^ .^.

Continued from page k

"We are talking more volume not higher
prices," he said.

The BOG has produced a "Planning for
the Eighties Document" which criticizes

Campus Center management and suggests
many changes for the future. Cashman said
if the administration follows the many cost
saving and revenue producing suggestions
outlined in the document it will greatly help
keep the fee down.
The Campus Center administration and

the BOG also differed in their accounting
philosqjhy.

"Historically, they (the Campus Onter
administration) have underestimated the
amount of revenue produced," said Cash-
man. When the revenuo comes in, th«

Campus Center always has a budget sur-
plus, he said.

"Perhaps it's better te budget under to
motivate them te produce more revenue,"
Cashn^ said.

Hams said, "Financial people are always
conservative in their estimations of
revenues. Mr. Mohammed Idrees (Campus
Center financial manager) uses the con-
servative approach in estimating revenues.
He probably will always do that because of
philosophy."

"It's better to have a surplus than a
deficit at the end of the year and that's the
reason for those estimates," Harris said.
'On the other hand no amount of forcasting
is going to off-set this one half million in
naw costs." .
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The voice of UMass sports
By CARL KOTTIS
Collegian Correspondent

When the University of Massachusetts football team
takes the field on Saturday afternoons, they are followed
by an individual who is an ardent Minuteman fan as well as
the play-by-play announcer for WTTT radio.

Tim Ashwell, sports and news director for radio station
WTTT in Amherst, handles play-by-play action this season
after being color man for Minuteman football for the past
two years.

Ashwell, a native of Greenwich, Conn., began his broad-
casting career when he started working for radio station
WRAT in Orange, Ma. after graduating from George
Washington University in 1970. He also worked as a
reporter for the Pittsfield (Ma.) Daily Bugle.
In 1974, Ashwell covered football, basketball and

baseball for the University of Virginia and this opppor-
tunity gave him the chance to work with some of the best
college talent in the nation. Ashwell covered NBA stars
like David Thompson, Bobby Jones and Tom McMillen
during their collegiate playing days.

Ashwell, who has covered UMass sports since 1976,
ranks UM tailback Garry Pearson and former Minuteman
quarterback Mike McEvilly as two of the best athletes he
has covered here.

Pearson, only a junior, should break the team career
rushing mark within the next few weeks and McEvilly was
the starting UMass field leader from 1978-80 and led the
Minutemen to the Division 1-AA national championship
game in 1978.

Ashwell's ability to do this, as well as his dynamic per-
sonality, makes him a delight to listen to on Saturday
afternoons. So, if you can't make it to a UMass football

game in person, just turn your radio dial to Tim Ashwell
and WTTT and catch all the action in your own living

room.

VOICE OF THE M^UTEMEN- Tim Ashwell (above) adjusts a dial during htmtmhi'rdu'res
at radio station WTTT in Amherst. Ashwell is the play-by-play man for Minuteman football.

ATTENTION COLLEGIAN SPORTS STAFF (OLD
AND NEW) - There wiU be a short sUff meeting tonight
at 7 p.m. in the newsroom. As important matters will be
discussed, attendance is mandatory.

Yankees take game one, 5-3
^
NEW YORK (AP) - Bob Watson, one of those Yankees'

"Old Folks," hit a three-run homer in the first inning that
carried New York to a 5-3 vktory Tuesday night over the
Los Angeles Dodgers in the first game of the 1981 World
Series.

The 35-year old Watson and some of his veteran
teammates had come under fire by Yankees owner George
Steinbrenner during New York's American League East
Division playoff series with Milwaukee. But Watson, who
had 11 hits in the division and championship series, an-
swered Steinbrenner's complaints again with a home run in
his first World Series atbat.

The victory went to Ron Guidry. 11-5 with a 2.76 earned
run average during the season. He checked Los Angeles on
tour hits and six strikeouts through seven innings before
retiring in favor of relievers Ron Davis and then Goose
GoBsage.

The Dodgers scored their last two runs in the eigfitn
inning, but theJYankees were saved from further damajje
in that frame when third baseman Craig Nettles made a
specUcular leaping catch of a drive by Steve Garvey.

It was the renewal of one of baseballs most intense
Worid Series rivalries in a season that had shattered
tradition. The Dodgers and Yankees have met 10 Umes
previously in the fall classic but they got here this year
only after winning divisional playoffs forced by a players'
strike over free agent compensation that gouged 59 days
from the season.

The season's miseries were all but forgotten by
gametime.

With one out in the first. Jerry Mumphrey singled to
right field off Dodgers left-hander Jerry Reuss. Reuss
struck out the dangerous Dave WinfieW on three pitches,
and there were two outs.

Women runners fourth,

Moore sets new record

KINGSTON, R.I. - The University of Massachusetts
women's cross-country team had good results at a New
Englind Invitational match held at the University of
Rhode Island Saturday.

The big gun for Massachusetts was Tricia Moore who set
a course record (17:36) while running away with the meet
on the hilly, 5000 meter course. Teammate Judy McCrone
ran fourth in the meet, with Massachusetts' Iris
McDonough. Kim Bailer, Kathy Petrie and SaUy Anderson
all making improvements.

The University of New Hampshire took the meet while
, UMass placed fourth.

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

Fourth and goal
Lock up the children and valuables.

Those Bad Boys from Boston (not the J.

Geils Band), the Boston University Ter-
riers are coming to town Saturday and
they are not in a good mood.
Their record is not that bad at 3-4, but

they, like the University of Massachusetts.
were picked in preseason to mop up the
Yankee Conference. So far, it hasn't turn-

ed out that way since the supposed mop-
pees have themselves been the YC mop-
pers, namely the Rams of Rhode Island and
the University of New Hampshire
Wildcats. BU did take a large step right

back into the league race, with its 27-21

defeat of these same Rams last week in

Boston. Thus did the Minutemen a favor
too, since URI holds a favorable decision
over UM's head if it should come to those
two teams for the YC Beanpot.
Rhode Island did have a great bid to take

[

that game last week. The Rams had a first

down on the Terrier 21 -yard line with a lit-

tle over two minutes left in the game. But,
on the next play, URI quarterback Dave
Grimsich tossed an interception to ex-
tinguish Rhode Island's league unbeat*"!!

streak.

D

Massachusetts does have a score to settle

jvith the Terriers Saturday. La.st year, at

YOU WON'T CATCH ME - Freshman Bob Simeone (88, red) runs
back a punt in Saturday's UMass win over Maine 20-7. Simeone eludes
Maine's Miie Jenoski (white).

Boston, UMass dropped a stinging 3-0

game to BU on a 32yard field goal by Jeff
Pellin in monsoon weather conditions. To
t<)p this game which decided the Yankee
Conference championship in BlJ's favor,
the Minutemen were treated to a rousing
chorus of "UMass sucks!" from more than

a few of the Terrier player-hosts. You've
heard of sore losers, but sore ivinnersl A
lotta class, BU.

D
Taking a look at the Division I-AA pic-

ture, Murray State suffered its first season

defeat and was knocked out of the top spot
in the NCAA weekly poll. Eastern Ken-
tucky (6-1) and Jackson State (6-0-1) are
tied for number one. Number three is none
other than the surprising New Hampshire
Wildcats with their 5-1 mark and a poten-
tially very big home date versus the
Minutemen as the season finale for both
teams Nov. 14 at Durham. Old friend
Delaware was blown right out of the poll
this week with its loss to Youngstown
State College last Saturday.

D

BU's Greg Drew, who had 173 yards
rushing on 40 carries and two touchdowns
last week, is also first in the Yankee Con,
ference in rushing with a 110 yard/game
average. UM's Garry Pearson is right
behind him with 92 yards per contest. It
looks like this week will be the game pitting
the two best league running backs against
each other instead of the preseason billing
given to last week's Massachusetts-Black
Bear matchup. Maine's Lorenzo Bouier's
per game yardage figures have dropped
this season due to UMaine's switch to a
wing-T offense from last year's power-I.
Bouier was held to just 17 yards last Satur-
day, but he was semi-incapacitated by art

aggravated hamstring pull and some har-
dhitting UMass "D".

I

Read the other voice in today
MASSACHUSETTS DAILY
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William Field speaks with co-ed bathroom ralirp^teTtrTn th'e'

Rally closes gap
By DAVE HOWES
Collegian Staff

The occupation of Whitmore Administration Building
"Tue^iay, ended in a positive open communication between
the Student Government Association and the administra-
tion, said Dean of Students William F. Field.
The fact that four of the five student demands were

agreed upon was significant to end the occupation, but the
coed bathroom issue was left for further discussion in the
future. Field said.

"I couldn't agree with the coed bathroom issue," he
said. "The initial stance to have single-sex bathrooms is

where the administration is standing. We want the
students to understand the issue, the administration will
talk about any issue or proposal on coed living," he said
Larry Kocot, copresident of the Student Government

Association, said, "Some stipulations were made on the
coed bathroom issue. We won't be turned away on the
coed issue. A line of communication is now open on the
issue."

^

As for enforcing the single-sex bathroopis, FieM^^j^te"We will take the violations on a case by case bteis %^
will leave it up to the floor to enforce a sin^^x-
bathroom. Each house has its policies, and we wiH relvjan
the people who run the houses to work things joyt;
reasonable fashion.

Students
appear on
'Donahue'
By DAVE HOWES
Collegian Staff

Two University of Massachusetts students appeared on
the Phil Donahue Show in Chicago Monday morning to
talk about the bathroom controversy and student rights on
campus.

Kevin Mangan, co-president of the Student Government
Association and Jackson Katz, a member of the Coed
.Coalition, flew to Chicago out of Logan International Air-
port Sunday night and stayed in the Hyatt Regency Hotel
with all expenses paid by Donahue's show. Katz said they
were picked up at the airport by a chauffeured limosine, as
well as on Monday morning to take them to the show.
They were filmed live on the air in Chicago, but the show

will be carried delayed in Boston and Springfield.
"The issue that was discussed was young people's and

students' rights," Katz said.

Appearing on the show with Katz and Mangan were two
women, one from Northwestern University and the other
from Wheaton College in Illinois.

"We made our main point which was the issue of stu-
dent's rights, not the coed bathroom issue. This is what
has been given a media hype across the nation," Katz said.
"Phil Donahue was behind us all the way," on students'

rights, Katz said. "Students should have a sav in the wav
they live." - '

A question was proposed about the moral majority men-
tality surfacing on campuses. Katz responded, "there are
millions of young people who don't believe one thing the
moral majority believes in," he said.
The show will air on channel 5 in Boston on Nov. 6 at

10:30 a.m. and on channel 22 on Nov. 19.

NOW rep says ERA Court ok's 'Litter Critter
will help female grads

Continued on page jj^j

By KELLY BURKE

The Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) is

important to female college students
because their degree is only worth
economically 59 percent of a male's, said
Deborah DeBare of the National
Organization for Women's (NOW) Campus
Campaign, in an interview with the
Collegian Tuesday.
Smith College student Deborah Davis-

Anthonyson, another campaigner, said,

female students are realizing that "nobody
is giving you a discount on your diploma, so
why do they think you want a discount on
your paycheck?"

DeBare and Anthonyson are two of the
four women who currently make up the
Campus Campaign (two of whom are Smith
College students). They have taken the
next nine months off from school to work on
NOW's Countdown Campaign for passage
of the ERA in three more states before the
deadline of June 30, 1982. The Five-College
area is their second stop in a 25-college
tour.

They will be giving training workshops at

the five colleges through Sunday, en-
couraging students of both sexes who are
interested in working for ERA to take time
off from school, either during the semester
or during semester break, to work in states
which haven't ratified the amendment.
Anthonyson and DeBare said they hope

to get New England students to go into
Southern states, such as Florida, to work
for support, in a similar way as northern
students went south in the 1%0's to work
for civil rights.

Anthonyson and DeBare had just arrived
Tuesday in Northampton from their first
stop in the Boetoo area, where they had

received encouraging responses, they said.
At a rally at Boston University, people
were wUUng to "just come along," DeBare
said.

"We have gotten 135 people who are
interested, asking for more information and
details, to work in unratified states during
vacation," she said. The unratified states
that will be Urgeted by the campaign are
Florida. North CaroUna, Oklahoma and
Illinois.

"We have gotten good response from men
too," DeBare said.

In regard to student activism,
Anthonyson said, "I'm tired of hearing that
students are apathetic, because they are
not. They are willing to work for the ERA."
The idea of the Campus Campaigners

originated from Jennifer Jackman, a Smith
College senior who did an internship for the
Women's Legal Defense Fund, and was a
CO organizer of NOW's August 22 Students
Act for ERA demonstration. Jackman is

founder and former chair of the Smith ERA
Task Force. She met the other campaigners
in Washington last summer.

Anlhony.son, who would have been a
junior at Smith this semester, said she was
interested in the ERA because, "of who I

am. a Black woman. I have been faced all

my life with discrimination both sexual and
racial."

DeBare would have been a senior this
semester at Brown University, however
she said she ran into Jennifer in

Washington and immediately joined the
campaign.

A psychologist from Pittsburg, Irene
McCabe, took a sabatical for a year to join

the three students, on their fast paced,
demanding tour of northeastern univer-

Continued on page IS

By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

A state Superior Court Judge yesterday
denied a request by a beverage industry-
funded group to prevent a student-
consumer group from using the "Litter
Critter" symbol in their public campaign in

support of the Bottle Bill.

The group. Corporation For A Cleaner
Commonwealth, (CCC), sought a temporary
restraining order against the
Massachusetts Public Interest Research
Group (MASSPIRG) because MASSPIRG
created a character called the "Litter
Critter" which the CCC claims infringes on
their trademark rights of their character
called the "clean-up critter."

The CCC claimed its reputation was
being injured because the public was being
lead to believe the CCC supported the
Bottle Bill. Judge Robert Steadman denied
the request because an emergency situation
that is required to grant temporary

restraining orders did not exist. Steadman
also cited the first amendment rights of the
students involved as a major factor in
denying the request.

The Litter Critter campaign organized by
the University of Massachusetts chapter of
MASSPIRG, began in Pittsfield October 12
and ended in Boston Tuesday. The Litter
Critter, a human dressed in a cartoon
outfit, was coordinated by three colleges in
order to attract media attention in support
of the Bottle Bill.

"We think that's fine (the CCC attempt to
gain a restraining order). It will bring more
attention to the CCC and what they really
are: a representative for the bottling in-
dustry," said Daniel Marlarkey, a UMass
student who organized the Litter Critter
campaign.

Students from the UMass chapter of
MASSPIRG (UMassPIRG) claim the CCC
deliberately sought the restraining order
Tuesday because that wa- the day the

Continued on page 9

rsvr&mv »^ »^ ...^ ...„._ Collejfiin photo bv John MardiUnBUNDLED UP FOR THE WINTER - Shocks of stocks are prepared
for the winter by a South Hadley farmer.
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Worid and national news
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Reagan says Soviets Mssiles endorsed
caused nuclear jitters for Europe despite foes
WASHINGTON .AP) - President

Reagan accused the Soviet Union on
jesterday of trying to disrupt Western
albes through "gross distortions" of his
nuclear strategy. He bluntly told Moscow
that he would "regard any militarv threat
to Europe as a threat to the United States."
Reagan assailed as "an outright

deception" any suggestion that America
might consider limiting a nuclear conflict to
Europe. "We regard any miliUry threat to
Europe as a threat to the United Sutes
itself." he declared.

The president said his remarks were
prompted by "several propaganda
sUteroenU" by the Soviet Union in recent
days "that seek to drive a wedge between
the United States and some of our ck)sest
friends in Europe."

But his statement also served to clarify

some of his own recent remarks about
nuclear strategj-. which prompted jitters
among NATO allies.

The presidents remarks were relaved in
an unusual conference call from Air Force
One to the Washington bureaus of The
Associated Press and United Press
International as the chief executive was en
route to Cancun. Mexico, for a North- South
summit.
"The suggestion that the United States

could even consider fighting a nuclear war
at Europe's expense is an outright
deception." Reagan said.

Reagan's statement came on the heels of
Soviet President Leonid I. Brezhnev's
demand in a Tuesday inter\iew with the
Soviet news agency Tass that the American
leader should make clear that any notion of
a nuclear exchange is "criminal."

'

Judge demands evidence
in Atlanta slaying trial

GLENEAGLES. Scotland (AP) - The
Western military alliance Wednesday
endorsed plans for deploying new U.S.
nuclear missiles in Europe despite growing
public opposition in the five countries
where they'll be based.

In return. Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger pledged the Reagan ad
ministration would consider trying to
reduce missiles in Europe to the "zero
level" during forthcoming arms limitation
Ulks with the Soviet Union.

The endorsement made at a meeting of 13
NATO defense ministers confirmed a
December 1979 agreement to deploy 572
cruise and Pershing 2 nuclear weapons in

West Germany, Italy. Britain, Belgium and
the Netherlands beginning in 1983.

It was not a final vote oh the deployment,
however, and was seen as a formality on the
part of defense ministers from Belgium and
the Netherlands. In those two countries
coalition governments dre divided over
whet her to accept the missiles on their soil.

ATLANTA (AP) - A judge denied a
defense motion yesterday to suppress
e/idence taken from Waj-ne B. Williams'
home and car and ordered him to stand
trial Dec. 28 in the murder of two young
bbcks.

Williams, a 23-year-old black free-lance
eameraoMn. is charged with murdering
Nathaniel Cater. 27. and Jimmy Ray
Payne. 21. two of the 28 young blacks
whose deaths are being investigated by a
special police task force here.

His attorney. Mary Welcome, argued at a
bearing Tuesday that fibers and dog hairs
taken from WiUiams" home and car during a
June 3 search shouW be excluded from the
trial on grounds that an affidavit used to
secure the search warrant was faulty.
The fibers and do? h«irs are considered

crucial to the prosecution's case against
Williams.

In a single order covering six defense
motions. Superior Court Judge Clarence
Cooper agreed to order prosecutors to

notify their witnesses that they may
consent to be interviewed by defense
lawyers.

Cooper also said he would reserve rulings

on a motion seeking to suppress statements
of witnesses whose memories have been
refreshed by hypnosis.

The trial originally was scheduled for

Oct. 5. but Clooper had postponed the

proceedings indefinitely so he could inspect

the prosecution's case. At the request of the

defense, the judge has been reviewing
prosecution files in search of any evidence
which may exonerate Williams,

A senior U.S. official told reporters in
London yesterday that NATO is con-
sidering alternative sites to the
Netheriands or cutting back the number of
missiles because of the Dutch decision to
postpone deployment indefinitely.

He said NATO partners also realistically
accept the Belgian decision to link its
deployment decision to the outcome of
U.S.Soviet arms limitation ulks scheduled
to begin Nov. 30 in Geneva.

The ministers' final communique said the
deployment of 750 Soviet SS-20 missiles
capable of hitting any target in Europe "has

upset the overall military situation in
Europe and has created a potential source
of instability and political pressure."

A quarter of a million West Germans
protested the NATO missile plans at a
demonstration in Bonn two weeks ago.
Anti nuclear demonstrations are scheduled
in Paris and London this weekend.

There may indeed be some dissent
within the countries and some movements
and some demonstrations as we have had in
our country," Weinberger told a news
conference at the end of the two-day
meeting. "But my impression is that the
unilateral disarmament movement has not
infected the governments themselves."

NATO Secretary-General Joseph Luns
said, however, that the anti-nuclear
movement has assumed "rather big
proportions" and the 13 defense ministers
favored a "very strong public relations
efforts on the part of their governments. A
lot of the governments have neglected to do
this."

In a concession to European public
opinion. Weinberger agreed the United
States would discuss what the NATO
communique called the "zero-level option"
in the Geneva arms talks.

This option favored by some North
Atlantic Treaty Organization members calls

for cancelling deployment of the NATO
missiles in return for a reduction or
abolition of the SS-20 missiles on the Soviet
side.

The Reagan administration has resisted
this as an unrealistic negotiating goal and
said the Soviets wouldn't accept it either.

Conn, residents are shaken
but not stirred by quake
inlJii^fhf?''''

^'*""- ~ ;^" earthquake .\lan Kafka, a seismologist at Lamont

L^ ^f«
C<';nect.cut coastlme and parts of Doheny. said such a diffei^ce in recoXg

iSfini^
yesterday, shaking some was "not too unreasonable and is a funct^^brfdmgs but apparently causing bttle or no of the difficulty we have in measurmg the^

The Weston Mass. Obser% atory recorded Scientists at the Weston and Lamont-the earthquake at 3.7 on the Richter scale.
senior geophysical analyst Vladimer Vudler
said. The Lamont Doherty Observator>- of
Palisades. N.Y. recorded the quake at' 3.4

Doherty observatories agreed that the
quake » as a moderate one.
The tremor, which occurred at 12:49

p.m.. was centered to the south of Madison

Sorve, computed the quake at 3.3. ObserNalor.v readings.
'"B"0"«ton

Reagan says private enterprise
is answer to poverty , not aid

mto a private meetmg at the au-pon. It was
the first of five separate meetings the l" S
president planned with other conference
participants during his first dav at this
reson island, whose beaches he predicted
he would see "only through wmdows."
The formal sessions begin today.
As he left the White House yesterday

morning. Reagan said he mav have been too

. . ^. ..ute ...ore he a.d K. host .en, e^'t^n^r^ "'h^.i^-aYtL^ph?^-?. C^uh^

Ambler opposes ban on cash
prizes at 'Las Vegas nights'
BOSTON - The Massachusetts attorney R^»...,,.^„. .

CANCUN. Mexico - President Reagan
^nved in Mexico yesterday for the first
fummit of 22 nations rich and poor, saymg
the road to prosperity for the hungry 'and
impoverished nations of the Third World is

lighted by private enterprise, not major
foreign aid.

As he stepped from Au- Force One.
Reagan was embraced by Mexican
President Jose Lopez Portiilo and accepted
a 21 gun salute before he and his h<Kt went

POLLITION TALK - Senat
\P I.«»rrphotn

. wi.i.niu.> lALti - Senator John Chafee R H I i^n *
,' —'T":"

Environmental Pollu

BOSTON - The Massachusetts attorney
generals staff yesterday proposed the
ehminatton of cash prizes at "Las Vegas
mghts-asawayo: - .'domination
of the events by pr. . _ .amblers.
Howev«-. Rep. Roben F. Ambler.

'
'''^' o fashion a bill to reeiiiate

„. ' > 6 opposed the idea." The
W#*yinouih Democrat warned that if

to make the bill too
> -t- — die on the House floor.
A bin prepared by the Government

.
f'«?d before the Senatet.on subcommittee on ( apitol Hill vesterdav

Regulations Committee, headed by
.Ambler, would give the state Lottery
Commission greater power to regulate the
chanty sponsored events, but critics
contend the biJi doesn't go far enough.

Rep. Lawrence Alexander. D — .Mar
olehead. urged the panel to add more

ns. He suggested that acharitv be
•i n.. more than three Las Vegas
"ights a year, and that a lounge or
restaurant be used as a gambUng site do
TiOT^ than once a month.
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Referendum will

be in the next

SGA election
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

nurttJ^Sf!I^f^A
*^ .^^"^^"^ ^"«^« ^°ted last night to

TJa ffT^ Activities .fee increase question on the
presidential election m March because of low voter turnout
at Tuesday s referendum election.

.Sli^
4.6 percent of the undergraduate student bodyvoted on the question as to increasing the Student

ftvnr'.^H%^r ^/ ^^^ ""'^^ ''^'- T^'^^ ^^'^ 377 votes infavor and 511 votes in opposition to the increase.
Before the meeting. Student Government Association

co-President Larry Kocot said. "With low voter turnoutand msufficient staffing at the polls, the turnout shouldn't
be considered representative of student opinion

"

In addition to low turnout, the ballot box at Worcesteruming Commons was unstaffed for two hours. Volunteers
were signed up, but did not show up to work, said
Governmental Affairs Chairman James Murphy

Various people, despite previous warning, put campaign
bterature up outside the poUing places, in clear violation of
the election regulations. Murphy said.
The motion was then out before the senate whether to

hold the referendum again in the spring. Siobhan Powers
said that she felt waiting until the spring would allow for a
representative vote.
"The 40 percent turnout we received at last year's

election would be a lot more representative than the four
percent turnout at this polUng." Powers said.

"Also, that way we could keep all our options open. We
can do all the legwork for the referendum now in terms of
gettmg It through the administration." she said

Senate Speaker Edward Lee said that if the students
voted agamst the referendum in the spring, that wouW be
the opmion upheld, even if the Board of Trustees approved
the increase.

Treasurer Richard Goldman made a motion, which was
passed, to insure that the referendum motion would not be
binding untU the legaUties of the issue were determined.
"We can pull the motion out any time while it is on

campus, but I'm not so sure of that once it goes to the
Board of Trustees," Goldman said.
During discussion on the motion to postpone the

referendum. Chairman of the Finance Committee Alan
Compagnon said he felt the four percent turnout was not
representative of the student body.

coii^gmas

EL SALVADOR SLIDF .SHOW a oli<1<> „1. J • x- .
Colle|ci«n photo bv Vlnre D»W,tt

UMass
By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

Twenty-five University of Massachusetts students will
join hundreds of students at the Ann Arbor campus of the
Umversity of Michigan to participate in a conference spon-
sored by the Progressive Student Network, a national net-
work of student organizations working for social change

It s really good to get students from across the country
together to strategize," said Linda Cohen from theWomen s Issues Team of the Student Center for Educa-
tion Research and Advocacy.
A total of 350 students from across the country will at-

tend the conference to work on giving "more of a face to
the student movement - educationally and organiza-
tionally," Cohen said.

Cohen and Lisa Nazzaro, also of the SCERA Women's
Issues Team, will conduct a workshop on reproductive
nghts at the conference.
A workshop on basic organizing skills will be conducted

by Joe Gannon of the Radical Student Union.
Featured speakers at the conference include Camille

Bell president of the Committee to Stop Childrens
Murders, Atlanta; Ricardo Melara, spokesperson of the
Democratic Revolutionary Front of El Salvador; and Ber-
nie Sanders, socialist mayor of Burlington, Vermont
Alyssa Clark, author of Stopping Sexual Harassment-

Reverend Herbert Doughtry, chairman of the National
Black United Front; and Sean Sands, brother of Bobby
Sands will also speak.
Examples of panels and workshops to be held are "Cut-

backs in Higher Education," "Gay and Lesbian Rights
"

and "Building Today's Women's Movement."

Four named to nominations committeeBy JOHN DIPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

Four persons were appointed to the Undergraduate Stu-
dent Senate's nominations subcommittee at the Senate's
meeting last night.

Jim Murphy, Adria Crum, Mary Kay Yearin and Lelita
Philips were appointed to the subcommittee, which will
screen all applications for appointment to standing senate
committees.

All recommendations by the nominations subcommittee

are then submitted to the full senate for approval.
Two additional members of the nominations subcommit-

tee will be appointed later by subcommittee members
already named.
In other business, SGA Co-President Urry Kocot an-

nounced a series oj" speakers including_yMass Chancellor

?S '^^^^^^' ^° address the senate on campus issues.
What the SGA leadership is doing is putting together a

series of short talks," Kocot said.

Kocot introduced former SGA Treasurer Alan Wallace
as the first speaker in the series last night. Wallace ad-
dressed the issue of state higher education funding.

"The (state) government has proposed level funding for
higher education. It is not going to account for inflation or
collective bargaining," Wallace said.

Wallace said the state higher education budget would
lose the purchasing power of $14 to $15 million.

'They (the state legislature) are beginning to prioritize
and higher education is losing the battle," he said.

The senate also passed, by acclamation, a motion endor-
sing the goals of the Dennis Brutus Defense Committee.
Brutus, a native of South Africa and human rights ad-

vocate, is facing deportation from the United States.

Alt!;!!TJ
*"*?"'''. Jl'GCLERS -University student.. Charles M.tthews and P.ul Belan^;; rr^irt of theAlmost Amazing Jugflers which were sponsored by the Governor's Council Program to per^ni tithe Cam^w

i
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'Draft accounts' offer interest
Beginning Monday. University of MassachusetU

students can earn 6 percent interest on a new Share Draft
Account offered by the UMass Student Federal Credit
Union, said Credit Union Vice Pres'-ient Elizabeth T Will

The Credit Union, located in the Student Union
Building, has services open to all UMass students and their
families.

Will, an accounting major, said the Share Draft Account
is essentially a checking account, though that term cannot
be legally used.

"By law. only a bank can process and distribute checks."

==—= center -

alumass
Come to the Bluewall and see our new

GIANT TV
Join us for our Daily Happy Hours

and watch the soaps with us!

SPORTS FANS -

Watch For Our Sports Specials
•Valid ID and ABP sticker required to purchase alcohol.

Your degree
represents an
investment of
5000hours...

4 more can
tmnitinto
anemting
careen
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V». Only fioar more hours is all that stands betweeayiM am) >-
yow most exdting career oppoiiunity That's theam^
was to oonpieie the NSA Professional QuaUfic^ion Tfest (?qT), m,^
Of^porfii^ dial comes along only once a year.

Bui now's tfie time to act .
"^

'

BecaoM the PQT will be ghien on canipuses4hrouflhout (he
MlioiiooNoiwnberl4!h

«»«"«.««:

SucoeartiDy competing on this test qualifies you for conside^
alloo by Ae Ffailonal Security Agency NSA Is currently seeking top
^iiduating students to meet the d»flenges of its important conmiunl-
cadoos security aAd foreign Intelligence production missions
^^^tfyou quaWy on the PQX you wiD be contacted regarding an
tatentew with vjSSK representadw. He or she will discuss the specific
role you can pfary widiin such fields as data systems, languages!^
information sdence, communications, and management.

So pick up a PQTbuUetin at your college placement office. Fill

out the registration form and mail it by October 3lst, in order to take
the test on November 14th. There is no registration fee.

Graduates with a Bachetors or Masters Degree in Electronic
Engineering, Computer Sciena' or a Slavic Near Eastern or Far Ea.stern
language, ma> s^j up for an interview uitbout taking the PQT

All NSA career positfons require U.S. citizenship, a thorough
backgrowjd Investigation and a medical examination.

pieNatimial SecurityWncy
More than just a career * «» J

Quiificalioii ftst liegMer by October 3lst 198L

said Will.

A Credit Union Board of Directors member, Michael S.

Couch, said the new account is a service that has been in

demand by Credit Union members.
"There is only a $5 minimum balance on the Share Draft

Account which is easier for students to maintain than the
minimum required by many area banks on NOW ac-

counts," Couch said.

"We charge a monthly $2 maintainance fee to cover the
Credit Union's service fees and that is what enables us to
keep the minimum down," said Couch.

With the Share Draft account, students will not have to
go to the Credit Union to make a withdrawal as they did
when only savings accounts were available. Will said that
there would be a noticeable reduction in waiting lines at

the Credit Union as a direct result of the new accounts.
- SHERRY CANTWELL

Misuse of funds trial delayed
The trial of Student Government Association Treasurer

Richard Goldman on charges of improper use of Student
Activities Tax Funds was postponed Monday until late

next week.
The trial, through the SGA student Judiciary, was

rescheduled after one of the three student judges hearing
the case was unable to attend the hearing, said Clerk of

Courts Michael Cohen.
The trial centers on whether Goldman had the authwity

to authorize funds for the advertising of the first fee in-

crease referendum election.

Also, the role of the SGA in advertising in favor of
passage of the referendum question is being questioned.
Pre trial motions concerning the issues to be considered

in the trial were filed by student Attorney General Lisa
Ziebel and Alan Compagnon. who are representing
Goldman.

A pre-trial motion, which could be ruled upon by judges
before the trial, was filed jointly by the prosecution and
defense, concerning some facts in the case.

-JOHNDiPALAZZO

Head for the Mountains

UMASS SKI CLUB

MEETING
TONIGHT 7:30
Hosbrouck 126

offic*

400A Student Union

545-0407

Coiiegi^n 5

Black Mass
Communications project

In an interview with LesUe Harrison,
News and Public Affairs director of the
Black Mass Communications Project
(BMCP), she discussed the purposes and
goals of that organization.

Harrison said, "the reason BMCP was
founded was to fill the void that existed as
regards to Third World programming over
WMUA, the campus radio station. We try
to tailor our programming to appeal to the
various Third World communities in the
area." Harrison cited the expansion of the
programming that in the future would
include news from the National Black
Network. Harrison said, "we provide news
with a Third World perspective, rather
than from the perspective of how events in
the Third World will impact on the United
States. In the future we hope to focus more
on the Black community at UMass and the
valley as a whole."

Harrison said, "we are always looking for
people to get involved." She cited the many
practical skills that could be acquired, such
as news and program production, repor-
ting, editing as weU as various other
technical skills. "It's more than just playing

records," said Harrison.
BMCP sponsors such annual events as

the Jeans and T-shirt party, recently held,
and the Funk-a-thon, which will be held in
the spring. BMCP also sponsors Black
Music Month, which seeks to expose the
richness and variety of Black music by
airing great Black musicians of the past and
present. During this month the historical
heritage of Black music is exhibited as it

extends from Ragtime, to the Blues, to
Reggae and to Black Classical and Con-
temporary music. The various African,
Carribean and Afro-Latin musical styles
have been presented as well.

BMCP has much to offer those who are
interested in seriously applying them-
selves, and the skills acquired are valuable
in and of themselves. Harrison stressed the
"relaxed and cooperative atmosphere" in
which the BMCP staff members work.
BMCP is a vital source of Third World
music and news in the valley and calls of
encouragement and appreciation have been
received from as far away as Connecticut
and Springfield.

BMCP D.J. Brother E doing his thing.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
On Thursday, October 29 at 7 p.m. the

Southern Africa Solidarity Committee is

holding an open organizing meeting. A film

about past covert involvement in Angola
will be shown and short presentations will

be made on the current situation in

Southern Africa, the current status of the
Clark Amendment, -and reports on two re-

cent anti-apartheid conferences. All in-

terested people are invited to join. The
meeting will be hold in "Yvonne's Place"
which is located in the basement of the
New Africa House on UMass campus.
Refreshnients will be served.

For more information contact the Center
for Racial Studies at the Southwest
Residential College, UMass at 545-0472 or
call 253-3161 or 549-4523.

The CCEBS Library is open for student
use monday through Sunday from 9 a.m.-l 1

p.m. Books are available for loan monday
thru friday from 9 a.m. -5 p.m. in room 208.
Jacqueline Wiggins-James is available on

Wed. between 1:30-3:30 and Thur. between

9 a.m.-l 1 a.m. to review rhetoric papers in
the CCEBS library.

People are also available monday-
thursday evenings between 7 p.m. -10 p.m.
to assist students while their studying.
Please see your CCEBS advisor for more
information.

This an invitation to all the African-
American Student Organizations in the 5
College area to actively participate in the 5
college Black Student Mini-Conference be-
ing held on the Campus of the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, on the two days
of October 31st and November 1st at the
New Africa House.

We are inviting all interested sisters and
brothers to come and share information
and discussion around what we feel are
some extremely important issues of this
rapidly changing period (of economic,
political and social crisis) and how we as
students can effectively and constructively
respond to the issues.

Afrik
Afrik-Am an organization founded in

1967 has been and remains the principal
Black Student organization on campus. It
exists to provide cultural, social and
political activities for Black students in the
five college area. Afrik-Am exists to
revitalize the sense of community among
Black students which has been on the
decline in recent years. Despite this
decline, Afrik-Am survives.

Its name was changed from the Afro-
American society to Afrik-Am in 1979, in
order to assert the fact that Black people in
America are of African descent. The princi-
ple intent was to draw Black students not
only from America but students from the
Caribbean and African community as well.
Afrik-Am has the largest budget for ac-

tivities of all Third Worid organizations,
and thus, the greatest potential for bring-
ing us together again in a total sense of
community in a primarily white institution.
In the past, Afrik-Am has either sponsored
or been involved with such events as Black
Homecoming, Caribbean cultural week,
Kwanza, Black History Month, Martin
Luther King week, Malcolm X center an-
nual picnic and Black solidarity day.
Wewould urge every Black student to

Dennis Brutus Defense Committee

Organization
get involved with Afrik-Am. It exists to
serve Black students and is governed by
Black students. We have the power to
shape our future but it requires an effort
from all of us. By getting involved with
Afnk-Am or any of the other Black/Third
Worid organizations you will acquire skills
that you can take into the job market after
graduation.

It is practical for individual advancement
as well for our collective advancement that
we become involved. It is neither farfetch-
ed or melodramatic to cite the growing con-
servative mood in this country as an ex-
tremely compelling reason for our joining
together. Racism and particularly racist
violence is on the rise in this country and
only a culturally disoriented person would
deny our pressing needs to unify. UTOPIA
afterall did not happen in some far off place
but right here on this campus.
Afrik-Am exists for us to demonstrate

our unity and cooperation with those who
came before us. Afrik-Am is a Pat on the
Back for being Black. Join Us. Meetings
are held in the New Africa House in room
315 every Tuesday at 6:00 p.m.

Greg Brent
Correspondent

On Friday, October 16, 1981, the Western
Massachusetts chapter of the Dennis Brutus Defense
Committee was formed and formally met in Amherst.
On Sunday, October 18. 1981, in Amherst, a full meeting

of the WMDBDC was held to discuss defense and support
activities.

Dennis Brutus, an exiled South African poet is presently
a visiting professor at Amherst College. For the past ten
years, Professor Brutus has rendered distinguished
service as a professor at Northwestern University in

Chicago, as a poet, writer, scholar, educator and lecturer.
Internationally known as a human right advocate and a
chief spokesperson for the anti apartheid movement,
Dennis Brutus led the Olympic Committee in 1968 through
1972 to the eventual expulsion of South Africa from par
ticipation in the Olympic Games.
Describing Dennis Brutus as one of the outstanding

African poets of the 1960's, The New Encyclopedia,
Britannica records Dennis Brutus as "a restrained and
mature poet whose chief concern is to preserve human
sensitivity in a world of brutality." His works include
Sirens, Knuckles, Boots, all produced in 1963, A Simple
Lust, written in 1972, and Stubborn Hope, in 1979 as well

as volumes of other published works, read world-wide, but
banned in-South Africa.

Recently, although he has served as a professor at
Northwestern University in Chicago in the Dept. of
English. Visiting Professor at the University of Denver,
Dept. of English, and visiting Professor at the University
of Texas in Austin, Dept. of English and African & Afro-
American Studies Research Center there, he was denied
approval to remain in the United States. Last week, he
was served with an order to appear before the Immigration
and Naturalization Service on November 10, 1981 to show
cause why he should not be deported.

Nasif Mahmoud, Esquire, an immigration lawyer with
offices at 53 W. Jackson Blvd. Chicago is representing
Professor Brutus before the Immigration and
Naturalization Service. The Dennis Brutus Defense
Committee has been co-convened by Rep. Gus Savage,
U.S. Congress, Chauncey Bailey, Director Black Press
Institute and Dr. Jan Carew, Professor at Northwestern
University. Endorsers of the DBDC include Jennifer Davis
Executive Director, American Committee on Africa in New
York. Dr. Norman Bennett, President African American
Studies and many others from the field of education,
government, human rights and community organizations.
In particular, the Congressional Black Caucus of the
United States Congress has expressed concern to the

Immigration and Naturalization service that Professor
Dennis Brutus should not be deported.

The Western Massachusetts Chapter of the Dennis
Brutus Defense Committee is seeking letters of support
from persons and organizations on his behalf and will be
circulating petitions to be presented to the Immigratk)n
and Naturahzation Service as well. Fund raising events
and activities are being organized to support the legal
defense, which may be costly.

The Western Mass chapter is organizing in Springfield,
Westfield and the Hampshire County/Five College area.

Western Massachusetts coordinator is Springfield
Attorney Arthur Serota. 31 Elm Street. Sprinrfield,
Massachusetts. Tel: (413) 732-1939.

Amherst Coordinator is Mokubung Nkomo. 49 South
Prospect Street, Amherst, Massachusetts. Tel: (413) 253-
3161 or 545 0742.

Persons or organizations interested in participating in
the Western Massachusetts DBDC should conUct the
above coordinators for further details.

LUTHER By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

READ
BLACK
AFFAIRS
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LOOK NO
FURTHER 99

Go ahead§nd ^tiop around. Compare ads. Pound
the pavement, barteraway, and then come to THE
SOUND COMPANY, Because our prices are
always the LOWEST. WE know it. And now
YOU DO TOOl

TELEVISIONS

12 inch solid state black
and white television.
Great for the kitchen or

--r- $79.91

9010
19" SdMl Ststa Color TV
Panalocfc AFT; color
pilot electronic color
control, quick -on
picture
tube. $339.91

19" Solid State Color TV.
Great quality you expect
from Quaur at the low
price you expect from
The Sound ^««^^» .^ .
Company $379.91

Clua^
25 " Solid State Console
Color Television available
in Modern,
Mediterranean
ar>d Early
American. $499.91

SONY
Ky2645RS
26" Remote Control
Trinitron Color TV.
Qne-gun 'one-lens
picture tube. Matrix
Sound System. Velo-
city Modulation
Scanning System.
Much, much more.
Buy now at this

reduced
price. $1099.91

VIOEO RECORDERS

VTC 9100A
Betacord Home Video
Cassette Recorder.
Handomely styled with
all front controls.
Records "live" with
optional camera or
from broadcast. Built-
in L.E.O. digital clock/
timer. Up to 3 hours
on a single cassette. $499.91

PV-1270
2-4-6 Hour Home Video
Cassette Recorder with
Soft-Touch Controls.
SP, LP, and SLP speed
selections. Built-in
VHF/UHF tuners with
digital clock/timer that
turns deck on and off.
Record one program
while watching another.

rCOMPLETE HOME
STEREO SYSTEMS

SCOTT C^ck/vioA^

SANYO
$599.91

4300
Seven day programmable
Home Video Cassette
Recorder with Betascan.
Features forward and
reverse picture search,
stop motion, micro
touch solenoid con-
trols, and much more.
Sanyo makes it great,
and The Sound Comp-
any makes it affordable $799.91

If your stereo budget is limited,
but you want good sound, then
you must hear this system. It
features the deep bass and great-
er clarity of the BSR 82 Power-
handlers Speakers matched with
the Garrard 630 S turntable and
the Scott 325 receiver for high
quality at an ^-^ -^ _^
.«ordable $249.91

2-4-6 Hour 14-day
Programmable Home
Video Cassette Recor-
der Features include
still framd, SP/LP/SLP
speed selections, pro-
grammable tur>er/timer
programs over a 14-day
period, slow motion,
fast play, soft touch
controls, and full

remote control.

PV-1750

$1099.91

Tbclmics
Our better system sounds so
good you will want to enjoy
the rich sound of these Technics
SBL 30 speakers matched per-
fectly with the Marantz SR
1000 AM/FM stereo receiver
and the high quality BIC 20Z
changer-turntable. Great
sound for a a<%^** ^^
great price! $379,91

harman/kardon

JVC
You'll be amazed by the superb
sound of this system, combining
the Harman Kardon 350 AM/FM
stereo receiver, the great-sound-
ing Bose 301 Direct/Reflecting
Bookshelf Speaker System
and the JVC LA-21 belt-drive
turntable with auto-return
and auto-shutoff. ^You must hear to CRQQ Ql
believe! #w99.9 I

STEREO RECBVERS-i rCASSETTE DECKS

n * nni-i j^ r f O
SCOTT 325 R
25 watts min. continuous RMS output
per channel at 8 ohms from 20 to
20,000 Hz with no more
than 0.05% total har-
monic distortion.

MARANTZ SR 1000
25 watt AM/FM Stereo
Receiver.

TECHNICS 303
40 watt AM/FM Stereo
Receiver.

SCOTT 375 R
65 watt Digital AM/FM
Stereo Receiver.

JVC RS33
40 watt "Super A" AM/FM
Stereo Receiver with
graphic equalizer.

HARMAN KARDON
45 watt AM/FM Stereo
Receiver.

AKAI R51
62 watt Digital AM/FM
Stereo Receiver.

$89.91

$139.91

$199.91

$249.91

$269.91

$284.91

$329.91

Dolby Cassette Deck.
Handsomely styled for use with any
stereo system. A multi-featured Dolby
cassette deck at a super ^^^ _
affordable price. Value CTQ Ql
of the year! W ' 9.9 I

RADIO & RECORDERS

PANASONIC 608
Metal Dolby Cassette Deck.

AKAI M3
Metal Dolby Cassette Deck.

JVC KDD2
Metal Dolby "B" ANRS
Cassette Deck.

MARANTZ 3020
2 speed Metal Dolby
Cassette Deck.

HARMAN KARDON
100M
Metal Dolby Cassette.

TECHNICS 240X
Metal Dolby DBX noise
reduction system.

$99.91

$119.91

$159.91

$199.91

$259.91

$299.91

2810

AM/FM AC/DC
portable radio.

$18.91
G.E. 4305
AM/FM Digital Clock Radio. $20
PANASONIC RQ2107
AC/Battery Cassette. $25.
PANASONIC RN 164
Microcassette recorder. $49,
SONY WALKMAN I

Pocket size cassette stereo ^
and headphones. $79.91

CAR STEREO

,91

91

91

FTC2
Mini-size
AM/FM Cass-
ette Stereo.
Locking fast forward
auto stop. $49.91

J

TELEPHONE
ANSWERING DEVICE
PANASONIC 1515
Double cassette voice actuated answer-
ir>g device with remote control with
soft touch controls. ^
Save $30.08. $179.91

ROADSTAR 2747
In dash AM/FM Cassette. $69.91
SANYO FTC6
In dash auto reverse
AM/FM cassette. $89.91
JENSEN R210
8 watt pushbutton in-dash
AM/FM cassette. $ 1 39.9

1

MARANTZ 310
In-dash pushbutton AM/FM ^
cassette. $169.91
MARANTZ 400
In-dash digital AM/FM
cassette with auto search. $299.91

STEREO CABINET
With full glass door.
Special purchase.

$69.91

AMHERST 201 N Pleasant street 256-0744
Moo

,
Tu.»,,V¥«J.11-7pm Thur .Fri. 11-8p m Sal. 10-5 30p.ni.

SPRINGFIELD Sumner Ave at the X 736-3626
Mon.,T»Mir*..Fri. tHtpjn. Tims & Wwt 10-6 pm Sat.9 30-S 30p.

CHICOPEE Fa«1ieW Man near CakJors S93-S330
Op«n Every Evtning til 9:30 p.m.

WESTFIELD WesttieW Shops near Food Man S66-1160
Op«n E»»rv Oay til 9 00 p.m. Sat. 10 til 5 30 p.m.

~;r~-

Free Layaways
Not respooMbt. for typoiraphical errors. Picture of it«m mey ,H)t b. of .»«, modrt. on .ait
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Academic Calendar Survey
Collegian 7

In order to better structure the Univer-
sity s academic calendar to student needs
the Collegian, in conjunction with thJ
Faculty Senate Space and Calendar Com-
mittee, IS sponsoring this student survey
Results of this survey will be used to for-

r

mulate the school schedule beginning with
the 1984 academic year.

Completed surveys should be dropped off
or mailed to "Calendar Survey," Collegian.
113 Campus Center. UMass, Amherst.

.'wjrSe'issj^sssrsit-**«^ -^tee:

»•— No

2.lDo)mN^ODii
No_

on to ewn mon^y far tfai qriiv aaiN«t«t

S-W<MidaAo«4wi
Y« tenMrioa rartriet jnwr abiity to retan to adiool?

Veiynw*
^^llBfiMiiV •job beeeoM of the qiriiV MiMMei

Alittle ^^ rendinffbtoT

6. Do you ftad one r
Yes . No

hqr befcre fiMh wortlMMrf

6.WaaldyoHfavorifonrM
No_

MfiBfifagrB before fimbf
Howmany

Positions available In SCERA

student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy

SCERA works on issues concerning
public higlier education and quality of

life at UMass.
Freshmen & Sophomores
are encouraged to apply

For more information call S4S-OS41
Applications available

4ZO Student Union Building
Deadline: s PM Friday October asrd

7. Would you be ^rahng to wto« after ChiirtmM to take fiMl enune?

e

«|Q RUNNER'S SHOP^S
^HALLOWEEN SALEI^J

ALL SOCCER & FOOTDALL SHOES 25% OFF! ft
CLASS 5 DOWM PARKAS 6 VESTS 50% OFF! AWEAR A HALLOWEEN MASK AND SET tO% OFFA
ANY REG PRICED SHOES AT THE RUNNERSHOPI J

(Amherst Store Only) ''
Runner Shop 159 N Pleasant St (behind Faces) W

ICECREAM^

CHECK IT OUT.

Homemade Ice Cream Empoi*.^
NORTHAMP^

Bal^Goods ' Breakfast

Peloton's Dealer-direct
Athletic Shoe Discount Program

Did you ever try to figure out the difference
between the 'hlg}) tech* shoes on the market

.today? You're right. ..there Isn't a whole lot of
difference between brands.
So why pay more for design on the side of the

shoe when you can get what's inside for abetter price.
At Peloton, our dealer-direct program will save

you up to $25.00 on our entire stocl< of shoes.

FOR EXAMPLE:
3ug. retail

Etonic Trams Am $34.95

Brooks Vantage $35.95

Brooks Varus JSl $59.00

dealer-direct
$27.00

$25.95

$41.95

100% COTTON

TURTLENECKS
in sixteen dazzling colors |

REGIS'

SAT ONLY

1 EMt Ptmaamnt St.

AmhT»t i49'€904

18 Stmf St.

Mortlimmpton S94'1019

A Store-fun <

Oowp^own Amherst /Open X)-6.
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Radicals identified

Thursday, October 22. 1ft«i
Thursday, October 22. 1981

NANUET. N.Y. (AP) - Two members of
the radical Weather Underground of the
1960s were identified yesterday as being
members of a gang accused of killing two
poUcemen and a guard in a $1.6 million
robbery from a Brink's armored car.

They were identified by authdrities as
Katherine Boudin, 38. who disappeared
after a bomb factory in New York's
Greenwich Village blew up 11 years ago.
and Judith Clark. 31. who served time for a
conviction involving disturbances in the

1969 "Days of Rage" in Chicago.
Miss Boudin. Miss Clark and two men

were seized when their getaway cars were
stopped at a roadblock that was set up after
the shootout with three Brink's guards
Tuesday afternoon, police said.

One Brink's guard was killed and two
wounded in the first shootout and two
police officers were killed and one wounded
m a second exchange of fire at the road
block. All the suspects have been charged
with murder.

vote on Globe postponed
BOSTON (AP) - The state Senate

yesterday put over to next week a vote on a
resoluUon urging The Boston Globe to
expand in Boston, rather than Billerica.

The newspaper has announced plans for a
satellite prinUng plant in BiUerica, about 20
miles north of its Boston headquarters.
Supporters of the resolution accused the
Globe of setting an 'abandon Boston"
example to others.

There was no immediate comment from
The Gk>be, said Ron Hutson. assistant
metropolitan editor.

Sen. Patricia McGovern. D - Lawrence,
whose district includes Billerica, blocked an
immediate vote by a parliamentary
maneuver. She opposed the resolution and
said she found it "amusing." She said many
communities, besides Boston, need new
industry.

Presiding during the discussion was
Senate President William M. Bulger, D-
Boston. In recent weeks, the Globe has
published stories that reported Bulger
caused the downgrading of the Boston and
Springfield housing courts to retaliate
against a judge who would not hire a friend.

c

srrph

Please recycle this Collegian J
' Illicit |«lliv^«f

BOUDINS RULE OUT QUESTIONS - Lawyer Leonard Boudin and
his wife Jean, leave Rockland County Jail in New City, N.Y. yesterday
after a meeting with their daughter Katherine, the 1960s radical who
vanished after a townhouse explosion in New York's Greenwich Village
section 11 years ago.

V 1

at u ma&s

Come celebrate after the last Home Game
of the 1981 Football Season during

HAPPY HOUR
with

STEVE SPeImAN
at the Bluewall Bar

^Join in the UMass spirit this
SATURDAY from 3:30 - 6:30 pm

*Valld ID and ABP sticker required to purchase alcohol

Tonight

FAT
2 for 1 all night

rusfy nail cy^vn^

#/'="°«*-23
Sat. Oct. 24

Matt "Guitar" MUDDY WATERS
Murphy ^ ^'^^ Catemouth Brown
and his Band Rte 47, Sunderland 665 4937

'/<

Newslines * ^""'^ ^^
Continued from page 1

r>»rr , " ' .^..•. .v^^^^^^^^ Bottle Bill reached Gov. Edward Kino^'e

Ribbons are symbol of sunnoH «ffif.«f«'^ approval ""'""^ ^"^^
C5J lllUUl Ul fc>UppOn The Bottle BOl passed the state Senate

iCollsgiand

Lavender ribbons, traditionally a symbol of ^av riirhts

The ribbons are being distributed free in the Camous

«hT!jTli^^^^^^.'^
"^^'^ ^° ^ some way for people tohow that they don't feel good about whafs going on and

lort^^K ^\^'' '^PP''*^^^^^ ^« '^ that they Ire supported by others in the community." said PSEspokesperson HiUary Robbins. a sophomJe pre IcaUon

"We stress that people can wear this despite sexual

support "for^hV'"' '^T'^^'
^^'^ "^^«" -'->' ^-^^owsupport for the man who was threatened." she said

e eZ aV':^";^'^'"
"' ^'^ P^«P'^« Gay Auiance who

The 18 members of theJ'SE have distributed about 1000nbbons .n two days from their table in the Campus Ceni^Concourse and plan to be on campus three days a week foras long as necessary, she said.

thJ!«?^'"!^ u'^K ^^^-^ ""^"y «^°"P« ^"d Peoples are
threatened by the actions of groups Uke UTOPIA.

.

"^
l^i ?.^„'f

s"®s t^'^t other groups are facing are similar."
she said. We have to band together to stop the oppression
that s happening before it goes further."

- MYLES CAVANAGH

I d. ^ & V. A Y

A
6P0NcSOPED BY ^"^^^

fPIDAY X)CT 23 9-2AM

1009 CAMPUS CENTER
^CASnBAR D^ $2AD.MI53ION

RaLLOWEEN COcSTUMf: ENCOUM.'^

"" TOO»» OMIT

nnx:ii«psiiiin>|.< ; \^\'iHiiHBiill^MM

W\IOl'^i OF THE
LOST ARK

Today at:

(6:00 (5) $1 75) 8:30

MERYL .meTmnch
STREEP lieutenants

Todava. '^ormn
R (6:00 @ $1 75) 8:30

_BUnT REYNOLDS H

PATERNITY
PCi

Today at:

(6:30 @ $175) 8:45

R

ALL THE
MARBLES

Today at:

(6:15 @ $1 75) 8 45

^nmc Minuii m»i « prnm;

llicuafchcr

iiiihcwixxilcS
Today at

IPG, 16 15 (5) $1 75) 8:30

Viifv/u Knsty
^Mjsofi Vk\»r/)frf

R Today at (6 00 @ SI 75) 8 30

— I
— -->v,v. n,c aiaic oenaie

overwhelmmgly Tuesday. The governor
has 10 days to either sign or veto the Bottle

"Sounds like an attempt by the CCC to
stop the Litter Critters big day for

RnMt ?• Jr ' .^"^ '' ^^^ ^« King's desk.
But It backfired on them. This wiU help our
cause even more " said UMass student

^ t'r ufu/
"-^^ ^'"^'' Critter from

Pittsfield to Worcester.

ROBEnr OE NIRO
ROBEWT DUVALL

Today at

R (6:15 @ $175) 8:45

WILLIAM HURT

KATHLEEN TURNER

BODY
HEAT

I Today at:

Please

recycle

this

Collegian

Scott Parr, president of the CCC, said the
Clean up Critter was used to educate young
children about the benefits of not littering.
He opposed the "perversion of an
educational tool" for partisan political use.
The CCC is also opposed to the inference
that it supports the Bottle BiU.
"We're funded by the beverage industry

representatives that oppose the Bottle
Bill," said Parr.

Douglas Phelps, Executive Director of
MASSPIRG. said that young children don't
read the newspapers enough to connect the
Bottle Bill with the Clean-up Critter.

'4? 'i' 'X' 'J? 'X'W '

aillliiiii

OURB\TIENTS
ARENTSOC

If you're faced with an unwanteti prejjnamy.
a lf)t of piact's will treat vou as if vou are sick

At Preterm, we look at you as a healthy person with a

u-k
P''"^''™ ^^^^ "i^y ^ vt-rv difficult for vou to face

Which IS why our counselors talk with vou. and support you
during the entire prwedure. An abortion is an important

decision. But it is not an illness. Call 738-6210.
The most experienced reproductive health

care center in the Northeast.

preterm

TONIGHT
TIME:

8:00 P.M.
PLACE:
163 C.C.

Sponsored by
Campus Crusade

for Christ

A licensed non-profit health ,v.re fdnlitv mz IVacc.n Street, Br.».kli lie. MA (IL'146

BREWED AND BOTTLED IN CANADA, imported by Martlet lmportir>g Co , Inc
. Great Neck, N Y
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ERA imperative
The Equal Rights Amendment (ERA)

must be ratified in three more states by
June 30, 1982 in order to become part of
the American Constitution. A constitu-
tional amendment guaranteeing equality
for women is imperative, because current
state laws protecting women are often in-
adequate and can be repealed. Equality for

Editorial

women should not be dependant on the
whims of lawmakers, the election of new
presidents, or the changing sway of
popular or religious opinion. Unless the
ERA is ratified, equality for women will
always be a promised carrot instead of
reality.

Women need the ERA because our
divorce and tax laws, the Social Security
System, insurance and pension plans and
protective labor laws are based on the out-
dated notion that men are breadwinners,
women and children dependents. Under
present laws, the minority of women who
are full-time homemakers are not con-
sidered as making any economic contribu-
tion to the supposed 'unit' of the family. If

they are divorced, separated, or widowed
their economic future is dismal.

Married women often cannot get credit in

their own name, despite recent laws to the
contrary. Single or divorced women who
meet the relevant credit criteria are often
denied due to sex discrimination. This
hampers women in starting businesses and
competing in the financial world. Women
pay higher insurance premiums than men,
widows are subject to heavy estate taxes
that men are not, women widowed before

60, will not be eligible for full Social Securi-

ty benefits until they are 65, and even with

full benefits will be living below the poverty
line. Women are paid less than men.
White women earn 59 cents for every

dollar paid to men. Black women, 54 cents,

Hispanic women, only 49 cents. Women are

concentrated in low-paying service and
clerical jobs, due to sex discrimination,

racism, and lack of training. Stereotypes in

educatioh continue to track women into the

homemaker role or service jobs, to under-
train them in math, science, technical,

agriculture, and trade-industry disciplines.

Minority women, traditionally under-
educated, are victims of the lowest wage
rate and the highest unemployment of

anyone in the United States. Even women
with a college degree, however, continue to

earn less than men with an eighth grade
education.

Here is the complete text of the ERA.

Section 1

1. Equality of rights under the law shall

not be denied or abridged by the United
States or by any State on account of sex.

Section 2
2. The Congress shall have the power to

enforce, by appropriate legislation, all pro-
visions of this article.

Section 3
3. This amendment shall take effect two

years after the date of ratification.

If the ERA is not ratified, conditions for
women will probably worsen. If the ERA is

ratified, conditions will not change over-
night, but women will finally have the legal
tool to combat the sexism and racism th^t
have traditionally and still do prevent their
economic, educational, and social equality.

The prefudlce 'withm"ii"3]
Racism, and all of those violent and malicious acts whichgo aJong with It, IS once again rearing its ugly head onto

the American scene. In Arkansas earlier this year, a black
jogger was shot by a white sniper in a passing truck. In

Ju'Ik'^k'^
black families are terrorized with vandalism,

death threats and cross-burnings. On our own campus we

form ^f UTOPIA
' '•^^"'"S^^^^ «^ blatant bigotry in thetorm of UTOPIA - a neo-conservative right-wing group

pushing causes ranging from the deportation of blacks to
the open harassment of Jews and gays.

All of the above mentioned acts have, tragically been a
fixture within our country's history. Since our inception in

thp wn'^HH TK
'^"''^'^ ^'"^"^ ^^" '""^^ P'*«J"dice nations in

„vh1 J H .r
^'"^•:^^"^^ «f civil-rights legislation in the

sixties and affirmative action guidelines in the seventies

John F. Hudson

Letters

^^Hello, Whitmore...rni sorrv
_J^can-t help vou riirht now, wpV. n^»^Mj»^>^

Victim urges caution

To the Editor:

All unsigned editorials represent the
views of the Collegian Board ofEditors.

As women on this campus and in society
today, we are taught not to hitchhike, not
to go to the library alone, and not to walk
by ourselves at night. Must we now fear
going to the bathroom by ourselves? Is it
fair at eighteen I should have to fear my
feUow classmates? I promised myself that I
would not fear men. but I wUl be con-
siderably more cautious in the future.

This past Friday night. October 16th. I

attended a floor party in a tower in South-
west. It was there that I became another
victim of the violent crimes that are
plagueing this campus.

I had gone to the party with a couple of
my friends from the dorm. Later on in the
evening they left for a few moments while I
was talking to a friend. They had felt
certain that it would be okay, since I was
with someone I knew well. A little later on I
had to go to the bathroom. However in
order to go to the bathroom I had to leave
the floor I was on and go up one floor. Being
unfamiliar with how the floor was laid out I
had to look around in order to find the
bathroom. It was at this point that I en-
countered four drunk men who were up for
a little fun. What was a relatively small
woman supposed to do when four men push
her mto their room, and decide she is going
to be their plaything for the evenine'' I
happened to have been lucky enough to
escape their ultimate intentions. The fact
that their ultimate goal was not reached
however in no way makes up for the un-
civiUzed and anti-social behavior. How I
managed to escape them I will never know.
iHe bruises, scrapes, and nightmares will
not escape me. I will fear for some time to
come.

I wrote this for two reasons. One toshow that It can happen anywhere and to
anyone, and secondly and most important
to warn university women and tell them to
oe more aware.

Heather Stentiford

Southwest

ribbon. Atlanta. El Salvador and hometown
Utopia must not only be remembered, but
prioritized tn importance. When more
people demonstrate pro-bathroom than
against white facism and lesbian and gay
hatred, then this is indeed a sad world.
Supporting an issue symbolically by

wearing buttons is still only a passive
stance. As a white person, I urge others to
recognize white skin privilege and act
responsibly by speaking out in class and
with friends. We must challenge assum-
ptions and educate one another so the
burden does not always fall on only the
injured. Utopia is here, among us. Let us do
our best to prevent this disease from
spreading.

Catherine Mehrling
Northampton

given the proper chance, students can
make a difference. If the process does in
fact, change, then changes in university
policy will follow close behind. We will take
a wait-and-see attitude. Hopefully, the ad-
ministration will be as good as its word. In
the meantime, we encourage all university
students to send Chancellor Koffler, Vice-
Chancellor Madson, et al, a nice little Hallo-
ween card (in Whitmore Administration
building) telling them just exactly how you
feel about having your dignity stripped
time and time again by people who only
know how to say "no." Ours are in the
mail.

Scott Cashman
Brian O'Connell

Campus Center Board of Governotv

have both helped to support and encourage minority in-tegration and economic gains. The past two decades also
produced a significant decline in racialTy-motivatedacts of
violence, harassment and vandalism. As a majority
"Mainstream America" deplored these acts and sup-
ported the laws which were proposed to help prevent
them. Unfortunately, this is no longer the case.

H.Ji"l[^?^''"'
J""" '^^'^' ^•^'^"c^ ^e "lany and not welldefined, though two contemporary ideasL 1^ argued

vio^n'e"'^"fh; K
^^P

'If
^" '^""^'^^ ^'^h racialviolence - the Ku Klux Klan. Recently the KKK hasdramatic^ly resurfaced as a potent force within our soc^ty^ Yet the underiying threat becomes even more evidentwhen one realizes that their membership is no loneer

Ch^^^K^^
'""'^"'" "^'^ Anglo-Saxo'n ProLSChapte^ have sprung up in such "liberal" states as New

\-\ ^^"^ '^^'^y- and Connecticut. "The Anti-Klan

^on"^^ KKK'rL'T^ '^'— ittee. estim"all^na"

Sie oistth^.^
rnembership increased by thirty percent in

til .K f ^l^"^'
^'^^ '^^'^"^' card-carrierTnumber-

wS'" ThT'^'^M
"^- The California chapter's "Grand

.^' ^^^'"^ Metzger. openly campaigned for andwon the Democratic nomination in 'the forty-Oiird Califor

ma distnct. The race for the national House seat was tight
with Metzger losing, but not before capturing an amazing
thirty-thousand votes. It is apparent that social scientists
law-enforcement officials, and the average American
citizen can no longer validly claim that racism is "a thing
ot the past. The afore-mentioned events arose from mid-
dle class American, not from radical or minority fringes.

Conservatism and its newly-found political support plays a
subtle, yet important part in racial problems. The new Ad-
ministration is now deemphasizing bussing openly sup-
porting apartheid South Africa, dismantling numerous

!L ij"'^''"^^
programs and unenthusiastically sup-

porting The Voting Rights Act of 1965. All of these ac-
tions send tacit signals to the general population and ac-
tually legitimize bigoted attitudes. Also with the onset ofbad economic times we have historically sought out
scapegoats to blame for our ills. "Welfare chislers" and
pampered minorities" become the targets at which wethrow our frustrations and angers. By depersonalizing

and categorizing people, it becomes simpler and less
agonizing to promote racial prejudice and violence.

All social problems share the attribute of complexity -
answers come neither simply nor quickly Conser^atimand Its policies can only be changed in the fudida^Tnd th^voting booth. Political weight and powerruSl2^rSenby sympathetic lawmakers if radal attitud^ ^re to& Th ' T""^ P'""^'""^ '^ '^' ^'^'^^' slump Ldif
Irp r tJ '

?u"^
economies of the sixties and seventiesare a thing of the past. Ideally, a strong economy can b^built through multi-racial cooperation and development

Ultimately racial solutions are the responsibility of the

sysirm^mn'";'^ '""'
-T"""'^^- ^^ P"^'- -^"-tlonsystem must stress racial harmony through integration

education, and a heightened emphasis on the individual asan important part of the community.
Lastly, self-examination by individuals is the starting

point from which we can begin to eradicate societal and

Sn l^'H""^".'- J^.^^^'"^"
Pi«^^ "f prejudice which lieswithm us all. which is flaunted by some and denied byothers, IS the spark which fuels the evergrowing fire of

racial and social injustice.
*> s ui

John F. Hudson is a Collegian columnist.

Pentagon trick or treating

Student rights eroding Clarifying statements

Activism, not selfishness

To the Editor:

Being a political 'activist' must en-
compass more than selfishness. WhUe the
issue of coed bathrooms pretends to reach
uito basic civU rights, it only points to the
truthfulness of the 'me' decade. When time
is taken away from precious academic and
social concerns, let us at least attempt to
point out a real injustice.

Wearing a coed button is much different
than wearuig a green, yeltow or lavender

To the Editor:

One significant development resulting
from Monday's moonlight occupation of
the Whitmore Administration Building by
students, is Vice-Chanceilor Madson's pro-

mise of more student input into university
policy decisions.

In the past, administrators have made it

a point to climb out of bed in the morning,
brush and floss their teeth, drive to Whit-
more. and proceed to ignore any sugges-
tions students offered on a given university
proposal. We saw it happen with the min[-
store. we saw it happen with spring con-
cert, and we are seeing it happen inside the
dormitories, inside the student's home
Given such a noticeable lack of student in-
volvement, Whitmore has only itself to
blame for the poor press our university is

accustomed to.

Unfortunately, we are skeptical, and
understandably .^i. after hearing Dr. Mad

-

son's noble pledge. Only two weeks ago, a
reasonable propo.sal prepared by student
government leader.s on Halloween
weekend activities for students was not
even given .serious consideration by ad-
ministrators. The proposal included a plan
to open the Blue Wall and Student Union
Ballroom, only to students with pre-paid
tickets to these events. Also, a series of
films shown in buildings across campus and
band dances in Boyden and NOPE gym-
nasiums were pr(»posed. These were 'not
demands, simply su^trestions, suggestions
that were negotiat)le. and suggestions that
were easily implemented. Instead of listen-
ing, instead of taking five minutes to con-
sider the merits of the proposal, Dr Mad-
son and the other Vice-Chancellors said
"No, this definitely will not do

"

While the rights of students" are slowly
eroding on this campus, we cannot applaud
Dr. Madson's promise of Monday nigSt If

To the Editor:

The said article of Oct. 20, 1981 incor-
rectly paraphrased two of my quotes dur-
ing the Southwest Area Government
meeting.

The correct quote is a follows:
"The group will focus on increase in

financial aid and Public Higher
Education..." Later a discussion began
concerning the family protection act and
Title IX. My response was as follows: "The
Family Protection Act would restrict the
sale of birth control devices and outlaw
abortions for women under 18.. .The Fami-
ly Protection Act is unconstitutional and
students should understand it. If the Act is

allowed to pass, we will have a group of
men deciding what is right for women."
Unfortunately, what the Collegian did

was to combine the Fanwly Protection Act
and Title IX. Briefly, Title IX is a federal
law which prohibits discrimination in

federally funded education programs. The
Family Protection Act (a chauvenistic pro-
tection act) focuses on restriction of birth
control and abortion for women under 18.

Further misconstrued was the purpose of
the lobbying efforts in Washington. The
group of students which will be going down
to Washington, D.C. are affiliated with the

organization (S.A.F.A.) Students Ad-
vocating Financial Assistance, and Pro-
fessor Grady's Political Science class: Con-
gress and the legislative process. The only

purpose of this group is to represent the

students of UMass in the struggle for in-

creases in financial aid and for Public

Higher Education. The other aforemen-
:ioned issues were only used as examples of

acts on the legislative level for educational

purposes for the members of the

Southwest Area Government.

Tnck or treat time at UMass means closing the Campus

th?^'' T""^"^ P^'^'"^' ""^ '*"'^ Nestle CrunchSnthe mouths of innocents who don't know about dying in-

£nt '?!.^r'
'""'^ "f '^^ ^"^»^ ^' ^^«at seaTon will

UnKT^h^r^'' ^^^^"" ^'^^"^ ««^^ ^^ branch ofUnited Technologies, a firm recently headed by Alexander
Haig^ delivers to the Navy the USS Ohio, first in the pro
posed set of eight Trident nuclear submarines. This is
quite a large tnck. costing the taxpayers something in ex-
cess of $2,0(K) 000,000, not counting, of course. thVcom-
piement of 24 medium range missiles. Each of these
missiles will have up to ten independently targetable
nuclear warheads capable of devastating a large city or ahardened missile site.

e j «»

The worst trick is not on the taxpayers who are forced
to cut back more and more on schooling, bridge and road
repairs housing, affordable medical care for the poor and
so on. The biggest trick is on the Russians. They now are
faced not only with the threat of a first strike by the US
but with the beginning of a credible first strike capability
on the part of the US military. The only logical (if equally
insane) response on the part of the Russians is to develop
their own counter first strike capacity to devastate
Americas offensive and ver>' threatening militar\-
machine. •

Ironic, isn't it. that Halloween which began as the
celebration of the rising of the saints has been turned into
a celebration of spooks, goblins, and ugly twisted humani-
ty. As good a day as any, one supposes, to deliver the most
monstrous, most anti-human piece of military hardware
ever devnsed in the minds of men (certainly not'of women)
So while we are planning our own trick or treat ac-

tivities for October 31. perhaps a moment or two might be
spared to drop a note or postcard to one's favorite Con-

gressperson suggesting that we get nd of the Tndent
tnck. and treat the poor to some decent housing and
medical care, decent school lunches, decent schools, and a
nttle bit of hope for a nuclear free future.

If you don't see the connection between the Trident, theM-A the B-I and the unaffordability and deteriorating
quality of your own education, it may be because the
government works very hard at concealing these connec-
tions. We all have to make sacrifices to keep American
strong. Sure thing! The billions of dollars available to
militar>' based corporations will pay for no teachers labs
seminars, computer terminals. Some treat for the cor-
porate giants. Some trick for the rest of us.

Dr F. Peter Sabey is a Campus Chaplain and Coor-
dinator of the Ecumenical Council of UMass.

f

Ruth MazzoU
Sonthweat Area Government Co-Presideqot'
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Ron Mitltr

"Any band that can't make it on a Friday night should be
shot." — Cub Koda

This weekend offers a whole variety of musical en
tertainment that should offer something for every taste.

Starting this very night, the Wall hosts The Prof-
fesionals, who are on their first U.S. tour. They feature
Steve Jones and Paul Cook, both former members of the
Kmgs of punk, The Sex Pistols. Tickets are $3.50.

UPC has added a second show for Jorma Kaukonen at 11
p.m. Alcohol will be served, but if you want to drink you
can't wear face paint or any kind of permanent mask
because they have to see your face for ID purposes.

While I'm at it, don't forget tickets are on sale for
Stanley Clark and George Duke for Nov. 6 in the F.A.C.
John Hall, who played at UMass Community Day, will

be in Rahar's tomorrow night for two shows, 7 and 10 p.m.
Unfortunately Bonnie Raitt won't be with him.

Last week I mentioned Matt Murphy was looking for a
new band. I guess he found one because he's playing at the
Nail. Friday night, for three bucks.

Master of the blues, Mr. Muddy Waters, will be in the
Nail Saturday night. If you can get to this one, it should be
more than worth your while.

The Memphis Rockabilly Band will be in the Blue WaU
Saturday night.

The Wok, of all places, has sUrted having bands in their
newly expanded lounge, and Signal will be their guests this
weekend. Hey, you can drink those wild drinks you get at
Chinese restaurants and listen to some tunes.

B. Willie Smith wiU be in the Hangar Friday night.
These guys put on a hell of a show last Senior Day.

trie Clapton has left RSO records after 14 years and
signed with Warner Bros. His first release date is

scheduled for this spring, and will be followed by a tour of
America.

A couple of members of the Rollings Stones have been
working on solo efforts. Ronnie Wood just released a new
album called, 12S4, and BiU Wyman has released a single
on A&M called "Come Back Suzzane." I haven't heid
anything about an album yet, but I would assume one isn't
far behind.

Former Genesis lead singer. Peter Gabriel, has become a
football (soccer) referee in his spare time. How much more
diversity could you ask for'.'

Lastly. David Bowie is 41 this week. Doesn't that make
you feel old.'

Burt Reynolds and Beverly D'Angelo get down to business in Paternity

Burt wants a baby
Pntfrnitii ^

n

Paternity

By ANDREW GORDON

One never knows what to expect from a Burt Reynolds
picture, since he essentially makes two types of movies- in-
ane good-ole-boy car epics like Smokey and The Bandit
and CannonftaW Run or sensitive and intelligent comedies
such as Starting Over or Semi-Tough. Fortunately
Reynolds new film. Paternity, fits into the latter
category. It is intelligently written, acted and directed
and IS very funny.

Reynolds seems to have found his niche in comedy He
hasn t made a drama since Tfw Longest Yard, in 1973 and
Delivertmce almost a decade ago. In this film he plays a
middle-aged bachelor who decides he wants a child but
does not want a wife. He then sets out to find a surro'jrate
mother to have his child. After a number of humorous
episodes, involving interviews and mistaken identity
Reynolds selects a young coronet player who doubles as a
waitress. You don't have to be a genius to figure out that
the two will fall in love, but the film allows them to do so
gradually and, hence, convincingly.
Beverly D'Angelo co-stars as the mother-to-be and does

a nice )oh. She comes off sweet and slightly innocent

D Angelo has come a long way since her screen debut less
than four years ago in The Sentinel. She is best
remembered as the rich debutante in Hair.
Paternity marks the directorial debut of comedian

David Steinberg. Steinberg handles the task admirably
with excellent pacing, framing and continuity. His con-
fidence in the material is evident and he never goes for Ihe
easy laugh. Many directors will zoom in on a joke
presumably for the benefit of slower audiences, but
Steinberg leans toward the Hal {Harold and Maude)
Ashby style of subtle humor, with as many jokes going on
in the background of scenes as the foreground.
Steinberg has put together a fantastic assemblage of

supporting players: Norman F^ell and Paul Dooley as
Reynold's fnends; Elizabeth Ashley and Lauren Hutton as
love interests, and. in the film's two funniest scenes. Mur-
phy Dunne as a singing telegram messenger, and Alfie
Wise as the friendliest cabbie in New York.
One might think Paternity a sexist film, but the in-

telligence with which it was written and directed elevates
It to a more sophisticated plane. It is one of the better
films to hu he market this fall and definitely worth see-
ing.

Paternity is currently playing at the Hampshire U
Cinemas in the. Hampshire Mall, Hadley. Rated PG.

Clay makes more than mugs

Unioi Ga'l"er^"'*
" ^"^ "Claythings/' on display at the Student

CLAYTHINGS
Student Union Gallery
Oct. 11-Oct. 23

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian Correspondent

Have you ever been curious of the
writing abilities of that English professor
who IS so critical of your term papers or the
musical talents of the music teacher who
groans every time you strike the wrong
note? Well, this week at the Student Union
(nailery, Elizabeth Richter. the woman who
mstructed you in the craft of making that
cherished coffee mug at the UMass Craft
Shop, has assembled a collection of her own
varied works in clay and it's worth check-
ing out.

The exhibit, Claythings, composed of a
variety of clay pieces including the tradi-
tional vase, several .sculpted human and
animal figures in the abstract, a .series of
scenes in clay on canvas and. lastly, a
number of intriguing mask-like wall-
hangings which, among other pieces,
reflects a uniquely African theme.

Richter. a UMass graduate in Art
History and an instructor at the craft shop
for four years, .said. "I am inspired by
African art because of its simple sym-
bolism. It is a clearcut, powerful, and strik-
ing art." Her masks, each a grotesque
parody of the human face, succeed in con-
veying some of the qualities of similar

masks used by primitive man in the acting
out of his relations with the spirit worid.

Other African elements are evident in
the large female figure appropriately titled
"Mildred." for she is a far cry from
Western standards of feminine beauty.
Broken down into the very essential com-
ponents of the female body, she echoes a
timeless quality of primitivism.

Some of the pieces ("Mildred" especially)
have a certain rough and hurried look
about them, making them appear unrefin-
ed. Yet. as Richter explains, this effect was
an intentional one. "I strived for as much
spontaneity as possible in these pieces
They were .speedily done and intentionally
rough in texture to enhance this effect."

'

Not all of the works, however, draw from
such remote sources. The clay on canvas
series, for example, is of a far more per-
sonal and tangible nature. Originally con-
ceived as sketches in clay, they were later
separated into distinct figures and placed
on canvas to give more importance to the
figures themselves. "Each canvas is in-
dicative of an especially important event or
period in my life and it is my hope that they
are easiy paralleled to points in the lives of
others. The series is. all in all. an in-
sightful and often humorous look at those
events which seem to stand out in our
memories.

Claything,'^ proves, without a doubt, that
there is much more to pottery than just cof-
fee mugs and ash trays.

Amherst eaters get a taste
of the exotic with falafel
r»__ /^A'T»tit::^t>txtt7» ir r.irtvr*w-s»-v

QoMgl^nis

By CATHERINE KETTER
Collegian Correspondent

A nutritious, inexpensive alternative
UMass dining commons food is what Steve
Sattel offers by peddling falafel. a mid-
eastern vegetarian sandwich, in front of the
Unitarian Meetinghouse on North Pleasant
street.

Satell's clientele of Amherst ethnic food
lovers enjoys a unique dining atmosphere
which includes a colorful Indian umbrella
retrieved from a Belchertown trash can,
music from Paul Simon and an open in-

vitation to hear Satell's experiences
traveling to frisbee tournaments selling
juice and falafel.

When asked the ingredients of falafel
Satell usually lands a sale by offering a free
taste and reciting, "a unique blend of chick
peas, fava beans, sesame seeds, spices and
salad stuffed in a whole wheat pocket of flat

bread topped with tahini sauce."
Satell said he enjoys selUng falafel

bex^ause I like being my own boss and
offering t,he people a healthy, inexpensive
meal that s good."

Satell also revealed his real motivation is
to meet a future wife. "I want to fall in love
with an ambitious' woman so I can get
niarried at 30 and raise a kid. That's what
1 m here for, to meet a woman."

Originally from Philadelphia, SateU
began seUing falafel as a teenager. An
entrepreneur spirit has driven him and his
cart to Chicago, Rochester and now
Amherst. Living in Northampton. SateU
said he enjoys this area because there is a
variety of mountains, cultural attractions
and falafel lovers. After working everyday
from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Satell attends classes
through the UMass Division of Continuing
Education where he takes subjects such as
writing, acupuncture and history.e>' **^"h'u"^<-uic aiiu iiujiory,

Grad Senate dissatisfied
with poor treatment of TA's
By BRIAN J. FITZMAURICE
Collegian Correspondent

Members of the University of
Massachusetts Graduate Student Senate
said Tuesday they are dissatisfied with
what they called "abusive" treatment of
teaching assistants by the university ad-
ministration.

Senate President Jack Dehnond called
the TAs "scape goats" of state budget cuts,
and claimed many are working in full-time
positions with only two-thirds or half-time
pay and status.

Senator Phil Cox, who serves on a special
committee to investigate these problems
said. "As it stands now in some cases TAs

i^ ERA

are not being notified untU a week before
classes begin that they have been hired. It's
awful hard to make up a class plan in a
couple of days. Unionization would give the
TAs a voice to at least demand figures
regardmg employment possibUities and
department guarantees."
Evelyne Woestelandt, another member

of the special committee pointed out the
case of the rhetoric department which could
not provide required rhetoric classes for
more than 700 incoming freshmen, and yet
hired eight less TAs this year.

In other action, the senate debated a
proposed Campus Center fee increase, and
endorsed the UMass Board of Governors'
proposal to charge students for only ser-
vices which directly relate to them.

('ontmiwdfrom page 1

silies and colleges. DeBare and Anthonyson
said they are exhilarated by their 24-hour
workdays, and are very optimistic about
ratification of the ERA. DeBare also said.
"No one we meet today says women don't
need equal rights. They may say we don't
need an amendment." as does President
Ronald Reagan. He said in a letter to NOW
after his election that he supports statute-

by statute, case-by-.case elimination of
discrimination on the basis of sex. DeBare
said.

"Four hundred years is how long it will
take to get that done." she said.

"Reagan is saying he doesn't want the
responsibility of equal rights for women. He
wants the burden on the individual woman
to prove she is being discriminated
against." said DeBare.

Pat Metheny & Lyie Mays

K-:^

\\

DARSELOTTI'S
THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

Downtown Amherst

$1.00 off on any name Pitcher of Beer
with this coupon

DON'T FORGET OUR ALL NEW FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR
MORE FOOD THAN EVER

I

HALLOWEEN
HEADQUARTEIIS
Professional Theatrical Make-up
Great Rubber Masks! from 9.95

water soluble clown kits in 2 sizes
. . . one kit does many people!

clown noses, bold pates, beards
scars & warts, crow's feet,
witch's nose & chin sets,

grease crayons, tooth black-out,
spirit gums & odhesives . .

.

COLLEGE
D^UG
9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun. _^,^^^_
4 MAIN STREET AIVIHERST Phone 253-2523

'.JS

As Falls Wichita
So Falls Wichita Falls

PAT MFTHFNY 4 LYIE MAYS

As F,ills Wichita
So Fall}. Wichita Falls

Pat Metheny, electric and accousfic
SIX and twelve string guitars, bass
LyIe Mays, piano, synttiesizer.

organ, autoharp

Wifti Nana Vasconcetos. benmbau,
percussion, drums, vocals

On ECM Records & Tapes
Manufactured & distnbuted by

Warner Bros Records Inc

The Yellowjackets album ranks as one of the
finest, most radio-accessible jazz-rock offerings
of the year. Cut reaction to The Yellowjackets par-
allels the power of the Crusaders (the good ol
Crusaders with Larry Carlton, etc.). Featured musi-
cians include Russell Ferrante on keyboards Rob-
ben Ford on guitar, A digital recording produced
by Tommy LiPuma, Yellowjackets floats like a but-
terfly, stings like a bee and sounds like a hornets
nest of honey-dipped jazz, rock. An extremely
fine record. ^ -i

FRED MOORE
July 6, 1981

AS YOU LIKE IT
by WiUJAM SlfAliESptARE

DiRccTtd by WaIter Bouql*TON

Oct. 2 J, 24,25,29, JO, Jl

8.00 P.M.

KiRby McivioRiAl TIieater

AmJierst ColUqE
AdivfissioN: $2.50

Senjor CirizENs f 1.50
Box OfficE Hours: 10 A.m.

For reservations: >42-2?77
p.iH.

.ncHx^^^^ffi?
I Strut

FRIDAY NIGHT

tCMl 1 190

"A winning mix of electronic innovation
and lyricism."

The New York Times
L^Si^

i\^'

on Warner Bros. Records & Tapes

On sale at Union Records

TWO^gREET

Returns
9-1

2.00 cover

I.» Hasl I*leai^anl St.
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE

CROSSWORD

by M. Joyce

i

to

SI 5tT

Edited by

ACROSS
1 City on Formosa

Strait

5 Conspirator

against Caesar
10 Section of glass
14 Unfrequented
15 Extemporize
16 Give vent to

17 Acireat deal
18 Hyde Park feature
20 Anglo Saxon

letter

21 Byron poem
22 In toto

23 Historical period
26 Lake in Sweden
27 Surveyor

29 Addlepate
31 Dispatcfi boat
32 Impiessive

36 Serv cewoman of

WWII
37 Tan.alize

39 Govt, youth
admin

40 Contemptible
43 Metric measuri>
45 Famous stage

name
46 Imperious
48 Blancfi. in

cookery

51 Bunting cloth

Margaret Karrar and
l«tl I OS *(<<» I tmn >>a«ici

53 Indian drum
55 Stout and porter
56 Part of the

Mcrsecode
59 Tpne advantage

of

61 The Elephant Boy
62 Harvest time
63 Showdindain
64 City on the Oka
65 Provender
66 Early invader of

England
67 Hebrides Island

DOWN
1 River in Germany
2 State of mine
3 In a risky

situation

4 Certainly

5 Small beach
house

6 Only English

pope-

7 David's weaporT
8 Ruy Diaz de Bivar

9 Proficient

10 Coach's speech
11 In full force

12 Chilean export
13 Upper regions of

space
19 Final stanza

Trude Jaffe

21 Scenic lake in

Italy

24 Legal matters

25 Tritons

27 Binding customs
28 Muscovite
30 Mine output

32 Yield under

pressure

33 Uninformed
34 Russian negative
35 Steel center near

Chicago
37 Pewter ingredient

38 Grafted Her
41 Everything

counted
42 Praise

43 Spanish mans
name

44 Auto part Abbr
46 Glorioles

47 Ancient sun god
48 Inflexible

49 Silky tufts Bot
50 Abundant
52 Feeble light

54 Netting

57 Comply vxilh

orders

58 Western marsh
plant

60 Spanish article

61 Mayday signal

H
6 a.m. - 10 a.m.

Til the End of the Day
Darryl & Mark
(British Oldies)

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Latin Music & News

Concepto Latino

2 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Pan Afrique
Kari Njiiri

(reggae, jazz, & more)

5:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Newswatch

6 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Focus
Ken Mosakowski

7 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Women's Music & News
Women's Media Project

10 p.m. -2 a.m.
Black Contemporary Music

BMCP

2 a.m. - 6 a.m.
Music for Ovemighters

BMCP
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MASH
DONALD SUTHERLAND

ELLIOT GOULD
FRIDAY. OCT. 23

ENGIN. EAST AUD.
7, 9. 11 PM

I m/^

\S

We can guide you
safely through

the =
aper bungle.

When you're tangled In the thickets

of the Paper Jungle this semester,
call on WORDPRO.

We can help you conquer the Paper
Jungle through typing, word
processing, and phototypesettmg
services to fit your needs and budget
- with professional results that will

turn any project into a trophy you can
be proud of.

aNyVtJ^^.''^

uK>r< 295o.Pteo/Qnt5t.

8mher/t 256-67361
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Plumbleys ^^
ofT the common*^

Celebrates Octoberfe^
Thursday, October 22

Wurzburger Night

$1.25 a bottle all night

T-shirts and other prizes

Steve Spellman In the Pub

HALLOWEEN
SUPPLIES

Chech
our
LOW
prices

We corry everything you

need to scare up the best

costume around.

SPOOKTACULAR
SELECTIONS

Thcotricol mokeup, colored hairsproy, colored porty
wigs, witches hots and costumes. Viking hots, top
hots, derbys, long hoir wigs, greose points, mus-
toches, beords, noses, feet, bonds with worts, liquid

lotex, stronge specs, spirit gum, stoge blood, fongs,
teeth, stoge worts, heodpieces, witches brooms ond o
voriety of speciolty items. Also children's costumes.

MOROSE
MASQUERADES

We corry oil types of mosks, full heods, V4 masks,
eye masks. All your favorites plus new this year:
MISS PIGGY, PINK PANTHER, RABBIT, REAGAN,
CARTER and NIXON MASKS.

NEW ADDITIONS NOVELTY CAPS
Assorted colors with wings, feelers,
horns, ontlers, cot eors, lightning bolt,'

pi9/ ^sh, unicorn & more.

Open Daily & Soturdoy 9 to 5 : 1

5

Thurs. & Fri. Nites Oct. 22, 23, 29 & 30 'til 9

JtS state St.Northampton,

In case of attack,
start your engines
BOSTON (AP) - If nuclear attack is imminent, the

government's answer is "Hubbub" - a half-miJlion-car
exodus carrying Bostonians out of town while the governor
hunkers m a bunker beneath a parking lot in suburban
Framingham.
The plan, ridiculed by some as unworkable, is intended

to relocate people in the countryside away from such likely
targets as cities, industry and military bases.

The plan will succeed, proponents say, as long as the
government gets a few days' warning that attack looks
mevitable.

Everybody wiJl be assigned a destination. The people
who live m Boston's North End neighborhood, for instance
are supposed to get into their cars and drive to
Skowhegan, Maine. Cambridge residents are instructed to
go to Greenfield in western Massachusetts.

The governor and his staff would oversee the exodus
from their underground control room in Framingham.

Authorities estimate that relocation would limit
casualties to 10-20 percent of the population, instead of the
50 60 percent who would otherwise die.

"That's stiU an incredible catastrophe, more horrible
than anything we've faced." said Douglas Forbes, the
states CivU Defense planning director. "But we could
survive, and we could recover. Of course. Ufe wouldn't be
as we know it now. with a car in the garage."

But even though people might survive the immediate
blast. Dr Jennifer Link of Physicians for Social
Responsibihty questions what kind of life these people
would bve. *^ *^

"Those additional survivors are going to be in a marginal
state of existence, she says. "They may well die within a
year from radiation sickness. Death from radiation
sickness may be matched by death by famine and disease."

The plan, nicknamed Hubbub would relocate residents of
202 Massachusetts communities. In addition, people from
Connecticut and Rhode Island would also head for rural
Massachusetts towns or cross the state into northern New
England.

In all. officials say, Massachusetts would see propor-
tionately more movement than any other state.
Some of the planned destinations for all these people are

less than enthusiastic about the idea.

Selectmen in Shelburne. Buckland and Bernardston all
small towns in western Massachusetts, told the state that
they wUl refuse to put up 22.200 evacuees in their towns.

In Greenfield, which would get 158.400 people. Civil
Defense Director Donald Vetterling said he doubts his
town could take care of the influx.

"Our sewage system couldn't handle them." he said. "We
wouldn't have enough food and water. We're just too
darned small to handle them."

THUR/DflV

Tonighdr-ZpeclQl

85 PROOF
PEPPERMINT
SCHNAPPS
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
!C2Uggi2ai7

Cofcgian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline
Cash m advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount

is 3:45 two days prior to publication day
Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY~NEEDED?

Rack-A-DIsc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7 1

3

AHR'S - TAS - GRAD STUDENTS
Campus work 15 hours per week $5.00
per hour, send name, tele no, address to-
Unaitis, 206 High, Greenfield MA

ATTENTION

Co-ed T-Shirts on sale in Campus Center
on Thursday and Friday. Ask for Steve or
Lisa

AUDIO

STUDENTS! High Quality Burhoe
Acoustics Loudspeakers at FACTORY
OUTLET PRICES! Direct Factory Hotline
allows me to sell at unbelievably low prices.
For more information and demonstration
call PETER BURHOE 546-7127

One pair Boston Acoustics
Loudspeakers can be used with amplifiers
rated at 15-100 watts per chanel. 3 months
old paid 250 BO 546-704

Technics SA101 Receiver BIC920 Turn-
table ADC cartridge excellent cond
549-0738

Found stray cat calico/tabby very affec-SSS ^°°' '°"^ ^'^-« ^«'p -"

°"f
pair goid~wire rim prescription

^-VggjggggLjyjlljJigtedjenses call 6-4781
T-square in front of Peter Pan ticket office
"TJown. Call 253-7258

L^^l^^^i^^^^Tbkir^^

GAY^ENTERTAINMENT

LMbJ^^W^TH^ii^een Clebration Frl-day Oct 23 9 PM - 2 AM 1009 Campus
Center. Cash bar DJ $2 admission. Hallo-ween costumes encouraged Sponsored by

HELP WANTED^

AUTO FOR SALE

69 Corona 350 323-6576 even

68 Chevy SS-396. 4-speed, radials, new
Diehard, clutch, exc mech cond. $1250 or
BO 665-3905

70 AMC Rebel. SST- no rust, new interior,

new tires, battery, etc. Need money fast
700 or BO call Marc 546-5645

Kitcheri help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round
Europe S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All
fields.

f500
- $1200 monthly. Sightseeing.

n?»r^°-^yy"^® '-^^ ^O'^ 52-'V!A-l Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Financial Manager - responsible for book-
keeping/accounting, including billing
payroll, accounts receivable, etc 15-25
hrs/week $4/hr apply Student Note Ser-
vice 401 S.U.B. applications due 10/23 4pm
Positions available workstudy Apply in
person at The UMass Recycling Office 306
Student Union Buildinn

INSTRUCTION

CLINT AND MR. BILL
HZ

Together at last! Clint Eastwood and Mr
Bill - Magnum Force plus The Mr Bill Show
Thursday night at the CCA - 6:00, 8:30
11:00 - only $1

Guitar Lessons Student discount • begin-
ner programs • flexible scheduling • Brian •
546-6684

"

E FOR ERIKA

So you got stuck
with three tickets
for a slow ride in

Belchertown

LEASE WANTED
Want to lease or sublet house or apt for
spring semester 546-5389, 546-6346
546-5402

LOST

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Televisions, Tape
Decks, Stereos & Car Stereos. Sound in

Motion 266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst
behind Silverscape Designs 253-9341

FLOWERS, FLOWERS, FLOWERS

Oh how beautiful the flowers, oh how
romantic, how truly magical they can
become. . . Love someone, deliver in person
a gift of mystic magic, from a truly secret
admirer, XXOO. Any questions on ar-

rangements ask Laura or Susan, they're
wonderful to deal with!

FOR RENT

Single room office near campus $150 in-
cluding utilities D.H. Jones Real Estate
549-3700

One bedroom apt available immediately,
walking distance to campus 253-3877 or
256-0769

On 1st Oct between Morrill and Boyden
knitted blue hat great sentimental value rina
546-4683 ^

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

Lost grey flannel shirt in Thompson 104
10-19-81 Please return to Bob 6-1001 no
ques asked

Friday clear framed glasses with red rims
please call Barb 665-7941

Mens gold wirerimmed glasses in black
case If found please call John anytime at
549-6646 Thanks

Calculator and charger Mon night in
Grad Tower 204 please call Paul 253-2192
Green Cordoroy Blazer on Oct 15 in
Marston 21 or vicinity a ny clue? Please call

Kim 549-1414

FOR SALE

5.-,^.,yy
E"'»''9«»' $40 good condition

367-2413

14K Gold Opal Ring size 5V4 $90.00 or BO
call 546-8012

Over 40 sq ft light woodgrain quarter-inch
panelling very reasonable! 256-0558 even-
ings

Honda 70cc excellent condition 3300
miles. $235 or best offer call Scott 256-0652
or 549-04^

10 speed bike $70 call 549 fi<y«

Bell Helmet with brown knit hat as insert

& gloves Lost between Mental Health Ser-
vices and Baker Dorm Randy 6-6030

MASSAGE THERAPY

Strictly theraputic soothing Swedish
massage Ellen O'Rourke MsT 256-8320

OREGONIANS

FOUND
36 mm Rim Oct. 8, 1981 pick up at UVC
room 216

Ducks & Beavers
Be smart, stay the year.

If you liked fall just wait until winter is here
Boston is a day trip.

Manhattan is only 2 Vi hours away
if you leave at midnight and the train leaves

N'ton for Matt at 2:40

$250 PER MONTH
New company seeks personnel on cam
pus $1500 per month and car potential next
summer tele 1 773-3175

PERSONALS
Interested in a business career?? SBA
CAREER DAY - Thursday, November 5.
Luncheon tickets now on sale in SBA lobby
$6.00 Buy early - tickets limited!

SBA Day. . .Coming Soon!
Hey Shrommie! Happy Belated 21!

WANT TO HOST A TELEVISION SHOW
FOR WCVB CH 5 IN BOSTON? AUDI-
TIONS FRIDAY OCT 24 FOR INFO CALL
549-4919

Kathy B. I love you!

Happy 21 Birthday Dith, Hugs and
Smacks 11 9E

Timy says Happy Birthday

Sharon - Just want you to know I'm think-
ing of you - DSE
A very Happy Birthday to my Sleep-
ingbag Love your Black Jellybean

Leech! S.U.P7 Hope so. Happy B-day
i-ove^you Charlie, Madge
Sue Caples- - -congratulations! We're very
proud of you! Love, all of your sisters at
IGU

Share Drafts Are Here!
Beginning October 19th students can

open a Credit Union Checking Account
at the UMass Student Federal Credit

Union. Stop in and ask for details now
Jimmy Cliff Fans "Harder They Come"
movie This Friday 7, 9, 11 Mahar Aud
Help support University Chorale's sing-
ing tour in Russia. Look for us Monday
night 10/26 in you r dorm
Smoke Jamaican - Jimmy Cliff "Harder
They Come" Friday 7, 9, 11 Mahar
Undergraduate Business Club
Members: SBA student/faculty wine-n-
cheese social, Thursday October 22, 4-6
p.m. in the faculty lounge SBA 3rd floor

Helen - How are you doing now? Please
call and let me know. Jack (remember in
Campus Center) keep trying 625-6642

Foilage, Thanks for a great weekend. Love
you. Kitten

Happy B-day Lin - next year we'll
celebrate in Cal. Love Weisswoman
Lindy, Although only a year, the friendshTp
is forever and the feeling is always growing
stronger, love ya. Boo
Hey cute one - B.C. and I love you
Ann G. My cold is gone, my rug is dirty and
I need another hug. Brunch at Plumbley's^
Jeff

^

DOUBLE DEUCE BUS
Happy Birthday to the star of four's com
pany. Danny, have a great day! We love
you, 82!!

PIONEER

For Sale Pioneer 3-way centrex stereo
system. Excellent condition. $175 or best
offer 546-9574

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Albany area on 10/23 or
10/24 call Kris 6-5221

Hyannis, 6:00 steamship Friday Noveml>er
13 will share expenses Terry 546-8437

Ride needed to Westchester County NY
Oct 23 Tara or Genny 549-1446

RIDERS WANTED
Ride to SMU £r area weekends depen
dable call Mike 527-4624 or 527-9554

ROOMMATE WANTED
Person to share a townhouse in Squire
Village 2 bdrm 355/mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665-7544 keep

trying can
Michael

leave message at 549 6526

Rolling Green Apt male female wanted to
share 2 bdrm twnhse immediate occupancy
lease can be taken over call Joey 256 8059

Female apartmentmate for 2 bdrm apt.
must be clean, considerate, responsible,
and quiet please call 253-3378 after 5

Female roommate wanted: Brittany
Manor, $95 mo call Betty 253-9628 after 7
pm
Responsible roommate own rm in three
bdrm Puffton apt, $130, incl. heat, call 5 to
7 evenings 549-5877

Roommate wanted immediately: 1

honest male to share br in apt $90 incl heat
call Rick 253-9579

TRAVEL

Last Chance to Get-A-Way Montreal Nov
6, 7, 8 just $79.00 Enjoy the sites and have a
good time also have a chance at a free trip
to Daytona Beach Spring Break call Lisa
665-2578 7 to 9 pm

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Free-lance TYPING and resume writing.
Top skills, reasonable rates. Amherst
549-0518

Typing Royal SESOOOC
665-7731 after 5:00

self correcting

Moving - Hauling, fall clean-up etc. at
your convenience. REASONABLE &
DEPENDABLE call Paul 549-6377

Need a hair cut? Call Pila for the full treat-

ment 206 Cashin 546-5956

Amherst Writers Inc - Professional help
for your writing problems. Walker Rumble
253-7329 Pat Schneider 253-7764

SORORITY RUSH
IGU Open Informal Rush Come see what
we're all about from Mon 26 to Thurs 29 If

interested call 256-6874 ask for Patti or
Carley

STEREO SYSTEM
Technics SU7600, 41 watt amp. Technics
ST7300 tuner, Sony PS T25 Direct Drive
turntable, Altec Lansing 3 speakers, the en-
tire system only $450. You must see it

USED AUTO PARTS
Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584-2832

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2
Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

Communist of the opposite sex, for fun
and good times Contact Tim at 549-6248

WHEN'S HALLOWEEN?
Due to circumstances beyond our con-
trol, Halloween will be held on Oct 23 this
year. The Southwest Masquerade Party will
be held on Fri nite from 9-1 in Hampden
Student Center. Tickets are $1 in advance
and $1.50 at the door. They are available
through Southwest Gov't reps or in theSWAG Office in Hampden. Help Haunt
Hampden!

kiverbcn<

(lardens
FLORIST H

"That Little Something Extra'

VJO Main Street ( Thornes Marketplace)

Northampton, MA 01060

584 5287

Bring this coupon back to our shop! K ' l\G1tt^1TthPV
It entitles you to m I -»«'^^^«'«>t#f'VC^# • • ,

%r> Complete Floral Services

® FLORAFAX
Watch for Monthly

Plant Specials

S^

OFF
ox ANY PI RCHASE
OF 815 OR MORE

wire service

(Limited to one coupon per purchase)

Offer not applKable to charge or wire orders.

ij Redeem Your Coupon Soon! C
'*-' rrr\ Offer expires December 31 /—\ ^

When patronizing
our advertisers,

make sure to tell them
that you saw
their ads
in the Collegian.
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Ask about our
party discounts!

When the sun sinks.
spirits rise;

As the crowd starts
bopping,

Domino's Pizza starts
hopping.

You've got folks to feed?
We'll fill the need,
hustling in delivery,
fast and free.

So when the gang swings
'til two,

We'll bring pizzas to you I

Fast, free delivery
Rt. #9 Russell St.

Telephone: 256-8911

Hours: 4:30 - 2:00
7 days a week

Our dhvers carry less
than $10.00.
Limited delivery area
©1981 Domino's Pizia. Inc

The Wedding Dance in the Open Air
Pieter Bruegel 1566

Freshmen

"An Alternative To Army/Air Force ROTC"
MARINE CORPS PLC PROGRAM

Juniors

General Requirements:

Training During School Year:
ABSOLUTELY NONE!!

I
All training takes place during one or two

summers. All costs are covered by the Marine Corps. You will be
paid approximately $160.00 per week at summer camp
Programs Available:
We can guarantee you one of three available programs:

Ground Pilot Law
Occupational Fields:
Pilots, Law, Combat Arms (Artillery, Infantry, etc.). Computer

many oTers''
'''"' ''"^"^^/^ccountlng. Communications and

Financial Aid:
You can apply to receive financial assistance of $100.00 per month

a^ioTai^of r2m(j)"^T::"pr
^ '" ^^^^^ ^^^^^'"^ ^^^^'^"' ^^^ -

Free Flying Lessons:
If you qualify for our aviation option, you can take up to 25 hours offree flymg lessons during your senior year.
Commissioning:
Upon successful completion of the summer training sessions and
graduation from college, you will be commissioned as a 2nd Lieute-
nant in the U.S. Marine Corps. You begin an excercise in leadership
and responsibility unmatched by any other civilian or military
organization.

Sophomores
(1) Minimum of 2.3 GPA or 1000 SAT
(2) Good Physical and Medical Condition
(3) No Marijuana or other drug usage
(4) No involvement with civil authorities
(5) Motivated to accept responsibility

Active Duty Requirements:
Groind Officer: Three years
Pilots: Four years after you have completed flight school

Starting Annual Salary for 2ndLT:
(effective 1 Oct 80)

Freshmen
Sopomores
Juniors

Freshmen
Sopomores
Juniors

GROUND OFFICER
$18,600

$18,600

$16,100

PILOT
$20,800

$20,800

$17,900

only USMC can
offer without
a commitment

After 24 Months - promotion to 1st LT
Ground Officer $23,200 Pilot $25,600

THIS PROGRAM IS EXCLUSIVE
TO THE U.S. MARINE CORPS ONLY!!

Interested? Questions?
Then see the Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer on campus or call COLLECT

the Officer Selection Team in Hartford, CT at (203) 244-2168/2169

Thursday, October 22 1981

£Qll£gmxi9

COLLEGIANAIRES
There will be a seminar tonight inCampus Center 902 at 7:30 on Headline

writing. The seminar, conducted by jour-
nalism Prof. Larry Pinkham, will help
prepare you for paid copy and slot editing
positions at the Collegian and will help
extend your marketable skills in the field
of journalism. Any questions call Rich
Nagle at 545-3500.

tK:i-y.-/.
•X.K'f-.:'.

PLENTY OF COMPANY — Maine's auartArh«^L.r „ u • ... •^^">""f*"p'^'»'»ri>mB,.,.,.or,

I

* On Thursday, October 22, 1981
*

Chief Maia

and Lt. Jankowski
of the Amherst Police Department

will be in the BLUEWALL from
1:00 pm to 3:00 pm

in order to approve proper applications

for the

Massachusetts Liquor

Indentification Card.

Save yourself a trip into town and
have your application approved at the

*

table *

right inside the BLUEWALL entrance
on THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22nd.

i

t
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At 1

Eastern States
Fairgrounds
Better Living
Center
W. Springfield, MA
Oct 23, 24 & 25
Oktoberfest foods & snacks
Beer Garden
Live entertainment
Fri evening & Sat afternoon:
Diamonds in the Rough
Sat evening:

Hartford Bavarian Band
Sun afternoon:

John Jeski Orchestra
Free Parking
Admission $2.50 at the door

Hours:
Fri 23rd 6:00 PM - midnight
Sat 24th noon - midnight
Sun 25th noon - 8:00 PM

Little Flags Theatre

'BOSTON REMEMBERS" OCT. 25

A history of working people dur-

ing two of the most rollicking,

turbulent years of this city's life,

. 1886 and 1919.

'WINDFALL" OCT 26

"Windfafl" dramatizes the alarm-
ing problem of nuclear waste and
poison chemicals polluting our
environment.

18 Main St.

LIQUORS
Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Spoiisois:

Commuter Collactiva

SImil 111 (r<ivi'riimi'n> I nor

(ii>l''rrifl\ l'-,tt"iim (oumil

\iii\y 'h, If/v /ini{ Humnntlif

Ir'llltllilh \,!,,i,,

I ahin i.rfiln Sliidftil (. iiiiiii

Both plays in Student Union Ballroom

8pm $2 admission

HAPPY HOUR PRICES ALL WEEK
Dudweiser 1201 cons d.99 .0$.

Dusch i 2 ox. con. 2.00/..X 7.99/C05.
Old Milwaukee 12 01. con. ,..0.29/i2pock
Molsons 2.99/,ix
Vodka or Gin .5.25/ii..,

Donelli Lambrusco \ .99/750 mi
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keep perfect recoid
(Mass downs Westfd St.

Shea gets fifth shutout
By NANCY PARKS
Collegian Staff

WESTFIELD - Scoring within the first

:34 of the game, the new number one
nationally ranked women's field hockey
team started with a bang to blow Westfield
State out of the game Tuesday night, 4-0.

Playing under the lights at Westfield
State College, the University of
Massachusetts women showed no mercy as
freshmen Pam Morale scored the first tally
of the game from the top of the circle off an
assist from UM centerforward Judy
Strong.

Not satisfied with only one goal. Morale
came back again within two minutes and
scored again off a pass from midfielder Sue
Caples.

The Minutewomen hustled and staying in

the Westfield end to keep the ball under
control and give WSC only one shot off
Minutewoman goalie Patty Shea in the first

half.

The UMass "D" handled the Division U
team very well, letting them get the ball
within the UMass shooting circle just three
times in the first half.

Massachusetts defenders Carol
i*rogulske and Sandy Kobel marked their
opponents well, keeping the Westfield
offense off the ball with expertly executed
give-and-goes.

The other scorer for the UMass side was

Olympiad Judy Strong with two goals on
the game. The centerfielder's first goal
come late in the first half with only two
seconds left on the board. Strong came
upfield unassisted and blasted the ball in
the far corner of the net past Westfield
goalie Cheryl Cody.

Morale and Strong play well on turf.
Because of their speed, they are better able
to keep up with the ball than when playing
on regular turf where they have a ten-
dencey to outrun the ball.

And as head coach Pam Hixon would say,
"It's a plus for us."

The second half opened up with the UM
stickers immediately taking control of the
ball and quickly bringing it to the Westfield
end.

Kathy O'Neil. a UMass graduate and the
head coach for the Westfield women, was
cringing on the sideline as her players
continually got pushed back and put on the
defensive.

The UMass women allowed no shots on
goal in the second half; the Westfield
women let up five shots on net.

Strong's second goal came fairly early in
the half with only seven minutes gone. Sue
Packard passed from outside the circle to
Strong who netted the point.
The Minutewomen. still undefeated at 11-

1, will try to keep their streak alive
today, as they host Harvard University at 3
p.m. on the upper NOPE field.

UCoiin edges kickers , 3-1
By CARL KOTTIS
Collegian Correspondent

STORRS, Conn. — Despite a gutsy performance, the
University of Massachusetts men's soccer team was
unable to defeat a strong University of Connecticut con-
tingent, a team recently ranked number one in the nation.

Tuesday, the UMass kickers fell 3-1 to the Huskies at
Storrs.

Massachusetts, now 2-8-1, played the fourth-ranked in
the natipn UConn to a standstill for most of the game'.
Connecticut got on the board first when Bill Marone, son
of UConn head coach Joe Marone, scored his first of two
goals at the game's five minute mark.
UMass came right back when UM fullback Dave Harr

ington connected for his first goal of the year at the
26-minute mark of the first half. The score remained tied
until 12 minutes were left in the game.

UConn then took advantage of a controversial penalty
called on UMass and scored the eventual game-winning
goal.

"It was a call that could have went either way " UM
head coach Russ Kidd said. "The fact that we were plav-mg in front of 1,500 diehard Huskie fans didn't exactly
help our cause." ^

The goal, off a UConn indirect penalty kick, apparently
was the key blow to the Minutemen's chances of upsetting
the Huskies as UConn's Marone tallied his second of the
contest two minutes later to close out the game's scoring
Despite this final, luckless score for UMass, Kidd prais-

ed his team and its play.

"Our defense played one of the best games I've seen
them play all season," Kidd said. "They held UConit's two
potential All-Americans (Pedro DeBritto and Elvis C«m-
rie) to just one assist between them."

The Minutemen will be back on the road today wften
they travel to Durham, N.H. to take on the University pf
New Hampshire in a rain makeup game. It should be an
even battle since UNH sports a similar season nMck"^
O* I" 1 . . _

TWO-GOA I ^CnnVn it** *• • , .
^""•»»'' ?••»«• »y B^i M«r«Jen

oiijL • • Jr r**
UW«88 sticker Judy Stronir (rieht whit*^

Netwomen split,

play NE's Sat.
The record of the University of Mas.sachusetts women's

tennis team is now 7-3 after beating Tufts University Mon-
day and losing to Brown University Tuesday.
Coach John Beal said some of his players did not take

the Tufts match as seriously as they should have, although
UMass won 6-3.

"Obviously the wind was a significant factor, and I think
people may have taken it too lightly," Beal said.
The women won three singles and swept the doubles

matches. Numbers one, two and five, Barbara Mills,
Elizabeth Sullivan, and Karen Oriowski won easily. Mills
beat Tufts' Laura Weissman 6-3, 7-5.

In the doubles, Carolyn Tarbell and Sally Fryberger won
6-2, 3-6, 6-2, and Helen Najarian and Didi Courtright won
6-1, 6-3. Stacy Cohen and Amy Epstein also won.
Tuesday, the women were shut out by a strong Brown

team 9-0. The best match was played by Patricia Sullivan
who lost in three sets.

The women also beat the University of Connecticut last
week 6-3, keeping their rivalry alive. Massachusetts now
looks to the New England Tournament which will be held
this weekend at four sites, Amherst, Smith, Mount
Holyoke and Hampshire colleges.

Yankees 'goose' LA

in ?^rnU^- ga^e'"'
"""""' '''''" ""'^^ '*«^ "' ^"""^'^ ^^^'^ ^Tui;;

NEW YORK (AP) - Tommy John
capped a year of tribulation with seven
innings of three-hit pitching and Rich
Gossage apphed his relief magic for the
second straight night as the New York
Yankees defeated the Los Angeles Dodgers
3 Wednesday night and took a two-game
lead in the 1981 World Series.
Larry Milbourne atoned for an earlier

error by driving in the Yankees' first run
with a double in the fifth inning. Bob
Watson, who hit a three-run homer in the
first game, and WiHie Randolph accounted
for the other two Yankee runs in the eighth.
John limited the Dodgers to three

singles, two by Steve Garvey, before
leaving for a pinch hitter in the seventh
inning. He pitched flawlessly for four in
nings, retiring the first 12 men he faced.
For seven innings. John, who had his left

elbow surgically reconstructed in 1974,
puzzled the Dodgers with his three-quarter
speed sinker ball. He threw just 77 pitches,
51 for strikes, and recorded 13 outs on

ground balls. When John left, Gossage took
over with two innings of one-hit pitching.
Gossage recorded his second straight

World Series save and sent the Yankees to
Los Angeles for Game 3 Friday night.
The Yankees broke the scoreless tie in

the fifth inning. Randolph led off with a
hard grounder that skipped off the glove
and up the chest of Dodgers second
baseman Davey Lopes for an error. John
sacrificed Randolph to second and, one out
later, Milbourne came to bat. In the
previous half inning, an error by Milbourne
almost had allowed the Dodgers to break
through against John.

The utility infielder, playing regularly
since Bucky Dent suffered a torn ligamentm his hand, worked the count against
Dodgers right-hander Burt Hooton to 3 2
The switch-hitter, batting left, sent the
next pitch down the left field line. The
blooper got over the head of third baseman
Ron Ley and Randolph scored easily.

ARTS IN THE VALLEY
A Gallery for all Seasons

By SUSAN BARON

One may safely say the University of
Massachusetts offers the most diverse,
complete and up to date coUection of art in
the Pioneer Valley. Collectively, the five
galleries on campus provide an outlet for
students and faculty to both display their
own art and view the work of others
Ranging from students BFA exhibits to the
work of internationally renowned artists,
the galleries portray a multidimensional
picture of today's art world. The galleries of
UMass are frequented by tens of thousands
of students and people from surrounding
communities each year.

that guides the scheduling of University
Galiery events. The University Gallery
steers away from politics and towards
"pure quality." And they have certainly
done a fine job.

Also proud of housing the art of
professsional artists of national repute, the
Hampden Gallery, located in Southwest, is
an exciting and blossoming showcase for
visual art. The Hampden GaUery was
established four years ago as the only
residentiaUy based gaUery on campus. This
phenomenon offers an opportunity for an
artistic educational environment to merge
with an highly urban setting.

Displaying art of an avant-garde nature.The Untverstty GaUery is the major the Hampden Gallery is Menihed with Z^^showcase on campus for contemporary art. ideas and conceptual work Perhaps oneTf

and in addition the gallery hosts 6-10 features "performance art." PasTshowlS^temporary exhibits each year. Hampden; the puppets of plt Oleska and

.t\J'^u"T'^
Committee, consisting of the masks of Jeff^Way. typt y hL siina^ Art Historian, two artists and one taneoususeof self inart

'^^"^ ^''^ 'P**"

^nnfZ;.'"
mandated to purchase only Although Hampden does show BFA

ZerXuon"thr"/T ''^'"" ^'^'^''^'^ ^ ^^« SP-^' '^^ --^ thrustmanent collection; this mcludes prints, comes from N*.w Vr...i, o^j

HAMPDEN GALLEPV^

-••23 1981

••^n.^ T I.»m.A rk. »_ *-k_ .. .-
CoU««»«» photo by Vlnoe D.WIUThe Light Duck Opera" typifle. the avant-garde art featured atnampaen Gallery.

women artists and a growing commitment
to affirmative action concepts at Herter
During Women's Week last March, a
workshop taught strategies by which
women can make it in art and market their
own work.

Whereas Herter Gallery concentrates on
MFA students who must exhibit their art
before graduating, the Stiident Union
GaUery provides an outlet for BFA
exhibits.

An RSO group, the Student Union
GaUery is completely student run. Staffed
with two managers and five work study
guards, this gallery works hard to schedule
visiting artists as well as students.

To touch every angle of campus with art's
"presence," the Augusta Christine Savage
Memorial Gallery sits stage- left, in the New
Africa House. Here one may find a per-
manent collection of African sculpture as
well as a temporary exhibition.
The permanent collection includes masks,

artifacts and other sculptural mediums,'
whUe the temporary exhibits feature
student, faculty and professional art.
Augusta Savage was a widely travelled

and well educated sculptor who "depicted
our (Black's) joys, suffering and ex-
pectations." This gallery is, thus, devoted
to her and her message. The Savage
GaUery, however, isn't "geared to only the

"Radioactive CaU" la part of the ChaM Manhattan Collection ofArt, on display at the University GaUery through Dec. 20.
purchase of paintings and sculpture. With a History Month, Women's Week Ptr ai •

- °— - ^- - - ...^ ..aiui^ oi an ^na
donation from the Alumni class of 1928, HampL GaUery 'Ws Ld toVsue t^hvJTl% '""''T''

''''''\
'f'"^'''

^>«=*"«e ak is universal, a UvLhL UMass
however, the galiery was able to purchase thematic approlhes defined ^y'S L source^^^^^^190 ^u^,—„^w_. .u-_... _ J as sources, the staff seeks a diverse other. One is sure to satisfy your particular

however, the gallery was able to purchase
120 photographs; thereby claiming
ownership of the best contemporary
photography in the valley.

The outdoor sculptural works, commis-
sioned by the gallery, are also examples of
permanent acquisitions. They include (I

was surprised to learn) the chain link maze

thematic approaches defined by social
issues," says Bob Antil, Director of Fine
and Performing Art at Hampden Student
Center.

Moving back to the center of campus.
Herter GaUery 's window entices many
passers-by.

Herter GaUery has been the Art

During the middle of each semester the black communityC to aUethr^^Z''sUff of the Student Union GaUery receive Art surrounds you everywhere Z goproposals from submitting artists. The aU the time, everyday. Its prience is sigalleryspobcyisto first, schedule BFA unavoidable one might o^ri^k its

AUo' usin': '
" '""'

t"'"^
^'""'^ ^«"^-«'^^- S-»^ - the'nLro "t AdAlso usmg museums, other galleries, because art is universal, a UvUhood UMass

as sources, the staff

selection of artists.

tnat we all know and love (located by the department facility since 1975. Because of

r
I

fancy.

Gallery Guide

stadium on University Drive), Robert Mur-
ray's painted Cor-ten steel on the FAC
plaza and "The Incomplete Red Neon
Square on Exterior Corner" by Stephen
Antonakos.

The temporary exhibitions are a method
P 441 • .....

this connection with the Art department,
Herter is obligated to display the work of
art students who. come Spring, are seeking
a place to show their projects. Accordingly,
MFA's and other student-faculty-related
art comprise a large portion of Herter's. • -

.. , , ,
— ..j,...:,v. c laigc pui Liuii VI neriers

01 keeping abreast ol what s happening in schedule. However, there are usually about
the art world." These transient shows have
included 5 college faculty, one-person
shows, photo shows, and group shows; ail

featuring artists of national and/or in-

ternational repute.

As Betsy Siersma of the University
GaUery said, "Works that deal with issues
might be documentary but not necessarily
contemporary art." This is the philosophy

ten exhibits each year by professional or
semi-professional artists from outside the
UMass community.
By co-sponsoring exhibits and speakers

with other departments on campus and by
providing an active Visiting Artist
Speaker's Program, Herter Gallery
promotes the arts throughout campus.
TJiere is also a particular emphasis on

HERTER CALLER
Herter Hall

Mon. toPri., 11-4
Sun., 2-5

AUGUSTA SAVAGE
MEMORIAL GALLERY
New Africa House
Mon to Fri., 9:30-3

HAMPDEN GALLERY
Hampden Center

Southwest
Mon. to Fri., 4-8

Sun., 2-5

STUDENT UNION
GALLERY

' Student Union
(Across from Earthfoods)
Mon., 12-5; Wed., 11-5
Tues. & Thurs., 9-5

Fri., 11:30-5
UNIVERSITY GALLERY

Fine Arts Center
Tues. to Fri.. 11-4
Sat. & Sun.. 2-4L«at. & Sun.. 2-4

iufho?M^k K^J^Z '^l r"' "*" "' °;.^"" '"*^'"^- '^•' "• ^""» '^'"« '««"*«-• Northampton
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Stringfellow keeps the old world alive
By JULIE GEANAKAKIS

In a niche above the Amherst Carriage
Shops, master luthier William Cumpiano.
craftsman of fretted string instruments,
flavors his guitars by their wood tone. He
christens them butterscotch, chocolate and
coffee as if dealing with ice cream, but he
considers his hand crafted custom-fitted
workmanship comparable to tailoring a
suit. And he's made instruments to fit the
exact specifications of John Abercrombe,
Arlo Guthrie and Todd Rundgren. as well
as many locals and serious amateurs.
The name of the shop is Strmgfellow, of

the genus luthierie, a title derived from the
French, meaning shop of fretted string
instruments. Cumpiano founded the first

Strmgfellotv in North Adams, and later
migrated to Amherst to expand a trade that
consists of only independent guitar makers
working under Stringfellow's roof. All
decisions must be approved collectively,

but may be vetoed by Cumpiano. who. as
founder and tool owner, reserves this
liberty.

Cumpiano stresses he is not the boss; he
says, "The boss/employee relationship is a
rotten human interaction easily subject to
tenable abuse. I train someone and they
become independent. StringfeUow becomes
a facility where several tradespeople make
their own money."
Cumpiano began his luthier training in

1972 as an industrial designer graduate
from Pratt Institute in New York City.
Dissatisfied with his office job making
contract furniture for industry, he ventured
into a night course in guitar making at the
Craft Students League. Initial enrollment
was 14 students, which dropped to two.
Cumpiano explains. "The high attrition
rate was due to the teachers poor teaching
skills, although he knew a lot." Cumpiano
continues. "That man was so amazed that I

built an instrument he invited me to move
with him to southern New Hampshire to be
on the staff of his prospective guitar fac
tory."

In New York, Cumpiano found he was
"working more and enjoying it less" and
cited his two thirds cut in pay as a major
reason for making the big move to the
country. "The country is for more creative,
sensitive people." says Cumpiano. He
worked in master luthier-instructor
Michael Gurian's New Hampshire workshop
for a couple of years doing what he calls the
calisthenics of guitar making by fretting
100 fingerboards, carving 200 necks and
building his muscle tone. He led a Spartan
existence "paying the dues for the craft"
and absorbing all Gurian could teach.
Cumpaino left Gurian's workshop and
linked up with two independent craftsmen.
Michael Millard and John Natelson. the
latter who later became a StringfeUow
luthier.

Cumpiano opened the first StringfeUow,
located in North Adams, seven years ago as
the end result of his years of training. Since
that time, he has gained a national
reputation, partly from his instruments
(which he has never proclaimed through
advertising) and partly from teaching and
publishing the luthier trade. Each summer.
Cumpiano opens his shop for six weeks, and
for a fee. anyone can live the life of a luthier

and end up with an instrument.

Cumpiano doesn't even have any trade
secrets. "I'm an open book" he says, "I don't
lose by giving information. " He comments
on the traditional guild system, the archaic
method of becoming a luthier. "It was an
efficient way to pass on knowledge but
protected information from the public in a

very t-iiusi way; the result was very few
but fine guitar makers." In 1982. Cumpiano
will hand over a manuscript to a craftbook
publishing company that will contain the
pictorial births of classical and steel string
guitars, as well as a thorough history of
fretted string instruments. Cumpiano is

also the instrument consultant for Fine
Woodworking Magazine and his handiwork
has been requested by the Smithsonian
Institute in Washington. D.C. for
exhibition. 'These things support guitar-
building," he says, "the pressure is always
on to mass produce."

For Cumpiano, 150 hours equals one
guitar. He handpicks all the materials,
assuring that the softwoods for the
soundboard and the tonewoods for the box
have flawless vertical grain. He makes his
own mosaic marquetry and banding (the
decorative effects that adorn the tonehole
and the soundboard). Each instrument
must meet the needs of the musician it is

meant for. Cumpiano has lengthy
discussions with each customer; he listens

to them play, and their own peculiar design
emerges. If the guitar is meant to play
blues, Cumpiano determines its particular
base response by the grading of the
soundboard (which is the heart of the
guitar). A guitar meant to play ragtime will

have a wide fingerboard. He contracts the
frets for the small-handed and lenghthens
the neck upon request.

Mick Levine of the progressive new wave
band. Agents Provocateurs, designed his
own electric bass with Cumpiano,
something Bill doesn't normally do.

"He was thinking of building an electric
guitar for the hell of it" says Levine, "and I

wasn't satisfied with anything that was
around." The bass, which has a classical
design and a rosewood binding, was built to
be chunky and strong but play fast.

Cumpiano and Levine collaborated. Bill

doing the woodwork and Mick adding the
circuitry, and it became a hobby for six
months. Now Le vine's picture hangs on the
wall at StringfeUow with a caption balloon
that reads. "BILL'S PLAYS BEST."
Cumpiano takes only one third of the

credit for fine music, the other two thirds
he attributes to the musician and com
poser's skill. He says. "A guitar is a tool
that facilitates self expression." The prices
for his tools range from $700 for simple and
small to $2,500 for big and fancy. He also
repairs and restores any fretted in-

struments, including a myriad of foreign
strings ranging from balalaikas to
bouzoukis. although his specialty is South
American and Caribbean strings. "The
sound of the guitar rings early in my
background." says Cumpiano, who was
born and raised in Puerto Rico.

Cumpiano says his luthierie experience is

like "following a guru. I was tired of
becoming, and it was a great relief just to
be, and I was, and that was it." he says. His
work is time-intensive, but during off hours
he takes guitar instruction and does things
to insure his business prospers,

market, being a luthier gave him a chance
to be creative, independent and dedicated.
"People of the craft have dropped out of
usual work forms, and don't mind becoming
moles." he says. Cumpiano relates about
the expansiveness of his occupation. "It's

the kind of work you can spend a lifetime
getting good at." And if going backward to
do his trade in the meticulous manner of an
Old World artisan in the face of mass
production is inanity. WiUiam Cumpiano is

ahead of his time.

AV/iVor'.s note: See page 7 for related
phiifi) issny.
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UMass Students $6.50
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Kramer vs.
-.3

interested for years.
Three Farms stemmed from a curiosity

about why his hardworking neighbors in
Colrain could no longer support them
selves by farming. His curiosity led him to

By SUSAN RING

A thorough reporter and particular
craftsman, Mark Kramer writes to be read.
"I'm an entertainer. I'm in competition with . „^ .-,.„u.k n.s .-ur.o^iTv i^n «.,.,

IT- 1 \
souls of farmers. " He was kidded bv aHis latest entry is the paperback edition neighbor for being "the only one making aof Three Farms; Making Milk, Meat and living out of farming in the area

^

IZ^f-^T u t
^?'"'°^ ^^- ^""^ ^ ^^^^' '« ^ methodical in his work asnonf.ct.on book about farmers, growers and are the farmers he so fully portrays For

farms

the politics that influence their livelihood, it

is faring well.

"The book has no beautiful 11 year old
vampire terrorizing Scotland, but it is

popular with college audiences, students
agamst oligopolies," says Kramer. Three

each book he writes (Mother, Walter and
the Pig Tragedy wa.« his first, TArcg Farms
his second) pages of copy delineating
various story lines and characters are
pinned up around the waUs of his office. His
background research of agricultural facts

Kramers analytic description points out the ra'ves f^m tife Ukes ofX "etTSish,ft of controls of the U.S. food supply, at Time. Book Review. Ha,ver7ji7uIZs
all levete. from many hands to few. Week. He writes sentenTes s"h 1 ZtKramer says m the introduction to his sorting is a reflex sport, Ukeheavydut?book, "I have approached the lengthy task
of assembling this book about these people
with no more pretext of objectivity than the
heartfelt desire to be accurate. Just to spell
out my own bias, my utopia offers op-
portunities for most people to do work that
makes them pleased with themselves." He
advocates the inclusion of a writer's per-
sonality in articles and books. It is the
inclusion of Kramer's personality that
makes the flow of his book entertaining.
"You can't understand the news at the

Ping-Pong."

Last summer Kramer participated in the
annual meeting of the California Society for
Nutrition Education. He has recently
travelled to India to lecture at Perdue,
home of big agriculture. He says that the
food situation in the U.S. is in a state of
quiet emergency that is complex and
boring. He is "on the ag reform circuit."
There are many ways to fight the

threatening control of the food supply by a
few corporations, the food oligopoly. Land„»„. . .,, ^ ,

'"^ '^" vvfipuiauuiis. iiie looa Oligopoly. Landstate house without understanding the owners may be made to take responsibihtvrelationship between the governor and his for conservation, laws may be inst tutedwife. News without personality doesn't against corporate landholding Hm ts onmake any sense" says Kramer during a help from the government may be bwer^recent interview in his Smith College office, and eager young farmers T/ be educated

as object v.ty. There s no reason for self advantage of the "biggies" in the 50 percentefacement, the most entertaining gift is the tax bracket who are able to deduct SeresIgift of one's own character." says Kramer.
In Three Farms Kramer gives us the

characters of the farmers, growers and
their families. Having spent four years
working on the book, and being a champion
of family farmers, it is not surprising that
he has become friends with the people he

paid on land from their taxes. We can
redevelop control of seed variety (two
companies now supply over half of all

cornseed planted in the country) and re-
examine export policies.

Kramer offers the aforementioned
suggestions to those who assemble in thehas written about. His own farming ex- interest of obtaining information on this

periences are reflected in the respectful topic. In daily conversations he does nottone of the book. make it a point to speak of such things. TheKramers first hands-on experience with topic is boring. "I'm a normal civilian whofarming came at the age of 14 when he licks his toes before going to bed " he jokes
spent time stacking hay and running a His beliefs are exhibited in his daily Ufe bydumprake on a farm in Putney, Vt. He calls such habits as buying food from the Nor
his farmwork 'an expiation for being a thampton Food Co-op rather than from awimp." According to Kramer, his wim
phood resulted from skipping the second
grade. Years later. Kramer (in his mid-
twenties) caught hold of the back to nature
movement and moved to a farm in Colrain,
where he lived for a dozen or so years.

In the late sixties he "got politics"

working for the Liberation News Service in

New York. He covered Woodstock, the
Vietnam War and the Black Panthers. This

chain store. However, buying local is not to
he seen as a panacea in the food supply
situation.

Unless we aggregately come to more
awareness on this issue, the few good souls
who backpack to the co-op will do more for
their self images than for agriculture," says
Kramer.
He is a man who. as I said, involves

himself in his subjects. The pages en-, , ,, , ,

*••"
.

, " ••'" •'""jcvi.a. iiie pages en-work was followed by a number of years of circling his office as we speak are for his
writing columns for the now defunct Real book on American medicine, to be publishedPaper In the seventies he taught 'ate next year. In an excerpt from the book
agricultural history and politics at the published in the Atlantic Monthly
University of Massachusetts in Amherst. (September 1979), he shares a thought heHe contributes to the Atlantic Monthly and has as he dresses to go into surgery with a
.s currently teaching Writing About doctor he is following
American Social Issues at Smith College. "I try hard not to pretend I'm a doctor

"

Agriculture is an issue in which he has been writes Kramer.
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Eno bends with resistance
October 22, 1981

By LISA LANGONE

For Eno Washin^non, a "master of
movement," (Colleumn 1<J7«) as well as a
unique and dedicated human beinjj. the
study of African dance and the history of

African ^^roups of people has been his call-

ing and life's work.

"A lot of African arts are carriers of
African history - the traditions that were
lost during the slave trade," Washingtctn
said in a recent interview.

Through dance, Eno tries to recreate the
lifestyles of various peoples of Africa.
There is the ritual aspect of the dance,
which is the religious and sacred, and the
recreational, which is more contemporary.
He says that folklore is synonymous with
African dance, and that it is an African
science.

"The science is the art carried forth to

the dance. African dance is an outward
manifestation of an inward phenomenon;
religion is so much at the core." African

dance is also spiritually energetic. The
dances tell a story and send a message
through the dancers.

"The sweat of the dancers is supposed t(»

be the voices of the ancestors speaking; the
hotter the dance becomes, the clearer the
message is seen. Sometimes when I dance,
it's so involved that I can't remember what
1 did or what was played," he said.

When asked if African dance is totally

pre-choreographed, Eno responded, "No,
improvisiition is one of the characteristics
of African dance. That is the marvel of the
dancers, how skilled they are at creating or
recreating spontaneously."
To give some idea of the intensity that

Eno reflects, he has t)een referred to as a
"shaman." by the head of Smith College's
dance department, Rosalind de Mille. The
term is translated to mean a healer in a
sense, or a religious magical entity.

Rosalind de Mille invited Eno to study in

Continued on page 6
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Music plus Autumn equal magic
By ROGER ATWOOD

It is eight o'clock on a cold, mid-October
eveninf?. and on the Amherst Junior High
auditorium stage, Horace Williams and Bill
Lauf are tuning their guitars and warming
up for tonight's concert. They have given
sixteen concerts in as many days in three
states and Canada, so you might say they
are touring.

But Horace and Bill are on a different
sort of tour. They call themselves FolUm
the Fire, and they are joining the peak
foliage this autumn during its southward
migration. Where the foliage is at its peak,
they play. The duo carry their guitars and
wralk almost 400 miles in 25 days on a tour
of New England from Quebec to New
Haven.
This day, the peak is right about at the

Amherst latitude and Follow the Fire
with the help of WMUA, has secured this
auditorium for the evening. It's show time,
and Horace practices a few tunes on the
piano, while Bill tunes his tenor guitar and
jokes with the audience.
But where is the audience?
"Hey, we don't really care about quanti-

ty," says Bill through his microphone,
"just so long as we all enjoy ourselves and
enjoy the music."

There are three people in the audience
who are not either friends of Horace and
Bill or from the radio station. Someone has
goofed here. A man from WMUA says the
station put posters up all over, announced
the concert plenty of times on the air, and

even broadcast a taped interview with
Horace and Bill on prime time. Follow the
Fire's press agent says, mayk' they "just
didn't make enough media contacts." In
any case, three people have come, and thev
sit humbly in the front row.
Horace and Bill's spirits hardly seem

diminished by the paucity of the crowd
The house lights go down, they start play-
ing, and suddenly they are exuberantly
singing and strumming away. They play
simple, charming songs that go:

My desire is to find
The last blossom of spring
And se4^ itjlower.

or,

Vermont is afire
In the autumn.

They come across as rosy-cheeked, Ver-
mont folk singers, who have been joyfully
walking around New England, strumming
their guitars, and have come in from the
cold to play for some folks. When they play
they celebrate, especially that fleeting gift
of nature, Follou^ the Fire's raison d'etre,
the autumn foliage. They seem incapable of
seriously offering a disparaging word.
After an hour, I am sure this is the most
unassuming, refreshing, optimistic act I

have heard in months. The lyrics, though
maybe a little corny sometimes, are
original, honest and often stirring. Songs
like "The Weight of the Rose" and "The
Last Rose of Summer" have a strongly
simple, natural appeal.

Continued on page 6
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^Eno—
Continued from page U

the Smith College Dance Department. He is working on
his M.F.A., and he will also be teaching a course there
next semester on the philosophy, aesthetics and technique
of folkloric West African dance. His name. Eno. is also a
reflection of his spirituality. It was given to him eleven
years ago by Dr. Okon Essiet. from the Ministry of Educa-
tion in Nigeria, and means roughly, "gift of God."
Eno Washington graduate<i from the University

Without Walls program at the University of

i^ October 22, 1981
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now 79.95

record Cleaning kit liquid

and cleaning pad Reg. 7.49

now 3.59

2/90 min or 3/60 min Blank Tapes
.99 per pack
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Massachusetts, with a concentration in African dance
studies, and he taught here for one year as a non-student.
After trying unsuccessfully to develop a center for African
dance, in order to reawaken the African tradition at the
University, Eno went to Africa with the AfHean Dance
Festwnl.

"All my dreams came true this year." he said. In Africa
he danced with a company called "Wajumlje" from San
Francisco, and they performed for high government of-
ficials. He received great praise there, which was a true
honor for him. He was invited back to study, perform and
teach at their University.

"When I was there, there was something about the en-
vironment; the air. the sights, the sounds, the smells, the
foliage and the colors of the people that was so vibrant,
that I think it transfers into the music and the energy they
put forward."

Eno takes his work very seriously, and hopes to some-
day open his own institution for African dance. He
believes that his path of life was chosen for him.
Eno Washington will l)e performing at Smith College in

the Student Concert, on October 29-31, where he will be
presenting a "Doundoumba," also known as "the dance of
the strong people." It is a non-choreographed piece from
the Mandinke peoples of Africa, and it has a language all
its own. It is one of the many "social dances" he performs,
that are like most all of African dance as Eno put it!

"purely expression."

"I'm doing what I was born to do, as long as I walk, I

dance."

• Fire

J
wfjen a.ou-o.ou I nur till 9:00 t

CoUacUn photo by Tarri B«lUflor«

Eno Washington, shows off his agility.

Continued from page 5

Beyond the uncomplicated lyrics (almost all of which
Horace and Bill wrote themselves), these two are talented
musicians. They play with the kind of skill and versatility
rarely achieved in a group so young (a year and a half old).
Horace sings like a timid Jackson Browne, and Bill re-
minds me somehow of Rick Danko (The Band). They're
clearly inspired; they've cut an album on their own new
lal)el, and they're deeply talented. And there are three
people in the audience.
Shoes come off, harmonies emerge from the audience.

Friends come to the stage and join in the singing or play
an instrument. I decide not to remark on how enviable
Horace and Bill's situation is, no matter how small the tur-
nout. For one night, they can play whatever they want
with their friends in this huge empty auditorium with its
piano and all its expensive sound equipment and lighting.

The Follow the Fire entourage moves on to a bar in
Amherst Center and is talking endlessly about securing
media coverage, and how they somehow didn't tonight I
remark to Marjorie Williams, Horace's sister and the
group's more-or-less press agent, that this is Columbus
Day weekend, and most of the local college kids have gone
home. Apparently, this has not occurred to anyone and
Marjorie takes a mental note of it for next year
"Already," she says, "we're planning for next year."

Tonight, at this bar, many other people are conducting
pcjst-mortems and taking mental notes for next year
because they intend to make this a tradition. It becomes
clear to me that Horace, Bill and their companions are
now, in Follow the Fire's second year, thinking of it in
t€rms of an annual event. I sense that they are determined
to make this walk, this daring experiment in entertaiment,
a tradition that people in the Connecticut Valley can count
on as much as the autumn itself. Could it be that tonight I

have witnessed growng pains of this nascent tradition"'
Perhaps years from now, Horace and Bill will go back to
that same auditorium, and it will be packed.

The morning after the concert, I am following Follow
thefire into South Amherst, through which they are pass-
ing on their way to Holyoke. The night before, I said in a
cramped. North Amherst living room, that this was the
longest interview I had ever conducted. Now, we are
strolling down South Pleasant Street, the sky is cloudless
and every so often Bill or Horace remark on a particularly
beautiful tree. We see fire-red maples, oaks that are half
green, half fierce orange, beeches that are burning up in
color. The hills to the south are speckled in colors like
some vast, impressionist canvas, and suddenly I am aware
that Horace and Bill are now really in their element. I

presume they will be coming this way next year.

_, At John HAll^ri^ e^i^^.

if*^
r You/i

^r^ ^' ^^Y' ^'tarta Salons we specialize in

kvS Pf^cision haircuttlng-we have to, it's

^O our business. Each and every one of
imfi our accomplished stylists can offer

i you the haircut, color, or perm of your
^ choice-all for a great price.

Clip the coupon below for a $3.00
^^i Savings on your next appointment.

New Lab Fee Payment Procedure
**Only two weeks

allowed for payment

ii

Wf

$3.00 Savings
on choosing
what worlcs
for you.

VAUD UNHL 11/30/81

26 IS^oin St.

Amherst
253-9293
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The LAB FEE CARD distributed
in class

is your BILL,
with a PAYMENT DUE DATE of

NOVEMBER 6, 1981

Pay by Mail:
check payable to the University of
Massachusetts; enclose lab fee

card with your payment

Pay at Bursar's Office:

225 Whitmore, 9 am - 3:30 pm
(But don't wait till the last day!)
NON-PAYMENT OP A LAB FEE
BY THE DUE DATE OF
NOVEMBER 6 WILL RESULT IN
CANCELLATION OF YOUR
REGISTRATION FOR THE PAR-
TICULAR COURSE WHICH
CHARGED THE LAB FEE.

October 22, 1981
the other voice

A GUITAR IS BORN

:i:^^J
Photo by Clyde HerUuGuUar maker. WlllUun Cumplano. flt. the^onT^Zeiit^

gvdtar

Cumplano must determine the neck anc^le relaUve to the Boundbox.

Photo by Clyde HerUuJohn Natelson. a stringfellow luthier. chisels the mortise fo'r theed^e banding.
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WHERE DOTH THY $3.00/sem
FINE ARTS FEE GO?

II II wJ ^^^^^^1

Y

MmBntiMt

Each semester, all undergraduate and graduate students pay a $3 00Fine Arts Fee and It is the responsibility of the UMass Arts Council tooversee the dispersement of this fee.
Last year the staff, students and faculty members of the UMass Arts
Council supported in part or in full, with the help of your Fine Arts
ree, the following events:
James Taylor Concert - Jeff Beck Concert - Afro-American BalletCompany - UMass Marching Band Inaugural Performance - Salute toBlack History Month - Symposium on Racism/Sexism - The Other ,

Voice/Collegian - on campus Galleries - Southwest Spring Concert
-to name a few. ^ ^mv^cu i

So far this year, the Council has funded the up-
coming Jorma Kaukonen Concert and Jimmy IWlttW^Wf
Cliff Concert as well as many others yet to be an-
nounced.

So if you have a group or organization which
needs help in Planning or Funding any arts-related
event this semester or next.
Hasten to thine mentor - The UMass Arts Council

for "The Coin of the Realm" and

WiiiMiJt '
^^^'5^3"ce with Thine Arts Productionsmimmn 125 Herter Hall T

I 545-0202

Reg. 6.47

indudbig:

TEOmrPBOERGRASS
ndudng:

t C«n't Lhw WHtKNH \burLoM^>•My L^twt. My Gr.«lMi k«pira«on
I Can IUm >tourUm« AloM

It's Twnt For Lov*
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NEW RELEASES

Sale Ends 10/24

^^^ 2-ltocordS«t

FRANK ZAPPA
YouAreWhat You Is

inckicflng:
You Ar«W»»iYtooh/Qotolln Girl

Harder Thmn Voor Huabwid/DorMn
The M««k SJwB Inherit Nothin" 9.99

Reg. $13.97

Frank Zappa
2-record set

Mon - Fri 9 - 5
the

Now Available - New Release by
The Police - Ghost In The Machine

Located In the Campus Center Univ of Mass

University Storg

UMstickers, number one in the nation, win 3-0 p. 24
f MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Volume CXI, Issue ST mCampus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA OlOnS (413) 1)45-3500

Lab fees

due within

two weeks
By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

As part of an effort to enforce a feasible method ofCO lecting students lab fees, the University has adopted a
policy which requires payment of the fees within two
weeks, said Director of Academic Affairs Joyce Abel
Failure to nieet the deadline will result in administrative
withdrawal from the course which charged the lab fee
The measure was implemented by the Provost and

Bursars Offices in response to last years auditor's report
which recommended the "enforcement of payment within
the structure of the University. That was our marching
order. Abel said,

*

The Lab Fee Task Force, a committee established lastyear to address the problem of bill collection, came up with
the new pohcy and is trying to determine how the change
will effect other policies and offices. Members of the group
include people from the Bursar's. Registrars and
Scheduling Offices and "anyone who has anything to do
with lab fees. We simply tried to make the system more
sensible, she said.

Abel said the committee was limited in providinir
procedural enforcement of lab fee payments and she feels
that the proper course of action was taken.

"Its a bill collection problem, so we wanted to make sure
It was an admmistrative measure, not academic punish-
ment, said Abel. "We fit the punishment to the crime so
that It doesn t wipe you out of everything."
The most appropriate place for lab fees to appear would

be on a tuition bill, she said. But. Add/Drop does not allow
for this because it is uncertain at the time of semester
billing whether students will remain in their pre-
registered courses.

The money received each semester from lab fees varies
betwet'n $250,000 and $350,000. Abel said the "coUections
run about fifteen to twenty percent less than a hundred
percent."

Requests for lab fees, which are used to provide for
supplies, film rentals, computer services and the labor
needed to administer the services, come from members of
the faculty who include extra curriculum in their course
content, said Abel.

"Students accept responsibility to pay the fees when
they register for the course. It is a fee that has to be paid
hke any other fee." Abel said. "It is an obligation - part of
your registration."

Profit reduction
sought by BOG
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

The Student Union/Campus Center Board of Governors
last night acted to reduce Textbook Annex profits next
year by two percent and to hold next year's Campus
Center fee at this year s level.

The Board's motion to reduce Textbook Annex profits
asks for a two percent reduction and that further reduc-
tions be made in each following year as the profitability of
the Campus Center improves.
The motion was tabled in order to give the board one

week to document its arguments. It will be passed officral-
ly next week, said Paul Bruno, University Store commit-
tee chair.

"We are a policy making board. However, much of the I

University administration contends we are not." said
Bruno.

''We have to put a lot of pressure on the administration;m the form of convincing arguments, valid points and the
support of the students behind us." he said.
The Textbook Annex makes a profit of $350,000 which

equals about $15 per student. This money goes into the
Campus Center maintainance and operations budget.
A State Senate Ways and Means Committee report:

criticised this transfer of funds saying that the Textbook
Annex profits amount to "a hidden Campus Center fee."

Continued on page 9
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Proposed aid cuts could effect
up to 3000 UMass student.s
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff ^

Alm(^t 3,000 students from the University of
Massachusetts wiU lose their financial aid if President
Reagan s additional 12 percent budget cut is accepted by
Congress, said Art Jackson, Associate Director of theUMass Financial Aid Office.,

NationaUy an estimated 660.000 students would k)se
their financial aid.

However the mood of Congress is very mucH against an
additional 12 percent cut in social programs, said
Representative Barney Frank. (D-Newton). The
Democratically controlled House of Representatives
passed an appropriation bill that coincided with the budget
cuts sought by Reagan last spring, but not with the ad-
ditional 12 percent cut he sought this faU.
•The sentiment in Congress is very much against the

additional budget cuts. Even among the Republicans who
voted in favor of the first round of cuts," said Frank
The bill passed by the House last spring is now in the

Senate Appropriation Committee and is expected to reach

UMass financial

travel to D.C. in
By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

Approximately 70 University of Massachusetts students
will be m Washington D.C. next week lobbying for increas-
ed financial aid funding for higher education.
Students Advocating Financial Assistance (SAFA) in

conjunction with students in a legislative process class
will be in Washington Monday and Tuesday.
The focus of the lobbying effort will be the Senate

equivalent of House bill HR 4560, which funds many social
programs and calls for more financial aid spending than is
proposed in the Reagan administration's budget accor-
ding to Brad Goldstein, SAFA co-president.
"Our big concern is the Senate. The House already pass-

ed this bill," Goldstein said.
^ ^

All of the student lobbyists will have attended six train-
ing sessions, at which they were informed of specific
financial aid issues and lobbying techniques by UMass
financial aid officers and by Gerald Grady, UMass com-
munity relations coordinator who also teaches the
legislative process class.

the full senate sometime next week, said Shirley Sagawa-
aide to Senator Edward Kennedy. (D-Mass.).
A UMass lobbying group. Students Advocating

W.Tt ^'''"n''''
<SAFA> will be going down tfWashmgton DC. next week "in an effort to persuademembers of the Republican controlled Senate to vo'fe

against Reagan's new budget cuts, said Brad Goldstein, co-
president of SAFA. The group will also lobbjr against n 12

K''''pvT AV"
^^^^'''^ *'^ ^"^ transportation; said Goldstein.

The PVTA bus system which serves the UMass community
would be severely affected by such » cut. he said
The nature of politics makes itirtposSible to predict the

exact course of events while the students are lobbyinir
said Director of Community Relations at UMass and ad-
visor to SAFA. Gerald Grady. The Senate Appropriations
Committee may or may not recommend the same level ofspendmg the House approved, he said. T.be full senate
could send the recommendations back to the committee
with a proviso that would mandate a 12 percent cut. Grady

fJ wT.^ PJ^^*^'*' outcome will be a compromise between
the White House and the Senate leadership.

Continued on page 16

aid advocates
lobbying effort
(Jrady, with Art Jackson and Lynn Nichols of the Finan-

cial Aid Office and Dean of Academic Support Services
Diedre Ling, will accompany the group to Washington.
1 he group will also be aided by professional lobbyists in

Washington.

Goldstein said the group would be meeting withSen Ed-
ward Kennedy, D-Mass., Sen. Paul Tsongas, D-Mass
House Speaker Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill Jr., D-Mass"
Rep Silvio 0. Conte, R-Mass.. Rep. Barney Frank"
D-Mass^, Rep. Gerry Studds, D-Mass.. Rep. Brian J. Don-
nelly, D-Mass., Rep. James Shannon, D-Mass., and Reo
Peter Peyser, D-N.Y..
the Labor and Human Resources committee and Ap-
propriations committee, and with committee staff
members.
"I'm hopeful they (the Senate) will pass the bill the same

way It got through the House," Grady said.
The trip to Washington is being financed by a number of

«)urces, including the Undergraduate Student Senate the
Southwest Area Government, the UMass Financial Aid
Office. UMass President David C. Knapp, Chancellor

Continued on payt 16
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Aerosol plant explosion
leaves 25 injured

^^>^W*S::i%:;:::::::i:S:-:=:w^

HOLBROOK. _ An ex
plosion bJew out three waJJs of an aerosol
plant yesterday and burned at least 25
workers, many of them seriously in a
terror fdled scene that one eye*itijess said
looked "like something out of Vietnam."
Ambulances from a dozen towns took the

victims to four hospitals. Four people at
Brockton Hospiul. where 13 of the vicUms
were taken, had bums on 70 to 90 percent
of their bodies, authorities said.
The explosion occurred at 9:13 a.in at

the Aerosol Research Uboratorv inc.
which packs aerosol cans. Some evewitness
said flames rose 50 feet in air for a minute
or two after the blast. Firefighters ex-
tinguished the blaze quickly.

The corrugated metal building, about 100
by 200 feet, "looked like a model home" that
was cut open for people to see inside, one
witness said. The walls were Iving flat

"

An unidentified truck driver who was
standing outside a nearbv plant said he
heard an expbsion and then saw "a cloud of
smoke and a bail of fire in the air" above the
aerosol factory.

"There was fire and big noises. A few
mutes later people were running out with
ckxhes burned to their skin. They were
yelling and screammg and all kinds of
confusion.- he said. "It was like something
out of \ letnam - their clothes all on fire
and running around."

New concessions needed
to save AWACS sale
WASHINGTON - President Reagan.

k)sing ground in the last week of his battle
to sell AWACS radar plane* to Saudi
Arabia, must win new concessions from the
Saudis at the summit meetmg in Mexico to
save the deal, opponents and uncommitted
senators say.

Reagan s uphill fight suffered its biggest
setback yet Wednesday when Senate
Democratic leader Robert C. Byrd of West
Virginia, considered an influential swing
vote, announced that he will oppose the
$8.5 billion arms package.

Sen. Alan Cranston of California called
Byrd^s decision "a crucial turning point."
and Senate Republican leader Howard H.
Baker Jr.. Reagan's chief ally,
acknowledged that "it still may be lost."
Cranston, the Senate Democratic whip,

said the sale of five Airborne Warning and

Control system planes and F 15 jet
weaponry now is almost certain to be
blocked when the Senate votes next
Wednesday.

Cranston had said Wednesday that
Reagan could salvage the sale by obuining
new concessions from Saudi Prince Fahd
when the two leaders meet today at the
summit conference in Cancun, Mexico. But
yesterday the senator said he doubts even
that would save it.

"The opposition to the sale is becoming so
firm ... that I no longer believe the sale
would necessarily be saved by a Saudi
compromise on joint crewing." Cranston
told the Senate.

"I now believe it will be defeated not by a
narrow margin ... but by a strong and very
significant one."

GESTURING -- Rev. Sun Yung Moon addresses supporters after hisarraiimment in Federal Court.

Court blocks board
order to end PATCO

Skiiers hit the slopes

for disgruntling 2 days
.M£NDON. V-t. - Ski«r5»er<.^letoukH4,th.sloD«

pJk ,h.!
••" ""I* long L-pper Cascade lr.il on KiUinnonPejk .h.t opened Tuesday was clo«d yeiurday dSu,lack of snow. sa«J spokeswoman Alice Hunt

^*
'

""^ "
This IS believed lo be only the second time in Killintton-«h-tory that , he ski area was opened and then cWdTiS,:

wa^^ :rh-" 'ir^ti:.'"-tLiiv-r^'^

trrh-caZ5t^L";-J.> >'-- - - -
. ^it ?"*"

""^u
^" ''**'**^'' ^^^ weekend, it still may be.while longer before the skuers will be allowed J,\hemountain again. Hunt said. "But as soon as we c^ 'tlsome snow we 11 reopen." '^

Doctors promote large

immunization program
MASHI.NGTON - Five prominent doctors chistised t he

medical profession yesterday for failing to promote
widespread immunization against flu and pneumonia One
said that prevailmg indifference comes -close to
malpractice."

At a news conference, the doctors - experts in
preventive medicine - said thousands of li.es could be
spared every winter by an aggressive immunization
prognim, but the medical profession is inattentive

Infiuenza remains an embarrassing anchronism in thiskst quarter of the 20th Century." said Dr. Edwin D
Kilbourne of New York's Mount Sinai School of Medicine'a s close to malpractice in my view not to aggressively
.mmunize these people in the high risk groups." ~

Environmental lessons
learned on the Hudson
ALBANY. NY. - If they knew then what thev know

now. sLau forest rangers would never have impr^ted
plaster bk>cks with DDT Md set them in the Hudsoos
headwaters to kill bUck fly larvme.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Federal
Labor Relations Authority ordered the
death of the Professional Air Traffic
Controllers Organization yesterday
declaring PATCO forfeited iu right to exist
by "willfully and intentionally" violating the
law with a strike last August. But hours
later, a federal appeal blocked the order.

The 2 1 decision by the FLRA marked
the first time the government has put a
union out of business by stripping it of its

bargaining authority.

Hours after the ruUng, it was sUyed by a

paW-?"'^ °^ Appeals order sought by

Robert Bonner, deputy clerk of the
appeals court, said the court issued "a
temporary sUy until it can get a response
from the government" whkh he said was
due Monday.

Richard Leighlon. PATCOs general
counsel, said the union would appeal all the
way to the Supreme Court, if necessary

Digest
By the Associated Press

•i*i:S5?«??ft;:::;:;:;:;AS$:i4^$::):^

Legionnaires' bacteria

discovered at 8 sites
MONTPELIER. Vt. - Eight more Ver.ont coolingtowers have been found to conuin Legionnaires di^ai^

Testrrday"'""'
"'^^' CommissionerV<i Nov^r::^

hpiJ.%^f
°"^.^'!*'' ''^ '^^ *^'^*^ '^ft 19 peopte^e«d. andhealth officials began monitoring the sUte^oTlmgtowersast spring. The latest reports of contaminati^Zn^^ 17

• Zii^^
''"'" "'"'^ '^'^ ^^ ^'^ bacterJ^^

Five BU journalists
arrested for trespassing

cC7°f^ap':;-^^;u

'rr;.^„t-:i:;:;ror''"^^^''"'''-^-^^

w,m;^d";r
'''""'''«'• "--'P'p.Tedilor. saidthegTt.up

aiu^k on
,?'"""" "" "»""» "« !>""<< Kad on an aCS

00 d™ :r7"">'— -^l> -Monday morning Sl

Georr, Coll,t.,. .„ „,fi,i^ .f ^^^^^R«d» elopment Authority Imv« court .fter hU

c^^ chemists sampling Hudson River water in the
1960s would have paid more attention to the unaccounubic
blips on gas chromaiograms measuring contents of the
water.

Many of the early, painful lessons of environmental care
were liarned on the Hudson, an abundant tidal river with a
gratifying ability to cleanse itself - and a stubborn in
dustnaiipoison that just won't go away.

The Hudson is a paradox." said John Mylod. executive
du^-ctor of Clearwater Inc.. a non profit organizatwn.
"On the one hand, its polluted. On the other hand, its

resources are fairly resiUent." Mylod said. The Hudson is
probably the most important riv«- m the country."
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State senate approves
student representation
Bv SCOTT HRRSPV

mQOliQglm. 3

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Correspondent

An act providing for student representa-
tion on all public higher education boards of
trustees was passed Wednesday by a voice
vote m the Massachusetts Senate.
The bill was passed on October 2, 1981 bv

a vote of 140-3 in the House of Represen-
tatives. All that remains is for Governor
Edward J. King, who has remained uncom-
mitted on the issue, to sign it.

"We hope tjiat the Governor will have no
opposition to students having an input in
what happens to their education." said
Stan Rosenberg, an administrative aid to
Senator John Olver, D-Amherst.
The bill wUl go into' effect 90 days after

the Governor signs it, and general elections
will be held on each of the 28 campuses
around the state to determine who the
representatives will be. Any

undergraduate student is eligible to run for
the one year term, and may run for re-
election for as long as they remain an
undergraduate, Rosenberg said.
After the Reorganization Law of 1980

eliminated five individual state college and
university boards, which contained student
representation, student anger prompted an
mtense lobbying effort to the state
legislature which resulted in the current
law being brought about.
The bill passed Wednesday does not pro-

vide for student representation on the
state-wide board of regents. Olver has
sponsored a bill introducing the concept to
the legislature, Rosenberg said, but it is
now undergoing review by the House Ways
and Means Commit'tee, and will require
another large lobbying effort ! ;

"

'

'

"With 9,000 bills before the legislajiife
nght now," he said, "Any importarftMs& '

such as this will require a great deal of
work to bring it to their attention."

WELCOME GUEST — Bernarrin I ln<r,.«« j u^"'"
"""^^ °' ^""" ^p*"«-'«

One woman performance
captureswomen'shistory
Bv CRTS Srm TSTiro

•^

BOY, DO I NEED A LIFT
continues on the roof.

.
.

Coll*(fi«ii photo by Jim Waldron
A crane rises above Whitmore as work

Overcrowding problems
plague Northampton line

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

A performance by Tulis McCall entitl«^
Women I Have Known" was performed

last night in Wright Hall at Smith CoUege.
The production was sponsored by Ham-
pshu-e County Business and Professional^
Women s Club to mark the aommunity's
celebration of National Business Women's
Week. ^

"Women I Have Known" was a'
monologue in a Mark Twain -like style of
narration. McCall portrayed Everywoman.
a woman who "was born in the beginning^
has been everywhere, and known just,
about everyone." Using only a chair, cane
and shawl as props, the show focused on
Everywoman as she told about herself and
about interesting women she has known.

Everywoman came "to talk about
women, she said. "History has been a little
one-sided. It was written by men. about
men. for men. Amen."

McCall's ability to relate to an audience
was clearly evident last night. The audience
began to respond as soon as she said "good
evenm"' in a country drawl that McCall
used throughout the evening. The warmth
of her character and the ease in which she

switched to portray the women which she
described kept the audience interested.
"Women I Have Known" was a very

simple production. McCall created the first
edition eight years ago. No microphones
were used for sound and only overhead
lights were used. The lack of scenery
helped keep all the attention on McCall.

r.^^?i'TP *'''"*" ^"^^ <-en minutes
after McCall had started, she apologized to
them saying. "If I had know you were
comuSgriVould have waited." She Ulked to
the audience explaining who she was andwhy she was there.

McCall's purpose was to increase
awareness, not to make up people's minds,
bhe said. "Minds are like beds and every
woman knows that they should be made up
by people that sleep in 'em."
A member of Potter's Field Theater

Company, McCall displayed her talents
especially well when she portrayed a
former slave, using her facial expressions to
say as much as her speech did.
McCall stated her purpose at the

beginning when she entered singing, "Look
with pride at where we've come from. Look
with hope to where we're goingno." The
entire performance was geared to those
words. With a great amount of ability and
humor. McCall accomplished her purpose

By JAMES AYRES
Collegian Correspondent

The shortage of money, buses and a
substantial ridership are being blamed for
the overcrowding of Northampton buses,
according to representatives of the PVTA.
Drivers have been instructed to carry as

many passengers as safely possible said
Pat Sweitzer, public relations official for
the PVTA.
The overcrowding occurs on rush hour

and especially on weekends. At these
times, the buses are filled to capacity and
more. Many students who wait at the bus
stop find that when the bus arrives they are
unable to board the bus because of the
limited amount of space.
One reason for -the overcrowded Nor-

thampton bus is due to the discontinuance
last fall of the "Annie Hauler" bus. The
"Annie Hauler" was sponsored by the
Hampshire Mall of Hadley. They discon-
tinued the service because of a lack of
money. The bus was always breaking
down, said Mall officials, and they have no
plans to begin this service again.

Instead of the "Annie Hauler" the PVTA
now stops at the mall on its way to Nor-

thampton, thus the overcrowded buses
There is nothing the PVTA can do about

the overcrowded Northampton buses
because all of their buses are in service, if
there were more buses matters could 'be
helped, said Chuck MacNeil, operations
manager of the Western Mass. PVTA.
There is no chance of increasing service,

"it's a matter of cost, we have as many
buses out there as possible," MacNeil said
The Western Mass. bus lines, which runs

the Northampton route, receives its buses
from the PVTA which is located in Spr-
mgfield. They are not affiliated. The PVTA
is facing a 17 percent budget cut in fiscal
year 1983, Sweitzer said.

There will also be a 50 percent reduction
in operating assistance from the federal
government, another .50 percent cut in
1984, and assistance will be cut off all
together in 1985.

"I think what we are seeing is not very
promising," said Sweitzer. With reduced
subsidies, the PVTA will have problems
keeping up with their current service let
alone purchasing new buses for the
Western Mass. bus lines, she said.

It will be hard to maintain the present
level of service without charging a fare,
MacNeil said.

READING? - Ann Zwahlen, 2'/2, passes
Health Senrices by 'reading' the paper.

Coll^Kian photo br T»rri RelUnorr

time at the University
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Rowing competition at the Head of the Charles

Many teams, both colleg^iate and rowing: clubs alike competed at the annual rowing competi-
tion on the C harles Kiver this past Sunday. The competitors ranged from college-aged to those
past 60. Their caliber was just as diverse, with former and present Olympians competing as
well as amateur enthusiasts. The less than perfect weather had no effect on the spectatorswho cheerfully urged the rowers on from their position along the riverbank.

camDus^<

at u ma&s

Come celebrate after the last Home Game
of the 1981 Football Season during

HAPPY HOUR
with

STEVE SPELMAN
;

at the Bluewall Bar • ^^^
Join in the UMass spirit this* '

SATURDAY from 3:30 - 6:30 pm
Valid ID and ABP sticker required to'pufchase'alcohol

Dorm party regulations prompt
formation of committee

Southwest area resident Russell Friedson has formed a

ZnTH "' '!"' ^"'^'^"^^ ^''^ Governmenrto Lgethe party regulations in the dormitory system.

iht f^K T^*""
ap. Friedson and the other residents ofthe 16th floor of Kennedy tower were put on dorm'

^Jr^uT\ * ^"
^''Y

^""^^^^ ^ P^^y that had more

^. I? ''toS"'"^\' ^')^ ^^^'' ^^'•'" ^"«*«- The residents
bought $250 worth of alcohol, when the limit was set at

"The trouble with the University guideUnes is that theydetermine certam borders and leave setting stricter
alcoholic hmits up to the individual living coordinators. The
students should have a controlUng hand in what
regulations are being determined." Friedson said.

The committee has met twice since it was organized The
committee would like to have new guideUnes finished bynext month, after which the guidelines will be presented tothe Southwest Area Government and then to Whitmore
said t nedson.

Friedson. a freshman business major from West-
port Conn., sights this task as simUar to the otherproblems on campus that demand student involvement.

"It affects everyone on campus," he said.

"It's not an unrealistic situation to think that a tower
coordinator could just clamp down and not allow any
alcohohc beverages at all. Why shouldn't the students have
some mput mto setting these regulations?" Friedson said.

- JUDY RUBIN

Amherst panel will discuss

U.S. participation in UN
1 hJl'lV^'f'^

^^^^^!' '"^«'^«'"ent in the United Nations isLht topic of a panel discussion to be held from8to9-30 d mtonight in the Red Room of Converse Hall at Amh'erTt

Profi>ssor William Taubman of Amherst College willmoderate the discussion with panelists Sylvia Forman othe University of Massachusetts anthropology department; Pavel Machala of the Amherst College poElscience department: Alan Krass. of the depfrtmen onatural sciences at Hampshire College; and wLrd Thornan economist and former undersecrefa;y of srate
Questions will be entertained following the event Thepanel discussion is being held in conjunction with U.n'. Day

Zlt-i fl f "^ 's sponsored by the Amherst chapter ofthe United Nations Association.
Admission is free.

- LORI WEISS

Northeast, Sylvan sponsor
'First Year' colloquium
The First Year Program in' the Northeast/Sylvan

residential Area will be sponsoring three colloquiums with
openings still available.

•Beat the Blues: Term Paper How To" will be held
Wednesdays from 3 to 5 p.m. in the Dwight Lounge
Students should contact Oare Dozier at 545-0290 to
register.

•Women of Color: Defining Our Issues" will meet
Thursdays from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Knowlton Women's
Center. Instructors are Joanne Allen at 6-5432. and Oare
Dozier.

"South Africa" will be held Wednesdays from noon to 2
p.m. in the Anacaona Center in the basement of Dwieht
lounge. *

To reserve a place, students should contact the in-
structor or attend the first meeting.

oUggian 5

*PilotThe
Dfins

onto
1W0 li^ai^i^

-Rodney Oongerfleld

"Get your Claws Off my
Pilot pen. See.. I don't

aet no resoenH'get no respecti

People twve
hunger for

" •^

my Pilot f inelinef be-
couse ffiey re alwoys
fishing (Of o tine point pen
thot i«ffites mrough cartwns And
Pilot cftorges only 79c (of tt

People get their honds on it ond
(orget irsmy pen So I don t get no respect' I don t rnote oulanv
with my Pilot Rozof Point It wntes whlp-creom sinoolh
wim on extra tine line its metol collor helps Keep
the point from going squish- so people
love It For only 89c mey
should buy their own pen
and show some re

specl (or my
property

i
Piiof)

fine pointmartoerpens
available at People take to a Riot litetrstharown.

in th« Campus Canter, Univenitv of Maw.

""University Store

Coming

Advanced
R&D Careers

J^J.nrill?Z^^^'n f* ^f ^^^^''d's Advanced Research and DevelopmentLaboratory ,n Palo Alto. California, is charged with new ideas new
force°K I o"uth

"p"
"'Kh"''°."^-

^'^ ^^^^"^«^ ^^^ Laboratory is th^Torce that will push Fairchild into worldwide technical leadershin THpopportunity for you to play an important role in thaT^ush fs ve?y real
Nearly half of all our new technical staff will be MS and PhD araduatPs likPyou from major universities throughout the

^^^^/"^^"'^Q^^^^^^eslike

On-Campus Interviews

Oct. 30
Fairchild ts committed to taking over the leadership position on the
Rentiers of electronics technology. As a member of our AdvancedResearch team, you ca/i make it happen. Make an appointment to meet

rnt'c^r^Sr^ter^^"^^^'^^ '' ''^' ^^-- P.anning^al^°Pra?|!

Fairchild
Advanced Research Laboratory

4001 Miranda Avenue, Dept. A
Palo Alto, CA 94304

As an affirmative action employer, we encourage women, members of
minority groups and the handicapped to apply.

Here Agt^Xf^y
SAVE ttp to 6UA

ISPfflTOMlS

35 00 to 55Xg

SWEifTERS

9:95 "to 18.95

PAIRCHILD

If you Shomd '^I^T

^^ these are!

These garments come from the
warehouse of a nationally known
men's wear company. They are
ail FIRST and FINEST QUALITY,
in cun-ent styles and colors.

A Schlumberger Company

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6, Moa-Sat
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MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

"TlteBeotCluNe»eliHuI"

Every Sunday 11:30-3:00

SUNDAY BRUNCH
A special selection of your favorite

Chinese foods
All for 4.95 per serving

»«m.-Th«r«. 11:30 .m.-10:«0 p.m.

Fri. « tat. 11:M •jn.-11KM p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd.. at Route 9. Amherst
256-0251 256^252

Women artists ignored, says musician
By SARAH RUSSELL
Collegian Correspondent

Women have begun to get some public attention as
recording artists and musicians, but the major record
companies and the radio stations have not given them
much support, said June Miilington during a workshop at
Hampshire College.

Miilington is one of the few women who has worked as a
producer, as well as a musician in the popular music in

dusiry. She was one of the founding members of the
nationally acclaimed all woman rock band Fanny, and is a
veteran of numerous concerts and recording sessions.

Miilington said women musicians do not get much radio
play because they often cannot afford the expensive
recording sessions necessary to produce marketable
albums. Sometimes the lyrics are too feminist or lesbian
oriented for the general public, said Miilington in a
workshop entitled "Women in the Recording Industry."

During a concert tour with Chris Williamson, in 1976,
Miilington became aware of the predominantly female

audience listening to Williamson's music.
While touring with Williamson, Miilington said shemoved away from mainstream "rock n" roll" which mad

her feel "like a sex object on stage," and towards women's
music, which she said was an expression of lifestyle and
"very healing."

After this tour. Miilington co-produced an album of herown work for the United Artists label. The album "Ladi^^
of the Stage.

"
did not sell well, and United Artists'droDDeH

Miilington. Miilington feels the failure of the album was the
fault of the company. The big company does not care about
ihe artist as a person, just as a commodity, MUlington said

Soon after. Miilington joined Olivia Records, which had
started out as a "separatist feminist collective." Thoueh
the company gave her freedom in her recording decisions
some of the label's musicians refused to play on her albums
because she had men playing on them, Miilington said.

Though Miilington supports women's music for women
she does not agree with separatism.

Tm interested in integration," Miilington said
"Sexuality shouldn't be an issue. Music should be able to
reach out to everyone."

Whenyoa need $65 fast,
you findontwhoyour friends are.

Ldwenbrau.Her^ togood friends.
' 1981 B.e, bf«^ ,n u S A by M,M,r B.^,ng Comp.ny M,l*»Aw W„con.,r

The

Massachusetts

Daily Collegian

is in need of an
advertising

manager. Only
experienced and
dedicated

students need ap-

ply. Applications

are available in

room 113, Cam-
pus Center.

Deadline for ap-

plying is

November 6,

1981. See Jeri

for details.

The Collegian is an affirmative ac
tion/equal oppf)rtunity employer.

Amherst
Chinese Food

"Family Style

Cooking"
Mandarin &

Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon
Specials

from $1.75
jFarm Fresh Vegetables (

Beer & Wine License J

Sunday Brunch
\

All you can eat $4.95 J

62 64 Main St., I

Amherst 253 7835
\Closed Wadneidays }

Wa ut« no MSG or t

Artificial Food Coloring J

Are your
eyelashes so light

no one can
see them?

Tres L'Image is now
offering $2 off on our

very special eyelash

tinting.

Good thru Oct 31st

Tres L'Image
Hair Removal Er

Skin Care Clinic

European Facials &
Body Waxing
1111 Elm St

W. Springfield

781-2273

PalnfrM/HatrfrM/ C«rafr«*

-J
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^3!QRIAL/OPINION

Proposals to fight prejudice
Once again, that all too familiar voice of ignorance and

Kr'f'h '"^tri'Pr'^"^^ ^^'^ '" «"'• community.
Under the gu.se of UTOPIA, these dis^ting xndwxdJu
are advocatmg ultra conservative, right-wing and
backward answers to the real economic and ix.litical
uncertainty m our country today. Their list of racist
homophobic and generally reactionary demands has no
place m a healthy society, never mind in an institution of
higher education

. Our schools are being decimated with

yet UTOPIA rails for increased military spending to pro-mote U.S. domination in the world.

Mindless bozos like UTOPIA, with their perverted senseOf objectives, are increasingly making their presence felta^ in the recent Ku Klux Klan rallies in Connecticut andthe violent attacks against black people in Buffalo and
Atlanta. Now with the third death threat against amember of the People's Gay Alliance, a nationJl,robIem
lu^ wice again hit people in the face here at UMass; not
that It s not there every day. Witness the library stairwells

^n teT "".i '^!!'T'"'-
^"^ ^ ^^^ ^*y 'h« deaths ofbvo Third World students. Seta Rampersad and Jose

Pontes, go unresolved. Violent attacks against women (5

^^J^^S^^A^^ °^ ^^^ ^'^^^^••) ^"d '"^'"bers of
uie Ihird World and gay communities are all too common.

So. what are we going to do about all of this? The ad-
ministration's response to the gay student who has receiv-
ed the death threats is to stay out of sight, lay low. telling
him not to go to classes. In effect, isolating and in-
timidating him even further - (one wonders who is being
punished for the crap that UTOPIA is spewing out) We
should utilize this "Year Towards Civility" and encourage
active response from the community to pay more than lip
service to the problems of rasicm, sexism, homophobia
and other social problems. These social ills effect all of us,
and it is through active participation in resolving them
that we can begin addressing them. We must take con-
crete action to show groups like UTOPIA that we will not
stand for their ignorant actions. Therefore we urge con-
cerned students to form a coalition to oppose UTOPIA and
all it stands for. Ten campus organizations have voted to

Letters

Promote other UMass sports

To the Editor:

Monday, as I read the Collegian sports page, I felt a mix-
ture of pride and shame. I felt pride, not because the

UMass football team defeated the University of Maine,
but because the UMass field hockey team defeated na-
tionally first-ranked Old Dominion. I felt shame because
the sports' headline at the top of the page read
"Minutemen are back in black" instead of "Stickers take
two, now 1st in nation". In my memory, no UMass team
has ever beaten the nationally first-ranked team in their
respective sport. Yet this precisely characterizes the ac-
complishment of the UMass field hockey team as it

defeated Old Dominion on Saturday. The victory of the
football team looks meager in comparison.

I wish that the Collegian sports editors could see these
victories in their proper perspective. Maybe then, with
this insight freshly in mind, they would look beyond the
gleam of the football idol and begin to promote the many
other UMass sports with equal vigor and devotion.

John BoRsifnore
AadMrat

endorse the formation of this coalition and the adoption ofthe following demands:

- That the University administration and the Student
Government Association conduct a thorough and (ypen in-
vestigation of UTOPIA.

- Make the "Year Toward Civility" a permanent and wellknown feature of this university. If the administration is
really serious about civility then they should take the
following steps:

a. ensure a democratic environment at UMass by insur-
ing student participation in policy decisions that effect
students

^
such as co-ed bathrooms and student control

over the SATF monies.

b. name the library after the famous Afro-American
education W.E.B. Dubois, whose works are housed
therein.

c. name the Fine Arts building after the great Afro-
Amencan musician Duke Ellington.

d. implement the G core as a permanent University re-
quirement and thus begin the process of studying and
educating people about racism, sexism, homophobia and
other anti-social attitudes.

e. increase safety on campus by providing adequate
ligtiting in all darkened areas and not the "corridors of
safety that vice-chancellor Madson would suggest. Com-
bine this effort with increased education about violence
and its origins.

f. implement the Sexual Harassment Grievance pro-
cedure by February 1. 1981.

g. amend the Code of Student Conduct to specifically
state in an introduction that "anti-social behavior that
manifests itself in violence or the threat of violence as a
result of racist, sexist, anti-semitic and homophobic acts
will not be tolerated at UMass, and that such acts, if pro-
yen, may result in sanctions from the University up to and
including expulsion."

Lisa Nazzaro and Peter Bnyum are UMass students.

I f I I «

'Highest praigg% our band!'
To the Editor:

I am disgusted with the University Honors Program
According to their brochure, the Honors Program is in-
tended for those "who wish to control their own educa-
tional futures. To help you plan college your way." That is
their emphasis on your not mine. I thought from reading
their brochure that the Honors Program admits that some
students are capable of setting up their own course of
study. That is not the case. The Honors Program has a
new, nonnegotiable policy proscribing the practice of
waiving the foreign language requirement. Apparently
the student is incapable of choosing a course of study after
all.

If the decision which forbids me to waive the language
requirement were based on my inability to set up a
reasonable course of study, I would not be disgusted with
the Honors Program, just embarrassed by their lack of
judgement. But it is a university-wide policy and non-
negotiable. Either some students are able to decide on thei
course of their education or they aren't. If the Honors Pro-
gram holds that students don't have that ability, I insist'
they stop advertising the oppositie view: your way indeed.

David Smith
AariMnt

'Raindrops

keep falling'
If you get a kick out of watching peoples' shocked reac-

tions try telling someone from Gorman it looks like rain
It takes about two seconds for a quick look of concern
then one of mild panic to register, followed by a quick
glance skyward.

It seems someone was checking the absorption quality of
our roof, which can only be done in the rain. A dozen pat-
ches were taken off the roof, resulting in an indoor shower .

ip addition to the outdoor one on Sunday night.

,

U
^Despite all the hassles, I wouldn't trade dormitories

'

with anyone on campus. For example, the first thing I

Hannah Hosom

tTr^flT ?^ T^' "^P"'"^
d^^" f'-^'" *"side the wall,through the fuse box. and out onto the floor, where peoplewere putting down newspapers to soak it up.

"Isn't that dangerous?" someone asked. "I mean could
anyone get killed, or just shocked?"
Then there was water leaking through the roof in the

center of the floor, and a puddle was growing in the room
of a giri down the hall. We were told that if we wanted we
could relocate.

I went to the fourth floor, which had been closed for
repairs, to find my resident assistant, and found five or six
people pushing water down the halls with brooms into the
txathrooms so it would go down the drains and not through
the floors. *

"Grab a broom," someone yelled. "I'm sending down a
wave!

Sure enough, a little wave of dirty water came flowing
down the hall, and I joined people in redirecting it to the
bathroom. One girl down the hall was trying to push about
half an inch of water out of each room. As she pushed it
out of one, the slope of the floor would send it into the
room next dor. This continued all the way down the hall to
the team by the bathroom.

"It was really good of the University to provide an exer-
cise program, don't you think?"
"I was wondering how I would keep up with my water

polo skills!"

"Hey. watch this!" A friend of mine took a running
start, then slid on the water past three or four doors.
"Guess what. guys, good news! It stops in the

basement!"
A couple more students walked past with rolls of plasUc

and heavy tape. They walked into one of the worst rooms
and started taping plastic to the ceiling so the water would
collect m the center. Then they cut a hole in the middle and
put a trash can underneath.

"If it fills up too much, dump it out the window," they
called as they walked to the next room.
My roommate went into the bathroom, lit only by the

light from the hall, to find the drain and clear it As shewas standing in the wet darkness, a ceiling tile gave wav
under water pressure and dropped two feet away from

Meanwhile, three floors below, Gorman's coffeehouse
was continuing, barrels standing around the lobby to catch
water.

"How about 'Raindrops Keep Falling on My Head'?"
yelled a voice in the back. Everyone laughed. It was
friendly, we're-all-in-this-together laughter.
"Start drinking," joked a passing official. "It'll be a lone

night."
*

It was announced that we would move out for the night
Vans would be provided to take us to Hampden iri

Southwest, and mattresses would be brought in. We were
to take everything we'd need until five o'clock the follow-
ing day. Most of us were lucky enough to find a friend who
didn't mind taking us in at 2:30 a.m.
Monday at 10 a.m. the official word was that all the

doors would be opened in the dorm, and the heat would be
turned up as high as possible to dry the place out. The
outer locks would be used to keep out vandals, and if any
of us needed anything, we would show our I.D. and be
escorted by the police to our rooms and back. The roof and
electrical systems were checked out, and at 4 p.m. we
were told we could move back in.

Nobody lives in his dorm strictly for its looks - it's the
people who are important. The people who live in Gorman
and those who helped out last weekend are some of the
best people I've ever met. It's too bad people like that had
to go through what they did, because they deserve better.
Hannah Hosom is a Collegian staffmember.

Letters Policy
All letters must be signed and include the writer's

address and telephone number, which will not be
published. Please type double spaced at fi7 characters
per line. Due to space limitations and the volume of
mail we regret we are unable to acknowledge
unpublished letters. All letters are subject to editins
for clarity and length.
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Top of the Campus
Lounge

Friday, October 23rd
The New

Bob Cummings Band
9 pm - 1 am

Saturday, October 24th
Join us for JAZZ with

MILK
UMass Music Students

•Valid ID and ABP sticker
required to purchase alcohol

Moor* Hous*
Pr»s#nts

j AWjWDS

S, BEST nCTURE

NEWMAN
BOBEMrr

A GfORGE RO hill FILM

..ail it takes is

\q little Confidence^

DAV© S \NMK) • GfOf?G€ ROY HUl
PrOOuCWj Oy TONV BH.L OfO
MICHAEL & JUIA PHILIPS JM

TtCXNCaOB* AUNIVERSAIPICTUW cv

Tonight CCA
4:46 Matinee 50c

7:00. 9:15, 11:30

AN ANTS EYE VIEW — A view of a gravel producing facjEory at ttie top ofa hill on route 116 is
griven an ant-like perspective.

ELECTRIC PERFORMANCES,
GRAND FUN,
ELEGANTLY
RAUNCHY,UN-
EXPECTEDLY
touching://

-Sheila Benson, LOS ANGELES TIMES

OUTRAGEOUSLY ENTER-
TAINING, BITCHILY FUNNY

-David Ansen, NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE

WONDERFUL DIALOGUE,
HILARIOUS SEX SCENES,
BRILLIANTACTING —Liz Smith,

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

RICH m,c) FAMOUg
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Presents

A Jacquet-William Allyn PrcKiuction A George Cukor FUm
JACQUELINE BISSET CANDICE BFRrPM

"RICH AND FAMOUS " DAVID SELBY HARTR^nrHMPP n. l

•(TMICTIe
Directed by GEORGE CUKOR

MErRO(CH.OR- >'ain»M»n>ami
MGM^k itntiSiutMt

NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

Southwest allocates
$878 for civility
By CHUCK KILFOYE
Collegian Staff

vJi^H i^^^^Tf^ ^'^^ Government student assembly

Co^i ?f 'Vfrr^'"""
^«^« ^ ^h^ Presidential Civilky

ShTn r' T^^^ m'
^ ^""""^" ^« be held in Hampden

ft^ett h^ff^th
' "" ^'''"^^'"

I'
^'^b '^^ stipulation that

at least half the money is refunded through the University
of^Massachusetts Arts Council and the other half by the

wo^inL^vf^'l''-^^^
co-vice-president, said the eventwould be the culmination of a series of events being held in

dormitories throughout Southwest on Nov. 3 and 4PrescoU said the function would be culturally oriented
with speakers attempting to tie-in civility with student life
in southwest.

"We are trying to show that the students on this campus
are concerned with civility and that the administration is

""i .K^^F,
this without student input," Prescott said.

Ruth Mazzola SWG co-president, said that the event
which wil include a poetry reading, will show that the
bouthwest area can be cooperative with the chancellor and
tnat It can be a good community.
"We're trying to make a bang in Southwest." Mazzola

."? L.^^lf^ ^T^ ^ ^^ ^"^ "^^^^ people realize that
this body (the student assembly) does function. We are do-
ing our part to promote civility in Southwest "

The assembly also voted in favor of sending a motion to
allocate $470 for the annual Southwest Battle of the
Bands to the finance committee for approval. The event is
scheduled to be held on Nov. 14 in the Hampden Student
Center from noon to 6 p.m. Marge Harlow, co-vice-
president, said the allocated money would be used to pay
for sound equipment, security, publicity, and $150 in casJi
pnzes for the winning bands.
The assembly also tabled a motion to allocate $500 for a

ozltural film series to be held at the Malcolm X Center in
Southwest which would feature the "Autobiography of
Miss Jane Pitman."

e f j'
ui

i^ BOG-
Continuedfrom page 1

Scott Cashman, BOG chairman, said the full-costing
policies created by the university administration, has putupward pressure on all University fees. This policy isnot
specifically mandated in the Committee's report and is an
mappropnate response" to Senate criticism of fun

transfers.

"What is mandated in the report is the reduction ofTejf-
tbook Annex profits, and nothing has been done about it

"
he said.

'

Bruno said, money taken from textbook profits is. used
to coyer losses in the Campus Center building, "ft is
ridiculous for them to use Textbook Annex profits as a
crutch," he said.

Taking money from Textbook Annex profOis.. unfeke

Key Club? KiwANis?

Souwd FamiUar?
IF so, cliEck OUT CircIe K.

TuEsdAy INiqliT 6:00 PM
CAsliiw 104 - SylvAN Area

We are iNvolvEd in

SOCIaI ANd COMMUNiry ACTIVITES.

For more inFo caII

Bill - 6-5922

RAy - 6-4059

Collegian 9

Sf£i«M^^^H«lIW4*fcR|fa.^ia4.M

TNIM«»AT t^M
OCTOBIR 22
UWB&llAlllfM^
onoiicHoiW^

T/ie
^oodstnkli

"^pertory
cJ:Dance
Theatre

of I'hnidad (^- l^obago
Sunday

November 1

SUNDAY MORNING BREAKFASTS
7:30- 11:30 a.m.

LUNCH
Tuesday - Friday 1 1:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

DINNER
Tuesday Sunday 5:30 p.m. 10:00 pm
BANQUET FACILITIES AVAILABLE

FULL COCKTAIL SERVICE
(Rt. 9) Hadley, Mass.

J(JllilAI?t) $TI?IN6
CljAI?TtT

Thursday.

November 5

8p.m.

I

ORCHE
DELV~—

SUISSE
lOMANDE J

Sunday, November 8, 8 p.m

•ATTENTION TO DETAIL"

CHILDREN
OrAUfSiRCOD
Tuesday, November 10, 8 p.m.

BOX OFFICE; Noon to 4PM, M-F (413)545-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert HalJ

Poor Richards
TUESDAY

DANCE CLUB
DISCO • Tod 40 • Rock

WEDNESDAY
Route 9 Amherst

Til
EVERY THURSDAY

/So ;
25c Drafts 75c Drinks

Friday & Saturday

FOR
1

with Guest D.J. AL VARELAS 8-10 pm

HOUSING INFORMATION
Housing Exemption Applications are

available in the Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whit-

more. Applications are due no later than Monday,
November 2, 1981. Late applications will not be ac-

cepted.

Five College Residential Exchange Pro-
gram applications are now available in the Housing
Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore. Deadline for applica-

tions is November 20, 1981.

For further information, contact the Housing Assignment

Office at 545-2100.

our new

HAPPY HOUR
7 days and 7 nights

4-6
•••••••••••••••••••

HopsD'oevres ^^^idnight

&Twofers Twofers

TWOFERS
on all well drinks and
drafts plus discounts on aU

liquors and beers
Proper I.D. a must
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Friday, October 23 iggi Friday, October 23, 1981

JOIN THE CROWD
AFTER THE D.U. GAME

Th« D#st PIqc» in Town to
Stort o Convorsotion

AMHERSrS BIGGEST LITTLE OAR
07 N. PloQsont St., Amhorst

Solution to yesterday's

puzzle

aoHf'i gaanancar

icinaaacira aaoa
Sc ALmTOMT 6 M

1 M P J $E

H A UGH
T A M UN E

A
P

L E

QBo yaaaa um\
lglElU^W|UIHI&|AMS|K YTp

LIMIT 3

6.5 OZ. """O ^ CUSTOMER

THiiiMiunc

K^a i

lotion i

LIMIT 10
TO A CUSTOMER

FOR
DRY
SKIN
CARE

REG.

1.59
SAVE 2.00
ON NEXT PURCHASE
OF LARGE LOTION

U-100„iiSQUIBB

10 cc

ISOPHANE

INSUUN

SUSPENSION

USP (NPH)

100 UNITS PER CC

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllll 4.59
BONUS RI\CK
100 SIZE WITH 30 FREE!

REG. 6.99
now only

4.99

256-8587
fast, free deliveryWithin30minutes

FREE MINIWHEAT!!
W^theverylarge2ormoretoppingpizza
geta MINIWHEATdoneFREE!!

(Regular2toppingminiwheat

$2.79value!)

COLL
DWG
9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun. ^m^^^^^
4 MAM STT«ET AMHtRST. Phone 253-2523

MENU
Small Pizza 13.65

Large Pizza S5.75
extra ileim:S.65onnal.^90on Ivfe

!Vf uahrooms GroundBeef ExtnChww
Peppcroni Gram l^ppm DDalikDo««h
Black olives SauraRe Andiovin ObioM

DRINKS SJ5
Coke Sprite Tab RootBeer

HOURS:
4:30pin^:00am

Open 7 Days

with thiscoupon

: FREE!! i

: MINI WHEAT i

: With purchase of large ,

:

: 2-topping pizza •

: Good only until I

• 10/30/81 :'""" "'"II

363 Main Street

Little Flags Theatre

'BOSTON REMEMBERS" OCT.

A history of working people dur-

ing two of the most rollicking,

turbulent years of this city's life,

1886 and 1919.

'WINDFALL" OCT 26

"WindfaD" dramatizes the alarm-

ing problem of nuclear waste and
poison chemicals polluting our

environment.

> tt.OV

S|)imMii s

Commutar Cot)*ctiv«

/ i;,('. (j'v ( 111111,1/

Stiiiliiil dm trnwi nl Iwoi

C^n'riiiii\ priicriiin (niiiuil

Wl/\> t.lllllllll 'III llli {r/\ III'/ tlilDlilllllh

(ililllllllll SlUllll

hihni Cinlfi sliii/iiii : iiiiiii^

Top of the ^mpiis
Hystauran.t and liiunfjc

M •

l'"L'

Both plays in Student Union Ballroom

8pm $2 admission

\|iiiru\ II I 111. ulii ( jiii|iii- ( I Ml, t

llKTMlv „l M.,>.^. 11,,,^,,.,.,, \,„|,. ,.,,

Friday Might

/

DINNQl

choice of any entrees
includes: Salad Bar and non-alcoholic beverage

$12.95
*10% Discount with valid UMASS ID

•Validated parking in the Campus Center Garage
•Call 549-6000 ext. 639 for Reservations

DEAN'S UST SPRING 1981
Ifilteglaan

v

.. .We have found that superior academic performance is the product of many
factors, such as the talent and motivation students have received through their
parents. Academically, it comes from a shared effort on the part of the studentand an outstanding faculty. Providing that opportunity for personal achievement
IS the University's central mission. .

." _ chancellor Koffler

0«^:rJXiruSr.rZrr ^°""* •''-" "^ '«««' ^"•' --" " ^00.. co.e ,0 .he Oean of Students

Congratulations,

William Field .

,j.^,
Dean of Students

ANDERSON tTER I A,
BENNETT, ELIZABETH
CARPENTER, RICHARD
C0LAT0STI,CAMILLE
COLLIER, MELANIE A,

CROTEAU, RUSSELL E,

CUTTER, HEIDI SUE,
DAVIS, BEVERLV L,
GILBERT, AOENA,
GORDON, BETH ANNE

Sfl.F.!^'- ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
l'"!.l°^^ '^^^^' '^/cASSEN.SUSAN M.

i^-tlWIWGOTTFRIED, TOBY
GREENE, WENDY M,
HARRINGTON, BARBARA
HOLMES,CORNELlUS F
HULETT,JOHN J,
JOHNS»HICHAEL P,
KAUFMAN, KENNETH N,
KEEGAN, STEPHEN H,
KELLY, FREDERICA H,

'^/lASSEN, SUSAN N,
KOCOT, STANLEY LAURENCE
LANCLEY, JULIET A,
LEVY, BRUCE G,
MAXWELL, LISA M,
HCKEE, BONNIE L,
*< I NASI AN, TIMOTHY S,
MOSS,HARLA JILL,
NAGLE,JAH£S P,

NEUrXAKN, FRANCES M,
ONORATCLISA F,
PEARCEfKARINy
PE SCO f DUNE,
PHILBIN,ELLEN K,
J^fTIRIERfOEBORAf' J,
PJOLERtCAROLINE HOPE,
RABU^ABRfEL F,

ABBOTT,PETER WOOD,
AGHJAVAN,JILL M,
ALflANESE, JANES H,
ALVES, JAMES JEFFREY,
ANDREWS, DAVID M,
APPELSTEIN,MATTH£W J,
AREANO.SHARYN,
ARSENAULT, STEVEN J,
AUGUSTO, ARTHUR,
AZAROFF, SHERYL L,
BACHRACH, ESTHER L,
BARTKUS,LISA M,
BAUM, POLLY A,
BEALS.KELLY MARIE,
BECK, ADR lENNE BETTE,
BaL IN I, CHRISTOPHER
BERLIN,STEVEN H,
BERNSTEIN, JCDY L,
BERNSTEIN,MARTIN A,
BLOCM,NANCY ELLEN,
BOAS, GAIL C,
BOUCHARD, TERESA C»
8RAUNTHAL, STEPHEN D,
BR lEN,MARGARET S,
BROWN, SANDRA ALICE,
BUCK, SUZANNE 0,
BURAS, JENNIFER R,
BURKE, SHARON B,
BUSSIERE»OARLENE M
8YERS, MICHAEL B,
C ALL ANAN, NANCY L,
CARLSON, CHRISTINE E
CARNEY,PAUL JOSEPH,
CARON, STEVEN GERARD,
CARR, DAVID GERARD,
CARRERASf JORGE A,
CAKROLLfNARY P,
CARTER,LISA A»
CASPERSON,LAURIE S
CASSANOfELIZASETH A
CASriNE*KIM8ERLY A,
CERVANTES*JEANNE E.
CHAMPAGNE fCHARLPS C»
^HANtKAI-CHAN*
CHAPMAN, R4NDV Sf
CHISHOLNyOEtfRA C#
iH:,,ufNARO«KIM S»

'
>^*.»ur»^Ant> p, RABUtCABRTEL F, t<ALD»D

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
CREE00N,JOAN MARIA.

RE ILLYfTHOMAS K«
RITTERfMILLlAN j,
ROSENTHAL fSrUART OAVfOt
If VMOURf LINDA C*
SHLOtSERfLINOA A,
SrONI, PAMELA ILLCN,
lirSZROWSK It JANET CHRISTINEt
WALOtOIIOIIAH H*

CREE00N,JOAN MARIA,
CROWLEY, PAUL M,
CROWLEY, PETER,
OAHLSTR0M,TO0D M,
DALY, ELIZABETH A,
DEVINE,CAROLE T,
DIAMOND, ALYSE H,
DIORIO,ROSLYN 0,
DOnVK, LAWRENCE NEAL,
OOHERTY, MICHELLE A,
OOLEVA,JOHN LENOX,
DONAHUE, HEIDI ANN,
DONEPP,GENEVIEVE V
DONO I AN, STEPHEN ARA,
OCWNING, EILEEN H,
URUBULIS,ANUREA,
OUCHARME, DIANE L,
DUDMAN,DAEORA E,
OUHANOSKI,H0LLY J,
DZAUGIS,J0HN E,
EAOY,LYNN M,
EC ONOMOU, GEORGE,
k'LLEEN,JUDITH A,
ELLIOT,SCOTT M,
ELLISON, KATHLEEN A,
ETriNGER,MARK W,
EYGES,MARCY E,
FARNSWORTH, DAVID

HOOKER, DEBORAH L,
HOOVER, DAVID D,
HOWL AND, JEFF,
HOWL AND, JERRY,
HYMAN, PAMELA,
lAFRATO, DAVID J,
IVANCIC, ROBERT J,
IZHAELI, DANIEL MORRIS
JACOBS, BETH-ANN,
JOSIAH,WALTER ROBERT,
KACOVANNAKIS, CHRIST M
KAPLAN,GEORGE ROBERT,
KAUPPINEN,J0HN W,
KAZANTIS ,CHR|STCPHER
KENNEDY, KAREN,
KENNEDY, LEANN,
KENNEDY, MARGO,
KERNAN, JOYCE E,
KEYES,MARY ELIEN,
KIEL, SHARON mT
KIL,LEO,
KNIGHT ,P/iUL C,
KOHL,KRIST(NA GIFFEN

*• ROLLER, JEANNE M,
KOPMANN.LAURI Ct

yAVKc •^JSSAK.IVAN.
WAYNE, KRAFT, KARLA N,FIOR INI, CAESAR HENRY, JR ^iic;S?r;.r;»

FiTzpATRicK.jni.M k. .; ??*r.!!??^'»»'^*-^^*

C(M«i.lY,BR|AN THOMAS,
'UMFN, NORTON U
' )H^S,«(CHARO MURRAY*
,OH»%,SfEVfN §0

Ci i >i>)ISO»CLARE P,
CaMeRPOROytAURiM Jf
CCNNOLCYt.^ANEr M«
>CtHhQnifj INIPER Ht

CORSINCMICHAEL J,
COSTELLO, DAVID J,
COTTRELL,MARV F,
COUCH, MICHAEL STEVEN
COURTNEY, THOMAS J JR
CQVELLfMARIE R,
COWIE, CHERYL A,

FITZPATRICK,JO»-N N,JP
FLOMENHOFT, SHERYL A,
FLUG, JEFFREY S,
FOLEY,DAVI0 WAYNE,
POTI,VINCE PATRICK,
FRASER,DENIS£ M,
FREEMAN, THERESA L,
PRITZfMARTHA J,
FUCH$,JACK K,
PUSCO, RICHARD ANTHONY,
CALVIN,JOHN RAYMCNC,
CARIBOTTCMARK B,
GIBSON, DAVID R,
CINS6URG,SUSAN 01 ARE

»

CLOTT, SHARON 8,
GOLDMAN, SHERRY L,

?222SJ^:?I^"^*** RICHAEL LEVINE.SHERRI
GORDON, ALAN R, r-«^ .

GORDON, OEBRA NAN,
GORDON, RICHARD STEVEN
GRAFP .ELLEN S,
HALEY, ROBERT L,
HAMMANN,ELIZABETH«
HANOELMAN, STEVEN H,
HARRINGTON, EDWARD S,
HARRIS, PAUL PRESCOTT,
HARTSHORN, SHELLEY S,
HAWKINS,MITZI G*
HELGASQN,JON HALLCQR

KRANTZOW,DEBRA F,
KRASILOVSKVMMV J,
KRIKORIAN, GEORGE F,
KRONFELO,LAUREN 6,
LAHEV, KATHLEEN |!ARY,
LAI, YVONNE K,
LANE, ROBERT H,
LANE, TIMOTHY P,
LANEN, SHARON N,
LANNI6AN,NICHA€L P,
LARKIN,JGSSPN ANTHONY,
LARRAtERIC,
LAYERtSTEVEN W,
LAZARUS, SUSAN L,
LEEDS, JODI i,
Ll?VICK,AMANOA R,
LEVINEtJEFFREY N»

L»

MARSHALL, NANCY A,
MARTIN,WILLIAM E,
MAURICE. DONNA L,
MCCARTHY, JUDITH A,
MCCLURG.LONI JCHELEN,
MCDOWELL, ROBERT J,
MCGRATH, JAMES 6 JR,
MCMULLEN, JOHN RICHARD, JR
MEALEY,JOHN J,
MEANY,RITA M,
MESTEL, LAWRENCE S,
MEYER, CORINNE JANET,
MIELKE, OEBRA B,
MIKLAVIC, BRENT F,
MILANESE, SUSAN J,
NOLIN, KAREN A,
MORAN, TIMOTHY E,
NORGANSTEIN, SHARON R,
NORLEY, ROBERT CURTIS,
MORRISON .SANDRA A,
MOSERtWILLIAM R,
NEGRON RIVERA, ALEX J,
NELSON,TRACY ANNE,
MEVILLe, PAULA A,
NEWMAN, MADLYN A,
Ml EMI EC, DAY ID JOSEPH,
NIETUPSKI,MICHACL 8,
MOTRIN, DAVID St
NOVAK, SUSAN E,
ONEfLLyJOANNC C,
OR lOL A, DEBORAH A,
OR SKY,CLARK J,
OSMONO,DOUGLAS U,
PAILLEtNORA J,
PARKER,JOHN T,
PAUL, RONALD D,
PECK, ADAM L,
P0PEtf,JONN CHRISTOPHER,
PUTNEYtOUNCAN B,
QUILL.JERCMIAN C»
OU I NL AN, MICHAEL P,
RABELL,FERNANDO N,
REGENAUER, BERNARD J,JR
REfCH,DANA S,
REILLYtCHARLES N,
RESNICALAN 0,LEVINE,SHERRI L* "anicALAN O,

LEVY, SHERYL A, PINALDI, ELLIS F,

LICCIARDELLOtRGSEMARIE ^'OROAN, ELLEN J,
LIFSCMULTZ,JANE, ROSENBAUM, BRUCE C,

HENRY, EMILY R,
HERDER, JUSEPM J,
HERNDON,KRISTEN
HeROLO,JEFFREY M.

LIFSCHULTZ,JANE,
CrPKAtJANE 0,
LIPMANtANOREA JUCITI-,
LOGANtTRACI ANNE,
LOGUE, ERNEST P,
LOONEY,CAROLE J,
MACDONNELL, MELISSA M,
NACHADQ, ANDREW KEITH,
MACMILLAN, HEATHER LEE,

JR NAKOWIECKI, PETER F
MA LESTA, MICHAEL T,

MARQUEOANf, JOSEPH P
MARSHALL, DONNA J,
MAR SHALL t JUNE A,

RUB IN, LAURENCE M,
RUSSELL, BARBARA ANH»
RUSSELL.KEVIN T,
RUTYNA, DAVID P,
SARACENO,LE0 D,
SAUERTIG,CARYN 0,
Saunders, JEAN,
LAUNDERS, VICTORIA LOUISE
iCHNEIOER, JANICE LYNN,
SCHNITZER,BETH ANN.
SCHONZEIT, DARIN CABLA,
SCHUBACK,MARC G,
SCHULZ,CARL J,

SCIABARRASI,MARCIA,
SCORZIELLO, GREGORY,
SELLEW, GEORGE M,
SERBAGI, RUSSELL C.JR
SHAMAH,LONI B,
SHANE, JOHN E,
SHARTON, ROBERT 0,
SHEEHAN, EDWARD WILLIAP
SHOSTEK.TOOO L,
SIMONITSCH,KIRSTEN H,
SIM0NS,CALVIN J,
SMITH,ILISA K,
SMITH,KEVIN M,
SMITH,LYNNE SHARON*
SOCKOCERIC D,
SPIEL, ERIC J,
SPOONER, STEPHEN ORIN,
STEIN, KAREN 6,
ST ENBERG,LAURIE 6,
STOLLER»SUSAN C,
STRONCIN,ROBERT HOWARD,
STROUSE, STEPHEN PAUL,
SULLIVAN,MICHAEL Et
SWANVRONALO 0,
SWANSONtCYNTHIA J,
SWEENEY, WILLfAN HENRY,
SZENOEY, ANDREW CHARLESt
TAHMOUSH, FRANK 6,JR
TAUBEt PETER DAVID',
THERIAULT,ANORr J,
TqNNER,RUSSaL STUART
TOROSlAl«,JANETR,
TRELE6AN .SUZANNE N,
TURCOTTE,FREDERICK J,
^WOMEY,MARY,
VALLES,ALAIN R,
VARELAKIS,DESPINA A,
vAsSACLOtKATHLEEM »,
VAUGHAN, DAVID A,
VEGLIANTE,FRANK S.
VINER,MICHELLE R,
WALSH, STEPHEN J,
Wi!;EN,PETER RICHARD.
WEBB, RICHARD F,
WEISSMAN, LAURA ANN,
MERST,KENT A,
WHITE, ELLEN MARIE,
WIEDERHOLD,CONRAD N,
MIJEYES'NGHE,ROCHCN,
WlLLIS,ROBERr M,
WILSON, ANDREW JAMES,
WOOD,MARTIN F,
WUiOAVID C,
WYMAN, OEBRA E,
Y4CUZZ0, LAURIE A,
YORK S .JONATHAN 0,
ZANTINCA.JAN T,
ZIELONKA.ALEKSANORA R,
ZOLTY. BARBARA C,
ZUCKERMAN, LESLIE A,
OHara. Kathleen, M
Ting, Gregory

JR,

ACEVEOO CRESPO.JUAN
AIJALA.ERIC J.
AKER, DOUGLAS R,
ALBEROINCHARK J,
ALBERTSON,MARCIREr

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
aSCHENBACH, SCOTT L,ALLEN, PETER J,

ALLOY, LAUREN D,
ALVANOS, TRACY A,
AMES.OONNA MARIE,
ANDERSON. BONNIE Jt

AN06R<JCN, NANCY J,
ANOREm S (JANET V
ANOREmS. ALLI SON E.

ANJREWS, SHIRLEY RUTH,
ANGELINEtKAREN Et

ANTEZZO.blNA M,
ARCHIBALD. MATTHEW E.
ARSENAULT. MARTIN J,
ARTHUR, SHERKIE KENNA,
ARZBERGER,NANCY 0,

AT^MIANaWILLIAM T.JR,
AUOET. ROBERT G,
AVERILL, CLYDE W,
AVERY. SUSAN M.
AVRF-;, CAROLINE F.
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a^CHMANf INA R.
B4CH.<iAN« JEAN A»
aACHRACH,nERT Et
BACKERfANNA M,
BAILEY, SCOTT WAVERLY
BALOINI, KEVIN J*

BALL.JEFFREY Ut
aAR4BA<>II •CHERYL E»
BARBER, STAMN,
BAKNETT.JULIEANN,
BARON, SUSAN 6,
BAROSS,CAROLYN J,
BARRUSfOAVlO Jt
BARRY, KEVIN J,
BARRY, »(ICHAEL Jt
BARTLETT .BARBARA A,
BASSETT,BETSY A'^IE,
BATTISTI, STEPHEN M,
BAYLISS, MARTHA J,
BAYNE,CATHY L.
BEAN.OIANE K,
BEANE.BRENOA WARE,
OEATT IE, BLAKE R,
BAYNC.MARY S,
BEACIENSKI, KAREN L,
BEAOLE,LAUREcN M,
3EALS,THUMAS P,

CHAPMAN, ANNE C,
CHAPMAN, SUSm L,
CHARBONNEAU,EOliARO A,
CHEMINI, LINDA JANE,
CHERNAIK,MARK L,
CHIOCCHIO, SUSAN ELAINE,
CHir0URAS,CHHISTCPHER C
CHO£,MQK,
CHRISTENSEN, HEIDI A,
CHRISTIAN,ROSEMARIE B,
CHUSLO, STEVE?* L,
CISZEhSKl.KAREN A,
CLAPP,CYNTHIA C,
CLARK, LAURIE J,
CLARK, MICHAEL ROBERT,
CLAYTON, JAN E,
CLIFF, GREGORY B,

COFFIN, CLARISSA 0,
CUHEN»HENJAMIN,
COHEN,JACQUELINE.

BEAUOOIN.LISE M,
ttECK, JEROME N,
0EE8ER.STEVE L,

BEEN.EOHONO J,
BEIKES.BRIDGET ANN,
BELANCER.KANOYCE M
BELVAL.PAUL N*
BENJAMIN, JOHN S,
BENSON,RUTH J,
8ERGER, BARBARA M,
BERKELHAMMER,PAUL,
BERKOMITZ.LORI E,
BERMAN,ANOREA M,

BERN.JUOIVH S,
BERNAT, SCOTT M,
BERNHARO,CATHER INE
BERNIER.SCOTT R,
BERNSTEIN.OEBRA,
BERNSTEIN.ERIC M,
BIANCHI, MARSHA E,
BILLARD, JEFFREY M,
BLAKE, CAROL A,
BLANK, JEFFREY ALLEN
BLOCK, ALISON,
BOISSONEAU, ANDREA M,
BOIVIN,JOAN a
BOLOUCCHERYL ANN,

80NSIGN0RE, CAROL L,
BORR6CO,ELI0A MARIA
BOUOREAU. VALERIE M.
BOUTHELLIER.PAUL R
BOWFPS,JCHN JOSEPH.
BOZYCZKO, DONNA,
BOZZI, LAURIE,
BRADY, ESTHER Cl
BHAIDT, JOSEPH E,
BRAINE, JONATHAN C,
BRASkELL,LECN M,
BRENNER. STEWART h
BRIGGS-BAMFORD,K
8RIGHAM, ALISON A,
8RIGHAM,NEIL J,
BROWN, LISA L,
BRCWN, MATTHEW W,
BUNTING, JOHN OAVIO,
BURG, GREGORY M,
BURGER,MARK F,
BURKE,CYNTHIA A,
BURKE, KATHLEEN A,
BURKE, KELLY H,
BURNS, OAVIO FRANCIS,
BURROUGHS. LAURIE K,
flliR«ELL,LISA A,

BUTLER, SANDRA L,
CABELL, DONALD L,
CALDWELL, SCCTT P.
CALLAHAN, OENISE I**

,

CALLAHAN, JAMES M,
CAm»ANrS,LAjRA J,
CAMPBELL, MALCCLM A,
CAPASSC, ELIZABETH L
CAPLAN, ALLISON I,
CAPUTO, GARRETT C,
CARBALIOTIS, CYNTHIA
CARLSON, CARL EN E C,
CARLSON, NINA I,
Carney, ROBERT m,
CARPENTER, LAURIE
CARR,MELINOA S,
CARROLL, ANNE C,
CARTER, VICTORIA M,
CARVIN,8ETH N,
CARY, PETER GEORGE,

CUHEN.LINOA S,
COHEN, ROBIN LISA,
COMN, AUDREY E,
COLEMAN, MICHAEL STEWART
COLEMAN, SHEILA A,
COLLIER, DANA LYN,
COLLINS,CAREY E,
COLLINS, KERRY ANN,
COLLINS, PATRICIA N,
COLL INS. PETER H,
COMPERCHIOf MICHAEL J,
CONNOLLY, BRIAN J,
CONRATH, DOUGLAS A,
CONTItLAURA B,
CONVERY, BRIAN ECWARO,
COOK, JOE MARK,
COONEY, ELIZABETH A,
COOPER, TERRI G,
CORBETT, BARRY E,
CORCORAN, SEAN F,
COUGHLIN,DARLENE A,
COUTURE, JAMES A,
COWPER, JULIE A,
CKAWFOKD,LYNNE A,
CRISTALDI, KEVIN ALFRED,
CRON IN, KEVIN WRIGHT,
CRONIN,MONICA THERESE,
CROWLEY, DONNA MARIE,
CRYER, JAMES E,
CUDOIHY, ROBERT M,
CUETARA,DANIEL U'

CUNHA, RHONDA JEAN,
CURCIO,JAN,
'URIOSO,NORA E,
-URLEY, JEANNE M,
CURTIN, PAMELA GRACE,

, CUTTING, LAURALYN,
CZCRNIAK,LOIS AUDREY,
DALTON.LYNN L,
DALY, CHRISTOPHER LEE,
OASILVA, MARIA A,
DAVENPORT, MARGARET 6,
DAVIS, ERIN R,
OEAK INS, JUDY L,
OELANEY.SEAN FLETCHER,
OELLARIA,TRACEY A,
OELUCA, CHRISTINE,
OENKEWICZ, LAURIE J,
OENLINGER.CARLEY E,
DESHAIES, JULIE A,
DEXTER,DANIEL A,
DIAMOND, PAUL M,
DIAZ* THOMAS P,
DICKSON, SUSAN 0,
DICURCIO, LESLIE A,
OIDRIKSEN,LIZBETH H
OIPIETRO,KIM L,
OIXON, JAMES E,
DOBIJA.JOHN M,
DOtRPHOLZ,BRIAN K,
OULAN, PETER C,
UONERMEYER, DANIEL L

DJNOGHUE , ANNE N,
OONOHUE,JANE M,
OCCLAN.KELLEV C,
n()RFF. PETER H.
DOUGHERTY, KATHLEEN M,
DOYLE, DAMEL R,
DRAKE, KELLY E,
ORESSLER.LISA ALU,
DUBCW,HOLLY A,
DUFFY, MAUREEN A,
OUNPHY, ELIZABETH J,
DUPLISEA, STEVEN P,
OUPUIS,JANINE M,
OURKIN.KIMBERLEY A,

LEE OUSZA.JANE E,
DUVALL,RICHARD R,
DWYER,JOHN MICHAEL,
DYNIA, MARIA V,
EARLE, KEITH ALTON,
EATON, OONNA L,

ERICKSON,RITA A,
ESILE,NINA CIOVANNA,
ESTES, JONATHAN,
ETTINGER, JOANNE F,
EVANS, PAUL D,
EWEN,MARK E,
FABRIZIO, OAVIO MICHAEL
FAGUNOES. DAVID C,
FALZARANO,LORI A,
FANOEL,JEAN PAUL M,
FANTOZZI, CAROL ANNE,
FARBEM, SHARON P,
FARRAR, CRYSTAL L,
FARRER,REBECCA A,
FEINSTEIN, KAREN A,
FERMAN, SHELLY HOPE,
FERNANDES,RCBERr ALAN,
FERRANDINO, KAREN ANNE,
FEHRIS,PAMEI A L,
FINE,RICHARD Lt
FINGCLO,DIANE R,
FITZGERALD, LYNN A,
FLEMING, MELISSA A,
FLYNN, NICHOLAS J,
FOLEY, MARGARET A,
FOOKS,TREVOR G,
FORO, JULIA E,
FORMAN, MARTIN LEWIS,
FOX, JEFFREY 0,
FRANCIOSE.MARGO L,
FRANK, MARK S,
FRaSTER,BETH S,
freed, sara r,
freeman,kimberly a,
fresia.anne e,
FRINK, ROBIN LEE,
FULLER,LISA A,
GALLANT, JUDITH A,
GARDNER, ANN M,

GARIBIAN.ROSEMARIE V,
GARNER,LAURA S,
GARRELS, JOHN C, IV
GARRITY, JAMES M,
GASL IN, MITCHELL K,
GASPAR,LISA M,
GAUOET, LINDA ANN,
GAUNT. EMILY M,
GELLER, JESSE,
GENTUSO, DIANE C,
GERONIMO, MARIANNE,
CESSER, RICHARD M,
GIELIS,MICHELE K,
GIKNER,JAN S,
GILFEATHER,MARGO M,
GILLAN,FRANCIS J,
GINER,ANA S,
GODOARU. KEVIN P.
GOOOARD, MICHAEL J,
GOLD, LISA K,
GOLO.MICHAEL L,
GOLDBERG, WENDY SUE,
GOLDSTEIN, MICHAEL JAY,
GONICK,AMV 8,
GOODMAN, PETER BRIAN,
GOODWIN, LYNNE R,
GORDON, RICHARD J,
GORMAN, ROBERT C,
GORTER, ROBERT C,
GOSS, MARGARET ELEANOR,
GOVCNI, CAROLYN R,
GOWER, TIMOTHY M,
GRAOY,MARY E,
GRAHAM,JAMES MICHAEL,
CRANBEKY, SERENA W,
GRAVELL,JOHN E,
GRAVEMAN,JOAN A,
GRAVES,CHARLES D,
GRAY, DEBORAH ANN,
GREENBERG. JUDITH M,
GREENE, LAURIE T,
GREENE, WINNIE,
GREENSTEIN,GAIL E,
GRIFFIN,HENRY W.III
CRINLEY, THOMAS R,JR,
GRGGAN,HUGH S,
GUINTER, DIANE L,
GUMBINER, MARTHA C,
GtJTMAN.MAXINE Aj
GUTTERY,PAUL G, ^ ""
HAD LEY, JOHN k,
HAGBERG,CARIN A,
HALTER, ROBIN J,
HAMBURG, GLENN OAVIO,
HANAM, PAMELA A,
HANES, JENNIFER F,
HANKE, LAURA E,
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CASHMAN, DIANE MARIE, ^ "»^AROS, L YNNE K,
CASPER, ELIZABETH A, f ISENB£RG,L YNN B,
CASTLE8ERRY , OONNA J
CASTRO, JENNIFER L,
CATCHEPAUGH, LEIGH E,
CHALIFOUR, SUSAN LEE,
CHANDLER, CHARLES H,
CHANN6N, RUSSELL St

EISENKLAM, CHRISTINE
ELIAS,MAPK RAMSIS,
ELKINS, ANTONY S,
ELL IS, MATTHEW 0,
EMMA, MICHAEL ANTHONY,
ENGLUNO, SUSAN A,

JO,

HANLON, KATHARINE ANNE,
HANNUM, MARGARET A,
HANRAHAN, AMANDA M,
HANSCOM, LAUREL J,
HARMER, ELIZABETH UUARR lER
HARRIS, TODD BRUCE,
HARRISON, NORA M,
HARTMANN, HOLLY Et
HASKINS, ELLEN L,
HASTINGS, ANDREA,
HAWES, ELIZABETH ANN,
HAY.KATHY M,
HAYOEN, DIANE M,
HEALY, NANCY A,
HEARD, CYNTHIA L,
MEBERT,CHARL0TTE MARY,

HEBERT,WILLIAM E,

HEESPE LINK, CHRISTOPHER
HEMMERT,KATHRYN OENISE
HIGGINSt ALEXANDER,
HILTON, DAVr J T

,

HiNGORANI.SHEiLA R,
* HOBBStWiLLIAM W,

HOCHSTEIN.LISA R,
HODGKINS, DAVID W,
HOFFMAN, SHIRLEY,
HOLIAN, BARBARA «.

,

HOLLANDER, STEVEN 8,
HCLLOPANfLISA M.
HCRGAI^, ROBERT C,
HOSCM, JOHANNA E,
HOULE, DANIEL T,
HOWARD, TARA KATHLEEN,
HOWE.JENNIFER A,
HOYT,LISA H,
HUTCHINSON, ELLEN F,
ICETON,JANE A,
IRWIN, DON J,
ISAACS,DIANE B,
JABLONSKI, JOANNE L,
JACK, KEVIN J,
JACOBS,ANDREW SCCTT,
JACOBS, BARRY RUSSELL,
JACOBS, BRADLEY M,
JACOBS,EDWARD,
JAIN,SUUHIR,
JASINSKI,FRANCINE MARY
JENSEN, ERIC S»

JENSSEN,BETH ANNE,
JERVAS.SCOTT D,
JIA,HAOQUANt
JICKtELIZABETH A,
JILLSON, JENNIFER L,
JOHNSON, NANCY L,
JOHNSON, WENOY ANN,
JORDAN, STEVEN J,
JUNCOS,MARIA A,
KAOZIS, DIANE M,
KAINE, MAUREEN,
KAISER,KENNETH G,
KAKOULIDIS, ELAINE M,
KAMNirz,GAIL E,
KAPLAN,EILEEN GAIL,
KARASICK, EMILY J,
KASMIR,SHARRYN M,
KATTAN, YEHUDA,
KAVANAUGH,LEO F,JR
KEARNEY, OONNA M,
KEARNS,JOHN E,JR
KELLEY, BRIAN D,
KENYON, LINDA B,
KING,DANIEL R,
KING, RHONDA LYNN,
KINNEY,CHRISTINE L,
KINNEY, ELIZABETH M,
KIPPERMAN, STEFFI R,
KIRKPATRICK, DOUGLAS I*,

KOHANSKI, PHILLIP,
KOLISH, ANTHONY G,
KORO, ANTHONY,
KOSTYLA, MICHAEL J,
KRAMER, ALAN HOWARD,
KRAMER,LAURA J,
KRET, PHILIP E,
KROLL, PATRICK 6,
LABAIRE,PATRICIA A,
LAFERRIERE, LOUISE N,
LALIBERTE,LORI A,
LAMCNTAGNE, ABIGAIL J,
LAMPREY, PAMELA M,
LANCIANI,L0RI JEAN,
LAN0INI,KRISTINE M,
LANOIS.DONNA L,
LANIGAN,PATRICIA A,
LAPLANTE, SCOTT R,
LAPLANTE, SHARON ANN,
LAPORTE, ROBINSON M,
LARKIN, CATHERINE P,
LARSSON, DEREK JOHN,
LASHWAY, LANCE L,
LASKER, KENNETH M,
LAUGHLIN, JEFFREY A,
LAURENCE, FRANCIS J , JR
LAWLESS. DAVID R,JR
LEACH, TIMOTHY S,
LEARV, MICHAEL J,
LEAVITT,AMY BETH,
LECH, KAREN F,
LEODY, AUGUSTINE J,
tEE,OEBORAH A,
LEFF, IRENE,
LEHRER, ANDREW M,
LEMESHEVSKY, WILLIAM,
LENNOX,JAMES P,
LEONARD, RICHARD G, JR
LEONARD, WILLIAM
LEONG,JANE L,
LEPAGE, LINDA A,
LEPPERT,RICHARO J
LERNER, JOSEPH,
LESPERANCE, PAMELA J,
LETIZI0,LISA A,
LEVE, ROBIN C,
LEVI, HEATHER J,
LEVI4TIN, OAVIO,
LEWIS, TEDFORO P,
LEWY,MARK A,
LICHTENTNAL.ELANA I,

LEE,
J»
F,

Jt

LIOSKYtLOREN Pt
LINNEHANtEDwARO OtJK
LIPSKYtMARK ANDREW,
LIUtPAULt
LOFTUStKIM Ot
LOHNEStLEE 0,
LOITERSTEIN.MAXt
LOPAROOtANNA M,
LOPES, MARIA C,
LORRAINEtWENOY K,
LORY, CAROL F,
LOVETT,LAURIE A,
LOWY, OAVIO ALLAN,
LUCHStMICHELE Lt
LUCZKOHt TIMOTHY P,
LUNOQUISTtJANEt
LYNCH.CHARLES AUGUSTIN,
LYONS, ALAN 0,
LYONS, PAULINE E,
MABELtMARIAN J,
MACINTIRE,OONNA
MACKENZIE.ALLYN
MACKINNON, SCUTT
MACLELLAN,NANCY
MADDEN, GREGORY J,
MADONNA, ALBERT F,
MAFFEI, AMANDA ANNE,
MAGRANER, GABRIEL A,
MAHCNEY, THOMAS,
MAINZER, EDWARD ABRAHAP,
MALIAWCO,PAUL,
MANAS I AN, PAUL E,
MANGARPANtJEFFREY J,
MANKIN, RICHARD A»
MANSEAUf CHRISTOPHER J,
MARCHI, DUDLEY M,
MARCUStBRUCE WILLIAP,
MARSHALL, NANCY LEE,
MARTIN,CHARMAINE 8,
MARTIN,GARY JOSEPH,
MARTIN,GEORGES P,
MARTINtMARY LOUISE,
MARTINEZtHOWARC,
MAYCOCK,JULIA L,
MCCONNACHlEtJOHNt
MCCORMACKtMARY A,
MCCRACKEN, JEFFREY LYNN,
MCDAOE,MICHELE M,
MCDERMOTT,JOAN MARit,
MCDONALD, SUZANNE E,
MCDOUGALL.RQY J,
MCFARLAND,JOY L,
MCGANNtOENIS St
MCGARRYt TRACY At
MCGILLICUDDY,KIM E,
MCGOWAN, MAUREEN,
MCGRATH,ANNE MARIEt
MCGRATH, SCOTT Wt
MCHALEtJOHN E,
MCVEV,JOHN R,

, MERCURI,LISA APELIA,
MEREDITH, EILEEN,
MERRILL, JACK K,JR
MESSINA, KATf^ERINE M,
METAXAS,LEWIS E,
MIGNAULT, PAMELA A,
MILLER, JOYCE CHRISTA,
MILLER, JUDI TH S,
MILLER, RUSSELL G,
MILLSTEIN, JEFFREY H,
MISTREITA, RICHARD,
MITCHELL, THOMAS E,
MI TCHUM, KATHLEEN P,
MOLIN,NINA R,
MOLL, STEPHANIE A,
MONACO,CAROL M,
MUNAGHAN, JENNIFER M,
MONELL, FRANC ENA,
MONTGOMERY, KAY E,
MOOCS, KEVIN R,
MCRIN. PATRICIA A,
MORCNU.EKIC J,
MOPRELL, SARAH A,
MOSES, CAROLYN SUE,
MOSLEY.LISA A,
MOTLEY.OGNNA L,
MUeiLER.MARK WILLAM,
^JLMF^N. PAMELA M.

MULVIMI1L,L0RI
MURPHY,COLLEEN
MURPHY, GAIL M,
MURPHY, MAUREEN
MURPHY,MERILEE
MURTHA,PATRICIA,
MUSANTE, PATRICIA
MUSE, JOHN F,
MUTZ, BARBARA ELLEN,
MVLES,LORING,
NANGLE,OANA SARAH JACKSON,
NATHANSON,BETH A,
NAZAR.RENE,
NEEOHAM, NANCY J,
NELSON, JOHN RICHARD,
NETTLETON,KIMBERLY M,
NEUBERGER,NANCY E,
NEWFIELD.LISA S,
NICOLAZZO. JANET E,
NITENSON, NANCY CAROL,
NOLAN, MARY L,
NOVAK, BONNIE M,
NOWELL .RICHARD,
NUNES, STEVEN JAMES,

ANNE,
Et

At

Kt

C,

NURNEY, THOMAS,
NYMART, ANDREW G,
OBKI EN, SHARON M,
OCONNOR, ROSEMARY LOUISE.
0DONNELL,JOHN,
ODONNELL.KIMBERLY J,
CDONOGHUE,HENRY J,
OOOUGHERTV, MICHAEL k,
OGOEN, SAMUEL N,
OMALLEY, KEVIN JCHN

,

0RKIN,CARL J,
CS80RN,ELIZABETH CLARA,
OSHEA,MARGARET EUNICE,
OSKOWSKY.ALAN M,
OSTER. STEVEN P,
OSULLIVAN, OAVIO J,
OVERMAN, JOANN T,
PANAGOPE, PETER B,
PANOPOULOSt DAPHNE M,
PANTAPAS, SUSAN E,
PARATOPE, CHRISTINE,
PARENT,LISA A,
PARKINGTON, JOANNE,
PARU, BARBARA P,
PASCHAL, ANDREA M,
PAULEY, JOHN ADAMS,
PEARSON, DAVID S,
PEDERSEN.KIRSTEN F,
PEDULLA,LISA A,
PEGNATO,LISA A,
PELLISSIER, LOUISE M.
PERKINS. LORRAINE ALLISON,
PERRONE,GINA M,
PETERS,CYNTHIA A,
PETERStKEVIN Tt
PETERSON t JANET A,
PETERSON, JEFFREY 0,
PETRICK, CATHLEEN ANN,
PHILLIPS, BETH ELLEN,
PHILLIPS, OITTE G,
PIASCIK, BARBARA,
PICARO.LINOA R,
PIETRAS,ERIC ANTHONY,
PILIERO, SUEANNE.
PIRG. ANTHONY J.JR
PISCIONERI.LEE 0,
PITKIN, BARBARA H,
PLEAS, KEVIN M,
PLOTKIN, MICHELLE N,
POIRIER, SUSAN LEIGH,
POWERStJAMES E.
PRE SCOTT, ANDREW B,
PRICE, ELIZABETH A,
PROCOPIOW, JULIE,
PROIA, STEPHEN E,
PROPPER, DEBORA JUDITH,
PRUM,KATHERINE,
PURTELL, ROSEMARY,
QUAIL, BR I AN THOMAS,
QUEFFELECLISE A,
UUINN. DONNA M,
RAITTO,JOHN 0.
RAYVIO.LISA S,
REARICK.ANN ELIZABETH,
REED, MAR YANNE,
REEMAN.ILENE M,
REEVES, ADAM A,
REILLY.ELLEN LOUISE,
REILLY, KATHLEEN E,
REITZAStLORI ELLEN,

AMARU, MAR YANN,
8AILET, EMILY J,
BLINOERMAN, ELLEN S,
BROWN, PAMELA W,
BUCCA, PAULA MARIE,
CASEY, CHRISTOPHER JLOE,
CHAREST,PATRICIA ANN»
DORAN,AOELE KATHLEEN.
OUGA,ANN E,
OUNN,MARK J,
EHWA, ELIZABETH A,
ENGLAND, KAREN L,
FASS, DEBORAH C,
FERREIRA.PAMELA A,
FINKELfAMY E,

ADAMS, RONALD F,JR
AHLAOAS, STEVEN J,
ALLEN, SUSAN M,
AMBS.JEFFREY LAURENCE,
ANDERSON, CAROL A,
ANDERSON, NANCY JEAN,
ANDERSON, SALLY KAY,
BAGGE, KATHLEEN ANNE,
BANNON, PETER Jt
BAYARD.JEAN PIERRE.
BENNETT.PETER,
BI6B0, CHRISTIAN W,
BORDEN, ROBERT B,
BOULE,MARIE G,
BRYAN, JOSEPH W,
BUCHMAN.ANOREA,
BUCK, KENNETH J,
CALLAN, DONNA JEAN,
CALLANDER, MICHAEL ANTHONY,
CARENS,SEAN C,
CARTEAtPAUL St

REUTTER, RICHARD H,
REYNOLDS, FELICIA COLETTE,
RICE,ROCHELLE E,
RICE, SUSAN M,
RICHARD, JUSTINE Lt
RICHARDt SHARON A,
RICHARDSON, EITMNE M,
RIGGS,ANN M,
RINOGEN, DIANE,
ROACH, MICHELLE T,
ROBERTS, PAUL J,
ROBERTS, TRACY J,
RODENSTE IN, ANDREA L,
ROGERS, ANN T,
ROHAN, ROSEMARY E,
ROMAINE, BARBARA S,
ROMANO, CHARLES PAUL,
ROSE, CHERYL A,

ROSE, DALE EDWARD,
ROSEMAN, LAURA B,
ROSENTHAL, TER6SE ANNE,
ROUSSEAU, JOYCE A, .

ROVANI,JEAN STEPHEN,
ROY, JOSEPH Cf
ROY,MARCIA J,
ROYCE, NANCY A, •
RUBENSTEIN,SrUART ROY,
RUBIN, LORI G,
RUBIN, RONALD B,
RUDICH,FRAN L,
RUEGG, SCOTT,
RUMBLE,COURTNEY L,
RYAN, EDWARD Lt
RYDER, SUSAN E,
SAILLANT, MARGARET J,
SALLOWAY, BARRY M,
SAMARA, AUDREY J,
SAMUELSON,MELANIE L,
SANDEFURtMAPIA Ct
SAUERWEIN, ANTHONY G,
SAVARDtCHRISTOPHER E,
SCANLON, PATRICIA COR IS,
SCHEIN, DONNA ELLEN,
SCHERTZ, ALISON 6,
SCHEURER, GATHER INE E,
SCHNEIDER, PAUL K,
SCHOCK,DAVID W,
SCHOCKEN,EVA S,
SCHUSTER, JOHN J,
SCHWARTZ, BARBARA R,
SCHWARTZ, FAY6 E,
SCHWARTZ, PETER L,
SCHWARTZ,RICHARD J,
SCOTT, GREGORY M,
SCUDERE.RUTH ANN,
SCULLY, MARJCRIE A,
SEARS, CLAUDIA A,
SEIFER,JUDITH A,
SEIGAL, LESLIE E,
SERVICE, RUTH ELIZABETH,
SEWALL,HAROLD DEAN,
SHAFIK,NEMAT T,

SHANLEY, MARILYN A,
SHAW, ROBERT A,

SHEPAROSON,MAKIANNE,
SHEPARDSON, STEVEN J,
SHGQEMAN,JOHN M,
SICKLICK, RUSSELL L,
SILV£RSTEIN,RUTM A,
SIMON, SHERYL,

SIMON,STANLEY R,
SIMPSON, TERESA ELIZABETH,
SINCLAIR, LEANNE,
SINCLEFON.CCLLEEN E,
SMITH, BECKY F,
SMITH, BRADFORD ALAN,
SMITH,CAVIO F,
SMITH,0OUGLAS LESLIE,
SMITH,00UGLAS N,
SMITH, JOHN B,
SMITH, MICHAEL OAVIO,
S0KOLL,R0CHELLE L,
SOLOMITAtANORE G,
S0LCMON,JERI L,
SPEARS,ELIZABETH BLAIR,
SPECTOR.MIRIAM,
SPENCER, DIANE L,
SPISAK,GREGORY M,
SPIVAK,*rfENOY JOY,
ST CYR, GREGORY V,
ST JACQUES, BARBARA L,
STANTON, KEVIN J,
STAPLETON, CELESTE A,
STARR, LQRIN BARISSA,
STEEVES, SUSAN OIANNE,
STEINFIELO, ANNE CELIA,
STEPHENS, KYLE A,
STERN, REBA ANN,
STIASNY, JACQUELINE HCPE.
STICKLER, LAUREN A,
STOCKWELL, ELSIE F,
STRANG, DAWN EVELYN,
STRIDE,NANCY L,
STRONG, SARAH M,
SU,MANUELA G,
SUPPLE, MICHAEL J,
SURETTE,MARYJANE,
SURRETTE, BARBARA JEAN,
SUSSMAN, JULIE M,
SWARTZ, NANCY ELLEN,
SWEIBEL, ANDREW ISAAC,
SWIFT, AMY L,
SYNAN, THOMAS J,
TAGEN, APRIL S,
TAPIA,LUIS,
TAWA, GREGORY J,
TAYLOR, BRYAN C,
TAVNTCR. GREGORY HASTINGS.
TEEHAN.MARK J.
TEETER, MARTHA ELISABETH.
TEETER, TERESA M,
TEMPLE, NANCY L,
THACKERAY, BRETT,
THAYER, LINOA J,
THEILIG, SALLY RUTH,
THIBAULT, KEITH FRANCIS,
THIDEMANN, LINDA w,
THOMAS, CAROL S,
THOMPSON, DANIEL W,
THOMPSON, JENA K,
THOMPSON, MARK «,
TITUS, GILLIAN R,
TOLdCZKO, MITCHELL P,JR
TORGOVE, ANDREW J,
TOUPAL, JAMIE E,
TOUSIGNANT,NINA J,
TRACY, LEIGH W,
TRASK,LaRI L,
TRAYWICK, CHRISTINE LOUISE,
TRENOUTH,JULIA £,

!Q2llggimii3

FRAENKEL
FULD,RCB
GARVEY,S
GLIMCHER
GOBIELtN
GRAVES,

P

GREGALIS
GUNOAL.S
HALL,KEL
HARMON,

S

HELLMAN,
HERN.ROS
HIATr,SA
HIRST. JO
HOLMAN.O

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
,NINA,
IN GAIL,
USAN A,
.MAURINE P,
ORMA LCUISE,
EGGY L,
.MICHELLE J,
ANORA J,
LY ANN,
USAN D R,
MARY C.
EMARY,
NORA LEE,
HN LINCCLN.
AWN J,

JENSEN, SUSAN W,
KAUTZ,KIMBCRLY JEANNE,
KIL80URNE,DESIREE A,
KULIS,ANN E,
LAFLECH£,JOHN A,
LAMCUNTAIN, DEBORAH A,
LEMIEUX, ELAINE G,
MCKINNEY, KAREN SUZANNE,
MEYERS, MARGARET MARY,
MITCHELL, KEITH GEORCE,
MORIARTY.MARY JOAN,
ROBBINS, HILARY,
SERPA,ANN ELIZABETH,

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
CASPERSEN, BRUCE A,
CHAJES, MICHAEL J,
CHAMBERS, MICHAEL D,
CHEN, DANIEL KWAN TING,
CHU, JOSEPHINE C,
CLEMENS.KEITH ,H,

CONLIN,JCHN F,
COOPER ELLIS, PETER A,
COSTA, JAMES R,
CURLEY, JAMES MICHAEL,
CURRAN, TIMOTHY F,
DADOLY, WILLIAM J,
DAHLENtNEAL J,
DEFKIESSE, ROBERT JCN,
OEVINCENTIS, JAMES M.
DONAHUE, THOMAS J,
DUQUETTE, JOANNE PATRICIA,
EARLS, JAMES P,

FARIA, DONALD F,
FEENEY, BRIAN P,
FERGUSON,JANICE S,
FISCHLEIN,FRANCIS ALAN,

FLYNN, JAMES F,
FOWLE,LUCY M,
FRAGOZA,GAKY J,
FUGLESTAD,MARK R,
FURTAOO, RUSSELL,
GALEZEWSKI ,EVA M,
GEKACE, RONALD R,
GITKINO,NEIL A,
GOLDSTEIN, BRENT R,
GOLEN, FRANC IS S,
GORDON, ELENA G,
GCROON.JASOM H,
GRAY, LARRY B,
GREENE,PHILIP 0,
MAJJAR, GEORGES N,
MALLOCK, PETER W,
HAMILTON, MIL TON RUSSELL.
HARRINGTON, PAUL FITZ,
HARRINGTON, PAUL VINCENT,
HARRIS.JEFFREY B,
HART, JOHN N,
HAft FT .KEITH 0,

TRENTI, SCOTT M,
TROKEL,0ANA R,
TURNER, JENNIFER A,
USERBACHER, RICHARD.
VALINSKY, ELAINE R,
VARNEY,LEIGH ANNE,
V4RTABED IAN, ALAN RICHARO.
VASIL, ELAINE Ct
VICTORY, BERNARD C,
VIETORISZ.TOMAS J,
VITAGLIANO,CARLA ROBIN,
vaLMAN,OAVI0 G,
WAO£,MARK IRVING,
UAOE, PAULA 8,
WAGNER,CYNTHIA A,
WALGREN, SEAN L,
WALLANOER.LORI A,
WALSH, JANICE L,
WALSH, MARY KATHRYN,
WANOERMAN, WENOY S,
WARSHAW, ROBIN L,
WATER$,CATHERINE M,
WATROUS, PETER L,
WAWRZYNIAK,CHRISTINE M,
WEAVER,DANA 0,
WEINBERG, BETH L,
WEINBERG, NANCY S,
WELCH, TIMOTHY E,
WELOON,MICHELE M,
WEREMCHUK, GEORGE,
WESTER«1AN,ANN M,
WHEELER, LYNNE E,
WHEELER, MORRIS H,
WHITE, DAVID A,
WHITE, KEVIN a,
WHITE, LAURA L,
WHITE,LORRAINE A,
WHITE, WILLIAM JOHN JR,
WHITMAN, LYNNE A,
WIDROW,MICHAEL SCOTT,
WILBUR,CARLA M,
WILLIAMS, OIANNA,
WILLIAMSON, LORI JEAN,
WILQCHKA,KATHERINE LOUISE,
WING, RACHEL,
WINGFItLO. TERESA 0.
WINNIMAN, STEVEN Lulli,
MINSLQH.HOLLV,
WOOCCATHERINE A,
W0OOIN,MARYBETH,
WOODS, MAHY M,
WRIGHT, OAVIO B,
WRIGHT,KRISTEN L,
WROE, SHEILA A,
YAGER, LAURA H,
YANKEE, BRIAN S,
YING, VIRGINIA H,
YOO, LYNN SONMI,
YUN, CHANG HVUN,
ZABLUDOWSKI,MARGALIT,
ZEIGER,LISA A,
ZIELINSKI,EDWARD M,
ZIFF, ELLEN J,
ZIZZA, MICHAEL,
ZUBI,IMAD S,
ZUCKER,CAREN B,
ZUCKERtLAURIA M,
Cohen, Diane, G
Dorfman, Jacqueline

Lipson, Lisa

SLOVIN, MICHELLE,
SPIELBERG, EILEEN CARCL,
STECHER, AMY CAROL,
TROY, FRANCES R,
WARREN, LYNN JORDAN,
WEISSE.MAPY KAThERI.\;,
WHITE, LYNN A,
WILBUR, MARY £.
WILLIAMS. LEAH E,
ZASKEY,JOAN M,
Oelgado, Ana
Griffin, Terrl
James, Linda
Krantz, Sharl

HASHEM,ROSE SUE,
HATHAWAY, RICHARD K,
HERBERT, MARK STEPHEN,
HOFFMAN, ANDREW J,
HUMPHRIES, PAUL 0,
JULIAN,NICHOLAS PETER,
KEI BQGUINARD, PATRICK,
KIMBALL, RUSSELL DREW,
KRASOFSKI, JEFFREY G,
KRISTOFFY, ANDREW P,
LAFLAMME, THOMAS EChARO,
LAGASSE, MICHAEL J,
LAPIDUS,GARY R,
LAPOINTE. MICHAEL J.
LAWRENCE. CHARLES K,
LEARY, KEVIN J,
LEBLANCf WILLIAM F,
LENNARTZ, CLAYTON CHARLESi
LENTO, EILEEN M,
LESNUV, DANIEL C,
LEVREAULT, KEVIN R,
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ll»CNO CH«U»
LOM6AROI»RICHAR0 J.
LOVELLt JAMES T,
LYNCH,OAVIO »>ETER»
LYON, RUSSELL S»
fiACHL IN, CHARLES CAVICt
NACKINNONtROY JUHN»
MAGUIRE, TIMOTHY J,
HALLALIEUvMARK R,
MARKS.OAVIO A,
MCCUSKERtTHOHAS T*
HCFARLANE.REBECCA E,
»«CLAUGHLIN,OAVIO J,
MCNULTY,CHRISTOI> T,
MEGA, CHRISTOPHER A,
MEISLER, JEFFREY C.
METSKY, ALLAN J,
HOLLOY, NICHOLAS JAMES,
MORSEtJEFFREY 0,
MURPHY,01 ANE MARY,
MURPHY,MICHAEL T,

MURRAY, MICHAEL P,
NAUGHTON, KATHLEEN NAUOMt
NAUGLER, DONALD H,
NEtaELL,OLIVER JAMES,
NOBLE.dRIAN 0,
NOBLE,CRAIG 0,
NOOOINvLAURA J,
08RIEN, DANIEL M,
00ONNELL,PAUL R,
OLIZAROWICZ, STEPHEN V»
OSHEA,BRI AN,
PACE,M1LLIAM 0,
PANOISCIO, ALFRED A,
PAPPAS, JAMES Lt
PARK (HO C,
PARO.TOOO W,
PARSONS, STUART E,
PASSLER,ERIC BRYAN,
POGOOA, GORDON S,
POWELLfMARIE 0,
PRESTON, MARK A,

PliKK,NILS E»
KACCAvOCNUIS •
HANOALL, BARRY M,
RECKO,PAUL J,JR
RHEAUME, THOMAS,
RIZZI, MICHAEL P,
R0R8INS, DENNIS M,
ROBERTS, GEORGE
ROY, PAUL J,
SALLAH, STEPHEN
SALVUCCI, DONNA
SAMUEL,FKANK T,
SASSAM AN, RODNEY

wt

JCHN,
JEAN,
JR
A,

SCHWARTZ, GLEN
SEMO,BARRY J,
SEUSrJOHN D,
SIEGEL, PETER L,
SMITH, DANIEL J,
SPINNEYrCHRISTCPHER,
SPITZAK.JOHN G,
STEVENS, WILLIAM L,
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STLAWRENCE, MICHAEL ECMOND,
STUPAK,PETER R,
SWANSON,ERIC A,
rURNCJl,S.TANLEY Gt
VOLZ,BERNAao £«
VVNGRIUS, VICTOR,
WACHOWlAK,MATTHEh J,
WALL, STEPHEN M,
WARD, MARTIN P,
WASZCZUK, CHRISTOPHER M,
WEBBER, MICHAEL ROBERT,
WELLSPEAK,KATHERINE ANN,
WHITNEY, ELISE L,
WONG, KING,
WYPYCH, KELLY A,
YEPSEN, BRUCE A,
V INC, TIN YAU,
YU, ROBERT C,
TENLEA,BRUCE JEFFREY,
ZIHMER,PAUL VICTOR,
^nger, James, P,

AALTO, SANDRA JANE,
AOELSONtSHARI A,
ALBERSfCATHERINE A,
ALLEN,JAMES R,
ANASTASIA, LAURIE J,
ANDERSON .BR I AN E,
ANDERSON, LYNN JEAN,
ANDERSON, PATRICIA J,
ARLAN, MIRIAM BETH,
BACH, ELLEN ELISABETH,
BACHINI,JOAN MARY,
BASSETT, PAMELA,
BAUMGAPTNER,JEAN FRANCES,
BECK, EDWARD FRANCIS,
BENNETT, EVE M,
BERGSTROM, MARTHA LYNNE,
BERUBE,PAUL R,
BIMBO, ANNEMARIE,
BLACK, MARIE L,
BOASS, HEIDI,
BOL AND,MICHAEL,
BONZEK, VALERIE A,
BOUFFARO, BETTY-JEAN,
80URBEAU, DAVID B,
B0UZAN,JOAN M,
BRADLEY, MICHAEL S,
BRANDT, JANET L,
BREAU, WALTER C,
8RIGGS-BAMF0R0,TARA E,
BR IGGS, TIMOTHY L,
BRCCKNER,MARK,
baomn.carol a,
BURCHELL, MAUREEN ELIZABETH
8YMAN, KENNETH W,
CADMUS, STEVEN RICHARC,
CALMUS,JEFFREY,
CAMPBELL, SUSAN M,
CARLSON, MAR ION A,
CARLSON, SANDRA ANN,
CARO, SUZANNE D,
CATANCJOSEPH NICHOLAS,
CATONtLAWRENCE WILBLR III,
CHAN, SHIRLEY,
CHAR BONN EAU,ROBERT B,
CHAREST,MARC P,
CHENETZ.RUTH E,
CHLEAPAS, JAMES,
CHLUP, BARBARA J,
CLEARY, MICHAEL T,
CLEMENT, KEITH U,
CLINTON, KAREN L,
CONWAY, LORI GAIL,
C0RDEIR0,SHERYL A,
CORIGLIANO, NORMAN J,
COSTELLO,LYNN A,
COUSLANO.KIMBERLV,
CUVENEY, ELAINE M,
OALTON,PATRICIA A,
OEPICOLZUANE, NANCY KRISTIN,
DETUCCI, DIANE ELIZABETH,
OEV'NE, SHEILA MARIE,

COLLEGE OF FOOD AND NATURAL RESOURCES

GARCIA,
S,

UIBCNA,ALISON ft,

DONALD, CLAUDIA G,
DONOVAN, TERRENCE 6,
DRAPER, JOHN P,
OUGGAN, NANCY J,
EDWARDS, ROXANNE ELIZABETH,
ELLIS, STEVEN E,
ENGEL, CHRISTINE M,
ENGLER,DONNA L,
FAIRCHILD, VICTORIA MARY,
FANOEL, DIANE M,
FARRELL, LAURIE A,
FARRELL,MARK R,
FERRANTE, CAROLYN A,
FILES, DONNA EILEEN,
FINE, GARY L,
FISCHBACH, LINDA H,
FLEURY, TIMOTHY J,
FRANCIS,GAEL,
FREITAS, CAROLINE S,
FRIEDMAN, PENNEY MICHELE,
gabor, howard,
garber,amy l,
GATLEY,J£FF M,
GATTI, ANDREW LEO,
GJNET, RICHARD WALTER,
GCRDGN,OAN K,
GORDON, VIVIAN
GRIFFIN, BRUCE
GROSS, DAVID A,
GUINN, DAVID G,
HAGLUND,CARCL S,
HAHN, WENDY L,
HANSON,CAROL M,
HARRIS, JANE E,
HAVER, NANCY J,
HEMMAT, LINDA,
HESSE, BARBARA L,
HIGGINS, TIMOTHY 0,
HOLM, DAVID L,
HOST, LAWRENCE A,
HUGHES, ELIZABETH ANN,
HUGHES,HILLARY A,
HUNT,MAUREEN T,
IRVIN, PAMELA L,
JACKSON, KYLE E,
JOSEPH, MARY ALISON,
KALPIN.MARK C,
KALTER,TODO H,
KEENE, SUSAN K,
KENNEDY, uAVID P,
KERKEZ, THEODORE ALFRED.
KLINGf BRUCE W,
KNEIP, JOSEPH T,
KOLTIN,RHONDA B,
KORPITA, PATRICIA H,
LANDRESS, JUDITH hELEN,
LANOIS, GERALD 0,
LAUDER, OEBRA LEE,
LEBLANC, SANDRA J,
LEE, NARK S,

LESSE, JOANNE ROSALIE,
Lev INEf JONATHAN LAkRENCEt
LEWNEY,€MILV K,
LIVINGSTON, BRUCE E,
LOGIN, JOYCE A,
LOHRERtJANE E,
LONG, SHARON C,
MALLOY,MARY ANN,
MALONEY, JAMES MATTHEW,
MAMMATO, BARBARA J,
MARA, RUTH E,
MA/<ION, JULIE LEE,
MARK, DAPHNE,
MAURTUA, MANUEL,
MAZROLLE, SUSAN A,
MAZUKINA, ELLEN A,
MCCCRMICK, NANCY J,
MCCRONE, JUDITH ANN,
MCHUGH, BRIDGET M,
MEI, RICHARD J,
MOORE, KATHLEEN A,
MORIN,WILLIAM L,
MOTL, SHARON L,
MURPHY,PATRICIA A,
MURR4Y, ROBERT M,
NAHLOVSKY,JOANN,
NEW,CHRI STOPHER JCHN,
NOLAN, KATHLEEN W,
NORELLI, WILLIAM J,
NOVAK, LINDA A,
NUTILE,MANCY A,
OLIVERO, CAMILE,
OLSON, LYNDA A,
0RT,DIANE L,
PACKARD, MAR ILEE E,
PAGE, CHRISTOPHER N,
PALARDY, ROBERT D,
PAUL, CAR YN S,
PEARMAIN,ELISSA 0,
PETERS,MARK K,
PFISTER,KIRK ALAN,
PHILLIPS, ERIN K,
PICA,DONNA G, •

PINKERTGN,DON C,
PRIESTLEY, JCEL C,
PROKOS,JANE A,
PUMMELL, WENDY j,
PUTNAM, ELLEN CAOY,
PVOTT,CHRISTOPHER J,
QUIRK, UUREN ELIZABETH,
RACETTE, SUZANNE ESTELLE,
RAGLANO, ROBERT E,
RAKOUSKAS, DAVID A,
RANDALL, ALIOA L,
RASKEVITZ, ROBERT F,
RASMUSSEN, AMANDA C,
RE ST ANI, RONALD ALFRED,
RHODES,MARLA,
RICARDI, CHRISTIAN SCCTT,
RICHARDS, SUSAN LYMAN,
ROBINSCN, THOMAS M,

RODMAN, RHONDA L«»
RONAN, EDWARD JOSEPh,
ROOT, BRIAN G,
ROOT, MARILYN E,
ROWLANDS, CYNTHIA A,
SAMPSON, ELIZABETH R,
SANTILLI ,JOHN JOSEPH,
SARASIN, ROBERT L,
SCARLATELLI, KENNETH R,

SEARS, LEANNE MARIE,
SEYMOUR, ANDREA B,
SHAFFER, DEBBIE A,
SHEA, CHRISTINA H,

SIFF, COLLEEN C,
SKOLE, LINDA SUSAN,
SMIT,SABRINA Y,
SMITH, KAREN A,
SMITH, ROGER S,
SONDIK, SUSAN DEBORAH,
SOPRANO, SUSAN V,
SPADEMAN, SARAH C,
SPIELMAN,8ARI L,
STEIN, BARBARA PHYLISS,
STEINBERG, SUSAN E,
STILLWAGON,CATHERINE A,
STRONG,ALICE C,
SZALKUCKI ,PAUL,
TARPEY, PATRICIA E,
TEOFORD,ERIC CRAIG,
TEHEE, LAURA LYNN,
THALER, ANDREA M,
THAMHAIN,PETRA,
TOBIN, DANIEL L,
TUNMANN, LINDA S,
TYRRELL, JAMIE ELIZABETl-
UHSIN, VIRGINIA M,
USHER, LORI S,
VAN DEN 6R0EKE,CDETTE j
VAN EYKEREN,JAYNE E,
VAN06R BOGART, KAREN AN^
VER20NE, JEFFREY L,
VLAHAKIS, MARY ANN,
WALKER,STEVEN GERALC,
WALLS,RICHARO S,
WASNEWSKY,MARK E,
WATSON, LYNN M,
WAXMAN, EVELYN,
WEINBERG, JOAN C,
WEST, CYNTHIA L,
WHALEN,CATH£RIN H,
WHITLOCK, ALISON L,
WIELAND, WENDY F,

L,
Jf

ALI,AYES
BAPTISTE
BARKER,

P

BARKER,

W

BERNIER,
B0HN,RHO
BOKINA,E
CHRETIEN
COGSWELL
CONMAY,L
COURTNEY
CULLERTO
DGETLUCK
DONOVAN,

HA,
, LAURA ANNE,
RU0ENC6 0,
ENDY J,
CARL A A,
NOA LEE,
LLEN M,
, CLAIRE A,

f EL IZABETH P
YMN F,
, JULIA A,
N, MICHELLE C
, NANCY ,

ELIZABETH

SCHOOL OF HhALTH SCIENCES

WINEGRAD, SANDRA
WINGLER, BARBARA
WOERNER, DIANE,
WOOD, STEVEN J.
WOOD BURY, AMY H,
ZELAZC,BARBARA MEIOCY,
ZIMMERMAN, JEAN E,

ANN,

DONOVAN,
DRAKE, DO
EISNER, M
GARDNER,
GINGRAS,
GITTELMA
GLCSTER,
GOULD, LI
GRAZULIS
GRISKEVl
HE^'ENWAY
JOHNSON,
JONES, HE

MAUREEN ANNE,
NNA MARIE,
ARIE,
DIANE M,
LIZA ANN,
N,CHERYL A,
M AUR E 6N ,

NOA R,
fANN k,
CH,L(SA ANN,
»«<oeiN J,
WILLIAM PALL,
ATHER JANINE,

<>f;RK, CAROLINE ELIZABETH,
KNOWL TON, SANDRA L,
LANTZ,TERR| JCLENc,
LEIBOWITZ,HELENE S,
LINEHAN, BARRY E,
LUCIEP, KATHLEEN ELIZABETH,
MCAULIFFE,OCNNA M,
%LAUGHLIN, BARBARA ANN,
MtIJ6R,ANNE A,
MIOURAfOCNNA M,
MUkATQRE .CHERYL L,
NAUGLEP, ELAINE f,
OhNEMUS, ELLEN •<

,

UNEILL, KATHLEEN M,

AHORUSO, CAROL FRANCES,
BALCAIDA T,
BONTEMPI.LISA,
ROWKER, MICHAEL K,
bUEGLEP.OAVID A,
CAPLES, SUSAN E,
CHAPMAN. ERIC HUNTER,
CLUFF, BENJAMIN HCWAHi;,
COBB, JUL I A S,

SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATIONCJLLINS,3ncHKY AM..
w WJ^ | 9 KJ tM

PAQUETTE, CHRISTINE M,
PETROS,HELEN M,
PORTER,SUSAN A,
RENNICK, PATRICIA A,
ROBERTS, LINDA J,
ROSA, DAVID A,
SHEA, PATRICE ANN,
STEACIE,i-)EBORAH,
STEIN, AMY J,
SWANS0N,LOR| ANN,
WEINdEPG,RANOI B,
WINN, NANCY £,
YOUNG, BEVERLY A,

CJLL INS,3ncHKY ANN,
EYGES,MARSHA W,
FELZMANN, WILLIAM K,
FRANK, DAVID A,
GONZALEZ, ELIZABETH CAROL,
KORTE DEANGELIS,«C«^IN L,
LEGARE, VIRGINIA A,
MARSHALL, FRANK C»

MCMAHON, ELIZABETH ANN,
MUORES. PATRICIA MARIE,
MUELLER, HILARY E,
PANNCZZO, SHARON MARIE,
POMPI, JANET E,
READY, MARTHA C,
RYAN,FRANCINE M.

SATTLER, LAURIE FRANCES,
STONE, MICHAEL B,
TaRBELL,CARCLYN STEWART,
THAYER.CRAIG C,
VEZINA, JOANNE G,
WAITE.JOHN FRANCIS,
WAITERUD.KIMBERLY A,
WEEKS, JOSHUA NACHUM,
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Newsl inp!s
Gun toting suspect runs into
woods, eludes area police
Amherst University of Massachusetts, Northampton

and Massachusetts State police were unable to locate a

^^5f uTT"^o^.f^''^" ^'" "fle after he ran into thewoods behmd a College Street gas station
Police believed the man intended armed robbery on the

station.
•'

..A!*
°^?®'" °" P*^"""' observed the suspect at 7-25 p mWednesday m the area of the ARCO gas station

Last Friday, the Cumberland Farms convenience store
on College Street was held up by a suspect wearing a
paper b^ oyer his head and carrying a shotgun or single
barrel rifle. In that incident, the robber fled into the woods
and was not found by police.

A burglary was reported at Puffton Village at 8:01 p m
Wednesday police said. Police said, the stolen property
was valued at $1382. Items stolen were a Nikon camera
power winder, lens, case, a gold chain, an initialed gold
nng. and $100 m cash. Police found no signs of forced en-
try and the case is under investigation.

Ski Qub banner still missing,
$25 reward offered for return
The UMass Ski Club banner, which was stolen from out-

side the Student Union Ballroom over the Columbus Day
weekend, is still missing, said Ski Club Treasurer Brian
Tanguy.
Tanguy said the banner was believed to have been taken

T.t a^^^^ "J^\^-
^^ "^^ reported missing by a member

of the Ski Club who noticed it missing from its stringer in
the Student Union.
The large, white and blue banner, which is used year-

round for membership drives, ski sales, and club meetings
IS much needed to inform students of club activities and
advertising, Tanguy said.

Tanguy also said that the club hoped to have that banner
for the same purposes in the ski seasons to come
Tanguy and Ski Club Vice President Rick Adams work-

ed he said for nearly 40 hours making the banner, which
still hasn t appeared after an advertisement that ran in
the Collegian this week.
There is currently a reward of $25 or a two day pass at

bugarbush. for the return of the banner. Any information
regarding the return or whereabouts of the "at large"
banner may be reported to the Ski Club office in 430A of
the Student Union or phone 545-3437.

- KENNETH LUNDBERG

Young musicians to compete
for Orange Bowl invitation

More than 1.000 high school musicians will perform oncampus Sunday at MUSIC BOWL-II. an annual high school
marching band competition hosted by the University of
Massachusetts and the Minuteman MarchingBand
Bands from across Massachusetts. New Jersey Con-

necucut and New Hampshire will compete in Alumni
btadium for a variety of awards. The grand prize will be an
mv.tat.on U, attend the Orange Bowl football game inMiami, Fla. on New Year's.

a "=
ui

,nT r JTP^"^'°" *."' ^^ *^ '^ P"*- ^ Alumni Stadiumand tickets, costing $2 for students and $4 for the general
public, will be available at the gate

Proceeds from the event wUl be divided among thebands and the Belchertown State School Friends
Association.

iQaUsgi^nis

MASH
DONALD SUTHERLAND

ELLIOT GOULD
FRIDAY, OCT. 23

ENGIN. EAST AUD.
7, 9, 11 PM

cose

Krokus
from Polond (9.60 cos

Old Milwaukee
S3.29 12 pock

Molson
$2.99 six pack

'Olonori

Dordolino, Soov*, VolpolicvllQ

S0.99 1.5 lit»r

Sonoma Vineyards
|K#d G Whit* Tobk Win* $4.25 1.5 lit

Peppermint Schnapps
$5.80 1 iit*r

C C LIQUORS
Dehind the Police Station

in Amherst

= cerfter
alumass

Friday Happy Hour
with

Ray Boston
3:00-6:00 pm

' Drinl( Specials

— Saturday

Happy Hour
join

Steve Spelman
After the Game for a

continued celebration 3:30-6:30

Drink Specials
*Valid ID and ABP sticker required

to purchase alcohol

FOUR SFASOMS
IVIolson Golden 12 oz bts. 9.99

IVI!ller Lite 12 oz cans 7.99

Pieis 12 NR Bts 5.99

Grolsch 12 oz. bts NR, 13.99

Castillo Rum 1.75 9.99

Cordon Bleu Peppermint Schnapps

1.7 8.99

Allini Lambrusco 1.5 l 2.99

Free Delivery

Kegs Ice

Wines/Liquors
Hours 9-11

rte.9, hadle)^ma./584-8174

In Front of the Malls

100% COTTON

TUm'LEriECKS
in sixteen dazzling colors \

REG. ^95

SAT ONLY

L^^^

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6. Moa-Sat
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Sunday
Brunch

Seafood Newburg
with scallops, shrimp, crab
& swordfish

Roast Prime Rib of Beef

Baked Virginia Ham
orange & honey glaze

Crab Quiche
Alaskan King crabmeat

Scrambled Eggs

Sausage

A HOUSE SPECIALTY: ^sisaass^

Home Fried Potatoes
w/onions, pepper & broccoli

Fresh Fruit Corn Muffins

Cottage Cheese

Bagels with Cream Cheese

. . . just 0.25
Bring your Appetite!
^MWMS^><'y-^>.

.75 BUYS ALL YOU
CAN DRINK!

Bloody Mary's
deliciously concocted

Coffee • Milk • Juices

A LA CARTE:

Champagne Cocktails

.... 2.00 ea

assorted Desserts
. ... 1.75 ea

^^m^msmlO AM-2 PM

529 Belchertown Rd. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 256-8551
2 miles east ofAmherst Center

Radicals linked to Brink's robbery
NEW YORK <AP» _ A..n.«w;^. ;„.,„„.:„.*: l.^.j. _-i.u.„ • .. _ •^NEW YORK (AP) — Authorties investigating a bloody

Brink's robbery revealed new links yesterday between
black and white outlaw radicals, as Katherine Boudin. a
fugitive arrested in the case, was traced to a Manhattan
apartment where she lived uder an alias for several years.

Col. Clinton L. Pagano. superintendent of the New
Jersey State Pohce. said that evidence found during a
search of an East Orange. N.J.. bomb factory linked to the
robbery "indicated that the persons who occupied the
apartment were involved with the Black Liberation Army
and the'Weather Underground.

"

Police were led to the apartment — where they found
floor plans for six police stations — when they tracked one
of the getaway oars used in Tuesday's $1.6 million Brink's

* BOG
Continued from page 9

Campus Center fee increases, does not require a review
process, said Bruno. This makes it easy to cover Igsses by
tapping textbo(jk profits, he said.
Jay Englander, finance chair said "we should be taking

money from areas that are not exclusively student ter-
ritory."

Englander has predicted an 19 percent increase in Cam-
pus Center revenues for next year that will coverall in-

* Proposed cuts —
Continued from page 1

Senator Mark Hatfield (R-Oregon). chairman of the
Senate Appropriations Committee, has proposed a com-
promise in which $5 bUlion is cut from the defense budget
and $1 billion cut from social programs, said Kennedy aide
Noel Medina.

"The Republicans don't want to oppose popular
programs," said Medina.

Liberal Massachusetts Democrats do not oppose federal
budget cuts, said Frank. The central issue is where the

* Financial aid
Continued from page 1

Henry Koffler, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-
nis L. Madson and Dean of Students William F. Field.
While in Washington, the group will work in an office in

robbery in Nanuet. N.Y. Two policemen and a Brink's
officer were killed.

Boudin, 38, a Weather Underground fugitive since 1970;
Judith Clark, 31; and two men were arrested and are being
held in the Rockland County jail, awaiting a hearing
scheduled for today.

Rita Jensen, a newspaper reporter who said she shared
an apartment near Columbia University with Miss Boudin
without knowing her roommate's identity, said yesterday
the 1960s rebel was the mother of a year-old boy. Jensen, a
reporter on The Advocate of Stamford. Conn., described
Miss Boudin — who used the name Lynn Adams — as
"compulsive and driven." but a typical roommate who
"always washed the dishes."

creased costs to the building including the loss of some
Textbook Annex money. The increase in revenue will also
hold the fee to $79, he said.

The board's fee recommendation is in oppositioai to.^e
administration's recommendation of a $20 increase.
Campus Center Director William Harris said all income

for the building is necessary. "Floors have got to be
swept. Walls have got to be painted. Ceilings have got to
be repaired," he said.

cuts should be made, he said.

"Let's put this in perspective. We favor budget cuts like
unneccessary water projects, tobacco subsidies.- or the
CImch River Breeder Reactor." said Frank.

In a prepared statement Kennedy wrote. "Assistance to
students should not be looked upon as a giveaway, but as
an investment in America's future. Surely if the Reagan
Administration can provide $33 billion in tax giveaways for
the profit soaked oil companies, it can provide $4 billion to
maintain assistance to millions of students,"

the Raybum House Building supplied by Conte.
Last November, about 40 UMass students made a

similar tnp to Washington to lobby for increased financial
aid funding.

f*»^»»** 9»0»»0040900$ft0§04400^0^•»»»»»#»»»»»<#«^
I. E SB I /^^ & G A Y

2 for 1 American Beauties

11:30-5.00 PM
(lettuce, tomato, onion, cheese, hamburg)

2 for 1 Drinks 2-6 & 9-close

< >

'
1

'
1

I
i

'

5P0NcS0PED BY ^^^i

_J TAi Tlofi^ (Jay AUca^ncL^

J fPlDAY ^OCT 23 9-2 AM

J J009 CAMPU5 CENTER
JCASriBAI^ D^ $2AD.Mr8SION

Aalloween co<sTi;Mf: encoupaciS

FREE PIZZA
today & tomorrow 2-4:30

with Happy Hour Prices

.99 Bar Drinks
$1.49 Top Shelf

.50c Drafts

AMHERST
*»»»»##»»»»»>»#»j^»

<

rustv nail
Matt "Guitar" Murphv

,

and his band I

vtn^

w/speclal guests Johnny Walker and the ^'^
Inner Citv Rlnao Don^ Rt 47 Qnn^^.i^^j aa^ «**- -^ni. *»/, ;>underland, MA 665-4937

MUDDY WATERS
with Gatemouth Brown

17 Collegian,

Academic Calendar Survey
In order tx) better structure the IJniver i

sity's academic calendar to student needs tT wfol
''''^""' ^^'^^^i"'*" l)eginning with

the Collegian, in conjunction with th.^
'''''^""'" ^''^''

Faculty Senate Space and Calendar Com- Completed surveys should be Hrnnn^H ffmittee .s sponsormg this student survey. or mailed to ''(SarW .'T
""^^

Results of this survey will be used to f^r- 113 Ca^ls C^l^^!" ^^^^1:!!:?'""

^^iXV^^^^J!rjt^^^^^ C..e«U, Co«.U.

yJ^^ '^ '^" int«je«onto e^ ^„ey for the spring semesterT

^3^WouW . »hort«ung^onnt>r.e«km restrict y«.ria»Jity to „t«n, to school?

S^^Do you find one rMding day bcforr finals worthwWte?" No

Friday, October 23. 1981

nmc TMEATRES TIMES FOR TODAY ONLY

6.^o«ld you favor more iwdiiv days before finals?
*'• How many

T^Would you be willing to return after Christinas to take final exams?

CiriXT rkf rnvin mv...^^ CoileKnn photo bv Kris CraiBSIGN OF THE TIMES - The rain clouds that dampened
spirits earlier m the week may be returning again as rain
and fog are predicted for today and tonight.

.w& and
THE

UMASS and
ARTS

COUNCIL

present

A SECOND
so/o acoustic

Costume
Concert

ADDED

11:00 PM OCT 29th S.U.b!
IMPORTANT *

In order to be served beverages, proper
ID, ABP sticker and facial indentiflca-

tion (ie no face paint, permanent
masks, etc.) is necessary.

Thank you, U.P.C.

UMIES - $6.50

GEN. PUB. • $7.50

TIckMs
AvaNaMaAt

Union Itoeords Unltd
Tlx

For th« Racord (Facas)
Ttckatron

MIDNITE MOVIE MADNESS
Fri & Sat at 12:15 am All Seats $2.50^mC HAMPSHIRE 4 584-7550 HAMPSHIRE MALI

THEWHO

[R]
n^f wff* ^nPP^

i^mC MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 15

JOHN
BELUSHI

VAN
AYKROVDi

THE BLUES BROTHERS
fRl

THESE ARE THE
ARMIES OP

THE NIGHT

THE FEVER
IS SPREADING.

JOHN TRAVOLTA

FEVEW

•9153M0UWTAIW FARMS MALlI

FRANCIS FORD
COPPOLA'S

So don't 90 straight

to s«e this iTiovi<*!

CHEECH &
CHONG'S
UP IN
SMOKE

w-

STANLEY GEORGE

CLARKE DUKE
PROJECT

P.A.C. NOV 6th 8:00 PM
UMASS STUDENTS $7.60, $8.60

QENERAL PUBLIC $9.00, $10.00
Union R«corda Unltd. (URU)
nx
FAC Box Offic*

For tht R«cord (FioM)
Tlokttron

All tlokra $1 mort at tht door

No food, dHnk, tmoka, or MmcrM
Studont ID'S roqulrod at th« door

CARBUR'S
LOUNGE

The
I

Valley's finest
|

new lounge at I

CARBUR'S. . .of course!

s

Tuesday, Oct. 27, 1981

HAPPY HOUR 4 • Midnight
FRH

GRAND OPENING

Chicken Wings
Cheese & Crackers

Champagne
VOTED

"Best Happy Hour in the Valley". . .Valley Advocate

Happy Hours 7 Days A Week 4-6 & 9-11

Rt. SHadiey 586-1978

%
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DOONESBURY Friday, October 23, 1981

•N-:

10 a.m.

til 11 p.m.

/

UHArnVBRUNOa

Hff/BTD \
STAND
0/HM

By Garry Trudeau
BUrUHYPfP
nePorr.MK3?
UHffTGOTim)

THBSCAUFI
MAX you?

Beet

Miller 12 oz cans 7 99
Miller Lite i2ozcans 799
RoHmgRock

,2 paC cans 3.95
Molson 9 95
Moosehead 1175

Gallo Premiumsi.5 l 3.99
Gallo Premiums 3 l 5.99
Almaden 4 l 6.99

California Cellars 15 6.99
Barberini Soave 1.5 3.99
20% Off Assorted Cork Finished

Wines

..^Vo*'"

ROUTE tie

253-5595

THa

Mm?
YOUHAJBrr
D£AROOD,

YOU earn.

/

CROSSWORD
Kdiled by Margaret Karrar and Trude Jatfe

S BEAT B.U.!

UNDER THE INFLUENCE
By M. Joyce

CCJII46-CD-3WU

S/

ACROSS
1 And
5 Fundamental

10 Military quarters
14 Unwonted
15 Capital ot Nord,

France
16 Melchior offering

17 General

Bradley
18 Girlfriend,

to Pedro
19 Forwarded
20 Delighted

23 Requirement
24 Valuates
25 Winghke
27 Nothing Lat

30 Ardent
31 Bachelor girl

33 Deed
36 Tuck in

39 Pub Offering

40 Infant's toy
41 Schedule
42 Ross
43 Enriulated

44 Tfophy
47 Spanish artist

49 High spirited

one
55 Continent

IMI I UN A«(«ln liaif% SmdHslc

56 Slightest

57 Of a period

59 Beiaunty
60 Nooihty
61 East African

river

62 Son of Zeus and
Hera

63 Braved
64 Having terminal

digits

DOWN
1 Cons
antagonist

2 Night table

accessory
3 Russian mountain

river

4 Underthe-window
sojo

5 Overindulged
6 Pointed

7 Emulated a
ballplayer

8 Seaweed
9 Meadows

10 Offhanded
11 Negative con-

traction

12 Hash
13 Short cuts

21 Atmosphere in

combination
22 Mimeograph
25 Of grandparents
26 Admire
27 Stylish

28 Pop star, eg
29 In this location

30 Med org
31 Castle

appurtenance
32 Sum totals Abbr
33 Efficient

34 Attired

35 Take (rest)

37 A belief

38 Discernible

42 Respites
43 Brahman title

44 Strike or slap,

old style

45 Sager
46 Blazing
47 Beau ••;

Wren novel
48 Selected
50 Cleared out
51 Tissue: Anat
52 Scalp cover
53 Musical group
54 Shade of blue

58 Preceded

/

^-\
/>

r^^.

ROD BONES

\

Skol Vodka 1.75 7.99
Skol Gin 1.75 7 go
Castillo Rum 1.75 g 35
Canadian Rare Whiskey 1 75 9.95

By Gregg Canavan

1 7 3 4

1

5 6
"

7 8 9

1

10 111 "
12 13

14 15 IS

17 11 19

ti 21 F ""

a L H|24
;» 21 29 .^^^H

30

I 31 ii

I 3^34 35

3$ 37 M ^^^"

39

I 40

f
41

'

42

i

|H
«s 4b

l^^l 47 41 1
49 SO 51 52 53 U1SS

1

56

60

1

57
1T

61
^^^

62 63 64

See solution to yesterday's puzzle on page 10

MARINE CORPS OCC PROGRAM

Seniors Graduates

Stadium
Liquors

UNIVERSITY /DRIVE

^^ ROUTE 9

not responsible for typographical errors

General Requirements: (1) Minimum of 2.3 GPA or 900+ SAT
(2) Good Physical and Medical Condition
(3) No Marijuana or other drug usage
(4) No involvement with civil authorities
(5) 26 years old or less

(6( Motivated to accept responsibility
Training During School Year:
ABSOLUTELY NONE!!! Members of the OCC Program attend the 10-week course at Quantico, VA after gradua-
tion. There are (3) OCC classes offered each year, (June, October and February). Application deadline is forty-five
days prior to the class date. All costs are covered by the Marine Corps. You receive approximately $165.00 perweek during the 10-week course. ^

Progranns Available:

We can guarantee you one of three available programs:

G^O""^ Pilot Law

Professional Fields:
'

Pilots, Lawyer, Combat Arms (Artillery, Infantry, Armor, etc.). Computer Management, Supply, Finance/Accoun-
ting, Communications, and many others.

Ground Officer: Three years after commisssioning
Active Duty Requirements: Pilots: 4 y2 years after you have completed flight school

Lawyer: 3 years must have passed bar and OCS
Commissioning:
Upon successful completion of the OCC Program, you will be commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the U SManne Corps. (No requirement for active duty if voluntarily or involuntarily disenrolled from the 10-week course.)

Starting Annual Salary for 2ndLT: Starting military salary is determined by longevity and will range from $16 100
to over $19,000 depending upon date of Initial enrollment and professional program (effective 1 October 80)

Service as a Marine Officer: During your service as a Marine Officer you will receive extensive training and gain
vital experience as a leader regardless of your job assignment. The amount of experience you gain in leadership and
management will be of tremendous value later in civilian employment or if you should decide to take advantage of
the career opportunities. You will be challenged with the responsibilities and share in the pride and lr?»dition the
Marine Corps has attained in over 200 years of faithful service to our country.

Interested? Questions?
Then see the Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer on campus or call COLLECT the Of-

ficer Selection Team in Hartford, CT at (203) 244-2168/2169
Your Education is not Complete Your Leadership Training has just Begun!

You will thank yourself for it in the future.

I

I

I

i

• • • • 1 1 1 1 1 f
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Dayan talks peace
Breakthrough

By Moshe Dayan
Knopf, 360 pp.

By TOM FAISON

h'ditnr's Note Tom Faison wrote this review before the
death ofMoshe Dayan last Friday.

Moshe Dayan is a Renaissance man in the traditional
sense. Warrior, scholar, historian, thinker, dealer, bullshit
artist and saint; there is little that he hasn't done and even
less that he will not comment on. In his new book,
Bnakthrough, Dayan aims his pen at the part he played
(or thinks he played) in bringing Israel and Egypt together
in both the summit talks of Camp David.

This book is not really significant for its account of actual
treaties and political agreements, for information about
them IS readily available on the covers of old copies of the
New York Times. (However, most of these documents are
featured in the books appendix). But rather it is a
fascinatmg and almost exciting study of the personalities
involved in the peace process and the way that they were
oi)served by the observant eye of Moshe Dayan. former
Foreign Minister of Israel.

Oddly enough. Menachem Begin and the late Anwar
hadat come off roughly the same in Dayan 's account-
shrewd, crafty, cautious but earnest ment obsessed with
bnnging peace to their tired, war stricken lands. This fact
IS extremely poignant in light of Sadat's recent murder,
and helps one understand what a loss to world peace his
premature death really was.
Jimmy Carter and Cyrus Vance are also given favorable

treatment by Dayan. Carter was at best during the Camp
Davtd talks, and his hard work and determination were
really put to good use in this situation. However, here he
was deaUng with two stubborn but rational men who could
be made to see the light with just a little added pressure.
Arbitration of this sort must have been Carter's forte.

In fact, almost everyone who was involved in the peace
process is shown in a good light. It is the individuals who
stayed out of the negotiations, either out of hatred
cowardice, ignorance or greed that are depicted as the real
spoilers of the Middle East. In view of the way in which
some countries behaved when they learned of Sadafs
recent assassination, it is easy to agree with Dayan's view
that a true peace can be maintained only by a strong army
with the ability and inclination to fight. Not an attractive
belief, but perhaps a necessary one.

()ne does not need to be an expert of Middle Eastern
politics to lind something worthwhile in this book, for the
lacis are laid out simply enough for even the most innocent
reader. There is something for everyone here. For the
historian, there is ample commentary on the Bible and its
relationship with the modern world. For the psychologist
I here is some interest in the way that he examines themam characters of this little drama and their idiosyncratic
ways of behaving in both victory and defeat, joy and
despair. For the soldier, there is ample talk of tactics
training, war. peace and commitment. You do not have to
agree with Dayan here, but at least you have to respect his
honest and simple approach.

If you can put up with Dayans strong opinions and his
egocentric view of himself, you may enjoy this excellent,
cleanly written account of one of the most profound events
in recent history.

The late Israeli Defense Minister Moshe
Dayan recently released Breakthrough, which
discusses his perceptions of the Camp David
Peace Accord.

There 's better

trash around
PerhapB I'll Dream of Darknent
By Mary Sheldon
Random House. 1 79 pp.

By LISA MOSLEY
Collegian Correspondent

There is a lot to be said for trashy novels. You know thev^ - five hundred pages brimming with twistrp oteshady characters, and sex. sex. sex. Although thei novelshave absolutely no moral, social, or ethical vST^s^onany they are a lot of fun. Pn-haps I'll Drmm of

fne;^rp:^ra"t:fyr i^.
^'^^ ^"" ^^^^^ "-^ ^^^^^ '"

vo!f mTil'tll^T ^'"^
^"^^"'' S'^"^y Sheldon's daughter

IZZf^ '".'' f'
^""'^ ^ ^'^' ^^ this) has product"a wholly unsatisfying book. The story line is weak thp

'^ttZl^tT' ^"' ' ^"T- the^cL'ionars:^^

IT rT "* ^ '"'^ y^""^ adolescent readers
Unfortunately, Sheldon lacks her father's' abilitv toweave intricate, suspenseful plots. Her stor^ with aVw

old Effie develops an obsessive crush on up and coSrock singer David Angel. When she finalW meets herheartthrob face to face, he is suffering the illeE of a^ndful of unspecified pills, a pint of vldka. a syrmge full

.Hoi'TL^"^
""" '"^^^ ^^^'- Effie is nearly ra^ by heIdol and becomes so disillusioned that she goes^ome andshoots herself^ Not particularly interesting stuff

Sheldon s characters do not add to the story either

s^bs^nc'eoT^T""'^"',
'^^^ ^" ''' dimension andsubsunce of balsa wood. I can't help attributing this to

Mary Sheldon, daughter of novelist Sydney
Sheldon, wrote Perhaps 111 Dream ofDarkness.

Sheldon's background. Somehow. I just can't bring myself
t« believe she met flower children from California while
atteryling Yale or ignorant farmers' daughters from the
midwest at Wellesley. And I am certain that she and her
husband, a lawyer, do not often entertain kids who plav
guitars in garages, dreaming of stardom

It IS inevitable that as soon as this book becomes
available in paperback, it will be a bestseller. Some expen-
sive but effective hype will no doubt have millions of
starry-eyed pubescents buying, what will probably be bill-
ed, a touching, shocking story of a girl destroyed by a
terrible secret. Too bad: someone should tell them there
IS enjoyable trash out there.

Little Flags Theatre will

be in S.U.B. on Oct. 25 and 26.

Little Mags is fun
By SUSAN GLADWIN
Collegian Correspondent

"Exciting, uplifting, fun!" proclaims Maxine Klein,
director of the Little Flags Theatre, in reference to twoworks being performed in the UMass Student Union
Ba Iroom. Boston Remembers." Oct. 25, and "Windfall

"

OcL 26. are both scheduled for 8 p.m. and cost $2.00 each
Maxine Klein is also producer, writer and sometimes

actress for Little Flags Theatre of Roxbury. The cast is a
working community, "creating and sharing goals." Little
f lags IS a nationally known people's theater troupe
According to Klein's book. Theatre for the 98% only to

percent of Americans attend theater regularly This
probably applies to UMass students as well. She seeks tomake theater accessible to everyone. Classical, traditional
theater creates class divisions by emphasizing emulation of
he eite. People's theater, on the other hand, is theater

lor. of. and by people in general.
Little Flags is based on the premise that entertainment

and education can be linked in theater. Both shows are fuU
musicals. Klein's husband James Oestereich sets her lyrics
to music. "The singing is glorious." says Klein
She advises college students to "look to where their

heritage is and where their future lies. Don't swallow
whole hog. the history found in books." Most reading
material a.s.signed in college is "a body of literature
designed to promote managerial work habits and ethics ofa manager.
A play like "Boston Remembers." which this yearreceived a resolution of gratitude by the Boston City

( ouncil. .strives for a different view of history. "It is ahistory of the working people." says Klein. Events por-trayed have happened; most characters are composites of

I9T9 rd"l92o"
''"*'"^*' '^"^ '"'^"'""' ^'^"''^ *^^ ^^«'

A peoples theater approach presents a personal view of
history. In gathering material for the show, through in-
terviews. Klein found remarkable bitsof information about
a company of the period - the Thomas B. Plant Shoe
factory, ormerly m Jamaica Plain. The place was so large
hat people- who delivered shot- patterns had to roller skateo save t.me^ The plant even brought in a dance bandduring lunch hour.

While the situation in "Windfall" is hypothetical, it is
just as realistic and possible. Their workers, caught in
the squeeze of American economics. (Little Flags' wav of
describing unemployment) take on a job dumping illegal

a eTw 7"T-
'''''

r"^"^'
^"^ ^'^«'«^^^' ramificSs

deci.1 ?Tn ? f """ ""^ ^^'''"' ^"' *^^" ^^''y do. these three

fh.rn • Th K*"" V^^'f"'
^''^ ^" '^d^ ^'"^^^ gainsth.m. The show ha.s been called "delightful, originalfunny political and relevant." "There is a good mixture ocomedy interspersed with lively songs and dancing

"

1
want to make plays about the issues that are the most

meaninglul. says Klein, "unemployment, pollution
nuclear problems." "Theater should be theater of themoment or it has no right to exist." Expounding further on
the purpose of her work. Klein says. "I also want to en-
tertain viewers into a sense of their power - their
capacity to change things." Overall. Klein says hers is

t heater of invigoralion."
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A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

AHR'S - TA'S - GRAD STUDENTS
~

Campus work 15 hours per week $5 00
per hour, send name, tele no, address to-
Unaitis, 206 High, Greenfield MA

ATTENTION

Co-ed T-Shirts on sale in Campus Center
on Thursday and Friday. Ask for Steve or
Lisa

AUDIO

STUDENTS! High Quality Burhoe
Acoustics Loudspeakers at FACTORY
OUTLET PRICES! Direct Factory Hotline
allows me to sell at unbelievably low prices.
For more information and demonstration
call PETER BURHOE 546-7127

One pair Boston Acoustics
Loudspeakers can be used with amplifiers
rated at 15-100 watts per chanel. 3 months
old paid 250 BO 546-7040

Technics SA101 Receiver BIC920 Turn-
table ADC cartridge excellent cond
549-0738

AUTO FOR SALE

69 Corona 350 323-6576 even

68 Chevy SS-396, 4-speed, radials, new
Diehard, clutch, exc mech cond. $1250 or
BO 665-3905

70AMC Rebel, SST- no rust, new interior
new tires, battery, etc. Need money fast
700 or BO call Marc 546-5645

Convertible 1975 Olds Delta red white
top loaded with extras reasonable tel
542-2484 or 253-2131

VW 70 4 parts (rebuilt enhine new battery
tires) $350 665-4025

74 Volvo Station Wagon for sale Isn't it

about time you owned a Volvo? Call Lisa
'

253 2058

1972 Volvo 142 E, new clutch, body good
inspected 110,000 miles call 625-9595 after
6:00 PM
1972 VW bus rebuilt engine, excellent
body, one owner. $2700 or BO 1-863-9846
after 5 PM

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Televisions, Tape
Decks, Stereos & Car Stereos. Sound in
Motion 266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst
behind Silverscape Designs 253-9341

ENTERTAINMENT

Female vocalist seeks musicians
Ronstadt, Raitt, Starship, Kansas. Mindy
546-7240

The Effects ready for hire New Wave
Mike 665 7605

FLOWERS. FLOWERS, FLOWERS
Oh how beautiful the flowers, oh how
romantic, how truly magical they can
become. .Love someone, deliver in person
a gift of mystic magic, from a truly secret
admirer, XXOO. Any questions on ar-
rangements ask Laura or Susan, they're
wonderful to deal with!

FOR RENT

Single room office near campus $150 in

eluding utilities D.H. Jones Real Estate
549-3700

One bedroom apt available immediately,
walking distance to campus 253 3877 or
256-0769

FOR SALE

B & 'W Enlarger $40 good condition
367 2413

14K Gold Opal Ring size 5 J4 $90.00 or BO
call 546-8012

Over 40 sq ft light \vuv>dgrain quarter inch
panelling very reasonable! 256 0558 even-
ings

Honda TOcc excellent condition 3^X)
miles. $235 or best offer call Scott 256 0C52
or 549-0430

Yashica FX-1 3Smm Camera excellent

condition! $175.00 Jill 6 5465 call anytime

Snowshoes with bindings - like new $120
value $45 584-5507

Used TV's 17" black & white 12" color
best offer 584-5507

Classical Guitar six string w/soft case $35
6-9478 (northeast)

Photographic Enlarging Set. complete
with Omega-600 enlarger $285. 6-9477

FOUND
36 mm Film Oct. 8, 1981 pick up at UVC
room 216

Found stray cat calico/tabby very affec-
tionate need good home please help call
5-0939 Sheila

One pair gold wire rim prescription
eyeglasses with tinted lenses call 6-4781
T-square in front of Peter Pan ticket office
tn town. Call 253 7258

Ladies glasses blue cloth case bifocals
Tobin 402

Did you lose your dog? We found a
golden retriever puppy, about 9 months old
on 10-21. She has a choker chain without
an ID tag. If she is yours give me a call at
5-0329 from 9-5 or 586-8497 after six and
ask for Evan. But hurry, she's falling in love
with our family and may not want to go
home please.

Wristwatch Morrill Aud. call Dr. Wilder
5-0092

GAY ENTERTAINMENT

Lesbian/Gay Halloween Clebration Fri-
day Oct 23 9 PM - 2 AM 1009 Campus
Center. Cash bar DJ $2 admission. Hallo-
ween costumes encouraged Sponsored by
the People's Gay Alliance. For more info
call 545-0154

HELP WANTED
Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchanqe
for meals call 253-9987

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500 - $1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Positions available workstudy Apply in
person at The UMass Recycling Office 306
Student Union Building

JEFLYN'S BIRTHDAY

It's bubbles' birthday and she has T\or

friends so. . .please call and wish her a hap-
py birthday at 545-7943

JIMMY CLIFF MOVIE

Harder They Come - Tonite Number 1

Reggae Movie - Be There or Be Square
Mahar Aud Tonite 7, 9, 11 $1.00

LEASE WANTED
Want to lease or sublet house or apt for

spring semester 546-5389, 546 6346
546-5402

LOST

On 1st Oct between Morrill and Boyden
knitted blue hat great sentimental value ring

546-4683

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

Lost grey flannel shirt in Thompson 104
10 19-81 Please return to Bob 6-1001 no
ques asked

Mens gold wirerimmed glasses in black

case If found please call John anytime at

549 6646 Thanks

Bell Helmet with brown knit hat as insert

& gloves Lost between Mental Health Ser-

vices and Baker Dorm Randy 6-6030

To the person who stole my coat from
the Time Out last Wed (10/14) Please can I

have my glasses back I am blind leave at TO
Baror CC Info Desklll'

Hcnecoming - gold chain and beer seed
pejris and tcurquoise REWARD sent»men-
taiaca^ajf^

While pullover sweater 10^21 on bus or
in Campus Center pta call Rk:h at 666-4937

MASSAGE THERAPY
Strictly theraputic soothing Swedish
massage Ellen O'Rourke MsT 256^320

»2S0 PER MONTH
New company seeks personnel on cam-
pus $1500 per month and car potential next
summer tele 1 773-3175

PERSONALS

Interested in a business career77 SBA
CAREER DAY - Thursday, November 5.
Luncheon tickets now on sale in SBA lobby
$6.00 Buy early - tickets limited!

SBA Day. . .Coming SoonI
Sharon - Just want you to know I'm think-
ing of you - DSE
Tom. Thanx for the best year of my life. I'm
looking to many more to come very much
love. Kara

Hey, you subservient crewl Happy Birth-
day remember, add water, it makes its own
sauce! Do it up this weekend, Babyl

Mary - Here's to a rock n' roll birthday.
Babba, Gabba Hey! Love, H
Too much - happy 20th love the 20th see
we didn't forget

Hey UMMB Get psyched for Music Bowl
show them who's the power & class

Music Bowl II This Sunday Oct 25 Alumni
Stadium 7 PM featuring the Minuteman
Band in a special exhibition

Bob B. Good luck in the big NYC Marathon
We'll be rootin for ya! Love Kath and Em
Julie Cirillo Thanks for the advice. Your
Neighbor

Ann Grazulis Beautiful Lithuanians are
hard to find - please don't disappear. I'll br-
ing the roses if you'll bring the apple pie. I

miss you !^Jeff

Bethballs - - The pictures are in. For a
small fee and several cocktails I'll show
them to you - - SS
Shari! I'm so proud of you! Glad this per-
sonal was a surprise; LJC

PIONEER

For Sale Pioneer 3-way centrex stereo
system. Excellent condition. $175 or best
offer 546-9574

RIDE WANTED
Hyannis, 6:00 steamship Friday November
13 will share expenses Terry 546-8437

RIDERS WANTED
Ride to SMU & area weekends depen-
dable call Mike 527-4624 or 527-9554

ROOMMATE WANTED
Person to share a townhouse in Squire
Village 2 bdrm 355/mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665-7544 keep
trying can leave message at 549-6526
Michael

Rolling Green Apt male female wanted to
share 2 bdrm twnhse immediate occupancy
lease can be taken over call Joey 256-8059

Female apartmentmate for 2 bdrm apt.
must be clean, considerate, responsible,
and quiet please call 253-3378 after 5

Female roommate wanted: Brittany
Manor, $95 mo call Betty 253-9628 after 7
pm
Responsible roommate own rm in three
bdrm Puffton apt, $130, incl. heat, call 5 to
7 evenings 549-5877

Roommate wanted immediately: 1

honest male to share br in apt $90 incl heat
call Rick 253-9579

Help support University Chorale's sing-

ing tour in Russia. Look for us Monday
night 10/26 in your dorm

Smoke Jamaican - Jimmy Cliff "Harder
They Come" Friday 7, 9, 11 Mahar

Foilage, Thanks for a great weekend. Love
you, Kitten

Hey Donna my darling little sister look-

ing forward to many excellent times
ti.>8iwhe' - you're someone special Love
Vcv
6RA,''ana Clit Have a good one! Love
SpermN

Lorl - Happy twentyone from your twen-
tyone month friend. 143MLG
Time is on your side! Happy 21 Loril
Love, Karen

Join Cheryl Tiegs and the Dallas Cowboys
for Robert (I'm no preppy) Kelley Day ma-
jor world celebration, parties and parades
(really) 10/25,Milton Ma. . .Don't forget
bow ties, fur coats and football cards! Hap-
py Day R.W.IILove you, J.E.H. (sory it

wasn't a trip to Dallas)

Calvin Klein Jeans - all sizes call 549-3686
Manyy: One word, beautiful. Happy 21
Birthday, I'm psyched to go wild with you
on Saturday Love Manny
To all the Greeks who supported us at
Poor Dick's, thanks. A special thankyou to
the brothers of PHI-MU and LAMBDA CHI
we appreciated it! Love AXO
Happy 20th Carol, Have a fun day! Don't
forget to wake up and get smashed!
Evil do you speak French? - Pledges

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-998 1

Free-lance TYPING and resume writing.
Top skills, reasonable rates. Amherst
549-0518

Typing Royal SE5000C self correcting
665-7731 after 5:00

Moving - Hauling, fall clean-up etc. at
your convenience. REASONABLE &
DEPENDABLE call Paul 549-6377

Amherst Writers Inc - Professional help
for your writing problems. Walker Rumble
253-7329 Pat Schneider 253-7764

Typing 4c a line. Some overnite service
call at 549-4595

SORORITY RUSH
IGU Open Informal Rush Come see what
we're all about from Mon 26 to Thurs 29 If

interested call 256-6874 ask for Patti or
Carley

STEREO SYSTEM
Technics SU7600, 41 watt amp, Technics
ST7300 tuner, Sony PS T25 Direct Drive
turntable, Altec Lansing 3 speakers, the en-
tire system only $450. You must see it~~~

TO SUBLET

Want to sublet on bdrm Puffton apart-
ment for Feb. 1 Paul 549-6377

TRAVEL

Last Chance to Get-A-Way Montreal Nov
6, 7, 8 just $79.00 Enjoy the sites and have a
good time also have a chance at a free trip
to Daytona Beach Spring Break call Lisa
665-2578 7 to 9 pm

USED AUTO PARTS
Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
m the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584-2832

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Momday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2

'

Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-07 1

Old Organic Chemistry (261) Exams will
pay $ call 546-5503

WANTED TO RENT
Want three bedroom Townhouse
Apartment for spring semester please call

WHEN'S HALLOWEEN?
Due to circumstances beyond our con-
trol, Halloween will be held on Oct 23 this
year. The Southwest Masquerade Party will
be held on Fri nite from 9-1 in Hampden
Student Center. Tickets are $1 in advance
and $1.50 at the door. They are available
through Southwest Gov't reps or in theSWAG Office in Hampden. Help Haunt
Hampden!
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HAMPSHIRE MALL

^%AfDliii OF THE
nn.OST ARK^ 15 00 @ $1 75) 7 30 9 45

MERYL .TheTmnch

g (4 45@ $1 751 7:15 9 45

* Kickers
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PATEnNITY
PGi 15 30 @ $1751 7 45 9 55

Continued from page 2lt

The Minutewomen need to win every game from now
on, according to coach Banda. They face a hectic schedule
playing four games in the next six days.
This weekend, the Minutewomen face Yale University

on Saturday.

A busy home weekend starts for the Minutewomen
tomorrow as they host Yale University at 1 1:30 a m on
the lower NOPE field. Sunday, Penn State's women
kickers come to Amherst for an 11 a.m. matchup on the
NOPK field.

Tue PETERl
FALK

* Spikers
Continued from page 2U
This is the second time UMass has beaten UConn this

season. The Minutewomen swept them in two games at
the Southern Connecticut State College Tournament two v^
weeks ago. New York Tech and UMass played each other ^ hiinthn//
for the first time ever Wednesday night. ^ "^ ^f^JV IfUi/l
UMass will not be playing until next Thursday evening,

when it heads to Northampton for a match against Smith
College beginning at 7 p.m.

Friday, October 23, 198 1

Booters edge UNH
DURHAM, N.H. - The University of Massachusetts

men s soccer team grabbed its third win of the season
yesterday, defeating the University of New Hampshire 1-0m Durham.

u "i^/^ui^^y.^.T
^'^'^^^ ^'"«' b"^ it was rough and

hard-fought, UM head coach Russ Kidd said
Massachusetts co-captain Tony Dias tallied his first goal

ol the season, the eventual game-winner, at the 7820
mark. Dias was on the front end of a breakaway with
freshman winger Nick Marciano. Dias passed to Marciano

."I uf-
7^"^ '^ ^^"^ ^"^ ^^^ ^^P^'" a"d Dias flipped it past

the Wildcat netminder. Marciano was credited with the
assist.

The Minutemen play their next game at home against
Westfield State College next Wednesday at 2:30 p m on
the upper Boyden field.

"

(5.15 @ SI 75t 7:30 9 55

1
584-91 53"c\rnc moiinum UHms u
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I ^m

(5:00 @ $1 75) 7:30 9:55

WHilAMHURT
KATHUCN TURNER
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I4 45@ $1 75) 7 30 9 56

Ruggers host toumey
The University of Massachusetts Rugby football club

hosts the Fourth Annual New England Rugby Tourna-
ment this weekend with action kicking off tomorrow at 9
a.m when the UMass B side has a scheduled match
The UMass A side team will compete at 10 a.m. tomor-

row.

About 34 teams will be participating in the tournament
including entries from and around New England and the
Boston area. Games start at 9 a.m. and will continue all
day Saturday and Sunday.
In conjunction, the UMass women's Rugby team will

host the New England women's tournament, at the same
time slot on the Boyden fields.

^^^^^••••—ff*^t^ 99ft*4^^fMt^4t4^^^**»**»«#»»#<#»»»»»i

Continuedfrom page 2J,

The game will be a showcase for two of the best team
defenses in the league, with the Minutemen defenderscommg off a big game in last week's Maine win and the
Terriers sporting a three-time All-Yankee Conference

f^-^-^oJl fu 'f^ defensive tackle in senior Chris Linstrom
(Ob , J45 lbs.).

A large contrast, size-wise, is BU's Jim ifeWHy it right
defensive tackle. Rahilly is 5'8. 180 lbs. Keett|B«iind. if h'6
couldn't do the job, he sure as'hell would'notie Hfcthei^.

Massachusetts wUl be looking for anothtertst tome ftom^as nebacking crew of co-captain Pe^fe I^SSiSSScott CrowelJ as well as its defensive se^^S^lSSalmost set a new team record in picking oS^^cSS^
passes last week. UM defensive sacker^aS^?S^
Cregan wil be ready for another ^uartei^SrSlpi^
excursion. Last year he was the ABG-^MmmL^S^
player in the televised UM-BU monso<Jn^<»B

*^^'^'*'**

October 25

Alumni

Stadium

7 PM

High School Bond Festivol
^ f>oturin9 Th> Minutemon MorchinQ Pond in exhibition

Positions available In SCERA

student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy

SCERA ivorks on issues concerning
public iiiglier education and quality of

life at UMass.
Freshmen & Sophomores
are encouraged to apply

For more information call S4S-0341
Applications available

420 Student Union Building
Deadline: 5 PM Friday October 23rd

WORLD'S BEST
>CC^C!)'^

BREAKFAST
* DAily LuNchEON SpecIaIs
* DAily DJNNER SpECJAls

HoiviEfviAdE Soups & Desserts
TAkE-ouT AVAJUbU ON iviosT EVERyrhiNq

* OpEN DAily 6 AM - 9 piH
* All AT ReasgnaBIe Prjces

ThE

DOVE'S NEST
Rt. 116 SuNdERlANd 665-7969

(opposite ClirfsJdc Apartments)

LIOUORS

9

Welcomes You to Our Valley

wf/^n^oi^ ^TOPINAND BROWSE!

Mr. Boston Peppermint Schnapps

$5.79 litre

Smirnoff Vodka $5.59 750 mi 80°

LabattS $2.99 six pack $10.75 case

Kronenbourg $3.99 six pk

Bud Miller $7.99 case

Tuborg $2.00 six pk

WE ALSO STOCK
THE AREAS LARGEST

SELECTION OF COLD KEGS

>M

WINE SPECIAL
Dragone Lambrusco $3.49 magnum

Rlunite $5.49 magnum
PLENTY OF COLD DRAFT BARRELS

AVAILABLE ANY TIME
33$ COLLEGE ST. (Rte.9) 256-8433, 253-5384

OPEN TIL 11:00 PM
(NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS)

Friday. October 23, 1981

^••••••••••**^^^^^^^^^
Collegiqn 23

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••^

¥

¥

*

H

COMING
^•••••••••••••••••••**^^^*^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^*
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Mnutemen call BU outsiderEPHF.N P^RRKPR ^"^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

All the mug shots for both teams have already been
taken in anticipation of the expected type of action in the
game.
The walk through meUl detectors, much Uke the ones

used at airline terminals, will be set up early tomorrow
morning in front of each team's respective entrance to
Alumni Stadium.

It will be up to the armed guards at these team entrance
gates to check the players for miscellaneous materials such
as brass knuckles, sawed off pool cues, stilettos and other
niceties, sure signs of the type of relationship enjoy«d
between the two teams.

All of these pregame preparations may seem a bit much?
but when taking into consideration what team is coming to
town, namely the Boston University Terriers, you better
believe they are in line.

All kidding aside, tomorrow's showdown (and it's always
a showdown between these two squads) between BU and
the University of Massachusetts football Minutemen
should be no different than every battle in recent memory
memory.

It is tough to pinpoint where the animous emnity first
began, but it is definitely alive and well this year.
Last year the Minutemen s bid for another Yankee

Conference titlfe was washed away in the torrential rains at
BU's Nickerson Field, with the Terriers wetly slinking
away with a favorable 3-0 decision on the basis of Jeff
Peiln's 22-yard field goal. Some of the Terriers' choice
words after the game were simply fuel for the fire, as many
of the Minutemen have excellent memories.
With the Yankee Conference title and its autogiatic

playoff bid tantalizingly dangling beside it still !(ip in the
air. this game takes on added importance. "It's not
necessary to go into a detailed rendition of "who gets what
if they lose or if they win and this team loses," as it is qtite
simply stated that this is another must win situaQpn-tcM-
both teams. Another league loss and a title hid alpsvly
evaporates barring any unforeseen miracles,
A good reason why this contest will be a tooth md:ittbl

struggle is that the two teams are so strangely sifhilarfjDs
year. Each relies mainly on its running game, trj^ing'w
trample its opponents instead of out^finessing'thetft.
UMass and BU both possess a "big back." the Terrieis

Jone Drew had 173 yards on 40 carries last w«ek in Blfn.
27 21 cliffhanger victory over Rhode Island. The UM "MiS:
Offense" is tailback Garry Pearson, averaging 92 ^ards a
game, second in the YC to Drew (HO yards/game)..
Pearson also leads the league in kickoff return* with over*

UMass Hit Men

(

25 yards per runback.

UM
Continued on page 22

GKORGI £WIS
SCOTT CROWELl

Crimson
By NANCY PARKS
Collegian Staff

UMass pulled it off again, as the Minutewomen went on
to shut-out Harvard University yesterday 4-0, with the
first goal of the game coming within four minutes of the
startmg buzzer.

The stickers pulled out fast, gaining fast yardage in the
Harvard end-zone. Their style of play was aggressive and
tough. The women marked and tackled well, not letting
the Crimson offense got hold of the ball.

Putting in the first tally of the game was UM forward
Judy Strong who caught a pass ms.de the circle from Tish
Stevens. Harvard goalkeeper Katie Williams was outside
the net and Strong just sailed the ball right past her.

Morale played an exceptional game always being where
the game plan called for her to 1*. Morale is a Strong pro-
tege with her fast moves and great stickwork.

Morale further showed her stuff by scoring on the

boards with 8:17 posted off an assist from Strong. Strong
was obstructed in front of the net and lost control of the
ball, but Morale came in for the drive in the net.

leif^9r°"w i*'^ ''!'^ ^"' ^^^ UMass holding the

n^'off irM
^^^\^ '^'^''*"^ "P ^ ""'"^'- of short cor-ners off UMass penalty calls.

The third goal of the game came from Strong off a
penalty fiick.

^

The rest of the game continued along the same route
with the stickers in full possession and domination of the
game.

With the game continuing on, the ball hedged up anddown with both teams pulling off a few corners.

Then with just :09 posted midfielder Sue Caples scored
a long drive from Tish Stevens off a corner shot, racking
the final score up to 4-0, and UMass season record to

The Minutewomen face Springfield College, Saturday,
at 11:00. Head coach Pam Hixon is looking for a tough
game and a very fast game on the turf.

STICKING IT OUT - UMass sticker. Sue Packard
VJM win over Harvard University at NOPE field.

/•«** !-•*»• . .
photo bv Rich V.ldivja

(left, white)Jceeps it in play in yesterday's

Colle^an i^raphir by Brian Sullivan

UMASS-BU AT ALUMNI — The football
Minutemen host the Boston University Terriers
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. at Alumni Stadium.

Playoffe look good
for UMass Spikers
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

STORES, Conn. — The University of Massachusetts
women's volleyball team saw its chances for post-season >

action rise considerably, as it defeated the University of

wXIynlS^t''^"
^""' ^"^""'^ *^°"'«' »« "Conn

Against Tech, the Minutewomen dominated the first
game, 15-6, then lost 11-15. The tiebreaker saw UMass
come from a 11-14 deficit to post a 16-14 victory.
"New York Tech is one of the stronger Division H

sdjools around," said UMass coach Elaine Sortino,
They 11 be m the Easterns (Regional playoffs) for sure."
UMass then dominated the lady Huskies, sweeping the

mateh, 15-11, 15-9.

"UConn played better last night than any time in the
last three years," said Sortino, "Both teams were very
tough, and we got together. Patti Philbin played great.
She came in, kept control and did what she had to do."

Continued on page 22

Women kickers
drop Dartmouth
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

.i^/w^r^^ ^"u- ?^ ^'^ ^^^«" ^^ shrunk down to

wL.!^l T"^^^ ^ 't"
University of Massachusettewomen kickers, when they beat host Dartmouth Colleg^

The game was dominated by UMass from the beginning

lrnS>l?TlT.
'^^ ^^"''' Minutewoman Carol Bugle^brought the ball down the left side of the field and sailed ashot over the goalie and into the net

The second half started with the score still at 1-0 butthis soon changed. Thirty seconds into the half LIM's

..^^''n JT'^' P^"^^ ^ Chris Taggert. Taggert shot

The Minutewomen's third and final goal came 19

T^ I 'n^ ^M ff''"^ ^^^^ ^^«" Nina Holmstrum cross-
ed the ball to Natalie Prosser who put it in

'.J*t I'lT"'^
**"." ''^*^'°" ^°'" the MinutewomenWe had three goals to accomplish during this game "

said coach Kalekeni Banda. "We had to score goals, ha^emore shots on goal, and maintain possesion of the ball We
reached some of-these goals." ^ • .

Continued on page 22

UMass gridders run over BU, 34-20, see story p. 12
MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Volum, CXI. l8gu«X 113 c»mp«8 Center. Univer.ity »f Massachusetts, Amher.!. MA 01003 (413) 545-3500 Monday. October 26. 1981

Halloween
greetings
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students express their
sentiments concerning a restrictive Halloween weekend
policy in a mass mailing of holiday cards to Chancellor
Henry Koffler and Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
Dennis L. Madson.
A table will be set up one day this week by the Campus

Center Board of Governors with cards printed by the board
wishing the chancellor or vice chancellor a happy
Halloween, said BOG Chair Scott Cashman
Students will l)e asked to sign the cards and make a short

statement expressing their feelings about the Halloween
policy, said Cashman.
The University administration has ordered that the
Campus Center be closed Friday and Saturday nights.
October 30 and 31, at 6 p.m. Some parties are allowed, but
only in the dormitories for dorm residents and their UMass
guests, and no alcohol will be allowed.
Student leaders proposed an alternative outUne of
campus wide activities restricted to UMass students as a
more productive way of dealing with the problem of
student rowdincss. The administration declined to discuss
the alternative, said Cashman.
The Halloween policy is a repetition of lasy year's, which

was created to prevent injuries and vandalism that occured
during Halloween weekend 1979.

Cashman said the policies are too restrictive and do not
act to educate students.
"We should instead build a program that promotes

responsible behavior and instills pride for the University of
Massachusetts in its students", Cashman stated in a letter
to Koffler.

Peter Lucas, BOG vice chair, said. "Vice Chancellor
Madson just flat out said no" to the student proposed
alternative of Halloween activities.
"We want students to say how they feel," said Lucas.
Students are encouraged to send their own cards

although the BOG will supply copied cards at the concourse
table, said Lucas.

NOW establishes

UMass ERA team
By MARILYN LENTZ
Collegian Correspondent

A group of 13 students interested in working as part of
the National Organization of Women (NOW) National
Coutdown Campaign, to ratify the Equal Rights Amend-
ment (ERA), met on Friday and established a UMass
Campus Action Team.

Three more states are needed to ratify the ERA to make
It part of the U.S. constitution.

Andrea Halverson, a junior from Brookings, South
Dakota was selected as interim coordinator for the new
UMass Campus Action team.
A four-person campus campaign is in the Five-College

area this week while touring the Northeast? It consists of
Deborah DeBare, Deborah Davis-Anthonyson, Jennifer
Jackman. and Irene McCabe.

Over 115 students signed up to volunteer their time and
energy in support of the ERA Friday, at an ERA-Yes
table in the Campus Center concourse.

Illinois, Georgia, North Carolina, Oklahoma and Florida
are the target areas in the Countdown Campaign. Ther
ERA Missionary Project asks student activists to visit one
of these states in order to promote the ERA.

Jennifer Jackman called the drive a "major social
responsibility of this decade". Members of the team
estimated that 80-85% of the students in the Northeast
support the ERA and that the student movement is com-
parable to the civil rights and anti-war movements.

Smith. Hampshire and Mount Holyoke Colleges will join
UMass in their drive for equal rights for women.
The local Campus Action team will be calling on the

UMass community to help in their fight for etjual rights.
They plan to meet on Thursday at 4 p.m. in room 902 of
the Campus Center.

TWINKLE. TWINKLE - Southwest dorms glow with dots of light andXVt'lightT which

hours
"" *"*•• ""* """' """ ""'"" "e"' '» f»™ » «-™i' scene during tw"ight

UMass
and informs the Commonwealth
By CAREN ORLICK
Collegian Staff

Whether it's research on Mars or a lecture by a
Chancellor, University of Massachusetts students and
faculty are actively contributing to a public affairs radio
program which few of them even know about.

This program is produced on campus by WFCR radio in
collaboration with Jeanne Hopkins Stover, staff assistant
and spokesperson for UMass's Office of Public Affairs,
and the writers and staff of the Commonwealth Journal.

The program, distributed to 50 radio stations
throughout the state and stations as far away as Rhode
Island and New York, deals with a variety of subjects
Much of it concerns the University, but a good portion of

Vicki Bates, 21, a Junior journalism major, is one stu-
dent involved in the production of Commonwealth Jour-
nal. AH research involved in the completion of a story is
handled by Bates.

"The idea behind the program," Stover said, "is to
educate the people in such a way that they don't realize
they are being educated".

The program features short interview segments, three
to five minutes each, dealing with subjects on human in*

terest, current events, news and university research.

"It presents the University in a positive light while
benefitting both the people of the state and the University
community". Stover said.

With each program aired on Commonwealth Journal the
public learns something more. The nature of the show.

m

''It refers directly to the community in most issues and
itsfocal point oftoday's lifestyle. It should win an award, ''

said Roger Allen, of WRKO in Boston,

the show is of interest to the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

As a public service show, the ratings for Commonwealth
Journal are extremely high. Stover estimated that each
week the program reaches approximately 100,000 people
Because of the number of stations which receive the show,
exact figures are not available, she said.

the program, which is affiliated with the University,
receives no state funding. The production cost for all

operating expenses including tapes, postage, and equip-
ment) of this half-hour weekly news magazine, is $12,000
to $13,000 a year. This total does not include the cost of
salaries of the staff.

Stover said she spends about 80% of her time working
on putting the show together for taping. She arranges and
conducts the interviews, then edits them, and also writes
the scripts.

along with the flexibility of its producers, presents a new
experience for the audience. Stover said. It covers variousi
topics each week such as; helpful hints on cold weather!
camping, the experiences of a professor doing research in'

the Arctic on the climate and animals in the area, a com-
mentary on the various types of media by a journalism

j

professor, and a story about a film company in New
! Hampshire making a movie about the water situation in

Massachusetts.

A standard feature of Commonwealth Journal is the tao-ing of a guest speaker who appears at the UniversitjT
playing segments of the speech on the show, and adding a

This procedure was done just last Tuesday, when jour-
nalist Alger Hiss appeared at the University. Hiss had
been accused sever years ago by the state department of
giving information to the Soviets. He discussed topics
such as the McCarthy era, Watergate and the Nixon ad-
ministration, all of which are of interest not only to the
University population, but people around the state as well,
Stover said.
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Girl freed after 3
month ordeal ends

,Monday. October 26, 1981

ROME (API — Tor three months, I waj
chained to two concrete weights and the>
never let me change clothes or wash
myself."

That's how Mirla Corsetti. 13- year old
daughter of a millionaire Rome
restauranteur, described her three-month
ordeal shortly after police freed her from
kidnappers on Saturday.

She was clad the same jeans, sweater and
wooden shoes that she wore when police
rescued her from a tiny, 7 'A -fool by 6- foot
cell at a villa on the seacoast southeast of
Rome.

Her hands and face were plastered with
dirt and her finger nails were overgrown
and her hair stuck together as if it were
smeared with glue.

"My hands and feet were always tied
with steel chains to two concrete blocks,
but it was loose enough for me to move
around a little," she said at a news con-
ference on Saturday. A portable to,

located right next to the bed in the win
dowless room, was emptied once every few
days.

The 13 year-old wa.s one of 26 victims this
year of "Kidnap Inc." — as Italian
newspapers have dubbed the kidnapping
rings which have raked in millions of dollars
in Italy in recent years. Nine victims have
been released so far this year, generally
after their families have paid large ran-
soms.

Police said her abduction did not appear
to be politically motivated and was carried
out by common criminals. Several terrorist
groups in Italy derived the main income
from kidnappings.

She said she had been mov»'d four times
since she was snatched by four men as she
left a disco-restaurant her father owns at
Torvaianica between Anzio and Ostia on
July 17.

Six people were arrested without a
struggle when officers burst into the villain
Lavinio, about 35 miles south of Rome. Alffif? 7 "'^^ Corsetti, 13, is comforted by her'fair;

Alfredo. Saturday
.
Corsetti was imprisoned for three months. Shewas freed from kidnappers by Italian police..-.^ — ^

-..-t'l"-"' ".T iiaiidii police.

Polish officials dispatch troops to end strikesWARSAW, Poland — Accusing Solidarity of "blackmail,
the Communist government demanded vesterday an end to
wildcat strikes by more than 250.000 'workers as troops
headed for some 800 Polish villages.
military units to help solve food troubles and "local
disputes" did not appear to be a step toward martial law,
Western diplomatic observers said.

Local Solidarity chapters met across Poland to assess
the government move while planning for anticipated
winter difficulties and preparing for a national warning
strike Wednesday.

Washington voters may
control nuclear budget
OLVMPIA. Wash. - The nation's most ambitious

nuclear power program goes on trial in Washington sUte
Nov. 3, with voters deciding whether consumers — and
not just utilities — should control the construction budget.
The focus of much debate, and record campaign spen

ding, is a people'^ initiative which sponsors call a la.st ditch
effort to control runaway spending on five nuclear power
plants.

Initial reaction to the government's announcement
Friday ranged from indifference to acceptance among
leaders of the independent labor federation.
Many union officials said they would welcome the military

presence if the troops help improve the sometimes drastic
food situation in the countryside or provide more fuel and
coal to people there.

A government spokesman said yesterday that army
officers and seasoned troops would begin moving into
villages and towns today to help get food to barren
markets and resolve local problems.

Knowledgeable sources close to the government said the
units of three to four men would be sent to some 800
villages, but not to Poland's largest towns, indicating the
move IS for economic purposes and not a harbinger of
martial law.

°

Communist authorities have threatened to impose martial
law to quell rising labor unrest.
The government's minister of trade union affairs

Slanislaw Ciosek, accused Solidarity, the first independent
union in the Soviet bloc, of using the "blackmail" of strikes
to pressure the government.

Digfest
By the Associated Press

CORRECTION

In the October 22 issue of
the ('ollegian it was incor-

rectly noted that a slide

show was sponsored by
Adelante Companeras. The
show iilumt El Salvador was
sponsored by the Third
World Women's Center.
The {>hoto taken at the show
pictured a woman and child.

The child is the woman's
son, not her daughter.

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 19J«

Visit Any Center
And See For Yourself

Why We Make The Difference

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

In Amherst:
264 N Pleasnt St
(413)253 5108/5283

For Information About
Other Centers In More Than
90 Maior u S Cities & Abroad

Ojtside N Y Sta'e

CALL TOLL FREE
1- 800-223-1 782

Amherst
Chinese Food

"Family Style

Cooking"
Mandarin &

Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon

i Specials

from $1.75
f Farm Fresh Vegetables

i Sunday Brunch
\

All you can f>dt $4.95

? 62 64 Mam St..
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Alaskan scales Everest
peak without a guide

KATMANDU. Nepal AP - Peter H. Hackett has become
the third member of the American Medical Research
Everest Kzpedition to reach the summit of the world's

highest peak, Nepal's Tourism Ministry announced here
yesterday.

Hackett, :i5. from Anchorage. Alaska, reached the
29,000-foot mountaintop on Saturday, the ministry said.

He was the first member of the team to scale the summit
without a native Sherpa guide.

Iranian Justice admits
courts make mistakes
BEIRUT, Lebanon — Iran's chief justice said yesterday

the courts have made "some mistakes" in the hundreds of
executions ordered, but critics of Iran's revolutionary
Islamic government are not being "fair."

In an interview broadcast by Tehran Radio, Ayatollah
Abdolkarim Ardebili, who heads the Supreme Court, also
said judges who had made mistakes would be punished.

He .said those who have criticized the executions "should
come and read these people's files, to see what they have
done, to see where they come from. I don't want to say that
there ha\en'l been mistakes in the past, but compared to
the amount of work done, even if there is a small per
centage of wrongdoing, it will be pursued and those
responsible will be brought to justice."

The official radio also reported that Iran's fun
damentali.st Moslem regime arrested a5 more leftist

guerrillas and sent a delegation to I^-banon and Syria to
(ii.scussclaimsof I'.S. intervention in the Middle Hast.

Ardebili's romments appeared to refer to .Xmnesty
International, the London based human rights
(irganization that asked permission to send a delegation to
Ithran to talk to officials about the e.xecutions. AmnrMv
claims that Iranian firing .squads havt- executed more than
l.HtHi petjple .since the ouster of President Abolhassan
Ham .-<udr on .June 22. The government has reported 1,42.5
executions.

Mexican quake kills 3,

injures 28 on Saturday
MEXICO CITY — Repair crews in Mexico City and the

western coastal state of Michoacan worked Sunday to
restore electric power and telephone service knocked out
by a powerful earthquake that killed three people and
injured 28.

^
Mexico City residents said the three minute tremor

Saturday night was one of the sharpest jolts in the past
five years in this earthquake prone country. It rocked
buildmgs and caused panic but surprisingly little damage.
Many streets in the south and west .side of the city were

strewn with broken glass and cracks could be seen in some
buildings.

The quake also was felt in eight states surrounding the
capital.

^

The Tacuhaya Seismological Center said the quake
regi.siered 6..5 on the Richter Scale - meaning it was
capable of causing severe damage - with the epicenter in
the 1 acific Ocean, about 300 miles west of Mexico City off
t he coast of Michoacan.
However, the U.S. Geological Survey's Earthquake

Information Center in Golden, Colo., said the tremor
measured 7.1, putting it in the range of a major quake
capable of massive damage.

"C;onsidering the severity of the jolt, the reports we
hav-e had up to now show casualties are relatively small," a
Red Cross worker in Morelia, the capital of Michoacan, told
1 he Associated Press in a telephone interview.
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Women, unpaid labor discussed

Collegian 3

By CHRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

An informal lecture on the economic relationship bet-ween men and women was given by author Lisa Leghorn
last night in the Common Room at Smith College
Leghorn, co-author of "Women's Worth: Sexual

Economics and the World of Women." spoke to a crowd ofmy people about the lack of awareness among women of
their potential as a feminist power.
Comparing many cultures throughout the world

Leghorn said. "I don't think there's anywhere in the
world where women have equal power because of all the
unpaid labor.

Leghorn quoted a United Nations Commission report on
the status of women. Women do 4/5 of the world's infor-
mal labor such as housecleaning, childcare, prostitution
and receive only 10% of the world's income
Leghorn said that in her book she and co-author

Katherine Parker, did a study and figured out that the

r^r ..,V,"P^'^ '*^'' '^o"* by wo"ien in the U.S. is $1

ing!"' "saidT^ghor"'
^^^' ^'^^ -' '^^' -^^^^-^ ^-

Leghorn started off the lecture saying she wanted to
demystify the term "economics." She also said that
household chores and child care are considered to have no
economic value.

"Housework is a form of slavery," said Leghorn. Speak-
ing on leisure time." Leghorn said, "women have beenducmg time and men have.been investing that time."

Talking about economic priorities, Leghorn said, "If we
try to think of them as a male vaJue system, thev make
more sense."

Leghorn, on a promotional tour for her book, has been
active m the feminist movement since 1968. She said that
a lot of women see themselves subconsciously as
employees.

Man in a dress causes unrest
By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

A University man, reportedly wearing a dress as a
Halloween costume, was arrested early yesterday for his
mvolvement in two fights a MacKimmie dormitory party
Christopher Ashe, a resident of Mackimmie. was ar-

rested at about 1:30 a.m. yesterday morning on a charge
of being a disorderly person. Ashe, police said, was also
responsible for sending an unidentified man to the Univer-
sity Infirmary with a black eye.

Police were called to the scene by a report of a fight in a
Mackimmie floor lounge. When police arrived they were
given a description of Ashe and, after a subsequent
search, found Ashe in the dormitory basement.

Police said Ashe was told to retire to his room for the
night and police left the scene. Police were then called

^J°»i!^^^!"^
'°^" ^^^^' ^'''^'''S ^he building with areport that Ashe was involved in another fight

Police again tdd Ashe to retire for the night whereupon,
police said, Ashe became vulgar toward one of the
Officers and was subsequently arrested.'m other action over the weekend, police reported a
Universi y student was placed under protective custody
early Saturday morning after vandalizing his own dor-mitory room.

Steven Sarandis. 20. of 414 Johnson dormitory andGary 'Tang. 19 523 Tumbling Hawk, Nagog, MA. a stu-dent of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, were both
placed under protetive custody at about 2:30 a.m. Satur-

.
Police were called to the scene by a report of Sarandis

apparently "kicking" at his door from the inside of his

(Continued ov page 6

'We don't want to be equal to men. We want them to be
equal to us," said Leghorn.
A reception for book signing was held after the lecture,

Leghorn also answered questions about the lecture and
listened to comments made by several women in the au-
dience.

Kiriyo Spooner. one of the women who attended the lec-
ture, said. "I think people are turned off by economics.
This talk made it come alive."

The lecture was sponsored by Smith College's Women's
Resource Center and the Project on Women and Social
Change. Leghorn also co-authored another book with Bet-
sy Warrior called the "Housekeeper's Handbook."

Leghorn said her book "Women's Worth: Sexual
Economics and the World of Women" took her seven
years of research and five years of writing. She has been
on tour for a month and a half and said she is "very tired."

MUington is

marvelous as

a solo minstrel
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

niiht"1n^n""^ «"
performed before a full house Fridaynight in Davis Ballroom, at Smith College. Her strong

ovi^ln"V.r"'"\^''^'' P'^y'"^ earned her a standingovation af the conclusion of her performance.

nv^k S^"' I ^T"^^'
""^ ^^^ ^" ^^"^^" '^^ band, Fan-ny IS making her first tour as a solo act. She has spent the

Im^ '"H ,^'"'^V^s«"- and Mary Watkins. Her own

November""^ ''
^"' ^" ^ ''''^'^ '" "^^d-

She began her show with "Your Own Way" and almost
immediately the audience began clapping along. After
about five minutes, the audience had completely warmed
up to her. In between songs she told a little about herself
and about her songs. She kept her comments brief Shewas very much aware that the audience wanted her to con-
tinue singing.

Millington invited her audience to sing along with hersnap their fingers, or clap their hands. When^he sangGiving It Up" she told the audience, "It you have changem your pockete you can jingle it, and da?e I say it we^Hbecome a rhythm section."
^

Many times during the concert. Millington seemed
oblivious to her audience and in tune only to her guitar
The pleasure she took in singing and playing her electric
guitar was clearly evident.

"Shall we do more?" Millington asked her audience.
'You can even dance or anything. You can get crazy I
don't care." Over forty people stood up and went to the
back and sides of the ballroom and began to dance.
Millington announced to her audience that "Heaven In

Your Mmd" was going to be her last song. "But." she
said, "I'm easy, all you have to do is ask for another' one."

"Quit tapping! I get the message!" said Millington when
she finished "Heaven In Your Mind." She sang one more
song. "Naked Night 1980" which she wrote.
Millington. who was born in Phillipines, told the au-

dience that, "I had to come to the United States to get
funked ur

"

HOW-BOUT A LIFT?- Bob Mik.Ujczk. ofM & M Fir.««Kl .nd Loggiig.' l«.rh:f^rog;;:f
Hemlock onto a truck in front of a house on Amherst St. in Granby.

( ollrrion pholo h» Vinre IVWill

BELTING IT OUT - A high school marching
band member from Agawam performing in a
competition sponsored by UMass at Alumni
Stadium last night.
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^ SpaiUes like genuine
diamonds! Costs far less!

•W<^or«^$100 worth ol our rt^att iap*$

99OCT 2s 31 8" French €%
V^ Carving Knifed

Gem Favorites! save'

U^A Choice BeefLoin

Sirloin
Steak

19
lb

Boneless Top Sirloin Steak k^' .2.99

Without
Tenderloin

Gem Beef

ChfldMfld
f IiJr) Franks

Si
Sale!

Roasting '^i^r'

Chickens70
FVesh5-61bs ibM f^
Fresh Perdue Oven Stuffers ":f.^ ib89'

Fresh Ducklings w'.,;''A;';'JJirC, ,,99^

Swift'XiTButterbaU ./'-: „99^
FreshChefs ChoiceCornishHens r !^ " ,b99'

Fresh Turkey Drumsticks . .'^r:'!^/r:^ ,b49'

Fresh Perdue Fowl '"^." !".'^*. ['. ?! *!? ib69'

Armour Stuffed Turkeys i^'^-rr? ?.?!•!*?'. .... ,h89'

1 1t)

pKg

PorkBults ^irzr^^ ,1.79
Boneiesshiam *';?tS-. ^2.19
Smoked Pork Shoukter » i no

Senv-BonetessHam .^. .1.79

Deutschmactier *"

iihopBrand
ik out the great values

in our circular. Copies in store.

'3 Center. V3 Blade,
'3 Sirloin Chops

Vac r f.. .r^
t1.33

self-service deli Save'

Stop & Shop 1 lb package

Extra Mild
:rwn Franks

^09
1 IbpkgHotDogs v<,»,« 1.09

MeatBotogna ''^^'^119
CoWCuts /::' -. 49^
1 lb Bacon ^., 1 49
Cooked Ham 179
Sun Glory Bacon -^^^ 1.39

Oscar Mayef *'^i^'^i^^ 1.99

from our krtchet-; Dei.ciousi

^J^^C\ Stop & Shop 1 5 oz PKg

Slaw00
Rice Pudding ..r*V";:.. 1.49
32 oz Pizza 2 " Q

Assorted

Pprk(S 129
Chops An,
Country Style Pork Ribs ,.L39
Center Cut Pork Chops ^"r.^^M j^. ^1.69
Boneless Sirloin PorkCuUets «.2.19
Boneless Pork Roast :??}fr'^''?rT. ....mL89
Pork Loin Roast Rib Half ^a^. „ 1.49

- Family Packs StretchYour Dollars! -

"White Gem' '^' rS.€%^
ChickenWingsibO^
White Gem' Chicken Legs .'t*'.'*.' . . n79
Chicken Breast Whole '*^':!^.^.^.*'>^ ml. 19
Center Cut Pork Chops. :t.I?.« ?'.^ ibl.59
Blade Cut Pork Chops -:*^?:^

. ... ,bl.l9
Boneless Top Sirloin Steak f^^^^ ..2.89
Boneless Chicken Breast "T^lX ,.2.29

grbcery Specials savings on our best quality'

r

Stops Shop

3 Mushrooms
^^ins& Pieces
Hf^^l 4 Ounce jm ^^
15^1 Can 4^
Cranben7 Juices.,*.^^««Ml .09
Sandwich Bags '^'^%VS' 6&

x-^*x Gallon Container

; ;
^^Stop&Shop
^^SprmgWater

stop & Shop In Water

Tuna

uom sic«)«siwpi6«c»r 2^69^
Medium Peas ,|^E4^ 2«69'

J

All

Natural

Stop & Shop

Grapefiniit
Juice

48 Ounce ^ 09
tx}ttle X

Instant Coffee "^IT 2.99
1 lb can Coffee tl'^r^Sc' 1-79

r-'-^l^ Stop a Shop

[CreamyorChunk
^g Peanut Butter
9^^^ ' « 39

pCrgj

B

Peaches "^^V^T^.^^ 2.>M
Apple Juice ^^»(^.S!r 99^

Stop & Shop 33.8 Oz

n Liter Bottle

JrM Conn
Jt-DOS' 2 89

Pineapple '^^'^S^^'iT- 65
2 lb Grape Jelly s.ocis««,^ 99'

Dry Dog Food S^^??'^^. 4.99
Cat Food '^li^i-^^jrjsr 4 V, M

frozen meat Save work'
|P^°«*^® P'cK and choose the fresh values that are perfect for you!

New Wafer TTiip^ ,_^^ Genuine Idaho U.S. No. 1Devault Beef
Sandwich

399
Chicken Breast -.^'^r. 2 59
Weaver Chicken : ;

' 2 79

Jones Pork Sausage 'x;r 1 99

Breaded Veal Steaks .' 169

seafood So delicious!

Fresh Scrod
Cod t%39
FiUets Jiib
Fresh Dressed Smarts el 49
Fresh Pollock Fillets 1 1 99
Frozen Haddock Fillets * 1 .69

bakery Freshness tor you'

Firm Large Ripe

Tomatoes

lb

Sto^ & Shop Whole Sliced

Big Daisy
Bread O^^l
22 ounce loaf mm ^
Daisy Donuts

Large Florid.

.^aiiifelos

Sunkist brangeso^. 1.39
>%m%lACI V^asn•n^JIonSUlle Red or Golden CfA
^^gf^M,'^H9. DetiCKDus Extra Fancy u S No 1 n,%^%^

CeleryHearts ^ 79
Bnissel Sproutsf^ .79

comer deli Great foods' Great service' Great savings'

Ro&.A '3 OzCan

^SStop&Shop
' 'ckenBrotn

3 89
9 Plates sio«i»s»BP50cip>.g 99

y^^ 22 Oz Container Stop & Shop

f Glass Spray
^^ Cleaner

/N
Gallon Container/ \ Gallon Contain

/ ) StopA Shop
kgil Bleach
ygSd Plastic ^£\t
^^^^ Container a^S^

499
xatcfjs 99'

With
Triq()( 89

Toddler Diapers
Spaghetti Sauce

8«T| Stot> X Shop Assfd Colors- Jumbo Paper
Towels

2 "l
2 Ply

140CfRoll

dairy We guarantee quality and freshness!

Low Fat Cottage
Cheese

OtL.ir.).
(ji Sm,ill

CurO 79
^jj Half Gallon

jOrange Juice

MSt

!•:::. J1

Stops Shop 1 IbPko

Com Oil
Margarine

21It) SlK>S

Cuiicentrrfl(r

Gallori Cootairier

Sun Glory
1% LowFat Milk

heafth & beauty aids

Aqua-firesh
Tpotlqiaste''

8 ounce tutje 1

Lean and delicious

Stop&Shop

Seoe 1I 9rii>«a

Mu«t»t«r CrtMM 2;29

Silkience «^TKK.%Srrsr« 1.89

^ ST0<>»5K»'0»«OCf»n' COUPON r, - »

I Save40

-vluenste- Cheese ^2.39
Creamy Cote Slaw ^69^
Ham Salad t2 59
Claussen Bulk Pickles 2.-79'

O-r ^ STOPJ^^POBOCfOCOuS^^^X ^i^

Always a value

Norwestem
Tjjrkey Breast

^en Roasted *^99

Gem Polish Loaf ^ 1 .79
Domestic Ham , 2 49
Weaver Chicken Roll ,2 59
Grapenut Custard ..-v,- ^1.19

frozen foods Save time and money with Stop & Shop Brand'

l^(VB;i<jStopAShc)()

Plain,OnionorEgg^ ^ BageE

99

stop & Shop

12 otuice can
;e Juice

Frozens&
Waffles .„r.'.r*'^ 4..99* Ice Cream s..'«^tSj;;s;:„ 1,29

St()()ASIn)p

f^FVenchStvleor
iCutGreenBeans

bais' 79

Slops Shop Cut Corn

Peas or Mixed

3*110 (V

I Save 25
! Stop& Shap^'^J
{Trash Bags^^1C ^P^! -U 145 —

.

1^ —
I

Stop & Shop

2IbBoz _
! ParBoiledRice
!c

f ST0dSM0PG«0CfBV(:O»K3N' .^^
' Save 50

Stop & Shop

Decaffeina
Coffee

P^^»w^^. S^ >' ?-. S* Oc^ 3- «' A M^, **gr >- ?» S* > ^^ -SJC^'^'S «*«

AppleJuice »•,?„--' 69* CheesePizza ''Zt^ 1.39

,
'6 0/ carton Non Dairy

p^ Stop& Shop
' CoffeeLightener

li^'

>4^>-<.i»«m.m.>^,„Jot^o,l^«^ ,^, ,^,^ „_ ,

16 07 bag Stop & Shop

Blended
Vegetables
fill ^•l^l^^ _^^^^ ^^^

89'
^^®^' ."r'r-r^Ku,,,, 2^.M stop A Shop Waffles 4.:v99'

1^1 4'°'99'
HiDi ( cii(

('rtohtldwor

(Kill , Italian
I i't Oiinnliii

£2ll£8iaa5

THE WOMAN'S WEEK
The Woman's Week" is a weekly calen-

dar oflocal events printed every Monday.
To place your event, contact the women's
department at the Collegian.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM

The Women's Issues Team of the Stu-
dent Center for Educational Research and
Advocacy (SCERA) will meet Monday at
5:30 p.m. at Earthfoods in the Student
Union.

The Committee for Equal Rights and
Reproductive Freedom (CERRF) will meet
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in room 902 of the
Campus Center.

The Committee Against Sexual and
Racial Assaults (CASARA) will meet
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in room 902 of the
Campus Center.

Students Against Sexual Harassment
(SASH) will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in room
801 of the Campus Center.

WOMEN'S STUDIES

The Women's Studies department collo-
quium this Monday is on "Western

Ethnocentricism and Stereotypes of Mid-
dle Eastern Women," at 4 p.m. in the sixth
floor lounge of Thompson Hall. Leila Ahm-
ed will speak.

Lois Stalvey, a white civil rights activist
and author of The Education of a WASP,
will lecture on racism Monday at 8 p.m iri

Worcester Dining Commons.

SOUTHWEST WOMEN'S
CENTER (SWWC)

SWWC will hold a discussion on women
in the Middle East with a special look at
Iran, on Monday at 4 p.m.
A rape awareness workshop will be given

by Debbie Ediemann, coordinator of the
women's workshops from the University
Health Services, on Thursday at 4 p.m. at
the Southwest Women's Center.

WOMEN'S FORUM AGAINST MEDIA
VIOLENCE (MFMV) will present the film
Killing Us SojUy and the slideshow.
Abusive Images of Women in Pornography

Continued on page 6

M Where Con You Buy J
JDL Speakers for Si40 $

o PAIR?
*

Or Q complete stereo

mini-system

including turntable

for under Si00?
It's coming. . .

MIDNIGHT MADNESS
this weekend at

mmnoHs
ire (Mwnity Drive, Amherst, MA

^ 25&0279 2

ATTENTION!
100%

FREE TUITION $

JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS
NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE

^ 100% FREE TUITION TO ANY sTaTE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further Information Contact;

Sgt. Richard O'Connor

586-4110

African culture explored
By MYLES CAVANAGH
Collegian Correspondent

African sights, sounds, history and culture
will be brought to the Springfield Science
Museum for six weeks beginning November

Each Tuesday evening from 7:30 p.m. to 9
p.m.. an expert on African culture wiJI
lecture or perform free of charge to the
public.

A wine and cheese reception begins the
-series on Nov.3 when Femi Richard
associate professor of Afro American
studies at UMass. displays and discusses
the fabrics of Africa.

On Nov. 10, Ralph Fayldingham, associate
professor with the department of an
thropology at UMass. presents an in
troduction to Africas peoples and culture.
On Nov. 17, '"Impact/Distortions in

Afr„-,nn History," will be led by assistant

professor Devi Afesi of the Afro American
studies program.

The music of West Africa will be per-
formed by Abraham Adzinyah, artist in
residence at Wesleyan University, on Nov.

Politics and economy of Africa, will be
discussed Dec. 1 by a panel consisting of
Bhekokwakhe Langa of the Center for
Racial Studies at UMass; Mokubung Nkomo
of the Center for International Studies at

'

UMass; and WUIiam Strickland, associate
professor of Afro American Studies.

On Dec. 8. Johnetta Cole of the UMass
Anthropology Department and associate
provost of undergraduate education,
completes the series with "African
Retentions in New World Cultures."

More information about the series is

available from Linda Levin at the UMass
Division of Continuing Education. 545-2484.

Paving the way for ERA
By SARAH RUSSELL
Five-College Suff

Student involvement is crucial if the ERA
IS to be ratified by the June 1982 deadline. If
38 states have not passed the ERA by that
time, it will not be passed nationally in this
century, said Tamar Raphael, coordinator

of the ERA task force at Smith College.
A benefit concert for ERA was given by

Michael Gregory Jackson and his band
Signal at Smith Saturday. It was one in a
series of events presented this week
designed to encourage students to actively
participate in the fight to ratify the ERA.

Continued on page 11
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the new cosmetics A Store-full of Ideas

Open 10-6. Sat/Downlown Amherst
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HOUSING EMERGENCY VOLl'NTEEKS - The
Amherst Task Force on emergency shelter needs student
volunteers to be on call occasionally to supervise overnight
shelter for homeless individuals and families. Minimal
training', small time commitment. Contact Chaplain Sabey
at UCF. 545-2661.

GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS - for the study of
theology- are available in several programs including
special programs for Black Americans and Hispanic
Americans. Seniors or graduate students should contact
Rev. Chester Freeman or Chaplain Pete Sabey at UCF.
428 SU. 545-2661 or 545-2789.

NATIONAL BLACK CHRISTIAN STUDENTS CON-
FERENCE - Theme: "Black Christian Students: Heirs
of Conflict or Commitment?" The purpose of this con-
ference will be focus on Black Christian leadership. For
more information contact Rev. Freeman at UCF, 428 Stu-
dent Union. 545-2789. The event will be held in Chicago,
Illinois on Oct. 29-31, 1981.

MoNdAy, Oct. 26

• • •'•'•'•'•'•'•••••••••••'••••••>K<<-.%\-.-.-.-.'.-.\\\%<'y.%-:<^^^^

SOLAR ENERGY — Are you tired of heading toward a
nuclear future without investigating safe energy alter-

natives? Learn what you can do to help promote solar
energy at the meeting tonight. The meeting will be held in

the SUB room 423 (UMass PIRG office) at 6 p.m.

ATTENTION: ALL ENGINEERING STUDENTS AND
FACULTY — Tickets are now available for the
Professional Awareness Seminar. If you don't know what
this seminar is all about, please stop by the ticket table for
more information. The seminar wUl be held in Marston
Hall. Engineering East Walkway on Oct. 19th through the
aeth. sponsored by I.E.E.E.

TuEsdAy, Oct. 27

CALENDAR ITEM - "Legalized Casino Gamblings -
Its effect on cities and towns in Massachusetts" is the
subject to be discussed by the study committee of the

/" Hampshire Ethical
' Hypnosis Center

Milton H. Askinoss -T^b A.A.E.H.
Mmny of our clients are Ooclor r»terraia

\ ^t^l 'i^^'°*
' 'r^^** »'u<ly • stop smoKmg

I .m«,^ " ^•**"» • Self confidence

SSr-.i~, •?*"''«"0" . Sexual prob..ms

Overcome Agoraohooia
and other Fears,_ Anxieties, and Phobias

Csi or wrhe ^or ^rttlyrochure
Special Fees • Collev* Stutlenti & Sen.of Cljuens

Lecture demonstrations
x,J^f*!l^^ Bu.ldina, Rie 9, H.<jley Mms
3/10 mile H.mp Mall (fiext lo Rockys Hardware

sa*-19l9ByAppl Opiy

Amherst League of Women Voters. The public is invited to
join League members. Meeting times and locations;
Tuesday. Oct. 27. 7:30 p.m. and Wednesday, Oct. 28, 9:30
a.m. at 181 Pondview Drive. Amherst. Thursday. Oct. 29,
noon, at 11 Harkness Road. Pelham. For information call

the League of Women Voters phone.

ALANON - Every Tuesday night at 8:00 in room 905
909 of the Campus Center. Please join us if you are having
trouble with someone elses drinking.

BIKE CLUB MEETING - Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in room
306 of the Student Union. Planning of future trips will be
discussed. Come find out about our proposed 'Martha's
Vinyard'irip.

FRENCH CLUB MEETING - Every Tuesday afternoon
at 4 p.m. in the 3rd floor lobby of Herter Hall.

CONSUMER INTERESTS - Are you interested in doing
some comparison shopping to alert your fellow students to

local bargains and rip-offs? Come to the consumer (fem-

mittee meeting Tuesday night in the SUB room 423

<(UMass PIRG office) at 6:00.

«.:-:.x.;.;.:.:.:.v.;.v.;.y.v.-.-.-...v.-.v.v.-.-.-.....
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BEAT THE BLUES: TERM PAPER HOW TO'S - Hate
the library but have to write papers? Help is on the way.
Learn the research process while getting assisUnce doing
a paper. Earn 1 credit too! This is a colloq sponsored by
NE Sylvan 1st Year Program. Come to Dwight Lounge
Wednesdays 3-5 p.m.

HAZARDOUS WASTE MEETING - To help organize a
clean up campaign of one of Massachusetts' toxic wastes
dumping grounds, attend tonight's meeting. Toxic wastes
must be dealt with, not buried. The meeting will be held in
the SUB room 423 Wednesday at 5:00 p.m.

SOUTH AFRICA '81 — A one credit colloquium, spon-
sored by Northeast/Sylvan Residential Area, that
exammes various aspects of the current situation in South
Africa will be held Wednesday, 12-2:00 p.m. in Anacaona
Center, Dwight House.

ThuRsdJAy, Oct. 29

AMERICAN INDIAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION -

File boxes, file folders

and pocket folders

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

ENGINEERING

Professional

Awareness Seminar
Monday Nov. 2, 1981

C.C. Auditorium 1-6 PM
Tickets $ 1 .GO Available

in EBE - Marston Walkway
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M SBA Career Day '81 {
^ Luncheon \* Thurs. November 5, 1981 ¥
5 CC Rm 1009 J
M Tickets $6.00 available M
^ in SBA lobby until Oct 29lh ^

American Indian students come to American Indian
StudenLs A.s.s(K'iati()n. The meetinj^ time is 7:00 p.m.,
Thurs.. Oct.. 29. Event will be held at ^2\^ New Africa
House.

FIRST YEAR WOMEN OF COLOR - Defining Our
I.s.sues. A colloque aimed at exploring i.ssue.s facing women
of color in the valley. Topics on health, academic survival
and racism will be covered. This is a 1 credit colloque spon-
sored by NE-Sylvan 1st year Program. Event will l)e held
at the NE-Sylvan Women's Center on Thursday evenings.
For more information contact O. Dozier at 5-0290. •

FILM - the gospel according to St. Mathew. Sponsored
by the Italian club. Event will be held at Herter 227 on
Thursday. October 29 at 7:30 p.m. For more information
please contact Petra Thamhain at 546-4984.

BOTTLE BILL MEETING - Do you support the Bottle
Bill? To learn more about the issue and for current infor-
mation on what you can do to help the bill become law,
come to tonight's meeting. Event will be held at 423 SUB .

(UMASSPIRG office) on Thursday at 6:30 p.m. For more
information contact Sharon O'Brien at 6-4326.

SBA CAREER DAY LUNCHEON - Tickets are
available for SBA Career Day Luncheon scheduled for
Thursday Nov. 5 at 12 noon in the CC room 1009. The
key-note speaker will be Mr. Nicholas Weiler, Manager of
Corporate Consulting Serices and Manpower. GENERAL
ELECTRIC COMPANY. Tickets are $6.00 and are Umited.
All are welcome to attend the luncheon and the presen-
Utions throughout the day in the first floor of the Campus
Center. Tickets will be sold in the SBA Lobby all day Oct
2630.

* Women^s Week
Continued from page 5

and the Media on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at Hampden
Theatre, UMass. The presentation is free and open to the
public. For more info, call 586-8127.
The LESBIAN UNION will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. in

their office across from the Collegian.
WAMH radio plays women's music every Sunday from

9-12 a.m.. For requests call 542-2288.
ROBIN MCKINLEY will speak on The Changing At-

titude on the Role of Women in Speculative Fiction: An
Author's View" on Tuesday, at 5 p.m. in Wright Hall,
Smith College. The lecture is free and open to the public.

* Unrest
Continuedfrom page 3

room. When police arived they reported the door to have
been kicked open, two pieces of room furniture were
destroyed, broken glasses and bottles littered the floor,
and one of the room's windows was smashed.

Police reported that Tang was asked if the incident had
been drinking related. Tang answered that it had and was
placed m protective custody. Sardonis was told to remain
in his room and clean up the damage, but, police »id, Sar-
donis said he wanted to go along with Tang and became
loud and argumenUtive whereupon he was also placed in
protective custody.

No damage estimate of the room was given.

—^campus <^-

cerftcr
at u mass

Monday, Octooer 26

Monday Night Football
Watch on our Brand New

Gigantic TV
DRINK SPECIALS

Tuesday, October 27

Free Movie Night
The Grateful Dead Movie

*8 and 10 pm showing
Next weeks feature

The Kids Are Alright
starring The Who

•Valid ID and ABP sticker
requirod to purchase alcohol

> a • I* * * V < »«•«*«

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Living in fear
of retribution
It is an outrage when members of the

UMass community are oppressed because
they are black, homosexual or female. It is

even more deplorable when they are
threatened for standing up and voicing an
objection.

A gay man recently spoke at a rally and
said he was proud to be homosexual. He

Editorial

was merely asserting his right to live his
life the way he chooses. Because of this, he
and other members of the gay community
have received death threats.

A victim of a sexual assault wrote to the
Collegian last week to warn University
women to exercise caution when walking
alone at night. As a result, she has been fur-

ther harassed.

People who refuse to accept oppressive
conditions should be applauded for their

courage. Instead, in many cases, they live

in fear of retribution for their actions.

Oppression is an anonymous and
dangerous force on our campus that must
be quelled. Whether it be from groups such
as UTOPIA or individuals who assault

women and harass or discriminate because
of color, religion or sexual preference, they
must be stopped.

People who vocalize their disgust for such
behavior are doing something about the
situation and should be supported. We all

have the right to express our opinions
without living in fear, and it is up to all of
us to insure that this right can be exercized.

Unsigned editorials represent the view of
the Collegian Board ofEditors.

Board of Editors

Nancy Anderson, Acting Editor-in-Chief

Jim Kane, Managing Editor

Marsha Bianchi, Graphics Manager
Lise Zeiger. Graphics Manager

Jeri Bitterman, Business Manager
Kathleen M. Howley, Executive Editor

Ed Levine, News Editor

Kelly Burke, Women's Editor

Ron Miller, Arts Editor

Phillip Jennings, Black Affairs Editor

Stephen Freker, Sports Editor

Vince DeWitt, Photo Editor

Associate Editors

Eileen Gallif^n, Judi Jasurek. Rich Nag^le. Marianne
Savag^. Asso<-ialf Mani^n^j Editors; Yael Miller. As-sociate

Business Mana^fr; Nemat Shafik. Associate Executive

Editor; Laurel Hanscoin. Steve Semple, Associate News
Editors; Lisa Pedulla. Associate Women's Editor; Susan
Baron. A.ssm'iate Arts Editor; Jennifer Hardy, Associate

Black Affairs Editor; Kris Craiff. Associate Photo Editor.

Business Staff

Joleen Benedict. Acting Advertisinp Manager; Peter

LoPresti, Finance Manager; Geoffrey Port. Circulation

Manager,
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Vocal minority rules campus
As a concerned member of the "sUent majority" here at
UMass, I think its about time to voice my opposition to
many of the actions which have been taken by the "vocal
minority" on this campus since the year began.

The events of the past week have just brought to hght
what has been evident for a long time. A small group of
activists on this campus is trying to run the show. They
spend our SATF funds to promote their ideals which range
from coed toilets to world revolution.

This small group is nothing more than a legion of hotheads
who get itchy without a cause. They spend our money and
are ruinmg the good standing of this University.

The recent coed bathroom crusade has convinced me that
this vocal minority is out to destroy UMass. These rallies

gained national attention to the point where UMass is a
laughingstock from Boston to California.

Do these loudmouths ever consider the consequences of
blowing off steam at a rally? Well, if they haven't. I'll spell
them out — their actions could adversely affect our fun-
ding for the future. State legislators do not take kindly to
rallies or "demands". In fact, they ignore them. What they

Letters
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Party cancellation correct
To the Editor:

In my opinion the University is correct in prohibiting
large parties on Halloween weekend. My opinion means
little to the demagogues who reign in Student
Government-land, the people who brought us embarrass-
ment with a demonstration over that major social issue of
our time, co-ed bathrooms. If they are looking for "input",
as Kevin Mangan says he is, than please register my vote
for a peaceful, and quiet, Halloween weekend.
Mr. Mangan is wrong when he says that there was "no

student input" into the decision to restrict Halloween ac-
tivities. There was a lot of "input". The "input" was
heard loud and clear on October 31, 1979, when hundreds
of students, acting like animals, raced around the Campus
Center breaking bottles, windows, and destroying any
respect that we have in the community. The "input" was
registered loud and clear when thousands of dollars of stu-
dent money was used to clean-up the mess students made
on the mall in Southwest. The "input" of students was
heard loud and clear by the District Court in Northampton
when day after day in the first week in November dozens
of students were tried and convicted of everything from
drunkenness to assault.

I hope that our elected representatives in Student
Government will realize that there are more important
issues than who goes to which bathroom and who can
drink the most on Halloween. SGA, you're acting like

children, banging the drums on childish issues: potties and
Halloween.

Anne Cohen
Amherst

'Wow, what a performance!'
To the Editor:

Psst! Don't tell anyone that I bought a ticket to the
UMass football game to hear the UMass Marching Band.
When I first saw them at the Holy Cross game I couldn't
l)elieve my eyes, the way they filled the field. And the
.sound, wow I said to myself I'll have to sit on the UMass
side next game. Well I missed a few games but I made

Saturday's.

Wow! What a performance. I haven't felt goose bumpsm years. Nor have I ever heard as full of a sound as the
UMass Marching Band presented. It is amazing how much
this band can do on a football field.

I did my undergraduate work at UNH during 1970-1974,
at which time we assumed we had the best in the East as
far as marching bands go. Believe me, the UMass Mar-
ching Band tops them by a long shot.

Secondly, it is really great to see a large following, par-
ticularly undergraduates, cheering and supporting the
band. For the many negative unfounded images
undergraduates have of UMass, it is heart warming and
stimulating to see real pride and support for a UMass
group.

Keep up the good work UMass Marching Band, it will be
something you will remember and treasure for years to
come.

Ron Willey

Amherst
Chem Eng Grad Student

Don't denigrate Sadat!
To the Editor:

This is regard to your article in the October 15 issue of
the CoUegxan knocking the great (former) President of
Egypt, Anwar Sadat. We loved him, and you are greatly
wrong to denigrate this wonderful person. Your bias
shows through. The army had nothing to do with it except
those renegades. If he stifled dissent he did good as he
stifled the communists who want to take over the world
Be fair man! Don't denigrate a great man!

Alf Sasson
University of Connecticut

^ Letters Policy ~ >
All letters must be signed and include the writer's

address and telephone number, which will not be
published. Please type double spaced at «7 characters
per line. Due to space limitations and the volume of
mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge
unpublished letters. All letters are subject to editing
joT clarity and length. j

do listen to is a polite, respectful, well-informed college
student who is concerned about education, not bathrooms.

State legislators also watch the news. If they only see
UMass students as a bunch of class skipping loudmouths
why should they bother funding this school? The money
can be used in some other way.

Admissions to UMass could drop considerably if this
image continues. Parents do not want to invest a great deal
of money in school where students value "squatting rights"
more than their education.

Lastly, who are we students to insist that the ad-
ministration conform to our fickle demands? They're not
our elected officials. We have no claim over them. Agreed,
they can allow a student input, and they do. But if all of
their decisions were subject to the approval of 25,000
students, nothing would get done.

If all you loudmouths out there who speak before you
think really believe that we're listening to you, you're
wrong. We're laughing at you.

In other words, go blow off steam somewhere else. Most
of us are here for an education.

Jaw^s Garrity is a UMass student.
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By Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD

ROD BONES
OWf FR/PM H/irr AS ROP
WA^ DMl//rJ& TO APARry
OFFCAMfVS...

... Rod i^ CftuGHT in a speq>

By Gregg Canavan

Hn^.. WHATSJKI£2^-^

Kdiird b>

ACROSS
1 Sign of boredom
5 Lot s grandson
9 Slangy exclama-

tion

13 Recount of the

siege of Troy

15 Moreover
16 Long-run play

hero

17 Chaplain. eg
18 TVputdown
20 Charge, as a

battery

22 Made a move as
in poKer

23 Confederate
general. Nathan
Bedford

25 Important writers

26 Mistaken, slangily

speaking
28 Victimized

30 Waken
31 Historic French

town
32 Barter

36 Saud
37 Ponti of Milan
38 Upper Pre'ix

39 Theater tai'

41 Absent
42 Part of a long poem
44 Worked for a

couturier

46 Meditate
47 Adjective for

brownish black

birds

Margarci Karrar and
IWI I u« An|rl»% l,mt\ stndit

50 M' ve in different

di p;tions

52 So Ihes

54 Fitzgerald s

the Night
57 Doubtful
59 Queenly name in

Madrid
60 Jazz song, of a

sort

61 ben Adhem
62 Day
63 Word with about

or after

64 Curse
65 Concordes eg

I rude Jaffe

DOWN
1 Cry expressing
dismay

2 President Arthur s

middle name
3 Over a great area
4 With The.

waterway of

New York City

5 Treat for the first

Thanksgiving

6 The youth d(

America is their

Wilde 1893
7 was
saying .

8 Clodhopper
9 K (foxhole

dinner)

10 Maltreat

11 Buddhist monk s

milieu

12 Gardener ;.

purchase
'4 BAorMA
19 Cassette input

21 Rapid transit

system m NYC
24 Score
26 Seed cover
27 Timber wolt

29 Chinese states-

men Wellington
31 Worked with

wood
33 Footloose folk

as gypsies
34 Open a round o(

poker

35 Interior

37 Bird scan
40 One in pursuit of

beauty
42 Kind of fabric

43 Celestial beings
in Torino

45 Ogler perhaps
46 Stir

4 7 Cause to pipe

down
48 Measure ot pre

vention

49 The Odd Couple
role

51 Change o(

53 Try

55 Not — (Out

classed)

56 Lip

58 Fabric used in the
Middle East

MONDAY NITE

FOOTBALL SPECIAL

Time

Pitcher of b»«r: $2.50
Dod, Milkr, Mm»r Lit*
Dottles of Dud, Millar,

COMMO,HTHE«OWD*^"
07 M. PI#QSQnt St., AmhTst
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PRIVATE BENJAMIN
Tuesday, October 27

5 pm $.75; 7. 9. 11 pm. $1.50

cerrter
alumass

MONDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
Purchase Any Size and Style

Pizza at the Bluewall
and receive

one FREE draft beer.

Simply have the cashier stamp

the coupon below and

present it to your bartender.

This coupon entitles you to

one FREE Draft Beer

with the purchase of any Pizza

(one beer per pizza only!)

\= J
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NewslinesFor your medical emergencies,
the people to reach are EMTs ^^^^ loo^s at racism

'
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By BARBARA MLAWSKY
Collegian Correspondent

If one needs assitance for things ranging from a sprain-
ed ankle to an emergency childbirth, an Emergency
Medical Technician (EMT) may be of ample assistance.

An EMT is someone who has received 81 hours of train-
ing in emergency medicine and is qualified with that train-
ing to work on an ambulance, said Ron Allen, one of five
members on the board of directors of the Five College
Chapter of Emergency Medical Technicians.

"EMTs are trained to deal with fractures and disloca-
tions, shock, hemorrhage, emergency childbirth, poison-
ing and cardiopulmonary emergencies," Allen said.

The Five College Chapter of Emergency Medical
Technicians meets once a month tor the purpose ot keep-
ine EMTs informed on new information in the field and to
provide lectures and training from professionals represen-
ting different fields of medicine, Allen said. Most of the
meetings provide an opportunity for EMTs to obtain some
of the 48 hours of training needed for EMT reregistration
every two years, he said.

Allen said that some main reasons that people have
taken advantage of the EMT course are to help them deal
with any emergency that might occur in day to day living.

to help students who plan to become involved in the field
of medicine as part of their total medical carrer and to
become professional EMTs on ambulances or rescue
squads.

About 45 members belong to the association, which
began last spring. Past programs have included such
topics as emergency respiratory care and radiation and
chemical accidents.

"We don't work as a unit," Allen said. "We are a
diverse group of EMTs who gather for training and learn-
ing, and the people who gather come from different
backgrounds. Some work on local rescue squads or am-
bulances, some are mainly students and many plan a
career in medicme."

Allen said that future programs coming up in November
will be a helicopter flying and demonstration by the
Massachusetts Army National Guard 1059th Medical At-
tachment (Air Ambulance), as well as lectures on violent
attacks against women, drug and alcohol emergencies.

The chapter is opened to any registered EMT in the Five
College Community. Many students in the last few years
have taken the EMT course either at UMass or through
other institutions, said Allen.

Information concerning times and locations of meetings
is available from P.O. Box 364, Amherst, 01004.

A one-credit, anti racism colloquium is being offered in
the residential areas.

Students registering for the colloq are required o at-
tend throe discussions as well as the lecture/panel eries
titled "In Appreciationof Difference: Responding to Racism
In American Culture".

This st-ries includes a lecture by Lois Stalvey, author of
The Kducatum of a Wasp, at 8 p.m. Wednesday in Wor
coster Dining Commons; a lecture by Bill Russell, a former
player and coach with the Boston Celtics; a panel
discussion on culture at 8 p.m. November 18 in Hampden
Center. Southwest; and an all day workshop on "Building
Strategies" on Saturday, December 5 in Campus Center
room 101

.

Anyone interested in registering for the colloquium may
call Linda Cohen at 545-0341. Liz or Rebecca at 584 7455.

Britt speaks on rights
Harry Britt, a gay activist, member of the San Fran-

cisco, Calif., Board of Supervisors and a national vice-
chair of the Democratic Socialist Organizing Committee,
will speak at 8 p.m. tonight in the main lecture hall of
Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire College.

Britt is scheduled to speak on "Reaganism and Repres-
sion: A Progressive Response." discussing his experiences
with local government, the gay movement and the
feminist movement.
Admission to the talk, sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts People's Gay Alliance, the Hampshire Col-
lege Gay Men's Alliance and the Democratic Socialist
Organizing Committee, is free.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

I FOR SALE

14K Gold Opal Ring size 5
'/j $90.00 or BO

call 546-8012

AHR'S TA'S GRAD STUDENTS

Campus work 15 hours per week $5.00
per hour, send name, tele no, address to:

Unaitis, 206 High, Greenfield MA
AUDIO

One pair Boston Acoustics
Loudspeakers can be used with amplifiers

rated at 15 100 watts per chanel. 3 months
old paid 250 BO 546 7040

RCA Victor stereo FM AM and record
player runs well $15 call 549-0205 after 5 PM

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Chevy SS-396, 4-speed, radials, new
Diehard, clutch, exc mech cond. $1250 or

BO 665 3905

Convertible 1975 Olds Delta red white
top loaded with extras reasonable tel.

542-2484 or 253 2131

VW 70 4 parts (rebuilt enhine new battery
tires) $35 665-4025

74 Volvo Station Wagon for sale Isn't it

about time you owned a Volvo? Call Lisa

253-2058

1972 Volvo 142 E, new clutch, body good
inspected 110,000 miles call 625-9595 after

6:00 PM
1972 VW bus rebuilt engine, excellent

body, one owner. $2700 or BO 1 863 9846
after 5 PM
250$ or BO 1965 slant 6 Dodge Dart body
solid engine rebuilt w/ 12000 Ml 665-2367
Rob

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS ~~

Calculators, Radios, Televisions, Tape
Decks, Stereos & Car Stereos. Sound in

Motion 266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst
behind Silverscape Designs 253-9341

ENTERTAINMENT

The Effects ready for hire New Wave
Mike 665-7605

FLOWERS. FLOWERS, FLOWERS^

Oh how beautiful the flowers, oh how
romantic, how truly magical they can
become. . .Love someone, deliver in person
a gift of mystic magic, from a truly secret

admirer, XXOO. Any questions on ar

rangements ask Laura or Susan, they're

wonderful to deal with!

FOR RENT

Single room office near campus $150 in-

cluding utilities D.H. Jones Real Estate

549370 ^^
One bedroom apt available immediately,
walking distance to campus 253-3877 or

256-0769

Honda TOcc excellent condition 3300
miles. $235 or best offer call Scott 256-0652
or 549 0430

Yashica FX-1 35mm Camera excellent
condition! $175.00 Jill 6-5465 call anytime

3/4 length dress leather jacket with zip
in liner new condition $55 call Rick 549-1867

New Queen or King size waterbed,
never opened, 10 year warranty, walnut
stained pine frame, headboard, deck,
pedestal, mattress, liner, heater. Originally
$330.00 now $199.00 527-4645, E. Hampton
1980 Kawasaki 650 10,000 miles $1300.00
call 549-5397 after 5 P.M . mint condition!!!!

Bass Players! Peavey Centurion, 1 year
old, excellent condition, 130 watts; Ampeg
B25B speaker cab with brand new 15 inch
magnalabs, 200 watts cap. Sound great,

must see, $500 takes both; Todd 546 9389

FOUND

Found stray cat calico/tabby very affec-

tionate need good home please help call

5-0939 Sheila

One pair gold wire rim prescription
eyeglasses with tinted lenses call 6-4781

Did you lose your dog? We found a

golden retriever puppy, about 9 months old

on 10-21. She has a choker chain without
an ID tag. If she is yours give me a call at

5-0329 from 9-5 or 586 8497 after six and
ask for Evan. But hurry, she's falling in love

with our family and may not want to go
home please.

with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

Lost grey flannel shirt in Thompson 104
10-19-81 Please return to Bob 6-1001 no
ques asked

To the person who stole my coat from
the Time Out last Wed (10/14) Please can I

have my glasses back I am blind leave at TO
Bar or CC Info Desk!!!!

White pullover sweater 10 21 on bus or
in Campus Center pis call R ich at 665-4932

Icelandic Sweater around Herter Hall area
great desire for its return - the 'two girls'

who 'found it' - please call Amy 546-4897

MASSAGE THERAPY

Cindy

John, Never, never, never say never

PF, your my best friend and only love, Hap-
py 2

'/? ! TV
The Umass Chapter of the Bruce Spr-
ingsteen Fan Club will meet at midnight in

Lynsey's room, Brett, (his MOST devoted
groupie)

RIDE WANTED

Wristwatch Morrill Aud.
5-0092

call Dr. Wilder

Strictly theraputic soothing Swedish
massage Ellen O'Rourke MsT 256-8320

$250 PER MONTH
New company seeks personnel on cam-
pus $1500 per month and car potential next
summer tele 1 773-3175

PERSONALS

Hyannis. 6:00 steamship Friday November
13 will share expenses Terry 546-8437

Desperately need ride to New Rochelle
NY or vicinity on Friday Oct. 30 call Judi
546-1443 will share $

ROOMMATE WANTED
Person to share a townhouse in Squire
Village 2 bdrm 355/mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665 7544 keep
trying can leave message at 549-6526
Michael

SBA Day. . .Coming Soon!

Male cat altered and declawed found near
Health Services Apt G29 North Village leave

phone fl in mailbox

HELP WANTED

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500 $1200 monthly. Sightseeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52 MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Positions available workstudy Apply in

person at The UMass Recycling Office 306

Student Union Building

PRINTER - UMass student w/s or non
work study with experience on various

graphics equipment including: Offset

Press, system binder, collator-stitcher and
Estat platemaker. Mechanical ability re-

quired, 5-10 hours per wk Apply at Student

Note Service, Rm 401 SUB Application

deadline: Fri Oct 30 5 PM

LOST

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat

Bill, you're old. You're old! But 21 isn't too
old. They proved it in Russia. Hope the
peppermint is sweet and the snow always
cold. HAVE A HAPPY BIRTHDAY & A
GREAT YEAR!! From the Fat One & the
Old Lady. P.S. Was this too long?

The UMSFCU Supervisory Committee
is verifying member accts. Please pick up
your quarterly statements by Oct 30 and
report inaccuracies otherwise all balances
will be considered correct

SBA Career Day Lucheon Tickets on sale

in SBA lobby $6.00 until October 29th

T. Bloom - Why are you never home when
I call? RA
Full Gospel Bible Study CC 811-815 Tues
Oct 27 8 10 PM
Help Support University Chorale's sing-
ing tour in Russia. Look for us tonight in

your dorm

Goldie Hawn does the army in Private
Benjamin Tues Oct 27 @ 5, 7, 9, 1 1 $1 .50 7

9, 11; 5 pm $.75 SUB

Help support University Chorale's sing-

ing tour in Russia. Look for us Monday
night 10/26 in your dorm

Foilage, Thanks for a great weekend. Love
you, Kitten

Calvin Klein Jeans - all sizes call 549 3686

Evil do you speak French? - Pledges

SKI BUMS Lookinq for a place to live in

Northern Vermont? i need roommates o\/^

intersesson call Mike 546 5891 546-5889

Happy Belated Eighteenth Birthday to
one of my Ange ls Charlie

MB and WeezTHappy 21st B-Day! Get
psyched for a week of celebrating! Love ya,

Rolling Green Apt male female wanted to
share 2 bdrm twnhse immediate occupancy
lease can be taken over call Joey 256-8059

Responsible roommate own rm in three
bdrm Puffton apt, $130, incl. heat, call 5 to
7 evenings 549-5877

One room available 3 bedroom apt house
for Nov 1 120$/mo couples or pets
negoTiaule 665 2367

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-998 1

Free-lance TYPING and resume writing.
Top skills, reasonable rates. Amherst
549-0518

Moving - Hauling, fall clean-up etc. at
your convenience. REASONABLE &
DEPENDABLE call Paul 549-6377

Amherst Writers Inc - Professional help
for your writing problems. Walker Rumble
253-7329 Pat Schneider 253-7764

TO SUBLET

Want to sublet on bdrm Puffton apart-
ment for Feb. 1 Paul 549-6377

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for

parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel

584 2832

WANTED
~

Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2

Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710
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Arts
The Professionals
defuse Pistol's legend
The Professionals
The Blue Wall Thursday, Oct. 22

By DAVID WILDMAN

Whatever you might have thought of the
Sex Pistols, you can't deny that they had a
physical impact on the once impenetrable
record industry, that they popularized a
counter-culture style which has affected
the American mainstream. Bred from the
heat of rebellion, they infused energy into a
dying, disco-choked music scene, and paved
the way for hundreds of new bands with
fresh ideas.

Like it or not, the Sex Pistols are a part
of history, and so. when two ex-members of
this controversial assemblage decide to
grace the Blue Wall with their historical
presence (in the form of The Professionals),
it is an event. Or so it would seem.
Unfortunately, two rock stars do not con-

stitute a rock and roll band. The group and
the stars tend to mix like oil and vinegar,
the heavy element eventually falling to the
bottom. That heavy element'is Steve Jones
and Paul Cook, the Ex-Pistols.
Steve Jones actually looks heavy. With

his paunchy belly and long frizzy hair, he
appears to be the antithesis of that skinny,
starved, fiery young man we saw arrogant-
ly, but innocently pumping out the chords
to "God Save the Queen", and throwing up
on everybody in "60 Minutes" film clips.
"The Sex Pistols are over with," he

sneers. "If you want to hear the Sex Pistols
music, go play the bleeding records, this is
a different band."
True to his words. "The Professionals"

did not sound, look or behave like the "Sex
Pistols." In fact, the Professionals never
even clicked as a band. Steve Jones grated
on the eyes and the ears as a frontman/lead

singer, and his henchman Ray McVeigh on
guitar, and Paul Myers on bjiss. both look-
ed like they'd probably be, happier in
another band.

There were really only two saving
graces. The first was the "Sex Pistol's"
name which assured a full house, and in-
deed, the audience was wildly enthusiastic,
but what made the night actually
memorable, was the way that Paul Cook
looked and played.

Riding up over his drums, with his
angelic white hair flying back, he still gives
off the magical energy of the scrawny kid
who had accidently jumped on a fast crazy
horse. But now Cook is whipping the horse
with all his might, and although he plays a
storm, there just doesn't seem to be a lot of
reason to do it anymore.
Steve Jones' songs are certainly nothing

to get excited about. His music was all too
familiar with heavy riffing and blandly ag-
gresive lyrics - nothing new. One song,
though, with the same name as the band,
seemed to suggest the contradictions in-
volved in having a professional punk band.
Jones, however, had nothing of the kind in
mind when he wrote it. "It's about being
pissed off at political stuff explained
Jones, "You know, like Nazis and Com-
munists and all that rubbish."
Sadly, it seems. Cook and Jones are

nding on past glory. Rather than burying
the Sex Pistols image, they are living off it.

and ironically, are doing more to de-fuse
the legend th^n all of the punk haters in the
world combined.

Opening for the Ex-Pistols was the Ar-
thur Monroe Zone, a solid, contemporary
sounding new wave band from Manhattan.
The Zone's have a single out on the Domo
label, and we'll probably be seeing more of
them around here.

Monday. October 26, 198"l

_ Colle^i.n phnto bv Vince DrWitI

night
" **"^ ^ "^^ **"""^ ^'^ ^^"""^ ** ^^^^^''s last Friday

Jorma to hold two shows
By JOHN BROBST
Jorma Kaukonen, that wiry hairadT

spacey eyed guitar player will be making
two solo acoustic appearances this Thurs-
day at the Student Union Ballroom. Hallo-
ween costumes are encouraged at both the
7:00 and 11:00 shows.
Kaukonen 's appearance coincides with

the release of his new album Bnrbeque
King. On the new record. Kaukonen is aid-
ed by the Stench Brothers....John on
drums and Hilary on bass (formerly of
Pearl Harbor and the Explosions).
The show will most likely be a blend of

new songs from Barbeque King and both
Hot Tuna and Jefferson Airplane favorites
Jorma first entered the rock world with

the Jefferson Airplane in 1965. In 1969 he
formed Hot Tuna with Airplane bassist
Jack Cassady. When the Airplane disband-
ed in 1972, they kept Hot Tuna going. Hot
Tuna broke up in 1978. leaving Kaukonen
free to pursue solo projects like his new
album, and this solo tour.

It has been indicated that Jorma's solo
acoustic show is really something else.
Combine this veteran with a cash bar (br-
ing a postive ID. of course) and an audience
all decked out in their Halloween best, and
you've got yourself one hell of a good even-
ing.

So don't let the administration stop your
Halloween madness. Show it to Jorma
Kaukonen this Thursday night.

tfUU
tfmii

256-8587
faat, treedeliveiyVdthin30minutea

FREEMINI WHEAT!!
VWtheverylai»B2arnioretoppingpizza
geta MINIWHEATcIoneFREE!!

(BegularStoppiiigminiwheat

$2.79value!)

.^"i^nv/iicii una iiiursuay nigni.

4 ^PC and the UMass Arts Council *
^' present
A HaUoween Costume Concert

with

JORMA KAUKONEN
Pue to Popular Demand
A SECOND SHOW

has been added at 1 1:00 P.M.

OCT\^9^ S.U.B.
UMIES $6.50

MENU
Small Pizza S3.65

Laf«eFizza S5.75
extra ilcnw:$.65on mal..J.90aa lM«e

MlushroomsG'roundBwf ExInOieeM
Pppperoni Green Puppets DoubkOoa^
it tack olives Saurane Anchovies Obaooi

DRINKS >J«
Coke Sprite Tab Root Beer

HOURS:
4:30pin-3:00am

Open 7 Days

4 PLEASE NOTE:
yi In order to be served beverages
^ proper ID & ABP stickers areW required in addition, facicd

y^ indentification, (ie, no paint
ji or permanent masks) ThanK

GEN PTJB 87 Kfl
TICKETS Bvaitable at:
Union Records Unlimited. ^
TDC. For the Record (Facea)^
Ticlcetron. ^
PLEASE: no food, drink -^t

with this coupon

FREE!! i

I
MINI WHEAT i

: With purchase of large ,

:

: 2-toppmg pizza •

: Good only until J

10/30/81
*"' '**"'ll I H IT

363Main Street

^ STANLEY / GEORGE

JCLARKE]^UKE
J PROJECT ^
}f 6:00 p.m.

J NOV. 6 F.A.C.
4 UMoss Students $7.50, te.50

J G^nerol Public $9.00, $10.00
)^ T/ckets on sale:

)f Union Records Unlimited (URUI
3f Tix, FAC Box Office, For the

^'ease. No^fbod,

4 Record (Faces) Ticketron ^''^ ^^ ^'"^^^
ihanx

M

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥jf.

nnura IfacesJ Ticketron n """"" ^

• ERA
Continttedfrom page 5

The concert, along with the workshopsrand the media
coverage during the week was an attempt to make five
coUege students aware of the ERA's situation. Members of
the Campus Campaign group urged students to take time
off from school to become "ERA Missionaries'" and petition
in the unratified states. Students were asked to take
anywhere from two weeks to nine months, or the January
term off, to work in target states such as Florida.
Raphael said. "Women with college degrees make less

than men with eighth grade educations, according to Depl.
of Labor statistics. It's an economic issue for all of us
because our prime working years are coming up."
Student involvement with ERA became unified during an

organized protest this past summer, Raphael said. On
August 22, representatives from 36 colleges congregated
in front of the White House to present a pledge committing
students to a nationwide effort to ratify the ERA The
pledge, tilled Students Act For The ERA. was endorsed
by the U.S. Student Association and the National
Education AsscKiation, she said.

The media coverage has been favorable to the ERA
projects, and there will be a "big media blitz" in the
unratifiiKl states as the deadline gets clo.ser. It's important
to "keep the issue visible" Raphael said.

On November 20. there will be a dance marathon in the
five-college area to raise money for the ERA.

HALLOWEEN
HEADQUARTERS
Professional TJieotrica! Molce-up
Great Rubber Maslcs! from 9.95

water soluble clown Iclts in 2 sizes
. . . one Icit does many people!

clown noses, bold pates, beards
scars & warts, crow's feet,
witch's nose & chiin sets,

grease crayons, tooth black-out,
spirit gums & odhesives . .

.

COU.EGE
DWG
9-9 wMkday*/ 9-6 StU.I 9-3 Sun. ^___^__
4 MAW STREET, AMHERST Phone 253-2523

^rnc ^«ATw«« TOOAT OMiT

(R) (6:00 @ $1.75) 8:30

mmTncYNoios.

RATEnNITY
(6:30 @ $1.75)8:45

.Ml IMS PETER
m/IRSUS f^ALK

|(g| (6:15 @ 1.75) 8:45

^rT>C*0U»IT»IMMR(IS4 584-9153
MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

¥E°GAf CflfiflON

1 (6:15 @ $1.75) 8:jf^^*^^

Mtnht Kriily

[Rl (6:00 @ $1.75) 8:30

ROBERT OE NIRO
ROBERT DUVALL

S (6:15 (g> $1.75) 8^5

Salazar, Roe set records

and win N.Y. marathon
NEW YORK — World records fell on the course in the

New York City marathon yesterday, but there were some
unofficial records as well.

For instance: largest crowd ever at a single one-day
American sporting event, an estimated 2.5 million.
And: with more than 16,000 entries, the largest field of

athletes ever to participate in a 26- mile, 385-yard
marathon.

Also: the loudest cheers, most banners, funniest
costumes and most limping ever at one sports event.
"He wanted to keep going but someone physically pulled

him out of the race." one woman said as she shook her head
at her husband, who was weeping not because of the pain
that left him barely able to walk, but because he had to
stop less than a mile from the finish line.

"Gee. so many people are limping," Caroline Ross said
from atop a park bench where she balanced her camera at
the finish line.

Ms. Ross exulted as she snapped Alberto Salazar, 23, of
Wayland, Mass.. and Allison Roe, 24. of New Zealand.

Salazar defended his 1980 men's New York marathon
title with a time of 2:08:13. shattering by more than 20
seconds a world record that had stood for 12 years.

MARATHON WINNERS
left, men's winner of the
Allison Roe, center, women
Mayor Edward Koch right,
records in yesterday's 26 mi

— Alberto Salazar,
NYC marathon, and
's winner, pose with
after setting world

le race.

HOUSING INFORMATION
Housing Exemption Applications are

available in the Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whit-
more. Applications are due no later than Monday,
November 2, 1981. Late applications will not be ac-

cepted.

Five College Residential Exchange Pro-
gram applications are now available in the Housing
Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore. Deadline for applica-

tions is November 20, 1981.

For further information, contact the Housing Assignment
Office at 545-2100.

,^^
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'A^iaiAA^ HURT
KATHLEEN TURNER

BODY
HEAT

I
[It (6:00 @ S1.75) 8:45

/ X
/

-yy

PIZZA PARTY
Buy a pitcher of U
Beer get a free ^

small tomato & cheese Pizza.

Mon - Wed from
2:00 - 6:00 the 9:00 - close
with Happy Hour Prices

y

PIZZA
- Thursday

- Friday 2:00 - 4:30
- Saturday

with Happy Hour Prices

50c drafts

.99c bar drinks

$1.49 top shelf

Sunday 2 for i American Oeauties
(thats oLir special burger)

Sunday Nit* 2 for i drinks
2-6 6 9 to close

Happy Hour Schedule - Mon-Wed 2 to 6 9 to close
Thurs, Fri, Sat 2 to 4:30 9:00 to close
Sun -2 for 1 drinks 2-6 & 9 to close

t**

.

^. *.W** w*, H%i*' *'* *»^**« •
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Minutemen fix Terriers, 34-20
Benoit snaps, Pearson sets new rushing record

onday, October 26, 1981 "» r »-;' « :'l (

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

If one wanted to examine Saturday's Alumni Stadium
showdown between the University of Massachusetts foot-
ball Minutemen and the Boston University Terriers
cinematically, that is. frame by frame, like a motion pic-
ture producer in a film cutting-room, two late fourth
quarter mini-scenarios could be singled out as typifing the
34-20 Massachusetts conquest.

Frame number one would be senior nose guard Ray-
mond Benoit triumphantly holding his fumble recovery
aloft and being congratulated by his jubilant, backslapping
teammates for putting the last nail in the BU game coffin.

The second scene would include UM tailback Garry
Pearson, again amidst congratualtory comrades right
after becoming the all-time Minuteman career rushing
leader, breaking Rich Jessamy's six year old mark in the
process of completing his fifth of the season 100-yard plus
running game.
This was a game of capitalization, converting the other

team's miscues into one's own gains, and Massachusetts
proved to be more adept at higher case play.

The Minutemen took advantage of nearly every BU
mistake and turnover (two fumbles, one interception) and
also got some un.solicited Terrier aid in the form of shcnidy
punting in compiling their largest point production totals
and total game offen.^e (343 yards) since last season's
39-21 domination of -he University of Connecticut.

"This is one of tht Sest wins we've ever had at UMass,"
UM head coach Bol' I'ickett said. "We've been down and
people have been w. .ifintr tr> tpWp a <;h(>t at us. We showed
great character to o .:ne back in the first quarter (after be-
ing down 14-0) and we're a better team for it."

The game opened i-ninously for Massachusetts, as the
Terriers scored on i i h of their first two possessions, not
without a lot of he!(. from the Minutemen's arch-enemy,
the yellow penalty *

i-r.

After marching ' V n the field to the UM nine-yard line
on its first offens . excursion, BU was faced with a
fourth and one situ, :r ion. Enter the refs, offsides UMass,
first and goal for tht Terriers. Yankee Conference rushing
leader Greg Drew. n^Ho finished the game with 90 yards
rushmg and three six-pomters. bulled it mto the end zone
three plays later.

It went from bad to worse when BU's Reggie Robinson
slammed UM quart trback Barrett McGrath on the
Minutemen's first f-s.session and BU recovered on the
UMass 35-yard lint [ >rew scored his second TD to cap the
Terrier drive and ;iu his team up 14-0.

Pearson started sotiie heroics of his own by returning
the ensuing kirkotf 40 yards for some great
Massachusetts fivid [..sition. On the first play of the
series, Pearson caught a swing pass from McGrath, who
had a standout throwing day (11 for 18, 152 yards), and
got a great block fr(jm tackle Chris O'Neil to turn the play
into a 25-yard Massachusetts gain. It took the Minutemen
just eight plays U) s( - .rr when Pearson used a BU defender
as a springboard L.> <ic a head-over heels'flip into the end
zone.

Pearson scored his second touchdown of the game in the

Minutewomen in
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

"Hit it, Kathy, hit it. On the ball Maddy, on the ball.

Mark them, Mark them, somebody please!" ;

From what University of Massachusetts women's soccer

coach Kalekeni Banda was shouting to his players, one
would never know that his team was beating Penn State

University, 5-0. Bui they were.

In a triumphant wtfk'nd, the Minutewomen beat Penn
State, 5-0, Sunday, and Yale University. 1-0, on Saturday.
Both games were playod on the lower NOPE field.

The Minutewomen dominated throughout in the Yale

game, although they failed to capitalize on many scoring

opportunities. The U>nv ^oi\ of the game came seven and a
half minutes into th«' -frond half by UM's Stacy Flionis,

assisted by Nina Holrn-t rom.

"Yale played a good K^me, but they were playing over
their heads," said coach Banda.

The first goal against Penn State Sunday came ten

minutes into the first half. Lori Stukes took a corner kick,

which the PSU goalie deflected, but UMass Co-Captain
Maddy Mangini picked up on it and put the ball in the net.

YOU HIT HIM H If;H I'll hit him I mi/ it»« j , . ^ <^oll»ri«" photo by Vmce U*Wiu

quarterback Jeff English (white) m Saturday's 34-20 UM victory at Alumni Stadium.
second quarter on a game-tying scoring drive highlighted
by an 18-yard sprint out reception by Minuteman fullback
Tom Murray.
The Minutemen capitalized on two Terrier bumbles in

the third quarter, a 14-yard BU punt and a fumbled
kickoff, turning both into touchdowns and a 28-20
Massachusetts edge.

On still another Minuteman turnover conversion, this
time Benoifs first fumble recovery early in the fourth
(juarter, one caused by a hard stick by linebacker Scott
Crowell, UM scored on a one-yard plunge by Murray, his
second of the contest.

UM

Two minutes later UMass scored again. Chris Taggert
took the baU down the field and shot. The goalie fumbled
the ball, and Margie Anderson put it in. bringing the score
to 2-0.

The third goal of the first half was scored by Taggert, off
a pass from Jackie Gaw. 23 minutes into the half.
The last goal of the half came five minutes before in-

termission. Deanne Denault put the ball in the net off a
cross from Sharon Daggett, making the .score 4-0.

1 he final goal of the game came 11 minutes into the
second half, on a direct kick by Mangini.

• I knew we could do this for a long time," said coach
Banda, "We exploded. I had my best eleven players
healthy and in there. Nina Holmstrom was super, she
(ontroUed the mind field. Jackie Gaw was tremendous. It
was a total team effort."

i'he Minutewomen face Harvard University this Tuesday
in what Banda terms "the game of the year." After this
game, choices are made on the teams that go to the
Kastem Regional Playoffs. The Crimson arc ranked third
iHhind UMass, by NEWISA (New England's Women's
Intercollegiate Soccer Association.) The game is at 230
p.m. on the lower NOPE field.

By KENNETH ROLT
Collegian Staff

f

The University of Massachusetts men's cross country
team easily outdistanced ^1 local Division I and 11 schools.
wmning the Eastern ( ollegiate Cross Country Cham-
pionship last weeken(i at Central Connecticut State
College.

In a sport that places a jiremium on the lowest score, tht
Minutemen toUled .r points for the win, with
Southeastern Massachusetts University and the
University of New Har pshire well back at 100 and 122

pi*i II Is respectively.

The 'maroon and white" from U.Mass were led by Paul
Beauheu's third place finish. The senior fiom Granby who
has run 4:04 for the indoor mUe. ran^L'oiO? for the five mile
course.

Chris Omeltchenko, Frank Prial. John Caffrey, and
Ilodney LaFlamme placed fourth, ninth, tenth and
<l< venth for the 'harriers', to give UMass l he title on their
inaugural run at the Easterns.
This was the best team effor. this year." added O'Brien
rhty ve really been running well the last three weeks "

The Minutemen's next outing will be the IC4A at Van
'^"urtland Park in New York City next Monday

Air there was left was some more tough Minuteman
defense, Benoit's second recovery trophy, Pearson's new

• record, and another life for Massachusetts' league title
hopes.

"Our defense played very well. They adjusted to some
thmgs we weren't expecting from the BU offense and

• gave us the big plays and good field position," Pickett
said. "The Yankee Conference will take care of itself and
our fate is in our own hands."
The Minutemen, now 4-2, play their final three games on

the road, starting with a trip to Storrs, Conn. Saturday to
face the Huskies of UConn.

UMass stickers
still undefeated
By NANCY PARKS
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - UMass and goaltender Patty Shea
have done it again as the field hockey team shut out Spr-
ingfield College's women stickers, 2-0, upping their record
to an outstanding 13-0-1, Saturday.

UMass forward Judy Strong posted both goals for the
Minutewomen and Shea kept tight control of the net as
bpnngfield made attempts for a tally.

Both goals for the stickers came in the first half as the
Minutewomen made many scoring attempts on Spr-
ingfield netminder Carolyn Swan.

The first goal came off a Mass short corner at 2642
Strong took the ball at the line and drove it to midfielder
Sue Caples, positioned at the top of the circle. Caples pass-
ed It back to Strong who came in sharp on the right
toward the net and stuck the ball past Swan.

SC's offense line made a number of good rushes on the
UMass goal with forward Sue Monahan in control. But theUM^ "D" kept them back as fullbacks Andrea Muccini
and Ro Tudryn cleared the ball back to the fifty yard line
and UMass possession.

Strong's second goal came late in the first half as the
senior co-captain broke free at the fifty yard line and drib-
bled down field \«. ithout assistance. Strong made a plav for
the left side of the ^oal and blasted the ball for the tally.

The Minutewonrien. still rated number one in the nation
by the NCAA, will go for their 14th shut-out of the season
as they face off against Dartmouth College today at 3
p.m. on the upfKr NOPE field.
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CENTRAL AMERICAN
by Cynthia Velazquez and Debra Sicilia

§The Central American Week (Oct. 19-23),
proved to be a fruitful collage of events!
The activities were put together by
AHORA, WMLASC and the Venceremos
Brigade. Conferences were held on El

Salvador, Nicaragua, and Guatemala.
Music and poetry highlighted the learning
experience. The organizers met a few
obstacles when two of the speakers were
unable to attend due to visa restrictions,

nonetheless, activities were very in-

formative ^nrl va/pII aftpnrlprl
§ln El Salvador where iliuuscinds of male
workers die monthly due to accidents
under poor working conditions, we can
observe the doubly difficult situation of
many women. As in most Central American
<;ountries, wives are widowed at young
iige. Not only must they take full charge of
'he home but also they must be the mam
provider of the household. Thus, women in

Central America and specifically El

oalvador encounter these and other
problems in their daily existence.
§0n Thursday, as part of Central American
'vVeek, Cecilia Vega, founder of 'Casa El

Salvador" an organization created in New
York in solidarity for the Salvadorean
struggle, lectured at this campus last

Wednesday.
§She said that Salvadorean women made
jp 40 percent of the guenllas in her
country playing a key role in the libertion

struggle. Although, the women are fighting
against the obstacles tdrgetod at their roles

as women, th(3y prioritize the independence
of their count! y for without thii, step there
will not be liberation for its women
§0n Thursday evening Di. Julio Quan, a
GucJtemalan geographer uiid social scierice
scholar, gave a clear and concise con
ference on the present sociopolitical
situation in Guatemala.
Dr. Quan disj^ussed the structural violence

inflicted upon his country by the present
government. He stated that approximately
20 to 30 assasinations for political motives
occured daily in Guat»ma!a^ and, he
regreitec!, those are only the cases exposed
to the public. The news reaching the public
comes mainly from urban areas yet. the.

situution is even wcrse in the rural areas.
He continued, "Structural violence is the
fact ihat approximatel\ 100 children die
diHiy of hunger, that 25 of the peasants
have no land z-nd of those whom do have
88. do not have enough to provide suf-
ficient food for their families'. The

WEEK

Geographer mentioned that Guatemala
possed one of the best soil types in the
world while ironically 81 . of children under
3 years of age suffered of malnutrition and
female Ife expectancy is only 41.
Guatemalan soils are used mainly to
produce export products such as coffee,
sugar and cotton, the landowners being a
small elite and the military, othe
geographer stated these and other facts are

only part of the abuse the Guatemalan
population is subjected to,
.A structural violence whose manifestation
IS the killing of those whom openly oppose
this abuse".

§He explained that once before his people
were forced to rise against an unjust
government in Oct. 1944, when the
Guatemalan Revolution took place. This
taste of true democracy lasted only 10

Cecilia Vega, a representative of Casa El
Salvador spoke on the actual situation in El
Salvador Wednesday evening as part of the
Central American Week. Argeo Quinones
facilitated translation.

Daniel Viglietti played in the S.U.B. on'
Thursday night, the Uruguayan exile is well
known internationally.

years. In these years for the nirst time the
government of Guatemala was on the
oppressed peoples side. Minimum wage
laws were enforced, labor unions and
strikes were permitted and an agrarian
reform was intended. Unfortunately the
agrarian reform lasted only 18 months yet,
100,000 families received land.
§ln 1954 the Guatemalan process was
'In 1954 we had the guts to expropiate the
United Fruit Company and of course we
were duely dubbed as communists."
Theanti revolutionary process took place
aided by the U.S. government thus ending
the democratic experience Guatemala had
construed.

sAt present, he stated, according to the
U.S. tate Department the only organized
party in the country is the army. The
repressive situation in Guatemala is

overwhelming; all those siding with the
people are assasinated in the name of
democracy, in the name of 'anti-
communism'.
5 The guerilla powers have become very
powerful. Both Indians and workers have
joined forces to defend themselves and
their childrens future. He explained that
presently there are 4 guerilla groups
working in coordination within the country.
The army is unable to stop the guenllas and
in retaliation they kill hundreds of innocent
people daily.

^"Guatemala needs a structural change
and Guatemalans nre standing up to fight;
Nobody IS going to stop them!"
^His conference was followed by a
presentation by a Chilean poet, novelist,
and journalist presently living in exile. He
shared 8 of his poems with the audience, all

expressions of pain experienced by those
subject to rihuse and torture by repressive
governments. The poetry reading was
folfowed by Daniei Viglietti, a Uruguayan
composer and singer. His songs conveyed
messages of struggle and hope. Viglietti
has also been exiied from his country and is

presently based in France.
^•On Friday the Central American Week

^.culminated with an excellrni musical event.
A typical Marimba band rom Guatemala
delighted the audience m the S.U B. with
music from different Latin' Amencan
countries. Canil, the band , invited all

oresent to dance and entertained the
ludierice until 1.00 PM. A powerful feeling
if Latin American unity permeated the
itmosphere .
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SOUTH AFRICA CONFERENCE
A Con-

ference in Solidarity with the Liberation
Struggles of the Peoples of Southern Africa
was held at Riverside Church in New York
CIt. Convened by a broad spectrum of
groups, the conference was sponsored by
the African National Congress (ANC) and
the South West Africa Peoples' Organiza-
tion (SWAPO) in cooperation with the In-

ternational Committee Against Apartheid,
Racism and Colonialism in South Africa
(ICSA). It was endorsed and financially

supported by several celebrities, elected of-

ficials and members of the Congressional
Black Caucus, including Rep. Ronald V.
Dellums, who was President of the
Preparatory Committee.
Youth and Women's groups, grass-roots

and community organizations, labor,

church and international organizations, as
well as spokesmen from 'Third World'
liberation movements came to the con-
ference, uniting to form a wide movement
against Apartheid. A focus of the con-
ference was to develop strategies to totally

isolate South Africa. Also considered were
ways to educate the American people and
to develop means for gathering material
support to the ANC and SWAPO.
According to several speakers,

Americans have a crucial role in the Anti-
Apartheid struggle because the U.S., as a
major world power, holds a special respon-
sibility under the United Nations Charter in

the maintenance of International Peace and
Security. The U.S. is also the major trading
partner and investor in South Africa.

The call for the Conference was issued
when South Africa increased its aggression
on its neighbors and escalated repression at

home. South Africa launched a raid

against Mozambique in January and
massive agression against Angola in July.
It has defied all international efforts for a
peaceful settlement in Namibia. In spite of

this the United States has actively renewed
relations with South Africa and stood alone
in vetoeing a resolution in the U.N. con-
demning South Africa's agressions in

Angola.
During the three days, conference par-

ticipants heard reports on the current situa-

tion in South Africa and the international

anti-apartheid movement. Workshops and
panel missions examined U.S. foreign
policy, the status of the boycott, and the
role of women, youth and media in the
American anti-apartheid struggle. In a
series of addresses, leaders and represen-
tatives of Caribbean, Central American and
African liberation movements updated their

current situations and extended their

solidarity with the ANC and SWAPO.
Among these were U.N. Representative De
Figueroa of Angola who reminded the au-
dience of the crucial role of transnational

in supporting the Apartheid structure.

Frederico Rollis of the Puerto Rican

Socialist Party contended that African and
Caribbean peoples have a common enemy
in U.S. imperialism. Diane Lacy of the Na-
tional Council of Negro Women (NY.)
drew paralells between Black South
Africans and the conditions of Black people
with the U.S.
Michigan Congressman George

Crockett, the keynote speaker called on
conference participants to exercise their in-

fluence in shaping U.S. foreign policy. He
drew from his experience e! the recent In-

terparliamentary Congress in Havana where
he was impressed by the unanimity of the
countries of the world against apartheid.
New York Congresswoman Shirley

Chisholm delivered a dramatic and forceful

account of her recent tour to South Africa,

ending with, "If it has to be armed struggle,

then it has to be..."

All of the Conference speakers expressly
indicated ANC and SWAPO as the
legitimate parties engaged in the liberation

struggle. The President of the ANC outlin-

ed the long historical role of the African Na-
tional Congress which was established in

1912. Peter Mueshihange, who spoke for

Sam Nu'ioma, President of SWAPO, com-
mented that despite an upsurge of reaction,
we are meeting in a time of change. He ad-
dressed the fallacy often present in U.S.
media that the conflict in Southern Africa is

part of an East/West power struggle.
Commentiijja on allegations that SWAPO is

a "terrorist" organization, he said:

"Quite clearly to call SWAPO a ter-

rorist group is not only a big lie but a

sinister manuever which is intended to

falsify and negate our history and to under-
mine the integrity of our struggle... the evil

system of Apartheid is founded in violence.

The policies and practices of this brutal

system, which has been condemned as a
crime against humanity, are based on
tyranny, force and genocide."
Mueshihange then stated that a new era of

peace will come as soon as the causes of

war have been removed.
Specific actions and resolutions were

forged by each of the eight workshops en-

compassing such interests as ending
media, sports and entertainment collabora-

tion with South Africa. A Continuation
Committee was formed to implement the
many detailed resolutions. A telegram was
drafted and sent to the President of

Angola, President Reagan and the Chair-

man of the U.N. Africa Group. This
telegram formally condemned the invasion

of Angola and urged the retention of the
Clark Amendment which prohibits U.S.
military intervention in Angola.

Interview with JIMMY CLIFF

On October 18th, Jimmy Cliff gave one
of the most moving and inspirational Reg-

gae concerts I had ever seen.

NUMMO NEWS had the opportunity to

interview Mr. Cliff after his moving perfor

mance.

Q. The movie, The Harder they come has
been quite successful, what was your mis
sion in this movie, what did you want the
audience to see?

A. My mission was to show people that
they could suceced through struggles, faith

and determination, succeed even against
the system.

Q. Do you have any plans of making
another movie?

A. Yes, at the moment we are making one
called Bongo Man, parts of which have
been flimed in Jamaica, South Africa and
Germany. After Bongo Man we will be do-
ing another movie called/^^r/can Em-
bassador.

It's about an African man born in the
carribean with a vision of going back to his

home land Africa with a mission of
Oneness. You can see all this happenning,
last year we went to South Africa and
created a oneness there. We put more
wood to the fire, and now as you well know
that fire is still burning, the students have
intensified their protests against the
government. And the struggle continues,
we will be going back to scelebrate the
victory after doing our part of the struggle
f>ere.

Q. How do your audience respond to Reg-
gae in the various countries have been?

A. Excellent, we have gotten the best

responces in Africa but the music is grow-

ing internationally. Many people have taken

Reggae as a fad. Reggae is not a fad, it is

the only music bringing culture to the peo-

ple and like all good things will continue to

grow more popular as I have predicted.

Q. What direction do you see your music

taking?

A. I think it will envolve more spiritually

and have more African roots because the

need is high now is for everyone ti indentify

with their culture, their roots. Our future is

in our culture so that's where the music is

going.

photo by Ed Cohen
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§What do you think of UMass»

Its a very large campus and it has good
academic facilities, but I do plan on
transferring to Northwestern."

§What do you think about UMass as a

whole*

"I

§Why»
don't like It.

§What do
provement*

you think needs major im-

1 don't like the way you can't get certain

classes. I feel the English department is

extremely unfair to Black students due to
fact that they discourage you from day
from Day One and don't have counselors to

help you out."

Other Comments*

"I would like to encourage other minority
students in the program not to give up.

"

"I don't like the academics here. The
course are uninteresting. The stuff that's

going on with UTOPIA and the Black

people are all spread out. The ratio of

white to Black is devastating. The security

and the way people go off. It gets wild on
the weekend.

"

§How do you think it could be improved*

"There's no unity socially and personally. If

you don't fit in a certain category per

sonality wise then you tend to be an

outcast.

The Iranian society is dynamically pro-
gressing towards the outburst of a new
way of revolutionary upheaval. The relative

drawback of the movement is a result of the
feroucious genocide the "Isalmic Republic"
is carrying out in this life and death strug-

gle.

The ruthless, systematic and organized
manner in which the slaughter of the left is

being daily carried out certainly reveals the
premeditated nature of the regime's ac-

tions A mont or so prior to June 20th (the

day of the first open march of more than
100,000 people in Tehran against the
government). The organs of the revolu
tionary left (first KAR, organ of the
O.I.P.F G. *, and then PEYKAR, organ of

PEYKAR** (struggle), the two major left

organizations in Iran). Forwarned of an
orani/ed plot being set to massacre the
revolutionary organizations and their

followers The wave of terror and execution
that followed has left a trail of blood that, if

continued at the present rate (100 150 a

day), will leave close to ten or fifteen thou
sand deads by the end of this year. In other

words, in just six months, Khomeini's
regime will leave as many dead, by the of-

ficial account of the executions only, as the
fascist Salvadorean Junta left after a year

Statement by Union Of Iranian Students In Amherst

5V\/hat do you think about the people at
NAH»

"Whenever I have a problem or question,
they always answer it and tell me exactly
what it is I want to know "

§How do you like the people here as op-
posed to the people back home*

"They're a lot friendlier up here than they
are back at home. For instance, if you're
walking along the street in Philly and you
speak to someone you don't know, they'll
look at you like you're crazy.

"

§What do you think about the school*

"It seems a little backward, especially over
there in Whitmore.They always give you
the run around."

of mad carnage.
What we witnes here is the insane up-

surge of a fascist lust for blood, a lust

mashed by turbans and beards in Iran, and
behind stars and medals in El Salvador and
Latin America! What can one say when the
"prosecution general " of a government
bluntly orders, openly, the on spot execu
tion of "heretics" and"corrupts on earth"
in the streets regardless of age, sex or proof
of "crime" (the possession of a leftist

newspaper, flyer, or a book!)? How many
accounts of slaughter of eight month preg
nant women , nine year old girls and boys,
school children.., whose only "wrong do-
ing " is their common determination to build
a better world for the people and the toilers

of their nation, must one daily hear to
discover the true nature of the ruling regime
in Iran?

The self appointed "shepherd" of the Ira-

nian people, Mr. Khomeini, a few months
ago asked his followers to establish an "in-
telligence network of 36 million people" to
spy on their neighbours, and thus serve and
save the "nation" and "Islam ", i.e. the pro
fits of "capital" and the interests of those
who rule iv To get the point clearer across,
the State Department, this country's
governmentt, has ooenly declared its sup-

port tor tl. legne ot Iran. The U.s>.

government has been aiding the "Islamic

Republic" for months (even when the
hostages were held), and this aid, previous-

ly material but now both material and
"moral" (diplomatic), has served to fuel the
carnage of thousands in Iran. Both the U.S.
and the Soviet Union, despite differences,

have found an ally in the government of

Iran, which by preventing the masses to

carry out a thorough revolution, strives to

keep Iran within the international sphere of

dominance of this or that major power,
against the will and the need of the Iranian

people.

Because of this controversy, Iran is a

prison and a slaughter house today, and the
hands of the Haigs and Reagans in this

country is as much stained with the blood
of 8-9 years old Iranians as it is with that of

thousands of Salvadoreans. Guatemalans,
South Africans... (a long list of exceteras!).

In order to wash this shame off the

honour of the American people and to

break this mad conspiracy of genocide, we
ask of you. the sincere and freedom loving

people of this country, who showed your
true spirit in opposing the criminal war
waged against the Vietnamese oeoole, to:

1 -actively publicize, '?xr'^'"" ->r"* <^or»'^••o,^o

the genocidal foreign policy of the Reagan
administration, especially in regard to Iran
El Salvador, Guatemala, South Afric. It is
vital to understand the hidden connection
oe^een events in these countries and the
U.b. foreing policy.

2-expose and denounce what is takino
place in Iran and other countries mentioned
above. International isolation and mass
consciousness will provide the Iranian
masses and the people of El Salvador
with the opportunity to defeat their fascist
enemies.

3-declare your- solidarity with the revolu-
tionary struggfe of the Iranian people by
writing to this address:

^' m uy

in U.S. (U.I.S.U^sT
°^ "'"*'" ^'"^'"*'

P.O.Box 744
Berkeley, CA 94701

of Iranian People
'The organization
Fedayeen Guerillas
••The organization of Peykar (struggle) „
the Path to Emancipate the Working Class

UPR CAMPO DE CONCBTRACtON
La Huelga Estudiantil de la U.P.R.

(Universidad de Puerto Rico) se esta convir-
tiendo en una lucha de personalismos
politicos y la universidad se transforma en
un campo de concentracion.

Al pais lo sorprenden dos acontecimien-
tos de los que parece no haberse percatado
aun del todo: Primero, se inicia el proceso
judicial para impedir sopena de carcel la en-
trada del liderato estudiantil del Recinto de
Rio Piedras; segundo, se culmina la alam"-

brada^ la universidad como parte de un
plan para intimidar y entrampa a los estu-
diantes.

Finalmente el presidente del Consejode
Educacion Superior, Enrique Irrizarry anun-
cia que no tiene esperanza en el dialogo, y
las reuniones programadas han sido
suspendidas. Por ahora la carcel y la alam-
brada son, concretamente, las unicas solu-

ciones que ofrecen. A esas alternativas

podriamos preguntarle - y donde esta la

democracia caballero?

Por otro lado los universitarios en lucha
no cejaran en su empeno, sosteniendo su
decir de que, la universidades los estu-
diantes, pues sin ellos no hay universidad,
la educacion es un derecho de todo
ciudadaru), no un privilegio.

Entre las alternativas que proponen los
universitarios esta la opcion de colocar en
un primer piano las consideraciones del
movimiento estudiantil y de las fuerzas que
lo siguen con respeto, el problema de la ley
universitaria; es decir la nefasta pieza
legislative que permite la crisis de fondo
que opera en la U.P.R.: falta de participa-
cion democratica, burocratismo, ausencia
de filosofia educativa, aislamiento del
pueblo, y muchas otras.

El movimiento puede y debe proyectarse
como la cuna de la nueva reforma y la ley
universitaria que exige el pais y cuya ur-
gente necesidad ha sido puesta al

descubierto por la crisis actual.
Esperemos pues que todas las luchas

estudiantiles pasadas y la presente con sus
presiones, puedan darle una buena leccion
al pueblo puertorriqueno para que abra los
ojos a las realidades de las que aun no se
han percatado,

Pongamos pues nuestra confianza y
apoyo en los miles de estudiantes que en el

future ocuparan un lugar prominente en la

lucha estudiantil. Recuerden que la lucha
nunca cesa; pues el que no lucha no puede
fracasar, y mucho m^os triunfar.

Cindy Velazquez

The U.P.R. : Concentration Camp?

The strike in the University of Puerto
Rico (U.P.R.) has turned into a struggle of
political personalisms and by the same
token the campus has been converted into
a concentration camp.
The country has been surprised by two

major events which have not been totally
comprehended: the judicial process
threatening the student leaderships return
to the university, and the barb wiring of the
the U.P.R. canr>pus as part of a plan to in-
timidate and trap students.
At the same time the president of the

Superior Education Council, Enrique Irizary
announced that he has placed no hope in
dialogue and all programed meetings wiht
the student body have suspended. Now on-
ly jail and the fencing of the university are
the solutions he offered. Where lies the
democracy of this man?
On the other hand the students will not

budge on their demands, they are clear on
the fact that a university is made up of
students and that the right to be educated
is a right not a priveledge.

Amongst the alternatives put forth by the
students are those that their considerations
and needs, and the deep instutinal pro-
blems of the university be attended with
priorities. Such problems the U.P.R. must
solve are the lack of democratic participa-
tion

, buerocracy, absence of educative
philosophy, alienation of the community
and many others.

The student movement can and must be
proyected as the craddle of new reformes
and university laws amanded from the
country. These urgent needs have been un-
covered by the actual needs.
We hope that all student struggles pass-

ed and present give the puejkjfican people
a lesson, and hope that they may perceive
all realities yet to be discovered.

Let us place our confidence and support
in thousnads of students that in the future
will occupy the student struggle Remember
that the struggle never ends, for those who
do not struggle can not triumph.

EL SAL VADOR
Oficiales militares salvadorenos

planearon nuevas ticticas para combatir a
los guerrilleros izquierdistas, los que
tomaron una gran ventajan en la guerra civil

al dinamitar el puente mas importante de la

nacidn, dijeron las autoridades.
El jueves, 15 del presente, los guerrilleros

volaron el Puente del Oro, 50 millas al

sudeste de la capital, uno de solo dos
puentes que cruzan el Rio Lempa que
divide la tercera parte de El Salvador del
resto del pais.

El jefe de estado mayor de las fuerzas ar-
madas, coronel Rafael Flores Lima, dijo que
los guardias militares se aumentaron con-
siderablemente en el puente de la Carretera
Panamericanaa, el rfnico cruce restante
sobre el rfo.

Los oficiales militares convocaron una
reunion de emergencia porque el ataque

limitrf seriamente el movimento de tropas y
mostrd la habilidad de los guerrilleros para
alcanzar blancos estrategicos muy bien
vigilados dijeron fuentes del Ministrerio de
Defense.

"El ataque nos preocupa mas que nada
debido a la accion militar ejecutada por los

guerrilleros," dijo Lima, refiriendose a la

precision utilizada por los rebeldes izquier-

distas que volaron el puente.
Mucho antes del ataque, oficiales del

Comando Sur de las Fuerzas Armadas de
Estados Unidos en Panama dijeron que los

guerrilleros estaban ganando la guerra civil

no declarada.

El bombardeo del puente empano las

celebraciones del aniversario del goipe de
estado que derroco' al general Carlos H.
Romero, el 15 de octubre de 1979.

Extraido .de El Mundo

Salvadorean military startegists began
planning new tactics to combat leftist guer-
rillas after the latter turned the tide of the
undeclared civil war by blowing up the
most important bridge in the country.
On Thursday, October 15, the guerrillas

blew up the Puente de Oro bridge, 50 miles
southeast of the capital city, and one of the
only two bridges that cross the Lempa river

which divides the country in two.
According to the Defense Minister

spokesperson, military officials held an
emergency meeting to discuss the serious
limitations now imposed on the military in

mobilizing around the country and by the
ea«Mj with which the guerrill;«s were able to

successfully strike one of fhe most guarded"
cities in the nation.

"This attack worries us more than the
military actions taken by the guerrillas,"

said Lima, refering to the efficiency
displayed by the guerrillas in blowing up the
bridge.

Well before the attack, officials of the
Comando Sur of the Armed Forces of the
United States in Panama, said the guerrillas

have the upper hand in the civil war.
The attack on the bridge dampened the

anniversary celebration of the coup which
toppled General Carlos A. Romero from
power on October 15, 1979.

Reprinted from El Mundo

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS DEN-
NIS BRUTUS DEFENSE COMMITTEE

Dennis Brutus, an exiled South African
poet is presently a visiting professor at

Amherst College. For the p>ast ten years.

Professor Brutus ftas rendered distinguish-

ed service as a professor at Northwestern
University in Chicago, as a poet, writer,

scholar, educator and lecturer. Interna-

tionally known as a human rights advocate
and a chief spokesperson for the anti-

apartheid movement, Dennis Brutus led the
Olympic Committee in 1968 through 1972 to

eventual expulsion of South Africa from
participation in the Olympic Games.

Recently, he was denied approval to re-

main in the United States. Last week, he
was served with an order to appear before

the Immigration and Naturalization Service

on November K), 1981 to show cause why he
should not be deported. He will be
represented by Nasif Mahmoud, Esquire.

The Dennis Brutus Defense Committee
has been co-convened by Rep. Gus
Savage, U.S. Congress, Chauncey Bailey,

Director Black Press Institute and Dr. Jan
Carew, Professor at Northwestern Universi-

ty. Endorsers of the DBDC include Jennifer

Davis, Executive Director, American Com-
mittee on Africa in New York, Dr. Norman
Bennett, President, African American
Studies and many others from the fields of
education, government, human rights and

community organizations. In particular,, the
Congressional Black Caucus of the United
States Congress has expressed concern to

the Immigration and Naturalization Service
that Professor Dennis Brutus should not be
deported.

The Western Massachusetts Chapter of

the Dennis Brutus Defense Committee is

seeking tetters of support from persons and
organizations on his behalf and will be cir-

culating p>etitions to be presented to the Im-

migration and Naturalization Service as
well. Fund raising events and activities are

being organized to support the legal

defense, which may be costly.

The Western Mass. chapter is organizing
in Springfield, Westfield and the Hampshire
County/Five College area. The Western
Massachusetts coordinator is Springfield

Attorney Arthur Serota, 31 Elm Street, Spr-
ingfield, Massachusetts. Tel: (413)
732-1939

The Amherst Coordinator is Mokubung
Nkomo, 49 South Prospect Street,

Amherst, Massachusetts. Tel: (413)

253-3161 or 545-0472.

Persons or organizations interested in

p>articipating in the Western Massachusetts
DBDC should contact the above coor-

dinators for further details.

in

The Balancing of the Budget

§ln the begii'.-.ing of this month, when
President Reaqan's economic program was
put in motion, the Burean of Labor

Statistics reported that Black unem-
ployment had increased to 16.3 during the

month of September. Over the last year

unemployment among Black people has
been rising. Septembers increase showed a

rise of one tenth of a percentage point over

the August numbers.
§Throughout the country, 309,000 people

lost their jobs in September. The unem-
ployment rate nearly touched eight million -

a level unmatched except for the level of

unemployment which existed in the

economic slump of November, 1980.

§The rate of Black teenage unemployment
improved somewhat within the month of

September, although the rate of 37.5 over

the August rate of 45.7 is much higher than

the unemployment rate of all the other

categories of workers. §The increase in

overall unemployment has been partially

attributed to the budget cuts which
reduced the number of jobs available in

state and local governments. The total

reduction was the enormous amount of

145,000. Federally funded public service

jobs and jobs in local school systems
suffered the greatest losses inpersonnel.

§ln a speech at the beginning of October,

President Reagan warily predicted the

effects of his economic recovery plan.

"Fluctuations in the various economic
indicators, such as inflation and unem-
ployment, will probably continue lor

several months."

rephrased from the Banner

Puerto Rico:

^ Task of Solidarity

With the deepening of the current crisis

of the U.S. economy and president
Reagan's economic policies, the prospects
of intensified civil strife in Puerto Rico are
greater than ever before. The reduction in

Federal welfare programs in the island in

addition to the chronic unemployment
situation, 30 percent or more, creates a
highly volatile situation which demands the
serious consideration of all progressive
forces in the U.S. and Puerto Rico. And in

this context the Puerto Rican people are
fighting back:

On the labor front the strike of
electrical workers, members of UTIER, is

challenging t he current pro-statehood
government and its 18 percent increase in

electricity bills.

Since October 1 of this year the
University of Puerto Rico has been closed
indefinitely due to the student's strike pro-
testing tuition increases.

In Vieques the community
struggle against the presence of the U.S.
navy continues at all levels including
physical resistance against the navy's shoo-
tiing practices.

Federico Cintron Fiallo is a pro-
independence and socialist labor leader
who has struggled for many years in the
Island's political arena. His brother, Nober-
to Cintron Fiallo, is, at this very moment,
serving time in prison for his refusal to col-

aborate with the Federal Grand Jury and its

investigation of the labor movement's links

with underground revolutionary organiza-
tions. Federico's talk will address the cur-
rent political and economic situation of the
country focusing on the labor movement's
role in the ongoing liberation struggle.

Wed. Oct. 28, 8 pm. Thompson 104

Sponsored by; Patria Libre, Ahora

Notes from Puerto Rican History of In-

dependence

October 30, 1950, Jayuya second Republic
of Puerto Rico

Within Puerto Rican history of In-

dependence, a struggle that has lastad
through four centuries of Spanish col-
onialism and now in its 82nd year of North
American colonialism, this October 31
marks the 31st anniversary of the Rebellion
of Jayuya, which was proclaimed as the se-
cond free Republic of Puerto Rico.

On October 30th, 1950 Puerto Rican Na-
tionalist Blanca Canales and Carlos Irizarry

led an armed band which took over the
town of Jayuya. The revolt spread across
the island to Utuado, Arecibo, and Naran-
jito. In Ponce, Mayaguez, Aibonito, Cayey,
and Penuelas there were popular uprisings.

In San Juan five armed Nationalist
stormed La Fortaleza, the building which
symbolizes the colonialism on the islarnJ.

All across the island the insurrection raged-
for six days, from October 30, to
November 4. The U.S. government called it

a Civil War-a feud between warring frac-
tions of the Puerto Rican family. But in fact
the U.S. military was directly involved, the
Puerto Rican nation and the U.S. govern-
ment were at war. The U.S. Air Force drop-
ped bombs on Jayuya, U.S. tanks
thundered across the valleys, up the moun-
tains, and patrolled the streets of Ponce
and Mayaguez.

Batallions of U.S. financed and trained
National Guardmen armed with machine
guns, attacked towns and villages. The Na-
tionalists were poorly equipped and greatly
outnumbered. They were slained, imprison-
ed, Carlos Irizarry was killed at Jayuya;
Blance Canales was imprisoned, tried and
found quilty and sentenced to life in prison.
A few days later Don Pedro Albizu Cam-
pos, 'El Maestro' and then President of the
Nationalist Party would be arrested.

The 1950's were one of many decades
which Puerto Ricans demonstrated to the
world our historic right for self-

determination and Independence. Jayuya
remains in our hearts as a sysmbol of Puer-
to Rican Independence.

byMauricio Hernandez
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A fina/ prayer for the Children of Atlanta

by Donna Davis

This is a final prayer for the bodies
and souls of the children who were slain
in Atlanta
l\/fy prayer for you is a demonstration
of the deep sorrow which is felt
in the hearts of many because of your
untimely departures.
This sorrow goes out to all of your
mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers
family and friends who
certainly have not forgotten your deaths
Nor the way in which you died.
No one except you will ever know
the fear and pain you suffered
during your last moments on earth.
I^y only hope is that this final prayer
will be read by many.
A/though evidence points to the contrary,
the absence of your names in newspapers
or on daily broadcasts does not mean
that we have forgotten that twenty-eight
Black children died and that as of
this day no one bas been convicted.
May this poem he » reminder to all of us
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Thin m an inntatwri to all llw

Africdn-Ampncnn Student Organiza-

tions in the '> Colln/f area to artiirhf

participate in the .7 rollegc Black Stx-

cU'rit Mini-ConU'iencf hrinij hchi on

the Ca/npu.^ „/ ihe Unirersiti/ of

Massarhusetf>. Anihrrsl. on I hi (no
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1st at the Neu- Africa .ffouse.
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i.^sws of this rapidlif rhamjinif prrlod

(ofecimomic, political end s^icial rrisist

and hov we as students can effedicely

and const met irely respond to these

issues.

S;/me of the issues tentatirely on the

agenda for discussion are:

1. Declining Financial Aid

2. Racist Violence on Campus

3. Academic Racism

U. Pkaseout ofAggressire Recruitment

of Black Students

5. The creation of a 5 adlege African-

American Newsletter

This is a tentat ire agenda. Not final,

'^e are open to suggestions. Please

•<evd any ideas to:

The Office of Third World Affairs

.student Union BIdg.

UMASS.Amherst 01002

Hear, see. and discover Africa

at the ticience Museurrf

236 State Street,

Springfield, Tuesdays, 7:30

that we collectively were unable to
stop the murders.
Also

, let me state the void which has been
left by these children
Life is the only precious gem
And the lives of children are even more
cherished

Because it is they who are the
most impressionable and who truly

have the choice of being anything
they want to be.

The deaths of the children in Atlanta
means that we have been robbed of
twenty eight of God's gifts to this world.
To the living Black children in Atlanta
let me say to you
Do not let the deaths of your peers
frighten you but let it

remind you of the fact that life is

indeed a very precious thing and you
must do all in your power to use
your gift of life in the most
positive and productive way possible
God bless the children of Atlanta.

Amen

NUMMO NEWS welcomes any
suggestions, letters or articles in
relations to the Balancing of the
budget article in this issue. We also
welcome any other suggestions,
letters , comments or articles in
any area of economis, art, music,
politics. Third World literature,
poems, etc. You can write to:
NUMMO NEWS
103 New Africa House
U-Mass, Amherst
01002

or call: 545 0061

The Next Dream

While moving through a dream
I heard voices. . .

.

loud voices. . .

.

strong voices...

their voices....

Talking to me!
Telling me to wake up
or Die in your next dream

Say What?

Wake up or die in my next dream

I try to answer!
but voices keep coming at me
louder voices...

stronger voices...

their voice'' ..

Talking to mel
Telling me to wake up
or die in my next dream

Voices coming from everywhere!
All kinds of voices

Black voices.... Hispanic >'nices...

Asian voices... Spi--: voices....

AH voices. . .

.

Voices from everywhere .... voices

calling me!
calling me!

to

Wake up or die in your next dream

Start now by remembering
some of us. . . again

Seta. . . Earl. . . Craeman. . . Jose. . . Jill. ....

NUMMO

La Gente

Soy una persona culta
Aunque no lo crea la gente
El estudiar arduamente
No me cambia mi conducta
Yo tengo mis amistades
Y los puedo enumerar
Ellos son tambien amables
Pero.que pueden fallar

Este mundo es imperfecta
Yo se lo puedo jurar
Yo trato de ser correcto
Te puedes imaginar?
Es imposible ser recto
Pero se puede tratar

Yo he tratado, soy honesto
Y no lo he podido lograr

Ismael Martinez

"^M^M^M^M^jr^M^

Espera

La lluvia cae sobre los cristales
La noche va llenando la habitacion
Y mi deseo esta guardado en un rincon
esperando por tu regreso a casa
Espero que nunca otros besos barren
mi cancion y mi amor;
y mi deseo se quede esperando por ti en un
rincon

Las horas pasan muertas sin tus manos
sin tu presensia
sin tu amor

Cynthia Velazquez

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER

A program of six weekly lunchtime
workshops is being organized to focus on
issues of concern to working women.
These workshops will be held on Tuesdays
from 12 to 1 pm in room 162 Campus
Center. These workshops are scheduled as
follows:

November 3, !98l: Working Women
Don't Have to Take it Anymore: Sexual
Harassment is against the Law!

November 10, 1981: Dying to Work.
Women's Health on the Job 'office
machinery, indoor air pollution, and
reproductive hazards)

November 17, 198J: 57 Cents to Every
Dollar: Is that What We're Worth?

November IB, 1981: Career Develop-
ment workshop: Skills Identification and
Resume Writing

November 24, 1981: Minority Women
in the Workplace: "I am Somebody"

December 1, 1981: Stress in the
Workplace

December 8, 1981: Organizing in the
Workplace: film on Wesco strike.

All community and University women are
welcome to attend these workshops. They
are sponsored by Everywoman's Center
and endorsed by the University Staff
Association (USA/MTA), AFSCME Local
1776, and Mass. Society of Professors
(MSP). For more information contact Myra
Hindus at 545-0883.

Beginning November 3, tfie Division
of Continuing Education and tfie Spr-
ingfiefd Science Museum are presen-
ting a FREE evening lecture series to
supplement the museum's
R.t.Phelon African Hall.

THIRD WoRLli
CENTER

CI'LTI RAL

Orchard HilllCent nil is searching for
a roordinafor. Apfdiratitais and joh
descriptions irill he arailahle at Mc
fntgre Hon^e ',:,,',- .iSH^.

Applicatii)iis are due Oct. JJnd The
coord inalia- will he paid .$.')00 prr
."ieniester.

FABRICS OF AFRICA
November 3

Femi Ricfiards

Afro-American Studies,

UMass

AN INTRODUCTION TO
AFRICA'S PEOPLES AND
CUL TURE
November 10

Ralph Faulkingham

Department of An-
thropology, UMass
IMPACT/DISTORTIONS IN

AFRICAN HISTORY
November 17

Dovi Afesi

Afro-American Studies,

UMass

MUSIC OF WEST AFRICA

November 24

Abraham Adzinyah

Wesleyan University

POLITICS AND ECONOMY
OF AFRICA

PANEL DISCUSSION
December 1

Bhekokwakhe Langa,

Mokubung Nkomo, William

Strckland, UMass
AFRICAN RETENTIONS IN

NEW WORLD CULTURES
December 8

Johnnetta Cole

Anthropology Department

NUMMO NEWS is an in

dependent publication of
the BLACK NEWS
SERVICE. Its only connec
tion with the Daily Colle

gian is for the purpose of
distribution.
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ATTENTION: JOURNALISM MAJORS
AND STUDENTS INTERESTED IN
NEWSWRITNG
The Newspaper Fund will offer college

junoirs and minonty graduate students and
seniors prearranged paid summer in-
ternships, a pre internship training
program, and scholarships for the 1982-83
school year.

§The two programs offered for 1982 are the
Editing Internship Program (for juniors) and
the Minority Internship Program {for
seniors and graduate students). The ap-
plication for these programs can be ob-
tained by writing the Fund.
§The deadline for applications is
Thanksgiving Day, and all students will be
selected before the end of January, 1982
§The internships are on major American
dailies and wire services, and are paid
positions. The Editing Internship Program
carries a $700 scholarship for each
recipient, and the Minority Internship
Program involves a $1,000 grant. The pre-
internship training program is paid for
under a Newspsper Fund grant.
§Any interested students can obtain an
application form (one per student) after'
September 1

.

§ Contact: The Newspaper Fund, Inc..
P.O. Box 300, Princeton, NJ 06540
telephone: (609) 799 5600

Next Duke Ellington Com-

mittee meets October 27th

room 911 C.C. at 7:30 pm
Looking for a good way to "jazz" up an

evening? Check out the jazz genius of
Stanley Clarke and George Duke in concert
on November 6 at the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall on the UMass campus
Tickets are $7.50 and $8.50 for UMass
students and $9.10 for the general public
and are available at Ticketron. URU Tix'
For the Record in Faces, and in Northamp-
ton at Platterpus and Main St. Records
This IS an event not to be missed! Stanley
Clarke, superstar bassist and former
member of Return to Forever, and George
Duke, the legendary jazz keyboardist
together, for one great show at UMassl'
Get your tickets now!
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UM lobbiers encouraged in DC
By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON D.C. - About 60
University of Massachusetts students
yesterday heard Speaker of the House
Thomas P. O'Neil Jr. praise their two-day
lobbying effort at the nation's capilol.
Students Advocating Financial

Assistance (SAFA) will be in Washington
until 5 p.m. today lobbying congres.smen
and senators for increased higher education
financial aid spending. .

"I'm glad that you at the University of
Massachusetts were the first to organize,"
said O'Neil. who spoke to the students on

the floor of the House of Representatives
yesterday while the House was not in
session.

"We know there will be a further assault
to cut these programs, "O'Neil said. "If
representatives of students speak out we
can turn this around."

The specific aim of SAFA's lobbying
effort is House bill HR4560. which the
House passed last month, and which now
goes to the Senate.

The House bill sets funding levels at $3.8
billion, about $40 miillion more than the
Reagan administration's March proposal,
and faces possible cuts in the republican-
controlled Senate.
The Reagan Administration is presently

requesting spending cuts 12 percent lower
than its March request.
The additional cuts would eliminate an

estimated 70.000 Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grants, 110.000 work study
awards. 56.000 direct student loans and
37.000 state student incentive grants,
according to the House appropriations
grant.

The students spent the afternoon
meeting in small groups with congressional
staff. They specifically targeted senators in
the appropriations committee and labor and
human resources committee for their
lobbying efforts. The students also spoke to
legislative aides of representatives in
corresponding House committees.

Representative James Shannon, D-Mass,
and Representative Peter Peyser. D-N.Y,,
addressed the group in the afternoon.
Shannon, who supports the house fun-

ding lev;cls. encouraged the group to
continue lobbying for student aid.

"Student financial aid is going to be very,
very, hard pressed next year." Shannon
said. "You've got to tell them (legislators)
that it's in their best interests to have a
strong education system."
Today after lobbying in the morning the

group is scheduled to meet with
Massachusetts senators Edward Kennedy
and Paul Tsongas. Secretary of Education
Terrell Bell and Representative Silvio
Conte, D Amherst.

Progressive Student Network meets in Mich.
Conference aims to fight cuts
By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

ANN ARBOR. Mich. - The Progressive Student
Network concluded its second annual conference here this
weekend resolving to fight cuts in higher education, to

I

work against militarism, to endorse a proposal for a
National Black Liberation Month in February 1982. to join
the National Network for Reproductive Rights, and to
combat homophobia.

About 300 students from across the nation, twenty five
of them from UMass, attended the conference. Strategy
workshops were conducted on the issues of higher
education cuts, the Black student movement, militarism,
and the gay and lesbian movement.

Reverend Herbert Daughtry, Chairperson of the
National Black United Front, Camille Bell, President of the
Committee to Stop Children's Murders, and Sean Sands,
brother of the late IRA member Bobby Sands were among
the speakers pre.sent.

In an opening address. Daughtry condemned the
genocide that he called a part of the Reagan
Administration's foreign and domestic policies. Quoting
Kwame Nkrumah he said. ' 'The budding future is

stronger than the withering past' - Ronald Reagan's KKK
is on the deathbed and it is up to us to carry it into the
cemetary."

Sid Lens. Senior Editor of Progressive Magazine and a
veteran peace activist said it is ironic that the so called 'me'
generation confronts a social situation of either economic
collapse or nuclear war and he called for a mobilization of
the American people similar to the mobilization against the
Vietnam war.

In a panel discussion, former editor of 7 Days Magazine
and "Chicago 8" defendant Dave Dellinger said that foreign
policy cannot be separated from domestic policy and that
the women's movement h«is taught people that "the
personal is political." and to omit either one when con-
sidering a policy will result in trouble.

He said the U.S. government is subsidizing the arms
industry and the government is developing a "one crop
economy" (the arms industry) because it is the only place
where it can still compete in the world market.

In the closing plenary. Marley Weiss, associate general
counsel to the United Auto Workers said, "Students have a
responsibility to move society forward in a progressive
direction. " and "organizing is what it's all about.

"

She said this is a critical point in history because
"women's movement gains will be consolidated or the clock
will be set back." and legislation to aid minorities and
protect the environment might be reversed.

Collegian photo b» Jo* (Unnon
Sean Sands, brother of the late I.R.A. member

Bobby Sands, speaks at the Progressive Student
Network Conference Saturday.

Progressives endorse action
By LAURIE ZUCKER
Collegian Staff

The second annual Progressive Student Network Con-
ference passed a resolution Sunday to endorse the
Women's Pentagon Action in November. The PSN also
passed a resolution working against the Family Protection
Act (FPA).
"The Reagan administration is attacking the rights of

women and minorities any way they can," said Mimi Tur-
chmetz, a member of the Iowa City New Wave. Actions
such as the proposed amendment by Senator Grin Hatch
to redefine the language of Title IX, the Human Life
Amendment, and the Family Protection Act are attempts
to oppress women and minorities under the guise of de
regulation and balancing the budget, said I'urchinetz.

Sponsors of FPA claim a return to traditional family life

will eliminate the need for social service programs. The
FPA is unique, because Congress can strike some of the
articles, and what is left of the amendment will still

become law. The FPA advocates parental censorship of
unacceptable educational materials, voluntary prayer,
teenage chastity, no teacher unions, no federal funds or
legal protection for homosexuals, and no busing.
The FPA is over 90 pages long, and contains other ar-

ticles.

Turchinetz said. "The administration is trying to
eliminate affirmative action programs, social security, and
unions. We couldn't return to the traditional family if we
wanted to, and we don't. Over two thirds of the poor in
this country are single women with children. They have
got to have social service programs to survive," she said.

Members of the Gay Coalition also supported the resolu-
tion to work against the FPA. The Gay and Lesbian Coali-
tion passed no resolutions at the conference.

Their workshop discussed sectarianism in the lesbian
movement, and ways to promote unity between gays and
lesbians. A resolution was proposed to honor the self-
determination of oppressed groups, and to pledge to work
together on issues that affected everyone.

Joel Weissman, of the UMass Radical Student Union,
and a member of the PSN steering committee, said. "Only
seven members of the Gay and Lesbian community came
this year. The first conference was very disorganized, and
gays were angered because they didn't have their own
caucus, and there was no woman keynote speaker. We
resolved this year to do more outreach in the Gay and Les-
bian community."

Members of the Women's caucus reported that they
were pleased with the progress made at this year's con-
ference, but warned against tokenism, and requested
more women in party leadership positions

Anorexia nervosa: Local sufferer relates her disease
Kditor's Note: This is the first in a two-part interview

with a sufferer ofanorexia nervosa.

At age 14. 95 pound. 5 foot Judy Somer went to summer
camp hoping to lose 5 pounds, but she lost 20. Her weight
loss did not end there, however; she kept losing until she
weighed 60 pounds and needed vitamin shots to be kept
ahve.

Since the age of 14, Somer has been struggling with
anorexia nervosa, a disease in which, "the chief symptom is

severe starvation leading to a devastating weight loss,"

according to Dr. Hilde Bruch in her book entitled. The

Golden Cage. She also states, "New diseases are rare, and
a disease that selectively befalls the young, rich, and
beautiful is practically unheard of. But such a disease is

affecting the daughters of well to-do. educated, and
successful families, not only in the U.S. but in many other
affluent countries."

Somer, 22, is young, pretty, and from a well-to-do
family. She received a master's degree in education- from
the University of Massachusetts. Amherst in 1980, and a
bachelor's degree from Hampshire College. She now lives
in Northampton, and is organizing a support group for area
women in the process of recovering from anorexia nervosa.

An "essential" part of treating her illness will be the
support group. It's important to have other people who
understand the illness, Somer said. So far, four women
with anorexia make up the group: a woman who works at
UMass, a Hampshire College student, and a Northampton
high school student. She is carefully choosing the members
of the group because she wants it to consist of those willing
to make a serious commitment. In a time of crisis they
should be able to call on each other, she said.
With apparently little difficulty. Somer tells the history

of her illness — as much as she currently understands.

Continued on page 11
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US to build arms against Soviets

.Tuesday, October 27, 1981

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan
adminislralion says it wiU ask Congress
next year for money to strengthen the
armed forces to meet the threat of a fuU
scale Soviet attack in the Middle East.
"We intend to tailor our forces, using

those forces in the region plus rein-
forcement units from the U.S.. to meet an
evolving threat." the State and Defense

departments have told the congressional
Joint Economic Committee.

*

The ofticials said a Soviet attack was "the
most dangerous potential threat" to U.S.
interests in the Middle East, and added that
the United States is working toward an
ability "to meet the most demanding
threat" in the region.

Polish soldiers supervise strike
WARSAW. Poland (AP) - Thousands of

soldiers fanned out over Poland yesterday
to supervise preparations for winter and
"maintain law and order" as the nation's
strike wave surged toward a new crest.
"The situation in the country is beginning

to slip out of control." the popular Warsaw

daily Zycie Warszawy said in a grim, front
page commentary.

With strikes and demonstrations af-

fecting some two-thirds of Poland's 49
provinces, the mounting protests appeared
10 be the most serious since August 1980.

Reagan tries for AWACS blitz
WASHINGTON (AP) - With a climactic

Senate vote just two days away, President
Reagan launched an all-out blitz on the
opposition yesterday in a bid to rescue his
$8.5- billion arms sale to Saudi Arabia.

Before the day was ov^r. he had picked

up one vote and the opposition had gained
one.

Reagan called seven senators to his office
yesterday - five declared opponents and
two who were undecided — and aides said
he might talk to a dozen other Senators
before the showdown tomorrow afternoon.

FREDDIE Cs FLOWERLAND
foRMERtr ButUr ANd UIImAN

ON RoCTf 9 ACROSS From The HAMpshiRE MaII

8 Carnations $1.00

4 Roses $1.00

PRECISION X
>

Our stylists are featuring FREE
professional consultations for
men and women.
Let us h«lp you select e hairstyle that's
perfect for you!

99

I

As Professionals we guarantee all our~work^ ^^
Featuring 0^

Special Effects, Coloring, Design Perms,Facials,^*
Manicures, Braiding - All at comparable prices.

„______

$7.00
with this coupon only

FIRST - A professional consultation
SECOND - A precision style cut selected individually

just for you

Llt!l!l£j^ilL^Iyli?i5_^j['_f^ow you how to take care of your hair

With personal style cut, shampoo,"d~bk)w'di^~?1o'50~lon"^"h^r'

,

sightly more^- with this coupon only. Limited to_newcustomers only, j

62 Main Street
Easthampton, MA

527-2411
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ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA

OFFERS FOR GRADUATE STUDY DURING 1982-83

The national Council of Alpha Lambda Delta
announces that the fellowships for graduate
study listed above will be awarded for use
during the 1982-83 academic year. The amount of
each fellowship is $2500. Applicants will be
judged on academic record, recommendations sub-
mitted, the soundness of the proposed project and
its purpose, and need.

Any member of Alpha Lambda Delta graduating
with a cumulative average of Alpha Lambda Delta
initiation standard (3.7+) is eligible. Graduating
seniors may apply if they have achieved this
average at the end of the first semester (or first
quarter) of this year.

Application blanks may be obtained by the
Chapter Advisor, Gladys Rodriguez, at the Dean
of Students Office, room 227 Whitmore. The
deadline for application is January 4, 1982. For
further information regarding the fellowships,
see Gladys Rodriguez.

From Student
to Professional:

Digital offers all you
need tomake this

transition an exciting
and profitable one.

First .

inH.Vclf
\^^-^ ^""°" .!'°'''^ '^^^^'" '" »he minicomputer

industry. A company that can offer you all the long-term job
secunty and career options you want.

Next .

we have a variety of challenging entry-level openings forcollege graduates-within organizations that are playing abig part m helpmg us change the way the worldSks^
Finally.

we can give you the excellent pay and generous benefitsyou d expect from a world lea^der. Want to k^w more?

See us on campn^-
Tuesday, November 3rd.

And meet with our representatives from
the following organization:

University Drive
Amherst, MA
549-5610

please call for an appointment

LSI: Digital's LSI organization
designs, develops, and manufac-
tures (including procurement and
testing) proprietary LSI and VLSI
circuits for Digital products We're
looking for E.E.'s (December
graduates in particular) with
Bachelor's and Master's degrees.

For further information about
available positions or to arrange
for an appointment with a Digital

representative, contact your place-
ment office.

We are an affirmative action em-
ployer.

sasiiDeD
VU'clianec|-heway
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Boston students fight to see police logs
W/^i'/iiWo M....,„ L-ij;. ni. .- . .

*' '
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By KELLY BURKE
Collegian Staff

Student journalists in Boston are going to court to
challenge their schools' assumption that police logs
belonging to private institutions are not public in-
formation.

*^

Representatives from Boston Colleges (BC) student
newspaper the Heights, filed a complaint on Oct.. 19 in
Middlesex Superior Court, charging the college with
violating the Massachusetts DaUy Logs/Public Records
Law. The law states, in part, that daily police logs are
pubhc information.

Meanwhile, four staff members of Boston University's
(BU) student newspaper, the Daily Free Press, have been
arre.sted and charged with trespassing during an attempt
to gain access to campus police log information.
"We've been trying to gel access to campus police logs

for a year now." said Alec Harrison, photography editor
for the Heights. "We're not hearing about all the crime
that might be going on on campus."

Heights News Editor Elisa Speranza said she received
mtormalion a year ago from a campus police officer that
uidicated there may have been a "cover up" of an incident
which happened on campus that the paper had not received
mformation about. The Chief of Police refused to show the
investigating reporter the police logs to prove a cover-uo
charge was untrue.

In addition. Speranza said when the 1980 Uniform Crime
Reports were relea.sed. the journalists discovered there
were three rapes at BC in the reports, of which they had
never heard via the police reports. Membersof the staff of
Ihv Heights tried to negotiate with the administration
behind closed doors." but got no satisfaction. Speranza

said.
'^

The suit for access to the logs. Harrison said, would
allow us to report accurately on the seriousness of crime

on campus.
'

Speranza said rape and sexual assault are "not treated as
a serious thing by the administration." Of the victims of
these crimes, she said. "From what I've heard they are
discouraged from pursuing prosecution of the person

because it makes waves."
"Kids here think Lhey are in a .safe neighborhood because

they are never told otherwise." she said.
The police type up a listing of what has happened in the

past week and. "we have no way of knowing how complete
It IS. Speranza said.

Speranza said she believes the public records law in-
cludes a private college and that the law has never been
interpreted in thecaseof a private university.
Doug Whiting, a staff writer for BC's Communications

ottice. reading from a statement prepared by Kevin Peter
Duffy, vice president for student affairs, said the legal
question raused will be addres.sed by University councU in
court, within the 20 days allowed for them to respond. In
order to protect students, police logs are treated as con-
lidential. the statement reads. Duffy could not be reached
lor further comment.
The four staff members of BU's Daily Free Press were

arraigned in Brighton Municipal Court Friday on charges
of trespassing. Their trial date is set for November 13. Ed

Continued on page 9

Leila Ahmed speaks on "Western Ethnocentricism ^^d^^UpeT^i

Stress workshops can help
with college pressures

H]£woricUh inks'

By SANDY MCLAUGHLIN
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachu.setts students can
learn to cope with college pressures
through the stress management workshops
offered by the University Health Services.

The three hour workshops, designed to
help students recognize the causes of stress
and explore different coping mechanisms,
are offered once a month at the Health
Services.

In addition to the three hour workshop,
the University Health Services provides a
stress management group and facilitates
workshops in the dormitories upon request.

"Stress is a general response of the body
'

to any demand made upon it. Everyone is

under stress. It is what motivates us to dp
anything," said Dyann Matson. coordinator
of the Alcohol. Drug and Stress Education
Program.

"Stress is not always negative. It's what
we need to live. When we have too much
stress, we start to experience negative
symptoms of stress," Matson said.

Malson said there are both internal and
external cau.ses of stress.

"Some possible causes of stress are
people, school, tests, the weather, or high
expectations of ones self, guilt or worry,"
she said.

A person's history. expectations,
physical conditions and the amount of

support around you are all influencing
factors in experiencing stress.." .said

Mat.son.

"Stress is a phy.siological response of the
body which sometimes manifests itself

through tension, nail biting, headaches,
drinking and drugs," said Matson.

"The early signs of stress later move on
to the more chronic stages. Butterflies in
the stomach progress to stomach upset

which leads to ulcers. There is not a disease
1 hat is not associated with stress." she said.

Matson said the stress management
workshops are in two* parts. In the first
half, the facilitator presents an overview of
stre.ss and what it is through a mini lecture.
The students try to establish what causes
St ress in their lives. Matson .said.

The second half of the workshop defines
some coping techniques.

'It is important to maintain a balance
between the physical, mental and .social

aspects of your life. Stress management
means balancing all areas of your life as well
as the internal and external environment."
Mat.son said.

"FYeshmen experience significantly
higher amounts of stress. They're in a new
environment. They don't know how to deal
with interpersonal relationships as well."
she said.

The towers of Southwest are also a
source of stress. "People don't have room to
breathe, they lose their sense of space,"
Matson said, "They aren't feeling sup-
ported. They don't have a sense of com-
munity and experience anonymity."

Those interested in the workshops can
pre register with the Health Education
department. There will be workshops Nov.
9, from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.. in room 302 of the
Health Services, and Dec. 3. from 6:30 to
9:30 p.m.. in room 304.

The stress management group begins its

four week workshop Nov. 3. Interested
students should contact Health Education
for registration information.

Health Education is also providing stress
management workshops in several dor
mitories upon request. Workshops
scheduled so far are today from 4 to 6:30
p.m. in room 228 of the School of Education;
Nov. 12. 7 to 9 p.m. in MacKimmie; Dec. 1,

7 to 9 p.m.. in J.Q.A. 5th floor; and Dec. 2,
7 to9 p.m. in Coolidge.

Women gain from harem
By ROBIN MANDEL
Collegian Staff

Contrary to popular American belief that
Moslem women are restricted in their
behavior, these women have proven
Americans wrong because of their freedom
and strength in their unity, .said Deila
Ahmed, a University of Massachusetts
women's studies professor at a colloquium
yesterday.

Ahmed said in a lecture on Western
ethnocentricism and stereotypes of Middle
Eastern women that Americans view
Moslem women as being treated by Moslem
men as animals and lowly human beings
lacking a soul. Upon hearing terms like
veils, harems and polygamy, which are
a.ssociated with the Middle Eastern culture.
Americans immediately infer that Moslem
females mean little to the Moslem males
and are constantly subjected to lustful and
beastly acts committed by their male
partners.

"To the American, the term harem
signifies the male's access to more than one
female. But to the Moslem women, the
harem represents a place where female

relatives of the male can sliare space and
freely^ interact with one another, " Ahmed
said.

Moslem women form groups with other
women to discuss men and criticize male
values and rules. By sharing these feelings
and .spending so much time with each other,
the women develop a common strength
which bonds them together, she said.

However, men are afraid of this unity
because they lack the necessary qualities of
goo<l organi.-^ation and leadership that the
women possess. The male's basic fear is the
possibihty that the women wiU strip them
of their dominance and power. Ahmed said.
Moslem women don't have to fear any

interference from men during their
meetings because the men are required to
announce themselves before approaching a
group of women. But women are permitted
to enter the room when men are talking at a
meeting, becau.se they wear a veil over
their face. which makes them
"metaphorically invisible." They have,
then, gained a certain liberty in wearing
these veils, disproving the American theory
of their bodies being restricted by their
clothing, she .said.

ii •

READING IN THE RAIN(?) - Bob Morrison a resident of £lyoke cTt'^
ches up on campus news while waiting for his bus home.
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Thc\^rsity Sport of the Mind

Information and Organizational

Meeting Wednesday, Oct. 28, 1981
Campus Center

Room 904-908 7:00

WED. OCT. 26
CCA

Bring Friends
We want to organize
a League on Campus
Dorm Teams, Frat Teams,
Department Teams,
- Whatever Suits Your Fane

^MPHfc!
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The Designer
Diamond Collection

from ArtCarved.

, Beautifiil. Fashionable.
And Surprisingly Affordable.

"'
,

ArtCarved proudly
introduces its exclusive Designer
Diamond Collection. A choice

•-\ of college rings in three
graceful styles, all with genuine
diamonds* And each available

in lOK and UK yellow or
- white gold.

Tlie beautiful, yet affordable
Designer Diamond

Collection. Available only
from ArtCarved.

*(All ring styles are also
available in the elegant

diamond substitute, Cubic
Zirconia.)

/IRTQ1RVED

..*r??^

rc(u«

Windrush

Radiance

Harmony

Jo

Date: Oct. 28, 29, 30
10-3

Deposit Required. MasterCard or Vis^ accepted.

Place: Outside University Store

$15 deposit
01981 ArtCarved Claa^ Rm<^s, liu.

5,7,9, 11

Advancement
WITHOUT

AN
ADVANCED
DEGREE

The
Inttltiite

Paralegal
Training

235S.l7thSL
PhiUidelphta. PA 19103

(2151732-6600

Appmvedbythe
American Bar

AaaociaOon

Opcfalcd by Para-Legal ItK. a
iVnitiylvmnIa Corporation

College seniors. Ifyou plan to get ajob
after graduatloa wty not consider
a profession?

In 3 months, we prepare you for
careers In law. management, finance.

Our 8 Intensive courses are
national^ recognized for high aca-
demic quality.

Over 90% ofour graduates secure
Jobsm their spedaltlea Over 5XXX)
graduates hold positions in law flnm,
banks and coiporaUons in 1 10 dtles.

We provide a substantial tuition
refund ifwe caimot secureaJob for
you in the aty (tfyour choice.

Guarantee your future Learn how the
Institute can hdp you advance In a
career. Our representative will be on
""^P"* NOVEMBER 16

a Iwouldliketoanxingeanlntervlew
at another ame. Please call me at
one ofthephones noted.

D Please send me Irybrrrvatton about
the Institute/orParalegal training.

Name
Address

CUy. State. Zip

I L
Presentphone Permarwntphone

^mC ^«A"»««
.',;?.Vo'.°"

' iwiiiTi SUM cr.*" r:- :r
"•-"-- *—- '•"

^mCH*IIPSMIRE4
I
584-7550

HAMPSHIRE MALL

m^s OF THE
LOST ARK

(6:00 @ $1 75) 8:30

MERYL ..Thejvench

(El (6:00 @ $1.75) 8:30

BURT REYNOIDS ».

PATERNITY
^ (6:30 @ $1.75) 8:45

~XKi 7H£ peter!
mmmus falk
(6:15 @ 1.75) 8:45

^mC MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 584-9153
MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

GEORGE
SEGAL CAABON

(6:15 @ $1 75) 8 JU
COPV

.Mison McNichol

__ T&^
g] (6 00 (a) $1 75) 8:30

ROBERT OE NIRO
ROSERTOUVALL

(6:15(9) $1.75) 8:45

WILLIAM HURT
KATHLEEN TUf^NER

BODY
HEAT

BJ (6:00 @ $1.75) 8:45
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Black Congress members vote against AWACS
Sixteen of the 17 Black members of the House of a^PPm.nt

-L^V^K^Sixteen of the 17 Black members of the House of
Representatives and all five Hispanic Congressmen voted

^\^t !"nJ''"^>' '" rejecting President Reagan's propos-
ed $8.5 billion arms package for Saudi Arabia, it was
reported this week by the Black-Jewish Information
Center.

The one member of the Black Caucus who did not go

Tilf
^'^h

^'l
colleagues was Rep. Gus Savage, Democrat

01 Illinois, who was recorded as "not voting." Walter E
Fauntroy, who represents the District of Columbia does
not have a vote.

A number of the Black Representatives issued
statements telling why they opposed the AWACS deal
ainong them Rep. Shirley Chisolm, Democrat of New
York.

In the Congressional Record, Rep. Chisolm said the
Keagan proposal would not increase U.S. security or the

'

prospects for Middle East, or stability in the 'region
Noting that Saudi Arabia was "an avowed enemy of the
State of Israel," Rep. Chisolm declared:
"The Saudis have declared a holy war against the

Jewish state. They funnel billions of dollars, earned from
selling oil to America, into the treasuries of the PLO and
hostile Arab nations. They condemn the Camp David

agreement.

"Their new AWACS planes and their new F-15 fuel
tanks and missiles would multiply the dangers to Israel
and would force the Israelis to arm themselves even more
heavily as a result."

Recalling "how ineffective and even counterproductive
our massive arms sales to Iran turned out to be " Rep
Chisolm declared: "The internal stability which the Shah
could possibly have bought was instead sacrificed in his
drive to be a superpower in the Persian Gulf. The Saudi
monarchy could prove just as unstable. Revolutionary fun-
damentalist Moslems there could, as in Iran, become heir
to an arsenal of top-of-the-line U.S. armaments."

Concluding, the veteran Democratic Congresswoman
declared:

"Mr. Chairman, I hope that the Congress rejects this
dangerous escalation of the Middle East arms race. In my
opinion, our government's energies would be much better
spent convincing the Saudis that their l)est hope for the
niture is in permanent peace between Israel and all her
Arab neighbors."

The members of the Black Caucus who voted to oppose
the sale of AWACS and other sophisticated U.S. military

equipment to Saudi Arabia were:
Rep. Ronald V. Dellums (Dem., Cal.)
Rep. William L. Clay (Dem., Mich.)
Rep. Cardiss Collins (Dem., III.)

Rep. John Conyers (Dem., Mich.)
Rep. George Crackett (Dem., Mich.)
Rep. Julian Dixon (Dem., Cal.)
Rep. Mervin Dymally (Dem., Cal.)
Rep. Harold Ford (Dem., Mich.)
Rep. William Gray (Dem., Pa.) "

Rep. Augustus Hawkins (Dem., Cal.)
Rep. Mickey Leiand (Dem., Tex.)
Rep. Parren Mitchell (Dem., Md.)
Rep. Charles Rangel (Dem., N.Y.)
Rep. Gus Savage (Dem., 111.)

Rep. Louis Stokes (Dem., Ohio)
Rep. Harold Washington (Dem., 111.)

The Hispanic Congressmen who joined the Black
Caucus in opposing the AWACS sale were-
Rep. E. de la Garza (Dem., Tex.)
Rep. Robert Garcia (Dem.. N.Y.)
Rep. Henry B. Gonzales (Dem., Tex.)
Rep. Manuel Lujan (Rep., N.M.)
Rep. Edward Roybal (Dem., Cal.)

The plight of the world's refugees
The awarding of the 1981 Nobel Peace Prize to the Office

ol the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees is
an act that should bo heartily applauded. The award will
serve to focus world attention on an international problem
which has reached epidemic proportions: the pligh'l of the
world s refugees.

It is estimated that this year there are betwton 14
million and 18 million refugees in the world. These millions
upon millions of men. women, and children have been
lorced to flee their homelands as a consequence of war
disease and poverty. Since 1980. well over one million
people have fled Ethiopia as a con.sequence of war and the
policies of a barbaric Leninist regime. Refugees from
Atghanistan now number over 1.4 mUlion. These figures
are shocking and horrible. And yet they are dwarfed by
the number of refugees from Indochina. These total over
SIX rnUlion and include approximately four million displaced
Cambodians who have been forced to abandon their towns
and villages as a direct result of the Pol Pot regime's
barbarism, and as a consequence of a Vietnamese and
Jsovift backed mvasion. Organizations such as Care the
International Rescue Committee, and the French-based
I hysicians Across Borders have exhibited remarkable skill
in coordinating support for refugees the world over. Many
such organizations have addressed the refugee problem
with regard to political considerations and have provided
charitable aid to Haitian refugees fleeing dicUtorial op-
pression. Soviet Jews fleeing Kremlin-inspired anti-
Semitism, Vietnamese boat people, and Cuban refugees
fleemg Castro's prison island. Yet this flood of refugees

Announcements
i^u^^r,??^'^'?'"

^ ^'«"t«r is now accepting proposals from
1 hird World graduate students for classes to be taught in
ihf spring semester 1982.

The deadline for course proposals is November 10, 1981
Course proposals can be picked up at the Southwest
Academic Affairs office in John Adams Lobby.

Bring or send completed proposals to Malcom X center
Washington Ix)bby, U. of Mass.
For further info, call 549-2819 or 253-7444.

cannot bo dealt with by charity alone. The problem must
also be resolved by attacking it at its roots - the absence
ot democracy, the expansion of totalitarianism, and the
upNurge in war. War. much of it a consequence of Soviet
expansionism, and a large part of it a consequence of ultra-
naiionalism and chauvinism is one of the great scourges of
our times. Clearly, the efforts of charitable organizations
must Ih; complemented by an American foreign policy
which has as its aim the limiting Soviet aggression and the
construction of a stable and peaceful world.
The plight of refugees has not been alleviated by the

economic difficulties that have afflicted Western Europe
and the United States. It is these countries which have
supplied the bulk of assistance to the poor of the world. Yet
at a time when their own populations are feeling the
serious effects of an economic downturn which is eroding
tht'ir own standard of living it is often difficult for many
Americani and their West European counterparts to
understand why massive aid to refugees is of vital im-
portance. Black Americans disproportionately suffer from
unemployment and poverty. And some blacks have argued
4hat we should take care of our own problems first and not
worry about those of the rest of the world. Yet this, in my
judgement, is a remarkably short-sighted and narrow
point of view. For if America is not wUling to help in
relieving the plight of those refugees who are starving and
near death how can we be sure it will be compassionate
enough to solve the problems which afflict our own nation's
poor and working poor? It is important for blacks and all
Americans to reali/e that suffering knows no boundaries.

Got a paper to do but don't know much about research?
There's a colloq for you! Northeast/Sylvan CoJIoq Program
IS sponsoring a "Term Paper How-to's" colloq which meets
on Wednesdays 3-5 in Dwight Lounge. Come Wednesday
and get help with that paper you have to do.

Are you a woman of color trying to adjust to life in the
Valley? Do you want to meet with other sisters to explore
issues of newness, academic survival, health and race and
earn 1 credit as well? Come to the Northeast/Sylvan
Women's Center Thursday night at 7 and sign up.
For more information, please contact Oare Dozier at 545-

0290.

Our country has historically provided a haven for the
worlds refugees. In part, it is their contribution which has
helped to make our country great. American poXwy must
rontinuc to reflect this tradition. This policy must reflect
tho spirii of the Nobel Committee's award statement.
"Hctugees who dare not return to their native land must

l)e given an opportunity to start a fresh life in their host
country. Still more important in the long run is the work of
insuring that people are not compelled to save their lives
by e.scaping from their native land with no prospect of ever
returning."

America can continue to help alleviate the plight of the
worlds most unfortunate. Yet America will only do so if its
leaders recognize that compassion knows no boundaries
and that government must play a vital role in alleviating
suffering both home and abroad.

Bodies found
HILLSBORO INLET. Fla. (AP) - Thirty-three Haitian

K'fugees drowned early Monday after their leaky, 25- foot
wooden sailboat broke up in rough surf less than a half-mile
from shore, the U.S. Coast Guard said. The 34 others
aboard the boat survived.

It was the worst such accident since heavy influxes of
Caribbean refugees began arriving by boat more than
three years ago.

Petty Officer Daryl Gale said £.11 the bodies washed
ashore, and a search by helicopters and boats was
suspended shortly before noon,
"You come so close. Half of them made it. half of them

didn't. It's so sad," said Dan Hynes, a police sergeant in
this town 35 miles north of Miami.
By midmorning, the dead — their near-naked bodies

twisted into odd, positions by the fierce waves that
dumped them ashore — littered the beach along with ship
debris, including the broken mast. The partially sub-
merged ship's frame washed to within 50 feet of shore.

"It looked like a combat zone. There were bodies
everywhere," said police patrolman Joe Dente.
The dead included 19 men and 14 women, including three

who were pregnant. All were described as "young adults"
by authorities at the Broward County morgue.

BLA|3Ki:v

AFFAJBi

ENGINEERING

Professional

Awareness Seminar
Monday Nov. 2, 1981

C.C. Auditorium 1-6 PM
Tickets $1.00 Available

in EBE - Marston Walkway
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Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian WMI7
TTw way people react when you tell Ihem

yiHj're prcKiunCisnl imporum
l"he way you feel about it is So if ynure

l>regnan( and not so sure you
warn Id be. talk lo us Our iiiunseiors

are specully trained to help
vou nuke the decision that's riuhi

(or you Call 738 62H)
Preterm Tlie most expeneiKed
reproductive health rare tetitet in

the Northeast

preienn
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Have you been
to the Fine Arts Center lately?

"Tiepertory
^.Dance
iheatre

SUNDAY

NOVEMBfR 1

8pm

€IJAI^TCT
Thursday,

November 5

8p.m.

Sunday.

NovemDer 8.

8pm

ORCHF^
DELA

SUISSE
ROMANDE

CHILDREN
OTAUSSIRGOD

Tuesday,

November 10,

CARNAVAL VERACRUZ
A SPANISH - MEXICAN CARNIVAL

Based on the Carnaval Veracruz, held each year in celebra-

tion of Hernan Cortes' arrival in Mexico in 1519.

At our own Canaval, you can enjoy the sumptuous fare for

which Veracruz is famous.

DATE: OCTOBER 28, 1981

LOCATION: BLUEWALL CAFETERIA

TIME: 11:15 1:30 pm

J

8 p.m.

sL paul
chamber orchestra

uHlh

pinchas zukerntan
irFSDAY. NOVF.MBER r. h PM

BOX OFFICE Noon to 4PM, M-F (413)545-2511

FineArts
Center
Ccaicert Hall

HALLOWEEN
SUPPLIES

LOW

at. u ma^s
Tuesday, October 27th

Free Movie Night
The Grateful Dead Movie

Next week's feature

The Kids Are Alright

starring The Who
*8 and 10 pm showings

Wednesday, October 28th

UPC presents. . .UMASS' own

Battle of the Bands
First prize $100

Battle time begins at 7:30 pm

Don't Miss It

Thursday, October 29th

Rock/ Dance with

SIGNAL
Featuring Michael Gregory Jackson

No cover

•Valid ID and ABP sticker required to purchase alcohol

We carry everything you

need to scare up the best

costume around.

SPOOKTACULAR
SELECTIONS

Theotricd makeup, colored halrspray, colored porty

wigs, witches hots ond costumes. Viking hots, top

hots, derbys, long hoir wigs, greose points, mus-
toches, beords, noses, feet, honds with worts, liquid

lotex, stronge specs, spirit gum, stoge Mood, fangs,

teeth, stoge worts, heodpieces, witches brooms and o
voriety of speciolty items. Also children's costumes.

MOROSE
MASQUERADES

We corry oil types of mosks, full heads, % masks,
eye masks. All your fovorites plus new this year:

MISS PIGGY, PINK PANTHER, RABBIT, REAGAN,
CARTER and NIXON MASKS.

NEW ADDITIONS NOVELTY CAPS
Assorted colors with wings, feelers. _^.
horns, antlers, cat ears, lightning bolt,'^^By^^
pig , fish , unicorn & more

.

^SH^
Open Daily & Saturday 9 to 5:1

5

Thurs. & Fri. Nites Oct. 22, 23, 29 & 30 'til 9

MLCHIIDSdSOM
.25State St.Northampton,

Collegian 7
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Dead mice before breakfast
When my two housemates and I discovered holes nibbled

into the loaf of bread on the counter we became suspicious.
Obviously someone else was sharing our food. In that case
the least we could do was split the grocery bill four ways.We did our best to ignore the intruder, proffering excuses
like: there must have been air holes in the bread that
exploded, the holes were chewed out at the bakery, or "are
you sure you didn't pinch out a tiny piece, you know
nerves and all?" When the rail of quarter inch logs ap-
peared the evidence was undeniable.

Suzanne Gesin
"We have mice.' said one of my housemates.
"So what do we do?" I asked uneasily.
"We get ridof lh»-ni.

"

A wide range of alternatives were discussed: rotating
shifts standing watch with a shot gun. regular mousetraps,
have a heart mousetrap.s. neutron mousetraps (leaves
cheese intact), renting a- cat. convincing the psychology
department lo switch to smaller rodents. Each option was
subjected to rigorous cost/benefit analysis (the advantage
of having a public accounting student in the house) and the
regular mousetrap wound up on the weekly shopping list.

Having only .seen mousetraps in operation in TV car
toons. I was amazed at these engineering marvels. Just
place the i)ait under the metal slab, pull back the spring
lever, remove fingers and set the pin. It looked simple
enough. In fact so simple that I doubted any mouse
nowadays would fall for it. I considered alternatives to
cheese for the bait. Tofu seemed more appropriate for
Amherst, hut since there is usually a reason why cliches
becorne popular, I w»nt with the cheddar.

Letters

I had to set the traps before I went to bed. I felt hke I

should have been wearing international orange and a
National Rifle Association patch. The hunt was on. Now,
where to put the traps?

I must have moved them four times tryng to target the
most strategic spots, .second guessing the enemy's troop
movements, trying to remember why the South lost the
War. As an advocate of peaceful co-existence, detente,
nuckar disarmament, and fat free milk, I had second
thoughts. How would a Quaker handle the situation? I

considered tranquilizer darts, then driving the mice
several miles away .so they could start a new life

somewhere else. It had always worked for Marlin Perkins
on Wild Kingdom. Maybe a blindfold and a cigarette...

1 set the traps and went up to bed. Every shadow
scampering across my tloor, every creak in' the wall
signalled an insurrection. I waited for that agonizing snap
when one ill advised m(tu.se t<K)k the bail. I dozed off duty
about two a.m. waking with a jolt at seven.

I dreaded going into the kitchen to check my traps for
le;ir I had been successful in snaring a victim. I peeked into
the pantry — the trap was undi.sturbed; behind the trash
can — a giant mouse in a slumherlike state was pinned to
the metal clamp; behind the sink — ditto; next to the stove
-empty. Not bad. two out of four. A 50 percent successor
lailure rale depending on how you looked at it.

I didn't feel good about it. In fact I felt nauseous seeing
little dead mice before breakfast. I did not welcome the
removal lask. That is where my other housemate comes in.
We made a bargain — I .set the traps, he disposes of my
handiwork.

I dressed for .sch(K)l and walked out into the chilly
OctolKT morning, cursing the cold weather that had forced
the mice indoors in the first place.

Suzatinr (ir.sin Is a I 'Mass sf iiiicnt.

Freedom of speech for all

To the Editor:

In regards to all the recent letters attacking Mike
r>nioghue's editorial on UTOPIA and freedom of speech. I

think they all mi.s.sed the point of his argument. He was
arguing, and I wholeheartedly agree, that every group, no
matter how repugnant, has the constitutional right to ex-
press their views. The basis for this contention is once in-

roads are made on the First Amendment rights of certain
groups, everybodys rights are threatened. Limitations on
freedom of speech are usually the first step of any dic-

tatorship. The First Amendment guarantee's freedom of
speech for all. It makes no exceptions.
Tony Crayton claims that Donoghue's defense of

freedom of speech for UTOPIA is in effect a defense of
UTOPIA and its ideals. I think he misinterpreted the point
of Donoghue's argument. The ideas expressed by
UTOPIA are intolerable, but the opportunity for them to

express their views should l)e protected at all costs. Once
their freedoms are suppressed we are on the way to the
society they propose.

Paul Garrity

^ Amherst

Against violence to doors
To the Editor:

Seeing a person on the front page of the Collegian (Oct.

21) with his foot ready to kick the Chancellor's door at
Whitmore bothered me somewhat.
I'm a plumber here at the University and my opinion is

that the batJirooms should remain coed. Since I've been
here, I've yet to see anything wrong with the coed

bathroom policy.

1 just don't like the idea of kicking a door or doing
anything destructive here. esi;)ecially when one is paying
for the opportunity to better him.self or herself

Lee Forester
Physical Plant

Band wins hearts of fans
To the Editor:

I am a new assistant professor of Chemistry at the
University of Delaware and an alumnus of the University
of Massachusetts Graduate School; so it is no surprise that
I would be in attendance to see these two schools lock
horns on the football gridiron.

Although our offense wasn't executing in the first half,

University of Massachu.setts "won" the day overthe half
time; that is, the University of Massachusetts marching
band won the hearts and minds of all the Delaware
Stadium fans, and I was proud to have been associated
with a school of such quality institutions. Highest praise to

our band!!

Dr. Marvin. L. Illingsworth
University of Delaware

^ Letters~Policy""''~"~'""~~~^

All letters must be signed and include the writer's
address and telephone number, which will not be
published. Please type double spaced at H7 characters
per line. Due to space limitations and the volume of
mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge
unpublished letters. All letters are subject to editing
<pr clarity and length. j

Dumping on
local towns

NotKjdy wants a hazardous waste dump in their town.
The prospect of having dangerous chemicals and low-level
radioactive wastes in a neighborhood doesn't make
residents happy. But the question remains - what do you
do with the chemical garbage that is generated in this
country"? How do you safely dispose of it?

The IT Corporation wants to build a site in West Warren
that would be handling al)out half the chemical wastes
generated in New England. Chances look good for the
building of the facility, despite the opposition being
mounted by residents.

i :

t ' I ? .'

JhU if-^ 74^
Randolph T. Holhut

It would be easy to say, "We got to do something about
hazardous waste, but don't build a dump in my town."
Here in the valley, several towns have passed ordinances
against chemical waste dumps and other towns are about
to pass them. But what is going to be done with all the
wastes? Some town is going to have to accept the dump,
whether they like it or not, because the state has said it

may overrule local ordinances.

Before the disaster at Love Canal, near Buffalo, New
York, was ingrained onto the national conscious, nobody
was very concerned about hazardous wastes - especially
the companies who were generating it. They wanted to
dispose of the results of Better Living Through Chemistry
as quickly and as cheaply as possible. They dumped
chemicals into the rivers, buried drums full of waste in the
ground; anything that would get rid of it quickly and
cheaply. The people didn't know and the companies
wouldn't tell. Even now, in spite of all of the publicity that
hazardous wastes has received, this practice continues.

The Environmental Protection Agency recently releas-
ed a list of the most dangerous chemical dumps in the
United States. New England had 12 of the 114 dumps on
the list, including two in the Commonwealth which made
the top ten. Several towns across the state have lost their
drinking water due to .seepage of chemicals into ground
water and reservoirs. More towns are threatened.

In order to avoid more indiscriminate dumping of hazar-
dous a-astes some kind of processing facility needs to be
built in New England and across the nation. These
facilities would provide a partial solution to the problem,
although they would not undo the damage that has already
been done to the environment. If companies are made ac-
countable for the chemicals they are dumping, if they
clean up previous dumps and dispose of chemicals proper-
ly, the problem would he alleviated.

Someone is going to have to take the first stef). NolK)dy
wants to have a hazardous waste dump in their town, but
given the choice between a processing facility that would
.s<ifely di.spo.se of wastes or the Monsanto "kettleholes" in
S{)ringfield. mo.st would readily accei)t the processing
f)lant.

' ^

Randolph '/'. linlhut is n Collegian mlumni^t.
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CROSSWORD

UNDER THE INFLUENCE by M. Joyce
«*-

'«>-2rM.3o^ct

Kdited by

ACROSS
1 Soiaf product

5 High minaefl

religion founded
in Iran

10 Distort

14 Eye part

15 Over
16 Nastaseot tennis
1' Night music, ma

way
20 Write

21 Silkworm
22 Slips, etc

23 Andrew's sister

24 Corn product
25 Fits

28 Popular rnovie

32 Mottled bean or

horse

33 Ballplayers'

gear

34 Dance type

35 Worn-out apparel
36 Put through a

ricer

37 Clair de
"

38 Air Force
,

VIP craft

39 More foul

40 arms
(soldier)

41 Recited
43 Heavenly bodies

Margarel lamr wmA
IVII lot Aii|rl«% limts S\ntfiri

44 Senate sounds
45 Clog, for one
46 Redeemer
49 Brown, as a chop
50 Baseball great

53 Neil Simon opus
56 All: Prefix

57 Commn verbal

contraction

58 Nehemiah's pre-

decessor

59 Bonn beverage
60 British tar

61 Look of a kind

DOWN
1 Collide

2 Cry of revelry,

old style

3 Time period

4 Isle of

5 Wee lassies and
laddies

6 Texas A&M
student

7 Sound of

laughter

8 River island

9 Quarantine
10 Kind of dressing
1

1

Jai

12 Ceremonial
13 Pod yield

18 Slow: Mus.

Trude Jaffe
IT

19 Rare birds of

a sort

23 Rms to rent

24 Fur-bearing

aquatic zany
25 Gift for a

barbecuer

26 Moon goddess
27 Slow to

28 Begat
29 Carry

30 Attacked
31 Small barracudas
33 Contemplates
36 One sort of

instinct

37 Ineffectual

39 Mississippi sight

40 Poet Marianne
42 Sun-dried goodie
43 "Blow the Man

Down, ' for one
45 Fishing net

46 Pack
47 Voiced sigh

48
•

,vidi ..

"

49 Ham's relative

50 Mire

51 Briton's radial

or recap

52 Rulefofyore
54 Hincu title of

resfect

55 Writer Kaufman

ROD BONES By Gregg Canavan

KlP, IlW. M)i>J& To "GIVF -/Di/

ACt^AAfcFT0TELLr1£^
'TKl/TH

. HAVE you KEN

(WOCLOYOU PLEASE SXe?}

Lfl^ OF THE CAR7^ ,TD REWA/H SILENT..
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1
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I
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31
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39
I
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34

35
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31
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47
I
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I
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1 1
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ANSWEB TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Black Contemporary Music
BMCP

6 a.m. - 10 a.m.

Wake-up to the R€rR and R€rB of
Kevin Smith

2 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

The Scotty Dread Show
P ggae music

WMUA
5:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Newswatch

6 p.m. - 7 p.m.

UMass Hotline

(Halloween on Campus)

7 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Live from Studio B
Cardiac Kids

10 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Black Contemporary Music
Brother E.

2 a.m. - 6 a.m.

Music for overnighters
BMCP

WEATHER
Periods of rain and

drizzle through tonight

tapering off to showers
tomorrow. Considerable
nighttime fog and rain

tonight may be heavy at

times. Lows both night 48
to 55. Highs both days in

the 60s.

Where can you buy a
Thorens turntable

for $XOO?

Or a Technics cassette deck
for less than $90?

It^s coming. • •

MIDNIGHT MADNESS
this ^veelcend at

mmwNs
ITS Univxstty Orivs, Amherst, MA

2564)279

THE SALT BOX CELEBRATES
ITS 17th BIRTHDAY

ALL THIS WEEK
20% off selected Fair Isle sweaters and

Up to 50% off other selected Fall fashions

and accessories Guess the correct weight of
our Great Pumpkin and win
a $25.00 gift certificate.

.-J. ]>

16 Main Street

/ ^mherst
(HH^ *<>

include

eitiifplKe

256-6889

'RBECUED

ARE RIBS

to, colMlaw. roll & butter
A.M. • 10 P.M. DiHy

ZayrtSh
Rti. 9. Ha 'U»

« Plaza
OPEN SUN.. THUHS.

raiiSATOf&MHM;

l\iesday, October 27, 1981

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome to Co«egian O^ CC 1 13 • 8^45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day
^^

Cash m advance • 5 consecutive riau<: r<«. Hie « p^^Q^g number FREE5 consecutive days 5% discount

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Oisc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

AHRS - TA'S GRAD STUDENTS
Campus work 15 hours per week $5.00
per hour, send name, tele no, address to:
Unaitts, 206 High, Greenfield MA

AMERICAN INDIAN STUDENTS

admirer, XXOO: Any questions on ar
rangements ask Laura or Susan they're
wonderful to deal with!

FOR RENT

Single room office near campus $150 in-

cluding utilities D.H. Jones Real Estate
549-3700

FOR SALE

American Indian Students come to
American Indian Student Association
meeting time 7:00 PM Thurs Oct. 29 Place
423 New Africa House

APARTMENT 18

It's been fun playing with your minds!
Next time let us in! Love & kisses Officer
Pearlson, Amherst P.O.!

AUDIO

One pair Boston Acoustics
Loudspeakers can be used with amplifiers
rated at 15-100 watts per chanel. 3 months
old paid 250 80 546-7040

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Chevy SS-396, 4-speed, radials, new
Diehard, clutch, exc mech cond. $1250 or
80 665-3905

14K Gold Opal Ring size 5% $90.00 or 80
call 546-8012

Bass Players! Peavey Centurion, 1 year
old, excellent condition, 130 watts; Ampeg
8258 speaker cab with brand new 15 inch
magnalabs, 200 watts cap. Sound great,
must see, $500 takes both; Todd 546-9389

FOUND

Convertible 1975 Olds Delta red white
top loaded with extras reasonable tel.

542-2484 or 253-2131

74 Volvo Station Wagon for sale Isn't it

about time you owned a Volvo? Call Lisa

253 2058

1972 Volvo 142 E, new clutch, body good
inspected 110,000 miles call 625-9595 after

6:00 PM
1972 VW bus rebuilt engine, excellent
body, one owner. $2700 or 80 1-863 9846
after 5 PM
250$ or BO 1965 slant 6 Dodge Dart body
solid engine rebuilt w/ 12000 Ml 665 2367
Rob

70 AMC Hornet $100 586 9128

1971 Impala terrific condition $650 call

253-3235

CHESS CLUB

Found stray cat calico/tabby very affec
tionate need good home please help call
5-0939 Sheila

One pair gold wire rim prescription
eyeglasses with tinted lenses call 6-478 1

Did you lose your dog? We found a
golden retriever puppy, about 9 months old
on 10-21. She has a choker chain without
an ID tag. If she is yours give me a call at
5-0329 from 9-5 or 586 8497 after six and
ask for Evan. 8ut hurry, she's falling in love
with our family and may not want to go
home please.

Wristwatch Morrill Aud. call Dr. Wilder
5-0092

Male cat altered and declawed found near
Health Services Apt G29 North Village leave
phone fl in mailbox

Umbrella found 10/23 in front of
Hasbrouck at 9 AM near accident 253-9295

HELP WANTED

Chess Club Meeting Dukes Rm SUB Wed
10/28 8:00 p.m.

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS ~
Calculators, Radios, Televisions, Tape
Decks, Stereos & Car Stereos. Sound in

Motion 266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst
behind Silverscape Designs 253-9341

ENTERTAINMENT

The Effects ready for hire New Wave
Mike 665 7605

FLOWERS. FLOWERS. FLOWERS~
Oh how beautiful the flowers, oh how
romantic, how truly magical they can
become. . .Love someone, deliver in person
a gift of mystic maqic, from a trulv secret

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Positions available workstudy Apply in

person at The UMass Recycling Office 306
Student Union Building

PRINTER - UMass student w/s or non
work study with experience on various
graphics equipment including: Offset
Press, system binder, collator-stitcher and
Estat platemaker. Mechanical ability re-

quired, 5-10 hours per wk Apply at Student
Note Service, Rm 401 SUB Application
deadline: Fri Oct 30 5 PM
The UMASS DAILY COLLEGIAN is

seeking an experienced and dedicated stu-
dent for the positioh of Advertising
Manager. Please apply in person at the Col-
legian Office, CC Room 113. Deadline
NQV«nbef9. 1961.

LOST
~

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

Lost qrey flannel shirt in Thompson 104

* Police logs—
eontimwd from page ,i

Cafasso, news editor,

said. "It is a misdemeanor. ..the most they

can do is fine us." He .said they will plead

not guilty because they were "seeking

public information, not trespa.ssing."

Cafasso said a reporter from the Daily

Frvv Press called the police Thursday and

asked ihem to confirm or deny a report they

had received from a reliable source that

there had been a rape in a BU dormitory

that week. When they could gel no in

formation from police, five staff members,
went to BU police .station and asked to see

the logs, which they were denied access to.

After they told police they would not leave

until they could see ihem, they were
arrested for trespassing.

"Our duly is to inform the students of

what goi'S on, so they can judge the

security on campus Lhemselves," Cafasso
said

.

,^;
...

Robert C. Bergenheim, vice president of

labor and public relati6ft^ said BU takel
I he .same position as BC in i>elieving in the

I privacy of campus police logs. He said if the

students wanted information about a

specific incident, then that might be

10-19-81 Please return to Bob 6-1001 no
ques asked «l share expenses Terry 546-8437

To the person who stole my coat from
the Time Out last Wed (10/14) Please can I

have my glasses back I am blind leave at TO
Bar or CC Info Desk!!!!

Icelandic Sweater around Herter Hall area
- great desire for its return - the 'two girls'

who 'found it' - please call Amy 546-4897

On Oct 22nd a white Izod jacket with
blue andwhite trim if you find it please call

Roger at 546-4671 some sentimental value

Levi denim jacket on 10/21 in Central
Area sentimental value please call 6-8098

Lost - a gold chain with letter C on 10/22
great sentimental value - REWARD call

256-0659

Desperately need ride to New Rochelle
NY or vicinity on Friday Oct. 30 call Judi
546-1443 will share $

ROOMMATE WANTED

MASSAGE THERAPY
Strictly theraputic soothing Swedish
massage Ellen O'Rourke MsT 256-8320

$250 PER MONTH
New company seeks personnel on cam-
pus $1500 per month and car potential next
summer tele 1 773-3175

PERSONALS

SBA Day. . .Corning Soon!

The UMSFCU Supervisory Committee
is verifying member accts. Please pick up
your quarterly statements by Oct 30 and
report inaccuracies othen/vise all balances
will be considered correct

SBA Career Day Luncheon Tickets on
sale in SBA lobby $6.00 until October 29th

Full Gospel Bible Study CC 811 815Tues
Oct 27 8-10 PM
Goldie Hawn does the army in Private
Benjamin Tues Oct 27 @ 5, 7, 9 1 1 $1 50 7
9, 11; 5 pm $.75 SUB
Happy Birthday designated Angel will
Farrah quit Charlie Townsend Investiga-
tions

Hey Lynsey Coyle!! Face up to reality!
Disco is dead! Long live Bruce
Springsteen!! A Groupie

French & Italian Wine-n Cheese conver
sation "hour" EVERY Wednesday, 12:30 to
2:30. Herter 3rd floor lounge Be There!

French Club Meetings: every Tuesday at
4 PM Herter 3rd floor lobby. All are
welcome!

Foilage, Thanks for a great weekend. Love
you. Kitten

SKI BUMS Looking for a place to live in

Northern Vermont? I need roommates over
intersesson call Mike 546-5891 546-5889

To the person who returned my Ac-
counting Notebook - Thank you Tom
Dworkin

Halloween
9, 11 CCA
Chucit from Puffton We never made it to

the movies. Let's give it another try! Kim

RIDE WANTED
~

Hyannis, 6:00 stpamship Friday November

Person to share a townhouse in Squire
Village 2 bdrm 355/mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665-7544 keep
trying can leave message at 549-6526
Michael

Rolling Green Apt male female wanted to
share 2 bdrm twnhse immediate occupancy
lease can be taken ove r call Joey 256-8059

Responsible roommate own rm in three
bdrm Puffton apt, $130, incl. heat, call 5 to
7 evenings 549-5877

One room available 3 bedroom apt house
for Nov 1 120$/mo couples or pets
negotiable 665-2367

Off Main St on bus route: own room in a
3 bedroom apartment/ $117 + utilities call
253-9717

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546 9981

Free-lance TYPING and resume writing.

Top skills, reasonable rates. Amherst
549-0518

Moving' - Hauling, fall clean-up etc. at
your convenience. REASONABLE &
DEPENDABLE call Paul 549-6377

Amherst Writers Inc - Professional help
for your writing problems. Walker Rumble
253-7329 Pat Schneider 253 7764

TO SUBLET

Want to sublet on bdrm Puffton apart-
ment for Feb. 1 Paul 549-6377

One bedroom apt available Nov 1 sublet
utility inc. all furn 280$ M on bus rt

256-8738 253 7243

TRAVEL

FILLING-UP-FAST - Give yourself a
chance to relax & have fun go to Montreal
Nov 6-7-8 $79.00 Call Lisa 665-2578

The Movie. Thurs 29th 5, 7,

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA te'

584 2832

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2
Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

allowed, hut not a general allowance to see
the logs.

Of I he complaint filed by the BC
slydents, Bergenheim said, "We feel

confident Lhey will not win their point." He
also said the action by the BU student
journalists was an "obvious play for

pui)licily."

University of Mas.sachu.setts professor
James Boylan. who teaches a "Journalism
and the Law" course, said he believes the
public records law does not cover a private

inslitulion.

LUNCH
TOP YOUR OWN PIZZA

Individual Cheese Pizza/Sau.sage Topping,
Hamburg Topping, Pepperoni Topping

BASICS LUNCH
TOP YOUR OWN PIZZA

Individual Cheese Pizza/Eggplant Topping.
Tuna Topping, Chopped Chick Peas

DINNER
Barbecued Chicken, Chopped Beefsteak

Special, Chili Cheese Puff

BASICS DINNER
Barbecued Chicken. Chili Cheese Puff

TUESDAY
Poor Richard^ DANCE CLUB

DISCO • Top 40 • Rock Route 9 Amherst '-.--«
.•T***

WEDNESDAY

Tte

EVERY THURSDAY

/So s

Friday & Saturday |

FOR f,^i

2SC Drafts 75c Drinks with Guest D.J. AL VARELAS 8-10 pm

•'•'•••••••t««itl4i^,|

Witches Drew
75c ALL NIGHT

.M.

PARTY^ ^/ ^
100.00 Cosh Prizes

for best costumes
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Coming Attractions
]

______^ Stephen Murphy j
Coming in from the cold: Chris Blackwell. the founder of

Island Kec-ords, is producing a movie on the life of the late
great Boh Marley. Blackwell was the entrepreneur who
discovired Marley back when he was a teenager in
Jamaica. Director Jtx' Mennell will incorporate film
footage of MarJey concerts, tours and rare interviews,
along with talks with Rita Marley and different people
Marley had influenced during his life.

Al I'acino returns to the screen in a contemporary
comedy as a Broadway playwright with an extended
family. It's entitled Author! Authi,r! and is being shot on
locations in \t«w York. ...Woody Allen's new film is
Summt r Sights. It stars Wootly. Mia Farrow, Tony
Roberi.s (as usual), .Mary Steenburgen and Jose Ferrer. No
other information i.s aviulable just yeU
Thty'n not jrrks Sieve .Martin's .soon to be released

film, Pinnirs From lUaviv, has reportedly gone millions
of dollars u\ er budget (and it's only a perimi musical set in
i he forties). .Martin's ne.xi project i^ Dnul M( n Don't Wiar
I'Inid. a takeoff on Forii«'s detective flicks. Carl Rtnner is
>et to dire<-i....Kobin (Mork) Williams' second starring role
in a feature film (his first was in t he highly uneven Popeye)
IS m Thi World According to Garj), based on the frenetic
l)eM seller by John Irving. It promises to be quite good as
Williariis is a versatile talent....

This Christmas will see the long awaited relea.se of
. •///«« tfn linrharinn. The film, directed l)y John Milius
a id starring body builder Arnold Schwarzenegger, has
taken a good three years to complete production. C<man is
a^ed on the exploits of the comicb<K)k character of the
-ame name, "a prince among thieves, a rogue, a mer-
<•( iiarv. "

???or
Concerns About Allergies?

>«»vt'niber 5. 1981
7:(K) pm Room MYX

I'niversity Health Services

('(Mitact:

Division of Health Kd..

L'HS for registration

.•^49-26 7 1 M«M

Island Records will produce a film on the
career of the late reggae king Bob Marley.

Read the next other voice

November 19th.

Dui«B.

The Sea
is deep

The Sea, by Edward Bond
University Ensemble Theater, Oct. 22-24

By SUSAN GLADWIN
Collegian Correspondent

Thursday, Oct. 21, theater goers paid a visit to a
close-minded village on the east coast of England.
In the black cave known as the Curtain Theater,
University Ensemble Theater presented The Sea,
written by controversial playwright Edward Bond
and directed by Dennis Nemm.
A mysterious, dream-like portrayal of a shipwreck

opens the play. Waves roar and flashes of light
reveal Evens (Mark Gaudet), a drunken old man;
Hatch (Alan Aremius), an enraged storekeeper; and
Willy Carson (Mike Connor), a young man whose
friend Colin is drowning. The involvement of these
three characters in Colin 's death provides the
framewrok of the plot.

Like Hamlet, The Sea questions reality and sanity.
Complex psychological character development is

balanced with well-staged action. Alan Aremius, as
Hatch, descends rapidly and believably into insani-
ty, shocking the audience by hacking away at
Colin 's dead body with his draper's shears.

All the players project well, using outstanding
English accents, though at times the exaggeration
of their acting seems more suitable for a larger
theater. Comedy is achieved by playing on the
stereotypes of the characters as well as the situa-
tions they are in. Lynne Randall gave an especially
fine performance as Louise Rafi, the haughty, rich
society lady.

The philosophical scspe of the play is ambitious
and seems at times to extend beyond the limitations
of the characterizations. Bond's warning against
two related evils, fear and ignorance, is depressing
at first. Fear causes self-doubt and defensiveness.
Bond suggests technology may be a part of this
defense. "Brains will transplant essentials into an
unbreakable glass bottle on steel stilts." We are
becoming strangers to this world, he fears.

• UMass Arts Council •

present

Bob For Apples!
AND

WIN CONCERT TICKETS TO SEE

JORMA KAUKONEN
Every Hour

All Day Wednesday Oct 28
in Front of the HatchA Second Costume Concert

Has Been Added!
1 1 :00 PM Oct. 29th S.U,B.

I

IN APPRECIATION OF DIFFERENCE:
RESPONDING TO RACISM 4N AMERICAN CULTURE

*IMPORTANT^
In order to be served beverages, proper
ID, ASP sticker and facial indentification

(ie no face paint, permanent masks, etc)

is necessary. Thank you, U.P.C.

UMIES -$6.50

GEN PUB - $7.50

Tickets

available at

Union Records Unltd.

Tix

For the Record (Faces)

Ticketron

STANLEY GEORGE

CLARKE DUKE
PROJECT

:F.A.C. NOV 6th 8:00 PM
2 UMASS STUDENTS $7.60, M.BO
Z GENERAL PUBLIC M.OO, 110.00

Union Rvcordi Unltd. (URU)
TIx

FAC Box Offic*

For th« Rtcord (FaoM)

Ticketron

All tlokata 11 mort at tha door
No food, drink, imoka, or oamorM
Studont lO'i rtqulrcd at the door

^it^itiiitlfit'kit'kititltit'k'kit'k'kifitii-k'k'kitifit'kitifiritit

BILL RUSSELL "^^^^ russell raps"'"^~' *^^ii' »-'•*-'•-»*-• 1-1 Wfd Nov. 4, i pm In lh« FINE ARTS CENTER
Form.. pU,«/c«ch »llh Ih. Bo.l*n C.KIc^ .uiher and Kxlal »mm«ii«loc. RuN*lt will tptik tbout hU nptrltnctt M • iKk •lhl*t«.Adml. unsioo TIclitn art *valUblt<l TIX In lh«Slud*iil Unlet lulMIn^ And •! Iltt dow.

^pans<ira4 by:

cr\iirr>
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* Anorexia
Continued from, page 1

She says she cannot remember if she felt overweight
before she began to lose, and does not remember it being

an issue while she was growing up. However, she men
tioned to her pediatrician that she would like to take off a

few pounds.

"He said I could lose five pounds, but no more," but she
began to starve herself.

"I usually made eight to ten hours go by before I would
eat ... I stopped eating meat when I lost weight, but
stopped getting protein ... The only food I ate was low
calorie ... I'm amazed that I didn't collapse."

Eventually, malnutrition forced Somer into treatment
with her pediatrician. When he gave her the choice of
receiving vitamin B-12 shots weekly, or going into the
hospital, she chose the shots.

Now. Somer says she feels that maybe she should have
gone to the hospital, because in her severe state of
malnutrition she was so weak she would sometimes fail

down. During school, she would often miss class because
she could not make it up the stairs to the third floor in her
weakened condition,

'

'Medically, I shouldn't have been able to walk at all."

It took Somer three months to regain enough weight to
stop the treatment. As soon as she did, she stopped seeing
her pediatrician. Unfortunately, she says, he had treated
only the symptom of her disease — .starvation — while the
underlying psychological reasons for the disease went
untreated, and she was to spend the next eight years
struggling with recurrence of the problem.

As a result, her high school years were lonely, and short,
Somer says. She did not attend most of tenth grade, she
went back for eleventh, and was graduated early in her
junior year. Because she was sick, she says she missed out
on her adolescence.

"I still look at gangs of high school kids...and long for it

(the social aspects of the high school experience)."

Only sufferers of anorexia can know the loneliness

experienced by those with the disease, she says.

Tomorrow , in part two. Somer tolls what caused her

anorexia nervosa.
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PRIVATE BENJAMIN
Tuesday, October 27

5 pm $.75; 7, 9, 11 pm, $1.50

(ivHollowMfi Costume Contest

|Saturday, October 31

ludging in 2 Categories

1. Scariest

2. Most Original

Ages - 16 and older 6-8 pm
Children ages 3-15, 2-4 pm
The Elfin Puppet Theatre

will be performing from

2-4 pm
Pictures of each contestant

will be taken and posted

in Mall.

Prizes $25 for adults

$15 for children in each

category.

Winners will be

announced later in

the week.

Come & join the fun

C^^^^^^^^^^^g^

2JiUj 2]JUJ

Association of College Unions— International Region 1

TOURNAMENTS
Campus Center Games Room

Pool - 8 ball - start Tues Oct 27 at 7t>m (continues on Tues nights till complete)

Darts - Thurs Oct 29 at 7:00 pm
Table Tennis - N.O.P.E. Nov. 7 - Check Games Room for details

Foozeball - Early Nov. - Check Games Room for details

Backgammon - Looking for enthusiasts to help. Check w/marty in Games Rm
Billiards - (Carom) - Sun Nov. 1, 2:00 PM
Video Games - Wed. Nov. 4 Courtesy TRICO VENDING «.

Register Tues Nov 3 with Marty in Games Room (9-4) Registration Limited ^

Registration for all events $1.00

Winners represent UMass at Regional Tournament

at UNH Feb 20 - 21
(No Billiards at Tournament)

Theprlee
ofistyle

hasjusteome
Save ^20 ormore on ISILADIUM®
CoUege Rings ...now only ^79.95.

SILADIUM rings produce the

brilliant lustre ofa finejeweler's

stainless.

Men's and women's Siladium

rings are on sale this week
only through your
ArtCarved representative.

A visit to the ArtCarved

College Ring table will give you
the chance to see the full

collection ofrings for the fall.

But hurry on over. . . this sale

runs for a limited

time only.

/^KMRVED^CLASS RINGS. INC

DATE Oct. 28, 29, 30

$15 Deposit

TIME 10 AM - 3 PM

PLACE outside Univeristy Store

Depuslt required. MustcrCliurge or ^'i»a accepted. © 1981 ArtCai^cd Class Rings
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Ruggers take two NE cups
NK NAGLE

^"^ JLBy FRAN
Collegian Staff

Both tho A and B sides of the UMass Rugby Club knew
their chances of winning the New England College
Tournament this-past weekend were very good, but to win
everything, like they did on the lower Boyden fields, does
not happen often.

Their play in the tournament, hosted by UMass. was
simply too overpowering for their competition to handle,
as the A side defeated Harvard University. 13 12, for the
Mystic Cup Championship and the B's walked over
Providence College. 22 0. for the Deits Cup Championship.

Every college side team in New England (32 in all)

showed up for the weekend's competition. Out of those
teams, two divisions were set up. The winner of
preliminary games, held previous to the tourney, played in

the championship bracket and the losers played in the
Challenge Cup playoff.

The As got off to an impressive start in the cham-
pionship series by trouncing Babson College 31 4 Satur-
day. George Economou and Bruce Simmonds led the way
with two tries each, and then combined efforts with their
teammates in UMass' 22-0 victory over Amherst College
alsoon Saturday.

After knocking off UConn in the semi finals. 20-0. the A
side went against Harvard for the championship Sunday.
Things did not start the way UMass would have liked as
Harvard jumped out to a 6-0 lead on two penalty kicks and
then added three more penalty points early in the second
half. When UMass found themselves losing 9 with only 15
minutes left to play, the home team ruggers got their act in

gear.

The UMass forwards started dominating the game,
quickly setting up Mike DeCampo for their first try.

Simmonds added three more with a penalty kick minutes
later, and a successful line out and maul then allowed
Kevin Lyons to put UMass ahead 10-9 with an unexpected
drop kick from 20 yards out.

Massachuretts' victory hopes were dealt a serious blow
when Harvard took a 12 9 lead with only a minute left on a
penalty kick, but the UM A side would not relent or lose

t'ollegian pholo bv Terri Bellafiore

LOOKING FOR DAYLIGHT - UMass rugby player Jim Nagle (left) eludes a Providence Col-
lege defender in the UM Rugby Club's *'B" side tourney championship game Sunday at the lower
Boyden fields.

this game.

With less than 30 seconds left. Simmonds made the final

kick of the day and UMass walked away champions.
The B side duplicated their club members' winning ways

by taking the Challenge Cup Championship. The B's
started by beating the Harvard B team (the only other B

team in the tourney) 16-13, and then walked past Coast
Guard, 22-0, both games on Saturday.
The "Killer B's" took on Providence College in the

championship contest Sunday. Both the forwards and
backs played another solid game and they, too. walked
away with their heads high.

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

Mnutemen blank AIC
The University of Massachusetts junior varsity football

team upped its record to 2-0 Sunday by soundly defeating
an overmatched American International College JV team
26-0 at the practice field beside Alumni Stadium.
The Minutemen dominated the contest in every aspect

and were it not for the use of wholesak; substitution
throughout the entire second half, the score could have
been much more lopsided.

UMass" first scoring bid. a Mark Tabor to Carlos Silva
touchdown pass, was called back on a motion penalty and
AIC dug in and held at their own five-yard line to stop the
Minutemen cold.

The UMass defense, which had things its own way all

day, held and AIC punted to their own 45.

From there. UMass needed only six plays before Gerald
White went over the left side from three yards out for
UMass' first TD of the afternoon. Mark Meads extra point
attempt was wide and UMass led 6-0.

This set the stage for the Fred Oaks show. Oaks dropped
theAIC quarterback for a 12-yard loss, forcing another

Yellowjacket punt.

The punt was blocked by UMass and Oaks scooped up
the ball and ran 30 yards for UMass' second score. Meads
cleanly split the uptights and UMass led 13-0 as the first

quarter ended.

Two plays after the ensuing kickoff. AIC fumbled and
there he was again. Oaks recovered on the AIC 30 yard
line.

The UMass offense was unable to capitalize however and
was forced to punt. Oaks would give them another chance
right away though.

AIC went to the air on second down from their own 20
yard line and the ball was batted around. When the smoke
cleared there was Oaks again, this time with an in-

tiTception on the AIC 21.

A pass interference against AIC brought the ball down
to the five yard line. From there, White rushed in for his
second TD of the game. Meads kick was good once again
and UMass held a 20 lead as they left the field for half-
time.

The second half was sHghtly less eventful, as both
squads changed their lineups around. Carlos Silva added
IhejTinal tally of thje afternoon early in the fourth quarter.

Pearson receives

NE Gold Helmet
BOSTON — UMass tailback Garry Pearson was named a

New England Football
. Writer's Gold Helmet Award

winner yesterday.

Pearson will receive' the. award, signifying top per
formance by a Division I football playerfor the week, for
his efforts in Saturday's 34 20 Minuteman victory over
Boston University at Alumni Stadium.

Pearson, who wasalsb choseh as the Yankee Conference
Offensive Player-of-the-AVeek. scored two first half touch-
downs which enabled Massachusetts to come back from an
early 14 deficit. With his 123 yards rushing game, the
junior Bristol. Conn. 'native became the UMass all-time
career rushing leader with 1783 yards, topping the six year
mark of 1780 yards held by Rich Jessamy (1974-76).

Game
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts senior Tom Murray
epitomizes the football fullback position.

Murray's the right size (6'2". 205 lbs.), especially for
the Minuteman trample tactic brand of offensive football,

has the right basic straight ahead power moves and gets
the .same general lack of workingman's notice. Murray is

involved in nearly every UM offensive play, be it as a
blocker or runner, but is rarely noted as such.

In Saturday's 34 20 Ma.ssachusetts kenneling of the
Boston University Terriers at Alumni Stadium. Murray
had high visibility, and in several different dimensions.
For his efforts in that big Minuteman win. the Win-
chester (Ma.) native is this week's Collegian Player-of
Ihe-Game.

Although his game statistics were not overwhelming,
taking nothing away from his two crucial, second half

touchdown capitalizations. Murray's contributions were
extremely important.

For the first time this season, the Minutemen truly

opened up their offensive attack including two well-

chosen pas.ses to fullback turned receiver Murray both in

the second quarter for a total of 33 yards and each for a
first down.
The first Barrett McGrath toss to Murray, a 17 yarder.

opened up the attack as well as BU's defensive eyes as it

was thrown from the Massachusetts seven-yard line. The
second McGrath to Murray connection, two UM
possessions later, drew Terrier blood, coming on a third
down and seven yards to go situation.

Murray grabbed the ball and booted up the right
sideline to the BU 10 yard line, setting up tailback Garry
Pearson's game-tying TD. Murray bulled for his second
and third S'^f-poir t n' the sea^.. in the second half,

bgjhfr- yaiwftut.

Netwomen tenth

in NEs tourney
The University of Massachusetts women's tennis team

placed tenth out of 39 team field last weekend in the New
England Intercollegiate women's tennis tournament held
at Amherst College.

Harvard University won the team competition with a
player in the finals of the singles tournament and two
teams in the finals of the doubles tournament. Another
Crimson singles player won the consolation tournament.

Individually for UMass, Barbara Mills reached the
quarterfinals of the tournament by beating players from
Hampshire College, Amherst College and Trinity College.
She lost to Dartmouth's Wendy Wasson, 6-4, 6-4.

The other UM singles player. Elizabeth Sullivan, won
two rounds. She beat players from Hampshire College and
Providence Collge and then lost to Boston University's
Johanna Sleeper, 6-1, 7-5. In the consolation tournament
she lost to Amherst College.

In doubles play, Wendy Scheerer and Helen Najarian
lost to a Smith College team in the qualifying round and
were ineligible for the consolation tournament.

Faring a little better were Carolyn Tarbell and Sally
Fryberger who beat a team from Bowdoin College and
then lost to Dartmouth, 6-2, 6-2. In the consolation tourna-
ment they beat a team from Williams, 6-2, 6-4, but were
unable to continue in the tournament as Tarbell sprained
her ankle in the second set of that match.

The singles tournament was won by Yale's Connie
Yowell who beat Harvard's Tina Bougas, 6-1, 7-5.

The xHirnament marked the end of this fall season for
the women. Their season's record is complete at 7-3.
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SAFA makes
mark in D.C.
By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

•WASHINGTON, D.C. - Senators Ed"^
ward M, Kennedy and Paul Tsongas,
D-Mass., praised the efforts of University
of Massachusetts students here yesterday
as the group wrapped up two days of lobby-
ing efforts.

About 60 members of Students Ad-
vocating Financial Assistance, (SAFA)
who were in Washington lobbying federal
legislators for increased financial aid spen-
ding, also met with Secretary of Education
Terell Bell and many members of the
Massachusetts congressional delegation.
"This administration has put the dollar

sign back on the entrances of colleges and
universities in the country. I think it is

wrong for the country," Kennedy said.
Kennedy spoke to the students in the

Dirksen Senate Office Building before they
split up into small groups to continue lobby-
ing yesterday.

"There's a lot of things you can do out
there to sensitize members of Congress.
Make sure that's done," Kennedy said.
Tsongas, who spoke separately from

Kennedy to the students, reaffirmed his
opposition to the higher education cuts.

"In my view, higher education is an in-

vestment, not an expenditure," Tsongas
said.

- The students again spent most of the day
lobbying congressional aides and, in some
cases, members of Congress. Monday, the
students met with House Speaker Thomas
P. "Tip" O'Neil, Jr.

William Filios was one of the few
students who spoke with Congressman
John Erlenhorn, R-IIl.. a member of the
House Education and Labor Committee.
"He was on the opposite side of the issue

from us and he sat down and talked to us
for about an hour," Filios said.

Bell and Congressman Silvio 0. Conte,
R-Mass., spoke to the group and answered
questions late in the afternoon.

Bell and Conte differed considerably on
the issue with Conte supporting the higher
funding levels.

"I have felt that we have had some ex-
tremes in our expenditures that we have to
tuck in a bit," Be!I said

Bell also said education was "an invest-
ment as well as an expenditure."
Brad Goldstein, co-President of SAFA,

said "it was good that we got to hear a
member of the executive branch (Bell), but

Continued on page 9
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CASTING THE DAY AWAY - Todd Mosher, a junior in the
School of Business, relaxes Saturday while fishing at Puffer's
Pond in North Amherst.

Collei^iaii photo by ,

PETRIFYNG PUMPKIN - Shedding his evil grin, this JackO-Lantern
anticipates upcoming Halloween weekend.

Violating CO by-laws
gets CARP booted
By RICK ALMEIDA
Collegian Correspondent

Members of the Collegian Association for
Research of Principals (CARP), a group af-
filiated with Rev. Sun Myung Moon's
Unification Church, were asked to leave
the Campus Center yesterday for soliciting
signatures to bring a panef discussion to
the University. The panel would address
the issue of civil rights for new religions.
At about 1 1 a.m. Dudley Bridges, head of

building operations for the Campus Center,
asked an unidentified woman represen-
titive of CARP to leave the area after he
witnessed her mingling with people in the
concourse area. Bridges said. The
organization was staffing a table and the
by-laws of the building stipulate that
representatives must remain behind their
table. At about 3 p.m. people from CARP
were again asking for signatures.
Peter Lucas, vice chairman of the Cam-

pus Center Board of Ciovemors, said this
practice of asking all groups in the Campus

Center to remain behind their tables, is in-
tended to stop the interference of the
privacy of passers-by. The tables are in-
tended to make the public aware of various
groups, he said.

The purpose of the petition circulated by
CARP is to bring three speakers to the
University for a panel discussion. The
speakers include Dr. Moses Durst, presi-
dent of the Unification Church in America;
Rev. Osborne Scott, professor of black
studies at City College of New York, and
Jeremiah Gutman, vice president of the
American Civil Liberties Union. The topic
of their discussion would be "The Civil
Rights of New Religious Minorities."
CARP wants DVP to sponsor the panel

discussion as a rebuttal to a previous
speech by Steve Hassan, founder of Ex-
Moon, Inc., which is a group of ex-
Unification Church members. Sue Chioc-
chio, head of the Distinguished Visitors
Program (DVP), said the DVP does not try
to have its visitors balance each other off,

continiwd on pa^e 10

She starved her body in

order to f^ed her mind
By KELLY BURKE
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: This is the second article
in a two-part interview with a sufferer of
anorexia nervosa, who hxis formed a sup-
port group for anorexics in Northampton,
Judy Somer holds a master's degree in
education from^ the University of
Ma^ssachusetts, Amherst, and a bachelor's
degreefrom Hampshire College.

A pretty and petite. 5-feet tall young
woman. Judy Somer, weighs the same 95
pounds now that she did when she was 14,

before she began a compulsive starvation
diet. At age 22, her voice and appearance
are still girlish. Therapy is helping her to
understand the causes of her anorexia ner-
vosa so she can control it.

One day last spring, she says she came to

the realisation that she had to eat or she
would die of the effects of malnutrition.
For the past two months, she has maintain-
ed her weight for the first time since she
was 14. Therapy has given her the incen-
tive to eat, she says.

Somer described with newly-acquired in-

sight some of the complex motivations and
causes of her struggle with starvation.
A low self-image was one factor. Like

most anorexics, .she says she told her.self,

"I don't deserve pleasures... I'm no good.''
But at the same time, not eating made her
feel good because she was in control. She
wanted to be a hero, U) do something no
one else could do — stop eating.

Dr. Hilde Bruch states in her book, The
Gold4m Cage, that anorexia nervosa is an
incorrect name for the disease, because
anorexia means "lack of appetite."

Continued on page 6
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World and national news
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Mass. students will

suffer severely by cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) Sen. Edward M.

Kennedy. D Mass., said yesterday 30.000
to 40.000 Massachusetts students will be
affected by the Reagan administration's

cuts in federal funds for education.

"I think it's extremely unwise and bad
policy to have cutbacks in education."
Kennedy told a group of about 60 students
from the University of Massachusetts-
Amherst.

The students were in Washington to
k>bby against reductions in federal spen-
ding for education. They met with members
of the Massachusetts delegation, including
Sen. Paul Tsongas. D Mass.. and Rep.
Silvio Conte, R-Mass.

Kennedy said it's all very well to try to
increase the nation's productivity,
modernize the industrial base, and increase
exports, but if there is going to be a society
in which people strive to make informed
and balanced judgements, "to reduce the
support for education is extremely short-

sighted and basically wrong."

He said it does not make seilse to reduce
federal aid to education programs when the

major oil companies are allowed to take
advantage of significant tax breaks and the

tobacco and sugar industries enjoy huge
subsidies.

Education is not a special interest in the
same way that the oil. tobacco and sugar
industries are. he said.

"We're talking about the kind of society

we're going to be," he said.

Kennedy said one of the achievements of

the 19tJ0s was to take the dollar sign off the
entrances to the schools and colleges of this

country.

"I think this administration has put the
dollar sign hack," he said.

The result is that students will be limited
in which schools and colleges they will be
able to attend, and the determining factor
will be which they can afford to go to, the
senator said.

AP LmMrpboto

ATLANTA, —
SIGNALING THE
WAY — Andrew Young
signals directions to a
campaign worker Tues-
day as he campaigned
atop the cab of a flat

bed truck through the
streets of Atlanta
where he is seeking the
job of mayor in a runoff
election against Sidney
Marcus.

Reagan picks up nine more AWAC votes
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan switched

three opponents and picked up six other votes from among
the uncommitted yesterday in a major gain for his fight to

rescue an $8.5 billion Saudi arms sale from Senate defeat.

The gains put the president within three votes of a
comefrom behind victory for the sale of AWACS radar
planes and F15 jet fighter weaponry and left Senate
Democratic Whip Alan Cranston of California conceding,
"We may well lose" when the Senate considers the sale
today.

Cranston, who was saying last week he expected the
opponents to score a strong victory, was Uking a different
tack 23 hours before today's afternoon's showdown vote.
"The odds have shifted in favor of the White House," he
said. "We may well lose. We have not lost yet."

The latest Associated Press count had 52 senators
declared against the sale, 47 announced or leaning in favor,
and one undecided.

Switching in favor of the sale were Sen. Roger W.
Jepsen, R-Iowa, who had been opposed, and Sens. Charles
E. Grassley, R-Iowa, and J. James Exon, D-Neb., both of
whom had been leaning against it.

Six uncommitted senators came out in favor of the sale
yesterday. They were : John Melcher. D-Mont., Bob Dole,
R Kan., Harrison Schmitt, D-N.M., Walter D. Hud
dleston. D-Ky., David L. Boren, D Okla., and Frank H.
Murkowski, R Alaska.

At the White House, Reagan told reporters Tuesday
afternoon: "I think it looks good." He refused, however, to

claim victory, stating he was "cautiously optimistic."

Asked what he had said to the senators who had decided
to support him, the president replied: "It's good for the
United States. It's good for peace in the Middle East. It's
good for the security of Israel."

If the Senate does veto the sale, Reagan said he
"seriously" doubted he would try to send the aircraft to
Saudi Arabia, which he may do without approval if he says
it's a national security matter.
Reagan made his remarks while leaving the White

House to board a helicopter for a trip to Richmond, Va., for
a political appearance.

Earlier, White House spokesman David R. Gergen
described the administration as being "within a very few
votes" of winning Senate approval. "We definitely can
win," he said. "The gap is closing. We're within a handful
of votes."

Israel and Egypt declare

peaceful and normal relations
TEL AVIV, Israel - Israel and Egypt, declaring their

relation to be peaceful and normal, signed a tourism ac-
cord yesterday and emphasized their desire for an early
agr^ment on self-rule for Palestinians living under Israeli

occupation.

Egyptian Foreign Minister Kamal Hassan Aly sr)oke of
an "agreement in the near future." Israeli Defense
Minister Ariel Sharon said the two countries should aim
for'the "main principles that are in our capacity to decide"
and leave other issues for the future.

Consumer groups fear results

of less industry regulation
(AP) — Several leading consumer activists said

yesterday that there will be a flood of false advertising and

Digest
By the Associated Press

^;!T!JT!T!7!;!1JJ¥IJ|IJ|IW

shoddy products if the government adopts proposals by the
new head of the Federal Trade Commission for less
regulation of industry.

"It's horrifying," said Karen Burstein, chairman of the
New York State Consumer Protection Board.
Rhoda H. Karpatkin. executive director of Consumers

Union, the product testing organization, said policies
advocated by James C. Miller would move the country
"back into the age of 'Let the buyer beware,' or maybe
even, 'Let the buyer be milked.'"

Governor King names nurse

to State Board ofEducation
BOSTON Gov. Edward J. King has named Dorothea

Anetzberger Zanetti of Wilbraham to the state Board of
Education, replacing board chairman Anne H. McHugh of
Holyoke, whose term expired.
The board will elect a new chairman at its meeting Nov.

30, Terry Zoulas, spokesman for the state Department of
Education, said yesterday.

Mrs. McHugh had been named to the board by former
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis six years ago and has been on
"holdover" status since Jan. 21, when her term expired.

Ms. Anetzberger-Zanetti, who was sworn in Monday in
Sprmgfield. is a former teacher. She currently works as a
nurse at Wing Memorial Hospital in Palmer.

Mrs. McHugh complained that she received no notice
form the governor's office that she was being replaced.

AP Uwrybelo

SAN FRANCISCO. Oct. 27 — AT THE FINISH
LINE -> Donald Marrs, a mail carrier dying: of
cmncer, crosses the Golden Gate Bridge yester-
day, completing a trang-continental journey
begun by Terry Fox of Canada. Marrs began hi$
walk July 28 from Carlyle. 111., due south of
Thunder Bay, Ontario where Fox was forced to
ead his roa because of spreading cancer. Fox died
J«M 28 after raising more than $24 million for
cwctr reaearfli.

wt(tmiimamm

Corrections
A story in yesterday's edi-

tion of the Collegian incor-

rectly identified Rep. Silvio

O. Conte as a Democrat
from Amherst. Conte is a
Republican from Pittsfield.

•••••
CORRECTION

Lois Stalyey, author of

TV Edwatim of a WASP
will lecture on racism on
Wednesday rtigbt at 8 p.m.
in Worcester Dining Com-
mons and not on Monday as
r^jorted

Sisitsky announces plans to

run for Attorney General
BOSTON — Alan D. Sisitsky, temporarily barred from

his state Senate seat, announced plans yesterday to run for
state attorney general, and, in the meantime, fight Senate
President William Bulger in court.

Bulger, D-Boston. who has been feuding with Sisitsky
for weeks, ordered him out of the Senate chamber in-

definitely on Monday, accusing him of Unruly behavior.

Sisitsky quickly launched a counter offensive, an-
nouncing he has retained former Assistant Attorney
General S. Stephen Rosenfeld and attorney Maria
Krokidas to wage a battle in court for reinstatement. He
said the suit would be filed next week in the sUte Supreme
Court.

i
I
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Jury selection set to begin
in 'demonic possession' trial
DANBURY, Conn. - The religious beliefs of prospective

jurors were expected to be questioned closely when jury
selection began yesterday in the murder trial of a Con-
necticut man whose attorney plans td use "demonic
possession" as a defense.

Selecting a 12-person jury will take fro^ two weeks to
two months, attorneys in the case predict, i

A'^o^ Sifr"'?*'
Johnson. 19. has been held in jaU in lieu

olJL25,000bond smce his arrest in the Feb. 16 stabbing
death of Alan Bono, 41. manager of a Brookfield, Conn.*
kennel. His attorney, Martin Minnella, says he will at-
tempt to prove that Johnson is innocent because he was
possessed by the devil at the time of the atta<:k
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Suit brought
-QsUsgimi 8

By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

A suit filed in Suffolk Superior Court October 19 in
behalf of the students of Boston State College named the

I u o^^rJ^^"^ ^^ "'^^^'' Education and Chancellor
John B. Duff as defendants and charged that closing the
college mid-year is illegal, according to a statement releas-
ed by the Massachusetts State College Association.
The suit charges Duff and the Regents with breach of

contract contending that they are jeopardizing the con-
tinuation of degree programs which are now available
from the college. The suit accuses the Regents of
withholding funds allocated by the legislature for "disad-
vantaged" students.

Jonathan Rutley, executive vice-president of the Boston
State College student association said the latest proposal
to merge the college with the University of
Massachusetts, Boston violates Chapter 15a of

Massachusetts General Laws Because the Regents did not
hold a public hearing, submit a report, notify the Speaker
of the House and Senate president or pass the motion by a
two-thirds margin, all of which is required by that law.
"If the merger was to be pulled off it was to be done in

an orderly way and not disrupt the students as it has
"

Rutley said.
'

Chancellor Duff with the approval X)f the Regents, has
allocated enough funds to Boston State College to last on-
ly through this semester, the statement said. The suit con-
tends that the schools closing is "imminent" and requests
the court to order the Regents to "reallot available funds
between the College and the University" so the college
will not have to close in January.
Rutley said he fears that programs offered to students

at Boston State will be dropped from the curriculum once
the merger is complete. He said some programs will be
kept on a probationary basis but there is no guarantee
they will be kept after that period and some students will

Regents
be forced to transfer to other institutions because of this.
A "working class schedule" available at Boston State

will be denied students once the merger is complete,
Rutley said, and many students will be forced out of
school. The college now has a schedule of classes which
runs from Monday through and in which every day
finishes at 12:30, providing people with plenty of time to
work a part-time job. The class schedule at UMass Boston
runs from Monday through Friday and classes run into the
afternoon thereby limiting the number of people who can
go to school there, Rutley said.

On August 21 the Regents passed a motion by nine votes
to complete the merger of Boston State with
UMass/Boston by February 1982. The official merger plan
was to be completed over a three year period and was to
be directed by an implementation board which was to
facilitate the merger. An attempt to speed-up the merger
into a three week program was enjoined in August by Suf-
folk Superior Court.
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SLICES OF MODERN ART - Slice shaped slabs of concrete
are part of a modern art formation, back dropped by a water
fall, in downtown Springfield.

Racism series to begin
with awareness lecture
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By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Civil rights activist and author Lois
Stalvey wiU lecture tonight on her ex-

periences in learning about racism in the

first of a series of lecture-workshops titled

"In Appreciation of Difference: Responding
to Racism in American Culture."

The lecture will be held at 8 p.m. in

Worcester Dining Commons in Northeast.
Bill Russell, former player/coach of the

Boston Celtics is scheduled to be the second
speaker in the series on Nov. 4 at 8 p.m. in

the Fine Arts Center.

The series began last January as an
independent study project by Liz Bennett
of the Women's Studies Program. Her
concern over the lack of racism awareness
and all its aspects prompted her to combine
her organizational skills and interest to

develop the series, she said.

"I always wanted to do something about
racism. I spent the last few years studying
racism, but I always thought I had to wait

until I was an 'expert' until I could do
something about it," Bennett said.

"I finally realized nobody will ever be an
exp«t on the subject, and it's a serious

enough issue which people have to be
continually conscious of, and fighting and
organizing against" she said.

Bennett talked with anti-racist groups on
campus about the best way to reach people
and decided to get someone who wouki
draw people. Bill Russell has strong
opinions about the racism he's encountered,
and is well known not only in the sports
world, but as an author and social com-
mentator as well, Bennett said.

Bennett described Stalvey as a white civil

rights activist and an author who believed
that white people were not racist unless
they were blatantly so, like members of the
Ku Klux Klan.

Bennett said Stalvey began to realize the
complexity of racism in the sixties when she
attempted to have a black schoolteacher
hired in her system. Her husband was fired
and they were forced to move to another
state in order for him to find employment,
because of her outspoken approach.

Bennett read Stalvey*s book Education of
a WASP in a discussion group, and was so
moved that she and other members wrote
to the publisher and asked to get in touch
with Sulvey. They asked her to present a

continued on pagt 9

Jury starts today on
student vs. police case
A twelve person jury will begin

deliberation tomorrow on the case of
University of Massachusetts student
Joseph McDonagh, of Roslindale. who is

facing three charges of assault and battery
against two former UMass police officers.

McDonagh. and three other men, were
arrested in an altercation with UMass
police and security officers on March 9, 1980
in the vicinity of the Blue Wall in the
campus center.

In that incident, McDonagh and
University student Douglas Locke claimed
they were beaten last month and filed a $2.1
million civil rights suit against the UMass
police department.
Prosecuting and defense attorneys gave

the jury their closing arguments yesterday.
This morning at 10 a.m. Superior Court

Judge Eileen P. Griffin will instruct the
jury on the laws to be applied in their
decision and the jury will then begin
deliberations.

Defense Attorney Steven Baumohl said
last night that he felt it was clear, through
court testimony, that there was "no
evidence" that McDonangh had been a
disorderly person and that the arresting
officer, Steven Draghetti had acted
unlawfully in arresting McDonagh.
Baumohl also said that McDonagh had the
right to resist an unlawful arrest.

In addition, Baumohl said he felt

Draghetti to be an "unbelievable witness"
in light of Draghetti's reported involvement
in a fight in the Blue Wall shortly before the
arrest of McDonagh.

Continued on page 6

UTOPIA letter disclaims

responsibility for threats
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian this

weekend received a letter signed by
UTOPIA, an organization which distributed
right wing posters calling for a rally earlier
this month.
The letter, which was addressed "Dear

Editor and UMass Campus," and was
signed by the "UTOPIA Board of

Presidents" outlined the group's reasons for

distributing their leaflets, which advocated
oppression of blacks, homosexuals and left

wing organizations.

A copy of the letter was turned over to
University of Massachusetts police, who
are investigating the UTOPIA incident.

Following the appearance of the UTOPIA
posters three weeks ago. a black gay man
who spoke at a counter-UTOPIA rally

received death threats signed UTOPIA,

The People's Gay Alliance also received
threats.

In their letter to the Collegian, however,
UTOPIA denied involvement with the
death threats.

"UTOPIA claims no responsibility for any
incident after the posting of the flyers," the
letter states. "Any further use of the name
UTOPIA without proper authorization will
result in 'disciplinary action.'

"

In addition, the letter states that UTOPIA
distributed their flyers "in order to put into
perspective the ultra-radical point of view
that the campus has been subjected to for
too long."

The letter also described the original
leaflet as "written with an ultra-reactionary
point of view." in order to put their
ideas "into perspective."
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Graduate Student Senate increases fee

Wednesday. October 28. 1981

By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Correspondent

The Graduate Student Senate approved a five-dollar per
semester increase in the Graduate Student Tax and pass-

ed a motion endorsing Thursday night's candlelight
Solidarity Vigil in last night's meeting of the GSS in room
804 of the Campus Center.

The five-dollar fee increase represents a 21 percent
boost from the original tax of $23.50 per semester and is

expected to cover $15,000 in increased costs for fiscal year
1983, said treasurer Paul Weiss.

"Because of inflation and Federal cutbacks in funding
for transportation, we'll have to come up with another
$10,000 for the transit service next year for each
semester." said Weiss.

President Jack Delmond said that a graduate student
referendum from last spring gave students the options of
having fare on buses, suffering cutbacks in busing ser-

vices, or incurring fee increases in order to maintain pre-

sent ser\'ices. He said that eighty-five percent of the

NewYork University
VisitsYour Campus

toAnswer Questions on
theM.B.A.Pr(i^grani

Located in the hean of the Wall Street area. New York University's
Graduate School of Business Administration has trained students for
executive positions for over 60 years A recent survey by Standard &.
Poor's ranked New York University number 2 nationwide as the source
of graduate education for chief executives in major companies On

Wednesday. October 28. an admissions officer
will be on campus to discuss the quality and flexibility of the graduate

Newark
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business program. Check with

the Office of Career Develop-
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students vote<i for fee increases.

Executive Officer Terry Szold pointed out that 95 per-

cent of graduate students live off campus, and that a
reduction in services would occur in the heavily populated
Sunderland and Amherst routes.

Weiss also said that there was a mandatory pay increase
by the Administration of $2,000 for professional staff.

These positions are the Committee Coordinator (currently
served by Don Ross), and the Administrative Coordinator
(now held by Jasmine Dali).

In addition, Weiss said there was another mandatory
pay increase of $3,000 for services which is in the Univer-
sity Accounting procedure currently provided free to the
Senate.

Vice President Sanjiv IXigal reported a housing fee in-

crease of $18 per month. He said that the six new staff
positions that were originally to be funded by the state fell

through, and were being picked by the University. New
la^x>r charges and increased fringe benefits for employees

continued on page 9

Legislators to talk education today
By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Correspondent

The future of public education in Massachusetts and
possible anion by the stale Legislature will be the topic of

a symposium, "Act and Resolve: Education's Assignment
for the 80s, " tomorrow at t he State House in Boston.
The symposium, which is, co-sponsored by the UMass

Graduate School of Education and the Legislature's Joint
Committee on Education, will, "trigger a statewide
dialogue on these issues and help the Legislature put
together a legislative package as a result of symposium's
findings," said Dean Mario D. Fantini of the school of
i^ducation.

Featured speakers at the day-long symposium, focusing
primary and secondary education, will include Joseph A .

Califano Jr., former U.S. secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare; William Bulger, president of the state
Senate; Thomas McGee. speaker of the state house of
Representatives; said Fantini.

Fantini said the symposium will split up into five panels
I hat will discuss separate issues. Each panel will report

their recommendations near the end ot the day.
Representative James Collins, D-Amherst, will lead a

panel disucussion on school finance and economy.
'Because of limitations on properly tax resources for

sch(K)l support and dim prospects for increased Federal
aid, the panel will discuss how far the state should go in
increasing school aid appropriations, Fantini said. "And if

the state is to assume a greater share, what should the
formula for aid distribution be." he said.

Another forum will be concerned with tho relationship of
schools and the community.

"In that area we'll mainly deal with how community
interest and support for schools can be enhanced and
developed," Fantini said.

The other topics will deal with the relationship between
public and private education; the issue of management and
governance; and a revised definition of quality in public
education, such as a new level of miniumum competency
tests for high school students. -

"Instead of dealing with these crises as they occur," said
Fantini, "hopefully we'll be able to put together a long-
range set of guidelines.

Neivslines
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Escort service is introduced
to curb campus assaults

In response to the assaults and sexual harassment on
campus, the Student Government Association (SGA)
President's Office is organizing an escort service for
.students, from 7 p.m. to 12 a.m. on Sunday through
Thursday nights. The escort service will run to and from
dormitories, libraries, and bus stops, along scheduled
routes.

Student escorts will always work in pairs of a man and a
woman, to ensure that everyone wi^l feel free to utilize the
service.

They will work out of their dormitories in conjunction
with their area governments.
Awareness and emergency training programs are being

planned to help volunteers understand the importance of
th«'ir role. Escorts should be assertive.

Interested students should stop by the SCiA FVesident's
Office, in room 40fiE of the Student'Unicm building t<) pick
Lip an application. Southwest area students should contact
.lohn Kota at the Southwest Area (iovernment for more
information.

American Psych. Association

makes UMass prof, president
Bonnie Strickland, chair of the University of

Massachusetts p.sychology department, has t)een named
president of the clinical section of the American
Psychological Association.

Strickland will l)e the president-elect for 1982. the presi-
dent for 1983, and past president for 1984.
The American Psychological Association, which has

about 50,000 total members, has a clinical section of ap-
proximately 5,000 clinical psychologists and students.
As president, Strickland, who came to UMass as a pro-

fes.sor of psychology in 1973, will plan and preside over a
mid-winter meeting of the board of directors of the clinical
psychology division, and give a presidential address at a
national meeting.

Strickland plans, as president, "to continue to be atten-
tive to the needs of the meml)ership, to consider the new
directions in which clinical psychology is going.. .and how
we can best involve ourselves in our new activities as well
as maintain our traditional clinical psychology interest,"
she said.

- By CHERYL RUBECK

Amherst police have suspect

for UMass campus assault
The Amherst poUce said yesterday they have identified

the suspect in sexual assault against a University of
Massachusetts woman that occured at a Brittany Manor
apartment October 12.

The police refused to release the suspect's identity
pending consultation with the Frankhn Hampshire District
Attorney's office. No one has been arrested in connection
with the case, a spokesperson for the district attorney's
office said yesterday.

The victim of the assault reportedly received scratches
and bruises during the alleged assault. She told pohce she
did not know the identity of the attacker.

University student arraigned

in dormitory assault case
Steven N. Ha.ss. arrested Sept. 27 for allegedly

assaulting a woman in his University of Massachusetts
dormitory, was arraigned Oct. 9 in the Hampshire County
Superior court in Northampton on a charge of assault with
intent to commit rape.

Defending Ha.ss in the ca.sc is attorney William Newman
of Northampton. The prosecuting attorney is assistant
District Attorney William St. .James.

Hass, of Rehobeth, is a resident of Brown dormitory in
Sylvan.

A trial date has not been set.

'Donahue* segment featuring

UMstudents to air Nov. 6, 11
The segment of the Phil Donahue show featuring two
University of Massachusetts students discussing students'
rights will be televised twice locally in the next three
weeks.

Student Government Association co President Kevin
Mangan and student Jackson Katz taped the interview and
discussion with Donahue in Chicago last week. The show is
scheduled to be aired at 10:30 a.m. Nov. 6 on Channel 5
from Boston and on Nov. 16 on channel 22 from Springfield.

A story in last Thursday's Collegian reported incorrect
dates of the broadcast.
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Life on Mars

questioned by

interpretation

of Viking test
By STEPHEN DAIGLE
Collegian Correspondent

iq5?S,^"
'^'^ biology experiments on board the two

197b Viking Mars missions pointed to life. University of
Massachusetts' Professor. Dr. Robert L. Huguenin of the
UMass Planetary Chemistry Lab has created a theory of
non-hfe which is now the most widely accepted explana-
tion for the test results.

"The first reason for questioning the results, Huguenin
said, IS that only when all other possibilities are
eliminated, the results are inconclusive.
"A large number of models were originally

proposed.. .but our model is the only remaining one that
appears to explain all of the findings," he said.
The heart of the problem, Huguenin said, is that there is

no liquid water anywhere near where the Viking ex-
periments were performed. Since liquid water is the one
constant in life as we know it, the absence of it at the Vik-
ing sites cast doubt upon there actually being life in the
vicinity, he said. Since there is no life there large enough
to see, the Viking had to rely on sophisticated chemical
analysis in hope of finding microorganisms.
Huguenin 's theory says that hydrogen peroxide -

which, like earth dew, is formed between dusk and dawn
- was the major reason for the test results which seemed
to indicate life, he said.

Huguenin was asked to join in interpreting the Viking
mission when the results of the three biology experiments
were compiled during late 1976. Scientists at the Jet Pro-
pulsion LalK)ratory in Pasadena. California, who were
working on the Viking, became concerned over the results
of the experiments, which .seemed to indicate that life ex-
isted. Huguenin flew to Pa.sadena from his Massachusetts
Institute of Technology laboratory where he aLso works,
as an expert on the chemistry of Mars.
Huguenin said his theory does not mean there is no life

on .Mars. The place where the Viking landed is much dryer
than the most arid deserts on earth. It also experiences
much wider temperature variations (from a low of -90 to a
high of -10 degrees centigrade) than anywhere on earth.
Life would have a tough time developing in such rapidlv
changing temperatures, Huguenin said.

But there are areas of Mars as large as New England
which contain ten percent liquid water in the soil. The air
in these regions is hotter than the dry cold regions where
the Vikings landed.

"If life exi.sts on Mars, these wet regions are the best bet
locations.' Huguenin said. He al.so said he feels that if the
Viking mi.ssion had settled it's probes there, the results
could have been different.
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This poster has been
widely distributed around
campus by the
Northampton-Amherst
Women Against Violence
Against Women.
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Rape defense posters on campus
may raise consciousness, controversy
MICHELLE MURAY
Collegian Staff

Posters captioned "women defend yourselves against
rapists" and depicting "targets" on a man's body and
"weapons" on a woman's, were pasted in many areas of the
University of Massachusetts campus early yesterday
morning and drew various reactions from the community.

The poster read, "RAPISTS BEWARE: women have
weapons with them all the time" and advised women to
"trust your instincts, react as quickly, forcefully and loudly
as you can. " It was billed "A PubUc Service Message From
Northampton-Amherst Women Against Violence Against
Women."
Targets on a man's body a woman could aim for if she
were being attacked were listed and the poster explained
how a woman could use parts of her body to defend herself.

A source from the Committee Agai.ist Se.'ual and Racial
Assaults (CASAR) who wished to rema.,-. "".onymous said
she was worried that the poster wou'd not be effective
because "it would feed into what s been appearing in the
letters to the editor " where people are writing about "man-
hating feminists.

' She emphasized that she disagreed with
the tactic of wheat -pasting because it is impossible to
n-movp posters that have been wheatpasted. "The

but the tactics left
message was an important one
something to be desired." she said.

She also said there was concern about the fact that the
man m the poster looked Latin or Jewish, thereby in-
sinuating that Third World men are responsible for rapes
when in fact most rapes are committed by white men. She
said she understood that the people responsible for the
posters were aware of this bias and tried to scribble out the
face of the man before the posters were hung.

UMass police reported that several women, some from
the University were confronted early yesterday morning
whUe putting up the posters. No action was taken but the
incident was referred to the office of the Dean of Students
and if it chooses it may take disciplinary action against the
University women for defacing University property.

Dudley Bridges, Manager of Building Operations, voiced
no opinion on the posters but said he was bothered by the
fact that they were wheat pasted to walls. It will take two
to three days of labor to scrape the posters and the paste
off the walls and that's time that could be used for other
things, he said. He added that there are bulletin boards
available for posting purposes.
Women Against Violence Against Women could not be

reached for comment.

Changes to affect housing of poor
(API — The government announced two major changes

in the housing sector of the economy yesterday, one af
feeling the poor and the other affecting the inflation rate
for everyone.

The housing clement of the Consumer Price Index,
which critics say often distorts the nation's inflation pic-
ture, will be changed beginning in 1983, the Labor
Department's Bureau of Labor Statistics said.
That change is expected to lower the inflation rate,

causing a drop in the cost-of living raises for millions of
Americans, the Bureau of Labor Statistics said.

Paid PositioirAvaSabie"
The Collegian needs a file
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type, and perform other
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Apply at Collegian
Business Office.

_Thej::ollegian is tin equal opportunity employer.

And the secretary of housing and urban development
said the Reagan administration intends to begin giving
rent vouchers to the poor instead of subsidizing more low-
income housing.

Although details still are being worked out. Secretary
Samuel R. Pierce Jr. said eligible families "would be given
basic monthly grants which they could apply toward their
rent in any safe and sanitary housingof their choosing."

In any case, IJUD will "severely" reduce the housing
subsidy program, known as Section 8, and back away from
public housing projects, he told the Mortgage Bankers
As.sociation of America convention in Washington.
The CPI revision calls for measuring housing costs as if

the owner were paying rent. The rent would be based on
the costs of operating a home, including property taxes,
repairs, insurance and regular maintenance.
"A growing number of people feel that there is

something wrong with the CPI and that it should be fixed,"
BLS Commissioner Janet L. Norwood said. "In Ught of the
extensive use of the CPI in our economic system, it is

essential that public confidence in it be maintained."
Currently, 20 percent of the entire CPI is determined by

changes in house prices and mortgage rates.
Last year the CPI's housing cost measure registered a

16.5 percent increase. If the new rental equivalent
measure were used, housing costs would have shown a 9.1
percent increase.'
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Five College Credit Union growing
By ANNE MCCROY
Collegian Correspondent

While UMass students may choose to have accounts in

the UMass Student Federal Credit Union (UMSFCU). a
banking alternativt' for employees of the five area colleges
is the Five College Credit Union (FCCU).

Services offered at the credit union include share ac
counts, certificates, travelers checks, money orders and
loans for all purposes except mortgages, Dutcher said.
ChtH-king accounts, or share drafts, are not currently
available, but may be in the future, he said.

Membership in the credit union has advantages over
regular banking. Dutcher said. The credit union offers
higher dividends on its share accounts than are paid on
savings accounts in banks. Its rates on certificates are
competitive with those in banks, he said.

"The biggest advantage (of being a member of the credit
union) is the convenience of payroll deduction for making
deposits or repaying loans," Dutcher said.
The FCCU and the UMass Student Federal Credit Union

are "exactly the same (in the services provided)" said

Dutcher. They abide by the same federal credit union
regulations. However. FCCU serves only full-time em-
ployees, while UMSFCU serves students.

The FCCU currently boasts a membership of 6.900, with
a growing potential "in excess of 12.000 members."
Dutcher said. The firm has "good reserves, which are
indicative of soundness," he said. Dutcher also cited the
union's ability to pay good dividends as proof of its success.

The credit union employs nine full-time personnel, in

eluding manager Dutcher and Virginia Lacombe. assistant
manager, he said.

The credit union 'was chartered in 1967 to serve em
pioyees of UMass. It then expanded to include the other
four colleges in the area." Dutcher said.

The credit union also has a "satellite office" at the UMass
Medical School in Worcester. It serves the Boston campus
as well, although an office is not located there, he said.

The FCCU, located in the basement of Draper Hall,
across from the Campus Center, is open from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. Monday through Thursday and 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Friday.

• Trial
continued from page .i

Baumohl said Draghetti had been struck on the head
with his own nightstick in the fight which. Baumohl
claimed, affected Draghetti's behavior.
AssisUnt District Attorney for Hampshire Franklin

County WiUiam St. James, in giving his closing argument
to the jury, said McDonagh had incited a group of Blue
Wall patrons on the Campus Center concourse against the
police and was arrested by Draghetti because. St. James

said, the officer "did not want any further trouble that
evening. ' St. James was referring to the fight in the Blue
Wall.

St. James also claimed McDonagh resisted the arrest of
Draghetti and attempted to escape police custody once
outside the Campus Center.
The prosecuting attorney responded to McDonagh's

charges of police bruUlity by saying that police officers

had not "stomped" on McDonagh's legs, as McDonagh
claimed, and said that the "worst" injuries McDonagh
received were "cuts and bruises."

YOUR MOTHER
WARNED US.

So we knew this college ring sale had to be perfect for you.
She told us you were difficult. "Ne\fQT ate vegetables/she said. "Never

calls home." Preparing for you was a tough assignment.
But we're as tough as our toughest customer Our rings are custom-

designed and backed by a lifetime w^rrsnX)/.

$ai>de up to $20 on our Siladium® rings (now only $79.95). And if

you're undecided about a college ring, we can make your decision easy
Because you can get a terrific deal when you trade in your IOK gold hiah
school ring. ^

You can choose from dozens of styles. \)M?'ve got something for the •

most demarKfing student. Even you.
But don't thank us. Thank your mother.

/IKRylRVED
Xci/VSS RINGS INC

Date: Oct. 28, 29, 30 10-3 PM

Location, outside University Store
© 1981 ArtCarved Class Rings. Inc

* Anorexia
continued froTn page 1

Anorexics suf-

fer from "a panicky fear of gaining weight," rather than a
lack of appetite, she states.

Somer said, "I did want to eat; of course I was hungry."
But the need for some feehng of control over her life was
compelling — no one could force her to eat. The power she
felt initially made her feel great, until the physical effects
of hunger changed that, she says.

The cultural image of a l)eautiful woman was also a fac-

tor.

"Once you start losing weight, there's distortion, and
you think you look good."
The message of the times, according to Somer, is

"Screw up your bwly, but get thin." People told her she
looked great at 80 pounds. "Oh really?" she said. "I'll lose
more."

Not eating reinforced her desire to keep from growing
up. She did not feel competent to face adulthood, or even
adolescence, and felt strong ties to nurture and be nur-
tured by her mother.
Her fear of sex was a fear of the unknown, because her

mother did not talk much about it. She used to be repulsed
by the idea of having children, but now the idea is becom-
ing more attractive to her.

Not eating also kept her from having her period. It had
begun before she stopped eating, but she did not have it"

from the time she was 14 until she was 17.

"Not getting your period is not growing up. I lost my
chest, and bought little kids' clothes."

Feelings of inadequacy, as well as incompetency con-

tributed to her illness, she says. Women are high
achievers, yet they are unhappy. Often they do not feel

good about themselves. No matter what they accomplish,
family pressures to do what is expected of them, like get
married, may affect their self-esteem. Somer says.

As for the state of her illness, "I'm recovering, not
recovered." Somer said. Now she can at least keep food in

the house without fear of overeating. However, "There
will never be a day I'll be totally relaxed about food."
Whereas Itefore she strove f(^r the control not to eat, now
she struggles for the control to alhjw herself when she has
the urge not to.

And Somer still feels she looks like she needs to lose

weight. She explained. l)eing 80 poun<is, you get used to

looking a certain way. There is nothing wrong with your
eyes - it just takes a while to get comfortable with the
"extra" weight.

Halloween
Decorations

Masks & Make-up
at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
'A high-tech

jungleland!'
It was aco d. rainy day. I rushed into the Student Union,

found myself a comfortable spot in the Cape Cod Lounge
and relaxed, hoping to catch a catnap between classes. .

.

Awakening with a start. I began to realize the students
around me were somehow different. Then, it hit me
Everyone was carrying a physics textbook and notebook

wHif.M'''KTT r ^^«''y°"«' Their faces were framed
with thick, black hornrimmed glasses with soUed whitemaskmg Upe holding the specUcles together. Strapped to
all their cracked, white vinyl belte which held up rather

short, artificially faded K-Mart blue jeans, were
calculators. Each "person" wore a white and blue T-shirt
boldly emblsEoned with the slogan. "High-Tech is Making
It In Massachusetts!!" I turned away horrified and caught
sight of the back of one of the T-shirts. There was a smiUng
photograph of Ed King exorting. "Re elect Ed in '82!!" The
terror of what had happened was now apparent. UMass
had been turned into a high-tech jungleland devoid of the
arts, culture. EngUsh or social sciences! As a Political
Science/English major. I realized my life was in danger.
Stealthily. I moved toward the door hoping to avoid their

electronic stares. Suddenly everyone's calculators started
beepuig and they all began to point towards my backpack.

•'My art history and Shakespeare book." I thought
They ve discovered them! "FU make a run for the Fine
Arts Center!"

Once inside the FAC. I realized books were a dangerous
liability, and reluctantly threw them in a trashbin. I picked
up some strewn papers off the floor, shoved them undermy arm and attempted to act like one of "them". Marching
forward. I caught sight of a nude model whom I had drawn
in my freshman art clasas. She was now attired in a tacky,
floral print robe, forced to feed cards in a terminal*
guarded by my former calculus T.S.! Was nothing sacred?

*

Letters

Proof easy, collection difficult
To the Editor:

Last Thursday many students, passing through the
Campus Center, may have noticed a table set up by the
Hari Krishna movement. At this table they misleadingly
offered $25 to anyone who could prove the theory of evolu-
tion. This statement was extremely easy to disprove. The
problem is the money was not equally as easy to collect.
No matter how factual your proof they quickly dis-

counted it as nonproof. This was easy for them to do since
they held the $25 and they were the sole judges of your
proof.

What I propose is this: If the Hari Krishna movement
v^nshes to use our student center, let them appoint a
mediator (a non-Hari Krishna member) to judge our
proofs. If they do not see it in their hearts to make this
contest a fair one, then let's not let them use the space in
our Campus Center.

Mark Corsi

Central

WEii,YB Hg IS A "RECKSION. BUT HE'S ONLY A liTTLi ONE.

'

Easels, pottery and prose flowed freely from hastUy
retrieved dumpsters which stood like vigilant soldiers

against the cold, cement wall. Climbing the stairs to the
roof, I opened the door and stepped outside to view the
now-changed campus.

Signs hung from all the buildings — they had all been
renamed! The Graduate Research Tower was now the
General Electric Tower. At the bottom of it was a bonfire
fueled by the remnants of the UMass Marching Band's
intruments and sheet music. Glancing over toward the
library. I noticed it now had Prime Computer in large fifty-
foot letters sprawled across the top. Raytheon Hall oc-
cupied Herter Hall's spot and Whitmore was now Ed King
Re Election Headquarters. Turning toward the Campus
Center Circle, I found it to be a kalidescope of activity,
robot like students unloading from numerous buses
carrying cartons of lab equipment, electronic gadgetry. T-
squares and graph paper. Outgoing buses were being
loaded with Hberal arts professors and students, their

hands and mouths tied and gagged with "Make It In
Massachusetts" bumper stickers.

I sat back down on the damp cement roo^and attempted
to collect my thoughts. Since freshman year, the school
had emphasized the hard sciences and engineering. The
other majors had been given minimal treatment in the
budget process and public relations. Every year the
number of classes offered in my major had dropped con-
sistently. Questions flew through my mind. Would UMass
eventually become MIT-west? Would Shakespeare be
replaced by Einstein. DaVince pushed aside by Galileo, the
warmth of a Picasso by the coldness of a computer or the
beauty of Frost's poetry by the starkness of Keppler's
Law?

Upon awakening I reaUzed it had all been a terrible
nightmare. Funny, my roommate Rich never understood
why I wouldn't let him keep his cateuiator in the room
anymore.

John F. Hudson is a Collegian columnist.

court for $1,029 - that's less than $175 a month when
spread over a six month period. My rent is more than that.
The state says I should live somewhere less expensive.
Does anyone know of an apartment in Amherst for $175?
Furthermore, now that unemployment is willing to take

responsibility by paying a generous $49 a week, welfare
has ceased paying me. That seemed unfair enough, but I

guess it wasn't because unemployment has now ceased
paying my benefits.

If I wasn't getting by on my monthly $91.68 from the
National Guard and borrowing money from my mother
(who can't afford to support two more people either),
there would probably be just one more poor family who
died of poverty for Mr. Reagan's statistics.

I'm all cried out. There's nowhere else for me to turn.
By next month, I'll have no apartment, no food or educa-
tion. Where will that leave me and my daughter? Is it real-
ly worth trying to better myself?

Debbie Dowdell
Amherst

There were two cars traveling towards the bus. The first
driver had stopped to allow the children to cross safely.
The second did not. She passed the first car on the right,
drove onto the edge of our lawn and continued on her way.
Fortunately we saw her in time and the children ran back
into the yard unharmed.

I am writing this letter in hopes that drivers will slow
down and be more responsible so that this game of
"chicken" will cease. We all know that the tragic outcome
of this deadly game is that the children will lose.

Vicki Molongoski
Belchertowa

r

'Is it really worth trying?'
Children lose in 'deadly game

To the Editor:

Just about every student on campus has been affected
by Reaganomics in either financial aid cutbacks or high in-

terest rates, but during the last year I think that I've
discovered the purpose of our government bureaucracy
and its economics — making the poor poorer and the rich
richer.

About a year ago, I was laid off from my job due to lack
of work. That didn't help me support my four year old

daughter, but I was eligible for unemployment compen.sa-
tion until I could find another one of those jobs that
Reagan says are all over the place. Well, it wasn't quite
that easy getting unemployment compensation because
General Electric, my former employer, said that I had
quit, even though I had a pink slip in my hand saying I had
been laid off.

W^ile I fought the state for unemployment comf)ensa-
tion, I turned to the Welfare Administration and was soon
receiving Aid for Dependant Children (AFDC). Although
$314 a month hardly pays the rent and barely feeds my
family, I was happy to get that. I also found that since I

belonged to the National Guard, I could attend UMass free
of tuition and a BEOG helped pay for fees and books.

After a long fight in the courts, my lawyer settled out of

To the Editor:

Each year when schools open widespread campaigns are
launched reminding people to be cautious and look out for
children on their way to and from school. People are asked
to watch out for children walking who will be crossing the
streets. People are also reminded that it is a state law that
vehicles must stop for school buses when the lights are
flashing. The flashing lights indicate that children will be
loading and unloading from the bus. This means that
vehicles traveling in BOTH directions must stop.
Unfortunately, it appears that once the campaign is over

either some people still do not understand the law and the
reasoning behind it or they become lax in their adherence
to the regulation.

I am graphically reminded of this fact each morning
when my nine year old daughter is trying to cross Rte. 9 in
Belchertown to get on her bus. I have repeatedly witness-
ed irresponsible drivers behind the bus, which has stopped
with the lights flashing and stop signs opened, pass on the
left. I have seen people drive onto the dirt shoulder of the
road in order to pass the bus on the RIGHT. I have also
seen people traveling in the opposite direction blithely
drive by at 30-40 miles per hour seemingly oblivious to the
situation. The worst incident occurred this morning. The
bus had stopped and the children had entered the road.
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;;i can't say that we didn't have some impact," he saidWe re not gomg to change the world, but we have toexpress our opmions. We have a lot rZe work to do"
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* Series
continued from page S

vK^of racism for the series, to which sS^^^S;
"We have to think about how racism and other op-Eu Lu"^ "^ ^"^ '^^^ ^ «^-^ - ^^- issues^

"Another notion which people get stuck on is that white
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^"^ '"^^ ^«'"«^'^ Stidls UnionCouncil, and wUl consist not only of the two speakers, but apanel discussion and workshop which will be announced

Colleirlan photo by Vince UrWjtt

A member of the Vineland High
School Marching Band competes in
Sunday's Music Bowl II competition
held in Alumni Stadium. The con-
test, which attracted 12 high school
marching bands from the New
England Area, was won by the
Trumbull, Conn., "Golden Eagle"
band. As winners, the band received
a trophy and an invitation to play at
the Orange Bowl competition in
Miami, Fla. on New Years. More
than 2,500 people attended Sunday's
competiton, with proceeds going to
the competing bands and the
Belchertown State School Friends
Association.

* Senate
continued from page U

of the physical plant also caused the fee increase.
The Senate also passed a 24-1 motion with 4 absent to

support the People's Gay Alliance and the Lesbian Union's
vigil on Thursday which is in response to the series of re-
cent harassments against minorities.
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UPC presents. . .UMASS' own
Battle of the Bands

First prize $100
Battle time begins at 7:30 pm

DON'T MISS IT

Thursday, October 29th
Rock/Dance with

SIGNAL
Featuring Michael Gregory Jackson

•Valid ID and ABP sticker

required ID purchase alcohol
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Pholo bv Kirh Valdivia

Dave ( rary, dressed
as a vampire, attempts
to get students to giv-
ing up their blood on
the Campus Center con-
course yesterday.
Members of the Alpha
Phi Omega service
fraternity and the Gam-
ma Gamma Sigma ser-
vice sorority will be on
the concourse today and
tomorrow signifig up
students to parficipate
in the annual Red Cross
Mood drive to be held in
the Student Union
Ballroom next Tuesday
through Thursday.
Assisting Crary were
(from left) Robin Min-
sky, Jeff MacMartin
and Pat Leslie.
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U.K.'s foreign minister

says NATO
must deploy missiles
LUXEMBOURG (AP) — Britain's foreign secretary said

yesterday that Europe would be brought to "the brink of
catastrophe" if NATO does not deploy new medium-range
nuclear missiles. He called on missile opponents to take a
look at history.

Meanwhile, a poll of Belgians showed that two-thirds of
those surveyed do not favor NATO's plans to deploy 48
cruise missiles in Belgium. West Germany's defense
minister said some peace demonstrators are misguided and
that military commanders should seek discussions with
them to educate them.
'The erosion of (NATO'S policy of) deterrence. ..Would

create the biggest crisis in Europe since 1945." Foreign
Secretary Lord Carrington said at the annual Churchill
Memorial Lecture honoring the wartime British prime
minister. "It would take us straight to the brink of
catastrophe."

Carrington said the Soviet Unfon's deployment to date of
250 triple-warheaded SS-20 missiles that can strike
anywhere in Europe requires NATO's planned deployment
of 572 cruise and Pershing II missiles starting in 1983.
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im BEER FROM MILLER.
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED

AND LESS.
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IN A BEER.
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* Chip—
continuedfrom page 1

but to speak on a wide varie-

ty of subjects.

The DVP did not turn
down the request for the
discussion and has not voted
on the issue yet, Chiocchio
said. The discussion has
been tabled until next
semester, however.
Rosemary Smith, a CARP
spokesperson, claims that
DVP is turning people
against the Unification
Church with its choice of
speakers.

WMUA
6 a.m. - 10 a.m.
Wake-Up
BMCP

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Latin Music and News
Concepto Latino

2 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Drive to the 1990*8

John Kanter

5:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Newswatch

6 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Public Affairs Hour

7 p.m. -10 p.m.
Live Coverage
Amherst Town Meeting

10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Drive to the 1990's
Andrew Woolf

2 a.m. - 6 a.m.
"Glory Road Gospel
Show"
Rev. Pearson
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Start
every day
refreshed!
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Karrar and Trude Jaffe
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ROD BONES By Gregg Canavan

ACROSS
1 Unflinching

5 Huesca houses
10 Insect stage
14 Landshut's river

15 Dido
16 Hep
17 Item on the

kitchen shelf

19 Author Ferber
20 So long

21 Saddle-horses
23 Tops
25 Contented sound
26 Rejoice

29 Prone
32 Piquant
35 Word on the wall
36 Silicon dioxide
38 Author Wolfert

39 Incensed
40 Loosen
41 Coted'
42 Dell offering

43 Pay up
44 Unite permanently
45 Scrupulous
47 Part of RSVP
48 slipper

49 Drawbridge cross-
over

51 Steep

53 Type of garden
57 Erose
61 well!

62 Make rigorous
64 Converge
65 Pry

66 Raisond'
67 Water and

flower

68 An Astaire

69 Like a doornail

DOWN
1 Lettuce

2 Start of an
anthem

3 Superior

4 Moved the ball

down court

5 Aviary units

6 Response to

ques.

7 Call off

6 Radames'
love

9 Speculate in

stocks
10 First name in

.Canadian politics

11 Runtish

12 Horse
13 Literary oddments
18 Ivan's turn-down
22 Down
24 Jibes

26 M Zola
27 Generic word for a

copy
28 Peerless

30 Page
31 Warbles
33 Indeed
34 Play places

36 Neight>orot Ont.
37 Links area

41 Got up
43 "The Man "

46 Takes it easy
48 MissCantrell

50 Edison's contem-
porary

52 Bizarre
'53 Window feature

54 Helm position

55 Hared
56 House feature

58 Quickly, mon 4/pi

.

59 PourKl

60 Compulsion
63 Bro or dau.

*> t

UNDER THE INFLUENCE by M. Joyce

V\\. \\) L\^tTbPf\V AUTTLt

Solution to yesterday's puzzle on page 10

Where can you buy
Micro Acoustics
frm - z ax speakers for

$198 a pair?

Or a Sony Wallcman
for less than $80?

i^ •It's coming,
MIDNIGHT MADNESS

This iveeKend at

I

I

I

«^E£^ICE CREAM^^^
Homemade Ice Cream En^arium

^*^»nmMPTON • Mail) ^ Ma^onk ^ AMHEI^ •Boln^
l^lNdms Baked Goods ' llreak^

mOVAWNS i
175 University Drive, Amherst. MA

2564)279

(Watch the Collegian tomorroinr for details) I

Top of tlic(uniptis

1
WEDNESDAY lyiGHT

is

ITALIAN NIGHT
Turkey Parmesan or Lasagna

$4.95
Include^: Salad Bar and Non-alcoholic

beverage
•Validated Pariclng in the Campus Center G.*- ge

•Call 549-eOOO ext. 639 for Reservations
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Come to CoNegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

^Ca*h in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

AHR'S - TA'S - GRAD STUDENTS

Campus work 15 hours per week $5.00
per hour, send nanne, tele no, address to:
Unaitis, 206 High, Greenfield MA

AMERICAN INDIAN STUDENTS

American Indian Students come to
American Indian Student Association
meeting time 7:00 PM Thurs Oct. 29 Place
423 New Africa House

AUDIO

One pair Boston Acoustics
Loudspeakers can be used with amplifiers
rated at 15-100 watts per chanel. 3 months
old paid 250 BO 546-7040

Speakers Ohm C2 2 years old mint condi-
tion real wood $375-BO 546-8839

AUTO FOR SALE

Convertible 1975 Olds Delta red white
top loaded with extras reasonable tel

542-2484 or 253-2131

74 Volvo Station Wagon for sale Isn't it

about time you owned a Volvo? Call Lisa
253-2058

1972 Volvo 142 E. new clutch, body good
inspected 110,000 miles call 625 9595 after
6:00 PM
1972 VW bus rebuilt engine, excellent
body, one owner. $2700 or BO 1 863 9846
after 5 PM
70 AMC Hornet $100 586-9128

1971 Impala terrific condition $650 call

253 3235

1974 Triumph Spitfire call 545-3500

1970 MG Midget runs well, almost new
radials $120 546-4924

71 Toyota Corolla reliable transportation
stereo . $600 253-5183

1975 V.W. Dasher wagon AM/FM;
sunroof; body rust. Mechanically V
•^eliable Must sell Will negotiate 1350
268-7076 or 268-7106.

BELLYGRAMS!

Delivered by experienced bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
549-1175

BUS DRIVER TRAINEES

Bus Driver-Trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will be accepting applications for our
training program to run thru intersession.

Qualifications include a clean driving record
of 3 years and a committment to work for 1

year apply Monday eve Nov 2, 1981 at 7 PM
Camnus Ctr Room 905-9

CHESS CLUB
~

Chess Club Meeting Dukes Rm SUB Wed
10/28 8:00 p.m.

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators. Radios. Televisions. Tape
Decks, Stereos & Car Stereos. Sound in

Motion 266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst
behind Silverscape Designs 253-9341

ENTERTAINMENT

The Effects ready for hire New Wave
Mike 665 7605

This Wednesday on the CC Concourse -

Street Theatre with Lenny Zarcone and An-
nie Loui. Live Performances every Wednes
day brought to by the Governors Program
Council.

"The Allies" - Danceable rock and roll for
bookings and info call Tom 256-6845 or
549-6913

FAIRNENY AND BOB
Fairneny and Bob Congratulations! You
jumped 2800 feet and almost made it! Lovei
ya BooDS i

FLOWERS. FLOWERS, FLOWERS
Oh how beautiful the flowers, oh how
romantic, how tru^ magical they can
become. Love someone, deliver in person
a gift of mystic magic, from a truly secret
admirer, XXOO. Any questions on ar-
rangements ask Laura or Susan, they're
wonderful to deal with!

FOR RENT

Single room office near campus $150 in

eluding utilities D.H. Jones Real Estate
549-3700

FOR SALE

14K Gold Opal Ring size 5 '/6 $90.00 or BO
call 546-8012

Bass Players! Peavey Centurion, 1 year
old, excellent condition, 130 watts; Ampeg
B25B speaker cab with brand new 15 inch
magnalabs, 200 watts cap. Sound great,

must see, $500 takes both; Todd 546-9389

Full scuba equipment outfit for sale ex-
cellent condition call 256-6336

Used tires, Vega snows one MTD $20,
C7814, $10, C7814 snows $10, Ford 14 &
15" wheels $5 each Steve 546-5521

Case (12) Maxell C90 UD-XLI $38,
Polaroid square shooter instamatic $13, pair

Jofa 166 hockey skates size llVi rarely

worn $55, Sperry Remington SSR-8
calculator $10, Pioneer KP-212 auto-eject
car cassette w/mount $15, maroon Raleigh
3-speed bike $23 call 549-3568

One double bed, a large dresser, and 2
multi-piece sets of furniture - call Jeff at
546-6431

Raincoat for sale $10 new 6-9830

FOUND
Found stray cat calico/tabby very affec-
tionate need good home please help call

5-0939 Sheila

Did you lose your dog? We found a
golden retriever puppy, about 9 months old
on 10-21. She has a choker chain without
an ID tag. If she is yours give me a call at
5-0329 from 9-5 or 586-8497 after six and
ask for Evan. But hurry, she's falling in love
with our family and may not want to go
home please.

Wristwatch Morrill Aud. call Dr. Wilder
5-0092

HELP WANTED
Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
^or_meals call 253 9987

Positions available workstudy Apply in
person at The UMass Recycling Office 306
Student Union Building

PRINTER - UMass student w/s or non
work study with expenence on various
graphics equipment including; Offset
Press, system binder, collator-stitcher and
Estat platemaker. Mechanical ability re-
quired, 5-10 hours per wk Apply at Student
Note Service, Rm 401 SUB Application
deadline: Fri Oct 30 5 PM
The UMASS DAILY COLLEGIAN is

seeking an experienced and dedicated stu
dent for the position of Advertising
Manager. Please apply in person at the Col-
legian Office, CC Room 113. Deadline
November 9. 1981.

KARA
Roses are red, violets are blue, it's been
a great year, spent with you. Memories of
year one: sitting on opposite sides of the
tree, classes together, Barry, roses, 251
carnations, Styx, TOC, Foreigner, Bran-
nigans, Carburs, 2112, 2101, 2106,
Friendlys, tons of movies, Mac's, Whiskey
Sours, Pintos vs. Gremlins, Clio, gifts

galore. Big E, Canobie Lake, tons of
flowers, Amica, Foxboro, Cape Cod-one
block away, Xmas, New Years Eve, Bir-

thdays, lots of love, floor meetings.
Brunch, No. Reading, Holliston, plays, "It

does that when its out of oil", Harold
Parker, almost getting arrested, all of our
friends and everything else. Engaged on:
9/4/81 Love always, Tom PS. It's been a
great year, and heres to many more.

LOST

I Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

Lost grey flannel shirt in Thompson 104
10-19-81 Please return to Bob 6 1001 no
ques asked

Levi denim jacket on 10/21 in Central
Area sentimental value please call 6-8096
Lost - a gold chain with letter C on 10/22
great sentimental value - REWARD - call
256-0659

Lost: 3 keys,

6-8047, Kathy
1 w/woman sign reward

Lost! Brown wallet near FAC keep money
please return ID's 6-4973

Lost: Chemistry Project specifically syn-
thesis of estrone Many hours invested.
Reward Mike Z. 6-6097

MASSAGE THERAPY
Strictly theraputic soothing Swedish
massage Ellen O'Rourke MsT 256-8320

$250 PER MONTH
New company seeks personnel on cam-
pus $1500 per month and car potential next
summer tele 1 773-3175

PERSONALS

SBA Day. . .Coming Soon!

The UMSFCU Supervisory Committee
is verifying member accts. Please pick up
your quarterly statements by Oct 30 and
report inaccuracies otherwise all balances
will be considered correct

SBA Career Day Luncheon Tickets on
sale in SBA lobby $6.00 until October 29th

Judy Lips M Happy 20th Birthday, to
everybody's favorite Horace and the
Flame

Elias Happy 22nd Birthday! I'm still work-
ing on becoming the 6 ft blonde. Mean-
while I know places like Stow have an
overabundance of sheep. Buud-ee
Tempest Pi Lambda Phi the Drake Ricky
Greg Dot Boris Museum Direktors
and die pin will flourish in the alpha waves
of our minds. Stay happy and hyper
forever. Ya ba da ba doo I must be a senior
much love Debbie

D Happy Birthday Honeybunch I love
you and think you're terrific Love Me
Chris M of Chi-O What next? A disco Fri-

day? Member IHBSC!

Alpha Zeta Meeting mandatory for all

members and pledges CC 804 7:00

Naked Greek Hero - Happy Birthday Elias

thanks for everything -bla-bla-woof-t!ie
Museum Oirektors

Tuma Its a day late but its the thought that
counts. Happy 20th. Paula and Vicki

To Looser 15 You are certainly no looser to
us Love Looser i^ 1, 2, 3, & 4

Alan Arenius - You are a phenomenal ac
tor! I'll remain a fan forever. Love , Marcy
Happy Birthday to Kalifornia Kari love
your best buddies on the East Coast Jes
and Joe

Linda Cotton good luck on your interview
today (whichever one it is) - Tom
Marilyn G. 4th Melville Met you on the
bus to Boston. How about dinner? Kevin
253-5590

Toy Toy Toy! Happy Birthday to the GM
from your generic "friend"

Hey Buggy To the begining of the Curls to
the end of rug burns, may us scorpiions
finally have those cases on the hill to
celebrate our birthdays. Happy B-day to a
wild and crazy guy. Wendy Lisa Kevin

Informal Rush for all Minx's: Meeting
tonight in JQA Lower at 7:30 Bring your
handbooks!!!

Coma is coming CCA Friday November
the thirteenth show up
Congrats to the Big Brothers of SDT:
Kevin Eddy Mike C.Mike K. Mike R. Warren
Marek Steve Stony Mark Tony Keith Ted
Bob. We love you all! The Sisters and
Pledges of SDT.

Tracy, Come to me, I'll show you my in-

strument. Ed

Michael - I hope you're right and we're all

better people for this experience! L

Foilage, Thanks for a great weekend. Love
you. Kitten

SKI BUMS Looking for a place to live in
Northern Vermont? I need roommates over
intersesson call Mike 546-5891 546-5889

Halloween - The Movie. Thurs 29th 5. 7.

9, 11 CCA __'
Warning: Chewing ice is hazardous to your
sex life! Love Metawampee
Tri-Sigma will be holding Informal Rush
durinq the weeks of Oct 26 and Nov 2 All

university women invited! Call 545-0046 for
details

Happy B-day Potent Dude Colbs Ralph
Hosebag

Tracademas, Dinner & Dessrt with Barrvo Toma on us !!

To my female admirer - these piercing
brown eyes would definitely like another
suggestion

"

HAPPY 19TH TO THE BEST LOOKING
GIRL AT UMASS
Tracy, Meet ya in Liverpool for Tea &
Crumpets sometime in the spring! Happv
Birthday 21 Love ya FM & PM
Looking for female roommate to share
two rom apartment w/two other eligible

young men eager for companionship. No
expenses. Great location, (in frat house)
Choice of bed. For info call Steve or LoU
542-4214 Hurry!

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Boston anytime Friday
10/30 call after 6 PM 665-7092

University of Vermont ride needed from
UVM to UMass this Friday return Sun. If

you know anyone coming here call Mike
256-8059 anytime

ROOM WANTED
22 yr old male student looking for room in

Amherst area starting January call Marcus
1-598-8270

Wanted: 2 or 3 bedroom apartment in

Amherst for end of Dec or beginning of
January call 253-7221 or 253-3534

ROOMMATE WANTED
Person to share a townhouse in Squire
Village 2 bdrm 355/mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665-7544 keep
trying can leave message at 549-6526
Michael

Rolling Green Apt male female wanted to
share 2 bdrm twnhse immediate occupancy
lease can be taken over call Joey 256-8059

Responsible roommate own rm in three
bdrm Puffton apt, $130, incl. heat, call 5 to
7 evenings 549-5877

Off Main St on bus route: own room in a
3 bedroom apartment/ $117 -t- utilities call

253-9717

1 room, 3 bedroom house available Nov
1st 130 mo heat included on Trianqle St
549-0591

1 bedroom 3 bedroom house Nov 1

$125/month & util modern house beautiful
location call 253-2628

SCRUB SUITS

Hospital Scrub Suits all sizes cheap call
Ron 546-9214

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Free-lance TYPING and resume writing.
Top skills, reasonable rates. Amherst
549-0518

Amherst Writers Inc - Professional help
for your writing problems. Walker Rumble
253-7329 Pat Schneider 253-7764

TO SUBLET

One bedroom apt available Nov 1 sublet
utility inc. all furn 280$ M on bus rt

256-8738 253-7243

2162220

Bandanas and chains? How aesthetic is

this?

TYPING

Typing Royal self-correcting 584-0224 after
5

USED AUTO PARTS
Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584-2832

WANT A DRINK

WANT A DRINK Find a return the glasses
I lost near Flint & I'll buy you one call Mike
549-1588

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Momday- Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2
Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710
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Syl Sylvain and the Teardrops (RCA)

By Tom Faison

Is Syl Sylvain a heavenly creature placed
on earth to bring culture and enlighten-
ment to new wavers everywhere? Or is he
just another tone deaf sissy with a two
piece band and a short term recording con-
tract?

This is a difficult question to tackle and,
by rights, can only he answered after much
care and exploration. Sylvain, a one-time

••••'•v.v.v..v.v.v.v.^•.•.v.•.^•.^v.^•.^•.•:??:.;•:.:.:.:.;.v.:.:.:.;.:...s•::.^:.:...x

"The (fncle Floyd Show," is that they do
have a recording contract with a real recor-
ding company - in this case RCA.

Syl, who the press sheets decree was
born in Eg>'pt and raised in Brooklyn,
claims that he is a rock and roller all the
way down to his self impres.sed little Itones.
But he strikes the li.stener as more of a
cross between Desi Arnaz and Johnny Rot-
ten. Talent-wise, he is slightly above
average with a number of humorous tunes,
especially the opening track "Crowded
Love" and the closing song "Dance, Dance
Dance," which features an enthusiastic sax

Syl Sylvain and the Teardrops

^ w w

Sound Advice
IWho will be first I

to forecast the futurel

I

- electronically?
I

Our electronic simulators, computerized training systems and 5
slogistlcal support all help forecast or prepare for almost any kind of I
|crisls. Our arm of Hughes Aircraft forewarns and forearms pilots in i
shazardous skies, troops at the front, and the technicians everywhere who!
ssupport them. ' ""Wg

I
Bring us your BS or MS degree in ME, EE, Physics, or Computer I

|Science. You can be part of state-of-the-art electronics outside Los i
sAngeles, or part of a field support team almost anywhere on earth We'll I
|introduce you to people, Ideas, and jobs that could change your world 5
sAnd ours. "5

it could be you and Hughes
Support Systems

member of the now defunct N.Y. Dolls, has
put together an album featuring himself
and a no account band of back up musicians
appropriately named The Teardrops.
These three tired individuals feature Old
Syl on guitar and vocals, a young lady with
glazed eyeballs and big teeth named Rosie
Rex on drums, and an overweight, greasy
haired something, descriptively called Dan-
ny (Tubby) Reid on (you guessed it) the
bass.

The only thing that distinguishes this
band from myriads of others that appear
on New Jersey's avant-garde masterpiece.

by Jonathan Senator Gerber. Also better
than the usual tinny new wave sound is

"No Dancin," whkh offers good back up
work on horn and drums — again arranged
by Orber. It seems that his work is the
best part of the album; but, his face isn't
even on the cover.

So in a few years from now, when you
are flipping through the cut-out section of
your favorite record store, and your hot lit-

tle fingers happen to feel their way across
this disc, why not spend $1.95 and pick it

up? It's harmless, amusing and totally
reassuring.

I

s
s

s
Z

HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT 'c'omVanyS

SUPPORT SYSTEM^
Proof o( U.S. Citizenship RequiredS

Equal Opportunity Employers

i
I

I

Will be on Campus November 3 |
See your placement office for an appointment. |

SllllllllllMIIMIIIMIIIIIMIIIIIHIIIIIIIMII||llllil||||||||||||||||||||,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,MiM,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,„,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,„,,5

TIPS "ow has legal
services tapes

#2481- Warranties and Consumer Ripoffs
#2482- Small Claims Court
#2483- Security Deposits

#2485- Breaking and Signing Leases

Dial 54(5-1540), request tape by number

Spanish tapes are available by adding
'S' after the tape number.

)B ^\® TIPS
'^ ^^""^ '^ "^^

Dean of Students office
Information for UMass ^^^ .......^227 Whitmore

OJBaiSFOR
BEflCHNUTS
and for sun-worshippers, water-skiers, scuba-
divers, for everyone who wants a great
Caribbean vacation.

Wiggle your toes in the sand all day, kick up
your heels to the Afro-Cuban beat at night.

SGN-LOVERS BEACH TOURS TO CUBA
Varadero Beach

Santa Maria Beach

8 days/7 nights for

as little as $399
8 days/7 nights for

as little as $429
All tours include:

Round trip airfare from Miami
Deluxe hotel accommodations
2 meals per day

Contact the pros in travel to Cuba
Anniversary Tours, Inc.

250 W. 57th Street
Mew York, NY 10107
(212)245-7501 (in MY State)

(800) 223 1336 (toll-free outside MYS)
American Express Ceird welcomed

CARNAVAL VERACRUZ
A SPANISH - MEXICAN CARNIVAL

Based on the Carnaval Veracruz, held each year in celebra-

tion of Hernan Cortes' arrival in Mexico in 1519.

At our own Carnaval, you can enjoy the sumptuous fare for

which Veracruz is famous.

DATE: OCTOBER 28, 1o981

LOCATION: BLUEWALL CAFETERIA
TIME: 11:15 - 1:30 pm
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More Arts

• ('olle({i«n photo b» Jim Waldron
The legendary Muddy Waters, caught in the act of belting out the blues

at the Rusty Nail in Sunderland last Saturday night.

By MICHAEL JOHNSON
Colk'gian Correspondent

Pieces of a Dream. (Elektra)

When three teenagers (ages 14. 16 and 17)
release a debut album that surpasses the
work of one of the most respected jazz
groups in the world, one hopes that the
future will be bright for them.
The album. I'iicis of a Driam, consists of

eight well constructed, jazz typt> melodies
reminiscent of Grover Washington Jr.. Bob
James and The Crusaders.
This type of music appeals mostly to easy

jazz listeners, so fans of free jazz would
probably write this off as musical pablum.
But the fact that three young men can play
music of this caliber proves they're just as
good as any improvisational artist. Not only
are they adept musicians, they are first rate
song writers.

The outstanding tracks happen to be the
more fast paced ones, such as "Body
Magic." which successfully fuses funk
rhythms into its cool jazz tempo. The young
men are as.sisted on a few tracks by ex
cellent studio musicians, including the
albums producer. Grover Wa.shington Jr.
on saxes, percussionist Ralph MacDonald.

<fcaQttffTmr»i

THE
UMASS
ARTS

COUNCIL

present

Bob for Apples All Day Today!
Every Hour and Win Tickets to seeJorma Kaukonen. Come on Down'

UMIE8 • M.BO
GEN. PUB. • »7.B0

A Second Show has been added, Oct 29 11:00 PM
• IMPORTANT •

In order to be served beverages, proper
ID, ABP sticker and facial indentlfica-

tion (ie no face paint, permanent AwaiaMaAt

masks, etc.) is necessary.
»**«• "^cjr#t Uf.^

Thank you, U.P.C. '^^'tJSII'
ii

STANLEY GEORGE

CLARKE DUKE
PROJECT

:i-.A.C. NOV 6th 8:00 PM
J UMA88 STUDENTS $7.S0, M.60
« OENERAL PUBLIC $9.00. $10.00

{ Union Rtcordt Unltd. (URU)

J Tlx

t J^r^,hl%5!!l?/p. ,

• All tiekttt 11 mor. « th. door

J
For th« Rtcord (Factt) • No food, drink, .mok*. or ctm«r««

* TIckttron • Studwn ID'i rtqulrod « tht door M4

4-
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Bands battle at

the Wall tonight
By RON MILLER

The Union Program Council's Advisory
Committee wiU be sponsoring a "Battle of
the Bands" tonight beginning at 7:30 in the
BlueWaU.
The battle will be among five local bands;
The Effects, Level 21, The Museum
Direktors, Synesthesia and West. "We're
trying to push local bands." said Leah
Baigell and Lydia Terettis, co-chairpersons
for the Advisory Committee.
The bands for the competition were picked
from 10 bands, which responded to an ad in
the CoUegian. The Advisory Committee
listened to tapes sent by the bands and
picked them on the basis of equal talent
level. An additional stipulation was that at
least one member of the band has to be a
UMass student.

Baigell stressed this isn't a competition.
"WeVe not having a loser; were having a
first prize, and a second prize and three
runners-up," she said.

The winners will be picked by a panel of
three judges; including UPC member Mike
King. Michael Gregory Jackson from the

band Signal, and WMUA radio personality
Fern Spierer. The band order will be
chosen the night of the show by picking the
names out of a hat.

The show will run from 7:30 to 12:30. "It'll

be a good thing for people, who are going to
have parties to choose a band. "Baigell said.
The Advisory Committee is a service for

dorms, fraternities and student
organizations. It helps them to get bands
for functions and parties. They also work
with area governments to plan the area
spring concerts.

"We advise them on how to get bands, but
they have to go through proper RSO
channels themselves," Baigell said. Those
groups planning to have a party shouW plan
between one and two months ahead.
Bands are encouraged to send in-

formation about themselves to the
Advisory Committee. "We're not a booking
agent, but it can't hurt to have a name on
file." Baigell said.

. "We shouldn't be their only source. They
should advertise their own bands (also)."
Baigell said, "but there is a chance the
Advisory Committee can help."

and keyboardist Uexter wansei.
Hopefully this album will be successful

enough to provide us with a second Pieces
of a Dream album; this is one talented
group that deserves the public's attention.

Crusaders, Standing Tall (MCA)
Thr Crusaders latest, Standing Tall, is a

well made album with very few surprises; it

doc>sn'l do much to enhance their
reputation. The one surprise is the ap
pearance of Joe Cocker on two of the seven
tracks.

Unfortunately his tracks are nothing to
rave about, but it is good to see Cocker still

active. He sings a gospel-type ballad. "I'm

So Clad I'm Standing Here Today" and then
the slightly funky "This Old World's Too
Funky for Me" reminds one of Cocker's Fun
Time album.

There are no major complaints about this
album except that it sounds too much like
their last album. Street Life. This is the
type of music they play best, though;
border line funk dominated by breezy jazz
tempos. This is what made them so popular,
so why change a formula that works?
Maybe their next album will have them
playing straightforward fusion. If not. I

suspect the masses will grow tired of their
"safe" jazz.

This Wednesday & Thursday
Evenings ONLY - A Special

Halloween Sole

50c
Off Oil

ALBUMS
b«tWMn th» hour of 7:00 P.M. ond th*

Dewitching Hour of Midnite

Mon - Fri 10-5 Sat 11 - 3
201 Student Union Building

University of Massachusetts
- The Student Run Record Sale -

Collegian is

JOHN
LENNON GEORGE

WALLACE

ONE MILLION STRONG
CAN STOP THE KOOKS

Did you know that fifty Americans are killed with handguns
every day? Fifty. Dead. Every day of every year.

"«"°8""s

That's 20,000 Americans dead from handguns every year

«.or«?m ^H u
""""^

L****
''"^'"9 *''® Vietnam War more Americans

war th 9
* ""^ '*'*'^ handguns than were killed in the

o«^ ^*'®J?If
^ over there is over. But the war here goes on and onand on. Fifty dead a day. Every day of every year

It can be stopped.

BUTWE NEED YOU.

What will you do this school year more
important than stopping America's
handgun violence?

It's easy to blame the politicians in

Congress. But the Congress works for
us. What have we done? What have you
done?

The gun lobbyists are Insignificant
compared to us. But the politicians hear
from them every day. It's time they heard
from us.

Our goal Is to find One Million Ameri-
cans Who care enough about handgun

violence to stop it. And when we have
One Million Strong we'll find ten million
more until the law is changed.

And if Congress won't change the
law, we'll change the Congress.

Please clip and mail one of the
coupons below. And ask your roommate
to fill out the other one. Now. Don't turn
the page. Now.

They will be delivered to the Capitol
together with hundreds of thousands of
others from across America. And they
will be your only enrollment fee in One

Million Strong which will end America's
handgun violence.

Everytime a John Lennon or a
Ronald Reagan is shot, America is called
a sick society.

A handful of kooks who want to
shoot our leaders doesn't make us a sick
society. But what Is sick is for the other
200,000,000 of us to let them do it.

Please care. In the name of Human-
ity, please care.

Yourpleas to the
Congress will t)e

dellverBd to the
Capitol and wHI lye

your only entry fee to
One Minion Stong to

end handgun
violence.

TO: The U.S. Congress
You work for me. So I want you to know thai I

favor national control of handguns, now. Enough is
enough.

Please care. In the name of Humanity, please help.

Signature:

Print Name

College Addf«ss:

College

Home Address:

Cily Siaic

Cily State

Zip

Z|p

TO: The U.S. Congress
You work for me So I want you to know thai I

favor national control of handguns, now. Enoqeh is

enough.

Please care. In the name of Humanity, please help.

Signature:

.

Print Name:

College Address: -*--

College

Home Addirss:

Sme

-r^

Cily
Slate ap

CUP AND MAIL TO:

yhe U.S. Congress
% One Million Strong
tor Handgun Control
BWiathStrset^HM
SiOteTOS
W^lngton, aC.
20006

J4

'm4^^-i

^
Paid for by H.pdowi Control Inc., 810 tWt»«««m.W.. Waswnflton.,0.qia#lson Sh^Ws. Cf^ggUi ,,:^[^;

.•w%'.'«-«'!*-rw.-*'*#«wri#.*^.^-"*•»' "<'"*'"^''«*J«*-jrvi*>r'4-ai?*-*Vte'*vv%-.-
.' V i*:»\ »* «t ••ttwamrw •• r«»—, .,-. -4 y. « i?.- ••.y'i.''V7'.* '>* » •» «
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Player profile
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UMASS HANDGLIDING CLUB- There wUI be a
meeting Wednesday. Oct. 28 at 7:30 p.m. and this will be
the last chance to sign up for fall semester lessons. Check
the Campus Center information desk for room number of
meeting.

MARGIE ANDERSON
Collrinan photo bv Vinrr OrWilt

By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

Margie Anderson is a talented and very
giving person. Her goal for this, her last
year of college play, is to give of herself 100
percent.

Anderson says this is her "last year ever"
that she will be a part of the University of
Massachusetts women's soccer team and
she intends to make it count.

"I want to give 100 percent at all times, to
my team, to the game and toother people,"
Anderson said.

Anderson has another goal which is more
concrete and this is reaching the Nationals.
This the first year that a national com-
petition has existed at the collegiate level
and Anderson isaiming for it for UMass.

Anderson took a year's hiatus last season
to coach Needham (Ma.) High School's
junior varsity woman's soccer team, a
school where she was something of a legend
in women's athletics. .!!__

She played soccer only two years and was
high scorer and MVP in both of those years.

Anderson also played varsity basketball
and was MVP in that sport, three years in a
row. To round out a high school career of
excellence. Anderson was MVP and high
scorer for the women's lacrosse team for
two years as well as captaining all three
sports her senior year. As a senior,
Anderson received the Boston Globe's All-
Scholastic Player of the-Year award for
soccer as well as the Globe's all around
Sportsmanship Award for the year.

Anderson is a two sport competitor at
UMass, competing on the UM women's
lacrosse team in addition to her kicking
duties. She has also participated on the
United States National women's lacrosse
learn, a rough equivalent of an Olympic
team although women's lacrosse has yet to
be accepted as an Olympic sport,

Anderson said it was somewhat strange
to return to her soccer team after taking a
year off.

J ..

"It felt like being a freshman all over
again," she said. "Yet, the people on the
team were still outgoing and friendly, that
made it easy to come back. It's imporUnt
to the team that everyone get along well.
We have a good rapport both in the field
and off."

Zoo Disc peaks, wins tourney
Zoo Disc, the University of Massachusetts men's

Ultimate team, lunged, skied and dove this past weekend,
tripping up its opposition and winning it's first tourna-
ment of the year. The UMass chemistry was all there as
Zoo tabbed Worcester Polytechnical Institute 22-4. rushed
by Middlebury College, 25-5. dosed Boston's hot Rude
Boys, 31-28. and blotted out the home team, Williams
Ultimate Frisbee Organization (WUFO) in a two-game
final. 13-11 and 17-3.

The five tournament victories close out Zoo Disc's
regular season at 18-15. in what was an extremely tough
year-long schedule. Eighteen of its 33 regular season
games were against the best teams in the Northeast. Mid-
dle Atlantic and the Midwest including premier opponents
such as the Boston Hostages, the Rude Boys. Cornell

Buds, New York Heifers, Glassboro State (N.J.) College
(two-time national champs) and Michigan State University
(3rd ranked nationally). UMass had a 6-12 overall record
against this first-class competition.
The wins included victories over Cornell and the

Heifers, a win over Glassboro and this past weekend's haz-
ing of the Rude Boys. The losses consisted of three one-
pointers to the Rude Boys, a one-goal edging by the
Hostages m the championship final of the UMass Ultimate
Affair and a two-goal overtime loss to Michigan State.
Zoo Disc IS gearing up for post-season play now after

placing second twice and first last weekend in tour-
naments held the last three weekends. In sectional
playoffs, which begin this weekend, UMass is seeded first

and is the odds on favorite to sweep through the field and
IS potentially to take its first ever western New England
sectional crown.
The top four teams in sectional play, which will begin

Saturday on the Southwest playing fields, will move onto
the Northeast Regional championships, also to be held at
UMass on the weekend of Nov. 7-8. The regional winner
moves up to the National Ultimate championships which
will be held Thanksgiving weekend in Austin, Tex.
The first step is Saturday's sectionals and Zoo Disc

looks sharp heading into them. UM tri-captain Tim Riviere
sums up the playoff situation best, "I'm having visions of
grandeur."

- JOEL ZUCKERMAN

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Suff

Fourth and goal
The University of Massachusetts football
Minutemen could not have picked a more
critical point in their season to put their
offensive game on some sort of par with
their defensive arsenal, thus making
themselves a complete team. The three-
game stretch they now face will determine
if they will have an extended season
following the Nov. 14 Armageddon at
Durham versus the New Hampshire
Wildcats. The countdown begins Saturday
when Massachusetts takes a trip south to
try and knock the University of Connecticut
oul of the Yankee Conference crap game.
The Minulemen's date in Chestnut Hill
against the Boston College Eagles the
following week will be mostly for pride
since it counts neither in YC standings nor
Division I AA consideration. UM head
coach Bob Pickett will be striving mainly to
keep the contest injury free. Minutemen
wise, win or lose.

The renaissance of an effective, well
balanced Massachusetts offensive attack
was not that surprising considering how
sophomore quarterback Barrett McGrath
has improved from week to week. In his

exemplary efforts Saturday, it was easy to
notice the poise and confidence the Milford
(Ma.) native exuded in each stride to the
line of scrimmage. The 343 yards that the
UM point produrers ran up Saturday was
the most since last year's UM-UConn
matchup when the Minutemen attack was
an offensive combine (429 yards) in the 39
21 Ma.ssachusetls win. Tailback Garry
Pearson was virtually unstoppable in that
game, rushing for 222 yards and three
touchdowns against a highly touted Huskie
defense. McGrath's performance '

last

weekend was the best by a UMass signal
caller since Tim Fontaine's 10 for 18. 174

yards passing effort in last year's ill fated
21-17 loss to Delaware.

D
Speaking of Delaware. Rhode Island ran

into similar fowl problems against the Hens
last week in Newark, victims in a 35 15 UD
conquest. Although URI held a 9-0. first

quarter edge, the Hen offense was too much
for the Rams to handle. URI should sell out
Its stadium this week as UNH is coming to
town in what the Ram sports media is
billing as the biggest game in URI's 81-year
football history and it well could be con-
sidering Rhode Island's deadlock with the

^DlTKT^itwi wima . *'>"«'ir>»n photo h» KriR ('r«irCRUNCH! - UMass safety Grady Fuller (4. red) uses his head on this
punt coverage play in Saturday's 34-2r 'JM victorv over BU. Minuteman
Jim Rice (33) runs over to join in the Terrier-dumping.

Cats on top of the YC logjam. UNH.
boasting a 6-1 record with the only blemish
a 26 16 shocker defeat at the hands of
Maine, is locked into the number two slot in

the Division I-AA weekly rankings. Neither
UMass nor UConn are in the top ten, but
this week's final score at Storrs (Conn.)
may change that. Eastern Kentucky, at 6-1.
holds the top spot in that NCAA poll.

D
For those who prey on playoff predic-

tions, leave it up to UMass Sports Infor-
mation Director Howie Davis and crew to
come up with the most understandable
rundown of the league title mishmash so far
this year and include it in this week's
pregame stat sheet, and this is a quote.
"Two teams have control of their own
destiny: UNH and URL. .they play each
other this week and if either of these teams
win the rest of their games, they will win
the Yankee Conference championship... for
UMass to win its 13th title in the past 20
years, the Minutemen must win the rest of
their games and look for either UNH or
UConn to beat URL. .for UConn to win the
YC crown, the Huskies must win their
remaining games and hope either URI or
UMass beats UNH...Thanks. Howie.

D
One area where the Minutemen did not

lack this year was in home fan support.
Although last season's Alumni Stadium
turnouts may have been a bit higher, at-

tendance wise, this year's fans were no less
vocal in their cheers and support this year.
Nearly 13.000 showed up last Saturday in

the win over Boston University and they
yelled and hooted all game long even when
the Minutemen wore down 14 in the first

quarter. The rest of Massachusetts' season
will be played away, but considering the
importance and anticipated excitement of
the.se games, here's betting that many UM
fans will finish the season on the UMass
side in person.

Look for today's Halloween special inside
MASSACHUSETTS DAILY
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University of Massachusetts students meet with House Speaker Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill Jr
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SAFA lobby influences legislation

affecting UMass financial aid cuts
By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

The lobbying efforts of University of
Massachusetts students in Washington
D.C. earlier this week were seen as being
effective in influencing federal financial aid
spending.

Students Advocating Financial
Assistance (SAFA), was in Washington
Monday and Tuesday lobbying federal
legislators for increased financial aid,

"It was very important that we were the
first group to take the initiative to do the

lobbying," said Art Jackson, assistant
director of the UMass Financial Aid Office.

"People were very impressed with their
(the students') professional manner,"
Jackson said.

"We were very well received. Many
liberal legislators are looking for this type
of support to combat the cuts," he said.

The Reagan administration has
recommended a $1.2 billion cut in the
budget of the Department of Education,
which includes Pell Grants, college work
study, direct loans and supplemental
educational opportunity grants.

Specifically, the administration
recommended a $7.8 million cut in student
financial assistance programs, though the
House of Representatives approved a
funding level of $40 million more than the
Reagan requested.
The education appropriation bill is now

scheduled for action by the Senate.
Brad Goldstein, co president of SAFA,

said he felt the trip was very successful.
Goldstein called the budget cuts, "the

beginning of an assault on education."
"The best way to confront this assault is

through the legislative process," Goldstein
said.

Vigil lights

path to kill

oppression
By HILL WALL
Collegian Correspondent

A solidarity vigil is .scheduled for 6:30
tonight in front of the Fine Arts Center to
"show a united .stand against oppres.sion"
said Kevin George, a member of the
People's Gay Alhance (PGA).

Candlelight marches to the vigil are
scheduled to originate at 6 p.m

Candlelight marches to the vigil are
scheduled to originate at 6 9 p.m. in front of
the Student Union Building and Worcester
Dining Commons, according to a press
release from the PGA. The vigil is being
held to address the issues that have
recently been raised on the University
campus by the actions of a group calling
itself UTOPIA, the announcement stated.

Leaflets purportedly distributed by
UTOPIA advocated oppression of anti-
American activists, gay rights and other
liberal groups and ideologies while urging
support for tightwing aims and desires.
The vigil has been endorsed by many

campus and Five College organizations
because "they feel that it is important to
take a united stand against oppression,"
said George.
George said other campus groups have

addressed "specific" areas of their concern
about oppression but a widespread stance
against oppression is a goal of this vigil.

The vigil is not anti-utopia, that has
already been addressed, but a coming
together of concerned groups, said George.

"The vigil is being coordinated by the
PGA and the Lesbian Union, who want to
highlight the "specific and immediate threat
that has been posed to the lesbian and gay
community on this campus." accoTPding to
the PGA press release.

George said he is hoping for a high
turnout and feels there is an awareness of
oppression on this campus by students and
attendance at the vigil would be a "positive
statement."

S. Afiican poet fights for immigration rights
ByPAULBELVAL
Collegian Staff

Dennis Brutus, an exiled S(rath African poet and a
visiting professor at Amherst College, is facing possible
deportation unless he can show the United States
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) why he
should be allowed to remain in this country.
The Immigration Service- maintains that Brutus'

problems stem from his working without a visa for the past
eight months, but members of the Dennis Brutus Defense
Committee, a group formed to advocate for Brutus's
remaining in the country, say the deportation proceedings
arc a result of his activism in South African civil rights.

Until May 1980, Brutus' visa was issued on a British
passport. When that pa.ssport expired. Brutus applied for a
passport from his native country of Zimbabwe. However,
due to the unorganized nature of the newly formed Zim-
babwean government, this passport took quite a while to
get to him.

When Brutus' visa expired in February of this year, he
could not receive another without a passport from some
country. Since he did not have a visa and he continued to
work, the INS began prosecution and informed the
professor that he would have to appear at a show cause
hearing on Nov. 10 at the Chicago branch of the INS.

^
However, members of the Dennis Brutus Defense

Committee say they believe the governments actions are
an attempt to rid the nation of a rather outspoken op-
ponent of South Africa, an ally of the U.S., and that
country's apartheid policies.

Dennis Brutus
l*hota rourtcay of the Anherat Sludrnl.

"The Reagan administration is taking some kind of
revenge because Dennis Brutus has been active against
apartheid and organized protest demonstrations against
the Springboks tour," said John Fisher, a defense com-
mittee memoer.

"There is no reason why he should be kicked out," said
Mokubung Nkomo, another committee member. "They're
making a mountain out of a molehill."
Arthur Serota. western Massachusetts director of the

committee, said that although there is no "hard evidence"
of this, the circumstances in the case bear this theory out
"Dennis Brutus is a South African exile, and he is an

outspoken opponent of apartheid." Serota said. "He was
instrumental in having South Africa thrown out of the
Olympics. At the same time, the Reagan administration
has moved itself closer to South Africa.

"

When asked about this. Brutus replied. "We have no
proof, but it is possible."

Joel L. Rogers, .acting director of the Chicago bureau of
the INS called these charges "unvarnished hogwash."

""There is absolutely nothing unusual about this case."
Rogers said. "I think we're very credible."
Timothy Whelan. deputy district director of the Boston

bureau, agreed with Rogers.
"There's no indication that anybody has any revenue for

Mr. Brutus." Wheian said.

There is conjecture that should Brutus return to his
native Zimbabwe, he would almost certainly be killed by
the South African Secret Police Force, supporters said.

"His deportation would greatly endanger his personal

^^ continued on page 1
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Senate passes AWACS
by a marginal vote
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate

upheld President Reagan s record %S 5
biUion AWACS sale to Saudi Arabia on a
vde of 52 to 48 yesterday, crowning an
intensive lobbying effort that reversed long
odds and delivered victory in his first major
foreign policy lest.

Ai the While House, an exultant Reagan
said Thank GodI" and declared t he decision
means "the cause of peace is on the march
again in the Middle Ezsi."
The president then telephoned Mrs.

Reagan wiih the news and went to the
While House mess where ihe interagency
group that spearheaded the administration
effort had gathered.

The president lold reporters that his plan
not only will strengthen American relations
wiih Saudi Arabia but '"will also protect our
economic Hfeline to the Middle East, win
favor among moderate Arab nations and.
mosi important, continue the difficult but
sieady progress loward peace and stability

m ihe Middle East."

Wiih iis vole, the Senate rejected a veto
resolution that would have scrapped the
sale of ihe sophisticated radar planes and F-
15 jctfighier weaponry to the Arab
kingdom. The president needed 50 votes to
save the largest arms deal in history, since
a lie would have gone to him.

Indian Ocean forces cut
WASHINGTON lAP> - The Lnited

States has cut its carrier force in the Indian
Ocean to a single battle group for the first

time in nearly iwo years, defense officials

acknowledged yesterday.
Although ihe apparent policy change has

been in the works for some months, officials

were reluctant lo discuss ii because the
reduction came ai a ume when the Reagan
administration was fighting for its proposed
saie of five AWACS radar planes to Saudi
Arabia.

A major administration argument in

favor ot the Airborne Warning and Control
System plane sale was that it was essential
to strengthen Saudi Arabia's security and
demonstrate U.S. resolve to safeguard its

friends and its oil supplies in the Persian
Gulf area.

Officials, who declined to be identified,

said the reduction from two lo one carrier
battle groups in the Indian Ocean area was
dictated to a considerable extent by
budgetary problems and the strain placed
on I'.S. Navy crewmen who have been kepi
on long depbyments in that region.

WIN FOR AWACS - SecreUry of State Alexander Haig, Jr!"c'^feTs"
with members of the White House staff yesterday in the Oval Office dur-ing the vote by the Senate on the sale of AWACS radar planes to Saudi
Arabia. From left are: Haig. Deputy of Chief of Staff Michael Deaver
thief of Staff James A. Baker, and National Security Advisor RichardAUen.

Polish strike continues
WARSAW, Poland (AP) - SoUdarity

workers by the millions struck across
Poland for an hour yesterday, singing the
national anthem and waving red and white
fiags. Communist Party chief Wojciech
Jaruzelski demanded an end to the
protests, and his army indirectly warned of

Soviet intervention.

Jaruzelski, a general who is also defense
minister and premier, spoke to the party's
Central Committee hours after the strike
ended at 1 p.m.

Werner found guilty in

Springfield stabbing
SPRINGFIELD - After 13 hours of deliberation during

tl»re« days, a Hampden County Superior Court found a
Cok>rado man guilty of second degree murder vfsterdav in
the stabbing of a Wrentham teenager in a bus ^pot.
The defense claimed during the week long trial that

Patrick Jerome Werner. 35. of Colorado Springs. Cokj..
was insane and could not have deliberatelv planned the
kiUing of 16 year old Sharyn Glynn, formerly of Westfield.

Police said she was stabbed three limes in the back Feb.
22 as she waited in the Springfield bus terminal for a bus to
take her to her southeastern Massachusetts home from a
holiday visit with a former classmate in WestfieW.

Investigators quoted Werner as saving he had attacked
the giri. because he believed she and her two companions
were laughing at him.

Rolling Stones sell out

concert in three hours
HARTFORD. Conn. — The only appearances scheduled

m New England so far during the Rolling Stones' U.S. tour
sold out in less than three hours vesterdav as fans put
down $15 per ticket for 30.000 seats.'

"Ii was worth it. oh. definitely." said Cynthia Dunne. 18.
o( suburban Farmmgton. after waiung in line for about six
hours outside the Hartford Civic Center

"Our national anthem, revered by
general ions... has become an accompanying
tune to various strikes and protest actions."
he said. "Poland has not yet perished — but
it is perishing. There remains little time.
This blockade must be lifted."

The army newspaper. Zolnierz Wolnosci,
called the one hour protest "political black-
mail and provocation" designed to push
Poland into "events reminiscent of Hungary
in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968.

'

Dig^est
By the Associated Press

Deadline November 6

Nominations for

Distinguished Teachers
Six $2,000 Distinguished Teacher Awards

for 3 Fa'-ulTv and 3 Students
Any present or former student may nominate
facvitty ar>d Teaching Assistants Associates for

the award. In addition, facutty and graduate
students may nominate TA s and TO's.
Distinguished Teaching Awards are supported by
the Ahjmni Association arxl the Graduate School
and awards are anr>our»ced at Commencement by
the Chance<lor. Winners are determined by a

Commmee composed of urnJergraduate students,

gradiiate students and faculty members
SutonrWt the nomination in writing with a brief

descfiptioo of why the nominee deserves the

award to;

Otstioguished Teaching Awards Committee
Graduate Student Senate

919 Campus Center

She ana tnousands of other Stones' fans lined up several
hours before they even found out for sure that tickets were
to go on sale yesterday. They reacted to Tuesday's an
nouncemeni that the British rockers wiU play two Hartford
Civic Center concerts. Nov. 9 and Nov. 10.

FBI will investigate

food stamp fraud
WASHINGTON - The FBI and Secret Service are

being used for the first time in a widening government
drive to wipe out food stamp fraud and abuse, the head ol
the Justice Depart menis special food stamp fraud unit
said Wednesday.

Assistant Attorney General D. Lowell Jensen said the
"nationwide presence and large number of sUffed
bcations" of those two agencies will significantly bolster
efforts of Agriculture Department and Postal Service
investigators, who up to now have been solely responsible
for the nationwide probe.
"We do have strong indications that fraud has per

mealed the food stamp program in distressingly large
proportions." Jensen said. "Were dealing roughly with a
billion dollars that is being wasted through abuse and
fraud."

S13.8 million seized in

foutine *marijuana bust
BOSTON — A 100 to one boarding shot has netted a

batch of marijuana estimated at $13.8 million in street sale
value. Ihe Coast Guard said yesterday.

Five men from Miami and three from Colombia were in
federal custody after being uken Tuesday night from the
T2~foot fishmg boat. Tiger Rose, five miles off Green
Hart)or in Sciiuaie. after the vessel was reported acting
strangely. Richard Rice, a Guard spokesman said.
The five Coast Guardsmen boardmg the vessel for what

was termed a "routine search." found 730 bales of
manjuana weighing 18 tons. They also took custody of a
monkey and a dog.

"Routine boardmgs are done very frequently "
said

Coast Guard Capi. David Flanagan, "but only one in 100
ships or less has contraband on board."

Victim of blast sues
aerosol plant for $25m
BOSTON - An employee who was burned when an

aerosol plant m Holbrook exploded last week has sued the
company for $25 million, charging lax safety standards.

Alan Slo«n. 26. of Brockton, is in fair condition in the
intensive care unit at University Hospital in Boston His

attorney, Edward M. Swartz. said he suffered second and
third degree burns over 65 percent of his body.
Sloan was one of 24 persons injured when Aerosol

Research Laboratories Inc. of Holbrook blew up last

Thursday after a gas leak.

Two victims died Tuesday at Brigham and Women's
Hospital. Hospital spokesman Jim King said Laverne
Elsen. 60, of Braintree, and Richard Collins. 34, of
Weymouth, were the victims. Both had been listed in
critical condition with severe burns.

OPEC willhave public

over a barrel again
GENEVA, Switzerland — The world oil cartel, convening

its second meeting in two months today, is expected to fix
base crude oil prices that analysts say would slightly in-
crease the cost of fuel and heating oil in the United States.
"The way is paved lo reach the target." said Iraq's Tayeh

Abdul Karim, one of 13 Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries ministers arriving for the special
pricing session. "We are very near to each other, so
nothing can prevent us from reaching a unified price."
Several OPEC sources said the ministers, who adjourned

a meeting here in August without agreeing on a unified
price structure, will thus time go along with the $34-per-
barrel ba.se price pushed by Saudi Arabia. The current
OI'KChaM-pricr.sri in IVcember 1980. is $36 a barrel.

Correction
A story on page one of

yesterday's Co«r.<;.«« in
comx-ily indicated that the
Collegiate Association for
the Research of Principles
had been operating from a
table in the Campus Center

when asked to leave for

soliciting signatures. While
CARP is eligible to use a

table two days each week, it

was not in use Monday. A
membiT of the organization,
however, was asked to stop
soliciting signatures.
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Students demand
input in SGA

QQMgma^

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Students claiming to be members of a
group called Students Against Waste and
Deception interrupted the Undergraduate
Student Senate meeting last night with a
list of demands to be met by the Student
Government Association.

Asking for a repeal of the proposed
Student Activities Trust Fund increase, a
50 percent cut in "all .senate related ac-
counts," publication of the 1982 SGA
budget in the CoUegian, and an increase in
student input into student government, the
group of 17 stated that if the demands were
not met by 5 p.m.. Nov. 2, they would
organize a mass march on the next senate
meeting and set up a provisional govern-
ment.

Some senators reacted with laughter and
insults, but most agreed later that the ideas
pre.sented should be heard, if presented in
an orderly manner through parliamentary
procedure.

"If they are willing to come in and be
orderly in their conduct, not rowdy and
disruptive, it would be fine," said Speaker
Ed Lee.

Lee advised the senate that if the group
returns next week the senators should

listen, ask questions and behave in an
ordeHy manner. Finance and Chair Alan
Compagnon agreed, saying if the senate
conducted a regulated, small discussion the
other group would appear to be "rather
foolish."

In other business, the senate discussed
the j,ransit services provided by the Pioneer
Valley Transit Authority and its upcoming
contract renewal. Treasurer Richard
Goldman said despite the transit fee of $2
for on-campus residents and $7 for com-
muters in addition to the contractual
agreetnent of $10 per student taken from
the SATF, the transit service needs an
approximate increase of $100,000 to con-
tinue the present level of services.

According to Goldman, suggestions of
fare boxes with passes for fee-paying
students was suggested at the last transit
authority meeting. Also, since the
University of Massachusetts supplies 47 per
ent of the direct funding for area service, it

was proposed that fees be charged to other
oganizations in the area, even though they
do not use the system as much as students.

The Senate also allocated $300 to the
UMass Science Fiction Club for its Audible
Fantasy project. The club wishes to tape
science fiction and fantasy literature for use
by blind students. The money given last
night will go toward reel-to-reel tapes and
possible some cassettes for that purpose.

CAY WHAT9 A • » . .
Coll,Ki,n photo by T»m B«ll,r,ore

ru J 4?^l"~ ."^""'^ ^*»"» *"<* Lenny Zarcone of "One
thicken: Two Guys were sponsored by the Governor's Pro-gram Council to perform in the Campus Center yesterday

Author says racism is criminal
By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

CivU rights activist *i*ft.autt\or Lois Stalvey spoke to a
full house last night irt WfUcester Dining Commons in the
first of a series of J^itture-workshops entitled "In
Appreciation of DiffeK^H^-; Responding to Racism in
American Culture."

In the informal discM^^<fii»">ssiori, Stalvey focused upon
her personal encountepB-j^JiwJi racism and .what she has
learned from them. HeV-iejjperiences as a ''white anglo-
saxon. Protestant mother'.: sikj^eai^d, led her to develop an
understanding of the racisri^SWJJem in America. •

'

Sulvey's comprehensio^^f-JUw fssoe prompted hel-«to
adopt a self-educational^ci(;^ta«R»f ac<jion, as 6ppb§e(f to
active demonstration. Sftei«toft:".'."I believe it has been
programmed into us for so hQ^j^Wat' wfe" have C^-educate
ourselves and conquer our i%ftei6i..as we' discover our

racism. The first step is to edu**a^r\elves.
Stalvey voiced particular c(*eetfe raasm in the area of

education. Her childrens' exporiencts as whrtfc students
disclosed the differential tre^^rtiwu^of Uack students
withm the same educational* systefn* she said. As a
volunteer teacher of black histofj>>sT»6 herself witnessed
the systematic discrepencies*in sikobts:

"It was a heartbreaking- feelihg" that these bright,
perceptive, interesting kids had Hot bew taught to read,
and they were ashamed of it,"'.said Stalvey,
Connected with the discrimination in school systems, she

said, is the problem of criminality. "IFschools were tur-
ning out people who could not read, there would be people
who would not get ^ job ]ike they see ontelevision! people
wonder how others can become criminal^.' If you are
hungry, you steal," Stalvey>aid.
Her own educational experience as a "WA'SP" provided

continued on page 17

Women's participation
in sports dropping fast
By ROBIN MANDEL
Collegian Staff

There has been a large decline this year,
both in the participation of all women's in-

tramural sports, and also in the participa-
tion of women in co-recreational sports at
the University of Massachusets, Amherst,
said Zulma Garcia, graduate assistant of
the intramural staff.

According to a recent letter to the editor
in the Massachusetts Daily Collegian, a
UMass track and field meet, held on Oc-
tober 14. had only 45 participants, none of
whom were women.
"Women just don't seem to be as in-

terested in playing in intramurais this year
as they have been in the past. Last year's
track and field meet had 29 women par-
ticipants, while intramural football con-
sisted of 7 women's teams, as compared to
the 4 women's teams this year." Garcia
said.

One reason women may not l)e interested
in playing sports may he caused by societal

expectations of women's behavior.

Alison 'Burke, co-athletic director of
Knowlton Dormitory, said, "The lack of en-
thusiasm generated from UMass women
could be a result 'of the way women are
brought up. Society encourages men to

play aggressively in sports, whereas with
women, society teaches them that rough
playing just isn't socially acceptable."

Alison Maloon, the athletic director of

Wheeler Dormitory, said, "My team had to
forfeit the season because only the boys in
my dorm showed up to play. While growing
up, women have been taught not to be the
achievers and maybe, therefore, afraid to
tackle anything new."'
Burke said, "Women are quick to

volunteer to play sports, yet, because of the
conflict with tradition, some women have
never competed in high school sports, and,
therefore do not know the full meaning of
commitment."
Another reason for the lack of interest in

women's intramurais may be that women
think school work should take priority over
sports.

Kiki Pedersen, a member of the co-
recreational intramural football team, said
women sign up thinking that they are doing
a good deed for their dormitory. When it is

time for the event to occur, however, they
claim they do not have the time to play.
These women are too selfish and do not
care that the team is relying on them to
participate, she said.

"It's hard to get dormitory women to be
active because of the possible segregation
of floors. It is then hard to get women to
bond together and form a unit," Pedersen
added.

However, students may not realize there
are many advantages to intramurais,
Maloon said. Intramural sports unify peo-
ple, which is important for a huge school

continued on page 16
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Longer 'walk' light may
end pedestrian plight
By CARKN ORL.^ k
Colleen Staff

^-ithin 22 seconds of pressing the
"WALK** button on the traffic signal post at

the intersection of North Pleasant Street
and Main Street, an elderly or handicapped
pedestrian must get themselves across the
street to safety or face the possibility of

being struck by an auHunobile.
Coocemed pedestrian Lelah Vought.

town planner Paul Mazzarella, and four
Iniversity of Massachusetts students
t<^»eiher will attempt to solve the time
allotment issue of the traffic signals here in

Amherst.
Mazzarella said yesterday that the lights

were designed according to standards
accT'pted bv the federal government in

1975.

"The federal govtrnment developed a

uniform standard in which control signals

are constructed exactly the same
throughout the I'.S." he said.

Mazzan'lla said the lighu are working
out fine in most parts of the country, but in

Amherst, where 6 percent of the population

is elderly, and a good deal have young
children, the allotted time of 22 seconds to

cross the street is not feasible.

Vought. 77. initiated a petition two
weeks ago to try and change the existing
sit uat ion of t he t raffic light

.

Vought received 1.200 signatures from
residents who all agreed that the 22 second
interim is not sufficient for an elderly in

dividual to cross the street, and that

another five to 10 seconds should be added.
she said.

h will mean a longer traffic light for the

community." Vought said, "and many
dri\ers will be impatient, but at least they
are sitting down."
The University students who became

involved in this project began the in

vestigation as pan of an assignment in their

community organizing class.

Kathy Johnson. 21. a human services
major, is one of the students involved. She
said the chances of the state Department of

Public Works iDPW) adhering to this

request look very good. However, six

months is required before any physical
change can be made.
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HEY YOU — A freshman psychology major shouts from his Chadbourne
dorm down to a passing friend.

Head for the Mountains

UMASS SKI CLU
office

430A Student Union

Hours M-F 11-3:30

545-3437

ih-*"*

o^^'*:«ot*«

S\9<*

Poor Richards DANCE CLUB
DISCO • Top 40 • Rock

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY
Roufc 9 Amherst

25c Drafts

im<^ Wltch#$ 5r#w
75c AU NK»HT §g

Friday & Saturday

2
FOR
1

VARELAS \ 8 10 pm

Thufi. Oct. W '\,

CoJIggi^ris

AWACS approved to Saudi Arabia

Students meet
»-r^^n

^^^'*' ^ ^"^^^ ^^"P ^^ ^^^^^ Students from
Melville, Emerson, Thoreau and James met in a Melville
lounge to discuss Third World activities in Southwest
The meeting was led by Jean Curtis, Head of Residence

of Melville and Jackie James, head of residence of Emer-
son.

The meeting was based on such issues as the students
utilizing the Malcolm X center, making a Melville Lounge
into a studying area and students getting more involved in
CCEBS.
A task force was developed to further the idea of mak-

ing the Melville Lounge into a study hall for third world
students. Jalica Battle, a junior living in Melville
volunteered to be on the task force. She said she would
talk to Melville House Council to discuss the issue of the
study lounge.

The Malcolni X center located in southwest was also
discussed. Curtis said, that students don't use it enough
and It will probably be closed down if it is not supported
Some students reacted, saying that they do use it at least
once a week, but this is not enough.
Jackie James said that students should go to CCEBS for

tutorial services and also to get to know their advisors bet-
ter.

"I'm a tutor in Rhetoric," said James. "I sat for two
hours today. Now is the time for students to get over to
CCEBS and talk to your advisors about a tutor if you are
having problems."

Students came up with good ideas to bring unity to the
southwest third world community. They discussed the
possibility of there being a meeting at least once a week to
review current issues on campus as well as nation wide.
Curtis, the head of resident of Melville said she hopes

everything works out. "Last year ! headed the Buddy
System. I couldn't do it this year because there wasn't
enough support. By the time I figured out it wasn't going
to work it was too late."

The meeting lasted about 40 minutes. Curtis said she
would give further details concerning the issues that were
discussed, and that students would be notified about the
next meeting.

By JENNIFER HARDY
Black Affairs

Announcements
The Malcom X Center is Tiew accepting proposal^lronv

Third World graduate students for classes to be taugW> in.

the spring semester 1982.

The deadline for course proposals is J<Iovember 10. 19^
Course proposals can be pkkfedf' up at the Southwest
Academic Affairs office in John'Adams Lobby.
Bring or send completed proposafe to MalconvX Center.

Washington Ijobby. U. of Mass.
P^or further info, call 549-2819 or253-7444.

Got a paper to do but don't know tnuch about research?
There's a colloq for you! Northeast/Sylvan Colloq Program
is sponsoring a "Term Paper How-to's" colloq which meets
on Wednesdays 3 5 in Dwight Lbtinge. Come Wednesday
and get help with that paper you hav« <« do.

The Voices of Jubilation, a Springfield gospel choir, will

provide the musical portk>n of the Five-College "Third

World Worship Service this Sun^ay,^ Th« Services, held
regularly in Chapin Chapel X)n the Amherst College campus
at 4:00 p.m., enable all to experience an ecumenical and
Lnterreligious understanding based in the" joyful Black
traditional Church spirit. The Reverend Chester D.
Freeman, Black/Third World Chaplain at the University,

cordially invites everyone to. attend.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Reagan called it a test of his'
command of American foreign policy. Opponents saw it as
a threat to the security of Israel and to the sanctity of
America s most advanced military technology.

The package involved not only sale of five Airborne
Warning and Control Systems radar planes to Saudi
Arabia, but also 1.177 Sidewinder missiles, 101 fuel pods
and six flying tankers to stretch the range and firepower of
t 15 jets already in possession of the Arab kingdom.

The president devoted the day to buttonholing senators,
two summoned for private persuasion in the intimacy of
the small study in the White House residence. His lobbying
campaign on the first major foreign policy debate of his
presidency rivaled the intensity of his successful effort to
cut government spending and taxes.

"He makes persuasive arguments based on the fact that
we only have one president of the United States at a time."
said Sen. Edward Zorinsky. a conservative Democrat from
Nebraska after 40 minutes with Reagan. "He indicated
that it is difficult for him to conduct foreign policy with a
defeat of this nature."

And so, after nearly a month of debate, two opponents
switched to Reagan and two others said they were
reconsidering their opposition. All three are Republicans

A Prayer for everybody
THIS IS

WORLD
A PRAYER FOR YOU, A PRAYER FOR ME CAUSE WE
NEED EACH OTHER.
THIS IS A PRAYER FOR EVERYBOtt? .IN THE

A PRAYER FOR YOU. A PRAYER FOR ME.
A PRAYER FOR LOVE AND HARMONY
A PRAYER FOR LIGHT THAT ALL MAY SEE
A PRAYER THAT SOMEDAY WE'LL ALL BE FREE
'CAliSETHERE'S A LOT THAT'S WRONG.
Whj MUST BE STRONG AND NOT BECOME BITTER
IF THERE'S A CHANCE THAT MANKIND MAY
PROFIT WHY SHOULD
WE SCOFF AT SOMETHING NEW OR OLD IF PT CANMAKE US BETTER.
THIS IS A PRAYER FOR EVERYBODY IN THEWORLD.
CAUSE WITHOUT YOU AND WITHOUT ME
WITHOUT LOVE AND HARMONY.
WITHOUT COURAGE AND DIGNITY
WHAT WOULD IT MEAN TO BE FREE'^

^.ladi- (.orton ot Washington and William Cohen ot Maine
switched in lavor of the sale. Aides said Mark Andrews of
Norl h Dakota was thinking of doing the same.
Hours before the vote. Reagan declared in a letter to the

Si-nale that the sale of AWACS radar planes and the jet
fighters are no threat to Israel and that Americans will be
involved in the Saudi operations "well into the 1990s."
Four of the 24 AWACS aircraft within the U.S. in-

ventory already are operating with American crews in
Saudi Arabia to guard against possible air attack by Iran or
other hostile powers. Under provisions of the proposed
sale, the Saudis would receive five AWACS in 1985. but
they would be models without advanced features such as
jam resistant communications devices.

Reagan, seeking to allay fears that a Saudi Arabia armed
with AWACS will tip the balance in the Middle East
against Israel, wrote in his letter that conditions had
imposed to assure that would not be the case.
The president pledged that U.S. personnel will be able

to monitor both air and ground security arrangements to
protect .secrecy of the high-technology planes. And he said
Saudi cooperation in Mideast .peace progress will be a
condition of the sale.

If the Saudis violate any of those agreements. Reagan
told the Senate, "the sale will be cancelled and no equip-
ment or services will be delivered."

A PRAYER FOR EVERYBODY IN THE

This IS an invitatum to all the African-American Student
Organizations in the 5 College area to actively participate
in the 5 college BUuck Student Mini-Cmference being held
on the Campus of the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, on the days of October 31st and November 1st at
the New Africa House.
We are inviting all interested sisters and brothers to

come and share information and discussion around what we
feel are some extremely important issues of this rapidly
changing period \ofeconomic, political and social crisis] and
how we as students can effectively respond to these issues.

Some of the issues tentatively on the agenda far
discussion are:

1. Declining Financial Aid
2. Racist Violence on Campus
3. Academic Racism
4. Phaseout ofAggressive Recruitment ofBlack Students
5. The creation ofa 5 college African-American Newsletter

This is a tentative agenda. Not final. We are open to
suggestions. Please send any ideas to:
The Office of Third World Affairs
Student Uni(m Bldg.

UMASS, Amherst 01002

Looking for a good way to "jazz" up an evening? Check
out the jazz genius of Stanley Clarke and George Duke in
concert on November 6 at the Fine Arts Center Concert
Hall on the UMass campus.

Tickets are $7.50 and $8.50 for UMass students and
$9.10 for the general public, and are available at Ticketron.
URU. Tix. For the Record in Faces, and in Northampton at
Platterpus and Main St. Records. This is an event not to be
missed! Stanley Clarke, superstar bassist and former
member of Return to Forever, and George Duke, the
legendary jazz keyboardist, together, for one great show
at UMass! Get your tickets now!

Brother Wilbur Jackson of the UMass
Minutemen.
The internships are on major American dailies and wire

services, and are paid positions. The Editing Internship
Program carries a $700 scholarship for each recipient, and
the Minority Internship Program involves a $1,000 grant.
The pre internship training program is paid for under a
Newspaper Fund grant.
Any interested students can obtain an application form

(one per student) after September 1.

Contact: The Newspaper Fund. Inc.,

P.O. Box 300, Princeton. NJ 08540
telephone: (609) 799 5600

By Brumsic Brandon

ANDATTENTION: JOURNALISM MAJORS
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN NEWSWRITING
The Newspaper Fund will offer college juniors and

minority graduate students and seniors prearranged paid
summer internships, a pre-internship training program,
and scholarships for the 1982-83 sclpol year.
The two programs offered fdr 1982 are the Editing

Internship Program (for juniors), and the Minority
Internship Program (for seniors and graduate students).
The applications for these programs can be obtained by
writing the Fund.
The deadline for applications is Thanksgiving Day, and

all students will be selected before the end of January
1982.

'
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TONIGHT
Candle Light

Vigil for
Solidarity

6:00 PM -

Group Formations
Southwest Bus Stop

Student Union Building
Worcester Dining Commons

groups will then travel to the. . .

6:30 PM -

CANDLE LIGHT ViGiL
Fme Arts Center Sculpture

— Candles Available —
LIST OF ENDORSERS:
United Christian Fund
Ek:umenical Council

SCERA Womens Issues Team
Coalition Against Sexual & Racial Assaults

Students Against Sexual Harrassment
Coalition For Equal Right & Reproductive Freedom

Radical Student Union
Commuter Collective

Southwest Women's Center
SCERA Anti-Racism Team

S.G.A.
Amherst CoUege Action Coalition

Western Mass Latin American Solidarity Comm.
W.E.B. DuBois Dept of Afro-American Studies

Hampshire Gay Men's Alliance
Hillel

Lesbian Union
People's Gay Alliance

Make a statement against the oppression that tries

to hold us back!
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TRICK OR TREAT!
THE TRICK: SUPER ONE DAY SALE!
THE TREAT: EHTIRE INVENTORY

LP'S REDUCED!
Series

Price

$5.98

$6.98

$7.98

$8.98

LP SALE
Price

$3.69

$4.69

$4.99

$5.69

.MOV RSCORDS

BILXtT'JOBZt
SOMQSMTHiXmC

all other series at comparable savings!

WATTS IN A TANK

Regencvi

SM6AUTD aMMERMCMT
BW HCX ID CHMt
M>' HND OF IMMIM

series 8.98

St*v« Miller

series 8.98

r*:vo
Nfw IradirMMialisIs '-•

- ,-.,(...

series 8.98

Lover Doy

series 8.98

series 8.98

Rosslgton

Collins

series 8.98
MM

DAN
FOGRRFRC

NtOCEKTiKZ

series 13.98

10:00-2:00

Entir*

Inventory
of COMVtt*

ooyo %
off

SUPER HOURLY SPECIALSI
series 13.98

2:00 - 4:00
Momorox
T-120VHS
Vid»o

Cossottos
2-4-4 hour

$12.66
•odi Hm<t 6
pf cwtomf

4:00 - 6:00
"High infidolltx"

REO Spo^dwogon

$4.66
LP

Cotsotto

6K)0 - 6:00
All Wornor

Eloktro Atlantic

6-trQck Topos

50%
off

6:00 - 10:00
So* othor od
for a groot

Supor Spociol

Yo« won't
wont to miss

this onol

RECORD TOWN Hampshire Moll Hodl^y
Sol» good on» doy only Ffl Oct 00 cosh only

HAPPY HOUR PRICES ALL WEEK
Dudweiser 12 oz cons 0.99 cos*

DuSCh 12 oz. cons 2.30/six 7.99/coso

LobOtt'S bo^rorolo 2.99/slx

Molsons 2.99/slx

Vodko or Gin 5.25/iitor

Donelli Lombrusco i .99/750 mi

CHECK IT OUT.

Peloton's Dealer-direct
Athletic Shoe Discount Program

Did you ever try to figure out the difference
between the 'high tech* shoes on the market
today? You're right...there ian't a whole lot of
difference between brands
So why pay more for design on the side of the

shoe when you can get what's inaide for abetter price.
At Peloton, our dealer-direct, program will aave

you up to $25.00 on our entire stock of shoes.

FOR EXAMPLE:
sug. retail dealer-direct

Etonic Trams Am $34.96 $27.00
Brooks Vantage

Brooks Varus TV

$35.95

$59.00

$25.95

$41.95

1 East PImmsant St.
Amhmrst 549'6904

18 Stmta St.

Northmmpton 584'1019

Newslines...
S. Africa Solidarity Committee
to hold oi^ganizational meeting
The Southern Africa Solidarity Committee has schedul-

ed an open organizational meeting for 7 tonight in "Yvon-
nes Place in the basement of New Africa House.A film about past covert involvement in Angola will be
shown, and short presentations on the current situation in
Southern Africa, the status of the Clark amendment and
reports on two recent anti-apartheid conferences will be
featured.

Jury continues deliberation on

verdict in UMass student's trial

NORTHAMPTON - Jury deliberations continue today
at Hampshire Superior Court in the trial of former

University of Massachusetts student Joseph G
McDonagh, who is charged with disorderly conduct and
three separate counts of assault and battery which occur-
red outside the Blue Wall on March 9, 1980
The jury began its deliberations at 1 1:45 a.m. yesterday

after receiving procedural instructions from Judge Eileen
P. Griffen At 1:45 p.m., the jury returned to the cour-
troom to have Griffen repeat the deliberation procedure
tor the charge of disorderly conduct.
Defense Attorney Charles J. Dimare of the UMass

Legal Services Office said he was optimistic at that point
because he Mieved the jury would aquitt McDonagh on
the three charges of assault and battery.
The jury was unable to reach a decision by 4:30 p m

and Griffen called for a recess until 9:30 a.m. today.

-KEN BAZINET

QoMgi^a^
As many as 75 $5,000 scholarships are awarded each

year to students who demonstrate outstanding potential
for leadership in government. Applicants must have at
least a 3.0 grade point average, be in the top one fourth of
their class and be enrolled in a program that would permit
admission to a graduate program.

Applications, along with three letters of recom-
mendation and a 600 word essay on a public policy issue
should be submitted to the political science office by
November. ''

Mangan and Katz will appear

on Phil Donahue Show Monday
Two University of Massachusetts students will appear

A I . . , ^ m ^" ^ segment of the Donahue show to be aired Monday
Applications for Iruman award ^'*«'"^«st«"andonNov. lefromspringfieid.

Student Government Association co-President Kevin
Mangan and student Jackson Katz taped the interview
with Donahue in his Chicago studios last week, discussing
students' rights.

The show is scheduled to be aired Monday on Channel 5
from Boston and Nov. 16 on Channel 22 in Springfield.

Yesterday's Collegian incorrectly printed the wrong
dates for the broadcast.

are in Political Science office
Applications for Harry S. Truman Foundation awards

are available for sophomore undergraduates at the office oi
the coordinator for Political Science Honors program in
room 332 Thompson.
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INTERNATIONAL

CARIER?

A raprtMntativ*

will b« on th« c«mpui

FRIDAY
NOVEMBER 6, 1981

to diicuii qutlificttioni for

tdvinctd (tudy «t

AMHICAN
ORAOUATI SCHOOL
•nd job opportunititi

in Th« fiald of

INTHNATIONAl. MANAOiMINT

Inttrvitwi n^iy bfl ichadulad at

UNIVERSITY
PLACEMENT

AMIIICAN OtAOUATI SCHOOl
OF' INTIINATtONAl MANAOIMINT

ThuiMlarbird Camput
Olandala, Ariiana tSlM

TWO KiWYWrTERS
TOUCH BASES ON BM!^
BAU^ilND BEER.

POWEIL (Former American
Baseball Great): Koichi here has
been giving me a new angle on
baseball. It seems the game's a
little different in Japan
KOICHI NUMAZAWA (Former
Japanese Baseball Great):

Tt*ao
COS: That's right. The field is

smaller over there.

KOICHI: r)H), v 3 - h T'J^ ^ ab

BOOO: Well, now that you men-
tioned it, I guess you guys are
kinda smaller Does that mean
you drink Lite Beer cause it's less
filling?

KOICHI: \,^K>-, 15 v.^ L t^«^bttC
^TrJ:o

BOO0: Tastes great? That's why I

drink it, too' I guess we have a lot

more in common than I thought
KOICHI: ^(7)iitJ I ir'oTT, B^
<7)IfJ$f^- All A tJ a itA.i)\

BOOO: Me? I'm too big to play on
a Japanese team.
KOICHI: 'tA.UZtU^-TtJ:, >
3 -H-«iaTtJ:o
BOOO: Shortstop?! Very funny.

1981 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co , Milwaukee, Wis.
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I Mitsubishi DP-5 Sherwood S-8300 CP
direct drive, fully automatic turntable 40 watts per channel receiver

presents

THE FIRST ANNUAL EVER
MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE ^%^

Everything on sale - once-in-a-lifetime deals on car and home '^

stereo. Hourly specials from 6 PM Friday to 5 PM Saturday
PLUS all day specials and many unadvertised specials!

ALL DAY SPECIALS - FRI & SAT only

't^s

< i

ii

save $90
man. sugg. retail value $220.

NOW $129.95

our regular price $250.

NOW $149.95

Micro Acoustics
frm - 2 ax speakers

man. sugg. retail value $398./pr

now $198/pr

JVC RS-33
40 watt per channel receiver w/EQ

now $198.00

Profile 200R Audio Rack
5 shelf rack w/walnut trim

Vi our regular price

now $74.95

Tashiba PC-X33
cassette deck

solenoid controls 2 motors

now $179.95

Ortofon FF10XE
Cartridge

our regular price $50

NOW $14.95

JVC L-A21
belt drive, semi automatic turntable

now $69.95

5y4" 2-way car speakers
20 oz magnets

6x9 3 way Car Speakers
w/20 oz magnets

now $24.95

Majestic 4015
mini-box car speakers
our reg price $80/pr

now $29.95/pr

now $14.95

Sony Walkman 2 $129.95

Walkman 1 $79.95
'

Majestic fM/AM Sound Guard Allsop 3 TDK Intermagnetics Maxell UD XL 11personal stereo w/headphones deluxe record cleaner kit cassette deck cleaner head cleaner tape C90 cassettes C90 cassettes

only $29.95 $9.95 $4.99 $1.49 99c each $2.99 each limit ten

^

HOURLY SPECIALS
Hourly Specials

will be strictly enforced.

FRIDAY
6 PM-7 PM

Sanyo FTC6 auto-reverse, in-

dash AM/FM cassette - fits

most imports ONLY $69.95

Sherwood S-300 CP cassette
deck, sendust head, LED
nneters our regular price $200

ONLY $99.95

7 PM - 8PM
Majestic 1060 10 band, 60 watt
car booster /equalizer ONLY

$49.95

Technics SLD-202 direct drive,

semi-automatic turntable ON-
LY $99.95

8 PM - 9 PM
Mitsubishi RX-691 auto-
reverse, in dash AM/FM
cassette; fits American cars
Man Sugg retail value $269.95

ONLY $149.95

Technics SA 203 30 watts per
channel, slim-line receiver ON-

LY $149.95

9 PM - 10 PM
Epicure 10 2 way, top-rated

bookshelf speakers TWO
PAIRS of demos $100/pr

Majestic 605 5 band, 60 watt
car booster/equalizer

ONLY $29.95

10 PM - 11 PM
Technics RS-M218 cassette

deck soft touch, automatic
bias & EQ ONLY $149 95

Essex 6x9 high power car

speakers 100 watts power
handling our regular price

$n9.95/pr NOW $29.95/pr

11 PM - MID
JBL 502 vx Radiance speakers
man. sugg. retail ^ai/je $300/ pr
ONLY $139.95/pr (3 prs only)

Majestic 7454 indash AM/FM
cassette w/5 band equalizer;

auto-reverse DEMO
ONE ONLY at $129.95

MID - 1 AM
Celebrate Halloween a night
early -best costumes win FREE

record cleaners

Sanyo plus-75 receiver 75
watts per channel /digital tuner
man. sugg. retail value $500

TWO LEFT AT $249.95

JBL L-110 bookshelf speakers
man. sugg. retail value $900/ pr
one pair DEMOS at $499.95/pr

Craig T686 24 watt in dash
AM/FM cassene; digital tuner;

Dolby NR man. sugg. retail

value $350 one only at $99.95

1 AM - 2 AM
first three p>eople to bring us
pizza get a ADC 360 car-

tridge ($79.95 value) FREE

The Turntable Buy
of Your Life

Thorens TD-105 audiophile
turntable straight arm; belt
drive man. sugg. retail value
$365 ONLY $99.95 (that's

$99.95 not a misprint; we're
crazy)

Audio Lab AL-40 speakers
4 way 10" made in Poland
-support Polish workers! were
$450 -NOW $199.95/pr 10 yr.

warranty

Sanyo FT 2200 indash AM/FM
cassette; digital tuner, Dolby
NR and Sanyo PA 6100 100
watt power amp man. sugg.
retail value over $600 BOTH

ONE only at

$249.95

2 AM - 3 AM
Another Insane
Turntable Buy:

Thorens TD 115 $199 95
(we're still crazy)

Ortofon MC-10 moving coil

cartridge w/transformer man.
sugg. retail value $229 TWO at

$99.95

JIL 634 E indash AM/FM
cassette 20 watts/channel;
digital tuner DEMO -ONE ON-

LY at $49.95

3 AM - 4 AM
(we're getting tired folks)

Technics RSM-8 cassette deck
flo meters, metal tape demo

ONE only at $89.95

Marantz 2600 receiver 330
watts per channel original list

price $1800 demo at $499.95

Superex 5-band stereo
equalizer only $29.95

Superex parametric equalizer
only $49.95

Majestic 1200 120 watt/7 band
car booster /equalizer ONLY

$69.95

4 AM - 5 AM
A complete stereo system for

$99.95

Rotel RV 555 mini-system
w/ Scott turntable a $450 value

NOW $99.95

ADC ZLM cartridge man
sugg. retail value $200 ONLY

$29.95

ADC XLM Mark II improved
ONLY $19.95

Alpine 7123 AM/FM indash
cassette; auto reverse Dolby

NR ONE at $159.95

5 AM-6 AM
bring us coffee & donuts,
please the first 5 customers get

FREE record cleaners

Harmon Kardon ST 8 linear
tracking turntable w/ Sonus
canridge $450 new ONE used

at $99.95

Jensen 4x10 triax speakers our
regular price $100/pr ONLY

$29.95/pr

6 AM-7 AM
we're dying - come take advan-
tage of us. . .

DiscWasher Disc Traker allows
tracking of warped records $1

(one dollar!)

Marantz 2440 Quad integrated

amp $25

Grundig TS-1000 reel-toreel
tape deck w/ Dolby module a
$2000 machine for $499.95

7 AM-10 AM
dosed for breakfast (thank

God)

SATURDAY
10 AM-11AM

Maxell UD XLI-S C90 cassene
$3.99 each (limit 10)

UDXLII-S C90 cassenes $4.19
each (limit 10)

Thorens TD 126 Mark III C
turntable transcription table
man. sugg. retail value $800

ONE only at $399.95

5% " Dual Cone car speakers
$9.95/pr

1 PM - 2 PM
Koss K/135 headphone our
regular price $40, ONLY $9.95

Sound Lab II 3-way 12"
speakers ONLY $99.95/pr

Pioneer KP-88 G car cassette
deck w/ Dolby NP and Pioneer
GM-40 40 watt power amp
BOTH DEMO at 14 price; ON-

LY $129.95

2PM -3PM
JBL L-lSO speakers man.
sugg. retail valije $1400
DEMOS - one pair at $750/pr

Epicure 14 3-way acoustic
suspension speakers ONLY

$179.96/pr

Philips 406 twin-motor turn-
table w/Audio Technica car-
tridge DEMO ONE only at

$49.95

Gopack 6x9 car

$20/pr
speakers

11 AM - NOON
Micro Acoustics frm-1
speakers used, but perfect
condition one pair at $99.95

Koss 210 "Kossfire " speakers
demos - one pair at $199.95

Majestic 2600 50 watt car box
speakers hald our regular price

only $49.95/pf

NOON-1 PM
Specto Acoustics preamp/e-

qualizer ONE at $49.95

Spectro Acoustics 100
wattVchannel power amp
w meters; 110/220v man.
sugg, retail value $600 ONLY

$149.95

Empire 400 TC cartridge ONLY
$9.95

Majestic 760 AM/FM indash
cassette; small chassis ONLY

$59.95

3 PM - 4 PM
Mitsubishi X-10 compact
system 25 watts per channel
cassette deck w/ Dolby; ver
tical turntable DEMO $499.95

including speakers & rack!

Optonica 5905 125 watts per
channel receiver w/o.02%
THD man. sugg. retail value
$800 DEMO one only at

$399.95

Koss K/4DS digital delay
system w/speakers ONE only

at $199.95

JVC KD-D3 cassette deck soft

touch; music scan ONLY
$149.95

Car Fi EPA 7000 100 watt
booster amp ONLY $49 95

4 PM - 6 PM
Come in and MAKE US AN
OFFER on anthing that s left. .

money talks, equipment walks!

6Tm
We're closed, go away.

< <
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caUegians

Many more unadvertised specials - come in a loo. for ,he sale ,ags. JUST IN: JVC VHS T-120 video tape ONLY $11 99Quantities limited - no rainchecks. One item each per customer unless statin nthorv k, . ,

typographical errors. FULL IN-STORE REPAIR SERVICE
otherwise. No dealers. Not responsible for
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HALLOWEEN
HEADQUARTERS

Professional Theatrical Make-up
Great Rubber Masks! from 9.95

clown noses, bold pates, beards
scars & warts, crow's feet,
witch's nose & chin sets,

grease crayons, tooth black-out,
spirit gums & odhesives ...

water soluble clown kits in 2 sizes
. . . one kit does many people!

RUNNER'SHOP

HALLOWEEN SALE
ALL SOCCER & FOOTBALL SHOES 25% OFF!

NEWLY ARRIVED, LIFA polypropylene undergarments
the ultimate in cold weather running gear

WEAR A HALLOWEEN MASK AND GET 10%OFF
any reg priced shoes at the RUNNER'SHOP!
^^ (Amherst store only) /^S\

Runner'Shop 159 N Pleasant St (behind Faces)^'^

%-w- LIOUORS
Welcomes You to Our Valley

PLEASE STOP INAND BROWSE'WfRF ON RT. 9 JUST UPTHESTRUTFROM POOR RICHARDS

Mr. Boston Peppermint Schnapps

$5.79 litre

Smirnoff Vodka $5.59 750 ml 80°

LabattS $2.99 six pack $10.75 case

Kronenbourg $3.99 six pk

Miller $7.99 case

Tuborg
WE ALSO STOCK

$2.00 six pk ^W£ AREAS LARGEST
^ SELECTION OF COLD KEGS

WINE SPECIAL
Dragone Lambrusco $3.49 magnum

Riumte $5.49 magnum
PLENTY OF COLD DRAFT BARRELS

AVAILABLE ANY TIME
338 COLLEGE ST. (Rte.9) 256-8433, 253-5384

OPEN TIL 11:00PM
(NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS)

Af^ -

rusty nan Q/fvt,

Tonight Oct 29 Fri. Oct. 30

Reggae with ROOMFUL
LOOSE CABOOSE OF BLUES

Mh
i. Oct. 30 Sat. Oct. 31

ROOMFUL WIDESPREAD
OF BLUES DEPRESSION

Rte 47. Sunderland 665-4937
^""^ *''^'' ^ P"" ""^"^
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Gay rights need emphasis
The recent death threats against members of

the gay community are glaring evidence of the
prevalence of anti-homosexual attitudes on this

campus. The expression of these attitudes need

Editorial

not be as extreme as verbal or physical harass-
ment of homosexuals, but can be as unobtrusive
as light jokes about homosexuals or the use of
derogatory slang words for homosexuals as in-

sults.

Homosexuals are a minority group that is

often overlooked in the battle for human rights.

It is a lifestyle deemed unacceptable by many in

our society. This problem must be addressed,

and it must be emphasized that human rights

cannot be denied for reasons of sexual

preference.

The Civility Commission has geared the

"Year Toward Civility" primarily against

racism, sexism and anti-semitism. Not enough
attention has been focused on the problems con-

fronting the gay community. Homosexuality
was not even mentioned during the convocation
which opened the "Year Toward Civility."

Of course, the commission could not be ex-

pected to address every oppressed group, but it

seems the rampant anti-homosexual feelings at

UMass warrant more consideration.

Unsigned editorials express the opinion ofthe
majority of the Collegian Board ofEditors.

Bottle Bill - reasons and opposition

'W^^,i i ^x^W'*^*^^^?'?'^*^?;f'*q»»^j»3^^^^^
..i......ti ii

Issue serves our education
The "coed controversy" is not over. Sure, the rallies and

the sit-ins are history, and the short-term battle for basic
student nghts has been won. But the larger issues remain,
of course. And it is clear that there is still some
misunderstanding and disagreement among students as to
the purpose and meaning of this whole thing.

With these things in mind, and recognizing that one of
the things this whole action was about was education,
(we're in school, after all) it seems that the educational
process could best be served by raising once again the
issues we dealt with. Also, in the commotion of the past

Jackson Katz

By tomorrow Governor King must act on the 1981 Bot-
tle Bill by either vetoing it or signing it into law. The Bot-
tle Bill, simply stated, would require a five cent returnable
deposit on glass, plastic and metal beverage containers of
less than 32 ounces, and a ten cent deposit on those con-
tainers of more than this amount.

Opponents of the bill, led by the state's bottling in-

dustries, claim that the returning process would be an in-

convenience to both consumers and retailers, and express
their concern that a great deal of water will be wasted by
cleaning the bottles in preparation for recycling. Bottle
Bill proponents point out impressive litter reduction

Sharon O'Brien

figures and decreased energy expenditures in states
already possessing bottle bills to encourage support for
the bill. Whether or not the returnable deposit system is

an inconvenience, the fact remains that recycling is an im-
portant method of preserving our rapidly diminishing
natural resources.

Actually, we do have one natural resource that not only
isn't diminishing; it's growing exponentially every day.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency estimates
that the average citizen generously contributes one half
ton of solid waste yearly to the environment. The same
source reports that Massachusetts residents alone use
over 250,000,000 cans or bottles each year (although other
sources criticize this figure as being much too low). Accor-
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ding to statistics from the Mass Bureau of Solid Waste
about 3 percent of these containers are recycled. What
happens to the remaining 97 percent and the other forms
of solid waste we all manufacture? Well, many of the more
socially conscious among us generously deposit our offer-
ings alongside our roads, on our beaches, or in our dorm
stairwells so that we all may appreciate the natural beauty
of litter. Unfortunately, there are ungrateful citizens
among us who fail to see the breathtaking beauty of
broken glass. They're trying to do something about it by
ruining everyone's fun by supporting the Bottle Bill. At
this point I feel compelled to admit to being one of these
loathsome creatures who cares about the environment.
Fortunately, I can back up my claim that the Bottle Bill

will help alleviate the litter problems which we presently
face.

The U.S. General Accounting Office released a report in
December of 1980 which estimated the net effects of a na-
tional beverage container recycling law. The figures come
to a net increase of approximately 66,000 jobs, a 33 per-
cent reduction in total energy consumption of the
beverage industry, and an 80 percent decrease in
beverage container litter. The same report indicates that a
Massachusetts Bottle Bill would result in 80-90 percent
recycling.

Several States have had bottle bills for some years now,
including Vermont, Michigan, Connecticut, and Oregon.
Michigan has experienced an 84 percent decline in
beverage container litter and a 41 percent reduction in
total litter since implementing a law requiring returnable
deposits on beverage containers. In Oregon, litter has also
been effectively decreased. Government studies revealed
an average of 27 cans or bottles per roadside mile, as com-
pared to 353 per mile in the state of Washington, which
has no such bill.

Letters
Rape posters offend
To the Editor:

I am writing this letter in response to the
Rape Prevention' posters which have
recently appeared all over campus. When I

first saw the poster I thought it was simply
a joke. Upon realizing that it was intended
seriously, I was quite offended. Not only
was it unecessary to have the man un-
clothed (most people know where a man's
groin is, and if not the University offers
classes in which you could find out); but the
descriptions were also quite graphic and
closely bordering on tastelessness.
Also I am wondering about the meaning

of the caption practice' being uttered from
the smiling face of the woman. Practice?
Does this mean that the women who
frequent the sidewalks and classrooms of
this university should walk around kicking,
and scratching at the eyes of the male
populace of this campus, just for practice?
I'm not sure how others may feel, but I for
one am not too crazy about having my
genitalia grabbed, yanked, and bitten by
some would-be practitioner' of rape
prevention.

Rape and rape prevention are very
pressing problems for our community to
deal with. I feel that helping women to
learn to defend themselves is important.
However, I would hope that there are
means other than offensive posters to make,
our campus a safer place.

Itobert S. Cleary

Sylvan

three weeks, some key points may have been overlooked.
Things happened very quickly, and some aspects of the
controversy were unfortunately pushed aside.

For instance, in forming your opinion about the recent
events around the coed issue, have you considered that the
"negative publicity" UMass has supposedly received is ac-
tually positive. People looking at the school now will see
that students here are ready and willing to actively stand
up for their rights and aggressively pursue their input into
their education. In addition, the political science education
that students in\rolved in the action got could not be mat-
ched by a lifetime's worth of classroom learning.

The coed issue, being in many ways about morality and
sexuality and young people, got the media here in the first
place. Once we got them here, we emphasized over and
over that coed bathrooms were merely the "straw that

broke the camel's back." The real issue was students' and
young people's rights. If^ou watch closely, you'll see that
the major, respected media gave us fair coverage and full

support on this.

In relation to the above, for students pursuing Jour-
nalism or Communication Studies, this whole event was
devastatingly educational. To see the difference in
coverage we got from, say, Channel 3, who didn't even
bother to interview us, and Channel 5 in Boston, who did,
is to ^ in practice the difference between fair, honest
reporting and inaccurate, unprofessional, tongue-in-cheek
condescension.

With regard to UMass campus issues, thousands of
students, many of them new here at UMass, have learned
that to get anything major done around here you have to
fight for it. Hearing Vice-Chancellor Madson's double-
speak at the Fine Arts Center steps went a long way
toward showing students the administration's definition
of "meaningful dialogue."

In this era of Reagan, where practically everyone but
rich, white, old men have come under attack, it's gratify-
ing to see people fighting back and standing up for their
rights. We can't change the world overnight, but as they
say, every step along the way is important.

And finally, to see the positive energy of the people in-
volved in the coed rallies and takeover, to see the smiles on
their faces and the feeling that yes, we can do something,
we can take control over our own lives. To see this whole
thing come off and succeed in so many ways is to shame
anyone who could be negative about such a positive thing.

Jackson Katz is a Collegian columnist.

If you're worried that some employees at the bottling
plants will be layed off, the bill provides that "Bottle Bill
impacted" people will receive 70 percent of their former
salary for up to a year (18 months if they're over 60) and
will be trained, if they so desire, for another job which will
pay at least as much as their former one.

The Bottle Bill has passed through the House and the
Senate by a large majority. In fact, only a few more votes
would secure the two-thirds majority necessary to over-
ride a veto from King, who vetoed a similar bill in 1979
King announced in a press conference last night that he
will probably not make a decision on the bill until Friday
which IS the last day that he can do anything. His indeci-'
sion IS caused by confiicting advice from his advisors and
the fact that he's received boxes of petitions from both op-
ponents and supporters of the bill.

Unfortunately, the Ixjttling industries have a great deal
more money to work with than the environmental groups
who support the bill. However, there is still something
which can be done. If everyone supporting the bill would
call the State House, or write a postcard to show their sup-
port. King might be pres.sured into signing the bill and it
would become law within a year. Please take some respon-
sibility for the future of our environment!

Sharon O'Brien is a UMass student.

Faking out officials
To the Editor:

Halloween has been cancelled this year
once again by an administration that simply
has no concern for the students of this
university. We now know the cards on the
table and should react accordingly. There is

no reason for any further negotiation, we
must simply act. Here is what I propose.
Halloween will be held but it must be
spontaneous. Any interested student
should make a costume and keep it handy.
11 the administration is so stupid as to close
down this week, we will hold it next week,
or the following week, or a week early n^xt
year, or in the middle of the week. A
designated Paul Revere from the
Underground Halloween Committee will
ride to the dorms and apartments to sound
the call some evening when the ad
ministration has gone home. We will then
meet in the usual places. Should they be
blocked then we will meet in unusual places
like the garage or the pond. Can you see
Whilmore guarding the pond? Students
must learn to fight with cannons when
Whitmore shoots pistols. Never .settle for
anything. Improvise and fake them out.

It is my firm belief that Henry and the
boys know not what they do. They actually
think people can live under their

regulations. So here is my second idea.
Seeing as students and administrators are
both adults in society, we should be treated
equally. Therefore the foUowing should be
implemented immediately: any ad-
ministrator's house should have its
bathrooms single sex for the remainder of
the semester. Extra Resident Assistants
will be hired to enforce this. The job will be
easier where there are two facilities per
house. No parties will be allowed until the
S.G.A. Administration Party Police has
been developed and approved by student
referendum. Of course, no input from those
subject to this policy will be tolerated. If

any administrator wants a guest in the
house, then they must register with the
S.G.A. and leave an l.D. No guests will be
allowed at any time this weekend. Seeing as
administrators are totally unable to look
after themselves, then they must not be
allowed to go out at night and drink until

they retire. Kefore the start of next
semester they must wait in long lines to
pick up the parts of their job descriptions.

However, no chan>,'('s can be made after the
first two weeks. If all of this is followed
then I have no problem in cancelling

Halloween.

Gregory M. Penglis

Amherst

Who started it?

To the Editor:

I would like to respond to the members of
the faculty and administration who feel that
there are "more important issues" than the
state of coeducational bathrooms at the
University of Mas.sachusetts.

It is my understanding that the issue was
originally raised by the administration and
therefore considered to be of some im-
portance. If this be the case, the students'
response to this situation should be con-

sidered equally important.

Stephen Smith
Amherst

In favor of choice

To the Editor:

James Garrity. in Monday's Collegian,

talks about a minority of students "ruling

the campus. " I was not at the rally. I did

not occupy Whitmore and I did not vote in

last year's referendum. But that does not
make me a pari of Garrity's "silent

majority."

While I am not particularly in favor of

coed bathrooms. I am in favor of choice, and
I am proud that those students fought for

what I believe are everyone's rights. My
silence, and I'm sure many others', does not
imply any agreement with Garrity.

Linda Barrett

Central

'i:l"lr''*^''
'^^P''"'* The new symbol for the 1980'sTo the Editor

Apparently Jim Garrity feels that since
his opinion is different than much of the
UMass community, he is obligated to deem
himself spokesman of his imaginary "silent
majority" (I'll bet that if he took an opinion
poll on campus he'd get an overwhelming
'silent response').

Apparently Jim Garrity Ukes everything
he reads in the papers or sees on the news
as gospel truth, for he really believes we
rallied for the sole purpose of restoring coed
defecation and cleansing. Would so many
people rally justtor that?^

Garrity is oblivious to the fact that many
Resident Assistants could have been fired
for their position on the coed issue, and non
complying coed floors could have (and
would have) been converted to single-sex.
This is fact, and could have been reality if

we "loudmoutlis" had not taken action last
week. Would Garrity had have us stand
silent as the administration dismantled coed
living? Oh, yes. He would prefer us to be
"polite, respectful, (and) well-informed"
(read do what you're told') instead of
making "fickle demands". Sounds ^ke
something Dean Field would say.

Among the other ridiculous comments he
makes in Monday's editorial is this gem-
"we have no claim" over the administration.
Baloney they form policies that directly

affect us- we should have a say in the
matter. Does he think calling an issue "non-

1

debatable" allows for input? Student rights
is the issue here.

Jim, crawl back into your apathetic shell

while we "loudmouths" try to keep
Whitmore from walking all over us. We're
laughing at you.

Nick Triano

Southwest

Letters Policy •

Letters for publication miist

include the writer's name, ad-

dress and telephone number for

verification. Please type triple

spaced with 67 characters per

line. Because of the large volume

of mail received, unpublished let-

ters cannot be acknowledged or

returned. Letters subject to

editing for clarity and length.

On a tiny island in the exact middle of the world. The
Oppressed to End Oppression Conference convenes.
Students, unions, women, gays, lesbians, liberation armies,
blacks, Latins, old socialists, and new communists wave
banners and scream. The bifocaled white man at the
podium bangs a gavel and pleads for order. There is no
order to be found. Everyone wants to speak first.

Suddenly an apparition appears that silences the crowd.
She is the most gorgeous woman in the world, wearing

Laurie Zucker

nothing but black high heels and red, white, and blue
suspenders jauntily tied around her neck.

She slinks up to the microphone, and taps it with a
perfectly manicured nail. "Hi," she says in a sultry voice,
"I'm Ms. Revolutionary America."

"That's sexist!" cries members of Men Against Macho.

"It's just plain sex. and that's bad!" cries Ladies Against
Women.

Everyone yells at once; they begin hitting each other
with banners. The sound of metal buttons being ripped off
shirts fills the air.

Ms. Revolutionary America points her finger at the
crowd, and says, "I want you to shut up and listen."

Ms. Revolutionary America brings the crowd to tears, as
she relates her experiences as an oppressed person in a
capitalist society. She says she loves all oppressed people
fighting for their freedom in an unjust world. She says we
are different, but our enemy is common. With a wink, she
says, "We have truth and justice. We need money,
publicity, and glamour now." With an eloquent knee-cap
gesture, she suggests that, united we stand, divided we
splinter.

«

The audience is so moved that banners fall to the floor,
forgotten. Blacks shake hands with gays, and labor meii.

hug women, though most people cross their fingers behind
their backs. The Ladies Against Women throw their pil-
box hats onsUge, and cry "Ole!". Latins clap, and kiss the
Ladies, and mention in passing that this would be a good
time to liberate El Salvador and make Puerto Rico in-
dependent. The Ladies take off their white gloves and offer
them to anyone withlcold hands. Lesbians tie the gloves to
their sneakers and do a dance that represents the end of
apartheid in South Africa.

A Union representative crawls onstage. "I don't believe
this!" he cries in anguished voice.

"Believe it anyway!" yells the unamious crowd.
Ms. Revolutionary America puts a red rose between her

teeth, and bows to the crowd.

Ms. Revolutionary America wants to be your symbol for
the 1980's. She will accept contributions from anyone. She
wants to see you make youself free anyway you can. She
hopes to have her own TV series this year, tliis life.

Laurie Zucker is a Collegian staffmember.
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* IMPORTANT *

In order to be served beverages, proper ID, ABP
sticker and facial identification fie no face paint, per-

1

manent masks etc) is necessary.

Thank you U.P.C.

o

UM/ES - $6.50
GEN. PUB. - $7.50

Please: «**f

No camera, food, drinks or smoke
ID'S must be shown at door
II Tickets $1 more at the door
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DE READY
FOR HALLOWEEN Arts

iCollegjan 13

X Danskin.

Leotards
&ti9Ms

Michael Gregory Jackson
makes final show tonight

-:mfymmm:-

live wir
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^ DANSKIN
LEOTARDS AND TIGHTS

ADD PIZAZZ TO YOUR PUMPKIN,
GLITZ TO YOUR GODLIN,

AND COLOR TO YOUR CREATURE!

Ron Milltr

Michael Gregory
. Jackson will appear with

Signal tonight in the Wall.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PII77I c

"ff

BHQ QQICIC]

By GREG GILES
Collegian Correspondent

Michael Gregory Jackson, guitarist for the Northanip-on based rock and roll band Signal, will be making his lastUMass appearance tonight in the Blue Wall (no coverbefore leavmg for Europe. November 3rd Jack on leaves

L'^KS " "'"^"' ""•^'^" '' ''^ ^^^^^'^-^ Berhn

RrnrQ r"/'"''
.be playing a final gig at The Wok. on

RcMite 9. Friday night. After The Wok, Jackson's future
with Signal is uncertain. "I'm contemplating moving to
Europe, says Jackson. "After Berlin, I'm going to Parisand London. ..checking out a few places."

Nevertheless. Jackson thinks Signal may soon have a
deal with a record label, possibly with an album in 6 to 8
months. The versatile genre-crossing guitarist recently
left Ansta because "I just wasn't satisfied. They weren't
promoting my music. Black people aren't supposed to be
playing new wave rock and roll."

"What I'm trying to do is create a multi-dimensional
musical extravaganza," he says. "I'm actually playingmany different things on different levels. Some iople like
to dance, so they only hear the beat. Some are more in-
volved, so they might listen to what the bass-drum is doingm relation to chords. Some people listen to the bassline
some to the tone, some to melody, some like to listen to the
words to see if there's anything happening there. We're
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'"^^ so that they're alive on a lot of different

And it works. If you're into rock, go see it. If you're into
new wave, go see it. If you're into disco, go see it. In fact
If you hke music at all, go see it. There's something there
tor everyone.

Here's a little dirt for hard core jazzers: Jackson and
premier jazz drummer Jack DeJohnette have been playing
together but, says Jackson, "we haven't gotten togetheron when the album's going to happen "

Halloween is here, and the administration has taken itupon themselves to restrict all activities in the Campus
Center and on campus, but not to worry; there's plenty todo oft campus.
Tonight. UPC is hosting a costume party with former

Jefferson Airplane and Hot Tuna member Jorma
naukonen. 1 here are two shows, and it should be a hell of
a time. Remember there's going to be a cash bar, but
you ve got to have a positive ID. and no face paint if you
want to drink (They have to see your face)
Martian Highway is featured at the Hangar's Hallo-

ween hash on Friday night. They're having happy hour un-
til 10:30. As Carl Mayfield says, "Keep on dropping; don't
stop hopping," (yea).

Rahar's Halloween party is Saturday night with local
regulars -The Elevators plus special guests The Dead
Stahns. Cover is $3.25.

In the next couple of weeks Rahar's will welcome AlbertCo ins, and Syl Sylvain (formerly amember of the N Y
Dolls) and his band The Teardrops.
Roomful of Blues is in the Rusty Nail on Friday night,

and Widespread Depression is in on -Saturday

Duke'^Nov^'"!
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In c^e you were isolated yesterday, you might want toknow Stones tickets went on sale for two shows in the
Hartford Civic Center Nov. 9 and 10. Plans for ticket
distribution were unavailable at deadline, but there was
already a long line outside Ticketron in the Campus
Center. Tickets are $15.00. 1 guess the Stones really need
to charge that kind of price because they're hurting for

Promoters are saying this will be their only New
England appearance, but there are still rumors circulating
about a possible Boston date, which was talked about
before they left for their tour in Sept.
The Moody Blues quietly announced a Nov. 3 concert in

Boston Garden. Even so there are only a few tickets left- ii
you want to see them, you'd better hurry.

I wish to offer my most profound appologies. Last week
I incorrectly reported that David Bowie is 41; he is, in fact
only 34, so sorry (thank*: D.C )
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SALT AND PEPPER

SPACE INVADERS

THERMOMETER

CRAYONS

GRAPES

DUCK

Dress in black or white Danskin leotard
and tights Add large "S" or "P" from
construction paper Cap yourself with top
made from tin foil.

Wear Danskin leotards and tights in con
trasting colors Add cpaceage dazzle
with sequins, metallic fabric trim, oversize
lewelry

Start with white Danskin leotards and
tights Give yourself a temperature by ad
ding construction papers (nercury and
numbers

Chmb into matching Danskin leotards and
tights Make a wrapper from construction
paper and carry a coloring book

Add a construction paper leaf hat to
green dans.;in leotards and tights covered
with purple balloons.

Yellow Danskin leotards and tights with
ram slicker, boots and paper beak

the

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 1 1 4

Located in the Cannpus Center

UnivErsity
ore

clouds
Clyde Criner

Horace Arnold- Alex Foster- Calvin Hill-Kevin McNeil-Brubbi Taylor

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12,1981
9:00PM Admission- S2.00
Blue Wall, Campus Center

UMass. Amherst
Presented by the Duke Ellinqton Committee and UPC Productions
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You 'II be howling at the moon over our
Stereo and Video Madness Sale, Because this
THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY,
we 'II have crazy one-day specials. With prices
so hairy, you 'II want to stop by before sunrise!
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THURSDAY'S

WILD SPECIALS!

FRIDAY'S

WILD SPECIALS!

I:

SATURDAY'S

WILD SPECIALS!
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SONY STR VX I

22 watt AM/FM Stereo
Receiver. 149.91

RECEIVERS 44 watt AM/FM Stereo
Receiver.

3100

239.91

SCOTT 325 R
20 watt AM/FM Stereo
Receiver.

TbcJinics SA 303
40 watt AM/FM Stereo
Receiver.

99.91

199.91

TURNTABLES SONY PS LX 2
Servo Semi Auto Direct Drive
Turntable with slim tonearm.
Super Sony quality at a low,
low Sound Company price! 99.91

Tbdinics SLB 101
Belt Drive Turntable. Slim
design, low wow and flutter.
High quality turntable for
an unusually low price. 64.91

SPEAKERS

Tbclinics SA 103
20 watt AM/FM Stereo
Receiver.

SCOTT 375 R
65 watt Digital AM/FM
Stereo Receiver.

C^axx4xx4i GT 250
Belt Drive Record Changer
Turntable with Base & Cover.

llKdmics SLD202
Direct Drive Semi Auto
Turntable.

119.91

249.91

69.91

99.91
123 "Powcrhandlers"

12 inch 3-way Bookshelf >|A A4
Loudspeak ers. ^9 9 I ea.

^A0!S3Er- 601
Direct/Reflecting Loud-
speakers. Only 4 pair. 212.91 ea.

«K 250
10 inch 3 way Speakers.

-BaS£- 301
Direct/Reflecting Loud-
^Makers.

49.91

99.91

ea.

ea.

AKAI S 82
8 inch 2 way Speakers.

SCOTT 310
10 inch 3 way Speakers.

19.91

69.96

ea.

ea.

CASSETTE
DECKS

BLANK

TAPE

A•" : -\
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SANYO HD 10 ^^
Dolby Cassette Deck. 79.91

AKAI CSM3
Dolby Cassette Deck. 109.91

STEREO-
TOGO

JVC 02
Metal Cassette Deck with
ANRS/Dolby B Noise
Reduction.

maxell udxlh cm
Limit 3.

FUJI FLC90 Limit 3.

Miniature Portable Stereo
Cassette with headphones.

TELEVISIONS

2.99..

^99 ea.

49.91

maxell
C90 Metal Tape. Limit 3.

FUJI metal
C90 Cassette Tape. Limit 3.

149.91

1.99

4.99

C90 Blank Cassette 3-Pack. Limit 3.1.49 ea

ea.

ea.

SAC 90 Cassette Tape. Limit 3. 2.99
KXus^ar T120 H O Oft
6 hour VMS tape. Limit 3. 1^.99

ea.

ea.

GOIOSIAR
12 inch Black & White
Television.

5250
AM/FM Stereo Cassette Port-
able with Soft Touch and r\^f\ t\^
Dolby. (Save $50.08.) 269.91

SONY WALKMAN II

Deluxe Miniature Portable
Cassette Stereo with ^f\ f\^
headphones. f 9.91

59.91 19 inch Solid State Color
Television. 349.91

VIDEO ^
RECORDERS J

POLICE

SCANNERS

CAR
STEREO

19 inch Solid State Color
Television.

9100 A
Betacord Video Cassette
Recorder. 499.91

tXusi^ar 5011
6 Hour VHS Video Cassette
Recorder.

8 channel 4 Band Police
Scanner. Individual Channel
Lockouts, Manual Scan,
LED indicators, and more! 89.91

599.91

20/20 40 Channel Police
& Aircraft No-Cryital Scanner.

Low Sound Company Price: 31 9.91
Less Rebate from Bearcat: 20.00

YOUR FINAL COST: 299.91

329.91

Full Feature 14-Day Program-
mable Video Cassette Recorder
with Slow Motion, Still, f\e\r\ t\^
Fast- Forward and Scan. 999.91

210 XL
18 Channel No-Crystal Scanner. ^^ -. ^

Low Sound Company Price: 21 9.91
Lats Rebate from Bearcat: 20.00

EICO ^^ ^^
In-Dash AM/FM Stereo Cassette. 09. 91
ROA.DSTA.R 501
50 waft Stereo Amplifier.

YOUR FINAL COST 199.91

39.91

SANYO FTC 26
19 watt In-Dash AM/FM Stereo
Radio and Cassette with Auto- QQ Q^

JENSEN R 210
Pushbutton In-Dash AM/FM 4 4 A A

4

Stereo Cassette Receiver. | I 9.9 1

UNIVOX ^^6x9 20 ounce 3 way Speaker. 29.91

AMHERST 201 N Pleasant street 256-0744
Mon Tu«.W«l117pm Thur

,
F„ 11-8p m S.t 10-5 30p m

SPRINGFIELD SuTiner Ave at t^e X 73«-3626
Mon.Thurt.Fr,fl9pm Tu« 81 W«l 10-6 p m S«i 9 30-5 30p

CHICOPEE Fatf<ietdMa«neaf coders 593-5330
Op«n Every Evaning til 9 30 p.m

WESTFIELD Westf«id Stwps near Food Mart 5M-11MOp«n F,„vO.vt.l9 00pm S.I 10t.l5 30pm
Not respor.s,ble fo, typograph.c.l errors Pictures of ,.,m. ,„.v not t« of ...ct n,ode., on sa,«
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Free Layaways

Thursday, October Jiy, iy»i
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By Gregg Canavan

ACROSS
1 Conceit
7 "Bonanza" name

11 G.I.

14 Rest time
15 Super
16 Indonesian

Islands
17 Errors' companion
18 The real thing

20 of pocket
21 Breakfast order
23 Window feature
24 TV personality
25 Otherwise
28 Short beard
33 Canaveral action
35 River in Manchuria
36 Shoshonean
39 "My Old Kentucky

Home" situation
42 Newspaper items
43 Philippine sumac
44 Scold loudly
45 Win out
47 Medieval journey
48 Arab name
51 Use gentle per-

suasion
53 Like Sunday

clothes

58 Chum
61 Keep the show

running

62 Antiseptic
64 Carte or king

65 Soccer great
66 Some government

people
67 More, in Madrid
68 Irish

69 Slam, bang, crash
etc

DOWN
1 This: Sp.

2 Teacher
3 Words with step

or sleep
4 Girl of song
5 de tomate
6 "You are

, my
only.

.

7 Immediately
8 Canal vehicle

9 Birds, to Brutus
10 Eastern kings
1

1

Garment piece
12 Impostor
13 Neglect, in law
19 Zoological suffix

22 Profit

23 Writes
25 Lioness
26 Praise

27 Words in this puzzle
29 Muslim doctors
30 Twice
31 Nebuchadnezzar

was one
32 Historian's

subject

34 A way to broil

36 Famous duckling
37 " she blows"
38 Ending for cigar
40 Pilot: Abbr.
41 Holly

45 Encourage
46 Here, in France
48 Old Irish alphabet
49 Green stuff

50 Reference book
52 Disco word
54 Be listless

55 At all

56 Conger and elver
57 I inden, for one
58 Golf course

markers
59 Poker pot
60 Minus
63 Agnus

FREDDIE C^s FLOWERLAND
FoRMERly ButIer ANd UIIman

ON Route 9 across From tIie HAMpshiRE MaH

8 CarnatIons $1.00

4 Roses SI.00

LUNCH
Cheeseburger

Fish in Batter/Tartar Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Fish in Batter/Tartar Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey/Gravy, Dress-

ing, Cranberry Sauce
Ham and Cheese Florentine

BASICS DINNER
Roast Turkey/Gravy, Dress-

ing, Cranberry Sauce
Vegetable Squares

1 2 3 4 i 6 7-
8 9 W

1
11 12 13

14

__
15 16-

18 19

20 ^21 22 1

""-m "-L
^B ST"-r ~"~

n zr -I n n 30 31 32 WM33 34 35 37 sr
39 40 41

^^"*

n

1
43 ^U~

—1Hi—
41 n M) - 51 lip"M 51 57 Ti^ 59 B-
61

I
63

"^™

IbT"

1
Hon

55 ^^^

67 sa ^"

Solu to yesterday 's puzzle on page H

WEATHER
Mostly sunny today and again tomorrow with high in the

50s. Partly cloudy tonight. Low in the 30s and low 40s.

TOOtrOHL*^mc
^mC HailPSHIRE k H : ^&i.i.-f«lM

HAMPSHIRE (WALL

'Dtf^s

LOST ARK

HOUSING INFORMATION
Housing Exemption Applications are

available in the Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whit-

more. Applications are due no later than Monday,
November 2, 1981. Late applications will not be ac-

cepted.

Five College Residential Exchange Pro-
gram applications are now available in the Housing
Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore. Deadline for applica-

tions is November 20, 1981.

For further information, contact the Housing Assignment

Office at 545-2100.

MERYL .Thejknch
STREEP heumm^^

BURTIUYNOLOS.

PATEnNITY
(6:30 @ $1.75)8:45

7M£ PETER
I

mflRBUS FALK

^mCWOUMUIMMRIIS* [584-9153
MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

""iiis^ (mm
I (6:15 @ $1.75)8:lOPV

JiUson McNicM

IS (6.00 @ $1 75)8:30

NOBCRT OE NIRO
WOaERT DUVAtL

® (6:15 @ $1.75)8!

WILLIAM HURT
KATHlfEN TURNER

BODY
HEAT

iQi <6:00 911.75) 8:46
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Dispute settling oftered
By MARK TKEHAN
ColUgian Corri'spondent

The Mediation Project, established in

February to act as a free, voluntary
alternative to the legal system in settling
disputes, has moved from its office in the
Campus Center to room 1 in the basement
of Munson Hall.

Eileen Stewart, a full time staff member
of the Mediation Project, said they deal
with problems such as roommate disputes,
divorce and custody disputes, money
probU'ms and landlord tenant problems.
Debra Lawrence Riddell, also a staff

member, said the mediators "don't make
judgements or hand down solutions. The
people come up with their own solutions
tailored to what they need."

The Mediation Project is a voluntary
process with no legal authority to make
decisions or enforce agreements. The end
goal of mediation is get parties involved to
sign an agreement which they feel will solve

their problems, Uiddel said.

Anyone who wishes to u.se the service
can do so by going to the office in Munson
Hall, located on the side of the ramp to the
Whit more Administration Building, any
weekday from 9 a.m. to ,5 p.m.. or by calling

.S452462.

"Once we get the people to come in we're
usually pretty successful" in getting them
to reach a decision, Stewart said.

There are two paid staff members, four
student interns, and 25 trained volunteer
mediattirs presently working for the
Mediation Project. All mediators went
through a 40 hour training session and took
an oath of confidentiality. They range in

ages from 19 to 55 and come from such
diverse fields as. students, lawyers,
professors and members of t he community
Riddell said.

Riddell said that they try to match the
right mediator to each dispute, with age
being an important element. The mediators
will do three follow-ups during the three

continued on page 17

* Sports
Continued from page S

like UMass.
Garcia said joining an intramural sport is an enriching

experience. In a class of 200 or more, it is hard to establish
a friendship, but. in intramurals, the close social interac-
tion almost forces someone to make friends. On this cam-
pus, sports are almost the only way to prove that women
are equal, she said.
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HALLOWEEN TREAT!
A ^ Thurs - Sat

>0 off ony (r.9p,ic.d)pQir

of Shoes or Boots
also: other special

^1^ TREATS 6 BARGAINS
waI^? group of shoes

SHOE
J^^J^ lS7n.lileasaiitst^aitilierst,

reg. up to'

now $20.00

ma.
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ORLEANS
With Pousette-Dart Band

Friday Oct, 30, 1981
starts at 8:00 PM

Chapin Aud. Mt. Holyoke College
Tickets $7.00 General Admission

Tickets on sale:

Mary Woolley Box Office

Mt. Holyoke College

•••••••••^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Homemade
ICECREAM
Emporium

TSORTHAMPTOTS - AMHERST

HALLOWEEN ONLYSm
any Ice Crcaip crcatiop

when you come in

I

BRtWED AND BOTTliD IN CANADA, imported by M«rtl«t Importing Co , Inc
. Great Neck, NY
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Thursday, October Zd, li*»i

OLLEGLAN CLASSIFIEcom. u. Co«.,ia„ ,^e CCm* 8^45-3:45 Monday Friday . Deadline is 3:45 two days prior ,o publication daycash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard " Randy 546-7013

AHR'S - TA'S - GRAD STUDENTS^
Campus work 15 hours per week $5.00
per hour, send name, tele no, address to-
Unaitis, 206 High, Greenfield MA

AMERICAN INDIAN STUDENTS
American Indian Students come to
American Indian Student Association
meeting time 7:00 PM Thurs Oct. 29 Place
423 New Africa House

AUDIO

Speakers Ohm C2 2 years old mint condi-
tion real wood $375-60 546-8839

For Sale: Nikko NR719 receiver, Infinity
speakers. Technics SLB2 turntable new in

Feb must sell soon! 256-6863 Doug H.
please leave message

AUTO FOR SALE

Convertible 1975 Olds Delta red white
top loaded with extras reasonable tel

542-2484 or 253-2131

1972 VW bus rebuilt engine, excellent
body, one owner. $2700 or BO 1-863-9846
after 5 PM
70 AMC Hornet $100 586-9128

1974 Triumph Spitfire call 545-3500

1970 MG Midget runs well, almost new
radials $1200 546-4924

71 Toyota Corolla reliable transportation
stereo, $600 253-5183

1975 V.W. Dasher wagon AM/FM;
sunroof; body rust. Mechanically v!
reliable. Must sell. Will negotiate 1350
268-7076 or 268-7106.

Cheap, dependable car 1973 Merc Mont
all options very clean $425 80 call Peter
256-8917

BUS DRIVER TRAINEES

Bus Driver-Trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will be accepting applications for our
training program to run thru intersession.
Qualifications include a clean driving record
of 3 years and a committment to work for 1

year apply Monday eve Nov 2, 1981 at 7 PM
Campus Ctr Room 905-9

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Tape Decks, Stereos
& Car Stereos. Sound in Motion 266 No.
Pleasant St, Amherst behind Silverscape
Designs 253-9341

ENTERTAINMENT

The Allies" - Danceable rock and roll for
bookings and info call Tom 256-6845 or
549-691^3^

Halloween Party & Midnight Madeness
Sale Friday, October 30 7:30 PM - after
Midnight Logos Bookstore 33 Main St.
Northampton

FLOWERS. FLOWERS. FLOWERS
Oh how beautiful the flowers, oh how
romantic, how truly magical they can
become.

. .Love someone, deliver in person
a gift of mystic magic, from a truly secret
admirer, XXOO. Any questions on ar-
rangements ask Laura or Susan, they're
wonderful to deal with!

FOR RENT

Single room office near campus $150 in-

cluding utilities D.H. Jones Real Estate
549-3700

FOR SALE

14K Gold Opal Ring size 5'/; $90.00 or BO
cgll 546-8012

Full scuba equipment outfit for sale ex-

cellent condition call 256-6336
Case (12) Maxell C90 UD-XLI $38
Polaroid square shooter instamatic $13 pair
Jofa 166 hockey skates size 11 '/^ rarely
worn $55, Sperry Remington SSR-8
calculator $10, Pioneer KP 212 auto-eject
car cassette w/mount $15, maroon Raleiqh
3speed bike $23 call 549-3568

Raincoat for sale $10 new 6-9830

1 pair Rossignol skis compact 160's
Salomon 202 bind. w/Roces boots 914 will
sen skis separate or package for 200 BO
546-9297 Ernie

Save 15% - 25% on cards, stationary
gifts, posters, books. Bibles and music this
week at Logos Bookstore 33 Main St Nor-
thampton Sale ends Midnight Friday Oc-
tober 30

Attractive Brandeis Jr. lifeguard
premed-pnce-one kinky girl. Send name
to: Mark R. Box 2623 Brandeis Univ or call
617 647-4768 photo not necessary but
helpful!

FOUrJD

Did you lose your dog? We found a
golden retriever puppy, about 9 months old
on 10-21. She has a choker chain without
an ID tag. If she is yours give me a call at
5-0329 from 9-5 or 586-8497 after six and
ask for Evan. But hurry, she's falling in love
with our family and may not want to go
home please.

Wristwatch Morrill Aud. call Or Wilder
5-0092

HELP WANTED
Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Positions available workstudy Apply in
person at The UMass Recycling Office 306
Student Union Building

PRINTER - UMass student w/s or non
work study with experience on various
graphics equipment including: Offset
Press, system binder, collator-stitcher and
Estat platemaker. Mechanical ability re-

quired, 5-10 hours per wk Apply at Student
Note Service, Rm 401 SUB Application
deadline: Fri Oct 30 5 PM
The UMASS DAILY COLLEGIAN is

seeking an experienced and dedicated stu-
dent for the position of Advertising
Manager. Please apply in person at the Col-
legian Office, CC Room 113. Deadline
November 9. 1981.

WMUA is hiring a non-workstudy
secretary. Interview is at 2:00 Friday. Con-
tact Heidi at 545-2876

LOST

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

Lost: Chemistry Project specifically syn-
thesis of estrone Many hours invested.
Reward Mike Z. 6-6097

Lost - Pulsar Digital Watch, with inscrip-

tion on back. Reward if found. Call 6-5103

LOW LOW PRICES

Low! Low! Prices Army Surplus clothing
assorted sizes pants jaclcets shirts t-shirts

etc call 549 4132

MASSAGE THERAPY

Strictly theraputic soothing Swedish
massage Ellen O'Rourke MsT 256-8320

MIDTERM BLUES?

^cture Notes available at the Student
Note Service for many courses Room 401
Student Union BIdg (top floor)

$250 PER MONTH

New company seeks personnel on cam-

* Brutus
continued from page I

safety." Nkomo said.

Brutus also said lie has never applied for U.S. citizenship
because he feels he is still a South African citizen.

"I grew up in South Africa, and I'm a South African
citizen," Brutus said. "The present South African
government, which is an illegitimate government and
represents less than 20 percent of the people, has deprived
me of my citizenship. To apply for citizenship elsewhere
would be to accept their right to deny my citizenship."
Brutus, who is a tenured professor at Northwestern

University in Chicago, can appeal any decisions made by
INS to a federal district court, and if he doesn't receive a
satisfactory decision there, he can follow the normal route,
of appeals a case would take, possibly to the U.S. Supreme
Court.

The Dennis Brutus Defense Committee is soliciting

signatures for petitions to show at the hearing, and they
are trying to raise money to defray Brutus' legal costs.

* Mediation

Phone number FREE

pus $1500 per month and car potential next
summer tele 1 773-3175

PERSONALS

SBA Day. . .Coming Soon!

The UMSFCU Supervisory Committee
IS verifying member accts. Please pick up
your quarterly statements by Oct 30 and
report inaccuracies othenft/ise all balances
will be considered correct

SBA Career Day Luncheon Tickets on
sale in SBA lobby $6.00 until October 29th
Marilyn G. 4th Melville Met you on the
bus to Boston. How about dinner? Kevin
253-5590

Come to the Solidarity Candlelight
Vigal at the FAC tonight at 6:30 PM For
more info please call 5-0154 Candles will be
available.

Wanted: Kept man for 2B Brandywine.
Must be able to cook, clean, give backrubs,
fix curtains and appliances and perform
various other duties. We offer an attractive
benefits package, a salary commensurate
with experience, and are located on a bus
route. For inten/iew appointment, call
549-1086 after 3 pm
Happy 22nd Birthday Timmy Thanks for
the memories Part 2, Yaaaaaah, try some
Tn-Sum, Stop That!, Road Rallies, Cinema
Show, beer fights, early morning desk
swapping, D.C. takeout lunches and your
mother's Sunday night meals, oversized ice
cream cones. King Crimson Performances,
Baby's on Fire and Cindy tells me!
Weekend Singles and midnight talks. Have
a good one! Your Roomie
SALE ALL WEEK at Logos Bookstore in

Northampton. Discounts on everything.
Sale ends at Midnight Friday October 30
with special discounts, prize drawings, &
refreshments. Don't miss it !

!

Linda - Happy Birthday!! Now Maggie
can dnve again! Also thank you for being
there when I needed you. Love Steve

SKI BUMS Looking for a place to live in
Northern Vermont? I need roommates over
intersesson call Mike 546-589 1 546 5889
Halloween - The Movie. Thurs 29th 5 7
9, 1 1 CCA '

'

Tri-Sigma will be holding Informal Rush
during the weeks of Oct 26 and Nov 2 All
university women invited! Call 545-0046 for
details

Karen - you mean the world to me Love
Always Joe

To the sisters and pledges of SDT Thank
you all for the beautiful bouquet. Your
thoughtfullness brightened our day! Love
Chi Omega
JV - Have a Happy Halloween! Here's To
Sat. Night - living a fantasy! Love AD
Jill - Waiting for a bus? Happy Birthday
love, KG and Mary

Buzby Have a Happy 19th and go for it

all!!! Why not it's a THURSDAY. Love yaH
RIX, RIC

Aunt Beth i love my glove, shirt, and
overalls Love Brian

Soon-to-be- ex Collegian reporter
Solomon, please report to angry editor SS
as soon as possible --

I miss you.

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Boston anytime Friday
1 0/30 call after 6 PM 665-7092

Need ride to Washington on Tuesday or
Wednesday before Thanksgiving - round
trip Please, please call Aydin 256-0285

RIDERS WANTED
Ride to SMU £r area weekends depen-
dable Call Mike 527-9554 or 527-4624

ROOM WANTED
22 yr old male student looking for room in

Amherst area starting January call Marcus

1 5ytt-a2/0

Wanted: 2 or ^3 bedroom apartment in

Amherst for end of Dec or beginning of
January call 253-7221 or 253-3534

ROOMMATE WANTED
Person to share a townhouse in Squire
Village 2 bdrm 355/ mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665-7544 keep
trying can leave message at 549-6526
Michael

Rolling Green Apt male female wanted to
share 2 bdrm twnhse immediate occupancy
lease can be taken over call Joey 256-8059

Responsible roommate own rm in three
bdrm Puffton apt, $130, incl. heat, call 5 to
7 evenings 549-5877

Off Main St on bus route: own room in a
3 bedroom apartment/$117 -f utilities call
253-9717

1 room, 3 bedroom house available Nov
1st 130 mo heat included on Triangle St
549-0591

^

1 bedroom 3 bedroom house Nov 1

$125/ month & util modern house beautiful
location call 253-2628

SCRUB SUITS

?on S^-gfiT**
^"''' '" '''^' '^'""P ^*"

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981
Free-lance TYPING and resume writing

^.Q^!!-^^^'
reasonable rates. Amherit

Amherst Writers Inc - Professional help

S'^ 70*^ n"^'o9
problems. Walker Rumble

253-7329 Pat Schneider 253-7764

THANK YOU
To Dede, Barry, Lloyd, and Marc Thanks
for making the Big 2-0 EXTRA SPECIAL!
Anthony's Lives! You're alt great! Thanks
again Larry

TO SUBLET

One bedroom apt available Nov 1 sublet
utility inc. all furn 280$ M on bus rt

256-8738 253 7243

Amherst Center - Quiet, 1 bdrm, heat, hot
water. Immed occupancy. $310. Stop by
308 N. Pleasant St, Apt 6 Sat, Sun 10/31,
11/1

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA Drive cars
thru US Gov't licensed agency call Douo
546-8704

^

TYPING

Typing Royal self-correcting 584-0224 after
5

USED AUTO PARTS
Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584-2832

WANT A DRINK

WANT A DRINK Find a return the glasses
I lost near Flint & I'll buy you one call Mike
5491588

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2
Licensed by the Town of Amherst, memt)er
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

continuedfrom page 16

months after an agreement is rn*'-*^'"* tn see how the par-
ties are taken off the project's r» . ; rd.c.

The project is presently working on eight cases but that
number tt^nds to fluctuate grvatty, f-he .said. They expect
morr people to u.se the .service as word ^rf it trrts passed
around.

The idea for the Mediation Project, headrd by Universi-
ty Ombudsperson Janet Rifkin, came from the legal,

studies department to act as an alternative to the legal
system, Steward said.

One of the advantages mediation has over legal set-
tlements is that people "can deal with the past and get to
the roots of the problem instead of just dealing with a par-
ticular incident," Steward said.

Riddell said that in mediation people can "act for
yourself, with help, instead of being acted upon," as in the
legal system.

i^ Racism
continued from page 3

a sharp contrast to black children. If you ^re a "WASI^,
she said, you couldn't lose at anything.

Stalvey addressed the historical context of Mie notidp (A
two races. "I object to Ihe word 'race," she said-.

HistoricaUy. Thomas Jeffersdn created the concept oT two
races. While proclaiming all people to be eqvi^ be had -to
create another race to justify the use of•sl^.ves and the
perpretration of the institution, said Stalvey!. "We. all
belong to the human race," she said.

Stalvey recognizes the difficulty on mobilizu^rtp^ople
due to the existing walls between groups. Asafte/fort to
share her educatronal experiences in the realm At cxCIsm

«

she wrote a book entitled "The Education of a WaaJT
'

Educating myself was my ffrsi ohligatipn. I wrote the b«4i
to pass along what I had leapm^^Ao Add.
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LOOKING FOR BODIES - A rescue worker
stands in the midst of a wrecked van as workers try
to pry apart the vehicle to free another body. Five
people were travelling in the van when it plunged
thirty feet off a bridge washed out by heavy rain
north of Vancouver.

Rolling Rock Kite

eciol

three 7 oz.

Rolling Rocks

.95c

Prizes given Qwoy.
Hots, T-Shlrts, etc.

An Opportunity.
Sigma Phi Epsilon is an opportunity to build a tradition and a strong student

organization which will endure for years to come. Now is your chance to get in on
the formation of Sigma Phi Epsilon at UMass.

Combining your personal ideals with those of your fellow colony members with
the pnnciples of Sigma Phi Epsilon, you will mold a new and different fraternity on
your campus. For you, it is an unparalleled experience.
A National Fraternity
Sigma Phi Epsilon is a fraternity committed to growth and to insuring that the

Sjg Ep experience is unique. From Sigma Phi Epsilon's founding in 1901 toSigma Phi Epsilon today Sigma Phi Epsilon has grown to over 230 chapters and
colonies and 125,000 initiated brothers.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Is Involvement
• On Campus
• Socially

• In the Community
Is Development
• Scholastically

• In Management
• Of Close Friends
Is Experience
• In Group Living

• In Personal Growth
• In Building Tradition

Look for us on Campus

DowiiluiMii Amlwrsl

•-»»;

D^NSKIM.

A Store-full of kieas

Downtown Amherst /Open K>6, Mon.-Sat

Sigma Phi Epsilon

Here s Food for Thought, ,

.

A ( :areer with the nation's largest producer
of packaged foods.

vJeneral Foods inter-

views for openings in:

Research &
Development

will be held on:

November 10^ 1981

You've known us all

vour life

—

(iirur.il IimkN is

M.iNwtll lloiiM Irllo. |>()M ( rri;iK,

MiriN I \r Kool-AiU s.ink.i r.tn>{.

Shakr \ liaki-. ( «k>I \X hip .mil

litrr.ilK luMUlrtiK of oilu r pupiihir

r»HHl priKhui>

These specialties

& degrees are

needed now:
(>hcmical Engineering

HS. MS
F(M)d Science

HS. MS. PhD
Chemistn

HS. MS Ph 1)

Biological Science
HS. MS, Pli I)

Food F.ngineerinu
HS. MS

Contact vour career

center for an interview!

(icncral Foods
Corporation
\i< I i|iul I >|>|«iriiiMii« I iiipliiii r M I M

Sports notices—. Batters wrap up fall season

Collegian 19

Intramural football playoffs are now underway. Catch
all the action tonight at the lower Boyden-playing fields
for a different brand of gridiron excitement and entertain-
ment.

GPE FIGURE SKATING - The UMass General
Physical Education program is offering a figure skating
class that will begin Monday. Nov. 2 at Orr Rink. Amherst
College. The class will meet Mon-Fri 10-12 pm Aminimum of 18 hours of academic credit is required bv
Dec. 11 for academic credit and there is a $35 lab fee for

T^/ooiS^
^""^ instruction. For more information, call

-k New coach
continued from page 20

"UMass is a good school, it has a good wrestling
tradition he said. "I don't see why we shouldn't win theNew England Championships. I think we should send two
or three guys to the Nationals."

the^liLr;::rt
""'"^ ^'"^^^^ ^^« ^^-^^^^ "^- ^^^

Mike Carroll, a 1980 UMass wrestling alumnus, is the
new UM assistant wrestling coach. Carroll is a native of
Lafayette, N. Y. and was a very successful wrestler in hieh
school, competing in the finals in 17 of 18 tournaments he
entered, and compiling a 101-16 overall record.

Carroll continued his success at UMass, placing fourth in
his freshman and sophomore years, and first in his junior
and senior years in the New England/Yankee conference
Championships. He was also chosen as Outstanding
Wrestler at that tournament, both years.

The University of Massachusetts baseball Minutemen
wrapped up a six week fall season Oct. 21 and veteran
varsity coach Dick Berquiast and assistant coach Jim
Bedard said that it was "one of the best ever" and that they
were "very encouraged going into the 1982 season in the
spring.

Included in the fall were tryouts for 90 candidates,
varsity and junior varsity team selection, 15 practice
games agamst other colleges. 10 intra squad games,
general practices, an Alumni game and a 100-inning
marathon fund raising game. Both Lorden Memorial Field
and the UMass practice field were used for the fu-st three
weeks of practice.

Both captains, first baseman Warren McReddie and
second baseman Dean Bennett has excellent fall seasons
and Berquist feels that McReddie is an excellent pro
prospect as a hitter. McReddie tied the UMass home run
record last year (8 HRs) and this fall looked even better

Warren was on a seven game tear with the bat"
Borquist said, "and he hit over .500 with seven home runs
and seven other extra base hits. He can drive the ball with
any collegian in the area."
"Dean Bennett played excellent defense, hit well and ran

well in the lead off spot." Berquist said. "He is a complete
ball player and he's only a junk)r."
Other standouts for the fall were outfielders Keith

Lovellette and Chris Waszczuk along with infielders Bruce
Emerson and Karry Berg. Top pitchers were lefties Steve
Cramer, Tony Presnal and Adam Grossman. The
Minutemen showed good balance and depth as many spots
on the final roster were hotly contested.
The Minutemen will follow conditioning and workouts on

an individual basis untU early February, when pre season
practice wUI start. The spring trip will see UMass playing
at San Diego State's tournament for the second straight
year from March 19 27.

Save 05"%^60%
Stor«wid« Whol«SQl« Prices

Men's Down Vest $30
Women's Down y^st $20

Wool Socks $2

Whil« Th*y Lost

i Pair Athletic Socks

FREE

with this od
\
I
I

I

Down OuWn»»<'

and Sportao

AT WMOIESAIE l>mCES

197 M. PI«Qsont St. Amherst
250-959 i

BACK IN THE PACK - Dodger third baseman Ron Cey was back in action last n\^^^l^rleaving the game after being beaned by a fastball from Yankees reliever Goise G^^ssagt

* Kickers
continued from page 20
that game 3-1.'

^

The reason is depth and talent. Most of the guys came
back this fall after playing club soccer in summer leagues.
They practice all school year up to 150 sessions of soccer
includmg games, with one break during intersession.
From February to March they play an indoor program
upstairs in Boyden late at night and get in about 25
practice days outside in the spring.
The Minutemen have three games left this season

Saturday they play Boston CoUege at home at 1:00 p.m.
But now that they have two wins in a row to take with
them they have a lot more confidence behind them and that
explosive potential just might explode.

* VMwomen
continued from page 20

Minutewomen talked of confidence and attitudes. They
know as well that of the teams around them iq NOPE gym,
they have to do the most achieving in. the least time.

Beginning with a contest against Smith CoUege tonight,
at 7 UMass wUI head into the last two weeks of its season
facing some of New England's top teams — SpringfieW
College, the University of Rhode Island, and a home date
against Southern Connecticut State College Nov. 4.

What lies ahead in the next two weeks couW spell dif-
ferent things for these teams. Besides the fact that most of
them wore gray on that gray night, and thet each tpam is a
combination of underclassmen led by two senior^, what
these three teams have in common is that post season pliiy
is at least a viable thought. Whether it becomes n reaJitv
relies on them, and them alone.

cei
alunass

Thursday, October 29th

Rock/ Dance with

SIGNAL

Featuring

Michael Gregory Jackson

No Cover

•Valid Id and ABP sticker

required to purchase alcohol

SUPER SPECIAL
during our

IE DAY SALEI

SA 90 Minute Cassettes

SAC90 TDK

c ^

(2.661
•QCh

'UmH6

customer

$•• pQ9« 6 for mor*
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UM women: what lies ahead?
Playoffs for some,

a lot of work for all
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

NOPE gym was an active place Tuesday
night. In several different corners, players
from three different varsity teams stood
around, watched the University of
Massachusetts junior varsity women's
vol k-y ball team play the Springfield College
JV's and had themselves a casual practice as
they waited for the match to end.

The women's field hockey team
assembled slowly before the NOPE stage;
some started passing the ball around the
gym floor. For them, an indoor practice

means they will be playing on Astroturf in

their next game, but in this case, it was
because of the recent rainy weather. An
important game against Dartmouth College
ended up in the drainpipes and they'll try
again Nov. 3.

The Dartmouth postponement gave the
team some needed time, for the rest of the
schedule poses a threat to its unbeaten
record of 13 1. This includes home dates
against the University of Rhode Island and
Dartmouth, the Minutewomen's two year-
old jinx, as well as a Nov. 7 showdown with
the University of Connecticut.

For UMass, the nation's number one
team, the remaining games not only mean
getting a high seed in the upcoming
regional playoffs, but maintaining a
momentum strong enough to keep an

undefeated record all the way to the
Nationals.

An undefeated record is not a priority for
the UM women's soccer team, as they've
lost twice this season (to UConn and the
Univ. .of Vermont.)
With season's end coming into view,

some team members talked not so much of
winning, but of playing well in preparation
for the Easterns. They did this while
playing "heads up" basketball — heading a
soccer ball to see who could score two
points.

The Smith College game (today, in

Northampton at 3 p.m.) and the University
of New Hampshire match on Saturday
mean little to the Minutewomen's ranking
for the Regionals as the seeds came out
yesterday. A crucial game against Harvard
University, which ended up with the
Dartmouth field hockey game, turned into a
"social call" for November 10, one week
after the regionals at UConn on Nov. i^
Like the field hockey team, the second-
ranked team in New England soccer team is

assured of at least some post-season action.
It isn't so clear-cut with women's

volleyball, however. To them, an un-
defeated record or playing respectably is

not the issue, but survival. In order to be
considered, this team must not only do well,
but win. As they watched their JV
counterparts lose to Springfield, the varsity

continued on page 19

om*^T>-w.T.r-i ..» ^. ColleRian photo bv Krig (T«iif
STICKING IT OUT - UMass sticker Patty Smith (10) keeps the ball

out of the reach of a Harvard attacker in game held earlier this season.
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UM kickers boot Westfield
By ANNA ROELL
Collegian Staff

For their 4-8-1 record, the UMass men's varsity soccer
team has not proven their explosive potential. But, ac-
cording to Coach Russell Kidd, this 29 man squad, off the
record, is super.

The Minutemen revenged last year's 3-2 defeat against
the Westfield State Owls with a 2-1 victory Wednesday
afternoon at the upper Boyden field.

Veteran co captain Tony Dias scored the first goal in

yesterday's game with one minute left in the first half.

Dias is the only UM senior starter and just returned
from a broken rib injury, to coach Kidd's surprise. "I

thought I had lost him for the year," Kidd said.

Westfield's Neil Buchanan tied up the score early into
the second half. But. freshman Mike Rudd quickly put
UMass kickers back into the lead when he scored the
winning goal with an agile back to the goal, scissors-kick at

21:09, with a beautiful assist from forward Kayvan
Khatami.

Freitas is new
wrestling coach
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts wrestling team finally
has a complete coaching staff. Yesterday, Rick Freitas was
hired as head coach and Mike Carroll remains as assistant
coach.

Freitas comes to UMass with impre.ssive wrestling
credentials. In his senior year at Lowell (Ma.) High School,
he placed first in the state, and was chosen as Ail-
American (one of the top 90 wrestlers in the country).
Freitas spent a year at Tabor Academy (Marion. Ma.) and
won the New England Prep School championships, while
competing there.

After Tabor, Freitas attended Boston University and
won the New England Championships in his freshman year
in the 134 lb. weight class. After sitting out his sophomore
year, he transferred to Mountclair (N.J.) State College. In
his junior year, he placed first in the nation at 142 lbs. In
his senior year, Freitas won the regional championships.

In 1978. Freitas was hired as head wrestling coach at
Upsala College (N.J.). the first year Upsala fielded a team.
Three years later, two UC wrestlers qualified for the
Nationals and the team placed sixth in the Mid Atlantic
Conference.

Freitas looks forward to his first year at UMass.

continued on page 19

With more experience and confidence backing them up.
Coach Kidd sees the youth in his team as its biggest asset.

"They're all going to be back next year." Kidd said."The
longer these guys play together, the more they'll be able to
read each other."

Despite their losses, the soccer team has not lost
courage. For the majority of the season, every game they
played, they kept close right up untU the end. It's that
fmishmg touch project that the kickers have to refine.
Coach Kidd planned on using different tactics to beat

Westfield. He started with a four man front line to push
the UMass offense, rather than their conventional four-

back style. But, the high winds were conditions that had
not been included as part of the straregy. The Minutemen
went back to their original diamond formation, with their

weight on defense.

UMass is competing with the youngest overall team in

Division I and New England this year. Eight varsity
freshmen were just introduced this season, with a whole
new starting front line, half a new backfield and another
goal keeper.

Junior forward Gus Martins sees cohesivenes9 as a key
factor to work on. "We don't score goals because we don't
build the plays up." Martins said. "We try to send
everything long and any good defense will not allow that."

Recruiting is one way Coach Kidd (popularly known as
"Capp") can pool a few more soccer potentials. He's
looking for a couple of scorers, but it's hard to tempt thope
stars without the appeal of scholarships.
"One or two players can make all the difference,

especially scorers." Kidd said. "They're tough to find."
The big competitors in the league are all scholarsh4)

teams. The University of Connecticut leads the division
and is also ranked third in the nation. The^ University of
Rhode Island and Boston University also boast their
scholarship players placing them up high in the New
England rankings.

So. UMass may not be ranked this year, but for some
good reason they play these strong teams and stay right up
with them. Last week they stayed 1-1 wi'th UConn right
up until the last twelve minutes of the game. UConn won

continued on page 19

DODGERS WIN WORLD SERIES IN SIX GAMFS tk« i a . T. .
in'Un^r.hoio '

World Champions with their 9-2 victory over the New"^JrkY^^^^^^ a?**^"*""
"'' ^^' »»»>

Tom USorda rejoice above.
^**'*' Yankees as LA's Davey Lopes and



Ghosts and goblins greet guests to hex
and horrify at haunted house ^^^

Ghosts and goblins will once again invade
the Round House behind the Northampton
City Hall this Halloween as the Lion's Club
Haunted House prepares to terrify and
delight I he brave and daring.

Visitors to the haunted house will be
guided through groups of eight by Lions
Clul) members and high school volunteers.

"There are eight scenes with audiovisual
effects. The building is dark and there are

thampton City Gas Works, has been empty
for several years. Currently the sale of the
building is being negociated and the Lions
V,\\xh received permission from the city and
the developer lousji'the house for a haunted
house, said Wilhelm.

Last year, the first year the Lions Club
Haunted House. 3.000 people visited the
house I he six days it was open. This year
Wilhelm said. 4.000 visitors are expected

lots of steps to go up and wown and around Formally the haunted house was run by the
beforv you get through it." said Joseph Jaycee's
Wilhelm of the Lion's Club.

The entire journey takes about 10

minutes and there is no age limit. Child
care will be available for those with children
who are too young to go through the
hauntinJ house, he said.

The house will be open Wednesday thru
Halloween from 7 p.m. to 10 or 11 p.m.
depending on the crowds. Halloween night
the house may be open until midnight if

there is enough demand for it, Wilhelmr- asked to describe the sights awaiting
said. I, visitors to the haunted house.
The Round House, formerly tjie Nor- There is free parking for visitors.

Admission is $1.00 per person with
proceeds going to local charities, par-
ticularly sight and hearing related charities
in the area, he said.

People of all ages — particularly school

children and college students— come to the

haunted house, he said.

"There will be lots of screaming and
shouting this year." Wilhelm said when

Staff photo b« Nanrv Andrrxon

GOBLIN? GHOST? NO — its just Jane Atkin-
son out to scare a few students.

i x^^^i—i^^^^^X^Mex. Wool Sweaters \

ii?%^l^ 44.00
Afghan
legwarmers ^

12.00

JISLANDIA

96 Mam St.
Northampton. MA 01O6O

217 Newbury St.

Boston, Ma
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Staff photo by Vincr OeWitt

OH NO! — It's Ronald Reagan!

HALLOWEEN
SUPPLIES

Chech
out
LOW

^7

We carry everything you

need to score up the best

costume around.

SPOOKTACULAR
SELECTIONS

Theatrical makeup, colored hairspray, colored party

wigs, witches hots and costumes. Viking hats, top

hats, derbys, long hair wigs, grease paints, mus-
taches, beards, noses, feet, hands with warts, liquid

latex, strange specs, spirit gum, stage blood, fangs,

teeth, stage warts, heodpieces, witches brooms and a
variety of specialty items. Also children's costumes.

MOROSE
MASQUERADES

We carry all types of mosks, full heads, % masks,
eye masks. All your favorites plus new this year:

MISS PIGGY, PINK PANTHER, RABBIT, REAGAN,
CARTER ond NIXON MASKS.

NEW ADDITIONS NOVELTY CAPS
Assorted colors with wings, feelers._^^
horns, antlers, cot ears, lightning bolt,'^Vay^^
pig , fish , unicorn & more

.

^^ID^
Open Daily & Soturday 9 to 5:1

5

Ihurs. & Fri. N'rtes Oct. 22, 23, 29 & 30 'til 9

HLCHILDSdSaN
y25 State St.Northampton,

r'

Halloween in Northampton
Spirits will rise at local taverns

Rootie Kazootie's
Rootie Kazootie's restaurant in Nor-

thampton is sponsoring a Rootie Kazootie
look alike contest Halloween night. Prizes
will be awarded for the best costume and
for the best Rootie-Kazootie look alike.

First prize is a dinner for two at Rootie-
Kazootie's. Halloween night half price
drinks will be offered from 6 to 8 p.m. for
women and from 8 to 10 p.m. for men.
What does a Rootie Kazootie look alike

look like? Like Rootie-Kazootie of course!
Rootie Kazootie was the hero of a children's

Packards
show in the early 1950s. David Forrest, the
owner of Rootie's, said he isn't giving any
hints. ThiJ public must do their own
research, he said.

"We're giving them a free dinner so they
have to earn it," he said.

The judges will be taking names
throughout the evening and the winners
will be notified. They do not have to be
present to win, Forrest said. The contest
will continue all night until closing.

Prizes for the biggest, heaviest pumpkin
and the best costume will be awarded at
Packard's Halloween party Saturday night.

A $100 prize for the best costume, a $50
prize for the most massive uncarved
pumpkin — the prize will be awarded by
weight — and a "miscellaneous madness"
prize of $50 to be awarded at the discretion
of the owner, Robert McGovern.

McOovern and a member of the audience
will judge the events. The party is

scheduled to begin at 8 p.m., and the

judging will take place between 11 and
midnight.

Halloween parties have been held a1

Packards every year since they opened 5
years ago. The event has always drawn a
full house and lots of excitement.

Rahars
Iron Horse

For the third year in a row Halloweeners in Northamp-
ton will be able to vie for prizes for their costume ideas.
Music by the Elevators and special guests the Dead

btalms will entertain visitors at Rahars on Old South St
Halloween night.

A costume contest with $25 prizes for the best costume
and the skimpiest costume on either male or female
patrons will be awarded. Audience applause will deter-
mine the winner. The judging will take place at 11:30 p m

"We'll move out all the tables and chairs to the base-
ment where they belong and we'll clear the floor for danc-
ing." said Jordie Herolb owner of the Iron Horse Coffee
House concerning his plans for the party at the Iron Horse
this Halloween.

The party starts at 9 p.m. and music will be provided by
Bev Rohlehr. A $50 cash prize will be awarded for the best
costume. Staff members and the band will judge the com-
petition.

This is the third year the Iron Horse has held a Hallo-
ween party.

"We're a bluegrass club all the rest of the year but this

one night we're masquerading as an all out rock and roll

club," Herolb said.

Beer and wine will not be served after 1 a.m. but the
dancing will go on for as long as there are dancers, he said.

Tickets are $3 and are available at the Iron Horse.

Bloomin' Balloons blows big bash
with jovial jufffflers, mirthful mim

Bloomin' Balloons, in Thornes Marketplace, is planning

a Halloween/Birthday Bash with other stores in the

Marketplace to celebrate Bloomin' Balloons' first anniver-

sary in Northampton as well as Halloween.

Bloomin' Balloons, a balloon shop set up along the same
lines as a florist shop, delivers balloon bouquets rather
than the traditional floral bouquets. A clown delivers the

balloons to the recipient and performs a mime show with
each order.

Their Halloween events planned for the day include:

At 1:30 p.m. Halloween day old and new clowns from
Bloomin' Balloons will present a clown, mime and juggling

show. At 3 p.m. there will be a costume contest for

children. The clowns and Yoko of Yoko's Fashions will be

judging the contest, said Leslie Ferrin of Bloomin'

Balloons. Prizes will be awarded, she said.

A balloon release will be sponsored by Bloomin' Balloons

at 4:30 p.m., and all children are invited to participate,
Ferrin said. At 5 p.m. Mo the Mime, T.V. and Paulee-Poo,'
Riley, Bananas and Henry Brown the Clown will present a
juggling and clown show.
There will be free balloons in many of the stores in

Thornes Market, she said.

Bloomin' Balloons makes deliveries seven days a week.
The shop has made more than 1,000 deliveries since they
opened last year, Ferrin said. Many of these deliveries
have been to the University of Massachusetts area, she ad-
ded.

Independently owned offices of Bloomin' Balloons
around the country are setting up a network system
similar to the FTD system, called BTD, so that balloon
orders may be sent around the country, Ferrin said.
Bloomin' Balloons entertains at parties giving clown and
mime shows, and balloons in a box are also available for
delivery, she said.

Witch-poo paints happy, sad;

makes witches good or bad
Free face painting for children will l)e offered from 9:30

a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Halloween day by the Mulberry Tree in

Thornes Marketplace.

Erika Hollister, owner of the Mulberry Tree, said
Witchie-Poo. the Mulberry Tree's resident witch, (known
on other days of the year as employee Kim Rheindler) will
be painting children's faces all day.

^
Witchie-Poo will take requests for face painting designs.

Clown and witch faces are the most common designs,
Hollister said.

Witchie-Poo and all of the employees in the store have
lots of practice in face-painting as they sell the paints and
often do demonstrations in the store.

This is the first year the Mulberry Tree has offered free
Halloween face painting. Hollister said Rheindler
volunteered her witching and face painting services for
the occassion.
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^2^ Balloon in a Box^ Mailed Anywhere in USA
Thornes Marketplace
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BASHA 's

Exquisite Gifts
Kashmir Handcrafts of:
Suede Afghan Coats
Papier Mache & Walnut Boxes
Crewel Couseions &, Bags
Wool & Cotton Durry

LIGHT WEIGHT
NYLON BAGS

GARMENT BAG TOTES
TENNIS BAG DUFFLES

WATER RESISTANT
HarlowsA^^LEwooD
Luggage, inc. navy^^ ^ ' GREEN

157 Mam St.. Northampton. Massachusetts 01060 -d-eij^
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584-5233

Tapestries
Chain Stitch Rugs
Kashmir Woolen
Embroidered Clothes

ORIENTAL RUGS
Bought and Sold

2nd Floor Thomes Market
150 Main St. 586-8259

T
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Complete Tok*-

Out S«rvic*
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Gridders to take on Huskies
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Candlelight
symbolizes
By RICHARD NAGLE
t'olk'gian Staff

AI)oul 150 UnivtTsity of Massachusetts
students hold a candle light rally last night
to show support for gay and minority
students on campus and to protest a white
supremacy entity called IITOPIA.
The rally comes in the wake of death

threats signed hy UTOPIA that were sent
to an unidentified black male gay student.
Leaflets from UTOPIA advocating white
supremacy, U.S. superiority and the
suppression of gay rights appeared on
campus .several weeks ago.

Huddling together in the cnsp autumn air
on the concrete steps of the Fine Arts
Center, the students listened to nine
speakers during the 40 minute rally.

"Were here primarily not to protest
UTOPIA but to show our own unity and to
try to build more unity than there has been
in the past. It's not a reaction," said rally
organizer Debbie Wald.
Many students had purple ribbons pinned

to their coals as a sign of support for the
campus gay community. People's Gay
Alliance (PGA) spokesman Kevin George

said the color purple was a .symbol of gay
people.

The rally began at the Student Union
Huilding, Worcester Dining Commons and
the bus stop near the Southwest
Residential Area about 6:00 p.m. Marchers
carrying candles converged on the Fine
Arts Center about 30 minutes later singing
folk .songs.

"Whether a group like UTOPIA exists is
not as important as what their ideology
profe.s.ses, an absurd view that there is

some kind of master race and which
reminds us only too well of what happened
m Nazi Germany," said Hillel represen
tative Richard Kirschen. Hillel is the
campus Jewish organization.
"We will not sit back as long as sen-

timents like those of UTOPIA exist, " said
Diana Ohibaum. a member of the Amherst
College Action Coalition.

The rally was sponsored by the UMass
PGA and the Lesbian Union and was en-
dorsed by 16 other campus groups including
the United Christian Foundation, the
Student Government Association and the
Student Center for Educational Research
and Advocacy.

New temporary CC fee

approved by BOG
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

The Board of Governors last week voted
to approve the creation of a new temporary
student fee of $2.00, called the Campus
Center deficit liquidation fee.

Last week the board had voted not to
change the $79 Campus Center fee. This
was in opposition to a recommended ad-
ministration fee increase of $20.
This week the Vice Chancellors Office of

Finance and Administration vetoed both
recommendations sending everyone back to
the drawing board.

Vice Chancellor Jack DeNyse asked that
the administration and the board come to an
agreement on their different versions of the
Campus Center Complex budget. But this
hasn't happened yet.

The Administration's position is that the
fee will have to go up $20 if the state doesn't
back down on fringe benefit charges and the
University Office of Planning and Budget
doesn't back down on its full costing
policies.

"If we get relief from fringe benefit costs

and full costing we can .see ways to keep the
fee at $79," said Bud Wilkes, assistant
Campus Center director.

Wilkes said DeNyse assured him the
University administration would fight the
state on fringe benefit charges and would
hear the Campus Center argument against
full costing.

The board last night also approved a
budget which would keep the Campus
Center fee at $79 even though conservative
estimations of profits showed the Campus
Center might be losing money by the end of
fiscal year 1983.

Complicating the issue was the board's
motion to reduce profits taken from the
Textbook Annex that support the Campus
Center. The revenue loss would amount to
$53,000.

Also, the amount of money budgeted to
support the board itself has been increased
$38,000 for fiscal year 1983.

Jay Englander, BOG finance chair, .said

that although he sees a possible loss for
fiscal year 1983 in future years the building
will show a profit without a fee increase.
But the board moved to create a new

CANDLELIGHT VIGIL - Melanie Fish, a junior attending last
night s candlelight vigil against UTOPIA, was among the many who
came to give their support.

UMass

$2.00 deficit liquidation fee to be put in a
separate account and u.sed only to cover
losses in the Campus Center in fiscal year
1983. This fee will generate $44,000, said
Englander.

"If you raise the fee it's never going to
come down.

" said Scott Cashman, BOG
chairman.

According to the motion the fee "shall
exist for one year only."

Cashman said creating the .new fee will

point out to students that the Campus

Center could be run better.

Paul Bruno, BOG committee chairman
said he would prefer to see a new fee or a
fee increase rather than continuing to make
money from Textbook Annex prices
because at least students would be able to
see where the money is going.

Wilkes said he thought the board might
lose some credibility with its constituents
because it is changing its original stance of
no Campus Center fee increase.

'
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By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Joseph G. McDonagh. a 1981 graduate of the University
of Massachusetts, charged with di.sorderly conduct, and
three accounts of as.sault and battery, yesterday received
a split verdict at Hampshire Superior Court.
After nine hours of deliberations, the jury found

McDonagh guilty of disorderly conduct and assault and
battery of former UMa.ss police officer David R. William-
son on March 9, 1980. He was aquitted on the charges of
assault and battery of former UMa.ss police officer Ste^on
Draghetti, and assault and battery with a deadly weapon

(a shod foot). The defense attorneys said they will appeal
the decision.

Following the verdict. Judge Eileen P. Griffen called a
recess until Dec. 4, 1981 when she will return to Hamp-
shire Superior Court and .sentence McDonagh.
Griffen said she will be out of state until that time, and

was unable to review the entire case yesterday.
"I expect to go along with straight probation if a

satisfactory community service program is developed for
the defendant" said Griffen, lessening the recommenda-
tion of Assistant District Attorney William St. James,
who asked that the court give McDonagh a suspended six
month sentence at the house of correction, along with pro-

bation, and 200 hours of community service.
"We are pleased that Joe was aquitted on the felony

charge (assault and battery with a deadly weapon)" said
defense attorney Charles J. Dimare. director of the UMass
Legal Services Office, "but we're obviously disappointed
on the assault and battery charge with Williamson."
Dimare said their apf)eal will be based on testimony by

Draghetti on Tuesday, Oct. 20 prior to the selection of the
jury, which was deemed "irrelevant" by Griffen and
withheld from the jury trial. Draghetti testified that one
week following the incident he sat in a patrol car with
Williamson, and was shown a witness statement which

Continued on page IS
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Prison psychiatrist renews
talks with hostage holders

(.kATKKFOKl). I'a. ,Al'i - Inmai.s
holding' SH hosia^'o at ilic StaU' Come
iional liiMiiuu- Ix'^'ari laci' lo t'afi' lalkN
wiihapriMdi psyrhiairisi ai n(H»n ycsti-rday
>«nn»- 18 hours alur ihr sialmiaif bi-gan.
<»fri«iaK said.

JtuiMTS V\'oUr. an assisiani lo prison
Sup«fjii;tridcni JuliUs Cuylir. said Dr.
(•utiKr-n liora v\a> 'iryin^ lo fii'jjuiiaK'

will) lh«m. She- hack ihtrc wii h thi-m

iakrov«r ;old a ripornT \>y tclcpht.nc h»

was HaiiiMg lor Ihr policr lo conic "and i^n
ih«rn."

] ha\c noihiiig lo lose an<i I'm jjoini; lo
dn Jim anyway." said ihc inmaic. who
nfust <l io>,'i\r his name when contacted hy
uliphone liy a television reporter. The
inniatt said he was sentenced to lilt .

The hosiai;es were taken Wedn«'.s(lay

ni^jhi alit r ^juards loile<l an escape al tempi
ai ih«- maximum se<uriiy prison, oflicial.s

Niiid. OniciaJs said they heliexed the
hosia^Ms were unharmed. Ne^foiialion.s

aimed at <nding ih«- standoll broke off

yesu-rday morning; and then were resumed
l»y ihf psychiatrist, officials said.

Three hosiaijes were ^'uards, ihree were
civilian employees and the others were
inmaies. olljcials said. One of the inmates
who M i/ed ih<' hosia^jes was identified a.s

I he ronvicied killer of two I'hiladelphia

prison ofiicials m l^::\.

H(»lnn dai lison, a reporter lor W'l'V! T\'.
said the inniatt .she contacted insi<le the
{•iison kiichen where the hosiayc-s wer<'
luiiiK hel.! asked tor three thin^fs:

mrdicatioii. "<-ommunicaiion with the
outside," .iikI ihai heal and electricity he
resiKicii

1 III niur, ' indiraiMi one jruard hein^
h( Id ap(»arenil\ wa^ a diaheiic and ihai up
In il.rfi of I he oiher hosta^-s had medical
IMohleins,

Staii lUin au of Prisons spokt-snian Ken
Koitiiison said he was not sure how many
inmaits v\er-i armeil. "Ai i<asi one inmaie
()roduced a v\eapon.' hv said. "\\'( iloni

know lor sure what kiiid-of weapon it was or
it any of iju oi hers wer<' armed."

.Martin nra^'ovi«-h, an administrative
as>isiani lo Superinirndeni Julius ("uyler,

said a hand^^^un had been used by the in

males to round ufi ih«' hostages. "It's

(•oncei\able"" some inmates might i)e arm«'d
with kniws. he said.

Kobiiison said "four to 10" inmates tried
ii» escape by scaling a prison wall. A guard
fired a warning shot from aiovier and three
guards were sent tocapiuri' ihe inmates.

.\ head count .showed M inmaies mi.ssing.

|{«(ause at least four men had tried to
escape. ofli«ials presumed 32 were
hosiages. Robinson said.

\r t.Hsi'rphiilii

POLK'K GUARD — Pennsylvania State Prison at (iraterford, PA yester-
day where several inmates are holding 38 hostages following an aborted
escape attempt Wednesday night.

Polish protestors number 400,000: military council meets
WARSAW. Poland tAPl - Poland's strike wave spread

to a major port and the universities yesterday, swelling
ihf ranks of protestors lo about 400.0()0 across the nation.
Meanwhile, the military council of the Soviet-led Warsaw
Pact fx'gan meeting in Hungary.

ISolj<larity union ollicials sain 4U.lA;t; construction
workers struck <W factories for two hours in the Baltic port
of S/xv«tin. on the Fast German border, and threatened a
wider st rike lo gel more building supplies.

In Budapest
. the Warsaw Pact's military council opened

a "regular session" attended by defense ministers or their
assistants from Ihe seven Kast Bloc member nati(ms. the
Hungarian news agency MTI said.

It was not kn(»wn if Polands premier, party chief and
defense minister. Gen. WojciiH-h Jaruzelski, was attending
or what was on the agenda, but it was presumed Polands
unresl would be a major topic.

Students and professors at Radom's higher engineering
school occupied classrooms demanding dismissal of the
rector. They gol support from students at Warsaw
University who staged a four hour protest. They also
ri'ceived pK-dges of support from other colleges and
universities across Poland.
The Radom students protested what they called

"irregularities" in the election of Prof. Michal Hebda as
rect(»r, saying the school should be run by an elected,
colliTiive leadership.

Protests also erupted in Skarzysko Kamienna. near
souihi-astern Kielce after the local Solidarity office was
smashed up. Workers there declared they wen- ready to
si rike. claiming the incident was an attack on the union.
Although some progress was reported in settling long

standing strikes in Zyrardow . 20 miles west of Warsaw,
and farwestern Zielona Gora. the government was

adamant in refusing lo grant strike pay. stalling any kind
of immediate sett lemenl.

Some IL',000 workers remained off the job in Zyrardow.
150.000 in Zielona Gora. and 120,000 in southern Tar-
nobr/.eg. Transport workers joined the Zyrardow protest,
while power station and construction workers joined the
striking workers in Tarnobrzeg.

Jaruzelski condemned Solidarity's one hour nationwide
walkout Wednesday, and the Communist Party newspaper
Trybuna Ludu said, "It was to be a strike showing the
union's unity. Bui it became a strike of social division.
fanning up nervous m(K)ds. upholding social unrest. For
what purpose".'"

I'oland's I'arliamenl was to meet Friday and di.scuss a
resolution calling for a ban on strikes. But a leading
legislator who requested anonymity said the outcome of
the se.ssion was still unclear.

Digest
By the Associated Pnss

mad«' tht assurance in a note after the Senate voted 52-48
Wedmvsday night to approve the sale, thi- largest single
I'.S. arms export package ever.

Begin read the Reagan note and then told reporters:
"We hope that these words of the president will be carried
inio reaii/a; ion

Defense attorney John Spinale ended his case by reading
Irom the rep(»rts of a number of mental hospitals where
Riva had been treated. Spinale has contended his client is
mentally ill and was not .riminally responsible for the
ileal h.

Israel reacts to sale Doctor, "vampire" sane Mother guilty in death
Isra«-1 reacied with nstrainl yesieniay to I'.S. Senate

approval o{ the Saudi Arabian arms sale and said it expects
Prt-sid«>nt Reagan to ensure the J«'wish state's security.
Saudi rulers expressed "deep gratitude" and said relations
with AmiTica will improve.
There was no comment from West European allies and

most .Aral) states were silent.

Th« Soviets dainu-d the $8.5 billion package, which
includes the worlds most sophisticated spy planes, will
spur a new .Midt-ast arms race and is part of a U.S.
pnparaiion for possible seizure of the region's oil fields.

Israt'li I'rime .Minister Menachem Begin, in a statement
d«-voi(l of harshness, indicated he expeciid Reagan to hold
to his pledge to "help Israid retain its military and
ti-<-hnological advantages in the Middle Hast." RVagan

BR(H KTON. .Mass. - A forensic psychiatrist
testified yesterday that a self styled "vampire"' accused of
killing his grandmother and trying to drink her bloo<l ha<l
the "capacity lo recognize wrongdoing."
The rebuttal testimony by Dr. Marim Kelly came as the

delense rested its ca.se in the murder trialof James (;.
Riva.

Ri\a. 24. is accused of shooting Carmen Loptv. 74. with
f«»ur gold lipped bullets in Marshfield on April 10. 1980.
then attempting to drink the blood from her wounds. He
also is charged with arson for allegedly burning her body
and her house.

(losing arguments and judges instructions are
scheduled for t(Kiay. The jury is .xpected to begin
delilMTaiions in the aflernnon.
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NORTHAMPTON. Mass. - A weeping 18 year old,
accused of beating her newborn daughter to death shortly
belore her high school graduation, pleaded guilt v to
reduced charges of manslaughter yesterday.

Anita (Jarvey of Northampton was sentenced lo a 15-
year suspended term on the manslaughter charge hy
Hampshire Superior Court Judge Kileen (Jriffin and or
dered to s.-rve five years probation and continue
psychiatric treatment. Miss (iarvey also received a
suspended one year .sentence on charges of concealing the
tnlani s IkkIv.

The young woman, dressed in a skirt and blou.se and
accompanied by her lather, wept o^enlv during her brief
court appearance.

She had be,>n free on her own recognizance since her
indictment on murder charges in early June. Her trial had
lieen scheduled to begin Nov. 14.

Accrding to Thomas McGuire, assistant Hampshire
( ..uniy district attorney. Miss (Jarvey. then a high schixjl
senior, gave birth to the full term baby alone in a bathtub
at her parents home May 24. two days after attending her
senior prom.

Mc(;uire said the baby died of skull fractures sufferedwhen her head struck the si.le of the tub as Miss Garvevwas shaking her to quiet her screams
'•She.was shaking, thechild because i, was screaming andduring he course ot the shaking the child's head struck t he

more, McGuire t old t he judg«'.

After the death. Miss Garvey allegedly telephoned a
high sch,H>l Iriend an.l t he two girls conceale.l t he body in a
wooded area near the Northampton Fast hampton "town
line.

'

Group barred from CC by weekend closure

Collegian 3

By ELIZABETH BARRETT
Collegian Correspondent

Campus Center Director William Harris has refused
perrn,ss.on for an African Civility Committee represen

Center l7fh V^' ^'""
'? ^^^^ ^^^"^« '" ^^e CampusCenter of the University of Massachusetts this weekend.

Entertainments, pageants and peace seminars planned
for Halloween weekend by the Pioneer Valley Five-
College African Civility Committee are in violation of the
administration s regulations for the weekend, said HarrisThe policy will involve a total closure of the Campus
Center building at 6 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, which
will continue through the weekend and be enforci bv ex-
tra security.

There s no way they'll get inU) the building, it's
definitely going to be shut." said Scott Cashman. chair-man of the Campus Center Board of Governors •'If thevwant these events to happen, it will have to be outside the
building where it's not our concern." he said.
The African Civility Committee, a group of people from

UMass and nearby colleges, is independent of the UMass
Year Toward Civility" movement and is not supported

by the UMass Office of Third World Affairs.

"Having various projects is a great idea and one that
was looked into, but it is not feasible to support this pro-
ject because of inadequate time and coordination,"
Cashman said. "It should have been presented to us
earlier."

The African Civility Committee did not approach the ad-
ministration for permission to stage activities over Halo-

ween, and has not publicized its proposals around campus.

»u "^^*L.^""P '^^"^^ organization and has not proceeded
through the required channels for it to materialize " Har-
ris said "Hopefully, next year we will have more discus-
sion and careful planning for Halloween activities."

Harris also said that the use of 'Civility' in the group's
name was a misnomer for legitimacy.

"Halloween is not particularly connected with civility
and events held in its name this weekend would have had
little impact on the civility movement." he said. "Civility is
educational. Halloween is historical and cultural."

Harris also said that Halloween weekend this year
should be quiet, with a lot of students expected to go

State provisions spur reform

in discriminatory practices

RaToVt""^^"^ ^I ^ ^'^^ - ^""^^ Sunderland. ali^^SjI^^l^eRadio Astronomy department, gets in a little practice on his unicvcleduring his lunch break yesterday.
unicycle

By MARILYN LENTZ
Collegian Correspondent

Equal rights provisions written into 16
state constitutions are proving to be suc-
cessful according to a recently relea.sed
study by the National Organization for
Women (NOW) Defense and Education
Fund and the Women's Law Projt^ct.
Results indicate that state ERAs. (the

term sometimes given to the equal rights
provisions within a state's constitution)
have spurred extensive reform that has
eliminated restrictions on women's and
men's employment, on education and
changed family law. These provisions have
"extended to both sexes rights previously
re.served for men or women only." ac-
cording to the study.

Florence Frank, a University of
Massachusetls rhetoric lecturer, and
member of the Governor's Commission on
the Status of Women in Massachusetts from
1977 lo 1979. helped lo get "the laws in the
books in line with the ERA" and to ensure
non-sexist language legislative bills.

The 40 volunteer members of the
Commission were appointed to lobby for
women's and family issues, but were fired
in March 1979 by Governor Edward King
because of their "criticism of his budget and
how it affected women and children, ' Frank
said.

The 16 slates with equal rights provisions
are Alaska. Colorado. Connecticut, Hawaii.
Illinois. Maryland. Massachusetts. Mon-
tana. New Hampshire. New Mexico.
Pennsylvania, Texas. Utah, Virginia]
Washington and Wyoming.

^
The changes stemming from these state

ERAs have ranged from the right of female
'aw students in Massachusetts to apply for

a scholarship previously awarded only to
male students, to strengthening the rights
of dependent former spouses and divorced
parents to receive child support.
A court in Texas maintained that a

university must provide female and male
students with equivalent on campus
housing. Also, permitting males to live
off campus while denying such a choice to
females was ruled as a violation of the sUte
ERA.
However, in New Mexico restrictions on

ccM'd dormitory visits have been upheld on
Ihe assumption that the privacy of both
sexes is protected.

A benefit of the state ERAs is the im-
petus they have provided for extensive
legislative reform of state laws. According
to the study instead of producing a rash of
lawsuits in slate courts, the state ERAs
have spurred legislatures to change old
laws or pass new laws which conform to the
commitment toward equality.
The greatest progress on state provisions

has been made in Colorado. Maryland. New
Mexico. Pennsylvania, Washington and
Massachusetts.

The Massachusetls provision reads:

"All people are born free and equal, and
have certain natural. essential and
unalienable righls ... Equality under the
law shall not be denied or abridged because
of sex, race, color, creed or national origin."
(Mass. Constitution, Part 1. Art. 1, 1976)

The ERA study concludes that "state
ERAs have produced an expansion of rights
that have greatly benefited women, who
traditionally have been the victims of laws
and governmental practices that made
Ihem second class citizens with second-
class rights."

Conflicting laws inhibit study of Indian bones
By PAM VICKERY
Collegian Correspondent

UMass is the temporary home of the
bones from the only Indian ossuary ever
found in New England but because of a
Massachusetts law. they won't be able to be
studied completely.

Massachusetts has two conflicting laws
about human bones, one stating that the
bones must be reburied without being
desecrated and the other stating that
anything of prehistoric or historic value
must be saved for archeologists to study
before it can be destroyed, said Ann
Magennis. a graduate student in biological
anthropology, who is studying these bones.
"Our being able to study them before

they're reburied was a compromise that
was worked out." Magennis said,
"although no one knows if these are even
the ancestors of anyone."
Only recently have Native American

lx)nes been covered under this law.
although white burials have always been.
The bones, which are approximately

1 .000 years old, were found in Wellfleet on
Cape Cod two summers ago when .some
landowners were digging a cistern.

There are probably .58 bodies but it's

hard to tell Iwcause of the way in which
they were buried. Magennis .said.

From historic accounts, it's known that
some Indians put their dead in a mortuary
hou.se anr' • set number of years took

'..-.. .at site where they were all

'ether in one big hole in the
tilled an ossuary.

"Unfortunately, what we get is a pile of
bones instead of bodies," Magennis said.
She said that she has been tediously sor-

ting ,the bones according to type, since
without being able to study them under a
microscope it's impossible to determine
which ones are from the same body.
"Every individual has a unique set of

microscopic structures in their bones, like
fingerprints." said Debra Martin, a
graduate student in biological an-
thropology who is involved in studying a
population from New Mexico.
Both Martin and Magennis said that they

are interested in being able to see patterns
of disease in the body and relating that to
what archeologists determine about the
culture of the people found.

"Until recently archeologi.sts didn't
realize the amount of information that
phy.sical anthropologists can tell them,"
Martin .said.

From what she has .seen. Magennis said
that prehistoric New England Indians were
"remarkably healthy".

^
One of the interesting things about the

Cape Cod ossuary is that of the probably 53
bodies, approximately 9 were cremated
before they were buried, she said, although
tlj?y^aren't sure why.
Another strange thing is that even

though the infant mortality rate was very
high, only two babies were found in this
ossuary.

Martin said that in .some Indian cultures,
babies weren't considered people until they
had ' ' -^nmi ceremony at about the
age o. .J. In »iudying the B'ack Me^?
population in l^ew Mexico she saiv. c

baby bones had been found in what had
been garbage heaps.
Although a lot can be told about people

from their bones, "even if they're not that
well preserved." Martin .said, much infor-

mation cannot be obtained.
"For instance," Magennis said, "You

can't usually tell the cause of death unless
you dig up the bones with the arrow still in
them."

Q
-Members of the para-rescue squads prepare for the launch of

•Mft<oSholtfe y -ractr .. m-rk training exercises. Bob Kimbrel
o! N. t., relaxes aft. oeing "savtv ly underwater demolition team.
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Sigma Phi Epsilon is an opportunity to build a tradition and a strong student
organization which will endure for years to come. Now is your chance to get in onthe formation of Sigma Phi Epsilon at UMass.
Combining your personal ideals with those of your fellow colony members withthe principles of Sigma Phi Epsilon. you will mold a new and different fraternity onyour campus. For you, it is an unparalleled experienceA National Fraternity
Sigma Phi Epsilon is a fraternity committed to growth and to insuring that thebig tp experience is unique. From Sigma Phi Epsilon's founding in 1901 toSigma P^i Epsilontoday Sigma Phi Epsilon has grown to over 230 chapters and

colonies and 125,000 initiated brothers.
y^^anu

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Is Involvement
• On Campus
• Socially
• In the Community
Is Development
• Scholastically
• In Management
• Of Close Friends
Is Experience
• In Group Living
• In Personal Growth
• In Building Tradition

Look f(K us on Campus

Sigma

THE SALT BOX CELEBRATES
IT'S 17th BIRTHDAY
ALL THIS WEEK

20% off selected Fair Isle sweaters
and up to 50% off other selected

Fall fashions and accessories.

16 Main Street

Amherst

i Amherst
Chinese Food

"Family Style

Cooking"
Mandarin £r

i Szechuen Cuisine
' Luncheon

Specials

from $1.75
Farm Fresh Vegetables
Beer & Wine License

L

Sunday Brunch
All you can eat $4.95

62 64 Main St.,

Amherst 253-7835
Ctosad Wednesdays
Wa uaa no MSG or

Artificial Food Coloring
»-»^

Epsilon

^DIMNG AND DANCMG

Opening Weekend
The owners of MIKES WESTVIEW CAFE
proudly onnounce the opening of their

new Itollon restouront.
Formerly Dronigons

located ot the corner of RT 9 & University Drive
phone 256-6605

••'•'a'- >•'>••

TIPS "^^ ^^^ '®S3*
services tapes

#2481- Warranties and Consumer Ripoffs

#2482- Small Claims Court

#2483- Security Deposits

#2485- Breaking and Signing Leases

Dial 54(5-1540), request tape by number

Spanish tapes are available by adding

'S' after the tape number.

)B^\® TIPS
Information for UMass

A service of the

Dean of Students office

227 Whitmore

01. presents

Stanley George

CLARKE DUKE
PROJECT
F.A.C.

NOV.6th
6:00 PM

TVIEATRES
m

TIMES FOR TODAY ONLY

^1?s TWIUTE SHOW «€0UCE0 POiCES fOB SIuOfNTS « SENIOR CiTiZENS wiTm *MC C*Rr

nmC HAMPSHIRE k 584-7550 HAMPSHIRE MALL

UMIES $7.50, $8.50

GEN. PUB. $9.00, $10.00

"IWohounof
non-stop ttirills."

-Rm R«*d

^foFTHE
LOST ARK

Fri-Sat (5:00 @~$T75T
—-—

-|

Sat matinee 2:00

PG| Sun 1:00 (3:30 @ 1.75) 6:00 8:00

MERYL STREEP JEREMY IROrtS

TheBench

lieutenmr^

Woman

- All tickets $1 more at doorTickets Available:

Union Records Unltd. (URUJ
^'^ No food, drink, smoke or cameras
FAC Box Office

For the Record (Faces)

Ticketron

- Student ID's required at tfie door

Clyde Criner and Clouds

at the

Blue Wall Campus Center

Nov 12th 9:00 PM

FEATURING:
Clyde Criner: Piano Calvin Hill: Acoustic Bass
Horace Arnold: Drums Kevin McNeil: Guitars

Alex Foster: Tenor & Soprano Sax Arubbi Taylor: Percussion

JACQUEUNE BISSET
CANDICE BERGEN

, RICH and
FAMOUS

Fri Sat (5:00 @ $1 75) 7:30 9:55

Sat matinee 2 00
Sun 1:00 (3:45 (5) SI. 75) 6:15 8:45

VIP MOVIE WED 1:00

CHAPTER TWO $1 00
FREE COFFEE b DONUTS

^mC MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

LOOKER
Albert (-inney

Susan Dev

Fri Sat (5 15 (p> $1 75) 7 45 10 IB

.__ Sat Matinee 2:30

0PGjSun 1 15 (3:45 @ SI. 75) 6 15 8.45

Fn Sat (4:45 @ $1.75) 7:15 9:45

Sun (3:30 @ $1.75) 6:00 8:30

i-n Sat (5:

7:45-10:15 12:15

Sat Matinees 1200 2:30

Sun 1:45 (4:00 @ $1 75) 6:30 8:45

Sat & Sun Matinee

Bon Voyage Charlie Brown
All Seats SI. 50

584-9153 MOUNTAIN FARMS MALI

ROBERT
OE NIRO

ROBERT
OUVALL

- Hul

Fn Sat (5:00 (5) $1.75) 730 9:55

,^ Sat Matinee 2:15

[RJ Sun 1:15 (3:45 @ SI 75) 6 00 8 30

GEORGE SEGAL

CAR0ON
COPV

Fn Sat (5:30 @ $1.75)8 00 10.15

fng^ Sat Matinee 2 30
l"*ji '^^'"1

1 30 (4:00 @ SI 75)6.30 8:45

Aiars/u Kristv

Mison McNicho/

Fn Sat (5:00 @ $1 75) 7:30 9:55

P__ Sat matinee 2:00

Rj Sun 1 00 (3 30@ $1 75) 6.00 8:30

. » m%-% %»'••>» 4 •»-*%"W%"WVXV.%'.-W»%.%%%X%%'VX%%-.
i • • • • • I
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Newslines...

' t ._., .-rf.*.-

Women's workshops set
Lunchtime workshops for working women will be held

^JTot^f thT ''
'V'

P"- ^^""'"^ Nov. 3 in room

H„.;Tk ^ ^^""P"' ^^"^'- The workshops will be con-

endlrlHrr^P'^ '^^ Everywoman's Center, and are

iF^rMP ,^ ^'. V."^r'*^''y
Staff Association (USA/MTA).AFSCME Local 1776. and the Mass. Society of Professors

Jitu-^ °w^*
workshops, in order of occurrence are:Workmg Women Doh't Have to Take it Anymore: Sexual

Hel^h nn ?K "ffT?n^^ ^^' ^'"^ ^° '^^'^- Women's

WeVp Wnit^ ^^r^
" ^^".^ '^.^"^'•y ^"^'•- ^« that What

Mfnrr ? • y^o^^'
f^^e'oP'^ent Workshop: Skillsdent^cafon and Resume Writing; Minority Women in

Workl'
P''^^

r.
' ""? Somebody": Stress in the

WESCO Strrk"e
^^"'"'"^ '" ^^^ Workplace: Film on

All community and University women are welcome to at-
tend. Contact Myra Hindus at 545-0883 for more informa-

Halloweencautionurged
The Counselor/Advocates Against Violence AgainstWomen at the Everywoman's Center (EWC) are urgingwomen lo lake precaulions for their safety this Halloween

weekend. In 1979 approximately 20 percent of the total
number of sexual assault cases that year were received in
Uctol)er Novemlx'r.

This year ihey are reminding women to take the
roilowing precautions: do not walk in the streets alone do
not hitchhike, do not pick up male hitchhikers, know your
surroundings, do not wear clothing that impairs mobility
do not wear long scarves or necklaces. If you think that you
are being followed make a scene, and watch out for each
other.

If you or someone you know is battered or raped the
counselor/advocates can offer support and assistance.
Ihey can be reached by calling 545 0800 between 9am
and 4 p m.. and by calling 549 2671 after 4 p.m. or on
weekends.

€QjjggiaQ5

Local ERA team mPPf^ ^^'""^ they said. ;*spends nve billion dollars a day on^^* x^A*(XX t/VCI/lLi lllC;CtO weapons and other instruments of death."
Women are encouraged to form sympathy groups and to

attend prepatory training sessions in non violent civil
disobedience. Last November. 143 women. 13 of whom
were from Western Massachusetts, were arrested for such
acts of civil disobedience as sitting on the steps of the
1 entagon. and planting trees at Arlington CemeUry
Buses to Washington D.C. will leave from the Western

Massachusetts area. Some fare subsidies will be available
Free childcare and overnight housing will be provided in

Washington. Efforts are underway to have Sunday's ac-
tivities interpreted for the hearing impaired and to make
them wheelchair accessible.
For more information about the action, films, benefits

and civil disobedience training in the area, call 586-8477.

Ireland panel planned
The Orchard Hill Residential College will present a

panel discussion on Northern Ireland at 7 p.m. Monday in
the Webster dormitory loufige.

Panelists will include exchange professor Christopher
Brown from the University of Kent in England, Professor
Joseph Hernon of the UMass history department and
author Jacqueline Van Voris of Northampton. Political
scientist Luther Allen of Orchard Hill will moderate.

Rudeness ends in $500 award
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Attorney Donald B. Brown has

won $500 plus court costs in a lawsuit against a super-
market where he said he was treated rudely by a checker
when he tried to cash a $25 check.

Tm sick and tired of people having to withstand
nastiness in the marketplace. ' Brown said Wednesday.
Brown had filed a $150,000 suit charging slander and

intentional infliction of emotional distress.

The local Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) Campus
Action Team met yesterday for the second time to plan
future activites. Approximately 30 students are part of a
nation- wide effort to promote the ERA.

Fivx' committees were established at the meeting- a
Jive (.ollege liason. fund-raising, publicity/education.
Message Brigade/letter writing and Campus Center table-
staffmg.

The local team will promote community awareness
education and fund-raising. The money raised by the team'
will go towards financing these efforts and sending
volunteers to unratified states to canvass.

Recently certain areas of the country viewed ERA
television messages asking for support. These efforts will
spread across the country in a drive to obtain the
ratification of the final three states before the June 30
1982 deadline.

The next meeting wUl feature a report by two local
participants who attended the National Organization forWomen (NOW) conference on October 10. 11 and 12 They
will meet at Hills South 277 on November 5 at 4 p.m and
everyone is welcome to attend.

- MARILYN LENTZ

Pentagon protest set
The Women's PenUgon Action, will return to

Washington D.C. on November 15 to demonstrate their
opposition to the military violence of the Pentagon.

Plans include music and workshops, followed by a march
to the Air and Space Museum, where replicas of the atomic
bombs the U.S. dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki are on
display.

On November 16 the women will begin the first phase of
their actions, at the Arlington National Cemetary. The
women will demonstrate by surrounding the Pentagon and
blocking the entrances.

In November 1980. 2.000 women met in Washington
D.C. to protest the mihtary violence of the Pentagon. They
protested cutbacks in funds for daycare, foodstamps, fuel
assistance and the school lunch programs by a government

Read

the

Collegian
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DfAR CRAiq. , .wlifRcvER I MAy fiNcJ yot
It's At( I liAVE TO bRiNq TodAy - jWis, \h6
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Welcomes You to Our Valley
PLEASE STOP INAND BROWSE!

WF 7? F nW RT. 9 JUST UP THE STRE£7FROM POOR RICHARDS

Mr. Boston Peppermint Schnapps

$5.79 litre

Smirnoff Vodka $5.59 750 m^80°

Labatts $2.99 six pack $10.75 case

ENGmORS
^^i? '* l'*}-9rovt\ng company founded to apply technology to solve specialproblems In the graphic arts and publishing Industry. In eight years, our POP
iiVnt or^SttnTmf)'if.?f*'TM •

»»«"«^""?'''*« '" »»>• newspaper, magazine and In-

«! iK^ K ?? T'^***-
yf"» ""ccess Is a result of a team effort by people who

mlii^VonV K l^'" f'°
•"'o"» We are looking for people who will becomema or contributors In the development of our future products. We seek

L^nJu^lJr .K
"!""* »" opportunity «o grow and develop in a technical

chalien
rewards demonstrated ability and offers continuing

If you are graduating In Electrical Engineering or Computer Science, we havegrowth opportunities In both Hardware and Software Devlopment.
Current Hardware projects Involve state-of-the-art Winchester disk
technology, micro-sequencer technology, micro-processor applications, and
graphic display technology.

*^

Current Software development Is in the areas of remote processing and
distributed processing applications, interactive graphics, communications
processing and microprocessor based interfaces. Programming Is in both
assembly and higher level languages.

We are located In Bedford, MA, close lo Route 128. Compensation at ATEX Is
considered above average In the area, and the benefits package includes
company-paid health/dental insurance, life insurance, long-term disability
coverage and pension plan. * '

If you are a lunlor student and seek summer employment for 1 982 ATEX Is the
place to IK ...ove description applies, and we will interview students for
our internship program during our visits.

Pl«l^« Mplor* thM« opportunltiM with us on
November 9, 1981 .^

Kronenbourg

Miller

Tuborg

$3.99 sixpk

$7.99 case

$2.00 sixpk

WE ALSO STOCK
THE AREAS LARGEST

SELECTION OF COLD KEGS

WINE SPECIAL
Dragone L^mbrusco $3.49 magnum

Biunite $5.49 magnum
PLENTY OF COLD DRAFT BARRELS

AVAILABLE ANYTIME
33S COLLEGE ST. (Rte.9) 256-8433, 253-5384

OPEN TIL 11:00 PM
J

(NOT RESPONSIBLE FOB TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS) j

ate^'
15 Wiggins Av«nuf, Bedford, MA 01730
An Equal Opportunity Employ9r M P H

DMMG AND DANCMC

Opening Weekend
The owners of MIKES WESTVIEW CAFE
proudly onnounce the opening of their

new Itolion restouront.
Formerly Dronigons

located ot the corner of RT 9 & University Drive
phont 256/^ 05
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^^!^ Califano: schools face crisisCLassifieds

reach

over

25.000

readers

daUy!

BOSTON <AP> — Education in America
"facfs a crisis of public confidencf," and the

dfierioralion of public education threatens

democracy, former Health. Education and
Welfare Secretary Joseph A. Califano said

yesterday.

Addressing a state sponsored symposium

^ ^^^^JfJfJfJf^^^^JfJfJfJ^

Earn
$$$

Tutoring

Math 127
Math 131
Physics

Chemistry

At the Wheeler
Academic Ctr.

Located at

Lower Central
Call 545-3945

T
The UMass Band and foo^6a//7^am

Grood Luck

UCONN Hi

ORLEANS
with Pousette-Dart Band

Friday Oct. 30, 1981

starts at 8:00 PM
Chapin Aud. Mt. Holyoke College

Tickets $7.00 General Admission

Tickets on sale:

Mary Woolley Box Office

Mt. Holyoke College

on education at the Stal«'house, Calilano

said 12 of every 100 17 year olds wire

illiterate, accorfling to a VM) sludy. and

another survey in the late 1970s found I hat

the school is the most dangerous place for a

te<'nager.

He said the deterioration of puldic schools

has widened the chasm between publicly

and privatc'ly educali-d children, and this

is a danger to democracy and a human
tragedy."

Califano said it is "imperative for

government to provide the funds" to

rebuild education, but "the vast bulk of the

money (from Washington) should go with as

few strings as possible" to allow for

flexibility at the local level.

It is shortsighted to cut federal

educational programs, he said, blaming the

"tendency of the education bureaucracy" in

Washington to set teaching priorities, as

well as budget deficits, for cuts in education

funding.

The former cabinet secretary said there

is a need to "rethink" the role of high

schools. Unless this is done, he said, they

will "release into society millions that are

illiterate" who are oblivious to their

ol>ligations as citizens.

Califano, HEW secretary between 1977

and 1979 under former President Jimmy
Carter, also said increased reliance on

federal dollars by colleges threatens

freedom of education.

"It is nonsense to say that the federal

government is not telling colleges what to

teach" when some institutions are receiving

70 percent of their money from
Washington, he said.

Reagan granted
unwanted powers
WAS11IN(;T0N (An - The Senate

yeslenlay voted ovr-rwhelmingly to give

I he president powers he says he doesn't

waul to allocate oil supplies and impo.se

price controls in the event of another
t-rnbargo.

The Senate voted 8.5 7 in favor of the bill,

which would replace emergency powers
I hat expin'd Sept. 30. The bill now goes to

the Ilousj'.

The bill pre empts state allocation for-

mulas, but do<,'s allow the states limited

authority to impose conservation programs,
such as odd even gasoline sale schemes or
car pooling requirements.

Th<.' bill specifically forbids rationing of

ga.soline and diesel fuel supplies for con-

sumers. Sen. Lowell Weicker, R-Conn.,
attempted to insert gas rationing authority,

but was defeated 73-22.

I'resident Reagan has consistently op-

posed the legislation, arguing that the free

market — including higher prices — can
best allocate scarce supplies in times of

emergencies.

But senators, led by the committee's
chairman. Sen. James A. McClure, R-
Idaho. disagreed. They said standby
emergency powers should at least be
available to the president in case the free

market fails.

Should the marketplace fail and no
emergency powers exist, the sponsors of

the bill argued, Congress would be under
severe pressure to act hastily.

Head for the Mountains

X
M^«ff<b

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat.

UMASS SKI CLU
office

430A Student Union
Hours M-F 11-3:30

545-3437

5^-^<»

SATISFY

your basic needs
with a

FREE PIZZA
2:00- 4:30 Today

'KH,

2 for 1

American Beauty hamburgers
11:00 5:00

2 for 1 Bar Drinks
2:00 - 6:00 & 9.00 - close

THE HUNGRY U
£^^

rustv nail riAly

Tonight October 30

ROOMFUL OF BLUES
Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937

Saturday, October 31

WIDESPREAD DEPRESSION
and their 9 piece band

Friday, October 30. 1981,
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
'After all, it?,

only a movie'
15111 walked down the hallway towards his Ki-nnedy dorm

r(K)m. visiUiy shaken. After fumbling with his key for a
minute, he turned the l(K-k and promptly collaps*»d on his
bed. His HHimate hwked at him and asked what was
wTonK- "I ju^'l i>aw the seariestjmovie I've ever seen. Can 'I

gel over it. either. Ever s^' MaUqSue^nf Well., they just
relea.sed a sequel to it Qa^inHalltwevn, Dm. It's even
better than iheoriginal!" 'r \

' ,. >. \«

Dave Cline

Letters-^————

—

Attack only causes defense

To the Editor:

Women have been wronged by .society for years and it

has only been in the past decade that they have begun to
raise their level of awareness. It is this "same bliss nur-
tured by the unconcsious learning of generations which
women must al.so help men ri.se from.

I plead to women to help us, to understand us. not to at-
tack us for something we are not aware of. I can unders-
tand any bitterness for being suppressed, discredited and
raped for so long, but attack only causes defense where as
awareness can lead to understanding.
Your cau.se is in the right, if objectively understood it

can only lead to resolution.

William V. Catania
Sunderland

Because it was there
To the F^ditor:

I am thoroughly disgusted with the wa.ste that goes on in

the University Physical Plant Department. Just the other
day I saw two workers installing window shades. One
installed the shade v. hile the other stood by and watched.
Then today was the epitome of it all. I live in John

.\dams where I saw a Physical Plant worker replacing the
small glass windows in the fire doors. Each window got a
new frame and a new piece of glass whether it needed it or
not. Our floor did not need a new gla.ss becau.se the gla.ss

was not broken, .so the worker took a hammer (after
removing the glass and placing it on the floor), and broke
the glass. The new gla.ss was exactly the same size and the
old one could have been kept and replaced.

The taxpayers" and .students' money is being grossly
wasted in many respects. The University administration

"N

Board of Editors

Nancy Anderson, Acting Editor-in-Chief
Jim Kane. Managing F^ditor
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always complains about student destruction of government
property. Well, I think they should reconsider their stand
and take a look at the government's destruction of their
own property.

When 1 questioned the worker as to why he broke the
glass, all he could say was, "They told me to break it if it

wasn't already broken."

< William Sharrow
Southwest

Gnomon workers seek support
To the Editor:

The workers at Gnomon Copy in Amherst request all

Gnomon customers to honor a consumer boycott of
Gnomon's services from November 2 through November 6.

This boycott is being organized by the Gnomon workers,
now members of Ix)cal 264 of the United Electrical. Kadio.
and Machine Workers of America (UE), as a demonstration
of consumer and community support for our efforts to

secure an equitable union contract with the Cambridge-
based corporation.

On May 4. the workers at Gnomon presented
management with a recognition petition. The corporation's
response was to deny the petition, forcing us to seek a
National Labor Relations Board certified election which
resulted in a 9 vote for UE on July 16. Since that time,
progress toward an acceptable contract has been minimal.
In the nearly eight months since we unionized to obtain job
security, healthy working conditions, fair wages, and more
rea.sonable benefits. Gnomon Corporation's stalling tactics

have become obvious. The corporation has refused to

negotiate more than once per week, and settles little or
nothing during negotiations. Through excessive delay and
unwillingness to compromi.se. Gnomon Corporation ap-
pears committed to forcing a strike.

The corporations negotiator believes that we have little

community support and that Gnomon's customers would
not honor a strike. A firm demonstration of consumer and
community support during the November 2 November 6

boycott will change this belief. The workers at Gnomon ask
all our cu.stomers to support our struggle by using other
copying .services during the boycott. Help us try to avoid a
strike that would result in a much more lengthy in-

terruption in the copying service we provide to the
community.

Stephen F. Ray
Charles R. Reynolds

'Live as we choose'

To the Editor:

In response to Arme Cohen's letter of Oct. 26, you clear-
ly have mis.sed the principle behind the necessity of stu-

dent input. As a student you should be skeptical of the
mi.sconceptions of I 'Mass propagated by the media, not
fail prey to them. We. a«-«^ons throughout the millenia
before us, are concerned with right.^. In particular, the
right to live as one chooses. For exariifde, how much we
party or how we make use of facilities is none of your
business.

While I am not a wanton vandal U'lil on cotntniltiti^^ acts

ofdeprinity, I d«>en)<>\ celebrating the sea.sons, Ib-wvvci
I resent senii-.senile I'uiictionaries in f)lastic suits port rav-

ing I'Mass students to the media as drunken children and
then complaining about our bad image. Kemember, there
are those gullil)le enough Ut i)elit've it.

So what will ballpen on Halloween? We will all get mlo
our cars and go looking for (larties in Amherst, Some will

Ik- intoxicated, and instead of being drunk in llie ("anitHi^
< 'enter they will be in tfieir cars,

Brandon Zwirek
Southwest

"Oh yeah".'" sneered his roommate, "How many t(>enaKc
kids gel sliced and diced by a crazed psychotic this lime?"
"No, no, no. It's not like thai at all. You see. it's all about

what happens to this quiet New England college town.
Now gel this - once a year, this really strange mysterious
lorce descends on the town, and anyone enrolled as a
student is totally in its power. The force makes them go
iu-rserk. Not just crazy, but really berserk. The forte
lakes over their bodies, and for the next twenty four hours
after that, they start doing crazy things, like neglecting
academics all weekend, and changing into the strangest
clothing ihey can find. You should have seen some of the
outfits they were wearing!

"

"Gosh!
"

Bill's roommate remarked, wondering whal
would come next.

"Y»ah, and that's not all. Once they're dressed up they
do all the drugs thai they can get their hands on. then they
wail around for everything to lake effect. Once that
happens, they all go down to the center of the campus
wht-re they congregate as closely as they can. and pay
homage to the spirit t hat has them all in its power!"

"Wow! Is that all the spirit makes them do".'"

"Oh no, there's a lot more. The spirit possesses people all

over the area and makes them do things like travel hun-
dreds and hundreds of miles just so they can come to the
college town and smash it up as much as they possibly can.
They don't know why they do it. You should have seen it in
I he movie — great special effects. I'd swear they left
nothing standing!"

"So. that's it? This force just takes over and that's that'.'"

"Oh. that's just the beginning. Thai's when it starts to
gel really scary. See. at first the authorities don't pay too
much attention, but every year, the force keeps getting
bigger and bigger until the authorities can't ignore it

anymore. So they bring irf this real mean dude. Father
Whitmore. to exorcize the spirit. You should see it. I mean
just the sight of this guy made me want to run to the
bathroom. See. by this lime, the spirit has taken over so
much that the campus center is absolutely mobbed.
Everyone in there has no control over themselves, and
they're all worshipping the spirit."

"Jeepers, .sounds scary!"

"You bet! Now. Father Whitmore comes, and closes the
l)uilding before the spirit strikes. The Feather thinks he's
real smart, lu'cause not only doi's he close up the campus
center, but he also refuses to let any other buildings be
open, because he knows that the spirit will make the
students gather there. So this guy thinks he's a real hero
for doing it. but he's a f<K)l, becau.se while he's doing all

that, the students hold a big seance in the Southwest
corner of campus to revive the spirit there. It .still has the
same effect on the students, too. It doesn't matter what
Father Whitmore does, because the place gets trashed
anyways.

"The ending's just incredible. Father Whitmore finally
realizes he can't kill the .spirit, so in the end he gives in. and
he's possessed, t(H). You should have seen him. He started
dressing up like this great big.. .oops! I can't give the
ending away! It was wicked scary, everyone in the
audience was petrified. I can't tell you how many times I

jumped out of my .seat! Still can't get over it!"

As his r(K)mmale lifted the blanket over him. Hill tried to
reassure the tr(>mbling mass before him. "Don't worry,
nothing's gonna happen. After all, it's only a movie, and
you know the way Hollywood is. Nothing like that could
ever happen in real life."

Dair CliiH is a I'Mass student.

Letters Policy

Letters for publication must inckuie the
writer's name, address and telephone
number for verification. F^lease type triple

spaced with 67 characters per line. Because
of the large volume of mail receiveci. un-

published letters cannot be acknowledged
or returned. Letters subject to editing for

clarity and length.
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Six ofthe best tastingbeers intheworld.
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9 ERLANGER
THE EXCEPTION

Tbeprice
ofstyle

hskmjmstcome
dournt

Save ^20 or more on S»ILADIIM''
College Rings ...now only ^79.95

SILVDIUM rings produce tlic

brilliant lustre ofa fine jeweler's

stainless.

Men's and wcjinen's Siladium

rings are on sale this week
only through your
.\rtCar\'ed representative.

A \isit to tlie .\rtCan'ed

College Ring table will give you
the chance to see the full

collection of rings for the fall.

But hurr\' on over. . . this sale

nins for a limited

time onlv.

/IRTG1RVED
^CLASS RINGS INC

DATE Oct. 28, 29, 30

TIME 10 AM - 3 PM

PLACE outside University Store
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HAPPY HALLOWEEN

Halloween parties, they are bohemian and fun,

But I'll rennember this one 'till I'm eighty-one.

My date looked at me strangely and then he
asked, "Why are you so anxious, don't wear
your mask." I knew then I must call the Tres
L'Image salon. Because I hadn't bothered to
put my mask on!!

TRES L'IMAGE
Hair Removal and Skin Care Salon

European Facials and Body Waxing

111 Elm Street, West Springfield, 781-2273

Painfree/Hairfree/Carefree

Downtown Amherst

5 deposit l'»HI An( iirti-(i<ldssKi„>{>,

^liiiruv I I I I tut »t II ( till!
I
IKS 4 V itU I

ERIDAY

DINNER

Choice of any 2 entrees

includes - salad bar

and non-alcoholic

beverage

$12.95

'10% discount with valid UMass ID

•Validated Parking

in the Campus Garage
•Call 549 6000 ext. 639 for reservations

Support wavers after AWACs victory

Collegian 9

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan's Senate
victory over his sale of AWACS radar planes to Saudi
Arabia rivals his earlier congressional triumphs on taxes
and spending, but this time there may be a sizable casualty
list.

The places to look for the wounded are on Capitol Hill,

where one unhappy senator says Reagan's once solid
support from the GOP "is shot to pieces." and within the
administration itself — where bickering and some
questionable calls early in the AWACS effort could force
some staff reappraisals.

The split in GOP ranks and the poor staff work were
major factors in making the fight over the $8.5-billion arms
package a much tougher battle than those over the tax and
budget cuts.

But what happens now as the administration heads
toward the next round of budget cuts? Have Republicans
learned they can oppose the president and not be struck
down? Will this victory mark the end of Reagan's magic
touch with Congre.ss?

"The solid phalanx of Republicans certainly is shot to
pieces. " said GOP Sen. Rudy Boschwitz of Minnesota, a
hard-line opponent of the arms sale. "They are un-

Hew Wok Lounge

featuring

Bev Rohlehr

Sat. Oct. 31st

Halloween at the Wok - no cover
Lots of Prizes, Games & Specials

48 Russell St., Hadley 586-1202
take PVTA bus to Hadley Village Barn

Late Night Stops

Open Fn & Sat till 2 AM

Nfuo^sidiiBiaxEssraffiiiiaoraauraxtM^

Have you been
to the Fine Arts Center lately?

Repertory
^ance ^^^^"^

theatre ^^"'^^'^^

of 'Trinidad (WS Tobago 8pm.

J|j'lfLiLiAl.f I^TMNe

f^jTS^y Thursday.

Novembers

8 p.m.

Sunday.

November 8.

8pm

ORCHFST<
DEL7\

suissi:
ROMAN Dt:

CHILDREN
Tuesday.

November 10.

OPAUSSnCOD 8pm

St. paul
chamber orchestra

tvilh

pinchas zukerman
rUfSDAY. NOVFMBF K {''MPM

BOX OFFICE: Noon to 4PM. M-F (413)545-2511

FineArts
Center
Coicert Hall

dermining their ability to achieve their economic goals. " he
added.

One test of whether the president can heal the wounds in

his own party is likely to be the case of Sen. Bob Packwood
of Oregon, a leader in the fight against the arms sale.

Packwood's opposition raised hackles in the White
House because of its intensity and also because he is

chairman of the Senate Republican Campaign Committee.

Within the White House staff, there is a split over
whether it would be best to forgive and forget Packwood's
role in the AWACS fight or to encourage Senate
Republicans who would like to punish the Oregonian by
forcing him out of his campaign committee chairmanship.

WEATHER

Mass., R.I., Conn. —
Mostly cloudy east and
partly cloudy west today.

High today 50 to 55. Fair

tonight. Low in the 30s.

Tomorrow mostly sunny.

High in the 50s.

Advancement

wrraouT
AN

ADVANCED
DEGREE

The
Instltiite

for
Paralegal
Training

235S.17thSL
Philadelphia. PA 19103

(215) 732-6600

Approved by the
American Bar

Assoclatton

Operated by Para Legai tnc . •
Peniuytvmnl* Corporeilon

College seniors. Ifyou plan to get aJob
after graduatioa w^y not consider

a profeaslon?

In 3 months, we prepare you for

careers In law. management finance.

Our 8 Intensive courses are
nationally recognized for high aca-

demic quality.

Over 90% ofour graduates secure
JotM in their specialties. Over 5,000
graduates hold positions In law firms,

tianks and corporations in U cities.

We provide a substantial tuition

refund Ifwe cannot secure aJob for

you in the city ofyour choice.

Guarantee your future. Leam how the
Institute can hdp you advance in a
career. Our reprcsentaUve will be on
campus NOVEMBER 16

O I wouldllketocurrangeanlTUervtew
ca another ttme. Please call me at
one ofthephones noted.

D Please send me Irifbrmatton about
the InstituteJm-Paralegal Tratntng.

Same
Address

City. State. Zip

College

( L_ I L
Presentphone Permanentphone

cfto4U2H (JandeH

MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

"TIieBe»iOuMe»eFiHu("

Every Sunday 11:30-3:00

SUNDAY BRUNCH
A special selection of your favorite

Chinese foods

All for 4.95 per serving

8un.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-KhOO p.m.

Fri. A Sat. 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9. Amherst
256-0251 256-0252

HALLOWEEN PARTY
Qt

Timeftout

^.%
*vv.

Orr

for Costumes

Goodies ond
Pictures for the

Gollery
07 N. Pleasant Amherst

moyntmn
mrmsmnii

"Halloween Costume Contest"
Saturday October 31st

Judging in 2 Categones:

1. Scariest

2. Most Original

Contest will be held for Children Ages^^kj
3-15 from 2:00 - 4:00 PM. The
Elfin Puppet Theatre will be ^^

)Derforming during the same hours/-

From 6-8 PM contest will ^
be held for ages 16 and older.

Pictures of each contestant will

be taken and posted in Mall area.

Prizes - $25 ages 16 and older

$15 ages 3-15 in both categories

Contest winners will be announced
the following week.

Cider and apples will be served.

SO COME AND JOIN THE FUN
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Mitsubishi DP-5
direct drive, fully automatic turntable

save $90
man. sugg. retail value $220.

NOW $129.95

Micro Acoustics
frm - 2 ax speakers

man. sugg. retail value $398. /pr

now $198/pr

JVC RS-33
40 watt per channel receiver w/EQ

now $198.00

Sherwood S-8300 CP
40 watts per channel receiver

our regular price $250.

NOW $149.95

Profile 200R Audio Rack
5 shelf rack w/walnut trim

72 our regular price

now $74.95

Tashiba PC-X33
cassette deck

solenoid controls 2 motors

now $179.95

Ortofon FF10XE
Cartridge

our regular price $50

NOW $14.95

JVC L-A21
belt drive, semi automatic turntable

now $69.95

5%" 2-way car speakers
20 oz magnets

now $14.95

Majestic FM/AM Sound Guard Allsop 3 TDK Intermagnetics Maxell UD XL II
personal stereo w/ headphones deluxe record cleaner kit cassette deck cleaner head cleaner tape C90 cassettes C90 cassettes

only $29.95 $9.95 $4.99 $1.49 99c each $2.99 each umitten

HOURLY SPECIALS
Hourly Specials

will be strictly enforced.

FRIDAY

6 PM-7 PM
Sanyo FTC6 auto-reverse, in-

dash AM/FM cassette - fits

most imports ONLY $69.95

Sherwood S-300 CP cassette

deck, sendust head, LED
meters our regular price S200

ONLY $99.95

7 PM - 8PM
Maiestic 1060 10 band, 60 watt

car booster /equalizer ONLY
$4995

Technics SLD-202 direct drive,

semi-automatic turntable ON-
LY $99.95

8 PM - 9 PM
Mitsubishi RX 691 auto
reverse, in dash AM/FM
cassette; fits American cars

Man Sugg retail value $269.95
ONLY $149.95

Technics SA-203 30 watts per

channel, slim-line receiver ON
LY $149.95

9 PM - 10 PM
Epicure 10 2-way, top rated

bookshelf speakers TWO
PAIRS of demos $100/pr

Majestic 605 5 band, 60 watt

car booster /equalizer

ONLY $29.95

10 PM - 11 PM
Technics RS M218 cassette

deck soft touch, automatic

bias & EG ONLY $149.95

Essex 6x9 high-power car

speakers 100 watts power
hii!. filing our regular price

•9.95'pr NOW $29 95 pr

11 PM - MID
02 vx Radiance speakers

,ugg retail value $300/pr

$139.95/pr (3 prs only)

Majestic 7454 indash AM/FM
cassette w/5 band equalizer;

auto-reverse DEMO
ONE ONLY at $129.95

MID - 1 AM
Celebrate Halloween a night

early -best costumes win FREE
record cleaners

Sanyo plus 75 receiver 75
watts per channel/digital tuner

man. sugg. retail value $500
TWO LEFT AT $249.95

JBL L-110 bookshelf speakers

man. sugg. retail value $900/pr
one pair DEMOS at $499.95/pr

Craig T686 24 watt in dash
AM/FM cassette; digital tuner;

Dolby NR man. sugg. retail

value $350 one only at $99.95'

1 AM - 2 AM
first three people to bring us
pizza get a ADC Q 360 car-

tridge ($79.95 value) FREE

The Turntable Buy
of Your Life

Thorens TD-105 audiophile
turntable straight arm; belt

drive man. sugg. retail value
$365 ONLY $99.95 (that's

$99.95 not a misprint; we're
crazy)

Audio Lab AL 40 speakers
4 way 10" made in Poland
support Polish workers! were
$450 -NOW $199.95/pr 10 yr.

warranty

Sanyo FT 2200 indash AM/FM
cassette; digital tuner, Dolby
NR and Sanyo PA 6100 100
watt power amp man. sugg.
retail value over $600 BOTH

ONE only at

$249 95

2 AM - 3 AM
Another Insane

Turntable Buy:

Thorens, ID 115 $199.95
(we're still crazy)

i:-

L

Ortofon MC-10 moving coil

cartridge w/transformer man.
sugg. retail value $229 TWO at

$99.95

JIL 634 E indash AM/FM
cassette 20 watts/channel;
digital tuner DEMO -ONE ON-

LY at $49.95

3 AM - 4 AM
(we're getting tired folks)

Technics RSM-8 cassette deck
flo meters, metal tape demo

ONE only at $89.95

Marantz 2600 receiver 330
watts per channel original list

price $1800 demo at $499.95

Superex 5-band stereo
equalizer only $29.95

Superex parametric equalizer

only $49.95

Majestic 1200 120 watt/7 band
car booster/equalizer ONLY

$69.95

4 AM - 5 AM
A complete stereo system for

$99.95

Rotel RV-555 mini-system
w/Scott turntable a $450 value

NOW $99.95

ADC ZLM cartridge man.
sugg. retail valutj $200 ONLY

$29.95

ADC XLM Mark II improved
ONLY $19.95

Alpine 7123 AM/FM indash
cassette; auto reverse; Dolby

NR ONE at $159 95

5 AM-6 AM
bring us coffee & donuts,
pleasfe the first 5 customers get

FREE record cleaners

Harmon Kardon ST 8 linear

tracking turntable w/ Sonus
cartrirtqe $450 new ONE used

at $99.95

Jenst n 4x10 triax speakers our
regul,)! pnce $100/pr ONLY

$29.95/pr

6 AM-7 AM
we're dying - come take advan-
tage of us. .

DiscWasher Disc Traker allows
tracking of warped records $1

(one clollar!)

Marantz 2440 Quad integrated

amp $25

Grundig TS-1000 reel-to-reel

tape deck w/ Dolby module a

$2000 machine for $499.95

7 AM-10AM
closed for breakfast (thank

God)

SATURDAY
10 AM-11AM

Maxell UD XLI-S C90 cassette
$3.99 each (limit 10)

UDXLII S C90 cassettes $4.19

each (limit 10)

Thorens TD-126 Mark III C
turntable transcription table

man. sugg. retail value $800
ONE only at $399.95

5%" Dual Cone car speakers
$9.95/pr

11 AM - NOON
Micro Acoustics frm-1
speakers used, but perfect

condition one pair at $99.95

Koss 210 "Kossfire ' speakers
demos - one pair at $199.95

Majestic 26(X) 50 watt car box
speakers hald our regular price

only $49.95/pr

NOON-1 PM
Specto Acoustics preamp/e-

qualizer ONE at $49.95

Spectro Acoustics 100
watt/channel power amp
w meters; 11O/220v man.
sung, retail value $600 ONLY

$149.95

Empire 400 TC cartridge ONLY
$9.95

Majestic 760 AMFM indash

cassette; small chassis ONLY
$5S 95

1 PM - 2 PM
Koss K/135 headphone our
regular price $40, ONLY $9.95

Sound Lab II 3-way 12"
speakers ONLY $99.95/ pr

Pioneer KP-88 G car cassette
deck w/ Dolby NP and Pioneer
CM 40 40 watt power amp
BOTH DEMO at Vi price; ON-

LY $129.95

2 PM - 3 PM
JBL L-150 speakers man.
sugg. retail value $1400
DEMOS - one pair at $750/pr

Epicure 14 3-way acoustic
suspension speakers ONLY

$179.95/pr

Philips 406 twin-motor turn-
table w/Audio Technica car-

tridge DEMO ONE only at

$49.95

Gopack 6x9 car
$20 /pr

speakers

3 PM - 4 PM
Mitsubishi X-10 compact
system 25 watts per channel
cassette deck w/ Dolby; ver-
tical turntable DEMO $499.95
including speakers & rack!

Optonica 5905 125 watts per
channel receiver w/o.02%
THD man. sugg. retail value
$800 DEMO one only at

$399.95

Koss K/4DS digital delay
system w/speakers ONE only

at $199.95

JVC KD D3 cassette deck soft

touch; music scan ONLY
$149.95

Car Fi EPA 7000 100 watt
booster amp ONLY $49.95

4 PM - 6 PM
Come m and MAKE US AN
OFFER on anthing that's left,

monev talks, equipment walks!

6PM
We re closed, go away.

ii

presents

THE FIRST ANNUAL EVER '^///it,
MIDNIGHT MADIVIESS SALE '^S

Everything on sale - once-in-a-lifetime deals on car and home ^

Stereo. Hourly specials from 6 PM Friday to 5 PM Saturday
PLUS all day specials and many unadvertised specials!

ALL DAY SPECIALS - FRI & SAT on
6x9 3 way ;Car i^peakers

w/20 oz magnets

now $24.95

Majestic 4015
mini-box car speakers
our reg price $80/pr

now $29.95/pr

Sony Walkman 2 $129.95

Walkman 1 $79.95

!

KM-..^
y more unadvertised specials come in & look for the sale tags JUST IN: JVC VHS T 120 video tape DIMLY $11.99

'"er, unless stated otherwise. No dealers. Not responsible for
QuantitiHS limited nu rdtriLhu' r';> Ont; itef^i ed(,n pu'
typographical errors. FULL IN STORE REPAIR SERViL

DOONESBURY
Collegian ii

50N. &EPORB ¥OU Q^T TOJimiN'
)WR UNCl£ 700 HARSHLY, LBT
/H^ mi YOUSOMETHIN' 'BCXJTmiS

i aP BOYANPUHAT He's P0N5
X.^-^SK fORUS..

I0-3O

THmAMU FARMER AROUNDUHO
HtmamHELPS?ONt TIMBOROIhtR
Ht'SFirnXmrnoeES. LOANED US
coum TRUCKS,emfiuw jhb pot

/i^.f^=- ,^HCk^BACK
-^QOFTHISBARi

I FiFiLhinq IIJ

HENRYmm THE fW<5 AROUNP
HERE, ANP HE'S PONE RJ6HT 3Y
US FOR /5 YEARS. YOUR UNCllMAY
BeACRooK,BOf,mHesomcKxiK'

By Garry Trudeau

SEEMIKEY? hlOTANY
YOU CAN'T MOR£,L£ASr-

BUY mAT iUAYS. UHCLB
KINPOr-
LOYALTY

HEHRX
LETS 60
HOME.

SnTiFiLFFi^^ WISXF^^^^**'

CROSSWORD
Kdiled b> Margaret Farrar and Irude Jaffe

\tt\ I us Aaickv llamS)ii<irair

ROD BONES
RjOO I'm Giviufr Yoo ^X

I

KEEPWroFTKowBLT
> YOU R Rb

A»*Yov«a«N'

Gregg Canavan

ACROSS
1 Stowed in the hold

6 Make a at

10 Drudgery
14 Nimble
15 Device to check

rotation

16 dixit

17 Chic gowns
18 Away from the

wind
19 Stuttgart denial

20 Sierra Nevada
Park

22 In the center
24 To no extent

25 Period in history

26 Chief Justices,

e.g.

29 Part of the Sierra

Nevadas
34 Simian
35 Eliminate compu-

ter errors

37 Pitch

38 Extremities

40 JHImalayan region

^!^inger's former

partner

43 Iroquois

45 Haute
SO Disinclined

47 MIT man
48 Loyal citizens

52 Fasten

53 Served a winner
54 Seed
58 The Ugly

'

62 Words of

comprehension
63 Name of cartoon

fame
65 Chopin work
66 Platform

67 Seed cover
68 Edna Ferber novel
69 Importunes
70 days wonder
71 Prefix with late

or port

DOWN
1 Diana's title, for-

merly

2 Exchange fee

3 God, to Jose
4 Oklahoma city

5 Singer Johnny
6 Rush of words
7 Yarn

-8 Wonderment
9 Makes indistinct

10 Something small
or short

11 Unfolded, in the

manner of Keats
12 Osiris' sister

13 Gave, for a time

21 Map feature

23 Speed unit

25 Ready and willing

26 Orchid starch
27 Stage drama
28 Within the law.

for short

29 Raises to the

third power
30 Fighting gp

of 1917
31 Challenger
32 Smooths
33 Sawgrass
36 Polite word in

Bonn
39 Sunday presenta-

tion: Abbr
41 Follow clues
44 Location
46 Highest peak
49 Mechanic's

receptacle

Si Rewriter

53 More than enougl
54 Piratical captain

55 Jacob's brother

56 Check
57 Loch
58 Neat as
59 Castro's confines
60 Tennis score
61 Denials Abbr
64 "Exodus " hero

UNDER THE INFLUENCE M. Joyce

1 t 3 4 S

21

1 7 • •
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II 11 TT^^
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1
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PIn 29 PI31 pI 24

1
36
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41
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34 3$ 37^
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M 40

49

42
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a

55 P 57
I
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59 60 PI 52

P
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1

b2 65

66 67 68

69 70 71

Solution to yesterday s puzzle on page 8

niik fACTOBT -8587 LFiiiii rjiCTolT

fast, free delivery within 30 minutes

HALLOWEEN SPECIAL
LARGE MUSHROOM PIZZA

FOR $4.50
Halloween Only October 31 , 1981 No Substitution

MENU
Small Pizza $3.65
Large Pizza $5.75

extra items: $.65 on small. . . .$.90 on large

Mushrooms Ground Beef Extra Cheese
Pepperoni Green Peppers Double Dough
Black Olives Sausage Anchovies Onions

DRINKS $.35
Coke Sprite Tab Root Beer

HOURS:
4:30 pm - 3:00 am

Open 7 Days

LPlilAlACTOlr 363 Main Street
PIZXA rACTOl i -

'^rff rf *Tf ffrffffftffWf j-j
ij ij^x
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^DNNC AND DANONG—Opening Weekend

—

The owners of MIKES WESTVIEW CAFE
proudly onnounce the opening of their

new Itolion restaurant.
Formerly Dronigons

located Of th« €orn#r of RT 9^ University Drive
phone 256-6605

^ rt >
II I ^

HALLOWEEN TREAT!
A ^ Thurs - Sat

>0 off any u., p,.c.d> poir
of Shoes or Boots

also: other special

^1^ TREATS & DARGAINS
wAM^f group of shoes

SHOE "° "" '°

BIN

Judge overrules

demon questions

in jury selection
DANHURY. Conn. (AP) - As the first

I

jurors wore picked yesterday, the lawyer
for Arne Cheyenne Johnson said he still

hopes to introduce his "demonic possession"

I

defense into the murder trial.

Repeatedly rebuffed by the judge in his
efforts to argue his position, attorney
Martin Minnella said he had "a continuing
objection" to not being allowed to ask jurors
if they believe in the existence of the devil.

Superior Court Judge Robert Callahan
refused to allow Minnella to ask such
questions on Wednesday.

Yesterday, after a 45-minute exchange
"with the defense. Callahan said. "I have not
heard anything to affect my judgment.
Evidence of demonic possession will be
excluded."

Two jurors were selected yesterday
morning for the trial, which has attracted
national attention because of Minnellas
determination to introduce evidence that
Johnson, of Brookfield, was "possessed" by
demons when he allegedly stabbed a neigh-
bor lo death eight months ago.

Johnson, 19, is accused in the Feb. 16
Nlabbing death of Alan Bono, 40, manager
of a dog kennel in Brookfield. The defen-
dant is being held in lieu of $125,000 bond.

In yesterdays morning session, Minnella
and CO counsel Paul Yamin asked itfe judge
to reconsider his decision not to allow
evidence of demonic possession.

I am excluding the evidence on the basis
I hat there is no such defense," Callahan
said.

now $20.00

Got
s m e -

thing to

say? Say
it in a let-

ter to the

editor.

TMEAmES

During the exchange, Minnella said that
if Callahan "has prejudged the case before
any evidence has been presented." the
judge should disqualify himself.

But Callahan responded, "If I disqualified

myself every time I overruled something, I

would be on vacation most of the time."

Tests bypassed

for heart drug
WASHINGTON (AP) - Federal

researchers reported today they halted
further clinical trials of a promising heart
drug as unnecessary after they discovered
it was responsible for a 26 percent
reduction in mortality among heart attack
victims who had taken it.

Scientists at the National Heart. Blood
and Lung Institute said the drug could save
the lives of 6,500 Americans annual! v.

They said they were taking the unusual
step of curtailing the major testing program
because the drug, propranolol, had proven
early in the two years of tests that it was
effective in treating persons who had
suffered one heart attack.

The tests were known as the Beta-
Blocker Heart Attack Trial.

Deep recession

foretold by index
WASHINGTON (AP) - An "especially

steep plunge" in a key government index
foretells a national economy already in a
mild recession sinking even deeper in the
next few months, a top Commerce
Department official said yesterday.
"The only real question is how far it is

going to drop." said Assistant Secretary
Robert Dederick.

But Dederick and other analysts inside
and outside the government say they don't
foresee a downturn as sharp as last year's
recession.

The Commerce Department said
yesterday that the government's Index of
Ix-ading Indicators fell 2.7 percent in

Seple/Tiber, the biggest drop since April
1980. Since April 1981, the index has fallen
5.5 percent.

Dederick said the new decline "an
especially steep plunge " in the index, which
is designed to forecast future trends of the
economy.
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A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

AHRS - TAS - GRAD STUDENTS

Campus work 15 hours per week $5.00
per hour, send name, tele no, address to-
Unaitis, 206 High, Greenfield MA

AUDIO

Speakers Ohm C2 2 years old mint condi-
tion real wood $375-80 546-8839

For Sale: Nikko NR7i9 receiver, Infinity

speakers, Technics SLB2 turntable new in

Feb must sell soon! 256-6863 Doug H.
please leave message

AUTO FOR SALE

Convertible 1975 Olds Delta red white
top loaded with extras reasonable tel

542 2484 or 253-2131

70 AMC Hornet $100 586-9128

1974 Triumph Spitfire call 545-3500

71 Toyota Corolla reliable transportation
stereo, $600 253-5183

1975 V.W. Dasher wagon AM/FM;
sunroof; body rust. Mfechanically v!
reliable. Must sell. Will negotiate 1350
268-7076 or 268-7106.

Cheap, dependable car 1973 Merc Mont
all options very clean $425 BO call Peter
256 8917

1975 Pontiac Grand Prix Black with silver
vinyl roof good condition runs great must
sell fast! $1,500. need money I'm leaving for
Canada soon. Call Evel 545-0017

BEAST

"Let It Grow" I love you - Peabo

BUS DRIVER TRAINEES

Bus Driver-Trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will be accepting applications for our
training program to run thru intersession.
Qualifications include a clean driving record
of 3 years and a committment to work for 1

year apply Monday eve Nov 2, 1981 at 7 PM
Campus Ctr Room 905-9

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Tape Decks, Stereos
b Car Stereos. Sound in Motion 266 No.
Pleasant St, Amherst behind Silverscape
Designs 253-9341

ENTERTAINMENT

Halloween Party & Midnight Madeness
Sale Friday, October 30 7:30 PM - after
Midnight Logos Bookstore 33 Main St.
Northampton

FLOWERS, FLOWERS, FLOWERS
Oh how beautiful the flowers, oh how
romantic, how truly magical they can
become.

. .Love someone, deliver in person
a gift of mystic magic, from a truly secret
admirer, XXOO. Any questions on ar-
rangements ask Laura or Susan, they're
wonderful to deal with!

FOR RENT
Single room office near campus $150 in

eluding utilities D.H. Jones Real Estate
549-3700

FOR SALE

Full scuba equipment outfit for sale ex-
cellent condition call 256-6336

Rajncoa t for sale $10 new 6 9830
Save 15% - 25% on cards, stationary,
gifts, posters, books, Bibles and music this
week at Logos Bookstore 33 Main St Nor-
thampton Sale ends Midnight Friday Oc-
tober 30

Mens Nordica Boots I'/z, greaT^liape
Down Hill Atomic skies and poles! 150.00
or BO 549-5340, 549 3551 after 6:00 PM

FOUND
Did you lose your dog? We found a

?!rVnnT'^^^' P^PPV' ^''O^^ 9 rnonths old

^^ ir?"r
She has a choker chain without

InioQ ^^" l^^ '^ y°"^s 9'^e me a call at
5-0329 from 9-5 or 586-8497 after six and
ask for Evan. But hurry, she's falling in love
with our family and may not want to gohome please.

WrJstwatch Morrill Aud
5-0092

call Dr. Wilder

GWEN'S HALLOWEEN BIRTHDAV_
We love you, the DICKS' from 63 Puff
ton We miss your smile, love Kappa Pigs
Your miles away but never forgotten Je
t aime toujours, Murph

HELP WANTED
Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Positions available workstudy Apply in
person at The UMass Recycling Office 306
Student Union Bu ilding

PRINTER - UMass student w/s or non
work study with experience on various
graphics equipment including: Offset
Press, system binder, collator-stitcher and
Estat platemaker. Mechanical ability re-
quired, 5-10 hours per wk Apply at Student
Note Service, Rm 401 SUB Application
deadline: Fri Oct 30 5 PM
The UMASS DAILY COLLEGIAN is
seeking an experienced and dedicated stu-
dent for the position of Advertising
Manager. Please apply in person at the Col-
legian Office, CC Room 113. Deadline
November 9 . 1981.

WMUA is hiring a non-workstudy
secretary. Interview is at 2:00 Friday. Con-
tact Heidi at 545-2876

LOST

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

Lost - Pulsar Digital Watch, with inscrip-
tion on back. Reward if found. Call 6-5103

LOW LOW PRICES

Low! Low! Prices Army Surplus clothing
assorted sizes pants jackets shirts t-shirts
etc call 549-4132

MASSAGE THERAPY

Strictly theraputic soothing Swedish
massage Ellen O'Rourke MsT 256-8320

MIDTERM BLUES?

Lecture Notes available at the Student
Note Service for many courses Room 401
Student Union BIdg (top floor)

MISSING MONKEYS
Barbara I am being held captive! They
won't hurt me if you do as told. Stay tuned
- Monk

$250 PER MONTH
New company seeks personnel on cam-
pus $1500 per month and car potential next
summer tele 1 773-3175

PERSONALS

SBA Day. . .Coming Soon!

The UMSFCU Supervisory Committee
is verifying member accts. Please pick up
your quarterly statements by Oct 30 and
report inaccuracies otherwise all balances
will be considered correct

SBA Career Day Luncheon Tickets on
sale in SBA lobby $6.00 until October 29th

Marilyn G. 4th Melville Met you on the

bus to Boston. How about dinner? Kevin

253 5590

SALE ALL WEEK at Logos Bookstore in
Northampton. Discounts on everything.
Sale ends at Midnight Friday October 30"

with special discounts, prize drawings, &
refreshments. Don't miss it! !

Laura - now you can throw away your fake
ID Happy Birthday love, Scarlett

CLS: Wishing for you health, hope, and
happiness on your special day. With all my
love, me
BRI2 - Hope you have an awesome birth-
day - love ya April

Bucko Mike - Hope your explosive diar-
rhea has cleared up - Lini

Attention: Catie B. Chrissy C. and Marsha
Pqo Happy Halloween

K.B. Hope you have a witching Halloween
and a crazy birthday! ILY J.G.

To Laura, the little witch of Eastern Ave.
Happy 21st tomorrow. Have fun on this and
all your birthdays. Love, you know who
IT'S BETSY'S BIRTHDAY! You know
how poor I am so I couldn't go out and buy
expensive presents, this illegal classified
will have to do. It's the thought that
counts. I hope you don't get audited cause
I didn't put this in the book. Have a great
day. Love, Melanie and the Graphics Folks

SDT Have a wonderful Happy Halloween
weekend! with love Carol

PETER WE LOVE YOU! a huh a-huh
Have a Great Birthday and don't forget

to bring us presents.
Your real friends, 02

Evel, that wasn't very nice what kind of
Beer do you drink? Oh Canada
To the brothers of PIKE thankyou for the
time and effort that is making our pledge
period special. Please continue the good
work. We are looking fonrt/ard to being
number one. Your OMICRONS
LYNSEY COYLE: Disco's Finished and~l
khow why. Rock and Roll will never die!!
(neither will Bruce Springsteen) President
ILBSC.

Coke You're very special.
Eternity! with love, Nance

Happy 2nd

SKI BUMS Looking for a place to live in

Northern Vermont? I need roommates over
intersesson call Mike 546-5891 546-5889

Tri-Sigma will be holding Informal Rush
during the weeks of Oct 26 and Nov 2 All
university women invited! Call 545-0046 for
details

Lorry: Knock, knock. Who's there? Hippo.
Hippo who? Hippo 21 Birdday 2 Ewe! C U N
Borg Sunday at the Pub!! Guess Who?

Edee Diamond: Happy Halloween!! Have
a great weekend, you Minx, you! Love,
nancy

Pumpkinhead happy Birthday Manley I'll

scoop yet! Love Danny

Pumpkinhead (Yankee Loser) Love
those zactlys Happy 23 P.S. Bring your
wellow nightgown tonight Love Lincoln
Jackson Skinner and Louise

Dr Bondage, I'll bring the rope this time, if

you bring the Redi-Whip! your S & M Slave

Pumpkinhead on Halloween wait for the
Great Pumpkin in your own patch! Happy
23 Birthday love Michelle

Happy Birthday Don! Only you wouid
study on your birthday. Get pysched' Party
in 310. RRREEERRRO!!

Kate Happy 3rd B'day for the 4th time!

Happy 20th Birthday Daphne - Te desean
con mucho carino toda la ganga. Mow Bar-
bie Madeline Zulma Edgardo y "Pichy"

Bruce Happy 21st Birthday! live it upend
have a happy HalloweenI sincerely "Love
on a two way street

'

'

Wendy, Now you're 20 but you have no ID
C'est la vie' Let's get together foranother
menage-a trois. We love you and hope
your birthday is the best. Kevin and Lisa

Soon-to-be- ex Collegian reporter
Solomon, please report to angry editor SS
as soon as possible - I miss you.~~~

RIDE WANTED
Need ride to Washington on Tuesday or
Wednesday before Thanksgiving - round
trip Please, please call Aydin 256-0285

RIDERS WANTED
Ride to SMU €r area weekends depen-
dable Call Mike 527-9554 or 527-4624

RQOM WANTED
22 yr old male student looking for room in
Amherst area starting January call Marcus
1-598-8270

Wanted: 2 or 3 bedipom apartnrtent in
Amherst for end of dec or beginning of
January call 253-7221 or 253-3534

ROOMMATE WANTED
Person to share a townhouse in Squire
Village 2 bdrm 355/mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665-7544 keep
trying can leave message at 549-6526
Michael

Rolling Green Apt male female wanted to
share 2 bdrm twnhse immediate occupancy
lease can be taken over call Joey 256-8059

Responsible roommate own rm in three
bdrm Puffton apt, $130, incl. heat, call 5 to
7 evenings 549-5877

1 bedroom 3 bedroom house Nov 1

$125/ month & util modern house beautiful
location call 253-2628

Responsible female (straight) wanted
to share 2 bedroom Southwood Apt 155 f
utilities and 370 deposit 253-31 1

1

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Free-lance TYPING and resume writing.
Top skills, reasonable rates. Amherst
549-0518

Amherst Writers Inc - Professional help
for your writing problems. Walker Rumble
253-7329 Pat Schneider 253-7764

TO SUBLET

Amherst Center - Quiet, 1 bdrm, heat, hot
water. Immed occupancy. $310. Stop by
308 N. Pleasant St, Apt 6 Sat, Sun 10/31,

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA Drive cars
thru US Gov't licensed agency call Doua
546-8704

^

TYPING

Typing Royal self-correcting 584-0224 after
5

USED AUTO PARTS
Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584 2832

WANT A DRINK

WANT A DRINK Find a return the glasses
I lost near Flint & I'll buy you one call Mike
549-1588

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Momday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2

'

Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

''"rilinurd from pngr I

* Guilty
-iKJ (In- I'Ma.^s police ofluvrs involved u.sed "unu.suailv
fi.ir.sli tactics." Uv also tf.stified that Wiliiam.son said he
^V'uid have to desln.y the statement.
FoIlowiriK Draghetti's testimony. VViiliani.sori denie<l

<'ver having the conversation. "Although we U'iieve the
,|i'dge acted in good faith, there was an error in the admi
^i'»n of this evidence." .said Dimare.
^^teven Raumohl, an attornev with the LSO who has re-

mained on McDonagh's case said the judge also excluded
•Jidence stating that within a few days of the trial,

McDonagh went to the TMass police department and ask-
ed for an investigation into the events which occured that
fiignt. but no action was taken by the police.

. thou^J.C th' ya .. si.nuld also know that" said
Haumohi.
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his ideas and images drag
Living at the Movies
By Jim Carroll
Penguin, 100 pp.

By ROGER ATWOOD

After finishing this book, there are several things about
Jim Carroll that amaze me: his ability to run such a huge
gamut of emotions in so slim a volume, his (intermittent)
ability to express such fresh ideas with such a colorless
drone of images, and his ability to get published.
This last item applies to all young poets, but notably to

Carroll because most of his poetry is not very striking or
even interesting. In those sections that are comprehensi-
ble, Carroll's language seems tedious and often grossly
overlong. his images flat, uncertain, and trite, and his con-
cepts flimsy.

Carroll seems to delight in inserting poetry that is so in-

tensely personal, so reliant on the poet's private ex-
perience, that it becomes all but meaningless to the rest of
us:

Musician, Jim Carroll, writeshissecond book
called Living at the Movies.

For George Schneernan...

we got lucky not too lotig

you showed up &
we improred
& we improred you too & that's true

I have nothing inate against self-addressed poetry, but
poems like this — and there are a good deal of them —
seem self-serving and inappropriate here. For those of us
who do not know Jim Carroll or his friends, passages like

this l)ecome frustrating, pointless exercises with a name-
drop[>er.

Carroll's imagery might not seem so unsatisfying if he
would not recite them, as he is wont to do. in vague, ran-
dom series. Far too often, he organizes his imagery (most
of it of life in New York City) into dull monologues that
drift ineffectually by. These sequences serve to desensitize
the reader to those few grains of inspiration that may lie

somewhere within.

Other times, his verse is verbose, or trite:

and that 's good
that there's rain
it dears the month
ofyour sorry rainbow expressions

and clea rs the st reets. .

.

so we can dance

But, in these tangles of words, there are exceptions.
Every once in a while, welcome bits of beauty and convic-
tion flicker through. In the midst of the monotony of
"August" appears this convincing and quite powerful im-
age: "I'm lost again as I'm waking/as a wave would wake
had it reached the shore. ..to be never forgotten."
Other times, one finds deft personification:

the phon4' was desperate
to speak to tell you-something
in the next room she pants like 8th St....

It becomes clear that Carroll is capable of a pure, power-
ful vision which, on precious few occassions, pops through
the mire. Every so often, just when I am on the verge of
giving up. he presents an original image, or a fresh con-
cept to which a dozen dull images point, but never quite
reveal. He has his convincing moments, but they are rare,
ephemeral and incidental. Their infrequency^ serves to
dishearten and exasperate, as much as satisfy, when they
do appear.

It is for the reader to decide how much chaff he or she
cares to sift through for-here and there-a piece of real
grain. I found Living nt the Mories a tedious, mystifying,
extremely self-indulgent lK)ok. It is full of unconnected im-
ages, bewildering shifts in tone, leaps, gaps, and willful in-
coherences. In the future, perhaps Carroll could stoop to
write poetry that allows something as banal as understan-
ding or even analysis.

Atwood unleashes Two-Headed Poems
TWO-HEADED POEMS
By Margaret Atwood

By MYLES GORIX)N
Collegian Correspondent

Margaret Atw(K)d's poems not only live and breathe,
they sometimes have enough energy for cartwheels and
marathons. These are poems full of self-contradiction and
conflict. For every ominous image Atwood presents, there
is either a more peaceful image to offset it. or more often a
fatalistic acceptance of the situation.

A striking example of this fatalism occurs in "The Red
Shirt", a beautiful poem about a shirt Atwcxxl is sewing
for her three year old daughter. In the first four sections
of the poem, the shirt becomes a symbol of women's suf-
fering throughout history:

...This is the prores.sion

of old leathery mothers....

...passing the work from hand to hand,
mA^ther to daughter.

The last section of the poem offseLs the images of suffer-
ing in Atwood's most optimistic statement of the book:

...My daughter puts it on.

hugging the color

which means nothing to her
except that it is warm
and bright. In her bare

fe<! she runs across the floor,
escaping from us. her new game,
waring her red arms

m delight, and the air

erplodes with banners.

The majority of the poems in the book do not conclude so
optimistically. They offer a bleak future at best using
disturbing images as in "Four Small Elegies":
Here and there a shape,
a limp cloth bundle, n child
who could not keej) up
lies sprawled face down in a drilt
war the trampled clea ring.

...We didn 't hurt them, the man .soirf,

«y didn "/ touch them.

When reading such apocalyptic poems. I wonder whether
a poet of Atwood's ability ever feels responsible for offer-

ing us a bit more hope. After all. she is gifted enough to
evoke a wide range of emotions, perhaps she could evoke
something more positive and cooperative.
But her gifts and clarity come only through her honest

appraisals of the woHd. If she tried to be falsely inspira-
tional, she would fall flat. Her sometimes ugly viewpoint
tortures her as in "The Woman Who Could Not Live With
Her Faulty Heart":

// is a constant pestering
in my ears, a caught moth, limping drum,
a child's fist beating

itself against the bedspring.f:

I want, I don 't want.
How can one live urith such a heart?

She is never able to escape from her world, and she
draws us into it by writing about raising children, riding
buses, men and women, society, time, nature and death.
Such poems, dealing with our common experiences are ef-
fective because she is able to transfer her viewpoints to us,
often all too easily.

Two Headed Poems is disturbing and stark, leaving the
reader uncomfortable, moved, and sometimes elated. It
opens eyes to issues many would rather ignore and forget,
making it a valuable and important book.

It's a film of compelling beauty

—na Kane as Rosalind aiid F / Coir as
Jrianda will perform in "As You Like It."on
fri. and Sat, at Amherst College.

French Lieutenant's Woman
Starring Meryl Streep

By TED PAGE

"...it was an unforgettable face, and a tragic

face. Its sorrow welled out of it as purely,
naturally and unstoppably as water out of a
woodland spring."

- John Fowles. The French Lieutenant's Wonwi,

The French Lieittrnnnl's Woman, directected by Karel
Reisz and starring Meryl Streef), is a film of extraordinary
and compelling beauty.

Harold Pinter, who wrote the screenplay, has remained
true to the style of the original novel - which has two en
tirely different endings. To do this Pinter has created a

film of a film production crew in p]ngland making The
French Lieutenant's Woman. On the one hand there is the
I'.Hh century plot with the upper-class r.ngiisnman
('harles Smithsom (Jeremy Irons) who. though l)etrothcd
to the very lovely and extremely rich Miss Ernestina.
iH'comes romantically involved with the haunting and
mysU'riou.»ily alluring Frencl .ii uit-jumrs Wonwn'
'Meryl Streep). On the other hand is the 20th century plot*

of Mike (Irons) and Anna (Streep) falling madly in love

while acting in the film on location in E/yland. The two

plots intertwine harmoniously, each complementing and
building upon the other, and each reaching a starkly dif-

ferent conclusion.

A great deal of the power of this film lies in the superb
acting of Meryl Streep. She gives the role as much depth
of character as any reader of the novel could ever hope for
from any actress. A key moment in the film is when
Charles first meets 'The French Lieutenant's Woman' on
a stormy day by the raging sea. The look she flashes at
him is filled with sorrow and pain, and yet stunningly,
chillingly beautiful.

Another excellent performance is given by Jeremy Irons
as Mike and Charles. He seems to fit well in both centuries
as a man caught in the turmoil of change, walking a
tightrope between his powerful emotions and a stiff .social

order.

It would \w unfair to describe this movie in further detail;
it should l)e seen and not read about. I have included,
however, some revealing pieces of conversation I heard
while leaving the theater:

"What did you think?"

"I loved it"

"Which ending did you like better?"
"They were both really excellent. The whole thing was

just vefy wd/ done. Incredible.
'

The French Lieutenant's Woman is now show'ng at the
Hampshire Mall.
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til 11 p.m.

253-5595

HAPPY
HALLOWEEN
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Beet
. \

>i

/ y

Miller 12 oz cans 7.99

Miller Lite 12 oz cans 7.99

Rolling Rock 12 pack cans 3.95

Molson 9.95

Moosehead 1 1 .75

Gallo Premiumsi 5L 3.99

Gallo Premiums 3l 5.99

Almaden 4l 6.99

California Cellars 15 6.99

Barberini Soave 15 3.99

20% Off

Assorted Cork Finished Wines

VJ

Skol Vodka 175 7.99

Skol Gin 1 75 7.99

Castillo Rum 175 9.85

Canadian Rare Whiskey 1 75 9.95

Stadium
Liquors
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not responsible for typographical errors
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Mnutemen roll on to UCoim^ ' -^
'*" ""

'
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^^^
- ^"^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^™i

LOOKING FOR MORE - I Mass tailback Garrv Pearson. 1„ 4 1 • /' *. . »,., .
•'•"><" rourlesv "f Soorls Inf..rmalion Office

last week s C oca-C ola Nh Gold Helmet winner, leads the Minutemen against UConn tomorrow.

UMass is on the road to spoil UC Homecoming
''^'^'^''^

occasion).
By STEPHKN FKKKEK
Colle^dan Staff

The University of Connecticut Huskies have an age-old
football ritual which they go through before every big
game.
The Canines' antiquatH rites consist of getting down on

all fours, the entire team and all coaches include(i, and
howling and/or baying in the direction of the stadium
where the next day's opf>()nent plays (the.se ceremonies
are almost always held on PVidays, you see).

Supposedly these vocal efforts have some .sort of
mystical effect on the team they are generate<l against
and will help UConn \>eat its opfM»nent. Apparently the
ritual has not worked as well as hofn-d this year as the
Hu.skies have use<l it twice (against New Harnpshire and
Lehigh) and l)«)th times the contest has resulted in a four-
fK)int I 'Conn loss.

That is why the L'Conn brain trust has gone to great
lengths this week, in anticif)ation of the arrival of the
University of Ma.s.sachusetts football Minutemen in

Storrs. Conn, tomorrow for a l:H(i matchuf), and hired
sound trucks, like the ones seen and heard in Three
Stfwiges flicks, and these vehicles will l)e cruising round
Amherst all day long tcKiay with taf)es going full-blast of
the UConn ritual-howl (pre-recorded last night just for the

occasion).

In what should l>e the toughest battle so far for the now-
complete Minutemen. Massachusetts will face a team
which touts an experienced quarterback who is quite
capable of "doing it all." in senior co-captain Ken
Sweitzer.

Sweitzer is definitely a cut above what Massachusetts
has seen so far this season and he is having the year to
prove it. chock full of stunning statistics. The UC signal

-

caller is number two in the nation in total individual of-

fense per game with 200 yards/contest. Sweitzer has a 52
percent pass completion mark and has thrown for nine
touchdowns so far l)esides .scoring five on his own rushing.
Besides meeting the double threat of a rushing QB

(Sweitzer is the numl)er two UC rusher with 400 yards in

st'ven games) the Minutemen are triply threatened when
Sweitzer steps back a few paces on fourth and long situa-
tions to become the Huskie punter. Grady Fuller and the
I'M punt return unit, be so warned.

"Connecticut is an excellent football team," UM head
coach Bol) rickett said. "They run an outstanding
"Sweitzer Offense" and certainly don't have any trouble
.scorinir points."

When Sweitzer wants to pa.ss, he has no trouble at all
finding hungry receivers. Huskie .Joe Markus, wh<.

doul)les as the nation's number one all-purpose rusher, is

also in the top five in the country and first on UConn andm the Yankee Conference with 28 catches. Tight end Kea
"XL" Miller (6' .'i". 245 lbs.) is right U^hind Markus with
26 grabs.

The Minutemen will be looking to keep their rejuvenated
offense alive and well this week with Barrett McGrath still

directing the UM fireworks and the Massachu.setts
defense, which set up four TDs in last week's .34-20 win
over Boston University, will try for a xerox performance
tomorrow.

F^veryone is well aware of BU's sentiments toward the
Minutemen defenders as the Terriers find it difficult to
suppress their feelings. Apparently the Massachusetts
"D" has found another fan in the person of Huskie head
coach Walt Nadzak.

"If you like hitting, this is the week to come to the ball
game," Madzak said. "UMass hits after the whistle and
that's al)out as nice as I can put it. We'll have to keep our
poise."

If you hear those recorded yelps today, you'll knf>w why
and if you want to check out a decent' football game, go
down to Storrs (UMASS-UCONN, Memorial Stadium
1:30 p.m.).

Kickers do it again, win 3-0
By (iEKKV deSIMAS
Collegian Corn'spondent

NOKTHAMl'TON - The Smith College women's soccer
team nvwr had a rhancc. Yesterday the University of
Massaehuseiis .sixth ranked nationally women handily
defeated their crosslown rivals. .3 0. as Chris Taggert
.scored twice and Nina Holsirom had I wo assists.
The Minuiewomen were in no mo«)d to doddle and struck

early, drawing first blood with only 1:56 gone in the game.
Deidrt Barrel! passed to Taggert who scissor kicked the
hall into the net lor a 1 UMass lead.

UMa.ss. now 9 2 2, kept constant pressure on the Smith
defenders and scored again at the 7:36 mark. Ix)ri Stukes.
taking a pass from Holstrom. lofted a forty yard boot into
the top of the net. rolling over the fingersof Unicorn goalie
Beth (Jrace.

Smith did get the hall into the UM end a few limes, but
failed to capilali/e on their good fortune. Missed passes,
poor shots and a lough defense kepi Smith off the

score hoard

,

The UMass hustle didn't let up for a moment in the first
half. Taggert boomed two corner kicks that almost scored,
one hilt ing i he goal post only to bounce out.
With eight seconds to go in the half, Taggert scored

again with a screamer from in front of the Smith net.
Holstrom assisted again as UMass took a 3 halflime lead.

In the second half, Massachusetts, not as sharp as
i)efore. played well and kept Smith off the board.
The Minulewomens goalies did a superb job stopping six

Smiih shots. Both Grace Cucchis.si (2nd half goalie) and
Kt)xann Donatini made lough saves on Smith breakaways
l)reakaways. •'

'

Head coach Ken Banda was plea.sed with the win.
Tm glad it's over," Banda said. "We had a good first

half.
'

"Were menially pr(>paring for the regionals (next week)
and we want to come out with no injuries. " said Banda.
UMass. ranked second in New England behind UConn

plays New Hampshire in Durham on Saturday.

Riders take fourth in horse competition
STORKS. Conn. - The University of Massachusetts

Intercollegiate Horse Show Team placed fourth in a
twenty one team competition at the University of Con
neclicut last Saturday.
UMass did well individually. Karen Lynch, who had

been mjured earlier during the week while riding, did a
tremendous job placing Ihird in Intermediate Hor
semanship. Andrea Seymour won a first and a third place
ribbon in her classes. Vicki Fairchild, just advancing into

ihe N(»vice division along with Seymour, won a fifth place
riitbon.

^•|rst place ribbons were won by Jennifer P:rvin and
Krist en Brown in their respective clas.ses. Beth Valloze
won a lirsi place ribbon and a second place ribbon, and
comp.ted for reserve High Point Rider of the day. Ix)ri
Usher, a versatile rider, won first place in a special
Western division class added to the UConn show.

Smith takes UM
spikers in four
NORTHAMPTON - Despite a determined comeback,

the University of Mas.sachusetts women's volleyball team
could not get out of a two-game deficit, as it fell to Smith
College, 3-15. 2-1.5, 1.5-11, 12-1.5, last night at Northamp-
ton. ^

A combination of ace serving by Smith and poor passing
by UMa.ss helped Smith take the first two games. The
Minuiewomen then rallied with the help of a revived at-
tack to keep its hopes alive. UMass was ahead 9-4 when
bad .spiking and calls against them in crucial moments
stalled the drive. Smith took advantage of UMass
mistakes to catch up, go ahead and post its second straight
victory over the Minuiewomen in as many years.
"We played terribly in those first two 'games," said

UMass coach Elaine Sortino, "I was really disappointed.
It looked like we hadn't seen a volleyball in weeks."

It was the first match UMass has'played since it faced
the University of Conneticut and New York Technical at
Storrs Oct. 21.

The Minuiewomen will head to Kingston for the Univer-
sity of Rhode Island Tournament l)eginning tonight. At
the Tournament, UMa.ss will play within its preliminary
pool including the University of West Virginia the
I ^nivensty of New Haven and UConn. Based on the record
of FK)ol play, the teams will go on to a single-elimination
round.

"We've got to forget what happened here tonight and
hope we can get it together at URI," said Sortino

- MAUREEN SULLIVAN
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t'oHeKJan phnto bv Tern BHUfioreBUNNY TAILS — Laura Vander Bogart. a freshman Fashion

Marketing major and Jaimee Brooks, a freshman Wildlife major hopped
into the Halloween spirit by dressing as twin rabbits.

Female miner found more
than ore in mostly male job
By LILLIAN SINGER
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: This is the first in a two
part series on women and men in nan
traditional careers.

Straying from roles which have been
stereotypically female, Sandi Bart, a se-
cond semester junior at the University of
Massachusetts, chose a job which has been
traditionally male - uranium mining.
Starting her career in 1977 behind a desk

at a New Mexico uranium mine, Bart
realized that more money could be earned
and more challenge could be found below
the ground.

Although women had previously been
employed only in the geology department
there, Bart soon found herself 1,500-1,700
feet below the earth's surface, along side of
her male co-workers. Just a few of the
many facets of her new job were reading a
Geiger counter, serving as a "slush"
operator (putting ore into buckets and sen-
ding it to the top of the shaft), .and
operating an underground train.

When Bart first went into the mine, only
around 30 of her 500-750 co-workers were
women. While many of the men were sup-
portive, some believed it was no place for a
female.

"I started to become partial to some of
the men and some I tried to avoid simply
beowise of the way I was treated, ' she

said. "It was awfully difficult to try to
make a lot of those men understand that I

was working there just to make a good
wage and was doing the best I could with
the physical limitations I had."
Bart said she found herself being moved

from one place to another as a result of her
refusal to put up with the sexual overtures
that some of the men had made to her.
She decided to end -her niining career as

concern for the extraction of ore grew,
regardless of its whereabouts, and the ex-
posures to blasting dangers and radiation
increased.

"I began to get discouraged when I notic-
ed my shortcoming of not being able to be
as physically able as the men, ' said Bart.
"I came to appreciate the men after a time
when they said that it was dangerous for
women down there."

Bart explained her reasons for having
taken on this non-conventional trade as a
need to answer some uncertainties that she
had about herself.

"I had these self-imposed questions of
my sexuality and now that I've gone
through the exploration period, I have this
return sense of my femininity," she said.
She said despite certain chauvinistic at-

titudes and a small number of sexual ad-
vances she received on the job, she made
some great friends and enjoyed the ex-
perience.

"In that one year, I drank an awful lot

and learned to swear like a trooper" she
said.

Weekend activity

was ghostly quiet
By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

Things were quiet on campus over the
Halloween weekend during this second year
of the strict Halloween policy thai banned
most activities at the University of
Massachusetts.
Many dormitory staff members called the

weekend quiet, reporting few incidents of
violence or vandahsm.
"We had a couple of broken windows, but

thai could happen any weekend night," said
Dot Burke, an assistant cluster coor-
dinator in the Orchard Hill Residential
Area.

Burke said the weekend was "much
better than two years ago." In 1979, police
arrested 14 people, including one for rape,
during the Halloween festivities on campus.

In addition, medical personnel responded
to more than 200 emergency calls and
thousands of dollars of damage to

university property was reported.
Susan Alk'n, head of residence at Owight

dormitory, said the Northeast Residential
Area was particularly peaceful. "It was
really quiet." she said, "everybody went
^home."

Sylvan Area also reported few incidents.
"We didn't have much damage. " said

Gary Lewis, head of residence of
McNamara dormitory.

"This year it was much more under
control. The rules they (the university
administration) put into effect made the
situation as controlled as it could have
been." he said.

An assistant cluster coordinator from
Central Residential Area said the weekend
was "pretty quiet, and last year was pretty
quiet, too.

"

The Southwest Residential Area was also
relatively quiet, although about 400 people.

Continued on page 8

Halloween shows few
arrests in Southwest

While Halloween night resulted in only a
few arrests across campus, police reported
a busy and harried evening, particularly in
the Southwest mall area.
Police said a crowd of 400 to 500 people

gathered in the pyramid area late Saturday
evening and well into Sunday morning.

Police reported last night that, at about
1:30 a.m. Sunday, police and firefighters
were barraged with bottles and eggs after
Amherst firefighters had doused a bonfire
set on one of pyramids.
One police officer was reportedly struck

in the stomach with a bottle while other
bottles smashed around the feet of officers
present.

None of the officer or firemen were
reported injured.

No one was arrested in the bottle throw-
ing incident, as the officers decided to
retreat from the crowd and wait for its
numbers to decrease, police said.

Police reported the crowd thinned down
to about 75 to 100 by 3 a.m. where upon
police attempted to disperse the stragglers.
In dispersing the crowd, police arrested
one student and placed one student in pro-
tective custody.

At 3 a.m., Ralph J. Roio, 19, of Cohasset,
was arrested for being a disorderly person
and possessing marijuana,
juana.

Police said that, altogether, four garbage
cans and a garbage dumpster had been

Contimied on page 8

urmiaiB mtntn m New Mexico in 1J77.
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Soviet captain refuses

Swedish questioning

Monday, November 2, 1981

STOCKHOLM. Sweden (AP) - Swedish
authoriUes said yesterday "there must be
some other reason" than Soviet bureacracy
keeping a skipper aboard his grounded
submarine but they dismissed the
possibility of using force to end the
stalemate off the Baltic coast.

Ll. Cmdr. Pyotr Gushin poked his head
out of the sub's conning tower yesterday for

a breath of fresh air. but the 35- year-old

skipper was still refusing to come ashore for

interrogation despite instructions from the
Soviet Embassy here to cooperate with
Swedish officials.

The boat ran aground in a restricted area
of the Baltic Sea on Tuesday night, about
9'A mik's from the Karlskrona naval base, a
key defense installation.

Gushin has maintained all along that he is

awaiting instructions from his naval home
base at Kaliningrad, Swedish officials said.

One theory put forward by the Swedish
press is that he is kept on board while being
interrogated by Kaliningrad via radio, and
that the Soviets want their investigation to

take precedence over Sweden's demand for

a thorough explanation of what the sub was
doing poking around in Swedish waters.
Commodore Lennart Forsman of the

naval base at Karlskrona confirmed at a
news conference that there had been in-

termittent radio contact between the sub
and Kaliningrad.

Swedish experts say the 220- foot long,

diesel-powered sub is specially modified for

intelligence missions.

Space Shuttle launch
likely to go midweek
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP) - A $2

million, quick fix water system — designed
to protect space shuttle Columbia from its

own launch-pad Shockwaves — was hooked
up yesterday during a countdown notable
mostly for its smoothness.

Space agency officials remained op-
timistic about a Wednesday liftoff, despite
temperamental weather. The mission —
the first return to orbit by a rocketship — is

scheduled to last 83 revolutions, or 5 days, 4
hours, 10 minutes.

Food for the journey was loaded aboard
the spacecraft Sunday: feasts of ther-

mostabilized peaches, apple sauce and
frankfurters, rehydratable sausage,
scrambled eggs and cauliflower with
cheese, freezedried bananas and irradiated

bread.

The work was on the mark and officials
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found no reason to shorten the scheduled
eight hours off for crews, calling them back
to work at 11 p.m. Loading of chemicals for

the ship's electrical and environmental
systems was the next task.

The Columbia is making its second test

• trip into space and NASA engineers have
worked for six months to apply lessons

learned from Columbia's April 12-14 maiden
mission.

The expensive shock absorber involves a
flush of 400,000 gallons of water in 35
seconds into the shuttle's launch exhaust. It

was designed hastily over the past five

months to correct the most signiflcant

problem during the April flight. Though the

inaugural launch looked flawless, in-

spections six weeks later revealed that five

struts, supporting two fuel tanks, were
bent.
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THE MEAL
TICKET GAME

Just walk through the serving

line at the Coffee Shop,
Bluewall & Hatch Cafeteria, get

your card from the cashier, and
scratch. If 1, 2, or 3 hearts ap-

pear, you're a winner!

WINS A SOFT DRINK
V ^ WINS A PIECE OF PIE

^^^ WINS A $1.75 MEAL

MONDAY HITE-

FOOTDALL SPECIAL

A SECOND CHANCE
SECOND CHANCE - Everyone is eligible to enter the
drawing for the Grand Prizes. Just put your name and
address on the back of your ticket and deposit In the
box in the Coffee Shop. The drawing will take place
on Friday, November 13, 1981 at 1:30 pm in the
Bluewall Cafeteria: ^

1

1

-r t-
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Fltch^r of b—u $2.50
Dud, Miliar, Miliar Lit«

Dottles of Dud, Millar

Miliar Lit* 95c
Droit 55c Mol$on $ 1 .25

COME JOIN THE CROWD
37 N. Pioosont St., Amherst

_ GRAND PRIZES
-^ First Prize - Peugeot - 10 speed Bicycle

-V' Second Prize - Bill Rogers Running Suit

^Third Prize - Etonic Road Worker Running shoes
i^ Foijrth Prize - Cordura nylon Day Pack

Collect your tickets and spell the word HEART
to win a Dinner for Two at the Top of the Cam-
pus Restaurant.

Campus Center Food Service Employees are not eligible.

'Awareness days' begin
with varying activities

BE»m- I ' I I I PB I t I I t
'Collegian 3

Collegian Correspondent

Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday of this week have
been designated "Awareness Days" in conjunction with
Chancellor Henry Koffler's "Year Toward Civility" on the
University of Massachusetts campus.
There are a variety of exhibits, speakers, films,

workshops, and concerts scheduled for the three days in
order to increase campus awareness of sexism, racism and
anti-Semitism. Those forms of behavior often lead to
mistreatment and outright violence against persons and
property, according to the outline of the program of
events issued by the Chancellor's office.

The programs for tomorrow in the Campus Center
begin at 9 a.m. with a series of films^at the Cape Cod
Lounge in the Student Union. A total of 14 films, mostly
dealing with racism and prejudice, will be shown at inter-
mittent times until 5 p.m. Each will be screened at least
twice. Information on specific titles and times can be ob-
tained by calling 545-0333.

Two photographic displays will be on view from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. "Women Under Apartheid" will be at the Cam-
pus Center Concourse and work by Joe Gannon on Nor-
thern Ireland will be at the Student Union Gallery.
In the Music room of the Campus Center watercolor art

will be on display all day, and awards for the best entries

will be presented at 4 p.m.
At 8 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium a lecture

and slide presentation by Sidney Kaplan, Professor
Emeritus of English, is scheduled on "The Black Soldier
of the Civil War in Literature and Art."

~

Many events have been scheduled for tomorrow by the
residential areas and individual dormitories. All of them
are free and the public is invited to attend. Events will

begin at 7 p.m. except where noted.
In the Field Dormitory Lounge in Orchard Hill there will

be a panel discussion on Reaganomics. There will be a
workshop on self-defense for women in the Brooks
Recreation room in Central. A sexism-awareness
workshop is to be held in Central Area with the location to
be announced and a workshop and film on rape avvareness
will be presented in the Butterfield Main Lounge.

Van Meter will be hosting the Rev. Pearson Gospel
Ensemble. Brown House in Sylvan is having a Civility
Days Cultural Dinner, contact 546-5798 for more informa-
tion.

Leach House in Northeast is the place for a workshop on
"Masculinity-Femininity." Knowlton Basement in Nor-
theast is the scene for a screening of the film "I Heard the
Owl Call My Name" and the same film will be shown at 9
p.m. in Cashin House of Sylvan.

(elelluon q-T? fin 1^^ 7 ^*7 2*.^**^' * J?"'**" *"*'"*' "^»*"" "*J«' proceeds down Bull Hill

hJld «lrv^v»il ^
Sunderland. Saturday, the UMass Army R.O.T.C. mountaineering company

ilig^nd cimp set-T^'
*'^*''*'*'* ^''''^ preparation, shelter building, water gather-

Women's Week
"The Woman's Week" is a weekly calendar of local events
printed every Monday. To place your event, contact the
tvomen's department at the Collegian.

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER (EWC)

EWC will hold the first of six working women's
workshops, entitled Working Women Don't Have to Take
it Anymore: Sexual Harassment is Against the Law, on
Tuesday from 12 to 1 p.m. in rooms 804 808 of the Campus
Center.

A divorce/separation support group for women, will

meet on Tuesday from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at EWC.
Rape task force presentations will be held at 7 p.m. on

Wednesday in Crabtree kninge, on Thursday in Cashin
dormitory and on Sunday in Emerson dormitory.

EWC will hold counseling walk-in hours on Monday 2:30-

4 p.m., Wednesday 5 7 p.m., and Friday 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
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The Collegian is published daily Monday through Friday ex-
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are available for $18 at 113 Campus Center, University of

Massachu.setts, Amherst, Massachusetts. Postmaster: Send
address changes to the Massachusetts Daily Collegian, 113

Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA
01003.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM

The Women's Issues Team of the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA) will meet
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in room E33 Machmer.
The Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive

Freedom (CERRF) will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in room
81 1 of the Campus Center.

The Committee Against Sexual and Racial Assaults
(CASARA) will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. in room 811 of the
Campus Center.

Students Against Sexual Harassment (SASH) will meet
Friday at I p.n^ . For location call 5-0341

.
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WOMEN'S STUDIES

The Women's Studies iJnion Council will meet Monday
at 2:30 p.m. 6n the eighth floor of the Campus Center.
The Women's Studies department colloquium this

Monday is on "Women in New Zealand: Dollars and
Sense, " at 4 p.m. in the sixth ftoor lounge of Thompson
Hall. Alison Kuiper, a researcher and educator from New
Zealand, will speak. uOf*i< -'^

Women's Forum Against Media Violence (WFMV) will

meet Monday at 9 p.m. in Northampton. For more in-

formation, call 586 8127.

Southwest Women's Center (SWWC) will offer a rape
awareness workshop given by Debbie Ediemann, coor
dinator of the women's workshops from the University
Health Services, on Wednesday at the SWWC.
ERA Campus Action Team will meet Thursday at 4 p.m.

at Hills South 277. The meeting is open to everyone.
WAMH radio plays women's music every Sunday from 9

a.m. to 12 p.m. For requests call 542 2288.
The Lesbian Union will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. in their

office across from the Collegian.

Added funds
change fate

of Boston State
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Suff

An eleventh-hour commitment by State Senate
leadership for additional funding may avert the lay off of
220 Boston Sute College faculty and the elimatron of most
of its academic programs in January.

Last Friday the Board of Regents, the governing body
for ail public coUeges and universities in the state, was
expected to eliminate 80 percent of Boston State's faculty
and curriculum. Instead Regent's chairman James Martin
said key legislators advised him late Thursday afternoon
that funds would be available to continue the operation of
Boston State until June.
"The funds are by no means certain. This is a calculated

risk by the Board of Regents." said Martin.
Last July, the Regents voted to merge Boston State

with the UniversRy of Massachusetts at Boston over a
three year period. In August it was discovered that static
Legislature underfunded the four public higher education
institutions in Boston by $6 million. The Regents at-
tempted to condense the three year merger plan into three
weeks.

Public opposition and court action stopped the three
week merger, but Chancellor of Higher Education John
Duff decided that Boston State would absorb the $6 million
cut and close down this January if no additional funding
was obtained.

"We were negotiating with a number of representatives
and senators and yesterday was the breakthrough." Duff
said Friday.

Duff said the negotiated sum for Boston State was
approximately $4.5 miUion. Rep. James Collins (D-
Amhcrst) worked hard in obtaining the additional funding
Duff .said.

Martin said the additional funding will he coming "very
soon — a matter of days not weeks." Martin would not give
any further details concerning the additional funding.
Rep. Kevin Fitzgerald. (D-Roxbury). said Senate

President William Bulgers (D-South Boston) commitment
was the breakthrough needed to secure the additional
funding.

Smith student shot
to death in N.Y.
NEW YORK (AP) - A Smith College student and a

Manhattan photographer were shot to death Saturday
night in a Chelsea apartment in lower Manhattan, ac-

cording to police.

The bodies of Elizabeth Platzman. 20, of Roslyn. Long
Island, and Ronald Sisman. 37, were found in Sisman's
third floor apartment at 207 W. 22nd St.

Police said they were both shot in the head.
Marjorie Gove, assistant to news at Smith College, said

Ms. Platzman was a junior at the Northampton, Mass.,
school.

Sisman ran the Sisman Studio in Manhattan, police said.
A spokesman for the 10th Precinct's Detective Bureau

said it was beUeved the shootings stemmed from an at-

tempted robbery at the apartment.
No weapon was found and police said they had no

suspects.

Newslines...

Smith talks on 'Reaganomics'

tomorrow in Campus Center
Neil Smith, a Johns Hopkins University economics lec-

turer, will speak on "Reaganomics" at 7:30 tomorrow in
room 804 Campus Center. His talk is sponsored by the In-
ternational Socialist Organization.

Hunger strike film to be shown
"H Block Hunger Strike, " a film depicting the struggle of

the hi nger strikers from the inside, will be presented at
7:30 p.m. Wednesday in room 104 Thompson Hall. For
more information call Dennis Anello, 256-8690. Sponsored
by the . Irish Solidarity Committee.

Prof shows path to better math
Professor Jean Smith, a Mathematics teacher and

Consultant to Math anxious individuals will be on campus
from 1 to 3 p.m. tomprrow to meet with faculty, coun-
selors, administrators and other interested educators.
She will preview her film "Math Anxiety — We Beat It,

So Can Youl" and share her knowledge and experience in

designing and implementing programs to assist Math
anxious individuals.

Ai 7:30 p.m.. Smith will show her film in a publk
meeting and lead a general discussion. The evening session
is designed especially for students who experience Math
anxiety.

Each presentation will be held in room 1634 of the
Graduate Research Center.
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ATTENTION: A meeting of Collegian Staff members

Monday, November 2, 1981

Ed Levine
Steve Semple
PauJ BelvaJ

Ken Bazinet

Siobhan Breen
Steve Densmore
John DiPalazzo
Mike Foley
Jim Floyd
Betsy Hermance
Hannah Hosom
Dave Howes
Chuck Kilfoye

Sally Kerans
Diane Kadzis
Caria Lesh
Lori Muivihill

Bundi Marcus
M. W. Mulcahy
Rich Nagle
Mike Sullivan

Brian Sullivan

Ken Ross
Maureen McManus

mJmh!^'r.''mn^ IT'il^T'^
^''"^^" Staff meeting at 8:00 p.m. Wednesday. Nov. 4 in the Collegian office. All staffmembers must attend. Correspondents and others interested in joining the staff are welcome to attend

Lise Zeiger

Kelly Burke
Doug Casev
Paul McSherry
Mitch Weiser
Geopff Port

Vince DeWitt
Kris Craig

Nancy Nutile

Scott Burke
Lisa Mead
Terrv- Bellafiore

Phil Jennings
Jennifer Hardy
Lisa Pedulla

Robin Mandel
Ron Miller

Susan Ring
John Brobst

Tom Faison

Steve Murphy
Russell Jordan
Rick Almeida
Scott Hersey
Sally Rege
Kevin Fachetti

Jim Waldron
Andy Gordon
Jonathan Hamilton
Sue Baron
Lisa Langone
Julie Geanakakis
Dave Wildman
Steve Winniman
Jim Kane
Eileen Galligan

Judi Jasurek
Stephen Freker

Maureen Sullivan

Nancy Parks
Anna Roell

Sue Bridgman
Frank Nagle
Christine Park
Kathleen Howley
Newmat Shafik

Randolph Holhut
John Hudson
Nancy Anderson
Donna Sullivan

Michelle Murray
Stacy Kagan
Laurie Zucker
Marianne Savage
Monica Cronin
Rhonda King
Abbe Bjorklund

Brad Eden
Bill Lewis
Nancy Gonter
Roger Atwood
Andy Gordan
Ralph Hybels
Ben Marsden
Randy Ch<use

Alison Willis

Judy Gallant

Marsha Bianchi

Paul Kaplan

, Gail Tanzer
Lynn Eisefiberg

Sheryl Silver

Carol McConville
Joy McCarthy
Phil Lee
Sandra King

Vicki Gervikkafl

Barbara Van Nest
Scott Hills

James Katz
Laurie h'rank

Stuard Sajdak
Laura Garland
Larry Brenner
Mike Meagher
Edie Eppich

Michele Bedard
Laura Shanahan
Laura Zigman
Laurie Ann Bertram
Mary Grady

Karen Vander Bogart
Michelle Murray
Laurie Zucker
Lisa Gonsalves

( 'UrtH Schuster
Dun Drollete

John Mfi^d/iarz

Jan«' Wolfson
J«'ri Hitterman
.loleeri Benedict
Nancy Neut>erger
Peter LoPresti
Judd Warner
Kevin Bowe
S<'ott Moritz
Sarah Russell

Lillian Singer
Howard Labitt

Cathy Golini

Dwight Galler

Cathy Golini

Dwight Galler

Steve Roberge
Vikki Eggert
Danny Le^or
Jeff Taylor

Heidi Cutter
Ijoretta Jenkins
Lenny Shuzdak
Dave Comeau
Yael Miller

Health and Beauty Aid

STOCK-UP SALE
bSh

Faberge Organic Shampoo
15 oz. oily - reg - dry

Ban Roll-on reg - unscent
1.5 oz

'r

SJ $1.22 Reg

f/tsr pum niiiif

Aapri apricot facial scrub
~-A 2 oz

. $2.03 BAYER
ASPIRIN -^

96c

r^a^.

$1-85 reg $3.00

Apncot

Facial Scrub

Reg $1.89

Colgate

7oz

Bayer 100's

$1.49 reg 2.16

Noxzema
SKIN CUE AM

2i^^E^i$i.i2 reg 1.72
Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

fkOME ECONOMICS*!
Community Services Club
Presents an informal gathering for Com-
munity Service Students and others in-

terested in joining this major! Come talk to
fellow students and advisors about courses,
internships, and professional placement.

Tues Nov 3 3:30 - 5:30 and
Wed Nov 4 3:00 - 5:00

Skinner Lounge (across from Hasbrouck)
Refreshments will be served. -jjiL

Noxema Skin Cream
6 oz

$1.36 reg 1.97

Located in the Campus Censor

thE University Stare

In Appreciation of Diffci ence
Responding to Racism in Americar, Culture

presents:

Bill Russell

ATTENTION!
100%

$ FREE TUITION $

JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS
NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further Information Contact:

Sgt. Richard O'Connor
586-4110

Former player/coach with the Boston Polfi/... i

tator, Russe., will speak ^^^^'::^^^t:^t^ZZ.

WednesdayNovember 4 8 PM
Fine Arts Center

get tSeart "" ''"""' ^^^""^ ^

I'intion,

"tirK'iJ,

. and

^^Itegian 5

':-K^iS^:<-:w*;>»;';s%>;v

EDITORIAL/OPINION
—

.

^ •*•••*••••*.•••.•.•..'.•..•.•.•.•.•.•.. .••^^

Veto must be
overridden

It is the responsibility of the
Massachusetts Le^slature to override the
governer's veto Friday of the Bottle Bill.
The good of the state's economy and
ecology depend on the actions of the
legislators.

Governor Edward J. King has vetoed the
Bottle Bill for the second time in his three
year administration. He rationalizes the
vetos by saying the bill contributes to an

Editorial

R\KrNERS IN PROSPERITY

'^Htr ttKitSH /Wo *t^Om

The right to control one's own body
Maintaining the right to determine when and if to have

children, the right to control one's own body, is a fun-
damental part of a woman's freedom.
The forces behind the attacks on women's right to

choose like to call themselves "pro-life" (we prefer anti
choice). The question is who's life are they in favor of? ihe
"Right to Life" movement uses tactics of harassment
vandalism and violence like the bombing of abortion clinics
to push their ideals. So called pro-lifers seem willing to
resort to any Uictics no matter how dangerous to the lives
of people already born, in order to save the unborn.
Anti-choice people are against sex education in schools,

government sponsored childcare centers and government
funded contraceptives. They favor capital punishment and
increased military build up. Many anti-choice people also
support the Family Protection Act which reads like a con-
servative's wishlist: legalization of school prayer, censor-
ship of textbooks, opposition to bussing, restriction of
federal funds from being used to promote homosexual
"lifestyles" and prohibition of the usage of federal funds
for educational material that does not contribute to the
American way of life as it has been historically understood
(the nuclear family with women in the home and the men
wearing the pants in the family).
The Right to Life movement has used various strategies

and tactics to legally declare a fetus a person with the
same rights as the woman who carries the fetus. Abortion
rights lawyer Rhonda Copeland has called the concept
"fetal supremacy" and she thinks that it "could be the
most effective weapon ever designed to control women's
reproduction and women's lives."

Legislation that controls women's reproductive lives
lays the basis for limiting women's workforce options and
her personal relationships by reinforcing her dependence
on men as wage earners. The Human Life Amendments
(HLAs) declare that fertilized eggs, visible only under a
microscope, are persons entitled to complete constitu-
tional protection. The HLAs, sponsored by Senator Jesse
Helms and Representatives Hyde, Dornan, Ashbrook,

Letters——^—^^—_......
Red tape

gripe

rWe are disgusted. Totally,

Would you believe that some
insignificant group would
have the gall to interrupt an
all important Student
Government Association

meeting last Wednesday to

ask for student input into

student government?
The SGA was totally

justified in laughing off the

group because they didn't go
through the proper chan-
nels. The group should have
followed the SGA example
and taken over the building.

Actually, this group is

only slightly mi.sguided.

They must learn to deal
with the SGA on the SGA's
level. We have seen the
many ways the SGA
operates and we wish to give
them a little friendly advice:

Hatch and others, forbid the termination of any pregnancy
for any reason. Abortions for pregnancies resulting from
rape of incest would be forbidden. Even those abortions
necessary to save life or preserve the health of the mother
would be forbidden.

The most recent anti-choice legislation is an amendment
sponsored by Senator Grin Hatch (R-L'tah). This specific
Human Life Amendment, does not call abortion illegal
but rather nullifies the 1«)73 Supreme Court decision mak-
ing abortion legal and delegates the authority to make
abortion illegal to the individual states. Hearings are being
held now on the Hatch Amendment - on November 4
testimony will be heard on the social impact of legal abor-
tion; religious witnesses will testify on November 5- on
November 12 and 16 the different HLA proposals and
their impact will be examined. The Hatch Anjendment
may pass l)ecause congresspeople don't have to take a
stance on the abortion question. Instead, they can hide
behind the Issue of states' rights.

Regardless of the form it takes, the HLA will ban lUDs
and certain birth control pills. It will stop research on
newer and safer forms of birth control. Abortion will be a
crime classified as premeditated murder in some states
and a felony in all places. The amendment also mandates
criminal investigation of miscarriages. The government,
not you, would decide whether, when, and how many
children you have.

We have been complacent too long and taken for
granted the rights that were so bitterly struggled for in
the 60's and 70's. Just as we won concessions from the
government in that era of economic and political upsurge,
we are now losing them in this era of political and
economic crisis.

Eighty percent of the people in this country are pro-
choice, and we must organize this majority to fight the
"Immoral Minority."

Melanie Fish and Lisa Nazzaro are members of the Com-
mittefor Equal Rights and Reproductive Freedom.

o the Editor:

money through student fees

2. Spend a great deal of

these fees on yourself
3. Gain support for a

p^tic6|B>fy popular issue
then submit a sheet of

demands to the powers that
be. Include on this sheet the

popular issue, plus four self-

serving demands. When
any of the self-serving

demands are met, claim
victory even though the
main issue was totally

steamrolled, proving once
again that you still have
relatively no power
whatsoever.

4. Hold campus-wide
referendum votes to see if

all the .students support
your actions. If the students
do not approve, simple
invalidate the referendum
results.

We sincerely hope that this

new group will follow these
guidelines. If they do, we
can all look forward to

another cumbersome,
. i'PPQlfrXi.t, .expensive

bureaucracy here at Umass.
Good luck.

Richard Leppert
James Rivernider

Southwest

Nothing to

lose
To the Editor:

The appearance of some
thing called UTOPIA on our
campus is a clear threat to

every member of the
University community. We
who are directly involved in

implementing the "Year
Toward Civility" are eager
to respond to this threat in

an open manner, in contrast

to the secrecy of UTOPIA.
The capacity of the
anonymous to influence can
be destroyed only if we
recognize our power as a

community to support and
protect each other. The
essential purpose of the

"Year Toward Civility" is

precisely to strengthen this

recognition.

We are determined that
the actions of a few will not
weaken our efforts to in

crease understanding of and
respect for the diversity
within our University
community. We invite the
participation of everyone in

all aspects of the "Year
Toward Civility" as an
expression of this deter
mination. We have nothing
to lose except the power of
the"' anonymously inhumane
to intimidate; we have
everything to gain in in-

dividual and community
decency .

Members , Coordinating

Committee
Year Toward Civility

Johnnetta Cole
Judy Davis
Marie Reid
Grant Ingle

Jay Savereid
Esther M.A.Terry

Marea Wexler
T.O. WUkinson

anti-business perception of Massachusetts
and would cause too much government in-

terference in the life of the private citizen.
These reasons are a smokescreen to cover-
up the true motive of the vetos: the well
financed beverage industry is opposed to
the Bottle Bill.

Why do the industrial giants of the
beverage industry oppose the bottle bill?

The bill which would require returnable
deposits on bottles will inhibit monopoliza-
tion of the beverage market by decentraliz-
ing production. Companies would no longer
be able to ship beverages thousands of
miles from large central factories without
worrying about the economics of returning
the bottles. By building smaller plants
nearer their market, the giants would be
forced to compete with local beverage com-
panies. The result would be competition for
lower prices.

The Bottle Bill would reduce litter and
save vital energy resources. Ninety-five
percent less energy is required to recycle
aluminum cans than is required to produce
cans from scratch.

The reduction in solid waste and decreas-
ed litter pick-up by state and local workers
is significant in a time of government
penny-pinching caused by Proposition 2V2.
Every government dollar saved through lit-

ter reduction is another dollar spent on the
public school system and essential fire and
police services. According to a report by
the Michigan Conservation Club, the bottle
bill in Michigan (an industrial state like

Massachusetts) reduced roadside litter by
over 80 percent. Municipalities and state
agencies reported litter decreases of 50-90
percent. Solid waste disposal was reduced
by almost 10 percent.

The Bottle Bill provides compensation
and retraining for those who lose their jobs

j

due to the implementation of the bill. But
'

even opponents concede the bill will pro*
duce more jobs in the long run.

We urge our readers to contact their
state representative and senators advising
them to override King's veto of the Bottle
Bill.

Unsigned editorials represent the opi-
nions of the Collegian Board ofEditors.

Letters for publication must include the
writer's name, address and telephone
number for verification. Please type triple
spaced with 67 characters per line. Because
of the large volume of mail received, un-
published letters cannot be acknowledged
or returned. Letters subject to editing for
clarity aiid length. - . -...-4».
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IT'S THAT
TIME

AGAIN!

O

r

6 a.m. 10 ^m.

Coottfito Latino

10*. m. - 2 p. IT.

Bbdi Ck.fef>cai am! Black

Mabogaay

2 p.m. 5:30 p.m.
I Fraali O's .Monday Drive
i BMCP

WMIJA
5:30 p.m. 6 p.m.
Newawatch
6 p.m. • 7 p.m.
SportMcafft

Klluit Kalb, llriHii Nnvaro
and Mik<- liriKK^

IJMawi KaAki^lhull l'n;viuw

7 p.m. 10 p.m.
I..atifi IVfuKic and N«>wn
Cc>nr«'pto Lalino

Moficitty, November 2, 1981

10 p.m 2 a.m.
KoMac Muak
fUxitniri4n O/nnertion

2a.rri fia.m,

Muak for AU i:*ra

K<i lU-rk

'I'hijnr will be a general
WMIJA .Station Meeting at 7
p.m. in Hi-rter HaJi 116.
rJv«.Tyon«t w<;lc*>me.

r_

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD
FALL COURSE BOOKS TO THE
PUBLISHERS.

RETURNS START
NOVEMBER 9th

DONT WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK -
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
HOURS

MON-FRI 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

rheUNJryERSITvSTORE'^
TEXTBOOK ANNEX
(^ pn^ica pant dou

cem.er ~^

at u ma^
Monday, November 2nd

Monday Night Football
Giant TV

and D/ink Specials
Tuesday, November 3rd

Free Movie Night

The Kids Are Alright
starring The Who
8 & 10 PM showings

Next weeks feature
The Filmore

Starring Santana, Jefferson Airplane
and More

•Valid ID and ABP sticker
required to purcahse alcohol

I
CENTEJt

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE ItM

Visit Aay Ceoter
And Sat For Yeurtetf

Why Wa Makt Tkc Oiffcrtacc

Call Days. Eves & Weekends

In Amherst:
264 N Pleasnt St
(413)253-5108/5283

For Informitlon About
Other Centers In More Ttian
90 M«ior U.S. Cities & Abroad

Outside NY. State

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-223-1782

5.89

U2 OCTOBER
£ IndudM Glon* I Fall Down

fcmorrow Fire

WATTS IN A TANK

5.89

MUSAUTO SUMMtRWCm
COM B4CX ro CMM
WTKM0 0F1MMM

5.89

New
Releases

LAW AJJD ORDER

-„ «r;iw
UWttl/JUW BOX HETO/iatm UFE

t»Wn«G FOR A G»«l uSyOO

Your
Choice « ^?^

5.89

5.89
abacab

WKnrxrj
Moimica

5.89

(^ Eh:\
fjti ar.srnns

5.89

ROLUNG STONES
lAnoovou

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Monday, November 2, 1981

DOONESBURY
Coilegj^r^ 7

PLACe^lMmSHIHSlON,
\ BUTyOUN£V^DR£AM

AN/THINS UK5 ThAT

^\j^^ COUU? HAPPEN

NOTimrMSAHhisiTms

HUL.NO! I'MReSPOHSlBLd
PORwmipoNe.rM-mB
ONeUHOlSTPOUNMVSeiF

-, Am Mlf FAMILY.

'^^Vv/k^/ny^^^

!i##^a^

ROD BONES

mi.UN(UH£HR.Y,An£ASr
ywKMLun^ TOAomrr. wis

' AKAWrOFFOU(SMHOCM
r^ MITfARUCKSe'ACJSOF

- XPMmANDPONr

ByGanyTrudeau CROSSWORD
HOimm
eUAftD!

Gregg Canavan

1 'TOtBO DOT ft fuLOflpT)
I

5 Vlnsoar. Ptafix

WPsyctw'sbaltMad

ISNoganiushe
16 lasevwMl
1/ "^iMVBnly" tMse-

tMMpiayar
aoOiadruped
21 English con^toser
22 CofMract
23 Dies
24 Hipbone
26 Baseballs "Native

American"
33 Uneredwildty
34 Sheltered
35 S.A. port city

36 Sacred bull

37 Yearns
39 Harness part
40 JFK transient
41 Mora tribe

42 Badger cousin
43 Baseball's

"sailors"

47 Unit of quantity
48 Split

49 Animal trail

52 Electric

currents

53 Teacher's

I

56 "Birds" ollhe
diamortd

60 Take (rest)

61 Sublease
62 SIteof a lovely

sight

63 aides
64 Mountain spur
65 Quaff

DOWN
1 Biblical valley

2 Greek resistance
group

3 FMdyes
4 Swiss canton
5 Ur)ethical

6 Iris cover
7 Sea bird

8 Thee: Fr.

9 Out limb
10 Group of nir>e

11 Latvian port
12 Bills

13 Garage or yard
or yard

18 Turned out
19 Bring into hgree-

23 Burl

24 Fruitless

25 Deceives

Faiwr a^ Tra^ Jaffe

26 Adjective for 15
Acroes

27 Backslide
28 First lady on

Broadway
29 Old Testament

book
30 Artgry

31 One who draws 9
bead on

32 Carols
37 German hall

38 Miner's daughter,
for short

39 With a heavy
41 Severe
42 Washday cr>ore
44 Scout units

45 Short sleeve
46 Prestige

49 Forest dweller
50 Favorite Dixie fare
51 Pertaining to the

mouth
52 Skillful

53 "Tennessee
Waltz

" songstress
54 Jane
55 Peter the Great,

, , forone ; r

57 Musical syllable
58 Poet's above
59 Boxer's punch

WEATHER
Deadline November 6

Nominations for

Distinguished Teachers
Six $2,000 Distinguished Teacher Awards

for 3 Far'ulty and 3 Students
Any present or'toimer student may nominate
faculty and Teaching Assistants/Associates for
ttie award. In addition, faculty and graduate
students may nominate TA's and TO's.
Distir>guished Teaching Awards are supported by
tfie Alumni Association and the Graduate School
and awards are announced at Commencement by
the Chancellor. Winners are determined by a
Committee composed of undergraduate students,
graduate students and faculty members.
Submit the nomination in writing with a brief

description of^ why the nominee deserves the
award to:

Distinguished Teaching Awards Committee
Graduate Student Senate

919 Campus Center

sunny in the
then variable

Today,
morning
cloudiness during the
afternoon. Highs 60 to 65.
Tonight, clearing and
colder. Lows in the 30s
except upper 20s in the
Berkshires. Tomorrow,
partly sunny, windy and
colder. Highs 50 to 55.

[STAR TREK \
Lives! I

Club MEETiNq
I

Nov. J TuEsdAy
Time 7-10 PM
SuFfolk Room
SrudEfvT UfvioN

SlidEs, InFo, For
S.T. & S.F. Fans
Ali WclcoME

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
iLlAlOlElOHSltlAl
BgoQ QD^H naa

«JBa UEIEJHN

L auciB aaa
aaQ^raHQGiH SanaaoaQB Boaaa aaaaQnaay^aanaa ana
„ ooB aaao]

An Opportunity.

NEW
STYLES FRYE

A IMational Fraternity

colonies and 125,00^°nrtrated rothetL ^ °" ""'' ^^°^" ^° °^"^ ^30 chapters and
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Is Involvement
• On Campus
• Socially

• In the Community
Is Development
• Scholastically
• In Management
• Of Close Friends
Is Experience
• In Group Living
• In Personal Growth
• In Building Tradition

Informational Meeting
8:30 P.M. TONIGHT
rm 811-15 Campus Center

Look for us on Campus

Sigma Phi EpsilonM

SORT ME UP/HEMN .77
FRIEND ^'

I

>fi<i.t •!».>.•.•. I .(.fttidtill?-

Located in the Campus Center Univ of Mass

University Store
7078

Exciting New
Colors & Styles

Over 50 Styles
For Men & Women

Compare Our Prices

Heartfelt^ Leather
103 N. Pleasant St.

Downtown Amherst
Mon.-Sat. 10-6

253-5135

University of Massachusetts

School of Business Administration

CAREER DAY
yiKnoittj

'81
Thursday, November 5, 1981

10 A.M. -4 P.M.
1st Floor Campus Center, UMass

•Luncheon r^^^ ^^
12 - 2 P.M.

Featuring Keynote Speaker: Mr. Nicholas Weiler
Manager of Consulting Practices and Manpower

General Electric Company
•Reception 4 p.m. - 6 p.m. Room 1001 Campus Center

Sponsored by the Undergraduate Business Club
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^Arrests
continuedfrom page 1

thof fk * . . u
overturned. Police also said

that the contents of the garbage containers were being fed
into a bonfire that had been set sometime after the
onginal one had been doused.

Police said when they attempted to identify Froio hebecame loud and unruly" toward officers and began
stnkmg out at officers with his arms

"

Police said that Friday night's activity was "quiet" in
conipanson to Saturday night and also termed Halloween
mght "a lot busier" than last >«ar.
Dormitory security across campus was termed "very

good by police with security people adhering strictly to
the policy of keeping non-University students out of dor-
mitory parties.

About 30 security officers from the UMass Boston
Worcester and Amherst campuses were deployed across
campus Halloween night. About 10 officers were assigned
to the Southwest mall area, according to police

Monday, November 2, 1981

^Halloween
continued from page 1

„„. k J . . L .

.

many in costume
gathered at the pyramids outside Washington Tower*

Liaine Mellon, a head of residence at Washington said
Ihere was some trouble out at the pyramids, but thereweren t as many incidents as I expected."
Maria Eisner, a head of residence in John Adams Tower

in iSouthwest, agreed.

"Everything went pretty well. Things were contained topyramids, and even that was pretty quiet." she said
Eisner also said that police cooperation and students

leaving the area for the weekend helped the situation.

The university's HaUoween policy, first implemented
last year, prohibited off campus guests from university
dormitories and curtailed on campus activities and
programming. The policy was put into effect following
rising violence and vandalism on campus during previous
Halloween weekend.

»i ^11 ' II » m »»

mt^ Dui«L

and th* UMass Arts Council

presents

THIS FRIDAY NIGHT!!

fAvMMII
Amherst

Chinese Food
"Family Style

Cooking"
Mandarin &

Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon
Specials

from $1.75
Farm Fresh Vegetables
Beer & Wine License

Sunday Brunch
All you can eat $4.95

62-64 Main St.,

Amherst 253-7836
Closed Wsdnesdayi
Wa u«e no MSG or

Artificial Food Coloring

Read

the

Collegian

Earn
$$$

Tutoring

Math 127
Math 131
Physics

Chemistry

At the Wheeler
Academic Ctr.

Located at
Lower Central
CaU 545-3945

The

Stanley George

/

CLARKE DUKE
Project

Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid
Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleasant Street
Amherst Mon-Fri 10-5:30 Sat 10-2 256-0710

Hoy. 6 6:00 PM ^
Fine Arts Center

Students $7.30 b $6.50 S,n. Pub. $9 G $ 10
TICK,., AvolloW ot TIX. Onion R,co,ds. FAC Box Offlca. TIck.tron. For th. Record (Foe)

Interested in Law?

Applications are now available
for Judge positions in the
university Judiciary.
For job description, applica-

tions and more information
please go to the Student Senate
Office in Rm 420 S.U. Applica-
tions are due November 6, 1981
by 5:00 PM.

^•n • v^^ ~~ Too»oatT
M.'> Tviiiri $tto«

:

564-7550
HAMPSHIRE MALL

^"^

N.
•' A'
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t

A
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^A/D^tS OF THE
.
r^LOST ARK
L^__ (6:00 @$1.75) 8:30

MERYL .JheTrench
,

(6:00 @ $1.75)8:30

t>'*»-
• •:!

they knew and

^K
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FREE
PIZZA

Thursday

/
->/^ - Friday 2:00 - 4:30

-S^
^\

y

/^

PIZZA PARTY ^
Buy a pitcher of p
Beer get a free S

small tomato 8- cheese Pizza

Mon - Wed from
' 2:00 - 6:00 the 9:00 - close

with Happy Hour Prices

'/ - Saturday

with Happy Hour Prices

.50c drafts

.99c^tyaf drinks

$1.49 top shelf

Sunday • 2 for 1 Am*ricon 0*auti*s
(thats our special burger)

Sunday Nit* 2 for 1 drinks

2-6 & 9 to closo

S^. FAMOUS
S (6:15 @ $1.75) 8:45

Halloween n
|[^ '6-30@ $1.75) 8:45

557
MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

'a^/ CMBON
COPV

\ <'i::i

lOBS (6:30 @ $1.75)8:45

Hoppy Hour Schodul* - Mon-Wed 2 to 6 9 to close
Thurs, Fri, Sat 2 to 4:30 9:00 to close
Sun - :^ for 1 drinks 2-6 a 9 tn close

S '6-00 @ $1.75) 8:30

MOUNT OE NINO
NOMNT OUVALL

8 (6:00 @ $1.751 il^

LOOKER
Alben Finney

Susan dey

1^ (6:15 @ $1.75)8:45
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Collegian

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECom. to Coiegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Dead.ine is 3:45 two days prior to publication day
Lash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Oisc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

AUDIO

Speakers Ohm C2 2 years old mint condi-
tion real wood $375-BO 546-8839

Cassette Deck Akai GX-F90 metal deck
solenoid controls. $425. - BO 665-2512 after
5 PM

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Triumph Spitfire call 545-3500

Cheap, dependable car 1973 Merc Mont
all options very clean $425 BO call Peter
256-8917

1975 Pontiac Grand Prix Black with silver
vinyl roof good condition runs great must
sell fast! $1,500. need money I'm leaving for
Canada soon. Call Evel 545-0017

73 DOdge Polara PS PB AC great condi
tion very very dependable snows 850
253-2603

stained pme frame, headboard, deck

Po^Jf*^^''
"^a«fess, liner, heater. Originally

$330.00, now $199.00 527-4645. E Hampton
Rolling Stones Tickets Nov 9 Hartford
highest bid call Maureen 6-7633

FOUND
Did you lose your dog? We found a
golden retriever puppy, about 9 months old
°"

if?
^* ^ choker chain without

TniSo^l^-
'^ ^^® '^ y°"^5 9'^e me a call at5-0^ from 9-5 or 586-8497 after six and

ask tor Evan. But hurry, she's falling in love
with our family and may not want to gohome please.

BELLYGRAMS!!

Delivered by experienced bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
549-1175

HELP WANTED

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Tape Decks, Stereos
& Car Stereos. Sound in Motion 266 No.
Pleasant St, Amherst behind Silverscape
Designs 253-9341

FLOWERS. FLOWERS, FLOWERS

Oh how beautiful the flowers, oh how
romantic, how truly magical they can
become. . Love someone, deliver in person
a gift of mystic magic, from a truly secret
admirer, XXOO. Any questions on ar
rangements ask Laura or Susan, they're
wonderful to deal with!

FOR RENT

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9967

The UMASS DAILY COLLEGIAN is
seeking an experienced and dedicated stu-
dent for the position of Advertising
Manager. Please apply in person at the Col-
legian Office, CC Room 113. Deadline
November 9. 1981.

Bus Driver-Trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will be accepting applications for our
training program to run thru intersession
Qualifications include a clean driving record
of 3 years and a committment to work for 1

year apply Monday Eve Nov 2, 1981 at 7 PM
CAmpus Ctr Room 905-9

The COLLEGIAN is looking for an
associate News Editor. Interested UMass
students with writing experience and
knowledge of newspapers should apply by
Nov 11 f) Ed Levine in the Collegian Office
113 Campus Center.

Two Stones tickets at S^yracuse to trade
for two at Hartford Kathy 549-6766

Barbara: Demand number one: Don't
spank me anymore - Monk

Sigma Delta Tau invites all University
Women to Informal Rush, Nov 8 and 9. For
more information call Barbie 5-0527

Happy birthday Stephen!! Cheer up!!
Love Kim, Sue & Claire

To the women at 142 Summer St -

Thanks so much for everything. I couldn't
have made it without your support and
T.L.C. You are the best! Lots of love
France

LOST

Single room office near campus $150 in

eluding utilities D.H. Jones Real Estate
549-3700

FOR SALE

New Skis: 160 cm Olin Comp IV, $175; 190
cm Fisher Superlite, $190; 200 cm Dynastar
Omegaslass I I, $210; call Pit 256-0752

New Queen or King Size Waterbed,
never opened, 10 year warranty, walnut

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

Checkbook on Central Hill 10-29 reward
please call Laurie 6-6122

Tri-Sigma will be holding Informal Rush
during the weeks of Oct 26 and Nov 2 All
university women invited! Call 545 0046 for
details

Lawrie you can get it if you really want it,

just beg. Happy 21

Tammy's World, you are your own person
with a meaning which is emphasized by all

your friends that love you Smile Mary

Hey Butts. Shake it don't break it! Happy
B-day! Love Curtis, Rootie, Bell

To the Executive Board of In-
terfraternity Council (especially Bob, Brian,
Brian and Mike) It's been interesting being
your advisor. Somehow we all survived.
Thanks for everything! Barry (Peg)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY NANCY Sorry its

late Love, the 17th Floor Coolidge

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
CAREER DAY

School of Business Career Day Come to
the SBA Career Day Thursday Nov 5, 1981
10 am to 4 pm 1st floor Campus Center
UMass All Invited!

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546 9981

Amherst Writers Inc - Professional help
for your writing problems. Walker Rumble
253 7329 Pat Schneider 253-7764

There will be a general meeting for all

pre-med members. Future plans will be
discussed along with ongoing activities.
Speaker will be announced. 8:30 Nov 5
Room 165-169 Campus Center

Research Consulting and Statistical
Computing by Ph.D. psychologist.
Reasonable rates, guaranteed accuracy
253-5262 or 253-7374

Experienced typist will provide grammar
& spelling corrections on request, call

253-7106 after 5.

TRAVEL

RIDE WANTED
Need ride to Washington on Tuesday or
Wednesday before Thanksgiving - round
t rip Please, please call Aydin 256-0285

ROOM WANTED

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA Drive cars
thru US Gov't licensed agency call Doug

TYPING

FREE-LANCE TYPING and resume
writing. Top skills, reasonable rates.
Amherst. 549-0518

22 yr old male student looking for room in
Amherst area starting January call Marcus
1-598-8270

MIDTERM BLUES?

Lecture Notes available at the Student
Note Service for many courses Room 401
Student (Ininn RIdn (too floor)

PERSONALS

Evel, that wasn't very nice what kind of
Beer do you drink? Oh Canada

ROOMMATE WANTED
Person to share a townhouse in Squire
Village 2 bdrm 355/mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665-7544 keep
trying can leave message at 549-6526
Michael

Rolling Green Apt male female wanted to
share 2 bdrm twnhse immediate occupancy
lease can be taken over call Joey 256-8059
Responsible roommate own rm in three
bdrm Puffton apt, $130, incl. heat, call 5 to
7 evenings 549-5877

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584-2832

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2
Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

Hypereurricula

Mon., Nov. 2
MR. STEVE MORIN - will speak on "Heterosexual

Bias in Psychology" in room 304, Tol)in Hall this after-
noon at 4:00 p.m. Public invited. Refreshments will be
served.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE - All interested per-
sons are weic ome to help organize for the Fast for a World
Harvest on Nov. 19. Event will be held at 428 Student
Union on Mon.. Nov. 2, at 4-5:30 p.m.

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION DISCUSSION - David
Argo, Associate Director of Admissions at Wesley
Theological Seminary in Washington, D.C. will l)e at UCF
to share about opportunities in the nation's capital for
meaningful theological study. Event will be help at UCF.
428 SU (Over Peoples' Market) on Mon., Nov. 2, 1:30 -

3:30 p.m.

Tues., Nov. 3

DR. LADONNE SCHULMAN - Dept. of Developmen-
tal Biology and Cancer Albert Einstein College of
Medicine. RECOGNITION OF METHIONINE tRNAs
BY E. colt METHIONYL-tRNA SYNTHETASE. Event
will be held at 4:00 p.m.. Tuesday, November 3. 1981 in

Room 103, Graduate Research Tower A. Coffee will be
served at 3:45 p.m.

FRENCH CLUB MEETINGS - Held at Herter Hall,

third floor lobby every Tue.sfiay at 4:00 p.m.

COMMUNITY SERVICES CLUB MEETING - Infor-

mal gathering for community .service majors and others

interested in joining this major. Meet with fellow students
and advisors. Learn about courses, internships and profes-

sional placement. Refreshments will be served. Event will

be held in the Skinner Lounge on Tues., Nov. 3. 3:30-5:30

p.m. & Wed.. Nov. 4, 3:(M)-5:0<) p.m.

BICYCLE CLUB PRETRIP MEETING - All those in-

tending to go on 'Martha's Vineyard Trip' on Nov. 6-8
must attend. Any new people interested in K<>ing are also
welcome. Any questions contact Debbie Smith at 546-4700
or sign up on Bike Club board in S.U. Event will be held at
801 Campus Center at 7:30 p.m. on Nov. 3, 1981.

INTERRELIGIOUS COMMUNITY FOR CREATIVE
PEACEMAKING - final planning for the Intercollegiate
Conference on the Nuclear Freeze to be held at Hampshire
College Nov. 6-8. All are welcome. Event vvill be held at
the 428 Student Union on Tues., Nov. 3, 4:30-5:30 p.m.

ALANON - every Tues. night at 8:00 in the Campus
Center, rm. 905. Please ioin us if you are having problems
with someone else's drinking.

Wed., Nov. 4
wwWr^ftW

VOICES OF NEW AFRICA CHOIR. Contact Rev.
Freeman 545 2789 for more information. Nov. 4, 7-9:30
p.m. 152 Fine Arts Center.

BIBLICAL EXPLORATION. This is a liberation style

study of the Bible for those who have been turned off by
fundamentalism, and who want an intelligent, scholarly,

personally challenging and open-minded approach. Nov. 4,

6:30 7:30 p.m.. UCF 428 Student Union.

THE UMASS AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION wUl
hold an open meeting for anybody interested in amateur
radio. The meetings are held. oflrtlic^ first and third Wed-
nesdays of each month. Refreshments are always
available. Nov. 4, 7:00 p.m., room 109 ELab.

THE RED SOX ARE COMING. Public relations director
of the RED SOX, Dick Breshiani, will be speaking on Nov.
4 at 4 o'clock in SBA room 110. on various marketing
topics. Everyone is wcIoorvkV

FRENCH AND ITALIAN WINE N CHEESE CON
VERSATION 'HOUR. " EVERY Wednesday: 12:30 2:30,
Herter 3rd floor lounge.

Thurs., Nov. 5

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION CAREER
DAY '81. The annual SBA career day will be held Thur
sday. Nov. 5 from 10 a.m. 4 p.m. in the first floor of the
Campus Center. The day long seminar features 2 speakers
representing various organizations throughout the
country. They will give 30 minute presentations on career
opportunities in their particular fields and will discuss
recruitment done by their company. They are scheduled to
speak at 10. 11,2 and 3 p.m. All majors are welcome to
attend.

PRE MED MEETING. There will be a general meeting for
all pre-med club members. Future plans will be discussed
along with ongoing activities. Speaker will be announced.
Campus Center, room 165 169 on Nov. 5 at 8:30.

SPIRITUAL DIRECTION GROUP facilitated'by Rev.
Chester Freeman. All welcome to this first gathering.
Nov. 5. 4:00 p.m.. 305 New Africa House.

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY. Free wheeling discussion of
theological topics facilitated by Chaplain Pete Sabey. This
week's topic: "Can a Christian Not Be a Pacifist'.'*" Nov. 5
12:15 1:15 p.m.. UCF- 428 Student Union.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY will hold a meeting on November 5
at 7:30 in 203 Holdsworth. Feature speaker will be Sandra
Dawson on environmental law. All are welcome. Refresh
men Is served.

SOCIOLOGY CLUB. Meeting — what direction do we go
in'.' Nov. 5 at 6:30 p.m. in Thompson 6th floor lounge.

Pri., Nov. 6 .

.

LECTURE: Terry Mollner. chairperson of the
Trusteeship Institute will be speaking on: 'The Story Of
The Spanish Mondragon Cooperative System" —"The
largest and most efficient cooperative in the world, on
Friday. Nov. 5 at 4:00 p.m. in Campus Center 911.
Sponsored by Western European Area Studies and the
Political Science Dept.

JIM COLLINS FOR MICHAEL DUKAKIS - Rep. Jim
Collins (D Amherst) will be on the Campus Center C-on-
corse on Friday at noon at the Dukakis campaign table to
Ulk with students about state issues effecting students.
CC Concourse. Friday, noon.
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West wins band battle

Smith College Student Dance Concert
Sat. Oct. 31

By LISA LANGONE

accompanied by two drummers, who kept
the rhythm flowing. The audience clapped
along to encourage the dancers to speed up
or present another acrobatic feat. With

Halloween night at the Smith College flips, split-jumps, and amazing moves qjj
Student Dance Concert could have perhaps the floor, the dance was perpetual motion,
offered more treats than it did. If it were It was a captivating display of strength,
not for a small handful of the ten pieces agility, energy and spirit. It was ex-
presented, it could have been a fright, traordinarily uplifting, a quality that was
The opening piece, "Cool to Bop," unmatched by any other piece in the

choreographed by Janie Jansen, was an program.
ideal way to begin the program. It was a The second half of the show began with a
light and fun jazz piece done to the music of beautiful modern balletic pieceAm Swain. It was that foot tappm, "Masquerade." choreographed and danced
linger snappm kmd of music that makes by Kayla Schwartz. The motion was free-
you want to get up and boogie. That's flowing and graceful. Each extension was

...precisely what Anne Bradner, Margaret carefully placed without the slightest bit of
Gray. Janie Jansen. and Elisabeth Rose tension and her emphasis was on giving
did. Their movements conUined simple each movement a breath of life,
gestures like the flick of the wrist or the "Reverie" had all the gaiety of a chUd's
snap of the head, bu^when presented wonderment. The choreography, by
theatrically and in Ume with the music. Patrishya Fitzgerald, was for the most part"
they added a nice visual effect. sharp and angular, but at the same time, it

Unfortunately, that comfortable was suprisingly light and playful,
liveliness^ did not oarry into the next few "Child's Play." choreographed by Linda
peces. Vulnerabilities." choreographed joy Adams and danced by Margaret Gray,
and danced by Nora Fitzgerald to the in was also an exhibit of youthful innocence
tncatepiAno music of Keith J arrett. was and the wonder in experiences. It was
unnervingly rigid. The style was mod danced to a nice selection of music by John
em. but the movements were halting. Just Cage; "Suite for Toy Piano" and had a
when the energy seemed to be building, it mechanical quality about it that made the
would suddenly, and perhaps intentionaUy. dancer appear like a doll that twitched and
be cut short or interrupted by a fleeting moved carefully as though coming to life.

*^*;P- _

_^

"Dream/Spell," choreographed by
"Artist's Proof." choreographed by David Marian Runyeon and performed^by Marian

Matthew Steiger. was an interesting Runyeon was an odd and unusual com-
modern piece that began with three women position involving a piano that never really

seemingly asleep on the floor. As they woke K^ts played, strange vocal utterances that

up or came to life, they resembled moving ^*^'"*' un<''ear in -meaning, and very few

statues. Each dancer held on to a movement "lovomenis, all of which were trance like,

from the beginning that gave them an
Abstraction is line in a dance piece, and

individuality, even if they were dancing in T""" 'J^
-^ ' ^"^ ^f ''' P^^^'ement and

unison. absurdity is quite another story.

"Ancient Memories," was exactly what
'^^*' iinale, "River Run." was a par

its title claimed it to be. The tx^u'ariy enjoyable piece choreographed by
choreographer. Elly Porter, had a good idea Susan Waltner. The five dancers gave the
of presenting a series of four folkloric impression of being ripples on a river with
compositions all telling a story through their continual flowing motion. The nicest

dance, but the pieces lacked energy and quality about the piece was that it was
clarity. visually entertaining and almost
"Message from Mali,"" choreographed and mesmerizing. Most of the movements were

danced by Eno Washington, put forth its done in unison, and the dancers should be
message loud and clear. This composition of commended for a fine job at keeping in lime
African dance caused the energy level in together. It was one, of the more
the entire Hallie Flanagan Theatre to professionally performed pieces of the
skynx'ket. The two male dancers were evening.

BatUe of the Bands
Blue WaU, Wed. Oct. 28

By B.SCOTT COOPER

UPC's Advisory Committee held it's first

annual Battle of The Bands last Wednesday
night, and the group West walked away
with the $100 first prize.

The bands were judged by Fern Spirer
from WMUA, Michael Gregory Jackson
from the band Signal and Mike King from
UPC.
West, the opening band, pumped out a

tight set of hard rock that obviously stayed
with the judges all evening. Their set
consisted of originals, as well as top-notch
covers of Tubes and UFO songs.
The Effects took second place and $50.00.

The Ramones wouldL hayfe been proud of
their renditwn of "Beat on the Brat." and
the Johnny Rivers-Devo "Secret Agent
ManV medley was superb;, Mike Boldi.
Effects, guitarist, said the band was

basically a hobby. "Outside of thfl

basement, we can't find a place to play."

The Museum Direktors played in the
third spot. Sheer youthful exhuberance got
them a runner-up spot. They attracted
many dancers by playing hit new wave
songs by the likes of Joe Jackson and the
Vapors. The UMass based band would
surely be a hit at a high school dance or Fr^t
party.

The final combo Level 21 had lots of
people up and dancing. They raced through
songs frequently heard blasting out dorm
room windows.
The Blue wall was packed with new music

lovers and friends of friends of the band's
friends. The music was fun and the crowd
enjoyed themselves, even if a few Level 21
fans groaned when they learned their band
didn't win.

The crow.d's_attitude was expressed, by
junior Joe Wolff, who said, "It was good to
see these new bands spurting out some hot
tunes. Maybe one of them will make it big,

and I can say that I saw them when..."

Jorma Kaukonen, ex-

Hot Tuna and Jefferson
Airplane members, was
the entertainment at

UPC's Thursday night
Halloween party.
Kaukonen's spacey sing-

ing and back woods style

guitar playing provided a

laid back background for

the flamboyant army of

Halloween revellers,
which included vampires
and devils, knights and
princesses, clowns on
roller skates, some Star
Trek characters, a nun, a
Yin and Yang, a peacock
or two, a Scotsman in a

kilt, and a man from the

Three Mile Island Clean-
up Crew. Kaukonen's
shows were a good time,

even though the second
show lasted well past
3:00 a.m.

Civility Awareness Days
NOVEMBER 3- 5

• Bill Russell
Fine Arts Center - Wed. Nov. 4, 8 PM
Admission $1.

• ''Black Civil War Soldier'^
Prof. Sidney Kaplan - Tues. Nov. 3, 8 PM
Campus Center AiiditoriiiTn

• Movies - Exhibitions -

Concerts and Lots More!

Check your mailbox for

FULL SCHEDULE
or see one at Campus Center Information Desk

THE YEAR TOWARD

CIVILITY

l/niwrsitvot Mjssji hiivK-. at AmIirrsJ
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/ Spaildes like genuine
"

diamonds! Costs far less!

HaK
Carat

each, plus tax*

Eanin^ Pendants
or SoliBdre 1 Cl99
*Witt> only SI 00. wodh of our register tapes

^. Color
^^"^ Prints
^^S^

Color print Wm from 1 10.
126 ar1Uonly.il only
ono plelur* on your roll

tumt out you pay only
1$«...no utrs chargt lor
proooMing Iho whota
rolPRopflnitlHoi

^E^JBottom
jound
Roast
Up to 5 pounds

69
lb

USDA
ChoiceRump Roast^eo

BeefRoimd £r
BeefEye Round Roast seamed ,,2.29
BeefBottom Roiind Steak ..1.99
Cube Steak BieeflRound ..2.49
BeefEye Round Steak „.2.49
BeefRoimdSteut Hsp^^!^ ..2.19
BeefBottom Roiinds '^^^. ..1.75
Bcmeless Top Sirloin Steak ..2.99

15^
Mon^-savers
Erom the fpreat^xeam ofbi^yerswho I

)rk'behind the sheh^es* atStoD& Shoi
Shop*

Family Pack Variety!

stretch your dollar and save!

FreshGround
Beef 139
3-5 lb Package lb^
Chicken Wings wwe oer,- s-e bt^ ^59*
Chicken Legs wh«eG«m-6«bP«t) ^69*
Chicken Breast '^i'^ ^1.19
Center Cut Pork Chops 'pJ«M .89
Country Style Pork Ribss-6«.p>.9fci .59

tbl.49

FreshAmerican Grown Lamb

Shoulder
Lamb ^^59

Assorted Pork Chops
'

. Csrtei
. Blade '«, 'itwn 5* IbPfcy

Bottom Round Beef Steak
USO* Choic* Great Be«f 5* Hi Mka

Eye Round Beef Steak
USD* Choice Great Beet 5 6 lb pkg

se!f-service deli save!

1 lb Package
Chicken and Beef
Colonial
Franks
Rath Meat Wieners

.bl.89

,o2.39

99
itPhfl 1.29

Rath Bacon, Sliced .t.PK9 1.59

Rath Ham, Boneless w«wm^ ,t,2.49

Rath 3 lb Canned Ham 7:994

Pepperoni or^eppei
Salani'
Galk) Sliced 3 ozPkg89
Gallo Sticks

S*l«m» or Pepp«fone 4 QQ
5 Ounce Package I .0x7

from our kitchen Delicious!

Ind. Sliced ^
Pizza 0,^1
stop & Shop 4 oz. f9 JL
1 lb Potato Salad s.op«shopK«ch» i*g65'

Countryfine Chicken »> 1 . 1

9

Herbs & Butter or Momeslyte CooK*d

frozen meat so quick!

New! Wafer Thin

DevaultBeef
Sandwith,
Steaks 099
2 lb Package ^#
Weaver Chk:ken AuSS»S"%m 2.29

lb

Rib Lamb Cho]^ ,.3.69

LoinLamb Ch^)s ..3.99

Lamb Sirloin Chops ..2.99

Whole Lamb Legs P^^"^^^,.1.99
Fresh Lamb Legs ^rpf'°^*°"..1.89
Fresh Lamb, Leg Portion .2.09

l^ckenlg^'^

Chicken Dmmsticks :whrt«Gem ,^99

Chicken Breast SpUt^||!" .1.39
Boneless Chicken :yy?eGL ,,2.39

produce Pk* and choose what's perfect for you!

[White Seedless

grocery our buyers save you money on fine brands!

Regular or Unsalted Keebter

;

16 Ounce Package

Sun Giant Raisins
U.S. Sugar

18Vj oz
pkg

? lb Dag dark or I ign
Brown or Conlectior«rv

— All Purpose

Oiockfii]lo*Nuts
Coffee

188

Assorted Varieties

Pillslmiy
Cake Mix

75
'"^S^ 1.19 ^ RllsbufyRour '-S?5S^ qq'

1.19 > HungryJackcS:"o."'?f'j;S?rb'fc.99'

Broad or wide

Dutch Maid
Noodles

One Pound
Can

,»»

1)1

Gem Thighj

Tetley Tea Bags ^,'^ 1.59

Camation Milk e-*"*^ 2'^ 99*

2UterBotle

C&CCola
Reg. or Diet

89

16 Ounce
Bag 6&

Chef Bor-ar-dee ^o)!^ 65*
VlasicRckles '^J^'^ 1.49.

Conn
Deposit

12 Ounce Bag

^,^ NesOes
g^mbo Morsels

Chocolate ^ 89

C&CCola '.X"p"s'^i,^1.39 ' Glad Trash Bags pvjUk 189
Weight Watchers '*K^;;;:Sr 99*

14Vp Ounce Can

Contadina
'Tomatoes

2^1
Tomato Puree
Tomato Sauce

Weaver TurrxDvers

Cooked Sausage
1lbR«9

Slant S^op
SoiPtifl

1.89

1.09

seafood a tasty vanety

!

Fresh Haddock

Schrod

Yams
Sunkist Valencia

Oran£es
19121^

for ^L
size
113

Faiets049
i. Broil or Fry! ^V ^Bake,

Fresh Flounder Fillets

Fresh Bay Scallops
Frozen Cod Fillets

Frozen Crab Claws

.o2.99

»3.99

.b1.89

.64.89

bakery From our own ovens'

Stop & Shop Sliced White

Breaa f^J
16 oz Loaf ^#
Stop & Shop Raisin Bread

1

mm^ m_ Fresh Extra Large m ^%^^Mushrooms .^f^.^.^r^ .1.99
Fre8(hTenderCaiTots3>^89'
Fresh Tofii ji^^^^... ....99'

Wonton Wraps....j^^^. 99°

Fresh. Bean Sprouts .39
Na|»a,BokChoy .?.?f!^.':?f^...39'

Flresh Sno Peas. .1.99
comer deli Got a taste tor great deli foods? We have them all

Contadna /^rw
?90unc«C*i tfcr

Decaator

Coronet
Towels

2 Ply ^%^%t
125CtRoll QQ \

Applesauce '^^'S^^°* 69^

28 Ounce Can

Contadina
"^Jif^^^; Tomatoes

PricWioc Buii«i 9» c«i fooo n. nriiorvica *j»on«jv«riel.«6'j(Hc«i5 O'O" 1

Come-N-Get-lt :>y'^^ 1.99

25 Pound Bag

Purina
DogChow

099

:!

Dry
Dog Food

dairy our dairy buyers otter these specials

!

24ozCupNuformor

Hood Cottage
f
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Pearson owns Connecticut,

Mnutemen blast Huskies
UMass ties URI for leaaue lead with 29-24 win

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

STORRS, Conn. — All those who wish to

tardily jump onto the bandwagon of the

University of Massachusetts football

Minutemen belter move quickly as seats

are gomg fast now that Massachusetts is

back in the national playoff picture with a

vengeance, holding the Yankee Conference
firmly by the throat. '

In a game which saw the Minutemen
performance range from prodigious to

perilous, with Massachusetts running up a
26-3 lead by halftime only to be outscored
21 3 in the third and -fburth periods,

Massachusetts vaulted itself into a

deadlocked tie for first place in the Yankee
Conference with a 29-24 whammer-jammer
win over the University of Connecticut in

Storrs, Saturday.

After coming together offensively last

week in the 34 20 victory over Boston
University, the Minutemen point
production unit simply outdid itself in the

sold out Memorial Stadium, grinding out

301 yards in first half offense alone while

the UM defense held the highly touted
"Sweilzer Offense" to just 62 first half

yards.

UM tailback Garry Pearson, playing
before plenty of familiar faces in the packed
stands, gave it his best shot in trying to

better last year's UM UConn Pearson
performance. Last year the Bristol, Conn,
native rushed for 222 yards and three
touchdowns against the Huskies. Saturday
Pearson ghosted through the UC defense
for 190 yards and a Minutemen touchdown.

"We've got the best athlete in the state of

Connecticut on our side." UM head coach
Bob Pickett said. "Pearson's a winner. He
wins football games and that's why we're all

in this business."

The quarterback matchup was another
large part of this crucial Minuteman win.

UConn signal-caller Ken Sweitzer, who has

torn up good defenses all season long,

struggled through a highly unproductive
Huskie first half, saving his offensive

dramatics until part two.

Overall. Switzer was severely upstaged
performance wise by UM QB. sophomore
Barrett McGrath. McGrath, who has
steadily improved since he first grabbed the

bMass, 29-24

\Mmni-H 7 It 3 0- »
UConn (4-4) 3 7 14- »4

W - non UtngwvM i paas from Bv-
ran McOrM (Hwt NMtMd kick)

C - OomwiiM C«rtM 34 ra
M - Jay CvaiMto 7 tmt Irom

McGratti (kfck tUM)
W - Garry Panon 3 nm (pan

W - Tom Murray 1 run (Nawl^xl
kick)

C - Kami Huggw M paat iron Mn
SiMKMr (Cartaa tack)

M - Na»4aw< » fO
C - VM OHm » paaa horn SMitw

(Cartoakieti)

C - Kan IMMr J pas Horn S«M>Uw
(Ctrteakck)

Anantfanca - iSM?
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7S 1«
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W 6
.. »•« 14^-4

^vm 5-33.1 ^»«
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JoaManuAUC i II 2 1 7
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McOrNM. UM 6 6 76 2

UC 14 27 M« 3 4

la V* TO
.2 If

._... I n— I 11
1 7 1

1 4 t

UC 4 ta t

,uc 4 n 1

,UC ..„ 4 » 1

"Our game plan was to control the
football and that's what we did today,"
Pickett said. "Our offensive line had a
great day, they blew Connecticut right off

the f(X)tball."

Massachusetts looked good with a 26 3
halftime lead, but Sweitzer and company
saw to it that this margin was far from
secure. On the second play of the third
quarter, the all time Huskie passer found
flanker Keith Hugger for a 54 yard scoring
pass.

UM kicker Herb Newland banged home a
23 yard field goal midway through the third

W^/^^?'^? ^^^*.''. 2*^!^«'^« «"<* Todd Comeau (32. white) introduces UConn qurt?;bicrKen'''''"Swe.tzer to the Memorial Stadium turf in Saturday's 29-24 UMass victory over the HuskiesYn Storrs
with a five yard TD toss that was tipped by
two UM defenders before landing in Miller's

outstretched arms giving Connecticut
striking distance with the Minutemen up
2924.
On Connecticut's last two possessions of

the game, both within the last three
minutes of the contest, the mettle of the
Minuteman "D" was tested and the
Massachusetts Maulers met the challenge
with gusto.

Oft UC's first attempt, UM's Scott
Crowell labeled Huskie back Joe Markus to
start things off. On the next play, UM

, senior co captain Pete DiTomasso ham-
mered Sweitzer, causing an incomplete
pass. Minuteman cornerback Pete
Spadafora then dove to knock down another
Sweitzer player. A shanked punt on fourth
down gave the Minutemen a first down on
the Connecticut 38 yard line with two
minutes left. Gametime, right".' Not so fast.

The Minutemen strode down to the UC
one, but two plays later, Minuteman
fullback Demo Drougas fumbled and
Connecticut recovered. The UM "D" was
forced to strut its stuff once again.
"We needed this game, so we sucked it up

and did the job out there, " DiTomasso said.

The finishing touch on this Minuteman
conquest was put on by safety Dwayne
Lopes, who snagged the fourth
Massachusetts interception of the day,
three plays later from a triple covered
Miller. Only then did the 18.000 plus UConn

Minuteman offensive reins against URI.
had a superb outing, completing his first sue
passes in a row, including two first half TD
tosses.

"Barrett (McGrath) had an excellent
game.

"
Pickett said. "Right now I'd rate

him the best quarterback in the Yankee
Conference.

'

Massachusetts took control of the game
early, marching down to the UConn goal
line on each of its first three possessions
and scoring twice, on a four yard McGrath
feed to split end Ron Mangerelli and a

I

seven yard floater to senior tight end Jay

t(

'We've got the best athlete in the state of Connecticut
on our side/' UMass head coach Bob Pickett said
"Pearson's a winner."

Caraviello, the Medford (Ma.) native's first

career six pointer.

For the third time this season, Pearson
had a 1 UU yard rushing'first half. For the
firsi lime this year, the junior tailback kept
it going in the second half, to finish with
190. Although Pearson got a lot of those
yards on his own juke moves, much credit
Ls due to the UM offensive line which
dominated the line of scrimmage
throughout the game, shredding the injury
depleted UC defense. Senior tackle Chris
O'Neil was awarded the game ball for his

contribution to the favorable UM excursion.

\

quarter for a 29 10 Minutemen lead, but the
Huskies were still not done.

Sweitzer capped a 68-yard Huskie
scoring drive opening the fourth quarter
with his second TD pass of the game, this
time a 36 yarder to freshman split end Vin
DiLeo to bring Connecticut within 12
points.

A dubious pass interference call, one that
could have went either way, at midfield
With st>ven nninutes left to play, gave the
Huskies a golden scoring opportunity of

^t'^!! ^^^^^^M^ 'f advantage when "»..^.
.
v....y men u.a me lo.wu pius uuonnSweater made UC tight end Ken MiUer the Homecoming crowd begi^ to make its

ail time career UConn receiver (86 catches) departure.
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By Judith White

On October 27, in Rockland County, New
York, about twenty miles from Manhattan
at a shopping mall in the town of Nanuet, a
group of fugitive revolutionaries. including
members of the Weather Underground,
seized several bags of money containing
1.6 million dollars from a Brink's truck
which had just been loaded with the day's
collection of money from a local bank. Two
of the revolutionaries jumped out of a
passing van and fired their shot guns at the
Brink's guard and at a mall guard. A third
man ran pot of the ihall with a 9 mm
automatic. The Brink's guard died im-
mediately of the gunshot injuries, but the
mall guard was wounded in the shoulder.
- Half a mile up the road, the people in the
van divided the into two groups and
distributed themselves into a tan Honda
and a small U-Haurtruck. Bystanders,
reported the scene to the police. A road
block was set up 5 miles down the road.
§The police pulled the U-Haul over and
Katherine Boudin of the Weather
Underground and a white man-not
identified -stepped out of the cab.
Katherine Boudin has been wanted by the
FBI since 1970 when the Greenwich Village
bomb factory exploded. Boudin had
escaped then, "...fleeing naked from the
ruins..." Detective Arthur Keenan, a
detective of the Nyack Police force sear-
ched the front of the U-haul and tried to

Return ofthe Weathermen

open the locked back door of the truck. As
he walked away from the U-Haul, several
Black men jumped from the truck, firing
automatic rifles at the police. They
eventually ovenrt/helmed the police, jumped
into the cab of the U-Haul truck and
escaped.

§ Further along the road, the fugitives
changed vehicles. The U-Haul was
abandoned and a white Oldsmobile and a
maroon Ford fled from the site. The tan
Honda went out of control and crashed into
a concrete wall. The driver of the car
Identified himself as James Hackford.
Police identified him as David Gilbert of the
Weather Underground. The other People in
the car were Judith A. Clark also of the
Weather Underground and Solomon
Bouines alias Samuel Brown, an ex-
convict, not known by police to belong to
any political organization..

- The FBI and N. New York Police in-
creased their investigations. The tan Honda
was registered to Eva Rosahn, a woman in
the anti-arparthied movement who was
arrested in violent demonstration against
the prescence in this country of the South
African Rugby team.
-The abandoned Oldsmobile was
registered under the name of Nina Lewis.
In the apartment leased in her name, the
police found ammunition, guns, devices to
make bombs and plans for the demolition

of the police stations of New York City and
the elimination of police officers. Police
uncovered another apartment rented by
Nina Lewis in which walkie-talkies, more
ammunitions and guns were found. Nina
Lewis

, Police discovered is the alias of
Marilyn Jean Buck, the only white
member, allegedly, of the Black Liberation
Army.
- While in Queens, police detective Daniel
Kelly of the New York Police spotted a grey
Chrysler with the same license plates as
those which were on the maroon Ford
which had escaped from Nyack.
§The chase Det. Kelly and other policemen
gave the grey Chrysler ended in a gun
battle near Shea Stadium. One of the Black
Men in the car, Samuel Smith was killed.

The other man, Nathaniel Burns was
arrested. Both men were members of the
Black Panther Party. Police propose that
Nathaniel Burns was involved in the escape
of Joanne Chesimard from the Clinton
Woman's Prison in New Jersey. Nathaniel
Burns' African name police beleive is

Sekou Odinga. This name is the same as
the name of a man who visited the Clinton
Women's Prison on the day which Joanne
Chesimard was rescued. Joanne
Chesimard was imprisoned in New Jersey
for her part in a shoot-out with police on
the New Jersey Turnpike. She is one of the
key members of the Black Liberation Army.

by Jose Luis Brown

On October 22 and 23, twenty two
countries assembled themselves in a so
called North-South conference in the resort
town of Cancun, Mexico. The topic of this
get-together was the plight of the poor
nations and how the developed countries'
could aid them in solving 'their' problems.

Eight developed and 14 'underdeveloped'
countries participated in this meeting and
very little progress was accomplished. The
developed nations (especially the US, West
Germany and Great Britain) vehemently
opposed any course of action they believed
would undermine their control over the
international flow of goods and money.
This attitude was the expedted because the
rich nations have been singing the same
tune for the last 35 years.

Cancun is the manifestation of what a
growing number of Third World
economists have been saying all along: the
present international economic order' is

discriminatory to poor nations- and any
actions taken to correct the situation must
be achieved by the poor nations themselves
and those truly sympathetic to their

More on Cancun ...
by Jimmy Wong

§Two weeks ago (October 21,1981),
Mexican President Lopez Portillo hosted a

..summit meeting in Cancun. President

J
Ronald Reagan, Prime Minister Pierre

j
Trudeau and twenty other leaders of rich

J
and poor nations were also invited t6 at-
tend.

§The Associated Press disclosed some of
the important issues being deliberated on
the October 22nd's edition of the Boston
Globe. Among the main topics that was on
the agenda were "The Terms of Trade"
(involving commodities prices, tariffs and
profit sharing.), World Finance, Energy
(Economies being so deeply affected by the
prices of oil today, the impoverished
nations want the World Bank to set an
agency with $30 billion fund to help pay for
exploration and devekjpment of their
natural resources.). Food, Foreign aid (In
which the Brandt commission is lobbying
for an increase in monetary support for
both food and foreign aid; a proposal of $8
billion for agriculture development in the
third and $50 billion for financial aid from
the original $26 billion now.) and Global
Negotiation (The single most debated issue
in the United Nations.).

»^.

US at Cancun
problems. Actions cannot be taken by
nations like the US whose only
preocupation is to regain the economic
hegemony it once had.
An examination of the position assumed

by the LVS., W. Germany and G. Britain
would shed light on the main premise of
this article; which is that the US policies
with respect to the Third World are
anachronistic, let alone contradictory.
The US argued that any action taken in

order to aid the poor nations would have to
be approved by international institutions
like the World Bank, International
Monetary Fund(IMF), and the General
Agreement on Trade and Tariffs -all of
which are controlled by the US and the
other developed countries because the
voting in those international bodies is

determined by the economic size of their
members. This argument countered the
position of 19 of the participating countries
who wanted the UN to be the international
institution to oversee any agreements. It is

only at the UN where each country has one
vote only.

Since the inception of the World Bank
and the IMF-whose purpose was the help
the Third World to 'developed -the ex-
perience of the poor nations has been one
of deterioration of their position vis-a-vis
the rich countries. Why shouldthere be any
hope things would be different now*
At the conference Reagan hailed the free

market system as the most efficient
mechanism to bring about help to the poor
nations. However, the US policy of high
tariffs on imports from the Third World and
subsidization of domestic production of
agricultural goods contradicts his
statement. This dicrimination prevents the
more efficient producers- -the poor nations-
-from having access to the US market.
These actions by the US are the antithesis
of the free market system-namely allowing
the market to function free of any
government interference. But maybe the
free market system envisioned by Reagan
has the peculiar characteristic of allowing
the US to impose the best' of many
variants of free market trade throughout
tne world.

§0n that same edition of the Boston Globe,
Globe's Curtis Wilkes reported a 90 minute
luncheon meeting between Ronald
Reagan, the new Premiere of China Zhao
Ziyang and the Minister of Foreign Affair
Huang Hua. After the meeting concluded,
specific details were given by an American
Official who was present. Though it had no
significance toward the convention, the
main topic of their discussion raised many
eyebrows. Wilkes reported that the
Chinese took an exception to American's
intention to continue to sell armsto Taiwan.
At the same time, they gave Reagan their

outline of Peking's nine point plan vmch
would "eventually Teunify Taiwan and the
Mainland. Although Taiwan has rejected
the plan, negotiations have not yet broken
down. The American Official also said that
the talks between the two countries have
been "very very fruitful".

§With these negotiations as precedent, and
against a backdrop of more cordial bilateral
ties, the State Department is preparing to
send a team of diplomats and experts to
Valindaba, South Africa's high-security
pilot enrichment plant.

§The U.S. wants Pretoria to agree to "full
scope safeguards " for the plant, as
required by the NPT and the Nuclear Non-
Proliferation Act passed by Congress in
1978. U.S. and South African officials
believe they can agree upon a plan for
regular inspection of the plant's perimeter,
which can satisfy both the safeguard
requirements and South Africa's demands
for continued confidentiality of its enrich-
ment process.

§Valindaba, which began production in
1975, has a special signifigance- -although
small, it is the only enrichment facility

operating in an officially non-nuclear
nation. (The other enrcihment plants are in
the U.S., USSR, and Western Europe.)
While not capable of producing enough
fuel for the Koeberg reactors, it can
produce enriched uranium for South
Africa's medical and scientific research,
and weapons grade fuel as well.

§South Africa's rationale for refusing to
sign the NPT was set forth in a secrrt
memorandum that was leaked along with
State Departnnent Africa policy documents
in May. "Threatened by the USSR and its

Nathaniel Burns' wife, Niaomi Odinga is a
member of the Black Liberation Army.

^ Other investigations led to an apartment
In the the Bronx in which lived a couple by
the name of John and Sarah Maynard. The
landlord of the building and his wife helped
police identify the Maynards as Jeffrey
Jones and Eleanor Raskin. Jones and
Raskin had been sought by the authorites
since the police raid of an apartment in
Hoboken New Jersey had uncovered a
bomb factory in 1979. These two had been
instrumental in the Weather Underground
in the 1970,s when the Weather
Underground had claimed responsibility for
the bombing of the U.S. Capitol and other
institutions.

- The Authorities believe that this series of
arrests and asissinations have broken the
back of the remnants of the Weattier
Underground. While police may have
stomped out this particular set of in-

dividuals, the political and economic
conditions which give rise to this form of
political strategy, persist. As long as large
numbers of people in this country are
denied access to goods, resources and
adequate control over their destinies by the
barriers of racism, classism and sexism,
there will be discontent articulated and
expressed through individuals in un-
predictable and extreme forms of
destruction by people driven into political

desperation.

Even if the Reagan position was serious
enough to be considered, one finds arwther
present day phenomenon that makes the
market system anchronistic-the
multinational corporations(MNC's). The
existence of these corporate colossus has
created the conditions which compel the
govermente of poor nations to seek
alleviation to their problems in systems
other than the free market.

Historically, the poor nations have been
unable to effectively monitor and use
these economic giants to ensure tf>eir

industrial development. MNC's have been
exploiting the resources of the Third World,
used their cheap labor and manipulate their
political processes to their own ad-
vantages. Most if not all the profits from
the MNC's activities in the Third World are
sent back to the developed countries to fuel
the further development of the latter. Thus
the proposal of Reagan to utilize the MNC's
to develop the Third World is simply sheer
hypocracy shrouded by idiocy.

associates and by certain African countries
with Soviet Support and encouragement,"
the document state<J. "South Africa
connot in the interest of its own security
sign the NPT and set the minds of its

would-be attackers at rest.
"

§ State Department officials stress that in
the May talks and subsequent bilateral
discussions, the U.S. has resisted South
African pressure for relaxing restrictions on
nuclear exports, and has maintained an
insistence on full scope safeguards. They
say that President Francois Mitterand's
Socialist government in France is con-
sidering approval of fuel exports for
Koeberg, "while we hang tough on the
issue."

§But officials confirm that the entire U.S.
non-proliferation policy is under review.
lAmor.y the statutory measures being
considered by the administration is a
request to Congress to allow selected
nuclear exports even if the recipient nations
refuse to allow international inspection of
nuclear installations or become producers
of atomic weapons.
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The New Latin American Women
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La Nueva Mujer Latinoamericana
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A quiet revolution is taking place in Latin
America, but its consequences are every bit

as momentous and long lasting as those
brought about by visible social upheavals.
The actors, or more accurately, the

actresses, in this historic transformation are
the women of Latin America.

Their growing influence in the region's
development dnve is steadily bringing
about fundamental changes in the social,

political and economic fabric of many of
the countries.

Three indicators of this ongoing
revolution are the rising rate at which
women are joining the labor force, the
steep decline in fertility rates that is now
becoming evident in some countries, and
the growing rate of female enrollment in all

levels of education, whtch is rapidly
becoming one of the major springboards
for women's entry into tha labor

marketplace.

The role of women is changing in almost
every sphere of economic and social ac-
tivity: in the work force, in the work place,
in education, in the home; in some areas
the change is slow and muted, while in

others it is rapid and highly visible,' says the
Inter American Development Bank in a
special study on 'Women in the Economic
Development of Latin America.'
The study also notes that there is a

strong correlation between the increased
female labor force participation and a

by Jose L Brown
dramatic decline in the fertility rates of
Latin American women.

In nearly all the areas of social activity

studied, we found change or at least the
foundation for large-scale change. While
some of these are rapidly becoming more
apparent, such as the decline in fetility

rates, others will have their greatest impact
10 to 15 years from now,' says James Bass,
an economist for the Bank.
The Bank's study also uncovered other

far reaching trends in the role of women in

their societies in Latin America. It found:
1. A strong correlation between

women's increased educational op-
portunities and higher female labor force
participation rates.

2. Most women in Latin America work in

the non agncultural sector. This points to.
an interesting fact: the proportion of
women living in urban areas is increasing,
and in all countries studied except Peru,
women outnumber men in the urban areas.
Therq is an increasing number of

households headed by females throughout
the region, the study found. In the
Caribbean, 35 percent of all househols are
female headed, while in urban slum areas
of Brazil, Venezuela, El Salvador and
Honduras this proportion reaches 45
percent; and about 43 percent of all single
Chilean women 15 and older are mothers,
said the study citing a recent survey.

Una revolucion tacita se esta
pvolucionando en Lationamerica, pero las

concecuencias de esta seran tan incisivas y
duraderas como las de los otros procesos
de fermentacion social visibtes.

Los protagonistas de esta revolucion son
lasmujeres.

La alta participacion de la mujer en el

proceso de desarrollo de la region esta

ocasionando cambios sustanciales en el

espectro politico, social y economico.
Tres indicadores de esta continua

revolucion son la alta tasa de integracion de
la mujer en la fuerza laboral, la drastica

merma en la tasa de natalidad ya evidente

en algunos paises, y ei alto numero de
rqujeres matriculadas a todo nivel de
educaciondo cual a precipatado la in-

tegracion de la rnujer en el mercado de
trabajo).

'El papel de la mujer esta cambiando en
cada esfera de actividad social y
ecor>omica: en la fuerza laboral, en la

planta de trabajo, en educacion, en el

hogar; an algunas areas, el cambio es lento

mientras que en otras es rapido y muy
visible,' dice el Banco Interamericano para

el Desarrollo (IDB) en un estudio especial

sobre la 'Mujer en el Desarrolo Economico
de America Latina.'

El estudio ademas nota la gran
correlacion que que existe entre la in-

crementacion de la participacion de la

mujer en la fuerza laboral y la merma en la

tasa de natalidad de la mujer
lationamericana.

'En casi todas las areas de actividad

social estudiadas, encontramos cambios o
por lo menos la fundacion para cambios
dramaticos. Mientras algunos de estos

cambios se han vuelto muy visibles, como
la tasa de natalidad, otros tendran su mayor
impacto entre 10 a 15 anos,' dijo James
Bass, economista de el IDB.

El estudio identifico otras tendencias en
el rol de la mujer en las sociedades
latinoamericanas. Estasson:

1

.

Una alta correlacion entre la alza en
oportunidades en educacion y la alza en la

participacion de la mujer en la fuerza

laboral.

2. La mayoria de mujeres trabajan en el

^ . sector no-agricultural. Esto implica que el

numero de mujeres viviendo en el sector

urbano ha incrementado. En todos los

paises con excepcion de Peru el numero de
mujeres en el sector urbano es mas alto que
el de los hombres.

El estudio ademas nota la alza en el

numero de mujeres jefas de familia. En 35
por ciento de los hogares en el Caribe las

mujeres son jefas de familia, mientras que
en las areas urbanas pobres de Brazil,

Venezuela, El Salvador y Honduras esta
proporcion sube a 45 por ciento; y en Chile

43 por ciento de las mujeres solteras

mayores de 15 anos son madres.

Labor Leader Speaks on P R
On Wednesday, October 28th a lecture on
Puerto Rico's actual crisis was sponsored
by Patna Libre. The guest speaker was
Federico Cintron Fiallo, an active labor

leder and representative of the Committee
United Against U.S. Repression (CUCRE).
Cintron Fiallo has been involved with
various workers movements on the island,

he IS now on a fifteen city tour throughout
the U.S.
§His presentation gave the audience an
overall view of the three mass movements
prevailing on the island, namely, the labor,

student and squatter moverrients. He
neatly tied the socio economic picture to

these movements in his brief conference.
He predicts a bleak picture for Puerto Rico
under the Reagan administration. The labor

leader stated that 40 of Puerto Rico's

municipal budget comes from U.S. federal

funds. This affects municipal employees as
50. of the jobs are fjunderd by the CETA
Program, a program now awaiting
Reagan's axe.

§These sectors are openly responidng to

the colonial situation which has become
accentuated in the past years by the
island's present administration. The
prominent movements mentioned above
are of extremem importance in the Puerto
Ricn process of political concentralization.

There are now four striked ocurring in the
metropolitan area, namely the students at

the University of Puerto Rico strike, the air

controllers' strike, the Miami Windows Co.,
and the UTIER. In addition a movement in

the southern portion of the island is

developing by workers from the
Petrochemical and Tuna processing in-

dustries. These movements are quite
unique because are demanding fair wages

and denouncing the lack of administration
of entities such as Union Carbide and the
Electrical Energy Authority. At the same
time they are bringing forth the govern-
ments inability to cope with these
situations.

§The squatters movement, a movement
caused by the lack of adequate housing is

now depicted on the island by the Villa Sin
Miedo Settlement. The people of Villa Sin
Miedo have been given a deadline to
abandon the settlement and being
threatened by the SWAT forces if they do
not respond. The inhabitants of Vill Sin
Miedo nonetheless maintain their position
and refuse to leave.

§The only answer the Romero ad-
ministration has put forth is repression. We
see the socio economic crisis deepening
with little hope of improvement while the
escalation of mass movements and the
emergence of clandestine armed
movements

. Both the island and the U.S.
government have encountered a precarious
situation and as a counter offensive have
established the U.S. Grand Jury in Puerto
Rico. Also a Task Rorce was installed to
direct the rpression of thePro-
Independence movement on the island; th
components of this task force being the
CIA, FBI, U.S. Secret Service, the National
Guard, the Navy Military Intelligence and
the Puerto Rican Police Force. Thses
measures have been established to in

timmidate the growth of such movements
on the island.

§The CUCRE Representative said that
those in solidarity with the Puerto Rican
struggle should develop the present
situation and openly denounce the use of
the Grand Jury in Puerto Rico.

§by Debbie Sicilia

Lider Obrero Habla SobrePR
Una conferencia sobre la crisis actual en

Puerto Rico tomo lugar el pasado miercoles
28 de octubre, patrocinada la misma por la

organizacion Patria Libre. El conferenciante
invitado fue Federico Cintron Fiallo, un lider

obrero y representante del Comite Unido
Contra la Represion Estadounidense
(CUCRE). Cintron Fiallo ha trabajado con
varios movimientos obreros en la isia y por
lo pronto se encuentra en gira por los
Estados Unidos.
Presento un cuadro general de tres

movimientos de masa prevalecientes en la

Isia, siendo estas los movimientos sin
dicales, estudiantil y de rescates de
terreno. Cintron Fiallo logro en su discurso
atar nitidamente dichos movimientos al
cuadro socio-economico de la isia. El lider
obrero augura un panorama triste para
Puerto Rico bajo la administracion de
Reagan. El indico que el 40 porciento del
presupuesto del gobierno municipal
proviene de fondos federales
Estadounidenses. Esto afectara de manera
grave la empleomania muniicipal ya que 50
porciento de los puestos municipales estan
subsidiados por el Programa CETA; dicho
programa ahora aguarda el machete del
presidente Reagan. Tambien indico que el

gobierno ha declarado una taza de
desempleo de 21 porciento la cual se cree
alcanzar un 25 porciento hacia el final de
esteano fiscal.

Los diferentes sectores de la poblacion
estan respondiendo a la situacion colonial,
la cual se ha acentuando bajo la presente
administracion en la isia. los movimientos
mencionados son de extrema importancia
en el proceso de concientizacion politica de
la isia. Actualmente hay cuatro huelgas
vigentes en el area metropolitana, la huelga
estudiantil en la Universidad de P.R., los
controladores de vuelo del Aereopuerto
internacional, los obreos de Ventanas
Miami, y la UTIER (Union de Trabajadores

de Industrias Electricas y Riego). A la par
vemos una mobilizacion obrera
desarollandose en el area sur de la isia

donde miles de trabajadores han quedado
desempleados, estos son empleados de las

industrias atuneras y las plantas
petroquimicas.
La naturaleza de estos movimientos,

particuiarmente las de la UTIER y las

petroquimicas son muy especiales ya que
los trabajadores no solo piden aumentos
salariales sino que estan denunciando las
faltas administrativas de las entidades
como la AEE (Autoridad de Energia
Electrical y la Union Carbide. A la vez estan
trayendo a la luz publica la falta de en-
volvimiento efectivo del gobierno de la isia.
Ante estas problematicas la ad-

ministracion del gobernador Carlos Romero
Barcelo tan solo ha podido brindar una
solucion la represion. Mientras vemos
acrecentando la crisis socio-economica sin
poca esperanza de mejoras, se aprecia un
escalamiento en los movimientos masivos .

Tambien se puede apreciar el adelan-
tamiento de movimientos clandestinos
armados.

Tanto el gobierno de P.R. como el de
EEUU se ven en una situacion precaria y
como medida contra ofensiva se ha
establecido en P.R. un Gran Jurado
Estadounidense. Se ha formado tambien
un contingente compuesto de miembros de
la FBI, CIA, Servicios Secretos de EEUU, la

Guardia Nacional, la Inteligencia Militar de
la Manna Norteamericana y la Fuerza
Policiaca de la isia, con el proposito de
bregar con la "problematica de la sub-
version" del los movimientos in-

dependentistas en la isia.

El representante de CUCRE dijo que
aqullas personas solidarias con la lucha de
Puerto Rico deben divulgar la situacion
actual de la isia y denunciar abiertamente la

implementacion del Gran Jurado en Puerto
Rico.

Debra Sicilia

by De6ra Sicilia

En noviembre del pasado ano se vio un
movimiento substancial de rescates de
terreno en varios municipios de Puerto
Rico. Ervesta oleda surqio Villa Sin Miedo
en el municipto de Rio Urande cuando 200
personas se apoderaron de una finca
perteneciente a la Autoridad de Tierras.
Inmediatamente las autoridades tomaron
acciones legales contra los rescatadores
dando orden de arresto a la uniformada.
Los rescatadores en ese entonces citaron

que los terrenos los habian ocupado porque
no tenian donde vivir y ya se habian
cansado de esperar alojamiento prorr>etido

por el Departamento de la Vivienda.
Josefina Carrasquillo declaro en una en
trevista el pasado noviembre "Desde que
yo uso panales esa tierra esta vacia ahi.

Nunca la han cuidado ni la han sembrado.
Toda esta tierra esta vacia mientras que
nosotros estamos viviendo uno encima de
otro.

"

Afaves del ano ViHa Sin Miedo no ha
flaqueado ante las barreras puestas por ei

Villa Sin Miedp No Temp .,

•JTI'il ,

gobierno desde sus comienzos. En la

actualidad residen 225 familias en el

asentamiento. Ellos han declarado que
permanecerian indefinidamente, haciendo
caso omiso a la orden de desahucid
decretada por la Corte Supenor del
municipio de Carolina a efectuarse el dia 2
de noviembre.

Como evidencia de la calma prevalecienlef'"
en la Villa, se encontraban esta semana los

miembros sembrando arboles de panapen,
corazon y guanabana; tambien piensan
cultivar platanos y guineos.

MiguHl Gonzale?, presidente del Comite
de Rescatadores de Villa Sin Miedo, fue
desaparecido la semana antepasada.
Recientemente la policia informo que este
se hallaba preso por haber violado
disposiciones de la Junta de Libertad Bajo
Palabra. Este acto obviamente es un in-

tento de debilitar la resistencia de dicha
communidad ante el eminente deshaucio
esta semana

Ada Rivera, esposa de Miguel Gonzalez,
explico en una conferencia de prensa el 23
de octu^jr^,

, qu^ ej Departamento de
Viviendas impartia informacion falsa sobre
la communidad de rescatadores. Jorge
Pierluissi, Secretario de dicho depar
tamento habia anunciado que personas
estaban obedeciendo el edicto de
desahucio y estaban abandonando el

asentamiento, ademas acusaba a los
residentes de poseer armas de fuego en las
premisas de la Villa. Rivera expreso que
estas declaraciones eran fal^ y anadio "El Sr. Pierluissi se ha dedicado
a desacreditar a los residentes con el
proposito de conseguir apoyo publico para
las medidas represivas que se propone
llevar acabo el gobierno contra nosotros."
Senala ella que los residentes de la

comunidad son personas decentes ya que
aquellos con malos habitos son expulsados
del asentamiento.
Las familias se mantienen firmes een su

rehuso de abandonar la Villa, producto de
casi un ano de ardua construccion y
cuidadosa planificaion. "No queremos ser
atrincherados en casas de asbestos
cemento " afirmo Ada Rivera

Balancing of the Budget

' ' t-: j(;ov' ,
»

V >•/.>('

So far the results of Reayan's economic
package have rising unemployment
coupled with high interest rates. An in-

crease in unemployment will ultimately lead
to a decrease in government tax revenues,
because of leagally mandated social
spending regulation. In order to bridge this
fiscal fissyre an increase in consumer
taxation will probably occur.
An overview of the economy by expert

analysts reveals that the U.S. is in the midst
of a mild recession. The nation's index of
leading economic indicators dropped 2.7
in September. Further evidence of a minor
economic downturn was shown when
General Motors' income statement
discolsed a $468 million loss in the first

quarter. And as usual Chrysler Corporation
is suffering from financial frailty.

Continued on page i

South African I />i)byists inUS

§The use of American lobbyists by South
Africa and South African-supported groups
from Namibia has become standard
practice.

§Psychographic Communications, LTD. of
New York, headed by Jack Summers,
began in 1976 preparing fancy propaganda
and arranging contacts for tthe Namibian
party NUDO and its political allies in the
Democratic Turnhalle Alliance (DTA). The
firm was dismissed early last year,
reportedly after Summers became the
object of fraud investigations in the U.S.,
South Africa, and Namibia. The New York
law firm Burns and Jacoby also
represented NUDO from 1976-78.

§The South African government employed
tioth a Wasbington law firm and a New,
York public relations outfit in the 1970s.
(Donald deKieffer,whose firm was paid
nearly $1 million for its efforts from 1974-

1979, is now counsel in the office of the
President's Trade Representative, William
Brock.) Cufrently, Pretoria employs two
Washington law firms: Baskin and Sears
headed by a former Reagan campaign
manager John Sears, for $500,000 a year;

and bmathers, Symington, and Herlong for
$3000,000.

§The three African territories declared
"indepedent" by South Africa but
unrecognized by the rest of the world also
maintain American representatives. The
Transkei spends about $250,000 per year
on its Washington office, headed by
Neqondi L. Masimini. Bophuthatswana
International, LTD., headed by Ronald
Greenwald, an American, in New York, has
an annual budget of $175,000. Tin Venda
pays $36,000 per year for the services of
Jay Parker, who heads the Lincoln Institute
in Washington and has gained recent
prominence as a Reagan-supporting Black
conservative.

,..5The private South. Africa Fourid^tion,
which also promotes the country's image
through its Washington office, spends
about $200,000 per year. The total annual
bill for all these activities (including the
U.S.-SWA Council) is at least $1.8million-
and this does not include the funds ex-
pended in the U.S. by the South African
embassy and consulates.

The Greensboro Incident: Two Yeare Later

Negligence in Greensboro

Incident

The Institute for Southern Studies
released a report Friday accusing the
Greensboro Police Department of
negligence in its handling of a Novemeber
3, 1979 confrontation involving Nazis, the
KKK and communists that killed five
people.

§The report also criticized Guilford County
District Attorney Michael Schlosser for the
November 1980 acquittals of six Klansmen
and Nazis charged with murder in the
shootings.

Schlosser "systematically weakened the
prosecution"' by not pressing conspiracy
charges against those charged in the
deaths of the demonstrators, the report
said.

The report by the Durham-based civil

rights organizatioT* said Greensboro potice
were negligent because they were not on
the scene when shooting broke out during
a Communist Workers Party "'Death to the
Klan"' rally. All firve demon«;»'-5tors slain

inthe residential area were CWP members.
The report also contends the Reagan

administration should have sought Federal
civil rights charges against those involved
inthe shootings.

Reprinted from
"I American

page 3

The 32 page report says a mdjui souioo
of information ws Ed Dawson, a police
informant who attended two Communist
Party meetings in Greensboro and in-

filtrated the Klan before the shootings.
George Gardner, an executive director of

the American Civil Liberties Union, said
Dawson told him he was not paid for ac-
tivities leading up to the Greensboro
confrontation.

However, police spokesman Hewitt
Lovelace said Fridy that Dawson was paid
for the information he gave Greensboro
authorities before the incident. Lovelace
said Dawson earned less than $100 for the
information.

Lovelace said he had not red the report
but called the charges "ludicrous."

He refused further comment onthe
report because lawsuits inthe incident are
pending.

Greensboro Mayor Jim Melvin said
Friday most of the citys residents would
"4ust like to be left aloneand continuflbto be«
one od the best places in America to live.

"The incident is now 23 months old.

Greensboro's been studied and rstudied
and investigated and reinvestigated by a
number of groups, " he said. "I just don't,
think this study, coming this late, has any
place, and we just don't think it deserves
any comment."

the Washington Afro-

The Klan/Nazis and their government co-
conspirators who planned and carried out
the murders of five members of the Com-
munist Workers' Party on November 3,

1979, are completely frp*» The Supreme
Court of the State of North Carolina has
joined in the government's cover up of the
truth about November 3, 1979 by upholding
the lower court's conviction of me I have
been found in contempt of court for speak-
ing in my defense in court against the
outrageous attempt to raise my bail from
$15,000 to $115,000. The initial charge
"participating in a riot", on which the bail

was based, has never had any legal or fac-
tual basis.

There was no riot; there was a Massacre.
Ther was no "shoot-out"; there was an

assassination-all orchestrated by the
government.
What happened since November 3erd

has been a huge and continuing cover-up
of the role of the government in the
murders. A few examples:

-The court has tried only six of more than
thirty-five (nine caMoads) of the Klan/Nazis

and not even one of the governments par-
ticipants in the murders.
-Conspiracy charges against those six were
dropped.
-In a total mockery of justice, all six
Klan/Nazis were freed on the basis of self-
defense, although they were seen and film-
ed calmly shooting people down.
-Federal agents and Nazis planned toger-
there to bomb downtown Greensboro, but
there were no convictions in the Asheville
trial recently.

-The only persons the court has found guil-
ty of anything in relation to the November
3erd murders are Dr. Marty Nathan, Mrs.
Rons Cauce and Tom Clark. Marty and
Flons were widowed by the November 3erd
Massacre. Tom Clark was injured. All were
found in contempt of court and served thir-
ty days in jail!

The massacre of November 3erd, along
with the terrifying of the Black community
of Morningside Homes, was a terrible social
tragedy. That tragedy, as terrible as it was
IS not isolated. The Buffalo stabbings, the
Atlanta child murders, and the Mobile lyn-

these blatent examples, millions of people
will be pushed to the very brink of death by
huge budget cuts and continued high
prices. In fact, thousands of people will ac-
tually starve or freeze to death this winter.
This IS something that most of us can
already see and feel.

The five people that were massacrejl
were in a race against time to organize the
people-to warn them about why the Klan
was being promoted. They were trying to
show the people that the government was
behind the hard times and the racist repres-
sion. The government had them killed
because they were good political
organizers. All the other discussion about
terorists, hate groups, fringe politics, etc.,
was designed to cover up the central fact of
government-planned assassinations.
On May 5th, the then U.S. Attorney,

H.M. Michaux, recommended prosecution
of the Klan/Nazis based on Volume 18 of
the U.S. Code, Section 241 and Section
245. It IS legally impossible for any charges
to be brought against the anti-Klan

Continued on page k

All People's Congress

The plight of the

American Indian
A 1975 report revealed that the BlacK

Hills, an Indian reservation, is rich in

uranium deposits. In an attempt to gain

control of the land the U.S. Court of Claims
has issued a "land claims settlement." This
document deems the Sious Nation entitled

to $100 million in exchange for the Black
Hills. However, the case which has been
debated for over forty years is merely a

legal ploy to steal more land from the
Indians.

A cash settlement for the land is a

violation of the 1868 Treaty. Furthermore
the case was concluded three weeks prior

to a mass demonstration against uranium
mining in that locale.

An inventory of U.S natural resources
shows that half of US uranium reserves

and one third of its Western coal reserves

are on Indian land.

The first meeting of the All-Peoples
Congress took place in Detroit, in Cobo
Hall, Oct. 16 18. Close to 3000 participants
representing every region
the US. and every movement and sectot or
the people under attack, began a process
of building a national, regional and
grassroots movenf>ent to overturn
Reaganism. Toward this end the All-

People's Congress mandated a "winter

offensive" against local and state-level

manifestations of cutbacks, racism and
war, building toward the National Days of

Resistance during April 24 to May 2, 1982.
The exact nature of the winter offensive is

to be determined in regional level All-

People's Congresses to be held between
now and December, while the National

Days of Resistance will almost certainly

invlolve a national mobilization to

Washington, D.C. and other centers. §Larry
Holmes, speaking for the National Coor-
dinating Board of the All- People's
Congress delivered the Board's proposal to

"march on governors, mayors, rubber
stamp legislatures. Wall St. and local

commercial'' centers, conduct sit-ins,

boycotts, work stoppages and resisi utility

cutoffs and evictions...and in April we'ree
going to march on Washington and stay for

awhile." The National Coordinating Board
is composed of over 120 national and local

groups as diverse as the All-People's

Congress itself, including ; the National

Black United Front (NBUF); People's Anti-

War Mobilization (PAM); Mary land AF-
SCME; Dykes Against Racism Everywhere
(DARE); the National Tenants Union; Gray
Panthers; the Palestine Congress of North
Amenca; the Disabled People's Liberation

Front (DPLF); severak city welfare rights

organizations; and, from Western
Massachusetts, Students Against Militrism

of UMass-Amherst. Debbie Johnson of the

Michigan Welfare Advocates reported that

Michigan's winter offensive would begin in

November "to win Emergency Sup-
plementary Relief for all working and
unemployed people" in the severely

depressed state "No one should be thrown

I

out of their homes, starve or have their hear
cut off."

§The weekend-long congress began on
Friday evening with a "speakout" where
representatives from all participating

movements delivered addresses on the may
struggles and how this new perspective
represents a step forward. Groups speaking
included; the National Black Independent
Political Party; the American Indian
Movement; the UAW; PATCO; the Detroit
Central Labor Council; the National
Abortion Rights League; Black and White
Men Together; the Illinois Welfare Rights
Coalition; Johnny Makatini, UN
representative for the African National
Congress; Puerto Rican freedom fighter

Rafael Cancel Miranda and officially

delegated representatives from the
Revolutionary Democratic Front of El

Salvador and the South West African
People's Organization. All the speakers
were well received, with many getting
standing ovations, the strongest being for

Miranda.

§DiJting the Saturday mtXning plenary
session the reports containing the
proposals for the National Days of

Resistance were given by the National
Coordinating Board, the Michigan state

proposal, welfare rights and Other groups.
The Draft Program for the All-People's

Congress was presented as a basis to

discuss and amend in Saturday afternoon's

workshops toward developing a People's
Program against Reaganism. Saturday
night Gil Scott Heron played two concerts

as a benefit for the Congress, with almost
5(X)0 peole attending. Sunday's plenary

heard the reports from the workshops and
mandated the winter offensive and the

National Days of Resistance. ..*
^Reverend Michael Amon-Ra of the NBUF
reported from the anti-racism and anti-

repression workshop the following ad-

ditions to the Draft Program: an end to

institutio.^nl racism tnrougn extending

affirmative action, the Voting Rights Act,

community control over community ser

vices and developing community self-

defense; end rcist police presence in Third
World communities and in prisons; end the
death penalty; stop forced sterilization;

respect Native sovereignty and rights;

extend bilingual education and Third World
cultural development; for solidarity with all

struggles against bigotry, including with
the lesbian and gay struggle; to resist the
imposing of any new COINTELPRO-type
program, and; to join in the NBUF-initiated
National Unity Campaign Against
Genocide.

§Julio Welts of the Union of Patriotic

Puerto Ricans delivered the results of thw
workshop on Puerto Rcio contributing

resolutions that: the All- People's Congress
demand immediate independence for

Puerto Rico and recognize the nght of the
Puerto Rican people to armed struggle, as
recognized by the UN; there be a halt to all

military activity on Viequez; there be an
immediate release of all POWs and political

prisioners in U.S. prisons; there be a stop
to Grand Jury, FBI and other harassment of

the independence movement;' thefe be no
draft or recruitment of Puerto Rican youth
into the U.S. military; there be extended
bilingual and bicultural education in the

US; the Congress' demdands an end to

forced, sterilization-genocide in Puerto
Rico; the student strike at the University of

Puerto Rico be supported, and; at least one
of National Days of Resisance be dedicated
to Puerto Rican independence.
§Sara €atalinotto from New York reported
the demands of the student workshop:
education should be free as a right to all

people; educational workers, students and
faculty should run academic and campus
services, and Third Worid studies,

women's studies and affirmative action be
extended; no draft, no war, ROTC, CIA
and military recruiters and resCTirchers oTt

campuses; all university funds out of South
Africa and Students to have a veto over

university investment decisions.

§ There were 27 workshops in all. The
delegation from western Massachusetts

nlinue^ on page 4

The health of Navajo people has been
hurt by energy development on their land.

Abandoned uranium tailing piles are left

where little children play. The results of
exposure to low level radiation are
evidenced in widespread health disorders:
1

.

Old age diseases appearing in the young.
2. Lower resistance to disease
3. A rapid increase in birth and genetic
(^fQCts tb^ will last for many generations.

Wative Americans lived for centuries with
out depleting thier resources. Modem
industrial society's standard of living has
taken to the Imit tthe earth's ability to
replenish herself and remain healthy,. It is

destrouing everything that we depend on
for life support and all life will suffer as a
consequence. Indian people are now dying
from the resource exploitation of their land.

INlon-lndian oeoole will be soon to follow.

Reprinted from Resistance at Big Mountain
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
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THE TBE PROGRAM IN SPRINGFIELD

FACTS AND FIGURES

Bilingual Education in the U.S.A. pro-
vides equal education opportunity to
students of cultural and language
backgrounds other than English. It utilizes
the students' resources, their language and
culture, to facilitate their cognitive develop-
ment, the acquisition of English skills and
acceptance of the American Culture.
The Transitional Bilingual F'rogram in the

City of Springfield functions in tv>fo High
Schools, three Junior High Schools and
sixteen Elementary Schools. Currently it is

beginning its ninth year of operation and
serves approximately 1300 students.
The Bilingual Program in Springfield is

transitional therefore the first language of
the students is used as a medium of instruc-
ton to the extent necessary to develop con-
cepts, skills and a positive self image while
the students through a strong ESL program
learn English.

From the period of 1967 to 1981, the
Hispanic Population in the Springfield
Public Schools has grown from 1025 which
represented a 3.23 percent of the total
school population to 4996 representing
20.18 percent. At the same time the Transi-
tional Bilingual Program services have in-

volved only 4 to 4.68 percent of the total
school population. These figures include
the Portuguese students serviced by the bil-

ingual program.
The population in the bilingual program

has not increased at a rate parallel to that of
the hispanic school population This is a
direct result of the effectiveness of the pro-
gram. TBE students are entering the pro-
gram, achieving academically while learn-
ing English, and subsequently transferring
to the regular program. This process is ap-
parent in the following graph. -

A Career/ Life planning group for women
will be offered by Everywoman's Center
beginning Tuesday, November 10th at 7:M
to 9:30 pm, meeting until the last week in

December. This workshop is for women
who are looking for career options or at-
tempting to make decisions about starting
or changing careers. This group will focus
on discussion and exercises to teach
women a process of career planning. The
group will nr>eet at Everywoman's Center in

Wilder Hall at UMass. Women interested in

signing up in advance should call 545-0883.
The group will be facilitated by Jar>e Baatz
from the Educational Opportunity Center in

Springfield and Sally Hooten. Childcare
will be provided. The group is open to all

community women and there is no charge.

A TTENTION CCEBS STUDENTS
CCEBS Gradduate School Day is on

Monday. Novembers, 1981. Graduate and
professional school representing many
areas of the country will have information
tables set up m the Student Union
Ballroom Students are urged to come and
talk with the school representatives from
W:30am until approximately 4:30pm. This
is a unique opportunity for you to explore
various future opportunities.

The success of this Graduate School Day
and all others hereafter depends on YOU.
You will be the primary recipient of all the
tangible benefits and we expect you to give
100 support. CCEBS GRADUATE
SCHOOL DA Y IS YOUR AC TIVITYf
We are expecting a large turn-out for this

years event. Many graduate and
professional school have already made
commitments. If you have any questions
concerning CCEBS Graduate School Day
please contact John Lopes in room 209
f^ew Africa House:

Toni Cade Barnbara, vyriter, teacher and
critic appeared at Wright Hall, Srpith
College on Oct. 21. She is the editor of
"The Black Woman ", author of "Tales and
Short Stories for Black Folks", The Sea
Birds are Still Alive", a collection of short
stories 'Gorilla, My Love " and the novel
"The Salt Eaters"--her most recent work.
- She began her presentation with exerpts
from her "Notebooks on Atlanta" which
have been appearing in Drum Magazine.
Two selections, one from " The Sea
Birds." and the other from Gorilla, My
Love and an encore from Medley followed.
The excerpt from the Salt Eaters explored
the consciousness of a Black woman,
Velma, as she struggled against nrwny
different kinds of death. Several high
points were reached during which the
audience was transported beyond the
room, stumbling through thorns and

Looking for a good way to "jazz" up an
evening? Check out the jazz genius of
Stanley Clarke and George Duke in concert
on November 6 at the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall on the UMass campus.
Tickets are $7.50 and $8.50 for UMass
students and $9.10 for the general public,
and are available at Ticketron, URU. Tix,
For the Record in Faces, and in Northamp-
ton at Platterpus and Main St. Records.
This is an event not to be missed! Stanley
Clarke, superstar bassist and former
member of Return to Forever, and George
Duke, the legendary jazz keyboardist,
together, for one great show at UMass!

Get your tickets now!

A program of six weekly lunchtime
workshops is being organized to forcus on
issues of concern to working women.
These workshops will be held on Tuesdays
from 12 to 1 pm in rooms 804-808 Campus
Center. There will also be a workshop on
Wednesday November 18 from 12 to 1 pm
in room 162 of the Campus Center. These

workshops are scheduled as follows:
November 3, 1981: Working Women

Don't Have to Take it Anymore:Sexual
Harassment is against the Law!

November 10, 1981: Dying to Work:
Women's Health on the Job (office
machinery, indoor air pollution, and

reproductive hazards]
November17,1981: 57 Cents to Every

Dollar: Is That What We're Worth?
November18, 1981: Career Development

Workshop: Skills Identi-
fication and Resume Writing

November 24, 1981: Minority Women in
the Workplace: "I am Somebody"

December 1, 1981: Stress in the
Workplace

December 8, 1981: Organizing in the
Workplace: film on Wesco strike

All community and University women are
welcome to attend these workshops. They
are sponsored by Everywoman's Center
and endorsed by the University Staff
Association (USA/MTAl, AFSCME Local
1776, and Mass. Society of Professors
(MSP). For more infromation contact Mvra
Hindus 545-0883.

The Black Student's Union of Amherst
College presents:

"SUCH SWEET THUNDER ", photographs
of Black Classical Musicians, by Edward
Cohen. The exhibition will be held in the
Gerald Penny Memorial Cultural Center of
the Octagon at Amherst College. The
Cultural Center is open seven days a week
from 12 noon until 10pm. ( except on
Thanksgiving holidy from November 21 -

24). This photography exhibit, which
begins November 5th and continues until

November 30, is dedicated to the memory
of Edward "Duke"" Ellington. This event is

'ree of charge and open to the public.

Haciendo Punto en Otro Hon, the most
popular Puerto Rican progressive musical
group comes to Amherst. Haciendo Punto
will be performing at the Student Union
Ballroom, Univeristy of Massachusetts at
Amherst on Wednesday, November 11,

1981 at 8pm. The name of the aroup means
"making the point with anotheTsound".
On Its fourth national tour of the United

States, Haciendo Punto will bring its ex-
traordinary new music to new audiences,
making stops in Miami, Madison,
Wisconsin, New York City, Bridgeport and
Amherst

NEW SONG CONCERT
November 11, 1981

8pm Student Union Ballroom UMass
sponsored by Talles Ausubo, Ven-

ceremos Brigade and Scera
Trckets are $5.00

For more information call: 549 3967
\Day\ and 549-0341

THE BALANCING OF THE BUDGET
connnued from page 2

Many of us have already felt the
economic pinch initiated by Reagan.
Letters from the financial aid office dic-

tating that everyone's Basic Grant be
reduced $80 have been received. And if the
multinationals find it difficult to make a
profit we can all rest assured that their

woes will become our sorrows.

Furthermore Reagan"s supply-side
/economics will not be able to deliver the
deficit levels promised. Unless the
Administration abandons his economic
ship the three year cumulative deficit will be
$250 billion. This amount stands in glaring

contrast to a proposed $43.1 billion deficit

in 1982 and a balanced budget in 1984.

All People^s
continued from pagf' 3

numbered 25 people, representing several
community and five-college student
groups, including representatives from
Springfield and Holyoke. For more in-

-formation on the All People's Congress, or
regional meetings and actions now being
planned, contact either Students Against
Militarism, Box 299, Student Union
Building, University of Massachusetts or
Western Massachusetts A.P.C. care of

Bill 256-0676

NUMMO STAFF

Two Years Later

Continued from page S

calls for indictment on the basis of con-
spiracy to violate civil rights. You will recall
that D.A. Michael Schlosser of Greesboro
dropped conspiracy charges. If charges are
brought as recommended by Michaux, the
investigation of conspiracy will most cer-
tainly lead directly to federal agent Bernard
Butkovich (the agent who wa^ present in
the planning meetings which led to the
massacres). That is why the Justice
Department is frantically doing everything
in its power to discredit and squash the
Michaux recommendation.

I ask you to publicly call for federal pro-
secution of the Klan/ Nazis as recommend-
ed by Attorney Michaux. Speak out public-
ly now. Address your correspondence to:
Attorney Michael Johnson
Department of Justice
Civil Rights Division

9thand Pennsylvania Ave. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20530

Reprinted from the Black Collegian
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Venceremos Brigade Open House
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WOMEN IN STRUGGLE
A day devoted to educating our

I

selvesabout the connections between the
impact of the United States' economic
policies on women in Central American
revolutionary itruggle and U.S. working

r^ cliiss women.
A conference at Holyoke Community

College Saturday, December 5, 1981 9amto
7pm. For more information call:

Panna Putnam 545 0883
Julie Ram9s 564 3863
Jean Ciani 586 3205

vv
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Paintings and poetry by Ralph Hamm are
currently on display at the Augusta Savage
Gallery in the New Afica House. Hamm is

serving a life sentence in Walpole state
prison for crimes he says he didn't commit.
His artistry is pure genius and you will

definitely miss something if you don't
come.
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Bill Russell is coming;
and he's not playing
By MARK CORSI
Collegian Correspondent

Former star basketball player and coach
Bill Russell will speak on his.experiences
with racism at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the Fine
Arts Center Concert Hall.
His lecture, "Bill Russell Raps," is the

second in a series of lectures entitled "In
appreciation of difference; Responding to
racism in American culture," sponsored in
conjunction with the University's "Year
Toward Civility" campaign.

Russell, 47, overcame black oppression
first in rural poverty then in a city's ghetto
m the deep south, to go on to be the star
player-coach of the Boston Celtics basket-
ball team. He helped the Celtics become
champions in 1956 by adding a new dimen-
sion to their defense, systematic shot block-
ing. After a very successful career with the
Celtics, Russell became the first and only
black head coach of that team in 1966
When Russell left the Celtics in 1969, he

began touring the country lecturing about
racism at various college campuses. He
then went on to be the General Manager
for the Seattle SuperSonics. Since he left
that team, he has returned to lecturing and
he has written a book. Second Wind;
Memoirs of an Opinionated Man.
His lecture tomorrow night will be on his

encounter with racism in sports. There will

be a reception following the lecture in
Dickinson lounge. Orchard Hill, for Or-
chard Hill residents who attended the talk.

Interested students can buy tickets
which are $1 each, at TIX in the Student
Union Building, or at the door. More infor-
mation is available from Maureen Geraehtv
at 584-7455.

^^

Bill Russell.
Collei^an rUr ph«(u

Polish prof., critic to speak
on homeland censorship
DAVID LINTON
Collegian Correspondent

Polish literature, censorship and the need
for an underground press in Poland wUI be
the topic of discussion this Thursday at the
University of Massachusetts.
A noted Polish dissident, poet and

literary critic, Stanislaw Baranczak, will
speak on the topic of "Literature and
Censorship in Poland" at 8 p.m. in room 102
Thompson Hall. The lecture is sponsored by
the Deparlment of Slavic Languages and
Literatures.

Baranczak was one of the founders of
KOR, the Committee for the Defense of
Workers. KOR is the Polish name for a
group of intellectuals, writers and artists
who organized lo support workers im-
prisoned for protesting rising food prices in
Poland in 1976.

Because of his dissident activity,
Baranc/ak was fired from his teaching
position at Adam Mickiewicz University in
Poland in 1978. He was offered a
professorship at Harvard University but

despite the efforts of then National Security
Advisor Zbignew Brezinski and various
other government officials, he was not
allowed to leave Poland untU last March
according to department head Robert A.
Rothstein. He is now a professor of Polish
language and literature at Harvard.
"Over the past ten years there was a lot

of unofficial publishing of various
newspapers, novels, and poetry but
authorities made less of an attempt to
supress it,' Rothstein said. "There also has
been a lot of talk in the official Polish media
about censorship and other things that
weren't openly discussed in Poland such as
the history of post-war Poland and the riots
in 1956."

Baranczak is one of the best Polish
translators of English poetry. According to
a press release, he has published an an
Ihology of the 17th century metaphysical
poets, as well as four other volumes of
literary criticism and more than 150 ar-
ticles, including his own poetry which has
been published in Poland and abroad.
The lecture is free and open to the public.

Woman's panel defines
women's work roles
By CHRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

A panel on "Women: Professional Roles
of the Eighties" was held last night at the
Campus Center at a meeting of the Con-
necticut Valley Branch of the American
Association of University Women.
What women will do to change the defini-

tion of the word "work" was one of the
topics discussed by the panel. Each of the
seven women gave a ten minute presenta-
tion about themselves and the field they
were working in. The rewards and pro-
blems of being a women in male-dominated
fields were also mentioned by each of the
women.
Professor Alice Rossi, president elect of

the American Sociological Association and
a professor of sociology at UMass chaired
the panel of seven women.
The informal panel began with Pauline

Collins, the program chairperson, giving
the background and qualifications of Pro-
fessor Rossi. She told the audience of forty
women that Professor Rossi was appointed
by President Carter in 1977 to the National
Commission for the Observance of Interna-
tional Women's Year and that she was also
one of the founders of the National
Organization of Women (NOW).
After that. Professor Rossi explained

(that one of the purposes of the panel was to
discuss where women see problems in the

work force. She said the rules of the panel
were that each member would give a
description of themselves and following
that there would be a general discussion.
Doris Preston, the Supervisor of

Manufacturing Technology at Monsanto,
was one of the early women graduates of
the University of Massachusetts School of
Engineering. She came back to UMass and
was a "counselor of sorts" to women in
engineering.

"I feel very good knowing I can support
myself and/or my children and/or my hus-
band," Preston said.

After Preston finished speaking, Martha
Blakey Smith, an architect working in Nor-
thampton spoke about her field. She told
the audience that she had no role models in
school. Smith is now one of the three
women architects practicing in Western
Massachusetts. She said that there was
discrimination in her field and in her educa-
tion at the University of Illinois at Cham-
paigne but, she said, "If you don't learn to
deal with men in school on a professional
basis, you will never learn."
Joyce Fulton, the first woman president

of a commercial bank in Massachusetts
spoke after Smith. She said that when she
was first elected president in 1976 it was
an "ego trip." But now. she says, "I'm
ashamed there aren't more women in that
level of banking."

Career Day brings US
businesses to UMass

111

Deme^r aVeS "toLXf " '^^"—-'^'^ ,— weather yesterday inspri^rMiche^'

couTse
^'*'*'"*"' '** "*"*" '»^^ *•««*« «t L*"*-" Gamer's flower stand on the Campus Center Con-

KyMYLESCAVANAGH
('oik'gian Correspondent

Uepresfnlatives from corporations and bu.sincsses
arotinri America will speak about career opportunities for
.students this Thursday at the annual UMass Career Day

Beth Schnitzor. president of the Undergraduate
iJusinoss t.luh. which is sponsoring the event, said that
t arccr Day is oriented primarily toward business majors
bui other students arc welcome to attend.
"Some companies want a general major student who

I hey can train them.selves," she said.
The 21 invited speakers will talk about career op-

porl unities in their fields and the recruitment policies of
their companies, and fields that students can go into from
iheir particular major. The hour long talks will be at 10
a.m., 11 a.m., 2 p.m. and 3 p.m. Students will have ten
talks to choose from each hour.

Information about the speakers and their presentatrons
will l>e available at registration whrch takes place aU day

continued on page 11
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World and national news
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Newspaperman
intennediary

in prison clash
GRATERFORD. Pa. (AP) - Demands by prison in

mates holding six or more hostages at gunpoint for a sixth
day are "somewhat reasonable." but a newspaperman
acting as an intermediary will have to seek clarification on
some points, officials said yesterday.

Chuck Stone, a columnist for the Philadelphia Daily
News who has arranged the surrender of suspects to police
on 12 occasions, met with the leader of the captors for 45
minutes Sunday and left the prison with a handwritten list

of 12 demands given him.

The items on the list were not disclosed by Stone or the
authorities. Kenneth Robinson of the state prison system
said, "We believe they're somewhat reasonable."

However, "some of the points ... have need of
clarification," Robinson said shortly before Stone re-

entered the prison to resume the negotiations. Stone, who
told reporters after his first foray that "I was scared." will

seek the clarification from the inmates, officials said.

Suie officials expressed hope that the talks would
secure the hostages' release.

"We don't know how it's going to go." said Robinson. "I

don't think anything has been granted, but nothing has
been turned down."

The Pottstown Mercury quoted unidentified sources
today as saying Ihe demands generally concerned the
treatment of Joseph Bowen, a threetime killer who officials

say is the captors' ringleader.

Americans help Libyan military
WASHINGTON (AP) - American citizens have helped

maintain Libyan Air Force planes and accompanied Libyan
troops on charter flights to Chad, where Libyan forces

intervened, the State Department said yesterday.

"We do regard this as wrong and against peace and
stability in this region," said Dean Fischer, the State
Department spokesman.

Fischer said he didn't know how many Americans were
involved, or whether they were continuing their activities.

"Libya has been sucessful in recruiting expatriates,
including Americans, to service various types of aircraft,

including Libyan Air Force Cl30s and Chinook helicop-

ters," he said.

The New York Time$ quoted some of those involved

Sunday as saying the Libyan intervention in Chad, which
the Reagan administration has condemned, might not have
been possible without the support of Americans.

"I don't know what wouM be the truth of that

allegation." Fischer said. "Our informatk>n is that they
have not been pilots."

Libyan forces intervened in Chad earlier this year and
has maintained its forces there since.

The Reagan administration has condemned the in-

tervention as an invasion and has called for the withdrawal
of Libyan troops.

The Americans helping the Libyan Air Force were
recruited by Libya, Fisher said. But he declined to com-
ment on the specifk involvement of a former U.S. in-

telligent agent. Edwin P. Wilson, who the Times said dkl

the actual recruiting.

Fischer said Wilson b currently under a federal in-

dictment and he therefore could not comment.
But he confirmed "that American citizens have been

crew members on flights from Libya to Chad on United
African Airways." The airline is a civilian Libyan aviation

company which does charter work.
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Stellar and mertial gufdance systems Doppler navigation Microwave
radar landing systems. Crypto-secure. multi-access communication
equipment These integral aerospace/defense realities began as
Kearfott ideas Our rarified engineering environment has been oroducing
ground-breaking applications — and fast-moving careers — tor over
30 years

Once you ve selected your area of concentration from among our diverse
opportunities, you can progress rapidly through associate assignments
with senior engineers to project and program management. Our
technology and career potential are second to none in the industry

If your degree is in EE. f^E Computer Science or Physics, and you d like

to find out more about a career at Kearfott. see your Placement Office for
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Woman fought sexism
along with forest fires

300 feet up are the worst due to turbulence" explains Hampshire Colleeestudent and veteran fire fighter Linda •'Lookout' Haglund.

By SAKAH RUSSELL
Five-College Staff

Editor's Note: This is the second in a two-
part series on women in n{}n-tr(tditiunal
careers.

*

Though few women have successfully
broken into the pre-dominantiy male field
of forest fire fighting. Hampshire College
student Linda "Lookout" Haglund made it

her career fbr seven years.
Her first job in forest fire p|reventiori wa§

as a loojtout which required living alorie 'on
a modntaintop, and s^cannihg the forek
wilderness every 20 minutes for possible

"fires,"" '*^ '•^' T
^

After a year at tliis job. Haglund said ^he
became* a'ftierriBer the" fiT-f ground crew,
doing the heavy physical work of clearing
brush and wood from the fire crew. Three
years later. Haglund was asked by the U.S.
Forest Service to be on the rappelling
crew; a group of trained fire fighters who
descend on ropes 300 ft. out of helicopters
directly into a fire area. When Haglund at-
tained crew boss status, she was the first

woman to have a leadership p<)sition on a
rappelling crew, she said.

As one of the few women in this type of
work, Haglund said she has been subjected
to her share of sex discrimination. When
she first joined the rappelling crew, she
said she faced lewd propositions and insults
as somo rr,«r> ^K;fJoU..ri hpf for what they

UMdrama s
University of Massachusetts student

Bradley Marks. 23. of Middleton. died last
Thursday in the Massachusetts General
Hospital from injuries sustained in a
bicycle car accident last month.
Marks was buried Sunday in the Sharon

Memorial Park following funeral services in
Maiden. He is survived by his parents, a
brother and three sisters.

Bradley was studying theater at UMass
and had about two years of study l^ft. said

thought was a lack of femininity. She .said

some men felt she nee<ied protection.
"They're not as worldly as you hope tliey

would be. ..One man didn't want me to pack
a lot of weight, kvau.se he didn't want my
ovaries to be hurt, so I could still have
babies. ' Haglund said.

The physical labor is difficult, even for
the men, Haglund said. She said every
member of the crew must be in excellent
physical condition, and capable of hiking
out of a fire area with 100 pounds of gear,
the crew works^wj'iflput a break until the
fire is cor\i^ine^i'^^r^c.t^%f^ take as' long as
"36 straight hourslt ilijjtire is large Or mov-
ing fast! she s'a'fA."'

"'''
'

•-''' -'

pqual employment fe^^"latif>n'Hd(\r'^" forc-
ed the Forest Service to accejat applications
from women for fire fighting jobs, but since
women have been applying for the rappell-
ing crew, the necessary qualifications have
become harder to meet. Haglund said.
More of the physical endurance tests have
emphasized upper body strength, such as
pull-ups. which are more difficult for
women than men. she .said.

Haglund said she had no problem with
the physically demanding work, l)ecause
she has always been involved in strenuous
work and sports. Throughout her life, she
has worked on a ski patrol, an avalanche
crew, ski-raced, and taught downhill ski-
ing. But she said she did have to gain 15
pounds to meet new weight regulations.

continued on page 1
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one ol his housemates on Main Street.
University officials would not release any
details about Marks.

Marks was transferred from Cooley
Dickinson Hospital in Northampton to
Holyoko and then to Mass. General
following the accident on October 16. Police
said Marks sustained head injuries when
I he bicycle he was riding struck the rear of
a parked car on Triangle Street

Frat fun plays with the law

Justice bangs 4G out

for gun control study

Amherst police drew the line bfetween
fun and law during a scavenger' hunt
conducted by the fraternity brothers of
Delta Upsilon at Amherst College "which
ended in the arrest of three students for
malicious destruction of personal property
and larceny over $100. v
An officer on routine duty at about 10

p.m. Sunday observed "suspicious activity"
near the Amherst Golf Club on South
Pleasant Street, police said. Detective
Stephen Zahn said police believe the. 95
items of stolen property were taken from
Amherst College, the University of
Massachusetts, Hampshire College an'cl

other local businesses. The items rartge
from golf course flags to baseball bats to
rubber door mats and a mounted moose

head.

Officers noticed another car with a trunk
full of stolen items as they were tran-
sporting one brother to the station. The car
was chased to t>>e fraternity and all the
residents were accused of will'ful and
malicious destruction of real property and
larceny over $100. While in the fraternity,
the officers discovered a stolen motorcycle
in the house.

Michael C. Turmell, 22. of Delta Upsilon
was charged with disorderly conduct.
David J. Field. 19. Benjamin F. Curran.

19, and David L. Miller, 19. were scheduled
to be arraigned at Hampshire District
Court yesterday.

MAUREEN MCMANUS

By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Correspondent

James Wright of the University of
Massachusetts sociology department has
received $397,172 grant from the National
Institute of Justice to study the country's
illegal gun market and gun control,

Peter Rossi, UMass director of the Social
and Demographic Research Institute, will
assist Wright in the two year study along
with computer programmers and UMass
graduate students. Wright said.

The project is a foUow-up of a three-year
study, conducted for the National Institute
of Justice, in which Wright compiled in-

formation available on the use of firearms in
relation to crime and violence.

Wright said he plans to interview weapon
offense prisoners using them as informants
on the criminal gun market. The prisoners
will be questioned on where guns can be'

obtained illegally, criminals habits and
preferences, the pros and cons of being
armed and the motivation behind their
actions.

The researchers are looking for sufficient
differences between the criminal and
noncriminal use of the firearms Wright
said. With this information, policies can be
developed in an attempt to ehminate illegal

use, without affecting the legal use of arms.

Wright said past policies are based on gut
reaction, prejudice or instinct, but not on
research which might not lead to valid
conclusions. For insUnce. some believe
most criminals prefer cheap "Saturday
night specials ' to more expensive firearms,
and eliminating this type of weaponry will

cut down on crime. The study will prove or
disprove such beliefs.

This study is the latest in a long series of
public interest researches conducted by
Wright and his colleagues.

«™/^^^^^^ ^^^^y ^^^«^ ^^riey breaking marriagesBy MARILYN LENTZ
Collegian Correspondent

The relationship between marriage breakdown and
money was found in a study in New Zealand and discussed
by Alison Kuiper. a researcher and educator, yesterday in
a Women's Study Fall Colloquium.
The study published by the Society for Research onWomen m New Zealand Inc. (SROW) was the topic of the

lecture "Women in New Zealand: Dollars and Sense."
SROW was established in 1966 following a lecture series

on "The Changing Role of Women" which revealed there
was a need for factual information about New Zealand
women.
The government a.ssists SROW financially with specific

projects and private organizations and individuals donate
materials including printing, computer time and
programmmg according to a brochure published bv
SROW. ^

She said projects researched by the volunteer members
include "Urban Women," "Women in Politics," "Why
Employ Women," "Solo Mothers" and "Immigrant
Women" among others, and are undertaken on the national
or branch level.

"Women and Money/Dollars and Sense" was the most
recently released publication and researched the
relationship of women, money and decision making. It
focused on personal and domestic money handling.
Kuiper said SROW set up study groups in all of their

branches and asked 740 women in their random survey of
16 to 60 year olds, questions regarding their family past,
housekeeping, budgets, who made the large household

payments, decision- making, managing on one's own and
worrying about money. There was a 90 percent response
rate.

The finding indicated that women were confident about
their ability to handle money. Kuiper said; 60 percent said
they could handle money on their own. She said 40 percent
of the married or formerly married women had been
dissatisfied with the money handling within their
marriage.

Another interesting finding. Kuiper said, was that single
women who had been married were financially happier
after the marriage even though they had less money
coming in. because they had control over that money.

Kuiper said that "money was a reflection of power
relationships quite fteiqueiilly." Males often had dominance
on big payments and 20 percent of the women studied had
no personal savings or access to savings accounts, she said.
To some women this lack of control may be a sell-out on
power. Kuiper said, because they now they will be looked
after.

As part of the study. 12 couples were interviewed, the
male by a male interviewer and the female by a female
interviewer simultaneously. Their taped interviews
revealed that "their stories didn't mesh" and "he didn't
quite trust her," said Kuiper.

It was discovered that people often had different ideas
about their mutual handling of money although they had "a
high degree in the belief in partnership." Kuiper said.
Kuiper concluded that at first SROW was naive and

thought that the facts would speak for themselves but they
soon discovered that more lobbying was needed.

... Colleician photo by Nanci
Alison Kuiper a researcher and educator from

New Zealand, speaks about the women's move-
ment in New Zealand yesterday in the 6th floor
lounge in Thompson Tower as part of the
Women's Studies Fall Colloquium.
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Community Services Club
Presents an informal gathering for Com-
munity Service Students and others in-
terested in joining this major! Come talk to
feDow students and advisors about courses,
internships, and professional placement.

Tues Nov 3 3:30 - 5:30 and
Wed Nov 4 3:00 - 5:00

Skinner Lounge (across from Hasbrouck)
Refreshments will, be served..

University of Massachusetts

School of Business Administration

CAREER DAY
'81

Thursday. November 5, 1981
10 A.M. - 4 P.M.

1st Floor Campus Center, UMass
•Luncheon Room 1009

12 2 P.M.
Featuring Keynote Speaker: Mr. Nicholas Weiler,
Manager of Consulting Practices & Manpower

General Electric Company

'Reception 4 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Room 1001 Campus Center

Sponsored by the Undergraduate Business Club

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
A op

AlAni
B(9 aacin aBnnn

< I : t : i

amc
't.'MVUlTiSNOV

<30a« OBIT

C^TDC NABfSmit k K.Tfci.1.1*^
HAMPSHIRE MALL

^A/PI/IS Of THE
P^OSTARK
^__ (6:00 @$1 751 8:30

MERYL .TheTvench
STREEP hamm^^
^ <6:00 @ $1 75) 8:30

J«l»4fiAO«aXEK($EHmil:fUI411*9fflaa:l:i

the finest In entertainnient
...and the price is right.

€UAI?TtT
Thursday,

November 5

8p.m.

Jh'y.k"** RICH an<i

Ss*" FAMOUS
B. (6:15 @ $1.75) 8:45

Halloween n
|a '6:30 @ $1 75) 8:45

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

Sunday,

November 8.

8 p m

:hi
ELA^
SUISSE

RD^4ANDE

CHILDRIN Tuesday,

orAusncbo .Tr
"

^n«T>C»OUtTAIWWS 4 I^TglCT^

°/e°g''a°l' CflfiBON

WS (6:30 @ $1 75) 8:45
COPV

T3^^
Rj '6 00(5) $1 75)8 30

NOMNT Of Nino
WOtfNT OUVALL

(6:00 @ $1 751 8:30

PQ

LOOKER
Albert Finney

Susan dey
(6:15 @ $1 75) 8:45

«l. paul
chamber orchestra

pinchas zukerman
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 17, 8 PM

They're Playing
OurSong

Sunday, November 22
Two Shows: 3:30 4 8 p.m.

BOX OFFICE: Noon to 4PIIII, M-F (413)545-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

1 «)|) ol' I lie (am pus

On Saturday, November 7

Enjoy Dinner from 5:00 pm to 9:00 pm
at

The Top of the Campus
Restaurant
after your r?£i.a!

dance to the jazz music of the

New Bob Cummings Band
from 9:00 pm to 1:00 am

Come up to the eleventh floor for the finest ii

dining and entertainment

•Validated Parking in the Campus Center Garage

aaan aaariH aai3\M
BBQ imam uunrin

R

BHE
N A

WITHOUT
AN

ADVANCED
DEGREE

Th»
Instltiito

Paralegal
Tralnmg
235S. JTtfiSt

PhUadeiphia. PA 19103
mS) 732-66O0

Approved by the
American Bar
Asaociaaon

Opmua by PvaLegai ific,

'*'in«»tv»nl« Corporaiion

College seniors. Ifyou plan to get ajob
after graduation, why not consider

a profession?

In 3 months, we prepareyou for

careers in law, management finance.

Our 8 Intensive couiBes are
nationally recognized for high aca-

demic quality.

Over 90% ofour graduates secure
Jobs In their specialties. Over 5.000
graduates hold positions In law Arms,
iMnks and corporations in 110 cities.

We provide a substantial tuition

refund Ifwe cannot secure ajob for

you in the dty ofyour chcdce.

Guarantee yovir futvire. Leam how the
Insdtute can help you advance In a
career. Our representaUve wlU be on
ampus NOVEMBER 16

/ ux>uid {(fcetoomzn^ean (ntervtew
at another time. Please cxiU me at
one ofthephones noted.

Please send me Iriformatlon about
the InstituteJarPamlegcd Ttnlntng.

Name
Address

Ctty. State. Zip

I L
Presentphone Permanentphone

In Appreciation of Difference
Responding to Racism in American

Culture

presents:

\ : t

Russell

:

Former player /loach with tNllflfestton Celtics and
social commentator, Russell will speak about his ex-
periences as a Black athlete.

WEdNEsdAy INovEMbER 4 8 PM
Fine Arts CEiQYEft

AdMissioN SI.00 Tickers arc AVAiUblc at
TIX iN The SUB, And at tUi dooR. RcsERvcd
SCATIMq »o qtT ThcRE tARly.

Snonsored by The Arts Councd Distinguished Visitors program Student
Civernment Association Joint Performing Arts Sub Committee Women s
Studies Union Council. Governors Program Council Commuter Collective
Southwest Orchard Hill, Northeast Central and Sylvan Area GovernrtSents
nd Oirectofi «»«D«fam Support Fund Oaan of S«u«l»o«^Htc».jBr»d th«.Sm
dent Activities OMice
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Sale ofAWAC S upsets Beg
JERUSALEM (AP) - Prime Minister

Menachem Begin asked his poUtical op-
position McMMiay to join him in fighting
Saudi Arabus Mideast peace plan, which
he called a prescription for Israel's
bquidation.

Speaking in Parlianaent. Begin rejected
from start to fiwah" the eight-point plan
proposal by Saudi Crown Prince Fahd, and
admonished the United Sutes and Europe
n*t to consider it a^ a basis for netotiati«r

Begin blasted Saudi AraWii*W -^lil
petrodollar sUte. where the darkness of the
Middle Ages reigns, with the cutting off of
hands and heads, with corruption that cries
out to high heaven."

He proposed that a bipartisan delegation
from the Knesset (Parliament) go to the

Li

United States and Western Europe "to
explain the justice of our cause."

Knesset veterans toW The Associated
Press they coukl not recall the last time a
>pnme minister initiated such a delegation
to combat a specific policy. Begin had
considered sending a similar delegation to
tobby against the sale of AWACS radar
p anes to Saudi Arabia, but scrapped the
idea.

l-f ./-^ . f ! h
Of^KiMtion leadtt- Shimon Peres said his

Labor Parly woiild join the delegatwn
provided its propaganda line was agreed on
in advance.

"Of the Saudi liquidation formub termed
a peace plan, we have heard disturbing
words net only in Europe but also in
America, " Begin said.

"Those eight points cannot serve as any

basis for any discussion whatsoever. They
are rejected from start to finish. There is no
party in the world with whom we will be
ready to conduct discussions on a plan
designed for Israel's liquidation."

The pariiamenUry delegation was the
latest step in an Israeli lobbying campaign
begun last week after President Reagan
and Secretary of Sute Atexander M. Haig
Jr. both coRWiented favorably on the Fahd
plan.

,

f-

Officials said the Israeli Embassy in
Washington has printed Up thousands of
copies of a position paper on the plan.
Begin's aides leaked the contents of a letter
the prime minister wrote to Reagan on
Friday, and the prime minister appeared on
a U.S. television interview program
Sunday to explain the Israeli positwn.

Begin said clauses in the Fahd plan
calling on Israel to evacuate territory
captured in 19e7 and advocating a
Palestinian sUte with Jerusalem as Hs
capital were aimed at strangling Israel.

He rejected American assertkms that a
clause affirming "the right of sUtes in the
region to live in peace" implies recognitnn
of Israel because it does not mention the
Jewish sUte by name.

Besides, he added. "One can liquidate a
state by sUges. even a sUte that is
recognized."

Departing from his prepared text. Begin
quoted a Saudi newspaper as saying the
Arabs "should recognize the Israelis — but
in their graves." Anyone who read such
statements would know "they are Diayiaf
with fire." he said.

*

Collcitian photo by Barron KoUnd

Captured here in this

photo are three of the
University's finest
youngr scholars. L to R:
Jaliea, Suzanne and
Beth.

i*x::©S^*!:JS::::::;:;:i:i:i:;:i:i$JS
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Corners in Communications
A representative from the Boston

University School of Public Communica-
tion Graduate Admissions Office will be in
the Placement Service Office, Hampshire
House on November 13, 1981 from 9:30
a.m. to 1 :00 p.m. to conduct individual in-

terviews with students interested in

graduate work in communications.
To sign up for an interview stop in at

the Career Service Office, Hampshire
House begining^ 2, 1 981

.
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Deadline November 6
Nominetione for

Distinguithed Teechers
Sfai $2,000 DMnguiihwf TMch«f Awards

for 3 Faruity and 3 Studantt
Any prmnt or ro«mar ttudam may nomlnata
faculty and TaacNng Aaaictantt/Aasociatas for
tha award, in addition, faculty and graduata
studants may nomlnata TA't and TO's.
Diatinouiafiad Taaciiing Awards are tupportad t>y

tha Alumni Aasociation and the Graduate School
and awards are announced at CommarKwment by
the Chancellor. Winners are determined by a
Committee composed of undergraduate students,
graduate students and faculty members.
Submit the nomination in writing with a brief
description of why the nominee desen^es the
award to:

DiatinouiahAd Teaching Awards Committaa
Graduata Studant Sanata

919 Campua Canter

STAR TREK ^
Uvh! I

Club MfiTiNq
I

Nov. J TuEsdAy I

Tmt 7-10 PM i

Suffolk Room i

SrudfNT Umion f
Slklfs, Iwffo, foa
S.T. A S.F. Fams
All WflcoMf

Charles •

Bronson
In

BREAKOUT
Nov. 4th A 5th

7:00 - 8:45
8:45 - 10:30

10:30

Hampden Commons
1.00
i

D
•••••^•Z

/ nm g

Altair^ >

J

i'm

Health and Beauty Aid

STOCK-UP SALE

*

Faberge Organic Shampoo
15 oz. oily - reg - dry

96c ^eg $1.89

Ban Roll-on reg - unscent
1.5 02

$1.22 Reg. $2.03

Aapri apricot facial scrub
2o2

reg $3.00

Cplgat^f^

Bayer 100's

Colgate <i ^Q
7o2 V l.«l» reg2.16

|$1.12n 1.72 OpenMFS.^
' Sat n^

Noxema Skin Cream
6 oz

$1.36 reg 19?
Located in the Campus Center

the Uniyersity Store
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Stanley

CLARKE
CUQNh

presents

George

DUKE

PRECISION

PROJECT
F.A.C.

NOV.6th
6:00 PM
UMIES $7.50, $8.50

GEN. PUB. $9.00, $10.00

All tickets $ 1 more at doorTickets Available:

Union Records Unltd. (URU)
''^ - No food, drink, smoke or cameras
FAC Box Office

For the Record (Faces) - Student ID's required at the door
Ticketron

Clyde Criner and Clouds
at the

Blue Wall Campus Center
Nov 12th 9:00 PM

X

99

Our stylists are featuring FREE
professional consultations for

men and women.
Let us help you select a hairstyle that's
perfect for you!

H

Featuring

Special Effects, Coloring, Design Perms, Facials,

Manicures, Braiding — All at comparable prices.

A

FEATURING:
Clyde Criner: Piano
Horace Arnold: Drums
Alex Foster: Tenor & Soprano Sax

Calvin Hill: Acoustic Bass
Kevin McNeil: Guitars

Arubbi Taylor: Percussion

All For

$7.00
with this coupon only

FIRST - A professional consultation

SECOND - A precision style cut selected individually

just for you

LCyi'^RjJPifU'iylif^s w" show you how to take care of your hair

^

With personal style cut, shampoo,'ar7dl)low'dry~Tl0.5o7lofTg'h^r~'
ijl^hth^morejj^Mh^^s^coi^^^ new customers only.

StylM byDeborali Z * ZZ
66 University Drive
Amherst, MA
549-5610

please call for an appointment

62 Main Street
Easthampton, MA

527-2411
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Forgotten part
of the package

Wi' are supposed to believe that the Middle East will
become more stable, now that Saudi Arabia is getting a
bunch of new toys to play with. Will that $8.5 billion dollar
arms package, that largest foreign arms deal in U.S.
history, actually bring peace and stability to that region.

Simple logic would tell you that the answer is no. We are
givmg some of the most sophisticated equipment in the
world to a nation that is ruled by a loose confederation of
families that could at any moment dissolve into anarchy
Granted, we have had good luck so far with the Saudis, but
what s to say that it won't turn into another Iran?

I'm not worried about the Airborn Warning and Control

Randolph T. Holhut

^OuicK(fiufi:jioN. oj^^moj(vmw(f^^os\h'wmmms<Mxr

Homophobia a form of incivilitv ^^^'"^ profitably be discussed But these issues will not be
*V addressed in any meaningful way as long as those who are

responsible for funding the required courses in com-
munication skills view them as a "problem" and a "drain"
on the "legitimate" academic pursuits of the University.
As long as that frequently-expressed attitude persists, the
annual hang-wringing over the cost of teaching a six-hour
requirement to 4,000 students a semester will continue
and students will be faced with the Catch-22 of a required
course for which there is an inadequate number of sec-
tions.

Sara L. Stelzner
Academic Coordinator for Instructional Development

To the Editor:

As graduate students and faculty at the university, we
find it deplorable that a student has had his life repeatedly
threatened because he expressed his political opinions at
the rally opposing UTOPIA. If a climate of free speech is

to be maintained at this university, it is imperative that
the administration make it clear that terrorism of this sort
will not be tolerated. For this reason, we call upon the ad-
ministration to:

1) make a clear public statement against the racist, sex-
ist, and anti-gay nature of these threats;

2) thoroughly investigate and prosecute those responsi-
ble for the threats;

3) not force the man being threatened to withdraw from
the University, but rather, provide him with adequate pro-
tection to attend classes and continue his education on this
campus, and

4) formally recognize homophobia (systematic
discrimination against people on the basis of their sexual
orientation) as one of the forms of "incivility" which is

rampant on this campus, and which must be attacked dur-
mg this "Year Towards Civility," along with racism, sex-
ism, and anti-semitism.

Kimberly Christensen

and
thirty-seven graduate students and faculty members
from the Economics and Women's Studies Depart-
ments

Another victim speaks out
To the Editor:

As a victim of anorexia nervosa, I was gratified to read
about Judy Somer and her effort to start a sftfjport group.
Anorexia is a terrifying disease, not so mudh che weight
loss, as the problems that prompt it.

Anorexia is not always hinging and vomiting. I did
neither. Anorexics don't always go on complete starva-
tion. I ate three meals a day. It is a total obsession with
food and feelings (perhaps totally subconscious) of inade-
quacy and guilt.

Lin Look
Orchard Hill

Rhetoric — problem of priorities

To the Editor:

Once again this fall the campus is involved in a discus
sion of "the Rhetoric problem." Once again there are not
enough Rhetoric sections for freshmen required to take
the course. As one who has taught in the Rhetoric Pro-

gram — under one auspises or another — since September
19()9, I would like to become part of the discussion. My
thesis is that the {)r()l)lem is not Rhetoric; the problem is

priority. Until the academic priority established by the

F^aculty Senate is honf)re<l, there will l)e no .satisfactory

solution to the "Rhetoric prol)leni.""

If (me accepts the a.ssumption that iiunniunication skills

are an essential part of a college education and that

students are admitted to the I'niversity without adecjuate

pre{)aration in these skills, then courses in writint^ and
reatling, speaking and listening will have a high [)riority.

Presumably this assumfttion underlies the establishnietU

and continue<l support for the six-hour H distribution re-

(juirement for all students. If we o(>erale on that assump-
tion, courses in communication skills should be at the head

of (he line when campus resouri-es are allocated.

The Rhetoric Program as it is presently constituted is

certainly not sacred. Questions of what administrative

unit should \\e responsible for the requirement, who should

teach the courses, and what the curriculum should include

Save screams for emergencies
To the Editor:

I am sitting at my desk in Southwest in mv usual state of
anaesthetised bemusment, hunched over a chemistry text-
book, when a primordial scream rends the silence of a"

tranquil October evening. Is someone being stabbed, or
raped, or both! Perhaps somebody is expressing their ex-
asperation with the latest disastrous ' Red Sox perfor-^
mance. Or is this animal howl merely a more pedestrian
form of comunication employed by UMass students?

I fear the latter holds true. In any other situation this
scream would have sent chills up my spine and I would
have conjured up grisly mental images of people being
roasted alive, but I live at UMass.^Jnfortunately, I don't
think I could tell the difference, between an acoustic
release of mental pressure and someone' aiocerely in need
of assistance.

Perhaps the screaming howling, yelling, screeching,
roaring, bellowing could be reserved for cases of
emergency only and the would-be howlers could contain
their enthusiasm and emit, for example, a small hoot ofjoy
or a soft squeak of happiness and'a-^^Otte "humph" or
"bah. humbug" if their feelings lie at the other end of the
contentment spectrum.

Joe Schlenoff
Southwest

Olver puts the cookie back
To the Editor:

It really galls me that Senator John Olver (D-Amherst)
can try to claim credit for the Senate passing a bill putting
a student on the Board of Trustees. So what? Vox the last

two years UMass students haven't had a voice on the
Board of Trustees because of Olver and all his friends who
are trying to destroy UMass voted to reorganize higher
education. Students lost the student trustee then. Olver
and his press agent try to tell us that they care about
UMass. and students are supposed to be thankful?
Olver was the only politician from the area to vote in

favor of reorganization t^o^jnatig ago, and therefore the
only politician from the area to vote in favor of eliminating
our right — a student trustee.

Senator Olver should know that when you get caught
with your hand in the cookie jar, it d(»es no gooti to put the
cookie back. The intent originally was clear.

Richard Fitzpatrick

Sunderland

(AWAC) radar planes. Between all the restrictions put on
the use of the planes by our government and the fact that
the radar is only accurate 30 percent of the time, it really
isn't the threat that it is made out to be. No, the rest of the
package, particularly the 60 F-15's (the forgotten part of
the deal) are the real threat. They will also be getting 1177
air to-air Sidewinder missiles for those planes, in addition
to last years 118 M-60 tanks. 1000 anti-tank missiles and
140.000 tons of ammunition.

We didn't have to sell them any of these armaments. But
If we didn t. France. Great Britain, or West Germany
would have gladly given them what they wanted. Such is
the availability of the tools of war on the world market
Any country can get any weapon, so long as they can afford

With the way things are headed in the world, it is a
miracle that there has not been a major conflict lately. The
United States and our allies, as well as the Soviets, have
been arming the world at an alarming rate with some of the
most sophisticated killing machines ever devised by man
The countries that buy the arms are happy, they are
getting new toys for their armies. The countries who sell
are happy, their friends are now stronger. The companies
that make the arms are happy, they are getting very rich.
Everyone comes out smiling, except for the people who
want peace.

This situation is nothing new. it has been going on longer
than anyone would like to talk about. But for all the talk of
controlling the flow of arms to unstable countries in order
to maintain peace, the sales still continue. And with each
new arms deal, the world is a step closer to Armageddon.
Maybe the Saudis won't start a war. maybe Libya (with

all of the Soviet arms they have) won't start a war. maybe
all of the other nations that have their weapons stockpiled
won't start a war. And maybe we can make a few more
arms deals and hope that the people to whom we sell them
won't use them. But we have to face the reality that
countries that build up their armies and buy and sell ar
mamenU do so with one real intention in mind, to start a
war.

There are too many weapons in too many hands and if

this trend is not reversed, we may be wheeling and dealing
ourselves into World War III.

Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian columnist.

Letters Policy

All letters must l)e signed and include the writer's ad
dress and telephone numlK-r, which will not be published.

Please type doul)le spaced at t>7 characters pr line. Due t<i

space limitations and the volume of mail, we regret we are
unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters are
subject to editing for clarity and length.
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CALMLY.^

By Garry Trndcau

CALMLY,

YOU SAY

aGHT.YOmeVEN
60m TO THFOUIIN

AJOK£OR. \

TWO.

CROSSWORD
Edited b largaret Farrar and Trudt Jaffe

UNDER THE INFLUENCE
M^^^ttwwK,i -nw&T^ircBR «i*PE«t5^^Jr

M. Joyce

ACROSS
1 v.lla. a«onthe
Oasplan

6 Sharir

"0 Pop's 'elattve

14 Exchango
prtPniiimb

15 Ccn»piJ8«f Porter
ifi Eurasian river

1/ Diarrtond delays?
19 Nerve brandies
20 Writer Arendt
21 •'

bread . .
."

23 Slangy suffix

25 Baardsofakind
26 Brief period
30 Kind of hoM or

slioe

31 Scull

32 Henri foliowera

34 Agate
andpaarl

38 Puerto

40 New Delhi garb
42 Indian corn
43S»toutattheltfct
4S Fixed very firmly

in place
47 Mens—— .crimi-

nal intent

49 Devour
50 Direct route

52 Leas than

INI L« Aa«*> nM> <>(*«tcal€

56 Shorties << for one
57 Bob
59 Congo pest
63 Nanking nanry
64 Famous jazz

pianist

66 Marquand s

sleuth

67 " for the
agAS'

68 Poe-liko

69 f^eady, lii Rennes
70 German articles

71 TheGrinch's
creator

its.

' ««•

..•I

DOWN
1 Short ra

2 MohammedAn
title

3 Grafting twig
4 FaWed pie eater
5 Tyre's principal

22 Vrji

24 - -
26 Asi.

27 Fa,.

m«
28 Kii>

29 Noit...

33 «5.K«t - •

iriyopij

-') ••.•iierits, e.g.

ti Rhea's relative

c7 Short quarrel

3d Opposite of fell

short

41 Peewee's cousin
44 Inaugural occur-

or

• Timely abbr.

7 Lowsen the leas
• Certain bagirmirtg

9 Aspen, for erta

to snort bewa
11 Praying figure

12 Fatnala vampire
13 Drasa or skirt style
18 Summer w«ar

48 Ringlela

49 So sorry

51 Snickering aeund
52 Rascal
53 Whim
54 Mexican baaket-

makar'a grass
96 Wharton hero
SaSkiHft
80 New Zealand red-

wood tree
61 Hindu tittas of

respect

62 S-jmmers at Biar-

ritt

65 Milit. units

ROD BONES Gregg Canavan
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Solution to yesterday s puzzle on page 4

cerfter
atumass

Tuesday, November 3rd

Thursday, November 5th
FREE FUN/HIGH ENERGY

FREE MOVIE NIGHT
THE KIDS ARE ALRIGHT
starring THE WHO
8 8" 10 pm showings
Next Weeks Feature

THE
FILMORE

Starring SANTANA,
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE & MORE

??7 With THE EFFECTS

ALL NIGHT HAPPY HOUR
FREE ADMISSION
Friday, November 6th

Wednesday, November 4th

HOT ACOUSTICS
Gary Bertz and Alyce's Violin

J

performing great originals and tunes by
DEAD, HENDRIX, CLAPTON & JOPLIN

FREE ADMISSION
DRINK SPECIALS
Don't Miss This Rare Appearance!

SOMBONB

Winners of Rock N' Roll Rumble
Plus. . .Special Guests
THE VALENTINES
$2.00 Cover Charge

Saturday, November 7th

MISSION OF BURMA
with SPECIAL GUESTS

$2.00 Cover

•Valid ID and ABP sticker required to purchase alcohol

Tuesday, November 3, 1981

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome to CoHegian Office CC1 13 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 1 4S tw.« ho
^^^ ^^

i^hiriadvance • 5 consecutive days 5%^iscori^W r^rPRr " '""'"''" '''

€ol]egian 9

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

AUDIO

Speakers Ohm C2 2 years old mint condi
tion real wood $375-60 546-8839

Cassette Deck Akai GX F90 metal deck
solenoid controls. $425. - BO 665-2512 after
5 PM
Awesome Peavey Pacer Amp.
features, great, price, call 549-1255

many

Downhill Atomic Skiis and poles! At
$150.00 or BO 549-5340, 549-3551 after 6:00
PM
Color TV
549 0083

excellent condition, $130.00,

GIFT IDEA: Portrait Drawings.
Delap, 665-2972

Dennis

FOUND

MIDTERM BLUES?

Lecture Notes available at the Student
Note Service for many courses Room 401
Student Union BIdg (top floor)

PERSONALS

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Triumph Spjtfjre^H 543-3500-

Cheap, dependable car J9if3 MencJVlont
all optrons. very, clean $425 BO caWPteter
256-8917' > , , ; ^

1975 Pontiac Grand Prix Black with silver
vinyl roof good condition runs great must
sell fast! $1,500. need money I'm leaving for
Canada soon. Call Evel 545-0017

73 Dodge Polara.PS PB AC great condi-
tion very very dependable snows 850
253-2603

Did you lose your dog? We found a
golden retriever puppy, about 9 months old
on 10-21. She has a choker chain without
an ID tag. If she is yours ^ve me a call at
5-0329 from 9-5 ifWQ gWT uflui uiii unii
ask for Evan. Butlii-ry, sh€fstalling In love
with our family *id may not.vyaf>t Jo go
home please. '* " ' >^i <:

-

jvi'.;

.WANTED '7

1969 Javelin 6-cylinder. automatic, regular
gas, inspected, 25 mpg $550. 253-7967

New 81 Rabbit Sport fuel injection, onlv
800 miles, call 253-9455

1977 Pinto Wagon.
$1700.00 549-0083

good condition.

BELLYGRAMS!!

.Kft<?h»n help nAded fofc^atjn xchange
for meals call 25^9987

'**^**'

The UMASS DAILY COLLEGIAN is

seeking an experienced and dedicated stu-
dent for the position of Advertising
Manager. Please apply in person at the Col-
legian Office, CC Room 113. Deadline
November 9. 1981.

Delivered by experienced bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
549-1175

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios. Tape Decks, Stereos
& Car Stereos. Sound in Motion 266 No.
Pleasant St, Amherst behind Silverscaoe
Designs 253-9341

FLOWERS. FLOWERS. FLOWERS
~

Oh how beautiful the flowers, oh how
romantic, how truly magical they can
become. . Love someone, deliver in person
a gift of mystic magic, from a truly secret
admirer, XXOO. Any questions on ar-
rangements ask Laura or Susan, they're
wonderful to df^i with!

FOR RENT

Sinale room office near campus $150 in-

cluding utilities D.H. Jones Real Estate
549-3700

FOR SALE
~

Mens Nordica Boots 1 1 ^^ great shape.

Bus Driver-Trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will be accepting applications for our
training program to run thru intersession.
Qualifications include a clean driving record
of 3 years and a committment to work for 1

year apply Monday Eve Nov 2, 1981 at 7 PM
CAmpus Ctr Room 905-9

The COLLEGIAN is looking for an
associate News Editor. Interested UMass
students with writing experience and
knowledge of newspapers should apply by
Nov 1 1 to Ed Levine in the Collegian Office,
113 Campus Center.

LOST

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat

with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

Set of keys on Mass Ave. across from
SBA Library. Would appreciate if someone
found them. Call 549-4873

Keys w/charm "ASP" on green hook,
sentimental-hassle, call 6-8209

Ring: diamond and sapphire, very sen-
timental, if found please call 549-4350. Very
important to me. Reward offered.

10/28 Gold Nylon Wallet I need my IDs.
Please turn in to Information Desk in CC No
questions asked.

PHOTOGRAPHS in Morrill (3 wks ago)
very important to me 546-7952

Two Stones tickets at Syracuse to trade
for two at Hartford Kathy 549 6766

Sigma Delta Tau invites all University
Women to Informal Rush, Nov 8 and 9. For
more information call Barbie 5-0527

^Marla ZIotnick - You're the best roomie
ever! "lis - we'll quit torfy^rOyv! . ^'j^a*';/ :

Happ^ Birthday Daddy! We knew it ^1
along * your loving daughters .^

,<iear Sluggo I LOVE'VOlTand I really'am
trying! Good times and THf STONES lie

ahead?! Hugs and kisses Mrs. Bucko

To the Executive Board of ~Jn
terfraternity Council (especially Bob, Brian,
Brian and Mike) It's been interesting being
your advisor. Somehow we all survived.
Thanks for everything! Barry (Peg)
Barbara the time has come!! No police.
Ransom 4 Milkyways! Be by phone at 2:00

bdrm Puffton apt, $130, incl. heat, call 5 to
7 evenings 549-5877

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
CAREER DAY

School of Business Career Day Come to
the SBA Career Day Thursday Nov 5, 1981
10 am to 4 pm 1st floor Campus Center
UMass All Invited!

SERVICES

Tutoring in English^ Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

ChV iotdninsuJ^M|l>9;^ Statistipap

nenced typist''^^ provide
ellJng, ,<ic*r€jctions on req

'

106 after 5.

STONES TICKETS

Two Rolling Stones Tickets for Nov. 9 In
Hartford - Best Offer. Call 6-6433 or 6-6353

us

TUTOR WANTED
For Mgt 366 not dumb, just confused
545-4752

Happy Birthday. Ed. This ad is good for
one clutch job in Athol. (stop lisping) This
offer void where prohibited by whippets,
(or is that, offer whippets when prohibited
by voids) huh? Hey, you with the alligator,
stop reading this ad. If we wanted you to
read it we wouldn't have addressed it just
to Ed. Its his birthday, thus his ad. Sound
strange Ed? Good!! XXOO, the Brownie
Brigade.

Parlez Francais & Parlate Italiano at the
next French and Italian conversation hour.
Wine and cheese served! Every Wednesday
12:30 - 2:30 Herter third floor lounge.

TYPING

FREE LANCE TYPING and resume
writing. Top skills, reasonable rates.
Amherst. 549-0518

USED AUTO PARTS

RIDE WANTED
Need ride to Washington on Tuesday or
Wednesday before Thanksgiving - round
trip Please, please call Aydin 256-0285

Ride to either Boston or Providence
(pref) weekend of November 13. Will share
expenses, call Alan 6-9393 leave message

ROOMMATE WANTED
Person to share a townhouse in Squire
Village 2 bdrm 355/mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665-7544 keep
trying can leave message at 549-6526
Michael

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
5842832

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and Sliver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst.
Momday Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2
Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Responsible roommate own rm in three

Responsible women looking for 3-4 bdrm
house on bus rte Amherst area for Jan with
summer/fall option call eves 546-5776 or
546-5755

ChAllENqiNq ENqiNEERiNq PosItions
wirh ProFessIonaI CRowrh

PortsmoutIi INavaI ShipyARci, PortsmoutIi, New HAMpshiRE,
liAS opENiNqs For:

EIeCTRICaI ENqiNEERS EIeCTRONJCS ENqJNEERS
MEchANJCAl ENqiNEERS INucIeAR ENqJNEERS

Civil ENqiNEERs
Ilie Shipyards assigned mission is to modernize, refuel, convert, and reoairNULCLEAR SyBMARINES, Work involves design, developmeiUL Wltestmg of subiUarine^systems and equipment. '?**7'

Career advancement to $25,000 plus based on performance.

BS Engineering degree and U.S. citizenship required.

Benefits include 'i^^^eWdrkihgtJJays paid vacation - 9 paid holidays - 13working days paldBlck"leave - outstanding retirement program choice 'df
health & life insurance programs. ^, ^^

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard was established in 1800 and employs over 8,000
employees. The Shipyard is a leader in the Life-cycle maintenance and
modernization of Nuclear Submarines and offers unparalled challenge and
opportunity. Portsmouth Naval Shipyard is located in the heart of vaca-
tionland. All season sports and other activities are available within minutes.

The Shipyard Recruiter will be on campus November 4, 1981.

If you cannot make this interview and are interested in employment, submit
your resume to: Industrial Relations Office, Code 170.5, Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard, Portsmouth, NH 03801.

THCWOK
Lounge

Chinete Home Style Cooking

« RUSSELL ST
,
MAOLEY 566 1202

^4.99

RiC*

J I2l T»,i,aii. e««< t Bo»si Po^n
^'Wl Aic«

3 S^flmp •itx M.i#D Vagautiiai t
I'l toB "o" 1 Bojil Pork fi,«i

Mon - Thurs 1 1 :30 am 10 pm ^'^V
Fri & Sat 11:30 am - 12 p.m. ^!^
Sun £t Holidays 1 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Luncheons 11:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.

APPllflna In ouf n.» yy^k ^yy-,|

"DJ" Rusty Davit

D'iCO*r>c ToptOs

8 i^X

THE WOK
4« HuSSf 1 1 ST«ftT . MAOLEY . 566 \^2

>MRic«
*> Sweet I Souf Po'h A "Roast Potk

6 Sweei ft Sotjt Ch-cken « FtD«»i

' Swe«i A Sou* Shrimp A Ro*»I

8 MiiBij v'eqeiitiies A Pi*.fi P nrtj
"if*
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Coming Attractions
Stephen MiirphV

Feminist links

art and politics
Harmony Hammond: An exhibit of works on paper
Herter Gallery. (M-F. 11-4)

October 21 — November 4

By DENISE WEAVER
ColiejJTian Correspondent

Harmony Hammond, a natloriairy renown painter and
sculptor, and founding meml)er of the majjjizine. Ht'trsifs:

A Feminist Puhltration nn Art nnd Pnhtirs, is j)resently.

exhibiting 80 works on paper at the HerJ^^GaJlerv on'

campus. ? Jk "^^
Harmony Hammond, with a lively sense of color and

decoration, brings us highly devel»»pe<i. personal symbols
based on craft from lM)th Native American an<J domestic
tradition. Harmony interweaves the personal and the

political in her subject.

She uses cradle forms which refer l.i the role of women
as l)earers of children. Ladders, swaddled in white ruffles,

feminize and poke fun at the masculine success ladder,

fans l>ecome animated "F^an Ladies." and woven sandles

become female body shapes.

Referring to the "Fan Lady," Harmony said. "She ap-

peared to me out of the pinon bushes while I was in New
Mexico." Describing the Fan Lady's personality. Har-
mony said, "She doesn't take herself too seriously — she
goes where she likes and spreads herself open when she
wants to."

"The personal is politic." on of the major slogans of the

feminist movememt, fits Harmony's work completely.

In her piece "Fan Lady Meets Cactus Lady." Harmony
makes a statement abt)ut interpersonal politics. A fan

opens and closes at ease and can be read as a symlM)l of the

"liberated woman"; but the cactus can only prick the un-

wary while protecting and hiding its inner sweetness,
possibly a symlwtl of the woman still in the protective ar-

mor of her s(K'ietal role.

Words are also very important to Harmony, who is an
influential feminist writer. In one series. "The Ballad of

the Crying Bead, " she relates a story from her own per-

sonal life in which a gift, the Bead, went unappreciated.

CollrKian pholn ht John Maxdzlarz

Ruffled Ladder is part of a display by Harmony
Hammond at Herter Gallery through Nov. 4.

Often she uses a word like CRY to evoke an emotion or she
will include the title as one of the visual elements of the
work itself.

Her work is made of woven layers both in appearance
and in content. The layers of meaning and image multiply
and give her work a rare density and richness that make
you take the fun seriously. She is serious about a life in
which the personal, the political, and the aesthetic work
together and strive to change society.

Janet Feldman, the director of the Herter (Jallery.
deserves a round of a[)plause for bringing Harmony Ham-
mond and her work to the University, rnfortunately the
show closes Wednesday, Noveml)er 4th. ENCORE!

With the monumenlal flop of Michael (7'/it Deer Hunter)
("imino's Heaven's Gate many iilm critics, business experts
and linsi'ltown bourgeoisie have proclaimed the downfall of
Holly wooii and seemingly the death knell of big budget
productions. Losing $43 million. Heaven's Gate (now given
the chic epithet Ciminogate) doesn't .so much signify'
Holly wtx)d's decline as it represents something which we
all lend to search for when the going gets rough — a
scapegoat

.

Sure, Gate was a bloated failure (Cimino has even ad-
mitted this in a few interviews). Yet critics, com-
menlalors, etc. jumped on the film citing its excesses but
torgelling that it is only one film. Hollywood is an im
mensely powerful profit orientated business dealing in
billions of dollars a year; a conglomerate of studios, stars
and big bucks. And. like other businesses in America.
Hollywood is feeling ihe'recessiv^e crunch of Heaganomics.
Heave.rLn .Gale is .an excuse, -that*, all. An abortive
production birthed at a time when Hollywood required
culling back on its spendings anyway.
^'^*as a K'ar atir**^*****-^**^^

l^oilay Holly vi^)o(l is once again grinning in it^v»

J-osperi{|.jfl*| On li^«4fi)rj a^kea^oy of the ..un^er - I
•'^permaWf, Tifimers cff the^fosrt Ark', Fnr'Yoiir Ey'^sK>nly
- did their jobs well, raking in millions in profit. Once
again cocktails and sinus highballs are flowing freely
among the glitter and haute couture. Hollywood is smug in
lis glow.

big budget films are back, some for this Christmas,
others for the spring and summer. Warren Beatty's long
awaiied film. Reds, has run up a lab of $40 million, director
John Milius' Conan $20 million, Dino De Laurenlis' Dune
$30 million (De Laurenlis was responsible for the remake
of Kinq Kong and the brainy Flash Gordon). On top of
ihese high production spendings another conglomerate is

forming. MOM has bought United Artists from the
Transamerica Corp. for a sizzling $380 million.

Recession, what recession'.' Ask Michael Cimino the
scapegoat, if he still has any voice around Hollywood. I'm
sure he's feeling it.

WMUA
H a.m. Itl ;i.rn

Wake-Cp to K & K and K & K
Kcvpti .Smith

III a.m. - 'i (i.m

Black ('onlrmporan Mntir
KM( !•

2 \>.m. ."i:."<tl n.m.

the Hrolty Drrad Shnw

i:*t p.m. »> |».ni.

NrwHwafrh

H p.m. 7 p.m

UMaas Hotline

ZiKi l)is<' I'rcifiif

7 (I m III p m.

New Muair
Paula T. & In

III p m :; am
Black (nnlcnporarv Music
Bnither K.

2 .i m 'i am
.Vluaic for OvrrniKhlcra

HM( I'

Located in the Campus Center Univ of Mass

University Store

Tuesday, November 3. 1981,

Amherst |

Chinese Food
|

"Famihf Sty/e )

Cooking"
Mandarin Cr

Szechuan Cuisina

Lunchaon
Spacials

from $1.75
Farm Froth Vagetabim
Bavr £r Wine LicarMa

Sunday Brunch
All you can eat $4.96

62-64 Main St..

Amherst 253-7636
Ooavd WatfnM^y*
W« usa no M80 ar

ArtHicM Fo*4 Celorinf

OUR
BfflENTSW

If you're faced with an
unwanted prepuncy. we
look at you as a healthy

perion with a problem that
may be very difficult for you
to (ace. which is why our
counselors support you

during the entire proce<hire.
Call 738-6210. -fiie most
experienced reproductive

health care center
in the Northeast.

prafBfin
A Itcenicd non-prorit health care (acility.

U41 Beacan Stnti. Brooklint. MA 004*

* Career Day * firefighter

Collegian n

continued frxfm page 1

licginning al 9:30 a.m. on the first floor of the Campus
Ccnicr.

Schnit/cr said that students have gotten jobs and in-

lernships through the contacts they've made during career
day.

"It's definitely valuable for any student, business major
or not." she said. "In fact, all business daises are cancelled
fur that day so that students can attend," she said.

There is no cost for the event, but a $6 luncheon will be
available in room 1009 of the Campus Center.

Students can meet the speakers at a reception from 4 to
6 p.m. in room 1001 and throughout the day in room 176.

Al)out 500 people attended Career Day last year, and the
business club expects 800 to 900 people to attend this year.

Some of the firms that will be represented are Aetna.
Honeywell, Data General. Burroughs Corp., Keebler,
louche. Ross & Co. and Bay Bank Valley.

Continued from page S

Though other women have worked on crews with
Haglund she said she does not necessarily seek out their

friertdship juat because they are women. The crew must
operate as a team with all members on equal terms with
each other, she said.

Haglund said she feels the crew generally treated her as
an equal, after she had worked with them for awhile. She
said most rappellers are well-educated, intelligent, people

dedicated to the outdoors.

Haglund has had to give up rappelling because she suf>
fered a serious knee injury in a skiing accident. Now she is

a freshman at Hampshire College and is studying hunum
physiology.

V
Anniversary Sole
October 31 - November 7

20% sale on all shoes

Bailed SUoe, One.
8 Main Street

Amherst

I;4«K64n^ ifjiiH

V
Specializing In

Volv«> Repairs

& Service

Auto Repairs
FORQCIIA DOMESTIC

SPECIALISTS IN

DISC6IAKIS
nn.MIE€T10NIICPAHI

niUY IIAMCDMRMMCS

A

256^936|:
48 N. PiMmant St.. Amharst

CMttw OfAmH«rst

HANDMAOEFILMS

TIME
.the^^didrft make history^ the^ stde it!

M

Interested in Laiv?

Applications are now available
for Judge positions in the
University Judiciary.
For job description, applica-

tions and more information
please go to the Student Senate
Office in Rm 420 S.U. Applica-
tions are due November 6, 1981
by 5:00 PM.

]

IAN HOLM
Napot«on

MICHAEL PAUN
at

Vincent

RALPH RICHARDSON
«

The Suprrme Being

PETER VAUCHAN
The Ogre

DAVID WARNER

The bvil Ceniut

With DAVID RAPRMORT • KENNY BAKER • JACK PURVIS • MIKE EDMONDS • MALCOLM DtXON • TINY ROSS uid CRAIC VARNOCK
Produced «HJD<r,cted byTERRY QLLIAM ScreenpUy byMICHAELWUN .nd TERRY CILUAM Song* by GEORGE HARRISON

E»cutive Producers GEORGE HARRISON .nd DENIS O'BRIEN

PG PARENTM. eUNMNCE SUGGESTED^
«CM( KM11NIM. MAY NOTM lumau ran CHUMCN

MHlCCTfO tMf Macs

QlW THENiMOaMlf nuifMTNnSMP UXWCHTS iiBuno

READ THf oouamxTootniM aOOT
AND UANVCL COMIC

>• HANDMADE HLMS
Thru .tJWMCO EVBASSyl3Y1PIPtCTUREB

THE FANTASY BEGINS NOVEMBER 6

Poor Richard^
DANCE CLUB

Disco • Too ao • no* Roufe 9 Amherst
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

Tte
25c Drafts 75c Drinks

Friday & Saturday

2
750-; ^i J \ T
with Guest D.J. AL VAREI^S \ 8-10 pm

EVERY THURSDAYcvcnT

/
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Kickers just miss in 1-0 loss
By SUE BRIDGMAN
Collegian Staff

It was another heartbreaker for the University of
Massachusetts men's varsity soccer team as they dropped
a tough one Saturday. 1-0 to Boston College at Boyden
Field.

The only goal came at 20:38 of the first half, when BC's
I^u Giovanonne connected from six yards out after taking
a pass from teammate Kevin Hutchinson.

Lack 01 experience again was a major factor leading to
the Minutemen defeat. "Golden opportunities" by UMass
couldn't be capitalized on. Senior co captain Tony Dias.
alone against the goalie, booted a shot at close range which
jusl mi.ssed. as the ball soared over the goalpost. Many
other close shots missed, especially in the second half.

Both UMass (4-9-1) and Boston College (10 6 0) (ranked
third in New England) played tough defense combined
with some good goaltending. many times leaving the other
with a feeling of frustration.

Shots on goal ran fairly even with UM taking 14 and BC
13.

UMass coach Russ Kidd said the game was an important
one for his team because BC was one of the few highly
ranked teams UMass plays.

"We had our chances, but missed the shots." said Kidd.
Glenn Cristofori's UM junior varsity squad remains

undefeated, sporting a 6-0-0 record. Friday, the team
traveled to Storrs, Conn, to take on the always tough
Huskiio of the University of Connecticut. -Marcos
DeOliveira and Kay van Khatami provided the power, for a
2 1UMwin.

UConn was the first team to score against the JV squad,
scoring with one minute remaining in the game on a fluke
goal. In their five previous games, the UM team shut out
their opponents.

LTir-LriXTi^ trr »Tr» ¥T»« w^
<"»"»»"•" photo bv Terri BelUfioreKICKING IT UP — UMass hooter Peter Vasiladias (right, white) chases ball in Saturday's

defeat at the hands of the Boston Coltege Eagles at Boyden field.

Stickers: winding down, gearing up
Shea records 13th shutout of season in 2-0 VMass win

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Passing, stickhandling. clearing the ball, constantly
practicing until the sun goes down is the order of the day.
Even though the University of Massachusetts women's

field hockey team is entering its third week as the nation's
number one squad, it still prepares for each game as it has
prepared all season: long and hard.
Now they prepare now for the final games of the regular

season, two contests that will challenge the
Minutewomen's unbeaten record of 15-0-1. One of them is

this afternoon against Dartmouth College on the upper
NOPE field beginning at 2 p.m.
The Big Green has never lost to the Minutewomen but

have played the spoiler role, slowing down the UMass ex-
press at crucial points in the last two seasons. Last year,
the two teams battled to a scoreless tie when the
Minutewomen had a perfect record. Two seasons ago
Dartmouth gave UMass its only loss of the regular season.
"We're going to try to beat Dartmouth," said UMass

"We're going to give them everythingcoach Pam Hixon,
we got."

UMass is coming off its fifteenth victory against the
University of Rhode Island, 2-0. at the upper NOPE field
Saturday. Senior co-captains Judy Strong and Sue Caples
combined their talents to give the Minutewomen all the
scoring they needed in UM's thirteenth shutout victory
this season.

The game opened with UMass driving and pressuring
the Rams eariy. For the first ten minutes, UMass had op-
portunities to score, thanks to several corner shots and
great passing. But, the URI defense, especially goalie
Tracy Wood, held firm against the persistent UMass
drives, plugging up the offense by kicking and passing the
ball away.

Massachusetts finally broke through at 22:25 of the first
half, when Caples found Strong open off the right side.
Strong took the pass and fiicked it over Wood's head for
the score.

Meanwhile, URI had scoring opportunities of its own.

Collegian Player-of-the-Game

ion Offiff

Minuteman senior Georg*»liewis has been a fixture at
left defensive end for th« past two seasons for the
University of Massachusettsf^bal I tsaro,
Saturday at Storrs, in the '29 24 UM mauling of the

University of Connecticut,. Lewis did doable duty, making
himself a fixture in the UGonn'hackfield as well as an
albatross around the neck of vHuskie quarterback Ken
Sweilzer.

For his four sack perfonfti^inee (3 QB dumps, 1 run
ningback sack) and overall startdoutplay. certainly nothing
new this season, Lewis is this week's Cdlkgian Player-of
the Game.

Lewis, along with the entire Massachusetts defensive
conlingenl. created problems all da> Iqt Sweitzer and
crew, keeping steady pressure on the.;trtiskie passer and
his targets, holding UConn to a field goal ahd62 yards total
offense in the first half of the UM victory.
The Huskies regrouped at halftime and. came out

throwing and Sweitzer led the charge-for two quick UC
(ouchdowns lo cut into the UM edge. On Connecticut's
next possession. Lewis took over.
The Rome. N.Y. native sacked S*veitzer on the second

play of series on the Minuteman 46 yaraJjuie. Three plays
later. Lewis, who was first team AII-'lttaniK* ^Conference
last year, made his biggest play of thek'jranip, ringing
Sweilzers bell for a 20 yard QB sack. /legating the Huskie
drive and forcing a punt.

Reid's Ravagers shone again m tlfe liurtAqoarter when
they held the Huskies without a first fkwn on UC's last
three possessions.

but the UMass defense came through to stop any chances
the Rams might have had. The half closed with UMass
ahead, 1-0.

As the second half opened, the field began to be a factor,
as I ece It rains and constant running made the ground
slipper,

. Both teams used their sticks not only to pass, but
to knock off clods of mud from their cleats.

At 19:23, Caples fed from the mid-field to Strong, who
fired the ball past Wood on the right side for the 2-0 final

score.

The Rams threatened with seven minutes left in the
game, but UMass goalie Patty Shea kicked away the at-

tempt. The Minutewomen countered but the attempt sail-

ed over the Ram goal.

Still, the Rams persisted, but the UMass defense, which
has allowed but three goals in its last fifteen games, kept
them occi pied until game's end.

Afte • the Dartmouth game, UMass will host the Univer-
sity of Connecticut Saturday at 2:30 p.m. on the NOPE
field.

Spikers suffer at

URI tourney
KINGSTON, R.I. - The University of Massachusetts

women s volleyball team saw its chances for postsea.son
p ay dimmish greatly as it posted a 2 4 record at the
Universiiy of Rhode Island Tournament last weekend.

"It was really di.sappointing." said UMass coach Elaine
Son mo. "Il wasn't that we didn't play well, but we just
couldnl gel anything going when we needed to."

UMass fell lo (he Universiiy of New Haven 1115, 0-15.
It was Ihe Ihjnl time this season UNH has beaten the
Minutewomen and ihe first lime UMass was shut out this
sta.stm.

Lo.ss number two came at the hands of the Universiiy of
West Virginia, 14 16. 14 16. followed by the only UM win
in p(H)l play competition, against ihe University of Con-
neclicut. 15-9. 15 H.

'Our chances of getting into the Easterns now are
probably remote." .said Sortino. "The only way we could
possil)|y |)t> considered now is if we beat Southern Con
neclicut and win at the stale championships. That's going
It) be tough.

'

UMass will host Southern Connecticut Wednesday night
at NOPE gym beginning at 7:30 p.m.

MAUREEN SULLIVAN

UM women host soccer plaj/off today at Boyden
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By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Administration
yesterday protested fringe benefit and full

costing charges and suggested the Board of
Governors' budget be frozen in recom-
mendations designed to keep the Campus
Center fej; down.

Politically charged debate continues
between the board and the administratioii
over the proposed $20 fee increase.

Assistant Campus Center Director
Bernard Wilkes' suggestion to freeze the
board's budget in order to keep the fee
down comes after the BOG's suggestion
that the administration's budget be frozen.
The board's version of the budget allots

, the board and its programs a $38,000 in
crease over this year's level.

BOG Finance Committee Chair Jay
Englander said the money would c6vet the
increased activities of the board as well as
increased funding to the Governors'

BOG
Program Council. Union Program Council.
Union Video Center and the Student Union
Crafts Shop.

.
"When everyone else has been asked to

cut or to remain at level funding it is

ridiculous that they should increase 50
percent." said Wilkes of the board's
proposed funding increase.

The Campus Center administration said
the BOG submitted a tangle of differing fee
rCcommendq<,ions to the Vice Chancellor's
Office of Administration and Finance on
Friday.

The BOG fee recommendation asks ^hat
the Campus Center fee remain at $79, but
that a new $2 temporary fee called the
Campus Center Deficit Liquidation Fee be
created.

The fee would generate $44,000 to be
used only to cover Campus Center losses in

the fiscal year 1983.

Englander ^aid that although he sees a
possible loss in fiscal year*1983 due to the
increased cosls of fringe benefits and full

Radioactivity on campus
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

Only materials with a very low level of
radioacliviiy are used by UMass science
deparimenls. and then only under strict

supervision. Jim Tocci. radiation safety
officer for the Department of Environ
menial Health and Safety said yesterday.
The materials are generally used for

research purposes^ said Tocci. and their use
is carefully monitored by both his depar
tment- and the Radioisotope Use Com
millee. which is compo.sed of himself; Dr.
Robert Walker, an associate professor in

natural sciences who is chairman of the
committee; Dr. Samuel F. Conti. dean of

the (Jraduate School; Dr. Frederick W. Bo
Byron Jr., dean of,the Srtool of Natural
Sciences; and a representative from each
department using radioisotopes in their

research.

The most common materials u.sed arc
Carbon 14. Hydrogen 13 and Phgosphorus
32, used for tracking elements in- biology
research, and 'none are dangerous when
under proper control, " Tocci said.

Phosphorus 32 is the element that we are
most concerned about seeing used under
proper controls and that emits only 2
millirads per hour, under most cir-

cumstances, as compared to a chest x-ray.

Patterson petitions.SGA
to quash elections results
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

A petition to annul the senatorial election

results from Patterson House is under
consideration by the Coordinating Com
mitte of the Undergraduate Student
Senate.

The petition .was filedr by co-senatorial

candidates Michael Ferola aiid Gregory
Keochakian and signed by more than 100
students from the dormitory. Ferola said

only 10 percent of the constituents are
needed to back- such a motion, while 36
percent responded.

The motion was divided into three points
of contention. The first concerned a

proposed Candidate's Night that was
cancelled and rescheduled without the

"knowledge and consent of the residents or

candidates."

This was invalidated by the coordinating,

committee because it concerned the

campaigning process which is under the
senate's jurisdiction.

A second point was that the nomination
papers also contained more than 100

-signature^ in contrast to the 25 necessary.
The committee also invalidated this point,
on the grounds that it had nothing to do,
with the election process. .

The third point contended that
inadequate access to the ballot boxes at
Berkshire Dining Commons due to hours
and complaints of unstaffed boxes would
also affect election results.

Governmental Affairs Chair^Jim Murphy
explained the hours were set and an-
nounced beforehand, and could not be used
lo annul the results.

The question of proper staffing will be
investigated by Attorney General Lisa
Ziebel by next Tuesday so the resuks may
be presented to the Coordinating Com
mittee. Co President Larry Kocot
apologized for the delay, explaining he
didn't want to make a .definitive decision

until all ihe fads weroavailable.

"If necessary, there are members of the
House Council who will approve a recall of

senators." said Ferola. "If the committee
decides against our petition, we will go to

the council.

costing, in future years the building will
show a profit by improving its profitibility.

Scott Cashman, BOG chairman, said
creating the new fee \^i[l point out to
students that the Campus Center could be
better run.

The Administration's position is that the
fee will have to go up $20 if the state doesn't
back down on fringe benefit charges and the
Office of Planning and Budget doesn't back
down on its full costing policies.

'

"If we get relief from fringe benefit costs
and full costing we can see ways to keep the
fee at $79." said Wilkes.
Englander accused the administratiort of

employing "scare tactics" with its

recommendations.

"The Campus Center administration has
given the Universiiy administration air-'

ultimatum by threatening lo raise price
costs to students." he said.

Wilkes said the proposed $20 increase
was not an ullimalum. "It's just fact." he
said.

•

Final decisions won't be made on student
fees until an argument between the
Universiiy of Massachusetts and state
legislators concerning fringe benefit costs is

resolved, said Jack DeNyse. Vice Chan-
cellor for Adminisliralion and Finance.

Stale law requires that University trust
funds be self supporting and pay their own
fringe benefit costs to employees. But in the
past years Ihe state has paid UMass em-
ployees' fringe benefits.

This amounts to a 12.2 percent increase
in payroll costs to all University trust
funds.

DeNyse said he al.so hoped that the
Universiiy would decide not to go through
with it's full costing policy.
The full costing policy "is a response to the

stale mandate that all University trust
funds be self supporting. It is a policy
created by the Office of Planning and
Budget that suggests that each area of
Campus which pro\?ides services to another

.
area ""charge hack " for those services.

which emits approximately 45 millirads in a
tenth of a second," Tocci said.

A rad is a basic measure of radioactivity,
said Morton' Stern heim. an a.s.sociate

professor in ihe physic^ department, and a
millirad is t)ne lhou.sandth the size of a rad.
The average person receives 100 millirads
per year from natural sources, said Ster
nheim. and they would also receive 70
millirads per year from diagnostic x rays.
"We have an extensive training program

for anyone who will be using any
radioactive chemicals. " Tocci said. ""And we
also perform unannounced surveys and
insp«'ciions. sometimes daily, to anyplace
where these chemicals are being used."

Spt^-ial precautions are taken in regard to
the disposal of the radioactive wastes. Tm-ci
said. "'We pick up all wastes every Thur

•sdajr," he said. "'We take special
precautions by using ou^own men and
ecjuipment to handle all disposals".

All wastes are stored at the chemical
storage site near the physical plant, and
according to Tocci. all quickly decaying
substances remain there' until they are
completely harmless, whereas the more
powerful substances which remain
radioactive for long periods of time are
taken by special transportation to the
federal government waste disposal site in

Hanfor(l, Washington.

Toxics on campus worry GSS
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate passed a
resolution expressing- its concern with "'the

potentially dangerous manner" that toxic

chemicals and wastes are transported in

the Graduate Research Center at • its

meeting last night.

The problem is that possibly hazardous
materials are being moved in normal
passenger elevators without the precau-

tions required by the University being
taken, said Ken Cole, a graduate math stu-

dent. *

^

Under University regulations, toxic

chemicals are supposed to be carried in

styrofoam containers and the persons us-

ing these chemicals should transport them
in the dumb waiter in GRC reserved for '

such use. However, because of an enjhieer-

ing difficulty, thedumb waiter is not work-
ing. Cole said.

Peter Costa, a graduate mathematics
.=tudent, referred to the present way toxic

chemicals are moved in the building as
"slipshod."

"I am disquieted by the movement (of the
materials) without any type of warning,"
Costa said. "Any time a chemical is moved,
it's supposed to be in a styrofoam, self-

sealing container, and I've never seen it

happen. Chemists deal with carcinogens
^and other toxic materials." ,

Cole suggested that the Faculty Senate
health committee investigate the pro-
cedures for moving dangerous chemicals,

.
and that they find a way to see that these
procedures are used, including have the
dumb waiter repaired.

"The events of the recent past show ac-
cidents do happen." Cole said.

Bret Vanzo*. a polymer science student
fronj Sunderland, said he believes most
people are careful when handling potential-
ly hazardous chemicals.

"I think most students are cautious when
they're handling tdxic materials," Vanzo
said.
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World and liatibnal news
Nuclear war winnable ^^ g^^^^^^;^^^^

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Soviet
Union apparently thinks it could win a

nuclear war with the tinited States,

Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger
said yesterday.

As a result, Weinberger told the Senate
Foreign Uelalions Committee, the United
Stales must prepare for the possibility of

being hit by more than a single nuclear
strike.

Weinlnrger testified at a hearing on the
Reagan administration's $180 billion, six

year siraiegic arms package, including the
HI bomber and the MX missile.

He was asked Ivy Sen. Claiborne i'ell of
Rhode Island, the senior Democrat (ki the
committee, whether the Soviet Union or
(he I'niied States regards a nuclear war as
winnable.

"I have seen nothing that indicates the
Soviet Union dws not believe it could win."
Weinberger said. "When you look at the
arsenal they have amassed over more than
21 years. I have to conclude that that is the

Anti-busing proposal gains
WASHINGTON (AP) - A Senate

Judiciary subcommittee .voted 4 1

yesterday to prohibit federal judges from
using busing as a tool for integrating public
schools.

Although the proposal is far from win-
ning final congressional approval, the
subcommittee vote give^ momentum to a
broader effort by conservatives to sharply
limit the authority of lower federal courts
over various issues — including busing,
abortion and school4)rayer.

Sen. Orrin Hatch. R Ulah.<-hairman of a
Judiciary subcommittee on the Con
slilulion. said he hopes the measure ap-
proved by the pant'l will become the main
focus for busing opponent? in the Senate.
Among those voting for the Hatch

proposal was Sen. Strom Thurmond. R
S.C.. chairman of the full Senate Judiciary
Committee, where a vote is likely within
two Weeks.

Under the legislation, entitled the Public
School Civil Rights Act of 1981. busing
ord«'rs previousljl issued by federal courts
could be rechallenged. Judges would be
required to examine whether some other
method of desegregating schools could be
used.

In any present, or future school in

legration cases, judges would be barred
from using busing to achieve racial balance.

Sen. Dennis Deconini, I) Ariz., said he
supports I he Hatch proposal as "a moderate
but workabk' approach."

Columbia set to launch
CAPE CANAVERAL, Kla. (AP) -

Columbia is ready to fly again, weather
permitting. The forecast for tomorrow wa.s
not go<KJ but officials maintained confidence
that a "window" would open for launch.
The ship's complex systems and crew

were set, but weather remained the wild
card for the sunrise launch of the vehicle
that will dramatically stretch America's use
of space.

Launch was set for 7:30 a.m. EST. 4.5

minutes past dawn and test manager
Donald K. "Deke" Slayton predicted. "It's

going to go.

"The countdown is so smooth, it's making
us a little nervous." .said Bill Jones.- who
shepherds the astronauts through their
training. "The only problem is the
wi-ather."

, Astronauts Joe t:ngle and Richard Truly
were admittedly anxious.
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-iissumpiion which underlies all of their
thinking."

As to the U.S. view of a nuclear war.
Weinberger said. "We view it as something
that we should make every effprt to deter.

"

"We do think the Soviets by their actions
have indicated they must think it is win-
nable." he added.

Sen. Joseph Biden, D Del. a.sked
Weinberger if he thought it was realistic to
think of a nuclear war "that would involve
strikes beyond several days."

"I don't know .if it is reahstic. ' he repli<»d.

"Hut il this situation is what we are faced

with, you cannot hope to meet it or to deter
attack unless you have the kind of

capability that will enable you to respond."
"It appears that they (the Soviets) are at

U'ast planning on more than one strike." he
said.

Weinberger said the administration's

arms package will strengthen the U.S.
position in strategic nuclear arms
negotiations.
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Senate moves tonight on SCERA Wrings
By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

•The University of Massachusetts
Undergraduate Student Senate tonight will

consider a hiring committee's recom-
mendations for 25 SCERA vacancies, which
have been unfilled since the beginning of

thctsemester.

The Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy (SCERA) has not
been fully staffed since Sept. 23, when four
SCERA members resigned during a senate
meeting amid claims of political infighting.

political infighting.

About 80 persons applied for the 25
vacancies, said Carl Hoffman, who chaired
the selection committee.
Hoffman said the committee will also

recommend a "slight" reorganization of
SCEIiA tonight.

Student Government Association co-
I'resident Kevin Mangan said the due date
for applications \ was extended one week
until last Friday because "we thpught the
pool (of applicants) was too small."
The SCEItA office, though, did not go

totally Unstaffed after the^-esignations.

Video game wizards to match wits

Student Goverment Association co-

I'resident Kevin Mangan said, "because we
opened it up (to more applicants), we had to

temporarily hire."

A total of nine persons were temporarily

hired, including four for the Rents and Fees
team, two lor the Anti-Racism team, one
for the Academic Affairs Team, and two
persons for support staff.

The temporary staff members were hired
by the senate for two weeks so that certain

issues could be dealt with.

"The senate hired a skeleton crew to

carry on work in really needed issues,"

Mangan said.

Hoffman said that all present temporary
staff members had to go through the formal

hiring process in order to be retained.

As well as the present temporary staff,

former SCERA nnembers had to go through
the hiring process.

^Everyone had to fill out an application

and go through an interview, old ones
(members) and new ones." Mangan said.

The September resignations occurred
after a motion providing for a SCERA
hiring committee was vetoed by, the SGA
presidents.

By JEFF ROSENBERG
Collegian Correspondent

Those students who spend their time and countless

quarters playing the video game machines on campus will

have the opportunity to compete in a video games tour-

nament today.

The event will be held from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the
Student Union Games RA)m.
The Asso<;iation of College Unions International will be

hosting this first annual event. The participants, which will

be limited to 30 UMass students, will choose three of eight

machines to be used in the tournament. "Asteriods",
"Pacman", "Missile Command", "Berzerk" and "Galaxian"
are just a few of the video mjichines to choose from.
The student who attains the highest cumulative score

fro'm the three selected machines will become the winner,
and receive* a trophey, said Marty Fallon, games room

manager of the Campus Center.
Although only 6 students had paid the $1.00 registration

fee as of yesterday afternoon Fallon expected a last minute
rii«;h.

The video machines have been located in the Campus
Center for years but this year the amount of use they
receive has "exploded", said Fallon. The event is spon-

sored by Trico Vending, the operator of the video machines
on campus.^
The winner and runner-up of the tournament will go on

to represent UMass at the regional ACUI tournament to be
held at the University of New Hampshire on Feb. 20 and
21, said Fallon. —.^ ux , !>aio r ailon.

Several students said they were looking forward to the

tournament.

"The odds look pretty good to win. No real hot shots are

^oing to enter the tournament," said Gary Kline, a

sophomore engineering student. i

Recycling Project wheels turning < I

By ELLEN BLUESTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

With the Amherst landfill filled almost to capacity, the
goal. of the Recycling Project is to reduce waste on campus
by recycling and to redute the cost of a new town landfill

because part of the cost will come from students.

By raising awareness of the waste problem on campus,
the Recycling Project will recycle the materials instead of
sending them directly to landfill.

JlH|ie Rypysc, director of the Recycling Project, said the
University of Massachusetts contributes 30 to 40 percent
of the trash that g:oes into the Amherst landfill.

After reorganizing and just recently reopening, the
directors and staff of the project said they have a positive

outlook on its program this year.

However, "We need student support," Rypysc said,

"before the prograjn can work, people have to be made
aware as to how they can help."

Masspirg series set
UMASSPIRG tomorrow will sponsor a series of

workshops to inform students in organizing for political

action getting media coverage and public speaking.
The workshops will begin at 1:00 in rooms 801 and

802 of the Campus Center and hopefully "dispel the
myth of the expert," and show that students can
organize and make change on their own, said

UMASSPIRG Coordinator Elise Jacques.
Many UMass students and organizations have the

energy to campaign for certain issues, but with the help
of the workshops their efforts can be more effective,

Jacques said.

Scheduled speakers for tomorrow include
MASSPIRG program Ehrector and primary lobbyist

Mindy Lubber, Energy Program Coordinator Charlie
Donaldson, MASSPIRG Organizing Director Susan
Birmingham and MASSPIRG Media, Coordinator Kirk
Weinert.

The four will speak in each of the four workshops and
will be at a wine and cheese reception at 4:00 to answer
any questions students may have. «
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01003.

Prisoner free through art

Collfirian photn bv John MiKdziarz

"Poet's Corner," by Shyaam, highlights the ex-

hibit at Augusta Savage Gallery.

TRANSCKNDJNG THh: WALLS

Augusta Savage Gallery. New Africa House
October 10- November 10 ,
By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian Correspondent .

Transcending the Walls might not be the type of exhibit

you're accustomed to filling an empty afternoon with —
you just cannot passively wander through it. But then
Shyaam Tangosa Bakuba. whose works are represented,
hardly conforms to our dearly heldromantic notions of the
artist and his environment. In fact, given his cir-

cumstances, one is surprised he can function artistically at

ail.

Imprison«'d in M(JI Walpole since age 18, having served

7 of his 13 years there in a segregation unit. Shyaam is

serving two life and after sentences for a number of,

alleged crimes. Il is in this segregation unit. Walpolc's

notor»)Us "10 BliK'k. " thai Shyaam began composing
poetry, the first of his many creative efforts.

Upon his relea.se from "10. Block." Shyaam began
painting lo heller convey his poetic images and it is these
"painted piK-rns," along with a number of selected written

poems, which make up the exhibit. The paintings, all of

which are in acrylic, display a strong surrealistic influence.

They scream with intensity as ihey view subjects which
range in scope from prison life in general, to the more
specific frustrations experienced by the imprisoned artist.

"I'tH't's (Corner." though more subdued thematically than

other painiings. is clearly the centerpiecy of the exhibit.

Here Shyaam, through a maslerfUtemployment of surreal

imagery — a vast blank slate, a floating ink pen, and a
trickling hourglass — convinces us of the dilemmas
plaguing an imprisoned arlist isolated from his usual

sources of inspiration.

Moving to other works and more overt themes, one
begins to sense the extent of the rage Shyaam seems to

feel towards a predominantly white society. A society
where he believes that blacks who refuse to capitulate to

the demands of that society are slapped down and unjustly
imprisoned.

"Kememher meV/.Well now in a cell I am/ for trying to
portray an unafraid blackman," states "In Memorial."
From the audacity of "Rewinding a Clockwork Orange." a
painting which substitutes a black for the ill-fated Alex of
the Burgess classic, to the haunting excels of "Preserves"
in which "Our young unripened fruit are canned to
preserve their .texture and flavor/to .sate the hunger and
ihirsi of a cannibalistic .society," Shyaam's anger seems
boundless and chilling.

A le.ss sensational and more insightful vision of life

within prison walls is revealed in the poetry of the exhibit:

"From where i live/the world seems cold/as i stare at the
endless gray/in ihe expanse of sky that i look upon/at the'
beginning of another meaningless day."

Shyaam is in a unique position, giving us the opportunity
to view the reality of prison from an artist's perspective.
Transcendivg the Walls will be on exhibit at the Augusta
Savage Gallery until November 10th.
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STANLEY GEORGE

CLARKE DUKE

November 6th
8 PM at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

tickets: Umass $7.50, 8.50
General Public $9.00. 10.00

available at: Union Records Unlimited (URU)
TIX-

FAC Box Office
For tbe Record (Faces)

Ticketron
Student ID required at the door. All tickets $1. more at

the door. No drink, smoke, or cameras.
Produced in association with the UMass Arts Council

NEED MONEY?
SUCCESSFULLY BECOME

A STUDENT ENTREPRENEUR!
Attend 'the one-day "Fortunes from Spare-Time" Seminar on
Saturday, November 14th. at the UMASS/ AMHERST Campus
Center. Earn thousands of extra dollars each year... maybe each
month" Learn first-hand from the expert, Vilnis A. Ezerins. Jr., one
of Americas's youngest entrepreneurs...

• How to create a highly profitable business which you can
operate in your spare time - with 25 specific examples of
student-run prosperous enterprises

• How to begin without capital if necessary

• How to find free help

• How to avoid the pitfalls that often can spell disaster

• The step-by-step details you need to follow to launch your
own money-making venture

t

• How to advertise - sometimes at no cost

• How to manage your time and your growing income

• And rfiuch, much, much more.

INVEST SIX HOURS AND CHANGE YOUR LIFE!!!

Tuition for the complete six-hour seminar is only $75 ($35 with
student i.d.) and includes a seminar workbook. To pre-registerfora
reserved space, phone toll-free 1-800-344-7377; or you may
register just prior to the workshop by arriving thirty minutes early
Tuition IS payable at the door by cash, money order (made payable
to Conference Management Association"),.Mastercharge or Visa.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14TH
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. (noon to 1:30 p.m. lunch break)

UMASS/AMHERST CAMPUS CENTER - Room 163

For Instant WORKSHOP RESERVATIONS
Call Without Charge:

1-800-3447377 (from 12 noon to 9 p.m.)
Or, Call Collect: (617) 533-4378 (frdm 8 a.m. to 9 p.m

)

Top of the Qimpus
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FRIED BRFASrDF CHICKEN ' sj7S «

HAM A SWISS IN A POCKf T
, M^s

I'j^' J-. il srtv-* (ildin MmpI* .if»fl k(>(k1>

ROILED PORK CHOPS «

I*in Bfc.il«l cpnief chopi served wrth a «fe**i itrren vraetaMe and apple tauce

COUNTRV STYU BBQ SPARE RIBS
Mealy pork ribs thai will mel^in your mouth

COCQUIILE ST. lACQUES
Swrft 4< allop* and t ream sai^Lr m a clasiK pcevpnialion

POACHED SALMON ^
A liijht deliraie ti\h poached in >yhile wine and «re\h herbs

DEEP FRIED LOBSTER NUGGETS
I«'n<V*r < Sun< lis <)• Maine lobster b<ead«>d and deep fried to pertec Inn •

TURKEY PARMESAN
Ariurltev breast ruttet served in the classK Italian style

VEGETABLE PLATTER
\ Inn- vfi(Ctarians deliuhl

SAUTEED PEPPER STEAK

$595

$5 65

$6 75

$6 95

$7 25

$5 65

$4 95

$5 95
Il nrfer sir.|><. <.t I ondon Broil sauleed with peppers and onions served on a Bed tA Rice

BROILED N.y.SIRIOIN STEAK $795
K healthy ( ut of sirloin steak Htoiled to your taste and sefved with onmn rmgs

Desserti^

Hours.
Monday Friday 11:30 am 2:00 pm.
Tuesday - Saturday 5:00 pm - 9:00 pm

For Reservations Please Call

549-6900 ext 639
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
:-:-:-lt:::

New fee policy unreasonable
.Two weeks . ago the University of

Massachusetts announced that laboratory
fees must be paid by Friday or students/will

be administratively withdrawn from their

class.

The deadline imposed is unreasonable. At
this point in the semester students are con-

cerned with examinations. Many students,

especially off-carhpus students responsible

for monthly bills, may find it difficult, if not

financially impossible, to jH-ocure money
for lab fees withift two weeks. Students in

this situ^ition will find themselves
withdrawn from needed classes without

recourse.

The callous attitude evident in the swift

implementation policy once again shows
the administration's lack of concern for stu-

dent needs. Even administrators must
budget their money and worry about per-

sonal finances. They should show more sen-

sitivity for the financial situiation of

Matchmaking

via test scores
Did you ever stop to think about what an important role

sex plays in this university? Not the organic sex known to
occur on Halloween weekends, but a sort of subliminal sex
that daily affects our lives as college students.

For example, everyone here at one time or another has-
taken a standardized lest (if you haven't, don't worry, you,
will.) They also go under the name of "multiple guess
tests". But did you ever notice that in a space right next to

your name there are two little blocks so you can tell the

'

compuier what sex you, are'.' Now, why would the com-
puter like this information? I think that it has been
programmed to couple students on the Jiasis of their test

Mary Beth Hebert

scores. Thal's^vhy whenever you go out, you meet people
never knew existed and why they always claim to be in one
of your classes. The computer has ruined your "But we
have nothing in common" excuse.

/

And what about the horrendous sex play that goes on in»

the dining commons? Ever notice how people always want
to face the entrances so they can note and comment on
everyone walking in? One might also notice that there is an

• "in side and an "out" side to sit on. Those with bodies

beautiful (or aspirations of one) always tend to sit on the

right. 1 don'l know yvhy. Maybe they think it makes their

profiles look better. On the other hand, food, sex. and the

dining commons hav»; little in common. In fact, food,

edibility, and the dming commons have very little in

common.

Everyone knows that coed bathrooms are dens of

iniquity disguised in formica. During the "bathroom crisis"

a reporter asked a friend of mine if he had ever had sex as a
result of being in a coed bathroom with a member of the
opposite sex. A better question would have been if he had
ever had any desire to do it on cold ceramic tiles at seven
o'clock in the morning.

Then there is the obvious sex bias in the libraries. Why
else would I he shelves be so high as to prevent all but the

tallest «»f males fr6m reacfiing that one b(X)k you need for

your research p'aper? Yet, it can also be said that women
seem to hav<' a (Jod gi\('n knack with thi- Xerox machine.

HtM*e w( have a suspicious example of forced in

terd«'[)» lulence. "V'oii need a book. 1 need a pholrn'opy -

let':, ^raii a beer." This is how you crtale happy couples

who will one day become ae alumni and make donaiiyns to

Jhes(hnol that "brought them together.

"

students.

While both University officials and the

student Legal Services Office agree that

withdrawing students from courses for

non-payment of fees is legal, we believe the

move is unreasonable. Automatic
withdrawal from a course for non-payment

'

Editorial

of the lab fee is an unnecessarily harsh

measure. In the case of seniors in required

courses, it could drastically affect their

future. Procrastination, a fault not ex-

clusive to students, would soon rate as a

"deadly sin."

Administrators must realize that UMass
students are consumers as well as scholars.

Students pay more than $500 each
semester to attend classes here. From the

tuition paid, the professor's salaries are

paid, buildings are maintained and the ad-

ministration's operations are financed. Lab
fees are collected to defray the costs of sup-*

plies used by individual classes. As con-

sumers, students have the right to demand
adequate notice of changes in the bill pay-

.

ing process.

In ;the past, students who did not pay the
lab fee would not receive a grade for the
class. This is an adequate penalty for non-
payment of fees. Most students w^nt the
grades from completed courses, and will

certainly pay their lab fees to get them.

We urge University officials to recon-

sider the new lab fee policy, and we hope
that in the future the administration will

give students Adequate warning of im-

plementations of new rules.

Unsigned editorials represent the opi-

nions of the Collegian Board ofEditors.

People, who work in dorm security know an awful lot about
student sexuality. I bet there has been at least one time
during everyone's illustrious career as a college student
when they've st*x)ped to flirt with the security worker so
their friend wouldn't have to go all the way downstairs to

get you. A weM placed wink does much to ally security's
suspicions about what an ill adjusted social deviant you
really are.

There is something that can said about this sensuous
environment that we're all living in. By the time we get out
of here, we'll be so overdosed with sex that we won't care
about it anymore. And won't that be nice, Mr. Falwell?

Marij Beth Hrhcrt is a ColU qian cohimvist.

Thi^ only 'he beginnmi; itnl manipulahon.
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Flawlessly assinine

To the Editor:
«

Forgive me for being so overwhelmingly
naive, but what exactly doe^ capital punish-
ment have to do with abortion, other than
the fact that both ai:e life-ending? You see,
I ,am one of those depraved, immoral

•minority members referred tfl in the
editorial "The right to control one's Qwn
body" (Nov. 2) and I am intrigued by your
classification of me. Is it really true that we
pro-lifers are crazed warmongers who wor-

ship likenesses of Jerry Falwell? Strange -
my allies aod I (few though they are) have
long been opposed to the arms race,
nuclear war, capital punishment and book-
burning, even while supporting gun control

• and civil- rights! After reading your
editorial, however, I see we have been go-
ing astray. 1 just never realized that being
humane was so medieval a concept.

Suffice to say I have seen the light, and I

will mend my deviant ways. Far be it from
me to spoil a really good stereotype with
my petty discrepancies. Therefore, I will do
my best to be as assinine and one-

dimentional as your editorial'so flawlessly
was. And thank you for clarifying my posi-

tions for me — I would never have thought

of them on my own.

Jane M. Mushinsky
Southwest

Heres Food forThought. .

.

A Career with the nation's largest producer
.. ,

of packaged foods.

vJeiicral Foods inter-

vicvv.s for ()pcning.s in:

Research &
Development

will be held on:

November 10^ 1981

You've known us all

your life—

(ilIUTjl I(MhN in

M.iWMll lliuisi lillo. |>,,M ( iriiiN
Minis Im K(M)| AhI s.ink.i I .in^

Mi.iki \ h.ikr ( ool \Xliip .iiul

liur.illx huiHlrnls ol oilur popular
t<MKl proillKIs \

These specialties

& degrees are

needed now:^
(Chemical Engineering

BS. vi.s

Food Science
^ BS. M.S. Ph I).

Chemistry'

BS. .MS. Fh ().

Biological Science
BS. MS. Hi I)

FckhJ EnKineerina
BS. MS

i

(Contact vour career

center for an inteniew!

(icneral Foods
(Corporation
Vii I i|ii II 1 in|>..ruiiiil\ I iM|iliiM r M I Hi

IT'S THAT
TIME

AGAIN!

I

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD
FALL COURSE BOOKS TO THE
PUBLISHERS.

RETURNS START
NOVEMBER 9th

DOIMT WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK -
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
HOURS

. MON-FRI9a.m.-4p.m.

theUXiVERSITYSTOC's
TEXTBOOK ANNEX
(oDprTvso'piantDiau

i^-
FREE

fj^ .
WITH THIS COUPON

J ^ "*'!!!!?."!'!'^.'!^"'f
^'^'*"'"".'»' * I -'> purchase exclusive of coupon items

{

^nd I lUrtreiles, lottery tickets and any item prohibited by law
<iood ai Hadley Hin \ only Valid ihrii .Sal Nov 7 1J)H1 LU KH)

Pillsbury

Flour
5-lb bag

BAItl VOUKeiSI

' CUPandSAVE^
**2i2jf/>,COUPONl-
FREE

WITH THIS.COUPON
With this coupon and additional » I T, purchav exclusive of coupon items

and ci|4arettes lottery tickets and any item prohibited by law
tiood at Hadley hiR Y only Valid thru Sat , Nov 7 IJWI Ul l(»l

Royal

Gelatin
3 oz Package. Any Flavor.

CLIP and SAVE^
*«22i'A.COUPONl
FREE

WITH THIS COUPON
With this coupon and additional * I /i purchase exclusive of coupon items

and cigarettes lottery tickets and any item prohtbitr'd by law
(lood at Hadley Bid V only Valid thru Sat . Nov 7 19HI LULJIO^I

I
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WMUA
6 a.m. - 10 a.m.

Jazz Wake-up
with BMCP

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Concepto Latino

2 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Drive to the 1990'8

with Jon Kanter

5:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Newswatch

6 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Alternative , Youth
gram

7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Drive to the 1990's
with Mark A.

10 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Pro- Drive to the 1990*s

with Andrew Woolf

2 a.m. - 6 a.m.

Reveren<f Pearson's
Glory Road Gospel Show

lAllENqiNq ENqiNEERiNq PosirioNs
wixh PRoFcssioNAl GRowrh

PoRTSMouTh INavaI ShipyARd, PortsmoutIi, New HAMpshiRE,
liAS opENJNqs For:

EUcTRICaI ENqiNEERS EUcTRONicS ENqiNEERS
MEckANicAl ENqiNEERS NucLeAR ENqiNEERS

Civil ENqiNEERS

S?fT^*i*&^^'ofSlf?IJi
"^^^io** « to modernize, refuel, convert, and repair

teiSfJ^S'^K^^S^^^^^^^®- ^^''^ rnvoxv^^ design, development. ^testing of submarine systems and equipment.
^

Career advancement to $25.0OO plus based on performance.

BS Engineering degree and U.S. citizenship required.

Benefits include 13-26 working days paid vacation 9 paid hoUdays - 13
Z^l^^% ^^^' "^^ ^^""^ ^®*''® " outstanding retirement program - choice ofhealth & life msurance programs. *- «>

*

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard was established in 1800 and employs over 8.000*employees The Shipyard is a leader in the Life-cycle m^ntenance Imdmodernization of Nuclear Submarines and offers unparaUed chaUenge andopportunity Portsmouth Naval Shipyard is located in the heart of vacationland. All season sports and other activities are available within minutes.

The Shipyard Recruiter will be on campus November 4. 1981.

If you cannot make this interview and are interested in employment, submityour resume to: Industrial Relations Office. Code 170.5. Portsmouth NavalShipyard. Portsmouth. NH 038O1.
A^**vm

the Personalitee ,
c 1981

a ''personalized'' t-shirt

Shows your social, physical and intellec-

tual interests. Unique gift for young and
old. ' Order NOW for XMAS!

ORDERING INFORMATION
ADULT (mens) S-M-L-XL

CHILD S(6-8) M(10.12) L<14-16) XL (18)
Lt. blue or yellow (luivy lettering)

$6.99 plus $1 .00 P and H. Send your choice with cash,
check or MO to:

the Personalitee < imi

PO Box 686, Forest Park

Sprinxfield, Mass. 01108

Pick ONE word trom e«. col.

SOOAl PHYSICAL INTEllECTUAl
happy biking TV
hinny dancing $ex

drinking eating drinking
macho sports movies
outgoing ulking anti

anti sex mucir
preppy . drinkinq

sexy anti

loving running

TV
sex

drinking

movies
anti

music
whiz kid

art

reading

MILLER

NITE

- tomorrow -

.c"

o ^ Ji

^ aV
4*

The

Hungry U
09^
^

^®//n9 o^^

Northampton and Amherst
Offices

_160Mgln_St^orthonnpton. Ma.

Individual

Couple

Group
Psychotherapy

586-6471

>?:

x--

"vcampusV
^ cerfter

aluma&s..
Wednesday, November 4th

HOT ACOUSTICS
Gary Bertz and Aiyce's Violin

performing great originals and tunes by
.
DEAD, HENDRIX, CLAPTON & JOPLIN

FREE ADMISSION
DRINK SPECIALS
Don't Miss This Rare Appearance!

Thursday, November 5th
FREE FUN/HIGH ENERGY

//V/V

ALL NIGHT HAPPY HOU
FREE ADMISSION

??; with THE EFFECTS

Friday, November 9th

REVERSE HAPPY HOUR
STARTS at 10

Pitchers of Old Mil $ f.95

Molsons bottles 95c
Sombreros 95c

3 7 oz. Rolling Rock S1.15
Hot & Cold h'ors d'oouvros

^^^ Winners pf Rock N' Roll Rumble
J Plus. . .Special Guests

THE VALENTINES
$2.00 Cover- Charge

Saturday, November 7th MISSION OF BURMA
with SPECIAL GUESTS

$2.00 Cover

'Valid ID and ABP sticker required to purchase alcohol
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NEW WOK LOUNGE
Appearing in our New Lounge

Wed. & Thurs. Nov. 4th & 5th

8:30 pm - 12:30 am

D.J. RUSTY DAVIS
FrI. & Sat. Nov. 6 & 7

SPELLBOUND
/ Neat Dress Required

. . Open Fri. & Sat. till 2 am
48 Russell St. Hadley 586-1202

Take PVTA bus to Hadley Village Barn - Late Night Stops

>>»>»«— >•»«»»« »«»•••—»>»»»»•••«»««

wmcruom'OPEiM.iNC.^
P.O. Box S3S Amherst, Massachusetts 01004

>•*••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••«•« ••*•••••*••*
presents

Gilbert and Sullivan's

PRINCESS IDA
Nov. 6, 7, 13, 14 at 8:15 pm Nov. 8 at 2:15 pm
Amherst Reg. High School, Triangle St., Amherst
Tickets at the Jones Library through Nov. 13 or at the door.
$5.00 Adults $2.50 Students and Senior Citizens. AH seats
reserved. For information call 549-2800.

Charles %
"^ Branson

In

BREAKOUT

Nov. 4th 5th

^•^^ 8:45
^'^^

10:30
10:30

Hampden Commons
$1,00 :J PUB MUG MIGHT

PLAY
EVERYDAY

. FOR FREE
At the Campus Center Food Service

Wednesday

JimPlunkett

25* Beers-Pi^ Mugs

•Oldles*Trlvia Contests

9tll1 *

ly^/f i t'

r;

*<^.

y
f^'

*A v^l

VK^ IV^ vr-

THE MEAL
TICKET GAME

Just walk through the serving

line at the Coffee Shop,
Bluewall & Hatch Cafeteria, g^t

your card from the cashier, and

scratch. If 1, 2, or 3 hearts ap-

pear, you're a winner!

WINS A SOFT DRINK
¥^ WINS A PIECE OF PIE

^^^ WINS A $1.75 MEAL

BRUCE LEE'S BEST!

''CoodbyE Bruce Lee''

FRidAy Nov. 6 7, 9, 1 1 PM
ENq. East Aud. $1.90

,-;/•

Thanksgiving Cards
Christinas Cards

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

<•>^f ^*t1 >#?! 'V*<' >»< U.n.uA.LA.iMT-L.Lnj.ir

A SECOND CHANCE
SECOND CHANCE - Everyone is eligible to enter the

drawing for the Grand Prizes. Just put your name and
address on the back of your ticket and deposit in the

box in the Coffee Shop. The drawing will take place

on Friday, November 13, 1981 at 1:30 pm in the

Bluewall Cafeteria.

This coupon good for

40c OFF
on the purchase of one

HOT FUDGE
SUNDAE'

Gooci only at Baskin Bobbins
28 Main St., Amherst

GRAND PRIZES
-^ First Prize - Peugeot - 10 speed Bicycle

^y^ Second Prize - Bill Rogers Running Suit

^Third Prize - Etonic Road Worker Running shoes

iK Fourth Prize - Cordura nylon Day Pack

Collect your tickets and spell the word HEART
to win a Dinner for Two at the Top of the Cam-
pus Restaurant.

Campus Center Food Service Employees are not eligible.

«i

Interested in Law?

Applications are now available
for Judge positions in the
University Judiciary.
For job description, applica-

tions and more information
please go to the Student Senate
Office in Rm 420 S.U. Applica-
tions are due November 6, 1981
by 5.00 PM.

ColjegiaQ y

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome to Co«eg«n; (^ce CC 113 . 8^45-3:45 Monday Fr.day • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day^^^Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount
' ^ Muuiicauon aay

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rack-A-Oisc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546 7013

" ARTISTS
^^^

ARTISTS - The Student Union Art Gallery
IS now accepting proposals for the spring
semester. Proposals for Black History
Week and Womens Week especially
desired. Deadline is Nov. 20 Call 545-0792
for additional information.

AUpIO

Speak-rs Ohm C2 2 years old mint condi
tion real .^ood $375 BO 546 8839

.
Cassette Deck Aka^ GxTso metal deck

V solenoid controls. $425. BO 665-2512 after
5 PM

manyAwesome Peavey Pacer Amp.
features, great price, call 549 1255

STUDENTS: Quality loudspeakers fTom
Burhoe Acoustics at FANTASTIC PRICES'
No gimmicks. Call PETER BURHOE
546 7127

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Triumph Spitfire call 545 3500

Cheap, dependable car 1973 Merc Mont
all options very clean $425 BO call Peter
256 8917

73 Dodge Polara PS PB AC great condi
tion very very dependable snows 850
253 2603

1977 Pinto Wagon,~
$1700.00 549-0083

good corrdition,

BELLYGRAMSn

Delivered by experienced bellydancer
for a mpst unusual gift. Call Theresa
549-1175

00 IT!!

January Graduates: Have your senior
portrait taken - Do it now 545-2874

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios. Tape Decks, Stereos
& Car Stereos. Sound in Motion 266 No.
Pleasant St, Amherst behind Silverscape
Designs 253-9341

ENTERTAINMENT

Women's Pentagon Action Benefit
Dance Friday Nov 6 8:30 12:00 at 16 Spr
ing St Amherst. Off the Amherst Town
Common, behind Grace Church.* Tickets $2
• 3 All women welcome.

STONES Want to trade '4 Stones tickets
for Syracuse N.Y. show for 4 tickets in

Hartford show. Call 6 6056 jim or 6 6606
-Jane

: FLOWERS. FLOWERS, FLOWERS

Oh how beautiful the flowers, oh how
romantic, how truly magical they can
become. Love someone, defiver in person
a gift of mystic magic, from a truly secret
admirer, XXOO. Any questions on ar-

rangements ask Laura or Susan, they're
wonderful to deal with!

FOUND
Did you lose your dog? We found a
golden retriever puppy, about 9 months old
on 10-21. She has a choker chain without
an ID tag. If she is yours give me a call at

5-0329 from 9-5 or 586 8497 after six and
ask for Evan But hurry, she's falling in love
with our family and may not want to go
home please.

Found 11-1-81 Newman Center
Call 6 7233

watch.

Very affectionate, housetrained,
female, black/brow(j tiger cat. White
paws, belly, «nd tip of tail, brown nose
Appears to have been spayed. Please call

desperate 546 9126

HELP WANTED
Kitchen help needed for Frat m xchangie
for meals^a£2539987 .

The UMASS~DAILY COLLEGIAN is

seeking an experienced and dedicated stu
dent for the position of Advertising
Manager. Please apply in person at the Col-
legian Office, CC Room 113 Deadline
November 9 1981.

Bus Driver-Trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will be accepting applications for our
training program to run thru intersession.
Qualifications incJude a clean driving record
of 3 years and a committment to work for 1

year apply Monday Eve Nov 2, 1981 at 7 PM
CAmpus Ctr Room 905-9

The COLLEGIAN, is looking for an
associate News Editor. Interested UMass
students with writing expenence and
knowledge of newspapers should apply by
Nov 1 1 to Ed Levine in the Collegian Office,
1 13 Campus Center.

Information on Alaskan and Overseas
jobs $20,000 to $50,000 per year possible
call (602) 941-8014 Dept. 6501

FOR RENT

Single room office near campus $150 in-

cluding utilities D.H. Jones Real Estate
549 3700

FOR SALE

Color TV
549 0083

excellent condition, $130.00,

GIFT IDEA: Portrait Drawings. Dennis
Delap, 665-2972

Selling Mark V Kayak New best offer.

A<jjustable footbraces. 253 9304.

Stones Tix For Sale Syracuse 11/27. (Day
after Thanksgiving) 586 2781

Head LR 90 Skis 1 season old. 193 cm. no
bindings $140 or best offer Les 546 6057

GUITAR Les Paul copy, good cond. $130
call^ Bill 256 0639

2 Rolling Stone Ticket% Nov 10 Hartford
6 7666

LOST

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat

with gray tail and dhe gray ear Jane 6-9802
- " "~-" -'~- 1^1— .1—. — — .—__

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

Set of keys on Mass Ave. across from
SBA Library. Would appreciate if someone
found them. Call 549 4873, fHS'llSO
Keys w/charm "ASP" on green hook,
sentimental-hassle, call 6-8209

Ring: diamond and sapphire, ifery sen-

timental, if found please call 549-4350. Very
important to me. Reward offered.

10/28 Gold Nylon Wallet I need my IDs.
Please turn in to Information Desk in CC No
questions asked.

Lost Thur Night in EBE Aud. Reward for

calculator. Call Dan 253 5142

Thom 1047 Elsewhere? Two gold rings,

one opal, one black stone chip with flower

setting Reward. 546-5218

fop of the (anipns

Kv'^'<^n''ai\,( ai\«l I^iiiii^^f

Phone number FREE

MIDTERM BLUES?

Lecture Notes available at the Student
Note Servicejor many courses Room 401
Student Union BIdg (top floor)

PERSONALS

Two Stones tickets at Syracuse to trade
for two at Hartford Kathy 549-6766

Sigma Delta Tau invites all University
Women to Informal Rush, Nov 8 and 9. For
more information call Barrie 5-0527

Got a favorite film? Bet I've got the
poster I have over 1500 movie posters incl.

Quadrophenia, Annie Hall, Star Wars. Call
Matt at 6-6768 318 Field

The University Chorale members would
like to express their sincere thanks to all

those who pledged donations toward their
Soviet Tour

"PSYCHO" Friday, Nov. 6, at 7. 9, 11 CCA
$1

Responsible roommate own rm in three
bdrm Puffton apt, $130, irjcl. heat, call 5 to
7 evenings 549 5877

Responsible male Graduate student
(non-smoker) to share one bedroom apart-
ment on bus route. $145/mo includes
utilities. Available immediately 549 509R

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
CAREER DAY

School of Business Career Day Come to
the SBA Career Day Thursday Nov 5, 1981
10 am to 4 pm 1st floor Campus Center
UMass All Invited!

SERVICES

Don't miss Ruth Anna, Street Minstrel
Today in the Student Union Lobby Spon
sored by the Governors Program Council

To the Sheik of Zeta Psi The bunny from
Chi says Hi

Steely Dan vs technical? Windsor pre -

ers classical. Your preference? I miss you
from Cincinatti!

Buffy! 21 years until your stomach rules

the world. We love you Valentines Bop
Shoo Op
Coma is Coming! Coma is coming! Friday
Nov. 13th

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching Experience &46 9981

Research Consulting and Statistical
Computing by Ph.D. psychologist
Reasonable rates, guaranteed accuracy.
253 5262 or 253 7374

Babycakes - happy 19th Love Always, Pat

Come meet John F. Kerry, former first

assistant D.A. for' Middlesex County and
co-founder of Vietnam Vets of America.
Thursday, 7:30, rm 176 co sponsored by Pi

Sigma Alpha

Madness is a virtue! Happy Birthday,
Nancy Love, The Madwomen
LARRY - Your blond hair and blue eyes are
great! It is 546 4003 Kay

Truth or Dare?! The truth is. . we dared
to do it again. . .! Halloween 81 What about
the 6th? Dare Ya!

GORMAN 3rd North only 36Tdays Till

Halloween 'wa wa ' Love IMA
J.E.K.Jr: Buffoon, buffoon, buffoon, buf
foon Love, Lori

RIDE WANTED

Experienced typist will provide grammer
b spelling corrections on request, call

253-7106 after 5.,

Typing 4c a line some overnite service.
Call -at 649 4595

. STONES TICKETS

Two Rolling Stones Tickets for Nov. 9 in

Hartford Best Offer Call 6 6433 or 6 6353

TO SUBLET
~

One room in two bedroom Colonial
Village apt available Jan 1 call Ruth
2533776

TUTOR WANTED
For Mgt 366 not dumb, just confused
545-4752

TYPING

Need ride to Washington on Tuesday or
Wednesday before Thanksgiving round
trip Pleaseu please call Aydin 256 0285

Ride to either Boston or Providence
(pref) weekend of November 13. Will share
expenses, call Alan 6 9393 Ifave message

FREE-LANCE TYPING and resume
writing. Top skills, reasonable rat^s
Amherst. 549-0518

USED AUTO PARTS

Ride need^Bd to Philadelphia PA on Fn
day Nov 6. Call 546 5556 Will share dnving
& exp>enses .

RIDERS WANTED

Leaving for Virginia 11/5 or .11/6. can
stop in DC. Call 253 5273

ROOMMATE WANTED
Person to share a townhouse in Squire
Village 2 bdrm 355/mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665-7544 keep
trying can leave message at 549-6526
MichafI , ,

f»

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic We are cur
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for

parts. Wc- ' 3ve the most reasonable prices
in the area Searles Auto Parts Inc 85
Easthampton Rd. Northampton MA tel

5842832

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momiay Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2

Li.cersed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Cnamber of Commerce 256-0710

I want Stones tickets for Hartford show
on the 10th call Matt 549-0339

Two girls looking for male dance part-
ners. Some experience preferred. Call

Maria 586 3834

Looking for Stones tickets in Hartford
Will provide transportation. Call Karen
546-4410 or Eric 253 9958

WANTED'TO RENT ^

Responsible women looking for i-A bdrm
house on bus rte Amherst area for Jan with
summer/fall option call eves 546-5776 or
5465755

If you love Italian Food

You'll love Wednesdays at the T.O.C. Restaurant!

LASAGNA or TURKEY PARMESAN

Salad Bar and beverage

$4.95

• 10% Discount with valid UMassID

• Validated Parking in the Campus Center Garage

Call 549-6000 ext. 639 for reservations

:

:;
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Come $ee What

THE NEWEST SORORITY |

On Campus

Is Like!

DELTA ZETA
1 1 Phillips St.

Open Rush on

Thurs. Nov. 5, 1981

at 6:30 PM U
For more info •

call Beth 549-4416

or

Ana 549-6932

-*•-
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AWORLD BEYOND
A HAPPENING

HEROES Sl villains AS VIE\A/ED
BY SCIENCE FICTION/PHANTASY

COMING SOON!
SAT. NOV. 7, 1981

9 AM - 5 PM

The 4TH Annual Science Fiction/Phantasy In the
'

. Campus Center Auditorium, Univ. of Massachusetts

NO ADMISSION CHARGE

I

I

4th Annual q
Sci«nc« FictioQ/Phantasy

Happening
Sat. Nov. 7th, 9-5 Campus Ctr. Aud.

Univ. of Mass./Amherst
Films, Books & Panel Discussion

TWO FREE
FILMS:

10 am "Illustrated Man" (1969)

3:30 pm "Forbidden Planet" (1956)

A-

D^

4th Annual p
Science Fiction/Phantasy

Happening '

Sat. Nov. 7th. 9-5 Campus Ctr. Aud.
Univ. of Mass. /Amherst

Films, Books & Pafiel Discussion

Panel Discussion at 12 Noon:
Noted Authors: Joan Vinge, Jane Yolen, and Robin McKinley
Science Fiction editor/publisher, Jim Frenkel plus professors

Ernest Gallo & Charlotte Spivak, Rebecca Fisher, graduate stu-

dent

The topic will be "Heros and Villains as viewed by Science Fic-

tion /F^hantasy Writers"

Thousands of Science Fiction /Phantasy

books available for purchase.

Authors available for discussion & autograph

Call Charles Mihie for more info 545-2619

k:>^
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• In Appreciation of Difference
Responding to Racism in American

Culture

presents:

Bill Russell
Former player/ coach with the Boston. Celtics and
social commentator, Russell will speak about his ex
periences as a Black athlete.

WEdNEsdAy NovEMbER 4 8 PM
Fine Arts Center

AdMissioN Si.00 TickfTs are AVAiUbU at
TIX IN rkc SUB, ANd at tUi dooa. RcscavEd
SEATiNq so qET tIiere EARly.

sponsored by The Arts Council. Distinguished Visitors piogram, Student
Government Association, Joint Pertormmg Arts Sub Committee, *Vdbien s

Studies Union Council. Governors Program Council Commuter Collective

Southwest. Orchard Hill, Northeast. Central and Sylvan Area Governments,
and Oireciors Pro-am Support Fund, Dean ot Students OMice, and the Siu
dpnt Activities OHice

\^ r^\
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On Saturday, November 7

Enjoy Dinner from 5:00 pm to 9:00 pm
at

The Top of the Campus
Restaurant
after your meal

dance to the jazz music of the

New Bob Cummings Band
from 9:00 pm to 1:00 am

Come up to the eleventh floor for the finest in

dining and entertainment

'Validated Parking in the Campus Center Garage

^ Cafe^ienna anda
y letterfrom home...

=»r

I

University of Massachusetts

School of Business Administration

CAREER DAY
'81

Thursday, November 5. 1981

10 A.M. -4 P.M.
1st Floor Campus Center, UMass

•Luncheon Room 1009
12 2 P.M.

Featuring Keynote Speaker Mr. Nicholas Weiler,
Manager of Consulting Practices & Manpower

General Electric Company

•Reception 4 p.m. - 6 ^m.
Rooni 1001 Campus Center

Sponsored by the Undergraduate Business Club

" ^' '
t\ ^ " ^ r

omc
'1«IIITISN0«

^fTK; NAirSNIRE 4 584-7550
HAMPSHIRE MALL

>*enna

J%A/Ol'^i OF THE
n^LOST ARK
P^__ (6 00 @$ 1.75) 8:30

MERYL ..TheJknch
STREEP A«^g^3^
R. (6:00 @ $175) 8:30

they knew RKH and

IS!! FAMOUS
S '6-15 @ $1.75) 8*45

Halloween n
lOi

(6:30 @ $1.75) 8.45

1584-9153OTtC HOUIUIR FMHS *

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

""iiiS^ CflflBON

COPV
rKS (6:30 @ $1 75) 8:45

General f<x>ds International Coffees*
Make Good Company.

I ^ 1^^.^ <n

Nmw^orlyx^lBEt

CAfEfRANCAIS

mk. \tmSS(am&Sm ^ kmSSuM^Skm

InsHMxlkiMnt Of/fVr/uu/ 0apjSlicctno
'RT^ SI M I IN'. W-i ' * (

( ( fl( vt R«r-(

Store Hours MAKE YOLTRSELFACINNAMONY CUP OF CAFE VIENNA.
M-F9-5; Sat 11-4 Available at; UNIVERSITY STORE Located in Campus Center

,»oero: ' oQds CcxpcxatiO" WBI

^ T%4
(6 00(g) $1,75. 8 3C

ROaCNT OE NIRO
nOKRT OUVALL

S (6:00@$l"^0

fSk

LOOKER
Albert Finney

Sus^n dey

16 15 @ $1.75) 8 45
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Theta Chi slogs into IM semis
All That Jazz, Phi Sig, Mack Lions make it to men's semis
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Correspondent

Highly-louted Theta Chi ran into a

surging Greenough team but managed to

ground out a 14-0 victory last night in in-

tramural football quarterfinal action at the

lower Hoyden field.

Coming off an upset victory over Beta Phi

in opening playoff round, Greenough was
ready for the Theta Chi«hallenge.

Neither team was able to dent the

scoreboard in the opening quarter. A Jeff

Mansfield to Ted Flaherty pass set up
Theta Chi for a Tim Leary 35-yard field goiil

attempt that missed to the left. Greenough
threatened on their very next possession.

Chris Miller hit Brad Lenson with a 30-yard

pass to move Greenough into field goal

range. The pass bounced off a Theta^Chi
defender's head and into Lenson's hands,

but the field goal attempt failed.

Both teams moved the ball well in the

second quarter but failed to reach pay dirt.

Lenson caught another Murphy pass to

move Greenough to Theta Chi's 20-yard

line. But, on the next play. Murphy was
intercepted by Flaherty in. the end zone
spoiling the scoring opportunity.

Mansfield then hit Flaherty on a long

bomb moving Theta Chi deep into

Greenough territory. A Mansfield scramble
put the ball on the five-yard line but the

Greenough defense stiffened. On the last

play of the first half Theta Chi decided to go
for the touchdown, but were turned away.

After a scoreless first half, Theta Chi
drew first blood on its first possession of the

second half. Flaherty (six receptions on the

game) caught two passes on this drive, the
second setting up a Mansfield to Dave Berlo

touchdown pass giving Theta Chi a 6-0 lead.

The extra point kick was good and Theta
Chi clung to a 7-0 lead.

After trading punts for several

possessions, Greenough found themselves
pinned in their own territory with only 1:30

left to play. Greenough was forced to go for

a first down, and were turned away as

Murphy's pass to Lenson fell short. Theta
Chi took over at their 8-yard line. Mansfield

scrambled into the end zone on the next

play sending a tough Greenough team home
for the season.

Jay Broderick threw touchdown passes

to Dean Bennett and Larry Berg to send All

That Jazz past BMF, 20 7 in other quar
terfinal action. Berg's touchdown was the

clincher as he caught Broderick's pass at

midfield and bolted down the sidelines

unto»irhed.

Andy Daigle's third quarter touchdown
pass to Brad Hammel proved to be the

winning touchdown propelling the
Mackipfimie Lions past Delta Chi. The Lions
will play Phi Sig today at 4:30 p.m. at

Boydeh fields in the IM semifinal. Phi Sig

hung on to defeat Pi Kappa 11-6. An early

touchdown, a field goal.and a safety was all

Phi Sig needed to knock Pike out of the

championship picture.

Theta Chi will take on All That Jazz in

the other men's semifinal game, also at

4:30.

In women's semifinal action, the Whimps
will battle IGU and the Pretenders will play

the Longshots. Both of those games are at

4:30 p.m.

In the co-rec championship, Smurfs will

take on Green Acres at 5:30 p.m. All games
will be played at Boyden fields.

• • rts A campus-wide Table Tennis championship will be held

Saturday, at the NOPE gym sponsored by the UMass
Table Tennis Club. Anyone interested in entering should

fill out a form at the Games Room (opposite the Hatch
cafeteri^) by Thursday, Nov. 5 (deadline)."

Stickers smash Green
«

jinx with 2-0 victory
UMass hosts season finale Saturday

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Colk-gian Staff

When ihc ganu- ending whistle blew

yesterday, the winning team left in silence,

no loud tfiehral ion or cheering coming from

ihe playir- a:> ihey lifi NOl'E field.

One mighi have never known, unless he
or she l(H)ked al I he scorelK)ard, thai the
L'nivtTsiiy of Ma.ssachuseiis women's field

hockey liam niilched win number 16 with a
2-0 victory over Dartmouth College.

Not only wa.s this another victory for the
naiion.s number one team, but it was the
eighth straight shutout and the first time
ihe Minuiewomen have ever beaten the Hig
Green.

"We wanted to beat Dartmouth sooner or
later.' >aid UMass coach Pam Hixon. "rm
glad we (iidnt have to wait another year. I

don't think we played our best today, but
I'm happy we won."

UMass opened up its attack on Dart-

mouth early in the game, using great
passing and marking against its opponent to

keep wiihin the DC. goalie's circle. Despite
several chances, the Minutewomen could

nut gel through.

Al 8:27, UMass' Tish Stevens managed to

Slop a defensive clearing pass at the middle

of the circle. The stiphomore forward fired

it past the Danmoulh defense to, put the
Minuti'women on the board. 1-0.

Though ihe Minuiewomen dominated,
they couldn't add to iheir lead. Meanwhile.
(lie I'Mass dflcnse, led by Sandy Kobel and
Caroline Ka\anaugh, kept the Big Green off

balance and boll led up. Dartmouth had a
chance laic in the first half, but UMass
goalie I'aily Shea booted the ball away, and
ill*' ilinal ended with the half.

UMass continued to dominate in the
second hall, though fouls 'began to slow
them down. However. Dartmouth could not
lake advantage of the UMass infractions, as
the Minutewomen kept, iheir composure
and continued to swarm all over the Green.

Judy Strong concluded the scoring for

the Minuiewomen at 28:14 with a penalty

flick.

"I know we didn't play that well." said

sonior co-captain Sue Caples as she left 4,he

field. "We had a lot of chances, but we
didn't make the best of them. Slill, a win's a
win."

The Minuiewomen play their last game of

the regular season Saturday, when they
host the University of Connecticut at the
upper NOPE field at 2:30 p.m.

1 -1
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STICKING UP FOR A WIN - UM's Sue Caples (white, right) keeps
the ball out of enemy territory in yesterday's 2-0 UMass win

Fourth and goal
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

All Minutemen footbjill followers who^tre

under the impressioll that Saturday's bat-

tle with the Boston College Eagles at

Chestnut Hill is relatively unimportant,

Bide from the pride factor, had better

quickly purge this thought from their

minds as the final outcome of the contest

could potentially have quite a bit of bearing

on whether Mas.sachusetts will have an op-

portunity to extend its season beyond the

regular scheduled finale Nov. 14 at New
Hampshire.
The reason is that this season, the Divi-

sion I-AA national playoff field has been

expanded from four to eight teams. Five of

the eight Ixjrths automatically go to the

winners of the five Division I-AA leagues.

A sixth playoff berth is awarded to an ii-

dependent entry. This leaves two at-Urge

or "wildcard" selections with the two
teams chosen by an NCAA selection Com-

mittee. Optimistically hoping that the

Minutemen will take it to UNH two weeks

hence, and assuming that the University of
Rhode Island will handle the University of
Connecticut in Kingstpn, R.I. Nov. 14, this

would leave URI the Yankee Conference
victor and Massachusetts out in the cold,

right? Well, the Minutemen would stUl

have an outside shot at an at-large berth. A
win, or even a good game against the
Eagles, might and should have some in-

fluence over any selection committee's
decision on a wildcard berth. BC almost
beat a number one ranked team in the
country last week (29-24 loss to the Pitt

Panthers). If UMass holds their own
against the Eagles and beats UNH, they
are obviously one of the top eight teams in

Divison I-AA and should be recognized as

such.

D

With his amazing individual .effort

(although the UM offensive line was
especially e/fectWe last week and Pearson
will tell you this himself, again and again),

190 yards rushing and a touchdown,

Minut^man junior tailback Garry Pearson
has established himself as the number one
all-purpose runner in the nation (Division

I-AA) surpassing UConn's Joe Markus,
who had an off game thanks to the UM
defense. Pearson is also the best in the
Yankee Conference at this point with 110
yards/game average. Sophomore quarter-

back Barrett McGrath is another UM inr

presser who continues to roll up the

outstanding performances and statistics.

In his last two outings, the Milford (Ma.)

native is 17 for 27 passing good for 228
yards. Last Saturday against UConn,
McGrath was six for nine for 76 yards and
two touchdc^ns, completing his first six

passes in a row. For the second straight

week and third time this season, Pearson
was named Yankee Conference Offensive

Player-of-the-Week.

Kickers host playoff at Boyden
The University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team hosts Rochester
University (N.Y.) in the first game of the

Eastern Association of Intercollegiate

Athletics for Women (EAIAW) regional

playoffs today al 1:30 p.m. on the upper
Boyden fiehl (where the men's soccer and
lacrosse teams usually play.)

TKe Minutewomen are currently rated

number Iwo in New England and sixth in

the country, after completing the regular

season wiih a 7-2-2 record. UMass is seeded

third in the playoff and Rochester sixth.

A UMass win today would increase .their

national playoff chances since the Ea.stern

playoff winner automatically goes to the
nationals along with eighl other regional
champsfrom across the nation. Three at-

large teams are also chosen for the

nationals. If the Minutewomen should win
today, .they would next play the winner of

the Boston- College- Harvard University
mal^chup Saturday at the University of

Connecticut.

The only difference in people is their appearance
Russell speaks at FAC

Bill Russell speaking last night at the Fine Arts Center
Collegian photo by Vince DeWitt

By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Bill Russell, author, journalist, social
commentator, and former player-coach of
the Boston Celtics - a man who calls
himself opinionated - last night ad-libbed
90 minutes of his views on racism and
religious oppression in society to some 800
people at the Fine Arts Center.
The FAC crowd greeted Russell, 47, with

a standing ovation and Russell responded
by saying it was the high point of his career
to be there last night. Russell's entire lec-
ture was mixed with anecdotes and comical
s urs, to which the crowd laughed and ap-
plauded, as well as serious moments, which
kept the audience silent.

Russell said children do not see the color
of a person's skin or the religion which a
person practices, but only the friendship
that those children hold.
He tied that in to his experiences with the

Celtics, and said "we played like children
but acted like men."

"I truly loved the people I worked with
"

said Russell of the Celtics, "I found these
men to be decent and hard working."
He said communication and "proper

listening" by people is necessary to end
racial and religious differences in our socie-
ty-

MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

"Society is a mess, we don't com-
municate well with each other," said
Russell, "we don't work at it; we want to
take the easy way out."

"I went to Ireland." said Russell,
'What the hell are they all fighting

about,' I said, 'they all look alike.'
"

'it was the same when I first went to
Africa, I couldn't believe black Christians
were fighting black Moslems."

Russell said he has been told by many
people who practice different religions that
their sect "is the only one" and said he
believes this causes a close-minded bias.
"What if Christ came to this nation to-

day?" Russell questioned himself. "He'd
get nailed again."

"We must respect each other, and
respect each other's differences," said
Russell, "those who don't are bigoted, and
there is nothing cute, nice or intelligent
about a bigot."

During a question and answer period,
Russell was asked about the "watermelon
smile" comment by Rick Barry on national
television last year. Russell said he ac-
cepted an apology from Barry and pointed
out that this year's CBS broadcast team is
soley made up of Russell and Dick
Stockton.

(see related story page 5)
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Soviet dissident notes
sharp economic decline
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Yuri Shtern, a Soviet dissident and
former economics professor at Moscow
University, said the Soviet Union is ex-
periencing severe economic difficulties and
unless the Soviet society is drastically
reformed, a sharp decline is eminent.
The problems are the result of an

overdevelopment of the natural resources
in the country, and a general apathy of the
Soviet work force, Shtern said yesterday in

'

an interview with the Collegian.-
"This society was developing very rapid-

ly in economic terms," Shtern said. "Now
the rate of growth of the Gross National.
Product is one to three percent."
"It (the economy) is losing its momentum

because of a lack of real interest in good
jobs," he said. "The government is not pro-
viding a real stimulus for the people to per-
form their jobs well. They can't stimulate
real innovation."

Shtern, a Jewish dissident, is currently
touring eastern universities, speaking on
the Soviet oppression of the Jews and the
denial of human rights in the Soviet Union.
In the past two nights, he has spoken at

UMass, Boston University and Harvard
and today he is scheduled to meet with
Senators Edward Kennedy and Paul
Tsongas, D-Mass. to discuss these issues.
The tour is being sponsored by the
American Zionist Youth Foundation.
Shtern left the Soviet Union through

legal and diplomatic procedures to escape
religious persecution.
Shtern also said the past exploitation of

the country's resources is also responsible
for the economic decline.

'They have met their national limits.
Before, they could find additional oil, ore
and work force," he said, "but now they
have to stop. This nation was thought to be
the richest in resources. There is now a
shortage of petroleum, metal and man-
power."

Shtern said he sees the only cure for this
to be an overhaul of the entire Soviet
political and economic system.
"To go on. to continue to develop, they

have to reform the whole system." he said.
"This means not only technical reforms
and organizational reforms, but also
political reforms."
However, this will not happen with the

continued on page 12

READING BY MOONLIGHT - The library unde'riUu"^:;! f^ll-gtwWM complimented by the brightly shining moon rising in the slty last

SAP
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

The town of Amherst stands to make approximately
$40,000 profit from the fines collected from persons
stopped by the Speed-Alcohol Enforcement Patrol team
during its first 10 months of operation in school year 1981-
82, a Collegian investigation has revealed.

Since the program's inception in September, the SAP
team has issued 500 violations, costing offenders an
average of $25. according to Joyce Orzel, head ad-
ministrative assistant for the Hamphire-Franklin County
District Clerk of Court's office in Northampton. It was
determined that those caught, paid approximately $12,500
in fines for the months of September and October.
At this current rate, the town could receive ap-

proximately $72,500 in gross revenue for the 10 months,
September through June, that the SAP team will be in
operation.

Since the town is only contributing $20,100 to the
program for vehicle maintenance, breathli/er purchase and
maintenance, radar purchase and maintenance, and

personnel equipment, according to Amherst Police chief
Donald Maia, the town should make approximately $43,900
extra from the imes collected.
The SAP team began to patrol locations prone to speed

and alcohol related incidents on September 11, 1981 after
seven people died in Amherst area accidents ' from
November 1980 to June 1981. All the deaths could be
attributed to the "use of excessive speed or alcohol or
both," Maia said.

Since beginning these patrols on Friday and Saturday
nights from nine p.m. to three a.m., the team has stopped
a total of 680 vehicles. SAP officers have arrested 16-
people for driving while under the influence of alcohol,
made 10 other arrests, issued 89 miscellaneous violations,
and 396 speeding violations, for a total of 500 violations in
fewer than two months.

This has brought a great influx of money to the District
Clerk of Courts office, who, according to Orzel, return the
money collected to the towns which initiate the complaints
each month.

The money is received every month in Amherst by the
Town Collectors office, and put directly into the town's
general fund. Shirley Uuder, Tax Collector for the Town

of Amherst, reports that for the month of September 1981
the town received $9,074 from the county, as compared to
September 1980. when the town received $2,915.

'We have no specific plans for the use of this extra
money, said Louis Hayward, Amherst Town Manager
The money wiU go into the town's general fund, and stay

there until it's apportioned in the annual budget."
The reason that the town stands to make a much larger

profit off the SAP team is that they have applied for and
expect to receive, a $28,500 grant from the Governor's
Committee on Highway Safety to pay for the time and a
half compensation for all of the officers involved with the
team.

"We haven't officially heard anything yet, " Maia said.
But I ve heard unofficially through the media, and also

through Representative Jim Collins' office that we wUl
receive the money."
"We think that the program has been successful in many

ways," Maia said, "People are more careful, but most of all
I ni proud to say that no one has been seriously injured'
and we have had no serious accidents since we began these
patrols.
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Shuttle launch delayed Haig pleas for support
CAPE CANAVFRAT. Pla (AP» _ a tKov, „,o„.w,^ „ r:i_

'^-^ • Et JtCAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP) - A
clogged filter, never refurbished after
Columbias first mission in spring, shat-
tered a near flawless countdown yesterday
grounding the shuttle for two days - or
longer.

"We're looking at something like Friday.
Or Saturday, or Sunday or Monday. " said
flight director Neil Hutchinson. Bill Jones,
the astronauts trainer, said the delay may
be k)ng enough that Joe Engle and Richard
Truly would return for rest at home base in

Houston.
The decision to scrub came with liftoff 31

seconds away.
Elager to make their first tour of space.

Engie and Truly climbed instead from the
cockpit, stiff from nearly five hours
strapped knees-up in their flight couches.

They managed a wry smile.

The technical problem was with two
Auxiliary Power Units devices that are
crucial to Columbia's guidance. Clogged
APU filters had been untouched since the
shuttle landed after its debut flight in April.
NASA's experts thought they didn't need
maintanance.
The scrub sequence was almost the same

as April's first launch attempt. There the
countdown dock stood at 9 minutes when a
computer anomaly caused a scrub. The
shuttle hfted off two days later for the first
flight of the world's only reusable
spaceship.

Another attempt at Launch II for
Columbia cannot be made until Friday since
it takes at least 48 hours to unload and
reload the ship's hall mUlion gauons o!
liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of
Slate Alexander M. Haig Jr. told Congress
yesterday that its support for MX missiles
and B-1 bombers 'will make or break"
efforts to negotiate a new strategic arms
treaty with the Soviets next year.

At the same time. Haig disclosed there is

a NATO contingency plan to fire a nuclear
weapon 'for demonstration purposes"
should conventional war erupt in Europe.

Haig told the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee that U.S. -Soviet Ulks for anew
SALT treaty "can begin as early as next
spring."

And h«' said Reagan's decision to deploy
MX mi.ssiles and resurriJCt the HI bomber
may worry the Soviets enough to make
them willing for the first time to negotiate
reduction of their arsenal of nuclear strike
missiles.

"IM and MX — and the degree of
Congress' support for them — will make or
break our attempt to negotiate a reasonable
arms control agreement," Haig testified.

But he said the new Strategic Arms
Limitation Treaty talks can begin next
spring only if the Soviets do not invade
Poland or otherwise worsen relations
between the two superpowers.

Reagan withdraws plan to
sell satellites to Libya,PLO
WASHINGTON (AP) - Stung by a burst

of congressional criticism^ the ad-

ministration yesterday withdrew a plan to
sell communciations satellite equipment to

an Arab consortium that includes Libya and
the Palestine Liberation Organization.
However, Secretary of Sute Alexander

M. Haig Jr. indicated the administratwn
may resubmit the plan. "We are with
drawing this proposal until we can study
the issue further and consult," he toW the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
"Next time we'll try to do the

homework," said a department official who
asked not to be quoted by name.
A statement issued by the State

Department said: "We are aware of
congressional concerns regarding the
proposed sale of commercial communication
satellites to the Arab Telecommunications
Satellite Organization Arab-Sat. In
deference to these concerns we are with-
drawing the case for further review and
consultations."

The proposed sale drew little attention;
when notice of it was filed Oct. 30 under the^
Arms Export Control Act.
But the issue bubbled to the surface

Tuesday when Defense Secretary Caspar
W. Weinberger was asked about the sale by
the Foreign Relations Committee and
replied that he was not aware of it.

• r.....^ AP L«»erphoto

VIETNAM VETERAN ARRESTED - Jay Stader, 32, (center) is taken
into the Delaware County jail Wednesday by Muncie S.W.A.T. officer
Gary Hartley (right) and Sheriff Gary Carmichael after he allegedly took
six Muncie newspaper employees hostage for more than an hour before
surrendering.

Polish leaders meet to

pave way for religion
WARSAW. Poland - Poland's three most powerful

leaders met for more than two hours yesterday in a ses-
sion that paved the way for new joint talks that could lead
to a greater role for the church and Solidarity in solving
the nation's crises, the state^lews agency said.

Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski; who is Poland's Communist
Party chief, prime minister and defense minister, Lech
Walesa, head of the independent union Solidarity, and Ar-
dibishop Jozef Glemp, Poland's Roman Catholic primate,
met at a government guest house within sight of the
Soviet Embassy.

House postpones action

on bottle bill veto
BOSTON — Following brief debate in which a leading

advocate signaled trouble in gaining support, the
Massachusetts House voted yesterday to postpone action
on Gov. Edward J. King's veto of the bottle bill until next
Tuesday.

Rep. Lawrence Alexander. D-Marblehead. complained it

wasn t until 11 a.m. that proponents of the bill requiring
nickel and dime deposits on beer and soft drink containers
learned King's veto would come up later in the day.
He said opponents were notified earlier, and fairness

required that the issue be put off to allow more time for
lobbying.

Digest
By the Associated Press

'
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Trudeau,Levesque
agree on new charter
OTTAWA — Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau said

yesterday that he and the premier of Quebec province had
reached a compromise agreement on a Canadian charter of
rights, signaling a possible breakthrough in a year-oW
impasse over constitutional reform in Canada

Irudeau spoke with reporters curing a oreak in me
third day of a historic conference aimed at resolving the
disputes between the national government and eight
provincial premiers who have opposed Trudeau's plan fw
revamping the constitution.

House won *t raise age
for Social Security
WASHINGTON - The House Ways and Means

Committee turned down an attempt yesterday to raise the
normal retirement age for Social Security recipients and to
change the way cost-of-living increases are calculated.
The action made any long range solutions to the

problems of Social Security financing "very slim, " said
Rep. J.J. Pickle. D-Texas, chairman of the Social Security
subcommittee which sponsored the defeated amendment.

Mass appears happy

^ with handling of 2V2
BOSTON — Municipal elections showed Bay State

voters generally were happy with the performances of
their mayors in handling budget cuts caused by tax-
limiting Proposition 2Vi, the head of the Massachusetts
Municipal Association said yesterday,

"In general we're very pleased that the incumbent
mayors were given a vote of confidence, considering the
kind of year they had just undergone," said James W.
Segel. executive director of the MMA, which represents
the state's 351 cities and towns.
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RimV UmjM A • . _ Collepmn photo by Jim W«ldronKiuiiN HIGH - An apprehensive Ben Coakley takes a ride onTumbleweed Tuffy at Bowditch Lodge last Friday Ben is one of 45

School ThfT"/'' *^'' "'"'"' ^"'«"«^ «* *^« Grass Roots Dayijchool. The school is a pai-ent co-op located on campus.

Senate approves budget,
SCERA appointments
By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

The Student Activities budget for Fiscal
1983 and appointments to the Student
Center for Educational Research and
Advocacy (SCERA) were among the
subjects acted upon by the Undergraduate
Student Senate last night.

The senate approved the recom-
mendation of a hiring committee in naming
25 persons to fill the SCERA vacancies.

Appointments were made to all SCERA
teams, including the Public Policy,
Academic Affairs, Anti-Racism,
Residential, Support. Women's Issues.
Resource and Rents and Fees teams.
The senate also approved a

reorganization of SCERA by transferring
the payroll of the Student Coordinator of
SCERA to the Speaker's office. With that,
the position of Student Coordinator was
placed under the direction of the Speaker of
the senate.

"It has always been nebulous as to how
the senate had input in SCERA." said
Edward Lee, speaker of the senate. "Now
there would be a direct relation between
the speaker and the student coordinator,"
he said.

Carl Hoffman, -who chaired the hiring

committee for the SCERA appointees, was
temporarily named to the position of
student coordinator.

Formal hiring for the position, which will
begin soon, will be open to all applicants. In
the past, the Student Coordinator was
chosen from within SCERA.

In other business, the senate approved
the budget packets for the Fiscal 1983
Student Activities Fund budget, which will
be given to all Recognized Student
Organizations requesting funding.
Funding requests by RSO groups must

be submitted by December 4, and senate
budget committee hearings will begin on
Februarys. 1982.

Student Government Association
Treasurer Richard Goldman said zero-
based budgeting would be used in for-

mulating the senate's budget act when
considering RSO requests.

"We're asking every group to justify
every penny, so it's like every group is a
new organization. " Goldman said.

Also, the anticipated revenues generated
by RSO's will be taken into account when
formulating the budget.
The revenue reports will be considered so

that funds could be re-channeUed "to help
organizations who may need the money
more than another does," Goldman said.

Selectmen candidates
debate on varied issues
By MARK TEEHAN
Collegian Correspondent

The two candidates running for the open
spot on the Amherst Board of Selectmen in
next Tuesday's election squared off in a
debate sponsored by the League of Women
voters in the cafeteria of the Regional
Junior High School in Amherst Tuesday
night.

^

Jan E. Dizard, 41, a professor of
sociology and American Studies and chair-
man of the sociology and anthropology
department at Amherst College, said he
believed the major job of government is to
provide people with services that they can
not afford on their own.
His opponent, Frederick W. Steinbeck,

56, owner of the Steinbeck Builders con-
struction company, said that Amherst i

Police and Fire Departments are '''woefully
understaffed," and if elected the first ac-
tion he would take would be to bolster
those departments.
The two are competing for the seat

vacated when Donald M. Routh stepped
down in June. The position has been vacant
since then, leaving only four members on
the Board of Selectmen, because state law
requires that it be filled by an election, said
Town Clerk Estelle Matusko.
Steinbeck, a life-long resident of

Amherst, said that 2.2 policemen for every
1,000 people is the statewide average,
while Amherst has only .74 policemen per

1,000 residents.

He said the town could hire "a couple of
policemen for two years and then re-
evalute the situation."

Dizard said Steinbeck's police to citizen
ratio was misleading because it failed to
take into account the police departments of
UMass, Amherst and Hampshire Colleges.
Dizard said he would put a high priority

on human services if money became
available on a sustained basis.

"We desperately need some type of
municipal day care and there is going to be
a severe need for emergency shelter this
winter." he said.

Steinbeck said the 24 permanent fire
fighters that Amherst employs is 200 per-
cent short of what it should be. He said he
would like to find the money to hire at least
foui- mdre fij-e fig^iters who. would also
have the training to work as emergency
medical personnel.

The money for these new personnel
would come from state grants that
Amherst has already received, Steinbeck
said.

Dizard said that the money received from
the state was a "one shot deal" and
Amherst will not be able to expect any
more grants in this time of cutbacks in
state and federal funding.

"It is irresponsible for someone to in-
stitute new programs when we won't have
the money to see them through," he said.

continued on page 12
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Ar^iVi V i -n
~ Z*^ *****^' **"* **^ ^^"^y contestants in yesterday'sAC U-I Video Games Tournament, competes for a trophy. Centipede, thegame Tim is playing, was one of the three top games in the country chosen

for the competition. An Asteroids Tournament is scheduled for next
semester.

LD. office moves
to Southwest

CLASSIC CORVETTE - This was one of many elite corvettes displayed thi^wJikiiid^Uhreig

?. rl ^J.^*"^,^*"^^; ^"PP«^-"P f«*
""^^^ ^«" »>»« exhibited at this event, sponsored by Cor-

vette City Corvette Club of Springfield. ^

By MYLES CAVANAGH
Collegian Correspondent

The student I.D. office is moving again; this time from
Its fourth temporary location in the last one and one-half
years, to permanent home in the Hampden Commons in
the Southwest Residential Area.
The office, presently in the Whitmore lobby, will move

to room four in the Hampden dining commons, the old food
stamp office, on Nov. 9, and wiU reopen on Tuesday
morning at 9.

Marion Markwell. administrative clerk at the Registar's
office, said the move to the second floor lobby was a
temporary measure taken when their office space on the
first floor was assigned to the financial aid office.
Markwell said the lobby isn't large enough.
''It doesn't have facihties to lock up equipment," she

Ssks
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Markwell admitted that the new location wiU be harder
for students to get to. but said that it was the only ap-
propriate place that was offered.
She also said the office was located in Hampden for the

month of September, and seemed to work out very well.
"If we get too many complaints, who knows, maybe we'll

have to move again", she said. "But I hope not. We had to
work hard to find this place."

continued on page 12
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Photo display depicts plight
of South African women

,Thursday^November 5, 1981

By ANN BORSKI
Collegian Correspondent

A photography display entitled "Women
Under Apartheid" depicts the tragic
situation of women in South Africa and
explains aspects of the inequality and in-

justice in their lives.

The display opened Monday in the
Campus Center concourse and can be seen
throughout the week in the Augusta
Savage Gallery in the New Africa House.
"Women Under Apartheid" is produced

by the International Defense and Aid Fund
for Southern Africa, in cooperation with the
United Nations Center Against Apartheid.

Apartheid.

"Victory in the struggle against apar
theid is the absolute condition for any
change in the social status of women as a
whole," states the caption under one of the
photographs.

The tundamental condition affecting the
lives of African women is the Migrant
Labor System, according to producers of
the exhibit. Under apartheid, women are
forced off the land and drawn into the cities
to work long hours for little pay. They are
accommodated in single quarters belonging
to employers or single sex "bachelor
hostels', whether married or not. As
children and males are not albwed, family
life is fleeting.

Woman with slashed wrist
arrested for trespassing
By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

A Hdyoke woman who. according to
University of Massachusetts poHce. had
slashed her left wrist early yesterday
morning on the North Terrace of the
Campus Center was arrested for
trespassing yesterday, police said.

The woman. Maureen E. Daley of High
Street in Holyoke. was spotted on the
terrace by a University security guard at

about 12:42 a.m. According to police, the
woman was intoxicated and complained of
her hand hurting. When she removed her
hands from her jacket pockets, the guard
noticed her left wrist had been slashed.

According to police, the woman was
placed under arrest for trespassing about 1

a.m. and taken to the UMass infirmary.
Police said she was not treated at the in-

firmary because her wound was not deemed
to be "life threatening" and she was not a
student.

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

M.B.A.
Students of All Majors and Fields Invited
Come to our meetings to hear about our MBA and PhD Programs and to ask questions
about the curriculum, admission, financial aid, and career opportunities available in
the following fields of management.

Finance

Economics
Marketing

Accounting
General Management

Health Administration
Public and Nonprofit
Human Resources
Management Science
Policy

Thursday, November 5
Contact Placement Office for sign ups.

GOTCHA!...! THINK? - With the light fixture in orhTnd!Ua;"d
Provencal reaches up into the ceiling with the other. Provencal is try-

"

ing to determine why the light won't work. Provencal is working for
Dorm Maintenance at Moore House dormitory in Southwest.

Woman harassed
By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

A University woman told police Tuesday night her
dormitory room was burglarized last weekend. In ad
dition, her room had been broken into early Tuesday
morning while she was sleeping, and she had received an
obscene phone call late Tuesday night, police said
yesterday.

Police also said that "it is reasonable to believe" the
incidents "could be" linked to a single suspect.

According to police reports, a cassette deck valued at
$250 and a $31 in cash were stolen from the woman's
second floor room in Moore dormitory sometime between 7
p.m. last Friday night and 10 p.m. last Saturday night.
At 2:30 a.m. Tuesday, according to police, an uniden-

tified person entered the woman's room while she was
sleeping. The person apparently used a room key to get in.

The woman told police last night she awoke and the per-

son fled the room.

Last Tuesday night at 10 p.m. the woman, according to
police, received a "lengthy" obscene phone call from an
unidentified man. The woman told police she attempted to
keep the caller on the telephone as long as possible in order
to identify the man but told police she did not recognize the
voice.

"».„

Rolling Kock
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Bill Russell raps --3t^
By GUS MARTINS
Collegian Correspondent

BiU Russell, former player coach for the
Boston Celtics, addressed a crowd of about
800 last night at the Fine Arts Center
Auditorium. Speaking in appreciation of
difference his focus was on communication
or the lack of it.

"Our society is a mess, it's not well or-
dered. Our main problem is that we donlt;
communicate weU with each other. People'
are always looking for the easy way out

"

said Russell.

RusseU, age 47, is a crusader for Human
Rights, he is a staunch believer in people
and their rights to pursue happiness. "The
bask thing is people to people relationships,
we must acknowledge and respect the
differences that we represent."

He cited Northern Ireland as an example
where the people in conflict, Protestants
and Catholics, look alike but treat each
other like hell and deny one another of their
rights. Going further into this area Russell
explained, "the key to religion is you must
subnut. None of us are free to pursue our
ambitions unless all of us are free to pursue
our ambitions."

Reflecting back to his childhood, Russell
remembers poor blacks who used drugs in
order to cope with ghetto life. White people
then were hesitant to condemn the drug
dealers because "back then the only people
who smoked weed were either hip whities
or blacks," said RusseU. Eventually these
same people suffered when in the sixties
white middle-class kids began using these
same drugs.

Russell remarked about how the people
in his neighborhood were either poor or
they were broke. Said RusseU, "Being
broke wasn't so bad because it was a
temporary thing and you knew you had
money coming in at some point from
somewhere. But being poor was a state of
mind, something you always had to deal
with."

Clearly RusseU's emphasis was on people.
He sUted that we're not an isolated species.
"We're bound together by humanity, the
only difference in people is their ap-
pearance. If there's one thing Tve found in
my travels around the world is that people
all over want the same things, a chance to
spend some time being happy,"
RusseU concluded by asking the audience

to seek happiness.
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- ^ *^^'*"^ ""''y Councilman Lonnii S^rTel.^oks through the charred remains of his home that burned Tuesday nightwh.le Burten was celebrating his re-election victory elsewhere. The firfasuspected arson, .s not the first act against the councilman. Burten wksshot in September by a disgruntled job seeker that came to his home andanother house he was rehabilitating nearby burned last summer.
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CAPTION - Barron Roland at SoUdarity Day in Washin^it Dx"
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Announcements
ATTENTION: JOURNALISM MAJORS

AND STUDENTS INTERESTED IN
NEWSWRITING
The Newspaper Fund will offer college

juniors and minority graduate students and
seniors prearranged paid summer intern-
ships, a pre-internship training program,
and scholarships for the 1982-83 school
year.

The two programs offered for 1982 are
the Editing Internship Program (for
juniors) and the Minority Internship Pro-
gram (for seniors and graduate students).
The applications for these programs can be
obtained by writing the Fund.
The deadline for applications is

Thanksgiving Day, and all students will be
selected before the end of January, 1982.

The internships are on major American
dailies and wire services, and are paid posi-

iUTHEK

tions. The Editing Internship Program car-
ries a $700 scholarship for each recipient,
and the Minority Internship Program in-

volves a $1,000 grant. The pre-internship
training program is paia lor under a"
Newspaf)er Fund grant.
Any interested students can obtain an

application form (one per student) after
September 1.

Contact: The Newspaper Fund, Inc.,

P.O. Box 300, Princeton, NJ. 08540
telephone: (609) 799-5600

Got a paper to do but don't know much
about research? There's a colloq for you!
Northeast/Sylvan Colloq Program is spon-
soring a "Term Paper How-to's" colloq.
which meets on Wednesdays 3-5 in Dwight

.

Lounge. Come Wednesday and get help
with that paper you have to do.
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Looking for a good way to "jazz" up an
evening? Check out the jazz genius of
Stanley Clarke and George Duke in concert
on November 6 at the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall on the UMass campus.
Tickets are $7.50 and $8.50 for UMass

students and $9.50 for the general public,

and are available at Ticketron, URU, Tix,
For the Record in Faces, and in Northamp-
ton at Platterpus and Main St. Records.
This is an event not to be missed! Stanley
Clarke, superstar bassist and former
member of Return to Forever, and George
Duke, the legendary jazz keyboardist,
together, for one great show at UMass! Get
your tickets now!

'-^^^a'^
The Malcom X Center is now accepting

proposals from Third World graduate
students for classes to be taught in the spr-
ing semester 1982.

The deadline for course proposals is
November 10, 1981. Course proposals can
be picked up at the Southwest Academic
Affairs office in John Adams Lobby.
Bring or send completed proposals to

Malcom X Center. Washington Lobby, U.
of Mass.

For further

253-7444.
info. caU 549-2819 or

By Brumtic Brandon, Jr.
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ATTENTION CCEBS STUDENTS
CCEBS Graduate School Day is on Monday, November

9, 1981. Graduate and professional school representing
many areas of the country will have information tables set
up m the Student Union Ballroom. Students are urged to
come and talk with the school representatives from 10-30
a.m. until approximately 4:30 p.m. This is a unique oppor-
tunity for you to explore various future opportunities.
The success of this Graduate School Day and all others

hereafter depends on YOU. You will be the primary reci-
pient of all the tangible benefits and we expect you to give
100 percent support. CCEBS GRADUATE SCHOOLDAY IS YOUR ACTIVITY!

ov^nwi.

We are expecting a large turnout for this year's event
Many graduate and professional schools have already

?I^*Do'""^''"^^"^"
^^^°" ^^^^ ^"y questions concerning

CCEBS Graduate School Day, please contact John Lopesm room 209, New Africa House.
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Writing to legislators may save

the quality of higher education
By KEVIN BOWE
CoHegian Staff

Students and parents have the responsibility of con-
tacting their state legislators if they want to mainUin the
quality of education received at the University of
Massachusetts, said Norman Zalkind. member of the Sute
Board of Regents, the governing body of all public colleges
and universities in the state.

Govemw Edward J. King has proposed "level funding"
for the system of public higher education for next year
Zalkind said during a visit to campus last week. Level
funding will not take into account inflatwn or collective
bargaining increased by law, he said.

"Flat funding doesn't take into account inflation, con-
tract obligations and basic needs that have been ignored.
This will devasUte this university." Zalkind said.

"If you think this campus is good, tell your folks and
have them tell your legislators." he said.

Zalkind, who spent last week on campus, met with
student leaders, administrators and deans to give him a
"better perspective" concerning the problems of public
higher education in this state, he said.

"It's very refreshing to see a member of the Board of
Regents seek out student input." said Ed Lee. speaker of
the Undergraduate Student Senate.

Zalkind said the public must be made aware of the im-
porUnce of public higher education for the well being of
the state.

"People treat education like every other public service
— welfare, transporation, or trash collection. We've got to
convey that it's something apart. Higher education deals
with the young who will manage our future. Anybody that
endangers education is endangering this country," Zalkind
said.

It is the Regents' obligation to meet the needs of the
students. Zalkind said, and as they strive for cost ef
fectiveness they cannot lose sight of this mission, he said.

Zalkind said he was impressed with the University and
the student body during his week long visit.

"The UMass student is a serious person. Most work part
time while being a full-time student. They are serious
about the future," he said.

Zalkind also said the students should "get the word out"
about the positive aspects of UMass.

'The public gets only the negative aspects and they are
no worse than the negative aspects of regular society." he
said.
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Distinguished teaching award
nominations are due tommorow
Tomorrow is the last day students can submit

nominations for faculty members to be considered for the
Distinguished Teaching Awards.
Present and former UMass students may nominate any

teacher or student teacher for the awards by submitting
the teacher s name and a brief description of why they
should be honored, to the Graduate Student Senate, room
919 Campus Center.

Lieutenant Governor candidate
will speak this evening in CC

John F. Kerry, former assistant Distrkt Attwney in
Middlesex County and an unannounced candidate for the
Lieutenant Governor's position, will speak at 7:30 p.m
tomorrow in room 176 of the Campus Center.

His appearance is being sponsored by Pi Sigma Alpha,
the political science honor society.

Inter-Fraternity Council elects

seven new board members
The Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) Tuesday night

selected seven members to serve one year terms on its

executive board.

Officers elected were President Brian Beaudrault of
Alpha Delta Phi; Vice President Sam Jeffries of Phi Mu
DelU; Secretary Steve Midttun of Pi Kappa Alpha;
Treasurer Mike Paszek of ZeU Psi; Publicity Chairman
Maurice Soque of Theta Chi; Activities Chairman Mike
Barricelli of Pi Kappa Alpha; and Rush Chairman Mark
Vernaglia of Zeta Psi.

The officers, who will serve as the leaders of the
fraternity system, begin in their positions this Sunday.

Collegian

correspondents

If you have not attended a recruitment meeting or a
Basic Workshop, you should come to a Basic Workshop
tonigrht at 7:30. Please come to the office 15 minutes early,

when the location will be announced. If you have any ques-

tions call Rich Nagle at the Collegian at 545-3500.

1 <»|) ul ilic (;impiis

Interested in Law?

Applications are now available
for Judge positions in the
University Judiciary.
For job description, applica-

tions and more information
please go to the Student Senate
Office in Rm 420 S.U. Apphca-
tions are due November 6, 1981
by 5:00 PM.

On Saturday, IMovember 7

Enjoy Dinner from 5:00 pm to 9:00 pm
at

The Top of the Campus
Restaurant
after your meal

dance to the jazz music of the

New Bob Cummings Band
from 9:00 pm to 1:00 am

Come up to the eleventh floor for the finest in

dining and entertainment

Validated Parking in the Campus Center Garage

FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE t^^^^^^^^^^'^'^'^'^'^'^i^'^'^^^ irir^ir^itir^^icitif^irif

Civility Awareness

Coffeehouse

Tonight

Commonwealth Rm. -

Student Union

featuring

8:30 Women's Music by Debbie Fier

9:15 Poetry on Black American Culture

by Antar Mberi with drumming
by Jah Amen

10:00 Latin Music by Raphael Jimenez
and david Gale

10:45 Songs of freedom and struggle

by Tom Juravich

Free Refreshments

ThE qRoup tIiat bRouqhr you ^Jcsus CbRisT SupcRSTAR^ -

ThE UMass Music TIieatre Guild

PRESENTS

SUGAR
ThE MusicAl VERsioN oF ThE cUssic JAck Lemon -

MARilyN Monroe - ToNy CurtIs - HIm 'Some Liks It Hot'

Next ThuRs., Fri., Sat., NovemBer 12, 1 J, 14
ANd TkuRs. - Sat. NovemBer 19, 20, 21 - 8 PM
TickfTS - $J aU sTudcNTS, $4 CcneraI Public

BowkcR AudiroRiuM, SrockbRidqc HaU (near cc Bus Sxop)

TickETS AVAiUbU at BowkcR Box OFficE or

I}-

*

4-

4-

^ OUR Campus Center TAbU. For reservations caU $49-0787 >}
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Almost anything might go
on a Cable/Video show
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

It's

If youve been watching the video
programming in the Campus Center
recently you may have noticed the absence
of a video tape player beneath the set and
spotted a cable running out the back.

The magic of running programming
without video tape players is accomplished
by a newly installed cable system in the
Campus Center Complex.

The system allows simultaneous
broadcasting in two locations, the lobby of
the Student Union building and the hall in
front of the Hatch Cafeteria. .

A broadcasting base, located in the Union
Video Council office in the Student Union
buildmg. makes it easy to rrin continuous
programming and create a regular
programming schedule.said Cable/Video
Project coordinator. Marke Kregeloh.

A highlight in this week's programming
was the PhU Donahue show Tuesday
featuring Kevin Mangan. Student
(government Association co-president and
Jackson Katz. another UMass student
involved in the co-ed bathroom issue.

Kregeloh estimated that around noon on
Tuesday 150 people at each monitor were
watching the program.

The co-ed bathroom issue was discussed
in a positive light as an important point in
the larger issue of student's right to control
their own Uves. Footage of the student
rally courtesy of WCVB-TV Boston was also

shown.

Kregeloh said the film footage ol the rally

showed students "hanging off of Whit-
more". He said he thought many students
were trying to find themselves in the
crowd.

"Everybody loved it. It was great.
TV about the campus," said Kregeloh.

Today the Cable/Video Project hopes to
show a tape of Bill Russell's speech fUmed
by the Union Video Council last night in the
Fine Arts Center. Tomorrow, in honor of
Awareness Days, a week of events and
displays declared by the University as part
of the Year Toward Civility campaign, the
Cable/Video Project will show student-
made documentaries on Max Roche and
Maya Angelo.

Bruce Levy program coordinator for the
Governor's Program Council, which
oversees Cable/Video Project along with
the UVC, said he plans to put in more
monitors in the Campus Center concourse
and near the Co^eeShop. ;...,.

Possiblities for the future also include
longer programming hours, use of more
student made programs and the showing
of a daily "master calendar" listing up-
coming events, said Levy.

Levy is now trying to obtain funding from
various campus and Amherst programming
organizations in order to buy more
equipment that will facilitate programming.

The Cable/Video Project is now also
showing a "Rock World" tape series
provided to them free of charge by the
United States Navy. The tapes include, by
contract, an advertisement slot inviting
young men and women to join the Navy.

i^giaa?

Kregeloh said the rock concert tapes are
of high quality and would be difficult toobUm without the deal provided by the
Navy. Each program is followed by a
disclaimer stating the views presented in
the tape are not necessarily the sentiments
of the Cable/Video Project.
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100% COTTON

6HIRTS
Values to

18.00

2 FOR

A Store-fuU of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6, Moa-Sat
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Wheaton women battle sexism
with new three-year program
Wheaton College in Norton is adopting a three-year pro-

gram designed to remove all aspects of sexism from the
college curriculum, Wheaton officials announced recently.
Ruth Schmidt, Provost at Wheaton, said there is a need

to include the experiences and contributions of women in-
to the school's curriculum. To accomplish this, Wheaton's
aim IS to "incorporate the insights of women's studies
research into the regular course schedule, instead of hav-
mg separate courses set women's studies." Schmidt said.

It is important to have a balance of women's and men's
contributions in the same course, instead of separating the
two, she said. Wheaton College President Alice Emerson
said this balance will "provide young people with the
sources they need to move away from stereotypical pat-
terns."

Wheaton is the oldest women's college in New England,
with an enrollement of 1,200 students. Adopting this type
of program is a "deep-seated and a difficult task," but the
small size of Wheaton may help to make it less so, Schmidt
said.

There are mixed ideas about the project now, but most
of the students feel positive toward it. The faculty's reac-
tion "varies from a group at the forefront with creative
ideas, to skeptics not sure if it is appropriate," Emerson
told the Associated Press last week.

- LISA GONSALVES
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Fe-mail informs and educates
women on women's issues

The National Women's Mailing List is a San Francisco-
based non-profit feminist resource designed to help

support the efforts of women and women's groups
throughout the country.

The mailing list was designed to facilitate com-
munication and networking, allowing women to register to

receive mail in a variety of areas including women's
culture, sports, politics and employment. It can also be
used by feminist groups to communicate with women who
are supportive of their work.

The National Women's Mailing List is the first project of
the Women's Information Exchange, a feminist

organization of women computer specialists. The mailing

list is a feminist model for the use of computer technology.

It has 10,000 subscribers and is beginning to make miling

labels available. Registration for the list is free and
mailing labels are being provided at cost.

To obtain registration forms or further information,
contact The National Women's Mailing List, 1195 Valencia
St.. San Francisco. CA 94110.

Southwest gets receptacles

so they can stash their trash
The five towers, Thoreau and Patterson dormitories in

the Southwest Residential Area will be getting new trash
receptacles next Monday, as an experiment to improve
existing trash collection procedures, said Robert Fowler,
assistant housekeeping manager.

One 84 gallon "toter" on rubber wheels wfll replace four
metal trash cans on each floor for a sixty day trial period at

a cost of $19,000, according to the UMass News Bureau.

If the experimen is successful,UMass will buy the
"toters" and eventually use them in all residence halls.

Fowler said.

"We just had so many problems the old way. I'm really

banking on this working. You take a look outside of
Kennedy on a Monday morning and it looks like a bat-

tlefield," Fowler said.

The advantages of the new system, according to Fowler,
will include a quieter living environment for students, as
well as less risk to maintainance personnel since the
"toters" are picked up by hydrolic lifts rather than by the
manitors.

The "toters" should cut down on smell and litter from
trash being blown around since there are lids attached
although "a certain amount of cooperatron is necessary
from the students." Fowler said.

UMass will be the first university to try this system
which is already in use in some industrial and municipal
settings. Fowler said,

- PAM VICKERY
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BRUCE LEE'S BEST!

^^Goodbyc Bruce Lee

pRidAy Nov. 6 7, 9, 1 1 PM
ENq. East Aud. $1.70

MILLER NITE
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Grand Prize

Drawing 1 2:00
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TONIGHT!
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

50*^ DRAFTS
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Anniversory Sole
October 31 - November 7

20% sale on all shoes
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8 Main Street
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ond th« UMqss Arts Council

UMASS SKI CLUB
office

400A Student Union
Hours M-F 11-0:30

545-0407 ^
presents

THIS FRIDAY NIGHT!!

/

The

Stanley George

CLARKE DUKE
Project
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Nov. 6 6:00 PM Fine Arts Center
Students S7.50& $6.50 G*n. Pub. S9& (10

Tickets Avoilobl* ot TIX, Union R#cofd$, FAC Dox Office, Tlck»tfon, For th» Record (Fqc»$)

^" tick ets $1, more ot the door. No smoke, drink or comeros.
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HEROES S VILLAINS AS VIEWED
FICTION/PHAMTA c;\^
The 4TH Annual Science Fiction /Phantasy in the
Campus Center Auditorium, Univ. of Massachusetts

NO ADMISSIOIM CHARGE
COMING SOON!
SAT. NOV. 7, 1981

9 AM - 5 PM

i
J.

4th Annual p
Science Fiction/Phantasy

Happening
Sat. Nov. 7th, 9-5 Campus Ctr. Aud.

Univ. of Mass./Amherst
. i >ks & Panel Discussion

TWO FREE
FILMS:

10 am "Illustrated Man" (1969)

3:30 pm "Forbidden Planet" (1956)

r^J

i

i

4th Annual p
Scianca Fictiun/Phantasy

Happening
Sat Nov. 7th, 9-5 CdmpuaCtr. Aud.

Univ. of Mass./Amherst
Films, Books & Pafiel Discussion

N

Panel Discussion at 12 Noon-
"

Noted Authors: Joan Vinge, Jane Yolen, and Robin McKinley

irTpTtVriT'Trl'^''r^'"e''^'^' ^"" ^'^""^^^ P'"^ professors
Ernest Gallo & Charlotte Spivak, Rebecca Fisher, graduate stu-

The topic will be "Heros and Villains as viewed by Science Fic-
tion/ Phantasy Writers"

J

Thousands of Science Fiction /Phantasy
books available for purchase.
Authors available for discussion a autograph

_Call_ChaHesjyiihle for more info 545-2619 VCN^\>^
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Appreciate life of freedom

EDITORIAL/OPINIONr
^2llggiaaii

I would hke to appUud the administration for its policy
ooposmg the destruction of this campus and the image of
the University as a civUized institution. This weekend was
to me the bemnning of the end of the toleration of
^*"°^«e!},.»s ^»ng an evening for unlimited irrespon-
sibibty. Without the granting of the use of the campus
center as a "batUeground". it seemed to me no different
than any other weekend: just the usual toilet paper,
broken bottles, and picnic tables strewn about.

But then, i am not in the position to say whether tho
partying was any different, for I don't partake in what is
commonly accepted as partving or getUng "wasted". I
dont know how the term has become misplaced, for I
understand a party to be a gathering of friends in a warm
and intellectually stimulating atmosphere. I would call a
gathering of individuals whose purpose is to substitute
personahty and social competence with booze and pot not a
party, but a tragedy.

Stephen Geiger

Saturday evenmg. I ate dinner at the dining commons,
and was somewhat puzzled by the presence of half a dozen
armed police. I asked as to what happened and was told
that there had been a food fight, complete with flying stop
and shattermg glasses. This brought to mind a leaflet that
I had just read. teUing of a 20 year old coUege student in a
foreign country who was tortured and shot because he
dared to use his growing mind to questwn the oppressive
nature of his country's ruling regime.

.Anyone who opens his eyes cannot fail to see such
contrasts in this world. I often think of our position as a
communitv in America in terms of history or our relation to
the rest of the present day world. The history of man is the
struggle for freedom — freedom from uncontrolled nature,
and freedom from the chains of fellow men. And here we
are in Amherst, freer than most people have been or will
ever be. in a relatively secure and free country. Here we
are with the highest technological comforts — electricity,
buildinjfs. unlimited food, heat, clothing, cars. T.V.. and' Stephen Geiger is a UMass student

stereo all at our disposal. Here we are free to do what we,i
want, speak out in newspapers, join political parties,
become members of a church, and. though perhaps hin-
dered by financial means, free to shape our own futures
through education.

And what do we do now that we are so free? We get
"shitfaced". We get "stoned". We throw toilet paper about.
We smash windows. We throw food. We complain about

'

the food. We complain about nuclear waste, pollution, big
business with no respect for anything but profit. But we
defile our very bodies with cigarettes, booze, pot. We
complain about energy cost, but we leave lights on. water
runing. We wonder why there is so much violence, but we
flock to movies such as Carrie, Dirty Harry, and Cbck-
work Orange.

How does all this tie in wfth Halloween? Halloween in
the past has stood as the celebration of irresponsibility,
immaturity, and disrespect for oneself and others. It has
been the Christmas ol the "party" mentality. The ad-
ministration's action is in line with the ideas of the "Year of
Civility." By refusing to cater to this mentality, it has
simply reflected its respect for life. For that is what is
ultimately lacking in this society.

We all have only one life to live. If we wish future
generations to have this same opportunity, we must learn
to respect our own and others' lives. And being in a
community such as Amherst, in this free environment, we
must show the world that being free means that we love
life, and are unwilling to tolerate disrespect for hfe. For if
we do not do this, we shall surely and decadently fall back
into conditions ripe for those elemenU of our nature that
allow the form of anti-life society that Hitler is associated
with.

With the endless forms of oppression in the world
around us, is it still necessary that we experience it first
hand in order to appreciate the life of freedom that op-
pressed people are striving for, and have been striving for
throughout man's history?

Reagan vs. Americans — we lose
The Middle East crisis is just that - a crisis. Sadat has

been murdered. Dayan has died. And now, to top it all off

.^A «,^A*^?'^
^^^^ AWACS. Airborn Warning and Control

(AWAL) radar systems, not to mention other little goodies
such as advanced heat-seeking missUes and fUght-
extending fuel tanks for F 15 fighter planes. Where do we
go from here? Perhaps the President is taking a break

Martha Gumbiner

after his "victory" and pondering how we can further
escalate the arms race. Put aside the argument that this
sale will threaten Israel's security. Think of what we are
givmg to whom. Saudi Arabia is an unsUbie country as
unsUble as Iran was before they took over the American
embassy. Not too comforting a thought.

How was the vote able to pass in the Senate? We know
that it test in the House by the wide margin of 301-111. and
that the President's battle would be in his Republican
Senate. In this day and age the public would like to believe
that decisions are made for the right reasons and not
because a Republican Senator must support his party first

and his nation second. The wrong decision was made for
the wrong reasons.

Senator Jepson is a classic example. For the past six
months Jepson has been sUunchly against the sale of
AWACS. This was his political view. Two days before the
vote he changed his mind. I'll be the first to concede that
every person is aUowed to change their mind. But we aU
must agree that 8= decision with such severe implications
should not be subject to Presidential "arm-twisUng". It
may bother Jepson that there have been insinuations that
votes have been bought or arms have been twisted

"

(N.Y. Times 10/29) The public does not want to believe
this. But wining and dining of RepubUcan Senators in the
last two weeks is hardly an indication of a philosophy of dec
sion - making based on merit, rather than allegience It
seems to me that our president drgged in many factors
that should not have influenced the Senators either way.A vote as sensitive and meaningful as providing Saudi
Arabia with our most prized military possessions must be
made on lU own merits, and not because the President is
UUying his own personal scoreboard.

It may be Reagan one and the American people zero.

Martha Gumbiner is a UMass student.

"
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Letters

The majority didn't vote

To the Editor:

J would like to direct my comments to
all you students running around claim-
ing that you have no rights. You. that
feel that you have no rights, are in the
minority, not the majority. The majority
of us didn't vote on the issue of
abolishing coed bathrooms because
Whitmore had decided that coed
bathrooms were not in the best interests
of the University, and we either agreed
with this decision or didn't care. How
can you say that students have no rights
when we are given the right to vote on
issues and 90 percent of us don't. Does
that mean that the 10 percent who do
vote have the right to rule the communi-
ty?

With such a lackadaisical attitude on
the student's pjut, I^ould think that
the administration is much needed to
run this university fairly and to adjust
policies for all of the students and not
just the 10 percent who make it to the
polls. We are given the right to have in-
put on the decisions that concern our
everyday lives, but we do not take ad-
vantage of it. It's a sad case when the
administration has to be a dictator out
of need for some kind of government
because the students just don't care to
govern themselves.

JoAnne L. Jablonski

Amherst

Debating 'smear tactics'

TotheEdkor:
'The right to control one's own body"

(Nov. 2) by Melanie Fish and Lisa
Nazzaro. two members of the Committee
for Equal Rights and Reproductive
Freedom, does the UMass community a
great service by pointing out who the
"unmoral minority" Right to Life ad-
vocates are. According to Ms. Fish and
Ms. Nazzaro those vUlianous Right to
Life advocates are people who favor the
folbwing: 1. the bombing of abortbn
clinics 2. capitol punishment 3. increased
mihUry spending 4. legalizing school
prayer 6. censorship of textbooks 6.

control of the reproductive lives of
women 7. limiting women's workforce
optwna 8. the dependence of women on

men. Also according to their article
Right to Life advocates are opposed to 1.

sex education in schools 2. government
sponsored childcare centers 3. bussing 4.
birth control 5. homosexual lifestyles.

It is obvious Ms. Fish and Ms. Nazzaro
feel very strongly about abortion and the
Human Life Amendment. It's too bad
they had to revert to stereotyping their
Pro-Life opponents in order to persuade
others to their cause.

Abortion is a very important issue.
The debate should not sink to a level of
name-calling and smear tactics but
should focus on a clear presentation of
facts from both sides. Only then can
pe<^le be expected to make a rational
and informed decision.

Steve Bailey

Syhnm

Role reversal refreshing

To the Editor:

In response to Robert Cleary's article

"Rape Posters Offend" (Oct. 29), we
would like to express our empathy for

Mr. Cleary's sentiments. We found it

somewhat amusing to find a male of-

fended over the male kiatomy. It is

actually ridiculous. The fwct that you are
not victimized by this sexist society
explains your absurdity. We, as women
in a culture where pornography, ex-
pk>itatk>n, manipulation, and violence
against women is not only prevalant but
also very widely accepted, can probably
understand better than anyone Robert's
humiliation towards sexual exposure.

It does not surprise us that Mr.
Cleary's reaction was so negative. As
women in a sexist, male-dominated
society, we face a never-ending battle in

the fight for equality and respect. In
essence, the sense of degradation that
Robert felt is something that we are
forced to contend with morning, noon,
and night! Women are under constant
media attack. We cannot walk down the
street, go to a movie, watch T.V., read a
magazine, or rarely view a billboard
without experiencing disgust.

We, too, Mr. Cleary are not too crazy
about having our genitilia, asses,
breasts, or any other body part grabbed,
yanked, and/or bitten by some would be
rapist (i.e. men) — a behavior that is

actually condoned in our society. It was
the very fact of seeing % nude man

constrasted with a fully clothed woman
that made you feel the inferiority that
we as women know so well. It was
actually somewhat refreshing to see the
roles reversed.

We find it ironic that you got all bent
out of shape over a poster advocating
rape prevention. Rape, disturbingly on
the increase, is an extreme outgrowth of
the manipulation and violence against
women that is fed through and enforced
by the male-dominated media, which in

turn serves to reinforce existing societal

attitudes. It was a poster warning
women to protect themselves against
this social sickness that got you so
uptight. No doubt you reacted this way.
because women are taught to be sub-
missive and this poster contradkts such
conditioning.

In effect, it's one hell of a viscious

circle-but as usual it's women who bear
the burden.

Marsha Director

Carol White
Amherst

Incident still occurred

To the Editor:

This past evening my roommate and I

were studying in a classroom on the
first floor of Herter Hall, when my
roommate noticed a man walking
around the outside of the classroom
looking in at us. I then saw him walk in

the building toward our room. He
started exposing himself and making
other obscene gestures which I ignored
tmtil he walked to the door, where he
continued to make these gestures.

Without thinking, I stood up and walked
slowly toward my roommate. This caus-

ed the man to quickly walk away from
the door. We gathered our things and
ran straight for the Campus Center
where we immediately called the police.

We are women who consider
ourselves independent and on an equal

level with men. We have been forced

however, to face the reality that this will

exist until we are free from vulnerability

of sexual assaults. Our point is not to at-

tack men and give them a bad image,
but to make both men and women aware
that the problem exists to such a degree
that even though all precautions were
taken, this incident still occurred.

Nmm withheld
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Student attempts to seek input into the

decisions affecting their lives such as coed
bathrooms, management of the Campus
Center and control of student funds is to
be commended and respected. Those who
seek to impede this effort must be remind-
ed that the quest for representation in the
decisions affecting our lives is the founda-
tion of our free society.

,

Students must not limit themselves to
campus issues dealing with the quality of

EDITORIAL

life. Undeniably these are important
issues that deserve continued attention,
but we urge students to expand their quest
for input to include the quality of educa-
tion received at this University.

Governor Edward King wants to level
fund this campus for next year. Last year
the University received $99 million from
the state. Next year the University needs
$115.5 million to maintain the same level
of service as it did this year. (This does not
include an additional $2.5 miUion re-
quested for new programs.) The additional
$16.5 million is needed to fund $5.6 million
in pay raises obligated by law, and $4.8
million is needed to fund programs that
have been hurt by past budget cuts. The
remaining increase is necessitated by in-

flation.

The quality of programs and the quanti-
ty of choices at UMass will be endangered
if King gets his way and level funds this
campus. It is the responsibility of the con-
sumers of education to insure full-funding
of this University by seeking input into the
political process that decides the budget of
the campus: The Massachusetts
Legislature.

In order to gain this input we urge our
readers to:

REGISTER TO VOTE. Make sure you
get other students registered. If there is

one thing that gets the ear of a politician is

a registered voter from their district.

WRITE YOUR REPRESENTATIVES.
More importantly have your parents con-
tact your representatives and tell them
your education is being endangered and
needs their support.

If you are an independent student ar-

ticulate this point to your lawmakers and
members of the Board of Regents who set
tuition. To often these people stereotype
students as living off their parents, from
this they infer that a $200 tuition increase
will be paid by Mom and Dad. We know
this not to be true in many cases and we
must get this fact into the minds of those
who set policy.

Students and parents must make the
undermining of their education an issue in

this state. If we don't nobody will.

Unsigned editorials represent the opi-
nion of the Collegian Board ofEditors.

Give us some credit and listen

To the Editor:

Once again, the saga of the coed bathroom situation con-
tinues on the UMass campus.

At the beginning of the semester, the Resident Assis-
tant (RA), on our floor held a meeting where the issue of
coed bathrooms was introduced. At this time, it was
unanimously agreed upon that our bathroom would re-
main coed. We all concured that we are mature people and
sharing a bathroom would pose no problems or create an
uncomfortable situation for ajiyone concerned. In addi-
tion, nobody wanted the hassl^ or inconvenience of walk-
ing up a flight of stairs first thing in the morning to take a
shower.

During the past eight weeks, there has not been one
upsetting incident or uncomfortable circumstance giving
rise to complaints or controversy over the coed bathroom
situation. However, the other day the RA informed the
males on the floor that they would have to adhere to the
enforced policy and use the bathroom facilities on the floor
above us. The once coed bathroom is now strictly a female
bathroom, and it will become a male bathroom next
semester.

Although we are not personally inconvenienced by this
abrupt change, we My understand and empathize with
the males on our floor who are displaying anger and
frustration toward the situation. We personally believe
that it is not the administration's place or a parent's right
to alter a more than adequate circiiQay|^p)ce and create an
unnecessary inconvenience. If we are old and mature
enough to carry out the responsibilities of our college
lives, we are certainly mature enough to decide for
ourselves what type of bathroom situation we deem most
practical for our unique living arrangements.

The student body at UMass is willing to spend an enor-
mous amount of time, effort and money to convey their
feelings over issues concerning their lives. Why doesn't
somebody give us some credit and listen?

Andrea Millstein

Adrienne Wolff
SoaUiWMt

Letters Policy

Letters for publication must include the
writer's name, address and telephone
number for verification. Please type triple

spaced with 67 characters per line. Because
of the large volume of mail received, un-
published letters cannot be acknowledged
or returned. Letters subject to editing for
clarity and length.

r
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* Selectmen—
Continuedfrom page ^

Steinbeck worked' as a rehabilitation
specialist for the town for the last 2 and
one-half years. He said that he drew up the
specifications, interviewed clients and
supervised the renovation of approximate-
ly 90 houses of low and middle income
families.

Dizard, who moved to Amherst in 1969,
said he has been active in the civil rights
and anti-war movements, and more recent-
ly he has become involved in protesting the
United States* policy in El Salvador.

Dizard won a primary race in October
with 389 votes. Steinbeck fmished second
with 275 votes, thereby qualifying for next
Tuesdays election. Hubert E. Robert
fmished third in the race and was dis-
quaKfied.

The polls will be open next Tuesday from
12 noon until 8 p.m. Any voter registered
in Amherst who is not sure where he or she
should vote can check by going to the Town
Clerk's office in Town Hall, or by calling
the Town Clerk at, 253-9382.

if IJ), Office

^Thursday, November 5, 1981

Continued from page S *.

A Collegian survey of 50 random students taken in front
of Whitmore, showed that 60 percent of the students in-
terviewed think the new location is a bad one and 30
percent said they think it doesn't matter. Only 40 percent
of the students surveyed said they think the move is a good
one.

Cliff Raskind, a freshman living in John Quincy Adams
lower, said, "I guess it's good for me. but for the benefit of
everyone else it should be more centralized."

Andrew Kristopik. a freshman living in Thatcher, ^aid.
"I think it doesn't matter if it's convenient for the people
who run it, because students don't have to go there very
often."
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"^W/ OF THE
LOST ARK

* Shtern

MERYL .TheTknch
STREEP ^a^teJO^

1^ <6:00@ $1.75)8:30

they knew RICH afi3

S^ FAMOUS^
(6:15 @ $1.75) 8:45
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continuedfrom page 1

current Soviet government, according to Shtern.
"They are not ready to lose their authority. There is a

terrible inertia in all their movement, and they are not
changing things," he said.

There are shortages of many foodstuffs in the Soviet
Union as a result of these problems, Shtern said.
"There is a shortage of meat, and in many cities, there

are quotas for food," he said. "The people need a special
card to get their quota."
"The only way for the Soviet society to survive is to

reform itself, and this is not likely," he said, adding he
believes the turmoil any social collapse would cause would
be "disastrous for the West."

»»»»M<——<WM»»»«««#

GEORGE
SEGAL

'ARMS MALL

OWSON

i»»»#»»»«Mj

(6:00 @ $1.75) 8:30

Moamr oi mmo
NOaiNT OUVALL

3i (6.00 @ $1.7s"8?^

LOOKER
Albert Finney

Susan dey

IZa <6;15@ $1.75)8:45

OPEN HOUSE at
_ THE
OLD MILL

ROUTE 6^

Saturday - Sunday Nov. 7 - 8

Start Christmas Shopping
now at our one stop shop

Register for Door Prizes Refreshments served

AZ
Come See What

THE NEWFST «>()P^f^|yY

On Campus

Is Like!

DELTA ZETA
11 Phillips St.

Open Rush on

Thurs. Nov. 5, 1981

at 6:30 PM U
For more info

call Beth 549-4416

or

Ana 549-6932

>»»»MMM»»
, jjj^j Jjjj,j'

Awareness Day's
Reception

TODAY 5 - 8 PM
Hampden Student Center

South''' est
Everyone Welcome

Sponsored by:
SW Area Grovernment
Coordinating Committee
for Residential Activity

ii

i
V

rusty nailed
Tonight Friday, Nov. 6

Martian Highway The VENTURES
Sat

M
no cover

2 fori 7-11 pm
$1.00 off w/student ID

(Fri nite only)

Rte 47, Sunderland 665-4937

y, Nov. 7

, James
ontgomery
^Band
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With our tremendously exciting Halloween behind us.

there is a ton of stuff to do this weekend, and there's
something to suit everybody.

Jazz fans get a real treat Friday when Stanley Clark and
George Duke take over the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.
Tickets are reasonably priced at $7,50 and $8.50 for
students and a dollar more for the general public. This
show goes for at least $11.00 in Boston.

Local jazz keyboardist Bob Cummings' new band BC3
(formerly the Bob Cummings Trio) wiU be appearing in The
Top of the Campus Restaurant (not the lounge) from 9:30
until 1:00. The show will also be broadcast over radio
station WMUA (91.1 FM) starting at 10:00.

The Blue Wall gets a blast of New Wave this weekend
with Someone and The Somebodies on Friday night and
Mission of Burma on Saturday. Mission of Burma got
written up in Rolling Stone last week in the New Faces
column. They also have an EP out, which has generated
quite a bit of attention on WBCN in Boston.

Got the blues if you want it; blues guitarist Albert
Collins will be in Rahar's on Saturday night, or you might
want to try James Montgomery over at the Rusty Nail.

If it's nostalgia you're after The Ventures are still

plugging away, and they'U be in the Nail on Frday night.
O.K., you just want to see some local talent; The Nays

will be in Worcester Dining Commons Saturday night.
Tickets are only $1.00 in advance or $1.50 at the door. The
Effects will be in the Blue Wall tonight with no cover and
all night happy hour. Martian Highway, hot off their
Hangar Halloween party, will be in the Nail tonight, and
they're offering 2 for 1 drinks all night. Take your pick.
What njore could you ask for? How about The Moody

Blues in Hartford on Sat. Nov. 21. They put on an im-
pressive show in Boston on Tuesday night, and they're well
worth the $9.50 and $10.50 being charged.
Also Genesis tickets, for December 2 in Hartford, went

on sale last Friday. They. too. are a mere $10.50. Now,
how come the Stones and Dylan have to charge $15.00 and
Genesis and the Moody Blues only $10.50 (not that $10.50
is all that cheap)?

Marianne Faithfull roughly delivers her latent
album. Dangerous Acquaintances.

E£^2lJ£giaa 13

The Yellowjackets (from 1 to r) are Jimmy Haslip, Russell Ferrante, Robben Ford and RickvLawson. «»«».i^j

The Yellowjackets

The Yellowjackets
(Warner Bros. Records)

By TOM FAISON

This is a good studio album. It incorporates the best
elements of rock, jazz, rhythm and blues and even modem
pop technology. Digitally recorded, its clean, clear sound
IS brought to a fine edge by Russell Ferrante's keyboard,
Robben Ford's guitar, and an excellent horn work by
Larry Williams, Jerry Hey and Ernie Watts.

Yellowjackets is an album that is not easily explained on
paper. Devoid of words, it seems to consist entirely of an
hour's worth of jamming, carefully recorded just for the
sake of the album. Many different instruments are
employed to good use here, especially Watts' tenor sax in
"Matinee Idol" and Ferrante's keyboard in "It's Almost
Gone."

This is about as good as fusion music gets when done
without the benefit of a live audience. It's virtually free of
comparison except for a small similarity with Pat Metheny
in some of his more mellow albums, but unlike Metheny,
there are no laughing, coughing, or scuffling sounds in the
background.

The creators of this album are perhaps less spontaneous
than Metheny, but are far more polished in terms of style
and clarity. The three primary members of the YeUxm-
jackets: Ferrante, Bassist Jimmy Haslip, Drummer Ricky
Lawson and guest player Ford are better known
throughout the industry, not as individual performers, but
as backup players for more recognized acts (i.e. Ricki Lee
Jones, Joni Mitchell, Kenny Rogers, Barbra Streisand and
George Harrison). The ability to cooperate that they must
have developed on the road is apparent on this record thus
making it the artistic success that it is.

Yellowjackets is not only a decent sounding album, but
it's a necessary addition to any well rounded collection.

Sound Advice

Marianne Faithfull

Dangerous Acquaintances (Island)

By SCOT COOPER
Collegian Correspondent

It took a hiatus of fifteen years before Marianne
Faithfull released the 1979 smash Broken English. She on-
ly waited two years to give us her new album Dangerous
Acquaintances.

Dangerous Acquaintances is a bouncier, happier .soun-

ding album than Broken English. The songs are still push-
ed at you by Faithfull and her band, but thi^ time around
the cuts don't .sound as mean. And more than a few are
danceable. She now delivers her unpleasant lyrics in

positive tones. When listening to Broken English, it seem-
ed like Faithfull was croaking out her songs from the gut-
ter, and she was trying to drag you down to her level to

listen to them. She hasn't compromised her rough style,

however, just altered her delivery. Her new songs are aim-

ed at the feet as well as the head.

"Easy in the City" is one of the best tracks I've heard all

year. It's got a zippy guitar, a pumping beat, and in addi-
tion, I defy anyone to listen to it an keep their feet still.

"Tenderness" is a sad song that moves along slowly,
drawing its power from Faithfull's pained past. Marianne
no longer sings from the gutter. She will, however, pull
you over and point down to it now and then just to remind
you where she's coming from, and where she's been.
The new album, like Broken English, features the play-

ing and songwriting skills of Steve Winwood, Steve York,
and Barry Reynolds. Marianne carries her share of the
burden, co-writing seven of the nine tunes. She still

sounds like she needs a box of Sucrets, but without her
raspy voice, it wouldn't he the same.
The nine songs that are Dangerous Acquaintances are in

a different vein than their predecessors. The songs work
either way because of a rough and ready voice with tight
music behind it. You, too, will probably ask what took her
so long.

Breaker Morant shows hypocrisy of war
BRKAKER MORANT

liy TOM FAISON

Edward "Breaker" Morant (Edward Woodward) was a

poet, philosopher, soldier, hero, and martyr. He was also a

cold blooded killer. It is not the question of his guilt or

innocence that is the point of Bruce Bersford's film, but
rather the hypocrisy of the trial that judged the morality of

his actions during the final stages of The Boer War.

In the early part of the 20th century, the British Army,
under Lord Kitchener, was having a rough time controlling
the Dutch settlers (Boers) of England's South African
colonies. One of the major reasons for this was that
although greatly outnumbered, they heaped great losses
on the British because they had no standing army, wore no
uniforms and had a habit of sneaking up on the British
soldiers at night and killing them in their sleep (Beginning
to sound familiar).

One of Kitchener's solutions was to recruit soldiers from
another English colony — Australia — to combat these
vicious Dutch devils. Since these Australians were rugged

men themselves and were used to living and fighting off

the land, guerrilla fighting came naturally to them and
they were better prepared to deal with the rebels.

Unfortunately, these men were not too keen on giving
fair warning before setting ambushes, nor were they ef-

fective at taking prisoners. Another one of their weak
points was freeing suspected enemy informants even if

they were Dutch priests.

This practice went on successfully for a while, and it

even had" the blessings of The British General Staff,

however the English, now anxious to end a costly war
(some sources place British losses at 70 to 1) needed a few

scapegoats to be sacrificed in order to show their good faith

to the Dutch. Who better than the Australians? (They
weren't British Army regulars, in fact they were little

better than mercenaries.)

Charged with murder, Morant and two of his fellow

officers Were given a minimal amount of time to prepare
their defense (one night, compared to the prosecution's six
weeks) and had the misfortune of going to a trial with the
verdict decided long beore anyone set foot in the cour-
troom.

AH would have been lost from the start if not for the
provincial outback lawyer that the crown provided for the
men's defense (masterfully played by Australian actor
Jack Thompson). He turned out a brilliant defense that
exposed the system for the disgrace that it was. Beyond all

reasonable doubt he proved that although the defendents
were guilty of killing those people, they were indeed
soldiers who acting under the direct orders of a govern-
ment (which cared no more for their lives than for the lives

of their victims).

Breaker Morant is more than a masterpiece about how
the natural spirit of man is crippled by the horror and
hypocrisy of war. It is also a perfect example of the
writer's script, the director's film, the actor's part, the
soldier's story, the audience's movie and, most important
of all, it's about the human condition.
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$Too
12 oz. BOTTLCS

A FR€€ BOTTLC
TO TH€ FIRST \QQ P€OPl€

STARTING RT 9:00

6 a.m. - 10 a.m.

Til the End of the Day
Darryl & Mark
(British Oldies)

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

L«atin Music & News
Concepto Latino

2 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Pan Afrique
Kari Njiiri

(reggae, jazz, & more)

6:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Newswatch

6 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Focus
Ken Mosakowslti
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7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Women's Music & News
Women's Media Project

10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Black Contemporary Music
BMCP ^

2 a.m. - 6 a.m.

Music for Overnighters
BMCP

Start
every day
refreshed!
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"" ROCk& ROLL '00 Cover

IS E. Pkasaat St

Need Cash?]
still

Buying

Highest

Prices
Class Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry

Coins and Stamps

See Me When You Sel]

25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst 256-0710
Mon - Fri 10 - 5:30

Sat 10-2

18 Main St.

LIQl/ORS
Downtown Amherst 253-5441

i-: MAPPY hour PRICIS ALL WEEK '^

Oudwelser«oxcon. 6.99 c,..
LobOtt'S b*«rorQl* 2.99/$ix

JJ^'*^"* ..2.99/.,x
VodkoorGIn

5.25/,,^,
Donelli Lombrusco i .99/750 mi

A

at StutUaf

S^M^ €tt 6:30 & g:30

7m, ^e4€^toaU<m4^ eail (413) 256-C59f

(S02) zs^^m
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
Lower Main St.

QHSTONE

uityourself\

'QSS^KE CREAM^
Homemade Ice Cream EmporiUu

>ORTHAMPTOW
^^^^^^'^ -

s -Breakfast

NOW'SAVE 20%
on SPEHyj;.^^

super swimsults
and accessories.
(New '82 models
now In stock!)

We carry
a complete line of
speedo products
all year round.

1 E. Pleasant St,
Amherst

16 State St.
Northampton

NktM
Sale runs through Nov. 2t
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DOONESBURY
UanENANT
ffMALWffHI.
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by Garry Trudeau

STALL UHATCANITELL
fmttLL m.LmjTmm?
KRJ6HT IJUSTUm
OOUN. imGUY.

UNDER THE INFLUENCE
M. Joyce

ROD BONES
Gregg Canavan

ft r

DINING AND DANCING
The finest Italian restaurant in the valley
announces the opening of the new,
spacious

LOUNGE
Opening Tonight with

ANdy MAy
LivE 7 piEcc Rock n' Roll dANCc bANd
pUylNq 9:70 - cIose - NO COVER -

Double D
drink of

the nite
Double Doiquirrs Si.50

Double D
drink of

the nIte
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CROSSWORD
ACROSS

1 Saunas
5 LtKe Alaska *

10 Heavy sound
14 Name with

Fontanne
15 Related through

mother
16 Kind of charisma
17 Song title of the

good old days
20 Serenader's ad-

junct

21 Whiskered friend

22 George's co-writer
23 Modern flyers

25 With 28 Across,
start of request to
go home

28 See 25 Across
32 Address initials

33 Hope for

35 Mefville novel
37 Word for a busy-

t>ody

39 Promising

words

-4p^'Cookery is

become— ":

Burton
41 Muscle
42 Head areas
44 Possible end (or a

bout
45 With 47 Across,

Harry Lauder's
statement

47 See '5 Across
49 Wings
51 Odd
52 Fine line on a

type face
55 Named the source
60 Continuation of

1 7 Across
62 General at fort

Duquesne
63 Seed
64 Cause for lawsuit
65 Jungle denizens
66 Non-musical

notes
67 Eye inflammation

DOWN
1 Nasty remark
2 Aqua
3 He's in Bartlatt's

Quotations
4 Work area
5 Big noises
6 Opposing
7 Banker Otto and
actress Madeline

8 Gallic season
9 " halls .

.

10 Item the Knave
stole

11 Search
12 1934 Nobel

chemist
13 es-Salaam
18 Home of the krone
19 Ardennes river

24 Mild outdoor exer-

cise

25 Turkish cavalry-

man, once
26 Milieu of a

concierge
27 Bigger than life

29 Made it

30 Fine fiddle

31 South Australian
peninsula

32 Unft for 14 Across
34 G&S heroine
36 Sk>uan
38

••

for the
Seesaw"

40 Comfort
42 Individuality

43 Dries

46 Source
of supply

48 GoM and black
50 New

. Salis-

bury. England of
yore

52 Ginger goody
53 Acrimony
54 Repines
56 Historic French

town
57 Whiner
56 Mysterious
59 Attican govern-

ment unit

60 Khan
61 "Paradise Lost"

character

T\i T-4-^8-i T- i- r-^ir— 7i-

—

"B»" "B^i
11 p —

rS 'r I'M

^ST 53. S4 ^SS 54 !P IP !P
60 P

-W- w^b6 ^67

Solution to yesterday's puzzle on page 12

Where the
Outdoors

Meets its Match

BUFHiLO SHIRT
Classic outdoors shirt in

midweight wool plaids reinforc-
ed with nylon. Large patch
pockets with buttoned flaps, ex-
tra long tail.

Located at the corner of University Dnv^^R^
adjacent to Price Chopper

32 fflain %^\\u\

<kt>1*f
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* Cross country
'•i 'lit 171 tiedJrmn page 20

computing the scoring, in 66th and 71st
respectively.

The Minutemen won the IC4A title in 1977, and placed
ninth last year.

"This year with a senior dominated team, I thought we
would have done better." commented UMass coach Ken
O'Brien, "Rodney ran well," said O'Brien, "but everyone
else was flat."

The Minutemen will be gearing up for the New England
Cross Country Championships Saturday, and the National
Collegiate Athletic Assoiciation (NCAA) Division I

qualifying meet, a week later. Both meets will be held at
Franklin Park, Boston.

Krokus $9.60 cose

Heineken $4.25 six pock

Dudweiser $4.90 12 pock

GqIIo Chablis

1.S L S3.95
Spring Mountain

Chordonnoy Hi .99 1

Gilb*y's Gin

$12.75 173 ml

C & C LIQUORS
Dehind the Police Station

in Amherst

IT'S THA
TIME

AGAIN!

* Kickers
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continued from page 20

a corner kick.

Co captain Maddy Mangini was pleased with the win,
but sad to see her last home game with the' Minutewomen.

"I'm really happy with the win. It will give us the
momentum to keep winning," Mangini said.

The Minutewomen will face Harvard University
Saturday in the semifinals of the EAIAW playoffs at
UConn. Third ranked Harvard beat fifth ranked Boston
College yesterday. 4 1. The Minutewomen did not play
Harvard during regular season this year because of ad-
verse field conditions.

* IM football
continiu'd from page 20

second quarter setting up a Mansfield to Berlo touchdown
strike. Tim Leary caught another Mansfield pass in the
corner of the cndzone leaving Theta Chi with a comfortable
20-0 lead.

Phi Sig relied on the foot of Russell Lyons and a
tenacious defense to turn away the Mackimmie Lions 16-0.

Lyons kicked three fieW goals and an extra point after a
Grady Hart touchdown to pace the Greeks.

Phi Sig earned the chance to redeem last years 16-14
heartbreaking loss to Theta Chi today at Boyden fields at
4:30 p.m.

puii

Wholewheat Pizza Factory msi

WEEKEND SPECIAL
We have: - A 12" cheese pizza $3.65

65c for each additional item

- A 16" cheese pizza $5.75

90c for each additional item

363 Main Street

256-8587

75c OFF
4:30 pm - 3:00 am

1 r
i I

$1.50 OFF
j

any small, 2 item pizza
j j

any large, 2 item pizza
!

' Good Thurs. 11/5 thru Sun. 11/8
I one coupon per pizza

Good Thurs. 11/5 thru Sun. 11/8
one coupon per pizza

Is there really going to be white dough pizza at Wholewheat?

.<°5t^..

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD
FALL COURSE BOOKS TO THE
PUBLISHERS.

RETURNS START
NOVEMBER 9th

DONT WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK -
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
HOURS

MON-FRI 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

the LIWERSITYSTCJC's
TEXTBOOK ANISEX
(apnyscaipiantbidq

^f^ University of Massachusetts

School of Business Administration

CAREER DAY
'81

Thursday, November 5, 1981

10 A.M. -4 P.M.
Ist Floor Campus Center, UMass

•Luncheon roq^ ^009
12 -2 P.M.

Featuring Keynote Speaker: Mr. Nicholas Waller,
Manager of Consulting Practices and Manpower

General Electric Company
'Reception 4 p.m. - 6 p.m. Room 1001 Campus Center

Sponsored by the Undergraduate Business Club

I.

SSICCOLLEGE T(
-::snVE MILE nOADRACE

Sunday, Nov. e, 1961 Amh*rst, MA 1 PM
Organized by Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club for the benefit of the Jimmy Fund

* Special prizes for preregistered runners *

donation $3 If prereg $4 day of race
RUNNERS REPORT TO NORTH END OF UMASS STADIUM
ROAD AT CORNER OF MASS AVE €r UNIVERSITY STADIUM

Name.

Street
.DoB. .Sex.

.City, State, Zip.

.Best 5 mile timeSchool/Club
In consideration of this entry being accepted, I, for myself, my heirs, executors ad-
ministrators, waive and release any and all rights and claims for personal damages I may
have against the sponsors of this run or AAU officials.

Signature.

(parent If under 18 yrs of age)

[drop off entries at the RunnT'«hnn 15t N. Pleasant St,

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFliiCome to Cotegian Office CC 113 • ii'^K 1 ^c a* .
^"^ ^™"^ ^^a^^a^^^ JLJ^^^^^ in aJ^anceVlconJ^°:''V ''?' * °^^'""« '^ ^'^ ^° ^«vs prior to publication day ^^v^asn .n advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount e Phone number FREE
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A DISC JOCKEy NEEDED?
Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

ARTISTS^

ARTISTS - The Student Union Art Gallery
is now accepting proposals for the spring
semester. Proposals for Black History
Week and Womens Week especially
desired. Deadline is Nov. 20. Call 545-0792
for additional information.

AUDIO

Speakers Ohm C2 2 years old mint condi-
tion real wood $375-BO 546-8839

Cassette Deck Akai GX-F90 metal deck
solenoid controls. $425. - 80 665-2512 after
5 PM
Awesome Peavey Pacer Amp. many
features, great price, call 549-1255

STUDENTS: Quality loudspeakers from
Burhoe Acoustics at FANTASTIC PRICESi
No gimmicks. Call PETER BURHOE
546-7127

g'SlVn^retrfev'e'ro'ur ^°k«' ^« '^un^'^
on 10-21 ?hehasTchnS°"* ?

'"^^^^^ °'d

an ID tan 7f 1 ^^' *'^^*" ^'^^'out

Ini?^ f^' n^^ '^ y°"'s 9've f"e a call at

^.k S P
""^

^a^
°' ^-8^7 after six andask for Evan. But hurry, she's falling in loveW pTeJsT"^
^"' ""'' "°^ -- ^° 9°

d!w. ho.?'^*''*?'°'""
*'9«^ *=«• Whitepaws, belly, and tip of tail, brown noseAppears to have been spayed. Please call

desperate 546-9126

GAY ENTERTAINMENT

Stones Tix, Syracuse 11/27 will trade for
Hartford. Please call Gary 586-557
Sully at PIKE - 3 strikes and your out pal
Love, B in the park

Birthday/A the big 21, time to futurizei Iam nght behind you, and I still love you!

?S^PM ?'T Coffeehouse Sunday Nov 8

JS ^''^^
J-°*^9® Refreshments and

entertainment. Sponsored by the People's
'jay Alliance. For more info call 545-0154

HELP WANTED

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Triumph Spitfire call 545-3500

73 Dodge Polara PS PB AC great condi-
tion very very dependable snows 850
253-2603

1977 Pinto Wagon,
$1700.00 549-0083

good condition.

DO ITII

January- Graduates: Have your senior
portrait t iken - Do it now 545-2874

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Tape Decks, Stereos
& Car Stereos. Sound in Motion 266 No
Pleasant St, Amherst behind Silverscape
Designs 253-9341 ^

ENTERTAINMENT

Women's Pentagon Action Benefit
Dance Friday Nov 6 8:30 - 12:00 at 16 Spr-
ing St Amherst. Off the Amherst Town
Common, behind Grace Church. Tickets $2
- 3 All women welcome .

STONES Want to trade 4 Stones tickets
for Syracuse N.V. show for 4 tickets in
Hartford show. Call 6-6056 - jim or 6-6606
-Jane

FLOWERS. FLOWERS. FLOWERS

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchanoe
for meals call 253-9987

''cnange

^"UMASS DAlLT^COLLEGIAiTTs
seeking an experienced and dedicated stu-

M^L a!^^ P°*'^'°" °^ Advertising
Manager. Please apply in person at the Col
tegian Office, CC Room 113. Deadline
November 9. 1981.

'^'uime

Bus Driver-Trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will be accepting applications for our
training program to run thru intersession.
Qualifications include a clean driving record
ot 3 years and a committment to work for 1
year apply Monday Eve Nov 2, 1981 at 7 PMCAmpus Ctr Room 905-9

The COLLEGIAN is looking for an
associate News Editor. Interested UMass
students with writing experience and
knovvledge of newspapers should apply byNov 11 to Ed Levine in the Collegian Office,
113 Campus Center.

Information on Alaskan and Overseas
jobs $20,000 to $50,000 per year possible
call (602) 941-8014 Dept. 6501

^^'°'^

Work Part-Time Now earn $50 or more
P«f

^!t!L ^°^^ W'"^e^ Break at home
fcS^^u^' "^'^ ^°' 30 hrs. Call
1-SZ7-2812 between 10 & 4 weekdavs only

KICK ASS UMASS
T-SHIRTS

UMASS SKI CLUB
430A Student Union M-F 11-3:30

10th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH NOV 18-21

10th ANNUAL BUSH BASH JAN 24-29
Today is Alex Casanova's Birthday II To
wish him a Happy Birthday call 546-6328
Happy Birthday Alex, from the gang

°"*. ?,*^"*' *'*=•*•* 'O' Hartford Great
seat! $100 call Irving 549-5874
Happy Birthday Jake (Dan) LEOTARDS'
From Elwood & Seven South

Sleep HiB p.s. You owe me one back rub !

FRIENDLIES 4 fabulous flavors for us
(with toppings). See you at about 8. Love
Michael

ROOMMATE WANTED
Person to share a townhouse in Squire
Village 2 bdrm 355/mo male or female on
bus route, convenient store 665-7544 keer
trying can leave message at 549-6S26
Michael

Responsible male Graduate student
(non-smoker) to share one-bedroom apart-
ment on bus route. $145/mo includes
utilities. Available immediately 549-5098

Male wanted to share excellent 2 bdrm
apt in downtown Northampton. 160/mnth.
incl. heat and HW 586-5570 Ive. mess. Gary

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
CAREER DAY

?^^oo'.°l
Business Career Day Come to

in
Career Day Thursday Nov 5 1981

I .M^'" T., f P'" '** *'°o^ Campus Center
UMass All Invited!

SERVICES

Come meet John F. Kerry, former First

Assistant D.A. for Middlesex County. Kerry
will discuss his candidacy for Lieutenant
Governor. Sponsored by Pi Sigma Alpha —
alt are welcome.

Come meet John F. Kerry, former first

assistant D.A. for Middlesex County and
co-founder of Vietnam Vets of America,
Thursday, 7:30, rm 176 co-sponsored by Pi
Sigma Alpha

SHWA, Happy 19th! Have a great one!

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9961
Research Consulting and Statistical
Computing by Ph.D. psychologist.

5fo ^^^'® /^^®^' auaranteed accuracy.
253 5262 or 253-7374

Experienced typist will provide grammar
^o^P^ill^S corrections on request, call
253-7106 after 5.

Typing 4c a line some overnite service.
Call at 549-4595

STONES TICKETS

And slam it up tonight!
roomie)

Love, Moi (the

Show your true colors at BC CC Friday

LOST

Oh how beautiful the flowers, oh how
romantic, how truly magical they can
become.

. .Love someone, deliver in person
a gift of mystic magic, from a truly secret
admirer, XXOO. Any questions on ar-
rangements ask Laura or Susan, they're
wonderful to deal with!

FOR RENT
Single room office near campus $150 in-
cluding utilities D.H. Jones Real Estate
549-3700

Puffton Village Apartment available star-
ting Dec. 1st. Call 549-0083

FOR SALE

Color TV
549-0083

excellent condition, $130.00,

GIFT IDEA: Portrait Drawings. Dennis
Delap, 665-2972

Selling Mark-V Kayak. New - best offer.
Adjustable footbraces. 253-9304.

Stones Tix For Sale Syracuse 11/27. (Day
after Thanksgiving) 586-2781

Head LR-90 Skis 1 season old. 193 cm. no
bindings $140 or best offer. Les 546-6057

GUITAR Les Paul copy, good cond. $130
call Bill 256-0639

2 Rolling Stone Tickets Nov 10 Hertford
6-7666

Peavey Standard Amplifier. 130 watt.
Distortion, Reverb. Excellent cond.
549-5475

FOUND
~~

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

Ring: diamond and sapphire, very sen-
timental, if found please call 549-4350. Very
important to me. Reward offered.

Thorn 104? Elsewhere? Two gold rings,
one opal, one black stone chip with flower
setting. Reward. 546-5218

Small stuffed toy rabbit. Child misses
badly. Please call 253-2592

Brass bracelet stamped 14K it is not gold
Please call 549-3722

Lost - blue pocketbook Monday in

Thompson 102. If found please call 6-4697
Reward offered.

PERSONALS

Sigma Delta Tau invites all University
Women to Informal Rush, Nov 8 and 9. For
more information call Barrie 5-0527

Got a favorite film? Bet I've got the
poster I have over 1500 movie posters incl.

Quadrophenia, Annie Hall, Star Wars. Call

Matt at 6-6768 318 Field

"PSYCHO" Friday, Nov. 6, at 7, 9, 11 CCA
$J

Stones Tix Hartford 11/9 Best offer, call

Ernie at 253-3255 evenings
~

C.L.S.

Did you have a beautiful day 10-30-81 ? Just

wanted to drop you a line to tell you I did.

May your life be filled with 4-leaf clovers.

.Elizabeth

Happy Birthday Chubcheeks! You're not
getting older, you're getting fatter. Love &
kisses, Skinnyhead, Miss Perfect & the
other wrinkled eyelid

Burger King 21 If you have the Jack of
Spades or the King of Hearts, call 586-3435
to split big money. I have the Aces
TO MY FEMALE ADMIRER your "sug-
gestion" flattered these piercing brown
eyes. How about one in person ?

Moca Happy Birthday, you're a woman
now Lovfe 3rd long

ATTENTION! Want to see UMass beat
UNH for the Yankee Conference title? Bus
to UNH Nov. 14 $14.50 round trip ticket in-

cluded Call 546-4872 now!

TO TOMET. I hope you have a Happy Bir-
thday. Always be happy. Love, MEI
We're looking after the bear you're
welcome

UMMB - Get psyched for BC - Ensemble -

Get sleezy with us - Love the twirlers

Peter. How's it like to be a kept-man?
Sorry, was sooo busy. . .also, and I owe
you on 11-6-81 S. . . XXOO etc; got a real
valid marriage proposal, oh no what am I

going to do. . .1,000 ways to stay single
XXOO Chapter 1 page 1!!!

Two Rolling Stones Tickets for Nov 9 in
"»*rtford - Best Offer. Call 6-6433 or 6-6353

THICK, WARMFLANNEL SHIRTS

Meteorologists predict cold winter
ahead. Get your flannel shirts. CC Fri

~~~I TO SUBLET

One room in two bedroom Colonial
Wlage apt available Jan 1 call Ruth
253-3776

TYPING

FREE LANCE TYPING and resume
wnting. Top skills, reasonable rates
Amherst. 549-0518

USED AUTO PARTS
Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 86^th^pton Rd, Northampton MA tel

RIDE WANTED
Ride to either Boston or Providence
(pref) weekend of November 13 Will share
expenses, call Alan 6-9393 leave message

/Hfil^i-®"**""' ^°"" weekend of Nov. 13
Will share expenses. Reply to 549-4888 ask
for Bruce

Ride needed to Boston Fri or Sat will help
call Anna 6-9349^after 7:00 pm
Ride needed to Philadelphia PA on Fri
day Nov 6. Call 546-5556 Will share driving
£r expenses

RIDERS WANTED
Leaving for Virginia 11/5 or 11/8. can
stop in D.C. Call 253-5273

Bus to UNH - UMass footbalF^i^^Te

..X;J*.i.!5-^ roundtrip ticket included
call 546-4872 now!

Ride to SMU Gr area weekends depen-
dable r;,|| Mike 527-9554 or 527-4624

Highest prices paid for class rings, gold

Imith "^oi/^^'T' 'i?'"''
^"'^ ^^^""P^- Daniel

Smith 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2
Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
Of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710
Looking for 2 tickets for Children of a

5a?K65
^'^^^ ''^" ''^"' «^®"'"9»

' '^"^Sto"«» tickets for Hartford show
on the 10th call Matt 549-0339

Two girls looking for male dance part-

Mar!^
51^^'''"'^"^^ '''''''^- Call

Looking for Stones tickets in Hartford

Sfc^PIn"'^!- ^^^"sportation. Call Karen
546-4410 or Eric 253-9958

I need two tickets to Children of a LesserGod Call 549-0694 right awav

WANTED TO RENT
Responsible women looking for 3-4 bdmi
house on bus rte Amherst area for Jan with
summer/fall option call eves 546-5776 or
546-5755

WILDLIFE SOCIETY

Will havea meeting on Thurs Nov S at
7:30 PM. Featured speaker will be En-
vironmental Lawyer Sandra Dawson. Join
us in 203 Holdsworth all welcome

*^#** mrftkmm
TUESDAY WFDNF.SVAY

2Sc I>raft8

'AtA-ATMV
i^.' •>•. t-' ^i,^. ik , ,S ;,(. r(b%|«

I

v>t\iSy«»>V',^»»H^MM»^iW^^^<'4;twiti;^\<vv. » » * V'»M •-•»«..«...,.>;........;^».'.
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Thursday, November 5, 1981

Introducing 2 NEW Calculators
from Hewlett-Packard

IaL^^]:£ ''' «*'-"«=«' Progran,m.ng
capabilities:

The HP-11C features an extended function
set for:

HP-11C
Advanced
Programmable „., ,r\ • M^-r' ^^ t I .

Mathematics

Scientific Calculator sdenoe

Statistics

All this capability fits comfortably in vour NOW
pocket! '

Available

121.00

PV PMT

>^ i/x y.T A% %

R/S SST R» XSy CLX

^^ STO RCL

HFWLETT PACKARD

CHS 7

EEX 4

HP-.12C
Financial

Programmable
Calculator

NOW
Available

The HP-12C, a Financial Progranrimable
Calculator for business-world
professionals has powerful built-in

functions for push-button solutions to:

Business Problems

Pricing Calculations and Forecasting

The HP-12C has easy-to-learn
programmability

All this capability fits comfortably in vour
pocket!

'

OPEN 9-5

Sat 11-4
the

Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

University Store

S'campusV
center
at u mass

Thursday, November 5th
FREE FUN/HIGH ENERGY

^ ???
with THE EFFECTS

ALL NIGHT HAPPY HOUR
FREE ADMISSION
Friday, November 6th

mumBODiE
Winners of Rock n' Roll Rumble

Plus. . .Special Guests
THE VALENTINES

$2.00 CnvPr

Saturday, November 7th

MISSION OF BURMA
with SPECIAL GUESTS

$2.00 Cover
'Valid ID and ABP Sticker required to purchase alcohol

NEED MONEY?
' SUCCESSFULLY START AND OPERATE
YOUR OWN BUSINESS WHILE IN SCHOOL

Attend the one-day "Fortunes from Spare-Time" Seminar on
Saturday, November 14th, at the UMASS/ AMHERST Campus
Center. Earn thousands of extra dollars each year... maybe each
month!! Learn first-hand from the expert, Vilnis A. Ezerlns, Jr., one
of Amerlcas's youngest entrepreneurs...

• How to create a highly profitable business which you can
operate in your spare time ~ with 26 specific examples of
student-run prosperous enterprises

• How to begin without capital if necessary

• How to find free help

• How to avoid the pitfalls that often can spell disaster

• The step-by-step details you need to follow to launch yourown money-making venture

• How to advertise - sometimes at no cost ^

• How to manage your time and your growing income

• And much, much, much more.

INVEST SIX HOURS AND CHANGE YOUR LIFE!!!

Tuition for the complete six-hour seminar is only $75 ($36 withstudent i.d.) and includes a seminar workbook. To pre-reaister for areserved space, phone toll-free 1-800-344-7377; or you mavregister just prior to the workshop by arriving thirty minutes early

n 'ronlt
^^^^'^

1 ^* ^^® '^°°'' ^y ^^s^' '^^"ey order (made payableto Conference Management Association"). Mastercharge or Visa.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14TH
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. (noon to 1 :30 p.m. lunch break)

UMASS/AMHERST CAMPUS CENTER - Room 163

For Instant WORKSHOP RESERVATIONS
Call Without Charge:

^ ^ .1 •800.344-7377 (from 12 noon to 9 p.m )
Or, Call Collect: (617) 533-4378 (from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m )
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Kickers on top in playoff

r6. 1981

VMass meets Harvard in semis
By NANCY GONTER and GERRY de
SIMAS
Collegian Staff

The flowers presented to seniors Maddy
Mangini and Margie Anderson by their
tiammates commemorating the last home
game of their careers on the University of
Massachusetts women's soccer team turned
out to be victory flowers, as the
Minutewomen defeated the University of
Rochester. 2-1, in the opening round of the
Eastern regional playoffs, yesterday at the
upper Boyden field.

The first goal for UMass came 21 minutes
into the first half, when Natalie Prosser
crossed the ball to Stacy Flionis. who
dribbled it forward and put it in.

The score remained at 1-0 during the first

half, as UMass kept the pressure on
Rochester, dominating throughout.

Rochester tied it up eight and a half
minutes into the second half. Rochester's
Megan MacKenzie brought the ball down
from the left corner of the field to the goal
and shot the ball, which UMass goalie
Roxann Donatini deflected unsuccessfully,
and the ball went in, tying the score, 1-1.

Senior Margie Anderson scored the
winning goal on a heads-up play in front of

the Yellowjacket goal. UMass was awarded
an indirect kick a yard in front of the goal
due to a dangerous play by a Rochester
fullback. Anderson reacted quickly taking
the kick as soon as the referee placed the
ball on the ground and shot the ball scraped
past Rochester goalie Sharon Bedard,

"It was a smart play by Margie," UM
coach Kalekeni Banda said "It was a good
thought, she didn't waste any time."
"The score does not tell the whole stoiy"

coach Banda said, "We could have scored a
lot more goals. It was the hardest game to
play, (mentally,) we will be more com-
fortable now, we know what to do. I'm
happy with the results."

Rochester coach Terry Gurnett was not
entirely disappointed with the outcome of
the game.

"It's no embarrassment losing to a great
tram like UMass," Gurnett said. "They
possesed the ball well, controlled well, they
out played us."

UMass dominated during the whole
game, outshooting Rochester 19 to 3. The
Rochester goalies made 17 saves in com-
parison to two saves by UMass goalie
Roxann Donatini, including what coach
Banda called a "great save," came up with
the ball through a crowd of players off

continued on page /6»w-^ --.' "•
continued on page

Runners compete in IC4As
By KENNETH ROLT
Collegian Staff

NEW YORK - The University of
Massachusetts men's cross country squad
placed 13th out of 22 teams in the Cham
pionship Division of the 73rd annual
InterCollegiate Association of the Amateur
Athletes of America (IC4A) Cross Country
Championships, Monday at New York's Van
Courtland Park.
The Minutemen harriers totaled 293

points, far off the winning 35 points scored
by the Friars of Providence College. Penn
State was second with 96 points, and last
years victor, Bucknell University, was
third with 100.
'bopiiomore noaney LaFlamme led the

Massachusetts team, running 25:45 for the
5 mile course, placing 48th. Senior co-
captains Paul Beaulieu and Chris Omelt-
chenko took the 51st and 57th spots, with
seniors John Caffrey and Frank Prial

contimied on page 16

WE WON! - UMass kicker Nina Holmstrom (wrt^TCpViraw:;from a Rochester opponent in yesterday's 2-1 Minuteman victory in thefirst round of yesterday's Eastern playoffs.
^

Frats rule in IM
football semifinals

By ANNA ROELL
Collegian Staff

Player Profile

When it comes to energy, Dave Harrington could
probably supply enough for the entire UMass varsity
men s soccer team.
A senior academically, Dave transferred from Southern

Connecticut State College his sophomore year and had to

"red shirt" his first year at UMass. This gives Dave onemore year of soccer eligibility, and he plans to utilize it onDoyden field.

Number 11 was moved from his favorite sweeper
position on defense to wing full back at the start of this
sea.son to give the offense more help and as UM coach RussKidd says, to let him be more creative

"

The adjustment took a little time, just enough to give
Harrington the chance to score his first college goal Thiswasn t just any goal though, it was the only goal in the

, h^r Vk""*"'^
""^ Connecticut game (UConn is ranked

hacklieid, that s covering good ground
Thirteen years of soccer experience have given

"I've never seen him without a soccer
ball," Coach Kidd said. '7 think he sleeps
with it.

"

By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

DAVE HARRINGTON

Harrington a tremendous knowledge of the game He
started with a youth program in Franklin (Ma.) and really
started excelhng in high school (Franklin H.S.). Sweeperwas his position since freshman year and by his junior and

fT.?"' M^"' 'a n^"""
\'''^^'^ »«"^^ «" his awards.

Eastern Mass All-Stars for two years. Boston Globe All-
bcholastic his senior year and Most Valuable Player, also in
his graduating year, had many schools recruiting him

But, Harrmgton realizes soccer isn't the only way to so
Like any player, I would like to do something more with

soccer, he said. "But like any athlete's chances of playing
professionally - the odds are sUcked against you

"

Soccer is a fast-paced team sport and Harrington's
excellent skiU level and speed involve him in many team
plays. His team spirit is 100 percent, and he knows that it's
the youth and inexperience that are the only things the
kickers are lacking.

"Our team has a lot of depth and we're extremely
talented. Harrmgton said, "and we're ready to explode

"

Loach Kidd takes Dave's soccer action even further
You never see him without a soccer baU," said Kidd. "i

think he sleeps with it."

TheU Chi, behind a strong first half and the overall play
of big Dave Berlo, held on to knock a good All That Jazz
team out of the running for the men's intramural football
championship via a 20-15 win.

It was two different football games. The first half was all
Berlo and his defensive mates not aUowing a single scoring
threat for the Jazz in the entire half. At one point, the 6' 6"
240 lb Berlo blocked three consecutive Jay Broderick
passes and was chasing Broderick around the Jazz back-
field the entire game.
The second half, however, was all Jazz. Dean Bennett

and his charges regrouped after a dismal first half while
causing a confident Theta Chi group to stop the celebration
and play some football.

The momentum began to swing on the very first series of
the third quarter. Pete Morgan nailed Theta Chi field
leader Jeff Mansfield for a safety and the Jazz was on the
roll.

After the ensuing kick, the Jazz had their best field
position of the day and did not waste the opportunity
Broderick rolled right and found Bennett in the corner of
the endzone for the first Jazz touchdown.
The next turn of events left Theta Chi fans shaking their

heads and gave Jazz fans new life. Theta Chi moved the
ball down to the Jazz one yard line and were looking to
knock the pizzazz out of All That Jazz. But, a crucial illegal
procedure call pushed the ball back to the six yard line and
then Dean Bennett made the play of the game.
Mansfield rolled right and threw across the middle and

Bennett picked the pass off and raced the length of the field
for his second touchdown of the day, pulling the Jazz
withm a touchdown, 20-14. Bennett then hit the crucial
extra point and the Jazz within a touchdown of the finals.

Theta Chi couldn't move the baU on their next series and
the Jazz had their last opportunity. Mike Belanger
returned the Theta Chi punt to his own 25 yard liSe
Broderick missed a diving Bennett in the «ndzone whUe
being heavUy pressured by Berlo. On last down Broderick
roUed right and his pass to Urry Berg at the goaline was
batted away nicely by Mansfield ensuring Theta Chi
another trip to the finals.

Turnovers speUed the Jazz doom in the opening half.
Chuck Lenardo picked off a Broderick pass inside the
Iheta Chi ten yard line and ran untouched for Theta Chi's
first touchdown.
Linebacker Dave D'Angelo intercepted a pass late in the

continued on page 16
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Students re<

threateninff

friday^ November 6. 1981

By DAVID HOWES
Collegian Staff

waiting lor the next bus. she noticed a man
standing across the street, he added.

T,.,^ Ki I f 1 .
^^^ didn't want to wait with the manTwo black, female students at the there so she began to walk towards HerterUnivers^y of Massachusetts were victims Hall. The man followed her She began toof telephone death threats within the past increase her pace and the man didSsetwo weeks, according to Tony Crayton. She began to run and went into HprrJr^-

director of Third World Affairs at UMass. Crayton said. ^^'•

One of the victims, whose name has not When she entered Herter. the man stop-
been revealed, was chased from the Fine P«d chasing and disappeared. She did notArts Center to Herter Hall by an uniden- ^ve a description of the man, Crayton said
titled white male earlier this week. The other woman was awakened around
Crayton said he believes the incidents to 1 a.m. Wednesday by a call. The caller also

be unrelated. a male, threatened her life.

The University police said they are aware '"^'^ woman spoke at the impromptu
the incidents but offered no further com- ^^"^ October 8th against UTOPIA,Crayton

said. "She defended the Third World com-

.
--^ I ^ ^»*iv< VI icjr ait; aware

Of the incidents but offered no further com-
ment.

'The first threatening call was received
last Friday around 7:30 p.m. while the

l^TZi'^^vl^- ^Z ''^'''" C'-^yt"" said-The caller, believed to have been a male

^.'i •••^''^" P''^^ty nigger girls die.."
1 he same woman was chased bv an

older white male." Crayton said.
She had just left her class and had missed

her bus home. Crayton said. While she was

munity at that time," he added.
"I do not believe this is connected to the

rally incident." Crayton said.
A member of The People's Gay Alliance

received several death threats last month
after speaking at the October 8 rally. Those
threats were attributed to a group calling
itself UTOPIA which advocates white
supremacy. U.S. superiority and anti-gav
rights.

^

Trustee status is now a
reality for students

BARELY MADE IT' — «iahr;«a U • f l
»••«••<• bv Heidi lev.nr

r. nurfurp« „™o;. u_. . '"^ Hs.a Freshman Animal Sci<jor, nurtures premature baby lamb at UMass Sheen R^n
lence Ma-

By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

Student representation on the Board of
Trustees of all public colleges and univer-
sities became a reality yesterday when
Governor Edward King signed the
measure into law.

Due to student lobbying pressure King
attached a special rider which made the law
effective with his signature.
Student leaders from across the state

reacted positively to the signing "With
enormous fee increases and full-costing be-
ing proposed for this campus a student
voice IS needed to counter this" said Larry
Kocot co-president of Student Government
Association at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst and student
trustee.

"Now we (students) have a voice and
vote on what's happening to the Universi-
ty. We won t stop everything but student
representation will have an impact" said
UMass Boston student trustee Don Babbits
referring to the merger of UMass Boston
and Boston State College.
"With student input we can tell them

how unfeasible the merger would be" said
Joanne Manning student trustee at Fram-
ingham State College.
The Board of Regents are considering

the merger of Framingham and
Mas.sachusetts Bay Community College.

,J')y*'
^"^"'^ accomodate the additional

1700 people. Classes are being taught in
any vacant room on campus as it is," Man-
ning said.

King signed the Student Trustee bill
because it's part of his philosphy in allow-
ing people representation in the decsions
that affect their lives .said Roy Lyons, assis-
tant press secretary for the Governor.
"He believes in the idea of getting groups

involved in their spheres of interest" Lyons
said.

•'

Students lost their representation on the
Board of Trustees when the system of
public higher education was reorganized
last March. The reorganization plan did not
mclude student representation. Several
bills were filled in the Massachusetts
Legislature to put students on the newly
formed Boards of Trustees and the Board
of Regents. The bill signed into law yester-
day did not provide for student representa-
tion on the Board of Regents which
governs the entire system of public higher
education.

Students and education officials were
pleased that the Governor enacted the law
immediately upon his signature.

^Killing Us Softly' exposes

exploitation in advertising
By SARAH RUSSELL
Five College Staff

Women portrayed negatively in popular
advertising was the theme of a
documentary film "Killing Us Softly" and
the discussion that followed its showing at
Brown House in Sylvan residential area last
night.

The film, an Awareness Day event,
depicted how women are shown in ad
yertisements either as "sex objects" or
"moronic housewives." and the exploitation
can be either subliminal or blatant, but it is

extensive in advertising. Produced by
Cambridge Documentary Films, the fUm
was a collage of a series of visual ad
vertising tactics that objectify women.

In the discussion foUowing the film, the
audience, a fairiy equal mix of male and
female students, expressed their concern
about the subject.

Carroll Mcgrath, a head of residence at

Brown House said she chose the film
because "we all have a commitment to
addressing issues of human oppression."

People are unaware that they are seeing
exploitive commercials, and they per-
petuate the advertising dishonesty by
buying the product, said Michael Maftess, a
senior, and a member of the organization
Men Against Violence Against Women.
Mcgrath said she became aware of

women portrayed in violent exploitation by
observing fashion, perfume, and album ads.

During the discussion, many people
questioned whether they, or people in
general, were greatly influenced by ad-
vertising. "The exploitation of sexuality in
advertising is widespread, our lives have
become dominated by these ads. We must
remove this distasteful bombardment of our
sexuality," said Matfess.

Another woman put it a little differently.
She said, "When you go shopping you
should .stop and think, why do you want a
Calvin Klein a.ss?"

Hamden reception ends Awareness festivitiesBy KENBAZINET said "Civility _is respecting other people's make this year towards o.viH.v .^.^.

THE YEAR TOWARD

CIVILITY

Ch*ncrflor > CommuBon an Crvility

Uiivrmty ot MMJchuwttt M AmhtnJ

By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

The "Awareness Days" festivities were
closed with a reception at the Hampden
btudent Center in Southwest yesterday
which mcluded speakers from various
factions of the UMass community, and both
student and professional entertainment.

Organizations represented at the
reception included the Southwest
Assembly, Student Government
Association. Chancellor's office and South-
west Academic affairs office.

Ruth Mazzola, Southwest Assembly co
president, asked students prior to the
recepUon what their definition of civility
was. One response said "Civility is realizing
that each of us is not always civil." Another

said "Civility is respecting other people's
rights, regardless of race, sex, or beliefs,"
while one said "Civility is administration
and staff being civil to students."

"The main theme throughout each of
these quotes is mutual respect and un-
derstanding for all," said Mazzola. "I am
asking you to dwell on this theme as an
individual with respect to your actions
towards others."

Larry Kocot. SGA co president
challenged the faculty and administrators
to jom with students in an effort towards
civility.

"Events such as these are testimony of
student commitment to this cause, " said
Kocot. "but the burden is on students to

make this year towards civility a realistic
concept."

A representative from the Chancellor's
office praised the Soul h west area gover- I

nment for initiating the program without
prior encouragement from the ad-
ministration.

The event was co -sp..,, .,. ed by the
Southwest Assembly, and the UMass Arts
Council, and was considered lo be a success,
according to Southwest co-president
Theresa Kolish.

qJtV'"
''".P"''^*"^ If'at this happened in

Southwest," said Kolish. "We are
stereotyped wrongly."

"We have proven that w. ..re concerned
with civility, and are m;!k. ii; a positive
move against oppressix. - . ial forces."
added Kolish.
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Torpedos may be on Soviet sub

ffmsfffyri

STOCKHOLM. Sweden (AP) - Nuclear tipped tor-
pedos are probably aboard the Soviet submarine that went
aground while prowling in a restricted zone near a major
Swedish naval base 10 days ago. outraged Swedish officials
said yesterday.

They said the SovieU can have their sub back but that
storm tossed seas likely wiU delay departure of the vessel
until todty.

Foreign Minister Ola Ullsten toki the Kremlin Sweden
regarded the incident with the "utmost gravity" and would
tolerate no repetition of it. especially since the SovieU
ignored his demand for more information on the sub's
armaments, refused an inspection of the torpedo hoM and
cUimed the sub was armed only with "the necessary
weapons and ammunition."

Prime Minister Thorbjorn Falldin said at a news con-
ference I hat the incident was "the most blaUnt violation in
Sweden in the postwar era." and that the sub would be
escorted lo a Soviet flotilla outside Sweden's waters "as
soon as the weather permits."

But heavy weather with 45 mph wind gusts prevented
the departure and Swedish officers said it would be
delayed at least until sometime today. Eleven Soviet ships
including two destroyers, two frigates and two missile-
armed corvettes, hovered in the area.

Falldin. who opposes even peaceful use of nuclear
energy, scoffed at Soviet references to (he Baltic as a "sea
of peace.

"
and said Swedish experts recorded radiatbn

from the outside of the sub's hull for three nights and
concluded that the sub carried Uranium-238.
The Soviet Union as well as the Nordic countries have

urged that the Baltic Sea be free of nuclear arms.

Editor won't reveal
sources for story
EDGARTOWN. Mass. (AP) - The editor of a tiny

Martha's Vineyard newspaper refused yesterday to
identify the sources he used in i series of investigative
articles that helped lead to the ouster of a hospiul ad-
ministrator.

An attorney for hospital administrator Edward V.
Hanify Jr. said he would seek a contempt of court ruling —
and a possibfe jail term - to force editor Gerald R. Kelly to
cooperate.

"If you do cooperate on something like thU. members of
small community like Martha's Vineyard won't talk to you
and tell you things the pubUc should know." KeUy said
after the two- hour deposition.

"I really don't like using unnamed sources. We use a
minimum of them, and I am always sure of their
credibility.

" Kelly said. " But in this case, it was the only
way to print something."

Solidarity says government
ready to make concessions

WILD RABBITS — Chicago police confiscate two of eight wild rab-
bits that were killed by hunters with dogs, clubs and crude spears. The
men were arrested Wednesday within city limits. The men claimed they
were hunting for food.

GDANSK. Poland (AP) - The Solidarity
union said yesterday that the Polish
government is "ready to make concessions"
to the independent union after an un-
precedented church state- union summit
aimed at solving Poland's economic crisis.

A union statement issued in Gdansk said
the government is set "to undertake talks
about all the problems in Poland" and is
"ready to make concessions." It did not
elaborate.

Solidarity natbnal chairman Lech
Walesa, Roman Catholic Archbishop Jozef
Glemp and Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski —
Poland's premier, Communist Party first
secretary and defense minister — met for
more than two hours Wednesday at a
government guest house in Warsaw.

Meanwhile, there were these other
developments:

—Rural Solidarity began a sit-in

yesterday at the Communist Youth
headquarters at Siedlce. east of Warsaw, to
protest shortages.

Digest
By the Associated Press

—Striking coal miners in southern
Poland demanded a televised news con-
ference to air their grievances.

—And 150.000 unionists remained on
strike in Zielona Gora province.
Grzegorz Palka, who heads the labor

federation's economic section, told
reporters the union will be prepared to sit

down with government negotiators by the
end of next week.

"We treat these Ulks extremely
seriously," Palka said, adding that format
of the negotiations will be considered by
Solidarity's presidium, convening here
today.

The Solidarity statement stressed that
the union government talks should be
marked by mutual commitment to avoid
ultimatums, "to find the compromise which
would be satisfactory for everybody."

Greenfield man
receives sentence

SPRINGFIELD. Mass.- A Greenfield man has been
sentenced to three years in federal prison on a conviction of
iJireatening President Reagan's life.

U.S. District Judge Frank Freedman ordered the
sentence Wednesday for Roland C. Smith. 29. Smith was
convicted by a jury last month.

Greenfield police accused Smith of threatening the lives
of Reagan, former President Carter and other people Feb.
15 when they arrested him on charges of assaulting two
deputies from the Franklin County Sheriffs Office. The
deputies tried to serve Smith, his wife and two children an
eviction notice earlier that day. according to trial
testimony.

Fall River plant blaze
injures two firefighters
FALL RIVER. Mass. - More than 200 firefighters

from seven communities battled a fire at a huge granite,
five story former textile mill yesterday. Flames and smoke
towered high enough into the sky to be seen 15 mijes away.
Two firefighters reportedly were hurt during the blaze

at the old Borden Mill which broke out at 3:30 p.m. The fire
was contained about two hours later. Both the injured
were treated at St. Anne's Hospital for burns and smoke
inhalation and released, according lo hospital spokesman
Ralph DiPisa.

The cause of the fire was not known, officials said.
Peter Saunders, administrative assistant to Fall River

Fire Chief Ix)uis Shey Jr.. said the fire was confined to the
sprawling one time factory, which now houses a sport
swear plant. FVanconia Sportswear Inc., on the first two
floors. The rest of the structure was being renovated.
"The fire was contained to the building," Saunders said.

"It has not spread."

Saunders said the blaze broke out on the third floor of
the building. He said most of the workers in the structure
had left for the day before the fire broke out.

Reagan calls for halt

to internal disputing
WASHINGTON - President Reagan, trying to

stem bickering within his official family, called Alexander
M. Haig Jr. and Richard V. Allen on the carpet yesterday
and told them "internal criticisms" have got to stop.

"The president told them he wanted to ensure that the
matters of the past few days are closed." chief White
House spokesman David Gergen said after the one-hour
meetuig.

"He also discussed with them ways to make t^e foreign
policy apparatus of the government work better and ways
to stop any internal criticisms. " Gergen said.

Secretary of State Haig touched off the latest episode by
charging that a presidential aide - whom he did not name
- was running a "guerrilla campaign" to discredit him.

Since Haig and Allen, the national security director,
have disagreed on foreign policy strategy, Allen was
considered the culprit.

FALL RIVER FIRE - A 12 alarm blaze completely destroyed the
Borden's Mill lo Fall River yesterday.
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policy termed 'ethical responsibility'By H^^NNAH HOSOM

Collegian Staff

Housing Services has been instructed to continue en-
torcement of the single-.sex bathroom policy, according to
a iNoy. 3 memorandum sent to dormitory residents by
I>irector Joseph Zannini.

The memorandum concerned a meeting last Monday

ZIZ^'^^a'-I
^""""^^ government presidents on bathroom

policy and student mput. Zannini stated that "professionaland student staff have an ethical responsil,ility to enforce
this (bathroom) policy."

The policy states: "Students and their guests are ex-
pected to use only those bathroom facilities designated for
their particular sex. In single sex residence halls, guests of
the opposite sex are expected to use the bathroom(s)
designated for 'public' use."

-Zannini said yesterday the Housing Services would try'
to help students act responsibly" l^-fore using the
discipline process. An effort is l,eing made to talk with
students, in meetings such as this, to di.scuss issues and
gather student reactions and suggestiosns.

The administration did not agree to the second studentdemand at the Oct. 20 sit-in at Whitmore Administration
Building for no harassment or firing of staff for non-
entorcement of policy until it would be rescinded. ,

Students who repeatedly violate University policy would
have to face standard disciplinary procedure of written
warnings, hearings, and if continued violation occurred
dismissal, Zannini said.

"The intent of the memorandum was to clarify the fact
that we have a responsibility to enforce University rules
and regulations. 1 hope I didn't mislead anyone at the

meeting," Zannini said yesterday. "We want .student in-
put. I feel It's a gi»od business decision a.s well as a way to
encourage development of leadership skills. This meeting
was a vehicle to bring students to deal with a whole varie-
ty of issues involved with coed living."

Although the administration did not agree to retract the
single-sex bathroom policy during the rallies and sit-in,
there was an agreement to "revert back to last year's
policies until a committee of students...can meet with and
participate in the formulation of such policies," the first of
the students' demands.

Undergraduate Student Senate Speaker Ed Lee said
the administration is saying the residential assistants
must still enforce policy under the old regulations.

"There is an effort to comply with the students' input
but there also has to be a decision made on what we need
to be about," Zannini said.

( ollrKian photo b> Hiiward l.ahilt

Newly appointed - Joseph Zannini. executive
director of Housing Services comes to UMasswith 15 years experience in the housing field

New findings may help

Crib Death Syndrome
BALTIMORE (AP) - A hormonal imbalance found in

crib death victims may lead to a simple test to identify and
save infants who suffer from the mysterious disease,
University of Maryland researchers said yesterday.
The researchers said the imbalance they identified is the

first solid physiological trait linking victims of Sudden
Infant Death Syndrome, which kills 7,000 U.S. infants
every year.

Significantly high levels of the hormone tri-

iodothyronine, or T-3, were found in 44 out of 50 Maryland
SIDS victims, according to a study published in the
November issue of Pediatrics.

"This is a very significant step toward understanding the
disease," said Dr. J. Tyson Tildon, who supervised the
project by Marco Chacon, a graduate student at the
university medical school.

"Up until now. Sudden Infant Death Syndrome has been
a very vague, very undefined group of syndromes." Tildon
said. "Eorty four out of 50 — no other findings have been
that immediate. One could say it's a very good indication of
an altered endocrine system,"
T 3 can be delected with a blood test and can be con-

trolled by drugs. But researchers said many questions
must be answered before a screening test can be devised.
"Did the (T 3) elevation occur one week before the baby

died?" said Dr. Alfred Steinschneider, director of the
university's Sudden Infant Death Syndrome Institute.

"If it occurred one week before it would be difficult" to
devise a test, he said. "If it occurred within a few days of
life, it would be relatively easy."

Steinschneider said the university will Iwgin ad
ministering blood tests to high risk babies held for oh
servation at University Hospital. And he said the institute
has applied for a $3.1 million research grant to continue the
project.

Chacon compared blood test results from the 50 crib
death victims with two contrd groups — 18 infants who
died of other causes and 13 adult victims of heart attacks,
accidents or murder.

Creating a positive environment is

goal for housing department head
\X\r Illr^V DITOTVTBy JUDY RUBIN
Collegian Correspondent

This year the University is combining all of the facets of
housing such as fmancial. maintenance and residential staff
into one entity to be supervised by one individual, Dr
Joseph Zannini. the new executive director of Housing
Services.

Zannini's future plans for housing administration con-
sists of "putting together an organization, one entity and
make each member of the team from student to custodian
feel valued."

Th<' University also needs to develop a long term
tinancial plan in order to keep costs as low as possible
Analyzing operations is important to insure that the
University maintains adequate and efficient equipment
said Zannini.

"Uesidential Halls are an extremely valuable experience
for students. Every student should feel a certain growth.
We have to make this experience more consistent to each
student, said Zannini.

Zannini has been a "housing person" for 15 years and has
seen housing from almost every angle.

"It s neces.sary to have an environment which is both
conducive to academic pursuits as well as personal ones."
he said, "making the atmosphere as attractive as possible
within financial constraints."

Zannini also said the residential staff must make sure
that the educational programs in the residential halls are
meeting the needs of students. Evaluating these programs

to measure their effectiveness and the number of people
they re reaching is important, Zannini said.

"The residential staff of the University seems very
positive. They have to take time and find out where the
students are and learn the stages of development of a
university student. The residential staff should inform
students on how to organize to make issues happen," said
Zannini. ^^

When asked what obligations students had to the
housmg administration, Zannini said, "Students should be
responsible to the people they live with. They should
reali/e that everyone is developing and growing. It's theu-
responsibility to listen to and understand the people
around them, by doing this we can combat issues of racism
vandalism, and other moral and ethical concerns."

"(The Year Toward Civility) fits in well with my goals,"
Zannini .said. "Ultimately our environment should be one in
which everyone feels comfortable. All minorities should
feel as though they have programs geared towards them.
On an organizational level, we're recruiting minority staff
members."

"Co-ed living." Zannini said, "is an important residential
hall pattern. That doesn't mean it is appropriate for every
college student. You can't throw people together, you have
to make sure they understand what they're getting into."

A native of Rhode Island, Zannini came to UMass this
year from the University of Cincinnati, where he was
associate vice provost of the Office of Residence Life. He
holds a Ph.D. in educational administration from the
University of Nebraska, and a M.A. and B.A. from the
University of Rhode Island.

Censorship within Poland examined
By JUDD WARNER
Collegian Staff

Polish dissident, poet, and literary critic Stanislaw
Baranczak examined the history of censorship in Poland
and the role of the independent press in combating it last
night at Thompson Hall.

Baranczak entered America in March, after three years

CollrKian pholii b\ l.iRa .Mmd

Polish dissident, Stanislaw
Baranczak speaking on indenpen-
dent press and censorship in Poland.

of passport denial by the Polish government because of his
activism against censorship.

Speaking before a group of 80 persons, Baranczak
associate professor of Slavic languages and literature at
Harvard University, said that historically censorship has
been the centerpoint of conflict between the people and
the government.

Baranczak said that prior to World War II press censor-
ship by the government was accepted, but stricter censor-
ing following the 1944 Communist takeover caused
unrest.

"They had a total monopoly of censoring newspapers,
televisions, even wedding invitations and rubber stamps."'
said Baranczak.

Baranczak said that by 1968 writers, artisans, scholars
and intellectuals, shared a consciousness against censor-
ship and were assuming dissident stances.

"Cen.sorship was stronger than ever in the second half
of the 70's," said Baranczak. "Catastrophies, alcoholism,
minority problems, we were not allowed to print anythine
of these."

"In 1976 the underground, independent, uncensored
press was established to supply accurate information to
the workers," said Baranczak.

Baranczak spoke on the difficultv of obtaining
machinery and materials for the indpendent press because
the government strictly guarded these tools.

Since the establishment of the independent press over
four years ago more than l.W hooks have l)een published.

Distribution was difficult he said, trying to be lK)th
public and private. He said they distribute to most of
Poland.

"The government tried to destroy projects whenever
possible, but we only lost copies when we weren't cautious
enough, said Baranczak.

In September new censorship laws were passed which
may make uncensored publishers subject to both fines and
detention, although it is still unclear what will happen.
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ByMICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Administration has put aside the
Idea of reducing textbook prices in the Textbook Annex
said Jay Englander, the Board ofGovernors finance chair
last nighl.

red.icfr,n^"^
'^'" ^rP'"" '' "^^ P^^'P*'-^'^ ^ implement areduction m any of the revenue generating areas." saidCampus Center Director William Harris.

"We understand their political position, we understand
why they want to make things look as bad as possible."
said Englander.

Also last night, the board passed a motion to endorse a
rtporl by Student Government Association Co President
Larry Kcxot. which criticises the full costing policy.

The full costing policy is a response to a state mandate
that all University trust funds be self supporting It is a
pohcy created by the Office of Planning and Budget that
suggests each area of campus that provides services to
another area "charge back ' for those services.

The senators talked with no one in (he upper level
Campus Center Administration, he said.

Englander said he could understand why the Campus
Center might want to wait on the Textbook Annex issue
until battles were won with the University administration
over the full costing policy that threatens to dramatically
increase t he buildings operating costs.

Kocots report "C:hargebacks: A Critical Analysis" states
"It seems that the UMass administration without much
qualification or long term thought, is taking this recom
mindation of "self supporting" verbatum. Hence we have
chargebacks. It appears that the UMass administration
read the first recommendation, got a bit overzealous. and
strayed from the intent in interpreting the Senate Ways
and Means Committee reports."

The board also supported the Equal Rights Amendment
and urged the Campus Center management to follow the
amendment in the day to day operation of the building, in
a motion that was passed last night.

Arms race discussed
A weekend conference at Hampshire College entitled

"Freezing the Arms Race" will begin at 7 p.m. in the
Robert Crown Center today with a presentation by author
Randall Forsberg.

Forsberg will discuss the U.S. /Soviet arms race citing
evidence he has collected while researching his book. A
Call to Halt the Arms Race. The book is the sUple
document for the National Bilateral Nuclear Weapons
Freeze Campaign.
Also speaking at the conference will be Semour Melman,

a professor at Columbia University who will discuss the
economic consequences of militarism. Melman is scheduled
to speak from 2 to 3 p.m. Saturday at the Crown Center.

In addition to the guest speakers; more than 20
workshops are planned to help provide skills for people
wishing to help work on the national arms freeze cam
paign.

The lectures are free to the public, but persons in-
terested in attending the entire conference should send
their name, address, school affiliation, phone number and a
$5 registration fee to : Nuclear Arms Freeze Conference,
c/o Chuck Collins, Box 940, Hampshire College, Amherst!
MA, 01001.

— MARK CORSI
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TOC: out of the red and into the black

Collegian 5

By CAREN ORLICK
Collegian Staff

The Top of the Campus Lounge and Restaurant last
month broke even financially for the first time in three
semesters, according to TOC restaurant and lounge
manager Tim Lynch. Previously the TOC had been losing
between $5,000 and $7,000 each month.

Lynch said Wednesday that he is concerned that recent
discussion over a proposed $20 Campus Center fee in-
crease that was linked by the Board of Governors to Cam-
pus Center mismanagement. He feels this has left the
University community with the false impression that TOC
losses were responsible for the increase proposal.

Lynch said the Food Service department in the Campus
Center has its own trust fund and doesn't rely on money
from the administration. The TOC. the Blue Wall and the
Hatch make up one department.

"If one unit loses money, another unit in f(H)d services

subsidizes it, no one else," he said.

"We are working for the student, trying to provide a
nice, different atmosphere at a lower cost. The Campus
Center fee is only a small part of running the Campus
Center, ' Lynch said, "and it has nothing to do with the
roc or any of the other units affiliated with the Food Ser-
vice Department."

Lynch said he is pleased that more students seem to be
taking advantage of benefits students are entitled to at
the restaurant. Many programs and special functions,
such as nightly entertainment and the soap opera happy
hour are designed specifically for students.

Because 98 percent of the staff at the TOC are students,
it is closed on holidays and during exam periods.

"Without sales everyday, money is lost, but we are here
to benefit the students" Lynch said, "We offer a 10 per-
cent discount on all entrees and do not have to charge
sales tax. Our entertainment in the lounge is provided by
.students trying to promote their act.

A major problem for the TOC which may have kept
students away last year, was the stigma created by the
TOC sticker. Lynch said. The image it provided was that
the TOC was a club: a student must join by purchasing a
sticker, and only then had the privilege to frequent.

"The TOC is cla.ssified as a club, because it costs a club
one-tenth that of a bar to purchase a liquor license. This
keeps the prices down, but the TOC is no more a club than
the Bluewall or the Hatch. The cost for the liquor license
for the Campus Center as a whole was $300," he said.

William Harris, director of the Campus Center, said
yesterday that the cost for all renovations made on the
TOC: last year came to $100,000. The total cost of renova-
tions for all the units of the Fotxi Service Department
came to a total of $700,000.

The trust fund set up for the Food Services as one entity
will pay for the renovations of the TOC, Harris said.
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LIVE at tlie Fine Arts Center

The Student-Run Record Store

Mon - Fri

10- 5

.

,,1

V

Saturday

11 -3

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat.

The Clark/ Duke Project
is now on sale at

UNION RECORDS
UNLIMITED

201 Student Union Building

(next to Hatch)

545-0400
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Newslines...
Rape, beating charges dropped
against one of four assailants
Charges against one of four University men being tried

in the rape and beating of a 19 year-old University woman
last May in the Campus Center hotel were dropped
Wednesday.

Prosecuting attorneys have dropped charges against
Joel J. Fagerberg, 18, because "new evidence" recently
gained in the case apparently cleared Fagerberg. said
David Rist. Administrator for the Franklin Hampshire
County District Attorney's office.

Rist said that this new evidence in the case is not being
made public pending trial.

The trial of the other three defendants in the case.

Robert J. Smith. 18. Arthur G. Pearce. 17. and Paul F.
Hackley. 17, all of Hyde Park, will begin no earlier than
November 24, Rist said.

Smith is facing a total of six charges including
aggravated rape, assault with intent to murder and kid
napping. Pearce and Hackley are both being charged with
rape and kidnapping, but are not being charged with
assault with intent to murder.
The alleged incident occurred last May 16 in a hotel room

on the fifth floor of the Campus Center. A Campus Center
security guard reported a disturbance to UMass police at

about 3 a.m. Police subsequently entered the room and
arrested five men and one juvenile.

By KENNETH ROSS

UMASS professor appointed

to state pesticide board
Professor Edward J. Calabrese, who has taught en-

vironmental toxicology for six years at the University of
Massachusetts, has been appointed by Gov. Edward J
King to serve on the Massachusetts Pesticide Board.
Chosen for his "overall accomplishments and ability to
work with many problems," Calabrese said "there are lots
of critical issues coming up with the development of new
pesticides and the chance of another infestation of evnsv
moths." ^'^ ^

Calabrese is a toxicologist and has done research in
Massachusetts on the effects of pollutants on human

health. He has written five books on the subject.
He has also been recently appointed to the National
Academy of Sciences Safe Drinking Water Committee.
"This is the most prestigious scientific body in the coun-

try," Calabrese said. "They have identified several major
problems such as the presence of asbestos and arsenic in
drinking water throughout the country and how this
represents a cancer risk to humans." *

"This problem has not been found in the drinking water
m this area, but arsenic has been discovered in home wells
in some areas of Massachusetts," Calabrese aidded.
Calabrese plans to spend one day a month away from
UMass working on the Pesticide Board.

- By LORI MULVIHILL

Lab fees due today
The Bursar's office will be accepting lab fee payments

until 3:30 p.m. today at the Whitmore administration
building. Lab fees must be paid by today or students will
be academically withdrawn.

Distinguished Teacher Award

ference, students may call the Greek Affairs office at 545-
2711.

Muscular Dystrophy marathon

'Superdance' held Saturday
A "Superdance" marathon to benefit the Muscular

Dystrophy Association will be held Saturday at the UMass
Student Union Ballroom.

A 12-hour marathon will feature two rock and roll bands,
a disc jockey, food and prizes, including gold jewelry and a
ski weekend for two. Registration packets are available at
all UMass dormitories.

UMASS Everywoman's Center

forms lesbian support group
A support group for women coming out as lesbians is

being formed at the Everywoman's Center (EWC) in
Wilder Hall, at the University of Massachusetts. Amherst.
The support group wUI meet for six weeks, beginning
November 16. Childcare wiU be arranged as needed.
To register for the group or for further information, call

EWC. at 545-0883.

nomination deadline today UMass models to be featured

Today is the last day for st ents to nominate a UMass
faculty member or student t icher for the Distinguished
Teacher Award. Any present or former student may
submit a nommation. Students should bring nomination
and reason why the nominee deserves the award to:
Distinguished Teaching Awards Committee. Graduate
Student Senate. 919 Campus Center.

Intrafratemity group sponsors

Greek leadership conference
From 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday the Interfraternity

Council at UMass is sponsoring a Leadership Awareness
Conference. The conference will feature guest speakers
and workshops designed to help present and future leaders
in the Greek Area to develop better leadership qualities.
For more information, including the location of the con-

in Brattleboro fashion show
A fashion show featuring models from UMass and

Amherst College will be at 6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. Monday
at Studio One Landmark Hill in Brattleboro. Vt.
Sponsored by Lodestone of Amherst, the show will

serve champagne and hors d'oevres. Admission is $3. For
reservations, call 256-0591

.

Former Chicago 8 defendant
to speak at Hampshire College
David Dellinger, who was tried along with other political

activists during the 1968 Chicago 8 trial, will be a featured
speaker Monday at Hampshire College.
Persons interested in obtaining further information

^".V^i^
symposium should contact organizers at

549-4600, extension 250 or 392.

Reservable key and definable
key systems

•The r..s^rv.,bl.. k,^ vysL-m mat.,-. „ ,^„
bW- lo rpM-rv.. a k,-y t,>, a furv lK,n or
"mmanci whifh is us«k1 frequ.-nllv It , ^n
.mmIv he feralM hy tUe looch (,l ,, key
when (HJir.nK .n ^ I.Kmul.i f.lh.f ,|„„ni;
m^nuAt (AhutMnm or proKr,in.mini;

• \b>- di'dndbk- k.^ system dffinfs 1«
pronrams (or e.,( h k,.y Wh.-r>Hwr yrn.
nM-d A rprtrtm |.ro»;r,im y.xj . an r.., M\
and run it with Ih.. r.M.th ot ih.- prrnnr
kry

Other features

• I ooji li(p opervilion. Auto power oil
tunc tion

•Plavback function enablfs rorrpclion
bv displrtyinj! ih.- (ormuU with a sinxU-
lourh of A key

• f lift livp tone tun* tion is desinneri to
identify the |)rot{ram |A be«-p sound
c An be input during proKramminK

|

PC-1211
Pocket Computer

Adoption of BASIC language

for prOKramminn the PC 1211 employs tbr-

BASIC lanKUdKe used widely from be»>in

ners to ()rofessionals This simple imn-ram
minu method fan easily be c arrH-d out by
referring to the flow i hart Mcweover
formulas < An be entered as ifv-y are

rKwmallv written Thev innovative tiirv

tioo^ are designed with eas<> of ofMvation in

mind
The PC -1211 afso serves as An ideal "step

pinj; stone" to professional (om|>uters

Our Low Price

Dot matrix display— up to

24 digits with rolling writer

Characters as well as nurT>erals are

displayed with the df)t matrix display enahl

in^ the o|>eralor in a sense to c om
munif ale with the unit The BASK
lanKua^e can he used to its full potential

The display panr-l makes it possibk- lo

display portions of the pro^jram (line by
linel visual instructions asking for data and
showing c al< ulation results

0'*^

The pocket computer which has a whole
new range of potential

ICE-122
Optional Printer/Cassette Interface for PC-1211 ^^^^^^ QUt
The CE-122 prints out programs and calculations
and provides cassette interface.

Smooth key operation with typewriter Program capacity 1424 steps •

key arrangement 26 memories with memory safe gua

to>N
pt\c®

I he l'( \l\\ |.ni()li)vs ,1 key arian«emcnl
similar lo that of a tv|M-wriler Thus lh<>

neat, clean apiwarinK keyboard can be
<>|ierated easily and c|uiikly

rh»' W 1211 has a larjje memory c apac il\

in spite of Its slim ( ompac I bcxiy Due
to lh»' memory sale niiard c irc uil. informa
lion in inemory is maintained even aflr-r

the oower is tinned off

I'ronranmiini; is by ,in ellie M'nl one
I omni.ind one -lep system Aicordinulo
S'Mir lleeiK slips , ,,,, ilsf, ti,. „.,„) .,^ ,

memory
(H steps IS iiiiiiv.ih'iit 1(1 1 meini.ii*)

rd

the

University Stare
Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.
Open M-F9-5 Sat 11-4

/

cousgiaa

SWTORIAL/OPINION
Peace threat
If there is one person in the Middle East who is the big-

gest threat to world peace, if there is one person who fs
responsible for most of the world's terrori.^m. if there isone persf,n who is the craziest leader in the w(,rld Kniav itwould have to be Colonel Muammae-el-Khaddafi If "thefinKer IS to l)e pointed to any one person who is making the
biggest contributions to instability in the Middle Kast
especially now in the post-Sadat era. the Colonel would bethe obvious Public Enemy Number One

Jobs awaiting potential graduates
T f.ii « . .

I am a full-fledged member of that distinguished echelonof capiUhstic learning, the School of BusinSs Adml^istra
t.on^ affectionately known to students as the -Big ugrybuilding next to Whitmore". Recently I attended The SBAcareer day in order to find out more about the wTde varietyof careers that await me when I graduate. In the middle of

Busine.". ""r* ' '^^^" '" ^""^^^- 'f ^h« Schoo

SDonser nrf"f r f
'^'"^'" "^^^

^

^^^ ^^"'^ ^^h^*" buildingssp nser one to foster interest in jobs originatintr in that
building With that in mind. I took the tiSe to check outhe lightly-pubhcized Campus Center career day There Iwas enlightened to the potential of a career in the

Dave Cline

building, where a college graduate can put his or her hard
earned college degree to work. Right now. I'd like to sharewhat I learned about some of the jobs awaiting you, the
potential graduate. ^

vn.f'1??^' ^T""' ^."^r****
^•^^^^ - Everytime it rains,

you II be in charge of finding all the leaks in the building
and placing buckets underneath. The job requires speed'
agility, and fair-to-good perception of wetne.ss. Umbrellas
are optional, but applicants must be able to do a good im"-
itation of Bullwinkle trying to catch Rocky with that little
bucket.

Managing the Campus Center Concourse Tables -
This is one of the more difficult jobs around, but certainly
entertaining. You get to sit back at your desk and watch
as various obscure religious sects petition you to give them
space. Duties include making sure there are enough tables
to go around, that there's no clear path whatsoever to the
Collegian rack, and to make sure that on any given day

there are no more than seventeen tables selling flowers at

Campus Center Barber - You've seen them in their lit-
tle shop while on your way to the student union. Now weall know how busy they are. but did you know thaTthe

E? su^^ ';::sr '' '"^^^"^ '^-- '- ^'^^^
applicants should be able to tell the difference ttween
On H ^"I'^f • 1'^^"^^ ^^^y h^^*^ f^i'-^d people who can'tOne drawback, though - even when work's over, you'll feel

de^n't^^ra^TLD^'^^
^'' ^^^'^ ^^^^" ^^ ^^^ "^tu-

Campus Center Check Cashier - One of the hardest
jobs to get - you must be a finance major with a minor in
procrastination^ Ifs a good way to meet everyone on cam-
pus, but some of the cashiers have been known to take thebad check list home with them at night and read it under
the covers with a flashlight.

Pinball Repairman - Just the thing for you Engineer-
ing majors. You'll be required to get up ridiculously early
in the morning to turn the machines on. do repairs, collect
change, and fun stuff like that. Applicants must have the
patience to deal with the same machine breaking down
three times a day. and oh yes. I should warn you. you get
paid in quarters. "^ '^

Earthfoods Server - You must have a degree in Tofu
management, and own a minimum of 5 frisbees After
everything IS cleaned up. employees bow three times in the
direction of the Grateful Dead and chant "Jerry. Jerry
Jerry. Although not required you should own a Golden
Ketnever with a bandana named "No Nukes".

• ••»*»

Letters-

There is life after college
To the Editor:

I had the opportunity to see two students from UMass on
a recent television program, discussing particular issues
of importance (.n campus. I will agree that the two
gentlemen represented them.selves admirably. I wt.uld
al.so like to .say something to them and otlu-r involved
.students, as a recent graduate of the university.

I neither support nor condone your recent action on the
i.ssue of student choice, l)ut I would like to warn you ol
something. After you leave the University of
Ma.ssachusetts and the Amherst area, things will k-gin to
change f(tr you. As long as you realize that there are more
imporUmt things in life than coed bathrooms, continue to
enjoy publicizing your campaign against the administra-
tion's "reppessive" policies.

Just rememlHT... there is life after college.

James Mullins "SI

Somerset

Questions important for future -

To the Editor:

()n Oct. 2«;, 1!>HI. I read in the Boston Herald that
•,i(){),{)m people in Europe protested against (lie nuclear
arms race. The pacifistic movement seems to be moving
fast to the common .sen.se of a world peace which ri-jects
the national .security systems of the .so-called "Super-

.P^*f!'^.'.'.'.*?l'^^': w^'>' hasn't the peace movement waved

Dave Cline is a Collegian guest columnist.

Kha< dafi has l,een ruling Libya for the last twelve years.With the help of his 4r>,()()() man army he has kepi firm
control of his country. Khaddafi has provided training and
funcJs for such groups as West Germany's Red ArmyOrmer^y Badder-MeinofO faction. .Japan's Red Army
Italy s Red Brigades, the provisional wing of the Irish

of?h" p'
I

" .^''"y:,^"'^ ^"'^^ »f the more extreme factions

a Wh. f^^^f "^VV*'*'''^^"*"
^^'•^'^"i^^ti^n- This list reatis asd Who s Who of International Terrorism.

ChilT^for'Tt
^''"" ^'''^" '" ^^' n^i^'hlx,ring country ofChad for about a year, and, despite rep(,rts to the con-^ry. It appears that the 9000 troops present will remain

and other former military people, providing ttKrhniSknow-how,the Libyian army has proven to l^ a for^e to itreckonecJ with in the Mideast. Add the prospects oflC
getting nuclear capability and you have a'^-enario ff,'

Like most leaders of his type, he uses external enemies

countrv'T'h ""^V^":'^^
inadequacies within his own

r^n bv' Im'ni^!^^
"''"'''" ^'^y^"^' ^"^ ^^e economy isrun by .500.000 foreigners. What saves the Libyaneconomy from being a total disaster is the 1.5 million bar-

?o!til
"'

r^^"?"^
^^''•^- '^^^''^^ P^'-^'«"t «f America's

foreign oil from Libya, and Western Europe buys evenmore than that. With this supply of petro-ddlars^ Khad
dafi has been able to purchase large amounts of Sovietarms, which makes up the bulk of the Libyan arsenal.

How should Khaddafi be dealt with? An economic boycott
is out of the question because the West still needs Libyan
oil. Increasing aid to Libya's neighbors, Egypt and Sudan,
has been taking place but this is mainly for defensive pur-
poses

_

Support of a government-in-exile to overthrow
Khaddafi IS not feasible, because there is no unified oi>-
position outside Libya that could accomplish this.

The best hope is that the Libyan people will get tired of
his madman. He has alienated the youth by hLs derTnds

for military service, the middle class with his nationaliza-
tion of private properties, and Libyan students and

rritidsm""^'
"'"'"""^ ^^^'' ^'^^'^ """"' ^'**^^' '" ^heir

Opposition to his regime has been dealt with harshly,
with death squads roaming Libya and the world insearch of opponents t.. kill. Libyan students in this countryhave also been targets. Perhaps with enough unifiecJ ol
position, a coup can become a reality.

So long as Colonel Khaddafi remains in power, the world
will be a shakier place. But the West, short of launching
all-out war against Libya, cannot do very much except

7u tfu "^^^'^ ^"l^ope that Khaddafi's reign of terror in
the M'ddle East will soon come to an end. Until then, the
threat of Khaddafi starting a new Mideast war will existand we will all be a little less secure.

over the sea to the other side of the Atlantic'
Are university students too busy watching Soap Operas

to follow their conscience to act against the cold war state''
Are .students l)emg taught alK)ut the military-industrial
ec-onomy which is partaking in nuclear war preparation to
make money? D(, students simply not c-«re enough about
lie to face the i.ssue of revolutionizing the world economy
to create a system of world peace and love? Are we so
demoralized that we are t(M> lazy and greedy to organize
peace protest? Do we not have the freedom of a.s.semblv to
.stand for worM justice? Did the Kent State killings cause
students to l(,se courage to voice opposition against
military madness.' Are universities so void of ideas that
the student body is content to live with the neutron bombm tht|^c<>untryside:' What are the rea.s<.ns lor the students
total lack of responsibility-.' What is the cause of this dead-
ly ignorance? Has America produced an entire generation
who IS willing to permit the end of the wc.rld? These (lues-
tions are important becau.se North America must join the
anti-war protests of Europe in order to save the world
from nuclear aiunhilation. Joining the protest movement
IS a sure step to world peace.

Libby Hubbard Carroll

Sunderland

Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian columnist.

r (DDttggmiRi

Letters Policy

All letters must Ih' signed and include the writers ad-
<lress and telephone numln'r. which will not be published.
Please type double .spaced at i\7 characters per line. Due t(.

.space limitations and the volume of mail, we regret we are
unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters are
subjtjct to edi.tir]g for clarity ami length.
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Hypercurricula

anytime
^^mmmmm:

aw«rH^h r^ '* ^"^'"^ "^ "'Sher Education Generalaward checks have now been received from the Board(Honor Awards are not yet available.)
Checks may be picked up at the Bursar's Office in Whitmore between the hours of 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 pm Currentlu. IS required. ^ v^unem

TERNSmP ^
'^''/'^/^V^^ ^ SP'^^NG 1982 IN-ItKNbHIP - is Friday. Nov. 20. Interested Students

"cl^tlror^^Tr^ "^-^'"^ bef^relat tfm

'^

545 07^ to .^r ^^^"^^'I'^^hips at 16 Curry Hicks.M{>-U727 to attend an introductory meeting If you'vebeen putting it off. now is the time to act!

JJ'lnHV ^ ^l""^^^^
^^^^^ - ^•» ^ ^"'"^ Italian

cafe and French croissants every Monday. Wednesday
and Friday. 8:45 a.m.- 12:00 p.m., Herter 3rd floor lobby

B^nf^V^/^^^,^ - by Amherst Professor Dennis

Weather
Scattered showers today continuing into tonight

Becoming wmdy and turning cooler this afternoon. Hiehm the 50s. low tonight in the 30s. Tomorrow partly sunny
windy and cold with highs in the 40s

^ J--

r^campus<C
center
at u ma<s§

Friday, November 6th

mNE
Winners of Boston Rock n' Roll Rumble

Plus.
. .Special Guests

THE VALENTINES
$2.00 Cover

Saturday, November 7th

MISSION OF
BURMA

with SPECIAL GUESTS
$2.00 Cover

•Valid ID and ABP sticker required to purchase alcohol

Friday, November 6, 1981

Mon., Nov. 9
STRESS WORKSHOPS - Stress is part of life We 111

face It and have to learn to cope with it in order to survive
b<)metimes it l)ecomes overwhelming and Jjegins to
disrupt our lives. What can we do?

University Health Services is offering a three-hour
workshop. "Understanding and Coping with Stress", for
students and their dependents. The goal of this workshop
IS to help people recognize and manage the stress they
face m their everyday life. Several techniques for dealing
with stress will be explored.

The workshop will be co-facilitated by Dyann Matson

u ^ !^_. I^'^^ ""^ ^^^ "^^'th Education staff. It is
scheduled for Monday. November 9, Room 302. UHS 630
u uu^rTl"

P'*e-''egistration is required by contacting the
Health Education Office at 549-2671. Ext. 181.

SPECTRUM SUBMISSIONS - Writers. Artists - Weneed your talent! Bring your poetry, fiction, drama,
photography art to us. We are your magazine! Deadlines:
Written work - Nov. 20. visual work - Dec. 1 1 for more in-
formation call 545-2240 between 1 1 a.m. - 4 p.m. Mon -Fri
Campus Center Rm. 104, Mon. Nov. 6 .

DIABETES. INSULIN AND n vrnni:>,.i
METABOUSM Dr. LThol B'^wSer ^plrtmemo'^
Biochemistry, Univ. of Mass. Medical Sch^i. 4 p m
lower A. Coffee will be served at 3:45 p.m.

CONSUMER - The committee will discuss plans for a
supermarket price survey in the near future. UMass PIRG
office (423 SUB). Tues. 6 p.m.

New jobs created

in high technology
BOSTON (AP) - Nearly 31.000 jobs have been created

in high technology in Massachusetts during the last two
years, according to the industry.
A statement yesterday from the Massachusetts Hi^h

fechnology Council (MHTC) reported it is slightly ahead of
the jobs goal in its social contract with the administration
of Gov. Edward J. King.
The "contract" promised 60.000 new high tech jobs in

tour years. It hinged on the state's abUity to reduce total
taxes - as a percentage of income - to the level in 17
stales in which the industry competes directly.
The MHTC is supporting a proposed constitutional tax

limitation amendment.
Alex d'Arbeloff. MHTC state policies chairman, said

there had been progress on Uxes. He said the latest
figures show that taxes here dropped from 17.6 percent of•ncome to 16.2 percent, between July. 1978. and last July

an J..7T' '^^T'.
'^'A^'^^'^ff «»id "a more enlightened

attitude has prevailed on Beacon Hill since 1978." In 1979King succeeded Gov. Michael S. Dukakis
Comparative figures on other states, which he said had

.TT . V^-^
P"'""""'' ^^"-^ "°t ^^^"able but he

speculated that it might have dropped below 15 percent

Doon#sbury
Drought to yoo ovorydoy

by Gorry Trudoou
ond th«

Mossochusotti Dolly Collogion.

1 op ul I Ik- (;im|>iis

On Saturday, November 7
Enjoy Dinner from 5:00 pm to 9:00 pm

at

The Top of the Campus
Restaurant
after your meal

dance to the jazz music of the

New Bob Cummings Band
from 9:00 pm to 1:00 am

Come up to the eleventh floor for the finest ii

dining and entertainment
•Validated Parking in the Campu. Center Garag

I

Faberge Organic Shampoo
15 oz. oily - reg drv

96c Reg $1.89

Health and Beauty Aid

STOCK-UP SALE
Ban Roll-on reg - unscent ^

1.5 02
Aapri apricot facial scrub

2oz. $1.22 Reg. $2.03 BAYER
ASPIRIN ^~

$1.85

Colgat
Colgate

7oz

v;»^'- $1.12

Bayer 100's

$1-49 reg 2.16

^ 72 ^P®" M F 9-5

Sat n 4

reg $3.00

Noxema Skin Cream

V 1.36 reg 1.97

Located in the Campus CtMer

thE University Store

Friday, November 6, 1981

i<^n||rgiaa 9

^ '^f^ r:::SS^^%>&:*s..^:^..5:^;t5«^:

•i#*«iW*ii*ls^*S*?^s^P^

Under cover of darkness four "artists" early yesterday

TZnu^ «P"3; painted a pattern on the sidewalk near the

TJ^r! ^r M i^"^
"^ ^^^ **"*"'«" ^^^ri^^^ the pattern as a

figrure f,e d design .n which both the figure and the fieldwere identical and in fact interchangeable "

n.?nl^^^'''
A^

**;t ''^'^r*'
'*'•"* ^*«'?* Norton said spray

rrr. 5' Tr ^'^
"^u****."'

permission would be consideredan act of vandalism. The design will probably be painted outhe said But unless the University pits high priority on ?t i

t'

It due to a backlog of work orders, he said.

Nuclear warning shot considered
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan

administration said late yesterday that a
possible nuclear warning shot in the event
of war in Europe has been considered as a
NATO option - but always with
"significant doubts" that it ever would be
done.

With that statement, prepared at the
PenUgon and issued simultaneously at the
White House and State Department, the
administration attempted to resolve a

contradiction in congressional.tesfcimony by
Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr.
and Secretary of Defense Caspar Wein
berger.

Haig said Wednesday that "demon
stralive use" of a nuclear weapon was a
NATO contingency plan should con
venlional war break out in Europe. But
Weinberger testified yesterday that he
knew of "absolutely nothing in any plan that
even remotely resembles that."

Top of t he (aiiipus

I
Kv's^iin^'iin.' and Linm^c* I

'>
II 1 1 .1 • 1 1 I II. . I
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,,,. . 111. I

1
-,1 . ..I M. --,. i, li „ M V. ,, \,iilu .

Do you need a night out
But your wallet s hurting?

DINNER
FOR
TWO

•-,«. $12.95
it

is Rij^ht for You!
Pick anv two entrees, ineliidinH^ Salad
Bar & non-alcoholic hever i;i^e.

1 I M;i

< cDhi (.;ir..

•;ill .. I'».«,()IMI v\\

'PEN H^^SE at

OLD MILL
oyMi

ROUTE 6^

Saturday - Sunday Nov. 7 - 8

Start Christmas Shopping

Aioimi .vu«m "°^ ^^ °"'' °"® stop shop

OtOff

Register for Door Prizes Refreshments served

THEATRES
PnnwiLITE SNOW

TIMES FOR TOOAY OMLV
«f Duceo PBices fOB students * s£niob cit.^cns a.t M AMC .\cr

^mC HAMPSHIRE 4

'Two hours of

non-stop thrills."

^^ -R*« Reed

LOST ARK

Fri ft Sat at (5:00 @ $17) 7 30 945
-nf-aj Sat Mat at 200
*^» Sun at 1:00 (3:30 @ $1 75) 600 8 30

584-7550 HAMPSHIRE MALL
IMERYLSTREEP JEREm IRONS

Thelrench

lieutenanr^

Woman

Fri & Sat at (4:45 @> $1.75) 7 15 9 45
Sun at (3:30 @ $1 75) 6:00 8:30

JACGKJEUNE BISSEtI
CANDICE BERGEN

RICH and

INFAMOUS

HAUOWEENn

Fn & Sat at (5:00 @ $1 75) 7 30 9 45

l__ I

Sat Mat at 2:00

IRI Sun at 1:00 (3:45 @ $175)6 15-8:45

Fri & Sat at (5:30 @ $1 75) 10 15 12 15

p=i Sat Mat at 230
JXCj Sun at 145 (4:00 @ $175) 6:30 8 45

Midnite Movie Madness
at Hampshire 4 6 Mt Farms 4

Fn & Sat at 12 15 am ^Gl

Star Trek the Movie
Sat & Sun at 1:30

aO seats $1 50

TIME
BANDITS
Starring Sean Connery

and Sheily Duva((

I584-9153M0UIVTAIN farms Mali

IF LOOKSl
COULol
KILL..

I ALBERT FINNEV

I

JAMES COBURN
SUSAN DEV

Fn 6 Sat at (4 15 @ $1 75)7 15 9 55

pp-^ Mat Sat at 2 00
"lij Sun at 1 00 (3:30 @ $1 75) 6 00 8 30

ER

ROBERT
OE NIRO

ROBERT
I

OUVALL

Fri b Sat at (5:00 @) $1 75) 7 30 10 15

r^-j Sat Mat at 2 15

l-KI Sun at 1:15 (3 46 ©$175)6:16 8:45

Fn e Sat (6 45(g) $1 75)7 45 10 15

Mat Sat at 2 30
Sun at 1 15 (4 00 @ $1 751 6 30 8:45

It's the land of hospitality...

I

>"^«M you don't belong there.

siarrinq Kcith CaiTadine

Po%»er5 Booths

SOUTHERn
COMFORT

Fn b Sat at (5 00 @ $1 75)7;4StO 15
Sat Mat at 2 15

>unat 1 00(3 46 0) $1 75) 6 15-8 46
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Read the next other voice

November 19th.
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Women and death are portrayed

/,

u

Max Klinger: Printed Graphic
University Gallery, Fine Arts Center
October 6 -- November 8

By KATHERINE STONE
Collegian Correspondent

Women and death form the primary themes in the 88
euhmgs by Max Klinger (a german artist who died in 1920)
in the current show at the University Gallery.
Klinger is concerned with the fate of women. He shows

them struggling physically with men who resemble
demonic forces.

In "A Life" and "A Love- Affair" each women is deciding
whether lo give into the mens desires or to remain vir-
tuous. Often Klinger places the women in windows and
gardens, looking delicate and untouchable, but at the same

I gqkg^rtwyjKr

tMfr

^nuo^a wmm^ SWCITOt

M\. CCSTEr t M r[DICIt.F B/I.D

--^i /CCLSTIC vtm\i -

$

lime they appear to capture men. In one etching, a woman
IS standing by a stone wall kissing a man who is standing on
the other side of the wall. In other instances. Klinger
seems to compare physical love with demonic forces by
placing attractive women in the presence of devils.

Klinger is also preoccupied with death. In his etchings,
water, in the form of oceans or heavy rain, represents
death. The water seems to engulf all life forms; creatures
emerge and then submerge life untiJ only ghosts, goblins,
and monsters are left. Klinger seems to feel that death has
us own life force. To him. the world of death seeths with
lile m the. forms of sinister monsters and eerie presences in
a desolate atmosphere.
Max Klingers etchings will be on exhibit through

November 8. Gallery hours are Tuesday-Friday, 11 430
and Saturday and Sunday 2 5 p.m.

Colleinan photo bv liowird I.abitt

"Printed Graphic" by
Max Klinger will be on
display at the University
Gallery through
November 8.
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The Unknowns
Dream Sequence (Sire Records)

By CHUCK KILFOYE

The press release accompanying this debut EP by the
San Diego-based Unknowns boasts; "six cuts that defy all
attempts at explanation, categorization or divination." In
other words, the record company is trying to tell you that
you re probably not going to like this album the first time
you listen to it. They were right. As a matter of fact, I still
didn t care for this album after the second or third listen
The release goes on to say that the Unknowns' music is
eclectic." That term is a little closer to the truth.
What this trendy quartet does is take Southern Califor-

nia surf music, ska, and Roy Orbison-like vocals, mix it all
t<Jgether and try to pass it off as something new and ex-
citing. The album might work if it is directed to an au-

TMEA-raEa TIMES FOR TOnAV tINIV

MIDNITE MOVIE MADNESS
Frl. & Sat, at 12;18 A.M. All 8Mt« $2.60

. ^mCH«WPSHIHE4 |:T:rgi.^.T.!HJ, l il! IM^, ^^

Read

the

Collegian

dience that has never heard of Roy Orbison Dr the Ven-
tures. But if you have, you'll find nothing new here.
Lead singer Briice Joyner wails through the album's title

cut (a ska-ish ballad about bondage and discipline in the

""rH^ ?J' I^'fJ'^M^'"^^
''•'^ ^ ^^«^ bay*"& at the moon.

Guitarist Mark Neill sounds confident playing the rehash-
ed beach party riffs he downstrokes through and therhythm section is aptly held down by bassist Dave Doyleand drummer Steve Bidrowski. The big problem is that

ioL *i
?^'" ' ^^ ^^'^ '""Sic anywhere. Here it is,

1980, and these guys are playing replicas of songs record-
ed almost 30 years ago.
It's not easy to pan a band fronted by a guy like Joynerwhen you known that, as a child, he swallowed photo

developing crystals and almost fried his vocal chords Afew years later he lost his right eye when he accidently got
caught in the middle of a gang fight, and on top of that hewas crippled from the waist down in a car wreck., an in-jury that even today forces him to walk with a cane and
drastically limits his ability to stand during live oertor-
mances. ^
But if Joyner was the type of guy who wanted pity, hewou dn t have fought his way out of a wheel chair and

started a rock band.
The Unknowns know their musical roots lie in early rockand roll. It s up to them to expand upon these roots andmake their music relevant today.

^mC MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 584-91 53M0UWTAIN FARMS MALL

FOUR SEASONS
Miller bts cs 7.99
Molson Golden bts cs 9.99
Labatts Ale & Beer bts cs 9.99
Genesee Cream Ale bts cs 7.99

Old Crow Bourbon i 75 l 12.69
J & B Scotch Lt 12.99
Coroon Bleu Peppermint Schnapps

1-75 L 8.99
Cep de Vin

. . . . . (from France) Cuvee Rouge & Blanc 1.5 L 3.99

Open 10 AM to 11 PM

Wines/Liquors L

rte.9,hadley,ma./584-8174 P
J
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DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

cojj^gian 11
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CROSSWORD
Kdlled by IMarKarel Farrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Lumpish mass
5 Unfreezes

10 Would-be junior

14 Guard type
15 Simpleton
16 Jenesais
17 Opposed
18 Make a vow
19 Colorado Indians
20 Small, barkless

dog of Africa

22 Engineers
24 Sylvan deities

26 Yawl part

27 Canny
30 Guatemalan cur-

rency
34 Bosc, eg.
35 Ancient French

man
37 Varnish ingredient
38 Prefix with form
39 Become involved
41 Thus, in Dundee
42 Beatles nar.ie

44 Eon fractions

45 Hackman of "The
French Connec-
tion"

46 Boudoir wear

48 Astronomer's
enigma

50 Oriental at)origine
51 Fermentation by-

prod'jcts

53 Blotched
56 Ecstasy
60 Leaf
61 Bank client

63 Not hear

drop
64 and terminer
65 Figure ot speech
66 contendere
67 Pitch

68 Genders
69 Was aware of

DOWN
1 Seize
2 Miss Horn

»

3 Summing s 'rsat

4 Less long

5 Err

6 Newscaster
Newman

7 Taradiddle

8 Contemptible one
9 Umps call

10 Pinch
11 Exceeds easily

12 Man of letters

13 Villain s greeting
21 Slangy turndown
23 Certain rocket
25 Gallants

27 Turndown cold
28 Famed figure

skater

29 Udometers
31 Armt)one
32 Tarzans swing
33 Villain sexpres

sion

36 To oust sol
39 Part of an auc

tioneer s refrain

40 Draftsman s aids
45 Porch furn>;ure

45 Car part

47 Those invtted

49 Rule enforcer, for

short

52 Pancake
53 Pinpoint

54 Short-order word
55 I say
57 Preposition

58 Vex
59 Sufficient, for-

merly
62 populi

1 2 3 4

14

17

»
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Solution to yesterday's puzzle on page w
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AWORLD
BEYOND
A HAPPENING
tFINAL DAY!!
SCIENCE
FICTION
BOOK
SALE

»^ U#i. •«•>•

/>
K.

V

Now on the
Concourse

Sponsored by
The University Store

Thousands of books
brought in for this sale.

T-shirts are also available.
FREE Tickets available to

the Science Fiction/ Phantasy
Event Sat. Nov. 7 from 9 - 5

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^\ the

University Store
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HKN
Used Book Sale

Electrical Engineering Textbooks
At Low Prices

Nov. 9, 10, 12 in Eng. East Building
outside HKN Office

Deadline set for waste site selection
BOSTON (AP) - Representatives from nine nor-

theastern states yesterday agreed on a December 1982
deadline for deciding how to pick a site for a low-level
radioactive waste dump.
There was no discussion of specific sites for the dump

and such a discussion is still a year away, said Mary Hart'
chairwoman of the Coalition of Northeastern Governors'
policy committee on low level radioactive waste.
The December 1982 date was suggested by

Mas.sachusetts state Rep. Carol Amick. who said the
deadlme should be at least a year away because "we need
more time arid the public needs more time to understand
what this group is doing." The proposal was approved by
an 8 1 vote.

'

The radioactive waste committee is composed of
representatives from the six New England sUtes plus New
York. New Jersey and Pennsylvania. It was formed in
response to a December 1980 federal law which authorizes
the three existing U.S. nuclear dump sites to refuse to
accept waste from outside their region beginning in 1986.

r^.M ^-n
"*''^' *" ^^^ ^** Connecticut Gov. William A

I
UNeill. said the northeast has four of the nation's 10

biggest radioactive waste generating states — New York,
Massachusetts. Pennsylvania and Connectkiit. She said
the nine states represented at the meeting generate almost
40 percent of the nations low level waste requiring
commercial disposal.

The need for a dumping site "surrounds a good number
of economic aspects of the Northeast and a good number of
(electrical) power aspects as well," she said.

Low level nuclear waste, which can remain radioactive
lor thousands of years, consists of materials such as the
gloves and uniforms used in atomic plants, and waste
generated by hospitals, universities and industries. It can
range from nondangerous levels used in manufacturing
quart/ watches to more lethal doses of radiation used in
laboratories.

The regional dump would not be used for high level
radioactive waste generated by nuclear power plants,
which is stored on-site at the plants.

It was the fourth meeting by representatives of nor-
theastern states to discuss the problem. The 1986 federal
deadlme loomed over most of the discussion.

Are you the

Daily Winner
at the Mercantile?

5 CT OO Gift Certificate

\J^ drawina CMrh day.

COME IN & REGISTER EVERY DAY •

DAILY & SAT. 10-6 •

SUNDAY 12-5

Cbeqoew 5aU?n
Amharsi, Massachuaatts

AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

Friday, Saturday. Sunday, Nov. 6, 7, 8

Broiled or Boiled

Lobster $6.95
choice of potato, salad or
vegetable, rolls and butter

Prime Rib $10.95
of Deef

choice of potato, salad or
vegetable, rolls and butter

Reservations Accepted - 549-5861
UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST

DINING AND DANCING
The finest Italian restaurant in the valley
announces the opening of the new
spacious '

LOUNGE

JAZZ BABIES
Live 5 piece dance band

playing 9:30 - close No Cover
Friday and Saturday Night

Double D
drink of

th# nito

LATE INITE HAPPY HOUR
aU juicE dRiNks 1.25

(Free Uoi & cold hoRs d'oEuvREs)

adjacent to Price Chopper

Doublo D
drink of

th» nit#

WITH
THIS
AO
REG. P.

"§5:6 -to-200£O_

35.(f i to 55.00

A Store-fuH of Ideas

Downtown A .erst /Open 10-6. Moa-Sat

Friday, November 6. 1981

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECo«» to Cdtegian C^e CC 113 . 8^45-3:45 Monday Friday . Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publicaZ dayCash .n advance • 5 consecutivP H.wc r<^ h.. p^^^^^ number FREE

Collegian 13

5 consecutive days 5% discount

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-701 3

ARTISTS

ARTISTS - The Student Union Art Gallery
IS now accepting proposals for the spring
semester. Proposals for Black History
Week and Womens Week especially
desired. Deadline is Nov. 20. Call 545-0792
for additional information.

AUDIO

Cassette Deck Akai GX-F90 metal deck
solenoid controls. $425. - BO 665-2512 after
5 PM
Awesome Peavey Pacer Amp. many
features, great price, call 549-1255

STUDENTS: Quality loudspeakers from
Burhoe Acoustics at FANTASTIC PRICESi
No gimmicks. Call PETER BURHOE
546-7127

Stereo Pair OHM Speakers Kenwood
4070 Receiver, Hitachi 320 Turntable
Hitachi D-220 Cassette Tapedeck. Selling
either seperately or as a system. 546-9151

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Triumph Spitfire call 545 3500
73 Dodge Polara PS PB AC great condi-
tion very very dependable snows 850
253-2603

1977 Pinto Wagon, good condition,
$1 700.00 549-0083

70 Oldsmobile Cutlass excellent condition
$675 253 5943

-

1971 Chevy Townsman snow tires includ-
ed, good running condition $150 549-4044

DO IT!!

January Graduates: Have your senior
portrait taken - Do it now 545-2874

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators. Radios, Tape Decks, Stereos
& Car Stereos. Sound in Motion 266 No.
Pleasant St, Amherst behind Silverscape
Designs 253-9341

ENTERTAINMENT

Women's Pentagon Action Benefit
Dance Friday Nov 6 8:30 12:00 at 16 Spr
ing St Amherst. Off the Amherst Town
Common, behind Grace Church. Tickets $2
- 3 All women welcome.

STONES Want to trade 4 Stones tickets
for Syracuse N.Y. show for 4 tickets in
Hartford show. Call 6-6056 - jim or 6-6606
•Jane

FLOWERS, FLOWERS. FLOWERS
Oh how beautiful the flowers, oh how
romantic, how truly magical they can
become. . .Love someone, deliver in person
a gift of mystic magic, from a truly secret
admirer, XXOO. Any questions on ar-

rangements ask Laura or Susan, they're
wonderful to deal with!

FOR RENT

Single room office near campus $150 in-

cluding utilities D.H. Jones Real Estate
549-3700

Puffton Village Apartment available star-

ting Dec. 1st. Call 549-0083

Sensory Isolation Tank available for rent.

584-1627, evenings.

FOR SALE

Color TV excellent condition, $130.00,
549-0083

GIFT IDEA: Portrait Drawings. Dennis
Delap, 665-2972

Selling Mark-V Kayak. New - best offer.

Adjustable footbraces. 253-9304.

Stones Tix For Sale Syracuse 1 1/27. (Day
after Thanksgiving) 586-2781

Head LR-90 Skis 1 season old. 193 cm. no
bindings $140 or best offer. Les 546-6057

2 Rolling Stone Tickets Nov 10 Hartford
6-7666

1975 Suzuki GT-390 FULLY assesed 12000
mi. very good condition $650 call Rick
549-1867

Rolling Stones - 2 tickets, Monday nite

Hartford. Taking offers till 5:00 PM Sat.
546 7865

Skiis 190 Spaulding epoxy, half season
old $65 253-5943

Jensen R400 AM/FM Cass, Jensen
Tri'S, 60 watt 5 band amp $200 also Sony
25 wt. receiver, Kenwood spkrs BIC
changer $300 Mark 665-3986

Rolling Stones Tickets Hartford Nov 10
Good seats, 677 355-6641 Mike

FOUND
Did you lose your dog? We found a
golden retriever puppy, about 9 months old
on 10-21. She has a choker chain without
an ID tag. If she is yours give me a call at
5-0329 from 9-5 or 586-8497 after six and
ask for Evan. But hurry, she's falling in love
with our family and may not want to go
home please.

Found 11-1-81 Newman Center
Call 6-7233

watch.

Found all gray young cat wearing white
flea collar, in front of West Expt. Station
near Grad Research. Call 5-2311 or 5-23158
to 4

GAY ENTERTAINMENT^

Gay/ Lesbian Coffeehouse Sunday Nov 8
7-9 PM Farley Lodge. Refreshments and
entertainment. Sponsored by the People's
Gay Alliance. For more info call 545-01 54

HELP WANTED
Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253 9987

The UMASS DAILY COLLEGIAN is

seeking an experienced and dedicated stu-
dent for the position of Advertising
Manager. Please apply in person at the Col-
legian Office, CC Room 113. Deadline
November 9. 198 1.

Bus Driver-Trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will be accepting applications for our
training program to run thru intersession.
Qualifications include a clean driving record
of 3 years and a committment to work for 1

year apply Monday Eve Nov 2, 1981 at 7 PM
CAmpus Ctr Room 905-9

The COLLEGIAN is looking for an
associate News Editor. Interested UMass
students with writing experience and
knowledge of newspapers should apply by
Nov 11 to Ed Levine in the Collegian Office,
1 13 Campus Center.

Information on Alaskan and Overseas
jobs $20,000 to $50,000 per year possible
call (602) 941-8014 Dept. 6501

Work Part-Time Now earn $50 or more
per week. Work Winter Break at home,
earn $200 or more for 30 hrs. Call
1-527-2812 between 10 & 4 weekdays only

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNS
WANTED

Legal Services Office has 8 positions
available for full-time Legal Assistant In

terns for Spring 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Legal Assistants aid at-

torneys of the Legal Services Office with
client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and
referals, preparation of court forms, atten-
dance at hearings in District anti Superior
Courts of Hampshire, Franklin & Hampden
counties, and participation in administrative
hearings and Federal litigation. Legal
Assistants maintain continuing caseload
under supervision of attorneys. For advice
on arranging an internship and credit, con-
tact Office of Internships, Curry Hicks
Building. For further information, contact
Legal Sen/ices Office, 922 Campus Center.
Applications due Friday. November 20, at
Office of Internships. Writing sample re-

quired.

LOST

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

Ring: diamond and sapphire, very sen-
timental, if found please call 549-4350. Very
important to me. Reward offered

.

Small stuffed toy rabbit. Child misses
badly. Please call 253-2592

Lost - blue pocketbook Monday in
Thompson 102. If found please call 6-4697
Reward offered.

BLUE NYLON WALLET WITH VELCRO
CLOSURE Please call or write Ditte
Phillips, 15 Cosby Ave. Amherst 01002
549-6591 No questions asked.

Blue Wallet/Checkbook If found pl^e
call Sue 665 7094 or return to U. Store In-
formation Desk

Black slim calculator, deep sentimental
value. Please return. Glad rewards. Call
6-8918

MARTIAL arts'

TAE KWON DO STUDENTS interested in
forming an organization contact Kevin at
546-5940 beginners welcome

Sigma Delta Tau invites all UniversityWomen to Informal Rush, Nov 8 and 9 Formore information call Barrie 5-0527
Got a favorite film? Bet I've got the
poster I have over 1500 movie posters inci
Quadrophenia, Annie Hall, Star Wars. CallMan at 6-6768 318 Field

^'PSYCHO" Friday, Nov. 6, at 7, 9, 11 CCA

Burger King 21 If you have the Jack of
Spades or the King of Hearts, call 586-3435
to split big money. I have the Aces
TO MY FEMALE ADMIRER your "sug
gestion

" flattered these piercing brown
eyes. How about one in person

?

ATTENTION! Want to see UMass beat
UNH for the Yankee Conference title? Bus
to UNH Nov. 14 $14.50 round trip ticket in
eluded Call 546-4872 now!
Peter. How's it like to be a kept-man?
Sorry, was sooo busy. . also, and I owe
you on 11-6-81 S. . . XXOO etc, got a real
valid marriage proposal, oh no what am I

going to do. . .1,000 ways to stay single
XXOO Chapter 1 page 1!!!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Dear Dear Dear Steven: We here at the Col-
legian offices - business, news & graphics,
hope your beer mug is filled to the brim
with Molson!!!

Adam 11-8-79 through 11-8-81 Double the
years and I love you doubly much. I know I

found the greatest love FML Karen
Happy 18th Birthday Jo-Ann Love your
P.I.T.A.R. Susan

UMMB - Let's show B.C. who the Power
and Class of New England is!! TFB and O!
Happy Anniversary Imp! Your my love
and my life. Love, Pixie

Yo Brita! Happy Birthday and Mega-more
Love the D.B.'s

Happy one year anniversary Pixie I love
you - The Imp

See PSYCHO and change your mind
Friday Nov. 6. 7, 9, 11 CCA $1.00 Brooks
House

Happy Birthday Bethie Poo we love you
Chris Patti & Ann
Jack Y. Watch out! She's a very kinky
minx!

Brown Eyes - Did I meet you at the Pub?
Or was that ad not for me? Y.F.A.

DFN in B-1 (soon to be the Beardless
Wonder); You enjoyed it so much last week
that I had to do it again and it's my
pleasure! - Your Rock of Gibraltar

UMASS SKI CLUB
430A Student Union M-F 11-3:30

10th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH NOV 18 21

10th ANNUAL BUSH BASH JAN 24-29

One Stones ticket for Hartford Great
seat! $100 call Irving 549-5874

Happy 20th Birthday. Pompiste! Love
always, Gaigetta II

Army Surplus Clothing Low low prices -

pants, jackets. T-shirts, Call 549-4132

SJY - To happiness and love, to us and
Oregon, together forever - MFG
Gary. Now that you're 19 you can finally

show us the ropes. . .you've come a long
way since freshman days! Happy Birthday -

get psyched for tonight (wink, wink) Love
JS's

Hi Paul Sorry I'm late but Happy 18th Bir-

thday nice HC Luv Sheila

Happy Birthday Laurie from Sheila

Northeast Area presents the NAYS Sat.
Nov. 7 from 9 - 1 Worcester DC
Do we dare? The truth is we accept your
challenge! Halloween 2 - we will be there.
Be prepared.

UMMB - Kevin. Andy, Chief, Franky, Hub-
l)a, Diane and Davey Thanks for making
this season the best time ever. L.D.

LUNCH

Tuna Boat
Turkey Divan

BASICS LUNCH

Lentil Spinach Stew
Turkey Divan

DINNER

Meatloaf/Onion Gravy
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Ratatouille

D.C. MENU
BASICS DINNER

Fish Fry/TarUr Sauce
Ratatouille

Sal., Nov. 7

BRUNCH: 10:00

Kathy Hodge. It's about time! Happy 20th
Birthday! Here goes your cumi Love
Marge

Hey Wichie! HAPPY ANNIVERSARY!
Huggies, kissies, and luvies forever' Love
your GTT
Dana Happy 19th to my favorite roommate
and banana! Make it a good one Chicai
Lov« you always Dewey

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Boston Fri or Sat will help
calLAnna 6-9349 after 7:00 pm
Ride needed to NYC or Long Island to-
day will share $ call Nancy 253 5095

RIDERS WANTED
Bus to UNH - UMass football game
Nov. 14 $14.50 roundtrip ticket included
call 546-4872 now!

Ride to SMU & area weekends depen-
dable Call Mike 527 9554 or 527-4624

Riders wanted to Stones Concert in
Hartford 11/10/81 Call 546-9722

ROOMMATE WANTED
Responsible male Graduate student
(non-smoker) to share one-bedroom apart-
ment on bus route. $145/mo includes
utilities. Available immediately 549 5098
Male wanted to share excellent 2 bdrm
apt in downtown Northampton. 160/mnth
incl. heat and HW 586-5570 Ive. mess Gary

SATURDAY NITE

Father Pat Concert November 7 at 8 PM
in the Hatch. All invited for evening of song
and prayer.

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-998 1

Research Consulting and Statistical
Computing by Ph.D. psychologist.
Reasonable rates, guaranteed accuracy
253 5262 or 253-7374

Experienced typist will provide grammer
& spelling corrections on request call
253-7106 after 5.

Typing 4c a line some overnite service
Call at 549-4595

STONES TICKETS

Two Rolling Stones Tickets for Nov 9 in
Hartford - Best Offer. Call 6-6433 or 6-6353

Stones Tix Hrtfd 11/9 Best offer. Call Er
me at 253-3235 evenings

TO SUBLET

One room in two bedroom Colonial
Village apt available Jan 1 call Ruth
253 3776

TYPING

FREE-LANCE TYPING and resume
wnting. Top skills, reasonable rates.
Amherst. 549-0518

U.M.M.B.

UMMB you are the B and O! Thanks for
making the past five years truly un-
forgetable! I will miss you Yeah Yeah

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584-2832

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2
Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

Looking for 2 tickets for Children of a
Lesser God Please call Paul evenings
586-5565

**

Looking for Stones tickets in Hartford
Will provide transportation. Call Karen
546-4410 or Eric 253 9958

I need two tickets to Children of a Lesser
God Call 549-0694 right away
Wanted Rolling Stones Tix will

$50/ticket 6-5072
pay

l:.tO

Omelet
Bacon Slices

Waffles/Maple Syrup
Deli Ham on Pumpemickle

DINNER: U:00 - 7:00

Beef Stew/Biscuits
Chicken Cutlet/Supreme Sauce,

Craiilifry Sauce
Mexican Vegetable Bake
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More Arts
BOOK BRIEFS

By Roger Atwood

Too Many Songs by Tom Lehrer
By Tom Lehrer,
with drawings by Ronald Searle
Pantheon, 159 pp.

Tom Lehrer has returned with a com-
prehensive collection of his ditties, vowing
in the foreword that it is the "definitive ag-
glutination" from the math professor turn-
e<l singer-songwriter. It is a useful IkioK for
Lehrer fans, giving the lyrics and music
from all his alliums plus a few that, for orn*
reason or an<»ther, never made wax.

F'ity this is his last word. Lehrer's satires
are witty, intelligent, sardonic. From
Polliilum ("If you visit American city./You
will find it very pretty ./Just two things of
which you must l)eware:/I>on't drink the
water and don't breathe the air.") to Nn-
tinnitl BrulhrrhiHKl Week ("It's fun to
euologize/the j)eople you despise/As long as
you don't let 'em in your school), this collec-
tion asserts, once and for all. that
Lehrer is - or was - in a class by himself.

Pity also that there is no picture of
Lehrer. I am still wondering what this

modest iconoclast l(M)ks like; probably
something like Ozzie Nelson or Jerry
Lewis, in tweeds, of course.

/
The I-Hate-Preppies Handbook,
A Guide for the Rest of Us
by Ralph Schoenstein
Wallaby, 121 pp.

One might hope that the American "prep-
pie" craze has finally passed. Alas, the
phenomenal success of The Prejipie Hand-
txxik and its imitators have proved that
there are still many more bucks to be turn-
ed; hence this junky, unabashedly commer-
cial addition to the fad. Its line is that it is

"for the rest of us," those of us who
presumably fit into one of the stereotyf>es
in which this Innik revels: jocks, greasers,
freaks, nerds.

Schoenstein has been gravelv misledal)out the nature of preppie^ Ac^rdTng tthe original, Pre,>,>,r H,nuif.>ok conce S.nthey are primarily a middle-class eve",'noureau-nrhe phenomenon. They' driveLmcoln Continentals, not puny Euror,I.an

lahit spht-levels, not three-car eara^^mansions; they vacation (,n Long f^and

makes in this assinine, amateurish book.

Social Studies
by Fran Lebowitz
Random House, 147 pp.

This IS Fran Lebowitz's second book, bet-
ter than her first, also devoted to astr-
mgent observations of New York life. She
is a superb comedienne; I suspect her pen
keeps making little holes in her rough draft
as she writes, her humor is so biting.

"Never relinquish clothing to a hotel valet

,J^,^
''";^^'"^^PP'%» "^^'^dbook is -an unabashedly, commercial addi-tion to the preppie fad.

without specifically telling him that you
want it back," she advises. Autumn is the
season "that white people all over town
begin to lose their tans." And "never, for
effect, pull a gun on a small child. He won't
get it." Some of the 26 pieces are better
than others, but breathtaking little lines
like this are frequent.

It becomes clear that Lebowitz is funny
but limited. This has probably occurred to
the writer herself; But why worry about
being limited when she can be as finely
satirical as this? I do not think Lebowitz's
coming books will be very different from
Social Studies, but I hope they will be as
humorous.

Goldman's Elvis takes aim at late star
Elvis
Bv Albert Goldman
McGraw-Hill 591 pp.

HyTOMFAISON

If one were lo lake Albert Goldman
seriously. Klvis I'rcsley would be nothing
more ihan a hillbilly no talent who achieved
fame and fortune by climbing over the
l>acks of mt)re talented musicians, and
exploiting ihe sexual frustrations of a
geniralion of uplighl adolescents.

If Ihe old saying: "No man is a hero to his

valet" holds true, then Goldman must be
ihe valel of the valets. Never before has
ihere been such a bitter hatchet job posing
a-s a hgitimale biography. Goldman should
know Iwller, as a veteran writer and ihe
author of numerous l>ooks including "Latlies

aiiil (huthmen, Levny Bruetir Maybe he
jusis grls his jollies from laying waste lo
the rrpulaliims of famous men.

Or. maybe he just likes the money. After
all. ihis book is already a bestseller. Avon
l)oughl Ihe paperbck rights for a cool

$1,000,000 and ihe movie rights are already
past ihf negotiation stage. Goldman isn't

one lo starve over a dead man's body.
Many of his jibes, although buried in

some basis of fact, serve only to discredit
ihe writer and lake credibility from what
must have been otherwise careful research.
The first chapter of the book is more or less

a criticism of Elvis' taste in furnishings and
a tedious commentary on how the people of
Ihe United States weren't kidding, when
I hey proclaimed him the "King of Rock and
Koli."

The .second chapter g(K's into detail about
a typical day in the life of the Vegas Klvis —
the fat, drug crazed pervert who was
reduced inlo bleating out My Way and The
liiitlh Hymn of tin Republic for the
polyester crowd.

lis not until chapter three before the ball
really siarls lo roll. Here Goldman aims his
pen at Vernon and Gladys Presley (two
backward hillbillys who were convinced
thai Elvis" birth was actually the second
coming) and their only son Elvis. In the first
f»w chapters, the book meanders about
with accusations and insinuations about
Elvis" talents and personality (or lack of
I hem) until Elvis finally starts to hit it big
with the backing of Sam Phillips immortal
Sun liecords.

Even here Goldman is sloppy in pacing
and .style. His best detail work, concerning
Elvis" first recording sessions and his eariy
days in Hollywood, comes off smoothly and
IS effective in its descriptions but un-
ion unalely gives way to bitter and cynical
remarks.

Elvis is not the only villain of this little

sl.>ry. Colonel fom Parker (in reality one
Dries van Kuijk, an illegal immigrant from
Holland who jumped ship, joined the
carnival circuits and adopted a new identity
which he would later use to the fullest)

developed, exploited, ruined and finally
Imrinl poor Elvis, in Goldman's
estimations. He is blamed for much of the
trouble, especially the nickel and dime way
that he packaged the King while he was on
lour, as well as the way that Elvi.s" most
productive years were squandered on junk
films and corny gospel albums.

Goldmans major problem seems to be his
inability to understand the Presley appeal
(what he calls the Presley "myth"). The
irresistible rock feeling of Hipund Dog,
Hvarlhnak Hotel and Blue Suede Shoes is

lost on Goldman. Like a disapproving old
crone, he shakes his honey finger at Elvis
and claims ihat he was a mere imitator of
every run down no name this side of Baton
Rouge. It is as if Elvis did not have an
original bone in his body, and like a vampire
went around sucking the creative blood out
of everyone within earshot. No one was safe
from Elvis, whether it be a gospel singer, a
country and western star, a jazz stylist, a
Hebrew canlor or even people like Gene
Vincent and Tom Jones who came after
Elvis and copied his style.

(ioklman also disregards Elvis' radio and
.serein presence. The excitement generated
in Loving You, Jailhouse Rock, and King
Cnolr is easily dismi-ssed as an oddity as
well as his performances in softer films like
Loi; Me Tender and Wild in the Country.
Evfn Elvis" portrayal in Don Siegel's
Flaming Star is described as unconvincing
and artificial. In reality ii was not only one
of Elvis" iK'st roles, but it was perhaps one
of I he best performances by a white man as
an American Indian ever done on film.
This b,K,k is long; it is also expensive

Sometimes you'll love it, sometimes you'll
hate it. but you will always have a hard
lime put img it down.

Dance Gallery to perform

EUhh, by Albert
rock and roll.

t^oldman, is the latest biography about the 'King" of

Dance Gallery. Northampton's resident
M<Mlern Dance Company, will offer a
Hep«Ttory Dance Concert on Novembers 7
at 8 p.m. at Thornes Market in Nor
I hampton.

Thi' conciTl will premier a new work.
"Diver." by Company member Peter Sch
mil/, with original music by Tony Vacca
and costumes by Kislen Kagan. Al.so
Itatun d (m the program are two revivals
Irom 1979. ".Memory of the I^xss of Wings."
fhoreographed by another Company
iiietnber. Katherine Sanderson and "'Wind.
Earth. Sky," choreographed by guest

'y^':'>^'')^n\^.'^\K^\^-My}tr^^^

I)anc»- Quintet of Mexico, joined the
company this summer, taught in their
Northampton August Workshop, and
recreated the piece. Andrea Olson, the
Company Director, will complete the
pn.gram with a presentation of "Clearing."
It is a duet from her full length work.
Routes and Origins." with guest artist Li.sa
Thomps(m ("larke. to music by Charles
Miller.

Tickets are $.'} for students and senior
citizens. $4 for general public. For further
information and reservations, (which are
recommended), call the Dance Gallery

Friday, Novenr>ber 6, 1981

The finest in entertainment
..3nd the price is right

Sunday, ^
November 8 DE LA
8pm SUISSE
. RONMNDE

iCOilggj^ ,5

^€JRiriHfEASir

T>RErSIC INIT-S

9t. paui
ciuunher orchestra

pfmchas zulcerman
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 17. 8 PM

I::m

"They'rePlaying
OurSong

Sunday, November 22Two Shorn: 3:30 ft 0p.ni.

BOX OFFICE: Noon to 4PM, M-F (413)545-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

our new

HAPPY HOUR
7 days and 7 nig^hts

HorsD'oevres l^n^dnight

& Twofers Twofers

TWOFERS*******
on all well drinks and
drafts plus discounts on all

liquors and beers
Proper I.D. a must
57 N. Pleasant St.

2535141

Interested in Law?

Applications are now available
for Judge positions in the
University Judiciary.
For job description, applica-

tions and more information
please go to the Student Senate
Office in Rm 420 S.U. AppUca-
tions are due November 6, 1981
by5:OOPM.

THE Place to
Relax After

Midterms

TimeAout

Amherst's Biggest
Little Dor!

07 N. Pleosont St., Amh«rst

LIOUORS ^'

WelcomesYou to Our Valley
PLEASE STOP INAND BROWSE!

WfRF OM RT. 9 1USTUPTHE STREETFROK4POOR RICHARDS
Peppermint Schnapps

Smirnoff Vodka

Kronenburg

Molson

Krakus

Lite

Busch

$5.79 litre

$5.59 750 ml

$3.99 six pk

$2.99 sjxpk

$2.50 six pk

$7.99 case

THE JSLOEWALL
lU AMHERSt

FROOPLV jF^RESEMTS
m

iu- r

WE ALSOSTOCK
THE AREA'S LARGEST

$7.99 case
SELECTION OF COLD KEGS

La Vieille Ferme, white $2.99

<A

FRIDAY
MOV. 6*

R'Unite $5.49 magnum
PLENTY OF COLD DRAFT BARRELS

AVAILABLE ANY TIME
3iS COLLEGE ST. (Rte.9) 256-8433, 253-5384

OPEN TIL 11:00 PM
J (NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS) >

o

AT xTsmmif
* 9

'Valid ID and ABP sticker required to purchase alcohol

S^tf^

Tonight Sat. Novembe
Special Appearance

THE VENTURES M
$1 00 off with stud«M)t ID ToiiKjht Only

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937

rustv nail^
Sat. November 7 j^j^gg

JRES MONTGOMERY
BAND
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I'holii bv Dan I.eiii.PitACTICE MAKES PERFECT - Kasha Przvbvlowic/ lparn« ih. ..
fire at a health aid class held behind Brett dorm

^'"P^' ^^^ '^ extinguish a

i Check out the :

: Amherst Special *

to run Nov. 10 I
4-

4-

******^4^^4^^^>^^^^^j^^

L

4MMM
Amherst

Chinese Food
"Family Style

Cooking "

Mandarin &
Szechuen Cuisine

Luncheon
Specials
from $1.75

Farm Fresh Vegetables
Beer & Wirte License

Sunday Brunch
All you can eat $4.95

62-64 Main St.,

Amherst 253 7835
Closed Wednesd«v>
We us« no MSG or

Artificial food Coloring

BRUNCH AFTER AWACS:

ISRAEL WEEK

SUNDAY, NOV. 8th

Commonwealth Room

IIOObruncMsmallfee)

11:45 program(free)

with Joel Weiss. Associate Director of the

Sprir>gfield Jewish Federation

SPONSORED BY B NAI BRITH HILLEL

mca. Ddl^

and x\y UMass Arts Council

presents

TONrGHT
Th*

Stonl^x G#org*

CLARKE DUKE
Project

Nov. 6 6:00 PM Fine Arts Center
Students $7.50& S6.50 G«n. Pub. S9& SIO

TlcH#ts AyQilQbl# at TIX, Union Records, FAC Dox Offlc#, Tlck#tfon, For th» Record (Foc»s)

All tickets Si, mofot th« door. No smok*, drink or com^ros.

Friday, November 6, 1981

Friday, November 6. 1981

Read The G)Uegian

Heod for the Mountoins

UMASS SKI CLUB
office

430A Student Union
Hours M-F 11-0:00

545-0407 ^

S\9<'
- °"S->

ReUcMcat
MANDARIN SZlCMUtN CUISINE

Every Sunday 11:30 300
SUNDAY BRUNCH

A special selection of your favorite

Chinese foods
All for 4.95 per serving

Sun.-Thurt. 11:30 .m.-10:00 p.m.

Frl. k Sat. 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

oL^aI*;^®''^®^" "^- ^* Rou^e 9- Amherst
256-0251 256-0252

'/(T-'/cL-'/r

Atlantic
*8ity!€

^69.00 per person,twin
Nov. 14-15. 1981

1
Night Hotel.Round-TripCoach Transportation

C^W' ^^^^^ 549-5519
v^dll. Jean 665-3964

Pam 546-8865

^studetit Special.
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AWORLD BEYONDA HAPPENING:^ —
'^ H^
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\^a^
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^''

V
r

wj^
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^^

Si VILLAINS AS VIEWED

COMING SOON!
SAT. NOV. 7, 1981

9 AM - 5 PM

i

4th Annual p
Science Fiction/Phantasy

Happening
Sat. Nov. 7th, 9-5 Campus Ctr. Aud.

Univ. of Mass./Amherst
Films. Books & Panel Discussion I

The 4TH Annual Science Fiction/ Phantasy in the
Campus Center Auditorium, Univ. of Massachusetts

NO ADMISSION CHARGE
TWO FREE 10 am "Illustrated Man" (1969)

FILMS: 3:30 pm "Forbidden Planet ' (1956)

t^

4th Annual p
Science FictkKt/Phentaey

Heppening
Sat. Nov. 7th, 9-5 Campus Ctr. Aud.

Univ. of Mass./Amherst
Films. Books & Panel Discussion

Panel Discussion at 12 Noon:
Noted Authors: Joan Vinge. Jane Yolen. and Robin McKinley
Science Fiction editor/publisher, Jim Frenkel plus professors
Ernest Gallo & Cliariotte Splvak, Rebecca Fisher, graduate stu
dent

The topic will be Hercw and Villains as viewed by Science Fic-

I
tion/Phantasy Writers"

* —
Thousands of Science Fiction /Phantasy
books available for purchase.
Authors available for discussion & autograph

Call Charles Mihie for more info 545-2619 ^
s*

\y«
cJ*
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£, ('olle)fi»n pholo). bv Kri« ( r»iK
Susan Marshall, Jeff Hendry, and Suzanne

Jonas sew, paint and mold the intricate masks
and costumes that will be part of the plav Noah
opening at the Rand Theatre November 12 thru'
14 and November 19 thru 21.

We've Expanded to

KEGS-

Serve You Better

BEER

WINE-

253-5595*•<:^;;r;7^
Open Monday thru Saturday 10 a.m.ll p.in.

M iller 12 02 n/r 7.99
Miller 12 pk c 7.99

Miller Lite 12 oz cans 7.99
Molson 9.95

Moosehead 1 1 ^75

Wiedemann 5.49

Skol Vodka 8.20 175

SkolGin 8.20,75

not responsible for typographical errors

Bonifato Red a white 2.99 1.5

Almaden 6.99 4L

Folonari Soave 3.99 15

Blue Nun 4.99 l

Pa'-tager 4.99 ^^

Canadian Rare 9.95 1.75

Jim Beam 10.99 1.75

Friday, November 6. ' "°'

• IM football
Continuedfnrm. page 20

'^^'^t\^""T^cri ^r'^"" 'f*
'""^^ '^' ball to the10 yara line. Iheta Chi s defense stiffened and Phi Siir had

•^tkK^ fr^^ ^'^'^ ««*' by Lyons. ^
^^

rhlw.K
'^ ^«5«"se held Mansfield and his charges incheck the remamder of the quarter, hoping to at leastUt

Aft fuV^rF ^^'' '^' ^^"««'-«"« Lyons '
^"'

with wl^^ft .n^' "'""S^ '^r ^^'^ ^^P •" ^eir own end

w2i tin hL
^««^«t,on play. Phi Sig decided to punt.With two timeouts remaming, a fired-up Phi Sig defensewas confident they could hold Theta Chi and give Lvo^one more chance to do his thing - ^

^A sack by Faureau and a good defensive play by Boeder

tf S^
the baji on their own 20-yard line with 30 seconds

left. Rom then hit Roeder with two consecutivepWS^

u ^!li^^u'
''^" ""^ *" overtime session was abruptly

halted when an extended Berlo leaped high in the airswattmg away Lyon's game-tying S^rdTtemot turn
mg^ajrustrated Phi Sigteam Sl^y for'the ^^oZy^TrTn

* Spikers
Continuedfrom page 20

UMass took game one. 15-9. and nearly took the second

S^h^rn f?J ace serving bv Patti PhiJbin. However.

^.n i r**'^
°" ^^ * ^^-^^ ^'''- The Minutewomen

recovered from a 1-4 deficit in the third game to eo aheadin the match 15-6. In game four, the Owlft^kaK^
of some UMass misUkes at the net to tie the match with a
lo-o win.

In the deciding game, both teams made it close, thouirhSouthern never looked back. The Minutewomen fought

'CoiiegLan 19

_
back^ holding Southern at match point with timely hiltinirand ace serving by Parry Grant. However. UMass justcouldnt pull off the needed points, and Southern cWaway with the match. 15 13.

"At least, we played tough." said Sortino. "Us some of
the best play I've seen all year."

This was the last home game for the Minutewomen. as

Jj^. rf
'**^ ''**'"* appearance for seniors Ellen Braun

and Nola Eddy.
After the Tournament, the Minutewomen will play their

last matches of the regular season Wednesday night
against Northeastern University and Springfield College in
tJoston.

^ Football

* Kickers
Continuedfrom page 20

'^^^^'^^»?*'"""^**" "^''^'^^ the ball in front of the net toa sliding Marciano who dropped the ball by the out ofposition goalie. Freshman Mike Rudd finished off the UMscoring auck. with Harrington picking up another assist.

.«!^*'"ir^''"'
,^*'^""'^*'^ *'th a goal and three assists,

said. It was bound to happen. This will carry throughHarvard (who the team hosts Wednesday) and next year.'"
Coach Russ Kidd was pleased with his team's per-formance, although he added. "I would have liked to havehad lour goals m the last few games "

Wednesday, the University of' Massachusetts junior
varsity squad upped its record to 7 0-0 with a 3-1 win overthe Springfield JVs. The goals were tallied by Tim Young

filZ^i t L rK'.P"'"t'^^
^''^ ^"^ R'^*' Yarmartino on adu-ect kick which Coach Glenn Cristofori termed "the best

goal of the year.

Continuedfrom page 20

^tidiw.-'''''*"
'^'^' "^* "^'^ '^^'^ ^ "^* *"y

BC holds a U-5 edge in the 82.year-old Eagle-

v!!!l"!T?To?"^u"'^ ^^ ^*"« ^'" p^'^f'^'y '•«^> «ast
year s 13-12 loss here to BC in a game where the Eagles
were clearly outplayed by Massachusetts.
The Minutemen will be looking to counter BC's

uk:kfe^^
^'^ *^^*"tage with UM's exceptional team

The Massachusetts Mauler defense, spearheaded by the

Mnior Imehacking duo of Scott Crowell and co-captain I
Pete DiTomasso will try and capitalize on its speed as a J
wit, both on pass coverage and when Raymond Benoit,
t^orge Lewis and crew shift into 8addr« gear. Last year
Massachusetts held the Eagle point-producers to just 57
yards in total game rushing yards.
"UMass is a very solid football team that is coming off a

good win over Connecticut. We know that they really get
up for Boston College." BC first-year head coach Jack
Bicknell said. "I have a lot of respect for the UMass pro-
gram and It IS important that we play with intensity and
emotion." (UMass-BC. Alumni Stadium-Boston, 130
p.m.)

* Zoo Disc
Continuedfvfjm page 20

UMass tri-captain Thomas Baylock, finishing up his final
season, said it best, "Even though we're ranked third of'
the top five teams, we're the definite underdog. This is the
best position to be in. No one expects too much from usWe think we're going to surprise a lot of people this
weekend.

. -JOEL ZUCKERMAN

LET'S DO IT AGAIN! - Minutemen Pete Spadafora (34), Eric Creg^an nA\ »„^ r. '"'uT "^''^aZ
exult after a big play in last year's loss to BC^agle qL KevoTL^uXy exp^ts^er^^^^^^^

NEED MONEY?
SUCCESSFULLY START AND OPERATE YOUR

OWN BUSINESS WHILE IN SCHOOL!
Attend the one-day "Spare-Time Income" Seminar on Saturday
November 14th, at the UMASS/AMHERST Campus Center. Earri
thousands o^extra dollars each year. . .maybe each month!! Learn
first hand from the expert Vilnis A. Ezerins, Jr., one of America's
most successful young businessmen.
• How to create a highly profitable business which you can operate

in your spare time while at school -with 25 specific examples of
student-run prosperous enterprises.

• How to begin without capital if necessary.
• How to find free help.

• How to avoid the pitfalls that often spell disaster.
• The step-by-step details you need to follow to launch your own
money-making venture.

• How to advertise - sometimes at no cost.
• How to manage your time and your growing income - and suceed

at school and business!
• And much, much, much more.

IT'S

TIME
AGAIN!

U

INVEST SIX HOURS AND CHANGE YOUR LIFE!!!

Tuition for the complete six-hour seminar is only $75 ($35 with
student i.d.) and includes a seminar workbook. To pre-register for a
reserved space, phone toll-free 1-800-344-7377; or you may
register just prior to the workshop by arriving thirty minutes early.
Tuition is payable at the door by cash, money order (made payable
to "Conference fy/lanagement Association"), Mastercharge or Visa.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14TH
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. (noon to 1 :30 p.m. lunch break)

UMASS/AMHERST CAMPUS CENTER Room 163

For Instant WORKSHOP RESERVATIONS,
Call Without Charge:

1 -800-344-7377 (from 1 2 noon to 9 p.m.)
Or, Call Collect: (617) 533-4378 (from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.)

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD
FALL COURSE BOOKS TO THE
PUBLISHERS.

RETURNS START
NOVEMBER 9th

DON'T WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK -
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
HOURS

MON-FRI 9a.m.-4p.m.

rhell\i,VERSITvSTCJv£'^,

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
@ physical' pianrbiob'
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Ineta Chi rolls to 2nd crownBy BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

th^big"plS"
^''"'*' ^^'' ^'^"^ ""^ ""' ^'"^ ^^'^^ ^" '"^''*^

Not only did the big Theta Chi defensive end score whatproved to be the winning touchdown with a third quarter
interception but he also blocked Russell Lyons' gametying field goal attempt with just eight seconds remainingm regulation t.me to give Theta Chi their second con
secutive championship victory over Phi Sig. 13-10 in themen s intramural football league final
Defense dominated a hard-hitting first half. On ThetaChi s firs possesion of the ballgame. Phi Sig's John

h5w T.f^J'^'i'fi
^^^ ^^"''' "^'""^ '^^^^ Chi quarter-

back Jeff Mansfield twice in the backfield for losses

wI^ruTHf'^"
'">"''?" ^.^^ ^" exceptional game both

quarter Theta Chi sct.rmg threat and also did an outstan-ding job keeping Berlo. Mike Curran and Company awayfrom quarterback Doug Ross in addition to grabbing fiveRoss passes the first of which set up Phi Sig" o2touchdown of the day.
' '="K *> oniy

Ross hit a releasing Faureau across the middle andFaureau scampered down to the Theta Chi 25-yard ifne

ttlo-ya"rd 'lint
'^^^^"^ ^^^^^' ''''' ^"^ «^' ^^^^

anH^hi^^ J^^^ fr ^^o
^"thpaw quarterback rolled leftand h t a diving Dave Roeder. who made the catch despitehe blanke coverage by defensive back Ted FlahertyLyons drilled the extra point and Theta Chi found

themselves trailing for the first time in the playoffs

They didn't trail very long. On the very next series

with just 25 seconds remaining in the half. Leary dove forthe pass with Ph. Sig defensive back Willie Ritter drarLda^ver him and came away with the touchdown. LeSy

Dla^vtfTpfh!rH'' ^"f \^^^l "^ '^^ ^""^ «" the first

£oss thP m HWi^T'^!'' ^^r ^^'^ '•^^'^^ "g*^* ^"d threwacross the middle looking for Awiszus. Berlo stenoed in
front, picked off the pass and ran the remJn ng ten mds
r3-7Teat'-

''""^ ^'"' ''' ^""^^ ^"^ '^^^^ ^hi held a

linP^knX hT! "^^ ^^'^- ^^'^'"^ «" their own ten-yard
line. Ross hit Aw.szus on a roll out. moving the ball across

______^ Cimthiued on page 19

iHhit^
r^

Ilni u IZ ^^^'^'^^' ""'"^^'' «"« ranked nationally
University of Massachusetts field hockey team will hosithe University of Connecticut (11-2-2) in the UM^
NOP^fidd.'^"

'"''^''""''^ ^' ^'-^ P*"' °" the upper

Mnutemen will use speed to offset BC sizeBy STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

^.
The bigger the better. As soon as possible. Speed and

^iT""!
that everything in thi^ world is associated withor defined by the two adjectives "big" and '^r

le2r/''"f'r./%T
^'^^^''""t in the microcosm of col-legiate .K|taball. There is an ongoing debate over the

IndTo/p,:;::;^""
^"'^^"-^ -'^^ -^-^ing « team

Saturday at Bost(,n College's 32.000 seat astn^turfedAlumn. Stadium, the debate will Ik- enacted live when hteam-qu.ck University of Mas.sachusett.s foo ba |

J^e^'lTBcTIgle':
''^""" "*" " '-'^ ''-^ -=th the

Everything alK>ut the Eagles is big. Both offensive anddefensive lines average over 250 lbs. per man and eachend-to-end configuration sp<,rts a 285 llTtaS. Even tlBC seas<.n schedule is bigtime. Three of the Eatrles'seasj.n opponents have been rated in the AP top f^eZ
whomTr"'^T '"?"^ '^^ '"''' ^'"^ the Pitt Panthertwhom B( dropped a close 29-24 decision to last week isnuml)er one in the country this week.
"They're (BC) not just big, they're enormous," ( fM head

piled up .s«,me impressive statistics (415 yards total of
fen^^,_agamst the numl.r one defensive tea'm in tK.un"
One big factor in that game was the efforts of freshmanEag^e quarterback Doug Flutie. who ma<le his th nl sTartof the season last week. Flutie, who won the Coca-ColaG^.lden Helmet award as New England's top aXiria eperformer, completed 23 of 42 passes gcK>d for 347 y^rds

^.? t'^^touchdowns against the Panthers
^

They ve located the right trigger for their offense in

Conthiued <m page 19

Kickers breeze
past Springfield
By SUE BRIDGMAN
Collegian Staff

bu'r w'^'h'^^''
-

"^'l"
'^ ^^•"^' 't poors and the damburst Wednesday night for the University of

W^n!:; u'r ir'" '.
'""*ty soccer team as they trouncedSpringfield College. 6-0. on the astroturf at Springfieldfor a learn which started the season with a tie for firstplace in the Keene State Invitational, things have not Jlnewe

1
since. Games which could have b^n won by'^iheMinutemen were dropped by clos.. margins. Uck of experience (only thret> UMass seniors) has been cited imeandagain as a reason for the team's unproductiveness

I roduction was definitely not a problem in Springfield aseveryone got m on the action.
K"t'aas

At 36:24 Nick Marciano pa.ssed the ball up to MikeGibbons, who lifted a shot over the Springfield goalie's

Two more quick goals followed, one scored by Co-Captam Tony M Dias on a penally kick after a Springfielddefender was calk^ for a handball in front of the goal and

ioLie hJ •
'''' ^'"'•^ Harrington snuck in after the

f!^L .f rr '''!? ^^ '^"^""^"t Dias and Margolis. Dias

h^^ot 'f M '",'''"
r'^'"^

H-'-nngton. on a rebound oTfthe shot of Margolis. who promptly put UM up 3-0.
With 3:53 remaining in the first half. Forward Gibbons

collected his second goal of the night after a shuffle in front
of.the net.

The second half saw no change, as the Minutemen
continued to dominate ihcir unskilled opponents.

Ctmtmnedm pm§e 19

PEARSON ON THE MOVE - Tailback Garrv Ppar«nn /99 u*. ..
*•"•«*•" pho'obvw.B^n.fio,,

Zoo Disc, the University of Massachusetts Ultimateteam, breezed through a home tournament last weekendsweej^ng the field of ten teams and winning the Western

tended tht^Mfsf""''.'^r"- ^^^ thref ^.toHefex

iTntttiyrartXtc.^'^^^ '^"'''' ^'' ''''-''

rJ^J^Tv. " * *^^^"i«'^"" team in that their caliber of nlav

^l^lt the 'n ?n'T' P'^y- ^^'^ UMhss iT pliyin^

sTn and if th.
"^' champions, they'll rise to che occasion. and if the opposition is less competent then UMas<;

w^Sn7th?Bal"""- ^""^ «-t round'on SaSy
wlfliXs Col eL 7^^'h^"

'"experienced, affiliate team ofWilliams College. Zoo Disc had no problem, winnine 22-5

^"t ^!Z
%"'

l"" "m '
'^r' "PP«"-ts and ownef fhefrfirst title. Western New England Champions.

'

give Z^'wiX t"h'^' '^L'^''"u^
'" ^ '"^"y ^^^^' ^i"give iooo Lhsc the third seed in this weekend's Northpa.stregional tournament, to be held at UmJIs' Southw^t

UMass<

the

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

IJn^vl^r^^'^^^M"'^^^^*" ^ beginning of sorts forUniversity of Massachusetts women's volleyball team

NOPrivJ''';?
to Southern Connecticut State College atNOPE gym. It took five games and nearly two hours before

the Owls could finally wrench aw.y the match-winner.

AJ^ Minutewomen wUI head to the Massachusett.

f^AwTrJ'"'
IntertroUegiate Athletic for W^«(MAIAW) Ch«np«n.hipa ml MIT thi. wkewJ knowing iteottld. after tryiBf far »o lout. pliy-UBgli.-

^

ts NE tourney
fields on Saturday and Sunday

No?theast^" wlT' ^T ^^'^'^ '^^ ^""^ ^^tions of the

Pn^i f '»*.^^^^''" ^^^ England. Eastern NewEngland Metropolitan New York, and Upstlte NewYork, advance to the regionals this weekend. The winneT

shiisof uTtX?' "'^r,!f
'' '^^ National Champion

.^Tustin Tex •

''" ''" thanksgiving weekend

v^^h^lf^'r^^
championship is a very select tournamentwith only five teams invited. The champions of eachregion, the Northeast, Middle Atlantic. MidTest Southand West, travel west to battle it out in round robin com

an^New^York'^H^f ^"^5 ^"^ "«^tages seeded above.S ^fTu ^ !
"^'^^'^ ^"<^ Cornell Buds seeded directiv^hind, the road to Austin will be rocky. Butt^fzJo^^team exudes quiet confidence.

.

Continued on page 19

I know nothing about Wellesley." said UMass coachElaine Sortino. "But we'll go in. pl^y our sU-en^h a^Jhopefully pUy as well as we did here (Wednesday) Sght '•

Against Southern, nearly everything clicked for UMass- blocking, serving, hitting, setting, passing - theMinulewomen overwhelmed the Owls, who had defeatedthem twice before this season.
aeieaied
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Hyou think'iiads and rollers"ar€

iust a Califomia craze,

you're not ready for New Memorex.
Pads and rollers are key com-

ponents of a cassette's tape transport

system.

This system guides the tape past

your deck's tape head. It must do so
with unerring accuracy
And no cassette does it more

accurately than totally new Memorex.

The new Memorex tape transport

system is precision engineered to

exacting tolerances.

Flanged, seamless rollers guide
the tape effortlessly and exactly An
oversize pad hugs the tape to the

tape head with critical pressure: firm

enough for precise alignment, gentle

01961 . M«mor«x Corporation. Santa Clara. Califomia 95052. USA.

enough to dramatically reduce wear
Our unique ultra-low-friction poly-

olefin wafers help precision-molded
hubs dispense and gather tape
silently and uniformly play after

play after play Even after

1.000 plays.

I n fact, our new Memorex
cassette will always deliver

true sound reproduction, or

we'll replace it. Free.

Of course, reproduction

that true and that endunng
owes a lot to Permapass™!our
extraordinary new binding

process. It even owes a little to

our unique new fumble-free

storage album.

But when you record on new
Memorex, whether it's HIGH BIAS
normal bias MRX I or METAL IV,

don't forget the importance of those

pads and rollers. Enjoy the music as

the tape glides unerringly across

the head.

And remember: getting it

there is half the fun.

NOWMORE TNAN EVER 1^^
WE ASK: IS IT LIVE,OR IS IT X«

IN/ieiVIOREX
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Oim Cover

Tbe dense coUofte cf rrkinYST^ie stars is
by Datid Peters, who creates the ttOesJor

PrkkPfsand aaorted cotmsfor
Ampemnd.

I
saw American Weretiolf in London and
really loved it. I was very plea.sed to

read your story on John Landis. How
about a stor>' on the star, David Naughton?
Is he no longer doing Dr. Pepper commer
cials? Does he have any iKher films coming
out? Most impt)rtant, would he like a pen
pal in Saginaw, Michigan?

Name withheld hy Kequest

Saginau; Ml

David's manuffer Chuck Hinder says

Nauf>blon is lljrou^h with IJr Pepper, be
nut)' do other commercials in the future,

hut nothing is definite He will do more
films — and we'll hear more idxmt those

any mintde Asfor the Safiinau pen palship,

vou're on jowr omi.

I'm
an aspiring music journalist and I've

taught myself to follow the trends
closely Lately, it's Dead People Cover

Features I'd be happy to do an anicle for

.\mpersand <.m Janis joplin. who seems to

be the onh one not recenth dealt with. I
Un-

less Kris Krisiofferson is dead and I haven't

read about it \et Ob\iousl\, El\is Presle),

Jim .Morristin and Duane .\llman have been
d«Hie to death. He>. I jast made a joke!

Bart Throttleman

Lodi. Cxilifornia

W hat happened to your In Print sec-

tion in the last issue? I alwa\'s look
forward to that seciion

Sandra Kupke

Qfiden, rtal.i

Tlje In Print h(jok reiieu section uill now
af)fH'ar eten' other Lssiw— locjkfor it in this

issue. wl)ere we fecUure retieus of show biz
hfjijks —fiction and non.

How often will you be running the
special phcHography secnion in Am
fxTsatui^ 1 just bought a camera and

it was really helpful. I'm planning to buy
additional accessories and I'm wondering if

there will be any coverage about that?

jan Smith

Cai State FulUrtati

Quite possibly Modern Photography and
our publishing company are tentatirely

scbeUulinfi one more photo sufyplement in

tlx' sftrinM and tuo next fall

I
saw for the first time that you are carry-

ing Classified Ads. I have studied adver-

tising, and I jast want to point out that

yt)u forgot to mention a very important
point in \()ur Classified Ach'ertising Order

StM- CONTRIBLTORS:

Boh .Merits (On Disc ) wrme such a stirring

anicle on colieaing Scudebakers for.V^r
Vt-st that he gm a p«.rM)nal letter from Bill

Griffith, creator <>f Zif^- the Ptnhead

Susan Hereford (Off the Uall photograph)
has done so well recently — awards,
museum exhibits and such — that many
people forget her stellar cheerleading for

lewis & Clark College

Jetmifer Krugh (On Di.sc) owns the crum
miesi looking electric guitar you could
imagine, with glued-on white naugahyde
panels or something

This month's winner unlocked our hearts,
you bet. Steve Manno of the University of
Maryland earns $.iOfor bis efforts. You too
may be so enriched. Simply submit your
original Ampersand, in black ink on
sturdy white paper. (Putyour name and
address on the art.) No ballpoint doodles,
please. Send to Ampersand of the MonOt,
1680 North Vine, Suite 900, Hollywood, CA
90028.

How to Come out Smelling Like

A Rose

J
CYAN THE FRAGRANCE MANUFAC.Tl RER,

sp<:)n.s<jred the Rolling Stones tour — a

commercial first ff)r the group and the per-
fumery. Most of us would wonder why the
Stones, arguably the most succes.sful rock
group exunt, would want such merchandis-
ing; apparently the tour, as originally
planned, involved small out-of-the-way
clubs, and the Stones weren't sure they'd
make ain mone\ In.stead they were fac-ed

witli the biggest, honest, most extravagantly
sold-t)ut tour in their history — perhaps in

everyone's history.

Jovan agreed to plunk down $1 million
up front, plus $2 million in advertising
commitments, and in return Jovan s name
blared on all radio spots, appeared in all

print acts and on the tickets. The Stones,
perfume aside, will net an estimated $12 to

$16 million, split four ways among the orig-

inal members (Ron WckhJ is on .salary plus a
small F>erceniage).

/ Quit.' You Can't Quit, You're

fired/ Dept.

DoNT i.NviTE Rf)d Stewart and longtime
drummer Carmine .\ppice to the same

paiama party S<^urces report some sort of
na.si\ .scene" has clouded their rhyihmic re-

lationship. Stewart has (officially hired ex-
Babys drummer Tf)ny Rnxk for Appice's
chair. That makes two promotions for
former Babys — keytxjard player Jonathon
Cain became a member ofJourney not long
ago.

Special Effects

SPB( lAL EFFECTS WIZARD Douglas Trumbull
will direcl his first feature, Brainstorm.

to star Natalie W(X)d. Christopher ^'alken.
Cliff Robeason and Louise Fletcher, all play-

ing scientific types The special effecxs will

not be of the Star Wars/Close Encounters
variety, but will reportedly involve se-

quences inside a brain Trumbull will also I

Form — your circulation. After all, if I'm

going to buy an ad, what am I buying?
Ron Jfjnes

Ohio State

Qur publisher says "You're rinbl. and we're

sorry" Our circulation is presently H6f),(XX)

with distribution at 71 major campuses
from Boston to Honolulu Ampersand has a
readership in exce^ of / 5 millifm students,

plids a larne number of faculty, staff and
university hanfiabouts who don't gel
counted in the sttuient fxjputatitjn.

In
spite of your reviewer's saying that the

new Joe Ely record, Musta Notta Gotta
Lotta, was "disappointing, " I think it's

one of the best things to come out in a long
time. Come on, Mr. Seay. Learn to enjoy
greatne.ss wherever yf)u find it. Even a jaded
rock critic can't be immune to g(Kxi rfxrkin'

sounds. \Uho do vow like, anyway? And is it

fair t(j expea one of the most riveting per-
formers in all of music today to surpass
hmself by going into a recording .studio?

Most of the time, Ampersand's reviews
are pretty fair and accurte But I couldn't let

some foreigner (non-Texan) give our home
town hero a bad time.

Cheryl Becker

l.uhhfKk, TX

film some of the Rolling Stones concerts to

test a new high speed 70mm process called

Showscam, and after that he'll direcl Mil-

lenium. about which we know nothing,

DAVID CRONENBERG. the mail who perpet-

rated Scanners, is currently at work on
Videoclrone, about a top secret cable T\'

channel that warps its sub.scribers' minds in

devious and (no doubt) di.sgusting ways.

Now THAT STEVEN spiEuiERG has finished

Poltir^eisi (he produced, Tobe fkH)|x-r

of Textts Clxiin S<tw Massacre directed), he
has already started filming (in super
paranoid secrecy) A Boy's life, formerly ti-

tled hy (as in Extraterrestrial). It's another
trilogy, since star Henry Thomas has been
signed for three pictures (Raidi-rs is the
other trilogy). Special effects oi the ex-

traterrestrial kind will be wniught by Carlo
Rimbaldi. who devised the rubber babies'
in Closi' l-.ncountets

Small Screen News
STEVK MARTIN AND MARTIN Mt LL are de\el

oping and writing an NBC sjx'cial which
will star Mull (.Martin will not appear in it).

Martin is also working on a late night
wt-ekend show for the .same network, which
will reiX)rtedly not have a reix-rtory com-
pany of aclors/comedians like the other t^vo

late-night weekend shows.

PRODt'CER AtXAN CARR f O'rtYisC, />(>«'/ Stop
t/.h' Music) will join Tom Snyder t)n T/.v

Tomorrow Show *is a 'recurring special
segment

"
titled 'Allan Carr's MoIKwihkI.'

Carr will not do go.ssip. sez NBC, but will

concentrate on celebrity interviews (gee,
nobody's doing tho.se), film premieres,
where-are-they-now segments, and so on.

RONA BARRiiTT, who had the gtxxl sense
to abandon Snyder's Tomorrow .'i/.K>w a

couple months back, will Ix' launching a
series called Television: Insiiie ami Out, to
focus on television industry new^
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UT T^HE QTHER'
SF News

MICHAEL PHiixiPs, who to-produced Taxi
lynrer The Stmg. Close Encounters of

the Third Kmd (and Cannery Row, due in

Februan'>, recently announced that he'll

next produce (with his wife Liv Faret and
Marie Yates) all three novels of Isaac
.\simov's Foundation Trilo^r Not only thai,

but the three novels will be filmed at the
same time and released one month apan.
(Perfect! We wish George Lucas had done
the same; we dont want to wait three years
l( )r Ret tti^e of tfx' Jedi )

THE 39TH woRU) SCIENCE HcmoN Conven
lion, known as Denventitm Two." was

held recently in IX-nver. Colorado, guests of
honor were C.L. Mcxire and Clifford Simak.

Lectures, panel discussions ct)stume
competitions, and displays of upcoming
genre films such as Hladt' Runner and Dark
Cn'stal were among the highlight,s. As al-

ways, the crowning event was the presenta
tion of the coveted Hugo Awards, science
fiction's equivalent of the Oscar. Among the
winners: Michael Wlielan (Best Fro Anist);

Carl Sagans Cosmos (Best Non-Fiction):
Clifford Simak (Best Short Story, "Grotto of
the Dancing Deer "), Gordon R. Dickson
(Novelette and Novella Awards: The Cloak
and the Staff' and "Lost Dorsai") and Joan
Vinge (Best Novel: The Snow Queett)

Big & Medium Deals

HOLLYWOOD HOLDS ITS BREATH FranciS
Ford Coppola and John Travolta are

meeting; this is cause for wishful specula-

r U/A5 A DWO^AL/ft,
OA/CE".

mDi:>
frjouckb:p in pa
Sre/^MIN' JUSJC?L£S.
DEN PA %C£: AC5E"

r
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INTO 0/5.

ML I REALLY A/EEPFP
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tion and many crossed hngers at Paramount
Studios, whose executives devoutly hope
that Coppola will direct Ciodfather III. and
that it will star Travolta as Anthony Cor-
leone (.son of Michael); Travolta owes the
.studio a picture ever since he pulled out t)f

American (ligolo And Paramount, earlier

this \ear, helfx-d bail Coppola out of some
of his Zoetrope Studio financial difficulties,

perhaps with an eye to the future .

Meanwhile, Zoetrope is abuz/ with activ-

ity: Coppola IS finishing up One from tlx-

Heart, promi.ses to resurrect the unfinished
Hammett, and is leasing space to other
produaions. Zoetrope has also produced its

first film for TV, Sweatshop, based on a re-

cent expose of Los Angeles garment di.stria

.sweatshops, to air on NBC next year.

I OMMY LEE JONES will play Gary Gilmt)re,

the convicted murderer who was exe-

<^

Forcing the Issue

Spent Force at Play

BEFORE SETTING oirr to Strip America of its

few remaining millions. Mick Jagger of-

fered the,se ob.ser\ations to the Umdon Oh
sener. Rcxk & Roll is a spent force in that

we can't expea any more from it either as

music or an instrument for .social change.
It s merely rec->cling itself and ever\thing is

a rehash. I'm not that g(X)d of a musician to

break out of it Its all I can do— I can't go
on leaping around forever It would be un-
seemK and perhaps I shouldn t be doing it

even now, but it would be stupid ncn to do
It while I still can."

If this candor works its way into lyric ses-

sions with Keith Richards, maybe we'll be
hearing I know it's only rcxrk & roll, but III

milk it" on the next Stones album.
On the clamorous reptjnse to the Stones

tour, an LA musician remarked, "It's like a
chance to see Count Basie and his band.
Seeing the St(;nes is like a chance to re-live

the past Nobody plays got^d rock & roll

anymore."

Further Proof of the Spent Force

Theory

THE BOOK OF ROCK usTS. by Da\e Marsh
(as in mucky termor) ) and Kevin Stein,

mcxle.stly lists xMr. Marsh (as in worthless
bog) as author of one of The Twenty Five
Best Rock Books lioni to Run

Spent Force Re groups

CHL!BBY CHECKER, figurehead of the Twist

dance craze of the very early Sixties,

will be hack with an album on WCA in a few

months. Our favorite obscure Checker track

from the past was about a girlfriend's jaunty

two-wheeler. "She's got a motor scooter/
With a little yellow tooter, " sang the
bumptious Mr. Checker, .\nd 1 fall to the
ground when I hear that .sound!"

The Future of the Spent Forces

SOOTHSAYERS claim a new Peter Town-
shend LP will be out after the first of the

year, as will opuses (opii?) from Fleetwocxl
Mac, Bcjnnie Rxtit and Donna Summer, along
with a Stevie Winwood soundtrack for the
British flick. They' Called It an Accident

May The Spent Force Be with

You, Daily

FROM BERNARD KA.MOROFF, publisher, and
Sam Leandro (not the town south of

Oakland), author, comes the Rock and Roll
Calender — available for 1982 at $7.95 post-

paid, Bell Springs Publishing, Laytonville.

Ca, 95454. For the uninitiated, Laytonville
lies midway between San Francisco and the
verdant marijuana patches of Humboldt
County, close t(i Longvale, Spyrock, Covelo
and the Round Valley Indian Reservation.

From the supremely garish 1950 Wurlitz
er jukebox on the cover to the unfurled
armpit hair of Frank Zappa (Mr. December),
the calendar celebrates nxk trivia by fixing

the dates for various historical milestones—
like when Carl Perkins wrote "Blue Suede
Shoes " (Dec 17, 1955) and the June 2, 1941
birth of Rolling Stone drummer (:li:irlie

Watts, laken alt(jgether, the Rock and Roll
Calendar is the mcjst polished publication
in Lavtonville hi.ston'.

cuted by firing squad in I'tah a few years

back (see Off the Wall— page 18)
Producer-dirertor Lawrence Schiller claims
the film, lixecuttoner's Son^ is not based
on Norman .Mailer s book of the same
name, though Mailer has also written the
.screenplay, a di.stinction of marginal impor-
tance. Eli Wallach will pia\ (lilmorcs uncle.
Vern Damico

DAVID PIITTNAM AND HI (,H HI DSON, pro-

ducer and direclor oi Chariots of Tire,

will next collaborate on TIk- Octohir Circle
by R(jben Bolt, set in Czechoslovakia in

1968 (when the Ru.ssians flexed a few mus
cles). The two are also working on another
film which remains a deep .secret, for rea
sons unknown.

MARY TYLER MOORE and Dudley Moore
will star in .Siv Weeks, about a woman

with a married lover and a dying child;

she's also set to star in Tinnef^an Begin
Again, about a woman in Icwe with a man
who.se wife is dying. Hmmm

SAM SHEPARD will Star with Jessica Lange in

Trances, the tragic story of actress
Frances Farmer >X'e hope his role in Trances
is better (and bigger) than his recent ap-

[X^arance in Raggedv Man

INTERESTING CASTING GAMBIT in a recent,
long stop,' in Holl\-wcx)d trade paper Va-

riety, director Jonathan Demme (Meltin
and Houard. last Tmhrace) announced
that lie wanted Bruce Spring.steen to star in

Swing Shift, with Goldie Hawn; Bruce
would play the working cla.ss hero, a ship-
yard worker named Lucky. He wouldn't
sing, he'd just look proletarian But a call to
Springsteen's manager, Jon Landau, re-
vealed that neither Demme nor anyone in

Demme's employ ever bothered to ask
Bruce. 'Besides.

" said the spoke.swoman ftjr

Landau, "Bruce has absolutely no desire to
even discuss [making films.] Whenever
someone tries to give him a script to read,
he always says, I'm not interested." .So why
did Demme bother to announce something
he wasn't going to do> Well, he did get
quite a lot of space in a Hollywood trade
paper Maybe that's wonh something . .

.

AL PACING, TUESDAY WELD AND DYAN CAN
non will star in Autlxjr, Author as wri-

ter, wife and other woman, respectively.

Lawsuit Central

RAQi'EL WELCH and her husband' Andre
Weinfeld are suing the National Tn

(juirer- for $12 million, claiming slander; the
Tnnuinr allegedh' pul.lislicHl ,i rcpon ihat
their marriage was hnito, and that R;ic|uel

had been fired from Cannety Row for un
professionalism " Raquel is also suing MGM,

among others, for $2-4 million for firing her
from Cannety Row and for implying that

she was unprofe.ssional

MOTOWN RECORDS has (lied sun against

Fionnie Pointer and her producer Jef
frey Bowen. claiming they failed to deli\ei

an album as agreed, and also claiming that

Bowen "substaniialK impaired" .Motown's
ability to function because Bowen
threatened the life of Berry Cn)rdy,
.Moiown's Chairman of the board, which
caused Mr. Gordy to behave in a ver\- care
ful way. In an effort to verif\ any pan of this

ston,-, we repeatedly called Motown 's Los
/\ngeles office. NobtKly answered

T iTME E. PRiTCHARD has filed a $75 milHon
I suit against horror fiction writer Stephen
King, his publisher Doubleday, and Vtarner
Brcjs. films, claiming Tlx' Shining was based
on incidents and visions in her life which
she had related to a p.sychcjtherapist in con-
fidence. Pritchard claims the psychothera-
pist told all this to King, who wrote the
book, which became the movie starring Jack
Nichol.son and Shelley Duvall.

Park Place hy Any Other Name...

LOOK FOR TWO NEW board games threaten-

ing to emerge this fall "Stick the IRS"
pits players again.st each other and a com-
mon adversan,-, the Internal Revenue Ser-

vice. A player may hold $50,000 and a

chance to buy into a new baseball franchise
in Alaska. Player writes off more than twice
the amount invested, then learns that the
opening season has been snowed out and
player must pay an additional $25,000. The
player who be.st uses his or her income and
the various tax shelters, and who pays the
least amount of taxes, wins.

The Movie Game" involves the many
b\zantine b\-ways famous in this town, like

Creative Accounting, ostentatious wealth,
etc. A .sample pitfall: the player hosts an
elaborate, expensive screening to promote
his or her picture The press eats every-
thing, leaves, and only the player's mother
stays for the film She falls asleep. The
player lo.ses lots of money and status.

Fear & Flying

GARY NUMAN. piloting his single engine
Cessna through 50 countries (as a

tourist) was forced to make an emergency
landing in Visakhapainam. India. Al;is, he
landed on a military base, aiicl w.is lieki

(along with his co-pijot) for two days, inter-

rogate for 10 hours eacii dav. and finally

tc-lc'.ised Thc\ were not harniecl physically,
and both are back in London now— but the
plane and the cameras are still in India.

(Continued on page IV)

riCrCZI MCS presents the outstanding beauty and performance of a connplete
I LZLlL'^atched stereo ensemble, engineered for component compatibility Shown

-i-i 11— r-)|— A
I

i-p^/ here, our 45-watt* amplifier, stereo tuner with digital frequency

j Mr" DLZ/ALJ Y ^^^^out, cassette deck with Dolby® and metal tape capa-

-_, ,
. __ .^^ . TUv^ ^'''^V' ^^^ ^"^^V speakers, quartz lock direct-drive turntableMA

I
Q K/^( ^ ^^^ Qud'o rack. See it, hear it, touch it, feel it. Purchase the

I I l/\l lO I VIV^O complete MCS ensemble andsave 280 "The package 999^

1
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Half a Dozen of tt

InWdes "The Prisoner
BY CATHKVN LANHAM

Strolling the grounds of Portmeirion,
Wales, are replicas of Number Six, the
ciphered character in Patrick

McGoohan's late-Sixties television
series Tht' Prisoner A brass band is

warming up, lined up in rows on the
road, while the chess master/jester/

executioner wheels his pennyfanhing
up and down. (When asked if he could
ride it, Max Hora replied, "If someone
holds me on.") Multicolored umbrel-
las swirl as members of SLx of One
The Prisoner Appreciation Society wait

for the director to stan filming another
scene for a ne\\' episode, "By Public

Demand." The London corresptmdent
for the Tribune has a striped cape tied

around him while he ttx) holds up an
umbrella, joining members as they
chant their lines. Spade, spade,
spade." "Heart, heart, heart."

Filming begins. The brass band
starts playing and marches down the

road. The director wants to cut and
start again. The band keeps marching.

Bystanders yell to get their attentit)n,

and the band eventually stops at tlie

end of the road while a film crew from
HTV in England records the events.

I^ter, a California man wearing the

striped top and tan slacks of regulation

ckxhing in the series, asks, "Is this a

village? Tky you live here?"

His puzzlement is understandable.

The village of Portmeirion is ncH a vil-

lage at all, but a complex of cottages

and buildings designed by Welsh ar

chitetl Sir Clough Williams-Ellis in a

style generally described as Italianate.

He created the "village" for his own

pleasure and turned it into a hotel to

help pay for it Many of the buildings

were modeled after ones he had ad
mired, and some were created from
paas of houses scheduled for demoli-
tion. One unique ceiling was pur
chased at auction for fifteen pounds,
and the Town Hall was built up
around it

Club members who stroll under the

palm trees and past the prize
rhododendrons may find, however,
that Sir Williams-Ellis' village is not the

Village of the series. Number Six s re

sidence, a .small room housing Pris

oner memorabilia this weekend, is tcx)

near the green Dome where Number
Two lived. The pastel cottages, the
roads that seem sidewalks, even the

central fountain appear smaller and
are laid out inct)rreclly. The prisoner's

village is el.sewhere — perhaps in the

mind of Mr. McGcx)han.
Patrick McGoohan, having com

pleted his successful Danf^er Man/
Secret Agent series, went to Portmeir-

ion on a holiday with his family and
decided to use the site for a series

about the rebel in society. Portmeir-

ion's unique appearance and its kx>k
of isolation would be used in a pro-

gram about a secret agent who re-

signed, was kidnapped by either his

government or the enemy, and
brought to an unknown village. When
McGijohan presented the idea, with

photographs and story lines, to Lew

Ihc Prisoner's trculemark pennxfar-
thing vehicle (ahoivh McGoohan and
extras play a dangerous human cfx-ss

game (below)

Grade, Grade said, 'I don't understand
a word you're saying. It's absolutely

crazy, but it just might work
"

Others have also thought it crazy

One woman, coming out from under

the anaesthetic in her hospital room,
woke to find The Prisoner on televi-

sion and thought her mind had finally

gone. The program's complex .sym

holism confused some viewers and

frustrated others. The village was
peopled by prisoners who were all

numbered and under constant surveil

lance, all were taught or C(jnditioned

to conform, to obey, to give up what-
ever information those in charge
wanted from them: to do as they were
told If thcT conformed, ihey were re-

warded and their lives made as pleas

ant as such impri.st)ned lives could be
In ultimate control was the elusive
Number One; the visible Village man
ager was the ever changing Number
Two The prisoner, Number Six, re-

fused to play the game, declined to

explain why he resigned, and tried to

escape. In the end . . well, ihe end h.is

to be seen to be explained Compared
to an enacling of the last judgment, the

show is the most fascinating, the nK)st

frustrating, and ultimately the most
satisfying finish to any series ever seen
on television.

Critics were perplexed and tried to

classify Tfje Prisoner Was it science fie

tion? Adventure? Suspense? Was it Or
wellian? .\nti-utopian? Kafkaesque? In

AmeriGi, CBS executives were uncer
tain of audience reaaion to the pro-

gram and scheduled it for the summer
of 1968. But viewer response was
strong enough tcj bring the series back
for an encore the folK)wing summer.
When the .series aired again in Bri-

tain a few years ago, it generated more
interest David Barrie wrote to ask if

his name and address could Ix^ broad-

cast after the program so thai others

interestc*d in the series could contact

him. Initially, he expected a few
people to get together with him in a

local pub, but the response of over
300 letters in one week led to the for-

mation of the scKier.. McCrtx)han ac-

cepted the position of honorary- presi-

dent and recently told club members
that they had done "a fantastic, abso-

lutely fantastic job . . Your dedication

is extraordinary."

The scKiety is composed of local

groups that meet frequently and in

formally to discu.ss issues and ideas

presented in the series (which is still

re run on local and PBS stations across

.\nierica). The club also publishes a

quarterly. Alert, and disseminates in-

formation to members, offering arti-

cles about the show, interviews with

aaors who appeared in it, still shots

taken during the filming, and an offi-

cial button bearing the prt)gram's

penn>fanhing symbol. The society also

schedules other conventions during
the year and screens episodes pro-

vided by ITC for club ase.

During a break in filming, two
women who were extras in the series

talk about it and its star I feel that

hes here. I can still see him standing

up there, talking to us " Number
Sixtyone looks at the balcony "We
didn't understand a word he was
saying."

He had it all up here," says Mrs.

Eastwood, tapping her head. We
didn't understand, not until we saw it

on television. He was protesting
"

Number Sixty-one touches her
badge. "Tfiis is the original I've been
offered a hundred pounds for it, but I

wouldn t sell it for a thousand."

The man you see on the screen,

that s him. He could have been James
Bond, but he didn't want to be." He

(CorUinued on next page)
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brought champagne to the cast party

but didn t stay. He had so much on
his mind He was so tired."

Once my husband and I were in a

scene, sitting at a table and tning to

talk. He walked by and whispered,
Have you tried "Our Father?" As
something to .say."

Filming begins again. Kes Smith, the

direat)r, talks to the crowd. "LckA up
at Number Two. Remember, she's ev-

er>ihing you've always wanted" The
afterntX)n gets hotter. David Barrie di-

rects the praaiL-e of lines Un taping.

"Number Two! Number Two! Number
Two!" "Rah! Rahl Rah!" The sound
t;ikes are interrupted by the rush of
wind and the cries of children splash-

ing in the fountain. A can of soda clat-

ters onto the cement Bystanders are

laughing to<} loudly, ignoring the cam-
era and recording equipment Umbrel-
las droop as arms tire, and lines from
Prufrock about being only sufficient to

s^vell a scene or two come to mind.
The crowd is alternately confused,
frightened, and happy as the camera
pans At last, a break.

The plot of "By Public Demand" is

never explained. A rebel seems to be
sabotaging the Village contest for the

position of Number Two A chess
game with human figures was filmed
yesterday; today another game is being
played, but the moves are read from
sheets i)f paper. "That's not right," says

one player, suddenly realizing that his

opponent and not he is going to be
checkmated. "You've skipped a move.
The woman and her dog move back to

their original square

Meanwhile, an episode titled "The
Schizoid Man "

is Ix'ing screened in the
Town Hall. Beneath the salvaged ceil-

ing depicting the labors of Hercules,

the film unfolds at a sk)w speed When
it ends, two men begin to fiddle with
the projeaor. One asks the other why
an .\merican copy, with breaks for

commercials, is lieing used. The tMher
tells him that several copies have just

been sent to an Arab country. Ulien
the films come back, they are coated in

camel's hair. Totally unsuitable. The
other laughs. What next, Russia? Chiiu?
Roger Goodman, the society's co-

ordinator, apologizes for the prob
lems. .\n interview he taped with Pat

rick McGoohan is heard instead. In

printed interviews, his sentences are

generally separated by exclamation
points, settling like barbs around his

ideas— the tone of the man felt to be
tense, forbidding, and unccxjperative.

On tape, the tone is calm, after an ini

tial nervousness caused by the pres
ence of the tape recorder during the

interview. He relates his meeting with
Lew Grade with quiet laughter What
wiis the meaning of the pennyfarthing
symbol, he is asked. "It was a symbol
of progress An ironic symlx)l. People
are planning ttn? quickly for the future,

building bigger and better cars while
the world is running out of oil and is

full of smog.' What about the canopy
over the pennyfarthing, Goodman
asks Did that have a meaning?
McGoohan laughs. "Seat belts. Safety

regulations."

It s late and club members are leav-

ing. The director tells his extras,

'You're the best group I've ever
worked with." Number Sixt\-one has

already- left, saying, 'We'll remember
this day." She circled one eye with her
thumb and forefinger and gave the Vil-

lage good-bye, "Be .seeing you."

Readers interested in ZJfx- Prisoner
Appreciation Society should send a

self-addressed envelope, with an in-

ternational reply coupon, and their let-
I

ters to:

November, 1981

Roger G(K)dman, Co-

ordinator

Six of One (Club) I'.S.

Vm' Prisoner .\pprecia

tion .StKiety

P.O Box 61

Cheltenham, Glos.

GL52 5JX Britain

A reply ma> take

six weeks or more,

depending on mail

deli\ery.

Caibryn Lanham
lives in Blooming
Ion, Illinois, and
claims the Prisoner

fans "are t^ery nice

people: not crazy like

Trekkies " Trekkies should direct their Ixue
mail to us attd leat-e Ms Lanham alone.

McG(M)han
"He could

hate been

James
Bond .."

Ai^iliersaiul

Woody Guthrie: A Life

JOE KLEIN
Alfred A Knopf, $1595

In recent concerts, Bruce Spring-
steen has strapped a harmonica

around his neck, picked up an acoustic

guitar, and performed a melancholy-
yet-patriotic version of "This Land Is

"Vour Land," a .song he introduces as

being greatly misunderstood. The
Springsteen rendition is a far cry from
the usual happy, strummy, summer
camp singalong version of the Wtxxiy
Guthrie tune, but even Bruce slightly

misses W(X)dy's original point. As Joe
Klein tells it in his biography of the
Okemah, Oklahoma troubadour, Guth-
rie wrote the song as an angry re-

sponse to Irving Berlin's florid paean
to the U.S. of A., "Gcxl Ble.ss America.'

Woody's song was originally titled

"God Blessed America for Me," and in-

N DRINT'

eludes verses that are never sung, even
by Bruce — such as: "Was a big high
wall there that tried to stop me/A sign
was painted said: Private Property./But
on the back side it didn't say nothing
— / That side was made for you and
me . .

."

If nothing else, Klein's biography
de-my.stifies Guthrie — not only his

songs, but his person. More precisely,

he de-mystiques the artist, separating
his life from his legend, his contribu-

tions from his attributions. What
emerges is — as Kleins subtitle indi

cates — "a life," rather than a
metaphor We see Woodrow Wil.son

Guthrie, the skinny Brillo-haired Okie,
as a gifted, ever-curious man who
rather unconsciously tapped into the
public's need for, first, a cornpone
hillbilly, then a proletariat balladeer,

and finally a ft)lk music martyr. Guth
rie's mythology d(x;.sn't seem so much
planned as provided by others. As he
described him.self in comparison to his

sensible older brother, "He is making

his life, and I am letting my life make
me."

Guthrie's is an engrossing story,

partly because Klein's a go<xl reporter
(he's covered politics (ot Rolling Stone
since 1974) and partly because Guth-
rie's life contained a full complement
of travels, tragedies (several family in-

juries and deaths in fires, his own sad
disintegration under Huntington's
Chorea) and triumphs. Klein is to be
prai.sed for not turning the book into a

psychohistory as so many biographers
are wont to do, yet sometimes one
wishes for a bit more analysis.

And finally, the lxx>k stimulates the
reader— at least this one— to seek out
a copy of "Dust Bt)wl Ballads" and li.s-

ten to Guthrie sing his songs. Lacking
that, I play my LP's by one of the keep-
ers of the Guthrie flame, his son Arlo,

who usually perft)rms at least one of
W(X)dy's compositions per album. Fit-

tingly, it was Arlo to whom Guthrie en-
tru.sted the preservation of the real
This Land Is Your Land." On a trip

home from the hospital (where he
spent his last 15 years). Woody tcxik

Arlo into the backyard and, barely able

to strum a guitar, taught the youngster
the last three— rarely sung— verses to

This Land . . He [thought] that if 1

dont learn them, " Klein quotes Arlo as

saying, "no one will remember."

Mtcbele Kort

The Day the Music Died
JOSEPH C. SMITH
Grote Press

Well, "died" is a little strong
>»'hat Joseph C. Smith (we know

him better in the music busine.ss as

Sonny Knight ) attempts to chronicle in

this novel is the initial alxluction of the

righteous .sound that was to become
RiKk & Roll and the eventual selling of

it into neat, harmless little \inyl com
modities. We are told of the evolution

fIN,
.,.»«•'

w K

of the genre from the mo.st soulful

R&B licks to the insipid teen laments
that the industry called the "dumb"
sound— from the summer of 1956 to

Christmas, 1963 (and we all know what
happened early in 1964).

Smith does make an admirable ef

fort to view the industry from all ang-

les, hopping from LA. to Nashville to

Chicago to New York. Significantly, the
principle characters are ntH tho.se who
make the music, but the ones who
produce and market it, and they are a

diverse lot whose ideas vary about
where the artistry should end and the
cold commerce begin. But as much as

we'd like to read this novel as a .son of
offbeat textbook on the early days of
the business before Rock was
mainstreamed, it seems rather randt)m
ami fragmented. The story is equally
unsatisfying. The characters are .strong

enough, and their changing values do
reflect the growth and decay of the
morals of the business, but the reatling

(Continued on fHigc 2J)
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UKP4200

Nowyou can park al Pioneer inatigM space.
UKP2200

UKP7200

TS^5

UKP5200

When the new small cars came out we had a little

problem squeezing into some ofthem.

So we put ourselves on a reducing plan.

We trimmed our new mini car stereos by an inch,

so they fit neatly into small cars. And, as with our regular-

size car stereos, we included all the outstanding features

that have made us famous.

Our super sensitive Supertuner®!!, for example,

automatically adjusts itself to give you the best possible

FM reception. Our exclusive ATSC feature, adjusts

tape tension to keep your tape from being eaten. Also
automatically

And our new small Pioneers even offer you die end-
less system possibilities ofour entire accessories line.

So, at long last,you no longer have to buy a car to fit

your Pioneer.

iD PIONEER'
The Best Sound Going.

To find your nearest dealer, toll free, call: (800) 447 4700. In Illinois: (800) 322-4400.
©1981 Pioneer Electmnics of America, 1925 E. DominRuez Street. Long Beach, California 90810
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Fridays- TheyCan Handle It!

Alfyersayui November, 1981 November, 1981

"We were attacked when we started as a
Saturday Night' clone, and obviously that
was justified. But we've grown a lot since
then, and the audience took us to heart.

"

BY Jim Seale Fridays co-producer Jack Bums

As If they have just turned in a baffling mid-term exam and are waiting for the
fxjstmg of the scores, the performers of ABCs late night comedy show, Fri-
ciays, bide their time in a lounge area at the network studios

The curtain has just been dropped on the fUll dress rehearsal of their firstshow of the 1981 fall season, featuring comedian Andy Kaufman as guest
I he applause from the mostly college-age audience is thundering, but the
show runs ovenime, which means somebody's skit must be dropped It
IS Friday, 6.05 p.m. Ready or not, the 90 minutes of music, gags and
sketches worked up since Sunday will have to be altered by 9 pm
when the show will be performed live to millions on the east coast
and midwest.

In a conference room above them, Fridays' lanky ever-pre
occupied producer, John Moffin, huddles with" ABC bra^ to make
the crucial decisions.

Here, however, the cool professionalism prevailing through a
week of rehearsal gives way to a tension the performers work
off in various ways. The usually plucky Maryedith Burrell is
pensively withdrawn while her long-haired boyfriend silently
rubs her feet Mark Blankfield. who did another hilarious
turn that night as the speed freak pharmacist, mutters crit
ically about his own performance. Bruce Mahler pours
his energies into a classical piece on the piano.

The usually low-key Larry David and John Roarke
let loose with a manic two-man impression of the

Tijuana Brass, a pop instrumental group
of the 1960s.

As the group takes places at a nearby con-
ference table, Moffitt rushes in to lay on the

verdict. The opening that included
Melanie Chartoff and Brandis Kemp

as punk-and-country-western
Siamese twins will be elimi
nated. Darrow Igus' "Rasta
Chef,

" a continuing character
who's a reggaed Jamaican ver

sion ;.f Julia Child, will be
dropped. Inserted will be an

extra bit by Kaufman that will have
him sing along with the audience.
On cue, the lights go out unex

pectedly, and four of the writers
march in hoi.sting a big American
flag illuminated with a produc-
tion assistant's flashlight They
serenade the assembled throng
with a song of their own
composition, to the tune of

the "Star Spangled Banner."
Fortified with that tension-

breaking tonic of silliness, the group
goes on at 9 p.m. Kaufman, the man who
used to wrestle women on Saturday
Ni^ht I ill', comes onstage in a polyester
three piece suit and announces his con-

version to fundamentalist Christianity He
brings on the proper Kathie Sullivan,' who
n real life is an up-and-coming gospel
recording artist and Lawrence We/k

Shfjw regular, as his intended bride
Later in the show, he repeatedly
interrupts the Pretenders —
moves which have been meticu
louslv staged in rehearsal to ap
pear impromptu.

Sullivan's manager, Dave Peters
II. confirms backstage thai the
match made in East Holh-wood is

Kaufman s latest schtick They re
going to ride this as long as thev can,
but by the time your anicle comes out

IriiUtys' miters (top to h(,i

torn): Bruce Kirschhaiim.
l-arn' Chark'S. Mark Curtiss.

Fkmw I'ofK', Ttx)m(4s Kranur.
Rod Ash, Jack Bums (co

firoduci'r) Opposite /Htfie

Head unters /<K' Slmlktfi (to/t^

and Stitv Adatm

it'll be over The weird thing is they've really started to like each
other. He's even asked her out

"

It all does what it is supposed to do — get attention — and view-
ers jam the ABC switchboards in New York with calls. And Kaufman
and the nine Fridays regulars put on the kind of 90-minute show
which most critics say has made Fridays THE late night show to
vOatch. Fridays co-producer Jack Burn.s, formerly of the comedy
team of Burns and Schreiber, sums up a week at the show. "This
show was put together by glue and Scotch tape when it began
and still is

"

As fragile as the weekly constru«ion may be, Fridays exudes a
new confidence these days. There is a new approval from critics, a
solid audience, and most important, finally a .self-identity.

That last was n<x easy to come by. When Fridays premiered in
April 1980, its format was self-consciously copied from that of NBC's
successful late night show, Saturday Ni^bt Line

Critics scorned Fridays as a lame, vulgar imitation, even though
Saturday Ni^ht Live itself borrowed heavily from earlier ground
breaking TV variety shows. Fridays had other problems too, such
as six ABC affiliates dropping the show early in its first season
(four have since returned). They were outraged over an earthy
sketch called '"Women >Xlio Spit" and a horror film spoof called
Diner of the Living Dead, " in which cast members appeared to
eat human flesh.

"We were trying to do something terrific and clever that would
grab people's attention, take away from the comparisons to the
other show,

"
said Pat Tourk Lee, an executive consultant for Fridays

About halfway into its first season, the show began to hit some
right ke>'s and find its own voice. It was the same Saturday Niffht
format, but the cheap drug and sex jokes which seemed designed
only to get attention gave way to a new stjphistication.
The intr(xluaion of weekly guests, who have included Kaufman

Madeline Kahn, George Hamilton and rnhers, seemed to provide a'
badly needed center for each week's show. The nine regulars
seemed to connea better with the material, if onlv because it con-
tained funnier jokes and more memorable recurring' charaaers

Most visible have been Melanie ChanofT, who anchors the mock
news show, and Blankfield. he of the cross-eyed visage whose speed
Ireak pharmacist's desperate prayer is "I can handle it. I can handle
"
KK ^^r 'T^^'

charaaers include Larry Davids wacky orthcxlox
rabbi, Mar^edith Burrell's terse news correspondent, Kemp's devas-
tating Rona Barrett, Igus' Rasta Chef, " Michael Richards' drag
queen, Bruce Mahler's Spanish radio announcer, and John Roarke's
doltish Ronald Reagan.
A.sFn^5 ratings audience steadily grew. Saturday was becoming

the loneliest night of the week. Saturday Night became a viaim of
Its own success, as its cast acquired such ren«wn that they went
into movies. The show continues, but few can name its new regu-
lars, and now finds itself with the same identity problem Fridays
staned out with

Friday-s was created by Moffitt, an Emmy award-winning direc-
tor/producer, and his late partner Bill Lee, who died of cancer
early his year. Moffitt turned down a chance to direct the first

forT^r rf
'"'''"' '^'^'^ ^"' genuinely mourns the dip in its

fortunes. There is no gloating. We all obviously admired theshow very much.
uiuicvjinc

Probably the bigge.st irony about Moffitt's cast is that they re-

mu^ ..?h > r? '^^"^ '"'" ' ''^''"'^«>' ^'^^^ '-«* nio'd asmuch as the critics did.

shX'y^^CA r«"? '^\^f '"^"' '''^"' ^^'^•^^''h has curly hair.

Bur".,|tid
' "^'' '^""" ^""'^ ^>*"«' 'Oh. come on!

"

MZ^t^""^
'^"^ con.sequences of deling something like Sattmia^,

X t h
• TJ*'"''

'"'' ^""^ '" ^" ^•'^^' 'he network wanted,
f the show was left to us, you would have seen a conscious effonto have done something different, David said
Another obstacle for the creation-by-committee nature of the

anriO^'wHr r

^''7'"'^"""« ^''f^'^-' "f ''^r<'^i"« 'ogether 9 pc-rtormers

could .,,7^' T '" '^"'"«''^*'
'" ^'^'^'^ ••"^^'- ^'"!-'^v -v«/./

•

hudiics fr< m Chicago s tamed Second City improvi.sational troupe

said "T,^,Jt^ ^w^T -"
'^l

^'^ '^"^ ^« f'^*^'-" ""^ '-^^ '"c-mbc>r

.?' V •

' '
''"'' '" ' '"""^ ""c'd with photos oiFric^m-X ourT; T

""";
'T""'

"'«^''"^' ""^ 'f^^' •'- -'ters kn^
NN hat our talents are. the shows better than lx-f< )re

.er^*^";!!;"^!"'"' ","'r'
'^^>«"'""" -^ '^^ March, with "Al-

n wLch rX .'' P'>''"-' -"-c hased on the film Altered States,

ohnson and ohn P
^'^'" ^'f" '"'""'"« '"'" ^''^''''^ ^'"-^^ Lyndon

^^r<,u. that the obvious superiority of the l-ridays skit sened as asvmbolK changing of the avant garde
^tncd as a

heh^l'pu, th^rr T "' ^''"""^' ''"'«^'" -mpressionist has

and I said, That's it!'"

Jridays at times moves beyond political satire into
the kind of intelleaual sophistication even Saturday
Ntght never quite touched. "The Song of the Wood
man,

"

written by the shows Steve Adams, featured ayoung couple engaged in the kind of deep conversation ^
about the mysteries of the universe that is usually foundonly '"Swedish movies. The couple is repeatedly inter-rupted by Father Guido Sarducci and Dawn (without TonyOnando); the good father's matter-of-fact instructions aboutwhere to store their firewood are mistaken by the coup"e
lor cosmic truths.

""^ic

Other recurring cimraaers go far beyond the broad mugging ofTV variety shows: Kemp's steel-edged fonune teller, who delfversher predictions of dc»m as if shed swallowed a bottle of Dexe-drme; and Michael Richards' quietly subversive Trickster, who sends

?ou^u?p2n"^'
'"'*' ''' "' '"«^' ""' '"^ ^ ^'""P'^ "" ''^^"« ^

in'i^h^r^l'^-'r^
'*"""'' '"^ ""'""' ""^"^ ^'^^«'y ^''^ performers

in rehearsal. There isnt a better job in television for writer^who wanta say in their material, and our material is less like the rest of TV andmore like the writers," said Adams, who started his Hollywcxxi career fouryears ago writing for Donny and Marie Osmonds variety show
Here, if your sketch doesn't get a laugh, you feel like you've struck outthree times. At Donny and Marie, you didn't think it was funny Xr OnFnd^^f It doesn't work, you cant blame anybody but yourself. " he Jd -

,ll^^r T"' k"
'""^^ '"'*'' °^ "^^ ^"'"' '' '^ ««>"P of ABC censors to whom

^fcTa:;1ir" ^ "'"'""^ '"'""^'"^^
^ ^^^P"'^ ^'^•- ''-^

^^ - setutd u^Hrours

One such negotiadon involved the lyric of an original song in a sketch 'The US could

Joe Shulkin, who with Adams is cohead writer, remembers that dispute wellEach person we talked to at ABC said that line couldn't pass because it was editoriali7

^i^T^Zlv'^nonS^E^V^ '"t?''"^
'*^«'"'"'' P^"'^"'-'-'y -°ntaining relationships

Tn i M b ^ .^ " ^ ^y ^"^ *"'' '^•"" ^""^ '^"sP^^ct. "Autoporn,' written by Rod Ashand Mark Curtiss, the team which created Blankfields pharmacist sketches wL a montte

^er Sfh'^^H"""''^^""*""
•" ^'"'' "^ ' «"y '" '^'•'^ i-l^^y shoS; tenderly ch^Sgunder the hood, as well as a "morning after" cigarette enjoyed by a young man ne« to Scar, which exhaled its own fumes through its exhaust pipe

Johnny Carson, who we compete against, gets more latitude
than we do in terms of sexual references. " Shulkin complained
I once asked a network executive whv we couldn't get the
same freedom, since we compete with him. And he aaually
said the difference was that it was more offensive for young
upstarts to say these things than this older gray-haired man
who does it with a boyi.sh grin"
One phrase that did sneak by was lettered on the T-shirt ofWendy O. Williams, the mohawk-hairdoed lead singer of the

Plasmatics. Network officials later asked the meaning of "Don't Be
a Wanker, a British slang expression meaning, uh, one should ncK
frivolously handle one's own pnxreative iastrument
"We t<:.ld them we didn't know. They still to this day don't know what

It means, one .staffer said. For months afterward, the name was dropped
into sketches by the amu.sed writing .staff.

Gnjups such as the Plasmatics, the Pretenders, and the latest in new
wave who ap|K-ar in spots on the show have helped give Fridays its own
Identity, since such bands rarely make it te) the tube outside the Don
Kir.schner-.fe/<^ Gold circuit. The liveliness of such aas is probably re-
sponsible for a cenain raunchiness in the live .studio audience who.se
h(K^Ls and whoops at the slightest mention of drugs and .sex .sometimes
unnerve the performers.

But nob(xly can quite account for the demographics of the
Fridays hcjme audience. ABC set out to get the Saturday
Night market of 25 to 40-year olds, but in.stead found
a surer footing among young teens and even
children.

That grammar ,sch<x)l playgrounds are
(continued on page 22)
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Music has greater dimension on TDK cassettes.
Powerful. Defined. Unwavering. From classical to country
you'll hear the driving force. The vibrant clarity. No matter
where you go, the road never comes between you and your
music. Because TDK is made to move. And sweep you along.
Music lives on TDK as no other casseue.
Next time out, share it. MUSIC LIVES ON TDK

t/
TDK cassettes are warranted for a lifetime

TDK.
c^ 1981 TDK Electronics Corp Garden Cily. N Y 1 1530
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Several Small

Magazines

That Americans

Are Reading

Today

BY Fred Setterberg

People are seduced by booKs and
magazines evervday We have only to

consider the renewed interest in

schcx)! and public librar\' censorship
to recognize the power and fear that is

still the mark of the printed word,
(The American Library Asstxiation re-

cently entered its protest over the
wave of publication-banning that has
spread throughout the country as pan
of the national advance of a conserva-
tive social agenda. The marked illiter

acT of the censors is the one bright
spot in the ALA's otherwise gl<x)my re-

port: the book-banners, it seems,
haven't read a new bo<jk in years, and
they are still fighting over the old
standards such as Brave Neu- World,
Soul on Ice, and Catcher in the Rye )

Yet, the censors, as ugly and
dangerous as their trade may be, are
operating from an accurate premise.
They are correa in believing that ideas
are dangerous. They are right in wor-
rying about the printed page refleaing
reality and perceptions in their coar-
sest, most damaging and seductive
(read: subversive) forms The censors
understand another important fact

abtjut ideas and images once they have
been placed upon the printed page,
they understand that in our s<xiety —
generally literate and media-saturated
— our personal and colleaive realities,

our sense of the possible, is not
merely reflected, but also shaped by
our slogans, by our b<x)ks and by our
magazines

Wputyridert is a slick and news-
MJ prim monthly aimed at the adult
male biker. Like (Xher .specialty' maga-
zines, its existence pivots upon a
single concept and a targeted
readership. Lfniike most specialty mag-
azines — The Canadian Horse, The
Woman Bowler. Snuwmohile News —
it has a ct)nsiderable following; circula-

tion runs 405,000. "It's not Boy's Life"
warns the editor in the 1981 edition of
Writer's Market Easyriders is wrinen
for the individuali.st — a rugged guy
who enjoys riding a chopper and all

the good times derived from it."

A recent edition of Easyriders in-

cluded several illustrated tips for cas-
tomizing bikes; a short story about
boxing, entitled Feelin' Your Age, " by
a writer named Wino Joe; a lengthy
repon on an in-house editorial .squab-
ble over whether to review rock or
country music (Either stan writin'
about music that people like" .says

Spider, the magazine's Executive
Janitor, father figure, and apparently
the man-in-charge, Or Im gonna run
your stuffed armadillo up your butt. ")

As in most i.ssues. there are several
color spreads of naked women straildl-

ing motorcycles and random amateur
photos of bikes, bikers, ol ladies and
rugrats (parlance for women and chil-

dren); its a family magazine of soas, a
biker's family, homey and obscene, full

of belches and faas and cxher lapses in
simple good taste that are usually re
served for those whom we know best
and trust to understand Each issue
contains serious repcjrts, printed on
newstock rather than glo.ssy paper,
about highway safety, legislation per
taining to bikes, police actions against
bikers; there are pages of idiotic jokes
and crude cancx)ns, adveni.sements for
biker apparel and paraphernalia
(Who Sez You Can't Smoke at 60
m.p.h ?") The tone of individualism is

maintained throughout the copy:
Don't meddle now in a bro's prob-
lems, cautions the Astrology forecast
for Taurus, cause your motives could
be misinterpreted ' Easyriders is

everyman with a chip on his shoulder
and a warrant out for his arrest, prob-
ably due to a glove compartment full

of unpaid parking tickets It claims to

be written "like men would speak to

each other without women being
around,

" yet it is highly stylized, pan
dering to a ritual uneducated tough
ness and ungrammatical construciions:

we suspect that everyone involved
with the magazine, from reader to wri-
ter, is a lot smarter than he's lening on.

"1 love bikers, their macho attitude,

leathers, and Harley- Davidsons, " re-

ports Luscious Lisa, the featured pin-up
for the September issue. "They are the
true free spirits . . . nomads riding
across the plains, renegades traveling

to see the world. The last of the
romantics'" But for all the roman-
ticized muscle-flexing and talky
roughness of the magazine, there re-

mains a quirky sense of dread and
powerlessness running through ad and
editorial copy. We are misfits, EMsyrid
ers seems to be saying with a certain
dark pride and baroque celebration;
not only the (jutlaws of scKiety, but the
unwanted and forcibly removed. "I

was drafted right after high ,sch(X)l and
forced into manhtxxi' at the age of
nineteen" writes a reader in Easyriders
Vet Voice column Viet Nam left both
physical and mental scars that to this

day still haunt me." Isn't this the very
voice of the powerless, and, it might
be suggested, the oppressed? Without
romanticizing the biker ("If you dig
POT" Allen Gin.sberg wrote to the
Hell's Angels in 1965, just as they were
threatening to bu.st up an anti-Viet
Nam march in Berkeley, 'Why don't
you dig that the whole generation who
don't dig the heat, war, also dig po( and
con.sciousness & spontaneity & hair
and they are your natural brothers "),

and without suggesting that the ex-
pressed brutalities and sheer mean-
ness of the Easyriders creed are any-
thing better than absurd defeas and
blackholes of unreason, it is still im-
ponant to recognize that we are talk-

ing here about jjeople who are not at

all stupid about their relationship to
power and wealth The Easyriders of
America ~ remember, .some 405,000
strong — df) not merely compose the
club rosters of the Hells Angels, Gypsy
Jokers, .Satan's Slaves, and the like, they
primarily represent thousands of
everyday working guys who own, ' ur

desire to own," or know that they will

net'er j^et it tof^ether to own a very ex-
pensive, beautifully crafted, highly-

individualized piece of stylish ma-
chinery, a pas.sport to the world. In-

deed, the magazine strikes a posture of
rowdy estrangement from those
normal " people who wield power,
those who hold and enjoy money and
respectability. The magazine speaks to
a greasepit rebellion that lacks the
ambition (and analysis) to take control.

Theres anger here, some justified and
some of it kxjpy, but it is, finally, an
anger that fails to find its logical end in

usc-ful recognitions or action beyond
the bar brawl.

^oldier of Fortune, The
•^Journal of Professional Adven
turcrs, '" boasts 200,{X)0 readers, an in-

crc»ase in circulation of nearly fifty per-

cent over last year. This slick monthly
publication is produced as a trade
magazine for mercenaries, a technical

guide and fantasy device for would-be
killers in the service of whatever par
ticular might is now defined as right.

(Might, in Soldier of Eortune, is always
aligned with the political right The
current issue features a long, laudatory
article about the remains of Anastasio
Somoz^'s National Guard, now training

in Honduras.) Soldier of Eortune is a
salvo of unspeakable acts. The maga-
zine assumes a C(x)l, measured, pro-

fessional tone while detailing the
theory and practice of warfare In
these pages, death is never a messy
item; it is laboratory clean, quantifi-

able, and engagingly spry. This is a
world in which the idea of nuclear
hokxaust is cute. A recent issue ran an
advertisement for t-shirts reading
"Support First Strike ": the drawing
acrcxss the front of the shin depicxs a
sleek American missile piercing a map
of the Soviet Union.

"In America, " Alan Wolfe wnxe re-

cently in The Nation, guns are a way
of life, sometimes a political philoso-

phy Guns, after all, are a commcxl
ity, and the unwritten law of American
life is that thou shah not seriously

interfere with the buying and selling of
commodities." The marketability of
Soldier of Eortune's peeping Tom vio-

lence is evident throughout the twin-

ing of ad and editorial copy. Mail-

order displays for the five volume
opus, How to Kill (the ad contains pic-

torial deuils of the eye gouge, head
smash, and rwo-fingered .strangle) is

the perfea compliment to an anicle
entitled "Commando Quiz: Rate Your
Toughness" ("Hitting slightly behind
and below the ear with a forceful

edge-of-the hand . . . strike will break a

subject "s neck. True or False?"") Deeper
into the magazine, there are ads for

Rhixlesian Army recruiting px).sters; the
ads set up a lengthy repon on Soviet

actions in Africa. The monthly readers
column of I Was There" experiences
("We could almost taste the heavy
cxJor of gun jxiwder and blcxxJ in the
air .. ) is the natural relative to the

magazine's classified section: "Man for

hire: GckxJ with small arms . . . Ill do
the job right.

Soldii'r of lontoie is highly succe.ss-

ful in the game that it plays. The maga-
zines mere availability introduces
blcKxIy possibilities into the realm of
everyday life; its founding principle—
lets .say, its marketing concept— is an
applied rape of commonsense and
commonplace tough-guy fantasies.

Soldier of Eortune fondles death as
though it were a new toy and lives to
tell the worid that killing is a chuckle.
Suddenly, through the strength of a
few pages, life becomes a Manichean
heresy, devoid of texture, complexity,
or moral dilemma.

The multitude of books " said Vol-
taire, "is making us ignorant." The
printed word can dissemble far more
easily than it may scratch out the truth.

In particular, the magazine— more ac-
cessible (and dispcxsable) than a book,
and enlisted in the service of all things
timely— has shown an inherent drive
towards serving up disinformaticjn. (A
march through the back pages <jf, say.
Life in the 1%0 s will tell us le.ss about
what was happening in Viet Nam than
how those events were being misrep

t

resented and misperceived.) Faa or
fantasy, it all reaches back to first

things: why, aside from the enormous
motive of making money, does the
magazine exist? What does it believe
about the world?

5Urpivef another monthly slick
scxjn to be availabk? from the pub

lishers oi Soldier of Eortune, believes
that the world is very .scxm going to
come to an end. The world will end in
fire and ice, famine and combative
anarchy; but you, the reader, may wig-
gle out of the collective fate if you are
prepared to take the necessary steps.
Suniml is a guide and catalog to ex
treme preparedness What these ac
counts, and in faa, the people have in
common," explain the publishers, "is

the underlying belief that an individual
must provide for him.self and his fam-
ily Uncertain times demand self-
sufficiency for survival.""

I would argue that uncertain times,
these times, make .self-sufficiency im-
possible, and that too many dlscu.s-
sions and strategies ft)r private solu-
tions to public and even global prob
lems must speak direaly to the very
bottom of the American spirit —
rapacious individualism steeled again.st
the community Certainly, the retreat
from belief in a social gospel, religious
and secular, is today both evident and
understandable; it is as understanda-
ble, in its response of fear and the
need to aa, as the limited and rather
pointless brotherhcxxl of bikers, or the
lunatic rage of the weapons expert.
Each of these solutions — the middle
point to the small specialty magazines
that we have been leafing through— is

a different interpretation of a single,
hut pervasive notion that now touches
us all, e.stablishing and adjusting both
personal and public agendas. That no-
tion in .\merica, things are not well;
for Americans, there is work to be
done. .

THl; OK^.\TSMANS}|lf CENtnr

NEWS

fommuniiy Jobs and The
%J GrmHtsmmnship Center Nem$
are two specialty magazines that speak
direaly to the principle of work. 1 hey
are magazines of public .solutions; they
tell us how community researchers
can u.se a small computer to examine
Icxal environmental policies, and how
to cut a path through the maz^e of fed-
eral grants support ("What has 500
Pans, Costs $83 Billion, and is Con-
demned by Almost Everytxxly?""). Re-
cent i.ssues have taken on grassroots
fundraising, reducing energy costs for
low-budget consumer-baseci organiza-
tions, the u.se and management of con-
sultants in organizational and political
work. Bcjth magazines are decidedly
action-oriented, containing a great deal
of useful information on the care and
feeding of non-profit groups and
community organizations. (Commu
nil}' Jobs also runs — in faa, is based
upon — an extensive listing of .service,

aclvcxracy, and organizing jobs available
throughout the country.) These are
self-help guides in the be.st and
strongest sense; they exist to offer so-

lutions, to make acce.ssible vital .skills.

They are also concerned, as detailed in

a recent Issue of the News, about the
p.sychology of community work, about
the "ways that will help keep the per-
son who is fighting the good fight

alive, well, effective, and balanced for

the duration."'

Community Jobs and The
Grantsmanship CerUer News, like their

counterparts — Easyriders, Soldier of
Eortune, and Sunii<al — illustrate the
range of po.ssible response to our tur-

bulent age. The great difference, of
course, is that the two former publica-
tions take the time and effort to iden-

tify some of our problems below the
scale of mythic catastrophe; they set a

course toward .scjiutions; they fail the
option for inebriated fraternity,

dreamy privatism, reactionary vio-

lence. All of these magazines acJdress

the great disturbance that is reaching

through our ccjuntry. And each of
these magazines, in ways that are al-

ternatingly heartening, profoundly dis-

turbing, and wildly, sometimes per
versely eccentric, arc telling us, for

good and ill, about some of the

choices that are being made, about the

sides that are now lining up.

from the abnormally entertaining album

»A.
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From the dawn
of recorded

stereo, millions of

audiophiles have
turned to Shure

phono cartridges to

get the most from

their stereo

systems—and for

good reason. We
introduced the first

moving magnet
cartridge, the first truly

high fidelity low mass
stereo cartndge, and a host

of other innovations, hght up
to today's Hyperelliptical

stylus tip, Dynamic Stabilizer,

and SIDE-GUARD stylus

protection system. From the
original M3D. the first high fidelity

stereo cartridge (which is still

available) to the V15 Type IV,

Shure has been the leader in phono
cartndge technology. Our complete
phono cartridge line, with over 700

models for all applications, is by far the
widest selection offered by any phono cartridge manu-
facturer in the world. For more than 25 years, Shure has
been the performance, technological, and sales 'eader
in high fidelity phono cartridges ... and that's why mil-
lions of audiophiles around the world have made us their
source of sound. See your Shure dealer about upgrad-
ing your system with the number one name in phono
cartridges.

Shure Brothers Inc
, 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, IL 60204

In Canada A. C Simmonds & Sons Limrted
Manufacturer of high fidelity components,

microf)hones, loudspeakers.
sourxi systems and related circuitry

rHE KINKS
Gitv the People What They Want

(Arista) Kink kingpin Ray Davies has
long been a rcKker with a .stxial cwn-
.science, though hi.s band's most recent
LPs have found his voice somewhat
muted. Give the People What They
Want, however, is loaded with topical

commentary, some of it rather heavy-
handed Davies has a lot on his mind
and he speaks it forcefully throughout
the disc.

The albums stxrial overview, if rn)t

completely despairing, is tinged with a

distinct cynicism. The title track is an
ironic anthem for entertainers (includ-

ing, perhaps, the Kinks??) who pander
to their audience's worst instincts.

'Bring on the lions and open the cage,

"

Davies sings in his trademark droll

manner. Despite their biner ovenones,
though, Davies lyrical observations
.seem nxned in moral conviction. Such
songs as Killer's liycs " and "A Little

Bit of Abuse" (the latter a ponrait of a

banered wife) touch on themes of re-

sponsibilit>- and proper condua, point
ing hngers at the thoughtless and
selfish. Better Things, " the LPs clos
ing tune, is so sticky-.sweet in its t>p

timism that it underscores the serious-

ness of IVjvies' writings even more.
And. oh yes — the music Davies'

lyrics are so up-front that the playing
on the album may get passed over. For
the most pan, the Kinks' music here is

clean-cut rotk. nothing fancy but gen-
erally high quality.

Still, this LP is Ray Davies' soapbox,
and his message is loud and clear:

Give the people what they want— and
may GtxJ have mercv' on your .soul

"

Barry Aybnso

''HE ROLLING STONES
Tattoo You

(Roiling Stones KecordsJThe lyrics to
an old Howlin' Wolf blues — How
many more years are you goin' to dog
me around ' —come to mind when iLs

tenmg to the new Rolling Stones opus
Tattoo Von Mick. Keef and the boys,
with their last wholly realized album
almost a decade behind them, are .still

dogging us around with phoned-in,
vacuum-packed projects like the new
release

TattiKj )ou is the latest in the c<jn

tinning series of dismaying post^Ivi/t-

on Main Stnvi albums

—

Cioui's llvcuJ

Soitp. Its Only RtKk and Roll. Black
and lilue, Hmotional Rescue — that

have .served to remind us how spiritu

ally dead the Stones have become in

their declining years Oh, the fabled
Stones sound is still there, and it's a

fooler: you can .sometimes be seduced
by the cont<med guitar licks and the
feverish drums But on Ta'ttH) Yon, as

on mo,st of the other Stones releases of
the Seventies, the sound surrounds a
lyrical core full of air — .sort of the
rock & roll equivalent of glazed
donuts. The bright moments on 1978's
Some Girh look more and more like

inspired flukes with each succeeding
album.

Tattoo You's fa.si side/slow side
strategy makes its lack of emotional
weight all the more apparent The
rcxrkers on side one, with their pat i

tros and familiar arrangements, blai.

by, to be rapidly subsumed in thi

mind
The ballad side is on the surface

more involving; the Stones still know
how to set an evcxative mood in a

slow piece. But once you get past the

dreamy chording and the lush

floating-on-a-cloud prixJuction, you're
left with a collection of .songs that

tickle the backbone and leave the
cerebral conex out to dry. With one
notable exception, these songs .strike

one as emcHional charades; listen to

them, and then to "No Expectations'

or "Mtx)nlight Mile" or 'Wild Horses,'

compare, and you'll get the drift.

The Stones do manage to ri.se to the

txTcasion once on Tattoo You, on the

album ckxser, "Waiting on a Friend."

The song, a lament about romance
considered from a mature jx'rspectixe,

is honestly and achingly sung byjagger
and embellished with an economical
Sonny Rollins ,sax solo. Like the very-

best Stones songs, it rings true and
cuts deep, but here it's a sad case of
t(xi little t<K) late.

Chris Morris

original in our culture, rcxrk & roll was
the creation of involuntary immigrants
from We.st Africa and their progeny.

So why, then, is Swamp Dogg such
an anomaly? A black guy who dcxfs

rock & roll— ncH funk, not disco, not

lounge music — shouldn't be odd,
considering the dark-hued origin of
the form. Maybe Swamp is the last

black rcxrker or maybe he's the van-

guard of a black rcxk renais.sance. One
doubts he's had time to give the sufv

ject much thought in light of the obvi-

ous deep concentration unspared on
the music and lyrics on his latest al-

bum. Soulfully sung, brilliantly ar-

ranged and written with irony, pathos
and lots of humor (all credit to the
Dogg hi.sself), Swamp has his heaviest

album out since the legendary Total

Destruction to Your Mind made
underground waves twelve years ago.

You want protest? Try California Is

Drowning and 1 Live Down by the
River "; you want a contemporary love

.song? Mow about .Swamps duet with
blues queen E.sther Phillips on The
Love We Got Ain't Wonh Two Dead
Flies." You want a think piece in the

J(x> South tradition? Lay the needle
down on Low Friends in High
Places." But, mostly, you want nxk &
roll and that's what you get in vinually

every track, and most especially in the
rollicking "Wine, Women And Rcxrk n
Roll."

It is entirely appropriate that Swamp
Dogg is the figment of the mind (and
body) of producer/arranger/ instru-

mentali.st/ singer/entrepreneur Jerr>-

Williams, Jr The Dogg character can
do what no real human can do trans-

cend the swill of the commonplace
and forge ahead in a totally iconoclas

tic musical mind grinne. Only a I>ogg
can do all that and get away with it.

Bob Merits

U PAIRS
Playing with a Different Sex

CWAMP DOGG
»3 Im NotSellingOut/ImBuyingin

(TakomaJTtmf; seems to have
obscured the fact that rock & roll

(were talking real rock & roll here

—

not "rock. '" that modern industrial

commodity as packaged by strutting

fops in h(Kkey arenas) was invented
by black people. Might have been
Robert Johnson, maybe Roy Good
Rixkin' Tonight"' Bn)wn, could have
been Loui.s Jordan; the actual culprit

will never Ix' found out but keep in

mind that, like virtually everything else

(Human) The Au Pairs, hailing from
Birmingham, Kngland, North of Lon-
ck)n in the industrial midlands, play
with a whole new deck of cards In

Birmingham, unemployment runs high
and apathy seems conducive with and
encouniged by the State (expressed in

no uncertain terms in Headache").
Tlayinfi ttilh a Different Sex is a far cry

from the bands first self-produced
single. Kerb Crawler," distributed by
Rough rr;ide Records in Hnghind and
America. Routh Trade has long been
noted for advcxating equal rights The

((nnlinncd on pa^v Jl)

GRATEFUL DEAD
Dead Set

(Arista) If anyone had bothered to ask
whether we really needed another
double live Grateful Dead package,
then IX'oJ Set, their latest long winded
labor might never have seen the light

of day. That would have been too bad,
because Dead Set is the album that fin

ally proves a million Deadheads cant
be all wrong.

Dead Set is a followup to their
two-LP ail acou.stic album Reckoning,
which, in turn was a followup to a

venerable tradition of interminable
guitar solos, drum pyrotechnics and
ragged vocals from live Dead to

F.unjpe '72 to Steal Your Face to . . fill

in the blank

The palpable difference with IX-ad
Set —and one that gives the effort the
di-stinct feel of a qualified succe.ss— is

the pacing. From the opening thud of
"Samson and Delilah to the final
wheeze of "Brokedown Palace," the
band is deliberately and unswervingly
somnambulant And that ain't bacl.
None of this hotheaded New Wave
flapdoodle for Jerry and the boys.
Ncjsiree. The Dead opt for attention in
quite another way — they hypnotize
you. And if you just give up and, gulp,
face the music, it's really kind of .scxuh-
ing. Like an alpha wave trance or
crashing surf — little wonder thou-
sands barken. Dead Set is music for
tomorrows' elevators.

Davin Seay

no one knows how far John Print's
storytelling might reach. At the
close of an amiable intei^iew last
year he mentioned a 6'8" brother

named Billy — The most dangerous
Prine. He makes me look like Pat
Boone" — with a rockabilly band called
Whiplasti and the Lawsuits. I believed
that as much as the story preceding it

about a new label to be called Oh Boy
Records. "I'd just record female
Country-and-Western singers," said
Prine. "It'd be a fun way to grow old.

"

Tonight, following his second consecu-
tive sold-out night at the Rox>' in Los
Angeles, in walks John Prine dressed in
his usual black shirt and black sports
coat, with an extraordinarily tall, long-
haired young man ambling behind. "Hi

"

says Prine. "This is my brother Billy."

If Prines legions of fans and suppcmers
had their way, the diffident Illinoisan with
memorable stories told in song would be
rich enough to start all the record com-
I?anies he wanted. Prine went from mail-
man to recording and performing star
and magazine cover boy in an astonishing
four months. His terrifically-written

countrv-tblk-rcKk songs did the trick, not
an ambitious nature. But that was ten
nxrkv' years, two record contracts and no
gold records ago. Meantime, Prine has
evolved from a rather reluctant almost-
star ("1 feel like this job picked me in-

stead of the other wa>' around," he said
last year), to a guy laying careful plans for
succe.ss.

Tlie Roxy show was a triumph. Usually,
Hollywocxl clubs are subsidized bv re-
cord labels eager to showcase their aas
for press and company brass. Prine
d(X'snt ha\'e a company, just his songs
The capacit) audience was so resfX)nsive,

yelling out requests and singing on their
favorite choruses that Prine had to chide
them. "You give an 8-track more chance n
you give me." Before he could finish
tlianking the audience at the end of the
set, the majority was on its feet.

"The first record will probably go gold
s(jmeday," Prine says in his resonant
whiskeyish baritone. We're up in his
hotel room now with classic intervie^^
props spread on the table between us—
glasses, bottles, a tape recorder and
plenty of ice. "Its like a jazz album. Never
on the charts but it'll probably go gold
from people wearing out their copies and
buying new ones. It's The Dark Side ofthe
Moon Syndrome." He laughs softly and
shyly. If it hasn't made him rich yet, his
unpredictable career has at least taught
Prine the survival value of a stoic sense of
humor.

1 mention that he seems more relaxed
and happy than a year ago. I had seen
him very drunk at a pany and, in our
interview then, he had mentioned a pos-
sible divorce.

"That's on account of me makin" some
major mcwes. Some of 'em I can't discas.s
right now," Prine .says.

Born October 10, 1946 in Maywcxxl, Il-

linois, Prine is one of four sons. Around
age 14 he got a metallic blue guitar with a
white heart painted on it from Montgom-
er\' Ward and began making up songs.
Meanwhile he struggled to pa.ss high
.school, regularly flunking English and
being .sent to summer sessions. He went
to work for the Post Office, spent 1966-68
as an Army inductee in Germany, married
and resumed the mailman routine for
two more years.

In 1970 a change came. Prine tried
some of his songs on Hcxx Night at a club

John prine:
everyman poet
at the cnossHDad:
BY Byron Laursen

called The Fifth Peg. Tliey clicked, and so
did a friendship with expen guitarist
Steve GcxxJinan, author of tlie song "Cit\-
of New Orleans.

" One propitious night
Goodman steered Kris Krisiofferson and
Paul Anka to a late Prine set. Both were
thoroughly impressed. Anka paid to have
Prine and Gcxxlman fly to New York the
next day to cut a demo. "It just seemed
better than walking in the sncw and stick-
ing mail in people's boxes, " Prine re-
flects.

First night in town he visited Kristoffer-
son's performance with Carly Simon at
The Bitter End and was called on stage to
sing three of his songs. Jerry Wexler, big-
time record producer and executive wus
in the audience. Almost overnight, Prine
had a coniraa. The first LP drew cover
versions from Bette Midler, Al Kooper,
Bonnie Raitt, even venerable bluegrass
inventor Bill Monroe. Bob Dylan joined
him for an on-.stage jam in 1972. The LA
Times plastered him on the ccwer of its

Sunday magazine the week he hit town
for a miniscule .second-bill slot, three
days at the Troubadour.

It didn't add up to stardom, though.
Prine was just too unlike cxher radio fare
to crack playlisLs. "There used to be .some

wide open FMs," he says, "but not no
more.

"Peciple were real nice to me from the
labels,

"
he adds (five albums were re-

leased on Atlantic, three on Elektra), "but
they didn't know what to do with me
when I gave em a record." Prine uses a
pack of matches for an impromptu imita-
tion of a program direaor checking out a
Prine LP, dropping a tonearm on random
cuts.

"Nope. Doesn't sound like Kenny Ro-
gers. " On to another track. 'Nope.
Doesn't sound like Pink Fk)yd"
"And that's FM,

" Prine .says, himself
again. "Forget about AM! But I don't
forget about it. I want to touch the aver-
age guy on the shoulder with his car
radio and say listen to me, li.sten to this.

"

To diat end, Prines working privately
on a record now in Nash\'ille. Several
musicians, prcxJucers and di.sc jcxiceys are
helping with donated work and advice.
Prines goal is a colleaion of songs that
he likes and that also stands a chance of
getting airplay.

"Cause I've got to like my own music,"
he says. "I sing it even night. Soinetime.s
it's the only thing I can fall back on, that'll

catch me."
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V^
BY BILL PLYMPTON

Bill Plvmpton draws bcautifullv. per
ct'ives accurately and is mean to
hi,s subjecTs to the different degrees
they deserve it That's dean-uf
undergr()und-caniK)nists Jules Feiffer s

hoost for Tuhe Strips, the hrst
Plympton anth<)li)g>, which came out
in Bicentennial Fever Year 19^6
Medium Rare, a 19"'8 compendium,
stirred these words from the
homonymic but famouser George
Plimpton, author of PafH'r lion and
editor of Hv /'«m Jictieu Plympton

combines anistic skill (st)me of his

caricatures reflect a close study of
Honore Daumier) with a lively sense
of his function as an artist-

commentator in these parlous times

C^^LJOKOPsam

I'lynipton is a New Yorker whose
neighborh<x)d is so scroungy that play
ing an elearic guitar all aftern<K)n at

volume 10 doesn't phase anybtxly. This
is a tested and proven fact Before New
York he was an Oregonian, which
might explain how he can be both
wide-eyed and snide. Most summers
he goes back tt) the Clackamas River
and a swinging rope that dangles from
a tree over a wide bend in the river,

conveniently close to his parents'
home. He commuted from there to
Portland State College (now Univer-
sity) long enough to win a 1969 de-
gree. Nowadays he revisits the
downtown campus to teach an tKxa-
si(jnal summertime camxining class.

Currently, Plvmpton anchors the
rhythm guitar slot of Ben Day and the
Zipatones, a casual band if there ever
was one. anti waits for publication of
his third, as yet untitled book. Out,
Kolliri^ Stone, Penthouse, the Netv
York Times. Sofxj Weekly ^ims and TIk-
Villc4^e Votte are among the more sav-
ory of his publishing credits His
melting head Ronald Reagan is the
Ix'st in the business.

^NCCREEK
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Time Bandits

sUirririfi John Cleese. Sean Cannery. Shelley
Dui'all. Kalheiine Hehmmd. Ian Holm. .Michael
Palin, Ralph Richardson. Peter Vaiif>fx4n. Dai id
Wanier. uritlen hy Palin and Teny Cilliam. pro
duced attd directed In Gilliam

The fantasies of 11 -year-old bo\s are not
my idea of captivating cinema, but Time

liandils is not the expected saccharin
lieroic wetdreani; it is refreshed ever\ few
minutes by .some nasty, or at the ver\ least

snide, remarks in true .\lont\' P\ihon tradi-

tion. Falin and Gilliam, of course, are well
known for their work in IMhon (see our
feature in this issue).

Theie isn't much of a plot: six ra.scalh

dwar\es and midgets (David Kappapoit.
Kenny Maker. Jack Purvis, Mike KdnH)nds,
Malcolm Dixon & Tiny Ross), the Time
Bandits them.selves. lure a younj^ British
schoolboy into joining them as then wan-
der through time, dropping through time
holes' into different centuries, trying to
avoid the Supreme Being (from whom the\
.stole the map of time, thereby fearing his

rewnge) and the Evil One (David Warner,
who, to prepare k)v Taking Control of the
World, feels he must learn about mic-
rochips, computers and direct digital dial-

ing ...). John Cleese plays Robin Hood,
Holm is Napoleon, Vaughan and Helnn)nd
are Mr. and Mrs Ogre, while Duvall and
Palin portray a couning couple in two com-
pletely separate centuries (in .Sherwood
Forest and again on the Titattk) There is

also a giant, a pig, some knights, and .Sean
Conner^' as King Agamemnon of ancient

Nfver underestimate the power of
Wretched Excess in Holl\wo(.d. past

and present. Director Robert ,\ldrich has
ollen used that power (in such films as Tlje
Ic^ciiil of l.ylah CUirc and Whatcixr Hap
petled to liahyjam.') but nothing hes done
before (no, not even The Last Days of
Sodom atid Comonah) could prepare the
unsuspecting \iewer for the new lows Al
t-lrich plumbs in this film. With his track re-
cord in the adion genre <Thv Dirty Dozen
The I.onMcst Yard), Aid rich max have
seemed the perfect choice k. heim this
latest rip-off of the A-oc/Cn- formula.

Peter F-alk. in a cross between lohn Be-
iushi in The Hlucs Brothers and Ernest
Borgnine in annhing post-.l/cM)', ponravs
the manager of a pair of ladv wrestlers
(l.aurene Landoii and V'icki Frederick) who
bill themsehes as 'The California Dolls."
But during the course of this 112-minute
him, we .see nuicli more of the inside (if the
bcai-uj) Cadillac Ealk u.ses to transport the
ladies from bout to btmt in town to town
than we ever do of a wrestling ring. It is

onlv at the end. when the Dolls" are up
against a pair of odds-on favorites (whom
they, of course, ultimately vanquish) that
the audience gets some idea of where the.se
women earn a li\iiig. In between, we have
Falk calling the ladies ' cows' ' and mugging
mercile.ssly. .\s for the Dolls," newcomers
Frederick and Landon are so wooden one
lully expects Falk at some point to reach
over. spra\ them with liquid Pledge, and
start polishing away. For a supposed
spons-oriented film, .M l/je Marh/es is all

talk, no action.

Bill Royce

hanklyn Seales, Poivers Hoothe & Keith Ccmculine in Southern Comfort

Greece, kx)king absolutely breathtaking in a

curly wig and a long red dre.ss.

The Time Bandits them.selves are the
special attraction, e.specially R.indall (David
Rappaport) the leader, wht) has wit and
charm, a sly, interesting face and stubby lit-

tle fingers that don't seem to have anv
knuckles. He's 3'11", and .sexy. (Kenny
Baker, the smallest of the Bandits at 3'H", is

knt)wn to us all as R2D2; he was the invisi

ble midget in the droid in Star Wars and
I-Mpire )

Unlike the drt;dry- Jahheneocky, the pre
vious collaboration l>etween Palin and Gil-

liam, Time Bandits is a captivating, .sweet,

but not entirely innocent dreain. Obviously,
there is more to 11-year-old schoolboys
than I ever suspected

Judith Sims

...All The Marbles

starring Peter talk, [.aurene hindon and Vicki

Irederick: uritten hy .Mel l-rohman, directed hy
Rohert Aldrich

Southern Comfort

starring Keith Carradine and Potters Hoothe; tiril

ten hy Michael Kane and Walti-r Hill & Dai id
Giler directed hy Hill

^oulbeni Comfort teaches us four impor-
i3 tant lessons:

1. Try not to join the Louisiana National

Guard.

2. If you can't avoid #1, by all means
avoid going into the Louisiana swamp

3 If avoidance of #1 and #2 is impo.ssi

ble, do not, under any circum.stances, .steal a

cajun's boat.

4. Aik\ don't make a movie about Num-
bers 1 through 3 Not even if you re Walter

Hill, with some fine films behind you, like

The Warriors :md Hard Times Not even

PS. Ry (ioocler's music is perfect: haunt

iiig, spooky and, in the Cajiin feast/dance

scene, eerily— but happily— infectious. .Na-

turally, there is no soundtrack album

Judith Sims

iTHER"

(Contitiiiedfront pa^e 6)

About Those Bettc Davis Eyes
ACCORDING TO THE AMFRKJVN Nasal & Fa

cial Surgery Institute, there s an up
swing in celebrit> transformations. Not rou
tine facelifts for aging ,stars, mind you, but
actual attempts to put famous features on
workaday faces. For women repoits tiie

Institute the greatest numbers of requests
are for a lower lip like Brooke Shields, ears
like Bo Derek ( jughandles). cheekbones
like Jane Fonda and a forehead like Farrah
Fawcett Men are interested in Paul New
mans eyes, Robert Redford's lips. Cary
Grants no.se, John Travolta's cheekbones
and Clint Eastwood's nostrils.

Cash in a Flash from a Rehash

Depart.

As It i.\ sippoRT of Mr Jagger's S|)eni
Force Theoi-y, an axiom which will find

a place in hision alongside Voodoo Eco
nomics, several remakes of early Sixties hits
are in current release Among tJiem are the
Ronettes Be .Vly Baby,' covered bv R;ichel
•Age of Con.sent' Sweet; Timi Vuro's Hun'
covered by Carly "How About These
Simon on her new LP of torch songs, and
Tommy James and the Shondells Monv
Mony," covered by Billy Vi hat s in a
Name?" Idol, former singer for Generation
X

Down & Out in San Diego?

HES SUPPOSED TO BE IN Et ROPE, accord-
ing to his record label. ,\rista. Never-

theless, persistent Iggy Pop sightings in ,San

Diego continue. His newest release. Pam,

is climbing the chans as handily as amihing
Mr. Pop ever recorded But it takes a long
while for receipts to trickle down to the ar-
tist, so Pop is reportedly filling the gap bv
sitting in with various ,San Diego bar bands.

Her Lucky Break

PAM iMWBER (.Miiidy of .Mork' and), star

ring on stage in The Pirates oj I'enzance
m Los Angeles, was struck with ailing \ocal
chortis one recent night Her untlerstudv
was also ill Egad! A crisis! Lo and behold,
wlio should be hanging out back.stage (visit-

ing her vocal coach) but Linda Ronstadt.
soon to star in the film version of the same
musical! She vi)lunteered her services, and
when her name was announced in substitu-
tion, the \er\ words received a standing
ovation. Mark our words, this kid'll be a big
sl.ir

Another BelushiAykroyd

Update

D \N AKYRovD Will cam a lool |1.2S mil-

lion lo .star in hetrttit Ahe. a Bruce |

Iriedman script about j pimp aiui his girl.s

Mich.iel Pressman will direct (he |ust fin

ished Some Kind of Hero, also alxiut a
hooker. .Margot Kidder, and a \iet Nam vet,

Richard Pnor)

JOHN BELisMi has regained all the weight
he lost for Continental Pitide (belie\e it

or not, he was 4() pounds heavier than he
appears in that film) He spent the summer
on the beach on Martha's Vineyard Island,
sunning and eating Ma\Jx- he was de-
pressed because (.ontinenta/ Ditide is a
complete bu.st.

'Ifhe didn't have a Jensen, I wouldn't be in thisposition:

Jensen® car stereo speakers have become the most imitated in the worldAnd now Jensen designs receivers, amplifiers and equalizers with the samesingle minded purpose Sound performance ¥¥^TinT^lSo If that's what moves you, surround yourself «|£il\|NK INI
with a complete Jensen car audio system c^ar a^io

When ifs the sound that moves you.
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Mo)m- Pythun's Teny Gilliam, Michael Paliu C-^ John Cleese Join Sean Conner)'
Slxlley Durall, Six Dwanvs, a Kid €- Man\< Others in

\AMD\
BY STE\TN X. ReA

'^»'*'«9Bia>utWWawwMB

Tern- Gilliam has this thing about ob
jeas that plummet from the slcv: m the
old Monty l\thon's Flying cintts "H'
series, he created the giant f<x)t that
drops willv-nilly out of the blue to ob-
literate any number of the troupe's
wonderfully inane sketches; in Monty
Python and the Holy Grail it's the
coconuts that inexplicablv fall from the
heavens onto .^hurian England, and
m Life of Brian t^^•o Slink\-e\etl aliens
blast their rocketship into Biblical
times |ust as the alleged Messiah is

hunling to his certam death from a
castle tt)wer

So it comes as little surprise that
Terrv' Gilliam's latest endeavor, Ttme
Bandits, should feature six dwarves
and midgets who literally drop out of
nowhere — a kind of duarfus ex
machina — onto the unsuspecting
heads I )f historical figures such as King
Agamemnon, Napoleon and Robin
Hoixl.

Yes," enthuses the unflagging 40-

\ear-old Gilliam, I think I've aciuallv
made a commercial piciure for once
't s just a jolly entertainment for
evenone to enjoy It's the film that

doesn't embarrass anybody."

Commercial' A children's story
about a half dozen weird, greedy
dwar\es who flee thrt)ugh the Cosmos
jump through time holes, and plunder
sundn civilizations for all the gold and
loot they can get their grubby little

mitts on? A dark, surreal, \iolent fan-

tasy replete with giants, ogres and
minotaurs.'

Vtell. Tern Gilliam — the sole .Amer-
ican member of the British hihon clan— thinks so, which just goes to show
you exactly how far gone this guy
realh is Then again, he may be right

Compared to \9~'^\ Jahheruocky —
Gilliam's first non-P\ihon cinematic ef-

fort and an unmitigated box office dis-

aster— /"/me Bandits has all the mak-
ings of a b<jffo blockbuster. ,\nd unlike
Jahberu(jcky, which starred a couple
ot Python plavers and a gaggle of un
known Anglo actors. Time Bandits
boasts a mighty impressive cast. Sure
there are six dwarves and an eleven
yearold child, but there are also Sean
Connery, Shelley Duvall. Katherine
Helmond (from Soap). Ian Holm
{hiimAlten). Sir Ralph Richardson and

David Warner.

Tucked away in a back b(K)th at a

HolKwood restaurant, Gilliam picks
on some veal, still somewhat awe-
struck that the likes of Sean C<jnner\
and Ralph Richardson are in a picture
that he wrote (akmg with P\thonite
Michael Palin) and direaed— a piaure
he dreamed up one weekend while he
was sitting in his .\onh London studio
with nothing better to do.
^e wanted a hero and Conner's a

hero," explains Gilliam, referring to
the Scottish actor who plays the
fatherly King Agamemnon "In the
original script we wrote — before he
actually got involved — it says,
Agamemncjn the Greek warrior puils
his helmet off revealing him.self m be
none other than Sean Conner) or an
actor of cheaper but equal stature
Then our producer, Denis O'Brien,
said 'Well, let's go out and get him,
and he did."

As for Richardson, landing him was
just the result of dogged pursuit on
Gilliam's part. 'I wanted one of the
acting 'sirs' for the pan of the Supreme
Being, and Richardson is mv favorite

On the other hand, getting Shelley
Duvall to play the flighty' Pansy was a
cinch: the tall, Texas-born aare.ss is an
old friend of the entire Monr\' IMhon
group. Gilliam sent her a note while
she was in Malta doing Ri^ben AJtman's
J'opew, requesting her ser\lces for a
few days' work when she was thrt)ugh
Ix-ing Olive Oyl. Says Duvall: It would
ha\e k-en a lot of fun sh(xjting Time
Bandits if Terry hadn't fallen on my
head, [adopting a stuffs-, uppercrust En-
glish accent) I mean, it s not often that

you get to do a film where the director
bl(Kidy falls on your head He nearly
broke my neck!"

I'hc Duvall mishap occurred during
the setup ft)r a scene featuring one of
the dwarves high vek)city re-entries—
this time they re supposed lo land on a
carriage transporting Duvall and
Michael Palin (as her bumbling lover.

Vincent). Michael and 1 were sitting

and talking. The dwarves were a little

worried about jumping off this 4 ft.

scaffolding and landing on us So
we're sitting there cross-legged in our
t)eautiful costumes and Terry's telling

the dwarves It's easy, it's easy." We

were not pa\ing attention, really. Then
all of a sudden Terry decided to show
them how to |ump off the scaffolding
without hurting the actors, without
hurting us, .So B(xjni/ Without warning
Tern leaps off and lands directh on
my neck. All 180 pounds of him!
[adopting her British accent again] A
brute director he was!'

While he may not really be a brute,
Gilliam will be the first to admit that

he s a hard-working, impatient, meticu-
lous director Time Bandits was shot in

.Morocco, London and Viales on a
gruelling 12 week schedule for the al-

most unheard-of small sum of |5 mil-
lion. Adding to the sen.se of controlled
panic. Time Bandits began juoduction
with an unfinished shcKUing script (the
starting date was rushed to accommo-
date the commitments of the likes of
Connery. Duvall et al ) which was in

turn fleshed out, altered and rewritten
as the movie rolled haple.ssly along

I was ver>- proud of the facT that

while a lot of people were making
hugely expensive films and ended up
having very little to show for the effort,

we were making a very, very cheap

film that l(K)k.s like a big multi million
dollar produciion.

"Everybody who worked on Time
Bandits," continues Gilliam, has said
that it was the hardest film they've ever
worked on And there were people
who worked on The Shining! But they
all enjoyed it. There wasn't a lot of fan-
ing around. The only person who
probabl>' didn't enjoy it was Shelley —
when I fell on her I doubt if she en-
joyed that

"

like Jahheru'ocky, and like the two
feature-length Python epics. Time
Bandits has its share of gruesome,
vivid gore: the dwarves munch on live
rats, there are bUxxly gladiator battles
and more than a few severed limbs
But Gilliam, who has screened the pic
ture for his five-year-old daughter,
doesn't take it seriously. 'My argument
has alwa\s been thai it isn't real Like
in JahheniKKky. with all the blood at

the joust — people hate that — but to
me it's so over the top, it's so extreme
that it's canoon vi(jlence, it's Tom and
Jerry.

"

After the band of time-travellers land
on Shelley Duvall and Michael Palin's
heatis in SherwxxxJ Forest, they meet
up with Robin Hcxxl, plaved with fop-
pish pomp by gaiig!\ Mont\ IMhon
member John Cleese. As they ap-
proach the .Merry Mens encampment,
we .see an arm-wrestling bout wherein
the opponent's arm sutldenly snaps
comi^letely off and is hurled by the
c hampion wrestler onto a huge pile of
other broken, crackedoff arms The
weird thing that hap|x;ned with the
arm-wrestling scene," recounts Gil-
liam, straight faced, is that I wanted a
one-armed man so we didn t have to
fiddle about when his arm comes
(lying off. So one of the assi.stani di
reaors came up one day and said hed
found a guy who only had one arm.

An^iersand
We worked out how to do the show
and on the day he arrived in costume
and everything- 1 had asked for a guy
whose arm was totally gone — it was
obvious that this fellow's arm ended at
his elbow. It wasn't what we wanted. It

was so embarrassing: he had come
specifically because he only had one
arm and we had to tell him he
wouldn t do. So we put him in the
background and ended up using a
two-armed aaor who just had a false
arm on. But it was awful, in a funny
kind of way.

"Actually, in the Holy Grail the
knight with his arms and legs hacked
off .

.
for the final pan of that scene

we u.sed a i)ne-legged man, and when
he's just a torso that's him as well. It's

easier to dig a hole for one leg than
two," Gilliam laughs, and cheaper as
well."

Gilliam, who began his career draw
ing for Harve\' Kunzman's Helpf maga
zine, and whose bizarre collages and
canoons for Monty Python have in-

jected new life into the animation
field, sees Time Bandits as an attempt
to "make my animation come to life

That's what was interesting about hav
ing dwanes as the lead characters, be-
cause they're very canoonish in pvo-
fx>nion. When I draw a cancxin I tend
to draw a large head, and the limbs
and b<xlies are much smaller It's the
face that's interesting."

The Minnesota-born. Los Angeles-
bred expatriate speaks with affeaion
about his six little aaors— David Rap-
pap<m. Kenny Baker, Jack Purvis, Mike
Edmonds, Malcolm Dixon and Tiny
Ro.ss— referring to them as the gang.
Gilliam repons that after he got used
to the height differential (Kenny Baker,
who plays R2D2 in the Star Wars saga,
is only 3'8"), there was no problem di-

reaing the dwarves. "In faa, we saved
a lot of money too. becau.se we didn t

have to build big sets. The sets l(x)k

huge because we re down on the
ground with wide angle lenses, and
tho.se guys are .so small."

Gilliam is hoping that the advenis
ing and marketing campaigns for Time
Bandits make it 100 per cent clear that

this is not the new Monty Python
movie " Pan of the problem with./oA
hi-neocky's promotion was the "con
tinuing nightmare" of it being sold as a
Pyihon film, resulting in many an avid
fan's drastic disappointment

But what about the future plans of
the entire Mtmty Python brigade?
Given all the various independent
projects (Palms doing a film of his

)wn next spring, Graham Chapman's

"QN r^isc"

(Continuedfrom page 16)

Au Pairs avoid the rect)rd business and
claim, uncompromisingly, that they
would rather do it themselves. As with
most of the recent independent
groups, the Au Pairs have been tagged
post punk. In interviews, their strong
stand on feminism without role rever
sals and having no lime for sex objeas
may lean more toward commitment
than nihilism or hedonism, but, musi-
cally, they are a sex>' band.

Lesley Wcxxls. singer and guitarist,
sings as hard-edged and knowingly as
the recent voicings of Marianne Faith
full. There are no guitar leads Paul
Foad's guitar tears in and out like Andy
Gill from the Gang of Four, and is laid

over a tight bass and drums (Jane
Munro and Pete Hammond), The
rh>ihms carry a Jamaican flavor, .stating

and shifting themes, yet remaining un-
predictable.

This juxtaposition of danceable
music and altruist lyrics (best repre-
sented in "Armagh") has brought
many critics to label the Au Pairs a
political band " If the Au Pairs are
political, ii is personal politics and
concern for human rights, not just an
other sad bunch of complainers
screaming to be heard

Jennifer Kriegb
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r'HE SPECIALS
Ghost Town EP

finalizing a picture deal, Eric Idles
doing some "W and has a play ojx*ning
in England, etc.. etc.) is there r(x)m for

amxher collaborative undertaking in

the near future?

"Yes,' Gilliam happily reports,
"we're supposed to stan shcKjting next
June. We've got about sixty minutes of
material written already We'll have
one more writing session this year,

and then another one in January." The
as->et untitled Monty Python project

will harken back to their TV' shows,
with a lot of nonlinear epi.s(xies and
recurring jokes. "More and more we
kept saying that it would be nice to go
back and do a sketch film that works—
becau.se we didn t really feel that .\nd
Sow for Something Completely Differ

ent worked Al.so. it means more r(X)m
for all of us Eric's material and my ma
terial can get a bit disjointed and can
be harder to fit into a plot framework.

"L'ltimaiely its gcxxl to get back to

gether and really clear the air," says

Gilliam, waxing sincere as he downs
his la.st piece of veal in a hungry gulp
And the Python films always seem to

make us more money than any of our
individual projects After all, it's greed
in the end that takes over

(2 Tone/Chrysalis) Its interesting that

the #1 song in England during the
royal nuptials media circus was Ghost
Town.

"
a scathing indictment of gov-

ernmental callousness that stands in

stark contrast to the jolly old Eng
land " image epitomized by Charles
and l^dy Di And how appropriate that

the song came counesy of the Specials,
the band that most fully emixxlies the
widely divergent elements that have
characterized British music since 19"'6

"Band" isn't really the appropriate
term for the Specials these days. It's

vinually a mini orchestra with an al-

most ridiculous arsenal of musical
voices to employ over supple,
reggae derived rhythms Jusi listen to
the multitude of elements — a

snakecharmer organ riff for the main
melody, horror movie soundtrack
brass flourishes, a con.stantly shifting

assortment of lead vtxals, jazzy trum-
pet and somber trombone solos— an
fully woven together in the six-minute
Gho.st Town."

"Why?" deals with interracial vio
lence in England without any
breathtaking new insight But simple,
eloquent logic coupled with a beauti
ful reggae melixly and inventive dub
arrangement is nothing to sneeze at

Friday Night, Saturday Morning"
likewise draws its specifics ixom
British life but the attention to peni
nent detail ("Wish I had lipstick on my
shirt/Instead of piss-stains on my
shoes") invoke desultory, aimless
weekend nights spent on the town.

This is 13-1/2 minutes of marvelous
music that makes its points without
making a point of it and incites danc
ing as well as sober reflection on the
real world we live in. Its all the more
reason to hope that the recurrent
rumors of an impending split in the
Specials' ranks aren't true. The Spe
cials are one of the premier groups in

the music world tcxlay and this town
will be even more like a gho.st town
should they throw in the towel

Don Snowden

Break into the

In the last four yvdrs Amf^crsami fias paid out
more than $60,000 to freelance contrihutors

—

writers, art i.sts. and photographers— and this year
wads of bucks are just waiting for more ace/i/w-
persand contributors. This \sreal money, not
Monopoh- paper; we pay 12«t per published word,
$30 |XT black & white photo, more for color.
Think of it, your name in prim. Your mother will
Ix' so pleased.

Here's how.
1. Send as a sample of your work, published or
unpublished. Vcr\' iniponant!

2. Submit a li.st of sum- ideas that you are ready
and able to do. Be practical; don't offer to inter-
view Belushi if onh we'd pick up the plane fare.
>Xe're mo.st likely to use b(K)k, concen. record
and film reviews. >Xe're aLso in the market for
qualified tcxtb(K>k reviews, piiliy a.s,se.ssments of
guest lecturers on the ct^llege circuit, off-beat fea-
tures, and funny cartoons. You may prefer to
submit a finished "on ,stxv ' article rather than a
query; fine, but if you want it back— if you want
anythifig back — you must enclo.se a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.

3. Tell LIS your telephone number(s), in case we
Ix'come" ,so excited by your brilliance we ju.st

can't wait for the mail.

4. Be brief

5. Be neat,

6. Be literate.

If you'\e already been published in MnfKrsimd,
you needn't go through all this again— just tell us
of any change of address. And soon. Send vour
stuff to Break into the Big Time, Amperscind Mag-
azine, 1680 N. Vine, Suite 900, HoIIvwckkI, CA
90028.
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Classified adS'

/\ KY & DESIGN
REO., JOURNEY. AC/DC. RUSH,
Fleetwood, >X'ho, Santana. Car.s,

Ramones. Costello, Kinks, Queen,
Cheap, Tull, Hatchet, Sturpion.s, Sab-

bath. Nugent, Aerosmith. Zevon, Mean,
Joel. Frampton, Ct>ncen Photographs

Sample/Catalog Jl 00 R N.R , Box
115-B, Collegeparke. .MD 20^40. (013)

ROCK & COUNTRV' COLOR PHOTOS!
3X5s/HX10s, 150 jxrforniers. quantity-

prices! 32 page catalog/sample $1

Mention faNorite.

"SmUe"
Box 1^293-A
Chesapeake, VA 23320 (013)

BREAD & jSUTTER
OFFSHORE JOBS! Latest information!

Positions, wages, companies now hir

ing! Send long stamped envelope to:

Offshore Guides. P O. Box 44''6-A.

Biloxi, MS 39531 (023)

(I:ELEBRATE!
CONGRATllATIONS to the first col-

lege graduate in the family! Best
wishes to Lisa from the family at home
in LA! 1032)

JLllE & TIM IN GEORGL\ — Ckxrs it

feel any different now that vou're
married? Congratulations and happy
ever after Your luting brother unci
mUtu- (032)

Birthday greetings, wedding wishes,

graduation announcements, bar
mttziahs. whatefer Say- it with affix
tion in Celebrate! in Ampersand.

HAUTE (:UISINE
Get ready for this! Ifyou haw a recipe

that you want to share with Amper
sand readers, send it in and ue'II print
It for free (subject to our test kitchen

staff approi'al) Those of ytm selling

your c<x>kb(K)ks, houefer. must pay
like etvryone else

Focus & CLICIC"
Cameras and equipment can be
bought and sold here

FARAWAY h'RIENDS
PENFRIENDS ENGLAND USA Make
la.sting friendships through corresptjn-

dence Send age, interests. Free reply.

Harmony: Box 89AMP, Brcxiklvn, NY
11^35 (063)

tETting around
Travel opportunities. I'acatioru, ride-

sharing, apartment suttpping — read
about It in Getting Around.

I

Rates

Per Word
( 17 word min.) 2 95
Drop Cap 1500
BoW Head 22.00
Signaiure 43.00

'nset 85 00
Inch of Art 16500

Oeaounes

4 Jan/My Dec 10

5 MandVApriJ Feb 5

6 Hty/June March 5

feeling ĜqQd
VITAMINS ARE MONEMVIAKERS! Great

ref>eat order business . . 200 natural

vitamin supplements. Get confidential

price list. Vitamin P<jwer Inc.. Dept.

.\M. 51 Franklin Ave., Vallev Stream.
N^'llSSO. (083)

Legal High!!
POTENT. REFRESHING BEVERAGE
One glass per hit Easy to make. Satis

faction guaranteed Send $2 00 and
SASE for "Liquid Lude" recif)e to Ideas

Unlimited, Box 162, Skippack. PA
19474. (osjj

Herpes?
OH NO, NOT ME!!? Crt-t the bare faas!

You cant afford to be uninformed.
Send $1 95 for our informative lxK)klet

t«>: MCM Associates. B<jx 28. West Palm
Beach, FL 33402. (082J

Tell iLs about your secret health p(j

tions, vitamin supplements and
panaceas for the afj/lictions tfjat get t4s

douti in tfje XOs

PanEXTRA'S box
.4rf your old Tiffany lamps gathering
dtisti' Your collection of cow shaped
milk pitchers doisn't nutkc it in your
nett high tech a/Hdrtmenf^ Dump the

stuff into Pandora's Box.

AT Home
Sell your used (or new) furniture and
household items /jere

How TO...
OirrKARU) BOLND Backcountry ski

ing. 10-day & 21 -day courses. De-
ceml>er April Two academic semes
ter courses Contact: Dept. AM. 945
Pennsylvania, Denver, CO 80203 (303)
837-0880. (loj)

Sounds Good . .

.

the quarterly record catalog/maga-
zine featuring great record deals
starting at Just $1.98: new
releases, jazz, blues and rock stan-
dards, golden oldies, punk, new
wave, collectibles and a special
import section. Send $1 .00 for the
next 3 issues to: Sounds Good,
Dept. A-460. Box C-34057. Seattle,
WA 98124.

Read ON
Magazine subscriptions and collec-

tions, tyooks and all literary pursuits

can he listed here

GET .^ RICH
Need inivstors for your Oregon pine
apple plantation^ Viant to unload
that same plantation on some unsus-
pecting entrepreneurs' List your hi4si

russ (jpfHjrtunities right here

Threads

Education.' The hope of the future'
Trade schools, training books, classes,

mail-order diplomas!

T ,OOKING GOOD
Cosmetics, health and skin care prod-
ucts, Dr Quackenburg's Snake Oil
Elixir that can grow hair on a billiard

hall and smooth out the urinkles on
a rhinoceros Step right up and get
\ours now'

BEER & LIQUOR T SHIRTS Official

logos, screenprinted. More. Catalog
$100. First Class Products, 1868-AMP
Altamont Avenue, Schenectady, NY
12303 (173)

Trading post
So you hate eighty-six Joe DiMaggio
baseball cards, and the only one lack-

ing to make your collection complete
is Bob Teller' See ifyou can get some-
one to trade with you

Wheels

MUSICAL fsfOTES
RECORD EXPRESS CORP' Free catalog!

Fa.st service! Low prices! Cutouts,
picture disc, send to— Record Ex-
press, 1801 S Lumber, Chicago, IL

60616. (J23)

ODDS (\ ENDS
Need Credit?
GET VISA, MASTER CHARGE CARD —
with no credit check. Guaranteed! It's

simple Legal. Plas other credit secrets

Free details! Send SASE to: Inflation

Repoas, AM A, PO. Box 60148, Los
Angeles, CA 90060. (133)

Sellyour car or your bike in the pages
of Ampersand. Maintenance manuals
and other related information also
welcome

O/ONE
WITCHCRAFT! Journal (four is-

sues) $12.00. Witches Spellb«>k $550.
Magickal i:)ays Calendar $4.50. Unique
supply catalog $2.00. Send to: Castle
Rising, I3ept A, PO Box 5538, Denver.
CO 80217. (203)

Ikiuble, double, toil and trouble! No,
you can't get your recipe prirued here
for free But you can sell your sooth-

saying secrets, voodoo dolls and rare
herbs in the Ozone.

Classified Advertising Order F&rm
I would like lo advertise in Ampersand

issue My ad has

ImnmU
an; for a grand total of $

Please reserve a space for me
words. loialing

«*« n drop C3^>; D bold head; U signaure, Q insa; D inch of

me in the

n inch of ™
tell us which section you wish to run in

Please attach y«ur ad copy to this blank and

Name.

Sdtbcn. I
oiy- -Stae. -ap

D
I
am imeresied in running a display ad Please send me your rale card.

Send to Ampersand Classifieds. 1680 ^tofth Vine, SuHe 900, Hollywood, CA 90028
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(Continuedfrom [nige II)

experience is an elemenfar\' one and
Smiths style, despite its sardonic
lightness, could be much tighter.

Still, the vital point is made, and
with it a bit of .social C(jmment: the fact

that R(Kk & Roll, in its jxjpular form,
was drawn almost entirely from black

music, and that the black musicians
who created it were never gi\'en their

due by the record companies or the
listening audience. And ht)w the indus-
try's outward disdain for what it

termed race music prompted it to

respond with the shallow, formula hits

that then made it .so vulnerable to the
onslaught of Britisli music in the Six-

ties.

Susan Armtne

Deep Blues

ROBERT PALMER
Viking, S1405

Palmer isn't a stunning .stylLst, but
he's just about the hardest work-

ing writer in music journalism In

fhvp Blues — which is the story of the
music first ami the plavers closely sec-

ond — he's made the best popular
b<x)k on the subject to date, packed
with deep research and comprehen-
sive, many-,stranded storyieiiing.

The illustrator R. Crumb recently

noted an ironic faa: his portraits of
early blues artLsis sold better tfian their

records did. The legend of the.se

guys, " he mu.sed, "is very appealing."

Palmer has traced their legends, and
styles, doggedly— througli the lives of
such greats as .Muddy Waters (Palmer s

principal figure), Roben Johnson, Little

Walter. Son House, Charley Patton and
Sonny Boy Williamson — all the way
back to specific tribes in Africa at the
dawn of the slave trading era.

Did you know, for example, that

such musically-related words as "dig,"

"jive," "hip." and "cat"' come to English

from the Wolof tribe, which, in

medieval times, ruled all of Senegal
and Gambia?
Some of the books territory is famil-

iar, like the exodus of country,
plantation-working performers to
northern industrial opportunities,
leading to amplified Chicago blues.

But the story has seldom been told
with such wide-reaching .scope and
balance of personal and stxriological

information.

RIN'

Blues is a music of great simplicity

combined with great subtlety; a

.stor>ielling, emotional music wherein
the same few chords are colored by
micro-variations in pitch. Deep Blues is

likewise a simple lxx)k. with an easily

followed progress of events. Yet it's a
subtle piece of work. t(X) It brings to

those appealing legends a measure of
aliveness.

Byron Laursen

Canary

TONY COHAJV
Dotd?leday. $3 95

Here is a paragraph from Joan Did-
ion's Flay It M It lays.

But the next morning when the
shower seemed slow to drain she
threw up in the toilet, and alter she
had .stopped trembling packed the few
things she had brought to Fountain
Avenue and. in the driving rain, drove
back to the house in Beverly Hills.

There would be plumbing anwhere
she went

'

Ms. Didion's heroine, an actress
named Maria Wyeth ("That is pro-
nounced Mar-t^f -ah. to get it straight

at the out.sei "), is made nauseous by
slow plumbing; she is haunted by a re-

curring nightmare of her aborted
fcxnus bliK-king up drainpipes, causing
"gray water [to bubble] up in every
sink.

" The paragraph, although very
powerful, is not (jne of the most p<»w-

erful in the bcx)k, but it ends a chapter
and gives us such a convincing .sen.sa-

tion of Maria's anxiety that we feel a
little sick too, as we read it.

Canary, a novel which Is also about
show busines.s people and the corrupt,

pressurized lives they are believed to

live, al.so contains a paragraph which
closes a chapter with the intention of
giving us an image of the anxiety of
one of its characters. Here is the para-
graph:

"Tears .streamed down his face. He
didn't know how to deal with the
thoughts and feelings that pushed and
pulled at him now. He was all torn up
inside. He wondered how things had
ever gotten this far.

"

Canary is available in hardback for

$13 95. You can get a nice-looking pa-
perback edition of Play It A? // Lays for

$3.95.

Clarke Owens

Fridays
(continuedfrom page 13)

ringing with cries of "I can handle
it!" is borne out by the kind of fan

mail received by the cast, especially

Chartoflf and Blankfield

"I got a letter from a little boy say-

ing he wanted to perform certain acts

involving ice cream and certain other
desserts with my body," related a
deadpan Chartoff, who oflfstage is a
relentless charmer with a certain fin-

ishing school poLse. He said that if

certain of these acts interested me, I

should write to him care of his best
friend, because if his parents found
out they'd kill him.

"

Outside of Chartoff, and Blankfield,

who will star in a film to be released
next summer called Jekyll and Hyde
Together Again, none of the rest of
Fridays' cast has yet achieved the kind
of recognition the Saturday Night
members enjoyed.

But Moffitt asserts his cast hasn't

had enough time on the air yet. "Af-

ter the first year of Saturday Night,
who did you know? Chevy Chase,
and then he left. You did not know
John Belushi, or Gilda Radner. You
DID know Melanie Chartoff.
Strangely, after the first year. Chevy
didn't have a movie, but after the
first year Blankfield is starring in his
first movie."

Moffitt is worried, however, about
the midnight starting time into which
ABC has recently slotted Fridays,
which means tfiat in most places it

doesn't end until 130 am "There
Just aren't that many people up that
late," Moffitt moaned.
But for now, college parties ring

with cries of "I can handle it! " and
the Fridays crew is the favorite of
eight million bleary-eyed fans. Can
they handle It?

Jim Seale is another in an apparently
endless supply offine Florida writers
nou) living in Ixxs Angeles

Ampersand

Introdacing STEREO-MATE P
Music is Now a Personal Exp(
Discover the Fan of Rtin-Aro«nd Stereo
Sound With Otir Mini-Size Realistic'

ette Player or AM/FM Radio

If you're moved by music, here's
music you can move with. And you
can listen as loud as you like, since
only you will hear rt. The Realistic
STEREO-MATE Cassette Player with
the Nova-50 Micro Headset provides
hands-free entertain-
ment while you work,
travel, jog, ride or just
relax. Features rewind/
review and fast forward,
Glide-Path® volume/

Realistic Nova-50 Head-
set. Less than 2.8
ounces, 50-20,000 Hz
response, '/*' plug,
foam earcushlons. Sepa-
rately, $2 1 .95.

balance controls, full Auto-Stop and
normaI-Cr02-metaI tape selector
Built-in battery recharger, plus jacks
for adding AC and DC adapters. Only
61/4 X 4 X 1 Va". Includes vinyl
carry case and shoulder strap. Person-
ally it's the greatest at only $79.95.
With Micro Headset, $99.95.

Our low priced, feathery light

STEREO-MATE AM/FM Radio has a
built-in carry clip that attaches to
your pocket or belt. Team it up with
our Nova-50 Headset and get great
stereo sound that you can listen to

for hours, without fa-

tigue. And it's ruggedly
made to take the hard
knocks of outdoor ad-
ventures. Tune in your
favorite stations any-

where. Built-in FM AFC, LED stereo
indicator, 1/4" phone jack. Balance,
on/off volume controls, slide-rule
tuning dial. Only SVa x S'/s x IVa".
Includes vinyl carry case and shoul-
der strap. Just $39.95. Wear it

home, complete with Micro Headset,
for $59.95.

Radio /haeK
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORA! ION

Retail prices may vary at Individual stores and dealers. Batteries not included.

I
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Whenyou need $65 fast,
yon find ontwhoyonr friends are.

Ldwenbrau.IIerels togood friends.
c 1981 Beer brewed in U S A by Miller Brewing Company, Milwaukee. Wisconsin
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Sands talks
on Irish fast

and on peace
Sean Sands, brother of the late IRA hunger striker

Bobby Sands will be speaking at the University of
Massachusetts Friday in Mahar auditorium at 8:15 p.m.
The speech "Can There Be Peace in Northern Ireland?"

will be preceded by a slide show on Northern Ireland which
will begin at 7:30 p.m. Donations will be collected at the
door and proceeds will benefit the Mac Airt Community
Center located in Short Strand. Belfast, Northern Ireland.
The center is independently funded and was built with a

grant from the European Economic Community. It

provides such services as bingo and discos. Irish history,
photo club, and lessons in Gaelic which is the national Irish
language but which is not taught in the British educational
system.

According to Joe Gannon of the Radical Student Union,
who spent the summer hving in Short Strand, "The
community center is the nerve center for Short Strand, a
small Catholic ghetto in East Belfast, because no other
community services are available."
Gannon said the community centers in Protestant areas

are not used by Catholics because they are afraid to go
there.

Sands has been touring the United States for about 6
weeks speaking on conditions in Northern Ireland.

His brother Bobby died in May after being on a hunger

('iillctriim |>(miIi' l>\ \ iMi r mWill

PICKETT GLARES - UMass head football
coach was not too happy when Boston College
scored its seventh touchdown of the game, late

in the fourth quarter of BC's 52-22 romp over
the Minutemen Saturday (story, p. 12.)

habitants''
^"'^^^ ~ ^^^ campus pond offers a refreshing drink to one of its'^teauUfuTTn-

strike for 66 days. He had been serving a 14 year sentence
for illegal possession of firearms. The IRA. prisoners went
on hunger strikes in an attempt to win back status as
political prisoners, a status which had been taken from
them in 1976. The hunger strike ended on October 3 after
10 men had died.

Bobby Sands had been elected to the British parliament

Lab fee policy

hated by those
By B. SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

Students waiting until Friday to pay their lab fees,
which was the last day possible under the new system, ran
into long lines and up to a 45 minute wait while attempting
to pay the Bursar's office in Whitmore.
One of the problems was that "Everybody waited until

the last minutes," said Bursar Rober Mishol.
"We put on five extra people, opened up all of our win-

dows for service, and I even walked around the lines col-
lecting cards from people who were paying by check. But
we simply cannot handle this many people without some
wait."

Although some people ended up waiting in the hot,
sweaty hallways for quite a long time, they're mood was
generally good, and most seemed to understand that the
Bursar's office was trying to accomodate them as best as
they could.

"They're doing everything they can to cope with it,"

said Marc Smiley, 22, a senior journalism major on ex-
change from the University of Oregon.
Alan Yarborough, 19, a freshman CASIAC major from

by a constituency from Northern Ireland while he was on a
hunger strike.

The speech by Sean Sands will be signed for the hearing
impaired. It is being sponsored by the SGA and the
Commuter Collective and is being presented by the Radical
Student Union.

caused lines,

who waited
Lexington, agreed with Smiley.

"The lines were a bummer," he said, "but everyone is

working to make them go fast."

The new policy implemented this year in regards to lab

fees gave a much shorter time, approximately three
weeks, in which to pay the fees, and gave an absolute
deadline, last Friday, by which all fees must have been
paid. Students who have not paid face administrative
withdrawl from the class.

Many of the people waiting in the long lines agreed with
the new policy.

"It's too bad that we have to wait in these lines." said
Chris Kennedy, 19, a sophomore nutrition major, "but so
many people have still not paid from last semester that
I can see why they had to start this policy."

Both Paul Eberly, 25. a graduate student in the Geology
department, and Carol Whoriskey, 20, a junior CASIAC
major, agreed with Kennedy.

"I run a course." said Eberly, "and I think that it's a
great idea. I'm sick and tired of trying to track down the

students who haven't paid."
"l don't like the lines at all," said Whoriskey, "but from

their perspective I can see that they're necessary/'

MASSPIRG lobbyist encourages
students to fight government policies
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

Students needn't be "experts" if they want to change
government policies regarding the quality of life in society,
said Charlie Donaldson, energy lobbyist for the
Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group last
Thursday.

"I'm not an expert. I'm a lawyer working on energy. A
lawyer is trained about contracts, torts, and procedure and
not about acid rain, resistance factors or insulation,"
Donaldson said.

The key is that people must identify a particular problem
that needs change, said Donaldson.
"Us a question of finding out about a problem, then the

answers are easier. You can let the problem find the an-
swer." Donaldson said.

If people try and become "expert" they will slow
themselves down, he said.

"It's like becoming a micro biologist so you can bake
bread" Donaldson said.

An example of how students can exert their influence is

at a public hearing this Thursday at the Gardner
Auditorium in Boston where the Department of Public
Utilities will be holding public hearings to determine
whether Boston Edison or consumers should pay for the
Pilgrim II nuclear power plant that Edison decided not to
build.

"The common citizen has an impact at these hearings.
Usually it's MASSPIRG and the utilities there, and when
the public shows it has an impact," Donaldson said.

Donaldson said that working as a public interest lobbyist
in Massachusetts is "a lot of fun."

"I'm working on things that matter. This Pilgrim II

matter can cost consumers between $600 750 million. That
matters," said Donaldson.

A public interest lobbyist never gets in a rut, he said.

"On Tuesday I argued before the DPU about whether
they should have approved the construction of Pilgrim II.

This is separate from what I talked about earlier.
Yesterday I was on the hill (the State House) meeting with
the Energy Development Caucus. Tomorrow I'll be at a
regional meeting regarding the possible construction of a
low level nuclear waste disposal site, " Donaldson said.
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Congress awaiting Reagan's
specifics on cutting budget
WASHINGTON (AP) - Six weeks after President

Reagan outlined a new austerity plan to help balance the

1984 budget, Congress is still awaiting details from the
While House. And the president himself has all but for-

mally announced his balanced budget goal is impossible to
meet.

Congressional officials expect a statement from Reagan
this week, perhaps tomorrow, on precisely what he hopes
can be done to hold down recession-swelled budget deficits

that could reach $80 billion this year and $145 billion in

1984.

In the meantime, key White House aides are meeting
with Republicans in Congress to discuss spending and tax
proposals.

"We're in very significant accord on almost everything
except revenues," Sen. Pete V. Domenici, R N.M., said

Friday after Reagan met with Senate and House GOP
leaders at the White House. "And on that (there has been)
very significant movement toward what we've been
talking about."

AH Laserphoto

SECURITY WATCH — James McCartney
stands "guard" over his parents Paul and Linda
McCartney with a toy gun, during a stroll on
New York's Upper East Side yesterday.

Mass. Reps protest

nuke waste dumpsites
BOSTON — Representatives of several western

Massachusetts communities say they will do everything in

iheir power to prevent their area from "becoming a dump
for low-level radioactive material."

State Rep. William D. Benson, a Greenfield Democrat,
said residents from his area fear that if a waste plant and
disposal site were built ^n western Massachusetts, it would
become a dumping ground for more than just

Mas.sachuselis.

Judy Shope, a member of the Massachusetts Oversight
Committee on Low Level Radiation Management, which is

hearing testimony on possible site selections, said it was a

pos.sibiliiy that other states would take advantage of a

radioactive dump site in Mfissachusettts.

"If each stale had to have its own waste site, the quality

of emergency and safety equipment would have in

decrease," she said at a hearing Friday.

Hampshire Ethical
gnosis CenterHypi

,H.Milton H. Asklnoss memb A.A.E
Many of our clients are doctor referrals.

• Weight control • Improve study • Stop smoking
• N«ll biting habits • Selfcontidence
• Improve • Relaxation • Sexual problems
cofKienfration . Fear of heights • Fear ot Hymff-

• l"^nii • Memory . improve sports
• Bed we'ting improvement ability

Overcome AgoraDhobia
and other Fears, Anxieties, and Phobias

Caff or wri'teTor Tree brochure
Special Fees • College Students & Senior Cljizens

.
Lecture demonstrations

The Farrick Building, Rte. 9, Hadiey Mass
3/10 mile Hamp Mall (Next to Rockys Hardware)

584 1919By Appt Only

"A remarkable experiment in
legal education . . . There is no other

school in the nation that can do what you
are doing here."

Warren Burger
ChieiJustice

U.S. Supreme Court

September 13. 1980
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Get the facts on:

• Admissions

• Curriculum

• Placement
Place-

Hampshire House
Placement ServiceDay: Tuesday

Date: Nov. 10, 1981 For information:

Time: 2:45 - 4:30 pm ^s. Jackie Warner

Polish strike leaders see labor peace

imminent in most extensive strike
WARSAW, Poland (AP) — Despite pessimistic

stali'ments earlier, strike leaders in Zieiona Gora province
said yesterday they were hopeful a new round of talks with
the government "could solve everything" and end Poland's
most extensive strike since the independent union
movement emerged last year.

The Roman Catholic church and Solidarity union leaders

of coal miners on strike in Sosnowiec advanced some
proposals Sunday on the miners' demands for national

television time in hopes that stalemate could be broken.
Polish Radio reported that Solidarity had dispatched a

national official to Zieiona Gora, where about 160,000
unionists would enter their 20th strike day today if no
settlement was reached.

The state-run press on Saturday quoted the government
as saying it was "futile" to attempt to talk to the local union
chapter leaders, and a Solidarity spokesman in the south-

west province said he did not know how much longer he
could restrain tempers. The strikes erupted over demands
that the government fire state farm managers, despite a
Solidarity leadership call for an end to the local strikes.

About 100,000 other workers on various wildcat strikes
around the country ended their work stoppages last week.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Ex-Panther criticizes

today's radical groups
HAMDEN, Conn. — Former Black Panther Party

chairman Bobby Seale says today's radical groups are
using the wrong methods to change things.

Seale said in a lecture at Quinnipiac College on Saturday.
"Those who want to live in the '60s are misunderstanding
the situation today. Nothing stays exactly the same and
they're going to be left behind."

"You have people like this saying they want to overthrow
the power structure, I say that's trite and outdated," he
said.

Referring to the alleged terrorists arrested in connection
with the $1.6 million Brink's robbery in New York, Seale
said: "Fm sure these people are sincere in their beliefs, but
their approach is all wrong."

Boston police fight for

passage of Tregor Bill
BOSTON — The Boston police union plans a billboard

campaign against two top legislative opponents of the
city's latest financial package that would rehire laid-off

police and firefighters.

The Boston Police Patrolmen's Association has mapped
out two billboard advertisements aimed at Boston state
Reps. William Galvin of Brighton and Salvatore DiMasi of
the North End.

"If you dial 911 and no one comes, tell Representative
Salvatore DiMasi to vote for the Tregor Bill and the rehire
of police and firefighters," one advertisement reads. The
other says, "Where have all the cruisers gone? Tell

Representative William G. Galvin to vote for the Tregor
Bill and bring them back."

Both advertisements give the lawmakers' home
telephone numbers.
"This is ridiculous," said DiMasi. "I wouldn't be sur-

prised if it came out of the mayor's funds..."

The office of Mayor Kevin H. White denied any
knowledge of the billboard campaign.
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SGA Treasurers Office Room 407 SUB
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Mediation addressed
Daivd O'Connor of the New England Environmental

Mediation Center will speak on "Mediation as a Means of
Environmental Conflict Resolution" from 7 to 8 p.m.
tomorrow in Campus Center room 904.

O'Connor's talk is being sponsored by the UMass
Mediation Project, the Environirental Education and
Management Center and the Coalition for Environmental
Quality.

Israel Week begins

with cultural events
Starting tomorrow, a 10 day series of events begins to

mark the celebration of Israel Week through Nov. 18.
The program, sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts chapter of Hillel, wiU feature many social,
cultural and educational events highlighting Israel.
From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. tomorrow, in the Student Union

Ballroom, representatives from various Israel programs
will participate in a fair to inform students of their op-
portunities. From 1 to 5 p.m., the representatives will be
available to meet individually with students. Sign up for
appointments can be made during the morniniror by callinir
the Hillel office.

8 j' » mg

Tomorrow, an Israeli Night Coffee House will be held
beginning at 7 p.m. in Farley Lodge, across from the
Southwest Residential Area. The night will feature Israeli
dancing, music and storytelling.

"Siege," an Israeli film about the 1967 Six-day War, will
be shown Thursday. The times and location are available
from Hillel.

On Saturday, the Klezmer Conservatory Band from
Boston will present a performance of Yiddish Jazz at 8 p.m.
in the Campus Center Auditorium. Admission is $2 for
students, $1 for the general public.

On Nov. 18. an evening of Israeli dancing will be held in
Campus Center rooms 174-176. Beginners will dance at
7:30 p.m.. advanced dancers at 8 p.m.
The week began with a brunch and discussion yesterday.
Information on all the events Is available from Hillel at

545 2526.

Students^brush up for

Froth Off competition
Residents of Grayson dormitory in Orchard Hill will be

competing later this week in the second annual Froth Off.
The tournament, in which students compete to see who

can create the most foam in their mouth while brushing
their teeth, is the final round of a competition being held in
the dorm.

Mark LaFrance. a resident of Grayson who organized
the competition, said 300 students originally competed in a
"froth contest" on each corridor in the building. Twelve
winners from each floor were chosen to compete in the
dorm wide "Froth Off."

The competition will be held at 10:30 p.m. Thursday in
the dorm's main lounge and attendance is open to the
public.

LaFrance said one of the main concerns of organizers has
been procuring drop cloths to cover the floor of the lounge.
Cloths were eventually located by dormitory staff mem-
bers and the physical plant.

"It gets very messy," LaFrance said.

Women meet opposing

new Workfare program
An informational session to organize around the issue of

a Workfare program being proposed by Massachusetts
Gov. Edward J. King will be held from 4 to 6 p.m.
tomorrow in room 803 of the Campus Center.

Representatives of the Poor Women's Task Force of the
Everywoman's Center, who are organizing the meeting,
said the plan, which is being reviewed by officials of the
Reagan administration, could affect up to 60,000
Massachusetts residents, including many students.

Students must sign up
fast for hunger sacrifice
The University of Massachusetts Hunger Task Force

will once again be participating in the Fast For a World
Harvest on Nov. 19.

For the fast, students will be asked not to eat for one
day and donate what they would have spent to the task

force,' which is conducting the fast in conjunction with OX-
FAM, the international relief organization.

For more information on the fast, or to sign up to par-

ticipate, people may check the table in the Campus Center

Concourse or call Reverand Fete Sabey at the HTF,
545-2789 or 545-2661.

Prof says U.S. poli

attack women's right

Colle gf^jn 3

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Reagan's social policies are an attack on women's
rights, said a Boston University (BU) professor at a two-
day Smith College conference on "Consciousness and
Community."
Frances Fox Piven from the political science depart-

ment at BU Friday lectured to about 100 people on
"Women and the State: Domination and Resistance in the
1980's."

Piven said, "Women have been assaulted by the Reagan
Administration in its attack on reproductive rights and the
ideological revival of the archaic ideas of women's
biological destinies."

Social programs such as welfare, unemployment and
social security protect women from having to take just any
kind of job. These programs protect men also, she said.
Women's role in the family is not what it used to be,

Piven said. Today, more women are joining the work
force, whereas "Old worid women performed unpaid
labor, and in turn depended on the men they served and
the children they reared." Clearly, the traditional family
has eroded, but it is difficult to say when that erosion"

began.

"For the educated and middle-class women, the
women's movement was a liberation," Piven said. "But
the women's liberation movement could not, and did not,
reach enough of the women who were less educated, older,
and less well-off."

More Reagan policies were attacked on Saturday during
the conference by Teresa Funicello and Karen Thomas
from the Redistribute America Movement (RAM). They
gave a workshop "Welfare Mothers Hit the Streets,"
discussing problems in the welfare system and what RAM
has been doing to help those on welfare.

Funicello, a welfare mother, said, "We live with the
stigma of being poor and being blamed for it while our kids
are going without."

"I believe we have to organize the people who are hur-
ting the most because they need it the most," Funicello
said. "What Reagan did was to undo 60 years of work,"
she said.

Almost every cut proposed in the Reagan proposal will
directly affect the people on welfare, Funicello said.

"People know they have to do something, but who
listens to a welfare mother?," she asked.

LAIKO BOUND — This week the 24th Infantry Division is transporting a 1300-man task force to
Egypt, to participate in the desert warfare portion of Operation Bright Star '82, an operation in-
volving troops from the U.S., Egypt, Oman, Somalia and the Sudan.

Shirt grabber assaults woman;
other women plagued by phone
A Springfield woman was assaulted shortly after mfd-

night Friday in the area of the Textbook Annex, police
reported last night.

According to the report, a male assailant stepped out
from a darkened area near the Annex, approached the
woman, and grabbed her shirt.

The woman told police she knocked the man's hand
away and the suspect fled.

She described the man as a white male, 18 or 19 years
old, five feet eight inches tall, stocky build, with blond hair

and Uue eyes.

The woman told police she intends to press charges if a
suspect is apprehended.

Police also reported that last Thursday afternoon the
People's Gay Alliance office in The Student Union
Building received one of two recent threatening phone
calls from an unknown male.

A woman reporting the incident told police the man said
he intended to "clear the office right out of lesbians."

The woman said she believed the caller to be from
Florence because he, according to the woman, mentioned
the Florence (Veterans of Foreign Wars) club in his phone
calls.

Police also reported a University woman received one of

three annoying phone calls from a man claiming to be call-

ing from the University of Connecticut.

According to a police report, the man said to the effect

that he "just wanted to talk to someone from UMass".
The woman told police she hung up on the caller and
received another call two hours later with the conversa-

tion being essentially the same. The man called back ten

minutes later, according to the woman, asking that she
not hang up until he had "fulfilled his fantasy."

In other action, a 23 year old Springfield man was ar-

.

rested Friday night and charged with possession of co-

caine and marijuana as well as numerous motor vehicle
violations, police said last night.

According to police reports, Clarence R. Johnson of 303
Maple St., Springfield was arrested about 10 p.m. Friday
after running a stop sign on Commonwealth Avenue.

A subsequent check of Johnson's vehicle revealed an
outstanding default warrant on Johnson from Springfield
police. Police also said "small amounts" of what was
believed to be cocaine and marijuana were later found on
Johnson.

Besides charges of possession, Johnson is being charged
with driving without a license, running a stop sign, failure
to yield to oncoming traffic, and speeding.
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"Th^ Woman's Week" is a weekly calendar of local

events printed every Monday. To pUice your event, contact
the women 's department at the Collegian.

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER (EWC)
Rape task force workshops will be held at 7 p.m. in

Leach dormitory on Monday, and in Patterson dormitory
on Thursday.
The Working Women's Task Force will sponsor "Dying

to Work: Women's Health in the Job Market," on Tuesday
from 12 to 1 p.m. in rooms 804-808 of the Campus Center.
The Working Women's Task force will sponsor a sup-

port group for women in the job market Tuesday from
7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
The Older Women Student's Support Group will meet

Friday from 12:30 - 2 p.m. at EWC.
"Birthmother," a support group for women who have

surrendered a child for adoption, will meet Sunday. For
the time, place and further information contact Helen
O'Donnell at EWC 545-0883.

Counseling walk-in hours are Tuesday, 2:30 to 4 p.m.,
and Friday 10 a.m. to 12 p.m..

Child care is available Tuesday, 7 to 10 p.m., and Thurs-
day 7 to 10 p.m.

An informational and strategizing session against Gover-
nor King's proposed workfare plan will be held Tuesday
from 4 to 6 p.m. in room 803 of the Campus Center. For
more informat ion, call the Poor Women 's Task Forceor^

the Third Wold Women's Task Force, at 545-0883.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM
The Committee Against Sexual and Racial Assaults

(CASARA) is having a special networking meeting Mon-
day at 7 p.m. in room 903 of the Campus Center.
The Committe for Equal Rights and Reporductive

Freedom (CERRF) weekly meeting will include an educa-
tional study session, Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in rooms 911 —
915 of the Campus Center.

The Women's Issues Team of the Student Center for
Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA) will meet
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in room 802 of the Campus Center.
Students Against Sexual Harassment (SASH) will meet

Friday at 9 a.m. in room 177 of the Campus Center.

• • • • • • •

THE WOMEN STUDIES departmental colloquium this

Monday is on "Women Artists and the German Avant-
Garde 1900 to 1914," at 4 p.m. in rooms 904 - 908 of the
Campus Center. Anne Mochon from the art history
department at UMass will speak.

THE ERA CAMPUS ACTION TEAM will meet Thurs-
day at 4 p.m. in Hills South 277. The meeting is open to
everyone.

LESBIAN UNION will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. in their
office across from the Collegian.

WAMH radio plays women's music every Sunday from 9
a.m. to 12 p.m.. For requests call 542-2288.

Hypercurricula. .

.

Mon., Nov. 9
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"ZIMBABWE" — Jill Nelson, freelance journalist, will
present a lecture slideshow on Zimbabwe. Presented by
Distinguished Visitors Program. FREE and open to all

UMass students and faculty. Rm. 163 - Campus Center.
Mon..Nov.9. 1981.7:00 p.m.

LABOR CENTER COLLOQUIUM COMMITTEE
PRESENTS: A slide show and presentation on "oc-
cupational health and safety in the workplace" by Ken
Silver from the International Chemical Workers Union.
Focusing on chemical hazards. Free. Draper Hall, Rm
124, Nov. 9. 8:00 p.m.
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Letters——^—____i
Detailing Khaddafi's exploits
To the Editor:

Congratulations Mr. Holhut on an outstanding and well-
informed editorial on the infamous Colonel Khaddafi. My
only complaint with it is that it didn't go far enough in
detailing the exploits of this Middle Eastern Hitler. Not
only has he financed terrorism of the extreme left, but he
began his career by financing terrorism of the extreme
right in the early 70's. Claudio Mutti, one of Italy's star
Nazi-Maoist terrorists jailed in 1980 for his alledged role in
the Bologna railroad station bombing, was head of the
Italy-Libya Association that was funded with Libyan
money and was outlawed as a fascist terrorist front. Mario
Tuti, Claudio's close associate now serving a life sentence
for terrorist killings, had picked up a 100,000 lire payoff
from the Libyan embassy in Rome just before gunning
down two policemen in 1975. Mutti himself claimed to
have been inspired by Khaddafi's brand of "Islamic
Socialism.

"

Leaving Europe and moving to the Middle East, it has
been proven that Khaddafi was the one who provided the
funds, arms and training for terrorists who were responsi-
ble for the 1972 Munich massacre at the Olympics. His
1976 budget for terrorist works alone was estimated at
about $580 million. Two thousand five hundred Libyan
soldiers were found to have been sent by Khaddafi to aid
the crumbling regime of Idi Amin. Two hundred Libyan
soldiers were found in the army of Emporer Bokassa of
the Central African Republic. And unfortunately the list

goes on and on and on.

Since these atrocities are only a partial list of the
murders, bombings and other misery that this man has
been able to claim responsiblity for, it saddens me that the
world reaction seems to be so muted. Our United Nations
spends most of its time blaiming Israel for everything
short of the Holocaust, while it seems to ignore totally the
evil that Colonel Khaddafi represents. Even taking into
account the unfortunate suffering that goes on in the third
World today, how in heavens name could this man be look-
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ed to as one of the Third World's champions? This only

does an injustice to all the countless true fighters for

freedom who feel that freedom should not emerge out of

the blood of slaughtered innocents.

Despite the countless acts of perfidy listed in this letter,

I suspect that within a few days the Collegian will be inun-

dated by letters of protest saying that it doesn't matter
what Khaddafi does since the United States, or the
Zionist-Imperialist Conspiracy is just as bad. Yet I can on-

ly hope that the students out there can prevent themselves
from getting too wrapped up in self flagellation and in-

stead recognize that, though the West has its problems,
we must recognize true evil and deal with it. It always
seems to be the case that tyra.-«ts such as Hitler, Stalin,'

Pol Pot and their like are never stopped before they have
managed to inflict great suffering on so many innocent
people. Just for once can we recognize the danger that
Khaddafi and his terrorist wards represent and deal with
them? Must we always sink into the pitiful state of charge
and counter charge that only succeeds in preventing any,
solution at all. Given the world's record over the years of|

dealing with threats such as Idi Amin, Pol Pot, and now!
Khaddafi, I fear that a good many more people will have to

suffer and die before this madman is finally brought down.

Katherine Cnrda
Northeast

It's a battle against society
To the Editor:

In response to Marsha Director's and Carol White's
editorial, "Role Reversal Refreshing" (Nov. 5), I found it

far from refreshing. As a woman I would like to express
my negative reaction towafd the rape prevention poster
which first saw posted on the front door of Hasbrook
recently. At first I thought it was some kind of a joke until

I saw them posted all over the campus. I am all for rape
prevention, I have had some close calls myself but I do not
feel that it was necessary to pose a male in the nude next
to a fully clothed woman.

I am aware that there is a problem with pornography,
exploitation, manipulation and violence against women in

the media but this is not the point that should be stressed.
The issue here is rape prevention. It is important for
women to learn to protect themselves in whatever way
they can.

As far as trying to eliminate exploitation of women, this

poster is far from the solution. The only way to eliminate
exploitation is through gaining support of both men and
women. It is not a battle against men alone, it's a battle
against society as a whole. All I can say is that I am sorry
that the rape poster was ever printed and that I respect
any male or female that reacted negatively to it.

Sarah M. Smith
» Amherst

Well-deserved kudos for band
To the Editor:

I would just like to add my two bits to all the well-

deserved kudos that has befallen the UMass band. Last
weekend after ten years at this academy I .attended my
first football game along with my eleven year old

daughter. The football game left something to be desired,

but not the half time pagentry. With all the flag waving
and marshall music, I thought for a fleeting moment I was
on some chivalric field in merrie olde England. I expected
at any second to have a unicorn dart out between the

goalposts.

I am depressed to learn that it is all over for this year,

but you better believe I'll be back again next fall.

Georg^e Carey
English Depar^nent

Escort service -

the tables turn
Everyone likes to get away on his or her own oc-

casionally. Solitude provides the opportunity to collect

one's thoughts, sort ones feelings. A quiet stroll at night
when the streets are hushed is cathartic. For some of us
anyway. Women have concerns which are magnified when
out alone at night. For us, the wind stirring shadows
triggers anxious speculations on the prudence of walking
alone in the dark.

Autonomy plays an important role in th6 effort to "get
away from it all." Solitude, especially in a dormitory
setting, is contingent on the ability of people to come and
go as they please. Both occasional solitude and mobility,
I'm sure most people would agree, are generally conducive
to personal growth. The child who is encouraged to explore

Michelle Murray
I the environment and question what he or she finds

I
becomes the adult who will intrepidly challenge the world
land make innovative and exciting contributions to it.

The isolation imposed on women throughout their lives

inhibits .their personal growth. Restraints placed on young
children are mitigated for boys as they mature but girls

becoming women find that these restraints are only
modified and their sequestration continues. In chUdhood,
mommy holds your hand when you cross the street. At
college, an escort service is instituted to hold your hand on
your way to the library, if you are a woman.
The introduction of an escort service by the Student

Government Association is an adequate response to
assaults and harassment of women on campus but it, too
serves to restrict the mobility of females on campus by
making them dependent on other people. And it hardly
seems fair that the mobility of women be inhibited when
they are the victims of harassment and assault. Restraints
should be placed on harassers and assaulters not their

victims.

Therefore, given the incidences of violence against

women on campus and given that these incidences and the
implementation of an escort service for women stand to
undermine the autonomy and consequently the

inquisitiveness and potential for personal growth of these
people, I propose the following course of action : that a
curfew be introduced requiring all men to vacate the

streets by 9 p.m. and that an escort service be im-

plemented for those men who desire access to facilities on

campus. Naturally, all men do not harass and assault but

since detection of those who do is difficult, let's play it on
the safe side.

The escort service would be similar to the one outlined

by the SGA. Student escorts will consist of pairs of women
who will accompany men to and from libraries and dor-

mitories. Off campus men need not be alarmed for they to

will be provided with escorts to and from bus stops. "This

policy would provide a geniune affirmative action measure
since the entire night shift of the Public Safety Depart-

ment would have to be replaced by women.
Considering the general proclivity of students to sleep

late, it is doubtful that anyone would ride early to assault

or harass and therefore the escort service will run until 1

a.m. Sunday through Thursday. The SGA neglected to

provide for an escort on Friday and Saturday nights but
this plan will. Since most sexual assaulters and harassers

do not work forty hour weeks nor confine their business to

weekdays, the curfew on men would be in effect seven
days a week and the escort service wUl be provided for

those men who resent being forced to stay at home. The
service will run from 9 p.m. -2 a.m. on Fridays and
Saturdays.

Knowing full well that a voluntary curfew would result

in minimal participation, I suggest the University enforce
the curfew and the modified escort service as part of this

Year Toward Civility. Perhaps standard University
disciplinary procedures could be enacted in the event of
curfew violations.

In any event, the natural intellectual superiority of men
will guarantee that any limited access to University
facilities because of the policy would have no bearing on
their academic acheivements. Women would finally have
freedom of mobility without fear of harassment or assault.

Imagine being able to leave your dorm or i4>artment at

night with little or no reservations. Our new-found
mobility will allow us to demonstrate the feats of which we
are truly capable.

Michelle Murray is a Collegian staffmember.
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clarity and length.
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE

CROSSWORD
Edited by MarKarrI Farrar and Trude Jaffe

by M. Joyce

ACROSS
1 Heraldic wreath
5 Synthetic rubber
9 Tunes in

14 Count calories
15 Not many
16 Succeed
17 Large marine tish

18 Soda flavor

19 Beelzebub
20 Bookkeeper s

need
22 Leaves secretly

24 Colliery product
26 Clove hitch

27 Old loke

31 home
35 Truncate
36 Dispenses
38 Number tributary

40 Garden parties
41 Book of Norse

myths
42 Musicians
45 German article

46 Smirk
47 Texas headwear
49 Plaster base
51 Coyote Stale:

Abbr
52 Not

inconvenient

Ml I i» Aatrlrv li>w>St*tfHal<

56 Country in E
Africa

60 Keep on
61 Bisque
63 Face about
64 Range animal
65 Mediocre
66 Exude
67 Color effects

68 Delightful region
69 Arabian capital

DOWN
1 Bouquet
2 Ready lor harvest

3 Starring role

4 Moral principles

5 From side to side

6 Sight in the sky
7 Scandinavian
man s name

8 Take
9 Tyrants
10 Badly shaken
11 Regarding
12 Hawaiian beach

party

13 Transmitted
21 chance
23 Made a firm

demand
25 Unit of light

27 Thickens
28 Beautiful Moslem

nymph
29 Derby town
30 Swamp shrubs of

the South
32 Old name for

Tokyo
33 Shakespearean

'orest

34 Former

monarchs
37 Hatcheries

39 Worker
43 Those employed

to flush OLii game
44 Bachelor party
4b Rays
50 Part of West

Germany
52 Pioneer political

cartoonist

53 Aware o*

54 Auxiliary verb
55 Cruc.f.«

57 Legendary kmgof
Rome

58 Largest nver m
Albania

59 Architectural

column
62 Exploit

ROD BONES by Gregg Canavan

1 2 3 4 S 6 f a

1

5 10 11 12 13

14 IS 16

1/ 11 19

n 21 22 23

24 25 26 ^^^1
77
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a a 30 1" 32 33 34

3S 36 37

M 39

I 40 41

*l 43 44 45

46 47 48

H^^^^H49 ,,.

SO SI BBi
S2 S3 64 55 5« 57 58 59

60

1

61 62 63

64 ts 66
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Solution to yesterday's puzzle on page 11

Monday. November 9th ^l^fPpr
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL at 11 ma*^

Free admission & Free Popcorn ^ " IIKJCXD

Tuesday, November 10th

Party witfi

ZOOM
and SYNESTHESIA

FREE FUN/DANCE PARTY

Friday, November 13th

CROCKETT
Played at Orchard Hill's Spring Concert

with BILLINGS GAP
Admission $2.00

Wednesday, November 11th

FREE MOVIE NIGHT
The Final Days Of The
FILMORE WEST

8 & 10 pm showings
Great Concert performances by The Grateful Dead,
Santana, Jefferson Airplane, Hot Tuna and N.R.P.S.

to name a few!

Next Weeks Feature THE ROLLING STONES AT HYDE
PARK & THE MR. BILL SHOW

Co-sponsored by the Governors Program Council

Thursday, November 12th

Comtemporary Black Classical Music Concert

from N.Y.C.

Saturday, November 14th

Go Crazy with New York's

BLOTTO

>**,:>>*

CLYDE CRINER
AND CLOUDS

Admission $2.00 Show starts at 9 pm
Co-sponsored by UPC and

Duke Ellington Committee

finalists in the WNEW-FM World Series of Rock N
Roll with the B-52's

and the OTHER HALF
Admission $2.00
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Mediocrity won in the
Clarke/Duke concert

IT'S THA
TIME

AGAIN!

•»*

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD
FALL COURSE BOOKS TO THE
PUBLISHERS.

RETURNS START
NOVEMBER 9th

DOIMT WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOQK -
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
HOURS

MON-FRI9a.m.-4p.m.

the UNh/ERSlJy STORES
TEXTBOOK ANNEX
@ pnvsicai panr OOq

The Clark/Duke Project
Friday, Nov. 6th
Fine Arts Center

By GREG GILES

The Stanley Clarke/George Duke Project
had a packed Fine Arts Center crowd rock-
ing last Triday evening in one of the most
ear-shattering spectacles to hit UMass this
year.

The five member band opened with
thunderous synthesizers - I half expected
to see Sun Ra gleefully swinging from a
wire across the stage wearing a flashing
disco visor and his usual celestial garb —
and proceeded to pound out some serious
high volume funkadelic fusion. After that
piece, which lasted one-fourth of the show,
Duke let the pace simmer with an extreme-
ly mellow bit of solo disco music, singing in
his famous mushy, high swill.

They went on to play their familiar
"Journey to Love," leaning more on the
rock side of this rock-jazz tune. Elated
sighs erupted when their top forty hit,

"Sweet Baby," from their latest LP, The
Clarke/Duke Project, began. Clarke also

played an excrutiatingly long solo using a
talking box. During "School Days" Duke

went into the front isles, muzzled one
woman up a^inst the side wall with his
space-aged Clavatar (a keyboard he wore
like a guitar), and later, in front of the
stage, went down for the count while lean-
ing back where there was no back to be
found. Stanley had better luck. He stepped
over three rows on the armrests to groove
on his bass.

The concert ended with an encore of The
Kingsmen's "Louie Lowe," during which
some audience members were invited to
sing on stage. More humorous than the
contest itself was seeing the troop herded
off stage by a roadie. Bare-chested "Ricky,
from Boston" gets special attention here
for trying to steal the show away with his
vibrant stage presence. (Rumor has it he
had a horrible new wave band a while
back.)

Despite media masturbation calling this a
"jazz" event, it was not. Their jazz
background was more noticeable in their
stage mannerisms than in their music.
When George Duke said "I guarantee

you that by the end of this night your fire's

going to be lit," it was carefully planned.
Some left with glowing smiles, some left

burning mad. For most of us, however,
mediocrity won out at this concert.

HANDS UP —
Stanley Clarke and
George Duke put on a
dazzling performance
in the Fine Arts Center
Friday night which in-

cluded walks out into

the audience by both
performers and invites

for persons in the au-
dience to come up onto
the stage.

I^;*>^iyrtysv.^
•^•^^'^''^^^'n

WITHOUT
AN

ADVANCED
DEGREE

..•^

^A

;.r iia***

,. •«.V*i

^?i*j;

V:' / '2,

y^

PiZZA PARTY ^
Buy a pitcher of ^
Beer get a free

small tomato & cheese Pizza.

Mon - Wed from
2:00 - 6:00 the 9:00 - close

with Happy Hour Prices

PIZZA
- Thursday

Friday 2:00 - 4:30
- Saturday

with Happy Hour Prices

.50c drafts

.99c bar drinks

$1.49 top shelf

Sunday - 2 for 1 American D«Qutl*s
(thats our special burger)

Sunday Nit« 2 for \ drinks

2-6 & 9 to closo

Happy Hour Schodulo - Mon-Wed 2 to 6 9 to close
Thurs, Fri, Sat 2 to 4:30 9:00 to close
Sun - 2 for 1 drinks 2-6 & Nodose

Inttttiito

335&J7(hSt
P^MkJuMftria. PA 19103

(ai5> 732-eeoo

ApprovedbyOie
AmertoanBar
Aaaoctaaon

<^mM b)r Pifs-Lcgri Ittc a
ftnnqil«wiM Cotponuon

icement

College seniors. Ifyou plan to get aJob
after graduatloav^ not consider
a profession?

In 3 months, we prepareyou for

careers in law, management flnanoe.

Our 8 Intensive courses are
natlorudly recognized for high acB-
demlc quality.

0\«r 90% ofour graduates secure
Jobs In their q)eclaltles. Over 5XXX)
grsdustes hold positions In law firms.
b«nksand coiporetlons in 1 10 dtles.

We provide a substantial tuition
refund Ifwe carmot secure ajob for

you In the dty ofyour choice.

Guarsnteeyour future. Learn how the
Institute can help you advance In a
career. Our rq>rBsentative will beon
•""^"^ NOVEMBER 16

O /uouldtlicetoamingeantnlervteu;
cU anothertime Ptoose coil me cU
one (^thephones noted.

a Ptooje send me (n^>rmatton about
the/nstttutejbrAstralegol Ttatnlng.

Name
AdOr^^

CUy, State, Zip .

CnlU-g,

( ) I )

Preaentphone Pennanentphone
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome ,o Cdtegian O^ CC 113 . 8^45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day^^"^Cash m advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rack-A-DIsc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

AUDIO

STUDENTS: Quality loudspeakers from
Burhoe Acoustics at FANTASTIC PRICESi
No gimmicks. Call PETER BURHOE
546-7127

?n^«®°r,
^^" ^^^ Speakers Kenwood

4070 Receiver, Hitachi 320 Turntable
Hitachi D-220 Cassette Tapedeck. Selling
either seperately or as a system . 546-9151

Stereo: 60 watt Kenwood ampTkenwood
tuner. Technics semi-auto turntable with 3
cartridges-ADC, Pickering, Audio
Technica, 3 and 4-way speakers, 200 amp
power meter with RMS and peak readouts
birch veneered stereo cab., 40 albums
discwasher & fluid. Only 1 Vi yrs old Must
sell - $600 or 80 549-4037

AUTO FOR SALE

70 Oldsmobile Cutlass excellent condition
$675 253 5943

1971 Chevy Townsman snow tires includ
ed, good running condition $1 50 549-4044

BELLYGRAMSH
Delivered by experienced bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
549-1175

DO IT!!

January Graduated: Have your senior
portrait taken Do it now 545-2874

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Tape Decks, Stereos
£t Car Stereos. Sound in Motion 266 No.
Pleasant St, Amherst behind Silverscape
Designs 253 9341

ENTERTAINMENT

STONES Want to trade 4 Stones tickets
for Syracuse N.Y. show for 4 tickets in

Hartford show. Call 6-6056 - jim or 6-6606
-Jane

FLOWERS, FLOWERS. FLOWERS
Oh how beautiful the flowers, oh how
romantic, how truly magical they can
become. Love someone, deliver in person
a gift of mystic magic, from a truly secret
admirer, XXOO. Any questions on ar
rangements ask Laura or Susan, they're
wonderful to deal with!

FOR RENT

Single room office near campus $150 in

eluding utilities D.H. Jones Real Estate
549-3700

Puffton Village Apartment available star
ting Dec. 1st. Call 549-0083

Sensory Isolation Tank available for rent.
584-1627, evenings.

FREE RENT - after Dec. 7 for responsible
female in exchange for sitting 9 yr old while
mother works nites 617 747-0070 or
546 6398 leave message

FOR SALE

DennisGIFT IDEA: Portrait Drawings.
Delap, 665-2972

Selling Mark-V Kayak. New best offer.

Adjustable footbraces. 253-9304.

Stones Tix For Sale Syracuse 11/27. (Day
after Thanksgiving) 586-2781

1975 Suzuki GT-390 FULLY assesed 12000
mi. very good condition $650 call Rick
549-1867

Skiis 190 Spaulding epoxy, half season
old $65 253-5943

Jensen R400 AM/FM Cass, Jensen
Tn'S, 60 watt 5 band amp $200 also Sony
25 wt. receiver, Kenwood spkrs BIC
changer $300 Mark 665-3986

Roiling Stones Tickets Hartfn ^ Nov 10
Good seats, 677 355-6641 Mike
New 10-speed bicycle with luggage rack
never used $80.00 546-9869

New Queen or King size waterbed never
opened, 10 year warranty, walnut stained
pine frame, headboard, deck, pedestal,
mattress, liner, heater. Originally $330.00
now $199.00 527 4645, E. Hampton
Skis Alfa 450's 195cm w/looks 100.00
Boots Nordica GTs mens 9 60.00 Lange
Banshees mens 8 30.00 Andy 665-4395

TYPEWRITER ^MITH CORONA
MANUAL Portable, good condition, call
546-4539

B Flat Bach trumpet call Pinky 546-6749

1972 VW Microbus good condition $1200
or BO call John 253-7430 good gas mileage

FOUND
Did you lose your dog? We found a
golden retriever puppy, about 9 months old
on 10-21. She has a choker chain without
an ID tag. If she is yours give me a call at
5-0329 from 9-5 or 586-8497 after six and
ask for Evan. But hurry, she's falling in love
with our family and may not want to go
home please.

Found all gray young cat wearing white
flea collar, in front of West Expt. Station
near Grad Research. Call 5-231 1 or 5-2315 8
to 4

HELP WANTED
Kitchen help needed for Prat in xchange
for meals ca ll 253-9987

Bus Driver-Trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will be accepting applications for our
training program to run thru intersession.
Qualifications include a clean driving record
of 3 years and a committment to work for 1

year apply Monday Eve Nov 2, 1981 at 7 PM
CAmpus Ctr Room 905-9

The COLLEGIAN is looking for an
associate News Editor. Interested UMass
students with writing experience and
knowledge of newspapers should apply by
Nov 11 to Ed Levine in the Collegian Office,
1 13 Campus Center.

Information on Alaskan and Overseas
jobs $20,000 to $50,000 per year possible
calM602[ 941-8014 Dept. 6501

Work Part-Time Now earn $50 or more
per week. Work Winter Break at home,
earn $200 or more for 30 hrs. Call

1 527-2812 between 10 & 4 weekdays only

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500 - $1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MAI, Corona
Del Mar. CA 92625

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNS
WANTED

Legal Services Office has 8 positions
available for full-time Legal Assistant In-

terns for Spring 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Legal Assistants aid at-

torneys of the Legal Services Office with
client interviewing, investigations, legal
research, negotiations, giving advice and
referals, preparation of court forms, atten-
dance at hearings in District and Superior
Courts of Hampshire, Franklin & Hampden
counties, and participation in administrative
hearings and Federal litigation. Legal
Assistants maintain continuing caseload
under supervision of attorneys. For advice
on arranging an internship and credit, con-
tact Office of Internships, Curry Hicks
Building. For further information, contact
Legal Services Office, 922 Campus Center.
Applications due Friday, November 20, at
Office of Internships. Writing sample re-

quired.

LOST

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802
Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

BiuTWallet/Checkb^oiTlf found please
call Sue 665-7094 or return to U. Store In-
formation Desk

BLUE NYLON WALLET WITH VELCRO
S>-.OSURE Please call or write Ditte

c!li!?« ^^ ^°^^y ^^^- Amherst 01002
549-6591 No questions asked.

PliOTOGRAPHS IN MORRILL (3 wks
ago[ very important to me 546-7952

11/2 W^m^s Gold Signed Ring can
Identify inscriptions. Reward if found Call
6-8256

MARTIAL ARTS

7^^^!*^WON"DO^fUDEiy^^

SmS^nl" Opsonization contact Kevin at546-5940 beginners welcome

PERSONALS
Got a favorite film? Bet I've got the
poster I have over 1500 movie posters incl.
Quadrophenia, Annie Hall, Star Wars. Call
Matt at 6-6768 318 Field

UMASS SKI CLUB
~

430A Student Union M-F 11-3:30

10th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH NOV 18-21

10th ANNUAL BUSHjASH JAN 24 29
Delicious! Fresh croissants and h^t
espresso now being sold Mon - Fri 830 -

2:00 Herter 3rd floor lobby. Brought to you
by the French and Italian clubs.

To my bestest Adrienne. All the way
from Chapel Hill, Happy 18. See you sooni
Love always. Donna
Small eyeglasseslaken from Greenough
^bby Friday Oct 30 Please turn them inloCC Assistance Desk

Mabel - I love and care foryou very much
I hope our relationship will grow stronger
every day. Herm ^

Ken Bartus - For someone who isn't
Jewish you sure do like bagels! What do
you do with them all? Present this ad and a
Ranchero and I'll give you a month's supp-
ly. LL P.S. Happy Birthday

Burger King 21 If yoi]~h^;;rth^"j^dr^f
bpades or the King of Hearts, call 586 3435
to split big money. I have the Aces
Jewelry Instruction FREE at ail of the on
campus Craft Shops Campus Center.
Hampden, Greenough, start early for the
holidays. Info 546-9898 gemstones available

Night of the Living Dead - Thursday
shown at 9:00 and 1 1 :00 Mahar Aud. only a
dnllarl

ROOMMATE WANTED
Bedroom available large Sunderland
apartment $145 -i- utilities on bus route.
Females only 665-7941

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Research Consulting and Statistical
Computing by Ph.D. psychologist.
Reasonable rates, guaranteed accuracy.
253-5262 or 253-7374

STONES TICKETS

Two Rolling Stones Tickets for Nov 9 in
Hartford - Best Offer. Call 6-6433 or 6-6353

Stones Tix Hrtfd 11/9 Best offer
nie at 253-3235 evenings

Call Er-

Two Tickets Rolling Stones Syracuse
Best offer call evenings 6-6125

TYPING

FREE-LANCE TYPING and resume
writing. Top skills, reasonable rates.
Amherst. 549-0518

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles tor
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel

584 2832

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Momday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2

'

Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-07 1

Looking for 2 tickets for Children of a
Lesser God Please call Paul evenings
586-5565

Looking for Stones tickets in Hartford
Will provide transportation. Call Karen
546-4410 or Eric 253-9958

I need two tickets to Children of a Lesser
God Call 549-0694 right away
Wanted Rolling
$50/ticket 6-5072

Stones Tix will pay

Want to sublet apt for Jan on bus route
call 546-4698

WANTED TO RENT

2 or 3 bedroom apartment preferably for
Dec or Jan but will take sooner. Call
253-7221 or 253 3534

Two bedroom apt on bus route Colonial
Village? Squire Village? Could occupy
anytime after Nov. Please call Jodi at
253-9818 after 11:00 PM or leave message'

Fiealth and Beauty Aid

STOCK-UP SALE
Ban Roll-on reg unsceny

1.5 oz —

/{3^.

Faberge Organic Shampoo
15 oz. oily - reg d'v

96c Reg $1 89

f4Sr PHIN Rfllff

Aapri apricot facial scrub
-^ 2oz

$1.22 Reg. $2.03 BAYER
ASPIRIN -^

M

$1.85 reg $3.00

Apricrt

facial Scrub

f't^lncr Ffw I

Colgate

7oz

Bayer 100's

$1-49 reg 2.16

Noxzema.
SKINCfltAM

$1.36
Located in the Campus CeMer

Noxema Skin Cream
6 oz

reg 1 97

$1 12 r.n 1 79 OP^" M-F 9-5
'"""'"° '" '"'^ ^*""P"' ^^'^'^^

;.
3,,, ^^g University Store
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More Arts
Are they not men?

Devo performed in the Opheum Theater on Thurs. night.

DEVO
Thursday. Nov. 5th
Orpheum Theater, Boston

By ROB CROWLEY

Devo scares me. Are these guys human,
or the "suburban robots" they claim to be?
Mayl)e it was k-ad singer Mark Mother
sbaugh. who paraded about the stage like a
wooden soldier Thrusday night. Or maybe
it was the other hand members, who swung
like primates from the elaborate Devo
Temple stage prop during one number. I

felt like I was watching five androids.
And there was music too. The show

covered the complete range of the
Alfr-.r,;(,.'s albums, from i4r<^ We Not Men?

to their latest. New Traditionalists. Worth
noting were fiesty versions of "Smart
I'atrol," "Race of Doom," "Mongoloid ' and
"Girl U Want." The encore was sparked by
an appearance of that lovable spud Booji
'Boy (Mothersb.v ;^h in a mask) who

high

was

Juiiiard String Quartet
Thurs., Nov. 5th
Fii e Arts Center

By':HARLIE RUSSELL
Ct

' '}g\an Correspondent

St Thursday, a truly world-class group of musicians
ca to play in Amherst. The scene was the Fine Arts
Ct cT Concert Hall, the group the Juiliiard String
Qu. rtet (Robert Mann, Earl Carlyss, Samuel Rhodes, and
Joel Krosnick).

Tliursday night was a triumphant return for the quartet.
The players were in fine form, attuned to each other as
well as an ensemble can hope to be. Attacks, releases and
the ---ubtlest of dynamic^ v\ere executed by the four as one.

^ more importan' han the meticulous rehearsal was
oaring, express! > • sound that these four men con-
up from simpli n-ung boxes. From touching and
r to ferocious, they played it all.

first of the three pieces on the program was
n's Quartet #6 in E flat Opus 64. An ideal opening
on, it began with a warm, luxurious chorus, simple

-h to draw the players together and diffuse any jit-

The piece was played soothingly and for four fiddles

return

charmed the packed house with a
falsetto version of "Beautiful World."
The appearance of the band

preoeeded by a 20 minute show of Devoid
film shorts. Several old clips ("Whip-it,"
"The Truth About Devolution") were mixed
with some new celluloid ba.sed on their
latest album.

So don't miss Devo this time around,
spuds. Devolution is peaking, and it's well
wort h seeing.

th

t«

H
St

ei.

t<

in a huge hall, with a surprisingly full sound.
The second piece was Quartet #3 Opus 22 by the 20th

century composer Hindemith. A marked contrast to the
peaceful Haydn, this work was atonal and moody. Its thick
texture was highlighted by the thrilling precision of the
Juiliiard. especially in the haunting third movement.
The final piece. Mendelssohn's Quartet #6 in F minor

Opus 80, was a curiously melancholy work. The program
mentions the death of Mendelssoiin's sister as a source of
the piece's brcxxling nature. The quartet's phenomenal
touch was particularly evident in this poignant piece.
As an encore, the group chose the janty. playful closing

of the first quartet of New England composer, Walter
Piston.

The one drawback of the concert was the cavernous hall.
Despite the sound shell enclosing the players, neither a de-
cent forte nor a genuine chamber-musicintimacy could In?

achieved.

The group did its best to overcome these obstacles,
however, and when the Juiliiard Quartet does its best the
results are breathtaking. If you didn't catch them on
Thursday, you can still find a lot of great local talent. I

recommend you do. In an age of synthesizers and treble
boosters, it's damn refreshing to hear the rich sound of
hands on old wood.

The FAC was filled with the sounds of the
Juiliiard Thurs. night.

GOVERNORS PROGRAM COUNCIL
Awd The UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

PRESENT

Actor ROB INGLIS in a

solo dRAMATizATION of J.R.R.

\kicrls

SuNdAy, Nov. 1 9tU 8:00 PM
UMass STudENT UnIon BaUroom

TickETS $2 UMass STudENTs, $5 aU otIiers

TickETS AVAlUblE AT TIX
A TkEATRJcAl CEUbRATJow of tIie TolkEJN TriIo

TkE qRoup tIiat bRouqliT you 'Jesus CkRisT Superstar'
TIie UMass Music TIieater Guild

presents

SUGAR

NEED MONEY?
SUCCESSFULLY START AND OPERATE YOUR

OWN BUSINESS WHILE IN SCHOOL!
Attend the one-day "Spare-Time Income" Seminar on Saturday
November 14th, at the UMASS/AMHERST Campus Center Earr^
thousands of extra dollars each year. . .maybe each monthn Learn
first-hand from the expert Vilnis A. Ezerins, Jr., one of America's
most successful young businessmen. .

• How to create a highly profitable business which you can operate
in your spare time while at school-with 25 specific examples of
student-run prosperous enterprises.

• How to begin without capital if necessary.
• How to find free help.

• How to avoid the pitfalls that often spell disaster.
• The step-by-step details you need to follow to launch your own
money-making venture.

• How to advertise - sometimes at no cost.
• How to manage your time and your growing income - and suceed

at school and business!
• And much, much, much more.

&«»<>«»<

ThE MusicAl VERSION of tIie cUssic JAck Lemon
MARilyN Monroe - ToNy CuRTis KIm 'Some LikE It Hot'

Tkis TkuRs., FRi., Sat., NovemBer 12, 1 J, 14
ANd NEXT TkuRs - Sat, NovemBer 19, 20, 21 - 8 PM
BowkER AudiTORiuM, STOckbRidqE HaU (near CC Bus Stop)

TickETS - $ J sTudENTS, $4 public, AVAiUbU at
BowkER Box OfficE or Campus Center TaBIe

CaU $4;-0787

rNVEST SIX HOURS AND CHANGE YOUR LIFE!!!

Tuition for the complete six-hour seminar is only $75 ($35 with
student i.d.) and includes a seminar workbook. To pre-register for a
reserved space, phone toll-free 1-800-344-7377; or you may
register just prior to the workshop by arriving thirty rriinutes early
Tuition IS payable at the door by cash, money order (made payable
to "Conference Management Association"), Mastercharge or Visa.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14TH
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. (noon to 1 :30 p.m. lunch break)

UMASS/AMHERST CAMPUS CENTER- Room 163

For Instant WORKSHOP RESERVATIONS
Call Without Charge:

n n ..^-800-344-7377 (from 1 2 noon to 9 p.m.)
Or, Call Collect: (61 7) 533-4378 (from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.)

Monday, November 9, 1981
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Hypercurricula
UMASS }m-\(:ki{ T.ASK FORCK meeting - Help

needed for ihr Fast tor World Harvest .Nov. 19). All in-
lores.id pt rsoii> arc invurd ,0 shan- in raising the con-
sciousness ol the campus and raising bread for OXFAM.
428 Student Union, Mon. Nov. 9, 4 5:30 p.m.

Tues., Nov. 10
X'i**'''X'i*.*X'r*C'M*!'*''''****»'»'«vio*«fc",».*.', • -,

•:-x»:':«:'N>*-*-'-'

ORGANIZE AGAINST ANTI SEMITISM AT UMASS
— Are you concerned about anti Semitism at UMass?
('<Mne discuss ih issue and brainstorm about organizing
siraicgies. Tu« .y. November 10 at 4 p.m. in Dukes
room, 310 Siut" Union.

MANA(;EMENT club - Happy hour/meeting -
mandatory. Tuesday. Nov. 10 at 7:30 in SBA room 323.

UNDERGRADUATE SPORT MANAGEMENT IN
TERVIEWS - The Department of Sport Studies will be
conducting interviews for undergraduates seeking ad
mission into ihe program of sport management on
Tuestlay. Nov. 10, al3::«) p.m., Curry Hicks, room 10.

Wed., Nov. 11

CHESS CLUB MEETINCJ - Event will l)e held at CC.
Rm. 144 on Wed.. Nov. 11. at 8:00 to 11:00 p m.

ISRAEL NIGHT — Including Isralei Dancing. Singing'.
Storytelling and Bellydancing by fireside. Bring your
favorite stories, songs and records. Event will Ik- held at
Farley Lodge on Wed., Nov. 1 1, 7 p.m.

LAST GREAT AMERICANS MEETING - A union
video center TV comedy pro(Juction. Noveml)er 11th,
meeting for writers and idea jjerierators. The search for a
ho8t(s) continues - All interested bring material to this
meeting. Event will k' held at Rm. iK)3 CC. at 7 p.m.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZtE

i/u^4aCj^

tn* fewi wW'^^
0*1 »ce

^ ,.—

-

<^i^^^4^ .^^ <̂^^

i:S=i

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers

Schedule an interview for Nov. 12,
1:30-5:00, at Career Placement,
Hampshire House.

ATTENTION!
100%

FREE TUITION
JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS

NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

MPMN
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 19M

Visit Any Center
And See For Yourself

Why We Make The Difference

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

In Amherst:
264 N Pleasnt St
(413)253-5108/5283

For Informitlon About
Other Centers In More Than
90 Maior U.S. Cities & Abroad

Outside N.Y. State

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-223-1782

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

STAJIT ME UP/ HEAVEN .x/
WAITING W A FRIEhD *" /

the
Located in the Camput Center Univ of Mass

University Store
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Minutemen shellshocked

Monday^ November 9, IMl^ - ^ 'V-*^

BC drubs VM.
liy STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

CHESTNUT HILL - Bosion Colleges
Alumni Stadium was a macabre circus
Saturday and ihe main attraction, aside
Irom the spastic electronic scoreboard
which iniermiiienily extolled the 20,000 in
aiundance to shout, cheer and stomp their
leel was ihe University of Massachusetts
liH)lhall Minutemen.

"Thisfootball team could have
quit at haljlime," UM head
coach Boh Pickett said. "In-
stead, it showed a lot of
character by coming ba^k.

"

When (he screaming elecrical point
marker addressed the crowd with a gem.
"VViih noise from you. well get 52 (BC
poinls)." one knew the party was over, an
Eagle washout, as the 52 22 final score
painfully in<licales.

H the Eagles had warned lo make a
slalemeni to c<.|lege football land
something along the lines of. "We are a
Duision I. national U'vel football team now
and I hat is ihe only way we will play, no
mailer who the opponent." then HC did so
and more Saturday in Chestnut Jiill.

Although Massachusetts was never
realistically in the ball gam<-. they did not
just lay down and die. even when BC racked
up a 38 14 halftime lead and negated a
decent UM scoring drive in the third
quarter by tacking up another six points
when the ama/.ing Doug Klutie hit BC split
endJon Sh.nn wiih a 29 yard scoring strike
puiiingiheCJoliath likehostsup45 22.

This football leam (UMass) could have
«|uii at halfiime." UM head coach Bob
Ticket I >aid. "Insiead. it showed a lot of
character and came back."

The BC Ireshman S<ramble King, field
Kader Klutie and company graciously
demonstrated the line art of high powered
oll.nse in the first half, shredding the UM
d.l.nsive minions for ;J22 attack yards and
3« big poinls. The Eagles marched down
ih<' fieM „n iis first possession and stuck
one III when junior tailback (u'offTownsend
Mooted down the right sideline for a 20

yard score.

UMs Ron Mangerellidid some slicking of
his own on the ensuing kickoff, taking the
b(»ot at his own 13 yard line and sprinting
up the lefi sideline past the BC bench on his
way to an 87 yard kickoff return TD, set
free for the jaunt on a nice block from UM
tailback Garry I'earson.

Things got progressively worse for the
Minutemen in the 21 point Eagle second
quarter. BC's Brian Brennan stole the Mike
Sione flanker reverse play from
Massachusetts and used it and a wall of
Eagle blocking flesh for a 33 yard trip to the
en«l/one. 17 7BC.

After Eagle back Kevin Benjamin scored
Ihe first of his two si-cond stan/.a TDsUM s IVarson set up a Barrett McGratli
l.)Uch(lown plunge with the Bristol. Conn,
naiives longest gainer of the year, a 4«
yard burst to the BC two yard line,
bringing ihe Minuiemen within ten points
lor the first lime in the game.

Fluiie \hrn began his UM defensive
sioMulary dicing exhibition and the cur
lains were almost closed with BC up three
and a half touchdowns at intermission.

The Minuiemen came back and mocked
the Eagle Express in the third period when
Max Jones bUn-ked a punt aflhe BC 40 yard
line and Minuieman defensive end Tom
Ahein picked up the Iwibbling pigskin and
cranked the remaining .34 yanis into the six
point area.

Anyone who wishes to shake an ad
rn<mishing finger at first year BC head
coach Jack Bicknell for running up the
score had beiier refrain, since he had
almost all of his starters out of the game by
laie third quarter and the final two Eagle
lallK s w.rr pinne.! up by second and third
M ringers. The last score came on a 44 yard
power sweep by the Splinter Brigades
Donald (iairon. marking BC's largest
margin of v iciory over Massachusetts since
I he 70 8. 1974 embarrassment and i he ninth
siraiglii UM loss at Chestnut Hill.

Massachusetis. now 5 3 overall and still
n.d for firsi place in ihe Yankee con
lenn<c. will dose out iis regular season
Saturday when the Minutemen travel to ihe
University of New Hampshire for a pc.ssiblc
league title bid and a potential slic<- of the
Division] AA playoff pie.

leads Eagle Express

OUCH
flanker

Eag:les'

. - UMass safety Grady Fuller (white) puts the hurt on BC
Brian Brennan (13) in Saturday's 52-22 UM self-destruct at the
Alumni Stadium.

By NANCY GONTER
Colle^rian Staff

STORRS, Conn. - The University of Ma>^.sachusetts
women s soccer team had two failures this past weeken.i
and one great success.

At 7:30 a.m. Saturday. UMass head coach Kalekeni Ban
da received a phone call from his wife: she hud k'gun to
feel iaiM.r pains. Minutes before the semi-final contest k't-
ween the Minutewomen and Harvard In-gan. the coach
phoned his wife. The pains were still coming The
Minutewomen played Harvard University and lost. 21
Fifteen minutes later. Banda was on the"r(»a<l to Coolev-
Dicken.son Ho.spital. Al 12:30 a.m. Siindav. Banda was the

Kickers 0-2 in playoff
proud father of a seven pound, thirteen ounce baby girl
Several hours later. Banda returned to the University of

Connecticut, where his team would face Cortland (NY )State University in the consolation round of the Eastern
regional play-offs. Unfortunately, the Minutewomen lost
again. 1-0. making them the fourth place team in the East.
The Minutewomen faced second-seeded Harvani Satur-

day. Although lfMa.ss dominated in the first half out-
sh.K.ting Harvard twelve to five, they failed to score
However. UMass .scored first in the second half, with a
Koal by Lori Stukes. assisted by Chris Taggert.

Harvard came back 20 minutes later, with a g<.al by
Catherine Perrante. assisted by Inga Larson, trying th^e

score, UL
Harvard scored the winning goal with a minute and a

half left in the game, on a goal by Jeanne Piersiak,
assisted by Larson, for the 21 final.

"Harvard plays to win." said Banda. "their intensity
never waivers." ^

Sunday, the Minutewomen returned to the field cheered
by the news of Banda's new child, but even this could not
save them from a disappointing loss to Cortland 1-0
Cortland's lone goal came a minute and a half before the

end of the first half, by CSU's Cindy Fuhrman
"Our luck was not with us." said Banda. "We didn't get

the breaks. We gave it all we could, things just didn't go
our way. *

UM stickers finish unbeaten
By NANCY I'AHKS
(-olltgian Staff

Coming into the second half with ihe offensive edge the
women Hu.skies (»f UConn pulled out a tie with the number
om- nationally ranked UMa.ss field h<x-key team to bring
the slickers record to 17 2 in their last n>gular season
game.

Th<' .same thing happened last year." said UMass head
coach I'am Hixon. "They (UConn) are a defensively
monH'nious team, and we let ihem jfct on their track."

1
1
was an emoiionally exciting game with over 300

people in attendance at the upp«T N(JI'E playing field 'i'he
University of Connecticut women fought hard with their
drl.nse swarming around UMs Judy Strong and freshman
1 am MoraU' wh( never they advanced on the Huskie goal.

The firsl half opened up with the UMass stickers
keeping possession of the ball and marking their opponents
extremely (ight. The women capitalized on all penalties
called on ihi Huskies and UConn goalie Lynn Kotl.r .saw a
lot of acii<in those first a5 minutes.

UMass look a slim lead when Strong posted the firsl
tally with 20:39 left in ihe first half on a pass from Ro

Tudryn.

The turning point in the game came at 8:48 lefi in the
Kill when the Minutewomen gained a short corner on a
Muskie penalty call.

UM sophomore fi)rward Tish Stevens look the ball and
<«rove It across the circle to Strong on the lefi. The senior
st.ppe. back and t.K)k a fiick on net. Nelminder Roller
Slopped the ball but a penalty was called on the Huskie
g<.alk.ep,T for carrying the ball over th(. net. On such a
call, the opposing leam gets a penalty Hick where one
player goes erne on one wit h the goalie.

Strong Ml up 10 feel in front of net and waited for Roller
to lake her posit „m. In this inten.se minute, something
happened and Strongs drive went wide on the lefi Thewomen w.tc down and it showed as the half ended with
it onn all«)ver the stickers.

When we missed that shot." said Hixon. "it mentally
hurt us and we gave them the moment urn."

The senmd half opened with the Huskies swarming
keeping a light reign on the ball and giving Mass goalie
1 any Shea a work out. UConn saw nine shots on goal in
Ihe second half compared to UMass' sole allemDl bv
lorward Morale. ^

UMass spikers

ousted at MIT
CAMBRIDGE - This weekend ended a season thatnever really began for the University of Massachusettswomen s volleyball leam.

"u.lus

Though they play iwo more matches on Wednesday theMinuiewomen .saw its chances for the Easterns come 'to acrashing ihud at MIT. the site of the Massachusetts

iM UKWU'U
.'""'rcollegiale Athletics for Women(MAIAW) Championships.

There. UMass defeated Wellesley College. 15-10. 15-12,

- ,o ,r
•"' '"^"'"^ ^" ^""'^^ ^'«"*^'»^' 12 15. 15-6, 11-

"We played Smitb with a loi more respwt than the lastnme, said UM s I'alti I'hilbin. "They've got a lot of good
hiit.Ts. Still. 11 was very frustrating to lose. Its been like
I nis all season — we ve never really got going."
Now at 21-22. the Minuiewomen winds up its season in

«.ston Wednesday night, where it will take on Nor-
heastern University and Springfield College at NUUMass has defeated ihe Huskies in both meetings this

season whiU- it will be the firsl time the Minutewomen will
play I he lady Chiefs this year.

- MAUREEN SULLIVAN

IS"^^overnher U, l\mi

NUMMO NEWS
AM^OO^^PUBLICATION

INDIGENOUS PEX)PLE AND REVOLUTIONby Roxana Bell

On October 30th, an educational con-
ference on Central America was held inNew York Citys' Hunter College.

This conference involved many lectures
and workshops on the current situation of
Central America. One of the many speakers
present was Jeronimo Camposeco, a native
of Guatemala and a member of the Kekchi
tribe.

Mr. Camposeco spoke about the In-
digenous peoples plight in the history of
Guatemala. He explained that in the years
before the Spanish conquest, the region
that IS now Guatemala was inhabited by
people of many different nations. Although
all were Mayans, the groups had strongly
developed national identities. Thv>re were
no "Indians'" rather there were Quiches
Mames, Tzutuhiles, Cakchiqueles, Kekchis,'
etc. The Spanish colonizers were able to
take advantage of these national rivalries,
using one group against another. "Only
through the years of "pacification", of en-
comiendas and reducciones, were these
national identities broken and replaced by

an even more local identity, based in my
country", said Camposeco.
"We had become "Indians" for the

Spanish conquerers, a population to be ex-
ploited as cheap labor. Along with the
land, we the Indians were parcelled out to
the ronquerers. During the first two
decades after the conquest, we were work
ed as slaves; later, other forms of servitude
were forced upon us. But from the beginin
ning, we were the foundation for the col
onial economy in the region, the producers
of wealth for the conquerers, the Church
and the King. ".commented Camposeco as
he gave the history of his people.

This condition of the Indian as the main
source of labor for the production of export
goods, as well as the principal producers of
food for consumption within the country
has remained unchaged to the present.
For 450 years the Indians have suffered, as
others have taken over their lands,
sometimes by brute force and sometimes
through legal' mechanisms. Just as was
the case during the colonial period, the In

dians' sweat and blood continue to fill the
pockets and banks of the traditional land
based sector of the bourgeoisie.

Every emperialist nation seeks some way
to justify the property claims, the exploita-
tion and their imposition of power on
another people. During the early years in
Spanish Central America, the native
peoples were considered to be members of
some sub human group, thus facilitating
their enslavement and the brutality. "Short-
ly after the conquest, we were declared
'human', but our basic condition, the
cultural oppression and the humiliation that
we suffer remain to this day as intergral
parts of Guatemalas' society." declared
Camposeco. The ruling groups that follow-
ed the Spanish found it convenient to
strengthen and propagate the idea that the
Indians, by their nature, are inferior. The
set of beliefs and values that are held by the
dominant social groups has been a power-
ful tool in the hands of the rich minority.
"The war that is being fought in

Guatemala today is fundamentally a war

.between rich and poor, the society's
discrimination against the Indians gives the
struggle a particular quality and also gives
the Indians a special role in it. A struggle to
end the exploitation and repression is not
enough. It must also be a struggle to end
the cultural oppression. ", said Cam-
poseco "I should add that for these very
same reasons, we the Indians are also the
main target of the government's repres-
sion. While those with power in the country
are among the strongest proponents (and
principal beneficiaries) of the idea that In-

dians are lazy and backward, their actions
reflect a porfound fear of the Indians'
strength and ability. It is precisely in those
parts of the country where Indian participa-
tion is strongest for example; Quiche, San
Marcos, Huehuetenango, and-
Chimaltenango, that the repression is the
most intense and brutal." he commented.
" We want a change in the structure. Not

with foreign intervention nor with foreign
advisors.The struggle is ours."

Next Week; U.S. Foreiom.
America
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by Chintti Str.tusbory

A black organtiiition Saturday Oct 31,
c.illed a press conference to denounce the
I oderal Bureau of Investigdtion's arrest of a
inother of five and of "falsely accusing her
uf some involvement with the Oct 20 1.6
million Brink s robbery in New York.
^Kwame Osiigyefo Kiilimara. deiin of the
Ncitional conference of Black Lawyers, and
•..(jokobman for tfie Provisional Government
of the Republic of New Afrika, sjid, "One
nl our bibters hjs been falsely arrested, and
/.< iire tired of this reign of terror on our
jxMjple " According to K.ilinuira on Oct 27,
cii-oul 200 "combat ready agents of the
U.S. Fe: armed with four tanks, two
ln'iicopterb, dutoiiuitic we.ipons, rifles and
prsiols,

. onveryed on the resirience of the
•I'l- -visional Government of the Republic of
Ncv. Afrika in Gillinan, Missippi."
Kciiiir-itir.i said, "This heavily armored van

of U.S. terror, at 6 a.m., confronted 12
bl.ick children that ranged from 9 months
to 12 years, a 58 year old grandfather, and
Iwo b'nck mothers at a children's c^'mp site
uf ih'S organization.

The FBI arrested Sister Fulani Sunni Ali,
ii inother of five, outstanding vocalist,
diic'Ctor of several children's programs, and
and IS the chairwoman of the Peoples
Center Council of tfie Provisional Gover
ninent r' the RNA. All of them were herded

F.Rl Accused of Terrorism
yun point. Everyone except Sister Ali has
been released. (NUMMO Sister Fulani
Sunni All was infact released on November
b, 1981, four days after the wnting of this
ctrlicle).

She IS being held on totally fabricated
conspiracy accessory charges which at-
ic'inpt to connect her with a Brink's car
episode which alledyedly occurred
ihousaiuisof miles away in New York."
They (the FBI) have not produced any

evidence that Ali was involved in the
Brink's roL)l)ery. In fact, the FBI said when
1

1
ley swooped down on tt,*' ^^ampsite, they

sci/cd a ho(j.s-? full of gi. v,, out they were
not ic'lliiKi tlie troth. J^c only guns they
(lUiul were t'nce 22 (sqiiirrc'^ rif!^^s used to
luint small game and two larger caliber
rifles. F ich we^f.'>on was .'.y.dly resyistered
ind none was involved in any crime."
Kaltmara s.rid, "S'Stor Fulani Sunni All has

been labelled a terrorist by the FBI, and the
c.irnpsilt; has been targeted as a terrorist

iiaininy facility. The FBI has even gone so
far as tu label the RNA as a terronst group.

the RNA IS not a terrorist group. It is an
oryaniz-ed black nation in North America
whose only dream is to live on and have
rights to a common land among other

things. They have no guns, and are not and
have not tried to overthrovy this govern
ment, and we have doucumenis showing
that die FBI has admitted this.

The Provisional Government was begun
III 1968 in Detroit as a temporary gover
nrnent and a liberation force for the black
Nation. It has workded since that time for

black empowerment, independence and
'eind for its people.

"

K.iliinaia said, 'The RNA is not a clan-
destine or military luim.ition, but the Black
uibeiation Army is. the Provisicnai
Gover !.ment '.as no control and no con
tcci.oM with t^i'. Army, but it does snare
wrii ilieoi H common c^-rerminat.- to be
I'ce.

Jt aii(j r(;co<jni/es the right of all op-
|)"^ssed peopi<^ tu advance armed struggle
for their freedjm. Fur political reasons the
liLA has c'.ovo- to advance 'iuch n
stii.-jyie. For political and security reasons
the Provisional Government has not.

"

Kaliinarci said by birth, every black person
IS a member of RNA. The organization, has
It ye.irs, sought total independence of five
si. lies; Alabama, Georgia Louisiana,
Mississippi and South Carolina
K.ilimara said Saturday "three shabbily-

dressed ment attended tfie news con-
ference and one said he -epresented ABC.
but that channel and its crew had just left. I

highly suspect they were FBI agents
because I had to repeat myself to them.
Reporters are intelligent and they've usually
done their homework.

Tliey asked me for a document, but I

wouldn I give it to them. I did read page 19
of that 1976 document that we had to get
ti trough the Freedom of Information Act
because they (the FBI) had spied on the
RNA.
R'if erring to the document dated July9,

19/6, US. Department of Justice on page
19, It said, "In frank consideration of its

growth and decline, no specific and ar
iiculable lacs can now be given to believe
that the RNA is or may be enga,';., n
iiciivittes which involve or will invoUc '.u
violtitK'M of federal law, for one or more of
the following purposes:

"

Kalimara said, "Before we sued to yet a
copy of this document, the FBI vehemently
denied they evei spied on the RNA. The
.iirest of sister Ali and the current
ptupayanda campaign against this group
cire desinged to achieve white racist
revenge.

Reprinted from the Chicago Defender

By Judith White

On 0'- ober 27, Fulani Sunni All whose
onyjiiul name is Cynthia Brown was
released after testimony was heard from a
New Orleans dealer that Fulani Sunni
Alihud been in New Orleans on October 26.
On that day itemswere taken from a

Mount Vernon apartment the siime
apartment near which a car involved in the
Nyack incident had been spotted. The wife
of the superintendent of the apartment.

Fulani SuniAIi Released
Consuela Vasquez, had identified Sunni Ali

from a series a of photographs presented
by the FBI.

Duriiiy her bail hearing, one ot her
defense lawyers,

, William Kunstler said
that a New Orleans dealer had evidence to
prove that Fulani Sunni All had been in

New Orleans on Ocotber 26. A few days
later the receipt for the van which Ali

oruchas«.'d was produced a few days

later, with a signature that the United

Slates Attorney John S. Martin Jr. felt

matched All s.

It had been the FBI who made the arrest
;.../( .,.,,i,vM,i charnes aoainst Ali.

After the District Attorney's decision

Kennetfi Walton, the Deputy Assistant

Director of the FBI in New York, who is

in.inaging the investigation of the Brinks

robbery case stated that the evidence

seemed to point to Aliss innocence
At the start of the case the the Rockland

District Attorney admitted to having no
evidence against her and refused to join the
FBIs pursuit of a trial of Ali. He woiuld not
speak on Airs husband Bilia Sunni Ali

whose legal name is WiHiiam Johnson
andis believed to be involved in the October
20 incident.

UETTERTOTHEEMTOR
Ed lee. Speaker of the Senate

In Feb. of this year, the Third Worid com-
munity made an outstanding achievennenf
•by running a Third World Presidential ticket
in the SGA elections. The final results of
the election were that our candidates lost
but obtained 22 per cent of the popular vote
on a campus with less than 3 per cent
minority enrollment.

This set the stage for the Third World
caucus of the senate to influence the
senate in an unprecedented manner by
electing the first Third World speaker.

This should have been the start of a year
of unity among the Third World communi
ty. and with the respective groups within
the community. It has Instead produced an
attitude of apathy, and political disassocia
tion as exemplified by the inability of the
Third World community to develop 15 in

terested people to fill the seats of the
caucus.
The community must now understand

the status of People of Color on this cam-
pus as well as the future of our organiza
tions.

lOIWIIMllilMMIHMIllillllllMtllii

During the first few weeks of the
semester. Third Worid political leaders
threatened a budget freeze of ail Third
World organizations. The community then
threatened the leaders with an understan
ding of non support. Today the community
is faced with the future of their own ex
istance. UTOPIA has achieved their goal of
decreasing the size of the Third World
population by forcing members of the com
munity to resign from school, for fear of
their lives, a conservative coalition has
emerged within the senate threatening the
existance of Third World, womens", and
progressive organizations, we are" faced
with the possible resignation of the one
person who has been the heart and soul of
"People of Color Unity ", and time is simply
running out on Third World people.

Organizations must function fully if this
not to be the last year of their existence
because of the new policy accepted by the
senate known as Zero Based budgeting.
This process starts with groups having jn
approved rationale, and then being
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The genesis of Black Nationalism

In the Campus Center, on November 5,
Rhett Jones, a professor in the Afro-
American Departnf>ent of Brown University,
presented a lecture entitled Structural Isola-
tionism and the Genesis of Black Na
tionalism. He outlined an argument for the
increased development of Afro-American
political psychology to analyse Black peo
pie as a political and psychological force
within the U.S. He stated that the history of
race relations in North America diplays
characteristics which are virtually not pre-
sent elsewhere in the hemisphere.

In North America, people tend to view
their social and political world as largely
divided into three cultural and ehtnic
entities -the white race, the red race and
the black and more recently, the yellow
race. This, he feels is a distortion of the fact
that the population is of mixed racial com
position. The organization of institutions
and the relations which exist between them

and individuals has produced con-
seguences with • certain impact of the self
concept which people derive from the
social environment.
He described the history of Spanish

America to contrast it with the United
States, pointing out that in the 17th and
18th centuries, the Spanish had employed
nrwny intermediate categories between the
highest and the lowest ranked ethnic and
racial group In order to deal nwre effec-
tivley with the offspring of interradai
unions who pushed the creation of new
and more. mobile spheres of political in-
fluence and social status.
The structural isolation within North

America, has caused us to see ourselves as
different peoples -Black, Red, and White.
Black Nationalism therefore will always
have an appeal as It is a political nrwnifesta-
tion of a psychological reality. It is a reflec-
tion of our history which we can either
choose to celebrate or deny.
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Power Balance Shifts in El Salvador
On Friday of the past week the New York

Times reported that Alexander Haig was
considering more economic and military aid
to El Salvador in the verge of catastrophic
economic and military outcomes for the
U.S. backed government in that country.
This ostensibly desperate attitude by the
U.S. government with respect to El

Salvador only evidences the weakening of
the Salvadoran Junta, led by Jose
Napoleon Duarte, and consequently the
losing battle being waged by the genocidal
Salvadoran military forces.

Reports from that country in the last few
weeks are suggestive of the precarious
situation being faced by the Salvadoran
government and military. The following
article from the Agencia Independiente de
Prensa news service is enlightening with
respect to the situation in El Salvador.

The destruction of one of the most
important bridges in El Salvador by the
Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front
(FMLN) on the second anniversary of the
governing junta's coming to power,
created a sense of emergency among the
high military command and brought into
question the repeated statements that the
insurgents have been annihilated.'

The Puente de Oro bndge is one of only
two thoroughways that cross the wide
Lempa River, which runs through El

Salvador from the northern Honduras
border to the Pacific Ocean in the south,
completely dividing a third of the territory

from the rest of El Salvador.

About half a mile long, the bridge was
constructed in 1952 and was located 53
miles southeast of San Salvador.
Technical experts say that repair of the
bridge will take two years at a cost of $10
m.

Prior to the guerrilla action, the in-

ternational press, basing itself on official

Salvadoran military statements, carried
stories such as "Army launches biggest
operation of last eight months against
guerrillas using search and destroy' tac-
tics, " or "Army in 'final stretch' of its war
against the rebels.

At the time of the destruction of the
most important transportation route,
Salvadoran troops had counterinsugency
forces operating in the provinces of

Chaliitenango, Cabanas and Cuscatlan, in

the north and northeast of the contry.

The conservative U.S. press based its

reports on the blowing up of the bridge on
what it called "unimpeachable" sources,
and circulated the version that the action

was not carrieo out by Salvadoran rebels,

but rather by a Cuban quick-strike force

that had in*iii,-3ted into El Salvador via

Nicaragua. ! ater the press identified its

sources as being "high officials of the
Salvadoran junta.

"

The Department of State has neither

confirmed nor denied the press report, but
it has said that it "views with the utmost
gravity ' the supposed supply of arms to

Nicaragua, "which serves as a supply base
for the Salvadoran rebels. " Unconfirmed
intelligence reports, the press informed, on
troop mobilization had been kept in the
power of a small group of State Depart-
ment officials until the information was
leaked to the press.

The Nicaraguan government has
categorically denied U.S. press reports as
false and worrisome, " and a spokesman
for the insurgents characterized them as
"laughable.

"

(A similar type fo story was circulated

last January 14 and had the consequence
of the first increase of U.S. military aid to El

Salvador. On that occasion the Salvadoran
government and then U.S. ambassador,
Robert White, who received his in-

formation from Salvadoran officials,
declared that 100 Nicaraguans had landed
at the port of El Cuco, near the province of
San Miguel, 90 miles east of San Salvador.
Later the Salvadoran government reported
a supposed rebel attack on the port of La
Union (on June 27), 120 miles east of the
capital, on the strategic Gulf of Fonseca
where the Salvadoran, Nicaraguan and
Honduran borders meet. Te FMLN
categorically denied responsibility for the
action and warned that the army would
bring forward so called Cubans and
Nicaraguan who would admit taking part in

the attack, which the army did in fact do.)
Military activities in El Salvador began

taking on unprecedented proportions
during the general offensive last January,
when the rebels, in a surprise military

thrust, occupied towns and cities in various
parts of the country, withstood battles with
the army, and then withdrew to moun-
tainous regions in the center, north and
northeast of the country. Since then,
during the past nine months the insurgents
have developed the tactic of "active

resistence," "which according to the
recent declarations of a guerrilla are too
numerous, and preparing to occupy the
positions again when the army leaves the
area.

The armed forces and high officials of
the Reagan administration have repeated
-nsistently that the Salvadoran guerrillas

have been "eliminated," and that all that is

left to them is to engage in actions
characterized as "'pure terronsm.

"

The Salvadoran army of 20,000 men
divided into 15 infatry garrisons, including
the main headquarters of the sernrity corps

Continued n>i puge u

Mobilizing a response to U.S. Agression in
compiled by Diane Frey

The Reagan Administration and the Pen-
tagon, frustrated by the situation in El

Salvador, have embarked upon a new
series of military plans for Central America
and the Caribbean. The continued fighting
between Duarte's Junta and the guerilla
forces of the FMLN-FDR is seen by the
Reagan Administration as not sustainable
given the deteriorating economic state of El

Salvador. The Reagan Administration
believes that Cuba and Nicaragua are the
"source" of their frustrations as evidenced
by their continual accusations that Cuba
and Nicaragua are providing arms to the
Salvadorian guerillas. In contradiction to
these accusations are the intelligence
reports the Administration has received
from the CIA showing no evidcence that
Cuba or Nicaragua are involved in the ship-
ment of arms to the guerillas.

The Pentagon has been directed to study
the possibility of military action in the area
of the Caribbean or Central America. These
actions range from shows of military
strength, to naval blockades against Cuba,
to direct military action either by the U.s!
or other Latin American forces. The
seriousness of these planning programs
was feh more immediately in Cuba and
Nicaragua than here in the U.S. It was
reported last week that Cuba had placed all

of its military on alert to watch for provoca-
tion. In past weeks several Latin American
countries have been contacted at both
military and governmerital levels by the
Reagan Administration to determine their
willingness to participate in military opera-
tions against Cuba and/or Nicaragua. At
the same time, the State Department is ap-
proaching An>erican allies, and studying
the possibilities of instituting more str-
ingent economic sanctions

I in addition to
the continued blockade! against Cuba.
These efforts would be towards the end of
drastically curtailing trade between coun-

Central America and the Caribbean
tries and U.S. subsidiaries with Cuba.
Response to the State Department plans

has been swift and has precipitated an
escalation in tensions between the U.S.
and Cuba as well as Nicaragua. In a speech
given recently to the General Assembly of
the U.N., Daniel Ortega, Commander of
the Sandinista Revolution, said, "Our
peoples are ready to respond as Sandino
responded, to any attempt, direct qr in-
direct agression, be it in Nicaragua or El
Salvador..." Ortega went on to summarize
in his speech some of the hundreds of
agressive actions the U.S. has taken in
Central America and the Caribbean since
the 1860's. In addition Ortega went on to
explain that the real source of revolutionary
movement is in the Caribbean and Latin
American liberation movements in the
Caribbean and Central America are a
response to their own conditions and
legacy of underdevelopment as exploited
by the U.S. rather than an export of Cuba
or Nicaragua. Ortega outlines some of the
economic and political conditions. Export
prices of the products upon which most
Central Anr»erican and Caribbean countries
rely for cash to purchase necessary imports
have fallen drastically. This is occurring at
the same time that costs of production of
export goods is increasing as is the price of
their imports. An effect of this is an increas-
ing foreign debt which has grown to over
700 minion dollars which amounts to 140
per cent of exports. Interest payments on
the debt itself are unmanageable and un-
sustainab;e. At one point in the speech
Ortega said, "the day will come, when all
the poor countries in the world, will have to
say that we aren't going to pay because we
have nothing to pay with." These dire con-
ditions together with the repressive and ex-
ploitive governments propped up by U.S.
military aid without popular support as well
as the historic tradition of liberation

movements in the area lead to the current
crisis.

Response has been quick in forthcoming
from Cuba as well. One Cuban diplomat
said in a N.Y. Times article last week of the
State Department plans, "It seems very
clear to us that the intention of some peo-
ple in this (Reagan] administration is to do
something." In addition, Raul Roa Kouri,
Cuba's U.N. Ambassador presented a pro-
test to the U.N. As reported by the Spr-
ingfield Morning Union, Roa said, "I believe
that mere is a danger of eiitiei d naval
blockade, or economic actions, or of
persecuting the companies that do
business with us, and even of an air strike
against key economic points of Cuba."
News of Cuba's military alert was reported
first in Mexico and later picked up by
UP. I., although not widely reported in the

The State Departments's new aggressive
moves have lead to the formation of a na-
tional Emergency Committee to Prevent In-
tervention in the Carbbean with the pur-
pose, as stated by Marea Wexler, being "to
develop a national voice of outrage at the
aggressive plans being formulated by the
U.S. State Department in their attempts to
develop rationalizations and justification for
intervention, sabotage and aggression in
Central America and the Caribbean." The
key parts of analysis within the committee
IS that the FMLN FDR is effectively making
strategic gains in El Salvador and that in
order to justify its aggressive action, the
U.S. IS looking to blame Cuba and
Nicaragua with whom the U.S. has
developed a tradition of han^assment and
sabotage.

For more information on the Emergency
Committee to Prevent Intervention in the
Caribbean, please contact Marea Wexler at
253 2542 or 545-0341, Mauricio Hernandez
at 253 2286.

BREVES DE P.R •••

LI jueves 5 de noviembre oficialmente se
dio fin a la huelga de la UTIER con la firma
del convenio de dos anos. Los empleados
vuelven a sus labores hoy lunes. Mario
Dones insiste en que la AEE pague a los
tfabajadores por los dias en que estuvo
cerrada la AEE por decision gerencial.

Por otro lado, Bruno Vega, director de la

AEE dice que no todos los trabajadores
podran volver a sus trabajos. Unos 7000
empleados de Jornada incomplete no
podran regresar a sus labores. A 16
trabajadores se les han formulado cargos
de sabotaje. Bruno Vega ademas anuncio
que aproximadamente 1000 trabajadores
seran suspendidos por razones
economicas.

Siguen firmes residentes de Villa Sin
Miedo en los terrenos rescatados de la

Autoridad de Tierras. Posiblemente hayan
enfrentado un desahucio forzoso en el

tianscurso de este fin de semana.

En el sur de Puerto Rico las Centrales
Azucareras Guanica y Cambalache
cerraron operaciones dejando 4,800
obreros no adiestrados cesantes.

"-: \\

Hoy se reanudaran las clases en la UPR
con la presencia de la Fuerza de Choque en
el Recinto.

El Consejo de Educacion Superior acepto
la proposicion del Rector y el Presidente del
Recinto en que se Name a la policia y que
estos y el Departamento de Justicia se
hagan cargo de la seguridad en el centro
universitario.

El presidente de la Asociacion de
Profesores Universitarios, Arturo
Melendez, y el prsidente de la Hermandad
de Empleados Excentos no Docentes,
I rancisco Jordan, fueron suspendidos
mdefinidamenie del Recinto. Ambos
cibogaban por los derechos estudiantiles.

Pedro Baez, Secretano del Trabajo, se
opone a la sindicalizacion vertical de los
empleados publicos, es decir, unionados
por departamentos. Favorece la sin
(litjlizacion horizontal, o sea, de acuerdo a
id ocupacion.

Angel David Gonzalez fue re electo
pr(!sidente de la Asociacion de Miembros
(le la Policia.

P. R.; UTIER STRIKE ENDS UNDER PROTEST

continued from page 1

scheduled for a hearing. Hearings in
previous years were based on level funding
which means if you got $5000.00 last year
chances are that this year you'll get approx-
imately the same amount. This year even
though you received $5000.00 last year,
you'll have to justify the complete alloca-
tion again, so it eliminates groups which
waste money or simply do not (or are net
presently] functioning. Money lost this year
will not easily be recovered. It has taken a
minimum of four years to establish these
groups and their respective budgets under
a more condusive atmosphere.
The most important victory to be won is

the solidification of Third World Unity
among People of Color. This will only be
achieved when we stop pointing the finger
at who should be doing the work, but
rather GET INVOLVED YOURSELF. Take
this as a warning, take it as a suggestion,
take it as a plea, but be sure that this
message is taken with its intent. The intent
is responsibility transfere, the future of the
community now rests in your hands. For
the future of the children, our brothers and
sisters, contact Nelson . Acosta or Tony
Cravton at 545-2517 or myself at 545-0341

The Electrical Industry and Irrigation
Workers Union [UTIER] held a general
assembly on Sunday November 1st. In this
nr>eeting the members decided to end the 73
day old strike. The 6,600 members which
participated m the assembly accepted a 2
year covenant in which the employees
would receive a salary increase of $50 the
first year and $56 the second. The alter

native to this pact was a 4-year plan in

which wages were to be increased $50,
$55, $60, and $60. This agreement was re-

jected by a substantial majority, stated
Mario Dones Guadalupe, president of the
State Council of the UTIER. Thie UTIER
economists had suggested that the 4 years
•ilottment be rejected, for they advised that
in 1963 a more "just and beoeficiel' cove-
nent can be reached for tha Bactricai

Energy authority employees.
Dones expressed that the assembly

marked a historical day for the Union,
which has been operating for the past 37
years. Dones said that this meeting proved
the power and dignity of the union. He said
that "the UTIER was not bought" by the
AEE. He added that the triumph obtained
by the UTIER upon deciding for the 2 year
covenant was a defeat for Alberto Bruno
Vega, director of the AEE. He added that
Bruno Vega had spent tnousands of dollars
on a massive publicity campaign to per-
suade the unionized workers to accept the
long run pact.

On Monday, November 2nd, the UTIER
members were to participate in a picket
whHe the procaduraa for returning to work
M^ara nagotiatad.

UTIER TERMINA HUELGA. BAJOPROTESTA
La Union de Trabajadores de Industrias

Electricas y Riego (UTIER) celebraron una
asamlea general el domingo 1 de noviem-
bre. En dicho encuentro se decidio dar fin a
la huelga, la cual perduro 73 dias. Los 6,600
miembros que acudieron al encuentro
aceptaron bajo protesta un convenio de 2
anos en la cual recibiran un aumento
salarial de $50, $55, $80, y $60. Este fue
rechazado por la asamblea por una mar-
cada mayoria dijo Mario Dones Guadalupe
el presidente del Consejo Estatal de la
UTIER. Los economistas de la UTIER
aconsejaron el rechazo del convenio de
cuatro anos ya que se piensa que en ellSBS
se puede acordar un convenio "nfias justo y
beneficioso" para los empleados de la
Autoridad de Eneraia Electrica.

Dones expreso al acabarse la asamblea
que esta marco un dia historico de la ex-
istencia de la UTIER, la cual lleva y 34 anos
en funcion. Dijo Dones que se demonstro el
poder sindical de este organismo y se
demostro la UTIER "no se vende por
dinero." Anadio que este triunfo de la
UTIER al lograr que se rechazara el con-
venio de los 4 anos representaba un derrota
por Alberto Bruno Vega, director ejecutivo
de la AEE, ya que este habia gastado miles
de dolares en un masiva campana
publicitaria para influir a los unionados
aceptar el convenio de largo plazo.

El lunes 2 de noviembre habrian de par-
ticipar los miembros en un piquete mientras
se negociaba el procidimiento a usarse para
el ragreso a las iaborat.

Oabra Skilia
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Clarke4)uke Project
by Donna Davis

Friday night, Stanley Clarke and George
Duke performed before an almost sell-out
crowd at the Fine Arts Center. Their nusic
was a mixture of jazz with an emphasis on
rock-n-roll. It was evident from watching
them perform that they enjoy working with
each other and have mutual respect for
each other's work.
Both men are master muscians in their own
right and the combination of genius pro-
duced a musical delight. Their album, the
Clarke/ Duke Project is quickly rising on the
charts. The LP is an example of how
talented artists can satisfy different musical
tastes. One particular cut entitled "Sweet
Baby" is ascending the popular music
charts.

Many members of the audience were un-
prepared for the hard rock sound of the
concert, including myself. At times the
volume of the music reached the point of
being excessively loud. However, being
entertained by Stanley Clarke and George
Duke gave the audience a greater apprecia-
tion of the diversity of the musical spec-
trum.

Their rendition of "Louie, Louie" brought
the audience to its feet and had them danc
ing in the aisles. In addition, impromptu
performances by members of the audience
were quite exhilirating. One can rest
assured that if Clarke and Duke are perfor-
ming, you will not only enjoy listening but
you will find yourself participating in the
fun.

GRAD SCHOOL.••

PLAN AHEAD!
by John Lopes

Because the decision to continue studies
after the undergraduate level is so impor
tant students should prepare themselves
very early Instead of waiting until the se-
cond semester junior year or even the
senior year undergrads shoud begin looking
at graduate schools in their sophomore
year. By thinking about the possibility of at-
tending grad school at an early stage
students will be more conscientious in their
academic performance and will not have to
struggle to raise a low grade point average
durinq their last two years of school. As a
result of this early preparation the junior
and senior years will be less stressful and
allow students more time to research dif-
ferent graduate and professional schools.
CCEBS Graduate School Day is organiz-

ed so that students can get a chance to
discover the various opportunities available
to them. For this reason participation by
freshmen and sophomores is advantageous.
Talking to graduate school representatives
can give students more insight into what
they'd like to do in the future as well as
now In addition talking to grad school
representatives now will enable them to
know the relevant questions to ask and make
them more comfortable when they are ac-
tually interviewing. The graduate/profes-
sional school selection process should take
more than one year therefore students are
advised to give themselves ample time to
do so
A student should not be discouraged

from applying to graduate schools because
of monetary constraints. Resources are
available for financing studies above the
undergraduate level however students
must look for them.
Also more student support is needed

when the representatives from
graduate or professional schools make
and effort to come to New Africa
House. In order to increase attendance at
these meetings CCEBS will increase adver-
tising and send out more direct mail.
Students should also take it upon
themselves to visit the New Africa House
and read the notices and bulletins posted
thro'irjhout the building. At today's
Gr,irii(;)te School Day, Western New
tn<i' iKd College will have a table set up
where students can sign up for its open
hoii'.c The event will take place November
17tl' Transportation will be provided and
stiirl'?nts will be given the opportunity of
part.( inating in a law school class.
Freshmen. Sophomores, Juniors and

Seniors be sure to check out CCEBS
Grn<l School Day Today from 10:3'' :;m
to 4 W pm in the S.U.B.

?)
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A Benefitfor Dennis Brutus
On Friday, November 6, a benefit was

held for Dennis Brutus. Refreshments were
^rved and Dennis Brutus and Andrew
balkey read selections from their poetry
One of the defense lawyers for Dennis
Brutus descibed the present status of the
case. He pointed out that Dennis Brutus's
situtation, one in which an individual
hascontinued to work within the United
States while his/her visitor's status remains
unresolved because of external cir-
cumstances beyond his/her control hap
pens not infrequently. Usually no punitive
action IS taken by the INS towards such an
individual. Dennis Brutus, on the other
hand, has been singled out for deportation
urider an intolerant and spiteful presidential
administration.

On November 10, in Chicago, Dennis
Brutus will appear before an administrative
law judge who sill determine if the actions
taken by the Chicago District Commis-
sioner of the INS constitutes an abuse of
authority. The judge will rule either to
uphold or overrule the Commissioner's ac-
tion or he will postpone the final decision. If
he upholds the Commissioner's decision
the Dennis Brutus case wilt be taken to the
Regional Appeals Court and then if
necessary to the Federal Courts

Because the South African Government
supports a network of terrorist organiza-
tions which operate throughout Southern
Africa, Dennis Brutus will be at great risk of
some violent retalitory action, possibly
death, if he is deported to Zimbabwe or
South Africa. Here in the U.S., the current
administration like those preceding it, does
not allow foreign intelligence agencies to
base themselves within U.S. boundaries.

Although, Dennis Brutus's lawyers are
providing their legal services without pay-
ment, there are still enormous costs pro-
duced by the process of litigation. The Na-
tional Defense Committee for Dennis
Brutus which is based in Chicago has
estimated that the New England Region
can contribute $5,000 towards the case.
What we can do individually is write letters
to Senators Tsongas and Kennedy asking
them to pledge their support for Dennis
Brutus. Also, we should make contribu-
tions and encourage our friends and ac-
quaintances to make contributions to the
Dennis Brutus Legal Fund. Please make
check payable to the Grace Episcopal
Church of Amherst. For addtional ad-
dresses and information please refer to the
article on page 4 of today's issue of NUM-MO News.

17 Men Convictecd
of Bank Robberies

On Thursday November 5th, seventeen
members of the New World of Islam were
convicted of robbing banks to raise money
for their religion. Witnesses testified that
during one of the roberies a Newark police
officer was killed. They also testified that
the stolen money was used to by a house
and land in South Carolina. The seventeen
mei> were convicted of taking $113,000
from nine banks in a 10 month span.
The trial lasted for six days and was not

attended by any of the defendants. They
chose not to defend themselves and in-
sisted that their lawyers not offer defense.
The men refused to aid in their own defense
because they said by doing so they would
have to divulge religious secrets.
The men may be sentenced to 20 years

for two counts of conspiracy and up to 25
years for each bank robery. Actual sentenc-
ing will take place on the 8th of December.

J

by Joe Gannon
The Problem is one of Supremacy

;(«T

For seven months this past year much of
the world's media attention was focused on
the H blocks of Long Kesh pnson in
Northern Ireland. There a handful of Irish
prisoners were engaged in a hunger strike
"to the death if necessary " for the return of
the political status they had been entitled to
since 1972, but which had been taken from
them in 1976.

The hunger strike itself was an escaltion
of a protest which had been going on in
Long Kesh prison for five years, ever since
the British government had introduced a
"cnminalization " program in Northern
Ireland in an attempt to discredit the IRA by
depicting them as a degenerated bunch of
"godfathers" by removing political status
from those convicted of "terrorist" of-
fenses and treating them as common
criminals.

Before MarcFi 1976, people convicted of
"terrorist" offenses under the sweeping
Emergency Powers Act (the "anti-terrorist"
act under which Northern Ireland is ruled)
were given "special category status" and
granted certain priviledges ordinary decent
criminals (ODC's) were not; like the right to
wear their own clothes, segregation from
ODC's etc. Those convicted after March
1976 were catagorized and treated as
common criminals. In September of 1976,
Kieran Nugget, the first IRA volunteer to be
sentenced under the new criminalization
policy, refused to wear a prison uniform
and thus the label of criminal, was left
naked in his cell with only a blanket to
wear. This began the "blanket protest" in
Long Kesh prison as those sentenced after
him donned blankets rather than wear a
prison uniform.

After five years "on the blanket " it was
evident to the prisoners that the Bntish
government had no intention of yeilding to
this form of protest or of returning political
status to them. Following a tradition which
dates back to ancient Celtic times the
prisoners decided to embark on a hunger
strike for the return of political status.

After seven months and ten deaths the
protest finally ended on October 3 with
both sides claiming victory. The British
government maintains its image of not
having yeilded to "blackmail '", and the
prisoners claim a limited victory in having
won the right to wear their own clothes,
even though the rule applies to all prisoners
in Northern Ireland.

But the prisoners won more, and the
British government lost more than most
people realize. Along with its
criminalization policy the Bntish govern
ment had hoped to introduce a "nor-
malization " policy as well. By branding the
IRA as "godfathers" the British had hoped
to present an image of Northern Ireland as
a province suffering from an intense
criminal problem and not a military one
(with all its accompanying political im-
plications). The hunger strike has blown
the lid off of this normalization policy, not
only in Northern Ireland but internationally
as well.

Internationally, the image from British

propaganda of the IRA as an isolated
terrorist criminal element, was seriously
challenged iy the election las» May of
Booby Sands, an IRA hunger striker, to the
English parliament. The 3lection of two
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and eight services and support gansofis.

has the capacity of covering the country
from one end to the other in three h' .;fs,

and gives the government a proportion of

one soldier per square kilometer.

The military budget tor 1981, according
to unconfirmed reports, is U.S. $71 million.

The figure of $35 million worth of military
aid given to El Salvador by the United
States in recent months, constitutes almost
half of the entire military budget. The U.S.
has also sent 56 military advisors, of which
25 have been withdrawn as of this date.

The FMLN guerrillas, on the other hand,
have about 5,000 combatants spread
among some 16 camps along the border

zone with Honduras in the north and
northeast of the country, and the southeast
portion of the country along the vital Pan
American highway that cuts through El

Salvador. U.S. military intelligence

sources estimate that the rebels control

about 30 percent of Salvadoran territory.

Unconfirmed reports have noted that the
Salvadoran insurgents have spent about
US$10 million on military equipment
consisting of rifles, grenade launchers,

heavy machine guns and ammunition,
since the January offensive. Despite
frequent accusations that the rebels are

receiving Cuban and Nicaraguan advice on
the battlefield, guerrilla spokesmen have
categorically denied that this is the case,

and have challenged Salvadoran and U.S.
officials to present proof of the alleged

advisors.
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Due to our limited space we will finish

this article on our next issue, next Monday.

U.SCourttorule
on Bias Issue

WASHINGTON - In a state case with broad
civil righii; inpltLations, the Supreme Court
nas as)r»j;ed to 'ule whether employers may
be held it;y.' 'y responsible for racial

discrtmiiiciliui. that they did riot necessaiiiy

intend tt; cause.

§The )u,-/ . PS accepted hve appeals froir.

1.400 * iiladelphia-aiea construction
compuiK ;. 'hat dre unoer s federal coun
order ic; leip pay for a five year affirmative

^ction I' 'ytdfji

The coiuidctors complamea that they had
no discriminatory intent, or even
knowledge of discrimination, m the
operjtion of hiring halls by an operating
enyineets union local and its ap-
prt-Mticuship committee, therefore, the
conlf jctors said, they should not have to
pay for remedies, the affirmative action
proytiim has already cost the contractors
200,000 dollars.

•> 19.'9, U.S. Circuit court Judge A. Leon
I yginbotham ruled that the contractors
w>.ie liable because they had contracted
wiih tfie union for the use of a hiring hall

S)'s(em that practiced discrimination.
sHiring halls, common in the construction
ai.d maritime industries, are centralized
plai es where workers go to be referred to

employers for jobs.

§ln hi- ruling in the suit filed in 1971 by 12

Philadepr)j3 blacks, the judge found that
the system was a way to keep minorities
out.

He found the local and its apprenticeship
committee guilty of intentional
discrimination in violation of the Civil

Rights Act of 1966. He ordered tr.fi union to

undertake a extensive affirmative action
program from 1980 through 1965 that

included hiring quotas and job training iDt
blacks

continwdfrom page
,/

IRA prisoners to the parliament in the
Republic of Ireland, and in August, the
election of Owen Carron, Bobby Sands'
election agent to the seat in the English
Parliament made vacant by Sands' death.

All summer long the international media
showed the tens of thousands of mourners
who attended the funerals of IRA and Irish

National Liberation Army (IN LA) hunger
strikers. (Almost 100,000 people attended
the funeral of Bobby Sands.

)

In Northern Ireland itself, the Irish

Catholic community has been deeply
embittered by the intransigent positions of

the British government towards the hunger
strikers. The stepped up political activity in

support of the hunger strikers, brought
increased repression upon the Irish

Catholics in Northern Ireland, thus
destroying the attempt by the British

government to give the security forces a
new image, which would win sympathy in

the Irish Catholic communities away from
the IRA and I NLA. This increased
repression has resulted in an increase in the
support the IRA receives from these
communities, which can be seen in the
stepped up military campaign by the IRA to
a level not seen in Northern Ireland for

several years.

Along with the international interest

about the hunger strike came a renewed
interest, especially in America, of "the
troubles" in Northern Ireland which have
been absent from the press for so long. In

their reporting on the hunger strike many
newspapers and magazines ran
"refreshers" on the history of the last 13
years sipce the troubles began. Unfor-

tunately much of this was presented
fatalistically as the age old struggle bet-

ween Catholics and Protestants in Northern
Ireland.

While the struggle in Northern Ireland

appears to be between "Catholics" and
"Protestants ", as such, it is not in fact a

religious struggle but, rather, a political

struggle between Irish Catholic nationalists

and British Protestant loyalists with

religious undertones.

The six county statelet of Northern
Ireland was created by the British gover-
nrT>ent in 1921, following the Anglo-Irish

war in which the British granted in-

dependence to 26 of the 32 counties that

comprise the island of Ireland. The
remaining six counties selected to remain a

part of Britain were chosen in such a way
as to insure a Protestant loyalist majohty
which would, as the adjective implies,

remain loyal to Britain.

To the Irish Catholic nationalists in the

six counties, unfortunately, this meant a

political, economic, and social system
dominated and controlled by British

Protestant loyalists who had a history of

prejudice towards the Irish Catholics whom
they viewed as a hostile and potentially

threatening colonized native people.

The economic, political and social

system which developed over the 50 years

between the partition of Ireland and the

advent of "the troubles"' in 1969 of electoral

constituencies was rampant in Northern
Ireland. So much so than even in areas
where there were Catholic majorities, more t

loyalist members

r POETS CORNER
t A quienes van cayendo por la

? justicia y paz del mundo
: Me siento

*

: y quiero seguir

* tras los pasos de los muertos,

I de los que fueron matados

1 por ideas e intentos.

\
•

] Por la paz que aun no es nuestra,

j por los campos por los pueblos,

\ por el amor que sustento

Ime siento seguir y sigo

por esa senda de presos

\
que la burguesia calla

\ cuando pidiendo derechos

\ son heridos hasta el alma.

i

[ Me siento

y quiero seguir.....

lejos de aquellos que

no entienden de

justisia

paz

Y
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by Milagrosa Sharry

Haciendo Punto en Utro Son, the most
popular Puerto Rican progressive musical
group comes to Amherst. Haciendo Punto
will be performing at the Student Union
Ballroom, Univeristy of Massachusetts at
Amherst on Wednesday, November 11,

1981 at 8pm. The name of the group means
"making the point with another sound".
On Its fourth national tour of the Unite-'i

States, Haciendo Punto will bring its ex
tnwrdt/hiry new music to new audiences,
making stops in Miami, Madison,
Wisconsin, New York Cily. Bridgeport and
Amherst

UMass gents
Southwest

photo by John Wright

Dennis Bartus

Continuedfnm page^j

For more information oiease contact:

Mokobung Nkonw
49 S. Prospect St..

Amherst, Mass. 01002
Tel. 253 3161
Amherst Coordinator

of Dennis Brutus Defense Committee

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Clyde Criner and Clouds will be appearing

at the Blue Wall in the Campus Center of

UMass on Thursday, November 12, 1961 at

9:00 pm. The concert will feature Clyde

Criner on piano and keyboards, Horace Ar-

nold on drums, Alex Foster on tenor and

soprano saxapohones, Calvin Hill on

acoustic bass, Kevin McNeil on guitars and

Brubbi Taylor on percussion.

New Song Concert
New Song Concert

Wednesday, November 11, 1981

8 PM Student Union Ballroom UMass
Tickets are $5.00

For more information call 549-3967

evenings

549 0341 day

Atty Arthur Serota

31 Elm Street

Springfield. Mass 01103

tel. 732 1939
Western Mass. Coordir^tor of

Dennis Brutus Defer>se Committee

Spondored by:

Taller Ausubo, Venceremos Brigade, Scera-

Anti Racism

Team. UMass Arts Council, Student

Government Association.

Subsidized tickets are $3.00 have been
possible by Afrik-Am and the Student
Government Association

Paintings and poetry by Ralph Hamm are

.

currently on display at the Augusta Savage
Gallery in the New Afica House. Hamm is

serving a life se.itence in Walpole state
prison for crimes he says he didn't commit.
His artistry is pure genius And you wHI
definitely miss something if you don't
come.
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Israelis invade Saudi
KIVADH. Saudi Arabia (AI*) - Saudi Arabia claimed

ytsimlay thai I.sraeli warplanes invaded Saudi air.spaci-
i>vi'r I he kingdom's norihwosl regions and were driven
haek hy Saudi jet fighters.

l.M-ael refused comment.
The hx-aiion of ihe purported violation, about 105 miles

horn I he kingdoms Red Sea coast, is in ihe vicinity of the
TaUuk rniliiary air base.

In Washington. lV(>sideni Reagan was informed about
9:.{0 a.m. KST ihai Israeli jels had entered Saudi airspace
and leli "on i heir own accord." Deputy While House press
secretary Larry Speakes said. Speakes would not comment
lunher.

riie incident comes ai a lime of increased tension in the

Mideasi i,vit Saudi defense. On 0<-t. 28, ihe U.S.
C.nigress, o\er Israeli prolesis. approved an $8.5 billion
anris package .o ihe oil rich kingdom, which provides 20
pen

« ni of U.S. imported oil.

Another poini of conieniion by the Israelis is a Mideasi
p<-ac( plan put r.)rwar(l by Saudi Prince Fahd. calling f<.r

es.ablisliment of a I'alesiinian siaie on land now (Hxupied
l>y Israel, wi. Ii East Jerusali-m as the capital. Israt-li Trime
Minis. er Menachem Hegins government is concerned over
Wasliiiigi,.n> expri-.ssion of inieresi in the Fahd plan.

I'hi re wa.s ni» Saudi description of the number or type of
planes involved. Hoih Israel and Saudi Arabia use
Ainerican built aiicrali. The Saudis fly F 5Es and ihe

an

MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

I.^raelis naw Uir tnon advanced F 15s and F lbs
• rail which Saudi Arabia is due to receive.

The fust headline broadcast by slate radio called the
incident an a. lack. but the later report said only that the
j< i.-> hail vi.>lated Saudi airspace.

in Washington. U.S. government sources said Israeli
iniliai y planes i wic«- flew into Saudi Arabian air space but
. here was iiti rept)rt of any gunfire.

The l'«niagon refused comment on Ihe Saudi claim of an
I.Nraeli violation, but U.S. governmenl sources confirmed
this had happened.

The si>uices. who asked to remain anonymous, said the
Israeli aircraft fh-w near ihe Tabuk military airfii-ld.
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New vice adds spice to administration
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

The adminislralive reorganization and new vice
chancellorship announced by Chancellor Henry Koffler last
week is expected to increase productivity and supervision
in areas which the Chancellor's office was unable to
monitor in the past, said Assistant Chancellor Marie Reid
yesterday.

Reid is assisting Koffler in administrative restructuring.
She is temporarily responsible for University Relations'
duties, to be filled by the new vice chancellor.
The new vice chancellor will supervise four depart

ments, according to a memorandum released by Koffler to

students, faculty and administration. These departments
include: Alumni Affairs and Development. Public Infor-
mation and Publications. Governmental Relations, and
Community Relations and Special Projects. The four of-

fices were originally five areas which were transferred
from the chancellor's office.

"The new vice chancellorship will provide closer
supervision of these activities than a chancellor can
provide on a regular on going bases, " said Koffler.
The positions will be funded through the transfer of

personnel, and by monies reallocated after administrative
vacancies.

"I am still firmly resolved to reduce the size of the
campus administration in the course of this year." said

HjflTXT^U i"\lT'n !-»• I
Colleifian photo bv NanfiMUNCH OUT — Rick Cameron a UMass Sports Management major relaxes and munches at the

[
Cookery Cafe in Amherst.

House may can King's bottle bill veto
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

Bollle bill supporters are confident that Governor
Edward King's veto of the bill will be overridden by a
necessary two-thirds vote of the state House of
Representatives today.

"I think we have it by the skin of our teeth," said Greg
Levins, Bottle Bill Coordinator for the Massachusetts
Public Interest Research Group, the chief advocacy group
supporting the bill.

Today at 1 p.m. the House will vote on the override. If

all 160 members vote, 107 votes will be needed for the
override. The bottle bill passed the House last month by a
100-56, 7 votes shy over the override.

"We're trying to get students to call their home district

representative. It could come down to one vote. That's
why it's crucial to get the calls in, " said Doug Phelps,
executive director of MASSPIRG.
Levins said the bottle bill supporters had picked up

"three or four votes over the weekend. Opponents are also
hard al work trying to persuade legislators against the
boliic bill, said Levins.

"Industry will do a lot of lobbying. King is personally
calling individual representatives asking them to vote
against the override," Levins said.

Ray Sullivan of the Citizens Alliance for Responsible
Government held a press conference at the State House,
claiming that two former supporters of the bottle bill will
vole against the override.

Supporters or opponents of the bottle bill would not
name the legislators they had persuaded, fearing the
release of their names would prompt a k)bbying campaign
against their new stand.

University of Massachusetts students have attempted to
persuade several state senators, representatives and King
in supporting the bottle bill, said Elise Jacques coordinator
ofUMASSPIRG.

Students called the members of the citizen branch of
MASSPIRG. The members reside in a targeted legislator's
district. Students asked the members to call their
legislator in support of the bottle bill, said UMass student
Elaine Coveney.

Peiiiioning tables were set up al local shopping mails
and students contacted the local media in order to attract
attention to the issue, said Jacques.

Koffler. He is also convinced improvement will be
facilitated with the reorganization.

Reid said Dallas L. Darland, director of Alumni Affairs
and Development, and Daniel M. Melley, direcor of
Community Relations and Special Projects, will be
responsible for improving the standing of the University
with alumni, parents, businesses and private contributors.
She said Professor Ralph Whitehead will act as a con-

sultant for the Public Information and Publications area.
"It will act together as an entity for proactive
publications, and for positive press." said Reid.
Sharon L. Kennaugh will direct the Governmental

Rilations area, said Reid. and her objective is to increase
the UMass lobbying effort on all levels.

Panthers want
walking time
By RANDI. J MARCUS
Colle^an Staff

A petition of two thousand signatures was brought to
the Amherst Board of Selectman last ni^ht by a member
of the Gray Panthers in an effort to lengthen the 22
seconds allocated for fK-destrians to cross the streets in

downtown Amherst.

Leia Vought, 3.S Kellogg St., said she and many other
sejiior citizens have serious problems getting aeross the in-

tersections in such a short time. "Not only is it that our old
legs don't work, but our minds take a while to realize that
the sign says walk. It's not very nice when you're half way
across the street and the sign flashes don't walk. It's

scary."

Vought requested that the time to cross be extended to
one minute, "only at places we have to cross at such as in

front of Louis where we like to.shop."

Amherst Town Planner F'aul Mazzarella expressed op-
position to the one minute proposal. "More study needs to
be done. Doubling the time to 44 seconds is a more likely

possibility."

The Selectmen voted unanimously to instruct the Town
Planner to study the major intersections used by senior
citizens this week and present actual recommendations to
be voted on at next Monday's meeting.

"Never before in the history of the community has an
issue drawn more public support." said Chairperson of the
Gray Panthers, Bob Weiner. Vought added that she stop-

ped at two thousand, but could easily have obtained
another thousand signatures if she had Ine physical

strength. She gathered these signatures despite the fact

that she is confined to a wheelchair.

In other selectmen action, it was unanimously voted that
bicycle riding on the .sidewalks in the Amherst business
district which is prohibited by the Town's By-Laws, will be
strictly enforced.

"In order for the town to protect itself against a lawsuit
arising from accidents between bicyclists and pedestrians,
the town council has advised that signs be displayed that
make it clear that bicycle riding on the sidewalks is pro-
hibited," Mazzarella said.

As a result of the Selectmen's approval, six signs will be
put up in the perimeter of the business district by next
week.

The selectmen will meet next Monday at Pelham
Regional Junior High School at 7:30 p.m. before the
Amherst Town Meeting at 8 p.m.
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Solidarity strikers in Poland see "no end"
WARSAW. Poland 'AP- — Prowmrul auihorhics balked

yusuTda> ai raufymg a/s a^r««zneni lo end Poland's
biggi-si regional smke since the indeptndeni labor
muvtmcnv Solidaruy was fonned i4 monihs ago. a union
spokesman taid.

The icQtaUve bargain *ouid have ended a 19 dav
iWcai j»inke by leO.OOO workers in Zielona Gora ihai has
afK-rtt^ ncariy every walk of life in the fanning province
230 nuk-s west <A Warsaw.

Ai Solidaniy's national headquaners in Gdansk,
meanwhile, union leader Lech Walesa arxj olhcr ranking
SobOaniy oTHcuU drafud a six potni agenda for talks wiih
I he g<>\emmeni aboui Poland s tronooiK and social ills.

A unj.*i spokesman said Solidarity would like the talks
»o liegin Friday. He said Solidarity wanis mass media
acei-s>. free kical ek-ctKjns, judicial independent'. cnaik>n
«»f a Midai-eeonomic council. economK reforms, and
cwmpensati^jn to low paid workers iooff.<sei prirt increases.

Sulidariiy's spokesman in Ziek>na Gora. Marion Pod
>ada. said a tentative seitkinent to the wildcat strike had
lnvn hammered out in a "grueling" all night bargaining
M-s>i;«i I hat ended early yesterday

liui hi ^aid prov tndal auihenues failed to appear at the
app<Hniid hour tu ratify the agreement, and were trying
.u ujrpe-do ihe deal" by reopening bargaining on viul

p>dii>n> uf the accord.

"In 1 his >iiuaiion. there is no chance of ending the strike

very soon." saiii Andr/ej Bcriak. a kieal Solidarity official.

The- Mrike began Oct. 22 with demands by local

Solidanijf officiai> f'JTjhe removal of three state farm
managiTs for what the union called^uKompetency. It

eveniually spread to all parts of the regional economy
• xtt-pt he all h M.TV ices and utilities.

l'(«i>ada said the strike ne-e-d not have been soexUnsive,
"But ihe auihonties here dug in their heels, and their

r< .si.^n nc«' Kn^A ra<li«"alism hen-, whi<'h \s the normal chain

!»f eveni.s in Poland."

lie said the draft agreement [*rovides for the dismissal of

.he ihree manag«rs, the reinstatement «! a Solidarity

leadi-r fired fnim the sLaU- farm where the strike began.

amnesty for the protesting workers, and strike com-
p4'nsaii->n eaUulated at vacation pay rates.

If aerepied. it would end the one of two remaining
sirike-s in a wave of wildcat walkouts that swept Poland
last monih, idling 25(J,(XX) workers and raising the the
threat of a government martial law decre<,'.

'ihe oiher wildcat strike still underway is in the coal

mining ciiy of Sosnowiec, 155 miles s^juthwesi of Warsaw.
.Miners are protesting a ohemicalthrowing incident at a
mine shafi last month in which 60 people were injured. The
miners claim it was a provocation by the government and
warn tune- on stale lelevi.sion lo present their case.

James S. Brady returns

ceremony after accident
WASni.NC;TON .AP' - Press se^n-iarj

Janu^ S. iirady n tume-d :.. ihe White
llouM- \n a whev-krhair y«.->ierday. but his
iiir..nquiralik wii was intact as ht helpe-d
PresMkni Kea<an open ihe refurbished
W hi. • IIou^ pr< *"• r'»»m.

"^ >Mi kn4>». tjf r.»urNi . ;his pn.-'.s room is

Mill Inidi ov*T a swimming pitol. " He-a^an
>aHl. "Now. it txn t irue. howeviT. that
lit n HIT has iMt-n hinged."

J > - It fv" quippt-d Hrady.
Th< pnsHk-ni and a rximful ol T\^*T\*r^

• rup.id in laughiiT — pi rhaps no* a lit He
r» (k ve«J i.i h»ar Brady ?»Minding s<» much
iik« his «»kl M-'lf in his first oifK-ial ap
p*^rann >inn tieing sh<x .Marrh ;ju.

Tb«- pn-'ks M.-cri'tarj'. wh4»c left side is

V ' '^ as a n->uli of the buli< i

.". his brain dunng I he attack
'•n Kx agan. appr-an-d n-markaWy like hi«>

.>y M If.

/lui ihe impixh grin that once s<<«m« d
p« riiiani nily affixed ;o hts face has fx* n
p plan «1 by an o«ld m« laneholy Imtk that
ImIm-s his a«t ual gfunl ehit-r.

And all hough Hraiiy ch<ios«-s his words
earefully. ihty iimie out in a voi«-e ihat
sian^ a-s a inxntKone. then ris* s toward ihi
einl of his s«nienres — as if he unabk- to
eHiiiiiue wiiliiiut laughing or crying.

1 itir.ors have said controlling the range of
hi> • m.w J inai expn-v^ion Ls one of the many
. hings Itradv i> rekarning.

V^ hen tr.« <Kii>r opened and Brady was
wh4 • i<-<i m. m«»n- ihan 2«X> men and women
jamme<i shtmUkT to-shoukk-r into a niom
'!• 'igmd for fewer ihan half ihai many
i»ur^ i: > su-faincil applaus* .

\, Ao.- li'i • xpr« -^nn of favor newspt.iplv
rar« ly grani \\\**>* coming before iri«>m.

Many .»f . h«- rep-jn-rs wore tiny ii'ddy luar
pi:^ .»r bull ms pr K-laiming: The Btar Is

llark." Brady is known lo his family and
fru mis. inciu<iing the pn stiknt. as ' Ikar."

.\f.«r upsiaging she president with his

n I iTi alwiut tb»- pr<'s> room rt-allv having a
rap d.*ir. Brady >ai quH-ily as Keagan >et

il.« i.rtM- f.»r the riJihon cuiimgcenmony.

"Kirsi. ki me w< Icome all you orphans
hi«ii«-." the pr* si«ieni said, "^knovk, we
kind i«f mtss4-d you. It's been quui <AeT
h«-n , kind of like when the kids go back t'»'

»*'hiMil.

As happy as we are about reopening
io«lay. wen- even more- elaie-d by ihe
pn s< nee of a man who truly Mongs in this

I nHii. a man whose- courage has bee-n an
iii'.piraiion d ail of us. the pri-sideni

add<-4l.

FLOATING ALO.NG
Crocker Center in Los
pasttime.

AC I. rrplHtli

— Phil Smith parachutes from the top of
-Angeles. Smith jumps from skyscrapers as a

Digest
By the AsHoriaffd Frpss

Reagan announces
2nd press conference
W A.S||I.\(;T(j.\ - President Reagan will hold his fifih

news i-onferene-e ai 2 p.m. HKlay. he nJd nprirters
yisierday.

'ihe V ssK.n. Ihe first sinc« (xi. I. will Ix held in th«-

Ka^i BiMim.

It« agan inf.»rmi-d rep<»rt« r» p«r->nally of the news
eonlen n<« alnr he oldrialiy <»p4 ned ihe newly refurbished
Whin llous* pres> quart'T*.

When nponers iricil to ask him a question, the
pr< snleni «{uipp«*d. "I rani say anything until ihey ihis

"laffi n II me whai I'm suppo->ed losay.
'

Columbia's count starts

today for second time
( APK CA.NAVKKAL. Ha. - .^pa'- ,•':,

go ahead yesterday for a s<«ond, ablin •. unfj (.,„r.i<3i.Ar,

i<i -tan ihis morning and leading lo i h<- -huw !•• ('.»lumliia'*>

' u li flight.

1 1;< 'loek IS io siari ai >? a.m.. aiming (or. a 1 :'A) a.m.
Tliur-^<la> launch of the first spaf«shi(( <.ir ;.. lake a
n p< ai I ip in orbit.

Th« fir->t count got lo wiihin il se<-ond- of lifiotf last

Wednt Mlay. only lo Ik hUxked by clogged tillers in two of
{ oluinhia s ihre<- auxiliary power units.

The uniis have ln< n «|< aned, th«' spare«-rafi cfn-rked and
asir»nauis J**- Kngle and Uiehard Truly are ri;idy to try
again. They will fly here loday from i heir i r.iimng base at
ilie J«»hnson Spa«-e ( enter in Houston.
A sii»rm front moving toward Cap*- ( anaveral had

cauM li sown; e<»ncern. However, a foreca.si late yesterday

>aHl <.wi<ii.i.rfiN -.iv»uid l»e lavorabk- on Thursday, dropping
anearlh r pp-«iKii<»n of intermit lant light rain for that dav.

Uigh« now I hey re saying the weather should be OK for
bunch." said space agency spokesman .Mark Hess. That
front IS f xpei led IO move through here on Wednesday and
I" g«inebyThurN4lay.

Polish general fired,

bonus for union
^\.\K>.\U. i'..,ar«i — i ne government dismi.sstd

Pr »s« cut.»r (.eneral Lucjan C/.ubinski yesterday, the
'»ffi<ial n« ws agency reponed. The move was seen as a
vi«t .ry f.»r tb- independent union .V>lidariiy. which had
a<TUM-«l ( '/ui>inNki of haras>m«ni.
C/ubmski. a r.»rfiK-r amiy general, was rt placed by

Iraii.i-/. k Hu-< k. .he P.\l» new> agency said. Rus« k his
^p«^iuliyi d in laUir r« lai i .ns a^ presidini of the Supnme
( our* .» iaUir and .S4it-ial welfart rhamlH-r.

Ai .S^diilan.v .-. national h« a<lquarier-« in ddansk. union
iiailers drafid a ^ix p..int agenda for talks with ihe
gKeriiineni alxtui P-Jands economir and social ills.

A union -fioki -luan -aid S.Hidariiy would like the talks
'• iM gn, hmlav. Iji -.an! Soiniari.v wants mas- m<-«fia
a- ei ^s. free i.Nai ««k'<ii.»ns. judieial indepi ndenee. ereaiion

' 'ouneil. <-conomi4- r» forms, ami
: « .irK< rv IO ofiM.1 pncr in<Tea-'^.

Woman survives fall

onto spiked iron fence
'(Id resident (»f a halfwav

Rescue workers were unable to free Ingram from the
spiki s and had lo cut off pan of the fence and take it to the
hospital where the metal was removed from the woman's
b:nly during surgery.

Suicide pact finished

by reclusive trio
SA.N KRAN't'lSCO — A domineering widow, her 39

year old son and her doling female friend hung a "Do
Noil)isiurb" sign on the door of their $150 a dav hotel
r HMii. I hen shared a gla.ss of brandy and a last cigarette.
Then, police In-lieve. the two pajania clad women

cliinbeil into .separate beds, with towels arranged under
.heir btnlies lo catch the IWwdsiains. Authorities say I hey
lay motitmless as the son pumped bullets into their ah
ilomens wnh a .32 caliber handgun, then shot himself in
the head.

Aui«»psies were scheduled yesterday for David Wolffers.
his »>» year oUI mother. Harriet ti> Wollfers. both of San
Jose; and Audrey Whitiington. riS, originally of New
Zealand.

Todays Staff
Night Kditor

Copy K. 1 1 tor

Layout 'leehnieian

As.si.staiit Photo Kditor

. I .j;.\i;\v '»oRK \ 1'

*'

'

'^' "'"I HKal rontiiion yesu-rday after
p;uiiuiiig li.iin I. r nii.i floor room and Ining impaled on
it.

I spik« X .if an ir.in ft nn-. authorities said.

\ .ilerii- Ingram was in the intensive care unit at I^tng
MaiidCollig. Il.t^pi.alafter her fall Sunday night, said the
li t-pnal > ilir<-<tor of fommunity relations. .Muriel UanieLs.
Ingram suffer, d fractures of the right thigh and part of the
p<l\i> 111 addition lo the spike wounds, the hospital
>p tkeswotnan said.

Mariatmo Savap-
Anna Koell

Brad Kdeti

Nane\ Nutili-

''""^'^'•"'""" •"HkieKeniino. Nancy I'.allo.

Lynn Kisenl>«T):. John Hrob.st. t'.ail Tanzer
Barbara \anNest, K K, Winteiv Laura Shan;ilian"

Sheryl Silver." Carol MeC.nville. Siephaiiu- Herman.
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Amherst voters will decide today which candidate for
the seat of Amherst selectman will serve on the five-
person board until the spring of 1983.

Jan E Di/ard. 41. of 41 High St. and Ered.-rick W
Steinbeck. 56. of 217 Grantwood Drive should know the
recruits of their approximate 2 Vz months of campaiifnine
sometime tonight.

f t> b

Dizard, a professor of sociology and American stiidies
and chair of the sociology and anthropology depart ments at
Amherst College said at a recent candidate's night

Assaulted bike rider

will press charges
it was reported that over the weekend a University man

was knocked off his bicycle and kicked in the lace by a
known suspect in front of Lewis dormitory, police said.
The victim of the assault was able to identify a female

companion of his assailant, police said. Police were then
able to find the woman who identified the assailant.
The victim did not require medical treatment and in-

tends to press charges, police said.

Trillion dollar debt
drops, but not for long
WASHINGTON (AP) - Two weeks after surging past

the $1 trillion mark for the first time, the national debt has
quietly slipped back into a mere 12 digits — about
$9y«. 782,000,000, Treasury Department officials said
yesterday.

But it's hardly the start of a trend.
The federal debt is financed through Treasury bills,

notes, iKinds and other "debt instruments" paying a wide
variety of interest rates, being sold in huge or tiny
amounts every day and maturing on a wide range of dates
from now on into the .second decade of the next century.
Every now and then a day occurs when the Treasury

happens to retire more maturing debt than it issues in new
debt. But those days are the exceptions, and the upward
trend of the national debt is well established.
But officials agree that the debt will be back above $1

trillion very soon, and Reagan administration officials are
forecasting an increase nearly up to the debt limit of $L080
trillion by the end of the fiscal year next Sept. 30.

Xmas gift certificates offered

for winter session courses
The University of Massachusetts Division of Continuing

Education has announced plans to sell Christmas gift
certificates for 1982 winter session courses.
To order a gift certificate, the continuing education

winter session application must be completed and returned
ti) the Continuing Education office. The recipient will
receive the certificate and a copy of the catalog which lists
course offerings.

Credit courses offered during winter session, which runs
f;)r four weeks beginning Jan. 4, 1982. include drawing,
painting, accounting, biology, computers, writing, Latin.
Spanish and others. Credit- free workshops offered include
Asian art, bartending, dance, cross country, skiing and
yoga, to name a few.

RWC to hold planning group

for women cSreer explorers

The Everywoman's Center (EWC) is holding a career I'uC

planning group for women exploring career options.
I'hv workshop will focus on discussion and exercises to

teach women a pr«>cess of career planning.
It will meet Tuesday, from 7:30 9:30 p.m. in the

Everywoman's Center, and will run until the end of
I)ec«inber. To sign tip in advance call 545 0883.
Kaciliiaiors are Jane Baatz of the Educatioiiai Opportunity
Cenier in Springfield, and SaUy Koolen.
The group is free and open to all community women.

Childcare will be provided.

Counselors train women ready
to help assault victims
The Violence Against Women training program,

sponsored by the Everywoman's Center (EWC), has been
exploring the topics of rape, battering and the legal
system.

Twenty five women completed the training October 29
as counselor and education advocates. The program was
designed to equip women with skills in counseling victims
of violence and in promoting rape awareness through
workshops.

Now counselor advocates will be on call 24 hours to
provide counseling and advocacy for past and present

sexual assault victims. They have been trained in

techniques to help victims of assault cope with the trauma
-• u'xual violence, and in using media skills to increase— '»' violence against women,
awareness on the issue o. ... .

, .

Counselor advocate Cathy Roach, and educational -v."

vocate Martha Tapia led the training, which took an in-

depth look at the realities and myths perpetuated by
violence against women.

sponsored by the League of Women Voters that funding
for human services is a priority for local government.

Dizard. who moved to Amherst in 1969. said he has been
active in the civil rights and anti war movements, and
more recently has become involved in protesting the
United States' policy in El Salvador.

Steinbeck, a self employed contractor, said increasing
police and fire protection in the town are his central issues.

Steinbeck worked as a rehabilitation specialist for the
town for the last 2 V^ years. He said he drew up the
specifi<;ation, interviewed clients and supervised the
renovation of approximately 90 houses of low and middle
cla.ss families.

selectman
Dizard won a primary race in October with 389 votes,

and Steinbeck finished second with 275 votes. A third
candidate, Hubert E. Robert, was eliminated in the
primary.

Polls will open today at noon and will close at 8 p.m. Any
voter registered with the Amherst Town Hall is eligible to
vote. UMass students living on campus belong either to
precinct three or four, and should vote at the Immanual
Lutheran Church on North Pleasant Street or the Bangs
Ctiininunity Ci-nier, respectively.

Voters who are not certain where they should cast their
ballots should call the Town Clerk's office at 253 9382.

ffclMCfcUIN — Afarm house surrounds itself with white fence off route 118 in the Berkshires

Newslines...
Folk singers Christian, Gotten

coming for Smith performance
Meg Christian, veteran singer, songwriter and guitarist

will perform with folk legend Elizabeth Cotten on Friday at
8 p.m. in John M. Greene Hall at Smith College.

Considered as one of the "founding mothers ' of women's
music. Christian is one of the first performers and
songwriters in the women's music industry. She is one of
the CO founders of Olivia Records, the first national
women's recording company.

Christian, who has been performing since she was in

high sch(x)l, released her first album, "I Know You Know,"
in 1975. It was Olivia Records' first release. In 1977 she
released her second album on Olivia, entitled "Face the

ivius.'C.
^'^''" "peopling performance in Northampton is part

of a nationwide toui" t.?
".'""'"o^'^' f'c'" ^^ird album. "Turning

It Over."

Elizabeth Cotten began her career, which has had a vital
innuence <>n_folk music, at the age of sixty. She wrote her
lii si sufig, "r reighi Train," at age eleven and it has since
become an Amerkran cla.ssic.

Tickets for the com-ert are $5 ($6 3t l.he door) for g^enera!

admissit)ns. They are available as follows: in Amh°erst at
For the Record (FACES), and Food for Thought; in
Northampton at Country Comfort, Downtown Sounds and
Womonfyre Books.

Childcare is available only by reservation. Call 584 2637
before November 8. The hall is wheelchair accessible,
restn)oms are not.

Fast for OXFAM Nov. 19;

up at D.C. or C.C.
Students interested in participating in the Nov. 19 fast

through the Hunger Task Force (HTF) should tell the
cashier in their dining commons or sign up at the tables in
the Campus Center and Student Union Building.

An article in yesterday's Collegian incorrectly reported
that students should call the HTF office to sign up for the
fast.

HTF representatives said yesterday students eating in

dining commons ocCd cr.iy tell the cashier that theywish to

participate in the fast next Thursday. For each evening

jnt'al skipped, the dining commons will donate $1.05 to

w...

Sign

OXFAM, the international relief organization.

Students not on the meal plan may sign up to fast and
make donations at the fast tables on the Campus Center
concourse and at Earthfoods in the Student Union.

Sutherland lecture scheduled
on 'Southern Africa in Crisis'

«

Bill Sutherland, the American Friends Service Commit-
tee's representative to South Africa for the past seven
years, will speak on "Southern Africa in Crisis: A Per-
sonal Report" at 8 p.m. tonight in Campus Center room
163.

According to the American Friends Service Committee,
Sutherland has served as an intermediary between
government officials in South Africa and representatives
of revolutionary groups and is well informed on the situa-

tion.

Sign language interpretation will be provided at the
talk.

UM fans can cne^r ?* UNH
The Northeast Area Government is sponsoring a ulT

ride to Saturday's UMass-UNH football game in Dur"
nham, N.H. For dctsils, see story on page three.

The cost of the trip is $14.50 including round trip bus
fare and a ticket to the game (reserved seating on the
UMass side of the field).

The bus will k;ave from the Campus Center circle (op-
posite the CC Garage) at 9:15 a.m. Saturday and will leave
New Hampshire right after the game, returning to UMass
at approximately 6:30 p.m.

Reservations for a ride lo this important league
showdown can be made through Bryna Davidow, NEAG
treasurer, by phone at 546 4872. Payment must be made in
advance to guarantee' seating.

Classes cancelled for holiday
Tomorrow is Veteran's Day and the University of

Mas.sachus«ats will be closed for the holiday. All classes
will be cancelled and administrative offices will be closed.

Due to the holiday, the University and Five College bus
systems will operate on Saturday sch(>dules. In addition,
the Massachusi'its Daily CnUiqinv wilt not be published
tomorrow.
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Stones concert

More security

-- »mv«j ear? or Mfte aad
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-.laitiiii^ ih« II imjr tonimWy on Hipi. Ji5 i/j

i'(iilai<< l|ihi<i

'J he K'o«i(i n-hi-arvij al. Ijttnif Vn.-w Farm
in Norlli Krookfulil, Man*) , and K^vi- a fn.**.'

«.on««rl al a Won«M«T, Masn,, ni(fhu;lub

fnfop hiiiin« lh«- roail. 'f h«- Wi/r«HUr
-^how wa>» lo Im- a vrnl. affair Urr ¥)() fan»,

Imjl word I) ak'-'l out.. r<-*>uluni; in a
t{aihi'rin){ of ihousands of p«ofjk;.
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Big bucks paid for rare Stones

reported by orly

«A«ii"<Jfti>. <.«»» .AP» - Next lo

Trilnf a»d howb of excut-meni filling the

>, .be most cotnmon sound heard

- - . "-: Hanfurd Civk Ctnu-r La,si ni^hi

• i- A - j> gnK tickets?"

ii4*t lAuM oiw) cami- uj Hanf'jfd withwi
.aci<.4> :o x.-( .bi Rolling Stone* had lo be
pnpanti I • pav big money (tjr ihem.
Huadnrds uf Stooes' fans sauntered

ar^HMi xmisitk- ibt en ic ctnur. hoping Ufr a

Huaer lO !*-e and bear a rock n' roll legend.

*I«1 du astihing Ui lo get in there," said

Gaitarui Kesih
CkariK Waiii^. has» gvLvia BUS Wj

Bob Wood arv the other
ofthrliaad.

*1M> Ac4 of
mno. wasai

piajcd omdoors ca Hanfotd 13
>x«r> ago. Hack Tavior Md bo« Wood ha^e
Lakes kis

OaikecwTrmt
laas ha%e hcva

r. ti di<Ar»

demhs ka%«-

Pp&t. ai!« ready far "anything," had
ptMHbcti io carefully »aich ihe thousands
</ ptopli vbo milk-d aNjul waiimg for ihe

gaie» lo optn ai around 6 p.m. for ihe 8

p.aL iham.
For ikai reason. <<aipcn — those selling

t«cket> i'jT mar*, ihan ibcir SI3 purchase
pnn — aad hamk<.rs of unauthorized
IUUqK Sutoc-s." record altnuns. bumper
^ riers, pa»^cTS and Tshins tried lo be
.mriioi.ipimtmi, m ihc crowd, discreetly

^Jbag ihtir marrs.
*tiai aBT ikkeisr" asked one fan.

'F«Jkm »e," »a& ibe response. "Keep

'ihe two walkfj >.n a dirnly III area h»<hind

Lbe (.'ivic(J<fnter,

H'lW much?"
(>ni Lwiniy five."

'J hi- fan wanu.d u* si^- ihe Sir>nek, but not
thai liailly. H« walk«;d away, muiiering, "A
hundred and iwi ruy fivi- dollars. I>joks like

1 wi>n I gii in.

Oiher fans said ihey would pay up lo $70
f >r a mkei.

Oni jumped in ih«' ajr in ihe middle of a
sireei and s«:n amed, "I can dig it!" afur
learning ihai his fri«,nd had jusi located two
tiikeis fi»r $75 apii<;r

.

I'd have lo have my head examined lo

pay $70 f'»r ihis," mumbled an elderly

pas^r by.

"One of ihe prolili ms we've been having
is with .he- high num Ik- r of people trying lo
get in with makeshift tickets," said civic

i-emer Director f rank Kusso.
lirkei takers were watching closely for

fakes and ihe one "who collects ihe nK>st
gets a Iwinus at the end of the night." Russo
<«aid.

By early evening, police had arrested
light people, all on "minor thmgs like

d isoriler I V conduct.

'
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Clouds
liyGus MARTINS
Collegian Correspondent

It's a shame when in an area such as this, with aU it's
diversity and culture, a mulii talented individual can go
about virtually unnoticed. To some degree this is the case
wiih musician and doctor of education Clyde Criner who'll

\\?",^.}!'^
^"'*'

P'^'*''' ^^"*^' 'Clouds' and himself to the Blue
Wall 1 hurs<lay at 9 p.m.

Criner, 28, is a musician who has gained much respect
over the years working with an impressive roster of
professionals, both in the studios and on the road. During
Ihe summer of '79 he toured with Harvey Mason during the
r unk in a Mason Jar " tour, while composing several of the
numbers u.sed in ihat tour. Criner has also toured with
Archie Sheep and played all keyboards for ba.ssist ex
iniadinaire Alfonso Johnson's Spellbound album.

Among his friends in ihe business are George Duke
Donald Bird, the members of the Crusaders, the group
Mandrill and the talented Patrice Rushen. Criner who has
been playing since the age of four has gained respect on
Ixnh coasts, as an abled and talented musician who can
play in ihe more traditional vein of Black Classical music or
the stretch out and flex type of Mazz rock fusion. He is as
adept on the acoustic piano as he is around the electronic
apparatus of moogs. .synthesizers, clavinets, and Rhodes.

The five other members who make up Clouds' come
from -similar distinguished backgrounds and work out of
the New York area. The band members who'll perform
wiih Criner are Alex Foster on tenor .saxophone, Calvin
Hill on bass, Horace Arnold on drums, Brubbi Taylor on
percussion, and Kevin McNeil on guitar.
Although he has worked consistently throughout the last

ihrtH' years or so while living in Amherst, Criner did not
come here in search of the big break, he came here to
further his education and received his doctorate in
education last May. Say's Criner, "I nt'ver made it a point
lo make a living from music here in the valley. " Criner also
questions the availability of black artists to get work here.
When asked about his new band he said it came about

A multi- talented individual

has been virtually overlooked

Clyde Criner and Clouds will be appearing at
the Blue Wall in Campus Center on Thursday
November 12 at 9 p.m. Check them out!

i)iti.u.-M u.t Lime K> iigiu. I've oasuaily l>eeii t>enind Ihe
scenes but now I'm beginning to take the initiatives that
are ni^cessary. I can'l wait for other people to do some of
I he things I can do myself. That is the reason that some of
my peers are still working as sideman. " Criner feels that
working as a sideman himself these past few years has
pnihiliiied from becoming a band leader.

Criner is surely a band leader, and soloist who has
written well over 200 compositions. His range of sound
n.ul<l ri'mind one of the great McCoy Tyner on acoustic
piano, to the exotic suite-like fusion music of C'hick Corea
and the Return To Forever. Criner has demonstrated his
composing expertise and will play all original pieces
Thursday evening.

Criner enjoys leading his own band and this endeavor
has stopped him from having to play the role of a 'func-
tional player!' What he means by this is that when he
played for drummer Harvey Mason and they performtHf a
Herliie Hancock number, he would try very much to play
that number like Hancock him.self would, to create the
same feeling thai was present during the original recor-
ding. The same was true when he replaced George Duke in
Alfonso Johnson's band, he played in the .same modes as
1 )uke in order to keep the same sound and feel.

Besi«les playing music. Clyde is a man of various musical
likes, from Parliament lo punk and new wave, lo Prince
and Ihe Busboys. he listens lo as many different musical
types as he can. He spoke of the Busboys saying that
"they n-flect much of the music of the sixties which had
Mtiial impact, and being an all black band their emergence
represents for the first time since Hendricks passed away
thai a black band has been in the midst of the rock world."
Throughout it all Criner maintains that the fun pari of it

all has been in meeting different groups and individuals in
the professional field of music. I've heard him perform
>everal times since "79 and the fun part for me has been in

hearing him spread his keyboard wizardry and musical
prowess as a distinct and exceptional voice here in ihe
valley. So if you're into music I'd suggest you plan your
Thursday .schedule around this event, it will be a plan well
timed. «»

Administration nominates token figure
The Reagan Administration has nominated William Bell,

a black 1950's graduate of the University of Michigan, lo be
the chairman of ihe Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission.

Bell, 54, since then had found that the major cor
porations of Detroit had locked their doors to him, and he
had to .seiile for a bank tellers positions that paid only $75 a
week. It was not until five years ago when Bill decided to
open his own recruiting firm called Bold Concepts Inc. Bell
is the President and the only employee of the firm.

Many dvil rights groups have attacked the Reagan
Administration on their choice of nominee, claiming that
Bell is not capable of running the chief federal agency
which enforces federal laws against employment

discrimination, and that he is being used simply as a token.
"The guy is just obviously unqualified to hold a job of

(his siaiure," said Arnold S. Torres, executive director of
the League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC).
"There is nothing that distinguishes this gentleman from
millions of other Americans," he said.

"Your talking about an agency with 50.000 cases, some
400 lawyers. He is not qualified, not qualifiable, simple as
that.' said Maudine Cooper, Washington representative
for the Naliimal Urban League.

Sen. Orrin G. Hatch (R Utah), chairman of the Labor
and Human Resources Committee defended the
nomination. "He seems lo be intelligent. He seems to be
honorable and he is a member of a minority and should
have the right amount of compassion."

(iv il lights groups were not plea.sed with the nomination
ol Bell, yet ihey did not oppose him since he was only one
of a few blacks Ihe While House had nominated.
On Monday November 2. Torres' LULAC led other civil

rights groups in the opposition of Bell's nomination. Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy announced his opposition the next
day.

Bell was identified as being a part of the minority
conservative wing in Michigan's Republican party. He was
also a consultant for the Ford Administration trying to
"improve the image" of the agency, he said.

Although he has said he "has been active in civil rights
organizations for years, neither national nor local groups in
Detroit have heard of him. Sounds like another dubious
victory for the Reagan administration.

Clyde Criner and Clouds will be appear-
ing at the Blue Wall in the Campus Center
of UMasson Thursday, November 12. 1981
at 9:00 p.m. The concert will feature Clyde
Criner on piano and keyboards, Horace Ar-
nold on drums, Alex Foster on tenor and
soprano saxophones, Calvin Hill on
acoustic bass, Kevin McNeil on guitars and
Brubbi Taylor on percussion.

Announcements
Sponsored by:

Taller Ausubo, Venceremos Brigade.
Scera-Anti Racism Team, UMass Arts
Council. Student Government Association.
Subsidized tickets are $3.00 have been
possible by Afrik-Am and the Student
Government Association.

New Song Concert
New Song Concert

Wednesday. November 11, 1981

8 p.m. Student Union Ballroom UMass
Tickets are $5.00

For more informatioan call 549-3967 even-
ings. 549-0341 day.

Paintings and poetry by Ralph Hamm
are currently on display at the Augusta
Savage Gallery in the New Africa House.
Hamm is serving a life sentence in Walpole
state prison for crimes he says he didn't
commit. His artistry is pure genius and you
will definitely miss .something if you don't
come.

^»^^ i>Hi^ ,

hn iiin «fiiMiMi!« Comer
• • •• %•^ •%^ ^^^^^rn^^n > I

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr

I'olleKian pholo liv Harrnn Kuland
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Man holds 5 maids
in 3 hour stand-off
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - An armed man briefly held

Hve maids hostage at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, then holed
up in a linen clcset for about three hours before surren
dering. polkvsaid.

The suspiH-t. Timothy Peterkin. lossed his gun out of the
closei and surrendered shortly after 11 a.m.. police
neg(Hiaior John Willett said.

Wilkai said IVlerkin was a former mental patient.
IVierkin. a native of Fayelleville, Ark., fired two shots

inside the closet. Willetl said, but there were no injuries.
I'olice U. Lou Calabro said the suspect entered the

hotel's siTuriiy office about 8:20 a.m., disarmed a guard,
then UMtk some hack suirs to the 17th floor, where he
cupi ureti ihe maids.

He (old ihe women he did want to harm them, then
quickly n-lea.sed thre<' of the five and let the other two go a
few minuies later, police said.

Misconduct by CIA
investigated, denied
NEW YORK (AP) - The CIA issued a statement today

denying any involvement in alleged illegal acts by its

former employees.
The agency said it had investigated all allegation of

misconduct by agency employees and found none, but had
referred all the allegations to the FBI and the U.S.
Attorney's office.

CIA spokesman Dale Peterson, said: "The CIA
caU'gorically denies all allegations involving it in illegal

acts alk'gi>dty committed by former employees Edwin
Wilson and Frank Terpil and their associates."
The sUtement said that in 1976. thenCIA Director

George Bush launched an investigation of all known
contacts with Wilson since his resignation in 1971.
The agency said some employees were found "to have

provided support to Wilson and Terpil without official

agency sanction and action was taken against them." That
action was taken hy Bush's successor, Stansfield Turher, in

April 1977. Peterson said. Sources have .said Turner fired
two employees.

Anglo-Irish moves
rekindle old rivalries
LONDON (AP) — The Briiush and Irish governments

faced growing political opposition yesterday to their

AP Laimphoto

ARRESTED — San Francisco police escort
Timothy Peterkin from Hyatt Regency Hotel
yesterday. Peterkin held five maids hostage at
gunpoint. Police said Peterkin fired at least one
shot but no one was injured.

planned Anglolrish Council — set up to launch a joint
initiative for an end to 12 years of bloodshed in Northern
Ireland.

But official sources in London and Dublin stressed that
boih Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher and Prime
Minister Garret FitzGerald of the Irish Republic plan to
push ahead with the inter governmental council they
agreed to at a London summit Friday.

The council, which eventually will extend to talks among
legislators in both countries, formally patches up the
relationship between the two countries. A chill has
persisted, despite diplomatic relations, since the violent
rupture 60 years ago when the Irish Free State — later the
Republic of Ireland — split from Britain after a twoyear
guerrilla war.

Bui the agreement has rekindled old rivalries. The swell
of opposition from Protestants in the British province of
Northern Ireland, and from old guard nationalists in the

overwhelmingly Roman CatholK republic, underlines the

poliiical and sectarian divisions that plague the partitioned

Emerald Isle.

A majority of Northern Ireland's people oppose
unification with the republic, and Protestant spokesmen
see ihe council as a step toward unity.

But Mrs. Thatcher faced threats by hardline northern
Protestants, led by the Rev. Ian Paisley, to wreck the

council and a program of political and economic cooperation

between Ijondon and Dublin.

Paisley, a member of the British Parliament who leads

the province's Democratic Unionist Party, or DUP, on
Saturday condemned the summit agreement as "a con-

spiracy" to force Northern Ireland into union with the
republic "by stealth."

Francis fights fears

returns for 1st concern
NEW YORK (AP) - "I have to put my fears to bed."
With that explanation, singer Connie Francis grabbed a

microphone yesterday and began rehearsing for her first

concert since she was raped at knifepoint and sank into a
seven year slump "that was like hell."

She ran through a medley of "Lipstick on Your Collar,"
Who's Sorry Now" and "Where the Boys Are." preparing

r)r her return to Westbury, a Long Island community
where she gave her last concert on Nov. 8, 1974, and where
she was raped in her hotel room after the show.

"Its risky. " admitted Miss Francis, who at 42 still sings
wiih the voice of sweet, sad adolescence. "I'm not going to
get through the show without breaking down. But I'm a
gutsy girl, and once I've done it there (Westbury) I can do
it anywhere."
When she last performed at the Westbury Music Fair,

Miss Francis was in the 31st year of a career that began
when she was 4. The diminutive singer had sold more than
40 million records by the time she was 26, and she stepped
to the stage that night as the third best selling pop singer
ever, behind Elvis Presley and the Beatles.
But later, back in her motel room, she was raped by an

intruder who never was apprehended. She later sued
Howard Johnson's for inadequate security and won a $1.5
million settlement. But. she said, "as far as I was con-
cerned, my career was over."

Miss Francis was afraid to go out on the street, much
less a stage, and spent weeks in bed at her home in Essex
Fells, N.J., watching television. She was divorced from
her husl)and. After a nose operation, she lost her singing
voice eniirely. Last year, her brother was shot to death in

front of his house.

"Tho.se years gave me a chance to think about all the
mistakes Id made," she said. 'Td been on stage since I was
4 and I didn't know there was any other way to live. When
it was gone my life was empty."

Tuesday, November 10th

Party with

ZOOM
and SYNESTHESIA

FREE FUN/DANCE PARTY

ceffter
at u mass Friday, November 13th

CROCKETT
Played at Orchard Hill's Spring Concert

with BILLINGS GAP
- Admission $2.00

Wednesday, November 11th

FREE MOVIE NIGHT
The Final Days Of The
FILMORE WEST

8 &• 10 pm showings
Great Concert performances by The Grateful Dead,
Santana, Jefferson Airplane, Hot Tuna and N.R.P.S.

to name a few!

Next Weeks Feature THE ROLLING STONES AT HYDE
PARK & THE MR. BILL SHOW

Co-sponsored by the Governors Program Council

Saturday, November 14th

Go Crazy with New York's

h^^

- vf -^^ .

,/'

"^
:. P

Thursday, November 12th

Contemporary

Black Classical Music Concert

from N.Y.C.

CLYDE CRINER
AND CLOUDS

Show starts at 9 pm
Co-sponsored by UPC

and Duke Ellington Committee

f!'^

BLOTTO
finalists in the WNEW-FM World Series of Rock N

Roll with the B-52's

and the OTHER HALF
Admission $2.00
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A day of mourning
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EDITORIAL
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All letters must be signed and include the
writer's address and telephone number,
which will not be published. Please type
double spaced at 67 characters per line.

Due to space limitations and the volume of
mail, we • regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpublished letters. All let-

ters are subject to editing for clarity and
length.
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Use SAP revenues to patch
potholes properly, please

To the Editor:

While the town of Amherst continues to rake in motorist
monies, the roads remain in disrepair.

After reading Scott Mersey's news story about the
$40,000 - 70,000 the town is making this year in Speed-
Alcohol Patrol fines, I couldn't help but notice a Depart-
ment of Public Works crew "patching" potholes in my
road with pseudo-tar particles. With all of the money the
town is receiving from motorists, it would be fitting to see
some of it go toward repaying the roads of Amherst for
those who use them properly.

James Bock
Amherst

If anything can go wrong
it will - ain't life a bitch
To the Editor:

Murphy's Law is an axiom used by engineers and scien-

tists which simply states, "If anything can go wrong, it

will." I have found Murphy's Law to also be very ap-
plicable to the university student. Here are a few Mur-
physims specifically for the student:

1. The World Series always coincides with OcIoIkt
midterms.

2. If you need a class, you won't get it.

W. The mf>re you need a loan, the longer it takes to ar-

rive.

4. The u.sed book you bought is an edition too old.

.S. Clas.se.s following on^' another are at the opposite ends
of the campus.

<i. The night you want to study, your roommate wants to

party.

7. The weather is always nicer during mid-terms and
finals.

H. The day you miss class, was the day the pop quiz was
given.

Money talks,

media hstens
What hath the Moral

Almighty Television'/

Majority wrought upon the

Although it doesn't mean a hell of a lot to most people
(Americans basically don't involve themselves with too
many issues) there has been an ever-increasing .social
trend towards con.servatism during the past year. The
l)asis for this conservatism lies in the unprogre.ssive and
often nosUilgic motif surrounding the Reagan administra-
tion, a motif reflected in the minds and attitudes of many
Americans. Sad. but nonetheless apparent.

What is even sadder is the fact that this air of con.ser-
vatism has allowed, if not outright spawned, the infectious
growth of the Moral Majority. This caucus of virtuous in-
tenonty. like any fledgling movement which atUiins
fx)wvr too quickly and without any restraints, has let its
voice l)e heard (tn a numl)er of topics affecting our lives -
abortion, women's rights, government spending and
television.

Yes. even television. The Moral Majoritv finances, in
part, the Coalition for Better Television." a right-wing
MLssissippi-ba.sed group headed l)v. naturally enough a
minister. This group expounds for television all the virtues
Its mentor, the Moral Majority, expounds for the rest of
the country - bible reading, apple pie, law and order, and
full length clothing (as oppo.sed to plunging necklines and

Stephen Murphy

shrinking hemlines). As ludicrous as it seems, the C^oali-
tion has gained a lot of clout when it comes to dealing with
network programming. Last spring the grouj) threatened
to lK)ycott companies advertising on shows it deemed "of-
fensive." The boycott was called off after several major
adverti.sers assured they would be more careful in choos-
ing where their commercials would run.

Threats can be effective. For although 7.^) percent of net-
work advertisements this year were sold in advance,
advertisers, for any reasons or pressures, can pull out of a
given time spot at the last minute. The network must then
fill the void, often for much cheaper rates (the average go-
ing rate for a 30-second prime time ad this season is
$100,000).

Money talks. Networks, who think in terms of
megabucks, listen.

Many television writers and producers have claimed
that network executives have told them to be more careful
in dealing with themes of homosexuality, Vitenam, and
teenage problems, among other less mainstream subjects,
so a.s not to cau.se viewer anxiety. What these execs really
mean, in their profit-minded wisdom, is not to arouse the
fury of the Coalition for Better Television. Watch what
you say anddo or be forever condemned to the fiery pits
for your creativity.

So, what are the networks offering this fall to offset this
stagnation of innovative programming? Themes of socially
complex issues and "subtle sex have been replaced by that
old standby - action - although violence is a more ac-
curate term. Eight of the 2\\ new series are righteous law
and order shows such as Stnkv Force. Fall Guy and To-
day's FBI. But this won't last too long. Another one of the
many vices the Coalition for Better Television is against is
- you guessed it - violence. If trends continue a future
boycott of companies advertising on these shows would be
inevitable.

I can't wait until next year's TV sea.son. We can all sit
around the tuk- and watch .Jerry Falwell discuss the shape
of bananas with Mr. Rogers.

Stephen Murphy is ,i Collegian s/nn member.

9. The colder it is and the later you are. the more likely it

is that the bus will Ik' fiill anil pa.ss you by.
10. If you have to have ,i class to graduate, it won't be

offered that .semester.

U. Birthdays always fall on tlie day k'fore tests.
12. The nicer the weather is during tlif week, the higher

the chance of rain on tlie uttkeiid.

13. The earlier you want to ml honif for vacation, the
greater the chance that our ..f vom- finals will l>e on the
last day of finals week.

14. The more you worry abou: -• nl.-. '1,^. less you learn
and the worse you do.

\

IT). The more fun yon lia\e. i' . i, !,,•• you get.

And I leave you with a ila Muplivism that all you
males can relate to: No niattV! I you shake, the
la.st few drops always get on . ,, . Vin't life a bitch.

Eleven Thompson
Southwest

''•'««««s»ii«lM»JMi|.iniliniiiiiiJun!!!!!!!!!!.|!!.M!n!!!!
!!!!!! I innjiiiiniHjin
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Sadat's alleged assassin
to stand trial next week

Tuesday, November 10, 1981

CAIRO. Egypt (AP) - The men accused
of killing Prt'sidenL Anwar Sadat will stand
trial iK'fort' a military tribunal next week.
Definso Minister Abdel Halim Ahu Ghazala
was quoted Tuesday as saying.

The semi official newspaper Al Ahram
quoted Ahu Gha/ala as saying an in

dictmenl will hi- announced tomorrow,
which will Ik' reviewed by Sadat's sue
cessor, Trcsident Hosni Mubarak, before
being referred to court.

Abu (iha/.ala said the armed forces would
nol object lo a public trial for the accused if

Ihe political leadership so decided.

The official version so far is that three
civilians disguised in military uniforms, and
le<f by an army lieutenant named Khaled el-

Islaml><)uly. carried out the assassination
during a military parade Sadat attended
()ci.6.

The four belong lo a Moslem fun
damentalist group called Takfir Wal Higera
(An»nement and Flight From Sin), ac
cording u. the published official account.

Unc«)nfirmed reports said 12 people were
involved in the assassination, including
some nu-mbers of another fundamentalist
gr.Hjp called Aljihad, or Holy War.

Please recycle this CoUe^an

The qRoup tUaj bRouqliT you 'Jesls ChRisT Superstar'

ThE UMass Music TIieater Guild

PRESENTS

SUGAR
TIfE MusicAl VERsioN of tIie clAssic JAck Lemon

MARilyN Monroe - ToNy CuRTis Filfvi 'Some LiliE It Hot'
JWts ThuRs., FRi., Sat., IMovEMbER 12, 1 J, 14

ANd NEXT ThuRS - Sat, IMoVEMbER 19, 20, 21 - 8 PM
BowkER AudlTORIUM, STOckbRidqE HaII («*« CC Bus Stop)

TickETS - $? STudENTS, $4 public, AVAiUbU at

BowkER Box OfficE or Campus Center TAbU
CaU 545-078J
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WELCOME
'<•

I n II

I

AMHERST
v»;

PRECISION

Our stylists are featuring FREE
professional consultations for
men and women.
Let us help you select a hairstyle that's
perfect for you!

Featuring

Special Effects, Coloring, Design Perms, Facials,

Manicures, Braiding - All at comparable prices.
"

ArfFdr

$7.00
with this coupon only

FIRST - A professional consultation
SECOND - A precision style cut selected individually

just for you
[T>i2fU)_-_0^rjtylistsjjv^l^h^^ take care of your hair

|

[

With personal style cut, shampoo, and"'bk)w"d?^"Ti0.5()'"l7n'^"hZrr'1
^sljgJnlymore^-jvjtMhis^coupo^i^^^ I

lytai l^yBaborali I * li
66 University Drive
Amherst, MA
549-5610

please call for an appointment

62 Main Street
Easthampton, MA

527-2411

»*A«^T' «u.vAdraLrei »cuun .•vVv-t-

look around our hometown

UIItL-U- A r 1/ * iiT-
' < "lleRian phi.ti. bv Kand» rhasrMULWALK AKl — (iintel Mousari sits with her husband's pictures

for sale on a sidewalk in downtow n Springfield.

NEED MOIMEY?
SUCCESSFULLY START AND OPERATE YOUR

OWN BUSINESS WHILE IN SCHOOL!
Attend the one-day "Spare-Time Income" Seminar on Saturday
November 14th, at the UMASS/AMHERST Campus Center Earn
thousands of extra dollars each year. . .maybe each month n Leam
first-hand from the expert Vilnis A. Ezerins, Jr., one of America's
most successful young businessmen.
• Hov. >. create a highly profitable business which you can operate

in your spare time while at school -with 25 specific examples of
student-run prosperous enterprises.

• How to begin without capital if necessary.
• How to find free help.

• How to avoid the pitfalls that often spell disaster.
• The step-by-step details you need to follow to launch your own
money-making venture.

• How to advertise - sometimes at no cost.
• How to manage your time and your growing income - and suceed

at school and business!
• And much, much, much more.

Inside
Meet our chamber of
Commerce Page 10

Looking for a place to eat

Page 10

Exotic and unusual designs
and food Page 12

fragrances in soaps, creams,
oils and shampoos

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst Open 10-6. Mon.-Sat.

^rnC ^^^-
,'^:::;sr.

rime HAMPSHIRE 4 CTTgKHiTi^
HAMPSHIRE MALL

mM OF THE
LOST ARK
600 @ $1 75L8^

INVEST SIX HOURS AND CHANGE YOUR LIFE!!!

Tuition for the complete six-hour seminar is only $75 ($35 with
student Id.) and includes a seminar workbook. Topre-reqisterfora
reserved space, phone toll-free 1-800-344-7377; or you mav
register just prior to the workshop by arriving thirty minutes early
Tuition IS payab e at the door by cash, money order (made payable
to Conference Management Association"). Mastercharge or Visa.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14TH
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. (noon to 1 :30 p.m. lunch break)

UMASS/AMHERST CAMPUS CENTER - Room 163

For Instant WORKSHOP RESERVATIONS
Call Without Charge:

Or r u'^^'^f'^'^^'^'^ t'^o"^ 12 noon to 9 p.m )Or, Call Collect: (617) 533-4378 (from 8 a.m.To 9 p.

AiERYL jheTrench

(6:30 @ $1.75^ 8:45

More Of The N.ght

\W HAIIOWCCM II

J*CCKJ£UMf Bisst r

CATlDICf Bt »(,{»

^K^^^'; RICH and

Jl^.gi FAMOU:

m '6:15 @ $1.75) 8:4S

^nmC MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 584 9153
MOiJN" IN FARMS MALL

Time Bandits
starnng Sean Connery

(6:00 @ $1.75)8:30

\ A l^ol since Del»v«rame...
Keilh Po«>«r«

Cdrradlnv Boolh«

SOUTHERn
COMFORT

(6 15 (a) $1 75) 8 45

ROBERT OEMIRO
ROBERT OUVALL

Bl (6:15 (5) $1.75) 8'45

ALBERT
FINNEY

TGi

IF LOOKS
COULD

KILL..

OKER
(6:30 @ $1.75)8 45

I re

: 'ruii'

CollrKian irraphir by Krad Kden

Shop sales drop if

student sales drop
By SAI.LV KKKANS
Collevrian Staff

Becau.sf tin- siicvis.s of (idwntown menh, -

lar^'ely nii thv stmlffii fxifiulatioii. .Septt-nil.t

'Tucial months \vr hu.sino.sso.s. •.\mhiTst
town, arui itV da.l news in tht^ .'^uniiiu'r wh.
leaws," said John lU-rsfy, the nnmaKer of t ..

and also a fornuT rtiairnian of the Downtown (
' .m"--!

HtTsey said that "as time j^oes on. the malls are hurtinj;
us more and more." He said limited downtown parking,' is
a major deterrent to shoppers.
"Our l)est defense against the malls is quality." he said.

In October of 1978 the Hampshire Mall was built and
downtown merchants in Amherst responded to looming
competition by forming a Downtown Council whose pur-
pose would be to serve the retailers of the downtown area.

Minar Lussier, owner of The Shoe Bin and former chair
of the Downtown Council, said retailers in the Amherst
Chamber of Commerce recognized a need to form a
subgroup of the Chamber that would serve retailers.

"It's like any other group which serves a special
interest," Lussier said. The council is comprised of bet-
ween 40 and 50 downtown merchants, most of them
retailers, who pool money for cooperative advertising and
promotions.

Lussier said that the malls attract a different group of
shoppers than downtown shops cater to, and that
Amherst is "a clean town to have a business in. People
have fresh ideas and are receptive to new fashions."

Paul D. Mazzarella. Town Planner in Amherst since
September said encouraging businesses to settle in
Amherst is not a big part of his job right now. largely due
to a lack of staff.

The town's role in business development is limited to
aiding businesses in locating land, getting permits and
providing statistics for market research studies he said.

Mazzarella al.so attributes success of downtown business
to the large student population located near the center of
town.

While retailers, and to an extent restaurants, thrive on
the students other kind of business, such as offices, and
computers are attracted to the large, high (juality iatM)r
fM)ol here, Mazzarella said.

"That's really what we want." he said, "light com-
puters; because they don't hurt the environment, they're
good for the tax base and they provide jobs," Mazzarella
said.

Start a Chain Reaction
with Speidel

14 Kt. Gold Overlay.
It's the ultimate fashion accessor)'. Shimmenngl4 Kt.
Gold Overlay neckchains with the look and tee! of
solid eold.

Eacn neckchain features the unique Speidel Sure-On'
closure designed for maximum safetv and convenience.
Choose from an elegant assortment of styles to grace

every fashion look, from the traditional to the trend-
setting.

SPEIDEL . For Fine Fashion Jewelrv.
^p«iM

Jew^elef
26 .via in Street

Member American Com So: i.>ty
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Chamber of Commerce:
past tip of 'an iceberg'
By TAMl BORTON
Colle^an Correspondent

There is an office in the hasement of the
Lord Jeffrey Inn where people work with
the town of Amherst, the private sector,
and the UMass commmunity, to help those
groups interact. The Amherst ChamU'r of
Commerce is a volunteer organization
which functions to promote the town and
the community.
The chaml)er consists of approximately

1.50 members, a Board of Directors, an Ex-
ecutive Committee and a rX)wntown ('oun-
cil.

Adrian Wilkins. director of the
Downtown Council, descrilu'd the ChamlKT
of Commerce as like "an iceburjj" which
provides an avenue for questions and con-
cerns dealing with the Amherst c()mmuni-
ty. The Downtown Council is the tip of the
iceburg, the visable part, and is

predominantly interested in promotion and
cooperative advertising of the town and its

resources. The Board of Directors and Ex-
ecutive Committee are more concerned
with administration and answering the
7.000 to 9,0(M) annual requests for informa-
tion.

Wilkins said he sees UMass as Amherst
merchants' largest competitor, but he said
at the .same time the increased p(t[)ulation

is beneficial to the town.
From an economic standpoint. I'Mass is

the largest single retail ofKTation in the
area, and U'cause of its size the Chaml)er
must inf(»rni persfjective businesses of
these facts, he .sai<i.

The Chaml>er and the I'Ma-ss communi

ty, however, are interested in c(K»rdinating

efforts to promote the town's growth.
One of the Chamln-r's primary concerns

is the town's economic developments, and
ideas are often a spin«)ff of the high

technology- studies at l?Mass, Wilkins said.

Can this kind of growth Ik' stimulated'.'

How much growth can the community han-

dle'.' These (juestions can Ik* answered by
taking advantage of statistical data
available at UMass. Chamber of Commerce
secretjiry Anne Camphney said a commit-
tee is k'ing planned by the ChamlKT to

work with the Division of Continuing
Education on a project for the summer, but

n<» further information is available at this

time.

The Fine Arts Center holds many
cultural events throughout the year which
are of interest to Amherst citizens as well

as the UMass community. These happen-
ings are k'neficiar to Amherst, and the in-

creased business and popularity are cer-

tainly advantageous to UMass. said

Wilkins.

The majority of the Chamk-r's projects

have little to do with the university C'am-
phney said.

The Chamber serves to organize
everything from publications to sidewalk
sales to parking problems.
One of the past issues of concern was the

Topics Improvement flan, which was
responsible for the street revisions in

Amherst. The community was not happy
with the proposal, and while the Chamlx'r
did not prevent the changes, it prevented
the situation from w(»rsening by alM>lishing

certain aspects of the project, Wilkins said.

When tired of D.C. food,

restaurants set the mood
Hy JKFKKOSKNHKIU.
l'oll« giaii Si all

Arr you lind ol' eaiinj; ihe same old
i)liii)d I.hmI in 1 he dining commons".' Amherst
• eiiHT ran oiler y<»u a widj- variety ol'eaiing

pla<<.-^ai pricr.s ihai can suii most anybody.
A sli.Mi nip (»n i he 1*\TA from campus

will lake you lo anas olhring Mexican.
Atn<ri«an. ChincM'. and non i radii ional

I.K»ds.

If voure craving for auihentic,
iiioderanly priced .VIexi«an fotni. Taco Villa

;)n L'i ('ciiHT Si reel is ihe place for you.
riii-< placr is hallway between a

.McDonalds and a sii down type
n siauiani." said manager Mark Uichi. The
IoimI ai 'i'aco Villa can be c-onsidered real
Mexican I.mmI. not lung is c(mimerciali/«'d.

continued on page 12

RUNNEK'SHOP

Pre Holiday Sole
All sweatpants & tops 20% aff

Newly Arrived Lifa polypropylene
undergarments and nylon all weather running suits

from Frank Shorter, New Balance, Bill Rogers

Ef Sub-Four

Runner shop i 59 H. Pleasant St (behind Faces)

-^Atefscaif»4m§

TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF GOLD'S LOW PRICE!

- for a limited time only -

25% offall Gold Chains
14K necklaces & bracelets newly arrived from Italy

starting at $7 50 $10 lb

413-253-3324
The Yellow House

264 N Pleasant St. Amherst

Tuesday. November 10, 1981
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CollrKian plraln hv Nanri

MY LITTLE RED WAGON — Yashodhar Lillydahl-Schroeder does her
errands in Amherst accompanied by her red wagon on North Pleasant St.
in Amherst.

ColleKian photo bv Nanri

"IF YOU'VE NEVER
BEEN TO
FACES. ..ASK SO-
MEONE WHO HAS! "

— Jeff Gladu (below),
an Amherst resident,
trys one of the many
varieties of hats and
Jeanette Lewis (at
right), also of Amherst,
applies a shade of blush
at the cosmetic counter.

DARKROOM SPECIALS

20%o
the regular price oi

this
" "

COASTAR
35CX®
ENLARGE

'Well built and sturdy. Designed
to give you crisp, rich prints.

> Check out addltfonal
savings on
selected enkirgers
In selected stores. Ask for details.

^|o -KODAK® FIXER 1 gallon size (powder)

^^J^ -DEKTOL® PAPER DEVEIOPER^ 1 gallon size (powder)

SAVE ON AGFA® DARKROOM PAPER:
Agfa Portriga Rapid III Trial Pock AAA
SIZE 5x7 GRADE 2*3 Specially priced at yTV

Quarry® DEVELOPING
TRAYS 8x10

"Looks black in the dark."

Specially

Priced at $1.99

SAVE 20%,^
the regukir price per
package on Folomu l

®

Foto^Oreetlng cards
if ordered by Nov. 25.

All prices effective Ihrough
Nov. 25fh.

r""" VALUABLE COUPON 1
Bring tfils coupon witfi any roll |
of filrD for developing to any |
participating Fotomat • Store
You'll recetve $2.00 off the
cost of developing.

$2.00 OFF
the developing cost of ony
original roll of color print film

#Llf^lT One coupon per order
Coupon expires 1/3i/82 Downtown Amhorst 254-8109

it N Pieascjri St OPEN 9 7 M^ 9-5 30 Sol

Veteran's Doy
SALE

Kovember ii. 1961

10%off everything

in the store

at

Good News

Collegian Staffers

Due to Veterans Day, The
Collegian will not be publish-

ed tomorrow. So don't
report to work tomorrow.

TUESDAY
Tonighdr/peciQl

^ji^a

HvfMiu f"

4 Main Street

Amherst
offer excludes
prescriptions

COLLEGE

Speciolly '"^^'j-!:
designed ro "^

CQprure

all rhe

colors of

oufumn.Wirh

fresh flowers V--
in on exclusive FTD t

.'

NX/oven Fern DosKer. Nj*; i

KNOWLES FLOWER SHOP
172 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

253-3805

Z.
^ I)clping you say i^ right
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Escape the standard
styles at Silverscape
HyCARKNORLICK
Collcj^ian Staff

A.\ i.\i'iic and uiui>ual ^'uisint- can In-

l";iun(i at SiUtTscapt' Designs and Cafo
ItK'aU'd ai LM)4 North l^lcasanl Street in

Ainher>i.

"A perMHi ran come in with a fantasy and
have just ahoui anything forged into Silver

and (i()l(l"', said Denis Perlman, proprietor

and goldsmith of Silverscape.

What sets Silverscape apart from the

other stores in Amherst, is not just the

jewelry and fine art which come from 100

different craftspersons all over the country,

hut the cafe in the back which serves all

natural foods in a small, intimate setting.

"There is a direct correlation between the

cafe and the jewelry store." Perlman said.

"Everything is 100 percent natural. All our
gold, and precious stones (many of them
one of a kind), along with the handmade
ceramics, woodworking, and stained glass

make the designs part of the shop unique.

The cafe features the only honey sweetened
and maple sweetened pastries in town.
Everything is baked fresh to order with the
favorite being our Banana Chocolate Sour

Cream Cake."

SiKerseape has progressed in the past
li\e years from a small one niomed
i)Usiness. lo an expansion of three r(M)ms

and a cafe. I'crlrnan said.

lie says he plans to expand i he cafe next

\ i\ir anil add a solar Lrrtenhoux'.

The cale which is open from 9 a.m. to

iiiidiiighi t'veryday. with Sunday brunch
from 11 a.m. lo 3 p.m.. features soups,

salads. sandwiches, quiches, and
homebaked honey pasteries. They featu: j

drinks such as liquored cappuccino found no
place else in the pioneer valley, and hot

buttered rum.
The wide variety of gifts the shop offers

range from the most modern gold chain, to

the most antique of jewelry boxes. "We
have a price to fit every pocket, with gifts

I hat range from $3.00 to $3,000," Perlman
said.

Many of the fine pieces come from all

over the country.

There is a resident goldsmith at the shop
who will measure and custom desigr: a

wedding ring, to the specifications of the

individual.

STUDY
PHOTOGRAPHY

IN

MEXICO
This Jan!

Get a Tan!

Photo Instr.

Linda Wasko
of M.I.T.

Call

(617) 545-5576

1 University Supplies
lamps, notebooks, pens, etc.

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

az ^ic ir Jig Tr az
TYPE-RITE

321 R Main St., Amherst
(corner of Main & Dickinson Streets)

253-51 1

1

R ''WoRd PRocEssiNq AT TypiNq Prices" I

* Fast, accurate, low cost typing and word processing of theses,
term papers, manuscripts, etc.

* Job Hunting? TYPE-RITE's rates for word processing of
resumes and letters are among the lowest in the area.
* Same or next day service available in many cases.

as

Vet's Day Sale
They're Back

Long Sleeved
. vet's Day

India Print T-Shirts
$7.00

20% OFF all

Quilted Jackets
Skirts

Rugs - Bedspreads
Rings - Pendants

MEI^CANTILF
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

( ollrKian phuto bv Nanri

OOH! I'D LIKE THAT ONE — Denis Perlman, the proprietor of
Silverscape Designs and Cafe assists Jeannie Brooks in selecting a ring at
the shop on North Pleasant Street in downtown Amherst.

* Restaurants
Continued from page 10

"You won't find anything in here coming
(»ui of a can. Everything is made from
scraich, " boaMs Richi.

During the evening, Taco Villa comes
alive wiih energy when students gather at
this iiifornial. fun place.

"li has a really nice college atmosphere,"
sail! Julia Vinsan, a visiting student from
Springfield.

A whoU'some tasty snack or meal, served
quickly, inexpensively, in a naturally in-

formal way is the philosophy that has made
Taci) Villa a big hit.

One only has to walk a short distance in

downtown Amherst to experience slow
dining at iis best. Judie's, located at 51

Norih Pleasant Street, is the place to go for

entertaining out of town guests or indulging

in a relaxing meal. This sophisticated

restaurant offers ius patrons plenty of style

and class.

The qulaiiy foo<l is truly something to

rave about. Besides offering a complete
meal, owner Judic Teraspulsky can promise
I hat each entree will be rich.

The international menu at Judie's is

varied but not confusing. How about Pasta
(loquille Si. Jacques, or Winter "Paella" for

dinner, wiih maybe a Brownie "Mousse"
sandwich fur dessert?

BIN 187 n. st^amherst

^

/I See us first for ALL your
fsports and athletic equipment

• Nike and A n6as Sport Shoes
• Wilson, Dunlop, Spalding Tennis
Equipment

• CCM and Cww,.-er Hockey
Equipment

- # *

...plus more! '•V

No matter wi at your athletic
equipment needs — see...

FENTON'S ^l^
ill Mam St. Amherst 253. y, ^
Open Monday thru Friday 9-5:30

Saturday 9*4

coiiegiaQ 13

.%

BE PREPARED
For The
HOLIDAYS
with

COLORBURST
250

CAMERA OUTFIT

Includes
* Batteries

* 2 boxes of film
* Strap

* Photographic Manual
Now Only

Built-in

electronic

flash

ELECTRONIC FLASH

J

$59.95 wmm
A /fOO.AK INSTANT CAMERA

"h,

Regular 69.95

%%

Quantities Limited

Located at the Candy Counter

in the University Store

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^ EI
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NEVER BEFORE HAVE TWO MEN.
WITH SO MANYAWARDS.
HAD SO MUCH FUN
MAKING ANALBUM.

Change
your
image...

express
yourown
special

style

!

Shampoo, Precision

Great "X" can help. We'll
put the accent on your
personality with a pre-

cision haircut shaped with
you in mind.

That's the promise of Great
Expectations and you get
our written satisfaction

guarantee. At Great

Expectations you get more
than a precision haircut,

you get a free haircut

consultation, the freedom
of no appointments ever
and a shampoo and blow
dry with each precision cut.

Cut a Bio-Dry Styling.

$12.50

.*,.m

ss^'^:
Touch

aAJtt*„
(OCW

G*t
Fipd"^

WV yH»i

Mon - Sat
10:00 - 9:30

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA CKfCCJIITIMIS.
PRECSOJ HAFCLTTTERS

NO
APRONTti^NT
NECtSSAW

"^^^^ Records cff^^^''^^

' "^'""^'"eclbirSldnley Clarke dndGe.»BpD.,kp to-

(.on|Pmp„Mo,Ar|^lsEntefp„seslnca,.d Geo-ne Duke E .,terpf,se<,

fp« iSrttMdeDwrkntCBSln. c 1981 CHSl™.

Available at your Favorite Record Store

^ riis VI Q/^^7^

Tonight & Wed. Nov. 11

JUSTIN
No Cover Rte 47, Sunderland 665-4937

Thursday, November 12

THE ELVIN BISHOP
.,.c«.no, BAND

Tuesday, November 10, 1981

DOONESBURY
•Collegian is

ITGA5f>£aALHaat.PKM^JDPfie-

eBJKtp.ammm. iNB^Re-
J SPeCr. He ISA MOST it/OfOHY
- ^'^^ ^ FSaplENT..

by Garry Trudeau
roGejReeooNspoN, iHswivBRsm
AND THIS PR£5IP5Hrtm^ OFTEN
imiED fOR COUNSeL. INSPIRATION,

' UAPBRSHIP..

/WANEW
HSLDHOUSe!

\
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I

THING EVBRYUNlva^r/
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^
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CROSSWORD
edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

UNDER THE INFLUENCE
by M. Joyce

Hi. IViNiP^'^W^ ALf^BftJL

ACROSS
1 Gumshoe's cousin
5 Where a Butler

wooed a belle

9 Gershwin
12 Photo defect,

sometimes
13 Dress style

15 Pu22ling problem
16 Steam locomo-

tives with

"humps

"

IB Ear part

19 Cable holder
20 Occurred
22 Brought to court
24 Slangy assent
25 Stain

27 Word With can or

tray

30 Mature
33 Hook temptation
34 Except

36 Greek letter

37 Push
38 Mathematical

scheme
39 Compass dirs.

40 Discarded dress
41 Searcher
42 Hard to grasp
43 Nursery

45 Room
46 Modeler's tool

l»tl I at Act**** IimM S)WlKslr

47 Washout
49 Corrosive liquid

51 Roadbed incline

55 Waken roughly
58 "Tom Thumb "

lost one to a
horse in 1830

59 Locor'otive pilot

62 Laigeooats
63 Kringle

64 Hardy cabbage
65 Familiar assent
66 Social insects
67 Storage place

DOWN *

1 TV initials

2 Word ot woe
3 Butchers term
4 Preservative (or

railroad ties

5 Turn

6 carte

7 Well

endowed
8 Presley contem-

porary

9 "Steeds" (or

Casey Jone»--
10 Bumpkin
1

1

Did a woodman's
job

14 Catch sight of
15 Acquit

17 Oaf
21 Wooden fasteners

23 Diddosidos
25 Abrahams wife
26 Moves road hogs

by rail

28 Quench
29 Montana s capital
31 Puppy
32 Prying

33 Scottish speech,
characteristic

34 Employ
35 Rel ceremony
39 Water birds

41 Load for a trailer

van
44 Styles

46 Mob scene
48 At one s and

call

50 Seamy
51 Bleak

52 Unusual
53 Eleanor s

cousin
54 Look alike

56 Peacock Throne
holder

57 Prefix with gram
or vise

60 la time

61 See (get

angry)

ROD BONES
n

by Gregg Canavan

'WHAT?/ i GoTA^ Jf

OHRoD-mATS ^ la PvriroH

1 2 3 4

1
5 6 7 8

14

1
15

9 10 11

12 13

16

1
33

17 11

1» ^20 21

PP
22 23

27~I21 P
24 ""IH

1
41

I
34 P

30

i
46

I
39

31 32

36

3/ 3«

40 " 42

43

I
52

" ^45
P I[47"" W

I
S3
I
54 56 57

151
S5 I

!>(

1

T9 60

1

t? 63 64

bb 66 67

6 a.m. - 10 a.m.

Wake-Up to the R&B
Sounds
Kevin Smith

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Positive Vibrations

The General

6 p.m. - 7 p.m.

UMass Hotline

7 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Live from Studio B.

"Martian Highway"

BMCP

2 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Reggae Music
The Scotty Dread Show

5:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Newswatcli

10 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Brother E
BMCP

2 a.m. - 6 a.m:

Theres M.
BMCP

LUNCH
DC. BURGER DAY. Dou-
ble Burger on Sesame Roll,

Fishburger on Roll, Grilled

Frankfurts/Rolls

DINNER
Spaghetti with Meat Sauce,
Beef Pot Roast/Gravy

BASICS LUNCH
D.C. BURGER DAY, Tofu
Burger on Roll, Fishburger

on Roll

BASICS DINNER
Hi-Protein Spaghet-
ti/Tomato Sauce, Baked
Cod/Lemon Slice

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE fan mmn q 1 A L S

N S U EIDIIlEiTHAlFlElWHE[!] Hniia onaaol
IBlEIOIHNlKMSlLUlPlSlOlUlTl 1

QQan ociEia
c H E u T N u T S T A Y A T

1. P AO M 1 N 1 s T E R S
u ^ E F E T E s E b A

Y R OMIBIO N 1 s T s

Pi

E R

$ 1 M P E R s T E T Q N S

aaoiD BGiaci
N B T HE RIIUIG A N A
A N E Y E 8 U P T U R N
s T E E R S S E M 1 T

ILmiJ[il[sj uiJ^m u[aJiJm

Weather
Today, .sunny and cold.

Highs 40 to 45 except 35 to

40 we.siern hills. Becoming
cl.)udy tonight with a
chance of rain tomorrow.
Lows near 40 except in the
-iOs western hills. Highs
tomorrow in the 40s to
around 50.

"A*±**^A±*A^:»*••>•••••••••••• ^

H^NQ^^r oNe
J Tuesday Nov*mb«r 10

LADIES NIGHT

J*

op*n bar if

6:00- H:00 J
jf

DJ. Doc (Rock, Disco, Top 40)
j^

J
Thursdoy November 12 J

- Fountain Head - %
2 for 1 drinks till 11:00 I

cover $0.00 J

BRING A FRIEND

'""HcUcnui^

* Wednesdoy November 1

1

M Dor drinks ond oil ( ^ .QO
i ^ .

pottles b«er
; DJ. Doc (Rock, Disco, Top 40)

Union Video Center
10:00 a.m. Evening Magazine Pieces
10:30 a.m. Marthas Vineyard Documentary
11:00 a.m. Excerpts — UMass Prod. Broadway
Musical — SUGAR
12:00 p.m. National Lampoon TV Show
1:00 p.m. Jorma — Second hour

Now thru Nov. 8th

;Our Famous Batter Dipped
n«fl. Low Prie*

$328
WITH THIS COUPON

Served wiifi

French Fries, ColeslawCRoli a Butter

I
Good thru Nov 15 1981

FISH FILLETS

Mrvcri 11 m.-10^.m

Up-Coming Up-Coming Up-Coming

J
Nov 19 RobertHunter

from the Grateful Dead
Nov. 20 The Fools

If

• Breakfast Special
I 2 Eggs
• 2 Pancakes
' 2 Strlpa Bacon

I
2 tauaaga

n«9 LewPrio*

WITH THIS COUPON

Sun.-Thurt.
• t.m.-S •.m.
FrI. A .Sat.

Opfn 24 Hri.

Rt 9 Amherst/Hodiey Line 250-2260
Friday ond Soturdoy open till 2:00 AM

filling plaif

2AYPI CAMPUS SNOPPIM PLA2A
PTI. •, HAOLSY. 2SMSSS

SENIOn CITI2IN
DISCOUNTS 2 S PM.

}0S
AH oirier lime* 10*.

Oett not apply
•e apaciali
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

STUDENTS: Quality loudspeakers from
Burhoe Acoustics at FANTASTIC PRICES'
No gimmicks. Call PETER BURHOE
546-7127

1975 Suzuki GT-390 FULLY assesed 12000
mi. very good condition $650 call Rick
549 1867

Skiis 190 Spaulding epoxy, half season
old $65 253-5943

Stereo Pair OHM L Speakers Kenwood
4070 Recerver, Hitachi 320 Turntable,
Hitachi D-220 Cassette Tapedeck. Selling
eithe r sepe rately or as a system. 546 9151

AIWA CSJI FM STEREO CASsTtTE
RECORDER Two months old with warran
ty and numerous accessories $230. firm
546-4393 after 4:30

Rolling Stones Tickets Hartford Nov.
Good seats, 677 355 6641 Mike

10,

New 10-speed bicycle with luggage rack,
never used $80.00 546 9869

T Y P EW R I T ER~~siy/lTr H CORONA
MANUAL Portable, good condition, call

546 4539

1972 VW Microbus good condition $1200
or BO call John 253 7430 good gas mileage

on arranging an internship and credit, con-
tact Office of Internships, Curry Hicks
Building. For further information, contact
Legal Services Office, 922 Campus Center.
Applications due Friday, November 20, at
Office of Internships. Writing sample re-
quired.

LOST

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

To RRS the flowers were beautiful. Thank-
you so much. Loll

Dave Thanks for the party Yippee Loll

AUTO FOR SALE

FOUND

70 Oldsmobile Cutlass excellent condition
$675 251 5943

1971 Chevy Townsman snow tires includ
ed, good running condition $150 549 4044

72 VW Beetle low mi. only $1,350.00To
Cry Newport only $400. call Alex please
549 5347

MALE CAT - 8 or 9 months old gold with
white underneath, blue eyes 549-6571
Please call immediately if you would like to
have him. He won't have a place after the
9th & is very desperate for a home.

HELP WANTED

PHOTOGRAPHS IN MORRILL (3 wks
ago) very important to me 546-7952

11/2 Woman's Gold Signet Ring can
identify inscriptions. Reward if found. Call
6-8256

Key 10/24
6-7384

Is your act hard to follow? If so, play in
the Dwight Coffeehouse. For more info
call Kelly. 6-5599

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate(s), male/female to share
Brittany Manor apartment. Smitty 256-6379

Large modern house with two fireplaces

in N. Amherst $90 -t- util available im-

mediatelv 253-5045

SERVICES

Delta Chi area $5 reward

MOTORCYCLE

New 81 Rabbit Sport fuel injection, only
1200 miles, call 253-9455

74 Ford Gran Torino 4 dr, PB. PS, reg gas,
great engine, good body, $300 stereo,
many new parts $1600 or BRO 546-6244

ZZl BELLYGRAMsTi

Delivered by experienced bellydancer
for a most unusual grft Call Theresa
549-1175

COCAINE

Enjoy the finest powder in New
England - Ski Mt Snow Special College
Party weeks available for intersession. Low
rates - high times. Call Dave 549-6802 for
details.

DO IT!!

January Graduates: Have your senior
portrait taken Do it now 545-2874

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators. Radios, Tape Decks, Stereos
& Car Stereos. Sound in Motion 266 No
Pleasant St, Amherst behind Silverscape
Designs 253 9341

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Bus Driver-Trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will be accepting applications for our
training program to run thru intersession.
Qualifications include a clean driving record
of 3 years and a committment to work for 1

year apply Monday Eve Nov 2, 1981 at 7 PM
CAmpus Ctr Room 905 9

The COLLEGIAiyT^is" lookiTig foT^^n
associate News Editor. Interested UMass
students with writing experience and
knowledge of newspapers should apply by
Nov 11 to Ed Levine in the Collegian Office,
1 13 Campus Center.

Information on Alaskan and Overs^s
jobs $20,000 to $50,000 per year possible
call (602) 941-8014 Dept. 6501

Work Part-Time Now earn $50 or more
per week. Work Winter Break at home,
earn $200 or more for 30 hrs. Call
1 527 2812 between 10 & 4 weekdays only

OVERSEAS JOBS^ummer/year round
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia All
fields. $500 $1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52 MAI, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

80 Honda CB750F excellent condition,
7200 miles $2100 549-1092

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Research Consulting and Statistical
Computing by Ph.D. psychologist.
Reasonable rates, guaranteed accuracy.
253-5262 or 253-7374

STONES TICKETS

PERSONALS

UMASS SKI CLUB
430A Student Union M-F 11-3:30

10th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH NOV 18 21

10th ANNUAL BUSH BASH JAN 24 29
Mabel - I love and care for you very much.
I hope our relationship will grow stronger
every day. Herm

Steven J. - Happy 20th Sandsie! Hope
your day is special without your keg party
and your night with the "guys" (wrong!).
Dinner and drinks at 6 PM much love, KBC
Happy BirthJay Melkostt Cinmod

Two Rolling Stones Tickets for Nov. 9 in

Hartford - Best Offer. Call 6-6433 or 6-6353

Two Tickets Rolling Stones Syracuse
Best offer call evenings 6-6125

TO SUBLET

Room in Amherst Ctr walk to campus
available 11/16 call 253-5047

Apt. for Spring
256-8279

semester start Jan

One bedroom apt in Puffton Village
available Jan 1 $250 549-0819

HIEROGLYPICS?

FOR RENT
Single room office near campus $150 in
eluding utilities DM. Jones Real Estate
5493700

Sensory Isolation Tank available for rent
584-1627, evenings.

FREE RENT - after Dec. 7 for responsible
female in exchange for sitting 9 yr old while
mother works nites 617 747 0070 or
546-6398 - leave message

FOR SALE
~

Is this what your notes look like? Come
to the Student Note Service. Lecture notes
available for many courses. Room 401 Stu
dent Union BIdg (top floor)

Don't miss: Bruce Lee in "Fists of Fury"
Thursday, Nov. 12 at 7, 9, 11 CCA, $1

Mandatory Management Club
Meeting. Happy Hour Tuesday, Nov. 10
at 7:30 pm. Room 323 - SBA
Thank you eveyone who helped make

SBA CAREER DAY '81

the success that it was!
SUPER JOB!

Thankj Ariele V. and Trncey C.

Geoff Dawson, you swash^ jckling thing!
Bet you'd like to know w*-o did this!

TYPING

FREE LANCE TYPING and resume
writing. Top skills, reasonable rates.
Amherst. 549-0518

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584 2832

WANTED

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNS
WANTED

GIFT IDEA: Portrait
Delap, 665 2972

Drawings. Dennis

Selling Mark-V Kayak. New best offer
Adjustable footbraces. 253 9304.

Stones Tix For Sale Syracuse 11/27. (Day
after Thanksgiving) 586-2781

Legal Services Office has 8 positions
available for full time Legal Assistant In-

terns for Spring 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Legal Assistants aid at
torneys of the Legal Services Office with
client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and
referals, preparation of court forms, atten-
dance at hearings in District and Superior
Courts of Hampshire, Franklin & Hampden
counties, and participation in administrative
hearings and Federal litigation. Legal
Assistants maintain continuing caseload
under supervision of attorneys. For advice

Burger King 21 If you have the Jack of
Spades or the King of Hearts, call 586-3435
to split big money. I have the Aces

Jewelry Instruction FREE at all of the on
campus Craft Shops Campus Center,
Hampden, Greenough, start early for the
holidays. Info 546-9898 gemstones available

Night of the Living Dead - Thursday,
shown at 9:00 and 1 1 :00 Mahar Aud. only a
dollar!

TO THE BROWN EYED IRISHMAN will

we see JIM PLUNKETT together Wednes
day?

Lisa Time-Out! We have found the keys to
our menage a trois. Sparkle, sparkle, little

twink may all your dreams come true. Hap-
py B-day Love Wendy and Kevin

Melanie, Happy B-day, your big bro Haji,

Happy B-Day, your big bro remember, 5
shopping days till Birsy's Birthday

Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday Friday 10 5:30 Saturday 10-2
Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-07 1

Looking for 2 tickets for Children of a
Lesser God Please call Paul evenings
586 5565

Looking for Stones tickets in Hartford
Will provide transportation. Call Karen
546-4410 or Eric 253-9958

Want to sublet apt for Jan on bus route
call 546-4698

WANTED TO RENT

2 or 3 bedroom apartment preferably for
Dec or Jan but will take sooner. Call
253-7221 or 253 3534

Two bedroom apt on bus route Colonial
Village? Squire Village? Could occupy
anytime after Nov. Please call Jodi at
253-9818 after 11:00 PM or leave message'

Chinatown: p
gate lies a serious fate
for the Chinese

HKAKT OF ( HINATOWN - Pictured here is the largest commJniiv
of Its kind outside the orient. This view looks down Grant Street the
center of San Francisco's Chinatown.

SAN KHANCISCOiAP) - Chinatown. It

gliiicr.s wiih rcsiauranls and open air
marki'iN. ba/aar.s and jt-wflry slort>.s that
make ii a must .slop for fvery visitor to San
Francisco.

Vcl ii is also a Khello. a dark, cramped
place of .sweatshop.s and gang violence and
old pe(»ple who live in fear.

This is I he changing face of Chinatown.
VVhai siarled as a neighhorhood for those
who had worked on the gold mines and
railroads in the mid 1800s ha.s grown to
become i he largesi community of its kind
outside ihc Orieni.

And iis Mill growing. When I he lid was.
lilied on itiimigralion from China in 196.5,

L'O.OOO people per year Ix-gan lo flow inlo
I he 10 square hlirk area bordered by the
ciiys financial district on one side and
Italian .North Heach on another.

Today i he population of ChinaloWn

stands ai about Ho. 000. a mixture of
t:anionesespeaking elders and an influx of
middle and upper class immigrants
speaking Mandarin.

"lis a community in flux. There arc
immigranis who learn ihe language and
learn ilie ropes and move out," he said.

Krnesl Chann, president of the Chinese
Historical Scnieiy of America, says ihal for
newcomers. Chinatown is a necessary way
siai ion on t he road to the American dream.

"However there are also old folks who
insist on staying, and you'll see many of
I hem silling around the few open parks,
whilingaway their twilight years."

The elderly live in what Chann calls a
"subculture. They only speak Chinese and
never venture out of ihe area, even for a
days vacation. They live and die in
Chinaiown."
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The Fine Arts Center

Has It All

8t, paul
chamber orchestra

trUh

pinchas zukerman
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 17, 8 PM

Nov

Mel Brooks
'

YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN
»e Wilder Marty Feldman

They'rePiaying
OurSong

' Sunday, November 22
Two Shows: 3:30 & 8 p.m.

Engin. East Audit.

7, 9, 11 P.M.

Friday

.^

''^^^::^'^''''

Northampton end Amherst
Ottlces

160 Main St., Northampton. Ma.

Individual

Coupla

Group
Psychotherapy

586-6471

^ Q)l\fistmas Carol

Tuesday, December 1
Two Shows: 4:30 k 8PM

MaHnee '/i price to all students & Senior Citizens

Box Office: Noon to 4PM, M—F (413)545-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

lOOOOOOOOOOW

ATTENTION

ALL RSO GROUPS

Budget Request Packets are available

Check your mailbox or stop by the
SGA Treasurers Office Room 407 SUB

All Groups Requesting Funds MUST
Attend one of the following workshops

November 10 4:00-5:00 Room 903 CC
November 12 4:00-5:00 Room 903 CC
November 18 4:00-5:00 Room 805-809 CC

ALL REQUESTS ARE DUE DY
FRIDAY, DECEMBER < 1961

tooooooeoooooeooeoooooei

Skilled Auto Repairs
FOREIGN A DOMESTIC

SPECIALISTS IN

MSC MARES
FUEL INJECTION REPAIR

Specializing In ™"-* TRAIREO MfOARK^
Volvo Repairs

Er Service

48 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst
Center Of Amherst

MAGNIFICENT

ART BOOKS
IMPRESSIVE GIFTS FOR ALL SEASONS!

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

5.98each

-THLAKTOf-

Leonardo daVinci
" x^sMunncring

^Quantities Limited

Hundreds of other Sale Books available - Fiction - Non-Fiction

OPEN M-F 9-5

Sat 11 - 4
Located

"eVEWV Ti^URSDAY
te 9 Amhersf

\ Friday & Saturday

\ '

with Gn^^t O.J. AL VARELAS
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Arts
Play still fresh

after 56 years
" " "I

Ha> Fever
Mt. Holvoke College Lab Theater
Oct. 30 — Nov. 1 and Nov. 5 — 8th

r.\ I»IAM:( AKltlKK
( '<>ll< j(iaii ( ornspoiuicni

1. was a n<)\(l uica in 192.'). A play in which nomol'ih*-
< liararn i> «-hangi' and iht- siiuaiKtn (l<Hsn'l pruj^rrss. 'Ihis

was ,N mI ('(»war<rN idt-a wh«-n hr wrote //«// Fnur. ihr
(iij^iiial |)r.)i(»iypc of ihr siiuaiion ronicdy. which was
ImmukIh !•• lilV l)y Mouni llolyokf ColhTjc's Dcpi. ol

J In ai re An s last wt-rk.

Like many siiuaiion c<»nnMli«s ol ih«' pnscni. Hay Fvvi r

«\:»l\rs around a donu-sii*- siiuaii<»n: in ihis cast- ihc un
••.Hi\< iiii.iiial iJliss family. Judiih |{liss is a niirnl sia>,M-

ac.itss who likrs lo praciin- hi-r an in <'v«Ty<lay lifr, and
I III riM .»| I hi' family plays along wiih hi-r dramai i/aiions.

i»a\irl r.liss is hir author hushand. Simon and Sord h<T
j(r iwii rhildrt ri. Kach has inviird a ^\xvs\. id sprnil ih<'

wi ( ki lid. and nonr of ihmi ai it-mpi any cflon lo makr i hi-

gursis ciiiif iriaith . InsMa<l. ih*- gucsis iMconw props in

I he (Iramai ic jfamr i In- family plays.

]{< causi ol ihr one dimcnsiimal chararlir-x in a sii ualion
• oiiKdy. ihr ariors and acirrssrs musi play up ihc par
iKulaii. irs of «a«h chararirr. Alihoujfh the a<-linj( was
c Misisi. inly >r<K»d in ihis produriion of Haii Fi ii r, sonu-
nunilNrs of .h*' casi did Ih-iut al ihis i han others.
Hsptcially w<.rih mmiioninKis Jin.iifrr IJaron IJIainr. who
was .u.siaiidinK' in h.r portrayal of Judith, and Mary Kane
as S.I I I, who seemed exirennly nniiforlahle in her role.
Kuih Kriisi. who played Clara, ihr family's maid, also
sue.

. < ded in proruriiiK a goinl numlMT of laughs.

\V;»rkinK "'ifrnher with the aniPK was the s<t Idesigned
Ity hiuglas I). M«»lash) and the msiumes (<lesigned hy
( at .lyii Doud I'arsonsi. both which sh<iwed ihe amount of
work pui into ihem. Definitely an ass«i, the set and
e.s, utiles w. re realistic and ma<lr «me feel right at home in
I".»2S.

Ihni F> r, r is as fresh and humorous in 1981 as ii was in
•
he IHiiOs. Ihe jokes haven't IwH-om*- outdated (»r stale in

ihe least, and mosi of ihe characters an' still inieresiing
and have noi Uecome sunk siereotypt-s. In the hands of
din<i..r Jim Cavanaugh, ihis t>n«»rm(ttj.sly cnlertaining
play.

.
hat has wit hsio.»d ihc lesi of limc, flourishes siill.

The Orchestra de la Suisse Romande appeared in the Fine Arts Center Sunday night.

Why not the classics for a change?
Orchestra de la Suisse Romande
Fine Arts Center
Sunday. Nov. 8.

Hy AHIJKMJOKKI.UNl)

On Sunday nighi the University was treated to a rare
U.S. appeaian<e of the Orchestra de la Suisse Romande
Iriim (ieneva. Swii/.erland. The prestigious orchrstra
pr.i\ed true lo its reputation of unfailing precision and
ijuali.y t.> the delight of the appnciaii\e Fine Arts Center
audience.

Cmler the skilUd musical dinriion and conduction of
ilirsi Siein. (he on-hesira performed a varied collection of
classical composiiions dating fn»m the 19th and 20th
lemuries. They began the four piece projjraru with the
n inure from "l{(»man (Carnival, Opus 9, hy Hector
Herlio/. The overture was warm and full l)<Hlie<J. an or

. chest ral show piece ihai ai imce assured the audience of an
I xcepiional concert.

I- loin Koman (!arni\al. the orchestra moved Loamore
cimtemporary composition: Erinncrungen an Orpheus by
Kud.n Kil.erborn. The piece was a chilling, haunting
c:.ii.rasi lo ihe gaieiy of -Roman Carnival.' Wiih ihis
c;.mposi.i..n ihe orchestra pnived that its skill extends Ui
kriierliorns varied structures and nKHidy siylc.

Tin I bird composition was "Raps(Mlie Espagnole" by
Maurice Ravel. Divided into four movements, the piece
ranged in motxi from the slow and repetitive Prelude a la
I' a,

I I ) ,he lively, full sound of Firia. ihe orchestra, which
has over 100 pieces, showed a remarkable abiKly to in

siamaneously alter iis tone and volume, maintaining a
i»i au.iful (jualiiy thniughout ihc performance.

I'hi last pan of i he program was ihe Symphony No. 7 in

A Major. Opus 92. by I.udwig Von Heei hovan. One of
|{i iilMvan's finest symphonies, ihis performance was the
mosi satisfying of all. The symphony displayed the true
stii iigth and ability of ihc orchcsira. especially the
s. rings, whose skill dominaied much of the performance".

i'ln' OrclieMia de la Suisse Rcmiande has developed a
line npuiaiion aniund the world, and is one of ihe most
fiMjueiuly recorded orchestras. Their performance
Sunday was an inspiring treat, greeied after each piece by
roaring :»vaiions from ihe audience.

My first thought when leaving the concert was, "Why
ha. I 1 waited this long lo aiiend a classical conceri on
campus.' 1 encourage siudcnis lo take advantage of the 50
pi n I III discoum i;i KAC conccris and lo attend one of the
many fine cla.ssical performances brought to UMass each
yi ar. ihen will Im- one mon> this semester: The Saint I'aul
( haiiilMrOnhesiraon Nov. 17.

Surf groups invade the Valley
The Raybeats, Rahars. Thurs. Nov. 5

The Ventures. Rusty. Fri. Nov. 6

By DANA GENTES and STEVE WIN
NIMAN

With so mueh attention place<i ufnm the
lead vocalist in nuk 'n" n»JI hands these
days, it is quite a novelty to have had two
instrumental bands performing hack to
Iwick in the Valley last weekend.
Although The Ray^ieats an<l The Ven-

tures hiive surface similarities, their ap-
proaches to music are ra<lically diffen>nt.

The Ventures play Ixina fxle surf music,
simple melodic dance rhythms, while The

Rayl)eats take the surf music genre and ap-
ply it to their own avant-garde musical
styles. F:ach hand was able to transcend the
limitati(m of the all-in.strumental sound,
delivering highly sati.sfying shows.
Don Christenson, Jcnly Harris. Fat Ir

win, and Danny Amis "are all alumni of
various "no-wave" hands fn»m a few years
ago. As The Rayl)eats, their music is more
accessible and danceahle than their atimal
"no-wave" roots.

At Rahars on Thursday night, the bands
style of music went over ijuite well; the
dance fl(M)r was full of f)eople moving
alxiut. which signifies appn)val in this
culture. With songs like "Tight Turn" and
"Big Black Sneakers. " the RavU-ats

displayed a unique hiend of ti'.'ectic ex-

perimentation and conventional pop seii-

sibilities. Often sounding like hip updated
TV themes of the *H()'s. the Rayheats*
music clearly owes a lot to the Ventures.
Their new surf .sound was complemented
hy the use of keylK)ards. providing another
outlet for improvisation. Hopefully the
Rayl)eats will continue their "Guitar Beat"
sound in the future without lieing limited
hy having no vcK-alist.

The grandfathers of instrumental .surf

music. The Ventures, made a rare ap-
pearance at The Rusty Nail on Friday
night, providing a nostalgic hut
nonetheless refre.shing show. Still with
their original line-up from the '«<)'s. the

Ventures did all their well known hits, in-

Icuding^ "Pipeline." "Walk Don't Run/'
and "Hawal; f've-0." Despite their ap-

parent age, the group still gaV" ?," exciting

concert. Their precise, fluid, boss guitar
sound combined with meticulous drumm-
ing provided the framework for a real
groovy time.

After the show we spoke to lead guitarist
Nokie Edwards. Due to worldwide en-
thusiasm. The Ventures are negotiating a
contract for a brand new album. He also in-

formed us that he had scrambled eggs and
toast for breakfast. We had to decline his

offer to have breakfast thai morning due to

a previous engagement.

Robillard is fabulous guitarist
DUKE ROBILLARD
Rahar*s Nov. 9

By BILL STEPCHEW

Duke Robillard remains one of the most underrated u.*!'*^ ^itarists.

Duke Robillard belongs to a select group
of gifted bluesmen, along with people like
Jimmie V-jg1ian, from the Fabulous
Thunderbirds, and (Jeorge Thorogood,
who. maybe due to an unwillingness'to jam
them.selves into the commercial mold, tend
to exist on the fringes of the Big Time.
Duke and hi?, hp.nd H.'lVf'l

'^'""
«* small, but

encouraging crowd at Rahars last Sunday

night.

In 1972. Mr. Rohiu'r'^
'""""'"^''^ ^^ ^*^ ^ot

blues band. Roomful of Blues, atv'..'^'"'*'^ ^the college wo«nen's favorite dapoe haiiJ
and the champions ^fjitterbugging. In late

1979, Robert Gordon saw Robillard in New
York and soon had a new lead guitarist.
Although crowds loved the band, Gordon
dropped it and Robillard toured with the
Legendary Blues Band (ex-Muddy Waters
band members) for awhile. In the summer
of 1980, he showed up with long time friend

TCT '^Quatro on drums arid bassist Rory
MacLeod, veier^" of the Widespread

Depresssion Orchestra. The iT.05t rece.nt

addition to the group is keyboardist Dick
Reed, whom you may have seen last spring
touring with Jr. Walker and the All Stars.

Duke Robillard really is a fabulous guitar
player and singer, and his band'!? fUH to

listen, and great to dance to. Keep your
eyes open for their next appearance, I

recommend these guys to anyone who likes
any style of blues. They should be back in
the area soon, and keep an eye out for their

singitr.
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continued from page 20

years from 6 6 junior Marc Upshaw and
siiraky Pappy Owens, a 6 4 guard "We
haw very liule depih. " says English, "and
we rv very small but we <lo have experience
and lois of en.hu.siasm." It will lake more
than this for a repeat of their 1981 success.

Pittsburgh

The Piiisburgh Panthers have lost a lot
.(> gra.luauon; iwo NBA draftees (Carlton
Neverson and Sam Clancy) who happened
.0 be iheu- ,wo ,op forwards. Siill, senior
guard Dwayne Wallace is back and ac
c;)rding ,o coach Roy Chipman is ihe key lo
ihe Pi. I > succes.s. '1 feel that he has to be
c;)iKsidered one of ihe best point guards in
ihe East, says Chipman. But. the real key
^iK^ht' Pamer .season will be in the front
c:.ur. where two sophomores (Roosevelt
Kirby and Clyde Vaughn) must mature and
carry the bulk of the rebounding. Piu will
have ilifficuliy repealing last years suc-
ces.s. but nevercount them out.

St. Bonaventure
The Bonnies lost their franchi.se player

wiih ihe graduation of Earl Belcher and his
pr;Mlucii;)n IL'4.5 rpg. 7.2 rpg) will be sorely
inisM'd. Coach Jim Satalin expresses.
';»piiiiiism and fear" in the task of im-
pniving on last year's 14 13 showing
wii houi Belcher. Guard Mark Jones will be
asked lo pick up much of the slack, as will

aiKHher junior, center Eric Stover. "We're

Collegian hj

* Runners
y;»ung,

sirugglf
Saialin admits
They will.

'and we might

George Washington
George Washington University is not

Ki>«ng lo scare anylxxly. Under new coach
Gerry (Minmelsiab (an assistant under
Bi)l)l)y Knighi lasi year), ihe Colonials have
a l.w years maturing to do before they can
seriously challenge ihe lop conference
guns. Versatili' Wilbur Skipper, last year's
leading scorer, returns along wiih 6 8
Penny Elli,.t.. Mike Brown, a6 9 freshman
will help m lime. Until ihen, ihey can
bai.i. Massachuseii.s lo stay out of the
cellar.

UlVfeiss
—

Unlonuna.ely, it is very difficult lopick a
leam thai ha.s failed to win a conference
game in two years for any place but ihe
cellar. Vet. there i.s hope. Just ask new
eoach 1 om McLaughlin.
"The program is on the way up." the

l;»nner No, re Dame assisiant will lel'l you,
1 he Universiiy has made a commitment td

baskeiball.'

This commit nient resulted in UMass
having iheir best recruiting success in
years. Horace Neysmii , a 6 6 forward from
New \ ork, "can really play" according to
McLaughlin. Hell l)e j(,ining 6-7 Edwin
(.reen in ,he Ironicouri. (ireen, the team's
i.»p reiurning scorer and rebounder

(M.;jppg, 7.7 rpg) was also ihe league's co
rM»ku of I lu' y.-ar in his freshman sea.son.

Alio, her freshman figures to play quite a
bii. Don Rus.sell, a 6 poini guard, should
split tiim" wi.h incumbent guards Craig
Smi.h. a 6 J s.tphomore swingman and Ron
Washing. on. a 3 11 junior who did most of
the ball handling last year.

Ricky Burion and Ronnie Young, both 6 4
fn'shinen, should also help. While their is

an obvious lack of height, McLaughlin has a
ready solution.

"We will. " he siaics emphatically, "play
aggre.ssixe ba-skeil)all.

"

Things jusi might be interesting down at
The Cage in the upcoming season.

continued from page 20

nexi !wo spois lor the maroon and white,
placing 25ih and .Wrd respectively. Frank
Piial compleie«| .he leam scoring in ;J6ih
place. St uing his besi personal mark. 24:.55.

Junior Kick Doiron finished just back of
Prialiii the 41 si sl.it.

Provijience easily won the meet, taking
the firsi, second, third, sixth and eighth
places. The Friars, who have one of the lop
ihre<- cro.ss country teams in the nation,
were led by Brendan Quinn and Geoff
Sini. h. The pair were timed in 23:31

.

The Minutemen move up from last year's
I .unit place finish, Iwhind Providence. BC.
an<l Utionn.

"It s iK-en a good season for us. in terms
ofconsisient performance, " added O'Brien.

PLEASECOME
We're having an author
signing party for Robert
Stone on Saturday
November 14 from
10 am to 12 pm . . .

•••••• ••%•»••••••« *••••••••••••• ••••«•«

swii^uorfTOPEKftifiQ:
1 PO- Box 535 Amherst. Massachusetts 01004
ir^ "••••••••••••«•••••••••••••••••••.,•••••••••,,„,,„„^,..,

presents

Gilbert and Sullivan's

PRINCESS IDA
- Nov. 6. 7, 13, 14 at 8:15 pm Nov. 8 at 2:15 pm

Amherst Reg. High School, Triangle St., Amherst
Tickets at the Jones Library through Nov. 13 or at the door
$5.00 Adults $2.50 Students and Senior Citizens. All seats
reserved. For information call 549-2800.

Introducing 2 NEW Calculators
from Hewlett-Packard

ca^bS: ^^ '"^'"^^ programming

(>X J|,X y-. CHS 7

SS7 GTO SIN COS TAN EEX 4

R/S GSB R* x\y

1
STO RCL

HEWL?7T PACKARD

HP-11C
AdvanCGd The HPHC features an extended function

Programmable "H,,,
Scientific Calculator science

. Statistics

All this capability fits comfortably in your NOW
^H^

121.00
pocket!

Available

HP-12C
Financial

Programmable
Calculator

NOW
Available

134.00

The HP-12C, a Financial Programmable
Calculator for business-world

professionals has powerful built-in

functions for push-button solutions to:

Business Problems

Pricing Calculations and Forecasting

The HP-12C has easy-to-learn

programmability

All this capability fits comfortably in your
pocket!

Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

"i^K-*-

OPEN 9-5

Sat 1 1 -4

.«f
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Eastern Eight hoop preview
Tin hisli ni F.itikt basket hall rnnJinTin, <if whufi the

liiiiri rsily nf Massacfiu.sittn biiskithall MinuUnitv arc a
IHiil, hi III its third aitnuul prt ss vnnji ruin last Thursday
III I hi M, iiihiu'lunds \N.J.] The al/air vhis attended by
lllinl Knih, \iiis IHrntiirn} the UMass studevt-ruri radio
slut, I,,,, WMUA, and the fidlitwinq isKalb's report un what
In 1 .1 pi il linrti I (uh liaque entry this seamm.

Uy KLIJOT KALH
Spcriul I (> I hi* ( 'ollc^ian

West Virginia

Wc'.,i Virginia has a loi lo boasi. Nol sinci- ihc days of

Jnry Wcm an<l "Hoi Hod" Hundley havo i h«" Mouniainrers
gfiuTaird such naiionai aUrnlion and prominence. Coach
(iale ("alien's leam has been picked hy some pre season
polls as high as one ol' ihe lop 20 schools in ihe nalion, and
almost unanimously as ihe class of the Kasiern Eighl. All-

I'onfirence guard Greg Jones and H 7 forward Russell
Todd rei urn lo ihis juniororiented team, where only al

center is iln-re less than proven quality. No kidding, this

leam wouUI be i-omp«Miiive in lh<' Hig Kasi Conference.
Thj-y have experience (four slarlers return from lasl year's
NIT finalists) and the premier guard I Jones) in the con-

ference.

Aikins, who, as a junior, led the league rebounding (11.7
ipg) and was .s«venlh in scoring (15.1 ppg) in being named
first team All League. According lo Coach Hice, ihe 6-7
power ftrward is "playing belter ihan ever", which,
<..ml)in«d with the fad ihe Dukes return eighl oiher
l« tirrmen. should pui quite a scare in their 1981 82 op
poiicnis.

Rutgers

ihe only coach in the Eastern Eight to ever reach the
Filial Kour (sorry, head coach, our own Tom has had a
bi'iith seal next to Digger), Tom Young has, as usual,

plenty of potential returning. Since the only senior on the
squad tguard Darius Griffin) hurt his knee, a leader will

have i;» emerge. Forward Clarence Tillman and center
Hoy Ilinson return to lead the Scarlet Knights. A rough
schedule thai includes UCLA and North Carolina should
make Kuigers lourney tough in the Eastern Eight.

Duquesne Rhode Island

Coach MikeUic*', 1980 81 Eastern Eight CoCoach of the
^ ear, returns ihe same nucleus that lied Rhode Island for
the conference liile lasl year. That nucleus is named Bruce

The Rams will have a very hard time matching their 21 8
mark of last year. A co-champ with Duquesne last season,
KhiKle Island coach (JIaude English will need big years

^___ continued on page 19

DM swimmers open season, top UVM
Ry ANNA ROELL
(.'ollegian Staff

The University of Massachu.sells women's swimming
and di\ ing team opened its sea.son with a close win, edging
the liniversiiy of Vermont 73 67 in the lioyden pool
Saturday.

The home meet Iwgan at 2 p.m. with the 200 medley
nlay and the UMass women swam past Vermont with a

first place time of 2:01.68. The UM relay team includes
Debbie Chisholni. Jennifer Nicolai. Maura Sweeney, and
Li/ F'einberg.

The Massachu.sells swimmers added more points when
Li/ I-einbcrg and Lori McCluskey io<»k first and second
plac«- ill ih«' 10() yard freestyle wiih times of 57..')8 and

Booters to close

season vs. Crimson
By SUE BRIIKiMAN
Collejrian Staff

Coming off a 6-0 whipping of Springlield College last

Wednesfiay night, the University <»f Ma.ssaehusetts men's
varsity s(Krer team hof>es to continue with that winning
combination, when they host Harvard University, tomor-
row at Boyden field (2 p.m.) in their sea.s(>n finale.

UMass, with a win over Harvard, could iMxtst its recod
to 6-9-1. taking their last four of five games. Harvar-
comes u) Amherst with a 6 6 1 record, having had an up
and down year them.selves. Although, earlier in tlil

season. Harvard was one of the top four of five teams in

New England, they lost that fK)siti<)n as their record slow-
ly dippe<l.

i58.90 respectively.

The next ev«'nl was the 50 yard backstroke and Debbie
Chisholni HM)k her second of three first place victories for

tin- miH't with a time of 31.12. Her third win of the day
came wiih the 100 yard individual medley, which she took

ill 1:10.74.

Divers took control on the meet when UM's Gina
I'errone an«i Jean liushee bounced past UVM with first and
second on both the one and three meter springboards.

()nc» the team reached 72 points after the three meter
di\ingev«'nl, UMass had the meet.
The divers have a new varsity diving coach this year.

Tony Chmiel (I'hiladelphia, I'a.) is training b(»th the men's
and women's varsity divers for competition, stressing

higher digrei' of difficulty dives to boost i heir .scores.

Li/ Feinberg, a freshman from New Jersey, was another
triple winner in Saturday's meet. UMa-ss head coach
Valerie Turtle describes Keinberg as a smart, experienced
swimmer. Feinberg swam in the 200 yard medley relay
and w<iH :>n m lake i wo more ii'dj-. i.lual victories for
herself in ih«' 100 an<l 2()(J y;ird Ireesiyle events.

r.\iry;nie was r. ally pi- asKJ i »gei itiew brsl win under
lu ir btl..s.' coach Turtle said. With two tough meets
coming up. at Smith College away Saturday and UConn at

home, Nov. 21, a premier victory was just the thing
Massachusetts needed to start them off confidently.

Tomorrow the UMass women will compete in the
I'ioneer Valley Relays which will be held in the Boyden
pool at 4 p.m. They will be competing against Amherst
College, Springfield College, Williams College and Smith.

:::::*¥:;:•

^ Tke UMass men's soccer team hosts its

last game of the season tomorrow at 2 p.m.
on the upper Boyden field.

UMass Coach Russ Kidd descril)es the Crimson as a
hard team to figure.

"They lost to Boston College, and University of Hhcnle
island, and tied Harwich, yet l)eat Brandeis (a top team)
5-2," explained Kidd.

Harvard is led by the Keller-Sarmiento brothers from
Buenos Aires. Argentina. Mauro. a senior midfielder, was
the leading scorer for Harvard earlier this season, and he
is complemented by brothers Andreas, a junior fullback,

and P*ablo. a freshmen midfielder.

Last year the Minutemen found themselves on the short
end of a 3-1 game which went into overtime in Camltridge.
Harvard tied the score with seven minutes remaining in

reflation and found the net twice in overtime to take the
game.
"We've (UM) got a score to settle. " said Kidd. "We

want tc» go out on a strong note."

For UMass seniors Vince Foti. and co-captains Tony
Dias and Chris New, it will lie their la.st jrame a»
Minutemen.

um 8 i.en Margolis (right, white) in a game played lasl week at Boyden.

Runners second in NEs
By KENNETH HOLT
Ct»llegian Staff

BOSTON — "All ihe coaches and the competilors went
ilown there knowing il would be wide open," said
University of Mas.sachusells men's cross country coach
Ken O'Brien. 'We had a good day.

"

A "giMxi day' is a modest way of describing a second place
team finish by the UMass harriers, at the New England
Men's Cross Country ('hampionships, held Saturday al

li<»sion's Franklin I'ark.

Out of 40 sch<K>ls competing, the Minutemen totaled 125
p«Mnis. M cond only to Providence College's 20 point tally.

UMass edged Boston College, who placed third with 145
points, to avenge the Minutemcn's season opener loss to
the Eagles. Northeastern University was fourth with 149,
Colby College fifth with 165. and the University of Con-
necticut sixth with 174.

Senior co captain Paul Beaulieu was the first
Mas.sachusells finisher. Beaulieu placed tenth, and ran
24:23 for the five mile course. John Caffrey set his per-
sonal best on the Franklin Park course, placing second for
UMass and 21st overall, in 24:35. Senior co captain Chris
Omehchenko and .sophomore Rodney LaFlamme reeled in

continued on page 19
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House says
fees not

for lobbies
By B. SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - Speaker of the Massachusetts House of
Representatives Thomas W. McGee (D-Lynn) gaveled a
bill through the House on Tuesday which would prohibit
the use of money paid to state colleges in mandatory stu-
dent fees for any type of lobbying jpurposes
The vote came directly after the House voted to override

Oovenor Edward J. King's veto of the bottle bill, and Doug
Phelps, Executive Director of MASSPIRG, remarked that
McOee has always been an opponent of the bottle bill

and this was put through in order to punish MASSPiRG
and other student organizations for lobbying so rffective-

The bill, introduced to the legislature by Representative

maq'qptdS.^'"^
(R-Holbrook), will directly affect

MAbbPIRG s funding at the four state schools, Salem
Framingham, and Westfield State colleges, and
Southeastern Massachusetts University, where funding is
taken from mandatory student fees, but it will not affect
the University of Massachusetts, where a negative check
system on the bill is in effect.

Where it will affect UMass, however, according to
Phelps, is that it will effectively prevent the Student
Government Association, and any other group which
receives money through mandatory student fees, to use
any of their money to promote lobbying effort.

The bill will now proceed to the Massachusetts State
Senate, where Phelps anticipates that it will be defeated.
This bill, in one form or another, pops up every year " he

said, "but it shouldn't get past the Senate. The 'only
reason that it got passed through the House was because
no one was there when the vote was taken."
Elise Jacques, also from MASSPIRG, agreed with

Phelps. "They try it every year," she said, "It's not a big
deal, so we purposely try te play_it down."

Continued on page 15
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Profe petition to vote on budsret
By MYLES CAVANAUGH
Collegian Staff

A petition aimed at cleaning up the state's budgetary
process is being circulated by members of the University
Suff Association and the Massachusetts Society of
Professors (MSP).
The petition asks that a two part amendment to the

sUtes constitution be put before the voters next
November.
The first part caUs for the budget to be voted on by it-

self, without unrelated items (riders) attached. This is
designed to speed up the budget vote and make legislators
more accounUble for the biUs they pass, said Bob Sherry
assistant professor in the labor relations department and
research center.

The second part would authorize the state to expend
funds at the same rate as the previous year if the new fiscal
year has started without a new state budget. This would
insure that state employees and other receipents of state

funds wiU receive their checks even if there isn't a state
budget.

The petition needs 60,000 signatures before Nov. 18 to
be put on the ballot in November of 1982.
Lynn Bouanaka, USA preident, said that only 200

signatures have been collected from UMass so far, but said
that the petitioning was a state- wide effort.

Last year, state employees went a week without
receiving theu- paychecks when the fiscal year ended
without a new budget.
Bouanaka said this represents a lack of respect by the

legislature.

"State legislators stiU get paid even if there is no budget
but state workers don't." she said.
Sherry said, the amendments would force the legislators

to be accountable for the legislation they pass. He said
that when there are unrelated items attached to a bill, a
legislator can disclaim responsibility for voting for it by
saying that he only voted for the legislation for the sake of

Continued on pojge 9^^^ ^oniinuea on page s

SGA Constitution needs to be ratified

Collegian photo by Lisa Mead
U.S. COACH OF THE YEAR - Field Hockey

coach Pam Hixon received the honor of being
chosen as coach of the year this past weekend.
Coach Hixon led her team to the number one spot
in the nation with a 17-0-2 record.

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The Constitution of the Student Government
Association should be ratified sometime this spring ac-
cording to SGA co-President Larry Kocot.

According to a piece of legislation known as the WeUman
Document, the student government constitution must be
passed by the Board of Trustees so the organization may
be recognized and its input valued as that of a governing
body. The University of Massachusetts-Amherst SGA has
been recognized without having gone through this process,
Kocot said, but some problems have been encountered.
"Vice-Chancel lor of Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson

referred to the SGA as not being a recognized body on
some memos concerning issues like the Student Activities
Trust Fund,

" Kocot said. "Even though we have been
recognized, we are going te go through the official process
now."

There was an attempt to have the constitution ratified in

1976. The entire document was sent through, including by-
laws, although the actual constitution consists of only eight
pages.

"This time we're going to send in the actual con-
stitution," said Kocot. "No one sems to have thought of
that before.

"

*^

Director of Student Activities Randy Donant has seen the
document, and made some slight changes, but he sees no
real problems with it, Kocot said.

"It needs a little work, a little revision on things Uke
wording changes, clarification, and typos. The changes wiU
be made and passed by the area governments and the
Undergraduate Student Senate," said Kocot. "It has to be
perfect when it goes before the Trustees."
The document wiU go before Vice Chancellor Madson

next, then to Chancellor Henry Koffler, UMass President
David C. Knapp, and finaUy to the Board of Trustees for
ratification. Kocot, who is also a member of the board, said
he will push to have it passed, and hopes it wiU be done
during his presidenUal term, which ends in April.
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Columbia
to lift off

ARMISTICE DAY - Fr.nch President F„„coU Mitterrand lays a wreath on the tomb'^fthe

Poland vs. strikers: who wins?
WARSAW. Poland (AP) - Poland's army declared

yesterday thai Solidarity's plan for resolving the nation's
crisis "is loaded with a sizable explosive charge." Lech
Walesa, the independent union's leader, raised the
possibility of violence if the government takes action
against strikers.

Walesa told a rally of striking coal miners in SosnowTec.
"A solution by strength does not come into consideration!
but It cannot be excluded...When they come, we will hang
on to their (rifle

) barrels, and we will direct them to
another side."

His remarks, distributed by Solidarity's information
service, were considered a significant departure from the
conciliatory language he has used in the past week as
representatives of Solidarity and the government
prepared for negotiations Friday on the country's social
and economic ills.

Solidarity has proposed a six point agenda for the talks
that includes: creation of a socialeconomic council in-
creased access to state run media, free local elections
judicial independence, economic reforms and compensation
to low-paid workers.

"It's loaded with a sizable explosive charge." the army
daily Zolnierz Wolnosci said in the first official comment

Jewish settlers

demand eye for eye
NABLUS (AP) — Jewish settlers cried for vengeance

and fought troops outside a court yesterday after the
prosecution did not ask the death penalty for four
Palestinian guerrillas convicted of killing six Jews.

Fistfights broke out between troops and settlers after
the prosecutor asked for life imprisonment for the
defendants. Soldiers seized one protester and dispersed
others when they tried to mob the defendants' defense
attorney, who escaped unharmed.

"It hurts me to see these terrorists alive. " said Brandl
Klein, mother of a 20 year old settler killed in the May
1980 ambush in the village of Hebron. "What did my son
ever do to them".'"

"Revenge is a purifying value, and we want revenge."
said Yossi Dayan. a settler. "The Bible says so."
The trial was held amid grow ing protests by Palestinians

on the West Bank of the Jordan River, seized by Israel in
the 1967 war. Military authorities have jailed several
protesters and closed schools. A curfew was slapped on
two restive towns yesterday after a firebomb injured two
Jewish settlers.

Elsewhere in the Middle East conflict, the Israeli
government criticized President Reagan's latest af
firmation of support for elements of the Saudi peace plan.
In Cairo, Israeli and Egyptian negotiators held another
round of Palestinian autonomy talks for the West Bank and
Gaza Strip.

But a focal point of the struggle between Israelis and

Palestinians was in evidence in the drab military court in
this West Bank town.
The Palestinian defendants, their hands gripped by

police, were allowed a last statement after the guilty
verdict was pronounced by Lt. Col. Alex Haramati
presiding judge of the three-judge panel.

"We are not highway robbers, we are people with a just
political cause," said Adnan Jaber. 33. leader of the group
The Palestinian cause is recognized by almost everyone in
the world except you."

"God is with us." another defendant said. "If we are to
die we take it in good spirits because to die for the
homeland is to be reborn."
Yasser el Zay at. 31. said he hoped the judges would "live

to see the youngest Palestinian lion-cub raise the
Palestinian flag over our homeland.

"

Israel, Egypt and
U.S. resume talks
CAIRO. Egypt (AP) - Egyptian. Israeli and U.S

negotiators discussed self rule for Palestinians in Israeli
occupied lands yesterday against a backdrop of differences
over the future of Middle East peace Ulks.
The meeting began behind closed doors at the Mena

House Hotel near the Great Pyramids.
Earlier. Foreign minister Kamal Hassan Aly greeted the

Israeli delegation at Cairo airport saying he hoped for as
"much progress as possible."

Israeli Interior Minister Yosef Burg replied that his
delegation was making "a serious visit to move forward
towards success."

about the Solidarity-proposed platform.
"Today we know that Solidarity is still capable of

triggering strikes. But it is now not strong enough to
extinguish them. This is not enough for it to maintain its
position within society for long," the army paper said.
A walkout that has idled more than 150,000 workers in

western Zielona Gora province ended its third week with
no talks scheduled.

A vendors' protest that has kept newspapers off the
stands for two days in the provinces of Wroclaw,
Walbrzych, Legnica and Zielona Gora spread to the towns
of Pila and Chodziez. northwest of Warsaw.
The distribution firm's buildings in the two towns were

occupied by protesting workers, the official PAP news
agency reported.

Walesa spent the day in Sosnowiec. a mining town in
southwestern Poland where more than 60 people were
hospitalized last month in a chemical throwing incident
during a union rally.

The miners have vowed to press their job action until the
men who hurled the chemicals are caught. No suspects
have been arrested.

Local Solidarity officials have claimed the incident was
an anti-union provocation.

tomorrow
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP) - Columbia, suffering

technological growing pains on the eve of its scheduled
return u» space, underwent a series of launch pad repairs
in preparation lor a sunrise liftoff today.

Astronauts Joe Engle and Richard Truly were ready,
and officials predicted the ship will be, too.
W rai hiT wa.s not expected to be a problem, even though

the forecast called lor ground log at dawn.
Anticipation was building along the Florida Space Coast

for Columbia's fiery sendoff into the history books. Never
JuMore has a craft attempted a second visit to space. The
"shuule. which made a spectacular debut last April, is

designed for 99 more roundtrips.

Countdown for Columbia's second test flight was not
without problems.

Less than 24 hours before the scheduled 7:30 a.m. EST
launch, technicians found and fixed a leak in the shuttle's
huge external tank. But a key electronic system, needed to
funnel flight data to mission control, failed.

"There is no reason to believe we won't get this tidied
up," NASA official L. Michael Weeks said of the data
system. The troubleshooting took place during a planned
11-hour hold yesterday and the countdown remained on
target.

Technicians at first thought the data problem was with a
unit called the Pulse Code Modulator. They flew in a
replacement from the Johnson Space Center in Houston,
installed it, and found a different problem.
They then looked elsewhere and found three of seven

"modulator-demodulators" were not sending data
properly. The devices translate one form of electronic
signal into another and form an electronic link between
Columbia and mission control.

The data system would have to be working, Weeks said,
before the countdown resumed at 10:10 p.m. In the final
hours, the ship is filled with 500,000 gallons of fuel that will
propel! its drive to the first of 83 scheduled orbits.

F'or a time yesterday it appeared the fuel tank might
jeopardize the launch. Technicians noticed helium was
seeping from the tank at a rate three times the normal 24
hour loss of .2 psi. A vent valve was opened and closed
manually and that seemed to cure the leak.

"It's slowed down to where it belongs." Weeks said of
the pressure drop.
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Correction
In a photograph on page one of Tuesday's Collegiayi,

the restaurant pictured was incorrectly identified as the
Cookery Cafe." The correct name of the restaurant is
Something's Cooking."

In a photograph on page 14 of Tuesday's Collegian, it
was incorrectly stated that Monday was the deadline to
buy books at the Textbook Annex. Annex officials stress
that all books are still available, and that the annex is
open year round. The annex has begun the two month
process of selling books back to the publisher

«S .
"*
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in the deadlocked negotiations. The talks already are ayear and a half behind schedule.
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See Digest on page 8
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By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

Workers are often guinea pigs used to test newchemicals and technological advances, a visiting^L^te

wotstonf'' "rP^'^' ^^"««« «^'d TuesdayTaworkshop for workmg women. j ««- «
Mary Sue Hennifin, former associate coordinator of the

'York'said
T'""'' ^^'''*^ ^^^"'•^ Center In New

^^l^tr'^^ZT ^'•^''"^"t'y exposed to chemicalsand technology which may undermine their health andoften they are unaware of the hazard
The focus of the workshop, entitled "Dying to Work-Women s Health on the Job." was the hazards to wSLhwomen in primarily female jobs, specifically clerical workare exposed. Hennifin said there are 15 million clericalpositions in the country, and women hold 80 percent othese positions. Clerical work is traditionally considered tobe easy and safe work, but Hennifin said this is a myth

may hurt health in striving for wealth
devalues .rr '\""P«r^*"^' ^"d to say that it is notdevalues the work and provides an opportunity for.gnoring any health hazards connected to it. she saidone of these hazards is xerox machines.

n«u A^^?.
machines emit ozone, and if you can smell itOSHA (Occupational Safety and Health AdministTI on)

and mutagenic she said, and operation of xerox machine!equu-es a good ventilation system. These machines^so

Seen foTn^f
'""'•' " ''^ ^""''"^ ^"^^^"- -h^h ha^ebeen found to cause genetic changes in bacteria.

Video display terminals (VDT) which have flooded the
printing. m.surance. and banking industries, also pose
health hazards to clerical workers, Hennifin said. Being in
a static position all day can cause aches in the back
shoulder, neck, hands, and wrists, she said. Swedish
researchers have found that after an intense day of
working with a VDT, people lose visual acuity. lidio

Confidence in self may stop rapists
By SARAH RUSSELL
Five-College Staff

Confidence in one's physical abUity is one of the most
important tactics in avoiding harassment or attack. JanetAa fs. a local self-defense expert said during a workshop on
seirdefense for women at Brooks House at the University
of Massachusetts Tuesday night.

Aalfs. who holds a black belt in karate, stressed the
importance of being aware of potentially dangerous
situations, and avoiding them whenever possible If adangerous situation cannot be avoided, it is important to
trust yourself. Aalfs said. "You need to be ready to act

right away. "^

A woman should not hesitate to yeU if she is in danger
Everyone s got a good voice, and you have got to know

that you re going to use it, and not just freeze." she saidWomen are often afraid of hurting people, because they
are brought up to care for others. But self-protection is themost important consideration in a potential attack or rape
situation, Aalfs said.

*^

Many of the women said they wanted to learn some basic
tactics for dealing with threatening situations. Besides the

importance of awareness and self-confidence, Aalfs
demonstrated some simple physical moves that can
temporarily stun an attacker, or break his hold.

Emphasis is placed on setting someone off balance in
order to break his hold, and then running. She said it is
better to run, if possible, than to stay and fight.

.tr^^I^J"^^
^e«n studying karate for four years with

Wendi Dragonfire at the VaUey Women's Martial Arts in
Springfield.

While teaching the different types of wrist-releases and
kicks, Aalfs described the different target areas on an
attacker's body. The primary areas are the eyes, throat
and knees, and the secondary areas are the groin and the
solar plexus, she said.

Bobbi Hopkins, Women's center liason for the
Meld/Grayson cluster in Orchard Hill, coordinated theworkshop because she said she was frustrated about the
assaults on women around campus. Hopkins said she
wanted to help women to realize they can take care of
themselves.

frequency waves emitted from VDTs can cause cataracts
and radiation from malfunctioning VDTs also poses a
danger to workers, Hennifin said.

Hennifin outlined some solutions available to workers tomake t^heir environmental occupational environment safer.
Right-to-know laws which, allow employees to know what
chemicals they are being exposed to and what hazards
these chemicals or machinery pose are one way to address
the problem Massachusetts does not have a right to know
aw. she said. Employees can also negotiate for a change in
the work process to stop exposure to harmful chemicals.
Acoustic panels or typewriter shields are available to
reduce noise in an office. Hennifin said that workers in
Britain have negotiated special eyeglasses with the correct

VDTs
"^ to mmimize eyestrain when working with

The problem of occupation- related injury and death isimmense. Hennifin said.

Jews visit Israel

in program fair
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

National and religious pride, adventure and greaterind.viduahsm were some of the reasons for visiting Israel

fhrSS Trf'"«'m^" ^''^^^ ^'''^'^"^^ ^^'^^ Tuesday inthe Student Union Ballroom.
Mark Kushinsky. a UMass sophomore and co-coordinator of the fair, said, "We'd like to encour^

RCMjple to visit Israel. Israel is the homeland of the Jev^We beheve the Jews are a people, and staying in Israel isthe greatest expression of statehood
'sraei is

Its the only place people can feel comforiable," he saidIheres only one Jewish homeland, and its a way offinding our roots." said Laura Herschlag. the other
coordinator of the program. "If we can get people to gothey 11 want to stay. ^ ^'
Kal Liebeskind, a representative from ALIYAH aprogram designed to help Jews move to Israel, said'he

iolTntry^
^'^ " '""'"*' '''^"^

^""^ •"^'^'^ualism in that

"In Israel, you count as an individual." he said. "I thinkcountmg IS a little passe in the United States
"

Liebeskind. who has been living in Israel since he moved

IsrZ ^ ^^^' '^^ ^' '^^^' '"^ •« ^•'"P'^'-ln

"It's a belter way of Ufe," he said. 'There's an op-
portunity to get back to the basic way of life."
Career advancement, a yearning to return to Israel, and

a disillusionment with the United States" are the main
reasons people move to Israel. Liebeskind said.
Liebeskind moved to Israel in 1968 after he and his wife

'decided a life in Israel would be better for their children
"I was concerned with their sense of values, and they

need to get back to their roots." he said. "I think I have
succeeded."

Tables at the Israel Programs Fair also offered students
information on studying for a year at one of four Jewish
universities and on different types of living arrangements
while in Israel.

SMILE — Ingred mig^ht be a horse, but likes to ham-it-up for the camera.
CoileKian photo by Terrl BelUriorc

( "ll«i;i;in (ihoiii h. |>rri Rrliafinrt

IN AND OUT — Carol Starzvk weaves the seat
of a chair at the Craft Shop in the Student Union.
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MASSPIRG surveys banks
Over the past few weeks, the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research
Group (MASSPIRG) has surveyed banks in

the five college area to come up with the
following chart of these banks' services and
features.

The survey was conducted by members of
MASSPIRG's Consumer Issues Team,
which researches businesses, events and
products of interest to consumers in the
Bay State. This survey is being printed by
the CoUcgian in an effort to provide area
residenUs with information on local banks to
help them choose which one best suits their
needs.

This survey, which features five Amherst
banks, four in Northampton, one in Sun-
derland and two in Hadley, as well as ad-
ditional branches, includes information on
mterest rates and how often they're
computed, minimum deposits and balances,
fees, charges and loan rates.
This survey was conducted by

MASSPIRG and the information has not
been verified by the CoUegian. Questions

frwl^o^^*^
^"'^^y ^^<*"'d ^ directed to

UMASSPIRG. room 423B Student Union
Buildmg, 545-0199. MASSPIRG can also
provide additional bank information not
published here.
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I r\f\ir m< a ».t^ ^ * «r..»..-.„ ( olleinsn photo bv John MaKdziarzLOOK MA, NO CAVITIES - A ferocious pre-historic member of the
tiger family gives a beastly snarl. This stuffed tiger is part of an exhibit at
the Springfield Science Museum.
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The Qu
By DR. MANNING MARABLE
From The Grass Roots

Throughout his long and brilliant career as both a social
scientist and political mUitant. Dr. W E B DuRoTs
speculated that the final solution to racial conflict in

rJr'r ^T? '^ ^^^ '^''"P'^^^ extermination of the Black
race. In The Future of the Negro Race." published in

"mrif- ;'^' ''"^^ ^'^^"^^ that 'ex'tuTcttn or

Fm^nirH T'^" \"^'" '"'^^^ ^^^t Afro-Americans.Four decades later, m the pages of the Amzterdom News,DuBois shuddered at the horrors of the Nazi holocaust "U
IS a case of race prejudice on a scale unknown and un-
conceived since the Emancipation Proclamation. What ishappening to Jews." he warned, "may happen to us in the
future. Unless (racism) is destroyed, rooted out. absolutely
suppressed, modern civilization is doomed."
The historical predictions of race war, genocide and

destruction, the darkest fears of previous Black

K''*o''"^ ^f*"^«*^ ^0 '"any to have become reality in the
1980s. Beginnmg with the public execution of five mem-
bers of the Communist Workers Party by Ku Klux
Klansnien and Nazis on November 3. 1979 in Greensboro,
worth Carolina, there was an acceleration of racist violence
across the country. Traditional leaders of the Black eUte
were convinced that "an informal coalition of white racist
vigilantes, the poUce and government officials were
conspiring to kiU Blacks." Jesse Jackson, leader of
Chicago s Operation PUSH, declared to the New York
Times in late November. 1980. that "there is almost a
hysteria in Black communities because of the belief that
there is a conspiracy. This country has taken a definite
swing toward fascism." Even Blacks who discounted the
possibility of a "national conspiracy to murder Blacks"
usually prefaced their statements with the admission that
racism in the form of violence is sweeping the country."

Incidents of brutal violence against Blacks are reported
infrequently. What usuaUy is portrayed as an unusual or
bizarre example of racism is only a small portion of thehuman tragedy. The lynching of nJLneteen-year-old Michael
A. Donald m Mobile. Alabama, in Mar9h.^981. was
publicised as the first in the Deep South since the murder
of Emmett Till in 1955. Almost completely ignored or
suppressed by the white media were a series of barbaric
incidents that have occurred in that region since 1979. In
May. 1981. iheJa£kson Advocate reported in Mississippi
alone there have been twelve murders "in as many months

'^ *!f..fy'P^*^ ^y ^'^"^s of being (racially
motivated). The tortured body of one unidentified Blackman was found floating down a river in Cleveland
Mississippi. The man's sex organs had been hacked off. and
the coroner later reported finding his penis in his stomach
On January 11. 1981. the body of 45-year-old Lloyd
Douglas Gray was found hanging from a tree in
laUahatchie County. Mississippi. A. W. Hulett
Tallahatchie coroner, pronounced Gray's death a suicide'
and no autopsy was performed. On February 28 1981 the
body of 32 year-old Roy Washington was found in Cypress
Creek in Holmes County. Mississippi. Washington had
been badly beaten in the head and face." his hands bound
behmd him. and then shot in the head at point-blank range
The corpse was weighed down with a scissor jack and
wrapped by barbed wire. Scars around his neck indicated
that he had also been lynched. Local white newspapers
were silent on the murder. Police did not aggressively
pursue leads in the case, and even followed a Black
reporter around while he conducted his own investigation
The majority of the other Black men who have been found
„^^.^" ^^ hanging in Mississippi counties have also been

officially labeled suicides. Familiar with the pattern of
racial violence, one Black resident of Tallahatchie County

f^nlhin*^*"
'^ t*iey say it was suicide, it was probably a

Reaganities. Black and white, attempted to counter the
growing perception that racism was out of control. Edwin
Mee^e III. chief Presidential adviser, deplored the pubUc
statements of Jackson and others. "I guess what does
disturb me. not from that standpoint of this administration
as much as from society in general." he stated, "is that I
think there are those people who are fomenting Black
hysteria m order to preserve their own positions of so-
called-leadership." Many Black journalists agreed with
Meeses condemnation of Black leadership. "The J980
elections once again demonstrated that the group that
designates itself as the Black leaders spent its political
capital on a losing Democratic candidate and the failed
poUtics of branding the winner as a warmongering racist

"

argued columnist Tony Brown. "As a result, there are
fewer media opportunities, therefore a decUning
popularity for some of the traditional leaders." Both Brown
and Meese concluded that "Black leaders were promoting
hysteria for personal and selfish motives."
Only one instance of random violence against Blacks has

attracted international attention - the systemmatic
murders of at least 28 young men and chUdren in Atlanta
The immediate questions that virtually every American
asked - Who are the kiUers? What has the city govern-
ment and police done to thwart the murders? - have
become almost secondary considerations. Neither the
^rest of Wayne Williams, charged with the murder of two
Black youth, nor the entry of the FBI in the case reduced
the anxiety of miUions of Black parents for the safety of
their children. Why was Atlanta the site of these bizarre
and mexpUcable deaths? Are the murders only one smaU
part of a pattern of racial violence which constitutes a
national conspiracy?

Composer to give free show
Jester Hairston. composer, lecturer and conductor will

direct the combined voices of the Chamber Choir, Univer-
sity Chorale and the Vocal Jazz and Afro-American Music
Ensemble in a free performance of Negro Spirituals and
tolk songs on Sunday, November 15 at 3:00 PM in the Fine
Arts Center Concert Hall.

Jester Hairston

My whole life is dedicated to keeping these songs alive
because even the blacks are letting them die. They're go-
ing into gospel music, writing things for money." laments
Hairston, but the spirituals were written bv mv
ancestors, who were slaves. I'm devoted to preserving

Born in North Carolina, Hairston grew up in a little
steel-mill town in Pennsylvania where prejudice ran high
His desire to participate in college athletics was fulfilled
when a teacher sent his credentials to the University of
Massachusetts where they would give him a chance to
play.

"I was quarterback on the football team and sang in the
Glee Club for fun," he recalls. "Then I met a woman, An-
na Laura Kidder, and she took an interest in me and began
to teach me songs. She was the one who persuaded me I
had talent to go into singing as a profession."

Shortly after graduation from Tufts University
Hairston went to New York playing a few gigs, making
audition rounds, and finally joining the famous HaH
Johnson Negro Choir. He studied with the great conduc-
tor and learned much of what he knows about spirituals
eventually becoming assistant conductor for 13 years.

'

Included in Sunday's free program will be performances
ot Negro spintuals and folk songs that Hairston has ar-
ranged for full choir. These arrangements are based on
the musical traditions of Black-Americans in the 1 SCO's
and represent a written record of an historically oral
genre. Specific selections to be performed will include-
"Mary's Boy Child," "Lay Yo' Head," "Christmas Gift."'
Amen, and others.

The Haitian Dilemma

in D^
Deanng, costume designer. Designer of

n- , ,P*!t^*^ ^^"^"^^ including "For Colored
Girls -The Mighty Gents." and "The Poison
iree.

By BAYARD RUSTIN

The ghastly sight of 33 drowned Haitians washed ashore
onto a Florida beach has once again focused attention on
the plight of refugees from that beleaguered land.

Haiti is a dictatorship in which the government-
controlled militia has suppressed all forms of free political
expression, has restricted the fundamental freedoms of the
press and assembly, and has engaged in murder
execution, imprisonment without trial, exile and torture.
In the midst of this brutal violation of human rights the
vast majority of the Haitian people live in abject poverty
The line between those fleeing that country for political
reasons as opposed to those fleeing for economic reasons is
fine indeed.

The mother of a pregnant Haitian girl who drowned in
Honda has stated that she "would prefer to be shot rather
than let her daughter's body go back to Haiti." Her
vehement contempt for Haiti's government indicates that
the Haitian refugees are not fleeing solely for economic
reasons. Moreover, can there be any doubt that those who
are willing to risk death at sea to reach refuge on our
shores are fleemg a terrifying form of oppression?

In part, the Haitian dilemma is complicated by current
immigration rules. Under these rules, "political" refugees
enjoy important advantages: Their applications for asylum
are quickly processed and they can receive an immigration
status under which they can become American citizens
within five years. However, there is an important
qualification. Those who are deemed "political" refugees

t"?cco^^^^
"^ ^^^^ ^ Communist nation such as Cuba, the

UbbR. East Germany, or Vietnam. Haitians, who escape
the Duvalier dictatorship which, though brutal, is not
Communist- are classified as "economic" refugees and
thus subject to deportation.
While it is easy to understand the special treatment

accorded to those escaping Communist tyranny, it is clear
that similar protection must be extended to those fleeing
other bruUl dictatorships for political reasons. American
immigration policy must rid itself of its double-standard in
dtaling with refugees escaping oppression. A single
standard must also apply to all victims of dictatorship and
tyranny.

*^

The Reagan Administration's efforts to deal with the
influx of Haitians, to date, have been deplorable. The

continued on page 15

Friday, November 13
11:30 a.rrh- 12:30 p.m. Seminar Smith College,
Sage II "Collaborative Design"

2:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. Discussion/Seminar Univer-
sity of Massachusetts Theater Design Studios
Costume Design

Saturday, November 14
10:00 a.m.

. Workshop/Demonstration Mount
Holyoke College Laboratory Theater Green Room
Broadway Design"

2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. Serninar University of
Massachusetts Hampden Theater, Southwest
"Costume Design in Dance"

For further information:
Amherst College 542-2277
Hampshire College 549-4600 x :m
Mount Holyoke College 538-2M 8
Smith College 584-2700 x 454
University of Massachusetts 545-3«;()3
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Stable begins at full gallop
By MYLES CAVANAGH
Collegian Staff

A $200,000 equine center is being erected

at UMass with private funds, the first time

a private group has errected a building at

UMass.
Ground breaking ceremonies will be held

at Tillson f'arm at 11a.m. on Nov. 20.

Already funded is a 80 by 200 foot arena,

which should be finished by f\»bruary, and
a 20 by 80 foot visitor facility and spectator

area. Funds are stil! Tjeing sought for the

leaching and stabling areas to be built

adjacent to the arena.

Funds were raised by the Equine Center

Council, a 24 member group organized

specifically to raise funds for the indoor

riding facility at UMass.
Dorolhy Robinson, a spokesperson for

the council, said members saw the strength
of the riding program here, and the
necessity of having a year round program.
"The UMass riding program is one of the

best in the country," she said, "and the
equine studies program is one of the best in
the country...and it's amazing that we've
never had an indoor riding facility. Any
place that has near the program UMass
does, has an indoor facility."

Robinson said that the indoor facility will
mean that the riding program can expand to
include more students, by holding classes in
I he winter. Classes have never been held in

the winter before because the hard winter
ground can injure horse's legs.

The funds were raised privately
liol)inson said, "because it would have been
hard for the state to justify funding in an
eraof 2V2."

Newslines...
fTTT^nff^

C'olleKian phodt bv Terri Kellafiorr

FRAT RAT — Charles Knig^ht, a junior Stockbridge major, carves from
wood a paddle for his older house brother of ATG.

Connolly comes

to campus today
Massachusetts Secretary of State

Michael Joseph Connolly is visiting the

University of Massachusetts campus today

to meet with Chancellor Henry Koffler.

James De Rosa, special assistant to the
Secretary of State, will be traveling

separately, but will also make an ap-

pearance on campus.

Connolly will be in

the state today taping a

announcement in Agawam.
He will then proceed to a meeting with

the town clerk in Amherst, and arrive at

the university by 3 p.m. to meet with the

Chancellor.

"The purpose of the appearance is to

meet with the students, and inform them
about the many diverse aspects of the

Secretary of State's office," said DeRosa.

After a tour of the campus, Connolly will

then go to Room 1101 of the campus center

from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m., for a question and

the western part of

public service

answer period in which he will speak on the
government in Massachusetts today. The
reception is open to the university com
munity, including students, faculty and
staff.

The College Outreach Program, which
prompted Secretary Connolly's visit, is part
of the state government's public service
program to heighten the awareness of all

college students, faculty and ad
ministrators.

- CAREN ORLICK
r

Older students'

floor starts soon
An on campus residential corridor for

older University of Massachusetts students
is being organized in Wheeler dormitory in

the Central Residential Area.

Students interested in signing up to hve
on the corridor, which has been in existence

for one semester, should contact Thea
Costin at the housing office by Monday.
More information is available from Costin at

545 2100 or Joanned Levenson at 545-0865.

ROOM CHOOSING PROCESS
Please Read Carefully

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16 - All students who wish to remain in their same room within the
dorm must sign up with their House Staff.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1 7 - All students wishing to remain in their same dorm but a different
room must sign up with their House Staff.

***Students wishing to keep their present dormitory assignment while also submitting a
Housing Preference Form, MUST sign up for a room in their current dorm on either MON-
DAY or TUESDAY night, and use the 'check" box. Your old dormitory asssignment is

guaranteed ONLY if you follow these procedures.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18 - Students wishing to move to another dormitory with a stu-
dent already assigned there, together must complete and return a Roommate Request
Form.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16 - WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 25 - Students wishing to move to
another dormitory must complete a Housing Preference Form. List only those dorm/areas
where you wish to live. Forms are available from House Staff, or the Housing Assignment Of-
fice. Forms can be dropped off at the Housing Assignment Office or at the AMC Offices
(NE/Syl-Leach, CE/OH-Baker, SW-jFK Lobby).

Note: Students submitting Preference Forms requesting roommates must submit both
Preference Forms stapled together.

***Room Choosing ends Wednesday, November 25. Housing Preference Forms will not be
accepted late. Only one Preference Form will be accepted per student. Any non-exempt stu-
dent who does not sign up for, or request a dormitory will be randomly reassigned. Foreign
students may request Prince House. Any student who has not signed a Housing Contract will
be denied housing during room choosing or will be randomly reassigned.

For further information, contact Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore, 545-2100.
Thank you.
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Fresh Whole Chicken
Holly Farms. U.S. Government Inspected Grade A. 3 Pound Average limit any .3 whole

J

LIMIT ANY 7> WHOLE
CHICKENS PER CUSTOMER

OR FAMILY PLEASE

Yellow Ripe

Bananas
Dole Fresh Florida White 1

eapple Grapefruit
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Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid
Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst Mon-Fri 10-5:30 Sat 10-2 256-0710

Digest
By the Associated Press

MDO T>.«^r«« ,'-;;-.

C[mC HAMPSHIRE k CrmKH-TilM
HAMPSHIRE MALL

^%AfOtfli OF THE
i^n^OST ARK

(6.00 @ »1 75) 8.30

MERYL ,.TheTvench

^g(6::»@ $1.75)8:45

/•-*-^ More Of The Night

"^Sr Halloween n

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

Time Bandits
starring Sean Connery

(6 00 @ $1.75) 8:30

«
niol since Deltvcrancc...

Kcilh Towtrs
Cairadinc Boolhc

SDUTHERH
COMFORT

(6:15 @ $1 75) 8:45

nOWRT OE NIRO
ROSERT OUVALL

B (6:15 (g) $1 75) B^?

I

ALBERT
FIMNEV

IF LOOKS
COULD

KILL...

OKER
'6.30 @ $1 75) 8:45

Doctors discover new
treatment for cancer
BOSTON — Large cancerous tumors can be shrunk

dramatically by washing small amounts of the patient's

blood with protein from a common bacteria, according to a

new study.

The work may represent a unique approach to treating

cancer, but doctors caution that it is experimental and
needs far more study. The bacteria from which the protein

is taken has been linked to a variety of ailments, including,

toxic shock syndrome.

Researchers have used the new treatment so far on five

victims of breast cancer, and in four of them, the therapy
reduced the size of their tumors between 33 percent and 80
percent.

Legal and moral ethics

of abortion questioned
BOSTON — Doctors are questioning the legal and moral

ethics of killing a defective fetus in the womb while
allowing its healthy twin to grow and be born normally.

Five letters to the editor about a controversial case
reported last June were published in today's New England
Journal of Medicine.

The case developed after a test revealed that the 40-

yearold woman would give birth to twin boys — one
normal and one retarded by Down's syndrome.

The woman said she would abort both fetuses rather than
bear a retarded child, so doctors at Mount Sinai Medical
Center in New York used a needle to kill the defective
fetus by puncturing its heart and drawing out its blood.

Campuses convene

against nuclear war
CAMBRIDGE, — College campuses around the

nation held teach ins on the horrors of nuclear war and the
economic and political implications of the arms race
Wednesday, as speakers urged students to get involved in
a drive toward disarmament.
"Public involvement in the area of arms control is

essential." Paul Warnke. a former top negotiator in the
SALT II talks, told a crowded auditorium at Harvard, "It
has been sadly lacking over the past decade."
Warnke was one of several speakers appearing at

Harvard, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
other Boston area colleges.

ivi'XvXwX'iftXvW
i^S

The Union of Concerned Scientists, the Cambridge-
based organization that organized the day's events, said

that teach ins were held at 147 college campuses in 42
states, and at the University of Rome and York University
in England and at the University of Toronto and the
University of Dalhousie in Canada.

King overwrought

by legislative overrides
BOSTON — In his relations with the Massachusetts

Legislature, this has been a month that Governor Edward
J. King will not soon forget. And it is not half over.

Despite the fact that his Democratic party has a 4-1 edge
in both branches, King's staff operations appear to be in

disarray. He has been overridden, sometimes
unanimously, on one veto after another. Proposed
amendments are rejected with abandon. He has had no one
to speak for him in the House or Senate on key issues.

It is as though no one on Beacon Hill is paying any at-

tention to what the governor says. Such as: that ap
propriating funds for approved salary increases will bring
new taxes, or that the bottle bill will cost consumers $100
million.

There are countless other problems for King, including

bills lessening state control over automobile insurance,
providing year-round racing and more competition for

some tracks, and. ironically, less competition on liquor.

King's loss in the House Tuesday on his veto of the bottle

bill — because of economic factors — had to be a personal
blow, especially since he knows the House was nearly two-
to-one the other way a scant five years ago.

Student adds L.S.D.

to teacher's coffee
CHICAGO — A substitute teacher whose coffee was

spiked with LSD by a curly haired teen-ager while his

eighth-grade classmates looked on said yesterday she is

baffled by the class' cruelty and may not resume her
teaching career.

"Today, children get a kick out of things like this." 60
year old Antoinette Indovina said from her hospital bed.
"Otherwise, why didn't they (the other pupils) stop me?"

Mrs. Indovina, a teacher in Roman Catholic schools for

25 years, said the experience left her feeling like she
"wanted to die."

"I'm terribly bitter right now," she said. "I'm terribly
upset. I love children. I couldn't believe anyone would ever
do this."

The silver-haired teacher said a 14-year-old boy dropped
a tablet of what police called "Orange Sunshine" LSD into
her coffee while her back was turned on the class at Notre
Dame school.
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Thursday, November 12th

Conternporarv

Black Classical Music Concert
from N.Y.C.

CLYDE CRINER
AND CLOUDS

APPT
HOUA

^OS§»

Thur, Fri, Sat 2:00 - 4:30

FREE PIZZA

Show starts at 9 pm
Co-sponsored by UPC

and Duke Ellington Committee

Friday, November 13th

UNIVERSITY W
Aaihcnt Mass.

KETT
TEL.

50' DRAFTS
99* BAR DRINKS •1.49TOP SHELF

Played at Orchard Hill's Spring Concert
with BILLINGS GAP

Admission $2.00
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* Budget
continuedfrom page 1

,, . , something
attached to it.

Sherry said that when riders are at
tached to a bill it prevents voters 'form
bemg able to influence their legislators.
"As long as they (state legislators), can

attach riders to a bill they can run away
from their constituents," he said.
Rep. James Collins (D-Amherst), has

announced his support of a similar measure,
a biU that would reform the state budget
process by limiting outside sections (riders)
of the budget to items relating directly to
appropriations matters.
The legislation received initial house

approval on Oct. 27.
ColUns said outside sections to the

budgets have grown significantly. There
were only 25 outside sections to the 1973
budget, but 333 outside sections to the 1981
budget according to a Collins press release
CoUms said this legislation would.

heighten pubhc accountabUity by putting
an end to legislating through outside
budget sections without full debate and
public participation."

The USA will be staffing a table in the
tampus Center concourse, to obtain
signatures for their petition, from 11 a.m.
lo 2 p.m. today and tomorrow. Any
Massachusetts registered voter can sign.
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Hampshire Package Store
•^•"er Lite case $7.99
Riunite Wines 750 mi $2.99
Mr. Boston Peppermint Schnapps
'^ 1 litre $5.99

J^"'®''
12 pack $3.99

Canada House (a blended whiskey)

1.75 litres $10.99
Rt. 9 Hadley Next to Hadley Village Barn

Collegian Members
There will be a seminar on headline

writing tonight at 7:30 with jour-
nalism professor Larry Pinkham.
The seminar will cover the basics of
headline writing, some more advanc-
ed principles and some practical rules
of thumb. The seminar will help
prepare you for a paid production
position at the paper and will help
broaden your journalistic skills
Please come to the office at 7:15
when the location will be announced.

\ THE UNIVERSITY ENSEMBLE THEATER
presents

n

Any questions call Rich Nagle or
j

Eileen Galligan at the Collegian. This i

is an elective seminar. i

CUBfllSFOR
BEflCHNUTS
and for sun-worshippers, water-skiers, scuba-
divers, for everyone who wants a great
Caribbean vacation.

Wiggle your toes in the sand all day, kick up
your heels to the Afro-Cuban beat at night.

SaN-LOVERS BEACH TOaRS TO CUBA
Varadero Beach

Santa Maria Beach

8 days/7 nights for
as little as $399
8 days/7 nights for

as little as $429
All tours include:
Round trip airfare from Miami
Deluxe hotel accommodations
2 meals per day

Contact the pros In travel to Cuba
Anniversary Tours, Inc
250 W. 57th Street

New York. NY 10107
(212)245-7501 (in NY State)
(800) 223-1336 (toll-free outside NYS)
American Express Card welcomed

ANDRE OBEY
Rand Theater,

Onioersity of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

November 12 14 and 19 21 at 8:00 pm
Reservations: 545-351

1

Tickets: $2.50 for students and senior citizens

^^•50 for the general public

Faberge Organic Shampoo
15 oz. oily - reg - drv

96c Reg $1.89

Health and Beauty Aid

STOCK-UP SALE
Ban Roll-on reg - unscent/^

1.5 oz

$1.22 Reg. $2.03 BAYER
ASPIRIN

Aapri apricot facial scrub
-A 2 OZ

-/^Pfy^^

$1.85 reg $3.00

Apncrt

Facial Scrub

f'tftmit f™» I

f%0^l^f'^0^*

Bayer lOO's

Colgate ^- ^q
7oz ^ I'^O reg 2.16

£]lEJe^a$1.12reg

Noxzema.

1 79 Open M-F 9-5
'^ Sat 11 4

Noxema Skin Cream
6 oz

J $1.36 reg 19?
Located in the Campus CcMer

thE University Store
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Ron Miller

You know It's going to be a long weekend when it starts
on Tuesday night, but fear not. there's plenty to do to keep
the momentum going right through Monday (yes Monday).
Tonight. Elvin Bishop and his band make an ap-

pearance at the Nail, or there's Clyde Criner and Clouds
m the Wall, or the Paper Dolls in Rahar's (decisions, deci-
sions).

Marshall Tucker will be over in Springfield tonight. I
know It's not the Stones or anything, but it's a night out
right?

Connecticut's own Fountainhead will blow the walls off
the Hangar tonight. Why not get some ear drum damage
and check them out.

Friday night Syl Sylvain and the Teardrops will be at
Rahar's. Sylvam is a former member of The New York
Dolls.

Spellbound will bring jazz to A Separate Entrance at
the Hotel Warren in South Deerfield Friday.

Blotto is going to be in the Wall on Saturday night. Just
keep in mind, you can't judge a group by its name. They
could play Neil Sadaka covers, you never know.
The Valley Big Band will be in Rahar's Saturday.
The Great Rum Runners Ball is next Thursday at the

Hangar. It features Robert Hunter of the Grateful Dead
John Coster and the Medicine Band and Acoustic Mar^
tians (members of our very own Martian Highway)
Anybody that's anybody is going to be there; it's the social
event of the semester (Be there or be square).

Sunday night there's a Cosmic Wimpout Tournament in
the Hangar with Martian Highway - the kings of
cosmicity.

On Monday night The Rusty Nail welcomes the Go Gos.
You better sit down for this one. Four members of the

Los Angeles Dodgers have formed a band called the Big
Blue Wrecking Crew, and they've recorded a single Take
a guess what it is, "We Are The Champions" B/W "New
York, New York." The funniest part of this joke is they
got a real label, Elektra Asylum, to sign them. The group
consists of Jay Johnstone. Rick Monday. Jerry Reuss and
Steve Yeager. Maybe they should modify the single so
they sing "We are the Chumps."

*u'^""r.^"^**
*"*^ ^^'^^ Richards of the Rolling Stones pictured here at

their Oct. 4 concert in Boulder, Colorado. They played in Hartford Mon-
day and Tuesday nights.

The Stones invade Hartford
By HANNAH HOSOM
He strolled casually by us, speaking in a low voice

"Gotta ticket?"

"Sorry."

Some others were sitting on the steps talking about how
much a friend had paid for a ticket.

"$90 each? Coulda been worse, I guess..."
A cop stopped us as we walked toward the door of the

Hartford Civic Center, demanding to see our tickets.
Police were everywhere, checking tickets and watching for
fights. Even inside, security for the Rolling Stones was
tight and organized. Two guards stood at each entrance to
the floor, while others walked up and down the aisles to
double check the seating.

Garland Jeffries opened with "Rought and Ready." with
the audience applauding, but after three songs a shout for
the Stones turned into a chant. Jeffries smiled, just
thanked the group, and continued singing.

A forty minute wait was announced, and recorded music
began playing. After about an hour, a red, white and blue
bus passed begind the door near the sUge, and curtains
shut off the view. People stood and started to clap, only to
be disappointed when nothing else happened.

Suddenly, the house lights went out, the white oval
stage lit with color, and the Rolling Stones rushed onsUge
as the entire coliseum got on its feet screaming and
clapping. The noise died down, the opening chords of
"Under My Thumb" were heard and the sight of Mick
Jagger bounding across the stage in tight white pants and
an aqua blue shirt brought yells drowning out the music
again.

The Stones were in top form, and proved it again and
again singing both old favorites and songs off the new
album Tattoo You.

"Come on, sing along with this. I want to hear vou!"
continued on page IS

The driest Italian restaurant in the

valley announces the opening of

the new, spacious

(jf4B
OUNGE

Awdy Max
Live 9 piecE Rock n Roll

dANCE bANd

pUyiNq 9:J0 - close

NO COVER

Doubl* D
drink of

th» nit*

Double Daiquiri's

SI.50
Doubl* D
drink of

th* nit*

Located at the comer of
University Drive & Rt. 9

adjacent to Price Chopper
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Joey Scarbury-America's Creates
Hero (sic)

Neil Sedaka-Now
Gary Numan-Dance

By DAVID WILDMAN
Doctor, I'm glad you're here! These three

men are suffering from pop starvation.
Joey Scarbury, the one with the mustache,
appears to have anorexia nervosa. Gary
Numan, the one with the earring and eye
make up, seems to have passed out from
lack of food, and Neil Sedaka, the balding
one with the bloated belly, is so far gone
that he no longer has any interest in eating.

Here's the information we have on them:
Joey Scarbury is an MOR popster. His first

record was so bad that it almost self-

destructed right on the turntable. It

consisted chiefly of instantly disposable
wimp -songs with horrible lyrics. Unfor-
tunately, doctor, there was a "hit song"
(called 'Believe it or not" if you can believe
it) among this insipid drivel, and it seems to
have caused his present condition.

You see. doctor, after his song hit the top
ten. Scarbury went and demanded his
check from the record company, then left

by the back door, just like all the other
bland, faceless one- hit v/onders. and
puppets of the record industry do. He then
went out and gorged himself on success.

But when his meager supply ran out, he
went hack to the front door of Elektra and
started pounding the door with his fist

trying to get back in. Of course, it was
hopeless. The police later found him lying in

a pile of trash in some back alley with his

* Rolling Stones

finger down his throat, muttering
something about a banquet with the Jef-
ferson Starship and Rod Stewart.

Neil Sedaka, here, was once a well fed
pop star. He enjoyed the fruits of success in
the 60's. and then again in the early 70's.
although you wouldn't think it to look at
him. But lately he hasn't bothered himself
to even pick up an orange. He doesn't care,
doctor. He posed in disco clothes on his
album cover, and this is 1981! He just sits
there in the same chair year after year,
staring at his own bloated stomach, not
even attempting to eat anything! It's ob-
vious that he's close to death, but how can
you help a man who won't help himself.^

But wait, doctor, call the emergency
room! Quick! Gary Numan appears to be
dying! Listen to those low, gutteral. slow
choking sounds. This is the worst he's ever
be(>n. What could it be, doctor? Just a little
while ago. Numan was basking in the glow
of success. His albums were selling
phenomenally well, and his hit singles "Are
Friends Electric", and "Cars" were gar-
nering lots of airplay. No one knows how it

happened. Gary was just relaxing, getting
ready to enjoy a steak with Grace Slick,
when he sort of collapsed into a coma, and
started making the sounds that you're now
hearing. Could it be that he has contracted
that dreaded disease. "Art"? Gary didn't
seem to be the type. But then again, it could
happen to anybody.

Gee. doctor, it's so depressing working
here, seeing people in such apathetic sUte
and knowing that there's absolutely nothing
that we can do for them. Could I please be
transferred out of the top forty ward?

Continued from, page 12

Jagger yelled as they launched
into "You Can't Always Get What You
Want." Rolling across stage in "Tumbling
Dice."

! .., _er out into the
audience. Jagger kept the audience going
smoothly from the first song through "Miss
You," "She's So Cold." "Shattered." and

^new ones ^\KAi "Neighbors."
The only problem was during Keith

Richards' "Little T and A." when the
microphone wouldn't work properly (except
during the chorus). The rest of the show,
including the lights, more than made up for

that. The stage changed colors and patterns

with overhead shifting lights. During some
songs the ' ouse lights were brought up in

different s».-ctions of the audience.

During "Dance Little Sister." Jagger
came out into the audience, surrounded by
security, singing and dancing and touching

as many hands as he could reach.
The Stones ended with "Jumping Jack

Flash.
" Jagger on a hydraulic lift swinging

out over the audience, colors swirling
onstage, and Broadway Ughts on the floor
cutting designs in the air. The house lights
were brought up, also, bringing everyone,
who wasn't already standing on their feet,

—siflgiftg^andclapptng.

When the song ended, the audience
stayed up clapping and chanting for the
Stones. After a few minutes, the stage lit

up again, and Jagger swirled back on to
stage wearing a cape made of British and
Amerkran flags sewn together, singing
"Satisfaction."

As they ran off stage for the last time, a
recording of the national anthom sounded
from the speakers, ending the first night in

Hartford of the Rolling Stones' 1981
American Tour

___ •^••••••^••>•w,^•.^•.•.v.^•;:•.•.•v^<•\41ii^^

Theatre Guild to perform
musical production of Sugar
BvPAMMAHMTPV ., _By PAM MADNICK
Collegian Correspondent

The UMass Theatre Guild opens its
season Thursday night with "Sugar." a
Broadway musical at Bowker Auditorium in
the Stockbridge Hall, University of
Massachusetts. The musical wiU be
presented iNov. 12-14 and again Nov. 20-21
at 8 p.m. Tickets are $3 for students and $4
for the public.

"Sugar" is based on the 1959 movie.
Some Like It Hot," which starred MarUyn
Monroe. Tony Curtis and Jack Lemmon.

"Sugar" is about two unemployed
musicians (Larry Cox and Paul Mulcahy)
who witness the Mafia's Saint Valentine's
Day Murder and the Mafia finds out. The
two men dress up in drag and join an all
female band, where they meet a pretty
woman named Sugar (Kathleen Marshall).
They have a dilemna trying to remain in
disguise as women while revealing
themselves as admirers of Sugar, The play
is directed by Scott Cunningham.

The Theatre Guild of UMass started 40
years ago. as the "Operatic Guild. " Their
first production was one by Gilbert and

Sullivan. In 1970. the group changed its
name to the Theatre GuUd. They do one/
major musical each semester before
Thanksgiving. Last year, they performed
"On the Town" and "Jesus Christ Super-
star."

rhe Guild is strictly student run. No
departmental support, no special funds,
nothing. They must do everything them-
selves; build their own sets, find or design
their own costumes, and sell tneir own
show. Most of the actors have acted before,
but not necessarily with the Guild. They
can sing, dance, and act. They leara the
technical aspects as the show moves along.

Probably their worst complaint is that
they do not have a steady place to rehearse.
Ihey usually get a room at the last mi'nute
in the Campus Center - without a piano,
ihis lack of consistency means, after five
hours of rehearsal, the actors must hang
around for two more hours to pull the set
apart again.

Recently the guild's lighting designer.
Bradley Marks, died after a bike accident
and coma. The show will be dedicated in his
memory.

Neil Sedaka, one of the last of a dying breed of schlock-pup stars.

Looker is a waste of film
LOOKER - Written and directed by
Michael Crichton, starring Albert Finney
and Susan Dey. Now playing at the
Mountain Farms Cinema.

By STEPHEN MURPHY

Looker is a waste, a prime example of
how the Hollywood machine can turn an
interesting concept into mediocre trashu
The bask idea behind Looker, 'that of a
computer company producing "perfect"
saleable television commercials for their
own evil ends, is an intriguing one. The
problem with this film is its poor execution.

It appears as though wonderboy Mich&et
Crichton, after writing the entertaining,
bestsellers The Andromeda Strain and
Eaters of the Dead, and directing the
vacant but thrilling fihn version of Coma,
has •-',

iutsf:"'* Mr>. Spo^'ifir sec.:'-, in

the film give the impression that Crichton,
as both writer and director, was given too
much free reign. But not in a creative
sense. Looker is so outright gimmicky at
times that one wonders if Crichton was
religiously following rules straight out of a
filmmaking guide; it is that contrived and
emotionless.

Looker is also very sexist. For a film
whiclL -inakea^a iew ob^'iously critical
remarks on television. Looker has used the
same basic notion of using sex to sell a
product, in this case the film narrative
iUelf. Pure Hollywood, spotlighting the
glamour while ignoring any leanings
towards naturalism.

The one good point about Looker is Susan
Dey. Dey has really matured as an actress
sinoe her stint on The Partridge Family and
the wr' hanky film First Love. All she
nciy' iw i"? .\ c )od fi''^^ < ar in.
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Irish troubled by oppression

EDITORIAlL/QPTTNJTOjj
QoU^gi^a 13

For seven months this past year much of
the world's media attention was focused on
the H blocks of Long Kesh prison in Nor-
thern Ireland. There a handful of Irish
prisoners were engaged in a hunger strike
"to the death if necessary" for the return
of the political sUtus they had been entitled
to since 1972, but which had been taken
from them in 1976.

Before March 1976, people convicted of
terrorist offences under the Emergency
Powers Act (the sweeping "anti-terrorist"

Joe Gannon
act under which Northern Ireland is ruled)
were given "special category sUtus" and
granted certain privileges ordinary decent
criminals (ODCs) were not; like the right to
wear their own clothes, segregation from
ODCs, and exemption from prison work.
Those convicted after March 1976 were
categorized and treated as common
criminals. In September of 1976, Kieran
Nuggent the first IRA volunteer to be
sentenced under the new "criminalization"
policy, refused to wear a prison uniform
and was left naked in his cell with only a
blanket to wear. This began the "blanket
protest" in Long Kesh prison as those
sentenced after him donned blankets
rather than wear a prison uniform.
After five years "on the blanket"it was

evident to the prisoners that the British
government had" no intention of yielding to
this form of protest or of returning political

Internationally, the image
projected by British propaganda
of the IRA as an isolated ter-

rorist criminal element wa^
seriously challenged with the
election ofBobby Sands, an IRA
hunger striker, to the English
parliament.

But the prisoners won more and the
British government lost more than most
people realize. Along with its "criminaliza-
tion" policy the British government had
hoped to introduce a "normalization"
policy. By branding Irish Republican Army
members as "godfathers" the British had
hoped to present an image of Northern
Ireland as a province suffering from an in-

tense criminal prohlem — not a military
problem with all its accompanying political

implications. The hunger strike has blown
the lid off of this normalization policy, not
only in Northern Ireland but international-
ly as well.

Internationally, the image projected by
British propaganda, of the IRA as an
isolated terrorist criminal element was
seriously challenged by the election last
May of Bobby Sands, an IRA hunger
striker, to the English parliament. Two
other IRA prisoners were elected to the
pariiament in the Republic of Ireland, and

the hunger strike came a renewed interest,

especially in America, of "the troubles"in

Northern Ireland which have been absent
from the press for so long. In their repor-
ting on the hunger strike many newspapers
and magazines ran "refreshers" on the
history of the last 13 years since the

troubles began. Unfortunately much of this

was presented fatalistically as the age old

struggle between Catholics and Pro-
testants in Northern Ireland.

The struggle in Northern Ireland is not a
religious struggle but is, rather, a political

struggle with religious undertones between
Irish Catholic nationalists and British Pro-

testant loyalists.

The six county statelet of Northern
Ireland was created by the British govern-
ment in 1921, following the Anglo-Irish
war in which the British government
granted independence to 26 of the 32 coun-
ties that comprise the island of Ireland.

The remaining six counties selected to re-

This problem of Protestant loyalist
supremacy in Northern Ireland was
seriously challenged by the Catholic Civil

The struggle in Northern
Ireland is not a religious strug-

gle but is, rather, a political

struggle with religious under-
tones between Irish Catholic na-
tionalists and British Protes-

tant loyalists.

' INLA

VIOLENCE

THE VOICE OF AN

OPPRESSED PEOPLE'

m
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status to them. Following a tradition whicK
dates back to ancient Celtic times the
prisoners decided to embark on a hunger
strike for the return of political status.

After seven months and ten deaths the
protest finally ended on October 3 with
both sides claiming victory. The British
government maintains its image of not hav-
ing yielded to "blackmail," and the
prisoners claim a limited victory by having •

won the right to wear their own clothes.
(Even though the rule applies to all

prisoners in Northern Ireland).

August Owen Carron, Bobby Sands'
election agent was elected to the seat in the
English Parliament made vacant by Sands'
death in May.
the Irish Catholk community in Nor-

thern Ireland has been deeply embittered
by the British government's intransigent
position toward the hunger strikers. The
increase in political activity to support the
hunger strikers brought increased repres-
sion upon the Irish Catholics in Northern
Ireland. This destroyed the attempt by the
British government to give the security
forces a new image to win sympathy in the
Irish Catholic communities away from the
IRA and INLA. This increased repression,
however, has resulted in an increase in the
support the IRA receives from these com-
munities, which can be seen in the stepped
up military campaign by the IRA to a level
unseen in Northern Ireland for several
years.

Along with the international interest in

main a part of Britain were chosen in such
a way as to insure a Protestant loyalist ma-
jority which would, as the adjective implies,
remain loyal to Britain.

To the Irish Catholic nationalists in the
six counties, unfortunately, this meant a
political, economic, and social system
dominated and controlled by British Pro-
testant loyalists who had a history of pre-
judice toward the Irish Catholics whom
they viewed as a hostile and potentially
threatening colonized native people.
The economic, political and social system

which developed over the 50 years between
the partition of Ireland and the advent of
"the troubles" in 1%9 was on from which
Irish Catholics were excluded. Ger-
rymandering (manipulating voting
districts) of electoral constituencies was
rampant in Northern Ireland. Even in
areas where there were Catholic ma-
jorities, more loyalist members of parlia-
ment were returned than nationalist ones.

Rights Association (CRA) in the mid to late
sixties. The CRA denumded an end to ger-
rymandering and a policy of "one-man one-
vote." (Previous to 1%9 voting in Nor-
thern Ireland was tied to property owner-
ship.) Like the American South in the six-
ties, the Protestant loyalists responded
with violence toward the CRA. This violent
backlash became so intense that in 1969 the
British government was forced to send
British troops to Northern Ireland to act as
a peacekeeping force.

Initially, the British Army upheld its role
as peacekeeper and was welcomed by both
communities. By late 1970, however, it had
become evident that the true role of the ar-
my was to occupy Catholic nationalist
areas in an attempt to root out and destroy
the IRA. As this strategy of occupation
became more evident the IRA became in-

creasingly offensive in their military opera-
tions against the security forces, as oppos-
ed to a defensive role in protecting Catholic
areas from attack.

In the international discussions on how to
end "the troubles" much time is spent on
worrying how to placate the Protestant
"majority" rather than how to eliminate
the 60 years of opression suffered by the
Catholic "minority" since the six county
statelet was established. In the context of
all of Ireland, however, the Protestant
loyalists are a minority. Only within the
context of the North (a gerrymander in
itself) are they a majority.
As with the white settlers in Zimbabewe,

the concerns of the Protestants in Nor-
thern Ireland are real and must be address-
ed. If there is to be a just solution to "the
troubles" it must be one which will change
the power relations in Northern Ireland
and guarantee an end to the political
repression and the economic and social op-
pression which gave rise to the Easter
Rebellion in 1916, the Anglo-Irish War in
1919, the Civil Rights Association in 1966,
and the rebirth of the IRA in 1969.

Joe Gannon ia a member of the Radical
Student Union.
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Living happily in celluloid civility
There once was a major university in New England withmany students (yea!) and hundreds of administrators

(boo!). The students (yea!) and the administrators (boo!)
had not been civil to each other for a fong period of Ume
1 hen one day. an awful thing happened.
The administrators decided that for one year all the

stiKlents should be civU. Everyone agreed that civility
(rah! rah! rah!) was a good thing to have, but no one knewhow to go about getting more of it.

So, the administraUts said to the students. "We are
gouig to teach you to be civil (rah! rah! rah!) one way or the

they could be
for the Student'

Mary Beth Hebert

Benedict.
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Manager; Geoffrey Port. CirculaUon

other. First, we are going to spend your money on having
ectures and evenU on campus that wiU show you how to
be avil to each other. It would be reaUy nice if as many of
you as possible could attend those things. If that doesn't
work, we are gomg to make it so you have to be civil (rah'
rah! rah!) You can't do or say anything nasty about your
felk)w students that's r£cist. sexist, or prejudiced in any
way. or well get you in BIG TROUBLE (ha! ha! ha!).
When the students returned to school in the fall they

found they were in "The Year Toward Civility" (rah! rah!
rah!). There were contests for art majors to decWe on a
logo U) promote civUity and, within three weeks, brightly
colored red and white signs were plastered all over this
major university in New England. Not only that, but there
were all kinds of activities so the students couM become

more Aware (Uke, wow. man!). And
punished if they weren't Aware enough -
Disciplinary Code had been changed also.
These programs began to run and the students who were

already aware went to some of them. Those who weren't
aware didn't go and didn't care about what they w«re
aliasing. The administrators (boot) talked a bt aboot how
nk» it was that they had many famous people eoming in
and talking about being nice (which is the same thing m
being avU). What the administrators didn't realise was
that the studenU couldn't poesib^ learn to be civil by
hstenuig to other people talk about being nice.
Some students found out that they coukl no tongw be

mavU. either intentM>nally or unintentwnaUy without
getUng in BIG TROUBLE (ha! ha! hal). So the student with
the wise mouth and the 3.4 G.P.A. got expelled from
school because he made the wrong joke. But what the
administrators didn't notrce was that the student stlU
didn t become civil, he only became bitter.
So this major university in New England wfth its

*^"
M ^i!^!!:'^

*"** '^ administrators (boo!) Uved in their
world of bright red and white promotional logos for a year.
No one really became more dvil (rah! rah! rah!), but the

/ *ho ruled this major university in New BngUnd
made all the Uxpayers very happy because they could see
theu- money being spent on bright red and white
promoUooal bgos instead of something so intrinsically
mexpbcable as educaUon. The rapes went on. and the
cnmes went on. but everyone lived happfly ever after (or
at least for a year) in ceUulokl civUity (rah! rah! rahl).

Mary Betk Hebert i$ a Collegian colmmmuL

Afghan rebels

are heroes of
freedom fight
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Letters

It's time for men and women to v^ork together
To the Editor

Congratulations Michelle Murray, you have managed to
escalate the torrent of anti-male invective to an even more
absurd plateau with your ridiculous proposal to institute a
curfew for all men at nine o'clock every evening (Nov. 9)
By denying the most basic civil rights of all men, whether
pilty of any crime or not, you and others like you would
be guilty of committing a crime against my civil liberities
and the freedom of all students to come and go as they
desire. As a child my parents taught me that two wrongs
do not make right. Unfortunately, it seems Ms. Murray's
parents neglected to teach her this vital lesson.
Secondly, it is my impression that by eliminating the

presence of men (non-rapists, which constitute 99 percent
of the male species), this would only increase the likelihood

of an assault taking place. Despite Ms. Murray's innuendo
that all men are either partially or totally perverted, I

think the great majority of men would gladly come to the
aid of a woman being physically abused on this campus.
Leaving the Women's Liberation Movement aside, I think
most people would agree that the average male would be
far more effective in fending off an attacker than the
average female.

It is high time for the campaign against men to stop and
for men and women to work together to make our campus
safer for all students without denying them the right to
come and go as they please. To disagree with this state-
ment is merely a way to proclaim your own ignorance.

Bob Carroll

Amherst

Review unfair - 'Get it together!'
To the Editor:

My name is Ricky Berger, and I wish to express my
outrage at the incorrect statement printed by the Col
Isgian in the Clarke/Duke Project review written by Greg
Giles (Nov. 9). In the article, Mr. Giles correctly stated
that I was on stage during an impromptu audience par-
ticipation section but then went on to say about me,
"Rumor has it he had a horrible new wave band a while
back." This is simply not the case!

Dear Mr. Giles, what gives you the right to insult me on
the basis of totally unfounded rumor? If you heard me per-
form or knew people who had heard me you would most
certainly have the right to judge me. Your demeaning
reference to a "horrible new wave band" is pure fantasy
on your part, I assure you.

For your information I was voted number one jazz
guitarwt by the Massachusetts Music Educators Associa-
tion in 1978. 1 have attended Berklee College of Music as a
4.0 student and have played every major bar in Boston (in-
cluding a headlining performance at The Paradise
Theatre). I have never played in a new wave band! While
attending UMass I have played lead guitar for Tempest
(High energy Rock and Roll) and Sans Dargent (original
Jaa-Funk fusion). I have performed live on WMUA, on
WCOZ, and on Tufts radio. I have headlined at The Blue
Wall and performed at a number of parties around cam-
'pus.

In addition to this, I have been a professional gfuitar in-

^^™^«' for the past five years. I have worked very hard
to become a competent musician and it pains me to see you
tear me down without so much as hearing me play a note.
Get it together!

Ricky Berger
Southweat

Sports coverage questioned
To the Editor:

I am writing in regard to the artfcle by Bill Shea "Theta
Chi Rolls To 2nd Crown" (Nov. 6). It was a long, detailed
descnption of the men's intramural footbaH firtal heW
Thursday,

tJ^^ ^^ *'*® * women's final that day. It took place at
the same time, not more than a few yards away on an adja-
cent fieW. The only difference is the women's game didn't
f«ceive any coverage by the Collegian. As a matter of fact,
there waan't even a score printed.

I know I am not alone in feeling hurt and angry by this
particular incident of blatant sexism. The women wFk)
played took the game very aerioua^. It was important to

the members of both teams and it showed because it was a
very exciting and competitive game. It is upsetting to
know that they didn't receive the recognition they truly
deserved.

It is all too obvious what the priorities of the Collegian
sports staff are. Thirteen paragraphs for the men's game
as compared to the absence of even a score for the
women's is a bit ridiculous, to say the least. I hope in the
future you will find women's intramural sports worthy of
Collegian coverage.

Frances Troy
Amherst

Want to hear a sad story?
To the Editor:

Saturday I was one of about 300 people who watched
with pride the final regular season game of our number one
nationally ranked women's fieM hockey team. On Monday
I was disgusted to find that the CoUegian't sports page had
headlined the disgraceful k>ss oi the football team against
Boston College and virtually ignored the field hockey team
(Nov. 9).

A thirty point football loss t-jok preference over the
number one field hockey tetm in ihe nation?

rd like to know how the Collegian sports editor justifies
this act? rd define it as a damn shame second only to a bus
kiad of sports editors going over a cliff with one seat
empty.

It's too bad that the only people who will suffer from the
sports department's ineptitude will be the members of the
fidd hockey team, especially the seniors. The final artkle
dkin't even cover the second half of their game. They
certainly won't have to worry about running out ofroom in
their scrapbooks.

When I go home for Thanksgiving Til no doubt rec^ve a
lot of ribbing about what a sad story the UMas»-B.C.
football game was. And I'll reply: "You want to hear a sad
story? Let me tell you about our number one field hockey
team and our school newspaper who didn't even care.

MarybethMwpky
Ceatrd

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's ad-

dress and telephone number, whKh will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to

space limitations and the volume of mail, we regret we are
unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters are'

sufagect to editing for clarity and iei^.

Freedom fighters are a hard commodity to come by in
today's worid. But there is a group who is facing one of the
worlds most advanced armies and fighting them to a
sUlemate. Dl-equiped, outnumbered, and outgunned,
they are fighting a war that has gone largely unnoticed by
the West. These people are the Mujahedin "Holy
Warriors

"
the Afghan rebels who have turned the Soviet

excursion into Afghanistan into a nightmare for the 85,000
troops who are stationed there.

From out of the hills surrounding the capital city of
Kabul, they come under the cover of darkness. Armed
with captured Soviet weapons, homenuide Lee-Enfield
bolt-actbn rifles, or anything else that can be smuggled
mto the country, they atUck Soviet troops and in-
stallations. These ambushes inflict heavy casulities on
both sides. The Soviet Army and the rapidly thinning

Randolph T. Holhut

ranks of the Afghan Army control the majority of the
countryside surrounding Kabul, but the mountain regions
away from the city are firmly under rebel's control.

The Soviets have pulled out all stops against the
Mujahedin. Reports from refugees fleeing to nearby
Pakistan say that they have been using napalm and even
chemical warfare, against the rebels. HeUcopter gunships
and jet fighters pound the rebel encampments with rocket
and machine gun fire. Soviet armor has also been inflkting
heavy losses.

But despite all the firepower being thrown at them, the
rebels have been holding their own. The Soviets, thanks to
inept leadership, massive desertions from the Afghan
army, and their inabUity to fight a guerilla war, have
painted themselves into a corner that they can't easily jret
out of.

*

Both sides are having problems. The Soviet army has
long had a weakness for alcohol, and now they are starting
to enjoy the local smoke. Just like our boys in Vietnam,
there is rampant drug abuse among the occupatron force.'
Reports of soldiers selling their ammunition to get hashish
are not uncommon.

Soviet battle strategies are causing numerous soldiers to
die. One example is the way the Soviets react to am-
bushes. Their army relies heavily on armor, and once
under attack, they will not leave their vehicle. The road to
Kabul is littered with the burned out hulks of Soviet ar-
mor, victims of successful ambushes. The army that is
supposed to be helping them out, the Afghans, has
dwmdled from 70,000 soldiers when the Soviets invaded to
30,000 presently. Conscription of males between the ages
of 15 and 35 who have not already served has been inef-
fective in refilUng the ranks, for many of the conscripts do
their basic training, get their weapons issue, and then
desert to the rebel cause.

All is not well with the Mujahedin, either. Their main
problem, outside of equipment shorUges. is the lack of
unity and strong leadership. If they are not baUling the
Soviets, they are battling among each other for control.
They are a very diverse group. . ranging from Moslem
fundamentalists to former government tnx^s to aging
chieftains who have been fighting since they have been old
enough to carry a rifle. Unity is impossible to achieve,
which may be an advanUge since the Soviets can not strike
at one unified force.

America has been sUnding by. There has been covert
support in the form of smuggled American supplies, but
there has not been any formal endorsement of the rebel
cause, for fear of angering the Soviets, It is generally
conceded in the State Department that the Mujahedin
have no chance of winning.

The Mujahedin struggle is almost a replay of the Spanish
War of 1936-39. where the Nazis used the conflict as an
opportunity to tune up for World Wir II. The Soviets are
getting good practice in AfghanisUn for future conflicts,
but they are paying a high price with thousands of
casualities inflicted on their army of occupation.

The Mujahedin is a small rag tag band of fighters going
up against a enemy that they have no chance oflieating.
but fighting anyway because they believe in their cause.*
They are fighting against the forces of oppresswn that are
enslaving their nation

.

In a time when we arc .starved for heroes, I think we
have to k>ok no further than ihe vxaniple being set by the
Mujahedin. They have prove.! despite overwhelming
odds, that freedom is worth nfjhuiiK •>•

Ramdolpk T. Holkut is a Collegian rnlnmrngt.
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Stockman cites budget flaws

Thursday, November 12, 1981

WASHINGTON (AP) - David A. Stock-
man ducked reporters and closeted himself
with his aides yesterday as both he and
President Reagan remained silent about a
magazine article jn which the budget
director confided major doubts about the
administration's economic program.
The December issue of Atlantic Monthly

also quotes Stockman as criticising "sup-
plyside' economics, complaining about
"greed" and waste at the Defense
Department, confessing that Reagan could
not balance the budget, and assailing the
Ux cut bill approved by Congress.
Democrats jumped on the article as an

administration admission that its economic
policies are flawed. Republicans shrugged it
off as nothing more than some honest and
candid political observations.
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., D-

Mass.. said. "Mr. Stockman misled the
Congress and the American people as to the
consequences of the Reagan economk:
program ... His credibility and the

credibility of the program he supports are
in serious doubt," the sjjeaker said.

In one of the most controversial sections
of the article. Stockman describes the
"supply side

" tax cut embraced by Reagan
- and once espoused by Stockman himself
— as a disguised version of traditional
"trickle -down" economics favoring the
wealthy. It was. he said, a "Trojan horse"
with the real purpose of lowering income
tax rates for the rich.

Stockman, a key architect of Reagan's
program, has refused to comment on the
article. Advanced copies of the article
circulated in Washington on Tuesday.
Stockman's 35th birthday.

Edwin Dale. Stockman's spokesman, said
Tuesday that the article "creates an im-
pression that is wrong and grossly
misleading ... Although problems and
challenges remain. Mr. Stockman is con-
vince that the program set forward by the
president is sound and will work."

Opening Friday November 13 ot 5 pm
Lunch - Dinner - Cocktails

Basement - Thornes Market
(Main Entrance - the alleyway on Old South St.)

586-8878 Northampton, Mass.
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You are cordially invited to attend
an information session featuring
presentations by former PEACE
CORPS volunteers.

124 Draper Hall
Nov. 12. 7:30 p.m.

GO IN PEACE, JOIN THE PEACE
CORPS!

Q^RPS
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Tkc qRoup ThAT bRouqhr you 'Jesus ChaisT Superstar' - 5

'^ The UMas« Miicir- TlicA-rix: n..:i.,i "^The UMass Music TIieatre Guild

PRESENTS

SUGAR
Tlie MusicAl vERsioN of The cUssic JAck Lemon -

MARilyN Monroe - Towy CurtIs FilM 'Some LlltE It Hot'
TONIGHT, FRIDAY, ANd SATURdAy - 8 PM, ANd
NEXT ThuRs., FRi., Sat., NovEMbER 19, 20, 21

BowkeR AudiTORiuM, STockbRidqe HaU (ncar CC Bus Stop) ?
TickeTS - $J All STudeNTs, $4 GeNeRAl Public J

AvAiUbU AT BowkER Box OfficE OR AT ThE Guild *
Campus Center TaWe. For RESERVATioNs caU 545-078J. It
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Anytime
isa

DINNER

1 5399
I Izx±jdes Booanza's famous rib eye steak,
|cboice of pocato. and ail you can eat

] faiwlous Freshtastiks Salad Bar

Route 9, Hadley. MA

Have you
tried our new
Freshcastiki

salad bar for

lunch yet?

Over 60 different
itenut garden-6«flh fhun
and vegetables, plus condi-
ments and dressings w-Vres Oecen^o®'
You could "-Coupon

exP;^ ^^^
mne a .. ,er once duplicate
»« same saiad. There are oven-
fresh rolls and breads, too ... and
tempting desserts. The price?
Just what you'd expect from
Bonanaa . . . verrrry reasonable!

mhouiza.
^mEYE
DINNER

$399
Ind 5f Booama's famous rib eye steak,!
choice of potato, and ail you can eat at ourj
faix. .i^ FreshtastiiGS Saiod Bar!

Coupon expires December 24th
Rgrte^9>^HadIey. MA

Notice to Campus
Organizations: Hypercurricula
The Collegian provides

HYPERCURRICULA as a
public service, for the purpose
of pubhcizing meetings, events,
etc. held by University
organizatt'ons.

HYPERCURRICULA will be
published every Monday and
Thursday.

Announcements will be refus-
ed unless printed on the forms
provided in the Collegian
busmess office, and turned in by
3 p.m. on the Friday before the
week of publication.

No announcement will be
printed more than seven calen-
dar days prior to the event.
The Collegian will make every

effort to print all an-
nouncements. In the event that u.c..u.k i

there is insufficient room to print every an-
nouncement, announcements will be picked
at random.

HYPERECURRICULA forms may be
obtamed at the Collegian business office

'-*—1 -,— . '_^

* Lobbying fees
Continiwdfrom page 1

MASSPIRG, the Massachusetts Public Interest
Kesearch Group, was founded by UMass students in 1972
to promote pohtical research in the public interest," and
has since grown to include PIRG organizations in over 20
states. They receive a great deal of their funding from the
four state colleges mentioned previously, and also
Amherst College Hampshire College, Mount Holyoke Col-
lege, Bostori College, Tufts University, and Clark Univer-
sity. They also, according to Phelps, receive contributions
from oyer 15,000 contributing members around the statewho help to finance the organization. This money helps to
finance projects such as lobbying for the bottle bill
research into the problems of hazardous waste disposal'
solar energy research, and consumer issues

prod/tech, writing, acting, artwork. Earth
foods 7 p.m. Ifs not too late to join the
L.G.A.
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Thursday, Nov. 12 ^^^^^^^^l women's workshop

Schedule pamphlets for the Spring 1982
semester will be available on the Campus
Cen<Pr dmcourse only on Friday,
November 13 from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. (o^
as long as supply lasts). After that date
schedule pamphieis may be picked up at the
Schedule Office. 168 Whitmore.

^^™^AMERICAN WOMEN AGAINST

The Southwest Womens Center would
bke to invite all to come hear speaker Marta
lapia on November 12. 1981 at the South-

n?.^r^"' ^^"^^'- ^^^ ^'^ «P«ak from
3:45-4:45 on "Latin American Women
Against Our Health."

LAST GREAT AMERICANS MEETING

A Union
production,

meeting for

Mini workshop on "The Testing of
Contraceptives in Third World Countries

"

Speaker wUI be Marta Tapia from the
Everywoman's Center. Thursday. (11/12)
from 3:45 4:45 p.m.. at the Southwest
Woman s Center.

MEANING OF THE LAST DAYS

Fundamentalist views about the dawning
of the Age of Aquarius leave you cold?
Lecture and discussion about "The Last
Days" by a graduate of Unification
Theological Seminary: 12 noon. Thursday
Nov. 12th, CC 901.

I.E.E.E. GENERAL MEETING

A general meeting of all members of
I.E.E.E. All members should attend. New
members are always welcome. Speaker to
be announced. November 12, 1981, 7:30
p.m., Marston Hall. rm. 121.

COALITION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY MEETING

Prof. Lockwood will talk to the group
about environmental activism. "What one
person can do. " New members welcome
7:30 p.m., CC. 811.

SKI RACERS

Candidates for the UMass Men's and
Women's Varsity Ski Teams will have an
organizational meeting in Room 201
Holdsworth Hall on Thursday November 12
at 7:00 p.m.. and at that time and place
every Thursday until snow is available for
team try outs. Positions available for ex-
perienced racers.

Friday, Nov. 13

Video Center TV comedy
November 12th, general
all those interested in TV

* Haiti—
Continued from page 5

Administration has violated international law in setUnjf up
its kangaroo courts" at sea. Moreover, it has proposed a
major revision of immigration law which would permit
detention of refugees in special camps exempt from most
environmental codes. In addition, the Administration's
plan seeks to severely limit the role of Federal courts in
reviewing decisions made by the ImmigraUon and
NaturaUzation Service on deportations and the granting of
political asylum. **

Such emergency measures are a clear affront to human
dignity and a violation of due process. They betray an
absence of compassion and one can only hope that the
proposals will be drastically revamped before beine
enacted into law.

^

Yet it is clear that the problem of an unending exodus of
refugees from Haiti and other tyrannies wiU not disappear
What. the. can be done in order to assure that those who
are lleeing political repression are treated fairly?

In my view the answer requires creating a board which
would monitor and review applications for political asylum
Such a board could be created with the active participation

SHABBAT SERVICES

Shabbat Services will be held. All are
welcome. It will be held in Dukes room
310 Student Union on Friday, November
13 at 7 p.m.

SSi:

of human rights and humanitarian organizations. The body
could serve as a kind of an appeals board, charged with the
responsibility of reviewing the often caUous and
legalistically minded decisions of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service.

The functioning of such an independent entity and the
broadening of the concept of a "political " refugee to include
those who flee both right-wing and left-wing dictatorships
would serve to make clear the basis of our nation's policies
concerning refugees.

It would make clear to the people of Haiti and other
dictatorships that if they can demonstrate convincingly
that they are fleeing political oppression and not merely
«jeking to better their economic lot. then the United
States remains a place of asylum, a sanctuary.

In the absence of such a clear-cut policy, which
realistically acknowledges that the United States cannot
open Its doors to everyone who seeks to escape Third
World poverty, we will be unable to prevent other
catastrophes which so dishonor the soil of a country
founded by refugees and immigrants.

PC-1211 Our Low Price

Reservable key and definable
key systems

• I he rpsprvdbl«- key system m.ikp<, it povsi
hie to revrve a key for a fumtion or
rommand whirh is used frequenlly It can
easily be recalleH by the touf h of a key.
when ()ultinK iti h (ormula either during
manual (alrulation or proKramminK

• The definable key system defines 18
programs for ea( h key Whenever you
need a certain pronram you ran recall
and run it with th<. Khk h of the |)rf)(».r

key

Other features

•I onu htp o()eration Auto power oft

fun< lion

•Plavhark lum tion enables correction
bv displ^vinK the lorrrniU with a sin«le

toijc h of a key

• I ttf( live lone tunc tion is desi>>ned to
identify the (ironram (A beep sound
ran he infuil dorini' proijramminK I

Pocket Computer

Adoption of BASIC language

For programming, the PC 1211 employs the

BASIC language, used widely from begin

ners to professionals This simple program-

ming methcxf can easily be carried out by

referring to the flow (hart Moreover,

formulas tan he enleri»d as they are

normally written Tfiese innovative tunc

tions are designed with ease of operation in

mind
The PC 1211 also serves as an ideal step-

ping stone" to professional computers

Dot matrix display — up to

24 digits witii rolling writer

Characters as well as numerals are

displayed with the dot matrix display enabi

ing the o()erator in a sense, to com
municafe with the unit The BASIC
language can be used to its lull potential

The display panel makes it possible to

display portions of the program (line by

linel visual instructions asking for data and

showing calculation results

The pocket computer which has a whole
' new range of potential

CE-122
.r-^

o^^Optional Printer/Cassette Interface for PC-1211.

The CE-1 22 prints out programs and calculations

and provides cassette interface.

Smooth key operation with typewriter Program capacity 1424 steps •

key arrangement 26 memories with memory safe guard

\,0>N
p(\ce

The P( K'11 eni()l(ns a key arrangement
•imilar to that of a tv|)ewriter Thus the

neat < lean a()|>earini; keyboard c an Ik-

o|)eraled easily and riuiikly

Tfie PC 1211 has a large mi-mory c apacity

in spite ol Its slim tom()acl body Due
to the memory safe yuard < ircuit informa
tion m memory is maintained even alter

the Dowei is tiiinecl oil

Programming is by an eltic lent one
( omm.Mid one step system According to

ycKir needs steps can also («• iisiil as a

memory
(8 slejis IS eciiiivalent to 1 memo(%|

the
University Stare

Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

Open M-F9-5 Sat 11-4

Kt«ti*vfjr*
^^muH - ...^,inn»lt'tvit3-*'t'mtit»

'V»<^\«iVk'VS'
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Friday, Nov. 13
Sean Sands, brother of IRA hunger

striker and Member of ParUament Bobby
Sands, will be speaking in Mahar
Auditorium. Sands wiU be addressing the
question. "Can there be peace in Northern
Ireland?"

The program wUl begin with a short
slide show taken this summer in Northern
Ireland.

There will be a press conference at 6
p.m. in room 162 of the Campus Center,
and a reception in the same rooni
following Sands' speech.

This program is being sponsored by the
Radical Student Union. For further in-
formation, please call 545-0677.

m INTERNATIONAL PARTY

The International Student's
Association wUl present an International
Disco. Friday. November 13from9 2a.m
m the Hatch. The cost is $1.50, for the
best in Funk, Reggae, Salsa, New Wave,
More/

mm Thursday, Noygmber 12, 1981

Anytime

Anytime

FRENCH CLUB - 1.

French croissants and hot

cafe sold everv morning.
8:30-12:00, Herter Hall. 3rd
floor lobby. 2. Wine-n-
cheese conversation
"hour," every Wednesday
12:30-2:30, Herter Hall. 3r(i

floor lobby. Both events co-

sponsored by the Italian

Club.

FRENCH CLUB
MEETINGS - Meetings
are held every Tuesday
afternoon, in Herter Hall,

3rd floor lobby, at 4:00 p.m.

PORTRAITS BY
JUDITH SPACK.^ - From
Nov. 8-20. in tlw Student
Union Gallery, t'-re is a
display of large labric col-

lages of the artists family

and friends, a pictorial nar-

rative character study. Also
displayed are "The Court-
ship of the Blue Lead
Flower." in linoleum print,

oil paintings, and facial

studies in f)encil.

SPECTRUM SUBMIS-
SIONS - Our submissions

drive has officially l>egun!

Poetry and all types of pro-

se should be t>T)ed, double-

spaced, w/ author's name &
phone numl)er. Visuals may
be submitted in person at

our office. Written deadline
- Nov. 20; Visuals - Dec.

11. Don't delay — we need
your work! CC 104.

Start
every day
refreshed!

Th« Collegian

HOUSING EMERGENCY
VOLUNTEERS, The Amherst Task Force
on emergency shelter needs student
volunteers to be on call occasionally t<j

supervise overnight shelter for homeless
individuals and families. Minimal training,
small time commitment. Contact Chaplain
Sahey at UCF, 545-2661.

DARSELOTTI'S |

THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL I

Downtown Amherst IDowntown Amherst =

$1.00 off on any name Pitcher of Beer
[

with this coupon
DON'T FORGET OUR ALL NEW FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR

MORE FOOD THAN EVER !

LENX/IS K .

^'
t

Z^--^

Something For Everyone from

the University Store

frA 5.98
SL °'''g'nal price

15.95

--:—^'*—

/,-.

Alice , *ov»nnj(« in MDndcrHna • r^woug^ m* lotKong Gloss
'fi* Munnng ot me Snoili o- i SeiecttO Short vwwks

3.98
original price

13.95

V

JOSEnHELia

SPHINX

3.98
original price

10.95

A NOVEL BY THF AUTHOR OF EYE OF THE NEEDLE

KEN FOLLETT

ROBIN COOK
A NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OFCOMA

3.98
original price

10.95

Hundreds of other sale books
available on special tables

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

the University Store

ruzy mrustvnail.^
Tonight

_
Friday. Nov. 13 • Saturday, Nov. 14 Monday, Nov. 16

Elvin Pousette-Dart ELEVATORS Go-Go's
Bishop Band with the Blasters

Thursday, November 12, 1981

Remember...
When patronizing
our advertisers,

make sure to tell them
that you saw
their ads
in the Collegian.

Jlenoemntfnns'e
Nennimpian, Miii.

Gala Benefit Showing, Friday, Nov 13 Only
One Perfofmance at 8:00 pm

(to benefit Academy Stage Lighting Fund)

Coli^gian 17

aictl CicHt

CHILDREN
of

PARADISE
lff( ffifMtl tfi ^iri^ii

ChiMrea Of ParadUc
t«« E.ifaBta Da ParadU
'"• •"i*tkiM. WMMI iwrMoci ol Mu
c^ twwv'. WM«ffp4OT«. um€tm til.
Ikw* of i.c«of .nrf iH*m» who Bmk)
l» P.rl. tfuftaf "« l»30. II I. a
•yll.ii ll»ti.,MI •Ml aaivn.

,
•aoanial cta«nMc itmi. h I. tndf thi

I Gm WHii Th. IVInl ^ r„„rl, fl.»
I m»

I
Mad. <kn1na llx Hn.1 day, ^ ,h, Nmtl

1 orcupaOon. H I. a inwnp«i o4 th.
I hmo» tftn fhai »a. ihaplayml k.
I f lancvM TmHaM f TW LaM Mm
I Slarrtng AfWvtv. PWtt. _ _
1 JMIrUU RanuiJi Frmch M<h [
I «II.*| «|6-IMW« FiMT* 194^

H'l.»4HI'IJH.'migEIII

IfllllCr limcS IWillerH^ Life

Poor Richards
DANCE CLUB

DISCO • TOD 40 • BOCK Route9 Amherst
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665 4937

TBI

EVERY THURSDAY

/so s

Friday & Saturday

2
FOR
1

25c Drafts 75c Drinks with Guest D.J. AL VARELAS 8-10 pm
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clouds
Clyde Criner

Horace Arnold-Alex FosterCalvin HillKevin McNeilBrubbi Taylor

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12 , 1981
9 00PM Admission- S2.00
Blue Wall. Campus Center

UMass Amherst
PfP,«Mi|,.fi hy the Duho tllington C<.mmMl..p ..nrt IJt'C Pr. ,()u< HmHs

• ' ' ' I
•• H ^' S> k 1.,... i . „,, . , ,., ,

Thursday, November 12, 1981

CollcifUii photos bv Jim Waldron

OUT OF THE BLUE
— Captain Paul Swen-
son (right) coordinates
the activities of fifty

Bay State Rangers. The
grroup underwent com-
bat training last Satur-
day in North Amherst.
Transport was provided
by The Air^ National
Guard statfoned at
Westover Air Force
Base in Chicopee.

Collegian i9

uityounseifl
NOW'SAVE 20%

on SPEEDO;;^^
Sf/per swimsults
and accessories,
(New '82 models
now In stocklj

We carry
a complete line of
speedo products
all year round.

I E. Pleasant St.
Amherst

15 State St.
Northampton

NktM
Sale runs through Nov. 21,

NEED MONEY?
SUCCESSFULLY START AND OPERATE YOUR

OWN BUSINESS WHILE IN SCHOOL!
Attend the one-day "Spare-Time Income" Seminar on SaturdayNovember 14th, at the UMASS/AMHERST Campus Center Earn

irst'hrnn'f^' ""T
'°"'^' ''''' ''''

• -^^Vbe each month!! Leanfirst-hand from the expert Vilnis A. Ezorins, Jr., one of America'smost successful young businessmen.
Mmenca s

- How to create a highly profitable business which you can operate

I.'InHpnt
''''' '''""' ''^'" '' ^^h°°'-with 25 specific examj!les ofstudent-run prosperous enterprises.

• How to begin without capital if necessary
• How to find free help.

• How to avoid the pitfalls that often spell disaster
• The step-by step details you need to follow to launch your ownmoney-making venture.
• How to advertise - sometimes at no cost

'
l.tZllT^'T^

^°"' ''""^ ^""^ y°^' 9^°^'"9 '"^0"^e - and suceed
ai scnooi and business!

• And much, much, much more.

INVEST SIX HOURS AND CHANGE YOUR LIFE!!!

Tuition for the complete six-hour seminar is only $75 ($35 withstudent i.d.) and includes a seminar workbook. To pre-register for areserved space, phone toll-free 1-800-344-7377- or you rSayregister just prior to the workshop by arriving thirty minutes early

to ' ronf.fiT'M "' ^'^ ^^°^ ^^ ^^^^- ^oney order (made payableto Conference Management Association"). MasterchargeorVisa.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14TH
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. (noon to 1 :30 p.m. lunch break)

UMASS/AMHERST CAMPUS CENTER - Room 163

For Instant WORKSHOP RESERVATIONS
Call Without Charge:

o, r ,,^-800-344-7377 (from 1 2 noon to 9 p.m.)Or, Call Collect: (617) 533-4378 (from 8 a.m. To 9 p.m.)

':/-.<^v^'

HATS, GLOVES,
SOCKS « SCflRUES

save

Thermal Tops & Bottoms

... A/t Sizes and Colors!

"^Feather Mittens,..$9

(

:W>^^:<:J<A:::;:::;X::;<r::;Kv»::>:;:;

^^ A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amhersf /Open 10-6. Moa-Sat
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Co*leg«n Off.ce CC 1 13 • 8 45 3 45 Monday Fr.day • Deadhne .s 3:45 two days pnor to publication day

-^sh in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREF

A DISC JOCKCY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

AUDIO

STUDENTS: Quality loudspeakers from
Burhoe Acoustics at FANTASTIC PRICES!
No gimmicks. Call PETER BURHOE
546-7127

Sterao Pair OHM L Speakers Kenwood
4070 Receiver, Hitachi 320 Turntable
Hitachi D-220 Cassette Tapedeck. Selling
either seperately or as a system. 546-9151

AIWA CSJI FM STEREO CASSETTE
RECORDER Two months old with warrar
ty and numerous accessories $230. firr

546-4393 after 4:30

AUTO FOR SALE

70 Oldsmobile Cutlass excellent condition
$675 253 5943

1971 Chevy Townsman snow tires includ
ed, good running condition $150 549-4044

72 VW Beetle low mi. only $1,350.00 70
Cry Newport only $400. call Alex please
549-5347

New 81 Rabbit Sport fuel injection only
1200 miles, call 253-9455

74 Ford Gran Torino 4 dr, PB, PS, reg gas,
great engine, good body, $300 stereo,
many new parts. $1600 or BRO 546-6244

73 Subaru for parts, tires 549 5505

BELLYGRAMS!!

Delivered by experienced bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
549-1175

COCAINE

Enjoy the finest powder in New
England - Ski Mt. Snow. Special College
Party weeks available for intersess'on. Low
rates high times. Call Dave 549-6802 for
details.

DO IT!!

January Graduates: Have your senior
portrait taken - Do it now 545-2874

DRUMMERS
DRUMMER WANTED for Heavy Metal
Band. We have equipment and connec-
tions. 256-8573

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Tape Decks, Stereos
& Car Stereos. Sound in Motion 266 No.
Pleasant St, Amherst behind Silverscape
Designs 253 9341

FOR SALE

GIFT IDEA: Portrait

Delap, 665-2972
Drawings. Dennis*

Selling Mark-V Kayak. New best offer.
Adjustable footbraces. 253 9304.

FOR RENT

Single room office near campus $150 in

eluding utilities D.H. Jones Real Estate
5493700

Sensory Isolation Tank available for rent.
584-1627, evenings.

FREE RENT - after Dec. 7 for responsible
female in exchange for sitting 9 yr old while
mother works nites 617 747 0070 or
546-6398 - leave message

1975 Suzuki GT-390 FULLY assesed 12000
mi. very good condition $650 call Rick
549-1867

Skiis 190 Spaulding epoxy, half season
old $65 253-5943

TYPEWRITER SMITH CORONA
MANUAL Portable, good condition, call

5464539

1972 VW Microbus good condition $1200
or BO call John 253-7430 good gas mileage

Fender Stratocaster $400 665-2241 eves.
Korg 770 Synthesizer - 2 ocillators,
envelope, 8 octave range, many more
features. $400. 546-5976

ROLLING STONES
last chance folks

TICKETS 253-5937

FOUND

Found small friendly black male kitten in

Boyden Gym Parking Lot, on 11-8. Call
617-544-7670 evenings

Found CC bathroom BA21 ring with
black stone. If you lost it, call Julie
253-5707

HELP WANTED
Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Bus Driver-Trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will be accepting applications for our
training program to run thru intersession.
Qualifications include a clean driving record
of 3 years and a committment to work for 1

year apply Monday Eve Nov 2, 1981 at 7 PM
CAmpus Ctr Room 905-9

The COLLEGIAN is looking for an
associate News Editor. Interested UMass
students with writing experience and
knowledge of newspapers should apply by
Nov 1 1 to Ed Levine in the Collegian Office,
113 Campus Center.

Information on Alaskan and Overseas
jobs $20,000 to $50,000 per year possible
call (602) 941 8014 Dept. 6501

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500 - $1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MAI, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

HIEROGLYPICS?

Is this what your notes look like? Come
to the Student Note Service. Lecture notes
available for many courses. Room 401 Stu
dent Union BIdg (top floor)

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNS
WANTED

Legal Services Office has 8 positions
available for full-time Legal Assistant In-
terns for Spring 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Legal Assistants aid at-
torneys of the Legal Sen/ices Office with
client interviewing, investigations, legal
research, negotiations, giving advice and
referals, preparation of court forms, atten-
dance at hearings in District and Superior
Courts of Hampshire, Franklin & Hampden
counties, and participation in administrative
hearings and Federal litigation. Legal
Assistants maintain continuing caseload
under supervision of attorneys. For advice
on arranging an internship and credit, con-
tact Office of Internships, Curry Hicks
Building. For further information, contact
Legal Services Office, 922 Campus Center.
Applications due Friday, November 20, at
Office of Internships. Writing sample re-
quired.

UMass Favorite Pizza'

SUPERIOR PIZZERIA

NEXT TO THE
NORTH AMHERST
POST OFFICE

10 & 16 INCH PIZZAS
ALL COMBINATIONS • LARGE & SMALL
DAILY 11 AM TILL ?

HOT OVIN GtiNOERS
STIAK GRINOfRS

SPACMETTI . LASAGNA RAVIOLI
MANICOTTI - STUFFED SHELLS

GREEK SALAD

<^ FAST. FREE DELIVERY
Starting at 5:00 pm
Sundays at 2:00 pm

Drivers Wanted - Must have own car

Caff 549-0626
17 B MONTAGUE RD.. AMHERST

LOST

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked ^

11/2 Woman's Gold Signet Ring
identify inscriptions. Reward if found.
&-8256

can
Call

You loved Just Friends of 1923 - Peter
Niemczura has done it again! See the world
premiere of his new musical comedy,
STEREOPTICON, at the Red Bam, Hamp-
shire College, November 12, 13, 14 19 20
21, It 8:15 p.m. Tickets: $2.00 ' ' '

ROOMMATE WANTED

Monday on windowseat in SUB pair of
leather gloves w/knit string backs. Beat up
but much loved. Reward? Call Tracy
256-6870

PARADOX

PARADOX BAND ready for hire. Benetar,
Pretenders, Who, Beatles. Check it out!
Call Ted 549-6884 or Steve 665-7754

PERSONALS

UMASS SKI CLUB
430A Student Union M-F 11-3:30

10th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH NOV 18-21

10th ANNUAL BUSH BASH JAN 24-29

Don't miss: Bruce Lee in "Fists of Fury"
Thursday, Nov. 12 at 7, 9, 11 CCA, $1

To the tall, blond guy who's caught my
eye in Franklin, the Pub and SBA. . .will we
ever meet?. . .the brunette

Paula Linda £r Cathy, Thank you for youi
kindness & understanding over the past
few weeks. Love Nancy

Dear Bergface Happy Friday the 13th.
May we have many more. Love and
breakfast - The Beak

MASSACHUSETTS SECRETARY OF
STATE MICHAEL JOSEPH CONNOLLY
Invites the UMass Community to a recep-
tion today, Thursday November 12, Room
1101, Campus Center, 3:30 pm to discuss
politics and government. Refreshments
served.

Performers wanted for Pierpont Cof-
feehouse Sunay Nov 15, 8 pm. Very infor-

mal. Anyone may perform. If interested
please contact Betsy or Kathy 417 Pierpont
tel. 6-5267 as soon as possible.

Hey Nancy G. Tom O. sends his undying
love chuckle!

Alicia C. Happy Birthday you lousy room-
mate. Have a good 19th, Love Cris

Burger King 21 If you have the Jack of
Spades or the King of Hearts, call 586-3435
to split big money. I have the Aces
Dave Thanks for the party Yippee Loll

Is your act hard to follow? If so, play in
the Dwight Coffeehouse. For more info
call Kelly, 6-5599

The Battle is Coming!!! Saturday
November 14 Hampden, Southwest

COMA IS COMING! Coma is cominqi Fri

Nov. 13th

Roommate(s). male/female to share
Brittany Manor apartment. Smitty 256-6379

1 bedroom in Brandywine avail in Jan.
for Spring. Call 549-4848 after 5:30

Roomie needed for Spring. Own furnish-
ed room in Townehouse. Call 549-2638

One bedroom in two bedroom apt on
bus route. Excellent location. 145 +
utilities. Weatherproof. 665-4211 Available
January 1st

SERVICES
~

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Research Consulting and Statistical

Computing by Ph.D. psychologist.
Reasonable rates, guaranteed accuracy.
253-5262 or 253-7374

Typing 4c a line. Some overnite service.

Call at 549-4595

STONES TICKETS

Two Rolling Stones Tickets for Nov. 9 in

Hartford - Best Offer. Call 6-6433 or 6-6353

Stones Tix Syracuse Best offer. 549-5821

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and trucfc

parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel

584-2832

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2

Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Night of the Living Dead - TONIGHT!
Shown at 9:00 and 1 1 :00 Mahar Aud only a
dollar!

Deano, Happy 21! I love you more than
ever! You mean everything to me. Love,
Kellie-Lynn

Miss Laurie F. Thanks for the awesome
cup of coffee, but I've gots lots of dirty
laundry and. . .The Sylvan Moral Majority

I love you Cathy
Sincerely yours
young man
"Ohm Shanti"

2 or 3 bedroom apartment preferably for
Dec br Jan but will take sooner. Call

253-7221 or 253-3534

Two bedroom apt on bus route Colonial
Village? Squire Village? Could occupy
anytime after Nov. Please call Jodi at
253-9818 after 11:00 PM or leave message!

TO SUBLET

Room in Amherst Ctr walk to campus,
available 11/16 call 253-5047

Apt. for Spring semester start Jan
256-8279

One bedroom apt in Puffton Village
available Jan 1 $250 549-0819

2 bedroom apt in Colonial Village for

Jan. 280 monthly 256 6048

TRAVEL

For Sale: One way plane ticket Boston to
Chicago or Boise, Idaho. Must be used by
Nov. 19 546-6708

TYPING
;;;;^2zzn::^^z;:zi:;^:r^3izzimz:^r^^ '

FREE-LANCE TYPING and resume
writing. Top skills, reasonable rates.

GOVERNORS PROGRAM GOUNGIL
ANd ThE UMASS ARTS GOUNGIL

PRESENT

Actor ROB INGLIS in a

sola dRAMATIZATION oF J.R.R.

men's
nnej|ordi''«'jqp^

SuNdAy, Nov. 1 ;tIi 8:00 PM
UMass STudcNT Union BaUroom

TickcTS $2 UMass STudcNTs, $J aU otIicrs

TickcTS AVAiUbU at TIX
A TJitATRJcAl CdEbRATJoN of Titt TolkciN TrIIo
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE
by M. Joyce ,7 *^^

ACROSS
1 Track condition

5 Mulligan and Irish

10 TicKer

14 A way to say no
15 End
16 Phone code
17 Wither
18 Carrot family herb
19 Fibber

20 Spared from a
knocKout

23 Elk's relative

24 Pitchers Stat

25 Certain rules

29 Extract

34 Observe 40
Across

37 • to Billy Joe
38 Pitcher s pitch
39 Reproach
40 Belle, informal

style

42 Lady in The Thin
Man "

43 Unravel

45 Appia
46 Large, rounded

mass
47 Sixth or horse
48 Hems and haws
50 Commotion

52 Theda Bara was
one

55 Cinderella

for one
62 Cut off

63 Worship
64 American Indian
65 It's square for

boxing
66 Certain class
67 Legal claim
68 Cheers for Mano

lete

69 Worked on loafers
70 Young thing

DOWN
1 Bustle

2 Onward
3 Gracious
4 1 30 at sea
5 Thick slice

6 Size description
7 Issue

8 Best

9 Bovine
10 Tall story

1

1

Seed covering

12 Pinging

' sound
13 Lend an
21 BoriM

22 Cry

26 Run
27 Lemon or orange
28 Spin a web
30 Strikes home
31 Matinee
32 Pianist or Roman
33 Bag of a sort

34 Galena and baux-
ite

35 Bestowed
36 Heavenly beast
38 Dance of the 30s
41 El

44 Menu offering

48 Bewitch
49 She was first

51 Some agreements
53 First name m

opera
54 Ballet movements
55 Court surety
56 Sea bird

57 First games of a

rubt)er

58 Hen, for one
59 Home, to some
60 Milieu for 9 Down
61 Shutterbug's

need
62 One who's paid to

play

49

I
1
61

57 53 54

64

I 67

I 70

Please recycle this Collegian

D.C. MENU
LUNCH
Ham Grinder, Broccoli and
Cauliflower Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel Pocket Sandwich,
Broccoli and Cauliflower
Casserole

DINNER
Cheese Lasagna with
Tomato Sauce,
Knock wurst/Sauerkraut,
Fruit Plate with Banana
Bread

BASICS DINNER
Vegetable Squares, Cheese
Lasagna with Tomato
Sauce

cia EsaoQ

Weather

Sunny both today and
tomorrow. High Thursday
40 to 45. High Friday 50 to
55. Clear and cold tonight.
Low from the teens in the
Berkshires, to the low 30s
at the shore.

Union Video Center
Thurs.
10:00 a.m. Public Service Announcements
1 1 .00 a.m. Phil Donahue Show
12.00 p.m. Max Roach Concert
1:00 p.m. Paul Simon and Friends

Read the next other voice

November 19th.

^a>^KE CREAM '^!m>
Homemade Ice Cream Emporium

l^^^THAMPTON- Mail) fifMajcMiic- AMHERST -BoItvTOod \felk

FabukNis Baked Goods ' Breakfast
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ToiitAblow
Singing his own special sonqScABOut love &'

NORTH c^MERIQAfi LIFE

Christian
ON TOUR
With Diane Undsqy
Cetebrathg HerNewAtxm
TURTOfNGrrON/ER

with special guest
ELIZABETH
GOTTEN

Friday, November 13 at 8 pm
J M Greene Hall, Smith College

Tickets: $5. ($6. at the door) general,

$7. contributing, $9. supporting

available at: Amherst:
For the Record, Food for Thought

Northampton:
Womonfyre Books, Downtown Sounds, Country Comfort

for more information call 584-2637

hall is wheelchair accessible, restrooms are not

B.U. pres. says school is no
excuse for avoiding draft
BOSTON (AP) - Boston University

President John R. SiJber yesterday urged
Americans to never again fight an un-
declared war such as Vietnam.

Siiber made the statement at a Veterans'
Day ceremony, also attended by Gov
Edward J. King, in the HaU of Flags at the
Massachusetts Statehouse.
He also said this country should never

again allow young people to avoid military
service in war by remaining in school.

"I say this as a university president,
conscious that the educational deferment,
intended as a substantial benefit for higher
education, in fact demoralized our students
and imposed an unacceptable cost on our
society."

Veteran's groups around the state held
parades and ceremonies in tribute to the
men and women who served during war
lime. In Boston, King lopped a list of
dignataries reviewing a parade that ended
at Boston Common.

At the Hall of Flags ceremony, Siiber
said those who fought in Vietnam were the
"first American veterans not to have been
welcomed home as heroes. If a cause is

worth sending miUions of Americans to
fight for, then it is worth placing the
resources and support of the country
unreservedly behind thorn." Siiber said.

State Sen. Joseph B. Walsh, D-Boston,
attending his third Veterans' Day parade,
said the complexion of veterans groups was
changing as World I and II vets die and
Vietnam vets join the organizations.

"I went to 50 wakes alone last year, just
from my post," said Walsh, a member of the
Dorchester Lower Mills Veterans of
Foreign Wars (VFW) Post 8699. He said the
average age of World War Il-era members
was approximately 62.

Walsh also said his post is headed by its
third Vietnam -era commander.
Among those on the reviewing stand in

Boston was John Swift, state adjutant for
the American Legion.

VPirH !»!... C 4-I1- • ... t"llfKi,n photo b> Tfrri B*ll«fioreNfcIGH - John Santilli, a senior Animal Science major, trains one ofhis foals. Jamboree, as part of his independent study this sememster.

•HATIKSCRAFT

VAPORIZER
One gallon capacity

[ 1.00

Hr^-^vteveiz^... 795
Cool \/Am2£R,., 12.79

COMPARE OUR PRICES!

COLLEG
DWG
9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Set./ 9-3 Sun.

4 MAM STRKT AMHERST. Phone 253-2523

U.S. called best bet

against Soviet attack
LONDON (AP) - Even though the United States has

he ^^'•'d
f
Wth-«argest standing army, it "forms the major

lorce m NATO and there i.s no doubt that it is the chief
defense against Soviet aggression anywhere in the world

"

says a new military handbook issued today.
In equipment - with the exception of tanks - "it is safe

to say that U.S. designs are ahead of their Soviet con
temporaries, and sometimes very far ahead, though the
gap IS closing as budget restrictions have hampered
research and development and closed government ar-
senals, the handbook said.

The pocket sized reference book, put out by Jane's
Publishing Co. Ltd. of London, is called Armies of the
World. It hsts the world's four largest standing armies as
those of China, the Soviet Union, Vietnam and India
The illustrated book, published at $n.30 gives U SArmy strength at 750.800 plus 534,000 reserves It was

compiled by retired British Army Col. John Weeks who is
also editor of Janes Infantry Weapons.

"The (U.S.) Army has'survived a very difficult 10 years
in which It has all but lost a major war (Vietnam) and has
changed from a conscript lo a volunteer force," the han
(il)ooksays.

"It is still wrestling with many problems, not the least
bemg mouvalion and efficiency, but a major one is man-
power. This has led to a number of alterations, including
the mlroduclion of a subsianlial proportion of women in
non-combatant tasks. The full effects of these changes
have yet to be felt. .

."
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H/iisiGAn ONe
Thursdoy November 12

- Fountain Head

I*

cover J
2 for i dfinks till iliOO ta.OO *
Fridoy, November 10 X

Hoppy Hour till 10:00 t
MAX CREEK S3.00 cover J

Soturdoy, November 14

DISCO with Eric Drownlee
Wrst drink free till 10:00

Sunday, November 15

Cosmic Wimpout Tournomont
with Martian Highway

Schnapps Nite - shots .90c

Up-Coming Up-Coming Up-Coming

Nov 19
Robert Hunter

from th» firoteful Deod "^

Nov. 20 The Fools
Rt 9 Amherst/Hodley Line 250-2280

Ffidoy end Soturdoy open till 2.00 AM
r********

^^

Thursday
Nite Special

Schnapps G
A Little Rock

95c

Three 7 oz. Rocks

$1.15

The Gfeat Ski Snatch
Nov. 18 - 21 at the S.U.D.
Mondotory Meeting Tonight
... Jpf <l" workers 7:30

CAREFREE BAGS fmm Ciao!

Located in the Campus Center ^ \^ ^^}{S^^

OPEN M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4
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Mayer Profile
By KENNETH ROLT
Ck)llegian Staff

The four minute mile has been somewhat
of an enigma in New England collegiate
track and field. While the world record has
been brought down to 3:47.33 this year,
and the collegiate record to 3:50.34, no one
from a New England college or university
has ever run under four minutes for the
mile. Paul Beaulieu is hoping that he will be
the first to do it.

"No one in New England has ever done
it," said Beaulieu, the University of
Massachusetts top middle distance runner.
"People are too afraid of four minutes."
A good look at the history of the event in

New England reveals that it wasn't until

January, 1980 that a sub-four mile was run
on New England soil, that being a 3:57.4 ef-

fort by former Villanova star Mark Belger,
at Harvard University's indoor oval. The
barrier has never been broken outdoors in
New England in a mile race, although a few

have been oh-so-close.

Beaulieu, senior from Granby, has a lot

going for him this year, that he hasn't had
in the past.

"He's the kind of a person with a very
checkered past," said UMass men's cross
country and track coach Ken O'Brien.
Beaulieu traded between injuries and suc-
cess throughout his career, both at UMass
and in high school.

"Last year was Paul's first year without
major problems," added O'Brien. "This
fall, he's had the best training ever."
Beaulieu points out that his 4:04 effort

came off of limited training in the fall, "I
was out of shape last fall. I'm way ahead of
last year. I run a lot better with lots of
mileage under my belt."

Having eschewed the injuries, the 5'6',

120 lb. miler can look forward to the super
fast tracks at Harvard and at Boston
University. The 200 meter tracks at both
these schools have produced, arguably, the.
fastest performances in the world since

their inception, in high school, college, and
amateur circles.

"My favorite season is indoor track, by
for," commented Beaulieu. "I love the
crowds, they're right on top of you."
Not only will the close proximity of the

fans help a record effort, but also the other
potential collegiate milers in New England.
Jeff Cullinane, a perennial foe of Beaulieu 's

is back, as are Geoff Smith and teammate
Steve Binns from Providence College
(Binns is reputed to have run 3:55 already);
Adam Dixon of Harvard, a 4:03 performer
and American and collegiate record holder
in the indoor 1000 meter run; and Troy Bill-

ings of BU, an 8:37 two miler.
With all those factors, the question is no

longer when the record will be broken, the
question is who will do it.

"I want to break four (minutes) for the
mile this year. That's definitely my goal,"
said Beaulieu. "I'll have to run an even pac-
ed race."

"He's had great mile performances off
an injury prone career," adds O'Brien. "He
is very enthusiastic and has great mental
tenacity. He never doubts his ability. He
runs knowing that he's a winner
everytime."

PAUL BEAULIEU
Collegiu ni« phvto
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The UMass Sport Parachute Club will hold a First
Jump Course tonight in Campus Center rm. 805 at 7 p.m
Bring a UMass ID card and $85 to assure a spot.

•=•••••••••••••••.•.•••.•.•• ..>.
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By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

This Saturday will be the most telling day for the
Yankee football Conference in years as the chances for a
league title and the automatic national Division I-AA
playoff bid that goes along with the league title this year,
will be based on the outcome of two games.
Things could be explained fairly simply if the University

of Massachusetts football Minutemen beat the University
of New Hampshire Saturday in Durham. N.H. and the
University of Rhode Island defeated the University of
Connecticut in Kingstone R.I. If this chain of events oc
cured, then URI and UMass would be tied for the YC title
with identical 4-1 league records. However, since the
Rams topped the Minutemen. 16-10. in head-to-head
competition, URI would take the crown outright.

UMass Minutemen?

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

One sports cliche that always seems to pop up, flaunting
Its immortality, is the so-called "big game." The big game
seems to reach its peak at the lower levels of competition,
such as in high school, where every game on the limited
schedules are deemed big games. In the collegiate ranks,
the term does not have as much impact as there are too
many variegated levels within this partition. Bigtime col-
lege, small schools and medium level competiton, like the
type we find here at the University of Massachusetts, are
some of the different bodies of existence.
The UM Minutemen are smack in the middle of the na-

tional competition structure. They are not too big and
they're certainly not that small. There are really not too
many opportunities in the Massachusetts scheduling
framework to label one ^me or another as "big." The UM
victory over the University of Connecticut two weeks ago
in Storrs (29-24) was arguably the "biggest" Minutemen
win in three years, going back to the 1978, 45-21, UM
blasting of the University of Nevada Reno in the Division
I-AA semifinal playoffs, a win which propelled the boys
from Amherst into the championship title game (they lost
35-28 to Florida A&M). The win over UConn gave the
Minutemen a chance to decide their own fate in the race
for the Yankee Conference title and a possible shot at the
national playoffs (see related story above) which brings us
to the latest UM "big game."
Saturday's showdown between the Minutemen and

UNH at Durham is the essence of the proverbial big game.
All the ingredients are there: the Arch-rival status, the
sold-out stadium, the meaningfulness of the contest for
both teams (UNH still has an outside shot at all this post-
season malarkey, too). Both teams are hard-hitting and
pretty solid overall. The "big game" is there for the ask-
ing, starting at 12:30 p.m. in Durham. It's just waiting for
all those interested to be a part of it and grab it.

D

For all those interested in Saturday's showdown, and do
not have transportation to the game, the Northeast
Residential Area Government is sponsoring a bus to and
from the game. The cost of the trip is a bargain at $14.50,
since it includes roundtrip busfare as well as a ticket into
the game (reserved seating on the UM side of the field).

The bus will leave the Campus Center Circle at 9:15 a.m.,

I

Saturday and will leave right after the game and should be

I
back by 6:30 p.m. Reservations for the bus trip can be
Vg^e by phone by contacting NEAG treasurer Bryna

If UConn were to upset the Rams on URI turf, then the
Minutemen would be the Yankee Conference kings and
would go to the national playoffs.

Whichever Yankee Conference team wins the league
championship will play a first-round playoff game
(quarterfinal game, actually) in the expanded this year
eight team competition. Five Division I AA conferences
(Yankee, Big Sky, Ohio Valley, Southwestern Athletic and
Midwestern Athletic) wiU send their champions as
automatic qualifiers. A sixth spot will be awarded to a
school chosen by NCAA selection committee as the top
independent (non-conference) team among the nation's I-

AA teams.

The last two berths will also be awarded by the selection
committee on an at large basis, that is, to other in-
dependents or other conference teams as the committee
sees fit.

Fourth and goal

The 1981 NCAA I AA playoffs wUI be played on Dec. 5,
12 and 19 with the four quarterfinal and two semifinal
games played at campus sites. The national I-AA
championship game will be played Dec. 19 at the Pioneer
Bowl in Wichita Falls, Tex.
The two semifinal contests will be televised regionaUy

and the championship game will be shown nationally by
ABC-TV. This is the fourth year of I-AA playoff com-
petition and the first year the Yankee Conference gets an
automatic qualifying berth.

The last time a Yankee Conference team participated in
the I-AA playoffs was in 1978 when Massachusetts was
selected as one of the top four teams in the nation. The
Minutemen defeated the University of Nevada-Reno, 44-42
in the semifinals, but lost to Florida A&M, 35-28, in the
championship game.

I^to tomrXny of llt« I'Mait Sport* Information Offir*

JENKINS JUKES - UMass Uilback Rich
Jenkins saw a lot of action last week in Chestnut
Hill against the Boston College Eagles.

Davisow at 546-4872 and payment must be made in ad-
vance, before Saturday, to guarantee seating.

D
Massachusetts head coach Bob Pickett certainly can't be

faulted for pulling several UM starters, including tailback
Garry Pearson and fullback Tom Murray, the one-two
punch of the Minuteman offense, out of the game fairly
early in Saturday's whitewash at Boston College. Why
waste their talents and risk possible injuries to these
valuable performers in a game which meant virtually
nothing to Massachusetts' playoff chances? A healthy
Pearson et all will do a lot more good chasing Wildcats
Saturday than they would in last weekend's essay in futili-
ty at Chestnut Hill.

D

,x^^ J^,'""^'"^"
sophomore Grady Fuller is not chosen as

the All-Yankee Conference free safety at season's end,
then there is something seriously wrong with the selection
process. The White Plains, N.Y. native has been a menace
to opponents game after game this year and last week ver-
sus the BC Behemoths, his efforts were no different
Fuller made eight Tim Fox-like unassisted tackles
assisted on two others and broke up a Doug Flutie
guaranteed completion. The thing about Fuller that is best
is that when he makes a tackle, he doesn't just bring a run-
ningback or receiver down, he punishes them. He must be
taking hitting lessons from UM defensive end George
Lewis (consensus hardest-hitter on the team) because on
several occasions this season. Fuller's sticks have echoed
through whichever stadium he happened to be hitting in
that Saturday. When Lewis turns in his jersey after this
season, the hammering slack will undoubtedly be taken ud
quite easily by Fuller.

D
One facet of a complete football team that is sometimes

taken for granted is its special teams play. Apparently,
the Minutemen are not of mind, as this year, the UM
special teams have done a great job and have kept
Massachusetts in some ball games. Again Mr. Fuller pops
up as some of his best hits have come as a result of his
work on the Minuteman punt return team. Other special
teams terrors are freshman linebacker David Littlefield
who seems to have learned how to hit from Fuller and
Lewis, end Tom Ahern, who picked up a Max Jones block-
ed punt and ran it in for a touchdown last week, and co-
captain Pete DiTomasso and Scott Crowell on the field
goal defense team. Each has a blocked FGA to his credit
this season.

UMass gridders go to UNH for league title shot (p.20)
{ MASSACHUSETTS DAILY \

"
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Connolly makes bid for

By CAREN ORLICK
Collegian Staff

In an effort to promote student par-
ticipation in his upcoming reelection bid
Massachusetts Secretary of State. Michael
Joseph Connolly spoke to about 85
students, faculty and administrators in the
Campus Center yesterday.

"Voting is a fundamental right and an
opportunity for the students to get in-
volved," Connolly said. "Between the ages
ol 18 and 25, only one out of every five
students are registered to vote, and taking
advantage of the privilege."

Connolly opened the floor to questions
after his remarks. The issues raised
reflected the University community as an
active and well-informed electorate, he
said.

The students questioned Connolly s stand
on a number of things including the Bottle
Bill and nuclear power.
As a promoter of the Bottle Bill for the 10

years he served in the House of
Representatives, Connolly said that he was
m full support of the Bottle BUI and the
things tied to it.

"It's very healthy for the society, but it

takes two thirds of the House and half of
the senate to make it law," he said,
referring to the effort to override Gov.'
Edward J. King's veto of the measure.
When asked if he was in support of the

human life amendment, which would ban
abortion. Connolly said that he never
supported the constitutional amendment
and that there is a fine line between what
can be considered human life and what
cannot.

Regarding levels of funding for pubUc
education. ConnoUy replied that the cuts

at UMass
the University has had to deal with since
the mid 1970s have been absurd. He said
the number of college students will
decrease in the 1980s because of the^
"ludicrous" level of funding in Boston.
With regard to nuclear power, Connolly

said he believes they are polluters. "We
can't handle the toxic plants." he said. "And
the major catastrophe is that it has played
such an important role in our lives,"
Connolly said.

Since Connolly has been in the position of
secretary of state, he has developed an
agency which gives quicker access between
the state government, and the people, said
James DeRosa, a Connolly aide.
The agency, which has now expanded to

Western Massachusetts, has been geared
primarily to coordinating the sUte
government to "work for the people,"
Connolly said.

On Nov. 10, in Brookline. Connolly an
nounced that he would be running for
reelection.

"I am doing everything I can to remain an
individual." Connolly said," and trying to
get things done with a high voting record."
The College Outreach Program, which is

a division of Connolly's office, is wide scale
and involves college campuses all across the
state, he said.

"It is a program which will make the
students want to have an active interest in
the state government because we can
provide internships for all those in-
terested." DeRosa said.

"It will give the student a good outlook on
the government by introducing an official
on a personal level," he said.

"If this accomplishes anything," DeRosa
said, "maybe it will get the students in-
terested in the polls."

»#_ i_ A^ r^ Colleifian photo bv Scott BurkeMassachusetts Secretary of State Michael J. ConnoUy fields a questionfrom one of the students at a reception in the Campus Center yesterday.

Boston State man be saved

Chairman of the Board of Regents James Martin, Chancellor John Duffand Kegent David Beaubien discuss the merger of Boston State Collegeand the University of Massachusetts.

By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - Funds to keep Boston State
College open until June will be obtained by
selling "surplus facilities" within the
system of public higher education.

In a 8-3 vote, the Board of Regents, the
governing body of all public colleges and
universities in the state, yesterday voted to
endorse a supplementary budget to pre-
vent the laying off of 80 percent of Boston
State's faculty, due to inadequate state
funding, and to sell excess property.
"For a Senator to get a supplementary

budget moving, he has to demonstrate that
there is some way fo finance it. In order to
get the funding passed the money must be
made up," said Regent David Beaubien.
Regents who opposed the motion com-

plained that the "surplus facilities" were
not specified and that any proj)erty could
be sold.

"I can't support selling properties when I

don't know what they are." said Regent
George Ellison.

Officials would not reveal which property
would be sold. Don Babet, IJMass-Boston
Student trustee said a top level ad-
ministrator on his campus told him that
property owned by UMass at KM) Arlinirtoti
Street will be .sold. The complex hou.ses
UMass President David C. Knaf)p office
and the Collej^e of PiihJic and Community
Services.

Chancellor of Higher Education John
Duff said he was "optimistic" about obtain-
ing funds for Boston State. The Regents
cho.se not to oficially adjourn yesterday's
meeting. Instead they held a recess and will

reconvene if the supplementary budget is
not passed by the state legislature, the
layoffs will be made at that time, according
to Regent chairman James Martin.
In other business, the Regent's Task

Force studying the possibility of merging
Framingham State College with
Massachusetts Bay Community College
recommended against such a merger. Last
summer, the two schools were "clustered"
to share one budget which was $1.2 million
less than the previous year for the two in-
stitutions.

"The funding level for this year was un-
warranted in comparison to the numl)er of
students and the amount of programs of-
fered at both institutions," said Task Force
Chairman David Paresky.
The missions of the two schools are dif-

ferent, Paresky said. Coordination of
resources is possible, but consolidation of
the institutions is not, he said.

"We .support Mass Bay (^immunity Col-
lege and Framingham State as seperate in-

stitutions," Paresky said.

Paresky said th.at $3<)n.((00 in private
funds was ol)t.'iine(l tc> fund the cluster.

Regent Arnold Friedman, chairman of
the Sprinj^fieid Area Task Force which is

studying the possible merger of Springfield
Technical Community College, Holyuke
Community College and Westfield State
College, said they met for the first time
two weeks ago. The task forci- visited the
three campuses with an open mind, he .said.

"We have no preconcieved ideas. There
are fears on al! campuses that our minds
are made up. We want to put tho.se fears to
rest," P'riedman said

King's new welfare plan may force 300 out of school
By LAURA GALLANT
Collegian Correspondent

Students who are welfare recipients will be forced to
leave school if Governor Edward J. King's proposed
welfare program is enacted, said Mary Wentworth of the
Poor Women's Task Force of the Everywoman's Center
at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst at an infor-
mational meeting earlier this week.
Wentworth met with 30 students and community

members to discuss the program and strategies to prevent
its implementation. The program, scheduled to go into ef-
fect Jan. 4, would require all Aid to Families with Denen-

dent Children (AFfX:), mothers with children over three
years old, to enter a job-finding program.
Claudia Phillips, a UMass student in the nursing pro-

gram and mother of children ages 2 and 7, said the pro-
grani is "designed to make the poor poorer."
'Tm not here because I love welfare, I'm here to get off

it," she said.

According to Department of Public Welfare spokesper-
son Pat Kennedy, "the plan makes no exceptions for reci-
pients who are full-time students in four year programs.
Exceptions will be made for students in six month to one
year vocational programs."
Arthur Jackson, associate director of Financial Aid at

UMass. estimates that there are 200-300 A FIX: recipients
at UMass. many of whome will be affected by the propos-
e<i program.

Wentworth explained the in the first phase ot the pro-
gram, the mother will he required to spend five weeks for-
ty hours per week, at a "Job Club." Her«. the woman is
given a newspaper, a list of joi)s, and access to a
telephone. She must make at least ten calls and two inter-
views each day, and accept any "suitable" offer.
She said that if. after five weeks, she has not located a

job, she will enter a Community Work Experience Pro-
gram where she will work for no" f.ay and no benefits, at a

continued on page 74
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Space shuttle's

flight cut 3 days
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP) -

Space shuttle Columbia, its flight only (i'/z

hours old. was toH yesterday its planned
five day mission would be cut to slightly

more that two days because of a maifun
ctioning fuel cell.

After ordering the cell shut down.
Mission Control said "when a fuel cell is

taken permanently <rff the line, it brings
about a mission rule that calls for a minimal
mission — 54 hours.

Astronaut Joe Engl»; the 8hi^>'s com
mander. radioed Misii*n Control in

Houston and asked shuttle communicator
Dan Brandtnslein: "Dan. do you think we
can recover that cell later?"

"I donl believe we can." said Bran
denstein.

The problem was in one of the three eells

that provide the spaceship with electrical

power. The cell showed too much alkalinity
and was shutdown.

Dan Ix)ng. a spokesman for United
Technologies which builds the power
producing cells, said the ship could operate
its full 83 orbit mission with only two cells.

But mission rules said otherwise.

Engle and Richard Truly had a perfect
liftoff earlier in the day, but they soon were
faced with seemingly minor problems, until

Fuel Cell No. 1 showed too much alkalinity.

When the astronauts got the word, their
voices betrayed no emotion. They were told
the procedures for deactivating the fuel cell

would be radioed to them.

Their journey is officially designated by
the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration as STS-2 (for Space
Transportation System, mission two). It

was to end next Tuesday afternoon with a
wheelsdown landing on Rogers Dry I^ke at
Edwards Air Force in California. That will

now take place latie Saturday afternoon.

FolkjwingiU brilliant launch, the shuttle
settled easily into orbit 137 miles high, and
as Truly tinkered with problems, he
dropped his business like manner and told
Mission Control: "You won't believe this,

but this is fun."

The fun didn't last for long, although
there was nothing lifethreatening about
Columbia's trouble.

It had to be a disappointment for the
astronauts, a pair of military test pilots tho
had awaited space flight a combined 31
years as NASA astronauts.

They enjoyed the ride up, anyway.

As their ship accelerated to its 17,400
mph speed, Engle allowed, "Very Smooth."
The early hours of flight were less than
smooth, however, as the crew worked with
Mission Control to solve a number of
technical problems.

AI'Lasprphnlii

Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass. assists his mother Rose Kennedy, as
they leave the White House yesterday after meeting with President
Reagan.

kssassin escaped
PARIS (AP) - The top U.S. official in France ducked an

assassin's bullets yesterday, crouching behind his car when
a bearded gunman in a black leather jacket emptied a
sevenshot pistol at him in a posh residential area near the
Eiffel Tower.
The official. Christian Chapman, charge d'affaires at the

U.S. Embassy, was not hit. The gunman escaped and no
group claimed responsibJity.

But Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr. said in
Washington that Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy could
have been behind the shooting.

Police said the gunman, "who looked Middle Eastern."
shot at Chapman. 60, as he walked to his car from his
apartment.

The Foreign Ministry said Chapman recently reported
he had been threatened, but that he had not accepted an
offer of police protection, which will be provided from now
on.

"I was just walking out of my house, and I noted a young
man on the right about 50 feet away." Chapman said at a
news conference at the U.S. Embassy after the attack. "He
had a black beard, jet black eyes and an athletic build. He
was a very handsome young man — a Middle Eastern
type, "he said of the man. in his 30s.

"The attacker emptied his gun very quickly and didn't
have time to really aim at Mr. Chapman. " a pohce
spokesman at the scene said. He added that it was the first

attack he could recall against an individual American
diplomat in Paris. A small bomb exploded at the consulate
building in 1972, but no one was injured.

Chapman is the highest ranking U.S. diplomat in France
pending the arrival of newlynamed Ambassador Evan
Griffith Galbraith, who is expected here later this month.

AP l.aiierpliala

President Reagan's budget director, David
Stockman, told reporters that he offered Presi-
dent Reagan his resignation for saying that
Reaganomics might not work, but said the
President "asked him to stay on the team."

Stockman's resignation offer rejected
WASHINGTON (AP) - Budget Director David A.

Stockman recanted his own "poor judgment and loose talk"

in what he termed a visit to President Reagan's woodshed
yesterday. Stockman said Reagan rejected his offer to quit

for having expressed doubts about the administration's

economic program.

Stockman said he tendered his resignation in a 45-

minute Oval Office meeting with a "very chagrined"
president, who, at the end, "asked me to stay on the
team. ' He agreed.

The 35 year old budget director, who grew up on a farm,
said the session reminded him af "a visit to the woodshed
after supper."

He said he told the president that "I have one purpose .,.

and that is to dispel any notion" that he does not have faith

in the program he designed as the president's top budget
planner.

"I deeply regret any harm that I've done," Stockman
said, adding: "I am grateful for this second chance to get on
with the job the American people sent President Reagan to

do."

Folbwing Stockman's appearance at a White House
news conference, reporters were given an official

statement which said Reagan "expressed his grave concern
and disappointment" in the remarks attributed to Stock-

man in the December issue of the Atlantic Monthly
magazine. The article, in December's i;^sue, had swept the
capital since Tuesday.

, " .,
,

"After reviewing the article on bavid Slockman ... the
president today directed Mr. Stockman to meet with him.
Mr. Stockman and the preident met alone for lunch in the
Oval Office from 12:45 to 1:30 p.m.

'^^ """ '

"Mr. Stockman acknowledged that he hafi made a
mistake and apologized for what he has now come to

recognize as a grievous error.

"The president expressed his grave concern land
disappointment about the issues raised by the article. He
expressed particular dismay at the possible suggestion
that his administration — or any members of his ad
ministration — might seek to mislead the American pubHc.

"He stated unequivocally that he would not tolerate any
such behavior; that the policies of this administration were
being pursued — and must continue to be pursued — in

gcK>d faith, on the basis of the best evidence and judgment
available.

"Mr. Stockman stated that he shared the president's
concern and disappointment. Nothwithstanding his con
tinuing commitment to the president's policies and
programs, Mr. Stockman then offered the president his

resignatk)n.

Death asked for

Sadat assasins
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - Egypt's military prosecutor

asked for the death penalty for all 24 people indicted
yesterday in the assassination of President Anwar Sadat.
Military executions in Egypt are usually by firing squad,
but the defense minister urged a public hanging for the
prime suspect.

The court-martial begins Nov. 21, and the initial session
will be open to the public. The official Middle East News
Agency, quoting the indictment, said the four main
defendants were charged with premeditated murder, a
capital crime in Egypt.

The indictment accused Lt. Khaled Ahmed Shawki el-

Islambouly with leading the attack on Sadat at a military
parade outside Cairo Oct. 6. The attackers halted their
truck in front of the reviewing stand, then stormed the
stand with guns blazing. According to the indictment, they
killed Sadat and seven other people and wounded 27.

The three other main defendants were identified as
AbdeJ Hamid Abdel Salaam Abdel Aal, owner of a
bookshop, Ata Tail Hemida Rahel, an engineer, and Sgt.
Hussein Abbaas Mohammed.

The indictment said el Islambouly "abused his position
as ,a responsible person during the military parade
fraudulently to replace three crew members of his armored
IruCk with defendants numbers two, three and four. " It

said el-I^lambouly also brought ammunition onto the
parade grounds, including four hand grenades. '

The indictment accused two other defendants, a blind
Moslem preacher and, an engineer, of instigating the crime
by giving extremist interpreUtions pf the Koran, or
Moslem holy book, to justify the a;sassinatioh.
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Overconfidence
Collegian

By STEPHEN BROWN
Collegian Correspondent

The victorious candidate for Amherst
selectman, Fred Steinbeck said he agrees
with his defeated opponent, Jan Dizard
that over confidence and lack of hard work
was the downfall of the losing Dizard cam-
paign.

Steinbeck, a 56-year-ora building contrac-
tor won the election by a 57iVote margin
over Dizard. a 41-year-old professor at
Amherst College. The voter turnout was
1,745 or 15 percent of those registered

"I could have done much more campaign-
ing and made appearances in many more
dining rooms and living rooms than I did,"
Dizard said.

Dizard said he thought the election result
was largely a result of Steinbeck's conser-
vative camp's ability to mobilize their sup-
porters to go to the polls. Dizard said he
felt that his own strong leftist stand also
helped mobilize Steinbeck's followers while
discouraging some of the more moderate
liberals who might have been Dizard
backers.

In response to a suggestion that Dizard

No decision made in
funds allocation trial
ByiHANNAH Hp
iGoflegiwi ST<i^

A student judicial tribunal made no deci-
sion as of press time on a case debating
misappropriation of Student Government
Association funds. The money was
allocated by Treasurer Richard Goldman
concerning the October 5 and 6 referendum
question on a $10 Student Activities Fee in-
crease next year.

Plaintiff Peter Graham stated Goldman
was not impowered to authorize "vote yes"
campaign posters and advertisements in
the October 5 issue of the Collegian as he
did not have the express approval of the
Undergraduate Student Senate. He also
questioned the limits of the treasurer's
power of authorization.

The defense, presented by finance comit-
tee Chair Alan Compagnon and student At-
torney General Lisa Ziebel, stated the tran-
saction was made within the powers
delegated to the treasurer due to the am-
biguity of SGA constitutional provisions.
A pre-trial motion was filed jointly outlin-

ing the facts agreed upon by both sides,
that the money was spent and without "the
full Senate's expressed approval," asking

:not the
the tribunal \q judge the actjons. nc
treasilnei-,

; t
M

^
• '

; i
; I;.;;.;,!!

f ;

Thtei mieicfi Would: *4et' th« ijirfefcedent
for future incidents and prevent future
controversies from arising," but would not
hold Goldman accountable directly for
measures he felt were within his jurisdic-
tion.

The motion, which essentially asked foP
the third section of the judicial request to
be dropped, was not taken into considera-
tion by the tribunal. The request included a
request for the treasurer's authorizational
powers to be invalidated and the $288
spent be paid back to the account

It was noted during the hearing that the
account is directly within the treasurer's
jurisdiction, and is used for items needed in
his office and other items deemed
necessary by the treasurer which need not
be subject to senate approval.
During questioning, Ziebel contended the

allocation was within Goldman's jurisdic-
tion as he has researched the issue
thoroughly, it directly concerns his office,
and It IS within his power as an elected of-
ficial to make decisions he feels, to the best
of his knowledge, are in the interest of the
students.

Sands plans to discuss

problems with Irish peace
By DAVE HOWES
Collegian Staff

Sean Sands, brother of deceased IRA
hunger striker Bobby Sands, will speak
tonight at 8:15 p.m. in Mahar Auditorium
on the topic of "Can There be Peace in
Northern Ireland?"

Preceeding the talk, there will be a slide

show, at 7:30 p.m., of pictures taken by
UMass student Joe Gannon, who is also a
member of the Radical Student Union.
Gannon spent three months last summer in

Short Strand, a Catholic section of Belfast.

The slide show is based on the struggle
between the Irish Republican Army (IRA)
and Catholic Nationals for a United Ireland

against the British loyalists, said RSU
member Arvid Muller.

"The talk Sands will give, which is based
on his personal experience, is on why the
Catholics want the British out of Northern

Ireland and a united north and south,'
Muller.

said

"He will be dealing with the problem of
supremacy due to British control. The
Catholics are being controlled by the
majority British loyalists," said Kristi
Kallander, also of the RSU.

Sands' presentation will be based on why
the IRA chose to use the hunger strike; the
reasons for political prisoner status in the
prisons; and how Catholics are treated in
Northern Ireland." Muller said.

Donations will be accepted to benefit the
MacQuairt Community Center, which is the
only such organization in the Catholic
section of Short Strand. It is funded
through donations because Catholics fear
Protestant control in directing policy of the
center, Muller said.

. "We in this country might understand the
plight of Catholics in Northern Ireland by
looking at the way Blacks are treated in this
country," Kallander said.

may have been more successful if he had
shifted his campaign and his own personal
image more towards the center, Dizard
replied, "I would prefer losing the election
to compromising my ideals."

"Anytime a socialist runs for office the
opponents forces are bound to be close to
full strength in opposition," Dizard said.
Steinbeck was sword into office t(Klay in

Amherst in a ceremony, that lasted "for
"half a cup of coffee." The first meeting of
the selectment is tonight. This meeting will
be followed by a full town council meeting.
Steinbeck ran on a platform of bolstering

the towns fire and police departments
which he felt were severely lacking in man-
power. He said that this stance must have
been central to his success at the polls,

Steinbeck also attributed some of his suc-
cess to a last minute endorsement of his
campaign by selectman William Atkins.
Atkins, an orchard manager in Amherst,
said that "Steinbeck is my type of man...!
knew I wanted to support him a while ago.
I knew a thousand votes would elect
anyone and if I could get him (Steinbeck)
fifty or sixty extra votes I should," Atkins
said.
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Plant conversion plans researched
By BILL WALL
Collegian Staff . :

The University of Massachusetts* Tillson Farm steam
heating plant, which has been idle since 1975, may soon be
converted to a research or office facility.

Jack Littlefield, director of facilities planning at the
University, said three proposals were submitted Oct. 29 to
the consulting firm of Woo and Williams, which was hired
by the state to draw up a feasiblity report on th6 pro-
posals. The first proposal submitted by the School of
Engineering, calls for the plant to be used for energy
technology research which would utilize some of the ex-
isting equipment in the building.

The second proposal was introduced by the physics
department which wants to use the space as a research
support facility for physics.

The third suggestion is to use the building for office
space for University and state agencies or departments.

Littlefield said the engineering department's proposal
utilized the most space of the three and also is "attractive
because of the extensive use of the machinery in the
building." The physics department's suggestion's "major
drawback is its underutilization of space," he said.

Littletield said ail three could possibly be combined if
there is sufficient space in the building, which is to be
determined by the consulting firm.
Jack Williams, of the consulting firm of Woo and

Williams, said all three proposals would be analyzed for
cost effectiveness and benefits. The possibility of all three
being approved depends on his firm's reconciling the
square footage available in the building with the needs of
the projects.

Williams described the building as "one large room with
different levels and catwalks. There are three boilers with
numerous fans, ducts and pipes, all perfectly clean To
analyze the options and the probably costs of exercising
each of the options is our job."

The recommendation of the firm to the state will "take
several months, ' Williams said. The State Division of
Capital Planning Operation (DCPO) will make a decision
after that, he said.

The DCPO owns the building because the University
refused to accept the steam plant when it broke down in
1975, said Alan Bumes, an administrative assistant in the
agency. The construction of the steam plant began in
February, 1971, and was completed in December, 1974
Bumes said.

'

"The Commonwelath contracts out all construction for
new buildings and then, upon completion, turns them over
to the appropriate agency," Burnes said. "In the case of
the steam plant, the University refused to accept the
building because during the trial period the system broke
down."

The plant was shut down in April, 1975, and never
reopened.

fonnsPre-registration

available next week
Pre-registration forms for next semester will be

available all next week in students' major departments.

The forms must be completed and returned to the
Registrar's office, 213 Whitmore, by 4:30 p.m. Nov. 25.

Students enroUed in the Bilingual Collegiate Program
and the Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black
Students should pick up their forms in those offices.
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Northampton setting
highlights Christian toiu^
By KELLV Bl RKL A 'rr*r. s mu^K.. < - •,af. ^>een perfor-

ming sinct she »>. . . ,^'n schoo: In 1969
she mr}ve*i to M a>.hm^or I).C. where she
surterj sin^nng women s music, and
necame one of the co-fcunder? of Olivia
Records, the fir^t natK»nai women's recor-
ding company

f)i <>ii\-ia. sft»- ^aid. "We're in great
shap< ...the joint i> jumpmg. ' And she said
ner aJrnim 15 selling remarkably well.

., "Im .<5tiii thrilled about it...lstiJ! listen to
• tfie album everv dav

"

Meg Chnstiari singer. .v>rit'* '

guitarist will be welcomed back
('o]i'-'^'e u> periorrr her music m Jonr M.
ijrh^fin- Hali at >• : " .^ ..«.. s:-. -

at Smitf? a year a.

forme^i wit^ Hoiiv Near m the spnng -r

1979 a: Ih. ' - • y
"I love : .

•

the irmr.. 1 nere s f)een support her-"W My •'*• The ftfoccjers' of Olivia have had to learn
masirfor;. "le. " Cnn.-'Lar >xi!'l-fnjfr!,'-5"^ to -yyr 'a-bu-srirss. she said. It u- a
murv!»"A pres.> H: Nomiamj.U3ft'«*"f«^»anci^;an!fl pf)!iiical necessitv to got
ye.«fterda> liressed in flanne^ sKirj"i(!bIc»k ^-Je'-^'mef. vs-rnusicfwaye'i on the radio, but it i-^

dr?-.- •' ntw and - - ^'-yrf-^j^-Xnt"-..'^^'''^ fifficuh without the money need*-:
y>'r--- rx-.-.ano .. .^ *Myi€hr;u^'**;«%''' r^'-'j.Trftion. Radio coverage hai primar,
lown-stain- in the Iror. Horee t'2lf>i:Ah>y./ir tieert,iTT)rr. the progressive station.--
^"^'

"' f'trfonriam.-e is a ptk>:C tof ^^-^f^*i'UgH,^>fcomenf; mus>K is gettinz in
-. .,.,•• r"'"'''^:' :rur iher.tiMrrf- a!

!'"-*'-
'^^^••a.'-ifii/coverai'e !sh*- rTit.ntif.n«^rfi tK-. •i^fheTjUMpdr.a]nai:

Tumtruf I'

Folk singt-r K zaheth 0>tt'>i,^il| ^j^
forrr. along with Cnnstian.
<ine oj the "founamg mother.-'

''^'''^^^^iii cwerat^t . she mentioned th^;
tw, 'percent of the .Vf.-. ma^';i..:

-^rit^^Hv Knows about odr music. Wf-
i. .t- a long way to go to reach everyone
who couid in- iouche<i bv our mu.si-

"

Third world wpmen used as guinea pigs, educator claims
ByFlANlJlJ.MARCL
Collegian Siafi

Third \Sorid wom*r hav» K»een the guinea pigs for con-
traceptive experiments, according 10 a member of the
E>iu«-ator Advoraies Against Violence Agafn-si Women of

versiiv of MassachuseiLs Every Women's Cenirr.

Ao-^-B onginaiiy detranded birth conlroK"Mana'Japia
iaid at ar informai «ork«hop at the Southwae^f Women's
Cenier yesterday

.

'-/
Things have becoirie subvened and out «jf'«>ivrol. W'ha;4>

2-o«nif rxj IS r. - ;> harmful l«i a loi'rjf women".
Tap; a r*"^^ , ... nislory of" htrth/c?>ili*col, saying it

ras eor.e from a business to a profe.s.sional^nVerpn**' with
' -'-earded.— ;. _ experimenu- ar*- don- with rats, but

: he Dili was origmaiiy tested on Puerto Rjcan women," she
-alt

.-VrK/ut 138 women were uking the pUj:forrf)ver a year and
178 for l«ss than a year in Puerto Rico before 19^)0.

Because most of these Puerto Rican women did not get
prtgnani, the pill was sold in America. Tapia said. She
adoed that five Puerto Rica,", women died and many
rep<^>rted side effecus that were ignored by marketers.
Whin American women complained of side effects, the

FIi.A advi«^>ry comm.ittee was forced to look at risks, but
lold w<»nen 10 focus on the benefits, Tapia .said.

In Third World countries, everyone talked about how
ideal the pill was for low income women.
"You don't have to know how to read to pop a pill." Tapia

said.

She said thai the pill is sold over the counter in most
Third World countries.

"Anyone can go and buy a months supply of pills very
cheaply without a prescnption or an examination," Tapia
said.

Another form of contraception tested on Third World
women is the intrauterine device, dCD).

It was tested less than a year in the Third World and its

sid«' effects loo. were ignon^.
"Women were gelling pregnant and aborting due to

infections cau.sed by the Dalcon Shield. iWD)," Tapia said.
The FDA loresaw problems arising from the .Shiekl
(IL'Dk and while they acknowledged these problems in the
United Slates ihey still exported to Third World countries
for a 40 percent discount , Tapia said.

The exported shields contained one page of directions on
how to sterilize them per one-thousand boxes. Th(»se
direction^ were in Spanish. English and French.
".Many boxes were sent to small villages in Centra!
America where women spoke none of these languages,"
Tapia said.

Pepo Prevero. an injection given every thref- to sLx

months to prevent pregnancy, was tested in Beagles by a
commercial laboratory in the U.S. and was not approved
when found tu cause tumor-.. Tapia said it was used in India
and other Third World countries despite this research.

'People in those countries associate injections with safe
modern medicine," she said.

Tapia said that most birth control companies arc multi-
national with clout, and regulations on exportations are
poorly enforced.
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BOG problems blooming
CoIJegJan 5

By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

The Board of Governors last night
discussed its Campus Center Concourse
.vending table policy regarding four com-
peting flower venders in the concourse.

Intense competition among the flower
venders and questions as to what the flower
venders should be charged have made the
flower venders the topic of continued
debate this semester.
The flower venders have brought to the

board accusations of unfair competition
leveled at each other, said BOG Vice
Chairman Peter Lucas.
"It was getting to a point where there
were wars between the venders, and they
were silly wars," he said.

The board has been considering what to
charge flower venders who rent tables in
the Campus Center Concourse, Under the
present policy flower sellers are

catagorized as sellers of hand crafted goods
which makes them elligible for the
minimum table rent fee of $5 a day.

The proposed policy would redefine
flowers as manufactured goods increasing
the charge to $35 a day. But the board
decided to charge the flower venders only
$15 for the rest of the semester to afford
them an adjustment period.

The changes in policy have added con-
fusion to the situation. Due to a mi.scom-
munication between the board and Campus
Center Building Operations, the ad-
ministrative branch which enforces vender
policy, told flower venders they would be
charged $35 beginning Monday. This
brought new complaints from the flower
venders this week.

The board last night decided to send
Building Operations a new memo asking
them to charge only $15.

Theatre sculpture stolen
KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

A fiber sculpture valued at $1,000 was
stolen from Rand Theatre section of the
Fine Arts Center sometime between
October 30 and November 12, police said
last night.

According to the police report, the
sculpture is approximately 5x4 feet in size ,

a variety of different colors, and heavy
enough to "have to have been taken by two
or more people."

The report did not say why officials at the
Fine Arts Center did not report the missing
sculpture until yesterday and there are no
suspects in the theft, police said.

Police also reported yesterday the arrest
of a 21 -year-old Kevin J. Kirejczyk, a
University student from Southampton, on
charges of disturbing the peace, being a
disorderly person, and breaking glass in a
building.

According to police, Kirejczyk was
arrested in the lobby of Leach dormitory

shortly alter midnight yesterday. Police
said Kirejczyk was "yelling" and refusing a
female resident of the dormitory passage to
her room. Police also said Kirejczyk had Rut
his fist through a pane of glass in the lobby
and was later taken to the UMass Infirmary
for stitches.

Kirejczyk will be arraigned in Hampshire
County District Court this morning.
In other action, about seven unknown

males pelted a pizza delivery man's car with
rocks outside of Cashin dormitory at about
2:30 Wednesday morning, police said.
According to poh'ie, the delivery man said

he heard an alarm go off in his 1966 Ford
Mustang while delivering pizzas in
MacKimmie dormitory. When he went
outside to investigate he told police he saw
rocks being thrown at his car from behind
some bushes on the south side of Eastman
Lane. The man identified the rock throwers
as a group of men who had confronted him
in the lobby of Cashin dormitory asking for
pizzas, police said.

Police said the car received about $100
worth of damage.

NEED MONEY?
SUCCESSFULLY START AND OPERATE YOUR

OWN BUSINESS WHILE IN SCHOOL!
Attend the one-day "Spare-Time Income" Seminar on Saturday
November 14th, at the UMASS/AMHERST Campus Center. Earrl
thousands of extra dollars each year. . .maybe each month!! Learn
first-hand from the expert Vilnis A. Ezerins, Jr., one of America's
most successful young businessmen. . .

• How to create a highly profitable business which you can operate
in your spare time while at school-with 25 specific examples of
student-run prosperous enterprises.

• How to begin without capital if necessary,
• How to find free help.

• How to avoid the pitfalls that often spell disaster.
• The step-by-step details you need to follow to launch your owr*
money-making venture.

• How to advertise - sometimes at no cost.
• How to manage your time and your growing income - and suceed

at school and business!
• And much, much, much more.

INVEST SIX HOURS AND CHANGE YOUR LIFE!!!

Tuition for the complete six-hour seminar is only $75 ($35 with
student i.d.) and includes a seminar workbook. To pre-register for a
reserved space, phone toll-free 1-800-344-7377; or you may
register just prior to the workshop by arriving thirty minutes early.
Tuition is payable at the door by cash, money order (made payable
to "Conference Management Association"), Mastercharge or Visa.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14TH
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. (noon to 1 :30 p.m. lunch break)

UMASS/AMHERST CAMPUS CENTER - Room 1 63

For Instant WORKSHOP RESERVATIONS,
Call Without Charge:

1-800-344-7377 (from 12 noon to 9 p.m.)
Or, Call Collect: (61 7) 533-4378 (from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.)

( ollrician pholii hv Jim WaldninRAH? — School spirit shines through in Southwest

Hands-on work available
By CATHERINE KETTER
Collegian Correspondent

University

involved

Program,
designed

students.

of Massachusetts students
in the Alternative Learning
a one-to-one teaching plan

for special needs high school
think they have discovered a

great way to earn hands on experience in
the field of education.

Under the supervision of program director
Ed Suglia, 37 University students earn
credit working each week with twelve
Hampshire County high school students
who could not learn constructively in the
public school setting. Preparing lessons in

language arts, math, science and gym, the
UMass students must assume the
responsibilities of a teacher, with special
emphasis placed on individual progression.
"If a person cannot teach on a one to-one

basis they won't survive in the classroom
setting." said Suglia, in regard to the in-
dividual teaching method.
Working primarily at Cottage B, located

behind Worcester Dining Commons, from
8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. the high school
students take advantage of the skills and
"teenage insight" avaUable from the UMass
students.

"This program is for the kids, their whole
day is filled. They can identiy with some of

their teachers and say, 'I'm sort of like him
or her.' They couldn't do that in the public
school." Suglia said.

During an interview with several of the
UMass student teachers, various opinions
reflected a positive attitude toward the
combined educational experience.
Mark Bugden, a senior sociology major

said, "This works — it's real life."

Alice Ramsey, a senior working toward
teaching certification, said, "It's a learning
process that keeps on going beyond one
semester."

The student teachers stressed that one
unique quality of the school is the personal
relationship which develops between the
student and teacher within the classroom.
Kate Dougherty, a junior community
services major, said, "It's within my major,
but more than that, I love the kids".

Encouraging anyone who is persuing a
career in education or human relations to
consider the program as a pre-practicum,
Sharon Banks, a senior special education
major working toward certification, said,
"What Tve learned here in the past two
months is more valuable to me than my
actual course work."

Students interested in the Alternative
learning Program can sign up at a booth
set up in the Campus Center Concourse
during registration period or can visit
Cottage B anytime from 8;30 a.m. to noon.

^^
HATS GIiOUES

SOCKS I SCflRUCS)

save

Thermal Tops & Bottoms

... All Sizes and Colors/

^Feather A1lttefis...^(

\^fik A store-full of Ideas

l^™ Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6, MonrSat
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Letters——_—.«_
Perpetuating stereotypes

is irresponsible journalism
To the Editor

The November M) issue of the CoUeginn carried an
Associated Press story on page two describing the joint
suicide of two women in San Francisco. Apparently, the
son of the elder woman participated in the suicide by firing
the weapon, and then turned it on himself, The first
sentence describes one woman (the mother) as a
"dommeering widow" and casts the other woman as her
"doting female friend". A glance at Webster's dictionary
makes the connotations of these adjectives even more ob-
vious - clearly, we have here a case of a 'tyrannical'
mother gone mad, exercising 'arbitrary or overbearing
control' over her son and her friend, the latter the victim
of 'mental decline of or like that of old age' or 'excessive or
foolish affection of fondness'.

Do the CoUegmn editors have an excuse for repeating
such stereotypical images as that ofan older woman (exor-
cised from normal family relationships, likely the irra-
tional mastermind of the triple death) or that of her friend
succumbing to such a hysteric fate by way of her weakness
of (over)affection? The CoUeginn bears at least as much
responsibility as the anonymous AP author of the story -
doesn't the CoUegmn regulariy edit wire stories or com-
pose Its own accounts based on them, as do most other
newspapers? Genuinely critical journalism is by no means
the standard in the U.S. press, nor does it have much to do
with any ideal taught in typical journalism classes. Never-

».mmmmmi

theless, students should demand more (as many local

women's groups have) from a college newspaper - par
ticularly from one proclaiming a women's editor on its

masthead — and expect more from a paper that occa-
sionally pretends to have accomodated such demands.

'
Phil Cox

Northampton

^Khaddafi's acts do matter,

and the U.S. is even worse '

To the Editor:

Who should "deal with" Colonel Khaddafi of Libya?
Katherine Curda's letter on the question makes a
dangerous equivalence between the people of the U.S., the
government, and a shadowy entity called "the West" (fif-

teen years ago, she undoubtedly would have named "The
Free Worid" as well). The danger of this unholy trinity lies

in its ability to confuse the issue of how individuals should
adopt moral stands with that of who should run Third
Worid countries, the U.S. government or their own peo-
ple.

As individuals, we have every right to be outraged at
what Khaddafi has done to the people of Libya, though we
must take great care in using the word "terrorist" at a
time when the Reagan administration aims to smear every
movement for national liberation and social justice with
that label. We cannot agree, however, that "though the
West has its problems, we must recognize true evil" only
in Khaddafi. What could be more evil than U.S. support
for murderous right-wing regimes in Korea, El Salvador,
and South Africa? What greater terrorism than U.S.
nuclear blackmail? Who is a madman if not the sponsor of

a program to fight a "winnable" nuclear war lasting

"days, weeks, even months," the insane leader of a
crackpot regime — who is madder than Ronald Reagan?

I am not saying (as Curda thinks I will) that "it doesn't
matter what Khaddafi does since the United States.. .is

just as bad." Khaddafi's acts do matter, and the U.S. is

even worse. I am saying, on the other hand, that the U.S.
government represents not the people but the corporate
ruling class, whose constant aim it is to undermine the
self-government of Third World nations and to exploit

their peoples. For us to support this campaign, no matter
what we think of Khaddafi, is to perpetuate a systematic
atrocity which can be called imperialism but whose essen-
tial content is slavery. -

Dennis FischniM
Amherst

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number,
which will not be published. Please type

double spaced at 67 characters per line.

Due to space limitations and the volume of

mail, we regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpublished letters. All let-

ters are subject to editing for clarity and
length.
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GAY LESOIAN AWARENESS DAY
FHdoy, Nov. 1

3

Compus C*nt»r UMoss
In Col^brotlon of tho Tonth Annivorsory

of tho Pooplo's Goy Allionco
ACTIVITIES/WORKSHOPS:

On lesbian Health 1:00 PM Rm. 904-908
Self Defense For Women 2:00 PM 904-908
Self Defense For Men 2:00 PM 905-907

Relationships Between Older & Younger Gays & Lesbians 3Pm 904-908
FILM: "greetings from Washington DC"

shown throughout the day
Stop by our table in the concourse throughout the day

Gay Lesbian Awareness Day Festivities

will close with a Disco 9 pm-2 am, 10th floor Campus Center
For more information call 545-0154 The People's Gay Alliance
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Management Skills for Campus
Arts Presenters

are these problem areas in your
Leadership, communication, purpose
organization?

Are budgets, University financial systems and scrounging for funds incom-
patible with the arts?

These questions and others will be answered in workshops designed to help
campus arts programmers be more effective managers.

Orgranizational Awareness For Group Leaders
Monday, November 16, 7-9:30 p.m.. Campus Center, 905-909
Looks at why your organization exists and who your audience is.

How to gain visibility and credibility on campus. Overviews different
group structures, leadership styles, and decision-making ap-
proaches.

Financial Management For The Arts
Wednesday, November 18, 7-9:30 p.m., Campus Center, 905-909
A step-by-step approach to managing your organization's money.
Focuses on basic program budgeting and bookkeeping skills and ex-
plains University systems. Where to look for campus funds as well as
alternative fundraising approaches.

Workshops for RSO Groups, Residential area coordinators, academic
departments, potential student art programmers.

Two in a series of five workshops.
Presented By: Staff of the Arts Extension Service, Division of Continuino Education
and the Student Activities Office
Workshops are made possible through a grant from the University Arts Council.
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A reevalution of

:i /

Now that the. Civility Awareness Days
are behind us, and the University communi-
ty has had a chance to reflect on the past
week's events, it seems appropriate to take
one last look at the chancellor's commis-
sion.

The effort to make UMass work together

^

to produc^.^;pore "humane and productive
envi^qnm^^t;",, ,a^\^tat;ed tpy, the,Civility
Commission, ; is a positive step indeed.'
Hopefully the 'Tear Toward Civility" will
not have to end with the close of the
academic year, but will become the founda-
tion of a tradition of equality and
awareness at the University.

To strengthen the potential for this tradi-
tion, the administration must work with
the understanding that social awareness
cannot be learned in a matter of days, but is
an ongoing process. Enrollment is also an
ongoing process and every semester there
are new studentsentgring this University.
Like all other students they should be made

aware of the current issues. Therefore
these films, speakers, and workshops
should be a continuing facet of one's educa-
tion at this university.

It is unfortunate that this conglomera-
tion of ideas and ideals has not yet con-
fronted a large sector of the University
population. The Civility Awp^eness, Week
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EDITORIAL

bypassed the apathetic majority - those
who could possibly benefit from this educa-
tion t(ie most. The idea was good, but there
was not enough force behind it. It would be
more effective to" confront these issues at
the beginning of the semester, before they
manifest themselves as problems, and
before the classwork and midterm exams
set in.

It seems unusual that the "Year Toward

Aunt Bessie —
she'll never
understand

You're at some posh family function, and in between the

fruit cup and the entree. Aunt Bessie (you know, the one
who used to pinch your cheeks when you were young) cor-
ners you, and asks the immortal question, "What's it like
at UMass? " Sure, telling your friends is easy, but Aunt
Bessie proves to be more difficult. After all, how do you
explain the counter culture of Amherst to someone whose

Civility" was billed as making the com-
munity aware of the problems of racism,
sexism, and anti-semetism. It was evident
that during the Civility Awareness Days
anti-semetism took a back seat, the pro-
grams dealing with ths iddue were sadly
lacking. It is also interesting to note that
spme of the other forms of human oppres-
sion were not given equal or adequate .'at-

t^ntion(i.e*'- 'gay oppression and han-
dicapism). Human oppression encompasses
a lot more than three "isms," and hopefully
these will all be sufficiently covered in the
future.

The administration's first step has been a
bold one, but attitutdes are not influenced
or changed overnight. We look forward to a
follow up to the Year Toward Civility which
will have more input from other facets of
the community.

Unsigned editorials represent the opinions
of the CollegianMard ofEditors.

Ov«> MiMnSiK «ir»#M«

Dave Cline

idea of an alternative is shopping Bloomingdales instead
of Macys?

-There are several ways to approach this dilemma. The
first IS to simply relate ei^erything you did last weekend.
This IS unusually effective when you want Aunt Bessie to
return to the fruit cup, but elimination from the family in-
heritance usually follows. Sometimes, when this method is
tried, there is afterthought. Maybe you shouldn't have told
her about what happened after the last pitcher at the
Drake. Oh well, no harm done. Besides, she wouldn't
understand anyways.

Another option is to play public relations representative.
We've all done this at one time or another. Here you smile
wide, and proceed to talk about "the distinguished depart-
ments of education, the 'atmosphere' that lends itself to
higher learning, the fine cuisine available on campus", and
so on. After a few minutes of this. Aunt Bessie will either
be proud of her relative, or will break out laughing at your

• rhetoric because she's followed the bathroom issue in the
national media. Either way, you've sucessfully fended off
the question without really thinking about it, so you return
to the major problem at hand — where's the open bar?

When the question is popped by parents back home, it's

time to reevaluate your answer. Studies have shown that

the honesty of your response is directly related to how
much tuition your parents pay for you. Now. granted this

is an individual issue that depends on the strength of your
relationship with your parents, but it's still fun when quer-
ries as to the existence of excessive drug use can be tossed

aside with a simple "not before noon, why do you ask?"

However, when it's their signature on next semester's
check, diplomacy is in order. If you get into trouble, fall

back on the durable "Well, Vice-Chancellor Madson has
done a simply super job of trying to get rid of all the

subversive elements on campus!" Of course, don't men-
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own lives subversive. You can take that up with the folks
next year when it's too late for them to transfer vou
elsewhere.

I think that the main problem in talking about UMass is
that, ts.ken out of context, nothing here makes sense when
you try to describe it. How can people back home rational-
ly understand what prompted students to march into a
student senate meeting and demand student input into
student government? I can't blame Aunt Bessie for not be-
ing able to understand because for awhile, I couldn't
either.

I used to owi^^^er that expounded upon Murphy's
Law. Near tHI'^l^^fllfproclaims "There's no reason for
it. it's just our policy." The more I thought, the more I

realized that if there is an Ultimate Trust to life at UMass.
that may just be it. Think about that for a minute, and
then apply it to your own experiences.

Aunt Bessie was exposed to that pearl of wisdom, and
now clings to it as her only source of rationality amidst mv
recounting of UMass life. She's never been to a Halloween
or Spring Concert (the way they were), or witnessed a stu-
dent's rights rally. She's never heard Dr. Madson lecture
about Univesity policy on the Fine Art Center steps, a per-
formance that would leave even Alexander Haig impress-
ed with the level of doublespeak. Poor old Aunt Bessie
She'll never understand, but I don't feel sorry for her
because she'll never have to try. After all. she's not the
one who attends school here on a day-to-day basis She
wonders why I can't give simple answers to what she
thinks are simple questions about UMass. I'm sorry Aunt
Bessie. 1 really am. At UMass there's no reson, just policy

r
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Polish students join boycott as strike nears end
WARSAW. Poland (AP) - More then

100.000 Polish university students
boycotted classes yesterday but a major
regional strike by 150.000 workers in
Zielona Gora province appeared near an
end.

During a day of widespread labor unrest,
the independent union Solidarity an
nounced it would meet with government
officials next week to sUrt negotiations on
the Polish crisis.

Although new strikes by bus drivers and
newspaper workers started Thursday,
Polish Radio announced that more than
150.000 striking workers in Zielona Gora
province had heeded an appeal from
Solidarity to end a regional strike that
started Oct. 22.

Solidarity leaders in Zielona Gora agreed
to return to work on Friday after receiving
assurances that Solidarity would press

worker demands for replacement of three
stale farm managers, the radio said.

In another development, Stefan
Olszowski. a hardline member of the
Coiiiiuunisl Party's Politburo, told a party
conference in Legnica the party "will never
agree" to giving Solidarity a role in

government, according to the official news
agency PAP.

In announcing that union government
talks would start Tuesday. Solidarity
spokeswoman Maria Komorowskisaid, "It's
been decided and agreed upon by both
parties." Polish Radio said the talks were to
have started Friday, but that the tense
labor situation around the country had
forced postponement of the Ulks until next
week.

About 60 percent of the country's 91
institutions of higher learning,were affe<Jted

by the student call for sympathy action for

students at a small engineering school in

Radom, organi7.ers of the student protest

said. Students there were in the 18th day of

X sit-in over a disputed election of a school

rector.

Welfare cuts may increase
BOSTON (AP) - The Welfare

Department has proposed $79.9 million in

"extraordinary" spending reductions that

would lean heavily on Medicaid recipients

to meet Gov. Edward J. King's demand
for a "level funded" budget in the state's

next bookkeeping year.

In its budget proposals recently filed

with Human Services Secretary William
T. Hogan, the welfare agency requested
$1.9 billion for the next fiscal year but
proposed $79.9 million in "extraordinary
reductions" that would bring the total

down to $1,833 billion.

This is below the $1,847 billion the
department listed.as its spending level for

this fiscal year, which ends June 30.

King has told agency managers he
wants them to keep next year's spending
at current levels. Inflation and other
unavoidable cost increases are supposed
to be offset by reductions elsewhere.

The Medicaid account, at $1,024 billion

this year, would grow to only $1,030
billion in fiscal 1983 under the level

financing proposal, despite hospital in-

flation that has been soaring at about 13
percent.
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Friday, November 13th Bluegrass Music

CROCKETT
Played at (Jrchard Hill's Spring Concert

with BILLINGS GAP Admission $2.00

Saturday, November 14th Go Crazy with New York's

JK^
,•'

finalists in the WNEW-FIVI
World Series of Rock N Roll with the B-52's

Special Guests OTHER HALF

'Valid ID and ABP sticker required to purchase alcohol

J Nov. 14 9pm - 1 am {

t SATURDAY NIGHT *

I ROCK N' ROLL {

with A.K.A.
CASH BAR

$2.00 J
Student Union Hatch

FIUA nCTOlT

Fast Free Delivery 256-6567

"SUPER SUNDAY"
special hours 12:00 NOON 'til 0:00 a.m.

it" Large Plain Pizza

Toppings 50c 'till 5:00 pm
5:00 3:00 am $0.29

Toppings 50c
M«nu: 16" Large Pizza $5.75

Toppings 90c
12" Small Pizza $0.65

Toppings 65c
Double Dough Double Ch,.s.. Pepp.,oni. Sousog.. GroundDe.f. Green Pepp,„. Onions. Mushrooms. DIock Olive,

Anchovies
I. is „u* ,ho, ,h.„ Will b. whi„ dough piizo o. Wholewh.o.
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Halberstam wins
with The Game
The Breaks of the Game
By David Halberstam
Knopf, 320 pp. i

By STEPHEN FREKER

If you are interested in an inside, in-depth analysis of
race relations and tensions in a big business, an
examination of the power and salary structures of said
business and to top it off. a colorful, behind-the scenes
took at the National Basketball Association, then David
Halberstam's The Breaks ofthe Game, is required readinff.
Halberstam. whose works include The Best and the

Brightest and The Powers That Be, takes his analytical
descriptive writing style and successfuUy puts it to use iii

telling his story of traveUng with the NBA's Portland
Trailblazers for the entire 1980-81 season, chock fuU of
uisightful observations of life in the big leagues.
The way that Halberstam approaches his task seems
more like he was living inside the individual team players
and admmistrative attaches besides traveling alongside
them to games and functions. Halberstam delves into the
lives, both on t^e court and off-court, of the Trailblazers
and uses separate incidents and explanations to mold
together an extrememly lucid picture of what these
walking skyscrapers fac^ on a day to-day basis both
career-wise and in their non basketbaU Uves. although
sometimes the fine line between the two is shattered for
many of Halberstam's characters.

Halberstam's NBA is a world that is sometimes funny

?n '",h''T'.''P^'''"{ ^^'^ '•'"^ borderline rookie waiting

Inonvmit^L'"'.
^'^''^ '^'"'^ ''"''^'^ »'*'" ^ack intf

oartTn?' ^"'f^'^^y'
pressure-packed and. for a largepar

.
and uns able, transcient existence for many ol a

s

parlicpants. Halberstam goes into the loc-ker Umsowners offices, into the players' homes and someta;

David Halberstam, author of Breaks of the
Game.
seems like he's on the court actually participating in the
games he describes, all for the purpose of drawing
together an overall printed portrayal of the league and the
spirit that pervades it.

The dedicated hoop junkie, the psychology buff and the
sociologist would all feel comfortable with "Breaks" since
Halberstam touches on aU of these facets and more in his
book. Halberstam mentions all the players, not just the Bill
Waltons or Maurice Lucases. He tells the entire story of
marginal players like Abdul Jeelani in a few pages as well
Halberstam minces no words in describing the racial
problems unique to the NBA and honestly lays it on the
line about what goes on publicly and privately concerning
relevant league issues.

continued on page 18

THE aniVERSITY ENSEMBLE THEATER
presents

Nuclear weapon
study released

Nuclear Weapons, The Report of the Secretary-
General of the United Nations
Autumn Press, 223 pp.

By PHILLIP PLANTE
Collegian Correspondent

"At less than 2 km., thermal radiation can be expected
to kill most people directly exposed to it. Materials that
are easily ignited, such as thin fabrics, paper or dry leaves
may catcl^ fire at more ^han 2 km. from ground zero. This
may cause a huge firestor'm enveloping much of the target
area and adding numerous further casualties." - the im-
mediate effects of a nuclear explosition of moderate yield
from the Nuclear Weapons report.
Nuclear Weapons, a report by a United Nations special

committee, is probably the most objective, authorative,
and readable work on nuclear weapons available to the
public.

The report was borne out of a committee of specialists
formed in 1978, to carry out a comprehensive study of
nuclear weapons. Experts from twelve countries took part
in the study. The United States and the Soviet Union were,
'"vited to join the panel but declined. The committee has.-
published its finding in order to inform the public of the'
menace these weapons pose.
The commission, along with clarifying technical defini-

tions which relate to nuclear weapons, like "megaton" and
"CEP", uses graphic descriptions of nuclear explosions,
including the effects of shock waves and radiation, to
demonstrate the incredible destructive force these
weanons oossess.

"A ten to twenty megaton 'airburst,' over New York t:i-

continued on page 11
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GAY LESDIAN AWARENESS DAY J
DISCO

FRIDAY, NOV. 13, 9-2 AM
CASH BAR, D.J.

$2 ADMISSION

FOR MORE INFO CALL
THE PEOPLE'S GAY ALLIANCE

545-0154

4*

4>— *

1WANTED:
Writers for the 1982 Index

I (yes, we do have a yearbook

I

atUMass)

I

You can become a publish-

(
ed writer and write about |

1
whatever you want (almost)

j

Come to a staff meeting on |

Monday November 16th at {

I
6:30 in the Index Office CC |

I
101jear the Collegian.

j

By

AMDRiOBEY
Rand Theater,

OnioersUy of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

liooember 12- 14 and 19-21 at 8:00 pm
Reservations: 545-351

1

Tickets: $2.50 for students mnd smnlor citizens

$3.50 for the general put>Uc

:
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More Arts
Friday. November 13, 1981

Charged performance

appeals to all senses
Children of a Lesser God
Fine Arts Center
November 10, 1981

by ADAM KEEVES
Collegian (Correspondent

If you didn't see the Tony Award winning
Childnn of a Lesser G<nl last Tuesday
night, then you missed one of 1 1 Mass's
finest off Broadway productions of the
year. Mark Medoffs enthralling story of the
struggling love affair between a speech
therapist and his deaf student, wraps
elements of comic charm and tender
tragedy into an evening of great theater.

Thi' plays deeper themes, the need for
communication and self reliance, are
hti-rally conveyed by the hands of its actors
— almost the entire script is delivered in
sign language accompanied by spoken lines.
The frantic gesticulations this leads to
during a heated classr(K)m exchange, or an
impassioned romantic advance, is perhaps
the show's most outwardly engaging facet.
All the same, this continual use of sign
language would strain even the most gifted
actors, but Philip Reeves and Freda
Norman, the leads, turn this into the play's
most convincing aspect.

Both Philip Reeves. Jim. and Freda
Norman. Sarah, offer dazzling per
formances. but in completely different
manners. Reeves portrays his role as a self
effacing speech instructor with enough
energy to carry the show's witty facade.
His superb timing during the pitfalls of
Jims sign language — love enables an
effective deliverance of Medoffs difficult
lines. But most prai-seworthy. Reeves
supplies the human sentiment necessary to

spotlight Sarah's remote character, and
open th«' d(K>r to the play's emotional in
lerior.

Angered by hearers' efforts to change her.
Sarah has closed herself into a silent world
with rt'solule obstinance. Throughout the
play Jim. Sarah's husband, does all Sarah's
spt'aking by translating her signs.
Nevertheless Sarah is not the product of
some lesser God. as people frequently treat
her. but a full human being with equal
capabilities.

Freda Norman's mute performance shouts
the frustration Sarah feels, beautifully
portraying the meaning behind Medoffs
creation. It is not a play about the deaf and
I he hearing, so much as it is a play about
humans and human ne«>ds — needs which
are not created, hut only accentuated by
the difficuly of being deaf.

Medolf packs poetic meaning into his play
by streamlining its actual performance. On
stage there is a certain economy about the
entire production that fm-uses the
audience's attention on just the action being
seen. Spartan settings and rapid scene
changes prevent any slowdown in the play's
lightening trmpo. Further, the other actors
are only used to sharpen the conflicts going
on between Sarah and Jim.

In one sense. ChiUlren of a Lesser God
rivets our eyes to the problems of the deaf:
the frustration of being dependent most of
the time, and the misunderstandings people
have al>out the hearing disabled. But the
real triumph of Medoffs production is that
It goes a step beyond — it focuses on the
problems we all share: the difficulty of
complete self-reliance, and the need for
understanding through communicating.
ritildren of a Lesser God pushes a degree of
introspection on all who see it.

Rob Inglis will give a solo rendi-
ion of J.R.R. Tolkien's epic fantasy

The Lord of tke Rings at the Student
Union Ballroom this Sunday at 8:00
p.m. Inglis has given solo renditions of
The Canterbury Tales and Shakespeare
In Persons (presenting conflicting por-
traits of the bard's life), and BBC says

on Inglis (with Lord of the Rings)
has succeeded where the might of
Hollywood has crumbled into ludicrous
ruin." He includes everything from
Gollum and the lowly hobbits to the
high flying Lord of the Nazgul and the
eruption of Mount Doom. How can one
man do all of this? Find out Sunday
night.

J

MAGNIFICENT

ART BOOKS
IMPRESSIVE GIFTS FOR ALL SEASONS!

SPECIAL
PURCHASE
b.9o each

'Quantities Limited

the

Hundreds of other Sale Books available - Fiction - Non-Fiction

Universitu Stnrp Located in the Campus Center,
Univ of Mass. OPEN M-F 9-5

Sat 11 - 4

New country albums.
Pert pap for rainy days

•Collegian u

URBAN CHIPMUNK
!\hy}^ ^^^ '^"'^ CHIPMUNKS

SOME DAYS ARE DIAMONDS
JOHN DENVER (RCA)

STEP BY STEP
EDDIE RABBIT (Elektra)

By TOM FAISON

Either Country music is getting better or
I'm getting more tolerant in my old age.
Recently I was blessed with three new
albums from some of the more successful
musicians in the industry today; and I've
come to the distinct impression that listen-
mg to them is definitely an alternative ac-
tivity to sitting around in a state of depres-
sion during a rainy Amherst weekend.
True, we're not exactly talking about

Charlie Rich here. But some of this stuff is

relatively pleasant, and I can play it at a de-
cent level without disturbing the closet
cases that live around me. On a case by
case basis, they go something like this:

URBAN CHIPMUNK - This is a laudi-
ble album from a once great band that
seems to be enjoying a comeback. In this
record, their distinctive sound is apparent
with some sturdy vocals by Alvin. a hot
guitar by Simon, and wicked keyboard
work by Theodore.
On this album they get the chance to pro-

ve their considerable talents with hits like
Kenny Roger's "The Gambler" and
''Coward of the County." Eddie Rabbit's
I Love a Rainy Night" and Willie Nelson's

immortal "On the Road Again."
Also along for the ride with the Chip-

munks are Jerry Reed. Larry Butler and
Brenda Lee with some capable vocal
assists.

This album is highly recomended for
rodents and fans of Frankie Valli and those
of you who like the down home sound mix-
ed with a touch of heavy metal.
John Denver is also back in stride with a

line up of tunes that go over big time in
Dentist's Offices, elevators, sanitariums
and The Rocky Mountains. Denver's voice
and guitar are as clear as ever as he croons
out his melodies in the unmistakable style
that made him the star he is with nice
music fans everywhere. This is probably

due to the fact that every song is nice- and
every song is roughly the same as thJ one
that precedes it. and the same as the one
that follows it. The knowledge of this face
is very comforting and as everyone knows
nnrtjort is nice. John Denver knows this,'
and that is why he sells so many records.'
His fans know this too. and that is why
they buy them.

However, I just can't help thinking that
Denver comes to the recording studio with
holes in his overalls, a straw in his mouth,
no shoes and a pail of cow dung to stick to
stick his feet into when he sings. I know
this is a stupid idea, but his latest album no
matter how nice it sounds, does nothing to
dispel this impresion. Mayl)e one day
Denver will surprise me and appear on the
Perry Como show with a purple face, a
socially unacceptable back up band and
spout obscene songs about his desire to in-
timidate the Secretary of the Interior with
a moose-antler.

But somehow, I dont think that this will
happen. Who knows? I've been wront;
before.

Eddie Rnhhif is a different tvne of coun-
try boy. Born in Brooklyn and raised in
East Orange. New Jersey, Rabbitt is a
hayseed (whoops I mean country boy) by
choice, not chance. Rabbitt's current suc-
cess is based one his ability to mix Country
and Western with his own special brand of
Pop Rock. He still has his bumpkin's love of
the mundane with songs about rainy night,
leaky pipes, infidelity, heartache and hem-
morhoids.

Rabbit always seems to be on the top of
one chart or another due to his mellow
style, pleasant personality and intense
good fortune. With his latest album, "Step
by Step" (also a hit single on one chart or
another) fans will not even feel the
slightest bit of diappointment, from what I
knew about Rabbitt originally I wasn't let
down by it either. After all, it's only his
eighth album in six year.
Gone forever are the days of simplicity.

Where once Country music was dominated
by sincere men and women from Nashville
who sang hard, played the guitar and ap-
peared on "Hee Haw." The power base has
now switched to vermin, millionaire moun-
tain men and people from New Jersey.
A more significant change in modern

society is not easily found.

Eddie Rabbitt, seen here showing

* Nuclear
off his hairy chest

Prince of tL_ _..^ _,
broken dreams of N.Y. cop

Continued from, page 9
ty," says the report, "would destroy
buildings in Manhattan, almost all of the
Bronx, Brooklyn, and Queens, as far away
as Kennedy airport, and in Hoboken and
Jersey City as well."

The book describes the delayed effects of
atomic weapons on the environment and
the world economy. According to the com-
mission, even a "limited" nuclear exchange
would cause radiation deaths for 40 years,
create oxides which would destroy the
ozone layer, cause mutations in plants and
animals, and possibly cause climatic
changes in the earths atmosphere.
The commission also addresses the

political implications nuclear weapons have
had on international relations, focusing

^especially on the tenuous balance of power
and how technology constantly undermines
this balance. The development of nuclear
submarines, cruise missiles, and "mini
numes (very small nuclear weapons which
could be used in a conventional war)," ac-
cording to the commission, only emperil
world security.

The objective perspective of the commis-
sion echos the concern of anti-nuclear pro-
testers in Europe; that sooner or later
nuclear weapons will l)e used because of
their very existence and that a "balance of
power" is no guarantee of safety. "Endur-
ing internationai peace cannot be built on
the accumulation of weaponry by military
alliances nor can it be sustained by a
precarious balance of deterrence or
strategic superiority," the commission
writes.

Advancement
Prince of the City, starring Treat Williams
By TOM FAISON

"Bob Leucci was a skel." This was basically the sen-
timents of the cops that I used to go to school with at New
York's John Jay College of Criminal Justice. Leucci. a
former detective in the special investigations branch of the
NY I'D. was responsible for bringing to trial a large
number of New York's finest, during the anti -corruption
hearings of the early 1970's. A new film about his
escapades, "Prince of the City" has recently derived ex
cellenl notices from prestigious critics from all over the
country.

In ihu film, director Sidney Lumet unwinds this
poisonous story like a hindu medicine man unraveling a ball
of snakes. The basic premise of this 3 hour movie suggests
that, although Leucci turned in his own to save his ass. he
also severely punished himself for it in the end.
At first, things', start slowly for Leucci (called Danny

Ciello lor the sake of the film). He makes contact with
rederal prosecuters to ease his conscience by making
atonement for all of the ethical deviations of his past.
However, as soon as the first two prosecuters get their
hooks into him, scores of others are into him as well. These
other lawyers, all hungry, all di.sgusting and all very
ambitious, are looking to make names for themselves (over
the shattered lives of ruined policemen).

I'rince of the City" is a nightmarish film about broken
dreams, lost identities, hard promises and tho.se private
h<'lls that we create when we don't like ourselves anymore.
Ireat Williams, the star of this film, plays his part as if it is
(lie part of his career, which I'm sure it is. His performance

is critical to the success of the film for. as Ciello, he is the
center of every scene and is almost always on the screen.
He plays up to the part in most places, but sometimes lo.ses

credibility as a N.Y. street cop with his puppy dog ex

p^e^slull^>. ivien in his character's position don't really run
around like wounded chickens without knowing what they
are going to do next, unless they are right on the verge of a
nervous breakdown. Men of his character are usually
street smart and clever; they don't drool and shake when
things start to get really tough. Unfortunately, this is how
Ciello behaves throughout the balance of the film. This
fact, and Ciello's seemingly unexplainable obsession with
martyrdom, bothered both critics and general audiences
alike, and does much to muddle an otherwise absorbing
film.

Other performances come out a bit better due to the
professionalism and talent of the supporting cast.
Especially noteworthy are Broadway's Jerry Ohrbach as a
lough Jewish cop and Lindsey Grouse as Ciello's wife (her
role is a ri-velation for it portrays a woman not only as a
supportive wife but also as a strong figure in her own
right. Not the glamourous twits that are becoming all to
common in other films that are mming out today. In fact.

Ihe rest of the cast is nearly j^erlecl and they do much to
bring their characters to the screen without compassion.
flinching or -sentimentality.

"Prince of the City" is not an easy film to watch, nor can
it really be called entertainment. Actually it's a filmaker's
film that draws upon the emotions of an audience until it is

broken down like the film's protagonist. Ciello, in.stead of
informing on just a few rogue cops and monsters, has
finally been broken down into informing on his friends,

himself and — because he has allowed his home phone to be
tapped — his family as well. At the end he is left with
nothing but a cruel indictment on the American Criminal
System.

It is one of the few films I have ever seen that gave me the
f«'eling of aging while I was watching it in the theater. And
if you go to see it and slay for the film's duration, you too
may just wind up like Ciello: older, wiser and with an ugly
feeling inside.

WITHOUT
AN

ADVANCED
DEGREE

Instltirte

Paralegal
Tralmrig

235S.17thSt
Philadelphia PA 19103

(215)732-6600

Approved by the
American Bar

Asaociatton

Opermad by Pan Legid ihc.

^ninytvwita Corporal ion

College seniors. Ifyou plan to get aJob
after graduatloa why not consider
a profewlon?

In 3 months, we prepare you for
careers in law, management finance.

Our 8 Intensive courses are
naUonally recognized for high aca-
demic quality.

Over 90% ofour graduates secure
Jobs In their specialties. Over 5.000
graduates hold positions in law firms,
banks and corporaUons In 1 10 clUes.

We provide a substantial tuition
refund if we cannot secure aJob for
you In the city ofyour choice.

Guarantee your future. Learn how the
Institute can hdpyou advance In a
career. Oui reprcsentaUve wlU be on
campus

^i0VEMBER 16

/ ujould llketoarrangean Interview
at another time. Please call me at
one ofthe phones noted.

Please send me Injonnation about
the InsatuteforParalegal Training.

Name
Address

CUy. State. Zip

College

( L_ i L
Presentphone Permanentphone
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ROD BONES by Gregg Canavan

UNDER THE INFLUENCE by M. Joyce
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D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet

Sandwich
Tuna Oriental

DINNER
Stir Fry Beef and
Vegetables, Fried Shrimp
Dinner with Tartar Sauce,
Cocktail Sauct

BASICS LUNCH
Garbanzo Bean and Rice
Provencal, Chicken Cutlet
Sandwich

BASICS DINNER
Stir Fry Vegetables and
Tofu, Fried Shrimp EHnner
with Tartar Sauce, Cocktail
Sauce

WMUA
P'riday, Nov. 13

6 a.m. - 10 a.m.

Wake-up
Cassis

BMCP

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Daddy Neil

BMCP

2 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Friday Drive
Steve Diamond
and Mary Kelly

5:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Newswatch

6 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Athena's Web
Don Cerow

7 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Drive to the 1990's

Tony Kord

10 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Friday Night Experience
Show
Jim McDee

2 a.m. • 6 a.m.

Moonlight Extravaganza

, Friday, November J3, 19^ Ij,

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude JaCfe
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WEATHER

Sunny today. High in the
40s. Becoming milder
lonighi. Low from around 25
in the mountains, to 40 in

ihe coastal cities. Sunny,
high in the 50s tomorrow.

UNION VIDEO CENTER
Fri.

10:00 a.m. Paradise Show with Leon Russell
1 1:00 a.m. Paul Simon and Friends
12:00 p.m. Phil Donahue Show
1:00 p.m. PubUc Service Announcements

Cfcact's DMMC AND M^NQNG
Friday Nov. 13 and Saturday Nov. 14

The ffA2Z BABIES
bPIECE DANCE BAND

Opening Fridoy November 13 ot 5 pm
Lunch - Dinner - Cocktails

Basement - Thornes Market
(Main Entrance - the alleyway*on Old South St.)

586-8878 Northampton, Mass.

The Valley's newest and finest-

Italian Restaurant

JOEY D's
at the intersection of Rte 9 and University Drive in Amherst

I
tin the Price Chopper Plaza)

256-8605

Friday, N6vejnber 13, 1981
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Come to Coiegian Office CC113 • 845 3:45 Monday
-».K .« ,^ -» c

^^*^^^ • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication dav;^h in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount
puoiicaiion aay

Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

AUDIO

STUDENTS: Quality loudspeakers from
Burhoe Acoustics at FANTASTIC PRICES!
No gimmicks. Call ppt^r
546-7127

Stereo Pair OHM L Speakers Kenwood
4070 Receiver, Hitachi 320 Turntable,
Hitachi D-220 Cassette Tapedeck. Selling
either seperately or as a system. 546-9151

AUTO FOR SALE

70 Oldsmobile Cutlass excellent condition
$675 253-5943

72 VW Beetle I6w mi. only $1,350.00 70
Cry Newport only $400. call Alex please
549-5347

New 81 Rabbit Sport fuel injection, only
1200 miles, call 253-9455

73 Subaru for parts, tires 549-5505

88 Mustang good condition $750 call

253-5267

Found! Womens watch between Boyden
and Tobin 11/10. To claim see Cliff, janitor
at Memorial Hall between 11:30 and 12 30pm
Found wcvnen's eyeglasses at Phi Sig
Sat nite 546-8270

GAY ENTERTAINMENT
Gay Lesbian Disco in celebration of the
Tenth Anniversary of The People's Gay
Alliance. Friday Nov. 13, 10th floor Campus
Center. Cash bar, DJ, $2 admission. All are
welcome.

HELP WANTED

COCAINE

Enjoy the finest powder in New
England - Ski Mt. Snow. Special College
Party weeks available for intersession . Low
rates - high times. Call Dave 549-6802 for
details.

DO mi
January Graduates: Have your senior
portrait taken - Do it now 545^2874

DRUMMERS

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Bus Driver-Trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will be accepting applications for our
trainrng program to run thru intersession.
Qualrfications include a clean driving record
of 3 years and a committment to work for 1

year apply Monday Eve Nov 2, 1981 at 7 PM
Campus Ctr Room 905-9

Information on Alaskan and Overseas
jobs $20,000 to $50,000 per year possible
calM602) 941 8014 Dept. KOI

^'^"'^

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500 - $1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MAI, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92626

HIEROGLYPICS?

DRUMMER WANTED for Heavy-Metal
Band. We have equipment and connec-
tions. 256-8573

FOR RENT

™/^?5^ ••olation Tank available for rent
584-1627, evenings.

FREE RENT - after Dec. 7 for responsible
female in exchange for sitting 9 yr old while

S^^™ ^°'^^ "'*«* 617-747-0070 or
546-6398 - leave message

Is this what your notes look like? Come
to the Student Note Service. Lecture notes
available for many courses. Room 401 Stu-
dent Union BIdg (top floor)

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNS
WANTED

FOR SALE

Dennis
GIFT IDEA: Portrait Drawings
Delap, 665-2972

1975 Suzuki GT 390 FULLY assesed 12000

^'r. /^7 9°°*^ condition $650 call Rick
343-1867

1972 VW Microbus good condition $1200
or BO call John 253 7430 good gas mileage
Fender Stratocaster $400 665 2241 eves.
Korg 770 Synthesizer - 2 ocillators
envelope, 8 octave range, many more
features. $400. 546-5976

ROLLING STONES TICKETS 253 5937
last chance folks

VW Engine, runs well, 1200 CC. hoses
shrouding, etc. battery, starter, best offer'
Polarguard Jacket with hood, $25.

4 Michelin Radial Tires size 165 15 good
cond on VW rims $60 or BO call Neil after 6°M 253-5276

Speakers AEI Evolution I walnut 125$
Synergystic towers 150$ small 50 ESS 210
150$ Dynaco 3 way 60$ Advent 60$ all pairs
call quick 546-9898 Mirage SM5 75$ SMI
150$ others on hand

^il«"*^"' ^'^'^•vvall radial snow tires
GR70-15 qood cond. call 6-5489

Legal Services Office has 8 positions
available for full-time Legal Assistant In-
terns for Spring 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Legal Assistants aid at-
torneys of the Legal Services Office with
client interviewing, investigations, legal
research, negotiations, giving advice and
referals, preparation of court forms, atten-
dance at hearings in District and Superior
Courts of Hampshire, Franklin & Hampden
counties, and participation in administrative
hearings and Federal litigation. Legal
Assistants maintain continuing caseload
under supervision of attorneys. For advice
on arranging an internship and credit, con-
tact Office of Internships, Curry Hicks
Building. For further information, contact
Legal Services Office, 922 Campus Center.
Applications due Friday, November 20, at
Office of Internships. Writing sample re-
quired.

LOST

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyonf who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602.no
questions will be asked

Monday on windowseat in SUB pair of
leather gloves w/knit string backs. Beat up
but much loved. Reward? Call Tracv
256-6870

Key on heart chain lost. If found call
546-1247 Suzanne

Brown leather jacket in Webster Dorm
on 11/6. Please^return to Assistance Desk
in Campus Center.

FOUND
Found small friendly black male kitten in
Boyden Gym Parking Lot, on 11-8. Call
617 544-7670 evenings

REWARD! Plaid wool "Dior" scarf. Great
sentimental value. Please return Marv
665-7756 after 11

NEW BEIGE

Honey Bunch I hope you find what you
want, I've found what I want with you.

WE LUY UM
Qt

Timeftout

Amherst's Diggest

Little Dor

Come Join the Crowd
07 N. PUosont St» Amh»fst

You're the best! Happy Birthday
Spike of Spike and Queenie

from

PARADOX
PARADOX BAND ready for hire. Benetar,
Pretenders, Who, Beatles. Check it out!
Call Ted 549-6884 or Steve 665-7754

PERSONALS

UMASS SKI CLUB
430A Student Union M-F 11-3:30

10th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH NOV 18^21

10th ANNUAL BUSH BASH JAN 24-29
To the tall, blond guy who's caught my
eye in Franklin, the Pub and SBA. . will we
ever meet?. . .the brunette

Performers wanted for Pierpont Cof-
feehouse Sunay l4ov 15, 8 pm. Very infor-
mal. Anyone rtr»ay perform. If interested
please contact Betsy or Kathy 417 Pierpont
tel. 6-5267 as soon as possible.

Gay Lesbian Awareness Day
Workshops, Activities, Film & Disco. All on
Friday Nov. 13 Campus Center. Call the
People's Gay Alliance at 545-0154

Hat Party!! Tues. Nov. 17, Poor Richards
25c drafts, 75c bottled. $1 admission spon-
sored by AXO
Happy Birthday. Gail! Hope your day's a
special one. Luv, your roomie

See COMA tonite!!
Shows at 5, 7, 9, & 1

1

in the CCA
HEY ALVIN! Had a great time Saturday
night. Why are you mad at us? love &
hickies. Your Favorite Minxes
Lumpy Happy Birthday Love and Kissy
Kissy Karin and Kris

LEACH REUNION Sunday, November 15,
1981 Be there! Great time for all. BYOB
(bagel)

Is your act hard to follow? If so, play in
the Dwight Coffeehouse. For more info
call Kelly, 6-5599

I love you Cathy
Sincerely yours
young man
"Ohm Shanti"

You loved Just Friends of 1923 - Peter
Niemczura has done it again! See the worid
premiere of his new musical comedy
STEREOPTICON, at the Red Barn, Hamp-
shire College, November 14, 19, 20 21 It
8:15 p.m. Tickets: $2.00

Thank you Chris for coming into my life.

Happy Legal Day! love, Tom
BABE, I love you just the way you are! I'll

never stop loving you Joyce! Love always,
your baby

INTERNATIONAL PARTY! Fri Nov 13,
9-2 am In the Hatch. Cost is just $1.5o!
Dance to Funk-Reggae-Rock-Salsa-New
Wave-etc. Presented by the International
Club.

Hiya How-ee!! Happy 20th Birthday.
Make this weekend one big celebration
cause you finally can "drink like a fish"
legally. Don't have too good a time because
I'm expecting a dinner you promised way
back in September. Love ya always , Caren

Happy Birthday Dancin' Sue - Boy Near
New York City

Cheerleader Mary and Kelly - Thanks for
tutoring and the album - M.D.J.

PIZZA EATERS

A question for those of you who don't
make a habit of tipping delivery people.
Do you neglect to tip waiters/waitresses
too? GFY

RIDE WANTED
To Lancaster Pa or surrounding area

c/lanan (joAdek 1

MANDARIN SZ£CMU£N CUISWI "

"TkeBesiOuKeseM

Thanksgiving share expenses Maryanne
256-8868

ROOMMATE WANTED
1 bedroom in Brandywine avail in Jan.
for Spring. Call 549-4848 after 5:30

Roomie needed for Spring. Own furnish-
oom in Townehouse. Call 549-2638

One bedroom in two bedroom apt on
bus route. Excellent location. 145 -^

utilities. Weatherproof. 665-4211 Available
January 1st

Roommate wanted: For own room in

three bedroom Puffton Village apt. Call

549 4041

Rolling Green - Quiet responsible female
$100 includes utilities available immediately

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study SkiHs9'
years teaching experience 546 9981

Research Consulting and Statistical
Computing by Ph.D. psychologist.
Reasonable rates, guaranteed accuracy.
253-5262 or 253-7374

Typing 4c a line. Some overnite service.
Call at 549-4595

STONES TICKETS

Two Rolling Stones Tickets for Nov. 9 in

Hartford Best Offer. Call 6-6433 or 6-6353

Stones Tix Syracuse Best offer. 549-5821

THE BATTLE

Southwest Area Government second
annual Battle of the Bands in Hampden
Student Center Saturday Nov 14 1-6 PM
More music than your mind can handle all

for free

TO SUBLET

Room in Amherst Ctr walk to campus
available 11/16 call 253 5047

Apt. for
256-8279

Spring semester start Jan

One bedroom apt in Puffton Village
available Jan 1 $250 549-0819

2 bedroom apt in Colonial Village for
Jan. 280 monthly 256-6048

TRAVEL

For Sale: One way plane ticket Boston to
Chicago or Boise, Idaho. Must be used bv
Nov. 19 546-6708

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have tne most reasonable prices
in the area Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584-2832

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2
Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

Organist, volunteer call

545-0261 for particulars

545-2789 or

WANTED TO RENT

2 or 3 bedroom apartment preferably for
Dec or Jan but will take sooner. Call
253-7221 or 253-3534

Two bedroom apt on bus route Colonial
Village? Squire Village? Could occupy
anytime after Nov. Please call Jodi at
253-9818 after 11:00 PM or leave message'

Afe/ Brooks \

YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN
Gene Wilder

Nov. 13

//

Every Sunday 11:30-3:00

SUNDAY BRUNCH
A special selection of your favorite

Chinese foods
All for 4.95 per serving

•

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-KhOO p.m.

Fri. « Sat 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9, Amherst
256-0251 256-0252

Engin. East Audit.

7, 9, 11 P.M.

Marty Feldman

"Friday

: JlenoenKsfnosie
NoitMmpfoii, Milt.

Gala Benetif bhowmg, ^ntiaTHoT^Tonf
One Performance at 8 (X) (im

(tobenefM Acartemy Sta.,. L,ah„„n f,..h,
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CHILDREN
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* Workfare —^

Continued from page 1

non-profit organization. She will work for the number of
hours, which, multiplied by the minimum wage, equals the
amount of her aid check.

Jackson, of financial aid explained that "affected
students will have to decide tn-tween receiving ai(i and go-
ing to school. While financial aid will probably not l)e able
to pick up the slack for former recipients who have lH?en

cut off from aid, referrals will l)e made to alternative
sources of funds, including outside employment and
Guaranteed Student Loans."
Wentworth of the Everywoman's Center said.

"Workfare is wrong because it is intended, and wi'l have
the effect of keeping women in, or forcing women back in-
to the nuclear family with the economic dependency that it

entails."

Department of Public Welfare spokesperson Kennedy
said the program has been introduced because, "the
econonaic pi* is shrinking." There is not as much money
available as there has t)een. In order to provide the
necessities of life for those in desperate straights, we have
to cut back in otJ»er areas where people are able lo eathJ
nponey, /tJr:thpBe uthofiure not."

*

One woman at the meeting said she wondered who wold
take care of her children while she was engaged in a full-

time job search. The plan allows for some of the women in
phase two of the program to provide child care in their
homes.

"These homes will be licensed by the Office for
Children," Kennedy said.

"But" Wentworth asked, "will these mothers really
want to care for children? Will some children suffr child
abuse? Neglect? How safe will the providers' homes Ik??
What abcjut quality child care?"
Ellen Chechila, a third-year microbiology major at

UMass, and single parent of a six-year-old b<')y, reported
that her caseworker had suggested she go to school at
night after her full-time job search activities during the
day. Ellen said she asked the caseworker, "what about my
relationship with my son?"
The group discussed strategies to counter implementa-

tion of the program. Rallies will be held Nov. 14 in Cam-
bridge, and Nov. 21 in Boston. The Joint Human Services
Committees of the state legislature will hold a public hear-
ing on workfare on Nov. 24 and the participants were en-
couraged to write their state representatives in support of
S. 2335, a bill which would limit workfare.

ASPIRING PHOTOGRAPHER - Swanley, a Nubien goat, demonstrates a curiositTover'a CoJ-
tegian photographer's equipment bag in Sunderland yesterday.

The fM» cotlege Bnai BnthHillel jnd the UMASS Arts Coiinc 1
1 present ttie

KLEZMCQ CON^tl^VATODY RAND
JEWISH JAZZ

XMnmry, aitlmnk mlhk/i-sphitar . B<,ston Gw,e

'^GoseetheKlezmaComrcatoryRandl Thetrmusklsapncims.
licely\ andan appealing part ofJmish Heritage

"
- oenesisn

Saturday. November 14 at 8 00 Campus Center Auditorium UMASS

Available at
^"^^^^^ ^^ Geve^a\ Pubic l Students with I D

Food for Thought Amherst Country Comfort Northarripton & At theDoor
for more information call 545 2526

Doon^sbury
Drought to you ovorydoy

by Gorry Trudoou
ond tho

Mossochusotts Doily Collogion.

TMEATPES TIMES FOR TODAY ONLY

\^V} TWIUTE SHOW HtDUCED PRICES fOO STUOENrs i SENIOR ClTlJENS WiTm 4MC CAEr

THE BLUEWALL
^ IN AMHEI^t
6^'"^ PKOUPLY PRESENTS #^^!l

m
FatPAY
MOV. 1

3

1

s
1

1

lamC HAMPSHIRE 4

"Two hours of

non-stop thriHs."

^^ -Rex Re«d

^foFTHE
LOST ARK

Fri & Sat {5:0b @ $1 75) 7 30 9:55
Mat Sat at 2:00

Sun at 1 00 (3:30 @ SI 75)6:00 8:30

584-7550 HAMPSHIRE MALL
|MERYL STREEP JEREMY IRONS

Thelmnch

Heutenanr^

Woman

JACQOEUNE BISSET
CANDICE BERGEN

RICH mi
% FAMOUS

Fn & Sat (4:45 @ $1 75) 7 15^9:45

Sun 1 00 (3:30 @ $1 751 6:00- 8:30

HAU0WEENII

Fn & Sat at (5:00 @ $1.75) 7:30 9:55——

I

. Sat Mat at 2 00
YL Sun at 100 (3:45 @ $175)6:15 8:45

Midnite Movie Madness
Fn b Sat at 12 16 am

at Hampshire 4 £> Mt Farms 4

Fri & Sat at (5:30 @
$1 7517:45 10:15 12:15

Sat Mat at 2 30
Sun 1 45 (4 00 @ $1 75)6 30 8:45

Charlottes Web
Sat & Sun at 1 30

All seats $1 50

^mC MOUNTAIN FARMS 4^
TIME

BANDITS
...they didn't make history,

thev stole it!

Fn 6 Sat (4 45 @ $1 75) 7 15 9 45
Sat Mat at 2 00

PQJ Sun at 100 (3 30 @ $1 76) 6 00 8:»

4-9153M0UIMTAIN FARMS MALI

Whof happened
fo him should
happen ro you.

Fri h Sat (5:15 @ $1 75) 7 45 10 15

Mat Sat at 2:30
Sun 1:30 (4:00 @l $1 75) 6:30 8 45

WHO s«fs YOU cwTT TAKE rrwmi you?

r li^^a^jsmi

Fn h Sat (5 00 @> $1 75) 7:30 9:55

1^ Sat Mat at 2:16

IPG Sun 1 15(3 45 @ $1 75) 6 158 46

It's the land of hospitality...
unless you don't belong there.

starring Keith CaiTadinc

Powers Boothe

SDUTHERn
^^ COMFORT
Fn 8 sat (6 00 $1 75) 7 30 956

Sat Mat at 2:15
Sun 1 15 (3:45 @) $1 75) 6:15-8:30fe

Digest
By the Associated Press

;:;:;$;:;:;:;:;:::r$3g::>::^^?^S:::$?^

_anizes
to battle book banning
WILLIAMSTOWN. - Parents, teachers and ad-

ministrators are .planning a book selection policy for this
coUege town's elementary schools to thwart attempts to
ban certain books, the school superintendent said
yesterday.

Superintendent Helen Renzi cited an unsuccessful book
banning attempt in nearby North Adams as a reason to
develop a selection process for books used in grades one
through six. Junior and senior high school are part of a
separate regional school system.
Renzi said the Educational Development Council for the

PubUc Schools wUl give the school board a proposal for the
selection process by January. The council of parente,
teachers and administrators worked with the school
committee to develop a cafeteria menu and sex education
courses in the schools, she said.

The town, tucked away in the northwestern corner of
MassachusetU, is the home of Williams College, an ex-
clusive liberal arts school.

"One reason the North Adams school committee was in
such fine shape during the controversy this summer was a
formal policy dealing with books and censorship." Renzi
said.

North Adams school officials spent the summer fighting
efforts to remove "NaUve Son" by Richard Wright from
English classes in Drury High School.

In neighboring Franklin and Hampshire counties the
Mohawk Trail Regional School Board last month rejected a
Buckland selectman's demand that it remove "One Day in
the Life of Ivan Denisovich" by Russian dissident
Alexander Solzhenistsyn from the required reading list of
,a senior literature class.

Prosecution to prove

drownings resulted

iCollegjan is

Mary Engle, wife of Columbia Commander Joe
Eag^le. steps off a plane in Houston yesterday
afternoon after returning from the Kennedy
Space Center following the launch of the space
shuttle.

Crash victim's body
recovered by father
LANCASTER — Richard Martin, a volunteer

fu-efighter. rushed to the scene of a head on car crash and
helped pull the badly burned bodies from the wreckage.

It wasn't untU several hours later that he learned that
his 20 year old son Robert was one of the four victims.
The firefighters son was a passenger in a car which

collided head-on with another car early Wednesday on
Route 62 in this central Massachusetts town. -

"He was there when they pulled the bodies out of the
car. and when they put them on the hood of the car." said
Fredenck Meyer, the dead youth's uncle.

Martin "didn't even recognize Bobby. He had no reason
to believe Bobby was in the car. They were burned beyond
recognition.

*

Edison plan rejected
BOSTON - Gov. Edward J. King opposed yesterday a

plea by the Boston Edison Co. to charge customers nearly
$500 million in costs for the Pilgrim 2 nuclear power
station, which it decided not to build.
At a sUtehouse hearing on a record $96 million Edison

rate hike re<juest. the Department of Public UtUities was
told that King feels industry, not the citizenry, should
assume business risks.

"Gov. King beUeves deeply that in a free enterprise
system, it is the shareholders and those who make a profit
from the uUUties who must bear the financial burdens of a
company's management failures." Edward ReiUy. the
governor's chief policy adviser, said.
About half of Edison's request would cover its in-

vestment in Pilgrim 2. which the company had pUnned to
build in Plymouth. The plans were scrapped recently as
unfeasible.

from beatings
PITTSFIELD. — A county prosecutor yesterday

promised to prove seven Lenox High School graduates
caused the drowning of two Lee teenagers to avenge a
beating outside a graduation party.
But Berkshire County assistant district attorney Daniel

Ford refrained in caning arguments from saying how a
1971 white Cadillac wound up in Laurel Lake with the
bodies of Richard Retzel. 18, and Barry Griffin, 19. inside
the car.

In his arguments Ford quoted witnesses as saying the
victims had jumped into the car moments before it plunged
into the lake June 5. The ignition key was in the "on"
position and the column shift was in drive when the car was
pulled from 15 feet of water. Ford said.
The seven teen agers, 1981 high school graduates, are

charged with two counts each of manslaughter and two
counts each of assault and battery.

•vwjF day
rofreslMdl

Th« Coll*9ion

t
PAID POSITION

I

t
OPEN:

I

I
The Collegian needs a person to I

deliver the paper to the printer on

I
Tuesday and Wednesday nights.

\Applicants must have a car, and
I
be willing to drive late at night. I

Apply at the CoUegian Business
[ Office. I

The Collegian is an equal opportunity

Amnerst
Chinese Food

"Fami/y Style

Cooking"
Mandarin &

Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon
Specials
from $1.75

Farm Fresh Vogetat))es
Beer & Win« License

Sunday Brunch
All you can eat $4.96

62-64 Main St.,

Amherst 253-7835
CloMd Wadnetdayt
W* us* no MSG or

Arttflclal Food Coloring

SourhwEST Area Governivient

^
I np (>r I he (aiiipus

SECONd AnnuaI

BattU oF tIie BANds

HAMpdcN SrudcNT Center

12 -8 P.M.

$ATURdAy^ NoVEIVlbER 14

Free AdiviissioN

More Music TIian Your Mirad

Can HANdU

Do you need a night out
But your wallet's hurting?

DINNER
{vrWO
$12.95

Is Right For You!
(Every Friday Night)

Pick any two entrees, intludinj? Salad
Bar iSc non-alcoholic heverij^e.

\ jIkL
<i:ir:i!ir

(•\l. ii.;il
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K at first you don't succeed...

AP l.asrrpholoii

KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, Fla. - The space shuttle Columbia
rises from the Kennedy Space center yesterday morning. The length
of the trip has been reduced because of problems.

TVIEATRES TIMES FOR TODAY ONLY

MIDNITE MOVIE MADNESS
FrI.&Sat. at 12:15 A.M. All Seats $2.50
nmC HAMPSHIRE k 584-7550 HAMPSHIRE MALL

TiS}-Ic>LyOa^iL

*^mC MOUNTAIM FARHS 4

Read the next other voice

November 19th.

584-91 53M0UNTAIN FARMS MALI

THESE ARE THE
ARMIES OF

THE NIGHT

IfMTIONM. L/UNPOON HVENT TO COUJCE
TMiNi «M INImownar

•nw CHEECH ANO CH0N6 \MENT UP IN SMOKE

IMTTATED MT NEVER OUPUCATEO!

Ladies €r Gentlemen

The

Rolling Stones

FOUR SEASONS
Miller bts cs 7.99
BuSCh cans cs 7.99

Labatts Ale & Beer cs 9.99
Old Crow Bourbon 1.75 l 12.69
J & B Scotch Lt 12.99
Pott Rum 90°. 750 7.99
Piccala Coffee Liquor 750 mi 5.99
Gallo Table Wines 151 3.99
Inglenook Table Wines 3 l 6.99

von

S^<^

Open 10 AM to 11 PM

Wines/Liquors
rte.9, had]e>5ma./584-8174

in front, of the Malls

rusty nailer
Sat. Nov. 14

THE
ELEVATORS

Rte 47, Sunderland 665-4937

M'i

Mon. Nov. 16

Exclusive Appearance

The GO-GO'S
with The Blasters

I r
I M 4)

Coll^giaq 17

Space shuttle

makes history
C.APK CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP) - Columbia, a ship of

Earth born for work in spare, catapulted back into the
heavens yesterday, momentarily flooding a blue Florida
sky with light to rival the sun.

TIk shuttle settled easily into orbit 137 miles high, and
ts astronaut Richard Truly tinkered with problems, he
lintppcd his business-like manner and told Mission Control:
'Vou won't believe this, but this is fun."

('olumbia's second blastoff, a spectacular event after a
piiiKUi- of pre-launch delays, made history. Never before
had a ship of any llag tasted space a second time.
Commander Joe Engle and pilot Truly, military test

pilots who had awaited space flight a combined 31 years as
NASA astronauts, were matter-of-fact. As their ship
am-leraled to its 17,400 mph speed. Engle allowed. "Very
Smooth." The early hours of flight were less than smooth,
however, as the crew worked with Mission Control to solve
a number of technical problems.

Kight days' wait ended at 10:10 a.m. EST when the
shuttle's three main engines and two solid rocket boosters
tired with 6.4 million pounds of thrust. The 49-year-old
Kngl( 's heartrate averaged 1 10; Truly s a leisurely 86-94.
Launch control's clock stood at 10:09:59.887 when the

184 fool shuttle lifted off on its83-orbit, five-day tour. The
crowd at the launch site, sparse by past standards, looked
in awe as the trailing column of white smoke snaked
through one lone cloud and then far into the sky.
Truly turned 44 yesterday and the launch crew had put a

hu^e "happy birthday" sign over the shuttle's entry door.
His traditional steak breakfast was graced with an un-
traditional birthday cake, decorated with the red-white-
and blue eagle design of the STS-2 shuttle patch.
The fuel cell developed high alkaline content, indicating

seepage that was mixing oxygen and hydrogen. At the
same time, there was a reduction of one-half volt in the
cell's output and Mission Control ordered the cell shut
down.

% .8
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PiiotThe pens you
have fo hold onto

Iwo hondsf
Rodney Dangertiel'j

'JJlia^MMMiaBHcftH<Broaanii«tg^T>im

The Fine Arts Center

Has It All

St. paul
chamber orchestra

with

pinchas zukerman I

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER T. « PM

D They're Playing
^ • Ourgor^

'ff)^ iT^ Sunday, November 22
W^J*"-*^ 4l* Two Shows: 3:30 & 8 p.m.

"tdonf
IWs guy s moWng o wtthdrowa

-Including my Pilot pen'

"Its almost cnminol tiow people go lor my Pilot Fmeliner Why' its

tine point writes througfi corbons And Pilot chorges only 79' for it

People get ttieir hands on it ond forget it s my pen
I got iTO pen And no respect'

People go nuts over my Pilot Razor
Point too It writes with on extro

fine line Its mefol collar helps
keep the point from

going squish

For only 89'^ they

should buy fheir

own pen ond show
some respect lor my property

available at

fine point morlcerpens
People take to o Pilot liKe its their own

i|iiiwn«i»iiirniiiiiniwiiiiiwiiii(iini(,(MHii(i(ji,,,(|,(i,iBHi(wiiiiiiiiiiiiii(iiiiH^

I January

I Graduates:

I do you want to be a part of the

i . - ' I I '

I 1 982 Index? You mult do It soon i

I ^ f ^

I
Senior Portraits-^r^ nov| being

I
scheduled! Call 54S-2874 to make |

I
your appointment! ^c It NOW i

i before It's too late!

Call 545-2d74 or walk

into i 76 Campus Center
l|l|IMIIWM(|t|l|l|IMllMH<l<IWItMltlMli|«|i|imi|iMlNIIMl«^^^^
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SATISFY
your basic needs

with a

FREE PIZZA
2:00 - 4:30 Today

Swimmers 'win' practice meet
By ANNA ROELL
Collegian Staff

For a non scoring meet. Wednesdays fourth annual
Pioneer Valley Relays hosted by the University of
Massachusetts women's swimming and diving team
sounded pretty competitive.
Boyden pool was packed with, teahis from Amherst

College. Smith College. Springfield College. Williams
College and UMass along with plenty of spectators in
between. Each team had pinned up their home school's
banner and the women were shouting their rowdy psyche
songs to boost their confidence and show their team spirit.
The relays consisted of nine events, eight of which were

swimming and one of which was diving. No teams scored in
the meet, but times were posted and individual results
were tallied.

The purpose of the meet was to get the valley teams
together for an informal, relaxed, get-acquainted meet.

, T.7^*^
overall aim was to get as many people competing

"

UMass varsity coach Val Turtle said, "and it gave the
coaches a chance to try different combinations. It was just

a fun meet."

"We had a really strong showing." Turtle said.
The Umass swimmers were seeded first in the last

event, the 200 yard freestyle relay and the swimmers won
It hands down. Their ceding time was 1:47.4 and the
women topped that score with a new split of 1:45.5.
Following last week's Vermont victory pattern, the

UMass divers flipped past aU the other divers when Gina
Perrone and Jean Bushee teamed up to take their six
diving scores, mostly off the three meter board, and
finished on top.

In the 200 medley relay. Jen Nicolai came back strong
from a shoulder operation last March. Nicolai was the
anchor (last swimmer) and brought in her realy team with
a quick finish with her personal time of 25:5.7.
Tomorrow, the UMass women's team faces Smith

College at Northampton for a 1 p.m. meet. The valley relay
results will help judge the Smith line-up and coach Turtle
wants to see her team reach their full potential. The team
wont let anyone take them for granted and coach Turtle
wants to make sure of that. "You can't write off UMass
and we won't let them."

* Football

2 for 1

American Beauty hamburgers
11:00-5:00

2 for 1 Bar Drinks
2 00 - 6:00 €r 9:00 - close

THE HUNGRY U

continvid from page 20

rivalry goes back a long way and the Wildcats are not apt
to be embarrassed on their home turf.^ especially with so
much at stake.

"UNH is a solid football team," Pickett said. "They
make things happen in every phase of the game. Their
nKJord speaks for itself."

fK^" ^*u
"/^'"^ '^^^^ ^"'^ ^^^«"s, the Minutemen meet

their third consecutive first-class opposing quarterback.
Stevens is right behind UConn's signal-caller Ken
Sweitzer (who. incidentally might sit out tomorrow's

.t.trti Q. "^'u ! IP"^'"^ ^"'^'^^ '" '^^^ throwing
statistics. Stevens had thrown for over 1400 yards and 11
touch downs thus far this season and split end PeterO Connell has been the most consistent Wildcat receiver
with 32 grabs and four TDs.

It looks like UNH coach Bill Bowes scours suburban
Boston for recruits and does a good job of it at that as he
has three former Boston Globe All-Scholastic performers

K K .S'"^'*'.
"^^^^ ^^^'•^ (Waltham) and flanker

oil I Peach (Saugus).

f ^\r''u^J^^T''^ ""." ""^'"^ "P '"terstate 95 tomorrow
for the battle, leave a little earlier since the game starts at

fk f .if T. "^ y''"'* ^"^ '"^"^ <^ha'^s as well and hope
that the Minutemen s season will be extended beyond 4 15
p^m. tomorrow afternoon. (UMass-UNH. Cowell Stadium
ic..A\} p.m.) '

^Basketball
Continued from page 9

Haiberstam gives a lot of names in his book, but it is not
done in the manner of the Hollywood chatterbox
autobiographies. He uses them primarily for identification
purposes and simply to enhance his descriptions and ex-
planations, eten when he does not have something nice to
say about an individual.

Don't pass this book off as another example of jock-Ulk
as It goes far deeper than that. It could very well be the
best representative of the genre to come out in a long
while. If you are searching for a cUncher. Bob Ryan.
Bostm Ghbe basketball writer extraordinaire and self-
proclaimed Ph.D. in hoopology, found space in his Sunday
hoop column to recommend Halberstam's work. Now you
know it's worth reading.

The man identified as UMass cross-country runner Paul
Beaulieu in yesterday's Collegian Player profile on page
24 was not Beaulieu, but the Unkown Jogger. Regrets to
Beaulieu.
Also, in Tuesday's Collegian, the Eastern Eight basket-

ball preview was indicated as being written by WMUA's
Elliot Kaib. Kalb did contribute to the piece, but had a co-
writer, Collegian correspondent Gary Gilbert. Gilbert's
name was inadvertently omitted from the byline Regrets
to Kalb and Gilbert.

We've Expanded to

KEGS-

HP^P'U
^>iv^-

U. Mass.
^mhersl

Serve You Better

WINE-

.e

BEER ^

253-5595* •^;;r:;jr;;7?sX^''''

Open Monday thru Saturday 10 a.in.ll p.in.

LIQUORS

Miller 12 oz n/r 7.99

Molson....... 9.95

Rolling Rock 12 pk c 3.95

Skol Vodka 8.20 175

SkolGIn 8.20,75

Jim Beam 10.99 175

Castillo Rum .9.65 1.75

not responsible for typographical errors

InglenOOk Navelle Burg, Chablis, Vln Rose, Rhine

3L ..5.99

Allini Lambrusco 1.5 .2.99

Bonifato. . 2.99 15

PrincipatO red or white 3.99

Taylor Calif. Cellars4L 6.99

Partagerred & white 4.99 1.5
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Spikers play season finale
Mnutewomen drop two at NU

Collegian lu

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - the season for the University of
Massachusetts women's volleyball team ended at Nor
Iheastern University Wednesday night.

It was a season where the Minutewomen came very close
to becommg the top team in New England, but something- lack of experience, lack of confidence, lack of what have
you — held them back from the victory.

'This season-long frustration continued
to the end, when UMass lost to Springfield
College...'

F i^^i^^i^'?f>f>^f:'^:^^^^^^^

This season-long frustration continued to the end, when
UMass lost to Springfield College. 7 15. 6-15. and defeated
Northeastern, 15-8. 8-15, 15-10.

The Minutewomen fought for every point against the
lady Chiefs, but the Springfield defense remained tight
throughout the match. The Minutewomen were ahead 3-0
in the second game, but "sky balls" - spikes that fly out-
of-bounds — cost UMass dearly.

The Chiefs' blocking stopped UMass from trying to score
near the net; the UMass defense held its own against
Springfield, but mistakes, which have cost the
Minutewomen so many points during the season. ^gST
cropped up and helped to defeat UMass.

Against Northeastern. UMass had a hard time getting
Its attack started. Once it did. however. UMass had little
trouble taking the Huskies for the fourth time this season
despite some good hitting from NU.

'This is the first time we've run a 5-1 offense (one setter
and five hitters) this season," UMass coach Elaine Sortino
said. Agam. mistakes hurt us."

UMass finished the season under .500 (22-23) for the first
time ui three years. Though the Minutewomen could count
many low points during the season, especially when it had
several near-wins taken away, there were some facets of
the team that they could count upon for next season.

One was the youth of this team. The Minutewomen have
a sophomore (Jo Ann SUer) for a capUin. as well as several
underclassmen on the starting team. Uke freshman Patty \
Grant and junior Patti Philbin. \

Another good point was the bench. When needed, these
people, especially Karen Stein, came in and helped UMass
stay in the game. All, including two freshmen, will be back
next year.

FuJl^u^^'^ "^^i mT '^"^ P'^y^**" ^^ graduation, seniors
Ellen Braun and Nola Eddy. Braun had been a four-year
starter for UMass. while Eddy was a two-year starter,
transferring from UConn last year.

'The caUber of play has improved tremendously in the
last four years, said Braun. "The schedule (this year) wasmuch the same, but it's a great improvement over the lasttwo years. I think this year's team was much better."

"The coaching expertise is a real big difference." said
Eddy. "Elaine (Sortino) had much to offer me as an athlete
and a person."

Next year will see a lot of e^^perienced players return, as
well as a schedule that will remain one of the toughest inNew England. Whether it'll be a winning or a losing teammay just depend on who wiU wear the uniforms of the
UMass women's volleyball team.

* Cross-country
"The wind was so wicked in a really crucial part of the

course." said McCrone. The last mile was all uphill nnd
into a headwind."

Moores. who was crowned New England champion a
week ago. took the 5000 meter race by three seconds, but
almost lost it at the very end of the race.

"The course was vep^. very shppery. and there was ice

cold water in places." said LaFreniere. "Tricia fell about
150 ya^ds from the finish line. She's been running for the
past njpnth on a sore leg. and that's the one she fell on."

"It was a really sharp turn." said Moores. "I was really
angry after I fell. I jumped right back up."
Kathy Brandell of UNH passed Moores, but was quickly

repassed by the 1981 New England champion.
Sophomore Iris McDonough placed 24th for the

Minutewomen, with freshmen Kim Baker and Alicia
Emery Winding up the scoring for UMass, in 29th and 32nd
places respectively. Senior Sally Anderson was right
behind Emery in 33rd place.

/T
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Rte. 116 SundeHand "

Tel. 665-7969
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* Kickers
off its season on a strong note, defeating the Harard JV's 1-

on the lower Boyden field. Peter Kaye scored off a great

assist-by Marcos DeOliviera. With that win the JV squad
finished undefeated at 8-0-0. i

FREE BEER*
WITH-THIS-COUPOIV!
(between 3 pm & 9 pm Daily)

Just order a sandwich or dinner,
present this coupon, and the
BEER'S ON US'!
• 12 oz. Draft

Open Mon.-Sat. 6 am-9 pm; Sun 7 am-9 pm

J
Things to Do on a Rainy Day

14.98
org. price

29.95

nraSMMQDGurTDimSSSSSv*

John Dawson

Special

Purchase

12.98

Speci^l^

Purchase

14.98

Cfc-tr Special

Purchase

3.98

Quantities

Limited

Hundreds of other Sale Books available.

Open 9-5 Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

the University Store

BYpiE EDITORSOF CONSUMERGUm

StretGhing
ForShaping
And Fitness
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UMass preys for a victory
Minutemen stalk wildcats, can clinch share of crown

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

You've heard of the "Thrilla in Manilla." and the
recently-coined "Drama in the Bahamas." How about the
"Quorum in Durham?"
Well, so much for the catchy phrases, but that is what

tomorrow's Massachusetts Armageddon between the
football Minutemen and the University of New Hampshire
Wildcats should be entitled as the outcome of the
showdown will decide bragging rights in the Yankee Con-
ference let alone determining which team will l:)ecome the
YC berth-holder in the Division 1-AA national playoffs.
Both members of ths two-team quorum could end up

with a sliver of the league title pie depending on the final

score of their game and the scoreboard finale of the other
crucial conference dogfight between the University of
Rhode Island and the University of Connecticut down in

Kingston, R.I. If the Minutemen win their final regular
season game and UConn wins, then Massachusetts is the
league king. If URI stops the Huskies, they get the crown.
Should Massachusetts and Rhode Island both lose, then its

a four-slice baked treat.

If someone had taken his local bookie by the ear before
the season and plunked down some cash on the probability
of this mess occurring at this time, then that fellow would
ha\e made some serious green since the odds against it

would have been astronomical. A big game for the
Minutemen tomorrow? There is no legitimate argument
against it.

"Our players are fully aware that all of our season's ob-
jectives have come down to one game." UM head coach
Bob Pickett said.

UNH goes into tomorrow's contest sporting a gleaming,
7-2 overall record including a 13-12 upset victory over
Lehigh University. Looking at the rest of its decisions,
though, the wildcat play has been erratic. Witness a 26-16
loss to the University of Maine, a two-point defeat to
Rhode Island in a game UNH outplayed the Rams and
10-8 margin over Boston University.

The gut feeling is that Massachusetts should walk all

over UNH tomorrow. The Minutemen also outplayed
Rhode Island but they swamped BU and punished Maine
although the 20-7 final does not indicate it. Keep common
opponents out of this one though, since the UM-UNH

continued on page 18

UM kickers hang up cleats

f^l^,:™^
STOPPER" DITOMASSO AT WORK - UMass sen^ ^."^pul;;?*;: DiTimZo

(Mass,
By SUE BRIDGMAN
Collegian Staff

It seems it was meant to be for the University of
Massachusetts men's varsity soccer team, as they finished
their season on a frustrating note, bowing to Harvard
University 3-2 in double overtime, Wednesday on the
upper Boyden field.

With 7:46 showing on the clock, in the second overtime
period. Harvard's Rich Berkman talliled the winning goal
on a penalty kick.

The Minutemen started things off quickly as Mike Gib-
bons lifted a nice shot over everyone and into the goal with
just 1:10 gone on the clock.

Although Harvard quickly began to test the Minutemen
defense, especially the quick senior midfielder. Mauro
Keller Sarmienlo, who UMass had trouble containing all

game, the half ended with UM on top 10.
Again the Minutemen came on strong early in the second

half, when, with five minutes gone by, senior Vince Foti
pick(>d up a rebound in front of the harvard net, and

Callri^iaii pholn bt I,ma Mr«d

ANOTHER SHEA SAVE! -
UMass goalie Patty Shea was one of

several Minutewomen stickers who
received national honors this week.

banged a shot by the Crimson goalie.
With UM up by two. things began to go wrong. Harvard

picked up Its first goal on a questionable penalty shot. Rich
Berkman took the shot, his first of two goals, at 29:44
UMass goalie Brett Olsher who was busy, with 26 saves

on the game, made a great "body" save on a breakawy shot
by a Cnmson player. But. less than two minutes later
Lance Argault took a pass from Rich Berkman. shot from
the right side, and caught Olsher out of position, to knot
the score at two. The half ended without any further
scoring to send the game into overtime. Harvard continued
to play a slick game and took advantage of its op-
portunities, coming up with the winning goal.
Senior co-captain Tony Dias commented on his last game

as a Minuteman, "I think we showed our potential late in
the season, but we didn't get the breaks. Springfield was
our best game in the four years I've been here."
The Minutemen finished their season with a 5 10-1

record.

Coach Glenn Cristofori's junior varsity .soccer team closed
continiwd on page 19

Coach, players

receive top honors
The University of Massachusetts field hockey program

has bwn awarded the sport's top two collegiate honors for
the 1981 season. The Mitchell and Ness Field Hockey.
College All American selection committee has named
UMass .senior Judy Strong (W. Hatfield. Ma.) as its college
Player of the Year and UM's Pam Hixon as Coach of the
Year.

Strong, a two year field hockey captain at UMass and a
member of the 1980 U.S. Olympic Team, has been the
team s leading scon-r for the past three years. This sea.son
Strong scored 26 goals and added four assists in pacing the
Minutewomen to a 17 2 regular sea.son record.

Hixon compiled a 66 14 5 career record in her four years
at the helm of the UMass field hockey program. She has led
her squad to post season play in each of the four years.
Nuniber one seeded UMass will seek the first ever NCAA
national field hockey title when it participates in the
national championships at the University of Connecticut
Nov. 21 22.

Two more UMass players were chosen as Mitchell and
Ness All Americans. Senior midfielder Sue Caples
(Weston. Ma.) was named to the squad's first team and
sophomore goalie Patty Shea (Belmont. Ma.) was an
HonnrahIP Mpntinn splr-rlion.

Women kickers
make Nationals

V

Wednesday morning, the University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team was selected to participate in the
National Playoffs next week (Nov. 19-23) in Chapel HUl.
N.C.

After placing fourth in the Eastern playoffs last
weekend, spirits were low on the team, but when UM
coach Kalekeni Banda received word that the
Minutewomen had been chosen as the eighth-seeded team,
in this first ever national championship for women's soccer,
these spirits soared.

Banda was not entirely surprised to receive one of the
much sought after 'at large berths.' (Of twelve teams
chosen to go lo the nationals, nine are the top teams in each
of the nine playoff regions.) The Eastern region is con
sidered to be the strongest in the nation, and, con-
sequently, three of the four Eastern playoff participants
have been .selected to go to the national competition.

"I'm happy we've been selected," said Banda, "I think we
can win it."

The eighth seeded Minutewomen will face the ninth-
seeded University of Wisconsin next Thursday at 3 p.m. If

UMass wins that game they will advance to play the first
ranked University of North Carolina.

- NANCY GONTER

Moores, McCrone
run to NCAAs
By KENNETH HOLT
Collegian Staff

BURLINGTON, Vt. — In the most exciting race of their
college careers, Tricia Moores and Judy McCrone of the
University of Massachusetts women's cross country team,
placed first and third respectively in the National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division I

Qualifying meet at Burlington, Voi;mont last Saturday, and
qualified to compete in the NCAA Division I finals to be
held at Wichita State University (Wichita, Kan.) Nov. 23.
The Minutewomen placed fourth as a team with 89

points, behind winner University of New Hampshire's 33
point total, host University of Vermont 69. and Boston
University 79.

, The weather proved to be as muc>i of an adversary as the
competition il.self.

"It was a dangerous course because of the weather, " said
UMass coach Julie LaPVeniere. 'They were running in a
snowstorm."

til !
f ! ! UM shares leaaue crown with 20-9 win over UNH
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Tragic Irish past
related by Sands
By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collej^an Staff

About 6(30 people crammed into Mahar
Auditorium Friday nijjht to hear Sean
Sands speak from personal ex|)erience on

the troubles in his country and a<ldress the

question "Can there l)e Peace in Northern

Ireland'?" Sands' brother Bobby died last

May 5 after 66 days on a hunj^er strike.

Quoting Partick Pearse. co-founder of

the Irish Re[)ul)liran Army which was
spawned in 1914. Sands .said. " 'While

England leaves us our fenian dead, that is

our Catholic dead. Ireland shall never be at

peace.' " and added, "and never will be un-

til the Brits and the rest of the garbage
gets the hell out of my country."

He highlighted crucial moments in Irish

history from when the British first arrived
812 years ago to the recent hunger strike in

the H-blocks of Long Kesh [)rison. Amnes-
ty Internationa! has twice condemned the

"brutality and torture" in the H-l)locks.

Sands said.

He described the prison as "nothing but a
concentration camp."

"If you've seen Au.schwitz in pictures,"

he said, "you've seen Long Kesh. " he add-
ed.

In 1980. seven men went on hunger
strike to protest H-block c<mditions. Three
women from Armagh jail joined them for

the last three weeks of the hunger strike.

Eifty-three days from the start of the

strike, the prisoners emerged victorious.

Sands said, adding that the victory was
shortlived. The British government reneg-

ed on rights conceded to the prisoners and
the prisoners decided to go on hunger
strike "to the end." Sands said.

"If any of you in this hall were living in

those conditions, you could do it (go on
hunger strike) also." Sands said.

Bobby Sands was arrested for the second
time in 1976. Sean said his brother was in a
stolen car with five other men and police

found an unloaded pistol on the floor. All

five were found guilty of being in posses-

sion of a firearm and a stolen car and each
was sentenced to 14 years in prison.

Around the same time. Sands said, a
member of the "legitimate" Ulster

Defense Association (UDA). a loyalist

organization, received a three year
suspended sentence after being found guil-

ty of possession of three submachine guns,

three pistols and hundreds of rounds of am-
munition.

Sands said his brother received 21 days

in solitary confinement because he waved

goodbye to his family and said "cheerio" as

he was leaving the courtnxtm. He said his

brother was punched in the face and dragg-

ed by the hair while in court for saying

goodbye.

"My family had to watch that. Better

still, the judge watched that." he said.

Internment, or imprisonment without

trial, was introduced in Northern Ireland in

1971.

"In Notherri Ireland, you're guilty when
you go into the interrogation center im-

mediately." Sands said. "That's the way
Diplock (a British lord) .set it up."

Eighty-six percent of the pri.soners in

Northern Ireland are .sentence*! under self-

confessions. Sands said.

Sands recounted in detail the conditions

suffered by prisoners in H-bl(K-k and, teary-

eyed. he told of his brother's hunger strike

and death. Bobby Sands was elected to the
British parliament on day 44 of his hunger
strike. Sean questioned why his brothers'

successor in the British parliament, Owen
Carron, has been denied a visa by the

United States government when Ian

Paisley, a loyalist leader, comes and goes
freely.

Sands said he has In'en sf>eaking in

America not as a spokeman or member of

the IRA but as a 19-year-old who lived in

Belfast and "became tough fi)r having lived

there."

\r t.aiwrphiilii
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FALLING AWAY — Water falls kicking; up spray at the Ausable C'hasm

near Keysville in the Adirondaks of upper state New York.

False narcotics agents
steal drugs, police say
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

Two men, one reportedly armed with a

gun, held up two University of

Massachusetts students in their dormitory

rooms t)n separate occasions. Associate

Director of the UMass Department of

Public Safety Philip Cavanaugh said P>i-

day.

One of the r<>l)beries to<»k place in the Or-

chard Hill/('entral Residential Area, and
both were committed during the last week
of October, Cavanaugh .said.

The two men apparently entered the dor-

mitories and asked where they could buy

drugs. Cavanaugh said. When they were

told where drugs were available, they

entered the rooms, announced that they

were "federal narcotics agents," and said

"this is a bust." They removed quantities

of money and controlled sub.stances in each

case, Cavanaugh said.

"We have checked with federal
authorities, and there is no way that these

men are Eederal agents," Cavanaugh sai'^

They do not act like federal agents, and
in fact, there is no such title as a 'federal

narcotics agent'," he said.

Cavanaugh stiid one of the men is

described as l)eing a white male. 6 feet, 1

inch tall. 17.") |K)unds. approximately ;i2

corif in ued < >n page 4

UMass professors consider
Columbia mission a success

HOME AND SAFE — This is the official crew insignia for the second

test mission of the Space Shuttle Columbia, which completed a two day

mission into space with a successful landing Saturday.

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts astronomy
professors who have been following the

space shuttle program agree that although

I he most recent mission was shortened by

two days, it could still be considered a

relative success.

"The main experiment performed during

this mission had to do with using the large

manipulator arm," said Professor Tom
Arny, Chairman of the Eive College

Department of Astronomy, "the use of this

arm is very important, because all of the

work done in space by the shuttle on

satellites and other objects will be done by

this arm. Since it was the first time that

this arm was used, the mission can be

consi<iered a relative success."

Pnjfessor David Van Blerkom. Chairman

of the UMass astronomy program, agreed

with Arny. "The mission was quite suc-

cessful becau.se all that they wanted to do

was to get it up, and come back down. Until

now, no spacecraft had ever been used twice

bi'fore" he said.

"There were no astronomical ex-

periments performed during the mission to

my knowledge," said Van Blerkom, "all the

experiments were mechanical, designed to

check out all aspects of the machines ability

I o perform in space."

A faulty fuel cell that forced the shuttle

to return to earth three days early should

not hinder any future missions, according to

Arny. "It could cause some minimal delays

in the next launching, while they work on

the fuel system, and of course, jack up the

price more, but certainly it will not prevent

any future missions from taking place," he

Continiwd on page U
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Astronauts dine with
Vice President
SPACE CENTKR. Houston (AP) -

Shuilie asironauis J(x' Kngle and Richard
Truly, back from a brief but successful
mi.vsiim in the first crafi to make a return
irip io spatv, shared breakfast with Nice
President (k-orf^e Rush yesterday and
reM«-(J up for a week of debriefings.

The shuttle Columbia, its fi\eday
mivsion cut in half by a faulty fuel unit.

niurn«Hl to Karih on Saturday in a second
picture pi-rfect landing in California's

Mojave Desen.
Despiie iis problems, the winged

n-usal)le roeketship pro\ed itself a
"magnificent flying machine." P^ngle said.

Hush also praised the men and machine of

America's second shuttle voyage and called

ihc ' Naiitmal Aeronautfcs and Space
Adminisiraiion a "national treasure."
"Can that thing pick up, eventually — is

it d»'signe<i u» pick up an alien satellite?" the
vk-« pn-si<lent asked Truly, the shuttle

pilot, during breakfast chitchat at the
Johnson Sftacc CenU'r.

"Ii can." Truly replied.

Afitr the breakfast with N.ASA officials,

flight controllers and others. Rush said the
flight prov«-(l again "the United States is

1 he greatest country there is."

"This NASA compk-x and the people who
make it up are a iiaiioiial ireasuie, and it i..

esMiiiial that whatever we do in

Washington ihat this national treasure be
pr. s» rved and continued, and it will be," he
said.

After breakfast, Kngle and Truly spent
1 he rest of the mild and sunny autumn day
at home with their families. ' '

'

"Mt)nday i hey'll pick up on a solid week of
techlucal briefings.* said NASA spokesman
Terry White. "Each system group's
engineers will get a crack at them to pick
I heir brains on what works and what needs
to be impn»ved."

Bullets bombard residence

of Soviet ambassador
CLEN COVE. N.V. (AP) - A gunman

pump(>d a dozen bullets into the home of the
Soviet ambassador to the United Nations,
shattering windows but causing little

damage and no injuries, police said.

Amha.ssador 0kg Troyanovsky and his

wife were not home at the time of the at-

tack, which occurred sometime between 6
p.m. and 10 p.m. Saturday, said Nassau
County iMecLi^e Hank Grynewic/.

MemlHTs of Troyanovsky's staff may
have iH-en at lh<- house when the shooting

occurrvd, he said.

On yesterday, a man who would not
identify himself telephoned The Asswiated
Press and said the Jewish Defense League
was responsible for the shooting.

"The attack was done on behalf of the
Soviet Jews, and we are going to do
everything we can to get them free at any
expinse," he said.

Kabbi Meir Kahane. JDL international

director, denied his group was involved in

the incident but said it supported the at

tack.

SAN ANTONIO. TEXAS - President Ronald Reagan winding
day visit to Texas.

Ap l.aiirrplio(ii

up a three

Accused presidential assassin

blunders in suicide attempt
WASHINGTON - John W. Hinckley Jr., awaiting trial

«m charges of attempting to assassinate President Reagan.
iried u> hang himself in a military prison yesterday but was
cut down by U.S. marshals, the Justice Department an
nounced.

Department spokesman Tom DcCair said the 26 year

Digest
By the Associated Press

MARKEY DIES - Silent film .star Enid Markey,
died Sunday in Bay Shore. N.Y. after being
hospitalized following a heart attack.

oUI Hinckley was taken to the hospital at Fort Meade, Md.,
where he had been confined, and was described last night

as in satisfactory condition.

Unemployment may rise

to post-World War II level

WASHINGTON — U.S. unemployment may return to a
post World War II peak of 9 percent before President
Reagan's policies start working to produce vigorous
econ«)mic growth, the chairman of the President's Council
of Economic Advisers said yesterday.
The official, Murray Weidenbaum, also indicated the

administration may have to consider new tax increases for

I9«;j and 1984 to limit swelling budget deficits.

Weidenbaum declared his total confidence in the Reagan
economic program when asked about the skepticism ex
pressed by budget director David A. Stockman in a

magazine article released last week.
Stockman submitted his resignation to the president

becaus*' of those remarks, but Reagan decided to keep him
on I he job after Stockman expressed total faith in Reagan's
program.

Irish activist calls for action

despite public appeal for calm
HELFAST. Northern Ireland ifjiIJriJ»mii'<> .top official in

Northern Ireland appealed to angry Protestants on
yesierday not to avenge the IRA's assassinati(m of a
Protestant member of Parliament. Hut hardline Protestant
leader Rev. Ian Paisley called for a "day of action" next
week.

Jam<'s Prior, Hritain's Northern Ireland secretary,
appealed for calm hours after a Catholic youth was shot
near his home in what relatives called a Protestant reprisal
slaying for the fatal shooting Saturday of Parliament
member Robert Bradford.

"Keep calm," Prior said after conferring with security
chiefs at Stormont Castle, the British headquarters here.

"I iMg the people of Northern Ireland to leave it to the
police and army. Don't lake things into your hands."

Bradlorf', l(J, was shot to death by three masked Irish

Republican Army gunmen who pushed past teen age
dancers at a community center where Bradford held

meetings with his constituents.

Magazine editor says $1,000
was to pay Nancy Reagan
r()K\() — A senior executive of a Japanese women's

inaga/ine said yesterday he understood that the While
House kni'w in advance his magazine would provide a sum
ol money alieran exclusive interview with Nancy Reagan.
lU >aMl gilis like the $1.0()0 that eventually reached While
lloust aid( Richard \ . y\llen were customary.

The acknowledged receipt of the money by Allen,
Pnsideni Reagan's chief national security adviser, is

under in\ ts.igai ion by the U.S. Justice Department. The
Whin House announced the payment Friday after the
newspaper Mainiihi Shimbun published a story saying
Tokyo polic) had investigaie'd payment to an unidentified
lop While House official.

Allii) said he had not solicited the money, but had
"iniercipied" it, l»H-ked it in a safe rather than cause
embarrassment to the reporters or Mrs. Reagan, and
lorgoiieit it until it was discovered by ot hers.

Correction
In last Friday' dtUrgian, it was reported that Boston

Slate College may be saved if several properties owned by
the Stan- are sold to raise additional revenue. While the
story may have implied that the merger between Boston
State and UMass Boston may be avoided, this is not the
case. The additional money raised will allow about 220
Boston State faculty members, about 80 percent of the
school's curnnl staff, to keep their jobs until June. The
Regents are planning to merge the two schools in January,
unie.^s additional funds are approved by the state
legislature.
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University police blessed
with an uneventful weekend
By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Police reported last weekend to be a
relatively quiet one, marked by two motor
vehicle accidents, a few students placed in

protective custody, and a dormitory room
theft.

— Thomas Hopkins, 22, a non student
from 65 F Hillside Manor in Fall River, was
arrested and charged with driving under
the influence and running a red light at
11:30 Friday night in connection with a two
car accident at the intersection of North
Pleasant and Fearing streets, police said.

Police reported no injuries.

According to police, Hopkins, who was
traveling east on Fearing Street skidded
into a motor vehicle traveling north on
North Pleasant street when he attempted
to apply his brakes on a rain soaked
pavement. Both Hopkins' car and the other
car involved in the crash sustained minor
damage.
— Steven D. Camis, 23, of Kennedy

dormitory was arrested Saturday afternoon
and charged with operating with a
suspended license, driving an
unregistered and uninsured car, and failure

to yield the right of way.
The charges stem from Camis' reported
involvement in a two car accident at the
intersection of Massachusetts Avenue and

Lincoln Avenue which occured about 5:30
p.m. Saturday. Police reported no injuries

in that accident.

— At about 3 a.m. Satu'-Jay morning
police placed David S. Folweller, 18, of

Grayson dormitory in protective custody
and are seeking a court summons against
Folweller on a charge of larceny under
$100.

According to police, Folweller was seen on
the north side of Dickinson dormitory
carrying several parking signs. Police said
Folweller later admitted to taking the signs
for use as "room hangings" and was
carrying a ratchet wrench and a pair of

pliers when caught.

— Shortly after midnight Saturday,
Robert, G. Henderson, 19, of MacKimmie
dormitory was placed in protective custody
for what police termed "disorderly
behavior" at the UMass Infirmary.

Police said that Henderson had been
reported as causing a disturbance at the
Blue Wall and was taken to the Infirmary
for a head wound. Police said Henderson
"gave the nurses at the Infirmary a hard
time" and was placed under protective
custody.

— A cassette player and several
necklaces, all valued at $275, were
reportedly taken from a basement room in

Moore dormitory early yesterday morning,
police said.

New rhetoric program
offers alternatives
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Suffering from a budget crunch and high

freshmen enrollment, the rhetoric program
is accepting course proposals from other

departments which may fulfill the second

semester rhetoric requirement (B2).

Dr. William Price, director of the

rhetoric program, said a workshop is

planned this Thursday for faculty who are

willing to revise courses to meet the B2
requirement.

According to guidelines set by the

rhetoric committee of the Faculty Senate,

the B2 course proposals will have to meet

certain requirements for both in class and

out of class writing, as well as speech

communication requirements. The
proposals must also include a precise ex-

planation of how the basic skills of grammar
and word usage will be taught.

"If these courses are to be approved,"

said Price, "they must be courses that

promote the teaching of writing and speech

skills."

He said the rhetoric program will not

accept courses that only criticize a students
work and does not offer instruction in

improvement of speech and writing skills.

Price said budget cuts forced the rhetoric

program to reduce the number of teaching
assistants by 12 this semester. The com-
bined freshman and transfer enrollment left

about 600 students unable to complete the
1, or first semester requirement. Because
of this backlog. Price estimates that 1,000
students will be unable to enroll in rhetoric

courses next semester.

"If the university is going to require two
semesters of rhetoric, we should provide
the courses so the students can fulfill the
requirement," Price said.

The rhetoric program has already ac
cepted one English course as fulfilling the
requirement and has received proposals
from the German and comparitive
literature departments.

'I truly don't know what to expect on
Thursday" said Price. "But this is an effort

to diversify the rhetoric program and have
other departments help out with the

teaching of communication skills."

Women's wdr'k
shaped by men

t Jl If

By SARAH RUSSELL
Five College Staff

Women's biology and health care has
been more of a political and social issue than
a scientific one, said Ruth Hubbard, a
Harvard University biology professor
during her lecture at Hampshire College

FViday on the politics of Women's biology.

Women's biology has been determined,
not by women, but by scientists and
physicians who have been, for historical

reasons, white, upper middle-class men.
Women's lives are shaped by professional

men's opinions of what they should be, and
women's choices of professions and ac-

tivities are often restricted by these
opinions, Hubbard said.

Women bodies are usually described
biologically in comparison to men's. For
instance, women are shorter than men, and
they have less muscle structure. Hubbard
said this type of physical description is

misleading, because human beings are

considered a dimorphic species, meaning
males and females of the species are more
similar in structure than dissimilar.

Scientists focus on the sex differences,

ignoring the many characteristics females

and males have in common, Hubbard said.
"If we lived in a purely egalitarian

society, sex differences would not be in-
teresting." Hubbard said.

If a woman does not fit the accepted
norm for her sex, it influences the way she
sees herself, and may discourage her from
activities for their "un feminine"" influence
on her bcxly shape. A woman might be
discouraged from being a dancer because it

builds heavy muscles in her legs, Hubbard
said.

Menstruation is another biological issue
where the standards of "normal" have been
determined by male doctors and
educational books written by male scien
tists and professors, Hubbard said. Most
women"s menstrual cycles rarely fit the
doctors description of a normal cycle, she
said.

Women know very little about men-
struation from a medical perspective, and
research on it has only begun in the past
few years. Scientists are just beginning to
study the relationship between periods,
nutrition and stress factors, Hubbard said.

'

Hubbard said it is important for women
to share health information among
themselves.

DAYS ARE NUMBERED
Farm in Sunderland.

Pkoto bv H*kli I.cviii«

Tom Turkeys ruffle their feathers at Gunn
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* ColumbiaYiddish folk

performed
hvAHK.Aii.iilLKLKV
( '<iii lOaj; ( orn >p<»f <Jini

On >a.ur.lay nighi. ai .ht- Campus (Vnit-r Audiiurium. ^ L/TllOS
it» Kl. /ni. r ( on.si rvaiury {iand ^a-.c a pirfurmanr. whuh ^
had .h. au«lHnn- hoWing hands and darning. Yiddish folk
^'"«^- '' '^ * h. hn »» lannnung v.ng. and Balkan iJano
.uin-> win anv.nK . ht musical ginn-s. The mu>ic ix
pn >c>« d ihi s-Kjifu! Yiddish s. niimeni^. sadnt-sv, hr^ and
!.vihiM-vs r.>n,ainiHj m .h<- hiMorical fisiivi- Jtwish music
<>f liM Kl< fxniT ir^Miiiiitn.

Iht KU/rrxr O.nM nau.ry Hand consists of founttn
muNii laiis playitiK amirHan insirumonis lo ncrtau- ih«-
Kli/iiUT mu-ir. K..undi-d hy Ilankus Nnskv. an im
pr.>iva,»..n i.arh.r ai ihc- Nt vk tngland Omst'naiory of
Mu>4c. .hi Klli us linn^ring jhi Yiddish ffrfk music hack
ill 1.

1 |x>pubriiy.

Ih. iian.i u>4s McJins. trumpt-is. irombrmi-s. Iianiont'
saxoph.mr. piano. ac«.ir.lian. bass, ohoi . saxophone,
drums ami a surpn-injfly M-rsank- clanmn lo bring the
musi. i:,ld.

. A lal. ni.^1 v.icalist ixpj^sihi Yiddish lyrirs
aa^ itarkground .»f i he songs. I j !

TiMn *a- a pariaularly mo. injf loHabv.IlaiMli? and
Aimo.nl.. Hhii-h Mvidly pain. id it.*, image of a woman
siMgii.^r ilnanxs lo her sl.i pmg si^. Urneyer Sher"
<WeH .Vi.>ors l)aniv"» liroughi p.-opk' lo iheir fwi.
daiMi ti^ and riopping.

^i»u don'i ha\e .o ha\e a Jewish heniagi- lo appn«<iaie
Kl. /m. r musi.-. i, > a delij^hiful and enlighiening cultural
' X|H TM im .

cjfiUnuedjrom pagf j

Thert- was no LMass inv.iKem^ni on this mission said
van Blerkom. knit the p«jssibilit> remains f.»r it in the
jUture. The IMas*; EUvtrical and Computer Entnneerinj;
UefiHrtmenl has suhmitte.! a pr..p,«;al for pultiiiK an in-
frart-l tek-s.-.iie on the shuttle for a future mi.ssi..n »>ui

Contimwii jri/m p^igf ]

:?L' years old. with black hair. ^as.ses and a .«;evere case of
ai-ne. On at least one otx-a>ion. he was dressed in jean.>».

sneakers an<l a li>rht tan jacket, he sai<l.

He savj the other is a white male. 5 feet. 10 inches tall.

1-V. |»<Kin.ls. a|.{ir...\imately 2H years old. with brow n hair.
a full lieanl. a me«iium todark"c-<»mplexion and a 'distinct
accent He was .seen wearinj; a lar^e jrreen hunting

the actual ifivolvemefif r«'riiaiiis uficerlain, he haid

Military us4' rernams a possibilily in the future. Arii>

said. •Althftuirh NASA's charter says fhaJ they're to

fievelop .«!|iace for iwaceful usi's. I }«'e no reason why the

military couldn't build a <luplicate spacecraft for their own
purjxrses. " he .said. "W'llliifi the n<'xt two deiades.

militar>' involvement in space will hapiM-n. and the shuttle

is only the first step."

jac'ket. with four lar^e |><»ckets in th«* front, ('avanaujjh

.said.

"We are working "n thisca.se with a numlier of different

authorities," .said Cavanau^h. "Also involveti are the

Hartford Police Department, the Sprin^ffield Police

Defiartment. t^e Federal Druji Knforcement Atjency. and
CPAC. which is the investigative arm of the State Police,

all workinjfto catch these men," he .said.
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Student

Phone Books
OFF Campus students can pick up their

copies in Room 227 Whitmore, Dean of

Students Office. (1 per household,

please.) On campus student will receive

them through the mail.

Deon of Students Office

Info DotQ Dank

Phone 545-1555*
*000000*0 000 0*000000000000 ,
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I
on any watch |
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THE WOMAN'S WEEK
EVERYWOMANS CENTER (EWC)

A rapi- lask force workshop will be held
Moiuiay ai 7 p.m. al Chadbourne dor
miiory.

The support group for women coming out
as lesbians will meet Monday from 7 9pm
The Working Women's Task Force will

sponsor "57 Cents to Every Dollar: Is That
What Were Worth?" Tuesday from 12 to 1
p.m. in rooms 804 808 of the Campus
Center.

A violence workshop for University staff
will be held Tuesday from 1 to 3 p.m in
room 905 of the Campus Center.
The Divorce/Separation support group

will meet Tuesday from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at
the Everywomen's Center.
A career development workshop entitled

"Skills Identification, Resume Writing" will
l>e offered Wednesday from 12 to 1 p.m. in
r(H)m 162 of the Campus Center.

Financial aid counseling will be offered by
Margaret Campbell Wednesday from 330
lo6:30p.m. atEWC.
A dinner reception for the Nativp i

American Women's I'anel will be' held at
'

Yvonne's (New Africa House) Thurs<lay at
5:30 p.m.
A panel on Native American women will

be held on Thursday from 7 to 10 p.m. in

room 101 of the Campus Center. Childcare
win he available i n nwm 901

.

The t)lder women student's support
group will meet Friday from 12:30 to 2 p.m.
at EWC.

Woman's Week
yolk^ gifig

A rally against workfare will be held at
li()Mon Common Saturday at 12 p.m.
The ad hoc committee on childcare will

meet Suntlay from 4 to 5:30 p.m. at EWC.
Counseling walk in hours are Tuesday.

2:30 lo 4 p.m., Wednesday. 5 to 7 p.m., and
Friday 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Childcare is available Tuesday. 7 to 10
p.m. and Thursday 7 to 10 p.m.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM
The Women's Issues Team of the Student

Cenier for Educational Research and
AdvcKucy (SCERA) will meet Mondav at
5:30 p.m. at the Top of the Campus
nsiauranl.

The Committee for Equal Rights and
RepnMluctive Freedom (CERRF) will meet
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in room 177 of the
Campus Center.
(The i(>mnyiltee Against S«^xiial and J

Rat-ial Assault^ (CASARA) will meet
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in room 103 of the
(.'ampusCentiT.

Siudenis Against Sexual Harassment
(SASH) will m<'ei Friday at 8 a.m. in the
Campus Cenier C«)llee Shop.

WOMEN'S STUDIES
The Women's Studies departmental

c<ill()quium this Monday is on "Issues in

ATTENTION!
100%

$ FREETUmOlM $

joiim the massachusetts
imatioimal guard and receive
100% free tuition to any state
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further Information Contact:
Sgt. Richard O'Connor

586-4110
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PIZZA PARTY

'^ Buy a pitcher of

y Beer get a free

[small tomato &cheese Pjzza

Mon Wed from
2:00 6:00 the 9:00 dose
with Happy Hour Prices

- Thursday
- Friday 2:00 - 4:30

- Saturday

with Happy Hour Prices

.50c drafts

.99c bar drinks

$1.49 top shelf

Sundoy • 2 for 1 Amvricon 0*auti*s
(thats our special burger)

Sunday Nit* 2 for 1 drinks

2-6 & 9 to clos*

iJtJittJti ///.'
; i |j n ! f^ M ! • 1 1 (

Happy Hour Sch«dul* - Mon Wed 2 to 6 9 to close

Thurs, Fri, Sat 2 to 4:30 9:00 to close

Sun - 2 for 1 drinks 2 6 & 9 to close

Viciimi/alion: Self Blame and Rape." at 4
p.m. ill ilie sixth floor lounge of Thompson
Hall. Ronnie Janoff Bulman from the
UMass psychology department will speak.
A panel discussion entitled "Culture: In

Aopnciaiion of Difference." will be held
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Hampden
Theatre in Southwest.

THE ERA CAMPUS ACTION TEAM
will meet Thursday at 4 p.m. in Hills South
275. The meeting is open to everyone.
WAMII radio plays women's music every

Sunday from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. f^or requests
call 542 2288.

WOMEN'S CAUCUS of the Student
Government Association will meet Wed-
nesday at 5:30 p.m. in Hills South 275. The
meeting is open to everyone.

THE WOMEN'S Department of the
CitlUgiai. will hold a mandatory staff
meeting, Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Collegian
office.

Hangar On#/Th» S«cr*t Ag#ncy

THE GREAT RUMRUNNERS DALL
woturing

RODERT
HUNTER

^
of n

|THE GRATEFUL DEAD
(Lyricist/Songwriter)

John Coster & Tho Medicine Dond
Acoustic Mortions ond

speciol guests

HANGAR ONE
Starts 7:30 sharp

ist k*g fr*»/2 for 1 rum 'til 9:00
adv. tix at

Hongor On*/Fac«s of Earth

Thursday

MOV. 19

UMASS SKI CLUB preseimts

Tie CfBSAT Sir Sutch

iV V

WOBTH or TOP lAMS

IIITII ClOTIIM

SII IQIIPISIT

j'BICES THIS low SHOOLB BE OffTlAWIB

NOV 18-21

HIGH NOON
TIL 10PM

S 10AM TIL 5PM

STUDENT UNION

BALLROOM

UMASS, AMHERST

STARTS WEDNESDAY
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More Letters
Legislators wrest power
from hands of the people

To the Editor:

Hip hip hooray! Yet another \\\)erd\ cause has J)een afte<l
upon with the recent passing of the Bottle Bilt hy
Massachusetts House f)f Representatives. This angers nu-.
not J)ec-ause the Bt)ttle Bill will cause vast inconvenience
and cost for the consumer and small store owners, not
overlooking the possihU' beneficial environmental
ramifications, not even ktause the government has once
again implt-mented a costly program. What angers me is
that when this hill was put bt-fore the citizens of the Coni-
monwealth in the form «»f a referendum vote, it was given
a negative response. Apparently, this does not tit into the
plans of some 108 representatives.

Although I have not U-e?! an a(lv(Kate of our governor in
the past. I must laud him for having tritvl to veto this hill
in an effort to carry out the will of the populace. How dare
a legislative txKly in the United States decide what is best
for the people, especially when the people, or one that
knows what is best for the people when the people have
made their desires known?! Is there government by the
people, or one that knows what is best for the people
whether they know it or not? Just as politicians have
warped the potential gotnl Pro^K)siton 2V2 may have had
(because the voters took away the legislature's toys), the
same p<tliticians have disol)eye<l the will of this' state's
voters. I am angry because the power of the will of the
people has been wrested from the hands of the people of
Massachusetts.

Kevin Stanton
Southwest

Monday. Novemf)er 1«, 1981

»' i. «.i»irr^:f 4i»

Downgrading propaganda
makes men seem like aliens
In n^jiponsi' lo Mkhelkv Murray's edilorial. 'E.scort

-servHV — Aho lablcs t4Jrn" (Nov.9). I found it quite
rivjihing;. As a man I wouki like to express my opinion
al)oui I he riq>e issue on this campus. Every day in the
etIitorial/opiiHon setlion of this paper all I road about is
rape, rape and more rape. Each ariicle is basically the
same downgrading propaganda making the males of this
campus serm more like undersexed aliens than the gen-
tlemen the maioriiv of UMass men are.

Michelle's editorial calls for a curfew of all University
men from 9 p.m. until morning every night of the week.
Men will only be allowed out at these hours if they are ac-
companied by an escort service staffed by women only.

Although Michelle's editorial attempts to be humorous
and categorizes itself in the typical dump on UMass men
category I can no longer take the anguish.

I am very aware thai there is a rape problem on this
campus bui ii will not Ih' solved by idiotkr and fantasized
ridicuk- an ides alK)ul how disgusting and horriblo men
an-. S«» rape-sickened females direct your temper lo the
UniviTsiiy for JK'Uer lighting in darkened areas, better
polii-e prtHtfiion (maylK* women staffed) to stop the
probahU- 1 percent rapers' and leave the other 99 percent
of us saddened males alone.

Funhermore. I would like to stale that I find it in
creasingly more difficult for Amherst Casanova's like
mys»lf ii» meet ladies at this university. Every woman
Inim Sunderland to South Hadley seems lo be possessed
wii h I he i<lea ihal every male on this planet is trying lo eel
into her Calvin Kleins'!

'6 5

So. Michelle, good luck wiih your great solution to the
rape problem on this campus, but please don't escort me
home lonighi. I will lake the bus!

Michael P. Casey
Amherst

Is God a businessman
dealing in real estate?
To the Editor:

This is in reference to "Jews Visit Israel" by Paul
Belval, in Novemlier 12 CoUeginn. Nothing disgusted me
more than a few statements made by those interviewed at
the "Israel Program Fair" on Tuesday Nov., iOth saying
"Israel is the homeland of the Jews" or "there is only one
Jewi.sh homeland."
Since when is Cod a businessman dealing in real estate?

Since when did (kkI give the Jews the right to build their
so-called state on the graves of others and at the expense
of their livelih<KKls? Dt)es this sound like the God that
three of the world's largest religions base their b(K)ks of
revelation on?

Advocating the right of Jews to go and live in "Israel" is
the .same as advocating the destruction of four million
Palestinians. Already seventy-five f)ercent of them are in
refugee camps, struggling to go back t(. their homeland.
Palestme. "Adverti.sing" that area of the world, "Israel",
as a peaceful and productive place to live is misleading.
The truths are that the only Israeli product is war and
there will be no peace unless the three millicm Palestinian
refugees g(. back to their homes, farms and land which are
iK'ing taken from them through an expan.sionist policy ex-
ercised by terrorist Zionists.

If Jews l)elieve that V,ih\ will allow the u.se of terrorism
and deceit to build their .s<.-ealled "homeland" where the
Palestinians are paying the price of a colonialist, bigoted,
Zionist mentality and as long as Jews l>elieve that thev are
the "cho.sen" people and jus .such were given the right lo an
ever-enlarging "homeland," they will find a world reac-
ting to and treating them the same way the only other ar-
rogant, "superior-minded " expansionists in history (the
Nazi.s) were dealt with.

Rashid Bin Dabbour

Some of our classrooms

aren't classrooms.

t.on. Compet.t.ve matches with other institutions are planned, (fall & spring semester)
^

Ln ^ninhf^^ h!7^'^
' Intensive training and field exercises, to include small unit tactics, patrolling land naviga-

P.?J nh c i^^^'h'^^''^'""?' fJ''"'^^'*^
^"^ waterborne operations, leadership reaction courses leldpmblem

^r^est'Lr)
'°"^"'^"'"9' ^'"'^ co"^"^"nlcation procedures, and practical leadership experience. (1311 & sp'fn^

3 Orientat on Trip to West Point - Weekend visit to USMA with a look at academic, military and social life of an

an ,ntroduct,on to M-16 familiarization firing and the sport of land naviagation. (faM semester)

5. Mountaineering - Instruction in rope management, knots, rope bridges, rappelling and rock climbina techni-

e^xe^iis'e'rn S ZXsZlS:.^'^' "
"^°^^ ^^^"^"^'"^ '"^'^*^"^' ^'-^^- '-''^- ' bivouac^ anrbaKking

6 Cold Weather Survival - Attendance at a U.S. Navy 4 '^ day winter survival school in Brunswick Maine In-struction includes shelter building, food and water procurement, edible vegetation termr associationsnowshoeing, emergency signaling, and land navigation. (Intersession)
assocaiation,

7. Field Leadership Exercise - Weekend exercise in the Amherst area in which cadets will participate in tacticaloperatioi-s. bivouacs, patrolling, communication procedures, and land aaviagtion. (fall & s^nrj^esler)

8. Color Guard - Participate with University Band at home football games. Includes precision drill the manual ofarms, an \ movements with colors, (fall semester)
^^-'^xon ami, me manual or

rnL^^nn'ln' "r^f'r"'^
(GPE/MilScI 100G23) - A progressive structured program designed to improve individual

tes"s l?all sem"^^^^^^^^^^^

conditioning drills, running exercises, competitive group conditioning activities andtness

sprin^g se™; ^^''^''''' ""'" """^ ^^^^'^'^^^^ ^' '''^^ ^^'"- Competition with other institutions is planned, (fall &

rl.JfA''nH?'H^^'*'";K^'°^iTi^^
^^""^ Navigation Training, beginning with a basic /familiarization land naviagtioncourse and ending with an 11 kilometer day/night course that will tax the most competent navigator.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

JDQDO mmU UOQIL]
QOOGB Qlltia dDEJO
nciQiBaoMndiij^LKic]

«„r.9'^0H anna
oaaa onuaiDdtii
aHDHg QHuanciaii
gHH^Quwciflnii [Ida
nnnannHH niiaaa

BOO[i] QaBLi aaaaa

WEATHER
Rain heavy at times

through today with strong
northeast winds causing
tides of 1 to 3 feet above
normal and flooding of some
low lying coastal areas. Low
mid 30s to 40s. Highs today
mid 40s to low 50s. Showers
tonight with low tem-
peratures mid 30s lo low
40s. Mostly cloudy vTith a
chance of showers
tomorrow. Highs from the
mid 40s to the low 50s.

Start
•ery day
refreshed!

Th* Coll*gion

ARMY ROTC
DE ALL YOU CAN DE.

For More Information Contact:
Cpt. Patrick Merryman

545-2321 72322

Got
s o m e -

thing to

say? Say
it in a let-

ter to the

editor.

Monday, November 16, 1981
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Clothes do make the country
Picture this: a photograph of a man. well built and in his

ifvh Tn f" i?
p";;:^''"^* '^^'^ ^"*^ '^y^''-^^. obviously

styled professionally. He stands calmly, at ease in a well
tailored ihree piece suit, the likes of which are normally
seen m the air conditioned halls of Wall Street. His left lei
IS firm and erect, balancing his strength; his right is angled
to the earth, relaxed. He looks self-assured to the point ofbeing cocky. He should be - he is heavily armed. His righthand cradles a sub-machine gun capable of blowing either
of us away with merely a twitch, yet he holds it as if it were
a toy. liis whole being conveys power by way of affluency

Stephen Murphy
Keali/e ihis: this nameless man is a secret service agent

of the United Slates of America, not some psychotic stock
l)roker out for some air or a Boston area doctor in search of
asexual liason.

The photograph was taken outside the American embassym Cairo s(Kin after the assassination of Anwar Sadat Itwas primed m assorted newspapers and magazines across
the country, perhaps in other parts of the world If you
weren t aware of it when it was published, be aware of itnow - 11 represents Big Business in America. The land of
the free and the home of the brave is the soil of corporate
mterests.

Ihink about it: a secret service agent dressed like a
busme-ssman. Other countries have their royal guard their
elite soldiers if you will, clothed by strict codes of
tradiii.inal dress, thereby forming an impression of
arisKK-racy if not simply giving an air of distinction. The
only thing distinguishing a secret service agent from a
common businessman is a gun. That's all - just a gun. This
raises a few disturbing questions about our country.

First of all, without delving into any speculations of how
trends in America's power structure is growing in
creasingly Orwellian. is this the impression we give to

• ft)reigners - of an America which goes hand-in hand with
big business?

Si'condly. how can we. as a well educated and well
inlormed populace, allow such a sorry state of affairs to
come into being? Perhaps we've become so accustomed to
hearing big business mentioned in the same breath as our
government that we overlook the ramifications this may
invoke. It appears we're just sitting back, smug in our rich
(liel of carbohydrates and cost of living increases, allowing
big business and government lo merge inlo one, never
again strange bedfellows.

Say hello Big Brother, the myth of a people's government
IS di.s.solving as we sit by and idly watch.

Letter

Students combat violence
To the Editor:

This letter is in response to Ms. Murray's editorial,
"Escort Service - the tables turn, "printed in the Collegian
on Monday. November 9, 1981.

It is unfortunate that Ms. Murray has misconstrued the
intent of the Student Government Association's Escort
Service as an infringement upon women's right to mobili-
ty, solitude, autonomy, and personal growth. Further-
more, in her attempts to sarcastically communicate her
frustrations concerning the "white male - dominated
heirarchy," she has destructively criticized the sensitve
and industrious work of Jean St. Martin, the S.C.E.R.A.
Women's Team, The Committee Against Sexual and
Racial Assaults (Casara), and others. In an attempt to im-
plement a necessary and desired service, the SGA en-
courages constructive criticism and input of our proposed
escort service. The SGA does not, however, encourage
destructive criticism of any service in which students have
taken the iniative to organize. The following are points
which Ms. Murray was either ignorant of or neglected to
mention in her fallacious editorial.

• The escort pairs will be comprised of one man and one
woman, thus contradicting claims that women will again
be dependent upon the "superior male" for guidance and
safety across campus.
• This .service is not limited to women as Ms. Murray in-

fers, but has always and will continue to encourage both
genders to utilize the service.

• The use of this service will not lx> mandated by the cam-
pijs leadership as Ms. Murray sarcastically insinuates. It

will, however, offer the opportunity of an escort service to

anyone desiring a safe and unimpeded travel across cam-
pus.

• The escort service will not limit mobility, autonomy,
solitude, and personal growth as Ms. Murray proposes. It

Shvin Murphy is a Collegian staffmembe r.

will attempt to alleviate the threat of late evening campus
violence for all students. Again, I must emphasize that the
use of this service is not mandated, but is offered as a
choice. A choice which has been lacking for years at this

university.

• Ms. Murray is correct on the point that this service will

not operate on weekends. Being a student run service with
volunteer student escorts, it was discovered that few
students study on weekends and fewer desire to volunteer
as escorts on weekends. If Ms. Murray would like to
volunteer her weekend evenings as an escort, she may
pick up an application in the SGA Presidents' Office.

The SGA Escort Service will be an attempt to combat
campus violence while stimulating the community's, facul-
ty's, and administration's awareness concerning this issue -

during the "Year Towards Civility." We anticipate and
encourage input frofri'all segments of cSmpus life in our ef-

forts. '

' •;

James H. Budreau
Special Assistant, SGA

President's Office

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's ad-
dress and telephone number, which will not be published.
Plea.se type double spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to
space limitations and the volume of mail, we regret we are
unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters are'
subject to editing for clarity and length.

Fee bill quiets

student's voice

Last week the Massachusetts House of
Representatives breezed through a bill

which would prohibit MASSPIRG from col-

lecting funds through the fee bills at
several state colleges.

The measure, which was sponsored by
conservative Republican and gubernatorial
hopeful Andrew Card of Holbrook, was,,
some said, a response to MASSPIRG's sue''
cessful lobbying effort for a House override
of Gov. Edward King's veto of the bottle

EDITORIAL
bill. Card was supported in his effort by
Speaker Thomas W. McGee (D-Lynn)
another long-time bottle bill opponent.

While the measure, if passed, would not ef-
fect UMass, where students can opt not to
pay the $2 MASSPIRG fee, it would
remove the fee from students' bills at
Salem, Westfield and Framingham State
Colleges and Southeastern Massachusetts
University, where payment is mandatory.

While students at those four institutions
should have the right to choose not to pay
the fee, as UMass students do, the measure
passed by the House amounts to nothing
more than political retaliation for
MASSPIRG's effective lobbying, by not
allowing the students to choose for
themselves. These legislators, unrespon-
sive to the public, are seeking to curtail one
of the most effective lobbying forces in the
state by cutting off its funding from those
who have the least political clout and are
best served by MASSPIRG -
Massachusetts' students.

Fortunately for us at UMass, the bill

would not prohibit the Student Govern-
ment Association (SGA) or its Student
Center for Educational Research and Ad-
vocacy (SCERA) from lobbying for
students causes, since it contains a clause
allowing offical student representatives to
use mandatory fees for lobbying.

While the voice of UMass can be preserv-
ed, the voice of students at other schools
will be diminished, since no other student
government in the state raises as much
money as does the UMass SGA, These
other students do haye a right to have their
opinions heard, especially when state
government has proved itself unresponsive
to their concerns and needs.

Instead of barring MASSPIRG from col-
lecting the fees, the legislature or the state
Board of Regents should modify the fee and
allow students to opt not to pay it. This
way, those who are concerned about their
lives can attempt to change things, while
others who do not will not have to pay.

Unsigned editorials represent the opinions
of the Collegian Board ofEditors.
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UMass prof appointed
to NEA committee

John H. Bracey, Jr., assotiaie professor of Afro-
AmiTican studios al the University of Massachusetts, has
iH'en appointed to a two year term on the Standing
Commiuee on Higher Education of the National
Educational Association (NEAI, the largest educational
organization in the world.

Bracey is one of nine members selected nationwide to
serve on the Standing Conmiittee. This committee is
responsible for selling policies and making recom-
mendations on higher education to the president of the
organi/aiion. The committee members are attempting to
iiicrea.se the general visibiliiy and influence of their work
u» maximize iheir influence on higher education. Bracey
said.

An Amherst resident. Bracey, who has taught at UMass
for 10 years, is a specialist in Afro-American history.
Previous to his career at UMass. he taught at Northern
Illiiioi.s University and Northwestern. He was educati-d at
Howard, Roosevelt and Northwestern Universities.

•ANDREA MILLSTEIN

Response to racism
topic of discussion
The third event of the series. "In Appreciation of Dif-

ference: Responding to Racism in American Culture" is a
panel discussion exploring the meaning of culture, it's im-
portance and how heritage shapes one's world-view.
Liz Bennett, the coordinator of the series said it is more

important to ite able to respect and appreciate people of
different cultures, then to just learn alK)ut them, she said.

Mary Ruth Warner, assistant area director of
Southwest Residential College, and folklorist, will

moderate the discussion. Speakers will include: Johnella
Butler, professor and chairperson of Black Studies at

Smith College; Roberta Uno Thelwell. advisor in student
activities at UMass. and organizer of the Third World
Theatre Series; and Patricia Gonzalez, professor of
literature and language in the Spanish/Portugese depart-
ment at Smith College.

Discussion topics will include the different world-views
of Eastern and Western cultures, the effects of Japanese
internment of Japanese citizens on Japanese-American
culture, and the effects of U.S. involvement in Latin
American countries.

The discussion will be held on We<lnesday. at 7:30 p.m.
at Hampden Student Center in Southwest. A reception
will follow at the Southwest Women's Center located bet-

ween Crampton and MacKimmie dormitories.

For more information call Liz at 54.S-1923.

- LISA PEDULLA

Shutterbugs to meet
here on Wednesday

Aboui 40 l«) 50 representatives from newspapers and
wire -services throughout New England are expected to
aiit-nd a photojournalism conference at the University of
Massuchuseiis this Wednesday.
The conftrence. open to all UMass students, will focus

on I he coming of ihe electronic age to newspapers. The
event is free and will take place in room 101 of the Campus
Clemer from 12 noon lo 4 p.m.

The break in a day
that can make your day

Lunch at th( Top of the Campus Restaurant

Top of the (ampus
^gstaurai\t ai|pl lounge

I
Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center

University of Mussachusetts at Amherst

Serving a varied menu from 1 1:30 am until 2 pm Monday - Friday
* 10% UMass student discount with valid ID

* Validated parking in the Campus Center Garage

It's better than you can imagine
It's less expensive than you think

The primary speaker for the conference will be Bill

liyon. vice president new.spictures of United Press
Inicriiauonal. Lyon will give an update on UPI's electronic

durkr(M)m an<l image gathering.

There will also be an open panel discussion led by Bob
Dean, assisiant chief photographer, and Bill Brett, chief

ph«)ii»grapher, of the Boston Glolw; Bob McCrystal,
^yMrms analysi-phoio. and Dave Gray, director of

graphics of the Providence Journal.

The conference is co-sponsored by the UMass Daily
Cnlf, ifiaii and the New England Clan of Newsphoto
Editors Phon> Chiefs-Graphic Persons.

Next term schedules

available this week
The Official Schedule of Courses for spring semester

will be available this week in the Campus Center Con-
course. Students may also pick up pre-registration forms
from their major departments.

Complet*?d forms should be turned in at the Registrar's
office. 213 Whitmore, by 4:30 p.m. November 25.

Students enrolled in the Bilingual Collegiate Program
and the committee for the Collegiate Education of Black
Studennts should pick up their forms at those offices.

Film of state wildlife

to be aired Tuesday
State wildlife photographer Jack Swedberg of the

Massachusetts Fish and Wildlife Division will present a
film he created at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in 104 Thompson.
Sponsoretl by the UMass Wildlife Society, the film will

show the varied forms of wildlife that exist in
Massachusetts.

Womens league offers

legislative information
Do you have a problem that needs a governmenUl solu-

tion? You can make an impact if you know how and where
to present your ca-se. Need facts to back you up? Call the
League of Women Voters voter information phone for
answers to your questions about local, state, and national
government.

A caller asked recently. "What is the deadline for filing
bills for the next se.ssion of the Massachusetts

legislature?" The first Wednesday in December
December 2. is the last day to file for the 1982 ses.sion. If

you are considering filing a bill, check with your senator or
repre.sentative about the potential success or failure of
your proposal. For more information, call 357-5880 (or
l-8(H)-882-l«4«»).

Eastern Europe's Biggest Festival

of the Arts and Cookery will be recreated in

the BLUEWALL CAFETERIA
on Tuesday, November 17th

from 11:15 -1:30 pm. .^
Called FESTIVAL DUBROVNIK
after the Internationally famous arts gala

held in the beautiful Yugoslavian port of

Dubrovnik each summer. Our festival will

offer many of the rich aromatic dishes

featured in that exciting event.

GRADUATING SOON?
Uteovcr i Niw World gf Omrtwiltv M Stm ft WaMtfl

Com. Ii> Our

CAREER OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, November 21, 1981, 9:00AM - 3:00PM

Ston* A W«b«t«r HMKlquart«rs
^2*5 Summ« Stravl. BoMon. MKvnt to South SMton

WE ARE LOOKING FOR DEGREED ENGINEERS (/IS, B.S, US. Phff«.|
No Eip*rl«nc* NccMMry

BS. MS PhD'«
Oncipltna: . Mcchan,. ai . Nuctrai . Chpm.cai . f )«tncal . Civil/Slruclutal
• Mathpmatiri . Pli/sn •. . HMlth Ph,s« i . Thrrm*! Hydraulrcs

Dwition: . Power . Nur.lear !..( hrwiogy . Start Up A Test . Opf rat.oni Ser„c»s
i
"!;"',"^" • Control Sinterrw . (ng.nerrmg Mfchariics . Structural . Procpsi

ll"cnnolog». fr,g,n«.er,ng Assuranr... Quahty AssurjrKe . Lcfn^ing. Mydraulit

(for AS. degree holders:)
Disciplina: . Mc tian,(3i . Elpitmal. Civ.l' Structural

^^^
*i '"'n ",: Of'^''""'' >'»" «-s . f ng,r«.et.ng Mpchan.cs . tipctr.ral

• SIrtirlural . Quality AssurarxP

Vour c.rj« «tn «,||, „fc, oft ,t Slon. t W.b.l» W. .r* r.no«n«J l.,d«, .r, tl«ll«ign •ngtoMring and conttruction ot llal* ol lh« art powtr generation and

undwsay today m tha power induilry
""i»t.i

S1!^'.„'k"'
"•" ""'.'•':''"•" •""* >"•« inlormallii «rth our managcri Oontlorget to tinng a copy ol your resume and/or trantcnpt M conyenieni call MmWitT^m. at (fl7) i53 0W4 to let u. kno« .( you ..N ,n.nd II Jou a7. unab!."

St rtmerrt
" "* * oP*"-"™* your return* to John Hamlet. Perwnnel

A STONEDWEBSTW
^^^\ ENGINEERING CORPORATION

P.O. Box 2325, Boston, MA 02107
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Hypercurricula
Monday, Nov. 16

^A^^nSr^"^^^^^'^ "^^^^ ORGANIZING AND
1 LANNING to hdp organize and plan Jewish Women's
Wtek, Student Union 302. Nov. 16 at 4:00 p.m.

UMASS HUNGER TASK B'ORCE MEETING - Last
minute push for Thursday's Fast for a World Harvest
help still neefled - training for leafletters today! 428
Student Union Nov. 16, 4 5:30 p.m.

IIILLKL MEETIN(i Hiilel Meeting Monday.
i\«tveinl>er 16 ui 5:00 p.m. in Siud<«ni Union 302 to di.s<'uss

Chanukuh, plans f.tr next semestiT, eir. All wek-ome.

STUDY IN RCKiOTA, COLUMBIA MEETING -

Representative from GLCA program will be available to
talk to interested students, International Programs. 239
Whitmore, Nov. 16, 3::J0 5:00 p.m.

DRAFT TEAC'IMN Information session on
ngisiraiion, th«' draft, and foreign intervention given by
Mudenis against militarism. There will Im> draft coun-

.seliiig. di.seu.ssion, and a movie, fir.si fltxir lounge, lirelt

dormitory. Nov, 16. 6:30 p.m.

STUDY IN B(M;()TA. COLUMBIA MEETING -.

RepresenUilive from the (;L('A pn.Kram will Ik' available
to tiUk to interested students. International Programs.
235) Whitmore. Nov. 16. 3:30 p.m.

or(;anizational awareness for group
LEADERS Workshop for student arts programmers,
N..\

.
I(i. 7 9:30 p.m.. Campus Cent«r. 9a5 909. A hmk at

why your organization exists and who y«>ur audience is.

How to gain visibility ami erediltiliiy on campus for your
t»igaiiizaii«in and its arts programs. Overviews basic
leadership styles, difference between "joiners" and
mhiiiImts." faei«>rs affecting meeting siruclure.
IVtsenie<l hy Arts Exten.sion S<Tvice. Continuing
E«lucaiion and Siu<lent Activities Office with support fnmi
University Ans (louncil.

:%;::*K:;::;:::-:

Tuesday, Nov. 17

STUDY IN THE U.K. MEETING II Seminar on
studying -science in Britain with slides and discussion with
past exchange participants. Herter Hall, third floor
lounge, Nov. 17. 7:30 9:30p.m.

STUDY IN THE U.K. MEETING I Seminar on
siu<lying humanities, business and social sciences in

Britain with slides and discussion with past exchange
participants. Herter Hall, 6lh floor lounge, Tues., Nov. 17,

3-5 p.m.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY Will Ir. featuring state wildlife
phoi.»grapher Jack Swedberg on Nov 17 at 7:30p.m. in 104
i'lioinpson, A film will i)e presenn'fl.

LNTERRELKHOUS COMMUNITY FOR CREATIVE
I'EACEM^VKlNCi Action planning to work to freeze the
arms lace'by speaking, writing, vigiling, organizing, and
legislative action. Special showing of "John and Mary
MIRV and MARV, " 42« Student ov 17, 4:30 5:30 p.m.

MEETING OF STUDENT ALLIANCE FOR ISRAEL -

The Student Alliance for Israel will have a general plan
ning and organizational meetmgon Tuesday, November 17
at 6:00 p.m. in the Hillel office (302 Student Union).

Wednesday, Nov. 18
»!*x«>>x*x-vA*:

PRE-MED c:LI B - (Jeneral meeting for al! Pre-med
Club memlHTs and all intere.sted. Event will Ik* held at
Morrill 4 South Rm. 349 on Nov. IH. at 8(M) p m

SOUTHERN AFRICA SOLIDARITY COMMITTEE -
Campaigns l)eing develofKnl include Divestment Media.
Education and Outreach and Fundraising. All concerned
fK'ople who want to contribute to .s()li<larity with peoples of
Southern Africa are urged to attend. Event will l)e hel<l at

Machmer, Rm. W-22 on Nov. IH. 4:30 p.m.

LAST GREAT AMERICANS MEP:TING - A Vnum
Video Center TV come<ly magazine. Nov. IH. meeting for

writers and idea generators. Important decisions concern-
ing our first show will Ik* discu^se<i at this meeting. Held
at Earthfoods at 7 p.m.

BIBLICAL EXPLORATION - Chaplain Pete Sal)ey
facilitates this |il>eration style study of the Bible for those
who have l)een turned off by fundamentalism and who
want an intellig^Mit. scholarly, persimally challenging and
open-minded approach. Event will be held at 428 Stu<lent
Union on Nov. 18, 6:.30 • 7:30 p.m.

VOICES OF NEW AFRICA - Singers still nettled.
Contact Rev. Freeman at 545-2789 or 54.5-0261 for more
information. Event will lie held at 152 Fine Arts Center on
Nov. 18. 7-9:30 p.m.

BIOCHEMISTRY CLUB MEETING - There will l)e an
important organizational meeting of the club. A speaker
from the department will also beat the meeting. Everyone
is enc(»uraged to attend. Event will be held at 1020.
GTWR-B on Nov. 18. at 7 p.m.

CULTURE: In Appreciation of Difference — A panel
discussicm alnmt the importance of culture, and how
racism has distorted our umierstanding of a true
American Culture. Speakers are Johnella Butler
-Chairi)erson Black Stu<lies/Smith College, Robera Uno
Thelwell - organizer Third World Theatre Series, Patricia
Gonzalez - Professor of Literature/Language/Spanish.
Event will l)e held at Hamp<Ien Student Center S.W. Res.
Area on Nov. 18. 7:30 p.m.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT FOR THE ARTS -
Workshop f(»r student art programmers. Managing your
organization's money and UMa.ss funding .sources.
Presented hy Arts Extension Ser\'ice. Continuing Educa-
tion and Student Activities Office and University Arts
Council. Event will Ir. held at Campus Center. Rm
905-909 on N<.v. 18. 7-9:30 p.m.

Introducing 2 NEW Calculators
from Hewlett-Packard

^^ 3^581-; ?

The HP-11C has advanced programmina
capabilities:

^

SST GTO SIN COS TAN EEX

R/S GSB R* Xiy
E 1

N
T

STO RCL

HP-11C
AdVanCGd The HPHC features an extended function

Programmable "lil,,,.

Scientific Calculator science

Statistics

I

All this capability fits comfortably in your NOW
Available

I pocket!

HEWLETT PACKARD

•in £(judl OpporU/ibty tf

HP-12C
Financial

Programmable
Calculator

NOW
Available

The HP-12C, a Financial Programmable
Calculator for business-world

professionals has powerful built-in

functions for push-button solutions to:

Business Problems

Pricing Calculations and Forecasting

The HP-12C has easy-to-leam

programmability '

All this capability fits comfortably in your
pocket!

OPEN 9-5

Sat 11-4
the

mm9* ^^1 »*i**NiBN>MHMil^<i

Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

University Store
tevMt*
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Wednesday, Nov. 18

FINANCIAL MANA(;KMKNT FOR THK ARTS -
workshop for student arts programmers. Nov \H 7-H'ii)
F».ui..

( ;an,f)us Center. 90r,-iK)9. Step-hv stej) a{)pr(\ach t<.
mana^nnK .vour organization's mone\ . Fxplains l.asic pro-
^Tani Imd^retin^ and bookkeeping skills and I'niversitv
systems. Campus funditiK sourc-es for arts pn.^rams anil
alternative fundraisin>: approaches.

V-'^'A^''^.
^^I'MMKR pr()(;raiM at MOKKAIIH)

UNIVFRSITV - Informational meeting tor students in-
tere.sted in a one-month summer session at Hokkaido
I'niversity in northern .lapan. Theme: "Contemporary
Japfn." Slides and rffrt-shments. Kvervone welcome'
Kvent will [.e held at Skinner Hall Auditorium (Room 18)
on Nov. IS. 4:00 p.m.

ISRAKLI FOLK DANCING - Israeli Folk DanciriK -
Be^nnners 7:30 p.m.. advanced 8:30 p.m. in Cami.us
Center 174-17ei on We.l. N<.v. IS at 7:30 p.m.

LABOR CKNTKR COLLOQUIUM COMMITTFK
FRESKNTS - "They Can't Break Our Cnion. " A .".O

minute, color video documentary al»out the stru^>,de of
I'AW Local 13(1 to stop union hustin^j at the Sterlinj^
Radiator plant in VVestfield. Followe<l hy a di.scussit.n with
the ta|.»e's producers. Rohhio Leppzer and Kric Teed.
CAW RcKdonal Fducation Director. Dick Days and strik-
ing members of Local 430. Kvent will he held at VC Rm.
SI 1 on We<L Nov. IS. at 7:30 p.m.

CYCLFS IN HISTORY - Deja \u? 'Cnderstandinjj
the Cyclical Nature of Human Ilistorv." Lecture hv Jim
Mathison of CARP. Wed., Nov. ISth. 12. 2:30. and 4 [).m.
in CC 17."). Discussion follows.

MEFTINdOFWOMEN'SCACCCSOFSCA -Willi,,
held at Machnier F-3.->, on Nov. IS at ^r.Si) p.m.

•!•!•!•:*:•!*;•'

Thursday, Nov. 19

.FOK A VOlil^D^IARVFST Fa.si, skipa nual or

( «)M KULNCE ON THE NlfN%'flT?'^Vv'l{I^.'^iYlW;
UI.Il (.Oh AND HUMANITV This cunl. rcnn is
iH M^iM d Ml a-^iM individuals m ihi- cxfihtrai ion of ihe
naitii. •! iluiil.ijrK al ^ludy and ilic prolVssinn ol miiiisiry.
( -11 a.

. K, .
.
\-,r, tuaii ai UCE. 42S SC. fvlf) 2789 lor more

nd Ti la.i .11. C..l>;a.. Roch.sM'r2r Itcxlt y Hall Cn.zicr
ill' ii.i«i.a: S. iiiiiiarv. Roches. cr. New Vork, Nos . 19 21
r.iM.

I NliKD JEWISH AIM'EAL CAMI'US CAMI'AKJN
lii>.. iiiip.tnaiii orj,'am/iiig meeiing I'or all inieresied in

w iikihj; wiih iIk Uiiii((l Jewish Appeal Campus Cam
paign. Campus Center 911 915. Thur.sday. Nov. 19 at 7
p.m.

TOM VERLAINE BAND. AND HIGHER
PRIMATES Dance Concert. Hampshire College Dining
Commons, Nov. 19, doors open at 9 p.m.

A PTENTION MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICANTS - Dr
N. Lynn Eckherl, Dean of Admissions. UMa.ss Medical
School at Worcester, will hold an informal discussion.
Campus C-enler. Room 904 908. Nov. 19 at 800

J"^''.-7S^« >^> ai»^ comt^|uif ihe dilTen
thrg^gt.tJMa-vs Huj»«jr Task P^irce. 42
laoh s .liV..ugft(',iif( ,„^',urs,. and SC

nee lo O.XFAM
428 f?U. CoIlectuHll

CHESS CLCBMEETINC
Nov. IS at SI 1:00 p.m.

at CC. Rm. 177 on Wed.,

CASH
REWARD

For selling printed

T-Shirts & Athletic

wear to dorms,
frats, sororities

Wfit» Oox 329 -

Wor», MA 01062
or phon*

(410)967-5057
for d*toils

Amherst
i Chinese Food

"Family Style

Cooking"
Mandarin £r

) Szechuen Cuisine

Luncheon
Specials

from $1.75
Farm Fresh Vegetables
Beet h Wine License

Sunday Brunch
All you can eat $4.95

62 64 Main St ,

Amherst 253 7835
Closed Wednesdays
We u«e no MSG or

Artrficial Food ColorinqL

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 193a

Visit Any Center
And See For Yourself

Why We Make The Difference
Call Days, Ewes & Weekends

In Amherst:
264 N Pleasnt St
(413)253 5108/5283

for Information About
Other Centers In More Than
90 Maior US Cities & Abroad

Outside N V. state

CALL TOLL FREE
1- 800-223-1 782

(lay

IMON VIDKO GENERAL MEETIN(; Husinrss
"•••iiUK l..r plaiimtiK M-hc-dulcs. programs, hmivvis
pr.Hluni.iii.s. r.r. L'lUSiudi'ni Union, Nov 19, 7 p.m.

/U1;AT AMEIilC-AN SMOKEUUT Take a hnak ffrtm
p^r,^.^i^^i^ ao<l yoli may win a pri/..-. WcdKts for the

h/."l ir*'"
^
ii'"'"''

'"^"'•••y'^ ^'rt-ai AnuTican Smok.-oui willH taken all week in the Campus Center Concourse lor
1 hursday .s smokeout. Pri/es will be given in a raffle for allwho pledge, and candy will be available Thursday. Stop by

)

^T'^-^\

Something For Everyone from

the University Stare

5.98
original price

.^ 15.95

_r-^.=^-.

/^-.,'-/•, '_: \m
Alice $ Adventu'es in Wonoefiond ITiiough me Looking Gloss

th« Hunimg ol me Snofk o i Selected Short \Mvks

3.98
original price

13.95

.^/

JOSEPH lEUQ

SPHINX
uJbG

original price

10.95

A WMl BY THF AUTHOR OF EYE OF THE NEEDtE

KEN FOLLETT

ROBIN COOK
A NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OFCOMA

3.98
original price

10.95

Hundreds of other sale books
available on special tables

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4'

Located in the Campus Center

<M J ! S ! : S • 8 • • • ! J M ! M ! n??J!{{S{f!?TT?{???T?>7t?s?^^

the University Store

Monday, NovemluT i<i. i;>8|

DOONESBURY

soutir BACKuwuN
lOCAL' 5mnN6fmM

SCRATCH!

r

GAVBUPPO- OlAUBNSe.RICK.

INS SYMBOLS I'^SteNSPON
PORJBRF/ UirH..f!£APY

BROUN' POfiT^^^ MfiL-

•rik^—' —
i^lr f&ERMOK'jeseOMB
mmAlET fOiiTiN'O^. I'M IN
^you. CHfmaeaFscMppm
,^(Hous, moLP luemHCfimon

\^r^ i^JIMMYCMUm,

^HIMAmOLB

by Garry Tnideau

•Colje^ian n

3̂^

UOU.TALK
ABOUTSTART- j ^,^.,

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margarri Farm md trade Jaffe

l<«l I M Aaaitn riMM Siaatcau

ROD BONES
by Gregg Canavan

ACROSS
1 Extinguish

6 Scairf

9 George s lyricist

12 Hurdler. eg.
13 Tuffc, (ormerly

15 Kelly theme
17 IM-mannered

fellows

18 1954 Pact

19 Poetica

20 Single: Prefix

21 Zero

22 Grande
24 Sharp flavor

26 Songwriter

Richard

28 Misbehavin

29 Swimmer Williams
etal.

31 Most gloomy
33 Steering post
34 Black tie acces-

sory

35 Poet Stephen
38 Atlantic coast

denizen
41 Sensitivity

42 Glens
44 Indigo

45 Photog sjob
46 Hawaiian dish
47 Hew

48 LoveYoo?'
Cole Porter, 1939

50 Pop music to a
classicist

52 Pre-pof bet

53 l944Adamson-
McHughhit

56 Benedict arxi

Eddie
57 Crumbles
58 Hot air

59 Prof deg
60 Guy Fawkes. for

one

DOWN
1 Sondheim

favorite

Fusses
News agcy.

Marshes
Oamon and
Pythias. e^|.

Put up
Swedish boy's

name
8 Consumed
9 1938Rodgers&

Hart hit

10 Mince meal in-

gredients

2

3

4

5

6
7

1

1

Sheridan or

Sothern

12 Jungle vines

14 pro nobis
15 Reptilian plate
16 Collar

23 Hall ot Fame*
25 Flemish city

26 Prepared
27 Peace and Sweet-

briar

28 Dutch Island off

South America
30 Antiquity, to

Methuselah
32 Actress Hagen
35 Sault Maria
36 Mythical box

holder

37 Freudian word
38 Move like a

serpent

39 Pie slices, e.g.

40 Precipitation

43 Plunder

49 Nigerian peopte
50 Foil of Bugs Bunny
51 "From to

Eternity"

52 Helper

53 Crone
54 Hon Deg
59 West Coast hill

• <>

WMUA -JUFM
H a.m.- 10 a.m.

Wake-up with

Concepto I.,a(ino

Kt a.m. 2 p.m.

Midday Music
with Mahogany
BMCI'

2 p.rji.-r>:.'i() p.m.

Monday Drive
with Frank ().

BMCI'

W.'M) |».ni.-«» p.m.

Newswatch

> p.m. -7 p.m.

Sportscafe
with Klliot Kail)

7 p.m. -1(1 p.m.
Concepto Latino

l<» p.m. -2 p.m.

Rejfjfac Music
with Kontsmaii Coiuu-ctiim

2 p.tn.-fi p.m.
Morninjr Sickness
with K«l Wvrk

Union Video Center
I?,^ „ Public Service
1 1:00 Parachute Club Tape & Marthas Vineyard
V^^^ Rockworld
* ^^ Tolkien the First Hour

Read the next other voice

November 19th.

^^^1 I i * i ^t 1 1 IP, „ „

J" |l3 W
15 ^

» M jr W —

35 36 ^^Hl M IF
42 W U44 -

53 54 w

m -Mr- J:>» ^M ^H^l

Solution to yesterday *s puzzle ov i>n,f,- n

Monday, November 16th

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTfALL
GIANT SCREEN

Free Popcorn, Free Admission

Tuesday, November 17th

Double Feature Movie

The Rollings Stones at Hyde Park

& the Mr. Bill Show
8 & 10 PM showings

next week's feature The Yellow Submarine
Starring the Beatles

Co-sponsored by G P.C.

Tip-

center
aluma&s

^cami

Friday, November 20th
Party with

The Hometown Rockers
Formally The Wild Turkey Band

Also winners of the Battle of the Bands. . .

WEST
$2.00 cover

Wednesday, November 18th

AMATEUR NIGHT
1st prize $50.00

with special host. . .Peter Sosna
He will happily slice a volunteer in half with an

electric saw!
Sign up to perform at the Bluewall between 7:30-8:45 pm

Thursday, November 19th

Rock n' Roll with

The Foreign Objects

and The Time Beings

All Night Happy Hour!!!!
Free admission

Saturday, November 21st
Intense, Wild, Rockin with

THE ROCKATS
With Special Guests
THE TRADEMARKS
$3.00 at the Bluewall

fSA^m^f^gjl,
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Hypercurricula

mmmmim

Thursday, Nov. 19

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS The SAF
simlrnl fhapuT is having a meoling. Alico Smith from iht-

riafi inrnl Ofiin will Ik- speaking about ri'sume writing,
ami lareir si rv ices olfered by the I'lacement Office!
liohlsworih Hall. Rm 305. Nov. 19, 6:(J0 p.m.

STOP SOLIDARITY'S COUNTERREVOLUTION!
"Time Runs Out in Poland " Spartacist Forum. Thursday.
Nov. 19 at 8:00 p.m. in Maohmer Hall. Room W 24.
Speaker: Joseph Seymour. Spariacisl League Central
Commillee. For more information call 546 9906. .

SKYDIVE UMass Sport Parachute Club wUI be holding
the last first jump course of the semester. CC, Room 803. 7
p.m., Nov. 19.

THE UMASS AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION -

Will ht)kl an open meeting for anyone in the area interested
in Amateur Radio. Refreshments are always available at
I he meetings (held first and third Thursdays of each
month). Call Rick at 256 8171 for more info. 102 ELab
Thurs. Nov 19, 7:30 p.m.

THE LAST GREAT AMERICANS MEETING A
Union Video Center tv comedy magazine. General meeting
Mudenis MU«Tesled in IV prod tech, writing, actmg.
ariwt)rk, «ic. We will meet after UVC General meeting.
Ilaiih, 1:00p.m., Nov. 19.

Anytime

BLACK THIRD WORLD GRADUATE STUDENTS -

Please contact Rev. Freeman at 428 Student Union, 545-

2789 or 305 New Africa House, 545-0261 for resource

purposes.

FRENCH CLUB MEETINGS Every Tuesday af-

ternoon, Herler 3rd floor lobby, Tuesday, 4:00 p.m.

CAREFREE BAGS from Ciao!

Located in the Campus Center >X^ V^^l** %\^

OPEN M-F9-5Sat 11-4

'e^\o'

t i i 1 1 > 1 I I t , , > .

^ . < » V »

FRENCH CLUB 1) Fresh croissants and hot cafe sold
every morning, 8:30 12:00, Herter 3rd floor lobby, 2)

Wine n cheese conversation "hour", every Wednesday
12:302:30, Herter 3rd floor lounge. Both events co-

sponsored by Italian Club.

SPECTRUM SUBMISSIONS Our submissions drive
has officially begun! Poetry and all types of prose should
be typed, double spaced, with author's name and phone
numlKT. Visuals may be submitted in person at our office.

Written deadline Nov. 20; Visuals Dec. IL Don't delay -

We need your work! Campus Center 104.

PORTRAITS BY JUDITH SPACKS - Large fabric
collages of the artist's family and friends, a pictorial
narrative charactor study. "The Courtship of the Blue
Lead Flower,

" in linoleum print and oil paintings, facial
studies in pencil. Student Union Gallery. Nov. 8 20, 1981.

SPECTRUM SUBMISSIONS - Our submissions drive
has officially begun] Poetry and all types of prose should
be typed, double spaced, with author's name and phone
number. Visuals may be submitted in person at our office.
Written deadline JMov. 20; Visuals - Dec. 11. Don't delay -

We need your work! Campus Center 104.

Attention !

All interested
in Medical School!

Dr. Lynn Eckhert, Dean of Admissions,
U.Mass Medical School at Worcester, will

hold an informal discussion on Nov. 19,

Thursday at 8:00, Rm 904-908 at the
Campus Center.

Hampshire Ethical
Hypnosis Center

Milton H. Askinoss memb A.A.E.H.
Many of our clients are doctor referrals.

• Weight control • Improve study • Stop smoking
• Nail biting habits • Self confidence
• Improve • Relaxation • Sexual problems
concentration • Fear of heights • Fear of flymg

• Inscmnn . Memory . improve sports
• Bed wetting improvement ability

Overcome Agoraohobia
and other Fears, Anxieties, and Phobias

Call or vi/rite for free brocnure
Special Fees. • College Students & Senior Cljizens

Lecture demonstrations
The f-arrict( Building. Rie 9, Hadley. Mass

3/10 mile Hamp Mall (Next to Rockys Hardware)
584-1919 By Appt Only.

^rnc ^«^™«. ,-:,•--

^mC HAMPSHIRE 4 584-7550
HAMPSHIRE MALL

&4A'/>f« OF THE
LOST ARK
(6:00 @ $1.75) 8:30

MERYL .TheTmnch
STKEEP 1!^%^

[Hi (6:00 @ $1.75» 8:30

More Of The Nighr
He Come Home
Halloween ii

(6:30 @ $1 751 8:45

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

TIME
BANDITS

(6:00 (Q) $1 75) 8:30

no« 94n<e "Deliverance ...

Heilh ?ayttr%
Carradinc Boothe

SDUTHERn
COMFORT

(6:15 @ $1.75)8:30

ro rvn\ thouM
happen lo you

LBS

The Pursuit of

D.B.Cooper

(6:15 @ $1 75) 8:45

i

M « j J
I

f
! I , ) 1

OLLEGIAN
Collegimi i;^

CLASSIFIE
U5 3^45 Mor^dav Fr.day • Deadhne ,s 3 45 two days pr.or to publication day

"

Come to CoNegian Office CC 113 • 8

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A_DISC^OCK EyInIEEDED?'
Rack-ADisc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard " Randy 546 7013

IZI AUTO FOR^AlF
^Ol^^eCutU^^^

72 VW Beetle low mi. only $1,350 00 70

£9-5347'^°'^ °"'^ ^"^ ''^" ^'^'^ P'®^^®

™ ^^ "^****'* ^P"""* ^^el injection, only
1200 nniles, call 253-9455

73 Subaru for parts, tires 549^5505

68 Mustang good coridition T750^call
253 5267 ^

Scott Turntable w/cartridge never used
onginallyJ200$now^125 M6-8^T
New^QiT^^^ KinT^iz^ vy;^^^;S^d,

stJnlH°''^"'^' /° "^^^ ^^^^^"»V, wainu
stained p.ne frame, headboard deck
P^5!Jf' '

"lattress, liner, heater. Originally
$JJ0.00, now $199.00 527 4645
ton

E. Hamp-

*???!9"er_Co«mijst_bejeen 546^61^
Skies ISO^cm Spaulding
season old $65 253 5943

FOUND

on arranging an internship and credit, con
tact Office of Internships, Curry Hicks
Building. For further information, contact
Legal Services Office, 922 Campus Center.
Applications due Friday, November 20, at
Office of Internships. Writing sample re
quired.

LOST

Buick Lesabre 1970 low milage, excellent
for local transport $700 or best offer
586-5960 after 7 PM

BE A STAR

He p make the United Jewish Student
Ar.3eal a "star studded event" Firstm .jting Nov 19 at 7:00 PM CC911 15

BELLYGRAMSM

Delivered by experienced bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
549-1175

DO IT!!

January Graduates; Have your senior
portrait taken Do it now 545-2874

Found! Womens watch between Boyden
and Tobin 11/10. To claim see Cliff, janitor
at Memorial H-'ll between 11:30 and 12 30
pm
Found women's eyeglasses at Ph^Siq
Sat nite 546 8270

Gold -n Retriver approx 9 months old no
tags, ist choke collar. Previously advertis
ed IP 16 Collegian. Slight limp in hind leg.
Ask Paul. Keep trying please. 546 7037
Aliza Lan^e. formerly of the music
department, is living in New York City
receivinK critical acclaim
Vnr bookings call 2I2-724-0117.

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
w;th^gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802
Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6 8602 no
questions will be asked

Brown leather jacket in Webster Dorm
on 1 1 /6. Please return to Assistance Desk
in Campus Center.

REWARD! Plaid wool "Dior" scarf. Great
sentimental value. Please return. IVlarv
665 7756 after 1

1

$100 includes utilities available immediately

1 bedroom available for 1 or 2 people in 2
bedroom Riverglade Apt. rent negotiable
Call 253 3691 (start Jan 1)

Female to share master bedroom in
spacious 3 bedroom Townhouse for spring
semester 80/mo plus util on bus route
253 3153 after 5

Female roommate wanted to share
room in 2 bedroom Brandywine apartment
starting January 1 call 549-4180

SERVICES

NEW BEIGE

Kit

for ,

HELP WANTED ^
n help needed for Frat in xchanae
als call 253-9987

DRUMMERS
DRUMMER WANTED for Heavy Metal
Band. We have equipment and connec
tions. 256-8573

FIRE & FIRST AID UNIT
EMT'S

Meeting 407N Morrill 10:99 PM
*T ;«ll of Decembers events

tonight

Sensory
584 1627,

FOR RENT

olation Tank available for rent,
venings.

One bed oom in two bedroom apt,
avail, now Call after 5:00. 665 4714

FOR SALE

GH r ID A: Portrait Drawings. Dennis
De ip^) 2972

19- . Suzi (i GT-390 FULLYlssesedT2OOO
mi. very |ood condition $650 call Rick
549J 867

1972 VW licrobus good condition $1200
or BO^all John 253-7430 good gas mileage

Fender Stratocaster $400 665 2241 eves.

Korg 770 Synthesizer - 2 ocillators,

envelope, 8 octave range, many more
features. $400. 546 5976

Bus Driver-Trainees Western Mass Bus
Lines will be accepting applications for our
training program to run thru intersession.
Qualifications include a clean driving record
of 3 years and a committment to work for 1

year apply Monday Eve Nov 2, 1981 at 7 PM
Campus Ctr Room 905 9

Information on Alaskan and Overseas
jobs $20,000 to $50,000 per year possible
ca ll (602) 941-8014 Dept. 6501

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500 $1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52 MAI, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Environmental Group seeks secretary
to fill vacancy on Executive Board. Send
responses to Box 266 Student Union
Building

Honey Bunch I hope you find what you
want. I've found what I want with you.
You're the best! Happy Birthday from
Spike of Spike and Queenie

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Research Consulting and Statistical
Computing by Ph.D. psychologist.
Reasonable rates, guaranteed accuracy
253-5262 or 253-7374

PARADOX
PARADOX BAND ready for hire. Benetar,
Pretenders. Who, Beatles. Check it out'
Call Ted 549 6884 or Steve 665-7754

PERSONALS

HIEROGLYPICS?

Is this what your notes look like? Come
to the Student Not'? Service. Lecture notes
available for many courses. Room 401 Stu-
dent Un on BIdg (top floor)

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNS
WANTED

4 Michelin Radial Tires size 165 15 good
cond on VW rims $60 or BO call Neil after 6
PM 253 5276

Sp« )k jrs An Evolution I walnut 125$
Syn frg/stic t( vers 150$ small 50 ESS 210
150i D/naco ; way 60$ Advent 60$ ail pairs
call quick 546 9898 Mirage SM5 75$ SMI
150$ others or hand

2 General whitewall radial snow tires
GR70 ISgood cond. call 6 5489

Legal Services Office has 8 positions
available for full time Legal Assistant In-
terns for Spring 1982 semester Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Legal Assistants aid at
torneys of the Legal Services Office with
client interviewing, investigations, legal
research, negotiations, giving advice and
referals, preparation of court forms, atten
dance at hearings in District and Superior
Courts of Hampshire, Franklin & Hampden
counties, and participation in administrative
hearings and Federal litigation Legal
Assistants maintain continuing caseload
under supervision of attorneys. For advice

To the tall, blond guy who's caught my
eye in Franklin, the Pub and SBA. . .will we
ever meet?. . .the brunette

Hat Party!! Tues. Nov. 17, Poor Richards
25c drafts, 75c bottled, $1 admission spon-
sored by AXO
Meeting for all pre-med club members
and all interested on Nov. 18, Wednesday
at 8:00 in Rm. 349 Morrill 4 South

HAWK Text Book Annex, Rt. 4, Oyster
Pub, The Strip, clams, Bost., NY., Pete
Rose^ you're a box of chocklets Airborne
To a very kinky girl - Hey man, Happy
21st! Plumbley's tonight, be there! Love the
girls upstairs (were super freaky).

You loved Just Friends of 1^ P^ter
Niemczura has done it again! See the world
premiere of his new musical comedy
STEREOPTICON, at the Red Bam, Hamp-
shire College, November 14, 19, 20, 21 It
8:15 p.m. Tickets: $2.00

MYERS-DEAR! Yes, you!!! It won't be
long til the champagne will be flowing,
(boy, is Mark in for a shock!) regards to the
rest of the Topsiders. Love, Muffy

CATH, Lib and Jan: Thanks for alfyour
wonderful help and support. Love. "Crut-
chless"

STONES TICKETS _
Two Rolling Stones Tickets for N^ovTsTn
Hartford - Best Offer. Call 6-6433 or 6-6353

Stones Tix Syracuse Best offer. 549-5821

TO SUBLET

Room in Amherst Ctr walk to campus,
available 11/16 call 253-5047

One bedroom apartment available im-
mediately. $265 includes utilities,

dishwasher 665-3503

Small 1 bedroom cottage for intersession

275 per mo call noon or evenings at

253-9344

TYPING

Free-Lance Typing and resume writing

Top skills, fast service, reasonable rates.
A o^horct <v4<*-05 1

R

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
5842832

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St.. Amherst,
Momday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2
Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
oj^ Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

callOrganist, volunteer
545-0261 for particulars

545 2789 or

RIDE WANTED
To Lancaster Pa or surrounding area
Thanksgiving share expenses Maryanne
2568868

WANTED TO RENT

Couple seeks apartment near Universi-
ty starting Dec or January call 665 3536

WILDLIFE SOCIETY

ROOMMATE WANTED
Roommate wanted: For owTTroorrTln
three bedroom Puffton Village apt Call
549-4041

Will feature state wildlife photographer
Jack Swedberg on Nov 17 at 7:30 PM in
104 Thompson. A film will be shown.

Rolling Green - Quiet responsible female

WITNESSES NEEDED

We need additional eyewitnesses to an
arrest by UMass Police outside of Kennedy
Tower in SW that occured on Sunday
10-18-81 at approximately 8:30 pm. Please
call Alan 546 7423 w/any information

Spring 1982 Internships

Now is the time to

begin your plans!

Deadline: Friday, Nov. 20
Contact:

Office of Internships
16 Curry Hicks
545 0/27

WANTED:
Writers for the 1982 Index,
(yes, we do have a yearbook
at UMass)
You can become a publish-
ed writer and write about
whatever you want (almost)
Come to a staff meeting on
Monday November 16th at
6:30 in the Index Office CC
101 near the Colleeian.

Reagan flies after wild turkey hunt
WASniNCrrON IAI'I - Pr.'siilcm Koagan and hi.s top

three aiilo.s fU-w lo Washinjj^lon on ye.slerday aboard (he
•^o called "Doom.sday riane," a sleek $117 million jumbo jet

«'quippe<l to stTve as an airborne command post in a
nurlear war. The president called it a 'great . lascinaling"
night.

No reporters were permitted lo fly with (he president,
l>ut deputy While House press secretary Larry Speakes

laur (juoicd Reagan as saying he was highly impressed
and a> adding. "Ii gives me a sense of confidence."

Alter a weekend in Texas visiting the Houston Space
CtiiHr. ai sending a political dinner and hunting wild

turkey. Ueagan became the second president to fly in the
plane, which is hase(i at Andr(>ws Air Force Ba.se .>ear

Presidential c«)uns<lor Edwin Meese, who did not ac-

Washingion and ready lo lake off at a moment's notice.

company Reagan this weekend, flew to Texas specifically
lo ride back with him in the aircraft. Two other top ad
visers. Chief of Siaff James A. Baker HI and Baker's

deputy, Michael K. Deaver. also joined the president
al)oanl the plane after hunting with him at a Texas ranch
owned hy a relative of Baker's wife.

' •jrw**^.*^^^.'
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Noah misses the boat,
but still worthwhile
Noah, performed bv
Universitv Ensemble Theater
Rand Theater
UMass. Sat. Nov. II

By HANNA DVKR
C<»llejrian C'(»rrt's|K»n«K'nt

The rniwrsity p:nsfml>l(' TheattT con-
tinuni itsst-ason last Thursday ni^ht with a
tt'pid fHTfurniaiuv of Aiidrt- OlK-ys Nnnh.
For many |HM)p|f. tho myth of Noah's

Ark represents a (hhI-^oihU"*! jc.urney of
faithful followers. incriKliltly altruistic and
untainted. In OU-y's version of Nnnh. he
develops the ftersonalities of the voyagers
and their reactions towards their predica-
ment. ()l)ey takes a realistic a|»proach in
<lisf»layin^r their pathetic conllicts with
leacJership. faith and patiot)ce. I'nder tlu'

direction of Richard Trousdell. the Knseni
He's iK'rformance «.f A'.h/A is an attenif)! to
recapture ()[)ey'sm<Mlern view of the (;reat
FIo(m1.

Noah, played hy Kurt Keattie. amu.ses
the audience with his liKht-fu'arte<i humor
and spontaneous chats with (iod. He is

understandably unsure (tf his mission and
illustrates this it) his ofH-ninj: siK'ech. His
casual conlldence in the au(iience is sudden-
ly disturlKMJ hy a chanting chorus of

children. ThrouKhout the play they are
loufl. abrupt, and e.\tren)ely aiinoyin^r n
this problem is the result of ()Ih'v"s scri[»t.

the Ensemble fK).ssibly picked a difficult
play to tackle. In comparison with the
season's opener, it is apparent that iVoaA is

drowned by The Sen.

As Noah's drollery is disrupted by the
children, so are all the actors minimized by
the sfK'ctacular set design. Jeffrey Fial'a

created a masterpiece that may be the
tra>,nc downfall of the play. The ark he
desi^med covers most of "the sta^'e and
revolves on a disc as the scenes chanj^e
fr(»m land to iK-ean. A cjuote from Michel
St. Denis, about ()[)eys play, can Ix'st

descril)e the problem with an overpowerinjr
set. "Today. 1 am convinct'd that Noah
does n<.t lend itself t(. a s|»ectacular produc-
tion: its greatness lies in its simplicity, and
providing that the actors play their' parts
with the sincerity an<l conviction the story
demands, there is no need for elalK.rati-
li^rhtinjj: an<l .scenery."

In the Ensemble's production u\W'onh.
the actors cannot comf»i'te with the
p-eatne.ss of the scenery. Nonetheless, the
ener^^y exerted from the costumes.
Ii^'htinu. and set make it virtuallv wor-
thwhile to view.

Monday, November lb, 1!>SI

(From L to R) Mrs. Noah (Dee Waterman). Ham (Lenny Eean) Noah
(^K^uK Beattie) and the bear (Paul Spacone) all performed in Noah Saturday

Sylvain and The Teardrops lack punch
SYL SYLVAIN AND THE TEARDROPS
RAHAR'S, Fri. Nov. 13

By STEVE WINNIMAN
C<»lle^nan Staff

Syl Sylvain i.s .such a sweet lovahle little ^ajv that it

makes you just want to put your arm around hini and buy
him a beer. Which is line f..r cutene.ss-apf)eal but iU>vsn't
do much for touch r<K-k an<l roll. And considering that Svl-
vajn IS an alumnus of the New York I)<.|ls. one of »•)«• all

time jrreat tou^h rock bands, one rxprrls some louj^hness.
Unfortunately. Syl n(»w seems content to deliver
liKhtweij,'ht. disposalile jnip music - enough, but instantly
forjjettable.

At Rahars Friday nij,'ht. Syl Sylvain and the Teardrops
played an enjoyable but undistinguished set. The Tear-
drops - consist of Rosie Rex (Sylvain's wife) on drums
and a fat sweaty ^uy named Tubby on bass. They provide<l
ample backup for Syl but left hini to carry the sh(»w with
his guitar and v<»cals. The set included material from lM)th
of Syl's solo albums, a few Dolls songs, and the great
Criminals single. "The Kids are Back." Even the raun-
chiest music, though, like the U.lls' "Tra-sh" and "Per-

sonality ( nsis." became light and breezy in Sylvain's
hands, making the sh(.w seem like all tease with none of
that es.sential punch. It was./io/. sure, but nothing to l)eam
d<»wn a lanchng party about.

The worst thing any<.ne can say aln.ut an ex-New York
Doll IS that they're good, but the D«.lls were k'tter That
said, the overall impressi<.n Sylvaiti gave Friday night is
that he s go<Ml. l)ut the Dolls were U'tter. Whif "after the
joyoiv; r«»ar of the Dolls, can't Sylvain come up with some
music that challenges as well as entertains'.' In the end Syl
Sylvain and the Teardrops were like Kool-Aid: plea.sant at
tirsl. hut lading .|Uickly and leaving nothing hut a sugary
tiiste on the tongue. '

Meg sings of women's strife

Meg Christian entertains the audience with
of her many stories.

one

Hy CYNTHIA JOHNSON
Ct»llegian Correspondent

Meg Chrisiian. singer, songwriter and guitarist, per-
lormnl f..r a large, enthusiastic crowd of women. Friday
al John M. OriH-n Hall on the Smith College campus'
(hriM.an. ..fun referred lo as one of the "founding
mothers of women's music, is on lour celehraling the
rcica.s,. „r her third album on Olivia Records, entitled
J uriHiiy It ()v( r.

Christ ian's musical talents are unquestionable. Her
warm, rich voice hiends beautifully with her guitar to help
convey i he emotion of her lyrics. She combines her ability
III cla.ssical and b.lk guitar styles to achieve a truly unique
and l)eauuful .sound.

DiaiH- Lind.say, also from Olivia Records, accompanied
Meg on bass, keyboards and back up vocals, demonstrating
her own talents in these areas.
Opening ihe show was 89 year old folk singer, Elizabeth

Cotton. She IS truly a legend in her own time, and has had a
vital influence on American folk mu.sic since she was
(lisn.ver 30 years ago hy folk singers Mike and Peggy
Seeger. She taught her.self to play guitar as a chUd, holding
the instrument upside down and backwards, and at age 11
wrote her most famous .song, 'Freight Train." now an
American classic.

Couon was also warmly received by the audience. She
I. .hi anec<lotes, gave advice gathered from her long life,
ami had the audience singing along with her from the start!
Her inner .strength in the face of many hardships is cer-
tainly anexampledfa woman's personal triumph.

Uridergraduate Programs

That WORK
"Children's Literature"

"Environmental Planning"
"Animal Behavior"

"Expressive Therapy"
"I'^arine Biology"

"Industrial Relations"
Investigate the Bachelor's Degree

with Individual Concentration
Monday, Nov. 16 from 7 to 9 PM

Hampden Center for the
Performing Arts, Southwest

CO sponsored by BDIC & SW Academic Affairs
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Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid
Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleasant Street
Amherst Mon-Fri 10 5:30 Sat 10 2 256-0710

iCoiJegjan i:

*,*.*< ' >

Grade

A

»^

Frozen

10-22 lbs
Plump, perfect turkeys
with plenty of tender,

moist wfiite and dark
meat. Choose the size
that's perfect for you.

Fresh Turkeys U.S. Grade A. .°^2i^.^ .^69'

Swift Butterball Turkeys ^^^.««fi-. .89'

Assorted _
PorkChops 139
'/3 Center. 'At Blade. Va Sirloin ^L lb

CenterCut
Pork Chops f 79
(Thin Sliced* 1.89 lb) ^L lb

Fresh
Ground Beef ^39
3-5 lb Package JL lb

Hot or Mild
PoikSausage 139
Gwaltnev 1 lb Roll JL

Bringthemhome
forIfianksgfving
This isjust a sample ofthe vsffles in our *^
16-page circular! Pickup a copy inthe store.
EnjoyStop&
Shop's own

•J fine foods!

stop & Shop

American
iCheese

Deutschmacher
Liverwurst

J29lb

BeefBottom
Round
Roast

USDA
CHOICE

UptoSlbs 189

self-service deli Special buy!

Sliced Meat

olonial
Bologna

1 lb €\if%^

frozen meat Quick and easy!

Steak-Umm®
Sandwich
Steaks Q99

seafood Catch these values!

Fresh Cod
Scrod
FiUets 049
Bake or l)n)il 4lfm lb

Matlaw's Stuffed Clams 1 99
I ...1, .|l,,k.l(, (.,„-,-o

bakery Freshness for you!

Multi-Pack Chocolate

Hostess
CiimCakes

BeefTop Round Roast ?!?.1.98

BeefRound Tip Roast ?«;s°a.98

RumpRoastBeefRound .,.2.09

BeefEye Round Roast i,.2.49

BeefTop Round Steak ..2.69

produce Pick and choose what's perfect for your family!

Sweet& Juicy Baker's Dozen

^^ngerines
*.

Stop& Shop
Coffee^ "179
Reg., Drip,AutoorElect 1
Seven-Up
Soda ^^^'^^
^Ptf^Ml. or Diet
2 LiterBottle.CTdeposit 109

Log House
Choc Chips 1o9
l20unceBag J^

'/

i4oz^29

health & beauty aids Save!

'ixXolgate
Toothpaste

;«|_09

Size 113 Washington State

^y^^XMden.Delicdous

Large2-^89
Extra Large Bunch

Fresh Broc(M>li

^^
n*^ Cut Green

^r,.. Beans
W:^i\ stop& Shop

15>/:2 0Z

wheat ^

Delicicxjs buttered, elegant

with Hollandaise sauce!
Green and tender ' ^ , i

Duncb,89
. < Lfat Head .

.

Fresh Lettuce
Large Toiiiatoes<E«r»i?~k59°

ButxemutSquash ".^^i»15'

BrusselsSprouts ;^^ .69'

Jj^UlS mil I^JUeU Alnm1sBM/<K IbX

Colgate!̂gr*
Scope Mouthwash 1 59
Old Spice Deodorant . 139

Piece a
week
offer!

This Week 5^,to.e>

15ozglass "" <""">

With each $3 food purchase

Kodak Filmdn
Flash Sale!

K odak Film C 1 35-24cok« p..-. «o.. 2.29

K odak Film C 1 26-20co«, p,,., «o., 2.29

K odak Film C 1 1 0-24co«. p..n, «o« 2.29
Sylvania Magicubes 1 2 •>..*. ..-.. ,i .29
Sylvania Flip Flash 10 v..n- «.., 1 ,29
Sylvania Flash Bar 10 -

i 59

P» f% eft#cl»w*Sun f*>v 1^ Sal New 2^ 196' |W Ma&s Mon Nov 16 Sat Nov P1) »n fairness to ow cu*to*Ti»f W revefve the nghl lohmi* Mle»tothr»* pacfcJ9>0*»<y *em Bwns oW^reo to* %j*e not m.

F.F.V. Snack
Crackers AO
Asst'd Var. 6'/2 Oz Pkg .^^f^F

Aunt MiUie*s
Sauc» spJ^eta 129
Asst'd Var. 26 Oz Jar ^L

KraftCream
Cheese ^^^^Q
Philadelphia sSpk^ M \^
Sun Glory
Egg Nog «7Q'
320zCartoa M %^
Orange Juice
12 0zCan 7Q^
Sun Glory. FYozen M %^

100% Natural
l€% Cream 199
r^j. o r>i- A-vstd Flavors ^H^
Stop & Shop . . . Half GaUon Tub ^^B

toL »oai»» <tm^t% a inait tmn CapyngMi98i bt Stop* Shop Siipfmirtmt
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Pete 'D' takes the wheel,

UMass drives over UNH
Di Tomasso, Pearson, pace UM win, league title

Monday November 16, 1981

!iy STKI'HKN FREKER
'Jollegian Staff

Dl'RHAM. N.H. — Anyone cont'orned in

a positive sense with the fate and fortunes

t)f the University of Massachusetts football

[trojjrani had inexperience a ceriain sinking

leeling ill ihe pit of their siomaehes when
I he final score of the Rhode Island UConn
t^anie was announced over the Cowelt

' Siadiuni puhlic address system as the

Massachusetts and New Hampshire squads
ineshetl together on their posigame shuffle

to I heir respeciive locker r(K>ms.

To Miiiuiemen followers, the hated digits,

34 29 in I'Rfs favor, meant thai although

Massachusetts garnered half of the Yankee
(ionfennce league crown with its 20 9
decision over L'NH Saturday, the maroon
jerseyed crew from western Mass. would
not snare the automatic bid to the NCAA
Division I AA national playoffs. With its 16-

10 steal from the Minutemen Oct. 3. Rhode
Island caught its first sniff of a YC cham-
pionship since 1957 and will have an ex-

tended season.

"We knew that loss would haunt us. But
hat's the way it is." UM head coach Bob
I'icketi said. "We'll be back."

.Massachuseiis does hold one final trump
card in the kn<xkoui whistathon that this

yiar's YC race has become. There are two
at large berths to be awarded by an NCAA
^ileciion commit lee one week from today

and the Minui«'men might gel a shot.

Regardless of the political decisions which
^lill must be made, one fact should be made
cUar: from the ct)aching staff on down to

.he last name- on the game roster, the

University of Massachusetts football

Minutemen are winners, through and
through. Saturday's victory was just

anot her demonstrative case.

Although Wildcat quarterback Denis
Stevens rewrote the UNH offensive record

book Saiunlay. siating nine new marks on
his way to a 354 yard passing party, the UM
tiefens*' proved to be as unsolvable as

Rubik's cube when UNH ventured past the

Massachusetts 20-yard line.

One particular series, midway through the

fourth periiHl. was typical of UMass play.

Stevens was on one of several second half

attack tears, bringing the "Cats to the UM
18 yard line with a stn-ond down and inches

situation. Three times UNH tried to dent
1 he Massachusetts line and thrice they were
turned back.

"We. (UNH) moved the ball up and down
the field belter ttxiay than any game we've
played all year." UNH head coach Hill

Rams top UConn,

get playoff berth
KIN(iSTON. R.I. University of RhrxJe Island tailback

•Ion Rodgers ran in. around and through the University of
Connect I. ut defense for 195 yards and two touchdowns to
lead URI lo its first Yankee ("onference title in 24 years
and advance the liams to a berth in the NCAA Division I

AA national playoffs.

Although the Island tied the University <.f
Massachu.setts for the league crown with an identical 4-1
mark it gets the playoff bid on the basis of its Oct .'i lf>- 1(»
victory over the Minutemen.

URI started out quickly, building up a first quarter 21
lead on two touchdowns by fullback Tom Brooks (106 yards
rushing. 22 carries) and a 21 yard scoring pass from URI
quarterback Dave Grimsich to split end Tom Mut. Con
necticui came back with two TDs and a Domingos Carlos
field goal lo make it 28 16. URI, at halftime.

UConn further closed the gap when Huskie field Ken
Sweit/er hit receiver Keith Hugger (11 catches, 175 yards)
with a third quarter, 35 yard touchdown pass. Sweitzer
i hrew lor 312 yards on 20 compieiions for the game.

RhoiJe Island sealed the win when Rodgers scored his
secomJ touchdown of the game, late in the third period, to
make the score 34 23. UConn stuck in a late TD midway
ihrough I he fourih quarter, but it was loo late.

V\il finished its regular season at 6 4. its first winning
M-a.son in four years.

M"l,\r^'^/!^L^" ": ^^ defenders Grady Fuller (4) and Pete Spadafora (34) converge on UNH taUbrckMark Nichols m Saturday s 20-9 UMass win over the Wildcats at Durham.

Howes sai<l. "When you can't get one yard
on three downs, you know it's all over."
"Our defense played extremely well,"

I'ickeit said. "They (UNH) threw the ball
for over 300 yards and they didn't score a
louchdowan.

"

As they have been doing all season long,
the senior UM linebackingduoofco captain
Pete DiTomasso and Scott Crowell were
ihe backbone of the Massachusetts Mauler
eninnchment. Although each was all over
1 he field making hits all day, ihey also made
a big play api«ce which eventually led to
one of the three Minuleman touchdowns. In
face, all ihrei- touchdowns were the direst

result of a UNH turnover.

In the first quarter, Crowell rt>covered a
fumble on the Wildcat 21 yard line. Four
(Jarry I'earson runs (31 carries, 180 yards)
brought the ball to ihe UNH five and two
bulls laster. Tom Murray tied the score at

6 tl.

Late in the third quarter. DiTomasso
intercepted a Stevens' prayer on the UM
27 yard line and returned it 41 (how
coinciilental) yards. A I'earson fueled drive
resulied in a Barren McGrath touchdown
and a 20 9 UM edge.

DiTomasso's efforts led to second
Massachusetts score as well when he

recreated his year-old fake punt per
formance and rambled 14 yards for a UM
first down and a subsequent Pearson TD in

I he second quarter.

The Minutemen who complete their

regular season record at 6-3 overall (4-1

YC). have accomplished much this year
according to Pickett.

"We did what we set out to do. We won
ihe Yankee Conference championship,"
Pickett said. "We achieved a goal that was
very important lo us. I'm very happy for

this football team and the seniors and I'm
not minimi/.ing what our team did in one
bn."

Smith swims UMass
By ANNA ROKLL
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMFTON - When Smith College levelled off
the University of Ma.ssachusett's women's swimming and
diving record to an even l-I, the team was not discourag-
ed.

Smith may have beaten UMass Saturday. «8-.^)2. but
after all. it is (»nly the k'^inning of the .sea.son. the meet
was at Smith, and th<' score was a big improvement from
last year's meet.

Last year. Smith l)eat UMass in UM home waters
104-35. And even this .S.'i [H)int increa.se doesn't show hov\'

close Saturday's meet really was.

"We had a lot of s(iueakers.' said UMass varsity coach
Valerie Turtle, "and some of those were .successful.

"

The last event came right down to the wire in the 200
yard freestyle relay, when Smith just touched ahead of
UMass with their time of 1 :4r).26 while ( IMa.ss finished (m-
ly two tenths of a second l>ehind in 1:45.40. "which is

tijfht." according to Turtle.

In other touch-just-miss events. Caroline FreitJis just
mi.ssed .second place in the 2()0yard individual medley, but
took third place home with her anyway. And Maura
Sweeney was just nudged for a third place finish in the KM)
yard butterfly with an improved time from last year of
1:05.67.

UMass did take several first place wins from Smith,
especially in the diving pvents.

•We had the edge on diving, " Turtle .said of her vic-
torious divers. (Jina Perrone and .lean Bushee for the third
time in a row took first and .second places res{)e('tivelv on
fxith the one and three meter springboards.

Junior Cina Perrone (peached) outstanding scores with a
219.f)(l point total on the <tne meter board and a 235. 15 on
inree meter, h'reshman Liz Feinberg handily to(tk the
100 yard freestyle event with a :56.7H and junior Jen
Nicolai took the 50 yard freestyle easily with her split of
:26.13.

With the New Kngland championships coming in

February the UMass swimwomen are keeping qualifying
times in mind.

"The team is really developing right now, and with
every meet we better our qualifying times and add more
competitors to the New England list," Turtle said.

Already, Feinberg, Nicolai, Sweeney and Debbie
Chisholm have qualified for the New Englands. Divers and
relay teams have open invitations to compete in the cham-
pionships.

The next meet UMass women have to contend with will

be against the University of Connecticut on Saturday at 1

p.m. in the Boyden pool.

UConn beat UMass last year, but Turtle is not sure what
they have for a line-up this year. The meet will have a
•'long program" of events with more 100 and 200 yard
events. So, the women swimmers will spend many hours
in the water this week, in preparation for their third meet
of the season.
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Third World Student Assaulted
by Donna Davis

'»•> -I

On Friday, November 6, 1981 at ap-
proximately 11:20pm, a member of the
Third World community was physically
assaulted by several students. The person
was riding a bicycle to his dormitory.
Apparently the student came upon a brawl
already in progress Several of the students
in the dispute first verbally, then physically
attacked him.

University police appeared on the scene
shortly after the incident. Subsequently,
the assaulted person and the police rode

t i m i l

around looking for the attackers, but were
unsuccessful.

Later that evening one of the assailants,
accompanied by his girlfriend, were found
by the victim and a friend. The assailant
was recognized by the friend. The victim
then called the University police. When the
police arrived the assailant had fled. The
police then began questioning the girlfriend
about what had happened. The assaulted
person was later askecj if cfiarges would be
brought forward to which he replied yes.

all military spending is really an effective

means for dealing with social issues botti

domestically and internationally

UPDATE ON DENNIS
by Judith White DDI ITI lO

On November 10, 1981, Dennis Brutus
appeared in a hearing before the Chicago
District Administrative Law Judge, Irving
Schwartz, of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service. Outside the cour-
thouse over three hundred people
demonstrated in favor of Dennis Brutus.
The judge commented that he had never
before seen so many people appear for an
Immigration hearing. The hearing had to
be moved to a larger court room in order to
accomodate the large numbers of people
who wished to witness the hearing and ex-
press their support. In the courtroom, Den-
nis Brutus gave testimony to the judge
which largely comprised a chronology of
the events leading up to the present hear-
ing^ His lawyer, Nasif Mahmoud, described

risks which Dennis Brutus would face if he
• were deported from this country. The
South African secret police have agents
which operate throughout the countries of
Southern Africa. In the book recently
published in England, "Inside Boss"
written by a defected South African Boss
agent, it was stated that the South African
government considers Dennis Brutus one
of its most effective and dangerous op-
ponents.

In a telephone interview with me. Art
Serota, Coordinator of the Western Mass.
Dennis Brutus Defense Committee explain-
ed to me the findings of the judge and ex-
plained the future which Dennis Brutus
may face, which I have rephrased in my
own style.Judge Schwartz largely agreed
with the decision of the Commissioner -he
ruled that Dennis Brutus is essentially
deportable, but allowed for certain remem-
dies to modify the status of his deportabili-
ty. Within the next thirty days, Dennis's
lawyers must submit evidence to the court
which justifies his continued residence
within the U.S. There are three legal
categories under which Dennis Brutus may^
t>e allowed to remain within this country.
The first is that he may be granted political

asylum. Dennis Brutus will be given the
chance to apply for citizenship in the U.S.
This optior., however is seen by Dennis as a
capitulation to the South African
government-allowing their regime of
violence and terror to dictate the range of
his choices and his mobility. The second
option is that Dennis be given discretionary
relief. Although he will still be considered
deportable, the judge will rule that that the
circumstances which prevented his VISA
application from being submitted on time
were beyond his control. The third is that
Dennis be given the choice of voluntary
departure and then be allowed to reapply
for a U.S. VISA. This step, however would
not be considered unless Dennis receives a
written guarantee from the U.S. govern-
ment that his application will be accepted.

If the evidence compiled within the the
thirty day period is not found by the judge
to be adequate cause for Dennis Brutus to
remain within the U.S. under the preceding
categories, Dennis Brutus's lawyer will

begin proceedings with the Appeals Court
System. If the lower courts prove
unreasoning and recalcitrant, the case will

be taken to a United States District Court.
Please show your support for Dennis

Brutus by writing lettersto the Chicago
INS, and to your state senators and con-
gresspersons urging their support. Make
contribution to the Dennis Brutus Legal
Defense Fund in care of the Grace
Episcopal Church of Amherst. For more in-

formation please contact:

For more information please contact:

Mokobung Nkomo
49 S. Prospect St.

Amherst, Mass. 01002
Tel. 253-3161
Amherst Coordinator
of Dennis Brutus Defense Committee

or

Atty. Arthur Serota
31 Elm Street
Springfield, Mass 01103
tel. 732-1939
Western Mass. Coordinator of
Dennis Brutus Defense Committee
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U.S. Foreign Policy
by Curtis Haynes

During the conference on Central America
at Hunter College, New York City, a major
topic of discussion was U.S. Foreign
Policy. During a workshop Holly Sklar,
author of "Trilateralism", explained her
views of how Trilateralism fits into the mold
of U.S. foreign Policy. "Trilateralism", she
sdid, is of, by, and for the major banking
powers in the advanced Western Nations
of Canada, Western Europe, Japan, and,
the United States. In philosophy, ^hese
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belief that they,T couTcf prompt revolution with reform, by
pushing the idea that a minimum of social
justice, human Rights Doctrine, is

necessary for many areas of the vvorld
where social unrest threatens Western and
specifiuilly U.S. interests. As it became
appjfent this philosophy did not work, as
shown by the loss' of Nicaragua to the
Sandinistias, U.S. and trilateral opinion
switched from one of reform to one of rapid
deployment becoming evident by increased
U.S. military aid to the Junta in El

Salvador.

Ms Sklar explained that although the
Triliitorul commission has a hard line at-
titude they still do not have a consensus
among its members. For example, the 'left'

of whom Cyprus Vance would often serve
as spokesman believes in what they call

conlciinment without consolidation. The
middle liners' hold true to limited or
moderate containment which follows the
juide line that force must be shown against
U.S.S.R. and, that the U.S. must dif-

ferentiate between its needs and its wants.
An example of needs would be oil fields in

the Middle East and wants would be
mmeral and land rights in Central America.
Still, there is a debate over the fine line

between so called needs and wants. "The
Right Wing", said Ms Sklar, "believes in

only the 'zero sum game' of U.S. wins and
U.S.S.R losses, with every U.S. loss
adding to the 'perception of U.S. im-
potence.

"

Finally, Ms Sklar spoke of the "Resurgent
America concept" saying that all out
military policies are not possible because

they are not economically teasable.
Rev. Philip Wheaton of the ERICA Task

Force, was the next to speak. In leading off
Wheutonsaid U.S. Foreign Policy has been
created within a vacuum whinh adheres to
only East West relationships. However,
with the revelation of x\\e Cancun
coferonce dealing with the problems of the
Third World the U.S. administration has
.been forced to admit ^here is such a thing

,

as a North Spptb relationship,
; ,

;

,k
.In summarising the history of U.S. foreign
F>olicy in Central America, Wheaton ex-
plained how Central American oligarchies,
in service of Western Imperialism, had to
ir)creusingly use force to control its people.
In the past there was no military to defend
the Oligarchy thus it was taken upon the
US to use its 'Gun Boat Diplomacy' After
World War II the U.S. realized that it was
pohticiilly and economically in their own
best interests to transfer power to the 'local

military' an example of which was ttie

CIA's placing of Somaza at the head of
the Nicaraguan Junta. As time went on it

became increasingly true that the military
no longer served the interest of die
oligarchy in power, but indead became that
oligrchy. This is true because much of the
money that was injected into the countries
went into the pockets of the military leaders
who invested in land and became
economically independent. Examples of
these independent military oligarchies
could be seen in Guatemala and EI

Salvador. Because of there increased
economic and political independence U.S.
policy became weaker in the region forcing
the U.S. from giving aid to Guatemala
because of its Human Rights violations'
and the imposing of a more friendly 'new
military' in place of the 'old military'into the
leadership of EL Salvador. In the case of
Honduras, this country is more at the wftim
of the U.S. especially since the U.S. wants
to upgrade its military might so they could
compelete the so called " Iron Triangle".
Wheaton explained how the U.S. is very

concerned with its image and its

manipulation of the countries of Central
Ar^erica. A major tactic of trying to keep a
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CLOUDS PERFORM «^'
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On Thursday November 9th, Clouds put
on a magnificent performance of pro-
gressive Jazz for a full house in the Blue
Wall.

From the start it was obvious that Clyde
Criner and his five piece band were
prepared for some serious entertainment.
Clyde played both the acoustic and elec-
tronic pianio, Alex Foster Tenor Sax-
ophone, Calvin Hill Bass, Horace Anderson
Drums, Brubbi Taylor Percussions and
Kevin McNeil Guitar.

The audience was quite pleased with the

group's selections,all of which were
onginally composed. Criner 'started the
show with a solo which demonstrated his
Keyboard widzardry to everyone in the
house. The other members of the band
followed his example, each displaying his
expertise and distinguished background
through their instruments.
Throughout the evening Clouds had the

croud busy, tapping their feet and snapping
their fingers between applauses and con-
stantly rocking to the rhythm.

Reagan Backs Down
on Voting ActReprinted from the Guardian

A recent statement by President Ronald
Reagan may very well go down as the
"crown jewel" of political double-talk.
On November 6 President Reagan made

a "definitive" statement on White House
views on extending the 1965 Voting Rights
Act, key previsions of which expire next
August. In his statement, Reagan said the
right to vote is the "crown jewel of
American civil liberties." But he then went
on to outline views on new legislation that
would clearly undermine the act, con-
sidered one of the most improtant civil

rights measures ever passed by Congress.
The House overwhelmingly passed the

extension legilsation, with the support of
civil rights lobby groups. The bill comes up
in the Senate in 1982, where there is signifi-

cant opposition.

Reagan said that on the one hand he
believes the Voting Rights Act "should be
extended for 10 years " On the other hand,
he said, "I will support amendments which
incorporate reasonable 'bail-out' provi-
sions." This clause difines how a jurisdic-
tion may exempt itself from meeting the
act's requirements.

Reagan also argued that not only must
discriminatory effects be judged in
evaluating a district's conduct, but it must
be proven that officials "intenede" to
discriminate. Civil rights lawyers argue that
it is almost impossible to prove intent, and
that such and approach would effectively
gut the act.

Civil rights groups have criticized
Reagan's views. Rep. Harold Washington
(D-lll.) released a statement expressing the
position of the Congressional Black
Caucus: "I'm extremely disappointed that
the President of the U.S. did not see fit to
give his unqualified support to House bill

3112, the extension of the Voting Rights
Act of 1965. The president does damage to
that bill by suggesting that the bailout pro-
vision, contructed so carefully by the
House Judiciary Committee, is unreason-
ble. It is reasonble."
The executive director of the Leadership

Conference on Civil Rights, an umbrella
coalition of major civil rights groups, said
that anything "less than the House passed
bill is unacceptable to the civil rights com-
munity."
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Daniel Ortega at the U.N.
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An excerpt from a speech given by
Nicaraguan Commander of the Revolution,
Daniel Ortega, at the General Assembly of
the United Nations. October 7, 1981.

We are the bearers of a concrete pro-
posal to help the cause of peace in Central
America at the very moment when that
peace is being violated by the escalation of
the arms race in installation of medium-
range missiles, rockets, neutron bombs,
etc.; precisely when the progess made iri

the treaties on strategic arms limitations
[SALT II) is being seriously undermined by
the hegemonic policy of the present U S
administration

...This comes at a time when peace is
also being threatened by restrictive
economic measures, the brunt of which is
borne by the Third World countries, tradi-
tionally exploited by the developed coun-
tries

...The present U.S. secretary of the
treasury said that his government plans to
curtail the loans and credits granted to the
developing countries through the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund HMFl and the Inter-
national Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (IBRD I. President Reagan
himself ratified this decision at the annual
meeting of the IMF and the IBRD, making it

clear that the only solution for the poor
countries is the magic formula of the free
market - a "magic formula" that has serv-
ed only to make our countries even poorer.

Despite the Third World Countries' ef-
forts to restructure their foreign debt and
pay its servicing with untold sacrifice, the
present economic outlook is so dark that it

calls for serious reflection. Unless formulas
corresponding to our countries' economic
reality are found, the only way out will be to
waive the foreign, including its servicing.
Other wise the day will come when all the
poor countries in the world acting in com-
mon agreement will have to say that we
aren't going to pay because we have
nothing to pay with. We must not overlook
the fact that the underdeveloped countries
must pay, with their sweat and blood, over
40,000 million dollars a year for servicing
the foreing debt alone, without the
slightest chance of finding a solution to
their economic problems. On the contrary.

. ^, 4-

the situation is becoming worse all the
time.

Who can deny that the price of our ex-
port products continues to drop while the
production costs of the same products in-

crease due to the constantly increasing
prices we must pay for supplies, spare
parts, machinery, etc.?

For example in 1977 our countries had to
produce 16 tons of cotton, 64 tons of
sugar, or 4.5 tons of coffee to buy a tractor.
Four years later, in 1981, we must produce
22 tons of cotton (41 percent more); 99
tons of sugar (54 percent more); or 11.5
tons of coffee (145 percent more) to buy a
tractor. This is because the rich countries
lend us money on very hard terms, because
the rich countries sell us things at higher
and higher prices; because the rich coun-
tries pay lower and lower prices for our pro-
ducts!

As a result of this unfair international
trade and as a result of the profound in-

justice born of exploitation, CentraL
America is now convulsed by a dramatic
social, economic and political crisis, a crisis

whose origin is the dire poverty of 20 million
Central American men and women:

- in 1979, one out of every two Central
Americans over 15 was illiterate;

- one out of every eight children dies
before the age of one;

- three out of every ten Central Americans
looking for a job cannot find one;

- 12 million peole do not have adecent
place to live in;

- for every dollar earned by a poor Central
American, a rich one makes 48

- according to recent ECLA studies, eight
and a half million Central Americans live in

dire poverty.
It is there, in that age-old reality of ex-

ploitation of the Central American nations*
and in the injustice with which the
developed world treats our peoples, that
we must seek the causes of the political and
social turmoil rocking Central America, and
not in the Nicaraguan Revolution. Our
revolution is the first major effort made in
the history of Central America to eliminate
the roots of the cirsis.

The charge that Sandioista people's
revolution is to blame for the rebellion in

Central America reflects the hypocrisy of

Cnnlmuea on page k
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Este es un fragmento de un discurso por
Daniel Ortega a la Asamblea General de las

Naciones Unidas el dia 7 de octubre del
1981. Ortega es un comandante de la

Revolucidn Nicaraguense y actualmente es
lider de la junta gobernadora de ese pai's.

Nosotros somos los portadores de una
proposicion concreta de llevar la causa de
paz a Centroamerica al mismo tiempo que
la paz esta siendo violada por el incremento
de la lucha arnrwmentista; precisamente
cuando el progreso hecho en los tratados

de limitar armas estategicas (SALT II) esta

siendo derribada por la politica hegemonica
de la administracidn presente de los

E.E.U.U.

...Esto viene en un momento en que la

paz ademas esta siendo amenazada por
medidas economicas restringidas, cayendo
el peso de estas en los hombros de los

paises tercer mundistas que
tradicionalmente han sido explotados por
los paises desarroliados.

El actual Secretario de la Tesoreria de los

Estados Unidos ha dicho que su gobierno
piensa disminuir creditos y prestamos a los

paises en desarrollo a traves de agendas
como el Fondo Monetario Internacional

(IMF) y el^ Banco Internacional de
Reconstruccion y Desarrollo (IBRD). El

mismo presidente Reagan ratifico esta
decision en la reunion anual de la IMF y la

IBRD poniendo en linea como unica
sojucion para los paises pobres la "formula
magica del mercado libre", una "formula
migica " que solo ha servido para em-
pobrecer aun mas a nuestros paises.

Pese a los esfuerzos de los paises tercer
mundistas en reconstruir sus deudas ex-
tranjeras y pagar sus servicios con
sacrificios incalculables, el panorama
economico actual luce tenebroso. A
menos que hallemos formulas
correspondientes a las realidades
economicas de nuestros paises, la unica
salida seria renunciar al extranjero, incluso
sus servicios. De no ser asi, llegara el dia
en que los paises del tercer mundo ac-

tuemos bajo un acuerdo comun y
declaremos que no vamos a pagar porque
no tenemos con que hacerlo.

No debemos obviar el hecho que los

paises subdesarrollados paguen con su
sudor y su sangre sobre 40,000 millones de
dolares anuales para solamente pagar los

intereses en las deudas sin tan siquiera

tener la mas minima posibilidad de hallar

una solucion a sus problemas economicos.
Todo lo contrario, el problema sigue

acrecentando.

^Ouien podria negar que el precio de
nuestros productos de exportacion siguen

bajando mientras que el costo de
produccion de estos sigue aumentando
debido a la alza constante en los precios de
equipo y maquinaria que pagamos a los

paises desarroliados?
Por ejempio en el 1977 nuestros paises

tuvieron que producir 16 toneladas de
algodon, 62 de azucar o 4.5 toneladas de
cafe para poder comprar un tractor. Cuatro/
anos mas tarde, en el 1981, tenemos que
producir 22 toneladas de algodon (41 por
ciento mas), 99 toneladas de azucar (54 por
ciento mas), o 11.5 toneladas de caf^ (145
por ciento mas) para poder comprar el

mismo tractor. Todo esto resulta porque
los paises ricos nos prestan dinero en unos
terminos muy onerosos, porque nos
venden a precios altisimos porque pagan
ellos menos y menos por nuestros
productos.

Como resultado de esta iniusticia en el

trueque internacional y tambien la injusticia

nacida de la explotacion, Centroamerica se
halla en un estado convulsivo, una
dramatica crisis social economica y politica,

una crisis cuyo origen es la desesperante
pobreza de 20 millones de hombres y
mujeres centroamericanos. .

.

En el 1979 uno de cada 2 cen-
troamericanos sobre los 15 afTos de edad
era analfabeto.

-Uno de cada 8 nitibs morira antes de
cumplir el a?lo.

Tres de cada 10 centroamericanos que
buscan empleo no pueden hallarlo.

Continued on -page U

Rdel Castro Re^x)nds

The Washington Post recently published
an article by Rowland Evans and Robert
Novak ( "Bridge o\/ef the River Lempa, " op-
ed. Oct. 19) dealing with Central America,
El Salvador and Cuba. The article was
widely publicized.

It claimed that during the second half of
September, Cuba had sent 500 to 600 elite

troops with the purpose of becoming
directly involved in the developments in El

Salvador. It even sought to link up the
guerilla actions that destroyed the Puente
de Oro in that country with alleged cond-
tingent of Cuban troops. When asked by
different press organs, the State Depart-
rrient refused to confirm or disprove the
news.

Thus an attempt was made to add
another element to the campaign already
undenway for several weeks, concerning
the situation in Central America, and, par
ticularly en El Salvador, with regard to
Cuba's alleged participation sending of
Cuban military advisers to cooperate with
tf>em. These totally false reports were of-

ficially issued by the U.S. State Depart-
ment and by Secretary of State Haig
himself in the months of July and August.
On September 3, in a press release, the

Cuban Revolutionary government publicly
challenged both Mr. Haig and the govern-
ment both to offer one shred of evidence to
back their slanderous accustions. Neither
Mr. Haig nor the U.S. government has
answered this announcement.
The objective of the truculent and ab

solutely false article by Mr. Evans and Mr.
Novak was to reenact and extend the cam-
paign launched several weeks ago, more serious

and dangerous elements to this campaign
of falsehoods and lies. The U.S. govern-
ment has informed third countries that it

has detected the sending of 500 Cuban
troops to Nicaragua and that it possesses
the corresponding evidence, all the while
wielding the usual threats against Cuba.
These falsehoods and lies constitude one
more step aimed at setting the stage to
justify further actions tftat, as have beer>
publicly reported, are being prepared by the
U.S. government against our country.
We have challenged Mr. Haig and the

U.S. government for the second time to
give an answer about those totally false

statements. We are still awaiting a reply.

Fidel Castro Ruz
La Havana

Ezquibel habla sobre America Latina

Conference
positrve image is the perpetuation of the
"fear of Communism" which helps cover
up the true problems of the country
Wheaton also told of the insignificance of
elections of the area as they do not affect

the military.

The final speaker Cindy Buhl of the
Coalition for a New Foreign and Military

Policy ended the conference on a good
note Buhl explained how Congresses
growing mistrust of U.S. Foreign Policy in

Central America is the result of pressure
from the American people. Buhl told of

how the reestablishment of military ties

with Guetamala was against public law
which does not allow the U.S. to support

Regimes which do not adhere to the

'Human Rights Doctrine'. Because of the

extreme amount of public outcry to this

move, Congress also became outraged,

threatened to bring the Reagan ad
ministration to court, or to tie the ad-

ministration up with so much buerocratic

red tape that it would take years to cut

through it. As a direct result of this action

the Reagan administration has not been
able to send parts that have been ordered

Continued froTnjmge 1

from Guatemala to repair broken equip-

ment. In terms of El Salvador the increased

military aid to El Salvador has also brough
about an extreme amount of public and
congressional outcry. This move by the

Reagan administration set in motion a Civil

Suit against Rona^fl Reagan, Alaxander

Haig, and Csaper Weinberg, has increased

the amount of sponsers in Congress for the

termination of aid to the El Salvador
^

government, has led to increased in-

vestigations into human rights violations by
the Salvadorian Junta, and a declaration

that elections in that country would be
unsafe for the voters.

Ms Buhl's final comments applauded
what she termed as fine grass roots

organizing throughout the countrv.

El Premio Nobel de la Paz Adolfo Perez
Esquivel en una charia dada la semana
pasada en Puerto Rico, comparte sus ideas
sobre Ame'rica Latina. El ve la necesidad de
la liberacion ideoldgica, tanto como la

poli'tica, como primordial preocupacion en
el proceso de emancipacion total del
continente.

"Vengo para compartir como un her-
mano latinoamericano que viene mas que a
hablar, a aprender, a que nos conozcamos
como pueblo...a reencontrarnos como
pueblo...", dijo como f6rmula in-

troductoria.

Perez Esquivel trazo con sencillez el

camino para la liberacion de los pueblos de
la America Latina.

"Es a traves de la lucha por la identidad,
que vamos a encontrar nuestra dimension
como seres humanos y como pueblo; es a
traves de la busqueda de la identidad y
solidaridad y servicio con los pobres, los

oprimidos, los marginados...ahi esta' el

germen del hombre nuevo", alecciono el

arquitecto argentino ante una audiencia a
capacidad en el Teatro Tapia de San Juan.

"No debemos buscar ideologies de
afuera, sino tratar de encontrar nuestra
propia razon de ser. Yo para America
Latina no veo por que tenga que tomar un
proceso marxista y capitalista y polarizar al

mundo en estas dos ideologfas",
recomendando en cambio la "teologia del

cautiverio'"; en sus palabras, "descubrir lo

que mantiene a un pueblo unido, no im-
porta el opresor, a base de su fe, su culture

y sus raices".

Usando un lenguaje sencillo y expresion

P3^pda,^l^^ez Esquivel fue trazando, con
ejemplos, anecdotes y fo'rmulas propias,
directas y al grano, su filosofia pacifista.

La paz no es pasividad. Debe ser una
lucha permanente. La paz debemos viviria

plenamente compartiendo con nuestros
hermanos ". Para vivir la paz, enuncia, hay
que vivir la liberacion: "Este debe ser un
acto cotidiano; todos los dias debemos

luchar por liberarnos de nosotros mismos y
de las injusticias que nos rodean". Como?
"Sjabiendo respetar los derechos del
projimo y que el projimo respete nuestros
derechos; compartiendo el pan, la vivienda,
la vida sana y digna para nuestros hijos;

que podamos participar de los derechos
como seres humanos".

Pero advierte: "Si cameemos las

estructuras sin transformarnos a nosotros,
no cambiamos nada; corremos el riesgo de
que los oprimidos de hoy se conviertan en
los opresores del manana".

Para luchar por la paz y la liberacion de
los puebjos de America, es menester,
segifn Perez Esquivel, que los hermanos
latinoamericanos se conozcan. En este
punto, ^e lamentd por la falta de in-

formacion adecuada sobre la Annerica
Latina que los medios de comunicacion
social difunden. "America Latina es un
continente corv unas posibilidades de
desarrollo extraordinarias, y por eso el

criterio de las grandes potencias es que
nuestros pueblos no se conozcan y poder
de esa forma dominarlos".

Para el reencuentro entre los pueblos
hermanos, es fundamental la cultura,

expreso' diciendo: "La cultura hace las

raices de los pueblos ". Abundo luego: "Un
pueblo sin cultura es un pueblo muerto'".
De la America Latina, dijo que es un

continente que '"vive entre la angustia y la

esperanza". Y de su lugar de origen,
Argentina: "Es un pais castigado,
sometido, donde hay tantas personas
desaparecidas a nombre de la civilizacion

cristiana y occidental".

Como conseguir la paz?, le pregunto un
asistente durante el periodo de dialogo con
el invitado. "Debemos educar para la paz",
fue la respuesta. "Pero no la paz de
cualquier forma y a cualquier precio. La
paz es fruto de la verdad y la justicia.

Debemos former conciencia a los jovenes
para que participen y puedan construiria en
la sociedad"
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vtafe' '> bf Murder on'the High Sed
Reprinted from the Daily World

The Carter Administration opened its

arms wide to receive the ""political

refugees" from Vietnam and Cuba by the
thousand*;. But of course we were ex-
pected to bolieve that the waves of Haitians
arriving here were not political refugees,
just some unemployed people seeking
escape from economic conditions. We
were told, and expected to believe that

"thirtgs were getting better" in Haiti.

Democracy was expanding.
The time is now. The hour is shaped by

Reagonomic mania. Haiti seethes with
frustration and oppression, about to ex-

plode. And the "political refugees" keep on
pouring in by the boatloads.

The scenario is basically the same. There
are the smugglers, now receiving 1,000 to

2,000 dollars "a head", reminiscent of the
slave trade days of human ""cargo". There
IS the off ical enforcer of government policy,

the Coast Guard. And finally, there are the

Haitian refugees.

A flash of sun on water. A Mobil TV

camera zooms in, pans the beach. The
Black Bodies lie in the sand unmoving.
Overhead a helicopter hovers, metallic
wings whipping the air and water with a
steady hum. Thirty-three human beings
dragged out of the sea, victims of a cold
and insidious policy that denies them
access to political asylum status.

Over 44,00 Haitians have come, many
are seeking entry as political refugees.
Virtually none have received it. They are
penned up in refugee camps, rapidly

processed, and taken straight to prison.
Many never arrive at this shore. They are
intercepted at sea §nd returned by the U.S.
Coast Guard under Reagan's orders. No
one knows how many have perished at sea,
but they keep on coming.
Watching this scene on the evening

news one thinks, how cheap life is held by
the smugglers and the U.S. government,
which continues to refuse these refugees
political asylum. Yet, Reagan, like Carter
and Nixon before him, is willing and eager
to give "poltical" asylum to refugees from
countries where their puppet-government

allies have been toppled from power.
The policy toward the Haitian refugees

can only be desriibed as inhumane, brutal

and in violation of all international codes of

behaviour concerning refugees..

Father Jean-Yves Urfie of Haitian

Fathers in Brooklyn, says Reagan's policy is

illegal; no country has the right to stop
ships in international waters.

Further, he said, a double standard is

being employed, when one compares the
Haitians' treatment with that received by
the Vietnamese and Cuban "refugees"".

There wouldn"t be a dictatorship in Haiti if

there wasn"t any military aid by the U.S
An entire nation is being sacrificed for the
"vital interests'" of the U.S. he said sar-

castically.

The Coast Guard Boats are not there
merely to stop refugees, he commented,
but to protect a dictatorship that is about to"
fall; to intevene in Duvalier"s behalf. ""It is a
military occupation at sea. "And everr-

Haitian government officials, remembering
the U.S. Marine occupation in the 1920's ,

dislike the current situation.

Letter to the Editor

This weekend I stopped at the "pit", or
better known as the production room at the
Collegian office. The reason for my visit

was to see how the production of our Black
Newspaper NUMMO news was doing.

Entering the door I saw, as I have seen so
many times before, a room of beautiful

Third World women (First World to me). It

is hard to explain the powerful feeling I got
as I watched these sisters working
diligently in putting out NUMMO news.

" Watching these women at work I saw the

personification of "women are the heart of

all political struggle ". It's something to

think about, these women could have been
out partying or doing one of a million other
better things then spending a Saturday

;

night in a room without windows (yes, the
production room has no windows), but
they were there, and the struggle goes on.
For all you young brothers who want to

know what a real "serious" woman is

about, I would suggest not just checking
out those parties on Saturday night, but
also give a visit to the production room on
the lower level of the campus center. Here
you will see women who are helping to

keep our voice alive in the Pioneer Valley.

And to you beautiful women,... let me say,

as one of many readers of NUMMO and a
supporter of the struggle THANK
YOU. (something I am sure you do not here
enough)

Kanata Senyah

West Strives for Namibian Settlement
reprinted from the Guardian

The 5-member Western "Contact
Group" last week unveiled it s long-awaited
constitutional principles on Namibian in-

dependence. The proposals were hardly the
"major breakthrough" promised by the
Reagan administration.

Contact group representatives have em-
barked on a fresh round of negotiations
with South Africa, the South-West African
Peoples Organiztion ISWAPOI and
frontline states of Southern Africa in an ef-

fort to revitalize deadlocked diplomatic ef-

forts for a Namibian settlement.
The new proposals, worked out by the

U.S. and said to form the basis of the
renewed initiative, were formally presented
to the Pretoria-backed Namibian internal

parties in Windhoek, Oct. 26. While the
Contact Group had previously called for an
agreement on its plan by March 1982, the
U.S. now appears to have dropped any
specific timetable.

The content of the proposals was largely

predictable and unremarkable. Much more
importantly, the Western states failed to
address the real obstacle to Namibian in-

dependence: South Africa's continued un-
willigness to grant indepedence to its col-

ony under any formula permitting the
Namibian people to freely choose their

government, since they would clearly

choose SWAPO.
' The 2-part document made public last

week calls for a Western-style parlimentary
democracy in an independent Namibia,
closely modeled on the U.S. Constitution
and the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. The first section states that the con-

stitution, to be drawn up by a constitutient
assembly, must embody nine specific prin-

ciples. To become law, the constitution,
must be approved by a two-thirds vote of
the full assembly, a provision that is intend-
ed to weaken SWAPO's chances of
dominating the constitutional process.

The second section mandates an elected
government composed of executive,
legislative and judicial branches, a bill of
rights that includes the right to private pro-
perty, and an end to racis legislation.

The most troublesome aspect of the pro-
posal is the requirement that the consti-
tuent assembly and the legislature "be
elected so as to insure fair
representation... to different political
groups representing the people of Namibia,
for example by proportional representation
or by appropoate determination of consti-
tuencies or by a combination of both."

This leaves open the possiblity of diluting

the one person, one vote principle, through
an "appropiate determination" in favor of
the white minority and the internal tribal

parties allied with them in the Democratic
Turnhalle Alliance IDTAI.

The question of constitutional principles
is actually a peripheral one, focused on by
the Reagan Administration following bitter

African criticism of the Western veto of
mandatory sanctions against South Africa
in the UN Security Council last April. In

over foi^r years of stalling on Namibian in-

dependence, the South Africans have
'

never raised the question of the constitu-
tion as an objection to putting the interna-

tionally recognizee plan for Namibian in-

dependence, UN Resolution 435, into mo-
tion.

By posing the constition as a problem
and then appearing to "solve" it, the Con-
tact Group is buying time to formulate a
common strategy in defence of imperialist

interests in Southern Africa.

The prospect that Pretoria might accept
real progress toward an independence solu
tion has been put forward by the Reagan
administration as a key justification of its

policy of closer ties with the apartheid
regime.

But, the Western principles have been re

jected by the white settler minority, the on
ly Namibian group capble of blocking
South African's acceptance. While the

DTA responded cautiously to the pro-

posals, all three major white parties object

to desgregation and universal adult suf-

frage.

The frontline states have so far been
guarded in their repsonse to the U.S. pro
posals, saying only that they will continue
to support SWAPO and SWAPO's position

in favor of unmodified resolution 435. It

seems likely, however, that SWAPO is

prepared to accept some modifications of *

the UN plan provided the principles of

sovereignty and majority rule are not com-
promised.

Representatives of the Contact Group
met with officials of the Angolan govern--
ment of the Angolan government and.
SWAPO in Luanda, Oct.27. The Angolanj
still reeling from th.a"[WBffY? S.outhJ ~
invasion in Auguil^^|^artT<:ul£
for a settlement. In retoent weeks. Pre

Jose Eduardo dos Santos and ForelgH^
Minister Paulo Jorge have cautiouslysup*-
ported the latest round of negotiations.

Continued on page U

U.S./S. Africa Spring Protest Planned

Buoyed by two well-attended national

conferences in New York last month, anti-

ap>artheid activists are gearing up for "Two
Weeks of Action in Support of Southern
African Liberation Movements" next Spr-

ing. Organizers want to mobilize the

diverse groups working on southern
African issues for a cooperative effort to

arouse public concern.
The largest of the two New York gather-

ings - the Conference in Solidarity with the

Liberation Struggles of the Peoples of

Southern Africa, held October 9-11 at New
York's Riverside Church - attracted some
1,000 delegates from political, religious,

trade union, and other organizations across

the country. The National Student Anti-

Apartheid Strategy Conference at Hunter

College a week earlier drew participants

from 50 campuses in 20 states.

The American Committee on Africa,

which organized the student meeting, pro-

posed the Spring action to both con-

ferences, where it won strong backing.

The kick-off date for the two weeks is

March 21, the anniversary of the

Sharpeville demonstrations in South Africa

in which 67 protesters were killed by police.

The end date is April 4, the anniversary of

Martin Luther King's assassination.

To prepare for the action, regional ses-

sions are being held - in California earlier

this month, in Amherst, Massachusetts (for

New England), on November 21, and in

New York City (for New York, Philadelphia,

New Jersey, and Washington, D.C.) on
December 5. Northwest, mid-west, and
southern regional meetings are planned for

February, probablyin Eugene, Oregon,
Champagne-Urbana, Illinois, and New
Orleans.

Much like the two New York con-

ferences, the Spring action will mobilie

around four political themes: support for

liberation movements in Namibia and
South Africa; calls for the withdrawal of

U.S. corporations from South Africa and
for an end to all academic, cultural, and
sporting ties with that country; opposition

to the Reagan administration's warmer rela-

tions with the white government; and
linkage of the southern African issues with

opposition to the Reagan administration's

warmer relations with the white govern-

ment; and linkage of the southern African

issues with opposition to racism in the U.S.

Last month's solidarity conference

adopted what is being called The New York

Declaration, which outlines the three pur-

poses that brought participants together:

'"D to expose the increasing collaboration

of the U.S. government and corporations

with the South African apartheid regime

and its continued illegal occupation of

Namibia; 2) to mobilize the people of the

U.S. to compel our government and cor-

porations to end their collaboration with

racism, colonialism and military aggression

in southern Africa; and 3) to organize mass
support in the U.S. for the liberation

movements of southern Africa, led by the
African National Congress (ANC) of South
Africa and the South West Africa People's
Organization (SWAPO) of Namibia."

The Spring action proposal differs in one
respect from the Solidarity conference.
The liberation movement support clause is

not limited to SWAPO and the ANC, but by
implication includes the Pan Africanist Con-
gress (PAC), the other outlawed South
African movement, which is also recogniz-

ed by the Organization of African Unity.

The ANC and SWAPO were listed as co
sponsors of the Solidarity conference

.

while PAC was excluded from participa-

tion. "'We are inspired by the example of
"the men and women of SWAPO and the
ANC, who. having exhausted all peaceful
means, have been compelled to take up
arms," the New York Declaration says.

The conference document goes on to

lambast the American government for

"forging a deepening alliance with the
criminal apartheid regime."
"The Reagan administration has ac-

celerated this alliance," the Declaration

states, while accusing '"our successive
governments" of pursuing "a foreign policy

of intervention."

Prominent among participants were Con-
gressional Black Caucus members. Rep.
Ronald Dellums (D-Calif) was preparatory

committee president. Reps. George
Crocket (D-Mich) and Shirley Chisholm
(D-NY) were speakers.

Reprinted \xQV(\Afhca News

UMass entered
B.U. Tournament

Jimmy Wong

Early in the morning on October 24, 1981,

Boston University's Sergeant Gymnasium
stirred with activities exceeding that of

normal. On that sunny Saturday morning,
B.U. annually hosted the Asian American
Invitational Tournament. Each year, they
invite colleges from different parts of the
country to participate in this semi-

prestigeous event. Among few schools that

were present was University of

Massachusetts (Amherst), Amherst College,

Tufts University, Boston College, Harvard,

Cornell, Brown, Northeastern, Temple
University and University of Pennsylvania

(and yet still more that could not be named )

Each participant performed their best for

• their respective schools so to merit the

bragging rights of the coming year. This year

both Northeastern's men and women
volleyball team hold the title as the cham
pions while Temple regain the title they have
won the previous year for basketball.

Both the mens and women's volleyball

team fron UMass were inexperienced diul

was unsuccessful in their attempts.

However, the basketball team posed tlit;

biggest surprise. In their first match against

Harvard, UMass fell behind by 10 points cariy

in the first half and came back to lead by 3 it

halftirne. Nevertheless on the second hall,

lady luck was definitely not on the side of

UMass. Although their defense and
rebounding were exceptional, the offenst

suddenly turned cold and constantly being
' Continuea on page ;
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continued from page S
on the wrong end of the referee's poor
)uckjement didn't aide the situation any.
UMass returned the next day to play NYU.
and gave their best effort in the entire

tournament. N.Y.U., (being top ranked by
many) made it an easy carefree game until

they found themselves in a 10 point defeat
and iiTimediately called an emergency
timeout. N.Y.U.'s attitude quickly changed
and began to chip away at the UMass 'ead.
At the end, UMass succumbed to NYU.
but not without very hard labor in New
Yorker's part.

UMass executed very well offensively,

defensively and under both boards. This

year, majority of the players representing

Umass were freshmens and sophomores;

when the pressure was on to perform their

best, they came through for us. So to you
all, thanks for your effort and hop>e you all

have better luck next time.

NUMMO * „ .
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Ortega ante O.N.U.
continued from page 2

Doce millones de personas no tienen un
hoger decente para vivir.

-Por cada dolar que gana un cen-
troamericano pobre uno rico gana 48.

Segun los estudios de CEPAL, 8 millones'

y medio de los habitantes en Centroamerica
viven en un estado de pobreza horripilante.

Es alii, en esa vieja realidad de ex
plotacion de las naciones centroamericanas
donde debemos buscar las causas del
torbellino socio politico que afecta Cen-
troamerica, no en la revoluci6n
nicaragu'ense.

El punto de partida para resolver la crisis

regional debe ser la de reconocer el hecho
de que la crisis proviene de la explotacion y
que las naciones centroamericanas deben
adoptar una serie de medidas
correspondientes a estos hechos.

Durante el 1973 al 1980 la deuda ex
tranjera de Centroamerica ha crecido en un
500 por ciento y para finales del 1981
alcanzara una cifra de 7 mil millones de
doiares. Esta deuda representa 140 por
ciento de nuestras exportaciones, siendo
este hace tres anbs 80 por ciento. Esta
deuda representa un peso enorme para el

trabajador centroamericano ya que los
intereses a acreedores representa un por
ciento cada vez mayor en la exportaciones
de la region. Los intereses altos que
resultan de la poiitica fiscal y monetaria de
los Estados Unidos estan apuntando a

recompensar a esos quienes tienen mas y
castigando mas a los que tienen menos. En
tanto esta situacidn no se resuelva la

situacion centroamericana tampoco se
resolvera.

Following his meeting with the Western
delegation in Luanda, dos Santos is

reported to have said that negotiations of
fered hopes for a "just solution" in

Namibia. "It has not been easy to convince
the parties involved in the Namibian con-
flict, especially South Africa and SWAPO,
to reach the understanding necessary to
sign a cease fire and begin the process of
transition to independence," dos Santos
said.

Such statements have been interpreted
as an indication of growing tension bet-
ween SWAPO and the Angolan MPLA over
the terms of an acceptable settlement. At
the same time, Angola has repeatedly reaf-
firmed its support for the Namibian libera-

tion movements and genuine in-
dependence.
The Angolan position, and that of the

other frontline states and SWAPO, seems
to be one of demonstrating a willingness to
compromise in favor of a solution leading to
an end to the war, genuinely free elections
and an authentic transfer of power to the
elected government. This puts the blame
for continued stalling justt where it belongs:
on South Africa and its allies in

Washington.

POETS

CORNER

The beginig was dark

and then (he earth became fight and evilness erupted.
There was violence and it became night and it became
light and it became night and it became light and it

became night and it became light and it became night
and it became light and it became night and it became

God bacame angry with evil

and the universe roared with thunder

and the blackness of the heavens fellupon the earth

and the earth became like it was in the begining
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Ortega at U.N.

continued from page 2
the true culprits of the dramatic situation in

Central America.
The starting point for solving the regional

crisis is to recognize the fact that it is the
product of the exploitation to which the na-
tions of Central America have been sub-
jected and to adopt a series of measures in

line with that fact.

Between 1973 and 1980 the foreign debt
of Central America has grown fivefold, and
by the end of 1981 it will reach the un-
precedented figure of 7,000 million dollars.
This debt represents 140 percent of our ex-
ports, as opposed to 80 percent only three
years ago. This debt means an increasing
burden on the shoulders of Central
American workers, because interest
payments to creditors represent an ever
greater percentage of the region's exports
every year. The high interest rates which
result from the fiscal and monetary policy
of the United States are aimed at rewarding
those who have more and punish those
who have less. As long as this situation re-

mains unsolved, the Centra! American cirsis
will also remain unsolved.

Announcements
Film conspiracy
International Film Conspiracy- Fri-

day. November 20th 6:30-midnight.
A five hour showing of long and
short progressive movies address-
ing issues such as racism sexism
nuclear and militray superiority,
freedom, and comedy.
Refreshments will be available and
a one dollar donation is requested.
Sponsored by Students Against
Militarism. 549-6414

Attencion comunidad Hispana

AHORA les Invita al Caribe
V«ngantodu6apuitidpur«i los Elventos Garibenos

durante losdus 19y20deNo\ieinbRdel981

Juevesl9: * expoacidndesavraliasporeiaitiata

MANLEL GARCIA FOMEBOA

*Charia aofare la litenituB del Caribe

pntenkaiMdB- Marfa Elena Alon*o
QfevMonaD
JutnGelpi
Fedcrico Borfes

LugarMalcolm X Center South West residential area U MASS
Hora:7:30p.in. Se serviran entremeses y vino

ViemeS 20 » GnvoFoUddnco ImpactoBoiicua con

Ooncepto Latino

* comidatipca dd Caribe y muaca bailable

Lugar : Campus Center Auditoriuin

Hora :7:00 p.m.

TEACH IN

Tuesday Nov. 17 8:00 PM C.C. 101

FILM Grenada: Nobody's
Backyard

Special Speakers:
Peter Bohmer
Bruce Rose
Marea Wexler
Representative from Case
Nicaragua
Come hear about recent
developments concerning U.S.
foreign policy towards the Carrib-
bean and Central America, and na-
tional efforts to respond to this
threat to peace.
RALLY!

Saturday NOv. 21st at 12:00 Noon in front of
Northampton Court House to protest the
plannea intervention in the tar ribbean

The Third World Women's Task
Force will be sponsoring a panel on
"Native American Women: Family,

/Survival and Social Change." The
women will be giving the history of
Native Americans and discussing
their struggle for the survival of the
family and their race. Also they will

speak on organising for social

change.

The guest speakers will be Val
Kelly and Lottie Fothergill. Thes
free event will take place in the
Campus Center in room 101 at 7
PM on November 19th . Childcare
will be provided in room 901.
There will be a reception at

Yvonne's in New Africa House at
5:30.

For more information call Panna
Putnam at Every Woman's Center.
The number to call is 545-0883.
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Expo '81

"Come Experience Expo'81" is the
theme of Smith College's 36th an-
nual International Students' Day
Bazaar, (I.S.). which will turn Scott
Gymnasium into an international
fair on Tuesday, November 17,

from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.. There will

be food from 15 different coun-
tries. Children from the Amherst
Chinese School will perform a
Chinese tea-picking dance,also we
will present a aikido demonstra-
tion, a bamboo dance, and other
dances and songs from around the
W6rld.

^piTiitniis su purliripuciii n I

.fbouse r€<l bvj Uerter- H^

S.A. Solidarity Comm.
The Southern Africa Solidariy
Committee will be meeting
Wednesday, November 18th at 4:30
in room W-22 Machmer. Cam-
paigns being developed include
Divestment, Media, Education and
Outreach, and Fundrainsing. All
concerned people who want to
contribute to solidarity with
peoples of Southern Africa are urg-
ed to attend. For more information,
call Marea at 545-0341, SCERA.

i.

COME SEE
"Sittin' on the Mourning Bench, Fire in My
Soul"

(conceived by Lucette Mercer, with poetry
by Joyce Ingram)
A play written, directed, produced and
performed by Black women at Smith
College

Saturday, November 21, 1981 at 7pm at the
Helen Hills Chapel, Smith College campus
The event is free and will be the only Black
production at Smith College this year.

Support the struggle of the Palesti-
nian people. Demonstrate on
November 28th in New York City.
In recognition of the United Na-
tions declared International Day of
Solidarity with the Palestinian Peo-
ple pregressive organizations and
individuals from around the world
have joined in the "November 29
Coalition " and called for a mass
demonstration on Saturday, Nov.
28th in New York City. Free
transportation will be provided. For
more info: 549-5470

EVERY WOMAN'S CENTER
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FEED-
BACK
As Everywoman's Center ap-

>. roaches its tenth anniversary, it

has initiated a critical review of its

goals and objectives, ^s part of
that process, the Center is asking
for comments from the communi-
ty. If you do not receive a quesion-
naire in the mail within 2 weeks,
please call or write Everywoman's
Center, Wilder Hall, UMass.
545-0883

i
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Mandatory lab
BY JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts un
dergraduates could be paying a mandatory
$10 lal) fee charge on iheir tuition bills next
fail regardless of whether they're taking a
course with a lab fee or not, if a proposal by
the Provost's office is adopted by the
University administration and trustees.
The proposal, which was part of the

budget packet outlining the Fiscal 1983
budget, is being considered by the Student
Government Association (SGA) Rents and
Fees Committw for recommendation. The
proposal then will go to the Vice Chan-
cellors, the Chancellor, the President and
finally to the UMass Board of Trustees for
final approval.

"It's the same principle as any other fee.

such as the athletic services," said Joyce
Abel of the Provost's Office.

"We're looking to find out other people's
opinions about it (the proposal.) " she said.

"If it seems to be suitable, it would be one
way lo collect the fees and eliminate the
mid semester payment timing schedule."
Abel said.

Abel said she spoke with many students
about I he present lab fee payment system.

"In all cases, they said it (lab fee charges)

should be on the tuition bills." she said.

Peter Casale. chair of the SGA Rents and
Fees committee, said that in his talks with
students, the new proposal "doesn't seem to
l>e a very equitable system."

Casale said that only 65 percent of the
student body pay lab fees.

"The committee doesn't think it's

equitable fo have the whole campus pay for

65 percent of the people." Casale said.

Casale also said the new budget proposal
dois not reflwt the drop in the cost of
administering the new system.

"The administration will not have to
administer the card system. " Casale said,
which would make for a savings which is not
reflected in the proposed budget.

Casale said the Rents and Fees Com-ma tee wUI submit Its proposal to the Vice
Chancellors after Nov. 24. when the actual

recommendations will be made.

"We don't have any kind of veto power —
we review and make recommendatk>ns (to

the administration). " Casale said. ,

Al>el said that there is no way to put each
student's actual lab charges on tuition bills.

There is "no way lo put course charges on
the tuition bill — the timing just is wrong,"
since bills are mailed before final course
changes are made, she said.

Casale said "I wouldn't mind sitting: down
with them (the provost's offi4t) and figuring
out a beiier way Lo administer this. I don't
think one fee across campus will be
equitable."

DC meal price may rise
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Colle^an Staff

Yearly student meal plan costs could go
up as much as $19.5 per student next year if

the University decides to enforce new
budget guidelines on University trust fund
managers, .said acting Director of Auxiliary
Services Ashoke (JanKuli yesterday.
UMass meal plans feed al>out Kt.OOO

students Gan^oiii sjiid. On-eampus students
have a choice of 10 meals. 14 meals or 19
meals a week.
This year it c(»st students $927 for the

lU-meal plan. $1,022 for the 14-meal plan
and $1,092 for the I9-meal plan.

(Jan^li said next years" costs could jump
to $1,109 $1,211 and $1,287 resfK'ctiveiy.

He said Auxiliary Services, a branch of the
administration which ()versee8-the runninj;
of nori -academic functions at the L'niversi-

ty including the dining commons, has sub-
mitted two separate fee increase profKisals
to University Office of Planning and
Budget. He said one shows an increase of
only 7.2 percent to cover inflationary costs.

The second shows the more dramatic in-

creases due to inflationary costs plus new
expenses outline*! in the University budget
guidelines, he said.

"We wanted to show the (UMass) Office
of Planning and Budget the two separate
recommendations in order to demonstrate
what a dramatic increase this will have."
Ganguli said.

Budget guidelines include a full costing
policy, a response to a state mandate that

University trust funds l)e self-supporting.

It is a policy created by the Office of Plann-
ing and Budget which suggests that each

area of campus providing services to
another area of campus "charge-back" for
these services.

Student Government Association Co-
President Larry Kocot recently wrote a
critical analysis of the full costing policy.
He states in the paper: "It .seems that the
UMass Administratifm without much
qualification or long term thought, is tak-
ing this recommendation of "self-
supporting"verbatim. Hence we have
chargebacks. It appears the administration
read the first recommendation, got a bit

overzealous, and strayed from the intent of
the Senate Ways and Means Committee
reports."

Trust fund managers have l)een asked to
reserve two f)ercent of the total budgets
towards future full costing expenses. A.^

part of the full costing policy the major
trust funds have already started paying foe
the services that the Physical Plant pro
vides them.

Ganguli said the full costing policy is

responsible for $24 of meal filan fee in

crease to students.

University trust funds may also have to
pay new fringe l>enefit costs to employees.
Because the dining commons are "labor in-

tensive" this will cost every student buying
a meal plan $91 a year. Gangoli said.

fc^ach year the University fights with the
state over paying fringe lienefits to
employees. SUite law requires the Univer-
sity trust funds be self-supporting and pay
their own fringe benefit costs to
employees. But in the past the state has
paid UMa.ss employees fringe Iwnefits.
Ganguli said he hopes that this year UMass
will not have to pay.

( ollrKian photo h\ Nanri

WOOSH! — Joe Egbert, a resident of Brittany Manor in Amherst,
makes a game out of the escalators in the Campus Center yesterday.

Senate passes bottle bill
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

Ciimpilrd with rvport s from the Associated
pn ss

The bollle bill, which requires a five or 10
cent (lepo.sil on most beverage containers,
will become law January 17. 1983. after the
stale Senate overrode Gov. Edward J.
King's veto yesterday, by a 29 10 vote.

"The cili/ens have let their voice be
heard. They deserve all the credit." said

Greg Levins, bottle bill coordinator for the
Massachusetts Public Interest Research
(iroup (MASSPIRG) the chief advocate of

the bill.

The Senate vole was 3 voles over the
necessary two thirds for the override. All

Senators voted except Senate President
William Bulger. D-South Boston, who was
on vacation. Sen. Alan Sisitsky. D-
Springfield. who was barred from the

Senate three weeks ago by Bulger for

disruptive behavior apologized and was
readmitted before the vote. Sisitsky voted

in favor of the override.

The vote ended nine years of effort by
consumer and environmental groups to pass

ihe bUI. In 1972. Lois Pines, then a
Representative from Newton, first in-

innluced ihe bii, The bollle bill was then

placed on the slate '

illol in 1976. Wilh the

boil ling industry s^jcnding $2 million

agaiiisi \hv bill and the consumer groups
sptiiding $40,000 lobbying lor it, the bollle

bill was (It liaU'd by eighi tenths of one

perceni of ihe voters. In 1979. the bill was
passed by ihe siaic Lt^gislalure for the first

lime, li was ihtn vetoed by King. This

year, ihe bill passtd the Legislature again

and wa.s M'loed by King for the second
lime.

Opponerii.s ol she bottle bill claim it will

cost con.NunuTs more lo buy beverages, will

coniribuit" to the stale's unemployment and

add a hardship tui the smaller stores that

will he unable to si ore the empty bottles.

Area li(|uor stuns would not comment on

ihiMJlecis of ihe bill on their business.

The "big break" lor ihe bill's supporters

came when Sen. Mariin Reilly. D-
Springfield. who iniiially voted against the

bill, changed his voic. Levins said.

"A 'no' vole on ihe ixiulf bill would be a

viciory for the spt-nal interests of a few at

I he expense ol' many." Ueilly said on the

flcMir of ihe Senaie when announcing his

change in voting.

University of Mas>athu.setts students

hclpi'd in the campaign i.> p<Tsaude Reilly.

''•ii'inued on page 6
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World and national nevys

Courts may
:v>:?:-:Sx

stop press

coverage of

youth trials
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court said

yesK-nlay it will dtn-ide whether the public and the press
can Ik' excluded from all criminal trials while young victims

of sex crimes are testifying.

The justices agreed to judge the constitutionality of a
Massachusetts law that makes such exclusion mandatory.

Tht liosl'tjt Globe is challenging ihv law, contending
among other things that it violates the right of the public

and press to attend criminal trials.

That constitutional right was recognized by the Supreme
Court in a July 2. 1980 di'cision. By a 7 1 vole, the justices

.said that trial judges may conduct trials, or portions of

trials, in secret only as a last resort

.

The 1980 di'cision, in a case <?alled Richmond
Newspapers vs. Virginia, marked the first time in the

nation's history that the right to find out what the

government is up to was given direct constitutional

protection.

No one opinion attracted a majority of the justices in the

Richmond casv. ('hief Justice Warren E. Burger's opinion,

for hims»'lf and two other justices, said the decision was
based in part on the "unbroken tradition of openness" in

American courts.

In upholding the constitutionality of the Massachusetts
law last June 30, the state Supreme Judicial Court said,

"There is at least one notable exception to this history" —
cases involving st'xual assaults.

The (Hobf challenged the law after its reporter- was
banned from the 1979 trial in Norfolk County of Albert
Aladjem Jr., who was acquitted of rape charges filed by
three girls, two of them lb and one 17.

M' I.Mst'r|ih<>l<i

Actor William Holden was found dead Monday
in his Santa Monica apartment. He was 63.

Holden is shown here accepting his 1953 Oscar
for his role in "Stalag: 17".

Hinkley might
have suffered

brain damage
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Justice Department said

ycsunlay it could not determine yet whether accused

prcsideniial assaiianl John W. Hinckley Jr. suffered

permanent l)rain damage in a 3 to 5-minute attempt to

hang himsilf before marshals cut him down.

Depart menl spokesman Tom Det.'air said Hinckley is in

serious condition, but improving in the intensive care unit

of the hospital at the Fort Meade, Md. army base where he

was confined. Hinckley's neck was not broken, and his

spine w as uninjured, but he was suffering from acute lack

of oxygi'n when he reached the hospital emergency room at

5.4^ p.m. Sunday.

"lU' is exp«'cled lo recover but it is not possible at this

linu" to determine if any permanent neurological defects

will result." DeCair .said of the 26 year-old drifter who is

scheduled to go on trial here Jan. 4 on charges of at-

umpiing to assassinate President Reagan.

Det/air said Hinckley had stuffed a piece of cardboard

cracker box in the doorlock to his cell at 5 p.m. Sunday
when the U.S. marshal who was watching him from an

adjacent ro«im turned away to admit his replacement.

When the marshals turned back, Hinckley was standing on

a chair on his bed lying an army field jacket onto a bar of

the window opposite his dot)r. He then dropped from the

makeshift noose, DeCair said.

UnahU- to unUnk the jammed door, inspector Ed Popil

raced lo i he kiichen for a butcher knife while inspector

Roger Mullis turned a weight lifting table on its side in the

I'xerci.se yard outside the cell, climbed upon it, opened the

window and u.sed the knife to cut the jacket away from the

baron the window.

It was Hinckley's second reported attempt to harm
him.self in prison and could lead to a defen.se request to

review again whether he is now competent to stand trial.

His chief attorney, Vincent Fuller, refused to comment on

that po.ssibilily yesterday.

Ousted Senator Sisitsky apologizes and regains rights
BOSTON (AP) - State Sen. Alan D. Sisitsky continued

his attack on the leadership but nevertheless tendered a
formal apology for alleged disruptive behavior to his

colleagues yesterday and had his rights as a senator
restored.

Th<> Springfield Democrat was ejwted from the Senate
chamber by Senate President William M. Bulger Oct. 26,
and a report adopted 32 2 the following week found him
guilty of having engaged in "disorderly, disruptive and
unparliamentary iK'havior."

The report by the chamber's Ethics Committee proposed
that Sisitsky make a formal apology as a condition for

readmitlance. Until Monday, he refu.sed, going to the state
Supreme (^urt instead where quick relief was denied but
the ca.se is still pending.

Sisitsky acquiesced in the demand for an apology
Monday to enable him to vote to override Gov. Edward J.

King's veto of the bottle bill. The override prevailed 29 10,

three votes better than the two-thirds margin needed.
Prior to his ouster. Sisitsky had been attacking Bulger

for the leadership's stale budget policies and for allegedly

seeking to dismantle the Boston and Springfield housing
courts because of a patronage dispute.

Bulger, on vacation, was absent when Sisitsky returned
with his apology Monday.

"I H'gret that free and open debate in the state Senate
has been frustrated and that a duly elected state senator
has been denied the right to vote because he disagrees,

vigorously and pa.ssionately. with all that the leadership of

the slate Senate stands for." Sisitsky said.

"To the members of the state Senate, I tender my
regrets that the state Senate felt that it had to act against
me rat her than to act against the real causes of unrest. The
nal causes of unrest are clear: a Senate leadership that

manipulates power for selfish reasons.

"I recogni/.e that the Massachusetts state Senate is a
venerable institution, and I certainly had no intention by
my remarks of infringing upon its tradition of free, orderly
and civili/ed debate. Therefore, I hereby apologb.e to my
fellow colleagues, the members of the Massachusetts state
Senate, for any unintentional disruption of the procedures
of the state Senate."

Sisitsky went on lo say that he will continue with his

lawsuit, and he will "never stop speaking out against the
misuse of power.

"

The apology was accepted on a voice vote.

Sen. Edward P. Kirby, RWhitman, followed Sisitsky's

speech with a brief statement saying his vote to accept the
Ethics Committee's recommendation had nothing to do
with Sisilsky's views but was "based purely on un-
parliamentary behavior."

Sirhan parole to be reconsidered
SACRAMENTO. Calif. (AP) - A state board voted

unanimously yesterday to reconsider its decision to grant a

1984 parole date to Sirhan Sirhan, convicted of the 1968
assassination of Sen. Robert F. Kennedy.
The eight -member Board of Prison Terms acted at the

request of Los Angeles District Attorney John Van de
Kamp. who said he had information that Sirhan had
threatened to harm Kennedy"s brother. Sen. Edward
Kennedy of Massachusetts, and other people if released.

The board's decision did not cancel Sirhan's parole,

currently set for 1984. That decision will be made at ayet-

unscheduk'd hearing by a state panel whose members have
not been named.

Sirhan has denied allegations that he would hurt anyone.
Earlier, the man who set the release date for Sirhan said

he had "no real choice " but felt Sirhan should have been
exwuled.

James H. Hoover, a former state parole board member,
blamed the California Supreme Court and state parole

board rules for forcing his hand in 1975. he said in an in

lerview published in today's Los Angeles Times.

"I Iwlieved then and 1 still feel now that Sirhan should
have died in the gas chamber." he said. "You can blame the
California Supreme Court for his even being alive to be
eligible for narole."

Correction

A story in yesterday's CoUegian contained a statement
that two men entered a dormitory and asked where they
could purchase drugs which was incorrectly attributed to

Philip Cavanaugh, UMass associate director of public

safety. The statement should have been attributed to a

dormitory resident, who asked to remain unidentified.

Cavanaugh did not make the statement.

US suspends Aeroflot flights as penalty

See Digest on pg 12

WASHINGTON (AP) - The government yesterday
suspended flights into the United States by the Soviet

airline. Aeroflot. for a week as a penalty for overflying

"sensitive areas" in New (England.

The Civil Aeronautics Board said it would bar Aeroflot

flights from Nov. 21 to Nov. 28 at the request of the State

Department, which had complained that two Soviet

flights, one inbound and one outbound, strayed from their

agre<>d paths on Nov. 8.

Aeroflot has two roundtrip flights a week between
Washington and Moscow, with arrival and departures on

Tuesday and Sunday. The assigned route calls for the

planes lo kwp over the Atlantic between New York City

and Maine.

The Slate Department complained that the two flights

"overflew sensitive areas of southern New England" in

stead. Officials at both the State and Defen.se Departments
were reluctant to discuss which sites they consider sen-

sitive.

However, it was noted that the U.S. Air Force has two
B 52 bomber bases in New England, Loring and Pease in

New Hampshire, as well as a sophisticated new radar
complex at Otis Air Force Base. Mass., which scans the

Atlantic on guard against possible missile attack from
Soviet submarines.

An obvious focus of Soviet interest is the Grolon, Conn,
area where all of this country's Trident missile firing

submarines are Ix'ing built and where many nuclear

powered attack submarines have been sent lo sea. The
Russians posted an intelligence-gathering ship, called an

AGI, in waters off New Ivondon last summer to observe the

sea trials of the first Trident submarine, the Ohio.

There was no suggestion in the official U.S. an-

nouncement that the Soviet jetliners were carrying

reconnaisance gear, and officials would not elaborate about

their concern.
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Thurs. fasting
will donate

$ to OXFAM
By JUDY RUBIN
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts students on the meal planwho choose lo give up one meal this Thursday to donate to
World Hunger, give $1.05 out of the $3.45 they pay lo Food
Sc.rvice.s The $1.05 is the budgeted food cost which is
given to OXFAM.

"The other cost is for employees, cleaning articles, and
maintenance of the buildings," said Marie V. Cappadona
director of Food Services.

"Students have lo lake into consideration the meals that
they don t eat at the dining commons; we don't count on
100 percent attendance at any meal. This is taken into
account when figuring out the budgeted food cost

"

Cappadona .said.
'

The way the budgeted food cost is computed is by a
standard formula followed all over the country by food
service .systems, Cappadona said.

Rev IVte Sabey. a campus chaplain and an advisor to
the UMass Hunger Task Force, said, "There is really no
way to dispute the figure that is computed as the budgeted
food cost. It s comparable to other colleges."

"If a student is unhappy about the amount of money that
IS guen to OXFAM. what they can do is fa.st on other
meals and give the amount of their meal to OXFAM as a
contribution," said Sabey.

"The only way to give more from each student's meal
wou d be to close down two of the dining commons. That
would inconvenience the students who did not want to
participate m the fast, and you still have to pay the regular
help. You can't send them home," Cappadona said.

Last fall, about 4,300 students fasted, Sabey said
Another figure which is harder to compute is that of
commuters, faculty and administrators who donate the
price of their meal, he said.

"The ideal goal would be to have everyone on campus
fast for OXFAM

.

,

" Sabey said

.

"The relationship between Food Services and the
Hunger Task Force was a struggle at first because it's hard
to ask a big smoothly-run administration to incorporate
this program. But now they (Food Services) are more
cooperative. For example, there may have been problems
when the meal plan became computerized, but the Food
Services has gone to the expense of making the fast forOXFAM able lo be tabulated by computers," Sabey said.

Students on the University meal plan who wish to fast
this Thursday may do so by registering with the cashier at
their dining common.

Breathe deeply
for alcohol test

at the Blue Wall
By SCOTT HERSEY
t'ollegian Staff

A breathalyzer machine set up in front of the Blue Wall
last Friday by the University Health Services Alcohol
Education Program for pi'ople to try will continue to run
every other week in the same Iwation, Barry Linehan, the
program assistant said yesterday.

"It's an awareness thing that we do," Linehan said. "We
offer on the spot alcohol education lo people coming out of

the Blue Wall, in the hope that they wiJl recon.sider before
driving home." he said.

"The machine is operatid by some of our peer alcohol

educators, who are students who have taken a course on
alcohol education, and work with our department to help
educate their peers about the problems of alcohol abuse,"
he said.

"The machine is a novelty, so a lot of people wander over
and end up testing their blood-alcohol content," Linehan
said.

"In general, I would say that the program outside the
Blue Wall is very effective in achieving our goals, " Linehan
said. "People try it out and are surprised at how high their

level reads, and decide that they will not drive home," he
said.

How the machine works, Linehan explained, is that the
person simply breathes into the machine, which picks up
the level of alcohol in the blood stream (BAD. and gives a

reading to t he operator.

The legal limit for the BAL is .10 percent Linehan said;

therefore anyone found with a level of over that figure is

considered legally drunk, even though they may not feel

that way.

"Although there is occasionally a police officer standing

by the machine," Linehan .said, "no one is detained or

arrested after trying the machine. We simply want to let

them know their options and explain the penalties they

may receive if caught driving under the influence of

alcohol."

'It's entirely their decision." Linehan .said. "We are just

trying to educate," he said.
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Dukakis to come for 'closed' meeting
By MYLES CAVANAGH
Collegian Staff

Former Massachusetts governor, Michael Dukakis, who
IS a 1982 gul)ernatorial candidate, will be at UMass this
Friday to meet privately with directors of the
Massachusetts Society of Professors.

Benjamin Ricci. chairman of the Political Action Com-
mittee of the MSP said. "Dukakis is coming in order to
discuss with the MSP about how he perceives the role of
public higher education in Massachusetts..."We want toknow his positions, how he views the Board of Trustees
and the Board of Regents and their roles."

Ricci said the discussion may concern Dukakis' actions
while he was governor from 1975 to 1979.
"Some of his appointments to the Board of Trustees left

some of the faculty cold," Ricci said. "(We would) like to

know should he become governor and what kind of people
would he chose to fill those roles."

Dukakis will return sometime in February as part of a
year-long MSP program inviting candidates for state of-
fices to meet and address the UMass community.

"The topic talk of everybody that we invite will be, 'the
role of public higher education in the commonwealth ' or
'how can we keep it affordable,'" Ricci said.

Rep. Louis R. Nickinello, D-NaticR, will address this
topic on Thursday in room 162 of the Campus Center. He
will be available to answer questions from students from 2
to 3 p.m., Ricci said.

Among those coming after Nickinello are Rep. William
Robinson. R-Melrose; Lois Pines, original sponsor of 1972
bottle bill passed yesterday; and Evelyn Murphy, former
secretary of environmental affairs under Dukakis.
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Roomates make,..
CollrKian phnlos h> NanriROOMMATES MAKE...

Playing Foosball easier than playing alone, Paul Bovd would be lost
without his Brittany .Manor Roommate Jeff Cohen.

Studying alot less boring, Carol Hanley and her Moore House room-
mate Lisa Bloom would have goofed-off without each other.

COMING HOME TO WESTCHESTER
FOR THE HOLIDAY?

^ OFFERS AN

EXPANDED
INTERSESSION TERM
JANUARY 6-22,1982

A wide range of foundational and internnediate
courses in 20 disciplines of

ARTS. SCIENCE AND BUSINESS including

BUSINESS • COMMUNICATION ARTS
COMPUTER and INFORMATION SCIENCES

EDUCATION • GERONTOLOGY
SOCIAL WORK • THEATRE

ALSO SPECIAL NON CREDIT OPTIONS
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES

REGISTRATION: NOW thru JANUARY6,1982

\---r-- APPLY NOW
Complete and Return (QNA COLLEGE UM - 1

^^"^
° DIVISION OF SPECIAL SESSIONS

715 North Avenue. New Roche'ie. N Y 10601
Please send me information about the EXPANDED INTERSESSION TERM

NAME ______^

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP.

PHONE

OR, CALL (914) 636-2100
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i^merica's RacisnTfilters to UMass
Collegian Staff

It is no secret that this country has been racist for a long
tune Lveryone knows that Africans were ripped from
I heir homeland, sold for chattel in the "New" World by the
imperialists and money-mongers of the Old World African
peoples, because of slavery, were scattered over the four

Alrica have had to deal with racism lor hundreds of years
now. 80. racism in all its abhorrent forms is not new to us
However, racism in this country had gone through a

Uansformalion. During the 50's and 60's Martin Luther
King. Malcom X and others decided that we were going to
dely the existing doctrine of governmentally sanctioned
racism. During this period the blood did flow and Blacks
marched mto the teeth of the dogs, the fire-hoses, the tear
gas, the guns and the bombs. Well, some laws were passed
and some were struck down, and that is to be applauded.
But. racism, like a chameleon, merely adapted to the new
situation. The more blatant symbols of racism were
removed (although, one can still find segregated doctors
oifices m the South) but. racism was still there waiting in
the wings.

We have entered what some have called the second
reconstruction. Well, just like the period that followed the
reconstruction after the CivU War, we are experiencing a
rt-emergence of racism's more blatant aspect. We see the

Ku Klux Klan marching all over the place, proudly
proclaiming ihemselves as racists on the one hand vet non-
violent on I he other. We saw an example of some'of their
non violence not long ago when the KKK mowed down
M'veral communist demonstrators in Greensboro. North
arolina. Oh. despite the fact that this incident was

brought to you in living color via the news cameras im
partial eye. they were all acquitted in a much publicized
trial. II that isn't enough to jam up your craw, we can
always point to that triumph of American justice - the
McDulfie case. You remember, the Brother who was
l)eaii-n to death by a group of Miami cops who tried to
claim It was an accident by running over McDuffie's
motorcycle. Well, come trial time these same clever cops
lell all over themselves saying it was the other guy that did
I he beating while they watched. They were aU acquitted
One juror is quoted as saying. "It just didn't seem right to
send just a couple of them to jail when we couldn't send all
ol them," or something to that effect. By the way. 2 Black
men were convicted in the deplorable mob killing of a
young White man in the riots that followed the trial I
guess ihey realized the folly of their logic one trial too late.We ve got all kinds of racist groups arming themselves
to the teeth and preparing for the so-called impending
Race war, and now we have our own little merry band of

racists right here at UMass. A bunch of malicious
pranksters, some have said. Well, this fun loving group has
been responsible for the death threats against a Black man
and Black women right here on campus. Vou notice I have
refrained from calling them by name. Well, regardless of
what or who UTOPIA is. it is clearly the banner around
which these snakes in the grass rally. At the risk of
sounding cliche 111 ask. how low can you be to threaten
someone anonymously? Foolish me. I'm attributing a sense
of conscience and humanity to these jackals.

I think there are more than a few people on campus who
would love to have five minutes alone with the per-
petrators of these contemptible acts. It won't work,
be<-ause these vermin can't stand the light of day; they
slither through the anonymity of threatening letters and
phone calls.

To tell the truth I don't know what we can do. Do you?
Well, if you're not too busy waiting for a phone call or a
letter (Ha), stop by the New Africa House on Tuesdays at
6:00 p.m. in nK)m 315. There are a few hopelessly idealistic
Brothers and Sisters who think we should start taking care
of our own. I suppose some would hope that the University
administration or police would be directing a mighty effort
towards the capture or at least exposure of these night
crawlers. Ever heard of a snowball's chance in hell?

Black Reaganism: A Rogues' Gallery
By DR. MANNING MARABLE
From the Grassroots

The Reagan Presidency, the rise of white
vigilante violence against Blacks and the
organic crisis within the capitalist political
economy all combine to make the 1980*s
potentially both the most dangerous yet
promising periods for Black politics in
recent history. Many Black commentators
consoled themselves in the wake of the
"Reagan mandate" with the thought that
Blacks must inevitably pull together to
confront the common enemy.

By the autumn of 1981, differences within
the elite had become so intense that any
possibility of building a consensus position
on major public policy issues was lost.

Dissention within the ranks was the order
of the day. as Black actors opportunistically
seized the subordinated roles which were
tfiven to them. A new oolitical current was
born — Black Reaganism.

Black conservatives do not represent a

monolithic political/social force, but rather

have evolved from radically different

sectors of Black stx-iety. In brief, there are

at least four overlapping categories of Black

Reaganites: conservative Black politicians;

Black philosophical conservatives; Black

corporate executives, business managers
and Reagan administrative appointees; and

former Black Power activists and
nationalists who have not fully embraced
Reaganism but nevertheless have become
M) closely aligned with this rightist trend

that they merit the obloqy "fellow

irav.ellers." Some of the most prominent

Black Republicans of the past two decades

have been W.O. Walker, publisher of the

Cleveland Call tirtd I'nst and head of the

national 'Blacks for Reagan-Bush"
organization in 1980; former Massachusetts

Senator Edward Brooke; James Cummings,
leader of the National Black Republican
CouncU; Art Fletcher, former executive
director of the United Negro College Flund
and Labor Department officer under Nixon;
Samuel Pierce, Reagan's Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development; and
William T. Coleman. Ford's Secretary of
Transportation. These Blacks were
subordinates within the Rockefeller wing of
the Republican Party during the 1%0's and
early 1970's. During the Nixon
Administration they consistently supported
affirmative action programs, civil rights

legislation and federal assistance to Black-
owned businesses. Like other liberal

Republicans, they strived to reconcile their
belief in limited federal government and
unfettered capitalism with the
desegregation of white civil society and
equal opportunity legislation to promote
the development of a Black petty capitalist

class.

The philosophical conservatives properly
belong to the rabid right wing of the
Republican party. advocating Milton
Friedman's version of laissez faire

capitalism, state's rights, and a dogged
hatred lor left of-center politics. I'his

miliiantly rightist faction includes Walter
Williams, professor of economics at George
Mason University; J.A.Y. Parker, a former
olficial of the anticommunist Young
Americans For Freedom and currently

president of Lincoln Institute and
Educational Foundation; and Wendell
Wilkie Gunn. assistant treasurer of IVpsi
Corporation. The titular leader of this

tendency is Thomas Sowell. Ronald
Reagan's favorite "House Nigger."

Potentially the most influential faction
among Black Reaganities are the coterie of
Administration officials and middle level

executives from major corporations. In the
executive branch of government, the list

includes Thelma Duggin. formerly the
Republican Committee liaison to the
National Black Voters Program in the 1980
election and currently serving as deputy to
Presidential advisor Elizabeth Dole; Melvin
Bradley. Senior Policy Advisor to Reagan,
responsible for developing "public policy
recommendations in the areas of food and
agriculture, minority business develop-
ment, urban affairs, free enterprise zones,
small business administration, and Black
colleges and universities"; and Thaddeus
(iarret. Vice Presidential assistant in

charge of domestic policy and programs.
Major Black corporate supporters of
Reagan's policies include Gloria E. A. Toote,
:i New York attorney and millionaire real

estate developer; William Pickard. owner
of a lucrative McDonald's franchise in

Detroit; Arthur McZier. president.
National Fiusiness Services p]nterprises,
Inc.; (Constance Newman. President.
Newman and .Associates; and John .Millier

United Stales Brewer's Association. These
lilack corporate executives and bureaucrats
had no ideological commitment lo civil

rights, affirmative action, or to the defense
of any traditional institutions within the
Black community. They favor Reaganomics
l)ecause il will generate greater profits for
ih<'ir client industries and monopolies.

These corporate Black Reaganites are even
more dangerous than Sowell. because iheir

I'latant and vigorous support for con
sirvalive public policies is rooted not in any
ifleological commitment, but is grounded
purely in ! heir own vicious desire for money

and their hunger for power.

The "fellow travellers" of the Black
Reaganite accommodationists include a
number of would-be Black miliUnts who are
disenchanted with liberalism and protest
politics. At the top of the list are Charles V.
Hamilton, professor of government at
Columbia, and Black media commentator
Tony Brown. The co author oi Black Power,
Hamilton has experienced a radical
metamorphesis since his days as mentor to
Stokely Carmichael (Kwame Ture). Since
Blacks are a "relatively powerless
minority." he informed the New York
Thurs, the rise of a new Black conservative
trend was essential. "Frankly," Hamilton
admitted. "I'd be very worried if we didn't

have them." Brown criticized the NAACP's
"hostile behavior towards President
Reagan

" when he appeared as a guest at
their annual convention in Denver in 1981.
Brown thought that Reagan reallv wants
"(o e<-onomicallly emancipate Hiack
ghettos, " and that l\w President's brutal
budget cuts were tantamount to a request
for Afro Americanr I'o "return lo the
fundamental nationalism of their past.

Ironically." Brown explained, "Heacan's
philosophy of a sound economic power base
lor Hlack America is more compatible with
past Black leaders such as Marcuss tiarvey,

Booker T. Washin^lon. Elijah Muhammad
and Frederick Douglass, i han are the
mo«iern (lay <lisciples of the Black esiallish-

menl." This massive distortion of Black
hisioi y by Brown scarcely masked his overt
appeasement toward the forces ol racism
and political reaction. What all four ten-

(lencit's have held in common is a firm belief

ihai racism, in wonls ..f Reagan ap(»ligist

Nathan Wright. Jr.. no longer has "a damn
. hinir "

!
o do wii h Hlaik underdevelopment.

Conference Against Apartheid

' J i

James Steele, national chairman of thf
Young Workers Liberation League lYWLL'
and Keia Miranda, editor of the Younu
Workvr will be in Luanda, Angola this week
to attend the second congress of the Youth
of the MPLA Party of Labor of Angola
(Nov. 7 10) and the International Solidarity
Conference with the Peoples. Youth and
Students of Southern Africa (Nov. 13-15).

In view of the recent invasion of Angola
by apartheid South Africa the Congress and
the Conference acquire special significance.

Both events are supported world-wide by a
broad array of youth and student
organizations and will be attended by
delegates representing tens of millions of
youth from around the world.

The Congress of the Youth of the MPLA
will set forth the tasks of their organization
for the coming period and youth par
ticipation in national reconstruction and
defense of their country. The solidat^'ty

conference will discuss the oppressive

-uuation in Southern Africa ti '

. •,

• I'est express international .solularuy. i'he
i<eagan Administrations South Africa
policy will be a focus of both events.
James Steele noted that the MPLA youth

congress comes just weeks after the
Reagan Administration and President
Mitterand of F>ance celebrated the victory

over the British in Yorktown. "We cannot
deny Angola the celebration of their

revolutionary victory, with their allies and
supporters from around the world.

Mr. Steele and Ms. Miranda hope to learn

first hand the conditions of struggle in

Southern Africa and the consequences of

South Africa's aggression against Angola.
On behalf of the Young Workers

Liberation League and the Youth of the
U.S. they will extend solidarity to the ANC
of South Africa and SWAPO of Namibia and
work ,wfith youth and students around the
world in developing a program of action for

organized solidarity efforts.

Qroiher Hich
know that Black A flTi
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Student arrested
By KENNETH ROSS ,

Collegian Staff

A 17 year-old Washington tower resident was arrested
in her dormitory room early Friday moming and charged
with possession of heroin and possession of a hypitdermic
syringe, police said last night.

Police said they entered the rwm of Gena L. Spero.
from Lawrence. MA., at atK)ut 2:30 Friday morning and
confiscated a hypodermic syringe containing a milky li-

quid. Police said they spoke with Spero for a short peri<Kl
of time before she revealed the syringe to them.
An anonymous tip led police to the woman's r<M>m,

police said.

Spero was arraigne<l in Hampshire District Court Fri
day and was later committe<l to Northampton State
Hospital for observation. p<»lice said.

— A female resident of Gorman dormitory reported
yesterday that several articles of jewelry, 'whicht she
valued between $H00 - 1,100. were taken fn.m her TCM)m,
police said.

The woman told police she noticed the articles which in-

cluded two gold bracelets, five or six gold chains, and a
high sch«M>l class rings, were missing yesterday and could
have been taken as far back as early ()ctol>er.

— A University student yesterday tilert a compiaini
against the Fine Arts Center staff a.sking for restitution
for a camera stolen from the Fine Arts Center ticket office
November 6. police said.

According to the man. he was aske<l to leave his Yashika
camera at the ticket office l)efore entering the audit<»rium
in which a George Duke/Stanlev Clarke concert was t)einir

held.

The man said he oblige*! an<l when he returned for his
camera he found it was gone. f>olice .said.

Last week, the Fine Arts Center staff submitted a
report of the theft to fK»lice.

No value for the camera was given.

Photojournalism conference
About 40 lo 50 represenialives from newspapers and

win- services throughout New England are expected to

aiund a pholojournalism conference at the University of

Mas.sachuset is » his Wednesday.

The confennce. open to all UMass studenU. will focus
on the coming of the electronic age to newspapers. The
event is free and will uke place in room 101 of the Campus
Center from 12 noon lo4 p.m.

Course schedules available
The Official Schedule of Courses for spring semester will

Ik- available this week in the Scheduling Office in Whit

more. Sludenl.s may pick up pre registration forms from
I heir majtir departments.
Compl»-ied forms should be turned in at the Registrar's

orfi«c.213 Whilmore. by 4:30 p.m. November 25.

Students enrolled in the Bilingual Collegiate Program
and the commiuee for the Collegiate Education of Black
Students should pick up their forms at those offices.

Who's Who among students
"Wh<t's Wfu) Among Students in American Universities

and Colleges," a national listing of students from across
the country, has recently announced that the names of 48
University of Massachusetts students will appear in the
1982 edition.

The UMass students, who will be listed along with
students from more than 1,300 other schools, will soon be
receiving questionnaires which they will be asked to fill

out and return.

The students selected from UMass are:
Diane Carol Aronson, Eric Y. Chen. Diane Catherine

Clehane. Kevin Cristaldi, Doreen M. Daly, Janine
DeCoste, Johnathan DeeBirs, Lawrence Andrew Denaro,
William J. DeVarney. Jaqueline F. Dorfman. Caesar H.
Fiorini, Jr., William Figzgerald. Trevor Graeme Fooks,
Timothy D. Croddard, Richard Goldman, Aaron David
Graham. Elise Michele Greenbaum. Andrea B. Grune.
Mitzi G. Hawkins. Jennifer Fenna Hanes, Leslie Caren
Hyman, Judith M. Jasurek. Mary Elizal>eth Kacmarcik.
John W. Kauppinen. S. Lawrence Kocot. Gregory P. Lee.
William Lemesheusky. Peter V. Lucas. Donria Marie
McManus. Marie W. Mealey. Lisa Mercuri, Alan W. Olans.
Sharon Beth O'Loughlin. Donald Edmond O'Malley. Tara
Sue Pond. Judith W. Rubin. Barbara A. Russell, isal)elle
Ryan, Beth A. Schnitzer, Johnathan A. Sobel, Carole G.
Sprmger. Jaqueline Hope Stiasny, David L. Strauss, Kurt
William Streams, Janet Torosian. Debra Walsh. Steven
Joseph Whalen. Mary Gina Zarrilli.

Woman's week con't.
The WOMAN'S WEEK

LESBIANUNION

The Lesbian Union is having a wine and cheese party,

plus a guitar sing-along Friday, at 7:30 p.m. in room

1001-1002 of the Campus Center. All Five College women

are welcome.

Their regular meetin^is Thursday at 7 p.m. in their of-

fice across from the Collegian.

SOUTHWEST WOMEN'S CENTER will sponsor an

abortion issues workshop Thursday from 3:30 - 4:30 p.m.

at SWWC. Deidre Scott a representative from ISIS will

speak.

lape counseling offered at

UM's Everywoman's Center

lounselor/Advocates Agahist Violence Against Women
!:verywoman's Center, Wilder Hall. UMass.
)45-0883 (weekdays, 9-7)

>49-2671 (evenings and weekends)

Counseling is open to five college and community
women. The Everywoman's~~^nter serves women in

Hampshire, Hampden and Franklin counties, and will of-
fer counseling in person and over the phone.

Department of Public Safety, Dickinson Hall
545-31 1 1 (for emergency transportation)
545-2677 (K-COPS) (Anonymous Rape Hotline)

University Health Service
549-2671 (24-hour emergency phone)
[549-2671, ext. 181 (Health Education Office)

A^KJ^4t (ftd(f

• Bottle bill
continued froTn page 1

.said Jean Johnson of UMASSPIRG-
"We went into his neighborhood and asked people if they

supported iho bill. If they did we'd ask them to call him,"
Johnson .said.

Skilled Auto Repairs
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

SPECIALISTS IN

MSC MAKES
FUEL INJECTION REPAIR

Sp^ializing In
^"-V TRAINED MECHANICS

Volvo Repairs

Er Service
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Rape plagues campuses
iCollegjHin 7

48 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst
Center Of Amherst

SJ

UMASS SKI CLUB presents

By CAREN ORLICK
Collegian Staff

Rape has been plaguing college campuses throughout
the New England area for many years, but recently
universiiies such as the University of New Hampshire the
University of Maine, the University of Vermont and the
University of Massachusetts have taken measures to make
their campuses safer, according to an informal survey
conducted by the Massachusetts Daily CoUegian.

Although programs instituted by these universities are
different due to budget, need of police patrol, size of the
campus and the amount of rapes that have occurred many
similarities exist.

*

Generally, all of the campuses have a rape hot line for
those in need of immediate help and a woman's center
which offers counseling to victims.
At the University of Maine. Assistant Director of Police

and Safety, William Prosser. said only two rapes were
npprted on campus this past year.
Of the two rapes, one by a father and the other which

took place in a fraternity house, the latter was investigated
but now prosecuted.

Prosser said there are suspicions of more attacks taking
place on campus, but that women do not always report itA defense council seminar has been established to
educate women on procedures taken after the crime has

..v!!"...*:'""'"'^^*^-
P'"^^^^*'" said for the program to be a

Generally, all ofthe campuses have a rape
hotline for those in need of immediate help
and a women's center which offers counsel-
ing to victims.

vwf<<m:*S::v:::!:
success women must be willing to disciiss thei^ur'''''''^^

The University of Maine has added more police
protection on foot, as well as two additional police
cruisers. Prosser said the University has a unique dog
tracking system in which the dog is made to follow the
scent of the suspect, with a police patrol behind him
At the University of Vermont, one incident which forced

the administration into immediate action was an alleged
gang rape which took place at a fraternity last March
Charges were not filed, but 250 women and men from

ihe University marched on the fraternity and succeeded in
ousting the fraternity from campus.
To prevent the Univefsity from having a rape incident

like the alleged gang rape again. Margaret McCahill. of the

Burlington Free Press, the school's paper, said that the
University police department provides a separate in-
vestigative unit, designed to handle sex crimes.
"They treat women with some dignity by trying to

respond with valid concern." McCahill said.
"Women's organizations have been established and

police protection increased, but the streets in Burlington
are not very safe at night," she said.
At the University of New Hampshire, a rape task force,

consisting of a broad group of people such as counselors,
psychologists, health educators and a nurse assist in rape

"Women stay in their dorms at night and
are letting theirfear control their life. This
victimization ofwomen has resulted in not
more actual rapes, hut psychological
rapes.

"

— Elizabeth MacDonald

counseling of the victim.

Elizabeth MacDonald. the health educator and a member
of the task force, .said it is not only the rape of women that
is of concern, but also the sexual harrassment that occurs
on campus.

"The task force provides workshops which educate
students and combine sexual harrassment and rape as
topics of discussion." MacDonald said.

The University provides its students with more visibility
of police, an escort to certain dorms and a crisis prevention
line.

"Women stay in their dorms at night and are letting
their fear control their life, " MacDonald said. "This vic-
timization of women has resulted in not more actual rapes,
but psychological rapes. The psychological is more
damaging than the physical act." she said.

At UMass, of the eight rapes which have been reported
to the Amherst and University police departments since
Sept., 1980. only two have resulted in arrests, one has
been cleared of all charges, and the rest remain unsolved.
One alleged gang rape, similar to that which occurred at

the University of Vermont, happened to a University
student this past Spring in the Campus Center Hotel.
UMass has taken precautionary measures agains rape.

There is an excort service which will aid in preventing
assaults, and "HELP" phones are located along the main
pathways of the campus.

Tie ftBSlT SlI.SlATCH
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Tolkien would have
been proud of Inglis
Lord of the Rings
Student Union Ballroom
Sunday, Nov. 15

By TED PAGE

If J.R.R. Tolkien, author of The Lord of
the Rings, had seen Roh Inglis' solo

dramatization of his trilogy last Sunday
night in the Student llnion Ballroom — he
would have smiled and clapped his hands
together in hearty Old English glee.

Inglis, who has toured Europe and the
U.S. extensively performing his ref>ertoire
of one man shows (including "Shakespeare
in Persons" and the "Canterbury Tales"),
managed to cram Tolkien's huge trilogy in-

to a two-hour one man production. The fact
that he did this is amazing in itself; the im-
portant thing is that he did it well.

Throughout the show the audience was
enthralled by his excellent narrative and
the depth of his characterizations. Fnxlo,
Bilbo, Sam, Gandalf, Gollum and others
were all played with a creative flair —
especially when they interacted with each
other. When Frodo talked with Gandalf,
Inglis would ^rane his head way up and put
a bit of squeak in his voice. Gandalf, in

turn, would look down to Frodo and speak
in a deep and resonant voice; and all this

within the span of ten seconds. At the end
of each scene Inglis strolled to a chair and
became his own narrator. And then, with a
rapidity that often caused chuckles among

the audience, he would slip into another
place, time and adventure.

Unlike the film adaption of "The Lord of
the Rings," the scene transitions in this

production were very smooth. Inglis had an
uncanny knack for skipping large pieces of
the trilogj' and still having it make perfect
sense (in so far as Balrogs, hobbits and ores
do make sense). One minute he would
descril)e Frodo's mishap in Bree - and in

the next minute the whole company was
sitting round the campfire at the f(x>t of
Weathertop besieged by Black Riders. It

was as if the audience itself was sitting

around its own campfire and Rob Inlgis
was spinning tales of far off adventure; the
adventures he described were complete in

themselves and any sections omitted from
the books were not greatly missed.

If there was any problem with the show
(other than occasional line mishaps) it was
that Tolkien's original grand writing style
had to be sacrificed — here and there - for
clear and concise narrative. But this was a
necessary evil. There was no way Inglis
could have written as thoroughly descrip-
tive as Tolkien and still molded a two hour
show.

When asked about the process of escap-
ing into "The Lord of the Rings" as a way
of dealing with reality Inglis replied, "isn't
it reasonable to dream of the world
beyond?" And that. I suppose, is what the
evening was ail about.

A, T

Collrtpan photo bv \\ntr DrWiii

Rob Inglis masterfully transformed Tolkien's huge trilog;y into a two-
hour one man production Sunday night at the S.U.B.

Avoid Halloween II
By ANDREW GORDON
Collegian Staff

HALLOWEEN II - directed fry Rick
Rosenthal. Starring Jami.e Lee Curtis and
Donald Pleaaance. Now playing at the
Hampshire Mali.

When the film Halloween, shortly after
its release in 1978, became the most pro-
fitable low-budget movie of all time, it

created a genre and spurred a rash of
similarly-plotted quickies; hoping, also, to
reap large financial rewards. These im-
itators, despite their attempts to hold true
to the conventions set up by Halloween,
failed (though not necessarily financially);
they were grossly inferior in every respect.
Halloween //. the recently-released sequel,
unfortunately, lowers itself to the level of
the.st" imitiitors and it, too, fails.

Why Halloween H does not work can be
traced, very simply, to the differences liet-

ween horror and suspense. The original
Halloween was a susf)ense film and, like
such other suspense films as. say. Psycho
or Dressed t<, Kilt, it was effective because
of the characters. We empathized with
them so that when they were threatened,
so were we. Horror films, however, deal iri

gore and cheap effects, not characters; and
without character involvement, all .sense of
cinema is lost.

Halloween H becomes nothing more than
an explicitly documented series of killings,

which exemplifies a sick trend in these
films. It's not just that we don't care
whether the characters live or die, it's that
we want them to die, the film conditions us
to do so. By using subjective camera, our
eyes become the eyes of the killer and it is

no wonder that feminists are concerned
when in hundreds of theaters across the
country one can experience the feeling of
stalking and murdering defenseless
women. Does this satisfy a healthy urge
people have? All 1 know is that the showing
I attended was packed with people
shouting things like "Get her" anri "Kill

the bitch." Halloweev H creates hatred
when it should create fear.

Forgetting the sociological implications,
Halloween H is a genuinely bad film. This is

blatantly displayed by the hackneyed
editing, pathetic lighting and awesomely
bad direction. The latter l>eing perf)etrated
by a newcomer named Rick Rosenthal, who
stupidly missed all the lessons he should
have picked up from John Carpenter's
original Halloween. To begin with. Rosen-
thal tries to h^imanize Michael Myers, the
killer of the original, to make him less of a
mystery. Myers was .so frightening a figure
in the first film hecouse he was a mystery.

In Halloween there was a very definite
sen.se of time and space; in the sequel there
is none. The small town of Haddonfield we
came to know is now boundless; and the ac-

tivity which pur[)ortedly occurs on one

iJontinnea on page 16

We've got
Bermuda

In the Bag.

Catch 'em before they take off.

Classic sportswear for young women
Mountain Farms Mall Rt. 9, Hadley, MA
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Let's keep the rape issue alive
It Will be a comfort to know one does not

have to traverse the dark, dangerous cam-
pus alone from 7 to 12 p.m., Monday
through Thursday. Students will soon have
the option of being accompanied by a train-
ed escort provided by the SGA Presidents'
office. One major source of fear for many
students will be mitigated by the concerned
contributors to the escort service. Rapes,
sexual and non-sexual assaults may be
prevented.

However, it is important for all of us to
keep in mind that most rapists plan their
attack, most know their victims, and rapes
generally occur in the residence of the vic-
tim or the attacker, according to
authorities at the Everywoman's Center,
who compile statistics reported to them on
UMass rapes and sexual assaults.

We must realize that while students are
being safely acccompanied to and from the
library, a woman may be cornered in the
hall of her dormitory, having her rear end

pinched by a drunk acquaintance who
refuses to believe she does not want to "do
it" with him.

In an off-campus apartment, a lone

woman may be waking to discover a
strange man hovering over her bed, telling

her not to scream.

At local bars, young women may be ac-

cepting rides home with young men they
have recently met — and trust, perhaps
because they are also students — and are
taken to the mens' apartments and gang-
raped. Afterward, they get their ride home.

Right upstairs, in our own Campus
Center Hotel, one young woman may be
forced to have sex with six strange, brutal

males, all 18 years old and younger.

The escort service is a positive step taken
by students to protect other students.

However, it is still treating the symptom
rather than the disease. Its greatest effect

Letters

Reviewer didn't

do homework

To the Kditor:

I would like to express my concern at the confusing
review ihe Clarke/Duke Project received. I lelt the show
was hot. exciting, and enjoyable. I can'l find any justice or

reason in the writing of an article which lead the reader to

believi' ih<' show to be mediocre.

As far as media masturbation of a jazz event, I would
like to make it dear that UPC did not emphasize the show
was a Jazz event. It was advertised as the Clarke/Duke
project.

I also didn't understand how the statement about Ricky

will be psychological, alleviating a paralyz-
ing fear for some women, allowing them
more mobility at night. But more positive
action must be taken by all of us to
eliminate the real danger women face in
their rooms, apartments, at bars of parties,
even outdoors in broad daylight.

Attitudes toward women must continue
to improve; fallacies about the nature of
rape need to be cleared up. It must be
understood, once and for all, by all, that
rape is not a crime of sexual passion, but an
act of violence designed to overpower.

seriously and be treated with the maximum
penalties the law allows.

As each one of us makes it our respon-
sibility to speak out against rape-promoting
attitudes, women will not only feel safer,
they will actually be safer. And the more
rape and sexual assault are reported, the
less they will happen.

Above all, let's continue to talk about
rape because it affects each of us every day.
Let's argue about it in class, converse
about it in the coffee shop, lament over it in

"WftNT A LIFT1'
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humiliate and degrade the victim. It must
be accepted by all (especially by the police
and judicial system) that a victim cannot
cause a rape, and therefore is not responsi-
ble for being raped. Rapists cannot be
stereotyped - they belong to all races and
classes (yes, even gentlemen can rape). It

must be firmly established that a woman is

not to blame if she did not try to prevent a
rape.

The suffering of rape and sexual assault
victims has to be taken seriously, and they
should be treated with credibility and com-
passion; rapists should be dealt with

the library, bitch about it on the bus and
shout about it at rallies. Let's continue to
keep it on the front pages of the Collegian,

and let the controversy rage on newspaper
editorial pages. Almost daily it is

demonstrated how far we still have to go in

defeating the myths about the nature of
rape. If we are reading about it, thinking
about it, and talking about it, we are get-
ting closer to the elimination of rape here
at UMass and in our society.

Unsigned editoriah represent the opi-
nions of the Collegian Board ofEditors.

fUrger iulonging to "a horrible new wave band" had any
rcli'vcnce to the revit-w. Regardless of the fact it was
untrue and downright libelous. I thought it was unique
that the artists invited members of the audience on stage.

It s a mat ler of safety for them to be escorted off stage, not
"humorous."

Had ihe reviewer done his homework, he would have
r( ali/ed the (larkt Duke Project is not a jazz album. So,

please get your facts logclher before you write another
review.

Barbara Jean Curtis

Office Manager, UPC

'A lesson in democracy'
To the Editor:

By November 18. 1981, the Massachusetts Nuclear
Refenndum Campaign needs 59,000 valid signatures from

registered Massachuseiis voters. What these signatures
will do is enable a referendum lo be put on the ballot on
election (hiy, 1982. which basically gives us the right to
decide wheth«T we want any inori> nuclear power plants
'*uilt in this slate.

This is a lesson in democracy. Whether or not you are
pro or anti nuke d,Ms not matter; what does matter Ls if
you want to have mon- of a say in what the government
<l<H-s that affects your lile. This is a gnat way to ensure
popular approval of whether or not we gei 'nuked' here in
Ma.ssachuM!lls. We nee<| you siunaiure.

y, . ,^ ... ChetKubik
student Coalition Ajfainst Nukes Nationwide (SCANN)

J
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UMASS COMBATS RAPES AND ASSAULTS
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Escorts assist

in prevention
BY SALLY REGE
Collegian Staff

An escort service is starting at the University of

Massachusetts this semester as an aid in preventing
assaults and rape on campus.

The service will run between dorms, libraries and bus
slops, from 7 12 p.m. Monday through Thursday, on
campus only. Each living area is in charge of its own
escorts, and area governments are accepting escort ap-

plications which are available in the S(iA Presidents' of-

fic.

Applicants will be interviewed by a screening committee
including representatives from various social awareness
groups on campus, including the Everywoman's Center
lEWC). Men Against Violence Against Women (MAVAW).
the Peoples Gay Alliance (PGA), and a Third World
representative.

Escorts will be trained by educator/advocates against

violence against women at the EWC, where assert iveness,

not aggressiveness, will be stressed.

Jean St. Martin, a sophomore majoring in industrial

engineering started developing the service last July. She
was asked lo do so when she volunteered her services in

the SGA Presidents' office. St. Martin said she had hoped
the escort .service would start at the beginning of this

semester, but some area governments were slow in

showing interest, and Sylvan has still not responded.

Escorts will work in pairs of men and women, because'

Si. Martin said she warns both men and women to feel

comfortable using the service. The purpose is to get people
lo travel in groups, and to relieve the fear of walking
across campus at night alone.

According to the pamphlet on the escort service
disiributi-d by the Presidents' office, escorts will use
routes already patrolled by security. A campus police

officer said a nighly foot patrol was started on October 19,

consisting of four or less officers and security guards
patrolling high pedestrian areas on campus. However.
DiriTtor of Public Safety, Gerald T. O'Neil, said he was
uncertain whether the foot patrols are on every night, or
just wh<'n there is extra staff available.

The Presidents' office also stated in its pamphlet that
each residenlial and Greek area will have two escorts
Waving their area each hour, using routes equipped with
HELP telephones, if possible. There are only three HELP
phones on main campus routes. The campus center circle,

campus pond area, Central and Orchard Hill have no
phones at all. Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis
Matson. said the budget restricts the number of HELP
phones on campus.

Brian Harvey, vice chancellor of the administration's
task force on Violence, said past escort services at UMass
were discontinued because people were not using them. He
sai the Massachus*tts Daily ColU'gian coverage of an issue
such as sexual assault, influences public concern.

"Almost no one is assaulted on campus." Harvey said.

He added, "Society in general is becoming a much more
dangerous palce to live."

The number of actual assaults on campus is difficult to
deK'rmine because not all rapes that occur are reported to
the police. According to a member of the Committee
Against Sexual and Racial Assault (CASARA). in the year
1980 1981 there was one case of rape reported to the police
while thirty were reported to the Everywoman's Center.
From 1976 to 1979 there were three times as many rapes
reported to University Health Services as there were to

Campus police, she said.

Kelly Burke
WOMEN'S EDITOR

ASSOCIATE WOMEN'S EDITOR
Lisa Pedulla

WOMEN'S DEPARTMENT STAFF
Ann Borski • Eileen Galligan
LisaGonsalves Sallv Kerans
Marilyn Lentz Robin Mandel
Randi Marcus Michelle Murray
Lisa Pedulla Sally Re^e
Sarah Russell Cris Schuster
Lillian Singer Laurie Zucker

Sf)ecial thanks to Kathy Howley for layout. Center il

lustration by Brad Eden.

These pages were produced in response to the rapes and
sexual assaults on the UMass campus.

"The ladies would

feel safer."

— Roy Souza

"I would be an

escort if I had the

time."

— Jenny Todd

"We were going to

have an escort ser-

vice in our dorm."
— Dave Ruane

"I feel safe."

— Laura O'Shea

i>'i'h.'>'l;|*)
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"I think we needed
it a long time ago."

— Dan Salvucci

CollririaB pkntnm bt Sroll Hmrkr

Students say
escorts needed
By SALLY REGE
Collegian Staff

Nine out of ten of the students who were randomly poll-

ed in a Mnssiirhusetts Daily Collegian survey, approved of

the proposed escort service at UMass, though some had

misconceptions about it.

The escort service will run between dorms, libraries and

bus stops, according to a posted schedule. Students polled

who were unaware of this, thought they would have to

telephone for escorts.

One female student, first year student I^ri McClusky of

Dickinson, was concerned she might l)e left alone with a

male who is untrustworthy or simply posing as an escort.

To guard against this, escort applicants will he screened,

and male and female escorts will travel in pairs, wearing

recognizable identification.

Women who are involved in sports may have evening

practice and have to walk home alone. Jenny Todd, a

Freshman exercise science major whose basketball prac-

tice sometimes ends at 10 p.m., has this problem. On her

way back to Emerson dormitory in Southwest, she .said

she could u.se the escort service "right now."
Dave Ruane, from James dormitory in Southwest, said

his dormitory was going to arrange an escort service

because it is near two women's dormitories, but decided

not to.

Although most of the students polled said the escort ser-

vice is a g(K)d idea, a sophomore from McKimmie dor-

mitory disagreed and said she didn't think there was any
u.se for it.

"I tend to agree with the editorial (Michelle Murray's)
that was in the Collegian a few days ago," she said.

She added that she feels safe, and frequently walks
home alone at midnight.

"I think if someone is afraid they should walk with so-

meone," she said.

If you are raped:
IF YOU ARE THE VICTIM OF A RAPE:
- Get to a safe place.

- Call someone for support. This can be a friend, relative
or a counsellor advocate.

- If the offense occured in a home or dormitory, the scene
of the crime should be sealed off to preserve evidence.
- Do not douche, bathe or change clothes because this
destroys evidence, that will be necessary if the crime is

reported.

MEDICAL CARE:
- Your immediate concerns will be medical. You should go
to a hospital or private physician. If a decision is made to
report the rape, a physical exam is necessary for proof and
to determine injuries. Even if no external injuries are
present, testing should be done for venereal disease or
pregnancy.

- Bring a change of clothes because the hospital will keep
the clothes as evidence if a decision is made to report the
rape.

- The University Health Services offers overnight care
for rape victims.

EMOTIONAL STATE:
- You may have to cope with strong negative feelings and
should realize they are normal reactions to being raped.
- First reactions may be confusion, shame and fear.
- Later, you may feel anger, helplessness, guilt, distrust,
and fear of another rape.

- Talking to close friends and relatives about the rape
may help overcome these feelings.

- If trouble persists in expressing affection, relating
sexually, or relating to your family, help should be sought.
Hospitals and Rape Crisis centers can refer you to a
counselor or discussion group.
REPORTING IS PREVENTION:
- You have the choice of whether to report the rape to the
police or not. and can exercise this option at any time.
- Thept^ are three ways for you to report a rape.

1) In person: over the phone or by going to the police
station.

2) Third person: Ask someone else to report the crime.
3) Anonymous: anonymous reports cannot lead to a con
viction. but they may help strengthen a case the police are
already working on.

COUNSELING:
- Counselor advocates will help you to assess your im
mediate and future needs.

- C<.unselor advocates are available through the
Everywoman's Center. They provide 24-hour service to
Hampshire, Franklin and Hampden counties.

_
Counselors yiM provide aid for you if you were a victim

of rape or incest months or years ago, as well as offering
immediate care.

InfnrmaUm courtesy of Cathy Roach, coordivntor of<imvi K.rv,r,'s and tratmng of Women Against Violence
Against Women at the Kverifiuoman's Center

Rapes go unsolved

Victims blame selves
BY ROBIN MANDEL
Collegian Staff

According to a survey conducted by a
University of Massachustits psychology
professor, 120 nationwide rape centers claimed
that 74 percent of all women blame themselves
for being raped.

Ronnie Janoff Bulman said in a discussion on
the issues of victimization, self blame and rape at
a women's colloquium yesterday, that the
majority of rape victims will tend to blame
themselves for being attacked. In the past, the
popular belief has been that women blame
themselves because they do not think very highly

of themselves. But Bulman saidi-self-blame is a
common reaction in all victimization cases, and it

can occur after someone has been in a car accident

or even after someone has been victimized by
cancer.

According to Bulman, self blame may serve as
an adaptive function. If following victimization, a
woman feels a sense of vulnerability and a
distrust of society, she will tend to blame herself
in two different ways. In one way, she may
continue to fell a sense of vulnerability, and say
she deserved to be raped. Therefore, she is

unable to readjust to societal problems. However
she may react in a different way by re-

establishing a sense of safety and learning from
her past victimb.ation how she can avoid rape in

the future.

When a counselor is called upon to help a
victimized woman, she should not tell the woman
that it was her fault that she was raped. Instead.

the councelor should convince her that she is not

to blame and try to reduce the woman's sense of

vulnerability and raise her self-confidence. In this

way, the counselor is helping the woman to react

in a strong and positive way, said Bulman.

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegiai; Staff

Of the eight rapes reported to the University of
Mas.sachusetts and Amherst police departments since
September, 1980. one has resulted in a conviction, two
have resulted in arrests and are awaiting trial, one has
been cleared, and the rest remain unsolved, a
Massachusetts Daily Collegian investigation has revealed.

Police arrested William N. Henry, of 30 Hacker St.,
Worcester, Ma., for the rape of a UMass woman on Sept.'

2, 1980. According to Police Chief Donald Maia, he was
charged with one count of breaking and entering in the
nighttime with intent to commit a felony, one count of
assault and battery and one count of forcible rape. Henry
was convicted in Northampton Superior Court on
November 13, 1980. David Rist, administrator for the
Hampshire County District Attorney's Office, said Henry

^
was sentenced to 20 years in the Concord State Prison for
the rape charge, after which he will serve two and one half
years in the Worcester House of Corrections for the assault
and battery charge, to be followed by three years of
probation for the breaking and entering charge.

Steven Hass, a UMass junior from Rehobeth, was
arrested by the UMass police on Sept. 27 and was charged
with one count of assault with intent to commit rape. He
was arraigned in Northampton District Court on October
9, and \\h case is now in the pre-trial conference stage.
The UMass police this past spring arrested six males for

the alleged gang rape of a UMass student in the Campus
Center Hotel on May 16. Philip Cavanaugh, associate
director of the UMass Department of Public Safety, said

"We take all violent crimes, including
rape, extremely seriously .. .hut our
statistics represent only what 's reported to

us."

— Lawrence Holmes
:::::::::::x:ri:i%:::i:i:::::S:Sw^^

the men charged are Robert J. Smith, 18, of Hyde Park,
charged with assault with intent to murder, threatening to

murder, indecent assault and battery, aggravated rape,
kidnapping and being a disorderly person; Paul F.

Hackley, 18, of Hyde Park, charged with assault and
battery, kidnapping, aggravated rape, obstructing justice

and being a disorderly person; Arthur G. Pearce. 18, of

Hyde Park, charged with assault and battery, indecent
assault and battery, kidnapping, aggravated rape, ob-

structing justice and being a disorderly person. The other
two charged are juveniles, and nothing may be revealed
about their cases, Cavanaugh said.

The four adults have been released on bail, said Brian
Blackburn, the assistant district attorney who is

prosecuting the case, and pre trial motions are underway,
leaving the case to possibly be tried during November.
Blackburn also said that a transfer hearing is set for

November 23. possibly to try the two juveniles as adults.

JoelJ. Fagerberg. also of West Roxbury, had all charges
against him dismissed recently, as a result of new evidence

<<

.not enough people come forward to

report these crimes (of rape), because many
do not think that we will catch the
criminal.

"

— Amherst Police ChiefDonald Maia

introduced.

These ca.ses represent a small percentage of the actual
sexual assaults that happen at UMass. however. Cathy
Roach, coordinator of direct services and training of the
Women Against Violence Against Women program of the
Everywoman's Center, offered some statistics to back this

up.

"Out of 106 total cases of assault in the three counties we
serve, from July 1979 to June 1980, 48 were rapes. 6 were
attempted rapes, and 16 were sexual assaults. Of the 106.
only 34 went to the police, and only 6 eventually pressed
charges," she said.

Both Chief Maia and Larry Holmes, assistant director of
the UMass Department of Public Safety, agreed with
Roach.

"It (rape) is one of the more violent crimes against a
person," said Maia. "We have been very consistent in

being able to achieve indictments, but not enough people
come forward to report these crimes, because many don't
think that we will catch the criminal."

"We take all violent crimes, including rape, extremely
seriously," said Holmes. "We have a very good clearance
rate when it comes to these crimes, but our statistics

represent only what's reported to us."

John Landes. assistant director attorney for Hampshire
County, said the reason the conviction rate is not higher
for this time period is that many cases take a great deal of

time to solve and move through the judicial system. A 10-

year sampling would result in finding more convictions
than researching only current cases, he said.

Self-confidence aids defense R$inp Iawq nrntppf wnm^nByROBINMANDEL Another i.porUnt aim of the self-defense
^^^^^ IdW^ prUietl WOmenBy ROBIN MANDEL

Collegian Staff

Women can learn what actions they can take to

defend themselves when faced with a potential

rape in self-defense classes offered by the
physical education department, as well as in cam-
pus colloquiums at the University of
Massachusetss.

Many University women feel they are not free

to do anything on campus without the fear that

they could be attacked, said .Janet Aalfs, a stu-

dent and teacher of a women's self-defense collo-

quium In the Southwest Residential Area.

There are 20 women in her colloquium which is

geared toward defining self-defense as an at-

titude. She said she attempts to convince women
they are valuable human beinjrs, And are worth
being alive and safe in this world. She also

teaches them to employ body language to their

advantage in discouraging potential attackers, by
carrying themselves with self confidence.

Deborah Edelman, a health educator from
University Health Servies, and a student taking

classes at The Women's Martial Arts School in

Northampton, said once women learn to carry

themselves well, they feel more confident about

themselves and will be less afraid of being attack-

ed. Self-defense is a method u.sed to help women
become aware of their bodies. Growing up, most
women are never taught to play contact sports,

and therfore never learn to trust their lx)dies.

Another important aim of the self-defense
classes is to teach women to depend upon their
own resources rather than employing weapons.

A student and teacher of a physical education
department Karate class, with an enrollment of
25 women, Dionisio Perez said, "I teach women
the many techniques they can use to defend their
bodies. All humans have many techniques they
can use to defend their bodies. All humans have
many parts of the body as well as many natural
movements that can be used to their own advan-
tage when faced with a dangerous situation. He
teaches women how to attack the sensitive parts
of mens' bodies, like kicking him in the knees,and
the insteps or reaching up and pulling his hair.

"I hope to help then^ acquire more knowledge
about their body, eventually bringing about more
confidence and physical strength in the women,"
Perez said.

Edelman said, "Sometimes women cannot use
parts of their body to defend themselves, simply
because the attacker is carrying a weapon.
Women have certain gut feelings or intuition that

they should learn to trust and follow."

It is important to deal with the different

aspects of self-defense, according to Aalfs. Con-

fronting the need for self-defense may be scary

for women who do not want to confront the

possibility of rape, she said. They may never fully

understand the impact of assault unless it hap-

pens to them.

BY MARILYN LENTZ
Collegian Correspondent

In 1980 Massachusetts amended its rape law, now known
as the Rape Staircasing Law. Chapter 265, Section 22b of

the Massachusetts General Laws defines rape as:

"whoever has sexual intercourse or unnatural sexual in-

tercourse with a person and compels such person to submit
by force and against his will or compels such person to

submit by threat of bodily iiyury..."

Therefore, under the law. victims can be female and male,
and sexual acts other than intercourse are recognized as

rape. The maximum sentence is 20 years under this sec-

tion.

Section 22a defines agrravated rape and includes 1)

serious bodily injury, 2) more than 1 assailant, or 3)

another crime (assault, robbery, break and enter) com-
mited in conjunction with the rape. The seriousness of this

crime is reflected in the maximum life sentence, deter-

mined at the discretion of the judge.

Assault with intent to rape is another category under
which sexual assaults are classified with the maximum

Lights ups^raded
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Lighting on the University of Massachusetts campus
has been improved over the past year by the installation of
more high-pressure sodium lights in high pedestrian traf-

fic areas, said Lawrence Perry, Jr. an engineer from the
Physical plant.

More efficient lights were installed this year after the
completion of two lighting surveys done by the Student
Center for Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA)
and the Environmental Health and Safety (EH&S).
A campus lighting survey was begun by SCERA in the

fall of 1978. It was done because of the "drastic increase"
in the number of reported assaults. The survey assessed
what could be seen in the area surrounding various light

fixtures. The results and recommendations of where new
continued on page U

sentence of 20 years.

The Rape Staircasing Law has had a great impact in

three areas, says Ellen Cain of the Victim Witness
Assistance Unit of the District Attorney's office in Nor-

thampton. She said it distinguishes between rape and
aggravated rape.

Also, there is the addition of a charge known as indecent

a.s.sault and battery. Formerly, this charge could only have
a victim under 14 year old; it now includes adults (over 14

year). This charge reflects the sexual nature of the crime,

according to Cain.

She also said the Compensation of Victims of Violent
Crimes Act (Mass General Laws, 258a) now allows

reimbursement to victims of crimes committed by family
member or sexual partners (see related Collegian at-

ticle,"Law Aids Rape Victims," Oct 20,81).

Another recent improvement in the rape-related laws

has been the Rape Shield Law. This law prevents a victim's

past history, sexual or otherwise, from being used in court,

but the victim's past relationship with the accused can still

be used in court, said Cathy Roach of the Everywoman's
Center.

t • • • •
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Digest
By the Associated Press

Zacharski found guilty
in conspiracy trial

LOS ANGELES — Polish businessman Marian
Zacharski was found guiJly yesterday of conspiring with an
American aerospace engineer to commit espionage.

Zacharski, 30, offered no defense to the charge of
conspiracy, which was supported by testimony from
WiUiam Holden Bell, a Hughes Aircraft Corp. engineer
who admitted passing secrets to the Polish government
through Zacharski for $95,000.

His attorney, Ed Stadum, said he hoped government
officials might be interested in arranging an exchange of
Zacharski for an unspecified American prisoner held in

Poland.

Zacharski, who had been the U.S. repre.sentalive of the
Polish American Machinery Co.. lived in the same Marina
del Hey condominium complex where Bell had purchased
an apartment.

Hunting accidents mar

opening of season
SWANTON. Vt. — Hundreds of deer and one black

heifer were killed and three men and one woman were
wounded this weekend in the opening shots of Vermont's
16 day deer hunting season.

A HO year old (Georgia man was shot by an unknown
pers«.n in an apparent hunlmg accident in Swanton on
Sunday, .stale police say.

Harold Janes was just K«'lling out of his truck Sunday
morninij to chwk some lox and coyoie traps wiih his wife
when he was shot, sUte police said.

He was woundcfJ in ihe upper pans of ho[h legs, police

sail/. po.ssil)Jy hy just one bullet ihat went through both
legs.

He was hospiiali/.ed at the Medical Center Hospital of

Vermont in Burlington and was listed in fair condition

following an operation.

His wife, Ruth, said the two had put red hats and jackets
on as a precaution.

Thin down, live longer
FRAMINGHAM — Skinny people who smoke a little or

not at all live longer than anyone, a new study shows.
"If you show me a thin person who Isn't a heavy cigarette

smoker, I'll show you the person who does the best of all in

life — the lowest death rate, the lowest stroke rate, heart
attack rate, the whole bit, " said Dr. William Castelli,

director of the Framingham Heart Study.

The study, which has been following the health of 5,200

Framingham residents since 1949, plans to publish the
findings soon, Castelli said.

The report contradicts conclusions made last spring by
Dr. Reubin Andres of Johns Hopkins University, who said

I hat the healthiest people are somewhat overweight.

Parliament bars three
LONDON — Three Northern Ireland Protestant

legislators, enraged over Britain's failure to contain IRA
violence, screamed abuse in the House of Commons
yesterday and one threatened to make the province

"ungovernable." They were suspended indefinitely from

Parliament.

^•»^^i».a

\ THE UNIVERSITY ENSEMBLE THEATER
presents

"^

Also Sunday Glen Cameron, 16, of Hatfield, Mass., shot
himself in the fiwt while huntine in Duxburv.

A 17 year old Granville. N.Y., woman. Pamela Chap-
man, was accidently shot by a hunting companion who
thought he heard a deer in the underbrush. She was grazed
above her left ear.

A 35- year old Massachusetts man was injured Saturday
when one of his hunting companions apparently mistook

him for a deer.

Start
every day
refk'eshed!

Th* Coll*gion

By

AMDREOBEY
Rand Theater,

Uniwersity of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

liovember 1214 and 19 21 at 8:00 pm
Reservations: 545-351

1

Tickets: $2.50 for students and senior citizens

S3.50 for the general public

3 senior citizens i

oubltc #

FIRST YEAR OUTOFCOLLECt
m..'R£i9l9fi^i£^BUSH RENOVATEDTHREE
BUILDINGS,WORKEDONA DAM,MVEDAROAD

BUILTTWO OIOPPER PADS.

CASH
REWARD

For selling printed

T Shirts & Athletic

wear to dorms,
frats, sororities

Writ* Dox 329 •

War*. MA 01062
or phon*

(410)967-5057
for details

"Most of the engineers 1 grad-

uated with prohablv wound up as an
assistant engineer to somebcKlY t'l-se

.Viavbe doing the details for somelTody
else s design or supervising some
small aspect of construction

"But my first year as an
Engitiffr Lt , I've designed many o(
mv own projects and supervised the

a^nstruction on everything from
baseball dugouts to the concrete work ^
on a dam Earthmoving, grading, fill-

ing, paving, concrete work, masonry
- you name it, I've supervised it

Whether 1 stay in the

Army or go into civilian ct)nstruction

work later, I've got experience that

some engineers won t have when
they're iO'"

Army ROTC got Frank
Qwackenbush off to a good start in his

field It can do the same for you
whether yt>u're a civil engineer or an
English major. Rt more information
stop hy the Army ROTC office on
campus.

And begin your future as
an otticcT

PATRICK MERRYMAN
ARMY ROTC BUILDING
545-2321 or 2322

2nd Lt frank Quackenhush ma)<)red m ovil

engineerinK at the Univcrsirv i>t Arizona and was
a member oi Army ROTC ARMYROTC

BEAUYOUCAM

Kecovery from nation's recession is months away
iColle gi^ji 13

WASHINGTON (AP) - Reeovery from the nation's

T.nT.".".'^"' r"^^' ^^^y- ^•^'^ "'^^«"gh first quarter"
ol imd likely to follow an even worse final quarter of 1981
before the eeonomy picks up. Commerce Secretary
Malcolm Haldrige said yesterday.

His comments were the latest in a series by high Reagan
administration officials who see economic activity falling
lower and worker layoffs rising higher before vigorous
recovery around the middle of next year.

"It's inevitable that we're going to have a very difficult

fourth quarter.
" Baldrige said. "The first quarter will be

better, but you won't see anything you could call
recovery."

Elsewhere, as he made his remarks Monday:

-The Federal Reserve Board said U.S. manufacturers
made use of just 76.9 percent of their factories' capacity in
October, the lowest level since August 1980 at the end of
last year's recession.

-Several more banks lowered their prime lending rates

Mi«i^aaiiiiaKEB«Heire3M»i*«»»m»^

The Fine Arts Center

Has It All

to 1G.5 percent to 16 percent, the lowest in about a year, as
I his years recession continued to hold down demand for
business loans.

On ihe subject of declining interest rates, Baldrige said
that "1 think we've got at least two more percentage points
Logo. We haven't seen the bottom yet.

"

He said the lowering of interest rates and itiflatiop —
coupled with next Julys big tax-rale reduction and in-
creases in military spending - should ignite vigorous
economic rtH-overy "around the middle of the year."

St. paui
chamber orchestra

" 'Kith

piitcluis zukemuin
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 17, 8 PM

'They'reHayi
Ourgor^

Sunday, November 22
Two Shotvs: 3:30 & 8 p.m.

<^ Gluristinas 6arol

Tuesday, December 1
Two Shows: 4:30 4 SPM

MaUnce 'A price to all (tudcnte A Senior CiUzem

Box Office: Noon to 4PM. M—F (41 3)545-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

ThE qRoup ThAT bRouqbr you Jesus ChRisT Superstar
TkE UMass Music ThEATER Guild

PRESENTS

SUGAR

i

i

i

I

ThE fviusicAl vERsioN of ThE cUssic JAck Lemon -

MARilyN Monroe - ToNy CuRTis Filrvi 'Some LikE It Hot'

Tuesday, November 17th
Double Feature Movie

FInaI WEEliENd - ThuRsdAy, FkidAy & SATURdAy
8 PM - $J sTudENTs, $4 General Public •

BowkER AudJTORiuM, SrockbRidqE HaU ^

(near CC bus sTop) I

TickETs AVAJUbU at BowkER Box officE or I

ThE Guild Campus Center TAbU ^

CaU ;4;-0787 *

^*- I

center
at u mass

The Rollings Stones at Hyde Park

a- the Mr. Bill Show
8 & 10 PM showings

next week's feature The Yellow Submarine
Starring the Beatles

Co-sponsored by G.P.C,

Wednesday, November 18th

AMATEUR NIGHT
1st prize $50.00

with special host...inag^ician Peter Sosna

He will happily slice a volunteer in half with an

electric saw!
Sign up to perform at the Bluewall

between 7:30-8:45 pm

Thursday, November 19th

Rock n' Roll with

The Foreign Objects

and The Time Beings

All Night Happy Hour!!!!
Free admission

Friday, November 20th

Party with

The Hometown
Rockers

Formally The Wild Turkey Band
Also winners of the Battle of the Bands

WEST
$2.00 cover

Saturday, November 21st
Intense, Wild, Rockin with

THE ROCKATS
with Special Guests
THE TRADEMARKS
$3.00 at the Bluewall
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continued Jhnn page 16
(Susan Zi//.a). Uadrr of ihc "all girl" hand. Ziz/.a was woli
casi.d l.,r ,hi.s roU'. Shi' was a monsicr, fresh out of iho
ainiy, «l«i. rmini-d U) kirp her l)an<l in line.

Thf show was IM-Iicvahli' and ihi« sccniTy rt-alisiic. Tht-Ml was nol I'lahoraU' because of the limited budget the
(iuihl had. hui ii ser\«'d its purp()s(> well and was move<J on
and off ( he stage (|uiei ly and quiekly

.

All in all. the Theatre (Juilds production of Sugar was
w» II easied and well performed. The show will run this
week Nt)v. 19 21.

Read the next other voice

November 19th.

(^^^^'k'kititirititit'kitititifkiritiritififit'kifkit

* Campus lighting—
Continued from page Jl

lights should l)e installed were submitted to Chancellor
Henry Koffler.

EH&S was requested by H.J. Littlefield. Director of
Facility Flanni^ng. to undertake a campus lighting survey

Lisa Nazzaro, a memf)er of SCERA said, concerning the
results of the survey. "We want to have lighting all over
campu.s. not Just in the corridors of security."

New lighting was put in after the EH&S survey
Lightmg in the corridors of security was improved along
North Pleasant Street. Commonwealth Avenue, and
Massachusetts Avenue. More lights were installed around

Tuesday, November 1 7, 1981

DOONESBURY
the Fine Arts Center, Whitmore, and Orchard Hill.

Mercury lights were replaced by high pressure sodium
lights which are more efficient and conserve more energy,
according to Perry, who installed many of the new lights
over the summer.

Littlefield said at the moment there are no immediate
plans for further improvements of lights. They are waiting
for money, he said.

Nazzaro, however, said she believes more lighting
should be put in. and not necessarily in the corridors of
seciirity. She said it should be all over campus so people
don't have to be restricted to walking in just in the cor-
ridors of security.

uimMONmLBTOtwm
HsiAuomcef

CKAJBAm/mjKmme— \

by Garry Trudeau

jCoUegian is

ANfUmmMON-

B066UH51H0U6HT. fTUALlBB

nOUUHATYOUV^ CCNmOLBD
DOm.OUANB^ 1^

JHATSUm H£f.CMON.
THBYSAIP IF50M£JHING
ABOUT The UKBTMTHAP^
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ROD BONES

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Tnide Jaffe
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Eastern Europe's Biggest Festival

of the Arts and Cookery will be recreated in

the BLUEWALL CAFETERIA
on Thursday ,November 19

from 11:15 -1:30 pm.
Called FESTIVAL DUBROVNIK
after the Internationally famous arts gala
held in the beautiful Yugoslavian port of
Dubrovnik each summer. Our festiva* will

offer many of the rich aromatic dishes
featured in that exciting event.

I'M ON
MY WAY

by Gregg Canavan

\

\

ACROSS
1 Word with over

or up

5 Toothsome
10 Mecca journey
14 The Peacock

constellation

15 Twice-told

16 Where the Hi

flows

17 Times in France
18 Familiar (with)

20 Vocation
22 Modern
23 Having nuances
25 Center
26 Sashay
27 Loser,

politically

31 Pelt

32 At hand
34 Slough
35 Borrower's

problem
37 AJIenor

Brooks
38 Use the rink

39 Near East

capital

40 Melon

42 - Alte

43 Diesels

45 Seer's chart
47 — grata

48 Strait or Sea
49 Will VIP

53 Rout
56 Go off the

gold standard
58 -Do — others •

59 — la Douce
60 Famed sculptor
61 Swizzle

62 Just so
63 Percolates
64 Make out

DOWN
1 Draftsman's abbr.

2 Familiar farewell

3 Uptight

4 One with airs

5 Surprise

6 Orbit segnn^t
7 Umbrage
8 Live — (enjoy)

9 Silence of a type
10 Manual
11 Nick and Nora s

pet

12 Something to

forget on
Thanksgiving

13 Popular color

19 Certain notes
21 Blackwood
24 Andes denizens
26 Actress St. James
27 Burning

28 Wild West "'
"

rogues

29 Ancient Mexican
30 — -do-well

31 Electrical device

33 Legal thing

36 Mackintosh
38 'Rain role

40 Jat>t>ar and Unseld
41 Lizzie and family

44 Certain word
46 Implant

48 June VIP
49 Redact
50 Dry: Prefix

51 Madame Bovary
52 American Indian

54 En pointe

55 Mrs Thatcher,

for one
57 Kind of code

C^^m^ ,.-n

I
UNDER THE INFLUENCE

by M. Joyce
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(i a.m. -10 a.m.

Wake-up to the R&R and
K&Bof Kevin Smith

10 a.m. -2 f).m.

Black Contemporary
Music

with BMCF

2 p.m.-ri::iO p. in.

RcKJfae music

with The Scotty Dread
Show

5:;{0 p.m.-*) p.m.

Newswatch

6 p.m. -7 p.m.

UMass Hotline

with Bill Stepchew &
Paula Theodosopoulas

7 [f.m.-lO p.m.

New music

with Paula
Theodosopoulas

10 p.m. -2 a.m.

Black (.ontemporary
Music

with Brother K.

2 a.m.-(; a.m.

Music for overnighters

with BM( P

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

WEATHER
('loudy u»day through

lomorr-itw wiih a rhanc*' of

showers, cxcepi lu'coming

pan ly .sunny ovrr .south

w f s I C o n n (' (• t i u I

tomorrow. \\\\^\\ trm
pcral urc 50 to 55 loday and
lomori(»v\ . Lows around 10

ionighi.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

I

—Union Video Center

10:00 Kock Show: Video Sidewalk
11:00 ••Kubie" - Mroadway Musical
12:00 Parachute Club TafK' & Martha's Vineyard

1:00 Hockworld

>»ii.- likii-M i. M 1 1. TrTTTTTTTT^^^^M ' > *^T*nTrTiTrMTiwTr Ti i. J

DVP
Outside Proposal Meeting will be

held on Wednesday, Dee. 2, 1981
at 7:00 pm. (Room wiU be posted on CC schedule)

Proposal forms are available in

DVP Office, and must be submitted

NO LATER THAN Monday Nov. 30
at 5:00 p.m.

. *Proposals will be accepted for Spring semester only
^^J i i I n M I i n 1 1 1 i i I Ml r ij t M i I M i 1 1 M 1 1 i n I If n i 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 i I n i i i i A

I

STOP

WE'VE OCT EM!
AT SUPER DEALS.

CAMPUS VACATION ASSOCIATIONS

SNOWMESTER
SKI WEEKS

FLORIDA
DAYTONA & FT LAUD

WINTER & SPRING BREAKS
DON'T BE LEFT OUT! Join 1000s of studenis from over
400 represented universities Soak up tfie sun this D«c. A
Jan. in Ft. Laudcrdala. Imagine $89 lor round trip transpor
lalton and S119 lor 7 nights daluxa ocaanlroni lodging and
that's not all, there s a U»m car rantal andjna Dlanay
World aicursion included with every package' Or how
about a wrinlar break at the student ski vacation capltol —
Mount Snow, Varmont. You'll have a fantastic time on the

slopes and there s a smorgasbord of apre's ski activities

including free beer bashes, pizza parties and a moonlight
cross country ski outing The price'' It s an unbelievable

$134 lor condominium lodging or $164 lor hotal lodging
which includes 5 breakfasts and 5 dinners All rates in

elude 5 nights lodging and a 5 day lift ticket

Spring break? Yes we ve got it, to the worlds most famous
beach Oaylona Beach. It's only $89 lor round trip

transportation and $104 lor 7 nights deluxe oceanlront
lodging. Last year over lOO.OOO students vacationed on
the 22 mile beach strip, why not become part of if Space
IS limited first comers get best hotels & rooms
FOR A BROCHURE. RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION

CALL YOUR ON CAMPUS REP:

DAVID COMEAU 549-6802

OR CHECK YOUR SCHOOL BULLETIN BOARDS

lltll
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More Arts
Coming Attractions

Stephen Murphy

• iilU'ifian (ihiild In Nam i

Josephine (Paul Mulcahv) and Daphne (Larry Cox) star in S<u,ar. It plavs a^ain Thursday throughSaturday in Bowker Auditorium. ' *^

Sugar is a riot from the start
Sugar, performed by LMass Theatre Guild
Bowker- Auditorium
Nov. 13-14 and Nov. 20-21

\\y TAM MADNICK
('olU'^^iun Cornspondc-nL

Tin- UMass Thi'alri' Guild oponod lis fall season with I he
musical prtHluclion ol" Sugar this weekend in Bowker
Auditorium. The show, hased on ihe movie S^tme Likt- It

Hot, included biff band music, jazz dancing and fine vocal
works. The sh«»w was directed and choreographed by ScoU
Curtningham.

» Sugar is a siory akwul two unemployed musicians
(I^awrence Cox and Paul Mulcahy). who witness the
Malia.s Saint Valentine Day Murder. The Mafia finds out,
causing ihe men Mr go into hiding as women in an "all girl"

luiiid. Hoih men fall for Sugar, the lead vocalist played by
Kaihlecn Marshall. The story is hilarious; the actors in the
(lUild prtseni ilu" show with so much energy ihe audience
is always bursiing with laughter.

("ox an<l Mulcahy are a riot from the start. Dressed in

drag, .hey sing The Heauiy that Drives Men Mad." Cox
I. lid nuihai he even shaved his legs for the part.

The nutsi creative part of the show was when Spats
I'ala/./o (Jim Uaposa) and his gang did the ja// number.
Tear The Town Apart." The isolations, jumps and

acrobat ics. added lo the big band sound under the direction
of (Jregg Spisak, created a highly charged effect.

At limes, Sugar was loo soft in her vocals, dwarfed by
.lie mighty «)rchesira. Her voice was in full command at
ot her times, as in "Iley, Why Not."

A/ioiher extraordinary sound came from Sweet Sue

Continued on page H

I-'or many young filmmakers of today the chic thing to do
is to poke fun at the adverse effects, and oftentimes the

oui light banality, of commercial television. These young
din cinrs arc very sharp. They commonly throw into their

lilms a scene or iwo of biting criticism on the way
t( l( \ isioti has numbeiJ our senses.

Uecent examples can be seen in such films as John
Carpenters original HaUownv, Michael Crichton'sLooAxT
and Terry (iilliam's firm' Bandits.

Hut sometimes these little snippets of criticism aren't

< tiough. .Apparently this is the belief that writer/director

I)a\id {Sianm rs) OonenlxTK has. His new film, which is

just beginning production, deals with "ihe influence of

i( levision that comes into the home and how com-
iiiunicuiion i ethnology alters the nervous system." The
lilm is emiiied \'idindr<mic. It stars media darling
I )el)orah Harry, whom I consider to be the Marilyn Monroe
of ilie eighties (her i(H)ks and personality, along with her
(juick rise lo lame, are very reminiscent of the early

Marilyn I.

* Halloween
continued from page 8

night would aot have time to take place were it given a
week.

Donald Pleasance and Jamie Lee Curtis recreate their
roles but look embarassed and out of place. The suppor-
ting cast, most of which play doctors or nurses in the
hospital where much of the film takes place, may or may
not be good, we don't know; most are killed moments after
we first meet them. With their stiff performances and
sour dialogue, the movie often looks like a gruesome
parody of General Hospital.

We should not have to put up with garbage film-making
like this, and since the only way we can effectively com-
municate with the movie corporations is through box-
office receipts, I strongly recommend that you avoid
Halloween //. You'll be glad you did.

IPRECISION

Our stylists are featuring FREE
professional consultations for
men ana women.
Let us help you select a hairstyle that's
perfect tor you!

Featuring

Special Effects, Coloring, Design Perms, Facials.

Manicures, Braiding — All at comparable prices.
r.

AffFor

$7.00
with this coupon only

FIRST - A professional consultation

SECOND - A precision style cut selected individually

just for you
THIRDj^^r^stylists will show you how to take care of your hair

|

With personal style cut, shampoo, and blow dry - $10.50 long hair"]
l_sl^^nlJ^ more^-jAmMMs^couponj^^^ 0^,^

j

66 University Drive

Amherst, MA
549*5610

i>«OuGmS«NCI

please call for an appointment

62 Main Street

Easthampton, MA
527-2411

OLLEGIAN CT.AQQTirTin
Csllegian 17

Come to Collegian Office CC 1 n

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you partyjiard"j<andy 546-7013

AMHERSTAFbib^RVTCE^^
Amherst's established audio^ seTvice
formerly located within Amherst Audio has
relocated. Free Estimates are now
available at Underground Sound Inc.. 71
N. Pleasant St., Amherst (across from Fire
Station, in back of build.). We now offers
sales and service of audio equipment, and
we're video venders as well! For any ques-
tions about home hi-fi, car stereo, rock and
roll equipment, commercial sound systems
or details about free pick-up and
delivery, call 253-9507

AUDIO

Tape Deck: Technics RS-M218 flouroscan
meters, dolby, metal. Excellent deck - new
$155 call 546 47?!

Sanyo RD5035 metai cassette^eck $120
or BO call 6-7010

AUTO FOR SALE

72 VW Beetle low mi. only $1,35000 70
Cry Newport only $400. call Alex please
549-5347 ^

73 Subaru for parts, tires 549-5505

68 Mustang
253 5267

good condition $750 call

1976 Camaro, 305, new rauals, exc. body
and running condition, see to appreciate
after 5, 256-8893 or 253-5845

BE A STAR

Help make the United Jewish Student
Appeal a "star studded event' First
meeting Nov 19 at 7:00 PM CC 911-15

BELLYGRAMSI

Delivered by experienced bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
549-1175

CUTE ASH CONNORS
Happy B-day from all of your loving fans.
Love, Laura, Skip, Little Bear

DO IT"!

January Graduates: Have your senior
portrait taken - Do it now 545-2874

FOR RENT

Sensory Isolation Tank available for rent
584J627,^vejTings.

One bedroom in two bedroom apt,
avail, now. Ca ll after 5 :00. 665-4714

1 bedroom apt. for rent starting Jan. 1

Near center of Amherst and on bus route.
$280 per month inclu. all utilities. Call:
256-6992 early in A.M. & late in P.M. keep
trying!

Two bdrm. Puffton Village Apt.
available Jan 1 . Vi mile to campus, heat in-

cluded, bus route 549-4130

FOR SALE

GIFT IDEA: Portrait Drawings. Dennis
Delap, 6652972

1975 Suzuki GT 390 FULLY assesed 12000
mi. very good condition $650 call Rick
549-1867

1972 VW Microbus good condition $1200
oj; BO cal l John 253-7430 good gas mileage

Fender Stratocaster $400 665-2241 eves.

4 Michelin Radial Tires size 165 15 good
cond on VW rims $60 or BO call Neil after 6
PM 253 5276

Speakers AEI Evolution I walnut 125$
Synergystic towers 150$ small 50 ESS 210
150$ Dynaco 3 way 60$ Advent 60$ all nairs

1

„^ P^'Of to publication day
rhone number FREE

call quick 546 9898 M.raqe SM5 75$ SMI
ibU^^thers on hand

rR^7nT^' '^"^^^"^''adiaTsn^l.T^s
-"I'lJJ'^SO^f^J^ond. call 6-5489
Scott Turntable w/ ca^rrdge7ne^r^sed
ong.nallyJ200 $now^25 46-8291
Designer Coat must^ be seen^^T^r

no°rf'"^,".
^
a"*^

*^' hands~ome77 framed
oerfect for Amasje[5-2496 or 256-6624
Rolling Stones Tickets. No7~28^n
byracuse^^^st ^ffer call 549 5124
Skimmar 8' fibergl^s~dinghy~aslan^l00
or best offer. Excellent condition, ready torow. Call Steve 549-1808

FOUND
Golden Retriver approx 9 months old no
tags, just choke collar. Previously advertis
ed in the Collegian. Slight limp in hind leg.
Ask for^auL Keep trying please. 546-7037
Found: Your AG eyeglassesln^UB on Fri
Nov 13th call 549-5425

Blue down jacket near MetawamperCall
Kevin 546-7450 to identify.

Calculator describe andleifwhere vou lost
It and pay for this ad and you'll be reunited
Hugh 6-6619

GLOVES

The glove man 17^7rthe~CC Concourse
Thursday and Friday this week. New stock
in! X-mas shop and save!

HACKY SACKS
They're here!! Let the East Coast start
kicking! Get your today. 546-4777

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY TRAGI

Happy 21st Birthday Traci

To my favorite roommate, Happy 21stl
Have a great birthday day. . .week. . .year.
Hope to see you on the next 11/17' Love
Peggy ^^^^
Happy Birthday Traci from Andrea and
Chris

Have a good one, Cav! Please, no foot
marks on your clothes! Love ya, Debi
HB Traci! We miss you! Have yourself an
Orgasm.

. .we'll pay. . .or we'll call collect
from England again! Love, Owen and Abby
Happy Birthday Traci. Kris

Traci Happy Birthday from Biffer Bix Roo
Farnsworth Keatsiekoo and China K itty

Traci you are the best girlfriend my room-
mate could ever have HAPPY BIRTHDAY
BONZO
Traci Here is to a Happy grease filled pasta
type yr. Have typewriter w ill travel Guido
Traci Happy 21st Birthday I think^Twill
put the frosting on you instead of your cake
Love, Greg

HELP WANTED
Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
fo r meals c all 253-9987

Bus Driver-Trainees Western Mass Bus
Lines will be accepting applications for our
training program to run thru intersession.
Qualifications include a clean driving record
of 3 years and a committment to work for 1

year apply Monday Eve Nov 2, 1981 at 7 PM
Campus Ct r Room 905-9

Information on Alaskan and Overseas
jobs $20,000 to $50,000 per year possible

'^^L'^^) 941-8014 Dept. 6501

OVERSEAS JOBS^^mmer/"year round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500. $1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MAI, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Environmental Group seeks secretary
to fill vacancy on Executive Board. Send

response<-

Building
to box z\Do btudent Union

HOW DO YOU FEEL???

Turkey Tantrum ^s coming!!!! Monday
November^3rtl Hangar One

JUDI^G^

- Stay with me a while!
- Two years today it feels like

yesterday
- I love you more today thnn yesterday

but not as much as tomorrow
Happy Anniversary

Matt

1 bedroom avdi.„.jic .o< i urnJ^U^,^ „. .

bedroom Riverglade Apt. rent negotiable
Call 253 3691 (start Jan 1)

Female to share master bedroom in
spacious 3 bedroom Townhouse for spring
semester 80. mo plus util on bus route
253-3153 after 5

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNS
WANTED

Legal Services Office has 8 positions
available for full-time Legal Assistant In-
terns for Spring 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Legal Assistants aid at
torneys of the Legal Services Office with
client interviewing, investigations, legal
research, negotiations, giving advice and
referals, preparation of court forms, atten-
dance al nearings in Distnct and Superior
Courts of Hampshire, Franklin & Hampden
counties, and participation in administrative
heanngs and Federal litigation. Legal
Assistants maintain continuing caseload
under supervision of attorneys. For advice
on arranging an internship and credit, con-
tact Office of Internships, Curry Hicks
Building. For further information, contact
Legal Services Office, 922 Campus Center.
Applications due Friday, November 20, at
Office of Internships. Writing sample re-
quired.

Female roommate wanted to share
room in 2 bedroom Brandywine apartment
startjrig^ January l^all 549-4180

Fully furnished room availabieToTfriend-
ly female in Southwood Apt. spring
semester call now 253-9083

Housemate 4 bdrm house with 2 M, IF
avail Dec. 1 on bus route $130 *- utilities

call Bill 253-3623

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Wnting, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Research Consulting and Statistical
Computing by Ph.D. psychologist.
Reasonable rates, guaranteed accuracy
253 5262 or 253-7374

STONES TICKETS

Two Rolling Stones Tickets for Nov 3 tr-

Hartfordj Best Offer^Cal[6-6433 or 6-6353

Stones Tix Syracuse Best offerT 549 582

1

TO SUBLET

LOST

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white clt
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6 8602 no
questions will be asked

Red folder in Curry Hicks
Please call 546-8182 if found

or vicinity.

NEW BEIGE

Honey Bunch I hope you find what you
want. I've found what I want with you.
You're the best! Happy Birthday from
Spike of Spike and Queenie

One bedroom apartment available im-
mediately. $265 includes utilities
dishwasher 665-3503

Small 1 bedroom cottage for intersession
275 per mo call noon or evenings at
253-9344

Brit. Man. 1 bed r in 2 bed r unit. Avail
Dec 23 - Jan 31 $180 ask for David 253 3504

To Sublet feminist for Jan. Sunderland 1

mile from bus, very reasonable 665-3269
Elisa

1 bedroom available in 3 bedroom
Amherst Center apartment. Just
renovated. Available now or may start next
sem. 9 month lease. Call 549-3722

TYPING

PERSONALS

To the tall, blond guy who's caught my
eye in Franklin, the Pub and SBA. . .will we
ever meet?. . .the brunette

Hat Party!! Tues. Nov. 1 7,~P^orRichards
25c drafts, 75c bottled, $1 admission spon
sored^by AXO
Dean, nice to finally meet and talk to vou
11/17 pm! M.

Free-Lance Typing and resume writing.
Top skills, fast service, reasonable rates.
Amherst 549-0518

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable priccc
in the area Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584 2832

WANTED

Today!! 1 day only Doctors Scrub Suits in

the Campus Center

You loved Just Friends 7>Tl923^1>eter
Niemczura has done it again! See the world
premiere of his new musical comedy
STEREOPTICON, at the Red Bam, Hamp^
shire College, November 14, 19 20 21 It

8jJ5jMTK Tickets: $2.00

UMASS BOOfERsTon^e^u^^rTalirne
we thought it was done - now we're back iri

rt let's show them who's #1 Good Luck inNg^^arolina! (the groupies)

Tommy needs his Mommy!

Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Momday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10 2

'

Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

Organist, volunteer cair545^2789 or
545-026 1 for particulars

ROOMMATE WANTED
Roommate wanted: For own room in
three bedroom Puffton Village aot Call
549-4041

Rolling Green - Quiet responsible female
$100 includes utilities available immediately

WANTED TO RENT

Couple seeks apartment near Universi-
ty starting Dec or January call 665-3536

wFlDLIFE SOCIETY

Will feature state wildlife photographer
Jack Swedberg on Nov 17 at 7:30 PM in
104 Thompson. A film will be shown.

WITNESSES NEEDED
We need additional eyewitnesses to an
arrest by UMass Police outside of Kennedy
Tower in SW that occured on Sunday
10-18 81 at approximately 8:30 pm Please
call Alan 546-7423 w/any information

Poor Richard^ /DANCE CLUB
DISCO • Tod 40 1 !fci* Route 9 Ainh€r$(

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

Til
1

25c Drafts 75c Drinks

•ERV THURSDAY

S

FRIDAY & SATURDAY!

2
FOR

s " ' X t
with Guest D.J. AL VARELAS \ 8-10 pm

<so-^^ i

> • • • • >'>\\\\.*.\K\\<>J'.\\K*.\KK\S\\\s\\\\\^
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UM gymnasts holdAlumni Meet
^Tuesday, November 17. 1981

Tuesday, November 17, 198

Collecian filr phndi

UM GYMNASTS BATTLE ALUMNI - The
University of Massachusetts men's and women's
gymnastics teams hosted the UMass gymnast
alumni in a meet held at the Boyden Gym last
Saturday evening. The alumni men topped this
year's crop and the UM women edged their alum-
ni counterparts.

BY GERRY deSIMAS
Colli'gian Correspondent

When the gymnastics judge started to compete on the
high bar during a meet at Boyden gym Saturday night, you
km>w that it was not your ordinary gymnastics meet.

At the 11th annual varsity alumni meet, the University
of Massachusetts men and women gymnasts met their
rispiclive alumni teams in a friendly meet that gave the
current UMass squads some early season experience and
the alumni a chance to show off.

"This is an informal meet that is a good place to try ou
new routines," said men's head coach Roy Johnson. "Its a
lot more exciting than practice and provided incentive to
our gymnasts."

tJven though it was an mtormal meet, the athletes on
both sides performed with all the skill they had. The
varsity tried out new moves and the alumni would try to
rido the ones that they used to perform with ease.

"It was a good opportunity of the gymnasts to get in

fr.»nl of a crowd and perform," said UM women's head
coach Virginia Evans.

The meet gave Johnson a good look at the Minutemen as
I hey prepare for their Dec. 5 opener vs. Army at West
I'oini.

The men's alumni topped the Massachusetts varsity
2.J9.7 to 221.4 to take their sixth meet in the series.

Jim .McGralh. t)ave Buegler, Neil Connolly and John
.Neison are some of the top Minutement Johnson will count
on.

•Wc beat them (Army) last year and we'U beat them
again this year," Johnson predicted.

The UM women's varsity topped its alumni counterparts
in the first ever women's meet. The Minutewomen were
led by Jennifer Pancoast. who won the Women's all around
title.

"I was plea.sed with the girls' (UM varsity) efforts, but
they realize that there is still a lot of hard work left to be
done.

" Evans said, (see relaled story. p.20)

The alumni gymnasts really enjoy the meet. For most, it

IS a chance to compete, for, outside of college, only the
great gymnasts compete in the youth dominated sport.

•'It was a blast, a lot of fun," said Tommy Thompson,
UMass class of '81. "The meet gives you something to look
forward to after you graduate from college," Johnson said

Coilegign ^^

Sports Notices

INTRAMURAL ONE-ON-ONE - Entries are being ac
cepted for men's and women's intramural one-on-one
basketball competition. The play will begin Monday, Nov
23 and entries will l)e accepted until that* date in the In-
tramural Office. Boyden 2ir).

WOMEN'S HOOP - The University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team, coached by Maryann Ozdarski
will host Smith College this afternoon at 5 p.m. in agame-
.scnmmage at the Curry-Hicks Cage. All are welcome to
attend.

Colleirian photo bv Jim Waldron. .,„___„„ voiieman pnoio bv Jim Waldron
ANOTHER 1000-YARDER - UMass tailback

Garry Pearson made it two 1000-yard rushing
seasons in a row when he galloped for 180 yards

?Txr?/ .^'^rf'^s Saturday in the 20-9 UM win overUNH in Durham.

THE ANSWER
TO ALL OF YOUR QUESTIONS:
THE TOP OF THE CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

on the 11th floor

of the Campus Center
BETTER THAN YOU CAN IMAGINE
LESS EXPENSIVETHAN YOU THINK

Lunch Served MoM^ - f'riday 11:30 2 pm
Dinner Served Tuesday Thursday 5 8 pm

Friday & Saturday 5 - 9 pm

FRYE
How many times have you

heard people say: —
'They just don't make things

like they use to. Lately, it seems
prices have gone up... while pro-

duct quality has gone down."

Frye has been making boots
since 1863. To this day Frye boots are still being

quality crafted by skilled hands 'like they use to:

Expensive?? Yes . . . but wouldn't you rather

spend a little more and know you're getting your
money's worths

Stop or ride in and check out our collection of

quality Frye boots for men and women. You'll be
glad you did!!

Open
Country

An outdoor experience

Fnr men and ip^omen

FREE!
Open Country

Shirt

FREE! OPEN COUNTRY SHIRT

If you art one of the first 200 people to bring
us this coupon at the OPEN COUNTRY shop
in Hampshire Mall-we'll give you a tee shirt,

absolutely FREE!!

....One coupon per person please ....

Cards
Welcome

We honor most major credit cards

At... HAMPSHIRE MALL
•.'.' .".M...'

» ».», *.•,'. '.», .•.»,<.•,»,•,»,» » %
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UM: same playoff, different host
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Colk'gian Staff

In Ihret" out of the last four years she's been field hockey
coach at the University of Massachusetts, Pam Hixon has
seen her team reach national post season competition. In
1978 and 1979. UMass finished fourth.

This year, the Minutewomen are the top seeded team in

a tournament that's different from any they've ever played
in. The last two appearances have been in tourneys
sponsored by the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics
for Women (AIAW). This time. UMass will be heading to
the University of Connecticut this weekend (Nov. 21-22)
for the NCAA Division I Championships.
Why the NCAA? There are several reasons, according to

Hixon. But, finances were the key to why UMass, as well
as several other field hockey teams, made the switch this
year.

"It was mostly an administrative decisk)n." said Hixon.
"And it boiled down to finances. The funding for sending a
team to national competition is astronomical. The AIAW
doesn't pick up the travel expenses for teams, but the
NCAA does."

Relaled lo the financial burden is the fact that this year's

AIAW tournament is in California, while the NCAA
lournament is but 60 miles away in Storrs, Conn.

"It's nally exciting to be playing in our backyard," said

Hix«)n. whose teams had to travel to Washington State and
St. Loui^ in previous national competition.

Though money played a big part, there were other
rf;!*;'!"*- f'<r tKo cii-it^-K On»^ u»3b hr> c/>|«<rtjon process for

Thv IJnivvrsiiy o/ Massachusetts field hockey team
liuvrls to the Uniwrsily of Connecticut in Storrs, Conn.
tfiis weeknid to take part m the NCAA Division /National
/'layoffs. UMass, which finished with a perfect 170-2
n gular season record, is the number one seed in the
t'niniavit lit and mill meet Old Dominiim in semifinal actum
Salurday.

I he weekly poll and for the upcoming tournament.
"Every week, the regional coordinators would meet and

determine who would be in the poll, based on overall
record and the strength of that record." said Hixon. "It
was very consistent throughout the season. The selection

for the Nationals were the same way — based on the
strength of the overall record, including what kind of
teams are on your schedule."

"I think this year's selection process eliminates the 'fluke

ti'am' that comes out of nowhere and beats a team that

de.M'rves the chance to play in the Nationals more than
they do," Hixon said.

However fair the selections seem to be this year, Hixon
said there could be problems in the near future.

"There was a definite split down the middle," sakl

Hixon. "Some joined the NCAA, some stayed with the

AIAW. I think more teams will join the NCAA as time
g(X'S on. and that might complicate the selection process a
great deal."

As for the near future of this weekend. UMass will play

Ijong Beach State in the semifinals on Saturday, while host
UConn will meet Old Dominion.

UConn earned a spot in the semifinals by knocking off

Purdue University, 2-1, in Saturday's first round of
competition. The national championship final will be held
on Sunday.

ATTENTION COLLEGIAN SPORTS
STAFF! — There will he a staffmeeting in

the newsroom at 7:30 p.m. tonight. Atten-

dance is mandatory as winter sports beats

will be assigned.

Collegian Player-of-the-Game
BY STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

Usually it is very easy and sort of a cut
and dried exercise to choose one performer
as a game's outstanding player. The guy
who made the big touchdown, the player
who ran two interceptions back for scores
... the list of possible scenarios is virtually
endii'ss.

11 one were to consider last Saturday's
University of Massachusetts 20-9 victory
over New Hampshire, then the formula.'
should Mill hold. There is one slight
problem here, though. There was not just
one standout player-performer in that
Yankee Conference. title clinching
MiYiuieman win. but a pair. And, fittingly
enough, these two game winners have been
doing ii game in. game out all .season long.

UM head coach Boh Pickett

labels (Pete) DiTomasso "the

best linebacker in the Yankee
Conference.

"

For their typical, valuable team con
iribuiions in the important win. senior co-
capmin Pete DiTomas.so and junior tailback
(Jarry Pearson are this week's coCo/ZryMi//
i Mayers (tf(h«(iann'.

Each receives this award for the second
iinie this season. DiTomasso was an earlier
winner for his efforts in the 29-24 UM
cagmg of the University of Connirticut and
Pearson was top performer in the Rhode
Island game Oct. 3.

DiTomasso dominated the Wildcat line of
s«rimmage from the go. playing a large role
in limiiing the UNIl running attack to just
.'{H yards in the first half and H7 on the

game. The Staten Island Stopper was in on
12 tackles, recovered one of four Wildcat
fumhUs and caused another.
DiTomasso. who was also named Yankee

Conference Defensive Player of the Week
for the stTond time this year, also messed
up UNH's passing attack in the first half.

I»aiiing down a Denis Stevens pass on a
thin! and long situation causing UNH to
settle for a field goal, and intercepted a pass
in iht- second quarter, returning it 41 yards
it) set up the second UM TD.
To lop ii all off, the senior linebacker took

I he snap on a third period fake punt and
rolhd for 14 yards lo set up the final score.

"I saw the stick (first down marker) and I

just went for it," DiTomasso. whom UM
head coach fiob Pickett labels "the best
linebacker in the Yankee Conference." said.

Pearson, the all time Massachusetts
career rushing leader, continued his

"Tve seen thew all this year,

"

UNH head coach Bill Bovjcs

said. "And BU's (John) Drew is

the only one who comes close to

(Garry) Pearson.

"

running exploits with a 180 yard per-
lormanci'. setting up all three UM TDs with
his wtirk horse. 31 carries and scoring one

I'hol.) niurti'v of 1 Mass Sporls Inrnrmalion Offif

GARRY PEARSON
six pointer of his own.

"Ive seen them all this year (YC running
back.s;."" UNH head coach Bill Bowes said
"And HUs (John) Drew is the only one who
comes close lo Pearson."

The Minuumin will not practice this

we»k, in anticipation of the NCAA's
decisiim next Monday on the Division I AA
at large playoff berths. Who knows? Maybe
we haven't seen the last of DiTomasso and
Pearsim in Minuleman uniforms this

season.

Women gymnasts
looking hopeful
The University of Massachu.selts varsity gymnastics

team, h'd by roach Virginia Evans, holds its first com-
pelilion of the y<'ar Dec. 4, when they host the University

of New Hampshire and the University of Kh(Mle Island in

the I'Mass Invitational .Meet.

When UMass go<>s up against UNIl on the fourth of

December, I hey will Iw lacing one of their toughest rivals.

Last season's UM s(juad had only two lr»ss«'s. one to I'NIl

and I hi' oih«-r to I'enn Stale. This year's team looks

hoiK'ful. with manv sophomores ret urninjj and the addition

of some freshmen who have great potential l<t add vitality

to the l«am.
Evans has good reas(»n lo hope for ihis sine*' last y<'ar.

one.oj the team's highest scorers. Kalhy Matthews, had lo
Im- laken out of competition in .January due to injury.

Th«' UMass gymnasts compete in several different
evems. Tu-luding vaulting, uneven bars, balanc*- beam and
floor ixerciM-. The women watch for lop performances
from Ireshnien Jeann<' Bru/zese and Jennifer Pancoast and
.sophomores Rogin I»w (last s<'ason's high scorer) and
Matthews. Competing in all around comp<-lition is Heidi
Milender. who received the team's most improv«d per
former award last season.

La-si sea.son s teai.i wa.-. u _. ,'..ij finished as state
champions and placed fifth in the Eastern regional
playoffs. This M-ason the lean will Ik' competing in the
NCAA instead of the AIAW. This new competition wiP
allow the team lo meet with gymnasts from other states
iK'sides just ihoM" in the New England area, according to
Evans.

- CHARISSEFEINERMAN PAUL BEAULIEU
< ivllririan photo b> Mnrt llrHilt
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Runners finish
at NE qualifier
By KENNETH ROLT
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — The University of Massachusetts men's
cross country team wrapped up its season by scoring 141
points, for fourth place out of thirteen Division I New
England .schools, at the NCAA N.E. qualifying meet,
yesterday at Franklin Park.

Providence College easily won the meet, .scoring 25
points lo runnerup Hosion University's HI point total. Both
schools qualify to compete at the finals at Wichita. Kan
Nov. 2:3.

Dartmouth College was the only other school ahead of
I he Minuiemen. with 104 points.

UMass. recently polled as the fifth best team in New
England, behind Providence. BU. Yale University and
Dartmouth College, upended Yale in the team standings.

Senior co captains Paul Beaulieu and Chris Omeltchenko
led UMass. finishing in the sixteenth and twenty-fourth
spots respectively. Both ran personal bests for the 10.000
meter course. B«<aulieu at 30:16 and Omeltchenko timed at

Frank Prial. John Caffrey and Rodney LaFlamme placed
27ih.34ih. and 40lh for the Minuiemen.

"Another good performance." said UMass men's cross
country coach Ken O'Brien. "We couldn't squeeze out any
more points than we did."

ivJ^*^^
''*" "^^^ *'^'" °^*'" ^^^ *^"^''"« season." saidO Brien. "Our only had meet was the IC4A*s."

I
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Goldman found
not guilty of
fund misuse
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student judiciary
tribunal last night cleared Student Government
Association Treasurer Richard Goldman of fundmismanagement charges.

In its ruling, the tribunal stated that it disagreed withthe allegation that the treasurer "spent this money opromulgate one side of the issue...This court finds RichardGoldman expressed his professional opinion with those

"T am very happy with the decision," Goldman said. "The
tribunal realized there was no malicious intent. It is my
responsibibty and job as manager of the trust fund to goout and inform students of thus cause."
The ruling went on to state Goldman's decision to usefunds m support of a fee increase was made "in the absence

of the clear judicial clarification" of account regulations.
I he tribunal determined no funds would be used in the

TZ'il
'"^^'''' ""' ''*^^ °^ "" *^^^"^ «•• ^<^"^"y 'o both

sides. The minimum penalty for this in the future wiU be
restitution.

An Oct. 5 and 6 referendum asked students if they
favored a $10 Student Activities Trust Fund increase
Goldman spent money from his account on posters andmieguin ads asking students to support the increase
Advocate Peter Graham cited this as Ulegal and petitioned
the University judiciary for a hearing
The ruling stated that publicity must be approved by

both the governmental affairs committee and the
Undergraduate Student Senate, and a report must bemade including reasons for the proposed expenditure
winch would be available for review by any interested

Goldman said he "obviously" planned to adhere to the
wishes of the judiciary, but feels he was within his power
to allocate the money.

*^

"There was discussion within the senate without any
negative feedback," Goldman said. "The original wording,
which was definitely misleading, could only be interpreted
by assuming the senate wanted to take the stance I took

"

The rulmg of the tribunal also concerned itself with
constitutional laws and the referendum process. It states
sections of the document are "unconstitutionally violative

"

mcluding the rules that a referendum must be petition^
by 25 percent of the student body, as it is an "unreasonably
arge and prohibitive number," and less than 25 percent of
the student body should be considered a representative
sample in a referendum.

continued on page U
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GIFT IDEAS — Ted Lakomv artic# on^ ^.4. ..
< -•"«^K'«n'Thoio bv H.m,rd ubiu

with Nancy Hadad. a mecha„rcai englen„rS t'"''"'
"^ ^"'' ^"""'"^^ P'""-

Jimmy Hendrix.
engineering senior. Ted s drawings range from Miss Piggy to

Gorman roof to be rebuilt,
University accepting bids
By DAVID SiUMMERSBYBy DAVID S^UMMERSBY
Collegian Cori^espondant

University of Massachusetts officials have decided toconstruct a new roof on Gorman dormitory which has been
plagued by leaks for the last three years.

Assistant director of housing services John R. Findlev
said the new roof wUl be a totally new surface and wUI

seTester.
^ '"'^'^' '^ ^^'^ ^^^""^« -' ^^^ ^P""^

The University has requested that bids be submitted by
roofing contractors and when aU the bids are in they willaward the contract to the lowest bidder. The bids should
all be m by late November and the University wUl be able
to make it s selection of a contractor during the first week
of December. Findley said.

.hi^'^^/^fovn/'^'"
^ * single-ply membrane of poly vinylchlonde (PVC). which is a type of plastic that is sjLialfy

designed to expand and contract with the changes in
weather. There will also be a layer of insulation with thePVC that should make the roof much more structurally
sound, Findley said.

'

The current leaky roof is a buUt-up roofing system made
ot an asphalt and tar application called bitunem. It hassimply not been able to withstand New England's harshweather conditions. Findley said.
Findley said the roof was buUt in 1979 by Inner Citv

nrhi'"^ ^- ^" '^^ "P""^ "^^ ^^^' '^ b«g^" to leak and

fh! f Jk r' "^T^^ '^^' ''"*^"' ^^^t y^^'' ••^sidents onthe fourth floor of Gorman were forced to evacuate onceand this year the floor has been dosed down.
The culmination of the problem occurred on Oct 18when the entire dormitory had to be evacuated because of

excessive flooding and the threat of electrical fires
The University is suing Inner City Roofing claiming thecompany performed inadequate work on the roof

Local professor facing deportation
given 30 days to explore options
Rv PAIII PPT 17AT

bn^ g _ ffcoto '••rtM.v of A»li«r.t C«lkg»
nofesBor Dennis Brutus of Amherst College

ByPAULBELVAL
Collegian Staff

Dennis Brutus, an Amherst College professor and an
active opponent of South Africa's racist apartheid policies,
has b^n granted a 30-day continuance on his deportation
hearing so he can explore the different options open to him.
Immigration and Naturalization Service Judge Irving

Schwartz last week upheld the decision of the INS district
commissioner that Brutus was legally deportable, ac-
cording to Mokubung Nkomo. a local member of the Dennis
Brutus Defense Committee. Schwartz offered Brutus three
courses o^ action he could take in the deportation
proceedmgs,

Nkomo said Schwartz told Brutus he could either opt for
voluntary deportation, where he would leave willfully and
apply for a visa after his departure; submit a request for
pohtical asylum to the State Department; or try to obtain
d^cretionary relief." where the Immigration Department

judge would rule Brutus' reasons for being in the country
illegally are excusable, and dismiss the case.

Brutus said he prefers the voluntary deporUtion route if
he receives the assurance he would be allowed back into
the country.

"I would like to leave the U.S. voluntarUy and obtain a
visa and return." Brutus said yesterday. "I would prefer
not to be deported."

Nkomo said he believes that any application for political
asy urn would be refused because of the "unsympathetic
attitude of the State Department.

'If it goes to the State Department, it's a lost battle."Nkomo said. If they granted political asylum to Brutus the
implication would be that the South African government
which the Reagan Administration has called our friends'
has been condemned for suppression.

"

Discretionary reUef is also improbable, since the
Immigration and NaturaUzation Service seems to feel they
have a justifiable case against Brutus, Nkomo said
Brutus said that any letters and petitions from people

SdneS.^'"' '^ ""'' ^"^^"^ '' ^^^ ^^^^^^

'Letters and petitions wUl be discussed at the second
stage of the hearings, and they are still important "

he
said.

Nasif Mahmoud, Brutus' attorney, said the next hearing
should take place in mid-December, and at that time they
will tell the judge which option they have chosen
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US, Egypt stage maneuvers:
CAIRO WEST AIR BASE. Ftrvnt (AP. _ it c „»^ •_ .. ,. .

^CAIRO WEST AIR BASE. Egypt (AP) - U.S. and
Egyptian troops fired ground-to-air missiles, including
Soviet SAM7s. at orange colored drones and miniature
versions of Soviet MiG-23 fighter planes during maneuvers
yesterday.

On the second day of training between American and
Egyptian forces participating in the Bright Sur "82
exercises. U.S. troops in desert fatigues showed off their
ant i aircraft skills.

MeanwhUe. in Addis Ababa. Ethiopia, the pro-Soviet
governments of Ethiopia. Libya and South Yemen con-
demned the United Sutes for "arrogance of power" in
staging the exercises, which they contend are a threat to

peace in the Mideast and the Horn of Africa.
Foreign ministers of the three countries, which signed a

mutual defense pact last August, issued the condemnation
at the end of a two-day emergency meeting to protest the
maneuvers, the official Ethiopian News Agency ENA
said yesterday.

o j.

The exercises on the training field of this air base some
18 miJes west of Cairo began Saturday.
The Americans - members of the 82nd Airborne

Division and the 24th Mechanized Infantry Division - had
what Lt. Gen. Robert C. Kingston said was a "good shoot"
at the movmg targets. Kingston is head of America's Rapid
Deployment Force.

Talks open in Polish crisis
WARSAW. PnbnH I API C^.;j._: . .. ^V^ARSAW. Poland (AP) - Solidarity and the Com-

munist government opened Ulks yesterday on the PoUsh
cnsis and both sides expressed hope that conciliation will
end the turmoil that has swept the nation for more than a
year.

Trade Union Minister SUnislaw Ciosek. the chief
government represenutive. said in convening the
discussions. "This is a time of unrest in Poland ... But it is
also a lime of hope."
He urged the independent union to cooperate with the

government in confronting the nation's myriad problems.
SoUdarity's national spokesman. Marek Brunne. said.We are not preparing ourselves for an all-out bayonet

charge on the government, which means we are not in the
grip of door die sentiments. We are not prepared to
impose our dictates on the government, either."
Brunne said initial talks are Ukely to last a week to 10

days before substanuve bargaining begins, and that the
big question mark ' is whether the "government is not just

going to exploit the meeting for propaganda purposes."

Digest
By the Associated Press

^^

m^m

US manpower need is met
by volunteers, says Reagan
WASHINGTON - President Reagan declared success

yesterday ui recruiting and maintaining a quality all-
volunteer force during the past year, and said this
represents the best way to meet our manpower
requirements in times of peace."
Reagan's sUtement obviously was intended to reinforce

his posiUon that a return to the draft would be unnecessary
in peacetime.

Simultaneously, the Defense Department held an ex-
tensive bnefmg to underscore the president's statement
that the 1981 fiscal year "was an important mUestone in the
history of America's all volunteer armed forces."
Pentagon manpower chief Lawrence Korb told reporters

that fiscal 1981. which ended Sept. 30. marked the first
time the Defense Department has fuUy met its authorized
strength since the draft ended in mid- 1973.

House GOP leader to join
1982 race for governor's seat
BOSTON - Rep. WiUiam G. Robinson of Melrose, the

Republican floor leader since 1979. will formally announce
his candidacy for governor today.
Robinson. 55. wUI use a series of news conferences

around the state to become the third entry for the GOP
prize and could be joined later by one of his whips Rep
Andrew H. Card Jr.. RHolbrook.
Already campaigning for the party's gubernatorial

nomination are Boston City Councilor John W. Sears a
former legislator and sute committee chairman, and Guy
A. Carbone. a lawyer, engineer and former Democrat who

spUt with the a^lministi^ation of Gov. Edward J. King
Robinson has been ^r^ive in a number of controversial

issues and last week announced he will seek major changes
in the way judges are selected in Massachusetts, including
a recall procedure. |i

Mass. beverage industry sets
effort to repeal bottle bill
BOSTON - Enactment of the controversial bottle bUIby the Legislature over (fov. Edward J. King's veto has

virtuaUy guaranteed another hot election issue in 1982
Opponents of the new law are mounting a campaign tohave voters repeal it. even i)efore it goes into effect.
Massachusetts became the eighth state Monday with an

anti liter law requiring deposits on beverage containers.
But the nickel and dime deposits on beer and soft drink
conumers won't be required until Jan. 17 1983

Tracie Hellend. spokeswoman for the Massachusetts
Beverage Industry and Ubor Committee, said yesterday
that we are mounting a campaign to coUect the signatures
to put the issue on the baUot in 1982... We are looking for

Son of Iran's l^te shah
enrolls in public school here
WILLIAMSTOWN. - A teen-age son of the late Shah ofIran hoping to hve a normal Ufe." enrolled as asophomore at a pubUc high sohool in this northwestern

Massachusetts college town yesterday

-n^'',i^'K
*''*•

^5' **" "^^^ ''^^^ ^•^"•^^ »" chemistry
and algebra and general classes in English \nd world
history at Mount Greytock Regional High School, school
supenntendent Robert Weiser said. Weiser said guidaTe
counselors were checking his fluency in French to see if herequired any more high school language courses
'He wants to settle in and live a normal life." Weiser

said. It s a compliment to public education."

.oii'^-
^*^*'.?''' ^«^*"'"^d Reza Pahlavi. died in in July

1980 in exile in Egypt. The family fled revolutionaries in

Teach bible and
science, 76% say
NEW YORK (AP) - Three of four Americans believe

that both the scientific theory of evolution and the biblical
theory of creation should be taught in public schools, ac-
cording to the latest Associated Press NBC News poll.

In addition, Americans believe teachers and librarians
should have more say than either parents or school boards
in deciding what books and materials should be used in

public schools.

In the poll, 1,598 adults were telephoned in a nationwide
scientific random sampling Oct. 25 26.

In response to the question, "Do you think public schools
should teach only the scientific theory of evolution, only
the biblical theory of creation, or should schools offer both
theories*.'" 76 percent said public schools should teach both
theories.

People with children 17 or younger were slightly more
likely than other respondents to say both theories should
be taught.

Louisiana and Arkansas have enacted legislation
requiring that biblical creationism be Uught parallel to
scientific evolution, and other states are considering
similar measures.

Reagan team sees
little *82 growth
WASHINGTON (AP) - The "slight" recession

President Reagan forecast a month ago has become an
"average" downturn that wUl ruin the administration's
prediction for strong economic growth in 1982, a chief
administration economist said yesterday.
"The depth of this recession will be about ... average

rank for the post war period," Murray Weidenbaum
chairman of the president's CouncU of Economic Advisers
said in describing the eighth recession in the economy since
World War II,

In an interview with a group of reporters, Weidenbaum
also reaffu-med the possibiUty that unemployment, at 8
percent of the labor force in October, could return to a
post war peak of 9 percent by next March.
At the same time, he said inflation, running at a 14 8

percent annual rate for consumer prices in September
should unwind to a rate of 7 percent to 8 percent for 1982— the lowest level since 1977.

"All in all, I see this as ... the rocky road the economy
travels on the path to stronger growth and less inflation,"
he said. "The kind of economic adjustment we're going
through does involve, is accompanied by rising unem-
ployment."

Weidenbaum's new predictions are cbse in Une with
forecasts by most leading private economists, who had
criticized the administration's earlier projections as being
overiy optimistic.

Iran in January 1979.
\

The school educates seventh through ^2th graders from
Lanesborough and Wyiiamstown. home <»? a Pahlavi family
mansion bought in 1979 when Reza l>ahlavi attended
Williams College. i

,
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There ^,u ^e elective seminar tonight at 7:30 on

Ralph Whitehead. Whitehead is also the ChanceUors
Special Assisunt for External Relations. Wit? theprospect of decreasing budgets, where does UMass go andwhere do state politics fit in? What are someof the cSri^t
pohtica^issues m higher education'/ The seminar will Te agood backgrounder ,f you are interested in politicalreporting. Come to the office 15 minutes early wh^n thelocation wUI be announced.
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Wom^n lose
with Reagan

econ, panel
By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

Women are much worse off economically than men, and
tne Keagan admmistration policies will further aggravate
the situation, said members of a panel from the University
ot Massachusetts economics department yesterday at the
workshop, 57 cents to Every Dollar: Is That What We're
worth?
Economics graduate student Nancy Rose declared "We

are m the midst of an economic crisis. This means there is
less avaUable to go around and basically what Reagan is
trying to do is take from the poor and give to the rich."
Carolyn Schmelcke, another economics graduate, spoke

of the "feminization of poverty" saying "The current
trend has been for women to increase as the percentage of
the population who earn less than minimum wage."
Quoting Department of Labor statistics, she said one in

three families headed by women is poor, as compared with
one in nine for families headed by men. Schmelcke showed
1970 statistics compiled by the Bureau of Census which
depicted comparable work requiring similar education
levels as examples. The examples showed the discrepancy
between how much more is earned in male dominated
fields as compared with comparable worth of female
dominated fields. She said women now earn an average of
about 60 cents to every dollar men earn.
Panel member Elaine McCrate said, "Budget cuts

disproportionately affect women. Deregulation is hitting
women m all places, especially in affirmative action and
equal opportunity." She said the Reagan administration's
sentiments about affirmative action and equal opportunity
are that they are not necessary, because in a free market
system anyone who deserves to succeed, will. She said one
Reagan's proposals would free 75 percent of all employers
from affirmative action requirements.
"Suppose you get the job." she said. "Reagan doesn't

want you to have it, but suppose by some miracle you get it
anyway - deregulation will still get you." This would hap-
pen, she said, because Reagan is "gutting" OSHA (Oc-
cupation Safety and Health Administration).

iCollegian

Today
Photojournalism

Conference
the coming of the electronic

age to newspapers

Room 101 C.C.

12-4 p.m.
all UMass students are

invited to attend

free of charge
|

Discolored water on campus
to result from hydrant testing

Discoloration of the water in certain areas around the
University of Massachusetts campus will occur within the
next few days, but is no cause for alarm.

At 9 p.m. tomorrow, the University Physical Plant will

be performing fire hydrant flow tests in order to deter-
mine flow and pressure pattern of the water distribution
system on campus. The tests will be completed by 4 a.m.
Friday.

The flushing that occurs will cause the water to turn a
brownish-rust color, but Utility Design Head Hans
VanderLeeden said there is no reason to be concerned.
The discoloration is due to the agitation of natural
sediments in the pipes, and will not affect the use of the
water in any way. The condition is temporary, and should
last no longer than a day.

VanderLeeden said the testing is a fire protection study,
needed to determine if the water distribution system is

working effectively, in case of fire emergencies.
- MARIANNE GATES

Iran to be discussed tonight

at student-sponsored forum
The Iranian Students Organization, the Iranian Student

Association Supporters of the Organization of the Iranian

People's Fedaii Guerilla<i and the Union of Iranian Students
in Amherst will be holding a discussion about the key
issues in Iran tonight at 7:30 in Thompson 102 at the
University of Massachusetts.

Roxanne Edward8 (left) and Richard Zetlin. Co-Presidents of the UMASS Ski Clurir^areTki
^n

for the "Great Ski Snatch" last night. The sale is taking place in the Studenf UnfonBanroom and features $500,000 worth of skis, boots, poles. clothiSg and cross-count?, cTp

Amherst allocates funds
to improve bicycle safety
By RANDI J. MARCUS
Collegian Staff

The Committee on Bicycling received the $3,700 they re-
quested for identifying hazardous bicycling conditions and
developing a plan to increase safety at the Amherst Town
Meeting Monday night in Pelham Regional Junior
Highschool auditorium.

A representative of the bicycle committee, Jeffrey
Mischkinsky said, "The committee has already begun to
identify hazards, but the town needs long range plans to
carry out the work."
Another member of the bicycle committee Walter Brad-

shaw, said the funds are needed to pay for professional
planners.

"We aren't able to come up with a practical design and
the Amherst Town Planner doesn't have the time. Money
is also needed for supplies for graphic services."

"Curbs have been removed, not with bikes in mind, but
wheelchairs," said Town Meeting member Nancy Gorden.
"It would be helpful to locate places where curbs can be

removed for cyclers."

Amherst Selectman Richard Minear said the Selectmen
support the article, and added. "As an occasional bicycler,
people who planned the roads in Amherst didn't unders-
tand bicyclers."

Another related article was a proposal for the town to
allocate $7,500 to enable the Public Works Department to
make the safety improvements according to priorities set
by the Committee on Bicycling.

Finance Committee member Bryan Harvey moved to
ammend the article to $2,000. The ammendment was ap-
proved by the required two-thirds majority of Town
Meeting members, and the bill was passed.

"The Finance Committee views $2,000 enough to use as
the town's token of its approval of bicycle safety im-
provements. It will take sometime before recommenda-
tions can be looked at, and $2,000 would be a start to a
clear commitment to the program," Harvey said. He add-
ed that the larger sum ($7,500), was not called for at this
late time in the fiscal year.

Amherst Town Manager A. Louis Haywood supported
the Finance Committee. "Basically what we are looking at
in terms of repairs could hold off in much of the appropria-
tions until next fiscal year. A tight Public Works budget
was set last spring. Lines on the streets can be repainted,
but to expand, or do any major correctional work, more
money would be needed and work would be done in the
spring," Haywood said.

Town Meeting member Vincent O'Connor, who submit-
ted the article by petition of 100 signatures, said it was ap-
propriate for this to be considered a public safety article.

Newslines...
A slide show about recent developments in Iran will

follow the discussion.

Everywoman's Center seeking
organizational input for review

As Everywoman's Center (EWO approaches its tenth
anniversary, it has initiated a critical review of its goals
and objectives.

EWC is asking for comments from the community as
part of the review process. If you do not receive a ques-
tionnaire in the mail within two weeks, please call or write
EWC at Wilder Hall. UMass. 545-0883.

Everywoman's Center offering

noon workshops to women
Lunchtime workshops on concerns of working women

are being arranged by the Everywoman's Center (EWC).

Today the workshop being held from 12 - 1 p.m. in
r(x)m 116 of the Campus Center will be "Career
Development Workshop: Skills Identification and Resume
Writing."

Other workshops to be held from 12 1 p.m. in rooms
804-808 of the Campus Center are : "Minority Women in

the Workplace: I am Somebody," on Nov. 24; "Stress in

the Workplace" on Dec. 1; and 'Oraanizing in the Work-
place: Film on Wesco Strike. " on Dec. 8.

Culture differences are focus

of third in racism series
The third event of the series,"In Appreciation of Dif-

ference: Responding to Racism in American Culture." a
panel discussion entitled. "Culture: In Appreciation of
Difference.

'
will be held at 7:30 p.m. in Hampden Student

Center. Southwest Residential Area, at the University of
Massachusetts.

Speakers will be Johnnella Butler, professor and chair of
Black Studies at Smith College; Roberto Uno ThelweU,
organi/er of the Third World Theatre Series; and Patricia
Gonzalez, professor of literature and language in the
Spanish/Portuguese department at Smith.

Photojournalists meet today
at UMass for conference
Some 50 photojournalists from newspapers and wire

serices throughout New England will be attending a
photjournalism conference from noon to 4 p.m. in room 101
of the Campus Center at the University of Massachusetts
today.

The conference, co sponsored by the UMass Daily
ColUgian and the New England Clan of Newsphoto
Editors Photo Chiefs Graphic Persons, will focus on the
coming of the electronic age to newspapers and feature Bill

Lyon, vice president of newspk:tures at United Press
International as the key speaker.

continued on page 4

^^
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Tlic qRoup ThAT bRouqhr you 'Jesus CliRisT Superstar'

TliE UMass Music ThcATRE Guild

PRESENTS

SUGAR
ThE MusicAl VERSION of tIie clAssic JAck Lemon -

MARilyN Monroe - ToNy CuRris HIm 'Some LikE It Hot'

FINAL J SHOWS! - Tomorrow, FwdAy,
ANd SATURdAy - 8 PM -

$J. SrvdENTS, $4. GeneraI Public,

BowkER AudiTORiuM, SrockbRidqE HaU
(near CC Bus Srop)

TicliETS AVAiUbU at tIie BowkER Box OFficE

OR ThE Guild Campus Center TaBIe

For more jnFo caU $47-0787
SuppoRTcd by tIie Fine Arts CouNcil

T

Newslines
continued from page S

Moral majority vice president

to speak at Smith tonight
Cal Thomas, vice president of the Mofal Majority, will

speak tonight at 7:30 in Sage Hall, Stnitli College, on the
Moral Majority and the political atnposphere in the
country. •

The lecture is sponsored by the Smith College Student
Lecture Committee.

Rape, incest victims find

help at Everywoman's Center
Incest victims as children and rape victiips may be part

of support groups which are now being formed at the
Everywoman's Center (EWC) located in Wilder Hail at
UMass.
Victims of either trauma who are intei^sted may call

EWC at 545-0883 to sign up. Childcarecan be arranged.

* Goldman
continued from page 1

The tribunal found the statute requh-ing 25 signatures
for a judicial review petition "void and unconstitutional." It
also called for mandatory videotaping of all senate
meetings to be stored unedited for a year and a half, and all
legislation made in the future not taped would be void.
Chair of the Finance Committee Alan Compagnon said

the ruling is being reviewed by all parties concerned, and
SGA Attorney General Lisa Ziebel said an appeal would
probably be made.

Over
'2000 Buttons^

priced

from
"-t^

for

this sale

75c to 1.50

SAVE
25%

ONE TIME ONLY
BUTTON SALE

SPECIAL PURCHASE
Rock —

New Wave
•^p- \t

'

off regular

prices
fe;»

\^\i*

Punk

— Novelty —
Square - Round

3 DAYS

Wed - Thur - Fr

Nov 18-19-20

X

LOCATED ON
SPECIAL SALE

TABLES
in front of

the store

the

University Store

r WM0^— Specific buttons depicted

inHBMHliiiiAflttiBBttBttS^s^

M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Limited Quantities on Individual Styles

Tonight

MARTIAN
HIGHWAY
^o Cover 50c Drafts

rusty nailer
Thurs. Nov. 19 Fri. Nov. 20

CARDIAC JOAN
KIDS JETT

Rt. 47. Sunderland, MA 66B 4937

Sat. Nov. 21

JAMES
COTTON
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EDITORIAL/OPTlMTmvr
'Survival tips'

It resurfaced about a week ago on late night television. I

almost missed it, but there it was, neatly wedged in bet-
ween the commercial for the latest miracle gadget and the
Springfield mayoral campaign. Trepidation hit me as I

j^w for the first time in 1981, a commercial by the U S
Post Office reminding me to please mail my Christmas
cards early. "Holy Macys!," I thought. "The holiday
season IS attacking again!" A quick glance at the calendar
showed that Thanksgiving is approaching with a robust
ferocity that's just waiting to tear apart all the nice layers
of academic insulation that we have accumulated as col-
lege students. As a measure against this torrent of cheek
pinching and denture clattering, I thought I would offer a
few holiday survival tips.

As you are packing to make the long sojourn home
remember to keep a fifly-fifty balance between clean and
dirty laundry. By not bringing home every piece of

Mary Beth Hebert

'About as competent as the '62 Mets
This country's present administration is so off the wall

that people are looking back on the Carter administration
wth nostalgia and fondness. If one looks at the first year
of the Reagan Administration, one sees the following-
A Secretary of State, who only could be a creation out of

a comic stnp. Al Haig, who was supposed to be the season,
ed member of the staff, thinks that there is a guerrilla
campaign to undermine his authority, a line of presidential
succession which puts him after the Vice-President and

Dave McCarthy

foreign policy is based upon the assumption that the world
IS still bi-polar.

We also have a secretary of war (excuse me, I mean
defense) who wants to put neutron bombs and more tac-
tical missiles on Western European soil, at a time when
pacifist and disarmament sentiment is high. Casper Wein-
burger, picked up on waivers from United Technologies
(talk about conflict of interest) is pushing for production of
the B-1 bomber after two govemnrient studies have shown
that It would be obsolete before it could be built Next
year, he will probably advocate that all fighter jets be

Tii^ttrrT

Two sides to every story
To the Editor:

As a male student at UMass, I have heard enough tales
of woe - usually from a female who got more than
bargained for during a night on the town. She was
violated. She can't trust men. That potential man of her
dreams is an animal. Naturally, the sex-crazed, abusive
male is to blame.
Let's examine his modus operandi. He has been sub-

jected to those faraway eyes for half the night. She strolls
over, strikes up a conversation. "Maybe this one's dif-
ferent," he thinks. "Maybe she understands and accepts
her own needs as well as a man's." Can he trust her or is
she just another teaser out to upset his hormonal balance
for the weekend? She wants a ride home. She wants to
check out his place. She just laid a kiss on him that melted
his shoes. She knows how to get a man completely excited
and then ask to go home!
Come now! Just who are we kidding here? How long can

women on this campus bad mouth men for having human
desire? Would they prefer us all gay or perhaps neutered?
That would extend a secure feeling for the women around
here, not to mention total boredom.
Obviously, no sane individual could possibly condone

acts of vilence nor sexual abuse. This author merely
wishes to emphasize that to every coin there are both
heads and tales.

Bill DeCaroIis

Amherst

Stranded at mall-buses wanted!
To the Editor:

Anyone who recently tried to get a ride to or. from tjie

mall 4tnow8 that more extensive bu« service ts y>t^; ,V

equiped with hyperspace and smart bombs.
Other minor players in this administration include

1 "i^ ^^^'^ ^^'^^' ^•*^^*'"*^ A"^"' ^ho has a habit of
losing $1,000 honorariums meant for the First Lady Then
Uiere is Budget Director. David Stockman, who says he
does- not -know what-all the numbers in «te-498<T budget

thfrich"^
'^"'"'^^ '' ^^ something to do 5vl!th' favoring

Let no one forget about our President, Ronald (666)
Wilson Reagan. He thinks that pollution is caused by
trees, a petite nuclear war is plausible, the government
pesters gun owners, and that the magic of the
marketplace will feed the poor. This team is about as com-
petent as the '62 Mets. Fortunately, one could turn the
Mets off. So what is a college student to do? Apathy and
scorn are no good, because they do not change anything
I>Bmonstrations are something, but usually have minimum
ettect (see bathroom demonstration).
The answer lies in '82 and '84. The voting booth is the

most consistently powerful instrument of change Take
the time to see who is running nationally and locally, and
then get out to vote. Let's not let anyone claim a mandate
with only thirty percent of the population voting ever
again.

e «=

Dave McCarthy is a UMass student.

which provided express service from UMass to the mall
was halted, the push and shove to board buses has inten-
sified. Presently the Northampton bus must take up the
slack, provide service to the mall and to Northampton
Just last week, 1 went to a 7.00 pm show at the mall and

did not get back until nearly midnight. Between 9:00 and
10:30 two full buses passed us by, so my friend and I decid-
ed to walk. The stretch of Route 9 from the mall to 'Joey
D's IS extremely dangerous to walk along, especially at
night. Cars traveling along Route 9 speed often out of con-
trol, especially on a weekend night, and we know there
have been many instances of drunk driving lately, fatal ac-
cidents occurring as a result. Why should students be plac-
ed in a position that puts their life on the line?
During orientation, back when I was a freshman, cars

were discouraged because of the "extensive bus service."
But lately, cars have become a necessity when going to a
movie or to dinner because of the overcrowded buses.
Furthermore, the insufficient bus service is especially

detrimental to women. They are forced to wander in dark
desolate parking lots because the buses can not accom-
modate them, and frequently they must stumble back to
campus along ill-lit side roads fit for pedestrians.

Increased bus service is essential, especially with the up-
coming holiday shopping traffic, making the already bad
situation become worse. The death or rape of a student
stranded at the mall may. sadly enough, turn out to be the
only catalyst to improve this serious situation. Let's hone
not!

^

Jane Puskas
Orchard Hill

clothing you quietly show Mom that college really is
teaching you self-responsibility. (You don't mention to her
that everything you washed turned orange.) On the other
hand if you don't bring anything dirty home, your parents
will think you re all set to make it on your own and will not
accept your collect phone calls begging for money.

Being home from school gives you many great oppor-
tunities to talk to people you hardly ever see and have
token great lengths to avoid. A good conversation willhave three important elements in it: what you're dong at
«;hool. whatever they've been doing in their lives, and
tinally, a hint of what you want fot- Christmas.

When talking about your life at school with relatives it
IS important to remember that the amount of honesty' in
the conversation is the direct inverse between the age dif-
ference of you and your listener. For example.. .You are
talking to Aunt Clara who is a blue-haired sixty year old

l^t^^^^^^'I^^^M^^^^-^Wsnce of forty. .

nl"^ r ^r^i^^#H^' weseiSkt-you can tell Aunt ,Clara only forty pef^nt ofwhaf you really do as a UMass •

student. In almost all instances, play down your social life
If necessary, look at your schedule to remember what
classes you re m. Under no circumstances are you to men-
tion coed bathrooms.
When it's your turn to listen, pretend to know what's

going on. Always claim you remember who they're talking
about. Ask brief questions that require long answers This
win accomplish two things. One, it shows you're interested
and It also gives the speaker an opportunity to brag to this
wTse-ass college student about what the real world is likeWhen you can't stand listening anymore, the need to cir-
culate IS always the best excuse.

The dinner bell rings and you are saved. Conversation
should be directed only toward praising the cooks and the
food Savour each mouthful. Let your tastebuds readjust
to what real food tastes like.As a poor, starving college
student, you are entitled to all the best left-overs. Forget
pnde. remember those Double Disaster Days at the dinine
commons. *

Remember these tips and use them wisely. The worst is
yet to come.

Mary Beth Hebert is a Collegian columnist.

All letters must be si^ed and include the writer's address
and telephone number, which will not be published. Please
type double spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space
lUQitations and the volumii af laail, we rejfret we are unable to

vteknowiKlvv uipuMMied letter*. All Uttcrfc are sublet' <•'

y^itintj^ «Urtty^M Iwtgi, .... , X . .•>
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TYPE- ___

321 R Main St., Amherst
<corner of Main & Dickinson Streets)

253-51 1

1

^^WoRd PRocEssiNq at TypiNq PrIces''

• Fast, accurate, low cost tTpisf and word proccttiiif of theses,
term papers, manuscripts, etc.

Job Hunting? TYPE-RnTs rates for word processing of
resumes and letters are among the lowest in the area.

* Same or next day service available In many cases.
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Please recycle

this Collegian

CASH
REWARD

For selling printed
T-Shirts & Athletic

wear to dorms,
frats, sororities

Vrit« Box 029 •

Woro, MA 01002
or pliono

(410)947-5057
for dotolb

WEST SIDE
STORY

Tonight 11/18
CCA. 5, 8, 11

$1.00

KEEP YOUrI
EARS OPEN

REVERSE HAPPY HOUR
STARTS Qt 10

Pitchers of Old Mil % i .95

Molsons bottles 95c
Sombreros 95c

7oz. Rolling Rock $1.15
Hot & Cold h'ors d'oeuvres

WILD BLUEYONDER
Yes, your Army has more than 8,600
aircraft in its active, resefve and national
guard fleet—more aircraft, in fact, than
the Air Force!

If you truly want to fly with the brave
—seek out the Army's Air Cavalry. Out
front, leading the way—flying among
the trees, seeing without being seen—at
the controls of the world's most sophisti-
cated attack helicopter

Get your future off the ground now!
Fmd out how Army ROTC can prepareYou must possess starnina. agility, and you for this or many other challenS[g

resourcefulness to handle one of these
birds. Decisions must be quick when
dodging trees at 50 knots and orchestrat-
ing the movements and actions of the
other members of your team. Quickness,
decisiveness—this kind of experience is

what employers are looking for

positions of responsibility. See the Pro-
fessor of Military Science on your cam-
pus.

ARMY ROTC BUILDIN6

BE ALLYOU CAN BETARMY ROIC

it
PATRICK MERRYMAN

545-2321 or 2322
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DOONESBURY
giaa 7

TOBBuonwelum
yOUA6A/N,mJBR.
IHOPeiCANKOF
H£lPTOYOl»t.CAM-

Cm.PUANB.

THEHOWBtS
njuswTo

by Garry Trudeau
ASlUNCeR-

WHTNOtUIS

IBM.

APMlPSaPUANB.
M7HmiNSTKAM
LIBBMUSMINPtS-

LEFTmmJTA
yiABiB POUTK^L

PRO&am.--^

CROSSWORD
ASeffKOM WJ. THaj6H. TM IN
PKmsoopsm^ i^gota
5mON6CAMmi6NSlVF, SOUP
FtNflNOfiL 8ACKIN6, ANP im
BARLiSUPPOfUOFMANYRmy— iteeiiiARS.

HCUABOnnXR UNPmCON-
HR£-IN-1HE-BeLLf 7R0L. VM
PKeL£M* MLUNO TO

^ KILLNM.

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

^^

by M. Joyce

A^ V^vVSe»OVC€SB>f|l SOG,6^^^ COua> 3i3ST GfeTC •

L^.P

ACROSS
1 Exarclse authority

5 Rope circle of

. a game
10 Become a member
14 Discharge
15 Excessive loan

interest

16 tn a white
17 A sum

(a goodly amount)
18 Organic

compound
19 Ball or man
20 Writer Laurence

and family

22 Otd West bandit
famify

24 Grain spike
25 Zero
26 Formed an arch

over

30 Certifies

34 Creative work,
to Michelangelo

35 Weather
phenomena

37 Have courage
38 Personage
39 Witty saying
40 Cattle sound
41 Cheese
43 Star in Cygnus
45 Church part

46 Ridicules

48 More substantial

50 Manx or Siamese
St Sktpper's diary

52 Boxed
56 Appearar>ces
60 Protagonist

61 Forgive

63 Unusual
64 Irish islands

65 Fly without power
66 Notion, in Nantes
67 As good as a mile
68 Kind of fisherman
69 Business abbr.

DOWN
1 Track iransatiions

2 Pail to do
3 Arms or dish

4 Kir>d of plastic

5 Stranger

6 Sea-going at}br

7 Definitive game
word

8 Irritated

9 Despots
10 Shoved about
1 1 account
12 Image
13 Anchor man's

forte

21 Masefield

heroine

23 Like a Christmas
tree (with -up T

26 Preserved
27 Group of lions

28 Financial phrase
29 The ladies

30 Builds up a

poferpol
31 Days of youth,

figuratively

32 Valuable fmd
33 Seamstress
36 Noun-forming

suffix

42 Unas of length
43 Cleanse
44 Give strong

support to

45 Itscapltat is Lagos
47 Women's org

49 Trim, as bushes
52 Counterfeit

53 Arour>d: Prefix

54 South American
birds

55 Take out. in

printing

56 Military

assistant

57 Bounders
58 Very, in

Versailles

59 Evident

62 Service abbr.

* Shalamar
continuedfrom page 10

This album has Shalamar experimenting
with new ideas. Old fans" mig^t not go for
the generally laid back songs. I feel that it

was a good step to take, as it shows further
progression in Shalamar's music.
One can't help but notice the strong

hooks that areaised in making a song a hit.

Shalamars' next release will show if they
can continue to cut down on "commercial

top forty." Whatever their choice might be,
it's certain that the music will still sound
good.

Union Video
10:00 Eric Clapton-
Cream
1 1 .00 Sean Sands Lec-
ture
12:00 Video Computer
Art
1:00 "Eubie" — Broad-
way Musical

g«MIM»it«iBlllS«ieSlilM^^^

l-if.

Top III I lie (am pus
Hv^'^iiTunj and Li»uiiHi'

OTTT^p.
Solution to yesterday's puzzle <m page 9

lODU LOVE ITALIAN FOOD
You'll LoveWed ncosdayesal I he T.O.C. I

La^agna or Turkey Pariiie.^aii I

^alaJharanJnon aleoh )//i. ' A ivnh\ ^ - ^ r- I

Read The Cbllegian

;

/ / / / ;

' $4.99 I
\

/() aiscoiinf milhnciliaurnasMxt \

\
PciliJalccJ parkirifi in llvcampn.^ ccrJcr pani^^c I

j ui//^-l9 0000 for iwlher info- |

lAfednesdaiy

JimPlnnkett

PUB MU6 MlfiHT
25* Beers-Pub Mugs

•Oldies'Trtvia Contests

9til1

^^
AflflffiSfiSSu

Thornes , a marketplaceplus !
5"--^*^"^-
shops & Restaurants
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DVP
Outside Proposal Meeting wiU be
held on Wednesday, Dec. 2, 1981
at 7:00 pm. (Room wlU b€ posted pn CC schedule)

Proposal forms are available in
DVP Office, and must be submitted
NO LATER THAN Monday Nov. 30

at 5:00 p.m. i

•ProposaU will be accepted for Spring semester only

GOVERNOR'S
PROGRAM
COUNCIL presents

Magic
with zany magician Peter Sosna
• by Day: Street Magic on the
Campus Center Concourse
performed by Mr. Sosna at 1 PM

• by Nite: Magical Mr. Sosna will host
Bluewall Amateur Nite at 9 PM
featuring a special magical demonstration
• Illusions • Levitation • Sawing a Lady

in Half I

Magic & Comedy with Peter Sosna
Wednesday Nov. 18

'» <n .vffi

atuma&s^

DUDFEST
TKufsdoy Afternoon
^ Nov 19th

11H5-6PM
Entertolnment with

Steve Spellmon

r

DMNG AND nAHONG

^e'te ^aaiH^ a fuMCcf tuwcf Ki^, . .

Wednesday, Nov. 18_
o mixed bog of spinning plotters

SAMANTHA and THE SAINT
DonceDonceDonceDoncebQnceDQnceDonceDQnce

Thursday, Nov. 19

one of the Valley's premiere
pickers is back in the
spotlight with a new

5 PIECE ROCK & ROLL BAND

Friday Nov. 20 and Saturday Nov, 21

Xbe JAZZ BABIES
5-PIECE DANCE BAND

UMASS SKI CLUB presents

TiS ttUAT Sir SlATCI

The Valley's newest and finest-

Italian Restaurant

JOEY D's
af the intersection of Rte 9 and University Drive in Amherst

tin the Price Chopper Plaza)

2564605

W01TI or TOP imi
IIITCB ClOTHm

811 IQVIFMEIT
/IICIS TMI8 101 SIOPLB BI OBTIAWIB

NOV 18-21
W]
J 1 HIGH MOQIM

p j

TIL 10PM

S 10AM TIL 5PM

STUDENT UNION

BALLROOM

UMASS, AMHERST

STARTS TODAY

<- -.ui-.
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome to CoHegian Office CC1 13 • 8:45 3 4RM.nH.. c...... .. ^ .^ ^'^^^^^ M M §

Collegian

C«ne,oCo«e««nOff.ceCC 113 • 8 45 3.5 Mon.
. , . Oeadl.ne .s 3 45 two days pnor.o p.5..cation .ay^5 consecutive days 5% discount - "*- -

«-«"on aayCash in advance
Phone number FREE '

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We wori<
hard, you party hard ' Randy >j46-7013

AMHERST AUDIO SERVICE

Amherst's established audio service,
formerly located within Amherst Audio, has
relocated. Free Estimates are now
available at Underground Sound Inc.. 71
N. Pleasant St., Amherst (across from Fire
Station, in back of build.). We now offers
sales and service of audio equipment and
vye're video venders as well! For any ques
tions about home hi-fi, car stereo, rock and
roll equipment, commercial sound systems,
or details about free pick-up and
delivery, call 253 9507

ARTISTS

ARTISTS - The Student Union Art Gallery
is now accepting proposals for the Spring
senr>ester. Proposals for Black History
Week and Women's Week especially
desired. Deadline is Nov. 20. Call 545-0792
for information.

AUDIO
Tape Deck: Technics RS-M218flouroscan
meters, dolby. metal. Excellent deck - new
$155 call 546-4721

Bass Speaker - JBL 200 watt 15" w/wo
cab, best offer 546-9154

AUTO FOR SALE

72 VW Beetle low mi. only $1,350.00 70
Cry Newport only $400. call Alex please
549-5347— * —^———^^_
73 Subaru -for parts, tires 549-5505 r

68 Mustang good condition $750 call
253-5267

1976 Camaro, 305, new radials, exc. body
and running condition, see to appreciate
after 5, 256-8893 or 253-5845

1968 Buicfc Grandsport runs, excellent
parts car, steal at 250 549-5799

1970 Ford Mustang good condition, must
sell, $1400 or best offer, call Jim 6-7144

BE A STAR

Help make the United Jewish Student
Appeal a "star studded event" First
meeting Nov 19 at 7:00 PM CC 911-15

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by experienced bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa.
549-1175

DO IT!!

January Graduates: Have your senior
portrait taken - Do it now 545-2874

ECKANKAR
Ecklst looking for area Eckists. Call Jack
549-4372

FOR RENT

Sensory Isolation Tank available for rent
584-1627, evenings .

One bedroom in two
avail, now. Call after 5:00

bedroom
665-4714

apt.

1 bedroom apt. for rent starting Jan. 1

Near center of Amherst and on bus route.
$280 per month inclu. all utilities. Call:
256-6992 early in A.M. & late in P.M. keep
trying!

Two bdrm. Puffton Village Apt.
available Jan 1. 14 mile to campus, heat in

eluded, bus route 549-4130

Puffton 2 rooms available beginning Jan
1 $70/mt. call 549-4047

FOR SALE

GIFT IDEA: Portrait
Delap. 665-2972

Drawings. Dennis

1975 Suzuki GT 390 FULLY assesed 12000
"ii very good condition $650 call Rick
549-1867 ^
1972 VW Microbus good condition $1200
or 80 call John 253-7430 good gas mileage

Fender Stratocaster $400 665^41 eves .

Speakers AEI Evolution I walnut 125$

Synergystic towers 150$ small 50 ESS 210
150$ Dynaco 3 way 60$ Advent 60$ all pairs

fSS.^^^K*'
^'^ "^'^^a^ SM5 75$ SMI

130$ others on hand

S^T^' T'««^a" radial snow tires
OH/0-15 good cond. call 6-5489

^^""^ J"T>^^^ w/cartridge, never used
originally $200 $now $125 586-8291
Designer Coat must be seen 546-61 59
Cornell Prints (3) handsomely framed,
perfect for Amas tel 5-2496 or 256-6624
Rolling Stones Tickets. Nov
Syracuse. Best offer call 549-5124

28 in

1 !!r? L® **«•"«•»»« tlinohy asking 300
or best offer. Excellent condition, ready torow. Call Steve 549-1808

Long haired white llama wool vest from
Peru 70.00 Maya 549-6534

Never used X-Country Ski Package w
t^^^ri.^ ^•i?/,^?^^ ^C 35mm automatic
175.00 call 534-7174

ROLLING STONES TICKETS 253 5937
last chance folks, don't miss 'em.

a^^blue wool blazer. Cost $75 sell for
$50. Size 9. Gift too large 546-9348

FOUND
Found: Your AG eyeglasses in SUB on Fri
Nov 13th call 549-5425

Blue down jacket near Metawampe. Call
Kevin 546-7450 to identify.

Calculator describe and tell where you lost
It and pay for this ad and you'll be reunited
Hugh 6-6619

GLOVES
The glove man is on the CC Concourse
Thursday and Friday this week. New stock
in! X-mas shop and save!

GORF
Barbra Happy Belated Birthday. Love
Swillage

MACKY SACKS
They're bereM Let the East Coast start
kicking! Get your today. 546-4777

HELP WANTED
Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchange
for meals call 253-9987

Bus Driver-Trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will be accepting applications for our
training program to run thru intersession.
Qealifications include a clean driving record
of 3 years and a committment to work for 1

year apply Monday Eve Nov 2, 1981 at 7 PM
Campus Ctr Room 905-9

Information on Alaskan and Overseas
jobs $20,000 to $50,000 per year possible
call (6021 941-8014 Dept. 6501

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500 - $1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MAI, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Environmental Group seeks secretary
to fill vacancy on Executive Board. Send
responses to Box 266 Student Union
Building

HOW DO YOU FEEL???

Turkey Tantrum is coming!!!! Monday
November 23rd Hangar One

INSTRUCTION

Calligraphy - Beginning/Advanced Begin-
ning classes starting January 4. For more
info call Loryn 253-9238

INTERSESSION

Avoid another boring intersession. Take
advantage of Special Student Ski Weeks at
Mt. Snow. Absolutely the best deal
around. Call Dave - 549-6802 - reserve now

JOHN LENNON

Come see John Lennon in "How I Won
The War" at CCA on Nov. 21, Sat. Twilight
show, 5 pm - 75c 7, 9, 11 shows - $1.00

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNS'
WANTED '

0^Legal Services Office has 8 positions
available for full-time Legal Assistant In-
terns for Spring 1982 semester. Up Ito 15
credits may be received from aca6emic
departments. Legal Assistants aid at-
torneys of the Legal Services Office with
cJient interviewing, investigations, legal
research, negotiations, giving advice and
referals, preparation of court forms, atten-
dance at hearings in District and Superior
Courts of Hampshire, Franklin & Hampden
counties, and participation in administrative
heanngs and Federal litigation. Legal
Assistants maintain continuing caseload
under supervision of attorneys. For advice
on arranging an internship and credit con-
tact Office of Internships, Curry Hicks
Building. For further information, contact
Legal Services Office, 922 Campus Center
Applications due Friday, November 20 at
Office of Internships. Writing sample re-
quired.

LOST

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802
Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions wil l be asked

Red folder in Curry Hicks
Please call 546-8182 if found

or vicinity.

Womens gold watch in Franklin DC call
Diane 6-1227 reward

Siberian Huskie lost Nov 11 in the area of
Rt 9 near the Malls. White, blue eyes beige
markings. Family pet. Contact 256-6715
REWARD
Please, whoever found my watch in
Boyden Locker Room Sat. 11/14 5:45 pm
r[®3se return to Info Desk Campus Center
546-8952

°?.^"L^ ^^^*^ keyring with 5 keys at SBA
call 6-8159

PERSONALS

To the tall, blond guy who's caught my
eye in Franklin, the Pub and SBA. . .will we
ever meet?. . .the brunette

West Side Story - Tonight 11/18 CCA 5
8, 11 $1.00

BRIAN T. . .have a NICE and Happy 22nd
Birthday old man! Love, Catie B
To the lady with the landscapers shirt at
the Pub, I would like to plant it. Ed
Hey G.T. Man -

1 was going to write you a
letter but your mailboxes were too full. At
least you got your name in the paper. Love
Jes

To the Rugby Player i love your brown
eyes, particularly the purple one. Signed
the Rugby Ball's Roommate
Dear Brothers of SAM. ATG. DX Thank
you for making our Thanksgiving dinner a
huge success! Love, the sisters, pledges,
brothers of LDP

You loved Just Friends of 1923 - Peter
Niemczura has done it again! See the world
premiere of his new musical comedy
STEREOPTICON, at the Red Barn, Hamp-
shire College, November 14, 19, 20, 21, It

8:15 p.m. Tickets: $2.00

Thanksgiving Food Drivel We need dry
and canned goods to help the needy in this
area. Drop your items off at the Newman
Center all this week .

Lisa S. . .No strings attached, but, I really

do care for you despite my mood recently.

.

Hope you go!!!. . .

Bear We must stop meeting like that what
will worms think? ? Pup
Bear Sorry about your nose, I'll be gentle.
Thanks for making the bed. Pup
Indiana Jones, Voulez-vous couchez avec
moi? Mile

RIDE WANTED
To Coventry Rl or vicinity for Thanksgiv
ing will share $ call Claire 546-4689

Ride needed to UVM or area Friday
11/20 Call Loan 549 3754

ROD BONES by Gregg Canavan

in?.?**u'
''**® ^° U-Maine on November 20

Will share expenses. Cal l Jose 549-1519

ROOMMATE WANTED
Roommate wanted: For own room in

549-404^'°°'" Puffton Village apt. Call

1 bedroom available for 1 or 2 people in 2

^^I'oK^T'^'i'T^^^'^^ ^^^ '^"^ negotiable.
Call 253-3691 (start Jan 1)

Female to share master bedroom in
spacious 3 bedroom Townhouse for sprina

^o%V^^ fO/f^o plus util on bus route
253-3153 after 5

Female roommate wanted to shareroom in 2 bedroom Brandywine apartment
starting January 1 call 549-4180
Fully furnished room available for friend-
ly female in Southwood Apt. sprina
semester call now 253-9083

Housemate 4 bdrm house with 2 M 1 F

^ale roommate wanted starting Jan
bo. Amherst apt. Denise 253-5012

aS^I^? *° "^'* '°®"' '" Presidential
Apt $80/mo. ea. Call 549-4755 after 4 Rick
or Dennis

Male/female to share Brittany Manor

2K-6379"*
^°' ^^""^ semester. Smitty

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Research Consulting and Statistical
Computing by Ph.D. psychologist
Reasonable rates, guaranteed accuracy
253-5262 or 253-7374

STONES TICKETS

Two Rolling Stones Tickets for Nov 9 in
Hartford - Best Offer. Call 6-6433 or 6-6353
Stones TIk Syracuse Best offer. 549-5821

TO SUBLET
—~ — •

«mall 1 bedroom cottage for intersession

^-9344
'"^ *^^" "°^ °' evenings at

Brit. Man. 1 bed rin 2 bed r unit. AvailDec 23 - Jan 31 $180 ask for David 253-3504

lJ'»f**T'"^
«^«''«We in 3 bedroomAmherst Center apartment. Just

renovated. Available now or may start next^nr9 month lease. Call 549-372:?

TYPING
~

tT^'^u^^ '^yP*"9 and resume writing.
Top skills fast service, reasonable ratw
Amherst 549-0518

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searies Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel

584-2832

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gola
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2
Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

Organist, volunteer call

545-0261 for particulars

545-2789 or

WANTED TO RENT

Couple seeks apartment near Universi-
ty starting Dec or January call 666-3536

Housing sought for 4 quiet, mature
students. Needed as of Jan 1 . Call 546-7071
546-5527

WHAT'S UP???

Turkey Tantrum's up!!!!!!!!!!! Monday
November 23rd Hangar One

H0iy<;«\T/ IBfTT*
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WEATHER
— Rain i-ndinxlhis morning
then partial clearing !his

afU'rnoon. Highs loday
around 40. Clearing tonight.
Lows in the 30.s. Con
siderablo sunshine
tomorrow. Highs in the 50s.

except 40s in the
Berkshires.
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^

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Joe Vitale

Plantation Harbor (Elektra)
By SAUL NATANSOHN
Collegian Correspondent

With Plantation Harbor. Joe Vitale. Joe Walsh's former
drummer, decides to break out of the background of the
music world write his own songs, and make his own
album. The effort may be a futile one. for this record lacks
tions to this rule is "Lady on the Rock," a song co-written
by Vitale. Szymczyk and Stephen Stills. This patriotic
s<)ng has Vitale in his strongest vocal performance and
Walsh in an emphatic lead guitar. Another is "Man Gonna
Love You." a tune which has a catchy beat that builds to a
discreet climax. It features Marilyn "Mini" Martin in a
bewitching. Stevie Nicks-like, background vocal con-

the depth needed to launch a successful solo career. Vitale
combines his own -soft, subdued voice with help from some
noteworthy rock artists. Walsh's laid back guitar can be
heard on most of the cuts on the album. Other Eagle in-
fluences include Don Felder, Timothy Schmit, and Bill
Szymczyk, producer.

Plantation Harbor has a mixture of exceptional and
forgettable songs. Unfortunately for Vitale. the latter
overwhelmingly exceeds the former. One of the few excep-
"Crazy 'Bout You Baby" falls flat, and again it is poor
direction and erratic vocals that is to blame.

Vitale does not have a strong voice by any stretch of the
imagination. His high, lilting voice fluctuates erratically in
and out of most of the cuts on Plantation Harbor. One of
the few high points on this album is Vitale's band. George
"Chocolate" Perry is a funky bass player, and Vitale

Sound Advice

photo b* Hridi Ke*in*

Jon Pousette-Dart played at the Rusty Nail Fri-
day night.

trasting Vitale's soft monotone.
However, neither background vocal help from Stephen

Stills. Graham Nash, and Timothy Schmit nor the
keyboards of Bob Mayo (from Peter Frampton's band) can
save the listener from the silly lyrics and weak lead found
in "I'm Flyin'." Again it is Vitale's erratic lead that spoils
the flawless horn performance (by Jimmy Pankow Lee
L<}ughanne. and Walt Parazaider from "Chicago") in
"Sailor Man." Joe Walsh's guitar is shadowed by the
meaningless lyrics of "Bamboo Jungle." Despite a good
instrumental job by Vitale on drums and Walsh on guitars

Shalamar
Go For It (Solar)

By MICHAEL JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

In the past five years Shalamar has come
out with several tight pop funk tunes.
These hits have established Shalamar firm-
ly in the recording industry. Their consis-
tent placing in the top 10 gave them a

himself IS no lackey on percussion. Joe Walsh puts in a
good stint on guitar, though somehow his solos lack the
emotion found in "Life in the Fast Lane" and 'Hotel
California."

On the whole. Vitale's interaction with his band is un-
sohd. leaving the listener confused and unimpressed I can
only recommend this album to the soft rocker, for its sub-
dued vocals and mellow instruments make for good
background music. For those who are into heavier sound
or simply high quality rock and roll, don't bother; Plan-
taiton Harbor is a waste of time.

»iund that was recognizable and enjoyable
Shalamar suddenly abandoned this
somewhat commercial formula. With their
new release. Go For It. they have acquired
a more mature and sophisticated sound
The album's eight tracks consist of mid

temp<i funk, up tempo ballads and a couple
of formula songs that will be sure radio
hits Almost eviery song has potential for
airplay, but "Rocker" and "You've Got Me
Kunning are the predictable hits In

"Rocker" the musicians lay down a tight
jam, and it's obvious that they love what
they do. The whole thing sounds spon-
taneous, which makes "Rocker" solid and
danceable.

Also worth mentioning is "Talk to Me."
which combines well harmonized vocals
with a slow but funky beat. Halfway into
the song the musicians lock into a jam once
more, while Shalamar repeatedly har-
monizes the title over the jam. This is quite

effective in making the song a winner.
Shalamar is a vocal group, consisting of

two males and two women, tTiat employs
close to thirty studio musicians to make an
album. Equally as unusual is the presence
of four different producers and an ex-
ecutive producer. This proves interesting
as the album still flows smcM^thly which
shows a maximum effort on the producers*
part.

Continued on page 7
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AMATEUR NIGHT
1st prize $50.00

Watch today on the Concourse 1 PM

Thursday, November 19th Rock n' RoiH;;;;^

The Foreign Objects
and The Time Beings

All Night Happy Hour!!!!

Friday, November 20th Party with "f^/t^tKSAA-^
Formally The Wild Turkey Band $2.00

^'^° winners of the Battle of thp RanHo WESTCover
Saturday, November 21st
Intense, Wild, Rockin with

THE ROCKATS
With Special Guests
THE TRADEIVIARKS
$3.00 at the Bluewall

s;;;^^^^

Northampfon and Amh«fit
Offices ' •

160 Moln St.. Nofthomoton. Ma,

Group
Psychotherapy

586-6471

Free

admission

THE
GREAT

SNATCH

STARTS

TODAY
HIGH NOON

Qt the

S.U.D.

Manufacturers

List Prices >

9.98

8."98 Now Only t^^^tf
7.98 ^

Other List Price Similar Savings

JUST RECEIVED A SPECIAL PURCHASE
of First Quality Albums
over 1500 new releases and oldies

Located on Special Sale Tables in the front
of the store

DAYS ONLY
Nov.

Wed. -18

Thur. - 19

Fri. -20

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

the
Located in the Campus Center Univ of Mass

University Store

v^

^^^'^^^v.^:^vXO:.^Xv:^^<<O^X^v^^ A-^VAyc^A^%v.-...%%%;vi|i.....,: ..v/avaw^^^
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Anyone interested m joining men's basketball coachTom McLaughhn s 40-Minute Gang, a group of lively
team supporters, is invited to come to a meeting Thurs
day at 6:30 p.m. at the Curry-Hicks Cage

S«»i::::

Grapplers open at 'Great Dane'
UMass excels at Albany
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

ALBANY, N.Y. - The University of
Massachusetts wrestling team competed in
the Albany (N.Y.) University 'Great Dane-
Tournament last Saturday, their first
competition of the season.

MKLICH! — UM co-captain
Kevin Murphy loosens up before a
match at Albany tourney Saturday.

[By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

If you've seen plenty of big guys hanging
around campus lately, looking pretty
restless, there is a good explanation behind
It. You see. there's a good chance that these
people are members of the University of
Massachusetts football team. They are not
practicing this week and technically, but
not officially, their season is over.
Massachusetts completed its regular season
last Saturday with its. 20 9 victory over the
University of New Hampshire in Durham,
improving their sq^on's • record to 6 3
overall. They are" co-champions of the
Yankee Conference with the University of
Rhode Island, but since URI beat them in
head to- head competition, the Rams get the
automatic berth in the NCAA Diviswn I-AA national playoffs. Bui. there are three
at large berths still to be awarded and
Massachusetts just might get shooed into
one of those spou. This decision will be
made via conference call (how appropriate)
next Monday.

"I didn't say anything to get their hopes
up after the game." UM head coach Bob
Pickett said. "But if we get lucky, we'll be
ready. What this football team is getting
this week is a well deserved rest.

"

U
If you ever wanted to see a hang dog,

depri'ssed look on a coach's face, then the
postgame pressroom at UNH's Cowell
Stadium was the place to be on Saturday.
Wildcat coach Bill Bowes had a good enough
reason to look less than happy. After all,

going into the contest, UNH had been rated
number four in the nation by the NCAA,
and a win over Massachusetts would have
all but guaranteed a ticket into the playoffs
via ail at large selection. Although they
would have cerUinly deserved the selection
if they had defeated the Minutemen. it sure
would not have hurt their cause that their
athletic director. Andrew Mooranian. is

'Trman of the NCAA Selection Com
for the playoffs.

D

Two Minutemen placed in the tour-

nament. UM co-captain Kevin Murphy took
fourth place in the 142 lb. weight class, and
Charlie Rigoglioso placed third in the 150
lb. class.

The Albany Tournament, one of the
largest open tournaments in the East,
boasted 367 entries this year, with ap
proximately 40 wrestlers in each weight
class.

Freshman Al Belanger. a three-time
Ma.ssachusetts state high school champion,
competed at 118 lbs. In his Minuteman
debut. Belanger pinned his opponent, in his
second he won 5 4. After losing his third
match, Belanger waa forced to default his
next contest due to an ankle injury.

Mike DeMarco who competing at 126
lbs., won his first match, was pinned in his
second match and was knocked out of the
tournament after losing his last match 10-

3.

The John.son brothers. Greg and Doug,
did not fare well in their first matches of the
season, both at 134 lbs. Doug Johnson was
eliminated from the tournament after losing
his first two matches, and his older brother
Greg pinned his opponent in his first match,
but lost his .second two matches.

UM freshman Jim Quigly. a two-time
Massachusetts state champ,
head coach Rick Frietas to be one of the
best freshman wrestlers ever to come to
UMass, put on an impressive showing in the
lournament. al.so at 134 lbs.

In his first match Quigly pinned his
opponent in 51 sdconds. In his second, he

Fourth I

GETTING THE KINK^ niTT ITM . ^ 1 011,^1,0 pbolo b* N.nrv (;„„|,r

wrestles off IlJh"a'^S^M^LTeZTat^rr;^' ^^"^ '^*^"^«" ^«" '^^^

awarding of Sultl "it"" ''""' ^"^'^"' ''"•^•^"
' ''"""^^-"P' P'--^ ^hird

his third mat^ 4 1 S^
After wmnmg after winning eight out of his nine matches,h.s third match. 4-1. Qu.gly was ehminated He won his first match when his opponentfrom the tournament when he lost his

fourth match. 3-2.

"When Quigley lost it was only due to
lack of experience on the college level. " .said
Freiias.

At the 142 lb. weight class was
Murphy, a two time New England Division
I runner up who wrestled his way to a
fourth place finish.

In his first match. Murphy pinned his
opponent in the .second period, in his second
he drew a bye. His third match was a close
decision. 5.4. After winning his next three

failed to show up for the match. His second
he won by 12 points, and in his third, he
pinned his foe. Rigoglio.so won his next four
matches by decision, until he faced a
division III runner up from Host Albany,
Mike Seras, who narrowly beat Rigoglioso.

3 2. Rigoglioso won his next match 112 for

athiid place finish.

UMass entered two wrestlers in the
158 lb. class, Scott McQuade. and Dave
DiA.iy. McQuade was eliminated from
competition after he lost his first two
matches. Devoy won his first two matches.matches. Murphy finally succumbed to his hr f' 1/T^ T" ^'' ^""'^ ^^'^ '"«^^»'^«-

LEAVING THEM IN HIS WAKE — UMasa Uilb>rl< r.rrv p. ,.^^^^^^«H5B!I^^SSS
down in Saturday. 20-9 UM win over New"amp,h"e. '^

*^^' """"' *" " '""K'' ""«" »» >>"«%
Suvtns may have sel six Wadcat offensive yardage 1354 nrevioudv 111 k » ,.

Althc gh UNH quarterback Denis

records in Saturday's dissection of the
Massachusetts defensive secondary, he also
caused Minutemen statisticians to go
running for their erasers. Stevens broke
three records for passing by an UM op
positbn player including most passing
attempts (50. previously 48 by Holy Cross
in 1980), pass completions (25. previously
24byTuflsinl»51) and total game passing

siverai « J,„. M. I '"^ """ "" ''"''' "'» ^*^ ^""kee Conference rushing

..4.73.Thu^i„.ed.e..ior;.r;'^e ryr'ii"; ta^r^ri^s55 22 mismatch two weeks ago at Boston
College, but still...

U .

» • * » » t. »'vir « » . .^Jiff>>

year left in a Minuteman uniform, it's going
to be a while before someone will be able to
overtake Pearson in the all-time career
rushing list.
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All fees will rise
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Stall

Student tuition at the University of
Ma.ssachusetis will be $513 next simcster,
up $74 from this semester, and next year's
tuition costs could be increased by $200,
according to the Student Government
.\sstKiati()n Rents and Fees Committee.

In addition, student fee increases could
add up to $331 for the year, according to the
committee.

This year's tuition hike as dictated by the
Board of Regents, wjiich governs higher
education in Massachusetts, was $202. But
the increase was staggered so students paid
only a $64 increase this fall instead of $101.
This spring tuition will jump another $74 to
$513. (2x64 plus 74 equals 202).
SGA CO president Larry Kocot said the

projection of a $200 increase for next year is
based on one of the earliest proposals of the
Board of Regents that planned to increase
tuition $200 a year for the next few years.
An official tuition increase proposal 'really
showed their intent."

After tuition students will have to pay
seven mandatory fees, plus, possibly a new
proposed mandatory $10 lab fee. All trust
fund managers have proposed fee increases
for next year.

The proposed increases are : $76 in
creasi' for on campus rent, a $189 increase
for students buying the 14 meal a week
meal plan, a $16 increase for the health fee,
a $20 increase for the Campus Center fee, a

$10 fee for the student activities fee and an
$8 increase for the athletic fee.

All propo.sed fee increases plus the
propositi lab fee could increase student
costs next year by $331.
The fe«' proposals are being considered

by the SGA rents and fees committee. The
committee will hold hearings on the fee
increases Monday and Tuesday at 7 p.m. in
the {Campus Center.
Fee proposals will then go to the Vice

Chancell(.rs. the Chancellor, the president
and finally to the UMass board of Trustees
lor approval sometime in PVbruary.

IVti-r Casale, SGA rents and fees
committee chairman, said about half of the
total increased fee costs to students can be
aitributed to new budget guidelines
handed down by the University Office of
Planning and Budget.
Budget Guidelines include a full costing

policy, which is a response to a state
mandate that University trust funds be
self supporting. The policy suggests that
each area of campus that provides services
to another area of campus "charge back" for
those services. For instance. Physical
Plant has already begun charging for the
maintenance work it provides to the
Campus Center, residence halls, and dining
commons.
Each separate operation on campus is

under a separate trust fund which is run
like an independent business. Most major
trust funds are funded in part by student
fees.

'Sometimes we
appear arrogant.

I would rather be

arrogant than not

stand up for

something I

beHeve in and ap-

pear wishy-
washy.'

-Cal Thomas

Cal Thomas, spokesperson for the Moral ma
jority.

Britain's feminists lack help
Bv SARAH Rns.«5RT.I. ^^

Real Majority versus Moral majority

Thomas speaks at Smith

By SARAH RUSSELL
Five -Col lege SUff

The feminist movement has had minimal
political impact in Britain due to a lack of
nationwide unity and support among
BritLsh women, said Clare Ungerson. a
university professor from Canterbury.
England.

Ungerson, a lecturer in Social
Administration at the University of Kent in

Canterbury, described the British feminist
movement as highly localized with very
little obvious structure. Canterbury
feminists are much more academically
oriented, but few of London feminists have
gone to college, and believe the college
educated feminists are "too intellectual."
she said.

The revolutionary events in Europe of
1968, influenced the development of

modern British feminism, causing a political
openness about Marxism. Ungerson said.
The British feminists draw heavily on
Marxism, despite the fact it has had little

influence on. 'or support from, " either of
the British political parties, she said.

Lack of effective leadership was one of
the main reasons for the problems with
British feminism, but a few women began to
get recognition within the movement, for
their political writing. Sheila Rowbotham.
and Juliet Mitchell both advocates of the
new left, drew heavily on Marxist theory.

Germaine Greer, in the early 70's, gained
some popular coverage because she was
articulate and attractive, but the books of

Simone de Beauvoir and Doris Lessing has
more influence on British women, Ungerson
said

By ROB CROWLEY
Collegian Correspondent

A member of the Moral majority said last
mght his organization supports equal
rights for women, but not the Equal Rights
Amendment, before a heckling crowd at
Smith College.

Moral majority spokesperson Cal
Thomas also said he believes that the ERA
has no chance of being ratified by next
June.

"We're for equal pay, equal credit and
against job discrimination, but not for the
amendment. The amendment is too
vague," Thomas said.

Thomas was repeatedly interrupted by
loud jeering and heckling by the crowd of
450 in Sage Hall. Flags and banners pro-
claiming "ERA YES" were waved
throughout the hall.

Thomas also defended the Human Life
Amendment.
"The Constitution states that no one

shall he proven guilty until they are judged
by his or her p)eers. Human life begins at

conception. The innocent unborn human
l)eing is the most innocent and non-guilty
()erson living in thi.s country," he said.

According to Thomas, his organization is

considered a "majority" based on the

.
results of a Gallup poll conducted in 1979.
"The poll found that 78 percent (of the

people polled) believed the principles con-
tained in the Ten Commandments to be
valid today. We think that's basically the
small "m" in Moral majority," he said.

Responding to charges that the Moral
majority violates the First Amendment by
combining church and state, Thomas said,
"We believe in the concept of separation of
church and state, as did our forefathers
when they wrote the First Amendment,
but nowhere do the founding fathers
recommend the separation of church from
state."

Thomas said that the Moral majority sup-
ported President Reagans' speech Wednes-
day on reduced nuclear disarmament in

Europe, and also said he believed Reagan
would be re-elected to a second term in

1984. When the crowd responded un
favorably to this remark, Thomas sug-
gested that Reagan may l)e "a blessing in

disguise, just as Nixon was in opening the
doors to relations with China."
Thomas, a former National Broadcasting

Corporation correspondent, joined the
Moral majority in the summer of 1980.
The speech and question and answer ses

sion were videotaped, and will be broadcast
on the PBS program "All Things Con-
sidered" sometime in January.

'Real majority' instituted

( (illreian photn ht Vinrr l>rWi(|

BRITISH FEMINIST MOVEMENT - University professor Clare
Ungerson takes a break after speaking about the English feminist move-
ment to a group of students in the Campus Center yesterday afternoon.

By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian StaSi

Students at the University of
Massachiisetts have given a "fairly good
response" to an organization called the Real
majority, which has been formed by
students on campus to counter efforts of the
conservative based Moral majority, said
organization leaders Jackson Katz and
David Groom.
Groom, a junior CASIAC major, .said 150

people have signed up to come to Monday's
opening meeting in which the organization
will outline its goals and ask for student
input. He added that the group would
attempt to establish a leadership at that
time.

Katz, a senior philo.sophy major who was
formerly involved with the Co ed Coahtion,
said the Real majority would give
"nlroactive credibility" to the coed
bathroom issue and show that young people

are .serious about fighting for what they
believe in.

"The Moral majority are fa.scists." Katz
said. "They have little or no regard for
young people's rights."

He said one of the goals of the Real
majority is to educate people about the type
of legislation the Moral majority is

promoting in Congress.
Kat/ said he wanted to ohiain copies of

the Human Life Amendment, the Family
Pron-ction Ad, and the "Teenage C;hastity
Bill' so people would have complete in-

formatiim about lho.se Moral majority
supported bills.

"The abortion i.ssue is a woman's choice,"
Gnwrn said, adding that the Real majority
is a pro choic«' organization.

Another goal for the Real majority is to
force politicians to support the views, of
young people by mobilizing the 18 to 26
yearold vote.
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World and national news
Reagan calls

for Soviet cuts

in military arms
WASHINGTON lAP) - In sonu'thiiiK of a surprise.

Prrsidftu Kra^an calk'd for cuts ycstcnlay in So\ in
convi'iuional miii(ary power in cenirai Europe as well as
a tTiuiual scaleHown of nuclear arms. Hut Moscow has
loOK refuse*! lo hiu'on (he ir»K>p reduction line.

The Kea^an proposal left open the pt)ssibiliiy of U.S.
and allied force cutbacks in Europe. i{ut he seemed lo

put the major burden on the Soviets for pulling' back
personiu'l. tanks and other weapons.
KeaKuns suggestion was included in a four point

packagt' which he said he sent Soviet President U-onid
Hre/hnev. Thi' other eh-ments fcxused on a proposal for
eliminating intermediate range nuclear missiles on both
sides in Europe, on "substantial reductiims" in nuclear
arms, and measures for reducing risks of surprise at-

tack.

Reagan's proposal for conventional force cutbacks in

Europe was vaguely wonled. leaving unclear the scope
of what he has in mind.

The Soviet news agency Novosli reiterated Brezhnev's
opposition lo ihe missile trade off. But while Moscow of-

fered III lie response on conventional forces, it has
resisiitl similar plans for eight years.

In his spivch, Keagan said he told the Soviets that
"we act lo achieve equality at lower levels of conven-
tional forces in Europe."

This language could be interpreted as meaning that
the UniuHl States, as well as the Soviet Union, might
»nm iis ground and air forces in Europe. The language
also allows room for including reductions in forces of
NATO allies of the United States in Europ<' and Warsaw
Pact allies of the Soviet Union.

Hut Keagan appeared to place the burden of any major
conventi«)nal army and air f(»rce pullbackson Russia.
About eight years ago, Soviet and U.S. negotiators

began talks on what were describtnl as "Mutual and
Balanced Force Reductions" in cc-ntral Europe. These
ulks got nowhere, largely because the Soviets would
have had to pull back larger numbers of troops and
tanks.

If Reagan is aiming for equality in numbers between
the United States and Russia in Europe, his plan would
demand ihe kind of withdrawal the Soviets objected to
ill the fruiiless Reduction talks.

Recent estimates show the Soviets have 585,000
troops and at least 7.900 tanks in Ea.st Germany.
U/echoslo\akia, Hungary and Poland. Confronting this
an about 331.000 U.S. troops and some 3.000 tanks.

The prosptfis for any Soviet agrwment on major
ri'ductions in strategic nuclear weapons also appeared
dim.

\l' LuHtrpholii

KISSINGER PROTEST - Students at the University of Brasilia burn an American flag to
protest the presence of former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger.

Soviet Union assails Reagan speech
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet Union accused Presi-

dent Reagan of trying to achieve U.S. military superiori

ly "through the back door" with his proposal yesterday
to ri'duce U.S. and Soviet nuclear missiles in Europe.

Denouncing Reagan's speech in Washington as

"propagandistic," the official Tass news agency claimed
ihe U.S. president was only "pretending" to renounce
deployment of new U.S. medium range nuclear missiles,

in order to influence European public opinion.

"He cited completely fantastic data about the balance
of forces on an order of six to-one, in spite of irrefutable

facts which confirm the existence in Europe of approx
imaie balance on these arms between NATO and the

U.S.S.R.^" asserted the Tass report, read on Soviet

television's main evening news program.

Ri'agan offered to retreat from a NATO decision to

station 592 Pershing II and cruise mi.ssiles in Western
Europe if Moscow agrees to pull hack its own SS 20s and
other medium rangi' missiles, already stationed in

Western Russia and aimed at Western Europe.

Soviet and American negotiators are to sit down in
Geneva. Swii/erland. Nov. 30 to discuss limiting theater
nuclear forces.

Earlier Wednesday, before Reagan's address, the
Kremlin rejected this idea in advance.

Tokyo says payoff is 'customary'
TOKYO (AP) — Japanese editors and publishers are

surprised at the uproar created by reports that Presi
lU-nt Reagan's national si-curity adviser accepted a

$1,000 honorarium from a Japanese woman's magazine
lor helping to arrange an interview with Nancy Reagan.

Its a "customary practice" in Japan, said one editor,

alihtiugh most journalists are wary of offering money to

public officials.

"The practice of paying for interviews to celebrities is

prevalent in Japan — it's just like paying someone who
has colli ributed articles for publication," said Kir.ji

Kawatmua, managing' director of the Foreign Press

( eiiii-r, an «)rgani/.aiion funded by the government to

help foreign journalists.

Hut Kawamura, who formerly headed the Washington
buriau ol thi' mass circulati<m newspaper Asahi, said
surh payiiH-nis are made to the person interviewed, not
to iiiierme«liari(s or peoph- in office.

"That is mtally unaccepiabU." he declared.
Whiit House spokesman Larry Speakes said last week

the money was discovered in mid September, eight mon
ths after the interview, in a safe behmging ti) Reagan
adviser Richard V. Allen.

The J usi If. I )« part ment is invest igating t he incident

.

Researchers claim

flu shots might cause

some 'adverse reactions'
KO.STON (API ~ My changing the body's metabolism.

(.nliiiary flu shots may temporarily cause dangerous
overieac.ions to comnHin medicines, su<lT as those given
I .r Idnodclois or asthma, resi arclurs sav.

They say donors slioulil si ill give flu shots to patients
whn tieed thfrn but should watch ihi-ni carefully tor
possible adversi' reaetions.

In a study, ihe researchers found ihe inflii»n/a vaccine
can change luiman mc labolism. hampering the liver's
abili,> iK break down and remove drugs from the Iwdy.
'Ihus. ,he druge stay in ihe sysiem longer than usual.
1 lie elleci can be similar i o recei\ in^ an overdose.

The study, comlucied ai ihe MmiH-apolis Veterans Ad-
ministration .Medical Ceni.r. was pubhsh...! in Thurs-
day s issue ..I

, h( New England .Journal of Medicine.

;il" <•. luers lor I)is,.a.se Control estimates that about
-^ niillion Americans will receive flu shots this\ear and
"lany ol

,
lum an ,.|,h.rly or ill peopl,- wh<. an« taking

pies< rip, ion in»-dicin(>s.

PARATROOPS LEAVE FOR BELFAST - The first batch of men from the 1st battalio'nT
the I arachute Regiment known as the Spearhead Battalion, board an aircraft in Scotland last night
destined for Belfast, where they are being sent to boost security in Northern Ireland.

Subscription Rates

Tile ,\/,rs.s„,////.scr,'.s lht,l„<'olhi,„u, (USPS ;{;5;{ ''20) is
|nil'lishe<i daily M..n.l;iy through Friday, excluding
.lariuary. .lime, .Inly, Augtist and hoiidavs. f'or $IS at li;?

Mrmol.!'"'''''
'"'^'••'•^''y "' Massacliu.setts. Amherst,

MA. OlOO.i. Second class postage paid at Amherst, MA.
.»strriaster; Send address changes \uMnssarhH>^etts l)„i-

0/ (oll,,,„n,. IIM Campus Center, Universitv of
Ma.ssachusetts. Amherst. MA. OKHW.
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America
•CoHegian 3

By CHRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Ignorance and misconception by the average American
about different cultures within the United States were
discussed last night by a panel entitled "Culture: In Ap-
preciation of Difference," at Hampden Student Center.
The panel was comprised of three women who spoke
about the importance of culture in the United States.

"I found after a while that the U.S. was not the
par^^ise I had thought it was," said Patricia Gonzalez, a
Colpmbian who came to the U.S. at 16 and is now a pro-
fessor of Literature/Language/Spanish at Smith College.

"The value of being white was left to us by the
Spanish ... I grew up with 'white is better.' "said Gon
zaiez.

Roberta Uno Thelwell. the organizer of the Third
World Theater Series, spoke of the incarceration of
Japanese -Americans during World War II. She pointed
out to the audience of 100 people that not many
Americans are aware of the number of Japanes
Americans put in concentration camps during the war
or how long they remained there, but, most Americans
know how many hostages were held by the Iranians
"Asian-Americans are invisible to the American

population, said Thelwell. They are 'a minority that

have become invisible out of fear.

"

"Japanese Americans had the ultimate thing happen to
them, that is, the taking away of their personal
Ireedom. she said.

Johnella Butler, the Chair of Black Studies at Smith
College, began the panel discussion by speaking about
the dynamics of racism.

Talking about the "melting pot" theory, she said, "to
melt gave a sense of equality, but no one wanted to melt
with t he swarthy types during the 19th Century "

HIacks came from a culture far removed from Western
culture and they came with a package of negative
myths." Butler added.

ntgaiive

Whitehead might assist

Knapp in new PR position
Ry DIANE KADZIS
Colli'gian Staff

Associate Profes.sor of Journalistic
Studies Ralph Whitehead is presently
under consideration to fill the position of
ExtiTnal Relations Consultant to the
President's Office at the University of
Massachusetts at Boston, said Mark Horn,
assistant to President David Knapp.

'"The position the President is thinking
of filling." said Whitehead, "is a job that
deals with the pi«ess, and one that deals
with the three campuses. My job would
be to make sure that the press, chiefly in

there are hundreds of thousands of people
who value UMass," he said.

Because public higher education in

Mas.sachusetls is relatively young and
lacks a strong identity in the State House,
Whitehead said the possibility of the
budget axe cutting into educational fun-
ding was strong.

"People were speculating that higher
education would be cut btH.-au.se higher
education has never achieved poHtical
maturity in this state." said Whitehead.
The Chancellors of the thrw campuses

were aware of people's changing sen-
timents in response to Prop 2'u and
played upon the "pool of support " to ex-Boston, is aware of the good things that . Tl ^ . .

^"^P*""^ ^"^ ^''"

arehaDDenineonthecamn^^.^
'^'"^' '^"' '''''!: ' '"^^^'"^ ^"^ letter campaign ap-are happening on the campuses

Aside from teaching journalism classes.
Whitehead has been part of an organized
effort to soften the impact of Proposition
2V2 on this campus. Working in conjuction
with Chancellor Henry Koffler. "students,
faculty, staff members and alumni all pit

ched in and made the legislature see that

pealing to state representatives.
Whitehead said. Coupled with the efforts
of House member Jim Collins and Senate
member John Alver. the leadership of the
universities was able to effectively utilize

public concern and thereby carry the in-

stitutions through the first year of the 2V2
budget battle, he said.-^ "u.ij^vi odLiii-, ne saia.

Senate hears talk on racism

IMV An n A AMt^a n Collegian photo b» Terri Hellafiorrnt.AU GAMES - Boston magician Peter Sosna "decapitates"

Znrr^HV?*. r^"'^ *'. P?,'* **^ *^'" magic/comedy show. Sosna was
I

sponsored by the Governor's Council Program to perform at UMass.

EWC looks at rape realistically

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Director of the Office of Third World Af-
fairs Tony Crayton discussed the rise of
racism at the University of Massachusetts
at last night's Under^aduate Student
Seriate meeting.

Asked to speak by the Student Govern-
ment Association presidents' office as part
of a series of guest speakers at the
meetings, Crayton cited examples of
racism on campus and what the students
and administration have done to combat
the problem.

"I want to deal with the real issue,"
Crayton said. "The 'Year Toward Civility'

implies a destination. To understand that,
we have to look at the origins."

"In a survey taken at the convocation,
over half of the students there said they
might or would take a course dealing with
the '-isms' (racism, sexism, anti-semitism).
This indicates a desire on the part of the
students to do something, yet we are told

that we are the problem," Crayton said.

Crayton discussed the University affir-

mative action policies, saying for the most
f)art it is a "policy to save money." He .said

when Third World people leave p^)siti()ns at
the University, lateral transfers are made
instead of having an open search.

In comparing the actions of the students
with action by the administration in
response to racism, Crayton recalled a pro-
mise by the administration for a cru.sade to
end racism after the New Africa House
burned. He asked the senate if anyone had
heard something further on the issue, and
was answered by a chorus of "No."
Crayton cited the lack of response by the
Civility Commission to the death threats
received by a young gay black man who
spoke at the anti-UTOPIA rally.

iZJ!^^,
?^'^ ^^^ ^^'^ %hting groups like

UTOPIA since 1979 with the Campaijrn to
Combat Racism," Crayton said. "If you
want to help me, help fill these SCERA
committees which are doing something."

by MARILYN LENTZ
Collegian Correspondent

The wedding of General Hospital characters Luke and
Laura Tuesday portrays rape unrealistically; Luke had
previously raped Laura, and now they are married, said
Cathy Roach, co cordinator of Direct Services and
Training Against Violence Against Women at the
Everywoman's Center (EWC).
Rape dot>s not evoke enough rage as people are still

willing to pay $4 a head to view movies that portray rape
as a sport she added.

Roach and Suzanne Sheldon, director of the Victim
Witness Assistance Unit of the Office of the District
Attorney in Northampton, spoke recently at Hampshire
College about "Rape Psychological and Legal Per-
spectives.

Despite the denial by many that rape happens. FBI
statistics indicate one in three women will bt raped in their
lifetime. Roach said. Women are conditioned to be nice.

poMte and unsu.spicious, and the rapist often tests a
vicilm's behavior before hand to check on how submissive
she might be. Roach asserted.

Roach's job is twofold, offering direct services to

victims, and training people to provide counseling and
advocacy year round. The counselor/advocate program at

EWC. serving the Five College community helped 106
victims from June 1979 to June 1980. The FBI statistics

for 1980 listed 82.088 rapes; up 36 percent since 1976. Only
one in ten rapes are reported. Roach estimated.

She dispelled the myth that rape is a crime of sexual

passion, because it is a crime of violence, she said.
There has been a tendency to minimize rape, for

example by saying "it's not that bad," or it was the just
punishment ol the woman who hitchhiked. Roach said.
"Nowhere has the minimization of rape been as evident

as in the political circles that determine funding of rape
crisis services." Roach said.

People in the Five College area like to think rape does
not occur often, yet 5 to 15 victims of sexual assault are
seen every month at the EWC. she said.
Using the word survivor instead of victim would em-

phasixe strength, Roach explained.

The Victim Witness Assistance Unit in Northampton, in

existence since 19781, attempts to aid victims of violent
crimes, explained Suzanne Sheldon. The three workers in

the unit help victims through the court process and outline
the proceedings.

Since January 1981. the unit has handled 21 new cases of
sexual assault, including 13 children and 3 males. All but
one were acquaintance rapes. Sheldon said.

Often the horrendous rape experience is relived by the
victim when she visits court, and when she sees the ac
•used, Sheldon remarked. The court experience is a
further probing of the act. and a removal of control from

ihe victim. It is difficult to control and resume one's life

when court may last up to two years, she said.
The burden of proof in a rape case has two components-

positive identification, and lack of consent (the victims no

continiied on page U

„_ . _^„._ tolleician photo hv Randv Chase
SEARCHING FOR UFOS? - Nope. Karen

Zucker with her friend Melissa Erb is filming a
time lapse sundown in Southwest for a film
course.
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Grad Senate protests attempt to

limit use of students' fees

rrs-
VI '» ' ,s 1

1

By MVLES CAVANAGH
ColliKian Staff

Tin- (iraduau- Siudt-ni Si-naio (GSSI
aKnttJ TuiMiay night u> draft a U-iht to

Stan- k'gi^laiors protesting any attempt to

limit siudrnis" use of mandators student
fees.

The liiur will address the bill passed
recenily in the Hous<.> of Kepreseniatives.
and now In-fore the Senate, which would
prohibit ihe use of money paid to state

colKges in mandatory student fees from
being used for lobbying purposes.

Tirry S/old. executive officer of the

(JSS. said passage of the bill c<Mjld effect

ihi' (JSS because the UMass graduate stu

d«ni ia.\ is a mandatory fif.

S/ol(l said th«' (iSS has given money to

lt>bbying groups in the past.

"We want to kit'p our fiscal autonomy
wjih i>ur fet's," >he said.

In anoiher matter, CiSS president Jack
Delmottd announced (JSS intentions to
^t I k a n preMntaiive seat on the research
fouiuil. a group Delniond described as the
' wauh«lMg' Inr all res« anh and grants on
campus.

Many faculiy f«fl that grad students
are not tjuaiified io judge the faculty,"

Deliiumd said.

"We leel ihat because graduate
siudenis an so heavily involved with
n M anh on ihe campus, and because .so

much of ihe funding comes from n*search
granis. there should be a graduate
n pres« ni alive on the council," he said.

Treasurer I'aul Weiss reported a I)e<'.

14 applicaiion deadlin*- for line item fun

• ling. lU- explained ihat the finance com-
miiu-e will review all applications and
make recommendations to the senate
l»i iorr a full scnai*' vote on them.

We've got
Bermuda

In the Bag. ,

r
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Catch 'em before they take off.

Classic sportswear for young women.

Mountain Farms Mall Rt. 9, Hadley, MA
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EARTHY — Geoff Rogers, a senior, plays in the Cape Cod Lounge of
the Student Union Building, where the Earthfoods restuarant has been
temporarily located.
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War Against Black Women
Among the loading fighters in struggle

for Afro-American liberation have always
been black women. The tradition of
militant, activist black women runs deeply
throughout the entire black experience-
from Harriet Tubman and Sojourner Truth
in the nineteenth century, to Ida Wells
Barnett, Fannie Lou Hamer, Angela Davis.
Barbara Sizemore. Willie Reid in the
twentieth century. This is no historical
accident.

However, it is no secret that for many
years sexism has been a problem within the
Freedom Movement. There have been too
many instances of black brothers who have
underestimated the need to struggle
against the special oppression of black
women. There have been too few instances
where black men have attempted to be as
honest critical in their relationships with
sisters as they have endeavored to be with
their white oppressors. Too many black
men have been silent partners in the war
against black women.

Black women who live alone or who are
the sole parent figure within the families
are often the victims of poverty and
unemployment. Statistics from the March
1980 report of the Bureau of the Census,
reveal a pervasive pattern of exploitation.
There are 2.430.000 black famUies or

households where a husband is not present.
1.195.000 of these families are below the
poverty level established by the federal
government, a percentage (49.2) that is

slightly higher than that of Hispanics (49
percent) and much higher than that of
whites (30.1 percent). Black families are
larger than white or Hispanic families. The
mean size of the black famUy with a female
head was 3.64 persons; for those famUies
below the poverty line, the mean figure was
3.93 persons. This contrasts with white
family means of 2.86 persons and 3.22
persons, respectively.

Black families headed by women without

a male present also tend to l)e somewhat
larj^tT than tho.se of white or Hispanic
women. Here the statistics reveal what our
experii-nce with the cruel and harsh
realities of poverty tells us — that the more
children black familes led by women have,
the greater likelihood that the family will be
poor.

For example, the Census reported that
there were 633.000 black families headed
solely by women that had three persons. Of
this number. 293.000 or 46.2 percent were
below the poverty line. 244.000 black
families with women heads had five persons
in the household of this group. 152.000 or
62.5 percent were impoverished. For black
families with women household heads
having seven or more persons in the home,
a staggering 68.6 percent (134.000 famUies)
were below the poverty line.

Poverty is often a product of poor schools
and/or the lack of education. 330.000 black
female family heads have less than an
eighth grade education. Of this group.
173.000 or 52.1 percent live below the
poverty line. Of the 144.000 women with an
educational level of grade eight, 96.000 or
66.9 percent live below the poverty level.

Yet due to the duality of the burden of race
and class, black women who do excell in

education are far more frequently without
work than their white or Hispanic coun-
terparts. 358.000 black female
householders have attended one year or
more of college. Of this number, S6,000 or
26.7 percent are below the poverty line.

This percentage exceeds that for Hispanics
(19 percent) and for whites (10.7 percent).

Millions of black and brown women were
pressured into the marketplace to accept
low paying and unrewarding jobs in order
to provide for their families. But work in

itself is no guarantee against poverty.
148.000 black female householders worked
in managerial or professional jobs in 1979.
Of this group 20.000 women, or 13.8 per

cent, still were below the poverty level.
Again, this percentage was higher than
that for Hispanic professional women (10
percent) and for whites (6.8 percent)
Out of 430.000 black women househ.ild

heads who worked in sales or clerical
positions. 106.000 or 24.6 percent were
below the poverty line. 219.000 black
women working in private households or as
service workers were classified below the
poverty level. Three fourths of all black
women farm workers were below the
poverty level. The total percentage of
black female family heads who held fulltime
employment and who were below the
poverty line (33.2 percent) was higher than
the figures for Hispanic (26.3 percent) and
white women (18.9 percent).
The largest categories of black females

living in poverty are, as to be expected, the
young and the elderly. More black females
than males (34.1 percent vs 27.2 percent)
live in poverty. 1.646.000 black females
below the age of 16 years are poor, ap-
proximately 41 percent of the total number
of black femeles within this age erouo
(4.012,000). 6 K F

The next age groups that have significant
numbers of black women in poverty are
between ages 16 21 (633.000 females. 36.9
percent of the total age group) and over age
65 (4891000 females. 41.7 percent of the
total age group). Once more, black femak?s
across the board are more likely to be poor
than women of other ethnic groups. For
example, among white females below the
age of 16, only 12.2 percent live in poverty.
Between the ages of 16-21 years, 10.5
percent are poor; over age 65. 15.8 percent
are poor. Hispanic women are far more
likely than whites to be poor at every age
level. but without exception are
significantly better off than black women.
Buried beneath a mountain of bills, it is a

small wonder that poor black women are
unable to transcend theirimpoverishment,

Dr. Manning Marable

Janet Butler

/ WORKED ALL MY L/F£ FOR r^£ B/G
AMER/CAN DP£AM AND /M HAVfNG A

Af/6HTMARE.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The "Third World Women's Task Force
will be sponsoring a panel on "Native
American Women: Family Survival and
Social Change. " The women will be giving
the history of Native Americans and
discussing their struggle for the survival of

ihe family and their race. Also they will

speak on organising for social change.

The guest speakers will be Val Kelly and
Lottie Fothergill. The free event will take
place in the Campus Center in room 101 at 7
PM on November 19th. Childcare will be
provided in room 901. There will be a

reception at Yvonne's in New Africa House
ai .5:30.

c i»mr see
"Sittin' on the Mourning Bench. Fire in

My Soul" (conceived by Lucette Mercer.
with poetry by Joyce Ingram)
A play written, directed, produced and

performed by Black women at Smith
College.

Saturday, November 21, 1981 at 7 p.m.
at Helen Hills Chapel. Smigh College
campus. The event is free and will be the
only Black production at Smith College this

year.

tor m..n. information call t'anna Putnam
at hvery Woman's ( VnuT. The number to
callis.)4.>(jy^;j.

LUTHER

The Malrolm X Center is sponsoring a
Fun & (;ames Night. Friday. November 20.
lyM. Kefreshments will be served. Come
and Cool Out. play games and enjoy
voursell'.

EVERY WOMAN'S CENTER GOALS
AND OBJECTIVES FEEDBACK

As Everywoman's Center approaches
its tenth anniversary, it has initiated a
critical review of its goals and objectives.
As part of that process, the Center is asking
f(»r comments form the community. If you
do not receive a questionnaire in the mail
within 2 weeks, please call or write
Everywoman's Center. Wilder Hall
UMa.ss. 545-0883.

.Announcements Film Conspiracy
International Film Conspiracy Friday.

November 20ih 6:30 midnight. A five hour
showing of long and short progressive
movies addressing issues such as racism,
sexism, nuclear and military superiority,
freedom and comedy. Refreshments will be
available and a one dollar donation is

requesied. Sponsored by Students Against

•Militarism. .349 6414.

Sunday
Kim Hamiter
12 PM-2 PM
Black ('ontemporary Dance

Lonnie Marshall

2 PM 4 PM
Progressive Jazz

Tuesday

BMCP
4 PM 6 PM
Black Contemporary Dance

Monique Harris

6 PM 9 PM
Black ('ontrmporary Dance

Pierre Bushel

2 PM I P.M

Sounds Cnlimiied

John HudtiiMk

12 AM 2 PM
Monti iig Pari.v

By Brumsic Brandon Jr.

*^ - . -J ^ ^ V ^

JANES A WARE

jm FIRST OiNtHG CAR WAiTIROf TMI

YtAas OF CONtiMUOUS SSRVttC - WITWgt
A COMPIAIHT, nErfflMAMO OU ^O^PlNSION
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New program offers rewards

to citizens who catch arsonists
B(JSTON — Officials from state government and

the insurance indusiry announced a program yesterdav
that will oltiT cjish rewards of up lo $1,000 to citizens
who help >nufl oui arson.

The Arson Watch Reward Program," sponsored by
the Ma-ssachusttls Property Insurance Unde. writing
Association, is aimed at combating arson fires thai
claimed the lives of 35 people in the state last year and
caused some $75 million in damages.

"Arson crimes are reaching epidemic proportions and
they affe<-t every one of us. directly or indirectly." Gov.
Edward J. King said at a news conference held in a
burned ..ut building in Cambridge. The crime can be
likened lo thieves who are stealing from us without our
knowledge."

The year-long program will be administered by the
underwriting association known as the Massachusetts
h \Ui Plan, for Fair Access to Insurance Requirements.
It will operate in conjunction with the stale fire mar-
shals office, the department of public safety and the at
I orney general's office.

Agent Orange compensation

would cost government billions

WA.^HINGTON - The head of the Veterans Ad
ministration said yesterday that if the government
ileiides lo compensate Vietnam veterans for any harm
caused by Agent Orange the cost will run into the
billion.- of «lollars for years to come.

We would be looking at hundreds of millions of
dollars per year, going into the middle of the next cen-
tury," \'.'\ .Administrator Robert Nimmo said in the first

public estimate by a high official of the cost of paying
veterans if studies conclude that the herbicide per
manenily damaged their health.

S«n. .\rUn Specter, R Pa., questioning .\immo at a
hearini,'. suggested that the high cost of compensation is

"a major inhibiting factor" in reaching a conclusion
whether the herbicide has harmed veterans, as many
say

.

Nimmo told the Senate Veterans Affairs Committee of
another delay.

He disclosed that the Veterans Administration has re-

jected a proposed design for the study. The design was
prepared by the University of California at Los Angeles
under a $1 14,28» VA contract awarded .May 1.

Digest
By the Associatpci Press

Hartford medical examiner says

policeman died of 8 wounds
WATLRBl RV. Conn. - An off duty Hartford

police officer died of eight gunshot wounds when he was
slain along with two other security guards in the 1979

$l.Ht) million Purolaior robbery, the chief stale's medical

examiner testified Wednesday in the trial of two men
charged in connection with the incident.

The cause of Edward Cody's death "was gunshot

wounds to the chest, the left butt(Kk, and the left upper

extremities," medical examiner Dr. Catherine Galvin

said.

Dr. CJalvin's testimony followed a dispute between
defense and prosecution attorneys over the admission of

three ph«)iographs of Cody's l>ody as evidence, where
Wanrbury Superior Court Judge T. Clark Hull ruled for

I he prosecution.

The attorneys have clashed several times in the trial

of Donald Couture, 29. of Wallingford, and Lawrence

"IJuddy" i'ellelier. J8. of Waterbury, who are charged

with multiple counts of felony murder and intentional

murder in connection with the April 10, 1979, slaying of

the three guards at Purolator's Waterbury depot.

Study shows polluted wells
-J

may not have caused cancer
BOSTON — Two public wells in Woburn that

were contaminated by hazardous chemicals apparently
did not cause an unusually high rate of childhood
liukemia in one .s<>ction of the city, according to a new
state report issued yesterday.

The rate of fatalities from childhood leukemia in

Woburn. which has ihe state's highest cancer rate for

any community over ;JO,(K)0 residents. l)egan to climb in

ihe early 19()0s before the two wells were used as public

drinking waler supplies, ihe report by the state Depart-
ment of Pul)lic Health said.

There also was no decline in the leukemia rate after

the wells were shut down two years ago, officials said.

WITH THE CKOVVI) _
Honduras near the border
Kl Salvador's civil vvar in

"'•fu'i?/^^^^';
"^^^^^ '''"""^ Salvadoran refugees in thi.s' refugee camp inwith Kl Salvador. Thousands of Salvadorans have sought refuge from the

this tiny border town.

HCMETCWN

HOMEIUWN
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SPECIAL
ATTRACTION
ONE NIGHT ONLY

*

Rhode Island's

top rock bond

'*J^'^'f-JL***¥-*¥¥¥¥^^^Jfjfjfjf^^

It's a

^KICKOFF Concert
Mission with a

KNOCKOUT
Student Price

.Admission

( ',..

DAVID
JOHAHSEN

»• The Suburban Lawns

HOMETOWN

at
THE BLUE WALL

U -MASS
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 20

HOMETOWN ROCKERS LATEST SINGLE, "DEEP
BLUE SEA" "NIGHT WATCHMAN; AVAILABLE AT
UNION RECORDS UNLIMITED, AND BY REQUEST
ON WMUA 911 FM.

• The Elevators

J Dec

-

4th FAC 7:30pm

ON SALE TODAY
UMqss Scholars (4.00

General Public S6.00
AvAJUblc at;

Union RccoRds UnItcJ.

TIX

For ilif RicoRd (Faces)

PlATTERpUS RfCORd^
Main St. RccoRds
FAC Box Officf

*¥#

- No food, dRiNk, sMokf or cameras
- All TicklTS $1.00 MORE AT Tks dooR
HiANks UMass Arts CounciI

• r><SM. •-*«#•,

*

................,.;*:******^*!*!:*t^^^
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APO sponsors Operation ID
to help students stop crime

tor the third semester, the Alpha Phi Omega Service

o hHn "w" ^T?'"'"^'" ^P*^*-^^'"" Identificatfon projmU> help reduce thelt at the University of MassachuseUs.
Operati(,n I.U. .s a free program which consists ofengravmg soc-.al security numbers on valuable Hemsmaking a list of all the items and placing an Operation I d'warning decal on the room door.

Svfvi'n R T ^T^ '" dormitories i^ "the Northeast andSylvan Residential areas, but other people may have their

Sr'saTr'^'' ';;
7'''"^ ^^^ «^ ^'^' Department Tf

Crary said that an engraved valuable is less likely to besto en because- "no responsible person will buy it. You canu II ihal 11 s stolen property." He also said that if property
IS stden It can be traced back to the owner if it is marked
AI O began Operation I.D. three semesters ago with

f>ou hwest and last semester went to Orchard Hill and
C. entral, Lrary said.

Afler this semester, they will go back to Southwest andKeep doing i his forever," he said.
The program began Wedne.sday and will continue untUIhanksgivmg Crary .said. Next semester, APO is alsoplanning to spon.sor a bicycle registration program. Crary

- TERRY HOFFMAN

Arthur Buckman cleans up
in Grayson's *froth-ofF contest
A crowd of about 150 people gathered last week inurayson main lounge to watch the dorm'.s "froth-off" con-

The winner, Arthur Buckman. 18. an undeclared
Ireshman. was victorious over six other finaiist.s who com-
peted for the championship.
The "froth-off" is a contest where the (.bjective is to

create as much foam, drool and dribble as possible, using a
toothbrush and toothpaste, said Mark LaFrance coor-
dinator of the contest.

Buckman ..said he had a good time at the contest even
though his mouth wa.s burning from the toothpaste
"My only complaint is that the competition could have

l)een harder, there were only seven finalists," Buckman
said.

The contest was judged by Helen Schneider, faculty

Webster
^''^^'''"' """'^ ^"'^^'' ^"^"' ^^^"'ty resident oV

First prize included a record album, a new toothbrush anew tube of to<.thpaste and a half-gallon of emergency
water left over from the water shortajre last year.

-PAULA ALBOKGHETTI

Amherst approves the addition

^

of two more police positions

Last week, by a 77 to 70 vote. Amherst Town Meeting
Members approved the addition of two new police positions
and funding for another position that was previously lost
because of Proposition 2'/2.

The townspeople overrode negative votes by selectmen
Francesca Maltese. Edith Wilkinson and Richard Minear
Those three along with the finance committee, had not
recommended the proposal of selectman WUIiam Atkins
because the additions came during the middle of the fiscal
year.

The two new positions will cost $19,282 for the
remainder of fi.scal year 1982. Proponents of the measure,
which included police chief Donald Maia, Atkins and
selectman elect Fred Steinbeck, cited an understaffed
Amherst police force and a critical need for additions
during the fiscal year.

"The present police force is badly stretched and un-
derstaffed," said Steinbeck. "Statewide, the average
number of officers per thousand people is 2.6. while in
Amherst it's .74. which illustrates the need."

Tm delighted with ihe-lwlstering of the police force." he
said.

-RICHARD MARTIN

Womanshelter offers haven for

abused, internships for others
Womanshelter/Companeras. a shelter for abused

women and their children, is offering internships for
graduate and undergraduate students.
A feminist, non-profit organization located in Holvoke.

Ma., It offers services to battered women, such as a 24-
hour bilingual hotline, emergency shelter, coun.seling and
support groups. Womanshelter/Companeras is involved in
educating the public on the problems of abu.se and is a
member of the Massachusetts Coalition of Battered
Women s Service Groups.
The shelter is .seeking interns interested in working on

the probelms of abu.se, and presently have openings for
administrative aids, counselors, outreach workers, and
fund raisers. A comprehensive training program is open
K) all inlerns. The program provides students with the
opportunity to gain experience in counseling and crisis
intervention.

No ifs, ands or butts, today is

the Great American Smokeout
The American Cancer Society is holding its Great

American Smokeout today and students and faculty from
the Five College area are pledging lo quit smoking for the
day.

Pledges have been accepted at a table in the Campus
Cenl«r Concourse throughout the week. Prizes will be
awarded to names drawn from those pledges.
The smokeout is being locally co-sponsored by students

in Communications Studies 310: Persuasion Theory, area
merchants, and the Student Health Advisory Board from
University Health Services at the University of
Ma.ssachu.set(s.

£Qll£g'ma 7

Have you
tried our new
Freshtasdks
salad bar for
lunch yet?

Over 60 different
items: garden-fresh fruits

and vegetables, plus condi-
ments and dressings galore.
You could come back time after
time and never once duplicate
the same salad. There are oven-
fresh rolls and breads, too . . . and
tempting desserts. The price?
Just what you'd expect from
Bonanza . . . vemry reasonable!

I
RIB EYE

I DINNER

I $399
I Includes Bonanza's famous rib eye steak,

I
choice of potato, and all you can eat at our

I
fabulous FYeshtastiks Salad Bar!

I

Coupon expires December 24th

Route 9, Hadtey, MA

RIB EYE
!

DINNER
I

Includes Bonanza's famous nb eye steak,
choice of potato, and all you can eat at our|
fabulous FYeshtastiks Salad Bar!

^

Coupon expires Decennber 24th

—-J———

—

^^5SIliL?L5?*"*y'
iMA I

Students Against Militarism

show films on various topics
From 6 p.m. until midnight Friday, Students Against

Militarism will present a free showing of 10 progressive
Idms dealing with issues such as racism, oppression
sexism, war, and comedy. The event will include "To the
I o..ple ot the World," made by the Chilean resistance-
(ops with Buster Keaton; "The Rt'd Nightmare," an
amicommunist film made by the Defense Department in
the 1950s; and more. The event will be held in Campus
Center from room 165. Refreshments will be available and
donations will be requested.

It's pre-registration time again;

so pick up those forms today
Pre^regi.stration forms will he available in departments

;r""'ii"''"'
'"' '^^"^**- ^^^t'l"'!^'*! are students in RCP andCChBS prog-rams. The.se stu.lents will receive their forms

irom those offices.

Students should clieck with their major deF)artmental of-
fices to ascertain if advisor conferences or group meetings
are re(|Uirefl during counselling week.

/ J-^'' *l'io'li?u'
*^**'" '"'"'"^ '" *•'' '"'"^''' '"'" 'f'^' K('«-istrar's

Ultice 21.^ Whitmore is November 25. liWl by 4:;{() p.m.

Armed man pilfers two pizzas
in Brittany Manor, police say
A man delivering pizzas to a lirittany Manor Apartment

was robbrd at l:li2 a.m., Tuesday night in the apartment
complex parking lot.

The lone assailant was observed by the victim with a
revolver, who allegedly robbed the delivery person of (wo
pi/zas. Amherst police said yesterday.

The alleged assailant is described only as a white male
A spokesperson for the Amherst Police Department
relu.sed 10 released any other description, saying. "It
would hamper our investigation."

THUfi/DRV

Tonlghdr^peclol

75c

VODKA
DRINKS

SPEARMINT
SCHNAPPS
i .00/Shot

fgwurihg

ROCK & ROLL '00 Co-9 till

15 E. PItaMiit St.
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UM Judiciary lets students judge their peers
By ELIZABETH J. BARRETT
Colk'gian Correspondent

A University Judicial System at the University of
Massachusetts is in operation to resolve student conflicts
and establish an effective and valid system of peer
judgment. Roberi Brooks, assistant dean of students, said
yesterday.

Brooks said that regulations and policies were designed
10 allow ihe University to fulfill its educational purposes
and to create a code of student conduct to judge violations
of these rules. He said that students and laymen on the
judiciary provide a valid system of peer judgement in
which there arg sufficient checks and balances for justice to
be served.

Brooks said the Judiciary system is run by laymen and is

not a criminal court.

"We should run our own house and avoid a legalistic or
adversary mndvl of justice." he said adding that the
presence of lawyers in the system hampered the efficiency
of its operation and rendered it "unduly cumbersome".

Lisa Ziebel student attorney general for the Student
Ju<li<iary System, agreed that the presence of lawyers in

jutliciai Univ<Tsiiy procedurt-s reduces its elTiciency.

BRING A FRIEND
to

H^Hmii
Now thru Nov. 8th

Breakfast Special
2 Eggs ^®9 Low Price

2 Pancakes $2.25

2 Strips Bacon ^'^^^ ^^'^ coupon

2 Sausage 2 4or $2.95
^ Served All day Open to Close

ru Nov.

The Student Judiciary Board is part of the University
Disciplinary System and handles cases such as shoplifting

from the University Stores and student conflicts within the

Undergraduate Student Senate. saidZiebel.

Ziebel said that because state schools are state funded,

students an entitled to due process guarantees which
involve the right to representation and introduces lawyers

into the University judicial system. Ziebel said this differs

from private schools where judiciary boards are run totally

by students.

The Disciplinary System at UMass is concerned with
violations of the Student Code of Conduct and focuses

primarily on abuses of the code of conduct within the
risidenlial system. Cases raised before the judiciary cover
a number of areas ranging from academic honesty, lewd
behavior, misu.se of alocholic beverages and damage to

properly, Brooks said.

The most common hearings before Residential

Ju(li«iaries concern physical and verbal harassmenis and
violations of guest policies said Bnmks. Often incidents in

I he dorms involve non students and are linked to violations
of the sicohol policy and to personal misrepresentation, he
said.

Sialisiics for October show a combined total of 94 cases
lor ihese offenses. There were 46 reported cases con-
cerning misuse of student identification cards and 12

\ ioiui ions of i he window policy, which is a problem largely
confined to I he Sou(hw«'si towers, [{rooks said.

"With 22,000 people at UMass, there are going to be
some stu«i<nis who behave outside the code of conduct, but
awareness of the UniviTsity Judiciary System will act as a

pn \entaii\e in many ca.ses and will encourage victims of

si udenl misconduct to report such incidents," Brooks said.

Sun.-Thuri.
I .m -J .m.
FrI A Sa(.
Opfn M Hr». paling plare

2AVnt CAMPUS tHOPPINa PLA2A
WTt. I. MADUr, 2l»4Ut

OOOOOOOI

Board of Governors
Last Day

of Vendor Certification

Friday,

November 20th

Women's Caucus acts

as 'arm of the senate'
By LAURIE ZUCKER
Collegian Staff

The Women's Caucus is an arm of the Student Senate
created to keep the senate aware of women's issues, and
broaden the politic?l strength of women in the senate, said

Lisa Ziebel, student attorney gene.al.

'The senate is generally responsive when needs are

brought up, but is not very aggressive in seeking problems
I hat affect women on campus." Ziebel said.

("o-chair of the caucus, Laura Koester. said. "There's a

lot of room for improvement. The leadership is all male,

but it's a two-way thing. Women have to organize. The
caucus works cooperatively with the Women's Issues

Team. We'r<' trying to build a strong network."

The Women's Caucus serves as an intermediary between
'he Senate and the different women's groups on campus.
The Women's Issues Team, which is part of the Student

Center for Educational Research and Advocacy

(SCERA). coordinates three independent task forces, the

Committee for Equal Rights and Reproduction Freedom
(CERRF). Students Against Sexual Harassment (SASH),
and the Committee Against Sexual and Racial Assaults

(CASARA). The caucus has direct input in the

workshops and activities of these groups, such as trying

to raise their level of political sophistication by con-

ducting st^minars in parliamentary procedure. A
workshop series in leadership skills is in the works.

Ko«'ster said.

In addition, the caucus is forming a coalition to bring

Puerto Rican filmmaker Anna MariaGarcia to UMass. She
is making a film on sterilization, and they are helping with

I he upcoming Reproduction Rights Education days,

sponsored by ('KURF, to take place in early Dec.

However, they deal mostly with the Senate, Koester said.

"Last year there weren't many women in the senate, and

I hey didn't speak up enough. The caucus is working more
effectively this year, and there's more respect from the

senate lor women's concerns and the caucus," Koester
said.

'Ihe Student Senate can only endorse issues appropriate
to students on campus. The SASH grievance procedure is

currently being reviewed, and the Senate may endorse it.

Ziebel said.

The Human Life Amendment, and the wave of recent
assaults against women and the publicity they have
received, has inspired more concern and awareness about
women's issues than last year, Ziebel sai<l.

Thursday, Novemher I*), I9H1
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tampus crooks crib cash, climbing equipment, cops say
Climbing equipment missing

liy KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

About $1,400 worth of mountain ;..nd ice climbing
equipment has been reported missing irom the University

,'>- ^: "^'' t-qu'Pnient locker in the Campus Center,
polit-e said Tuesday.

According to police, some equipment was noticed
missing by an outing club official on Mondav, November 9
She notified other Outing Club personnel who have access
to the locker, police said, and a subsequent inventory
check revealed close to 100 items missing from the locker

Police said there are four known keys to the locker and
said there was no sign of forced entry.
There are currently no suspects in the case, police said.
Among Items missing were: 2 aluminium ice axes valued

at $61 each, a pair of bear claw snow shoes. $67- 20
carabiners. total value $115; and two Edelrid ropes. Im'm x
150 a.. $120 each.

Outing club officials said the items were taken sometime
over the November 6 weekend.

loi.n also report that $124 in cash and checks were
aken Irom the oflirr of the Student Auto Workshop
..cated on i hv grouml floor of t he Campus Center ( u„ a«e"
i)ei we..n Nr.\ ember M and last Monday.
There was no sign ..1 forced entry into the offj.-e andworkshop oll.cials told pol.ee "several" keys from to the

<'l ice. rnen out last semester, ^u^vr uruiccounted lor
polu( s;u(i.

Jogger joins in criminal chase
By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

The joint effort of a passing jogger and several"
University employees Friday afternoon resulted in the
chase and identification of two Northampton residents
suspected of stealing a wallet and $90 in cash from an office
in Munson Hall, police said Tuesday.

University police currently have arrest warrants out on
a white male and a white female, both 19 and both from
Northampton. They intend to charge them both with
larceny over $100 and. in addition, charge the male suspect

,
with assault with a dangerous weapon. Police are
wit holding their names pending arrest.
The incident began about 3:45 Friday afternoon when a

secretary of the Designs Production Office in Munson Hall

saw the two suspects exiting her office. She said she asked
'

iKin what ihey wanted and requested they remain in the
' orrulor outside her office. When she entered her offiee
she saw that her desk drawer was open and her wallet
missing, she .said.

According to the woman, the susp^-ts then fled the
^Hnld.t.g. she yelled lor help, and about s,,x employees fromMunson Hall as well as a passing jogger chased the
^u.speet s.

The woman said the female suspect was caught near
ilie curb ol Massachusetts Avenue by an office
employee. The male suspect was caught up to by the
jogger m Lot 34. across from the Whitmore Administra
'ion building, police said. According to police the
suspect turned on his pursuer, pulled out a screwdriver
and made "jabbing" motions with the weapon Police
said the jogger was scared off. and the suspect fled the
scene.

Police said the male suspect threw the wallet and the $90
lo th«- ground while being chased and the articles were
iaier recovered.

The male suspect was later identified by her female
companion, police said. The woman was released by police
because, police said, "it was not known at the time the
amount of the iheft exceeded $100."

1
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
coliegiaqn

Point:
Will, Dave, the biggest social event of

the year was on T.V. Tuesday afternoon
and you probably missed it. While you
were in the library plagiarb.ing ideas for
your next column, millions of other
Americans and General Hospital fans
were watching Luke Spencer and Laura
Baldwin reaffirm the great institution of
marriage in one of the biggest, most old
fashioned ceremonies ever to hit national
television.

Sure there was the royal wedding this

summer but who cared about that? You
probably did but only because you secret
ly wLsh you could gel away with wearing
a kill like Prince Charles does. Let's face

il. The royal wedding was an artificially

contrived event with two sole purposes in

mind; to bolster the sinking English
economy and to halt Charles' growing
reputation as an aging playboy. ABC's
answer l<» this royal farce was a ceremony
that was conceived with a sense of dignity
that even Queen Elizabeth with her little

hats couldn't match.
L(K)k at the characters involved in both

weddings. On one side you have Prince
Charles and lady Diana. Then we have
Luke Spencer and Laura Baldwin. And
what do we know about the royal family".''

(Heller to ask, what, if anything, do we
want to know';*) We have Prince Charles
who would Im' the ideal match for any girl

who d<K'sn't mind a husband with large
ears, a bulbous nose and better legs than
her. Charles is a drab, humorless man. a
lot like you Dave, and his title is the only
thing that makes him special. His bride is

a teenager whose greatest accomplish
ment was a passing grade in souffles in

her wonderfully expensive Swiss boarding
sch(K)l. Lady Di is just the sort of wimp
that mindless chauvinists like you and
Charles have been scampering after for.
years.

Luke Spencer is romantic to the core.
Sure he's a scoundrel, but so were Errol
Klynn and John Wayne. Luke is the
m«Klerni/ati()n of Don Quixote pursuing
his Dulcinea. We've seen him screw up

and we've al.so seen him claw hia way up
to the top. He has earned his lovability

and respect, something that's probably
well beyond your grasp. Laura has
matured before our eyes and we have
agoni/ed with her daily over her misfor
tunes and adventures. This is no card-

board couple, but two real and vulnerable
people.

You can say a lot of nasty things about
the soaps but you can't deny their attrac-

tion. How can anyone resist a situation

where you can intimately share every
detail of other people's lives and feel no
responsibility toward them in any way'.'

You probably can. but that's only because
you can't see past your own by-line.

When you watch daytime television you
can love or hate someone as much as you
want and they can't do anything about it.

The emotions spent on soaps are a cathar-

sis f«)r those of us who are not so

uninhibited as to let themselves go into a

stale of drunken disorder like you did at

that parly Friday night.

I've had enough of all you sexists de
nouncing G.H. as trite garbage. I heard
no complaints from you when Suzanne
Somers bounced her way through
"Three's Company. " And don't tell me Bo
Derek impressed you with her acting

ability. Your problem is that you have no
idea of what true romance is. Romance
comes when people fight for their love

against apparently insurmountable odds,
not from answering ads in the Personals
section of Thv VaUcy Advocate. Romance
is part of the great American tradition.

Where would we be without Rhett and
Scarlett, Spencer and Hepburn. Annette
and PYankie'.' For every era of our histroy
we've had a romantic couple to emmulate.
The Spencer s are the couple of the
eighties. I suggest you watch G.H. more
often Dave, a touch of humanity would be
go(xJ for you.

Marij lit'tli Hcbi'rt is a Collegian colum-
nist and ivalches GcrwraJ Hospital every
chaiicr she gt'ts.

It's a revolution, like it or not

Counterpoint:
Mary Beth, I deeply regret lending

dignity to your column by responding to

your misguided notions, but you and hun
dreds of other people on campus need to

see the error of your ways. Contrary to

what you've previously believed. General

Hospital is not a T.V. show, it's an addic

lion, and frankly, what this campus needs

now is a first-rate rehabilitation center.

I'm fully aware that General Hospital is

a sacred cow, like yourself, Mary Beth,
and I'm sure it's probably pointless for me
Lo make an attack on the soap opera,
since people will watch it anyways. But
sacred cows can be fun, since they pro-

vide f(Klder (pun intended) for columnists,
even guest ones like myself, to dwell
upon. General Hospital is no exception.

When I first started attending UMass.
back in the days of Gerald and Benb (was
it thai long ago'.'), there was no open
diTlaralion of regular viewing. In the
good old days, people were ashamed to
admit ihey watched it, as well they
should l)e. What began as a closet addic
lion on campus has now mushroomed into
an epidemic. If you don't believe me, all

you need to do is check out the bottom of
I he Campus Center, where you can
observe hundreds of junkies receiving
iheir daily fixes. Fortunately I received
my immunization shot in the form of a
2:30 class, which prevents me from wat
ching. Oh. I mourn the days when it was
safe lo go lo the Top of the Campus for
drinks in the afternoon. Now a
pleasurable cocktail hour has mutated into
a nightmare, where a trip to the bar
means fighting off hoards of GH fanatics
who continually play musical chairs with
the few seats available.

1 gave the show an honest chance, tun-
ing in to watch the wedding between
Luke and Laura, and I was appalled.
Mary Beth, it's readily apparent to nor-
mal people like myself that the General
Hospital meniality is the very same one

that made Gilligan's Island so popular for
so long. I will admit that it's no surprise
that GH has lasted this long — it takes
years for the plot to develop. Maybe
that's why you like the soap so much,
Mary Beth, for the show moves at a pace
you can deal with.

Above all, the biggest horror concern
ing General Hospital is that hundreds, if

not thousands, of people are exposed to
the current problems of sexual harass-
ment on campus, and still remain loyal to
a program that idolizes Luke, a self-

proclaimed rapist. The satirical nature of
these columns prevent me from pursuing
this point further, but must the problem
of violence against women take a break
every weekday at 3:00'.''

It's been said many times before that
soap operas in general are unrealistic.
However, General Hospital fanatics argue
that GH is different, that it could happen
anywhere. I won't argue that. My next
door neighbors have been trying to
emulate the Cassadines and take control
of ihe weather for years now. For the
readers who exercise good judgement and
don't watch, that was an actual plot line,

or so my sources tell me. Mary Beth, I

may plagiarize other sources, but at least
I do some sort of research before I put
words on paper. You should do something
more creative, as both you and your col-

umns have moved two steps ahead in the
"Year Towards Senility."

I don't care if your GH addiction has
brought on a touch of 'Quariemaine on-
i he Brain', Mary Beth, but for God's sake
don't pass it on to the rest of us. Don't
look to other columnists for help, either.
If Randolph T. Holhufs smart, he'll stay
out of this. Frankly, I should have too.
That way, you could have done this point
counter point against yourself. Knowing
you, you would still probably have lost.

iMvc Ctiiic is a UMass student.

I want to address •man-to-man" the reaction of the
vocal complainers, the men who write defensive letters to
the editor against the efforts of women to rai.se campus
awareness of the i.ssue of sexual as.sault. As a man I can
no longer sit and pa.ssively watch while my fellow men
esp«.use unthmkmg criticisms of women's struggles to l)e
free To the letter-writers I want to sav "Shut uf) and
thmk. In.stead of complaining about the "revolting"
depiction of a naked white man cm the poster advocating
self-defen.se for women, stop t<, consider whv the poster
was seen as neces.sary in the first place. You may not like
the answer: you. as a white man, are perceived as
threatening to the .safety of women and dthers.

The latest letter-writer says he can "no longer take the
anguish of the "dumpon I'Ma.ss men" he feels victimi/ed
by //r can't take it" How «lues he think white women can
t;ike the much greater an^njish of having to live with
physical and/or p.sychological intimidati..ri everv fiav of
their lives m Ihe white man's w<.rl<i;' What about" the
anguish Black women have t(. deal with"' What of the
an^Oiish of Asian women'/ Hispanic women"' .Jewish
women'.' American Indian w(.men? This is without even
considering the <|uiet fears fa<ed bv all the men ..n <-ami,us
who are not "privileged" to Ik- white, (.r whn are .Jewish
and/or gay'.'

All women, peopj,. .,f cojnr, .Jews, homosexual - all of
whom, incidentally, comprise the majorifv of the campus
(and worl<I) f)opulation - all these people must at some
time exr)ect or at the very loast fear a phvsical attack to
th.-ir person while living under a heterosexual non .Jewish
white male .s«K-iety. All are potentially threatened by the
hostile actions of the white male minority.
The latest male letter writer. obje<tirig to the sugg«'s-

tion of a curfew and escort service "for men. displayed his
insensitivity to the issue by <Ieclaring that he would take
th^' bus home at night. Has he wxer noticed that only while
men sit alone on late night l.u.ses. while almost invariably
women and f)eople of color, among others, are kept from
riding the bu.ses unle.ss accompanied bv a friend'.' Ap-
parently this man is unaware of the restrictions his fellow
straight white men place on the freedom of the rest of us.
What has prompted the numerous letters protesting the

p')sters and recent articles aJK)ut rape awareness in this
paper? If the.se minority men are motivated by their own
fears of retaliation or by their increasing .sen.se of aliena-

tion from the majority population on campus, that is

understandable. They have g(K)d reason to feel alienated.
A revolution is taking place, whether they like it or not
People are getting together, and will not wait for the
straight. non-Jewish white man to get it together himself.
And if these white men continue to prove their ignorance
and insensitivity to the i.ssues, they will find them.selves
left l)ehind as the ultimate, real minority.

John R. Woolrcv is n UMnss student.

Letters for publication must include the
writer's name, address and telephone
number for verification. Please type triple

spaced with 67 characters per line. Because
of the large volume of mail received, un-
published letters cannot be acknowledged
or returned. Letters subject to editing for

clarity and length.

'Wmmwr NO.THIRES NO NKDTO REPLY. MT WAS JUST A V«^IN(5SH0r TO KEEPHim HAp"

Our survival seems like a miracle
It IS beginning to seem like a major miracle that we are

still able to wake up each morning and find that we are still
alive. If you aren't feeling horrified over the rude noises
coming out of Washington about winnable limited nuclear
wars and nuclear warning shots, then you ought to be.
Our nation's foreign policies have been hopelessly

muddled lately, but just when you thought that the Reagan
administration had hit rock bottom, they have gone a step
beyond. Despite the expressed desire of the ad-
miiiistration to seek arms limitation, we are stUl talking

Randolph T. Holhut
about possible "limited nuclear war" in Europe. The
European community is furious over these and other
American actions, such as proposed deployment of almost

600 Pershing medium range missies across Western
Europe. Anti-nuclear sentiment is at its highest level since

the "ban the bomb" protests of the 1950's. Hundreds of

i housands of Europeans have turned out for marches and
protests. The message they are sending America and the

Soviets (who have nearly 100 misiles aimed at Western
Europe) is clear - they are not going to be sacrificed in a
shootout by the superpowers.

Not surprisingly, Leonid Brezhnev is exploiting the
disarray of our allies and of our foreign policy by making
peace overluri'S to the Europeans. They have denounced
I he ihought of a winnable nuclear war, but on the other

hand have tried to conceal their buildup of arms. Given the
Soviets past track record when it comes to peace, it is

questionable that they are being sincere. But they may be
even more scared of a nuclear holocaust than they would
liketoadmit..

But the fact slUI remainst that we are as close to a major
conflict as we have ever been. I am afraid that Reagan,
Haig, and company might blunder this country into a war.
And the most terrifying ihought is that our leaders do not
realize this, and are blithely marching us off to war.
An example of this is Alexander Haig. Why he has

survived ihis long as Secretary of State, I'll never know.
This paranoid maniac has consistantly disagreed with what
liule foreign policy this country has had. His running fued
wuh National Security Advisor Richard Allen has helped
his case liu le. He has proven himself to be a liability to the
administration, yet he remains in a top position deter
mining policy.

The biggest surprise is that Americans are standing by
watching all of this happen. A recent poll has shown that
6t) percent of those surveyed believe that there will be a
major war within the next ten years, that it will not be
survivable, and that there will be no victor. But the op-
position has been subdued thus far. However, on
Veteran's Day last week there were signs that this may no
longer be true. A nationwide leach in aimed at raising
public awareness about the arms race was held at various
colleges and universities with moderate success. Locally, a
siauwide referendum calling for a freeze on nuclear
weapons is gaining momentum. The massive outcry
against nuclear weapons in Europe could start to be echoed
here soon.

Silence will not make things any better. The case is

clear and the action we must take is clear. The sooner we
call for a bilaliTal agreement for reduction of arms, nuclear
and conventional, the better off our planet will be. There
is nothing cLse that we can do.

Hand'ilpfi T. Hot/lut is a CoWvgian columnist.

Joint aspirations for peace

To the Editor:
In Mr. Dabbour's letter to the editor (Nov. 16) he

chasti.sed individuals interviewed at the Israeli Programs
Fair for refering to Israel as the only Jewish homeland.
Mr. Dabbour, Israel has been the homeland of the Jews for
'•i.OiW years and continues to be so today. It is al.so the
homeland of the Palestinians. Perhaps if you could stop
brandishing war rhetoric and accept the dual nature of the
land, Jews and Palestinians would finally be able to live

there in peace.

You asked in your editorial, "Since when did God
become a businessman dealing in real estate?" I repeat,
Mr. Dabbour. Israel is the homeland of the Jews. This
claim was given international legal legitimacy by the
United Nations on May 14. 1948 when that I)ody establish-
ed the state of Israel as a Jewish nation.

I encourage some fact finding before your next editorial

endeavor. Had you bothered to do any research on the
state of Israel you never would have leveled the absurd
charge that the only Israeli product is war. p]ven simple
common sense should have alerted you to the error in ac-

cusing the most industrialized cf)untry in the Middle East
of limiting itself to one product.

Please go to the supermarket and note the copious quan-
tities of Israeli fruit and flowers. They are in demand
world wide. Israeli agricultural know-how has aided
underdeveloped nations in increasing their food produc-
tion many fold. Israel's contributions to science, especially

in the area of solar energy, cannot be ignored. It would
probably interest you to study the most beautiful social ex-

periment of the century, the kibbutz, also.

Do you think that advertising Israel as a productive

place in which to live is misleading, Mr. Dabbour? Possibly

you were unaware that Israel offers its citizens, including
its Muslim and Christian citizens, the highest standard of
living in the Middle East. Who is attempting to mislead
whom?

It is clear, Mr. Dabbour. that you were laboring under a
multitude of misconceptions. Perhaps the mo.st serious are
your erroneous views on Zionism. The aim of Zionism,
since its conception and until today, is one of peaceful co
existence with the Palestinian people. We stand ready, as
we have stood for half a century, to discuss with you our
joint aspirations for peace for the land of Israel.

Susan Jacobs
South\vest

Resentment on both sides

To the Editor:

As an off-campus older student and University staff

member, I might be expected to pos.sess a different

perspective on the campus-wide response to rape and sex-

ual assault than a number of the men whose letters have
appeared recently in these pages.

The fact is, I can hardly telieve the degree of immaturi-

ty and of weak egos di.splayed. One complains that the

open discussion of rape is ruining his social life. Another
won't (or can't) take "no" for an answer following an
evening pick-up. And, yet, another resents even the sug-

gestion that an escort service and curfew for men only

would restrict his freedom — perhaps he might begin to

understand the resentment and the anger of women
paralyzed by fear? It would seem they need women more
than women need them. Is it any wonder?

Richard Cotton
Biochemistry Uept.

There is

nothing more
important

I had an argument with an angry male the othe day. We
had been talking about the Collegian's coverage of the
rapes on campus and he said he was getting sick of the
whole thing.

"You know, rape is a serious thing, but I think it's being
blown way out of proportion around here," he said.
He was a friend of mine and I thought he was pretty cool

so I decided to pursue it further. "What do you mean "by
that'.''" I asked.

"I mean that all I hear these days is rape, rape, rape.
You si'e something every day in the ColUgian about some
rape. Then you walk around campus and you see those
rape defense posters. You can't get away from it."

"Yeah, but rape and rape awareness has been a part of
everyday life for mr^^t women for a long time now. You say
you've had enough

, but women, whether or not they
want lo, have to d' ih it every single day of their lives.

"We can sit her nd talk about it being a bummer that
we have to be heavily confronted with this issue, but
women have no choice. They have to always be thinking
about taking prt>cautions late at night, not going off with
SI range men in isolated locations, things like that. I think
iis pretty sad that men are upset that they're finally being
forced to deal with this tragic situation."

My friend didn't respond immediately. He just sat there
and thought for a moment and then he looked up and his
voice got l.)uder. "Okay. I see your point. But there's
something else that's really been bothering me about this
rape thing. I'm really getting pissed at these man hating
women who condemn men just for being men. They can't
seem to get il through their heads that not all men are
rapists!"

"I think they realize that." I said. "But you can't blame
them for being mad. Rape is a really scary thing, and it"s a
lot more common than people think. No. not all men are
rapisis. The vast majority of us aren't, of course. But
unless we have enough compassion and understanding to
try as men to see how this society accepts and promotes
sexism and male domination, we're just contributing to the
problem."

"The new escort siTvice is a step in the right direction,"
he said.

"Yes. it shows that people care and it will make walking
home late at night .safer for many people, but that's only
the tip of the iceberg. To deal effectively with rape we
have lo clo.sely examine the society we live in and rethink
the traditional sex roles that have contributed to the ever
increasing instances of rape, sexual assault and violence
against women of all types."

"But how can we do anything when women are attacking
us just because we're men'.^ That's not only unfair, but it

stifles any progress we can make working together with
women lo confront these problems.

"

"Most women don't hate men." I replied. "In fact. I think
most women should be commended for how much patience
they've shown in dealing with rape and abuse by men. And
we're not going to gel anywhere unless we stop feeling
resentful toward women and start trying to understand
each other and how we're all victims of various types of
destructive sex role conditioning."

"That's sure a mouthful, you know. Don't you think you
might be placing loo much importance on this whole
thing'.'"

"Hey, man, nothing is more important lo you or me or
most men than to make things safe and work things out
beiween us and the mothers, sisters, lovers and friends we
so desperately depend on. I've heard enough of men say-

ing this stuff is being blown out of proportion. Nothing
is more important."

Jmlcsnn Knt: is a Collegian columtnst.
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Photo conference explores

the darkroom of the future
BvHElDlLEVlNE
(-'t)lli'j(ian Corn'spondt'nt

Toi-hnology is quickly expanding and
••hanging nowspapers. I)ul this shouldn I

have an imnu'diaif ctt'cct on go<Ki

photographers or rcplat-c ihcm in the near
future, photo editors from the New
England newspapers said yesterday.
"Though there will be a lot of changes

in the future, the electronic age isn't any
real threat to photographers." said Bill

Lyon of United Press International.

"Especially if that photographer can be
multifaceled and write as well as shoot
pictures."

Lyon was speaking at a photojournalism
conference at the University of
Massachusetts Campus Center yesterday
which addressed the coming of the eltn-

ironic darkroom and imaye gathering to

newspapers.

AI)u(ii KM) pfopie, uK'ludine University
<>l Mas.sacluist IS stunents and photo
chiels, photo ediKtrs. and photographers
Irom newspapers and wire .services

ihroughoui New England, were present
at I hi' conference.

Hill Hntt. chief phot«)grapher from the
H'isloii (ihiht said photography is becom-
ing more and more computerized as time
g<H's on. It may change the way photos
are actually processe«l, hut there is still a
great need for qualified photographers to
shoot good pictures, he said.

Photographers currently spend about 40
percent of iheir workday in the darkroom,
said Hoi) McCryslal, systems analyst for
the I'ron'ilrfiri Journal.

('iillei;ian phiidi h\ Dun Less

LVERYBODY OFF — An overcorwded Northampton bus forces the
driver to physically remove some of the passengers.

TWO KAVYUTTERS
TOUCH BASES ON UirSL

BALULilND BEER.
006 POWELL (Former American
Baseball Great): Koichi here has
been giving me a new angle on
baseball It seems the game's a
iittle different in Japan.
KOKM NUMAZAWA (Former
Japanese Baseball Great)

000: That's right The field is

smaller over there.

KOICHI: ol (J. i^B-hX'b^db

000: Well, now that you men-
tioned it, I guess you guys are
kinda smaller Does that mean
you drink Lite Beer 'cause it's less
filling'?

KOICHI: v.^^-, fcL^v.^*^ bKC

000: Tastes great? That's why I

drink it, too! I guess we have a lot

more in common than I thought
KOICHI: ^(7)iiij ! i^iX't, B^
(7) if1* f^ - A (IA U i -If-^*^
000: Me? I'm too big to play on
a Japanese team.
KOICHI: tA.UZtUi^X'r^, >

000: Shortstop?! Very funny.

^^-^tr^^^^

Read

the

Other

Voice

^^irt^^^^^

Slarl

—

every day
refreshed!

The CoMegion

<• 1981 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co , Milwaukee, Wis.
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE
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.ACROSS
1 H&foine.".' novel

a'"id f'irri

5 (jl watchers
8 Province of

South Africa

13 Architectural

pier

14 High strung
15 Betel palm
16 Ember
17 of Cleves
18 Express
19 Eight: Prefix

20 Cartoon
characters

21 Oboist's need
22 Demonstrate

competence
24 Agamemnon's

father

26 Europeai capital

28 Site of VA and ME
29 Moroccan territory

33 Calendar abbr.

35 Leaves in a hurry

37 Senator Cranston
38 Siberian sea
40

, c'est moj"
41 Cartoonist

Thomas
42 Spanish painter

43 Reckoned
45 Former Chinese

leader

<£ faanga! .ind

Bis'-.ay

4? -Magnon
48 Hindu queen
50 Assuming
53 Guys with class
56 Insipid

59 'Down Under

"

birds

61 1958 Pulitzer

novelist

62 Sour
63 Flower

holder

64 Garden denizen
65 Up in arms
66 Gaelic

67 majeste
68 To the point

69 Firmament
70 River to the

North Sea

DOWN
Fast food
Methusaleh's
father

Unmoving
Stylish rooms
Passion
Period

One at

the helm
8 Pacific island

republic

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

9 D«ep bored,

a' a well

10 beche
1

1

Permitted rro

return, in tennis
12 Lawrence, in

Sweden
14 Headpiece
23 RRs
25 Church holiday
27 According to a

timepiece
30 Hialeah feature

31 Space agcy.

32 " the Valley"

33 Door frame part

34 'Casta Diva,"

for example
36 Acts of

deliverance

39 Certain ancient

activities

44 Hammarskjold
49 With precision
51 Creator of

"Tiny Alice"

52 up (dress up)
54 Play with

55 Passover feast

56 "Fish or cut

57 'Gods Little

58 miss
60 Bishop's charge

ROD BONES by Gregg Canavan
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Solution to yesterday's puzzle on page 12

JOHNMORREUMDNT
B^^^^iiP^^AnCR COLLEGE.

HE BECAMEA MANAGER.

Giveevery
NE¥fBORN

the
advantage
AAarch of Dimes

Birth Defects Foundation
'""j SPACE CONTRIBuTf P H* TmE p,,oiiSwE"

"As Executive Oflficer of the

Anny's Defense Language Institute at

Monterey, California, I'm responsible

for the housing, feeding and well-

being of 500 students. And that's no
small task. I manage an annual food

budget of over a million and a half

dollars. And I'm accountable for five

million dollars worth of property.

"On top of managing money,

I also supervise a staff of 24 people.

And each one has unique problems

that I have to handle on a daily basis.

You better believe the leadership

and management training I received

in Army ROTC is paying off."

TTiere are otner gaxl reasons

for taking ROTC, too. Like scholar-

ship opportunities. And financial

assistance-up to $1,000 a year for

your last two years of ROTC.
If you want a job after college

that offers real challenge and real

responsibility, do what John Morrell
did. Take Anny ROTC.

And begin youlf future as an
officer.

ARMY ROTC.
BEAUYOUCAN

PATRICK MERRYMAN
ARMY ROTC BUILDING
545-2321 or 2322

1st Lt John Morrell was a business major at

the University of Iowa and a member of Army
ROTC

Poor Richard^ /DANCE CLUB
Disco • TOD 40 • ROd( Route 9 Amherst
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* Rape
must be said or indicaied for lack of consent lo be con
sidfrrd) Sheldon said.

The accused has ihe choice of a trial by judge or jury
and mosi choose a jury, knowing that juries are
iradiuonally conservative and do not convict as often
Sheldon said.

If a Kuilly verdict is reach(^d. the victim often feels a
s<-nse of closure and vindication and that the legal ex
penence was worthwhile, but if a guilty verdict is not
found, the victim often believes the jury/judge did not
heliev.e her. although in fact, it was the Commonwealth
thai tailed lo prove guilt, she said.
Sheldon concluded that unlike any other felony crime

the curl has to prove the victim's innocence', as well as the
guilt of I he accused.

* Fees

Hon
^^>'^'"'^-'^'^« ^^'••/'"^'y because of their lack of voting

what the Real majority ,s doing, they will ijome activeKatz .said he l>e .eves the eventual memlH^rship of theReal majority will -blow away" the current 4.5 mil onmemlK^rsh.p of the Moral majority. He .said he was en
thusiastic about the potential of the group

l.^i!^m
""

'^'r^^*" T*" "^J^^"^''"*" "f ^^^ K^a' '"ajoritv is tohe-come a nationwide organization in order to count'er theMoral majority. He said the response at IJMass i.s not unique to he rest of the country and added his belk' thatonce other campuses find out afK.ut it. they wiH want toset up their own chapter.

!^trSSSHSE=-=-^S:K:ra;~
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Collegian members
There will be a mandatory

seminar offered Monday
night, Nov. 23 at 6:30 on sex-
ism. This is one of the three
mandatory seminars offered
this semester. You need only
attend one of the three.
Dates for the racism and
anti-semitism seminars will
be announced shortly. Please
sign up for the seminar with
Rich Nagle or Eileen
Galligan before the 23rd, or
call if you have any ques-
tions. Come to the office 15
minutes early when the loca-
tion will be announced.

18 Main St
LIQUORS

Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Old Milwaukee ^^^^^^o^J^^0^0^0^0^0^^l^^^^^^,^^^pn2 pack

BUDWEISER „. .„

u LI miSr ^ " "

MOlSOnSlyour choice)
.

^^^^^^^
Select Thanksgiving Day wines'

10-45% off

" cerfter
-

Thursday, November 19th ^ ^^^ ^ Free

Rock n' Roll with
admission

The Foreign Objects
^ and The Time Beings
All Night Happy Hour!!!!

Fnday, November 20th
D^ *!_ cover
Party with

$2.00

The Hometown7^2^JC/<gA4
Formally The Wild Turkey Band

Also winners of^e Battle of the Bands WEST
Saturday, November 21st

Intense, Wild, Rockin with

THE ROCKATS
With Special Guests
THE TRADEMARKS
$3.00 at the BltjRw;^ii

WEATHER

Considerable ciondjne.s.';

today and toni^rht. Hij,^h

temperature.s in the upper
4()s to mid .'jOs. Low tonJKht
.'if) to 40. Rain tomorrow
Ix'^nnninK in the western
sections (iurin^ the morninjj
and spreading over the rest
of the area during the after-
noon. Hijrh 45 to 55.

aThere will be
recruitment/basic workshop
meeting for people in-
terested in working at the
Collegian tonight in the Col-
legian office. If you are
already a Correspondent,
but have not attended a
workshop, you should attend
this one. Call Rich Nagle or
Eileen Galligan at the Col-
legian office if you have any
questions.

THE GREAT
SKI SNATCH

Still Thousands
of Dorgoins Left

Qt the S.U.D.
•v^^-/-

^^ II -^ _: ._
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A DISC JOCKEY NEEDEdT
Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We~work
hard, you^artyjTard" Randy 546-7013

AMHERsTAUDIO^ERVicr
Amherst s established audio service
formerly located within Amherst Audio has
relocated. Free Estimates are now
avaHable at Underground Sound Inc 71
N. Pleasant St., Amherst (across from Fire
Station, in back of build.). We now offers
sales and service of audio equipment, andwe re video venders as well! For any ques-
tions about home hi-fi, car r^ereo, rock and
roll equipment, commercial sot-nd systems
or details about free pick-up and
delivery, call 253-9507

ARTISTS - The Student Union Art Gallery
IS now accepting proposals for the Spring
semester Proposals for Black HistoryWeek and Women's Week especially
desired. Deadline is Nov. 20. Call 545-0792
for information.

Never used X-Country Ski Package w

ROLLING STONES~TICKETS~253^37
las^chancejolks^^on't miss 'em.
Classic blue vvool blal^rrc^t^^sdHor
»au^^ize 9. Gift too large 546-9348
Furniture 4 pee cane loungeFs new $110
lounge diva n twin beds $40 253-3113
Gold and silver dh^in^rMiTir^^^T^^r^t
lowjowpnces. Limited time. Call 256-8120

fr*°'?f?o-?^".^^"^^^^^*°i^y^^3t^^
Fn. 11/27 ticketsjcall 256-6802

Cherry H^^drCo~;,^,7^~p^;;r^rb^—^|
bird comes with brass cage and acces. 2 yrs
old Asking $150 call 549-0306

2 Rolling Stones Tix Syracuse No'^^^^r
27. Best offer. Call Cappy 546 6706

C^^nTfi"^?^'*'
^^^''^^ '" ''^anklin DC calluiane o-l227 reward

Rt 9 near the Malls. White, blue eyes, beige

REWARD ^^^' ^""'^''^ 256 6715.

Losti;7H^^br^;[;^k^roon bag with driv-

PrltoMs'SSr- '" ''"''"^' °''^^^' ^^"

Rust colored jacket with blue collar

SmL°?i' '°f'
*" ^"^^ ^'^9- "/16/81 Sen-

timental value, call 546-8358

NEED CASH?

They're here!! Let "the East Coast start
Kicking! Get your today. 546-4777

Bass Speaker - JBL 200^rt;^FT5^^;;;7;7o
cab

, best offer 546 9 1 54

Sanyo AD5035 Metal
9120 or BO call 6-7010

Cassette Deck

HELP WANTED

Always Premium Prices!! Class rin^

g^erTn' 'I'r:,'" t"
^^^'^^^ SeeSaTan

PERSONALS

_AyTq^ORSALE^

? VW Beetle low mr^r^i7$i,3^aooTo
Cry J^wport only $400. call Alex please

£-5267**"^ 900d condition $750 call

1976 Camaro, 305, new radials, exc. bodyand running condition, see to appreciateafter^256-^3 or^^5845^
1968 Buick GrandspoTTriZriir^i^iiterit
parts^ar^steal at_250549-5799

cSf^o^ Mustang goo'd'T^tion, must
sell^^1400^^es^offer, call Jim 6-7144

^^\ ?f^^.^^ ^^"'PQ reli^bi^^^TTfi^e
work $500 665-2882

BE A STAR

Kitchen help need^^dlor Frat in xchanqe
for meals call 253 9987

Bus Driver-Trainees - Western IviassBus
Lines will be accepting applications for our
training program to run thru intersession
Qualifications include a clean driving record
of 3 years and a committment to work for 1

year apply Monday Eve Nov 2, 1981 at 7 PM
Campus Ctr Room 905-9

Information on AlaskTn and Overseas
jobs $20,000 to $50,000 per year possible
calM602)^4228014J)ep^

OVERSEAS JOBS - Sum^TiierAyearToun^.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500 - $1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52 MAI, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Environmental Group seeks secretary
to fill vacancy on Executive Board Send
responses to Box 266 Student Union
Building

To the tall, blond guy who's caught mv
eye in Franklin, the Pub and SBA will we
evei^eet?._^he^brunette

\^?y ^S^ "^^^ "
' ^^^ going to write you a

etter but your mailboxes were too full At
least you got your name in the paper Love

To the Rugby Pla^y^7Tl^,N;ryou7^^n
eyes particularly the purple one. Signed
'f^iJiugbv^B^ir^Roomrnate

^^''^"TUIvnrurwORKSHOP^
and hands on. Dec. 1, 2; 6:30 - 9:30 pm-

V^A^ln J«9'stration and info: Andy
^4257, Steven 549 1675 Sponsored by

HOW YOU FEEL???

Help make the United Jewish Student
Appeal a "star studded event " First
meeting Nov 19 at 7:00 PM CC 911-15

Turkey Tantrum is coming!!!! Monday
November 23rd Hangar One

To my gin and lemon drinker! Offer still
open, walk into a lampost and I'll help you
recover!!

Kay - What a coincidence that your birth-

IfLi^^TX'l ?''''''' ''^^^ ^' t^^e end ofNEMATODE AWARENESS WEEKi
Celebration is in order! How about dinner
this weekend? Flaming Pit?

SPUD TldbT^^s^ j^^;,^-^—3—j^^
run! The weekend's here - UM GuessWnof

INSTRUCTION

Calligraphy - Beginning /Advanced Begin-
ning classes starting January 4. For more
info call Loryn 253 9238

pom^takln'^'n"*^'''
""''' ^°"^ ^^-^orportrait taken Do it now 545-2874

ECKANKAR

^9*1572°'*'"^ '°'«'«« E'^kists. Call Jack

INTERSESSION

Avoid another boring intersession. Take
advantage of Special Student Ski Weeks at
Mt. Snow. Absolutely the best deal
around. Call Dave 549 6802 reserve now

Linda - What are ya doin' what are 7a
drinkin ? Happy 21, Pin!! (betcha sleep
w/Danny tonight!) Chery l

To my roomieTTi^^^yrB^T'^^r^s
on becoming a taken woman Love ya lots
Donny-Doo

Heyliev youngster So you're 207~Can
alcoholism be far behind? Happy Birthdav
Your friend AYDE

ENTERTAINMENT
If you saw "The Allies" in the Southwest
Battle of The Bands, let us play for youi For
info or bookings call Tom 256-6845

JOHN LENNON

Come see John Lennon in "How I Won
The War" at CCA on Nov. 21, Sat. Twilight
show, 5 pm - 75c 7, 9, 11 shows $1.00

FIRE AND FIRST AID UNITS
EMT'S

Meeting 407N Morrill, 10:00 pm Nov 23rd
for all of December events

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNS
WANTED

FOR RENT

Sensory Isolation Tank available for rent.
584JI^627^venings.

One bedroom in two bedroom apt
avail, now. Call after 5:00. 665 4714
Two bdrm. Puffton ~vT|]age~Apt.
available Jan 1. Vi mile to campus, heat in-
c^uded, busj^ute 549-4130

Puffton 2 rooms available beginning Jan
1 $70/ mt. call 549 4047

FOR SALE

GIFT IDEA: Portrait

Delap, 665 2972
Drawings. Dennis

1975 Suzuki GT 390 FULLY assesed 12000
mi. very good condition $650 call Rick
549-1867

1972 VW Microbus good condition $1200
or BO call John 253 7430 good gas mileage

Fender Stratocaster $400 665 2241 eves.

Designer Coat must be seen 546-6159

Cornell Prints (3) handsomely framed,
perfect for Xmas tel 5 2496 or 256-6624

Skimmar 8' fiberglass dinghy asking 300
or best offer. Excellent condition, ready to

row. Call Steve 549 1808

Legal Services Office has 8 positions
available for full time Legal Assistant In-

terns for Spring 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Legal Assistants aid at

torneys of the Legal Services Office with
client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and
referals, preparation of court forms, atten
dance at hearings in District and Superior
Courts of Hampshire, Franklin & Hampden
counties, and participation in administrative
hearings and Federal litigation. Legal
Assistants maintain continuing caseload
under supervision of attorneys. For advice
on arranging an internship and credit, con-
tact Office of Internships, Curry Hicks
Building. For further information, contact
Legal Services Office, 922 Campus Center.
Applications due Friday, November 20, at

Oiffice of Internships. Writing sample re-

quired.

LETS GET OFF!!!

Do It at the Turkey Tantrum!!!! Monday
November 23rd Hangar One

LOST

You loved Just Friends of 1923 - Peter
Niemczura has done it again! See the world
premiere of his new musical comedv
STEREOPTICON, at the Red Bam, Hamp-
shire College, November 14, 19, 20, 21 It
8: 15 p.m. Tickets: $2.00

Thanksgiving Food Drive!^We~need dry
and canned goods to help the needy in this
area. Drop your items off at the Newman
Center all this week.

Bear We must stop meeting like that what
will^worms think? ? Pup
Bear Sorry about your nose, I'll be gentle.
Thanks for making the bed. Pup
Jane, How could I forget the most imp^-
tant day of the year, Happy Birthday" Love
always, David

Pre Thanksgiving Party! Hostessed by:
Syd, CarIa, Jean, Dawn, Shelley and
Jackie Sat. Nov. 21 after 9 pm All friends
must attend

BooBoo arid Yogi Be quiet^ about
weekend to come. Let's hibernate and be
bad bears. Teddy

Peas are green, potatoes are white. Dean
isjheJDC ladies d^h^hiMjappy Birthday!

ZORRO the champagne was no fun
without you - but can I buy you a beer? -

CAROL
Rolling Stones Tix 2 for Syracuse Nov 27
BO 546-8790 or 546 8787

To the brunette with good eyesight.
.Pub Friday night?. . the tall blonde guy

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat

with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

RIDE WANTED

Red folder in Curry Hicks

Please call 546 8182 if found
or vicinity.

Need a ride to U-Maine on November 20
Will share expenses. Call Jose 549-1519
Ride to UVM
256-6874

or UNH Fri Nov 20 Jill

Holiday Greetings Motorists deliver me
safely to Andover on Monday 11/23. Mer-
nmack Valley or Boston are OK too My
turkey awaits so call 549-0694 right away
thats 549-0694

^

S

Stones Fans: NeeJed 11/29 from
Syracuse will pay expenses call 546-6170
thanx

ROOMMATE WANTED
Female to ih^^T^aster bedroom in
spacious 3 bedroom Townhouse for sprinq

2lj^^5° "'"' ""' °" ""'^^
Female roommate wanted to shareroom in 2 bedroom Brandywine apartment
startingjanuary 1 call 549-4 1 80
Housemate 4 bdrm house with 2 M 1 F

Female roommate wanted starting J^.
i^o^jArriherst apt. Denise 253 50 12

io^t®?cS^?''
to^^^arT^om in Presid^mial

Apr $80/mo. ea. Call 549-4755 after 4 Rich
or Dennis

•^^•ale^ifer^i^i^l^sh^TrBritt^^^

2^-6379^"* ^°' ^^""^ semester. Smitty

Two house-mates~^^^;^gT^~Pum^n
Village Apts call 549-1703

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing,~Study Skills 9
yea^teachmg^xperience 546-9981

Research Consulting^lnd^StaTTstl^al
Computing by Ph.D. psychologist

o« loco
^^

o'.^^^^'
guaranteed accuracy.

253 5262 or 253 7374

Ski Serivce skiis tuned, bindings checked
professional quality service at reasonable
pnces 253-5273

Atones tickets

Two Rolling Stones Tickets for Nov 9 in
Hartford Best Offer. Call 6-6433 or 6 6353

^rnall 1 bedroom cottage for intersession

253-9344
"'° ''^" "°°" °' evenings at

Brit. lyJIn. 1 bed r in 2 bedTI];;]!: Avail
4?£ 23 JanjU^gOask for David 253-3504

Amherst Center apartment. Just
renovated. Available now or may start next
sem. 9 month lease. Call 549-3722

bedroom Cliffside Apt on bus route $315 00month includes everything 665 4605

Imping"
Free-Lance Typing and resume writing.
Top skills, fast service, reasonable rates
Amherst 549 0518

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584-2832

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Momday Friday 10 5:30 Saturday 10-2
Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of^^ommerce 256-0710

Organist, volunteer call 545^2789^r
545-0261 for particulars

1 or 2 bedrm to sublet S^iiTAmhmt
area call 253 5941 Deb

WANTED TO RENT
Couple seeks apartment near Universi-
ty starting Dec^or Jarujary call 665 3536
Housing sought for 4 quiet, matu7e
students. Needed as of Jan 1. Call 546 7071
546-5527^

Female seeks own room for Jan 1 - June
1 Diane 546-6474

2 quiet, responsible females will share 1

bedroom, preferably Brandywine or
Townhouse, for Spring semester. Call
546 6287 afte^ 6.

Seeking 2 bedroom apt. for spring
semester. Call Nick after 7. 546 6174 keep
trying!!

Want to lease apt or house for spring on
bus route 6 6346 6-6385

WHAT'S UP???

Turkey Tantrum's up!!!!!!!!!!! Monday
November 23rd Hangar One
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Arts live wir

A day late but

worth the wait
Jerry Garcia Band
Springfield Symphony Hall
Thurs.. Nov. 12

By MARK TEEHAN
Collej^an Correspondent

The Jerry Garcia Band concert be^an twenty four and
one-half hours after the scheduled starting time. Imt for
the more than 2600 people at the sold out Sprin^d'ield Sym-
phony Hall on Thursday nijjfht, it was well worth the wait.
The illness that caused the cancellation of the show on

Wednesday didn't seem to ne^ativeiy effect the [)an(l

tonight as they rocked the crowd with a high energy, 14
song, two and one-half hour show. In the current incarna-
tion of the band, Garcia is backed by John Kahn on bass.
Ron Tutt on drums, Jim Warren on piano. Melvin Seals on
keyboards and Liz Stires and Julie Staffonl doing the
background vocals.

The show started with "Mission In The Rain." a song
from Garcia's Reflections album. "They Love Each
Other." also from Reflections, followed and featured a
lively keyboard instrumental break by Seals and Warren.
Garcia got the crowd dancing with Chuck Berry's "Let

It Rock'* and kept them on their feet for the rest of the
first set. "Tore Up," also frorYi Reflections, and Jimmy
Cliff's "The Harder They Come," closed out the one hour
first set.

The band came out rocking to open up the second set.

They began with two high energy old rock'n'roll stan-
dards, "The Way You Do The Things You Do," and "Se-
cond That Emotion." The background vocals were very ef-

fective in these songs, and throughout the second set. The
sound of a woman's voice backing Garcia's has been miss-
ing from his music ever since Donna (}(xlchaux left the
Grateful Dead over two years ago. It was nice to hear it

again.

The band slowed down the pace a bit with Irving
Berlin's "Russian Lullaby," including a bass solo by John
Kahn that got an enthusiastic response from the audience.
Kahn is the one person who is consistently in The .Jerry
Garcia Band whenever Garcia takes a break from perfor-

Ron Milltr

Jerry Garcia performed last Thursday in

Springfield Symphony Hall.

ming with The Dead.

Another rock'n'roll standard, "Mystery Train," was
followed by "The Night They Drove Old' Dixie Down."
Garcia, who's voice has had its ups and downs through the
years, was at its best here and later on in "Tangled Up In

Blue."

More Garcia- reggae included Jimmy Cliffs "Sitting In

Limbo," followed by Dylan's "Tangled Up In Blue." The
six minute instrumental break at the end of "Tangled Up
In Blue," during which Garcia simply wailed, brought the
few remaining seated people to their feet. Garcia's guitar
playing was exceptional from "Let It Rock" right to the
end of the show.

"No wave rockers.

Every wave is new until it breaks..."

—Neil Young

With a little wisdom from Neil we can cruise into yet
another weekend of entertainment in Haf)py Valley.
The (Jreat Rum Runners Ball with Robert Hunter (who

helps pen tunes- for the Grateful Dead) will be in the
Hangar this evening. Hunter will l)e preceeded by John
Coster and the Medicine Band and Acoustic Martians.
Tickets are $6 in advance and $7 at the door. The show
starts at 7:80.

Tom Verlaine, formerly of the band Television, will be
at Hampshire College tonight. He is on tour to promote his

latest album, Drenrntime. Tickets cost $5.

If you feel like taking a short jaunt tonight, George
Thorogood and the Destroyers will be at Flat Street in

Brattleboro, Vermont. They are in the middle of their

50/50 tour on which they are doing 50 cities in 50 nights.

They'll be backed up by the Stompers; the show starts at

8.

For those of you low on funds, the Cardiac Kids are in

the Nail this evening. There's no cover and 2 for 1 drinks
(good deal).

Joan Jett will rock the Nail Friday night, and the Fools
will be in the Hangar.
B. Willie Smith will be at Mad Murphy's Pub in

Willierham Saturday night. These guys can really play,
and they should be worth a ride.

The Rockcats will be in the Blue Wall Saturday night.
They have an album called Rockcats Live at the Ritz.

The Moody Blues play in Hartford Saturday; they were
just superb in their date at the Garden.
Old favorite James Cotton will be in the Nail Saturday.

He usually offers a good time.

UPC has announced their last show of the semester will

be David Johansen in the Fine Arts Center with Subur-
ban Lawn and the Elevators. Tickets will cost UMass
students only $4, and general public will pay $6. It'll be
Friday night, December 4 at 7:30, and tickets go on sale
today.

If you can't afford to go out Saturdav night, and you've
got a cable, WSBK-TV. Channel 38 in"^Boston will be air-

ing a show live from the Paradise with John Butcher Axis
and the Stompers. The show will be simulcast on WCOZ,
and starts at 11:30.

Only 14 days until Genesis in Hartford.

y^^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^'^^^^^'^'^^^^^^

ONE TIME ONLY
BUTTON SALE

SPECIAL PURCHASE

vwvvvy/v^%v;n/wvvvyvwvwvvvvvvvvvwv^vwvvvv^AlVvv^ffi^^

University Store

More Arts
Collegian n

^Mimmi
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Local actors to perform
Hy ADAM REEVES
Collegian Correspondent

'i'he Five College Performers will do a
production of the Miracles of St. Nicholas.
Friday November 20 at 8 P.M. in Mount
Holyoke College's Abbey Chapel. Directed
l)y Thomas Kelly, the play will feature
two 12ih century liturgical dramas about
Si. Nicholas, with choruses sung in Latin.

There will be two separate stories. The
firsi will be I he tale of "The Watchful Im^
age." Ii tells how the statue of St.
Nicholas came to life to save the riches of
a paegan king, Barbarus. from three
bumbling ihieves. The second will be
"The Son of Getron," the story of young
AdeiMlaius who is kidnapped and enslaved
l)y the soldiers of a wicked king. Mar-
morimus, until Saint Nicholas saves him.
Tickets will Ik« $2.00, $1.00 for students.

Please recycle this CoUegian

.!/>'/ (ia,>n:s NAPOLEON, presented by
hinmis FnnJ Cnppnla. Featuring Vladimir
n<>ud,,<lo> as Sapnlion. Music cwposrd
'/"(/ 'om/nrUd by Canriim Cnppnla. At
!'> Milinpniila,, CiNtcr, Boston, Sat ur-
(bii/ .\f,r, ,),l„ I H,

Uy STEPHEN MUHPHV
Collegian Siaff

Abel (Jance was a genius and Napoleon
his inasierpiece. I've never been so im
prcNMd by a single film, k't alone a silent
lihii creaied fifiy five years ago. Napoleon
IS ihai -siunning of an achievement; a
xisual i>dys.s<«y. which blows you away
wiih iis inu'nsity and innovation.

Originally released in France in 1927,
.he uchnical an<l sioryielling brilliance of
.\ (//«./« „n was oversha<lowed in America
wi.h I he iniroduciion of sound in motion
picures.Wiih (he exception of a handful
111 claNNics, .silent films witc forgotten
(nenii^rhi; memorii-s lost to the past.
Los,, i,io, was Napiihnn and its creator.
Abel Gance. (iance drifted around Europe
f.>r a while, working on a few film pro
jecs uniil finally resettling in France; his

geiiiu.s lost lo ob.scuriiy.

KecenJy. British film historian Kevin
Hrownl.iw, over a twenty year period (!),

latefully reconsi rucied the film in the
hopes of capturing Ganci>'s original
iiiilliance.

He succeeded. Napnlnin has returned
lo conquer, once again, the epic it was
always imam to be. (Jance was way
ahead of >he rest of the film industry in

It nils of filmmaking and storytelling
.echniques. Even the acknowledged film

masterpieces of the lime, D.W. Griffith's
iiflnl, nine, and Sergei Eisenstein's
/'"/( nikiii, were pale in many ways to
Nnpnli „n. Perhaps this is why his work
was forgotten — it was too new and ex
pressive, i(M» innovative.

dance applied the camera in ways bare
ly surpassed even liKJay. Napolcn con
linns (Jance's loathing of the immobility of
early camera usage. Strapped to the
• hests of cameramen and the sides of
horses, suspended from overhead cables,
iiiouii.ed on elevators; the camera was

returns aft<

obscurity
Gance himself, in constant .search for new
ways ,o preseni visuals. He employed the
us.' ol spli, screen and superinifxisition
Iplaciiig one image over another for Iran
siiioii .r symbolism) yi'ars before thi-y

Wire common practice among HollywoiKl
filmmakers.

\ «i (iance's most creative innovation —
Poly vision — is still not n«ali/.ed tixlay.

Polyvisioii a ihree screen pnK-e.ss of pro-
jection, widens the length of the viewing
scneii three times as much as normal,
giving the filmgoer a view much closer to

ac.ual human sight. This triptyche
met hod at times presents one panoramic,
ami often breathtaking, image, while at
other instances displays three separate
imagt's. h comprises the last eighti'en

minutes of the four and one half hour
film.

Nnpnl, ,,n is also the slt>ry of a man.
Tracing the life of Napoleon Bonaparte
liom his days as a young school boy unlij
he was a successful general at the liattle
of Italy, the film depicts Napoleon more
as a man than as an overblown historical
figure. This is due to the fine acting of
Vladimir Koudenko. as Napoleon.
Koudenko is a striking cinematic figure.
His gaunt and brooding features bring-out
the thought and care put into his por
irayal, at a time when most acting was
(uerwroughi with theatrics and flam-
boy anc*'.

What particularly enhanctnl Napolani
was ihe orch«<siral score composed and
contlucted by Carmine Coppola, father of
I'ilimiiaker Francis Ford Coppola. This ac
companiment, perfornu-d by Coppola's
six,y pi«re orchestra, was dynamic. It

kept the film from seeming 1<h) long by
elevating the feelings and moods con-
veyed by (Jance's visuals.

Aa/'o/. i,n is quiu> an experience on
many levels. It's tragic that the film had
to wai> .so long to be appreciated. F'or
Abel (Jance, who died last week at the
age of ninety one, it symbolizes the
creativity of a true artist. Now we can on
ly regani his work, and wonder what
could have been had (Jance gained
recogiiii ion many years ago.

join ,

the great

americxin
smokeout
NOV 10

Campus Center

Concourse
sponsored by the
Student Health

Advisory Board
&

Comunications
Studies 310

^ Friday, Saturday, Sunday,
Nov. 20, 21, 22

Last Week At This Price!

LODSt6r Boiled or Broiled

$8.95

Prime Ribs

of Beef $10.95
Dinners include your choice of any two of
the following: Potato, rice, herbed ziti

fresh vegetable of the day, fresh garden
salad.

Reservations Accepted 549 5861
UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST

'<•»*'•,'

V/f VV-.
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(* Runners
Continued from page 20

McCrone's third place position in the race never
••handed, and no one challenged her. She gingerly avoid
ed the spot where she had seen Moores fall. and. 150 or
so yards later, secured her trip to Wichita.
For M(K)res. a senior physical education major from

Naiick. Ma., this will be her second trip to the Na-
tional-s. Last year, running on the same knee injury
Moores placed 51st.

"I was surprised I came back this season as strong as
I did." .said Moores. "I wasnt able to get in 50 55 miles
piT week until July."

While Tricia Moores is more at home on a cro.ss coun
try course because, "..ifs not as boring as running
around a track." Judy McCrone ihinks otherwise.

"I ihink in(l(H)rs (indoor track) is my favorite season."
said McCrone. "It has a lot to do with having my most
success indoors."

McOone. who majors in community services, went
I'n.m a 5:08/11:40 miler two mib-r at Dover High School.
lo a 4:56/10:23 performer for UMass. She has al.so been
l'> the nationals indoors in 79 and 'HO, as well as out
diiors in 1979.

McCrone numbers one of her goals as being "very
•ompeiitive against big sch(X)ls (Harvard University and
Peiin Suite)."

McCrone sei-s her best track event as the two mile
run. Hut, she a<l(ls, "I can realistically .see myself moving
up lot he 5000 (meter run) eventually."

After graduation, McCrone and Moores plan to fon
linue running. Both express an interest in the expanding
mad running circuit.

"Probably I'll get into road racing," said Moores.
"Id like to do a marathon," she said, but quickly add

ed I hat any marathon effort is unlikely in the near
future.

Thursday, November 19, 1981
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INTRAMURAL ONE-ON-ONE - Entries for men'sand women's basketball intramurals will be accentedTntilNov. 23. Play will also begin on Nov. 23. VpS ons can

^o/dentis.'
"' '"^^ "'' '" ^^^ Intr^LrToffLt"

iK Kickers
J

CollrKian photo hv \i.irr DeUiii
RUNNING FOR A CHAMPIONSHIP - UM's

Tricia Moores, the New England cross-country
champion, will be journeying to a national meet
to be held Nov. 23 in Wichita, Kan.

Co titbi lied from page m
The top four seeds in the tournament, respectively the

four undt.feateds. are awarded byes in the first round and
shoul.l the Minutewomen knock off Wisconsin, they will
get the honor of battling North Carolina in quarterfinal
action which will be held Friday at 3 p.m. on the UNC Tar
Heels' Kenan Field (a 49.500 seat football stadium

Massachusetts' first-round opponent Wi.sconsin. al.so
reached the playoff via an at- large berth. The Badgers
linished their season with a 15-4 1 regular season mark

^

while outsconng their opponents 89-21. Karen Lunda
leads the Badgers in scoring with 24 goals and 21 assists
rhree players. Morna Foy. Jeni Miller and Catherine
)etmer split time equally in goal for head coach Craij;Webb steam. ^

The Minutewomen. who dropped a game apiece to
UConn and Harvard in the Easterns, finished fourth in the
regional tournament. Ma.ssachusetts, with Roxann
Donatini and Grace Cuchissi splitting the netminging
chores, outscopred its opponents 51 9 overaU. Head coach
Kalekeni Banda's leading scorers are Chris Taggart (9
goals, 3 assists), senior Marjie Anderson (6 goals, 2 assists)
and senior co-captain Maddie Mangini (4 goals. 3 assists).

IS'ec garni' story in tf/morrow 's Collegian . J

\^^. O^

ICE CREAM l^
^^Hwnemadc Ice Cream Empok^uu.

BakedGoods • Breakfast

STOP

WE'VE GOT EM!
AT SUPER DEALS.

CAMPUS VACATION ASSOCIATIONS

SNOWMESTER
SKI WEEKS

FLORIDA
DAYTONA & FT. LAUD.

WINTER A SPRING BREAKS
DON'T BE LEFT OUTI Jo.n lOWs of students from over
400 represented universities Soak up the sun this Om A
J«n. in Ft. L«ud«rd«l«. Imagine SM (or round trip Iranspor
talion and $119 »of 7 nights d«lux»ocMnlroot lodgIrM and
Ihats not all, there s a fr»e „, r.„f./ andjn* Dl,n„WofM ttcunlon included mth every package' Or how
about a winter break at the student ski vacation capitol -
Mount Snow, Vermont. Youll have a fantastic time on the
slopes and there's a smorgasbord of apres ski activities
including free beer bashes, pizza parties and a moonlight
"°" <=°"""y Ski outmg The pnce? Its an unbelievable
•134 lor condominium lodging or $164 lor hotel lodging
which includes 5 breakfasts and 5 dinners All rates Irv
elude 5 nights lodging and a 5 day lilt ticVet.

Spring break? Yes weve got it. to the worlds most famousbeach Daylona Beach, it s only $89 tor round trip
^asportation and $104 lor 7 night, detuxe oceanlroni

.t?',?'' k'
^"' »''«' 100.000 students vacationed on

the 22 mile beach strip, why not become part of if Space
IS limited first comers get best hotels & rooms
FOR A BROCHURE, RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION

CALL YOUR ON CAMPUS REP:

DAVID COMEAU 549-6802

OR CHECK YOUR SCHOOL BULLETIN BOARDS.

uit yaunseif]
NOW'SAVE 20%

on SPWXl^^
super swimsults
and accessories.
(New '82 models
now In stock!)

We carry
a complete line of
speedo products
all year round.

1 E. Pleasant St.
Amherst

16 State St.
Northampton

'A'

'&

Quality Turtlenecks
100% Cotton

$6.95 reg. 8.75

thru Nov. 21

20% off
Crabtree & Evelyn Soaps

$•/• runs through Nov. 21.

Mon - Sat 10-6 Sun 12-5

MERCANTILF
AMHERST CAMMAGC SHOPS

Thursday. Ndvemher 1*>. H)Hl

Colleg.aQiq

-Where you'll find J.C.Penney, Steigers,
K-Mart arid 76 fine stores all under one

climate-controlled roof.

Rt. 9 Hadley; MA, Open Monday thru Saturday,

10-9:30 PM

r
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IVs a long road to Wichita
NCAAs

ON TO THE NATIONALS - UMass cross-countrv runner Judy Mc-Crone (above) is one of two Minutewomen who will be travelling to theINLAA Championship race this weekend at Wichita, Kan.

By KKNNETH ROLT
Colkgian Staff

Judy McCrono and Trk-ia Moores of the
Univcisiiy of Massachusftis women's
cross oounlry icain have iheir plane
litkcts. and their hotel reservation have
lu'in made. Tomorrow ihey, with their
coach Julii LaFreniere, will fly to
VVichiia, Kan. to prepare for their run in

the National CoUcKialc Athletic Associa
lion (NCAA) Division I Cros.s Country
t'hanipionships. on Nov. 23.

A Mani wet.k ago. their trip to the Na-
tionals might not have become a reality.

In order to qualify for the nationals, the
women harriers had to be on either the
first place u>am in the NCAA Division I

Qualifying meet, or be one of the top
three individuals not on the winning
squad.

The Cniversity of New Hampshire's
Kathy Hrandell placed second in the quali
lying meet, but gained automatic entry to
the finals by being on the winning team.
Moores. McCrone and Karen Bucke from
the University of Vermont nabbed the re
maining three individual qualifying her
ths.

Tricia Mtxjres almost lost her ticket to
(he Nationals by falling at the very end of
the race, on a knee that she injured last
year. Fortunately, the fall wasn't that

Sports

serious. Moores regained her lead, and
won the race.

For Judy McCrone. the problem wasn't
falling on an injured knee, although she
admit led being afraid of falling herself
alter seeing teammate Moores' slip up,
the problem was placing in one of the
NCAA qualifying spots.

Moores consistently finished first for
UMass during this season, and won the
New England Championship title. A vie-
lory at the qualifying meet wasn't sewn
up. biH the chances of placing in a qualify
ing spot looked good. McCrone however,
who ran in the nationals for the past tw(i
years, had not been running up to par
this year.

"Judy (.McCrone) hadn't been running
too well this season." said LaFreniere.
"She's been on an internship, and working
40 h(»urs a week. She could only make it

to practice about once a week."
"Thi.s year she's (McCrone) been second

on'ihe leam all the limt'," said Moores.
-"She really didn't think she would make it

(qualify). But I knew that if she really
want«'(i it ..."

At the qualifying meet. McCrone didn't
waste any time, and got right out in front
at I he start.

"I just got right out there." said the
senior from Dover. N.H. "I just wanted to
qualify. I was really gunning for it."

continued on page IH

mfm<--

If y«" would like to be part of men's hoop coach TomMcLatighm's 40 Mmute Gange (see story below), a groupof hvely basketball team supporters, please come to a
meeting ton.ght at 6:30 in the Curry-Hicks Cage for full

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

You gotta be crazy to join this gang

If you are one of the forty loudest and craziest basketball
fans on campus, then University of Massachusetts
basketball coach Tom McLaughlin wants you on his newest
leam.

You won't get to run around on the court and shoot
basketballs while playing against the likes of the
University of West Virginia or the University of Pitt-
sburgh. but you will get a uniform.
What McLaughlin is looking for is a few recruits to join

his starling team of fans, the 40 Minute Gang.
"What I'm trying to do is get a group of students that are

the cra/iest ones on campus and give them free tee-shirts
and put them behind our opponent's bench," the ex-Notre
Dame assistant coach said.

Mclaughlin's motivation behind sUrting the group is to
increase student support for his team campus wide.
going, then maybe we can get the rest of the students
gomg too." Mclaughlin said.

McLaughlin will be holding an organizational meeting
tonight at the Curry Hicks Cage at 6:30 p.m. and hopes to
gel t hmgs rolling at that time.

I II talk to them at that meeting and we'll sUrt planning
what they're going to do. I'd like to have them coordinate
some things with the band and the cheerleaders."
McLaughlin said.

The main motivation behind the 40 Minute Gang lies
with the same motivation behind a renovated Cage, new
uniforms and a new overhead scoreboard. The basketball
leam needs fans and McLaughlin is willing to do just about
anything necessary to get them.
And because UMass basketball needs fans, and

especially crazy, loud fans. Tom McLaughlin's 40 Minute
Gang will come into being tonight.

Booters kick off Nationals
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

*

At the beginning of last week, the University of
Massachusetts women's soccer team found themselves in
much the same position as the football Minutemen are
locked mt<. right now. That is. they wer.' waiting by the
phone for an invitation to a national playoff tournament by
way of an at large berth from a tourney select icm com
mil tee.

Well, lightning probably will not strike twi.-e in two
w^eeks. but it did brighten up the season for the
Minutewomen when they rweived word that they would
be participating in the Association for Interrollegiaie
Athletics for Women (AlAW) national championships this
y«'ar. They will kick off play today at 'i p.m. on th.-
I niv..rsiiy of North Carolina Chapel Hills Fetzer Field
against the I 'niversiiy of Wisconsin Madison.

Playoff prospms l<K)ked dim for Massachusetts after
they were eliminated from the Eastern regional playoffs
but as fate would have it. they wen- s<'eded .-ighth in the
tourney, which starts today with first round action.
The tw.-lve team field also includes Easterns' winner

Harvard University, with the third seed and the
University of Connecticut, runnerup in the Eastern
tourney, and seeded fifth in the AIAWs.

Host UNC is the tournament's number one sj-ed and
rightly .so sine... with its 20 record, it takes its spot wuh
I he compel ii ion's three ..ther unlx'atens, Missouri St.
L<»uis (1.5 U), Oregon (12 2) and Texas A^M (110).
.Massachusetis. which finished its regular season at 11 2 2.
face some flighty rivals as the 12 teams combin«'d sport an
overall 1H2 2.5 8 mark.

rontimted on pngr IM

ships today.

I'h..l.> ourteHv „f ,h, rM.H« Sport, li,f„rm..ian Offi

. ,
.' Will be at the Universitv of N<itewomen for round one of the AIAW national champ

<^?^:^^^i^^:i':^:^rz^^^ «, n„.h
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Family loyalty is essential
By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

Native American people have kept toirether «ll fhoeyears because of family strength and loyX Val Kel J Jthe Boston Indian Council (BIC) said la^t night during apanel presentation on Native American women

...ir^"r-5
^^*^

I^'^
"""'^'" *^^ ^''^^ i" the countryeach with Its own dialect and culture, Kelly said "it is im-

possible for one Indian to speak for the' entire lidi'n

t^:n ;;:?K%^ s^in.^"-^-
'- ''-^^ '-'-'- -- ^^-

th?^ m'"
P^^'^'P^"ts on the panel were Lottie Fothergill ofthe Micmac tnbe. Gabrielle Tateyuskanskan. of he

pfnoigs"''
^^^""^ ^''^ ^""^ ^^"' G«"«a'ves «f the Warn

On the subject of birth control and sterilization. Kellysaid there are groups of Indians who are "de^-set"apinst abortion and birth control so they don't believe n
sterilization. She said sterilization is often encouraged b"doc ors. Her mother had a hysterectomy after her eighthChild because she was told that to have more chWrenwould impair her health, said Kelly. She had been to d thesame thing after her second child

Kelly said she and her brothers grew up equal that thevcooked as much as she did and thSgirls^plS the sar^e

sports with the same skill as the boys. She said she fears
values are changing and the future Navajo generations
may not continue to uphold traditional Navajo ideals.
Gabrielle said that in white American culture people ac-

cept the images projected to them on television. She .said
she fears Indians entering mainstream culture do the
same thing and "that's a real big change in the opposite
direction for Indians - we're going backwards."

Gabrielle. who's tribe is better known as Sioux, said the
word Sioux has no meaning in her language and the name
was imposed on her people by English speakers.
Gonsalves spoke of the struggles of the Wampanoags of

Gay Head on Martha's Vineyard. The tribe is not recogniz-
ed by the Federal government because according to
government records all of the tribe members were killed
or assimilated into white society during a war between the
tribe and white settlers in the 1800's, Gonsalves said.
She added that records of Gay Head show that Wam-

panoags from that area were not involved in that par-
ticular war because they were more influenced by Chris-
tiantiy. Her people are now struggling to win 350 acres of
land at Gay Head so they can keep the land from being
developed.

Fothergill attended a residential school run by the
Sisters of Charity for three years. "They believed the only
way to heaven was to suffer", she said, "so we suffered."
She said the only thing she really learned was English. "It
didn't really matter if you learned anything else," she
said.

( ollfeian phnio h\ Kirk \aldi\ia

SPEAKING FOR INDIANS - Paula Gon-
salves, a member of the Boston Indian Council,
was one of four Council women who spoke
before a small group at the Campus Center last
night.

CAR
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

The College Auto Repair Shop (CAR) opened three
weeks ago and is doing well, but its future is uncertain.
CAR organizer Suzanne Roy said Tue.sday.

CAR a student cooperative, is located in the lower level
ot the Campus Garage near the permit parking area. For
$4 an hour students are supplied tools and the helo of
mechanics to fix their automobiles.

"We've done well. We're very happy with how it has
turned out so far," Roy say.

However, financially CAR is in a tight spot. Roy said.
Unlike other student co-ops CAR must pay rent. It is re-
quired to pay $L2()0 for the space it uses' in the garage,
she said.

Also. CAR organizers got a start up loan of $45^ from
the Student Government As.sociation. Under the new "no

money, no spend policy, which forbids student businesses
from operating at a deficit. CAR must begin paying the
loan back immediately, Roy said.

CAR has been trying to obtain a waiver from the Vice
Chancellor's Office for Administration and Finance that
will exempt it from having to pay rent, Roy said.

"I'd say a good year and a half we've Iwen working for
the waiver." she said.

Board of Governors Chairman Scott Cashman has l)een
working with CAR in its effort to get the rent waived.
"They should be given a full waiver. They're students.

They pay fees. They provide a service to the community
and they aren't being compensated," Cashman said.
Cashman said a decision on the waiver will be announc-

ed soon by the UMass Office for Administration and
t inance.

The problem, said Cashman, is that the Campus Garage
IS no longer considered part of the Campus Center Com-

plex but IS run by the parking office, which is losing
money. The administration is looking to get monev
wherever it can. he said.

^
"It definitely d(»esn't look good for the College Auto
Repairshop." said Cashman.

^

Roy .said. "Right now we're paying $1.^)0 a space for a
year. We have eight spaces. We could definitely use more
but we can't afford more.

"CAR benefits a lot of students. If you have to do a
brake job at a garage, you'll have to pay $ 150. If you buy
the parts, we charge $4 an hour which includes mechanics,
tools and space. And they are very good mechanics." she
said.

A two night auto w(»rkshop seminar to teach a basic
tune-up and .some theory will be given weekly starting
after Thanksgiving, said Roy.

Judge says Massachusetts prisons don't rehabilitate

lon-

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - The problem of

overcrowding in the Massachusetts state
correctional system is "absolutely a major
problem facing the state today." said Judge
John F. Moriarty. of the Superior Court of
Hampshire County Tuesday.

"At one time recently, overcrowding in

the Concord State Reformatory, a medium
security institution, forced the Department
of Corrections to send prisoners who would
normally be sent to Concord to local houses
of correction for a peiicxl of time. " Moriarty
said.

Frank Carney. Director of Research for
the Mass. Department of Corrections,
agreed that it is a major problem. "We have
exactly ;J,727 prisoners in the state
correctional system as of November 12. and
only 8.142 beds, for a difference of 585,"
Carney said. This is also 806 people above
ih« rated capacity of the system, which is

approximately l^X) perc(>nt of the full

(•apaciiy. This is ihe ideal capacity level,

because more space is given to the
pnson«'rs, he .said.

The la«'k of rehabilitiition is also a maj«ir

pidhleni, according to Jud^c Moriarty. "I

ha\e rn \er believed that the system
rehai)iiitates," he said, "and I would say

ihai I h«-re is very little if any rehabilitation

accomplish<'d in the state prison system. I

wouidnt count on rehabilitation from
anyone, anywhere in the system, he said.

The number of repeat offenders he sees
convinces him of the lack of rehabilitation

done. "I see some repeat offenders a
number of times." he said. "Some of these
people simply need to be put behind bars
for a long period of time. " he said.

Governor Edward J. King, who has made
crime a major focus of both his 1978 and
current campaigns, recently announced a

$47.3 million program to expand the prison
system.

This program would create space for 1308
more inmates by 1986. It would involve the
building of new jails in Hampshire. Bristol,
and Hampden counties, the conversion of
300 bed Rutland State Hospital Into a
medium security facility, and the expansion
of existing facilities in Shirley and Gar-

( ol.fKUn grnphu h« Kmd Kdrn

diner.

It is one of seven major crime bills filed
this fall by King. The others include auto
ihelt. bail reform, crimes against the
elderly, drug paraphenalia, selfdefense in
the home and the right of ihe state to ap-
peal sentencing.

"Additional space is definitely
necessary," said Judge Moriarty. "We need
more jails."

Mike Saint. IVess Oflieer for Lieutenant
(iovernor O'Neill's campaign, said that
O'Neill has a similar plan "in the works."
but he was "liK-using on oiher issues" for
now.

"As lar as rehabilitation goes, however."
said Judge Moriarly. "1 d.m't expect any
from ,he prison sy>,eni. " There are pretty
g(K)d pat. ems of rehabili,ation in the
probauDii sysum. .hough." he added,
"especially wiih I iisi offenders."

'What saves ,li. ile|)artment of
corieciions righi n.>v\, m i< Kurd to space, is

ihal ihey an- able ..i i)\.>\,- p.ople around."
Moriar.y said, f ..r . \,iiu|.|. . a person who
is seii.eiiced ,.. >,ei\ i-

maxiiiuim seciui, \ i!>- <
•

may acuall.x -. r . I i

prisdii, iir prisinis, ;in.i

\V'al[)ii|e
. line.

"

\li lii>ii>,'h ii\ ercr.iw (ii

rearranging ot prisoi" r

sli.iiii.tns, 1 have ne\
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m»t sending a |m r,..i
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Schmidt to ask for USSR
HONN. W»si (.crmany (Al') - When Soviet President

IaimihI I. l{n xhncv arrives Sunday on a four day visii, the
W.M (iermans will urge him i«> accept I'rcsidcnl Reagan's
call l<.rn(lu(i ion . (I nuclear missiles in turnpe.

("hannllor II. Imui Schmidt said he will use ihe visit -
Hrey.hnevs first to the West since h<- and former President
( ar.i r si^niMJ . he SALT II accords - lo press the Kremlin
1. ader lo go along with Reagan's offer to f(.rgo deployment
of U.S. missiles in return for dismam ling Soviet nxkei«
airiieil at Western Europe.

West (iermans hope Hre/hnev s visit will give them a
fit SI hand view t)f Kremlin react i<m lu the plan, made hy

K< agaii .Ml Wnlnesday. '

Iiii.ial S.iviei naciion was negative. The official news
agi ncy Tass denoun<ed ihe offer as "propaganda" and a
i»aek door" aiiempt to tip the halance of strategic power

til Kurope ill . he West's favor.

Ueagan on Wednes<lay disclosed that the offer will be
made when U.S. Soviet negotiators begin talks Nov. 30 in
(.eiieva. Swi./.rland. on restraining nuclear weapons
gruw.h in Kurope. Ueagan said the Uniu-d Stales will offer
i> .siay a NATO plan to deploy 572 medium range cruise
and Pershing 2 missiles in Western Europe if the Soviets

tmIucc I heir arsenal of SS-20. SS4 and SS5 nuclear
lockiis.

Sehiiiidi has come under fire by church and disarmament
gn.ups lor endorsing ihe NATO plan. The Reagan an-
M.)uiic< mem was aimed, in pan. at easing European
< Ti, irism of i he NATO plan.

Sihmidi (old a liriiish newspaper last week he will try In
ai range a summit beiwein Hre/hnev and Reagan, so each
can s<e ihe other "is not a warmonger." Brezhnev in
J

I
Itruary propoM-d a summit but Reagan said the ^vieis

firsi had ill show betier international behavior.

More program cuts sought
to avoid Reagan budget veto

1

Jury deliberation begins in

youth's manslaughter trial

PI'l'l'Sl'IELD - A jury Ingan deliberaling yesterday in
ihe maiislaughier irial of seven teen agers accused of the
di-owiimg.s (»f I wo y«uihs from a rival high srho(.l after a
gradual ion pany.

The jury f>( seven men and five women n-lired shortly
iKf.n noonafier Judge William Simons outlined the in
voiuMiary iijanslaughKr and assault and iialiery charges
the young m«'n face.

Tlu- 11 defense aiiorneys repreM<nt in^ I'eier Hianro. 17;
T.Hid T«rpak. Si.ven Piretli. Joseph Hurke Jr.. Mark
Ilinman. and Koberi Walker, all 18. and Hruce Kern. 19,
i<'allid no wiiiHsses.

The IkkIms of Kirhard R.-i/i-l. 18. and Harry Griffin 19

\
l.oih P»80 gradual esofl.ee High Schf)ol. wep.^ f(.und June .5

\
i\n ihe hack s«ai of a while 1971 Cadillac pulled from ihe

Iboii.mi of a lake bordering the two small towns in the
•1 erkshire hills.

i The pn.s^Tuiii.n contended that in thecoupM- of a mele<>
Jr. ween i he

1
wo groups <.n a boat ramp, the car containing

IIm iwo vHi'ims splashed into Lake laurel.

iijVaiTen waste treatment plant
(ilans announced by IT G)rp.
!|SrRJN(iFlELD — The IT Corp. announced yesterday it

i.N|negotiating wiih the Mas.sachus«ais Turnpike Authority
Uit pos.sihle leasing of slate land in Warren for a $100
million hazardous waste tnatment plant.

I'he announcement came two days before residents of
Wirren met to discuss steps designed to block IT from
eortimg (o their reniral Massacnuseiis communiiy anu
hui (ling t he plant . whieh could poUniially handle one ( bird
of Jll ha/.artlous waste generated in New England.

IT vice president John Thei.ss, who announced the n<>ws
at a pn-ss conference here, conceded the turnpike land
proposal was de-signed to give Umn residents a chance to
• onsider I wo opt i<ms for t he plant at I he me<>i ing Mheduled
lomiilrrow.

AFL-CIO demands rehiring

0^1,500 PATCO workers
•NEVy ^ OUK -- The AFECIO demanded yesHTday that

Pr< sidt-ni Reagan <>ml a demeaning vendetta" and rehire
.h^' nations l(»rmer air iralTic <-oniroll«Ts, but ihe labor
oitaiii/^Liiion shunned a proposal for a naticmwide show of
support for the colli rollers.

The vague call lor a one day aeti(»n could have pmmpied
widesprea«l walkouis by union members.
The (ju«-sii(.n of big lalM)r support for the Professional

Air 'J'rallic Cuniiollers Organi/aiion has betleviled union
I. aders ever since Reagan fired ll.r,(K) nmiroliers lor
par.ieipa.ing in an illegal sirike. and a fc-deral labor
I' '"I'MsauMnrvnrder.drATCO'sdtvenificaiion.

WASHINCTON (AP) - Senate
Republican leaders agreed yesterday to
se( k $;{.t) billion in new cuts from domestic
programs but spare defense in a bid to
avoid a ve.o of legislation needed to keep
ihe goviTiiml'nt from running out of money
ai midnight limight.

Wiilioui the additional spending cuts —
an avirage of 4 percent in hundreds of

pr igrains — President Reagan "would
uiidoubifdly veio" ihe huge emergency bill,

said Senate Republican Leader Howard
Haker.

He sum a veto, in turn, pn)l)ably would
liMci- Congress into an around ihe cl(K-k

weekend session to produce a second
measuri i hat Reagan would approve.

Hui wiih the cuts. Haker added. Reagan
would pui his signature on the measure

ni-eded to keep virtually the entire federal
gov irnment in business.

Hakir predicted the Senate would vote
i.s approval la.er in the day for the plan,
whieh would exempt the Pentagon, foreign
aid an«l benefit programs such as food
biainps and Medicare from the newest
round of spending reductions.

A final Senate vote on the $417.4 billion
spending legislation - still $2.3 billion more
than Reagan wants - was expected last
night or today. The bill would then return
-to the Hou.se. which earlier this week re-
jected a similar plan for new cuts.
Reagan is scheduled to leave Sunday for

a week's Thank.sgiving vacation in (\i]ifor-
nia. But White House sf)okesmHn David R.
(iergen said Thur.sda\' that the president
"would not leave Washington" if a
satisfactory hill is not worked out.

Digest
By the Associn'ed Prf^s.s

A spaie of res«»luiions seeking various supportive moves-
i«y ilie 15 million nw-mlH-r AFLCIO and its affiliates was
among .he last orders of business here as the federation
e.Muluded i.s biennial conveniion.
Some 900 delegaies approved a resolution that said in

par.
:
Mass firings, fines and union deceri jlication will not

assure Side and reliable air i ravel for ihe American people.
Nor will .hey .Miv.- ihe taxpayers ihe high; c<.st of training
. Ii lUsaiids if new eim. roMers." 1

Counterfeit double ero^ plot
concludes complex murder trial
NEW IJEDFORO - An attorney defending a man ac-

cuse. ..(murdering his friend in a complex double cross
ask.-.l a jury yesterday lo set his client ffee because the
pros, culion s cas.. was based on the test mony of "a liar
anda.lrp(<ad.lict."

r
/

loi

Th.- Pica by alt.«-ney John F. Cicillini;. for Gerard TOuim.itc; came during an emotional )day of closing
"'^'""'•"'^

i*^^'
'"«^^'"'^^'<^ a statement by ihe defendant

wh.) d.niti.1 he killed John Rarbieri in March 1965
l'ro.s.^uU«- R..berl Kane has contended that Ouimette

kilUd ,he:ta.st Greenwich, R.I. man and dumped his body
in a glad.' n.ar Rout.- 144 in Rehoboth.

Board of Regents fail to show
for Boston State mergermeetinff
HOSTON - A' '"•' '^

H a.h.rs I

.>.- About (,01i,.s,onS,aie(dl|..gestud.n.sand
IM. in proi.M y..s...r.lay fn.m state Hoar.l of

I .g. n.s h. ariMg on.h.- proposed merger of the college and
'«•« Cm,, rs„y of Massachu.Miis |{ost.,n

^

Ihe pro.es.,rs were upset that non.. .,f the regents
a. .. ii.l..,| ihc h..aring. which was pr.-si.led over hy regen

S.aie S.n.i Jo^,eph Timilty. DCanton, and JudithH^a.n.-,. chairwoman of the Hoston State board of

.\^ei^::Hng
""'"""'' ''' "^^""^^ ^"^ ^^'""^

"^''-'^

"W.. have bw'n working for a reasonable merger but
.ln^.snotr..is.,nabl..,".she said. "Wearetalkingtol lis"'M--. nl ,h.audHm-e|..ft a l.-w mmui.-s later

Justice Dt^partment believes
Allen accepted $1000 lawfully
WASHIN(;T()N - justice I)..partment attorneys

beli.v.. that .l.spit.' "a lot .>f sm..ke." I'r.-sident R.>agan's
na.ional s.-.-uriiy advis.T. Richard V. All.-n. .lid not act
unlawlullywh.nh.ac.ept,.d $1,000 aft.T helping Japanes.-
jouinalisis ..hi am an iniervi.-w with Mrs. Hcagan. sources
sai.l yesi.-r.lav. '

ill. il.panin.ni sources, who asked not to be named,
sai.l a pr.liminary investigati.m by th.- public integrity
s.

.
,ion has produ.-ed no evidence so far to warrant naming

a sp. cial prosecutor.

However, the sources added, the investigation and
n VI. w .)f the evi.l.mc- has not been completed. They said

,11 woul.l I).' 'pr.-mai ure" to announce whether a prosecutor
woulil be appoini.'d.

Meaniime. ii was expecu'd that the department make
s..me ofli.-ial stai.ment about the .-ase before the day was
<tui. but probably not in the way of announ.ing any final
conclusions.

The Japan.se journalists say they intt«nded the cash for
hrsi la.ly Nancy R.-agan in r.-turn for an int.Tvieyv All.-n
help.-,! arrange on Jan. 21. the day after her husband's
iiiauguraium. All.-n says he put the m<Jiney in an office safe,
in.en.ling i.) turn it over to the goyt^rnment, but forgot
ai»out ii lor eight months. .

'

Diablo license suspinded,
eqmpment needs vei^fication

VVASHINGTON - The Nuclear Reg^Wory Conimission
yesu-nlay suspended the operating iM-nse of the Diablo
tany..n atomic power plant, saying^ | it would ! require
v.-ri ication of earthquake protection", equipment at the
.roubledCahfornia facility. Ij

Thi- NRC di-cision came at a closed hekring hours after a
cngressional subcommittee at which ntiw questions were
raiM.I alx.ul the safety of nuclear power]*
NRC Chairman Nun/.io J. Palladino Isaid the vote to

suspen.l the lic.-nse was unanimous.
"An order suspending the Diablo CaUon license hasbeen appr.)ved by the commission, " he saiil
He a.l.l(-d ihat ihere was division as toihow the seismic

venhcation would be accomplishtKl. a kei point since the
Ui

1
ny I hat .,wns . hc plant wants to use itslown consultant.

Rut Cahlorma Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.lis insisting on a
siudym.l.-pi-ndent of the plant's owner.

;

Today's Staff

^'^'^'^f'"' Marianne Savage
^^^Py^^for Ionics Cronin
Lay.,ut Technician 1 Brad E.len
Head Darkro.,m Tech

| kHs Craig
Composition Lynn Kisenl)erg. Gail Tai^^.er. jPhil Lee

Sheryl Silver. Canil McConville. Nanh' (J^llo. Michele
Bedard.Lauri Frank. Leslie Dul)er.stein.' James Kat7.

_ ^ -hiv McCarthy
subscription Rates

The Mnssnrhusrtts paih^ ('oUrqinti (irSF»sl'«.3-220) is
published daily Mon.lay through Friday, .-xcluding
January, June, July. August and holidavs. for $1H at \V\

llTmoo-r"^""' ^'r'?''*'^''>'
"'Massachusetts. Amherst,MA. OKHM. Senm.l class p.)stage paid at Amherst MA

oslmaster: Send a.ldress changes to A/,/.s.s-,,c/,,,.sv./r.s Ih,,-
/// (.,llrn,n„, \V,\ Campus Center, Cniversitv of
iVIassachusetts, Amherst. MA OIOO.S.
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Man chased from dorm
after alleged wallet theft

Collegian 3

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

An unidentified man, allegedly looking
for drugs, was chased from Van Meter
Dormitory, in the Orchard Hill/Central
Residential Area, at approximately 4:80
p.m. yesterday, after allegedly stealing a
residents wallet.

The man. according to dormitory
residents, who asked to remain uniden-
tified for fear of retribution, entered the
building on the first floor, and began
knocking on doors, asking residents.
"Where can I buy some weed." When told
that none was available on that fioor, he
made his way to both the third and the
fourth floors, where, according to third
floor residents, he was told that "there is

none around here". He then made his way
hack to the first floor, where he was
di.scovered in a room approximately ten
minutes later by a resident of the floor.
Ufjon disco\ery. residents said, he fled the
dorm, allegedly with a residents wallet,
and was chased hy members of the fl.jor.

He departed, along with two accomplices
who had been waiting outside, in a white
Pontiac LeMans, a dormitory resident said.
University of Massachusetts Police arrived
at the scene approximately 10 minutes
later.

The man was described by a dormitory
resident as being approximjttely .5'9"

tall,

150 pounds, with a light black complexion'
short black hair, with a slight accent, and
missing most of his top front teeth.
Dormitory residents had Iwen alert to the

presence of strangers wandering the dorm
asking f(jr drugs, because of an incident
that occured during the last week of Oc-
tober, when two men, one of similar
description, claiming to be "federal nar-
cotics agents", held up a resident and
removed a small quantity of drugs from the
room.

"We thought that this guy might have
been one of them," .said a resident, ".so we
watched him closely, an.l followed him
around the dorm looking for him, and war-
ning people about him to make sure that he
didn't hold anyone else up."

Nickinello proposes 3-way
split for PVTA funding
Ry KEVIN ROWE
('ollegian Staff

Cuis in ih.- PVTA bus .system cau.sed by
f.'d.-ral bu.lg.-t r.-duclions must be made up
in an 'equiiable " way said Representative
Louis R. Niekinello, I) Natick, chairman of
.h.' siaic Transportation Committee and
can.li.laie for Li.-ul.-nant Governor.

In ih.- 70's the stale made a com
miiimeni lo creai.- ri-gi.)nal transportati.)n
sysiems. In ihe 80's we must find an
..juiiabl.- way to fund them," Nickinello
sai.l.

Ni.kinello propo.sed a plan in which those
using ihe service pay .me third of the cost,
property .)wners pay one third and the
state an.l f.-deral government pay one
ihir.l.

"Transit systems increase the property
values wiihin th.- community," Nickinello

sai.l in explaining why pr.>periy own.-rs
should share the osi.

Richar.l tJoldman, Treasurer of the
S, udeni Cov.-rnment As.sot-iati.m said
siu.lenis pay more than .me third of the
cosi for I h.-l'VTA -system.

Th." local Chamber of Cnimmerce and
malls should .oniribuie money for the
Mr\ice h.-cau.se the buses bring omsumers
I > iheir busine.ss.-s. he sai.l.

As Li. Cov.-rnor, Niekinello intends to be
an "a.ssistani to the Governor" an.l t.) help
iinpl.in.-nt the D.mocratic party policies.

I'm a l)«m.)crai and proud to be .)nc. The
Republicans don't offer to do anything for
the p.'ople. "said Nickinell.).

The s, ate Legislature has been the
"sahaiion" for public higher .-ducation in
ihe 70's. The last ihr.-e Governors have
auempi.-<l to un.lerfund the system and the
siait- l.-gislaiun- has attempted lo counter
I h.- cuts, sai.l Niekinello.

^^BB^BB^-^^^
Abortion workshop focuses

on threats to women's right
By CHRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

A woman's right to have an ab.)rti.)n is

l^)eing threatened by the conservative tide
that is sweeping the country, said (Jail
Brown Humphrey who helped lead a
workshop on abortion rights at the
Southwest W.miens Center (SWWC)
yesterday afternoon.

Brown and Deidre Scott, members of
Isis, a reproductive rights group, talke.1
about the abortion legislation that has l)een

• passed and legislation that will be coming
up for a vote in Congress. They said Isis ia
also concerned with educational is.sues in-

volving better health care, sterilization,

and contraception.

Deidre Scott said that pro-life groups are
attacking a woman's right to abortion and
want to eliminate abortion rights complete-
ly. She added, pro-life groups are divided
on the question of whether an abortion
amendment should include women who
have become pregnant as a result of incest
or rape. Consequently, there are twice as
many proposed amendments against the
right to an abortion.

"I can just imagine a group of men,
maybe over a drink, making decisions
about my body," .said Gwendolyn Scott,
student administrative coordinator of
SWWC.

Humphrey .juoted a clause that was pass-

ed by the Massachusetts Legislature which
added an anti-abortion reference to the
Pledge of Allegiance, "...for liberty and
justice for all. including the born and un-
born."

The Abortion Consent Law passed in
Mas.sachu.setts was also .ii.scus.sed. The law
re.juired unmarried minors to get written
permission from both parents or from a
Superior Court Judge, before obtaining an
abortion. A ju.lge would rule in a case
when a minor decides not to deal with her
parents.

Deidre Sct)tt said, "A minor is judged on
whether she is mature en.)ugh to have an
abortion, but not whether she is mature
enough to have a child."

Humphrey added, "A lot of minors will
go out of state so they won't have to deal
with their parents or a judge."

Humphrey and Deidre Sott also talked
about the present federal funding of abor-
tions. The federal g.»vernment now limits
medicaid funds only to pregnant women
whose lives would be endangered if they
carried their pregnancy to term.

The punishment of w.)men who havebeome pregnant from incest and rape and
who are al.s.. on Medicai.l was also discuss-
ed.

"It ju.st shows the Wf.men's position in
society, how we're valued or de-valued "

said Linda roheii. Anti-Racism co-
ordinator of SWWC

Harris sentence reversal urged
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Hypercui^ricula
Anytime

PEER EDUCATOR RECRUITMENT - Want a career
as a helping professional? The Universitv Health Services
IS currently acceptin^j applications for trainintj as:
Peer Sexuality Educators
Alcohol Peer Educators
Health Aides & Healthreach Workers

For information call or visit Health Education: 549-2«71
Application deadline Dec. 2. 1981. To be held at Communi-
ty Health Education-University Health Services.

Fri., Nov. 250

FRIDAY NIGHT HILLEL SERVICES - Nov. 20,
at 7 p.m. in Campus Center 805-809. (Note change
in location)

It's time to

AdvERTISC IN The

CollcqiAN

Xmas SkoppER

MIKACLKS OF ST. NICHOLAS - Presented by

the Five College Early Music Program. Two
twelfth-century liturgical drama^ about St.

Nicholas, the favorite saint of the middle ages. The
production recreates the medieval environment of

the monastery with the use of costumes, medieval
instruments, singers, and p:nglish narrations ex-

plaining the action.

INTERNATIONAL FILM CONSPIRACY - A free

showing of ten progressive films dealing with
racism, oppression, sexism, war and comedy, spon-
sored by Students Against Militarism.
Refreshments will be available and a donation will

l)e requested.

Sat., Nov. 21

SHABBAT MORNING SERVICE - Shabbat Mor-
ning Service with Torah Discussion - followed by
light lunch. November 21, 10:30 a.m. Student Union
302.

CHRISTIAN COFFEEHOUSE - Inter-varsity

Chri.stian Fellowship is sponsoring an evening of
rock, folk, and choral music for the glory of God. All

are welcome. Free admission, free refreshments.
Hatch, Saturday, Nov. 21,8 p.m.

SILVER INSTRUCTION - Basic jewelry making
demonstration. Bring drawing of piece to be made.
Tools available, cost for materials pro-rated.
Jewelry display - stifles available. Oeenough craft
shop. Sat. Nov. 21 1:00 - 4:00.

Sun.. Nov. 22

INTERNATIONAL SUNDAY SKR\ ICE - Com
munity service open to all and followed by a potluck
supper. First Congregational Church. Main St.,

Amherst. Sunday. Nov. 22 4:00 p.m.

HOUSE CHURCH - Chaplain Pete Sabey
facilitates this community of Biblical inquiry, in-

terpersonal encounter and support and a simple
candlelight Communion. 428 Student Union. Sun
Nov. ?2 7-9 p.m.

PEOPLES MARKET HARVEST CELEBRATION
FEAST-DANCE - A potluck feast and dance to the
Bamidele Drum.ners (members of The Art of Black
Dance and Music) to celebrate the fall harvest in a
way meaningful to our community. Free. The
Hatch, SU. Sun. Nov. 22 6-1 1p.m.

Mon., Nov. 23

DRUM & DANCE CLASS - Pablo Landrum and
Lady Helena Walquer of NYC will be offering in-

struction in African/A fro-Cuban/Caril)bean music
from 5-8 p.m. in Commonwealth Room on Mon. 23.
Advanced drum 5-6, combined drum & dance 6-8.

Remember...
When patronizing
our advertisers,

make sure to tell them
that you saw
their ads
in the Collegian.

Manufacturers

List Prices

9.98

8 98 ^^^ ^"^'y

7.98 S4.99
Other List Price Similar Savings

JUST RECEIVED A SPECIAL PURCHASE
of First Quality Albums
over 1500 new releases and oldies

LAST DAY
Located on Special Sale Tables in the front
of the store

Pn. Nov.- 20

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
the

'•°<="«''
'" the Campus Center Univ of Mass

University Store
J
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Cash, jewelry larcenies reported in dormitories

iCoJiegjan r,

By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

A female resident of John Adams dormitorv Tuesdayreported that $200 in cash had been stolen from a dfc^Uonary^she kept above her desk in her room. poUce said

The woman told police that the larceny could have occur-ed anyt,me between the hours of 10 p'm. Monday an're
.>.m. Tuesday. She said the dictionary was the only item

trft' pofi^:S ^'" ''' ''' -^' '-' -^ -P^--
Police said there was no sign of forced entry into theroon. and the woman sa.d she had left her room unlocked

for a few hours" Tuesday afternoon.
Police also report that jewelry valued at about $250 wastaken from a John Adams dormitory room yesterday ap

parently while the room's occupant was at dinner
According co police, the female occupant left her dor-mitory room unlocked when she went to dinner and

Newslines.

.

.

Wimmin musician Anne Caputi

to perform at Prescott Tavern

Identified music. Sunday December 6. at 8 p.m in a
coffee-house setting at Prescott Tavern. Hampshire Col-
lege in Amherst.
Caputi performs original material as well as pieces bv

artists such as Margie Adam. Stevie Wonder and CharlieMurphy. The concert is an evening of "Wimmin's" culture
sponsored by the Hampshire College Lesbian AllianceA one dollar donation will be asked for at the door but
this will be waived for those who are unable to pay

'

Prescott Tavern and the adjoining restrooms are wheel-
chair accessible.

I mf* """T
'"f"'""^^^'""' '^ave a message for Rebecca.

Lillian or Amy Horowitz at 549-4600, ext. 540.

Correction
Students Against Sexual Harassment (SASH) will meet

V nday from HiiiO to 1()::^() a.m. at the Campus Center Cof-
fee Shop ami (rom lOi.'iO t.. 11:30 a.m. in the Ombudsper-son s ..tfu-e. not at 8,a.m. in the Campus Center CcffVoShop as reported iti Monday's Cofhgwn.

at 5.222and a steHing silver chain, valued at $30. had beentaken^The woman said she asked residents of her floor ifthey had seen any suspicious people in the area of herroom but could not come up with any information, pohce

In other news, a University man reported Tuesday thata female friend of his had l^>en the vicL of an act of indt

he sSr"""'/"'!.'"'^ •^f'^'-""'"-
'" L"^ 22,.across fromthe Southwest residential area, police said

Ac-cording to the man, his friend was walking towardher car, parked in Lot 22. at about 1:30 p.m. when she^served an unknown male coming toward her. policesaid. The woman said she got into her car and locked thedoors, police said. She said she had difficulty starting ^er

Z^"L I :;''T ""'•.'"^ '^^ i^ition.'her assallancame up to her window and exposed himself, police said

fl TH '^
^^^^'•'^d as a white male, in his 30's. 5'4"

,^ hT L'^^''^
^^\^^'^ ^y^« ^^^ a moustache, h; wassaid to be wearing blue jeans and an army jacket.

Jury awards model

$500,000 damages
MIAMI (AP) — A jury of six women awarded $500,000

in damages yesterday to a 19 year old Massachusetts
woman whose nude photo was used in a magazine ad-
vert isement without herconst>nt.

About 2.5 million readers of Genesis magazine saw Ann
Goss' smile and naked bottom in six advertisements in 1978
for pillows sold by Genesis Products, Inc.

The magazine has admitted it published the ads without
Ms. Goss' permi.ssion.

For anyone who sent $7.98, plus postage, and a photo.
Genesis Products offered to transfer the photo to the cover
of a pillow. "Spend the night with the girl of your dreams,"
I he ad said.

In the lower left hand corner of the full page ads, there
was a small but recognizable photograph of Ms. Goss lying
nude on a bed sheet.

I was horrified." Ms. Goss told the jury Tuesday. "I

recognized it right away. I couldn't understand how it got
I here. 1 was pet rilled to tell my boyfriend. I was very much
afraid my father would find out."

The womaiis lawyer, Robert Galamaga, told the court
the photo was taken in 1974 when his client was a student
at Hauder Fashion College. The shapely Buzzards Bay,
Mass., woman was an aspiring model when she began
po.sing for a Miami photographer.

EAT
and

Today
2-4:30

DRINK r<>r.

(i

50c
Drafts

Thurs

and

Sat too

2-4:30

with Happy
Hour Prices

99c Dor Drinks

H.49 coll Drinks

THE HUNGRY U

TMEATnEB TIMES rOR TOOAV ONLY

584-7550 HAMPSHIRE MALL

MlpNl@MTM(DV1i MADNISS
Fri & Sat at 12:15 AM All Seats $2.50
nmC HAMPSHIRE 4

e Gestles
Yellow

Subonapine'

In space. . .

ALIEN
. . .no one can

hear you scream,

The dead will

walk the
EARTH!

Mo en« undrr 1

7

•to b« stfrnitted

N^^mC MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 584-9153M0UNTAIN FARMS MALI

THESE ARE THE
ARMIES OF

THE NIGHT

HAMDMACCffUfi

TIME
BANDITS

.they didn't make hisk>rv.

theysbJeh!

PGi

Whof hoppened
to him should

hoppen
to you.

^s&s^*"A3?PPS
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Ladies & Gentlemen

The

Rolling Stones

iDiEiT. ci= m=/Vjc:ie

IOO% cotton, knit t- shirts

in 12 dazzling colors I

<r'
A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat
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presents

The Best Brunch To Ever Hit The Vallev'
bagels it Cream Cheese

'

Lox a- Scallion Spread
Smoked Sable

Codfish Salad

Marinated Artichoke Hearts
Assorted Cheeses
Fresh Fruit; Lime Yogurt Sauce

Pasta with Pesto, Garni
Homemade Bread Pudding
Poached Eggs Florentine
Fresh Orange Juice
Assorted Anipasti
Coffee or Tea

y\..

All For Only $6.95 per Person
Brunch Served Sundays 11:00 - 2:30 PM

12 Crafts Ave. Northampton 584-0839
A Fresh Pasta (Plus!) Restaurant

Over
'2000 Buttons'

priced

from
-V^

for

this sale

75c to 1.50

SAVE
25%

^P-

THE GREAT
SKI SNATCH

Still Thousands
of Dorgoins Left

at the S.U.D.

off regular

prices

\^\V

LAST DAY
^tr

Fri Nov 20

X

vVJ^---

%!
'-sr- LIOUORS

ONE TIME ONLY
BUTTON SALE

SPECIAL PURCHASE

Welcomes You to Our Valley
PLEASE STOP INAND BROWSE'

WE'REONRT, 9 just up the STTfiiTfrom poor Richards

Smirnoff Vodka

MUler

Busch

Tuborg

Becks

Molson

St. Pauli Girl

Riunite

$5.59 750 ml

$7.99/case

$7.99/case

$2.00/sixpk.

$3.99/six pk.

$2.99 six pk

$3.99/sipk.

$5.49 magnum

Rock

New Wave
Novelty

Punk

Square - Round

LOCATED ON
SPECIAL SALE

TABLES
in front of

the Store

iVE ALSO STOCK
THE AREAS LARGEST

SELECTION OF COLD KEGS

PLENTY OF COLD DRAFT BARRELS
AVAILABLE ANY TIME

33S COLLEGE ST. (Rte.9) 256-8433, Z53-5384
OPEN TIL 11:00 PM
(NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS)

*Specific buttons depicted

may not all be available
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

the

Limited Quantities on Individual Styles

Uniyersity Store

Friday, Novembt-r 20

ifflffilMifflEiNiON
"Coijggisn^

:5£«&

%

Administrative

reorganization
Chancellor Henry Koffler announced on

October 28 an administrative reorganiza^
tion plan aimed at consolidating certain
managerial functions.

If Ai, if16

mwts

Letters

Made me feel sorry for the guy
To the Editor:

V ;.f 5mit h r? "" »; "J'^
P'-^sident of the Moral Majori-ty at Smith College Wednesday night. From his very firstappearance on stage the man was rudely interruDtedheckled and sneered at. so that hardly a s^grsenten^ecould be completely understood. I thought that sTnce mygraduafon from high school I would & spared hs imrnatunty durmg public assembly. As usual it w^ a di tr^-

majority of those in attendance. I had suspected thatthis was the very ideal many of the people there had cometo the lecture to talk about. Isn't that what our fZagainst the Moral Majority is all about?
^^

Ihe most striking irony about this lecture was that thisebquent man was denied his first amendment right tospeak his y,ews and ideas about issues that affect manystudents in this area directly. Many people criticLrtheMoral Majority for its dampening of ouHndiyidua ^^ght tofreedom of speech and also political independenceHowever many people Wedne.sday night showed obviouscontempt for this unalienable right which they so fier dy
Th?;;^- ['T.u'"'

'^'' ^'?^"^ ^y^^'^'y «f the worst kindThe point of the matter is that I went to this lecture withan open mmd so that I could see a man who is an acTual
representative of this group in action. I wanted to look

iWfln r? "^^ '^^^ '" ^^^ "evvspaper and raise valid ob-
jections to his arguments. Instead I was denied the oppor-
tunity presented to me by the Smith College Student Lec-ture Committee, and was subjected to some very

made^mrli''^"''"^. ^"1 '•"^•"^- ^hese people almostmade me feel sorry for the guy.

David Bibeau
South Hadley

Libel against the Jewish people

To the Editor:

This is in response to "Is G-d a Businessman?", submit-
ted by Mr. Rashid Bin Dabbour. in the November 16 edi-
tion of the Collegian. The tone of the letter was obvious it
,was yet another blood-libel against the Jewish people
written by an undisguised anti-Jewish Semite. Mr. Dab-
bour s letter started with an unnecessary attack on the
positive and constructive activities of an RSO group
namely the Hillel Organizatin. Only to further digress into
a sweeping claim that Jews are an "arrogant", "superior
minded", "terrori.st". and "expansionist" people. like
"the Nazis". It shocks me that in this "Year Towards
Civility", when the promotion of freedom and the
enlightenment of attitudes towards all people, is struggled
for so dearly, that such negative, non-constructive, and
outright slanderous remarks are presented as truths
Since concisene.s.s doesn't allow a full lesson on Mideast
and Jewish history, I'd suggest that Mr. Dabbour open
some books on his own. in the effort to curtail his alliance
with uneducated and hateful PLO rhetoric, or at least con-
sider some brief facts.

"The Arab States, which had encouraged the Palestine
Araf)s to leave their homes tem[)orarily in order to be out
of the way of the Arali invasion armies." have failed to keep
their j)r<)mises to help the.se refugees..." ("Kalastin". ,Ior-

'lan daily. Kebruary I!>, I'M!!).

Ira(|'s Prime Minister fiad thundered: 'Wv shall sma.^h
the country with our guns, and destroy and obhterate
every place the Jews will seek .shelter in. the Arabs should
conduct their 'wives 'and children to safer .areas till tlie

fighting has died down." ( 'The Secret Behind ihe

Koffler has decided to create the position
of vice-chancellor for University Relations
and Development. The new vice-Chancellor
will be responsible for governmental and
community relations, public information
and publications, alumni affairs, develop-
ment and fund-raising activities. According
to Koffler, the new vice-Chancellor would
help improve the image of the University in
the eyes of legislators, parents and the
business community.

Disaster by Nmar Al Hawari. Commander of a
paramilitary arab yOuth organization in Palestine )

^^T??^f^^^ (Secretary General of the Arab Leairue)added: "This will b^ a war of extermination and a mcS
tous massacre whic^h will be spoken of like the Mongolian

Ml7Tmst
^'*',^''-"''"^-"' («BC- news broadcast Tf

As history bears out. it was due to the directives of "ex-
pantionist Arab Leaders, in their desire to destroy

di'splaced.''"'""'''*^'"!
^"^"^^ ^^^^ '^' ''^^"*^'^*'^ ""'' "'»^

Today the Arabs who still remain in Israel (after there inquishmg o the Sinia). enjoy democratic frmlom. This
courtesy is extended even to the small faction of Arab
citizens, who are proclaimed terrorists and who openly
seek to overthrow the government of Israel and it's
peoples. Very few countries in the world would In-ar thi^burden of democracy. In Israel democracy is practiced tothe extent hat mayors, evtn of larger cities, who havedeep ties with treasonous organizations (such as the PLO)are accepted by the ruling government. A good example < fhis >s pro-PLO Rashid Ashawa. He has fc-en a mayor in

ofThl stlte
^^^'^' """^^ """"^^"^'-^ ^'^"^ f"*" th^ destruction

The Jewish/Arab problem has not been peaceably
resolved yet; that's a fact. The solution to the problem
however, should be found in greater understanding, em-
pathy and positive ideas, as opposed to the venting of
hateful frustration upon each other.

Moshe Ben Shlomo
Amherst

Suits are signs of respectability

Editorial

To the Editor:

The business suit: symbol of sinister conspiracy in
America I could not believe it when I read Stephen Mur-
phy s column. "Clothes do make the country "

This wjis a

f'f,xi''^'^'i''"''^'^y
"^"'^ paranoia that is rarelv seen, even

at UMass We have no royal guard because we have no
royalty. Would you rather have it that you have to be amember of a certain family to get into the government'' Ido not think so.

r.
.

.

There is not much difference between the people in our
government and the rest of the people in our .society l)e
they businessmen, peanut farmer, or movie actors Wake
up. Murphy! The traditional formal attire of the people of
the United States is a suit. Would it be better if the Sec-
cret Service men wore patched jeans and tattered denim
jackets.' These men do not wear military uniforms because
they are not in the military and neither is the President
These men must look respectable becau.se thev are guar-
ding one ol the most important rnt^ri in the world Those
well tailored suits and perfect hair cuts are signs of resiK-c-
tal)ility.

"

Patrick Quaine
Amherst

Letters Policy

All letters must he .signed an<l include the
writer s addre.ss and telephone number, which will
not be published. IMea.se type double spaced at »i7
characters per lin^.. Due- to .space limitations .in,i thevnume ()t mail, we regret we are unable t<.

acknowledge unpublished ^lettersv ••Alt "letterK are
-uhiecf N.pd^ti.M. r, ^Tlantvand length.

The creation of an administrator charged
with promoting the public image of UMass
IS long overdue. It was, in fact, recommend-
ed m the Marcus Long Range Plan of 1970
It would be difficult to find a university the
size of UMass without an office dedicated
to maintaining good community relations.
Future admissions and allocation of funds
depend on a favorable representation of the
University to the outside world.

Another facet of the reorganization, the
Ombudsman has been made responsible for
human relations on campus, including the
Mediation Project and coordination of Year
Toward Civility activities. Responsibility
for Affirmative Action has been shifted to
the Chancellor's office, and further an-
nouncements are expected of a consolida-
tion of the offices responsible for the plann-
ing, renovation, and administration of cam-
pus buildings.

Koffler has stated that the reorganiza-
tion, including the creation of the new posi-
tion, will not require additional funds, but
will actually be an economy measure Ac-
cording to Koffler, it will be funded by
transferring administrative positions and
by leaving other administrative positions
vacant. Funds will also come from various
trust funds, said Assistant Chancellor
Marie Ried.

We support the Chancellor's plan and his
stated resolve to reduce the size of the ad-
ministration. UMass is facing budget cut-
backs, and many departments lack funds
for equipment replacement and other
academic necessities. We must realize that
although an administration is necessary to
run the University, students and their
education must have priority.

IJyisigyied fditorials reprrscrU the opinion
pfJhe,.^(iJQrihf q(j.he ColkM^ian Hoard ,^f:

Editors.

I
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Penny

Afternoon

Speciol

1 WILD BLUEYONDER

Every Third Drink Penny
From 4:00 to 6:00

Free Hor d'overes

Yes, your Army has more than 8,600
aircraft in its active, reserve and national
guard fleet—more aircraft, in fact, than
the Air Force!

If you truly want to fly with the brave
—seek out the Army's Air Cavalry. Out
front, leading the way— flying among
the trees, seeing without being seen—at

the controls of the world's most sophisti-

cated attack helicopter.

You must possess stamina, agility, and
resourcefulness to handle one of these

Get your future off the ground now!
Find out how Army ROTC can prepare
you for this or many other challenging

positions of responsibility. See the Pro-
birds. Decisions must be quick when fessor of Military Science on your cam
dodging trees at 50 knots and orchestral- pus.
ing the movements and actions of the
other members of your team. Quickness,
decisiveness—this kind of experience is

what employers are looking for.

KTARMY ROTC

ARMY ROTC BUILDING PATRICK MERRYMAN
545-2321 or 2322

rusty nair

Tonight

C/'fln,

Sat. 21

JOAIM JETT JAMES COTTOIM

Friday. NovemlnT 20, 1981

.Colk- tiiaji

Suit prompts tenure changes
C'AMH1UI){;K (AP) - in ihi" wakf ot a

cis.. invnUi,,., .h .•
^ ''

^"'••'•'«y> '''"'
;' ^'^^ .liM-nminati.mla.st iiuolMiig chargi's ol sex

• lisrnmmaiion. a Harvard linivcrsily (loan
saiti Vfsunlay he inlcnih lo adopt new

• luirr pnxfduri's, including ihc use of
..Uisi.l.' rxpiTi.s. in the .schtiol's sofiology
dt pari nu'ni.

« oiiiplaiMi allcKiiiK she was jiavscd over lor

(< nun hccau.si she was a woman.

I Han Henry Uosovsky, dean of itu-

FacuLy ol Aris and Scii-nccs. said .he in

I • iidcd lO lakt- sivi-ral actions lo improve
llif aciion c-omrs more ihan a year alter ili«' unuir sianli and review procedures of

l>r. 1 lietia >kocpoJ, an assmiaie prufe.ssor ' '"xlKtols Sociology Department.

•••••••••••^•^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Friday's at the T.O.C.
Relax After A Long Week

Dinner For Two
$12.95

Includes salad bar
and non-alcoholic beverage

Better Than You Can Imagine
Less Expensive Than You Think
* Validated Parking in the Campus Center Garage

* 10% discount with valid UMass ID
* For more information call 549-6000 ext. 639

For selling printed
T-Shirts h Athletic
wear to dorms,
frats, sororities

Wrlt» Dox 029 -

Wof». MA 01062
or phon*

(413) 967-5957
for d^toils

Amherst
Chinese Food

"Family Style

Cooking"

i Mandarin & t

\ Szechuen Cuisine )

-TONIGHT-
Nov. 20

L

Luncheon
Specials

from $1.75
Farm Fresh Vegetables
Beer h Wine License

Sunday Brunch
All you can eat $4.95

62 64 Main St.,
Amherst 253 7835

Cloied Wednesdays
We use no MSG or

Artificial Food Coloring
« IK 11 11 »

THE amVERSITY ETiSEMBLE THEATER
presents

It

%

K
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

THE FOOLS
with special gu«sts Foreign Objects

"Exciting and witty stag* shows and Ir-

r*slstQbl« tun*s llk« "Sh» Looks Alright In th*
Dork" "Psycho Chlck»n" ond "It's o Night for
D*outlful Girls" th* group has olrvody s*«n
success on th« notional sal«s corts, Th*y'r*
gr»at fun.

•^

— i

Rt 9 Amherst/Hodley Line 250-2260
Friday & Saturday Open til 2:00 AM

WE LUY UM
Qt

Time

Amherst's Biggest

Little Dor

Come Join the Crowd
A^07 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

SV9MJ^

REG. PRICE

By

ANDRE OBEY
Rand Theater,

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

i«;S5Ho^0,0a
OUR PRICEMiH»HHiHMi

9.95 to 1 8.95

riooember 1214 and 19 21 at 8:00 pn^

Reservations: 545-351

1

Tickets: $2.50 for students and senior ijitizens

$3.50 for the general public
{

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst Open 10 6. Moa-Sat.
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Introducing. . .

the best option to our fomous pizzo

^^^^
we now hove

- WHITE DOUGH -

Try it. . .

W» still hov© wholewheot pizzo

and the choice is yours

ATTENTION
THE HUNGRY U

WILL NOT BE RUNNING
THE BUD NIGHT AS
ADVERTISED IN TflE

OTHER VOICE
j

(beraaae Ih* ad utrn liiday waH m-hrdulrd Un Tbamda*!

256-6567

Wholewheat Pizzo Foctory

363 Moln Street, Amherst

DMNG AND DANON^
Friday Nov. 20 and Saturday Nov.21 •

The JAZZ BAILIES
5-Pl£CE DANCE BANDi

The Valley's newest and finest-

Italian Restaurant

JOEY D's
at the intersection of Rte 9 and University Drive in Amherst

tin the Price Chopper Plaza)

256-8605

*##*#»»«

FREE DELIVEI^
(und^r thirty minute delivery)

coupon coupon coupon coupon coupon coupon

Deluxe white or wheot \*^

i........

ond extro chesse

256-6587

(only with this coupon)

green peppet

************* »mmm Pff ffffffJIJjJJJ

— STUDENT
PHONE BOOKS

nnl ^.ITJ"""^
Students can pickup their copies in Room

227 Whitmore, Dean of Students Office (1 per
household, please) On campus student will receive
them through the mail. Fraternities and Sororities pick
up phone books at Dean of Students Office

Deon of Students Office

Info Doto Dank
Phone 545-1555

*̂ ' ' • M < fffim . ijjjj„;
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the perfect
Secret Santa gift

•f)'

te or Wheot Pizzo

»cember 5th

!«

WEATHER
A ihanrc of rain in the

wt'sirrn iiighjands lowani
ihis morning. Uain
i>\ iTspnading rcniaindiT
liy iiooii loday. High in i ho
50s and In-roming windy.
Kain tapering off lo

>liowrrs lonighl. ("on

tinued windy wiih low 40
I •

1") along ihr coa.sl , ;j5 lo

10 clxw here. I'oniorrow
i'onsidcrahlc cluuduirss
afid vMiidy. ChancM'ofa few
^iiKUcis. llJuh tnid JO'S lo

find .")0s.

Tuesday, December 1

4:30 & 8PIVI

Matinee V2 price to
all students & senior citizens

Box Office: Noon lo 4PIW, (VI— F (4 13)545- 25 11

FineArts
.Center
Concert Hall

DOONESBURY
CoJJggi^u

by Garry Trudeau

NSO-NICE' 'T'SNICENES6

UHAT50KT ^'^^UB£ML
\ OFPOLiTim. ^ce- Nics^
: PHILOSOPHY THffTAcnjfuy
' 15 THAT? CflR£S.\

yousee.mum.Th^mcK
IS TD6ETPBOPt£T0 THINK
yOlfRBSQQARnfiFfABlS
TtmMAYB5 YOUR POL!

-

CieS APENT 50 BAP
AFTdPALL.

N(M,imi,1WLL NEW
SOM^ ANECDOTES. REAGAN
HASSHOmUSTHATTmit
ISNOmmUKEAGOOf?
STOPrYTOaSTPflCTPEOPlB
FPOM THE BUSINESS
YTTHANP. \

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margarel Farrar and Trude Jaffe

l»il I o» AagHn Imn *i>adirair

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

f&

by M. Joyce

r* T-

>^JJ

ACROSS
1 woman
5 Symbol of greed

10 Tweed
14 Island dance
15 Lover's word
16 vVordin a

Latin lesson
17 Flower
18 Uproot
19 Bosh
21 Sprinkle
22 European moun-

tain range
23 Fisherman's need
25 Praying insect

28 Tropical fruit tree

32 Fronton word
33 City near

Pheonix
34 Small coin
35 Silly one
37 Chance
38 School subject
40 Sleuth
41 Thrown for

43 Or !

44 Hither, thither

and yon
46 Street shows
48 Reddish color
49 Capital of Yemen
50 Outdoor area

53 Holy state

57 Certain police

units

60 Hebrides island
61 Kind of chatter
62 Liberate
63 Bach output
64 Dutch artist Jan

van der
65 Willow
66 Aerie, for one

DOWN
1 Not passe
2 Throw
3 Infer

4 Notorious
Russian

5 Mysore material
6 Visionary

7 Hamlet
8 Constellation

9 Oenologist s

word
10 Badinage
11 Arab name
12 Make replete
13 Dither

19 1948 was Its

beginning
20 Numerical prefix

23 Light sources

24 Man in blue
25 Shawl in SA
26 Science fiction

character
27 White House

name
28 Cousin of 10 Down
29 Kind of fiber

30 Type of pollution
31 Coastal sights

33 S'de affliction

36 Loutish ones
39 Water purification

step

42 Tranquil place
45 Milosz, for

example
46 Poker player,

at times
47 Name meaning

"grace

49 Maugham
character

50 Proper
51 Friday, m a way
52 Enamelware
53 Egyptian queen of

gods
54 Dumbbell
55 Blame
56 Support, at sea
58 Status
59 German pronoun

ROD BONES
by Gregg Canavan

(>ILLlN(r OUT t\^

V^fXT semester'

m
OH. WHAT CouASfJ .

1 2 3 4

1

T" 6 7 8 9 « 10 11 17 13

14
15 16" "~

11 -m
19 70 ^^^Tr~ "~ ^"^^

Hj^^^^H^i! 73 74 taVMZ5 26 il

il'
79 30 31

!l
T IH^

_J
37

|£
IT """

40 m 41 42 «-^ ^^~

44 45
46 47

""

^^^^48 ^H49
—P^^^50 ai bl ^^^^53 54 55 56

57 58 59

1

60

61

1
67

63
"~

64 65 66

See solution to yesterday's puzzle on page 10.
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DAVID JOHANSEN
SUDURDAN LAWNS elevators

Dec. 4th. FAC. 7:30 P.M.
^ TiciiETs; URU, TIX, PUtterpus RecorcIs

J
MaIn St. REcoRds, FAC Box OfficE J

<i For tNe RecorcJ ^

<^^ %
centei"
atumass

Friday, November 20th
All Night Happy Hour

Party with

HOMETOWN

Formally The Wild Turkey Band
Also winners of the Battle of the Bands WEST

$2.00 cover

Saturday, November 21st

Intense, Wild, Rockin with

THE ROCKATS
With Special Guests
THE TRADEMARKS
$3.00 at the Bluewall

FOUR SEASONS
•Vliller bts cs 7.99
BuSCh cans. . cs 7.99

LabattS Ale & Beer 9.99
Dawson bts 4.99
Gibleys Gin 175 12.69
Castillo Rum 1 75 9.99

{THANKSGIVING SPECIAL
|

SebaStiani Chablis, Rose, Burg 3L 5.99

Allini Lambrusco 1.5 l 2.99

Come talk to us for expert advice on WINE for your holiday

entertaining.

Open 10 AM to 11 PM

Wines/Liquors
rte.9, hadleyma./584-8174

in front of the Malls

...where you'll find J.C.Penney. Stelgers,
KMart and 76 fine stores all under one

climate-controlled roof.

Rt. 9 Hadley, MA. Open Monday thru Saturday,

10-9:30 PM

The Hampshire Mall is offering the Santa Photos
for only 99c so don't pay the usual $2.99 and $3.99
elsewhere. Santa's hours are: 10 A.M. 9:30 P.M.
Sat., November 21; Thru Christmas - 2 P.M. - 8
P.M. Mon. - Fri., 12 - 6 P.M. Sat., 12 - 5 P.M. Sun.

Come see some
of of the Best
CRAFTS

in New England

Friday. Novejrnber 20, 1981

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome to CoUeaian Office CC 111 • H 4*, -14k f.y(^^^.».. c...- ..
" - ^"^" i^^^M*

coMgma \-A

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

AMHERST AUbio SERVICE

Amherst's established audio service,
formerly located within Amherst Audio, has
relocated. Free Estimates are now
available at Underground Sound Inc., 71
N. Pleasant St., Amherst (across from Fire
Station, in bacl< of build.). We now offers
sales and service of audio equipment, and
vye're video venders as well! For any ques-
tions about home hi-fi, car stereo, rock and
roll equipment, commercial sound systems,
or details about free pick-up and
delivery, call 253-9507

AUDIO

Bass Speaker - JBL 200 watt 15" w/wo
cab, best offer 546-9154

AUTO FOR SALE

72 VW Beetle low mi. only $1,350.00 70
Cry Newport only $400. call Alex please

1970 Ford Mustang good condition must
sell, $1400 or best offer, call Jim 6-7144

1967 Saab V4 30mpg reliable needs a little

work $500 665-2882

1971 Impala nice condition
parts $600 call 253 3235

many new

DO IT!!

January Graduates: Have your senior
portrait taken - Do it now 545-2874

FIRE AND FIRST AID UNITS
EMT'S

Meeting for Decembers events Mon
11-23 at 10:00 PM 407N Morill

FOR RENT
Sensory Isolation Tank available for rent.
584-1627, evenings.

One bedroom in two bedroom apt
avarl. now. Call after 5:00. 665-47 14
Two bdrm. Puffton Village Apt.
available Jan 1

. V? mile to campus, heat in-
cluded, bus route 549-4130

Lg. 1 bdrm. apt. in Cliffside includes fur-
niture,, carpets, starts 1 / 1 /82 Bill 665-382

1

For rent Sunderland /Amherst line^ 2
bedroom in 3 bedroom apt available FeiD. 1

grad student preferred 549 0236

FOR SALE

DennisGIFT IDEA: Portrait Drawings.
Delap, 665-2972

1975 Suzuki GT-390 FUlIy assesed 12000
mi. very good condition $650 call Rick
549 1867

1972 VW Microbus good condition $1200
or 80 call John 253 7430 good gas mileage

Fender Stratocaster $400 665^224reves
Designer Coat must be seen 546-6159

Cornell Prints (3) handsomely framed
perfect for Xmas tel 5-2496 or 256-6624

Skimmer 8' fiberglass dinghy asking 300
or best offer. Excellent condition, ready to
row. Call Steve 549- 1 808

Classic blue wool blazer. Cost $75 sell for
$50. Size 9. Gift too large 546-9348
Furniture 4 pee cane lounge as new $110
lounge divan twin beds $40 253-3113

Stones. Santana, Molly Hatchet Syracuse
Fri. 11/27 tickets call 256-6802

Cherry Head Conure Parrot beautiful
bird comes with brass cage and acces. 2 yrs
old Asking $150 call 549-0306

'SUGAR' 2 tickets for Sat. performance,
good seats! Call Mike 546-4616

Clothes, Mens - suits-shirts-jackets-hats-
flannel pajamas-jeans-alarm clocks-
sweaters-beds blankets-bed spreads Prices
reasonable 863 9032

12Automobile AM, FM, Cassette deck
watts. $30.00 ca ll Bill. 6-6697

YASHICA FX-2 35mm 3 lenses & ultra
violet filters 50/28/55 mm $200.oo or BO
Call Pat 549 0469

GOONEYS
Hey Virginia, Here's to the ultimate
gooney. I love you. Roger's Pal.

HACKY SACkir

They're Here!! Let the East Coast start

kicking ! Get yours today 546-4777

HELP WANTEb
Bus Driver Trainef tern Mass Bn .

' ""
'

'' '"
*epi'ii;. ji>ijucau-i- '-

-• \o r I'l thru \r

03. ,.._VI i:^:::::.::^:^:-^:::::;^- - --„o. ..

year apply Monday Eve Nov 2, 1981 at 7 PM
Campus Ctr Room 905-9

Information on Alaskan and Overseas
jobs $20,000 to $50,000 per year possible
call^(602) 941-8014 Dept. 6501

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500 - $1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MAI, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Environmental Group seeks secretary
to fill vacancy on Executive Board. Send
responses to Box 266 Student Union
Building

Part time position available for college
student to represent travel company on
campus. Earn commision, free travel and
work experience contact; Beachcomber
tours, inc. 11 Lane Ave, Bedford, Mass
01730 (617) 275-0520

The Collegian is looking for an in-
terested student for Assistant Business
Manager to begin Spring semester '82.

Business background a must. Applications
available until Dec. 7 in Collegian Office, 13
CC

HOW YOU FEEL???

Turkey Tantrum is coming!!!! Monday
November 23rd Hangar One

INSTRUCTION

Calligraphy - Beginning /Advanced Begin-
ning classes starting January 4. Tor more
info call Loryn 253-9238

JOHN LENNON

Come see John Lennon in "How I Won
The War" at CCA on Nov. 21, Sat. Twilight
show, 5 pm - 75c 7, 9, 11 shows $1.00

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNS
WANTEO

Legal Services Office has 8 positions
available for full-time Legal Assistant In-

terns for Spring 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Legal Assistants aid at-
torneys of the Legal Services Office with
client interviewing, investigations, legal
research, negotiations, giving advice and
referals, preparation of court forms, atten-
dance at hearings in District and Superior
Courts of Hampshire, Franklin it Hampden
counties, and participation in administrative
hearings and Federal litigation. Legal
Assistants maintain continuing caseload
under supervision of attorneys. For advice
on arranging an internship and credit, con-
tact Office of Internships, Curry Hicks
Building. For further informatior, contact
Legal Services Office, 922 Campus Center.
Applications due Friday, November 20, at
Office of Internships. Writing sample re-

quired^

LOST

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please ':all6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

Red folder in Curry Hicks or vicinity.

Please call 546-8182 if found

Womens gold watch in Franklin DC call

Diane 6-1227 reward

Siberian Huskie lost Nov 11 in the area of
Rt 9 near the Malls. White, blue eyes, beige
markings. Family pet. Contact 256-6715.
REWARD
Lost In Hasbrouck maroon bag with driv-

ing lie. passport, ID. Reward offered. Call

Prato 545-0442

Rust colored jacket with blue collar,

pullover, lost in GRES BIdg. 11/16/81 Sen-
timental value, call 546-8358

Woman's eyeglasses in green case in

vicinity of Northeast. If found please call

546-9482.

MAAARK
Maaark, Here's to next year. Hope its a
great one. Happy Birthday. Aloha -your
future roommates minus Buddy.

NEED CASH?

Always Premium Prices!! Class rings,

gold and silver in all forms. See the Manhan
Difference!! Manhan Precious Metals Ex-

change, 312 King St., N'hmptn 584 7000
9:30 am - 5:30 pm M-Sat

PARTYMUSiC

So your last DJ was under sedation? I

know I drugged his drink Alan Stoner of

Rock 102 • good rorl. n roH cheap 665 7106

PERSONALS

AUTO TUNE UP WORKSHOP Lecfurr
and hfi-

546 4257, Steven 549-1675 Sponsored by

Impressive! Yogi
she's my honey.

I really like BooBoo

BooBoo May I ring your bell? Teddy
To NuclearReferendum Campaigners
Warm thanx for good work, good times
and moral support (and lizards)! SpecialS aiff^""^'

*^^^^*' '^^'^^' ^^®^®' ^"^

Andrea Happy 21 It's all "downhill from
here traveling wise that is. Sugar and
Plumbleys and 284. You're the greatest and
remember even though chaim ze lo

Mfrn^ '

^°"'^® ^^® ^°^'®^*- '^" "^y '°^^

Blondie (cs. Kennedy) you're being wat-
ched!!!

Sher wa happen? I don't know wa happen
Don t be scared I won't hurt you!! Seurno
Mick. Good luck tonight. I'

you. Love ya!

I be rooting for

JVIyron shower to shower each day leads to
showerhead in every way!

J-D. Who's your buddy? I am!
Moonie Charlie Brown Jerry Donna
Pokey Gilmore Myron Penelope see ya
at the Bluewall Friday 3:00 be ther to con-
sume love Mickey £r Minnie

"Happy Birthday Benny " You're gett^n'
old but I still love you even if you are qoino
bald! Ha-ha! Love, "J"

^

You loved Just Friends of 1923 - Peter
Niemczura has done it again! See the world
premiere of his new musical comedy
STEREOPTICON, at the Red Barn, Hamp-
shire College, November 14, 19, 20, 21, It

8:15 p.m. Tickets: $2.00

Bear We must stop meeting like that what
will worms think? ? Pup

Bear Sorry about your nose, I'll be gentle.
Thanks for making the bed. Pup
Jane, How could I forget the most impor-
tant day of the year, Happy Birthday!! Love
always, David

Rolling Stones Tix 2 for Syracuse Nov 27
BO 546-8790 or 546-8787

To the brunette with good eyesight. .

. Pub Friday night?. . .the tall blonde guy
Cheech Happy Birthday to a great Mex-
ican American love Chong and Chico

Reba - you'll find a date! Don't worry

Happy Birthday from the Big C to the Big
D! with love always!

Happy Birthday to a crazy rummy! Always
borec , SMB!
BRETT! To our proctor with the twinkFy
eyes and a smile that is a killer. Have a great
birthday!! (Do we get extra points for
this?!) Happy Birthday Love , Linda & Robin

Family Jules - Have a fantastic birthday.
You're awesome. Kirk's awesome,
together you're the berries. Keep it up.
With love, Kermit

Kevin All we can think of when we see
those quiver lips, Sassoon clad buns and
those rotating hips grinding to the disco
beal is a menage a trois on the 9th floor!
Happy B-day. We love you madly. Wendy
& Lisa

Adrienne N, Happy birthday and many,
many more. Enjoy Steve's tonight! (don't
think I don't work at the Collegian for
nothing)! Love, your salad lunch date

GO Teddy of course we want to hibernate!
We'll bring the "pic-a-nic" basket you bring
the ice cream. Yogi & Boo-boo P.S.
Thanks for the roses!

409 Thoreau Bill have a pleasant
Thanksgiving you intrigue me Mystified in

Melville

Holly Happy Birthday! Hope that its the
kind that you've always wanted. . .with
plenty of S.U.P. love always Jen

Holly - I'll always love you and though I'm
not here still wish you the best birthday
ever make it back soon I love you Yourgis

RfDERS WANTED
NEED A LIFT TO & FROM BOSTON
AREA SUNDAY NOV. 22? Room for 3
(round-trip) Leaving 8 am or so, returning
to Amherst by 11 pm (latest, probably
before) door to door service within reason.
Call Lisa 323-4714

ROOMMATE WANTED
Female to share master bedroom in

spacious 3 bedroom Townhouse for spring
semester 80, mo plus util on bus route
253 3153 after 5

Female roommate wanted to share
room in 2 t)edroom Brandywine jpartmen-
starting JanuaryJ_cal|549-4180

Housemate 4 bdrmTiouse with 2 M 1 f

avail Dec, 1 o" bus routp $130 - utilitie--

call Bill 253-3623

Fem«te roommate wanted s;?r*i' Jai

So. Amherst apt_Denise 253-5012

2 persons to share room in Presidential
Apt. $80/ mo. ea. Call 549-4755 after 4 Rich
or Dennis

Two house-mates openings in Puffton
Village Apts call 549-1703

M/F available immediately. Large sunny
PBL room in big modern N. Amherst
house. 2 fireplaces, wooded surroundings
$180 + utils or $90 for half. Call 253-5045
aft. 5. Ask for Lisa

Roommate wanted own room in 3
bedroom apt. 103 -»- mth. call 665-4292~~

REAL MAJORITY
Had enough of the Moral Majority? Get
involved with the real majority intro
meeting Mon Nov 23 7:00 pm Cc rm 163

RIDE WANTED
Need a ride to U-Maine on November 20.
Will .share expenses. Call Jose 549- 1519

Holiday Greetings Motorists deliver me
safely to Andover on Monday 11/23. Mer-
rimack Valley or Boston are OK too. My
turkey awaits so call 549-0694 right away
thats 549-0694

Ride needed to Westchester NY Tups-
day nite Genny 549-1446

Ride needed to Cleveland or anywhere in
Ohio. Will share expenses. Leaving Mon-
day or Tues. Call Scott 546-8887

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teach ing experience 546-9981

Ski Serivce skiis tuned, bindings checked,
professional quality service at reasonable
prices 253-5273

STONES TICKETS

Two Rolling Stones Tickets for Nov. 9 in

Hartford - Best Offer. Call 6-6433 or 6-6353

TO SUBLET

Small 1 bedroom cottage for intersession

g^ per mo call noon or evenings at

Brit. Man. 1 bed r in 2 bed r unit. Avail
—^^^^^rL^L^i^Oask^for David 253 3504

1 bedroom available Tn^aTbedroom
Amherst Center apartment. Just
renovated. Available now or may start next
sem. 9 month lease. Call 549 3722
From January to September^two
bedroom Cliffside Apt on bus route $315.00
nTonthjn^ludes everything 665 4605

2 bedroom Townhouse in South^ood
Available Jan 1st thru Spring semester. On
bus route Call 253-7136

TYPING

Free-Lance Typing and resume writing
Top skills, fast service, reasonable rates
Amherst 549-0518

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel

584 2832

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2
Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

Organist, volunteer cal

545-0261 for particulars

545 2789 or

1 or 2 bedrm to sublet S'82 in Amherst
area call 253 5941 Deb

WANTED TO RENT

Housing sought for 4 quiet, mature
students. Needed as of Jan 1 Call 546-7071
546-5527

Female seeks own room for Jan 1 - June
1 Diane 546-6474

2 quiet, responsible females will share 1

bedroom, preferalHy P.iandywine or
Townhouse, for Spnnci semester. Call
546 6287 after 6.

Seeking 2 bedroom
semester Call Nick cittor

trying"

Want to lease apt o' '

;ius route 6 6346 6 6,^^'

Desperately needf><t
' "^ .spnnc; sem VVii

III 546 7()?,i

apt. for spring
' 546-6174 keep

ise for spring on

3 bedroom apt.

WHA
Turkey Tan*': '""•' Monrtav
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If you liked Garp
you might like this too

THEY'RE PI AYING OIR SONG, a musical comedy, will be performedSunday niji,'ht at 3:30 and 8 p.m. in the F.A.C.

Go Go's are snobs
The Go Go's
The Rusty Nail. Mon.. Nov. 16

liyl)A\ ID WJLDMAN
('"llt'Kian Si;i||

ir.s ol»\iou>ly a hig sti-p down from
Saiurdav Nighl Liv«' ii> Sunderland. Mass.,
I»ui Monday nijjhl ai ihe Kusly Nail, the (Jo

(io'N M-rmcd inicnl on ruhl)inj( in ihc fad
ihal ihfy wtri- lullilling a oonlraciuai
oliligation.

IJrsidfs K'^'iK no inu-rvii'ws ("Thi' girls

an iir»d."i. ih«' Go Go's sci-nu'd more
iihcrrsK'd ill l» in>{ !>iars ihan cnlerlainors.
Ix'ad singiT Kdind Calisle's first words to
hi r adoring audirncc >(t ihc lonr for the

nighi. "VNr'rr K"i'iK to Iw playing al the

Mt.ro in iJosion, now thai cant he um) far

f tr you io go."

Songs ilial SI undi-d great on record (like

Oiu Lips .Are Sealed" and "We Got The
Heat) eame off sounding merely alright,

'llie (it) (iti\ laeked the giddy enthusiasm
thai fuels I heir first allium, "Heauly and the
Mtai." and etmsecjuenily, iheir use of

Itiiiroweil intlodies became more apparent.
I'.ui another st»ng from the album

Auiomaiie" showed that the (Jo (io"s are
tapable of titling mtire than just btuincy pop.
.Au.tmiaiir" is a slow, mechanical number,

anil high energy wasn't necessary to make
ii work. IiiMtatI, th«' sting was successful on
ilif sin rigili of iis quirky music and catchy
lyrics.

Opening for the (io (io's was another
iiaiitl fiiim Los Angeles, The blasters, who
played an «xciiing .st'i of pure rockability.

THEATRES TIMES FON TODAY ONLY

M.'!»TWIUTESHOW Bf DuCtDPBires (OB MuOf NTS S sfN'OP -,-./(s- A Th

^imC HAMPSHIRE k

"Two hours of

nonstop thrills."
-ReM Reed

LOST ARK

Fri & Sat (5 00 @ $1 75) 7 30 9 56
Sat Mat at 2 00

Sun 1 00(3 30 @ $1 75, g 00 8 30

584-7550 HAMPSHIRE MALL
MERYL STREEP JEREMY IRONS i

Thelrench

lieutenanv^

Woman

'I'PGi

JACCKJEUNE BISSET
CATiDICE BERGEM

RICH ani

FAMOUS

Frt h Sat (5 00 @ $1 751 7 30 9 56
Sat Mat at 2 00

Sun 1 00 13 45 @ $1 75l 6 15 8 15

^ "-fi t» Sat (4 45 @ $1 751 7 15 9 45±^ Sun at 13 30 @ SI 75)6 00 8 30

Hauoween n

Midnight Movie Madness
Fn b Sat at 12 15 am at

Hampshire 4 & Ml Farms 4

Fn& Sat (5 3D @ $1 75) 7:45-10 1& 12: J5

f«] Sat Mat at 2:30
1 1 Sun 1 45 14 00 @ $1 75)6 30 8:45

Wilde Wonka arnl the Choc Factory
Sat & Sun at 1 30

all seats $1 50

^mCiOUNTAIHFARMS4^

TIME
BANDITS
...they didn't make history,

thevstoleiti

Fn & Sat (5 00 @ $1 751 7 30 9 55 12 15

(p j-» Sat Mat at 1 45
1'^'^ Sun at 1 00 13 30 (5) SI 75) 6 00 8 30

4-9153M0UNTAIN FARMS MAL I

What hoppened
fo him should
happen ro you.

9mS
WOND

&
Fri & Sai Id <i', , ,, t. 45 8 '6

Sat Mai f ' - 3 45

Fn b Sat (530 @ SI 75) 7 45 10 15 12 15
•n] Sat Mat at 2 00

gj_ Sun at 115 (4 00 @ SI 75)6 30 8 45

DONT YOG WISH
YOG WERE ARTHGR?
Dudley Ltza
Moore Minnelli

Thp most fun money can buy

^thur
'
'^ Sat 15 15 @ $1 /b, 7 3,j,., .^

Pfjl Sat Mat at 2 00
_~^^_i_J" 1 16 13 45 ® $1 75i 6 :t m "k,

The Hotel New Hampshire
By John Irving
Dutton, 401 pp.
l{yT()MFAISON
Ciillcgian Staff

In 1979. millions of people read John
Irvings TIti World Arcordhig to (iarp. It
was, for the most part, a fun and in-
Unsiing hook and many readers endeared
ii idilu'ir warm little hearts.

In 1981. millions of people are going to
nad Irving's Hutil AVw Hampshire and
like iis popular predecessor, people are
going to read i( and enjoy ii (or hate it)

nganlles.s of what eritios might have to say
alxtui ii.

Now I hat the obvious is out of the way.
ii's lime lo discuss Irving's new book on its

own merits and virtues.

On the whole, it is better than (Jfirj).

Iiisiead of f(K-using on just one character,
wiih many other personalities in the
background to .serve as catalysts for his

actions. Irving centers on the entire Berry
family, Winslow and Mary, their five

children; Frank, Kranny, John. Lilly and
Kgg. and Win's falhiT Iowa Hob.

This improbable but enttTtaining little

group come into contact with a large
iiumltir <d' Irving's slock characters and
Miuuiions (bears, tragic accidents, violent
rapes. Austrian whores, second rate hotels
and run down prep schools) and di>al with
till m wii h an unusual mixture of sweetness
and v«nom.

The book's narrator. John, the second
son. IS probably the least eccentric of the lot
I' xcludiiig his inc(".stu()us obsession with his
>isu r I ranny) and he has a bird's eye view
ol ihc strange goings on in and around the
•
hree Hotel New Hampshircs that comprise

the IxM.k's .settings. The first one. formerly
a run down girls school, is the location of
ilii family's formalise years with
tvcryoiie's p«'rsonality being cemented at

this point.

The second lodging, a deteriorated
Vi. nn«se boarding house, is reminiscent of
(he "I'ension Grillsparcher" of Irving's
earlier novel. Ilere.the family is met first by
.ragedy, then ultimately triumph as they
save the Vienna Opera House from a band
nf unpleasant terrorists.

The third 'Holel New Hampshire," a
once opulent beach resort on the coast of
Maine, is not a Holel at all but instead a
rape crisis center that is run by John and
his wife Susie: a woman so depressed by
hir looks that she hides herself in a bear
suii. refu.sing to face the real world as a
human being.

From this cursory summary, the b<K)k
(loesn'i sound like much, but its detail and
style are quite fascinating and. more im-
poriantly. easy to read. Most of the
• haraciers an> beautifully realised, and
Ir\ mg has a way of making his readers care
about them no matter how improbable they
may seem (something he failed to do with
many of t he characUrs in darp).

Irving is good at making the curious art
<»f taxidermy seem both perverse, yet oddly
touching. He makes sex seem so ugly anti
m< chanical. while finding eroticism in the
most unexpe«H'd places. Irving also relies
liia\ily on sudtlen and vioUnt shocks in his
in w book much in the same way as he did in

<iiiii>; the most horrifying things crop up in
>hv most unwelcome places, something like
a rross between Harold Kobbins and Edgar
Allen r.M'.

I reali/e that my opinion has little impact
on w he. her or not you are going to buy this
IxM.k. If you do not like Irvings work orare
in.lillerent io ii. you certainlv will not
sp<n<l $ir,..10 to read the creal'ions of his
V u ul imagination. But if you are a fan. you
can rest assured that this bcHik is a g(x.d
on.

. and you will enjoy reading it at the
Ixach this summer when it comes out in
paperback.

SPECIAL
ATTRACTION
ONE NIGHT ONLY i?fid<eA>^

HOMETOWN

'c>jgd[(:S}\^^
Rhode Island's

top rock band

Colle t;iar\
i'>

10 a.m.

til 11 p.m.

253-5595

'^^Wlnerio***

Miller i2ozN/R 7 99
Rolling Rock i2pkc 3.95
Molson 9 95
•-abatt

1 995
Wiedemann

I 5.49

Skol Vodka .8.20 175

SkolGln.lj
|....8.20 1.75

Roberto Ri^m 1,75 1 9.29
v-0.i.75....|

1 15.99

J&BScotiihL 11.49

Kahlua 750 mil. 9.95
t

From our family to yours have a "Great Than
Rick Reault

Jim Weis ~

Mike Gillespie

Steve Kzcowski
Ned Fitzgerald

Tom McClellan

Mark Nile

Kevin Donahue
Dave Gaudet
Paul Quirk

Rob Henderson
Tom Maeder
Chris Seeley

Steve Spooner
Paul Wohler
Larry Berger

Mark Budynkiewicz
and Sandy, Gene, Max

ksgiving"

('

Taylor Califij:ellars 4 L 6.99

Inglenook IV|^velle3L 5.99
Folonari Soalve 1.5 3.99
Blue Nun l..j 4.59
Allini Lambri^sco 1.5 2.99

UNIVERSITY /DRIVE

.<^'rfS^"
s"-'̂

«'' ^
ROUTE t16

#v ^^ ROUTE 9

not responsible for typographical errors
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Sports

VMwomen are on the move
Kickers take round one at UNC

VM
By NANCY GONTKR
Collegian Staff

CHAPEL HILL. N.C. - For the University of
Massachusetts women's soc-cer team the key to winning
seems to be gaining the momentum to maintain a level of
highly skilled play. In yesterday's game against the
University of Wisconsin, the Minutewomen gained the
momentum not only to Ik)wI over UWM, 3-0. but perhaps
to win the nationals.

In this exciting game where the Minutewomen showed
they were definitely a national calibre team, UMass
dominated most of the first half and all of the second half.

out-sh(M»ting the Badirers IB to 3.

The first goal of the game "came twelve minutes into the
first half, when co-captain Maddy Mangini scored.

unassisted, off a corner kick that sailed right in the goal
past the helpless Wisconsin goalie.

Marjie Anderson, the big goal scorer of the game,^
scored the next goal. 22 m'inutes into the first half, off a
pass from Nina Holmstrom. Anderson was 25 yards away
from the goal and drilled the ball right under the cross-
bar, making the score 2-0.

Anderson's second goal came 19 minutes into the second
half. Chris Taggert shot on goal, it rebounded off the
goalie, right out in front, where Anderson was waiting to
put it in.

For UM head coach Kalekeni Banda and his players,
winning this first team was very much a relief. After los-
ing two close games at the Eastern playoffs, the team felt
that they had nothing to prove in this game.

We played a really good game," said Banda, "Our
defense was excellent." (The UMass defense only allowed
one shot on goal during the game.)

Banda cited fullback Jackie Gaw as a large contributing
factor to a powerful Minutewomen defense.
Banda also cited Holmstrom. who dominated the mid-

field, and Anderson, who hooked up for two scores in the
game.

The Minutewomen now face number one seed host
University of North Carolina today at 3 p.m. in the double
ehmmation tourney. The Tar Heels are known for their
aggressive style of play, and if yesterday is any indication
(the referees called 16 fouls on UMass, and four on UWM)
todays, contest promises to be physical and exciting.

(SPf game retmlts in Monday's Collegian.y

Hoopwomen have 'new look' team
ByJlMH.OYU
C«»ll«gian .Staff

Then will be a new style of basketball played at the
Curry Hicks Cage when the University of Massachusetts
\M>intn's basketball learn lakes the fl(K)r this season.

The ^iraduatiori of Julii' Keady and (iinger Legare and
Sue Careys decision to play volleyball have tal^en away
I he days when the women h(H»p.st<'rs sported one of the
tallest front courts in New England.

What I Mass coach Mary Ann Ozdarski has to work
with now is a young team with a new style of play
I'l ill urm^ learn quickness and spej^d.

"We expect tp use our transition game more sue
cessfully this year." Ozdarski said. "We expect to be
more aggressive on defense and lake advantage of our
opponents' mistakes."

"We are not a tall team, but we are not a short team
either," O/.darski said.

T<. Im' sure. O/.darski still has a legitimate center in by
tn captain Martha Heady and a g(x)d supporting cast of
forwards in Cindy Clapp and Tara Heinzmann. who, both
ai 5'ir', will share duties down low with Ready and
anoi h«r i ri captain. 5'H" leaper Nadine Jackson.

Much of the team's speed will come from tn captain
Sherry Collins and playmaker Wendy Ward at the guard

spots. They will be assisted by a much improved Marlene
Susienka in the backcourt.

The team is young, (two seniors, two juniors, four
sophomores and five freshmen), but Ozdarski feels that
things are coming along rather smoothly.
"So far I'm very pleased with what I've seen in them

(the nam) both as individuals and as a team. We are a
young team but I feel that overall they are very unselfish
hasketiiall players," Ozdarski said.

The team still has a little over a week of preseason
preparation before the 1981-82 season opens at the
University of New Hampshire Tournament with the
University of RhmJe Island and the University of Con-
necticut on Thanksgiving Weekend.

UMass Stickers set to go in NCAAs
By MAI 'KEEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

It was Wednesday night, and the Univer-
sity <»f Massachusetts women's field h(K-key
team were assembled at NOPE gym,
around a net guarded by goalie Patty Shea!
It's the l.i.st part of practice, and vnvh
player takes a turn at firing a fK-nalty flick

- a scoring opportunity where a jilaver
goes one-on-one with the goalie.

"Player readyT'
Everyone's cjuiet.

"(toal ready'.'"

Are (hey thinking about this weekend or
just about their turns coming up'
•FWEEEEETTTrrTT!"

With the whistle, the shot is fired- Shea
moves to where the ball goes. She gets
some, kicking them away; she just mi.s.ses

on most, as the shots find the net.

The flick is a dramatic moment m field

hockey, and when if comes rarely, but it's

[Hissihle. the silence is unbelievable. A goal,
the whole game, could rest on that oiu' mo
ment.

ThatV uhy the sticker- practiced that
shot. A cfianipijtnship could rest on such a
nioRH'iit.

Hu^ however important, it's just a part
of the preparatiitri I Mass lias undergone in

the last two weeks. The (tract ices, the

waiting, the seasi»n, all end this weeketiii ;it

Menmrial Stadium at the I'niversitN

< i>nne«ti.ut in Storrs. ulierc the r!up •

.in<- .<ee(!e.t .Mif lUteWofnefl \^ :.. I , :

'(.< (iun\ V'ur at the NCAA IJiumou Oju
* 'harripi'.i; hitis.

The Minutewomen have ()layed UConn
and Old Dominion befon- this season. On
Oct. 17. UMass defeated Old Dominion.

1-0, to take over first place in Inith the
NCAA and coaches' fM>lls. a lead the

Minutewomen never relinquished. Old
Dfiminion had Invn the previous national

leader in the early part of the season.

Two weeks ago, on Nov. 7. UMass held
off a second-half surge by UConn to r otain
a 1-1 tie and an undefeated record.

I'M,,

fim
. ' . l..orig lit-. I -^'- I,

' '. ^e
nfnorrow, foi; rin

u game at ri.ion. 1 (le finals and
.i^arnes will U' filayed at IL' p nt

on Sunday.

STK
will be

hockey
seed.

' •illtL'iiin (ihiilu li\ I i«,i \lf,ui

K1N(; rO THE Tor — IMass sophomore Pattv S/ruth (above)
joining her teammates at the NCAA Division I national field
championships this weekend where .Massachusetts is the top

Long Beach is an unfamiliar team,
though according to coach Pam Hixon, the
team's been scouted and she knows many
of the Long Beach players.

"I don't know that much alK)uL Long
Beach, ' .said Hixon, "But they're good
When you come down to the final four
everyone's good."

Acc.rding to Hixon, Long Beach is a big
team, relying more on power than speed to
\"'n games.

"They get most of their goals off corner
shots," Hixon said, "I think we can control
them there, l)ecause we have an excellent
corner (iefense. Al.so, we're going to try to
make them play away from their strength,
which is on the left side — ours is on the
right — and hopefully use our sfieed to our
advantage."

This weekend will be the last time senior
co-captains Judy Strong and Sue Caples
will compete for UMass.

"I don't feel four years have gone by.'

said Strong who has gathered many honors
along the way. including a United States
Player-(.f-the-Year honor last week and a
si)ot on the urn) U.S. Olympic team. "I
want to go out in style, and to play this
weekend with everything Tv*' got."

"

"It \\ot)'t se(>ni t'ni.tl until everything is

over," .^aid Caples, who also w.tV a first
t<'ani All-Anieriean, "It's kind of winding
down, hut I don't lee! il~ rfic efid. ni he
F'laying lacrosse in tlie sfiring rnivhe
Ihen, I'll leel it..,"'

Wfi.-it tlie\, Hixon, Shea and the rest o|

the UMass .squa<l feel at the eiul of this
weekend might not In- the end, hut tlie

beginning of a reign a.- NCAA champion...
Until then, though, tfiere are still the

practices, the waiting, and finally the play
in the national championships.

ARTS AND SOCIETY
EARRUPTION

armies of musicians wield their guitars like mortars
aimed

at causing cochlear explosion.
Singing of peace,

they grease their trigger fingers to hush
the rattling of the battling axes.
Cartridges and concert hall are

packed full.

Here in the field we live

and die for the ammo
that showers us. in turn,

we rain on our boys in a bloody applause.

—Julie Geanakakis

WAR VETERANS

My father screamed again last
night.

I slipped into his room, silent as
air

and watched him pound back
men he killed

who crawl through his pillow
when he is almost rested.

—Myles Gordon

THE THINKING
In your head the thinking begins
The garnut of pussibilities

The connecting of dots
The route you chose
The hallway of mirrors you ran through
The doors you opened...

you called them conclusions.
One after another you picked their locks
The picking of locks . ..to find

...to find

the reality of it.

You are standing in the same place.

—Phillip Plante

Collegian photo by Nand

"DISILLUSIONED?"

My stuffed animals are staring at me.
accusing me of childish dreams;
But Camus (his early works)
leans against my fuzzy german shepherd,
arguing my psychic maturity
with eloquent existentialist logic.
Thank-you, Albert, but now I'm confused—
where does Ted E. Bear fit in?
where do you fit in? and why
do we have to grow up all the way?

—Jefferson Lyons

INSIDE. Denise Weavi>r explores the world of corporate art. page 2. Andrew Gordon sneaks on to t

t, page 9.

* major movie set, page 3. Lisa Lnngone looks into the history of social dan
'. Susan(VCRTfTMBI



the other voice NoTcnber 20, 1961

Corporate funds plug into art
NoTcnbcr 20, 1981 the other voice

By DENiSK WEAVER

Dressed in my corporate best (Frye boots, corduroy
skirt, and second hand jacket) I escalated down to the
conference room located in the lower berth of the Campus
Center. I had received a pamphlet for the Conference on
Curporaiv Art ColUcting in my mailbox at the Fine Arts
Center a few weeks earlier, but after noticing the $100 fee
I had thrown ii away. Subsisting on a weekly Teaching
Assistant's allowance of $55.22 and a loan that was lost
somewhere in bureaucratic hell. I did not feel I qualified for
the sort of conference they had in mind.
But there I was. clutching my program, heading

downstairs to cover the conference for the CoUegian. The
conferees, mostly women, attired in three piece Bill Blass
look ahkes. came from galleries, museums, or institutions
of higher education. They had come to find out how to plug
into the corporate money supply, (and with government
funds drying up. why not?) and they had come for the dirt
(what s in it for the corporations?)
After checking each other out over coffee and donuls. we

sat down and the conference began. The firk speakek-$

.

David Brown (a giant at 67") Director of Creative Services
al Champion International and Pamela Gruninger (a
staluresque blond) Manager of the Fairfield Coilnty
Branch of the Whitney Museum of American Art. led us
into the fairyland of the Corporate/Art world. Champion, a
new company in fore.st products, comes to art through
their line of fine papers. They house the Fairfield Branch of
the Whitney in their sparkling new building in downtown
Stanford. Connecticut.

How di<l an art museum end up in corporate
headquarters? As Pamela Gruninger said, "When a cor-
poration comes to a museum and offers to pay for
everything including pencils on the desks, you don't turn
them down." The story is slightly more complicated, but
when all is said and done, the museum gets more exposure.
and with Stanford's recent explosion of corporations
escaping New York Cily. the Whitney gets a wealthy
audience in the bargain.

What does Champion get? Soft-sell Advertisement. As
David Brown said. "Two two page advertisements - at
$120,000 .arh. in say. the New York Times Sunday
Magazine - is mon- ihan ihe annual mainienancc-
l»udget ui ihr Whi.ney (branch).' In other words, iis a
g.HMl imagemaker for the company. They do not adver-
I's, I heir involvement but the right people know, giving
Chainpion an air of quiet sophistication. And since the
Whiiney imans American art. they get a shot of
pawioi ie appeal as well.

If Chainpji.n and the Whitney exude<l soli sell, the

CoUocUn piioio by Terri Bellanorv

Jack Boulton. advisor on the arts to the
Chase Manhattan Bank, optimistically said
of art. "— the best is yet to come!"
Mi XI speaker. Eileen Houle. Executive Director of the
Business Fund for th<' Arts shouted rati -rah rali' The
HusiiHss Fund for the Arts (BFA) is a group of Spr-
ingfH 1,1 business p«M,pl,. who raise money for local
cul.ural groups, such as the Stage West Theater the
Springfield Orchestra. WGBY TV, and the Springfield
Mum urn of Fine Aris. u, name a few. Houle, calling art

a "Symbol of the good life." and business involvement
"enlighiened self interest." asked artists to make art
c(nnprel.ensii)le to the business world. "Business is not
going .0 buy art for art's sake." Houle said. "After all,"
she pleaded, "you don't want to live in garrets all your
lile and siarve to death." No one disagreed. At $100 a
head, ilurr weren't too many starving artists in the
iindu.

Giving the next talk, entitled "Daniel in the Lion's
Den: The Museum and the Corporation," David Katzive,
Director of the DeCordova Museum, turned the circus in-

to a coliseum. Katzive seems to think that museums
are not milking the corporations to the extent corpora-
tions are milking the museums. "The corporations are
covering up their dehumani.-'.ation by using the arts to
show a humanistic posture. " Katzive said, causing a
slight rumble. Calling upon corporations to support in-
dividual artists much like socialist governments, Katzive
fanned the rumble into a dull roar. And when he pro-
ceeded to call the art most businesses collect "second
rate" (Chase Manhattan was an exception), the morning
ended in a riot of hostile questions.

iht alnrnoon didn'i begin to answer the morning's
ques.ions bui we were treated to a slide-talk by Kobert
Murray, whose n-d sculpture graces the Fine Arts
Ceiiier pla/.a, followed by another slide-talk on "Collec-
liiig Fine I'rims" by Itobert Monk, Director of Castelli
(iraphics.

I niurn«'d for one more bout with the corporate/art
world. Jack Boulion, Advisor on the Arts to the Chase
Manha.ian Bank gave the finale. John-boy hair cut,
li.ini rimiiie<l glasses, he looked just like the boy from
Indiana he purported to be. Dimming the lights, showing
slides, cracking jokes while strategicaly lighting cigaret-
tes (his lighter set on emergency flare) he played the court
jester completely. His ability to josh and tickle while
spicing corporate jargon with salient facts helps explain
the adventuresome air of the Chase collection,
His message? 'We've come a long way since 1928

when the French government asked Hoover to send
five to ten of the best American artists to the Paris
International. Hoover replied, "as far as he knew
there weren't any artists in America." "But," Boulton
added optimistically, "we're just starting to have a
culture — the best is yet to come!"

I hop* so. An is a si<le show freak in our society
Meals usi.le. m.im-y is ihe name of the game and art
IS a luxury i.em. Most artLsts will remain in "the gar-
n

, lor a long .ime to come unless they learn to play
.he game lo il„i, advantage, or change the rules
ali.)griher.
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the life of an extra
By ANDREW GORDON

In the summer of 1982, edi:;or permit-
tmg, my face will be seen on hundreds of
movie screens across the country. This was
managed neither by contact, nor contract
and certainly not by talent. It was managed
through a form of sneaky underhandedness
that I do not exactly consider consistent
with my character. I must explain,
however, that I have a very strong affec-
tion for the movies, a blinding love; it's

almost an obsession.

It began towards the end of thi-^ past
summer when I noticed a small blurb in
Variety which stated, simply, that "Colum-
bia pictures* new film, starring Gene
Wilder and Gilda Radner and directed by
Sidney Poitier, will be in Boston for a week
shooting." Boston does not host that many
films that I could take such an opportunity
for granted; I called Columbia immediate-
ly. Telling them I was a writer for the
Boston Ledger (Which is not as big a lie as it

may sound; I am a writer and, well, I read
the Ledger), I found out that the film was a
comedy-mystery called Traces and, most
importantly, I was given the name of the
local production company. I called them
next, but the reporter routine didn't work;
press brings crowds and crowds, making it

hard for them to work. So I called back
and, with a different voice, asked about any
openings they might have for extras in the
film. Screen extras are all unionized, I

knew, but I also knew that as shooting ap-
proaches, many extra slots are often left

unfilled and non-union actors are hired to
fill them. This was indeed the case on
Tra/;es. I made an appointment to be inter-
viewed the next day.

Like Harold, I showed up near the Com-
monwealth Pier at six a.m. in old clothes.
We boarded a charter bus, hired to
transport extras, and I realized immediate-
ly why I was not hired for the part. I was
surrounded by some of the largest,
meanest looking men I'd ever seen. I had

trouble accepting the fact that these were
actors and not real longshoremen. I stop-
ped thinking about it, however, as we
neared the location sight. My eyes were
glued to the activity that was' bustling
everywhere; truckloads of film equipment
were being unloaded by crew members,
while actors were standing around a ban-
(juet breakfast table. Gene Wilder, already
in costume, was munching on a bagel.
We got off the bus and I saw that I was a

good foot shorter than the second shortest
guy. I knew I would get caught and with all

the commotion it was a perfect chance to
escape, but by then I was pretty much
caught up in all of it and so I followed the
giants into wardrobe. I followed them out
too, now wearing fishing boots, flannel
jacket and wool cap. Q^r faces were
smeared with grease in'hT!a|<p;up and we
headed over to props, where I was given a
crowbar and an extremely heavy net to
drag around. Looking like a hardened gang
of dock-workers, we marched toward the
set, which was on a steamer ship. I was
mere steps from the ship when I spotted
Cal. He spotted me at the same time and
before I knew it I was back on that bus
headed home.
By the next day I had pretty much

resigned myself to the fact I was not going
to be in the movie, but thought it might still

be fun to watch the shooting; and I had the
badge so I could watch from up close. After
making calls to the production offices, the
police and City Hall, I finally found out
where the day's shooting location was.
When I got to the set, on Harvard Street
near Harvard Square, the place was pack-
ed. The street had been closed off for
blocks and many streets were lined with
film trucks and dressing-room campers. I

walked by the campers and read the names
on each: Poitier, Wilder, Radner, Wid-
mark. I had to push through the crowds,
that were being kept behind police
baricades, to get to the front where I wav-

Continued on pa^e 5
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Dance Shows M^ tiflf
Hy LISA I.ANGONE

Uotkin, rnllin. shakin, boppin, fool

hiompin. jumpin. ^^[roovin to the
lun«N..call ii whal you like, but it's stili

rhyihmic movi'mont of iho body or —
«latuiiig. This is not to be confused with
(lance as an art form, but rather dance in

the s(K-ial context. In gther words, the
kind of stuff you would encounter if you
were to indulge in any of the local clubs.

The lerm "social dance" is intended to
cover all forms of dance for pleasure or
recreation. lis the kind of dancing pro
bably everyone has tried, at least in the
privacy of iheir own home. It is al.so a
reflection of the spirit of the limes, as in

earlit-r primiiivt" societies where dances
were exerci.sed for war. f(K)d. sickness,

marriage, worship and death. These kinds
of events clearly reflected the social slruc

ture.

In the Middle Ages, social dancing had
a polite and romanilc quality that mir
ntred the recjuind acceptable b<>havior of

Mxieiy. Things were a lot more formal in

lh(»se days. Men courted women, and dan
cing was always a big-part of the court

ship.

During the early I900's, this ballroom
style of dancing still existed, but people
were already l)eginning to bosen up. Kor
oni- thing, the tempo of the music was
picking up. The walt/.es became faster,

mon rhythmic, and by 1911. pi>ople were
ready for even newer styles. The major
influence here was the coming of the syn
copate<l rhythm of ragtime music. People
went abs(»iutely nuts over the new peppy
beat.

The new syncopated music brought the
urge r«»r a ne^^' freedom in dancing. It was
tinu' for people to let down Iheir hair and

V start breaking away from the conven
iional styles of dancing. At the turn of the
cVniury Americans went- animal! The in

flux of new dances beheld crazy animal
lilies like the Hunny Hug, the Grizzly
IJear, the Turkey Trot, (which lau-r

iHcame the One step), the Crab Step.

CoUeglan photo by Heidi Lavlne
Dancers at the Rusty NaU rock to the fast, hypnotic beat of

modern music.
KangariH) Dip. and the Horse Trot.
Although hard to imagine from the sound
of them, these dances became incredibly
popular, but only for a short period of
time. Since they were a response or rca-
lion to the restrictive movements of the
past, they were considered wild and
crude. The couples would sway in rock-
ing, swooping steps, and then sway
t«»w;^d and away from one another. On
ther>pur of the moment, they might em
braci- tightly, partially explaining the
names hunny Hug and Grizzly Bear. If
you saw someone doing this today at the
lilue Wall, the abruptness of the action
might l(M»k as though a fighi was about to
commence.

In the "20s. the Foxtrot and the Onc
Step were still popular, even though they
were frowned upon because of- their ex-

hilarating rhythm. Apparently, getting-
excited was just not the thing to do in

those days. The famous Shimmy hit the
scene in 1921, and involved shaking your
4)UU, among other things. It was i,he sen-
sational craze of this wild period of danc-
ing .until things slowed down again
(Sounds like the old "5op lif you drop"
syndrome that we've -probacy ill strf-

fered.^ M this point,M,he>French Tan^, a
recriation of, the earlier Tango, brought
l)aek

" a slower and more romantic pace
that was yliimately Iha dance for lovers.
The quid phase didf^lrlast loT\g, 1 hough

as the Charleston bopped in with its fran
tic speed. Rapid kicking legs, flapping
hands., and . swinging arms were the
Charleston's fashion. for this age of sudden
^nass unemptoynfent. People -needed an
outlet, and the faslpaced dancing was the

best remedy. The roaring twenties were
(iefiniiely a lime for chang<> and freedom,
especially lor the women. They hiatanlly

celebrated lh«'ir liberation by dressing
scan.ily and i)righily. They also became
showy in iheu- dancing. These newly-
freed women were the "flappers' of the
twenties, and a part ofthe colorful gaiety
ihal was expressed through the music and
dancing of the lime.

The '30s featured something a little dif

ferent. The Kumba became popular
j)ecause of its uninhibited style. It used
pulsating. vioU'nl movements of the hips,

shoulders, and torso.

Along came the '10s marking a new
sound in music. The Jitterbug, danced to

swing music, was a more disciphned kind
of dance, but still a lot of fun and excite-

ment. The second world war years caused
people to expend a great deal of their

energy into stylizing the dances. They
were almost choreographed, with in-

dividualized steps, as opposed to the fren
/ii'd dances of the twenties.

The birth of "rock and roll" was pro-
bably the biggest feature of the fifties.

Wiih the drastic change in music, like the
hit "Hock Around the Clock." by Bill

Haley and the Comets, the dancing was
directed more toward the youth of the
'50s. They began to consider themselves
as a .separate class apart from the rest of

the society, thus rock and rollbecame the
leenage craze. The dances weren't very
har<l, but more importjfntly, they were
something the kids couW call their own.
Some of these teenage creations were the
Fly, the Frug, the Stroll, and the Pony,
which one still can see displayed today.
The Jiiterbug even stuck as popular from
the thirties and forties.

The transitioq into the '60s was a radical
one. and' rock exploded into even more of a
rhythmic beat. There was just no way
people could he;ar it and sUnd still. In the
earlier sixties, the craze was the Twist, and
it is considered the most important dance in

the development of social dancing because

Continued on page 10
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Today's film: a product
of and for the people
Uy STEPHEN MURPHY

Film trends are a sign of the times.
The idea behind film trends is not a

new one. Ever since the emergence of
motion pictures at the turn of the cen-
lury. critics and surveyors have written
on the cyclical aspect of film. But one
must first accept the belief that film is a
viable art form. For arts, whether
liuTary or visual, refltH.! not only the
miHMl and tendencies of the individual ar
list but. in a broader sense, reflect the
overall atmosphere of the culture in whici
ii is born. Emphasis, then, should not

*
placed only on what is popular but al.so on
U'hn such movements have such mass ap
peal.

TiMlays pi^pular films (excluding the le.ss

inainsiream dcK-umentary. experimental
and pornographic types) can be grouped
in,() ihree specific categories; purely
e.scapisi. realistic, and explicitly violent.

Escapist films have been around since the
firsi filmmakers began to utilize the motion
piciure camera as something more than a
mere recording device. It didn't take long to
realize ihe potential that film has in

* Traces

—

TtHiay, howevcT. «-scapisi films are at
.aining much greater importance in our
lives. During ih*- past decade, due to the
ph.iiomenal a<l\ances in lilm technology
and special effects (coupled with the
nii»ne,ary backing of llollywoml studios or
net. iiK.guls such as George I^ucas, which
make such advances financially possible),
escapist films have becopH- very life like.

Hie lantas. ic now appears much more
natural and all the more believabh-.

The siudios aren't involvinl in these
pr.Klu»iit»ns for aesthetic or t«'chnological
n-a.sons. They're in it for the money.
Escapist films like Slur Wars. Thv Kmjnn
Sink, .s JUtrk, Suprnnaii I & IJ, and Ranlrrs
•>l I hi L„Hl Ark bring in l)ox office RTeipts
reaching into i he hundreds of millions.

Hui what do ihes«- films fulfill for the
filmgoerV What needs do they gratify? On
« he surface lev^«l these films are pure
enteriainmertt; Intrinsically, they provide
the viewer with a means of escape.
Escape from a world jind national situa
iion which is far from ideal. Post '60s

America parallels the unfulfilled lover
who keeps on trying but somehow never

continued on page 8

continued from po^e S
ed my badge and was let through. I moved
up close, near the real extras, and observed
the situation.

Nothing much was happening. Grips and
technicians were setting up for the next
scene, adjusting lights and lenses while
everyone else stood around waiting. Ar-
thur Ornitz, my favorite cinematographer
(He filmed Death Wii^h and An Unmarried
Woman, among others) was setting up
tracking and had the camera facing stairs
leading up to a brickface building. The
assistant director came to where we were
standing and asked if any extra had not
been used yet that day. Before the rest of
me had quite perceived the question, that
same right hand of mine shot up. "Follow
me," he said and I .scanned the area ner-
vously for Cal as I did so.

He lead me not to the side or background
of the set, as I had expected, but directly in
front of the camera, on the stairs. What

came to follow happened very fast, but in
an unreal kind of slow motion. I found
myself standing next to Gilda Radner while
Sidney Poitier. with a hand on my
shoulder, explained what I should do; Or-
nitz was watching through a viewfinder
and Gene Wilder and Richard Widmark
stood chatting no more than ten feet away.
All the while, hundreds of crew people and
fans stood on the sidelines and behind
baricades in rapt attention. This all created
a feeling I may never experience again; one
of surreal, detached numbness combined
with an exhilerating shock and intense joy.
This must be taken with a grain of salt,

however, because assuming the scene
makes it to the final cut at all, it is an in-

significant little bit which will last maybe
six seconds on screen; Gilda has just set off
an explosion inside the building, which I

hear. When she walks out I look at her
quizically. She smiles at me as she passes
and meets up with Widmark at the bottom
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of the stairs; all the while I'm shifting my
gaze between her and the building, until
dozens of extras come running out of the
building and knock me over.
After several rehearsals and over a

dozen takes, my initial shock subsided and I

began to t?el as if I was a real member of
the team. Between takes I talked to Gilda
and was surprised to hear how nervous she
was. She told me that no matter how much
she performs in front of crowds, she's
never quite gotten over her fear of them.
Gene Wilder, on the other hand, revels in

crowds. All day long he was waving to
them, yelling jokes and signing
autographs. When he wasn't, he was com-
plimenting me on my hairstyle, which at

the time was identical to his.

I ended up doing scenes for the rest of
the day, mostly with Gilda but several with
Wilder and Widmark. After each scene I

was sent to wardrobe, where I would be
given a sweater, cap, glasses or whatever it

took to make me appear different from the
previous scene. Much to my pleasure, I was
paid handsomely for what was the time of
my life.

There's a backwani moral to be learned
here, but I won't spell it out. In any case, I

will surely be the first in line when Traces
premiers next summer.

Editors Note: Columbia Pictures has
changed the title ofthe moviefrom Traces to
Hanky Panky.
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liy LISAMOSLEY

You an- a greedy dwarf in search of
Kreat ireasure. While on your quest, you
an eonfnmled by a terrible monster. You
iry lo hypnotise him with your magic-
power, but he is t«K) strong to be over-
come. Should you drink your invisibility
polion and sneak by him, or risk your life

and try to .slay him with your sword?
An unusual dilemma? Not for the

thousands of people who involve
themselves in fantasy role playing games,
like "Dungeons and Dragons." Nor is it

unusual for the characters of Rona Jaffes
lal«st novel. Mazrs and MonsU-rs, who
play asimiliargame.

Jafle explained, in a Boston press con
len nee, that in a fantasy role playing
game, each player lakes a medieval

,v.v?.r.^v.v^T.v..'?HK^.^^ warrior or ho

such an avitl "Dungeons and Dragons"
player that he had begun playing in some
underground steam tunnels and commit
led suicide. Though it was later
disc(»vered th<' young man's suicide was
unrelated to ihe game, the idea of a game
thai players took into real life intrigued
Jafle.

In her interviews she discovered many
college siudenls did play "Dungeons and
Dragons." but when she asked about in

<id(nis of players taking the game into a
real environment, she received vague,
secretive answers, "I heard about .so

meone who...," and "I know someone,
who knows someone else, who..."
Insuad of using specific stories from

the interviews, Jaffe invented her own
plot and creat<d characters which were
composites of many students she had

^.P'.'.'^.V."..*''^-
^^'•'^ It-chnique proved quite

"It (the game) gives them (the players) powers they
don't have in real life; you can't fight the IRS, but you
can kill a dragon."

;^:,.::^:::^:^^:.:.:.^:.x^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ .

—ROIia JaffO
ly man. Th»" characters then travel
through a scenerio in search of treasure
and an confronted by many perils. The
objj'ct of I he game is to ama.ss as much
lort uni' as possible, without getting killed.

JalU- refers to the novel as "a thriller
anil a lo\e story." It explores what hap
pens to four college students who become
so obsesM«i wiih one of these games, they
Mop pliying on paper and begin to play in
nai lib in some dangerous cavj-rns.

Jalle got the idea to write a b<K)k about
collegj" students while researching an arti
cle for Liuliis' Unnu Jnurtial. She wante«i
lo explore what had happened lo women
<»f her gtn«raiion afti-r they had
gradual ed from college. While she was
iravelijii^r around the country interview
ing women, many of their college age
children tobi her she shoubl write a b<K)k
aiiout I heir problems and aspirations.
She had begun to conduct interviews

with college students when an item in the
news caught her allenlion. A student at
iinding Michigan State University was

successful; Jaffe is to be commended for
h«r plausable and thoroughly enjoyable
characters. Jalfc-'s students are convincing
ill I heir fears, desires and ambitions. The
characters of 'their parents are
m«iiculously portrayed, complete in every
way. This is obviously due to the fact
I bey are of I h«' author's generation.

Jalb' also decided lo invent her own
lanta.sy role playing game for this novel,
raiher than use "Dungeons and Dragons."
She was afraid that if she made any
riiisiakes d<scribing a.sp(>cts or rules of
ihe game, devout "Dungeons and
Dragons" play«Ts would respond negative
ly. She did read Tolkien's trilogy, /'//,

LnrtI „t I fir Jiitiffs, and several "Dungeons
and Dragons" manuals as a means of
preparation, however. The novel does not
• oniain enough information about the
game for anyone to play it, and Jaffe has
no plans to market Mazis and Monsters
as a n-al game. Says Jaffe, "I'm too lazy
lo make up my own game and market it.

"

Jaffe feels that fantasy role playing

Author Rona Jaffe has recently released Mazes and Monsterswhich explores what happens when people get too involved in fan-
tasy games.

games are so popular among youg people
KHiay becau.se the world has become such
a frightening place. The scarcity of jobs
increases the pressure to do well in

sch(Mtl, and the prospect of marriage is

scary because of the h'igh incidence of
divorce. Like p.sychfMlramas, fantasy role
playing games can help people act out and
face their f«-ars and problems. According
It) one student Jaffe interviewed, "it (the
game) gives them (the players) powers
I hey don't have in real life; you can't fight
the IKS. but you can kill a dragon. '

Jaffe
also discovered that groups who played
these games together had family like ties;
the.se bonds .seem to ari.se to compensate
for lies missing in the players' lives.

Although she feels that these games are
usually healthy. Jaffe points out. "hidden
problems can come out and take over

then- are always a few fragile ones
(players) who gel pushed into dangerous
areas of their personalities." This is exact
ly what happens to one of Jaffe's
characters; he becomes so dependent on
i he game as a means of escape, from his
alcoholic mother and indifferent father,
I hat his fantasy character actually takes
over his mind.

Jafle is generally very optimistic about
todays college students. Despite the pro
blems they face, she believes they have
many more advantages than her genera
lion. What dms she think is one of the
most important advantages? "If you tell a
woman of 50 she can't do something'
because she's a woman, she often gets in-
timidated, you tell a woman of 35 and she
gets angry, you tell a woman of 20 and
she doesn't know what you're talking
about."j^ _ '-^ """ f'-J'-K prooiems can come out and take over ... about" "

Author rapsonwriting, readingand "Tecan"
By K(x;er atwood

The writer is in his early 40's, slender,
with the healthy, tinted complexion of
someone who spends a good deal of time
outdoors in the country. He wears a
sweater over a batik shirt and Hush Pup-
pies, and speaks in a deep, delil)erate voice,
with a slight edge of testiness.

"I ihink this is a period when, all around,
there are lots of good writers writing.
Suddenly, in the last five, six years, many
excellent writers have come up," he says
through his beard. He frequently stops

deem him of Joseph Conrad or Graham
Greene caliber.

I am not sure I would place him in such
exalted company, but Stone does write with
a beautifully candid, direct, yet strangely
delicate style. His prose possesses that
elusive quality which reviewers often call

"resonance." Ston»" says he tries to give his
writing "a certain musical quality. I'm
always conscious of the sound of my
writing, because I feel reading is a .sonic

pr.K'ess. Literature should be like music
1 hat you listen to by reading."
He is up every morning around dawn.

bec^CL^f^
conscious of the soundofn^Z^^Decause I feel reading is a sonic process."

—Robert Stone

between words, between syllables, and
l<M>ks io his feet, as though in deep
reflcci ion over what he is talking about.

Ih IS Robert Slone, Amherst novelist
extraordinaire who has, this day, come to
Jeffrey Amherst Hookshop to chat with
readers, sign books, and share his ideas on
his mw book and on his profession.
Few writers have been so consistently,

Miiashingly successful with l he critics a.s

UoI.eri Stone. He does not sell ex
cepiionally well, yet his first novel, A Hall
»t MIrrurs, won the 1967 Faulkner Award,
and his .second, iJufj Soldi, r.s. won the
prestigious National Hook Award in 1975. A
h'Inq )>,r Sunrist is his third and latest, and
it has given caus*' of the New York Times to

goes walking with his dog before he sits
down at his desk with his cigarettes, and
writes for as long as he can. He starts with
a rough draft, a second draft, then a third
and usually final draft. Certain sections
may take as many as .six or seven re writes
uniil ih«y are finished ("at least, nominally
finished." he says). A couple of scenes in
Sunns,

. like one suicide scene, were nev(>r
completed lo his satisfaction.

"There comes a point," he says with a
g<'siure of resignation, "when you just have
loquii. I'ast that point, there's little .sense
in re writing."

He is a slow writer, he admits. "Most
days I write only about three finished

Continued on page 10

Halloween
with Jorma.
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* Film trends
conhnued from pn<je .',

reaches i hal threshold of satisfaction.
Himiil; uiumpldymiru. soaring inl'lalion. and tlu' con
iiiuous .hnai of hij; l)usincss. crinu' and war. have

pn.mpt»'<l Americans lo adopt a downcast disposition.
Kscapisl films don't confront i hesc very real problems.
Instead they offer Klimpses into worlds free from these
tnaninade anxieiies. hy concent rating on the basic struggle
of goo«l v«'rsusevil. They are visual copouts.

Anoih«T inn-resiing asprcl of escapist films is iheir
abili.y to regenerate. Sequels and serials are now com
MLMiplace. Not only do they perp«-iuale Hollywood profits
l»ui they also, inadvertently or not. keep viewers Ix-gging
tor more. The nee«J lor escape i.s fashioning a desire for
ino<it rn day myths in a s«K-iety where n-ligioti tonce the
dominant source of myths in our culture) has lost its sway,
and IS being displaced by the inhumanity of science and
iechnology.

Kealisi films, on the other hand, confnmt reality head
on. ihey. too. have been around sin<-e the beginnings of
lilm narrative. Th«y reflect the period of their birth. With
I he iiisighilul popularity and genuine naturalness of such
lilnis as C'mniKi Unvn, Tin China SyuJrontt and Onliiairif
/'< "/'/'

. filmmakers have rekindled the exploration into the
realiiy of the times. .Almost as if in rebuttal lo the current
rash of escapist mass app«al films, these n-alisi movies
eonliont us with plausible events and characters. They
sboui "This is life!" in th«' hope that filmgoers will listen
and. Ill turn, react.

Kealisi films of itKJay, Trut Confvssinvs, Thr Fnjirfi
Li< ah mini's Womati anci Mummu iMarvsl, tend to focus
primarily on the nature of relationships. We all question
relationships. Especially nowadays with the drastic
changes occurring in the relationships b<>twit'n men and
w«»men. women and women, men and men. parent and
chihi. Film is turning out to be a medium for the ex-
ploraliim of such ideas.

Hut there is a darker side lo film realism called Film
Noir. Film Noir is a U-rm describing a type of film
predominant during the years surrounding the .second
worbl war. The.s«> films were dark and moody, portrayed
sex as sonlid if not slea/y. and contained endings which
wire definite bummers. Body Htat and the rect-nt remake
of till I'oslniaii Always Hiiigs Twin are modern examples

William Hurt tripping his way out of the ordinary in the escapist film Altered States.

of Film Noir. The resurgence of this film lype is a direct
outgrowth of the ambiguous feelings presented to. and
realized by many men in regard to the feminist movement.
Noi only are the sexual relations between men and women
ireaid badly in these films, but women are presented as
manipulative bitches whose only virtue lies in the fact that
I hey are sexual objects.

N(»i (inly is this disturbing, but it ties in firmly with the
. hird film category, explicitly violent film.

To witness graphic violence in a film is to flirt with
psychological fears and desires. People like to be taunted
wi.h the notion of danger. Hu t why? Again, because of the

Read

the

Collegian

THE BIRD OF PARADISE
Featuring Fantastic
• Vintage Clothes
• Fur Coats
• Antiques & Deco Jewelry
also

• Fine Quality Antiques
• Paintings

• Furniture

• Artglass &
2nd floor rear thornes market
150 Main St., Northampton
hrs. 10 - 5:30, thurs, fri 10 - 9
tel. 586-0216 or 1 - 567-8306

^a«*«£:^»"^a4* «c^<»-^^ji^ cc^-ca-^^rsa^cc^c^-^sip

Large assortment of higfi fashion

hair accessories at

HAiRy's Bar & FriU, Inc.

Great stocking staffers!

Sorry, no burgers.

LVoK&hop

* Christmas &
Hanukah Cards

it Calendars

* Beautiful

Gift Books
* Stationary,

Diaries,

& Gift Wrap
* Crystals,

Records, Prints

St Special Gifts

Open until 9 PM
weeknights

Thornes Market
150 Main Street

Northampton 586-6304

.imes. The futility of dealing with in.soluble problems has
caus«(l us LO seek an outlet to displace these frustrations
and aggressions. And what better way than to watch
through the numbed eyes of a killer as he stalks and
outrageously murders innocents; innocents who are
usually young women.
The motif of using women as victims, again, runs full

circle if viewed from the perspective that these films are
made by men and that many men today feel threatened by
the significant roles women are gaining in our society.

Film trends are indeed a sign of the times. Even though
there is an increasng number of realist films these days,
.hey have yei to attain the impact that violent and escapist
films have on our lives. The fact that there is an alarming
amount of films definable under the latter two groups
signifies an ambiguity in our national p.syche. At one
ex.reme we try to ignore the many troubles surrounding
us (through viewing escapist films) while at the other
ex.reme we become a tangible part of one of these
pr.iblems (through enjoying and identifying with violent
lilmsK And, like anything ambiguous, there is no clear
pat li towards a common ground.
Change can only begin through us. the film viewers.

Only through altiring our own attitudes and Iwliefs. only
by Incoming more realistic, can we begin to elicit change.
For the arts, and specifically film, mirror ourselves.

(^
Fashion
for your

saucy side!

Thornes Market
Northampton

THORNES
A MARKETPLACE 150 Main St., Northampton
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Try the unusual
I{y SUSAN BARON

With the imminence of winter and the
completion of mid terms, impatient pangs
for the approaching holidays begin. Nor
ihampit)n's Thornes Market is the perfect
alternative for tho.se ambitious Christmas
and C'hanukah shoppers, who wish to stay
warm while indulging in something dif-

ferent.

After a quick glance at the directory, it's

obvious that Thornes Market has attracted
a select group of artisans and storeowners.
who have an innovative sense of what
shoppers enjoy buying for themselves and
others. Walking through the doors of
Thornes Market, one is immediately
engulfed by the scents of spice bags,
flowers, perfumes and foods. The scene is

ihus set, the visitor begins an escapade
with creativity and talent.

The market consists of five floors, with
the basement devoted primarily to foods;
ihe third fU)or dedicated to dance and art;

the sub basement consisting of pottery,
stained fflass and weaving shops; and
cbihes, cards, prints and variety shops
apportioned to the first and second floors.

Open ceilings, plank wood floors and
bou.ique-iype shops . mute that "mall"
stigma.

Ai Lm:y's Canvas, alligators steal the
show. Appearing on soap, mugs, pads,
bags, shoelaces, dictionaries, patches,
combs and cards, these little creatu- .;» arc
star performers.

If you're looking to treat yourself or a
friend to something healthy and natural,

su'p uilo Coniucopia. Steering away from
sugar and preservatives and towards
gourmet foods, Comucttpia carries a
<;ompletc selection of cheeses, deli meats,
nuts, herluti ti'as. coffee beans, spices and
vitamins.

Then there are the arts.

Intrniati'j/aU sfJaU<'H(s, in Thornes
Market, carries prints. Caiuiida Gallery.
however, has a more personal, selective

and tasteful collection of contemporary art

posters (You won't find "Are you a prep-

py?" posu rs here>. As Candida said in a
short imerview. "I am not a
businesswoman. In fact. I get upset when I

sell a poster because then I cant look at it

anymore.
1 carry interesting graphics that

express peop|(>." Among the featured
arii.sis an- Andy Warhcd, Steinberg and
Dine. . . ...„.

' nrllh ttwari s is on this same level of
persoiiali/aiion. In this crafts market
gallery, each piece of pottery is ac
compaiiied by a card wththe potter's name.
In this way. ihe prevalence of mass pro-
duction is dismissed. Kca-tlunwana sug
^ests likely candidates for aesthetic yet
practical gifts.

For iho.se se<>king a one of a kind gift.

S<ini,slinw hy Aiidnw Hill will do special
orders of any subject matter you wish. He
uses only genuine ivory and india ink in his
Works.

If you're on a student's budget, the art
displayed in Bird of Paradise and
DijHiiimenl will appeal only to the
spec, ai or in you. Nevertheless, both
prov ide a goinl shopping break.

Tin liiid i>i I'aradise is a shop that
displays and sells fine, romantic, late

niiuiheenth century paintings. Much of this

s, ores art was recently at a show in Boston.
iJepARTment is the art gallery of

Thornes Market. A showcase for Nor-
thampton artists, DepARTment features
two exhibits at a time. These exhibitions
change approximately each month.

Before leaving Thornes Market, you
mtisl make two more stops.

For you women with 500 dollars and a
marriage in the making, Fashiims by Yoko
offers a chance to appear like Princess
Diana. Yoko Morton's interpretation of the
Princess' dress has received coverage in

several newspapers, including th« New
York Daily News. Within 24 hours after the
royal pain in the ass, Yoko created a
stunning copy of Princess Di's gown. It

apears. in all its glory, at her show.
If you're man, woman or child a trip to

Thornes Market wouldn't be complete
continued on page 10

*'Both the text and the illustra-
tions help UB to experience more
intensely the dimensions of the
human landscape."

Rene Dubois

From Spaces: Spring Fair, Amherst Common

Barrie B. Greenbie, Author of Spaces, and Pro-
fessor of Landscape Architecture and Regional
Planning at the University of Massachusetts

Jeffery AmKerst Bookshr

55 S. Pleasant St. 253-3381

Cindi naoe is engulfed by alU^tors.
CoUegUn photo by Vlnoe DaWItt

This Christmas
she's first

on your mind
It show her. -

with a first
PROMISE
solitaire.

From zales

S59.95

/^;

^
^^

v^E.

SH^'.*-*' •^IMI

w.hen you want to give her a

Christmas pa'sent that tops vi>ur class

ring, om: oi these 10 karat gold solitaire

diamond rings won't go wrong.

ZALES
The Diamond Store

is all you need to know for Christmas.

ZAIKSCRKDIT INC LUDINC MOtMV PLAN SAMh ASC ASH
MaM<'iC <nl • VISA • Aminun hxprrti • ( arti- BUni h<- • OincnC lub

Illustrations >'nlaix>'ti
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Continued from page 9
wiihoui a sampk- o{ SUvv Hirrds

/" (nam. In an industry that is already saluratrd wiih
llav(.rs and ioppings. Sicvi-'s ice orcam g(H-s a stop lu-yond.
Once you plan y„ur order, the lopping is actually mixed
//'/" ilu' m (nam. and in ihi- process ii iM-comes richer and
creamier .ban youvi^ ever had it il suggest mailed vanilla
wiih M&M'sK
There are over 40 stores in Thornes Market yet it

rnamiaiiis a quaint aura. Hop on the Northampton bus and
<s(ap<'

,
host mid semesier hlues, and bring those fantasies

ol December closer to reality. Even if you don't buy
anyihmg ^ but ice cream - it's a fun wav to spend the
day.

'J'hornes Market is Iwated at 130 Main Street. Nor
ihampioM andis(.p<>n from9:.«) lo6. Monday Saturday and
'.:;J0 (..Don Thursdays.

* Dance
November 20, IMl

^mO^-^^«« 'oo-:;or.

nmC HAMPSHIRE 4 |?TgH.filM

continuedfram page 4

Th. physi.al contact or partnering was brought
..a.k in ,he MA.„.,es with the wave <,f di.sn, dancing
.Again we Me a mon' disciplined form of dance wiih in
iicaie srep.sihai an- fun lo watch.
So when is dance now in the outrageous -MOs"' Well ii

>.<.us ,0 be back ,0 ih.- radical bOs. There is si ill j,"
di. ho,.,niy be, w.en the younger and older generations as
hen was Ml ,he 'Ws, and we are also dancing apart
agam. i he advem of m-w wave and punk fn,m England
.a> broughi back ,h.- fashicnjiffind (he dances of the bOs
ilK inusie rl.arly displays the same hypnotic, rhythmic
iM a, ,lia. dro\e pe„p|,. wild almost iw«-nty years ago
.Mu.h <.! M-Mlay s music has an angry sound about it

ilia, .1. ally n liens the frustrating society we live- in.
Ill' las, hypiioiic. ,,r,,n monoionous rhyi hm and heavily

ace, „M(I oil beat quality makes people want to rock and
-hake u out ol .heir systems. So it seems that social
dancing is also a way of communicating non-verbally. as
'!'« saying go.s. ".he body talks.' It's probably safe 10
say ,|,a. social dancing will go thn)ugh many mon-
dras.ic changes in . h<- future, as it has in the past, and
'lien s bound .n be an.)iher dance craze. So the next
inie y„un' •i)oogying your sneakers away" at the lilue
Wall. ,he Hangar, the Kusty Nail, or wherever, keep it

in mind - you couUl start something new.

* Stone

HAMPSHIRE MALL

1^

fDEAS OF THE
LOST ARK
(6 00 @ $1 75) 8:30

MERYL ..TheTmnch
,

^ (6.00 @ $1.75)8:30

Mag^c Markers,
Calligraphy Pens,
and Higrhlighters

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

m

More Of The Nighr
He Come Home

nauoween n
(6:30 @ $1 75) 8 45

JACOOtUNf USSf T

CAMOtCf KRCEN

,. RICHanJ
_t-j FAMOU:

® (6:15 @ $175) 8:45

564-9153^mC l«OUIIT»ll| F»R« 4

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

TIME
BANDITS

(6:00 @ $1 75) 8 30

J TONIGHT
: ROBERT HUNTER
J (songwriter, lyricist)

^Ist k*gof bMr-FREE

J
2 for 1 rum drinks till 9:00

^Covf $6.00 in odvonc#. $7 ot th» door

: Nov. 20 Ffidoy Night

l^ot since Deliverance"...

Keith PoMers
Carradinc Bodhc

SOUTHERn
COMFORT

(6 15 @ SI 75) 8 30

The Pursuit of

D.B.Cooper

(6 15 @ SI 75) 8:45

•¥

HI

THE FOOLS
ign J*cts

with special guests

"Exciting ond witty stQg« shows ond ir-

r*sistQbi« tun*s lilt* ''Sh» Loolts Alright in th*
Dork" "Psycho Chlckon" ond "It's o Night for
Dooutiful Girls " th* group hos olroody soon
succoss on tho notionol solos corts, Thoy'ro
groot fun.

Rt.9 Amherst/Hodley Line 250-2260
Ffidoy 6 Soturdoy Open til 2:00 AM

^**^¥¥777T777^^^i

II QdvenlufQ ifovel
" At the Carriage Shops"

549-1256

Spring Break
in Bermuda

continuedfrom page 6
finished pa^jes. but other timo.s I don't want to

Mup. Then. I ju.si don't know when I'll quit for a while."
Il \ix>k Sione five years to write Suvrise, a novel that

««n.ers on three groups of Americans, unknown to each
oiher. who gel caught up in the whirlwind of a small
Uniral American nation on the brink of civil war Tht
fict ...nal country is Tecan; squalid, desperately poor, ready
M) burn up in revolution and swarming with homegrown
arroriMs. grmgo spies, venal soldiers, revolutionaries and
counter revolutionaries.

"I cnaied a country because I didn't want to be bound to
iKl'li.y. which I would have been had I used a real coun
try. he explains. His first experience with Central
America was as a cook on a freighter, shipping bananas
Inim Ciuaiemaia in the early seventies.
"None of what is happening in Nicaragua and El

balva<Ior now was going on when I was there. But back
.hen. you .lidn't have to be very astute to see what was
about to happen in Nicaragua. You knew there was going
.o l)e some kind of war. in the same way you know now that
something .s g«,ng to happen in Guatemala, and soon."
Sume msists Suvris, "is not meant to be a politicaJ

d.Kument. It's a novel, a work of literature, before it's ever
poluical. No novel that is primarily political and secon-
darily liierary is going to succeed.
He has been writing since high school, where he "kind of

ign..red school work." and had his first publication when he
wa,s 29 "1 always had a kind of narrative impulse." he says.
I just kepi at It uni il I finally broke into print."
"One nason I k.pt at writing was because I never had

.he credentials to do anything else. I had httle formal
educati.m. The only skills I had I received in the Navy like
Morse (Jode."

No. Stone cannot sport I'h.D.'s. but what he does have is
a va.si iMKJy of experience on which to base his writing
^ rom shrimp fisherman in Guatemala, to his days with Ken
Kesey. Neal Ca.ssady (the realiif.- Dean Moriarty in Jack
Ken.uac .s <}„ tht R.Kid), to I^,ndon and Paris writer in the
early 70s. .o Vietnam reporter. Stone is a seasoned
v.'i. ran ol the world, trekking across the globe in dozens of
weird, lascina.ing expU.its i hat all seem lo lead to his one.
CI nt lal aciiv iiy, writing.

Now. when he sits d„wn at his desk, he works on a
r.unh novel, set in that distant, exotic region known as
Massa.husens. Perhaps he will be settling down herefora
whil.. No maiuT whai. many p(>ople are already awaiting
his next wt.rk. not from a last and furious writer, but one
who IS careful, nliabb- and conscientious.

•Wh,n youre wri.ing a book.' he .says, "you have times
..I despair, when you think you'll never get to the other
Md»-. Hut wi.h pa.ience. luck, and a lot of work, it ijets
done.

Poetry, Prose
Essays, Drama, Fiction

Deadline: Dec. 4

SUBMI

MANDAfliN SZtCHUEN CUlSiNI

"Tkc Bwf OtMedc Fwwi"

Every Sunday 11:30 3:00
SUNDAY BRUNCH

A special selection of your favorite

Chinese foods
All for 4.95 per serving

Sun.-Thurr 11:30 •.m.-10:00 p.m.

Fh. A Sat. 11:30 a.m.- 11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9 Amherst
256-0251 256-0252

.^'.^'ic -;.

SPECTRUM

Black & White, Color
Art and Photography
Deadline: Dec. 11

Mailbox #293 S.U.
Office: CC rm 104
phone 545 2240
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THE UNIVERSITY ENSEMBLE THEATER
*

presents

mm
109 Main Street

Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 253-2580

LOOiVtS, SPINNING WHEELS, YARNS
TOOLS, BOOKS

Representing the best manufacturers,

publishers and mills

CLASSES AND RENTALS
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By
AtiOniOBEY

P.Jtnd Theater^

4JnioersUy of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

fiooember 12 14 and 19-21 at 8:00 pm
Reservations: 545-3511

Tickets: $2.50 for students end aenlor clti^ns

$3.SO for the generml pubtic

THE NORTHEASTERN MBA

Here's a way
to earn an MBA
that really makes

sense.

yvhen you study for your Master ot Business Administra-
tion degree in ttie MBA Management Intern Program at
Northeastern University, you have six months of paid
on-the-job experierx» interposed between two periods of
acx»»erated dassroom study of six and nine rrxxiths.

The value of thisworV experience goes beyond the apparent
Ijeneftts of a balarx»d exposure to theory and practice. The
rewards can tie meanirigfularHJ numerous in terms of total

educational perspective, self image, and future career
goals. Most management intern students' income for the
six-rrxxith period can be a sutstantial contribution to the
cost of earning ttie Norttieastern MBA degree.

Norttieastem University is located in Boston, a dty with a
wealth of cultural resources and entertainment £ind recrea-
tional fadUties.

Classes begin in June and January.

Forcomplete information on the Normeastem Manage-
ment Intern MBA Program as well as ottwr full-time and
part-time MBA programs, call (617) 437-2719 or use the
coupon below.

Graduate School of Business Admtntstration

Northeastern Urwwrsity
360 Huntington Avenue^Boston. MA 02115

N«ne

AddreM_

City/SUNa.

School.

m INordkastem University
IN BOSTON I

l^
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Transit Service

may not fare well
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Unless a satisfactory method of funding
can be found, the University oT
Massachusetts Transit Service is in danger
of undergoing "complete revamping," said
UndjTgraduate Student Senate Transit
Task Force Chairman Geoffrey Parker.
"We are trying as hard as possible to

keep the present operating system," Parker
said. "Although we don't want to, we are
considering a number of alternatives."
At an undergraduate Student Senate

meeting last week. Parker said the campus
administration is leaning toward a fare pass
system. This means either a fare would be
paid each time a passenger got on the bus or
a fee would be paid in the beginning of the
year, and each pas.senger would show his or
her University identification when boar
ding. Transit users from surrounding towns
and other schools would also have to pay
the fare or buy a pass. Parker said.

Ine lundmg problem arose due to m
flalion and budget cuts at state and federal
levels. Presently. 53 percent of the
system's money comes from town, state and
national government sources, with the
remaining 47 percent paid by the student
transit fee and $10 per student paid from
the Student Activities Trust Fund and the
Graduate Student. On campus students pay
a $2 transit fee. while those living off
campus pay $7 for transit services.

Parker said the committee is asking for
money from the Stockbridge School of
Agriculture, Hampshire and Mountain
Farms Malls and the Amherst Chamber of
Commerce, as well as other possible
sources like Amherst College.

"Quite a f«'w people are riding the system
for free." Parker said, "but there's not a
very good chance of getting money from

some ol these other places. If we ask theowners of the apartment complexes,
probably the rents will increase, and the
students would still be paying the majority
of the subsidv.

The task force is emphasizing the im
portance of the bus system to the business
community. Parker said the service carries
more then 3.000 people a day into Amherst.
The Speed and Alcohol Prevention program
has requested the lale buses from town be
continued to provide alternate means of
transportation to students leaving bars who
would normally drive home. Students going
to the mall also provide the bulk of the
overloading on the Northampton routes,
Parker said.

Ihe linai decision, which will be made by
the Board of Trustees in January may favor
the pre.sent .system, but could turn the
confact over to another company. This
could mean a loss of student control, Parker
said.

"Operations, scheduling, fare collecting
could all change. The 200 student bus
drivers could lose their jobs. The questions
of how to enforce the pass or fare system
how much money to charge (which is being
orofessionally evaluated and could be up to
$1 to go to Belchertown), how to arrange a
lare system, either by zones or a flat rate,
all have to be answered." Parker said.
"Changes in the system could be major and
changing the administration would make
costs skyrocket.

If a new system were imposed, students
would have to enter through the front doors
and leave through the back for the fee to be
paid or identifications checked by the
driver, Parker said, causing a decrease in
elliciencv. •

InUvieiin pholo h> Lisa M»Hd

clislTj^
CONTROL - Tish Stevens avoids a tackle by a plaver fromCal State Long Beach in Saturdays game. UMass went on to win the ^ameand advance to the finals on Sunday, (see story p. 1«)

NY Times copy editor battles sexism

winning a war of equal rights for women
By SALLY P. KKKANS
Collegian Staff

Women and blacks have not made the
f)rogress that many believe has characteriz-
vd the last ten years and there is confusion
about what really is happening in the
workplace, said the first woman to Ik- hired

as a copy editor of the Ncir York Times.

Betsy Wade, also the President of Local
3 Of the Newspaper Cuild, the Ti/m's'
employee union, .said in a guest lecture to a
journalism class Thursday that "there
aren't more women, they're simply new-
women.

"

"We did not win the war we set out to

win, and that war is being fought again and
we're losing." Wade said.

Wade jomed the the Times in 1 9.% when
women were hired on a quota .system and
there were only ten women " reporters
working there. She is now a copy editor
on the Times' Foreign desk.

Continued on page 5

( •lU'emn phiitii b\ llan Itnillrllr

Betsy Wade, the first woman
copyeditor hired by the New York
Times and President of the Times*
employees' union, discussed women
and minorities' proj^ress in the
workplace Thursday afternoon in

Herter Hall.

Fraternity

sends 2 to

/

By SCOTT HKRSKY
Co"ep.,n Staff

i^vn attack on a Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
party Thursday night, resulted in two
members of the fraternity being treated at
the University of Massachusetts infirmary,

fracas after Pike party
infirmary, damages house

UK hoavy damage to the house. Leslie
• iLmlK-rs. director of the UMass Greek
Vfl.iirs .said yesterday.

Ihe attack came late Thursday night.
< 'h.iml)ers said, when an exchange with the
Chi Omega sorority was interrupted by a
small group of men.

Today's

Report:

President Reagan says he won't sign a spending bill
from the Hou.se and Senate which would keep the govern-
ment running, three days after the U.S. officially went
bankrupt. See story page 2.

Gul)ernal<»rial candidate Michael S. Dukakis paid a visit
to campus Friday and spoke on higher educati(»n and other
issues m the 1 982 campaijm. See story pa»rf 3.

Meetint^ are scheduled this week to review pn>tM>se«i

These men were reportedly from another
fraternity, according to sources who wish
to remain unidentified. They were asked to
leave the party by members of the fraterni-
ty, and after some arguing, the men left.

Chambers said. „
tonhnued ov page 5

student fee hikes which could total $331 . See story jiage 4.

Students in Webster ttormitory in Orchard Hill Residen-
tial Area hav. begun a security patrol in the-dorm to cut
down on vandalism. See story on page 4.

Undefeated until yesterday, the UMass women's field

hockey team lost their bid for the NCAA Division I cham-
pionship, in a 41 defeat at the hands of UConn. See stor>
on page 16.
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IN MKMORIAL — Flaj? flies at half mast vesterdav with the John F.
Kennedy Library in the background, in the Columbia Point area of Boston,
marking the day 18 years ago that the .i.llh president of the United States
was assasinated.

Rules set on experiments;
benefits must outweigh risks
BOSTON (AP) - Massachusets General

Hospital, one of the nation's major medical
research centers, issued new guidelines

yesterday ordering doctors to avoid ex
periments on chiidri-n unless the risks are
"decisively outweighed" by the potential

benefits.

In all human experiments, the regulations

say, "concern for the individual takes

precedence over the interests of science and
society."

The new code is the first revision of the
hospital's ethical guidelines in 11 years. The
rules were written by the hospital's Sub-
committee on Human Studies, which
reviews all human experiments at the
institution.

Dr. Edgar Taft, the panels secretary,
said Massachusetts Generals $37.7 million

research budget is the largest of any in-

dependent hospital in the United States,

and half of this money is spent on human
studies.

"We are a group of people who are
commilled to helping others and not
making life more difficult for them or
potentially risky, and perhaps that's why
we have tended to be so conservative." Taft
said.

He said the committee has grown more
cautious oviT the past decade in its view of
how much risk patients should undergo in

the name of science.

"1 can remember our initial discussions of a

number of projects which had a con
siderable amount of risk involved, although

the benefits weren't that obvious." Taft

said. "The committee was willing to accept

a number of these, whereas nowadays it

would find it extremely difficult to do that."

When children under age 18 or people who
cannot give consent for themselves are

sought for an experiment, the rules say.

"there should be essentially no identifiable

risk associated with participation in the

study. If there is any risk, it must be

decisively outweighed by potential benefits

to the subjects."

In all other experiments, the expected
benefit to the patient must be at least as

great as the risk.

The six page code notes that sometimes
big risks are taken for major advances in

knowledge, "but in almost all the cases,

such large risks should be taken only when
an individual is likely to profit directly in

needed diagnosis or therapy."

CORRECTION
Due to a type setting error

in last PYiday's other voice

magazine, the article en-

titled "Try the unusual"

contained a sentence
regarding Yoko Morton's
interpretation of Princess
Diana's wedding gown. The
scntrnce should have read.

Within 24 hours after the

royal wedding. Yoko created

a stunning copy ol IVincess

Di's gown."

Reagan won't sign

proposed budget
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan
said yesterday he won't sign the com-
promise budget resolution vorked out

between the House and Senate to return

the government to solvency.

Heagan, talking to reporters outside the
White House, suggested Congress continue
over the Thanksgiving holiday the spending
measure which expired Friday.

Expressing frustration with Congress'
inability to adopt budget bills in an orderly
manner, Reagan said, "This is no way to

run a railroad."

On Capitol Hill, House Speaker Thomas P.

O'Neill said, "The president just called me
to tell me he'll veto it." O'Neill spoke to

reporters as he recessed the House before it

could vote on the compromise.

Reagan has vowed repeatedly to veto any
"budget busting" funding bill.

O'Neill made his comments after Budget

Director David A. Stockman told reporters
the president found the compromise
worked out over two grueling days of

House Senate negotiations was unac-

ceptable.

Faced with the threatened veto, it was not
clear that congressional leaders would ever
submit the proposal to a vote.

Officials said that instead of hoping to
resolve the disputes over the measure
immediately, the administration was
seeking a 15 day. stripped-down extension
ol the expired stopgap funding bill. That
would minimize disruptions in government
servicer while Congress and the White
House worked to resolve their
disagreements.

Technically, the government ran out of
money at 12:01 a.m. Saturday.

The Reagan administration earlier had
declined to say whether the president
would accept the compromise plan agreed
to by House and Senate conferees as
meeting his austerity budget or reject it

with the first veto of his presidency.

Edwin Meese HI, one of President
Reagan's top advisers, said the conference
agreement "did not produce the kind of
savings in domestic programs that we
would have liked, and also they have not
yet resolved the problem of foreign military
aid."

Questioned on CBS" "Face the Nation,"
Meese said the conference report achieved
"a very low level of savings" and he in
dicated the White House was advising
House and Senate leaders to try to change
the plan when it reaches the floor.

Brezhnev goes to Bonn
to meet with Schmidt
BONN, West Germany (API - Soviet

President Leonid I. Brezhnev arrived here
yesterday for his first visit to the West in
two years. Chancellor Ib'Imut Schmidt was
at the airport to welcome the Sovi(>i leader
and top level Kremlin officials and joined
the motorcade that bypas.sed the site of
anti Soviet and peace protests.

Brezhnev and his party, which included
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A
Gromyko. arrived just afterJ p.m. - 1
p.m. EOT — at Bonn Cologne airport,
ringed by hundreds of armed guards.

The ailing Soviet leader, who will turn 75
next month, moved carefully with short
steps as he descended the Aeroflot
jetliner's steps to meet Schmidt and West
German Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich
Genscher. At one point he almost lost
balance and was grabbed by a Soviet
military officer.

After a brief ceremony the group departed
for a government guesthouse where
Brezhnev will stay during his four day visit.
Schmidt joined Brezhnev in the same
chauffeur-driven limousine.

In Moscow, the Soviet news agency Tass
said the two leaders had a brief talk in a
"friendly atmosphere." Their formal
discussions begin today.

Hours before the Kremlin chief arrived,
50,000 people took part in three anti-

Brezhnev demonstrations in the West
CJerman capital to protest Moscow's
miliiary and human rights policies and
demand nuclear disarmament.

Brezhnev's talks with Schmidt and other
officials have taken on new importance
because of the growing West P^uropean
peace movement and next week's U.S.-
Soviet talks on reducing nuclear missiles in
Europe.

The government mobilized 5,000 police to
protect the Kremlin leader, and ordered
about 20 groups of Afghan and other
refugees to stay home.

A government spokesman said only
refugees who had applications pending for

political asylum were affected, but others
were free to demonstrate. Earlier, officials

rejected the Soviet Embassy's request to
ban all protests during Brezhnev's four day
visit.

Forty thousand demonstrators crowded
downtown Market Square in the largest
anti Brezhnev rally. Many wore buttons of
Poland's independent union Solidarity.
Others waved banners denouncing Soviet
policies in Eastern Europe and
Afghanistan.

A story in Friday's
ColU'gian on the University
of Massachusetts ap
pearance of state Rep. Louis
R. Nickinello inadvertently
implied that Student
Government A,s.sociation

Treasurer Richard Goldman
suggested that local
businesses and malls should
help subsidize the UMass
transit system. The
suggestion, in fact, was
made by Nickinello,
chairman of the state
Transportation ('ommiltee
and a Democratic candidate
for Lieutenant Governor.
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Police have suspects in dorm robberies
'i'L!*!?. y.?^.':^^y }^'y ^"'f^^y ^f^^'-noon. According to police, a ed and the suspect warned her to "shut ud" three {n:^r\nZ7fJ^v.

£oIlegian 3

University Police said yesterday they Thursday afternoon. According to Dolice a

of wo bt"k mi' ^"•"!
fl'''^ '' •^"^

''T''
'^'•"'^^'•y '•-^-^ wasMKedot two black males suspected of three dor- m her room at about 4 p.m. by one of themitory room larcenies last Thursday after- suspects who asked her if she knew '•where

TV." 1 •
^^ could buy some weed." The woman said

Van MllIpr^Tl.'L^'^^'^ ^^ P'ac^ i" ^^^ ^'''^^^ him to another floorofthe

It^ p'l '^^!' ^"^ '^'^'''' d^'-- ^^'•"^'^^'-y ^"d went back Into her rolmmitones. Police said that two pocket books, pohce said.
a wallet, and small amounts of cash According

ed and the suspect warned her to "shut up" three front, lower teeth The other susoect
and grabbed for her. police said. was described as ^i^'e feet 11 inches^ tallThe woman said she then ran to her

—" '

were taken m the alleged thefts and that, in
each case, the suspects used the seeking of
drugs or drug paraphanalia as an excuse
for being in the dorms.
Police would not say how they acquired

„ to police she became
suspicious of the man and went to a
friend's room on the floor and told him of
the incident. After she and,«%friend had
gone to another floor she returned to her
floor alone and noticed that her friend's.; , .T °**J' ""* "-"^y acquired ^'wr aione and noticed

the possible identity and said the case was door was aiar police said

we e"a"e^dTthfh''''"i ^'''T ^^V^'^ ^!'!" '^^ '"'^'•"'^ '^' '•«°'"' ^^e said shewere alerted to the burglaries by residents saw that the suspect was hiding behind the
01 van Meter dormitory at about 4:30 door, police said. At that point she scream-

t-ftMiV^^CHUSETTS
EOUjNE CENTER

room. According to police when her friend
returned to his room, he noticed that his
dresser had apparently been searched and
his wallet stolen. The man said he then
saw, through his window, the suspect and
another man drive away in a white Pontiac,
police said. A resident of the third floor
said he also spotted the car and later gave a
description of the driver, police said.

Police said the two suspects had been
seen in the Van Meter/Orchard Hill area
prior to Thursday.
The two men are both described as being

black males in their 20's. One is described
as being five feet, ten inches tall with short
frizzy black hair, medium build, medium
complexion, well dressed, and missing

and wearing a blue baseball jacket, a hood.'
gray sweatpants, and a cap.
The two are also suspected by police to be

responsible for the dormitory theft of over
$250 worth of jewelry from John Adams
dormitory room late Wednesday after-
noon, police said. In that incident, police
said a female resident of the dormitory
returned to her room after dinner and to
find that an 18 karat, opal ring and a silver
chain had been stolen, police said.
According to police, the woman said she

asked residents of her floor if they had
noticed any suspicious people in the or
around her room while she was gone and
one of the residents said she had seen a
black male, described as being in his 20's
and asking for rolling papers.

Equine Center off to a gallop
at ground breaking ceremony

Collegian photo by Vinrr l>«will( oiieKian pnoio Dv vinrr l>«will

GROUND BREAKING - Animal Science Dept. Head James Marcum,
UMass Chancellor Henry KofHer. Builder Dennis Doran and Lawrence
Slobody, chairman of the Equine Center Council laugh at the rain during
ground breaking ceremonies of the future UMass Equine Center Friday

By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Correspondent

Chancellor Henry Koffler praised the
building of the University of Massachusetts
Equine Center at Tilson Farm as an
example of collaboration between the state
and the private sector and a reminder that
the University must constantly build, in a
speech at the ground breaking ceremony
for the project on Friday.
Funds for the first phase of the Equine

Center, a riding arena, were raised by
private soliciutions from businesses, in
dividuals, alumni, and student activities
such as phono-a-thon, tee shirt sales and a
benefit horse show.

This is the first time funds have been
raised from the private sector for a building
which will be given to the University, said
Dr. Lawrence Slobody. present chairman of
the Equine Center Council, the ad-
mmistrative group whose purpose is to

raise funds for the project.

FoUowing the Chancellor's address,
ground was broken with gold shovels
manned by Kr"ner; Slobody; Dennis
Duran. builder of the center; Animal
Science departr ent head James Marcum;
Don Upton, new chairman of the Equine
Center Council; and Janet Dakin, original
chairman of the council.

Building is scheduled to begin Tuesday
by VIP Builders of Southampton. The fund
drive is continuing to raise money for the
second and final phase of the center, a
stable which will be attached to the arena.
The Equine Studies Program is one of the

best in the country, Slobody said. The
center wUl give students and faculty the
facilities to make the program the best,
Slobody said. Equine Studies Director
Anthony Borton said the center will allow
instructors to schedule events they were
unable to in the past because of bad
weather.

The facflities will open to equestrians not
involved with the University

.

p. I
Z-; ; ' ^ '^'""^ """'" P"'^P"^^ " ^° involved with the University.^

liukakis views higher ed as an Investment' in futuremised to create a cabinet level position for bankrupt
V/.^1/A11V/AII/ All J.UtUlCmised to create a cabinet level position for

p„L|;« ... J ^. .
^" educational advisor to inform him onPublic higher education must be viewed current problems in both nrTarvas an "investment- in the future of secondary and post-seiondary educaUon^'Massachusetts former Governor Michael "If you're a Governor tha? Sres ab^ut

S^
'

K "^i ^"^t^
^' '^^ University of education you need someone i^thatXiMassachusetts as he campaigned for the tion" Dukakis s«iH ^

1982 Gubernatorial race.

"This state has nothing going for it

economically. We don't have cheap energy,
abundant natural resources or easy access
to national markets," Dukakis said.
"What we do have is brains. An invest-

ment in education is an investment in the
state. If we don't have a quality public
higher education system, this State doesn't
have a future," he said. Dukakis also pro-

tion" Dukakis said.

The office of State Secretary of Educa-
tion was abolished by Gov. Edward King
who succeeded Dukakis in 1978.
Dukakis met with representatives of the

Massachusetts Society of Professors, the
faculty union at UMass. As governor,
Dukakis cut the UMass budget 12 percent
in 1976 causing widespread layoffs. He said
he was forced to cut all government spen-
ding to prevent the state from going

bankrupt.

As a candidate for Governor in 1974,
Dukakis promised "no new taxes." When
he became Governor he found out the state
had an estimated $400 million deficit He
raised 'taxes and cut state spending.
When he left office in 1978, after being
defeated by King, the state had a small
surplus.

"1 know many of you were very unhappy

with the union.

"I think there's reason to believe he's
(Dukakis) learned from the past," Laurie
said.

"Very encouraging, he'd make a better
Governor than King of his '74 term," said
Professor Jules Chametzky.
The faculty's opinions were not

unanimous.
"He did a very good job of trying to

Dukakis discusses issues

on campaign trip toAmherst

vvith my first two years. So was The sSS m.Z ^ ^^'^ g^^d job of trying to

was a fiscal basket case. 1 wa^ the g^y wh^ ^tUI h.?n'^
'"^ ^adje^^'-d- The University

had to be the messenger andTt wL^fv^r^ JH ?
^ re^^.^^red from the blows of his

pleasant." Dukakis to^d the MS^memS^ STmh^rV i""^ T?^"
\'^''' '^°"^^-

Professor Bruce Laurie oresident of tlTp ni
^^^^^^^ Legislators, Senator John

faculty union, said he wrpleled that ? ^""^ Representative James Collins.

DuUs came and "o^n^d fSafog^'e'' ft^GoTrnor'
''"^ "^^''^ "' ^"'^''^

By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

Proposition 2Vz, crime, hazardous waste,
nuclear energy and the King administration
were some of the issues discussed by
former Governor Michael Dukakis in his

campaign trip to the Amherst area Friday.
Dukakis, who will officially announce his

candidacy for governor in mid January,
said the central issue in the 1982 election
will be Proposition 2V2 and "how we make it

work."

Citizens must be granted property tax
relief while essential services are main-
tained, Dukakis said.

"King hasn't done that. Unless we can
resolve 2'/2, the state will stumble along
with no future," he said.

Dukakis proposes that state government
be mandated to give the local cities and
towns a percentage of the revenue growth
the state experiences every year.
"King told the Mass. Municipal

Association (an organization representing
city and town governments) last week that
the state will not provide one cent more in

additional local aid" Dukakis said.

Dukakis also criticized the King ad
ministration's crime campaign as being
simplistic.

"You have to work at every piece of the
problem. King doesn't understand that," he
said.

The state crime rate was lower under his

administration than King's, he said.

Dukakis cited court reform, instituting fulf
time district attorneys and working closely
with local police and the state Attorney
General's Office as major elements of his
administration's combat on crime.
King has recently proposed uniform prison

terms for specific crimes and increased
money to build prisons as major com-
ponents to fight crime.

The hazardous waste sites across the state
should be cleaned up by those who dumped
the material. Dukakis said. If the guilty
parties can't be found, "public funds" must
be used to clean them up, he said.

Dukakis said he opposes private com-
panies choosing sites for hazardous waste
treatment plants. What is needed, he said,
is community input into the decision af-

fecting the towns.

"You can't have industry choosing the site
without public support. We must develop
the machinery that pulls together industry,
environmentalists and residents to work
out a fair solution," Dukakis said.

^.^7"^ CAMPAIGN TRAIL - Former Governor?;T;tub;;nkVo;i;i
candidate, Michael S. Dukakais leaves the faculty club Friday after a
meeting with the executive committee of the Massachusetts Society of
Professors. "^
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Webster battles vandalism
with Mobile Security Team
By PAUL BELVAL
CoUe^an Staff

In response to a sharp rise in vandalism from last year,
the residents of Webster dormitory have formed a Mobile
Security Team to monitor the corridors to try to decrease
the amount of damage in the dorm.

The Mobile Security Team will be made up of students
who will walk the halls from 7 p.m. to midnight, taking the
names of anyone caught vandalizing the building, said Jay
Schertzer, Mobile Security Team chairman.

Schertzer said the team was formed because many of the
residents of Webster had expressed a concern with the
increased vandalism rate. Webster had the highest van-
dalism rate in the entire Orchard Hill/Central area for the
month of September, he said.

"The dorm was pretty staggered by these figures, and as
concerned residents of this dorm, it was imperative that
the students do something," Schertzer said.

Schertzer said the idea behind the Mobile Security Team
is to promote teamwork among the people in the dorm.

"We want to project the image of cooperation, getting as
many people in the dorm involved as possible," he said.

Once a student's name is taken by a member of the
security team, it is then given to Steve Vining, assistant

cluster coordinator for Webster and Dickinson and the
team's Judiciary Board liason. People caught vandalizing
will be billed for the damaire.

The accused vandal also faces disciplinary action by the
Webster House Judiciary Board.

Schertzer said he hopes the Mobile Security Team will

serve as a deterrent to vandalism in the dorm.

"We're not trying to make this a secret police type of

thing," he said. "We want to give the potential vandal

something to think about."

The team will begin test patrols the week after

Thanksgiving and they hope to have a permanent system
worked out soon, Schertzer said.

"We would like to have it running full steam by next
semester," Schertzer said.

SGA comittee reviews fees

before Trustees vote in February
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

A review of proposed student fee increases for fiscal

year 1983 will take place tonight at 7 p.m. in room 177 of

the Campus Center, and tomorrow at 7 p.m. in room 161.

The Student GoverrHnent Association Rents and Fees
Committee and University trust fund managers plan to
review fee proposals, making recommendations to the ad-
ministration on proposals which may be too high or unac-
ceptable to students.

A total of $331 in proposed increases include $76 for
campus housing. $189 in the 14-meal plan, $16 increase in

the basic health fee, $20 in the Campus Center fee. $10 in

the student activities fee, $8 in the athletic fee, and a pro-
posed mandatory lab fee of $10 to be paid by each student.
The proposals, with the students' recommendations, will

go next to the vice chancellors, Chancellor Henry Koffler,
UMass President David C. Knapp and then to the Board of

Trustees. Ifie tward should vote on final fee proposals in

February.

Rents and Fees Chair Peter Casale said administrators

will be present at the meeting, giving students ah oppor-

tunity to provide input.

Woman's Week
EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER (EWC)

The support group for women coming out as lesbians

will meet Monday from 7-9 p.m. at EWC.

The Working Women's Task Force will sponsor the

workshop "Minority Women in the Workplace: I am
Somebody," Tuesday from 12-1 p.m. in rooms 804-808 of

the Campus Center.

The Divorce/Separation support group will meet Tues-

day from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at EWC.

The ad hoc committee on childcare will meet Sunday

from 4 to 5:30 p.m. at EWC.

Counseling walk-in hours are Tuesday from 2:30-4 p.m.

Childcare is available Tuesday ff-om 7 to 10 p.m. Financial

aid counseling is available Wednesday 3:30 to 6:30.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM
The Women's Issues Team of the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA) will meet
Monday at 6 p.m. in room 903 of the Campus Center.

The Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive
Freedom (CERRF) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in rooms
904-908 of the Campus Center.

The Student Government Association (SGA) fee review

will be Monday 7-11 in room 177 of the Campus Center

and Tuesday 7-11 in room 161 of the Campus Center.

WOMEN'S FORUM AGAINST MEDIA VIOLENCE
(WFMV) will present the slide show "Abusive Images of

Women in the Media." Monday at 2:30 p.m. in Herter Hall

Auditorium in the Civil Liberties class. It is open to all.

ERA CAMPUS ACTION TEAM will meet Monday at 4
p.m. in Hills South 275.
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Hypercurriciila
UN ON PROGRAM COUNCIL UPC General Meeting.New Members Welcome. 6:30 p.m., Nov. 24. Room 101Campus Center. Event held every Tuesday.

OPENING RFCEPTION FOR MOTION SERIES V" -

This IS a reception for Maureen Sullivan's exhibit of recent
pamtuigs and drawings. Student Union Gallery, Sun. Nov
<59,"-5p.m.

HILLEL MEETING - To discuss plans for Chanukah and
for second semester. All are welcome, Hillel office, 302
student I inion, Monday, Nov. 23 at 5 p.m.

ECUMENICAL COUNCIL OF UMASS (ECUM)
meetmg, UCF - 428 Student Union, Mon., Nov. 23 2-30
p.m.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE Post Fast wrap-up
evaluation and potluck supper celebraUon. Everyone who
worked on the Fast is welcome. 428 Student Union. Mon.
Nov. 23, 4:30 p.m.
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* Fracas
continuedfrom page 1

Some time later, a second group of men arrived, and in-

flucted heavy damage on the dormitory windows and
doors Chambers said. Two members of the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity were treated and released by the UMass
infirmary, Chambers said, with at lease one requiring
treatment for having shards of glass in his eyes.
Both the Amherst, and later the UMass police arrived

between 1 and 2 a.m., and although no arrests were made,
according to Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia, the inci-

dent remains under investigation.

"We took the precautionary measure of banning all

future social events at Pi Kappa Alpha until further
notice," said Chambers. "This is purely a precautionary
measure, and is not intended in any way as disciplinary ac-
tion against Pi Kappa Alpha," she added.
"A pre-hearing to begin disciplinary proceedings

against the perpetrators will take place early this week,"
Chambers said, "Right now we are still in the process of
gathering all the information in regards to the incidents."

continued from page 1

When she challenged the status quo and asked for a
night shift, when decisions about newsworthiness are
made, Wade said she was told by one editor, "no woman
will ever work those hours as long as I'm city editor.
But the fight that ensued was not about hours as

higher-ups would have had Wade believed.

"The fight was about disrupting the way people were
living and the way people were doing things," Wade said.
The Men's Club' was reluctant to change "their jokes,

the way they talked, their references to women," she said.
"There was no female presence there — women were

clerical and back-up workers," she said.

; Wade's demand for a night shift led ultimately to the fil-mg of a class action suit by women of the Times in 1974
she said.

'

"This is not the news that's fit to print," Wade said of
the internal conflicts at the Times which led to that suit
The Civil Rights upheavals of the 1960's were much of

the impetus behind the inside movement at the Tim^s
which led first to raising the quota of women and finally
abolishing it and m getting equal positions and pay tor
women.

"In the 1960's, outside the gates of the A^eu; York Times,
and of a great many institutions, the civil rights war was
being fought, and it was not at all felt inside the gates,"
Wade said.

But, she said, with suits being filed against Newsweek
and Bell Telephone, and with the release of the report of
the Kerner Commission, the Tim£s began to recognize the
needs of blacks and women at the Tim^s. Wade said 1965
to 1967 was a turning point where, "the civil rights period
of the '60's was moving into the women's movement of the
'70's."

In 1972, Wade and 17 other women employees at the
Times began to challenge the male stronghold on that in-
stitution by compiling payroll data which revealed that
merit pay raises, which were beyond union regulation,
were going to men. The 27 female general assignment
reporters in the city room were being paid $59 per week
less than the male general assignment reporters, she said.

In preparing a regression analysis, which measures the
pay differentials, Wade said the woman who was compos-

ing the chart came into the room where they were working
and told them she was out of diagonally-striped tape used
to show pay scales of men. When they looked at the chart
and saw the differences between the pay for males and
females, they realized why they had run out of tape Wade
said.

Also in 1972, the classified advertisements in the Times
were de-sexed and male secretaries were being hired
"But everything was wrong," Wade said.

She recounted the story of Maureen Orcott, the
secretary to the Sports Editor and a champion golfer who
covered the tournaments in which she played and was paid
half of what men in the Sports department were being

"They should have had someone out there covering
Maureen Orcott," Wade said.

In addition, she said, there were no women
photographers and no women Arts editors despite the fact
that more female art directors than male art directors
were being turned out of the New York schools.
"We began to see ourselves with new eyes, and we

began to push," Wade said.

On Memorial Day of 1972, Wade and 79 other women at
the Txm^s sent a letter to the publisher. Two meetings
with him followed.

"Perhaps they were
perhaps not," she said.

conciousness-raising for him.

By the time the complaint the women filed with the
Equal Economic Opportunity Council reached the New
York Courts in 1974, a woman had been promoted to the
Opinion/Editorial department of the Tim^s.

The suit was settled in favor of the Times women. Even
though Times management made the most conspicuous
gesture possible to silence critics by naming a woman
Sports Editor. Wade said, "We got a good settlement."

Wade said "all of us named in the suit suffered some
form of oppression."

"We underestimate the amount of history we've lived,"
she said.

Wade said the outlook for women in the 80's is grim
because, "The climate in the country is shriveling away
from change," and she added that "The revolution is g()-
ing to have to be made again by people like you who are
unhappy. ...I've fought my battle, she said.

TicktT OutIcts:
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DVP
Outside Proposal Meeting^ will be
held on Wednesday, Dec. 2, 1981
at 7:00 pm. (Room wiU be posted on CC schediUe)

Proposal forms are available in
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NO LATER THAN Monday Nov. 30

at 5:00 p.m.
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ARCONpaves the way for freshmen
By ANNE MCCRORY
Collegian Correspondent

"The area to the right is not Springfield, it's Southwest
Residential Area," said ARCON tour guide Peter Buckley.

"That's the wild place, isn't it?" said one senior high
school student on the tour.

"I don't want to term it the wild place,' it's just a Uttle
more active." Buckley said.

ARCON. a Greek word meaning "leader." is a group of
23 UMass students responsible for showing visitors,
particularly high school students, around campus.
"They fill a vital function to the university," said Robert

N. Brooks, associate dean of students. ARCON is a service
of the public affairs department advised by Cheryl Walsh,
assistant director of the department.

AfiCON" guides, or simply "ARCONS"" must be able to
"stand up under pressure" and "be able to handle them
selves on tours.

" said ARCON president Audrey Zaccone
and chairman Jeff Taylor.

"Sometimes people can really put you on the spot."
Zaccone said, citing issues such as sex and drugs on
campus.

Questions are often raised regarding "the 'zoo Mass'
motif," Buckley said. "I try to dispell any adverse publicity
we receive."

ARCON "personalizes" the university by enabling
visitors to talk with students here. Brooks said. Zaccone
agreed that the largeness of the school may "inhibit
students from applying," but stressed that there is "so
much more offered here" in terms of different kinds of
people and activities. The ARCONS are *re"ally dedicated
to selUng the school, they enjoy learning and sharing in-
formation, she said.

-It's like 23 selling for 23.000." Taylor added.
Arcons earn a "Highest Accomodation" award from the

Chancellor at the end of the year in recognition of their
services. Taylor said. Although this is the only official form
of thanks they receive. Zaccone noted that visitors are
appreciative and sometimes even invite the guides to lunch
after a tour.

"We (too) are deUghted to have them," Brooks said.
"Feedback from parents and students has always been
commendatory."
News releases from the UMass news bureau assist the

arcons in keeping up to date on current school issues, said
Carla Termini, a public affairs office assistant and former
ARCON. The recent evaluation of the Graduate Research
Center, the co-ed bathroom controversy, and rape are the
situations most frequently brought up by tourists, Buckley
said, although visitors are often from out-of-state and are
not aware of the issues.

ARCON membership is limited to juniors in the Greek
system because "they started it (the guide service) and it's

just tradition," said Zaccone.
"Applicants are carefully screened to ascertain

knowledge, interest in the University and the ability to
articulate these qualities," said Brooks. Selection is

"rigorous," he said.

A panel of former ARCONS, alumni and administrators
ask "substantial questions" in "tour situations" to
determine their knowledge and competence. Taylor said.
A squad of 22 ARCONS - 11 male, 11 femald are chosen
along with five alternates, he said.

An orientation session led by administrators Brooks,
College of Arts and Sciences Dean James Shaw, and Dave
Taggart, director of admissions, is given in the fall prior to
u.e beginning of the semester, said Termini.
ARCON originated "in the middle 60s at a time when the

interest and visibility in the University increased
dramatically in the state, " Brooks said. "Incredibly large
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numbers of visitors and applicants came to campus and we
needed a structural organization to present the campus
and offerings and opportunities to the visitors. The
organization (guide service) was created to fill this need."

Brooks also said that the staff member who started the

guide service was a fraternity advisor, and thus the system
has been "Greek-rooted" from the beginning. However,
the fact that the tours are run by Greeks does not mean the
fraternity system receives additional endorsement during

the tour.

Taylor said that he mentions fraternities as a sixth living

option at the university, but if someone had additional

questions on the system, he talks to them individually after

the tour.

Tours leave the Campus Center on weekdays at 1:30 and
2:30 p.m.; at 11 a.m. and noon on Saturdays; and at 1 and 2
p.m. on Sundays. The Saturday tour at 11 a.m. loUows an
admissions information session and is the largest, with up
to 200 people, Taylor said. All tours are general and follow

a basic circular route around the main buildings on campus.
The tour la.sts approximately one hour.

ARCON is a Registered Student Organization (RSO) and
receives a budget from the public affairs office. Additional

funds come from the alumni society. Zaccone said, and are

used to purchase the blue blazers worn by the ARCONS.

Wife may go to Oiina

in search d lost pilot

RANDOLPH (AP) — Maureen Dunn says she stiU might
go to China to question the pilots who shot down her Navy
flyer husband 13 years ago. even though the Navy believes
he is dead.

Mrs. Dunn said she was notified Friday that Navy
Secretary John Lehman had changed her husband's status
from "missing in action" to "presumed dead."

Lt. Cmdr. Joseph P. Dunn was shot down five mfles off
the Chinese island of Hainan, but Mrs. Dunn said he
reportedly parachuted into the sea, inflated his life raft and
activated his emergency beeper. She said the Chinese
ambassador to the United States made arrangements for
her to travel to China, at her request, last September.

"But the Navy notified me the status review meeting in
my husband's case was scheduled in Washington at the
same time," she told a news conference Saturday. "I asked
that the meeting be postponed until I returned in October
with possibly more information in the case, but the Navy
refused."

The Boston Globe quoted an unidentified Defense
Department spokesman as saying a department review
board of officers and the secreUry of the Navy "concurred
that there was no evidence that Dunn was still alive."

Mrs. Dunn accused the Carter administration of "offering
only vebal assistance" in pressing for information on the
American's still missing in Southeast Asia.

"Carter put the search by the wives, families and loved
ones of the MIA's back four years," she said.

Also attending the news conference was Dunn's 80-year-
old father, Henry P. Dunn of Hingham, and Dunn's 14-
year old son, Joseph P. Dunn Jr., who said he couldn't
remember ever seeing his father. "I was too young when
he went off to war," he said.

The break in a day
that can make your day

Lunch at the Top of the Campus Restaurant

^

^ Top of the (ampus
I^tauraiut ai\fi Ipiinge

yI
Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center

University of MawuichuticttA at Amhcret

Serving a varied menu from 1 1 :30 am until 2 pm Monday - Friday
* 10% UMass student discount with valid ID

* Validated parking in the Campus Center Garage

It's better than you can imagine
It's less expensive than you think

For Your Late Evening
MUNrJHIES

I

Stuffed Clams

-

Stuffed Mushroom Caps
Mushrooms Scampi
Shrimp Cocktail
Garlic Bread
Onion Rings
O'MaUey's Treats
Hash Puppy
Cheese 'n Crackers
Veggie Dip

-PLUS FULL SERVICE BAR-
SEE YOU THERE!

UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST
549-5861
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Letters

{

Is G. H. condoning rape?
To the Editor:

I would like to respond to the recent editorials by Mary
Beth Herbert and Dave Cline. "General Hospital: romantic
or a sacred cow?" (Nov. 19). I am disgusted and appalled at
the tremendous attention that has been given to this soap
opera.

As far as I am concerned. General Hospital is publicly
accepting, legitimizing and condoning rape through the
ultimate consummation of marriage. Great! Laura Baldwin
"matured" (as Mary Beth said) and can now feel good about
the fact she was raped. She is now so mature that she can
"forgive and forget" the man who has sexually violated her
body. Is that an act that we should allow to be forgiven and
forgotten? Does that mean we. women in society, are
chronically immature if we are unable to do this, "forgive
and forget?"

Rape is not a trivial matter. The material (i.e. garbage)
that IS being fed to us (i.e. mass culture) through
television, movies, etc.. is consumed so fast, and at such a
deep subconscious level, most viewers don't even realize
that it has been internalized.

The media continues to show us scenes of women being
sexually assaulted and raped. For example, take one scene
from "Gone With the Wind." We see Rhett carry Scarlett
up the stairs as she is violently screaming, kicking and
trying to escape. This insinuates that she is being taken to
the bedroom for his pleasure, obviously not hers! In the
very next scene, we see Scarlett lying in bed with a smile
and a look of satisfaction.

What is this telling us about sex? What kind of message is
this conveying about the relations between men and
women? Again, it is the same old story: "She really wanted
it, anyway" and "see. she even enjoyed herself."
Time and time again we see scenes such as this depicting
women putting up a struggle followed by smiles, laughter
and love-making. Is this your reality? Who's reality is this?
No wonder a lot of men believe "no" means "yes", and

that when a woman puts up a fight it is an indication that
she really wants to go to bed with him. It is no wonder that
women feel responsible for being raped; are they not made
out to be crazy if they did not enjoy themselves?
General Hospital and "Gone With the Wind" are only two

examples of publicly condoned rape. We need to look
critically at television and cinema to analyze what is being
shown to us. No longer can we tolerate this kind of art(?)!

Mindy Scharlin

Amherst

Questioning Sands' credentials
To the Editor:

The Collegian, in its usual groping in the dark news
reporting style, has neglected to cover the resignation of a
student senator.

Isobel Taylor, an off campus senator in the undergraduate
student senate, resigned almost two weeks ago to protest
the use of Student Government Association money to bring
Sean Sands to speak on campus. Miss Taylor, who lived in
Dublin for a year attending Trinity College to study the
Irish problems, felt that the SGA could use the funds in
better ways for the students, that Sean Sands, brother of a
convicted terrorist, Bobby Sands, had scanty credentials
as a knowledgeable speaker, and that the possibility that
the stipend, or a portion thereof, might end up in the hands
of the Irish Republican Army, a terrorist organization, was '

too great to warrant spending the money.
The SGA has asked for an increase in our fees to help pay

for services, and it usually spends our money with com
petence and research. In this case it did not. TheRadical
Student- Union •approached the -senate -with- a -pequest -of

$300 plus expenses only a week before Sands was to come
to UMass. The senate gave the total amount, without
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not be published. F^lease type double spaced at «7
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CIA security

makes citizens

feel insecure
Since the end of the Nixon administration, the

mtelligence-gatherinK organizations in this country, such
as the Central Intelligence Agency and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, have been limited in what they
can and cannot do. Reports of illegal wire-taps, o[.ening of
private mail, questionable smear campaigns against in
dividuals and organizations, and an assortment of illegal
acts omimited by the CIA & FBI have been splaslie.l
across the front pages in recent years. .As a result, Con-
gress passed the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and
the Privacy Act to protect individuals from illegal
surveilance and to aid citizens in obtaining classified infor-
mation. The CIA and the FBI them.selves were opened to
public scrutiny; the naticm could now see what they have
k'en doinir. thus limitinir their activities.

Randolph T. Holhut

careful consideration, though with much debate. HoweverSGA complains of too little money. When a bonafide and
entertaining student group asks for money, such as the
Marching Band did earlier this year, it gets only a portion
ol that amount. Is this careful spending?

Sean Sands' credentials are also lacking. He lived in
Ireland and was the brother of Bobby Sands, the convicted
IRA terrorist who starved himself to death earlier this
year. His views of the problems in that country, therefore
would be narrow to say the least. Should we. as students
pursuing an education, pay our hard earned dollas to hear
the narrow view? If we must pay for speakers on Ireland
let us pay for enlightened, educated speakers - perhaps a
political science professor or history professor who has
researched the Irish troubles.

There is no proof that this money will not go to the IRA.
The Radical Student Union spokesman claimed that the
money would be donated to a community center, but Sands
travelled all over the United States and received $500plus
expenses for each lecture he made. Presumably he made
thousands of dollars. We don't want to be presumptuous,
but how much money does this "community center" need?
Also, isn't it possible that the community center has ties
with the IRA? Perhaps this money won't go to the IRA
but the possibility is there, and we. as students, agree with
Isobel s protest because we don't want our money to go to a
terrorist organization.

We charge the CoUegian. our student paper, as negligent
for not reporting this event. We hope that our letter will be
published to rectify the situation and bring pertinent news
to the student body about how its funds are used.

Ed Baker
William Taylor
Nathan Shafner
Northampton

Ratio shows discrepancy

To the Editor:

As a student at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst interested in seeing Title IX (Women's
Educational Equity Program) survive the current ad
ministration in Washington. I would like to know what
your editorial policy is regarding the reporting of UMass
women's team sports news.
A quick glance and an admittedly unofficial count of

articles and photographs in the CoUegian so far this
academic year shows a ratio of about two to one in favor of
the reporting of men's team sports. This startHng ratio
does not bode well for sex equity.
I would be interested in a published response, as I am

sure others on campus are also curious about the
discrepancy.

Deborah L. Kehne
Amherst

But in the Reagan administration's desire to get govern-
ment off the hacks of the people and reduce unneeded
regulation, they would like to dilute or eliminate the P^OI A
and the Privacy Act, as well as turn loose the CIA to do
domestic surveilance.

Evidently we haven't learned from the lessons of the
sixties and early seventies. During that time these agen-
cies were violating the civil liberties of countless innocent
Americans in the name of national security. Do we really
need a replay of that paranoia?
Granted, the spectre of international terrorism looms

large over the world. There are organizations in this coun-
try that have dubious purposes, but there is no need to
violate the rights of many searching for a few.
Thanks to the FOIA, Americans can have a greater in-

sight into our government, an organization which after all.
exists to serve the people. The federal government wants
to close that door in the interests of national security. Will
the interests of national security be .served if people who
have an interest in government cannot obtain needed infor-
mation? Will the interests of national security l)e served if

documents and intelligence gathered by government agen-
cies are not available for public inspection? Will these in-
terests be served by using these documents against in-
dividuals without their consent? These scenarios would
become reality if the FOIA and the Privacy Act are repeal-
ed. In other words, back to the bad old days when Big
Government had us all by the balls.

If this is supposed to be a free state, I think we should all

be able to live without the fear of someone looking over
our shoulders checking to see if the lives we are living
meet the standards of the FBI, the CIA and Ronald
Reagan. I think the euphemism "national .security" has
been over-used in the efforts of our government to ra-

tionalize spying on private citizens. If they are really in-
terested in maintaining "national security,'' let's keep the
intelligence community under guard so they are not mak-
ing American citizens feel insecure.
Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian Cntutntiis/.
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5.6
1

1.2

3,4
1

1.2,3
4

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1-6

I

497

I

2
3

4.11
5

6,9.10
7. If

8.13, 15

12

14

5,6
7. ft

8I0CHM
^20 1,2

523 1

BOTANY
100

101

175
225
226

485
510
51IA
511B
512
521
531

lA

28
lA
28

1

1

2

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

20
20
20

1

20

1

15

2f'

23

I

1

20

23

9
18

1

3

22

9

15

14

20

1

17

2

U

7

12

2
7

6
20
1

23

22
12
11

16

14

5
8
18

19

10
11

8

12

S

8

16
22

3

12

16
4

3

10

4

10

22
6

12

12

10
14

11

17

4
22
10
7

21

2
13

3

4

16
4

15
7

17
4

22
5
A

22
16

16

10

12

7

- « • • « .

C E

201
240
241

260
270
310
321

331

332
333
334
342
357
360
370
420
523
540
541
545
559
565
570
572
577

CH E

225

325
330
334
397A
420
444

CHEM

101

107

111

112
113
250
261A
2618
262
263A
265
315
471

473
475
513
SIS

SSI

552
584

CHIiISC

120

asics
100
103
224
26S

COINS
201
250
287
306
320
501
502

-4

.2

,2

.2

,2

-3

1

1

1,2
1

1

1

1

CO^CIS 310 1

311
313
416
491A
580

COMLIT
102
105

m
STU 150

226
234
240
250

260
262
266
310
340
546
590A

DANISH
126

DUTCH
no
230

ECE
211
212
214

221
* • 2 » « *

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1-3

1,2
1

2

5.6
7

6
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,2

19
10

1

2

20
23
12

5
19
8
11
20-

9

1

5
18
22
12

7

1

6
4
3

13
8

10
6
18
17
11
2
16
6

IS
13

13

13

2
21
14

11
18
19

4
8
14

17
12
7

IS

1

19
3

IS
14

14
16
21

S

18
12
2
20
15
8
23

14
18
1

5
22

2

10
18
23
7

7
19
18
22
4

8
16
5
4
23
3

1

2
2

14

20
18

19

10

6

9

FALL 1981 FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
:CE(Cont.)

222
313
315
331
357
361
397A
512
544
560
566
571
580
584

ECON

103A
1038
103C
1030
103E
103H
104A
104B
104C
105
141
203
203H
204

205

306
311
321
342
361
362
366
371
451
«91A
505
513
S31

532
542
5ft?

EOUC P

551
ENGIN

103.

NGL
125
140
142
152
161

164
171
172H
180B
203
211
214
221

221H
261

272
273

279
2808
28 lA
297A
344
351

NT
526

INVDES

305
477
543

IfCSC I

130

210
259
304

3058
390A

3906

478

•SR EC

I
SOS

S07

S15

S17

1?1

211

CNVSCI 503

I
515

F&R EC(Cont.)

14

11

.2 12

19

17

17

8

22

10

14

10

7
c

15

23

9

7

5
A

18

8
8

22

20

13

18

19

8

11

2

6

22

4
20

8

7

14
7

5

4
19
12

13

14

1

8

21

S
16

19

20
3

15

3
5

16

16

21

8
,6

4

13

18
14

2

20
8
18

3

12

18

13

13

4

22

19

19

18

1

14

14

1

20
3

10

23

21

18

14

12

4

1

19

1

8
10

5

5

17

5

r

241
305
321

323
443
471
472

FD ENG
SOI
S03
S09
bl2
S13
256
281
565
575
590A

FISH
571

FOREST
426
436

FPTECH
S17

FRENCH
110
113
120
126H
130

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.2
1

1

1

142
143
144

145
146
147

150
ISl

m

1-16

1,2
1-12
1

1,15
2,8,9
3,13
4

5.10
6
7

11

12
14
1

1

1

2
3
1.2
1

1

2
1

1

2
1

10 FRENCH (Cont.)

221H
222
271
281H
361
369H
373
475

FSIN

101
102
130
210
230
29QA
465
467
467A
502
524
541
561
577
579
581
584

GB FIN
260

301

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

302
303
310
320
330
331
362
370
475

1.2
3,4,5,
S 10
7,8
1

2,6,7
4

5

8
9

•

1,2
1,2
1

1 '

1.2
1

1

1

1

:eog

145

155
350
370

420
466

494A

6
20

3

4

12

12

13

20
11

1

12

9

S
6

6
19

12

10

15

20

9
2

17

15

20

12

17

8

10

22
15

2

9

6

9

12

6

17

12

9

22

20
12

20
23

20
22

23
8
10

9
9

3

4
17

1.2 14
16
11

4
7

18
!• 3

13
13
23
21
11

16
8
12

15

5

11

17

15

16

8
17

14
4

1

8
19

7

10

1

5

12
16
7

21
23
10
21

7
19

11

r

6E0L

100
101

105
106
310
320
330
340
445
550
562
S90A

GER^N
110

120

126

230

232

234
238

240

261
265
290C
310
314
325
341
403

GREEK
126

210
HEBREW

101

201

I.

iS't^^Sn^riig^j;:,";?"
'"''"'' ''' ""'^"«' "> «"" '^^" «"'--<"9

SiOOam

10:30aRi

1:30pm

4:00pm

COURSE

ACCTG
III

GEtVIAN

230

WED
DEC. 16

1

2<-

3

4

THURS
DEC. 17

5

6

li

8

FRI SAT MON TUES
DEC. 18 DEC. 19 DEC. 21 DEC. 22

SECTION

1.9

NKTG
425

WTE:

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

r>i7

18

19

20

J^^

21

22

23

24

PERIOD

4—20 implies that sections 1 and 9 of
ACCTG 221 will be examined on MON.
DEC. 21 at 4:00pm.

Implies that GERMAN 230, section 1 will
be examined on WED., DEC. 16 at 10:30am.

•17 Implies that GERMAN 230, section 2 will
be examined on MON., DEC. 21 at 8:00am.

-7 implies that only section 2 of MKTG 425
will have an exam, and it will be on
THURS., DEC. 17 at 1:30pm.

WKEW SECnOH NUUBtiJiS WITHIN A COURSE ARE LISTEP, ASSUME THAT
ANY UNLISTEV SECTION IS HOT SCHEW/LEP FOR AW EXAM.

II.

III.

See your instructor for information on the place of examination. He or
she will NOT have this information before Dec. 4, 1981.

CONFLICTS or MORE THAN TWO EXAMINATIONS IN ONE DAY. Students who have
conflicts in their examination schedule (as published in this schedule)
or who have more than two examinations scheduled for one calendar day,
^My report to the Schedule Office (168 Whitmore) for resolution of these
problems.

THE SOfEOUlE OFFICE OflLL WT_ f<SSlST IN RESOLVING PROBLEMS UNLESS THEV ARE
REPPRTEP ON OR BEFORE PECEM8ER 4, 1 911 . PLEASE REVIEW THIS SCHEVULE CAREFULLV.

1

1.2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

lA
28
3C
40,10J
5E
6F

7a
8H,9I
lA

6
C

D
E

-4

,2

22
6

21
3

IS
7

20
4
3
1

13
3

22
20
21
8
10
6
2

16
6

21
5

7

12

6

2
17

5

16
5
9
1

20
22
3

10
7

IS
12
6
12
14
9
3

2
8

6

6

WST

100

101
110
115

120
130

140

141

150
150
150

ISl

282G

2848

300
302

30t
31$
322

334
336
337
344
345
350
353

361
369
372
374

378
380
381
3971

400
JpM EC

65

276
355

590E
S90F

lA

2
3
4
1

1

1

1

1

1

2
3
1A.2

3
lA
28
30
4
50
lA

26
C

26S

a7c

5

8
20

21
6
14
21
6
2

15

21
6
6
5

18
7

21
19
17

4
16

10
6
10
6
10
13
23
1

12

23
14
17

2

18

3
19
18

16

10
I

iQ

21

4
9

22

11

3

9
21

4

8

MONEC(Cofit.)

5906

MRTA
108

I

I

ai

220
292A
300
310
SM

34S
367
3910
391E
393A

HUMUEV
210
270
48X
490X

E

251
464
460
471
478
479
520
556
577
590Q
590R

ITAL

110
126
130
146H
281H

JAPAN

«'^
202.

235
juoak:

101
200

i>r AM
3928

LATCN
no

1

1

1

2
1

1

1

1.2
1

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1.2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1-S
1

1.2
2

1

1

1

1-3

1

1

1-13

16
14

5
16
17

10
23
21
15

18
5

9
1

4
7

20
16

16

1

19
21

23
5

2
9
18
1
^

17

4

9
15

15

1

9

16

1

15

6
8

17

120
130
14«C
220

LD UPR
SOIA
SOIB
SOIC
SOlO
S03A
3038
S03C

LEGAL
250

LING
101

LS«R
371
372

M E

102
201
210
211
213
230
310
311
*' •>

30
3*n

j41

JSi
^85

40c
570
573
575
581
590F
^OOG
S90ri

S03
104
104A
104M
104S
106
107

UOS
113
120

17
9
U
9

4
4
4
4
16
16
16

20

21
8

7^
4
8
8

23
3

6

14

1

10
2
3

23
8
16
10
19

9
9
6
1

7

1ft

19
19
19

19

1

12

5

22
-9N,10A, 2|
IB

7N

5N

9N

MATHfrjnt.

121

127

. 127A
128

131

I3in
131T
132
229
233

1-6

1-8N,9A,
lOB
1

1,2N
3N

4N,7N
5,6N
1-19,20-
26N
1

1

1-9

1

19

1

1

23
12

1

15

11

11
11

14

12
1.4,7,9.10 15

234
k;3S

236
411
421
431

431C
441
451
532
581

MGT

301

314

330
331

347

365
442
444

NICBIU

155

155A

2

5,6
8,14
11

12.13
i

1

2
3
1-4

1

1

1.2
3
4
1

1

1.2
1

1

1

2
.1.5

2,3,4
1

2

3

2

3

1

1

1

MICBlU(Cont.}
160 1

540 1

560 1

MILSCI
142

190H

212

312

412

HKTG
301
341
410

412

422
42S
437

MUSIC
112

200
212
300
522
523

nakest

100
NEAiT

100
3971

NS«M
197A
1978

NURSE

100
200
210
300
330
425
430
490X

PEP

211
310

1

2
1

2
1

2
1

2
1

1.2
1.2
1.2
3

1,2
3

1-3

2

1

1,2
3

1

1.2
1

1

1

1

1

1

23
18

14

7

6
12

15

15

3
4
5

22
3

16

22
3
18
19

21

2
10

23
10
18
4

5

5

1

17
10
6
2

20

18

15

5
20
1.7

1

10

16

5

10

13

21

6
8

13

20
13
14

22
1

19

7

21

13

6

9

3

21

15

13

12

2

IS

19

19

17

2

23

22

15

5

f
1

3

4

PHIL

100

110

160

162
220
280
336
513
550
562
5ft4

593C

PHYSIC
100
116
119
141
142
161
162
171
263
273
300
343
421
424
530
531
564
590C

PLPATH
S03
S04
500
540

PLSOIL
SOI
S03
SOS
S09
Sll
S13
S15

!>33

537
S39
100
lOS
110
200
205
215
255
530
540
555
575

POLISH
101
201
250

POLSCI
101

111

121

131A
141H
151A
1518
161A
203
208
219
249
255
280
302
305
308
317
320

336
337
340
350
354H
356
360
361
363
371

3971
524

lA

28

.3

,2

lA

28
4
1

2

lA

3

1

1

1

1.2
lA

1

1

2

I

1.2
1

1,2
1

1

1

1.2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

I

16

23
4

6
3

3

22
5

5

22
2
3
IS
7
16
10
22

11

5

15
2

2
1

17

23
2

17
14
15
6

22
7

2
11

4

21

7

15
10

13

1

8
14

20
15

±
22
23
17
16
8
12
8
14

4
7
1

2
3
5

12
18
23

18
7

12
10
21
21
1

14
14
22
23
IS
4
SO
5
1

21
19
IS
23
11

14
19

11
6
2
7

11
4
S

20
17
13

5

3

•••••••••*•****

PORT

110
120

PS E

590C

PSYCH

100A
100B
lOOC
1000
105
11QA
1106
HOC
1100
150A
150B
1500
20SA
207

240A
2406
240C
241

280A
280B
315A
32QA
330A
335A
3S0A
3506
355
36QA
37QA
390A
486
590J

i 5900_
PUB HL

123
301

320
330
331

360
361

3908
540
564

PUB HL(Cont.
566
5908
S90C
5906
S90I

RHET

1008 2

2

1

RUSS
101

102
111

197A
201
255
301

S BA
523
S41

59QA

SOCIOL
102
102H
103

103H
104

104H
105

10SN
106
107

107H
110
201

-3

A
28

201H

21 1A
211B
220
221

222

1

2

15
19

15
7

21

20
to
If
21

•
20
4
20
6
2
1

IS
11

11

2
21

IS
10
3
19
12
13
21

17
14
20
2

4
8
23

'

19
17

8
6'

6
20
10
19
4
16

t

17
3
2

*

IS

10
10
22

I
14
If

If
9u

5
5

22
7

22
21

21

If
f
f
16
23
23
22
2
7

2
7

1

23
IS
f
If

SPAN

223

223H
240
241

241H
242

242H
261

307

311

325

381

381H
383

388

440
442
481

491

A

560

I

H05

no 1-32
120 1-17
126 1.3
130 1-19
140 1-11

1908

220
221

2908

SPORST
ISO

150A
191A
200
201

202

391

A

397A
565

STAT IS

121

12m
140

415
416
481

4978

WEOSH
126

«ATR
100

120
160

221H
262

UOTECH
401 1

403 1

WILOLF
261

A

1

261

B

1

496F 1

ZOOL
101

102 1.2
103

190A
235
245
250
261

276
339
510
521

523
531
534
537
540
550
560
560A
566
572
580

3N

.5N

.2N.3N.

.58

3
3
13

22

4
22
K
16

8

13

8

8

20
20
15

16

19
14

10

19
3

n
9
10
22

9
9
9
12

19
23

23

21

18

14

8
22

15

19

5

15

1

10
3

23

11

7

8

10

3

4
22

8
1

18

7

21

21

1

3
3

22
21
16
5

11
20
17
10
22
10
12
17
11

18
19
5

10
15
14

9
S
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loCoHegian,

CIA director keeps control
over large investment portfolio

Monday, November 23, 1981

WASHL.'GTON (AP) - CIA Director William J. Casey
one of a handful of men with broad access to the govern-
ment s secret data on international economic develop-
ments, has reversed the practice of his two predecessors
and kept control of his personal stock holdines.
Casey and his wife own stock worth at least $1.8 million,

and perhaps more than $3.4 million, in 27 corporations with
major foreign operations.

Many of the firms are involved with oil. natural gas and
strategic minerals and operate in nations of deep interest
to U.i>. intelligence.

Unlike Casey, others with access to closely held
economic secrets - including President Reagan, Vice
I resident George Bush, Secretary of State Alexander M
Haig Jr and Treasury Secretary Donald T. Regan -

placed theu- holdings in blind trusts. Secretary of Defense
Caspar U einberger divested his stock in companies which
do business with the Pentagon, but he did not create a
blind trust.

Casey, whose past business dealings are under in-
vestigation by the Senate Intelligence Committee
maintains ultimate control over his stocks although anm vestment adviser handles day-to-day management of the
portfolio, according to CIA general counsel Stanley

Speaking for Casey. Sporkin said the adviser has bought
and sold stock on Casey's behalf since the former WaU
Street attorney took over at the CIA last January. Sporkin
said Casey was not aware of what had been purchased, but
the CIA counsel said he could not say Casey was unaware
ot what had been sold.

He declined to identify any Casey stocks bought or sold,
but noted that the law requires incumbent officials by May
15 of each year to disclose the value, within broad ranges,
of each stock transaction during the previous year.

Many Casey investments are with firms whose trading
onces could rise and fall on international developments.
For instance. Casey owns more than $250,000 in Superior
Oil Co.. which deals with tne Abu Dhabi government on
how much oil Superior can pump in the Persian Gulf.
Superior also has been negotiating with Thailand on the
sale of natural gas and the firm has an interest in a South
African platinum subsidiary.

\u^.^^
presidential order and existing regulations

prohibit federal employees from using non public in-
lornialion obtained through their government work "for
the purpose of furthering a private interest." In addition
existing government-wide regulations on ethical conduct
say an employee shall avoid any action, whether or not
specifically prohibited ... which might result in or create
the appearance of using public office for private gain

"

FALL
SPECIAL
Hooded Pullover

$13.95
Reg 18.95

T?inr> niAr^n,^^ <^""«'Ki«n ph>'lo bv Kandv Chan*

fire, Peter Sosna gives a demonstration of his
talent yesterday afternoon in the Campus Center
concourse. Sosna hosted Amateur Night at the
Blue Wall last night.

PACESETTER

Slip into class in a trim looking hooded
pullover. 50% cresland acrylic/ 50% cotton
fleece. Full drawstring hood and pouch front
pocket. Two-color set-on accent sleeve stripes
and two-color ribbed waistband - S-M-L-XL
Body/stripes

Gunmetal/Navy/Gold
Gunmetal / Scarlet/ Navy
SALE PRICE $13.95
Reg. 18.95

Matching Sweat Pants

50% cresland acrylic/ 50% fleece. Flair leg
pant with contrasting set-on side seam Stripes
- tunneled elastic waistband. Left rear patch
pocket S-M-L-XL
Body/ Stripes

Gunmetal /Navy
Gunmetal/ Scarlet

$11.95

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

1

1
n ILmb«4 tin thn C«mpin PtnitrJ Ainivt iQl M9M 1 1

1

Matching

Ponts

MONDAY NITE

FOOTBALL SPECIAL

B

Pitcher of Deer $2.50
(Dud, Miller, Miller Lite)

Dottles of Miller, Miller Lite 95c
Dottles of Dud $1.00

Droft55c Molson1.05

COME JOIN THE CROWD
07 M. Pleosont St., Amherst

s
I
I

s

^^%
4^^^ .',:>

STRIDER PANT

Mtilllfiili M

Tht CollcqiAN XwAs
SboppER is coiHiNq

Dec. 7Rd

RiSCRVC AdvCRTISINq
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ACROSS
1 Pequod's captain
5 Floats

10 Neighbor of US
14 Equine hybrid
15 Extents
16 Enameled

metalwork
17 Relatives of

mutual funds
20 North Carolinian
21 Forearm supports
22 Sooner than
23 d'Azur
25 Convent superior
29 Be a member of

33 French cheese
34 Letter part,

in printing

35 Author Santha
Rama

36 Police equipment
40 not what

your country..."

41 foot oil

42 Chess term
43 Abridges
45 Puttee

47 Shaw s' and
the Man

48 Held a meeting
49 Musical heroine
52 Marley's

partner

5t Side street

oases
60 • —,- small world
61 Childish

complaint

62 North Sea
feeder

63 Fisheating diver

64 Sea duck
65 Fashionable

London park

DOWN
1 Henri's friend

2 Chase
3 Part of TAE
4 Canned stuff

5 Singer Ethel

6 Napoleon's force
7 Handle
8 Shoe shade
9 Concorde, (or

short

10 Purloined
11 Tree of the

East Indies
12 To the. in

Italia

13 Hodgepodge
'8 " the darling

of my heart..
"

19 Postpone
23 Mackerel
24 Medley

25 Persian shah. 1587
26 Thicket

" 27 Silvers sergeant
28 Conger
29 Parks and others
30 Word with Dane

or Divide

31 Savor
32 Kind of space
34 Pairs of horses
37 Catch
38 Abound
39 Where Stone-

wall
" Jackson

taught: Abbf.
44 Wicker
45 Highest order of

British knighthood
46 On the summit
48 Act part

49 Everyman's
problem

50 Interdiction

51 This

sudden'

'

52 Slip sideways
53 Attestation of

truth

54 Zane or Jane
55 Supplemented

(with out")

57 Part of lOU
58 Sigma
59 Oir SF to LA

Collegian members

There will be a mandatory seminar of-

fered Monday night, Nov. 23 at 6:30 on sex-
ism. This is one of the three mandatory
seminars offered this semester. You need
only attend one of the three. Dates for the
racism and anti-semitism seminars will be
announced shorty. Please sign up for the
seminar with Rich Nagle or Eileen Galligan
before the 23rd, or call if you have any
questions. Come to the office 15 minutes
early when the location will be announced.
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WEATHER
Mostly sunny today. Highs

40 to 45 except upper 30s
western hills. Clear tonight.

Lows in the low 30s along

the coast and in the 20s
inland. Tomorrow,
becoming cloudy with rain

or snow late in the day.

Highs 40 to 45.
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BERMUDAr CRIMSON
\

TRAVEL
SERVICE Fort Lauderdale (Nassau/Freeport Cruise)

Disney • Santo Domingo • Puerto Rico
CRIMSON TRAVEL

Tour Includes:
College Winter and Spring Break Tours

• Round-trip airfare from $269
• 7 nights accommodations
• Taxi transfers A
• FREE parties, cruises, £r lunches //))

in Bermuda "^ ^
• Services of a Crimson Travel Escort

Don't Wait! SPACE IS LIMITED
For more information: Call your Campus Representatives

Pam or Sharon at 256-8775 )l

The GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE
Is Inviting pollticoL social,

cultural and academic groups to

submit requests for LINE ITEM
FUNDING for Fiscal year 49dO.
For applications and further in-

formation on the budget pro-

cess, pledse contact Paul Weiss,

GSS Treasurer, 919 Campus
Center, 545-2696. DEADLINE
FOR REQUESTS IS DECEMBER 15.

Amherst
Chinese Food

"Family Style

Cooking"
Mandarin €r

Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon
Specials

from $1.75
Farm Fresh Vegetables
Beer & Wine License •

Sunday Brunch }
All you can eat $4.95 j

62-64 Main St.,

Amherst 253 7S35
CloBed Wednatdayi
Wa uta no MSG or

Artificial Food Coloring

\'
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UMASS SKI CLUB
10th Annual Dush Dosh

SUGARDUSH
Ski & Party Week Jon 24 - i9 Sign-Up ot offic*
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Five College buses

will hot run during

Thanksgiving break

All Five College Van Service wUI stop for
Thanksgiving recess on Tuesday after the
4:10 p.m. trip from Smith College.
Bus Service on Route One will stop for

the Thanksgiving recess on Wednesday,
after the 5:35 p.m. trip from the Campus
Center.

Bus service on Route Two will operate on a
very Umited basis sUrting at 6 p m
Tuesday.

All transportation service will resume
normal operations on Monday, Nov 30
with the regularly scheduled morning trips.'

Filmmaker visits

local area to show
new documentary
Independent filmmaker Ana Maria Garcia

will tour Amherst. Northampton and South
Hadley Dec. 2 and 3 to show excerpts from
her soon-to-be completed documentary on
sterilization abuse of Puerto Rican women,
to Ulk about this problem, and to share her
experiences as a filmmaker.
Sterilization abuse is a problem which

affects mainly poor and Third World
women. It occurs when a person's ability to
conceive children is ended without that
person's freely given and fully informed
consent.

Garcia's hour long documentary "La
Operacion" will examine the economic.

political and personal conditions which have
led to the sterilization of more than one-
third of the women of Puerto Rico, and of
many Hispanic women in New York City.
On Dec. 2 at 3:30 p.m. in room 917 Campus

Center at the University of Massachusetts,
.Garcia will talk about her experiences as a
filmmaker. That same evening at 8 p.m. in
the UMass School of Business
Administration room 116, she will speak on
"How Sterilization Became La Operacion in
Puerto Rico."

On Dec. 3 at 10:30 a.m., she wiU lecture in
room 4 of EmUy Dickinson Hall at Ham-
pshire College. She wiU hold an informal
discussion over lunch at 1 p.m. in the
Florence Heights Community Room. She
will conclude her visit with a talk on "La
Operacion" at Mount Holyoke College's
Betty Shabazz Cultural Center at 4 p.m.
The tour has been planned by Isis, a

Hampshire Franklin county reproductive
rights group, and Casa Latina.

NSP accepts forms

from all applicants

for counseling jobs
Applications are now being accepted for

student counselor positions in the 1982
Summer New Students' Program. The
Program will operate from June 6 throueh
July 23, 1982.

*

Training sessions for the 30 selected
counselors will be held late next semester
and the week of May 31 through June 4.

All positions require residence in an
assigned residence hall and meals in the
dining commons for the nine- week period.
Summer counseling positions require full-

time participation. Summer school courses
cannot be taken.

Interested students may obtain an ap
plication from the New Students Prog
Program, 225 Berkshire House.
Applications must be returned on or before
Feb. 12, 1982. Selections will be announcec
during spring break.

Hormonal disorders

in women discussed ^

at PMS conference
Premenstrual Syndrome (PMS), a

hormonal disorder affecting an estimated
five million American women, will be the
discussed topic at a conference given by the
American PMS Society in December, said
Elaine Moriconi, a spokesperson of the
American PMS Society in Reading, Mass.

MoriCftni said in a press release that the
conference will be held in Cambridge and
wiU cover the social, political and medical
implications of PMS. It is designed to
educate the medical community and social
workers, as well as the public, to recognize
PMS when they encounter it.

Subjects will include how it has caused
discrimination against women, along with
diagnosis and treatment of PMS, she said.
PMS has been discovered to cause for-

merly mistreated or ignored emotional
problems, such as schizophrenia and manic
depressiveness, Morconi said.

Women who suffer from it become
paralyzed by anxieties that descend on
them seemingly without cause. They have
been known to develop drug dependencies,
destroy their relationships with others, fail
m their work, and be labelled as unfit
mothers, she said.

Morconi said PMS is often treated as a
mental disorder, with hospitalization, drugs
or analysis, it goes unrecognized and the
women do their suffering alone in silence.
A variety of experts in hormonal

research will discuss their views on the
problem and implications of PMS, she said.
Also, women's health activists will discuss
the cultural and social impact of men-
struation from the layperson's view.

The conference will be heW at the

Sheraton-Commander Hotel in Cambridge,
from 9a.m. to5p.m. A registration fee of

$35 includes the full-day session, and $15

for the morning session only. For more
information, call (617) 942-0663.

Two feminist artists

to give presentation

at female workshop

Feminist artists Betsy Damen and Susan
Kleckner will give a lecture and presenta-
tion Dec. 3 at 8 p.m., in room 104 of
Thompson Hall at the University of
Massachusetts. They will also offer a
weekend workshop for Women, entitled
"Creativity and Power" on December 5
and 6.

Damon is best known fdi* her perfor-
mances and street pieces. Her work Shrine
for Everywoman, was presented at the
First International Festival of Women Ar-
tists in conjunction with the United
Nation's Mid-Decade Women's Conference
in Copenhagen, Denmark.

Kleckner, film maker and photographer,
founded and taught at the Women's In-
terart Center in New York City. Her films
and photographs have been exhibited at the
Whitney Museum, the Brooklyn Museum
and the Museum of Modern Art in Paris.

The lecture is free and open to the public.
The workshop will cost between $35 and
$45, sliding scale.

For more information or to pre-register

oZ^J^}).^^
^''^"'' ^°"'^^ Jennifer at

^ob-0646.

These events are made possible in part by
Herter Gallery and a grant from the UMass
Arts Council.

Statehouse redistricting moves slowlu
u.V:.?* .^^8:>slature's Congress, which means at least one of its 12 Donnpllv Rn^t.n onH p^..„... t .-._..... t^__--... .

*^_BOSTON (AP) -- The Legislature's
Democratic hierarchy is keeping a tight lid
on the most sensitive political issue of the
year -- congressional re districting.

If party leaders in the House and Senate
stick to the script, something should be
done next month. They know the clock is
runnmg and they know from past ex-
perience that the longer the delay, the
stickier the solution.

Rep. George Keverian. D-Everett.
House chairman of the legislative
redistncting committee, said last week no
meeting has been called to discuss specifics.
He said he was not sure when this would be
done, but indicated it may be very soon

Massachusetts loses a seat in the next

Congress, which means at least one of its 12
U.S. House incumbents is serving a final
term.

While the state's voters will make the
ultimate decision, they can be influenced
rnimeasurably by gerrymandering on
Beacon Hill the additions and sub-
tractions of communities or wards that
become positive or negative campaign
factors.

Drastic changes must be made in the five
districts in Boston and vicinity whose
populations are 60.000 or more below the
new norm of 521,549. These seats are now
held by House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill
Jr., Cambridge, and Reps. Barney Frank,
Newton, John J. Moakley and Brian J

Donnelly, Boston, and Edward J. Markey,
Maiden.
Two other districts are between 50,000

and 60,000 below the norm: the Second
Rep. Edward P. Boland. Springfield, and
the Sixth, Rep. Nicholas Mavroulas,
Peabody. Three others are "light" by 25,000
to .50,000 - the First. Rep. Silvio 0. Conte.
Pittsfield; the Third, Rep. Joseph D. Early

Worcester; and the Fifth. Rep. James M.
dnannon, Lawrence.

ip^k"'^
two have excess population the

i ;u^?A ^^Z^ ^- ^^"*'***' J'-- Cohasset.
and the 10th. Rep. Margaret M. Heckler,
Wellesley.

Conte and Mrs. Heckler are the only
Republicans and normaUy would be con-
sidered prime targets of a gerrymandering
controlled by Democrats.

Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid
Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleasant Street
Amherst^ Mon-Fri 10-5:30 Sat 10-2 256-0710

Use a •

LAP DESK ;
when you sit on the floor I

available at

A.J. HASTINGS :

Newsdealer and Stationer •

45- S. Pleasant St., Amherst J

Want A Career As A Helping
Professional?

The University Health Services is currently
accepting applications for paraprofessional

training as:

Peer Sexuality Educators
Alcohol Peer Educators

Health Aides €r

Healthreach Workers
For information caff 549-2671
or drop by Health Education.

Doonesbury
Drought to you •v^rydoy

by Gorry Trud^ou
ond th«

Massachusetts Dolly Coikglon.

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE ItM

CIqm** b*9ln
' Hov 34 & 0*< 6
fw xhm ion ttMAT

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

In Amherst:
264 N Pleasnt St
(413)253-6108/5283

For Information About
Other Centers in More Then
90 Mator U.S. Citiet A Abroad

Outiida N.y. State

CALL TOLL FREE
l-SOO-fe-t

r
Ti II y u a^s-ji

INTERESTED IN

MOVING TO
DUHERFIELD?

Mandatory
Information

Session

I

-1782

Hampshire Ethical \
Hypnosis Center

Milton H. Askinoss mwnb A.A.E.H.
M»ny of our clients are doctor referrals

• Weight control • Inriprove study • Slop smoking
• Nail biting fiablts • Self confidence
• Improve • Relaxation • Sexual problems
concentretlon • Fear of helghte • F'ear of nymo

• InaomnU . Memory . improve sport*
• Bod wetting Improvement abf|ity

Overcome Agoraphobia
and other Fears, Anxieties, and Phobias

^m or write Tor free brochure
iipeclal Fees • CooMue Students & Senior Clfizens

. Lecture demonstrations
The ^arricli Building, Rte. 9, Hadley, Maaa

3/10 mile Heme. Mafl (Next to Rocky's Hardware)
8<4-t9ie i» Appt. 0r<ly.

Monday
November 23
1961

7:00 pm in the

Outterfield

I Lounge

mmmmmmmmmm
CASH

REWARD
For selling printed
T-Shirts & Athletic

wear to dorms,
frats, sororities

Writ* Dox 029 •

Wor«, MA OlOa2
or pho(t«

(410) 947-5937
for dotollt

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Collegian is

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

AMHERST AUDIO SERVICE

Amherst's established audio service,
formerly located within Amherst Audio, has
relocated. Free Estimates are now
available at Underground Sound Inc., 71
N. Pleasant St., Amherst (across from Fire
Station, in bacl< of build.). We now offers
sales and service of audio equipment, and
we're video venders as well! For any ques-
tions about home hi-fi, car stereo, rock and
roll equipment, commercial sound systems,
or details about free pickup and
delivery, call 253-9507

AUDIO

Bass Speaker - JBL 200 watt 15" w/wo
cab, best offer 546-9154

Excellent Dynaco FM Tuner and Dynaco
Amp needing work $125 586-4395

AUTO FOR SALE

72 VW Beetle low mi. only $1,350.00 70
Cry Newport only $400. call Alex please
549-5347

1970 Ford Mustang good condition, must
sell, $1400 or best offer, call Jim 6-7144

1967 Saab V4 30mpg reliable needs a little

work $500 665-2882

66 VW Beetle for parts, eng. great, low mi
6-5166 BO

BABE

Forgiveness can be the hardest thing
you can give to someone. . .or it can be the
easiest, it all depends on understanding

CALCULATORS

Texas Instruments PC 100C Printer for
use with TI-58 or TI-59. 6 month warranty
$85 6-4001

CHRISTMAS

Tired of the same old gifts? Give the gift
of music - guitar lessons. Student dis-
counts. 546-6684

COUNSELING

Are you gay? Do you think you might be?
Do you know someone gay? Lesbian and
Gay Men's Counseling Collective 545 2645

DO IT!!
~

January Graduates: Have your senior
portrait taken - Do it now 545-2874

FIRE AND FIRST AID UNITS
EMT'S

Meeting for Decembers events Mon
11-23 at 10:00 PM 407N Morill

FOR RENT
Puffton 2 rooms available beginning Jan
1 $70/mt. call 549-4047

For rent Sunderland/Amherst line, 2
bedroom in 3 bedroom apt available Feb. 1

grad student preferred 549-0236

FOR SALE

DennisGIFT IDEA: Portrait Drawings.
Delap, 665-2972

1975 Suzuki GT 390 FULLY assesed 12000
mi. very good condition $650 call Rick
549-1867

Fender Stratocaster $400 665 2241 eves .

Cornell Prints (3) handsomely framed
perfect for Xmas tel 5-2496 or 256-6624

Skimmer 8' fiberglass dinghy asking 300
or best offer. Excellent condition, ready to
row. Call Steve 549-1808

Furniture 4 pee cane lounge as new $110
lounge divan twin beds $40 253-3113

?*°???;-?^"^^"^' '^°"y Hatchet Syracuse
Fn. 11/27 tickets call 256-6802

Clothes, Mens - suits-shirts-jackets-hats-
tlannel pajamas-jeans-alarm clocks-
sweaters-beds-blankets-bed spreads .'rices
reasonable 863 9032

YASHICA FX-2 36mm 3 lenses & ultra
viotet filters 50/28/55 mm $200.oo or BO
Call Pat 549-0469

Gold and Silver chains, earrings, etc at
low, low prices, limited time. Call 256-8 1 20
New Queen or King size waterbed never
opened, 10 year warranty, walnut stained
pine frame, headboard, deck, pedestal
mattress, liner, heater. Originally $330 OO'now $199.00 527-4645, E. Hampton

FOUND
Persian like tiger kitten with white flea
collar in between North and Puffton
Village. Please call 549-6882

GORF
Gorf what you do to us your old roommate
will never know! We love you Robbie
Robert Chris John Paul and the rest

HACKY SACKS
They're Here!! Let the East Coast start
kicking! Get yours today. 546-4777

HELP WANTED
Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchanqe
for meals call 253-9987

Bus Driver-Trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will be accepting applications for our
training program to run thru intersession.
Qualifications include a clean driving record
of 3 years and a committment to work for 1

year apply Monday Eve Nov 2, 1981 at 7 PM
Campus Ctr Room 905-9

Information on Alaskan and Overseas
jobs $20,000 to $50,000 per year possible
call (602) 941-8014 Dept. 6501

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer/year round
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500 - $1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52 MAI, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Environmental Group seeks secretary
to fill vacancy on Executive Board. Send
responses to Box 266 Student Union
Building

Part time position available for college
student to represent travel company on
campus. Earn commision, free travel and
work experience contact; Beachcomber
tours, inc. 11 Lane Ave, Bedford Mass
01730 (617) 275-0520

The Collegian is looking for an in-
terested student for Assistant Business
Manager to begin Spring semester '82

Business background a must. Applications
available until Dec. 7 in Collegian Office 113
CC

HOW YOU FEEL???

Turkey Tantrum is coming!!!! Monday
November 23rd Hangar One

LOST

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

Red folder in Curry Hicks
Please call 546-8182 if found

or vicinity.

Womens gold watch in Franklin DC call
Diane 6-1227 reward

Siberian Huskie lost Nov 11 in the area of
Rt 9 near the Malls. White, blue eyes, beige

markings. Family pe^^ontac^^b^nt
REWARD
Woman's eyeglasses in green case jn
vianity of Northeast. If found please call

Sm. BIk. Female Dog friendly setter type
nuch loved, missed. Please call Kris
323-4287 or 5-2096 $50.00 reward
Please, whoever found my watch in
Boyden Locker Room Sat 11/14 5:45 pm
please return to Info Desk Campus Center
546-8952

PERSONALS

California John Welcome to
Massachusetts. You are in for a good time.
Love the cousins

Helloooo? Mary? Happy 21st Birthday. I

hope you have a really, really, really ui eat
day. I love ya! KO
Marian,
Happy Birthday!
I love you
best of all in the upcoming year.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
I love you more than ever.

Mitchell

Steve
Holly Just didn't want you to have the
after birthday blues! Hope it was great.
Love as always, Madge P.S. S.U.P.? You
better have

BRETT! To our proctor with the twinkly
eyes and a smile that is a killer. Have a great
birthday!! (Do we get extra points for
this?!) Happy Birthday Love, Linda & Robin
Gay/ Lesbian Bi Rap Group will be held
Monday 23rd at 7:00 pm in Rm 176^CC All
are welcome

Lynda Chick. Happy Birthday, Love
Wilbur

Holly - Weigehts you schlank madchen!
Happy Bday Honey love you - Leach

Congratulations to the new pledges of
SDT: Lisa, Lori, Elissa, and Sherry! We
love you!!

REAL MAJORITY
Had enough of the Moral Majority? Get
involved with the real majority intro
meeting Mon Nov 23 7:00 pm Cc rm 163

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Westchester NY Tues-
day nite Genny 549-1446

Stones Fans: needed 11/29 from Syracuse
will pay expenses call 546-6170 thanx

RIDERS WANTED

Ride Offered to CHICAGO or any city on
the way (Buffalo, Cleveland, Gary). Leav-
ing Nov. 24, ret. Nov 29. Call Jeff at
549-0032

ROOMMATE WANTED
Housemate 4 bdrm house with 2 M, 1 F
avail Dec. 1 on bus route $130 -t- utilities
call Bill 253-3623

2 persons to share room in Presidential
Apt. $80/mo. ea. Call 549-4755 after 4 Rich
or Dennis

Two house-mates openings in Puffton
Village Apts call 549-1703

M/F available immediately. Large sunny
PBL room in big modern N. Amherst
house. 2 fireplaces, wooded surroundings
$180 + utils or $90 for half. Call 253-5045
aft. 5. Ask for Lisa

Roommate wanted own room in 3
bedroom apt. 103 -h mth. call 665-4292

Prefer female own room in 4 br 2nd fl.

apt. near Amh. Ctr. $75/mo., heat incl.

253-5475

2 female to share large bedroom in Rolling
breen One year lease. Beth 253-3257 after
/ pm
Rolling Green female quiet, nonsmoking
^ornmate wanted $103 utilities included
/W-/546 keep trying!

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Ski Serivce skiis tuned, bindings checked,
professional quality sen/ice at reasonable
prices 253-5273

Typing 4c a line.

Call at 549-4595
Some overnite service.

STONES TICKETS

Two Rolling Stones Tickets for Nov 9 in
Hartford - Best Offer. Call 6-6433 or 6-6353

TO SUBLET
Brit. Man. 1 bed r in 2 bed r unit. Avail
Dec 23 - Jan 31 $180 ask for David 253-3504
From January to September two
bedroom Cliffside Apt on bus route $315.00
month includes everything 665-4605

2 bedroom Townhouse in Southwood
Available Jan 1st thru Spring semester. On
bus route Call 253-7136

TYPING

Free-Lance Typing and resume writing.
Top skills, fast service, reasonable rates.
Amherst 549-0518

UMASS SKI CLUB

THANKS
To all who helped make th^ Ski Snatch

a great success
We really appreciated the help

Roxanne EtRich

10th ANNUAL BUSH BASH
Sugarbush Ski and Party Week Jan 24 - 29

Sign-up this week before it's too late

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584-2832

NEED CASH?
Always Premium Prices!! Class rings,
gold and silver in all forms. See the Manhari
Difference!! Manhan Precious Metals Ex-
change, 312 King St., N'hmptn 584-7000
9:30 am - 5:30 pm M-Sat

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2
Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

2 quiet, responsible females will share 1

bedroom, preferably Brandywine or
Townhouse, for Spring semester. Call
546-6287 after 6.

Desperately needed! 2 or 3 bedroom apt.
for spring sem. Will pay $25 to first offer.
Call 546-7081

Male seek own room on bus rte or close
to campus 549-5874

WHAT UP???

Turkey Tantrum's up!!!!!!!!!!! Monday
November 23rd Hangar One

30,000 Spaniards rally in fascist salute
MADRID (AP) - Almost 300.000

Spaniards, offering the Fascist salute and
cheering the leader of last February's failed
''8:ht^wing coup, packed a square in front of
the Royal Palace yesterday to mark the
sixth anniversary of the death of dictator
t^en. Francisco Franco.

Rally organizers, emhoidcned by a spate
or rumors in recent days predicting another
coup attempt, called the turnout the
biggest since Franco. Spain's iron fisted
ruler for 36 years, died on Nov. 20. 1975.

The militant right wingers defied a
government order prohibiting the use of
military uniforms and the Spanish flag at
political rallies.

Dressed in the blue shirts of the Fascist-
style Falanffe party and waving tens of
thousands of the red and yellow flags, they

shouu >. .. , v/.. .viiionio

Tejoro. the Civil Guard officer who led the
storming of Parliament nine months ago in

a vain bid to overthrow the constitutional
monarchy government.

Kaimundo Fernandes Cuesta. chief of the
Falange party, said the rally was not a
routine commemoration, "but a national
affirmation, necessary because Spain is in

danger of destruction."

The civil governor's office put the crowd
estimate at 275.000 in Orient Square in

front of the Roval Palace in downtown
Madrid. But an official said thousands more
were jammed outside the square to hear
calls for a return to Francoism.
The crowd interrupted speakers several

times to chant Franco's name. They made
no mention of his successor. King Juan
Carlos, who put down the Feb. 23 coup

attempt. The king was outside Madrid in
his Zarzuela Palace residence. Sunday was
the sixth anniversary of his ascension to the
throne.

M;t of the right-wing demonstrators
clashed with riot poike when they came by
buses and cars from throughout Spain for
the rally and disrupted traffic in downtown
Madrid.

Police arrested more than a score of
Francoists Saturday night after clashes in
four areas of the Spanish capital. In one
residential area, rightists threw garbage at
police from apartment balconies and
shouted insults.

The rally was led by Bias Pinar. head of
the New Force party, and attended by
Franco's only daugher, Carmen.

Pinar, the extreme right's only
representative in the elected lower house of
Parliament, said Spain had been virtually
destroyed by post Franco democracy and
called for a strong, dictatorial leader.

Spain needs a captain and a poet! " Pinar
^cried. "Francoism lives!"

In a departure from his usual position of
attacking Parliament as a useless body of
bickering politicians. Pinar urged Fran-
coists to make their opinion felt at the polls.

F>ancoists claim their voting strength 2
percent in the 1979 elections, has shot up
spectacularly since Tejero's men held the
entire lower house of Parliament and
Cabinet hostage for 18 hours in the coup
attempt.
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Thorogood destroys Flat St.
George Thorogood and the Destrovers
Flat Street. Brattleboro. Vt.
Thurs. Nov. 19

By BILL STEPCHEW
Collegian Correspondent

"How sweet it is," he says as he steps onto the stage
The crowd loved it, but no one had a better tin.e last
Thursday night than George himself. This show \^as the
28th night of a fifty day tour, covering every slate in the
U.S.A., one night in each state, with no daysoff. By seven
o'clock, the crowd was lined up outside ihe club waiting
for the doors to open. By nine-thirty, ihe place was jam
packed, with people standing or sitting on the floor.
tables, chairs, railways and stairways, to get a view of the
stage.

The Destroyers consist of George Thorogood
(above) on guitar and vocals, Blough on bass and
Carter on sax.

The Destroyers opened the set with "The House of Blue
Lights, a song off their latest album on Rounder
Records, the label which Thorogood almost singlehanded-
\y put on the map. George Thorogood picks up where
Cnuck Berry left off, with high powered rock and blues
rifts. Nothmgtoo fancy; somehow just right. Although the
show only lasted ninety minutes, it was packed with
enough mtensity to leave everyone thoroughly satisfied a
little exhausted and probably a little deaf.
A favorite trick of Thorogood's is to step into the crowd

while playmg a guitar solo and tap people on the head with
his guitar, duhbing them into rock and roll knighthood
"We'll be here til about five o'clock this morning," he said
to the crowd, his big smile flashing in the spotlight
Were gonna play rhythm and blues, country and

western, and rock and roll, then we'll start to party'" The
crowd of about 800 roared with delight as he picked a hat
off someone's head and asked, "Any Johnny Cash fans
here.' They played twenty songs. Nearly every one they
have recorded, and the audience howled their approval
when they recognized their favorites.
George treats the crowd like an old drinking buddy with

a mixture of defiance and affection. "Where do you keep
the dance floor in this place?" he said. "Is that what you
call dancing? You know, the girls are always ready to
dance l)efore the boys. I guess you guys are too c(M)I to
dance. Shaking his head he said, "You mean you paid
good money just to watch me? Man. you girls got some
funny boyfriends." He has the penache to deliver constant
sexual innuendos without being offensive. The show ended
with an unusual twist: a spotlight on the American flag
while the "Star Spane-led Banner" played on the ? A
After the show, I asked Thorogood who his influences

were, "The Rolling Stones. They inspired me to start play-
ing about ten years ago. I practiced every day " What
other bands does he like? "I like J. Geils. If you hkd a show
with the Stones, Geils and the Destroyers you'd have it

all." How about new wave? He turned up 'his nose and
gave me a limp-wrist gesture. "The Stones? They're
great! We did eleven shows with them across the country
and (will) probably do a few more after this tour is over

"

The Destroyers consist of George Thorogood on guitar
and v(K:als, Billy Blough on bass, and the latest addition
Hank Carter on sax. Carter is a studio musician from

II 11.. .,, .... (ollfKun Photo by Jim N«(rl»
Howard W. Campbell Jr (kevboardist and"

singer for the Foreign Objects;, seen nere irying
to become airborne during his cosmic rendition of
"Nixon Now More Than Ever." The Foreign Ob-
jects kept Thursday's Blue Wall crowd in stitches
with their antics and music.

Atlanta. They met in a bar in Newark, Delaware, the
band's hometown. His funky rhythms and muscular solos
are just what they needed to add some depth to their
sound.

This was the first time they playetl in Vermont. "I hope
this Thursday night hootenany and jambouree is the start
of a long a beautiful relationship." We do too.
The crowd politely sat through the opening act a

folkrock trio featuring Kris Kleemer on acoustic guitars
and vocals. Reed Butler on ba.ss and Tim Griffin on drums
Incidentally, the Stompers, who were slated to play, had
"an eijuipment problem," and did not show up.

DVP Recruitment Meeting

wiU
Nov. 23 at 7:30 pm

II*m 174 C.C.

Refreshments will be served and
Spring programming

will be discussed

Come see what we're all a" •It
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U.S. GradeA
xnvuuay, Auesoay and Wednesday 'til 12 Midnight(24 hour stores open Moa & iSfes.. closed Wed., at 12miS-) "* *^ WMOnignt

Frozen

10-22 lbs
Plump, perfect tur1<eys
with plenty of tender,
nx)ist white and dark

meat Choose the size
that's perfect for you.

^
I

I

I II IN

»

ID ^^^g^^^ "^^^^^^

Fresh Turkeys U.S. GradeA --- .69'

Semi-Boneless
Ham Portions 179
Colonial 5-7 lbs. >y.a^erAdded ^^ f^

Smoked Pork
Shoulder 1
ColonialMasterPicnicWaterAdded... ^L

Fi-esh

GroundBeef 1^
3-5 lb Package JL

Hot or Mild
PorkSausage 1-

19
ib

Bringtliemhomefor a
HaivpyThaiiteagivjiig.
Shc»p our circular fOledwithgreatiiolid^val^^
^^^ EnjoyStop&

' fine foods!

First Quality!

FancyNava.
Salmon Bits

SAVE„
$2.00 LB

^T^^
lb

self-service deli Specials!

Sliced Meat

olonial
ologna
99°lib

Pkg

frozen meat Quick entree!

Sandwich
Steaks 099
Beef24 0zPk^ ^^P

seafood Money-saving buys;

F^eshCod
Scrod
Fillets 049
BakeorbroiJ dfiJT lb

Matlaw's Stuffed Clams 1.99» (xnce Dadugr Frojer

bakery From our own ovens!

16 oz Pkg. Stop& Shop

Chocolate
fEdairs

BeefBottom
Roundf^f89A^OSUSl Up to 5 lbs^L lb

BeefTop Round Roast "K .1.98
BeefRound Tip Roast ?» a.98
RumpRoastBeefRound .2.09
BeefEye Round Roast ,2.49
BeefTop Round Steak .2.69

produce Pick v^^hafs perfect for your holiday fruit bow\\

,—Sunldst Navel
granges
^

Lar^e ^^ $ ^

Washington State Apples

Golden Delicious

Libby's Tomatc

32 Ounce Bottle.

Medium ° "^"'^
KernelCom

Stop& Shop^^61

1

Coke, Tab or
Sprite 1 09
2 LiterBact deposit

FilUt in Syrup

^M Cocktail
^%M, Stop&Shopl7ozCan55

Extra
Fancy
100-113

size

2ii>sOtfy
Exb^ Large and Extra Fancy
''^Mushrooms

99

Cranberry jemed or whoie

Sauce^^Q/Q"

i.'

Ocean Spray!

Easy to carry

4 quart basket 4 ea

1
English Muffins 1^* 2 ''IX^e^

heaithi & beauty aids Save!

Regular or Mint m •
6.4 oz Tube A%1111

Toothpaste

Red Emperor Grapes .99°

ButternutSquash 'f?:^! 69°
WhiteBoilingOnions 2,^.'I
Butternut Squash.^? .15'

Brussels Sprouts .i»$ .69°

Nuts In Shell .«.'~?s1~«Sst.....1*'

Nabisco Snack
Crackers AA*
Asst'd Var., 7ozPkg.

D-5 srcet SHWGnocERfcouKM

Alka Seltzer sJ^fs'SS* 1.39
H<N Jf)Cl Pkg P»j».IfH((

I Save 25* ^|^
I Premium Shredded or "*9

Angel Flake c .

Bakei'sCoooiiiit
1 1 Wm tm OMwr irtf » «' if) pm tmi Qeod
™( Sun m»» a S* itit 28 Lir*\imaj»>amti

• Save40^

Calabro
Ricotta l^

--I Whole or Part Skim. 209

SunGloiy
EggNog-^ YQ32 oz Carton.

135

jl
12ozBag

Baker's Flavoreii
Choc Chips *^
W» m> ciMxirm • (7 50 iucAm* Ooao I^mA I
Jtm Ha. ;iS.t.>lD>a Lin«lp». cu.tii.»i \m9% *

Hood Assorted Flavors

I<» Cream ^ 49
Half Gallon Carton

.

^^^-^^^^^^^^^^^^^- ^ ^̂^^p =(__^l^ mr. tJ7m..f*K a\jmtpniutkii<m \mm%

Mrs. Smiths 26 02: pkg.

Apple Pie f39
Pumpkin Custard orMince JL

Pno«««li.cli»«S»»< Niw 2» S* No» m *i mtt mm Hm nrn No»?7 l^'mnmioauiaMtmTtwtrmtntnmn^tomr^ttmtioantpKktnaimnitnimjnii^in,^ t^^. .t>c«wiiO»« <octhKa,tt»naiKct»„i^ Cop»n*« 1981 r>»SM)» Shop Si«>«m«1i.te
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UConn tops UMass, 4-1, ''fyr''^]VCAA^^cnnm

Stickers stuck in title final
^idseason idth 17-1-2 mxrd

BATTLING TO THE FINISH - UMass senior
co-captain Judy Strong led the Minutewomen to a
17-1-2 record this season and a second place
finish in this past weekend's NCAA National
Championships, at Storrs, CT.

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

STORRS. Ct. — On top of Memorial Stadium, at the
University of Connecticut, the blue and white UConn flag
flew alone. Its companion flag, that of the University of
Massachusetts had been taken down some time ago.

On the field, the UConn women's field hockey team also
tiew, high and alone, as the Huskies took UMass 4 1 to
win the NCAA Division One National Championship.

UMass, the top seeded team and the number one squad in
the national polls since mid-October, left the field
solemnly, its disappointment going beyond the anger of
losmg Us only game of the season and the pride of coming
this far in national competition.

Against UConn. the Minutewomen had the offensive
advantage, especially on corner shots. In the first half.
UMa.ss led in corners. 8-3, and in shots on goal, 8-4 But
the Huskies kept Judy Strong and company from finding
the net. I^d by goalie Lynn Kotler. UConn turned off the
UMass offense machine with timely passing, intercepting
and aggressive play at the midfield and goal

The UMass defense, in the meantime, made a strong
effort to hold off UConn, who went after Massachusetts
from the opening whistle. Both teams had opportunities
blocked up. until 17:04 of the first half.

UConns Lori McCoUum passed on a penalty shot to
forward Ro.semary Smith, who quickly fired it past UMass
goalie Patty Shea from ten yards out. to make it 1-0.
UMass' big chance came about five minutes later when it
was thought that a UConn defender illegally blocked a
potential goal from being scored; that would have meant a
penalty stroke for UMass. However, the referees found it
was the goalie who blocked the shot, and changed the
awarded penalty to a long ball (where the ball is placed on
the goal line outside the net.) The attempt missed, and
UConn came away in the half with a 1-0 lead.

The Huskies made it 2-0 at 1:49 of the second half, whenMcLollum took a pass from Laurie Decker and bounced it

Hoopmen host Yugoslavs
University of Massachusetts basketball fans will treated

wh!.n"fS*' ^r'**^
^^^^^ '^^^ »2 basketball season onUht

the team members are aged in their twenties and thirties.
McLaughlin will counter with youth. Three of tonight's

starters. Donald Russell. Horace Neysmith and GeorgeRamming, are freshmen and as such will be making their
coUegiate debut. The remainder of the starting lineup willbe filhHl by last year's Eastern Eight Rookie of the- YearLdwm Green and Craig Smith, both of whom aresophomores.

It s going lo ne very interesting to see how the freshman play. McLaughlin said. "They (the Yugoslavs) are avery good team and .score about 90 points a game "

While UMass is definitely lacking in the size department
(Green at bb will be in the pivot) McLaughlin hopes to
control the game with a basic, aggressive, man to man
delense.

The newly formed 40 Minute Gang is expected to be
arriving in force, fresh off a turnout of over 60 aspirants at
last Thursday s organizational meeting and McLaughlin
said that the band would also be represented in the stands

hA.Ki.'^ "i^"".^
^" early-bird special for true

baskelba^ enthusiasts since the UMass women's
basketball team will be holding an intrasquad scrimmage in
the Cage starting at 6:30 p.m.

JIM FLOYD

UConn dunks UMass swimwomen
By ANNA ROELL
Collegian Staff

The University of Connecticut women's swim team
showed the University of Massachu.setts swimmin' women
that they are going to need more work im endurance for
long meets as UConn beat UMass, Ih-hh, at the Boyden
pool Saturday.

Quantity for depth is the strategy UConn uses. Their big
team of 30 overpowered Massachusetts (half UConn's per-
sonnel).

"We don't have any superstars." UConn coach Fete
McDevitt said. "We work on quantity for depth. I don't
worry about scores."

McDevitt has coached both UConn's men's and women's
swim teams for the past 18 years and entered lH)th teams
just this year into Division 1 competiti<m.

UMass coach Val Turtle is not as concerned with her
team's size.

"We may be a small group, but we're a jjikkI jfr«Hip.*''

IWtkMMdL
I'l aboMi to swim brhind UConn'* wakv an

the Minutewomen hung in and took first place in seven of
sixteen events.

The UM divers once again held their own when
Minutewomen Gina Fem)ne and Jean Bushee hit the one
and three meter springboards. Perrone took first on both
boards and scored her best tally of the year (225 70) on the
one meter board. Bushee took third on both boards just
missing a second place finish with her mark of 181.30 right
behind UConn's Monique Giroux's 181.4.5.
Liz Feinberg. a freshman from New Jersey, has been

pulling in some valuable points for UMass since the season
started. Saturday. Feinberg took first in the 100 yard

ll^n^lt
^"5"^ ^•^^•^•'^^' ^""'^^ '" 200 yard freestyle

(d:y)(.66), and swam to her third first victory on the 400
yard freestyle relay team along with Maura Sweeney, Jen
Nicolai and Lori McCluskey in 3:54.44.

Nicolai placed first in the 50 yard freestyle and touched
second behind Feinberg in the 100 yard freestyle. UM co-
captom Sweeney was strong in the 100 yard butterfly tak-
ing a first at 1 :04.77.

Doubling the distances for Saturday's long me«t' forvrd
TUrtIt toput swimmMS in difKrrmt vvmu, at som» par-

past Shea, who had stepped out of the net to try and clear
the ball. The Minutewomen got back into the game at 10-54
with the help of forward Tina Coffin, who scored her eighth
goal of th season, unassisted off a corner.

That's as close as UMass would get as the momentum
went UConns way for the rest of the game, despite
determined efforts from the Minutewomen offense
especially senior co-captains Judy Strong and Sue Caples
and (sophomore) Tish Stevens.

UConn put the game out of reach with two goals awithin
three minutes of each other late in the game, one by
Wendy Hu^ at 31:26. and the other with two minutes left
by Lisa D Amadio. The scoring was closed out at 4-1
giving the number three seeded UConn the first field
hockey national championship in NCAA history.

UMa.ss reached the finals with a 1-0 win over California

f .Ili^'.il?,^ ''u\^^''V^^^-
"^"^y Strong scored the lone

tally as UMa.ss had 23 shots on goal. Old Dominion College
nailed down the third spot in the championship tourney byedging Long Beach State. 21. in"^ double overtime
yesterday. Long Beach Sute placed fourth.

Strong. Caples and Tish Stevens were named to the All-
Tournament team for UMass.

"We came this far." said UMass coach Pam Hixon. "We've
never reached the finals until now. I think we played
better than the tie against UConn (1 1) two weeks ago. We
took some risks when we were behind; they didn't work,
but we kept trying."

UMass, finishing with a 17-1-2 season mark, loses two'
players to graduation. Most (eight sophomores, three
iuniors, two freshmen) will be returning to this squad, and
hopefully get another try at the NCAA National title next
year.

UM KICKERS EIGHTH IN TOURNEY - UMbooter Sharon Daggett (19) and herMinutewomen teammates placed eighth this past

rhri?i*n ' v" A'f^ ^«*'*'"*' Championships a

WU?«i 'i'n^'.^'
'" '*^* *"•*«' UMa«s shut outWisconsin 3-0. lost to North Carolina 6,0 and was

Coim*"?
^'*^**" '•'• <^* '^^^y •" tomorrow's

ticipants swam in events for their first time

ri«!f ir""*" '^'"IT"*" ^'^*" "^''^ co'nP^te against
Clark University at Boyden Dec. 12 and they are S.W
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Rally in protest of planned intervention
The protesters gathered in front of the Northampton

Courthouse, this Saturday at 12:00 noon. The 150tnarchers
went to Polaski Park where several speakers addressed the
crowd on the present menace pending over Cuba, Nicaragua
and El Salvador. The common concern of those addressing
this issue was the escalating U.S. hostility against these
countries and the corresponding economic-political and
military measures the U.S. government is presently under-
taking.

With respect to Cuba and Nicaragua the marchers stress-
ed the demand of no blockade; both physically as well as
trade and credit wise, being used against these countries. It

was also made clear the need for the people of the U.S. to
mobilize against any possible military intervention of the
U.S. in these countries.

As for El Salvador the key demand was, "U.S. hands
OFF!" the country. The speakers criticized Haig's position
on the issue that external elements are the reasons for the
conflict. The origins of the civil war, speakers said, are found
in the profound economic and political injustices which
Salvadoreans have faced for many years. Also the U.S. posi-
tion on outside intervention was questioned; after all, isn't

the U.S. an external element involved in the Salvadorean
realivy and therefore possible source of the conflict itself?

Speackers also took effort in realating what's going on in

these countries and the present war at home which the
Reagan administration is waging against the people. The
U.S. is not only involved in war abroad but at home the cuts
in sodal spending together with the strengthening of the

military and judiciary are all part of an undeclared war
against working people, unemployed, mrr>orities, youth and
women.
The growing militaristic build-up which the Reagan ad-

ministration has undertaken as far as talks of 'limited nuclear
war threateis' with Europe or the Midle East as possible

scenarios. But the deployment of more and newere missiles

is being met with growing resistance by the europeans who
have protest in massive numbers against these plans of

'limited nuclear war'. The Reagan administration is trying to

convince people that more weapons are needed for defense
it is also creating the mentality among the people that will

.

see any kind of direct U.S. intervention as necessary.

Lastly speakers also denounced the growing conuter-
revolutionary actions which both Cuban and Nicaraguan ex-
iles have perpetuated against both countries. Assuming the
U.S. is, for whatever reasons, limited in terms of direct in-
tervention these bands of exiles are the possible armies,
which armed and financed by the U.S. could do the dirty
work for the U.S.. This is the case with Nicaragua who right
now confronts the presence of over 5,000 former National
guardsmen stationed in the Hondurean border with
Nicaragua. These bands have significantly increased their in-
clusions in the Sandinista country during the last months
killing peasants, teachers and innocent people.
The U.S. people have a great responsabilrty in their hands

;trying to stop this government from intervening in the
destiny of the people of the Carribbean and Central America.
The realization of this will require a great effort from all of us.

by Argeo Qumones

photo by Ed Cohen

New Englands First

Black Mayor

Conn, state Rep. Thirman L. Milner
became the first popularly elected black
mayor in New England history earlier this

month when he beat two opponents in

Hartford's mayoral election.

Milner, 48, told supporters at his Nov.3
election night victory party, "It isn't going
to be easy, being the first popularly elected
black mayor in New England. We'll be in

fishbowl and I'll need your strength and
support over the next two years.

"

A popularly election is one in which
registered voters elect candidates, as
opposed to being appointed by a city

council.

Milner has been a state representative
from Hartford for the past three years. He
defeated Democratic Deputy Mayor Robert
Ludgin, who ran as an independent, and
Republican Michael T. McGarry.

According to reports* Milner enjoyed
both massive black and minority support
and the six to-one eddge in voter
registration held by Democrats in Hartford.
According to his State House staff, Milner
IS on a short vacation folowing the victory.

The mayor-elect of Hartford, Con-
necticuts's capital and second largest city

(pop. 136,000), is the second black to serve
as mayor of a Constitution State city. Leo
Johnson served for one year as mayor of
New London, but was elected by the city

council rather than popularly.

Milner will replace five-year incumbent
Mayor George Athanson, whon he
defeated last month in the second of two
Democratic primaries. Milner narrowly lost

a Sept. 8 primary, but challenged the
results in court, charging vote fraud. A
judge ordered a new runoff in which
Milner, with a big minority turn out,

trounced the incumbent, 9,267 to 6,628 in a
four way race.

Reprinted from Baystate Banner

Editorial Reply
To the Editor:

§lread the Collegian of Monday Nov. 2,
1981 in a library. In it under Nummo News!
there was a well written arWhite, but she
spoils it by trying to tie it up with being
poor, in the last few sentences. White
states, "as long as large numbers of people
in this country are denied access to goods,
resources and adequate control over their

destinies by the barriers of racism,
classism, and sexism, there will be
discontent articulated, and expressed
through individuals in unpredictable and
extreme forms of destruction (by people)
driven into political desperation". Actually
there is no excljse for cold blooded murder
for any reason. The perpetrators of the cold
blooded murders are no(sic) poor and some
come from well to do families like Kathy
Boudin.

§lt is time people like Judith White leaned
some history. The weatherman is a
communist organization, and they are
trying to do in this Country what Stalin did
in Russia to finance his revolution. Stalin
and his goons went out "' made roberies
(sic) and murders. Racism, classism, and
sexism will not be stopped if such people
come into power. Such people tend to use
people to further their ends and then
discard them as they will the Black Pan-
thers when they have no further use for

OFF DUTY POLICE OFFICERS
ASSAULT BLACKS

Continued on page U

Ten policemen, intoxicated and armed but out of uniform
stormed a hotel in a black neighborhood in Houston, chan-
ting "niggers, niggers," and roughed up several tenants
witnesses have charged.

All 10 officers were suspended without pay pending in-
vestigaiton of the incident at 3 a.m. Wednesday at the Delta
Aparment Hotel in the predominantly black area known as
fifth ward, police said Monday. >.

Tenants said a group of intoxicated whfte'^en dressed in
jeans and T-shirts arrived at the hotel in a pickup truck bear-
ing a confederate and a skul' and crossbones flags
Witnesses said they recognized them as patrol officers.

Adell Criswell, 49, a painter, said off duty officers beat up
eight people, splitting one man's head with a flashlight,
knocking out another man's teeth, throwing another man
down the stairs and putting a pistol to a woman's head.

"/ thought they were the Ku Klux Klan," said one
tenant. "It took me back to the slave days.

"

Police Chief B.K. Johnson relieved all 10 officers off duty
Friday, but police otherwise were close-mouthed about the
incident. Spokesman Larry Troutt said the internal affairs
division was investigating.

"There have been no formal complaints received by inter-

Reprinted from The Chicago Defender

nal affairs about any specific officer in connection with this
incident," Trout said. "Internal affairs division is in-
vestigating reports of missconduct by off-duty officers."
A detective, who declined to be identifed, said the officers

allegedly began dringking about 1 a.m. Wednesday behing
the northeast patrol substation. He said they later in the
night went to the hotel to "beat up some dope fiends."

"I was asleep and they kicked open my door," sid Jewel
Conley, 31. "One of them had cowboy boots and tried to
kick be but missed when I moved and stuck a pistol in my
face."

EIroy Johnson, 28, a maintenance worker, said one of the
men " put a gun in my gut and cocked it. They told one guy
to 'run, nigger, run.' He said if he stays. Til beat you, but
you can run and I'll shoot you.'

"They beat him up anyway," Johnson said.
Tenants said no arrests were made and the off-duty of-

ficers eventually leff in their truck, saying they would be
back.

Herman Watson, 40, a juvenile counselor, said relations
between police and Blacks in the area are poor. He said of-
Ticers often enter residences without search warrants and
question people on the street for no apparent reason.
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Haig maintains threat against Nicaragua
Managua. After hearing Secretary of

State Alexander Haig's Nov. 12 refusal to

rule out military aggression against
Nicaragua, Rep. Michael Barnes (D Md.)
commented, "If I were a Nicaraguan, I'd

be building my bomb shelter."

Instead of building bomb shelters,

however, Nicaraguans are joining the

militia. Recent enlistments in response to

the mounting U.S. danger have boosted
the country's combined armed forces to

nearly 100,000 men and women.
Haigs latest remarks created little stir in

this country; the country is already in an
emergency mcbilization in response to

earlier threats, and most Nicaraguans
already believe there is a strong possibility

of outside aggression against their country.
But anyone trying a direct invasion of

Nicaragua will have to contend with an
entire population which fought a vic-

tororious insurrec^tion with only
rudimentary arms and has now been
converted into a trained army.

Sergio Ramirez, a member of

Nicaragua's governing junta, last week
noted: "One day Ronald Reagan says they
they wont be sending U.S. combat troops,

and the next day Haig says they continue to

consider military options against
Nicaragua. We really don't know who to

listen to so we have to live in a permanent
defensive stance

'

Jaime Wheelock, agriculture minister

and a member of the Sandinista Front's

(FMLN) directorate, outlines three dangers
facing Nicaragua: "direct attack by the

U.S., organization of a regional war or the
fomenting of a counterrevolutionary war."
Washington's methods include economic
sabotage, weakening of Nicaragua's ex
tenor alliances, and trying to exploit in

tetnal divisions in the country, Wheelock
said. Nicaragua has three ways to fight

back, he said: to strengthen itself militarily;

to augment diplomatic ties with many
nations, and to fortify the economy to
pec* trr> ci ir\r»lir»c

Eventos del Caribe

Tremendo bembe auspiciado por AHORA

photo by Ed Cohen

^0 PODEMOS MAS
Veinte mujeres refugiadas en el Fuerte

Allen amenazaron ayer con realizar actos de
violencia, inclusive suicidarse, si el Servicio
de Inmaigracion y Naturalizacion de los

Estados Unidos no las deja en libertad y les

permite quedarse a vivir en territorio

norteamericano
Las mujeres haitianas hicieron llegar a los

periodistas un documento en el que critican
las condiciones de vida en el fuerte y las p
resiones que sufren los 778 refugiados alo
jados aquf "para que voluntariamente ex-
presen que desean regresar a Puerto Prin-

cipe."

La carta fue distribuida a periodistas por
Paul Latortue, un profesor haitiano de
economia de la Universidad de Puerto Rico,
que es miembro del Comite Inter Regional
de Ayuda a los Refugiados.
"Yo traduje la carta para que todos se

enteren de los atropellos que estan sufrien-

uu niib oQinp<tinuici» en « lueue , uiju

Latortue.

Las mujeres, cuyos nombres aparecen en
la carta, junto con el numero con el que
aparecen fichadas, revelan que el pasado
cuatro de noviembre hubo un amotin^-
miento en el fuerte, exigiendo la liberacion

de los refugiados.

El Servicio de Inmigracion y Naturaliza-

cion nunca informo sobre este mot'n.

"Si dentro de ocho dias no nos dan un
resultado satisfactorio a nuestra peticiones,

empezaremos de nuevo", dice el documen-
to en una alusion a un nuevo mot'n en el

Fuerte Allen.

"No podemos mas, si de aqui al final de
noviembre no nos liberan, un buen numero
de nosotros vamos a suicidarnos", dice el

documento, cuva primera firma es de Marta
Gara Forlien, con ficha A 24 712 390.

Sostienen que muchos de lo^ que

"National unity is the key element" for

Nicaragua's defense, Wheelock said. This
means, he went on a "solid alliance of rural

and urban workers" within a mixed
economy.

Military preparation is a constant fact in

Nicaragua. Militia members are seen
practicing daily and some army reserve

units have been called up for a second 2-

month tour of duty, an indication of how
seriously the threat is taken. Last month,
hundreds of thousands tuerned out for

protest marches against U.S. war games in

the Caribbean.

Most Nicaraguans believe another war is

very likely and seem resigned to it. "if it's

going to happen, we are ready right now,"
said one militia member.
The Sandinista army is lightly armed.

Reports that Algeria sent old Soviet tanks
are unconfirmed; theonly armored vehicles

visible are Korean war-vintage scouts cars
and tanks given to former dictator
Ana^:^:.' "n-^rnoza hy tb'^ US. But the

discipline and spirit of the soldiers is im-

pressive and the officer corps in made up of

veteran guerrillas.

One focus of tension is the Honduran
border. Border clashes between Nicaragua

and Honduras have occurred nearly every

month, often provoked by Nicciraguan

conterrevolutionaries with camps near the

border. On Nov. 13 another clash occured;

the nicaraguan interior ministry described it

as part of a "plan of provocation ' backed
by the U.S.

Internally, Sandinista leaders continue to

talk with opponents. But they have made it

clear they will not tolerate any real

challenge to their rule.

Now faced with the real possibility of

new imperialist aggression against
Nicaragua, the government is stressing the

need for national unity. And the response

of the people is a clear indication of their

willlingness to fight to defend the gains of

he revolution.

By Larry Boyd
Extracted from the Guardian

Amenazas de Haig
MANAGUA. Las "amenazas" del

secretario de Estado norteamericano,

Alexander Haig, contra Nicaragua, han
obligado a esta nacion a tomar una "actitud

defensiva permanente", dijo un miembro
de la Junta de Gobierno.

Haig sostuvo el jueves ante una comisic^n

de la Camara de Representantes que
Estados Unidos no ha descartado la

posibilidad de derrocar por la fuerza a los

Sandinistas que han gobernado Nicaragua
desde que ellos, a su vez, derrocaron a

Anastasio Somoza tras la guerra civil de
1979.

Uno de los tres miembros de la Junta,
Sergio Ramfrez Mercado, declarofue los

Sandinistas se sienten "desalentados por el

gobierno estadounidense", durante una
reunion del jueves con miembros de la

Soiiedad Interamericana de Prensa ISIP).

"Alexander Haig dice una cosa udfa y al

dia siguiente dice otra'", manifesto Rami'rez

Mercado.
"Un dia dice Ronald Reagan que no

habra soldados norteamericanos com
batiendo y otro dfa dice Haig que sigue

considerando opciones militart* contra
Nicaragua"", agrego.

'"Realmente no sabemos a que atenernos

y por eso es que tenemos que vivir en una
actitud defensiva permanente, en un
estado de alerta polftico"', explicd.

"Tenemos uamuy dificiL.la actitud

agresiva del gobierno de Reagan se ha
convertido en una amenaza para nuestro
proceso revolucionario", sehalo.

Nuestro gobienro y los Sandinistas

enfrentamos diarias amenazas lanzadas
contra nuestra patria. Una relacion estable

con Estados Unidos no se puede construir

en base de amenazas y vociferaciones",
anadio^

Ramirez Mercado hizo sus declaraciones
durante una reunion con una comision de
alto nivel de la SIP, que visita Managua
para expresar al gobierno su preocupacior.
per la situacion de la libertad de prensa en
Nicaragua.

salieron de Haiti y estan en Fuerte Allen y
en el campamento Krome de Miami "lo
hicieron por motivaciones politicas."

Las mujeres revelan que en Krome se las
maltrato y comentan, "tuvimos la impre-
sion de venir a un establo, cuando en Miami
nos llevaron al campamento Krome."

Cuenta que fueron desnudadas, en
presencia de hombres, para ser fumigadas
antes de traersele hace tres meses a Puerto
Rico y comentan "esto nos recuerda un
p>oco la trata de negros esclavos."

"La vida en el Fuerte Allen es muy dura
para nosotros", dice el documento cuya
ultima firma es la de Gertha Jean Louis.
"Encerradas detr^s de alambres, en casetas
donde no podemos soportar el calor
durante el dia. Durante la noche,hay frio."

Los obispos catolicos puertorrique?los
califican el area de barracas del Fuerte
Allen como "un campamento de concetra-

cion.

Indican las mujeres que ellas soportan
todos los maltratos aqui " porque tenemos
la esperanza de que seremos liberadas en
dias o semanas."

Relatan que diariamente funcionarios de
Inmigracion llaman a hombres y mujeres del

campamento diciendo que "los que quieran
regresar a Haiti que vengan a inscribirse".

El Consejo de Ayuda a los Refuigados
Haitianos alega que el pequeno grupo que
regresd a Puerto Principe "no lo hizo volun-
tariamente, sino obligado."

En el documento se dice que no se per-
mite a visitantes ir al Fuerte Allen.

"Quisieramos que los responsables del
Fuerte constestaran si nos van a dejar morir
bajo el fuerte sol ardiente, porque un gran
numero de nosotros esta decidido a no
regresar a Haiti", dicen las mujeres, que ex-
plican que tambien hablan en nombre de
los hombres internados en esta instalacion.

Haitian Refugees will take no more
20 Haitian women whom are refugees in

Fort Allen (Juana Diaz, Puerto Rico), said

they would engage in violence and possible
suicide if the Immigration and Naturaliza

tion Services of the U.S. did not free them
and permit them to live in North American
territory.

The women wrote a document for the

press in which they criticize the living con
ditions in Fort Allen. In this script they also

exposed the pressures inflicted upon the
778 refugees reclused there so they would
"voluntarily express their desire" to return

to Port au Prince.

The letter was distributed to News
reporters by Paul Latortue, a Haitian pro
fessor now teaching Economics at the
University of Puerto Rico; he is a member

of tHe Inter-Regional Committee on Help to

Haitian Refugees.
"I translated the letter so everyone could

understand the horrors my people confront
in the fort", said Latortue.

The women, whose names and ID.
numbers appear in the letter, reveal that a

riot occurred within the fort on Nov 4th in

which the refugees demanded their

freedom.

The Inmigration and Naturalization Ser-
vices never reported this incident. "If our
petitions are not met satisfactorily within
the next 8 days we will start another upris-

ing." states the document; alluding to a
possible riot at Fort Allen.

We can't take much more, if by the end
of November we are not freed, a great

many of us will commit suicide says the
document.

They sustain that many of those which
left Haiti and are presently at Fort Allen or
Camp Krome (Miami) "have done so for
political reasons."
The women reveal they were mistreated

in Krome and commented that "we had the
impression we were entering a stable when
we were taken to Camp Krome in Miami.
They also say they were undressed in

male presence and exterminated before be
ing transferred to Puerto Rico 3 months
ago, they say "we re-lived the black slave
experience '. Life in Fort Allen is extremely
hard for us" says the release . "Locked up
withing these wire fences, in huts whose
temperature is unbearably hot during the

Reprinted from El Mundo

day and cold during nights."
The Puerto Rican catholic bishops

classify the Fort Allen barraks as "a con-
centration camp."
The women state they have withstood

the bad treatment in the Fort, all in hoping
they would be freed in a matter of days or
weeks. They say that officials of Inmigra-
tion call the inmates daily to 'elist' for their
voluntary' return to Port Au Price. The
Council of Help for the Haitian Refugees;
declared that those who recently returnee)
to Port Au Prince did not do so voluntarily.

In this document they also state the
visitors are not permitted access to the fort.

"If this situation does not change we will

have to resort to a riot once more."

SEXISM ON TANZANIA CAMPUS
Though many Africna governments favor

women's liberation in their formal ut-

terances, traditional roles change slowly in

most countries and resistance among men
remains fairly v.idespread. One important
arena for debate on this question is the
African university, often the eye of politcal

storms over issues of the day.As Martha
Honey reports, But the ideas in circulation

on cnnipus do no* always reflect the
idealism cf a /ounger generation. The bat-

tle of the sexes has escalated at the Univer-

sity of Dar es Salaam, once a lively center
for leftist political thought.

Part of the university's political life has
teen something called a "Punch board,"
where students could put up wall posters
commenting en camp js and national af-

fairs. Gut particilarly since 1978, when
one-quaiter of the students were wxpelled
following a peaceful protest march, political

activism iias died dovn.
Indicative of this is the changed

character of the Punch wall pop»er. For the

oiost part, these have now degenerated in-

to personal attacks, rumors and charactoer
assassication aimed particularly at in-

dividual women students.
Recently, for the first time, women

students have begun organizing to put an
end to the degrading wall literature and to
make the Punch board once ageing a
plavce for open, serious debate. Earlier this

month a group of women students called a
public meeting entitled, "Women fight

back: a meeting to disceuss the defamation
of women and the use of Punch for reac-

tionary purp>oses."

As the speakers explained it, the Punch
board is currently controlled by a
clandestine group of campus men, who put
up the wall posters in the dead of night and
secretly distribute leaflets in the halls of the
residences. According to the meeting
organizers, the university has an obligation
to correct the situation.

The Punch posters and handouts are
usually scandal sheets on individual women

students. They include a drawing of the
student and slanderous and petty accusa-
tions about her social life. The posters also
issue decrees such as women should not
come to 4 o'clock tea or shoud not eat in a
particualar dining hall. Women who diobey
Pijnch are likely to be "punched" or attack-
ed in the next wall poster.

This type of activity has quite effectively

intimidated most of the campus' 400 female
students. "People have make a joke of it,"

said one woman at the meeting. "Actually
it is no joke at all . Girls live in fear. They
have suffered psychologically from being
'Punched.'"
Those at the meeting argued that the

university administration has done nothing
to stop the Puch posters and in fact con-
dones them. The Dean of Students rexently
dismissed complaints from women
students by saying that the Punch board
helps to "regulate social behaviour." And,
somehow, despite a shortage of paper at

the university, the Punch group gets ample

Reagan makes gesture
towards Black colleges

"1

supples as well as access to duplication

equipment and confidential personal files

on the women students. As one speaker

put it, "The administration is part and
parcel of the Punch group. Therefore we
must do something ourselves."

The meeting concluded by passing six

resolutions aimed at publicly exposing
members of the Punch group and at

democratizing the Punch board again, mak-
ing it open to all students wanting to com-
ment on political, social and economic
issues. "This wall literature is the only

medium of free expression that the

students have," another organizer argued.

"And it should be a place of open debate."
The meeting participants also demanded

that the Dean of Students publicly retract

his statement. And it called on women
students and their male allies to refuse to

abide by the Punch group's discriminatory

decrees. Finally an eleven person commit-
tee was appointed to combat the Punch
group. As its first action it is to produce a

collective "Anti-Punch" wall poster.

Early this Fall, President Reagan signed
Executive Order 12320, dealing with
"historically black colleges and
universities." The stated purpose of the

Order is to "advance the development of

human potential, to strengthen the capaci-

ty of historically black colleges and univer-

sities to provide quality education, and to

overcome the effects of discriminatory

treatment." The Order, as a policy state-

ment of the U. S. government, effects all

federal agencies.

It futhermore contains a number of key
provisions which are worthy of note. First,

there is a call for the development of a

federal program designed to eliminate the
barriers which have reduced the participa-

tion of historically black colleges and
universities as recipients of federal agen-
cies.

Second, the program will address the

issue of involvement of private sector in-

stitutions with historically black colleges

and universities.

Third, various Executive agencies will be
required to establish annual plans to ac-

complish the first two purposes. "These
plans shall consist of measurable objectives

of proposed agency actions to fulfill this

Order..." (Shades of affirmative action

goals and timetables!)

Fourth, the plans of various Executive

agencies will be reviewed both at mtd-year

and at year's end. Such a review process is

deemed necessary to ensure progress.

Fifth, and perhaps very
significantly, "each president of a historical-

ly black college and university (will be )

given the opportunity to comment on the

proposed Annual Federal Plan prior to its

consideration by the President, the Vice

President, and (i;abinet Council on Human
Resources."

In terms of timetable, the varous plans

are to be prepare not later than January 15,

1982, The presidents of many historically

black colleges and universities will, ap
parently, then be provided a chance to

comment. And the full Plan goes to Presi-

dent Reagan no later than March 31, 1982.

On the surface the provisions of this

Order would appear to be of major im

protance. Nevertheless, it does contain

several defects. The "opportunity to com-
ment" is not a guarantee that those com-
ments will be considered or, for that mat-

ter, have any real impact. Second, the en-

tire process is to be coordinated through
the Secretary of Education, a position

which the President wants to eliminate.

One must wonder, therefore, whether
there are any realistic chances for success
for the program. Still, the occasion should

no be allowed to pass withput a response
from the blacks.

Read Nummo

Regan Attends Assembly
In Peking

Peking - US Treasury Secretary Donald
T. Regan arrived at Peking, China for the

second annual Sino-US Joint Economics
Committee meting. An article published by
the Boston Globe told of a private con-

versation between Regan and Vice Premier

Bo Yibo. The vice-premier expressed his

concerns to Regan the certain economics
predicaments that still plague his coun-

try. "They are mainly energy and tran-

sportation and communication and cannot
match the demand of national economic
development."

Bo, who is responsible for the economic
relations with foreign countries, is the first

Chinese communist leader to publicly

elaborate their nation's economic
tribulation to the United States. He also

spoke of their lags in agriculture, heavy

industry, consumer goods and how China

would welcome the financial interactions

with the US.
"Development of China-US economic

cooperation is not only in the interest of

both countries but also conducive to World

Peace and Stability."' Bo said at a banquet

for Regan held after the meeting. Regan's
the UnKed States needs more ^cts to

determine what help China needs", which

extends the United States enthusiasm to

assist the People's Republic of China.

Although there were no remarks on the

arm sales tp Taiwan, the implications of

China's resentment were quite apparent. If

the arm sale does in fact goes through as

planned by the Reagan's Administration), it

would create a hindrance in relations

between the two countries.

by Jimmy Wong

Sboid (kfiBs GxiiD^a!^ Ocr'Aade
Tokyo - On last Tuesday's edition of the

Boston Globe, Globe's Donald Kirk

reported the increasing bitter feelings

between the United States and JaF>an.

Criticism from both United States and
Europe has greatly concerned Prime

Minister Zenko Suzuki. Those sentiments

were revealingly intensified in a letter

written to the prime minister in which the

United States demanded that Japan cut

the tariffs and the other barriers to the

imports ofamerican products. Suzuki
addressed several members of the

parliament ertaining to the demands drom
their trading associates. His message was

quite clear that Japan would not meet the

ultimatums as requested by the United

States. He further stated that it was
"wrong" for Europe and United States to

blame Japan for their difficulties in selling

here. He credited the superiority of Japan
products with insuring their high sales

throughout the world. Jaiaanese gover-

nment sources also disclosed that "strong

pressures " from domestic trade

associations and industries as one reason

for "difficulties" in answering the

demands. A US embassy official warned of

damaging reactions that could result from a

growing trade imbalance.

by Jimmy Wong

Japan's worldwide trade surplus this

year is expected to reach $23 billion while

its surplus with the United States alone

soars to a record $16 billion with a surplus

of $20 billion forecast for next year. During

the midst of the bitter argument, Japan'sop

council exerted o satiate the infuriated

party by proposing a program of

"emergency imports ". The United States

insisted that Japan also open its door to

foreign imports on a permanent basis. The
letter called for an end to tariffs on com
puters and computer equipments,
plywood, cosmetics, sporting equipmente,

livestocks grapedruits and oranes etc...

The tariffs imposeo on the United biates

have gone as high as 10.5 percent to 17.5

percent and thedamericans won't stand for

It anymore.
Although this

issue has truly taken its toll on Suzuki's

administration, they will render no sym-

pathy from their adversaries. Suzuki has

called a series of cabinet meeting in a hope

to find a solution that would satisfy both his

foreign associates as well as his domestic

ones. Due to severity of this situation,

Suzuki announced that his arrangements

for reshuffling his cabinet will be delayed

for an entire month.

Islam-The Primordial and the Last Religion
Submitted by The Islamic Society of

UMass

Religion is derived from the word religio

which means to bind, because it binds man
to the truth. Every religion has some ele-

ment of truth in it. Two elements, the doc-

trine and the method, are always present in

every religion, whether it is a restricted or a

world religion. However, the doctrinal

language and the method differ in different

religions. Almost every orthodox religion in

its central theme envisages a relation bet-

ween man and God. This relationship

'saves' man from his wretched terrestrial

condition and 'opens' to him the gates of

heaven.
We shall confine our discussion to the

religion of Islam. This subject is extremely

broad. It will only be necessary to limit the

discussion *t«w only a few essentials and

merely to scratch the surface of most of

them.
With regard to the relationship between

man and God, Islam neither emphosises the

decent nor incarnation nor manifestation of

God nor the fallen, sinful and imperfect

nature of man. Rather the Islamic perspec

tive of God is that of the Creator, Sustainer

and M^Gtcr oi uie eimfe uinveise wno has
created everything other thari mmself.
However, He is unlike any of His creation.

Islam does not subscribe to what Christiani-

ty calls original sin and 'fall' but man is con-

sidered as the best of God's creation. Man
can maintain his best position provided he

'believes rightly and performs righteous

deeds.

The word 'sa/ama' in Arabic, from which
Islam is derived means submission, obe-

dience, commitment and peace. All these

meanings have relevance in understanding

the religion of Islam. He who cheerfully

submits himself to Allah's* will, guidance

and commandments, obedience to His laws

and commitment to His charge will

guarantee peace (3:19, 85; 9.74, 75; 49:17).

By following Islam, we will not only ex-

perience peace within ourselves, but also

with other people and environment, on
earth and the Hereafter (19:62; 25:75;

39:73; 56:25-28). Thus the one who ac-

cepts through free choice to conform his

will to Allah's will is a Muslim.

Islam is never based on the personality of

its founder but on the 'inicity of Allah

Himself. Therefore it will be a misnomer to

call Islam as Muhammadanism. However,
through the instrumentality of the Prophet
Muhammad (upon whom be Allah's bless-

ings and peace) the message of Islam was
received, propagated and culminated.

Every child is born free in a state of his

primordial nature (Ar. Fitrahl (30:30) which
he bears deep down within his soul. Abu
Husaira reported that the Prophet Muham-
mad (upon whom be Allah's blessings and
peace) said: 'no child is born, except on al

fitrah and then his parents make him Jew,
Christian or Magian, as an animal produces
a perfect young animal: do you see any of

its body amputated?' Then he recited the

above verse from the Quran." Thus,

human personality and the development of

moral character. However, he makes a free

choice of a syM'.m of life, i.e., religion,

therefore he will be accountable on this

count.

Islam comprises of (i) iman (faith or

belief) in seven articles most truly believed

in: Allah, His Angels, His Books, His Pro-

phets, the Last Day, the Predestination of

good and evil and Resurrection (i.e., com-
ing to life at the Last Day ); together with

(ii) 'Amal (Deed). Some of the traditional

scholars have divided 'Amal into two bran-

ches: one dealing with the Acts of Worship
Cibadat) and the other treating of transac-

tions (mu'amalat). This classical division in

no way leads to the conclusion that the acts

of worship should be preserved according

to the laws of Allah while the acts of tran-

saction could be secularised or at least

changed as one deems fit. The laws of

Allah in Islam which is called Shari'ah,

because of its total nature, encompasses
both religious and temporal or secular mat-

ters of life. These two branches can in no

way, according to the view point of

Shari'ah , be completely divorced from one
another. The two are inextricably intertwin-

ed and the spirit of Shari'ah is to preserve

the unity of human life based on the in-

frastructure of articles of faith or belief.

These points will be expounded futher in

the course of our discution.

(Which will continue on the next issue of

NUMMO NEWS)
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REAGAN APPOINTS NEW
CHAIR OF CIVIL RIGHTS

COMMISSION
by Judith White

Last Friday, Reagan dismissed Arthur S.
Flemming from his position as chair of the
U.S. Commission of Civil Rights and
replaced him with Clarence M. Pendleton a
conservative Black Republican. This marks
another move by the Reagan Administra-
tion to undermine the civil rights gams
acheived by Black people.

Although Mr. Pendleton is the President
of the Urban League chapter of San Diego
he agrees with Reagan's anti-affirmative
action stance and his belief that busing is
not the appropriate way to school
desegregation. Reagan also appointed a
new vice chair of the Civil Rights Commis-
sion. Stephen Horn's successor is Mary
Louise Smith, former chair of the
Republican National Committee from 1947
to 1977. It is clear that the experience gain-
ed from that former position could not have
given her adequate sensitivity and ex-
perience with civil right issues.
A spokesman for the Civil Rights Corrv

mission, Rov. Charlos Rivera said that the
White Hou!» had been displeased with Mr.
Flemming's active persual of civil rights. E.
Pendleton James, the White House Per-
sonnel Director justified Flemming's
dismissal by calling it business-as-usual
adjustment-the placement of Reagan's
choices within high government posts.
James denied that cause of Flemming's
dismissal was his persistent pro-civil rights
perspective and actions. He denied also
stories that Pendleton received the appoint-
ment because he is a friend of the
Counselor to the President, Edwin Meese
III, or that a report on police brutality
against minorities issued by the Civil Rights
Commission had disturbed Mr. Meese
causing him to reexamine the commission.
Mr Meese, he claimed, had no hand in the
appointment of Mr. Pendleton to the posi-
tion of chair to the Commission of Civil
Rights.
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therfi. "Russia -claims to

give women equality but

it is the women iri^ussia

who sweep the streets,

also do double duty
work in factories and do
housework at, home.

§Kathy Boudin and her

cohorts were not
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Denrionstratlon in support

Palestinian Struggle

of

Support the struggle of the Palestinian
people. Demonstrate on November
28th in New York City. In recognition
of the United Nations declared Interna-
tional Day of Solidarity with the
Palestinian People progressive
organizations and individuals from
around the world have joined in the
"November 29 Coalition " and called
for a mass demonstration on Saturday
•Nov. 28th in New York City. Free
transportation will be provided For
more info; 549-5470

Panel Discussion on South Africa

A panel discussion on U.S. Foreign
Policy and the Political Economy of
Southern Africa will be presented on Dec. 1

at 7:30 pm at the Springfield Science
Museum in the R.E. Phelon African Hall.
The speakers will be Bheki Langa,
Mokubung Nkomo and Bill Strickland. For
further information call 545-0472 or
545-0341.

Women under Apartheid

On December 3, a lecture entitled
"Women under Apartheid will be given by
Barbara Masekela at UMass, Amherst in

room 101 Campus Center at 700 p'n.

These events are

sponsored by: South Africa Solidarity

Committee, Western Mass. Dennis Brutus
Defense Committee, American Friends Ser-
vice Committee, SCERA Anti-racism
Team, Springfield Anti-Apartheid Commit
tee. Western Mass. Venceremos Brigade,
Third World Women's Task Force.

EVERY WOMAN'S CENTER GOALS
AND OBJECTIVES FEEDBACK
As Everywoman's Center ap-

proaches its tenth anniversary, it has
initiated a critical review of its goals
and objectives. As part of that process,
the Center is asking for comments
from the community. If you do not
receive a quesionnaire in the mail
within 2 weeks, please call or write
Everywoman's Center, Wilder Hall,
UMass 545 0883

driven into desperation, as Judith White
put it, but bungled a planned robery (sic),

and the newspaper versions state the gang
approached the Brink and other guards and
shot them in cold blood before any of them
knew there ws a robbery. Others killed later
were killed as an escape measure and one
killed was a black police.

Lou Duggar

§Because of an admitted weakness in the
wording of the small editorial statement
whose position was structurally incorrect
withina straight report of events, there will

follow a clarifecation of the personal views
expressed in the November 2 story on the
remnants of the Weather Underground and
the ex-Panthers.

§lt has been said of the Weather
Underground that to qualify for mem-
bership within it's ranks one has to have
been born the child of a millionaire because
of the privilidged background which many
of its members shared. But to analyze the
political motives of any individual or group
purely onthe basis of their economic status
will lead the prospective critic to grief. The
Weather Underground was not a com-
munist organization. It was a radical off-

shoot of the Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS). It drew its fervor and in-

spiration from the indignant voices of
oppressed peoples engaged in the internal
revolutions and independence struggles of
their countries within this century which
resulted in the transformation of their
societies into various forms of socialist and
communist states.

The methods which these American
revolutionaries employed fall under the
category of political desperation. The term
political was used broadly to indicate
actions taken by any group or individual
Aho seek to alter the distribution and the
relations of control within a given state. A
much more exact term for the activities in

New York is direct action which is the
utili.—tion to methods that fall beyond the
li'Mits allowed to people unauthorized by
the legislative, partisan or executive bodies
of the government towards an immeaiatc
and occasionally revolutionary end.
§Although these revolutionaries appear
isolated from the evident, current demands

and strategies used by the oraganizations
and institutions which are commonly
recognized by the mainstream media as
voices of protest and social reform and
which generally characterize trie political

and economic drama of the U.S. today, the
alliance between the Weather
Underground remnants and the ex-

Panthers is a legacy of much of the
frustration which Black people experienced
near the end of the broad based united

strugglesof the sixites against the multiple

effects of racial discrimination and of the

anti-war radicalization which many whites,

notably students, underwent in an effort to

obtain adequate representation for their

respective interests within the two-party
system and the boundaries of the law and
to work toward meaningful responsiveness
and flexibility from other sectors of the
government.

§ Because of the distances between access
to power, the form of that power and the
political climate of Russian in the early

years of this century and the U.S. in the
later half of this century there can be no
effective comparison made between them.
The activities of the alliance between the
the ex-Panthers and the remnants of the
Weather Underground have only punc-
tured the relatively quiescent surface of
the U.S. under which smolders the ac-
cumulated resentment of years of abuse
and oppression which will tend to gain a
certain momemtum as the present
recessionary and inflationary crises con-
tinues. The political and economic
upheaval which Russia underwent came
from innumerable factors but essentially

the result of war and defeat by a foreign

power -Japan, and its engagement in

World War I which the economy could
barely support,under the military and
governmental mismanagement of the Tsar
who failed to retain the support of the
people led to the overthrow of the
nnonarchial regime in 1917.

to be continued in two weeks.
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Internships

Graduate and Undergraduate Students:
Thinking About Doing an Internship?

Are you interested in working on the pro-
blem of abuse in a setting which allows you
to creatively develop your ideas and expand
your skills, while gaining valuable work ex-
perience?The Womanshelter/Companeras
may be the place for you! Woman
shelter/Companeras, a shelter for abused
women and their chilren, has internship
openings for: Administrative Aides,
Counselors, Bilingual Counselors
Outreach Workers, Childcare Workers
Fund Raisers, etc. No specific major is re-
quired. For information call: (413)
536-1629, or write to: Woman-
shelter/Companeras, P.O. Box 6099
Holyoke, MA. 01040.

Asar-Tem-Ur
This method of fighting was designed for

women. ASAR TEM-UR Egyptian meaning
of the word: one of the nine spirits who
destroyed the wicked soul and body. The
great executioner.

The art form of ASARTEMUR is very
scientific in its approach to personal self

defence. The foundation for its structure
starts with the universal elements, the life

force of the unjverse. They represent the
fundametal elements:

1 . Earth 3. Water
_. 2. Fire 4 Air
The give and take of the universe. They

represent the different personalities of the
fighter. When using the art form of
ASARTEMUR they become a natural sur
vival skill. Survival skills should become in-

tensive as a reflexive action . Reflexive ac-
tion should then become highly focused
and should be executed when fighting with
speed and intense power to culminate
unannounced assaults mentally', ind
physically. The mental training"^' of
ASARTEMUR prepare the mind to become
agile and strong, making the mind a
superior weapon. The physical training of
ASARTEMUR prpares the physical body
for excellent reflexes, speed, and power.
The ultimate conditioning you get from stu-
dying the system of ASARTEMUR are:

1. Superior mental at-

titude

2. Internal and external
control

3. Highly focused execu
tion

4. Speed and agility with
power '

This course is designed in three parts:
1. The beginning movement
- A. the art of fundamentals
2. Middle movement

A. effective penetrating

3. End movements
Eliminate and vanish

Something about the instructor

My name is Glenroy B. Buchanan, I have
been a practitioner of self-defense systems
for as many as twelve years. However, I

don't consider myself and expert in any one
form.

I have gained some excellent fundamen-
tal skills in each system. I have been a prac-
titioner of Judo, Boxing, Karate.a and this

form I studied with Arthur Chan my instruc-
tor (Se, Fue) as he should be called. Mov-
ing from system to system I learned some
fundamentally imoprtant things about all of
them. I have taken all the experience from
all those systems in which I was prac-
titioner and combined the knowledge in
designing this special self-defense course.
The art form I have named,

ASARTEMUR, is highly specialized since it

w|is designed to meet the challenge of self-
defense training for women in mental and
physical assault. The system is very intense
dut to the high focus of training.

CONTACT: Glenroy

2539223
Before 9
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Filriri maker to speak on
Sterilization

Independent filmaker Ana Maria Garcia
will tour Amherst, Northampton and South
Hadley Dec. 2 and 3 to shtow exerpts-from
hWTTsoon to be completed documentary on
sterilization abuse of Pfiert Rican women,
to talk about this grave problem and to
share her experiences as a Hispanic
filmaker.

Sterilization abuse is a problem which af-
fects mainly poor and Third World
Women. It occurs when a person's ability
to conceive children is ended without that
person's freely given and fully informed
consent.

Ms. Garcia's hour long film "La Opera
cion" will examine the economic, political
and personal conditions which have led to
the coerced sterilization of more than one
third of the women of Puerto Rico and a
similar number in New York City.

Ms. Garcia will speak at the University of
Massachusetts Dec. 2 at 3:30 in Campus
Center 917, she will show film exerpts and
speak on "The Hispanic Filmaker".

At 8:00 in SBA 116

she will again show portions of the
film and speak on "How sterilization
became The Operation' in Puerto Rico".
The talk will be followed by a reception at
Hampden Student Center in Southwest.
On Dec. 3. Ms. Garcia will speak at

Hampshire College at 0:30 AM m room 4
of Emily Dickenson Hall She will hold a
discussion over lunch at 1:00 P.M. in the
Community Room at Florence Heights
in Florence. She will conclude her visit
with a talk on "La Operacion" at Mount
Holyoke College's Betty Shabazz
Cultural Center at 4:00 P.M..
The tour has been planned by ISIS, a

Hampshire-Franklin County reproductive
rights group, and Casa Latina. Local
groups who have helped sponsor the visit
include:

At UMass-Scera Anti- Racism Team, Scera
Women's Issues Team, CERRF, AHORA
Office of Third World Affairs, Women's
Studies Union Council, Commuter Collec-
ti e, WMLASC, Southwest Womens
Center, Patria Libre, Venceremos Brigade
Third World Womens Task Force at Every
Women Center, Womens Caucus of the
SGA, Radical Student Union, Southwest
Assembly, Womens Media Project NUM-MO NEWS.
At Hampshire College-

npshire Womens Center, Program on
<. 'itutional Law and Public Policy
At MT. Holyoke College-
Id Unidad
Ms. Garcia has spent more than four

years researching and filming the factors
which have motivated or coerced women
tci submit to an irreversible method of con-
traception at an early age. She has
gathered the viewpoints of the women and
their families, the doctors, the capitalist,
the politicians, and the political activists ori
sTf-.iization and will provide in her film and
^ • niks, a detailed look at this issue.

Her film experience includes work as pro-
ducer and camerawoman for "El Dialago" a
documentary on the New York Cuban com-
munity, camerawoman for "El Salvador:
Another Vietnam?" and two years making
videotapes for Downtown Community
Television in New York City. Born in Cuba
and raised in Puerto Rico, Ms. Garcia now
lives in New York Cijy.
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Alternatives to fee

system discussed
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegrian Staff

Alternatives to the present lab fee
collection system and proposed increases in

student rent were discussed last night at a
hearing on rents and fees.

Lab fees are now collected with a card
system that is separate from the regular
tuition and fees bill. Lab cards are
distributed by profes.sors after the ad
d/drop period.

Joyce Able, of the budget office, said this

system is "unique" to UMass and con-
stitutes an administrative nightmare.

"Just getting the lab cards out requires
1,000 people." she said. The number of
students being charged lab fees has risen
from 65 percent of all students last year to

75 percent this year, she said. Lab fee
charges add up to about $350,000, she said.

Fee collecting success has been as low as

50 percent in past years, though this

semester fee collection has been up closer to
90 percent due to a new administrative
policy which threatens to withdraw
students already enrolled in a class if they
don't pay their fee. she said.

The Provost's office has proposed a $10
lab fee to be paid by all students with their
tuition bill. But last night Able said a
general lab fee that varies according to

major is also being considered at. a possible
compromise between the present user-
based fee and a flat fee to all students.

'iiVe certainly can't go on with what we're
doing," Able said. "The card system just
isn't working."

Also last night Housing Services staff

answered questions concerning proposed
increases in on campus rent. A $76 per year
increase has been proposed for residence
halls. Family housing occupants may pay an
average of $18 more a month for their

apartments.

The largest single factor pushing up the
residence hall bill is new fringe benefit

costs, said residence hall budget manager.
Ann Koski. State law requires University
trust funds to be self-supporting and pay
their own employee fringe benefit costs,

but in the past the state has paid these
costs.

Fringe benefit costs for Housing Services
would be $550,000 or $53 per student, said

Koski. Employee fringe benefits include

retirement pensions, workmen's com-
pensation and unemployment insurance.
Each separate operation on campus is

under a separate trust fund which is run
like an independent business. Most major
trust funds are supported by student fees

and all trust funds may be required to pay
amtinued on page U
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Peter Casale. Chairperson of the Rents and Fees Committee of the
S.G.A. listens at the Committee Hearing last night in the Campus
Center.

Knapp considered for Temple University post
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts President David C. Knapp
has been named by a search committee as one of five peo-
ple being considered for the position of president of Tem-
ple University, Tim Blangger, editor in chief of the Temple
News said yesterday.

While Knapp denied any plans of leaving UMass, citing
a "moral obligation to the University," Dr. Marvin
Klausner, a member of the search committee at Temple

confirmed that "we are interested in Knapp."
The Temple University Presidential Search Committee

is looking for a replacement for current president Dr.

Marvin W. Wachman. who is retiring in June, said Blang-

ger. He said the committee is compf)sed of faculty, staff
ana members of the board of trustees, and they hope to
name a successor to President Wachman by "the first of
the year."

Also named as possible successors by the committee are
Dr. Diether H. Haenicke. 46, dean of humanities at Ohio
State University; Peter J. Liacouras, 45, dean of the Tem-

Candidates vie for

open UMass post
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

At least eight candidates are being considered for the
position of Vice Chancellor for Administration and Finance
at the University of Mas.sachusetts, left vacant when
George Beatty retired from the job last June, said Carl
Swanson, Chairman of the Search Committee.

Scott Cashman, chairman of the Campus Center Board of
Governors said the candidates are Joseph Carilli, John
DeNyse, Gary Getz, Richard Light. James Harvey, Ria
Frijets. Joseph Hamel and Weldon Ihrig.

Swanson said DeNyse, who is currently the acting Vice
Chancellor for Administration and Finance, is also the
director of the division of Human Resources, and has been
serving in both positions since Beatty 's retirement.

Carilli is a retired Coast Guard commander, and in the
past five years, "he did the same thing in the Coast Guard
as the Vice Chancellor does," he said. "He has good
qualities on paper," Swanson said.

Cashman said the information on the others was
unavailable.

Among the duties of the Vice Chancellor are planning for
new construction, overseeing grants and contracts,^ eovtinued on page ;i

pie Law School; Alan Guskin, 44, chancellor of the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin at Parkside; and T. Edward Holland,
chancellor of the New Jersey Department of Higher
Education, he said.

"They are all fairly big in the field of education," Blang-
ger said. "The committee hopes to have the field narrowed
down to three candidates by January, and then the board
of trustees will make the final decision." he .said.

"I have been offereil no job." Knapp said yesterday.
"University presidents are called by search committees as

continued on page :i
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John DeNyse, Acting Vice Chancellor for Ad-
ministration and Finance.

Candidate DeNyse
speaks on campus
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

The only in house candidate for the position of Vice
Chancellor for Administration and Finance said, in an open
meeting at the Campus Center last night, planning in the
1980's should include modernization and total shutdown of
.some buildings on campus, as well as the hiring of
professional technicians to maintain the buildings and
grounds at UMass.

John D. DeNyse, now acting Vice Chancellor for
Administration and Finance, said deterioration is a
priority in budgeting for the decade. He said he would
modernize and upgrade buildings and landsites on campus.
Areas that are presently under re-development include

the Island at the Campus Center pond, the exterior section
of the Fine Arts Center facing the pond, work on various
buildings on campus, and the seeding of lawns.

DeNyse said problems with budgeting on the state level
have prevented work on the library tower, and the ven-
tilation system in the Graduate Research Tower.
He said the University needs qualified technicians for

the physical operation, but a salary raise "to a competitive
level" is the only lure for these people to come to UMass.
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World and national news
Brezhnev rejects U.S. plan
BONN. West Germany (AP) - Soviet President Leonid

I. Brezhnev, taking a tough position for upcoming arms
talks, yesterday rejected a U.S. proposal to ban nuclear
missiles in Europe and repeated calls for a moratorium that
would leave Soviet missiles in place.

Brezhnev, in more than three hours of talks with
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, maintained that the nuclear
firepower of East and West is balanced in Europe, said
Soviet spokesman Leonid Zamyatin.
Brezhenev dismissed a proposal made last week by

President Reagan, who said NATO would scrap plans to
deploy 572 new nuclear missiles in Europe if the vSoviets
would dismantle their missiles aimed at European targets,
Zamyatin said.

Zamyatin said Soviet missiles were deployed to counter
U.S. air and sea weapons. He denied Schmidt's assertion
that Moscow's SS-20 multiple warhead missiles threatened
West Germany.

It was the first day of talks between Schmidt and
Brezhnev during the visit, which ends tomorrow.
Schmidt met privately with Brezhnev yesterday, and

pressed the missile ban proposal at a state dinner for the
74-year-old Soviet leader.

Schmidt, looking ahead to U.S. Soviet talks beginning
next Monday in Geneva, said the Soviets would face a new
generation of NATO missiles by the 1983 scheduled
deployment date if negotiations fail.

Nuclear weapons were the main topic of the day's
meetings. West German government spokesman Kurt
Becker said.

Schmidt told Brezhnev he could understand Soviet
concerns about the new U.S. Pershing 2 and Cruise
missiles "because we too have felt threatened by Soviet
rockets since 1977."

Schmidt said 250 SS-20 Soviet missiles armed with 750
warheads were aimed at Western Europe, and told
Brezhnev: "If you want no (new) stationing in Europe, you
must take away all SS-20s."

Schmidt rejected Brezhnev's offer of a moratorium on
stationing new nuclear weapons i^ Europe because it

would leave the Soviet missiles still threatening the West.
Becker said.

Four countries agree to j

Sinai peacekeeping force
LONDON (AP) — Britain, Trance, the Netherlands and

Italy announced yesterday they will take part in a U.S.
sponsored force to patrol the Sinai after Israel completes
its withdrawal from the war captured Egyptian territory
in April.

The announcement was delayed for three weeks by what
diplomats said was a struggle over wording to avoid
angering Israel and the Arab states and to satisfy the 10
Common Market countries.

A British Foreign Office spokesman, quoting Foreign
Secretary Lord Carrington, said an attempt was made to
provide "a statement which is the least provocative to
everybody."

Syria summoned the Italian ambassador to Damascus to
protest lUly's approval, calling it participation "in
American occupation of Arab territories," the state news
agency SANA said.

In Jerusalem, the Israeli government said the an-
nouncement's wording "seems in contradiction to the Camp
David agreements" but withheld a decision on whether to
veto European participation.

In making the announcement, the four governments
reaffirmed their support of the socalled "European in
tiative" for a Mideast peace that calls for the Palestine
Liberation Organization to be brought into the Camp

David process.

The United States has volunteered nearly half the
required 2,500 troops. Colombia, Uruguay and Fiji also
have agreed to join. Australia. New Zealand and Canada
have linked thefr participation to Britain's decision.
A French foreign ministry officials said at a briefing that

the United States. Egypt and Israel, which had asked
Europeans join the force, were informed of the decision to
go ahead with it on Sunday.

The Arab League has warned that participation in the
peacekeeping force could jeopardize European ties with
the Arab world.

The announcement and a supporting statement by the
10-nation Common Market, considered the legal basis for
participating, avoided direct mention of the 1978 Camp
David accords or the 1980 Venice declaration by the
Common Market that calls for the Palestine Liberation
Organization to be "associated" with the Mideast peace
process.

The Israelis want members of the peacekeeping force to
declare their support for Camp David and have said they
would \^to participation by countries which linked their
contributions to the Venice declaration or any other
Mideast policy statements.
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Allen questioned on
sale of consulting firm
WASHINGTON — National security adviser Richard V.

Allen wrote in a government financial disclosure statement
that he sold his consulting firm in January 1978, but now,
according to a White House lawyer, says the sale actually
took place early this year.

Questioned about the sale date, White House counsel
Fred Fielding said Allen sent him a memo last week stating
that he had mistakenly put down the 1978 date and had
meant to write January 1981.

I' the disclosure statement, filed last February, Allen
said he no longer was president of Potomac International
Corp. as of January 1978 and added in parentheses "sold
business."

Feds, are no shows
BOSTON — The budget crisis shutdown of the federal

government yesterday also shut down speechmaking in
Massachusetts by Reagan administration brass.

Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger canceled a
scheduled major speech on defense pohcy before the World
Affairs Council in Boston yesterday at noon.
AssisUnt Interior Secretary J. Robinson West scrubbed

a speech on offshore energy leasing policy before a con
ference here yesterday afternoon.

And Deputy Commerce SecreUry Joseph F. Wright Jr.
canceled an address on manpower needs in high technology
industry in Cambridge. That speech was scheduled for this
morning.

Four die in house fire
HOLYOKE — While her husband watched, screaming

helplessly in the front yard, a woman and three children
died yesterday morning as fire swept through their two-
story home, officials said.

The victims were identified as Fanny Coppedge, 30,
Linda, 15, Deede, 9, and Destiny, 17 months.

AP I^awrphoto

White House Press Secretary James Brady,
aided by his wife Sara, walks from the George
Washington Medical Center Monday in
Washington where he has been recovering from
gunshot wounds he received eight months ago.

Police Officer George Girard said the woman's husband,
James Coppedge, 28, and two children, John, 11, and
Patricia, 14, were taken to Holyoke Hospital. The two
were pulled from the burning building before 3 a.m., he
said.

Coppedge is apparently the stepfather of some of the
children, ^aid fire department clerk Dick Desgres.
Coppedge was listed in fair condition, along with the son,

who suffered smoke inhalation, according to hospital
spokeswoman Joyce Becker. Patricia was treated and
released.

Gubernatorial race

widens as Cord enters
BOSTON — In a curious politican turn. Rep. Andrew H.

Card Jr. of Holbrook joins his legislative "boss" today in
the ever-widening field for the Republican gubernatorial
nomination.

Card, 34. has scheduled a series of news conferences
across the state to announce his candidacy, just as Rep.
William G. Robinson of Melrose did last week.

Robinson defeated Card at a party caucus two years ago
to reUin his job as minority floor leader. Later, he kept
Card on his team as an assistant party whip. They share
the same Statehouse suite.
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Students report

seeing suspects

in dorm areas
University of Massachusetts police said they received

several calls yesterday from UMass students who claimed
to have seen two men, suspected in a series of recent
dormitory room larcenies, in the area of their residence
halls.

Police reported Sunday night that the two men both
described as being black and in their twenties, were
suspected of breaking into dormitory rooms in Van Meter,
Coolidge, and Webster dormitories last Thursday af-
ternoon and stealing two pocketbooks, a wallet and small
amounts of cash. Police said that in each case the suspects,
when confronted used the seeking of drugs or drug
paraphanalia as an excuse for being in the dormitories.
Students reported yesterday that either one or two itien.

,

who resembled descriptions 'of the sus^jfects given in
^

yesterdays Collegian,\n connection with last Thursday's
reported larcenies had recently been sighted in five in-

stances in or around area dormitories, police said.
According to police students claimed to have seen one or

both of the suspects on three separate occasions last
Thursday: once on the first floor of Brett dormitory , once
outside of Coolidge dormitory, and finally, the second floor
of Dickinson dormitory. Students also reported sightings
on the second floor of Washington dormitory last Friday or
Saturday, and on the 14th floor of Washington yesterday,
police said. According to police, students said that in all

incidents except the one in Coolidge, the suspect or
suspects asked where they could purchase drugs or drug
paraphanalia when confronted.

Police said students did not report any larcenies in
connection with these incidents. One of the suspects is

described as being five feet, ten inches tall with short,
frizzy black hair, medium build, medium complexion, well
dressed and missing three front, lower teeth. The other
suspect is described as five feet, eleven inches tall, and last
Thursday wearing a blue baseball jacket with a hood, gray
sweatpants, and a cap.

In Sunday night's report, police said they had attained
the possible identification of one of the suspects. Police
could not say last night if they had verified the identity.

Continued on page 9

Newslines...
ERA awareness week
highlights campaign
The National Organization for Women has announced

ERA Awareness Week, as part of the ERA countdown
campaign. According to a press release, NOW's goal, by
early December, for every American to become aware of
the full text of the Equal Rights Ammendment, which
must be ratified in three more states before June 1, 1982.
(It has already been ratified in 35 states.)

The full text of the Equal Rights Amendment
reads:

Section 1. Equality of rights under the law
shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by
any State on account of sex.

Section 2: The Congress shall have the
power to enforce, by approporiate legislation, the provi-
sions of this Article.

Siection 3: This Amendment shall take effect
two years after the date of ratification.

Betty Ford is honorary chair of the ERA Countdown
Campaign, with Alan Alda co-chair. The campaign began
on June 30, 1981 with more than 180 rallies throughout
the United States according to the press release.
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Amherst seeking volunteer fire fighters
Rv M ARV TETUAVT . . _By MARK TEEHAN
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Fire Department is looking for students
who would be interested in joining the department's
volunteer student branch, which has been serving the
community since 1954, Lieutenant Mike Zlogar said.
The volunteer force functions as an autonomous group

with its own officers, equipment, drivers and respon-
sibilities, Zlogar said.

Russ Bonanno, a member of the force, said that they
respond to all box alarms, and other alarms when the paid
fire fighters are otherwise committed. They are also
available to respond to emergency medical situations when
the other fire department ambulances are occupied.

Zlogar, a former member of the volunteer force said
there is presently one vacancy on the 12 person force, but
he is not sure when that position will be filled.

"I guess what we're looking for is three or four students
for next September as seniors on the force graduate," he
said.

The volunteers are trained in fire fighting by the

Amherst Fire Department. They can receive emergency
medical training as well as instruction in the use of
hfesaving devices as the jaws of life, Zlogar said. They are
also expected to attend about 15 hours of training each
month, he said.

Eight of the 11 students on the force receive free housing
in rooms in the fire sUtion at Tilson Farm. There are four
double rooms, a kitchen, a dining room and bathroom
provided, but the volunteer must provide his own food,
Zlogar said.

Bonanno said the volunteers are "in service quarters,"
which means that they are available to respond to
situations if the regular paid fire fighters are on another
call from nrudnight to 7 a.m. every night. The volunteers
also carry a beeper and are expected to respond whenever
there is a need.

Bonanno said that it Ukes up a lot of time to be a
volunteer fire fighter, "not just the time you're working,
but the time you're unavailable for other things."
Any student who is interested in joining can pick up an

application at either the main fire station on North
Pleasant Street or the station at Tilson Farm,

Hundreds of college students are committed to working w-t-
for the Amendment through the ERA campus campaign ^ KWinWin
which began in October. ^ ±^i%\M>y]IJ

Scholarship awarded
The Commuter Collective, the area government for off-

campus students at the University of Massachusetts, will
award a $300 scholarship to JUI Hurst, a University
student.

Hurst will receive the award during a ceremony at the
Top of the Campus Restaurant at 1:30 p.m. Nov. 30.
Two scholarships are awarded by the Commuter

Collective each semester and applications are currently
being accepted for next semester's Commuter Collective
Scholarship of Social Merit and Financial Need. More
information is available from the Collective. 404 Student
Union Building, 545,2145.
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LAST FEW STROKES — A student puts the finishing touches on his mural on floor nine of the
John Adams Tower.

continuedfrom page 1

a matter of course, and Temple is one of about six univer-
sities who have contacted me recently," he said.

"I have an obligaiton to the University of Massachusetts
at the present time," Knapp said. "I do not have a con-
tract, but it is a moral obligation that I intend to follow,"
he said.

Knapp, 54, was named as President of UMass on
September 1, 1978, and formally inaugurated on October
29, 1978. Before that, he had been at Cornell since 1%8,
serving as provost, and eariier. Dean of the New York
State College of Human Ecology. He graduated from
Syracuse in 1947, and got a masters degree in political

science from the University of Chicago in 1948. After ser-
ving in the army, he returned to the University of Chicago
to get a doctorate in political science in 1953. He served at
the University of New Hampshire as a professor of
government until taking the position at Cornell.

* Vice Chancellor
continuedJrom page 1

managing the transportation and mail services, and
coordinating the auxiliary services such as Food Services
and the Campus Center . He is also responsible for
operations at the Physical Plant, and taking care of the
University's personnel and payroll departments.

"He is really the manager of the campus." Swanson said.

The search committee is composed of administrators,
profe.ssors and students, and they will be conducting in-

verviews that are open to the public. Swanson said.

"We will welcome anyone that wishes to come in and
make comments." he said.

Carilli was interviewed on November 19. and DeNyse
was interviewed last night. Getz will be interviewed Nov.
30; Light Dec. 2; Harvey Dec. 6; Frijtes Dec. 9; Hamel
Dec. 16; and Ihrig on Dec. 20. The interviews run from 8
p.m. to 9 p.m.

Swanson said that possibly three more candidates will be
interviewed in January, and the final decision is expected
sometime before the beginning of next semester.
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-Sports notices
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM

OPENS SEASON - The UMass hoop-
women kick off their season with, the
University of New Tournament this

weekend in Durham. N.H. Included among
the Minutewomen opponents will be UNH,
the University of Connecticut and the
University of Rhode Island.

ONE-ON-ONE BASKETBALL -
Late entries for men's and women's one-
on-one basketball will be accepted until

Monday', Nov. 30 in thejntramural Office,

Boyden 215. Flay Injgins Dec. 1. 1
WRESTLING TEAM STARTS

SEASON AT BU TOURNEY - The
UMass grapplers travel to Boston Unversi-
ty tonight for a 7 p.m. match against the
Terriers of BU, one of Massachusetts'
arch-rivals. -^-

IN TEAM BASKETBALL - Entries for

men's women's co-rec and grad-fac basket-

ball are due Monday, Nov. 30. A $10 forfeit

fee must accompany all entries and play
begins Veh. 3. 1982.

•^onight

A Pre-Holidoy Party

with
JIM PLUHKEn

2 for 1

all mixed drinks
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Join the more than 40,000 applicants who have become cardholders
through our new fully guaranteed program. Yes, with our special
applicatron your approval for MasterCard and VISA is 100%
guaranteed. BUT YOU MUST CALL NOW!

Only 1,000 guaranteed applications are available to UMass students
on a first come, first served basis! CaH now'

1-800 424 2494
They will go fast!
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Professor Discusses Black Culture
Warning: Distortion of liistory may cause ignoranceINTERVIEW: JOHNELLA BUTLER

Addressing the crowd "In Appreciation of Difference"
was Johnella Butler, Professor and chairperson of Black
Studies at Smith College.

Butler, age 34, from Alexandria Virginia, attended
Elms CoUge in Chicopee Mass. She later went to John
Hopkins in Baltimore for her Masters and from there,
while teaching at Smith College, she acquired her doc-
torate from the University of Massachusetts in Afro-
American literature and music.
Butler's topic was a focus on the effect of the dynamic of

racism on Afro-American culture.

"Usually when talking about racism, said Butler, "I ap-
proach it by looking at ethnocentrism in this society which
emphasizes the technological, the individual, the rational
and holds as negative, rather than incorporative, the other
side of our human selves, our feeling, our communal
selves, our intuitive selves."

During an interview with Black Affairs, Butler
answered several questions about racism within American
society and its effect on Blacks and their culture.
B.A. Do you believe that racism includes judicial or

political power or dominance over others?
BUTLER: "Yes, I think racism is connected to power, it

has to be. Even if a person does not have any institutional
or social power he identifies with those who do, and
therefore he is connected to that power. Even a poor
white person, who is racist to the core, he is so because in
that year in which he is living he can exert some sense of
power because he is reinforced by the larger society."
B.A. Do you feel that courses on racism and sexism
should be made mandatory at colleges and universities?
BUTLER: "I think courses that deal with the cultural
and racial complexities of America should be a part of a
students career. I think students should take maybe one
course in ethnic studies or womens studies before they
graduate. But I do think that at least one core course
should be available that deals with racism, sexism, ethnici-

ty and ethnocentrism in American society."
B.A How can blacks in America overcome racism and
make society less racist?

BUTLER: "Insist not only on being proud of who you
are but knowing who you are. Insist on the availability of
mformation and not distorted but correct, whether it in-
volves literature or history: the availability or the creation
of It. Insist on developing a politic and being active in that
politic that is based on your experiences vis-a-vis the
larger society, and is also based on your values so these
values can become a part of the society. Work with other
Black people. Realize that because you have an education
or a job that might introduce you to another level of socie-
ty or economy that does not separate you from home or
other Black people who are not as fortunate as you and as
educated as you. Learn from them and teach them.
B.A. How do you think Blacks viewed Bo Derek wearing
African Braids in the movie "10?"

BUTLER: "Judging from the articles and radio reports
that I've heard. Blacks were insulted, outraged, that here
was a very blatant example of racism. Braids have been
around as long as Blacks have been around. Suddenly to
see that attributed to someone White and to rob it com-
pletely of the truth of its origin was a cultural insult."
B.A. How can Blacks in America help defeat apartheid in
South Africa?

BUTLER: "I think we need to be more aware. I think
Black Americans very often as a group of people don't
have sufficient awareness of international situations of
Blacks m despair. We need to make ourselves known
politicly, vote more in blocs so the Blacks will be looked at.We should write our congressmen about it. I think con-
gress would lobby against apartheid."
lobby against apartheid."
B.A.: During your lecture you mentioned Blacks and
slavery. Why should Blacks never forget slavery?
BUTLER: "I don't think we should be obsessed with it

but I don't think we should be ashamed of it. I think we

should understand its role in our culture and its role in our
reality in America, not to deny it but to work with it to see
how it has shaped our present. We must not forget Africa
but understand how that has shaped our reality and has
been an active voice on what it means to say we are an
African people. We should be reminded as to what the
possibilities always are, what the horror can be as well as a
sense or vision of what is better should be in front of us
too."

B.A. During the Civil Rights Movement we gained a lot
of things. With the present administraiton it seems that all
our gains are being taken away from us. Do you feel there
will be another Civil Rights Movement, not so passive but
taking a different form?
BUTLER: "In terms of people who live at the lower
economic level of Black society I feel they are becoming
more and more angry and the potential for a more violent
response is definitely there. In terms of many educated
Blacks upwardly mobile, there is a great deal of anger
there too. The movement may not express itself in a
violent sense but in terms of very serious organizing and
commitment people are beginning to rethink and reassess
the sense of saying. 'What have I got since I've gotten this
far, I'm not so sure it is worth anything.' So I think there
is going to be something happening. People who are work-
ing in a grass roots level strive to really articulate very
clearly what is happening so that we just don't operate at
a level of anger and rhetoric but to remove that reflection
of anger and rhetoric into a very positive direction."
B.A. Do you feel another movement will occur before the
turn of the century?

BUTLER: "Some kind of movement, yes. We are going
to have to fight to maintain what we have and we are go-
ing to have to fight to make more gains. That means that
there is going to have to be conserted action. I am not sure
what form it is going to take but it is going to be there.

— Phillip Jennings
Black Affairs

When the Republicans took the White House and the
Senate one year ago, the political pundits and analysts
were quick to assert the basis for the G.O.P.'s success.
Republicans were victorious, the argument went, because
they had become the party of new ideas. Supply side
economics— with its argument that if you decrease taxes
substantially you will increase industrial productivity-
was being trumpeted as the theoretical innovation that
would resuscitate the economy.
Now come Budget-Director David Stockman's comments

to newspaperman WUliam Greider: supply-side economics
was merely a new language and argument used to conceal
standard Republcan practice: tax cuts for the rich. "It's
kind of hard to sell 'trickle down'." noted Stockman,
referring to the traditional Republican practice of cutting
taxes for corporate interests and the wealthy. "So the
supply side formula was the only way to get a tax policy
that was really 'trickle down."' The Kemp Roth tax-cuts
were "always a Trojan Horse to bring down the
top/tax/rate."

While one must be surprised at the candor with which
Stockman spoke, there can be no possible deflection of the
indictment of the cornerstone of the Reagan
Administration's economic program contained in Stock-
man's remarks. The Reagan program is nothing new; it is

merely a rehash of the old Republican 'trickle down"
approach.

While most of the controversy over the Stockman affair
focuses on his manipulation of budgetary figures and his
personal deception in "foisting" the Reagan-Kemp-Roth
tax and budget cuts on an "unwitting" Congress, the true
significance of his comments is that they serve to shatter
the basis of the Reagan 1980 electoral mandate.

Most political observers agree that the reason Ronald
Reagan defeated Jimmy Carter was because Reagan
suggested that he would offer the country a "new
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beginning", a significantly new departure and approach to
government. American voters, confronted with a decade

of high inflation and high unemployment, voted for a new
approach and not for a return to the old Republican
poUcies. What David Stockman tells us, in effect, is that
the American public was deceived.

Several questions are suggested as a result of the Stock-
man scandal. Why was it that so few pohtical and economic
analysts saw through the charts and figures with which the
Reagan Administration deluged and dazzled Congress*.'
How could our legislators allow themselves to be stamped
mto voting on tax and budget bUls that were so carelessly
prepared? Why were so many "experts" taken in by the
Reagan-Stockman sales pitch?

Regrettably, the answer to these questions is that at the
root of recent legislative policy making we find for the
most part a bankruptcy of ideas and an appalling lack of
competence. Indeed, in the last year only the represen-
tatives of the labor movement, a few courageous liberal
legislators, and the civil rights community have succeeded
in seeing through the rhetoric and have challenged the
Administration's economic prescriptions.
The few who opposed the Reagan program are today

being vindicated by the effects of the "supply-side" ap
proach. We are now in the midst of what may turn out to
be the most severe recession since the 1930s. Unem-
ployment has reached 8 percent and is heading toward 9
percent and worse. Among blacks unemployment stands
at over 15 percent. The construction industry has been
paralyzed by high interest rates to the point where housing
starts at a 15-year low. The auto industry also is in the
midst of a severe slump.
The Stockman revelations provide all Americans with an

opportunity to re-examine the logic of the Reagan
program. Can we really afford an economic approach
which has plunged us into a deep recession and which
amounts to nothing more than a massive transfer of goods
and services from working people to the wealthy?
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CHECK IT OUT! - Co-President of Afrik-Am
Greg Brent is obsessed with glee. He proudly
displays his "A'paper to on looking students and
passers by in the Student Union. Students cap-
tured in this photo are L to R Greg Brent, Lynn
Butler. Debbie Jackson. Jay Stewart.
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Dieting is often a problem for women
UHS can aid in

weight loss,

good nutrition

Tuesday, November 24, 1981

Collegian?

By SARAH RUSSELL
Five-College Staff

About 80 percent of the students that go to the
University of Massachusetts Health Services with,
nutrition or diet problems, want help with weight
reduction, and most of those seeking to lose weight are
women, said UMass nutritionist, Caren Weiner.

Weiner said there was only one male out of the twenty
students that came to her for help losing weight in the past
week. It is not just a women's problem, but men usually
deal with it differently. They are less likely to try to
change their diet, and more likely to exercise harder, she
said.

"Society does not mark men as hard for being over-
weight as it does for women." she said.

Weiner, who has a masters degree in nutrition, and is a
registered dietician, does not believe in rigid dieting.
Many popular diets, such as the Beverly Hills diet, in-

crease the obsession with starving oneself, and they do not

frovide a healthy balance of foods, she said.

When someone with a weight problem comes to her,
Weiner first wants to know about her/his eating habits.

She suggests keeping food records, to determine where
tne problems are, and then gradually modifying eating, to
eliminate the problems without sacrificing a steady
balanced diet.

"Reeling guilty about overeating is a big problem among
thos« watching their weight. They must realize "It's okay
to eat a httle extra some days," Weiner said. "They must
first le^n to say yes to forbidden foods, before they can
turn th«m down."

It is important to break out of the binge eating/starving
habit. Most people who binge eat (eat excessively), don't
enjoy theif food because they feel guilty, and as a result,
they eat compulsively, and then starve themselves.

"If you ddhave a binge, accept it, but then get right back
into the normal way you should be eating," Weiner saidd.

This time of year is particularly difficult for those
watching thefr weight, because food oriented holidays,
such as Thanl^giving and Christmas, present many ex
cuses to overeat. College students, coming home, may
look forward to eating home cooking, going out drinking
with friends, and escaping the pressures of school.

Continued on page 10

Thanksgiving disruption welcome
By CHRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Ten out of fifteen women students polled randomly
yesterday at the Campus Center by the Mass. Daily
Collegian said Thanksgiving would upset their normal
eating patterns, but the disruption would be welcome.

"Veah. I will finally have some good food, " said Debby
Harris, a freshman hotel, restaurant and travel ad-
ministration major.

"Will I eat more'.' Oh yes!" said another woman polled.
Karen DiNardo, a consumer economics major, said she

did not think her eating patterns would be upset, "Cause I

eat a lot all the time," she said.

Four of the fifteen women asked if they allowed
themselves to enjoy the holiday meals without feeling
guilty, said they did not.

"I enjoy meals then, but the next day I feel guilty," said
Alice Chrusciel, a sophomore education major.

Industrial engineering major, Carol Munroe said, "I'll

eat what I want, but I'll try to keep it in smaller portions."
Half of the women polled said they did not diet regularly.

Two women said they try to diet.

Sophomore education major, Winnie Greene said, "Tve
been dieting since I was nine."

"I watch what I eat, but I don't diet," said Kristin
Johnson, a freshman.
Only one woman polled said she is not very conscious of

the nutritional value of the food she eats.
"I try to eat balanced meals," said Smith College student

Connie Parks.

Bach-Lan Nauyen Thi, an accounting major said, "I take
a lot of vitamins."

Holiday cooking and eating causes stress
By SARAH RUSSELL
Five-College Staff

The conflict between cooking and dieting
for women makes the food-oriented
holidays such as Thanksgiving and
Christmas particularly stressful for women
suffering from anorexia nervosa, said the
woman who taught the course "Starving
and Stuffing; The politics of Women and
Food at the University of Mass. last year.

Ellen LaFleche said though the
psychological causes of anorexia nervosa
are unclear, "the holidays intensify the
pressures and contradictions that women
live with every day.

Anorexia nervosa, a psychological

disorder characterized by excessive
dieting, is an increasingly serious concern
among young women who face the conflict
between cooking and dieting, she said.

"How the hell can you be an expert on
cooking and feeding your family, when you
can't eat?" LaFleche asked.

"Food is an integral part of a woman's,
life," LaFleche said. Women are expected
to cook well, and often, but they are also
encouraged to be thin. These two at
tributes are considered feminine ideals in

American society, and they are reinforced
by the media.

"There is incredible media pressure to
diet," LaFleche said.

While the anorexic feels she is becoming
healthier or sexier by losing weight, instead
she is becoming unhealthy and emaciated,
LaFleche said.

The distorted self-image that an anorexic
has is reinforced by the "Vpy the media
presents feminism. Commercials con-

tinually stress that the successful working
woman is thin, and always busy. Television

protrays women who can cook well, holding
an executive job, exercise a lot, and have an
exciting nightlife, LaFleche said.

The pressure college women feel to fulfill

these ideals is high LaFleche said.

"The pressure to diet among women at

UMass is almost as strong as the pressure

to drink.' Women often compete and
support each other in their diets.

While dieting may be reinforced at
college, women coming home at
Thanksgiving for the first time since
leaving home in September, may begin
fasting again when faced with the excessive
food of the holiday, LaFleche said.

The symptoms of anorexia nervosa in-

clude a lot of dieting, great loss of weight,
hyperactivity, distortion of body image,
depression, obsession with food, and
eventually symptoms of starvation.
Though a woman may not have all these
symptoms, she can still be approaching a
dangerous point in the disease, LaFleche
said.

By HEIDI LEVINE
Collegian Staff

With diet pills what you lose isn't weight

Many students at the University of
Massachusetts are taking over the-counter
(OTC) drugs to reduce weight, an
unhealthy practice, according to a
nutritionist at the University Health
Services.

Robin Levin said a lot of students consult
her about their problems with diet pills.

"Diet pills are unhealthy, and are a very
deceptive way to reduce weight. They can
have serious health implications, so I think
that diet pills and OTC drugs should only be
dispensed by prescription," Levin said.

Dr. Thomas McBride, a physician at the
Health Services, said, "Diet pills are a form
of amphetamine. They do suppress a
person's appetite, however, they are not
effective for long term weight loss. These
OTC drugs are manufactured by third rate
drug companies, " McBride said.

One UMass student, who did not want to
be identified, said she is addicted to diet
pills, having used them on a regular basis
for the past three years.

"I used them to try to diet, but now I uke
them for energy and motivation." she said.

If diet pills were suddenly taken off the
market, the student said. "I would
somehow manage to get some other form of

speed."

The Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) Advisory panel researched the
safety and effectiveness of diet pills, ac

cording to the Oct. 11, 1979 FDA Consumer
Report. The three main active ingredients
in diet piUs are benzocaine, which dulls the
nerve endings in the mouth, and therefore
decreases a person's sensitivity to the taste

of sweet foods, and phenopronoiamine
hydrochloride is usually combined with
caffeine, which is a stimulant added to

relieve fatigue resulting from reducing
caloric intake. Also according to the FDA
consumer reports, phenopronoiamine is

also present in many nasal decongestants.
The use of diet pills accompanied by nasal

decongestants can be extremely hazardous
to one's health, it states.

Diet pills can cause hyperactivity,

irritability, nausea, vomiting, hyper-

tension, arrhythmia (irregular heart beat)
and traumas, McBride said.

A physician at Cooley Dickinson
Hospital's emergency ward said, "The
danger signs (of overdose) are insomnia,
fever, excessive urinating, gastrointestinal
bleeding, seizure and paralysis.

According to the Massachusetts Poison
Information Center, there have been deaths
caused by overdoses of non prescribed diet
pills.

The FDA is presently attempting to
take OTC diet pills off the market, ac-
cording to the "Medical Letter," a non-
profit publication on drugs and theraputics.
"There is no good evidence that

I phenylopropanolamine oral benzocaine, or
any other drug can help obese people
achieve long term weight reduction. The
only satisfactory treatment for obesity is a
life long change in patterns of food intake
and physical activity, " states the letter.

A merchant in a local Amherst drugstore
(who requested their name be withheld)
said he tries to discourage people from
purchasing diet pills. He said he believes
diet pills are most frequently purchased
before holidays, exams, and bathing suit
weather.
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Hunger problem could be solved
Most of us will be going home for Thanksgiving, Most of

us are looking forward to our annual feast of plenty. Most
of us may even be thankful for being able to enjoy this and
other meals throughout the year. I would certainly hope
that people will count their blessings, because there are a
lot of people who won't be sitting down to a table loaded
with food. Thanksgiving or any other day of the year. It

seems almost criminal that we gorge ourselves while
millions are dying all around us from hunger.
Every minute of every day, twenty-eight people

(twenty-one of that number are children) die of starvation.

This is the equivalent of a Hiroshima every three days. Ten
to twenty million human beings...dead because of hunger
and malnutrition. More people have died from hunger than
have died from all of the wars, revolutions, and murders of

the past 150 years.

Randolph T. Holhut
The irony of those figures is that the world currently

produces enough food to provide everyone on this planet
with more than enough for a proper diet. Since the end of
World War II, 32 nations with 40 percent of the world's
population have for the most part solved their hunger
problems, so reaching a solution is not impossible. We have
come a long way in the production of food. In this country,
less than 5 percent of the population are farmers, yet we
produce enough to supply the world as well as ourselves.
But before we pat ourselves on the back for a job well
done, let's not forget those 28 people who are still dying
each minute of each day.
We have made many scientific advances in this century.

But for all of our know-how, we still have people starving.
And not just in those far-away countries you hear about in

the news... but right here in this country and even right
here in the Valley. It seems unthinkable, but yes. even in

this nation of plenty, there are people starving to death.

, But before we say "Isn't that terrible" and dig into our
turkey, think about this. A 1977 study by the National
Academy of Sciences on world hunger, compiled with the
help of 1500 experts from around the world, made the
following conclusion: "If there is the political will in this

country and abroad... it should be possible to overcome the
worst aspects of widespread hunger and malnutrition
within one generation." The only thing that is keeping us
from solving this problem is the lack of will to do it.

We have the resources, the knowledge, and the skill to

end this problem, but we don't have enough conviction to
change the sad realities of a world in which millions starve
while others are going on diets to lose weight. Look at the
massive build-up of arms around the world. If the amount
of money spent on armies and weapons by all of the nations
in the world for one year were spent of feeding the world
instead of threatening to destroy it, the hunger problem
could be solved. If we thought more of other people instead
of just ourselves, the hunger problem could be solved. If

we really had any compassion at all for those less fortunate
among us, the hunger problem could be solved.

So before you sit down to this year's feast, remember
that in the time it took you to read this column, over 100
people died of hunger. It doesn't have to be like this. We
can change those numbers, but only if we really want to.

Happy Thanksgiving,

Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian Columnist.

Letters

Tips to improve bus service

To the Editor:

This letter is addressed to both the UMass Transit Ser-
vice and its passengers. From my own experience, I sug-
gest the following in order to increase the efficiency and
safety of the existing service.

UMass Transit and the bus drivers should try to avoid
any possible delay and stick to the published schedules
(this is the only reason for having schedule). Try also to

avoid the "bunching effect." ("bunching effect" refers to

the situation when several buses of the same route stop
simultaneously at the same bus stop.)

Passengers should try to use the front door as an en-
trance and the back door as an exit. Also, try to sit near
the exit (back door) if you plan to get off the bus in the
next bus stop or two. This is very effective especially when
the bus is full. And lastly, try to cross the street from
behind the bus.

As a passenger myself, I believe that if the above sug-

gestions become a mutual agreement, our lives will be hap-

pier.

Eric Chen
Sunderland

Assault motivated by violence

To the Editor:

In response to Mr. DeCaroIis' letter of November 18 we
would like to point out that he promotes a dangerous
fallicy — the myth of rape and sexual assault as sexual

crimes. This disturbs us deeply because as long as this

myth exists women will be seen as victims of their own

provocative behavior. Rape is a crime which is motivated,
not by sexual appetite, but by a desire to humiliate and
degrade women. It denotes a basic lack of respect for

other human beings to belittle the victims of a violent

psychological crime by implying that their woes are of
their own making.

A woman can be intereted in man without wishing to be
sexually intimate immediately. The fact that a person
shows a desire to further an acquaintance does not in any
way obligate that person to submit unwillingly to the

desires of another.

The repugnant notion of rape or harrasment or abuse as
something that a person deserves is one which needs to be
exposed for what it is — cruel, un.sympathetic, and ig-

norant! There can be nothing provocative about an 80 year
old woman or a five year old girl or boy. Yet, 80 year old

women and five year old girls and boys have been sexually

abused. So, Mr. DeCarolis, we would ask that you reex-

amine your attitude and stop blaming the victim.

Siobhan Powers
Jean Zdankowski

Southwest

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the
writer's address and telephone number, which will

not be published. Please type double spaced at 67
characters per line. Due to space limitations and the
volume of mail, we regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters are
subject to editing for clarity and length.

How to improve

preregistration
There once was a place called UMass
On weekends it 's an incredible gas

But preregistration

brings tons offrustration
It 's really a pain in the ass.

Doesn't it seem like a students work is never done,
especially at this time of year? We've suffered through
midterms, and then suffered even more wnen they were
returned to us. Now. as the Thanksgiving break' looms
ahead, just when we think we can breathe a collective sigh
of relief, preregistration is thrust upon us. Today, as
students run around campus trying to get loose ends tied

Dave Cline

before the break, let's take time out to examine the
phenomenon known to us as preregistration.

Preregistration was discovered years ago by accident
when a Whitmore computer researcher, hunting for a bet-

ter way to collect lab fees, fed the wrong information into

OSCAR, forcing the computer to spit out thousands upon
thousands of those little blue forms. The top brass looked
at the confusion they had created, saw that it was good,
and gave it the Latin name of Bluedotius Confoundus,
more commonly known as Preregistration. Throughout
the years, preregistration grew with the University, in-

creasing in size until it was, uh, you know, bigger.

To some, preregistration is simple. Certain majors have
very rigid standards that require four or five prerequisites
each semer^er, leaving little time open for electives. For
the rest of us, preregistration can be a nightmare. It's not
that I mind selecting cla.sses for next semester, it's just
that I'm still trying to figure out what courses I'm enrolled
in now. If anyone knows what "Interdisciplinary
Linguistic Altruism" is all about, please let me know.
Finals are coming up.

The administration has noted these criticisms, and in

their wise and wonderful ways decided that they would do
something about it. A committee known as the
Chancellor's Hearing on Improving Preregistration
(CHIMP) met recently, and suggested several outstanding
and creative proposals for, you guessed it, improving
preregistration. So sit back, relax, and have a cup of cof-

fee, you'll need it.

CHIMP foresaw that a radically new approach to

preregistration had to be undertaken, and considered the
problem accordingly. It was believed that the University
should hire people to glance at completed forms being
handed in, look the student in the eye, and exclaim, "You
don't really want to take these courses, do you?" Nine out
of ten times, they would have been right.

One member of CHIMP suggested that next semester,
during counselling week, students would not get any
forms. Instead, each professor and T.A. would receive a
copy of the student directory, and they choose which
students they want in their classes. Students could be
chosen at random, or a professor could choose his favorite
students. Naturally, winners are notified by mail.

Another proposal given heavy thought was to complete-
ly abolish preregistration. The University would save
thousands of dollars on forms, counselling fees, etc. On
the first day of classes, everyone just goes to the rooms of
the classes that they want to take, and scramble for
chairs. Whoever is physically holding a seat when the pro-
fessor walks in gets to take the course. Students can use
any means available to protect their seats, but due to the
rioting expected, guns and knives will not be permitted in

Rhetoric courses. The best part of this proposal is that the
Radical Student Union will finally discover once and for all

if pure anarchy really works as a social system.

CHIMP also noted that most students don't go to
classes anyways, and considered making it official by
cancelling all courses. According to the plan. Mom and
Dad would still receive bills and grades from Whitmore,
while students would receive a print-out of what classes
they're allegedly enrolled in. The computer would notify
all students at mid-semester as to how they are perform-
ing in class, and those with GPA's of less than 2.0 would
have to pretend that they need to see the dean.

My favorite proposal, though, was to print up game
cards like the ones they have in the coffee shop. On
registration day, students would go to the coffee shop or

Hatch, buy a coke, get a card, and then scratch off the lit-

tle gray spot to find out what course they're enrolled in for

the semester. The card then becomes your official

registration form, and you simply go to the courses listed.

You'd have different cards for each academic department,
and students could trade the cards, just like you did when
you were a kid, to get the classes they want. I could see it

now. "Hey Joe, I'll give you an Econ 103 for a Poli-Sci to

be named later!" It would work, trust me.

Dave Cline is a Collegian columnist.
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ACROSS
1 Pes.
I, Skoil and yirosit

10 He.-.kle

M Cap •; • f;-, 40

Across
15 Twam's

New York home
16 Adriatic resort

17 Start of a

Nietzsche

quotation

20 River to the

Arabian Seii

21 Like a bright day
22 Jungle nuisance
24 Unit of force:

Abbr.

25 Welcome item

28 Ending with

journal

29 Elec. units

32 Cake or Islands

34 Keen
36 Like some spoons
37 More of quote
40 Clavell opus
41 Plumlike fruit

42 Baroness Blixen,

AKA Isak Oineson
43 Fish or boat
44 Horned viper

47 Part of many
Arabic names

48 Time abbr
50 Corn producer

5o Cumi'lus
f<-.-.T.a(io.i

56 Si-irra

57 Quote cent.nued
61 Native
62 Visual

63 Extant
64 With 65 Across,

end of quote
65 See 64 Across
66 Youngster

DOWN
1 Social system
2 Handsome one
3 Walk unsteadily
4 Brief

5 Violinist Bull

6 Latin lesson word
7 In (In its

original place)

8 Drifts

9 Oeject^ly
10 Scribe's mishap
11 Goal
12 Mountain near

ancient Troy

13 Long or short

18 Chew the

(meditate)

19 "My wife's a

wee thing.
.'

Burns
23 Historical "train"

25 Part of France
26 Scored

27 Scale of

pulchritude

30 Maleio* s Milieu
31 Printer's indicator
33 Shells peas
34 Advantage
35 Make (hit

pay dirt)

36 English literary

great

37 Jezet>ers

husband
38 Verdaude, for one
39 Year in sixth

century
40 Indulge in a

sport

43 Fine plaster
44 Indifferent, in

a way
45 Ladyof thecasa
46 Course of studies
49 Where Lot had

a lot

51 Wideewake
52 Court appointee

Abbr.

53 Prehistoric axe
54 Te laudamus
55 Commercial event
57 Ending with

romantic or real

58 Ginza classic

59 Circle seg.

60 River to the

Vistula

By Gregg Canavan

See solution to yesterday's puzzle on page 9

BOOKS FOR THE FREE SPIRIT

pv Special
r-1 Purchase^^ $4.98 CAPECOD

ANDTHEISLANDS
APICTIIRt BOOKTORFMiMH I M HI H 11%

the
University

Store
OPEN M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center *Quantites Limited
Hundreds of other Sale Books available on special tables.
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8;;*^-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication dayCash tn advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

AMHERST AUDIO SERVICF

Amherst's established audio service
formerly located within Amherst Audio has
relocated. Free Estimates are now
available at Underground Sound Inc., 71
N. Pleasant St., Amherst (across from Fire
Station, in back of build.). We now offers
sales and service of audio equipment and
we're video venders as well! For any ques-
tions about home hi-fi, car stereo, rock and
roll equipment, commercial sound systems
or details about free pick-up and
delivery, call 253-9507

bedroom unit with furniture. Available Dev
23rd - Jan 31st. $140.00 ask for David
253-3504

Two bdrm apt on bus route 290 + hot
water included. Avail Dec 23 665-7148

FOR SALE

AUDIO

Bass Speaker - JBL 200 watt 15" w/wo
cab, best offer 546-9154

Excellent Dynaco FM Tuner and Dynaco
Amp needing work $125 586-4395

GIFT IDEA: Portrait Drawings.
Delap, 665-2972

Dennis

1975 Suzuki GT390 FULLY assesed 12000
mi. very good condition $650 call Rick
549-1867

AUTO FOR SALE

72 VW Beetle low mi. only $1,350.00 70
Cry Newport only $400. call Alex please
549 5347 ^

1970 Ford Mustang good condition, must
sell, $1400 or best offer, call Jim 6-7144

66 VyV Beetle for parts, eng. great, low mi.
6-5166 BO
74 Nova Hatchback. New motor, rusty
but loyal. 256-8904 keep trying .

'

BABE

Forgiveness can be the hardest thing
you can give to someone. . .or it can be the
easiest, it all depends on understanding

BARRY

Fender Stratocaster $400 665-2241 eves .

Cornell Prints (3) handsomely framed
perfect for Xmas tel 5-2496 or 256-6624

Skimmar 8' fiberglass dinghy asking 300
or best offer. Excellent condition, ready to
row. Call Steve 549-1808

YASHICA FX-2 35mn7 3 lenses & ultra
violet filters 50/28/55 mm $200.oo or BO
Call Pat 549-0469

New Queen or King size waterbed never
opened, 10 year warranty, walnut stained
pine frame, headboard, deck, pedestal,
mattress, liner, heater. Originally $330.00
now $199.00 527-4645, E. Hampton
Mens Skiis, boots, poles size ll'/j Call
549-5340 or 549-3551 for more info. Must
sell cheap!

FOUND
Persian like tiger kitten with white flea
collar in between North and Puffton
village. Please call 549-6882

HACKY SACKS

Greetings from the armpit of the USA-
Wha'thu'b'doin'FOO! HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
And you be gettin your present Thanksgiv-
ing. Your Newman Buddy in Newark

CHEAP XMAS PRESENTS

They're Here!! Let the East Coast start
kicking! Get yours today. 546-4777

HELP WANTED

X-C Skiis, 13 other Prizes, C.E.Q. Raffle
Tickets on sale Wed, in CC. Concourse

CHRISTMAS
Tired of the same old gifts? Give the gift
of music guitar lessons. Student dis-
counts. 546-6684

DISSERTATION SUPPORT GROUP
Dissertation support groups forming for
researchers in education and the social and
behavioral sciences. Contact Robert Alex-
ander, Ph.D. (psychologist) 253-5262 days
/ 253-7374 evenings

DO ITI!

January Graduates: Have your senior
portrait taken - Do it now 545-2874

ENTERTAINMENT

KMS Talent Co. Bands for hire, parties,
clubs, etc. Low rates. Call Kevin 253-9929
Rm 9 or Jay 546-7457

Rock n Roll Rusty Nail Sunderland
Tonight Foreign Objects and the Time Be-
ings Free!

FIRE AND FIRST AID UNITS
EMT'S

Meeting for Decembers events Mon
1 1-23 at 10:00 PM 407N Morill

FOR RENT

Puffton 2 rooms available beginning Jan
1 $70/ mt. call 549-4047

For rent Sunderland/Amherst line, 2
bedroom in 3 bedroom apt available Feb. 1

grad student preferred 549-0236

Brittany Manor - one bedroom in two

Kitchen help needed for Frat in xchanqe
for meals call 253-S987

Bus Driver-Trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will be accepting applications for our
training program to run thru intersession.
Qualifications include a clean driving record
of 3 years and a committment to work for 1

year apply Monday Eve Nov 2, 1981 at 7 PM
Campus Ctr Room 905-9

Information on Alaskan and Overseas
jobs $20,000 to $50,000 per year possible
call (602) 941-8014 Dept. 6501

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500 - $1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MAI, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Environmental Group seeks secretary
to fill vacancy on Executive Board. Send
responses to Box 266 Student Union
Building

Part time position available for college
student to represent travel company on
campus. Earn commision, free travel and
work experience contact; Beachcomber
tours, inc. 11 Lane Ave, Bedford, Mass
01730 (617) 275-0520

The Collegian is looking for an In-
terested student for Assistant Business
Manager to begin Spring semester '82.

Business background a must. Applications
available until Dec. 7 in Collegian Office
113 CC '

Boltwood-Belchertown Project is seek-
ing responsible, independent students to
supervise our volunteer recreation pro-
grams. Experience with developmentally
disabled preferred. For more info call

323-6311, ext. 494—

—

t •>

E.xfierienced, reliable childcare sought
fortoddler MWF mornings call Carolyn
Lester 253-3162

MONTANA WOMAN
Dearest Lizzie: Eat, then eat some more,
then eat some more, then fly!

Start
every day
refreshed!

Th« Coll*giQO

D.C. MENU
LUNCH
Tuna Boat, Southern Beef

and Noodle Casserole

3ASICS LUNCH
Spinach Noodle Casserole,

Tuna Boat

DINNER
Roast Pork/Gravy, Ap-
plesauce, Chopped
Beefsteak Special, Greek
Style Skillet

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Nut Loaf/Mushroom
Sauce. Greek Style Skillet

UNION VIDEO CENTER
10:00 Rockworld
1 1 :00 One to One Concert

12:00 Blondie
1:00 Blondie

LOST

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802
Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

Red folder in Curry Hicks or vicinity
Please call 546-8182 if found

Womens gold watch in FrankHn DC call
Diane 6-1227 reward

Siberian Huskie lost Nov 11 in the area of
Rt 9 near the Malls. White, blue eyes, beige
markings. Family pet. Contact 256-6715
REWARD
Woman's eyeglasses in green case in
vicinity of Northeast. If found please call
546-9482.

Sm. BIk. Female Dog friendly setter-type
much loved, missed. Please call Kris
323-4287 or 5-2096 $50.00 reward^^^
Reward for lost knapsaTk ft Chem
riotes calc No questions asked. Cal l 6-5472

NEED CASH?"
Always Premium Prices!! Class rings
gold and silver in all forms. See the Manhari
Difference!! Manhan Precious Metals Ex
change, 312 King St.. N'hmptn 584 7000
9:30 am - 5:30 pm M-Sat

MJM
Marian J. (toots), a very happy birthday (a
day early) to someone very special to me. I

wish for you many more happy ones in the
future, and wish for myself that I could only
spend more of them with you.

Love and hugs, MO
PERSONALS

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
I love you more than ever.

-
•

Steve

SCOTT CUNNINGHAM SUGAR was
great!! Almost met you this time. I'm a
friend of SPATS' - AST
IGU Officers: Thanks for everything,
you've been great! To the new officers
-good luck, it's all yours! Love, Jo
To a tall guy with blonde beard and
mustache, we met once during orientation
and eyes contact at DC. Will we ever meet
again. The U.N. Girl

To MJ, the sexiest blond on campus, now
that the day is drawing closer, can I finally
turn 19? Happy 19th Love Otis

Missy - All our thanks go to H.G. for finally
doing some good! Happy 19th roommate
-at least you're legal in Jersey! Love, Ellen

Deb Tee otherwise known as S.B. the
big 20 is almost here, but alas, do not
despair. I feel that you will sonn hand in

your resignation as member of S.O.A. need
I sign my name?

Joann from Brooks - Glad you enjoyed
tfw sub I brought you last Wed. night.

Thanks for being so nice you made my
night - Scott

Happy 21st Birthday to my favorite Puchi
Head I love you love Ann

Chenz - Got you tape. It was great! Happy
Thanksgiving. We all miss you. Love, Kaz,
Liz, Bethany, Semp, Tony, Ran

QUASI

Seen any shower kegs lately? Moto bites'

Happy 22nd birthday!

the eighth floo r~~~
RIDE WANTED

Stones Fans: needed 11/29 from Syracuse
will pay expenses call 546-6170 thanx

ROOMMATE WANTED
Two house-mates openings in Puffton

Village Apts call 549-1703

M/F available immediately. Large sunny
PBL room in big modern N. Amherst
house. 2 fireplaces, wooded surroundings
$180 -h utils or $90 for half. Call 253-5045
aft. 5. Ask for Lisa

Roommate wanted* own room in 3
bedroom apt. 103 -t- mth. call 665-4292

Prefer female own room in 4 br 2nd fl.

apt. near Amh. Ctr. $75/mo., heat incl.
253-5475

Rolling Green female quiet, nonsmoking
roommate wanted $103 utilities included
253-7546 keep trying!

Two beautiful bedrooms in gorgeous
Amherst house. On bus. 155-t- 253-5511

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-998 1

Ski Serivce skiis tuned, bindings checked,
professional quality service at reasonable
prices 253 5273

Typing 4c a line.

Call at 549-4595
Some overnite service.

Tutoring in Math and other related sub-
jects at any level. Call Kiri at 734 7842

• STONES TICKETS

Two Rolling Stones Tickets for Nov. 9 in

Hartford - Best Offer. Call 6 6433 or 6 6353

TO SUBLET

From January to September two
bedroom Cliffside Apt on bus route $315.00
month includes everything 665-4605

TYPING

Free-Lance Typing and resume writing.
Top skills, fast service, reasonable rates.
Amherst 549-0518

UMASS SKI CLUB

THANKS
To all who helped make the Ski Snatch

a great success
We really appreciated the help

,,,,, Roxanne & Rich

10th ANNUAL BUSH BASH
Sugarbush Ski and Party Week Jan 24 - 29

Sign-up this week before it's too late

USED AUTO PARTS
Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584-2832

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2

'

Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Desperately needed! 2 or 3 bedroom apt.
for spring sem. Will pay $25 to first offer.
Call 546-7081

Male seek own room on bus rte or close
to campus 549-5874

Need house, apt for January, bus route
$150/bedroom, call 549-4884

Two bedroom apartment in Amherst
Center for spring semester. Please call as
soon as possible 253-7841

SERVICES RENDERED
BMW RSSBI are you really the campus sex
technician?

WEATHER i^ Police Beat.
Mostly sunny today and

again tomorrow. Highs 35
to 45. Clear and cold again
tonight. Lows in the teens
and 20s.
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Continued from page S

The two suspects are also believed by police to be
responsible for the theft of over $250 in jewelry from a
room in John Adams dormitory last Wednesday afternoon.
According to police, the theft reportedly took place while a
female resident of the dormitory was at dinner.

* Alternatives
Continued from page 1

fringe benefits.
Koski said the proposed University family housing rent

increase of $18 a month is due to dramatically increased
utility costs equalling $28 a month per apartment.
University family housing, Lincoln Apartments.
University Apartments and North Village, are heated by
electricity, she said.
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the perfect
Secret Santa gift

CAI^L
Tuesday, December 1

4:30 & 8PM
Matinee V? price to

all students & senior citizens

Box Office: Noon to 4PM. M— F (41 3)545-251
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FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

* Hoop-
Continued from page la!
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* Nutrition

tough until 3:21 remaining and the score 56-53, Sibenka.
Branko Macura broke free for two layups around a

Sreco Jaric jumper to give his team insurmountable 62-53
lead.

SIBENKA-Yl'GOSLAVIA (64) - Zirko Ljubojek
7-4-18, Brankc Mac-ura 5-3-13. Srecko Jaric 3-7-13. Nenad
Savica 5-1-11, Zeiloo Mareija 3-1-7, Fabian Zuric l-(;-2
TOTALS 24-16-64

UMASS (61) - Donald Ru.ssell 7-5-19. Cnig Smith
6-0-12, Horace Ne>.-^mith '.-O-l'). Ron Young 4-(> 8, (leorge
Rjimmmg 1-2-4, Edwin Green 1-3-5. Bill Baync- ^()-i).2

Tyrone Whitehead 0-1-1 TOTALS 25-11-61 '

HALF SIBENKA 33-31

ATTENDANCE 450

Continued from paae 6

If Thanksgiving causes problems for those trying to lose
weight. Weiner suggested some tips to help keep the
weight down, and still have fun.
"Think back to what happened and what were the

problems at Thanksgiving last year." she said. "Plan
activities that are fun. but not food-related, and if there
are special foods you like, eat tnem, but watch the portion
si?;e.

If students arc helping with or doing the holiday cooking
themselves, there are ways to regulate the fattening foods.
Werner said. It helps not to put butter in evehything. and
to use skim milk instead of cream in recipes. Serving fresh
ruit, cutting hack on desserts and rich sauces is also a
>-ood idea, *Veiner said.

Holidays shoufd be a time "to maintain weight but not
try to lose it. There's nothing wrong with overeating one
time, " she said.

For Your Late Evening
MUNCHIE S

Stuffed Clams ea.75
Stuffed Mushroom Caps 2.50
Mushrooms Scampi 2.00
Shrimp Cocktail 3.95
Garlic Bread 2.00
Onion Rings 1.50
O'Malley's Treats 2.00
Hash Puppy 1.50
Cheese n Crackers 2.00
Veggie Dip 2.00

Collegian graphics

and production staff

There will be a mandatory meeting for
all graphics and production staff Monday
night in the Collegian office at 6:30 p.m.
Anyone who cannot make it must con-

tact Nancy Anderson personally.

-PLUS FULL SERVICE BAR -

SEE YOU THERE!
UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST

549-5861

aoe az
Attention!

Due to the
Thanksgiving Holiday,
the Daily Collegian
will not be published
on Wednesday,
November 25.

Collegian Staff:
You've got the night
off! Happy Thanksgiv-

JZS
CASH

REWARD
For selling printed
T-Shirts & Athletic

wear to dorms,
frats, sororities

Wrlt» Dox 029 -

Wor», MA 010A2
or phon«

(410) 967-5937
for d*toils

STUDENT

VACATION]...

^-htr your Last cUes.

All ^uder^ 14-alls

will Isae doeeA -^ron]

(^f^ \Vd;Kl^v.Z5-*^

^n+il *V>o^ or\'Oaryi2y,

^^11 TIP5, 545-1540, Ar\d 4^k
-fi^r -^Bfe^JOOO. Avaibble. in

Spaniel] ^Iso, a6k. -^or*7000'5.

IDB ^\® TIPS

PHONE DOOKS

Off Campus students can pickup their copies in Room
227 Whitmore, Dean of Students Office. (1 per
household, please) On campus student will receive
them through the mall. Fraternities and Sororities pick
up phone books at Dean of Students Office

D«Qn of Students Office

Info Doto Donk
Phono 545-1555

18 Main St.

LIQUORS
Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Old Milwaukee 3.29/,2 oac.

BUDWEISER 8 99
12 oz cans tJ-t-TC^

_ _ case

MolSOnS(your choice) 2.99/sJx
Select Thanksgiving Day Wines

10-45% off
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Arts
•c^Ufigiann

The stars g
j—

j |]^-^^
Coming Attractions

Stephen Murphy

TRUE CONFESSIONS - directed by Ulu Grosbard,
Starring Robert DeNtro and Robert DuvaU.

By Tom Faison

Collegian Staff

Robert DeNiro isn't bad as a priest, in fact his Mon-
signeur Desmond Spellacy comes off rather well. Robert
Duval! isnt bad as a cop either; his character DetectiveTom SpeUacy .s also a success. In fact, the idea of teaming
these two powerhouses up was an exceUent one. The only
problem here was that after working so hard to get these
two together, the film's creator forgot to square away the
rest of the package.

*'

These two stars shine so brightly they blow away
everythmg else around them. Unfortunately, the only way
that veterans like Charles Durning. CyrU Cussack and
Burgess Meredith can get a word in edgewise is to ham
theu- way mto scenes like a reprobate from General
Hospital trying to compete with Ehzabeth Taylor
According to noted N.Y. fUm historian Kevin P Quill-

"The only one who does come out golden against this
deadly duo is Kenneth McMiUan. As a corrupt barf bag of a
cop he piously holds a badge in one hand, and greedily
grabs a bribe in another." Unfortunately he became so
good at attracting attention to himself that director Ulu

Grosbard excludes him from imp'ortant scenes in the end.
Another area that was sacrificed for the sake of the stars

was screen writers John Gregory Dunne and his wife Joan
Didion. This pair based their script on Dunnes novel of the
same name about corruption in and around a welathy
catholic parish in late 1940s Los Angeles.
The plot is centered on the conflict between the Spellacy

brothers when Detective Tom investigates the heinous
niurder and mutilation of a young prostitute, and discovers
that the evidence is starting to point to the wealthy
members of Msgr. Des' parish. In fact, the prime suspect is
one Jack Amsterdam (Charles Durning). i man who
cleanses his soul by making large donations to the church
and takijig up the church's construction contracts at
bargam prices. Because of this last act of kindness. Des is
in the process of proclaiming Amsterdam as "The Catholic
Layman of the Year."
A lot of the dialogue in this film is good, and reflects well

on the talents of Dunne and Didion. But somehow, a major
scene at the end of the film has been obviously shortened.
In tact, the entu-e climax of the plot seems to have been cut
right out of the story! Somebody must have really goofed
up here (Can you imagine Citizen Kane without Rosebud?)
Ihis bttle error leaves an irreparable scar on the fUm that
prevents it from obtaining classic status. A sad condition,
lor lucky casting roups don't come by every day.

D^« ^ * U A . « <'o"»irian photo bv Hfidj I.evine
Kobert Hunter, songrwriter for the Grateful Dead, appeared in HangarOne last Thursday night.

It's tIme to

AdvERxisE IN tIiE

CollEqiAN

Xmas SkoppER

Skilled Auto Repairs
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

SPECIALISTS IN

MSC MANES
FUEL OUCCTHM REPAIR

Spwializingin '""^ TRAIREO MECHAMCS
Volvo Repairs

£r Service

Hugh Hefner's Playboy empire is hurting financially. In-
come from its magazine. Playboy, has declined over the
past year due to increased production costs and lowered
newsstand sales. This, coupled with the proposed sale of
Playboy's British casinos, has resulted in a noticeable drop
in the value of the company's shares (of which Hefner
owns a little over 50 percent). So how does Hef, being the
shrewd entrepreneur that he is, deal with such a loss? He
enters the booming cable television field, of course (a move
which Playboy's chief competitor. Penthouse, made back
in October). Playboy is planning a pay-TV service entitled
The Playboy Channel, to provide "sophosticated adult
programming in a variety of forms." Variety? Wonderful.
Some new soft porn for the kids to watch.

Francis Ford Coppola's latest film. One From the
Heart, will be released sometime around February. A
musical love story set in Las Vegas, Heart features per-
formances by Terri Garr and Frederick Forrest. Describ-
ed by Coppola as "deliberately simple," the film's budget
speaks otherwise. Heart cost $23 million to- make. Cop-
pola's previous work. Apocalypse Now, cost $36 million
to produce over a three year period.

According to a recent interview with Boston Globe critic
Bruce McCabe, Coppola admitted to be undertaking an
overall game plan in his continued production of big
budget motion pictures. Profits from Apocalypse went in-
to the production of Heart (along with $8 million lK)rrowed
from Canadian real estate tycoon Jack Singer). Profits
from Heart, in turn, will finance his next project, Tucker
a film concerning the inventor of the perfect car and the
resultmg pressures he receives from automobile manufac-
turers.

Coppola hopes that the profits he receives from Tucker
will help finance his mtimate film, Elective Infinities.
with proposed budget of, hang on to yourself, $200
million!

Proposing a film with such a phenomenally high budget
is solely a question of values. After all. if everything pro-
ceeds as Coppola plans, it would l)e his money to do with
what he pleases. But I just can't help pondering the
feasabihty of such a thing. Films, for the most part, are
fleeting. Very few remain in the minds of viewers for any
great length of time. Those that do don't necessarily do so
because of big budgets or big name attractions.

$200 million on any one film is ludicrous.

Want A Career As A Helping
Professional?

The University Health Services is currently
accepting applications for paraprofessional

training as:

Peer $exuality Educators
Alcohol Peer Educators

Health Aides 8-

Healthreach Workers
For information call 549-2671
or drop by Health Education.

Need Cash?
M.mb.r \ Buying Class Rings

c£";£w Highest Prices Paid

'^^^JX Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleasant Street
Amherst Mon-Fri 10-5:30 Sat 10-2 256-0710

UMASS SKI CLUB
^Oth AnnuQl Dush Dosh

SUGARDUSH
Ski & Party Week Jon 24 - 29 Sign-Up « office
it^nt'¥****n"t"tf:¥**** LAGNAF 62 ***************

P.$. Thoftks to oil who h>lD»d moK» th» $kl Snotch o succoss
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Kickers 7th at AIAWs
Mnutewomen finish at 13-4-2, Holmstrom excels
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

CHAPEL HILL. N.C. - When you take a skilled team
like the University of Massachusetts soccer women and pit
them against a team with 15 full scholarships, like the
University of North Carolina, you get trouble.

For the Minutewomen. it meant a long, mentally and
physically exhausting game in which they attempted to
immobilize the powerful Tar Heel offense, placing seventh
along the way at the AIAW national championships in a
series that started last Thursday.

In the first round action, the Minutewomen faced ninth-
seeded University of Wisconsin, whom they beat 3-0 last
Thursday. On Friday, the Minutewomen met first-seeded
UNC. and lost 6-0. Saturday they dropped their third game
to the fourth seeded University of Oregon, 1-0. Sunday
they defeated Texas A & M, 2 0. for seventh place in the
nation.

In Fridays game against the Tar Heels, the
Minutewomen did not fare well during the first half.

UNC began its scoring onslaught early in the game, as
five minutes -into the first half. UNC's aggressive goal
scorer Wendy Greenburg tallied the Tar Heel's first goal.

Three minutes later. UNC came back to score again when
Stephanie Zeh stuck one in.

The Minutewomen then were able to hold back the Tar
Heels untU eight minutes before the end of the first half
when the Tar Heels scored three goals in succession for a 5-

first half edge.

UM head coach Kalekeni Banda said that UNC had made
a commitment to women's soccer.

"No other school would put out the money they (UNC)
have," said Banda. "They get the best players."

"Their (UNC's) style of play is extremely aggressive and
dirty," said UM assistant coach Glenn Cristofori. "They're
excellent athletes and skilled soccer players."

Although only nine fouls were called against UNC in
their confrontation with UMass, their dirty style of play
showed through when they faced the University of Con-
necticut the next day when 45 fouls were called against the
Tar Heels, and the UConn coach was sent off the field after
receiving a "red card" when she protested a call. UConn
lost 5-0.

Saturday, the Minutewomen were defeated by Oregon.

"The problem was we'd played our hearts out the day
before against UNC. until late afternoon, then we had to

s

play again the next morning." said Cristofori. "The players
were drained physically and mentally."
The lone goal was scored when Minutewoman Kathy

Hourihan and Oregon's Traci Osterman both went for the
ball in front of the UMass goal, and Hourihan. trying to
clear the ball, accidentally kicked it into goal.

Both coaches Banda and Cristofori agreed. "We couldn't
buy a goal during that game. We controlled the game and
we were the better team."
The Minutewomen brought their tournament record to

2-2. when, in their final game on Sunday against Texas A &
M. they came out on top, 2-0.

The first goal was scored 11 minutes into the first half
when Margie Anderson passed to Natalie Prosser, who
tallied.

The second goal came five minutes before the end of the
game when one of the Texas defenders used her han.l to
deflect a shot. UMass was awarded a penally kick and Nina
Holmstrom took advantage and scored, making the score
2 0, giving them seventh place.

Junior Nina Holmstrom was the only UMass player to be
named to the All Tournament team.

"Nina played well every day. She continued to dominate
the midfield. day after day. For her size (5'). that's
exemplary." said Cristofori.

• !•
_

Sibenka spoils UM 'sneak-peek'
Russell (llpts.) sparks hoopmen
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

If you plan to boycott the Curry-Hicks
Cage this winter in protest of past perfor-
mances of the basketball Minutemen, you
may want to give this year's edition of the
University of Massachusetts men's basket-
ball team a serious look first.

It was certainly a different atmosphere
at the Cage last night when the Minutemen
hosted the Sibenka- Yugoslavian team in a
preseason encounter. Despite being on the
losing side of a 64-61 decision, the
Minutemen showed confidence and poise
against a physical and veteran Sibenka
team.

"We played okay, but we have a long way
to go," UM first-year head coach Tom
McLaughlin said in assessing his team'.^

performance against the Yugoslavians but,
the ingredients seem to be there for com-
petitive Massachusetts basketball team this

winter.

First, there's six-foot point guard Don
Russell. One of three UMa.ss freshmen
starters, Ru.ssell was impressive in his col-

legiate debut. Before fouling out late in the
game, the speedy guard ran past his slower
Yugoslavian opponents for 19 points, hand-
ed out four assists, and collected three
steals.

Russell ignited the Massachusetts
charges early in the first half, scoring
seven of his club's first eleven pf)ints on
two outside jumpers and a pretty drive for
a three-point play.

Big freshman Horace Neysmith also car-

ried a heavy load for the Minutemen. The
6-5, 210 lb. Neysmith battled 6-9 Branco
Macura and 6-10 Zello Mareelja for a game-
high eleven rebounds to go along with 12

hard-earned points.

Neither team could pull away in the first

half. Three points was the largest margin
either team enjoyed in the half.

Russell gave Massachusetts a 9-6 lead

early on a nice steal and then a quick
jumper. The lead then began to change
hands when Sibenka started getting the
ball to Zirgo Ljubojevic. Ljubojevic
maneuvered around the Massachusetts
defense for ten first half points on an
assortment of running bank shots to push
his team to a 33-31 halftime margin.
After trading hoops to open the second

half, UM's Edwin Green made his presence
felt. Crippled with three early, first half

fouls, Green began to assert himself in the
second half.

In fact, it was Green's sensational block
of a Zello Mareija hook shot that got both
the Minutemen and the fans ecstatic. He'
went sky-high to waste Marelja's shot into
the stands, sending the crowd into a fren-
zy.

Mareija kicked the ball intentionally, pro-
mpting a technical foul. Green hit the
technical shot and Neysmith followed with
a reverse layup. giving Massachusetts their
largest lead of the game, 42-37.

Nenad Slavica led the Yugoslavian
troops back, hitting two jumpers and a
drive giving Sil)enka a 48-47 lead with 9
minutes remaining. Massachusetts hung

continued on page 1
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Runners wrap up at Nats.
By KENNETH ROLT
Collegian Staff

WICHITA, Kan. — Tricia Moores and
Judy McCrone capped off their final cross
country seasons in a University of

Massachusetts uniform, by placing 38th and
75th respectively in the NCAA national
women's cross country championships
yesterday at Wichita State University.

The University of Virginia ran away with
the team title, having their top five runners
place wjthin the top 15 finishes totaling 36
team points to runnerup. the University of

Oregon's 83.

Betty Jo Springs, from the University of

North Carolina, won the 5000 meter race, in

16:19. Leann Warren, the best collegiate

half miler in the country, placed second, six

seconds behind Springs.

Of the 118 runners in the race. Moores
placed first among New England harriers,
and McCrone fourth.

The early pace was quick, with the
Massachusetts pair passing the half mile
and mile points in 2:24 and 5:20. per
formances not far off their personal bests at
those distances.

"They ran very, very well." said UMass
women's cross country coach Julie
LaFreniere. "They ran together until about
the two mile mark, then Judy started
fading a little."

Moores finished 13 places better than last
year, and ran 30 seconds up on N.E. rival'

Kathy Brandeli, of the University of New
Hampshire, who finished 60th. This
compares to the three secMd margin that
Moores had over BraudcAl in narrowly
winning the NCAA New England qualifying
meet over a week ago.

RUSSELL FOR TWO - UMass freshman ^^r^'C' Ru;';;!?';?;;
goes up for two of his 19 game-high scorer points over Yugoslavia's
Srecko Jane in last night's exhibition at Curry-Hicks Cage.

The NCAA Selection Committee's decision on Dimsion I-AA playoffberths
has t)een postponed until Friday. (See story in next Monday's Collegian.)
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Trustees, Regents
donate $30,000

01003 (413) 545-3500
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By i:evin BOWE
Collegian Stafi

Mc-e than $30,000 has been contributed
by Massachusetts educational officials or
their immediate families to Governor
Edward J. King's campaign fund, according
to records of the Office of Campaign and
Political Finance.
Eight members of the 15 member State

Board of Regents, the governing body for
all public colleges and universities, con-
tributed $9,400 to the King campaign.
$7,200 of this was contributed after the
Regents were appointed by King. All the
Regents and Trustees of the 28 institutions
for public higher education were appointed
by King,

Regent Ray Stata. president and
chairman of the board of Analog Devices
and a founder of the Massachu-setts High
Technology Council, contributed $3,000 in
$1,000 donations in 1978, 1980 and 1981.
Individuals are limited to giving $1,000
contributions a year according to state law.
Regents David Paresky, president of
Crimson Travel and An Wang, founder of
Wang Laboratories, gave $1,000 apiece in

1981.
^

The Massachusetts Mutual Life
Insurance Administrators Political Action
Committee (PAC) contributed $1,500 to the
King Campaign in 1981. Political Action
Committees may contribute unlimited
amounts of money under present state law.
Regent Chairman James Martin, president
and chairman of the board ot Mass. Mutual
Life Insurance Co.. contributed $1,000 in

1979 and $1 .000 in 1980 to this PAC.
University of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees Chairman Robert Quinn con
tributed $2,250 in a three year period. His

latest donation was a $1,000 contribution
last January. UMass Trustee Paul E.
Robsham held two fundraisers for King in

1978 79 in which $2,165 was raised. Rob-
sham also donated $400 to King's campaign
r '980. Joyce Robsham of the same ad-
dress contributed $1,000 in 1978 and $1,000
in 1981. Robsham and Paresky are also
King appointments to the Massachusetts
Port Authority.

Paul Guzzi. chief administrative officer

for the Regents from September 1980 to
June 1981. contributed $1,000 and Joanne
Guzzi of the same address contributed $400
to the King campaign. Edward Pignone.
counsel for the Regents, gave $400. Long-
time supporter of public higher education,
former state Senate President Kevin
Harrington contributed $2,000 in 1980 and
1981. Harrington's son Neal is an assistant
to Chancellor of Higher Education John
Duff.

Robert Marr, appointed to the
Implementation Board that is overseeing
the merger oi UMass Boston and Boston
State College, and Daniel Marr of the same
address, contributed $2,450 in 1980-81 to
the King campaign fund.

University of Lowell senior Lois
DeGeorge. appointed by King to the
ULowell Board of Trustees was a campaign
worker for King in 1978, and was paid over
$1,300 for ten weeks work.

Of the $31,900 found to be contributed by
education officials or their immediatt-
families. $16,075 was contributed in 1981.
F'orty seven of the 239 Trustees and
Regents appointed by King were found to
have contributed to the King campaign.
No violations in the law were found in

examining the campaign donations of
education officials.

Hayward may resign
as Amherst Manager

CONTRIBUTIONS — Trustees, Regents generously donate $30,000
to King's campaign fund.

BY KANDl J. MARCUS
Collegian Staff

Amherst Town Manager A. Louis
Hayward submitted his resignation to the
Board of Selectmen last week.

Effective May. 19H2, Hayward said he is

resigning after more than six years as
manager, for personal and professional
reasons.

"I take pride in the accomplishments
that have been made during my tenure as
Town Manager and fully recognize and am
most appreciative of the efforts and signifi-

cant contributions to those results which
have been made by so many meml)ers of
the community," Hayward said.

Hayward also pledged to continue to
cooperate to the fullest to serve in the best
interest of the comminuty and to facilitate

a smooth transition of the manager's posi-
tion.

After voting unanimously to accept his

resignation, the Board of Selectmen ex-
pressed gratitude and appreciation to
Hayward for his dedication in his years in

office. The Board also said they were pleas-
ed that Hayward would stay long enough
to see the 1983 Fiscal Budget process
through completion.

In other action at last week's meeting,
the pedestrian walking times at two in-

tersections in town were lengthened.
A representative from the Gray Panther

Organization, Lelah Vought, of Kellogg
Street, brought a petition of 1,200 namees
to the Board weeks ago that backed up her
pro|;)osal to lengthen the walking time, the
Board then voted to advise Amherst Town
Planner Paul Mazzerella to do a study and
present a proposal to l)e voted on.

"After a study. 1 found that a walking
speed of two feet per second is desirable to

help the handicapped and elderly cross the
intersections," Mazzerella said. "1 propose
that this walking speed Iw used to compute
the length of pedestrian phased."
The Board approved Mazerrella's plan to

change the Pleasant, Amity, Main Street
intersections walking time to from 27 to 37
seconds and the Plea.sant and Kellogg in-

tersection from 23 to 33 seconds.

"This is going to affect traffic in a
negative way, but this is not a big problem
when the needs of the senior citizens are
considered," Mazzerella concluded.

The Board also approved Mazzerella's

proposal to have a buzzer installed on
Kellogg Street to signal to the visually im-
paired when it is safe to cross the street.

Vought, who is confined to a wheelchair,

expressed tears of joy about her victorious

efforts.

"When I started, I didn't know if 1 would
succeed, but I wanted it done so bad that I

kept on getting petitions," she said.

UMass Judic
solutions for
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian (Correspondent

The University Judiciary is a \vx\y
established by the constitution of the Stu-
dent Government Association which pro-

vides an avenue through which students
can resolve conflicts among themselves.
The role of the judiciary is to facilitate

students judging the actions of their peers.

Student Attorney General Lisa Zeibal
said recently she feels that people are
unaware of the system. "The whole point
to having a student run judiciary is that

students play an integral role in it's opera-
tions," she said.

"I don't think people are aware of the

judiciary. But I think that with all the

frustration students have been feeling con-

cerning student rights and input into

policies I hope that they will l>ecome aware
of the judiciary as a means of student em-
powerment because it enables students to

judge their peers," Zeibal said. "It is very
important to have a student run judiciary
because self-judging and self-discipline are
an e.ssential asf)ect of education. This
fosters a sense of community responsiblity

because students have the power to

regulate their own behavior which
acknowledges them as adults."

The judiciary is composed of Zeibal,

Clerk of Courts Micheal Cohen, and 19 ap-

iary provides

convolutions
pointed undergraduate- judges. Of the
justices who comprise the court, two are
drawn from Stockbridge and each residen-

tial area including Greeks and commuters.
Three are chosen from the Student Senate.
The justices' term is in effect for the re-

mainder of their undergraduate stay.

According to Zeibal. the judiciary has the
"potential to handle a variety of cases
ranging from student discipline to student
Senate cases."

However, "we have recently limited our
jurisdiction to the following areas: handling
alleged violations of the consitution, con-
flicts between individuals and RSO groups
and students accused of shoplifting from
the University Store," Cohen said. The
judiciary is empowered to review upon re-

quest any senate action.

The judiciary has the power of recom-
mendation to the Dean of Students that
disciplinary action be taken according to
the seriousness of the charge. The body has
the power to levy fines, institute work re-

quirements, demand restitution and upon
petition, to issue injunctions.

Thus, the typ)es of problems the judiciary
is empowered to resolve are those concern-
ing complaints about operations within stu-

dent government (including the President's
Office, Student Senate, Area Govern-
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World and ng,:;ional news
Allen leaves posftion
pending investigation

\

WASHINGTON (AP) - National
Secunty Advisor Richard V. Allen an-
nounced yesterday he has taken ad-
ministrative leave from his White House
post pending completion of a Justice
Department investigation into his receipt of
$1,000 in cash from Japanese journalists
who interviewed Nancy Reagan.

Allen, who had withstood more than two
weeks of intensive scrutiny about the case,
said he asked President Reagan for the
leave on Saturday because, "The interest in
this case had developed to an extent that
great pressures have been brought to bear
on the White House."

Allen called the president, who was
vacationing at his ranch near Santa Bar-
bara. Calif., at 11:20 p.m. EST Saturday,
the White House deputy press secretary
Larry Speakes said Sunday.

Allen's surprise announcement came as
he submitted to his first lengthy interview
about the matter since the existence of an
investigation became public on Nov. 13.
The embattled presidential adviser an-

swered questions about the case for nearly
30 minutes on NBC's "Meet the Press."

Speakes said Reagan watched the
televised interview. Asked if the president
thought Allen had made the right decision,

Speakes said. "I think he honored Allen's
request. He hasn't passed judgment either
way."

Speakes said during Allen's leave, "We
don't anticipate him using his offices. He is
not performing any of his duties in the
White House."

The White House spokesman said he
"didn't know" if anyone tried to talk Allen
out of his decision.

Questioned whether Allen would be
welcome back at te White House if cleared,
Speakes said, "We would have to wait and
see, but I would not assume otherwise."

During the interview, Allen continued to
deny any wrongdoing but conceded he "did
exercise bad judgment" in not reporting his
receipt of the cash to a White House lawyer
immediately.

Polish students call meeting
to ask Solidarity's support
WARSAW. Poland (AP) - Leaders of

100.000 striking students called a meeting
yesterday to discuss their Uctics and an
appeal for Solidarity's support. A spate of
worker protests continued, despite new
warnings expected to be taken in
Parliament this week.

The National Commission of the
Independent Students Association,
coordinators of the biggest student protest

in the Soviet bloc, was asking the in-

dependent labor federation to persuade its

member employees at the schools to go on
strike, spokesmen said.

The student strike started Oct. 20 over
academic reforms and the election of a
Radom college headmaster. But observers
said the students may decide to go back to
71 of Poland's 91 colleges and universities
for lectures under some kind of declaration
that they are still protesting.

WOOD AND WAGNER - Actress Natalie Wood and her* husband
Robert Wagner are shown together at London's Heathrow Airport in this
1980 photograph. Wood's body was found floating yesterday in the ocean
off Catalina Island, California. Wood was an apparent drowning victim
Her body was found near an inflatable boat; .'u '
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Introducing 2 NEW Calculators
from Hewlett-Packard

< f« 10* y

SST GTO SIN CCS

p/s r,se R» x\y

TAN EEX

HP-11C
Advanced
Programmable „„ .

Scientific Calculator sdence,

Statistics^

capabiHtlJs:
'^' '^"'"''^ programmingcapabilities

The HPV11C features an extended function
set for:

•

STO RCL

MEALfTT PaC

I I

All this capability fits comfortably in your' NOW
Available^

121.00

HP-12C
Financial

Programmable
Calculator

NOW
Available

134.00

The HP-12C, a Financial Programmable
Calculator for business-world
professionals has powerful built-in

functions for push-button solutions to:

Business Problems

Pricing Calculations and Forecasting

The HP-12C has easy-to-learn

programmability

All this capability fits comfortably in your
pocket!

Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass
OPEN 9-5

Sat 11-4
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Bandits to
face musicm heist
By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

University Police are seeking complaints against three
residents of Kennedy dormitory accused of steaUng $800
worth of musical instruments - including a $400 gong - from
the Fine Arts Center Tuesday, November 24.

Police said they interviewed a total of six residents of
the 21st floor of Kennedy dormitory in connection with the
theft. Three of the persons interviewed will be charged
with larceny over $100 and breaking and entering in the
nitrhtime, police said.

The instruments were property of the University Band,
police said. Other items missing, besides the gong,
mcluded a snare drum valued at $300; a drum stand, $50;
and a "gong beater," $50. Members of the band noticed the
items missing about 10 a.m. Tuesday, police said.
Names of the accused are being withheld pending formal

charges, police said.

In other news, police arrested two Kennedy residents
last Wednesday morning in connection with a car battery
theft and charged them with malicious destruction of
property, breaking and entering into a motor vehicle at
nightime, larceny under $100 and possession of burglar
tools (wirecutters).

Arrested were Barry Bloom, 18 of Andover and Vincent
Trinciat, 19, of Ashland.

Police said the two were observed leaning over the
engine of a car in Lot 22. Police said that a closer look
revealed that the battery cables in the car had been cut and
that the two men had a battery in their possession which
police said had been taken from another car in the lot.

They were arraigned Friday morning in Hampshire
District Court, police said.

Two Zenith 19" color television sets, valued at $800,
were taken from the main floor lounges of MacKimmie and
Patterson dormitories between 2 a.m. and 8 a.m. last
Tuesday, police said.

A pair of boltcutters were apparently used to cut the
heavy chains used to secure the sets, police said. Police
said they have no suspects and the case is under in-

vestigation.

A Physical Plant van was reported stolen from the Plant
parking lot about 6:30 a.m. last Tuesday and recovered
about 9:30 the same morning in Lot 22, police said.

Polrce said the keys had been left in the van and that no
damage was apparently done to the vehicle.
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THE WOMAN'S WEEK

Women's Week
EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER

Women coming out as lesbians may attend a support
group that will meet today from 7-9:30 p.m. at EWC.
The Working Woman's task Force will sponsor "Stress

in the Workplace," tomorrow from 12-1 p.m. in rooms
804-808 of the Campus Center.
The working .soman's Task Force will meet tomorrow

at 7 p.m. at EWC.
The Divorce/Separation Support Group will meet tomor-

row at 7 p.jv at EWC.

Counseling walk- a hours are Wednesday from 5-7 p m
and Friday from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. at EWC.

Rape Prevention Forum will be held on Thursday from
10 a.m. to 12 p.m. in room 903 of the Campus Center.
A dinner reception for the South African Panel will be

held Thursday at 5:30 p.m. at New Africa House.
The Role of Women ir. Liberation Struggle in South

Africa workshop will bj held Thursday from 7-10 p.ui. m
room 101 of the Campuo Center. Childcare will be
available.

WOMEN'S -SSUES TEAM
The Women's Issues Team of the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA) will meet
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in the woman's Issues Team office.

The Committee Against Sexual and Racial Assaults
(CASARA) will meet today at 5:30 p.m. in room 172 of the
Campus Center.

The Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive
Freedom (CERRF) will meet tomorrow at 7 p.m. in room
803 of the Campus Center.
Training for Escorts will be held at the police station in

Dickinson Hall today at 7 p.m.

The WOMEN'S STUDIES departmental colloquium to-
day is a reading by Janet Kalfs from her book, Against the
Odds, at 4 p.m. i^ the sixth floor lounge of Thompson Hall.
The SOUTHWEST WOMEN'S CENTER will hold a han-
dicapped Women's Workshop on Thursday, from
3:15-4:15 p.m. In the lounge of Crampton dormitory in
Southwest. The workshop will feature the film
"Changes."

WOMEN'S Forum Against Media Violence (WFMV) will
meet today at 7 p.m. at Food for Thought bookstore, 67
North Pleasant St., in Amherst. The meeting is open to all

interested women.
The ERA CAMPUS ACTION TEAM will sponsor a
Ltance-Marathon on Friday from 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. in the
Field House lounge.

LESBIAN UNION will meet at 7 p.m. in their office
across from th^ Collegian.

WAMH radio jilays women's music every Sunday from 9
a.m. to 12 p.m. For requests call 542-2288.

ments.

* Judicially
Continued from page 1

House Councils, and all other RSO groups) as they come
into conflict with the constitution of the general laws of
the SGA. Hearings are generally open to the public and a
listing of trial dates will be posted in room 420 of the Stu-
dent Union^

"My priority right novHs to see to the full structural
stability of the University judiciary. By the end of this
semester we will have a full bench of competent and train-
ed judges capable of assuming any responsibility they are
called upon to shoulder," Cohen said.

According to Cohen, the judiciary is addressing four ma-
jor concerns which include, first, working on notifying
areas of the judicial vacancies that exist and seeing that
they fulfill their responsibility to appoint justices. Current-
ly there are two vacancies to be filled by Sylvan, one by
Northeast, one from the Greek system, and one from Or-
chard Hill. Judges are in the process of being selected by
the Senate and Southwest. The judicary is also seeing to
the organization of their records and the establishment of
a more formal office setting, handling cases that come
before them, and the ongoing training of the current and
newly appointed justices.

ATTENTION!

Collegian

Graphics

Staff

meeting
There will be a mandatory

meeting for all graphics and
production staff tonight in

the Collegian office at 6:30

p.m.

Anyone who cannot make
it must contact Nancy
Anderson personally.

NOTICE

A conference about jour-

nalishm and ethics will be
held Tuesday, December 1,

at 5 p.m. in the Campus
Center room 803.

"The training policy I have implemented requires that
all judges undergo at least forty hours of training. Each
judge is involved in at least two mock trials, is required to
review the constitution and general laws, and is trained in

court procedure and out of court responsibility," Cohen
said. This year Cohen said he hopes to bring in local

lawyers and judges as guest lecturers alongside campus
administrators and legal services attorneys to comple-
ment the training process. He is also working to institute
judicial training as a one credit colloquium.

Anyone can request judicial action by filling out a form
(available in either room 420 or 434 of the SUB) and filing
it with the Clerk of Courts in room 420. Students wishing
to take such action may request of the Attorney General
whose office is in 434 SUB that advocate (student counsel)
be appointed to aid them in the filing and promulgation of
the action. Zeibal has a pool of advocates, the majority of
which have taken a training course taught by legal ser-
vices and who have at least assisted on cases before. A stu-
dent also has the option of acting as his or her own ad-
vocate. Once the request for action is properly completed
and delivered to the clerk a hearing date is scheduled.

It ir ss sz 2Z

For Your Late Evening
MUNCHIE S

Stuffed Clams
Stuffed Mushroom Caps
Mushrooms Scampi
Shrimp Cocktail
Garlic Bread
Onion Rings
O'Malley's Treats
Hash Puppy
Cheese 'n Crackers
Veggie Dip

ea.75
2.50
2.00
3.95
2.00
1.50
2.00
1.50
2.00
2.00

—PLUS FULL SERVICE BAR-
SEE YOU THERE!

UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST
549-5861

I

BERMUDACRIMSON
{

TRAVEL
SERVICE Fort Lauderdale ( Nassau/ Freeport Cruise)

Disney • Santo Domingo • Puerto Rico
CRIMSON TRAVEL

Tour Includes:
College Winter end Spring Breek Tours

• Round-trip airfare from $269
• 7 nights accommodations
• Taxi trans***'*' a^

• FREE par y/jjjises, & lunches

in Bermu -j^/
• Services or a Crinnson Travel Escort

Don't Wait! SPACE IS LIIVIITED
For more information: Call your Campus Representatives

Pwn or Sharon at 256-8775

January Graduates:
The lucrative field of
employee benefits awaits you.
Whafs employee benefits?
A full 36% of any employer's payroll. That means It's

important to them. And it can mean an unusual opportunity,
if you're one of the special people v\^e're looking for.

We're Unionmutual.
A company known nationwide for excellence and leadership
in Employee Benefits — Group Health, Life, Pensions and
Disability Income.

We're looking for outstanding January graduates to
staff our sales offices across the country.
After an extensive one-year training program, you'll be ready
to deal with professional consultants, brokers and agents in

meeting their corporate and professional clients' employee
benefits needs. This is a marketing position which will

challenge your technical and people talents to the fullest.

And since you're a mid-term graduate, you'll be 5 months
ahead of your class in knowledge and hands-on experience
when the rest of our college recruits join us in June. That
can mean using your expertise sooner and quicker
promotions.

Starting salary is $16,000.
We offer excellent fringe benefits and opportunity for
advancement.

,

You've worked hard'for your January graduation.
Now let that January degree give you the edge.

8«nd your rMum* to:

Ql«nn Zfrnmonnan, Manager
Branch Marketing — Recruiting & Manpower
Unk>nmutual
2211 Congress Street

Portland, Maine 04122 Unionmutual
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Want A Career As A Helping
Professional?

The University Health Services is currently
accepting applications for paraprofessional

training as:

Peer Sexuality Educators
Alcohol Peer Educators

Health Aides &
Healthreach Workers
For information call 549-2671
or drop by Health Education.

I
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Typing Paper
Crane's Thesis Paper,

Eaton's Eraseable Bond
and many more

\

A.J. HASTINGS
}Newsdealer and Stationer i

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst I

Amherst S

Chinese Food |

"Family Style :

Cooking" )

Mandarin &
Szechuen Cuisine

Luncheon
Specials

from $1.75
Farm Fresh Vegetables
Beer & Wine License

Sunday Brunch
All you can eat $4.95

62-64 Main St .

Amherst 253 7835
Closed Wednesdays
We use no MSG or

Artificial Food Coloring

BOOKS FOR
THE FREE SPIRIT

WoRk iH Eastern MA
DuRJNq IntersessIon

Jan J - Jan Jl

Inventory ServIce Iias woRk
INiqhTS / WEEJiENds / DAys

$4.^0 PER llR. - plus TRAVeI & AUTO EXpENSES

Interviews to Be liEld on cAMpus Dec. J

For more inFo contact:

STudENT EMployMENT OFficC AT 545-1951

On Campus dunng
IntersessIon ?

U)orce5^y Dining Commons :

ppeg: luncW ^ dmner rYieals

Mo^nday ^ Friday •

$ itfn-upjormeal plans :

^ 20 to 4o ryieals ^

Fronklin DimVtf Cbmmomyteil
Ticket Office ; Dec . l«-20tfts.

service : Diw>fir- 4-.soprr»~ 6;oop,„.

ATTEIMTIOIM!
100%

$ FREE TUITION $

JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS
NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further Information Contact:
Sgt. Richard O'Connor

586-4110

•Quantites Limited
Hundreds of other Sale Books available on special tables.

the
University

Stan
OPEN M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Collegian ^
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Restrictions on a woman's freedom
The Hlimnn T .ifo Arr>Qr>/^»vi.rvr,4- ,* l <• , nThe Human Life Amendment is a propos-

ed amendment to the U.S. Constitution
that gives the fertilized egg the rights of
legal persons. The effects of the possible
implementation of the amendment are far-
reaching and terrifying because a female's
control over her reproductive function
would be prohibited, therefore making her
a victim of that function.

Acceptance of this, or any form of abor-
tion regulation such as the Hyde Amend-
ment, which put a stop to medicaid funded
abortion for women, is another instance of
society making woman a victim, blaming
her for being a victim, and then punishing
her for being a victim. Society's energies do
not address the societal forces that com-
pelled her into that situation. If parents
and the school system do not adequately
provide their children with information
about their sexuality, and how to develop a
responsible sexual identity, can we in all

fairness hold them responsible for their
mistakes? Can we rightly blame poor
women for unwanted pregnancies when
they do not have access to the same sex
education and birth control methods

because of poverty?

The woman who is a victim of rape is a
victim of a society which often promotes
aggression and violence toward women.
However, she is often blamed by society for
bringing the rape on herself by acting or
dressing in a certain way. She is often
punished by insensitive and disbelieving

members of the criminal justice system and
society at large because they will not con-
vict and punish the rapist.

Editorial
So will the victim of forced reproduction

be treated by society. Poor women and
teenagers already are, by being denied
equal access to abortion. Society has made
these women victims of their reproductive
abilities, by limiting the availability of birth
control and sex education, by accepting a
media image which encourages men and
women to define females as sex objects, or
by allowing them to be victims of rape of in-

cest. And yet they are blamed for their
pregnancy, and told they deserved it

because, somehow, they should have known
better, or should have acted mo e respon-
sibly. And they are punished, often by be-
ing forced to carry the unv anted pregnan-
cy to term, by obtaining an illegi.., unsafe
abortion, or by self-inducing abortion, all of
which may result in death.

However, punishment may not be death
but being forced to bring into the world ^
child who cannot be fed or housed ade-
quately because of poverty, a child who will
never know its true father because its
mother was raped, or a child whose father
IS actually his grandfather too, because his
mother was a victim of incest.

More unjust and barbaric than making,
blaming and punishing these women as vic-

tims, is the making, blaming and punishing
of more victims — the children who are
forced into this world as a result of restric-

tions of a woman's right to reproductive
freedom.

All unsigned editorials represent the ma-
jority opinion of the Collegian Board of
Editors.

Battle weary:
lay down arms

Because I am a dormitory resident assistant, the deci-
sion to segregate bathrooms on campus has affected me
more than most. So, as one of the battle weary, I would
hke to suggest (let me look both ways first!) that we alllay
down our weapons. If that means enforcement of the cur-
rent bathroom policy, so be it.

Let us look at the points of contention, and the ramifica-
tions of continued bickering. At a recent staff meeting.
Southwest resident assistants finally had a "tete-a-tete"
with people who have a direct line to Chancellor Henry
Koffler. Present were Marge Lenn, Director of Residen-
tial Life, Maureen McCarthy, Assistant Area Director of
Southwest, and doing most of the talking. Joe Zannini.
Exectutive Director of Housing Services. Mr. Zannini,

Dave McCarthy m> I SWS/NOTM RENOWNED DBfOlLEROF OK PRECOX ^m\kl H^RfTA^E/ ' W'SAYS^

unlike rally speaker Dennis Madson, is a polished
representative who had straight answers to most of the
questions. From the start, he admitted that the plumbing
code which was initially given to justify the enforcement of
the bathroom policy is still under investigation and, to
him, a "shaky premise." He said that the reason for enfor-
cing the bathroom policy was that the chancellor could not
defend coed bathrooms. Saying the problem came to a
head two semesters ago with a few complaints from
parents and alumni, Mr. Zanini explained that things
ballooned from there. The wire services picked up on the
story, and people started calling to ask if the University of
Massachusetts had a coed bathroom policy. Since there
vyas no coed bathroom policy, but just a laissez-faire at-
titude by the administration, pressure was brought upon
the administration by the University community. Also, ac-
cording to Mr. Zanini, discussion with LSO paralegals led
him to the belief that non enforcement of the policy leaves
the school open to lawsuits in case of injury. "Of course in-

jury and assault could happen anywhere, but if it happens
in a place University rules say its impossible for the two
sexes to meet, the negligence is then placed on the
school," Zanini said.

It was also alluded to that UMass is losing contributions
from benefactors and research corporations, because of
the adverse publicity which is tainting the scht)ol. More im-
portantly, there is worry that this in-house fighting will

paint a bleak picture to the Legislature, which has been
more than fair with UMass in these times of fiscal austeri-

ty.

So what it really comes down to is not a new creedence

to almighty God, but the same old creedence to the
"almighty buck." With this in mind, a counter-proposal
was m^de, which would shift the pressure from the ad-
ministration, to the people who supply the University with
needed funds (i.e., parents, alumni, and the Legislature). If
a continual public relations campaign could convince these
people that coed bathrooms are a progressive step in over-
coming adverse sexual mores, then the student govern-
ment might find a more receptive attitude via the new
cost-benefit analysis.

Why not ram this issue down the throats of the ad-
ministration until they acquiesce? Let me cite a quote from
the Associated Press, which appeared on October 15 in my
hometown newspaper. The Asbury Park Press. "Mangan
said that the protesters will camp out in the bathrooms at
least for the entire afternoon. That would mean skipping
classes, but that is not unusual here, the students say."
This is one example of the distorted publicity this school is

receiving. A friend of mine recently said, "We can't let the
administration win! It's not just bathrooms, but students'
rights." I wholeheartedly agree. But instead of emphasiz-
ing an issue like bathrooms, which can be picked up by sen-
sationalist journalists, we should shift gears and em-
phasize an issue less sensational, but equally devoid of stu-
dent input. The fatal mistake of student leaders from the
start has l)een giving the media too much credit for
responsible journalism, while disregarding the ramifica-
tions the bad publicity might cause.

The course of action for Kocot, Mangan, Katz and com-
pany is to quit grabbing headlines, and start working

behind the scenes to change some of our absurd rules. It
won't get you on the Donahue Show, but neither will it

devalue our diplomas. Dnif McCarthy is a UMnsn student.
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A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

AUDIO

Bass Speaker JBL 200 Wott 15" w/wo
cab, best offer 546-91 54

Pre-Amplifier ACE 3000 very basic 80
6-5349 Randy

AMTO FOR SALE

72 VW Beetle low mi. only $1,350.00 70
Cry Newport only $400. call Alex please
549-5347 V
66 VW Beetle for parts, eng. great, low mi
6-5166 BO

Suede fur lined Vest excellent condition
546-7164

Gold and silver chains, earrings, etc at
lowjow prices. Limited time, call 256-8120

HELP WANTED

MOTORCYCLES

Counseling

Are you gay? Do you think you might be?
Do you know someone gay? Lesbian and
gay Men's Counseling Collective -

545-2645

DISSERTATION SUPPORT GROUP
Dissertation support groups forming for
researchers in education and the social and
t)ehavioral sciences. Contact Robert Alex-
ander, Ph.D. (psychologist) 253-5262 days
/ 253-7374 evenings

DO IT!!

January Graduates: Have your senior
portrait taken - Do it now 545-2874

Information on Alaskan and Overseas
jobs $20,000 to $50,000 per year possible.
call (602) 941-8014 Dept. 6501

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500 - $1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MAI, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Environmental Group seeks secretary
to fill vacancy on Executive Board. Send
responses to Box 266 Student Union
Building

Part time position available for college
student to represent travel company on
campus. Earn commision, free travel and
work experience contact; Beachcomber
tours, inc. 11 Lane Ave, Bedford, Mass
01730 (617) 275-0520

The Collegian is looking for an In-
terested student for Assistant Business
Manager to begin Spring semester '82.

Business background a must. Applications
available until Dec. 7 in Collegian Office
113 CC

Experienced, reliable childcare sought
fortoddler MWF mornings call Carolvn
Lester 253-3162

1980 Hqnd7cB750F, silver. 2700 r^TH^tBest over $2000 546 6022
"" "^'^ """»•

Personals"

ENTERTAINMENT

KMS Talent Co. Bands for hire, parties,
dubs, etc. Low rates. Call Kevin 253 9929
Rm 9 or Jay 546-7457

Rock n Roll Rusty Nail Sunderland
Tonight Foreign Objects and the Time Be-
ings Free!

FOR RENT

LOST

Puffton 2 rooms available beginning Jan
1 $70/ mt. call 549-4047

Brittany Manor - one bedroom in two
bedroom unit with furniture. Available Dec.
23rd - Jan 31st. $140.00 ask for David
253-3504

FOR SALE

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 m
questions will be asked

Red folder in Curry Hicks or vicinity.
Please call 546-8182 if found
Siberian Huskie lost Nov 1 1 in the area of
Rt 9 near the Malls. White, blue eyes, beige
markings. Family pet. Contact 256-6715.
REWARD

a!i?JJ
A?'^^*^'^^^*^^^^^ SUGAR^s

fS ofTp^ATS' '-\^S°T
^"' '"''' ''^ '

IGU Officers: Thanks for ever^thi^;^
you ve been great! To the new K?s-g^odJucMiTs^ir^^
Theresa I had a great time Friday, but
rnissedyou^saturday. Call me. Tim 549-6248
Dear BooB^^Th^^^^^J^l^^^^^nT^^i
love today and always, Bubba
MJ - Hey you fox - Happy Birthdav~G^t

you'St'°^
' ^"^^ l^th^yUr'tghten'Tp

rlJfl^'^^K^'"^"'^''^ coming! Oh
Cjp^Cod^j^y^jammond Cori
Undergraduate Business Club Wine-'n
5^®®^® Social - Wednesday, December
/nd J:30 - 5:30 in the faculty lounge 3rd
floor SBA. All UBC membersare invit^!
Mary Knowlln Congrats & Best Wishes asAXO s new secretary Nancy
To Cliff. Thanks for all the prodding bit-
ching, complaining, organizing, hard vvork
support, perserverence, warmth and
humor. We made it! Amy and Katie

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA Drive cars
thru US Gov't licensed agency, call Doug
546-8704 *•

TYPING

Free-Lance Typing and resume writing.
Top skills, fast service, reasonable rates
Amherst 549-0518

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Ski Serivce skiis tuned, bindings checked,
professional quality servipe at reasonable
prices 253-5273

Typing 4c a line.

Call at 549-4595
Some overnite service.

Tutoring in Math and other related sub-
jects at any level. Call Kiri at 734-7842

STONES TICKETS

REAL MAJORITY

Two Rolling Stones Tickets for Nov. 9 in
Hartford - Best Offer. Call 6-6433 or 6-63?v1

USED AUTO PARTS

Had enough of the Moral Majority? Get
involved with the real majority intro
meeting Mon Nov 23 7:00 pm Cc rm 163

RIDE WANTED

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable pricesm the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc 85
S!^™P^°" Rd. Northampton MA tel
&o4-2o32

Woman's eyeglasses in green case in
vicinity of Northeast. If found please call
546-9482.

GIFT IDEA: Portrait

Delap, 665^2972
Drawings. Dennis

1975 Suzuki GT-390 FULLY assesed 12000
mi. very good condition $650 call Rick
549 1867

Fender Stratocaster $400 665-224reves .

Cornell Prints (3) handsomely framed,
perfect for Xmas tel 5-2496 or 256-6624

Now Queen or King size waterbed never
opened, 10 year warranty, walnut stained
pine frame, headboard, deck, pedestal,
mattress, liner, heater. Originally $330.00
now $199.00 527-4645, E. Hampton
Mint condition Conn Alto Sax 400.00
617-544 3282 before 9 PM

Reward fpr lost knapsack £r Chem
notes calc No questions asked. Call 6-5472
Gold and diamond ring NOPE/ Northeast
area. Great sentimental value. Reward Call
Sue 546-6917

Blue down Gerry parka. Fri Nov. 20 at
Bluewall. Call Leslie 546-5876 please!!

Missing kitten orange male lost on North
Prospect near the Drake. We know so-
meone in the dorms found him, please
return 549-6861

Stones F'.,ns: needed 11/29 from Syracuse
will pav expenses call 546-6170 thanx

ROOM WANTED

WANTED

Room Wanted in apartment or house
from Jan 1 to March 1 Call 546-9758

ROOMMATE WANTED

NEED CASH?

Always Premium Prices!! Class rings,
gold and silver in all forms. See the Manhari
Difference!! Manhan Precious Metals Ex-
change, 312 King St., N'hmptn 584-7000
930 am - 5:30 pm M-Sat

Two house-mates openings in Puffton
Village Apts call 549-1703

Two beautiful bedrooms in gorgeous
Amherst house. On bus. 155 -t- 253-551

1

Roommate wanted for January own
bedroom, call 253-3873 after 6 PM
3j^««*»^oo'" apt. in Sunderland on bus rt

120 / month, male or female 665-2367
Own bedroom in Rolling Green starting
^ec. 1 $127.25 inclusive Call evenings

In friendly Northampton coop house
awatlahlo Ian 1 Tall iig anwtimo at RR4-6385

TO SUBLET
From January to September two
bedroom Cliffside Apt on bus route $315 00
month includes everything 665-4605
Room for rent starting Jan first. Great
location on Belch Road Route opp Col-
onial Village call eves 253-5673

Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Momday- Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2
Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-07 1

Housing needed for jan Ist peace Call
Richard at 584-6385 seeking small coop
SINGER for working Rock Band w/high
range, stage presence, dedicated. Band
plays ELP, Kansas, Yes, Zep, Benetar
413-256-6948 or 203-741-2990

WANTED TO RENT
Desperately needed! 2 or 3 bedroom apt

^^S^T?^^""- ^'" P^V ^25 to first offer."
Call 546-7081

•^^'e seek own room on bus rte or close
to campus 549-5874

fi^*?u^^"®®' *P* '°' January, bus route
$150/bedroom, call 549-4884
Two bedroom apartment in Amherst
center for spring semester. Please call as
soon as possible 253-7841

Two bedroom apartment in Amherst

oi^^^L.°^ ^P""9 semester Please call
zi>d-/mi as soon as possible
Quiet female seeks room for next
semester Call after 11 PM Linda 546-1255

'k^lW^M>llia^H.^-CT#!aiKflBi;Kl«fymj-«

the perfect
Secret Santa gift

'•^
t>'

Tuesday, December 1

4:00 & 8PM
Matinee V? price to

all students & senior citizens

Box Office: Noon to 4PM, M—F (413)545-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

JANUABY GRADUATES:
YOU CAN DO IT ONE MORE TIME

»

THE IWIDUSS IS NOW
SCHEDULING

MONBAY NOVEMEBER 30

walk in or call for YOUR appt......,!

CampusCenter S4S—2874

Monday, November 30. 1981

Arts
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Incredible Casuals to
give first area show

yim:

THE INCREDIBLE CASUALS - Steve Shook, Vince Valium. Chandler

dav Dec 3
^ Spampmato. will have you dancing at Rahars Thurs-

By MARY KINNP:AVY
Collegian Correspondent

Once in a while a bar band comes along
that really makes it worth going out for.

After many tedious nights spent watching
uninspired cover bands parade on and off

' club stages, most people learn how to hone
in on what truly appeals to them. The trou-
ble is, it's often hard to come by.

For a growing number of rock 'n' roll

lovers who've caught their act, The In-

credible Casuals, who'll be making their

five-college area debut Thursday night at
Northampton's Rahar's. strike just the
right chord.

This spirited Cape Cod-based foursome
comprises a steadily rhythmic, welcomely
diverse, pleasantly kooky, thoroughly en-
joyable dance band. They play competent
straightforward rock 'n' roll, throwing in

enough twists and curves to keep it not on-
ly interesting, but increasingly entertain-
ing. They're not afraid to have fun with the
music they love, nor to display different
styles. They can naturally shift gears from
a frenzied rocker to a relaxed shuffle to
steer clear of monotony, a common killer

among young bands.
But then, they're no amateurs. The

Casuals include Chandler Travis, bass,

Steve Shook, red guitar, and Vince Valium
aka Rich Bates, drums, formerly of the
Travis Shook Band, and Johnny Spam-
pinato, brown guitar, formerly of the Four
Star Combo band. The three guitarists

alternate lead vocals and songwriting as
well as lead, rhythm, and bass-playing.

Simon's blah
They're Playing Our Song
Sunday. Nov. 22
Fine Arts Center

by SUSAN GLADWIN
Collegian Correspondent

Neil Simon, king of situation comedy-
theater, presented a slickly packaged
musical-comedy-romance, in "They're
Playing Our Song," performed Sunday

Nov. 22 at the b'me Arts Center (...oncert

Hall. With its steady stream of one-liners
and flashing light paneled set, the show
was television adapted for the stage.
As such, it dealt with the problems of two

neurotic adults who fall in love in Simon's
candy-coated formula for happiness. The
show is actually "loosely based" on the real
life dealings between its composer, Marvin
Hamlisch, and its lyricist, Carole Bayer
Sager. Vernon Gersch (Richard Ryder) and
Sonia Walsk (June Cable), their counter-

The Incredible Casuals' appeal lies not
only in their energizing danceability. It

starts with an unrelenting beat that en-

sures foot-tapping up to the thigh followed
by involuntary swaying until all control is

lost and everyone is up and dancing joyous-
ly in every available nook and cranny in the

hall.

Also, they have a loyalty to natural,
honest music punctuated with nice-guy wit
and delivered sincerely. They're not above
holding impromptu conversations with the
audience — not of the alien Jng proto-punk
variety, but of a hospitable host nature.
True to themselves, firmly rooted in

classic rock and blues, the CasualslTave not
latched on to the temporary .security of
passing trends (that practically guarantee
a fanatic sector-as-audience). Nor are they
nostalgic. Much of their materia! is

original, modern-sounding music with an
underlying basic rock 'n' roll surge.
Their single "Money Won't Buy You

Happiness" b/w "Meanwhile" (Red
Rooster), released early this fall, serves as
a good sampler with its (I say hesitatingly)
new-w avish A side and pretty, pop flip.

While the Casuals themselves play most
frequently in New England clubs they en-
compass both a comic appeal that prompts
George Carlin to invite them to open his
shows and a musical verve that brings na-
tionally touring bands to request them on
their bills.

Once in a while it happens. It's always
refreshing to find something good and it

can be found this Thursday at Rahar's in

the form of the Incredible Casuals.

parts in the show, collaborate on pop hits.

Their eccentricities mesh and they fall in

love. Subsequently, their eccentricities
clash and they split up. I won't reveal the
ending but those familiar with Simon's
work will recall his practice of solving all

crises before curtain-fall.

The show is a tribute to middle class pro-
blems of the seventies. Vernon and Sonia
have much in common. Both are recovering
from former affairs, seeing analysts, and
are self-descril)ed flakes. "Together we

make a snowstorm," Vernon says.
Credit Simon for an intriguing represen-

tation of the multiple aspects of Sonia and
Vernon's personalities by giving each of
them a three meml)er back-up group of
clones. Occasionally, however, the effect
was too corny, as in the sight of four prep-

py Vernons banging away at toy pianos.
Like a shot of the stuff they give at the

dentist's, the show was relaxing and laugh-
inducing. Though short-lived, the feeling
was pleasant.

Monday, November 30th

Monday Night Football

Big Screen
Free Popcorn/ Free Admission

''

ceffter "

aLumass
Thursday, December 3rd

New Rock with

Tuesday, December 1st

Free Movie Night

Yellow Submarine
Starring The Beatles

8:30 & 10:30 pm showings
Next feature. . .Big Sur

Starring Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young
Co-sponsored by GPC

i

'

Plus. . .The Museum Direktors

Don't Miss It!

Wednesday, December 2nd
Back by Popular Demand. . .

HOT ACOUSTICS

Friday, December 4th
Rhythm Rock with

THE ELEVATORS
$2.00 Cover

Saturday, December 5th
The Finest Blues to Hit the Valley

J" >

by

>.^^%

Gary^rtz and Alyce's Violin

Performing great originals and tunes
the De6^,f^endrix, Led Zepplin €r Joplin

""^FREE ADMISSION

Mick and Ron Have Rocked with Him,
You Should Too!

Plus. . .Eddie Shaw and the Wolf Gang
^

"Spectacular Blues Saxophone"
$2.00 Cover

•Valid ID and ASP sticker required to purchase alcohol
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New faces abound for hoopsters
'Young' Minatewomen will rely on team quickness this year

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts women's basketball fans
had better pick up a program on their way into the Curry-
Hicks Cage this winter, as this year the new faces on the
team outnumber the old ones.

UM head coach Mary Ann Ozdarski will be working with
a squad that includes only two seniors and two juniors. The
rest of the team is filled with four sophomores and five
freshmen.

With this changeover in personnel, UMass fans could use
an mtroduction to this year's women hoopsters both old
and new.
A bulk workload could reston the tallshouldersofsenior

tn capum Martha Ready. Ready, at 6'3", is the onlyMmutewomen over the six-foot plateau and. as such, will
be^called on to control the trenches at both ends of the

"Martha has to be in the baUgame. and has to score and
play good defense for Us," Ozdarski said.
Ready has the talents to be a real contributor to this

team. Last year, she shot from the floor at a .449 clip, good
for third in team statistics. Most of these shots came from
the low post where she employs an effective turnaround
jumpshot.

Another tri-captain, sophomore Nadine Jackson, will
assist Ready in working down low. Though Jackson's only
5'8, the Amherst native has outstanding leaping ability and
ranked second in last year's rebounding totals. Jackson
works the offensive boards effectively and drives to the
basket as well as anyone on the team.

"Nadine gained valuable experience last year as a fresh-
man and this year we look for her to score inside with
power moves to the basket." Ozdarski said.

The starting backcourt Undem of senior tri-captain
Sherry Collins and sophomore Wendy Ward brings to the
starting line-up the epitomization of this year's team
objective: quickness and speed.

Collins, also an Amherst native, led last year's squad in
assists (78) and ranked second in steals (32).

"This is Sherry's (ColUns) final year and she's going to
have an outstanding year." Ozdarski said, "She's (Collins) a
contributing factor and an unselfish ballplayer who can also
score from the outside."

Ward complemented Collins perfectly in last year's
statistical category, leading the team in steals (41) and
finishing behind Collins in the assist column with 77.

"Wendy Ward will be kwked upon to run the basketball
team," Ozdarski said. "She (Ward) will be our starting
point guard. She'U be looked upon to start our transition .

break and to effectively run our offenses."

A third guard, junior Marlene Susienka, has impressed
Ozdarski with her play in the preseason.

"Marlene Susienka is ready to play." Ozdarski said. "She
has confidence m her abiUty and more importantly in
herself. She's going to be a real contributing factor to the
success of our season."

Though UMass does not have the height advantage it

enjoyed in the past, this team is not necessarily a small

one. Ready and Jackson can count on help from sophomore
Cmdy Clapp. junior Tara Heinzmann and freshmen Pattie
Magmre. all of whom are listed at 5'11",

Clapp. stUl another Amherst product, was second last

year in shooting percentage with a .472 mark. She is a good
perimeter shooter and can score down low.

"Cindy's (Clapp) got to shoot and score from the outside
for us (last year). If we can get her the ball she wUl score,"
Ozdarski said.

Heinzmann is back on the team after taking a year off.
She will be called upon to play at both the center and
forward positions and according to Ozdarski, Heinzmann is
one of the best defensive players on the team.

Maguire will play both forward and center. She is an
aggressive rebounder and could be implemented should
Ready get into foul trouble.

The rest of the squad should see a lot of playing time this
year, even though they are all newcomers. Ozdarski plans
to utilize her team's quickness and speed with a transition-
oriented style of play. In order to play a transition game
effectively, Ozdarski will have to depend on team depth.
Thus, every individual will be important.

Rounding out the squad are sophomore Nora Maldonado
and freshmen Jacqueline and Gwen Jones (twins), Jennifer
Todd and Rosalind Olson.

So. UMass basketball fans who plan on attending the
women's home opener Saturday at 3 p.m. against Syracuse
University, plan on coming a little early so you can pick up
a program and familiarize yourself with this year's team,
most of them will be around for a long time.

ritaH
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IM BASKETBALL DEADLINE — Today is the last
day to turn in entries for intramural team basketball.
Entries for men's women's and co-rec teams w ill be ac-
cepted at the Intramural Office. Boyden 215. A $10
forfeit fee must accompany all entries.

BU squeaks by UM grapplers
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

B()STO.\ - La.st year the University of Rhode Island
lost tinaru-inK for its wrestling team, even though it was
the numl)er ont> team in New England Division 1. So part
of the team and its coach joined the numl)er three team in
the east, Boston University, to form this season's BU
powerhouse. —
Last Tuesday, in its first dual meet of the season, the

University of Massachusetts wrestling team lost to BU by
just one point. 24-23.

At the 1 18 lb. weight class UM freshman Al Belanger. in
what will probably be the toughest match of his career,
faced BU's two-time New England Division I champion.
Wade Genova. Genova showed his prowess by defeating
Belanger 23-4. giving BU five team points.

At 126 lbs.. Minuteman Greg Porello had a difficult

match against BU's Darrow Traylor. losing 13-1. giving
the Terriers a 10-0. edge.

The 134 lb. match was a turning point in the meet for
the Minutemen. Junior Doug Johnson faced BU's Sam
Baghdady. Johnson quickly took down Baghdady, who
went directly to his back arid was pinned by Johnson only
three minutes into the first period. This made it 10-6, BU.
UM co-captain Kevin Murphy faced BU's Mike Enzern

at 142 lbs. Early in the match. Murphy was hit in the eye.
causing it to swell. Murphy still grabbed an early lead and
dominated throughout the match and winning 8-3, bring-
ing UMass within one point.

Three-time New England Division I place winner
Charlie Rigoglioso faced BU's David Miller at 150 lbs
Rigoghoso was ahead 21-6 when Miller was disqualified
with 30 seconds remaining in the third period after
receiving four previous warnings for stalling. This gave
UMass the lead at 15-10.

At the 158 pound weight class, UM senior Greg Mac-
Donald wrestled BU's Dave Eraser. MacDonald
dominated the match, coming close to pinning Eraser
more than once. The final score was 20-7, increasing the
UM edge to 20-10.

Because UMass does not yet have a legitimate
heavyweight wrestler, UM coach Freitas was forced to
juggle his lineup in order to save his top weight wrestlers
for the heavy weight position.

Scott McQuaide, normally a 158 ft), wrestler, competed
in the 167 lb. class and faced BU's Kevin Eagleston, a two-
time New England champion. McQuaide lost a 21-0 deci-
won, 20-15 UMass.

At 177 lbs., Jack Boyd faced BU's Todd Giles. Boyd was
disqualified in the second period of his attempt to fight off
Giles, another New England champion. This Terrier win
gave BU a 21-20 advantage.

Dave MacEntee, normally a 167 lb. wrestler, faced a
challenging match at 190 lbs. Although MacEntee was
f ized he wasn't out-classed, and he lost by only three
po .• .K aking it 24-20, BU.

LOCKING UP A WIN — UMass m-annior r»«„ ru-n u / . ., «»"•«•*" P»"»to br N.»ry G«it»r

UMass nixed in playoff bid
The NCAA Division I AA Playoff Selectwn Committee

announced its final national divisional playoff selections
and pairings Saturday and the University of
Massachusetts football Minutemen have to shelve their
playoff hopes until next season as a result.
The Yankee Conference representative, the University

of Rhode Island (6 5) will meet top seeded Idaho State
University (9 1) at Pocatello, ID. Boise State travels to
Jackson (Miss.) State. Tennessee Sute Plays at South
Carolina State and the University of Delaware, nailing
down the last berth, journeys to Eastern Kentucky SUte

I

College.

All first round games will play Saturday.

- —-STEPHEN FREKER

_.„_ _^„^ """" ••^••y o' VVimn Sport* InformatioB
URI GOES TO IDAHO - Rhode Island, led by

coach Griffin and senior Ulback Rodrers, will
fac« Idaho 8UU in the NCAA pUjofft.
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Frat fight under inquiry
Hy SCOTT HERSKY ^M, %/Uy SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

The fiKht that took place at I'i Kappa Alpha fraternity on
November 19 is still under investigation and should result
n disciplinary action for the perpetrators later this week
Leslie Chambers, director of Greek affairs at the
I'mversity of Massachusetts, said yesterday.
The %hl began when a small group of men interrupted

an exchange with Chi Omega sorority, and were thrown
out by members „f I'i Kappa Alpha. Chambers said. She
said a .second group of men arrived at the fraternity ap
proximately 30 minutes late during the fight. A number of
windows and doors were damaged and two members of Pi
Kappa Alpha were later treated at the infirmary.
The group of men entering the fraternity had been

identified by local news sources as members of Theta Chi
fraternity at UMass. Dale Slivinske. a.ssociate executive

Campus escort:

director of the naiionaJ Theta Chi organization, said
yesterday that his group was. in fact investigating the
incident at UMass.
"We are investigating this at this moment." Slivinske

.said. "We have a field man at UMass right now, and he is in
contact with the local police, and the director of Greek
alfairs."

"Since the UMass chapter is already on probation, we
are very concerned, and hope to make a decision on
disciplinary action by early next week," he added.
A source, who wished to remain unidentified, at the

Theta Chi Alumni Corporation contacted the CoUeyian last
week to say that his group may assume stronger financial
control of the Iraternity.

Tm appalled at the lack of discipline and morality on
campus, he said. "We want the fraternity to be wor-
thwhile to the community."

I'he K.scort Service of (be Student
Government As.sociation's Presidents Of-
fice, k'gins operation tonight. Interested
students can he e.scorted by a female/male
pair between Webster f)<)rniitory and
Ooodell Library during the times' listed
rx'low.

The Orchard Hill Residential area is the
first to put into effect the service designed
to protect students traveling across cam-
pus at night. To volunteer as an escort call
540-0341.

KS(ORT SERVICE SCHEDULE
ORCHARD HILL/CENTRAL
Leave Webster Leave Library
7:<»<> 7:30
«:<«> 8:30

10:00 10:30

Student protection service begins
tonight for Orchard Hill Residents
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Area Credit Union may unionize
J

Collfi^ian photo bv Kandv ChaRe

PEEK-A-BOO. I SEE YOU - Specter sneaks a
glance around the corner of her walkway. She is
kept warm and fed by owner Margaret Twohig at
her house in Holyoke. Twohig, 20, is a senior ni»
ioring in french at UMass.

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

Employees of the Five College Credit Union on the
University of Massachusetts campus will vote Dec. 18 on
whether to unionize with the United Food and Commercial
Workers Union, which is part of the AFL-CIO. Dick
Courtney, of Local 1459 of the AFLCIO, said yesterday,
yesterday.

A majority of the seven employees have signed cards
requesting the union to represent. them, Courtney said,
and since the management has refused to recognize the
union as a bargaining organization for the employees, the
National Labor Relations Board is holding the Dec. 18
ballot to officially name the union as the workers'
representative.

The main reason for going to the uni6n. Courtney said,
was because the workers were looking for the protection of
a contract.

"They have been worried about arbitrary changes in
policy by the management, and they are^lso concerned
about economics, they are looking for parity with other

bank employees in the five college area, " he said.
"People have a right to unionize," WUliam Gilbert said,

president of the board of trustees of the credit union
located m Draper Hall.

"Management has a right to voice- their opinion. I'm
waiting for the vote. If the union is voted in. we will then
negotiate with them on setting up a contract," he said.

"But the setting up of a contract is a long and arduous
p.ocess so It would be awhile before a contract was
finalized, he added.
The management has been fairly "low-key" so far and

Courtney said, "We do not expect many problems."
The Five College Credit Unjon has approximately 5.000

members, serving aU employees of the Five College area
and IS governed by a board of trustees, composed of a Five
CoUege staff. It is run by a staff of nine, and although it is
on the UMass campus it also serves the other five colleges
on a rotating basis.

"The demands are certainly negotiable. They are just
lookmg for economic parity with other Five College area
bank employees," Courtney said.

Off-campus students may lose income tax deduction
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

Students renting apartments wiU not be allowed to
deduct 50 percent of their yearly rental payment from
their state income tax payment as mandated by
Proposition 2V2 if the state Deparment of Revenue im-
plements regulations which state that a student's apart-
ment is not their "principle residence."
Under Proposition 2V2, renters are allowed to deduct 50

percent of their rent paid on their principal place of
residence from their state income taxes. Unly people who
pay state income taxes are eligible for the tax deduction.
Students making over $3,000 a year are required to pay

state income taxes and therefore elibible for the renters

deduction.

"Students don't regard their principle residence aswhere they go to school, " John White of the Department of
Revenue slid yesterday.
At a public hearing held yesterday students from the

/^A^lo^^i!.^^"^ ^"'''•*^ Interest Research Group
(MASbPIRG) criticized the proposed regulations.

The regulations begin by defining one's principal
residence as the place '^he Uves most of the time." said
Boston College student John McGlynn.

''A student who rents during the school year clearly lives
at his school address most of the time. U seems completely
arbitrary to deny students the deduction simply because
they happen to spend vacation time with their parents

"

McGlvnn said.

MASSPIRG estimates that 380,000 students wUl lose $9
million. The average loss to an individual student is $67 50
according to MASSPIRG. The Deparment of Revenue had
no estimates.
The Department of Revenue agreed there were

problems with their proposed regulation and promised to
think over the wording of the guideline, said Tom Ham-mond, aide to Sen. John Olver, D-Amherst.
The main problem is that Proposition 2'/2 did not define

principle residence" Hammond said. Now the Dept of
Revenue must define that question of fact, he said.
No matter what the exact wording of the regulation is

students wUl have the right to appeal any decision made
concerning where their principle residence is White said
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Social Security poser probed

Al' l.<iNrrpholo

TOIR FIRE AREA - Sen. Edward M. Kennedy. D-Mass., riRht.
speaker of the Massachusetts House of Representatives Thomas
McCiee. D-Lynn, left, and Lynn. Mass.. mayor Antonio Marino take part
in a Monday tour of the area of Lynn. Mass.. rava^'ed that city Saturday.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Nearly 2.300
delegates to the White House Conference
on Aging put aside a potential rules fight

yesterday and began their search for

solutions to the problems of Social Security
and other programs for the elderly.

l^eaders of the New York stale delegation
were rebuffed at the opening session when
they clamored for recognition in a bid to

change a rule that will force delegates to

accept or reject as one package all the
riTommendalions made by 14 committees.

Their attempt followed an emotional
appeal by 81 year old Rep. (Claude I'epper,

I) Fla.. to resist cuts in Social Security,
Medicare and other programs and to press
for national health insurance.
Constance D. Armitage, the conference

chairman, banged her ^avel and told the
small group of dissidents, "I realize some of

you have concerns. These concerns are not
appropriate al this moment."
She was forced to repeatedly introduce

Health and Human Services Secretary

Richard S. Schweiker, the keynote
speaker.

Schweiker, who set the conference rules,

was greeted with applause mixed with a
scattering of boos. The crowd of more than
3,500 also guffawed loudly when Schweiker
described his Oct. 2 removal of the con-
ference's executive director, David Rust, as
a promotion.

But despite the misgivings voiced by
many delegates about the Reagan ad
ministration's handling of the $t; million
conference, the vast majority apt)eared to
have no appetite for a walkout or other
disruptive action.

Schweiker did not refer to the rules fight
in his speech. But in a letter read to
delegates, Schweiker said his rules provide
for "much greater individual delegate
participation" than the previous Wnite
House conferences on aging in 1961 and
1971.

Economic strength dips:

blamed on current recession

AnotherReagan aid in trouble
WASHINGTON (AP) - Michael K.

Deavcr, one of President Reagan's lop
ihree aides, has been receiving deferred
payments on the pre maugural sale of a
firm which, at the same time, bought out a
similar enterprise headed by national
security adviser Richard \'. Allen.

Senate records show that since the
Reagan administration took office, the firm,
the llannalord Co. Inc., has quadrupled the
number of domestic and foreign groups for

which it is a registered lobbyist.

Deaver was a 40 percent owner of
Hannaford. which in January bought out a
similar firm, F'otomac International Corp..
headed by .Allen. The national security
adviser, who just took a "leave of absence"

in the wake of an investigation over his

receipt of $1,000 from Japanese journalists,
also recei\ed deferred payments in his part
of the deal.

The payments to Allen prompted
questions about possible contlicts of in

teresi in meetings between the national

security adviser and past clients of Potomac
International Corp.. which now belongs to

Hannidord.
On Sunday. Allen announced that he was

taking a leave of absence from his While
House post while the Justice Department
completes a preliminary investigation of his
receipt of $1,000 from two Japanese
lournalists who interviewed first lady
Nancy Reagan on Jan. 21.

WASHINGTON (AP) - A key national
measure of future economic strength
dipptnl substantially again last month in

what one independent forecaster called "the
last big blowoff of the current recession.

But a government official said the
economy would remain "pretty wfak" the
rest of the year, with no real upturn until

spring.

The Commerce Department reported
that its Index of Leading Indicators fell 1.8
percent in October, the third straight
decline and the fifth in six months.

The sizable drop still wasn't as bad as
Septembers dip of 2.2 percent, the shar
pest decline since May 1980 and the heart of
last year's recession.

"The recession is for real and it's con
linuing," said Robert Orlner, chief

economist for the Commerce Department.

Noting October's fall was less than that
posted in September, he predicted the
index would provide better news in a few
months.

"I think this is the last big blowoff," said
Michael Evans, of F^vans Economics Inc., a
private forecasting firm. He said the
October drop was greater than the 1

percent decline he had expected.

Most of the decline in October was due to

a worsening of the labor layoff rate, factory
orders for manufactured goods and building
permits for new construction. Orlner said.
"The three point to a pretty weak economy
in the fourth quarter of this year," he said.

He predicted the recession""* would be
moderate with the economy remaining
weak in the first quarter of next year before
turning up in the spring.

King administration doubles
cost of prison expansion

BOSTON — The King administration has doubled the
cost of Its proposed prison expansion program, giving the
Legislature an amendment yesterday that would increase
the price to $90.4 million.

The original bill, filed Nov. 9. proposed 1,308 new beds
in state and county prisons at a cost of $47.3 million. The
amended version was submitted to the Legislature's
Human Services Committee shortly before a hearing on
the bill yesterday morning.

In response to community opposition, the administration
asked that the proposal to convert the Rutland Heighlslic
Health Hospital near Worcester to a 300-bed prison be
dropped.

The amendment abo would add those 300 beds to the
prison al Shirley, add 200 extra beds at the Bridgewaler
prison and appropriate money for a 215 bed treatment
center for the sexually dangerous at Bridgewaler.

Norfolk County DA to begin

inquest into baby's stabbing

BROOKLINE - Norfolk County District Attorney
William Delahunt said yesterday that an inquest will be
held within two weeks into the death of a 4 month-old girl
stabbed in the head Nov. 23 in her Brookline home.

But Delahunt continued to refuse to comment on
whether the infants 2-year-old brother, Thomas, was
responsible.
The boy and his child's maternal grandmother were the

only ones at home at the time of the stabbing. Reports in
Boston newspapers said authorities believe the boy
stabbed his sister twice in the soft part of her head after
the grandmother had left the room.

Israel and the United States

work out landmark agreement

WASHINGTON - Israel and the Unit*?d Slates worked
out a landmark "strategic cooperation" agreement
yesterday to deal with any threats to the Middle East by
the Soviet Union or Soviet controlled forces from outside
the region.

In a joint statement by Israeli Defense Minister Ariel
Sharon and Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger, the
two governments said the new agreement creating a

Digest
By the Associated Press

framework of military cooperation "is not directed at any
slaieorgroupof states within the Middle East."
The statement was an obvious effort to reassure Arab

countries that the United States and Israel would not act
together against any of them.

U.S. officials have made it clear they were concerned
that any such U.S. -Israeli pact might evoke a hostile
reaction in the Arab world unless it was specified that the
agreement was aimed at a po.ssible Soviet threat.

Accused daughter attends

funeral of mother and sisters

SPRINGFIELD — Patricia Coppedge. 14. accompanied
by an attendant from Metropolitan State Hospital where
she is undergoing psychiatric observation, attended
yesterday's funeral of her mother and three sisters, who
died in a fire she is accused of setting.

Miss Coppedge, who has pleaded innocent to four counts
of delinquency including murder and arson, heard the Rev.
Judge Lee tell some 200 mourners al a Springfield funeral
home "not to hold any hatred.

"

She was released from the Waltham hospital for the
service and returned after the burial.

Conrail continues operations:

Mass. shippers are relieved

NEW BEDFORD - Shippers throughout southeastern
Massachusetts who rely on rail service got a bit of good
news yesterday as Gov. Edward J. King announced that
tonrail has had a change of heart and will continue freight
service along 1 14 miles of track in the slate.
King told a meeting of business and political leaders inNew Bedford that the change was "a tremendous victory

"

and will preserve rail .service to 145 shippers in the area.
King said the agreement also would allow Conrail to

conlmue operating any lines that are not part of the 144
mile "core system." The agreement includes a commitment
by Conrail to spend up to $3 million to rehabilitate the
track system.

Conrail still plans to drop feeder lines to Cape Cod and
Plymouth that affect 52 shippers on 39 miles of track. King

said Conrail agreed to continue freight service along the 39
milesof track until June 1. 1982.

Transportation Secretary James Carlin said the state
has an option through November 1983 to buy the Conrail
hnes al 75 percent of. liquidation value if the jumbo rail
system returns to plans to abandon it.

Astronauts admit they stayed
awake most of the time

SPACE CENTER, Houston - Astronauts Joe Engle
and Richard Truly said yesterday they stayed awake much
of their designated sleep time while aboard the space
shuttle Columoia because 'there was too much to look at."

"One of the problems with sleeping was anytime you'd
wake up in the middle of the night and look out the win-
dow, that was it for the next hour becau.se it was such a
beautiful view." said Truly. "We were supposed to have
been sleeping, but on a two day flight we figured we could,
sleep when we got home."

The astronauts, al their first news conference since the
night, repeats that the shuttle's second flight ac-
complished "90 to 95 percent" of the mission's goals,
despite the fact that the planned five-day voyage was cut
in half because one of the three electric generators broka
down.

Engle said curtailing the shuttle's second flight should
not change plans to keep Columbia in orbit seven days next
March when it is launched for a third lime.
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Space future speaker to talk

•coiiggian

By MYLESCAVANACH
Collegian Staff

Space exploration advocate Eric Drexler will speak at H
p.m. tonight in Mahar Auditorium on "Space Exploration
and Our Future in Space."
Adam Nisson, a spokesperson for the Distinguished

Visitors Program (L)VP), the sponsor of the event, said the
topic of Drexler's talk is about, "The realization that we're
not bound to this earth, and that the development of space
stations and habitats for people to live and work on are
possible in our lifetime."

Ni.s.son .said that Drexler will also di.scu.ss the Light.sail. a
space vehicle he invented that would harne.ss light
pressure, or .solar wind on large pieces of thin metal
plates, to transport objects through space.

Drexler, a research affiliate of the Ma.s.sachu.setts in-
stitute of Technology' Space Systems LalM.ratory, received
a masters degree from MIT in space industrialization,
while on a National Science F'oundation Fellowship.

He has parti('i[)ated in studies of space development
spon.sored by the National At-ronautics and Space Ad-
ministration, Stanford. MIT and The Committee for the
Future, and is described as "active in spreading
awareness of the potential of space develo()ment."

At 2fi, Drexler is the .secretary of the Hoard and the
youngest member (.f the L-.", Society, a group formed with
the goal of putting a space station in the Let Grange point,
the point between the earth and the Moon where the
gravitational pull of both is stabalized.
Admission will l>e free.

Women's Studies Department
sponsors author Janet Aalts

I iillfKian photo h» Jim Ualdron

Janet Aalfs, author of Against the Odds, reads
and discusses poetry as part of a Fall Womens
Studies colloquim. The group met at Thompson
Hall yesterday.

By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

The Women's Studies Department ended their fall collo-
quim .series yesterday with a reading by .lanet Aalfs from
her book "Against the Odds" and selected poems.

Aalfs, a 1979 graduate of the Women' Studies Depart-
ment at the University, focused upon the many facets of
women's lives and the intricacies that arise from them.
The core of her poetry, Aalfs said, is directed toward a

continual process of silence, where it originates and how
women can overcome it - not through speech, but
through a deeper, rhythmic understanding of the surroun-
ding world. Aalfs' writing is an effort to use women's
unexpressed voice as a positive force of energy.

Aafls' poems are greatly intluenced by her black belt
training in the martial arts and her love of nature.
Dominated by an intense concentration on body
movements, her writing presents the audience with a keen
description of her own experiences into her encounters.

Aalfs' use of nature allows focus to be attracted to the
living and thereby avoids the use of illusions of death, she
said.

Among the poems read were: "Hungry Women" which
centers around the dreams and ambitions of women;
"Wanting More," an account of the author's childhood ex-
periences; and "The Body Tells" which iiddresses the
strengths women are lK)rn with and what happens to
them. •

Thanksgiving holiday
marred by room thefts
By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Close to $4.(X)0 worth of stereo equip,
menl was reportedly stolen from a total of
six dormitory rooms in Kennedy'tower over
the Thanksgiving weekend holiday, police
said last night.

Three of the reported thefts occurred on
the 17th floor, with the remainder oc-
curring on the 13th. 16th, and 20th floors,

police said. According to police, there was
no sign of forced entry into any of the
rooms.
The largest take reportedly happened on

the 20lh floor, where nine pieces of stereo
equipment, valued al $1830, were allege ily
stolen, police said. All victims of the
reported thefts were men. police said.

All thefts were reported to police Sunday
evening and all occupants of the rooms told
pohce they left the campus last Tuesday.
According to police, only floors that were

not occupied bv students were burglarized.
Police would not release any details of an

investigation currently being conducted by

Armed man robs

Cumberland store
A man allegedly wielding a rifle is still at large following

a robbery at 11:55 p.m. Sunday at the Cumberland Farms
-Store on College Street.

Police said the suspect fled with an undetermined
amount of money. He was wearing a paper bag over his
head and was identified as a five-foot, nine-inch male
dressed in blue jeans, a blue coat and tan gloves, police
sajd.
pouce were assisted by the Northampton Police

Department's Canine Unit and the Massachusetts State
Police but refused to reveal information concerning the
search process.

This is the second time in two months Cumberland
Farms has been robbed by an. armed individual wearing a
paper bag over his head and dressed in blue jeans and a
blue jacket. The first incident happened on October 17. at
10:35 p.m.

On October 20, police reported an attempted armed
robbery of a gas .station on College Street by a suspect
carrying a rifle. During this incident poUce called back-up
forces from Northampton. UMass. the State police and a
canine dog, but were unsuccessful in their search.
An estimated $1,322 worth of valuables were reported

stolen to Amherst police in a span of nine hours between
3:00 p.m. and 11:44 p.m. on Sunday from Townhouse
apartments and Puffton Village.

Police .said all the residents of the burglarized apart-
ments w»»re away for the Thanksgiving break. Entry in six
cases was gained through the bedroom windows, police
said.

The bigge.st theft was valued at $480 from Townhouse,
when stereo equipment, a television, and a clock radio
were taken after entry was made by smashing the
bathroom window, police said.

By MAUREEN McMANUS

the department's detective division. Also
pohce would not say if there were currently
any suspects in the case.

In other news, a stereo system,
television, and two clock radios were
reportedly taken from a dorm room on the
basement floor of Moore House dormitory,
pohce said.

Police said that the room's window had
been smashed and the window screen
pushed in to gain access to the room.
The theft was reported Sunday night and

no value of the items was given, police said.
According to police, another ba.sement

dormitory room in Moore was broken into
by the same means sometime over the
holiday but it was not determined if

anything was taken.
A campus .security guard noticed that the

room's window had been smashed shortly
after midnight Sunday and police are
awaiting the return of the room's occupants
to determine if any theft occurred, police
said. Police said, however, that a stereo
manual was found in the room but there
was no sign of any stereo equipment.

New finals schedule made
in case of snow delays
The University of Massachusetts

ScheduHng Office has announced alter
native plans for final examinations in the
event heavy snows prevent exams from
being given at their scheduled lime.

While the limes of exams may change,
their locations will not.

If exams scheduled before 11 a.m. are
cancelled. 8 a.m. finals will be held al 6:30
p.m. the same day; 10:30 a.m. exams will be
held at 8:45 p.m. the .same day; and the 1:30
and 4 p.m. exams will be held as .scheduled.

If exams are cancelled all day but not in

the evening, the 8 a.m. exams will be given
at 6:30 p.m. the same day; 10:30 a.m. at
8:45 p.m. the same day; 1:30 p.m. al 6:30
p.m. the next exam day; and 4 p.m. at 8:45
p.m. the next day.

If exams are cancelled in the afternoon
and evening, the 8 a.m. and 10:;30 a.m.
exams will be held as usual; 1:30 p.m. will

be held at 6:30 p.m. the following exam day;

and 4 p.m. will be held at 8:45 p.m. the next
day.

If exams are cancelled for an entire day
and evening, the 8 a.m. and 10:30 a.m.
exams will be held the following day at the
same lime and the 1:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
exams will be held at the same time two
days after originally scheduled.

On Tuesday. Dec. 22, if exams are
cancelled during the day. the 8 a.m. exam
will be held al 6:30 p.m.; the 10:30 a.m. al
8:45 p.m.; the 1:30 p.m. at 1:30 Dec. 23; and
4 p.m. at the same time on Dec. 23.

If school is closed all day Dec. 22, all

exams will be held at the same time on Dec.-
23.

The University has also announced that
in the event the school is closed on Friday,
Jan. 29. or Monday, Feb 1, graduate^
registration and late undergraduate
registration will be held when the
University re-opens.

The University Tower Library as seen through a window of Dickinson Hall

< oll(<i.'iaii iihoio l» Kick ValdiviH
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There will be a meetinjf to plan a conference on ethics in journalism tonight in r(M)m 80;i of the Campus Center
at 5 p.m.

f
I
I
I
I

Management Skills
For Campus Art Presenters

Getting People Involved
Wednesday, December 2, 7-9:30 p.m.. Campus Center, Room 905-909

I
Leadership and motivation in groups. Mernbership development looks at volunteer
sources, recruitment techniques.

Arts: Planning, Production, Promotion
Monday, December 7, 7-9:30 p.m.. Campus Center, Room 905-909

An organized team approach to presenting arts events. Development of total publicity

and promotion.

The Contemporary Film As Fundraiser
Wednesday, December 9, 7-9:30 p.m.. Campus Center, Room 911-915

Representatives from major film companies discuss how to choose and advertise for

successful film programming.

Organizational Awareness For Group Leaders
Wednesday, December 9, 7-9:30 p.m., Campus Center, Room 901

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I

I
I

I
I
I

!

Workshop for student programmers. Why your organization exists and who your au-
dience is. Rescheduled from November 16.

Presented By: Staff of the Arts Extension Service, Division of Continuing
Education with guest presenters.

I Workshops made possible through i^rant from University Arts Council.

I
IL..«.

Newslines...
Jewish women to celebrate

this week events planned
Nine days of events, from Dec. 1 through Dec. 9,11 be

presented by the Jewish Feminist Organization of the
B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation "In Celebration of Jewish
Women."
A highlight of the week will be a reading by Grace Paley,

a nationally renowned author, from her award-winning
work on Sunday. December 6, in Herter Auditorium at 7
p.m.

The week commences this evening, Dec 1, with Israeli

journalist Dorit Gary speaking on "The Women**
Movement in Israel," at 6 p.m. in Dukes Room, 310 of the
Student Union BuiJding.

The Free Voice ofLabor: The Jemish Anarchists, a film
portraying Jewish anarchists in the late 1800's, will be
shown Wednesday at 7 p.m. in rooms 904 908 of the
Campus Center. Professor Martha Acklesberg will lead a
discussion on feminism and anarchism after the film.

On Thursday, Elizabeth Dworan will present a slide

show on "Anti-Semitism in Pornography and Advertising"
at 7 p.m. in room 310 of the Student Union Building.
Dworan is a local organizer of Women's Forum Against
Media Violence.

Shabbat Services in Dukes Room 310 of the Student
Union at 7 p.m. on Friday will be led by women. Services
are open to everyone.
A Sunday brunch will be featured December 6, followed

by a discussion among Jewish mothers representing
diverse Jewish viewpoints. The brunch will begin afl'l
a.m. in the Commonwealth room in the Student Union. A
small charge will be requested.

Pricilia Golding, a member of Am Tikvah, Boston's gay
synagogue, will lead a discussion ."On Being Jewish and
Lesbian." Dec. 8 at 7 p.m. in room 310 of the Student
Union.

Finally, on December 9 at 7 p.m. in Herter Auditorium,
the comedy Girlfriends will be shown.

All events are free, except where noted, and open to the
pubhc.
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Want A Career As A Helping
Professional?

The University Health Services is currently
accepting applications for paraprofessional

training as:

Peer Sexuality Educators
Alcohol Peer Educators

Health Aides &
Healthreach Workers
For Information call 549-2671
or drop by Health Education.

Ifs That Time Again!!!
This January, join thousands of students from hun-

dreds of colleges at beautiful Mount Snow, Ver-

mont for Campus Vacation Associations' Snow
mester Ski weeks

Whether you're a beginner or expen (or somewhere
in between), we guarantee you'll love gliding down
the face of the mountain And our apressici ac-

tivities will drive you wild— fabulous meals, great

entertainment, movies, dancing and parlies galore
And take a look at our terrific prices:

Hotel Lodging Condo Lodging

$164 $134
Package includes S nights choice lodging

Full brMktad*' S days lift tlck«l

Full dinner** AprM-tkl actlvlIlM

•ham p«r>«9« wMt-m r««n m(mmi le • 1S% iu I Mntc* ctmf
|

FOR A BROCHURE, RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION
CALL YOUR ON CAMPUS REP:

David Ccroeau 549-6802 ^*^^*
OR CHECK YOUR SCHOOL BULLETIN BOARDS

c^mr
I

PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED
Entry Date 12/1/81 Starting Date 12/2/81

CONTACT: Intramural Office, Boyden BIdg. Rm 215

or Craig Keenan BKO 549-3518

SIMHOUSE

Homemade Soup, Solod Dor, Doked Potato
ond Good Times Included with dinner

Basement - Thornes Market
(Main Entrance - the alleyway on Old South St.)

586-8878 Northampton, Mass.

.Collegian s

100,000 Slaves In Mauretania
NEW YORK - The UN Human Rights Commission is

now studying a report that as many as 100.000 Black slaves
— the world's largest slave population — are laboring in
Mauretania. a member of the Arab league on the western
end of the Sahara Desert.

The report is based on a study by the Anti-Slavery
Society, a prestigious London group founded in 18l;3. The
slaveholders are the predominant Moors of Mauretania and
their victims are Blacks who come from the country's
southwest region near Senegal. MaureUnia and their

victims are Blacks who come from the country's southwest
region near Senegal. Mauretania has a total population of
about 1.5 million.

Last year Dahane Ould Ahmed Mahmoud, Mauretania's
Minister of Foreign Affairs, admitted that slavery "still
exists in our country " and that it would "take a long
process before we are finally rid of this hateful practice."

Mauretania's ruling Moors are descendants of Arabs and
nomadic Berbers. Before Mauretania became independent
m 1960. France, the colonial ruler, officially abolished

slavery. The new Maurelanian constitution similarly

outlawed the practice. Nevertheless, government officials,
judges and even the police are reported to own slaves, who
tend cattle, work in the fields and the mines and perform
household chores.

There is no open slave market but rather a major un-
derground slave trade of men. women and children ac-
cording to the Anti Slavery Society, which says its

estimate of 100.000 slaves is conservative.

Black Christians to meet in Chicago

Dr. E. V. Hill

SAN BERNARDINO. CALIF.. - The countdown has
be^n J-or a massive national conference for black
evarigelical Chrikians — perhaps the largest ever of its

kind — scheduled for late December in Chicago.
A numbV of leading black evangelical spokesmen will

address an estimatei^ 2,000 to 3.000 conferees expected
for ''ChicaK'o"81," December 27-.31. Campus Crusade for
Christ is coordinating' the event.

"Denominationalism will play no role what.soever," .says

the Rev. E. V. Hill of Los Angeles, one of the most influen-
tial pastors in black America today. "We simply want to
seek to apply biblical .solutions to some of the most pla^ii-

ing problems of our society."

While much of the content of "Chicago "81" will deal
with crucial challenges confronting blacks in this decade,
the conference is exf)ected to have high artistic appeal,
too.

Gospel musician Eddie Robinson, a singer, composer,
recording producer and arranger, and Debt)rah Maize, a
talented soloist, will perform for conferees. Soul Libera-
tion, a f)opular Dallas music group, will also be part of the
program.
Portraying inner cities as "time bombs waiting to ex-

plode" l)ecause of chronic unemployment, racial .strife and
other ills, leaders of the interdenominational "Chicago
'81" contend that efforts to deal with surface problems of
blacks through legi.slation have met with disappointing
results.

Thus, they say, blacks must be etjuipped to deal with
root problems — through the enablement of the person of
.Jesus Christ.

Crawford Loritts

Noted artists to jazz up evening

Avery Sharpe

"Young .Jazz dreats" the
Avery Sharpe Quartet,
Avery G. Sharpe, current
bassist with McCoy Tyner,
will present an evening of

Jazz, concert, with young
and upcoming giants of
Jazz. F>atured with Avery
Sharpe will be Wynton Mar-
salis on trumpet, Ronnie
Burrage on drums, Clyde
Criner on keyboards.

Avery Sharpe can be
heard on McCoy Tyner's
most recent album, "La
Leyenda de la Hon:". (The
Legend of t"he Hour) on the
('olumbia record label.

Wynton Marsalis - This
virtuo.so trumpeter, is cur-
rently heacyining Art
Blakev's Jazz Messengers.

Ronnie Burrage — is also

current drummer with Mc-
Coy Tyner, The masterful

percussion work of Ronnie
Burrage has been featured

with such greats as Chico
Freeman, Sonny P\)rtune,

Arther BIythe, Pat
Metheny, Jimmy Owens,
and the group tVFunkt.

Loncert — will he at iron

Hor.se Coffee House. 20
Center St. Northampton,
Mass. December 2. H»H! at

7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.,

there will be a cover charge
for each show.

Black Affairs
A Black News Service Publication

Phillip Jennings Editor
.Jennifer Hardy Assoc. Editor
R.D. Jorden Staff
C.us Martins Correspondent
Barron Roland Photo Editor

LUTHER By Brumsic Brandon Jr.
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USDA Choice BeefLoin

Sirloin
Steak

BeefBottom ^__
Round Roast 1 79

lb

89
BonelessTop Sirloin Steak .2.89

USDA Choice Up to 5 lbs

BeefTop m 39
Round Roast "^!»"'^X ib

BeefRound ^99
Tip Roast HP.!?.?.!^... JL lb

Rump Roast ^ 99
BeefRound i^? X ib

Beef^re 039
Rouncl Roast 9^9f 4A ib

Bringthemhome
fortne holidays^
and treat them to good foods from Stop& Shop!
r»fc 1^^ A .^ _• • >fgreat values.

' Enjoy stop&

corner! aeb foods.

DELI Meat or Beef

iPolonial
Bologkia

149
iLib

'/3 Center. Vj Blade.
'/i Sirloin Chops

5-6 Ib

pkg.

. . . lbs ... lb x,oy

. .
pkg

. . . Ib 1.69

self-service deli special!

Sliced Meat

olonial
logna
99°

frozen meat specials!

12ozpkgAuntJosie's

Eggplant
Cutlets 119
Breaded & Pried ^L
Steak Tonight b*-^ '*.rxtnnfjr

2.39

fresh seafood specials!

Fresh Dressed
Whiting -159
Tasty taked or fried. JL lb

Fresh Flounder o^^^, ^ 2.29

fresh bakery special!

Big Daisy
BreadO.„*i
stop& Shop flV Lvs.^
h^lth & beauty aids '

Golden Sun Twin Pack

AloeVera
^Shampoo

I SHOP OAWY coupon
I

~~-

Assorted

Pork c^
Chops
Countiystyle Pork Ribs
Center Cut Pork Chops
Chicken Legs e^S^S^tZe .69^

Chicken Breastvyr>oie sTiS'S^Se .1.19
BeefBottom Round Steak .....1.895-6 Ib package

--•^^ v^

produce Pick and choose what s perfect for you!

_^ GoldenYeUow
Bananas

$

Nutritious ^^^^^ IDS
snack treat!

Sunkist Navel size

Motfs Apple
Juice ^39
Reg. HalfGaUon Bottle

ID

Regular,
Thin, Elbow or
Ziti with Lines

Stop& Shop

2 9916 oz pkg

Pillsbuiy
Flour
All Purpose. 5 lb bag 89

or Green Leaf

19
DoxenOranges 1-

59

Facial
Tissue
Stop& Shop200 ct

White, Pink
or Yellow

2 Pkgs

•«5'

I^Large Slicing ^%^^
tomatoesn.09

Viva Big Roll
Towels ..,. 'yQ'Asst'd

Pkg of97/2 Ply. .
^^^'^.

WaldorfBath

89Tissue ^^^
400CtlPly.4Pack

.Size 120

I
I
I

25'
VarietyCheeM

1* -
I I

Chicory

Large Juicy£% $^
^Tangerines O'^X
"Hydroponic" °S;" ^^^<f
Lettuce..^o9

Hood Orange
Juice ConSXate 129
HalfGallon Carton JL

or Fresh Tasty
Escarole ....

SHARP VERMOfT CHEDDAR OR
IMPORTED RNLAND SWISS

StopaShopRandofDWetghlPKg C.

d.\

mf ^OP«»«)»>GnoctiiycouPO«| a-4 Uf

Save20
Reg or Mini Marshmallow

Swiss MjbM 30 oz

Co<;oa]IIiz can
co4Xjn Lvnfl 1 pmicu&kimmi
» »»» -

_ —I "[stop* SHOP tWOCtRY COUPON

I ! Save50
stops Shop 1 IbCan

S Decaffeinated
^ jj i Coffee

Great Shape 1%
Low Fatjflilk1

6

GallonJug iSSd ^L

f C lStop»ShopGro<»yC<M>on
[

^-^

I i
Chunk UsM in water ex ai

Sealtest
Ice Cream
HalfGallon Carton.

if-

Assorted
Flavors

169
|9tap»ShopGroo«ryC<M>on

J
leozLJa-adFasrton

Teddie

A91
I
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Protestors express <j^^gg^
j—-|^^^^^^

More than 250.000 people gathered in Bonn. (I.rm.nv n...i.... ....

^^J^^^More than 250.000 people gathered in Bonn. Cermanv
last month at the biggest antiwar rally in West Germany
since World War II. Their aim was to show the strong on-
p(.sition to the build up of Soviet SS 20 missiles and
Backtire bombers, and their objection to the North Atlan-
tic Treaty Organization (NATO) plan to modernize its
nuclear arsenal in Europe. The accent was primarily on
treeing Lurope of new nuclear weapons and preventing
Germany from l)ecoming "a shooting gallery of the super-
powers as Heinrich Albertz. the former Social
Democratic Mayor of Berlin said.
The demonstration should influence West German

tK)licies concerning the NATO alliance's "double resolu-

Thomas Ach

nuclear weapons are moral evils; all of them, not just the
American ones.

The younger generation sees people talking about the
new medium range missiles as though they were toys In
reality they are horrible. -We don't want them here ''

said
a participant at the rally in Bonn. "If we have them the
other side will want them too. The arms race spiral goes
on.

^

Young people can not accept the reasons liehind expen-
ditures of large sums of money on military arms while
thousand and thousands of children in poor countries are

tion to install new U.S. Pershing II missiles in Western
Europe and initiate disarmament negotiations between
the United States and the Soviet Union. Only if these
negotiations fail, would NATO have to deploy the Per-
shing II missiles.

The rally was initiated by two independent peace
organizations. Although Chancellor Helmut Schmidt de-
nounced the demonstration as a "declaration of war"
against the defense policies of his government, more than
50 Social Democrats in Parliament joined the demonstra-
tion as well as members of the P>ee Democratic Party.
These two parties form the German Coalition Govern-
ment.

However the majority of the quarter of a million people
present at the rally did not lielong to any party or political
organization.

The question remains: what caused them to meet under
the grey sky of the West (Jerman capital? Was the reason,
as The New York Times pointed out, "a focal point for
neutralist, pacifist, and anti-American tendencies that
have developed in West (iermany" or were they as the
lil)eral German weekly newspaper Die Zcit wrote'"a fight
between rational arguments and emotional feelipg.s:'" Tin-

"...the fear that nature and humanity urUi be
destroyed and 'everything' unll end in the big war
that wilt first destroy Western Europe...

"

^/ykf 4fies Mil*' CJiu-ram.'

in )i(mx\ but also in other West-European cities, are not
the expression of anti-Americanism or neutrality. It was
described by a rally participant as the "naked fear of ex-
istence," the fear that nature and humanity will be
destroyed and "everything" will end in the l)ig war that
will first destroy West Eurof>e.
The new Eurof)ean peace movement goes much deeper

than anti- Americanism. Sometimes the United States is
only used as a symbol for all that is wrong with Western
Society - technology', nuclear power, complexity, com-
mercialism, consumerism. Yet the fear giH's deeper and

'what's HIS PRoBLErvT

answer is not an easy one but the situation and mental at-
titude of a growing number of West German youths helps
to explain the current developments.
A great number of young people are upset by unemploy-

ment, recession and parental values of materialism arid
overconsumption. A West German historian expressed it

in the following manner: "There's a youth withdrawal, an
emotional one from modern civilization, from the parental
values of hard work, of spending, of consuming. The com-
plexity of the modern world is disorientating."
What the younger generation wants is a society that

does not ignore their own ideals of creativity, warmth and
emotion. The antinuclear movement wishes to stress that

Letters—
'Situation totally unacceptable'
To the Editor:

This is in response to an article by Susan Jacobs defen-
ding the state of Israel.

Maybe if Ms. Jacobs looked at Mr. Dabbour's situation
in the following manner she might understand his anger
and confusion:

Suppose, Ms. Jacobs, that the Massachusetts
Legislature decided to give the UMass graduates of '70

who lived in Southwest the legal legitimacy to return (you
see, they all want to live in the same place again). So they
return and slowly force you and your fellow inhabitants in-

to F" lot (none of the other residential areas need or want
you!) Now, suppose the Legislature decided that the new-
inhabitants, given enough support (public and economic)
would give Southwest a much better image. At this point,
the new residents are taking credit for all "products"
and/or accomplishments in Southwest. Maybe you helped
to start and maintain some of the programs now being at-

tributed to the class of '70. Are you feeling cheated? Your
lifestyle is being attacked, the lifestyle of the other
residential areas is being labeled ina[)propriate. too. Are
the students of the '80's beginning to feel misrepresente<l
and mistreated? Are you going to fight?

Now the alumni are closing (lown departments and pro-

grams that support and teach the values you believe in.

They even start to keep you from your classes because you
l)elieve in the '80's generation. Is that democracy? Is t^hat

the highest standard of living in Massachusetts?
You try to relocate, but you find that no matter where

you go, the media is portraying you as part of the UMass
class that destroyed Southwest. You didn't possess the ap-
propriate values and goals — you dress and speak dif-

ferently too. Are you comfortable?
The proposed solution for peaceful co-existence (attain-

ed without your participation since you don't recognize the
"new" inhabitants' legal rights) is for you to exist in F lot

— no more, no less. And by the way, in your new com-
munity the class of '70 holds the purse strings, runs securi-

dying o< starvation every day; four hundred hospiUih
could be built for the cost of a single Trident; Social
Security and programs to combat unemployment are cut
and more money is given to the military.
To some people this mentality may seem naive and

idealistic, but from a moral point of view it is not at all
unrealistic- to think al)out ones future and the future of
ones children who will have to live in this world.
The current peace movement in Europe has a broader

base than the Western European movement of the late
1960's. It encompasses parts of the coalition parties which
form the government, members of the working-class, as
well as members of the Protestant church. On the other
hand, the movement is less ideological, more emotional
more enamored of non-violence of Mahatma Ghandi anil
Martin Luther King than the 1967-1968 movement was.
The peace movement and the demonstrations, not only

cannot simply I)e denie<l or discredited.

^
It is true that the arms race spiral has l)rought peace to

Europe for 36 years. But the conce{)t of mutual deterrance
does not give any guarantee that this will continue. The
possibility that a war could occur is I)ecoming more likely
as the deployment of these new weapons in Western
Europe comes to fruition.

This explains in part the unrest of West (German youth
which is now spreading all over Europe. These people
question the rationality that has led governments and ad-
ministrations to spend $.500 billion on the military while no
one gets more security and there is world hunger. They no
longer want to accept that as a given fact that can't be
changed for the better.

TkomiisArh isan exchatuje studentfmm the Univerity of
Freiburg. West Germany. He graduatedfrom the faculty of
law and is now studying Political Science at UMass.

ty, the legal system and controls your education.

.^
Are you feeling right at home? Ihope so - if the class of

'70 finds that you're longing for your old "home" they
may just dynamite your parents' home. I would personally
find the situation totally unacceptable and could not in
good conscience support the class of '70 in their
endeavors!!!

Katherine H. Bridges
Amherst

least have the gumption not to hide l)ehind someone else's
name just to cover your ass.

Nathan Shafner
Amherst

Why not sign own name?
To the Editor:

The purpose of this letter is to clear my name from any
association with an editorial "Sand's Credentials Ques-
tioned" that appeared in the Collegian on November 23. I

categorically deny contributing any time or effort in
writing what I think is a very controversial (not to men-
tion narrow-minded) article. The writers of this editorial
- which includes Isobel Taylor herself - should have for-
mally consulted me and granted me the opportunity to
read the article before they surreptitiously went ahead
and forged my signature. Although in the past I had ex-
pres.sed interest to Ms. Taylor about co-signing my name
to one of her editorials, in no way would I unconditionally
endorse anything, be it a contract or editorial, without
first reading it.

Ms. Taylor has causeri me a great deal (»f public- ig-

nominy among the entire academic community. Isobel. if

you are so adamant and assured of your convictions on
this subject, then why didn't you sign your own name? It is

obvious that you are only interested iii "blowing your own
horn" at the expense of others. Furthermore, to put
yourself on a pedestal to make you look like a martyr (and
a champion of causes?) with this derogatory article makes
me sick to my stomach! The next time you care to boost
your dubious assertions - and you are entitled to —
through letters to "our" newspaper, I hope that you at

.aini
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By Garry Trudeau

BOY/ THE LINE TO
THE WOODSHEDSURE
IS 6ETTIN6 LONG

.

/

l^^
, 600PM0KNIN&.

fi^l SIR. LETME
EXPLAIN..

ITNDER THE INFLUENCE

THE. ^BAH^wvST Fo^

By M. Joyce

ROD BONES
By Gregg: Canavan

cdamibi-^c^xth
25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst Mon-Fri 10 5:30 Sat 10-2 256-0710

«i4MiSHUAc^raiiai^nHsuQDan

Holiday Gift Suggestions

mm\m Sunday,
February 7th
3:30 & 8PM

VIRTUCSI
DI ROMA
Wednesday, February 10th

8 PM

with GREGG AD/'MS

TWO FORONE
Ail Mixed Drinks • 9 til 11

NC COVER CHARGE

mnihezBalkt
Wednesday, February 17th
8 PM

^

^-
Box Office: Noon to 4PM, M— F (413)545-2511

FirteArts
Center
Concert Hall

Skilled Auto Repairs
FOREIGN A DOMESTIC

SPECIALISTS IN

DISC MAKES
FUEL INJECTION REPAIR

Specalizing In ""^^ ™*"«» MECHANICS
Vol\« Repairs

& Service

CALL

256-8936)^
48 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst

Ct>fr Of Amh«rst

CROSSWORD
tdiled by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

IMI lot K»%fU^ limr. Wt^Ktu

ACROSS
1 The Georgia
Peach

5 Cowlicks
10 Spouse
14 Helm position
15 Tempest role

16 Felled

17 team
18 Triumphant
20 Skyline

22 Epithet (or Ethelred
23 Chemical ending
24 Throttle

26 Gerund ending
28 Popular bar
30 Theban king

35 Nocturnal flyer

37 Poem part

38 Anderson s

duckling

39 Confuse
41 Whence
42 Farm machine
44 Photoengraving
46 Senior
47 Twin crystal

48 Preceded
49 Like Humpty

Oumpty

51 Lion s share
53 Put together

57 Ma Bell employee
61 'Jezebel star

63 Existed
64 Affected

65 Chemical
compound

66 lime(PDQ)
67 Pasde
68 Durable fabric

69 She played
Nana

DOWN
1 Till contents
2 Hodgepodge
3 Unkempt
4 A the bonnet
5 Where Baylor U is

6 Not to be
breached

7 f\/lisdo

8 Capt Ahab s ship

9 Skulked
10 Merchant s

display

11 Cornflower

12 off (avert)

13 Nervous

19 Put up
21 Piquancy
25 Sandhog. e g
26 Busy
27 Actor Bruce
29 Not quite shut
31 Pool float

32 Matriculation

33 Fresh air

34 Yclept

36 London park
37 Be persuasive
40 Adult aphis lion

43 Notched
. 45 Dare not

47 Title of respect

50 Sacred Hindu
books

52 CIO s founder
53 In way

(far gone) ,

54 Standing water
65 Aleutian island

56 Charon's beat

58 Words
of knowing

59 'Rule Britannia
'

composer
60 City light

62 Ovid s man

1 2
3-

4 7~
6 7 8 9

1
10 11 12 13

'

14 Ts 16

17 7i 19

20 21

"W

"

Pi
23 L 25

p
In I26 11

p
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i
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Solution to yesterday's puzzle on page 9

UMASSSKICLU
Who deserves o vocation

more thon you?

^Oth ANNUAL
DUSH DASH
Sugorbush

Ski 6 Pofty Week
Jon 24 - 29

LAGNAF 62
Sign-up this week

400 A Student Union
545-3407
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC113 • 8:45 3 45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

AUDIO

Pre-Amplifier ACE 3000 very basic BO
6-5349 Randy

AEI Speakers also EESS210S synergystic
towers cabs & parts available $125 150$
200$ 546 9898

HELP WANTED

AUTO FOR SALE

72 VW Beetle low mi. only $1,350.00 70
Cry Newport only $400. call Alex please
549-5347

66 VW Beetle for parts, eng. great, low mi.
6-5166 80

COUNSELING

Are you gay? Do you think you might be?
Do you know someone gay? Lesbian and
gay Men's Counseling Collective -545-2645

DISSERTATION SUPPORT GROUP"
Dissertation support groups forming for
researchers in education and the social and
behavioral sciences. Contact Robert Alex-
ander, Ph.D. (psychologist) 253-5262 days
/ 253-7374 evenings

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500 - $1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MAI, Corona
Del Ma r. CA 92625

Environmental Group seeks secretary
to fill vacancy on Executive Board. Send
responses to Box 266 Student Union
Building

The Collegian is looking for an in-
terested student for Assistant Business
Manager to begin Spring semester '82.
Business background a must. Applications
available until Dec. 7 in Collegian Office
113 CC
Experienced, reliable childcare sought
fortoddler MWF mornings call Carolvn
Lester 253-3162

Renee and Kathie AXO Phase Two of
your President/ V. P. training is at Time Out-
ski in two weeks! We love you sooo much!
Mary and Laurie

Thank you St. Jude for your help. Love
Maureen

Undergraduate Business Club Wine-n
Cheese Social - Wednesday, December
2nd 3:30 - 5:30 in the faculty lounge, 3rd
floor SBA. All UBC membersare invited!

Mary Knowlin Congrats & Best Wishes as
AXO's new secretary Nancy
Bull!

TO LIZZIE

RrringI -»- 291 Why the hell wont she
answer? Know you're in there! Hello? Its

about time! Happy 20th, Lizi Love Tim,
Krista, Marie, Lori, Jodi and Tara

"Raging Bull
7-9:30-12 Mahar Aud.

Fri Dec 4, at

Congratulations to the new officers of
AXO Love, the ex-exec!

TO SUBLET

Room for rent starting Jan first. Great
location on Belch Road Route, opp Col-
onial Village call eves 253 5673

Colonial Village 1 bedr in 2 bedr avail Dec
22 Jan 31 $120 ask for Omar 253 9946

TRAVEL

RIDER WANTED

LOST

DO IT!!

January Graduates: Have your senior
portrait taken - Do it now 545-2874

ENTERTAINMENT

Clint Eastwood and Richard Burton in

"Where Eagles Dare" Wednesday, Dec. 2
S.U.B. 7, 10

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6-9802

Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

Red folder in Curry Hicks
Please call 546-8182 if found

or vicinity.

Rider wanted-share expenses Bozeman, MT
area or to Spokeane, WA Leaving after

Dec 17 for X-Mas. Marc 6-7697

RIDE WANTED
Tennessee, Dec 19-23 male, female
British exchange students share driving &
expenses Call Isobelle 546 6629 Jon
546-5327

Siberian Huskie lost Nov 11 in the area of
Rt 9 near the Malls. White, blue eyes, beige
markings. Family pet. Contact 256-6715.
REWARD
Woman's eyeglasses in green case in
vicinity of Northeast. If found please call
546 9482.

FOR RENT

Puffton 2 rooms available beginning Jan
1 $70/ mt. call 549-4047

FOR SALE

GIFT IDEA: Portrait Drawings. Dennis
Delap, 665-2972

1975 Suzuki GT-390 FULLY assesed 12000
mi. very good condition $650 call Rick
549-1867

Fender Stratocaster $400 665-2241 eves .

Suede fur lined Vest excellent condition
546-7164

Reward for lost knapsack & Chem
notes calc No questions asked. Call 6-5472

Gold and diamond ring NOPE/ Northeast
area. Great sentimental value. Reward. Call
Sue 546-6917

ROOM WANTED

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA Drive cars
thru US Gov't licensed agency, call Doua
546-8704

TYPING

Free-Lance Typing and resume writing.
Top skills, fast service, reasonable rates.
Amherst 549-0518

USED AUTO PARTS

Room Wanted in apartment or house
from Jan 1 to March 1 Call 546-9758

ROOMMATE WANTED

NEED CASH?

Always Premium Prices!! Class rings,
gold and silver in all forms. See the Manhan
Difference!! Manhan Precious Metals Ex-
change, 312 King St., N'hmptn 584-7000
9:30 am - 5:30 pm M-Sat

MOTORCYCLES

1980 Honda CB750F, silver, 2700 mi, mint.
Best over $2000 546-6022

Two beautiful bedrooms in gorgeous
Amherst house. On bus . 155+ 253 5511

Roommate wanted for January own
bedroom, call 253-3873 after 6 PM
3 bedroom apt. in Sunderland on bus rt

120 / nrronth, male or female 665-2367

Own bedroom In Rolling Green starting
Dec. 1 $127.25 inclusive Call evenings
256-0501

Quiet, non-smoking female to rent one
bedroom in a 2 bedroom Riverglade Apt
starting Jan 1, rent 130 -^ Tel 253-3691 after
6 PM

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area Searles Auto Parts Inc 85
^thampton Rd, Northampton MA tel

WANTED

Two men's ten speed bikes, large frame
"Free Spirit" $80, small frame "Ross" $50
Call 546-6416

PERSONALS

Theresa I had a great time Friday, but
missed you Saturday. Call me. Tim 549-6248

IGU/AXO, the best sister-sororities on
campus. Here's to uski!

n HMMMIifl I
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Roommate wanted own room in two
bedroom apt on bus route, weatherized,
hot water included, 145 -t- utilities 665-421

1

if no answer 665-2912

Male/female to share Brittany Manor
apartment beginning January Claudia
Dave 256-6379

Large bedroom in three bedroom apt
$132 + utilities. Rte 9 on bus route
256 6096

Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Monday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2

'

Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710
SINGER for working Rock Band w/high
range, stage presence, dedicated. Band
plays ELP, Kansas, Yes, Zep, Benetar
413-256-6948 or 203-741-2990

WANTED TO RENT
Male seek own room on bus rte or close
to campus 549-5874

Need house, apt for January, bus route
$150/bedroom, call 549-4884
Quiet female seeks room for next
semester Call after 11 PM Linda 546-1255
Easy going female seeks own room
PI1«^!^A^'^ '" ^°"*® ^°^ spring semester
549^4866 or 546-8187 keep trying

DESPERATE - 2 females are looking for 2
bedroom apt from Jan 1st thru spring sem
(summer?) call 549-5966

WEATHER
Sunny this morning,

increasing clouds by af-

ternoon with rain south-

west portion by evening.
Highs in the 40s. Rain and
windy tonight. Lows in the

mid 30s to low 40s. Rain
tomorrow, but ending late

in the day west portions.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH
Junior Club Sandwich, Fish
in Batter/Tartar Sauce

BASIC^S LUNCH
Vegetable Taco, Fish

Batter/Tartar Sauce
in

DINNER
Baked Ham/Fruit Sauce,
Chili Cheese Puff, Veal
Parmesan

BASICS DINNER
Eggplant Parmesan,
Cheese Puff

Chili

ATTENTION
Departmental Graduate Student

Organizations
The Graduate Student Senate is accepting fall semester ap-
plications for REVENUE SHARING FUNDS from Departments
who have elected their senators. For more information and to
pick up your application forms please contact Paul Weiss, GSS
Treasurer 91 9 Campus Center 545-2896.

Deadline is December 16 '

P**=**^t**«=swwtatatatat«aatatst=i^^ n tH' B 11 itrc

WoRk In Eastern MA
- DuRiNq Intersession

Jan f ' Jan 71

iNVENTORy Service Iias woRk
INiqIflTs / WEEkENds / DAys

$4.1^0 PER IflR. - plus TRAVeI & AUTO EXpENSES

Interviews to Be kEld on cAivipus Dec. 7

For more inFo contact:

StUcIeNT EMployMENT OfFicE AT 545-1951
=gasrn-ff-n!^afcae!

Poor Richard^ DANCE CLUB
DISCO • Tod 40 • RoA Rouf€ 9 Amherst

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

Til
EVERY THURSDAY

i

.FRIDAY a SATURDAY!

2
FOR

25c Drafts 75c Drinks

S - - \ 1
with Guest D.J. AL VARELAS \ 8-10 pm
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Coming Attractions
I '^' ' M,,i|''

.

' 'HHISr.MAS FILM LISTIXG

Ofthr twenty or so newfilms being Mend-
ed this Christynas sens4,n. the foUowimj.
taken solely fnmi the pfrsftfrtiiw of' their
descriptions and thf tolfnt inrolvtd. np-
pt'iir tu he the most intensfing holiday o/ier-
in(]s

•Absence of Malice* pnuliuvfi and
din'(te<i liy Sydney f*<»ll;u-k. Dealing with a
not often discussed underside of jour-

nalism. Mdlir, features Sally Fieici as an
overzeaious reporter who ruins people's
careers with her fallacious stories. Paul
Newman co-stars as her lover anci ultimate
victim. Both are said to turn in .some of the
best performances of their respective
careers.

•Ghost Story* directed by John (Dogs of
War) Irvin. A $14 million adaptation of
Peter Straub's bestselling novel, (ihost
stars film greats Melvyn Douglas, Fred
Astaire, Douglas Fairbanks Jr. and John
Houseman as a group of men who have
been meeting for the past 50 years hoping
to outdo one another in the telling of ghost
stories.

*Heartbeep8* directed by Alan (Rork <&

Roll High School) Arkush. Set in the year
1995. the film teams Andy Kaufman and
Bernadette Peters as a pair of robots in

love. One of the film's other robots has the
voice of a Fender guitar as strummed by
The Grateful Dead's Jerry Garcia.

*Modern Problems* directed by Ken
(The Groove Tube) Shapiro, starring Chevy
Chase and Patti D'Arbanville. Chevy plays
a f(»rmer air traffic controller in yet
another screwball comedy.

•On Golden Pond* directed by Mark
Rydell, written by Ernest Thompson (from
his Brr)adway play). Pond is being

marketed as an intelligent tearjerker in the

vein of Ordinary People, dealing with the
fear n( old age and death as seeri through
the character portrayed by Henry Fonda.
Katheririe Hepburn plays his wife, Jane
Fonda, their daughter. Henry P^)nda's \)vr-

fonnance is .said to l)e his strongest in

years, make all the mort' ironic due to his

real-life failing health.

'Pennies From Heaven* directed bv
Her[)ert Koss, choreograf)liy by Daniel
Daniels, starring Steve .Martin and Ber
nadette Peters. Don't let Martin '.> presence
fool you, this is not a comedy but a
l!t;^()s-style musical in the Busbv Berkeley
tradition. This is Martin's first dramatic-
role and should cau.se a lot of speculation
upon his future roles in films.

*Kagtime* directed by .Milos (One Flew
(h'er the Cuckoo's Nest. Hair) Foreman
from F^.L. Doctorow's bestselling novel.
James Cagney returns to the screen after a
2()-year absence in this much touted film,
which also stars Mary Steenburgen.
Ragtime will be relea.sed in the.se parts on
December 18.

*Ked8* produced by and starring War-
ren Beatty, co-starring Diane Keaton and
featuring Louise Bryant, Jack Nicholson
and novelist Jerzy (Being There) Kosinski.
Red.H is the biggie as far as films go this
Christmas season. $33.5 million to make.
3V2 hours long, this is Beatty's most am-
bitious project to date. The film is a love
story (Ix-tween Beatty and Keaton) set
against the Russian Revolution and the
emerging American Communist Party, an
attempt to mingle radical politics with the
Hollyw<x)d system. Red,s premieres this
Friday, December 4.

*Rollover* directed by Alan J. (AU the
President 's Men) Pakula. Jane F'onda and a
l)eardless Kris Kristofferson star in a tale

of murder and international high finance
set in Washington, New York, London and,
the center of the universe, Saudi Arabia.

Tuesday, December 1, 1981

Jane Fonda and Kris Kristofferson fall in love in Rollover, a suspense
film set in the world of international hi^h finance.

Not just a horror film

PRECISION

Our stylists are featuring FREE
-professional consultations for
men and women.
Let us help you select a hairstyle that's
perfect for you!

As Professionals we guarantee al? ouV~woTk^

Featuring

Special Effects, Coloring, Design Perms, Facials,

Manicures, Braiding — All at comparable prices.

" ArfFor 1

$7.00 I

with this coupon only '

FIRST - A professional consultation
SECOND - A precision style cut selected individually I

just tor you
]

,

THjRD - OurjtyjistsjA^l^t-iow you how to take care of your hair
j

With personal style cut, shampoo,~d""bk)w"dry~7lo"50~l^rI^Ti^r"1
,jlightly more^- with this coupon only. Limited to^ewj:ustomftr<;nr.iy

j

66 University Drive
Amherst, MA
549-5610

please call for an appointment

62 Main Street
Easthampton, MA

527-241
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THE WOLFEN - directed by Michael
Wadleigh and starring Albert Finney.

By STEPHEN MURPHY
Collegian Staff

The Wolfen is one of those unfortunate
bastards of the film industry; an intelligent
and socially complex film which, due to the
usual mass appeal hype from Hollywood, is

being distributed (again) as just another
horror/monster movie. But don't be
mistaken. Once you wade through the
trashy advertising you'll be surprised at the
film's energy and sophistication.

The Wolfen is directed by Michael
Wadleigh. who directed that video sum-
mation of an era, Woodstock. This time
around Wadleigh doesn't merely record
other artist's works but creates one
uniquely his own.

Set primarily in the night- haunted
streets of New York City. The Wolfen
centers around the plight of a pack/society
of wolves living in an abandoned part of the
city whose lives are threatened by urban
renewal. Naturally enough, the cornered
wolves make a stand, taking revenge by
hunting down and killing people involved in
this infringement, albeit no one wants to
believe in the wolves' existence. Hence the
mystery.
Enter Albert Finney as a semi-alcoholic

police detective assigned to investigate the
bizarre case. But the trail he uncovers is
equally bizarre, if not enlightening. Instead
of totally relying on horrific special effects
(as in The Howling) or grisly humor (as in
An American Werewolf In London), The
Wolfen transcends such genre trappings. It

Contintied on page 1
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GENERAL
PUBLIC $6.00

FrNE ARTS CENTER
7.30pm

This Friday Night

Hold on to your ticket stub; after the
show go to the BluewaU and see the
Elevators again for FREE!
Don't forget about the UPC Party at the
TOC Dec. 6th at 8:00 only $1.00

Newslines...
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continued from page

Harvard professor

to give lecture
"Calypso and the Politics of Caribbean

Independence, 1970-1980" is the topic of a
lecture being given by Harvard University
Professor Gordon RohU'hr at H p.m.
tonight in Patterson Hall of Hampshire
College.

Rohlehr. a Guyanese historian and
literary critic, is a visiting professor of
Carihl)ean literature at Harvard and the
author of .several books.

The talk is co-sixin.'^ored by Hampshire
College and the Institute for the Advanced
Study in the Humanities at I'Ma.ss.

Squash courts play

Smith energy-saver
Smith College is using 'part of an energy

conservation grant to in.stall motion
detectors in the sauash courts that will turn
the lights on and off automatically when
players enter and leave the courts.
William Johansen. director of the' Smith

College Physical Plant, said the $20,000
grant was one oi many given by the U.S.
Department of Energy in a drive to find
innovative ways to save energy.
"The grants are awareed on the basis of

the payback (energy saving), and «h». at-
tractiveness of the proposal," Johansen
said.

The motion detectors in the squash
courts sense motion the way some burglar

;.••*.'.•.•.•K%*i'r*;

alarms do and will turn the lights on when
there is movement on the courts, and turn
them off when the players leave.

Johansen estimates the lights will cost
$1,000 to install and will save $600 a year.
Other planned projects include the

automation of the heating and ventilation
systems and the converting of three of the
college's five boilers from oil usage to coal
consumption.
Johansen said that burning coal instead

of oil could save $500,000 a year, or 40
percent of the annual fuel bill.

- By MYLES CAVANAGH

* Wolfen
Continued from page jq
result ingly becomes a socio cultural
comment on city life and the way whites
have exploited the American Indian.

Enter the American wolf. Utilizing a
newl V developed electronic mera, Wadleigh
enables the viewer to see subjectively
through the wolves' eyes. Remaining level
at about two feet off the ground, the camera
darts forward and side to side with
amazing spwd and clarity, all the while
shown in infra red heat imagery. All very
wolf like and startling.

Aside from the film's interesting
storyline and fine execution. The Wolfen
suffers from one setback — the ending.
Although remaining in the realm of belief
throughout its length, the film opts for an
ending bordering on the supernatural, an
element missing from the rest of the film.
The Wolfen is otherwi.se outstanding by
tcxiay's film standards.

$40
AND UNDER!
AROSY

CHRISTMAS
AT ZALES!

E.irrings, S4(l

^^.V.N'^^'^'

elic.ite little ruses in unusual tints

of pink, green and yellow 14 karat gold
overlay from Krement/ And at rosy little

prices too!

ZALES
The Diamond Store

is all you need to know for Christmas.
/AllSlRll'll IM lUIMM. -^MlA^riAN SAMI AM ASH
Mjm.n jr.1 • VISA • Anuri, jn 1 ,p„.„ . i ,„,. BUn. h, •

I >,n.-,. I lu(.
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WHCRC GREAT
LCX)KSD€<3M

NlU
APPOMTMENl
NtCtSSARv

^he greatest looks begin at Great
Expectations with a precision cut or
perm that s styled especially for you'

wGMUr
CKPCCJIITIOnS,

HR(JSI0N HAHCUntRS

Hampshire Mall Mon-Sat
Hadley, MA 10:00 - 9:30i

«im^4a^DaK«i4AEiidda«iuiidUi«MBixiaas

the perfect
Secret Santa gift

^€AI^L^
Tuesday, December 1

4:00 & 8PM
Matinee V2 price to

all students & senior citizens

Box Office: Noon to 4PM. M— F (41 3)545-251

1

RneArts
Center
Concert Hall

YOUR MOTHER
WARNED US.

So we knew this college ring sale had to be perfect for you.
She told us you were difficult. "Never ate vegetdbles/'she said "Never

calls home. Preparing for you was a tough assignment.
But we're as tough as our toughest customer Our rings are custom-

designed and backed by a lifetime warranty
Save up to $20 on our Siladlum® rings ]r,ow only' S79.95) And if

you re undecided about a college ring, we can make your decision easy
Because you can get a terrific deal when you trade in your lOK qold hiah
school ring. ^ ^

You can choose from dozens of styles. We've got something for the
most demanding student. Even you.

But don't thank us. Thank your mother

/JRKTIRVED
\C1.ASSHIN<;.S INT.

Date Dec. 2, 3, 4 10-3 PM

Location: Outside
$15 deposit

the University Store
© 198? ArtCarved Clas<i Rinn^ArtCarved Class Rings. Inc.
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All-YanCon equals All-UMass
Fifteen Mmtemen starters named to all-league teams

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

Ailhough the University of Massachusetts football
Minutemen did not receive an early Christmas present
when the NCAA Division I AA Playoff Selection Com
mittee drew up its list of postseason participants
Saturday, Massachusetts was accorded deserved league
respect when the Yankee Conference All League picks
were named last week.

All told. 15 Minutemen starters were honored, with nine
selections on the first team and six on the second squad.
Out of six unanimous first team choices. Massachusetts

again dominated as UM junior tailback Garry Pearson,
senior defensive tackle Eric Cregan and sophomore free
safety (irady Fuller were named on all ballots.

Pearson, who established himself as Massachusetts' all

time career rushing leader this year, was named to the
first team for the second consecutive season along with
Oegan. who led the Minutemen in quarter back sacks (9)
and tied for theu-am lead in total takedowns (14).

Fuller, third on the Minutemen defense in tackles, was
nemed to the first team in his first year as a Massachusetts
starter.

Senior UM co-captain Pete DiTomasso was a first team
pick at linebacker for the third consecutive season after
leading the Minutemen in total defensive points this year.

University of Connecticut senior quarterback Ken
Sweitzer, who established several New England career
passing and offensive records with his efforts against the
University of Delaware Friday, was named the league's
Offensive Player of the Year. Sweitzer joins teammate
placekicker Domingos Carlos and fioston University
running back John Drew and the Minutemen picks on the
"All-Unanimous" team.
Drew led the nation (I AA) in rushing this season with a

125 yards per game average. He and Sweitzer are both
legitimate candidates for the Bulger Ix)we award as New
England's outstanding performer this sea.son.
Other Minuteman first teamers were senior offensive

Chris ONeil. junior guard Scott LaFond. senior defensive
end Oeorge Lewis (second year on the first team), senior
defensive tackle Dan Petrie (second team ALL Yt: last
year), and UM co-captain elect, cornerback Dwayne Lopes
(second year, first team ALL YC).
Massachusetts also placed six players on the All Yankee

Conference second team.
Incfuded were senior Imebacker Scott Crowell. senior

CO captain, offensive guard Jerry Gordon, junior offensive
tackle Tony Pasquale. co captain elect, fullback Tom
Murray, senior center Victor Pizzotti and senior nose
guard Raymond Benoit.

Crowell. second in Minuteman defensive points this
year, was on the YC's second team last season along with
Gordon. Benoit was first team All Yankee Conference in
1979.

FIRST TEAM ALL YANKEE CONFERENCE

lis OFFENSE m
X*Xv

M?-

QB-Ken Sweitzer ( ULonn)
RB Garry Pearson (UMass)
RB John Drew (BU)
TE Ken Miller (UConn)
WR Keith Hugger (UConn)
WR-TomMut(URI)
WR Peter O'Donnell (UNH)
WR Peter Ouellette (Maine)
C BobSoderlund(URI)
OG Scott LaFond (UMass)
OG Jim Patrick (BU)
OT Chris O'Neil (UMass)
OT Bob Speight (BU)
PK Domingos Carlos (UConn)

DEFENSE

P Ken Sweitzer (UConn)
MG Barney Rinaldi (URI)
LB Pete DiTomasso (UMass)
LB-SteveDoig(UNH)
DT-Eric Cregan (UMass)
DLT-Dan Petrie (UMass)
DE George Lewis (UMass)
DE Phil Ferrari (Maine)
S-Grady Fuller (UMass)
S Mike Gooden (UNH)
S-Bob Pendergast (BU)
CB-Dwayne Lopes (UMass)
CB-Cal Whitfield (URI)

'•X"X*

^^

f;V/^Y^,^i OF-THE-YEAR: Ken Sweitzer-OFFENSE
(UConn). Steve Doig DEFENSE (UNH)

I

CabU> vievters around the Amherst area will he able In
see the NCAA Division (Jne Field Hockey Championships
today at 5 p.m. and tomorrow at 1:00 and 5:S0 p. m on theESPN cable sports netork. The championships, held at
the University ofConnecticut two weeks ago. ufere won by
UConn. U-1, over the University ofMas.sachusetts.

AI L LEACaiE-PICKS - UM's Eric Cretan (74) and Raymond Benoit (81), shown abX'cht:m^S^a fumble, were named to the first and second team All-Yankee Conference respectively last

Hoopwomen drop two at UNH
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

DURHAM. N.H. - It took the University of
Massachusetts women's basketball team three halves of
p ay tx) get on track this past weekend at the University ofNew Hampshire Tournament, but. by then, it was simply
too late.

*^ -^

co^n^
hoopwomen dropped two games, the first to UNH

^7 iiivm
^^^

l^*^^"*^ ^ ^^® University of Connecticut. 70-
67 UNH won the tournament by blasting the University of
Rhode Island in the final, 75 54.
The UNH game was a rough one for the Minutewoitien.

il i a scant 36 percent from the floor and that figure
could have been even worse were it not for the 8 for 15shootmg of UM point guard Wendy Ward (18 points),

r.
)^^ J"^h^'^ "^t play well.''' UM coach Mary Ann

Ozdarski Slid. "We expected to get out there and play well
enough to wm the tournament, but we just didn't do the
thmgs that we should have done."
UMass left the floor at halftime down by only seven

points but was unable to regroup as the thirteen point final
tally uidicates.

The second game against UConn was more of the same
at least during the first half.

-'I don't know where we were during the first half."
Ozdarski said. We took good shots but the ball just
wouldntgointhehoop." ''

It wasn't until the 18 minute mark of the second halfwhen the team began to play up to its expected potential.
And chip away they did until, with only 23 seconds left.UMass trailed by a single point. UMass called a timeout

and set up its press. Things were not to be. however, as

TTt;**"".j"r*
^"'y 8:ot the ball inbounds. but eluded theUMass defenders until UMass was forced to foul with three

seconds showing. Both shots were mad and the game was

"This should have taught them (UMass) a good lesson interms of how well they can play," Ozdaski said.
"opefuly. the women can carry the momentum gained

in that UConn second half down to Harvard University
Wednesday when the Minutewomen take on the Crimson

UM swimmers open today, host Tufts
The University of Massachusetts men's swimming teamopens Its season today against Tufts University at BoSPool beginning at 4 p.m.

ooyoen

The Minutemen enter the season a team full of freshmen
and sophomores. Despite the youth. UMass coach Russ
Varworth feels this team will go places on the New
t^ngland poll.

"Our goals this year are to have a winning season and to
get mto the top ten in New England." said YarworthWe re a young team, but we've got some great freshmen!
I aul McDonough. Paul McNeil and Barry Allen should do a
great job for us."

UMass will be led this year by co captains Tom Dundon
a senior, and Brian Spellman, a junior.
A potential problem for the Minutemen this year could

be in the diving department.
"We have only one good diver on the team." said Yar-

worth. "We'll have to wait and see if the situation improves
as the season goes on."
Yarworth expects a close meet against the Jumbos, a

team ranked number two in New England last year.

"We've got a tough schedule. " he said, "It could go 9-1 or

i f

~ '^ ^^ depends. We could see some surprises against
lufts and m the early going. We've got a good team, and
we re ready for some real dogfights,"

Today s meet is the first of a three-meet "homestand" for
the Mmutemen. After Tufts. UMass wiU host the
University of Lowell Saturday, then face Springfield
College Dec. 11.

*

- MAUREEN SULLIVAN

r
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Mass schools fail

on dorm furniture
By KEN BAZINB:T
Collejrjan Staff

A report recently issued by the state
auditor's office has said that several of the
state's colleges and universities, including
the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst, have failed to exercise a proper
manajjement system over dormitory fur-
niture, especially in the areas of procurinK.
receiving, storing, controlling and disburs-
ing furnishings.

"The Commonwealth's state universities
and colleges, by failing to exercise the pro-
per management controls over their dor-
mitory furnishings, are wasting money and
exposing their property to the threat of
theft, damage, and physical deterioration,"

weak; furnishings assigned to students are
incomplete, and contracts are poorly en
forced.

A report following the audit said the
causes for the systems' deficiencies includ-
ed a lack of control over management by
campus housing officials, focus on dorm
financial reports rather than dorm
management, and complex legal relation-
ships which interfere with residence hall
management.
The auditor's office made 22 recommen-

dati(ms on improving the present .systems
to campus level officials, as well as several
recommendations to the trustees, regents,
building authorities and the state
le^slature.

Housing officials at UMass responded to

"...State universities and colleges, byfailing to exercise the proper
management controls over their dormitory fumishinqs
wasting money..."

are

John J. Finnegan, Massachusetts' state
auditor stated in the report.

In the last four years, $676,266 has been
spent on dormitory furnishings at UMass.
Because damage reports include both fur-
nishings and destruction done to items
such as doors, windows, and other perma-
nent parts to the dorms, an accurate figure
of the damamges to furnishings is

unknown.
Audit teams visited UMass and the other

schools in Noveml)er and December of
1980, and conducted an examination which
compared present furnishing management
systems to standards set by systems deem-
ed acceptable by the state auditor's office.
The audit teams' findings said procure-

ment systems lack coherent plans and that
policies and documented procedures receiv-
ing systems also lack documented data and
are decentralized. The audit team also
reported that storage areas are disorderly
and add to the deterioration of the fur-
nishings; inventories were found to be

each of the auditor's recommendations
with their plans for the revitaiization of the
management system.
The consolidation of Housing Ad-

ministration and the office of Residential
Life became the Office of Housing Services
in March 1981. This was a major step in
unifying the management system and will
hopefully improve communication between
housing, the Physical Plant, and the
University Property Office, said John
Findley. assistant director for maintenance
and operation with housing.
Findley said the consolidation will pro-

vide for the routine exchange of dorm fur-
nishings and paper work between housing
and the Physical Plant.

In the past, data involved in the procur-
ing and controlling of dorm furnishings
have been tabulated manually. A computer
program, which will automate procure-
ment planning and inventory control, can
eliminate the margin for error, Findley

continued on page 15

IVfT ANTf-k Xiri-" » »»ir . .. < "lli'Kian |ihi.l(. h> Sciitt HurkrWET AND WLARY - Ann Maynard. Chris Mehenel, Maria Herrera and
Scott Hohnan escort others by the Fine Arts Center up to Orchard Hill on the
first night of the escort service.

W^alk with confidence,

accompanied by escort
By M.W. MULCAHY
and EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

Why would anyone walk around campus
in the pouring rain for five hours last night?
For the four escorts who made five trips

from Webster I^ormitory in Orchard Hill to
the Tower and Goddell Libraries last night,
it was a sense of duty.
Chris Mehenel, 19, of Grayson Dormitory

said, "I have a girlfriend at 'Westfield State
and I'd like them to start something there
too. 1 feel obligated to help out here."
The four escorts were part of the campus

escort service which began operation last
night with two shifts, one from 7 to 9:.30

p.m. and another from 9:30 p.m. to mid-
night. The escort service hopes to combat
growing violence on campus.
Ann Maynard, 19, and Scott Holman, 20.

both residents of Orchard Hill, coordinated
the service with the help of Jean St. Martin
of the Student Government Association
(SGA)President's Office, founder of the

service. Maynard also serves as secretary
of the Orchard Hill Area (Jovernment.
"We're interested to .see this become a

service function. It will Ik- worthwhile,"
she said.

Student security in the dormitories serve
as checkpoints for the service. Security and
the receptionists in both Goddell and the I
Tower Library, are aware of the arrival
times of each group. If the group fails to ar-
rive within ten minutes, they are instructed
to notify the campus police. Groups leave
Webster on the hour, make a stop at
Dickinson, and arrive at the libraries on the
half hour.

Maria Herrera, 20. another member of
the escort service said, "We're trying to
make it safe for students to walk through
campus."
Approximately 25 students attended the

first training session for prospective
escorts held Monday night by the SGA
President's Office. Lt. Michael Grabiec and
Patrolman Mark LaBranche of the Univer-

rontinued on page 1.5

Vendors fight for flower power in a 'war of the roses

iilli'Kian phiitii h> lloidi l.e>inc

ONLY A BUCK - Richard Zona, 21. tries to
outdo his competition using: business knowledge
learned at UMass.

By M.W. MULCAHY
Collegian Staff

"Two roses for a dollar," a woman yells at a student in
the Campus Center Concourse.
"Three roses for a dollar," her competition shouts.
"F'our roses for a dollar." retaliates another.
"Five roses," he yells

"Six."

"Seven."
And on it goes. Next, the bidding starts with carnations.

Some call it the fiower war. Others call it
"

t he war of the
roses." For vendors at tables in the Campus Center it

l»ecame a problem they had to deal with.
The war is actually between two groups. Susan Gamer,

20. a fashion marketing major, and her sister, Laura
Gamer, 2 1 ,

an education major, versus Richard Zona. 2 1

,

a business major and president of the P'inance Club.
"Last year I watched them make $1,200 net profit,

'

Zona said. "I wanted 20 percent of their market share.
Right now I have about 30 to 3.5 percent of their market
share and make about $3.'i0 net profit."
When Zona first set u\> his fiower stand in September,

the (Jamer sisters began .selling fiowers at cost and
reportedly told Zona he wouldn't last the week, said Jim
Matheson of the Campus Center Board of Governors.
Laura said that after the first week Zona approached

her and asked if she would like to merge with him, but she

^^^^^ continued on page 10

_,..., < "ll«'(tian ((hiil.> h\ Mi'idi leMtirTHE COMPETITION - Susan (iamer. 20, alone
with her sister Laura, 21, uses the experience
they've gained from their father in the Hower
war.'
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World andm^lonal news
>>msm:

Allen's case reviewed
WASHINGTON AP - Attorney General

William French Smith is closing the Justice
Department investigation into Richard V.
Allen's acceptance of $1,000 without the
appointment of a special prosecutor, the
government announced yesterday.

While ending its investigation into the
gift from representatives of a Japanese
women's magazine for helping arrange an
interview with first lady Nancy Reagan.
Smith held open the possibility of ap-
pointing a special prosecutor to look into
two other matters involving Allen — his
acceptance of two gift watches from the
same magazine and an Inaccuracy in his
financial disclosure statement filed at the
time he took office as President Reagan's
national security advisor.

Allen has said the money was intended
for Mrs. Reagan and he intercepted the gift

and put it in an office safe, where it was

forgotten until discovered in September.
On Saturday, he put himself on paid ad
ministrative leave while the investigation
continued.

The Justice Department said it was still

looking into the gift watches and the
inaccuracy concerning the date he sold his
interest in a consulting firm — both matters
which "came to the department's attention
within the past 10 days."

"The applicability of the special
prosecutor provisio..s to those matters has
not yet been determined." the department
said in a statement handed to reporters.

"At this time, it would be premature and
inappropriate to comment further, " the
statement said.

The Justice Department said a careful
review of the FBI investigation into the
discovery of the money found no evidence
that A lien.violated any federal criminal law.

Arms talks start quietly

K J«"?^«*«J'on8t»-ator stands in Lafayette Park, across the street from
ine White House yesterday, among tents and crosses erected by theCommunity for Non Violence to protest cuts by the Reagan administra.
tion in funds for the poor.

King asks for Lynn fire aid
WASHINGTON (AP) - Gov. Edward J.

King asked President Reagan yesterday to
designate Lynn. Mass. a major disaster
area because it susUined more than $69
million worth of damage in a raging
weekend fire.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy said the
president will decide tomorrow whether to
grant Lynn the special status so that the
fire ravaged city will be eligible fdr federal
disaster funds.

King refused to estimate how much
money the state will need because he said it

will depend on what will be covered by

insurance, which has not been determined.
He said the National Guard was beefed

up last night and will be "until further
notice" in Lynn.
He added that National Guardsmen

might be needed in Holyoke. Mass.. where
"there's been a string of fires." to augment
police patrols. This year, the western
Massachusetts city has had 52 major fires,

many of them arson -related, that resulted
in 12 deaths and displacement for more than
600 people, fire officials say. The state
arson squad has been assisting local officials
in investigating the rash of fires.

GENEVA, Switzerland (AP) -
American and Soviet negotiating teams
talked for more than two hours yesterday in
the first full bargaining session on limiting
nuclear missiles in Europe, and prompty
reasserted a news blackout on the conduct
of the negotiations.

"Everything is OK," Soviet delegation
chief Yuli A. Kvitsinsky said as he left the
two-hour, 40 minute meeting. "We meet
again Friday" at the Soviet mission,
Kvitsinsky said.

There were no other public indications
here about the conduct of the Ulks, which
have seized the attention of Western
Europeans increasingly wary about the
medium range nuclear forces of the
superpowers.
The two sides, in a move they said would

encourage progress, agreed to embargo
virtually all information about the talks,
which are to be conducted Tuesdays and
Fridays. "We have concurred that the
details of the negotiations must be kept in
the negotiating room," the chief U.S.
negotiator. Paul H. Nitze. said after con-

Teamsters ask for "reasonable'

wage and benefit demands
WASHINGTON - The Teamsters union handed new

wage demands to the trucking industry yesterday after
assuring President Reagan it will be "as reasonable as
conditions will permit" in forging a contract that could
sway his quest to hold inflation beneath 10 percent.
The International Brotherhood of Teamsters, the

nations largest union, exchanged proposals with Trucking
Management Inc.. on a pact which would directly affect
300.000 members and set a pattern for many others.
Overall, the union has 2 million members.
Union leaders refused to disclose immediately what

wage and benefit demands would be made, but Teamster
President Roy Lee WilUams has voiced concern about poor
financial conditions in the industry that have forced the
layoffs of 120,000 members.
The White House had no immediate comment on

Reagan's meeting with WiUiams and the 21 members of the
Teamster executive board.

But Williams said union leaders told Reagan they hope
he succeeds in turning the economy around.

Bill would let voters approve,
reject plans to build nukes
CHARLEMONT. Mass. - Opponents of a bill to ease

construction of a low-level nuclear waste treatment dump
in Massachusetts say they wUI file a petition today that
would let voters decide whether nuclear facUities of any
sort are built in the Bay State.

If the petition clears other hurdles between now and
July and gains Legislative approval by May or en-
dorsement at the polls in November 1982. Massachusetts
would be among the few states where voters approve or
reject plans to build nuclear facilities. Susan Leehey of the
Massachusetts Nuclear Referendum Campaign said
yesterday.

The referendum would require voter approval before a
nuclear facility could be built in the state or before the
state could enter into an agreement with other states to
dump waste.

But even as petition organizers head to the Secretary of
State's office with 91.000 signatures of registered voters,
their main opponent. Rep. Thomas Norton of Fall River,
has announced he will push for a commission study of the
needs for a low-level nuclear waste dump.

ferring with Kvitsinsky on Monday on
procedural issues. Nitze described that
session as "cordial and businesslike."

Deputy head of the U.S. delegation
Maynard W. Glitman, reached by The
Associated Press, would not discuss the
atmosphere of yesterday's round, the first

full scale meeting of the two delegations.

"We've finished for this day," said
Glitman. "I'm not going to tell you anything
more."

East Germany's official news agency
ADN said foreign ministers of the seven
Warsaw Pact countries would be discussing
"the status of arms control and disar-
mament" at a meeting that opened
yesterday in Bucharest. Romania.

Early sessions of the Geneva talks on
intermediate range nuclear forces were
likely to center on resolving differences
about the terminology, numbers, range and
destructive characteristics of those ar
maments.

Dig^est
By the Associated Press

Boston Gas plans to fight

King's bill to bar collections
BOSTON - Gtov. Edward J. King said yesterday he will

sign the bill temporarily barring Boston Gas Co. from
chargmg customers for last winter's "undercollections

"

but the company plans a court fight.
"We haven't seen the bUl, and we really don't know all

the details...,"' said Boston Gas spokesman Frank Arricale.
But "looking at the whole matter of this biU. we think that
It s unconstitutional. We're going to look into steps to have
It declared unconstitutional.'
The issue involves last winter's natural gas emergency

and a Department of Public Utilities ruling in August
allowing Boston Gas to begin charging customers $46.5
million m "undercollections," pending the results of theUPU mvestigation into the emergency.

MI liquor boss jailed, charged
in bar stand off, claims "set up
CONCORD, N.H. - The chief executive of the New

Hampshire Liquor Commission was arrested and jajled
overnight after he threatened to lift a hotel's liquor license
when he was refused an additional drink, police said
yesterday.

But James Dowrick, executive director of the com
mission, denied the charges and claimed he was entrapped
by commission Chairwoman Jean WaUin in "a classic set
up designed to discredit him.

Police said they charged Dowrick with trespassing and
resisting arrest after forcibly removing him from a bar he
refused to leave Monday night.
Dowrick claimed Wallin sought to discredit him since he

has given federal mvestigators evidence that she illegaUy

brokers
'' ^^^ ^"^^ ^ *'"'• ^"^ entertain liquor

Wallin, who has been at odds with Dowrick over the
operation of the $140 million ayear state run retail liquor
business, called his charge of a setup "certainly not the
statement of a rational person." She called him "just a
disgruntled employee."

M' Laserphoto

Larry Curtis puts one of 48 paper place settings
into a cardboard box yesterday that is bound for
Nancy Reagan at the White House. Curtis, a
Royalton, VT. store owner, and his employee,
Roger Sammel, are sending a red paper
tablecloth, green paper napkins, and plastic uten-
sils to Mrs. Reagan, who has no redecorating
money left to buy tablecloths.
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Researcher says exploration
of space must be continued

sCousgiaji 3

By stephp:n freker
Collegian Staff

After several recent U.S. exploratory groups returned
with less than encouraging reports concerning life-support
on other planets, many Americans Ix'gan to wonder if fur-
ther space exploration was simply a dead end, according
to Eric Drexler. a Research Affiliate of the Mas.sachusetts
Institute of Technology' Space Systems Lalniratory
However, Drexler told a group of 200 at Mahar

Auditorium last night that there are many valid and
valuable reasons to keep the .space exploration efforts
a ive and outlined his points in a talk spon.sored hy the
University of Massachusetts Distinguished Visitors" Pro-
gram (l)VP).

Drexler spoke of space colonies, the potential for large-
scale space travel, and in space Industrialization projects
aided by natural res(iurces which could Ix- provided bv
space itself in the form of asteroids.
"Asteroids are comprised of many natural resources

which are u.sed on the earth ttxlay." Drexler said. "We
could buii<l space stations which could take advantage of

this plentiful commodity and could conceivably replace
much of the mining of the earth's biosphere."
Part of the problem regarding space exploration's

negative connotation, according to Drexler. is that people
ex|)ected more "revenue-producing results" from explora-
tion. Drexler recalled the A[)o!lo space mission that
returned Irom the moon landing with a bag of normal-
looking rocks.

"The planetary science community likes to compare the
present-day space exploration with the exploration period
which resulted in the discovery of North and South
Amenca, ' Drexler said. "What if all those early explorers
discovered was Antarctica and all they brought home was
a dead penguin'.'"

Drexler. 20, who has three patents peii.ling on invention
relating to the space industry, described and explained hi.s
"Lightsail," a new space vehicle which would reduce
space transportati(.n costs to one-thousandth the present
costs.

Drexler stre.s.sed the importance of continued .space ex-
ploration

( ollrKian pholii h> Sroll Kurkr

Eric Dre.vler spoke on the future of space ex-
oloration in Mahar Auditorium last night.

Hatch opens for finals studying UMass cops sajT"
before interior renovations begin bomb scare bogus;

GRC evacuted for
over two hours

liy MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

Students looking for a place to study will be welcome in
the Hatch cafeteria in the Student Union Building tonight
and each weekday night from 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. until the
last day of classes. Food Services Director Dick Ellis said
yesterday.

But starting next semester, students wandering through
the Campus Center Complex may be hard put to find a
place to sit as the Hatch, which seats 800, will be closed for
renovations.

The Hatch will have extra evening hours beginning at 6
p.m. in order to provide students with extra study space
whde they bone up for exams. Ellis said. Coffee and some
lood will be available, he said.

Entrance to the Hatch during the evening hours will be
through the side door near the commuter lounge Ellis
said.

'

The additional evening hours were requested by the
Board of Governors, BOG Vice Chairman Peter Lucas said
Renovations to the Hatch will begin December 19 and

will continue through March. Campus Center Director
William Harris said.

Harris said the $327,000 renovations will initially be paid
for with a loan from Conference Services, a branch of the
University administration under Auxiliary Services which
organizes and markets conferences held at UMass. The
loan will be paid back over a few years by food services
profits he said.

Harris said the hatch will have "satellite" dining areas in
March .somewhat like Bostons Fanueil Hall. There will be a
main service dining area with separate "kiosks" for beer
and wine, pizza and spaghetti, soups and salads, or a deli,
he said.

The Hatch is the most heavily used dining area on
campus with 800 seats, and its in the worst shape. Harris
said. This project is part of more than $500,000 worth of
renovations to be done this year in the Campus Center
Complex, including renovations to the Duke's room on the
third floor of the Student Union and new carpets in most of
the Campus Center, he said.

Harris said officials are trying to retain some of the
Hatch's character and warmth by retaining the original
furnishings and lighting.

By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

A bomb scare at the Graduate Research Center received
over the telephone by the University of Massachusetts
pohce Department at 12:45 p.m. proved false when police
officers were unable to locate a bomb in the building.

Sgt. Donald Zidik said at the GRC that he and other
officers conducted a search, and were unable to uncover
anything resembling a bomb. Zidik said he posted guards
at the entrances of the GRC and warned students, faculty,
and staff persons already in the building over the intercom
system.

The alleged bomb was to explode between 1 and 5 p.m.,
and during that period persons were allowed access to the
building at their own risk. For the first hour most people
opted to leave the building.

At 2:20 p.m.. the UMass Police Department left the
building, leaving the entrances unmanned and no type of
warning system was designed for those persons who had
not heard of the bomb scare.

"I don't have the manpower to leave men at each door."
Zidik said. "There will be signs put on the doors."

Zidik's shift ended at 3 p.m., no officers returned to the
GRC, and no warning signs were placed on any of the
doors, according to Zidik.

Asked later whether the UMass Police Department took
the threat seriously, Zidik said he could only speak for
himself, and that he always considered bomb scares a
serious matter.

Lawrence Holmes, assistant director of the UMass
Police Department said the bomb scare could probably be
attributed to a student who wanted to postpone a test, as
this has been the case in the past.
Holmes said the UMass Police Department makes an

attempt to apprehend persons calling in bomb scares, but
added that there were no leads to yesterday's phone call.
The bomb scare at the GRC was the first of this

semester, and the fourth since last January.
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NOTICE

A seminar will be held Thursday, Dec. 3 at 7:00
p.m. on Violence against Women in the Media. The
location will be announced at a later date. For more
details contact the Collegian at 545-3500.

— —
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Open Faculty Senate seat brings dozen applicants
By JUDD WARNER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Faculty Senate will be
voting December 17 to fill the position of Senate Secretary
which will soon be vacated by current Senate Secretary
Paul H. Jennings.

Jennings, an associate professor of plants and soils will
be leaving in March prior to the official expiration of his
two year term which began in July 1980. to become
Department Head of Horticulture at Kansas State
University.

A 1960 graduate of UMass. Jennings earned his doc-

torate from North Carolina State University at Raleigh in
1965. and returned to teach at UMass in 1969.

In his role as Faculty Senate Secretary, Jennings served
as the communications link between the administration
and the faculty, as the official spokesperson for the faculty,
and as the medium between the faculty and any outside
organi7.ation.

A Faculty Senate committee responsible for reviewing
nominations for Jennings replacement had received about
one dozen recommendations as of their deadline last
Monday, said comittee member Grace S. Rollason,
professor of zoology.

Rollason said the names and departments of potential
candidates cannot be released until it is certain that the
candidates have been notified and given the opportunity to
accept or decline the nomination.
The names of confirmed nominees will be announced at

the Faculty Senate meeting this Thursday. The following
Thursday meeting. December 10. will be an opportunity
for nommations from the floor to be addressed. A closed
ballot simple majority vote by. senate members will decide
Jennings roplaconum December 17. said Rollason.
Jennings said although he wUl no longer Iw active in the

senate in an official capacity he wiU be available to help
train the new secretary.
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Merchants ' debate splits

competition from co-ops
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By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Correspondent

Although the businesses at the
University of Massachusetts are some of
the largest competitors to Amherst en
terprises, the town's merchants view the
competition as fair and healthy. ,
Merchants who rely on their businesses

for mcome have expressed concern that the
state may be subsidizing UMass businesses
said Adrian WUkins. director of the
Amherst Downtown Council and owner of
the Mercantile store in Amherst.

Rumors of these subsidies are false, said
David Rumpf of the UMass Community
Relations department. The only assistance
from the state to UMass businesses is

providing space. Rumpf said.
Rent for the University Store is paid for

out of Campus Center student fees, and the
business is entirely self supporting, as are
any of the Campus Center services,
Muhammed Idrees said, financial manager
of the Campus Center. Rent for the student
co-ops and other student run businesses are
paid by loans from the Student Government
Association, and the businesses receive
absoluately no support from the state.
Thomas Osborne of the UMass Economic
Development office said, which oversees
the co-ops.

Wilkins said he has witnessed a five-fold
increase in the University Store's card
selection. Expansions of this nature are
cause for concern for town merchants
because an institution the size of UMass will
not fail, he said. Renovations and ex
pansions are paid for out of the economic
growth of the campus businesses, not state
money. Rumpf said.

Brett Foley, manager of the Camera
Shop of New Britain, said that if a
University co-op covers its own expenses
through profits, there can be no conflict,
but if the business is supported in any way
by subsidies from taxpayers and students,
there is a problem. Foley said he is not
competing with the photo co-op on campus
because his store provides more knowledge
and experience than the coop and
customers will or will or will not shop there
according to their needs.
Howard Reynold, manager of the Peloton

bicycle shop in town said there is room for
both enterprises. He said that any suc-
cessful business competes with others, but
this does not single out any one in particular
as the enemy. If the state is simply
providing space for UMass businesses,
there is nothing wrong with students
utilizing their free time and will, as is the
case with co-ops, Reynolds said. But sUte
subsidization of competitors to private
businesses is wrong, he said.

The Peoples Market and Earthfoods are
affecting the business of the Whole Wheat
Trading Company, as well as some of the
town's resUurants by pulling business
away from the town, said Terese Gilbert,
manager of the Whole Wheat Trading
Company. The cheaper price at Earthfoods
and Peoples Market are an advantage to the
students, she said. Gilbert has. however, no
negative feeling on the subject. Some
shoppers may get an idea from stores on
campus and later seek the item out in town.
Gilbert said.

Tracy Bryant, a UMass student who
works at Peoples Market, said that in
general prices are lower at Peoples Market
and this is done to serve the students.
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GET CASUAL I

"Irreverant, irrepressible. . . always
refreshing in their eccentric ap- _^ =
proach to rock and soul" "''"' l^^d Rooster Recording artists 1

— Mike Joyce,
Washington Post

'Euphoric, straight ahead mersey
beat rock with SKA off-shoots,
.when they strike home you don't
forget it!"

— Steve Morse,
Boston Globe

"the BEST dance band you'll ever
see in a small club"

— Will Jaxon,
Sweet Potato

3

at Rahar's

Thurs. Dec. 3
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DOZEN'S CAST — Leading man Edward Mason stands with directors
Christine Dal and Randall Conrad in front of the Pleasant St. Theater last
Tuesday. Absent is actress Debra Margolies.

Boston talent does 'Dozens
By MARILY^ LENTZ
Collegian CorVespondent

The independently produced film The
Dozens, by Christine Dall and RandaU
Conrad, fUmem in and around Boston,
centers on Sall^. a 21 -year-old parolee
recently release^ from a sentence at
Framingham Correctional Institution for
forging checks.

Sally Connors Ifeams "the dozens," a
rhyming game of ^isults and quick wit-
ticisms, in jail, but \he game also reflects
the nature of her life ip the outside world.
Having been granted parole, Sally says

her goodbyes to supportive friends inside,
and journeys to the outside world of
Boston, with only a cardboard box and
garbage bag of belongings.

She attempts to maintain a friendly
separation with her husband Sonny, while
endeavoring to resume her relationship

with her four-year-old daughter, who has
been told by her grandmother that Sally
was in the hospital for two years.

"She probably thinks I'm in a coma," says
Sally; Russel, an ex-inmate and friend of
Sally's finds her a factory job and offers
moral support.

Sally wrestles to find a cheap apartment
and has her daughter move in with her. She
begins a career training program as a
hairdresser beautician, but when funds dry
up for the program, she is out of a job.

Her husband Sonny offers financial
support. He needs a place (her apartment)
to package the cocaine he is selling to
finance the laundromat he wants to pur
chase. She reluctantly agrees. The ending
is a surprise.

The Dozens is a sensitive and realistic

portrayal of a woman coming to terms with
the reality of her economic, social and

continued on page 10
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By JILL DAHLKE
Collegian Correspondent

In 1967, job-seeking students were given
the opportunity, through the University of
Massachusetts Placement Office, to in
terview with corporation recruiters in one
of 18 private rooms located in the
Whitemore Administration Building.
Today the UMASS Placement Office has

been moved to a small confined al-ea in

Hampshire House where the interviews are
being conducted in single rooms sectioned
off with partitions for individual interviews.

The University Placement Service
provides many services to students looking
for jobs upon graduation. These services
provide placement advising and individual
career counseling, workshops on in
terviewing techniques and writing
resumes, a resource center which notifies

students of vacancies in their career
direction, mailing resumes and credentials
to prospective employers, computer match
system of students with employers and
more. But, service organizers said, it is not
enough.

"The only reason we cannot bring in more
recruiters is a lack of suitable facilities,"
said Arthur Hilson. director of the
placement office.

The general feeling the companies get

from the facilities is that the administration
does not consider the program one of major
importance. This, in turn, will be reflected
on the students, Hilson said.

The administration has not, as of yet,
confronted the situation. What is needed,
Hilson said, is an "effort taken by concerned
faculty, students and staff to impress upon
the administration the gravity of the
situation."

Continued on page 6^
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Kesource Network organizes services to assist students
By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

Although it has been in existence for nine years, the role
of the Resource Network at the University of
Massachusetts as an information center has been reem-
phasized during the Year Toward Civility.
The Resource Network is an organization created to

brmg together various campus- based services to serve
students better, said Resource Network Coordinator Judy
Davis.

Its volunteer membership, composed of staff, faculty
and students, is committed to increased sharing of
resources and information for any type of victimization
that occurs on campus. It also seeks to share personal and
organizational support for the victims, Davis said.

At bi monthly meetings, participants share information
on what their particular service or organization offers.

"It increases service provider's knowledge of other
service providers, and what they can do for the in-
dividual." she said.

"If a victim of say. sexual abuse goes to one agency, that
agency should have full knowledge of other agencies that
can give additional help." Davis said.
The network operates on the idea that if faculty and staff

feel a closer bond with each other, and have more access to
resources and information, they will be in a better position
to serve students. Davis said.
Topics at the meetings differ, depending on the interest

of the attendants. The first meeting of the semester
focused on how to deal with UTOPIA, she said. Other
topics scheduled to be addressed include academic
programs, counseling centers, and media services

The network, currently located at 308 Berkshire House
IS in Its ninth year, beginning in 1973. through a Health'

^.n n^'""'
^""^ ^*''^^'"* ^'^"^- ^^ 's now supported with a

$30,000 a year budget by the Student Development and
Counseling Center, with additional contributions from the
Office of the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs she
said.

The budget is allocated mainly for the salaries of the
coordinator and two graduate assistants, and for various
supphes, Davis said.

Small groups of individuals interested in a certain topic
often emerge from the network meetings to concentrate on
specific projects, Davis said.

One such project was a micro-college of nine work
groups held last June to address the Year Toward Civility,
and propose new services and structures to meet changing
campus needs.

One group, the academic resources work group,
organized the guide to undergraduate courses concerning
racism, sexism, and anti Senutism through the Chan-
cellor's Commission on Civility.

The micro college will meet again on Jan. 26th to
evaluate the network and the overall Year Toward
Civility, she said. Davis said they hope to assess and
reflect on what has been developed, and to hear some
recommendations on how to proceed for next semester.
"There is no blueprint to follow, since no other campus is

conducting such an elaborate attempt to combat
harassment and promote civility, she said.
The next meeting is scheduled for Wednesday at noon in

room 917 of the Campus Center. The network will focus on
individual victims and community response, she said.
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Project Coordinator/ Organizing Positions
available with MASSPIRG, the state's
largest consumer and environmental public
interest organization, entry level; 6500/year
plus health. Interviews on campus to be
held Dec. 3rd. For more information, con-
tact placement office.
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* Placement-
continued from page 5

Students are advised to begin preparing
and familiarizing themselves with the
facilities in the second semester of their
junior year. The opportunities for these
services, however, are not being fully

utilized. "So many students don't take
advantage of this," Hilson said.

One service provided by th*f placement
office is the automated job-employee-match
system (JEMS). Every year, thousands of
job notices are entered into the .system
from throughout the nation where it

searches through the list of applicants and
matches jobs with qualified students.

The only fee for these services is a $10
placement charge which is included in the
students' registration bill.

Hilson said the student would first check
into the resource center where staff
members are on hand to answer questions
and assist students. About 150 credential

I files and vacancy announcements are also
available each day.

Students must register at the placement
office, one year prior to graduation is

usually recommended, and then compile a
credential file which will con.sist of the
registration form and three letters of
recommendation.

The next step would be to check "Career
News," a weekly publication which lists the
date different employers will be in
terviewing at the placement office, the
positions available and the standard
requirements.

The student then would sign up for in-
terviews two weeks before the recruiting
date, of areas in their interest and
quahfications.

Students are assisted in improving their
interviewing techniques through the
various workshops conducted by the
placement office.

As for the students who actually get jobs
through the placement office, the figure is
at the 50 percent mark, up 300 percent over
the past two years, Hilson said.
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reg - unsc

272 oz

1.99
reg 3.02

1.12
reg 2.08

^qua Fresh
6.4 oz

Shower to

Shovyer
8 oz

reg 2.25

Gel or Reg 7 oz

Colgat
Colgate 7 oz 1.12 reg 1 72

Z:P' r University Store
--^''^ «^'"' Store, located in the Sturf«nt UnionT
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Taxpayers resist,

won't pay for war
By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

Most Americans don't question the validity of their
taxes, they just pay them. The Pioneer Valley War Tax
Resistors (PVWTR). on the other hand, are questioning
the right of the government to tax them by resisting their
income tax payment.

Erin Freed, a member of the group, said U3{ resistance
is a way to actively oppose the increase in governmentfundmg of the miUtary at the expense of social services
Freed who works at Food For Thought Books inAmherst has been a member of the group since its in-

ception five years ago. She said she started resisting in-come tax payments at the age of 18 and has kept her in-come purposely low so the Internal Revenue Service
wouldn t bother with her. Freed says there are 10 to 15
actual members in the group but at least 100 people in the
area have contacted the organization to say that they also
refusmg to pay their taxes.
"One couple has been refusing to pay taxes for 40 years

"

Freed said, adding that direct action from the IRS has been
rare, bhe said one member reported having $500 attached
from his bank account by the IRS. Many tax resistors don't
keep theu- money in banks for this reason, she said.

We are not evading taxes." Freed stressed. She said
almost all of the people who are resisting taxes because of
mUitary spending put their money into charitable
organizations in the Pioneer Valley.
Freed blames the policies of the Reagan administration

for the recent mcrease of people who are saying no to tax
payments.

"There has been a real interest since Reagan was
elected." Freed said. "A lot of people have been coming out
of the woodwork."

While there is no way to legally resist taxes. Freed said
there are ways to resist which are low-risk as far as getting
caught. Some people put down an extra dependence on
their W-4 form. Others who are self-employed report a
lower income than they actually made.
Freed also pointed out that it is not against the law to

resist taxation, but it is against the law not to file an in-
come tax form. This point has never been brought to court,
she said. A lot of people are. however, concerned about it!
she said.

PVWTR works under the motto "If you don't beheve in
war. then why do you pay for it?"

"People no longer want to consent to paying for mur-
der." she said.

^Msglaa ^

Th H
careers In Arts ManaWemenr IThursday, December 3, 7-9:30 p.m. at the CampuVfenter. Room 905-909.

J

marjemeT, "^Z^^l 'c'limmunUv* a«s
'"' '="""' °PP°«-i*i- within it. Kinds of 8

lies.
desired for such positions discussed as well as job strategi

tio^^l°e or$l'o m t?th'''"''^.'K'''''.f"^
°''^^ '*"^ ^°"«9« ^^"^^^^s with I.D. Aui}n Tee OT ^lu.UO tor others wi be m PntoH at tK« a^^.others will be collected at the door

PRESENTED BY:
Staff of the Arts ExteHsion Service, Division of Continuing Education wi

Workshops made possible through grant from University Arts Council

registra-

with guest presenters.

• ccjjb'^sft^ Cf'^ed'^^itp

SHOE • SALE
...Tis the season to be stylish

SAVE UP TO 50% on fall I
and winter shoes by Bandolino,
Joan (Sl David, Hippopotamus,

and more.

3 days only...Thursday, t
Friday, and Saturday, k

December 3, 4, &. 5. \

^tHut ]
197 MAIN ST. NORTHAIVIPTON ?

The SGA presents:
To All Senators &- RSO Groups

Our Chancellor, Henry

Koffler, will be at the

Undergraduate Student

There will be a meeting of the
«

Undergraduate Student

Senate at 7:00 PM, in

Campus Center Rm. 163.

All must attend!! The future

Senate meeting, at 7:00 PIVI. in I of all our existences, both

Campus Center Rm 163. Find

out why civility does not extend

to students; yet, is expected

from them.

budgetarily, and physically, is

at stake! If you care, you'll

be there.
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Money is root

of the problem
The Re^jents and Trustess, the Boards that govern

public higher education, gave Governor King, the man
who appointed them, $31,900 in campaign contributions
as reported in an article in Monday's Collegian.

Big deal. The fact that gubernatorial appointments
make campaign contributions to the person who appointed
them does not raise an eyebrow to those "in tune" to the
current political atmosphere. The only thing that is out of
the ordinary is the fact that the system of public higher
education was reorganized under the King administration.
This gave King the opportunity to appoint 224 Trustees
and 15 Regents and with this came the "windfall" of
political favors to hand out.

The Regents and Trustees mentioned in the article have
done nothing wrong, legally or morally. In fact their acts
might be considered a noble deed in light of the present
system of campaign financing.

In most cases people contribute to candidates who they
feel will make the best governor (or whatever office). A
governor appoints people who he/she is familiar with and
agrees with philosophically. Most often these people turn
out to be campaign contributors. While it is undoubtedly
true that King appointed these people based on ideological
agreement and personal qualification, the fact that
$31,900 changed hands means the merits of these appoint-
ments must be questioned.
The question of whether appointments are made on

merit or as a political pay-off brings to light a serious flaw
in the election process. Candidates must ask people for
money - alot of money. Ed King raised over $800,000 in
1981 alone. Mike Dukakis plans to spend $1.5 million for
the primary election.

Some form of public campaign financing is needed to put
this question to rest. The problem of money is not isolated
to the office of the Governor of Massachusetts.The $60
million spent by the two presidential candidates in 1972
and the corruption that went along with it prompted Con-
gress to limit presidential campaign expenditures to a
mere $29 million in matching funds. Say what you want
about government interference, but you haven't'.seen any
corporations or ijidividuals convicted of making illegal
campaign contribution since public financing of presiden-
tial elections was initiated.

Neither is the problem of money in the political process
limited to presidential elections or gubernatorial appoint-
ments. Money is at the root of falling bricks and leaky
roofs at UMass. Campaign contributions determine the
way many of our elected officials vote on issues because
money is the key ingredient to being elected in the present
system. A state representative needs at least $20,000 to
run a campaign. If he/she is attempting to unseat an in-
cumbent the figure is much higher.
Money is undermining the integrity of our government

and in some cases it affects the decisions legislators make.
Large campaign contributions must be eliminated from
the political process through public financing. This is one
of the many necessary steps needed to make officials
responsive to the many segments of our society instead of
a few special interests.

Keinn Bou>e is a Collegian staff member.

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Colle giqQ 9

MONWiY, I'M ASAlNSr ANY

^^^j^^FlfRlfffiff'^ ^ " Q^^LiNCj'RKOLUnON

Some of us care
about future life
Last spring the Reagan administration decided that it

had worked hard enough on destroying many of the social
and environmental gains that had been achieved in this
country over the last decade and turned its attention
towards the militarty and foreign policy. Thus began a
macabre series of events which has dangerously inten-
sified hostilities around the world, increased the probabili-

Conrad Nuthmann
ty of U.S. military involvement in several "trouble spots"
overseas and escalated the arms race beyond its already
insane proportions.

First of all, the Reaganites were determined to increase
everything in the military, most notably the MX missile
and the Bl bomber. The rationale for more bombs and
missiles was based on a theory called "the window of
vulnerability." This theory simply states that the Russians
now have enough missiles to blow up our domestic land -
based missiles in a first strike, thereby wiping out one leg
of our defense triad. The administration's solution to this
problem is equally simple and incredibly dangerous We
must deploy more missiles. They ignore the fact that if one
tenth of the U.S nuclear arsenal is detonated, life as we
know It would cease to exist over the entire northern
hemisphere. The only thing for our government to do that
makes any sense at all is to begin dismantling missiles im-
mediately, and make a real effort to convince other world
powers to do the same.
On top of the weapons buildup we have seen outrageous

arms sales to Saudi Arabia and increased U.S. military
war games all over the globe. We have heard General Haig
state that the United States must intervene militarily in El
Salvador and that the U.S. should demonstrate a nuclear
bomb blast in Europe. We have both seen and heard
massive protest demonstrations in Europe this fall againstNATO Pershing II and cruise missiles along with Soviet
bb missiles in the area.
The demonstrations in Europe have been effective

enough to worry the U.S. government and have brought
about the administration's first bit of lip service to arms
limitation. "The zero option" is supposedly being discuss-
ed at arms limitation talks between Russian and the U.S
in Geneva this week where delegates have been met by
torch parades and demonstrations.
The zero option is one more example of the age old U S

H'cy of worid domination through nuclear intimidation'
Ihis option says that no more medium-range missiles will
be deployed by NATO if the Russians agree to dismantle
all of their medium range missiles. There is no way that
the Russians can accept this proposal and the administra-
tion knows it. This makes the zero option an insult to the
world and a propaganda device for the U.S. government
who can once again blame failure of arms limitation talks
on the Russians.lf the U.S. was serious about arms limita-
tions It would have to involve both France and Britain in
the talks and also talk about pulling submarines out of nor-
thern European waters.

All of the developments mentioned above indicate that
the Reagan administration is bent on further jeopardizing
all life on this planet and spreading the ravenous, power
hungry disease of militarism. As Americans it is our duty
to show the rest of the worid that we are not all gun-toting
red necks bent on killing anything 'and everything that
gets in our way and to show that there are some of us who
do care about future life on this planet.

Conrad Nuthmann is a UMass student.

Freedom of religion includes freedom from religion
^

JI'at,^isTurhTa^[„:[lv.?rie'^^^^^^^^^^^ tt:ilXt^::z:;t^i^:^zz'l^z:'it
'^:t'^rz'::s!i';'^T7.'izZp;:T^itHl^
conservatism and a denunciation of the United States'
traditional policy of separation of church and state.

Advocates of this program. Senator Rollings of South
Carolina for example, have asserted that the previous
Supreme Court stand on organized worship in public
schools forbids religion whatsoever rather than allowing

•wkT.k '•^''f?^"- What these supporters fail to realize

Whit L ! ^'""l
'^^^ .""^ '^'^"^^ T^\^m^x^ freedom.What IS restricted is the place in which this freedom can be

expressed in order to minimize any exertion of state in-
tiuence over this expression.

• ^^'f, o".)f
^ P"^^^^ "'^"^'" ^"^ ^h« Supreme Court deci-

sion of 1962 prevents agents of the State, i.e. educators in
a public institution, from interfering in an individual's

^ H^;!;"'^/''^'^";. ^ y''""^ ^'^''^'^ '•^'*^«"« ideas must
be derived from her/himself or from her/his home Permit-
ting voluntary prayer in school would result in confusion
during moments of prayer for a child whose religious up-bringing d.d not include organized prayer. This child isthen vulnerable to religious influence form her/his instruc-

LIT tr/t."^
^^' -^^^ conditioned to respect. It is at this

U.«^ hlr i t'""'V''"
^'^^^" ^^"'•^•^^ ^"<^ state runs

rPPHl J "^r^^ '^i'^""
encompases the idea of

ri^h? ^^ ['^"^'f^r ^"^ '' '^ ""t the responsibility or

^e^^P^ol ^ '•' ^" 7^'^^ "' *"""^"^^ the manner <,f
religious expression of any individual.

Lorin Starr is a UMa.'is student.

Nancy shines, Letters

poor don't dine
Sands talk was informative

Poor Nancy Reagan. Now that she has spent almost a
quarter of million dollars on new china for the White
House, she has found out that she doesn't have enough
tablecloths to serve them on. What's even worse, she
doesn't have enough money to buy new ones! In spite of
managing to blow over $822,000 on turning the White
House into Buckingham Palace, she doesn't have enough
money to buy new tablecloths for formal dinners. What's a
f-irst Lady to do?

The economy is faltering, millions are out of work, and
the Reagans have spent a million dollars to try and im-
prove their Ufestyle. Granted, the money they are
spending to redecorate the White House comes from
private donors, but has it occured to the Reagans that
when poor people are suffering it isn't very nice to flaunt

Randolph T. Holhut
wealth. They appear to be ignoring this bit of conventional
wisdom.

Our chief executive and his wife should show a little
restraint, and perhaps even tightening their belts a notch
or two. No I am not proposing that Nancy buy her clothes
oil the rack at K Mart or they sUrt serving peanut butter
sandwiches at state dinners. Instead, they should be
showing to the nation that times are indeed tough and
they understand. Even a Uttle symbolic gesture would not
hurt them terribly.

Unfortunately, they come from the traditional school of
wealth that states if you got it, rub it into the faces of those
who do not. Among high society, it has become fashionable
agam to show off to the world just how much money
they've got, and not be ashamed while doing it. Perhaps
when things are going weU, this tactic is not so offensive.
But when eight, soon to be nine, million people are out of
work, when social spending is being cut. and when people
are forced to de<-ide between eating and keeping warm this
kind of display of wealth is sickening.

The gap between the haves and the have nots in this
country is widening with each passing day. And as it gets
wider, so does the resentment of haves by have nots get
proportionally stronger. There has always been starvationm the face of plenty, and it will probably remain in our
society. But when the First Lady is more concerned about
china and tablecloths than about the plight of the poor in
America, then it becomes a sad commentary on how the
Reagans actually feel about the poor.

We would not be any nearer to a solution to the problem
of poverty if the Reagans donned sackcloth and ashes, but
It would show Americans that they are not totally cold-
hearted.

It is highly doubtful that they are going to change their
imperial style. After aU, half of the fun of being wealthy is

listening to the rest of the world grumblt about that fact.
That is, until the rest of the world starts to do more than
just grumble.

Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian Columnist.

To the Editor:

As the member of the Radical Student Union who
presented the proposal to the student senate for a grant to
bring Sean Sands to speak at UMass Nov. Ui, I would like
to clanfy a few mistakes and elitist assumptions made by
three students writing to protest that grant, and the
resignation of a disgruntled student senator who resigned
after having failed to block the request (which pas.sed by a
three to one margin).
Sean Sands was not travelling around the U.S raisintr

money for the Mac Airt Community Center. The Radical
student Union decided to turn Sean's talk into a fund
rai.ser by collecting donations which we sent to the com-
munity center in Short Strand Belfast. Short Strand is a
small Catholic ghetto in East Belfast where I had lived
this past summer. The community center is the only social
^rvice of Its kind available to the residents of Short
btrand. The only subversion the community center can be
accused of is running discos on Thursdays and Sundays.

To suggest, as the writers do. that a political scientist or
historian who has "researched the Irish troubles" is amore enlightened educated speaker" smacks of an
elitism which is sickening.

It is because of the shoddy way in which events in places
like Northern Ireland are presented in our mass media -
disjointed, often sensationalized, fly-by-night reportage of
events taken out of their historical context - it is im-
perative that we have people like Sean Sands come and fillm the gaps in our knowledge. People who know what life
IS like in Northern Ireland, not because they have "resear-
ched It or studied at Trinity College in Dublin, but who
have grown up. and lived through the troubles in Belfast
Sean knows of the troubles because he has lived through
them in his every waking hour.

At no time did he pretend the big lie of beinir
objective." From the first Sean made it clear that he was

not "a spokesman for the IRA. ...not here to spread hate
because I cannot afford to spread hate." Indeetl Sean wa.s
clear that his only purpose was. "to present my views of
events in my country, and you can take from them what
you want."
The six hundred people, mostly students, who attended

Sean s speech listened to him talk for two hours on topics
from Irish history, to a moving account of his brother's
slow and agonizing death on hunger strike. And they
responded to him with an extended standing ovation
(They also contributed $419 to the community center.)

Sean's critics seem not to have bothered to attend the
program, and thus missed a chance to see if their unin-
formed criticisms were valid. To me they personify
another moral majority which is neither.

Joe Gannon
Amherst

Don't argue over majorities
To the£ditor:

freedoms necessary in our modern times, where does
anyone get off calling them.selves the "Real Majority'"' I
think perhaps you have some apocalyptic vision of the
moral and the "real" majorities duking it out. Though
you members of the so called "Real Majority" may. like
myself, support Pro choice. ERA. the separation of church
and state, and government social programs. I don't want to
be a part of what you call the "Real Majority." How do youknow that you are the "real" majority? Why is your
assertion of a majority any more valid than theirs? George
McGoverns organization to fight "Moral Majority" issues.
Citizens for Common Sense, is a better argument against
the unrealistic programs of the "Moral Majority. " I'm
afraid that by calling yourself "the Real Majority," you are
in a sense, becoming what it is you are trying to fight. Lets
argue because of issues not majorities.

PhiUp PUnte
Amherst

Women should have choice
To the Editor:

In lieu of the reproductive rights awareness days occurr-
ing this week, I'd like to express my view on the subject
Id like to take a stand on the issue of preventing

stenhzation abuse among the women of Puerto Rico This
practice is in violation of these women's human rights It
is an infringement on their personal lives, and I believe it
should be stopped.

If the government of Puerto Rico has the right to con-
trol the bodily functions of these women by sterilizing
them, then the next step could lead to total control of their
lives. Is this just'^

These women should have the right to choose for
themselves whether to have children and how many to
have. I think that sterilization abuse in Puerto Rico should
be outlawed.

- ~ Paula Alborghetti
Orchard Hill

Support has been first class

To the Editor:

As the basketball coach at this University I cannot say
enough good things about our student body. Your support
has I)een extraordinary and you are nothing but first class
I want to publicly say thanks to the 40 minute gang and all
those who came to the game.

I am proud to be an alumnus of this University, and as
far as I am concerned, there are no better students
anywhere. A university is people and we have the best
people around.

Tom McLaughlin

Basketball Coach

Letters Policy
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It's something all of us feel, this current factionalizing of
society. Everyday more and more the line is being drawn,
conservative vs. liberal. Often times it seems that con-
frontation is over difference in opinion over issues.
Sometimes, however, it seems that individuals in their
efforts to voice their opinions, cloud the issues through
mere confrontation itself.

Although the so-called "Moral Majority" threatens many
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volume of mail, we regret we are unable to
acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters are
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Hampshire to show prize film
on lesbian mothers, families
The award winning film, In the Best Interests of the

Children will be shown next week on Dec. 10 at Hamp-
shire College. The film is about lesbian mothers and
families. It is the Blue Ribbon winner of the 1978
American Film Festival and has won awards in five other
festivals.

The presentation of the film in the West Lecture Hall of
the Franklin Patterson Hall at 8 p.m. is a cooperative ef-
fort between the Hampshire College Gay Men's Alliance,
the Lesbian Alliance, and the Whole Woman's Center.
Admission is free. For more information contact

Michael Schwarz at 549-5488.

Grace Palei/ cancels lecture

Sunday because of ill health
Author Grace Paley will not speak as a part of the

Celebration of Jewish Women at the University of
Massachusetts, because of ill health.

She was to have presented selections from her award-
winning fiction on Sunday, at 7 p.m. in Herter
Auditorium. Her presentation has been postponed until
the spring.

sat

Newslines...
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SCERA meets to improve

relations with House Councils
The Student Center for Educational Research and

Advocacy Residential Team is holding a meeting with ail

house council presidents at 6:30 p.m. today in room 422
Student Union Building.

The meeting will be an effort to improve relations
between the House Councils and SCERA a' 1 to determine
ways the two groups can work together.

Colloquium scheduled tonight

on Robeson, politics, culture
A colloquium on "Paul Robeson: Politics and Culture and

the Afro American Experience, " will be held at 4 p.m.
today on the sixth floor lounge of Thompson Hall.
Conducted by Harold Weaver, a professor of black

studies at Smith College, the colloq, sponsored by the
UMass Social Thought and Political Economy program,
will include a short film on Robeson. The colloq is free and
open to the public.

* Dozens
continued, pram page 4

UMBoston prof shares preview

,Mmk^:>: ^^ black women writers tonight
"Mothering the Mind: Female Precursors in the Lives of

Back Women Writers," a talk by Dr. Mary Helen
Washmgton of UMass-Boston, wUl be held at 8 p m
tonight m the West Lecture Hall of Hampshire College
The lecture, sponsored by Five College Black Studies, is

free and open to the public.

Fast raises $3,000 to fight
hunger; thnations still taken
The University of Massachusetts Hunger Task Force has

raised nearly $3t000 this year during a fast on Nov. 19.
Last year, $^.500 was raised during the one-meal fast

held in conjunction with OXFAM. the international relief
organization. In addition, 1,826 students contributed the
price of one dicing commons meal this year, compared to
4,300 last year who skipped dinner to contribute $1.05 to
help fight world hunger.
The Hunger, Task Force is stiU accepting donations

which will go ^oward the purchase of food for people in
underdeveloped nations. Donations can be sent to H.T.F..
box 167, Student Union Building, University of
Mas.sachusetts,, Amherst. MA 01003.

sexual status. As Deborah Margolies (who
plays Sally) says, "Sally is a survivor."

It will be showing at the Pleasant Street
Theatre in Northampton starting
December 4 for 12 days. Show times are 6,

8 and 10 p.m. Dall. Conrad and the actors
will be present between 8 and 10 p.m. at the
December 4 screening to discuss the film
and answer any questions.

* Mowers
continued from page 1

denied his request. *•

"That's pricefixing," she adds.

As the battle ensued, there was namecall-
ing, loud arguments, add even threats, said

Matheson.

"It became really nasty," said James
Jemison, a crafts vendor. "It was a war
that shouldn't have taken place, but they
brought it upon themselves."
What they brought upon themselves was

a higher fee for the use of their tables in the.
Campus Center and a lower priority for
choice spaces.

The priority system decides which in-
terest groups and vendors have first choice
of table locations, said Matheson. A priori-
ty two vendor has a better choice of table
than a priority six. These are based on stu-
dent status and whether the vendor pro-
duces their product. The flower vendors
were previously paying $5 a day and had a
priority of two. On November 2, the BOG
changed their priority to 6A, the second

€NeiN€€RS

VDUR
FUTURE

ilowest priority, and rai.sed their fee to $35,
declaring that it was because they did not
niake their own product. On November 4,
phe BOG lowered that to $15.

;

The Gamer's main complaint is the fact
that Zona often copies their ideas.
^ "Sure I do. They have the advantage of
hiore experience," Zona admits. "You can
^11 me a copy cat. I am, just like General
Electric is. They see one company do
something and they try it that's how they
became a multi-million dollar industry, but
it's the violence that's unnecessary."

"King of Hearts''

Thurs. Dec. 3

CCA. 7,9,11
Sponsored by N.E.C.K.E.

'^p^'
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Link Simulation is Future Engineering
Modern simulation technology was t)om at our company

titty two years ago and ever since then weVe been the indus-
try's leader in the manulacturing of aviation and aerospace
training devices So if you re looking tor a challenge join us
We need people like you

We have some immediate openings available for Elec-
trical, Computer and Aerospace Engineers in Aircraft Simu-
lation. Aerodynamics. Flight Navigation Communication
Systems. Avionics, Flight Control Systems, and Circuit
Design

If you're looking for creative simulation, excellent career
potential and one of the best salary and benefit plans in the
industry gel in touch with us

7 37 simulator for USAFs nevn Undergraduate Pilot Trainmg
program, complete with visual system attachment, moving

on new six degree of freedom motion system

Send resume in confidence

or call Connie Esworthy collect

(60?) 772 3161 Link
'iKMn vmnuiom diviikm
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ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
University of Massachusetts- December 9, 1981
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Textbook

Annex
Hours

Monday - Friday

9:00 am - 4:00 pm
WE ARE OPEN
ALL SEMESTER

Textbook Annex
Physical Plant Building
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MAYNOreVEN
HAVE The
CWiBIUTY.

KIND OF DEPIOYMENT, THE
TECHNICAL ASPECTS ngEVBRf
m^USOME. FRANKiy, I'M
NOT PERSUADED UeOOULP
DEUVER SUCH A WEAPON
ON TIME AND ON TARGET

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

ACROSS
1 Secular

5 Historic

battleship

10 Mountain chain in

Europe
14 Amaryllis plant
15 Building part

16 no^
(presently)

17 Without a sou
19 Frat man
20 Legislation

21 Freebooter
23 WW II heroes
24 Head o( the Haus
25 Student s grounds
29 Meet by chance
33 A partridge m

tree

34 Pumps
35 Altar constellation
36 Stable sound
37 Glengarry
38 Part of Q E D
39 Illuminated
40 Word with worK

or ware
42 Dim
43 Hamlet locale

45 Dependable

46 Shade of blue
47 By way of
48 Recently
51 Transit vehicle
56 Flush of health
57 Wetiicleolourday
60 California rocKfisl'

61 Impatient
62 Venezuela mining

town
63 Short tempered
64 Volcanic tuff

65 Not burdensome

DOWN
Youngsters
Very much
Buffalo Bill s

home
Piggybank item

K.ndof

grasshopper
Vicuna s habitat

Athamas s wife
8 Recent in Rheine
9 Radical
10 Wood ibis

11 Exploited
12 Repetition of

words
13 cry

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

18 Forecast
22 SfonotZeus
24 Hoola followers
25 Overseas

mftssaqe
26 Springtime
27 Cold cuts
28 Earnings
29 Tox hunt
30 Fashion center
''I Praying figure

32 Dapper
34 Fearsome
38 de cologne
40 fklidgo

41 Tennis term
42 European com
44 As It were
46 Stop watches
47 Voices Lat
48 Frightful fellow
49 Escaped
50 Tedious
52 Dies
53 Siren of the

Silent screen
54 Sky

phenomena
55 Guy rope
58 Level of equality
59 Moslem title

OTHER, \rif\-f ToC«e.T ft

By M. Joyce

ROD BONES

SfGH- 1 DiPN?

To WHITLB5 LUST

By Gregg Canavan
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Remember. .
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When patronizing our advertisers,
make sure to tell them that you saw
their ads in the Collegian.
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Hungry U the Hungry U the Hungry U the Hungry U 5

25c Drafts 25c
Miller and Miller Lite

Thursday
featuring

NAT NEEDLE

PUIILI

tl.
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M I Nil
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WEATHER
Rainy, windy and mild to-

day. Hiphs in the 40s. Clear-
ing tonight. Lows 35 to tO.
Fair weather tomorrow.
Highs in the 40s.

D.C. MENU A
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll, Egg Golden Burgers, Etrg
Roll/Due Sauce Roll/Due Sauce

BREAD ''J™. Roast BREAd' BUF''FET'!''Baked

Roff/M K e
""^ Cod/Lemon Slice, Bra. iar>Beef^ushroom Sauce, Rice Casserole ,

Seafood Crabmeat Roll
|

3-

z
c
3

^ 25c drafts

C 9-10 .99c Bar Drinks ,. ,f l;^?^ , ^ ^?*^
.

Lall Drinks Kamakazies

The Hungry U
I

"?ffiR^•y.!^^^^^.^^tt"(^SlV>H,:^v^?^'""fl'^V f«M""«irvU the*

Just Arrived, . .

available at

SMOC STORE

M74 SMRTER HI

THIRTYNINE SOUTH PLE.\SANT .S

Amherst, Mas.sa.htisetLf

4, TELEPHONE ..6^74

'^W ig^ VV.f? I'M V?
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Coiegan Off.ce CC 1 13 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Fr.day • Deadlme ,s 3:45 two days prior to publicat.on day.^h in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, you party hard" Randy 546-7013

~ AUDIO

Pre-Amplifier ACE 3000 very basic BO
6-5349 Randy

AEI Speakers also EESS210S synergystic
towers cabs & parts available $125 150$
200$ 546 9898

Rotel 1000m Deck. Two motor, soft
touch, barely used $300 new, sell $199.00
665-2672

Philips Stereo reel to reel, brand new con-
dition, first $200 takes it. Call 253-5080

Business background a must. Applications
available until Dec. 7 in Collegian Office
113 CC

AUTO FOR SALE

72 VW Beetle low mi. only $1,350.00 70
Cry Newport only $400. call Alex please
549-5347

72 Charger 86000 miles, needs brakes,
$600 call Jim 6-7970

1970 Chev Impale $600/BO call George
546-9926 "

73 Maverick - Grabber at PS $250 or BO
Come see at 3 Plumtree Road Sunderland
between 5 and 6 pm Apt 2

1975 Mustang Mach I 6 cyl. 4 speed loolts
&runs well $1500 call Lori 253-E«45

Experienced, reliable childcare sought
fortoddler MWF mornings call Carolyn
Lester 253-3162

Translator wanted to help translate a
paragraph in Gaelic. Call Andy at 256-6948
Part time X-ray Tech wanted in a multi-
specialty group practice. Send resume to
X-ray Tech PC Box 841, Amherst MA 01004
Boltwood-Belchertown Project is seek-
ing responsible, independent students to
supervise our volunteer recreation pro-
grams. Experience with developmentally
disabled prefen^ed. For more info call
323-6311. ext494

ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT
CAMPS INC. seeks qualified counselors
for 75 accredited camps located in Nor-
theastern US, July & August. Contact:
Association of Independent Camps lUMA)
157 West 57th Street. New York. NY 10019
(212) 582-3540

INSTRUCTION

Womens Health Workshop December 3
at 7:00 pm Van Meter Classroom

JANUARY SUBLET

BEDROOM SET

Double bed with wooden frame, rug and
bureau $125 or BO 549 4044

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Boston Traders Sweaters - All styles 140
50% off retail - Mark, 256-8775, Stan

253-7479. after 5:00

Three bedroom apartment to rent for
month of January, price negotiable call,
Cindy evenings 549-6032

LOST

DO ITI!

January Graduates: Have your senior
portrait taken Do it now 545-2874

ENTERTAINMENT
Clint Eastwood and Richard Burton in
"Where Eagles Dare" Wednesday Dec 2
S.U.B. 7. 10

Lost Monday night $25 reward a white cat
with gray tail and one gray ear Jane 6 9802
Anyone who finds wallet for Ruddy
P-Antoine please call6-5157 or 6-8602 no
questions will be asked

Red folder in Curry Hicks or vicinity
Please call 546-8182 if found

Siberian Huskie lost Nov 1 1 in the area of
Rt 9 near the Malls. White, blue eyes, beige
markings Family pet. Contact 256-6715
REWARD
Woman's eyeglasses in green case in
vicinity of Northeast. If found please call

FOR RENT

r*Sf?" ^ '°°'"' available beginning Jan
1 $70/ mt. call 549-4047

1 br apt Puffton VIg. Amh. bus rte. $270
inci heat, hot H20. gas. Less for longer
tease. Avail mid Dec. 549-5014 or 549-<M4S
1 large bedroom for 2 females to share
beginning January 1 256-6658

FOR SALE

girrjEA^^Ponrait Drawings. Dennis

1975 SuzukhGT-asO FULLY assesed 12000

So ^^ ^°^ condition $650 call Rick

Fender Stratocaster $400 665^2241 eves

Si*?fo!"'^®** Ves7excellent condition

Two rnen's ten speed bikes, large frame

Caii^-eiTe
^^' ^"'^" ^'^""^ ""°^^" ^^

"«*«' Sundance Skis 180 cm. Look N77

2M^i"^^
Scott poles $100 or BO Paul

Kodak X 35 Instamatic Camera Goodlor
any amateur shutterbug Has built in liqht
meter. $1 5.00. cal l Bill, 6-6697

Jensen triaxle speaker in homebuiiTbox
Powerful sound for car or room. $25 00
-^^all_Bi!), 6^97

-^^.o-^.

Jfc J^o° /t«^^^~BKrTDC~K^wood<?45 00 2 chairs 10$ mattress fct B-spnno
fee 549 2879 ^

^ordica Ski Boots st^e 9M excellpnt cm
iition asking $90 or BO tei 6-7525 ask fo-
Joijq

HEL/' .a^anted

'VERSEaVjOBS "SumT^tr vear round
-ope. S Ampnc;}. -lusfral..- .Xsi-^ All

^!ds S500 ii'.200 montn.'v. :>i9htseeing
|

•«e 'P^o. Wrije iJC Box ok' MA! Corona
ielMar. CA 92625

'he Collegian is looking for~an in- i

erested student for As.sistanf Business
vlanager to begin Spring semester '82.

Reward for lost knapsack £r Cham
notes calc No questions asked. Call 6-5472
Gold and diamond ring NOPE/ Northeast
area. Great sentimental value. Reward Call
Sue 546-6917

Lost Cat. Grey-longha.red with white flea
collar. May answer to "Dill" lost in Brinany
Manor vie. $10 reward call Jenny 253-3619
or 549-1778

Wallet lost belonging to David Kumlin call
256-6802

NEED CASH?
Always Premium Prices!! Class rings
gold and silver in ail forms. See the Manhan
Difference!! Manhan Precious Metals Ex-
change, 312 King St.. N'hmptn 584-7000
9:30 am - 5:30 pm M-Sat

OPEN RUSH
AT BETA KAPPA PHI

Come over and see why BKO could be
the place for you. All University men in-
vited. Dec 1-3 at 8:00 BKO 388 N. Pleasant

MOTORCYCLES
1990 Honda CB750F, silver, 2700 mi, mint
Best over $2000 546 6022

PERSONALS
Cindy: I think it's obvious I'm',
with you

.in love

Free to good home beautiful trained
Siamese^atcall jMancy 256-0719

Hev UMMB SO/SCTs lierel^ee TBS
'^f)'T>bers'

N*»ed a Xmas present? How about a
T-ovie Dostpr. Call Matt a: 6 6768 318 Field
oe*ore Dec ' !Th

Cotirtney, Happy 20th Birthday i is nnaiiy
"^ere go wild but be good' Nora
Pooky I've joined Alcohoiir Arnoyrnous
temporarily •^- rrv for week of embara'oS-
jnent Mike

Undergraduate Business ciub Wine^
Cheese Social Wednesday, December
2nd 3:30 5:30 in the faculty lounge 3rd
floor SBA. All UBC membersare invited!

Bull! - - "Raging Bull" Fri Dec 4 at
7-9:30-12 Mahar Aud.

Cheryl Had a great time at the Mission of
Burma show. Hop to see you soon - D
To all European Students - Two million
Europeans are demonstrating against
nuclear paranoia, for peace. What do WE
do? Peace March and Rally from Student
Union to Amherst Common. Saturday
Dec. 5. 12 PM. Info: Bart 253-7139
Dearest Jody DEIFNIF. on your birthday
I'd just like to say. you're the greatest in
every way! I love you very much - Noel
DEIFNIF

To the Kennedy Thieves You stole my
music. I hope you go deaf
M. Ferola Did you get my flower? Hopeful-
ly there will be better things to come.
Secret Admirer

Craig. May I always be there for you as you
have been for me. Happy Anniversary. Love
Sandy

JODI Happy Birthday! Its Pub night and
expect to drink and dance dance dance
(with Noel of course) make this year the
best one yet!!! I love you even if your
gloves are angora by Halston (see, now
everyone knows and you don't have to
wear the tag out!!) Love always. Caren

RIDE WANTED
Tennessee, Dec 19-23 male, female
British exchange students share driving £t

expenses Call Isobelle 546 6629 Jon
546-5327

Ride needed to UVM 12/4 Call Joan
549-3754 keep trying

ROOM WANTED
Room Wanted in apartment or house
from Jan 1 to March 1 Call 546-9758

Need room Dec 27 - Jan 25 responsible
senior, easy to get along with, Brandywine
preferred. Erik 546-7965

ROOMMATE WANTED
Own bedroom in Rolling Green starting
Dec. 1 $127.25 inclusive Call evenings
256-0501

Quiet, non-smoking female to rent one
bedroom in a 2 bedroom Riverglade Apt.
starting Jan 1. rent 130 -i- Tel 253-3691 after
6 PM
Roommate wanted own room in two
bedroom apt on bus route, weatherized.
hot water included. 145-1- utilities 665-421

1

if no answer 665-2912

Male/female to share Brittany Manor
apartment beginning January Claudia.
Dave 256-6379

Large bedroom in three bedroom apt
$132 -I- utilities. Rte 9 on bus route
256-6096

Roommate wanted start Jan to share
bedroom in 2 bedroom apt 105 mo. -i- elec
call John 256-8454 after 4

Great apartment on bus route. Call Paul
665-4313

See the
Christmas Shopping Guide

in tomorrow's
Collegian

Female non-smoker quiet grad student
bedroom in 2 bedroom unit 160-1- on bus rt

Sunderland Jan- Sept 665-3289

Couple seeking occupant(s) for 1 bdrm
in 2 bdrm Amherst Ctr apt Jan 1st 253-7107

2 roommates to share room in
Sunderland on bus route for spring
semester call 665-7109

Roommate wanted own bedroom in 2
bedroom Apt 1 37 -i- ^lectric 256 8604

Wanted roommate for own room in two
bedroom on bus route. $125/ mon + util

call Karen 253-9295

2 quiet responsible females wanted to
shfire 1 bedioom in Townhouse fr)r spring
semester call Heather or Jenny 549-6138

SERVICES

^utoring in English, Writinq, Study SkTllVo
'^^\- reaching experience S46 998*

•Ski Service skiis tuned, ntndinqs checKfd
protessional Quality service at reasonaDle
prices 253-5273

Typing experienced IBM correcting Selec-
tric nilinqual English 'Spanish scientific
background^56-6%7_evening

Student Movers quality service at low
j:ates local - lonq distance Randal 253-9646

SKI BOOTS
Mens DynafIt Ski Boots size 8 Vi, perfect
condition, asking $100.00 Call 545-3500
after 5 pm 549-3733 ask for Dan

TO SUBLET

Room for rent starting Jan first. Great
location on Belch Road Route, opp Col-
onial Village call eves 253-5673

Colonial Village 1 bedr in 2 bedr avail Dec
22 - Jan 31 $120 ask for Omar 253-9946

Room in Apt. 54 mile to UMass on bus rt

availa immed or Jan 1 call AM 586-2102

From Jan - Sept two t>edroom Northwood
Apts on bus rte $295 month 665-4969 call
before 3:00

Puffton single room in 3 bedroom for rent
Dec 19 to Jan 31 Kim 549-0748

Two bedroom apartment renting
January first. On bus route 666-4472
Rolling Green 1 bdrm irv4 bdrm apt avail
for spring semester. 102.oo per month
everything included 256-8775

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA Drive cars
thru US Gov't licensed agency, call Doug
546-8704

TUTORING

Tutoring Spanish experienced 256-6957
evenings

TYPING

Free-Lance Typing and resume writing.
Top skills, fast service, reasonable rates
Amherst 549-0518

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel

584-2832

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith. 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Monday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2

'

Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710
SINGER for working Rock Band w/high
range, stage presence, dedicated. Band

?lo^Lib^' '^^"^s- YeS' Zep, Benetar
413-256-6948 or 203-741-2990

Insect Collections to rent or buy call
367-9323

WANTED TO RENT
Male seek own room on bus rte or close
to campus 549-5874

Need house, apt for January, bus route
$150/ bedroom, call 549-4884

Quiet female seeks room for next
semester Call after 1 1 PM Linda 546-1255
Easy going female seeks own room
preferably in house for spring semester
549-4866 or 546-8187 keep tjyinq

DESPERATE - 2 females are lookinglo72
bedroom apt fiom Jan 1st thru spring sem
(summer? ) call 549-5966

Two bedroom apartment in Amherst
Centf-r for spring semester. Please call as
soon as possible 253 7841

Female, responsible 8 nons7nok7ng seeks
room in house or apt starting Jan call
S46-6^85latesOK

WIUDJ.IFE SOCIETY

Will feature fish and wildlife service
biologist Steve Ftideoui on Conn Rive
Restoation ProiecT on "hursday Dec 3 at
7:30 in 203 Holdswonh

XMAS GIFTS

Thick 100% cotton flannel shirts natural
warmth $10 each or 3 for $25 CC Con
course Tues, Wed, and Thurs

CANCELLATION

The reproductive rights workshop to he conducted as a part of
Reproductive Rights Awareness Days in room 904 of the Cam-
pus Center at 4:00 p.m. has been cancelled. The workshcyp will be
conducted Thursday.
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Arts

tU?nV!r1.t w.Tth ^Vr^l^ ""^^^l ^V^ ^"^'^ '^«"«' wilMb?hfth?FACF?i-

aJailable
Elevators and The Suburban Uwns. Tickets are still

Th» GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE
is inviting political, social,

cultural and academic groups to
submit requests for LINE ITEM
FUNDING for Fiscal year i960.
For applications and further in-

formation on the budget pro-

cess, please contact Paul Weiss,

GSS Treasurer, 9^9 Campus
Center, 545-2696. DEADLINE
FOR REQUESTS IS DECEMBER 15.

UMASS SKI CLUB
Who deserves q vocation

more thon you?

Meat Loaf
Dead Ringer (Cleveland Interna-
tional)

By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

In his latest album, Dead Ringer, Meat
Loaf sounds like instead of being behind the
controls of a high powered vehicle, he is
being dragged by it. The tension and drama
that marked his first album is still there,
but instead of being in charge as he was in
his classic debut Bat Out Of Hell, old Meat
sounds as if someone is holding a razor to
his throat and a butcher knife to his crotch.
Tht only assistance that he seems to get

is from Cher, of all people. In the title song,
she jumps into the action for a few minutes
to give Mr. Loaf a breathing spell, but
eventually, like a rat leaving a sinking ship,
she cuts out when things start to get tough.

Collegian 13

technically but it lacks the cohesion of more
primitive ones. It consists of sections of
eight dillerent concerts, instead of just on.-
show recorded live.

There is not really a lot of talk or
audience participation on this rword as is
common place in the Diad's live albums oi
even on Springsteen lx>otlegs. (However
there are a few minutes of canned applause
that sound as if they were borrowed from
The Merv Ort/fen Show. ] There is also a
Ijttle testimonial on the album jacket b^
Billy Joel telling the audience how great Hl-
IS. Also included are a lot of pictures of BiJIy
and his family in and around their Lorg
Island home.

If you are a Billy Joel fan and you real y
like hearing "Say Goodbye to Hollywoo(r'
on your car radio then buy this album.
After all you made Billy what he is today
and you really deserve a treat like this. You
won't be disappointed.

Sound Advice
No help from friend and songwriter Jim

Steinman either. His songs are still loud
and fast but they lack the sense of
dedication that made their previous effort
such a monument to teenage anxiety. Next
time boys, try a little harder.

Billy Joel

Songs from the Attic (Columbia)

Bi'Jy Joel has a live album out. It's

comprised of a bunch of his old songs and
I'm sure he had a lot of fun making it. As
live albums go, it's right up there

Rupert Holmes
Full Circle (Elektra)

If Meat Loaf sounds nervous, and Billy
Joel sounds important; the Rupert Holmes'
FuU Circle sounds like a dirge written for
Elton John's funeral by Barry Manilow as
sung by Trini Lopez.
As an album, it has a pretty cover and

some nice poetic lyrics on the album's dust
jacket. I think I'll buy a copy for my dentist
Murray Blitztejn. I know hell like it and I'U
enjoy hearing it in his office.

X

./A^'

The Designer
' Diamond Collection

from ArtCarved.

'/^ Beautiful. Fashionable.
And Surprisingly Affordable.

ArtCan^cd proudly
introduces its exclusive Designer
Diamond Collection. \ choice

of college ring^ in three
gracu'ful sti/les, nil with ^^enuine
diamonds.*And each avnilable

in WK and UK wllow or
uhttcQold.

riw beautiful, \jel aflordable
Designer I hionond

( Collection. Available only
from ArtCan'ed.

*(All ring styles are also
available in the elegant

diamond substitute. Cubic
Zirconia.)

_>- /IRTGIRVED

10th ANNUAL
DUSH DASH
Sugorbush

Ski & Party Week
Jon 24 - 29

y

V V*

t.^
TKN*

Hndrush

RaJianee

i

Httrmon\4

LAGNAF 62
Sign-up this week

400 A Student Union
545-0407

Place: outside j|-|g

Date: Dec. 2, 3, 4 10-3 pm

Dq)osit Required. tAasterCard or Vtsa accepted.

jr -r.

$15 Deposit

Store
^BSlArtCarveiClass Rings, Inc.
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King Crimson, Discipline. (Warner
Bros.)

By JOHN BROBST
Collegian Staff

Take Albert Einstein's head and graft it

onto Arnt)ld Schwarzenegger's muscular
torso. Dig a hole in the chest area and bury
Albert Schweitzer's heart of gold inside.
Stick on Muhammed All's rapid fire arms
with surgeon Rick Webl>er's hands sewed
on the end. Now tack on marathon runner
Bill R<><|gers' legs ari(i you've got the
perfect human being.

This train of logic is the theory betiind
three new releases. Take some noteworthy
musicians from famous bands and stick
them together in a rather haf)ha7.ard
fashion, and throw caution to the wind. The
result is thr^-e mediocre albums from ar-
tists who should know better.
King Crimson was everybody's favorite

prophet of doom during the early 7()'s. But
Rolx^rt Fripp's new King Crimson is disap-
pointing. Adrian Belew's vocal work is

competent, but not nearly powerful
enough. He's over his head with the likes of
Fripp. Tony Levin (ex-Peter Gabriel. Alice
Coo(>er. and loads of session work), and Bill
Bruford (ex Ves. Genesis, UK. and the last
King Crimson lineup).

"Elef)hant Talk" is a fairly good new
wave-ish dance number, and "indiscipline"
is s»mewhat reminiscent of "Larks
•Tongue.^ in Aspic. Part I." But the drippy
"Matte Kudasai" (which means "Please
wait" in Japanese) belongs on a Slim Whit-
man re<-ord. The.se two instrumentals
almost rival the apocalyptic mood so often
achieved by King Crimson in the past.
Almost, but not quite. Bill Bruford s drum-
ming also gives this album SQme credibility.
But two songs and fine drumming do not a
great album make. But don't be disap-
pointed. Rol)ert Fripp doesn't choose to
divulge the inner meaning oflife this time
around.

Tom Tom Club (Sire)

The Tom Tom Club is a pieced together
aggregate of refugees from the last Talk-
ing Heads tour. It includes original Heads
Tina Weymouth and Chris Frantz, three of
Tina's sisters. Adrian Belew (again), and a
few of the black musicians featured on the
Heads' last tour. The back cover de{)icts
the musicians naked in a natural setting
with wide eyes and fiendish grins. God
knows what they've been up to. but it sure
hasn't been conducive to making g{K)d
music.

Lots of interesting names once again fail

to keep their promise. Tina's sisters quickly
grate on the listener's nerves, and the
music provides a plea.siint background for
the creative vaccuming of rugs. "Wordy
Rappinghood" is the latest punk-disc'o
smash. But don't expect much from lyrics
like "Can gan gan gitchee yan gan ganga
whoop-ah whoo-ah meat meat meat" If
Tina'.s sisters are getting any "meat meat
meat." they aren't putting it on this album.

Jerry Harrison, The Red and The
Black. (Sire)

If his solo album The Red an,/ The Black
is any indication, he shouM defer most
policy decisions to David Byrne.
The music is more intersting here than

on the Tom Tom Club, especially on the
opening cut "Thing Fall Apart." but don't
expect to Ik' riveted to your speakers the
way you may have I)een with the Heads
albums Frnr <,/ Music and More Songs
A bout Bu UdirKjs AiiH Food.
Adrian Belew once again makes a guest

appearance - perhaps he likes to make
mediocre music? - along with Oorge Mur-
ray (Bowie's expert bassist), Nona Hendrix
and Dolette MacDonald's backing vocals,
and P-Funk keyUjardist Bernie WorrelL
Lots of names, but not enough meat.
Rumor has it that there will be a new

Talking Heads album released in the begin-
ning of next year. Hopefully the whole will
be greater than these examples of the sum
of its parts. As for King Crimson, we may
see Robert Fripp once again proclaiming
"The King Is D>ead."

RECORD
».•

Itwnf^OfAUtMd

$3.99

King Crimson (I to r) Tony Levin. Bill Bruford, Adrian Belew and Fripphimself.

The Cars
Shake It Up (Elektra/A«ylum)

By STEPHEN MURPHV
Collegian Staff

Once again. The Cars have come up with
!«ich a predictable alburn that one wonders
if these guys have any originality left in
th6m at all. Simply an echo of their previous
worlfs. Shake It Vp is full of techno-pop
rh>l\ms and adolescent verse, but it un
fortunately lacks any of the magic of their
debut f*P.

Shake It Up exemplifies the group's
image as being nothing more than chic
punks (bui not in the political punk sense; I

mean punhf^ who are all dressed up with
nothmg new» to say). With the exception of
"I'm Not tha One," a catchy yet delicate
ballad, the remaining songs are mere sexist
ramblings set amidst repetitive guitar
hooks, repetitive percussion, and repetitive
synthesizer lines. But not to lack in
creativity, there's a heavy amount of hand
clapping thrown in for the sake of being
cool, y'know? Everything is nice and

controlled. But equally as vacant.

Lines like 'You were slinked and dressed
m pink/Til I felt you things were sleazy"
and "She'll hold you tight, she won't let
go/\ou're the victim, the victim of love"
make me wonder if Ric Ocasek. who wrote
all but one song (which he also co wrote,)
has ever experienced good love. Probably
not. The only audience lyrics such as these
would hold any meaning for is the 15 18
year old male who's going through the
emotional pangs of puberty. They un-
derstand. But then again they're the ones
who purchase a large amount of the record
albums sold today.
Of course it's simply a coincidence that

the album cover for Shake It Up pictures an
open mouthed model holding an aerosol can
up to her face. Another coincidence is the
inner sleeve photo: an extreme close up of a
finger, with bright red fingernail polish,
pressing down on the aerosol tip. I won't
mention the white liquid squirting out.

And to think The Cars, like Aerosmith
and Boston before them, were once this
area's claim to rock and roll fame. Geez.

Many Other
Great Hits

Available

LIVE STIFFS gMl a.Tntm\ magcHtjiaf e;,i:- ^tiTf_LL,H
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Wed Nite

until 8:00
the

Located In the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass

University Store

* Swimmers
continued from page 16

took a 56-32 lead. In that
event, won with a time of 5:08 8 the
Minutemen's Paul McNeil placed second at
5:12.75. while Paul Surrette came in eight
seconds later to give UMass third place.

Keith Miller won his second event for
Tufts in the three meter diving event he
nosed out UMass' John Macurdy, 241.50
240.35.

In the 200-yard breaststroke. Tom
Lowery captured second place for UMass
with a time of 2:22. 93.

* Karate
Continuedfrom page 16

<which appears to be a bar
brawl to the untrained eye) requires five
highly qualified judges to taUy points in the
l)OUt.

The UMass team held its own. but was
defeated by point count at the end of three

* Escorts
continued from page 1

sity of Massachusetts Police were on hand
to discuss an escort's legal limitation if en-
countered with an assault. They stressed
that no physical action should l^e taken by
the e.scort except in self defense l)ecause
the accused, if apprehended, could charge
the escort with assault and battery.

Instead they urge escorts or anyone that

* Furniture
continuedfrom page 1

said.

Findley said a "paper trail" has
hampered the flow of receiving furnishings
on campus. He said the only option housing
has in correcting this problem is to improve
communicaton between the Housing Ser-
vices Purchasing and Inventory Coor-
dinator and the receiving department at
the Physical Plant.

The Mmutemen emerged from the pool
victorious m the final event, the 400 yard
freestyle relay. There. Porter

t^'. rTf5*''
^""^**" ^^ SP«"'"«" dueled

their Tufts counterparts all the way to the

3T7 O8-3T8 2l'''"
"'"'"^ ''' '"'"*^'

"It was a tough meet," said UMass coach
Russ Yarworth. "We did fairly well, though
I was disappointed with some of our per
formances. It was good groundwork for the

aga.nsrLle'n.'^'"'''
^"' "^ ^^«"'*^ ^^ -«"

fhu^?' J'""^"
^^^ University of Lowell

stm ^ ^^ at Boyden pool, with a 2 p.m.

rounds of fighting.

UMass team members attended a specidl
trainmg weekend two weeks prior to the
tourney held at Lowell University.

The weekend consisted of 28 hours of
grueling workouts, thousands of kicks
punches, and calisthenics. Hour after hour
of unusual exercises designed by Tabata to
totally exhaust all muscle groups.

witnesses a crime on campus to notify cam-
pus police immediately. Grabiec said. The
five emergency phones installed at various
points around campus have a direct line to
the police and need only to l)e picked up for
an immediate connection.
There are usually only three or four of-

ficers patrolling the campus in a given
night, Grabiec said.

"We need the cooperation of everybody
escorts or otherwise, to help us. There's a
lot more of you than us out there," Grabiec
said.

A rented off-campus storage space which
has annually cost approximately $10,000 to
the housing trust fund and a lack of securi-
ty m an underground storage area in the
Godell Library are two problems which are
outlined in the auditors report.
"Housing prefers not to rent off-campus

storage areas." Findley said, "bat there
are no available areas on campus.
"Housing shares the space in Godell with

the controller's office and the treasurer's
office, so we don't have the direct control-
potential for security," Findley said.
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Rookies will run the show
Freshmen guards will play a major role in UM hoop this year

...

:^ .L/ I I

(The following is the first of a two part

series previewing this year's University of

Massachusetts basketball squad. Today,

the playmakers.)

With the lack of height in this year's

edition of University of Massachusetts
basketball, the backcourt is going to be
looked upon to provide both floor leadership
and scoring.

F'or a brief example, last week's starting

backcourt of Donald Russell and Craig
Smith combined for 31 of the 61 points the
Minutemen scored against the Yugoslavian
National team.

Ru.ssell, one of five freshmen on this

year's squad team, is a product of Mt.
Vernon, N.Y. and could very well be this

young team's greatest asset. Against the
Yugoslavs. Russell scored a game-high 19

points, dished out 3 assists, had 3 steals and
came down v\ilh 5 rebounds, not to mention
his superb ballhandiing.

"Donald Russell can handle the baU with
any guard around." UM head coach Tom
McLaughlin said, "He proved that he was a

very fine player against the Yugoslavians."

RusselJ has all the talents of a legitimate

Division One basketball player. He
pos-sesses exceptional speed and a more
than adequate outside shot. In fact, as

impressivi' as his statistics were, he ac-

tually contributed more than what shows
up on the sheets. He simply led the team.

I look tor him (Rus.sell) to be our floor

leader and to control the tempo of the
game, " McLaughlin said

McLaughlin has decided to pair Russell in

the starling backcourt with Craig Smith, a

sophomore who played forward last year
and averaged 10 points per game.

"It's been a difficult adjustment for Craig
(Smith) to go from forward to guard, but
he's made a relatively easy transition,

"

McLaughlin .said.

Smith, a Smyrna, Ga. native, has a good
mid-range jump shot and tun drive to the

basket with power, but overall his greatest

strength lies in his outstanding jumping
ability.

"Craig can jump as well as anybody 1

have ever seen. At 6'3" he can dunk two
basketballs at the same time," McLaughlin
said of Smith's leaping ability.

When McLaughlin goes to his bench for

added life in the backcourt, he will probably
look first to freshman Ron Young. Young, a

Long Branch. N.J. native, is probably the

Minutemen's best outside shooter despite a
rough 4 for 17 debut again.st the Yugoslavs
last week.

"Ron had his difficulties in the

Yugoslavian game but nine out often nights

he'll make 60 percent or more of his outside

shots. When his shooting is on, it's un
believable," McLaughlin said.

Alongside Young on the bench and ready
to play are junior Ron Washington and
sophomore Bill Bayno, both of whom saw
extensive playing time last year and have
become what some people might call vic-

tims of the influx of talented freshmen.

"Both Ronny (Washington) and Billy

(Baynot have been very unselfish in ac

cepting their roles. Their do whatever they
have to do in order for the team to win.

They both give 100 percent all the time,"

McLaughlin siiid.

Rounding out the backcourt will be Jeff

Bierly and Dave Genis, the lone seniors on
the team, junior Tony DePina and freshman
Hal Shaw.

McLaughlin views his backcourt to be a

good one though it is an inexperienced one
that will take some time to reach its' full

potential. But, with the regular season one
short day. away UMass fans can only hope
that maturity comes quickly to this talented

bunch of youths.

Tomorrow: The men in the trenches, the
big men.

ColleiCian photii bi Trresa HrlUriore

VALUABLE ROOKIE — UMass freshman guard Don Russell (11)
will handle the playmaking chores for ihe Minutemen hoopsters this
year under first-year coach Tom McLaughlin.

UMass
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's swimming team
saw its season opener spoUed by Tufts University
yesterday as the Jumbos grabbed ten out of thirteen first-

place finishes to defeat the Minutemen, 68-45. at Hoyden
pool.

Tufts established an early dominance by taking the first

three meets. In the 400 yard medley relay, the Jumbos
won with a time of 3:41.53. ten seconds ahead of the UMass
relay squad headed by Barry Allen and Chris Clarke.

Tufts then defeated UMass in the 1000-yard freestyle, as

David Ackerman won in 10:26.02; Paul McNeU took second
for UMass with a time of 10:44. and Micky Minutoli of
UMass won third place in 11:15.

The Jumbos then swept the first two places in the 200
yard freestyle to build a 20-5 lead over the Minutemen in

the overall standings. UMass' Peter McDonough was third
in that event finishing about a second behind the winning
time of 1:51.03.

The Minutemen's Tom Dundon gave his team its first

victory of the meet and the season, winning the 50-yard
freestyle event in 22.6 seconds. Chris Porter came in third
with a time of 22.8 seconds.

Tufts got back with a win in the 200-yard individual

medley; the Jumbos beat out UMass' Brian Spellman, the
second place finisher, by two seconds (2:03.22-2:05.20).

"

In the one meter diving event. Tufts' Keith Miller easUy
beat out the Minutemen's John Macurdy, 247.7-215.2, and
gave Tufts an overall lead of 35-17.

The Minutemen fought back in the next two events. The
200-yard butterfly saw UMass take second and third place,

thanks to performances by Spellman (2:04.55) and Minutoli
(2:05.3). Tom Dundon won his second event, the 100-yard
freestyle, in 49.16 seconds, while Chris Porter came in

third with a time of 49.6.

With the Jumbos winning the 500-yard freestroke, they

continued on page 15

Pearson named Kodak Ail-American
I
UMass Karate

Club competes
Postseason honors continue to accrue for junior tailback

Garry Pearson and the University of Massachusetts
football Minutemen.
Monday Pearson was named to the Kodak All American

first team for Division I AA schools by the American
Football Coaches Association and yesterday to the UPI
All New England first team along with three other
Minuieman starters.

Pear.son, who became the all-time career rushing leader
as well as the first Massachusetts back to break the 2000-
yard career rushing barrier with his 1026 yards this
.season, joins two other Yankee Conference performers on
the All American squad, both from Boston University.

Bl' senior tailback Gregg Drew, who led the nation with
a J 2.5 yard per g^me rushing average, and Terrier of-
fensive tackle Bob Speight also made the Kodak team.

Pearson was an Honorable Mention All -American last
season.

Other Minutemen named to the UPI AU-New England
teams were senior to captain Pete DiTomasso at
linebacker, senior tackle Chris O'Neil and senior defensive
and George Lewis on the first team; senior center Victor
Pizzotti, senior defensive tackle Eric Cregan and
sophomore safety Grady Fuller on the second team; and
honorable mention picks, guards co-captain Jerry Gordon
and Scotl Lai- ond and senior defensive tackle Dan Petrie.

Yale University running back Rich Diana was named
Player of-the-Year and Yale's Carm Cozza is UPI

• Year.

L -STEPHEN FREKER

ColleKian photo bv Terexa Krllafiore

ALL-AMERICAN — UMass tailback Garry
Pearson (22) was named to the first team of the
American Football Coaches Assn. Kodak All-
American Team.

CAMBRIDGE The University of Massachusetts
Shotokan Karate Club participated in a conference
tournament last Saturday at Harvard University's lAB
gym. Twelve teams from the New England Collegiate
Karate Conference took part in the event including entries
from BU. BC, MIT. ULowell, UMass-Boston, Tufts.
Harvard,Dartmouth, Yale, Bridgewater, Columbia.
The tournament was under the direction of Master

Kazumi Tabata, sixth degree black belt and chief in-
structor of the North American Karate Federation. The
contest consisted of three major competitions, including.

Advanced and Novice Kumite (sparring). Advanced and
Novice Kata (form), and the "Boston Battle."
Out of a field of twelve Advanced teams, the UMass

Karateka placed third in Advanced Kumite and third in

Advanced Kata, led by tri-captains Brian Marley, John
Male.sco, and Mike Malesco.

The UMass Novice Kumite teams (three in all) placed,

second, third and 17th out of a total of 26 fighting teams.
Jerome Sebastian of the UMass Novice "A" team went
undefeated in all four of his matches.
Joe Moriarty and Mark LaPlant competed for UMass in

the final event, the "Boston Battle." The "Boston Battle" is

a novel toui nameifjt event created by Tabata. Two pairs of

fighters compete in high-speed, street-style fighting.

Either fighter on the opposing team is a legal target for

kicks, punches, and shuto (chops). This precision match

continued on page 15
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Fear and loathing at Holyoke Mall
c:()lleaian 3

By M.W. MULCAHY
Collegian Staff

After roaming through the Holyoke Mall parking lot fortwo and a halfhours in search of a parking space. I spotted
a brown Cordoba parked diagonally to take up two spaces,

feider
^ violently and rammed into its rear

"Take that Ricardo Montalban. you sonofabitch." I
screamed.

"Dammit. Gonzo. you almost made me spUl my beer
"

yeUed Tonto from the back seat. "Besides, what if Tattoo
finds out.

Before I could respond to his cowardly comments, a 1938
Studebaker. driven by an orangutan, pulled out of a
nearby .space and I raced over to it before one of the 30 or
so Volkswagens roving the lot could grab it.

"Great." Tonto ejcclajmed, "Now we can find the bar."
After all, thai wasjone of the reasons we chose the

Holyoke Mall. It has "a bar. It also has enough variety so
that I could pick up almost anything for my mother. And it

doesn't have blue light sales. The last time we went in a
store with a blue light sale, the light went off next to
Tonto. He immediately dropped spread eagle to the
ground and handed his driver's license to the saleslady. It

was most embarassing for a student of journalism.

We staggered through the Sears doorway ana were
immediately approached by Mall Security.
"What's in the bag".'" the officer queried.
"Kattiesnjikes." I said, as we hurried by.
I fiKured we should get out of Sears before he realized

we didn't have any rattlesnakes. So we scurried out the
door and wandered into Eye Care.
"What do you care about?" Tonto asked a salesperson.
I told him that was an old joke and we decided to sit

down by the real trees that looked fake and plot our game
plan.

As I sat mere and looked around I noticed that thev had
a place for everyone. Lords and Lady's. Fruits and Nuts.
Animal City. But while I sat there in a stupor. Tonto was
busy arguing with the man at the Draft Stoppers Uble.

"I'm for the draft," Tonto babbled. "It's a hell of a lot
cheaper than bottled beer."

I just laughed because I knew he never drank the stuff. I

decided to venture into Mini Punch. I gave the woman
behind the counter a dollar and before I knew it. I was hit
in the knee by a midget. I looked for Tonto and found him
in a heavy argument about reproductive rights with a
stuffed rabbit in Kaleidescope.

1 Jfrabbed him by the arm and darted into the first store
in which I could find something for my mother. It was a
tobacco store so I asked if they had any Columbian. Mawould love that The salesman said he was all out but
tos.sed me a small chunk of something. I asked him what itwas as I chewed on the soft moist substance

"Buffalo chips," he cackled as he ducked behind theprotection of his counter. It was then that I realized themain deficiency of the Holyoke Mall. There is no place to
3 J^ll •

What kmd of a maU is this if it doesn't have a place to
spit'.' I was just about to give in to the fact that there just
wasn t any place here that was crazy enough for me when I
spotted the Face Factory. Now that's bizarre. Go in Gonzo
come out someone else. What a scam. I might never have
to go to court again.

I walked in and asked the woman how much I could get
on a trade-in and seven other woman began to attack me
with powder pulls. I had to get out. I had finally found
someplace too bizarre for me.

"For people with their pick of faces, you sure showed
bad taste. I yelled back. 1 grabbed Tonto. I found myself
gettmg desperate. We had to find the bar before it was too
late.

We were diverted once again whenTonto spotted a signm t anny I< armer which said, "We mail fresh candy."
"Gonzo. I bet your mom would love some dirty candy "

Tonto exclaimed. Vet when we ventured into the store we
noticed nothing even the slightest bit phallic. Even their
bon-bons looked innocent.
"Where's the dirty candy," I shouted, outraged at the

salesman.

"I was warned about you two by mall security and theowner ol Kaleidescope." he said as he picked up a'^^^our foot

We darted out the door and were running down the mall
when Tonto tripped and fell into the Gap. He got up to race
after me when someone said something about his genes
Well, that was it for Tonto. You can insult him but don't
say a word about his family.

He glanced about the mall for a formidable weapon.
Suddenly, he spotted an assortment of cheeses in Hickory
Farms. Before they knew what was happening his victims
were frantically floundering in a fondue.
We knew we were in a desperate situation and faced

only one choice. We ran in to Kay- Bee Toy and Hobby and
ripped open two dozen frisbee gun packages. We started
firing at the oncoming crowd, but we found we couldn't do
it alone.

"Any kid who helps us gets a free drink at the bar
"

• Gonzo yelled. Suddenly we hcd an entire midget army
fighlnng our cause with frisb*e ^ stols. The other side
didnt stand u chance. They all re., ited back to their
respective stores while the saleswoman at Kay Bee
cleaned up 24.987 little frisbees off the floor. Tonto
paraded his midget army down the spiral staircase into the
mferno containing the theatres, the restaurants, and, best
of all, the bar.

Ahhh. that glocious bar. Its name wasn't very original.
"Cocktails," but it still sold the same life-sustaining nectar.
We wandered through the maze of tempting variations

of monosodium glutamate. This place seemed to have
everything from apple pie to zucchini squash. They even
had Athenian Gyros, whatever they were.

While Tonto and his army were stealing succotash from
Mother Sweeny's Corned Beef, 1 saw it. THE BAR. I must
have given out a scream of ecstasy becau.se they im-
mediately stopped stuffing their faces and ran behind me
to the bar.

"I'll have seven Bloody Mary's, four TequiUa Sours, five
Zombies. SIX Vodka Martinis, two Harvey Wallbangers
and mne Molsons." 1 told the bartender. "What do youguys want? ' I asked Tonto and his disciplines
While they placed their order. I remembered that Inever did get Ma a Christmas present. Oh. what the heU

1 11 get It at an after Christmas sale.

Perfect gift: none at all
By ED LEVINE
Collegian Staff

I realized it late last week.
It was 8 a.m. and my clock radio rudely

pulled me out of an euphoric dream into the
terribly real agony of a hangover. I heard a
voice first. Then some music. And a minute
later it all came into focus.

The theme was familiar. I heard it and
felt cold; a chill went up my spine. But I still

could not place it. Suddenly, it came to me
— the bells, the simple piano — it was
"Jingle Bells.

'

In a moment of violent passion, usually
reserved for when I hear disco music, 1

lashed out at my radio, knocking it to the
floor. Still, "Jingle Bells" played on.

Jumping from my bed, I swung my leg
down and kicked the radio hard with the
heel of my foot. Success. The radio flew into

the air, did a double gainer with a full twist,

and landed in a pile of dirty socks. No
damage to the radio, though, the plug just

came out of the wall.

A bit later, while waiting for my coffee to

brew, the meaning of it all came to me.
There was a reason "Jingle Bells" in-

terrupted my beauty sleep. It was an omen.
A message from beyond. A signal from
never-never land. Or perhaps the North
Pole.

Yup, it's that time of year again.

Christmas, Hanukkah, Xmas, the holiday
season. Time once again, for an entire
month, to deal with little colored lights,

tinsel laden pine trees, short, fat and
probably drunk men in funny red suits and
fake white beards, stuoid iineles and simole

songs.

But, worst of all, there's the gifts. Not
receiving, but. Every year, I go through
the same ritual, waiting until Dec. 24, when
I'm down to my last $10, to buy gifts for a
seemingly huge number of relatives and
friends.

Maybe, I thought, this year could be
different. In the past, it was a horror show.
I always meant to go Xmas shopping early,

but. as usual, 1 always procrastinate. For
some unknown reason. I could never get
around to buying gifts, unil it was
nearly too late.

Part of the problem, unfortunately, is

that I'm probably the worst gift buyer

around. I never know what to get people.
Like my father; he's the worst to buy for.
Every year, when I was just a a little
sprout. I gave him shirts, ties, socks or
underwear, all conviently purchased by my
mother. Two year ago we gave him a clock
radio. Last year, a calculator. Now what?
He already has more than a dozen unused
packages of golfballs. .

.

Mom. too. is a tough one. I used to give
her cosmetics or perfume, all conviently
purchased by my father. Later, it was
things she could use — kitchen utensils and
the like. Then I realized that buying her
things for her housework was probably
depressing to her. So now what?

Last year, when I finally dragged myself
out to look for gifts for the folks, it was.
indeed, a pain in the ass. On the way I got a
flat tire. When I finallly got to K-Mart. I

had to drive around for 20 minutes looking
tor a parking space. Once inside the store
the gift hunt began. And things got worse.

As I starting looking through the shelves.

1 pondered various gifts. At first.
everything looked good. Then I had second
thoughts. After aU. what would Mom do
with a pair of boxing gloves or a chainsaw
(her roasts aren't bad). I couldn't quite
picture my father jumping on a pogo stick
either.

But maybe it doesn t have to be mat way
this year. I'll start parousing the stores now
in .search of an idea. Maybe I'll put some
money aside now so I'll have it when I'm
ready to buy. And maybe, if I'm lucky, I'll

get through it all with a minimum of pain.
As I burned my lip with the steaming hot

coffee thought to myself that if I believe

that, I might as well invest in some Florida

swampland or look through the classified

ads for a bridge to buy. No matter how hard
I try. I know it won't happen.
Pouring my cup of coffee out into the

sink, my strategy formed clearly in my
mind. It was simple, brilhant and would
ivoid any pain and frustration. I couldn't
wait to put it into action immediately, and I

lid.

Returning to my room, I picked up the
now slightly damaged clock radio and
crawled back into bed. I shut off the light

and set the alarm — ^or midnight. Dec. 25.

Maybe I can sleep through it all...

I hope Santa likes my tree!
''""•^'" ""'" bv Teresa Bellafiore

WHf»»G VfVT^ O A r^, . .
<"ll«'»Ci»n photo b, Vince DeWiltWMU & NhXT.' — Santa Claus waits for another child to tell of his

hopes of finding special presents under the tree Christmas morning.
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Fight Xmas depression at the Mall
.Thursday, December 3, 1981

By NANCY ANDERSON
Ck>liegian Staff

You're flunking three out of five courses, none of which
you took pass/fail. The semester's gone by and roomate
quarrels still abound about the sleeping arrangements, or
lack thereof. You lingered under the mistletoe for three
hours last night at a Christmas party and didn't even get a
second glance.

Statistics show that the Christmas holidays bring about
depression in more people than any other time of the year,
but one way you might avoid those Christmas blues is to
take a trip over to the Hampshire Mall where there's an
agenda full of events to enjoy during the next few weeks.
The mall, a place full of interesting stores where

something different is happening all the time, has
scheduled activities both the young and old will delight in
during the holiday season.

Carollers and bands are lined up to perform every night
through Christmas. Santa Claus will be at the mall from 2-8
p.m. each day.

Friday evenings will feature story hours for children,
and free Christmas movies for children will be shown two
afternoons a week as well.

In conjunction with these activities, individual stores in
the mall also have something distinctive to offer their
customers this year.

Gifts to Eat

The Pioneer Farms Holiday Gift Center, located just
inside the main entrance to the mall, is selling several new
Christmas items to eat and enjoy this year. Manager
Debbie Perzan said.

The center, known for a variety of treats including
yogurt peanuts, carob almonds, diced papaya and raw
cashews, is prepared for the Christmas rush with gifts
ranging from 50 cents for a carob Santa lollipop, to $2.95
for a bottle of sparkhng cider, to $5.75 for a wicker basket
full of dried fruit.

A few steps away the Hickory Farms Kiosk has all kinds
of Christmas selections to eat or give. Prices range from
$3.50 to $65 for gift sets of wine jellies, fruit and nut bars,
cheese boards, honey sets and candy baskets.

Hickory Farms also saves steps to the post office by
wrapping and sending gifts right from the kiosk in the
mall, manager Thelma Barnett said.

As you continue on, the aroma that greets you while
walking toward the center of the mall undoubtedly comes
from the Cookie Hut. The Hut is full of Christmas goodies

to buy. though the odds are they won't make it home to be
gift wrapped.

Manager Cindy Harrison said that problem's been solved
though, and this year all of their products can be gift

wrapped by their cookie makers.
Special Cookie Hut purchases for Christmas include

cookie gift boxes at 99 cents for a quarter of a pound,
homemade fudge at $4 a pound, and gingerbread Santas,
snowmen and trees for 70 cents.

Also, large decorative cookies, 14 inches in diameter,
can be made specially in a variety of shapes including
trees, bells and stars with any hohday message written on
them for $5.50.

An Antique Christmas

All it takes is about 15 minutes at the Hampshire Photo
Emporium to transform back to another time and place for
that Christmas gift that gives the illusion of yesteryear.
"Everybody has a secret wish to convert back to the

olden days," photographer Jeanmarie Leone said. And
that's what the specialists in antique photography at the
Hampshire Photo Emporium try to do, she said.
By letting customers dress up in costumes from the wild

west, the Victorian Era or as an old fashioned southern
belle, that wish comes true, even if it's only for a little
while.

The Photo Emporium photographers take single sittings
($9.95 for a 5x7 or $10.95 for an 8x10) or group shots
(starting at $16.95 for a two person 5x7 photo) for
authentic recreations of the expressions and poses of the
turn of the century.

Mounted in an antique looking frame, these pictures
make for a unique gift that would enhance any man-
tlepiece.

The Emporium is also having a sale on custom printed
antique style Christmas cards. For $15.95, 10 small photos
taken in the shop will be placed in Christmas cards with
envelopes in less than half an hour.

Something Special

Getting something extra special for someone could be
difficult this year with rising prices, but Zales Jewelry
Store poses one possible solution with their new instant
credit plan for the holiday season.
By buying an item for $100 or more, a customer can

autonriatically be put on a three month or 12-month credit
plan if he or she has two major credit cards. Manager
Paulette MacPherson said.

If the item is payed for within 90 days it will be interest
free, she said, otherwise the charge will be 10 percent for
the year.

Some of the jewelry Zales has on sale for Christmas are a
14 karat gold opal ring for $69.95, and a 14 karat gold rose
cross pendant for $115.

A 14 karat gold round diamond solitaire ring has been
marked down $50 and is on sale for $149, and three dif
ferent selections of men's 10 karat gold rings are on sale for
$199.

Secret Santa

A cherry flavored bikini you can eat, a miniature toilet
that squirts water, a rubber chicken, bullshit repellent and
a box of body paints for lovers. A store that carries gifts as
unique as these has got to be the perfect store for all secret
Santas to shop.

Kaleidoscope is just such a store, and every Christmas
season it's full of secret college Santas lurking up and down
its aisles in search for that unprecedented gag present they
can surprise their friends with.

Small stocking stuffers are a big seller every December,
as well as serious items like posters, candles and mugs,
store clerk Donna Churchill said.

But the biggest demand comes for those gifts that will

get a laugh, she said. So. if you're looking for a squirting
lighter, a chastity belt or a mini vibrator stop by
Kaleidoscope and chat with all the other Secret Santas
you'll find while there.

Get the Holiday Ix)ok in Four Easy Steps

Parties are sure to be springing up everywhere during
the next few weeks, and when you're sauntering un-
derneath that mistletoe, the first impression is what's
going to count.

So if you've got the shape, the look and the hair style,
you'll catch many an eye before the night is over.
"The holiday season is when everyone eats the most."

Gloria Stevens Exercise Technician Carolyn Wooler said,
"So it's really good to get on a program that will get you in
shape and keep you that way despite all those tempting
foods."

A six week introductory course at Gloria Stevens costs
$25 and includes exercise and diet aerobics, pulsations and
cardiovascular programs. Members can visit the health
center as many times as they like during this program, she
said.

"The programs are individualized based on that person and
the specific problem areas they want to work on," she said.

Once you've gotten into shape, youre going to need the
outfit that fits just right.

Continued on page 10

Mrs. Qaus will fill in

for chubby hubby
By NANCY ANDERSON
Collegian Staff

Every year about this time Santa Claus
hits the scene. It's always been predictable

that he'll show up. j

But this year Mountain l-arms Mail got

some sad news. For several days during the
upcoming weeks. Santa won't be able to
malro it Hr»*ifn ^ic uroir

After years of sending off her chubby
hubby to Amherst. Mrs. Claus realized
she's missing out on a lot of holiday fun, so
she's taking a few days off from her busy
schedule at the North Pole to visit Papa
Gino's in the Mountain Farms Mall.

Eating lunch with Mrs. Claus is just one
of the many activities going on at the
Mountain Farms Mall through December to
help the folks there get into the Christmas
spirit.

Santa will be around to talk to or take
pictures with every day until Christmas
except for the 11th, 12th, 18th and 19th
when Mrs. Claus will be there during the
afternoons.

Every Friday and Saturday collectables.
arts and crafts and new products will be on
display throughout the mall during the
mall's weekly flea markets.

"It's an excellent place to get ideas for

Christmas, buy something and get a good
saving for the holiday season," mall
manager Charles Lang said.

On Dec. 11 the Elfin Puppet Theater will

be performing the Toad's Christmas Tree in
its walking theater between 3 and 4 p.m.
On the 17th, choir groups from the area

churches will present a sing a-long with
people in the mall, and on the 21st the play
Nativity will take place in the mall also.

Throughout December there will be a
drop-off point next to Santa Claus for
people to donate gifts for disadvantaged
children in the area.

"We'd like to encourage people to buy a
new gift that would be suitable for a young
boy or girl and label the package with the
age group and sex it should go to," Lang
said.

Also during the next few weeks people
can enter the mall's drawing for a week of
pay. Rules are posted by Santa Claus. and
anyone can enter.

"The winner will be announced on the
19th, so the individual can have a chance to
spend it," Lang said. "It generally takes the
average person about 15 minutes to spend
their pay check, so he shouldn't have any
problems."

M/fKTT.i-.»».<-. /-./-wm-.».TA^ ,,
<""''Bian phot., bv Nan<» Anderson

WINTKR'S COMING - Rosemarie Milligan. V/2 years old, manaees
a smile despite the freezing temperatures.

.Collegian

Santa: Times change,

but kids stay the same
By KATHLEEN HOWLEY
Collegian Staff

Santa Claus, aUas Phillip Brooks 63, of
Florence, says he's confused by the elec
tronic age of toys. Brooks, who spends
about thirty hours a week impersonating
Santa Claus at the Hampshire Mall in
Hadley, said he looks through toy catalogs
to keep himself up to date on the latest
happenings in the worid of children.

"The kids are telling me about the toys
they want — all these electric games and
Duke of Hazzard's cars. It's all from
television," Brooks said.

But Brooks said he doesn't mind the
confusion or the long hours in a hot costume
under camera lights. He said he enjoys
being around the children.

"If you don't like kids you haven't got a
chance," Brooks said? "I always wanted to
be a Santa Claus, but I didn't think I would
make it. I was a little nervous at first,

" he
added.

Brooks said when he was young he did allms Christmas shopping with $1 at a local
Five and Dime store, "but we always had
lun, he added.

"You kind of have to change with the
times... It's tougher now for the parents
with the prices going up," he said, "but they
always seem to make it."

Brooks, a retired postmaster, is a self-
made expert on children. He said he works

as Santa Claus to earn extra money to
spend on Christmas gifts for his thirteen
grandchildren, "and there's another
grandchildon the way," hesaid.

1

Brooks said he puts each child on his
knees and spends a few moments speaking
with them. He asks them what they want
for Christmas and whether they've been
good he said.

Brooks said he Iwlieves meeting Santa
Claus is important to the children.

"I hope we're doing something good. I
thmk it means something to them," he said,

"because sometimes they give me that
look."

Brooks said he likes to see a smile on each
child's face, but sometimes meets with
failure. Some children are too small and
become afraid when they meet him, he said.

"I try to get them to smile, " Brooks said,
"but then I think to myself 'maybe next
year — like the Red Sox.'

"

Brooks, who said he was hired as a Santa
Claus after answering a job advertisement
ui a newspaper, is one of three Santas
employed at the Hampshire Mall. He said
many of his customers are "older children. ".

teenagers and college students still aren't
too old to have their picture taken with
Santa.

Santa can be seen in the center of the
mall Monday through Friday from 2 p.m. to
8 p.m., Saturday from 10 p.m. to 5 p.m..
and Sunday from 12 p.m. to 5 p.m. A
picture with Santa Claus costs 95 cents.

A CLAUSE FOR EVERY CAUSE - Santas can be found thr«u.rhout
the area in nearly every shape, size and texture, including plastic roof-top
models, typical sit-down models and even some with track shoes.
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If music is the gift you find
keep their taste in mind

Christmas

By JOHN BROBST
Collegian Staff

So you want to buy somebody who likes

rock music a record for Christmas. That can
be quite a task. There are more records
released every year than there are names in

the phone book.

Here are a few records you may want to
\ook into. In my opinion, each one show the
artists at their b^t. A word to the wise -

discreetly find out if that special someone a)
likes the artist and b) already has the
album. There's nothing quite like opening a
package on Christmas morning containing a
record you bought three years ago and used
astffrisbee.

DAVID BOWIE. Changesonebowie
(RCA) This is a collection of David Bowie's
best known and. arguably, finest material. I

found myself saying '*I didn't know Bowie
did that song!" over and over again.
Changesoneboune can save a record buyer a
lot of money. I'd rather buy all of these
songs on one album than buy all thirteen or
so just to get them.
DOORS. LA Woman (Elektra) Rolling

Stone magazine recently dubbed Jim
Morrison "hot. sexy, and dead." With the
current surge in Doors' popularity, as well
as rumors of Morrison still being alive, this
album is a must. It contains the hits "Love
Her Madly." "Riders on the Storm" and the
infamous title song. Your younger brother
or sister will thank you for it.

DIANA ROSS AND THE SUPREMES.
Anthology (Motown) Guaranteed to keep
any music fan "so satisfied" for weeks. This
three record set is a steal for eight dollars
at most record stores. It has all of the older
hits Diana and the Supremes made
themselves famous with, and then some. It
includes "Stop! In the Name of Love."
"Where Did Our Love Go. " "Keep Me
Hanging On." "Back In May Arms Again."
and a plethora of others.

NRBQ, Live At Yankee Stadium
(Mercury) This wonderful blend of pop and
r&b is a perennial resident of the cut out
bins. Yankee Stadium will ease any worried
mind and put a smile on any somber face.
NRBQ's incurable optimism shines in

numbers like "That's Neat. That's Nice."
"Green Light." and their version of "Shake.
Rattle and Roll." Also included is their
almost-hit "Ridin' in My Car." guaranteed
to win back the heart of any estranged
lover.

DEVO, Devo Live (Warner Bros.) This
six-song mini Ip is a better pick me-up than
a cup of expresso. Devo is one of the most
exciting groups to come out in the last few
years, and this fast paced instaUment
proves their futuristic pop music works just
as well in live performance as it does in the
studio. Devo Live contains the hit songs
"Whip It" and "Girl U Want," and is

recommended for anyone who likes that
new wave stuff.

BUZZCOCKS. Singles Going Steady
(IRS) Pete Shelley, former Buzzcocks
leaderman. is one of my favorite song
writers. His knack for the title hook and the
catchy backup chorus works better on this
album than on any of his others. I find
myself humming "Everybody's Happy
Nowadays" and "Ever Fallen in Love" at
the strangest times - in the shower,
vaccuming the rug. taking out the trash.
And how can you go wrong with classics
like "Oh Shit!"

IGOR STRAVINSKI, The Rite ofSpring,
as performed by the Paris Conservatoire
Orchestra. Pierre Monteux conducting
(London) If you'll pardon my philistine
colloquialism, this is heavy business,
heavier than any rock music ever produced.
Stravinski's doom laden work of art is

beautifully interpreted by Monteux and the
Paris Conservatoire. The softer strains are
delicate and haunting; the more powerful
passages wUI crush anything in their path.
While rock musicians sing and moan about
the end of the world, you can Usten to its
orchestration.

BRIAN ENO. Another Green World
(Island) Robert Christgau of the Village
Voice described this as "oneness with
nature under conditions of artificial
gravity." This is a gorgeous collection of
electronic music, with help from notable
notables like Robert Fripp. John Cale and
Phil ColUns. Perfect for everything from

studying to love making to dishwashmg
THE RESIDENTS. Commercial Album

(Ralph) Fifty - count 'em - fifty one minute
Jingles from the underground cult band of
the decade! The Residents are only for
those Usteners who want something dif-
ferent from most everything they have ever
heard before. The music is a subterranean

cross between Kraftwerk and mid-60s popAnd they never miss a chance to pull a
quick joke in their lyrics. Some people callthem sUly. I call them delightful. As the
Residents tell us in the liner notes, "Let the
strangeness wear off through a couple of
plays. Soon you too wUI whistle these
merry tunes."

Bring them some holiday cheer
with the gift they want to hear
By RON MILLER
Collegian Staff

As the record companies are fond of say-
ing - give the gift of music. And the mon-
ths preceeding the Christmas rush bring a
whole flood of new releases. Many of the
record companies hold back their biggest
names for this time of year.
Invariably there is a whole slew of

greatest hits and live packages to suit those
impulse buyers who aren't sure if their lov-
ed one wanted Darkness on the Edge of
Town or Dark Side ofthe^oon. The record
industry attempts to make the situation as
easy as possible. In that spirit, this brief
record buying guide is offered:
THE ROLLING STONES, Tatoo You

(Rolling Stone) - Yet another release from
the glimmer twins and company. This is

one of their better efforts in a few albums,
and after all these years even your grand-
mother likes the Stones.
THE KINKS, Give the People What They

Want (Arista) - The Kinks have been
around for almost as long as the Stones (in
fact Mick Avory played drums for the
Stones in the early days), but they've come
up with a much more modern sounding ef-
fort. Ray Davies has created the perfect
combination of pop sensibility and 80s
energ>- with results that will surprise your
bored turntable.

THE WHO, Hooligans (MCA) - The
Who had one more obligation on their con-
tract with MCA, so they produced a
package of rehashed hits. This will,
hdwever, probably please that 15-year-old
m your life who just discovered Pete Town-
send. And it beats putting up with AC/DC
on Christmas day.

GENESIS, Abacab (Atlantic) - Sure.
Onesis has never really filled in the gaping
holes left after the departures of Peter

Gabriel and Steve Hackett, but they still

write commercial music that's more
bearable than anything else polluting the
air waves these days. Phil Collins' vocals
are better than ever. Give this one to a
younger sibling and bring some culture to
adolescents ears. '

' '

LINDSEY BUCKINGHAM, Law and
Order (Asylum) - This is the third solo ef-
fort by a Fleetwood Mac member this year.
Buckingham's lead guitar is the guts of the
band: Unfortunately, he decides to tone
down the guitar, but this could appeal to
that Fleetwood Mac fan in your life, who
has every Bob Welch and Peter Green
album ever made.
PAT METHENY, As Falls Witchata. So

Falls Witchata Falls (ECM) - Thi§ is an
album for the eccentric on your list, so-
meone who really listens to their music. If
you^combine the technical skill of Emerson,

|

Lake and Palmer with the spaciness of
Pink Floyd and the smoothness of Genesis,
you've got the genius of Pat Metheny. This
album takes you places. Put this one on at
the end of the day when your all burnt out
NEIL YOUNG, Realtor (Warner Bros)

- If you're expecting something mellow
like Comes a Time, you can forget it. Neil
unleashes Crazy Horse on this album like
never before. Some of this album makes
Rust Never Sleeps ' fast side look tame. Of
couse, Neil is his old philosophical self reep-
ing words of wisdom for the willing
listener. Get this for a Van Halen fan;
they'll never know what hit them.

This guide only scratches the surface of
the vast array of Christmas releases.
Hopefully, it will allow the consumer to
walk with confidence into the record store
and make that important gift-buying deci-
sion for someone you know who loves"
music.

A CHILD WAS BORN UNTO THE WORLD - Twinkling Christmas
lights surround a life-size nativity scene at the LaSalette Shrine in At-

tlebor. The annua, r.ligi.u, display i, the lar^atTe'^tt'LT^^.d
"''''

REQUIRED READING!
A SOUVENIR OF THE LAND WHERE YOU LIVE

QoMgmi

REGATTA
BELT rron\

TOE GUARDIANS
OF THE NEW WORLD

BY DORIS WACKERBARTH
A historical novel based on twenty years research of
eariy American life and the mystery of '*The Angel of Hadley*'
-Major General Wm. Goffe, a judge of Charies the First, a
secret refugee in Hadley Massachusetts for eleven years.

"• • wonderfully instructive Our eariy history has a tendency
to leap from the landing of the PUgrims to the Battle of Bunker HUI
with little information about the yeare of development in

*' '"'°"''' SMITH COLLEGE ALUMNAE QUARTERLY
"Mystery and suspense a story for all ages

"

SPRINGFIELD DAILY NEWS
" a colorful tapestry depicting life in the latter half of the
Seventeenth Century a warm and poignant story

"

DAILY HAMPSHIRE GAZETTE
Broadside

Solid sailcloth brass ring belt on natural cotton
web. Choose from thirteen colors that can be mono-
gramined with your initials in practically any color
he^ belts come in two widths O'/a" version or narrower

l'/4
' ) and are sized XXS~XL. $14.00

The University Store

Bigelows Jeffrey Amherst Bookshop

32 iWain i^trttl

3mhfr«t. ffljMathugetts

®ail|» 9:00 to 5:30 253 3361

t ii

booksmith
Dedicated to the fine art of browsing;

Why Pay More
when you can get
20% off Books!

/^Ski .X^fK

yj

Cash or Check
15% off with Mastercharge or Bank Americard

I'A

%
Mountain Farms Mall
Hadley, MA 584-2045
Mon - Sat 10:00 - 9:30

ll
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BIG 'Y'
GIVESYOU^,
MORE BIG

FfcsK
Ground Beef

Not more than 28% Fat. 5 pounds or more

Golden Ripe
Baineiivas

Pounds
For

BIG Y CLIP •a? SAVE COUPON

Orainge Juice

"^

I'lTu 'it:7'"\ IT
'">••-.""I >" -.•r.>t..t ih, i.,« ...J,lUdL't IV N oiiK \l,..i Nov JiitiriiS.li |>,, -, |<iM|

Sale starts Mon., Nov. SOf
thru Sat., Dec. 5. 19S!. I

"*«"«y RUSSELL STREET (RTE. 9

—*"'-*>' '- '»i«««»ii(*..l .,..., W,,,^„,,h. ,^k, „.,,„„ ^.. I

BIG Y CLIP AND SAVE COUPON

wm\ ^rs Filberts 1 -Pound Qtrs

S^FREE
UIIM Mils ,1,1 niS .„,j .jj„.,.., ,,.. „,„^„ ,

BIG Y- CLIP® SAVE COUPON

Pure Caoie ^ugat

UIIM IM'-
,1..^ ..1 ((11 PON ..nd ,,J.|,„„n«l •!-. Mur.h,,M rx.li.Mi,. „l ...iiuiui

*""««'•" phi.lii h» \iiirr llrHill

Where the hell is that *!-? Claus?

At the Carriage Shops"
549-1256

20% off

all Seiko,
and Citizen

Watches

Hampshire Mall

Hadlrv
586-8222 l^epsake

The holidays are here!

We'll help you
select that special

gift before your

trip home.

26 Main Street

) Member American Gem Society

Thursday, December 3, 1981,

koliday Sale
on 14K gold diamond studs

Total weight .o4 retail value 49.95
.06 69.95
-.08 89.95
.10 109.95

Hampshire Mall
Hadley

586-8222

IIIAMUVIXrvTKN

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

h^rv!?'^^i;!fe3L%^i^

:|Dr:V>ICEn
Homemade Ice Cream Emporium

^^OI^l^MPTON
• Mail, «f >tajonic - AMHERST • BoUwood Nfelk

Fabulous Baked Goods - Breakfast

It's That Time Again!!!£ S V'ACA t;(,fj ASSC^' lATKifj'

This January, join thousands of students from hun-
dreds of colleges at t)eautiful Mount Snow, Ver-
mont for Campus Vacation Associations' Snow-
mesrer Ski weeks.

Whether you're a t)eginner or expert (or som'-vhere
in between), we guarantee you'll love glidinj, iown
the face of the mountain. And our apres-ski ac-
tivities will drive you wild- fabulous meals, great
entertainment, movies, dancing and parties galore
ApdJaKe a look at gyp tgrpfjc ^rii^.^,;,-

Hotol Lodginfl Condo Lodging

$164 $134
Packago includat: 5 ntght* choic* iodgifi«

FullbrMkdaif 5 dtyt Hit lick*)

Full dlnnart* AprMtkl lellvltlM
How p«et.,« onl, ^.H ,»|,, ,M,^> ig i l»% |«, 4 „,«„ c»„^

- Ski Break ~

^

(^

FOR A BROCHURE. RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION
CALL YOUR ON CAMPUS REP:

'NPOHMATION

David Ccmeau 549-6802

OR CHECK YOUR SCHOOL BULLETIN BOARDS.
^^>
J^^M>

For the Holidays

A special '^
t —zi^^'^''-'--^----'----^

f,
*^

- ^^casion deserves a special look.
Viet your share of great holiday looks at
Great Expectations Precision Haircutters,
where holiday happenings begin.

NO
APPaNTMENT
NECESSARY

cwfCJimans
PRECISION HAIRCUTTERS

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA
Mon - Sat

10:00 - 9:30

.Collegian 9

30%off all14K gold
bracelets, charms.

chains, dc earrings
chains $35.00 +

bracelets $20.00 +

earrings $20.00 +

1
I
I
I

B
Hampahire Mall S

charms $3.99 ^ '
\ fe?f!^. 581^^2

:;^i>
-*s.

A.^
ij/.!

The Old Mill

lo«ie«» Nottk AariMnl. Mm*.

Start ehristMM Here

Your One
If Stop

Christmas

Shop
Gifts - Crafts

Cards

Open Every Day
10-6

VISA-MC

Gift Wrap, Ribbons, Seals
Christinas Cards

Hallmark, Caspari, Gordon Fraser

Toys and Games
Stuffed Animals

And many more Secret Santa Gift Ideas

at

A.J. Hasting^s
Newsdealer and Stationer "^

45 S. Pleasant Street

*^

Great Gifts - Great Prices

Secret Santa Gifts Tea Set:

Crystals Holiday Cards
Brass Earrings

Gifts (mostly 25c to $25)
Stocking Stuffers / Jewelry / Blouses
rts / Ornaments / Posters / Boxes / Tins

Vases / Wallets / Mugs / Imported Soap
Memos / Combs and Pins

Many Unadvertised Specialsli

AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS c^gaf
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* Xmas depression
continued from page U

Clothing stores throughout the mall are stocked with the
latest in holiday fashions. Wools, knits, crepes, velvets and
silks are just a few of the styles that may be what you're
looking for.

The first place people look when they talk to you is your
face, and if you've mastered a look that goes with your
outfit, you'll be bound to leave an impression.
By calling Merle Norman in the Hampshire Mall you can

set up a 30-minute appointment to get a free professional
makeover that will match what you're going to be wearing
for the holidays.

**We don't want to scare people away from wearing
makeup, so we go through each step with them and make a
list of everything they've tried on and the prices, without
any obligation to buy a thing," Manager Kathy Anderson
said.

"We have swatches of material in all of the holiday colors

this season that we can drape around a customer's neck if

it's going to be the color they're wearing, and match the
makeup to it." Anderson said.

. "We do one sidg of a customer's face s^ej> by step, and

Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

c.^ .J
Highest Prices Paid

s^ ^ Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleasant Street
Amherst Mon-Fri 10-5:30 Sat 10 2 256-0710

SebOStiOni Durgondy & Choblls

S 7.25/4 liters

PrincipQto White
(4. 25/1. 5 liters

Hofbrou Oktoberfest
$4.75/6 pk

Noturol Lite (12 ox. cons)

Se.99/cose

Rolling Rock (rets.)

S6.00 plus deposit

Eorly Times Dourbon
$7.59/1 liter

C & C LIQUORS
Behind the Police Station

in Amherst

our new

HAPPY HOUR
and 7 nights7 days

HorsD'oevres l^^^dnight

&Twofers Twofers

TWOFERS*
on all well drinks and
drafts plus discoiuits on all

liquors and beers
Proper I.D. a must
67 N. Pleasant St.

2535141

they do the other side along with us during a lesson, so
they don't get intimidated by wearing makeup, and can get
a look they're comfortable with," she said.

After you've had a work-out and gotten the holiday look,

you can either walk into Great Expectations or Command
Performance in the mall for a cut or holiday hairstyle in the
latest fashions.

Hennas, perms, highlighting and frosts are big this year,

managers of both shops said, as well as fancy braids, knots
and buns.

Tune into Christmas

Santa Claus is coming to town, and that's got Kenney
Rogers, Elvis Presley, Nat King Cole, the Beach Boys and
the Chipmunks all singing along in Musicland.
Whether it's "Frosty the Snowman," "Silent Night."

"The Jingle BeU Rock" or "I'U Have a Blue Christmas.

"

people are stomping their feet to the Christmas tunes
escaping through the walls of the Musicland store at the
east end of the mall.

Christmas albums. 8-track tapes and cassettes from
$3.99 to $12.99 are on sale now at Musicland. and starting
next week through Dec. 16. 25 regular titles will be
marked off for their big Christmas sale. Manager Jahala
Dufort said.

Why Not Make It?

A homemade gift is one of the nicest gifts anyone can
receive because a part of the person who made it went into
the gift's creation.

So-Fro Fabrics, the fabric store at the Hampshire Mall
equipped with all sorts of holiday notions to make that
special gift, has kept this thought in mind for the holiday
season.

As a result, they've got battings for quilts, stuffings for
pillows, patterns for Christmas crafts, holiday ribbons,
metallic trims and omamenUl designs. Besides these craft
materials, they also have satin faced crepes, velveteen
prints, velour and satin quilts in stock to make this
season's holiday party outfit.

Some of the Christmas specials So-Fro Fabrics has are:
25 percent off courduroy, cotton velveteen at $6.99 a yard,
washable wools marked down from $9.49 to $7.97 a yard,
and solid colored quiana at $7.49 a yard.
Also on sale are instructional books for Christmas crafts

at $2.88 each, cotton plaids marked down $1 a yard to
$1.99. cotton flannel prints at just $1.66 a yard and several
holiday prints from $2.29 to $7.98 a yard.
EffecUve through this Saturday, aU simpUcity patterns

at So-Fro Fabrics are on sale at half price with a coupon,
which is avaUable at the store (limit two per customer.)

iiilMilimjpir with developing.

Bring in your roll of color print filnn for developing
to any participating Fotomat Store before
December 6, 1981. You'll get a replacement
Fotomat roll of the same size and type absolutely
free. 110. 126, and 135 film only.

• SUNNYBOY Reg. 14.99 SALE $11.99
• ALFON 235 Reg 29 99 SALE $23.99
• ALFON 535 Reg 3999 SALE $31.99
•PRO DC 26 Reg. 49 99 SALE $39.99

Sov* 20% and mor* on

TRIPODS
CT 21 Reg $24 95 SALE $19.95
RT 22 Reg. $39.95 SALE $29.95

Ricoh EFL
Rangefinder
Camera

SALE
$49.99

Reg.

$59.99

Includes

$22 Discount

Booklet

SAVE ON THESE 35mm CAMERAS
Ricoh KR5
with 50 mm f/2.2 lens
Reg. $149.95

SALE $129.95
Includes $55 Discount Booklet.

Ricoh KR lOse
with 50mm f/2.2 lens

Reg. $230.90 PfuS COSO
SALE $199.90
Includes $55 Discount Booklet

Promaster 80-200 mm f/5.5 One-Touch

MACRO ZOOM LENS SALE
Reg. $139.50 <oo o#«
(Olympui. Pentox K. Minolta. Nikon. Conoo and
Univ«r»al mr«oa mounti)

Promaster 28mm f/2.8 Multicoated

WIDE ANGLE LENS Reg $8950
(Olvmpui Ponto. K Minolta. i^.J!?,

^°"°"' '^°^^° °'^
Univ»f»ol mraod mount*) SALE $69.99

BLANK
VIDEO
TAPES

Save on our
Two-Pock Ofror"
Fun VM$ T120 Reg $16 95 eoch

SALE $15.96 each whmn you buy 2

CARRY-AUL

GADGET
BAGS

HOLSON
ALBUM

Photo Album
with 80 nnagnetic poges
Beg. $17 99

SALE
$i2.99

Sale prices effective until Dec. 7, 1981
or until supplies last

Downtown Amh«rtt __256-S109
25 N Pleasant St OPtN 9-7 MF, 9-5 30 Sol

Hampshiro Mali
Hoaiev (VIA OPEN 10-9 30 Mon-Sot
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Winter sports mean fun in the great outdoors
By STEVEN SEMPLE
Collegian Staff

While many prefer to spend the Christmas holidays in-doors.getting the most out of those new video games andwh.ppmg up cuhnary delights in the food procesSr there
•s a contingent of hearty folks who prefer to shun ^he indoors m favor of exercise and fun in the winter weather
In New England, .t ts guaranteed that snow wi 1 ^available sornewhere. even if you have to travel to find UWith any luck you won't have to venture farther than yourbackyard to play in the white stuff, if that's your pleasure
Historically, according to picture calendars and greetir-

cards, children and adults shared hours of whole^me fur^enjojnng the traditional snow games. But just as popularand less publicized, are the games that aren't encouraged
by parents or responsible persons. They have evolvedXrthe years to relieve the frustrations many suffer during

i fi*. ! i
SKIING

**iVi.

Clearly the most popular and expensive of snow sports
skiing IS usually done at classy resorts and chalets in the
north. It s as much a status symbol as anything else to
throw the equipmeht m the back of the car and head for
the mountains. Skimg is strictly regulated and ski patrolmembers police the trails to ensure that everyone orac-
tices the sport as safely as possible.

nfJtl f
*"T ''''"'^ ^^"^ P''*^^^'* a" added elementof danger to enjoy themselves, woods skiing is a must It issuggested that woods skiiers first hang around the top of

b^ avoTe^'Ti""
^"' ^" '^"^ "^ *^"" '^^ «*^' P^'''^^ ^^" best

off to . H!lJ^"'.f' 'f
«"sP'C"«us!y as possible, wander

off to a desolate side of the mountain where no trails havebeen bulldozed and shove off. Woods skiing enthusiasts, or

?hVr??. T ^^^'^ ^'"^ ^^ ^" ^^"* the experience, ^ay

l^Z^ rj^''"g/«'"Pa'-able to swishing down a moun
^ ns de dodging trees, whipping through branches andhurtling over hidden obstacles. The quick moves, the
discovery of ravines, boulders and cliffs, and the sudden
stops provide unequalled thrills in this daring sport

fit,J 7 ^^'i
insurance policy and a devil-may-care at-

^:^l^ir'
"'^ '-' ~nded for theVtentia,

IN THE BACKYARD
Closer to home, there is lots to do with the snow

Creating snow angels can be fun, although a bit boring
after the first couple of tries using traditional techniques
bnow angels are made by lying on your back in the snow
and flapping your arms and legs to simulate an angel's
wingp. *

A more interesting and sporting method of getting the
same results can be obtained with the help of a younger or
smaller and weaker, friend. First chase the friend and cap-
ture him. A face-first body slam into the snow is usually
enough to slow the victim, or assistant, down so that you
may climb aboard his back.

Discovering that he is under violent attack and in
danger of suffocation or frostbite of the face, the assistant
should start clawing and squirming like mad to escape
creating unique and beautiful snow angels. A fast exit is
usually best after the angel is complete, and you should
consider whether your assistant could grow to be muchDigger and meaner than you in the near future.

SLIDING
Hills and sleds are the traditional main ingredients of

this snow sport. It appeals mostly to youngsters because
they haven t grown tired of the monotonous trips up the
hill and the short rides down.
A more modern and exciting way to enjoy snow and

speed IS called car-sliding. This does not require that youown a car but merely that you are brave and insane
enough to latch onto a moving vehicle on an ice and snow-
covered street. While many drivers will immediately slam
on the brakes when they see a car slider affixed to their
auto, others can be encouraged to step on the gas by
flashing a knife, club or other weapon in a threatening
way. The dangers of this sport include sliding under the
wfieds of a car, hitting dry pavement and encountering
drivers with .38 specials under their seats.

SNOWBALL WARS

»Jc ' c
^ ^ Pasttime that has changed little throughout the

ages. Snowball wars, just like real wars, can be started byone person in a mischevious mood. Parents will advise
snowball warnors that it's dangerous to aim for the head.

contintwd on pacie 15

The Joy ofSaving is

The Joy of Giving

Dec. 5 Photo with Santa Claus'
from 12.00 PM - 5:00 PM
Craft Fair and Flea Market
10:00 AM -5:00 PM

Dec. 6 Craft Fair and Flea Market
8:00 AM -5:00 PM

Dec. 11 "Elfin Puppet Theater"
from 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Photo with Santa Claus
from 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM
Mrs. Claus will be at Papa Gino's having
lunch with children
from 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM.

Dec. 13 Flea Market and Craft Fair
8:00 AM -5:00 PM

Dec. 18 Mrs. Claus having lunch at Papa
Gino's with children
from 1 :00 PM - 5:00 PM

Dec. 19 Mrs. Claus having lunch at Papa
Gino's with children
from 1:00 PM -5:00 PM
Craft Fair and Flea Market.
10:00 AM -5:00 PM

j-^-:

j\^,^-

Save $50.
a diamond solitaire

^t its merriest
price from

ZALES!

Almy's
Fayva
Four

Theatres

Woolco
Papa
Gino 's

Just Fun
BigY
Paperback
Booksmith

Regis

Stylists

Jackson 's

Northampton
Institute

for

Savings

mounmin
Fmnsmmi

Collector 's

Clubhouse

Lamp Shop
Gatepost

Photo Lab I
Bess Eaton
Northampton
National

Bank
Pet Stuff

Plus

REG $199
NOW $149

n an elegant 14 karat gold setting

ZALES
The Diamond Store

IS all you need to know for Christmas.
ZALES CREDIT INCLUDING W-DAY PLAN-SAME AS CASH"Mas.erCa„, • VISA • Amencan E.p^ss • Carte Blanch, • oLiCaub

llluslralion enlai^d
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Books for women abound this Christmasiw KKLLV Bl
Collegian Staff

Youve all got a couple of them on your list - maybemore this year than last - those sometimes hard to-shop
or temimsts. For instance, the one who mdignantly traded
.he Babe cologne you gave her for a bottle of whiskey, and
the Fredenck s of HoUywood underwear for thermal
Bookstores in Amherst/Northampton are a good place toshop lor feminists and for feminists to shop. Recent

literature by and about women is abundant, and is
guaranteed to enthrall and/or enrage. Most feminists are
Uterate and love to read, especially feminists writing about
lemmists, or feminists writing about anything^ome inipressive new literature by women includes twotKwks by Lnca Jong. Fanny is out in hardcover, and two
sizes of paperback. She caUs it "The True Historv of the
Adventures of Fanny Hackabout-Jones - In 3 Books -
Compnsmg her Life at Lymeworth. her Initiations as a
Witch, her travels with the Merry Men. her Life in the
Brothel, her London High Life, her Slaving Voyage, herLUe as a Female Pyrate. her eventual unravelling of her
Destiny, etcetera."
And if you know of any feminists who are witches they

are sure to be intrigued by Jongs latest. Witches.
illustrated by Jos. A. Smith. It is made up of poetry and
prose which depicts the "factual and fantastical world of
witchcralt. She explores the figure of the witch as
historical reality and as archetype - as Halloween hag and

^stlvei:sccipe

lull breasted seductress... Treats witch as survivor of theage ol sorcery, as a scapegoat for male dominated Church-
state pohtics. as a remarkable natural healer and hexer "

Speaking oi natural healing, there are a number of books
on this popular topic to give women. There is the Woman's
hncyclopedia of Health and Natural Healing, By Enrflca
1 adus. It answers questions about gynecology
menopause, diet and more.

"''

Penny Wise Budomm. M.D. has written what the cover
ol the b<Mik states as. "The ultimate woman's health book
for the 80s entitled No More Menstrual Cramps aruiOther hood News. Menstrual pain has a specific cause and
a sale non narcotic remedy it announces. You will have toread the book to find out what it is.

A slightly older woman's health book. (1979) is the Ms
(muie to a Woman's Health, by Cynthia Cooke. M.D.. andSusan Dworkm.
Of course the classic woman's health book is Our Bodies

Ourselves. But be wary if choosing this one for a gift It is
so popular, and has been around for so long, she may
already own a copy. ^

Last year, a book for adolescents by Ruth Bell and other
CO authors of Our Bodies. Ourselves appeared, called
Changing Bodies, Changing Lives. It is a book for teens on
sex and relationships. It could be an option for parents who
are tongue-tied when it comes to talking to their kids about

Gifts from Glass to Gold
Including UK gold chains, wooden jeuelry boxes, brass ana

'' "'»". . .1* iiffiiuuy fipeciai for
< gold chain bracelet for 6.95 with anu

purchase and ID
The Yellow House r6' / V Pleasant St. Amherst ( ti:i) 25:i-:U2l

fMon-Sat
10-9

Sun 10-5

"OmdKofd H> pmf\ and ttt^r p«oph.

FOR PET LOVERS
Sttckcri A Dccab

Key ChalM - T-Skirts

Fw- Pets

TojmA Treats

Co/hrs Lnskes
and M^irf

STOCKING
STUFFERS and

LOTS MORE for

the PETS, PET
LOVERS ftBd KIDS!

Another one which might appeal especially to females, is
the recently published (1980) Daughters of Change, aboutgrowing up female in America, by Janet Chase. It

nlsiTn^'l ^^^^u V^"^^^^^
^ho have grown up in the

past 20 years. The Second Stage. Betty Friedan's {Thehernxnme Mystique) latest, is also a result of the changesand progress of women in the last 20 years
Books about great women are bounteous. There isBeyond Suffrage, by Susan Ware, about women in the

1930s who achieved positions of national leadership in theNew Deal Administration. And Eminejit VicUrrian Women
IS an illustrated history by Elizabeth Longford, published
this year Notable American Women is an impressive
history of women from 1607-1950. contained in a boxed set
o hree books which makes a great gift. It is the life stories
ot 1,300 remarkable American women, edited by T. James,
and Janet Wilson James, associate editor.
For the more trivial- minded feminist, there isWmanlist. by Marjorie P.K. Weiser and Jean SArber er. a book of Usts celebrating women. Some

ou Hnl f ' ^'V^
^'""' °^ ^""*"«««= *"d seven rules fo;puttmg on leg makeup.

A collection of a different sort, which wiU appeal to the
closet feminist graffitist who haunts Bartlett HaU. isWomen m the John, a collection of graffiti from wom;n's
bathrooms, by Susanna Shaw, illustrated by Trina Rob-bms. It includes such witticisms as "never accept rides
frjjm strange men. and remember, all men are strange as

hZT^^""^ T,^^^^ ""'^^^ ^"j^y ^^^ recently-released

HfXZV ? ^°^ SexuaUty. by Shere Hite (also author
ol the Htte Report on Female Sexuality). Men aged 13through 97 (7.^9 of them) tell their fears, secrets fexual
preferences, and practices.
Calendars in the area also cater to the more sublimefemmist tastes, celebrating the woman as artist
For the writer in your life, what a better gift could you

S^'^'irn ." '.^
?f^^

""^ inspiration, with a 1982 Virginia
Woolf Calendar/Diary, which offers quotations such as "Itwould be a thousand pities if women wrote like men. lived
like men. or looked like men. for if two sexes are quite
madequate. considering the vastness and variety of theworld, how should we manage with one only?" (From ARoom of Ones Own.) There's also the "Women Writer's"
calendar by the Crossing Press which contains pictures
poetry and quotations.
A portion of the profits of the calendar. "In Praise ofWomen Artists wUl go to several projects and groups

furthering the development of women's art. Producers of

IZTcT"a'^''^T'^ ,^'^"'""^^' ^'^«« "« "The Dinner
Party Calendar, by Judy Chicago. Another woman-
operated enterprise. Ars Femina. gives us "The OrchidCaJPnHar hv Sara Steele.

Mountoio Fanra MoU
*^<»dkmr. MA oioas
(413) 586-*M7

^\stmas at
<^^

Wt^
'V-Jl

r
Leather Manila
Envelopes $20;
John Henry Shirts for

Women $28.50-$36.50;
Adult Bunny Slippers $ 16;
Wooley Scarves $ 1 9; Hats $ 1 3;
Gloves $ 1 2; Lacey Camisoles In
Cotton, Silk, or Wool $ 1 9- $52;
Leather Gloves in 5 Colors $2?';
Le Sportsac Bags $ 1 2- $46;
Maribou Boas $ 1 0; Soft Angora
Sweaters In a Dozen Colors $30;

r-fi

>.v

Earmuffs
$9.50$ 14

Socks — Glitter,
Slinky, Argyle, Striped,

Cotton, Wool, Silk, even Mjnkl
$3.50- $25. Suede Neckties $ 1

9

Gift Certificates.

.

/.

SHIRTS

SHETLANDS
BLOUSES

COATS
SEE FOR YOURSELF

THORNES MARKET NORTHAMPTON

CONTEMPORARY FASHION

(^ Hampshire Mall
Oi; Hadley

584-6974
HitorMiss

It's time fc
Gold .Victorian age
featured this year
By SUSAN BARON
Collegian Staff

Fashion for women this winter reflects two opposite
poles, each with a basis in history. The excitement of the
Gold Rush will be redefined in the realm of flashy and
glittering styles. At the other end of the spectrum the
austerity and femininity of the Victorian Age are once
again, evident m dresswear. If you interest in fashion goes
beyond flannel shu-ts and Levis, upcoming styles provide
an exciting alternative for holiday dressing gift givintr and
gentle hinting.

*

Many of this winter's looks are ignited with the spark of
gold Last spring, this same metalic craze was dismissed as
a fad. Unfortunately, to the chagrin of those who believed
this and never bought that metallic belt or blouse they had
eyed for months, the "fad" is alive and kicking a year later
Fortunately for those who did invest in the "Gold Rush
look." there's no need to throw those metallics in the back
of the closet yet.

As Michael Charette, assistant manager of Steigers in
the Hampshire Mall, put it: The narrow theme of last year
IS spread out this year. "Things don't change, they just
revert, he said. Rather than seeing new and innovative
Items in the store, you'll be seeing more gold, more
mihtary styling and more designer jeans. The difference*'
Tight jeans are cut for bigger people instead of the average
buUd. Army greens and golds are being used in more in-
novative ways.
The new fabrics for gold include nylon and leather. If you

harbour an inner desire to be a Star Wars figure here's
your chance to look Uke one. Gold, nylon and leather are
being shown m pants, camisoles, jackets, shirts, culottes
and knickers.

Knickers? That's right. Getting b^ to the Victorian
uifluence, shades of Little Lord Fauntleroy are penetrating

Continued on page 16

.CoJiegian 1^

those winter fashions

ioHttHtn pboloa by Vine* DrWitl

baggt^Ve^s pint";"'"
'' ^'"'"^ * '"P*^*^ P*"«^"P*^ J«"«^»'*" Martin Blouse with blacl

^
JoWrt poses in a cashmist V-neck sweater, oxford shirt, wool tie and gray flannel

^^\g^y^ Comes to Campus

^f^o/
Every Tuesday

DISCOUNT
for

CollEqE

StucIents

To any College Student

with proper college student
ID., we will deduct. . . .

10% off

Open Daily 10 to 9

HHi^nH1
Polo by Ralph Lauren. || jg

Th* total of any
purchos* from SOc

to ilOO or mor*.

•xc*pi ihot*
Itomi olroody on

solo or normolly

Mid ot ditcourtt

pricm. MT. FARMS MALL • RTE. 9 HADLEY

COLLEGE
DWG

.

9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun. -^^___
4 MAIN STREET AMHERST Phone 253-2523
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Fun and games
for young and old
By RICH NAGLE
Collegian Staff

Blowing up ships and creatures, getting worked up into
a dither over puzzles and fostering a growing mistrust of
the government seems to be the major preoccupation of
recreating Americans this Christmas.
For anywhere between $3 and $250. adults and children

alike can buy adventure in the cold, outer reaches of the
television set. hours of stimulating aggravation trying to
fathom a multi colored cube, or lessons in dirty politics.
While video and electronic games are occupying the

hearts, minds and living rooms of America in increasing
numbers, board games are still a favorite with many.
The old standards abound. There is "Monopoly." "Life"

and the other popular perrenials. On the more adult side,
there is "Chug a-lug," the game where players move their
tokens around the board and are instructed by cards on
ways to act foolish and get absolutely plastered at the same
time.

There is "strip darts" which is played like the standard
dart game but the numbers correspond to an item of
clothing to be removed. There are kissing games and even
a seduction game where players presumably must flirt like
mad and hopefully get a heavy date.
For those interested in pursuing a career in serving the

public, there is "Lie. Cheat and Steal: the Game of Political
Power." Aspiring politicos begin in college (for each extra
turn in the college square, the player's salary in later life is
raised $5000) and then proceed up the smoke- fiUed room
where votes can be bought (200 maximum at $1000 a piece)
and on to the state convention where wheeling and dealing
can net votes deftly stolen from the other players. Watch
out though, if the students riot in your district, you lose
votes.

But after a hard day as a politician, it's Ume to learn how
to cheat the federal government out of some money. "Stick
the IRS" invites players to spend their income on such Ux
shelters as baseball teams in Alaska, and oU rigs in Hawaii
and then survive an audit. While the game disclaims
teachmg participants iUegal tax evasion methods, it does
suggest some perfectly acceptable ways to invest in Ux
shelters. ~

Thursday, December 3, 1981

I SAW IT ON THE SHELF - If all else f^
rmTln^nT/T '**^' 'P*^"*** *'»**' ^"^y ^^ « '^haingame and kids love 'em.

while looking for that
saw. Chain sounds like

Collcrian photo by Vinre UeWilt

If you are ever caught cheating on your taxes, it's off to
the prison or the dungeon. "Dungeons and Dragons," the
medieval adventure-fantasy game is catching on across the
country and is appearing in more stores this year.
Many of the traditional games are showing up in a new

type of store; one that features electronic and video games
The video store is popping up in many New England malls.

You can shoot baskets or ahen invaders or play "Pac-
man" in the palm of your hand for a price tag of between
$20 and $40. If your wallet is feeUng fatter anywhere
between $140 and $250 can buy you the basic unit for a fuU

WvVUdVK

Chloe

OPIUM
Parfums

HALSTON

CJZRLAIN BATH POWDER

Kjaleche,

HERMES

COLLEO
DWG
9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun. —«__
4 MAIN STREET AMHERST Phone 253-2523
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scale videogame.
Atari. Odyssey and Intellevision are the three leading

competitors in the home video game market with prices
going from Atari at $140 to Intellevision at $250. The game
cartridges for Atari can run about $10 more than the $30
Intellevision cartridges but many people - children with
parents mcluded - identify the Atari name with games
played m arcades. The game cartridges resemble sUghtly
down scaled eight-track tape cartridges. The Intellevision
does seem to provide more deUil in the game.

While the price for home video game systems may seem
excessive to even avid video game freaks, consider this-
there are 600 quarters in $150. Some people spend that is
one semester.

Hand-held electronic games which failed miserably in
stores last year are doing a brisk business this season.
Much less expensive, they can cost as little as $10 for the
less complex ones to $80 for the more sophisticated models
CaUed "puzzles" by some and "what a pain in the ass" by

others, games such as Rubiks cube (which can be solved
quite easily with six cans of spray paint) are selling very
well. Other mazes and puzzles abound that tempt you tosee either how tricky or uncoordinated you are
But rf all else fails, while looking for that special game

for that special person, buy them a plastic chain saw. Chainsounds like game and kids love "em.

5] RUNNER^SHOP"i

"Off, S-sfyj^

t^aRunningNut! ^

JJ

VO" have a running nut on your Christmas
,List. .The Runner-shop is the place to do your *

Christmas Shopping!
,

Open Thurs & Fri until 9:00 'til Christmas
'

Runner shop 159 N Pleasant St (behind Faces) 2S6-070S

S^^

Coming Attractions
Sat. Dec. 5

Johnathan
Edwards

rustv nail yiyT^

Fri. Dec. 11

JOHN HALL
Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 66S 4937

Sat. Dec. 12
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Marching Band
heralds Xmas
Amherst will herald in the 1981 holiday

season with the annual lighting of The Big
Maple Tree on Amherst Common on Friday
December 4. Festivities begin at 4:30.
Music will be provided in their winter wear
by the UMass Minute Man Marching Band
and will feature traditional and pop
Christmas carols followed by a sing- along.
The Amherst Regional High School
Chorale. Concert Choir and Chorus per
formance will produce the mini-concert.
Santa Claus is scheduled to arrive in town

via fire truck on December 12. Santa will

set up shop at the Bangs Community Center
where he will be accepting Christmas
wishes from 11:00 till 1:00. Kiddies can
expect a free ice cream cone from Santa
courtesy of Baskin Robbins of Amherst. At
2:15. the Amherst Jaycees will present
cartoons at Bangs for Amherst's younger
set. Letters to Santa Claus should be
dropped off at the Information Booth on
Amherst Common for speedier transport to
the North Pole.

- - JULIE (JEANAKAKIS

Town lights

go on this week
Music and lights are in the works for

Northampton during the next few weeks as
the holiday season approaches once again.

Santa Claus arrived in town on Friday athe Hotel Northampton on King St r^t Ldthe Christmas lights went up on trees onMain Street and in Pulaski Park

ann^^h?'?^*' '^
v*^^"^'

^"' P^'"^"'"'" theirannual Chr stmas Vespers, and organ and

^-ao'p.r'"''
'^'^ ^""^^^ '' ' P^- ^"d

Members of the glee club, the college
choir and the two freshman choirs will sing
in the program. The service is free and open

frl^ N ''?K^''-
^™ ^'"^ ^^^ 21st studentsfrom Northampton elementary schools will

<.n' M §
""'^'''' ^^^ ''^ht^ ^ l'"laski Park^n Mam Street next to the Academy ofMusic) and on the 19th from 10 2 p m

Also, the Hampshire Choral Society will
initiate a sing-a long the 20th on the steps
of the First Church on Main Street
The Pioneer Valley BaUet will give a

performance of the Nutcracker at theAcademy of Music Dec. 19 and 20
Shows will be at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. both

days Tickets are $5 for students. $6 for
adults and $4 for children and senior
citizens Ticket orders should be placed at
the Academy of Music in advance.
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continuedfrom pnqe 11

arl er but that . obviously the best target. One good shot
.. the temple can incapacitate, the enemy. Alsotecmolop IS available that can give you an edge in anv'

battle. Plastic snow ball throwers can double the velodtv
ot any sh^ and can be reloaded instantly.

SPEAKER GIVEAWAY!*
while supplies last

109 Main Street

Amherst. MA 01002

(413) 253-2580

LOOMS, SPINNING WHEELS, YARNS
TOOLS, BOOKS

Frame Looms for Gift Giv/ng

CLASSES AND RENTALS "

OJ VA. »o .„,

~ncnaii-M_

»»--«»- «8 .«« i

BURGCR
KING

Buy one Double
Cheeseburger,
get another
Double
Cheeseburger
free.

Please present this coupon before ordering
Limit one coupon per customer. Void where
prohibited by law This coupon expired Dec 10
2981 Good only at Rte. 9, Hadley, at the malls!

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

X
I
I
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The CSR 1 101 AM/FM Auto cassette deck, with 9 wattsof

l??rn^^ r" warranty and many other extras. Regularly

uJnrT
"^'%P"^^^ $99.95.Buy it now and well throw in a

J|>50.00 pair of speakers absolutely free'
I reg. $150 NOW $99.95
266 N. Pleasant St Amh^rcf
Behind Silv^i^ca^ ix^ ^^'^^ (413)253-9341 f^m

ime atBonanza
isa

The Perfect

Santa Gift
• • • • • ' • r

S«iul dmbMs CAitl
*

tlMg'll «at up

28 Main

Street

Amherst

Have you
tried our new
Freshtudlu
Mlad bar for
lunch yet?

Over 60 different
itenut garden«6«flh fruits
and vegetables, plu« condi-
ments and dreMings galore.
You could come back time after
time and never once duplicate
the same salad. There are oven-
fresh rolls and breads, too . . . and
tempting desserts. The price?
Just what you'd expect from
Bonanza . . . veiiiry reasonable.'

* Gtfi of Jov flpA c«f«lk:«wt from BMktn RobbHw 9
mm S—toni Gf—ny inio S—on> E—nyW Good lor anyr K* crMm mm in «l our siom. V
COM! tOtXMM

% And lh» h«ndy mMlIng tnvalap* iMi you «lull a W
nwrfboN or « ChrwrnM Noctdrkf
FVIr up wvcral today Th«y I makm your 9

fRlirEYE
I DINNER

I
$399

ICE CBSJJI BOBS

•. • • • •

I Includes Booanza's famous rib eye steak,

]
Idnce of potato, and ail you can eat at our
(fabukMJS Frestatastiks Salad Bar!

Coupon expires December 24th

RMite 9, Hadley. MA

I

RIB EYE!
DINNER

I
R<wte 9. Hadley.

Includes Bonanza's famous rib eye ^«
cboice d potato, and all you can eat at
fabukxis Freshtastiks SaJad Bar!

Coupon expires December 24th
"ggge 9, Hadley, MA
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continued Jrom page /.y

20th century fashion. To modernize this look, the classic
knicker has been redesigned in blouson form.

Old fashion charm is further accented with lace and
ruffles. The so called "new mood of romance" features
classic, pure white blouses with Pierrot collars, all over
lace, asymetrical buttoning and ties, and attached
camisoles. As opposed to the flamboyance of gold, an outfit
of black velvet knickers and white face framing ruffles
merely insinuates its charm.

.Thursday, December 3, 1981

The lengths for skirts, dresses and pants are varied.
Although fashion is still trendy, it tends to be less limiting
Basically, anything goes. Skirts and dresses generally fall
just below the knee. Pants, however, can be slim and of
mid calf length or long and full. Either way. a low-heeled
pump completes the k)ok.

The coming year will bring traumatic changes for the
traditional minded, fashion conscious man as softer and
less rugged looks come into style. Brown is out. pastels are
m. Up to date fashion items for men include cable
sweaters, pull over sweater vests, wool cardigans, double
pleated and narrow legged pants, thin knit ties and. if you
can afford it. cashmere anything.

256-0253

EAST

AMHERST

^3
Tune-Up Brakes

Computer Balancing Tires

Alignment Exhaust
Across from Poor Richard's

BELCHERTOWN
ROAD

Contrary to popular beUef. the preppy look is not dead
especiaUy for men. Izod sweaters and coats are assuming
many new colors and styles. Mens fashions, however
haven t yet been touched by King Midas.
And then there are the functional new fashions for

everyone. Fanny warmers" are. you guessed it. extra
long extra bulky wool sweaters. A modern interpretation
of the tunic, these sweaters are likely to have a larire
impact on future fashion.

Embroidered down vests, now appearing in the stores,
also typify what Charette calls "the rugged functional-type

h«r.f''I'?'' iT'^^
P""*""' '" '"'"*^' d^si^ners have catered toboth the nashy and the feminine, the sexy and the

romantic For you ambivalent fashion fans, the two arecombined in items such as meUllic knickers.
In a sense many fashions seem to have taken a step

r.'l"''f •

J***
''^*^*' °' '^' ^^"'^'^ Victorian imagS

represents the major retreat to earlier times. The oer-
sistance of metallics indicates that fashion experts are still

i
probing for Me look of tomorrow.

Let The Sun In Sunoco

Warm Your

Winter Woes

253-9394

40 Belchertown Rd.

Amherst

VISA

ELDER LUMBER
STORES

2S»4411 ••••2172 323.7M2
ipiBgT:w.-Hm^ VM^m, M H 7Jl; SA. | a«. to 411 ^^^

r

AUTO REPAIRS
|MOTOR Tune-Ups

Brakes - Lights - Ignition

Mufflers - Shocks

COLLEGE
STREET

AMHERST Tint
C€MT€n

"Your Full Service Tire Store"
Front End Specialist

€4Ae/Uf^HC at

ERICS SUBS
314 College Street, Rt. 9

call 253-9521

ARCO <>

I
Rt 9, At Shumway

Amherst

256-8365

260 College St, Amherst
253-3200

fkOODfYEAR

t)yr AtlMMimt te Hippy to Aairt Yoy"

Amncrst S\3HsmnL Center

FfMft E«yPtarfcino

Op«i8AM-«PM.7D.V,AW«rtt'
stjRt, 9 E»t) AMiim 253-9030

HeltcuuiOiU
MANDAHiN SZtCHUEN CUISINE

//

SHUMWAY-S
WALLPAPER & PAINT STORE

-YOVR HOME nrXORATING CKISTER"

320 College St. 256-6753

'Tfce Be5i OuKese Fmul

Every Sunday 11:30-3:00
SUNDAY BRUNCH

A special selection of your favorite
Chinese foods

All for 4.95 per serving

Sun.-Thura. 11:30 •.m.-IOrOOp.m.

Fri. A Sat 11:30 •.m.-IIKW p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd.. at Route 9. Amherst
2»«-0251 256^292

:$firif^ms
The Valley's largest

selection of wines
and liquors. . .

available for the

holiday season
and always!

338 College Street
253-5384
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Library opening
falls to bricks

TOWERING OVER THE CAMPUS - The UMasrr;:;Lib;:r";i:
8 .11 undergoing repairs and students will have to utilize the facihiiesat Goodell for the rest of the semester.

lacilities

By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

As one of the most dominatinj? features
of construction on this campus, the twentv-
six story library ironicaiiv continues to
operate on a limited basis allowing access
to only .SOO of the 25.000 students at the
University of Massachusetts.

I'he delay in masonry repair work on the
brick facade stems from a channel of
unavoidable bureaucratic processes, said
Jack Littlefield. Jr. director of planning
.facilities. The matter was taken out of the
University's hands in 1979 when the pro-
blem of falling brick chips sparked a wave
of concern and investigation. The respon-
sibility was then transfered to a state agen-
cy known at the time as the Bureau of
Building Construction (BBC).

In 1980. Littlefield said an apporpriation
of $2.5 million was made by the legislature
to the BBC for the administion and super-
vision of the project. But as a result of the
Ward Commission investigations, which
reviewed state contracts and the condition
of state buildings, the BBC was required to
re-organize into an agency now known as
the Division of Capital Planning and Opera-
tions (DCPO).

Littlefield said the flexibility of the agen-
cy (BBC) was substantially reduced with
the enactment of "more elal)orate rules
and procedures" and consequently a plan

to install a single column on a trial basis for
a period of review has. at this point, been
abandoned.aoanaoneu.

Winslow fights for abortion riffht

If inflationary rates have not doniinished
the value of the appropriated $2.5 million
elevators will also Ih? repaire<l in addition to
a rearrangement of interior space, he said.

•The new legislation just picked up

Littlefield said the University still hopes
to go through a period of trial" installation
in March or April in an effort to determine
the actual condition of the library and test
construction techniques l)efore the major
restorations are made. If a smooth pro-
cedural course is retained. Littlefield .said
the DCPO should issue a contract in time
for repair work to begin in May.

Because a contractor has not been
selected. Littlefield said the solution to the
libraiy problem is unknown at this time
Without an available solution," said Lit-

tietield. the cost estimates are not possi-

The cause of the problem is still being
identified by the Attorney General's Office
he said. Littlefield declined to comment on
the presumption that the original designer
Edward D. Stone of New York, and the
general contractor. O'Connoll and Sons
are at fault on the basis that the Attorney
Crt-neral's Office is still building a case. "

Repair work is expected to be completed
by the spring of 1983. Until then, the tower
will remain partially closed with its

resources relocated in Goodell.

By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

The pr-o-choice movement must fight sterilization abuse
and defend lesbian rights with the same intensity used to
defend abortion and reproductive freedom, said' Barbara
Winstow. a member of the steering committee of the

Center
'^'"^ National, last night in the Campus

•'We must wage the fight to keep abortion on demand
and to keep abortion safe and legal," Winslow said in a
discussion presented by the Committee for Equal Rights
and Reproductive Freedom as a part of Reproductive
Rights Awareness Days.
Winslow said recent attacks by right-wingers have
Ideological implications in terms of women's liberation"

bhe said these implications include enforcing the idea thatwomen ''exist to be fetal carriers" and have no function
outside the reproduction of the future generation of labor

Doctors are the enemy", she said. "Lawsuits come
before medical care.

For this reason she said she believes the Human Life
Amendment will not be passed because the American
Medical Association fears the repercussions the bill could
hold for doctors and therefore will lobby against it
Winslow spoke of an ordinance in Akron. Ohio, challeng

ed by the American Civil Liberties L!n,on, which w-ould re-

'tlhP.Z fh
' "^'/^her". the fetus be called thebaby

.
and the woman be told that the fetus was feeline

don"t''
'"'"^ alK)rtion and crying "mommy, please

pret^e'xt'Jortr/^'/'^fT'"" '" ^""^"" ^""'^ ^ "^^^ as a

h.rt tf K
^'^^•trarily firing women and for refusing tohire them because employers would assume women wfu dget pregnant and be unreliable or quit

The definition of women as reproducers and mothers isessential to keep the system going. Winslow sairThfs fmage of women possessing a solely reproductive funct on^sa reason women are sexually harrassed and are channelledinto low-pay,ng jobs in the work force, she added

'nZTful ^""P^T^^ th^ importance of active involve-ment in the pro-choice movement and she said that^hpmoyement could learn from the tactics of antSclic: plo-

?he mnn f
>^ P'-O'choice movement would never havethe money of Its opponents but pro-choice does have themajonty of people on its side.

Continued on page 6

Barbara Winslow, member of Reproduction
Rights National Network spoke on the pro-
choice movement last night.T J • ,

'^^^^ ^ choice movement last night.

University store stops those who steal as they shooWARNER '

hnrrc^ Hq.mH I i!i„j„t ... *^By JUDD WARNER
Collegian Staff

About 400 people are apprehended annually for shoplif-
ting everything from candy bars to hundreds of dollars
worth of merchandise from the University Store Co-
Director of the University Store's Shoplifting Security

TODAY'S
REPORT:

l-orce David L. Gladstoi. • said yesterday
Depending upon the severity of the crime, which is

determined by a dollar amount that Gladstone was not
willing to release, those caught are dealt with by either the
Student Judiciary system or the Northampton Courts
Gladstone a graduating senior of the economics pro-

gram has been involved with the University Store's

Security Force for the past six semesters, the past two as
co-director with "Samuel (J'Leary.
Gladstone said that some days security personnel catch

as many as six people, and some days only catch one or
two.

"It's something that never stops," Gladstone said. "I

CorJivuf'i "» none iiReagan declares Lynn a disaster area. pg. 2 Former UMass student sentenced to one
Black women authors speak on their

^^^'^ '^ ^^® "^^^Pshire House of Corrections Editorial opJ.on^^^ ^^ 9

mother's roles in their lives. pg. 3
^or the manslaughter of another student. ^^""^^ pq 20

pg. 3 World & National News pg. 2
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Solidarity blasts govt.,

says dialogue unlikely
WARSAW. Poland (AP) - SoHdarity

declared yesterday that Polish authorities
wrecked chances for reconciUation by using
force to end the firefighter cadets' protest,
and that the union will consider a
retaliatory general strike.

"The developments of the past weeks
prove that by opting for violence the
government has jettisoned the possibility of
dialogue with society." the independent
union's leaders said after a
central Radom.

meeting in

"The ushering in of the socalled ex-
traordinary measures... is tantamount to an
attempt at liquidating civil and employee
rights won in 1980." the statement said.

The statement blamed the government
for ignoring a new law giving greater
autonomy to factory workers, and attacked
the Communist Party's call in Parliament to
give the government "extraordinary"
powers to end strikes.

referendum among factory workers on such
a strike call if the Parliament grants such
powers to the government.

tfnion chief Lech Walesa, who put his 9.5
million members on alert after the raid
WednpsH«v .said he mav ask for a

There was no reaction from the gover-
nment, but the state labor newspaper.
Glow Pracy seemed to warn the union not
to declare a general strike, which would be
the first since police beat union members in

northwestern Bydgoszcz in March. "The
situation is inflammable and dangerous as
never before," the paper said.

The raid on the firefighters' academy was
an apparent effort by the authorities to
demonstrate a new, get tough attitude in

'the face of Communist demands for an end
to strikes crippling Poland since Solidarity
was formed 16 months ago as the first union
free of party control in the Soviet bloc.

The assault by some .500 commandos
backed by several thousand police and army
troops was the biggest show of force in
Poland's labor crisis, and came amid an
apparent freeze in talks over a
uniongovernment front of understanding.

Dig^est
By the Associated Press

Harvard offers course
on nukes and their

effects on health
CAMBRIDGE — Amid growing concern

over the possible use of nuclear weapons
some Harvard Medical School students may
soon be taking a new course: "The Health
Aspects of Nuclear War."

The proposed elective is part of a
movement within the Harvard medical
community to protest the escalating nuclear
arms race. The schools curriculum com-
mittee will vote on the proposal Monday. If
It approved, the course would begin next
semester.

"This is a sign of the growing awareness
that we are facing the final epidemic —
nuclear war." said James F. Muller. an
assistant professor and one of four faculty ,

members who proposed the course.

"One of the problems is that is it's too
horrible to imagine." he said. "One can
imagine one burned child, or perhaps a
.school of burned children, but who can
imagine more than 100.000 burned
children"?"

The four are members of Physicians for
Social Responsibility, a 7.000 member
group opposed to the continuing threat of
nuclear war.

Dr. Herbert L. Abrams. a professor of
radiology, said the 15 lecture course would
focus on medical problems surviving
physicians would face following a nuclear
war.

Abrams believes it is the first such course
propo.sed for a medical school.

They include the effects of radiation on
the body's immune system and the ex
pected di.sea.se epidemics.

I'rotessors will also discuss the long term
effects of radiation, including increased
cases of leukemia and other cancers.

mothers to work.

The measure requiring legislative ap-
proval for any substantive changes in
welfare programs went to King as the
federal government gave the King ad
ministration ""initial approval" to proceed. •

Massachusetts is one of 26 states that
submitted plans for a three year ex
perimental work program for welfare
recipients.

Margaret Bengs of the New England
regional office of the federal Department of
Health and Human Services said that while
"initial approval of the program has come
in," decisions were pending on waivers
requested by King from certain
regulations.

The waivers, in part, would allow the
state to cut benefits to recipients who,
failing to find a job, refuse to participate in
a community work experience program.

AT&T reaches out,

touches Americans'
wallets once again
WASHINGTON - The American

Telephone & Telegraph Co. proposed
raising most interstate long-distance rates
yesterday. While the increa.se for most such
calls would be le.ss than 2 percent, on the
average, the impact on many business
telephone customers would be greater.

Decisions on the waivers were not ex-
pected until the end of the week. Ms. Bengs

MOTIONS DEFEATED - Israeli Defense Minister Ariel Sha^n"cen er. shakes hands with Deputy Premiere David Levybefore Wednes-day s parl.mentary debate on four motions of no-confidence introduced

Primp m'-'? ^m'^'^'"
^''''''' '^' "^^ '«»««» strategic alliance

'^l^iTZ'ZeZ^^^^^^^^^^^ -— - WedneXy

Lynn fire prompts Reagan
to declare city disaster
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan yesterday declared Lynn, Mass.. a
disaster area after a fire last weekend
destroyed fd^ir downtown blocks and left
1.500 people jobless and 400 people
homeless.

The decisions means Massachusetts will
be eligible for f«deral funds to help Lynn
rebuild and create new jobs. No one was
killed or seriously injured in the fire,
believed to have been set.

'Trti very very pleased with the
president's decision today. This is what we
need — a shot in the arm to get that city
moving again," Rep. Nicholas Mavroules,
p Mass., said from his Peabody, Mass.
home.
Mavroules said the federal government

will pay for 75 percent of the damage
assistance requested in the application, and
Gov. Edward J.vKing has said the state wUl
pay for the other\>5 percent.

In the state's application for federal aid.
King said the historic shoemaking city
sustained $69 million worth of damage —
about $42.4 million in damage to private
property and about $26.6 million in damage
to public property.

The governor has said the amount of
federal money the state wiU need for Lynn
will depend on the extent to whkh in-
surance covers the property losses.
The designation of Lynn as a disaster

area will make low interest loans available
to Lynn businessmen covering up to 85
percent of fire damages and will release
funds to clean up and build new housing.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy. DMass.. who
met with the director of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency this
week, hailed the president's decision.
"Now Lynn wiU have the full benefit of

the federal government's help in dealing
with this disaster." Kennedy said in a
statement yesterday. "This is just the first
step for the city in its effort to rebuild.

'I pledge to do all I can to help Lynn in
the weeks ahead. And. with the leadership
of Mayor Marino. I am confident that Lynn
will revitalize its economic base and become
a prosperous and growing city.

"

King was in Washington Tuesday to
present the state's application in person,
along with photographs of the damage, to
officials at the White Hou.se and the Federal
Emergency Management Agency.

America's health status is

better than it's ever been

The company filed its proposal with the
Federal Communications Commission.
AT&T is under regulatory orders to

equalize profits from its three basic long
distance services: regular interstate calls;

private lines linking business offices; and
the toll free WATS (Wide Area
Telecommunications Service).

The course would end with a discussion
on ways to prevent a nuclear holocaust.
Students would be required to take a final
examination or write an essay.

Federal okay given

for 'workfare' plan
BOSTON — The Legislature sent Gov.

Edward J. King a bill yesterday that could
throw a wrench in the administration's plan
for a "workfare" program to put welfare i

In all. the company said the changes
would generate annual revenue of $181.4
million.

AT&T .said private line rates would be
raised by 1.6 percent acro.ss the board, and
the rates for business WATS lines by 4.1
percent.

Interstate phone calls of less than 55
miles in distance, however, would face a
larger increase, as would the cost of
operator assisted calls.

The company asked for permission to
implerawatthe changes March 3.

WASHINGTON (AP) - In its annual
pulse-takmg of America's health, the
government said yesterday people are
taking better care of themselves than ever
and the problem now is how to care for the
large number of people who live longer as a
result.

"The level of health in this country is
good and getting better." Dr. Edward N.
Brandt Jr.. a.ssistant .secretary of health,
said in presenting the yearly overview.
But Dr. Sidney Wolfe, an associate of

Ralph Nader, said the credit for that must
go to previous administrations.
"At the very time they are announcing

this good news, the Reagan administration
IS unleashing a plague upon this country

"

.said Wolfe, director of Public Citizen's
Health Research Group.
He cited proposed spending cuts for

government health and .safety agencies
such as the Occupational Health and Safety
Administration and Environmental
Protection Agency.
Brandt noted .society's succe.ss in per

mittmg people to live longer is putting
great stress" on the nation's health care

resources.

The solution to the demand for health
services in an aging population will have to
be in prevention and education so people
wUl enter old age in a healthful condition,
he said.

Some other highlights of the report:
—The nation's life expectancy rate, after

years of increases, fell slightly in 1980. but
Brandt blamed last winter's unsual
pneumonia epidemic for that. Life ex-
pectancy was 73.8 years for an infant born
m 1979 but it fell to 73.6 years for a baby
born in 1980.

—The rate of deaths caused by motor
vehicle accidents dipped dramatically
betwet«n 1970 and 1975 but has climbed
again. Joel Kleinman of the National Center
for Health Statistics said lower speed limits
and the gasoline shortage accounted for the
decline; an increase in the number of small
cars in use accounted in part for the more
recent increase, he said. The rate fell from
26.9 deaths for every 100,000 people in 1970
to 21.5 in 1975 but climed to 24 in 1978, the
latest year for which statistics were in-
cluded.

— While fewer people smoke, those who
do ara smoking more.

Women's role

in apartheid
is discussed
By SARAH RUSSELL
Five-College Staff

Women's active involvement is important in the fight
against South African Apartheid, said Barbara Masekela
an original member of the African National Congress at a
presentation she gave at UMass last night.

Fighting apartheid is fighting a "male dominated system
ba.sed on white supremacy." Masekela said. It's "a process
of struggle against male domination to establish the equal
status of women which is necessary to create a free society
for all," she said.

Masekela showed a fUm, "The Rising Tide, " that por
trayed the past and more recent hLstory of South African
Apartheid? and illustrated the hardships of the South '

African blacks. After the film Masekela gave a speech on
the present state of South African politics, economic
statistics, and answered the audience's questions.
White women are also discriminated against in South

Africa, where they can only earn 44 percent of what their
nriale counterparts earn. But they still earn much more
than black men. who in turn, earn more than black women.
Black women are at the bottom of the economic ladder in
South Africa, Masekela said.

Most black women cannot find work in the cities because
they cannot do the menial labor the men can. nor can they
get the work permits for other jobs. Of the black women
that do get jobs, most work in domestic service or food
processing factories, she said.
Because of the strict race laws restricting blacks'

residence rights, black women are often forced to work
away from theu- children in the city, while the children
must remain m the reservations outside the city. FamUies
are split up by the residence laws because husbands must
also separate in order to keep jobs, Masekela said.

The living conditions in the reservations outside the city
are so bad, that 50 percent of all chUdren born on them die
before they are five years old. In South African society,
"black women and children are referred to as superfluous
appendages," she said.

Since the revolts of 1976. more women are becoming
involved with the African National Congress and they are
being trained the same way as the men in the liberation
movement. Masekela said.

Masekela was born and raised in South Africa, and she is
presently a professor of Black and women's literature at
Livingston College in New Jersey.

Car repair shop
denied rent waiver
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

The College Auto Repair Shop (CAR), a student
cooperative, has been denied a waiver of rent that could
help them stay in business. Board of Governors Chairman
Scott Cashman said at last night's meeting.
CAR is located in the lower level of the Campus Garage

near the permit parking area. Fdr $4 an hour students are
supplied tools and the help of mechanics to fix their
automobiles.

Unlike other co-ops, CAR must pay rent. It is required
to pay $1,200 a year for the .space it uses in the garage.
CAR has been trying to get a waiver to exempt them

from having to pay rent.

But, acting Vice Chancellor for Administration and
Finance John D. Denyse has made a "final decision" in de-
nying them the rent waiver, Cashman said.
"Although I deeply appreciate the current financial pro-

blems facing the College Auto Repair Shop, I must give
primary consideration to the financial integrity of the
garage," stated DeNyse in a memo to Cashman.
Cashman noted that the garage is operating on a

$250,000 deficit.

"The garage is running at a deficit and he (DeNyse) is

trying to find every penny he can get," he said.
Cashman said, "$1200 is not going to break the garage,

but $1200 is going to break this group which provides a
service to the students."
"They are probably going to be out of business next

year. They may survive the rest of this year, but it is just
going to put them out of busines," he said.

.
In addition to paying rent, CAR must pay back a $459

loan it got from the Student (Government Association to
establish the co-op, said Cashman. •.-'

Co-ops in the Campus Center building pay no rent, but
the garage is no longer considered part of the Campus
Center complex.
"This has been an issue we (the BOG) picked up, and —

we lose," said Cashman.
In other action, last night; Governor's Program Council

Talent Coordinator Bruce Levy questioned the ad-
ministration's intent to cut funding for programming the
Campus Center.

Levy said the Blue Wall lost money in October.

Continued on page 11
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Jnt^n'i ^rf/'"' '" ":;'^*"^' "^"'"''^'- «^ '^^ ^f"^^" National Congress, a libe'aU;;" mov"::ment .n South Africa, spoke last night about women involved in liberation ^f Soulh AfricT

Black women authors feel mothers
played positive roles in their lives
By SARAH RUSSELL
Five-College Staff

Many black women authors have said their mothers
encouraged and influenced their writing, said Dr. Mary
Helen Washington, in a paper she presented at Hampshire
College.

Washington, an English professor at the University of
Massachusetts, Boston, said some critics of literature and
poetry interpret mother/daughter relationships as hostUe
and competitive. This is not necessarily the case with black
women. For them, she said, "being connected with their
mothers is being connected with their cultures."

In her paper, which is being prepared for publication in
an anthology collected by Ruth Perry, called Mothering
the Mind, Washington used excerpts from lengthy in-
terviews with three black women writers. Each of the
authors said their mothers took them seriously as creative
people, allowing the women to see themselves as creators
and artists, Washington said.

Of the many black women authors emerging in the 70's,
Washington interviewed Dorothy West, Alice Walker, and
i^aule Marshall, asking them whether their mothers
wanted them to write, whether their mothers were
creative themselves, and how their writing continued to
reflect their mothers' voices.
Dorothy West and AUce Walker both said their mothers

were supportive of their writing, allowing them the
authority of authorship." Alice Walker's mother bought
her a typewriter while she was only earning $20 a week as
a sharecropper, she said. Paule West told of a more dif
ficult relationship with her mother, and her writing em
phasizes working out troubles between mother and
daughter, Washington said.

Many of the female characters in black women's fiction
are strong, fully developed women who arc independent.
Strong motherhood relations are a recurring theme
throughout the literature.

'Rich emotional relationshlpis are something women can
claim, ' Washington said.

n,a^::i^ ^"m
" Professor Mary Helen Washington, describes what she hrdUcTered aSmother/daughter relationships of black women authors, in a lecture at Hampshire College.

Ex-student jailed for another's death
By STEVEN SEMPLE
Collegian Staff^^

A former University of Massachusetts student Tuesday
was ordered to spend four weeks of a one year sentence in
the Hampshire County House of Correction for the death of
another student in a one-car accident in May.
Stephen E. Lawrence. 20, of Reading, is scheduled to

begin serving his jail term January 4, according to
Assistant District Attorney WilUam J. O'NeU, who
prosecuted the case.

Lawrence was charged with motor vehicular homocide
after Michael N. Hogue. 19, of Wayland, was killed in a
one car accident on Strong Street in Amherst May 29.
Hogue, also a UMass student, was pronounced dead at the
scene, O'Neil said.

Lawrence also was fined $2,500 for driving to endanger
and dnving under the influence of alcohol. He wUl be on
probation for four years in Ueu of his 11 -month suspended
jail sentence, O'Neil said.

O'Neil said the sentence is consistent with those given in
siniilar cases recently. In September. Anthony Markham
of Northampton was sentenced to serve two months of a
two yeai jail term for the death of a friend in a motor
vehicle accident, he said.

O'Neil said Judge Alvertus Morse scheduled the jail
term to comcide with intersession at the University in
case Lawrence would choose to return to school next
semester. Records at the Dean of Students office show
Lawrence is withdrawn from UMass.
Lawrence was represented by attorney Thomas Spencer

of Saugus. Neither Uwrence Spencer could be reached for
comment yesterday. , .
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Nuke plant owners sue

U.S. for TMI accident
PHILADELPHIA (A?) - The owners of

the Three Mile Island nuclear plant sued
the United States government yesterday
for more than $4 billion, claiming the 1979
accident happened because the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission was "grossly
negligent."

"The NRC should have known of the
defects and hazardous conditions (and)
negligently or wrongfully failed to warn of
this imminent perit" said General Public
Utilities Corp. and its three electric sub
sidiaries in the lawsuit filed in U.S. District
Court.

The suit alleges that "the NRC has ad
mitted its negligent or wrongful failure" in
a January 1980 report on the accident.

Mechanical failures and human errors
resulted in the overheating of the reactor
core at TMI in the nation's worst accident at
a civilian nuclear power plant, and an NRC

investigation reported the reactor came
within 30 to 60 minutes of a meltdown.
The plaintiffs claim the NRC became

aware "of defects and hazardous conditions"
at TMI becau.se of a similar incident, though
not as .serious, in September 1977 at the
Davis Besse nuclear plant operated by
Toledo Edison Co. TMI's reactor and the
one at Davis Besse were both built by
Babcock & Wilcox Co.
"The NRC negligently or wrongfully

failed to warn licensees of other B&W
plants, including Metropolitan Edison,
principal owner of TMI, of the need for
such corrective procedures." the lawsuit
claimed. "It was not until after the accident
at TMI that the NRC directed all licensees
of B&W plants that procedures and in-
structions be modified.

.1. ^^K^n^
^** "** immediate comment from

the NRC.

Messages of hope sent to
negotiators in Geneva

GENEVA. Switzerland (AP) —
Messages of hope have been pouring in
from around the world to American and
Soviet negotiators di-scussing the reduction
of nuclear arsenals in Europe, spokesmen
for the delegations said yesterday.
The arms reductions talks, which began

Monday, resume today at the Soviet
mission.

The bargaining teams have received
dozens of telegrams and other messages,
"expressing the hope for positive results of
the Geneva talks. " said Vladimir
Evdokuchin. a Soviet spokesman.
Evdokuchin said chief Soviet delegate

Yuli A. Kvitsinsky has "received so many
messages" from individuals and
organizations "that it would be difficult for
him to respond to all of them." He said he
did not know specifically from whom the
appeals came.
The U.S. side has received similar

Wilson.messages, spokesman David M
said.

He also confirmed that Maynard GUtman,
the second ranking U.S. negotiator at
Geneva, met privately Monday with
members of a Belgian peace group and a
half dozen European parliamentarians.
Wilson said he could provide no further

details, but the meetings highlighted the
Amencan delegation's awareness of
Europe's growing unease about the
superpowers' nuclear armaments.
Another indication came in remarks

Thursday by Eugene Rostow. head of the
U.S. Arms Control and Di-sarmament
Agency. He said at The Hajrue.
Rostow said that protest was ^a "very

natural and reasonable reaction by people
who have slowly and reluctantly come to
recognize the nature of Soviet foreign
military policy, and the menace of the
military buildup on which it rests."
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tolleiriafi photo b» Kandv (hiBeCAST AWAY — Although the owner. Sue Paresky, is showing off her

cast she still wants to rid herself of the nuisance as soon as possible
Paresky, 19, is a CASIAC sophomore living in Southwest at Moore
House.
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Saturday, December 5th

Join us for

CABARET NIGHT
Dinner and Dancing with

Featuring

Bob

Cummings

at the restaurant

^
Validated Parking in the Campus Center Garage

*1^0% discount for Umass students with a valid ID
*For further information call 549-6000 ext. 639
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DOLLARS! BUCKS! MOOLA!
IMPORTANT NOTICE

All RSO Crops
Budget proposals for Fiscal year 1983 (July 1, 1983-June 30,

Qo /n« o"^^^'
^«c^"^^er 4 at 4:00 pni in the StudentSenate Office, Student Union Rm 420.

A one week extension will be given until Friday Dec 1 1 at 400pm to groups if tf.ey submit an extension request by the Dec 5deadline. THIS EXTENSION WILL ONLY BE GIVEN IF THEREQUEST IS SUBMITTED BY DECEMBER 4!

Sponsored by SGA Er

SGA Budgets Committee

STUDENT GOVERNMENTASSOCIATION
^ « « • «
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R-ogesterone as a cui^"foFPMS debated
Coilegian 5

By MARILYN LENTZ
Collegian Correspondent

I This is part two ofa two part series].

CAMBRIDGE - Controversy surrounds the treatmento Premenstrual Syndrome (PMS). a hormonal Sder

Kr;ar1S:rr""' '' ^'^ Sheraton-Commander

English physician Dr. Katharina Dalton advocates theuse of progesterone for treatment of PMS. She claims

prrsLrth^^H
"' ''''''' ^^''°"^*' •' ' y^^' '"f-t'o^s

overdoL
""^^ increase it) and there is no risk of

wl«*
fogesterone could be administered in one of three

iTfodav'iTfT"'''^'
.''^'*^''*^" ^^ implantation from day14 to day 28 of a woman's menstrual cycle, she said.

Dalton has conducted studies on women usinir

feTeff^r "' ""'"'"^ '''''' -« - negative lonf

Dalton said there is a vast difference between

vaTf.7r^7'? " ' "^'"^^' ^"^«^-- extracted Tromyams and used for treatment of PMS. and progestin which
is a synthetic progesterone used in birth controrpills'.

The Food and Drug Administration has prohibited the
manufacture and distribution of pregesterone in the U.S
but It IS legal for use in England, where Dr. Dalton
practices.

Esther Rome, a woman's health activist, and one of the
authors of the woman's health book. Our Bodies, Our-
selves, said she wonders if progesterone will become
another experimentaknedical tragedy for women. She said
more studies on PMS are needed, and that we must
carefully look at the methodology of those studies.

Rome said no drug is totally effective, and there is a

Hn!i ? Sr«*'^''*^
^^'^ '°^*"* «^f«^^'^« progesterone

dosage for PMS treatment is.

PMStJi'lnJl ^''^'Tk
^,.P™K««terone does not alleviate

^-Mt). the dosage or the diagnosis is incorrect.

In the U.S.. anti-prastaglandins are often used in thereatment of menstrual difT.culties. Rome said. She addedthey are 80 percent successful in treatment of cramps butthey do have the side effect of nausea.

Women are now realizing how closely related nutrition
and menstruation are. Rome related. Women should bemore aware of what they eat and how it affects them, she

If a woman has PMS. several heakh experts agreed, she
should join a support group, look for more information on
the disorder and keep a monthly chart of her menstrual
cycle and associated difficulties.

nJr^ ^"t M '^ °"'^ American PMS cUnic is operated by

Rome said if a woman lias mild PMS. she can afford toshop around to get the treatment that is best for her If a

;:rmJtt.rs' " --'-' ™^' ^' ^-^ "-
For the woman suffering PMS. the disorder is no trivialeompjamt. Dalton said. There are no easy answe™. Z,.

'''' '

'

>''''!>,! '.kW,'\XVJ!IIJtJl-»,v»luiitr

BERMUDA $769
Jan 6 - 20

* Round Trip Airline Transportation

via Delta Airlines

* Departures from Hartford or Boston

* 14 nights Mermaid Beach Hotel

* Full Breakfast & Dinner
* Round Trip Transfers

* All Hotel Taxes & Gratuities

* Flight Bag & Swizzle Party

Bookings Deadline December 5th

Campus Travel Center
Campus Center, UMass Amherst, MA

413-545-0500

Media critic sees a rise in
anti-semitic advertising
BvCRISSCHIISTPR _ ^By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Nazi imagery in pornography and ad-
vertising IS becoming very popular, said
hlizabeth Dworan. one of the local founders
of Women's Forum Against Media Violence
last night during the slide presentation of
Anti Semitism in Pornography and

Advertising" in Thompson Hall.
"Anti-Semitism is pushed into the

media." Dworan said. "In advertisements
Jewish men are seen as bestial and
inhuman,"
"They are seen as rapists in por-

nography." she added.
When you plug into the holocaust, that's

plugging into deeply painful stuff." said
Lynn Yams, one of the organizers of "In
Celebration of Women." a week of events
presented by the Jewish Feminist
Organization of the Bnai Brith Hillel
Foundation.

"The more I focused on the theme of anti-
Semitism, the more I saw it in advertising,"
said Dworan. "Anti-Semitism is something
a little more subtle."

The slide presentation entitled "Abusive
Images of Women in Mass Media and
Pornography" was shown with Dworan
pointing out many of the anti-Semitic
images. A discussion followed the
presentation about racism and sexism in
advertising as well as anti Semitism.
Dworan talked about the pornography

magazines in general. She said. "Magazines
like Hustler are very much about self-
hatred, hatred of women also, but
especially of self hatred."
One of the slides shown was from the

"Chester the Molester" series in Hustler
magazine. The slide portrayed "a little
Jewish girl being driven wild by the
thought of a dollar bill."

"What wc read and what we see is very
rontinufd on page //
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Newslines... ^""j?" "^"i"'^'-W1*Ck does it again
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Five students nabbed
in X-mas tree incidents

In st^parate incidents, five I'niversity of Massachusetts;
students were arrested early Wednesday and charged
with larceny under $100.00. for reportedh' attempting to
steal Christmas trees. Amherst police said.

Police said that Sharon F. Hill. 20. of Chelmsford and
Benjamm S. Favazza. 21. of Gloucester, were arrested on
Amherst Common at 12:17 a.m. by a police officer who
suspected them of stealing Christmas trees being sold by
the Amherst-Pelham Boy Scouts.

"There were no signs anywhere and no one was selling
them. We didn't know whom they belonged to - they
were just l>ing there." said Hill.

Police said Nancy Hegarty. 20 and Andrea L. Carlson.
20. both of Chelmsford, were arrested about an hour later
on the same charges and that three minutes later. Scott L.
Dwmdell. 23. of Topsfield was also charged with larceny
under $100.00 for reportedly attempting^ to steal a
Christmas tree.
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"Tout en Francais." a weekly French language radio pro-
gram, will again be broadcast by WFCR-FM radio at 6
p.m. Sundays. The program has been produced since 1972
by WFCR.

"Tout en Francias" offers a glimpse into French and
French Canadian culture through news, music, plays and
mteniew s with public figures. Every weekly program will
end with the reading of children's stories, poems, or ex-
cerpts from a best-seller. The host of the program is

Richard Pini.

Racism series ends
with day-long event

The last event in the series "In Appreciation of Dif-
ference; Responding to Racism in American Culture" will,
be an all-day series of lectures and workshops from 9:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. tomorrow in Campus Center room 904.

Speakers will include Ernest Allen, acting chair ol the
W.E.B. DuBois Department of Afro-American Studies;
Marea Wexler of the SCERA Anti Racism Team; Tony
Crayton of the Office of Third World Affairs; SaUy

Majewski, racial awarene.ss cbordinalor; and Steve Coon of
the Center for Racial Studiew.

Salvadoran priest talks

about church's role
Jesus Nietro, a Catholic priest from El Salvador, will

.speak on the role of the cliurch in Central American wars
and other i.ssues at H p.m. tmlay at the Unitarian Meeting
House, 220 Main St. in Northampton.

Nietro, who worked for 14 years in the Archdiocese of
San Salvador, left his country in April, 1980, to tour
Eurofje and speak on the role of the church in FA Salvador.
He has also worke<l in Honduras and Costa Rica.

* Winslow
continued from page I

Winslow's talk was preceded by a skit performed by
members of the Committee for Equal Rights and
Reproductive Freedom. Lisa Nazarro, a CERRF
representative, spoke before Winslow and encouraged
student activism to defend reproductive freedom.

"The New Right, as the front men for the capitalist
patriarchical (male dominated) society we live in has
cht)sen to target our right to choose in their campaign to
get us out of the workforce, back home, barefoot, and
pregnant," Nazarro said.
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$2.00 Cover

Saturday, December 5thThe Finest Blues to Hit the Valley

Mick and Ron Have Rocked with Him,
Di i-j .To" Should Too!

^^'Qrf^*'® ?^^^ ^"^ ^^^ Wolf Gang
Spectacular Blues Saxophone"

$2.00 Cover

'^^"^ 'P ^"^ ABP stiGker required to purchase alcohol

Save this Ad

Downtown Amherst

Compare our
prices and save:

[,5c ea for first 4 copies
2c ea for each copy
of same original

of Waiting in Lines
at the Copy Machines? You can Avoid
the Long Lines. . .and tal<e advantage

of our Professional Services at

UNIVERSITY COPY CENTERS
Sou.b^c?iute™?c.„.er

"^"'^S OF OPERATION PHONE #
Whitmore Copy Center 8:30 AM - 500 PM ^^^^^

5-2719Goodell Library Copy Center
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PRIME CUT,the pant you look
at twice. A complete selection
of current styles and colors.

Priced from 1 8.95 to 32.95

lS
Downtown JAmheret

A Store-full of Stocking Staffers
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DAVID
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THE SUBURBAN LAWNS

THE ELEVATORS
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR

Holders of Johanson
ticket stubs, if of
age, will be aUowed
into the Bluewall
after the show to
see the ELEVATORS
again! GO!
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Digest
By the Associated Press

Hospital can't afford treatment,
children with rare disease die
LONDON (AP) — Ninety seven children stricken with a

rare genetic disease have died in the last five years
because a Ix)ndon hospital could not afford the bone
marrow transplants that might have saved their livv s. the
surgeon who runs ihe transplant program said yesterday.

"Its really heartbreaking to know that you have such a
good team that can do the work." and stilj they cannot be
helped, said Dr. John Hobbs. who.se team performs the
transplants at Westminster Children's Hospital.

^
"I've got tired of living with it." he told The As.sociated

Press in a telephone interview. He said the children who
died suflertd from a di-sease called gargoylism.
Hours after Hobbs' complaint was first reported in the

British pre.ss, a spokesman for Britain's Health Ministry
se'd an additional 114.000 pounds ($222,300) had been
allocated by local health officials to enable surgeons to
conduct 40 more operations at the haspital. which
currently is able to perform 25 per year.

Karlier. the ministry had .said there were no .special
national funds available for the surgery.
"The facts are exceedingly regrettable and tragic." said

a ministry spokesman, who asked not be identified. He did
not specifically confirm that money could have .saved the
children's lives.

Gargoylism is a disease in which a vital enzyme is
missing from the body's cells, leading to an enlarged liver
and spleen, crippled joints, impaired vision and brain
damage. If a bone marrow transplant is done before a child
is 1 year old. the new marrow produces the necessary
enzyme.
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HOT BEGINNING - Castries, St. L^^l
Secretary of State Alexander Haig wipes hisbrow prior to the opening ceremonies of the 1 1th
Organization of American States conference in
bt. Lucia Wednesday. Sec. Haig will spend the
next three daya attending the 27 member
meetings.
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the University Store
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Teen manslaughter convicts

slated for sentencing today
PITTSFIELD (AP) — Seven Lenox teen-agers

convicted of involuntary manslaughter and assault and
battery in the drowning of two youths from a neighboring
town face sentencing today before Berkshire Superior
Court Judge William Simons.
The youths, all June graduates of Lenox High School,

could receive up to 20 years in state prison on each of two
involuntary manslaughter charges and up to two and
one-half years in a county jail on the misdemeanor assault
and battery charge.

No minimum sentences are required, and defense at-

torneys have indicated they will seek probation for their
clients, none of whom has a prior police re<ord.

After six days of testimony and eight hours of
deliberation, a jury of seven men and five women, found
Peter Bianco. 17. Todd Terpak, Steven Piretti. Robert
/Walker. Marc Hinman and Jo.seph Burke Jr.. all 18, and
Bruce Kern, 19, guilty Nov. 19.

Springfield policeman arrested

for attempted narcotic sale

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP) - A 21 year veteran
patrolman was in jail Thursday on charges of working with
an undercover agent to arrange the buying of
methaqualone in Miami and getting the drug to the
Connecticut Valley.

Patrolman Clyde D. Jones, 46, was arrested by
colleagues in the city police department and state police
Wednesday night at his home. Several hours earlier,
federal agents arrested Richard Grant and five other
people in a bogus drug deal in Miami, Hampden County
District Attorney Matthew Ryan said.

Grant and Jones met when Grant, a Miami resident,
lived in Springfield, Ryan said. Jones arranged the drug
deal when he was on duty and in his personal time in a trip
to Miami, Ryan alleged.
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IDITORIAL/OPINION
QoU^gmn.

Alcohol abuse

Struggling for gains we've made

ARhough the University community is

well awatre of the legal drinking age in this

state, it seems obvious that its beneficial in-

tentions have been lost. Liquor is consumed
both on and off campus, alcohol related
vandalism remains a problem, and twenty-
year-old drunk drivers are no more respon-
sible than their underaged peers.
A Saturday night on campus leaves

umlerclassman with closed gj'mnasiums,
few places to study, limited or non-existent
bus service to points beyond or within the
campus, and minimal organized dorm ac-
tivities. Those below the legal drinking age
are left with few constructive outlets.

Ihe lack of adequate lighting has been a problem for
quite some time. Two years ago. after much pressure from
the \\ omen s Issues Team of the Student Center Educa-
tion Research and Advocacy (SCERA). more lights were
installed around campus (such as around parking lot 44
behind Sylvan). Many lights were changed from low to
high power and a number of "emergency ring-down
phones were installed in some of the particularly
dangerous areas on campus. These efforts on the part of
the administration to ensure students safety are much ap-
preciated. However, we are forced to continue the strug-
gle to keep the gains we've made.

Earlier this semester, a good number of lights around
the canipus pond were not working. When the Women's
Issues Team questioned the administration and physical
plant we were given very vague answers as to why the
lights were out in the.se areas such as, "Oh. the lights
always go out after it rains." The Women's Issues Team
formed an emergency patrol group for a Friday night ear-
ly in October when the lights weren't working. It was at
this point that the lights came back on.
Two Women's Issues Team members from the Commit-

tee Against Sexual and Racial Assaults (CASARA) took

Letters
Abortion is a two-sided issue

To the Editor:

I'm writing in response to the policy editorial on Mon-
day, NovemlxT 30th; not necessarily for rebuttal but' for
clarification.

First of all. 1 question the editorial as a whole. I found it

to be unfairly slanted in regard to its one sidedness about
what is positively a two-sided issue, abortion. Secondly. I

found the use '•: :'•.:.
» ord 'victim' infuriatingly redundant

(12 times?). I ' view the woman as an object to pi-

ty-

The writer, wh^ i suspect is a woman, says society
makes woman a victim, blames them for being a victim,
and then punishes her for being a victim. Has the writer
forgotten society is 53 perc.nt female. Now we find it is

society's fault for forcing the woman to be a victim of her
reproductive abilities. I contend it is whoever or whatever
created the woman made her the beneficiary of being the
caretaker of mankind. Is the writer, if she is indeed a
woman, ashamed of her biological function of reproduc-
tion?

As far as abortion is concerned. 1 refer to a Newsweek
editoiial (a closer to objectivity editorial) dated July 9,

1973.

"Look beyond the political arguments and see the fetus
and what doctors do to it. An unborn baby's heartl^eat
begins between the 18th and 25th day; brain waves can be
detected at seven weeks; at nine to ten weeks, the unborn
squint, swallow, and make a fist. Look at the marvelous
photographs and see human life. Should these little human
beings be killed unless it is to save the mother's life? Other
photos show this human life aborted, dropped into surgical

gauze or into plastic bagged garbage pails. Take that
human li*"- ^"' MPtion abortion and the body is torn apart.
becoi.,1,,^ a jumble ol tiny arms and legs. In a D and C
abortion, an instrument slices the body to pieces. Salt

poisoning at nineteen weeks? The saline solution burns
away the outer layer of the baby's skin. The ultimate is the
hysterectomy (Caesarean section) abortion. As an opera-

tion, it can save mother and child; as an abotion it kills the

child. Often this baby fights for its life, breathes, moves
and even cries. To see this, or the pictures of a plastic bag-
ged garbage can full of dead babies, well, it makes believer

in right-to-life.

"It's unfair to write this way, cry the super-abortionists

or to show the horrible photos. But Buchenwald and
Dachau looked terrible, too. Abortions are always grisly

tragedies. This truth must be restated at a time when

Editorial
an innipromptu survey of a few areas on campus to check
out the lighting situation. We were surprised to find that"
eight lights were out around the library tower.
Metawampe Lawn was in darkness. There were no lights
on the path which runs from Orchard Hill to Sylvan There
were unlit areas between Morrill Science Center and
Wilder Hall. Stockbridge Road was dark between the
I ubhc Health Building and Skinner parking lot. We were
not able to survey the whole campus but judging from
what we saw we can only conclude that lighting is still in-
sufficient in many other areas.

In view of the fact that the number of assaults have been
increasing on campus, this situation is intolerable An
escort service is being formed for next semester, but we
still need better lighting!

If you are afraid to walk on campus at night, have been
harrassed or are just concerned about campus safety
please join us in putting pressure on the administration bv
writing letters and making phone calls.

Linda Seymour and Margaret Small are metnbers oftheWomen s Issues Team.

medical administrators chatter about 'cost-benefit
analysis' factors in deciding who lives and who dies."
Those are the words of another. My word is 'victim'

Who IS the real victim, Ms. Editorial wViter, the pregnant
woman who can't sponge on public funds anymore or the
voiceless being who awaits to live another day?

Gregory P. Ammons
Northampton

Imperative that we join protest
To the Editor

Over the door of the Students Against Militarism's of-
fice, hangs a banner with a message from Albert Einstein
dated March 14, 1879 that reads: "Our representatives
depend ultimately on decisions made in th» Village
Square. To the Village Square we must carry the facts of
atomic power. From there must come America'.-, voice."

In Europe more than two and one half million people
have gathered in their Village Squares to (iemonstrate
against the nuclear weapf)n build-up and for di.sarniament
Tomorrow at the March and Rally Agains U.S. War
Drives, we here at UMass have the chance to do tht same.

It's crucially imperative that we in the United States
join with the people of Europe to demonstrate that we will
no longer tolerate our nation's move toward war. "<iH- of
"winning a limited nuclear war" and of "possible miiitarv
intervention in El Salvador" must be understood lo^ vnai
they represent: Our administration's intent - orepare us
psychologically for yet another war.
Tomorrow's demonstration will show that we refuse to

accept these moves. The Coalition to Stof M.S. War
Moves pledges their solidarity to the millions of people in
Europe who have demonstrated for peace and di.sa-aia-
ment. We support those people under attack by Liie

Reagan administration; the Nicaraguans, the freedom
fighters in El Salvador, the black majority " Namibia, in
their struggle for self-determination and freedom. And we
call for an end to Reagan's War on the Poor, and call for
funds to satisfy human needs and not those of the Pen-
tagon. Tomorrow beginning at 12 p.m. a march from the
Student Union in support of these demands will begin. At
1 p.m. a rally on the Amherst common will take place. Join
in the fight against U.S. war moves and in the struggle for
world peace. The issue is survival.

Steve Matthews
The Coalition to Stop

U.S. War Moves

Suggestions have been continuously of-

fered about initiating more organized ac-
tivities on campus. These might involve
sports, keeping a library open past 6 p.m.
and more organized residential area ac-
tivities. The cost of keeping University
facilities open might be offset by a decrease
in vandalism costs. While suggestions have
been offered, there seems to be little con-
crete effort from the administration to im-
plement them. They don't have to stick
around on Saturday night.

Unfortunately, the alcohol question has
implications beyond that of the residence
hall population. Those^ho are old enough
to drink move to the neighboring
waterholes. That doesn't pose any problem
until it's time for the long trip home. Drunk
driving has taken its toll for many years in

the University community. If late bus ser-

vice was available on weekends, this might
keep the drunk driver off the road. This
could also benefit on-campus students
returning from parties. The assault pro
blem peaks after parties, and it is unfor
tunate that there is no Campus Shuttle or
Orchard Hill bus on weekend nights to

serve the on-campus population.

Again suggestions are put forth or
paper, but urtil there is a change, the .•^: vnjj

continue to be problems. Will it take
another accident or another assault untij.

we lean th?\t there are better wayr, tc

speno <). Satd.rday night''

Unsignec ediUmr -^^ resent the opi-
niony vfthe majorUu

._, ..isCci^egiar f^ocrc

of E.fdtO'>^b. Oppos-'.:ii v'.siy',-^::,,,,. yrr

welerrz3.

!^'

All letters must be signed and include ttie

writer's address and telephone number,
which will not be published. Please type
double spaced at 67 characters per line.

Due to space limitations and the volume of
mail, we regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpublished letters. All let-

ters are subject to editing for clarity and
length.
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GIFT IDEAS
G.E. cassette

players/recorders

& radios

STAR TREK
LIVES!

Club Meeting
Dec 4, 1981

Time 7-10 pm
Room 177

Campus Center
Film, Info, for

ST. a §.F. fans

All Welcome
V«««««««4r<»

fiiMiiiiMuiiMiiiiiijniiiiimttiiiiii{|||i|iiiiiiiiniii|ii{|iiiMii|i^

»mmmmmmmm

Open
•M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

/Wed until 8 pm

hhbA
-^V«WMII|(/ /////"/ -

the
University

Amherst
Chinese Food

"Family Style

Cooking"
l\1andarin Cr

Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon
Specials
from $1.75

Farm Fresh Vegetables
Beer & Wine License

Sunday Brunch
All you can eat $4.95

62 64 Mam St..

Amherst 253 7835
Closed Wednesdays
We use no MSQ oi

ArTificial FiJOd Coloring

<

m
iii-\i-4'^.
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lfyouthmk"highbias"is
discrimination against tall people,
you're not ready tor New Memorex.

High bias tape is specially formu-
lated to deliver remarkably improved
sound reproduction, particularly in

the higher frequencies.

And no high bias tape does that
t^etter than totally nev^/ Memorex
HIGH BIAS II.

Weve developed a unique new
formulation of superfine ferrite crys-
tal oxide particles. And while that's a
mouthful to say, it delivers an earful
of results.

Singers ring out more clearly.

Snare drums snap and cymbals

shimmer with startling crispness.
Even quiet passages sound

clearer Because new Memorex
HIGKBIASIIhas4to5dBlower
noise. Which means dramatically
reduced tape hiss.

And thanks to Permapass," our
extraordinary new binding process
the music you put on the tape stays
on the tape. Play after play.

even after 1,000 plays.

In fact, new
Memorex will always
deliver true sound

reproduction. Or we'll replace it. Free.
So trust your next recording to new

Memorex. In HIGH BIAS II, normal
bias MRX I or METAL IV.

As a discriminating tape user,
you'll have a high opinion of the'
results.

A highly biased opinion.

that is.

Ready?GetaMemorex
HIGH BIAS II Cassette for $!<»
Send us thi& coupon with $1 00 ch-ck or 1 1 .uney ora-^r pdydU'H to
"Memorex," aryj we'll send you a HIGH BIAS II C 90 (s-iee retail prire
?'^99> Mailtc MEMORFX. PO Bn> .>8';i9 Reidsv.ile. NC m"?
Note: HIGH BIAS II tapes are designed for exclusive use on recorders with a
Type II (CrOi) setting.

I

I

NOW MORE THAN EVER
WE ASK: IS IT LIVE, OR IS IT

V"

a Boston-based jazz/funl</fusion band
will be performing at

Hampshire College

on Su/iday, December 6, 2 pm,
at the Music & Dance BIdg.,

Recital Hall.

Sponsored by the Asian Student Symposium
and S.O.U.R,C.E. IDonatior.s)

lllllllini|l|||||l|t|l|l)l|l|l|IU|l|,|l|IH|t|i|||||||i|i|i|aHi|||i|{|i|i|i|||i|!|i|i|{|i|||||||||i||||||j,^^
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Holiday Gift Suggestions

in<tt

mmm Sunday,
February 7th
3:30 «, 8PIV1

VIRTUOSI
PI ROMA
Wednesday. February 10th

8 PM

Ifm//,
Wednesday. February 17th
8PM

Box Office Noonto4PM. M— F(413)545-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

c^'T ' "^
*t>***

l<ys, gomes, unusual gifts 8c urjjquc

accessories for under $3.00.

MEMOREX A Store-full of Stockhg Sfuffers

Sundays 12- 5 /Downtnwn Amherst

Friday, December 4. 1981

continued from page ./

the Blurw^n "f^'^'^^f ff^ ^^! ^"^P'-'^ve programming in

Also, a guest speaker, Frank Gironda, talent coor-dmator for the Union Program Council, reviewed for theboard the activities and expenditures of UPC within theCampus Center.
He said UPC spent $38,789 for programming in the

$2^£ti'«fth'Tor \^'^ ^^' ^'^''^^ '""'•- than the
$22,000 that the BOG chips m to UPC's total budget," he

. 7." «t^^.'",wo'-ds." said Cashman. "UPC provides thebuilding with about $17,000 of programming for free
"

Other sources (,f revenue for UPC include student ac-
tivities funds fn,rn the Arts Council and money from
ticket sales, he said.

'

Pin^^A^''''r''".'^ "'^T'^''"
^^^E programming in theFine Arts Center, the Curry Hicks Cage, Bowker

Auditorium and the Stadium, in addition to shows put on

Ihe Blue Wall'
' ''^''^' ""'"'^'^' ^"'''''"^ ^'^"'^' <'"'"

Gironda said UPC has reached a peak in terms ofgrowth with 250 members.
"Our goal i-s to provide the best entertainment for the

lowest possible price." he said.

•Coiiegisa 11

The thieves will then try to sell the stolen books back to
the Textbook Annex before the semester ends, Gladstone
said.

fol^n"
"" ^!''^

'^u^t""'
"^"^^^'"^^ ^-^^ f'" ""t « stolen bookform describing the book, which is turned over to the Tex-tl)ook Annex so they can be alerted

"Students should try to make distinctive marks in theirlK.oks that make them identifiable." Gladstone said.

* Media
related to what

Continued from page 5

wedo,"saidDworan.

...llffr"^'"'""! ^^''.f
"** problems with ethics, as Iohr as it

Swed'C T''7!,""
^^'^ '^"""^ '"^^ diLcus.sion^tha

a JeSon? "^^'^ ™"^" of a beautiful woman is nota Jew sh one. so you have to wonder what is Koine on whenshe is m an advertisement." she said.
^

Collegian staff notice
COLLE(;iAN MEMBERS:

There will be a seminar on Anti-Semitism held Monday
night at 8:30 in room 805 of the Campus Center.
Any staff meml)er who has not attended a seminar this

semester IS reminded that attendance is mandatory and
that this IS the last seminar of the semester

C:all Rich Nagle or Eileen (;alligan at 545-3500 with any
questions.

• U-Store
Continued fr<rm page 1

can't really give you an average, it's just something thaihappens constantly." ^
Gladstone said the University Store posts signs warning

howl, 'fh T''^'''' t'T '^' ^^'•*''''" '^"^^l '•-Percussio^
should they be caught by the .security force, which he
describes as "very effective."

All the employees <.f the store are asked to observe-
patrons in addition to the security force which n.ams the
aisles to prevent thefts. "Ifs a tact that the store is g.Mntrto prosecute shoplifters," Gladstone said
"In my six semesters I've been punched, knocked down

an.l once had to go to the infirmary f<,r a tetanus shot
because I was bitten, trying to stop shoplifters"
Gladstone .said "I've caught everyone from children to
tull professors.

In addition to ^n increa.se in regular shoplifting whicfi
the I niversity Store anticipates during the Christmas andHanukkah season. Gladstone .said there is an increase in
the theft of student s textl>ooks which are left outside the
store s aisles while students .shop.

m

Collegian

Classifieds

reach

over

25,000

readers

daily!

fe.

UMASS SKI CLUB
Who deserves o vocation

more thon you?

^Oth ANNUAL
DUSH DASH
Sugorbush

Ski & Party Week
Jon 24 - 29

LAGNAF 82
Sign-up this week

400 A Student Union
545-0407

•Open MF 9 5

Sat n-4
*Wed nite until 8 PM
Located in the Campus Center,
University of Mass

the

UniversitLi

. Store
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TVIEA-TOES TIMCS FOR TODAY ONLY

M10NJ®MTM®V9i MADNIJS
> ^mCHAMPSNIRE4

INCONCEf^T AND BEYOND

584-7550 HAMPSHIRE MALL

LfPZfrroiNl WIZARDS
An qiic fuitasy

ofpeace and magic.

'^

>0^*'

The dead will
walk the
EARTH!

No on* untfar 1

7

•^'tl b« •4mttt»4l.

#^nmc«omiTAiiiRmws4 584-9153M0UNTAIN FARMS MALI

THESE ARE THE

u

ARMIES OF
THE NIGHT

What happened
to him should

happen
ro you.

LR'

CHUCK NORRIS DOESN T
NEED A WEAPON
HE IS A WEAPON!

.''#;

SPINNING UMBRELLA - Drying off a friends uXeZVhniar:boe sets a strange scene in his hallway at Moore House dorm inSouthwest. Jarboe, 20, is a junior communications major.

ALIEN
. . .an experience
you won't forget

^ »»*»##«»»»»»##^j^^

1

1

;;

Here's Looking at

you. Kid!

Happy Birthday,

Deb
********* * >«« "Trffrrffrrfx i ijjjjj j

2^_

Nor* Ai

It might be a nuclear sub or a billion
dollar aircraft carrier. At the Norfolk
Naval Shipyard, you can provide engi-
neering support for the maintenance
and testing of the most sophisticated
technology m the world, with hands-on
experience that will challenge your
personal creativity, stimulate and en-
hance your engineering knowledge, and
accord you a good measure of respon-
sibility on important projects

Our shipvard recruiter will be on campus on
December 10, 1981

A General Information Meeiinq will be held on
December 9, 1981

A« MmH Opper«inlly liMnw U.«. CMMrwMp f«quir«d

Located in the Tidewater. Virginia
area, the shipyard is surrounded by avast array of recreational and cultural
activities. Just minutes away the resort
city of Virginia Beach hosts water activ-
ities of all types and descriptions. Also

the Blue Ridge Mountains with its spec-
tacular fall foliage and numer^s
winter ski resorts.

Mrs. S.M. Peters
Code 170.3
Norfolk Naval Shipyard
Portsmouth. Virginia 23709
Call Collect: (804) 393-7340

Penny
Afternoon
Special

every third drink
a penny

'.'.*'.yJ/.OJ/J.y^^^^oy//A^*/^4:*/..

from 4:00 - 8:00
Free Hors d'overes

ticket night has been switched
from Thursday night to

Friday afternoon

A

Friday, December 4, 1981

ARTS EDITOR
The Collegian is looking for a hard working dedicated and

taented individual to be Arts Editor for the Ipring semesterThe apphcant must have editing, lay-out and organizationTsknis
plus patience. Long hours and short pay are characteristic of the

For applications and more information, see Ron Miller orhusan Baron at the Collegian Arts desk.

FOUR SEASONS
bts. cs 7.99

^"SCh cans! cs 7.99
Natural Lite cans cs 7.49
Dawson Beer bts cs4.99
Southern Manor 100° Bourbon it 7.39
Canadian Rare qt 6.99
Sebastiani Table Wines, . . . . 3l 5.99

(reg. price 7.99)

81 BEAUJOLAIS NOVEAU HAS ARRIVED!!
750 ml. 4.69

Many Wine & Liquor Gift Sets Now on Display!!

Open 10 AM to 11 PM
in front of the Malls

Wines/Liquors
rte.9, hadle>;ma./584-8174

in front of the Malls

/f-©*^

^^llrri m is

niiA ucTeiiFiiiAiftmii

Since Super Sunday
was Q come dream true. . .

Wholewheat Pizza Factory
announces

WILD

WEEKEND

TWO DAYS
Saturday December 5th artd

Sundoy December 6th

TWO CHOICES
Lorge Wholewheot or

Large WHITE DOUGH

TWO PRICES
Soturdoy S4.79 4:40 pm - 3 am

Sunday $3.99 noon 5 pm
$4.79 5

Toppings 75c
Mushrooms, Ground Deef, Extro Cheese,

Pepperoni, Green Peppers, Dlock Olives,

Sausage, Anchovies, Onions

Coke, Sprite, Tab, Root Deer 32

363 Moin Street

256-6587
Free Delivery

Coming Soon. . . . .

Wet Week
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^Gym women
Continued from page 20

Competing on the balance beam for Massachusetts wUl
be^^Bruzzese. Matthews. Milender. Lord. Pancoast. and

Conipeting in the noor exercise will be the four UM aU-around gymnasts. Bruzzese. Matthews. Milender. andPancoast. McCusker and Wilson will also participate in this

UM^s meets UNH and URI for the third time ever. This
year UConn replaces the University of West Virginia in the
tournament.

K IK MMu^^Tf" ""^''**^ ^^^^ ^ 'ast years meet,
behind UNH and UWVa. With the help of Evans, and
assistant coach Kenneth Anderson, the team hopes tocome out ahead, with a promising start for the beginning of
a new season. *

I

Friday. December 4, 1981

* Gym men
Continued from page 20

score is posted, whichteam is m control of the match
Last year, the UM squad finished at 8-3. but. with the

n^fn
""

if1?
^""""^ '"^ graduation and one to transfer, theoutlook this season is speculative.

_'This is a difficult season to judge." said Johnson.
Anything can go with the new 5-score count

"

The squad is a young one, comprised mostly ofsophomores but according to Johnson it could be "one ofthe best teams yet."
The gymnasts compete in six events: the pommel horse

fioor exercises, parallel bars, still rings, vaulting and the
horizontal bar^ Some of the gymmen specialize in one ortwo events, while others are considered all-arounds
borne of the gymmen this year include: (Sr.) Dave

Buegler - competing on ncK)r exercises and vaulting, (So.)
Neil Connolly - all-around. (So.) Jim Corbett - all-around (Jr.) co-capuin Bob Goulart - still rings, and
parallel bars. (Jr.) John Macurdy - all-around. (Jr ) co

r^^r fL tV^'S'^^^if - ^^'" '•'"^'^ ^"d P^'"'^^' horse.

nl:! i ..^''^'^^^ ~ "^'" ^''^'•^'ses and vaulting, (So.)Bert Mathieson - all-around, (Sr.) John Nelson - horse
parallel bars and horizontal bar, (Sr.) Bob Ross - horseand (Fr.) Lew Wingert - all-around
Another member who will join the squad when thisacademic semester ends is sophomore Willie Stevens atransfer student who will compete in all the events

^

'

The gymnasts first test of the season will come Satur-day at Army. The squad is looking forward to a realchallenge as they have not beaten Army awav since 1973Last season m a home meet, the UM gymnasts squeakedby Army by a tenth of a point.

* Hoop fun

PRArTirr K«Atrw.^ J ""'K'" Phol" h. Teresa BHI.fiorePKAtTICE MAKES PERFECT - UMa^^senior co-captain Kathy Matthews goes thrS
tonL^TrLr'*" ''" "^^"^ •" preparation f^r

sta;tfn',^at'?pr'^"" "'*'"" ^^ ^«^^^" ^-^^

Continuedfrom page 20
floor and the applause grew as the Minutemen began their
pregame "show".
And a show it was. Every drill the Minutemen did was a

crowd-pleaser. whether it was a simple "two-lines"
featuring some nice dunks by Whitehead. Green, a high-
flying Craig Smith or the circle weave (which brought a
roar from the crowd as it first started), in which the
hoopmen intertwined in a circle of passes.
McLaughlin said he plans on making the warmups as en-

joyable as possible and the idea just might work. Drag fun
out early and maylK- it will stick around for the whole
game.

McLaughlin himself is fun. He stalks up and down his
bench, crouching over to get a floorside view, yelling to
the officials over a bad call and even jumping up and help-
ing the referees by making the calls himself. He is
animated and like the rest of his troops, lots of fun to
watch. «

Fun. fun. fun. And there was more.
At halftime. a trampoline was brought out to center-

court and the fans were treated to an acrobatic halftime
show by members of the UMass men's gymnastics team
Ihis was the first of many facets of halftime entertain-
ment that McLaughlin is promising for the season
The game itself was also fun and exciting as' the

Minutemen battled a taller, and more experienced team
even-up for the entire game, only to fall just shy of a vic-
tory in the last few minutes. Fun was watching UM's Don
Russell split three defenders en route to a breakaway
layup or seeing Green reject a hook shot from the middle
of the key clear mto the stands in the corner. Yes even theteam was fun.

Fun will be appearing once again at the Curry-Hicks
Cage tomorrow night when the Minutemen open their
Eastern Eight schedule with Duquesne University
Special guests this week will be the Minuteman Marching
Band. Game time is at 7:30 p.m.. but come early. You
don t want to miss warmups.

Weekend Sports ^TODAY ^

TimORROW
"^'*'" '' ^^"^^R' 7 p.m. Boyden Gym

iWomen's basketball vs. Syracuse 2 p.m. Curry Hicks
I Cage
Mens basketball vs. Duquesne 7:30 p.m. Curry-Hicks

Mens swimming vs. Lowell 2 p.m. Boyden Pool
Wrestling at Coast Guard Tournament 7 p"-" s gymnastics at Armv 2 p.m.iMen

.m.

J

DMNC ANDDANONC

Tonight Fri. Dec. 4 and Sat. Dec 5

The JAZZ BABIES
5PIECE DANCE BAND

Thinking about a

HOLIDAY PARTY?!
We provide separate banquet
facilities/party room for up to

150 people. Room features bar
& dance floor!

Call for info 256-8605

Homemade Soup, 5c!od Dor, Doked Potato
and Good Times included with dinner

Basement - Thornes Market
(Main Entrance - the alleyway on Old South St.)

586-8878
Northampton, Mass.

The Valley's newest and finest-

Italian Restaurant

JOEY D's
at the intersection of Rte 9 and University Drive in Amherst

fin the Price Chopper Plaza)

256-8605

DOLLARS! BUCKS! MOOLA!
IMPORTANT NOTICE

All RSO Crops

^a^^'J'T'lV°' ^''" y^"' ^^ <-J"'y '. 1983-June 301984) are due Friday, December 4 at 4:00 Dm in the 'iu.riZ',
Senate Office, Student Union Rm 420

"*

A one week extension will be given until Friday Dec 11 at 400pm to groups if they submit an extension request by he Dec^deadline. THIS EXTENSION WILL ONLY BE filVFKi ic tuc
REQUEST IS SUBMITTED BY DECEMBER 41

™^
Sponsored by SGA &

SGA Budgets Committee

:• fJJ^'^^'^^
GOVERNMENTASSOCIATION
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE
rp^EE^FtoMTVEr3oRR>7or

ROD BONES

PRCTTT WWVTEPLWr

Hone 7 II
"»•«*«'

By M. Joyce

Coliegian 15

^Vt.V.l£XX.^ ^TA BOriTLE WITH

^°kUSTf

mm

1*% By Gregg Canavan

*•* <, %'

Associate Graphics Manager
Gain experience and earn a little money at the same time. The position ofCollefftan Associate Graphics Manager is available for Spring semester The

T^T^oTl'^JZT""''
—^^-^-tion skillsUthe:S^^

The C,>IU'!pnn is an affirmative acti..n/equal opportunity employer.

Kitchen Manager Position
Butterfjeld

Gain Valuable Experience
Free Room and Board plus salary

Applications available at:

Mclntre House 546-9282
Deadline for applications: Dec. 4

Information Session Dec. 5

Mass.. R.I., Conn., —
today variable cloudiness.
High 35 to 45. Snow likely

tonight. Low 20 to 30.

Tomorrow rain or snow
likely over coastal sec
tions. Chance of flurries
over the interior.

ii.1 IKbLS — Rain and freezine
temperatures have coated this tree with the
lights of Southwest behind it.

Collegian Classified
Insect Collecticns to rent or buy call
3679323

Roommate Wanted for second sem $90 a
month 253-9238

WANTED TO RENT

from
3:00-6:00

pm

' ce/Tter
at u ma<s<s

Friday, December 4th

FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR
Song and Spirits with

STEVE SPELMAN
•Valid ID and ABP sticker requireO to purchase alcohol

Quiet female seeks room for next
semester Call after M PM Linda 546-1255

Female, responsible £t nonsmoking seeks
room in house or apt starting Jan call
546-6785 late's OK
Woman needs room Amherst 1/1 to 6/1 I

tove to study and play Barbar 586-3848

anytime

Grad student, wife, dog seek housing.
bhare with vegetarians. I smoke. Like 2-3
roonis at least. Near bus. Darryl Hickman
624 Tobin or call Psych dept Leave name
and number

Need Desperately 2 bedrm apt Jan spring
semester will sublet 549-4876 546-5399

XMA& GIFTS

Thick 100% cotton flannel shirts natural
warmth $10 each or 3 for $25 CC Con-
course Tues, Wed, and Thurs

ANMAL umnm
^^*^^^ DECEMBER 4TH

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

SHOWS AT 5, 7, 9, & 1

1

ADMISSION: $1.25. . .$1.00

(at 5:00 only)

Sponsored bys J.A. Lower

S Lesbian )

I

a Gay '

i
Coffeehouse

'[ Sunday

i Dec 6

7 - 12 P/\/l

Memorial

I

Hall

\ $1 Admission
m

i People's Gay

\ Alliance

** •- .•. • • • • • t

SHOE
BIN ift7 n. pleasant st^amherst
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rustv naiFc^^
Sat. Dec. 5

JOIMATHAIM
EDWARDS
w/John Coster

«)re3|e*:|e%:|c9|e:|e *****:*:::*:*:

Coming:
Dec. 11 John Hall Band
Dec. 12 N R B Q

665-4937 Rt. 47, Sunderland

******************:

CHILDREN'
GIFT
BOOKS

Special

Purchase $3.98

UNBEKmXER

The FunCraft Book of

Your Choice 99c ea

PETER
RABBIT

^ GIANT
XREASLRY

Special |
Purchase!
$3.98 I

Special

Purchase
$3.98

-V

/^'*

» s

>°;^'«'^vl

COUmANDRECOUmBOOK

Special

Purchase$3.98 Your Choice $1.79 !
OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4 Web nite until 8
the

Located in the Campus Canter

University Store
'**''*********f*tn%iimmm*'^**m**^^^

Friday. December 4, 1981

OLLEGIAN CLA^QTiTTir
Collegian i?

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

AUDIO

Philips Stereo reel to reel, brand new con-
dition, first $200 takes it. Call 253-5080

AUTO FOR SALE

72 VW Beetle low mi. only $1,350.00 70
Cry Newport only $400. call Alex please
549-5347

1970 Chev Impala $600/80 call Georae
546 9926 "

73 Maverick - Grabber at PS $250 or BO
Come see at 3 Plumtree Road Sunderland
between 5 and 6 pm Apt 2

1975 Mustang Mach I 6 cyl. 4 speed looks
& runs well $1500 call Lori 253-5845

73 Mercury Comet $500. good condition
new starter, inspected. Paul 774-4236

1972 PONTIAC CATAUNAN^vT^j^^Ti^^d
battery. Dependable transportation $450
Call Glenn 586-2781

74 Vega Wagon AM/FM, PS, Auto $700
or BO 546-4150

'

BEDROOM SET

Double bed with wooden frame, rug and
bureau $125 or BO 549-4044

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Boston Traders Sweaters - All styles 140
- 50% off retail - Mark, 256-8775, Stan
253-7479, after 5:00

FOR RENT

1 br apt Puffton VIg. Amh. bus rte. $270
inci heat, hot H20, gas. Less for longer
lease. Avail mid Dec. 549-5014 or 549-0145

1 large bedroom for 2 females to share
beginning January 1 2S6-6658

Own room In 2 bdrm Northwood Call
Shari 665-2009

2 bedrooms available in 4 bedroom house
in South Amherst on bus route $137. mo
wood stove call early morning of after 6 pm
253 7225

One furnished room In Brittany Dec 23rd
- Jan 31st male or female call 253-5941

FOR SALE
GIFT IDEA: Portrait
Delap, 665-2972

Drawings. Dennis

1975 Suzuki GT-390 FULLY assesed 12000
mi. very good condition $650 call Rick
549-1867

Fender Stratocaster $400 665-2241 eves.

Two men's ten speed bikes, large frame
"Free Spirit" $80, small frame "Ross" $50
Call 546-6416

Hexel Sundance Skis 180 cm. Look N77
bindings Scott poles $100 or BO Paul
253-5124

Nordica Ski Boots size 9M excellent con-
dition asking $90 or 80 tel 6-7525 ask for
Doug

Xf'^^'ca FX-2 35MM 3 lenses
50/28/55MM cases & flash 200.00 or 80
call Mike 546-6430

Whale plaques hand carved dark walnut
ready to hang indoors - outdoors $15.00
546-94n

Electric guitar in good cond - best offer.
Contact Piere at 546-6888

Blue expedition type down parka size
^-42 excellent condition Rob 253-7405

PLANTS ARE WONDERFUL GIFTS
Plant Sale Sun Dec 6 noon to 2:00 PM ON-
LY 60 South Pleasant Street (Amherst
Common)

Men's Nordica Comet Ski Boots size 10/
hjrdly used $50 call 546-6047

Nova Parts 70-74 2 doors, hood, Ift fender,
bumper $30.00 ea call 546-7446

For Sale Barrecrafter's Ski Rack fits

subcompact; with raingutters 35.00 call
Gary 6-7868

Whale Plaques hand carved dark walnut
ready to hang indoors -outdoors $15.00
546-9411

1975 Rabbit new brakes, new Midas muf-
fler, 88,000 miles 27 mpg needs engine
work worth checking out $1100 before 2
PMJ02-387-4267 or 413-648-9443
Skiis~oiin Mark 3's and 4's, Solomon 555
boots, Humanis sizes 7'/? 9Vi cheap
549 5730 Peter

Semperit snow radials 155x13 used one
season $65 546-4545

Rack-A-Disc Professionals "We work
hard, vou party hard" Randy 546-7013

FOUND
Michael
notebook

Sartorelli I have
Kevin 549-1869

your lost

Womens Watch near Whitm»,^ 253-5941

r.^^dI^ "^'^^ "«" Wednesday, Dec. 9

o^ V.'"®®^ Newman Parking Lot'

^Pin'-r*""^®^
''"^^' refreshments Call

^5b-8102 for reservations!!

HELP WANTED
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round

r .T^®;c£;
Ar^erica, Australia, Asia. All

pi?- f^*;
^^200 monthly. Sightseeing

hTm^^^o^"^® '^^ ^o'* 52-MAI, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

^^® Collegian is looking for an In-
terested student for Assistant Business
Manager to begin Spring semester '82
Business background a must. Applications

1113 CC
""^" °®''- ^ *" Collegian Office,

Part time X-ray Tech wanted in a multi
specialty group practice. Send resume to
X-ray Tech PC Box 841 , Amherst MA 01004
Boltwood-Belchertown Project is seek
ing responsible, independent students to
supervise our volunteer recreation pro-
grams. Experience with developmentally

^o^-fcoi"^,
preferred. For more info call

323-6311, ext 494

INSTRUCTION

Need a SPANISH TUTOR for those last
exams? Call Liz St Jean 546-6935

JANUARY SUBLET

Three bedroom apartment to rent for
month of January, price neootiable call,
Cindy evenings 549-6(032

LOST

Red folder in Curry Hicks or vicinity.
Please call 546-8182 if found

Siberian Huskie lost Nov 1 1 in the area of
Rt 9 near the Malls. White, blue eyes, beige
markings. Family pet. Contact 256-6715.
REWARD
Woman's eyeglasses in green case in
vicinity of Northeast. If found please call
546-9482.

Reward for lost knapsack & Chem
notes calc No questions asked. Call 6-5472

Gold and diamond ring NOPE/ Northeast
area. Great sentimental value. Reward. Call
Sue 546-6917

Wallet lost belonging to David Kumlin call
256-6802

Keys on green buoy in Orchard Hill lot 49.
Reward 546-7039

Lost a set of keys in Southwest area. A
green leather strap attached. If found
please call Jeff 546-8808

KITTY ALERT A gray and white malecat
with a white flea collar has escaped in the
Fearing St Allen St area (a couple of sts
towards town from SBA) There is a reward
leading towards his arrest call 549-6550

Golden diamond watch. Reward offered.
Please call 253-5375 or 256-8458

NEED CASH?

Always Premium Prices!! Class rings,

gold and silver in all forms. See the Manhan
Difference 1 1 Manhan Precious Metals Ex-
change, 312 King St., N'hmptn 584-7000
9:30 am - 5:30 pm M-Sat

NEED ROOMMATES THIS SPRING?

Two males seek a room or rooms in an
apartment in Amherst area for spring
semester call Michael 549-6520

OPEN RUSH
AT BETA KAPPA PHI

Come over and see why BKO could be
the place for you. All University men in-

vited. Dec 1-3 at 8:00 BKO 388 N. Pleasant

OPERATOR NEEDED

Brenda H -You have that voice that drives

men wild. Yet you don't coffee, no matter
how mild. Well, thanks anyway, I'll meet
you someday. And the time that we'll have
will be wild. Midnight Caller

PERSONALS

Cindy: 'I think it's obvious I'm'. . .in love

with you

Free to good home beautiful trained

Siamese cat call Nancy 256-0719

Need a Xmas present? How about a

movie poster. Call Matt at 6-6768 318 Field

before Dec 11th

5 Madrigal tickets available for friday Dec
11 have yourself a Medieval time call

256-6225

Kennedy 82 Fight Reaganomics - Get In

p°Qf-?^°o9^"i,"*'°"^' "meeting: December
q, ai / LC at 7:00 pm it's reelection time
Gail, with the long brown hair, I know your
name, how about your number. Your ad-
mirer from Goodell & Bartlett

To the tall blonde guy who catches my
roommate's eye on Mon-Wed-Fridays
walking through Thoreau - times running
out.

.
I m getting bored watching you two

play these staring games Signed, a bold
roommate

"1^/
n'** ^'®"* ^*^'*« '^oa' Of Winooski -

Will you survive, learn to drive, I know vou
cant decide. .

." D.H. & J.Q .

Eller
^°" ^'^'^ ^°" ^® *^® °"'^ °"® '-°^®'

Tamer - Are personals still more important
than Doonesbury? Some things never
change. Happy Birthday. Love from Pek
ing. Bets

Beth - Happy 20th Birthday! You finally
made it in Massachusetts! Have a great day
- Love Randi

To the residents of 65: One cup of eg
gjiog equals how many cups of rum?

.^"JP TO^^R'DA SPRING BREAK o";;.
ly 930 deposit by Xmas call Sarah 546 1084
Curtis. Could you please make an attempt
to hide your vanity. . .for your own good.
Thanks

TO THE HANDSOME YOUNG MANWHO STUDIES IN THE C.S BASEMENT (yes, you Jim!) How about a movie
or a chance to carry on a more stimulating
conversation than the ones we have on the
way to work and classes? Please feel free to
call me. Lisa 413-323-4714

Tarni"'^
^* '^"' *""*'' "^"''^ Birthday

3ull! - - "Raging Bull" Fri Dec 4, at
7-9:30-12 Mahar Aud.

To all European Students - Two million
Europeans are demonstrating against
nuclear paranoia, for peace. What do WE
do? Peace March and Rally from Student
Union to Amherst Common, Saturday
Dec. 5, 12 PM. Info: Bart 253-7139

Tammy or sorry that Tami I love you.
Have a good Birthday. T.J.

Wendy you finally got it. When do we' Get
fourth degree. PHSFC!! It has been great
love the Pledge - TETTES
Sarah Smith - Happy 21st!! It'll be the best
ever — till next year!!! luv Judy
Hi Lori Williamson, have a nice day today
best friend, Marianne

Grubb and Snake, two Delta Chi
brothers, desperately need dates for Semi,
Dec 12. Prefer blondes but we'll take
anything. Here is your chance, ladies.
253-9230

Coolidge Upper is sponsoring a
Christmas/Chanuka Gift Drive for needy
area teenagers. Old albums, books,
posters, jewelry, clothes, etc. . are
desperately needed. Please contact Glenn
1712 Coolid^ 546-0184

Hey kinky purple girl - Shell - Happy Bir-
thday! Love, 5 of "the 6"

Jenny - Happy Birthday! Thanks for being
a great big sister. Love, Karen

Oh no only 5 more shopping days til

Margies half birthday 187 till shes 20 trac-
tors should be ordered immediately

RIDE WANTED
Tennessee, Dec 19-23 male, female
British exchange students share driving &
expenses Call Isobelle 546-6629 Jon
546-5327

ROOM WANTED
Room Wanted in apartment or house
from Jan 1 to March 1 Call 546-9758

Need room Dec 27 - Jan 25 responsible
senior, easy to get along with, Brandywine
preferred. Erik 546-7965

Graduating Senior needs a room, in a
house or apartment for Spring '82, Frb
-May I'm low-profile, adaptable, and
reliable Call 549-0694 right away
2 males looking for home or apartment in
Amhpr-jt for wintersession call 546-6348

OOMMATE WANTED
Own bed> ,m in Rolling Green starting
Dec. 1 s ... .25 inclusive Call evenings
256-0501

Male/ female to share Brittany Manor
apartment beginning January Claudia,
Dave 256-6379

Roommate wanted start Jan to share
bedroom in 2 bedroom apt 105 mo. + elec
call John 256-8454 after 4

Great apartment onl)us route. Call Paul
665-4313

Rbommate wanted own bedroom in 2
bedroom Apt 137 -i- electric 256 8604

Female roomate needed for apartment in
Nrthwood Sunderland 2 bed rent 290 + U
already 3 easy to get along with women can
move in after finals call 665-4494

Need male to share room in Brittany
Manor apt spring semester 253 3208

Two Male/ Female roommates wanted
to share Brittany Manor apt Jan 1 to June
30 call Deb C 256-0358

Couple seeking occupant(s) for 1 bdrm
in 2 bdrm Amherst Ctr Apt Jan 1st 253171 07
Woman needed to share room in Squire
Village $84 + 665 4 1 08

Female roommate wanted fully furnish-
ed single bedroom - Hadley - studious
housemates - 160 including utilities and
heat. Call Ugo 546-1062 after 7 PM
Single room for quiet, mature, clean
roommate. Call Ron 5-8 PM 549-0073
Walk to campus own bedroom in 4
bedroom apt. Lincoln Ave startino Feb 1

549-6713

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Ski Service skiis tuned, bindings checked,
professional quality service at reasonable
prices 253 5273

Typing experienced IBM correcting Selec-
tnc bilingual English /Spanish scientific
background 256-6957 evening

Student Movers quality service at low
rates local - long distance Randal 253-9646

SKI BOOTS
ELA, ELA-Nordica ski boots size 7/
brand new. Best offer. Call Fluffy at 6-6433

TO SUBLET

Room for rent starting Jan first. Great
location on Belch Road Route, opp Col-
onial Village call eves 253-5673

Colonial Village 1 bedr in 2 bedr avail Dec
22 - Jan 31 $120 ask for Omar 253-9946

From Jan - Sept two bedroom Northwood
Apts on bus rte $295 month 6^-4969 call
before 3:00

Puffton single room in 3 bedroom for rent
Dec 19 to Jan 31 Kim 549-0748

Rolling Green 1 bdrm in 4 bdrm apt avail
*or spring semester. 102.oo per month
everything included 256-8775

3 bedroom apt Northwood on bus route
call 665-4370

Amherst Center 2 bedroom house fully
furnished for Jan 300-1- 256-841 5

Own room in house 2 blocks from cam-
pus, only $104 -t- available Jan 1 Paul
549-6377

Preferably female - quiet, responsible to
sublet own room in Rolling Green for
January 253-7546 Jenny

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA Drive cars
thru US Gov't licensed agency, call Douo
546-8704

**

TUTORING

Tutoring Spanish experienced 256-6957
evenings

TYPING

Free-Lance Typing and resume writing.
Top skills, fast service, reasonable rates.
Amherst 549-0518

Fast, accurate, low-cost typing and
word processing of reports, resumes, let-
ters, etc. Same or next day service in many
cases. TYPE-RITE, 321 R Main Street
Amherst 253-51 1

1

Typing experienced IBM correcting selec-
tric bilingual English/Spanish scientific
background 256-6957 evenings

USED AUTO PARTS
Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel
584-2832

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Monday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2

'

Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710
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BOOK BRIEFS
by Roger Atwood

Doktor Bey's Book of the Dead
By Derek PeU
Avon. 161 pp.

Thi'R' are probably some sociologists who
would be interested in the ideas behintithis
book, a mass market paperback that
trivialb.es and capitalizes on death by
making it into cheap humor. From how to

gift wrap a corpse, to suggestions for

tombstone inscriptions, to "how to stack
stiffs," this book aims to make readers
laugh with ghoulish spoofs on nothing less

than death and dying.

As humor, it is intermittently amusing
(suggestion for a tombstone: "There mu.st
be some mistake."), but Pell, a writer for
PUiyboy, .seems to think there is something
intrinsically humorous about death. There
is not. and the book .soon becomes a dreary
series of gags that .strive to shameless
extents for a laugh. Poking fun at death is

cute at first, but Pell simply does his

subject to death, so to speak. This is a silly,

trashy and, at $6, overpriced book.

What's Gne? A History of the Crossword
Puzzle

By Michelle Arnot
Vintage, 199 pp.

This book presumes that crossword
puzzle fans are interested in a history of
their pastime. If. per chance, they are not
Arnot provides a generous selection of
puzzles dating from as far back as 1913. She
traces the crossword puzzles roots from
antiquity, through it.<= modernization in
Victorian England, right to its weekly
appearance in the Saturday Review.

What is striking about Arnot 's history is

that crossword puzzles seem so much a
phenomenon of the English-speaking world.
Whether this is because English lends it.self

belter than other languages to anagrams,
or because only Anglos enjoy indulging
themselves in their own language, or
merely because Arnot is ethnocentric, I

cannot say, and neither does Arnot. But it

is an interesting, if trivial, history.

HJmLhT'^TK^T*'**^: ^J'^*^*^^
^y •'*"«* S. Genkins, will be performed atHampshire Theater at Hampshire College Dec. 3-6 and 9-12

""^^^ "*

Genesis
Hartford Civic Center. Wed

By RON MILLKR
Collegian Staff

Genesis puts on a spectacular performance
Dec. 2

Sometimes it is easier to pan a mediocre
show than it is to eive justice to a suc-
cessful one. Such is ttie case with Genesis,
who put on an incredible display of lights
and music Wednesday night in the Hart-
ford Civic Cwiter.
Armed with the most spectacular light

show I have witnessed. Genesis performed
their intricate compositions with such
precision, it was difficult to believe this was
a live performance.

Phil Collins, probably Qqe of the most
underrated front men in the world, sang,
danced, told stones and charmed the au-

dience from beginning to end. He wasn't ly-

ing when he said. "We've got something on
the Genesis menu to please everyone
tonight."

They went as far baqk in Genesis history
as Selling England By The Pound, and per-
formed a varied set that included most of
their latest release, as well as a variety of
tunes from such albums as The Lamb Lies
Doum on Broadway. A Trick of the Tail,
and Duke.
Collins is a rarity in rock music: Unlike

many of his peers, whose voices have faded
into raspy, rangeless obscurity. Collins has
actually improved- with age, enabling him
to handle songs thaJt were formerly beyond
his capability.

The lighting for tkis show was so im-
pressive, it should have had equal billing
with band. It was kept in perfect synch

with the music with an ever changing bom-
bardment of color. Perhaps the finest ex-
amples of this were "WTio Dunnit" from
Abacab and "In the Cage" from The Lamb.
On "Who Dunnit" Collins got up on a

platform behind the drum risCr as a rain-
bow of changing colors danced to the beat
of music. On "In the Cage" as Collins sang
"Let me out of this cage" pillars of light
imprisoned him with one of the most in-
teresting effects of the evening.

No Genesis concert is complete without
the now famous, drum duet performed by
Chester Thompson and Collins. This
display of drumming prowess was simply
amazing to watch. The two drummers, in
perfect time, were all over their respective
drum kits, and they never missed.

After an exf»-nded ovation, the band

returned for a ler^gthy version of "I Know
What I Like" from Selling England by the
Pound. Collins played a nifty little game of
crowd control during this number. Each
time he raised his arms the crowd would
roar, then he would motion for them to
stop, and the crowd would go silent. He
had the whole audience-stopping and star-
ting in a manner reminiscent of The Three
Stooges playing the dictator.

As I warned at the beginning, this review
only scratches the surface of this concert. I

haven't even mentioned the other members
of the band, who put on magnificient per-
formances. The only way to fully unders-
tand just how rich a Genesis concert is, is to
see it. They are supposed to do a show in
Boston, Provid,ence or both after the first
of the year, and if you fail to see them, you
are missing a true event.

Bob Weir of The Gr.Uful Dead ha» »l.n«d another outside project. Bobby and the Midnites

Bobby and the Midnites, (Arista)

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

For the Grateful Dead, and the thousands of fans who
follow the band with a religious- like fervor, the first
commandment must be "Thou shalt tour." The band is
almost continuously on the road, approximately nine
months a year. When not on the road, the members
frequently work with their own bands by doing short tours
and occasional .solo albums. Rhythm guitarist and singer
Bob Weir's latest incarnation (following such notables as
Kingfish. The Bob Weir Band, and Bobby Ace and the
Cards from the Bottom of the Deck) has just released a solo
album entitled Bobby and the Midnites.

the band, featuring Bobby Cochran, formerl- of
Steppenwolf and the Flying Burriio Brotners on lead
guitar and vocals. Alphonso Johnson on bass and vocals.
Billy Cobham on drums and vocals, Matthew Kelly, for-
merly of Kingfish, on harp and vocals. Brent Mydland, of
the Grateful Dead on keyboards and vocals, have put
together an interesting and well crafted collection of songs.
Weir's vocals are strong, and he is well backed by the rest
of the band.

The album remains a departure from the traditional
Grateful Dead style, ranging from the obvious jazz in-
fluences on "Haze" and "Festival." to the flat out rockers
"Far Away," "Me Wuhout You," and "Josephine, " to the
two reggae cuts, "Book of Rules, " and "Fly Away."

Of particular intere.si is "Book of Rules." Backed by the
solid section of Johnson and Cobham (one of the all time
great jazz drummers). Weir turns in a credible Bob Marlev
imitation. whUe the rest of the band backs him with some
strong vocals, fading into an acappeUa ending in very even
harmony. "^

It will be interesting to see which of the songs from thisalbum the Grateful Dead will choose to interpret on their
next tour because they usually perform a great deal of
Garcia and Weir's solo material.

Collegian v.

LIQUORS
GOOD LUCK
MINUTEMEIMI!

Miller 120ZN/R 7.99 cs

Miller Lite 120ZC. 7.99 cs

Lowenbrau i2ozn/r 9.50 ^^

Moison 9 QRw ^%/ CS

Labatt Q ORw W%/ cs

Roiling Rock izpkc 3.95

Skoi Vodka 8.20,75

SkolGin 8.2O175

Ron Roberto Rum 1.75 9.29
V-0-1-75 15.99
J& B Scotch L 11.49

Aiiini Lambrusco 1.5 2.99

Aimaden 4 l 6.99
ingienook 3l 5.99

not responsible for typographical errors

10 a.m. til 11 p.m.

253-5595
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There 's no place like home,
On-campus sports events are plentiful this weekend

Sports

Fun returns to Cag
Home hoop games eqml a good time this uear

The UMass men's swim team will be
looking for its first win of the season
tomorrow when it hosts the University of
Lowell at Boyden pool at 2 p.m. The
Minutemen lost their season opener to
Tufts University Tuesday.

By JIM FLOYD
Colleg-ian Staff

".lust another loss," most University of Massachusetts
students pro[,al.ly thoujrht after hearm^ of a. t week';M.,1 M.nutenmn loss to the Yu^.-slavians. hut somehowhe atmosphere was different. Just ask any one of the
1.815 who were in attendance
Even thou«:h the Minutemen ha.i lost, when the end ofthe contest came the fans sf.od and cheered for theplayers until they had made their wav off the fIcK.r
Yes It s true. Last week fun returned to the Currv-Hicks CaRe after too. too long a vacation.

McLaughlin himself is fun. He stalks up
and doivn the sidelines....yelling at officials
and sometimes helps them out in making the
calls.

l:y:::^

f '^/i!^ JV'*^.''^*''"*^
^^^ 40-Minute Gan^ sitting

shfn fh'
^^'"^/^^ Yugoslavian In^nch in their new tee

shirts that lure fun out of hiding
Maybe it was the idea ..f having the I 'Mass cheerleaders

lead cheers from in front of the stands or e^en the big

Zfl *

h I ?'^' "^ ^^^'" ^'•^^•"- Ty-""^ Whiteheadand the bunch during w?rmups that did the trick.
Or maybe it was that certain unnamed dog who sniffetl

each one of the Yugoslavian players as the sound svstem
butchered the V ugoslavian pregame national anthem that
finally coaxed fun out from its hiding place under the Cage
grandstands. *^

Who cares? The only important fact is that, somehow
tun returned and CMass basketball fans were al)le to have
a good time while watching their team play.

L'Ma.ss first-year basketball coach Toi^ McLaughlin
(who received a hearty welcome from the fans during
team introductions) was more than plea.sed with the
return of fun.

•The game was like a college basketball game should
be. McLaughlin said, '"and it (the fun) was created bv the
40-Minute Gang, the cheerleaders and all the students who
found out that it's alright to get e.xnted and veil and
scream.

The team receivi-d a nice rf)und of aF)plau.se as it took the

hJv lu ..
^ CtOING! - UMass first-vear mens

under ?/"'^' ^""^ McLaughlin makes ^^'"1?
understood m last week's exhibition against theYugoslavian National team.

Twin-bill at Curry-Hicks tomorrow
^rlu- ^"!:''y-W'«J<s Cage will echo with the sound ofdribbling basketballs tomorrow as both Un^versiJy ofMa.s.sachu.setls varsity teams, mens and women's S oftheir home seasons with formidable opponents.

^
rhe Minutewomen will take the floor first at 2 d mwhen they host nationally ranked Syracuse Un ver?ity'The hoopwomen are coming off a last second thriller

victory over Harvard and the afternoon action should be
superb.

The men's teams plays the .second half of the Curry twin-
bill when they host Eastern Eight rival Duquesne with a
7:J0 p.m. .start. Get ther^ early for both games and check
out the new scorebo?.rd.

Admi.ssion to both games is free with a UMass ID card.

BU scorches

UMass, 91-65
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian SUiff

BOSTON - When you're hot you're hot and when>ou re not. you re not and when the Boston University
Terriers opened their home season against the Univers tyof Massachusetts last night, they were scorching as the
defeattHi the Minutemen. 91-65. and upped their record to

The Terriers shot at a 59.4 percent clip for the first halfand put a halt to the UMass offense before it elen gotsorted with a full-court press that was responsible foholding Massachusetts scoreless for the first 5:05 of playBy the time George Ramming netted the firstMinuteman tal y. BU held a 9-0 lead*" UMass would c oihe margin to five at 14:30 when UM's Donald Russe hU

nrer^::krcr

"

""''' ''' --' ''' ^- ^^^^

shlot'in^'l;? thrr^'""''"?*^ r"''"""^ ^' d'd the outstanding

Wo Br >1 TT 'u^'^y
^^y"^"^' «'-^« Brown and

BUmth'/Shtlf:''
"'^'" "^"' '" ^""^'^ «^-- f-

The lone standout for the Minutemen had to be the play
ot freshman forward Horace Neysmith, who scored ?

7

points (the most points scored by a UMass player in thr^
years) and pulled down nine rebounds
"And that's just scratching the surface." a disappointedUM head coach Tom McLaughlin said. "He (Neysmith)

didn t even play with the intensitiLhe could have
''

Rn?tT T^J^'^l^T ^""'P^^nde,! when point guardRussell picked up his third foul midway through the first

f.n-^^?^!l^"''*^'l,'' ^ ^t^'" P'^y^'- than what you saw

and^tl't /^^^^"f
h'^^/^id. "H. got into foul trouble earlyand that definitely affected his game "

re^onrr.nf
'' '"^' BU. 52-28 but the Minutemen didregroup and come out to play the second half UMass wasunable to break the 20-point barrier as the- Terrier' cT,ntmued to shoot well from the floor.

^» triers con

The lead eventually reached the 30-point zone and fromthere it was simply a matter of letting everyone play
After it was over. McLaughlin closed the locker room toanyone but players. After several minutes, he emerged

obviously still bothered by the loss. "What did you say tothem he was asked.
' '

"I told them that we have a game Saturday and we're

B()STON UNIVERSITY (91) - Brett Brown 3-6-12

Wal' sl'Tr P •

•^"^" '^""^^^" '-^'•^' Johnnie RayWal, 5-2-12 Gary Flummer 4-0-8, Arturo Brown 7-0-14

117. TOTALs';li','..^f
'-"''"" '"' «-' ^-i"-

UMASS (65) - Horace Neysmith 10-7-27, Donald

Ron^Y
''\

"^"^'l^r^
'-''''• ^^^^^^ Ramming 3-17

?ota'lsT6:i3:^.5
'^'^' '''''' '''' ^^- ^-"'^ ^2-«-

HALFTIME - BU 52 UM 28.

IMass gymwomen, men face seasc.. „^.x..xo

S±r.' "^ni?lf^*« , ... I
^.'!^^ on road to West PointBy CHARISSE FEINERMAN

Collegian Correspondent

Friday at 7 p.m.. the University of
Ma-ssachusetts women's gymnastics team
hosts the University of New Hampshire.
University of Rhode Island, and University
of Connecticut in the third annual UMass
Invitational tournament.
The women will be competing in four

events, including vaulting, uneven parallel
bars (UPB), balance beam, and floor
exercise. UM looks to Jeanne Bruzzese and
Jennifer Pancoast for sUndout per
formances in vaulting. Also competing in

'ilting are.- Kathy Matthews. Christine

Wilson. Heidi Milender. and Jane
McCusker Head coach Virginia Evans said
she IS confident that vaulting will be UM's
highest scoring event.
On the uneven parallel bars. UM will

have stiff competition from UNH. whose
gymnasts are particularly strong in this
event. Competing for UM will be Milender
(a top performer in last years competition)
Bruzzese Pancoast. Matthews, and Am^
Burke, a UPB specialist.

"The balance beam can be anybody's
event, said Evens. 'It is all dependent on
coneentration. The balance beam can be the
difference between who wins and who
comes in second."

Continued on pnge 1^

By SUE BRIIXJMAN
Collegian Staff

A few changes in the rules for men's
gymnastics may add interest and excite-
ment to this relatively low profile sport ac-
cording to Roy Johnson, head coach of'the
University of Massachusetts gymnastics
squad.

Johnson sees both positive and negative
aspects of the changes which include a tenman team total, five men per team com-
peting on each event with all scores l^eing
counted and no designated all-arounds

(Overall, Johnson feels the new rule is a
rK)or one. He .said, "The am(.unt of

money saved, is not worth taking the ex-
perience away from two students. (Last
year the rule allowed for a 12-member
squad.)

Johnson did add though that he felt there
was an advantage to the new system.

It may make the sport more exciting

and bring more audience involvement
because they'll (the fans) know the score
right away, Johnson said.
Under the old rule, there were six men

competing m each event, with only the top
five scores being counted. Now the fans
will be able to follow the score with each

Continued on page 11,

Cage
By STEPHEN FREKER
('ollegian Staff

For the first time since the days of Alex
Eldridge and .Mark Haymore, the Universi-
ty of Massachusetts' Curry-Hicks Cage
resembled a bonafide college basketball
facility as UMa.ss captured its first Eastern
Eight league victory in three seasons ek-
mg out a 60-59 thriller over Duquesne
University Saturday night.

The tangibles which contributed to the
revival of the long-dormant Massachusetts
basketball {)ride were numerous and seem-
ingly de.sperate, although each one. be they
the standing room only crowd which found
plenty to cheer about, the red-shirted
40-Minute Gang or the psyched-up nnjkie
coach and his team, all combined |;)erfectly
to create the enjoyable and emotional at-
mosphere that permeated the Cage.

It's been a long time since it was difficult
to find a seat for a home game at the (^age
and the 3,405 who managed to .squeeze into
the building Saturday teamed together to

backs biff hooD win
give their team an extra boost many times
during the game, roaring to the rafters
when Massachusetts excelled, and loudly
hexing the Dukes when the Pennsylvanians
tried to make a run.
"The crowd wcm the game for us "

first-
year UMass head coach Tom McLaughlin
said. "It's as simple as that."
McLaughlin, who played on the UMa.ss

NIT teams of the early seventies, know^
well the value of a full Cage to his team and
stressed this point in his preseason plann-
ing, instituting the new this-year
40-Mimite (Jang and revitalizing the l'Ma.ss
C'ourtside Club as means of garnering
more support for this year's product.
"When we used to play here in years

past, I could almost count all the fans \x\ the
stands on both hands." Duquesne head
coach Mike Rice said. "The crowd tonight
was a definite factor in their (UMass')
favor and helf)ed them win the ballgame."
When at game's end. an exuberant fan

tried to swipe the net a la Notre Dame, one
knew that the Cage fans are l)ack and they
l)r()ught their spirit with them.

UMASS I) HANGS TOUCH -Minutemen Horace Nevsmith (15) Ed-win Green (52) and Donald Russell (11) were defensive mainstavs in
Massachusetts first leajrue victory since 1978, Saturday over Duquesne at
Curry-Hicks Cage. ^

/^
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Victim of death threats
cries police negligence

:{.'>'H) Monday. December 7, 1981

By CAREN ORLICK
and SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student is

accusing the campus police of negligence,
claiming she has received inadequate police
protection following a two-month-long
series of death threats.

The student, who asked to remain
unidentified, reported receiving the first

threat at the end of October and im-
mediately notified the UMass police. The
student was reportedly told to "find
another room to sleep in," but after the
calls persisted, police were notified again
and responded to the call, the student said.
The caller had. by this time, alledgedly

arrived at the student's dormitory and was
reportedly scared off by the lights of the
approaching police cruiser. The student
said the police then refused to chase the
caller claiming "the cruiser will not travel
over grass."

UMass Director of Public Safety Gerald
T. O'Neil denied any knowledge of the stu-

dent's dis.satisfaction with (he police pro-
tection and vowed to investigate the case
"This is the first time I've heard alK>ut

the.se accusations and I will investigate
these incidents immediately." O'Neil .said
"Our priority is to eliminate fear and make
the person comfortable."
Following the earlier incidents, the .stu-

dent said the caller made death threats and
was seen in the vicinity of the student's
dormitory.

The student said that after notifying the
police on each of these occasions, they told
her "there is nothing we can do, please call
back tomorrow."
Students living in the dormitory said that

upon arriving at the dormitory" when the
caller was seen in the area, police "made no
attempt to look for the person," saying
"he s gone," but the caller would reappear
after the police had left the scene
The student said she has turned to

merribers of a fraternity for help and pro-
tection and has had to receive escorts from
members of the group at all times.
Continued on page 12

•

^''NGER.PICKIN - Danny Levy, a Lowell native, boogies*with hlsYan/
JO m a Moore house stairwell.
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Donant 'determined to stay'
in spile of Senate demand

J

V <3»l,/^

I^IDCT< C3Kir\\%T Tx , w, .
<'oll«iri«n photo by ScoU Burkt

l-IKST SNOW — Darrel Lloyd, 7, and his brother Timothy, 5, of
Amherst, slide down an incline at the intersection of University Drive and
Amity Street yesterday afternoon.

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Director of the Division of Student Af-
fairs Randy Donant said Friday he has no
intention to leave the University of
Massachusetts, in response to the
Undergraduate Student Senate demands
Wednesday that his contract negotiations
be terminated.

"If anything. I'm even more determined
to stay because of what happened," Donant
.said. "This seems to be a ritual. From what
I've heard, there have been as many acting
directors as years for the last four "years. I

have a commitment here to all the
students."

Donant said he believes in "holistic
education," and considers this office not to
be extracurricular, but that the oppor-
tunities available to students through
Recognized Student Organizations and
other student groups on campus to be
equally important in the education process.
He said he is committed to an environment
of cooperation between students and ad-

TODAY'S "^^^^^^ **®"'®s ''"•^ w't^ Reagan Assasinatlon pg. 2

P Cp/^P "T - Students rally to oppose Secretary Haig. pg. 3

ministration.

In response to suggestions that he might
be used as pawn by higher administrators,
Donant said the image was based on his
response to his job description. Donant
stated at the senate meeting Wednesday
the University "in its wi.sdom creates a
heirarchy." and his position in the line of
authority was defined by his job descrip-
tion, which he feels he lias not violated in

any way.

The issue has been raised by
undergraduate senators and the Legal Ser-
vices Office as to whether Donant exceeded
his powers in evaluating LSO attorney
Charles DiMare. Donant said Friday
DiMare is seen by the administration as a
state employee who also happens to be an
attorney.

"There are state employees in those
(student-organized) departments. I am
responsible for those individuals," Donant
said.

DiMare's University approved job
description states, however," (s)he will be
responsible to the Legal Services Board for

Man found guilty of selling phony hash to UMass
students. .^ ^ Please reCycIe
Editorial-UMass should reduce waste, not raise
Tees. _

Pfl7
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World and national news

US asked to prove Khadafy
devised Reagan's death plot
NEW YORK (AP) - Ubyan leader Col. Moammar

Khadafy denied Sunday that he has sent "hit squads" to
assassinate ftaudent Reagan and challenged the United
States t<fpru<|||lnl such h plot exists.
"We art sore we haven't sent any people to kill Reagan

or any oth4r people in the world, and we want to see these
big lies." he said. "We have no patience to hear this again,
and if they have evidence, we are ready to see this
evidence."

Khadafy's challenge came in a television interview from
his office in Tripoli for the ABC News program "This Week
with David Brinkley," beamed live to the United States by
satellite.

"We want investigation, to see the truth, and let the
American people and the Libyan people and the congress

.
America to know the truth, who is liar: Reagan or

Libya," he said. "I am challenging them. I am challenging
them to make this investigation."

Khadafy. dressed in a red shirt covered by an em-
broidered blue cape, spoke in English, but with a heavy
accent that was sometimes difficult to understand.
Occasionally an off-camera prompter suggested a word, or
corrected something Khadaty said.
The 39 year old Libyan strongman, who took power in a

1969 coup, called Reagan silly, ignorant and unqualified.

and said iht- American president was lying and behaving
like a child. But he denied ordering Reagan's death.
"We refuse to assassinate any person. It is not our

custom our behavior, to assassinate any person," he said.
It is the l)ehavior of America ... to assassinate me, to

poison my food, and Lhey tried many things to do this."
White Hou.se spokesman Robm Gray said the ad-

niinistralion would have no comment on Khadafy's
challenge to produce evidence behind news reports that
intelligence officials believe a terrorist team has been sent
to the United States with orders from the Libyan leader to
kill Heagan.
Reagan said Friday he was "concerned" about in-

telligence information that he is the chief target of a
Libyan trained assassination souad. Asked if he took the
plot seriously, the president said, "1 think you have to."

Before the Khadafy interview Sunday, ABC News
reported that U.S. intelligence officials have identified the
members of a five-man squad as three Libyans, an Iranian
and an East German. It said the FBI was tracking the
team, which was said to be armed with automatic weapons
and under Khadafy's direct control.
Newsweek magazine said Saturday that a Lebanese

defector told U.S. inteUigence that he was present at a
meeting in Libya six or eight weeks ago at which Khadafy
ordered the assassination of Reagan and other top U.S.
officials.

Solidarity leader talks with archbishop
concerning Communist relations
WARSAW, Poland (AP) - Solidarity chief Lech Walesa

met Saturday with Poland's Roman CathoUc primate.
Archbishop Jozef Glemp. apparently to discuss the in-
dependent union's detenoratmg relations with communist
authorities.

Glemp and Walesa met for about one hour in the
primates residence, but church officials and Solidarity
spokesmen declined comment on what the two discussed
The session came a month after Glemp. Walesa and

Polish premier and oarty chief Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski
launched talks on formation of a front of national un-
derstanding among the three groups.
The negotiations are now stalemated, on Wednesday the

regime sent commandos in to end a sit-in by striking cadets
at the Warsaw firefighters' academy, and on Thursday

Solidarity said it would launch a general strike if the
Parhament passed proposed anti-strike legislation.
One of Poland's top communist leaders. Stefan

Ulszowski. said today that the union's latest strike threats
are raising another wave of social unrest, inspiring hatred
and distrust.

The official PAP news agency said Solidarity's leaders
are threatening again to paralyze the economy, which is
hardly functioning anyway.
Workers in the Szczecin shipyards on the East German

border voted to back the union leadership if it calls a
general strike. Szczecin was the site of major protests
during the August 1980 labor unrest that led to the
creation ol Solidarity, the first independent union in the
Soviet bloc.

1^.!1^^.^11^I!?:? -.A^"**'; '/T,^
lar^ floating shipyard crane is used to rarsHr"wreckage of a tw.n-eng.ne plane out of shallow water in Pearl Harbor where it crashed Saturdaynight, k.l .ng at least 1 1 men. The plane was carrying a dozen skydivers preparing for a jump overnearby Aloha Stadium during a college football game. (See related story)
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Companies keep drilling

despite small oil finds
BOSTON — The 4 Vz -month scorecard for offshore

drilling on Georges Bank would seem disappointing for oil
hunters, whose investment of tens of millions of dollars has
earned only bad weather, equipment failure and a dry hole.

But the oil companies remain eager to continue drilling
in the bountiful fishing grounds. And they are anxious to
bid on new offshore tracts that lie in some of the deepest
water ever offered for exploration.

''We've really only started work on the Georges Bank
and the East Coast in general." says Norman Altstadter. a
spokesman for Shell Oil. whose operations were halted late
last month when anchor cables broke on its rig, Zapata
Saratoga.

"It's not unprecedented," said Altstadter. "This kind of
problem has been faced by the industry throughout it's
history of offshore work. We've spent $1 billion in the past
and found nothing. But don't forget that 100 dry wells were
drilled in the North Sea before they found oil."

NEW DEALER DIES - Thomas Gardiner Cor-
coran, above, who as a major drafter of the New
Deal helped shape some of the most controversial
legislation in the nation history, died Sunday. He
was 80 years old.

Digest
By the Associated Press

crash kills skySvers
preparing forjump
HONOLULU - An airplane taking skydivers to a

football game jump sputtered and spun into Pearl Harbor
near the USS Arizona Memorial, officials said. At least 11
of the 13 people believed aboard were killed.
One man was pulled alive from the harbor by three men

who saw the plane go down, and crews searched the
waters yesterday for one person still missing.
Aboard the twin engine Beechcraft were members ofJump Hawaii, a sports parachutist club. Chib vice

president Stephen Fischel identified two of them as club
president Byron Black and his son. Danny Black, who was
pilotmg the aircraft.
Six bodies were recovered Saturday night by Navy and

Coast Guard rescue crews and taken to the city morgue
and five more bodies were discovered Sunday, the Navv
said. ^

Daughter -in-law seized
trying to visit dissident
MOSCOW - The daughter-in-law of Nobel Peace Prizewmner Andrei Sakharov was seized by two men yesterday

as she arrived at a Moscow railway station hoping to travel
to Gorky, mformed sources said.

Soviet authorities said Friday that Sakharov and his

hiluh^^ ^^" ^*»^P»t»li^«<l ^ fiorky. where he has been
banished to prevent any complications in the state of
their health from a two week hunger strike
The daughter in law. Liza Alexeyeva. 26. had gone toYaroslav Station about 3:15 p.m. tocatch a train for Gorkywhen she was apprehended by two men in a black sedan

the sources said.

A friend who drove the woman to the station said shewas forced into the car by the two unidentified men and
driven away to an unknown destination.
Miss Alexeyeva had told Western correspondents earlier
in the day that she would attempt to go to Gorky to contact
Sakharov. who was hospitalized with his wife apparently
against their will. The fast was aimed at getting the
government to let Miss Alexeyeva emigrate to join her
husband in the United States.
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- A car gets stuck in the entrance t« George Washington Tre7in"'souThw;s;Residential Area yesterday afternoon.
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Representative says Regents
Board should be 'eliminated'
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

The Board of Regents, the governing body for all public
coleges and universities in Massachusetts, should be
eliminated said Representative Mel King. D Roxburv amember of the state legislatures Education Committ^.

last Thursday.
The re^organization of public higher education which

created the Board of Regents, that took effect last March
has been disastrous" said King.
"They (the Regents) are effectively working against the

system of pubhc higher education." he said.
King said the Regents are dominated by special in-

terests, including high technology companies, which
inhibit their abiLty to represent the neeo of public higher
education. *

"Instead of being advocates, they are feeders for an
mdustry s future that is short-Uved in this sUte." he said

Ihe merger of the University of Massachusetts with
Boston State College will prohibit Third World people from
gaining access to higher education, King said.
"The issue is that of reducing opportunity. They are

closing a school with the highest percentage of people of
color, aside from Roxbury Community CoUege." he said

King said a plan will be developed by the legislature that
Ukes a "rational approach" to the UMass Boston State
merger.

It was reported in yesterday's Boston Globe that
Representative James Collins. D Amherst, has developed
a plan which will reaffirm the three year merger of the two
institutions.

Last June the Regents voted to merge the two in-
stitutions over a three year period. In August, the
Regents, due to a $6 million budgetary short fall, at-
tempted to merge the schools in three weeks. When public
pressure and legal actions by the faculty union prevented
such a merger, the Regents decided to merge the two
schools in one year.

The proposed plan would also require Legislative ap-
proval for the plans of merging the institutions. The
Boston State Board of Trustees would remain in power
until June 1982 according to the article.

Under the Regent's present plan the Trustee Board will
be dissolved this January.
The 275 full time faculty at Boston State would be

guaranteed a position within the system of public higher
education under the plan. Chancellor of Higher Education
John Duff has promised to do all he can to insure the
Boston State faculty reassignments.

Crowd rallies on Amherst common
to halt Europe's nuclear arms build up
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Nearly 100 persons gathered at the Amherst Commons on
Saturday demanding that the U.S. decrease its military
spending and halt the build up of nuclear weapons in
Europe and intervention in Central American nations.
"We're opposing the unprecedented military budget, the

deployment of nuclear weapons in Europe, the military's
intervention in Central America, major tax cuts for the
rich and corporations, and cuts in social services," Abbe
Bjorklund, University of Massachusetts student said at the
rally.

About 60 people marched from the UMass Student Union
building at 1:45 p.m. armed with an American flag, two
sets of bongo drums, and several banners which asked the
government to "stop the war on the poor," "cut back war.<
not people." and "stop Pentagon terrorism."
Rally organizers led the marchers in chanting "no draft,

no war. U.S. out of El Salvador." "hellno. we won't go, we
won't fight for Texaco," and "money for tuition, not am-
munition."

UMass graduate student Bill Bowers, a member of
Students Against Militarism, told the crowd that the

First snow excites New England skiers

but high winds close mountain top lifts

MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) - A snow cover of from three
inches to a foot provided good skiing conditions during the
weekend, but resort owners say high, gusty winds forced

them to keep the mountaintops off limits.

The skiers still turned out yesterday morning from
Montreal, Boston and other parts of New England, despite

the National Weather Service's travel advisory and winter

storm warning. But many of the chairlifts at Vermont's
mountains were closed with winds reported at up to 45
miles per hour.

"Most of the skiers purchased half-day tickets." said

Chan Weller. of the Killington Ski Area in Mendon. "They
figure they will have difficult driving conditions on the way

problem of increased military spending comes from an
extensive lobbying effort by the military industrial
complex.

"The Pentagon is too wound up with the military in-

dustrial complex" said Bowers. "The (world) terrorists are
in the U.S. military complex." Bowers also said Secretary
of State Alexander Haig is gearing the United States for a
war.

'Haig has placed himself in the center of all military
moves (in the world)" said Bowers.
Jon Braine. also a member of Students Against

Militarism, made similar comments on Haig's military

policy prior to the rally.

"Haig has been making some very intense moves in

terrorism around the Carribbean. " Braine said. He noted
the positioning of U.S. troops in Honduras, which could be
moved to any Latin American trouble zone upon orders,
and the well publicized support of El Salvador's Junta by
the U.S. government.
At one point during the rally two military transport

planes flew overhead. The crowd booed, and Professor
James Matlack, director of Cultural Affairs at Hampshire
College, who was speaking at the time said "A couple of

weekend warriors up there getting their time in."

home."
He said mountain personnel had to help several skiers

whose cars went off the road in the valley at the base of the
mountain.

Special ticket prices were in effect at Stowe throughout
the day, as all of the upper lifts were closed. Only two of
the seven chairlifts were operating most of yesterday, said
Polly Rollins, a spokeswoman for the ski area.
At Killington, Weller said two double chairlifts were

being used, while five were "put on hold" until the wind
subsided.

Driving visibility was poor most of yesterday as was the
view coming down the mountains.

Racial fight

experiences

budget cuts
By CRIS SCHUSTER
('ollegian Staff

Budget cuts in anti racism programs are a clear
statement on where the administration has put its

priorities, despite the "Year Toward Civility," siid Steve
Coons, a teaching assistant for the Southwest Center for
Racial Studies (CRS) at the University of Massachusetts.
Coons spoke at the conference "Racism at UMass: Can We
Make A Difference?" Saturday in the Campus Center,
which was attended by sixty people.

Coons said, in 1970 when CRS was created, the staff had
a $40,000 budget to work with. The center now has a
$10,500 budget for the 1981 1982 year.

The Northeast Sylvan Racial Program is "a way of
pointing out the lack of institutional support. They have
lasted despite the institution." said Marea Wexler. the
Coordinator of the Anti Racism Team of the Student
Center for Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA),
who also spoke at the conference.

"The programs are all founded on the same bask:
principal that racism needs to be combatted. They are also
in relatively tenuous positions at this time." she said.

"Racism activity is not on the decline despite these
programs. Racism accelerates in times of economic crisis.
The statistics are there." said Wexler.

. J°">'
Crayton. Coordinator of the Office of Third World

Affairs talked about racial confrontation during the 19th
century, which he said is still going on today.

"Half my time is spent trying to make people reahze that
racism really does exist." said Sally Majewski. Racial
Awareness Coordinator in Northeast Sylvan. "Many of
you take it for granted that things that are now. are what
they have always been."

It is difficult to appreciate that in American Society, just
a few decades ago. there was segregation in the forms of
separate witness stands and separate entrances for blacks »

and whites, said Ernest Allen. Professor and acting chair
of Afro-American Studies at UMass.

"It was simply considered that blacks were inferior."
Allen said. "American Society looks different when you
look at it from its underbelly."

Problems of racism on campus were the topic of
discussion during the afternoon workshops. Students
attending the conference discussed possible efforts that
could be made to increase awareness of racial problems on
campus. Possible solutions included reeducating faculty
and staff on campus of the racism problems, recruiting
more Third World students, and having a mandatory G-
core requirement on either racism, sexism, or anti-
semitism.

CnllrKian photo bv Scott Kurke
PAIN IN THE BACK - Amherst firefighter

Donald Moran demonstrates backboarding
techniques to an Emergency Medical Technician
class. His victim is Michael Russell of Engine
Company Three.
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By MYLES CAVANAGH
Collegian Staff

A 29 year-old Springfield man pleaded
guilty this week to a charge that he made a
substance from baked spices and syrup and
sold it as hashish to University of
Massachusetts students last year.

Michael Staples was given a one-year
suspended jail term and placed on three
years probation for "possession with intent
to distribute a counterfeit controlled
substance."

Staples testified in Hampshire Superior
Court that he made about $3,000 in three
months by selling the phony drug at places
around the UMass campus before he was
arrested on March 22. 1980.

Staples was apprehended by police while
allegedly making a sale to some UMass
students at the Kennedy tower in the
louthwest Residential Area.

drug
William St. James, assistant district

attorney for Hampshire county said the
charge is not an uncommon one.
"We do prosecute from time to time," he

said, "although usually it's pills, like ground
up aspirin, being sold as coke (cocaine) or
heroin

.

"

St. James said Staples showed an
unusual amount of candor by admitting that
he had sold $3,000 worth of the substance.

"All we could prove was $24 worth and he
knew it." St. James said.

St. James also said that Staples' candor
contributed to the light sentence he
received.

Although St. James recommended a jail
term for Staples, he later said that he
agreed with the sentence given.
"The guy was genuinely contrite." St.

James said, "and he demonstrated this by
his candor in admitting the $3,000 worth of
sales."

Health and Beauty Aid

STOCK-UP SALE

Oxy 5 $1.55 reg. 2.68

10 oz $1.82 reg 2.78

10js $1.57 reg 2.00

Oral B 40 82c

B 60 reg 1.55

jlGfllette

yGood ij

jiNewslU

-•ssTssr,

Good (Mews 3

65c reg 96

d

DRY IDEA
•Oil ON ASn »^»srit4ST

Dry Idea
reg - unsc
272 oz

1.99
reg 3.02

.12
reg 2.08

Aqua Fresh
6.4 oz

Shower to

Shovyer
8 oz

1.22 reg 2.25

Gel or Reg 7 oz

Colgat
Colgate 7 oz 1.12 reg 1 77

[•Open M F 9-5

Sat 11-4

*Wed nite Sale goods also available in the
until 8 Mini Store, located In the Student Union

the University Store
J

THE WOMAN'S WEEK
The WOMAN'S WEEK" is a weekly

calendar of events printed every Monday.
To place your event, contact the women's
department at the Collegian.

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER (EWC)

The Working Women's Task Force will

sponsor "Organizing in the Workplace: Film
on Wesco Strike," Tuesday from 12 to 1

p.m. in rooms 804 808 of the Campus
Center.

An information table for the sale of non-
sexist, non -racist multicultural children's
books will be in the Campus Center Con-
course Tuesday from 1 to 3 p.m. It is

'

sponsored by the Che-Lumumba School.

The support group for women in the job
market will meet Tuesday from 7-9 p.m. at
EWC.

The Older Women Student's Support
Group wiU meet Friday from 12:30 2 p.m.
at the EWC.

Walk-in counseling hours are Tuesday,
2:304 p.m.. Wednesday. 57 p.m., and
Friday. 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 903 of the
Campus Center.

Wednesday is Write Your Chancellor
Da;', to support the Sexual Harrassment
Grievance Procedure. A table wiU be set upm the Campus Center Concourse.

The Women's Issues Team of the Student
Center for Educational Research and
Advocacy (SCERA) will hold their final
meeting/party Thursday at 5:30 at the Top
of the Campus (TOC).

Child care is available Tuesday, 7-10
p.m., and Thursday, 7 10 p.m.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM

The Committee Against Sexual and
Racial Assaults (CASARA) will meet
Monday at 6:30 p.m. in room 178 of the
Campus Center.

A Rape Prevention workshop will be held
Monday at 7 p.m. in room 178 of the
Campus Center. The workshop is sponsored
by the Public Safety department,
Everywomen's Center and the Health
Education Department.

The Committee for Equal Rights and
Reproductive Freedom (CERRF) will meet

HILLEL

In celebration of Jewish Women's Week,
Hillel will sponsor a discussion on Being
Jewish and Lesbian, Tuesday at 7 p.m. in

the Dukes room (310) of the Student Union.
The discussion will be led by Priscilla

Golding, a member of the gay-lesbian
Synagogue of Boston.

The film Girlfriends will be shown
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in Herter Hall
Auditorium. A discussion led by Myra
Hindus and refreshments will follow.

The ERA Campus Action Team will meet
Thursday at 4 p.m. in Hills South 275.
EveryoneMs welcome.

The Woman's Forum Against Media
Violence, in coordination with EWC. will

present "Not a Love Story." a film about
pornography. Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Public Health Auditorium of Morrill Science
Center. There will be a 50 cent donation
charge and the film is open to the public.
Childcare will be provided.

LESBIAN UNION will meet at 7 p.m. in

their office across from the Collegian.

WAMH radio plays women's music every
Sunday from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. For requests
call 542-2288.

PIZIirACTOlt PIXXA rACTelT

Tired of being HIGH and DRY while eating pizza?
•V

Wholewheat Pjzza Factory
has just the answer. . .

WET WEEK
6 FREE cans of soda
with any large, two topping

wholewheat or white dough pizza

Monday December 7th —
Thursday December 17th

MENU
Small pizza $3.65

toppings $.65

Large pizza $5.75

toppings $.90
Mushrooms, ground beef, extra cheese,
pepperoni, green peppers, black olives,

sausage, anchovies, onions.

Cola Rootbeer Gingerale Orange

363 Main Street
256-8587
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Pizza . ^-.„„xo *i*t,

in dorm deliveries
By KENNETH RassBy KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Sta(f

A delivery person from Whole Wheat
h;izza was reportedly attacked about 3-30

J
riday morning by two University o/

Massachusetts students in the South
stairwell of Field dormitory. UMass police^id yesterday.

hZt^ ?!" ''e<^'eved injuries to both his

? and hands while his alleged assaUants

v.lT^!lfll P'^^* ^?8: and pizzas, a total
value of $34, pohce said.

Residents of the dormitories identified
the two assaUants to police, who arrested
David Splaine, 18. of 206 Field dormitory
on h ridav afternoon on charges of assault
and batnpry and larceny, police said.

Police paid they are waiting the return ol
the second aUeged assailaht to campus and
intend to charge him with assault and
battery, ^sault and battery with a

dangerous weapon and larceny, the secondman allegedly threatened the delivery
person with a screwdriver sometime during
the reported assault, police said.

Police would not disclose the identity of
the second suspect pending arrest.

In a separate incident, at about 11:30
Friday night a delivery person from La Mia
pizzeria was reportedly assaulted and
robbed of a large pizza by an unknown
assailant in front of McNamara dormitory,
police said.

The man told pohce the alleged thief was
accompanied by another man who did not
take part in the reported assault. The said
attacker, described as a white male, about
20 years old, 5 feet 10 inches tall, repor
tedly kicked the man in the shin, knocked
his glasses off and took his large pizza
pohce said. The victim told pohce the maii
apparently knew karate.

aui».iBai;

ZU /o discount on
all regular priced merchandise
with a valid college ID and
a copy of this advertisement
valid through Dec 24,1981

The Best in Western Clothing
Hats Boots Shirts

Pants Gifts Buckles

Hampshire Mall •Special note - our wooden "half bucks" are

Tf-^'Sk oaL ^'T ^'^^ ""'^^ purchase and can be used against
41J-586-2465 the purchase price of western shirts in Dec.
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HAPPY HOUR
FREE Small Pizza

every Pitcher of Deer
99c Dor Drinks $1.49 Coll Drinks

Mon, Tue, WED, 2-6 9-CI
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World hunger analyzed
from varied viewpoints
ByNEMA»6fiPiAFIK
Collegian ^ff

.'^'^^^^^ P^'*'or\A hunger was analyzed
iwffn S broad jange of perspectives at the

"?i^^j ?/
''Jo'^son Symposium entitled

World Hunger: Crisis and Response" held
last weekend at Amherst College.

A discussion of the causes of world
hunger was held Thursday at the opening
session in Johnson Chapel. C. Peter Timer,
professor of business and agriculture at
Harvard Business School, attributed
the problem of hunger to "income
relationships, income distribution, and
access." This frequently resulted in
dilemmas over pricing policies in poor
countries as their governments attempted
to insulate their consumers from sharp
fluctuations in grain prices through sub
sidles, i

"Poor people cannot afford expensive
food," Timer explained. Yet maintaining
low prices through subsidies often at the
expense of a dynamic agricultural sector
economic growth, and reliance on a world
economy perceived as "hostile." The
dilemma, according to Timmer, is between
equity versus equality."

On the other hand. Richard W. Franke,
associate professor of anthropology at
Montclair State College, traced the current

hunger crisis to legacy of colonialism.
Capitalism developed into coloniaUsm
because "labor and resources could be
exploited .more intensely than at home,"
Franke said.

Much of Third World agriculture is still
characterized by an emphasis on the
production of luxury crops for export (such
as coffee and sugar) rather than subsistence
crops for domestic consumption.

"Famine! Crisis and Response in the Horn
Vf Africa" was the topic of discussion at a
l^ture held at 4 p.m. Friday. The speakers,
Bereket Habte Selassio, professor of
AlVican law and diplomacy at Howard and
Georgetown Universities, and Ahmed
fan«t Africa Projects Officer of Oxfam
AmtJWca, analyzed the famine in light of the
refuge problem, regional issues, and U.S.-
Soviet iXivolvement in the Horn of Africa.

DonelU Meadows, associate professor of
environnndpntal studies at Dartmouth
College and author of The Limits to
(h-uwth. sffike about "Strategies Against
World Hunfjer" at 8 p.m. on December 4. A
panel discussion followed in which all of the
symposium's speakers participated.

The symposium concluded with a slide
show and workj^hops on "Women and World
Hunger". "Refugees, Hunger, and Ethical
Issues", and "F'ood Aid and Economic
Development" on Saturday.

Puzzled

«%•% %**%«»%'

Let the University Store put it all

together for you. A large assortment
of games and puzzels for Christmas
giving.

The Cube Puzzel - The Cube Key
Chain - The Pyramid - The Snake -

Cosmic Wimpout - Many other mind
teaser puzzels and games also an
assortment of our Cube Solution
Books. t|-|g

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Universltu
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Newslines...
UMass Globe Santa raises

cash for the less fortunate
As the holiday season approaches, it is time to think of

those less fortunate than ourselves. The Boston Globe runs
an annual fund raising drive to provide underprivileged
children throughout Massachusetts with toys during
Christmas and Chanukah. The Globe Santa campaign
encourages local civic groups to raise funds for this charity.

This year's University of Massachusetts Globe Saptacampaign plans to raise money by having donation buckets
placed throughout the campus. If approved, volunteers
will be monitoring these buckets which will be located in
the dming commons, coffee shops, Campus Center, and
Blue Wall, said Michael Cohen, organizer of the Globe
Santa Campaign for the past four years. A raffle and many
other house council activities are also being planned to
make this year's drive a success, said Cohen.
'The most important thing that any person, child,

student, or working class person has is hope. Of all these
persons, the most important group ol people to maintain is
the children. The purpose and goal of Globe Santa and our
efforts on campus is to help maintain that hope." said
Cohen.

All Globe Santa donations are tax deductible and this
year's goal is to raise $5,000, said Cohen.

JKFF ROSENBERG
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ERA dance marathon

to fund canvassing effort

Energetic Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) supporters
participated in a dance marathon, Friday evening in Field
House Lounge and raised approximately $375 for the ERA
Campus Action Team.

Proceeds from the "Dance A Thon" will help sponsor
Missionary Project voluntec?rs to go to unratified states in

January, to canvas for ERA support.

The Missionary Project is part of the National
Organization for Women (NOW) Countdown Campaign,
chared by lietty Ford and Alan Alda.

E^A Awareness Week was held November 30 to
December 4. The NOW is presently targeting Florida,
Oklaiioma. North Carolina and Illinois for the Missionary
Project.

RatitVation of the ER.A by 38 states is neces.sary by Jt
198li if the ERA is to pa.ss. Currently 35 states ha

ratified khe ERA.

une
ave

Respon^^ to the Campus Action Team's request for

support from UMass departments, sororities and
fraternities has been poor.

The ERA ,Campus Action Team is also raising money
through a raffle to be drawn December 10. The first prize
is dinner lor two at the Top of the Campus (TOO. The
tickets are selling for 50 cents each or three for a dollar.

MARILYN LENTZ

Christmas Cards
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I A.J. HASTINGS
^ Newsdealer and Stationer

J 45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
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Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid
Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleosant Street

Amherst Mon Fri 10-5:30 Sat 10-2 256-0710

elegant gift boxed housewares

decorative
window hangings
of 32% leaded
Austrian crystal

HATS, GLOUCS,

SOCKS ^ SCaRUCS

bubbleboths • nnoisturizers

soaps • soaps for kids

loofahs • brushes • sponges'
sachets

gift boxed wine 8c beverage glasses
toys&
gannes

:f9MidjriA^

0^ J^rJfdt /^IM^^^^m^...

casual wear for women & men • jewelry
cosmetics • soap cart • accessories • gifts
home furnishings • kitchen • housewares
glass & china • prints • cards • totes & soft luggage

Downtown Amherst

Jones library finds no fines

as a proper Christmas present
No overdue fines will be collected at The Jones Library

in Amherst during the month of Decemlwr in celebration

of the holiday sea.son. The amnesty on overdue fines will

cover books, records and all other library materials which

are returned in good condition.

For Pearl Harbor's anniversary
UMass offers disarmament
On the 4()th anniversary of Pearl Harbor today, the Nor-

theast/Sylvan Office of Educational Programs will spori-
.sor a teach-in on nuclear disarmament in Thatcher Main
Lounge at 7 p.m.

The program will feature two films, "Hiroshima and
Nagasaki" ami "War With<»ut Winners." and sfn-akers
from Women'.-. Pent^igon Action, Physicians for Social
Fu'sponsibility and the InternationalNudear Di.sarma-
ment .M<»vement.

/ 1

IBM invites student nationals
The IBM World Trade Anierica.s/Far Last Corporation

IS pre.sentiy engaged in a program to identify certain coun-
try nationals with excellent growth potential who are stu-
dying in I'.S. universities. They should l)e graduating dur-
ing VMI with undergraduate t>r graduate (iegrees in
busine.ss. engineering-; math, computer science or other
relateil di.sciplines mni wnut t» n'luni tn their hume cnun-
tries /',r />en,i<in,'tit emploijitierit. upon graduation.
Any interestetj students .should contact the Resource

('enter. 104 Hair.psliire Hou.se, or the Foreign Student Of
fice. '1\V.^ Whittnore.

»

Santa's mailbox soon ready
for Amherst children's requests
Santa's mail box will \k- hung ofi the Information hooth

•ri the Amherst Common within the next few <lays so that
children'.s letter.'^ may k> picke«l up daily anri forwarder! t-.

Santa. A clear return of a<ldre.ss is necessary in order for
Santa to write back.

For Your Late Evening
MUNCHIES

Stuffed Clams
Stuffed Mushroom Caps
Mushrooms Scampi
Shrimp Cocktail
Garlic Bread
Onion Rings
O'Malley's Treats
Hash Puppy
Cheese 'n Crackers
Veggie Dip

ea.75
2.50
2.00
3.95
2.00
1.50
2.00
1.50
2.00
2.00

"PLUS FVLL SERVICE BAR-
SEE YOU THERE!

UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST
549-5861

A Store-full of Stocking Staffers

Textbook

Annex
Hours

Monday - Friday

9:00 am - 4:00
WE ARE OPEN
ALL SEMESTER

Textbook Annex
Physical Plant Building

m

EDITORIAL/QPTlMTmvr
.Collegian i
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Reduce waste
As with everything else these days, it's

going to cost more to attend the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst next year.
Aside from tuition increases, which have

yet to be determined, fees for various
University services will almost surely go up
next fall. Among the proposed increases
are a $76 hike in dormitory rent, a whopp-
ing $189 increase in the 14 meal plan, a $16
rise in the health fee, a $20 boost in the
Campus Center fee, $10 more for Student
Activities Fee and an $8 increase in the
athletic fee.

EDITORIAL

Letters
A giver of life, or a murderer?
To the Editor:

I am writing in support of and in hope of making an addi-
tion to Gregory P. Ammons' editorial. "Abortion is a two-
sided issue (Dec. 4).

it •'' right that the grisly physical aspect of abortion be
brought to light. The destruction of a fetus, an innocenthuman life, is a ghastly affair and not always carried out
without an obvious struggle of the fetus in its death
throes. Let me point out that abortion falls amongst the
vilest of crimes, legal or not. and it is not just welfare
mothers committing this injustice but a great many others
also When a woman considers what to do about an un-
wanted child let her consider that giving the child up for
adoption is the available solution and will merely require
bearing the child to term. Let her not be blind to the true
significance of abortion and neglect to see her role once
she is pregnant, as a giver of life or a murderer.

John T. Londergan
Amherst

Male role — don't interfere

To the Ed tor:

The staff of John F. Kennedy Upper would like to ad-
dress the issue of the male role in combatting the inces-
sant and increasing acts of violence against women.
Though it is difficult for men to imagine living in fear of
sexual attack, for many women this is a part of their daily
existence. Whereas most men can choose whether to be
concerned with the issues, this option is not open to
women.
There are many groups on campus organized by and for

women. Some people are upset for male participation is

discouraged or not allowed. Critics charge that this is
discriminatory and illogical, for without concerned males
the eradication of violence against women is impossibleBy not compelling male participation, the gap betweenmen and women will grow wider according to this view.
We do not feel that it is the male's role to interfere in the

consultations and decision-making process of women's
groups. Men should be compelled to understand the issues
and problems and fully participate in the education pro-
cess, but men cannot make the decisions for women.
Women can fight oppression by getting together and
uniting. One of the aspects of sexism is not to take serious-
ly the needs and wants of women's groups, to not respect
their choices, their perogative to make their own decisions
about their groups and how to combat sexism.
Both the staff and dorm government of Kennedy Upper

have committed themselves to educating the house
residents on the scope and wide-ranging effects of sexism
Speakers from the Southwest Women's Center have fre-
quently come to workshops and colloquiums. It is ex-
tremely important tor men to organize and exchange ideas
on these vital issues. Many men would like to work with
women m devising strategies to curtail sexism, yet it is
crucial that women have the bases to work from that do
not include men at the foundation.

We all have an important role in contending with the
violence against women in all facets of society, yet we
must realize the rights of minority groups to organize and
unite without the participation of the individuals or groups
who have power in society. We would appreciate any type
of feedback on this issue.

David Soboff
and ten other members of John F. Kennedy Upper Staff

Diet pills recognized as safe
To the Editor:

r

(Do)ttggJauni
Board of Editors
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Heidi Levine's article on diet pills does a disservice to
the students at the UMass because it is not factual and is

populated with misconceptions and inuendo.

Robin Levin's statements when referring to diet pills;
"They can have serious health implications, so I think that
diet pills and Over The Counter (OTC) drugs should only
be dispensed by prescription," show a total lack of
knowledge of the whole field of OTC drugs and the ra-
tional behind their existance.

Another misleading statement was made by Dr
McBride who said, "Diet pills are a form of
amphetamine." This statement is true of prescription diet
pills but not of OTC appetite suppressants. His statement
did not make this differentiation clear. He also stated that
"These OTC drugs are manufactured by third-rate drug
manufacturers of DIETAC, pictured in this article, would
certainly take exception. Smith, Kline & French manufac-
tures such well-known drugs as Contac, ARM.
prescription medication in the United States._
The article also mentioned that an FDA advisory panel

researched the safety and effectiveness of these diet pills.

but it failed to mention that the review panel unanimously
recommended to the FDA that these products be placed in
Category I - i.e.. recognized as safe and effective.

The article makes much of the possible effects of an
overdo.se of diet pills. It's very thie, but im most cases an
overdose of almost any substance, including sugar or salt
can be deleterious to your health. When used properly
the.se OTC diet pills have proved benefical to millions of
obese persons.

Richard Weisman
Quality Control Director

Tliomson Medical Company
New York

We realize that costs for maintaining ser-
vices are increasing, especially in areas
such as the dining commons, but it is

• unrealistic for these costs to be passed on
to the students. While costs for services are
rising, the availability of student loans and
financial aid is diminishing and many
students may be forced to abandon their
education.

The University and the state should
reduce waste in an attempt to lower costs
before automatically increasing fees. We
constantly hear of areas where waste and
mismanagement are abundant, resulting in
higher costs. A report from the state
auditor's office informing us that several
state schools, including UMass, are missing
thousands of dollars in dormitory fur-
nishings is just the latest example.

It is time for the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts to re-evaluate its commit-
ment to higher education and resolve to
maintain a quality university. While
Massachusetts is famous for its dollar com-
mitment to the state's many private
schools, it is also infamous for being among
the lowest in terms of funds to public
higher education.

Many in-state students choose UMass
because of unaffordable costs at private in-

stitutions. If tuition and fees keep rising,
UMass will no longer become an affordable
alternative and the reason for having a
public school will become lost.

Unsigned editorials represent the opi-

nions of the majority ofthe Collegian Board
of Editors. Opposing viewpoints are
welcome.

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the
writer's address and telephone number,
which will not be published. Please type
double spaced at 67 characters per line.

Due to space limitations and the volume of
mail, we regret we are unable to
acknowledge unpublished letters. All let-

ters are subject to editing for clarity and
length.
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Hypercurricula
Anytime
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GIFT GIVING DRIVE FOR NEEDY ADOLESCENTS -
Coolidge Upper is sponsoring a Christmas/Chanukah gift
drive for needy area teenagers. Old albums, books,
posters, jewelry, clothes etc... are desperately needed.
Please contact Glenn, 1712 Coolidge, 546 8184.

ATTENTION VETERANS - The Veterans" Assistance
and Counsehng Mobile Unit #5, reminds all Vets that they
must be certified for enrollment for the Spring semester if
they expect to receive VA Educational Assistance
Allowance payments. If you have not already done so
please check with VACS to insure no break in payments.
Also, if you are considering any independent study courses
or mternships BE CERTAIN TO CHECK WITH VACS.
These courses may reduce your VA allowance.

DOING THEOLOGY AT THE CROSSROADS -
Emphasis will be given to the process of doing theology in
the context of an international city. Eiconomic, political,
cultural and sociological aspects of urban life will be
presented as the matrices in which theology is done. Full
undergraduate credit offered. Contact Rev. Freeman, 428
SU, 545 2789. for more information. Union Theological
Seminary. NYC. N.Y., January 4-27, 1982.

Mon., Dec. 7

CIVIUTY DISCUSSION - Problems in teaching about
anti Semitism. Free and open to campus. Sponsored by
Bond Center for Equal Education. Room •1067, Tower
Library. 3:30-5:00.

BFA ART EXHIBIT - The Student Union Gallery will be
exhibiting prints, ceramics and sculptures by Garrett
Wescott, Sophia Greene, and Jessica Plotkin December 14
19. Opening reception December 14, 3 7:00 p.m.

ARTS: PLANNING, PRODUCTION. PROMOTION - An
organized team approach to presenting arts events.
Development of total publicity and promotion campaign.
Sponsored by Arts Extension Service. Division of Con
tinuing Education; Student Activities Office and
University Arts Council. Campus Center, Room 905-909. 7
9:30 p.m.

THE FIVE READING SERIES - UMass student Steve
Spitzer (poetry) and graduate Pauline Uchmanowicz
(fiction) will read from their own work. Thornes Market,
third floor, 8:00 p.m.

FIVE READING SERIES - Stephen Spitzer and Pauline
Uchmanowicz will read poetry and fiction from their
manuscripts on Monday. Dec. 7 at 8:00 p.m. in Annabells
Place. Thornes Market. Northampton. It is the second in a
series of readings presented by Five College Students.

Tues., Dec. 8

KENNEDY^82 MEETING - The 1982 effort to re-elect
Senator Edward M. Kennedy will have its fSt
organizational meeting to meet people interested in thecampaign. This will be the onl/meeting of the aU
semester. Room 917 Campus Center, 7:00 p.m.

Wed., Dec. 9

LEGAL SERVICES CONSUMER WORKSHOP - There

are laws against rip oils!!: films, literature and lectures
from the UMass Student Legal Services Office, 10:00 a.m.
til noon at the Campus Center, Room 804. Join us!

ECUMENICAL SERVICE FOR NORTHERN IRELAND
— Ecumenical Service for peace and justice in Northern
Ireland. Master of Ceremony Maurice Donahue, former
president of Massachusetts State Senate. Music by the
Dustmen. Main speaker Dr. Padraig O'Malley, Inter-
national Researcher. Collection for Children's Community
Holidays. One of the sponsors is RSO Group. Marsh
Memorial Chapel, Springfield College, 8:00 p.m.

LEGAL SERVICES WORKSHOPS - Do you know your
rights??? Landlord/tenant and police miscon-
duct/university disciplinary system workshops. December
10. Campus Center 804. 10-noon and 2:00-4:00. Call for
more info: 545 1995.

DYSLEXIC STUDENTS - Lets get organized! We need
tutors, funds, support and you! Please come to Room 68
(Communication Skills Center, Bartlett Hall basement) on
Wed. December 9 at 7:00 p.m. This meeting is in response
to the many requests received for such a group. For
further information call Fabia at 546 6370 or 545 0924.

ORGANIZATIONAL AWARENESS FOR GROUP
LEADERS — Workshop for student programmers. Why
your organization exists and who your audience is.

Rescheduled from November 16. Sponsored by Arts
Extension Service. Division of Continuing Education;
Student Activities Office and University Arts Council.
Campus Center, Room 901, 7 9:30 p.m.

THE CONTEMPORARY FILM AS A FUNDRAISER -
Representatives from major film companies discuss how to
choose and advertise for successful film programming.
Sponsored by Arts Extension Service, Division of Con-
tinuing Education; Student Activities Office and
University Arts Council. Campus Center, Room 911-915, 7-
9:30 p.m.

Monday, December 7th

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
GIANT SCREEN
DRINK SPECIALS

Tuesday, December 8th

FREE MOVIE NIGHT
CELEBRATION AT BIG SUR

Starring Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young

FREE ADMISSION
Showtimes at 8 and 10 pm

co-sponsored by GPC

"^campucsV

al u mass
Thursday, December 10th
Hard Driving Rock with

THE ALLIES
Plus. . .Special Guests

ALL NIGHT HAPPY HOUR
Free Admission

Wednesday, December 9th

IMPROVISATIONAL

COMEDY

with Abrams and Anderson

Take a Break

and

V ^

Friday, December 11th

BIJOU McCUE &
THE MATINEES

Check thenn out at Happy Hour also
$2.00 Admission

' /^

have some Laughs

Saturday, December 12th

THROUGH THE DOORS
A tribute to JIM MORRISON
AND THE DOORS

Valid ID and ABP sticker required to purchase alcohol

Free Admission
CO sponsored by GPC

Trackmen 2nd at UConn
Collegian 9

By KENNETH ROLT
Collegian Staff

STORRS, CT - The
University of
Massachusetts men's indoor
track team op ned its

season by placing second
with 41 points in a tri-meet
with the University of Con-
necticut and the Universit"
of New Hampshire Satur
day. UConn amas.,ed 95V2
points for the win, with
UNH third with 33.

The Minutemen came up
with three individual win-
ners in the contest including
co-captain Mark (irasso in
the triple jump, John
Wright in the 55-meter high
hurdles, and Bill Devarney
in the 55-meter dash.

Grasso, who was fourth
after the trials, managed to
pull out the win, bounding
14.01 meters (14'6").

Wright, the New England
runnerup both indoors and
outdoors last year, sped 7.6
seconds in his trial race and
won the final in 7.7.

Bill Devarney ran con-
sistently in both trial and
final heats. His 6.3 runs in

the two races are 0.1
seconds shy of his personal
best in the event, and is

equal to the best effort in

New England thus far this
season.

UM's Stephen Hyder
picked up two second place
efforts in the throwing
events. Massachusetts'
leading point scorer indoors
last season fired the 35 lb.

weight 14.92 meters

(48'5V2")andthel6lb.sh«
14.64 meters (47'6'/2").

Tom Pirro and Bill Marcii
lx)lstered the weight corp;
with third place finishes ii

the weight and shot respec-
tively.

UMass picked up 11

points in the distance
events, with Chris
Omeltchenko, freshman
John Keeian. and Rick
[)oiron placing 2-3-4 in the
1500 meter run, and

freshman Jim MacPhee and
Don Tremblay going 2-3 in

the 3000. MacPhee scared
Doiron's two-year-old
freshman record of 8:40.6
by running 8:44.6.

"It was a good first meet
for us," said UMass coach
Ken O'Brien. "UConn is

very deep, and this was
their third meet. This meet
answered some questions
for us."

Full lines of

Pipes

Cigarettes

Cigars

Magazines
and more

Sundays 12 - 5 /Downtown AoVierst

In Amherst:
264 N Pleasnt St
(413)253-5108/5283

For information About
Other Centers In More Than
90 Maior U.S. Cities & Abroad

Outsid* N.Y. State

CALL TOLL FREE
1- 800-223-1 782

ttie

University i

Store
ao^naaBBB^zaB^i^BBSBBi^s^^rs^J

OCfDC

FORTHO
Wl

ROLLING STONES
TATTOO VOU

CHRISTMAS SALE
ALL THIS WEEK

50c OFF ALL ALBUMS
CASSETTES REDUCED

DISCWASHER SETS
BUTTONS BUMPER STICKERS
COSMIC WIMPOUT — ACCESSORIES

URCEKT/JUKE BOX HERO/MIGHT UFE
WAITING FOR A GIRL LIKE YOU

INCLUDl S

START ME UP/HEAVEM 77
WAITING ON A FRIEND

^

BOB MARLEY
XHAIKES ARE-

ZOl Student Union
Univ. of Mass.

Next to the Hatch
545-0400

/flll'''"R€CORDS

Z/yruU/rru^ZZoL-

INCIDWS

REGGAE ON BROADWAY
GONNA GET YOU «J

- Hours -

Monday - Friday 10-5
T. W. Th Eves 6:30-9:30

Sat 11-3
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^mC N«MPSNIR£ k l?Tgi.1.T«1
HAMPSHIRE MALL

f/>^^S OF THE
LOST ARK

(6:00 @ $1 75) 8:30

MERYL .TheTvench

STREEP^a,
[g (6:00@ $1.75>8:X

Astar...and a mother

(6:00 @> $1.75) 8:30

BRUCE OERN
MAUD ADAMS
TATTOO

(g (6:15 @ $1.75)8:45

c\mc aouNrAiN farms * i?irH^«iM
MOONTAIN FARMS MALL

TIME
BANDITS
(6:00 @ $1.75) 8:30

"EYE FOR AN EYE"
and

"Escape from New York"
Eye (6:00 @ $1 75)

lHj
Escape 8:15

1^

t
Dudley Moore Lit* Minelli

John Cif/lgud

XT^rthur
(6:15 @ $1.75) 8:30

*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Monday, December 7, 1981

ARTS EDITOR ,

The Collegian is looking for a hard working, dedicated and
talented individual to be Arts Editor for the Spring semester.
The applicant must have editing, lay-out and organizational skills

plus patience. Long hours and short pay are characteristic of the
job.

For applications and more information, see Ron Miller or
Susan Baron at the Collegian Arts desk.

Thr lOtlrifinii is an affirnmtivr action/equal <i|i|i<irlunity fm(iliiyfr.

I

I

TSave this Ad

\

TIRED OF

I
SPENDING YOUR _j^

\

\

MONEY ATCOPY MACHINES?
Compare our

prices and save:
>c ea for first 4 copies
2c ea for each copy

of same oricjinal

SAVE AT

UNIVERSITY COPY CENTERS 5

^3^

LOCATION
South College Copy Center

Whitmore Copy Center

Goodell Library Copy Center

Physical Science Library Copy Center

HOURS OF OPFRATff)|S|

8:30 AM 5:00 PM
(Mon. thru Fri.)

PHONE #
5-2010

5-2719

5-2010

5-3527

rOi^ 7

oooooooooooo^

iricuiture, I

'*OOOOOOOOOOI

Stockbridge School of

UMass
Presents: The Fifth Annual

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT DAY

9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Wednesday, February 17, 1982

in the CCA
Industrial Exhibits open all day
10 Seminars throughout the day
Theme: FUTURE HORIZONS OF

AGRICULTURE IN NEW ENGLAND
All Students Welcome!

More info to follow in the near future

Admission Free!

r
I

f3»^ gomes, unusual gifts & unique

accessories for urxler $3.00.

NS^ a Skxe-Ul or Stodchg »uffen

I ^^&*Ktav5 12-5 /Downtown Aftihat^

MONDAY HUE
FOOTDALL SPECIAL

Timeliout

Pltch«r of 0*»r $2.50
(Dud, Miliar, Milkr Lit*)

Dottks of Millor, Miliar Lit* 95c
Dottl*sof Dud $1.00

Draft 55c Mol$on1.35

COME JOIN THE CROWD
07 M. PI»osont St., Amh»fit

I

I

Monday, December 7, 1981

iColleg iaii iJ

CK*^?.
W ifS^

^."ffiSia*^*^"*

TEXTBOOK ANNEX

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
DECEMBER 14 THRU 19

MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 21 THRU 23

9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

REQUIRED
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DOONESBURY
Monday, December 7, 1981

Monday, December 7, 1981

MISSLATOm,
JBANeANPI
UOUIPUKBTD
HOWANBRA
yJORKSHOPIN
CLASS THIS

tUBeK..

(HBUAKTTD
DISCUSSTte
AMewMem
WnHTHBOm-
BRKIPS.

By Garry Trudeau

UeU, KAR, THeS UB P0N7
I THINK IT!5 imfTTD
THAT'S A OKAY? dBT IN
FINB IPBA. \ TKOU01B

KNTwoRRy.aas,
fvee sfeecH 15

ALRSAPy eUAR-
AmeBPfffTHe
coNSTrmtoN.

GRBAV
l/UHATS

THB CONSTI-

TUTIONS

rr'SUHAT

WWUBTRYINS
TOAMBNP,
PBAR.

OH.COULPUB
6BTAC0PY
OF THAT?

\

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Karrar and Trade Jaffe

l**l Lm Aaiicln ItiMt SyWtcan

ROD BONES By Gregg Canavan

ACROSS
1 Sound of shock
5 Became
companions

10 Dumbbell
13 Fitzgerald of song
14 In a fury

15 "Winnie Pu"
16 Egyptian sun god
17 Of certain vowels
18 Shade of green
19 Cases of injustice

21 Paying guest
23 Missile

24 Serious talk

26 Nigerian people
28 Free electron
30 Siteof Sikkim
31 Newscaster of old
34 Familiar sound
38 First name in

American
literature

39 Flemish town
41 Domingo's forte

42 In disorder
14 Monkey business
-i6 Compose. John
flfJ Initials on a 1

prescription 1

""O Achieve 1

'>J Academy Award 1

winner. 1940

53 Game of Oriental

origin

55
•• Way ":

Proust
56 Gardener's

pro/ect

60 Soft mineral
61 Fissile rock
63 Profusion
64 Entente member
66 Northern duck
66 Shakespeare role

67 Ruler of a kind
68 Composer Taylor
69 Novelist

C P

DOWN
1 Paraphernalia
2 mater
3 Not quite strikes

4 Zoo cynosure
5 Threatening

6 Siberian lake

7 16th century poet
8 Seventh Greek

letter

9 Reese and Street
Irish county

1 Steve or Ethan
2 Viscount, for one
5 Man from

Lafayette

20 lOfh century
navigator

22 Perfector of the
elevator

25 Most unusual
26 Anything
27 Presage
29 Little fellow

32 Origin

33 Before

35 Person from
Salem

36 High
37 Kipling

territory

40 Nautical figures

43 Gape
45 One much

admired
47 Filled the tank

(with "up ")

50 Meadow
51 Reckon
52 Treaty object

sometimes
54 Sprees
55 Betelguese
57 Kind of school:

Abbr
58 Traveler on the

Yellow Brick Road
59 Olio

62 Hurry up

REACH OUT AND TOT irH CnitlK'r^KTr' ,t <^»"'«:*" photo bv Jim W.ldron

at the Fine Arts CenVer Fhh.
^^.^^^^E - Johansen dazzles the crowd

TT Y * performance worthy of Jagger.

Donant
continued from page 1

...implementation of the policies and direc-
tives set by the Board. The Legal Services
Office Governing Board shall provide the
primary data for performance
evaluation..."

Concerning the Student Government
Association, Donant said there are a lot of
positive aspects, as well as some
drawbacks.

* Harassment
continued from page 1

The student also said she suffered an in-

jury at one p<}int while attempting to
escape a personal confrontation with the
caller.

"I just want to know what's taking them
(the police) so long," the student said.
"They say I have to have face to face con-
tact with him l)efore they can do anything
and I don't know what to do."

r D.c.
MENU

LUNCH
Hamburg on Roll. Tuna a
king/Biscuit

DINNER
Barbecued Chicken
Reuben Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers
Tuna a la King/Biscuit

B SICSDINM.U
iiocueii Chicken
viiian Rice Cas.^cr

Start
every day
refreshed!

Th* Collegian
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WEATHER
Mass., R.L. Conn. - Win-

dy with a chance of snow
flurries today. Fair tonight
and tomorrow. Overnight
lows in the 20s. Daytime
highs in the 30s.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

ATTENTION!
100%

^ FREETUmOlM $

JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS
NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further Information Contact:
Sgt. Richard O'Connor

586-4110

aaaa [3uaaa aoiaa

ynap QciBDin aciiDoi
aciciaLisi]

Collegian members:

There will be a seminar tonight on anti-Semitism at
8:30 in room 805 in the Campus Center. Staff
members who have not attended a mandatory
seminar should attend this one, the last of the
semester. Any questions call Rich Nagle or Eileen
Galhgan at 545-3500.

'^••Tx'^^-rf-^W rf ' ^mfjJij *4^i

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECom. .o Coieg«n Off.ce CC 113 • 8:45 3 45 Mon... p.h^.T^.Z^f"~^^K^XA AJj^

c^llsgiaji 13

AUTO FOR SALE

BELLYGRAMS!

Dsliverec: by experienced bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa l)et-

ween 5 and 7. 549-1175

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Boston Traders Sweaters - All styles 40 -

50% off retail - Mark, 256-8775, Stan
253-7479, after 5:00

COUNSELING

Are you gay? Do you think you might be?
Do you know someone gay? Lesbian and
Gay Men's Counseling Collective
545-2645

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Tape Decks.
Stereos and Car Stereos. Sound in Motiori
266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst. Behind
Silverscape Designs, 253-9341.

ENTERTAINMENT

UMass Boxing Heavyweight needs large
sparring partner. Experience would be nice.
Call Dave 6-9168

FOR RENT

1 large bedroom for 2 females to share
beginning January 1 256-6658

Own room in 2.bdrm Northwood Call
Shari 665-2009

2 bedrooms available in 4 bedroom house
in South Amherst on bus route $137. mo
wood stove call early morning of after 6 pm
253-7225

One furnished room in Brittany Dec 23rd
- Jan 31st male or female call 253-5941

Two bedroom apartment available Coi-
onial Village from Dec 20 253-5904 253-2515

Two bdrm apt 290 -t- elec. Hot water incl.

Avail Dec 23rd 665-7148

FOR SALE

GIFT IDEA: Portrait Drawings. Dennis
Delap, 665-2972

1975 Suzuki GT 390 FULLY assesed 12000
mi. very good condition $650 call Rick
549-1867

Fender Stratocaster $400 665-2241 eves .

Two men's ten speed bikes, large frame
"Free Spirit" $80, small frame "Ross" $50
Call 546-6416

Nordica Ski Boots size 9M excellent con-
dition asking $90 or BO tel 6-7525 ask for
Doug

Yashica FX-2 35MM 3 lenses
50/28/55MM cases & flash 200.00 or BO
call Mike 546-6430

Whale plaques hand carved dark walnut
ready to hang indoors - outdoors $15.00
546-9411

Electric guitar in good cond - best offer.
Contact Piere at 546-6888

Blue expedition type down parka size
38-42 excellent condition Rob 253-7405

Men's Nordica Comet Ski Boots size 10/
hardly used $50 call 546-6047

Nova Parts 70-74 2 doors, hood, Ift fender,
bumper $30.00 ea call 546-7446

Whale Plaques hand carved dark walnut
ready to hang indoors -outdoors $15.00
546-9411

Skiis Olin Mark 3's and 4's, Solomon 555
boots, Humanis sizes 7'/? %V7 cheap
549-5730 Peter

Semperit snow radials 155x13 used one
season $65 546-4545

VI 'o"!"!::!.'i..?;r • °"-""-» 3 « -° -'vs pno, ,0 public,-««h .n advance > 5 cons«cu„ve days 5% discount • Phone number FREE
ion day

72 VW Beetle low mi. only $1,350.00 70
Cry Newport only $400. call Alex please
549-5347

73 Mercury Comet $500. good condition,
new starter, inspected. Paul 774-4236

1972 PONTIAC CATALINA New tires and
battery. Dependable transportation. $450
Call Glenn 586-2781

24 karat gold dipped leaf earrings $10.00
GrearGifts[Call 546-7339

a»»iu.uu

19K OlirTMicTTse cm. Never been used.

^L^ ^^^- ^^" °^^*^ «^

AM FM 8 track stereo with separate turn-

M6!-54?4°^
speakers $120.00 or BO Hank

Ampeg B25B Cabinet, woodson 200w^^^ ^"^^ keyboard-bass pedals $450
ODD-7672

Camera Equipment 5-1 auto zoom, two
speed etc Light, Case & Projector all in
ojigmal cartons $300 call Kevin 665-2241 '

La<*'«» Nordica Boots size 8 45.00 6-9668
eve after 10 o'clock

FOUND

Womeni Watch near Whitmore 253-5941

HELP WANTED
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500 - $1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MAI, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

The Collegian is looking for an in-
terested student for Assistant Business
Manager to begin Spring semester '82.

Business background a must. Applications
available until Dec. 7 in Collegian Office
113 CC

Boltwood-Belchertown Project is seek-
ing responsible, independent students to
supervise our volunteer recreation pro-
grams. Experience with developmentally
disabled preferred. For more info call
323-6311, ext494

Four positions open in Collegian Graphics
Dept. These are daytime positions, about
6-10 hours per week, doing advertising
pasteup. Come down to Campus Center
Rm 105 between 9 am and 3 pm for an ap-
plication. Applications will be accepted
December 7 er 8 ONLY. Experience helpful
but f^* ro»^nirofj

JANUARY SUBLET

Three bedroom apartment to rent for
month of January, price negotiable call,
Cindy evenings 549-6032

LORETTA CROWLEY
Hope this is your best birthday ever!
Happy 23rd Birthday Love Marilyn

LOST

Red folder in Curry Hicks
Please call 546-8182 if found

or vicinity.

Siberian Huskie lost Nov 11 in the area of
Rt 9 near the Malls. White, blue eyes, beige
markings. Family pet. Contact 256-6715.
REWARD
Woman's eyeglasses in green case in

vicinity of Northeast. If found please call

546-9482.

Reward for lost knapsack & Chem
notes calc No questions asked. Call 6-5472

KITTY ALERT A gray and white malecat
with a white flea collar has escaped in the
Fearing St Allen St area (a couple of sts
towards town from SBA) There is a reward
leading towards his arrest call 549-6550

Red duffel bag and Canon camera on
PVTA call 665-4912

NEED CASH?

Always Premium Prices!! Class rings,
gold and silver in all forms. See the Manhan
Difference!! Manhan Precious Metals Ex-
change, 312 King St., N'hmptn 584-7000
9:30 am - 5:30 pm M-Sat

NEED ROOMMATES THIS SPRING?

Two males seek a room or rooms in an
apartment in Amherst area for spring
semester call Michael 549-6520

PERSONALS

Free to good home beautiful trained
Siamese cat call Nancy 256-0719

Associate Graphics Manager
Gain experience and earn a little money at the same time. The position of

Collegian Associate Graphics Manager is available for Spring semester. The
applicant must have paste-up, camera reproduction skills and the willingness

to work long, late hours.

For applications and more information, see Marsha Bianchi at the Collegian

Graphics office between 11 a.m.-noon daily or call at 545-3500
The I'nileiii'iti is an affirmative a<'tii<ti/('i|ual o()[Kirtunity cmplDytT.

Need a Xmas present? How about a
movie poster. Call Matt at 6-6768 318 Field
before Dec 11th

Kennedy '82 Fight Reaganomics - Get In-
volved organizational meeting: December
8, 917 CC at 7:00 pm it's reelection time

Gail, with the long brown hair, I know your
name, how about your number. Your ad
mirer from Goodell & Bartlett

TRIP TO FLORIDA SPRING BREAK On
ly $30 deposit by Xmas call Sarah 546^1084

Christopher Oeehy are you baaaad or a
world renowned Hatchologist? I hope this
brief poem makes you glad to see you're on
the personal's list.

Webster 5W Gerry beware of Mondays! It

may not be a good day! Secret Santa
My Darling Airhead Roses are Red,
Violets are Blue, Call me again (remember
Tues night) And I'll laugh at YOU! Tom
Attending JA Residents. There will be a
workshop on anti-semitism on Tuesday
Dec. 8th in JA on the floor at 7:30 PM
Coolidge Upper is sponsoring a
Christmas/Chanuka Gift Drive for needy
area teenagers. Old albums, books,
posters, jewelry, clothes, etc. . .are
desperately needed. Please contact Glenn
1712 Coolideg 546-0184

Sue Jatitski wishes a happy birthday to
Lynne the BMJ
Jill - No more "sad" fake IDs! Are you
"psyched"? Happy 20th JP! Love Andrea
Poufterface I will always love you
R. Paul Yes, I am a nice girl and bagels
won't win me over.

RIDE WANTED
Albany/Oneonta area. Fri or Sat {12/11
12/12) 546-6622

o«i uz/ ii.

North N.J. pref. Morris County Thurs
Dec. 17 aft. 10 AM call 6-1410

ROOM WANTED
Need room Dec 27 - Jan 25 responsible
senior, easy to get along with, Brandywine
preferred. Erik 546-7965

Graduating Senior needs a room, in a
house or apartment for Spring '82 Frb
-May I'm low profile, adaptable,

'

and
reliable Call 549-0694 right away

ROOMMATE WANTED
Male/female to share Brittany Manor
apartment beginning January Claudia,

Roommate wanted start Jan to share
bedroom in 2 bedroom apt 105 mo + elec
call John 256-8454 after 4

Great apartment on bus route. Call Paul
665-4313

Roommate wanted own bedroom in 2
bedroom Apt 137 -k electric 256-8604
Need male to share room in Brittany
Manor apt spring semester 253-3208
Two Male/Female roommates wanted
to share Brittany Manor apt Jan 1 to June
30 call Deb C 256-0358

Woman needed to share room in Squire
Village $84->- 665-4108

Female roommate wanted fully furnish-
ed single bedroom - Hadley - studious
housemates - 160 - including utilities and
heat. Call Ugo 546-1062 after 7 PM
Single room for quiet, mature, clean
roommate. Call Ron 5-8 PM 549-0073

Walk to campus own bedroom in 4
bedroom apt. Lincoln Ave starting Feb 1

549-6713

2 roommates to share bedroom. Apt. in
Sunderland on bus route 665-7109

Female share Brittany Manor Apt Spr-
ing semester call 253-7663, 5-11 PM
Roommate wanted to share two
bedroom apartment 110 a month includes
everything Cliffside Apts 665-2156

Own room in Northwood 110+ starting
Jan thru semester, summer optional
665-4807

2 females to share room in 2 bedroom
Colonial Village Apt. starting Feb. $90 +
utilities call Donna eve 253-7313

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9961

Ski Service skiis tuned, bindings checked,
professional quality service at reasonable
prices 253-5273

Typing experienced IBM correcting Selec-
tric bilingual English /Spanish scientific
background 256-6957 evening

Student Movers quality service at low
rates local - long distance Randal 253-9646

Amherst Writers Inc. Professional help
for your writing problems. Walker Rumble,
Ph.D. Pat Schneider, MFA 253-7329
253-7764

Typing service done during finals week call
253 2418

SKI BOOTS
ELA. ELA-Nordica ski boots size 7/
and new. Best offer. Call Fluffy at 6-6433

TO SUBLET

From Jan - Sept two bedroom Northwood
Apts on bus rte $295 month 665-4969 call
before 3:00

3 bedroom apt Northwood on bus route
call 665-4370

Amherst Center 2 bedroom house fully
furnished for Jan 300+ 256-8415

Own room in house 2 blocks from cam-
pus, only $104 + available Jan 1 Paul
549-6377

Preferably female - quiet, responsible to
sublet own room in Rolling Green for
January 253-7546 Jenny

Room to sublet Dec. 24-Jan 28 $105.00.
Brit. Manor inc heat - Tracy 253-5845

2 bedroom Southwood
price negotiable 256-6739

Female rm in 2 bedrm house Squire Vill
bus $135 Dec 15 or Jan 1 665-7503 eve

Apt January

TUTORING

Tutoring Spanish experienced 256-6957
evenings

TYPING

Free-Lance Typing and resume writing.
Top skills, fast service, reasonable rates.
Amherst 549-0518

Fast, accurate, low-cost typing and
word processing of reports, resumes, let-
ters, etc. Same or next day service in many
cases. TYPE-RITE, 321 R Main Street
Amherst 253-51 1

1

USED AUTO PARTS
Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most rersonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc 85
fof™P*°" "^' Northampton MA tel

WANTED
Highest prices paid for cless rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Monday- Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2

'

Licensed by the Town o* Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commeice 256-0710
Insect Collections to rent or buy call
367 9323

Want to lease or sublet house or apt on
rV^/P"^® ^°^ ^P^'"9 semester 546-5389
546-6346 546-5402

^^

WANTED TO RENT

Need Desperately 2 bedrm apt Jan spring
semester will sublet 549-4876 546-5399

and npn- I . i

W^itt*"]
Amherst

Chinese Food
"Family Style

Cooking"
Mandarin Sr

Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon
Specials

from $1.75
Farm Fresh Vegetables
Beer & Wine License

Sunday Brunch
All you can eat $4.95

62-64 Main St..

Amherst 253-7836
Clo«*d Wadnctdsy*
W« u«« no MSO or

Artificial Food Coloring
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Johansen reaches out
David Johansen
Fine Arts Center
"'ri<*"*y, Dec. 4

By DAVID WILDMAN
Colle^an Staff

Most of David Johansen s solo perfor-
mances have been marked by stream inji,

adoring girh, a reception "befittin>r so-

meone like Tom Jones. But in Friday's
show at the P'ine Arts Center, the "cute
one" from the New York Dolls showed an
honest and healthy involvement with the
UMass audience that went far beyond mere
sex-symbol posturinjj.

Althoujjh his onstage routine is derived
somewhat fmm Mick .lagger, Johansen
nevertheless executed ever>' movement
and gesture deftly and smoothlv. plaving to

the audience with a kxtyish self-mm-king
charm that is distinctly his own.

It is his attitude of humility and fun,
alon^r with a well developed' theatrical

sense that made Johansen's songs work so
well on stajre. For instance, in "Stranded
in the Jungle," a humorous narrative-like
song, Johansen emerge(i wearing tongue-
in-cheek jungle garb and carrying a spear,
while his l)ackup guitarists stalked each
other across the stage to the background of
heavy jungle drums. Other songs, like

"Frenchette," began with dramatic piano
and voice intro's, highlighting Johansen's
considerable vocal ami lyrical talents.

Also indicative (»f Johansen's theatrical
skill was the exquisite pacing of the set.

Every song presented a contrast, lieginn-
ing with a startlingly lieautiful "Here
Comes the Night," then his well known
"Funky But Chic," followed by a couple
more songs from "Here Comes the Night,"
and eventually building up to a spine tingl-

ing version of the F<»ur Tops' "Reach out."
During this, Johansen reached out and
touched the hands of people in the au-
dience, like some kind of rock and roll faith
healer, and finally he walked out into the
crazy throng to sing "C.irls. Girls, Girls,"

Zander of the Llevators heats up the Johansen crowd at the Fine Arts
Center before headlining at the Wall Friday night.

FUNKY FUNKY BUT CHIC -
Center crowd into a frenzy Friday

stepping over seats and passing the
microphone out into the sea of people.
This done, the band retired backstage un-

till a mas.sive chanting of the chorus to
"Girls. Girls, (lirls," brought them back for
a blistering encore of the New York Doll's
"Personality Crisis." with Johansen stepp-
ing back and introducing his excellent
f)ackup band, and mischieviously running
around putting funny hats on everyone.
But the crowd wanted more, and

Johansen and company seemed happy to
oblige, coming back for a seconcl encore,
and leading the crowd in a sing along ver-
sion of the New York Dolls' "To my Head."
and finishintr uu with a suitabfv manic
"Reckless Crazy" from the In Sh/U' album.

It may have been well planned mayhem,
but it was an extremely intelligent and
tastefull performance, and there's no doubt
th:if Dnvid .Ioh.TP<^..r, ,.,nd his hand had a

< "lli"){i«n phulo b* Jim Waldron
- David Johansen whips a Fine Arts
night.

good time.

The Surburban Lawns preceded
Johansen, and made themselves a lot of
fast enemies. The Lawns music ranged
from somber ska. to heavy, jK)nderous,
"experimental" type stuff.

The only thing of interest was their eerie,
withdrawn, comatose female singer, who
made the fatal mistake of alienating her au
dience. Halfway through the set someone
shouted "Hey, she's a corpse!," and a
chorus of jeers erupted. After that nothing
could save the Suburban Lawns, not even a
song entitled "Gidget Goes to Hell."
Playing a well received early set were thfe

Elevators from Northampton. The
Elevators are developing a new streamlin-
ed, more basic sound, much different from
the highly produced tone of their Arista
album Front live. They're true pros, and
shouldn't be underestimated.

RECORD
™ilTTl[

n f B I $

•

TtwBblhOfAUgmd

v:

$4.99

2 Record
set

$3.99

Xiiiiliili I., I IS. Ill O O M F I

O {

liilln-.Xkkol liiiK

Many Other
Great Hits

Available

LIVE STIFFS 3

$3.49

i.v

Hi

Quantities Limited on certain titles.

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Wed Nite

until 8:00

Located in the Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

UDiyersltyStDre
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Open Sunday 9 am-6 nm in Hadley-Amherst
iCoJlegi^jl 15

USDA Choice "GreatBeef

BeefBottom
jftound Roast

USDA Choice; Up to 5 lbs — -,o
BeefTop Rodind Roast IT
USDA Choice Up to 5 lbs

BeefRound Tip Roast 1
USDA Choice ^
Rump Roast BeefRoundl

Up to
5 lbs

lb

89
lb

USDA Choice

BeefBye Round Roast fif

p Round Steak 2t^
und Tip Steak i

USDA Choice

USDA Choice 69
lb

Bringthem home
forthe holidays.
Check our circular fuJl ofvalues! Copies in store.

Enjoy Our
Fine Deli
Foods!CORNER

^ DELI

Imported F^TCIlCh
BrieCheese

^;r^i<#ib
New Imported

M^S^^DanishHam
»39
lb

**WhiteGem'

3

Chicken Leg_- ,^,
Suarters^s^ RQ^

Breast Quarters^ 63^ ... ^^T^^Hl

Shoulder
Veal Choi
Cooked
Ham^*"^

RC or Diet Rite
Cola QO'
67.6 OzBa CT deposit . . ^^F^^F

(^ PregoSpaghH Sauce S^
- . rip ivjea^ pig^jj^ Qj. Mushroom

1 5Va ouncejar

self-service deli Special!

1 lb package Weaver

^s^^hidken
>9Flranks

99°
frozen meat Fast & tasty!

STEAK-UMM®
Sandwich
Steaks &S9

1 4 oz package MV
Devault Steaks *^?^jr* 3.99

seafood Ocean -fresh flavor!

Fresh
Flounder
FiUets O
Bake or fry—delicious! dfif

Fresh Cod Steak

Portion
Rump Portion a*c^^ 1.09 lb

79'
Star-Kist Solid
WhiteTuna 119

produce Pick arxi choose your own fresh fruits and vegetat)tes!

StcM t>,2.29

California Tender

Broccoli
16 Ounce
Package

Extra
Large
Bunch 79

PennDuteh
Noodles 70
Fine, Medium or Broad . . M ^^W

Grapefruit
Large Florida 2^ ^^
Red or White '^ for 1

Size 32

FreshCalil
store packaged
Varied weights

bakery From our own ovens

Stop & Shop

Raisin
Bread

16 oz
loaf 99

WalnutMeats

Seedless Navel

iOranges

size gBforJ

WlFaniily Size YeUow
mia Meats >^^%Onions

Keebler Snack
Crackers fiQ^
Asst'dVarieties.90zPkg ^^P^^F

Vanity Fair
Towels O ^1

inf Rous JLPrint2PlylOOCt.

California

Avocados
Perfect
for salads
or dips.

health & beauty aids Save

Aqua-firesh
.Tootfanaste
"^

'6.4 ounce tutje iMi

Dristan Cold Tablets '^ 1.49 ig
Dristan Cold Capsules '^"='

1 .49 '1

2*^1

Tropic^ana Goid^pure

Orange Jiuce f 2

^99
Sibbag99

SoftCream
Cheese QQ'
Philadelphia 8 Oz Cup

,

B-4 StOPGMOCEin COUPON

Reg. or Natural

Lincoln
Apple Juice

79Half Gallon
Bottle c

wtm Ihtt coupon and • 7 90 purcfWM
OoodOKt^Ow t2 LUMtlpvctiManwr 1M

B-5

Assorted Varieties

icanHines
eMix
4818'/i ounce.

.^^. . ,

package
,

_

—P'w^ — ( QoodCXctcW i;Llmmp«rcu«lom«r 167 [U^

Ring
Assorted Varieties

9V2 Ounce
Package 109

Hendrie's
IceCream
Half Geillon Carton

Assorted
Flavors

169
^^^^•^»Wx:t»«St>i D»c6Sat 0»clM9ei (W M«m Mon

. D»c > 5t Ot 1 2 1981) >* <i*?»»M le our cuBlonw^ W.^,,fv» »,, rtjW to ImM mIw to o»>»rw<>« fiot><t t^rm off«>»d'to!TZ • r cat* lott or to ottwr c
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UMass hoop pride returns

ALL RIGHT — An exuberant Tom McLauKhlin (foreground) makes his way to the victor's locker roomafter Saturdays 60-39 UMass win over Duquesne. A dejected Bill Searles (30. right] Joiks" Jn

UM tops Duquesne, 60-59,
first leagrue win since 1978

Orange presses UM women
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

They did it! The jinx is over. After tasting
defeat for 37 consecutive Eastern Eight
basketball games, the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team broke
the jinx with an inspiring 60 59 win over the
highly regarded Dukes of Duquesne
University before a wild crowd of 3,405 at

the Curry Hicks Cage Saturday night.

The victory was especially sweet for UM
head coach Tom McLaughlin, capturing
that elusive league victory in his first

Eastern Eight game.
"I'm happy for the kids. " McLaughlin said,

"It's a special win for us. We broke the jinx

and we did it against a team that played in

the NIT tournament last year and has a
legitimate All American candidate in Bruce
Atkins."

For a change, it was actually a college

basketball atmosphere at the Cage com
plete with cheerleaders, the UMass band,
and a packed house of enthusiastic
Minuteman followers.

"I could feel the crowd," said a s.K:;ii<'i

Duquesne coach Mike Rice. . Ii< \

definitely made a difference."

What made more of a difference w;is ihr

consistent play of the Minutemen and iluii

outstanding first half defensive jol» on
Atkins. The 6'8", 240 lb. Atkins was htUi t..

two points and no rebounds in the first half,

which ended deadlocked at 31 -31

.

The Dukes were unable to get the ball to

Atkins and relied on corner jumpers from
BiUy Searles and Rod Scott to break away
from the Minutemen, up 14 9. with 12:53 to

play in the half. After a Craig Smith free

throw brought UM within one. 20 19. big

Joey Meyers hit two straight bombs from
deep in the corner to push the Dukes lead

back up to five, 24 19.

A Rod Scott tip in gave the Dukes a 31 25
lead with 2:20 remaining in the half, when
the Minutemen ripped off six consecutive

points on two pretty George Ramming hook
shots and two free throws by Smith to knot
the count at 31 31 at halftime.

'^he Dukes jumped out to a quick 39-32

lead bthind Atkins to start the second half.
The st-nior center dropped in two jumpers
and a power layup before UM's Don Russell
made a pntt y drive to get the Minutemen
rolling.

After Atkins gave Duque.sne a 44 38 lead
with 14:4.} Irjt to play, Edwin Green started
an eight point UM scoring roll with a foul-
line jumper. At the 14 minute mark, Atkins
was forced to leave the game when he
picked up his fourth foul trying to gain
position on UMass freshman Horace
Neysmith.
Smith then fed Neysmith for a easy layup

bringing the Minutemen within two, 44 42.
A Russell jumper tied the game and UM
freshman guard Ron Young (6 for-9
shooting) drilled a 20-foot jumper giving the
Minutemen their first lead of the game 46-
44. with 10:30 left to play.

But. the veteran Dukes came on. Alter
exchanging several hoops. Mr. Atkins
returned and began to assert himself.
Trailing 52 49 with five minutes remaining.
Atkins scored six straight points on power
moves inside before Young stuck another
20 footer to bring UM back within one, 55-
54.

The Minutemen were then hit with a lack
of action technical foul Duquesne coach Rice
decided to draw UM out of its effective 3-2
zone defense.

Atkins missed the technical, and Young
scored off a Russell steal to give the lead
back to the Minutemen, 56-55. Atkins hit
two more free thr9ws. but Edwin Green (5
assists) fed Ramming for a layup giving UM
the lead for good, 57 55.

Joey Meyers then missed a bad shot from
the corner with 33 seconds left and Russell
was fouled on the scramble for the loose
ball. He missed the front end of the one and
one, but Green alertly grabbed the loose
ball and sent it back out to Russell who was

ByGERRYdeSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The nationally ranked Syracuse
University women's basketball shot out of
the gate like 'a jaekrabbit at the start of
Saturday's game at the Curry Hicks Cage,
leaving the University of Massachusetts
far, far behind en route to a 92 67
Orangewomen victory.

foule'

Th
:nri Willi 2o .seconds left.

r mai v.fi.

I'li.iti <"j;ir<l swished both, giving^:

•
''••'! \lter a Rod Scott follow'

•'. * I I lie Dukes within one,.

\;i- I'Miled with 15 seconds re-

< nllrKian photo by Trreaa Hrllafiorr

UP AND IN - UMass forward
Cindy Clapp (34) goes up with a
jumper in Saturday's Minutewomen
loss to nationally-ranked Syracuse at
Curry-Hicks Cage.

After UMass won the opening tap,
Syracuse scored 14 unanswered points
before Minutewomen playmaker Wendy
Ward sank two foul shots to finally put
Massachusetts on the board.
A tight Syracuse player-to-player press
made life very difficult for the
l^inutewomen in the first half. UMass,
constantly out-rebounded, could not ef
fectively move inside under the basket. To
make matters worse. UMass shot a dismal
21 percent compared to 59 percent shooting
by Syracuse.

"We had hoped to use a tough pressure
defense that would affect them (UM) and it

worked," said Orangewomen head coach
Barbara Jacobs.

Massachusetts head coach Mary Ann
Ozarski attributed the quick Syracuse start
to their concentration.

"Concentration was why they (SU) did so
well," Ozarski said. "You can't give a
teamlike that a 14 point lead and expect to
do well."

But, despite falling behind by as many as
31 points, the UM women never gave up.
UMass guards Ward and Jacqueline Jones
directed a spunky, hustling offense.
Early in the first half. Cindy Clapp,

playing like UMass was down by just a few
points, as were her teammates, gave 110
percent on one play. Clapp rebounded her
own shot twice and when she was fouled,
sank both foul shots.

In the second half, UMass finally came
alive and improved their play considerably.
The Minutewomen were only outscored 41-

40 by the 16th ranked nationally Syracuse
women.
One of the big factors was the scoring and

rebounding of senior tri captain Martha
Ready who finished with 18 points and 14
rebounds. Clapp contributed 14 points to
the Massachusetts cause.
"We shot better and played better in the

second half," Ozdarski said. "We did the
things that we were supposed to do in the
first half."

Massachusetts, now 1-3 overall, hosts the
University of Vermont Thursday at the
Curry Hicks Cage with a 7:30 p.m. start

.
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Masekala

of the South African
ANC

Editorial:

A sniall group of demonstrators braved thecold and marche^rollw!?
S.U.B^to the Amherst Commons to attend a rally against the presentU.S. military and economic policies. They called for the h;,lt .f .k
nuclear weapons bu.ld .p, the designation L Europe ZZ f e

^

zone, an end to U.S. mii.tary .ntcrvention abroad and the cToUoTa>6to repressive regimes. They demanded money for jobs and education
They expressed the.r solidarity for the self determination of all peoples.

On Thursday Dec. 3, Barbara Masekela of
the Women's section of the African Ntional
Congress spoke of the role of women in the
liberation struggles in South Africa. At the
conclusion of her presentation a number of
prov ocative and unexpected questions
were raised by members of the audience.
We would like to summarize Masekala's
speech and then comment on the events
which occurred at the close of the
presentation.

The Apartheid system is designed to
render blacks foreigners and slaves to the
industrially developed metropolitan areas of
South Africa. 87. of the richest land is
controlled by whites who comprise less
than 20. of the population. The Blacks of
South Africa have beenforced by the
government to the most barren lands, to
live in essentially "giant migrant labor
camps" which have been reffered to
alternately by the South African regime as
the Bantustans, the reservations and most
recently under the obscuring label of "the
homelands."
There have been approximately 2,000 laws

created by the South African regime to
maintain white economic priviledge and
white political domination. Only Blacks
who minister to whites are allowed in the
urban areas. No African without residency
may re nain in an urban area for more than
72 hours unless they have a permit. In order
to posses residency status an African must
have lived in the urban area since birth, had
continous employmer.t for 10 years or lived
in the urban area for 15 years without
cnminal persecution. Because of the in
stability of South African society it is nearly
impossible for a Black to fill those
qualifications.

There is little opportunity for employment
within the homelands. "Exiled Blacks are
employed sporadically in response to white
South Africa's needs. The poorest sector
of the So uth African economy is larqeiv
comprised of Black women. Most of the
employment offeredto Blacks is manual

Responses to

«it!?«A^i'''®
disscussion in educational racism at the Univer-

riclila; JfqSerenr'
''' "^' ^°^ ^" ^^^^^ ^^0- cT

aulr!
®^P^"/'°" o^ a G-Core curricular isneeded for moreawareness of cultural differences and racism

neLsa^^LTJn^^
appreciate other studies deemednecessary by the University, one must first realize the value

thatL'^^H^'"'^
'"^ "' differences. It is with this reaSn

?n nf ?K '
acceptance of all studies is able to take place

rlstHc? al othrJi""'"^" ".^P«^^ °^ "''^^"'^ *« virtuaSy to

thlt the r rnri ^''''fJ k"^'
9°^'^ '< *s with this realizationthat the G-Core should be seriously considered.

Kenneth Johnson and Ria Duran

ino raa"sm
' ^faiI^S'''''^"^^^""^^

^«'« ^^'^"^a^e concern-

LcL?, I
'^"®" ® mentioning that having a historicalaspect to racism is critical to understanding was well takenTony Crayton's observations of U.T.O.P.I.A. were accurateand enlightening. Steve Coon's and Sally MalTuwsky'sTer

t^nal.
^^ ""^'^ -nformational and just plain educa-

nrI!!L^PnJ^^"?^ ^^^. ^'°9ram where we me in small groupsproved to be informal but very concrete as to " what?an be

i think that the workshop was good. fVIore are needed.

Jacqueline James

BlackT ;i"'"'' "'*'^'^"*'V ^«^^ed by'

a ?es ToTJ''^'^
'" "° ^^^"^ ^'^h-n the

number nfH°'^^"
"'"""' ^°^ ^ "^*ted

Zh . K
^°^estic positions and jobswi^hin light textile manufacturing indus nesand other areas which have been

traditionally reserved for women T^^s isthe reason for the disproportionate numberof women in the "homelands " Therl
surrounded by hunger and disease, thewomen rear the children and take care of
the people who are too old or too sick to
work. Most of the women are younq
within their early twenties. There are ef-
fectively seperated from their husbands
except for a yearly hiatus granted by the
white employers. When the men return to
the cities, their wives are usually left
pregnant. Because of a convergence of
factors engendered hy the system of
apartheid 50. of the children die before the
age of five, this is termed by Masekela as
genocide. She stated further the language
of Apartheid is like that of the Naziswomen and children are labled "the surplus
population."

"Women are the revolution within the
revolution." declared Masekela. They have
made a major contribution to the Black
struggle towards the liberation and the
democratization tff South Africa. They also
are combatting the established traditions of
male domination for the struggle against
racism does not automatically incorporate
the creation of equal political status for
Black women. Yet to limit the involvement
of women is the struggle limits the struggle
itself. Unless men and women work
together "they might lose the bigger
battle.

'

Men are beginning to understand that
they have not treated women as equals. In

the ANC today, women ii. the army are
trained to fufill the same duties as the men.
On the diplomatic front, women are found
in a number of high posts. The ANC
London representative is a black women as
is the ANC representative to the Nordic
countries. In theonal commitees of South
Africa, women have not yet reached a
position of equality.

Racism ^

workshop

After Masekala's speech, a question from
the back of the room was raised "Is the
struggle of South African women the
struggle against Apartheid or against Black
men*" Masekela reasserted that the
struggle of Black women is like that of
Black men, they are in a struggle against
Apartheid. But women are the target for
special and additional oppression because
they are female under the rule of white
male domination. Black men and women
must both be liberated. After a heated
exchange between them, he declared that
she had given way to "a childish outburst."
Another person expressed a desire to see a
proletarian revolution in South Africa They
suggested that the battle waged by theANC was bourgeois. Masekela explained
that features peculiar to South African
liberation movement distinquish it greatly
even from the recent revolutions in
Angola, Mozambique and Zimbabwe
Certainelements she touched on were the
metropolitan nature of South African
society which largely excludes classical
guerilla warfare and the facist deadlock
which a powerful industrial state holds over
the development of enduring labor unions.
In South Africa, most organizational work
mus be done clandestinely and also on the
international diplomatical level and not in
the streets. A third questioner found
Masekela's descriptions of strategies of the
ANC vague. "I thought I heard you say
divestment is the only solution. " "Who is

the Army*" she queried. "All we
ask, "replied Masekela, "is that you not
support our enemies." She would like to
see South Afrcia isolated from the world
community. The struggle in South Africa is

a varied one. It must operate on many
fronts.

Dialogue must occur on all levels but we,
as observers of this presentation feel that
the element of disrespect shown did not
facilitate the emergence of a solution. We
would like to see the sharing of a spirit of
solidarity among all people engaged in

liberation from economic exploitation,

political suppression and other forms of
oppression. We can not be our own
worst enemies.

[""""•"""""•"'"WMUiiBMyiiinMiiii,,, „„„„„
OPEN LETTER TO THE COMMUNITY

Since last May the Hispanic Community
of Holyoke has been plagued with a series

SLhTI «/«^^remely suspicious nature.

IK °^ J^'"*"^ ^«^« been left

I
homeless and hundreds more live fearing

1=

in? V?k"®'*^
'" ^^"9"^^ ^*'' f«^so"s died inone of these fires. The Holyoke community

has been actively seeking Major Proulx's
support in meeting their needs. They have

s petitioned vital services to combat the

I
arson^attempts they have asked for an ar-

I
son hot line increased security in en-

I
dangered area, fairer employment oppor

I h« r'JJ."'^
adequate housing. The Mayor

5 t^on mS /h ^^"'JH^''
P'*^'^' "°» »° '"«"-

g tion meet their needs.
S Coupled to the arson attempts many low-
s income residents are being faced with evic-

I
tion notices, many live in building which

I
have been condemned and lack heating

I
These people have no alternative housing

I and urban pohcies are not responding to
i the housing shortage by construing other

I
low-income projects.

3 The Hispanic residents are working hard

I
towards improving their situation. They

I H^^f
Tormed an emergency task force to

{ deal with arson related fires and other social
a problems they encounter as a community.
I

(I.e. lack of jobs, poor education, lack of

S-

security, police brutality etc.)
They have asked for our support in this

s process. They need monetary and material

= JS.J l^
^"^ '^*" ^^ "^«<* towards the

S
^^'^blishment of a headquater from where

- they will direct and mobilize their communi-
I

ty efforts. At this office they plan to begin a

I
survival center for all the families which

s have been affected by past fires and those

I
living m poor conditions

. They are also

I
engaged in fundraising to pay for bail fines

= placed on 14 persons arrested in October at

Is

Holyokes City Hall. They were arrested
upori refuing to leave the building without
speaking to Mayor Proulx.

s They are in need of all the support we
i *^^"u? u':. °^°P °" centers have been
g established at:

1- B.C.P. Wilder Hall UMass
Debbie Sicilia 545-0676
Jose Sou 545-1968

111^

1

8 UMass

at UMass

AHORA 308 Student Union BIdg

Roxana Bell 545-2479

I thought that the all day workshop' "Building Strategies"
turned out vvonderful. There is a definite effort being made
to try to understand what must be done to combat racismMore of the workshops are needed on a wider level The im-
plementation of the G-Core expansion is needed to deal with
the various cultural differences (diversities) of people or all
walks of life. The time is now to deal with the situation of
racism. It is never too late to change, ther ever present
stereotyped opinions of those who don't know enough
about the social and political ramifications of such issues Liz
Bennetts summary was unique. I hope to see it in writtina inour local newspaper.

Sheryle R. Johnson
A very useful, worthwhile day

fo 'cVr;;baZ'JLcrsm''T£e^'^*""*"« ^° ''^' responsibility

manifests sllfhefe at UM^c^ '"^""^"^ "'^^^ '^"^ '^^<^'^

violence ..

^^^^^ academia, physical, mental

abouiwh^t'wTcldoinTh'' ''^^'^ ^^"'^^^^ ^^-'^se^-^s

Change, 'a^XeTan Xc? chrg^."^
^^"^"^""'^^ ^° ^^^^

«.Lo /t"®^ .^^^ ^^^^ ^«" attended by whites- I thinkstudents have learned a great deal about instituVional racism

Hasta la victoria Siempre!

» 3- Fabrics of Life 110 King St. Nor-
s thampton

HmmiiiiiiMHinTOiiiwmiiiiiiiwiiititHiHiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiii

This program was somewhat informative on the issuesbut It was terribly one sided. The program failed to recSS
herprruarn^'

'^'^^ '' ^"^"- °-^'^« ^^- vieX to^

t« I^l^
Program failed to recognize that we are students first

rnSrl
^^«^"^^^'°" ^^at Will qualify us for a job and mus beconcerned witn our own studies first.

Richard S. Kramer

One of the most improtant things we learned from this
workshops is that the more we loair., the more we realize
how ignorant we are as to what is actually happening Yet
we feel encouraged by the knowledge that one doesn't have
to be an expert to find a place or do something constructive
The number of sturctured

, active groups in the university is
impressive. There seems to be a place for anyone at any
level. There is much work to be done, yet there is much go-
ing on now, also, and there are many people willing to help
us find a place that will be suited for us.
Very serious matters were dealt with a confortable and

stimulating atmosphere. One felt more enlightened by the
awareness rather than mereiy educated' by the facts
Racism, being universal to all, should definetely br con-
fronted as an individual matter to pvery person.
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PUERTORRIQUENOSENLOSEEUU: I Por que estamos aqui?
La llegada de puertorriquenos a los

Estados Unidos no es mera casualidad. No
estamos aqui porque nos guste el frio o
porque la isia este sobrepoblada o sen-
cillamente para vivir del 'mantengo'. Mas
bien la emigracion desde la isle ha surgido
como resultado directo de la explotacidn
norteamericana de nuestra isla. La
magnitud del exodo se ve claramente en las
siguientes estadisticas: del 1898 al 1944
aproximadament 90,000 puertorriquenos
emigraron a los Estados Unidos. En la
decada del 50, 400,000 emigraron, en los 60
esta cifra aumento a 586,636. Hoy casi 2
millones de puertorriquenos habitan en los
Estados Unidos, siendo esta cifra casi una
tercera parte de la poblacio'n total residien-
do en la isla.

Esta emigracion es un resultado directo a
la intervenciorj norteamericana, tanto
militar como polttica y economica. Las
grandes corporaciones norteamericanas
han utilizado la tierra y el pueblo de Puerto
Rico para generar ganancias que resultan
de beneficios solo para la economia esta-
dounidense y sus grandes empresarios.
Ademas es preciso notar que se utiiza a
Puerto Rico como base militar para apoyar
tareas represivas y explotadores tanto den-
tor de la isla como en el Caribe y
Latinoamerica. Actualmente hay 10 bases
militares del ejercito Estadounidense en la

Isla.

En Julio del 1896 el ejercito Norteamerican
inyadio a Puerto Rico y impuso un gobierno
militar. Dos anos mas tarda el Congreso de
EEUU oaso la ley Foraker, bajo la cual se

goberno' la isla hasta el 1917. Bajo esta ley el

Congreso tomo' el poder de aprobar y
ejercer leyes en la isla, un poder que hasta
hoy dia aun esta vigente. En el 1917 el Con-
greso paso una segunda ley, la ley Jones. A
pesar de la opposicion del partido
mayoritario en la isla se nos impuso la

ciudadania norteameircana, requiriendo de
esta manera la participacion del puertorri-
queno en las fuerzas armadas esta-
dounidenses.

Esta intervencion ha tenido graves con-
secuencias economicas para los puertorri-
quefios. En el 1898 Puerto Rico sostenia una
economia basada en la^agricultura. La gran
mayoria de la poblacio'n vivia de su tierra.
Los productos de exportacion eran tabaco,
azucar y cafe' siendo el cafe el produc-
tomas important^. Este se producia en pe-
quenas fincas pertenecientes al
campesinado puertorriqueno. La occupa-
cior^norteamerican acogio el cafe' puertorri-
queno a sus reglamentos de tarifas de ex-
portacio'n la cual causo' la devaluacion
monetaria de Puerto Rico.- Como resultado
el mercado del cafe' Boricua no podia com-
petir con los precios del cafe' de Brazil y
otros pajses exportadores de cafe.

Las corporaciones norteamericanas se
aduenaron de una gran parte de las tierras
truncando asf las oportunidades del pe-
queno agricultor nativo obligandlos dejar ei

cultiyo a pequenas escalas. La azucar luego
paso a ser el producto de exp>ortacion
dominante, produciendose este en hacien-
das inmensas de grandes terratenientes ex-
tranjeros. Solo podian trabajar durante las

epocas de zafra^quedando cesantes una
gran parte del ano. De aquf surgen gran
movimiento del campesinado a las areas ur-

kanas en busca de oportunidades de
empleo. Al no poder absorber este influx
comienza la emigracion del puertorriqueno
a los EEUU.

En los anos treinta surgio un movimiento
fuerte de resistencia bajo el liderato del Par-
tido Nacionalista encabezado por Pedro
Albizu Campos. Este partido abogaba por la

lucha armada contra el dominio de los
Estados Unidos. En el 1937 surgio' una pro
testa en Ponce denunciando el encarcela-
miento de Don Pedro Albizu, en esta
demostracion 20 personas fueron
asesinadas y 150 heridas como medida
represiva.

Luego de la Segunda Guerra Mundial el

gobierno noereamericano introducio un
programa de industrializacion a la isla con-
ocido como 'Operacidn Bootstrap' o
Fomento Industrial. Este programa proveyd*
subsidios a inversionistas norteamericanos
para facilitarles el desarollo de la industria
liviana en la isla. Luego se establecieron
tambien industries pesadas tales como las
petroquemicas, las farmaceuticas, siendo
estas altamente contaminantes. Estas in-

dustries le fueron restando la importancia a
la producion de comestibles para consume
local y otros productos manufactureros
para el consumidor puertorriqueno. Todas
estas industries beneficiabah tan solo al in-

versionista extranjero ya que no empeaban
un numero substancial de islenos; los

sueldos que_ganaban (y gana) el obrero

puertorriqueno es muy deficiente.
La taza de desempleo oficial' en Puerto

Rico alcanza ya el 22 porciento, pero el

desempleo actual llega a por lo menos el 30
porciento. La cantidad de desempleo
facilita la explotacion del obrero ya que se
ven obligados a trabajar por sueldos absur-
dos. Es preciso notar que el 78 porciento de
las acciones de las companies en Puerto
Rico pertenecen a extranjeros en su
mayoria norteamericanos.

Los Estados Unidos tambien ha tomado
niedidas sociales rhuy fuertes en Puerto
Rico. Tal ha sido en cuanto a el control de
la natalidad. El gobierno de EEUU junto con
entidades como la Ford Foundation pro-
movio una campana muy amplia de
esterilizacion de la mujer; cabe decir que la

incidencia de esterilizacion en Puerto Rico
es la mas alta en el mundo. Este intento de
controlar la poblacion en Puerto Rico sirve
el proposito de preserver un sistema col-
onial en la isla.

El puertorriqueno se ve obligado a salir de
su pais por razones economicas, llegando a
EEUU en busca de su supervivencia. Se en-
cuentra al llegar que los trabajos , las vivien-
das y los servicios educativos y medicos
son las meras migajas que da el gobierno
norteamericano. Ve que se le niega el pro-
greso profesional y social. La lucha del
puertorriqueno aqui en Estados Unidos no
se puede desligar de estos hechos
historicos. Es una lucha por la justicia
social, una lucha en contra de el opresor.

Juan D. Vargas
for 'What's left in Boston'

Ub peJiCia mahia «n movimiento d^Utn-iiwo ctursnte wna faHa aiarma«rw $e iuscite caanoo un foven wc© un pal« tte eicotwi a traves, jS«? una
r#ia *ft una r«»<j«nci» de t» urbaninci^ Santa KHa y «) ageofe crovo

"Las Qases 0)ntinuanManana"
Situacion en la L P R sigue tensa. La repi^ion

de parte de la uniform ada alcanza lim ites barba-

ros lasemanapasada.

L^

Politica Economica

Estadounidense

Perjudica Latinoamerica
La nueva politica economica de Estados

Unidos limita las posibilidades de expansion
de las exportaciones de Latinoamerica y
perjudica su capacidad de conseguir finan-
ciamiento externo, segun un documento
que discutieron la semana pasada en
Panama expertos de 27 paises del con-
tinente.

El documento, preparado por la

Secretaria Permanente del Sistema
Economico Latinoamericano (SELA) dice
tambien que la politica de la administracion
de Ronald Reagan elevara'los costos de la

deuda externa de la region, estimulara* la

fuga de capitales y deteriorara'los precios
de los productos ba'sicos que estos paises
exportan.

Asegura el informe que tras la llegada de
Reagan a la Casa Blanca predominan en
Washington las^ consideraciones
geopoliticas y estrate'gicas desplazando los
planes de anteriores administraciones para
coiaborar en el desarrollo del tercer mundo
y ademas, se subordina la politica exterior a
los problemas internos

Gobierno SalvadoneHo:
de Ojwesor

San Salvador-Radio Venceremos acuso
al Gobierno de asesinar a campesinos que
rehusan cooperar con una supuesta cam-
pana de extorsion puesta en practice por las
Fuerzas Armadas.
"Los asesinan con el pretexto de que son

guerrilleros", anuncic/ la radio rebelde
Venceremos al acusar al Gobierno de
asesinar campesinos en el convulsionado
departamento suroriental de Usuluta'n.
Segun Radio Venceremos, los

campesinos "denuncian que soldados
destacados en ese canton se han dado a la

tarea de amenazar y obligar a los
pobladores a firmer un documento en el

cual hacen que se comprometan a en-
tregarles un colon (unos 33 centavos de
dolar) semanal por familia, y al que se niega
a firmer lo acusan de ser miembro del
FMLN y lo aseSinan a el junto con su
familia".

^

Usulutan ha sido escerario de algunos de
los mas violentos enfrentamientos entre
tropes del Ejercito y los rebeldes,
empenados desde hace dos anos en der-
rocar a la Junta Civico-Militar respaldada
por Washington.

El mes pasado las tro^jas del gobierno
lanzaron su mayor campana antiguerrillera
en Usulutan, pero los residentes de la

region dijeron que los rebeldes ya comen-^
zaron a reconstruir sus posiciones.

a Extorcionista
Comandos salvadorenos entrenados por

los "boinas verdes" de Estados Unidos lan-
zaron una ofejisiva contra los rebeldes cer-
ca de la nortena represa hidoele'ctrica Cinco
de Noviembre, la mayor del pa's, que
suministra mas de la mitad de las
necesidades de electricidad de la nacio'n.

Durante cuatro dies unos 500 soldados
del gobierno han luchado contra los guer-
rilleros atrincherados en un trecho de 12
kilometros entre la repre^ y la localidad de
Cinquera, a unos 40 kilometros al nordeste
de San Salvador.

El Ministerio de Defense no ha dado in-
formacion sobre bajas, pero comandantes
locales dijeron que aviones y artilleria del
gobierno han bombardeado las posiciones
rebeldes desde el comienzo de la ofensiva.
En un comunicado publicado, el

Minigterio de Justicia dijo que pronto en
trara en efecto un nuevo programa de am-
nistia para guerrilleros que decidan deponer
las armas.
"Segun los alcances del decreto gozaran

de la gracia de amnistia y en consecuencia
sus acciones seran perdonadas y olvidadas,
todos aquellos que alzados en armas!
manifiesten su voluntad de renunciar a
dichas acciones, y organizaciones ilegales a .

las que" pertenecen ', dijo el Ministerio de
Justicia.

Eligen Candidate

del PRD en

Republica Dominicana

Santo Domingo- El senador Salvador Jorge
Blanco fue prodamado candidate presiden-
cial del partido de gobierno para las elec-
ciones generales de 1982 al derrotar en la
primera fase de las primaries de dicha col-
ectividad al vicepresidente Jacobo Majluta.

El Hider ma'ximo del Partido Revolu-
cionario Dominicano (PRD), Jose' Fran-
cisco PefTa Go'mez, anuncid' que Jorge
Blanco habia ganado por lo menos el 57.7
por ciento de los votos de mas de 123,000
militantes del PRD emitidos el sab'ado
antepasado en los comites de barrio de
todo el pais contra aproximadamente un 37
por ciento del vicepresidente Majluta.

Pe?<a Gomez proclamo'a Jorge /Blanco
conrK>."elegido de la multitudes" y dijo que
desde ya, antes de ser proclamado
oficialmente por la undecima Convenicon
Nacional del PRD fijada para el sabado y
domingo pasado, "Jorge Blanco se habia
convertido en el candidate oficial del par-
tido, que equivale a lo mismo que decir en
el pro'ximo Presidente de la Republica
Domincana".

Jorge Bianco, un duro crftico del regimen
(ie\ presidente Antonio Guzman tambien
del PRD, de quien es antagdnico en las
tendencies del partido oficial, fue felicitado
por el Jefe del Estado y el vicepresidente
Majluta.

Blanco proclamo' que la hora es de
"reflexion y unidad" y pidio' a los in-

tegrantes de las demas tendencies del par-
tido que se unan a el en el campana elec-
toral para los comicios fijados para el 16 de
mayo del af^o proximo.

El vicepresidente Majluta, quien al

mediodia del martes habia anuriciado que
impugnaria las eleciones porque se habian
detectado irregularidades, dijo en una con-
ferencia de prensa en su despacho del
Palacio Nacional, que admitia su derrota y
que reconocia que Jorge Blanco habia
ganado la Convencion, por lo que lo
felicitaba y se unia a este para la campai^a
por la presidencia.
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NAMIBIAN PROPOSALS GET A NOD
-A potentially awkward diplomatic
problem was avoided last month when a
Zambian high court judge agreed to try ir
secret a former government official ac
cused of passing information to tht
American CIA.
§ Smoothing the way for the mission of the
Western Contact Group on Namibia, which
visited Lusaka and other African capitals
between October 27 and November 3, the
government prosecutor told the court that
some of the evidence being introduced
could prejudice state security.

§The judge's decision meant the em-
barrasing allegation about covert American
activities were not aired publicly just at the
time that African leaders, including
Zambian President Kenneth Kuanda, were
being asked to endorse new Western
proposals on Namibia.
§Webster Kayi Lumbwe, an employee in
the foreign ministry, was arrested in June
concurrently with the expulsion of two
American diplomats. Four other americans
three of them accredited U.S. officials and
one a businessman non of whom were in
Zambia at the time, were declared personae
non gratae The Kuanda government's
decision to request a secret trial for
Lumbwe was quickly followed, by an in-
vitation from American Ambassador Frank
Wisner for a high level delegation from the
ruling United National Independence Party
(UNIP) to visit Washington, D.C., and four
other cities as guests of the U.S. qover-
nment.
§ln a concerted attempt to improve bilateral
relations and avoid any additional com-
plications for the Namibian talks, the State
Department accorded what one offical
called "the red carpet treatment" to the
four person UNIP delegation, headed by
party secretary Reuben Kamanga. The
Zambians met with both Vice President
George Bush and Deputy Secretary of
State William Clark.
§The administration's move towards
warmer relations with Kaunda surprised
some analysts, since according to the
Lor\6onObserver's knowledgeable
associate editor Colin Legum, the "only
obvious reason" the CIA was plotting with
opposition groups was "Kuanda's decision
to buy arms and equipment from the Soviet
bloc." Legum sayS Kuanda only turned to
the Soviets after "ten fruitless years asking
Western governments for the weapons he
believed necessary to defend Zambia from

Rhodesian and South African attacks.
-But as viewed by U.S. strategists, the
outstretched hand of friendship coming at
a time when Kuanda is pressured by severe
economic problems, labor unrest, and
dissatisfaction in the army -can only boost
the prospects for acceptance of the West's
Namibian proposals. In fact according to
this view, the heavy economic, and in
many cases political difficulties beirig
experienced by all the frontline states, limit
those governments' negotiating options
and improve chances that they will go
along with any 'reasonable' ideas the'
Contact Group puts forward.
§0n November 17, foreign ministers from
the front line states (Angola, Botswana,
Mozambique, Tanzania, Zambia, and
Zimbabwe), joined by Nigeria, Kenya (the
current Organization of African Unity
chairman), and SWAPO (the Namibian
movement recognized by the African
nations) consented to most of the 'Con-
stitutional Principles' the Contact Group
has proposed in its attempt to get South
African agreement on independence for
Namibia.
§Nevertheless, like their colleagues at the
SADCC meeting that same week, the
foteign ministers exhibited considerable
skeptticsm about South Africa's true in-
tentions. Specifically, they backed
SWAPO's objections to those elements in
the Western draft that are seen to
recognize the ethnically-defined
'homelands' South Africa has created in
the territory
§They also called for redrafting the private
property protection clause in point five of
the draft. "We have benefitted from the
experience of Zimbabwe," one SWAPO
official explained. "The private property of
individual members of the Namibian
community will of course be left alone, but
we differentiate between individual
property and national property, and that is

what we want to clarify."

§After receiving responses from the various
parties. The Five plan to redraft the prin-
ciples as required, then move the
negotiations into the next phase, which
everyone agrees could be more difficult.
What Phase two involves is agreement onhow to implement the independence plan
the UN has adopted the size and com
position of the UN peace keeping force and
thgj,^uestion of UN impartiahty in the

extracted from Africa News

National Group Forms Black Political Party
The founding of the Klational Black

independent Political Party (NBIPP), was
announced in Boston Saturday November
7 by Muntu Matsimela, the leader of the
National Black Human Rights Coalition.
Prtfessor Manning Marable, noted black

activist and journalist was also scheduled to
appear but had to cancel at the last

minute.

Mr. Matsimela explained some of the
fundamental principles before the NBIPP
to an audience at the Eliot Congregational
Church in Roxbury.
§Matsimela said the need for a black in-

dependent political party had been
discussed many times but did not become a
reality until a resolution was passed at a
meeing of the National Black Political

Assembly in August, 1980 and put into
action three months later by 200 blacks in

Philadelphia.

Organizers of the NBIPP feel that the
black community needs the party in order
to gain its rightful share of jobs, better
housing, quality education and black
political power.
When asked if there were any conflict

between the NatioanI Black Independent
Party and the National Black Political Front,
Muntu said that they were both organized

for more or less the same purpose -to help
Blacks; therefore, there is no conflict. He
stated that the difference between them is

that the Front has more of a tactical ap-
proach. On the other hand, the Party builds
from within to train and organize its

members.
"Why are Black people moving away from

each other instead of uniting and talking
about what they can accomplish
together*" was another question put to
Matsimela. In reply, he spoke briefly about
Realanomics and how it is affecting the
Blacj ity. "Speaking of unity is easy," he
said, "but it is hard, hare in the sense that it

takes a lot of continuous work and
deprogramming. Blacks are used to being
either Democratic or Republican (more-so
Democratic) and it hard for us to change."
The organizers of NBIPP beleive that

Blacks must have a party whose first

priority is uplifting the Black masses.
NBIPP is in the process of kJentifying
Blacks who are interested in starting a
Boston chapter. This chapter is being
formed to deal with the problem issues in

Boston and to analyze the situation here.
For more information write NBIf*P, 14

Tiverton Road Mattapan,MA 02126.

reprinted from the Baystate Banner

Whites Use Intimidation Tactics
Against Blacks In Election

§ Using tactics similar to those employed by
racists to intimidate Black voters in the
South, the Republican Party recreuited a
"task force" to patrol urban polling places
in the hotly contested Nov 3 New Jersey
gubernatorial race.

§The "National Ballot Security Task
Force, " which only operated in areas with
heavy Black populations, consisted in part
of armed off duty police. The Democratic
Party and Black civil rights groups are
charging that these "patrols " intimidated
voters in New Jersey Black communities.
§The race pitted Republican Thomas Kean,
a strong supporter of President Ronald
Reagan's policiesm against Democrat
James Florio, a Reagan critic. The outcome
was so close that a winner has yet to be
declared, although unofficial results show
Kean leading by 1681 votes. Reagan
strongly backed Kean in the race, and
approval of the NaTional Ballot Security
Task Force's campaign came from the
Republican Party National Committee.
^The dav of the election, posters were

mounted near polling places, announcing
This area is being patrolled by the Naiotnal
Ballot Security Task Force. " The four foot
high signs were in those districts where
large numbers of Blacks were registered:
Newark, East Orange, Bridgeton, Atlantic
City and Vineland.

§ "Task Force " member with black arm-
bands patrolled outside the polls. In

Newark, a notorious white racist. State
Assemblyman Anthony Imperiale led the
security squad. The "task force " was a
cooperative effort of the state and national
Republican Party committees.
§Rev. S. Howard Woodson, a Black
community leader announced the for-

mation of a new organization. Right to
Vote '81, as a result of the intimidation.

§Newark's Black mayor Kenneth Gibson,
who helped conduct an intense statewide
voter registration drive before the election,

said the "task force '" was 'reminiscent of
efforts to deprive Blacks of voting rights in

the Deep South."

=J
Mass State Funds in South Africa

The state Senate is delaying the passage
of bill intended to prevent state pension
funds from being invested in South Africa.
The bill, sponsored by Sens. Jack Back-
man (D Brookline), Bill Owens (R-
Mattapan), and Rep. Mel Kingd South
End) calls for the divestment of "131 million
from banks and corporations involved in
the South African economy.
In an evening of solidarity at the Union

United Methodist Church in November,
Wendy Earl, co-chair of the Massachusetts
coalition for Divestment from South Africa,
urged the people present to work for the
progress of the bill.

"Not only is the present practice helping
the racist regime in South Africa, "she said,
"It is also causing unemployment here]
especially among minorities." Who are
taking the jobs' she asked. "'The com
panies that leave Massachusetts to get
super profits in South Africa never get
blamed."

According to Bill Sutherland, American
Friends Service Committee representative
to South Africa, who has just returned
from a trip to Angola, the Reagan ad
ministration is cultivating South Africa
because of its strategic importance. He said
that all of Africa had responded in a direct
challenge to Reagan"s position.
Resistance by the blacks continues in

South Africa, and in 1980 there were 200
strikes. The United Naions has condemned
the South African regime.
§ Sutherland called for a change in the
administration's policy toward the regime.
The U.S. government recently vetoed a
U.N. resolution condemning South Africa
when it invaded Angola.
"We need people to join the South

Afncan solidarity movement, " Sutherland
said. "No doubt the South African people
will acheive their freedom but it may take
much bloodshed and violence."
According to figures compiled by the

International Defense and Aid, the white
minority of 4.2 million people controls 87.
of the land, leaving only 13. for the 18.6
million black majority. Black workers are
paid one-eighth of what whites are paid,
and nearly one-fourth of Black children die
before their first birthday.

Foreign investment in South Africa only
serves to perpetuate the racist regime.
Former Prime Minister John Vorster has
been quoted as saying, '"Each trade
agreement, each bank loan, each new
investment, is another brick in the wall of
our continued existence."
Between 30 and 50 U.S. banks and

corporations are still investing in or loaning
money to corporations in South Africa.
They include American Can, General
Electric, 3M, W.R. Grace, and
Westinghouse. Pension funds are tied up in
the form of stocks and bonds, in the First
National Bank, the Bank of America and
Citicorp, all of which have made loans to
the South African government and to
companies doing business in South Africa.
Firestone Co. now employs 2,500 workers

in South Africa, and General Tire and
Rubber operaties in South Africa with
2,000workers. The low wages and anti-
union climate in South Africa have also
attracted firms like Goodyear and
Westinghouse. Earl said that the com-
panies which practice racism in South
Africa also encourage it at home, and that
the resistance in Massachusetts has not
been strong enough.
Senate Bill 2319 affects only '21 million of

the "131 million that the Mass Coalition
wants divested. It doesn't include the
banks which loan money to firms investing
in South Africa. Backman, Chairman of the
Joint Human Services Committee, has
been pressing for all funds to be divested
from South Africa. He has proposed an
amendement to include the banks.
According to "Backman, if the bill is passed

Massachusetts will be the first state to
divest itself completely from South African
investment.

§"The U.S should be in the forefront of a
humane policy towards the Third World,"
he said in a telephone interview. "Our
policies are hurting us with all the u
nderdeveloped nations of the world."
The main opposition to the bill is from

the Republicans, notably Sens. Robert
Buell, Robert Hall, David Locke, and John
Parker. King charged that the opposition
was being inconsistent with freedom and
democracy and human rights.

extracted from the Baystate Banner

It is no accident that many Puerto Ricans
have oome to the United States. Neither is

it because we like the cold, or because of
overpopulation on the island, or because
we like being on welfare. Rather, emigra-
tion from the island is the direct result of
the exploitation of Puerto Rico by North
American imperialism. The magnitude of
exodus is illustrated by the statistics: from
1898 to 1944 about 90,000 Puerto Ricans
emigrated to the United States. In the*
1950's 400,000 Puerto Ricans emigrated. In

the 1960's the number rose to 586,636. To-
day almost two million Puerto Ricans -

orie-third of the entire Puerto Rican popula-
tion - live in the United States.

This emigration is the result of the
military economic and political intervention
of the ^United States in Puerto Rico. US
corporations have used the Puerto Rican
land and people to increase their own pro-

PUERTO RICO:, Emigration and Exploitation
fits. The US government uses Puerto Rico
as a strategic military outpost for an in-

terventionist foreign policy which supports
the corporations. There are ten US military
bases on the island.

In July 1898 US troops invaded Puerto
Rico and the LjS government imposed
military rule on the island. Two years later

the U.S. Congress passed the Foraker law,
under which Puerto Rico was governed un-
til 1917. Under the Foraker law Congress
gave itself the power to approve and en-
force laws on the island, a power that exists
until this day. In 1917 Congress passed the
second key law pertaining to Puerto Rico
-the Jones Act. Passed over the objec
tions of the Puerto Rican majority party, it

imposed US citizenship collectively on the
Puerto Rican people and required that
young Puerto Ricans serve in the US armed
forces.

US intervention had severe economic
consequences for the people. In 1898 Puer-
to Rico had a traditional agricultural
economy. The majority of the people lived
on the land and produced the food they
ate. Exports were tobacco, sugar, and
most importantly, coffee, produced on
small farms owned by Puerto Ricans who
also grew food crops. The US occupation
brought Puerto Rican coffee under US
tariff laws and caused the devaluation of
Puerto Rican money. The result was that
coffee produced by Puerto Ricans could no
longer compete with coffee produced in
countries such as Brazil.

Puerto Ricans were forced off their small
farms and stopped producing food. US-
owned corporations took over most of the
land. Sugar, produced on huge planta-
tions, became the biggest crop, and Puerto
Ricans became a rural proletariat - forced

to work at subsistence wages on planta-
tions owned by foreign capitalists. They
were able to work only a few months of the
year, during the harvest. OthenA^ise they
became part of the vast army of the
unemployed that characterized the
capitalist economy. Thus began the pro-
cess of migration to the urban areas and
emigration to the United States.
The island, which had been self-

sufficient in agriculture, began to import
food. This further impoverished the peo-
ple, because imported food is expensive
food. Puerto Rico became the fifth largest
market in the world for US products.

In the 1930's a powerful resistance move-
ment developed under the leadership of the
Nationalist Party, let by Pedro Albizo Cam-
pos. The Nationalist Party advocated arm-
ed struggle against US domination. In 1937
a demonstration at Ponce to protest the im-

( 'nntiniit'il (itl p(l(]>
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Pearl Harbor: The Stoiy after the Attack
On the middle part of this past August,

The Commission on Wartime flelocatiori
and Internment of Civilians (created last
year by Congress) held public hearings in
Los Angeles to deliberate a very con
troversial issue involving the Japanese-
Americans in this country. The Japanese
American citizens demanded monetary
retribution for the great injustice done to
them approximately forty years ago.

It all began on a small naval port in
Hawaii called Pearl Harbor; Pearl Harbor is
an outlet located on the southern coast of
Oahu and six miles west of Honolulu.

Early in the morning on December 7th, at
about 7:50 am, a Japanese task force
consisting of roughly 190 planes merge
from aircraft carriers stationed at the South
Pacific. The Japanese airplanes swiftly
approached the island undetected and
launched an all out attack on the tiny strait
What was once a sleeping military base
became instantly became a total mass of
confusion.

The assailants split up to 4 divisions as if

each were assigned a specific target to hit
while 50 horizontal bombers trailed behind
to ward off any counterattack from their
surprised enemy. The Japanese romped
through the military establishment (in
eluding the three airfields) almost unhin
dered leaving behind a multitude of
damages and casualties before the
Americans were able to recover from the
initial invasion, another squadron com-
posed of 54 horizontal bombers, 81 dive
bombers and 36 fighters were sent an hour
later to destroy whatever was missed.
There was a third attempt made, but after
being surprised twice already, the
An- ricans prepared a welcoming com-
mit irfe of antiaircraft fire to beat the per
sistant visitors.

The aftermath of that daybreak has
proven exceedingly costly for the armed

'

forces. In less than 2 hours, the opposition

produced a staggering list of damages
headed by 97 army war planes, 80 naval
aircrafts of all types and 19 navy vessels
were sunk or permanently impaired. The 26
year old battleship Arizona' was per-
manently disabled, the 'Oklahoma' was
capsized and three others that were resting
in the bottom.

News of the early morning clash
outraged the American public Three days
after the United States declared war on
Japan, 2000 Japanese and Japanese
Americans living in California were
detained. Congressmen, the press, far
mersassociations, and pa'tiotic
organizations called for evacuation of all
Japanese from the west coast.
On February 13, 1942, a West Coast

congressional delegation wrote the
president urging the immediate removal of
all Japanese, both citizens and aliens from
the Pacific coast states. Six days later
Roosevelt signed Executive Order 9066
which empowered military commanders to
remove "dangerous persons" from
designated areas and authorized the
construction od relocation camps to house
them. By August 27th, over 110 000
Japanese people (64 percent of which were
American citizens) were transported to
concentration camps situated in Tule Lake
and Manzanar, California; Poston and Gila
R'ver, Arizona; Minidoka and Hunt, Idaho
Heart Mountain, Wyoming; Amache and
Granada, Colorado; Topaz Utah and
Jerome, Denson, Rehiver and McGehee
Arkansas, where they would be confined
fot the next four years.

In 1944, the Supreme Court decision in
Endo vs United States reversed the mass
evacuation order, effective on January 2
1945. By the following December, almost
all camps had been closed except Tule Lake
which remained in operation till 1946 due to
the militant activities. Many of these
people have lost everything after the war

and was forced to start over again.
Newsweek and Time magazines in

terviewed several survivors who were
willing to share their personal traumas. One
of them is Dr. David Nakahata (now
practicing dentistry in San Francisco) was
only 12 years old when he was sent to
Topaz, Utah. "It was a terrible thing they
did ", he said, "I have a grievance and
simply saying I'm sorry just won't do."
Another is Karl Yoneda and his family
When the was broke out, Karl Yoneda
volunteered his service to the American
cause and was assigned to help build
Manzanar, a camp in the California desert
One week later, President Franklin D
Roosevelt ordered the detention of all
Japanese Americans and overnight Karl
Yoneda, his Caucasian wife Elaine and his 3
year old son Tommy became prisoners at
the very camp he- was to help construct
Yoneda was recruited by the army as a
translator for the U.S. Military intelligence
eight montms late. However, his wife and
son was forced to stay behind; Although
his son was barely 4 years of age, he was
still considered a threat to the national
security.

Mabel Ota and Dr. Mary Oda each told
their story to Jane O'Reilly, a journalist for
Time magazine. "When I heard rumors that
all Japanese would be interned, I couldn't
believe it. I kept saying that was a loyal
American citizens and that it couldn't
happen in a democracy." Nevertheless it

did happen, as Mabel and her father was
soon on their way to Poston

, Arizona
where she and her father would remain for
the duration of the war. After the war
Mabel Ota became the first Asian school
principal in Los Angeles. She believes tno
this day that the death of her father and the
brain damage to her daughter in birth was
due to the poor diet and worse medical
care.

Dr. Mary Oda, another inmate of Man-

American Hostages The JapaneseAmerican in WWII
Forty years ago, on this day, December

7, 1941, the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor
It is fitting that today of all days, we unders-
tand what that important event meant to
most Japanese-Americans.

While there is evidence that Japanese
merchants and noblemen reached the
Americas as early as 1610, the first major
group of Japanese immigrants were
brought to Hawaii in 1868. A year later the
Wakamatsu Tea and Silk Colony was
established near Placerville, California
What these early pioneers increasingly met
were not only physical acts of racism but
anti-Japanese and anti-Asian legislation
Probably the best known legislation was
the National Origins Act of 1924 which
restricted the number of immigrants from
Asia and South and Eastern Europe. Not as
well known, however were the Alien land
acts, passed in 1913 in California. Oregon
and Washington. These acts prohibited
aliens ineligible for citizenship (Chinese

Japanese) from owning or leasing property
It was not until 1952 that California abolish-
ed Its Alien Land Act and allowed for the
naturalization of Asians. The last Alien

""^I^-f
*^^ ^° ^® repealed was in Washington

in 1967.

io?^nn^^'
*^®'^® ^^'^ approximately

u^, /UO Japanese in the continental United
States, 90 percent which lived on the
Pacific Coast and 74 percent in California
Approximately % of these were American
born. For the seventy years they had been
in this country, this group of immigrants
had contributed greatly to the railroad the
fishing industry, and irrigated the California
desert which today is one of the leading
agncultural areas in this country.
When the Japanese bombed Pearl Har

bor. however, all their lives were complete-
ly disrupted. People connected with the
fishing industry were immediately
suspected of espionage.

Announcements
§STOP THE FIRES IN HOLYOKE A
Benefit Concert for the Holyoke Defense
Fund will feature Dr. Ray Copeland and the
Hampshire Afro American Chamber
Ensemble, and the Hamptones, at the Red
Barn at Hampshire College, Wednesday
December 9 at 8:30 P. M.

Money raised will pay legal fees incurred
when 14 demonstrators were arrested af
city hall. The demonstrators were
protesting Mayor Proulxs refusal to act on
the Puerto Rican Communitys demands to
end the arson.

Come build solidarity with the puerto Rican
community

Advartce tickets are $3 and$3.50 at the
door. For more information call 549 5470 or
.545 0676 Debbie Sicila,and 545 1968 Jose
Bou

Toriy Crayton will be speaking on Violence
abd Racism on Campus. Thurs. 8:30 p.m.

Butterfield Dining Room.

THIRD WORLD ORCHARD HILL
CULTURAL CENTER presents its first

CHILLBILLIE AFFAIR Sat. Dec. 12 1981

Featuring Daddy Neil and Brother E
Refreshments will be served Donations
requested at the door^

THE DONALD MARTIN, JR BENEFITFUND DciMtMi

Probably one of the nicest people you will
ever meet is Donald Martin Jr. He was a fine
athlete participating in basketball at
Duggan Junior High School avereging over
25 points per game, quaterbacked the
Technical High Football team in 1979, and
was on his way to becoming a karate expert
at Ishin Ryu School of Karate in
Springfield. He was a student at STCC at
the time of the accident
All of these things are now a part of the
past for Donald Martin, Jr., his father
Donald, Sr, his mother Mary, two
brothers, and a sister who resides at 40
Gardens Drive, Springfield

On May 30, 198T Donald became the
victim of a tragic automobile accident
which left hjm paralyzed from the neck
down. Donald spent these past months
recuperating at the Tufts University New
England Medical Center m Boston tryma to
beat the odds.
This letter is being srnt to ypu requesting
your assistance in helping Donald beat the
odds back to recovery. The medical cost
associated with this disastrous event has
brought family and friends together to

PUERTO RICO continued from page 2
prisonment of Albizo was repressed - 20

^S^ "(If'^.J^'"®*^
^"^ ^50 were injured.

After World War II, partly in response to
the unrest that had developed in Puerto
Kico, the US government introduced an in-
dustrialization program called Fomento In-
dustrial. (In the US the program was called
Operation Bootstrap.) This program in-
troduced to the island such industries as ce-ment making, bottle making, and
petrochemicals manufactured by Corco
Shell, and Texaco. It did not emphasize
rood production or consumer goods In-
stead, It promoted the development of in-
dustries most profitable to US investors
even if they did not provide many good
paying jobs. ^ ^

Puerto Rico's unemployment rate is of-
ficially 19 percent, but actually it is closer to
JO percent. The large numbers of people
ooking for work enable the US companies
to pay lo^ wages. In addition the com
panies get many tax advantages by being in
Puerto Rico - They do not contribute to the

»K !^-7o
^^^"^ P"''"^ treasury. No wonder

that 78 percent of all companies in Puerto
Rico belong to foreign stockholders, mainly
North Americans.

,K
^S^corporations need Puerto Rico, but

they do not need so many Puerto Ricans
especially Puerto Ricans involved in a grow-
ing and militant independence movementA massivQ sterilization campaign sponsored
by the US government and by institutions
like the Ford Foundation has resulted in the
sterilization of 35 percent of all Puerto
Rican women of childbearing age, and of
20 percent of Puerto Rican men. the in-
cidence of sterilization in Puerto Rico is the
highest in the world.

zanar, is a San Fernando physician. She
was torn away from her first year in medical
school and her family in the midst of the
transition. Not only did her family lose all

their possessions but also their each other.
"We became seperated during the
evacuation and we never lived together as a
family again" said the 61 year old lady.
On the November 9th edition of the

Boston Globe, an article was written on a
special program presented by Tufts
University last month. The topic that was
discussed was the Nissei World War II

internment 40 years ago. The guess
speaker of the evening was Senator Daniel
Inouye of Hawaii. The senator commenced
by giving a brief summary of what hap-
pened directly after the attack on Pear
Harbor and the consequences faced by the
people that was living in California. These
people

, he said, were not guilty except that
they just happen to be of Japanese origin.

.
Former PresidentJimmy Carter, he

recalled, demonstrated that such things
can recur. During the hostage situation in
Iran, he ordered many Iranian students to
leave the country and curtailed the im-
migration of others.

Inouye said much of the commissions
time has been spent seeing if the gover-
nment can give monetary compensation for
the years some spent inside fenced in
internment camps. But, he said, "It's

almost impossible to put a price tag on
what happened. The loss of dignity, of
pride, I don't know how you put a price tag
on that one.

'

Inouye says the only way to guard
against such history recurring is for young
Americans interested in government to
become very close observers of it.

"What is required is some vigilance," he
said, "because if you don't, others will
not."

BY JIMMY WONG

Overpopulation Is not the problem, as the
nch agricultural land is capable of produc-
ing plenty of food for the people. Popula-
tion control is an attempt to control the
people themselves, and to preserve a social
and economic system that does not benefit
the people.
So here we are, in Boston, New York

and New Jersey, forced out of our countrO
by poverty and by government programs
committed to slowing the growth of the
population by a massive sterilization cam-
paign and by emigration. The brilliant cities
that the tourists see here in the US are pro-
hibited to the dispossessed immigrants
Puerto Ricans get the worst housing (even
within the ghetto), the lowest paid jobs the
worst education, and the worst medical
care. But Puerto Ricans resist assimilationWe still speak Spanish and dance salsa.
The island needs economic self-

determination and political independence
But even if banks, land, and industries were
owned by Puerto Ricans, the struggle for
economic development and self-sufficiency
would still be difficult in a world economy
controlled by capitalism.

In the long run Puerto Rico's fate is tied
to the struggle to eliminate capitalism world
wide and replace it with a socialist system
free of classes. In .this Puerto Rican
workers on the island and in the US have
basic interest in common with the North
Amencan working class. Working people
in the US should also see that the strug-
glefor Puerto Rican independence is part of
a struggle against a system that serves the
profits of the corporations rather than the
needs of the people.

Juan D. Vargas
for 'What's left in Boston'

Concepto Latino

Te Invita a su baile de

findesemestre

Invites y-ou to their
end of semester
benefit party
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Police ready to protect

death threat victim
ByCARKNORlJCK
SCOTT HERSF)i'
CoUegian Staff

University of Mk.s.sachusetts Director of
f*ublic Safely Gerald O'Neil said yesterday
that the UMass fV)[ice Department is
"doing everything pos.sible" to protet-l the
UMas.s woman who the Colli yian reported
yesterday as receiving a series of death
threats.

"A number of officer.s are working on her
case." he .said, "and the department stands
ready to help whenever pcs.sible."
The department has dispatched a

sargeant to handle the woman's case, and
both he. and the detective who had earlier
been assigned have been in contact with the
woman. O'Neil said.

"The police protection is getting better,"
the woman said. "I feel now that if I call
Ihcni, they will respond."

Director O'Neil said that the department
has hmited resources, and that they are
doing everything possible to help the

woman.
"Why are they so anxious now. " the

woman asked. "Before the article. 1 always
had trouble gelling a response from the
police, but now they call twice a day, and
seem vfery concerned."

"It is too bad that the press had to force
the police into action," the woman said.
"The situation ha.sn't changed, the same
thing is happening now that was happening
last week, and the week before that."

'"It was almost as if they didn't believe me
before, but now they realize the severity of
the situation, and ha\e been forced to
become involved," she said.

The woman said her only request of the
pitiice is that she receives priority when
calling, and that their response lirne is as
minimal as possible.

"It's almost as if someone were right in
her dorm." O'Neil .said.. "We are very
concerned, and are checking into every
possibility."

"I just want them to catch him," the
woman said.

SHADOW ON CONCKKTK - A youn^ maple casts its'Si.w'™ 7h^concrete air vent near the Campus Center.

Escort service reaches SW,
begins tonight at Goodell

Escort Route

Tonight stii(i(>nls can be escorted bet-
ween (ioodell library and the Southwes*
Itesidentia! Area for the first time by the
trained female/ male pairs of escorts
provided by the Student Government
As.sociationss Presidents Office.
Orchard Hill Residential area was the

li'sl area to start the .s«Tvice last Tue.sday
night and e.scorts there have accompanied
24 sludents since then.

Jean St. Martin, an originator of the
project, said she is pleased with the smooth
running so far.

The Northeast/Sylvan residential areas

will probably not have escorts available
uniil ne.xl semester because of lack of
escorts. St. Martin said.

There are appro.ximatley 50 escorts, of
which io are trained at this point.

SOUTHWEST ESCORTSERVTUE ROUTE
Hours Leave
Library J.Q.Adams Main Library
7-m 7:00 7:30
8:00 8:00 8:30

uZ ^''^^ 9:30
10:00 10:00 10-30
11:00 11:00 ii:,3o
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Panel seeks to change law

CAMPUS CONCRETE - One of the concrete tables arthe'' Campus
Center plaza strikes an interesting pose in the afternoon sun.

By KEVIN HOWE
Collegian Staff

Increased finan<-ial aid, student
repn-sentation on the Board of Regents and
legislative approval of actions by the Board
of Regents are some of the changes in state
law being proposed by the University of

Massachusetts Undergraduate Senate's
Public Policy Committee.
Under present state law. students at

lending public colleges and universities
receive no less than 10 percent of more than
25 percent of state aid given to students.
The remaining aid goes to students at-

tending private institutions.

A bill filed by Ken Moore, chair of the
Public Policy Committee, would allow
students attending public institutions to be
eligible for between 45 and tiO percent of

state aid.

"It's very important for students to
express support for these bills. If they're
not pushed, (hey will never pa.ss." said
Laura Gallant, a member of the Public
Policy Committee.
After public higher education was

reorganized in June 1980. students lost

their representation on the governing
boards of their schools. The Board of

Regents were given full control in deciding
program offerings within public higher

education.

One bill filed by the committee would
provide student representation on the
Board of Regents. The student would be
elected by the student trustees of the 28
institutions of public higher education. The
student trustees would form a commission,
a ,stai»>wide student organization, which
would advise the Regents on policies
concerning students, under the propo.sed
k'gislation.

.Another piece of legislation would enable
the .state legislature to overturn any
programmatic decision made by the Board
of Regents by a two thirds vote. Under this
plan, the joint committee on education
would be responsible for monitoring the
actions of (he regents. The Education
Committee would also be responsible for
approving all appointments to the Board of
Regents.

Persons employed by private colleges
would be prohibited to serve on the Hoard
of Regents or Board of Trustees. Currently,
three regents and several trustees are
employed by private colleges.

"Reorganizadon was done in a hasty
manner. The legislation was not well
conceived. We're trying to modify it by
taking a positive approach of changing the
system to make it function better," said
Moore.
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World and national news
Reagan says

Khadafy lying
WASHINGTON [AV) - President Reagan n-jecled

yesterday Col. Moammar Khadalys denial that Lihyan
UTi-orisls have hooti sent to the United Stales to 'kill
guvcrnnienl leaders. "I wouldn't believe a word he say.s,"
Heagan declared. "We have the evidence and he knows "it."

Th«' president, ir, a brief meeting with reporters, left
open the possibility (,f punitive steps against the Khadaiy
government. Askod if he would seek a boycott of Libyan oil
or other economic sanctions. Reagan replied only tJial
"There have been no decisions made."
White House and State Department officials said IJ.S

iHonomic and political relations with Libya have beer
under review for at .least two months. State Departmem
spokesman Dean Fischer said the step was taken with a
view toward dealing with Libya's "terrorist activities."

Th»- purported Libyan plot and po.ssible economic
retaliation against Libya were among topics for Reagan's
afternoon meeting with the National Security Council.

Meanwhile, the presidents wife, Nancy, expressed her
own concern about the purported threats and said the
increased security prt^autions may even prevent the first
familv from attending church on C^hristmas. "It's very
difficult to go to church because you feel self conscious
about being X rayed and soon." she said.

Rut "I am very happy to have it. " she said of the tightend
protection.

Reagan spoke briefly with reporters about the pur
port I'd Libyan threat a day after Khadafy denied any
intent to kill Reagan or other global leaders and challenged
the United States to prove such a plot.
White Hou.se deputy press secretary Urry Speakcs said

he was not aware of any plans to make evidence public.
In an interview Sunday with ARC News. Khadafy said.

"We are sure we haven't sent any people to kill Reagan or
any other people in the world."
Khadafy called Reagan "silly" and 'ignorant " to believe

the assassination reports and "a liar" to spread them.
Speakes refused to elaborate on Reagan's response.

Although officials have acknowledged security is
tightening around the president and other top officials.
Speakes said he was not aware of any curtailment iri

Reagan's schedule because of the supposed threat.

Al' l:.MMTph<ll<t

First Lady Nancy Reagan leads a press
preview of the White House Christmas decora-
tions Monday. She is pictured with the Christmas
tree, a 19'/2 foot Douglas fir.

Rich French
smuggle money
I'ARLS (Al') Frightened by Socialist President

hrancois Mitterrand's soak the rich policy and his
nationalization program, wealthy Frenchmen are
smuggling St aggering amounts of money abroad.

Sources in French financial circles say "black money"
operations bi'gan to <'scalate late last year when nervous,
ioresighted investors anticipated the defeat of con-
servative President Valery Giscard d'Kstaing and began
translerring their assets to tax havens in Switzerland.
Luxembourg. Liechtenstein and the Rahamas.
The customs agj'nts" union estimates as much as $5.7

billion may have been .st-nt out of the country illegally since
Mitterrand won I he presidency May 10.

Th«' customs department reported it seized $.'1 million at
Irontier posts in August and September and said this may
have been only the tip of the iceberg.

It is illegal to take more than $1,100 worth of francs out
ol the country, but most of the currency violation cases
have lar exceeded that amount.

With an eye on upper crust smugglers, the government
has increased customs controls at borders crossed by 251
million people last year. Rut it admits some of the heavily
traveled frontiers — particularly the 142 mile border with
Switzerland, a traditional money haven — cannot be
guarded completely.

Soviets bully Poland
WASHINGTON (AR) - The Soviet Union apparently is

using an implied threat to withhold fuel supplies from
Roland as a weapon to keep the Poles from moving too far
out of line, according to U.S. intelligence sources.

Soviet officials have agreed to supply specified amounts
ol fuel to Poland for only a threemonth period rather than
the one year normally covered by such deals between the
two countries, the sources said.

The result is to leave a chilly economic sword dangling
over the Poles during a winter in which the Kremlin is
concerned about liberalizing tendencies in Poland, the
sources said.

Congressmen conclude grassroots hearings on impact
PROVIDENCE. R.I. (AP) - Rep. Barney Frank, D

Mass.. told a despairing factory worker yesterday he could
blame the Reagan administration for his job loss, and for
the fact federal money to train him for a new job is gone.
Frank was one of seven Democratic members of the

House Ranking. Finance and Urban Affairs Committee
who showed up in this snow clogged city to hold the last of
six "grassroots " hearings on how Reaganomics is affecting
business and poor people.
The hearing followed similar panel discussions in

Minneapolis St. Paul. Seattle. Tucson. Ariz.. Chicago and
Atlanta.

*

Rep. Fernand St. Germain. D R.I.. committee chair-
nrian. called the hearings 'bipartLsan " and then criticized
the Republican administration for its budget and tax
programs.

He said the results of the hearings will serve as am-

munition for congressmen who plan to resist proposed
budget cuts in the next fiscal year.

"II some of these (administration) experts had traveled
the grassroots road with us. they would have learned
weeks ago that there was real trouble brewing in the
economy," St. Germain said.

"We heard the ominous sounds from the unemployed
workers in the Mesabi Iron Range of Minnesota; from the
small businessmen who faced bankruptcy in Seattle; from
the carpenter who hadn't worked in six months in Tucson."
Arthur Estrella. 55. of Seekonk. Mass.. was one of about

75 'witne.sses " to describe how Reagan budget and tax cuts
have affected him.

He explained that he lost his job of 31 years when the
Washburn Wire Co. in East Providence shut down last
summer due to foreign imports and high energy costs.

Estrella was one of several at the hearing to bemoan the

Digest
By the Associa*ec/ Press

elimination in the 1982 budget of the Trade Re adjustment
Act. The act provided additional unemployment com-
pensation, as well as retraining and relocation funds for
workers who lost their jobs because of foreign competition.
Without the help, Estrella, said he has no hope of getting

a job "unless the fairy godmother comes back."
Frank .said Estrella was one of thousands thrown out of

work by Reagan's economic programs, and then abandoned
by the administration's elimination of programs to help
people find new jobs.

"This was not an accident. This is a deliberate policy
"

Frank said.
""

The day long hearing also included tales of hardship
from the elderly and poor, who complained of cuts in
programs, and from building contractors and realtors who
said high interest rates were driving them to bankruptcy

Yankee nuke testing

sirens in local towns
MONTPELIER. Vt. - Residents of communities in

Vermont. Massachusetts and New Hampshire will be
hearing the blares of high pitched sirens during the next
two weeks.

The Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant in Vernon is

testing a warning system that would be used in the ca.se of
an actual emergency to alert people within a 10 mile
radius, spokesman Stephen Stoll said yesterday.

Testing began last week in Northfield. Ma.ss.. and wiir
continue this week and next in Colrain. Mass., Hinsdale.
N.H.. Winche.ster, N.H.. and Rrattleboroand Vernon.
Three sirens each are in Northfield. Hinsdale, Win

Chester and Vernon, with one in Colrain and four in
Rraltleboro. Stoll said.

"We ve adverti.sed it in all the local newspapers and in
radio spots, .so we don't shock anyone," he said.

"We si-nd out teams with decibel meters and they are
h'caled at various spots " to test the .sound levels. Stoll
said. Each of the five to six times a siren is tested it will
blast fur alM)ul 00 to 70 seconds at 15 minute- intervals.
The sirens are designed to emit a loud, blaring noise.

which signifies anyone hearing it to tune to an emergency
broad«ast system radio station to listen for further in

slructions. Stoll said.

Daughter-in-law trying
to reach Sakharov
MOSCOW — Nobel prize winner Andrei Sakharov's

daughter in law has asked the president of the Soviet
Academy of Sciences to help her reach Sakharov's home
in exile in (iorky.

Sakharov. 60. and his 58 yearold wife, Yelena Honner,
have been fasting for more than two weeks in an attempt
to pressure the Soviet government into allowing the
daughter in law. Liza Alexeyeva. 2(). to emigrate to the
United States to join her husband.
The Soviet government newspaper Izvestia reported

Friday that Sakharov and Mrs. Ronner had been
hospitalized to "prevent any complications in the state of
their health." There has been no additional information
about their condition, and Miss Alexeyeva said she fears
they are being force fed.

Independent panel

affirms air traffic safety
WASHINGTON - Independent federal investigators

have concluded that the safety of the nation's air traffic
control system has not been jeopardized by the firing of
1 1 .500 strikers last Augu.st. it was learned yesterday.
The findings are in a report to be presented by the staff

of the National Transportation Safety Roard for final
approval today.

A 16 member task force interviewed working controllers
and loured a number of control towers and centers during 1

a two month investigation. The aim was to determine
whether the reduced air controller force and other post-
strike factors posed any reduction in safety.
The board is an independent agency that investigates

airline and other transportation accidents.
Among the task force's findings, according to board

sources, are that:

- There are no indications to support allegations that
medically unqualified controllers have been used to direct
air traffic since the strike.

— Claims that unsafe procedures were used by the
I-ederal Aviation Administration because of reduced work
force are al .so invalid.
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Student 'serves' Boston
Collegian

Hy STEVEN SEMPLE
Collegian Staff

A former University of Mas.sachusetts
student was sentenced Thur.sday to per-
form 100 hours of community service work
in Hoston in connection with charges
brought against him after a fight outside
the Rlue Wall bar last year.
Joseph G. McDonagh, 22, of Roslindale,

was convicted last October of being a
disorderly person and assault and battery
on former UMass police officers David
Williamson and Steven Draghetti.
McDonagh was also placed on one year's

probation. His community service work at
the Paulist Center, a Roman Catholic
organization in Roston. is scheduled to be
completed in four months.

UMa.ss Student Legal Services attorney
Charles J. DiMare, who represents
McDonagh. said yesterday he will file an
appeal which he is "confident we will win."
DiMare .said evidence which challenges

the credibility of a key witness, former
UMass police officer William.son, was not
heard by the jury under orders by Superior
Court Judge Eileen Griffin.

The evidence, testimony by former of
ficer Draghetti, indicates that Williamson
told him during a. ride in a police crui.ser
that he would "get rid" of statements that
would be harmful to their case against

McDonagh, DiMare .said.

Specifically. DiMare referred to a
stat-ement by UMass stude.it .Marshall
Weinberg which reportedly disappeared a
week after the alleged altercation occurred
on March 9, 1980, and turned up about 14
months later on a desk at the UMass police
station.

"Williams' credibility is relevant to the
case,

"
DiMare said. "It is clearly evidence

that will be helpful to Mr. McDonagh."
DiMare said the jury also was not told of

a $2.1 million police brutality suit filed
against the UMass police in connection with
the Blue Wall incident.

That suit, initiated by another UMass
student. Douglas Locke, resulted in
charges against Locke being dropped.
Locke was charged with being a disorderly
person and aiding in the escape of a
prisoner in the same incident.

Last October. McDonagh's attorneys
attempted to have charges against their
clii-nt dropped due to "attempts to hide
evidence and get rid of evidence" by
Wilham.son and Draghetti. The motion was
denied, and McDonagh was subsequently
found guilty of two of the three charges
brought against him. He was found in-
nocent of assault and battery with a deadly
weapon (a tennis shoe he was wearing)
against Williamson.

Nuke info, center now open
Ry MARK TEEHAN
Collegian Staff

A group of about 15 people gathered in
Thatcher Lounge Monday night to mark the
opening of the Center For Nuclear
Disarmament, a project of the Office of
Educational Programs for the Nor-
theast/Sylvan Residential Area.
The purpose of the center, which will be

locati-d in 104 Johnson House, is to act as a
clearing hou.se where students can come to
get information on the nuclear arms race
and various di.sarmament movements, said
David Levinson, din-clor of the center.
The inaugural program for the center

featured Karen Levine and Kate Rellow.
from the Women's Pentagon Action,
Edward Manwell, from the Physicians for
Social Responsibility and Levin.son, a
member of the International Nuclear
Disarmament Movement.
Levinson said that through contacts he

has made with the area groups such as tht

Traprock Peace Center in Deerfield and the
American Friends Service Committee in

Northampton he hopes the center will be
able to 'bridge the traditional gulf between
the campus and the community."

"It's amazing how little is happening on
this campus compared to other places" in
the way of involvement in nuclear disar
mament, Levinson said.

"The U.S. is lagging behind all the
European countries." he said.

Karen Levine. who along with Kate
Rellow presented a slide show on the 1980
women's march on the pentagon which
stre.s.sed the direct relationship between
racism and sexism in America and its
military policies, said even when things do
happen, such as the march, they are
ignored in the major media.
The Women's Pentagon Action is im

port ant becau.se it is "the first time women
are coming out publicly and saying we care
about things besides women's issues."
Li'vine Naid.

HAMMKR AWAY - Kimberly Lawler, freshman in C \ S F \ C
"^"^^'^^^ ''*''* ^"'" ^^^ ^i^t^r'^ Christmas present a( the Student i nion
I raft Shop.

Students favor shorter break
University of Ma.s.sachuselts students say

they favor shortening jntersession and
adding more reading days before final
exams. but oppose returning after
Christmas to take finals, according to an
informal survey conducted bv the
.Massach usi-t t s Daily Coihgian.

The survey questionnaire, published in

I he paper several weeks ago. was an effort
t(j determine the .sentiments of students
towani calendar scheduling. The results
are being analyzed by the Faculty Senate
Space and C'alendar Committee, which is

drafting new calaendar Committee, which
is draft ing new calendar guidelines.

Any changes in the academic calendar
would not take place until the 1984 schfwl

year, .said Ron Keefe, a student member of

the calendar committee.
A total of 205 students returned the

questionnaires.

.•\sked whether they would .'support a
shortening of interse.ssion if it nieani ihi-

spring .semester would end earliir. 1.>J

students agreed with 51 opposed. IKJ
students .said they rely on interses.sion to
i-arn money while only 15 said shortening
the break would restrict their ability to
return for the spring semester.
Asked if they would be willing to take

final exams after Christmas, students
overwhelmingly turned thumbs down, with
six in favor and I99oppo.sed to the idea.

The majority of students al.so said they
have had difficulty locating a summer job
becau.se of the spring semester ending in

late May. with 98 students reporting "very
much" difficulty. 51 a "a little," and 5f) "no.'"'

Students also said they find one reading
day worthwhile, 168 to 37, while IHl said
they favored more reading days. An
average of three days was suggested by
students.

Icy roads cause accidents

< iilli'iriHn pholii h\ Nanri

A STITCH IN TIME — Monica Browne. lJMa.ss alumnus sews a pair of
sheepskin slippers for a Christmas present at the Student Union Craft
Shop.

Hy MAUREEN .McMANUS
Collegian Staff

Ten accidents were reported over the
weekend due to the slippery road con
ditions, Amher.st Police Chief Donald Maia
said yesterday.

Carrel J. Meyers, 21, of Mendham, N.J.,

suffered trauma injuries resulting from a

two car accident at 3:05 a.m. Sunday on
Route 9. Meyers reportedly lost control

attempting to pass a car in front of her. She
is listed in fair condition at Cooley
Dickinson Hospital.

Two pedestrian-car accidents were al.so

iVoorted on Friday, police said. At 5 p.m.,
8t\year old Everett Blanchard was
reported struck by a car as he was cro.s.sing

East Pleasant Street on foot. He sustained
head injuries and a fractured leg. Blan-

chard is listed in fair condition at Cooley
Dickin.s-on Hospital.

In ttie other pedestrian-car accident,

Amherst College student Theodore E.
Eiraun III, of Charlotte, Vt., was cited for

leaving the .scene of a personal injury ac-
ri'fnnf at 10 p.m. Friday. Michael L.

Sheehan. 24, of Wilbraham, w;us crossing
Main Street against a walk signal when he
was struck by the vehicle operated by
Rraun.

Four people were arrested over the
weekend by Amherst police for driving
under the influence while operating a motor
vehicle.

The Speed and .Alcohol Enforcement
S'rogram (SAP) operated five hours on
Friday instead of the scheduled six because
th« officers were called to disper.se loud
parties in the area. Maia .said.

The officers on SAP patrol worked three
hours on Saturday due to the snow con
ditions. he said. Ten speeding tickets were
written by SAP out of a total of 19 cars
stopped.

Jonathan H. Fitzgerald. 22. of Gray
Street was arrested on Saturday and
charged with simple a.ssault with intent to
steal. The offense occurred Sept. 9. but
wasn't reported until Dec. 4. police said.

The matter is under investigation, police
said.
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586-8878 Northampton, Mass.
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Blacks and

Jews reaffirm

their relations
The iK.nds that link America's Black an<l Jewish c.m-

nuin.t.es in a mutual a.nccrn for the presi.rvati<.n «.fhuman and civil rijrhts are as stn.nK as ever, prominent
Uaders tor hoth groups asserted recently at an unusual
forum in Newark, N.,J.

Despite widely reporte.1 national feuds, the heads of the
seven largest Black an<l .Fewish orRani/^atJons ,n theNewark area. ref)resentinjr more than ^OO.OUO persons
contende(l that they remain united on maior issues

^

Leaders of hoth K'roups joined in a statement callinir for
social ju.st ice and a Letter life for those who are disadvan-

tageci or deprived in American society- and '•sui)port for a
secure and nourishing State of Israel as a democratic
horrieland tor the .Jewish people."
The purpose of the joint statement was to reaffirm sui)-

port for common goals and to attempt to refute any
arguments that the groups, long allies in many civil rights
causes, are drifting apart.

"I think there was a need for a very puhlic. very loud
statement from all of the groups that the Black and Jewish
FK'opie of this area are commmitted to each other and to
goals that we will never back off from, civil rights and
human rights." said Leonard Coleman, director of the
Greater Newark Urban Coalition, who brought the groups
together. ^ i-

Langdon Dames, head of Newark's Urban League
acknowleged that there may have been a brief period of"
poor communication l)etween the two groups in the past
decadie. '

However, he ad<led: "That's changed. Today we are say-
ing that we are together. The concerns of one group here
are the concerns of all."

There have been incidents in New York, Los Angeles
and other urban centers that seemed to point to a growing
split l)etween Blacks and Jews, the leaders said.
Blacks and Jews in the Newark area, who have main-

tained cordial relations, indicated they felt tarnished by
the atmoshphere of confrontation in other cities.
An agenda of mutual concerns was also announced It

included:

- Condemnation of Ku Klux Klan activity in the state
and apartheid policies in the Republic of South Africa.
- Expression of sympathy to the black community in

Atlanta.

- Preservaton of human rights around the globe.
- Support for affirmative action programs and the

State of Israel.

Groups represented included the Greater Newark Ur-
ban Coalition, the American Jewish Congress, the Urban
League, the American Jewish Committee, the Jewish
Community Federation of Metropolitan New Jersey, the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People and the Anti-Defamation League of B'Nai B'rith.

'JiLst the Beginning'

Activities director
demanded to resign

l»„..j rk . ..
Colletrian ph.iK. b» Vino.' l»c«i||Kandy Donate, director of Student Activitieswas demanded by the Student Senate Thursday toinand in his resignation, but he refused.

INTEHVIKW: ED LEE

The resignation of Handy Donant. director of the
ollicc of Student Activities, was demanded by the student
senate lhurs<iay becau.se of his insensitivity toward
third World and womens organizations, said Ed Lee
speaker of the Student Senate.
"Handy Donant has not represented students interests.

He IS very destructive to student input on this campus,
said Lee. We have d(x-umenls of this."
"The office ol Student Activities is detrimental to all

student groups. It is an extension of primarily Vice
Chancellor Madson. The Administrations goal is to assume
the role of allocating money to student organizations, said
Ia'c.

"Student Activities Office was increa.sed by $;n.O(X) htst

year. It is estimated that they will come for an un-
precedented $41,{)00 this year. This increase will come in

part from decrea.ses in Third World organizations such <is

B.M.C.P.. AHOHA. ASA. AFRIKA AM, NUMMO NEWS
etc. "If Donant stays in his position as Director of Student
Activities for three years we will have invested over
$100,000 lor someone who will ultimately destroy Third
World and womens organizations," said Lee.
"Examples of this are the reluctance of the

Administration to fully fund BCP and CCEBES, which are
the only two Third World academic organizations on
campus. With such a low regard for Third World people
and women it is only obvious that these groups will be
targeted first in any budget negotiations controlled by the
Administration, "

.said Lee.
Lee went on to say that, "twice in two years the

Administration has been investigated by federal
authorities for compliance with Affirmitive Action.
Minority enrollment is currently less than three percent,
one of the nations lowest for a state subsidized university.
This is critical because many student organizations in-
vestigate Administration corruption.

"

"An attempt is being made to alter Third World
organizations, .said Lee. If Third World organizations fall,

the people most responsible are not the active students but
the inactive ones! I would suggest that students contact
myself or Randy Donant as soon as possible. The future of
Third World organizations does not rest with any one else
but you! GET INV(H.VED!"

by Phillip Jennings
Black Affairs

Black private colleges battle

Reagan cuts, enrollment dips
BvGUS MARTINS ^

"We see this statement to be just the beginning of a
partnership to protect all who are in need." said Jac-
queline Levine, chairwoman of the Community Relations
Committee. "It is an example of our ability to work
together."

Mrs. Levine, chairwoman of the National Governing
Council of the American .lewish Congress, added: "We
are facing difficult months and years ahead." referring to
the recent passage of budget cuts. "This is an example of
our ability to work together."
.Morton Bunis, president of the New Jersey Region,

A.ICongress, said: "There are many people who think
Blacks and Jews cannot come together; we can."
Urban League Director Coleman said: "If our Jewish

allies have infiuence in the administration, we can take up
our i.ssues through them."
Another reason for working together, explained Jeffrey

Mass, New Jersey director of the Anti-Defamation
League, was the recent rash of vandalism and the increas-
ing numbers of Ku Klux Klan members.

"It's that poisoning of the atmosphere we're address-
ing," he .said. "We need to establish a network of relation-
ships, on a personal level if your neighbor's hoijie is van-
ialized; on a community level, if a temple is vandalized."

By GUS MARTINS
Collegian Correspondent
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The United Negro CoUege Fund estimates that, if

proposed Reagan administration cutbacks are fully ap-
proved, black colleges will lose between $30 million and $40
mdhon in the next four or five years. Officials of many
private black colleges say enrollments are slipping and
there is a very serious concern about the future.
Although the number of black students attending college

has more than tripled in the last twenty years, to about 1.3
million, that percentage at black colleges has declined from
82 percent in 196.5 to about 28 percent in 1981. These and
other factors are contributing to the consequent
elimination of one of Black America's most cherished in
stitutions. black private colleges.

Students at these schools come from homes with a
median parental income of $11,000. exactly half the
parental income figure of $22,000 for the nation's white
college students generally. More than 90 percent of
students at private black colleges receive financial aid, and
70 percent get Basic Educational Opportunity Grants. The
financial cutbacks in these aid programs are expected to
drive away potential black students from these colleges,
and into state institutions because (1) the black student's
unmet need for financial aid will prevent him from at-
tending. (2) Black colleges will no longer be able to give the
prospective black student what they are looking for.
financial commitment.
While many of the predominantly white private colleges

are similarly troubled by the difficulties of infiation and
new Reagan administration cutbacks, it is thue black
colleges that are the most severely affected, because of
their students' heavy dependence on financial aid.
Almost all of the predominantly black colleges, as well as

many public colleges, report declines in enrollment this
year, attributable mainly to their inability to provide
sufficient financial aid to students from low income
families.

Fisk University president Walter J. Leonard reports
that his university's present enrollment of 950 is about 100
less than its optimum level of 1050. "Some of these

students went to state institutions, some went to private
predominantly white schools, which are better funded,
such as Amherst and Haverford colleges, and some didn't
go at all," said Leonard, from his Nashville, Tenn.. school.

Dr. Hugh M. Glosser. president of Morehouse College in
Atlanta, al.so reports an enrollment decrease of about 100
students because of the federal delays concerning student
aid.

John Bracey, professor of Afro american studies here at
UMa.ss sees the situation as being more than just an
economic matter. "If black students get priced out of four
year schools and have to turn to two year colleges, the
types of vo«-ation sought by these students will be limited,
because the type of quality education at the two year
-schools in no way compares with the broad range of
curriculum at larger universities such as this one."

Moreover, "the major source of the civil rights struggle
came from southern black college students. The Reagan
people are aware of the danger that black youth represent.
In 10 years one half of black colleges may not exist. It
appears that the plan once again is on dealing with black
people as a whole, or on keeping them out. All signs point
to keeping them out," says Bracey.
Homer Meade, also a professor of black studies here at

UMass, cites the relationship of Reaganomics and big
businesses as anti progressive for minority students here
in America. "Reaganomics and the policies which it creates
are at base anti-progressive for the future of minority
students. With the tax breaks given to corporate America,
jobs are to be supposedly created. The jobs which are
created in this manner demand by contract allegiance for
the job seeker to a corporation, which has never in the 200
years of its existence addressed the interests of minority
students." explains Meade.

In addition to the fact that black colleges provide a
psychologically supportive type of atmosphere for black
students, there are other reasons for their continuing
existence. But the one reason that should stick out in the
minds of all concerned people is that the current ad-
ministration is attempting to take away a symbol of our
hving blackness, and it appears that for the moment
anyway, we're going to have to deal with it.
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Women run feminist production company
By LISA PP:DIILLA
Colle^nan Staff

Variaticms on a Theme is a Northampton-
l)ased, non-profit feminist produt-tion com-
pany, trying "to brin^r hi^'h quality
women's culture to the F'ioneer Valley."
said co-founder Ruth Davidson.
Davidson, alon^ with Kmily Sherwood,

brought Variations into existence in 198()
with the Me>j Christian concert, their first
joint production.

Both Davidson and Sherw(M)d are 1980
KTaduates t)f Mount Holyoke collejje.
where Davidson said she Ike^an producing;
women's music four years a^o. with the
women center's money. She worked on
Marine Adams and Theresa Trull concerts
while at Mount Holyoke and l)eKan serious-
ly pro(lucin>jr music in the fall of 1979.
David.^on earncl her deirree in political

science and women's studies, hut said,
"senior year my major was music."
Since the company has survived a year

Sherwood said she and Davidson feel "a
sense of leKitimacy, which was not felt

iK'fore." For awhile X'ariations future
seemed uncertain. This past semester
Davidson received a job offer to do b(»ok-
in^s for June Millin^tftn but decided to slay
on the production end of women's music.
At present Sherwood and Davidson are

working; to kee|» their company running'.
Sherwo(Mi .said they work On token
payments fn)m the bijj concerts. They have
a problem |)ayinK all their workers. Most of
the women who do publicity, lijrhtin^^ and
sound for their concerts work for the ex-
[H-rience and in exchange for tickets to the
show.

Both women said women's music has
l)een vital to their lives, and their interests

are deeply rooted.

"Women's music has given me an in-

credible am(»unt of sup|)ort. It gives me a
lot of energ>'." Davidson said.

Davidson and Sherwood were also en-

thusiastic alK>ut working in Northampton.
"Concert productioti is very community-

based work, and Northampton gives us a
lot of feedback," Davidson said. Sherwood
added many people do not understand their

work and think it can l)e done in isolation.

Looking toward the future Davidson said

the fall sea,son has gone well and they feel

"incredibly"excited about Variations. They
also were enthusiastic about the different

types of audiences women's music has Ix'en

reaching, irichiding an increasing number
of men.

"Peof)le are starting to listen rather than
block it out," Davidson .said. She said more
different kinds of women are going to the

Boston says snowplow money is all plowed out
A li\ 117:. u - I . ..i . ...

f)eformances, including women who do not
define them.selves as lesl)ians or feminists.
Davidson and SherwocKl said they have

learned a lot in the past year. In the spring
semester of 1981 their production company^
suffered a serious loss, from what they said
they l)elieve was an unorganized boycott of
the Theresa Trull coru-ert at

"

Mount
Holyoke college. Both women said they
wish they had been notified about the
assumed boycott l)efore hand and that its

results hurt their production company
much more than the artist at which it was
directed.

They said they want jK'ople to know they
are [)resently out of debt and have begun Ut
break even on their concerts. The Meg
Christian concert held in November mark-
ed their eleventh production as Variatons,
and it's financial success was a sign of how
much they have grown in the past year.

BOSTON (AP) — With a long winter still ahead. Boston
is already out of snowplowing money, officials said
yesterday as New England emerged from a sneak
snowstorm that paralyzed travel, closed schools and
caused eight deaths.

•Were in trouble.
" said Boston Public Works Com

missioner Joseph F. Casazza.
Casazza said he was assuming that the city's entire snow

removal budget - $;J20,000 - would be drained by the
lime crews finished cleaning up.

"What do you do if you have $5 left? Do you shovel off a
sidewalk for shopping, or save it for keeping a street open
so a lire truck can gel through the next time it snows?" he

said. "These are the anxieties we're going through.
He blamed Proposition 2 V2. saying the tax cutting law

forced the city's $750,000 snow removal allotment to be
nearly halved.

But under sparkling skies yesterday, workei's were able
to clean streets enough so that the city lifted its snow
emergency parking ban yesterday afternoon. Logan
Airport, socked in at the height of the storm, had two of its

four runways open and was working on clearing the others.
On Nantucket Island, specialists worked to remove .some

unlikely victims of the storm: a school of whales. A team
from New England Aquarium in Boston found 14 long
finned Atlantic pilot whales — 13 of them dead and one .still

living, said spokeswoman Liz Kay.
She said the marine experts were trying to decide on

possible lilesaving methods for the lone survivor. The
beached whales ranged from 12 to 28 feet.

Meanwhile, tourists temporarily marooned on the island
over the weekend boarded the Ferry Nantucket yester
day. Hundreds of visitors had come for a Christmas Stroll
pageant Saturday only to be caught by the storm. By
nightfall about 200 came to police seeking shelter. They
were put up in a hospital, private homes and hotels.

The ferry schedule between Nantucket and Hyannis on
(ape Cod was expected to return to normal last night.

SHORE LINE TRAVEL
Presents

SPRING DREAK IN FT. LAUDERDALE

(«$259*
Holiday Inn Oceanside

(2)$215*
Hoidoy Inn - wolk to beach

next to "Playpen"

$125
Round Trip Motor Cooch

Only

DEPARTING FROM AMHERST MARCH 19
Trips i & 2 include • Round Trip Motor Cooch Tronsportotion • Seven Night Hotel
Accomodotlons • Room Toxes ond Grotuities • Complimentory Cocktoils upon
orrivQl • Nightly Posses to Top Night Clubs (worth HOO) (Ploypen. Pete & Len-

nies Studio 51)

For Informotion Coll: Amherst Reps. Michael Emma 549-1230 4 pm - 6 pm
Arl/ne Abramson 549-6265 8 pm - 10 pm

Shore Line Travel 617-598-5800, 121 Drood St., Lynn, MA
• Plus 15% tox ond service

Poor Richard^
TUESDAY

DANCE CLUB
Disco * TOD 40 • Rock

WEDNESDAY
Route 9 ilnilicrsf

T0!
EVERY THURSDAY

25c Drafts 75c Drinks

FRIDAY & SATURDAYI

2
o - ^ FOR

* \ 1
with Guest D.J. AL VARELAS \ 8-10 pm

;
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OPINION
'^f>>w<:mm^fft>:

mbarking on a long journey
L'cirly two vears. ;irfrw r..,lii,.f;,,„ .,11 • .

*^
h-ivo ^h,nlK

"''"'•' ''''' ^'''''''' ^^""^ '^'•'"^^i"" talkshave final y kH-n resurrecte.! I,y the tw.. supon.owers

the shelvuiK <> the SALT II treaty twentv-three nxmtlVs

country ha.. e.x,.<.nent.ally incTea.sed .ts military expen-

sit Hoti
'."'\'^'^"'^'' ''"''"'"" '•> '"'^*' <-"^'"tries-to finally

sit down at the neKotiatin^ tables is motivated b'vm.nomic. ideolopcal and political factors
hc-on(.m.cally. iK.th countries have been hit l>v difficult

times which would only be intensifie,! by an expensive, allout arms race. Traditionally Russia has had numerous pn.-blems supplying their pi'ople with basic consumer ^oods

John F. Hudson

h,'n \ f^
''"'"'""" ^' '"*"^- "-^^^^ a"fl "i^^'t. Lately

ttir' t\\r >n t? T'"^'
'^''' """ ^'"""^^V ^-^'^ t-keii

f oland, one ot Russia s most crucial allies, is on the brinkof economic disaster with hu^^e debts owed to an increas-
njr|>' anxious Western economic community pilinR up dai-
b- To insure the rK.litical sUibility of countries within the
Soviet sphere ot" influence.- (of which Poland is a
meml)er). Russfan has had to step in and pour even more
massive aid and loans int<. the Polish economy. Also their
Third-World aid has. of late, increased considerably with

"mor/TK"^'""''
''1^^'^''' ^"'^ ^'"^^ Constantly demanding

more. These problems, couple<l with a bad harvest lowerproductivity and underestimated levels <.f demand, haveput a huge strain on the Soviet economy
On the American side, our econom'ic problems aresomewhat less severe, yet still pressinjr. With our inflation

rate running at somewhere between l.'. percent and 17
FKTcent a year, interests rates peaking, and an unemphy-
ment rate threatening to reach a pos't-World War II high
the U.S. economy could only In, hurt by increased military
expenditures. Also, since Reagan(>mics deF»en<ls on
jnassive tax cuts, social programs have had to In- cut t..make up for any deficits in proposed defense expen-
ditures. Here a uniquely Western problem arises - that of
widepsread domestic unrest and the accountability of of-
fice holders come election time. It is obvious that defense
decrea.se could only helf) the Soviet and American
economies.

Ideologically both countries need the arms reduction
talks to reassure both their allies and the entire world of

their sincerity to reduce world wide nuclear st..ckpiles It
IS an attempt by the su[)erpowers to flaunt their supposed
doyishne.ss. (hereby .solidifying their pos.itions within

the w<.rld comnuinity. Russia has successfully carrie<l
out f|eace propag.-mda carnf)aign since the election of
K(>nald Reagan. The President, swept into ..ffice with the
help of -get tough" anti-Soviet rhetoric, had religiously
professed this line of thinking until recently. With massive
disarmament campaigns sweeping over kun.pe in such
solid North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) coun-

trie.s as West (;ermany and Britain. Reagan realized he

i ,??'" y
''"'"'*'''' ^'^ previous foreign policy stands

I he II. b. s plan is rather simple, yet bold in what it pro-
poses^. Beginning in PW.S. the U.S. had planned (m deploy-
ing 5-2 nuclear missiles in West Oermany. Britain and Ita-
ly. We have offered to cancel the entire depU.yment i f the
Soviet Union agrees to dismantle liri4 missiles currently
pointed at Western Kurofie and stationed within Russia

Ihe Russians have countered' that the nii.ssiles of
Americas three major allies - Britain. France and V.vr
many - must also Ik- inclu<led. The differences U-tween
ttie two superpower's view of arms reduction is obviously
at conflicting ends of strategic thinking.
The fact that iM.th c(.untries have flnally sat down at the

Megotialiiig table is clearly a positive .sign. Any nuclear
exchange within Western KurofK- U-tween the U S and
Russia would mean irre[)airable destruction of that conti-
nent and most surely lead to a world wide thermonuclear
holocaust. Though some may claim fK)th countries see a
nuclear war as winnable. realistically both view this idea
Jis absurd - hence arms reduction talks. Kventual arms
reduction and the realized world k-nefit will only become a
reality after a k.ng and ardurous process. The longest
jt>urney always k'gins with one small step.

John F. HuiisDti is n CnlhyinH columnist.
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Letters

»

Understand and bear with us
To the Editor:

This letter is in response to Mr. DeCarolis' letter
published on November 18. I re.sf)ect his opinicm but I also
hope that he realizes that violence against women does not
always occur in the cute little scenerio he descriks. I don't
think that the threat of rape and assault is a questictn of
having "human desires." It is a very real fear with which
every campus woman must contend.

I understand your frustration from being thought of as a
potential rapist when you are only trying to strike up a
conversation. But the problem is which strangers can you
trust? There is no typical rapist or abuser. They don't have
a red "R" blazened across their forehead. So I am sorry,
but I hope that you understand the predicament women
face and bear with us.

Brenda Storvick

Amherst

Human rights deserve bucks
To the Editor:

The issue of Northern Ireland, due to the provisional
Irish Republican Army's current armed campaign, has
become .so sensitive that people are apt to take or assume
that others take a polarized view of the situation. Witness.
for example, the letter "Sands' Credentials Questioned"
(Nov. 2.S) which implied that Sean Sands, brother of IRA
hunger striker. Bobby Sands, presented an extremist view
when he spoke on campus recently. If this had been the
case, I doubt if the (i(K) or so people who crowded Mahar
Auditorium that night wmild have heard him out for two
hours, n«>r given him their standing ovation at the end.
Mr. Sands said in so many words that he neither spoke

on the IRA's behalf nor suported the taking of innocent
lives. Spouting no theories nor magic solutions — extreme
or otherwise — he simply stuck to what he knew. He told

of the brutality and torture his brother endured in Long
Kesh Prison and of the warped British legal system which
put him there. IRA propaganda':" Not according to Amnes-
ty International, which has condemned the British govern-
ment for torturing Irish prisoners and for their "Diplock

(>)urt" system which allows trial without jury and convic-

tion by confession only — a system which, coupled with

torture, makes the term "conviction" a travesty.

And Mr. Sands* own credentials? No, he did not have a

Ph.D. in political science. He merely lived through the
situation he spoke of for nineteen years. If this fact makes
his biased, it also gives him knowledge, to tell the side of
his brother's story that somehow never made the
American press.

Should the Student Government Association have fund-
eti Mr. Sands' talk? I think so. In this Year Toward Civili-
ty, human rights deserve a few bucks too.

Kathleen Flanagan
Amherst

Do we need monetary incentive?
To the Editor:

Last month another item was added to that long list of
Items we give thanks for. The Commonwealth of
Massachusetts finally, after a long hard struggle, passed a
returnable bottle bill. In January of 1983, the citizens of
this state will begin to save their bottles and cans in a pro-
cess of recycling that has been needed for some time. Yet,
we don't have to wait until 1983. There are recycling
centers in Amherst; one is situated on this campus (P lot

25). Do we need a monetary incentive to change our ways?
One of our basic problems in changing to the proces.s of

recycling is our conditioning. How many times do we in-

stinctively throw bottles, cans, papers, aluminum foil. etc.
without giving a thought to the one-way process we are
continuing to perpetuate? The seeds have already been
planted, many of us recognize the need and necessity of
recycling. We live in a world of limited resources - "a
spaceship earth." Let's not wait until 198.'^ Let's start
novy. It won't be easy to break the mold of the throwaway
ethic, but together we can make UMass a completely recy-
cle microcosm, and an example to he followed by the rest
of the state.

Toni F. Borge
Amherst

Applications are now being accepted for
the spring semester position of associate
executive editor. Applicants should have
editing skills and a knowledge of campus
and world issues. Long hours are required
to earn the $20 wk. paycheck.

Contact Kathleen Howley
Executive

Editor
Application deadline: December 22

Th4' Collegian >s ,u> equal ofiporfnnity nlfinnatirr nr/,n„
fniftloifcr. ' "

r 1

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's ad-
dress and telephone numl)er, which will not be f)ublished.
Please type double spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to
space limitations and the volume of mail, we regret we are
unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters are
subject to editing for clarity and length.

Board of Editors

Nancy Anderson, Acting Editor-in-Chief
Jim Kane. Managing Editor

Marsha Bianchi. (;ra[)hi(s Manager
Lise Zeiger, Graphics Manager

Jeri Bitterman, Busines.s Managei
Kathleen M. Howley. Executive Editor

Ed Levine, News Editor
Kelly Burke. Women'.< Editor

Ron Miller. Arts E.litoi
Phillip Jennings. Black Affairs Editor

Stephen Freker. Sports Editor
Vince DeWitt. Phot.. Kfijt-.-

Associate Kditors

Eileen Gallijran. Judi Jasurek. .Vfark .Mulcahv. Marianne
Savage. Ass<Kiatc Managiru- Kditors; Yael Miller, A.ssociate
Businfs.s .Manager; Nemat Shafik. Associate Kxtriitive Editor-M.W Mulcahv. Steve Scmpie. Associate News Kciitor; Lisa
ledulla. A.ssociatc Wonu-ns Hditur: Susan Baron. As.s(«-iate
Arts Kclito;-: Jennifer Hardy. Ass.k latc HIac k Affairs Editor-
Kris Oaig. Associate Photo Kditor.

Kusiiu-ss Staff

Joleen Kenedict.
.

ActiiiK Advert isitiu M.-maKcr; Peter
Lolrcsti. hinaiue Manager: (ieoffrcv Port. Circulation
ManagiT.
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Save this Ad

Have you ever needed ten hands at a
copy machine and sadly discovered

you don't have enough?

Compare our
prices and save:

5c ea for first 4 copie;

2c ea for each copy
of same original

amC NAMfSHtRf k M:gai.1.1»1
HAMPSHIRE MALL

^iA/Dl'^t OF THE
nn^OST ARK

(6:00 @ $1 75) 8:30

MERYL .Thejrench

[g (600 @ $1.75) 8:30

A star...and a mother

m^ (6:00 @ $1.75) 8:30

Holyoke Defense FundNewslines...

Pierce to'speak' at"uis""'
*" ^"^^"•"^ ^'' ^^^ C«P^'^"d

Colle giRj2 9

BRUCE OERN
MAUD ADAMS
TATTOO

(6:15 @ $1 75) 8:45

~
1584 9153

Attorney Richard C. Pierce. Assistant .Secretary ,>fconsumer Affairs in Boston, will soeak nn r ^
Rights under Mass. law. WeJ. Deiem^!? 9°"^,^Ttomorrow m Thompson 106 His talL ^.u.r.u

^

h. .he. .nternationS Student 'tSd^r^.^tmT^:!

A benelit concert for the Holyoke FDefense Fund
leaturing Dr. Copeiand and the Hampshire Afro-American
( hamher Ensemble, and the Hamptones, will be presented
at 8:;j() p.m. tomorrow at the Red Barn.
Money raised will pay the legal fees for 145 demon

strator.s arrested at Holyoke City Hall while protesting
Mayor i'roulx's refusal to act on the Puerto Rican com
munity s demands to end the arsons in Holyoke.

£\rr>C MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

Come toUNIVERSITY COPY CENTERS
where two hands

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

TIME
BANDITS
(6:00 @ $1 75) 8:30

, , ^ ..LOCATION
oouth College Copy Center

Whitmore Copy Center

Goodell Library Copy Center

Physical Science Library Copy Center

are more than you need

HOURS OF nPFRftTlpM PHONE it

8:30 AM - 5:00 PM

(Mon. thru Fri.)

52010

5-2719

5-2010

5-3527

"EYE FOR AN EYE"
and

"Escape from New York"
Eye (6:00 @ $1.75)

^ Escape 8:15

f
Dudley Moore Lk* Minelli

John Gielgud

XT^rthur
(6:15 @ $1 75) 8 30

-Out Donee d—- Wer'---'^ Olow-Out Donee Por-

TOES. 6 "Lqjj^5 „j^jjj„ oijco
' $0. op«n bar 6-H

™"'^ ^° Humon Sexuol
Response

ond

the ElevQtofs
^^^^^ TheSTOMPERS

plus The Vol»ntln»'$
The Fontini Dros.

J ••••• DISCO ••••• 3

Sot 12

DJ. ERIC

Sun 13

D.J. DADDY
><EAL

Rt 9 Amherst/Hodley Line 250-2280
Friday 6 Soturdoy Open til 2:00 AM

TUESDAY
Dec 8th ond Dec 15th

TWOWAYSTREET

Pom trade explored

from insights in film:

Not a love story
Sot a Love Story: A Film About Pornography is a

chronicle of two women, a filmmaker and a stripper, and
their exploration of the pornography industry.

The film offers insights from men and women inside
and outside ot the industry, according to a press releaseAmong those interviewed in the film are people whomake their livings from the pornographer for Hustler
magazine; and the publisher of five of Canada's most
prolitable men s entertainment" magazines.

The film also features interviews witif critics such as
Kate Miliett. Robin Morgan, and Kathleen Barry
Canadian writer and feminist Margaret Atwood makes a
personal statement through her poem. "A Women's
Issue. Aggressive pornography is linked with
aggressive behavior in men by research psychologist DrLdward Donnerstein and the effects of pornography onmen are discussed by a group organized by Men Against
Male V lolence.

The film is a protest against pornography and does
contain .sexually explicit .scenes to increase the viewers
awareness of the harmful nature of pornography.
The film will be shown Thursday at 7:30 p.m.. in the
ubiic Health Auditorium of Morrill Science Center.Women s- Forum Agamst Media Violence (WFMV) and

the Lverywoman's Center (EWC) are spon.soring the
showing of the film.

There will be a 50 cents donation charge, and the film isopen to the public. Childcare will be provided.

-^'-C

J-
6r

RETURNS

9 til \

2.00 cover

SPECIAL
Two For One

All Liquor Drinks

Mmmmmmi
iSecre^

„fp^ot»

It might be a nuclear sub or a billion
dollar aircraft earner At the Norfolk
Naval Shipyard, you can provide engi-
neering support for the maintenance
and testing of the most sophisticated
technology m the world, with hands-on
experience that will challenge your
personal creativity, stimulate and en-
hance your engineering knowledge, and
accord you a good measure of respon-
sibility on important projects

Our shipyard recruiter will be on campus on
December 10, 1981

A General information Weeting will be held on
[>" 9 I Ho dork

, '" '"cK'i 806 f»9 CdfTinijs Cpntc

Located in the Tidewater, Virginia
area, the shipyard is surrounded by a
vast array of recreational and cultural
activities. Just minutes away, the resort
city of Virginia Beach hosts water activ-
ities of all types and descriptions Also
the shipyard is just a short drive frorri
the Blue Ridge Mountains with its spec-
tacular fall foliage and numerous
winter ski resorts

Mrs. S.M. Peters
Code 170.3

Norfolk Naval Shipyard
Portsmouth. Virginia 23709
Call Collect: (804) 393-7340
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Read the other voice in this
Thursday's Collegian

Sundays 12-5 Downtown Amherst ^******************5|c***5»«r
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THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY
OF JERUSALEM

1982/83 PROGRAMS FOR AMERICAN STUDtNTS

ONE YEAR PROGRAM - lor

college sophomores and
(oniors

REGULAR STUDIES- lor

colteye Irdnster students

toward B A and B Sc degrees

GRADUATE
STUDIES Master s.

Doctoral and Visiting

Graduate programs

SUMMER COURSES -
given in English

PLEASt CHECK D€SIR€0 PROGRAM

For Application and Information write

Ottic* oi Academic Affairs

American friends of the Hebrew University
11 40 Avenue of the Americas. NewYorli. NY 10036

the

University
Store

APOLOGY TO
UMASS COMMUNITY
The Brotherhood of Theta Chi
would like to extend an apology
to the Univ. of Mass, concerning
our unruly behavior In past In-

cidences. We are making a con-
centrated effort to improve the
Theta Chi image.

We are striving to be an asset to
the Greek Area, and the Universi-
ty as a whole.

Sincerely,

The Brotherhood of Theta Chi

* "llrKian pholii )>> Kandt Chaiir

"PLANT" IN THE SKY - This Jade plant in
the Hampshire D.C. in Southwest floats in the
sky as the clouds drift by.

%:«

FORTHO
Wl

ROLUNG STONES
TATTOO YOU

CHRISTMAS SALE
ALL THIS WEEK

50c OFF ^^^ ALBUMS
CASSETTES REDUCED

DISCWASHER SETS
BUTTONS BUMPER STICKERS
COSMIC WIMPOUT - ACCESSORIES

URGEKT/JUKE BOX HERO/NICHT UFE
WAITING FOR A GIRL LIKE YOU

J

STARTME UP/MtAVEN VV
WAITING ON A FRIENO ^

BOfJ MARLEY
"CHANCES ARE"

20J Student Union
Univ. of Mass.

Next to the Hatch
545-0400

REGGAE ON BROADWAY C
GONNA GET YOU ^^

RecoRDs

- Hours -

Monday - Friday 10-5
T. W. Th Eves 6:30-9:30

Sat 11-3

Tuesday, Decemt)er 8, 1981,

DOONESBURY
iCollegian n

BRA tJORKSHOR
HOUMPYOUHb
ueameTOJom
usiFyoutumr.

£M?HA! XXJ
JUSTPONTKNOW H(»m>,50M£:

It^^eN TO QUIT, PB0PL3 THINK

PO you' JUSTICE IS SOM£-
THIN6Y0UNB/BR
QUITH6imH6

/FOR!

By Garry Trudeau
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IPI0T5! OKAY,

I
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

INI lot AagWn liaw> N>a4kaM

UNDER THE INFLUENCE By M. Joyce

-1 CROSS
1 I ibynnth
5 Key, (( one
10 Egypli. dancing

girl

14 Got off

15 Precise
16 Kind of glory
17 Today minus

eleven
20 Dry, as wine
21 Tamarisk tree

22 Poetry muse
23 Impairs
24 Sedans
26 Casfi register

button

29 Supporters of

a sort

32 Blackbirds
33 Loftly location
34 Atfiletic org

36 Dateof Babylon s

conquest of

Judafi

40 Play part
41 Consumer watch

dog Ralpfi

42 Blind, as a hawk
43 Satisfying sights
45 New name on the

Supreme Court
47 Apportion
48 Town in Manche

49 Artist s adjunct
52 Hindu garment
53 Nickname mascu

line or feminine
56 Advent of the

long distance
telephone

60 out
61 Soak
62 Fish sauce
63 Edits, in a way
64 'Over

'

65 Otherwise

DOWN
1

'
inhumanity

to..."

2 "sin to tell

3 Metallic element
4 French season
5 ' m

St Loui3"

6 Skatdrs feats
7 Plain

8 Mil. training sch
9 Way to go Abbr.
10 Reluctant

(with to")

1

1

A Turner
12 Catcher's equip-

ment
13 Ares' mother
18 Follower
19 Bible passages

23 Elan
24 Kitchen

implement
25 Dry as dust
26 Space agcy
27 Chilling

28 Over the speed
limit

29 Largest asteroid
30 Imposed
31 Weapon
33 Confuse
35 Home of the Bruins
37 Not sensible to

38 Maritime abbr
39 It Secret'
44 Arabian

chieftains

45 Chevron
46 Arabic letter

48 MorleyofTV
49 City in Oklahoma
50 Japanese

aborigine
51 Uppity one
52 Cousin of

31 Down
53 Conquer
54 Famous

Virginians

55 in a lifetime
57 The best ending
58 Numerical suffix

59 Scottish to

ROD BONES By Gregg Canavan
pT-
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r WMUA A
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Positive Vibrations
"The 360 Musical

Experience"
The General

2 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Reggae Music
The Scotty Dread Show

5:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Newswatch
6 p.m. - 7 p.m.

UMass Hotline
Stress Management

7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Live from Studio B
Live music in the studio

"The Needles"

10 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Contemporary
Music
Brother E

Black

2 a.m. - 6 a.m.

Music for Overnijfhters
Carl Lowman

UNION
VIDEO
CENTER

Tues:
10:00 The Spiritual
Destiny of America
11 :00 RockWorld
12:00 X-TV Oasis
1 :00 African
Dance; Steven Beck:
Video and T.V.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

QQga GQaaa ana
moo ciaociDi (onaa
cioc^GiBanB auaaaci
„_anga naaanrni
aoQ] oQci aaaa
DQc^ciNQaQia aciucia
Bcicia aaaaa aaadonnaa adyciaiiaaa

aaaa ana aaol

yijacicia aaaraaciEia

Ha aaaaa aaaa

WEATHER
C;ioudy with chance of

snow, except mixed rain
and snow south coast,
today and tonight. Highs
today in the 30s. Lows
tonight in the 20s. Windy
and cold with .scattered
flurries tomorrow. Highs
in the low 30s.

Report says state was told of shortage
BOSTON (AP) - The state Office of Energy Resources

"was forewarned of the possibility of a natural gas shor
tage" last winter, "but initiated no precautionary measures
to forestall such an occurrence," according to a report by a
legislative committee.
The Legislature's Post Audit and Oversight Cdhimittee

scheduled a news conference today to release the results of
its investigation into the state's natural gas shortage last
winter.

A copy of the committee's findings was obtained by The
As.sociated Press yesterday.
According to the report, the staff of the energy office

"predicted a natural gas shortage in the commonwealth as
early as 1982, but no action was taken.

"As a result, gas conversions were not curtailed, supply
and demand were not monitored and no emergency plan
was developed."
The committee .said the possibility of "an Algerian LNG

(liquefied natural gas) supply cutoff was raised during the
summer of 1980 in Boston Gas. Co. testimony before the
Energy FacDities Siting Council.

"The council, which is chaired by the secretary of
energy, did not require Boston Gas to submit a plan for

dealing with the possibility of an Algerian cutoff."

The council is responsible for reviewing supply
pioji'ctions filed by the companies. A disruption in supply
Irom Algeria, due to a storm, contributed to the problems
last winter.

Larry Carpman. spokesman for the Energy Office, .said

the agency was not provided a copy of the report.

However, a statement in the name of Energy Secretary

Margaret N. St. Clair was prepared based on what the

agency heard was in the report, ('arpman said.

The statement said in part that, "even without proper

notice from the gas companies involved, the EOER
(Executive Office of Energy Resources) was able to step in

and take control of a situation before it got worse."

Noting that there was no emergency plan for a natural

gas shortage, Ms. St. Clair said. "The EOER concentrated

its efforts on emergency planning for oil supply shortfalls."

This is because oil is not regulated by government while
natural gas is and the state is more dependent on oil, she
said.

According to the committee, several factors contributed
«) the gas $|)ortage5 experienced by the Boston, Lowell
•nd Cape Crtd gas cofiapanies, and "no single factor can be
earmarked as the exact <^yge of the crisis."

The caucus listed; .,-v >-> .., -?^„«.^,

• —"An estimated Statewide total of 70,000 households
converted from oil to gas heat in the two years im-
mediately preceding the crisis...

—"The Boston Gas Co inventory at the beginning of the
1980-1981 heating season was 1 billion cubic feet below the
prior year's beginning inventory...

— "The Boston Gas Co. cancelled its Exxon propane
contract in the middle of December due to notification of
drastic price increases, believing supplies and future
deliveries were sufficient to meet projected demand.
"A Mediterranean storm closed the Algerian LNG port

of Arzew for an indefinite period, shutting off future LNG
supplies from coming into the Distrigas facility at Everett.
— "The Boston area experienced a 30 day period of

extremely cold weather which far exceeded the 51-year
norm utilized by Boston Gas for projecting consumption.
— "The Lowell and Cape Cod gas companies had to rely

to an inordinate degree on "best effort contract" pipeline
gas, deliveries which proved unreliable during severe peak
load days.

— "The limited capacity of the two pipeline gas tran
smi.ssion lines supplying the commonwealth on peak load
days prevented the distribution companies from utilizing

their reserve supplies stored in New York and Penn
sylvania."

The committee also said that, "the three state agencies
with the statutory responsibility for overseeing the
available natural gas supply displayed little com
munication, cooperation or coordination in fulfilling their
mandate to insure the health and safety of the public with a
minimum of impact on the environment at the lowest
possible cost..."

A I' Laserpltiilo

Massachusetts Governor Edward J. Kinp si^ns
the bill which will force Boston Gas to stop bill-
ing customers for last winters natural gas
emergency. With King are State Rep. Jim Brett,
left, and state Rep. Alfred Saggese.
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Uncle Sam has to pay
VV.\SIIIN(;T()N (AIM - Complaining (hi- Icdrra

K'"vi'rnmciit is a (k-adln-at, thousands ol small companies.
Irom a Virginia coli'slaw suppluT lo a Connect itiO. dry
(•leaning linn, say they will refuse luiure federal contraeis
unless there is a law guaranteeing prompt payment.

"It's Uu' high interest rales. •" said Kenton Paltie, of the
Slow I'ay Coalition, a lobbying association fighting for a
prompt payment measure. ".Already, some of the com
panies we represent have quit doing business with the
government and many are ri'ducing their involvement with
lederal contracts."

In re.spon.se lo mounting criticism and intense lobbying
Irom the business community. Congress appears ready to
approve a bill designed to reduce tardy pavment.s to
private vendors.

The Senate, which approved a speedy payment bill last
ye;u-. is expected to OK a similar measure before the
Christmas recess. Meanwhile. 1.5(J House members arc
spon.soring a bill moving through the Government
Operations Committee that would force an agency lo pay
interest for each day it is late paying a bill.

Such legislation would delight businessmen who pay in
ad\ance lor goods they deliver to government agencies,
only (o be left holding the bag for up to si.x months while
I'ncle Sam studies the bill. ,
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Stockbridge School of Agriculture,

UMass
Presents: The Fifth Annual

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT DAY

9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Wednesday, February 17, 1982

in the CCA
Industrial Exhibits open all day
10 Seminars throughout the day
Theme: FUTURE HORIZONS OF

AGRICULTURE IN NEW ENGLAND
All Students Welcome!

More info to follow in the near future

Admission Free!

Need Cash?
still

oooooot

i^^4^iOiasE!^oiiaiigiai»Bic J^H^R^

Buying

Highest

Prices ^^
Class Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry

Coins and Stamps

See Me When You Sell

25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst 256-0710
Mon - Fri 10 - 5:30

Sat 10 - 2

What Makes
r AOuaRy
Medical School?

1 . Fine Faculty

3. Good Facilities

3. Small Classes

4. Supervised Clefksftips

in U S Hosprtals

8. Highest Pass Rate on ECFIVIG

to retiwn to the U S A

Noresle otters Cuvanteea FeOerjl
I oans up lo $8000 a 4 Ye*
^'oqiam and IS W H Listed

Holiday Gift Suggestions

;4iH^^i^A.«nmrn Sunday,
February 7th
3:30 «i 8PM

VIRTUCSI
PI ROMA
Wednesday. February 10th

8 PM

Wednesday, February 171h \* I^\
-^

^ ibd^.
Box Office. Noon to 4PM. M— F (413)545-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

Tuesday. December 8, 1981

rOLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Collegian J3

^UTO FOR SALE

72 VW Beetle low mi. only $1,350.00 70

^9-5347°'' °"'^ ^^ '^" ^^^^ P'«^««

^ Mercury Comet $500~^^^dT^;^t;^
"®^5i'^J!l^'J^"^cjed. Paul 774 4236
1972 PONTIAC CATALUVIAN'^wlirela^^d
battery. Dependable transportation $4«^
Call Glenn 586 2781

68 Olds Cutlass Su^iWel400 oMBO^all

J3
Audi 100LS very good condition, asking

$1300 call Steve H. 256 6171 .

^

74 Vega Wagon AM/FmT PsTAuto^^TOO
or BO 546-4150

Ladies Nordica Boots size 8 45 00 6 9668
eve after 10 o'clock

BOSE 501 Spealters $250 exceilent condi-
tion, Bauer Hockey Skates size 9 $10
6j4539

Authentic German Drinking Steins ex
cellent Christmas presents 533 5456 bet-
ween 6-7

Student Ceramic Sale Thur Dec 10 & Fri
Dec 11 9 am 6 pm Munson Hall Annex
U-Mass

BELLYGRAMS!

GET LIT

Delivered by experienced bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa bet-
ween 5 and 7. 549-1175

BRUNETTE
At Engln. Social. We danced and kissed
You were in the bathroom and I lost mv
coat. Blondie 549-0306

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Tape Decks,
Stereos and Car Stereos. Sound in Motion
266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst. Behind
Silverscape Designs, 253-9341

.

ENTERTAINMENT
~

UMass Boxing Heavyweight needs large
sparring partner. Experience would be nice
Call Dave 6-9168

!!AINULlbALlE]riud7t^ns to be~held~^t
the Christian Coop Wed only 7:00 pm 10
Pleasant Ct For directions call 549-6563 Sat
in the Campus Center

FOR RENT

1 large bedroom for 2 females to share
beginning January 1 256-6658
Own room in 2 bdrm Northwood Call
Shan 665-2009

2 bedrooms available in 4 bedroom house
in South Amherst on bus route $137. mo
wood stove call early morning of after 6 pm
253-7225

One furnished room in Brittany Dec 23rd
- Jan 31st male or female call 253-5941

Two bedroom apartment available Col-
onial Village from Dec 20 253-5904 253-2515
T^rt^obdrrrTapt 290 -t- elec. Hot water incl.
Avail Dec 23rd 665-7148

FOR SALE
GIFT IDEA: Portrait Drawings.
Delap, 665-2972

Dennis

1975 Suzuki GT 390 FULLY assesed 12000
mi very good condition $650 call Rick
549-1867

Fjende r Stratocaster $40 665 2241 eves.

Nordica Ski Boots size 9M excellent con-
dition asking $90 or BO tel 6-7525 ask for
Doug

If/^M*l! ^^-2 35MM 3 lenses
bO/28/55MM cases & flash 200.00 or BO
call Mike 546-6430

Whale plaques hand carved dark walnut
ready to hang indoors - outdoors $15.00
546-9411

Whale Plaques hand carved dark walnut
ready to hang indoors -outdoors $15.00
546-9411

Semperit snow radials 155x13 used one
season $65 546-4545

24 karat geld dipped leaTearrings $10.00
Great GiftsI Call 546-7339

1982 Olin Mk 7 195 cm. Never been used.
Will sacrifice for $150. Call David at
256 6845

Rossignol 155 Dynafit Boots size seven
used once only 200 or best offer call

Christine 549-4922

Ampeg B25B Cabinet, woodson 200w
amp $450 Elka keyboard-bass pedals $450

665-7672

Camera Equipment 5-1 auto zoom, two /

speed etc Light, Case & Projector all in

original cartons $300 call Kevin 665-2241

Southwest! Get lit at the Holiday Fest
Thursday, Dec 10 4:00 12 midnite at the
Hampden Student Center

__GREATCHmSTMAS GIFT ~

103ACD, Econ 104ABC, Econ 311 FSN
101, 102, 130, Gepl 103, HRTA 100 Mot
301, Mkt 301, Psych lOOBCq Psych 150A
Happy Birthday Loretta: Hope youTlike
your new bathrobe, your own telephone,
and free instructions to make popcorn"
Love, Jo, Cath, Cindy, Val

Johnny Mac: Would you believe Mason
has your next clue? Make sure you ask himf
Love Santa

Beautiful Sennegal Parrot w/cage and
accessories. Call Gregg 549 5519

Boston Traders Sweaters - All styles 40

^-y^i.nl^ T^'^ ' ^^'^- 256-8775, Stan,
253 7479, after 5:00

Looking for a great Christmas^resem?
Are you desperate? Don't wait, I'm selling
sweaters today in the Campus Center

HELP WANTED
The CollegiarT is looking for an in
terested student for Assistant Business
Manager to begin Spring semester '82
Business background a must. Applications
available until Dec. 7 in Collegian Office,

Boltwood-Belchertown Project is^eek
ing responsible, independent students to
supervise our volunteer recreation pro
grams. Experience with developlnentally

oifo^^L®^
preferred. For more info call

323-6311 , ext 494

Student Union Gallery now acce^rigTp-
plications for Arts Administrator. Applica
^tons available at gallery, or send resume to
Student Union Gallery Box 386 Student
Union BIdg., UMass, 01003 545-0792

Coolidge Upper is sponsoring a
Christmas/ Chanuka Gift Drive for needy
area teenagers. Old albums, books,
posters, jewelry, clothes, etc. . are
desperately needed. Please contact Glenn
1 712^oojidge 546-8 1 84

Hey d'Jimmyl Where's that fifty bucks
you owe me? Hanh Hanh

Communication Studeies Majors: the
Comstu X mas Party will be held Tuesday,
December 8, at 4:00 in the South College
filrn unit Donation $2.00

Used Equipment from Ski Snatch must
be picked up by Fri Dec 11 or it will be
donated to charity

One room in house avail immed vrmile
to UMass on bus rt for info 584 1298
Wanted female to share bdrm in 2 bdrm

Ann i'9&' '^ '"^ '"^'"^«^ ^«^' ^«"

SERVICES

RIDE WANTED
Albany/Oneonta area. Fri or Sat (12/11
1 2/12) 546 6622

o.fiu^/ii.

North N J. pref. Mo7r"irCc^nty Thurs.
Dec. 17 aft. 10 AM callj^io
To Pensacola Fl. leave after finals Jan 1

Share exp also may drive own car if necc If
interested call Steve 1-413-596-6447
Ride to Central Fla after Dec 21, share ex
penses, good driver, call Tom at 253-3187

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teach ing experience 546-9981

Ski Service skiis tuned, bindings checked,
professional guality service at reasonable
prices 253 5273

Typing experiented IBM correcting Selec
trie bilingual English /Spanish scientific
background 256 6957 evening

Student Movers quality srrvice at low
rates local - long distancejandal 253 9646
Amherst Writers Inc. Professiornal help
for your writing problems. Walker Rumble
PhD. Pat Schneider, MFA 253-7329

'

2537764

Typing service done during finals week call
253 2418

SKI BOOTS
Men's Dynafit Ski Boots size 8 Vi . perfect
condition, asking $100.00 Call 545 3500
after 5 pm 549 3733 ask for Dan

S.W. HOLIDAY FEST

HOLIDAY PARTY
Go Nuts, Go Funky (Theresa), Go EarlyGo Late But Gof! Southwest Holiday
Festival Thursday Dec 10 4-12 midnite at
the Hampden Student Center yahoo'!

LOST

or vicinity.
Red folder in Curry Hicks
Please call 546-8182 if found

Siberian Huskie lost NovTTin the area of
Rt 9 near the Malls. White, blue eyes, beige
markings. Family pet. Contact 256-6715
REWARD

ROOM WANTED
Need room Dec 27 - Jan 25 responsible
senior, easy to get along with, Brandywine
preferred. Erik 546-7965

Graduating Senior needs a room, in a
house or apartment for Spring '82 Frb
-May I'm low-profile, adaptable.

'

and
rehableCall_549-()694^right away

ROOMMATE WAINlfED

Don't miss it! Swing Band, Dancing,
Lighting of the Tree, UMass Band,
Doughnuts, Cider, and much more! P.s!
Santa will be in Southwest all night. Party
up! 4-12 Hampden Student Center

Reward for lost knapsack & Chem
notes calc No questions asked. Call 6-5472
KITTY ALERT A gray and white malecat
with a white flea collar has escaped in the
Fearing St Allen St area (a couple of sts
towards town from SBA) There is a reward
leading towards his arrest call 549-6550

Red duffel bag and Canon camera on
PVTA call 665-4912

In mid-November between NE DC and
OH guitar-shaped inlaid stone pin sen-
timental value call Susan at 6-6879

Male/female to share Brittany Manor
apartment beginning January Claudia
Dave 256 6379

Roommate wanted start Jan to share
bedroom in 2 bedroom apt 105 mo + elec
call John 256-8454 after 4

Great apartment on bus route. Call Paul
665-4313

Woolrich Jacket light grey at
Social. Call 549-0306 no guestions.

Engin

MUST SELL

One year old Pioneer pair of speakers
for 150 dollars, half of what I paid.

NEED CASH?

Always Premium Prices!! Class rings,
gold and silver in all forms. See the Manhan
Difference!! Manhan Precious Metals Ex
change, 312 King St., N'hmptn 584-7000
9:30 am - 5:30 pm M-Sat

NEED ROOMMATES THIS SPRING?

Two males seek a room or rooms in an
apartment in Amherst area for spring
semester call Michael 549-6520

PERSONALS

Need a Xmas present? How about a

movie poster. Call Matt at 6-6768 318 Field

before Dec 11th

Kennedy '82 Fight Reaganomics - Get In-

volved organizational meeting: December
8, 917 CC at 7:00 pm it's reelection time

Gail, with the long brown hair, I know your
name, how about your number. Your ad-
mirer from Goodeil & Bartlett

Attending JA Residents. There will be a
workshop on anti semitism on Tuesday
Dec. 8th in JA on the floor at 7:30 PM
Fred Flintstone!! Everybody on JA 3 asks:
Please grow up. Thanks, Mr. Slate

Student Note Service has notes for these
classes: Astron 100 Arny, Bot 100 Shapiro
COINS 122, Com Stu 121, 150, 221, Ecori

Roommate wanted own bedroom in 2
bedroom Apt 137 + electric 256 8604
Need male to share room in Brittany
Manor apt spring semester 253-3208
Two Male/Female^oommates wanted
to share Brittany Manor apt Jan 1 to June
30 call Deb C 256-0358

Woman needed to share room in Squire
Village $84 + 665-4108

Single room for guiet, mature, clean
roommate. Call Ron 5-8 PM 549-0073
Walk to campus own bedroom in 4
bedroom apt. Lincoln Ave starting Feb 1

549-6713

2 roommates to share bedroom. Apt in
Sunderland on bus route 665-7109
Female share Brittany Manor Apt Spr
ing semester call 253-7663, 5-11 PM
Roommate wanted to share two
bedroom apartment 110 a month includes
everything Cliffside Apts 665-2156
Own room in Northwood 110+ starting

efr^i!?-,^"
semester, summer optional

Ob5-4o07

2 females to share room in 2 bedroom
Colonial Village Apt. starting Feb. $90 +
utilities call Donna eve 253-7313

Female roommate wanted for
wintersession to have own room in Bran-
dywine. Rent negotiable 549-0425
lyiale wanted to share room in Brittany
Manor Apt from Dec 26 until June 105
month plus elec. heat free call 253-5706
Female wanted to share master
bedroom in 2-bedroom Townhouse on bus
rt in Sunderland 95+ 549-1159

1 or 2 roommates needed house in Deer
field $116/mo + util call 774-4236

Responsible nonsmoking female grad
stud- wanted. Own room in 3 bedroom
apt. » loj + on bus rte N. Amherst 549-6823

Female to share bedroom in 2 bedroom
Brittany ^l^.,Jr apartment 256-6379

Female for Southwood Apt $90 includes
heat 253-9238

From Jan - Sept two bedroom Northwood

be?ore°300^
^e $295 month 665-4969 call

Amherst Center 2 bedroom house fulFy
furmshed fo^Jan 300 - 256-8415
Own room in ho^j^ 2 bjock^ fr^rrTca^

548-6377^
^^04 . available Jan 1 Pau.

RoofT) to sublet D^^r24^j^;r^li05~00
ont. Manor inc heat^ Tracy 253-5845
2 bedroom Southwood^
p^icejiegotiable256-6739

tT<lVn '" 2 b^d^nTl^^U^SgJi^^-Vill
bus $135 Dec 15 or Jan 1 665-7503 eve

^;'^^^^;^^^^^]^^
Dec 21 - Jan 26 spacious 3 br 1 mile UMass
on bus rt rent negotiable C all 549-6508

TRAVEL

Apt January

fK"^nJ^'^^^'-
"^° FI-ORIDA Drive cars

lo ,c
^ovt licensed agency. Good thru

Jan 15 call before Dec 19 Doug at 546 8704

TYPING

Free-Lance Typing and resume writing
Top skills, fast service, reasonable rates
Amherst 549-0518

Fast, accurate, low-cost typing and
word processing of reports, resumes, let-
ters, etc. Same or next day service in rriany
cases. TYPE RITE, 321 R Main Street
Amherst 253-5111

USED AUTO PARTS
Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Monday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2

'

Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-07 1

Insect Collections to rent or buy call

Want to lease or sublet house or apt on
bus route for spring semester 546-5389
546 6346 546-5402

WANTED TO RENT
Need Desperately 2 bedrm apt Jan spring
semester will sublet 549 4876 546 5399
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CoMioic Attractions
Sl('()fit'n Miifptiv 1

Homosexuality remains a subject huh
grata. p:ven though homosexuality has
t)een frradually vacating tin- cN.sel during
the past twenty yi-ars, the door still re-
mains close(J, and conse<^uently
misunderst()o«l, to many Americans. The
reason is dui- primarily to minimal media
coverage, most notably [»y television and
films. Homosexuality. othtT than the usual
lisping fagKot. and ra^nnu bull dvke
stereotypes, just isn't explorer! in any
def)th, k't alone realistically.

With tfie exce|»tion of the critically ac-

claimed and hi^rhly emotional TV-movit- of
a decade ajjo (hani to hvelieve it's been that
lon^). Thai Certain Sammrr. which
featured Hal Holbrook as a homosexual
father who had to inform fiis .s(»n of his fet'l-

injrs. genuine ^ay life has U-en i^rnored in

the visual arts.

A few years ajjo film director William
Frie(Jkin attempte<l to examine a minute
outfrin^t' of the ^'ay community, the
leather and liotidaKe S&M crow (J, " in his
otherwise con.>^ervative cop film ('ruisin(j.

All Friedkin mana^^-d to accomplish was to
form the ne^rative impression that many
Kays were [lart of such a lifestyle when, in

fact, few are. I'm sure the film's attitu<les
were adopted l)y more ttian just a few
film>;oers.

That was t[)en. VN'hat of h«imosexuals in

the visual arts t(K!ay'.'

One wr)uld think that with the current
state of neo-const-rvatism saturating the
country there would be a (lelilnTatinK ef-

fect upon the |)urtrayal of ^ay -life. Hut in

stead of U'comin^' tompleteiy talMX), the
opfKisite. |»erhaps as a backlash to this con-
servatisn). is occurring;. Homo.^exuality is

Hndinjr its place on the screen.
Aside fn.ni Tony Kandall's sensitive l.iit

otherwi.se restricted j.ortrayal of a middle-
si^ed ^ay in .NBC-TV's Lurt; Si<hirtf, televi-
sion is currently bereft of shows revolving
around a homosexual lead.

There is a ^ood po.ssibility however, due
to the increasing amount of cable produc-
tions, ttiat this will chanjre. Cable offers
fewer re>,njlati<ins and less a<lvertisers (who
incidentally have U'vu bowin^r to the dic-
tates of the Coalition For Better Televi
sion. a bihle-hearin^r arm of the Moral Ma-

,

jority which condemn any shows they deem
offensive).

On the other hand, there are two films
waiting in the win^s which (leal with
homosexuality. One is in limited relea.^^el

now. the other is nearin^ completion and-
.should k' relea.-;ed in the cominjf year.

The former. Ta.n Ziiih Kla (Taxi to the
•John), is an inde|H'ndent film written,
directed, afid .starring Frank Ki|t[)loh as a
Berlin .secondary .school teacher involved in
the city's honio.sexual ni^rht life. F'artly
autohio^rraphical. Ta.n deals with the pro-
LjiKoni.st's everyday life and disinte^rratinK
relationship with his lover. Kef)orte<ily very
well made. Taj-i is currently playirij: the
art-house theatre circuit.

The other film is a bit more mainstream
since it is a Hollywood offering. Kntitled
I'arttiia-s. the film concerns the friendship
f)etween a straight cop. Kyan O'Neal, and a
Kay cof). .John Hurt (the junkie in Muluafhl
/•;.r/;/T.s.s and the lead in Thr h'l>/,hant Man).

As stated innun.erahle times before; the
arts reflect, and are reflected by. .society.

HofK'fully these films will facilitate the
awareness of homosexuality as an accepted
part of society atxl will ^et other film
makers to do the .smie.

PRECISION

Our stylists are featuring FREE
professional consultations for
men and women.
Let us help you select a hairstyle that's
perfect for you!

Featuring

Special Effects, Coloring, Design Perms, Facials,

Manicures, Braiding - All at comparable prices.

i"
ArfFoT 1

j
$7.00 I

I

with this coupon only '

I

FIRST - A professional consultation
[

I SECOND - A precision style cut selected individually I

I

just for you
j

LT^i'lR_"_?iiL?Iy|if2fJ^J['_f^w you how to take care of your hair
|

[

With personal style cut, shampoo,~d~bk)w'd^^ $'l0.5b~lon'^'h^r'1
^slightly more_-j^Mhis_couponjDnly. _Limited to_new_customers only . |

Stylai byDeboraH I * n
65 University Drive
Amherst. MA
549-5610

please call for an appointment

62 Main Street
Easthampton, MA

527-2411

Southern Comfort
is for a thinking viewer
Southern Comfort - directed hy Walter
Hill and Starring Keith Carra'dine and
Powers Hoath.

By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

The MIH-Al rifle is the sUindard -^'eapon
of the American soldier. (Jas operated, air
cooled and magazine fed, it can U' fired in
the semi or fully automatic mode. Made
{)rimarily of steel and plastic, it weighs
roughly Ji-f) pounds and fires a roun(i of
r).5H millimeters. Its maximum effective
range (as far as you can aim at and hit
something) is 4f)0 meters. But once Hre.!,
the hullet can go on for miles. It will ruin
just ahout anything you fire it at hut it

clogs easily when exposed to too much dirt
or moisture. It should he cleaned and oiled
very often.

The reason why I mention this informa-
tion at all, is the fact that it describes the
perfect metaphor. The MlH like the com-
mon foot soldier (of any army) is damned
effective uncier optimum conditi<»ns. But
put into an alien environment and deprived
of ade(iuate leadership his reaction is often
shock, panic and impotence.

Walter Hill's new film. Southern Comfort
depicts this concept in a new and in-

teresting way. ks premise centers on a
nine men squad of National Guardsmen
and the unexpected hell that they en-
counter while on one of their monthly
outings in the Louisiana Bayous.

It seems that this intrepid little hand of
adventurers armed only with blank am-
munition, invaded the turf of the local in-

habitants and displayed a severe lack of
manners by borrowing a few canoes

without permission and tried to throw a
scare into the owners by firing a few blanks
at them. Unfortunately, the cajuns shot
backhand they didn't use blanks.

What happens next is history.
Like characters in an Agatha (-hri.stie

novel, the men of Bravo team drop one by
one, with their killers forever remaining
unseen, unexpected and unknown.
This is a go<Ml movie. Most everything

about it is slick and professional. The ac-
tors led by Keith Carradine and Powers
Boothe display an intensity not often
caught on film. And the l>ayou itself serves
as a f>erverse one-.setting backdrop that is

responsible for the film's surrealistic tone.

What this movie lacks however, as do all

of Hill's previous films (Hard Times, The
Driver, The Warriors and The Long
Riders) is background information, ex-
planations and judgements. There are no
simple solutions or answers in Hill movies
nor are there any subjective opinions or
easy depictions of go<»d and evil.

By putting characters in difficult or
unusual situations and letting things unfold
around them he defines his characters by
their actions (not their makeup or
costumes) and lets the audience fill in the
gaps with their imaginations.

This techni(jue is not always successful.
PV)r in the case of Southern Comfort some
of the characters are too confusing for even
the most imaginative viewer to relate to
and his stark and indecisive endings
sometimes leave viewers grumpy and
slightly disorientated. For they are forced
to think; not to cheer or applaud. But for
the thinking audience more is retained
from this offt)eat style and .syml)olism than
from thousands of rocket ships, snake pits,
flying carpets and men from kryf)tori.

\

RT. 9 EAST
Serving Amherst &- UMass

256-0253

EAST AMHERST

^EXACi

Beichertown Road

Tune-Up Brakes
Computer Balancing Tires

Alignment Exhaust
Across from Poor Richard's

Let the Sun in Sunoco
Warm your Winter Woes

253-9394

40 Beichertown Rd, Amherst

^ K
Auto Repairs

Motor Tune-Ups
Brakes - Lights - Ignition

Mufflers - Shocks

COLLEGE STREET

ARCO <>

260 College St, Amherst
253-3200

CCNTCn

"Your Full Service Tire Store"
Front End Specialist

Rt. 9, at Shumway,
Amherst

256-8365
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Gymwomen edged by UNH
Collegia h.

* Swimmers
By CHARISSE FEINERMAN
t'ollegian Correspondent

Curry Hicks Cage is not the only place where the ex
cilement is these days, just ask any one of the many wide
eyed spectators who packed Boyden Auxiliary Gym to
watch the third annual University of Massachu.setts
women s gymnastics invitational meet Friday night

rhe Minutcwomen hosted the University of New
Hampshire, the University «)f Khode Island, and the
University of Connecticut.

UNH finished in first place defendin|< ,heir title for the
third consecutive year, with a score of 135.5
Mussachu.setls came in second place with a total score of
i:};i75. UKl and UConn followed with .scores of 124.;W and
121.05 respectively.

Lucia Cancelmo from UNH was ihe high scorer in
vaulting, uneven partillel bars, and fl(x>r exercise. She
finished third in the balance beam behind UM co captain
Kathy Matthews, who earned a score of 9,3. Matthews"
performance caught the attention of the entire crowd, who
watched intently as she executed a near perfect per
lormance. Matthews achieved the highest score for a single
event, and teammate Karen Knapp, with a 9.1 on the
balance beam, earned the .second highest score for a single
event.

Matthews said she was nervous, admitting. "I was
nervous, but I was thinking about doing my routine right
like I do in practice. We looked really good for our first
meet, compared to how we did last year. I think we have
improved tremendously."
Other fine performances by the Minutewomcn include a

handspring with a full twist vault, executed by Jennifer
I'ancoast. earning her an 8.8. UM coach Virginia Evans
was pleased with Barbar Lords performance on the
balance beam, and Jennifer Pancoast's and Jane
McCusker's performances in the floor exercise.
"An excellent performance, I was very pleased...a good

beginning," said Evans. "All we need is to get the uneven
parallel bars, UM's lowest scoring event, in better shape."

continued Jrom page hi

,.
Chiefs won

iirsi and second place in ifie one meter diving event and
took the 200 yard butterfly in 2:03.71. Chris Clarke and
Minutoli l<H)k second and third for the Minutemen who
si ill Utd 34 27.

UMass roared out again, taking fir.st and second in the
next two events. UM co captain Tom Dundon won the 100
yard freestyle in 19.1«i M-conds, with Porter coming in
second m 49.78; McDonough and John Mulvanev churned
their way to a 1 2 finish in iht- 2()0-yard backstroke.

With UMa.ss taking second and (hird in the 500 yard
lre»-slylc (McNeil in 5:08.78. two seconds f)ehind the'
winning lime, and Allen in 5:13,35). the Minutemen look a
54 34 lead into the final three events.

But Lowell came l)ack again. The Chiefs' Matt Carroll
and Peter lilood overwh<lined UMass" Hob Davis in the 3
tneler diving event, while Lowell finished one-two in the
200 yard breasl stroke. Willi the 400-yard freestyle relay
coming up, UMa.ss had a 56-50 lead; the .seven points that
came with that victory would mean a one point loss for
UMass or an easy win.

Th<> team of Porter, Allen. Dundon and Spellman came
through for UMass. pulling away from aU competitors
early to win with a time of 3:19.35.

"It was a much better meet than Tufts," said Yarworth
"everyone did well."

The Minutemen play host to Springfield College Friday
at the Hoyden pool with a 4 p.m. start.

IKT m.w.i ., . w
« <illr|ti»n ph..l.. b. Kiik XiilduM

IN THE BALANCE - UMass sophomore gvm-
nast Kathy Matthews performs on the balance
beam in Friday's UMass Invitational meet held at
Boyden Auxiliary Gvm.

* Wrestling
continued from page 16

Kigoglioso says he hopes to be an asset to the team his
last sem<'ster here.

"1 would like to be a stabilizing factor on the team. Also
I d like to use my knowledge and experience to help this
young team," Kigoglioso said. "If the guys need help, I'm
here, because Ive been around, and I know what it's like."

UM head coach Rick Freitas is certain Kigoglioso is an
asset to the team.

"He's been awesome this year. He's been a great team
leader, besides winning all his matches," FreiUs said
When people get down, he gets them going. He's helped
me and given me insights to the wrestlers."

Former teammate, friend, and now assisUnt UM coach
Bill McQuaide feels Kigoglioso is the backbone of the team,

lies (Kigoglioso) our best wrestler. He's done
everything there is to do for the team," McQuaide said
"He s organb.ed fundraising, football program sales, and
organized the concert security program."

"He's done everything except win the New Englands,
and that's due to injuries. In three years he has missed at
least a month of wrestling each season. It's the kind of
sport where you can't miss a day. Most guys would have
quit, " McQuaide said.

Another former teammate, and present UM coach, Mike
Carroll, said. "He's (Kigoglioso) a good leader, always
enthusiastic. He excels at sports and in his studies."

Carroll summed it up when he said: "I hate to see
Riggles (Kigoglioso) go."

LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
Why not take the opportunity to rtudy in London?

f1udim/o?^.°L*"''/'"'
""^ "'""'* "•^"»«"« '" Central London forsiLoents oi the social sciences.

Junior year Postgraduate Diplonvs
One-year Master's degrees Research

Subjects include Accounting and Finance, Actuarial Science Anthro-

C°J^Z'I""n'**
^""*'"' Eponometncs, Econorriics, Economic History,Geography, Governm.,nt, Industrial Relations, International History

Application blanks from:
AdmiKiont Directorate, LS.E., Houghton StreM

London WC2A 2AE, England"—*• «fte whether juniof year or poitgraduate.

Located in the Campus Center

University
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Player Profile >v
By NANCY G()NTB:R
Collejfian Staff

Charlie Rigoglioso has been wrestling ever since he can
remember. He is one of eight brothers, seven of whom
wrestle.

'"We had wrestling matches in the living room all the

!.'w.v.'.....^'.*?.'*^'
'***'" *'^'*^- "^^ canit' P'of^t' to knocking down a

^:^^.:.^^v.^..::.^:.^^:.^v.^;..::^:::..::;.y.:.:.;.^.y..:::^^

*7 want to be a stabilizing injluence an
this team and help out the younger
yyrestlers.../' Rigoglios'o says.

couple of walls, but my mother always won those mat
ches."

Kigoglioso, a native of (larfiojd. N. J., started competingm his treshman year of high school. In his sophomore year
his record was 12 3. by his junior year, he had progressed
to a L'7 4 record and was district. Region 1. and Hergen
( ounty Champion.

In his senior year, he improved his record even more
bruigmg it to :H) \. He also won the district, regional, and
county championships. He was seeded second in the .\ew
Jersey .State Tournament, but was up.set in the second
i-..und. He also .-aptained his team in his junior and senior CHAKLIK KI(;()(;LI()S()

Slafr (ihcilii hi Niinn (.onltT

years.

Rigoglioso came to UMass because he was attracted by
the wrestling program and by the University. He was
recruited by former VM coach Dave Amato. who coached
the team the first four years Itigoglioso was here. "I was
attracted by the school because UMass wrestled the top
schools in the East." Rigoglioso said.

In his freshman year. Rigoglioso was the runnerup in the
Division One New Knglands competition in the 142 lb.
weight class and accumulated a 15 5 record. -

In his sophomore year, he won the C.W. Post (N.Y.)
tournament, and, for the second year in a row. placed
second in the New Englands.
From then on. his career has been plagued with injuries.

In his junior year, he won the 1979 Albany 'Great Dane"
i()urnament. and at the next preseason tournament at
Ea.st Slroudsburg. I'enn.. he tore cartilage in his knee in
his first match, and required an operation. Consequently,
he was forced to sit out the rest of the sea.son.

Last year, Rigoglioso won the Trenton State (N.J.)
fM-eseason tournament, hut in his first dual meet match of
ihe season, against Boston University, he dislocated his
I'Ibow. forcing him to sit out six months. He again placed
second in the New Englands, this time at 1:34 lbs.

Rigoglioso is a chemistry major, and will graduate at the
end of this semester. He was recently accepted into dental
school and wants denti.stry to be his career.

Sports
>;->x:::!»ft%:x:

UMass swims to first win
liy MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Ru.ss Varworlh emerged from the
Boyden p«x)l a victim of a victory dunk,
happy that the team he coaches, the UMa.ss
men's swim team, notched its first victory
of the season, fia .50. over the University of
liowell. .Saturday.

Though winning six out of thirteen
events, the Minut men were never behind
in the overall lead, thanks to victories in
both the medley relay teams and m the
In estyle events.

U.VIass won the first event, the -4-l()0-vard
medley relay whc-n the team, led by Paul
McDonough and Brian Spellman came in
with a timeof;j:4'J.10.

In the 1000 yard freestyle, U.Mass Paul

•McNiel finished second, five seconds behind
the winning time of 10:30.2.5. .Micky
Minutoli got third place for i;Mass.

Ihe .Minulemen finished one two in the
200 yard freestyle, led by Chris Porters
lime of 1:.-)0.;W; Paul .McDonough finished
two seconds behind Porter to help trive
C-Massal9 61ead.

Massachusetts continued to pile on the
poHils. Spellman took the 50 yard freestyle
m 21.97 seconds, while l^M's Hen Jurcik
finished third with a iim«- of 23.84. UMass
went into the 200 yard invdividual medlev
sport mg a 25 9 lead.

Jhen Lowell started io dose the gap.
After winning the medlev with a time of
2:05. 0,J (UMass- Tom Lowerv and Paul
Surreite finished .second and thirdi. the

UMass
BySUEfmiDGMAN
Collegian Staff

WEST POINT - Smce 197.J. the
University of Massachu.setts has not won a
gymnastics meet against Army at West
Point, and .Army continued its dominance at
homelhis pa.st weekend, taking a 244.4 lu
2:31.05 decision over the UM mens gym-
nastics team.

t:ompeting at the same time. Cortland
ivtate I'niversity if.pp^d Long Island
Umversity 221.85 to 212.20 in the dual
meet.

Against'Army. UM had trouble, taking
only (he horizontal bar with senior John
Nelson winning the event wiih a 9.4 score
Overall. UM pulled out a 40..55 ;}7.4 decision
on the horizontals.

The meet had a "peculiar start' according
to UM head coach Roy Johnson. When Bert
Mathie.son had completed his flcvir exercise
one judge Hashed a 7.5 score and the other
an 8.5. According to Johnson, the judges
must be within agreement of three tenths of

a point on each score. Alter ihe judges had
conferred, the high judge dropped his score
to 7.2.

".\rmy was g(jod, definitely the better
team ' said Johnson, "But I would hke lo
know why the judge dropped the score so
much."

I M senior Dave Buegler took the flix>r

exercises with a 9.2. followed by teammate
John Macurdy with a 9.05. But, Army
remained strong taking the floor exercises
overall 42.15 11.75.

\ .VI did not have any top finishers for the
remaining events although Macurdy took
fourth a 9.3 in vaulting and Bob Goulart
received the highest score for CM on the
parallel bars with an 8.05.
"We have a ways to go. but well improve

with a little extra effort and dedication,"
said John.son. "We've got a great bunch of
Kwys."

Massachu.setts is on the road again when
they iravj-l to Lowell Wedn«'sday for a 7
p.m. meet and then onto Syracuse
University on Saturday (1:30 p.m.), for
their last meet before int<>rsession.

Project DEEP offers courses
Looking for .something different this

Wintersession'.^ How about diving in the
Florida Keys and earning university
credit lor if.'

Project DEEP at U.Mass (Diving
Education Extension Program) is again
offering accredited courses to .southern
locations during Jauary. Their Sport
Diving Course, held Jan. 4 11 in Key Largo.
Fla.. gives novice divers a chance to get a
lot of experience over a short p<friod of
time, and is worth 2 credits in General
Physical Education.

(Jour.se Director this year will be Tom
Ryan. a.ssisted by Archie Moe, both NAUI
Instructors. From Jan. 4 17. DEEP will

^ a Coral Reef Biology Course at the same
.vion which is worth 2 Botany credits at

I Mass. Dr. Robert Barkman of Springfield
College will be responsible for scientific
course material with Dave Stillman in
charge of diving logistics.

Project DEEP courses are open to all
cerlilii'd divers, whether or not they are
University students. Anyone interested in
enrolling in a course who is not a certified
diver, should contact DEEP immediately to
arrange pre course training to permit
certification upon arrival in Florida.
An organizational meeting to arrange

rides and finalize course payments will be
hel<l in R(x>m 917 of the Campus Center on
Thursday, Dec. 10 at 7 a.m. For a detailed
course description, drop by the General
i'hys. Ed. office. Boyden 227 or call

I'roject DEKPai 584 045()

DOING IT i;i> IN STYLK - Several UMass ba^kX r^:;; ^ ^ ^the.r pleasure over Saturday's victory by trying to abscond Jith theneL They were unsuccessful as police forced them awav from their

SATURDAY'S BOX SCORE
UMa.ss

( 60) - Donald Russell 5-4-14. Ron Y<.ung H-0-I2. Craig Smith 3-4-10 Fd-

ToVrLs"2t"l4%I»''''*'"*^*'
Hamming 3-3-9. Horace Neysmith 2-0-4. Keith Whitt l-().2

DUQUESNE (.59) - Bruce Atkins 5-7-17. Rod Scott 5-2-12. Joey Meyers 4-2-10

W/i^s'l;!: 17:59
""""^ "^'"'^ '''• ^"'^' ^'^'"'" ''''• T^-^ ^^^-t f-o!2

HALFTIME Tie 31-31

ATTENDANCE 3.405
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Students appealed to

in battle with Donant

ITTKIAf 'Pr»IT<-'mno o ^ . .
•""•"irUn ph.1l.. b, Scot! Burke

I K A^
TOUCHES - Susan Feccia, a student Head of Residence inJohn Adams Upper dormitory in Southwest Residential Area places a

finishing decoration on her Christmas tree.

Threats continue for woman
UM Dolice invest! fffltp

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association set
up a Campus Center Concourse table
yesterday in an attempt to inform students
of issues involved in its latest battle with
the University administration.

Leaflets available to interested passers
by stated: "The students of the University
of Massachusetts have, for the past 5 years,
slowly developed a representational body iri

such matters of academic affairs.
University watchdogging, administration
hirings. and administrative decisions.

"

The leaflet also stated that stqdents
control $1.5 million of the Student
Activities trust Fund through allocation
and dishursal by the Undergraduate
student Senate. This right is recognized by

(UMass Senate) Speaker Ed
Lee said the main complaint
was with the job and not the per-
son.

the board of Trustees in the Trustee budget
Form Program .Statement.
Student leaders have said they feel fiscal

control and the amount of utilized student
input into policies and programs affecting
studi-m's lives has been threatened.
According to the leaflet, the adttiinistrators
responsible are Director of the Division of
Student Affairs Randy Donant and Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis D.
Madson.
The handout states: "Randy Donant is

threatening the existence of Recognized
Student Organization groups such as the
Student Center for Educational Research
and Advocacy, the Legal Services Office.
Union Program Council. Senate
Operations, Area Qpvernments. Collegian,
WMUA, Union Video Council and the
remaining SATF funded organizations.

'

SCERA is an organization which con

1

firmalive action regulations, or other,,
complaints a student may have.
The S(;A "provides many services

traditionally provided by campus ad-
ministration. (Thel fully or partially sup-
porti-d services (including those listed
above). ..provide' programs, enrichment and
cultural enrichnunt to the Amherst
Campus, " as slated in the Trustee Budget
Form

.

Actions and results of the reorganization
of the Division of Student .Activities by the
administration may have adverse effects,

ED LEE

By CAREN ORLICK
and SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

The woman who has recently reported
receiving a series of threats, has told the
police that she has received a number of
similar threats within the past 48 hours.
The first of these threats came Monday

afternoon, sources said, when a note was
left on the woman's door, saying, "I will

get even with you." The woman was
reportedly on her floor at the time, but was
not in her room. Police were notified, and
responded to the call.

The woman said that she also received a
phone call Monday night, during which she
was again threatened. The police were
notified, and reportedly responded im-
mediately to the call.

Police working on the case declined to
comment, saying only that the case is

"under investigation."

Director of University of Massachusetts
Department of Public Safety, Gerald
O'Neil said Monday, "We are quite con-
cerned for the woman's safety."
"We have increased patrols in the area of

the woman's dorm," O'Neil said, "and we
are watching her with close observation."
O'Neil said that the woman has been of-

fered another place to live to be "placed out
of danger." But the woman refused, say-
ing, "Since this person seems to know
where I am at all times^. he would surely
find out where I moved to, and then I

would be without the protection of my
friends in the dormitory."
Problems with the phone company in

regards to tracing calls had hampered the
mvestigation earlier, O'Neil said, but now
"we are doing everything* possible."
"We stand ready to help whenever possi-

ble." O'Neil said. "We are not slacking
off"

^

"I would just like them to find the guy,"
the woman said.

according to student leaders. One of the
primary concerns of the leader!? is Donant's

• job description as written by Madson
during the summer of 1980.

Students submitted a proposed job
description to the Vice Chancellor in July of
1980, and the final document included some
changes objected to by the students. The
original included the statement that the
director would work "cooperatively" with
students.

'Students will exercise joint supervision
over working with peers and students..."
and that the Student Activities Office
Budget would be prepared "in observance
of SGA timelines." so that it couU be in-

cluded in the budgeting process, since it

receives funding from the SGA. The final

description omitted the section on

:-:-:-:-3

RANDY DONANT
ducts research and makes recom
mendations to the student government
concerning issues, like financial aid.
educational policies, housing and campus
safety. The LSO provides legal advice and
free workshops to students on their legal
rights. It has also been empowered to sue
the University on behalf of the students in
cases of police brutality, breaches of af

The senate demanded the ter

mination of Donant 's contract
negotiations....(he) said he has
no intention of leaving.

cooperative supervision. altlli^gh ii

requires an "ability to work cooperatively
and accept directives in specific areas from
students." Observance of SGA timelines is

completely omitted.
Other discrepancies between document^

quoted by the students and . the ad*-

ministration include the Trustee approved
statement that "the remaining portion of
the fees (during budgeting) is allocated to
the Student Activities Division. " while a
policy review by Dr. Madson states that
after the Student Activities Office budget V!
established "the remaining revenues
available from the SATF are used to fund
other programs."
The senate demanded last Wednesday the

Continued on page 5
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Three hijacked jets jg^j^j^
jj|.-^^^^^

Three hijadted Venezuelan airliners carrying about 150
hostages landed in Cuba yesterday after flying around
Latin America for more than ^4 hours.
Meanwhile, a commandeered Libyan jetliner carrying

about 40 hostages crisscrossed the eastern Mediterranean
and landed m Beirut, witneses said.
A Venezuelan aW-line official in Caracas reported arrival

of he three planes fe Cuba, the Communist ruled island 90
miles off the Florida coast.

The Libyan jetliner, taken over by Moslems to dramatize
the disappearance of their religious leader, was in radio
contact with the control tower in Larnaca. Cyprus
Keporters monitoring the conversations said the pilot
radioed he had only two hours' fuel left after being refused
landing permission by Cyprus. Lebanon. Syria and Iran.
1 he plane then landed in Beirut according to witnesses
Ihe hijackers of the Venezuelan airliners released about

40 more passengers in Honduras and Guatemala and took
otf with an estimated total of 150 pwplo aboard. The two
DC 9s en route from Tegucigalpa. Honduras, and a Boeing
727 Irom Guatemala City arrived in Panama this morning,
then look off again.

Nationality, number and goal of the hijackers still was
unclear more than 24 hours after they commandeered the
three planes Monday in a coordinated operation during
domestic flights over Venezuela.

Conflicting reports said they were Venezuelans
demanding $10 million and the release of 12 prisoners in
Venezuela. Salvadoran leftists of Puerto Rican nationalists
demanding independence for their island from the United
States.

Alter the hijacking, one of the planes made a brief stop
on the island of Aruba. off the Venezuelan coast, where 22
of the hostages were freed. Then all three met at
Barranquilla. Colombia, where they remained 10 hours and

67 more passengers were released.

Monday night the two DC 9s flew to Tegucigalpa, the
Honduran capital, and the Boeing 727 went to Guatemala
('ity. After nightlong negotiations, the hijackers ex
changed 20 hostages in each capital for food and fuel, and
they took off early t his morning.
The fourth plane, a Libyan Boeing 727. landed in Rome

today then took off again with more than 40 people aboard
alter spending six hours in Beirut and three in Athens,
Libyan officials put the number of hostages aboard at 40,
including 32 passengers and eight crew.
The airliner was commandeered over Italy Monday by

three U'banese supporters of Imam Moussa Sadr. the
leader of the Shiile Moslem sect in Lebanon who d'isap
peared after a state visit to Libya in August 1978. The
Lebanese Shiites charge that Col. Moammar Khadafy. the
Libyan leader, is holding him prisoner, but the Libyans
said he left Tripoli by plane for Rome.

Walesa assailed by Polish army newspaper
^W, Poland (API — PolanH.. armv „«..,.,,„

—

.... .... ' ^WARSAW, Poland (AP) - Poland s armv newspaper
yesterday called Solidarity leader Lech Walesa a liar and
provacateur leading a group of madmen toward civU war
Meanwhile. 50.000 students ended college sit-ins at the
urgmg of the Catholic primate. Archbishop Jozef Giemp
but 50,000 others stayed on strike.
The attack on Walesa in the army newspaper Zolnier?
Wolnosci followed publication of his statement at a meeting
in Radom last Thursday that a confrontation betweeen the
Communist government and the independent union was
"inevitable." The Communist Party media Monday accusedW alesa of urging overthrow of the government.
"By his behavior he has shown he is a great liar and

provocateur," the army paper said, adding. Now the
threat of civil war hangs over Poland and those madmen
who want to unleash it are putting their ambitions and
interests above the fate of the community.

It is high lime that every Polish citizen realizes towards
what tragedy the Solidarity leadership is driving the
country.. .It marks the beginning of an open struggle to
abolish .socialist rule."

The Soviey news agency Tass said "slandering the parly's
soi-ial and economic policy" was the goal of Solidarity
launched 16 months ago as the first union free of Com-
muni.sl Party control in the Soviet bloc.
Solidarity's Warsaw branch said, "It is not the union that

wants confrontation, but the .stand of the authorities is
such that we must .say it is the authorities who are pressing
lor a confrontation." *

Solidarilys national press spokesman, Marek Brunne
declared otlicial comment on the worsening situation and
cautioned that much of what was .'.aid during the Radom
meeting was "spontaneous, not though over and iusl
voices in a discussion."

Digest
By the AssociaW Press

US taxes USSR
with forging papers
WASHINGTON - The State Department outlined

yesterday alleged efforts by the Soviet Union and other
anti-American elements to undercut U.S. foreign policy
through dissemination of forged documents.

U.S. officials said a number of false documents have
surfaced in recent years, including one which purported to
present secret American plans to blow up Western Europe
with nuclear weapons in the event of war.

The officials, who briefed reporters on the condition they
not be identified, said the Soviet Union clearly was behind
some of these efforts but the origin of others could not be
established.

They said that over the past year and a half, the forgery
outlming alleged American war plans has appeared in
Great Britain. The Netherlands. Spain. Norway. Belgium
Denmark. Malta and Greece. In some cases, the document
surfaced more than once. The forgery has appeared in
newspaper and magazine articles and in the hands of anti-
nuclear groups, the officials said.

Reagan backs off

on deficit forecast
WASHINGTON (AP. - Faced with record smashing

delicits that could top $100 billion a year, the Reagan
administration now says it can live with a torrent of red ink
without reversing its strategy against inflation and high
interest rates.

In a turnaround from President Reagan's longstanding
assertion that deficits are a cause of intlation. senior White
House economic advisers sought Tuesdav to downplay that
relationship. One member of the Council of Economic
Advisers. William A. Niskanen. suggested- the connection
IS virtually nonexistent.

Correction
A story on page three of yesterday's Collegian in-

correctly reported that Joseph G. McDonagh was con
vicled last October of assault and battery on former UMass
??n^

olf'<'ers David Williamson and Steven Draghetti^

xxru^^^
^as actually found guilty of assault and batteryon Williamson only. "^

AH Lasirrphniii

WALESA UNDER PRESS ATTACK - Poland's
army newspaper yesterday called Solidarity
leader Lech Walesa a liar and accused him of
leading a group of madmen toward civil war.
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Governors
Program
Council

presents

A Pre-Finals

COMEDY NITE
at the

Bluewall
with the Improvisational/

Comedy Team of

Abrams and Anderson
They will transform your

suggestions into zany comic skits

You could use a few laughs

FREE ADMISSION
Also, a brass quartet will perform holiday
music in the Student Union Lobby at noon-

ne. Catch the holiday spirit.
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Regents meet
for 25 minutes
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Suff

The Board of Regents, the governing body for all public
colleges and universities in Massachusetts, approved
various academic programs and appointments yesterday in
a meeting that lasted 25 minutes.

"I find it a bit incredible that so many complex issues can
be solved in so little time," said Dr. John Moon, faculty
union president at Boston State College.
The Regents, who met for three hours in a closed session

prior to the public meeting, convened at about 1:45 p.m.
and adjourned at 2:15 p.m. The meeting was scheduled to
begin at 2 p.m.
A Regents task force made a recommendation against the
merger of Massachusetts Bay Community College with
Framingham State College. The Regents also voted to
change the date for dissolving the Boston State College
Board of Trustees from January 1 to January 4 to coincide
with the beginning of the second semester. Both decisions
were announced last month and officially voted on by the
board yesterday.
The Regents approved a Master's Degree program in

Public Health at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst.
"The program is designed for people presently working in

the public health field to enhance their skills." said Dr
Robert Gage, acting director of the Public Health Division
UMass Amherst Professor David George, from the

Institute of governmental Services was named as the
acting president of Greenfield Community College.
In other business. Regents" chairman James Martin

thanked Regent An Wang, founder of Wang Laboratories
for donatmg a word processor to the Board of Regents
office.

'^

Regent David Beaubien asked to be removed from the
Springfield Area Task Force because of time constraints.
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Reviewing the Reg
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

In their short 18 month history the Board of Regents has
experienced events, self inflicted and otherwise, that have
eliminated their credibility and legitimacy in dealing with
legislators, students, faculty, administrators and even the
Governor, all of whom decides the fate of pubhc higher

News Analysis

decision making process and point to the last public
hearing concerning the UMass Boston State situation to
which no Regents showed up as evidence.

education in this state.

CHtics of the Regents, a list too long to
name, contend that the business and private
college make-up of the board members
absents the political savvy needed to lead the I

system in a state known for its "old boy"
style of government.

•..l.'.l.'.-.'.l I I . J n

Illegitimately conceived through a budget process
which excluded public input and scrutiny, the Board of
Regents among other things have been publicly rebuffed
and embarrassed by the House of Representatives for
attempting to gain budgetary control of public higher
education; selected a Chancellor who was a member of the
t-hancellors selection committee; passed the state's
largest tuition increase after promising students the in
crease would be half of what was passed attempted to
merge UMass-Boston and Boston State College in three
weeks; failed to implement a promised $1.4 mUlion dollar
tuition waiver plan for financially needy students; and
recommended an additional $5 million system wide budget
cut while Boston State ahd UMass Boston suffered a $6
million budget cut.

Critics of the Regents, a list too long to name, contend
that the business and private college make up of the board
members absents the political savvy needed to lead the
system in a state known for its 'old boy " style of gover-
nment. Nor do the Regents, guided by Chancellor of
Higher Education John Duff, encourage public input in the

In fairness, the Regents' budget appropriation by the
legislature seriously cripples their operation. They have a

l^ol }J
'""^''"^ members overseeing the spending of

Sn J!!
" *^ ^° campuses with 50,000 employees and

^50.000 students. In addition, the way in which the
Regents were created inhibited their legitimacy before any
Regent was appointed.

...the Regents' budget appropHation by
the (state) legislature seriously cripples
their operation.

The Regents contend that if they are given thenecessary staff resources and more time to gain ex
perience. they will maximize the limited resources to serve
t he consumers of public higher education.

Critics say it's too late. The system should cut its lossesand eliminate the Regents. The two sides wiU come to ahead next spring when the legislature reviews the creation
of the Board of Regents.

Judiciary referendum ruling sparks debateBy JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

A tribunal of University Judiciary judges ruled last
night to invahdate an order which called for the scheduling
of another referendum election this semester to decide the
proposed increase in Student Activities Tax Fund.
The ruling to hold another election was made by the

tribunal when it decided an earlier case which invalidated a
previous referendum.
The previous referendum was invalidated after charges

were made that SATF funds were spent illegally to ad-
vertise the election.

After heated debate over the authority of the judiciary
and over procedural matters involved in the case the
tribunal decided to suspend its earlier order and to 'seek
professional legal advise on the range of the judiciary's
authority. •'

The tribunal also decided to lift a freeze it put on the
payroll of Murphy and Senate Speaker Ed Lee.
"Suspension of pay is tantamount to a contempt

citation. Murphy said.
v-uuit^mfii

The tribunal froze Murphy's Student Government
payroll when he failed to attend a hearing that was called
after he refused to hold the referendum.

The tribunal instructed James Murphy, chair of the
Undergraduate Student Senate Governmental Affairs
committee, to hold another referendum with in 20 days of
the issuance of its ruling.

Murphy said the tribunal did not have the authority to
order such an election, and declined to hold it.

"All you have the authority to rule on is what's broughtm front of you." Murphy told the tribunal yesterday.
Student Attorney General Lisa Ziebel said that the

election itsdf "was never an issue in the case."
Ziebel said the original case dealt only with the question

of a possible Ulegal allocation of funds spent on the election.g^
"'"^^'"'"'^ "'*=«<" a»ocauon 01 lunds spent on the electioi

(xraduate senate endorses ^Friends of Education' chanter
By BILL WALL ^ M.m,%j%,^ ^^m.By BILL WALL
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate (GSS) of the University of
Massachusetts almost unanimously, with one abstention,
passed a resolution last night endorsing a broad based
organizing effort to establish ^Friends of Education
chapter on the Amherst campus.
The senators heard from Frank Olbris. general secretary

to the University Staff Association and a member of the
Board of Directors of the Massachusetts Teachers
Association, who explained the purpose of the Friends of
Education.

The Friends of Education is a statewide group of local
chapters which are built in the surrounding community
around the various state univerities and colleges to lobby
for the individual schools and higher education in general.

IIHimillllltllltiMINIIilllllillHililililNiiiitiitnililit'Wtiliiill

as outhned in a letter sent out October 2 by former
governor f^oster Furcolo. who is currently serving on the
Board of Regents for Higher Education in Massachusetts.
Olbris says he is looking for groups on campus to become

involved in the selection process for representatives for
the chapter, who are to come from community groups such
as the Elks or League of Women voters. Olbris told the
OSS that he thinks the selection "shouldn't be left up to the
Chancellor, but should be a broad based process" with help
from organizations such as the GSS.
The GSS also approved by a vote of 20 2 a recom-

mendation by the Finance Committee to provide an ad
ditional $1,000 to keep funded a staff position in the Off-
Campus Housing Office with a provision that a policy board
be created by next semester to review the management of
the office. Senate President Jack Delmond said that 'the

Collegian photos bv Scott Burke

DIRECT HIT - In the left photo,
Brenda Leonard, a resident of J.Q.A.
dormitory in Southwest Residential Area
gets hit by a snowball outside her dorm.

REVENGE - At right, Brenda gains
revenge on her attacker.

Finance Committee is reluctant to allocate the money but
there isn't much choice if we want the office to stay open
next semester."
Delmond said he had hoped the proposed policy board,

which would be staffed by representatives of aU concerned
groups on campus such as the Commuter collective, could
prevent further mid year problems.
The Graduate Senate was informed by Delmond that the

graduate program fee would rise to $65 a semester next
year and to $75 a semester after that from the present
level of $50 a semester. Delmond said "the fee itself isn't
unreasonable but I object to the raise without first con-
sulting the concerned parties. " The program fee is charged
to graduate students who wish to be considered active in
their respective graduate departments without taking
classes for credit, who have to write a thesis or prepare a
dissertation. '^ F««^a
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END OF THE SEMESTER UPDATE
Last Day of Classes Monday, December 14 Libraries

Final Exams
Final exams will beg'n at 8 a.m. on
Wednesday, December 16, and run through
Tuesday, December 22. The last exams
will benin at 4 p.m. that dav. Tuesday,
December 15 is a full readinn day, no
exams are scheduled for thatday. For
further information on the times and
Places of specific exams, call the Info-
rmation Data Bank, 545-155b.

Residence Halls

All students
halls by 6 p,

the last day

Telephones

Telephones will be shut off randomly,
by dorm, starting Tuesday, December 22.
It might be best to make important calls
before that day.

Mail

All mail received after the residence
halls close will be delivered to the
residence halls, and will NOT be for-
varded to home addresses.

must vacate the residence
m. , Tuesday, December 22,
of finals.

ANYSTUDENT IS

^ EUGIBUTO
numcmTE in the

The Goodell and University Tower Libraries
will be open Monday through Friday from 8
a.m. to 12 midnight through December 21.

On Tuesday, December 22, the last day of
exams, they will be open
6 p.m. On Saturdays and
will be onen from 10 a.

m

For further information regarding other
university library hours, call the Infor
mation Data Bank.

from 8 a.m. to

Sundays they
to 12 midnight

Dining Commons
The Dining Commons will be open as usual
during the final exam week. All Dining
Commons will be open for breakfast
and lunch on Tuesday, December during
their regular hours. Dinner will start
at the reoularly scheduled hours and will
run until 6:30 p.m. at Worcester and Hamp-
shire Commons, and until 7 p.m. at Franklin
and Berkshire Commons.

Bus Schedules
UMass buses will run on their present
schedules throuoh Tuesday, December 22.
They will begin running on Intersession
schedule Wednesday, December 23. Five
College and Northampton schedules will
differ during the exam period. For info-
rmation on these schedules, call the
Information Data Bank, 545-1555, or
the UMass Transit Office, 545-0056.

IDB ©\® TIPS

A Service of the Dean of Students Office

r Too Much Reading Getting

You Down?

Well maybe .t should Today, our knowledge is
exploding so fast that people who want to keepahead are actually falling behind There s simply toomuch to read Too much homework Too many
books too many reports and memos
What s the solution? Learn how to read faster and

better

You can do If too So far oyer i 000 000 other
people have done it People with different jobs dif
ferent IQ s, differnt .nterests, diiferent educations
btudents, businessmen housewives
These people have all taken a course developed

t)y Evelyn Wood, a promi-.ent educator They have
at least tripled then 'eadma soeed with equal or bet
te- •-D-iprehpns.or. Mos- hfl.e increased ' " .. >

rno'e Sorne increased i; !0 even 20 time-;
Think tor a moment what that i-cans
Ouf averape graduate can read the lypica! novel in•s^ thnr two houfs Thev :an rear :n,s ad m 20s-c-onas Thev can rear) dn entire issi-e of -,.,e m V,

minutes "^

They don t skip or skim either They read every
single word Nor do they use machines Instead
they let the material they re reading determine how
fast they read
And mark this well they actually understand

more and remember more they en/oy more than
when they read like you That s right. They unders
tarid more, they remember more They en|oy more

This IS the same course that ttiree Presidents have
had taught to their staffs The same one Senators
and Congressmen have taken and the sarr>e course
successfully completed by thousands of persons m
Boston and New England ove- tne past 20 years

It s si» weeks long 3 hour, a week with classes
held regularly in Bostor

, anu suburbs.
The lAP classes are tailored to ht the January

period The classes w.li meet twice weekly <of 3
weks, 3 hours eacn meeting

At a greatly reduced rate you wili recieve the
regular Reading Dynamics course and the nation
*vide return priyledges

Special Classes for

Independent Activities Period
January 5-21, 1981

Students from M.I.T., Wellesley & all Boston stuents from the
5-College Area

Classes at 380/402 Massachusetts Avenue
(3 minute walk from Student Center)

Outstanding Student and Faculty Group Rates
for information call 536-6380

Evelyn Wood READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
17 Arlington Street , Boston. Massachusetts

Continued from page 1

j^ .. tt'rmi nation of
Uonant s contract negotiations. Speaker Ed Lee said the
main complaint was with the job and not the person The
senate voted to have more input into a new job description
tor which Donant could reapply. Lee said.
Donant said Friday he had no intention of leaving

Members of the Senate said then it would be necessarv to
demand Donant leave rather than sign a continuation of his
contract on January 12. 1982. Donant agreed the job
description should be "rewritten under the auspices of the
students." as recalled in a memo to Donant from Senator
Mary Kay Vearin dated Dec. 7. As of yesterday. Donant.
had not responded to the memo.
The main conflict arising from Donant"s job description

concerns his signing the LSO's Directing Attorneys
Annual performance Review. The administration main
lams that the LSO Director is a state employee first, while
an attorney at the same time. Because of this, his ad- .

ministration supervisor is Donant. who must then sien his
APR. ^

However, as the LSO has the power to sue the
University. Donant is an adverse party, and according to
Supreme Judicial Court Rules." a lawyer shall not permit a
person who recommends, employs, or pays him to render
legal services for another to direct or regulate his
prolessional judgment in rendering legal services."
An APR filled out by the Chairperson of the Legal Ser-

vices Governing board at the time recommended Attorney
( harles J. DiMare much more highly than the one d<me b"v
Donant. Representatives of the LSO said they feel Donant
has insulticient data to make an evaluation.

iColiegif^Q 5

Associate Graphics
Manager

(iain experieiK-e and earn a little nxmev at the sani.
time. I he position •<[ r„ll,.,j,n„ Associate (Irapfi,-.
Manager is available lor Spring semester. The applua.M
mils! have paste lif.. ramera reproduction skills and the
willingness to work long, late hours.
For a|.(.lirati.ins and more information, see Marsfi;,

Hian.hi at the rn/h,,,.,,> iJraphics office k'tween I!am iiooM daily or call at r)4 ;')-;<.->( m».

' ' ' '"' '" :iHir"'ihv. .. li..,, . .,,,.., ..,,, .,,,,

Doonesbury
Brought to you 9y9rY6Qy

by Gorry Trudoou
ono th«

Mossochus#tts Doily ColUgion.

the^

University
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REPORTERS interested in writing for
the WOMEN'S DEPARTMENT of the Col-
legian next semester should attend a man-
datory staff meeting Thursday night at 7
p.m. in the Suffolk room of the Student
Union Building. Those who cannot attend
should see Kelly Rurke. Refreshments will
be served.

^ Tonight ^

A Holiday Party

with

JIM PLUNKETT

25c Deers
(Pub Mugs)

Good Luck to

Tom McLaughlin
and

his Minutemen

in the 81 - 82 season

^ 1-00 Cover Charge
with this Qd

Last Appearance this semester

3-

c
3
(Q
"I<
c

or
<o

X
c
3
(O

<
c
3-
O
X
c
3
(O

.99c Bar Drinks /-. n r^ • i tr i <
Call Drinks Kamakazies ^

On Campus dunng
Intersession ?

LOorces^y Dinin;^ Commons :

Ope^' lunch ^ d^Y^v^er meals
Movndat) — FridaLj

.

Sj^n-upJormegL plans :

^20 to AO ryiea\5 ^

Fronkiin Dining Cbmmon5>v\eal

Lunch: 11:30 am - 1:30 pm

H
3-

service

:

Dinner
4:30 pm - B:oo pm

> •» >/>,JlA t 3.J. X\ft$,.,
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Cops arrest man for pizza theft
University police arrested Keith A. Shilts. 18. of 209

Meld,m his dormitory room at about 8:30 p.m Sundav
night in connection with the assault and larceny cf a pi//a
delivery person early last Friday morning, police said

'"

Nhilts has l)een charged witli assault and hattery
assault and [)attery with a dangerous weapon, ancj
larceny, police saiii.

Shilts was the sec<.nd University student to l)e arrested
in connection with the incident which reporte.lly (.ccurred
at roughly 3:30 a.m. in the south stairwell of 'Field dor-
mitory, police said.

Police also arrested David Splaine. 18. of 20H Field dor-
mitory last Friday afternoon and charged him with assault
and t)attery and larceny.

Student arrested for vandalism
Two University of Massachusetts students were

arrested at 11:46 Monday night on charges of disturbing
the peace and damaging property, Amherst police said
yesterday.

Joseph M. Graham, 21, of North Branford, was charged
with two counts of willful and malicious damage for kicking
cars and for kicking in a fence, police said.

Victor M. Pizzotti. 20, of Amherst, was charged with
two counts of disturbing the peace and intimidating a
witness with threats, police said.

Candidate speaks on higher ed.
Lois Pines, a former state representative and currently

a candidate for lieutennant governor, will appear on
campus tomorrow to meet with faculty and staff of the
University.

Pines served as a state representative from" Newton
from 1972 to 1978 and as regional director of the Federal
Trade Commission from 1979 to 1981.

Students can study in Japan
An information session for University of Massachusetts

students interested in attending summer session at
Hokkaido University in Japan will be held at 4:30 p.m
Monday in the sixth floor lounge of Thompson Hall.
UMass students have the opportunity to attend the

school in Sapporo. Japan, from July .5 to 30. 1982 to study
the Japanese language, culture, industry, politics
economics, law, families and education.
The application deadline for the program is Feb. 1. More

information is available from Jacqueline.Mellen, director of
the Hokkaido program. International Programs Office 239
Whitmore Administration Building.

SASH looking for letters today
Today is "Write Your Chancellor Day." according to

Students Against Sexual Harassment^ (SASH). Form
letters, paper, and envelopes wUI be supplied at thei#' table
in the Campus Center (^oncourse for students to wrltie

Chancellor Koftler. informing him of tJie importanceTof
having a sexual harassment grievance procedure on
campus.

Sexual Hara.ssment occurs when an individual in
authority exercises or attempts to exerise that authority
and power to control, inlluence or affect* '^he academic
success or tuturc career of that student in. fxchange for
sexual lavors. ' •

In a letter addressed to the campus oommunity dateil
Sept.l Kolfler said he had asked Janet Rifkin. University
Dmbudsperson. to oversee the development of the
procedure which will "guarantee individuals the full rights
ol due pnH-ess protection and also protect the principles 6l
academic I reedom." '^

sesi

—

every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

CUT\C ^-^Tw..

UMass Favorite Pizza

SUPERIOR ItiiiiaA

NEXT TO THE
NORTH .AMHERST
POST OFFICE

10 & 16 INCH PIZZAS
ALL COMBINATIONS - LARGE & SMALL
DAILY n A.M TILL ?

HOT OVEN GRINOiRS
STEAK GRINDERS

SPAGHETTI - LASAGNA - RAV!OLI
MANICOTTI - STUfFED SHELLS

^-» GREEK SALAD

§ FAST. FREE DELIVERY
Starting at 5:00 pm
Sundays at 2:00 pm

Drivers Wanted - Must have own car

CJf 549.^26
17 B MONTAGUE RD.. AMHERST

i^cafnDus<-
certlcr
at u mass

Wednesday, December 9th

IMPROVISATIONAL
COMEDY

V J2

Take a Break and V

Vhave some Laughs ^^ ^
Free Admission

co-sponsored by GPC -^ .
^

Thursday, December 10th ^O
Hard Driving Rock with ^jJ

THE ALLIES P'"s. . Spedal Guests

ALL NIGHT HAPPY HOUR Free Admission

Friday, December 11th

BIJOU McCUE & THE MATINEES
Check them out at Happy Hour also $2.00 Admission

Saturday, December 12th THROUGH THE DOORS
-A tribute to JIM MORRISON AND

THE DOORS
' Valid ID and ABP stirker reauired to ourchase alrohcl

:leHe:|e9ic9|c:|e:|C9|ei^

i^*#*H«**3tc*:*c^3|c;icjiJ*;|c;|tJicj|c*:|6a|c***j|c#j|cj|cjiej|cjjc**j|tj|i^j|
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REQUIRED READING!
A SOUVENIR OF THE LAND WHERE YOU LIVE

SHORE LINE TRAVEL

Wednesday, December 9, 1981

Pr»s*nts

SPRING DREAK

LAUDERDALE

S259 (i)

Holiday Inn Oceonside

TOE GUARDIAN
OF TOE NEW WORLD

BY DORIS WACKERBARTH
A historical novel based on twenty years research of
early American Ufe and the mystery of *The Angel of Hadley"
-Major General Wm. Goffe, a judge of Charles the First, a
secret refugee in Hadley Massachusetts for eleven years.

"••; wonderfully instructive Our early history has a tendency
to leap from the landing of the PUgrims to the Battle of Bunker HUl
with little information about the years of development in

*' ''^°"'" SMITH COLLEGE ALUMNAE QUARTERLY
"Mystery and suspense a story for all ages "

SPRINGFIELD DAILY NEWS
-a colorful tapestry depicting life in the latter half of the

Seventeenth Century... a warm and poignant story "

_DAILYJiAMPSHIREGAZETTE
The University Store Broadside

Bigelows Jeffrey Amherst Bookshop

(2^5 (2)

Holiday Inn - walk to beach
next to "Playpen"

$i25*
Round Trip Motor Coach

Only

DEPARTING FROM AMHERST MARCH 19

H Lht H«tJri w^?**
^'"* ^*****' ^^^^^'^ Tronsportotlon • SevenHIght Hotel Accomodotlons • Room Toxes and Grotuities • Com-pllmentory Cocktolls upon orrlvol • Nightly Po„e, to Top NightClubs (worth $ 100) (Ploypen, Pete 6 Lennles G Studio 5 1)For Informotlon Coll: Amhors. Il.p,. MIchool Emmo 549-1200 4 pm - « pm

,», .. ,
A''y"»Abfom$on 549-6265 dpm-10pm- $hof» Lino Trovol 617-596-5600, 121 Drood it., Lynn. MA

* Plus 15% tox ond (•fvic*

ti,.

Consider the Nantucket Semester

• Live on Nantucket for the Spring Term.

e Take courses in culture, history, and ecology.

e Do research on your own project at the Foulger
Library, the Whaling Museum, or the UMass
Field Station.

e Earn a full semester's credit.

^•^»v

3^^*= «\e%-

For information, write by December 18 to:

Irving Bartleft, Director

American Civilization Program
University of Massachusetts at Boston
Harbor Campus
Boston. MA 02125

Collegian 9

EDITORIAL/QPTTVTTOM
Women must have recourse

Sexual harassment occurs when a personm power uses their position to make coer-
cive sexual advances towards others.
Students and employees alike are harassed
at the University of Massachusetts, yet
there is no formal sexual harassment
grievance procedure.

An estimated 10 to

20 percent of female
students have ex-

perienced sexual
harassment accor-

ding to a nation-wide

survey conducted by
the President's Na-
tional Advisory
Council in Women's
Education Programs
(NACWEP) during
the 1979-80
academic year. Yet
at most educational

institutions a
grievance procedure
is lacking, and
UMass is no excep-

tion.

Under Title IX of the Education Amend-
ments of 1972, sex discriminatin is pro-
hibited at institutions receiving federal aid.
UMass is in violation of this amendment
and legal action can be taken against the

University, as it has been against such
universities as Yale and UMass-Boston.
Students who are sexually harassed often

believe their complaints will not be taken
seriously. The fear that "it's my word
against hers or his" and "I'm just a stu-
dent" can inhibit reporting of the incident.

Sexual Harassment (SASH) has worked on
the problems of sexual harassment and has
attempted to get Chancellor Koffler to in-

stitute a formal sexual harassment
grievance procedure. The Chancellor has
yet to do so, although he finally appointed
Janet Rifkin, Ombudsperson, to coordinate

the effort of develop-
ing the procedure in

September.

An accessible, ef-

They are angry, humiliated and the ex-
perience can be devastating. Ignoring un-
wanted sexual attention seldom dissuades
the harasser from further attempts.
For over two years, Students Against

fective grievance
procedure is an
essential step in

fighting sexual
harassment. Women
and men must
organize and raise

public consciousness
about the issues and
confront the at-

titudes and realities

which permit sexual

harassment to con-

tinue. Sexual harass-

ment must not be
tolerated at UMass
or elsewhere.

Candidate speaks on higher ed. I i^CttCrS

Students can act today by writing the
Chancellor to demand immediate im-
plementation of an effective grievance pro-
cedure. SASH will have a table set up in the
concourse today to facilitate letter writing.

Lois Pme.s, a former state representative and currently
a candidate for lieutennant governor, will appear on cani-
pus tomorrow to meet with faculty and staff of the
university.

Pines served as a state representative from Newton
from 1972 to 1978 and as regional director of the Federal
Trade Commission from 1979 to 1981.
Pines will deliver an address on "The Role of Higher

Education in the Commonwealth" from 7 to 8 p m in
room 231 of Herter Hall.

icm sua
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Don't glaze the issue,

Donant should be fired
To the Editor:

Once, again, the Collegian, in its zeal to be a totally un-
biased reporter of events, has not clearly represented the
facts in its story about Student Activities Director. Randy
iJonant. As it has so many times this year when reporting
the various frictions between students and ad-
ministrators, the Collegian has improperly represented
the facts by taking at face value the statements of ad-
ministrators such as Mr. Donant. The facts in this case are
that Mr. Donant in the ten short months he has been here
has alienated almost all the students he works with. As the
administrator who should be most closely involved with
students, Mr. Donant should have a good working rela-
tionship with the Student Government Association, the
major programming groups and student co-ops. In fact, he
has repeatedly and clearly taken the side of the ad-
ministration against student wishes on issues of impor-
tance. Examples abound: he has unilaterally cancelled a
scheduled Grateful Dead concert this .semester and done
nothing as the Campus Center tries to squeeze the co-ops
out of existence. For those reasons, and many more, the
Student Senate demanded his resignation.

Another point about Mr. Donant's philosophy is deserv-
ing of criticism. He claims to have "a commitment to all
the students." His job is to facilitate the programming and
business operations of the RSO groups. It is the unfor-
tunate truth that Donant would like to control those
operations and do those programs from the Student Ac-
tivities Office rather than have students in charge.
Although he steadfa.stly denies this fact, his actions belie
his words. In fact he has strengthened the program unit of
his office through a .series of policy changes and his Pro-
gram "Advisors" now do their own programming with
SATF money, which should be allocated to student groups
and services. Why should students pay to fund the Stu-
dent Activities Office (Mr. Donant receives $.32,000 per
year and Program Advisors receive about $1.5,000 per
year - that's a lot of programs and services) to do a job
students are willing and able to do themselves, often for
free. Mr. Donant's only "commitment" is to himself and

his bureaucratic power; he deserves to be fired.

Andrew (Gordon

Amherst

Women own their bodies
To the Editor:

The fact that such di.sproportionate parts of each of the
letters by J.T. Londergan (Dec. 7) and G.P. Ammons (Dec
4) were devoted to the grisly descriptions and inflam-
matory vocabulary so characteristic of the anti-
a(M)rtionists shows that they have done very little thinkine
for themselves.

Ammons suspects a woman of writing the editorial to
which he IS rebutting.. I do not know who wrote the
editorial, but I can't help thinking that a woman is a far
greater authority on her victimization than a couple of
"holier than thou" males. His analogies of abortion to the
concentration camps at Buchenwald and Dachau shows
just how little understanding and compassion he has for
what women must suffer.

Londergan is similarly misinformed. Why is it right to
bring about the grisly aspect of alx.rtion? It is only
pointless sen.sationalism and serves absolutely no purpose
Statements like "vilest of crimes" and" "murderer"

(Londergan) and "the pregnant woman who sponges off
public funds" (Ammons) are demeaning to all people for
clearly women are fifty percent of all of us.
This not having the right to decide what you can do with

your body is the extreme view of altK)rtion. Women own
their own bodies. It is not for me or vou to say; I would
even go so far as to say it is not even any of our business
what a woman does with her own body."

I suspect that life begins at conception, but are we to
assume liecause a woman is pregnant that she gave the
baby the right to use her lM)dy'/ No woman is morallv re-
quired to make larye sacrifices - of health and all oi' the
duties and commitments for nine months in order to keep
another person alive.

It is a woman's inalienable right to do with her body
whatever she desires, and I support that right.

David Hilton

Central
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE By M. Joyce

Continued from page A5

f" ^,'::T^T
grandparents). Always on th" lookoul
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"^*^"' '" "''''''• ^'^'•'y ^^"^ '^"ded upon thenovel Idea of cutting an album comprised entirely of son^swritten during the 1920s. 30s. 40s and 50s
^

Although occasionally falling flat, (which is odd for shedoesn look that way from the cover). Carly does havesome fun with Alex Wilders TU lie Around." (1942)

nuke Kllington s I Got it Bad and that Aint Good" (1941i
ShigNewtons

Joan Jett^^nd the Blackhearts
I Love Rocli and Roll (Boardwalk)

Joanie is one of the prettier new wavers around today and
perhaps one of the more talented. Unfortunately she
doesn t really have anything new to add to the fickle world
ol modern music.
With this album averaging only about 15 minutes of actual

music per side she seems to lack musical direction Still
her sound and lyrics probably wont make you throw upand the casual listener can have at least some fun with oneo her new songs: "Love is Pain" as well as Tommy James-
old reliable "Crimson and Clover." (It .seems that Tommy iscurrently experiencing a comeback in absentencia with

ZloZ.)
^P-n^^teen to Bill Murray singing

Appropriately added for the holiday season is Joanie'souful rendition ol the children's Chri.stmas classic 'TheLittle Drummer Boy." In it she sounds like the ViennaBoys (hoir gone punk.
Vienna

Give this one to your 16 year old new wave fans. 2 8 Fis

WMUA
10 am. Latin .Music and
News
with Concepto Latino

2 p.m The Drive to the
1990*8

with Jonathan Kanter
Progressive New Music

5:30 p.m. Newswatch

fi p.m Alternative Youth
Program Public Affairs

7p.m. UMass Basketball
vs. Northeastern

10 p.m. The Drive to the
1990*8

with Andrew Woolf

2 a.m. Rev. Pearson's
Overnight "Glory Road
Gospel Show"

WEATHER
Mass.. R.I.. Conn. -
Cloudy, windy and cold with
scattered snow flurries to-

day and tonight. Highs from
the mid 20s to the mid 30s.
Lows tonight in the* 20s.
Variable cloudiness, windy
and cold tomorrow. Highs
again from the mid 20s to
the mid 30s.

Read the other voice in this
Thursday's Collegian

DivisionofCoi^^
^ University of Massachusetts atAmherst

WINTER SESSION 1982

day thru Friday, from 1:30 1°:00 a m or ^2^ 3 m ' °"
^"r^'\''""^'y

^6. and meet daily, Mor,-

The following courses are schedllJed
'"' ^""'""'' ^""^^- °^ "V '«'«Phone: 545-3653

Collegian

Classifieds

reach ,

over

25,000 .

readers

daily!

ACCTG 1

ACCTG 2

ACCTG
ACCTG
ACCTG
ANTH

ANTH
ART
ART
ART
ART
ASTRON
BA 1

BA2
BOTANY
CHEM
COMSTU

COMSTU
COMSTU
ECON
EDUC H

Introduction to Accounting I EDUC H
Introduction to Accounting I

Introduction to Accounting II EDUC H
Business Applications of Computers
Federal Taxes EDUC 1-1

Introduction to Cultural

Anthropology

Food and Culture EDUC I -2

Basic Drawing

Architectural Drawing
Painting - Oils ENGL
Photography I ENGL
Exploring the Universe ENGL
Introduction to Business Computers FRENCH
Introduction to Business Computers FRENCH
Coral Reef Ecology FRENCH
Chemical Thermodynamics FRENCH
Introduction to Mass FSfrN
Communication GB FIN
Interpersonal Communication HIST
History o^ Rroddcasiing

Introduction to Microeconomics HIST
Mainstreametl Special Needs for HOM EC
Children in the Classroom HOM EC

Communications and the Special
Needs of Children

Professional Development for
Women
Teaching and Learning with Micro
Computers in Elementary and
Secondary Schools
Teaching and Learning with Micro
Computers in Elementary and
Secondary Schools
Expository Writing

Technical Writing

Creative Writing

Elementary French
Intermediate French
Intermediate Oral

Graduate Reading Course
Nutrition and People
Corporation Finance
Development of American
Civilization to 1876
Tibet - The Land of Snows
Product Analysis: Nontextile
Computer Applications in the Home

JS
LATIN

MATH

MGT1
MGT2
ME
MKTG
PHIL

PLSOIL
PLSOIL
PSYCH
PSYCH
PSYCH
PSYCH
RHET
RHET

SOCfOL
SOCIOL
SPAN
STATIS

Introduction to Reporting
Latin as a Basic Language

Algebra, Analytic Geometry and
Trigonometry

Principles of Management
Principles of Management
Thermodynamics I

Fundamentals of Marketing
Philosophocal Approaches to

Science

Horticultural Therapy Survey
Horticultural Therapy Clerkship
Elementary Psychology
Statistics in Psychology
Abnormal Psychology
Social Psychology
Rhetoric of Language and Writing
Language and Speakin-i: Public
Speaking

Social Problems
General Introduction to Sociology
Elementary Spanish I

Elementary Statistics -'

u u .; UMASS SKI CLUB
Thufs. 7:00

Hosbfouck -(04

Wednesday, December 9, 198 r

Newslines...

Winter fitness stressed
in new UHS program
A program on -'Focus on Fitness for Winter." conductedby fitness education coordinators of the University HealthServices, w.ll be held from 7 to 9:30 p.m. Thursday at theBangs Community Center in Amherst center

^

(J ^r T,
'^'" ^''^^"'*' « '^'^'t""' «n hasic fitness

lollowed by small group sessions in aerobic dance, runningand walkmg. sk. conditioning, weight training and yoga.

SAO reschedules film

workshop for Feb. 17
A workshop on booking films for student groups

ongina ly scheduled for 7 p.m. tonight, has been cancelled
due to the current bad weather.
A spokesperson for the Student Activities Office said

the workshop has l)een rescheduled for Feb 17

iCollegjan

.^•^
.''^.

IF YOU'RE LOOKIHG
FOR A VACATION. . .

SMUGGLERS

Jonuory 2-7, 7-12-12-17 ^^^^"ONS
S199 PER PERSON "'***'"' ^*^''"**

Wos 10% tox & $»rvlc» OERMUDA
•^

FLORIDAI

fo* further Info cootott
MIKCrUMN

IOTA Pottvfson

»4«1445
CotpiTT* T««vtl DfdfciHH

WocTf 0« '•<:(* I') 12* /too"ocTi o»f ••<: I»l/) I24/I

We've Cot TIic
LocATiow

do you Need Cash?
There IS an alternative,

check the

Manhan difference!

Clau Rings,

gold & silver in all forms

Manhan Precious Metals Exchange

312 King St.

Northampton

9:30 - 5:30 Mon • Sat

584-7000

Stockbridge School of Agriculture,

UMass
Presents: The Fifth Annual

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT DAY

9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Wednesday, February 17, 1982

in the CCA
Industrial Exhibits open all day
10 Seminars throughout the day
Theme: FUTURE HORIZONS OF

AGRICULTURE IN NEW ENGLAND
All Students Welcome!

More info to follow in the near future

Admission Free!

Textbook

Annex
Hours

Monday - Friday

9:00 am - 4:00 pm
WE ARE OPEIM

ALL SEMESTER

Textbook Annex
Physical Plant Building

1 Crabtrce 6 EvelynLONDON ^

% >^1

•Open M-F 9 5

Sat 11-4

*Wed nite until 8 PM
Located m the Campus Center,
University of IVIass

^r

Experience Christmas

with us.

Soaps, Toiletries

S- Comestibles

Made from natural herbs, fruits and flowers
in the countrysides of England and Europe.

71 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, Ma.

the

UnJversltLi

Store

Tbj/s, games, unusual gifts & unique

accessories for under $3.00.

A Store-full of Stockhg Sfuffers

Sundays 12-5 /Dcwntown Amhersf

?-ijj^^

GREAT GIFT IDEA
Mounted, Sealed
Framed or Plain
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Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Hignest Prices Paid
Also: Gold U Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25North Pleasant Street
_Amhers t Mon Fri 10 5:30 Sa» 10 2 256-0710

Collegian 1

<PRICE

CRYSTAL
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3

Human 7

Sexual
Response •
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OR KOV
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e
<
o
c

1st Keg Free

2-1 Drinks d-10

90c Schnopps Shot
(4.

Elevators ar

3

2M DHnk. 6 iT'^'E "OMPCRs - Fri. Dec. 11
o 90c Schnapps Shot Valentines G Fontini Bros

" Rt 9 Amherst/HQdl«y Line

$ 3.

16 & over welcorried

o

o
c

O
o
3
n

o «. ^
.—w .--/^ u.„«. lovover weicorried Ooen until 7 Am Fri r, ^a* *
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TEXTBOOK ANNEX

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
DECEMBER 14 THRU 19

MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 21 THRU 23

9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

REQUIRED
It might be a nuclear sub or a billion

dollar aircraft earner A' the NorfolK
Naval Shipyard, you can provide engi-
neering support fo' the maintenance
and testing of the most sophisticated
technology in the world, with hands-on
experience that will challenge your
personal creativity, stimulate and en-
hance your engineering knowledge, and
accord you a good measure of respon-
sibility on important projects

Our shipyard recruiter will be on campus on

December 10, 1981
A General Information Meeting will be held on

Dec 9, 7 8 o clock

. . . -i" foom 805 09 Campus Center
An E^iMi Opportunity Cmpteyw u.». t^rnvnanip ivqulnd.

Located in the Tidewater. Virginia
area, the shipyard is surrounded by a
vast array of recreational and cultural
activities Just minutes away, the resort
city of Virginia Beach hosts water activ-
ities of all types and descriptions Also,
the shipyard is just a short dnve from
the Blue Ridge Mountains with its spec-
tacular fall foliage and numerous
winter ski resorts

IWrs. SM. Peters
Code 170.3
Norfolk Naval Shipyard
Portsmouth, Virginia 23709
Call Collect: (804) 393-7340

A fine collection of hand cut strass
crystal, high lead content and
exquisite shapes project color and
form when hung in a window. A
perfect gift for your home;

fvNi
Downtown Amherst )

A Store-full of Stocking Stuffers

'PilotThe

pensyob >

naveiQhokl 1
onlo

twohondsT
-Rodney Dongeffield

"Get your claws off my
Pilot pen See. I don'f

get no respecti"

"eopie hove
c lunge' 'ci.

rpv Pi>oi f ine'iner be ">

couse iiev re oiways
'•S'l ng tO' lint DOiT Den
f^o' writes mrough corooni Ana
PiiQIcnargesoniy 79- for It

People gel ffiei' nonos on ii ond
torget It s my pen So ! don i get no respect' 1 dor- • tioKe ou! ony bette
witn rny Oiioi Roior Poinr n wnies whip-creom smoom
witn on extra fine line its meroi vpilor fieips Keep
ffie point Item going sguisr so people
love It For only 89= they

should Ouy ttieir own pen
ond show Sonne re-

spect lor my
property

jILOfl

fine pointmarkerpens
available at ^^^'^ ^°^^ '° ° ^''o' ''^^e irs their own

In ttie Campus Center, UniversJty of Maes.
the

University Store
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AUDIO

Speakers Scott 3 way 6 months old 5
year guarantee, 65w, $85 ea. Paul 6-9647

AUTO FOR SALE

TOCry Newport only $400. call*Alex pJease
549-5347

73 Mercury Comet $500. good cbndition
new starter, inspected. Paul 774-4236

68 Olds Cutlass Supreme $400 or BO call
6-7930

p Audi IDOLS very good condition, askino
$1300 call Steve H. 256-6171

74 Veg^Wagon AM/FM, PS, Auto- $700
oj^BO54M150

.

72 Datsun 6lO automatic, good transporta-
tion, gooa gas mileage 546-9334 Steve
keep trying *

1970 Volvo ^ood condition, 2 n^^nows
oLo^^«^..'^°^**

*^°"®' 900 00 negotiable call
253-9470 evenif>fls » i^

BEARDED SUNDERLAND GUY
Saw each other Sunday in the Doves
Nest & the laundry. \A/hat a beautiful smile'
I'm captivated & inuigued what's your
name? I'd like to meei^you. Am I too
bold?

Aug 115+ share large bdrm Feb 1 - Aug
az + call Omar or Aswarth 253-9946

S'f^ lof^- ''°^'«'* Drawings.
Delap, 665-2972

Dennis

1975 Suzuki Gt-390 FULLY assesed 12000

549-/^7
^°°*^ condition $650 call Rick

^enderjtratocaster $400 665-2241 eves.
Whale plaques hand~^^;^^/eddaMr;;;;^t

SI 94n
^"^ '"<^oors - outdoors $15.00

Wh^Klaques hand carved dark walnut

S^94n ^"^ 'ndoors -outdoors $15.00

24 karat gold dipped leaf earrings $10 00
Great^ifts!_Call^^7339

»'»'•"""

1982 Olin Mk 7 ^96~ci1i7N^;;^rb^^^ruied

256-6W5"'^
^or $150. Call David at

BELLYGRAMSI

Delivered by experienltftd bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa bet-
ween 5 and 7. 549-1175

BINKLY'S

Have a Binkly and a beer today!!

Ms. Binkly all's in A<n love ya!!

Trash a Binkly feed it ludes.

BRUNETTE
At Engm. Social. We danced and kissed
You were in the bathroom and I lost mv
coat. Blondie 549-0306

_CAREER PLACEMENT REGISTRY
Seniors, don't let job opportunities pass
you by Have you registered witl> CPR7 |f
not, call toll-free 1-800-368-3093 for full

' details and entry data form.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS— — —fc

Boston Traders Sweater! - All styles' 4o

oS\-2, T^'^ ' ^^'^- 256-8775, St^,
253-7479, after 5t00

ELECTRONJC^EPAIRS
~

Calculators RadJ<^, Tape Deck7,
Stereos and Car Stereos.. Sound in MotionX6 No. Pleasant St, Amherst. Behind
Silverscape Designs, 253-9341.

Rossignol 156 DyTiimTi^s size seven
used once only 200 or best offer call
Christine 549-4922

amp $450 Elka keyboard-bass pedals $450
000-7672

Camera Equipment 5-1 auto zoom~tm)
speed etc Light, Case & Projector all in
original cartons $300 call Kevin665-2241

fpnln?"rK
°*""*" Drinking Steins ex

ceiient Chnstmas presents 533-5456 bet-ween 6-7

Student C^^^lrikSale Thur Dec 10 & Fri

UwSlass
"^ ^ ^"^ Munson Hall Annex

Jf^'^^lo?!^*"^ Guitar excellent co";;;
dition $190 Yamaha Amp 20W, loud $125
call Tom 253-2761

"*'^o,

Wome^TN^^e Hiking Boots sizeTvi
asking $70 Andrea 253-71 1

1

Couch bed, de^kTt^bi^omfy chair kit-
chen_th|ngsJ49-4352J)efore 10PM

^* Sl"5^Te
'^«^»^«'^^^^^^0^^^^^i^^^^

Il!l°hi"^K*S
Colorado! For sale single anddouble beds, desk, dresser ruos etc Call

W5:0087days^253-2048 eves
Nordica ski bo^^T^^^^^^^^^^i^—

;

Typhoon used 2 years Kurt 546-5401
$50

ENTERTAINMENT
•lAINULIDALE!! a^^diti^ to be held at
the Christian Coop Wed only 7:00 pm 10
Pleasant Ct For directions call 549-6563 Sat
in the Campus Center

"The Allies" See Tom Greeley, Ed Been
Crispin Wood, John Doucette and Wilber
P»Ck at the Bluewall Thursday Night!

_^_FiNALS, FINALS, FINALS'" '

FOUND
Programmable Calculator outside
Goess Monday afternoon 549-6543

GET LIT

Southwest! Get lit at the Holiday Fest
Thursday, Dec 10 4:00-12 midnite at the
Hampden Student Center

HELP WANTED

To help you get through th^ last stretch

SnVc^cTmf.^^i''
^"""^ ^° ^^ STUDENTNOTE SERyice>. Lecture notes available formany courses. 401 Student Union BIdq

De?16°aTi:|SI^
"°'"' '°' ^'" ^"^«^^«^ °"

FOR RENT
Own room in

Shari 665-2009
2 bdrm Northwood Call

2 bedrooms available in 4 bedroom house
in South Amherst on bus route $137. mo
wood stove call early morning of after 6 om
253-7225

One furnished room in Brittany Dec 23rd
- Jan 3 1 st male or female call 253-5941

Two bedroom apartment available CoT
onial Village from Dec 20 253-5904 253 25 1

5

NON SMOKER FEMALE.wanted to sh^e
2-bedroom apt on bus route. Belchertown
line. Ava ilable Jan, 1 call 266-6836 .

2 bedroom apt. in northwood. Room
for 3 persons, possibly four. $295/mo.and
elec for info ca ll 665 3627. ^

One room In '^sntrally located,
3-bedroom apt, male preferred $117/mo.
253-9717 James or Mark.

2 room studio apt Amherst Center 2 min
walk to campus Jan 1 or Feb 1 to Aug 31
$250 + 549 1269

2 bedrooms in house $190 -^ 15 min walk
to campus 549-4884

Share renovated bapn four bdrm,
fireplace, 50 yds from bus on NE St Call I

253-7048

Own room in 2 bedroom apt Dec^2^

The Collegian is looking for an in-
terested student for Assistant Business
Manager to begin Spring semester '82.
Business background a must. Applications
available until Dec. 7 in Collegian Office,

Student Union Gallery now accepting ap-
plications for Arts Administrator. Applica-
tions available at gallery, or send resume to
Student Union Gallery Box 386 Student
Unionjidg ., UMass, 01003 545-0792
Information on Alaskan and Overseas
Jobs. $20,000 to $50,000 per year possible
^^'iO2^-a014^Dept. 6501

Governess wanted for 2 older children
Room and board pvt bath. Nice house in
Northampton. Salary. Car a must. By Jan
10 until Feb 15 or longer. Should call for
more info 584-5077 around 5

HOLIDAY PARTY
Go Nuts, Go Funky ITheresa), Go Early
Go Late, But Go!! Southwest Holiday
Festival Thursday Dec 10 4 12 midnite at
the Hampden Student Center yahoo!'

LOST

Red folder in Curry Hicks
Please call 546-8182 if found

or vicinity.

Reward for lost knapsack €r Chem
notes calc No questions_asked. Call 6-5472
KITTY ALERT A gray and white malecat
with a white flea collar has escaped in the

•

Feanng St Allen St area (a couple of sts
towards town from SBA) There is a reward
leading towards h is arrest call 549-6550
Red duffel bag and Canon camera onPVTA c allJ65ji912

^

In mid-November between NE DC andOH guitar shaped inlaid stone pin sen-
timental value call Susan at 6-6879

Woolrich Jacket light grey at
Social. Call 549-0306 no questions.

Engin

Reward for return of pack missing from
Mikes Thurs night books, notes, calculator

desperately needed N
549-3833

o questions asked

Cgitj^hill. $10 reward! Call Tir? K

Swf Monday 12/7 AM w^^Tl^ri^

?"" V«af old Pioneer pair of soeaknr.
^S^i50^?!!f:sJ^alf^M^^

NEED CASH?
^~

Alwa^ Premium Pricesll Cla^~7i^
gold and SI yer in all forms. See the ManlSi

9 i am ^^o^'"® ^h '^'^"^P^" 584-7000
a.ju am - 5:30 pm M-Sat

IvTeED ROOMMATES THI5S iSPq
le
G?

Two males se^a room o77^^^,n anapartment in Amherst area for inrina
semester call Michael 549-6520 »

NICKIE IN 414

PERSONALS
Gail, with the long brown hair, I know your
name, how about your number. Your ad-
mirer from Goodell b Bartlett

Fred Flintstone!! Everybody on JA 3 asks-
Please grow up. Thanks, Mr. Slate

Student Note Service has notes for these

r^!!fo-,oo'T 100 Amy, Bot 100 Shapiro.
COINS 122, Com Stu 121, 150, 221 Econ
103ACD, Econ 104ABC, Econ 31

1'
FSN

101, 102, 130, Geol 103, HRTA 100, Mqt
301, Mkt301, Psych 100BCD, Psych 150A
UMass. Heart, Rainbow Shoelaces $1 50
Great idea for X-mas, Chanukka, B-daysWe deliver Pam 6-4774

For a good time see Bogey in African
Queen Fri Mahar Aud 7-9-1 1

Comedy Nite at the Bluewall Humor
when you need it most with the Improvisa-
tional/Comedy team of Abrams and Ander-
son. Take a study break and laugh FREE'
Also - catch the holiday spirit in the Student
Union Lobby with holiday music by a brass
quartet. Sponsored by Governors Program
Council

Hey #10,
"Will you marry me Bill"

Love Always, N
Bobby, Happy Twentieth! Now you're
legal but going down hill. Let's celebrate
anyway! Love, Amy

UMass Ski Club
10th Annual Bush Bash

Mandatory Meeting Thurs 7:00
Hasbrouck 134

BTI - You are the only one for me'! Just
can't wait till Jan 1st -for U and Geils

-

what a Christmas present love U forever
Nanci alias FUB
Women of 18th JQA - Thanx for project
help good luck on finals (BOG) k)ve Jan
(the smile)

New sisters of IGU: We finally made it! I

love you guys, you're the best. Love, Amy
Hey old officers of AXO, Thank you all
for all your dedication & caring. We love
you! Thanks AX
Judy, Your love, warmth, and friendship
prove just how very special you are. May
today and always bring you the perfect
happiness you truly deserve. Happy Birth-
day Doll. Love, Julio

Sue, Happy Birthday and disregard the
other personal because it is kind of mean.
Happy 19th you nice furry thing. Love Ran-
dy, your buddy

For Sale: 1 pair BOSE 601 Series 1

speakers $375.00 pair. Brand new condi-
tion. Call Val. 546-1415

LIN LOOK, Whatever you need, I can pro-
bably help you out with, cluck! Foiled
again? Love, Secret Santa

Coolidge Upper is sponsoring a
Christmas/Chanuka Gift Drive for needy
area teenagers. Old albums, books
posters, jewelry, clothes, etc. . are
desperately needed. Please contact Glenn
1712 Coolidge 546-8184

Used Equipment from Ski Snatch must
be picked up by Fri Dec 11 or it will be
donated to charity

April - Remember the good times together
and don't forget them. Perhaps in the
future. . Always Russ
Happy Birthday Fishbein, from Flatbush

Karen you weird woman it has been a fun
year and half good luck and congratulations
love Filomena •

Jour secret Sii^ir^^,^^;^^^;^^^^-;^^
Xmas Carol at the top of your lungs\
lounge tonite at 1 1 PM

Pam and Gary Lussier the Fred Astair and
Ginger Rogers of UMass thanks for your
help love Filomena

Ken you greenhorn in 818 UMPD has a
snowball with your fingerprints on it
beware S.S .

BUNNY Carols help spread EASTER
Cheer! Remember - EASTER'S on it's way.
Adina and Donna (MomI and Momll)
Have a Merry X-mas and a wild new year
Living with u guys made this semester the
best yet. Donna -good luck in the real
world. Deena -Hope u make it thru Stats
Love always Nanci

f.!^^".,.'^a/c«js How about dli^r tonite at
Fitzwilly s? JC
WENDY: IT'S TOO BAD you gotta FLYALL AROUND THE WORLD without IdoM
Careful of LONDON TRAFFIC DIDN'T WE
adXm-t^^^'^^ "^"^^ Scheming? BOY
^^P.^^ TOWN'S WEARING DISGUISES!
- MAR -

*^V*iy,
'^•®"an - if you can solve the un-

solubihty of the halting problem, you will
receive all the Demonte peas in a can your
ittle heart desires! Good luck and have a
terrific birthday Love, Shirley, Kit, and the
Beane

J Giorgio we like the way you fold your
arms

Welcome new inniates of Sigma Kappa
love Maxire and Chris

Merry Christmas'^d Happy HanukkaTTFo
the people on 2 short Thoreau House It has
been a hell of a semester. Let's try for a bet-
ter one next semester - In spite of the good-
byes "

Steven A. A good book will suffice til the
wee hours of the night! 12681

Bob S. Happy 10 month Anniversary a little
bit early! Good luck on finals! Love you My

^TnV..^^^^ ^®^® y°" ^°'"9 on the night

RIDE W
Albany/Oneonta area
12/12) 546-6622

'A^TED

Fri or Sat (12/11,

Ride to Central Fla after Dec 21, share ex-
penses, good driver, call Tom at 253-3187

ROOM WANTED
Need room Dec 27 - Jan 25 responsible
senior, easy U) get along with, Brahdywine
preferred. Erjfc 546-7965 •

Graduating ^enior needs a roomrin~a
house or apakment for Spring '82 Kb\
-May I'm lovJ-profile, adaptable, ' and
reliable Call 549-0694 right away

ROOMMATE WANTED
Roommate wanted start Jan to share
bedroom in 2 bedroonVapt 105 mo. + elec
call John 256-8454 afte\4

Roommate wanted ov^i bedroom in 2
bedroom Apt 137 + electric 256-8604
Two Male/Female roommates, wanted
to share Brittany Manor apt Jan .T to June
30 call Deb C 256-0358

Woman needed to share room in Squire
Village $84+ 665-4106 ^
Walk to campus own bedrooi;n in 4
°®^''oom apt. Lincoln Ave starting^^Feb 1

2 roommates to share bedroom. Apt. in
Sunderland on bus route 665^-7109

Female share Brittany Marior Apt^pr-
ing semester call 253-7663, 5-11 PM
Roommate wanted to share twobedroom apartment 110 a month includ'ee
everything Cliffside Apts 665-2156
Own room In Northwood llOf starting

cir^-it"-,^"
semester, summer optional

2 females to share\room in 2 bedroom
Colonial Village Apt: starting Feb. $90 -i-

utilities call Donna eve 253t73 13
Female raommat^ wanted for
wintersession to have 6wn room in Bran-
dywine. Rent negotiable ^-0425
Male wanted t^Tshare room in Brittany
Manor Apt froit) Dec 26 until June 105
month plus elec. heat free call 253-5706
Female wanted to share

, master
bedroom in 2 bedroom Townhouse on bus
rt in Sunderland 95-1- 549-1159

1 or 2 roommates needed house in Deer-
field $116/nx> + util call 774-4236
Responsible nonsmokinn female grad
student wanted. Own room in 3 bedroom
apt. $160-)- on bus rte N. Amherst 549-6823
Female to share bedroom in 2 bedroom
"[i^l^y Manor apartment 256-6379
Female for Southwood Apt $90vncludes
heat 253-9238 ...

One room in house avail immed % mile
to UMass on bus rt for info 584 1298

Wanted female to share bdrm in 2 bdrm
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guide for the holidays
By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

I usually hate

ILsts. Written bv

those bogus Christmas
. hacks, their function is

usually to convince the general public that if

they give a certain someone a certain
something, that person will think all the
better of him/her.
However, if you do have friends that

deserve a little gift in the $.5-$7 category, a
record is certainly better than a polyester
tie or a cheap bottle of perfume.
The following list contains records in all

three major categories: good, bad and ugly.
And I m sure that there is .something here
that will appeal to at least one person in
your life. Out of deference to the Valley
Advocate, and for my own personal con
venience, I'll rate with the following
system.
Four Fig Newtons - Excellent
Three !< ig Newtons - Pretty Good
Two Fig Newtons - Fair, Acceptable
One Fig Newton - Poor, wretched and
weak
The Seed — Not even a decent frisbee

Bruce Cockburn
Inner City Front (Millenium)

This record is by far the best of the
selection. Cockburns talents are used to
good effect here as he conveys many dif
ferent moods and styles through his music.

The title song and the best cut on the record
,

pays homage to a modern sort of cold war
hysteria. "Wanna Go Walking" toys with an
innoi-ent form of romanticism and "Broken
Wheel" is a stirring tribute to alienation.
Personally I find Cockburn memorable (as

1 do with certain others) becau.se he doesn't
lit into any one category. By listening to it

you are playing by his rules so you just have
to let it mold you — for you can't mold it.

On the whole, an excellent album by a hot
new folk jazz- rock musician. Four Fig
Newtons

Tangerine Dream
Exit (Electra)

This pre.stigious West German group just
doesn't set moods, it invents them. Not
content to conform to any sort of musical
pattern, Ihe^ are more sound makers than
musicians. Ihe best way to enjoy an album
such as this is to lie back and let it wash
over you. This album may take you high
into the clouds or down a flushing toilet
deep into a rushing sewer. No matter, the
important thing is that it will move you, and
fast. This is not an album for the tight, the
uptight, the stiff or the conventional. Give
it to your reformed acid head friends.
Three Fig Newtons

Carly Simon
Torch (Warren Brothers)

Of all these records, this one is probably

continued on page 10

Carly Simon has
20s. 30s. 40s and 50s.

'

just released Torch, a CDJIection of songs from the

apt Brandywine 100 ma includes heat call
Ann 549-4854

Female roommate wanted to share
bedroom in 2 bedroom apt Brandywine call
Ann 549-4854

Own bedroom
8:00 253 5435

$ 100 -t- /bus Mark after

Roommate wanted Puffton Villag^wn
room heat included Jan $125 549-0861- v

Female non smoker iViiet bedroom in 2
bedroom unit 160 -f^ -on bus route*
Sunderland 665-3289 ^»
Room for rent in two bedroom apt beg'
Jan 1 Male, female or cou>^le 256-6048
Room available Sunderland Ctr on bus
route $120 includes heat 665-3241 eves

tor your wnting problems. Walker Rumble.
Ph.D. Pat Schneider, MFA 253-7329
253-7764

Pyschotherapy Group for Women to ex-
plore issues about relationships..Group will
last 10 weeks and begin in February. Sliding
fee scale. Pyschological Services Center
UMass, 545-0041

TO SUBLET

SEX ITALIAN STYLE

SC^TT

get ybu.

SERVICi

Someday I will get Vbu, box you in and
hang you (3rd) see you^riday SS

, .

=^
Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Ski Service skiis tuned, bindings checked,
professional quality service a^ reasonable
prices 253-5273 '

. '

Typing experienced IBM correcting Selec-
tric bilingual English /Spanish scientific
background 256-6957 evening

Student Movers quality service at low
rates local - long distance Randal 253-9(546

Amherst Writers Inc. Professional help^

Thecomedy "Alfredo Alfredo" stating
the Dustin Hoffman will be shown Tllurs
Dec 10 @ 8 pm in Herter 231 free

SKI BOOTS
Men's Dynaf it Ski Boots size 8 '/» . perfect
condition, asking $100.00 Call 545-3500
after 5 pm 549-3733 ask for Dan

SOCIOLOGY 103

Aire you the women who borrowed my
Silver Fluids book? Please call 549-3806 I

need it for finals!!

Amherst Center 2 bedroom house fullv
furnished for Jan 300 -k 256-8415
Female rm in 2 bedrm house Squire Vill
bus $135 Dec 15 or Jan 1 665-7503 eve
Available for intersession Brandywine
Apt. Call 549-6585

Dec 21 - Jan 26 spacious 3 br 1 mile UMass
on bus rt rent negotiable Call 549-6508
Female wanted for furnished room, big
old house near Amherst Ctr Feb-iuly w ian
opj^ $118. plus 253-5137

Tw^ms in four bdrm house for Jan
cjosejo^ampusj?56^0639jp option
Large room 2 minTt^^nT^i^Tipus availableDg:J2^thru Jan 31 $150 call Gregg at

tic bilingual English/Spanish scientific
backgroud 256-6957 evening

^'«""T'c

USED AUTO PARTS

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel

584-2832

WANTED

TRAVEL

STORAGE
Do you nSed a place to store your large
bulky or even tiny items for the semester
break? We have plenty of room at our
house! Reasonable rates call 549 6385

Jan 1^J K
'•^^"sed agency. Good thruJan 15 call before Dec 19 Douo at 546-8704

TYPING

S.W. HOLIDAY FEST

Don't miss it! Swing Band, Dancing,
Lighting of the Tree, UMass Band,
Doughnuts, Cider, and much more! P.s!
Santa will be in Southwest all night. Party
up! 4-12 Hampden Student Center

Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Monday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2
Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

Insect Collections to rent or buy call

367 9323

Wanted to buy used 10 speed bike and
Moped 549-0861

Free-Lance Typing and resume writing.
Top skills, fast service, reasonable rates
Amherst 549-0518

Fast, accurate, low-^osT typing andword processing of reports, resumes let-
ters, etc^Same or next day service in many
fT ^c?^"'"^^' 321R Main Street
Amherst 253-51 1

1

WANTED TO RENT

Want to lease or sublet house or apt on
bus route for spring semester 546 5389
546-6346 546-5402

WINTER CLEANING

Nv.vwt\\v,\\:,v,>:*»>.«,^««««««« « • # • 1 ««**4«4«»

Good dependable workers previous
cleaning experience call Mealanie 253-5137
Sho»»v 586-6519
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UM gets one at l^yj^"" I

(

Massachusettsd^

Rl SSELL IN THE DRIVER'S SEAT - I Mass
freshman /^uard Donald Russell drives on Du-
quesnes Bruce Atkins in last Saturdays
Minuteman victory at the (ape.

NU Huskies
invade Cage
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Suff

Introducing college basketball's proverbial sixth man a
major contributor to a successful season that until recently
was a quiet, somewhat embarrassed team member at the
University of Massachusetts that was in grave danger of
extmction. *

UMass basketball fans found out for the first time in a
long while this past Saturday what the old basketbaU
proverb about the fans being the sixth man really meant
There can be no doubt that it was the fans who yelled

and screamed and howled the Minutemen to a 60 59 upset
victory over a highly regarded Duguesne University.

But that game is now history and neither the fans nor
the UMass hoopsters will be able to rest on their laureals
for long as a just as highly touted Northeastern University
team invades the CurryHicks Cage tonight at 7:30 p.m

Northeasterns credentials include an unblemished 4-0
record, with victories over Cornell University. Sienna
College. Utica College and Army.
The Huskies also possess a scoring machine in4B'2" 190 lb

senior Perry Moss, an Amherst native who is averaging a
whopping 22.2 points per game and a talented front line
featuring 67" senior center Dave Laito. 6'6" sophomore
forward Mark Halsel (10 points and 10 rebounds a game)
and 6 7' senior forward Eric Jefferson (also 10 points per
game average.)

The Minutemen. who now for bragging- purposes are in
first place in the Eastern Eight, will once again be 'daunting
heavily on the four freshmen starters who perfora^ so
well against Duguesne.
"To go from the Duquesne game to the Northeastern

game is difficult because our emotions were so high for
Duquesne." UM coach Tom McLaughlin said. "We are
sUrting four freshmen and they are used to having a big
game once a month and now we're asking them to play a
big one after only a few days.

"

It is mainly for this reason that McLaughlin is hoping for
an even larger, more boisterous crowd (he gave Saturday
fans a monetary value of 10 points) to be on hand for the
Huskies.

"That crowd Saturday was. in one word, awesome "

McLaughlin said. "I've been getting calls from all over the
place asking about the crowd. They were just awesome "

While McLaughlin was talking he changed the hibject
slightly, bringing up a particular picture that ran in the
paper on Tuesday.

"Did you see that kid trying to take the net down'.'" he
asked. "I saw that kids picture in the CoUegian and said to
myself 'If that kid wanted that net that bad then he should
have It.' Have that kid call me and I'U give him the net."

It seemed at that point as if Tom McLaughlin was trying
IP some way to reward one of his invaluable sixth men for a
joli well done.

By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts wrestling team was on
the New London. Ct. road last weekend to compete in the
Coast Guard Invitational Tournament. In this less than
successful tournament, only two Minutemen placed, senior
Mike DeMarco (at 126 lbs.) and the hero of the weekend.
Doug Johnson, who won the tournament's 134 lb. weight
class.

I

Johnson made winning the tournament appear effortless.
"He was in complete control of the weight class at all

times, no one could touch him," said UM first year head
coach Rick Freitas.

During the tournament Johnson defeated such top notch
wrestlers as Chuck Tortorello of Saint Lawrence (N Y )

University, a Division III Ail-American, and Jose
Dil a.squale. a national runner up in Greco Roman
wrestling.

In the first round of this double elimination tournament
Johnson faced Mark Perry of Salisbury (N.Y.) State
University, beating Perry easily. 6 3.

In second round action Johnson defeated C.W. Post's Jim
iruncale 7 2. In the quarterfinals. Johnson beat Tor
torello. 74. In tht- srmi finals. John.son slipped by Ed
(taudreau. 'M.

rr j ^

In ihr finals. Johnson faced DiPasquale. and won 3 2
I was nervous, hut I knew I wanted to win it. He was the

strongest opponent 1 faced, but I was ahead the whole

match." Johnson said.

The only other UM place winner. Mike DeMarco faced
Boston Umversitys Darrow Traylor who is considered to
be the top wrestler in the 126 lb. class in New England In
the second round, after receiving a bye in the first found
DeMarco soundly defeated Traylor. 13-7,

In the quarterfinals. DeMarco lost to David Kobinski of-
Springfield College, 5 3. DeMarco then faced Hofstra's
Joey Down and won 14 7 for fourth place.

At 118 lbs.. UM's Al Belanger pinned the Coast Guard's
Paul Grande, in three minutes, in first round action In the
second round, he faced BU's Wade Genova. a two timeNew England champion, and lost 14 6. He then lost to
Salisbury's George Scanlon, 9 7, and was eliminated from
the tournament.

In the next three weight classes (142.150. and 158 lbs )the Minutemen lost three potential champions. At 142 lbs

'

Kevin Murphy after winning his first three matches, was
lorced to default when he twisted his knee.

At 1.58 lbs.. Greg McDonald.was forced to defauH due to
injury after winning two matches and losing one.

At 190 lbs Da.'e Guselli lost his fir.st match to Rafeal
Macol of HoLstra 13 3. After receiving a bye in his second
match. Guselh faced Ned Gro.ss of Columbia and beat
Grass. 119. In his last match Guselli faced Harvard's Sean
Wallace, and lost 5-3 eliminating him from the tournament.

The Minutemen travel to Mass. Maritime Academy today
and will wrestle at 7 p.m.

Player Profile
By ANNA ROELL
Collegian Staff

That gym teacher at Oyster River Junior High Schoolknew talent when he saw it. That's what made him per-
suade Bert Mathieson to bring his jungle-gym talents
inside and make a gymnast out of him.

With a little encouragement trom that first introduction
to gymnastics, combined with his own talent, drive and
motivation Mathieson came up with ingredients that havetaken h.m to the UMa-ss men's gymnastics team as their
strongest all arounder.

A sophomore from Durham. N.H.. Math ieson's goals gobeyond college competition.
^

"My dream has always been to go to the Olympics It'sprobably unrealistic, but as you go on. unrealisUc gets
closer and closer, he said.

If Mathieson works as hard and keeps progressing as,
quickly as he did when he started his gymnastics career in
junior high school. heK;ould very well make those dreams
become a reality.

Mathieson took his first title and held on to the YMCA
years (mS."

^""''*'""'^"'' «^ ^^^ Hampshire for four

Rili'f h "^J""^^
^'^'"^ ^. ^ '^^ ^'''^" ^ Mathieson as OysterRiver had no gymnastics team. He worked out on his own

for most of the next four years and spent his junior year inSanta Barbara because his father (Marine Psycology
professor at UNH) was on sabbatical there.

No high school teams meant Mathieson simply had to
challenge his talent in individual competitions, which
happened to be the bigger, tougher, open meets.

Mathieson showed up at the United States Gymnastics
i ederation s (U.S.G.F.) Junior Olympic Regionals whS, hewas m ninth grade and placed third in the six state regionas an all arounder. *

Still a freshman in high school. Mathieson went to the

. h^ "^f
«"«'« and took a second on the high bar and

tnirds on the pommel horse and rings.

To make the nationals had been Mathieson's goal"
hrough high school and he just missed it by one point hisfreshman year. He shrugged it with a laugh. "I gUess Imust have choked on something."

Roy Johnson, the head coach of the UMass mens team
and al.so an all-arounder gymnast graduate from UMass
first saw Mathieson when he came as a high school senior
to compete m the USGF Regionals held at UMass.

Mathieson was uptight for the competition. "I was
nervous because I though I had to impress my future
coach, he said, explaining his low score of 35 (out of 60).

Mathieson scores have improved since then. Last year
he scored a 48 in the qualifying meet at Temple University
for the USA championshipships. His best score is a 49 toUl

in a scrimmage against Lowell a few weeks ago.
So. Mathie.son has a. lot of talent, but what he needs

according to his coaches is confidence.

"'I wish he had some more confidence in himself"
Johnson said. "He's got a really good attitude, he's easy t!o
work with and he's strong and fiexible. Last year he waskmd of young, but now he's taking an active role on the
team. When he has a successful season this year he'll start
to approach his goals.

"

John Forshay. the team's assistant coach and also a

. „„,,,. „ t'oll«lfi«n photo by SfoU Burk»
A SWINGER - UMass gymnast Bert

Mathieson exercises his skills in a practice ses-
sion at the Boyden Auxiliary Gym.

UMass gymnast graduate, says that Bert is one of the most
respected gymnasts the team has.

"We have high expectations for him." Forshay said.
Potentially. I think he's a national competitor. He's a

natural athlete with a lot of drive and talertt."

But Forshay is also aware of that one missing ingredient.The thing about Bert, he hasn't hit his potential. He's gota lot to learn, but he learns quickly."

Mathieson al.so remembers he's a student studying'food
science, but that doesn't seem to bother him.

"The team keeps me motivated for school and n\eets giveme something to look forward to, " he said.

Mathieson's second love, skateboarding', shows again th
natura^ athletic talent he keeps in stock. He placed 13th h
the Ocean Side National Skateboard .Freestyle Cham
pionships held in California in 1979.

"I probably did better in skateboard comWtiaon than
gymnastics" Bert says with a big smile^lfe*^ face.
Whatever he s doing, you know he's having fun.' '

^3
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University

threatens

Co-ops
By HANNAH HOSOM
and JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

Student co-ops are threatened by expanding University
businesses said Campus Center Board of Governors Chair
Scott Cashman at last night's Undergraduat Student
oenate meeting.

Ca.shman said competition for previously existing ser-
vices such as Union Records Unlimited and photography
development by the University Store is a waste of space
and resources.
The co-ops are offering great service," Cashman said.
I here are a lot of goods not available on campus, and the

University Store could be using the space it now uses to
.sell records for other things."

A motion was passed to match $1,000 of co-op money
with $.500 each from Finance and Communications to pro-
vide advertising next semester for cooperative services.
Ron Keefe of URU said it was important to maintain the
identity of student groups.
"These are students doing things for students," Keefe

said.

The Senate last night rejected most fee increases pro-
posed by the University of Massachusetts administration
for next year.

The Senate approved all of the Rents and Fees Commit-
'

tee's recommendations, which accepted increases in only
three fees that affect all students.
The Senate rejected increases in residence hall fees and

boarding hall fees, which combined would have meant
$150 per semester increase.

Also rejected were increases in the Health Services fee
the Athletics Trust Fund fee, the General Recreation and
Intramural fee, and the Fine Arts fee.

The proposed $10 Instructional Trust funds charge
(mandatory lab fee) was similarly rejected.
The Senate accepted requests to raise the Student Ac-

tivities Tax by $6 per .semester, and the Campus Center
fee by $2 per semester for deficit liquidation.

Increases in Family Housing charges, International Pro-
grams costs, and Parents Lab charges (day care) were ac-
cepted by the Senate.

.fnfn^'sTuo^^h^iV^i^Hl-
'"^''''' """^ '«'^'^^^^^:^;:^

Snow blast creates damages
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

About 1,000 on-campus residents put aside their study-
ing early Wednesday morning in favor of a campus-wide
snowball fight which caused damage to several dor-
mitories, inj'.ries to at least six students, and one arrest by
t.he University police.

Ai :.15 a.m. about 200 students from the Central and
Orchard Hill areas marched down Massachusetts Avenue
towards Southwest, said David Daigle and Brendan
Nolan, residents of Thoreau House in Southwest who
viewed the scene from their dormitory window. The group
reached as far as the pyramids in front of John Adams
John Quincy Adams, and Washington towers, before
Southwest residents answered the attack.
After chasing the Central/Orchard Hill group from

Southwest a mob of about 600-700 students left for the

other residential areas chanting "Southwest Rules" and
"Get Central!"

At 1:45 a.m. the Southwest mob entered the Central
area and began throwing snowballs at dorm windows,
breaking several, and at students yelling from opened win-
dows. The UMass police were only able to observe from a
distance.

"Snowball fights can be fun, but they can also be poten-
tially dangerous when used this way," said Sharon Kipetz,
a cluster coordinator in Central. "Last year the fights
were playful," she added.
At about the same time, UMass police reported that

James J. O'Donnell, a resident of J. A. was arrested and
charged with malicious damage to a building, being a
disorderly person, and possession of an altered driver's
license. O'Donnell allegedly broke a window at Lewis dor-
mitory in Northeast with a snowball.

Continued on page 5

Cover-up rumors prompt investigation

Transit Task Force Chair Geoffrey Parker said there
would be no fare box system for the buses next year. At
the present time an additional fee of $8 per student is be-
ing recommended to maintain services. Parker emphasiz-
ed that although other po.ssihilities are being looked into, a
fare or pass system would cost students approximately
$40 per semester as opposed to the $'20 per semester if the
fee were increased.

In other business, the Senate approved a proposal by
Speaker Ed Lee to hold a "summit meeting" with former
Student Government A.s.sociation officers to organize a
more comprehensive position on its present dealings with
administration over fiscal control and input.

Also, a new discretionary policy was approved for use by
the SGA concerning non-academic state Student Ac-
tivities Trust Fund employees. The policy states that an
employee signing a new contract may he hired for 4.'^

weeks instead of 50, saving money during the period when
students are not on campus. Any exception to the f)olicy
would have to be approved hy a 2/;} vote of Coordinating
Committee and appealed to the Senate.

I

TODAY'S
REPORT:

By KELLY BURKE
Collegian Staff

earlv'^NovImllL"''" "'"^^
V" " ^^'"*" '" Thompson Hall inearly November, yesterday prompted T.O. Wilkinsoi

Dumas, of the community relatk>ns/staff development at^e University of Massachusetts Department oTpublkSafety, to meet with students and staff to estbahsh facand explain police procedure.
estbalish fact.

The rumor was that a woman had been attacked by a

.hpn 7 \^ )f''
^'*^ ''P^'"'"^ '^' ^''^'^ to police, andthen to the University Health Services, where she was

believed to have been treated for knife wounds. Wilkinson
said. The story grew, worsening on the detail, and there
were rumors of cover up by police.
Responding to the rumor. Jay Savereid. chair of the

communications studies department, contacted theDepartment of Public Safety, which triggered a police
mvestigation on Nov. 16. Until that time. Wilkinson said
the police claim they have no record of any such report
Fiir her investigation revealed there was no record oftreatment of such a woman at University the Health
Services either.

Wilkin.son said police alos investigated a rumor that a 17-
year-old male confessed to perpetrating the alleged crime
at C,ooey Dickinson Hospit^ in Northampton. The
hospital has no record of the incident WilW.r,.^,, ^aid.

Wilkinson said any cover up by police of the alleged
attack would be 'sheer idiocy," because he cannot see any
reason for or possibility of a cover up.

"The only reality is the anxiety in the women who work
here," Wilkinson said. He called Dumas who is in charge of
the case, after James Crotti, chair of the department of
economics called to tell him that a number of his staff were
disturbed by the rumors.

Dumas told the approximately 40 concerned people who
met, that lights in the building can be left on at night the
doors of the building could be locked with access by'key
only, and workers could notify pohce when they would be
working late and on weekends, to increase their safety and
feeling of security.

The alleged incident is still being investigated by Public
Safety, and they welcome any information from the
community, Dumas said.

Giaouate student in economics, Elaine McCrate said
"The arrangement of the buUding is insecure... offices are
isolated... halls dark.. .the phone is in a locked room. If
something happened, there's not much you could do about

Wilkinson said he will make sure there is access to
phones in the future.
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World and national nev^s

Hijacking hostages free

as captors surrender
BKIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - Moslem

7x>alols who commandeered a Libyan
jetliner frwd their 35 hostages and sur
rendered early Thursday after a 7,500
mile hijack ordeal that had taken the
plane to Beirut for the third time in as
many days, airport officials said.

Officials said some of the passengers
left the plane after the hijackers got off.

Lebanon's state radio reported that the
Libyan Arab Airlines Boeing 727 would
fly to Larnaca. Cyprus, with the rest of
the former hostages, who included 27
passengers and eight crew members.

The surrender came after more than
five hours of negotiations punctuated by
bursts of machinegun fire from the
airplane as the hijack team fired warning
shots to keep back security forces sur-

rounding the airplane. Officials said there
were five heavily armed hijackers on the
plane, and they surrendered at 12:30 a.m.
Thursday (5:30 p.m. Wednesday EST).
The officials said the hijackers gave

themselves up to troops of Syria's

peacekeeping force, sent to enforce a
truce after Lebanon's 1975-76 civil war,
which had ringed the aircraft .

MINERS' GRAVES - The rocky soil of Greasy Cemetery yieldeTt'o
dynamite and the picks and shovels of friends of Clarence and Roy Perry
as they dug graves of the brothers yesterday. The Perrys were two of the
eight men killed in a mine explosion Monday near Topmost.

Exiles end hunger strike as Soviets allow emigration
MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet KGB secret police told

the daughter in law of Andrei Salharov yesterday the
Novel laureate had ended his 17-day hunger strike in ex
ile and that she would be allowed to go to the United
States to join her husband.

Liza Alexeyeva. 26, said she was summoned to KGB
headquarters yesterday afternoon and was told that
Sakharov id his wife. Yelena Bonner, halted their
hunger strike after being informed permission had been
granted for her to emigrate.

The Sakharovs began the fast Nov. 22 in Gorky to
protest Soviet refusal to allow Alexeyeva to leave the
country.

The Soviets announced Friday that the Sakharovs had
been hospitalized to safeguard their health. The Soviet
government apparently decided to allow Miss Alexeyeva
to leave and resolve the confrontation with Sakharov,
which had generated a public outcry in the West.
Miss Alexeyeva said, however, the KGB warned that

her departure date could be altered if she didn't limit

Libyan boycott termed useless by oil experts
WASHINGTON (AP) - While President Reagan

reportedly is considering an oil boycott against Libya for
its alleged scheme to kill American leaders, petroleum
experts say any such move would inflict no lasting sting
on the Khadafy government.

It is a point that Reagan has made. On Oct. 18,
Reagan rejected a U.S. boycott of Libyan oil as a means
to punish Col. Moammar Khadafy for his support of ter-
rorist groups. "That would have to be a worldwide
boycott," Reagan said then.

"There are plenty of customers for oil, and you've got
to make sure that none would take the place of the
United States."

But that was before Reagan claimed evidence that
Khadafy has dispatched an assassination team to the

United States. And despite conflicting reports as to
what retaliatory measures the president might take.
Senate Majority Leader Howard Baker Jr., among
others, has said an oil boycott is actively under con-
sideration.

One source in the oil industry said yesterday the
amount of Libyan oil now imported by the United States
— estimated at under 200,000 barrels a day — was so
small that it would be useless as a diplomatic weapon for
either side.

"We have nothing to beat them with and they have
nothing to beat us with. It's a wet noodle ... it's mean-
ingless," said the source, who asked not to be identified.

John Lichtblau, an oil economist with the Petroleum
Industry Research Foundation, siad such a move would

considerably heighten the impact of a boycott, but he ad-
ded, "I don't see any way that the Europeans would go
along."

He said Italy and Germany have enough oil trade and
production facilities in Libya that it would be difficult for
them to cut off dealings. France also is exploring for oil

in the North African country, he said.

Recalling U.S. efforts to persuade European countries
to reject a pipeline agreement with the Soviet Union,
Lkhtblau said, "They listened politely, then signed the
deal

"

Libya is having trouble selling its oil during the cur-
rent world oversupply because its prices are "a dollar or
a dollar-fifty out of line" per barrel, Lichtblau said.

Approved redistricting plan

places Heckler against Frank
BOSTON — The Legislature's Congressional

Redistricting Committee gave instant approval yester-
day to a plan putting Rep. Margaret M. Heckler up
against Rep. Harney Frank next year.
Both called foul.

Mrs. Heckler, eight term Republican from Wellesley,
protested in a statement from her Wa.shington office:
"The only reason to change the district is simple par-
tisanship.'

Frank, a freshman Democrat from Newton, told a
Washington news conference he was "very disappointed"
and may decide within a month if he will seek a new
term.

Officials say methane gas may
have caused fatal mine blast
WHITWELL, Tenn. - An explosion that killed

13 Tennessee coal miners probably was caused by
methane gas. officials said yesterday. In Kentucky,
meanwhile, investigators entered a mine where 11 men
died of smoke inhalation in an unexplained blast one day
earlier.

In this tiny town in southeastern Tennessee, relatives

identified the bodies of the 13 men who died Tuesday
three miles inside a mountain.

"They've been mining coal in this area for 100 years

and this is the first fatal explosion they've ever had,"

said Harry Joe Hooper, father of a miner and owner of a

funeral parlor used as a make.shift morgue for the
bodies. "What makes it tough is that I knew all of them.

'Annie' co^producers guilty in

$20 million tax conspiracy
BOSTON — Two CO producers of the musical

"Annie" pleaded guilty in federal court yesterday to con
spiracy charges for their role in an alleged $20 million
phony tax shelter scheme.

Irwin Meyer, 47, and Stephen Friedman. 47, both of

Dig^est
By the Associated Press

New York, pleaded guilty before U.S. District Court
Judge Joseph L. Tauro to charges involving conspiracy
to assist in the preparation and filing of false income tax
returns.

Coast Guard search for plane

ends after no evidence found
BOSTON - The Coast Guard called off its

search last night after finding no sign of an airplane
missing with two men aboard in the waters off Nan-
tucket Island.

A spokeswoman for the 1st Coast Guard District said

the 327- foot cutter Bibb completed the final search for

the Cessna 172 which disappeared while approaching the
Nantucket airport Tuesday evening.

The control tower called the Coast Guard after losing

sight of the plane about five miles from land.

The Coast Guard used used patrol boats, cutters, and
two helicopters in the search.

Reagan ends ban by allowing

rehiring of fired controllers
WASHINGTON - President Reagan, citing a

"tradition that individuals deserve to be treated with
compassion, " opened the door yesterday for 11.500 fired
air traffic controllers to again seek federal jobs — but
not in the flight towers.

"I do not believe that those who forefeited their jobs
as controllers should be foreclosed from other federal
employment, " Reagan said as he lifted a three-year
federal hiring ban against the controllers who launched
an illegal strike last August.

Transportation Secretary Drew Lewis told reporters
that none of the dismissed 11.500 individuals would be
accepted at the Federal Aviation Administration, where
they previously worked.

No more beer for Pat's fans;

Ban on drinking at stadium
FOXBORO, Mass. - New England Patriots fans

won't cry in their beer Sunday when the 2-12 National
Football League team plays its final home game at
Schaefer Stadium against the Buffalo BUIs.

There won't be any beer.

The Foxboro selectmen voted Tuesday night to sus-
pend the license of the Canteen Corp. to sell beer during
the game at the stadium which is named for the
Schaefer Brewing Co.

King appoints task force to

coordinate Lynn assistance
BOSTON — A 10 member emergency task force

was appointed yesterday to coordinate assistance for
Lynn as it rebuilds from last month's $70 million fire
that devastated the city's downtown renewal efforts.
"We want to ensure that every possible financial and

technical assistance is available for the economic
revitalization of Lynn," Gov. Edward J. King told a
news conference where he swore in the members of the
panel.
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her contacts with foreigners, especially Western cor-

respondents, whose reports oould "provoke anti-Soviet

sentiment."

Alexeyeva said that after leaving the KGB she
telephoned OVIR. the Soviet agency that issues foreign
travel visas, and asked if a visa was ready. She said of-

ficials said they knew nothing about a visa for her.

Speaking with reporters in Sakharovs Moscow apart-
ment, Alexeyeva quoted KGB agent Alexander Baranov
as .saying, "As a member of the KGB, I can tell you per-
mission was granted Tuesday for you to leave."

'

Fees soar from new policy
Collegian 3

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

Owners of cars towed as a result of the changeover tothe winter parking policy have paid some $7,106 in fines

S^cemin
''"'' '^" f*""'^ """' '"^'^ ^'f^^^t ^^"

^Of the 245 cars towed since Dec. 1. 209 have been towed

TJ^ r'^ u'"''
''* ^ "'^''^^•""' "f ^he winter parking

regulations, Harvey Ashman, a student appointee to the
parking appeals board .said yesterday.

A spokesperson for Amherst Towing, the company con-
tracted to do all towing for the University of
Massachusetts, said yesterday the current price that so-
meone must pay when their car is towed is $29 $25 for the
tow Itself, and a $4 storage charge for the first 24 hours
Ihe total amount of towing charges paid to Amherst

lowing since Dec. 1 is approximately $6.6061. plus $1,045
paid to the District Court of Hampshire County for viola-
tions of the winter parking regulations results in a total of
some $7,106 paid in less than two weeks.
"The winter parking regulations, and the date of their

changeover, are printed in the b^)ok of regulations that we

give out with every decal and renewal application." said a
_spokesperson for the parking office.

The police department gave out warnings alx)ut a week
before the changeover. Ashman .said, but there was a pro-
fa em with some people not receiving them, and some peo-
pie picked up their cars at Amherst Towing, with both thewarning and the ticket still attached to them

'We have one ca.se before the board where a person was
ticketed at 1:15 a.m. on Dec. 1 (the policy went into effect
at 1:00 a.m. on Dec. 1), and they were towed at 1:46 a m
before they even knew what was going on," A.shman said'
According to the parking office's book of regulations

the places where overnight parking has been banned until
April 1 are:

The front section of P Lot at the stadium, the two north
rows of Lot 21. south of the roadway to P Lot in Lot 25.
l.ot^b, Lot 31, east of Lincoln Ave. in Lot 32, Lot 40 Lot
45. Lot 47. Lot 62, Lot 63, Lot 64, Lot 65, Lot 66 Lot 71any campus roadway (including the Southwest horseshoe)'
and any parking meter.
;'Who really gets hurt here are the visitors to campus "

said Roger Roche, chairman of the appeals board "Thev
are not informed of the change, and end up getting

Baker dorm cleaned—at last
ByTAMl BORTON
Collegian Correspondent

The fourth floor bathrooms in Baker dormitory were
cleaned yesterday afternoon for the first time in a week
.said Les Hellman, a senior on the floor.
The floor janitor was transferred to Southwest on Fri-

day, and no one had cleaned the floor until the position
was filled

.
yesterday morning, said Sandra Anderson

housekeeping manager for all the dormito'ries at UMass.
Hellman said the sinks had Iwen doggeti since Thurs-

day, the showers were full of broken glass and mold was
ptarting tp grow. The temporary r^lacement, or
"floater," who cleaned yesterday could not believe the
conditions.. Hellman said.

Each duster has two floaters to replace any absentees
Anderson said. Absence has been higher than usual'
because of deer hunting season, and smaller dorms with
only one janitor have priority over dorms with larger
staffs if' a floater is needed.
This fact, along with the consequences of what she

described as a "wild weekend," may account for some of

the messiness, she said.

Fourth floor Baker's new permanent janitor will begin
working on Dec. 21. In the meantime, floaters and the
dorms' other janitors will dean the bathrooms and remove
trash daily.

"It will be done, even if I have to do it myself," Ander-
son .said.

Matt Bannister, the resident a.ssistant on the fourth
floor, said this is not the first time the floor has gone
without custodial service. The old janitor has been
suspended several times without replacement, and condi-
tions were wor.se this time than they have l)een in the past,
he said. Concerned students contacted Housing Service
and their Cluster Omrdinator, but the replacement did not
appear until Housing was informed that the .situation had
been reported to the Collegian, Bannister said.
Hellman .said the head janitor for Baker dorm was

"scared" when he saw the conditions.
The transfer of the previous janitor was due to an option

m all custodians' contracts. Whenever a vacancy opens in
another dorm or cluster, janitors can elect to move, as this
one did, said Anderson.

_, . _^ t'oll»(;ian
IYA BETTER WATCH OUT -

cry, -cause Santa Claus is coming

pholo hv lerri hrllifnirv

Ya better not
to town...

Attorney addresses issues of consumer riffhts in AmherstBy RICK ALMEIDA ^ .............. . .

*t>*'^*'^ **» X^AllXlC^lOiBy RICK ALMEIDA
Collegian Staff

Speaking on the subject of "Consumer Rights Under
Massachusetts Law, " Attorney Richard C. Pierce, Assis-
tant SecreUry of Consumer Affairs completed a collo-
quium sponsored by the Foreign Students office.

Addressing a small group in Thompson Hall 106, Pierce
gave advice concerning consumer issues, emphasising
those issues that directly effect the Amherst area stu-
dent.

After distributing literature. Pierce and co-worker
Stan Molinowski spoke on the rights of the tenant.

recourse to be taken when one's car is towed, warranty
abuses and economical food purchasing. Also discussed
was home heating and the proper procedures for filing
legal complaints.

Pierce stressed the importance of students living off-
campus knowing their rights as tenants, citing a student
project that uncovered a large number of violations by
area landlords, copies of this paper are on file with
SCERA, in the Student Union Building.
Tenants rights commonly violated in the area include

overcharging security deposits, which may not exceed
more than one month's rent, and the failure of landlords
to return the deposit with at least five percent interest.

as required by state law. Pierce also mentioned the
desirability of a lease over a verbal agreement, as rentmcreases are less frequent by law. If you feel your
landlord may be violating the law. Pierce asks that youwrite or call h.s offices. The address is Office of Con-sumer Affairs. 1 Ashburton Place, Boston. Ma. 02180The office can be reached by telephone at (617) 727-7780

'

All information is free upon request.

Pierce summed up his lecture with this advice, meant
to be taken in jest, "No judge likes to evict anyone from
Thanksgiving to after New Year's Day, so remember,
now is the time not to pay your rent."

Candidate says education

should be high priority

I'holo bv .Srotl AnrhrntMrhPRACTICE MAKES PERFECT - Peter McCall. . Histo;; m;;^o7f;^^^^^
Cincinnati. Ohio, plays the bass in his room in John Adams tower.

By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Lois Pines, a candidate for the
Democratic nomination for lieutenant
governor, promised to work to improve
the plight of public higher education, if

elected in a speech last night in Herter
Hall.

Pines, one of the chief advocates for the
recently pa.s.sed bottle bill, said she saw a
"need to put public higher education back
on the agenda," and that the office of
lieutenant governor could be "a force" in

achieving that goal.

Changing demographics and needs, a

changing economic situation due to Pro
postion 2'/2 and excessive political in

fluence in the sphere of higher education
are the problems she said she would ad
dress as lieutenant governor.

"Shamefully, public higher education
does not command a high enough priori-

ty," Pines said.

Education for people already in a
career, a clear definition of the role and
mission of higher education, preservation
of the current university system, and a
sustained commitment from the State for

the provision of more resources are the
solutions to the problems, she said.

Pines said she felt it was important for

the University to be given more control
over its own administration. She termed

the amount of politics present in the
State's public higher education system "an
inconscionable invasion of the right of
higher education to govern itself," and
said the State "must trust the university
to govern itself."

Pines suggested the best way to ac-
complish these goals was to cooperate
with the Board of Regents.
"We should be ready to advise and sup-

port our new Board of Regents," she said.
Pines also said more cooperation bet-

ween the state's public and private col-

leges and universities was essential.

"There can be a better public and
private education," she said.

I*ines said it was imperative for a
lieutenant governor to have the skills to
be able to influence the policy making
decisions at every level of government
and said, "I beheve I have these skills,

and these skills will help me fight for
public higher education."

Pines served as a state representative
from Newton from 1972 to 1978, during
that time she made consumer rights and
elderly affairs her main areas of interest.

As the New England director of the
Federal Trade Commission from 1979 to
1981, Pines engineered the drive for
reforms in the Scholastic Aptitude Tests
(SATs), which are used as a measure of a
student's aptitude for college.
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SHORE LINE TRAVEL

Pr»s#nts

r

SPRING DREAK

Too Much Reading Getting

You Down?

LAUDERDALE

$259 (1)

Holiday Inn Oc»Qnsid«

(215 (2)

Holiday Inn • walk to booch
noxt to "RIoypon"

Si25*
Round Trip Motor Coach

Only

A S 25.00 deposit will hold o reservation
DEPARTING FROM AMHERST MARCH 19

Trips 1 & 2 include • Round Trip Motor Cooch Tronsportotloo • S#v#n
Night Hot»l Accomodotions • Room Tox»$ ond Gratuities • Com-
pllmentory Cocktails uport orrivol • Nightly Posses to Top Night

Clubs (worth HCX)) (Ploypen, Pete 6 Lennies & Studio 51)
For Informotlon Coll: Amherst Reps. Micho«l Emmo 549-1200 4 pm - 6 pm

Arlyne Abromson 549-6285 6 pm-lO pm
Shore Lir>e Trov»| 617-595-5500, 121 Drood St.. Lyr^n. MA

• Wus 13% tax ond s*rvic»

V\ltti. maytie t should Today ou' knovvkedge it

•«P»o<fcnQ M ta«i m«T peopte «vHo w»rn to keep
heeO af* •ctu»<»y tailing behtrvJ There $ stmply too
much to read Too mocti f>omework Too many
booki too rnany reports ana rn*fT>os
What $ trie soiutior>' Learn ho«* to reao faster and

bener
Vckj can do It too So far over 1 000.000 othef

Deop*e have done rt Peopte with drflefent ,06$. drf
erer>! iQ s differnt interests dwferent educatoni
StdOents businessmen txxisewrves
^hese peopte have a* taken a course developed

t» Eve»yn ^ood a prominent educator , They have
at least tnpM ther reading speed iivrth equal or bet
ter comprehension Most have increased it even
more Some mcreased it 10, even 20 tirT>«

Think for a rnoment ywhat that rrieans
Our average graduate can read the tvt>cal novel m

•ess than two hours They can read this ad in 20
•econds They can read an entire issue of Time m 36
n«nutes

They don't skip or skim either They read every
single word Nor do they use machir>es Instead,
they let the material they're reading deternrHr>e how
fast they read.

And mark this well they aaually understand
more and remember more, they enjoy more tfian
wfien they read like you. That's right They und^rs
tend nnore, they remember more, they enjoy nrtofe

This IS the same course that three Presidents have
had taught to their staffs The sanr>e one Senators
and Cor>gressmen have taken, and tfie same course
successfully completed by thousands of persons in

Boston and New England over the past 20 years
It's SIX weeks lor>g, 3 hours a week, with classes

heW regularly in Boston, ar>d suburbs.
The lAP classes are tailored to fit the January

period The classes will meet Nvice weekly for 3
weks, 3 hours each meeting

At a greatly reduced rate, you will recieve the
regular Reading Dynamics course 8r>d the nation
wide return privledges

Special Classes for

Independent Activities Period
January 5-21. 1981

Students from M.I.T., Wellesley &• all Boston stuents from the
5-College Area

Classes at 380/402 Massachusetts Avenue
(3 minute walk from Student Center)

Outstanding Student and Faculty Group Rates
for information call 536-6380

Evelyn Wood READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
17 Arlington Street . Boston. Massachusetts

MARINE CORPS
OCC PROGRAM

SENIORS
General Requirements:

GRADUATES
(1

)

Minimum 2.3 GPA and 900 { + ) SAT
(2) Good Physical and Medical Condition

(3) No Marijuana or other drug usage
(4) No involvement with civil authorities

(b) 26 years old or less

(6) Motivated to accept responsibility

Training During School Year: ABSOLUTELY NONE!!! Members of the OCC Program attend the 10-week course
at Quantico, VA after graduation. There are (3) OCC classes offered each year, (June, October and February). Ap-
plication deadline is forty-five days prior to the class date. All costs are covered by the Marine Corps. You receive
approximately $165.00 per week during the 10-week course.

Programs Available: We can guarantee you one of three available programs:
Ground Pilot Law

Professional Fields: Pilot, Lawyer, Comabt Arms (Artillery, Infantry, Armor, etc.) Computer Management, Supp-
ly, Finance/Accounting, Communications, and many others.

Active Duty Requirements: Ground Officer: (3) yrs. after commissioning

Pilot: (4y2) yrs. after ypu have completed flight school

Lawyer: (3) yrs. must have passed bar & OCS
Commissioning: Upon successful completion of the OCC Program, you will be commissioned as a Second
Lieutenant in the U.S. Marine Corps, (no requirement for active duty if voluntarily or involuntarily disenrolled from
the 10-week course.)

Starting Annual Salary for 2nd Lt: Starting military salary is determined by longevity and will range from $16, 100
to over $19,000 depending upon date of initial enrollment and professional program (effective 1 October 80)
Service as a Marine Officer: During your service as a Marine Officer you will receive extensive training and gain
vital experience as a leader regardless of your job assignment. The amount of experience you gain in leadership and
management will be of tremendous value later in civilian employment or if you should decide to take advantge of
the career opportunities. You will be challenged with the responsibilities and share in the pride and tradition the
Marine Corps has attained in over 200 years of faithful service to our country.

Interested? Questions?
Then see the Marine Corps Oficer Selection Officer on campus or call COLLECT the Officer Selection Office in
Hartford, CT at (203) 244-2168/2169

Your Education is Not Complete Your Leadership Training Has Just Begun
You Will ThanK Ypurself for it in the Futun

Collegian

Black history and culture:

Renaissance or regression
The history of Black Americans has been

greatly distorted and denied as being a
valid field of study. This distortion and
denial of black history was the result of a
very brutal and repressive campaign waged
by the American government which con
tinues to this very day. Some of these
repressive acts involve the institution of
slavery in which millions of blacks were
killed on the way to America. 1. organized
legal lynchings 2. legislation which denied
blacks the right to vote 3. the rape of our
women by the insane white slave masters
Some of these crimes of a psychological and
physical nature have continued to this very
day. We saw in with the Assassinations of
our great leaders of the 1%0's. with the
reemergence of the Ku Klux Klan. with the
high level of black unemployment and with
situations like South Boston. Crown
Heights. Brooklyn and Topelo Mississippi.
At the University of Massachusetts in
Amherst we find similar trends such as the
lack of Black faculty, the cutback in Black
student enrollment and financial aid, the
imprisonment of Cramen Gethers and the
murder of Si ta Rampersad.
These artrocities against the Black

community have been met with organized
resistance, such as the slave revolts led by
Nat Turner and Denmark Vessey. the
Underground railroad led by Harriet
Tubman, the Abolitionist Movement led by
Fredrick Douglas, the Reconstruction
Movement continuing through the black
protest movements of the 1900s led by
W.E.B. DuBois. Marcus Garvey. Malcol.m
X. and Martin Luther King.

In the 1960's students at the University
of Massachusetts revolted challenging this
University to change its racist policies
which at that time had only 40 Black
students, no black curriculum, less than 10
black faculty and no bla ck administrators.
Black students physically occupied the
building now known as the New Africa
House establishing it as the black cultural
center they occupied Whitmore
Administration demanding such things as

increased black student enrollments, more
black faculty and staff, an Afro American
Studies Department and more social
awareness programs for white students.
As a result of this protest period much of
which was accomplished, such as the
establishment of the DuBois Deopartment
of Afro American Studies, the survival of
the CCEBS program and the appointment
of more black faculty and staff. One of the
results of the movement was the ap

'

pointments of Dr. Bromery as a special
Assistant to the Chancellor and sub
sequently as Chancellor. We suffer no
illusion however recognizing that much of
what we gained 10 years ago is now being
systematically taken away just as the gains
of blacks during reconstruction was taken
away.

This being the first generation of black
college students that have been able to walk
into college without a fight at the door, now
have a responsibility to the communities
that they came out of. Much of this
generation knows very little of the history
of the 1960's and the heroic struggles waged
there in or of the battles that are now
before us.

It is for this reason that the month of
February has nbeen declared Black History
month nationally. It is important that we
regain our sense of history recognizing that
our future as a people and a nation is

dependent upon our understanding of
history.

Although there are many events planned
for this month it should not be looked upon
as a month of mere celebration. It should
be a month that black students reaffirm
their commitment to struggle, challenging
theis University to end its racist policies
once again.

Black History and Culture-Renaissance
or Regression has been selected as the
theme for this month. Hope to see you all at
tomorrow's opening activities at 7:30 in

New Africa house.

LOOK — Jr. Barron's taking our picture! i'h..i<. h» Kam.n k..i«i,u

* Snowball'

Stanley Kinard

Most damage occurred in the Orchard
Hill area. Students stood as close as 10 feet
from the Webster and Field dorms shatter-
ing windows with snowballs, while
students in the dorms dropped buckets of
water on the mob from terraces and open-
ed windows. One student wielding a
baseball bat came out at the crowd, but re-
entered the dorm when the mob charged
him.

Cluster coordinators and the UMa.ss

continued from page 1

police have not assessed the damage m the
Orchard Hill area.

With the mob down to about 400 people
Northeast was next to be hit. Damages in-
cluded a volleyball net, and window-
breaking. The battle strategies changed
when residents of Dwight dormitory fired
more than a dozen bottle rockets at the
mob from a fourth floor window.

THIRD WORLD
CENTER presents
Sat. Dec. 12, 19H1

ORCHARD HILL CULTURAL
It's first CHILLBILLIE AFFAIR

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Concepto Latino

Featuring Daddy Neil and Brother E Refreshments will
be served. Donations recjuested at the door.

for th l"f ^J'^^r?^
HOLVOKE - A Benefit Concert

Copeland and the Hampshire A fro-American ChamberEnsemble, and the Hamptones, at the Red Barn at HaZshire College, Wednesday. December 9 at 8:30 p m ^
Money raised will pay legal fees incurred wh^n 14demonstrators were arrested at city hall The

fjr^L'^D '^
"^^'l

protesting Mayor Proulxs refusal toact on the Puerto Rican Communitys demands to end the
£irson.

Te Invita a su baile de

fm de semestre

Invites you to their end of

sen^^ster benefit party

Dec. nth

7 PM - 1AM

come build solidarity with the Puerto Rican community. NgWMAN CENTER, UMASS
Advance tickets are $,3 and $3..'-,0 at the door. For more

$2 general

A.r^j J^u^^'
December 13th there will be a Black/Third

World Christmas Service and Celebration in Chapin
Chapel; 4.00 p.m. on the Amherst College campus This is
open to all students, faculty and staff in the Five College
Area. Come and Celebrate. Refreshments will be served
after the service.

"Kwanza" is traditionally celebrated December 26th
thru January 1st wherefore each of the days we dedicate
ourselves to a commitment to the Seven Principles This
event was created in order to have a traditional yearly
ntual that reminds us of our ever increasing need to work
together cooperatively for the common goal of ridding
ourselves of American racism. The Seven Principle-
represent an alternative set of values that promote unit^
without division, creativity without the current destnjc
tiveness and an appreciaton of love by us; for us. Kwanza
will be celebrated December 12th at 1.00 p.m. Food &
refreshments will be served; New Africa House.

This is the last issue of Black Affairs for
this semester. Good luck on your finals and
have a pleasant intersession. Hope to see

^, ^ , ,

you next semester.
$1 antes de la 8:30 From the staff of Black Affairs.

LUTHER By Brumsic Brandon. Jr.
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'Diaries of the 20th century
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIIXiE - Ms. magazine is grateful to Schles-
inger Library for giving its readers a permanent home,
said Gloria Steinem. editor of Ms., Tuesday night at a
press conference at Radcliffe College* The press con-
ference announced the donation of the ten year collection
of Afs. magazine's "Letters to the Editor" to Schlesinger
Library of Radcliffe College.

"Writers of these letters were writers of history." said
Patricia Carbine, publisher and editor-in-chief ofMs "The
'Letters to the Editor' are probably the most valuable
resources an editor could have," she' said.

"What diaries were to the 19th century. 'Letters to the
Editor' are to the 20th century." said Steinem.

"I have worked at other magazines, but I had never seen
letters like these. They are letters of such personal voices.

such depth of observation, such humor," she said.

The Schlesinger Library houses the most complete col-

lection of materials of women's roles and contributions to
American life from 1800 to the present, according to the
press release. It was the first time Schlesinger Library
had requested any magazine's "Letters to the Editor."
"Much of human struggle is in the letters. We couldn't

be more pleased," said Matina Horner, president of
Radcliffe College.

Steinem discussed the evolution of the letters' themes.
The theme of the first letters was "Thank You. Now I

know I am not alone," Steinem said. Now the theme is

"What can we do about Reagan?"
"The first letters documented discrimination. Now,

there is less documenting, more description," Steinem
said. "But they always have been funny."
"Anyone who thinks femininsts don't have a sense of

humor should read these letters." said Steinem.

Eva Mosley, curator of the manuscripts of Schlesinger

Library, said not all the letters received b> Ms. in the past
ten years were depo.iited in the library's archives.

"We felt we had to weed down some letters," she said.

The library will keep all autobiographical letters. It will

get rid of all the argumentative letters and those commen-
ting about previously published articles, Mosley said.

At the press conference, Steinem quoted a few of the

letters received by Ms. Steinem said one seven-year-old

girl wrote saying, "We girls are as angry as turnips."

Another letter was written by a prostitute serving a
prison sentence who wrote in saying how much Ms. had
helped her "Feel some spirit of hope."

Carbine said traditionally, "Letters to the Editor" have
commented on previous issues. What is really unique
alK)ut M.S. magazine's letters is they are an expression of

women's lives, she said.

"Readers have always been our lifeline," Carbine said.

Critics agree; sympathy of critic is important
By MARILYN LENTZ
Collegian Correspondent

CAMBRIDGE — The gender of reviewers is unim-
portant as long as they are sympathetic and understanding
of the topic, irreed a panel of women writers and critics at
Radcliffe Co' vje Tuesday evening.

The panel ot women writers engaged in what Ruth
Sullivan, fiction editor of Ms. magazine, described as a

"structured conversation" before 150 people at the
Cronkhite Graduate Center of Radcliffe College.

The panel discussion followed the donation of Ms's
collection of "Letters to the Editor" to the Schlesinger
Library. Radcliffe College.

Sullivan, talked about the fine line that exists between
fact and fiction. Fine Lines is the title of an anthology of
the best of Ms. fiction published this year.

The role of the feminist as a critic was discussed by
Catherine Stimpson, professor of English at Douglass
College, director of the Women's Research Institute of

Rutgers University and chair of the Ms. Board of Scholars.

She is founder ol the journal. Signs, and author of the

novel Class Notes. As a critic and feminist, Stimpson said

she experiences two temptations. She feels she should
either present, a united front as a feminist or express a

sense of betrayi^l when writers misconvey a feminist issue.

The condensed story of the adoption of a black male
child, Malcolm, ^,by a white hberal couple, was read by
Fanny Howe, a poet, novelist and author of Eggs, The
American Coastline, Poem, First Marriage, Bronte Wilde
and The White Slave. Howe focused on the hyprocrisy of

white liberals. Anyone who has read the story will never
forget Malcolm, said Gloria Steinem, an editor of Ms..

I'holo bv Manlvn l.rnU

Gloria Steinem, Ms. magazine editor, speaks at
the donation of Ms. "Letters to the Editor" to
Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe College. Cam-
bridge.

Hilma Wl^^itzer, a "late bloomer" who did not begin
writing untilV^e 35, read a humorous excerpt from her

novel. Hearts, about a mother and daughter travelling

cross-country and engaging in a war of silence.

mum B^amsam "^ wipii.iiwi*w I,

<^^^^> SONY WALKMAN - 2

WALKMAN'-2 STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER.

It s no wonder our Walkman-2 stereo cassette player is creating
unheralded excitement all across Amenca It's so compact it's about
th.) size of a standard cassette case Now slip on the featherweight
full-range headphones and you'll instantly know why the Sony
Walkman-2 is the ultimate in personal portable stereo Precision tech-
nology rockets the dynamic range skyward to capture concert hall
realism The experience is real. And you can plug in an extra set of
headphones (optional) to share the good times with a fnend The
Walkman-2 is so light and compact, it ndes in your pocket or swings
from your hip virtually unnoticed except for its attractive design Think

S ,5
Riclina biking, jogging, skating or simply relaxing, the SonyWalkman-2 redefines the limits of stereo freedom. Hear and believe

• Trademark ot Sony Corporation ol America

Reg. Price $144.97
j

SAVE $10.00

with coupon
i

j
$134.97

I

THLONt ANDONLY

Our Sound Room is the largest in the area.

See and Hear the Stereo Components
you're looking for all at low Paysaver prices

- Pioneer - Akai - Sansui -

Kenwood - Dual - AR - and more

See us in our New Showroom
Route 5 - Hamp Plaza - Next to the Big Y
iH'iipinpiimsaBtaa^^—

> >r «i% ^<fc fc <
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nytime atBonanza
£2JlegifiUi 7

i^mc
amcHkmnHm i?TK.i.f.^

HAMPSHIRE MALL

isa
m^S OF THE
LOST ARKl^ (6 00 @ $1.75) 8.30

Have you
tried our new
Freshcacdks
Miadbarfbr
lunch yet?
Over 60 different

itenu: garden-fresh fruits
and vegetables, plus condi-
ments and dressings galore.
You could come back dme afterome and never once dupUcate
the same salad. There are oven-
fresh rolls and breads, too ... and
temptmg desserts. The price?
Just what you'd expect from
Bonanza . .

. vemry reasonable!

^Rm'EYE 1
DINNER

I

MERYL ,,jheTknch

^K
Pti

.^

STREEPii«^|
(6:00 @ $ 1.75) 8:30

A star...and a mother
I

PPig (6:00 @ $175) 8 30

SI

BRUCE OERN
,
MAUD ADAMS
TATTOO

(6:15 @ $1.75) 8:45

KJ&steTiilNev

i^nnC MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 58491 S3
MOONTAIN FARMS MAI i

\

The
I®

Springfield Indians'
Bonanza Night on
Sat. Dec. 12th

RIB EYE
DINNER

tociude Bonanza's famous rib eye steaJc 7 ^^^^''T' ichoice of potato, and ail you can eat at our I ^"*^ Bonanza's famous rib eye steaic,

I

|fabuloia FreshtastiksSaiadBar' |
™c« <rf Potato, and all you can eat at our!Coupon expires December 24th I «bulous Freshtastiks Salad Bar!

|
R^Wte 9, Hadley. MA I

Coupon expires December 24th !

^^Route^9^Hadley, MA !

TIME
BANDITS

pg (6:00 (9) $1.75) 8:30

"EYE FOR AN EYE"
and

'Escape from New York"
Eye (6:00 (^ $1.75)

1^ Escape 8:15

:*i

Mi^j happen ro rou

Dudley Moore Lua Minelli

John Gielgud

.Arthur
(6:15 (^ $1.75) 8:30

/^^*.

IHECHAUENG
Creating, manufacturing, and marketing the test systems that keep electronic technol-ogy growing is the business of Teradyne, the worlds high-tech leader in automatic test

Every bit as sophisticated as the technology it must judge. ATE presents an esoe-
cially exciting challenge to the most creative minds.

=»
^ h^«

What keeps Teradyne in the forefront of this industry, and makes it such a rewardina
place to work, is the fact that here creative minds are actively sought out and
encouraged to sparkle.
The nature of our work demands it.

To imagine your future at Teradyne. check the Placement Office and talk to the
Teradyne representative coming soon to your campus.

An equal opportunity employer M/F.

the

Located in the Campus Center

University
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RT. 9 EAST
Serving Amherst & UMass

256-0253

EAST AMHERST

Tune-Up Brakes

Computer Balancing Tires

Alignment Exhaust
Across from Poor Richard's

Belchertown Road

<mo^

Let the Sun in Sunoco
Warm your Winter Woes

253-9394

40 Belchertown Rd, Amherst

Finals panic hits UMass
By MYLES CAVANAGH
(.'ollejfian Staff

When Thomas Fuller said. "It is always darkest just

before the day dawneth," he could have l)een refering to

finals time at a university.

Each year, students at the University of Massachusetts

look forward to the period of wintersession. Although

many choose to work or take a course or two, many use

the time to just take it easy and relax.

^ Before they begin their holiday vacation though, they

must complete the last two weeks of the semester, a

period of finals, term papers, and, for some, panic.

Doug McCrae, a junior engineering major is someone
who expects to be busy for the next two weeks.

"(I'm) so busy that I don't have time to talk to the Col-

Ifginri," he said. Scott Schweber

^fr" K
Auto Repairs

Motor Tune-Ups
Brakes - Lights - Ignition

Mufflers - Shocks

COLLEGE STREET

ARCO <>

260 College St, Amherst
253-3200

AMHtnsT Tine
eeMTen

"Your Full Service Tire Store"
Front End Specialist

Rt. 9, at Shumway,
Amherst

256-8365

Scott Schweber, a senior Social Thought and
Political Economy (STPEC) major agreed. "It's pretty

tough," he said, "I saved all the work till now."
Sharon Stenberg, a Hotel and Restaurant major in her

senior year is "busy, I had three exams and one paper
before finals, and (now) four finals coming up."

On the other hand, John Peck, a sophomore chemistry
student, says that he's "not too busy," because, "by this

time either you know it or you don't. If you don't it's

hopeless."

LeeAnn Gemmell, a freshman engineering major claims
"I'm not too busy (studying) because I know it all."

John Peck

Over intersession, Schweber said he's going to visit

relatives in Florida. Gemmell and others said they want to

ski.

Some students interviewed already have jobs arranged,
but most said they will have to look for a job when they get
home.^^

Sue Hildreth

Sharon Stenberg

\GOODfYEA

Sue Hildreth, a sophomore theater major said, "Last in-

tersession I didn't work and I hated it."

But Judy McCrone, a community services student said,
"Hopefully (I'll) work and earn some money. I don't want
to but it's sort of mandatory. I'd rather lounge around or
ski."

Last Day of Classes Monday, December 14 Libraries

UPDATE

Final Exams
Final exams will begin at 8 a.m. on
Wednesday, December 16, and run through
Tuesday, December 22. The last exams
will beain at 4 p.m. that day. Tuesday,
December 15 is a full reading day, no
exams are scheduled for that day. For
further information on the times and
Places of specific exams, call the Info-
rmation Data Bank, 545-1555.

Residence Halls ^'

The Goodell and University Tower Libraries
will be open Monday through Friday from 8
a.m. to 12 midnight through December 21.
On Tuesday, December ?2, the last day of
exams, they will be open from 8 a.m. ,to
6 p.m. On Saturdays and Sundays they
will be ooen from 10 a.m. to 12 midnight.
For further information regardino other
university library hours, call the Infor-
mation Data Bank.

Collegian

Classifieds

reach

over

25,000

readers

daily!

All students
halls by 6 p,

the last day

I.

must vacate the residence
m. , Tuesday, December 22,
of finals.

Telephones

Telephones will be shut off randomly,
by dorm, starting Tuesday, December 22.
It might be best to make important calls
before that day.

Mail

All mail received after the residence
halls close will be delivered to the
residence halls, and will NOT be for-
v/arded to home addresses.

Dining Commons
The Dining Commons will be open 'a? usual
during the final exam week. All Dining
Commons will be open for breakfast
and lunch on Tuesday, December during
their regular hours. Dinner will start
at the regularly scheduled hours and will
run until 6:30 p.m. at Worcester and Hamp-
shire Commons, and until 7 p.m. at Franklin
and Berkshire Commons.

Bus Schedules

Tl^l
?"ses will run on their present

Tho! il-?? J^''^"^^
Tuesday, December 22.

IrlL] uT"" ™"''"9 on Intersession
schedule Wednesday, December 23. FiveCollege and Northampton schedules will

rmation on these schedules, call the
Information Data Bank. 545-1555, or
the UMass Transit Office, 545-0056

IDB 0\® TIPS

A Service of the Dean of Students Office

Need Cash?
still

jJBuying

Highest

Prices
Class Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry

Coins and Stamps

See Me When You Sell

25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst 256-0710
Mon Fri 10 530

Sat 10 - 2
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CROSSWORD
Wiled by Margaret F >rrar and Trude Jaffe

By M. Joyce

^Kt^^boTLrtl LET3 (iro Foft.

ACROSS
1 Watering places
5 Name (or a pinto

10 Maior or Minor
'4 The harp

constellation
15 Constellation Ara
16 A honey of a drink
17 Cut (dance)
18 Mother of

Andromeda
constellation

20 Handle
22 Spring mo
23 Traveler s choice
24 Semester
25 Varnish

ingredient

21 Candidate lists

30 Provide a feast
33 Saturn satellite

3-1 American
evergreen

3? Burnoosed
prince

3H Deimos and
Phobos

39 Electric catfish
40 Partner of Signed,

and sealed
42 Five, in Avila .

43 Scottish royal

name
44 Plane surfaces

of gems
45 Knight s title

l*»l lot Aiftlr Wm-, s»i

46 Dear, to

DAnnunzio
47 Black or Red
50 Bakery purchase
52 Place for a loan
56 Procyon

constellation
59 Show of hands

at times
60 Assert
61 Clean the black

board
62 Wavy, in heraldry
63 Space shot,

for one
64 mind!
65 Prophet

DOWN
1 Bridge couj» *?",

2 Fire; Prefix '''•'

3 for one's
money

4 Centaur
constellation

5 Racehorses
6 Fire or burglar

7 a grand
old flag

8 Space shuttle

admin
9 Family members
10 Sports arbiter
11 Oceanic feature
12 Kind of boat
13 Call It

19 Tempest, m
Toulon

21 Sharp witted
26 Constellation

between 4 Down
and Aquarius

27 South African

native village

28 Citrus fruits

29 Inclined position
30 Cheese or bacon
31 Woody tropical

vine

32 Decree
34 Herbaceous plant
35 The Man with

the

36 Nigerian people
38 Sherwood Forest

dwellers
41 Squirrel (urs

42 Engine s mixing
device, for short

44 tvtore attractive
46 At hand
47 Scrutinize
48 Roof overhang
49 Turn over

leaf

51 TheAuldSod
53 Top-notch
54 Advice Poet
55 River to the

North Sea
57 DC agcy
58 Milit branch
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10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Latin Music 9l News
Concepto Latino

2 p.m. - 5:30 p.m
Pan Afrique
Kari Njiiri

6 p.m.

Focus
Ken Mowakowski

7 p.m. - 10 p.m. 2 a.m. - 6 a.m.

Women's Varsity Basket- Music for Overnighters
ball vs. Vermont R'ch Thorpe

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS mZ7LFQHH Jnnt'jn rjaua
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WEATHER
Mostly cloudy, windy and

cold weather continuinf^.
Otherwise, over southern
New England scattered
flurries today, partly doudy
tonight and tomorrow. Low
tonight ranging from the
teens to the mid 20s. High
reading today and tomor-
row from the mid 20s to the
mid 30s.

^ "Get Lit at the"

SECOND ANNUAL ^ f9

SOUTHWEST HOLIDAY FESTIVAL

in Hampden Student Center 6 - 12 pm
— Featuring —

• The UMass Marching Band 6:30 - 7:15 pm
• Israeli Dancers 6:30 - 7 pm • Tree Lighting 7:45 pm

• The UMass Chamber Choir 7:30 - 8 pm
THE VALLEY BIG BAND 8-9, 930-1030, 11-12 pm

• A Haitian Dance performance with Valerie Rochon and

Charles Miller

• The Third World Dance Collective with Olivia Hand

Sponsored by the UMas Arts Council, Hampden Board of
Governors and the Southwest Area Government
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Growing old under Reagan
:;::*-W«a::: HV:'-:^:^:--'-'- mmmm

How s this for irony. The oldest man ever to be elected
President of the United States could go down in history as
the president that treated the elderly in America the
\^'«Jrst. I3espite all the rhetoric Ronald Reagan has put out
about caring for the elderly, he has done his best to give
them the shaft.

The White House Conference on Aging convened in
Washington this week. In past sessions in 1961 and 1971.

pie to insure that their view
would be the only one that
would be voiced. They
doubly insured this by rejec-
ting a resolution that would
have had votes taken on
each measure proposed on
the conference. Instead, the
delegates were forced to ac-
cept the like-it-or-lump it

approach of voting only for
the entire package of' sug-
gestions that came out of
the conference. If that isn't

stacking the deck, than I

don't know what is.

After a vocal protest and
some three hours of closed
door negotiations, the con-
ference finally approved a
measure that opposed any
future cuts in Social Securi-
ty. This proved to be a ma-
jor appeasement for the
delegates, who subsequent-

ly voted for almost all of the measures passed by the
various committees. In spite of the panel stacking by the
Reagan administration the conference managed to affirm
what the elderly have been saying for years: unless you
plan on increasing our benefits, hands off our pensiori^!

By the year 2025. one out of every five Americans will
be over the age of 65. It is imperative that a national policy
be formulated to provide for the needs of what will become

a sizeable cross-section of our nation. But the administra-
tion's idea of providing for those needs is cutting funding
for making federal buildings more accessible to the elderly
disabled. Ageism is evident in the O^k Ridge National
Lal)oratory's recommendation that older people should
work in areas contaminated by nuclear explosions. The
recommendation says it takes years for radiation damage
to show up, and it would be less of a threat to the elderly. I

guess this is their idea of providing jobs for older people.

Social Security is in ob-
vious trouble, and there
should be cuts in l)enefits to
people who don't need it.

like government employees
that are already collecting
two or three other pensions
or prisoners who are receiv-
ing benefits. But most of the
burden is being shifted to
the people for whom their
very survival depends on
Social Security and
Medicare. Two ways for
helping the fund, borrowing
from the U.S. Treasury and
from the general tax fund,
were rejected by the con-
ference's Economic Well-
Being Committee. Increas-
ing Social Security taxes is

another way out - too bad
it is so politically unpopular
that it won't get proposed in
the upcoming election year.

J ."TrTTrrrrTrrTTrTTT^TT'j.'.'.'.'.i -
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Dear Mom ajg[ p^:
msm.

Letters

America's older citizens are an important resource.

They are also a very abused and misused one. If our idea
of helping IS slashing benefits to the people who need it
then the Reagan administration deserves all the criticism'
possible for bleeding the elderly.

Randolph T. Holhuf i.s- a Collegian columnist.

It was the day before intersession
It was the day before intersession and everyone who had

hwn stuck up here for the duration was in high spirits
Everyone, that is. except for Kurt Wheeler. Classmates of
his would tell him to have a good one and he would reply
with a firm, "Go to hell.

'

"Christmas, who needs it?" mumbled Kurt. "Instead of
staying out all night. Til be subject to a curfew that makes
the Waltons seem like liberals. No more howling out the
windows in youthful revelric.Home is going to be a real
drag."

As he puttered about. Kurt began to think he heard
noises; sort of like the soun of a beer bottle being smashed
on cement. He had begun to think that someone had
dusted the joint he had smoked, when suddenly, the spirit
of his old roommate Todd, who had joined a fraternity last
year, appeared.

a major

Mary Beth Hebert

"Todd? Is that you? I thought that you had dropped out
of sight completely. What brings you to this neck of the
woods without a painr of chinos?

"

'Kurt Wheeler. I was sent here, not of my own
violation, but by that big Greek that lives within us all I
am here to tell you to stop being such a drag or be prepared
to suffer the consequences."
"But Todd, you were always such a carefree fellow.

What happened?"
"Listen buddy. I don't like being dressed up in drag any

more than you like looking at me. I was taken from a
pledge party to tell you to expect three ghosts in the room
tonight. Later." And with that. Todd vanished.
Poor Kurt barely had time to recuperate from the shock

of seeing Todd without an alligator shirt on. when he heard
a polite knock on the door.
'Who's there? " he asked shakily.
"George. I'm the ghost from UMass past. You are to

come with me."
"Do I have to?"

"You bet. Lets get cracking...
"

Kurt found himself suddenly transported into a large
field. There were students taking soil samples and some
were feeding cows.

"Where am I?" asked Kurt. "The set of Little House on
tnr rraru^"

•No dummy.", replied his host. "This is UMass at the
very beginning. This was what college was supposed to be
about. That's not marijuana those students are harvesting'
that s the main part of Christmas dinner. Students in
these days were into doing constructive things. None of

this wasting time with those communist causes of yours."
"Hey. wait a minute. The Southwest Assembly isn't a

communist based organization."
"No matter. I have to bring you to your next guide."
With that. Todd suddenly found himself in a bathroom

marked "Women". With the flourish of a flush, his next
spirit appeared. Buzz was dressed in jeans and a Grateful
Dead t shirt.

"Hey man. What's happening?" I'm here to show you
what you ve been missing out on with all your sulking

"

u )!^'^^u*'*'"
^***^*^ suddenly found himself on Orchard

liill. The ground was covered with snow and students
were shding on stolen D.C. trays. Nearby,
snowball war was in progress.
"I cant believe that my own peers are acting so silly
This holiday nonsense is just something created by the
government to bolster our sinking economy."

"Well, let me show you something. " said Buzz.
Kurt found himself looking into the window of a women's

room on his floor.

"Do you recognize her?" asked Buzz.
"'Sure That's Nancy. She typed my term paper for me

last week. But why is she crying'.''"

"While you were out turning down the volume of
Christmas records, you completely forgot about playinir
Secret SanU. You had Nancy and you never even gave heracme.

"Hey
.

I didn't think that she was going to take it
seriously. Gee. I really feel bad now."

Bu/z began to fade in and out before his eyes.
"Hey man. I hate to go but being with you has been a

real bummer.
Kurt then felt an icy chill down his spine as he saw the

next ghost approach him. This phantom spoke not a word
but motioned for Kurt to follow him.

Keep church and
state separate
To the Editor:

This letter is in response to Mr.
Londergan's enlightening letter (Dec.
7). I only wish that I could perceive
abortion as such a simple issue. Mr.
Londergan refers to the fetus as an "in-
nocent human life" and to the "ghastly
affair of abortion." I'm sure that he
would find it much easier to watch his
sister die as a result of a pregnancy or
an illegal abortion. Although I would not
wish to see a nearly full-term fetus
aborted because of indifference or
neglect, the choice must still remain the
woman's. I don't wish to force my
morality on anyone else, but then again
I can't speak about abortion from ex-
perience. Apparently Mr. Londergan
can.

Speaking from a scientific view (Note:
not a religiously inspired omniscience)
the fetus is nothing more than a mass of
living growing cells performing their
genetically programmed function before
brain waves begin. Should we propose
an ammendment to outlaw surgery
because of the destruction of thousands
of healthy, growing bells?

Mr. Londergan also mentions a
woman's "role." Did you or some other
group choose that "role" for her Mr
Londergan? Perhaps she should be
allowed to choose for herself.

Maybe everyone who chooses to share
or force such unparalleled insight as
that of Mr. Londergan upon others
should sit down and consider the issue
objectively. Let's keep church and state
separate.

Bob Lawliss
Central

assembled bicycle.
over the place. Kurt

his hair and

Kurt found himself looking at a half
There were parts and instructions asaw hmself huddled in a corner, tearing

change! I promise' I' i „|. « <^«" ^
happen to me! I'll

h.T miM-rabU And I herw hi^ 1 »Pologi7«i for making
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right!
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• ^"'^ ^° a", you re all

Mary Buh Hebert is a Collegian columnist.

Serving UMass
To the Editor:

We wish to alert citizens who are con-
cerned with the quality and efficiency of
University services to management
policies that ignore basic needs. The
University has decreased the resources
devoted to the central mailing service —
a critically important function - to such
an extent that the system has come near
collapse.

The U.S. Postal service averages
157.000 pieces per worker per year
whereas Japan with a highly automated
system, averaged 109,000 pieces per
worker per year. The UMass central
mail room handles about 750,000 cam-
pus mail pieces (those going from one
building to another on campus) per year.

,

The central mailing room averages

250,000 pieces per worker per year of
campus mail.

U.S. Mail figures are equally
favorable. Over the past 10 years, the
central mail service has lost staff, and
yet increased output. In the first 10 1/2
months of 1981, the central mail room
handled 4,366,128 pieces of mail with
only 9 workers. That results in an
average of 545.766 pieces per worker
per year. By comparison, the figure for
the University of Connecticut is 300,000
pieces per employee per year. The
University of Maryland's figure is about
303,333 pieces per employee per year.
By these comparisons, the" University of
Massachusetts workers are 81 percent
more efficient.

Put another way, the ratio of mail
room staff of students had decreased
substantially. In 1969, 12 people servic-
ed the academic and administrative
needs generated by services to 14,450
students, whereas in 1981, 9 workers
service 24.900 students' academic and
administrative services mailing needs.
Thus. 25 percent fewer staff is now ser-
vicing 73 percent more students' needs
— an enormous increase in productivity
This has occurred with no substantial in-
crease in equipment (indeed, there has
been deterioration), and a decrease in
work-study student help.

The workers in the central mail room
trying to do a better job, have continual-
ly suggested more efficient procedures
Their requests for more equipment and
for more useful types of equipment to domore work have been ignored, while the

number of administrator.s has been
steadily increasing over the decade for
example, workers' requests for hand
trucks to handle the increasing loads
more efficiently - a simple and obvious
way to increase productivity _ ^ere
turned down by the administration. Im-
agine, the workers want to do a better
more efficient job, and the ad-
ministrators inhibit efficiency. Even-
tually, the workers obtained hand
trucks through another department
The lesson? The Universitry works
because of the dedication of the
workers, in spite of management.

Fundamentally, the public is our
employer. Our services to the public in
helping educate our youth, are being in-
hibited by a technically deficient
management. We wish to let the public
know that it is not the workers who are
responsible for deteriorating .services

^>ank Olbris

_.., Florence
Phihp Bordeaux
Lake Pleasant
Judith Phillips

Amherst

Donant a pawn
To the Editor:

The conflict surrounding the control
of the Student Activities Trust Fund
(SATF) and the Director of Student
Activities Office is a compUcated and
sensitive subject.

As the Speaker of the Senate and
thus the official representative, I
would like to clarify some misconcep
tions. First, Randy Donant's resigna
tion was demanded because of the posi
tion he holds, not for any insen
sitiviUes towards Third Worlc^ and
Women's issues. The Student Ac-
tivities Office is not detrimental to aU
student groups. It has the potential to
be extremely detrimenUl if we
hesitate to clarify its role and its
responsibilities within the next few
months.

Within the SATF. any organizatbn
which receives a substantial increase
will necessarily decrease the available
resources for all other organizations.
Third World and Women organizations
are not being Urgeted at the present
time by any formal policy, but with the
conservative trend currently in vogue,
these organizations are not in a very
secure position.

Intersession IS almost upon us. and for many of us
that means going back to our home towns to live withour parents. For some, this will be the first stay at

toTolle e
^^ *"'''^^''^' '«»^h of time since coming up

For others who have been through it all before, the
rehef of having six weeks off is offset by the anticipated
ension that living at home will almost certainly create.
(Alter, that is a two week or so "grace period" whereyou and your family are so gald to see each other that
problems get pushed aside).

Not everyone has problems, of course. But whatever
your situation, a little communication between you andyour parents can go a long way toward making things go
smoother and minimizing possible tension. After all sbcweeks IS a long time to be living back with your par'ents
alter you ve been out and on your own for a while
So. m the faith that some good, honest communication

can sometmies ease the most difficult situations. I put
forth an idea that. alas. I never used when I should have- a letter home. If I could do it all over again. I pro-
bably would mail my parents a short letter about a week
or so before I got home. It may not move mountains, but
It sure couldn't hurt (at least not in my case). I think it
would go something like this:

Dear Mom and Dad,
I'm writing now because 1 m coming home in a week

or so, and I just want to teU you what's on my mind
before I get there. I'm looking forward to being home
with everyone, but I am a little worried that we may
have some problems.

Its not that I don't love or respect you, or even that
I ve really changed a whole lot. It's more that I'm more
of my own person now. I'm not a little kid anymore.
What I'm talking about is freedom, and my right and

need to make my own decisions about my life. I realize

you've had a great deal of influence on me over the
years, but now it's time for me to take care and respon
sibility for myself. I've been on my own for a while now
and I ve come to really value the opportunity this has
given me to "be myself.

" I'm a little concerned that I
won t be able to be myself when I come home for the
next six weeks.
For instance, my Hfestyle is quite different from

yours and so are many of my values. Yes, I smoke pot,
1 drink. I go out a lot and stay out late. People my age
do all kinds of things that you never did when you were
young.

And then there are my values. Although a lot of them
are .similar to yours, a lot aren't. But this doesn't mean
that mine are wrong or bad, they're just different from
yours. Our sexual values, for example, are quite dif
ferent. I bum out when I think that I can't talk to you
about such an important part of my life because you
disapprove of my moral values.
And practically speaking. I don't like the idea of living

lies, of having to hide my pot or my drinking or having
my lover stay overnight in a different bedroom.
I realize, however, that I have to respect your values

and to what extent I can I will try to arrange my life so
that things don't clash. I hope you wUI try to do the
same.

I say all this in the hope that when I come home next
week, you'll have thought about what I've said and
where I'm coming from. 1 don't expect that all of a sud-
den thmgs are going to be toUlly simple, but I do think
It s worth the effort to try and get along as smoothly as
possible.

I really hope we can work things out.
P.S. I hope you're going out New Year's Eve 'cause I'm

having a big party at the house.

Jackson Katz is a Collegian columnist

Was he brilliant or mad?
I couldn't help but notice him. Sitting across the bar, he

was staring at his drink too intently, his mind obviously on
other things. Suddenly, he kwked up. and caught me
staring. After scowling at me, he mumbled his convictwn
that just like everyone else, I thought he was mad.
"You all do! I come up with brilliant programming based

on UMass life, and the Union Video Center calls me mad!
But I'll show them, I've got a plan to get even with them!"

"A plan? What are you talking about? " I asked. He
reached into a briefcase next to him, and produced a sUck
of papers.

Dave Ciine

To the best of my observations as a
Third Worid student. Randy Donant
has not exhibited any racist or sexist
pohcies but instead is a virtual pawn in

his enforcement of any particular
University Administration policy. The
conflict remains that we must clarify

this problem with Vice Chancellor
Madson and his administration, rather
than simply quibbling over the
sonality of Randy Donant.

per-
anti-sexism team

Ed Lee,

Speaker of the Senate

PAID POSITION
Applications are now being ac-

cepted for the spring semester posi-

tion of Associate Executive Editor.

Interested students should have

editing skills and a knowledge of

campus and world issues. Only

those willing to make a large time

commitment should apply.

Contact Kathleen Howley
Executive Editor

Application deadline:

December 22

The Collegian is an equal oppor-

tunity/affirmative a/'tion employer.

"All UVC ever shows on those T.V.'s in the Campus
Center are concerts and guest speakers. I found a way to
patch into the closed circuit system, and override their
programming with my own. Here, take a look ". he said,
pushing a makeshift T.V. guide in my directron. It read:
Monday
Buck Rogers on the 25th Floor- With time running out.

Buck searches desperately for the library book that will
save his term paper from being destroyed by the evil

professor Ming.

As Frats Match Wits- Pike vs. Theta Chi in semi final

action.

S'M*A'S*H - The Southwest MobUe Army Surgical
Hospital treats the victims of the latest bottle throwing
contest.

Koffler'n Angels- The SCERA
tackles another tough case.

Father Knows Wang- A senior engineering student
explains why he isn't currently interviewing at the
placement office.

Tuesday
That's Inedible-Featuring a segment of DC meatloaf

Itahano.

Those Amazing Anarchists- Highlights of the picketing
of the mini-store.

Family Fraud- Richard lies to professor Dawson, telling

him he can't take the exam because his grandfather died.

Lose Grant- The financial aid office forces yet another
student to drop out because they can no .longer afford it.

Pro Bowlers Tout- This week the campus' top smokers
meet in the finals of the Southwest Marijuana Open.
Wednesday
Bar Trek- Captain Kirk and the gang beam into

Dastardly Dan's to explore the uncharted drinking holes in

the Amherst galaxy.

UMass Asked for It- A viewer writes in and asks to see a
couple of bricks fall of the library. In another segment. Ed
King explains why he picked high-technology people to

serve on the board of regents.

22 AUve.'- The number of Hatch coffee drinkers still

standing.

Thursday
Mork and Madson- A crazed alien and an even more

crazed vice-chancellor create mischief throughout the
campus. In tonights episode. Mork creates a lab fee poUcy
that he knows wUl inconvenience students, while Madson
does his best to support it.

The Little RascaU- UTOPIA plans another rally.
Dynasty- UMass Hoop coach Tom McLaughlin makes his

wish on "FanUsy Island."

Scooby Don't.'- Shaggy tries to coax his canine chum off
of the 21st story ledge.

I Dream ofJanua^- A ROTC pilot, on a secret mission,
finds a bottle with a Genie inside, and promptly wishes for
an early intersession.

Friday

Hasbrouck Five-0- McGarrett fights 49 other people for
a seat on the bus going downtown.
One Dame at a Time- Poor Richard regulars plan their

weekend.
Malice- The fun begins at Mel's Hatch diner when the

french fries don't arrive and the customers get violent.
Had'em, 12- Amherst Towing sums up last weekend.
AU My Children- Single sex bathroom policy creator

Marge Lenn telks about UMass students.
"And that's not all!" he said. There'll be plays like

Waiting for GoodeU'. and 'A Coffee Line!' Never again wUI
they call me, Freddie SUverman. mad!" He was wrong. As
I walked out the door. I did.

Dave CUne is a Collegian columnist.
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Miller and Miller Lite

Tonight

NAT NEEDLE
One of Northampton's finest musicians plays the
piano to blues, jazz, rag time and Honky Tonk

Happy Hour Prices 9:00 - 1:00 am
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By MYLES CAVANAGH
Collegian Staff

Dyslexic students of the University of Massachusetts,
met last night to organize a support, information, and
advocacy group for dyslexics on campus.

Dyslexia is a learning disability allecting lu to lbmUlion Arnencans. and about four percent of the
students at UMass. according to Dr. DeShields. the
Director of the Communication Skills Center.

According to spokesperson Rayna Sieeler a
psychology major, the as yet unnamed group is beingformed in response to student requests for one.

"Its purpose." she said, "is to obtain funds, tutors and

counselors who know the problems of college dyslexics
Our other major goal is to let other students and faculty
become aware of what dyslexia is. and to let them know
that some students have legitimate alternative ways of
learning that have to be available."

One of those alternative ways of learning, she explain-
ed, would be allowing students to take essay exams
rather than multiple choice which many dyslexics find
difficult.

"There is a lack of awareness on campus about what
dyslexia is. not just (among) students, but professors
too What we want to do is dispel the myth that the
dyslexic is defective." she said.

"(We want to) show that we're not stupid" someone
added.

Denmark school advocates
learning by doing, first-hand

i-ourteen students, including two graduate siuaenis. at-
tended the meeting, and Favia Colsson. a CASIAC
freshman said many others have called and said they
want to be involved.

Siegler said. "A lot of people are waiting to see if it's
just a little group of people sitting around talking about
their problems, or if the group is going to do
something.

DeShields explained that dyslexics have an audio or
visual discriminating problem, for instance, d's may look
like b s. and the word "saw" may look like "was" to a
dyslexic. In extreme cases, a dyslexic may be able to
read only by holding the book to a mirror.

"Dyslexia has nothing to do with potential," DeShields
said. "Einstein is said to have been dyslexic."

Newslines.,,

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Since 1970. the Denmark-based
Traveling Folk School has given nearly
4.000 students the opportunity to learn
about the world first-hand. Through
programs held in Asia. Central America
and the Near East, students not only study
the political, social and economic problems
of those regions, but upon their return,
relay their findings to others through over
30 books, lectures and theatrics.

The School is now recruiting students
from around the Five College area and the
East Coast for a course in Latin America
beginning in January. The course involves
looking at the problems of El Salvadorians
at refugee camps in Honduras, oil workers
in Mexico and the literacy campaign in
Nicaragua.

"Through i combination of experience
and reading students receive a much better
understanding of the countries they visit."
said Jesper Wohlert. a teacher in the school
from Denmark.

The trip wiU begin with a two month

preparation stage in New point. Virginia.
There, students, will learn Spanish and the
history of the countries they will visit, as
well as preparing a truck and supplying it

with clothing, medical supplies and other
"material aid".

After that, the truck will travel down
through Mexico. Belize. Honduras. Costa
Rica. Nicaragua and Panama.
"An important part (of the program) is to

help." said Wohlert. "The school stresses
basic humanitarian views, as well as
learning about the country. We'll be living
with working class people, owners of
plantations and talking to the govern-
ments...the best way to learn is to go into
the situation. It's the best school you can
have."

After the trip through Central America,
which will take four months, the students
will return to the United States for three
months, to communicate their findings.

Those interested are invited to an in-

troductory session at 4 p.m. Friday,
December 18th in room 901 Campus
Center.

Lesbians discuss some Presentation offers

health concerns
A Lesbian health ^^orkshop will be held CleaU Air Act infOThursday at 4 p.m. at Hampshire College

*1UV.
in room 105 of i-Vanklin Patterson Hall.
The workshop will cover basic lesbian

health including sexually transmitted
diseases, breast self-exams, and vaginal
health. The advantages and disadvantages
of "coming out" to your health provider will
also be discussed, along with how often
annual pelvic exams and pap smears should
be done.

Facihtators of the workshop will be Ellen
Miller Mack, a woman's health nurse
practitioner, and health educators Debbie
Edelman and Sue Olson.

Hillel office offers

Chanukah gift items
Anyone wishing to purchase menorah

candles; or needing ideas for Chanukah
gifts may purchase these items from 9:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. until the end of the semester
in the Hillel office, 302 Student Union.

The Coalition for Environmental Quali-
ty, in CO operation with the Massachusetts
Lung Association, will present a sUde
show and discussion to inform interested
persons on the Clean Air Act and what
they are breathing at 7:30 p.m. Friday in
Campus Center room 811. The presenta-
tion is free of charge.

Course on WSI
to be held in Jan.
A two week Water Safety Instructor

course (for two credits) will be held from
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. daily beginning Jan. 4 at
the Hampshire College pool.
The prerequisite is advanced lifesaving

certification. Interested persons may
register at the office of Academic Affairs.
Enfield House. Hampshire College. There
is no charge for Five College students.

Lois Lane does all

her Christmas shopping
for her

NIKEMAN at

the Runner'
Gift certificates

available

Runner^shop
159 IM, Pleasant St (ftehind Faces) 256-Q7nR

Top of the (ampus
{^staurant ar|.d Ipunge

Murru)' l>. Lincoln CuinpuN ('ciilcr

I'nivcrslly of MuKNUchiiNClls ul AnilicrNi

CABARET NIGHT
Friday, December 11th

at The T.O.C. Restaurant
Your Favorites

from the Cape & Vermont it's

DOWNPOUR
Aeeoustical Folk Rock
Dinner & Dancing^!
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SICK ?
Of math confusion. Frustrated with your precalculus
course? There IS another way? The school of Natural
Science and Mathematics will offer a new course this
spnng designed for students who find traditional
math courses difficult. If you need to prepare for
Calculus or Statistics - If you're sick of ordinary math

classes TRY THIS PRESCRIPTION-
Title - NSM 197C Quantitative Reasoning
Time - MWF 2:30 Course Number - 548905

More Info - Call 545-0988

MNMC ANDDANONC
Tonight Thursday December 1

Steve Spe;

dows
at its best"

he \/alley's newest and finest

Italian Restaurant
JOEY D's

256-8605

HATS, GbOUCS, SOCKS
& SCflRUCS

^.
Downtown Amherst

A Store-full of Stocking Stuffers

(Thursday, December 10, 1981
Thursday, December 10, 1981

Open
*M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

*Wed until 8 pm University Store

Please recycle this Collegian

\ rusty nail Q/^vn^

Tonight

PERE UBU
7

w/Scientific Americans

Fri. Dec. 11 Sat. Dec. 12

JOHN HALL BAND N R B Q
665-4937 Rt. 47, Sunderland

SOUTHWEST
CLOSING NOTICE

All students who are leaving the
University, moving to another dor-
mitory or to another room MUST:
1_

Remove al) of their belongings from
the room or arrange for the storage in
an officially designated storage area-

2. Conipiek and sign a Housing Inven-
tory Check Out Form; and

3. Return all keys currently issued
The check out hours for this process in
Southwest are:

December 14 - 22 11:00 am - 2:00 pm,
7:00 pm- 11:00 pm

See the closing notice issued bu Housing
Services for further details.

Stockbridge School of Agriculture,

UMass
Presents: The Fifth Annual

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT DAY

9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Wednesday, February 17, 1982

in the CCA
Industrial Exhibits open all day
10 Seminars throughout the day
Theme: FUTURE HORIZONS OF

AGRICULTURE IN NEW ENGLAND
All Students Welcome!

More info to follow in the near future

Admission Free!

'^oooooooooooooooooooooooooeoooooi

f****** *»»»»»»|M *<#

^Located in the Campus Center

~ University

^**»****9*^»*«'0 ^000^^^9» ^90^00^^0 ^000, ^0000^^y

<

'
<

' I

i

THUR/DW
TonlghCr/peclol

75c

VODKA
DRINKS

SPEARMINT
SCHNAPPS
i .00/Shot

fCWURiriG

mmmmmmv
'"' RCX:k&ROLL'<'<'c™«'

^^
Poor Ricliard^

Aj^UJCidC'r

DANCE CLUB
Disco • TOD 40 • ROA

iColleaian is

^.41^5
FINE CHOCOLATE AND

CONFECTIONS
Secret Santa

Great Gift ideas

/4tt 7tttu4eaU

63 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst, MA
Next door to Delanos

• • •

•Jlenoeragsinasie
NorthamptofT, liass.

Now, Ends Tuesday Dec 15
on screen 7:00 and 9:25

'^ A BRILLIANT FILM ^

PereROTDoie
KATHARIN6 H6PBURN

7H6LIONINWINT6R
•-•MUlMIUat„ Mx,l|

• ATTMEGATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

^ . i\ special qift!

<J^ for
1982

for %
1982

l^ University
Store

Route 9 Amherst
TUESDAY WEDNESDAYm EVERY THURSDAY

/So ^0\

.FRIDAY & SATURDAY]

2
FOR
1

25c Drafts 75c Drinks with Guest D.J. AL VARELAS

Thurs.

Dec. 10th 8-1

NO COVER

8-10 pm

GREASER PARTY
OLDIES 9?x-'

n $50.00 Prices
8-9 50c Drinks
9-10 75c Drinks
10-1 $1.00 Drinks
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* These are awards

as Kt»«Ki as ihcy wci. huiii up to bt'....TMK IJKST "FX
AJ ON THK (OUNV MKDIA" HIATZ - All the hoopla
(or should II l)(. l(M>H)all la? Wha a a a t???) foncorninK
I lUs turnaround («) 5 is a big turnaround, right?) Kxaj
on the pcopU- who kt-pt calling (hem the •('indcrclla
loam ....HKST VKLLOW JOURNALISM - Whrn the
(•/oh, game story on the Sunday following the UMass
I'Conn game (a i4 29 I'Mass win) included more slop
about the so called "verbal shot contest between Bob
IVkett and Wall Nadzak

" than about the excitement
that was the game itself. Way to pick up on zippy
points, eh?.. ..THE DAVID "MOO MOO" MORELLI
SNAI' A WIRE AWARD - Raymond Henoit.. THEMOST TATUI'U/BRLCE CLARK "DR. DEATH"
Si'LTIAL TEAMS AWAUD - Co winners (iradv Fuller
and David Littlelield. These two guys made just about
all tackles on both punt and kickoff returns betwtH-n
them... .REST STING/TAKE THE MONEY AND RUNAWARD - This one gcx-s to the unknown sportswriter
who absconded with the pool money after the UMass-

, Thursday, December 10, 1981

Dartmouth game.. ..REST HOT DOG EATER - Bill
Sh.a....DOl'{; I'LANK BEST HITTER" AWARD -
^ ou have to saw this one in half since (Jeorgi- Lewis and
(irady Fuller could equally lay claim to it. ...MOST
RIDK I'LOUSLV I'RICED CASE OF BEER - $12.60
lor a case of Liles at the first junction when you're com
ing down the street from UConn. Vou can have your
bottle bill, we'd rather have reasonable booze
pries.....MOST MOO MOOEST I'LAV - When URIs
Barney Rinaldi (Wah!) recovered an errant pitch in the
UMass end zon<" for the winning points in the UMass-
IRI game.. ..BEST UMASS FOOTBALL PLAYER
WHO WOULD HAVE BEEN A WICKED GOOD
IIO( KEY i'LAYER. TOO. IF UMASS HAD A
llO( KEY TEAM AWARD - Scott Crowell. Exaj on
l«H.king like a hockey player.. ..BEST HOUDINI ACT -
(.ary Fr. ker....MOST ARl'ROBRIATE WHAT EVER
HAI'I'IJNED TO ??? SELECTION - Maines Lorenzo
Bouier. Did he play this year?....l{EST ONE SINGLE
QUARTER OF I'LAY THIS YEAR - The first quarter

against Ul\ No it isn't. It would have to be the first
»|ualter against Dartmouth. Oh. sorry, Milt the
(ireek....M()ST PROLIFIC RUNNER - Pete
DiTomasso. Career stats: 3 carries. 28 yards. Career
average: .7.') carries. 7 yards per year.. ..BEST SCREW
JOB - Leaving Scott Crowell off the first team all
Yankee Conference team for the second year in a
row.... BEST TEAM NICKNAME - The Delaware
Fightin' BLUE HENS - (We finally figured out what a
blue hen is. It's a cross between a green and a yellow
hen. Get it? Ha ha-ha ha ha). ...WORST TEAM
NICKNAME - The Delaware Fightin' BLUE HENS
(what a "der" name). ...BEST BALLOONIST - Herbie
Newland....rHE TED BORSETI/MICHAEL SVENSON
TROPHY - Awarded for drinking significantly before
durmg after all UMass home games. Freddie Read et
crew take this one hands down... .BEST CONCESSION
VENDOR AT ALUMNI STADIUM - Sid
Vicious....MPP - J. J. GRAHAM.. ..In five years, there
have been no Bahts at Alumni Stadium.

SUMMER OF "82"

Summer Staff wanted for large Girl

Scout resident camps in Tolland and
East Otis Mass. Positions available for:

Program Directors - Cooks - General

Counselors - Nurses - and Specialists

Staff in: Waterfront, Small Craft,

Riding, Gymnastics, Arts 8- Crafts, etc.

Salary with Room & Board for nine or

ten weeks. For application write:

Timber Trails

Star Route 158

Tolland, MA 01034

or call: Ml 3-258-4592

lOOOOOOOOOOOO

IF YOU RE LOOKING
FOR A VACATION. . .

SMUGGLERS SPRING
NOTCHJeff»f$onvlH», VT VArATlOUC
Jonuory 2-7, 7-12-12-17 ^^'-^"'-'"^

DEKMUDA
FLORIDA

CotpiTT* TMAVfl Of<Nl«M

1

$199 PER PERSON
Pius 10% tox G s*rvic»

fo< furth*f Info cenieci:

MtKITUOM
137A ^ott*f»on

M«-1445 «0« PaovMlfiKi HM>w«y
Rscri 0*<

Oidii*M, M*M 0302t
Til:(«l7) l2*-7tOO

* Skiiers
Continued from page 20

UMass men will face Amherst College, UConn. Brown
University. Northeastern and Trinity College. The
Minutewomen face Smith. BC, Plymouth State, Trinity
Brown in the Wise.
The schedule begins on Jan. 17, when both leagues

participate in the Amherst Slalom/Giant Slalom at
Berkshire East, the "home field" for UMass. Both teams
will be practicing at Berkshire East beginning Dec. 21 and
lasting Monday thru Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
throughout January.

Teams tryouts are being held this Saturday at Berkshire
East in Charlemont.

'America^ Most RcspicTEd IMamc in TravcI"

We've Cot ThE
LocatIon

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••#»»-

Read the other voice TODAY

1

foKS, gcines, unusual gifts 8t ur»qu«

acc«ssorlcs for under $3.00.

^^^

m
L_Zk

^<c

A Store-fuH of Stocking STuffers

&indciV5l2-5/Dovynto¥ynAnihefst

Associate Graphics
Manager

(Iain t .pfrience and earn a little money at the "^jr o
time. TIh pc.sitic.n of r„lhq,nn Associate (Jrapliirs
Manatrer is uvailahle lor Spring semester. The applii . ..

niuv* have paste-up. camera reproduction skills and the
willin^rnc.ss (o work lou^, late hours.
Knr ap|ili(atioi).>; ami more information, see Marshi

Biaixhi at the ('<>llr,/i,in (;raphics office l>etween II
a III. noon daiK or call at .')4r>-.T)(>(l.

lu.il '>|>p'.rl{lhilv i'iii|>l<.\.'i

Imported Beer, for the
jj

Discriminating Drinker
|

Wine for the Connoisseur

Buy a Gift to share

with someone special

10% off our Regular Prices

with this ad thru Dec. 24th
^.^ Domwtic* /^

pops
packaoc

^'^v"5r^^'5«M382^
^

Located in the Campus Center

.r'^ University
: ......Sjjgre

: spi

Spectrum Reading

Series

Dec. 10 8 pm
Commonwealth Rm SUB
Take a break and hear students

read their original prose and
poetry. Everyone is invited!

Tfcii it a free event ipontored by
SPEaRUM .nd the UMau Art. Council

.J

Thursday, December 10. 1981

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome loCoMegian Office CC 11.1 • ft ii<;->^c.4„_.- . .
^^ ^""^^^^^ ^i^^^ ^JU^

Collegian i?

-H ,n 3.an'vit::^:r;3:^:j^r:'-;;^^r^— •°--- --

AUDIO

Speakers Scott 3 waV 6 months old 5
year g uarantee, 65w, $85 ea. Paul 6-9647

autcTforIjale
~

^ C^N«vvport only $400. calfAlex please

68 Olds Cutlass Supreme $400 or BO call
6-7930

73 Audi 100LS very good cond7tlon7askina
$130 call Steve H. 256-6171

74 Vega Wagon AM/Fm7pS, Auto $700
or BO 546-4150 '

72 Datsun 510 automatic, good^nsporta
tion, good gas mileage. 546-9334, Steve
keep trying

1970 Volvo good condition, 2 new snows
clutch work don6, 900.00 negotiable call
253-9470 evenings

Chevrolet - VEGA 1973 new engine less
than two years old with 37500 miles $375
549-3988

FOR SALE

IDEA: Portrait Drawings.
6652972

Dennis

BEARDED SUNDERLAND GUY
Saw each other Sunday in the Doves
Nest & the laundry. What a beautiful smile!
I'm captivated & intrigued what's your
name? I'd like to meet you. . .Am I too
bold?

BINKLY'S

Have a Btnkly and a beer today!!

Ms. Binkly all's in fun love yal!

Trash a Binkly feed it ludes.

CAREER PLACEMENT REGISTRY

Seniors, don't let job opportunities pass
you by. Have you registered with CPR7 If

not, call toll free 1-800-368-3093 for full
details and entry data form.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Boston Traders Sweaters - All styles 40
-50% off retail - Mark, 256-8775, Stan
253-7479, after 5:00

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Tape Decks,
Stereos and Car Stereos. Sound in Motiori
266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst. Behind
Silverscape Designs, 253-9341.

ENTERTAINMENT

"The Allies" See Tom Greeley, Ed Been,
Crispin Wood, John Doucette and Wilber
Dick at the Bluewall Thursday N ight!

FINALS, FINALS. FINALS!!!

To help you get through the last stretch
of the semester, come to the STUDENT
NOTE SERVICE. Lecture notes available for
many courses. 401 Student Union BIdg
(top floor) SNS closes for the semester on
Dec16 at 4:00

FOR RENT

Own room in 2 bdrm Northwood Call

Shari 665-2009

One furnished room in Brittany Dec 23rd
- Jan 31st male or female call 253-5941

NON-SMOKER FEMALE.wanted to share
2-bedroom apt on bus route. Belchertown
line. Available Jan, 1 call 266-6836

2 bedroom apt. in northwood. Room
for 3 persons, possibly four, $295/mo.and
elec for info call 665-3627.

One room in centrally located,
3-bedroom apt, male preferred $117/mo.
253-9717 James or Mark.

2 room studio apt Amherst Center 2 min
walk to campus Jan 1 or Feb 1 to Aug 31

$250 + 549-1269

2 bedrooms in house $^90+ 15 min walk
to campus 549-4884

Share renovated barn four bdrm,
fireplace, 50 yds from bus on NE St Call

253 7048

Own room In 2 bedroom apt Dec 22 Aug
115-t- share large bdrm Feb 1 - Aug 82 -t-

call Omar or Aswarth 253-9946
5 min walk to campus Phillips St. Lg
room spacious house Laurie 549-4365

Double room, Sunderland house bus
route, Jan-Aug, 549 0022, Lisa

Country Cottage by lake 2 spacious
bedrooms Joe Lyons 256-8306 367 9307

Two people to share room in a hous?
male/female 253-5237

Room available in cozy Belchertown
apt on bus route 132.00/month plus.

323-5811

Two bedroom apt Sunderland bus route

January/ Spring 82 665 7771 $295 mo
Room for rent Amherst Center 175$
month 256-8822

GIFT
Delap,

1975^Suzuki GTSgOFULLY assesedl20CI0

So ,^oo^
^°°^ condition $650 call Rick

34y-1o67

Fender Stratocaster $400 665 2241 eves;

24 karat gold dipped leaf earrings$10 00
Great^ifts!^ll^46^39

Rossignol 155 Dynafit Boots size seven
used once only 200 or best offer call
Christine 549-4922

Camera Equipment 5-1 auTo zoom two
speed etc Light, Case & Projector all in
original cartons $300 call Kevin 665-224

1

Authentic German Drinking Steins^
cellent Christmas presents 533 5456 bet
ween 6-7

Student Ceramic Sale Thur Dec 10 & Fri
Dec 11 9 am - 6 pm Munson Hall Annex
U-Mass

Suede fur lined Vest excellent condition
call 546 7164

Peavy T-60 Electric Guitar excellent con-
dition $190, Yamaha Amp 20W loud $125
call Tom 253-2761

Womens Vasque Hiking Boots size 5Vi
asking $70 Andrea 253-7111

Couch, bed. desk, table, comfy chair kit-
chen things 549-4352 before 10PM
Ski Bindings Marker M-40 racing $75.00
256-6815 Artie

Moving to Colorado! For sale single and
double beds, desk, dresser, rugs, etc. Call
545-0087 days, 253-2048 eves

Nordica ski boots good condition
Typhoon used 2 years Kurt 546-5401

$50

Bos Spring. Mattress. Desk
cheap 256-8824

Dresser

Minikorg Synthesizer & Ovation Guitar
great condition 546-9752

Mens leather and sheepskin coats new
all sizes 546 9752

Nordica Ski Boots size 8 good condition
$40 546-7698

Fender Guitar & Amp Music Maker Elec
trie & Guild Amp bought for $190 & 110 -

125 & 80 or 200 together call 6-9722 after
5:00

Heirling Ski Boots womens 8 $30 K2 170
skiis Look bindings $50 or BO call Sheila
586-3579

Nordica Ski Boots womens size 7 $60 or
BO call Katy 6-6183

1 water bed complete with heater and
cover 1 desk and one sofa bed Best offer
call Skip 549-1675 leaving, must sell

FOUND

Programmable Calculator outside
Goess Monday afternoon 549-6543

GENERAL HOSPITAL

I love General Hospital T-shirts for sale.

Campus Center Concourse today and
tomorrow only or call 253-7777 to place
order great Christmas presents

GET LIT

Seuthwest! 'Get lit at the Holiday Fest
Thursday, Dec 10 4:00 12 midnite at the
Hampden Student Center

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEDE

Dear Dede - Many happy returns I love you
always Happy 19th Always, Larry

HELP WANTED

The Collegian is looking for an in-

terested student for Assistant Business

Manager to begin Spring semester '82.

Business background a must. Applications

available until Dec. 7 in Collegian Office,

1 13 CC

Student Union Gallery now accepting ap-

plications for Arts Administrator. Applica-

tions available at gallery, or send resume to

Student Union Gallery Box 386 Student

Union BIdg., UMass, 01003 545-0792

Information on Alaskan and Overseas
Jobs. $20,000 to $50,000 per year possible.

Call 602 941-8014 Dept. 6501

Governess wanted for 2 older children.

Room and board pvt bath. Nice house in

Northampton, Salary. Car a must. By Jan

10 until Feb 15 or longer. Should call for

more info 584-5077 around 5

HOLIDAY PARTY

Go Nuts, Go Funky (Theresa), Go Early,

Go Late, But Go!! Southwest Holiday

Festival Thursday Dec 10 4-12 midnite at

the Hampden Student Center ya-hoo!!

J.A. STAFF

J. A. Staff - Upper and Lower. Meeting
at the Bluewall Friday afternoon. Last
meeting of the year. Let's overdo it! H.R.'s,
T.C.'s invited too. (J.A. Staff are equal
opportunity-affirmative action drinkers.)

KRISTA

Krista, your Secret Santa wants you to go
down to the mailboxes in front lobby at
10:00 PM tonight and sing "we wish you a
Merry Christmas" (3 times) There will be
someone there waiting with a gift and clue
for you. Secret Santa - RA

LOST

Red folder in Curry Hicks or
Please call 546-8182 if found

vicinity.

Reward for lost knapsack ft Chem
notes calc No questions asked. Call 6-5472
KITTY ALERT A gray and white malecat
with a white flea collar has escaped in the
Fearing St Allen St area (a couple of sts
towards town from SBA) There is a reward
leading towards his arrest call 549-6550

In mid-November between NE DC and
OH guitar-shaped inlaid stone pin sen-
timental value call Susan at 6-6879

Woolrich Jacket light grey at Engin
Social. Call 549-0306 no questions.

Reward for return of pack missing from
Mikes Thurs night books, notes, calculator
desperately needed. No questions asked
549-3833

Lost! Green Irish cap while sledding the
Central hill. $10 reward! Call Tim K.
546-4668

Scarf Monday 12/7 AM wool, striped
orange. Leave at CC Information Desk or
call Kim 6-4992

MOVIES

Hair will be shown at SUB on Thurs Dec
10 at 7, 9 and 1 1 PM admission $1 .00 spon-
sored by JQA Upper

NEED CASH?

Always Premium Prices!! Class rings,
gold and silver in all forms. See the Manhan
Difference!! Manhan Precious Metals Ex-
change, 312 King St., N'hmptn 584 7000
9:30 am - 5:30 pm M-Sat

NEED ROOMMATES THIS SPRING?

Two males seek a room or rooms in an
apartment in Amherst irea for spring
semester call Michael 549-6520

NICKIE IN 414

Your secret Santa wants you to sing a
Xmas Carol at the top of your lungs in

lounge tonite at 1 1 PM

PERSONALS

Fred Flintstone!! Everybody on JA 3 asks:
Please grow up. Thanks, Mr. Slate

Student Note Service has notes for these
classes: Astron 100 Amy, Bot 100 Shapiro
COINS 122, Com Stu 121, 150, 221 Ecori
103ACD, Econ 104ABC, Econ 31 1! FSN
101, 102, 130, Geol 103, HRTA 100 Mgt
301, Mkt 301, Psych 100BCD, Psych 150A
For a good time see Bogey in African
Queen Fri Mahar Aud 7-9-1 1

Hey old officers of AXO, Thank you all

for all your dedication Et caring. We love
you! Thanks AX
For Sale: 1 pair BOSE 601 Series 1

speakers $375.00 pair. Brand new condi-
tion. Call Val, 546-1415

Happy Birthday Bethy What a way to
end the semester! Is your program done?
Love Sandy

Brooksie - You're the greatest and bestest
friend anyone could ever have! One more
semester gone down the tubes. I'll miss you
sooooo much next semester, but I won't
forget you. Bones

To our kinky roomies, it's been an un-
forgetable three weeks, hope you had fun
being corrupted, this situation goes past
common kinkiness! Almighty kinkiness, P.
Pinkcheecks

Chowderwoman, (Dede) Spending you
Birthday at Mt Tom?? Happy 19th buddy
love. Grandma

UMass Ski Club
10th Annual Bush Bash

Mandatory Meeting Thurs 7:00
TONIGHT

Hasbrouck 134

The 22nd will be a wild time Mike, Pete,
Andy, Scott and Ed are going to lose it

Van Meter two north You guys are top
notch! Happy holidaze and good luck on

exams, vvitn love trom
CRA's, Lise and Eric

your ocasionai

Bea I like your style can we get together
sometime? Rick

Christopher Deehy you're not dead yet?

UMMB - See you in Southwest tonight!!
Hampden Dining Commons - 6:30 PM
B.T.A.

Coolidge Upper is sponsoring a
Christmas/ Chanuka Gift Drive for np iy
area teenagers. Old albums, books
posters, jewelry, clothes, etc. . are
desperately needed Please contact Glenn
171 2 Coolidge 546-8184

Used Equipment from Ski Snatch must
be picked up by Fri Dec 11 or it will be
donated to charity

Adina and Donna (MomI and Momll)
Have a Merry Xmas and a wild new year.
Living with u guys made this semester the
best yet. Donna-good luck in the real
world. Deena-Hope u make it thru Stats
Love always Nanci

Logbutt - We have really had some great
times this semester. I'm so glad we met and
ate all those pizzas. I hope this is the begin-
ning of a lasting friendship. Next semester
when I'm away I'll think of you eating all
those W.W.P. without me. Logbutt

Lisa Prato - A small gray table under the
surface of the moon Hint: CC.
PC from Pike The Boss and Kely Happy
Anniversary Santa never forgets

Roxana, I like you so much I'd scale the
highest mountain to find one for you, but I

fear that African Violets are extinct. But
don't worry, maybe we'll find one Satur-
day. Love, Don
Hi Chip! Love, the 8th floor girls

UMMB Don't forget - LAST day to return
instruments is December 18th.

To those who made my 21st special
-Thanks! Especially LT, BW, JD, LH, & AZ
love Elaine

Kelly - Did you enjoy watching the Celtics
beat the Sixers, alone -J-

Hey Cyst and Tumor Damn those F
exams! Let's ace Bio. Love Lympho

-ing

Jim Ball, De do, do, do, De da da da Is all I

want to say to you! Love ya Secret Santa

RIDE WANTED
Albany/Oneonta area. Fri or Sat (12/11
12/12)546-6622

Ride to Central Fla after Dec 21 , share ex-
penses, good driver, call Tom at 253-3187

Ride wanted to Phila. Allentown, NJ or
NYC 12/21 or 12/22 call ed 256-0672

Are you going to Chicago/Milwaukee
during intersession? I wouk' <e yo go with
you. Share driving and expenses. Call John
545-0600 x-7 from 8 to 4 and 772 0438 even-
ings

Madison Wise area, after Dec 14 - Jan 1

call Dan 253-5369 aft 6 PM
Ride needed to Wisconsin before
Christmas Please, please call Aydin
256-0285

Long Island on Dec 13 returning Dec 17
(flexible) 546-9672 after 10 PM

ROOM WANTED
Need room Dec 27 - Jan 25 responsible
senior, easy to get along with, Brandywine
preferred. Erik 546-7965

Woman looking for own bedroom in

house or apartment prefer female(s) Jan or
Feb 1st 549-4600 ext 291 549-1803 Lynn

ROOMMATE WANTED
Roommate wanted start Jan to share
bedroom in 2 bedroom apt 105 mo. -i- elec
call John 256-8454 after 4

Two Male/Female roommates wanted
to share Brittany Manor apt Jan 1 to June
30 call Deb C 256-0358

Woman needed to share room in Squire
Village $84 + 665-4108

Walk to campus own bedroom in 4
bedroom apt. Lincoln Ave starting Feb 1

549-6713

2 roommates to share bedroom. Apt. in

Sunderland on bus route 665-7109

Female share Brittany Manor Apt Spr-
ing semester call 253 7663, 5 11 PM
Roommate wanted to share two
bedroom apartment 110 a month includes
everything Cliffside Apts 665-2156

Own room in Northwood 110-t- starting
Jan thru semester, summer optional
6654807

2 females to share room in 2 bedroom
Colonial Village Apt. starting Feb. $90-1-

utilities call Donna eve 253 73 13

Female roommate wanted for
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live wir

Ron MilUr
"Music is your only friend until the end,
until the end.
This i-j the end..."

— Jim Morrison

semester
' "'' ~ '^"^ '^'''^ generation - ne.xt

Rumors are flyinK about next semester's UPC Jine-uD

_ine K-52 8. which would certainly make for a lively spr-

A tribute to the Doors. Through the Doors (what a
clever name), will pollute the Blue Wall Saturdav ni^htJ m MorrKson has been dead for 10 years, and there cer-'tainly ,sn t anyone who could adequately reproduce hisawesome stage presence.

n ^'uute nis

to^!'«VJ''"^l'' ^""l ^]!!^
""^"^^^"^ P'^""^^- 'f th^"'-^ is timeU. take a break this time of year. Human Sexual

With Rahar-s al>andonment of new wave and ounk

Ihe So, Ams and Pere Ubu apfH-ar this very evenintr

The r" r v'^^?''T'^
'"•'^^^^ avant-ganie rock band

'

u ": i'
'^^'' ^'•''*' ^•''^ts the John Hall Band on Fri(Jav

night, and NRBQ on Saturday. Runmrs abound hat heir

weeS: '''''" '^**" ^"'""- "*" ^Pf'^^^^'- ^^'^h 'hem this

m will close their U.S. tour in Hartf<.rd at The StaueWest on Saturdav night.
^

This week-s Rolling Stone reports that former Led Zeo-pel.n lead singer, Robert Plant, is working on a sdoalbum at h.s home in England. There are. however, no

n *''.TT/ '^^^^i^
working on the soundtrack for the movieDeath ^^sh 2. Sounds fairly appropriate for Page

^^r^'"' '
"^' ^''^ ^^"-^'- ^" '^' J--.V niff

That's all folks: Goodnight. Goodbye...

The Stampers will appear at the Hangar tomorrow night

By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

Rodney Dangerfield
I Don't Get No Respect (Arista)

Steve Martin
The Steve Ma'rtin
Bros)

Bros. (Warner

$100+ /bus Mark after

wintersession to have own room in Bran-
dywine. Rent negotiable 549-0425
Male wantedTo share room in BrittanyManor Apt from Dec 26 until June 105month plus elec. heat free call 253-5706

S"mm°°"' '"J^ouse avail immed '^ mile
to UMass on bus rt for info 584-1298
Female roommate wanted to share

A^fn M9-^M^^'^'°°"'
'^' Brandywine call

Own bedroom
8:00 253-5435

Roommate wanted Puffton Village^nroom heat included Jan $125 549-0861
Female non smoker quiet bedroom in 2bedroom unit 160+ on bus route
Sunderland 665-3289

?°°!!"»«°' ""ent in two bedroom apt beq
JjnjJVIale, female or couple 256-6048
Room a^aii^bi^ Sunderlan^Ctr on bus
route $120 includes heat 665-2241 eves
Fernale ro^^r^^r^^^e w^rn^dt^^ha^^~^rt
on bus route fully furnished 165/mo total
Call before 4. Andy 253-2883
Roommate for house 5 miles from cam
pus on bus route $130+ call 253-3623
Male to share room in Brittany M^r
2S-28?3°''

^^^^ '"° includes everything

Female wanted own room Townhouse
Apts 138 ^ /month call Jackie 549-1639
Female to share room in Southwood
^^*L^^^'^'"9^^"'J3rv $82.50 + utilities call
256-0659

Roommate needed Swiss Village on bus
rt $147 per mo. utilities included Own
bedroom 253-2653

Quiet, responsible female wanted for 1
bedroom in Northampton house 584-0641
Roommate warited for January only
$130 + call 253-3873 after 6 PM

Two new comedy albums are out this
season.

Rodney is funny, Steve is not.
Rodney with his complaints, observa-

tions, criticisms and accusations cracks
open anyone with an internal organ. The
minute this reprobate opens his act with a
description of his new job in the, "Picking
up dead animals off the side of the road."
He's got the audience in the palm of his dir-
ty hand.

True, his type of humor is crude, rude

female call Steve 253-5482

riSfcl'° A"^^r!t^'*®^'°°'" aP* available
Oiffside Apt $125/ month all utilities includ-

I^ere PM ^'4^"'''^'^ *""«^*^^«'V ^-"

Tonight, also at the Hangar, Human Sexual Response will perform.

and offensive, but God forgive me: it really
IS funny. This album is a good bet for
anyone with a sense of humor, or anyone
who IS currently dissatisfied with his
therapist.

Unfortunatley, Steve couldn't even get a
laugh out of Ed MacMahon with his new
album. Obviously thrown together between
movies, this greasy little piece of plastic
wouldn't even make a decent poker chip.
1 his album is merely one of his cocktail per-
formances recorded live and for a comic

whose style is mostly visual, an album like
this just doesn't make it.

It's almost as if Steve knows that he isn't
being funny, for he donates the entire
B-side to some ridiculous banjo music This
|s obviously a cheap gimmick employed to
take up space.

Good Luck in Pennies from Heaven.
Stevie old boy.
Give Rodney 3 Figs for pretty good and let

friXef
'"''

''''''' ^"''^ ^''^" ^ "^^"^^"^

SCOTT

condition, asking $100.00 Call
after 5 pm 549-3733 ask for Dan

545-3500

SOCIOLOGY 103

Someday I will get you, box you in and
nang you (3rd) see you Friday 88

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981
Ski Service skiis tuned, bindings checked
professional quality service at reasonable
prices 253-5273

Typing experienced IBM correcting Selec-
tric bilingual English /Spanish scientific
background 256-6957 evening

Student Movers quality service at low
rates local - long distance Randal 253-9646
Amherst Writers Inc. ProfessionaTTi^p
for your writing y- blems. Walker Rumble
Ph^D. Pat 8ch.,eider, MFA 253-7329

'

253-7764

Pyschotherapy Group for Women toex-
plore issues about relationships. Group will
last 10 weeks and begin in February. Slidinq
ee scale. Pyschological Services Center
UMass, 545-0041

Typirng Dissertations, thesis, manuscripts
etc. IBM Selectric III call 247-5033
Fast, accurtae. low-cost typing and
word processing of reports, resumes, let-
ters, etc. Same or next day service in rnanv
cases. TYPE-RITE, 321 R Main Street
Amherst 253-51 11

Are you the women who borrowed my
Silver Fluids book? Please call 549-3806 I

need it for finals!!

TYPING

STORAGE
Do you need a place to store your large

K ^°^*?''®" ^'"y '^^"^5 for the semester
break? We have plenty of room at our
nousel Reasonable rates call 549-6385

Free-Lance Typing and resume writing
Top skills, fast service, reasonable rates
Amherst 549-0518

Typing experienced IBM correcting Selec-
tic bilingual English/Spanish scientific
background 256-6957 evening

USED AUTO PARTS

S.W. HOLIDAY FEST
Don't miss it! Swing Band, Dancing,
Lighting of the Tree, UMass Band
Doughnuts, Cider, and much morel P S
banta will be in Southwest all night. Partv
up! 4-12 Hampden Student Center

TO SUBLET

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tel

SEX ITALIAN STYLE
The comedy "Alfredo Alfredo " starring
the Dustin Hoffman will be shown Thurs
nee 10 O 8 pm in Herter 231 free

SKI BOOTS

Female rm in 2 bedrm house Squire Vill

bus^2gLgg£Ji^ Jan ^ 665-7503 eve
Dec 21 - Jan 26 spacious 3 br 1 mile UMass
ojijbusji^r^ntjTegotiable Call 549-6508
Feniale wirn^dloTfuTni^ed room, biq
old Inouse near Amherst Ctr Feb-july w. jan
opt $118. plus 253-5137

Two rms in four bdrm house for Jan
close to campus 256-0639 spring option
Large room 2 min from campus available

^%^9 "^'" ^^ ^^^ ^^" °^^99 ^'

Wanted: Female roommate to share 1

??i°cT,; ™'^^®'^' '" Puffton. 12/23 -

1/30. 549-3677 eves. $125.00
Small 1 bdrm cottage 3 mi from Campus
for Jan to Sept_$225-i- call 253-9344 eve

ZZIZ~ TRAVEL

WANTED
Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Monday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2
Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-07 1

367^9323^°"**'*'°"' *° '^"^ °' "^"^ '^^"

iy*"*?*l.!?«**"y "^®^ 10 spe"^bike and
Moped 549-0861

Wanted quiet female to share Squire

PM^il^^^o.'I'"®"^
" °^" ^oo"^- Call after 6PM 665 2840

Need female to share Townehouse Ai^
Spring semester call 549-6096

"'EE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA Drive cars
thru US Gov't licensed agency. Good thru
Jan 15 call before Dec 19 Doug at 546-8704

WANTED TO RENT
Want to lease or sublet house or apt on

WINTER CLEANING
Good dependable workers previous

CK*.?'"?^*'^"®"*^® ^*" '^ealanie 253-6137
Shelly 586-6519
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LASTCHANCE TO SA VE
TAPESSA T., DEC. 19, 1981

Cubic Zircotvia
1 HL 1 LAWLESS DIAMOND SIMULAHON

14 Karat Gold Filled Jewelry
V4 Kao-at Pendant
V^ith KiliuhdoldrilledCh.Ain
Wii h * 1 00 in ( lold Uejiisier TApes

>N i\.

rt

'^*.

fj

fy
'' :»

a

*r-.

t> <'/
;'-'^

//.

« V '>
TIk
o?»v

Va Karat Earrings
W nh > Hid 111 (,i,IJ H,.|f,si,., Tapes

^•4iW)

'«'v

TOYS FOR TOTS
BrinU your toys tor lols to ,un Bl^( V

Superinarkfi lu-ivvt-t-n Mon . JHv 7 thru
Thurs.. Dec. 1 7.

Toys uill 1)1' collfcti'd W disinhuled hy
I echnual Hi^h .Sc hool Sliidcnls

-S.iK- si.Aris Mon .\\-^
I -4 liini 1).-. I!>. I<»H1

GIVE TO CEREBRAL PALSY AND
WIN MOO IN FREE GROCERIES

I or purihds.n>» .» ratlU- lukoi ai »1 t-aih. >o.i n».»v Ik- t>lin,(,|,- to win a t>iti ctriiticait-
[or 100 valid al any B.>» \ Siiponnarki-i All proceeds will ht-nefii United (erel)ral
I als> ot Western Mass Drawings will be held on Wed . Dec 23 15JH1

^

IT'S STILL INEFFECT... TIL 1982...STOCKUPNOW!
or

one SteaJi

lb

Wi«^ W hite s .Smoked

ii#Butt \\ ,»!.T Add,-J lb

Hormel PORK SALE

Fresh Pork Loin

Lots*0*
Chops
Includes 3 Rib. 3 Loin
and /) Center Cut Chops

Center Cut
Pork Chops

59LRLSH!
Pork
,oin 1 lb

Scott
Paper
Towels

:n
/>»>.

hiH N RejiularW Maple I la\ored

Sliced Bacon

Seymour
All Natural
Ice Cream

Strictly Fresh
Dozen Large Eggs

'^axiD'muM 1

Jumbo
Roll Halt-

Gallon
Crisco Oil

Kodak Film
for Color Prints

Mau'caJ Sofpac
^ Bath

TTo*c»'r'

110-24
126-24
I35-24

Kodacoioj"
4-Pack

Tissue

"big *y* clipTsave coupon

.Spnnji I low er I i-Pack

?/ English

f/ c Muffins
I

I

0>
I'-S'

'* ....."., u.....~>.

\ .1.,). ^... t... t ' ItNl

r BIG *Y' CLIP 81 SAVE COUPON
100 Count

ipton
100 Tea sacs

Liptoiv
I

Tea Bags

tf#i>« *fc^Vt|»m .tfitlTtJKHiw,
99
»<»»W«!*t ' ptlri h'%«* f«t I(i5n t* i>< ,'ir|

BIG ' Y' CLIplTsAVEaTuK)"'^
Anv H.Avor I

Quart Bottle
I

c CottSoda I

FREE
t\>.Hi/„...v.4i;»,

..ti>,.lt*l>H..II.« 1.1.

q«". ,».'r r.M-' -*' *'

«...!» Hit hU. IV ,.,,1, \ it.t .,,, N,, t», I' \i
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UM
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

At 10:11 of the second half. Northeastern
University's Eric Jefferson banked a ten-
foot shot from the left side to make the
score 53 39. giving the Huskies a com
fortable 14 point lead and a few UMass fans
headed for home.
Only a few fans though. Most of the 3.872

in attendance at the Curry Hicks Cage
stayed, determined to see if the Minutemen
could somehow pull off another upset
victory like the one most had witnessed and
everyone had heard about, over Duquesne.
last Saturday.

Consecutive UMass baskets by Horace
Neysmith and Ron Young were negated by
two Mark Halsel (16 points. 14 rebounds)
hoops and with 5:51 left to play, the
Huskies still looked in coniiol at 57 47.

The young Minutemen did regroup
however, behind the shooting of freshmen
point guard Donald Russell who suddenly
caught on fire and would score 10 points
from that point on.

Russell, who would finish with a game
high 19 points, hit from the outside to bring
the lead down to 12 and then followed a
mis.sed layup by Young and the score was
57 47.

Amherst native Perry Moss, who led NU
with 18 points, upped the lead to 12 agair.
when he broke from the Huskie four-corner
offense and drove in for a layup.

Russell answered with a free throw at
3:04. but the next Northeastern trip down
the noor put guard PhU Robinson on the
line for two shots.

The crowd came to life and Robinson (13
points) made only onr shot putting the lead
back to 12 again.

With the crowd, the largest UM fan
turnout in three years, now roaring to life
the Mmutemen began a last, desperate try
for victory.

At 2:10 it was Russell again, this time with
a drivmg double pump breakaway layup
after a nice steal from Robinson which cut
the margin to 10 at 60-50.

The ball changed hands at midcourt until
Young dropped a clutch 16-footer from
straight away in the left corner and all of a
sud^d^en the lead was into single figures at

BiU Bayno fouled Moss at 1:19. but the
Amherst product was unable to convert as
he missed his first free throw of the night
(he had hit six in a
row) amidst a screaming, arm waving
bleacher section. UMass got the rebound
and pushed the ball quickly up the floor
Nine seconds later Horace Neysmith hit

on a layup and the lead had been reduced to
SIX.

There were to be no miracles on this night
though, as an experienced Northeastern
squad dug m and. though the Huskies never
did pull away, the Minutemen would come
no closer.

66-60
Thursday. December 9, 1981

GREEN GOES BACK DOOR - VM^TroThZ^Z"^:;:^;

Cage
Northeastern at the Curry-Hicks

l^ressing for the ball put first Robinson,
then Halsel at the line. Each made one shot
to make the score 62-54.

Russell again made his presence felt
when he connected on a double pump
jumper from the left baseline. He was
fouled but was off from the Une
and Halsel answered with both ends of a
one-and one at :23 and the lights were out
lor UMass.
Craig Smith sank two free throws. Moss

answered with two of his own and Edwin
Oreens buzzer-beating tip in ended thegame at 66 60.

bkiiers going for number 14
Hv M Air»I.-fM Cf Tl I ixr A KT

UMASS (60)- Donald
Russell 9-1-19. Edwin Green
6113, George Ramming 4
2 10, Horace Neysmith 3-0

6, Ron Young 2 2 6, Craig
Smith 1-3-5, Keith Whitt 0-

11. Bill Bayno 000
TOTALS 25- 10 60
Halftime NU 36-27
Attendance 3,872

NU(66) Perry Moss 5-8-

18, Mark Halsel 5 6 16, Eric
Jefferson 6-1 13.

TOTALS 23 20 66

Second Annual

Waaah!
These
are

awards??
[Editor's note: The following awards are solely the

npniion of Stephen Freker, Collegian /oo< 6a// urriter U\,ami Kiviv CulJen, a chro7iic imbiber who is now
rmployed as a freelance contributirr to Scat magazine
and IS also a fxirt owner of Come Here, Dusty Inc., a
firm de ootid to heating lost pets. This article does not
n prisevt the vie w[s\ of this paper or reality.]
MVP OFFENSE - Garry Pearson. With a season like

his. how could you give to anyone else? ...MVP-
DEFENSE — Co captain Pete DiTomasso and Scott
Crowell. These guys work so well together that there is
no way you could give it to either one separately...BEST
SCOUTINC; — The survey takers...BEST "I TOLD YOU
SO" JAG - When the University of Rhode Island with
Us glittering 6 5 record represented the Yankee Con
lerence in the Division I AA national playoffs and was
obliterated by Idaho State. 51 (Exaj on the jeet
on.). ..UNSUNG HERO (But not reaUy since he was
deservedly elected co captain of the 1982 Minutemen by
his teammates recently) - Fullback Tom Murray, who
along with the UMass offensive hne, did much for Pear-
.sons rushing average with excellent blocking.. ..BEST
HITS — 1. Scott Crowell blitzed on a pass play in the
second half of the 20 9 win over New Hampshire and
knocked UNH quarterback Denis Stevens into tomorrow
with a perfect face in the numbers hammer 2 Pete
DiTomas.so buried a BU receiver with a combination

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

For the last thirteen seasons, the UMass men's and
womens ski teams and their coach. Bill MacConnell. have
won their league championships, the men within the eight-
team New England Intercollegiate Ski Conference
(Osbourne League) and the women with the six-team
Women's Intercollegiate Ski Conference.
MacConnell is confident that UMass will take both titles

again this season.

"The goals lor this year are the same for both teams."
said MacConnell. "First, to win the league championships
so that we qualify to go to the Easterns. Then, to do well
in the Easterns well enough to qualify for the Nationals,
(on an individual basis)."

Both teams have lost important members through
graduation or personal reasons. The men's team lost four
out of its lop six members to graduation, while the
women's squad lost Nationals qualifier Sue "Sweepy" Voll
and Sue Grout to personal reasons.

"Voll was the best women's skiier UMass ever had." said
MacConnell. "She's going to be missed. But overall, most
ol our women skiiers are coming back. As for the men,
we ve got some exciting new people. Class A racers who
made the national seeding list. We should be strong this
year, as strong as last year."
The men s team will be led by Brian Prindle. who led the

NEISC in swins last seasons, and Scott Billings, a seniorw ho co-captained last year.

??"'^ ""^ f^^'P
dependable to finish in the top six or

• ighl, said MacConnell.
*^

Among the returnees are Paul Suozzo, Jock Mon-
tgomery, and Jim Zalcman. Freshmen include Bill

.
V Hlson who participated in amateur ski races in Europe

i>;n Conway. David Rossi and Jay Dube
r.r-esa Collins, fiobbie Voll, Kim Loftus and Diana

Kundert are among the returnees to the UMass women's

rheyve all had two or three years experience." said
^lac'Connel

. "The team's an all Mas.sachusetts squad

Along with common goals. MacConnell sees a common

Stat'e College^'
'"""'"^ ''^'"" ^"" ^"'^ '*^^'"^= ^'^'"^"Ih

".Skiing^s a major sport on their campus. They practice
right m the middle of ski country. In the NEISC we've

K? '^

?fJ^
y^ars but it's always been a cliffhanger

between UMass and Plymouth State." MacConnell said
i he women s league s going to be dominated Oy UMass

bu I lymouth State's going to be tough. I think Boston
College wi be good this year as well, in both leagues." said
MacConnell.

Along with Plymouth State and Boston College, the

continued on pojge 16

BEST AND WORST NICKNAME WINNER -The Delaware Fightin' Blue Hens take both of
this year s nickname awards.

JiThT-u^'i^^T",
J^''"'^-^''^*'"'^^'' '" ^^« ^^«"d quarter

ol that 34 20 UMass victory....BEST COWBOY - Mike
Maloney....BEST PRESS BOX - Howie Davis' box atour own Alumni Stadium. It's always equipped with
plenty of dogs and cokes for cures to
hangovers....WORST PRESS BOX - The one at the
University of Maine field. We didn't even go there thisyear but were still pissed off since they wouldn't let us

h"r f T^r'VrJ?^^'^
^^^^ - Come\n. Give us a

k
^'^

rr u
y'^^^^ Marching Band blew every other

I PA^rwif^*'
^'*''*^ ^^''^ year....BEST ERIC CREGAN IM-IIAnON - The New York Jets' defensive end Mark

t.astineau does a great one every time he makes a sack
complete with arms raised over head and victory howl'
Cregan should patent it before others start rippine it off
also ...BEST PRESS BOX MENU _ Cole Tlaw and
lotato Salad (Eureka!!)... .BEST PLAYER NICKNAME- lie between Barrett the Parrot and VVally Pas
quale.... THE FIRST (AND PROBABLY LAST) BOOPBOOPBOOP "I DON'T EVEN KNOW WHAT THE
ANYwir- ^{^ ^''''^'^ ''''^"^ ANd"sJreAMANYWAY AWARD - P.ck em. 99.9 percent of all

iV^'^'Sf Mf.")^,^'!/''''^^'"
'^"""*'*^ « '^•P uniform... .BESTPOEIIU JUsnCE - When UMass beat BU on the way

o the Minutemen s 13th Yankee Conference title in the
ast 20 years.. ..THE GOGGLES PIZANO MEMORIAIBEST ITALIAN NAME BY AN OPPONENET AWARD
-- For the .second consecutive year. BU guard Mike
Mastrog.acomo (he'll probably win it again next year it's
so Ko«f. «ve'n if he graduates. Yah! Huh!!!).. .Second
place. J. Gah Gah ga GAH GAIL She's not even Italian
but It sounds good. ...BEST TEAM IN THE YANKFF
CONFERENCE - UMass and this is picked by a totally
unbiased quorum....MOST OVERRATED TEAM INTHE YANKEE CONFERENCE - UNH. They weren\
___«_____^ continued on pojge 16

DRAMA
IN THE FIVE COLLEGE AREA
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This edition of the other voice was made possible

by a grant from the UMass Arts Council
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A Christmas Carol was shown in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall on
Wednesday Dec. 1. The Fine Arts Center shows nationaUy touring Broadway
productions every semester, but this is just one kind of theater that is available
in the five coUege area. The scope of theater available to residents of this area is
unending. You can see anything from Shakespeare to Brecht or O'Neil to Stop-
pard. There's also a wide variety of original production by such area plajrwrights
as UMass' Constance Congdon (see page 4).
There is a kind of theater to suit every age and every taste. All five colleges of-

fer department productions each semester. There's children's theater for the
kids. There are musical theater groups such as The Music Theater Guild. The
list is infinite. If you are a fan of the dramatic arts this is the place to be. This
issue attempts to cover some of the theater available. It is by no means complete
(it would take alot more than 12 pages), but hopefully it exemplified the diversi
ty of five college theater.

— R.M.

If you need funding assistance
EBSuf'*®

CouncU has money for local arts events.By RON MILLER

Every semester your biU comes, and every
semester you probably never stop to think
about what you get from that vast plethora
of fees that are listed on the invoice. One of
the least expensive is the $3 Fine Arts Fee.
which goes to the University of
Massachusetts Arts Council for the purpose
of funding arts related events of interest to
the University community.

graduate students, a staff person and two
people from the administration." There are
also several alternates picked for each
category. "Attendance is quite good, but
there are several alternates, in the event
the regular person can't come." Mankin
says.

Although the Arts Council's constitution is

in a period of revision. Mankin explains how
members are picked. The six faculty mem
bers are picked by the faculty senate's

Your first stop in searcn tor arts council funding is
125 Herter Hall, where their office is. There you pick
up an application on which you state your objectives,
budget and reasons for funding.

The Arts Council has contributed funding
to such projects as last Friday night's David
Johansen concert, last Thursday's arts
exhibition in Hampden Commons in South
west and this magazine, as well as many
other arts events on campus.
French Professor. Paul Mankin. chairman

of the Arts Council explains the council set
up:

"The council is made up of six faculty
members, six undergraduates, three

committee on committees. They choose
from a list of faculty who wish to serve on
the council. "The list is actually quite long."
They usually pick somebody from an arts
related discipline (i.e. music, dance.
Theater, Art History etc.), but Mankin
adds, 'There's also an attempt to get wide
coverage." The members serve three year
terms, and "optimally ternris are staggered.

"

Graduate and undei graduate members are
picked by their respective senates.

Suppose you have an idea for an original
production that you know would be a smash
if you only had the funding. The Arts
Council has a huge budget. It gets $3 from
every student, both undergraduate and
graduate. It has approximately $120,000 to
work with, and although some of this
money is handed out right off the top for
groups like University Gallery, the council
still doesn't get enough proposals.
Your first stop in your search for Arts

Council funding is 125 Herter Hall, where
their office is located. There you pick up an
application on which you state your ob-
jectives, budget, and reasons for funding.
From there your application goes to the
Program committee. This microcosm of the
full council screens all applications for
worthiness. At this point in your search you
have to justify your need for the money.
There might be other sources you could tap
or they might question how much money
you want.

Most proposals are accepted, however you
may be turned down because they feel
there wouldn't be enough interest
generated or perhaps because of a past
history of events that failed to make money.
They also may vote to just give you part of
the money you asked for.

After you go to the program committee,
recommendations are made to the full

council, where your proposal is approved or
disapproved.

Mankin says, "We are willing to listen to
any kind of feasable projects related to the
arts (i.e. radio, video, photo, poetry
reading, films, plays, etc.)." Last vear the
council helped fund the UMass Marching
Band's trip to Washington.
The council has also hired a graduate

student Michael Philipp to coordinate an
arts information project. His major purpose
is to "improve the decision-making of the
arts council, so they know what type of
programming has been done and what is

going to be done this year."
PhiUpp explains if there are three dance

concerts scheduled for January 15, and
someone proposes to do a fourth concert,
the council might turn them down or
request they change the date. He put
together a master schedule of events last
summer that included 356 events even
before any student related events were
scheduled. His job is to allow the council to
avoid major conflicts.

Mankin feels "there are not enough
spontaneously generated events. The Arts
Council is committed to making arts on
campus better known."
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Arts crunched by budget cuts
By DENISE WEAVER

Budget cuts - budget cuts ~ budget ruts
Clearly it is no surprise in these days of
economic disarray when any institution
governmental or academic, bepns talk
about radical budget-sectmny. Obviously a
state-supported academic institution is a
major target for this kind of surgery In
talking to the dean and various directors of
the fine art department (art. theater, music
and dance) at the University of
Massachusetts, one gets the feeling that
the same questions and answers are recited
constantly in the endless search for a cure.

Part of the problem is that there seems
to k' no one to blame. As Charles Bestor
the Director of the Music and Dance
Department, said, "There (.s no enemy up
there - .Just a lack of monev." While inter-
viewing the various directors, they all ap-
f)ealed to a higher authoritv, " usuallv
Jeremiah Allen, the Dean of the faculty of
the-humanities and fine arts. Paul Berube
the acting-director of the art department'
phrased the most poetic appeal, saying.
"Our Dean makes stone-soup and attempts
to multiply the loaves."
Within the fine arts departments there

s^eems to be three vital organs that Dean
Allen must keep functioning. Although no
one wanted to quote facts and figures, the
directors seemed to agree that the greatest
needs fall into the general areas of staff,
graduate support and equipment. Virginia
Scott. Director of the Theater Department
said. "The two areas we have been hurt the
most in is reduced graduate support and
reduced staff." Charles Bestor felt that the
lack of equipment money was the major
deficiency in the Music Department. Paul
Berube confirmed that all three of these
areas are a problem for the Art Depart-
ment.

Less money for graduate teaching
assistantships means fewer graduate
students to teach basic courses. In theater
especially, this increases the load on the
already overworked faculty, who according
to Virginia Scott "teach three courses, if
not four and sometimes five a semester."

(Ms. Scott herself teaches three courses in-
cluding a Rhetoric course with the respon-
sibilities of directorship, she .said.) Also
with the hiring freeze, the faculty dwindles
as teachers retire or move on.
This same slow debilitation occurs in the

equipment area. According to all the direc-
tors, their departments have little to no
equipment money. This means that when
things break, such as printing presses, sew-
ing machines, and musical instruments
they remain broken and buying equipment

becomes practically impossible. (In the
music department, this has become a major
problem. "There are practice rooms
without pianos and a shortage of other
necessary classroom instruments "

Charles Bestor told the Collegian.)
The disease spreads. This" fall, the Art

Department had to cancel the Art 104
course, Basic Studio, Paul Berul)e said.
These courses which were open to non-art
majors were the auxiliary blood supply to
the department. Students interested in'art,

but with no portfolio due to a lack of art in
high school, used these courses in order to
catch-up and enter the department. Berube
continued, and many students have to In?
turned away. The same could hapjK'n with
the beginning acting courses, which are
according to Virginia Scott, very popular
with the non-major.

In spite of the.se difficult hinderances all
the directors felt their programs were still
robust. Paul Berul)e's statement that
we re still a damn jhie art departnif^f

was a sentiment echoed by all the directors
about their departments. However, it is not
easy for any of them. Virginia Scott felt
that the lack of money made it harder to
"dream wildly" and produce fullblown pro-
jects such as last year's Sireeny Todd. (Not
to mention the number of productions that
have l)een cut back.)
Charles Bestor talked of the weakening

•e.spirit" and the effect the weakening of
such public performance programs would
have on the community of western
Massachusetts and the University (which
depends on such visible programs for
public relations). Finally. Paul Berube talk-
ed of the important role a public university
plays in bringing the arts to the common-
man who cannot afford the elite world of
Massachusetts' private institutions.
Dean Allen also seemed frustrated with

an impossible situation. "It's not the kind
of situation you can plan for very rational-
ly, the IVan said. "I have always given
high-priority to the fine and performing
arts. • said Allen. "There may have to be
hard decisions made - I hope not." the
Dean said. "I'll figure out some way to
keep the ship afloat." he said as our
telephone conversation ended.
Miracles aside, the problems probably

will continue to confound attempts at doc-
toring. Our problems at UMass seem to he
symptoms of the much larger .socio-
et-onomic problems. The patient's lingering
Illness is chronic but not terminal in the
foreseeable future. If the dean and the
directors are any indication, the patient re-
mains in good spirits while trying to cope
with enormous daily aggravations.

A« a. •-•. M. — CoU^»n photo by Jim W»MronAn empty Fine Arts Center Concert Hall awaits the mjui««« q..«i, --.t .. , ^
and Chapter Two ha^e graosd ihmm halls.

niasses. Such reknowned plays as A Chorus Line. Children ofA Lesser God
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Congdon creates cowboys and images
By ROGER ATWOOD

"I've always got something cooking." says Connie
Congdon, gesturing to her temple.
She is a careful speaker, precise in her choice of words

I-requently she stops between words or even between
syllables and gazes into the middle distance mumbling
flshmg for the perfect word with that perfect shade of
meanmg. When she finds it. she utters it decisively
enunciating every last tone and stress with the care a poet
imbues on his finest verse.
A'afiW Amencan, her new drama now playing at the

F.A.C.'s Curtain Theatre, uses the spoken word with just
as much reserve. She lets props do much of the talking-
Hudson up on the blocks, an old-time Coke machine an
aging cowboy lying under a sheet. They all appear in
Native American, and aU bespeak of "the remnants of the
West, of the old America." says Congdon.

The props, the setting, the very physicalities of this
drama are absolutely integral." she says. They are as
crucial as the spoken lines, but communicate in "the
language of the image."
The ex-cowboy is Hart Wills, an imposing character

central to the meaning behind Native American.

"Before I wrote the play." she says. "I saw an image of
Hart Wills lying on a couch drunk, with a sheet over him. It
wasn't until I began the actual writing that I realized — of
course - what I reaUy saw was an image of the death of
the West.

"I think Harry .Mahnken (playing Wills in the Curtain
production) was born to plav Hart. He is absolutely
perfect," says Con^'don.
She is from Colorado herself, and there is an

autobiographical current running through Native
Amencan.

"Writing this enabled me to get in touch with my
adolescence, with my whole childhood in a way I never
could before. This summer I went home to Colorado for the

CoUegri&n photo by Randy Chas«

Graduate playwright Connie Congdon: on
Native American. "I was writing about the
death of the west

"

iirst lime in eiglu ^ears. And ihal was when I began to see
the setting for this play. I visited two old friends on a
Navajo Reserve, and their house gave me the idea for the
Native American .set."

"Once I realized I was writing about the death of the
West. I decided to concentrate on Hart. Next, I had
Eugenia, and thon I knew I could get Started on the
writing."

"Ultimately." she says with a sigh, "I'll have to do more
in New York." One of the dramas. Windows, has already
gone on to New York, off off Broadway. "I dislike New
York. I can't relate to it. and it depresses me. Going there
is just something I'll have to do."
The playwright Sam Shephard also derides New York

(he takes pleasure in refuting its status as the nation's
theatre capitol). and he is al.so a westerner. Does Congdon
feel any special affinity for him?

"It's true we're both from the West, and I admire his
work. But," and she goes into a long pause, "he is very
male. I hope my work is somewhat more balanced between
the genders."

"I'm thinking about plays, let's say. 60 percent of the
time." she says. "In that time, the images of a play come to
me first, and then the writing. But there is still a lot of
writing that goes on in my head before I put pencil on
paper."

Writing is evidently very cerebral work for her. Over
and over, she stres.ses the role of the image — first realized
in t.he brain. From there, she employs the telling set detail
the allegorical prop, the very positioning of the actor that
says more than the words he is delivering at a eiven
moment.

"I think of plays as a sort of image .system, as a poem is
an image system. What I call the 'stage image' is very
important. Until I've got a stage image, well then. I've got
no play. I've just got an idea. It could be an interesting
relationship I'd like to see. Or it could be a certain idea or
maybe a bit of dialogue. But I haven't got any play until
I ve got a stage image." And she gestures toward her eyeaeatn oi the west. "^ --sv .„.«yc. ^^mu .-.ne geM

JNIative American in rehearsal

r^^^^t r, . .
Colli-Kimi photos by Sr^tt BurkeConstance Congdon is the University of Massachusettsgraduate playwright. In the past two years she has had three playsperformed by the University Ensemble Theater (The UMasbTheater Department). Among her credits are 14 Brilliant ColorsThe Bride and most recently Native American. A staged reading ofNative American will be held tonight, tomorrow and Saturday inUMass' Curtain Theater.

Harry Mahnken, a professor in the UMass theater department
stars in Native American The upper left Mahnken as cowboy HartWills fast asleep. In the upper right Mahnken with Kate Scott.Will s daughter, in an emotional scene. In the bottom left KateScott getting ready to shoot Jay DiPucchio. In the bottom rightMahnken s portrayal of Wills in full cowboy garb

So you want to be a soap star?
ABC's casting director
explains how to do it.
By JOHN BROBST

So you want to be an actor on the soaps.
It s not as grandiose as acting Shakespeare,
but hat didn't .stop Liz Taylor from
recen ly doing a few scenes on General
Hosp.taK Luke & Laura' is a household
phrase. Many radio stations air soap opera
digests, which help fans keep up with their
favorite program. Thousands of people
juggle their daily work schedule and crowd
around television sets in bars and
restaurants that offer soap-opera happy
hours. And if you're an aspiring actor, it's a
nice addition to the resume you're sub-
mitting for that part on Broadway.

theatre. We give aspiring young actors a
way of making a living while they're looking
for that big part on Broadway."
So how do you go about getting one of

these roles? "If you're lucky enough to go to
a school that offers a program in television
actmg. take it. Find yourself a good acting
teacher. Take a course that video tapes
your acting so you can see yourself and
improve on what you think is wrong.
"Some people are photogenic, others

aren't. There are some people who are
gorgeous in person who are homely on
camera. And then there are people who are
rather plain in real life; but when you get
them in front of a camera they are simply

yo^T^.r^ ^
attractive as possible. If you think

^h dL't ^^^^ overweight, but your mother saysOh don t worry. You look fine,' lose the weight."
—Susan Scudder

Ihere are five different catagories of
actors on a soap." according to Susan

A nn .r*
,^^"^^^'' «^ Daytime Casting for

: .1. '^ ^'^ ^^^^ *e call 'Contract
actors These are the people you've learned
to suffer with and love. Then there are the
Recurring roles.' They aren't important
enough to the storyline to warrant getting a
contract, but its nice to see a famUiar face."

Then there are the 'Dayparts.' This
group is subdivided into the actors that
speak over five lines, under five lines, and
the e.xtras that don't .speak at all. Jackie
Zemas (Bobbie Spencer on General
Hospital) was originally an extra. Then she
moved to an under five part, then to an over
five part, then to a recurring role, and now
she s been playing contract roles for over
four and a half years.
"They are called dayparts because they'll

come in. work for a day. and we may never

«'1'L^^'"" r^^'"-
^^ "^"l P^y a minimum of

>4t>U/day for someone who says more than

i'-r",^ A'"^^- 7^^ ^""'"^ '•^^«^ 's $«50 to
$700/day. which is much more than you'll
make for the .same type of thing on
Broadway.

"The soaps support the New York

breathtaking.

"Make yourself as attractive as possible.U you think you're ten pounds overweight
but your mother says 'Oh don't worry Yoii
look fine.' lose the weight.
"For commercials or any TV work, you

have to have a perfect set of teeth. If you're
gap toothed, there is a simple device a
dentist can make for you. It only takes an
hour of your time, and it fills the gap. And
skin problems? Fix them. Everything has to
be perfect. We are looking for physically
beautiful people. It's a whole packaging
process." ** *

So after you look like Aphrodite, then
whaf.^ "An 8x10 glossy done by a
professional theatrical photographer, not
your local portrait studio. You can find onem the Yellow Pages and trade papers like
Ross Ripms, Backstage and Showbiz.

"Use these lists and contact every casting
director you can. Ross Reports li.sts every
casting director and how to get a hold of
them. Send in your resume and hope they'll
pay attention to it. Chances are thev
won't."

Then what'.' "Try to get cast in
simethmg. Get on a showcase. (A showcase

As General Hospital's Luke Spencer. Anthony Geary's'actin^career has sky rocketed. ^ acting

IS a production done anyplace, anywhere for
exposure. The actors are not paid, but it

could lead to bigger and better things.)
Most of them are terrible, but I still go to
them. Sometimes people will do showcases
just because they want to be seen."
Be careful choosing if choosing an agent.

"If an agent picks you up. he'U push you.
But the amount of push you'll get depends
on the agent. There are good agent^and
bad agents. Some won't even give you the
Lime of day. But there are agents I know I

have a good chance of getting something
valuable from."

So lets say you get your big chance by
landing a part on a soap. What will your day
be like? If it's on an ABC soap it will go
something like this:

At 7:30 a.m. you arrive at the studio. You
and the other actors meet in the rehearsal
room, lines memorized of course. There you
block out the show. You work out exactly
what happens, where, when. etc. The
director might say "On this line. Anne goes
to the balcony, picks up an orange and
throws it at Jim." If Anne feels her
character would never be that rude to Jim.
she'll use this time to work it out with the
director. The actors and the director have a
certain amount of leeway in which they use
their creativity to make the script work.
This usually takes about two and a half
hours.

After this is taken care of, you go
downstairs to the studio and rehearse in
iront of the camera crew for about two
hours. The camera shots and angles are all
lined up at this time. The director goes
around and checks all the shots and makes
any changes he feels are necessary. If you
are positioned so that you cast a shadow on
another actor, the director will order a
change.

From 12 to 1 the unions require a lunch
break. The studios are closed shops. You
have to be a member of AFTRA (American
Federation of Radio and Television Actors).
NABET (National Association of Broad
casting Engineers and Technicians) or DGA
(Directors Guild of America) to work on the
set.

At 1:00 it's dress rehearsal time. Put on
your costume and makeup, fix your hair
and get over to the actual set where you
will be video taped, the dress rehearsal "last

for about two hours. You and your fellow
actors run through ,the entire show,
touching up any rough spots.
After this is done, around 3:30, the ac-

'Barnng any major catastrophes, the
taping usually runs right through from
iK'ginning to end, with little breaks in the
action for .set changes. We're doing more
and more taping on location, but most of
the .scenes are still done in the studio." The
crew and actors are expected to be giKKJ
enough to produce a good show without
much editing. They'll edit major mistakes
but they'd rather not. The actual taping
usually takes about one and half hours. The
show Itself runs about 41) minutes 47
.seconds, allowing time for the networks to
punch in their commercials.

"Actors who are undisciplined don't last.
We have a wonderful crew of actors who
have to be very well disciplined to keep up
with the pace."

But the actual video taping is only the tip
of the iceberg. It is the result of months of
work.
The process .starts with the head writer

He gets together with network executives
and discus.ses where each story is going to
go. This is recorded in what's called a
'bible,' a book of what's going to happen in
the next six months. Any new characters'?
Who's breaking up? Who's making up'^
Anyone killed off/ Any actors want out?
Those kind of questions are considered
when making a bible.

The head writer takes the approved bible
and breaks it down to one or one half hour
segments, depending on the show. What
goes on IS determined by the number of
characters needed. Each actor has a
guaranteed amount of airtime per week. IfABC is paying an actor for X number of
shows per week and he's not appearing that
often, the head writer has to figure out
what's going on. Is there a problem with the
actor? The character? Has the head writer
just forgotten about him?
The .script in rough form is given to the

producer, the .set designer, the lighting
director, the casting director and the
costume designer, all of whom are making
sure their respective departments are
ready for the final taping. The costume
designer, for instance, pulls out costumes
and maintains wardrobes for the charac-
ters. He al.so takes the actors shopping. The
actor picks out what he wants to wear
what he thinks his character will look good
in. and the costume designer pays for it.

So what are they looking for in a star? "It
depends on the role. For example, right
now were looking for a girl on General
Hospital. A very beautiful brunette. 25-26
years old. sense of humor, intelligent, no

Genie Francis. General Hospital's Laura Baldwin, has spent
five years with the soap opera.

tor. gather with the director.' He-s'U;' 1"^;^ Z.^^^'^, uTeTabTe'lKarc^^making notes all through the dress rehear- hasn't been easy
"

"^"''"'' "* ^""'^

^1 and he gives you a list of corrections he Do you fit ihis description? Ifyoud like to
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CoUa^lan photo bjr vine* DeWluROD IngUa portrays the sUmy creature GoUum in his one man portrayal of Tolkien'sLord of the Ring^s.

THEATER LISTINGS
UNIVERSITY

Box offices:

Fine Arts Center
Rand Theatre
Curtain Theatre
Bowker Auditorium
Hampden Theatre

Theatre group(s):

University Ensemble Theatre
department sponsored

UMASS Theatre Guild 546-9039
student organization; performs two major
musicals yearly

Third World Theatre Series 545-2803
community sponsored; presents profes
sional touring theatre companies and
origmal productions dealing with multi
racial issues

AMHERST COLLEGE

545-251 J

545-3511
545-3511
545-0783
545-2415

545-3490

Compiled by Pam Madnick

SMITH COLLEGE

Box offices:

Theatre 14 584-3023, 584-2700 x-840

Hallie Flanagan Studio Theatre 584-3028

Theatre group(s):

Early Music Program 586-4218

584-2700Smith College Theatre
department funded

COMMUNITY THEATRES
and COMPANIES

Academy of Music
274 Main. Nham.

584-8435

542-2277

542-2277

Box offices:

Kirby

Fayerweather

Theatre gToup(s):

The Masquers
department funded

Seventy Players 542-2277
student organization; performs musical and
variety shows

HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE

Box offices:

Performing Arts Center
Emily Dickenson Hall 549-4600 x-35

1

Theatre groups(s):

Hampshire Theatre 549-4600 x-35]

MT. HOLYOKE COLLEGE

Box offices:

Alice Withington Rook Lab Theatre

Abbey Chapel

Chabin Auditorium. Wooley Hall

Valley Light Opera 549. 1098
P.O. Box 535
Amherst
several light operas yearly known for their
Gilbert and Sullivan shows ,

Women's Community Theatre
Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley

Williston Theatre
Williston Northampton School
Payson Ave. Eham.

545-2277 Northampton Theatre Co.

Arena Civic Theatre
14 Miles Greenfield

Pleasant Street Theatre
Pleasant Street, Nham.

The No Theatre
3rd Floor. Thomes, Nham.
experimental theatre

527-1520

549-6887

773-9891

586-0935

586-5553

Present Stage 586-5886
19 Howey. Nham.
new plays by area playwrights also have
classes, rent space

Ware Community Theatre
Ware High School
West Street. Ware

967-6234

Greenfield Community College Theatre
So- 1 Music Room
Greenfield Community College
Greenfield 774.3 j 3 ^ ^-266

Spectrum Stage
18 Main. Nham.

586-5818

"So you're the new girls."
^^""^ •*"" "' ""*"'

"Yea. brand new." - left. Paul Mulcahy (Josephine) and right. Larry Cox (Daphne).

Kevin Dougherty (Bienstock) and Susan Zizza (Sweet Sue).
~ '^"'

Rob IngUs portray. BUbo Baggins from J.R.R. Tolkien's Lord ofT^iS;:;:;'""'
"""
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By M.W. MULCAHY
and NANCY CLARKE

Culture. The area abounds in it, yet
people don't find out about a performance of
their favorite play until the review comes
out. It's the classic "I could have had a V-8"
syndrome (Or maybe "I could have had a
Shaktspran"). Wouldn't it be great if

someone were to tell people about a
production before it happened. Well, sports
fans, here it is. The day of the great drama
preview has arrived. What follows is a
synopsis of productions to be performed in
the Five College area in the near future.

UMass

The University Ensemble Theater wiU be
presenting Native American by Constance
Congdon m the Curtain Theater of the
University of Massachusetts Fine Arts
Center tonight, tomorrow and Saturday at
8 p.m. Reservations can be made by calling
the Rand Theater Box office at 545 3511
Tickets are $2.50 for the general public and
J 1.50 for students and Senior Citizens
The ensemble will also be presenting

Eptcoene by Ben Jonson early in March at
the Rand Theater, as well as Man is Man by
Bertolt Brecht early in April.

The Office of Third World Affairs will
present Virgie Clark, Miss Somebody, by
Irma C. Askew, written in collaboration
with Ingrid Askew and opening at the
Hampden Center for the Performing Arts
at Southwest Residential Center, tomorrow
at 8 p.m. and Saturday at 2 p.m.

Virgie Clark, Miss Somebody is the
second play of this mother daughter
collaboration. Their first production.
Movin' Up, based on experiences of women
from the south coming up north in search of
better opportunities, has been produced
several times in the Boston area. The play
IS about the pitfalls that await a poor young
woman on the journey toward success.

Mount Holyoke ColUge

Mount Holyoke's Theater Arts Depai
trnent will present To Be Young, Gifted and
Black at Mount Holyoke College's
Laboratory Theater today through Sunday
at 8 p.m.

^

Directed by Joyce Devin. assistant
profes-sor of theater arts, the play is a
coUection of the writings of Lorraine
Hansberry and is to be performed with
gospel music. The play reflects the lives and
struggles of black and white Americans
during the mid 20th century.

General admission tickets are $3 and $1
for students and senior citizens.

Hampshire College

Hampshire College Theatre wUI present a
production of The Insect Comedy, by Karl
and Jo.sef Capek, newly adapted by Greg
Blass with Prof. David Cohen. The play is a
fantastical and strange allegory of human
nature.

The Insect Comedy will be performed on
December 3 through 6 and 9 through 12 in
the Performing Arts Center. Emily
Dickinson Hall at 8 p.m.
The Insect Comedy is directed by Prof.

Janet Sonenberg Jenkins, the director of
Hampshire Theatre's Twelth Night two
seasons ago. The setting design is by Co-
Dean W. Wayne Kramer and Chris Lyon,
with choreography by Laura Hoffman'
costume design by Gay Von Hennenberg
and lighting design by Lauren Price.
The Insect Comedy was coordinated

through the energy and close work of both
students and faculty members. This fine
portrayal of an expressionist classic should
create an enjoyable and entertaining
evening for everyone.

Smith College

Smith College will present Female
Transport by Steve Gooch on February 12,

13. 14. 18. 19. and 20 in the Hallie Flanagan
Studio Theatre.

Amherst

Tonijrht the Jones Library will celebrate
Emily Dickinson's birthday with a perfor-
mance of The Belle of Amherst by William
Luce. The projrram will bej^in at'7:,S() p.m
in the Gallery and is free and open to all.
Due to complications we are not able to

contact Amherst Colle^'e's Department of
Dramatic Arts hut we are sure that they
will be presenting a play in the near future.

The No Theater, 150 Main St., Nor-
thampton

Mike MuUin's play Nothing Yet is to be
presented by the No Theater Company of
Northampton, tomorrow and Saturday on
the third floor of Thornes Market in Gallery
3 of the department

.

Nothing Yet is a two-person comedy
about television viewing. It begins at 8 p.m
tomorrow and Saturday.

As I mentioned l)efore. this is just a brief
preview and not thorough.

If none of these plays appeal to you. youmay want to stand outside the Bursar's of-
'•^•«^ at UMass the day after fees are due
and see some truly great dramatic perfor-
mances.

^Ch.Wren of a Lesser God played in .he Fine Arts Center Concert HaU on Tuesday

St. Nick has
many problems
Miracles of Sain f \icholas
Abbey ( hapcl. Mt. Hoivoke ( olleire
Nov. 20

*^

By ADAM REEVES

The Five College production of the Miracles of SaintNMis, done in Mt. Holyoke's gothic Abbey ChapeFriday night. Nov. 20. had hopes of conveying the audien^ceback t^o the enchanting medieval world of the 12th century
Unfortunately, most were left unmoved

T'homHrKer'fh^'f"^"''^',?^' ^[^'"^ **^'-« directed by
1 nomas Kell. the live cjieue head of Me<lieval MusicThe t^les had iK-en presc-rved by the monestarv of Sun,Benoitsur Loire m France, and each is in pra.se of thebene H-ence of Saint Nicholas, the favorite saint o heMiddle Ages. Both stories were sung in Latin, withperKjdic narrations in English
The first tale was "The Watchful Image," all about howthe .rrevcM-ent King Barbaras (Paul Guttery) used a statueof Saint Nicholas to guard his treasure. This was stolenhowever, by three bumbling thieves until Saint Nicholas

mysteriously awakes and rebukes the wrong-doers In the

restored
^'"^^"'•'^ ^"d proper respect for the Saint are

Because everything was in Latin, which only a few in theaudience understood, a greater emphasis was placed on theactors dramatic abilities. This forced the actors to convey
the meaning through movements rather than lines Inmany cases, and especially in Guttery 's. this added burden
led toolten repetitive, and over acted motions
The second liturgical drama was "Son of Getron." AllenBooth as King Marmorius, was thoroughly wicked un

mercifully cruel, and generally de.spicable. It was a ^eat
continued on page 9

Play portrayed
women's crisis
Voices

Hallie Flanagan Studio Theatre. Smith
Nov. 19-21

By CYNTHIA JOHNSON

Voices, A Play for Women, by Susan Griffin, was
performed for an audience of 75 at Smith College onSaturday night Nov. 21. Diren^ted by Mary Vecchio, the
play is written in poetry, and follows the personal
development of five women, ranging in age from 19 to 65.

The lives of the characters do not interrelate, yet theirmomls a.s each tells the story of her life are similar. All thewomen face a crisis, and by the end of the play, each one
has made important decisions about her life.

Diane Gaary portrayed the character of Kate, a retired
actress, looking back over her life and trying to face her
fear ot death. Maura Ann Gaudet portrayed Maya, a single
mother who is writing her dissertation on "The Death of
the American Family." and wondering. "What is to be
done? Tanyss Rhea Martula played the part of Grace a
mother of four who.se last child has just left. She is won-
dering where her life went, yet she says, "In the silence Iam beginning to hear my own voice." Erin, played by
Rebekah Merrill, is drawn to suicide as an escape from her
troubled lite. She finally decides to give life another chance
though. Heather A. McReynolds played the part of
Ro.s^alinde, a 19 year old 'earth mother' artist who is in love
with hie, but wondering where she is going.

continued on page 9

22^ll^r
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Long Days Journey Behind thewas worth the trip
W —. .^^ WX m w

.9

Long Day « Journey Into Night
Amherst College. Kirby Theatre
iNOV. 14

By M.W. MULCAHY

In portraying the morbid pessimism of
Eugene O'Neill, a cast is confronted with
two fates. It can either lose the audience in
an unsuccessful condensation of a man's life
into a five act play, or captivate that
audience, forcing them to think deeply
about their own actions and the shaping of
their lives.

On Saturday Nov. 14 Amherst College's
Department of dramatic arts managed to
perform the latter approach. In the midst of
an impressive reproduction of a 1912summer hou.se, a troup of five held an
audience of over 200 spellbound for three
hours in Amherst's Kirby Theatre.

The masterpiece was Eugene O'Neill'sLong Day's Journey Into Night, a fictitious
drama about a day in the life of a family thatgreatly resembles O'Neill's own household

In the space of the day. O'Neill introduces
the audience to the tragedies inflicted upon
his family, a wealthy, but mi.serly father
(John Ei.sner), a drug addicted mother
(Jennifer Server), a drunkard brother
(Charles Homet). and a rendition of himself
suffering from tuberculosis (Jon Larson).

In the opening act the cast successfully
presented O'Neill's mood by mastering
their characters, but Larson far exceeded
the others in his portrayal of Edmund
Tyrone. His facial gestures, attitude and
stage movement, on or off cue. coupled with
his delivery of his lines made the viewer
teel that he really was O'Neill.

David Breseke, in his direction of thePiay. brought the cast together to ^ ve a

CmXr M '^ repr'esentative^ o a

itSS- cast mff "^''^!.'" L^«°" "o*- anyother cast member could have pulled off

Breseke also pulled off successful breaks

(Andre'rch''"'? '^ '^^^^ '"^^ ^^^(Andrea Chapm) make any ntK-essary prop
changes. During the course of the playChapm also did an excellent job at adding
the^ required wit to an otherwise morbid

Homet also laced the performance with
further wit giving an outstanding portrayal
of a drunk in the final scene. Homet's
delivery of O'Neill's pessimistic prose alsoshowed fine ability on the stage.

Jennifer Servers portrayal of O'Neill's
mother was nothing less than great
throughout the performance, but her ex
cellence was not really shown until the final
scene in which she had a drug induced
recollection of her past revealing O'Neill's
reflcHTtion of his life, "I was very happy for
a time.

*^*^^

'

f^vM^"!^^ r^'^"^'"
^'^ * f'"^ performance

of Neill s Irish father, he was unable to
keep the character as convincing in the final
acts. This may be attributed to the fact that
he was faced with the task of keeping an
Irish brogue while attempting to play a
drunken man in his fifties. With the ex-
ception of his failure in this difficult task, he
did a tremendous job with a difficult role.

Breseke took this cast, adorned in fine
costumes, placed them in the midst of a fine
set with excellent lighting and provided the
audience with magical evening which might
have actually made O'Neill smile

CoUeirliui photo by Nanct

Costumes, from
shows grone by. hang
in the costume shop
located in the UMass
theater department.

lo DC used in a major production.

*St. Nick
CoUe^^an photo by Nanci

Continued from pages

The second liturgical drama was "Son of
Getron." Allen Booth, as King Marmorius.
was thoroughly wicked, unmercifully cruel,
and generally despicable. It was a great
performance. His savage bass juxtapost>d
with Adeodatus's (Alexander Ixjwry)
falcetto marvelously underscored the
common fable motiff of the evil King and
the beloved prince. Unfortunately ihere.st
ot the players were meek by comparison.
Euphrosina, the mother of Adedatus played
by Mi«-helle Wright, sang a belabored and
unconvincing prayer to Saint Nicholas.
However, it proved enough to rou.se the
otherwi.se motionless Saint, John Slagter,
to help her. Drowsily, Slagter bestowed the
Saint's greatness on the needy and then
s(>ttled into his statuesque poise again —
With all the grandeur of .someone going to
sleep.

,Even if the play's theatrics were not
outstanding, the music was, and here both
the cast and director deserve a .score of
plaudits. Minu'lvs of Saint Nicholas was
sung with re.sounding talent, indeed the
Latin choruses were almost enough to
capture that ellu.sive monastic air. All the
singers had a natural feel for music, and
when combined they created a resonance
that must have made Abbey Chapels old
rafters smile. Moreover, the frequent u.se of
bells and candles engendered that old
fashioned Christmas spirit many long for.

The music's total effect was sadly
hampered by a wash of dramatic errors and
technical taboos. The entire production
mo\ed at a frequently annoying pace —
especially during the beginning, end and act
change, when the play's heart beat nearly
stopped. ALso, many unneeded actors were
left conspicuously on stage; not the least of
which was Slagter, who, because he
remained predominantly frozen, was
capable of drawing attention only to his

motionle.ssness, rather than instilling an
idea of .splendore about the Saint.

The play's technical aspects were most
debilitating of all: a bad lighting design left

many dead spots on stage; ineffective and
unattractive sets were a distraction to the
audience; and poorly timed entrances and
exits contributed to a .sense of actor con
fusion. These problems lie at the root of the
production's inability to prove as intriguing

and mystical as its subject matter.
However. Judith OIney did do a spectacular

job with the company's costumes.

Despite the dramatic and technical short

comings, the stories were fa.scinating, and
the music superb. Undoubtedly. Melly's

Five College performers have shown the
potential for great future performances in

medieval liturgy.

C'oUojfiiin photo by Nanci

You can't be afraid
of heights if you
want to work on the
lighting crew at
UMass' Rand
Theater. This Stair-
case spirals up to the
rafters, where the
lights are located.

*Voices
Continued from page H

Each of the characters had her own small
stage, placed in fiv«> different parts of the
theater, with the audience placed between
them. The characters spoke directly to the
audience, rather than to each other. This
arrangement made the characters seem like
real women, and brought their emotions
and experiences closer to the audience.
The characters all had very believable

personalities. Each one etablished and held
on to her own individual mood throughout
the play.

The play was obviously the product of a
lot of hard work. The acting was arresting
and dramatic, yet never over acted. It

ended with joyful resolution expre-s.sed in
unison, "What holds me like a magnet is the
actuality of life."

/
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By SUSAN GLADWIN

fh^n °'^'
""V P"PP«^ ^o*- that matter,then you may have forgotten how hvn

S'T ^a'-^^'
'^^y ^ CondensVtfe

scaJe of a drama gives it a magical quSity
like toys coming to life.

^'

One afternoon, within the Pleasant
street Theater I found myself under anenchantmg mfluence while watchine
Beauty and the Beast." one of Mole End
Productions New England Puppetry
Series. Its puppeteer. Paul Vincent Daviswas one of many talented artists who were
featured in the New England Puppetry
Series. The audience, consisting mostly of
spectators aged 4 to 7 and their respective
parents, roared with delight or munched
popcorn nervously durmg the scarier
scenes.

After the show. I talked with Steve andJoan Stoia. husband and wife founders and
directors of Mole End Productions. Even
betore the mterview was underway, they
both emphasized, "puppetry is not just for
chddren. Since I loved watching "Beauty
and the Beast." I was a prime example of
their view, though I was one of few non
child, non parent in the audience.

Why is the art of puppetry so little ap

fu^^-lli ^y P^^'P'^ °^^'' fo"** and a half feet
talJ.^ \yhen most people think of puppets
they think of Punch and Judy or theMupr ts said Steve. Clearly, these aretwo .. the more juvenile approaches to awide-range of styles. "There are so many
possibilities within the art." they said.

Joan and Steve feel puopetry is worth
their support. They founded Mole End
rQ^^o'*""^' ^ "o" profit organization, in
1979. Steve said his childhood interest in
puppetry, submerged by society's
priorities, was revived when he and Joan
started informal programmings" of shows
for their little girl. They soon found they"
were doing it not just for her but for us

"

1 heater owners were receptive to their

the^vrc:Cl-?a'"""" '"'" "-*"*• ""•"»' "•o- -

ideas for developing and promoting pup
petry and Mole End Productions hL
nourished ever since.

M^I^f!:^ t"PPr ^^ ^^ ^« 900 families.Mole End has become "one of the few

regular, high quality, live children's theater
of erings in the area." It presents the most

reil t"k
'^«^"'^*^d puppeteers in the

region. Through a membership in Puppet
Theaters of America, and contacts made atarts festivals all over the Northeast. Mole

End is able to bring all sorts of troupes to
our area.

*^

This seasons series included the following:
the Spring Valley Puppet Theater ("Jackand the Beanstalk"). Two-headed CowPuppet Theater ("Duffy and the Dev^
Hood

) The Bennmgton Puppets ("TheTime Machine'). Gerwick Puppets ("TheHaunted House"). The Pandemonium
Puppet Players ("Variety") and Das
Puppenspiel Puppet Theater. Inc. ("ThePied Piper of Hamelin").

•'Our motto is to bring the series to
different population centers." said Joan.
Performances are held in Northampton at
the Pleasant Street Theater, and inAmherst at the Unitarian Meetinghou.se A
site m Springfield at the First Church" inCourt Square has just opened. There in
conjunction with Springfield libraries, aprogram is being developed to combine artsand education. When children read the book

ticket ihT ?
^"""^ ^"' ^^^y g«t a free

ticket, thanks to corporate funding.

In light of proposition 2'/^. such funding iswek-omed by Mole End. It is sponsored by
the Mas.sachusetts CouncU on the Arts and
Humanities, the New England Foundation
for the Arts, its patrons and local ad
vertismg. Joan and Steve are "full time"
volunte_ers. They gladly offer non paying
internships of 10 or more hours a week to
college students. An intern would learn
abut pubhc relations, grant -writing, arts
administration, publicity, as well as the
theater.

A combination of all the arts, puppetry isunique In a production like Paul VincenDavis Beauty and the Beast." one artist isresponsible for all aspects of a XwWatching such multi-talented performers
at work is a real treat. This has been a well-kept secret of children who go to puppetshows. But now ifs out. and perhaps
children will lose their monopoly on pup
petry. After all. it really isn't just for them

(Left to rifirht) CorU Pipes asBoW^andCwTi^^ ^SBH^

This theater covers different

.11

By PAM MADNICK

The Third World Theatre Series atUMass IS now m its third year. Founded in
1979 by s udents. the group presents
visitmg professional theatre companies as
well as producing original plays by a'rea
playwrights dealing with the themes of
black, hispanic. Asian, and native American
cultures.

The series shines light on issues not
usually covered in traditional theatre
departments or in mainstream theatre The
series was originally conceptualized by
Koberto Uno and four other UMass
students as a coming together of art ists and
audiences m a shared learning and cultural
experience. The main goal was to brine
quality third world theatre to the Five
College Area at an affordable cost.

As program specialist of the Student
Activities Office. Roberto Uno is primarily
concerned with the series, but al.so feels her
job "...is to create program models so that
somebody can come to me as a resource and
say how did you put that series together''"
Uno has many resources and a knowledge of
what is good in Third World Theatre.

Uno explained that blacks. Asians,
hispanics. and native Americans aren't
usually ca.st for college theatre classics for
various reasons. One reason is lighting.
"With a white lighting designer, all the
blacks turn green and the Asians turn

Z/ m'"'
'^'' '"-'''^^ ^' ^" alternative,

third world people can act out their ownpeople s classics of which there are many

n7ir 'aT /.
P^'-f^rmed black classics arefhc Miqhty Gents and Black Girl.

(mme 5 by featro. New York's only
collective Spanish theatre group; "Vusu

Theatre for the People; Ea^t West Review

Asir'Th ''^'''P'' ^'''"' America's oldestAsian theatre group, the East West

n!' ^;^'"'": and And The Soul ShaUDance by the Pan Asian Repertory

sSiur^' """•^"'- ^"^^'"«' -^
Original productions have included TheMwhty Gents, Lucky Strikes Legacy, The^eabng of Su<jar, Black Girl, and Sister

oister.

Headed by the .same group, the Theatre
World U'cture Series is the collaboration of
seminars given by four prominent Third
World theatre professionals annually. Each
guest offers a major address, demon
stration. lecture and/or workshop. This
years special guests are Errol Hill. Judy
Dearing. Alice Childress, and Mako.

Errol Hill, chairperson of the Dartmouth
CollegeTheatre Department, has produced
over 120^ plays and pagents in the West
Indies. England, the United States, and

^nTr^r.
:'"'*,0^°''*'^ Theater series wiU present "An Evening

An example of superb Third World Theatre. "Sizwe Banzi is
Dead" showed in Bowker Auditorium on Thurs. Oct. 2, 1980. a
play about oppression in South Africa.

Nigeria. Hill was also an actor with the BBC
and a playwright. When he came to the
University of Massachusetts, on Oct. 2-3
he spoke about black revolutionary theatre'
the black actor, toward an indigenous
Carribbean drama, and gave an in-
troduction to Nigerian drama.
Nov. 13-14. Judy Dearing. a professional

costume designer spoke in the Five College
Area, Ms. Dearing has designed sets for
For Colored Girls When The Rainbow is
Enuf, The Mighty Gents, Frank Sinatra in
Concert, The Poison Tree, and the Alvin
Alley Dance Company. Her seminars were
on collaborative design, costume design.
Broadway design, and costume design in
dance.

Next semester. Alice Childress will speak
on her experiences as a playwright in Third
World theatre. She is the first black woman
to have a play (Gold Through the Trees)
professionally produced on the American
stage. She also received an Obie award for
her play Trouble in Mind and received the
first Paul Robeson Award for her out-
standing contribution to the performing
arts from the Black Filmmakers' Hall of
Fame. Childress will be in the Amherst
area March 5-6.

The final speaker this academic year will
be Mako. here on April 2-3. Mako is an
acclaimed Asian-American actor of film,
stage and television. He received an
Academy Award nomination for his role in

the film The Sand Pebbles and a Tony
Award Nomination for his role in the
Broadway musical Pacific Overtures. An
artistic director of the East West Players of
Los Angeles, he has received numerous
awards. He was co-producer of the film
Silence-Chtn Moku and continues to act in
major films here and abroad.
The Third World Series claims "This is a

chance to experience what has too often
been left out of American theatre
education: the vital contributions of the
non white theatre practitioner, who has
had over the years - and continues to have- an important influence on American
theatre."

Theatre has always been an integral part
of the Uves and cultures of the black
hispanic. Asian and native American
peoples. Their theatre has diversified into
many forms: dance, music, oral and written
traditions. By using masks, rituals, and
native poetry their dreams and realities are
conveyed. The Third World Theatre
!• ounders clearly state "It has evolved from
the spontaneity and needs of our everyday
lives; the stage is an extension of our
collective experience."
The Third World Theatre and Lecture

Series gets support from Afrika-Am
Ahora. pVP. Aasa. Dean of Students
Office. Arts council. Smith and Amherst
lend props and costumes, while Hampshire
sends mo.stly students, as its contribution

Photo by Eduerdo GalUrdo

Teatro Y Theater
Company in a scene
from Simpson Street.
a contemporary play
about a Puerto Rican
family livingr in the
South Bronx.
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CoUins'legislation alters

UMass-Boston merger

I J^ .C
'^•^'*^«" 'oo'*^ dwarfed next to her four legged friends as sheleads them in from the cold winter weather.

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

The merger plan for the University o'"
Massachusetts/Boston and Boston State
Co ege, drafted by Representative James
Colhns, D-Amherst. is still under negotia-
tion, and could be for "some time", Greg
Dillard legislative aide to Collins said
yesterday.

"They are discussing the proposal with
all ot the people concerned." said Dillard
and I have no idea when they will be

finished.

The proposal, according to a repcjrt in the
BoHton Globe, calls for the restoring of the
original three-year timetable .set for the
merger, and will require the Board of
Regents to submit detailed plans of how
the merger would be accomplished for
legislative approval.

The propo.sal, when the negotiations an-
through, will be submitted to the House
Committee on Education for a "quick hear-
ing," .said Dillard, and will then proceed to
the House for a vote.

Members of the Faculty llnion declined

to comment, saying,
bill in its final draft."

'I haven't seen the

''1 saw a preliminary draft a week ago
"

said Bruce Laurie, president of the
Massachusetts Society of Professors "but
since the bill is still under negotiation, the
rinal draft could be much different."

Collins, in a recent interview, said that
his proposal is aimed at developing a more
reasonable and sensible approach," to the

planning of the future for public higher
education in Boston.

The State Senate approved on Monday
December 1. a bill that would appropriate a
4.0 million dollar budget supplement for
Boston State, UMass/Boston, and the
Massachusetts College of Art, and which
states that Boston State should be discon-
tinued no later than July 1, 1982.

Collins has said that he wants to protect
the rights of Boston State's 275 full-time
faculty membew, and wants to guarantee
their jobs throughout the Massachusetts
public higher education system, which
possibly means moving some Boston State
faculty to other state institutions for
periods of time.

BOG plan to slice textbook profits rejected
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

ne?oro"r?u
"^ "* Clovernors- proposal to cut Textbook An-nex profits over a five year period has been rejected bv ac

D"&'''sSt)G'?^ ^"^ ^^^^^^'^^^^
u. LreiNyse. said BOG Chairman Scott Cashman last night.

"Our Textbook Annex proposal has been rejected
isn t going to do it," said Cashman.

he

The board s proposal asks that textbook profits be

f?.S ^'^7""^ ^'''^''} "^''^ y^'^' ^"d that further reduc-
t ons be made in each following year as the profitability ofthe Campus Center improves.
The Textbook Annex makes a profit of $350,000 which

equals abcnit $15 per student. This monev goes into theCampus Center maintenance and operations budget

A State Senate Ways and Means C(,mmittee report
made public this summer criticized this transfer of funds
saying the Textbook Annex profits amount to a "hidden
Campus Center fee."

Cashman said DeNyse is ignoring the Senate report
because he feels that the University did not get a chance to
present Its position fully when senators visited the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts last year.

'These are the people that give us money." said
Cashman. "I hope that nothing detrimental is going to
happen. If I was the Vice Chancellor, I would be taking a

much different position."

Cashman said thi.s latest decision by DeNv.se comes after
his decision to deny the College Auto Repair Shop a
waiver of rent that could have helped them stay in
business He also said that these two actions have shown
that DeNyse is "definately not pro-student."

Paul Bruno, University Store committee chair, said if
the Campus Center is denied a Campus Center fee in-
crease the administration can easily turn to the Textbook
Annex for funds to cover lo.sses inthe building.

Taking money from the Textbook Annex profits, unlikeCampus Center fee increases, does not require a review
process, noted Bruno.

Collf^ian pholo h\ Tern Krllafiore

PLANTS. PLANTS.
PLANTS - Art
Students get a change
of pace by going to
Morrill greenhouses
for class.
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World and national nev«^s

Prosecution of draft non-registrants suspended by govt.
WASHINGTON - The government put a hold

yesterday on plans to seek indictments against some
of the more than 800,000 young men who are
violating that nation s laws by failing to register for
the draft.

The Justice Departnient decision to temporarily
suspend prosecutions cai^e just a day before U.S.
attorneys in one or two pities were preparing to go
before grand juries and se«k indictments in some of
161 cases being prepared for prosecution.

Young men are required to register within 30 days
of their 18th birthday. Failure to comply could carry

a $10,000 fine and five years' imprisonment.

Leaders of the National InterReligious Service
Board for Conscientious Objectors said Justice of
ficials told them Wednesday that Scott Aasent. a
student at American Lutheran College in Northfield,
Minn., would be indicted today. Aasent is a cons-
cientious objector.

"With all the attention that's been focused on
Scott's case, they might have feared not winning
their first case; maybe that's why they pulled back,

"

said Warren Hoover, the » organization's executive
director.

Beached whale gives birth, dies

"We urge President Keagan to take this burden
totally from the shoulders of young Americans,"
Hoover said.

Lawyer David Landau of the American Civil Liber-
ties Union said the Justice Department decision
removes "an external factor" pressing President
Reagan to continue registration.

"We interpret this to mean there's a chance he's
going to end registration," Landau said.

Selective Service headquarters said 6.5 million
young men aged 18 through 21 have registered and
800,000 have not registered since registration resum
ed in July 1980 after a fiveyear hiatus.

EAST GREENWICH. R.I. - Rescuers
said a battered 13 foot adult pUot whale
that beached itself after giving birth to a
stillborn calf died of cardiac arrest yester
day as rescuers towed it to a marina.

Dr. J. Lawrence Dunn, a veterinarian
from the Mystic Marinelife Aquarium in

Mystic. Conn., said the 3.000 pound whale
died at about 2:45 p.m. in Greenwich
Cove from the shock of losing blood and
repeatedly scraping against rocks along
the bfach.

Volunteers tried lor more than four
hours yesterday morning to coax the
whale back into deeper water. When that
effon failed. Dunn said, rescuers strapped
a harness around the animal in an attempt
to bring her to shore for treatment

.

Dozens of people watched from the
marina as the whale thrashed herself
against two fishing boats guiding her
toward the dock. Moments later the
thrashing ended and the whale lay still.

"Vou can know CPR (cardiopulmonary

resuscitation), but you can't do anything
with a 3.000 pound animal, '" Dunn said
after a team from the state Department
of Environmental .Management had truck-
ed the dead whale off to the University of
Rhode Island for an autopsy.

Dunn said tests would be done there to
determine why the whale died, what in

feitions >he had and what caused the
premature birth.

He said rescuers could not find the
body of the stillborn calf, which aparently
drifted away from its mother before it

beached in Apponaug Cove. Warwick.
It was the second whale rescue effort

for the aquarium this week. An unweaned
baby died yesterday at the aquarium
three days after it stranded itself on Nan
tucket Island. Mass. along with more than
30 pilot whales during a storm.
There was no immediate speculition on

why the pregnant whale turned up in

Greenwich Bay. which is about 15 miles
up Narragansett Bay from the ocean.

PILOT \\HALE - The all day effort to help a female whale that
beached itself yesterday morning in Greenwich Cove. RI ended
tragically. The whale died after giving birth to a stillborn calf
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1 alks positive , U.S. missile deployment is uncertain
liiCn C D-.1™ TI'l-.l. ,, r. ... .. . „ . _BRUSSELS, Belgium — While progress in U.S.

Soviet arms talks is being made, it is too early to
predict there will be an agreement in time to head
off planned deployment of American missiles in

Europe, the chief U.S. negotiator told the NATO
allies yesterday.

Paul H. Nitze told foreign ministers from 15 NATO
countries that "both sides were getting down to real
issues in the negotiations" that opened Nov. 30 in

Geneva, a senior U.S. official said.

Nitze flew here to provide a progress report on the

talks with the Soviets. The United States wants
NATO to endorse the U.S. negotiating position and
also to reaffirm .NATO's decision to go ahead with
deployment of 572 U.S. missUes. beginning in 1983, if

there isn't an agreement.
The senior official, who requested anonymity, said

that following Nitze's remarks to a closed session,
the NATO foreign ministers praised the U.S. effort in
the Geneva negotiations.

Ambassador Nitze was able to report that the
negotiations have been undertaken in a very serious

vein and... the atmosphere between the two delega-
tions has been a very positive one, " said the official.

Sources and spokesmen for several other delega-
tions indicated they were generally pleased with
what Nitze reported.

One conference source who didn't want to be
identified quoted Nitze as saying the Soviet position
in the first 10 days of the negotiations had not
changed. The U.S. position, a "zero option" favoring
a ban on all nuclear missiles in the European area,
also apparently had not changed either.

Siting Council okays SlOOm
Warren hazardous waste plant
MEDFORD. Mass. (AP) - A $100 million hazardous

waste disposal facility proposed for the central
Massachusetts town of Warren cleared an initial hur-
dle yesterday when a state panel ruled it was "feasi-
ble and deserving " of formal consideration.

The state Hazardous Waste Facility Site Safety
Council voted 16 1 to give initial approval to two dif
ferent locations in Warren proposed by the IT Corp.
The Wilmington. Calif., firm will now spend several
months negotiating with the owners of the land
before deciding which site it prefers.

The proposals still must undergo months of en
vironmental testing before a final decision is made
on whether a state permit should be granted for the
plant. which would be the only comprehensive
hazardous waste treatment and disposal facility in
New England.

House approves $4 billion

in domestic spending cuts

WASHINGTON lAP) - The Democratic controUed
House yesterday approved $4 billion in new domestic
spending cuts that President Reagan wants as part of a

stopgap spending measure needed to keep money flow-

ing to the government after Dec. 15.

The latest in a year long serife^ of budget lights

ended when the entire package was adopted on a

218 197 vote, sending it to the Republican controlled

Senate.

The GOP victory was assured earlier on a critical

222 194 vote by which Republicans dumped a
Democratic measure and substituted a budget plan
worked out by White House aides, key House and
Senate Repubhcans and their staff aides.

Digest
By the Associated Press

was intended to avoid a repeat of last month's veto
of a stopgap bill, which Reagan called a budget-
busie and the resulting shutdown of government
operations for a half-day.

Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., D-Mass. had s»id

before yesterday's vote that the legislators' desire to

go home for Christmas might prompt them to vote

lor the Republican plan and avoid another fight.

"Am I sure of victory? The answer is no," O'Neill
said. "Is (Republican Leader Robert H.) Michel sure
of victory? The answer is no."

MUbtOW — Liza Alexeyeva. the daughter-in-
law of Nobel Prize winner Andrei Sakharov
was summoned by the KGB for the second time
yesterday although she was not told the reason
why.

U.S. Senate moves toward vote

- to prohibit court-ordered busing

WASHINGTON - The Senate took a major step
yesterday toward a vote to eliminate court -ordered bus
mg as a means of achieving racial balance in public
schools.

Senators voted 64 35 to Umit debate on a proposal to
prohibit courts from ordering pupils to be bused more
than five miles or 15 minutes from home. Opponents of
the measure said they would fight to prevent final
Senate approval.

The proposal, conUined in an amendment to a Justice
Department authorization bill, also would bar the
department from spending money to seek court orders
requiring busing for desegregation.

Yesterday's vote means that opponents of the busing
amendment sponsored by Sens. Jesse Helms, R-N.C.
and Bennett Johnston, D La., would have only three
hours to wind up debate ofthe busing issue.
The vote, regarded as a gauge of Senate sentiment on

the measure, indicated that passage was likely.

Alexeyeva sununonded twice

by Soviet officials to visa office

MOSCOW - Andrei Sakharov's daughter in law said
yesterday she has been summoned to the Soviet visa of-
tue. apparently to receive her long awaited exit papers.
Hut shi« vowrd not to leave for the United States until
she IS sure Sakharov has abandoned a hunger strike on
nrrbi'half.
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Alternative newstand faces
opposition in bid to reopen

CoJle^ian 3

Clio, an alternative news service, wants
to reopen in February, but Student
Government Association Treasurer Rich
Goldman says he won't allow it unless Clio
can show him a "firm and foolproof" pro-
posal of how they plan to set up, and
Iquidate last year's debt.
Clio News Service .sold a variety of

newspapers and journals during the spring
and summer terms of 1981, in the Student
Union Building, across from the mini-store.
Clioclosedin June with a $4,519 debt ac-

cording to RSO records.
Leslie Jennings, a Clio spokesperson

said, "What we're trying to do is to provide
an information center for students, univer-
sity workers, and faculty, and give people
access to information that they don't have
now."
Jennings explained that Clio had papers

from both ends of the political spectrum,
including: The Washington Post. The Sun-
day London Times, The Guardian, The
Wall Street Journal, and several foreign
newspapers, such as The Amsterdam Neirs.
"The papers we had weren't a reflection

of what we wanted, but what people
wanted," «he said, "ninety-percent of what

we sold were results of what people re-
quested."

Jennings blamed Clio's financial dif-
ficulties on "inexperience" and
di.sorganization".

"We ran up a defecit because none of us
knew how to keep books, set up a newstand
and maintain it," she said.
"We were very inexperienced .so it was

very erratic," she said. "Now that we're
more organized we hope that we won't
have to clo.se down."
Goldman .said he "froze" their account

due to their defecit, and onlv he can re-
open it.

"I've made it clear," he .said, "that thev
wil not reopen until I .see a firm anil
foolproof propo.sal of how they plan to
reof>en and set up, as far as finances and
managerial controls. As far as I'm concern-
ed I have not had anything like this on mv
desk."

"I don't want to sound pessimistic," he
added, "l)ecause they provided a good ser-
vice. But I have to think about financial ac-
countability."

"At this point it's going to take a lot of
work," he said.

Women subjected to flashing
By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

Two separate incidents of indecent ex-
posure in University academic buildings
have been reported over the last two
days. University Police said last night.

At about 10:30 p.m. Wednesday a
University woman reported to police that
a white male wearing a gray, three-
quarter length coat exposed himself and
began masturbating in front of her while
she was studying alone in the lobby of
Bartiett hall, police said.

She screamed and the unidentified man
fled, police said. Police also said that they
could not find the suspect after searching

Newslines...

the area. He was described as being 5
feet 7 inches tall, 150 pounds, with brown
hair.

A second University woman reported
that she was subjected to a display of in-

decent exposure at about 4 p.m. yester
day in the carol area of Goodell library,
police said.

The man is described as being white, 5
feet 9 inches to six feet tall, with brown
blonde hair.

In other incidents, somewhere between
15 and 20 windows were reported broken
and 7 persons taken to the University In-
firmary in connection with a massive,
campus wide snowball fight which began
late Tuesday night and lasted into
Wednesday morning, police said.

MIDNIGHT SUN?
twilight approached.
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This light pole was caught with lights on as

Birthmothers aided
Women who give their children up for

adoption (called birthmothers), feel a
"tremendous" sense of isolation and a
perpetual wondering about their child's

well-being, said an organizer of Bir-
thmother, a support group at the
Everywoman's Center, in existence since
last winter.

Helen O'Donnell, who is responsible for
organizing the service for Western Mass.
women, said birthmothers worry whether
their child is dead or alive, or even if the
child has been adopted. She said she
prefers to use the term birthmother, rather
than biological parent, because it implies
the ongoing caring that many birthmothers
feel toward their natural born child. They
also do not use the commonly heard
"natural parent," because that seems to
imply that adoptive parents are somehow
unnatural.

Groups like Birthmother, which are con-
cerned with humanizing adoption, are
striving to reform the aura of secrecy sur-
rounding adoption by establishing agencies
to provide assistance and counseling for
natural mothers and adoptees, O'Donnell
said.

"Adoptees have the need to search for
their roots," she said. "They have a desire
to know the circumstances'of their birth,
their family medical history and why they
were put up for adoption. Most important,
adoptees have a need to figure out who
they are," she said.

Dance raises $3,000

to support ERA
A dance marathon to support the Equal

Rights Amendment (ERA) held at Smith
College November 20, raised $3,000.
"The money will be used partially to off-

set the cost for students to work in
unratified states during the January break.
The remainder will be sent to the National
Organization for Women's (NOW) ERA
Fund," said Tamar Raphael, a Smith Col-
lege junior who helped organize the
marathon.

The vice-president of the Springfield
NOW chapter spoke at the marathon. The
event began with a presentation by Hamp-
shire County Commissioner Robert
Garvey, who told dancers of the spirit of
Alice Paul, the suffragist who wrote the
ERA in 1923.

Refreshments and door prizes were
donated by about 60 local businesses.
Raphael reported that the success of the

marathon has encouraged the University of
Massachusetts, Wesleyan University and
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) to hold their own marathons for the
ERA.

ERA picks winners
Winners of the Equal Rights Amend-

ment (ERA) raffle drawn December 9
were Russ Dilts, Meg Temple, Debbie
Gruber, Chariotte Rahaim, Claudia
Friedrich and Lynn Brennan. The ERA
Campus Action Team thanks all those
who supported the raffle.

Today's Staff

MS SANTA AND CHILD - One-year-old Rex Grossman t'heTlltfBloomington, Ind., holds the sheet music for Christie Anderson, an In-diana University graduate student in music. The event was Bloom-
ington s annual "Tuba Christmas" where music students dress up likeqantas and play Christmas music.
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Young man admits setting fire under force from friend
HOLYOKE, Mass. (AP) — A young man accused in an

apartment fire that killed seven people admitted yester
day he was "involved" in setting the blaze but was forc-
ed to participate at gunpoint by a "friend." the
Transcript Telegram reported.

"Yes. I was involved." 18- year-old Luis F. Centeno
told the newspaper in a jailhouse interview. "But not
because I wanted to — because he made me. Hey, if you
got a man with a gun in your back, you don't say no."
Centeno was interviewed at the Hampshire County

House of Correction in Northampton, where he is

waiting trial on six counts of murder and one count of
arson.

The Holyoke resident was one of three people charged
after fire swept a condemned, four-story apartment
buiidmg Aug. 24. killing six residents, including a
mother and her four young children. A seventh victim
died more than a month later.

Centeno pleaded innocent at his arraignment Aug. 31,
as did Rafael M. Davila. 40. resident manager of the
building, who was arrested at a shelter for survivors.
Also charged was a 15 year old Holyoke youth whose
name has been withheld because of his age.

The newspaper arranged the interview after receiving

a poem earlier in the week that apparently was dictated
by Centeno to another inmate. "If 1 had a choice, what I

did would have never been," the poem said. "It's all

because of a man I thought was my friend."

Centeno said he was paid by the "friend" to set the
fire, but later backed out of the deal. Then, he said, he
was forced to join in at gunpoint. He refused to identify

the other person or say how much was paid. Centeno
said he has given a statement to authorities, and "they
know who did it."

He told the newspaper he feels "sad" about the
deaths, but not responsible for them, and that he did not

know the building was occupied.

"I told you, I didn't want to do that," said Centano.
He said he remained at the scene of the fire, trying to

help firefighters and even helping carry 54-year-old

Mary Bryant away after she jumped from a third-story

window and broke her neck. Mrs. Bryant died later that

night.

He said he wanted his admission publicized because it

might deter other youngsters from turning to crime. He
also said he understood that a public confession could

help prosecutors in their case against him but that he
didn't c^re.

"I know one way or another I'm going to get life, so I

don't worry about it." he said.

Told of Centeno's statement. Assistant District At-
torney William T. Teahan Jr. said he believed it would
hurt Centeno's case when the trial is held, sometime in

1982.

Centeno's attorney, Edward Hurley of Springfield,

was out of town and could not be reached immediately
for comment. His daughter, Mary Hurley, also an at-

torney, declined comment.
The poem sent to the newspaper hinted at Centeno's

motives for going public. In part, it said:

"I know now I have been used and their's nothing I

can do, so I now wait my justice and pray it will be swift
and true.

"I would really like you to print this no matter what
the price and I'm hoping other kids will read this and
will not be enticed.

LESBIAN/GAY

WINTER CELEBRATION
Saturday, Dec. 12, 92 am
10th Floor, Campus Center

Cash Bar, D.l, $2. Admission

Our Last Dance for '81!

Sponsored by

The People's Gay Alliance

545-0154
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Holiday Gift Suggestions
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On Christmas
Day. . . H/M£
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Open Thurs & Fri

until 9:00

'til Christmas

A
NIKE

merrychristmashap
pychanukahgood
solgticehap
pynewyearmer
rychristmashap
pynewyear

CORRECTION
In a page-one story in yesterday's Collegian about stu-

dent cooperatives, it was incorrectly reported that the
Undergraduate Student Senate rejected a proposed in-
crease in the fine arts fee. The senate actually approved a
$l-per-semester increase.

EVK
Runner'shop

159 N. Pleasant St (befehind Faces) 256-0705
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SUMMER OF "82"

Summer Staff wanted for large Girl

Scout resident camps in Tolland and
East Otis Mass. Positions available for:

Program Directors - Cooks - General
Counselors - Nurses - and Specialists
Staff in: Waterfront, Small Craft,
Riding, Gymnastics, Arts 8- Crafts, etc.
Salary with Room & Board for nine or

ten weeks. For application write:

Timber Trails

Star Route 158

Tolland, MA 01034
or call: 1-413-258-4592

•j,i

VIRTUCSI
PI ROMA
Wednesday, February 10th

8 PM

m
imdas

Wednesday, February 17th
8 PM

Box Office: Noon to 4PM. M—F (413)545-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

Penny
Afternoon
Special

every third drink
a penny

from 4:00 - 8:00
Free Hors d'overes

ticket night has been switched
from Thursday night to

Friday afternoon
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Open
*M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

*Wed until 8 pm University Store

Great - Great Prices

nylon 8c canvas
roll bags & duffels,

gornrient bags, totes & satchels

nylon wallets & organizers, leather
clutches, cosmetic bags & change purses,
rice paper wallets & check book covers.

Downtown Aniherst

A Store-full of Stocking Stuffers

Secret Santa Gifts Posters
Crystals Holiday Cards

Brass Earrings

Gifts (mostly 25c to $25)
Stocking Stuffers / Jewelry / Blouses

Skirts / Ornaments / Posters / Boxes / Tins
Vases / Wallets / Mugs / Imported Soap

Memos / Combs and Pins
Many Unadvertised Specials!!

SUNDAY 12 - 5 P M
DAILY 10 A.M. -6P.M
8:30 P.M. WEEKNIGHTS

DEC. 10 - 23

AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

BBga
elegant gift boxed housewares

fully leaded Strass crystal

window hangings . . .

beautiful shapes reflect

beautiful colors

yi
gift boxed wine & beverage glasses

V////(|||I(»\WVV
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casual wear for women & men • jewelry
cosmetics • soap cart • accessories • gifts

home furnishings • kitchen • housewares
glass & china • prints • cards • totes h snft luggage

v\v\\\'\WMI/ 1"''"'
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Downtown

A Store-full of Stocking Stuffers
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Reagan urges 1,500 Americans

to come home from Libya now
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan asked Americans working in
Libya to come home yesterday to keep
them from becoming pawns in any
showdown with the radical Arab state.
The government said 1.500 U.S.
citizens, many of them oil technicians,
stand in "imminent danger."

The State Department also banned
travel to Libya by U.S. citizens.

With border guards alerted to be on
the lookout for alleged Libyan assassin
squads trying to infiltrate this country,
officials implied that yesterday's deci-
sions were only first moves in a coW
war with the Libyan strongman Moam
mar Khadafy.

The government stiU is considering
an embargo against oil from Libya
which supplies about 4 percent of U.S.
imports, according to officials who
spoke privately.

"The steps taken early yesterday by
President Reagan are in response to

the problem of Libyan lawlessness,"
Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig
Jr. told reporters in Brussels, where he
conferred with European allies.

Haig added: "I don't rule out poten
tial further steps, but the actions taken
are justified by the prevailing cir
cumstances."

Deputy SecreUry of State William
Clark announced the moves, but refus
ed to link them to the administration's
belief that Khadafy has sent an
assassination squad to this continent
to kill Reagan or other top government
officials in retaliation for the American
downing of two Libyan MiGs Aug. 19.

Reagan said Monday he had
evidence of the assassination plot, but
none has been made publk:. Clark said
the steps were taken in view of the
overall pattern of Libyan behavior over
the past six months.

With no fanfare, border guards were
told to be on the lookout for two
assassin squads intent on killing
Reagan and other top officials.

Man arraigned in gambling case
WORCESTER. Mass. (AP) - A 61

year-old Shrewsbury man, once described
in court as the "mainspring" in

Massachusetts organized crime, was ar

raigned yesterday on gambling and con
spiracy charges in a wide-ranging case in-

volving 500 surveillance tapes and
allegedly pornographic videotapes.

Carlo Mastrototaro, charged with con-

trolling a gambling syndicate and conspir
ing to buy the video tapes, was one of 14

defendants arraigned in Worcester
Superior Court in the aftermath of police

raids last August. The others faced drug
and gaming charges.

They all pleaded innocent.

Another 16 people secretly indicted

were to be arraigned today, said John J.

Conte. the Worcester district attorney.

Conte said 44 defendants were involved

in the case which follows eight months of

investigation by the FBI and state police

Start
every day
refreshed!
The Collegion

in what Conte called "Operation Big
League."

He said the defendants will receive
copies of about 500 audio tapes on which
agents recorded their conversations so
their attorneys can prepare their defense.

The taped conversations "touched upon
every single element of organized crime in
Massachusetts," said Conte.

"I think the lure of money was cocaine
and marijuana racketeering has spurred
organized crime to get involved in this
type of operation." he said.

Mastrototaro was named in six indict-
ments alleging gaming operations bet-
ween February and May and in connec-
tion with the theft of video tapes worth
an estimated $45,000. He faced no drug
charges.

James F. Roche, an alleged associate of
Mastrototaro. was, named in 31 indict
ments involving cocaine and marijuana
and the control of a gambling syndicate.

Stockbridge School of Agriculture,

UMass
Presents: The Fifth Annual

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT DAY

9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Wednesday, February 17, 1982

in the CCA
Industrial Exhibits open all day
10 Seminars throughout the day
Theme: FUTURE HORIZONS OF

AGRICULTURE IN NEW ENGLAND
All Students Welcome!

More info to follow in the near future

Admission Free!

Enjoy a Friendly

Atmosphere at

Time
•* i
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Amherst's biggest
Little Dor

Come Join the Crowd
07 N. PI»Q$Qnt St.. 4mharc»

our new

HAPPY HOUR
7^^d^ays and 7 nights

HorsD'oevres ^^n^idnight

& Twofers Twofers

TWOFERS*******
on all well drinks and
drafts plus discounts on all

liquors and beers
Proper I.D. a must
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

Would you like

to spend the

FALL
SEMESTER
IN JERUSALEM?

Jilfj*^**''
"'*" •"**"»"« 'n Israel

• a focus on Israel: its politics, history, social development, arr
and architecture

• study trips throughout Israel, including an extended stay on a
kibbutz and in a development town

• courses conducted in English

• a strong program in Hebrew language study, beginning with asummer ulpan

• a small learning community, with students from all over theUnited States

• Brandeis credit

• financial aid

MaTch,5 S^^TONAl programs, SACHAR center-vi/^nvn IS Brandeis University
Waltham, Massachusetts 02254 (617)647-2422

^ BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY

s^

Tonight
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JOHN HALL
Sat. Dec. 12
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Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665 4937
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EDITORIAL/OjProm
We don't pay for

electricity, do we?

'Collegian
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Letters
Sorry for actions
To the Editor:

I am a member of the class of '85 here at
UMass. I was recently involved in a food
fight at Worcester Dining Commons. I am
writing this letter in hopes that any student
who considers getting involved in a food
fight will consider the consequences also.
Because of my involvement in the food
fight, the Dean, of Students Office put me
on probation for the remainder of the
1981-1982 school year and I also had to
work twenty hours of security as part of
my punishment. Not only did I suffer from
mv childist and asinine behavior, but I also
caused a large inconvenience for the dining
commons' employees and the Dean of
Students Uttice. 1 am smcerely sorry tor
my actions and I hope students will keep
this letter in mind next time they see food
being thrown in the dining commons.

David K. Mellin

Southwest

Who should control?
To the Editor:

I am a first semester senior, and this

semester I have seen more letters about
women's issues than any other semester,
but here goes another one about abortion.

Everyone needs to have some control

over certain parts of their lives. When
others start imposing their judgements
upon us and they have not lived our lives

for us, a lot of tension is created. I think
that the biggest issue here is abortion: Is

it right or wrong? I think it is neither,

but that it is a matter of priorities for

ones own survival.

I personally do not condone abortion as

a popular method of birth control, but to

me, every child should be a wanted child

by the natural mother. Contrary to Mr.

Londergan's statement — "When a woman
considers what to do about an unwanted
child let her consider that giving the child

for adoption is the available solution and
will merely require bearing the child to

term." — this is not a solution. Yes, it is

an alternative, but Mr. Londergan, I,

doubt that any mother gives up her emo-
tions about that child ever as easily as

you suggest adoption is a solution. Even
when it is the only thing she can do
besides an abortion, you must also realize
that to get an abortion is not an easy
decision.

I have friends who have had abortions,
and when they have told me about it, I

can tell it is something they will never
forget. It was just that they did not feel

they could bear a child within their per-
sonal circumstances, give up the child for
adoption or they did not feel they could
be good mothers to their own child at the
time. In a society where women still have
the main responsibility for the health and
welfare of children, women, not men,
should have the main responsibility of
deciding if they are ready to be responsi-
ble mothers. I would like to know how
this issue affects men's personal survival.

Joan Demsky
Amherst

Busdriver responds
To the Editor:

As a driver for UMass Transit Service I

feel compelled to comment on Mr. Chen's
letter of November 24. Seeking to*keep an
open dialogue let me reassure you Mr.
Chen that as public servants we thrive on
constructive criticism. Off-the-cuff
criticism ministered without adequate
thought, however, serves only to raise the
oil press. ..er.. .blood pressure of we jocular
and jovial ominbus pilots.

Mr. Chen, sir, UMass Transit is a profes-
sionally structured and professionally run
mass transportation system second in size
(in Massachusetts) only to the MBTA in
Boston. Schedules are not printed and
distributed because we think lots of little

digits are funsies. We employ the utmost
diligence attempting to stay on schedule,
yet staying on schedule is a secondary
priority to providing safe service to as man-
y members of the university community as
possibile. I ask you Mr. Chen, is arriving a
few minutes late not better than a bus com-
ing early or not coming at all? Has a
busdriver never waited a few extra seconds
for you to catch the bus or never stopped in
traffic to allow pedestrians to cross the
street?

Have you ever noticed how spectacular
our school looks at night? Driving north on
Massachusetts Avenue the other night,
Southwest looked like the prototype of
Ronald Reagan's "shining city on the hill".

Every light in the joint was on! And why
shouldn't they be? We are not paying for
the electricity use. Or are we?
Contrary to popular belief, the Universi-

ty is not given a fiat rate for the use of elec-
tricity by the Western Massachusetts Elec-
tric Company. Most campus facilities have
meters to monitor power use, just like
private homes. Unfortunately, the
mechanisms are so antiquated that their
function is nothing more than decorative.
The two meters of importance to Western

Massactiusetts Electric
Companjkare located in the

Physical' Plant. These
meters reAcrd UMass elec-

tric use in .kilowatt hours.
Accordingly^ the stereo you
leave running^ or the lounge
light you leaveron is not ab-

sorbed into a ^lonthly flat

rate. It just makes those

meters move a\ little bit

faster.

If gluttonous us^ of elec-

tricity raises the electric

bills, why not campaign to

cut down electric use on
campus? Because we do not
directly pay the electric

bills. The use is funded by a
utilities budget payed for by
the state.

The bu^lget figures for

future electric use are, in

part, based on what has
been consumed in the past.

So coupled with inflation,

waste will raise the utilities

budget in future fiscal

years. You migKt say, "So

what, by the time the utilities budget has
been recalibrated, I will be out of school."
Funny thing is, if you settle in

Is there a concrete incentive to induce
dorm tenants to conserve energy? Not yet,
but in the Massachusetts legislature is a bill

which would foster conservation at UMass.
Basically, Bill 6693, written by SCERA,
and sponsored by Jim Collins (D-Amherst),
would rebate a portion of the savings incur-

red by conservation back to the University.

This bill, according to Barry Simon,
Energy Czar at the University, unfor-
tunately may not have enough interest to

get out of committee this year. That is,

unless we care enough about the cost and
efficiency of conservation to call, or write
our State Representative. Unless we tell

this person that it is not time to be
fuelhearty about electricity. Unless we tell

our representatives that in these times of
limited natural resources and tight

„ .-, .. J— „ ^ ... budgets, and incentive to conserve is not
Massachusetts, you will end up paying for only progressive, but fiscally smart,
your wasteful use of electricity through Joe Kennedy, through his Energy Con-
higher taxes. For you 'out-of-staters' who servation Corporation has shown conserva-

Edward L. Birk
Amherst

PAID POSITION
Applications are now being accepted for

the spring semester position of Associate

Executive Editor. Interested students
should have editing skills and a knowledge
of campus and world issues. Only those

willing to make a large time commitment
should apply. Interviews will be held during

the first week of spring semester.

Contact Kathleen How^ley, Executive
Editor. Application deadline: December
22.

The Collegian in an equal opportunity/Aj't'irwntirc Action

employer.

plan on having your kids follow you at
UMass, the increased utilities bill will be
passed on to you in the form of higher tui-

tion and fees, thanks to Governor King's
philosophy of the full-costing of education.

And what about
poetic license?

'Twas the end of the semester,
and all through the Blue Wall,

Not a creature was drinking
and it was almost last call.

I turned toward the door and to my sur-
prise,

In came a man with two gloating eyes.

It was good old Saint Randy (D.)

and he shouted aloud,

"Waitress, get me a beer
and a round for the crowd."
They all had finals but their new friend

offered beer.

They said, "Hell with the books, we need
Christmas cheer."

He kept the bar open and they thought he
was fab.

They just didn't know that they'd pay the
tab.

When the bar finally closed, finals were
no more.

They had ail flunked out. and he walked
toward the door.

Before he left, he wiped foam from his

chin.

And to the students he said with a grin.

"Merry Christmas to me, but yours will

be sour.

You may have a buzz, but you've lost all

your power."

Susan King and M. W. Mulcahy, Collegian

staff members, wish Randy Donant, the
director of student activities, a Merry
Christmas!

tion can work on an apartmental level. Give
us a chance to show the state energy waste
can be combatted on the university level,

too.

Dave McCarthy is a UMass student.
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U.S. responds to Libyan 'terrorist activity' by ordering Americans out
BRUSSELS. Belgium (AP) - Secretary of State Alex

ander M. Haig Jr. said yesterday that new U.S. actions
against Libya were in response to "terrorist activity"
but that most of America's European allies probably will
mainUin normal relations with the Libyan government.

Referring to a U.S. request yesterday for Americans
to leave Libya, and invalidation of U.S. passports for
travel t« Libya. Haig told reporters. "The steps taken
early yesterday by President Reagan are in response to

do

you NEED CASH?
There IS an alternative,

check the

Manhan difference!
ClassRings,

gold & silver in all forms

Manhan Precious

Metals Exchange

312 King Street

Northampton
584-7000

9:30 - 7:00

MMlf lBBWBW W

IJlcmmy^^uw
Northampton, Mass.

Now, Ends Tuesday Dec 15
on screen 7:00 and 9:25

^ A BRULIANT FILM ^

m

peTCROTooie
KATHARIN6 H6PBURN

TH6 LION IN WINT6R

• • AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE • •

the problem of Libyan lawlessness."

But Haig said the steps were primarily to protect
Americans and that the United States was not "engaged
in victimizing Libya."

Officials speaking privately, had spoken in terms of
punitive actions against Libya, such as banning imports
of Libyan oiJ to the United States. The Reagan ad
mmistration alleges Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy is

plotting to kill the president or other high U.S. officials.

"I don't rule out potential further steps, but the ac-
tions taken are justified by the prevailing cir-

cumstances." Haig said. "It should be read precisely that
way."

Haig apparently encountered a cool response from
America's NATO allies to the possibility of U.S. sanc-
tions against Libya.

French Foreign Minister Claude Cheysson told
reporters before the American announcement that
France opposes such sanctions.

Cheysson also warned that it might be a mistake to
try to isolate Libya in the world community, a strategy
the Reagan administration has pursued for the past
several months.

But Haig told reporters at a brief news conference.
"We neither sought nor anticipated support. We merely
informed our NATO partners today that such a state-
ment would be forthcoming." referring to the announce-
ment of the U.S. actions yesterday.

Earlier in the day. the chief U.S. arms negotiator told
the NATO allies that although progress in U.S. -Soviet
arms talks is being made, it was too early to predict
there will be an agreement in time to head off planned
deployment of American missiles in Europe.

Paul H. Nitze told foreign ministers from 15 NATO
countries that "both sides were getting down to real
issues in the negotiations" that opened Nov. 30 in
Geneva, a senior U.S. official said.

Nitze flew here to provide a progress report on the
talks. The United States wants NATO to endorse the

ifl.S. negotiating position and also to reaffirm NATO's
decision to go ahead with deployment of 572 U.S.
missiles, beginning in 1983. if there isn't an agreement.

The senior official, who requested anonymity, said
that following Nitze's remarks to a closed session, the
NATO foreign ministers praised the U.S. effort in the
Geneva negotiations.

Sources and spokesmen for several other delegations
indicated they were generally pleased with what Nitze
reported.

WEATHER
Mass.. R.L. Conn. —

Chance of a few morning
snow flurries, then after

noon sunshine today. High
in the 30s. Partly cloudy
tonight. Low in the 20s.

Tomorrow mostly sunny,
ffigh in the 30s.
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MANOANiN SZtCHUfN CUISiNf

Every Sunday 11:30-3:00
SUNDAY BRUNCH

A special selection of your favorite

Chinese foods
All for 4.95 per serving

•«m.-Thur«. 11:30 .m.-KhOO p.m.

FrI. « Sat. 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

^ Belchertown Rd., at Route 9. Amherst
2W-02S1 256-0252

Treat Of The Week'
Katahdin Bool ^29

^the

BIN

AAcmtwr
Amh«r»t

Chomb*ro(
Comm«rc«

Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid
Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleasant Stroo*
Amherst Mon-Fri 10-5:30 Sat 10-2 256-0710

1S7 n.| St.

in association with Joe's Concerts

FRIDAY, DEC. 11

Valentines

Fantini Bros
$3.00 Cover

First Keg Free

2 for 1 drinks 8-10 90c Schnapps shot

Sat Disco with DJ Eric

Coming Next Week
Thursday, Dec. 17

Scl-Ams, Someone & the Somebodies,
Richard Nolan & Third Rail

Friday, Dec. 18
Eric Preston's Purple Haze
A Tribute to Jimmy Hendrix

Rte 9 Amherst/Hadley Line
18 and over welcome

IIHilfniMMlllliMMiiHiHIftHiililitiM^

One
me

Only!
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BEER

WINE
KEGS

//

UMass

LIQUORS
'/.fl erst

Ji

Stadium Liquors

and its employees

would like to wish you

a safe and joyous

Holiday Season
It

Good Luck
on all your exams

w
£<^'M

253-5595 10 a.m. til 11 p.m.
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CROSSWORD

o

1^

ROD BONES

By M. Joyce

Plus SpEciAl Guests

^0/90

The REAL Tribute to Jim Morrison & the DOORS
at the BLUEWALU UMass

Saturday, Dec. 12

Gregg Canavan

Edited by

ACROSS
1 TV offering

5 PartofQED
9 Hindu dignitary

14 Cattail of trie

Soulh'vest
• 5 Jetty

16 Ireland

personified
17 Consequently
19 Kings and queens
20 45 Across, for one
21 Word witfi many

place names
23 Nonsense
24 Progress
26 Apprentice
27 Mariner
30 Bernfiardt

contemporary
31 Cold and damp
33 Milieu

35 Future flower
36 Hooslerpoet
40 Ballroom dance
42 Trial figure
44 Musical gamut
45 Peace goddess
46 Building lot

47 Symbol of wisdom
49 Vengeful Greek

goddess
51 Considerably
52 • sfie

blows..."

Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe
-t mi l.»i A>ttn TIam ^tmMnu

55 Luxurious
58 Scepter

59 Roman garment
60 Eurasian range
64 Take
66 Rabble-rouser
68 Japanese-

American
69 Developed
70 Viva voce
71 Pitcher's ambition
72 Being: Ut.
73 Papal name

1

2
3

4

5

DOWN
Village in

South Africa

Yorkshire river

Jai

Australian caritat
Resort near
Koblenz

6 Gathers
7 Approved
8 Aquarium fish

9 Well-to-do

10 Altar

constellation
11 Unisex nickname
12 L^gal term,

indicating a
choice

13 Must
18 Kept in view
22 Son of Odin

25 Seine tributary

26 Artemis and
Apollo

27 Town near
Santa Fe

28 Florence's river

29 Section of film

32 Craft

^ With reference to
37 Eric's son
38 Spanish pronoun
39 River in Belgium
41 Marble
42 Military

maneuvers
43 South African iris

45 British policemen,
of yore

48 Tennis term
50 Secure against

tfie weatfier

52 Entourage
53 Why?
54 Cut
56 Summer dwelling
57 Company
59 Highlight of

a revue
61 Tourist mecca

of India

62 Hawaiian t>each
party

63 Auction off

65 Aloha symbol
67 Intimidate

See solution to yesterday s crossword on page 8.

STMHOUSE

Jim Kimball - Tonight
Guitar and Vocals

Basement - Thornes Market
(Main Entrance - the alleyway on Old South St.)

Happy Hour 4-6 Monday - Friday
^^'^^^

Northampton, Mass.

sl\r\'^arYY\aY\or\ call TlPS,
545-I540,^ria ^ek.

-for +.ap^£ ^ 7000.

IDB ^\® TIPS

^

^^
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If not a literary work,
a good photo essay

A Walk AcrossThe Walk West:
America 2
By Peter and Barbara Jenkins
Morrow, 350 pp.

By DOUGLAS MLJISE
Collegian Corresp<indent

You might remember Peter Jenkins from
a newspaper or magazine article, or as a
guest on a talk show. He's that soulful
young guy with the soraggly red bfard and
soiled baseball cap who crossed America by
foot several years ago.

Jenkins recounted this journey in A Walk
Across Amerira published in 1979, and it

elevated him to the status of an unlikely
celebrity. As one who had heard of but
neglected to read the book, I was surprised"
to find a new book by Jenkins (his second)
on the bookshelves: A Walk Arross
America J. Evidently, his first lK)ok tells
only hnlj the saga of his walk, and the se-
cond picks up where it leaves off _
documenting nis travels from Louisiana to
Oregon.

Why the two books were not combined
into one. I cannot figure out. Aside from
destroying the flow and continuity of an
already flimsy narrative, the division
makes the acquisition of a complete ac-
count of Jenkins' walk (at $14.95 per book)
an expensive proposition.

As befits its price, the book is beautifully
pnnted and bound, stuffed with a number
of lush color photographs. Where Jenkins'
narrative falters, it is these photographs
that draw you from chapter to chapter.

Raised in an affluent Connecticut suburb
Jenkins began his walk following his col-

lege graduation. Disillusioned by the tur-
moil of the late sixties and the breakup of
his first marriage, Jenkins felt he needed
new surroundings and some time to clear
his head. He decided to walk across the
country to give himself and America "one
last chance."

Like its predecessor, A Walk Across
Amencn 2 is written in a style that is laid-
back and uncomplicated, yet full of un-
qualified generalizations and awkwardly
expressed sentiments. Though the writing
is colorful and well-paced, the prose too
often becomes self-conscious: "What force
it exerted! What a humbling and dangerous
concentration of power these mountains
wielded!"

The analogies are a bit silly. "Thunder-
bolts lit up the sky like giant Kodak
flashbulbs." The naivete of his first book
remains as does his passive, even sentimen-
tal acceptance of the people and events sur-
rounding him. Nevertheless, there are
good moments in this book, times when
Jenkins unknowingly exceeds himself; but
these number few.

Undoubtedly, the success of a journey
such as this depends a great deal on the
personality of the traveler, and Peter
Jenkins seems to be the type that people
take an immediate liking to. His appeal to
Middle Americans may be rooted less in his
personality than in the idea of the walk he
was undertaking. This is the key to the ap-
f)eal of such travelers and the books they
write. Those of us tied down by respon-
sibilities envy Peter Jenkins. And if we are
unable to retrace his steps in reality, at
least we can read his books.

.Friday. Deceml)er 11, 1981.
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A WALK ACKT)^ AMEKICA 2.

^et^ran?Carbarn
'Jenkins

BOOK BRIEFS
by Roger Atwood

Amherst
Chinese Food

"Family Style

Cooking"
Mandarin &

Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon
Specials
from $1.75

Farm Fresh Vegetables
Beer h Wine License

Sunday Brunch
All you can eat $4.95

62-64 Main St..

Amherst 253-7836
Closed Wednatdays
We use no MSG or

Artificial Food Colo»fig

Modest Proposals — The Official
Correspondence of Randy Cohen
By Rand^ Cohen
St. Martin's Press, 122 pp.

It is impossible to talk about this book
without talking about The Lazlo Letters.
the book which Modest Proposals has
slavishly immitated almost to the let-

terhead. Both books are by out-of-work
comedians who have compiled their letters
of helpful hints and inane proposals,
together with the replies from the politi-

cians and corporations who were unlucky
enough to receive them. As you can im-
agine, this makes for deadpan, extremely
literal humor that not everyone will ap-
preciate.

Cohen is often very witty in his missives,
like when he suggests to' the Dr. Pepper
Company that it film a commercial in which
the Peppers and the Sunkist Orange Soda
kids have a big gang fight.

But, mostly, it is refreshing to see that
the quality of the replies has improved
since Lazlo. No more are they all drab form
letters. Dr. Pepper replied with: "We have
no fight with the Sunkist Orange. That
drink is such a small part of the market, we
would be like the bully picking on a little

kid. Our struggle is with 7-lIp." Or. from
the Ortho Pharmaceutical Corporation:

"We are pleased to respond to your letter
in which you suggest we market a tasteless
and odorless vaginal spermicide."

According to Guinness
Edited by Norris McWhirter,
Illustrated by Bill Hinds
Bantam, 95 pp.

Guinness Book of Sports Record,
Winners and Champions
By Norris McWhirter and Others
Bantam, 382 pp.

Guinness Illustrated Encyclopedia
of Facts

*^

By Norris McWhirter
Bantam, 512 pp.

This rash of books on extremes and
grotesques should be seen, I suppose, as
part of the That 's Incredible rage in today's
pop culture. TV shows, junky paperbacks
- what other medium is left for the woman
who extinguished 4,593 flaming torches in
her mouth? You guessed it - museums.
There are six Guinness Museums and coun-
ting. For those of us who can't make it to
one of them, we have these essential
documents. Would anyone like my copies''
They're direct from the publisher.

END OF THE SEMESTER UPDAT
Last Day of Classes Monday, Decembe

Final Exams

r 14

Final exams will begin at 8 a.m. on
Wednesday, December 16, and run through
Tuesday, December 22. The last exams
will benin at 4 p.m. that day. Tuesday,
December 15 is a full reading day, no
exams are scheduled for that day. For
further information on the times and
Places of specific exams, call the Info-
rmation Data Bank, 545-1555.

Residence Halls

must vacate the residence
m.

, Tuesday, December 22,
of finals.

£oes Continental!

Homemade
ICECREAM
Emporium

TORTHAMPTDT< - AMHERST

C7/ a^i M <Thrts

cpresenk

Espresso^
Cappuccino

All students
halls by 6 p,

the last day

Telephones

Telephones will be shut off randomly,
by dorm, starting Tuesday, December 22.
It might be best to make important calls
before that day.

Mail

All mail received after the residence
halls close will be delivered to the
residence halls, and will NOT be for- •

v/arded to home addresses.

Libraries

The Goodell and University Tower Libraries
will be open Monday through Friday from 8
a.m. to 12 midnight through December 21.
On Tuesday, December ?2, the last day of
exams, they will be open from 8 a.m. to
6 p.m. On Saturdays and Sundays they
will be open from 10 a.m. to 12 midnight.
For further information regardino other
university library hours, call the Infor-
mation Data Bank.

Dining Commons
The Dining Commons will be open as usual
during the final exam week. All Dining
Commons will be open for breakfast
and lunch on Tuesday, December during
their regular hours. Dinner will start
at the regularly scheduled hours and will
run until 6:30 p.m. at Worcester and Hamp-
shire Commons, and until 7 p.m. at Franklin
and Berkshire Commons.

Bus Schedules

Chocdak Cheesecake

FalHikHis Baked Goods

Alacfyo BuotH>!

UMass buses will run on their present
schedules throuoh Tuesday, December 12.

c.hVi ^.^!'''" """""''"^ on Intersession
schedule Wednesday, December 23. Five
College and Northampton schedules will
differ during the exam period. For info-
rmation on these schedules, call the
Information Data Bank, 545-1555, or
the UMass Transit Office, 545-0056

IDB @\® TIPS

A Service of the Dean of Students Office
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AUDIO
Speakers Scott 3 way S'WnhTW'B
year guarantee, 65w, $85 ea. Paul 6-9647

AUTO FOR SAlT

549^^47
*'*^°'^ °"'y ^^- call Alex please

?7So'
^"*'*'* S"P'«'"e $400"^rBO^||

^^i^'^* n?'-^
""^"^ 9°°^ condition, ^^n

$1300 call Steve H. 256-6171

74 Vega Wagon AM/FM, PS, Auto"^l700
or BO 546-4150 ' ^
72 Oatsun 610 automatic, good transporta-
tion, good gas mileage. 546-9334 Steve
keep trying

197D Volvo good condition, 2 new snows

5L'?^ci-,n°"'
*^°"®' ^00 negotiable call

253-9470 evenings

VW 411 197r57000 m. very good oTdir

SkVo oo^l^ ^ ^^ ^"^' recent tune $1300
rn 253-2275

ctea' Gins! Catl 54l1:lS*
""'"®' ^^®°°

' ^"^^^^J^^^^l^J^^^^ona^oe 256-6739

BEARDED SUNDERLAND GUY
Savv each other Sunday in the D^s
Nest & the laundry. What a beautiful smile'Im captivated & intrigued what's yourname? I d like to meet you. . Am I too
bold?

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Rossignol 156 Dynafit B^^t^li^^^^n

cStin°e"Vi^L^ °^ ^- °"- -"

ongmaUartons^300
call Kevin ^^2241

ween 6-?
^'^^^^'^"^"'^ ^-^^6 bet-

U-Mass
^ ^"^ ^ P'" "^""son Hall Annex

^^^»^ Vasque Hiking Boots size 5'/,
asking $70 Andrea 253-7111

CouchTb^dTd^^kTtable, comfy chair kit-

'^i!?:ii^l!29!^49^4352^ef^^
""

M5 S^7!?'' ^^.& ^^^'' ^"9S. etc. Can
t>45-0087 days. 253-2048 eves

Tv°nh*'non "*L^°o*» good condition $50
lyP!]oonjjsedJ_yearsJ<u^ 546-5401
Box Spring, Mattress
-cheap 256 8824

Radio shack programmable calculator
IVIonday Dec 8 somewhere between Has,
CC, and Engin East please call 6-6018
reward

LUCRA. QOH
Lucre. Novya. Roha and all of Heaven's
Gate, Thank you for everything. I couldn't
have done it without you. L, QOH you
have given me a second chance at life Be
you blessed in the eyes of the Gods forever
am forever in your service, steff and ringWe made it! Love, the Wizard of Wathorn

W.G.

NEED CASH?

Desk, Dresser

Boston Traders Sweaters - All styles 40

S\-7°Q T^K'J^^'^' 256-8775, Stan,
253-7479, after 5:00

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios, Tape Decks
^reos and Car Stereos. Sound in Motior^
266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst. Behind
Silverscape Designs, 253-934 1.

FINALS. FINALS. FINALS!!!

To help you get through the last stretch
of the semester, come to the STUDENT
NOTE SERVICE. Lecture notes available for
many courses. 401 Student Union BIdg
Uop floor) SNS closes for the semester on
Dec 16 a t 4.00

FOR RENT

S^°ToO^" 2-bd;;;rNorthwood Call

jjiON^SMOKERFET^ to share
2-bedroom apt on bus route. Belchertown
line. Available Jan, 1 call 266-6836

2 bedroom apt. in northwood. Room
tor 3 persons, possibly four. $295/mo.and
elec for info call 665-3627.

_ ?"* '^^"^ •" centrally located,

;coo-i??") ^P^' ""^'^ preferred $117/mo.
253-9717 James or Mark.

2 bedrooms in house $190 -^ 15minwalk
to campus 549-4884

Share renovated barn four bdrm
;'^?P'ace, 50 yds from bus on NE St Call
253-7048

s"kM!;''i"nni?K
?°°^' r°"^«"s 8 $30 K2 170

586 3579 ^
^"^' ^^ °' ^° '^^'l Sheila

^^^^^^^^
Ir.T'^^V^

**?** 'complete with heater ^nd
.y o. .

^^^^ ^"^ one sofa bed Best offer
^iiSk!Pj49^2675leav^^
Free pair of bindings when you buy my
orVo caSl^"^""^" ^'^^^ '^«^' ^^0

P^^^TrsWwONDERFuTG^^
bun Dec 13 noon to 2.00 pm ONLY 69 S
Pleasant (Amherst Common)

GAY ENTERTAINMENT
LMbian/Gay Wl^^l^r Celebration. Sat.

?f» 12 9-2 AM, 10th Floor Campus
Center. Cash bar, DJ, $2 admission. Come
celebrate the People's Gay Alliance's last

^^^^,^1 ^1' ^°' "^ore info call PGA at
545-0154 or drop in 413B SUB

Always Premium Prices!! Class rings
gold and silver in all forms. See the Manhan
Difference!! Manhan Precious Metals Ex-
change, 312 King St., N'hmptn 584-7000
9:30 am - 5:30 pm M-Sat

NEED ROOMMATES THIS SPRINq?
Two males seek a room or rooms in an
apartment in Amherst area for spring
semester call Michael 549-6520

NO WAY STRUTT
BJ. Paul. John. Cris and Mike want to
thank everybody for the bone-rattling gigs
this semester - The Museum DIREKTORS

PERSONALS

GENERAL HOSPITAL
Move General Hospital T-shirts for sale
Campus Center Concourse today and
tomorrow only or call 253-7777 to place
order great Christmas presents

HELP wanted"

6 min walk to campus Phillips St
room spacious house Laurie 549-4365

Lg

Double room. Sunderland house bus
route, Jan-Aug. 549-0022, Lisa

Country Cottage by lake 2 spacious
bedrooms Joe Lyons 256-8306 367-9307
Tvvo people to share room in a house
male/female 253-5237

Room available in cozy Belchertown
!?P?^0" bus route 132.00/month plus.
J2J-5811

Two bedroom apt Sunderland bus route
January/Spring 82 665-7771 $295 mo
Room for rent Amherst Center 175$
month 256-8822

Room in townhouse available during in-
tersession Squire Village 665-4111

Intersession rooms to rent on campus
Theta^Chi 253-9015 or inquire within

Room in house SE St Amherst Dec 23 -

Jan 31st 114$ heat included 256-0575

3 room apt one bedroom 10 minute walk
to campus Jan 1 to Aug 31 $250 utility in-
cluded Ideal for grad student call 253-5469
Fn 12-6 pm or Sat 9-12

5-6 bedroom house on bus rt Belcher-
towri large yard, livingroom, kitchen
$550/mo 323-7353

One bedroom available in two bedroom
house Va mile to UMass Can be for 1 or 2
persons preferably 2 females rent
negotiable woodstove call 549-6882

FOR SALE

Information on Alaskan and Overseas
Jobs. $20,000 to $50,000 per year possible
Call 602-941-8014 Dept. 6501

P°^^'°'^-

Governess wanted for 2 older children
Room and board pvt bath. Nice house in
Northampton. Salary. Car a must. By Jan
10 until Feb 15 or longer. Should call for
more info 584-5077 around 5

Administrative Asst. Center for Popular
Economics. Beg. Jan thru summer & 82-83
academic yr. Work study preferred. Affir-
mative Action Employer. Send resume &
short statement describing interest to: Box
785 Amherst 01004 by Dec 15 For info call
545-0743

Student Note Service has notes for these
classes: Astron 100 Arny, Bot 100 Shapiro

fS'™ 22, Com Stu 121, 150, 221, Ecori
103ACD, Econ 104ABC, Econ 311 FSN
101, 102, 130, Geol 103, HRTA 100, Mgt
301, Mkt301, Psych 100BCD, Psych 150A
For a good time see Bogey in African
Queen Fri Mahar Aud 7-9-1 1

For Sale: 1 pair BOSE 601 Series 1

speakers $375.00 pair. Brand new condi-
tion. Call Val, 546-1415

The 22nd will be a wild time Mike, Pete,
Andy, Scott and Ed are going to lose it

Van Meter two north You guys are top
notch! Happy holidaze and good luck on
exams. With love from your ocasional
CRA's, Lisa and Eric

Bea I like your style can we get together
sometime? Rick

Janet
you

This could be your weekend!! I love

HEY. LISA CAREY
Thanks for all those ticket sales lately
sorry I forgot to go by in the afternoon
(twice) Lunch was good but I don't think I'll

be invited to speak again, right coach Have
a good intersession

Louise. Folding laudry was the highlight of
my semester next to one niht at the Pub. I

think you're excellent. I hope I get to see
more of you. P.S. Hi Jane
Happy Birthday, Ron!! The Webster
world traveling club congratulates you!!!
And remember your troubles will be over
soon—he's movin ' out!!!

To little T & A - I want to be your dummy
Bellybutton Happy 19th Birthday love
Amos
Weffy and Scruffy - congrads on your of-
fices! Your favorite AX, muttless

To my "Preppy" Big Sis - Save an
alligator, eat a preppie - love, Smitty

Roxanne
'we'

Sorry for the runaround but
like to get sisters back at times like

these. Look in the Chapter room carefully.
Love, Secret Santa

I'm into the Greek scene

JANUARY SUBLET
Three bedroom house available for
month of January 10 minutes from town
and campus Price is negotiable completely
furnished call Cindy 549-6032

LORING'S BIRTHDAY

Congratulations, your day has finally
come! Chi O loves ya!

LOST

GIFT IDEA: Portrait Drawings. Dennis
Delap, 665-2972

1975 Suzuki GT-390 FULLY assesed 12000
mi very good condition $650 call Rick
549-1867

Fender Stratocaster $400 665-2241 eves. I

Red folder in Curry Hicks or vicinity
Please call 546-8182 if found

Reward for lost knapsack & Chem
notes calc No questions asked. Call 6-5472
KITTY ALERT A gray and white malecat
with a white flea collar has escaped in the
Fearing St Allen St area (a couple of sts
towards town from SBA) There is a reward
leading towards his arrest call 549-6550

Reward for return of pack missing from
Mikes Thurs night books, notes, calculator
desperately needed. No questions asked
549-3833

Lost! Green Irish cap while sledding the
Central hill. $10 reward! Call Tim K
546-4668

Ladies gold Seiko watch between GRC

Lynn in 1406
-Secret Santa

As the semester ends and the bird flies
west there will be a space in my heart that
only the bird will be able to fill. I'll miss you
very much, please come back and please
write. Be careful

To my Kenny, Even though neither of us
will be at UMass to see this on your special
day, I put it in so everyone will know that
It's your birthday and that I love you! Have
the best birthday ever, all my love always
Lynn

Erika. Happy 20th! From the third floor of
Lewis

pST. Raynure - Macsee. It's been the
best three Love LJW
Hi Juwee, Mary and Rita - Hope the
stress IS not getting your best Happy
Holidays.

. .Bird Woman
MF - Fun time at Barselotti's, good com-
pany and good conversation. Your
Passenger

8th Floor Cashin - Thanks for being a
WOnHprfiil r:rr«7\/ nrm •->'->' '^'^^•^1- \/

II

""'" —'' a-v/u^.ui pcupitf. Tou nave
all made my job a lot easier and vert en-

^Pa^^S.'^o.-^^^^ ^'^'V' Vour insaneAHR -Clive

Rudolph - I want my stocking full of your
kisses!! Clarice I think you're cuttteee!!!

Hey Marie: Happy Birthday! When 19
anything and everything's possible! N'est
pas? Oui! Ouil Your Pal Nivea

UMMB Don't forget - LAST day to return
instruments is December 18th.

To those who made my 21st special
-Thanks! Especially LT, BW, JD, LH, & AZ
love Elaine

Dan S., you get cuter every time I see you !

Mike W. and Ellen O. Thank you for your
help in my t.v. class. It was a job well done
and is greatly appreciated. Sue
Steve L is JA Sunday morning bruch is
not the same w/out your beard will I ever
meet you, Dollface forward but shy
Hi Babyface "ring. . .ring. . .Hello. . yes.

yes.
. .good-bye" P.S. Merry Christmas

Lisa Jo the personal you've waited for your
the one I'll always love guess who
Happy Birthday JaniceMvTaybe now
you'll act your age. Meet you at the
Bluewall at 3:30! Love Maura, Cheri and
Joanne

Lower Central Staff "Ethical Responsibili-
ty" answered please please send Ronald
home

Mari-Jon Good luck on your new job -we'll
miss you, just like Ronald! Sharon Frank &
Paul

Cynthia Happy Birthday! You manic
Love Jim & Wendy
Mari-Jon - No one does it better - housing
that IS. Good luck. All the CRA's in the Big

Mary -
1 know its early but I hope you're

watching. Your love and friendship
mean a lot, may your birthday be as
special as you. Happy Birthday Doll.
Love Julio

Kooney S.F. Thanks for all the fun times
and for always being there. Good luck in
the job you finally choose. I know you'll
succeed in whatever you do. I'll miss you
next semester but I know we'll keep in
touch forever. Kooney S .S.

To the manager of 2J Brandywine -

Happy Birthday! Love, Jude
Barrie Love Happy Birthday I hope we
spend many more together Love Jeff

The answer is TEX-To John Bergamo.
SLIB! Love, Secret Santa

Jim - Thanks for a year of happyness and
the hope for many to come. Love Tricia

11th J.Q.A. Where's the bears? Merry
Christmas the phantom Santa
Happy 20 Loring! Thanks for being the
best! Love, Tina

RIDE WANTED
Albany/Oneonta area. Fri or Sat (12/11
12/12) 546-6622 '

Ride to Central Fla after Dec 21, shareex-
penses, good driver, call Tom at 253-3 187
Ride wanted to Phila. Allentown. NJ orNYC 12/21 or 12/22 call ed 256-0672
Are you going to Chicago/Milwaukee
during intersession? I would like yo go with
you. Share driving and expenses. Call John
545-0600 x-47 from 8 to 4 and 772-0438
evenings

Madison Wise area, after Dec 14 Jan 1
call Dan 253 5369 aft 6 PM
Ride needed to Wisconsin before
^lY'stmas Please, please call Aydin

Long Island on Dec 13 returning Dec 17
(flexible) 546-9672 after 10 PM

RIDER WANTED
Rider wanted to Baton Rouge/New
Orleans area leaving after Jan 1 Sue
546-4573

ROOM WANTED
Woman looking for own bedroom in
house or apartment prefer female(s) Jan orF^ 1st 549-4600 ext 291 549-19^3 Lynn

ROOMMATE WANTED
Two Male/Female roommates wanted
to share Brittany Manor apt Jan 1 to June
30 call Deb C 256-0358

Walk to campus own bedroom in 4

Sq c-?io
^^^ Lincoln Ave starting Feb 1

2 roommates to share bedroom. Apt in
Sunderland on bus route 665-7109
Roommate wanted to share two
bedroom apartment 110 a month includes
everythina Cliff«:iH*» Ante ccc oir/^

Own room in Northwood 110+ starting

c^cxitl^"
semester, summer optional

t)oo-4a07

2 females to share room in 2 bedroom
Colonial Village Apt. starting Feb. $90 -i-

utihties call Donna eve 253-7313
Female roommate wanted for
wintersession to have own room in Bran-
dywine. Rent negotiable 549-0425
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CABARET NIGHT
Friday, December 11th

at The T.O.C. Restaurant
Your Favorites

from the Cape & Vermont it's

DOWNPOUR
Aceoustieal Folk Rock
Dinner & Dancing!

* LIQUORS
Welcomes You to Our Valley

PLEASE STOP INAND BROWSE!
WE'RE ONRT 9 just up the streetfrom poor richardz

$5.99/lJtrePopov Vodka 80

Miller bottles

Budweiser cans

Busch cans

Lite cans

Molson

Becks

Riunite

WINE

$7.99/case

$8.49/case

$7.99/case

$4.00/12 pack

$2.99/six pack

$3.99/six pk.

$5.49 magnum

\Nl ALSO STOCK
THE AREAS LARGEST

SELECTION OF COLD KEGS

PLENTY OF COLD DRAFT BARRELS
AVAILABLE ANY TIME

:

338 COLLEGE ST. (Rte.9) 256-8433, '253-5384
OPEN TIL 11:00 PM
(NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS)

Male wanted to share room in Brittany
Manor Apt from Dec 26 until June 105
month plus elec. heat free call 253-5706

One room in house avail immed V4 mile
to UMass on bus ri for info 584-1296

Own bedroom
8:00 253-5435

$100-)- /bus Mark after

Roommate wanted Puffton Village own
room heat included Jan $125 549-0661

Female non smoker quiet bedroom in 2
bedroom unit 160+ on bus route
Sunderland 665-3289

Room for rent in two bedroom apt beg
Jan 1 Male, female or couple 256-6048

Room available Sunderland Ctr on bus
route $120 includes heat 665-2241 eves

Female roommate wanted to share apart
on bus route fully furnished 165/mo total
Call before 4. Andy 253-2883

Roommate for house 5 miles from cam-
pus on bus route $130 -^ call 253-3623

Male to share room in Brittany Manor
apt aprox $125 mo includes everything
253 2813

Female wanted own room Townhouse
Apts 138 + /month call Jack ie 549 1639

Female to share room in Southwood
Apts starting January $82 50 + utilities call

256-0659

2 females and 1 male wanted for Brittany
Manor Apt call Joe 256 0454

2 roommates needed own room house
in Belchertown on bus rt $125, 145 inc utili-

ty 253 7263

Male nonsmoker own room in 2 bedroom
apt. $160 -t^ Northwood Apts, Dennis
6653986

Academically serious, financially secure
roommate wanted for 3 bedroom Amherst
house. 141 + 256-6089

Male/female wanted own bedroom in
Swiss Village $147/month everythinq in-
cluded 253-7625

2 persons to share room in Presidential
Apts 1o min from campus 80/mo each call
Rich or Dennis 549-4756

Female to share nice apartment. Spring
semester 102/ month Please call 253-7663

SCOTT

Someday I will get you, box you in and
hang you (3rd) see you Friday SS

SERVICES

Roommate needed Swiss Village on bus
rt $147 per mo. utilities included Own
bedroom 253 2653

Quiet, responsible female wanted for 1

bedroom in Northampton house 584-0641

Roommate wanted for January only
$130 + call 253 3873 after 6 PM
Hoommain WS.ItSd fOf M-82 male or

female call Steve 253-5482

1 bedroom in a 2 bedroom apt available
Cliffside Apt $125/monfh all utilities includ
ed on bus route available immediately call

after 6 PM 665^4953

Room available in Brittany manor apts
for the month of January and perhaps spr-

ing semester call 256-0484

Room avail in Britt Mnr apt for Jan and
perhaps Spr Sem call 256-0484

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981

Typing experienced IBM correcting Selec
trie bilingual English /Spanish scientific
background 256-6957 e^ning

Student Movers quality service at low
rates local - long distance Randal 253-9646

Amherst Writers Inc. Professional heFp
for your writing problems. Walker Rumble
Ph.D. Pat Schneider, MFA 253 7329

'

253 7764

Pyschotherapv Group for Women to ex-
plore issues auOiji felaticriships. Gro'jp yyill

last 10 weeks and begin in February Sliding
fee scale. Pyschological Services Center
UMass, 545-0041 '

Typing. Dissertations, thesis, manuscripts
etc. IBM Selectric HI call 247 5033 '

Fast, accurate, low-cost typing and
word processing of reports, resumes, let-

ters, etc. Same or next day service in many
cases. TYPE-RITE, 321 R Main Street
Amherst 253-51 1

1
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Let the University Store put it all

together for you. A large assortment
of games and puzzels for Christmas
giving.

The Cube Puzzel - The Cube Key
Chain - The Pyramid - The Snake -

Cosmic Wimpout - Many other mind
teaser puzzels and games also an
assortment of our Cube Solution
Books.

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

SHALOM
SHALOM DEB, SHERRI, ELLEN LEAVE
THOSE ISRAELI MEN ALONEi BON-
yOYAGEJ.UyjTEyE. BELLE & PEARL

SKI BOOTS

TYPING

Men's Dynafit Ski Boots size 8V4 . perfect
condition, asking $100.00 Call 545-3500
after 5 pm 549 3733 ask for Dan

Free-Lance Typing and resume writing.
Top skills, fast service, reasonable rates.
Amherst 549-0518

Typing experienced IBM correcting Selec-
tic bilingual English/Spanish scientific
background 256-6957 evening

SOCIOLOGY 103
USED AUTO PARTS

Are you the women who borrowed my
Stiver Fluids book? Please call 549 3806 I

need it for finals!

!

STORAGE
Do you need a place to store your large
bulky or even tiny items for the semester
break? We have plenty of room at our
house! Reasonable rates call 549-6385

I~~ TO SUBLET

Female rm in 2 bedrm house Squire Vill
bus $135 Dec 15 or Jan 1 666-7503 eve
Female wanted for furnished room, big
old house near Amherst Ctr Feb-iuly w ian
opt $118. plus 253 5137

Two rms in four bdrm house for Jan
close to campus 256-0639 spring option

Wanted: Female roommate to sliare 1

bedroom, furnished, in Puffton '12/23
1/30. 549-3677 eves. $125.00

Small 1 bdrm cottage 3 mi from Campus
for Jan to Sept $225 + call 253-9344 eve
One bedroom furnished apt from
December 19-January 29 $65.00 per week
includes utilities and heat call 247-5774 after
6 PM

Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We^are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc. 85
Easthampton Rd, Northampton MA tol
584-2832

WANTED

Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Monday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2

Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
of Chamber of Commerce 256-0710

insect Collections to rent or buy call

367 9323

Wanted quiet female to share Squire
Village apartment - own room. Call after 6
PM 665-2840

Need female to share Townehouse Apt.
Spring semester call 549-6096

Wanted to buy 2 used snow tires 15"

549-4866

For Jan own room $105 & elec 253-7275

WANTED TO RENT

TO THE BROTHERS OF PIKE

Want to lease or sublet house or apt on
bus route for spring semester 546-5389
546-6346 546 5402

To the Brothers of Pike - Get Psyched for
our formal It's going to be the best one
ever! Your New Prei

TRAVEL

l"^!.!^^^^*- """O FLORIDA Drive cars
thru US Gov't licensed agency. Good thru
Jan 15 call before Dec 19 Doug at 546-8704

Need desperately 2 bedroom apt Spring
semester will sublet 548-4876 or 546-5399

WINTER CLEANING

Good dependable workers previous
cleaning experience call Mealanie 253-5137
Shelly 586-6619

m^. on ns^

ci*.^.SnM^^«»

TEXTBOOK ANNEX

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
DECEMBER 14 THRU 19

MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 21 THRU 23

9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

REQUIRED
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r Player Profile A

By NANCY PARKS
Collegian Staff

With a disappointing sUrt of the season, senior co-
captam Martha Ready is looking for the season to pick up
for the Univesity of Massachusetts women's basketball

Ready has had to make the changefrom a
height to speed oriented team this year.

team. With the experience of the returning players and
the enthusiasm of the freshmen players. Ready is looking
to improve the scoring and rebounding and come back big
in upcoming games.
This is Ready's third year playing for the Minutewomen.

The 6'1" center started playing for the Massasoit Com-
munity College in her sophomore year after the raquetball
coach saw her and convinced her to plav B-ball.

"I didn't always want to play. I didn't even play in high
school, I was involved in competitive swimming up until
my junior year. But once I started playing at Massasoit I

really enjoyed it," Ready said.

Ready's sister Julie was a big influence in Martha's
transferring to UMass. UM Coach Mary Ann Ozdarski
showed some interest, but Julie was the big connection in
coming to UMass.
"We were good for each other in practice, she toughen-

ed me up. It was fun playing with her." Ready said.
With the loss of Julie and Ginger Legare the women's

team is definitely lacking in height, but Ready feels that
the women have made up for that in speed. The transition
to speed from height is a different type' of game, but
Ready feels she is adjusting well and that speed holds cer-
tain advantages that height does not carry.

It is also a different type of game playing with new
freshmen but Ready feels that these women should do
well.

"The freshmen are so enthusiastic it helps everyone else
on the team to have so much extra energy flowing,"
Ready said.

For Ready, and the rest of the team, it was not hard for
them to get in the swing of new players and their own
respective ways of playing ball.

Sports

But eventually, when they finished rotating different
players to different positions, the team clicked together
and Ready feels that everyone is doing well now.
"The next two games should show a lot," said Ready.

"We did not start on a very good note but we showed
some good things. In the Harvard game even though we
were down in the second half we never gave up; the same
thing happened against Syracuse. From here on in things
are looking up. The enthusiasm is definitely there."

"Ozzie (Ozdarski) has been a little disappointed in our
play so far, we didn't play up to potential, but I think it is
just a matter of getting together as a team," Ready said.

In herself as a player, Ready feels more confident than
she has in the past two years. There is room for improve-
ment especially in her shooting average for the first four
games: (17 pts/game) and her rebounding.
Ready also feels that a big asset would be more support

from the students, faculty, or anyone on campus.
"It helps to have a crowd behind you cheering. It's great

playing at home in front of your fans. I think it is really
great what Tom McLaughlin is doing and I wish we could
for the women but I'm afriad that there's not enough in-
terest in women's athletics," Ready said.

"People just don't realize how much intensity and hard
work goes into women's sports."

The UMass men's swimming team will take on Spr-
ingfield College today at Boyden p<«)l with a 4 p.m. start.
This is the last swim meet of the semester for the

Minutemen, who are now 1-1 following last Saturday's
win over the University of Lowell.

Hoopwomen win 2nd,
top Vermont, 86-68
By GERRY DESIMAS
Collegian Staff

Things did not look too promising,
last night, for the University of
Massachusetts women's basketball
tf'am when the University of Vermont
ran out to an astonishing 8 early lead
on the hot hand of UVM's Lynda
BaUard.

But, the UMass women, led by the
steady play of Martha Ready and Cindy
Clapp. played good team ball, overtook
and conquered Vermont, 86 68, at the
Curry Hicks Cage.

Vermont, on the hot outside
shooting of Ballard and Shelia Martin,
managed to keep the Minutewomen at
bay for a while, taking an early 12-4
lead before UMa.ss began to come
back.

Ready anchored the UMass offense
and defon.se by pulling down 10 re
bounds and scoring 14 points in the
first half. Along with the aggressive
play of Clapp and Gwendolyn Jones,
Massachusetts tied the score at 16 and
rolled to a 28 22 lead before Vermont
recovered.

UVM's Martin led the charge as the
Burlington school came back, tied the
score, and took a one point lead with
2:39 left in the fir.st half. 29 28. UM
took the lead on a Clapp jumper with
58 seconds to go but UVM took the
lead again on two Renee DeVarney
foul shots with 34 seconds in the half

and Vermont owned a 34-33 ha..Jme
lead.

UMass. known to be a second half
team, came out smoking bringing the
spar.se crowd of 100 alive. Vermont did
it.s best to keep up with the
Minutewomen but the hoopsters just
ate away at the young Catamounts.
Marlene Susienka, with a beautiful
drive through the lane scored a layup
to put UM on top to stay at 49 48.

The Minutewomen capped the game
with a 12 point spurt during the middle
of the second half, with Ready scoring
six out of eight UM baskets while Ver-
mont slipped two into the basket.
The women hoopsters cruised for

the rest of the game and ended up
with a fine come from behind win.
The Minutewomen improved their

play considerably in the second half,
especially their shooting and passing.
"Our passing was good and the ball

finally started to go in for us." said
Cindy Clapp. "We finally played more
consistently as a team."
UMass goes on the road for their

next game. Saturday at Boston Col-
lege. The game starts at 6 p.m. and
hopefully the Minutewomen will carry
some momentum with them up
Chestnut Hill.

UMASS (86) Marlene Susienka 5-0 10.
Wendy Ward 4 8. Sherry Collins 2 0-4]
Jacqueline Jones 10-2. Gwendolyn
Jones 4-19, Martha Ready 13-2 28. Tara
Heinzman 2 4, Cindy Clapp 7 5 19,
Patie MaguireO 2-2. TOTALS 38 10 86.

irw^r\r% -tr^^wT w-,-.^-^ ^.. Collreian photo bv Kris CraiiKEEP YOU EYE ON THE BALL - Minutewoman Cindv Clapp (left
chases ball in last nights UMass victory over Vermont at the Curry-
»*1CKS "t^fl^C

By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

Its time to regroup for UMass coach Tom McLaughlin
and his young Minuteman squad. After struggling to an
emotional, 60 59. win over Duquesne last Saturday
night, the Minutrmen ran into a pressing Northeastern
Huskie team and bowed to Perry Moss and crew. 66 60.
Wednesday at the Curry-Hicks Cage.

In fact, it was Moss with his three steals and 10 first
half points that pushed the Huskies to their 36 27
halftime lead. Moss finished the game with 18 points in-
cluding an eight for nine night from the free throw line.

Speaking of free throws, the Minutemen have been
tiaving major problems from the line. Before the Nor-
theastern game Ihe-Minutemen had hit on only 50 per
ceiH of their fr^ tosses and didn't help their average
with« poor 10 for 1^ showing against the Huskies.
Andlher aspect of this young squad's overall game

that wiM receive attention in practice this week will be
handling yhe fullcourt rwess. BU pressed the Minutemeq

Off Glass
into submisision in Mass^husetts' season opening 91-65
drubbing at >Boston. Duqi)esne couldn't press after get-
ting into early foul trouble but Northeastern pressed
from the opening hoop. Mo^ and his backcourt mate
Phil Robinson came up with sue steals between them and
threw the UM offense out of sync.

Here's my vote again.^ the alternating po.ssession rule
introduced to college basketball this season. The rule
makes jump balls extinct except for the opening tap
Every jump ball situation is greeted by a lot of turning
heads to see whose ball it is.

^
Originators of the rule claim that H speeds up the

game and takes away the human error of the jump ball
toss. Opponents of the rule claims it could take away a
ivice play from a defensive player.
What if late in the game a great defensive play was

made t,o tie up another player for a jump ball and it

wasn't the defense's possession? The offense keeps the
ball and the play is useless. I'd definitely hate to see this
rule determine the outcome of a game. The players are
supposed to do that.

Junior Rutgers center Roy Hin.son was named Eastern
Eight Player-of-the Week for the week of Dec. 7. While
Rutgers scored a victory for the whole Eastern Eight
with a 57 54 upset over UCLA last Thursday, Hinson
scored 18 points and grabbed 12 rebounds to lead the
Scariet Knights past the Bruins who were ranked third
nationally at the time. You can see the Knights Feb. 16
at thetJage.

Mike Brown of George Washington is the first Eastern
Eight Rookie of the Week for the 1981 82 season. Over
GW's first three games, the 6'9" freshman has averaged
17 ppg and 13 rpg good enough for sixth and first in the
league respectively.

Rhode Island's Pappy Owens is the early leader in the
Eastern Eight scoring race, hitting at 20.7 per game
clip. The Philly native is followed closely by St.

Bonaventure junior guard Mark Jones and Owen's
Rhody teammate Marc Upshaw both at 19.3 ppg. UM's
Horace Neysmith is ninth in scoring at 15.5 ppg and also

ninth in rebounding at 7.5/game.

'*^

f- -t9^

MOSCOW (AP) - The decision by
IVivrsaw authorities to delcare a state of
emergency Sunday has reduced the
number of steps that can be taken to
restore order in Poland without Soviet
'military, intervention.

The Kremlin has been pressing for
more thj a a year — without success —
for , Polish authorities to take strong,
mea^res Vgain.st the independent union
SolidariSty knd its reform movement. So
Soviet 'leaders were bound to be pleased
that PiJand's premier. Gen. Wojciech
Jaruzelslli, declared military rule yester
day in Wtsponse to a call by the union
Solidarity »for a referendum on Poland's
form of government.
A Soviet official, who asked not to be

identified, said Sunday it was "high time"
for such a decision.

The action ajjpears to clear the way for

a showdown between Polish authorities
and Polish reformers — a development
likely to reveal whether the Polish Com
munist Party has the power to run the
country.

If the Polish party does not wield suffi

cient power — if Jaruzelski's decision is

met not with a return to order, but with a
new outbreak of strikes, or even-fighting
— then tile Soviets might feel they have
no other «jhoice but to intervene militari

"This is the Polish action that the
Kremlin has\ been demanding," said a
Western dipl'(ynat, suggesting that if

Jaruzelski doesynot succeed in restoring
order, then the Polish leadership will be
out of cards and ht will be time for the
Soviets t6 play theii^hand.

Another Western diplomat said the
Soviets "ire sitting and watching and
waiting. Tiley haven't boxed themselves
in. They hAen't made any commitments.
They're keeping a flexible position. They
probably will\ want to see how it plays
it.self outin Polknd."
The Soviet official said he believed that

if Polish authorities do not prevail,
"friendly assistance" — Soviet military in-

tervention — will b^ necessary.
The Kremlin ha.s resisted military in-

tervention despite 16 months of un-
precedented turmoil — and reform — in
the So^et bloc state.

Contintied on pnqe U>

military rule

POLISH SUPPORT FROM NEW YORK - People from th^PoS
American Congress and the Social Democrats. U.S.A. organizations
march in front of the Polish consulate on New York's 37th Street and
Madison Ave., yesterday. They are supporting the Solidarity movement in
Poland.
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P|!??^"d ^^^^ martial law; union threatened
vy/\n,i>iL,n, been Hisrim**vl K..« o«„^ 1: ^- ^By JUDD WARNER

Collegian Staff

The shut down of Solidarity Headquarters by Polish
police, the imposition of martial rule by Polish Premier
Gen. Wojdech Jaruzelski, and the detainment of ap-
proximately 1.000 union members including Solidarity
Leader Lech Walesa, are among the latest developments in
Warsaw this weekend.

Telex and telephone communications from Warsaw have

been disrupted, but according to reports Polish police
forces sealed off the entire block surrounding the
headquarters to the 900.000 member local early Sunday
morning in response to a series of challenges to Communist
authority by Solidarity.

Ferenc A. Vali. emeritus (retired) professor of political
science at UMass. currently teaching a course in in-
ternational relations, said it is important that no Soviet
troops are involved currently, but that it is Polish police
Polish security forces, and the PoUsh regular Army who

are active in Warsaw.
"Behind this there may be Soviet advisors." Vali said

yesterday. "But there is no foreign intervention at the
moment. It is purely an internal affair."

Reportedly the Independent labor union during a
meeting of its 107 member Country Commission on Friday
and Saturday, called for a referendum on Poland's form of
government, passed a resolution calling for a strike if the
Sejm (Parliament) approves emergency powers to the

continued on page 1 2
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IJonant signs contract to SGA objections
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Director of the Division of Student Affairs Randy Do-
nant accepted a contract renewal last week, according to
a statement made Thursday by Vice Chancellor for Stu-
dent Affairs Dennis L. Madson.
The statement said although "some student govern-

ment leaders have expressed concern over the Universi

ty's offer of a multi year contract.. .Mr. Donant has car-
ried out his duties in the Student Activities Office in an
exemplary fashion..." Student leaders had questioned
the two-year contract offer as varying with standard
University policy of offering an employee with one year
of satisfactory service a renewed contract for one year.
The release further stated "at no time has Mr. Do-

nants character been brought seriously into question,
nor has it beer suggested that he has failed to carry out

^
RADIO TELESCOPE - The Five-College Radio Astronomy Observatory at QuSin Reserv^^^^

illuminated against the sky recently.
r IS

his duties as described in his job description... it is clear
that any controversy concerning Mr. Donant's reappoint-
ment is the product of political posturing on the part of
some student government leaders."

The controversy between the Student Government
Association and administrative officials arose over inter-
pretation of Donant's job description and his role at the
University. Student leaders said the fact that Donant is

Continued on fxiye 12

Rifkin to propose

griovance process
By MARILYN LENTZ
Collegian Correspondent

The final draft of a proposed sexual harassment
grievance procedure will be handed to Chancellor Koffler
tor approval before the end of the semester, said Janet
Rifkin, University ombudsfjerson and coordinator of the
grievance procedure effort.

However, Ritl<in .said she does not foresee impiemeiiia-
tion of the procedure by the beginning of next semester as
planned. There will still be problems that need to he work-
ed out, she said. These problems will necessitate discus-
.sion between the administration and all unions and one
non-unionized group on campus, and their respective col-
lective bargaining agents, Rifkin said.

Any procedure that has disciplinary power would have
to l)e agreed upon by these groups "as it would involve
union protection of their rights, she added.

These discu.ssions should ocour in .larniarv ;ind
February, and the grit'vance f)rocedurt' should hv func-
tional sonietiniM during the second semester, said Terence
Burke, professor and a.ssistant to the vice-chancellor of
.student affairs.

Continued ov page 9
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World and national neivs

Russian dissidents

on 'road to recovery'

;mm: <mv^

MOStUW tAP) - So\aei dissident An
drw SakharoN and his wife appeared weak
and shrunken after a 17 day hunger strike

in their Gorky exile, but they have eager-
ly ilarted or the rqad to recovery, their
daughter in bw said Sunday.
"They looked very weak and very

paie." said the daughter in law . Liza
Al«xeyeva. who returned to Moscow
yesterday mornrng after visiting the
Nobd laureate and his wife. Velena Bon-
ner, in iheu- hospital suite in Gorky.

Miss .A Iexeyeva.-2«.-provided fore^
n-poner> wiih fresh details of the hunger
strike. whK-h ende<f tasi Wednesday after

Soviet authorities said she would be
allowi-d to emigrate to the United States.

Th«* strike appeared to have affected

Mrs. Bonner. 5><. more than the 60 year-
old Sakharov .^ who suffers from a heart
ailment, but she appeared to be in better
overall condition than her husband. Miss
Alexeyeva said.

"They both haVe~circles around their

eyes, and iheir noses are sticking out. His
U-elh l«»ok blue, and both their faces look

shrunken, .M.ss .\iexeyeva said.

Sakharxjv and Mrs. Boriner. who began
their fast Nov. 22. were forcibly removed
from Sakharov s Gorky apartment on Dec.

4 by eight plaincioibes policemen and
taken to separate hospiuls where doctors
threatened to force feed them. Miss Alex
eyeva said.

The dot-tors told Sakharov thai Velena
*a* dying and Velena that Sakharov was
dying during the whole time." she said.

Sakharov. winner of the 1975 Nobel
I'eace Prize for his work on behalf of

human rights, was banished to the Volga
River Illy 250 miles east of .Moscow in

January 19>0.

Mi^s Alexeyeva said she expected lo-
pak up her emigration papers to leave
the Soviet L'nion on Monday, and depart
for the Lniti-d States "in a week or 10
days." She said she had not talked by
tek'phone with her husband. Akxei Se
myonov . since the hunger strike ended.
Semyonov

, 25. a graduate student at
'

Brandeis University near Boston, is Mrs.
Bonners son by a prev lous marriage.

US sales promo agencies
saved from Stockman's knife

) \l' l.a>rrpl«>il<i>

WEINBERGER RETURNS — Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger
talks with reporters shortly after his return Sunday. Weinberger's said
that he was on his way to briefings on the situation in Poland.

Lowest inflation since 77
WASHINGTON -AH' - The Commerce

Department has beaten back an attempt
by Budget Director Dav»d Stockman to
pil three agencies that promote sales of
Amencan goods overseas and keep track
of L.S. industrial trends.

Deputy" Commerce Secretary Joseph
Wnght said Commerce ofTicials and the
p*T-»*6enis budget review panel reached
an a^ivetnent last week thai the govern
nK-ni ~>houid be involved in trade
devek»p<neni.~

Stockman's proposals called for

eUmioaung li^depanmetits Office of Ex
port Devek>pment. gutting the Bureau of

iTKiuMnal ExtMiomics and sharply reduc
ing I hi- Foreign Commercial Serv ice.

(VMTimmi Secretary Mak-olm BaJdnge

had blasted the 0MB effort m a memo to
>tockman, saying the services "are not
like an Erector set that one can fool

around with on the Lving room floor and
quickly build up again."

Wright said he and Baldrige met last

Wednesday with the presidents budget
reviev* panel on proposals for the 1983
fiscaJ year budget. The panel includes
Stockman and James Baker, the White
House chief of staff.

Then- was an a^eement that trade
development is an important priority" <rf

the govcmmcni. Wright said in a
ulephone interview. But he declined to
describe the agreement as a victory for
hi> department.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
•Peagan has the extra billions in budget
&uts he pushed Congress so hard to pass
- - but in dollars as well as symbolism.
th^"re worth far lete than the victories

he vMpn in spring and siVnmer.

Tht8 time. Reagan \Vas forced to meet
Congress more than halfway, and ended
up witl^ $4 billion in cuts from domestic
prograr"* when he '^iVIy wanted $8.4
billion.

Even part of the $4 billion in cuts is

suspect. S^eral officiiils say the savings
could evaporate later this year if the pro-

grams cost more to run than the ad-

ministration sijs they will.

There are probably a few mirrors in

here." cuts that may turn out later not to
save any money, said one Senate official

who asked not to be identified bv name.

US wins in NATO on

missile deployment
BRUSSELS. Belgium — The United Slates came

away from the latest SATO meeting here having achiev-
ed Its major goals on missile deployment policy, but it

suffered some bruises that could spell trouble for the
alliance m the future.

The 15 NATO forxign ministers, including Secretary
of State Alexander M Haig Jr.. wholeheartedly endors-
ed President Reagans approach to missile talks with the
Soviet Union. They termed the presidents Nov. 16
spet'ch — in which he called for a missile free Europe —
historic, far reaching and constructive.
They also reaffu-med their 1979 plan to deplov new

medium range nuclear missiles in Europe if the United
Stall's and the Soviet Union fail to reach a weapons con
ird agreement prior to the scheduled 198:3 depbvment
dale.

Vk inning support for Reagan > appnxirh lo. the talks
and depbyment of the missiles were the major U.S.
goals at the semi annual NATO meeting here, and Haig
was jusiifii'd in declaring at a ck)suig news conference
ihal the meeting was a success for ihe I'nited Stales.

M.-we. c- •'-rr. were some setbacks. Greece blcwked
defense ministers' communique and

near,,. Dn^KKeo issuance of a closing foreign minister-'
statement.

Working out an agreement on the ck>sing communique
riquired an all night session Thursday night which took
Lawnnce Eagleburger. assistant stcreiary of state for
European affairs, away from a black ue dinner in honor
o( Italian Foreign Minister Emilio Colombo.
As I he hassling continued into Friday, the final day of

the meeting. Hajg was said to have been angered to the
extent that he loW other delegates that NATO might
have: ? on Greece.

The largest "mirror"" calls for "savings"
of about $486 million in Social Security,
Medicaid and unemptoyment insurance.
The actual benefits p^id out under these
programs would not b* affected, but ad
ministrative savings woind be ordered.

In another year a cut of S4 billion would
bfe hailed as a major accomplishment: in

1981 it shrinks lo almost insignificance.

Las^ spring. Reagan asked for and
received $35 billion in budge'i cuts, almost
exactly. a,ccording to his script. He also
sought an«i. won a three-year cut in per-
sonal income-taxes that was the economic
centerpiece oi, his 1980 presidential cam-
paign.

But in the "$16 bUlion fall offensive,"'

the second round of austerity recommen
dations that date-: to Sept. 24. he hasn't
fared as well.

government headed by Prime
reou nas saia it mignt withdraw

Greece s .nev* -

Minster .Ar-'tr'^a*

from .\A Papandreou didrTt make that move
"^^^'

'

'-:• t^^i^ IS nothing in the alliance chaner
that ^ J* the other members to expel Greece.

By the Associated Press

Eyewitness News
tops Emmy awards

BOSTON - Bostons WBZ TV has top honors vester
day for outstanding news program and WCVB TV of
Needham. .M.vss.. has 18 awards after the 1981 Emmv
awards dinner sponsored by the New England ChapteV
of the National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences.
\\BZ won top honors for its 6 p.m. Evewitness News

lopping a list of 11 awards given Saturday night lo the
Boston station. They included honors for its "Behind the
Ualls news series, an in depth report on Vermont
crime and us live coverage of the 1981 Boston Marathon
\Nt\B won awards for its team reporting on the air

controlk-rs strike: reporter Joe Davs coverage of the
funeral of Connecticut Gov. Ella Grasso and reporter
-Martha Bradk«e s coverage of a breaking news story
Boih stations shared the award for public affairs

s^-ni-s, with WCVBs .Milk^r's Court and WKZs Monev
^ense receivmg honors.

WGBH. B.»st..n"s public broadcasting station, won six
of seven caiaenries u was nominated for and WNAC
won five.

WJAR. Providence, received an Emmv for its team
coverage of the Providence city strike. The Providence
station was also honored for outstanding documentary.
The award for investigative reporting went to WFSB

for Its look at Harford's probate coun and WVIT of
Hanford won for a taped news special on the Klu Klux
Klan in Connecticut.

Council of Churches to
challenge Reagan

by Reagan administration cutbacks in human services.
The Rev. M. William Howard said the council, which

represents 32 Christian churches in the I'nited States,
will then plan for action to pressure for a change in

Reagans economic policy.

He said hundreds of people have been hurt by
Reagan's budget cuts and are pleading for help.
Howard was one of several speakers Saturday at a

daylong teach in by opponents of Reagans economic and
social policies at the Kennedy School of Government at

Harvard Universiiv.

CORRECTION
The foUou-ing paragraph Was omitted from an article

"Critirs agree: sinnixithy of critic is important" in the
Dec. 10 issue of the Collegian, by jMarili/n Lentz.

The power of words was documented in a "working
paper" profiling three female black writers and their
mothers b>- Mary Helen Washington, professor of
English at the University of Massachusetts, Boston,
and etiiior of BlackFyed Susans: Cliuisic Stones by and
(ihaut Bl,u-k Women and Midnight Birds.

r "N

Today's Staff

Night Editor Kudolph Gallipan
Copy Editor Saint Nick Mulcaln
Layout Teohnidan Grinoh LewiV
Asst. I'hoto Editor Ebonozer DeWitt
^'^'*'^ Hasher Cavaiiagh. Oanoor Semplo
Lomposing Ki>otll ix,„,u.r Kimk. Hlu^.on Lesti.

<-^»"H>t Willis. Cupid Eriokson.
\ ixen t,ervick:is. Pnincer Mi;uu-ht. Scnvge Zeiger

More oldei
the trend to come

^oHegiaQ 3

ALMOST SLIPS - But not quite. Barbara
Lord managed to stay on beam as did the rest of
the Women's gymnastic team as thev beat Nor-
theastern University 134.8 to 126.5 Saturday in
Boyden Gym.

By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff - >

Tjie expected 25 to 50 percent decline in college
enrollment by 1990 caused by the decrease in 18 year olds,
will bb fully offset by the attraction of older students while
currents students are ^ying moi'e in tuition costs and
receiving less educational services from the state, ac
cording tfie Board of Regents 1983 Budget I'olicy

Statement.

In dollars adjusted for infiation, since 1976 tuition has
increased 19 -percent and the state spending on public
higher educatiqn has decreased 11 percent, according to
the statement. Tuition revenue goes into the state's
general fund and the school from the paying student.

"Quite simply, the funds being raised by increased
tuitions at public institutions of higher education are not
being used by the State to fund public higher education, or
even to maintain equitable funding," the document states.

Chancellor of Higher Education John Duff has. in recent
interviews, .said that th'^ decline of 18 year olds was the
most serious long t^rm p^Dblem facing higher education.
At a hearing before the jo\it legislative Education Com-
mittee, Duff cited the decline as one of the major reasons
for merging the University of Massachusetts at Boston and
Boston State College.
The 1983 Sudget Policy, forwarded to Governor Edward

King by Dulf a week before his appearance before the
Education Committee, states "... rather than a 25 percent
to 50 percent decline in enrollment in higher education by
1990 there will only be at most a 4 percent decline in
enrollment by 1990."

The estimates obtained from the National Center for

UMass
By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

Five people from the University of Massachusetts have
been chosen by the National Organization for Women
(NOW) to work on an Equal Rights Amendment (ERA)
campaign in Florida during January.
Four of the women are involved in the ERA Action

Team on campus. They will canvas and perhaps do office
work for NOW in Florida as part of NC)W's Count-Down
campaign. Florida has been tai^geted along with
Oklahoma, North Carolina, and iilinois as essential to
secure the passage of the Amendment by the June 30,

SAREO clerk sues UMass

1982 deadline.

The women will drive to Florida and will probably be
housed by NOW members during their stay. Pam Shein,
one of the women involved, said they will be working in
either Pensacola or Fort Lauderdale. Robin Rosiello,
another member of the ERA Action Team said they will
probably stay in Fort Lauderdale because they are driving
a company car and their destination is Lauderdale.
Although housing will be provided by NOW members,

the women must pay their own food and traveling ex-
penses. They will have to raise funds from an ERA dance-
a-thon and raffle to defray expenses. They are scheduled
to work two weeks but Rosiello said she and some other
would be happy to stay until the end of the month.

By MYLES CAVANAGH
Collegian Staff

A clerical worker at the University of Massachusetts is

suing the University to regain salary and worker's benefits
she claims were lost when she was forced to take a tower
paying job earlier this year.

Jean Hebert, now the "principal clerk" in the Student
Affairs Research Evaluation Office, is claiming that she

would have been fired if she had not left her job as the
"departmental assistant" in the same office, according to
the Daily Hampshire Gazette.
The Gazette also reports that Hebert said she accepted

her present job "under protest," with the understanding

that she would be given the benefiu she received in her
former job.

Hebert is claiming she never received those benefits.

'Tis the season to be jolly

so we give gifts at others' folly

Educational^ Statistics\ base enrollment increa.ses on the
fact that people 25 ye^irs and older are going back to
college for "retraining."

'More significantly, in those parts of the country where
the i-conomy is highly tec^inological. there could be an
increa.se in enrollments," the policy states.

"Us typical of the Chancellor to say one thing one day
and another thing anotlier day," .said Dr. John Moon,
president of the Boston State faculty union.

^
Jonathan Rutley, a Boston State student and one of the

t^Q student repre.sentatives on the Implementation Board
ovci seeing the merger, .said it was apparent that Chan
cellor Duff was "speaking out of both sides of his mouth."

01 the $20 million in student aid given by the sUte. $16.1
million went to stu«(ents attending private institutions
while $3.8 million w;ik^ given to students attending state
colleges and universities. State law prohibits students
attending public institutions from receiving more than 25
percent of the state aid appropriated.

The Policy Statement indicates a change in the mission
of public higher education. With unemployment rising,
"relevant training" is in the best interest of the Com-
monwealth, the document states.

"The general direction and policies for public higher
education ... emphasize the retraining of the Com-
monwealth's citizens in areas relevant to our economy."
the policy states.

To meet this goal, tlie Regents will assess "state
manpower needs ... and an ipstitution's capacity to meet
these needs will be decided. Other types of demand data
will be examined,

" according to the Regent's policy
statement.

ERA in Florida
When they arrive in Florida, they will attend a three day

briefing session and then be sent out to canvas door to
door to drum up support for the amendment, Shein said

Rosiello said door-to-door canvassing is "a really effec-
tive way" to draw support and they hope to have people
call their legislators or sign a petition or a letter.
She said she is working for the passage of the ERA

becaiise ''It's my future and my kid's future. Whether they
get hired or discriminated against depends on me now "

Ratification of the amendment by three more states is
necessary for it to be added to the consitution. The Florida
^gislature will vote on the amendment in the beginning of
Y ebruary. The last time a state legislature voted favorably
for the amendment was 1977.

Sidney Myers, associate University counsel for UMass,
confirmed that a suit has been filed against the University
by Hebert.

"It has to do with her employment situation. She's not
happy with that situation," he said.

Myers wouldn't comment further, saying, "we don't
discu.ss cases in litigation."

By DAVE CLINE, ED LEVINE
M.W. MULCAHY and STEVE SEMPLE
Collegian Staff

In the spirit of the holiday gift-giving season, the News
Department of the Collpginn has decided to bestow ap-
propriate gifts upon certain well-known individuals. We
feel these gifts are appropriate and, whether appreciated
by the recipients or not, are probably necessary. And,
besides, remember that it's the thought that counts.
To UMass Chancellor Henry Koffler, who gave us the

Year Toward Civility, we give a shovel to dig his way out
of Whitmore with, an ejection seat for his office and the
Year Toward Civility, because it came without batteries
and was the wrong. size and style.

To Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L. Mad-
son, who gave us a mini-lesson in public speaking during
the famous coed bathroom rally, we give a C/D in first

semester rhetoric and an option to retake the course...To
Vice Chancellor for Administration and finance Jack
DeNyse. we give a free tune-up at College Auto Repair.
providing he pays the rent. ..And to C-rripus Center Direc-
tor Hill H.^ims, "we give a bucket to catch rainwater in his

.M*^!^!rr
^^'*-' ^"y^*"' private bathroom, hallway and parking

^^To^tan of Students William F. Tieut '.r.^**
^^^ given us

his presence on campus for the past century or so, we give
our congratulations for staying out of trouble and off page
one for the first semester in his career.. .To Marge Lenn
who. of course gave us coed bathrooms, we give another
bathroom for the males in her home, a roll of his and her
toilet paper (nevei to be used, of course) and a lifetime

membership in the Moral Majority.
To the UMass police, we give a copy of the Police

Association's booklet "How to Catch Sex Offenders" and
a good defense attorney...To the Amherst police SAP
team we give nothing, becau.se they must have lots of con-
fiscated booze already.. .To the Amherst Department of
Public Works we give a telephone pole to be installed in
the middle of its fr<»nt d(X)rway.
To Director of Student Activities Randv Donant. we

leave nothing, because he already gets ' whatever he
wants.. .To Phil Donahue we leave a ZooMass tee-shirt and
an autographed picture of Kevin Mangan asserting his
rights in a coed bathroom. ..To graduate students in a
Graduate Research Tower, we give a Mr. Wizard
Chemistry set, complete with instructions.
To Larry Kocot we give Kevin Mangan — gitt

wrapped.. .To SGA Treasurer Rich Goldman, we give an
unused hangman's noose...To Kevin Mangan, we give
Larry Kocot - giftwrapped, with a bow.
To the UMass basketball team, we give Tom

McLaughlin and rowdy fans...To the Collegian, we give
new pwoofreaders...To the Financial Aid Office, we give,
the gift that keeps on giving — Alumni.
To the Dining Commons we give nothing, because we

lost it all last night. ..and this morning.. .To Amherst Tow-
ing we give some more portable "no parking signs" to put
where they want.

To the state legislature, we were tminn- f,> nri.,r.

something but' l^"
.^'"^*^^^ wouldn't allow rt..'."fo Gov.^'Ed

King, we give lots of money - a.> .T!'^^
^^ ^'^ opponents

need.

And, finally, to the students, faculty and staff of UMass,
we give intersessinn. Wp depr-n-e it

( olleeian pholn hv Sntll Kurke

Christmas ornaments hang in

delicate balance on what may described as ine
limb of life for oh-so-short a time; only to be put
in a tiny box and stowed away in a tiny, dusty
ciosti '?"•' "ext year.
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Fraternity fracas hearings
not for public consumption
fci> M UTT HKRSEV

iTsiiy of Ma^sachuseils Gretk Affair* Dirwtor
LA>i.t C'hambt^rs yesterday saui that proijro-
diM-ipiinary pnvt'tHiings a»rainst studenis aliopt'div in

vuKwi in last months fiijht ai tho Pi Kappa Alpha
ilMKK' fraternity will not be made publie.

"In I he rni\ersii\ reirulations. since both parties have
agrtvd to make the heannc private, ihev Mill remain
pri\aie."Chamber-^

IX-an of Studeni> v\ aium K. Field, who oversees
I niversiiy diM-iphnary actions, .said the students invoK
ed have the right to make tiie matter private, according
to rni\ersity rt^gulatwns.

Two wei-ks ago. Chambers said the matier was in the
prv> hearing stage where n was being determined what
action could be taken. At the time, she said the matter
would be settk^d in a few davs.

The incident, which occured Nov. ly, allegedly involv

vi\ membt^rsi ol the The! a (."hi frat emit y, according to

cimnus ^.tiirces and mem,l>ers of the Theia Chi national

and its alumni group. Member;- of both

t,:Mup> ait- reportetiiy investigating the 1'Ma.ss chaptc

i,'utiKo!TH'nt with the incident.

The fight reportedly began when a group of men in

It rruplid and exchange between I'IKE and the Chi

Omega sorority. Chambers said. The men were asked to

U :\\v by PIKE members. A second group returned

Kt minutes later and the fight broke out. During

I lit' light, a number of the fraternity's windows were

broken and two PIKE members were treated for injuries

at the CMass infirmary.

Since the incident, members of the Thela Chi Alumni
Corp. ha\e contacted the ColI> gian to express their

displeasure with the incident and advertisements,

apologizing to the I'Mass community, that have ap-

peared in the paper.

The Collegian staff thanks

NANCY ANDERSON
for her dedication and hard
work as Acting Editor-in-

chief for the fall semester.

Best of luck, Nancy. We'll

miss you.

Associate Graphics

Manager
(Jain txp rierue and earn a little money at the siime

:im«'. The posiliofi of ('nllcfjuin As.soeiate Graphics

Manager is available foi Spring semester. The applicant

THJ.'it have paste-u(», camera repHKluetion skills vmi thf

AJIIingiM'ss to work long, late hours.

F<ir applications and more information, .see .Mar>ha
3ianchi at the folhymn Graphics office ^letw .mi 1

1

i.ni. XMin dailv or call at r)4o-'i5'M).

mmasT

HAPPY
HOUR

HAPPY HOUR
FREE Small Pizza with
every Pitcher of Deer

99c Dor Drinks $1.49 Coll Drinks

Mon, Tue, G WED, 2-6 9-CI

FOUR SEASONS
Miller bts

Natural Lite cans.

Tuborg Light & Dark
Lowenbrau btis.

.

cs

btls.

cs

7.99

cs 7.49

cs 7.49

9.99

Seagrams VO 750 mi 7.99
Canadian Fist 750 mi 5.99
Fleishman's Gin 1751 11.69

Taylor Extra Dry Champagne 4.99
Harvey's Bristol Creme. 750 mi ... . 8.49
Beaujolais Nouveau 4.69
Almaden Table Wines 15 l 3.99

Many Wine &n.iquor Gift Sets Now on
Display!!

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
Open 10 AM to 11 PM
in front of the Malls

Wines/Liquors rL rte.9,hadle\;ma./584-8174 L^^^ in front of the Malls ^

>^« »

^^jMS,
^Vi

GIFT IDEAS
SONY

FM WALKMAN
other Sony products

available

Seasons Greetings from

DOWN ,^

IN THE

VALLEY

Save
^^. 35% To
-^ 60%

'

DOWNOLTF.RUF.AR FOR THE FAMILY

Wf'Rf STIll OPEN!

1st ANNIVERSARY
IN DOWNTOWN AMHERST

WOMEN'S y 4 COATS . . . »^
•i*«.o«

WOMEN'SVESTS... 'yc'Ao

MEN*S VESTS 'If 'jo

CHILDREN'S PA)- r AS.

WOMEN'S TAUK .AS 'O
•••o 'ite.oo

the

UritVergity Sf-^r

Newslines...
iCollegj^Q 5

:-:^-^mm::m>i^>fim.

Meeting to organize tenant's union

An orKunizational mt'ftiriL' for all those
'^^** niectirijr will tocus on attt-nipt-s to

interested in the Northampton Tenants "'^^'"^ ''^*^' "'rKanization, provide services,
I'nion will l)e held at IMi) p.m. Thursday on ''t'Vflop non-profit politieal action commit-
the third Hoor of the Main Street Center. l*-'^'

^^'^^^^ «i"<' affiliate with tfie National
Tenants I'nion.

10 UMass students get awards
Ten University of Mas.sachusetts

students will receive scholarships from The
National Action Council for Minorities in

Kn>^neerinK(NACMF:). during the liWl-H:-^

year.

Tho.se students are: Kimberly Rrannon,
Jesus Fon.seca, Thelma Hamilton, James
Kendall. Jeffrey Rocha. Michael Seroussi.

Karl Small, Colin Sulker, Mrent rh.oma.s,
and Leonardo Alvarez Zopata.
The NACMK scholarships are awarded

to minority students who need financial
assistiince, and have demonstrated the
academic an(J intellectual ability to succeed
in enj^neerin^, according to a press
release.

The WOMAN'S WEEK

bubblebaths • moisturizers

soaps • soaps for kids

loofahs • brushes
sachets • sponges

The WOMAN'S WEEK
"The Woman's Week" is a weekly calen-

dar of events printed every Monday. To
place your event, contact" the women's
department at the (x)llegian.

EVEHYWOMAN'S CENTER (EWC)
The Third World Women's Task Force

will meet on Thursday at 7 p.m. at EWC.
The Older Women Student's Support

Group will meet Friday from 12:30-2 d m
at EWC. M-

•

A support fn"<>up for women in the job
market will meet December 22 fr(»m 7-9

p.m. at EWC.

Downtown Amherst

A Store-full of Stocking Stuffers

Childcare is available Tuesday 7-10 p m
Thur.s,iay 7-10 p.m., Saturday <J-12 and on
I)eceml)er 22, 7-10 p.m.

Personal counseling hr>urs are Tuesday
2:30-4 p.m., Wednesday fy-l p.m.. and Fri-
day 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. Counseling will be
available on a walk-in basis on I)eceml)er
22.

EWC will be closed December 25-28.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM
Students Against Sexual Harassment

(SASH) will meet Monday at 10:30 a.m. in
room 801 of the Campus Center.

Happy
Holidays!

Division ofContinuing Education
<S8> University of Massachusetts atAmherst

WINTER SESSION 1982

hr«I r
^

'•• u^ 7J°"
°^ Continuing Education, is offering credit courses during the January

break^ Courses w.ll begin Monday, January 4, conclude on Tuesday, January 26, and meet daily, Monday thru Friday, from 8:30-11:00 a.m., or 12:30-3:00 p.m., unless otherwise indicated.
Catalogs are now available. Students should register early, as only courses which receive early enroll-ment sufficient to compensate the instructors will be confirmed. The cost is $50 per undergraduate and

$65 per graduate credit plus a $13 registration fee. Information on registration may be obtained by visiting
the Records and Registration Office, Southeast Entrance, University Library, or by telephone: 545-3653The following courses are scheduled: .

' '^

ACCTG-1 Introduction to Accounting I
EDUC H

ACCTG-2 Introduction to Accounting I

ACCTG Introduction to Accounting II EDUC H
ACCTG Business Applications of Computers
ACCTG Federal Taxes EDUC 11

ANTH Introduction to Cultural

Anthropology

ANTH Food and Culture EDUC I -2

ART Basic Drawing
ART Architectural Drawing
ART Painting Oils ENGL
ART Photography I

ENGL
ASTRON Exploring the Universe ENGL
BA-1 Introduction to Business Computers FRENCH
BA-2 Introduction to Business Computers FRENCH
BOTANY Coral Reef Ecology FRENCH
CHEM Chemical Thermodynamics FRENCH
COMSTU Introduction to riass FS&N

Communication GB FIN

COMSTU Interpersonal Communication HIST
COMSTU History of Broddcasiing

ECON Introduction to Microeconomics HIST
EDUC H Mainstreamed Spenal Needs for HOM EC

Children in the Classroom HOM EC

Communications and the Special
Needs of Children

Professional Development for

Women
Teaching and Learning with Micro
Computers in Elementary and
Secondary Schools

Teaching and Learning with Micro
Computers in Elementary and
Secondary Schools
Expository Writing

Technical Writing

Creative Writing

Elementary French

Intermediate French

Intermediate Oral

Graduate Reading Course
Nutrition and People

Corporation Finance

Development of American
Civilization to 1876
Tibet The Land of Snows
Product Analysis: Nontextile

Computer Applications in the Home

JS Introduction to Reporting
LATIN Latin as a Basic Language

MATH Algebra, Analytic Geometry and
Trigonometry

MGT-1 Principles of Management
MGT-2 Principles of Management
ME Thermodynamics I

MKTG Fundamentals of Marketing
PHIL Philosophocal Approaches to

Science

PLSOIL Horticultural Therapy Survey
PLSOIL Horticultural Therypy Clerkship

PSYCH Elementary Psychology
PSYCH Statistics in Psychology
PSYCH Abnormal Psychology
PSYCH Social Psychology
RHET Rhetoric of Language and Writing

RHET Language and Speakin.^: Public

Speaking
SOCIOL Social Problems
SOCIOL General Introduction to Sociology
SPAN Elementary Spanish I

STATIS Elementary Statistics

In Amherst:
264 N Pleasant St

(413) 253 5108/5283
For Information About

Other Centers In More Than
90 Major U.S. Cities & Abroad

Outside NY. state

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-223-1782

Collegian

Classifieds

reach

over

25.000

readers

daily!
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Hypereurricula

Anytime
UMASS SUMMER PROGRAM AT HOKKAIDO

UNIVERSITY Informational meeting for students in-

terested in a one- month summer program at Hokkaido
University in northern Japan. Theme: "Contemporary
Japan." Slides and refreshments. Everyone welcome! 6th-

fioor lounge, Thompson Hall, Monday. Dec. 14. 4:30 p.m.

SUMMER JOBS IN THE NEW STUDENTS PRO-
GRAM — The New Students Program is now accepting

applications for 30 1982 summer counselor positions.

Students with positive attitudes toward University life,

counseling experien<^, academic success and high energy
levels are encouraged to apply. Interested students may
obtain an application from the New Students Program,
Room 225 Berkshire House before Feb. 12.

DOCUMENTARY ON THE ARMENIAN GENOCIDE -

Volunteers needed to work on this radio documentary
immediately. To be aired on Undercurrents program.
WMUA. Volunteers please contact Ara Jundanian at 586-
3767.

CHANUKAH SUPPLIES If you need Chanukah
menorahs. candles, or ideas for gifts. Hillel has them. Stop
by 302 Student Union.. 9:30 5. for the rest of the
semester.

Mon., Dec. 14

SPECTRUM-ALL STAFF - There wUl be a general

staff meeting to discuss: distribution of 24th issue, final

selections of 25th issue, feedback on procedures, and
open topics. Attendance is mandatory! C.C. rm. 904-8.

Dec. 14, 7 p.m.

UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION CHRISTMAS
POTLUCK - The UCF Board will celebrate the

Christmas season, the end of semester, and to bid

farewell to departing Board members, 218 Strong Street

(Muriel Wiggin's home), Mon., Dec. 14 6:30 p.m.

Fri., Dec. 18

. RHODE ISLAND FEMINIST THEATRE PRESENTS
— "Internal Injury" is a play about battered women. A
benefit performance sponsored by Womanshelter com-

paneras to raise money for Womanshelter. Tickets

available at Mary C. Wooley box office and
Everywomen's Center. UMass. Mt. Holyoke College:

Chapin Auditorium. Dec. 18 at 8:00 p.m.

DANCE CLASS - Pablo Landrum and Lady Helena

Walquer return from NYC to offer instruction in Tradi-

tional African-Afro-Aiban-Caribbean Dance. Sponsored

by Arts Council in honor of the last class of the

semester. Commonwealth Rm.. SUB UMass, 12-14-81,

5:30 8 p.m.

Thurs., Dec. 17

U.M.F.P.R.S. RAFFLE - The UMass Forest Products

Research Society in sponsoring a raffle. First prize is a

maple rocking chair. Raffle tickets are $1.00 apiece and

ms^y be purchased in the lobby of Holdsworth. The drawing

wUlbeonl2-18-8L

y<^<<^

Sat., Dec. 19

THE UMASS AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION -
Will hold its last meeting of the semester Thursday.
Why not study for your license over intersession? Call

Rick at 256 8171 for more information. 109 ELab (Radio
Room). Dec. 17. 1981 at 7:30 p.m.

A DICKENS READING - Prof. Joseph Donohue
(English Dept. at UMass) reads Dickens' exciting nar-
rative "Sikes and Nancy and the Last of the Spirits," the
final section of A Christmas Carol. Prof. David Paroissen
(English Dept. at UMass) introduces the program,
speaking about Dickens' career as a pubUc reader. The
Little Theatre of Northampton's Pleasant St. Theater

. Sat. Dec. 19, 1981,2 p.m.

FINE CHOCOUTE AND
CONFECTIONS

. Secret SmIs /4» ttmi4mml

• Great Gift i^eat
n̂m/y 5>Vttf

(3 Ne. Pleuaat St^ Anhent, MA
Nttt 4eer te DeiaMM

Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid
Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & jewelry

25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst Mon-Fri 10-5:30 Sat 10-2 256-0710

Do you have a couple

rates off in between exams?

€3ieck out THE HUNGRY U

Spedak all week long!

MANUFACfURER'S OUTLET

BIN 187 It*piMMnt st^ amherstf ma.

the Christmas Bazaar
10% Discount with tliis

2nd Floor,

Ad and Valid college I.P.j

THOmiE'S MARKETPUtCE, Nortlnniitoii

GRC chemicals
cause concern

Collegian '^

By THOMAS McHUGH
Collegian Correspondent

The handling of potentially dangerous
chemicals in the Graduate Research Towers
is a cause of continuing concern for many of
the people who use the building and the
officials responsible for keeping it safe.
Many of the problems that have been

brought up recently originate with the
Chemistry Department laboratories in the
south (A wing) of the building. Last Sept.
30, the towers were closed for 22 hours
because a chemistry experiment resulted in
the inadvertent production of an explosive
and toxic subsUnce. Officials at the UMass
Departmental of Environmental Health and
Safety, who were caUed by the graduate
students performing the experiment, made
the decision to close the buUding until a
bomb squad could come to remove the
substance.

The graduate [^tudents, Kevin Moriarty
and Craig Spiiik. said they would be
discouraged from caUing EHS in future
situations because they think the depar-
tment acted too slowly and then
overreacted.

"A lot of misirrfprmation was going
around." Spink said. "No one from, EHS
ever came up to the ^lb before they closed
the building."

\ Spink said the substa\)ce was behind ^wo
p'^otective hoods where, if it had exploded.

iV w^uld have been contained and the fumes
absd^bed by the hood's suction. He said he
called EHS because that is the proper
procedure when an unwanted substance
needs tdybe removed, but he said a bomb
squad waa^never needed.

Al Sorerison, occupational safety officer

at EHS. saidyhis office decided to close the
building because they knew they were
deali(ig with a toxic substaiice. Both, Spink
and Sorenson agreed that reports that the
chemical

olficial found that the source of the odor
was an empty container of di methyl
fuivme. a harmless but strong smelling
chemical that had been left in a laboratory
waste can and picked up by a custodian.
Kevin Moriarty said that most resear-

chers dispose of such chemicals by letting
them evaporate under a fume hood, but. he
said, a chemist who works in the lab aU day
can't always tell what kind of smells are
gomg to bother people.
Peter Wozniak of th^ Physical Plant said

au- vents in the towers aire designed so that
air flows into a wing from the other two
wings. This is to contain the fumes in A
wing, where all chemical labs are. EHS
officials concede, however, that the air flow
design is not always enough, because an
open window in A wing or a broken fan will
ruintheventilation.

"Most other schools will have one
building strictly for chemistry," said
Moriarty. The graduate student from
Agawam said the size of the graduate
towers and the many different departments
contained there complicates the problem of
keeping them safe. He said the building was
originally planned to contain only
chemistry, but the plans were expanded to
include many other departments.
Moriarty also noted that chemistry labs

should be on lower floors so they can be
reached by a fire fighter's ladder if that is
necessary. His lab is on the 13th floor
Deputy Chief Casmir Ziomek of the
Amherst Fire Department said his
firefighters do have special high rise
equipment which they bring with them
when they are caUed to the Graduate
Research Towers.
Don Robinson, director of Environmental

Health and Safety at UMass. said lab
procedures in the towers are now safer than
they were a few years ago due to an in-
vestigation by the National Institute of

ical was equivalent to two pounds vestigation by the National Institi
more of T^T were erroneous. Occupational Safety and Health three
Environment hygienist Anita SeroU said

'"'" '^*""* i^..^^.:~~.:— ..

EHS receives calls, from

in

- years
ago. That investigation began when several
women who worked in the A wing
laboratories began complaining to the
University Health Services that they were
having prolonged menstrual periods which

111, were xv-ttutju voecause resear- ^^^V though were caused by a chemical in
the 12th floor Biochemistry lab ^^^ building. The building was closed for
w4iat they though might be a "*ore than a week and investigations went

receives calls, from the Graduate
Research To^^rs atJeast twice a week,
usually concerning \odor complaints.
Several* weeks ago. tUS and the fire

department wereVcalled^ybecause resear-
chers ii

smelled

UMms^'^**'"***
Research Tower, site of numerous chemical problems at

flammable gaa. Firefighters and an EHS **" ^^"^ "^ore than a year.

WASHINGTON (AP) - With Congress itching to ad-
journ, the prospects for passage of a new farm and food
policy rest with scores of House members who remain
undecided on an compromise farm bUl backed by the ad-
ministration.

"There Uterally are a lot of people who just don't
know how to vote." says Rep. Tom Harkin. D-Iowa. a
House Agriculture subcommittee chairman who is a
leader in the drive to defeat the $11 billion commodity

price support package.

"They're waiting for signals - signals from consumer
groups, signals from farm groups, signals from the
leadership. Democratic and Republican," Harkin said. "A
lot of things wiU happen ... Monday and Tuesday before
the vote on the bill."

Harkin said a quick check of House members late last
week showed each side of the farm bUl fight had about
100 firm votes with the rest of the House still uncertain.

adjourn

ATTENTION!
100%

$ FREETUmON $

JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS
NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
100% FREE TUITjON TO ANY STATE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further Information Contact:

Sgt. Richard O'Connor
586-4110

The proposal, which easily passed the Senate lastweek. IS one of the last items standing between (Wgress and its Christmas adjournment.
A compromise defense appropriations bill, whichSenate Republican Leader Howard Baker of Tennesseesays IS the one big item we have yet to dispose of," aJsoremams to be ironed out by congressional negotiatorsrhey must reconcile differences between a $196 6 biUionHouse version and a $208.7 bilUon Senate version. >~ ' " " ^—

I

^ DIETAC
Diet Aid Cai>sul4

on sale now
for $2.39

regularly $4.25

Timed
-ElEASE
'-''•Sut.E

20
I

Diet Aid Capmles

<F>CashlMUnd

'.'•PSULES

offer also includes a $1.25 CASH REFUND

COLL
DWG

9-9 weekdays/9-6 Sat.

9-3 Sun.

AMHBIST

Phone 2S3-2S23
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TEXTBOOK ANNEX

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
DECEMBER 14 THRU 19

MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 21 THRU 23

9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

REQUIRED

EDITORIAL/OPTTNTTmy
Collegian »

Sappy and soppy Christmas drivel
I'll put this in as direct a manner as possible. I hate

Christmas. How do I hate Christmas? Let me count the
ways.

I hate it for those tacky Christmas commercials from
merchants trying to seU us their usual garbage at inflated
holiday prices.

I hate it for those insiduous light displays that are morenumbmg and garisji than they are beautiful.
I hate it for all that Christmas music, that sappy andsoppy drivel they play in all the stores.

I hate it for those department store Santas, those
capitalistic scum-dogs that instill greed into the hearts of
young brats.

I hate it for people who are nice to you for those two
weeks, and then continue to hate you the other 50 weeks of
the year.

I hate it for artificial Christmas trees, for reminders to
mail early, for traffic jams and Christmas TV specials, for
all of the things that our American society has done to
what should be one of the happiest times of year.

^
PAID POSITION

Applications are now being accepted for the
spring semester position of Associate Ex-
ecutive Editor. Interested students should have
editing skills and a knowledge of campus and
vvorld issues. Only those willing to make a large
time commitment should apply. Interviews will
be held during the first weiek of spring
semester.

Contact Kathleen Howley, Executive Editor.
Application deadline: December 22.

r/i^ Collegian is an equal opportunity/Affir
mative Action employer.

Christmas means many things to many people. To the
merchants, it is the most profitable time of year. For the
kids, it's Santa bringing them every toy they saw on the
Saturday morning cartoons. For the parents, it's trying to
find a way to pay for all of those toys.

What does it mean to me? For this self professed jaded
cynical, and nihilistic writer, the Christmas season means a
time to be with our families and friends and to remember
fondly the people not with us. It means a time of year when
we are extra nice to everyone, and not because we want to
get a gift from them. It is a time to remember those who
are not going to be having a happy holiday. To me. it is
more than gifts or decorations, or music, or sales. It is a
lime to celebrate the best gift of all. the people who mean
the most to us being in our lives. If the world put away its
hate and war for longer than just Christmas, if we all
treated each other the rest of the year the way we do on
the holidays, then I would never have to write another
negative column. And that would be the nicest gift of all.

Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

^ GoJ
Board of Editors

Nancy Anderson, Actins: Editor-in-Chief
Steve SempIe.Managing Editor

Marsha Bianchi, Graphics Manager
Lise Zeiger, Graphics Manager

Jeri Bitterman, Business Manager
Kathleen M. Howley. Executive Editor

Ed Levine, News Editor
Kelly Burke, Women's Editor

Ron Miller, Arts Editor
Phillip Jennings, Black Affairs Editor

Stephen Freker. Sports Editor
Vince DeWitt. Photo Editor

Associate Editors

Eileen Galligan. Judi Jasurek. Mark Mulcahy. Marianne
Savage, Ass(K-iatt' Manajdn^r Editors; Yael Miller. Associate
Business Manager; Nemat Shafik, Associate Executive Editor;

M. W. Mulcahy.Associate News Editor; Lisa Pedulla.
Associate Women's Editor; Susan Baron, Associate Arts
Editor; Jennifer Hardy, Associate Black Affairs Editor;
Kris Craig, Associate Photo Editor.

Business Staff

Joleen Benedict. Acting Advertising Manager; Peter
LoPresti, Finance Manager; Geoffrey Port. Circulation
Manager.

Should be woman's decision
To the Editor:

7 ^,"qo?Pa"^^ ^° '^''^" ^- Londergans letter, printed Dec
t, iy«l. As a woman who has a sensitivity toward thosewomen who have chosen to surrender their child for adop-
tion, It IS necessary that I inform Mr. Londergan of the
gross understatement he made when he said the adoption
process will merely require bearing the child to term "

Mr. Londergan obviously lacks an understanding of the
emotional impact such a decision makes on the bir-
thmother (the woman who bears the adopted child)

It is rather difficult for a woman not to develop strong
feelings or emotional bonds with a life she has carried for
nine months. Many women have been told by social
workers and/or family members that it is,selfish to want to
raise their child alone, as she often does not have the
tinancial resources to guarantee security for her baby She
decides to surrender, often in the hopes that her child will
nave the best opportunities in life.

After she signs the papers, she loses all her legal and
personal rights to the child. This includes being denied the
information of whether her child is alive or not.« For thosewho continue to love and care about their lost children
each day is plagued by unanswered questions, longing and

She is told to forget what happened, encouraged to deny
her motherhood. She often bears her tragedy alone
because of the lingering social stigmas placed upon her
But most women do not forget. Yes. they continue with
their lives-some women even have other children but the
«eonv persist^ Their children are gone, and in the eyes of
the law and the people it represents, they do not exLt
Adoption can be a good alternative to abortion but inngnt oi me current status ot adoption laws and the secrecy

that surrounds them. I am extremely hesitant to recom-
mend It. It is a fallacy to assume that the problems will end
when women surrender their children - for it is then that
the problems begin!

I strongly feel that the decision to terminate a pregnan-
cy should rest with the pregnant woman, not the govern-
ment. This decision is one of the most personal choices a
woman must make and it is she that will live with the con-
sequences.

Rachel Angeline
Amherst

Administration

sans backbone
If pressed for comment, even Old Man Scrooge might

tmd time for a smile and a word of encouragement toward
the various student run husines.ses and co-ops thriving on
c'amf)iis Located inside the Campus Genter/Student
Union Complex, the co-ops and businesses, established
hrough the efforts .•} the Student (^...vernn.ent As.s(.cia-

tion, are all non-profit and are all run by students Tliev
provide student workers with a valuable educational ex-
perience, not available in the classroom, while offering
consumers needed goods, resources, and .services at a low
cost. Lately however, some student-run businesses have
f)een dodging administrative snowballs trying to stay
afloat

, and this is a shame.
University students pay a $79 Campus Center f"e every

year. Next year, the fee may well be raised $13. In return
tor heir money, students would normallv expect support
for th^ administration. This support is not a privilege of
students, It is a right of students. The co-ops and student-
run busine.sses that ofR-rate in the Campus Center are
painfully aware of the adversarial attitude prevailing
within the university administration. The Powers That Be
at Whitmore and in the Campus Center Complex
h,.wever are more interested in burying said co-ops under
twenty feet of snow than supporting their efforts.

Ihe administration, in their wisdom, has set itself on a
course of abolishing these co-ops. The College Auto Repair
Shoj) (CAR), formally the Student Auto Workshop, will
most likely go out of business next year. Why*' CAR is be-
ing charged $1 2(K) a year for rent, but they do not have the
resources presently to meet this financial "obligation" (No
other business, professional or student-run. is charged
rent inside the complex). The Campus Center Garage
where CAR is located, is currently operating under a
$2.S0.0()0 deficit, so CAR's annual $l',2()() contribution will
solve Whitmore's garage dilemma, right?

So if and when CAR can no longer afford to keep the
garage deficit at .$248,800. then they Lecome history.
We see this as akin to (leorge Steinbrenner, operating

at a bloated, $1..5 million debt due to his high-salaried
ballplayers, firing the team doctor just to save a few
bucks. Students need this .service more than Whitmore
needs the $1,200 to help balance their (juarter-million
dollar garage debt. If the administration needs the cash
that bad. let "em take it out of the f)r()fits of the textbook
annex; profits which expect to net the university $;}40,0(K)
this year.

When the repair shop clo.ses. there won't be any<.ne to

_ fill the CAR-occupied space, simply becau.se there is no de-
mand for these space. When CAR goes down the drain
there are no winners. Whitmore lo.ses because the $1 200
will not be replaced. The students lose, again, because
another valuable .service will bit the dust. Most important-
ly, the university will be losing yet another educational
training ground for students - at a fraction of the present
professional cost. Currently. CAR is sponsoring credit-
free workshops on auto maintenance and repair, a .service
that is beneficial and is easily applied outside Bozo's Bie
Top at Amherst.
The Union Records Unlimited is another student run

business on Whitmore's hit list. The service, which last
year sold an average of eighty albums a day, this year .sells
just sixty albums a day. Why the loss in sales? We'll tell
you why; the University Store has gone after Union
Records with a vengeance, pouring student-generated
monies into a massive, semester-long advertising album
blitz, a campaign drastically increased over last year's
record advertising. In effect, the University Store is using
student cash to knock a student-run business out of
business.

The University Store has dramatically reduced the price
of their records since last year. Students may see this as a
great service, k -J, a closer look reveals a completely dif-
ferent matter. Records are traditionally a low-profit pro-
duct, and with the amount of money and space the store
has set aside to push their product, the space could be bet-
ter used for a product with a higher degree of profitability
thereby increasing the ambunt of revenue brought into the
building. This increased revenue would take some
pressure off raising the Campus Center fee. The Universi-
ty Store insists on competing with student-run organiza-
tions such as Union Records, when their energies would be
better applied to offering products nobody else in the com-
plex has. at a reduced margin. The University Store is try-
ing to knock Union Records out of business, and corner
the popular on campus album market for themselves.
The administration, once again, does their best to con-

vince the planet that they do not give a damn about
students or student interests, thus establishing a needless
adversarial relationship between students and ad-
ministrators. The Campus Center Board of Governors is
not interested in pleading a charity case, we just want the
facts out in the open, the cards on the table where all can
see. The Board takes an interest in all of the entities in the
Campus Center Student Union, we only wish the ad-
ministration had the backbone to do the safrie.

Scott Cashman
Brian O'Connell

Campus Center Board of Governors
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[PGI (6:00 @ $1,75) 8:30

MERYL „Th€jrench
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TIME
BANDITS

(6:00 @ $1.75) 8:30

BRUCE OERN
MAUD ADAMS
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MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL
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BUDDY, BUDDY
Walter Matthau, Jack Lemon

(6:15 @ $1.75) 8:45

ROLLOUER
JANE FONDA

KRIS KRISTOFFERSON

<fj\
(6:00 @ $175) 8:30

lo *WT^ ihouW

(6:30 @ $1.75)8:45

KDudley Moor* Lua Minelli

John Gielgud

Arthur
(6:15 @ $1 75) 8:30

Located in the Campus Center

University

O'Neill to talk on higher ed
on campaign trip to UMass

By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

Lieutenant Governor Thomas P. O'Neill III will be at the

University of Massachusetts tomorrow to speak to faculty

and students about the plight of public higher education.

O'Neill has been critical of the way public higher

education was treated by former Qovernor Michael

Dukakis and by Governor Edward King who he says has

proven that he "doesn't care about UMass". O'Neill is

currently the only Democratic candidate who has an-

nounced his bid for governor.

"College used to be for 18 to 22 year olds and our

educational plans were made accordingly," an O'Neill press

release states. "But now, with our economy in terrible

shape we are finding that older workers are returning to

the classroom for re-training, and women whose children

are in school themselves are returning to college to pursue
careers they postponed."

"Public higher education must be allowed to respond to
these realities. Tuition increases of 150 percent in the last

five years, reduced financial aid, and level funding are not
the answers. State Government must be willing to invest
in the future of the state and its economy," O'Neill says.

O'Neill says he believes the commonwealth must take a
fresh look at its educational policy, make changes in the
Board of Regents and reverse its current policy of reducing
access to public higher education.

"Education is simply too important an issue not to be a
top priority for a governor. There needs to be a renewed
awareness that the greatest natural resource our state has
is the knowledge and training of its citizens," O'Neill says.
Other issues O'Neill is campaigning on include a majof

overhaul of the state tax system and the elimination of the
civil service system which he says has been "the single
biggest obstacle to efficiency and accountability in state
government."

O'Neill will speak at Memorial Hall at 2: 15 p.m. and then
go on a tour of the campus.

Classes end today as finals loom
By MYLES CAVANAGH
Collegian Staff

Time is running out as classes end today at the Universi-

ty.of Massachusetts.

Tomorrow is a reading day, and Wednesday begins the
first day of the exam period that will last through
Decembeh 22. Today is also the last edition of the UMass
Collegian for this semester. On December 22, students
must vacate their rooms by 6 p.m., according to the Dean
of Students Office.

Paul Vasconcellos, assistant Cluster Coordinator for the

Webster/Dickinson Dorm, said students who won't be able

to leave on time should talk to their residential heads.
"People can ask to stay until (Dec.) 23," he said, "then

it's handled case by case."

He added that heat will be turned off, on December 22 in

all dorms, with the exception of Prince dorm in the
Southwest Residential Area.

Students returning to the same room for the spring
semester, may leave personal belongings in their room
ov^er intersession, said Vasconcellos.

"But we encourage people to take valuable things, like

stereos, with them, so they won't be stolen," he said.

Vasconcellos also said that the telephone company will

be shutting off telephones in the dorms throughout the
day on December 22.

From now until December 21, both the Goodell and
Tower libraries will be open extra hours. Both will be open
from 8 a.m. to 12 midnight, Monday through Friday, and
10 a.m. to 12 midnight Saturdays and Sundays.
On December 22, they will close at 6 p.m.

Two men arrested in JQA fight
By KENNETH ROSS
Collegian Staff

University police arrested two Chelsea residents early
Saturday morning in connection with a fight reportedly in-

volving six to eight people on the 16th floor of John Quincy
Adams dormitory, police said.

Dennis Antle and Paul Driscoll, both 18, were arrested
and charged with being disorderly persons at 12:58 a.m.
Saturday, police said. Neither man is a student at the
University.

Police were called to the scene by residents of the dor-
mitory. Police said that all but Antle and Driscoll came to
order upon their arrival. The two men continued fighting.
Police said, and were therefore placed under arrest.

All involved in the reported fight. refused medical treat-
ment, police said.

In an unrelated incident, Matthew Moran, 18 of 424
Grayson dormitory, was placed in protective custody at
about 8 a.m. yesterday for his reported involvement in a
fight on the fifth floor of Field dormitory, police said.

Charles L. Hydqvitz, 20, a University student from Pitt-
sburgh, Pa., was aVrested and charged witfiassault witha
dangerous weapon for allegedly threatening a resident of
Moore dormitory with a knife early yesterday morning
police said.

Hydovitz was reportedly involved in an argument with a
Moore resident and pulled a knife on him, police said. The
argument was reportedly broken up by the dormitory's
Head of Residence and Hydovitz was lately arrested in the
Head of Residence's apartment, police said.
The rear end of Coca-Cola delivery truck reportedly

disengaged itself from its rear wheel unit while driving
along the intersection of Massachusetts Avenue and
Umversity Drive, causing about $100 worth of pavement
damage, police said.

According to a police report, the driver of the truck told
police that when he attempted to apply his brakes the rear
universal joint bolts of the truck snapped and the rear of
the truck fell to street level. No other cars were involvedm the accident and no damage Estimate on the truck was
given.

Do you have a couple

nites off in between exams?

Check out THE HUNGRY U

Specials all week long!

The Stockbridge
Student Senate

would like to thank the
Activities department,
Business unit (RSO), for
their help and
cooperation.

Merry X-mas.
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Film depicts lesbian mothers
Collegian 11

By SARAH RUSSELL
Five College Staff

How lesbian mothers and their children relate to each
other and to society was the subject of the movie In the
Best Interest of the ChUdren shown at Hampshire College
last Thursday night.

'

The mother-child relationship is important, said many of
the women and children interviewed by the film makers
Ihe film showed how most of the children felt theirmothers sexual preference was less important to them
than her own happiness and well being.
"My kids don't relate to me as a lesbian, they relate tome as a person," one woman in the film said
While a lesbian's children may accept her sexuality

comforUbly, this film made it clear most of American
society does not. The happiest, healthiest lesbian has the
hardest time geUing custody of her children in divorce
cases, another said. The court does not want lesbian
mothers to be^open about their sexuality. In some trials
the court has put pressure on women to give up thei^
Meslji;^ relationships, if they want custody of their

'jgi"'

children.

Anything that deviates from the norm of the nuclear
iamiiy is threatening to American society because it's
believed that lesbians do not need men in their lives, onewomen said.

Many of the women discussed some of their individual
problems as lesbian mothers. One woman described her
parents disaproval and gradual acceptance of her lover
and another told of the difficulties of being a black lesbian
in a white male oriented society.
Many of the children were interviewed separately from

their mothers, and asked whether they ever wondered
about their own sexuality. Most said they were
heterosexual, or they felt they were too young yet to make
a definite decision. The fUm showed that the children were
not worried about their sexuality, and they were open
about homosexuality.

It was sponsored by the Lesbian Alliance, the Gay Men's
Al lance, and the Whole Women's Center of Hampshire
College, as -part of a series of events being held for
r eminism and Lesbian Awareness week.

MONDAY NITE

FOOTDALL SPECIAL

Tinne

I

Pitcher of D**r $2.50
(Dud, Miliar, Miliar Lit*)

DottiM of Millor, Millor Lit* 95c
Dottlosof Dud $1.00

Droft55c Mol$on1.05

COME JOIN THE CROWD
37 N. PI«QSQnt St., Amherst

SUMMER OF "82"

Summer Staff wanted for large Girl

Scout resident camps in Tolland and
East Otis Mass. Positions available for:

Program Directors - Cooks - General
Counselors - Nurses - and Specialists

Staff in: Waterfront, Small Craft,

Riding, Gymnastics, Arts & Crafts, etc.

Salary with Room & Board for nine or
ten weeks. For application write:

Timber Trails

Star Route 158

Tolland, MA 01034
or call; 1-413-258-4592

END OF THE SEMESTER UPDAT
Last Day of Classes Monday, December 14 Libraries

Final Exams
Final exams will begin at 8 a.m. on
Wednesday, December 16, and run through
Tuesday, December 22. The last exams
will begin at 4 p.m. that day. Tuesday,
December 15 is a full reading day, no
exams are scheduled for that day. For
further information on the times and
places of specific exams, call the Info-
rmation Data Bank, 545-1555.

Residence Halls

All students must vacate the residence
halls by 6 p.m., Tuesday, December 22,
the last day of finals.

Telephones

Telephones will be shut off randomly,
by dorm, starting Tuesday, December 22.
It might be best to make important calls
before that day.

Mail

All mail received after the residence
halls close will be delivered to the
residence halls, and will NOT be for-
v/arded to home addresses.

The Goodell dnd University Tower Libraries
will be open Monday through Friday from 8
a.m. to 12 midnight through December 21.
On Tuesday, December ?2, the last day of
exams, they will be open from 8 a.m. to
6 p.m. On Saturdays and Sundays they
will be ODen from 10 a.m. to 12 midnight.
For further information regardino other
university library hours, call the Infor-
mation Data Bank.

Dining Commons
The Dining Commons will be open as usual
during the final exam week. All Dining
Commons will be open for breakfast
and lunch on Tuesday, December during
their regular hours. Dinner will start
at the regularly scheduled hours and will
run until 6:30 p.m. at Worcester and Hamp-
shire Commons, and until 7 p.m. at Franklin
and Berkshire Commons.

Bus Schedules
UMass buses will run on their present
schedules throuoh Tuesday, December 22.
They will begin running on Intersession
schedule Wednesday, December 23. Five
College and Northampton schedules will
differ during the exam period. For info-
rmation on these schedules, call the
Information Data Bank, 545-1555, or
the UMass Transit Office. 545-0056.

IDB @\® TIPS

A Service of the Dean of Students Office

i

Amherst
Chinese Food

"Family Style

Cooking"
Mandarin &

I Szechuen Cuisine

1

Luncheon
Specials
from $1.75

Farm Fresh Vegetables
Beer ft Wine License

Sunday Brunch
All you can eat $4.95

62-64 Mam St.,
Amherst 253-7835

Clotad Wadnasdays
Wa ua« no MSG or

Artificial Food Coloring

goes Continental!

Homemade
[CE CREAM
Emporium

^'ORTHAMPTC)IS ~ AMHERST

{7/ Ca^e del q^rts

cmsente

Espresso Sr"

Cappuccino

Chocdak Cheesecake
IPatnkns Baked Goods

MwJioBtHm!
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irMilitary Rule
continued from page 1

Acting as a serious constraint now on Soviet military
intervention, a. .t has throughout the crisis, is the in,

^''tV'"*;w '^!P,:*«"'d have on East West relations.
The Utiited States a.^d its Western European allieshave warned repeatedly -hrough the Polish events that

Sov.et .nteVyenfon there wo Jd have the gravest conse
quences on all aspects of relations

MiJitary intervention, now or in the near future,
vould be a particularly touchy decision for Soviet
U>aders now that Soviet- American medium- range

nucVar arms talks are finally under way in Geneva, and
renevin^ strategic^ nuclear arms talks are expected to
start in\the spring, The Soviets have urged such talks
for months and have described them as crucial.
The Soviets are th^ght to be especially interested in

negotiations because ,of the financial impact that a

,
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itMartial Law

renewed armsVace with the United States would have.
Poland, $27 bilKon in debt to Western creditors, is
critically dependent on Soviet assistance. Last week,
Soviet Premier Nikojai Tikhonov said the arms race was
taking needed resources away from the civilian sector
for use by the military.

the

•Open M F 9 5

Sat M-4
•Wed nite until 8 PM
Located in the Campus Center
University of Mass

UnivBrsitLi

Store

continued from page l
government, and demanded free elections, access to mass
media, economic reform, and an end to reprisals against
Solidarity. The Official Soviet News Agency Tass
reported yesterday that "counterrevolutionaries"' in the
union were "prepared for direct seizure of power "

Professor of history at the University of Massachusetts.
Robert E. Jones, said that he wasn't surprised by the
confrontation between Sohdarity and Communist
authorities.

"The referendum was too much for the Soviet powers "

Jones said. "I think they will try to avoid using militar'ypower If possible because it will be a terrible em
barrassment to the peace movement in Western Europe "

I rolessor of Polish and Russian languages in the UMass
Slavic Department Lidia S. Pacira. a native of Warsaw
has been in I he United States for 12 years.

"I am practically shaking because I am so shocked."

* DOnant commuedjrom page l

~"^"
paid by tjie Student Activities Trust Fund, which is
allocated by the Undergraduate Student Senate, and his
position m the administrative hierarchy might placehim in a conflict of interest situation. They dem^andJ^ input into a new job description at the Dec. 2 senate
meeting.

Governmental Affairs Chair Jim Murphy said Donant
signing the contract demonstrated little interest in stu-
dent input by ignoring student requests for a more
agreeable job description.

"I don't think he had any other intention." Murphy

Pacira said yesterday. "I tried to call Poland because I
have relatives there, but all is cut off."

A general strike is expected tomorrow for all of Poland,
according to news sources.

"There will be a general strike tomorrow and the
workers will occupy the various plants." Vali said. 'They
(the Communist authorities) will try to disrupt the strike
by starving the workers out."

Vali said that the United States will play no role in
Poland right now other than to watch carefully.

"They have no reason to get involved until the Soviets
do." he said.

Jones said "1 don't think the United States will become
directly involved, no. They don't have the strength in
Europe to become directly involved.

Pacira said it is difficult to predict what will happen
next, other than to expect a general strike in Poland
tomorrow.

said. "He probably was going to sign it from the begin-

Donant, who was not available for comment, has said
previously, concerning the senate's requests, the SGAmay not always agree with him. but he feels he has acomnxitment to all of the students at the Unlver^ty Hesaid It IS that commitment which would prompt him tocontinue his contract.

Both senate members and Madson expressed concern
that the continumg controversy would hinder issues ofconcern to both parties on campus.

.;.! - . inawociation with Joes Concert«.\

» » . _ " • *

«« « ^««^>y

V 4

V *

* Bifkin
continued fnrm page i

No special problems are foreseen and Burke is not

Wfect
^"^ ^""^ "''^ "^'"'"^ '"^ '^^^^ ^^^ procedure put in-

Under Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
sex discrimination is prohibited at institutions reoeivintr
federal aid. Therefore UMass must by law have a sexual
harassment grievance procedure for students.
Students Against Sexual Harassment (SASH) has been

workmg on designing a grievance procedure for over two
years, some of that time with Rifltin, said Member Tildy
Turchinetz.

WEATHER
Increasing cloudiness

today. High in the 30s.
Cloudy tonight. Snow or
mixed precipitation begin-
ning late at night. Low in

the 20s. Mixed precipita
tion inland and rain along
the coast tomorrow and
windy. High 30s to mid
40s.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Save this Ad

WhVnSt??^''^*"^
*'^""°* help_these p^ple.

I need
collating

services.

I need
50

copies.
I need
nickels

Compare our
prices and save:

'^c ea for first 4 copie-

2c ea fur each copy
of Scime original

UNIVERSITY COPY SER
n^^ ' ^ ^® *fcc Rescue >^^Copying.

. .Collating. . .Full Reduction Capacit

LOCATION HOURS
„ ,^^., ^ OF OPERATION PHONE
South College Copy Center „ ,,„,.
Whitmore Copy Center ^-^O AM - 5:00 PM ^"*^^

Goodell Library Copy Center (Mon. thru Fri.) SlOPhysical Science Library Copy Center
^jjJJ
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with UMass and future
By CAREN ORLICK
Collegian Staff

A random survey conducted and distributed durine the
1981 spring semster by Project Pulse of the University of
Massachusetts Student Affairs Research and Evaluation
Office revealed that the average undergraduate student is
very satisfied with his overall experience at the university
and IS optimistic about future career goals.

Only one quarter of those responding were dissatisfied
with their educatiori. and had at one point during thesemester considered trasfering to another institution
with the highest proportion among the freshman class Asteady decline was noted among students in each subse-
quent class.

According to the survey, the majority of the students
considered faculty responsive, with half of thL p^'rceiving
administrators and student area governments aVcon^rn
ed with student needs.

'-^'"'-eni

Many students responded that they were very satisfied
with the social life UMass had to offer. However, among
the freshmen class, feelings of loneliness and low seir
esteem prevailed, while feelings of the senior class were
directed more toward powerlessness and isolation the
survey said.

When asked about the future of the country, students
reported to see an increase in optimism. One third of the
students had strong feelings of organizing as a means of
determining the future of the country as well as the
University. This 29 percent response is recorded as the
largest in the seven year history of surveys of student at-

titudes and experiences.

The greatest concern among students was reported as
those of personal development and academic progress. Ac-
cording to the survey, women expressed greater concern
with their academic progress and career preparation,
whereas men were reportedly more concerned with the
use of drugs, alcohol, and their sex lives.

In October, Project Pulse also conducted a telephone
survey with the purpose to evaluate student perception of
safety in the dorm and dorm security.

Most residents indicated that they feel very safe in their
present living situation, with only a small number of
respondents reporting that security should increase.

A majority of students felt that student security helped
to prevent assault and kept theft and vandalism to a
minimal, the survey said.

In two separate surveys conducted by Project Pulse
rt^arding the Year Toward Civility activities and
awareness, issues of sexism. anti-Semitism, and racism on

TEMPORARY
JOBS
During

January Semester Break

iipiliiii iiHrsli
AUBURNDALE

ADMINISTRATIVE
CENTER

Inventory clericals lor Thursday.
Friday. Sahirday. January 14th.

15th. 16th 8c M needed Monday,
January 18th.

APPLY IN PERSON
AFTER DECEMBER 22ND, TO
THE EMPLOYMENT OITICE

JORDAN MARSH
275 Grove St.

Newton (Aubumdale), Mass.

Easily reached by car. Rt. 128, exit

53 (Grove St.) or by public transpor-

tation, adjacent to MBTA Riverside
terminal.

tZ^'tuJT'^
'^^' '""'"'^ •' "^««t «f^" discussed andt^^t^students were generally not aware of the "Civility

suIveVLTd" T' '^"''"' P'"^^'"'"''^ «" ^^'"P"^. the second

student^ HtnH '"""f
"' 'T^' P^y^'^'^' environment, and

contrast to the Year Toward Civility acts of incivility.

When asked if they had been personally aware of anvtype of racist, sexist or anti-Semitic activilit^T,n -arnnuTa large majority of the students responded that thtvh"^!*

ttn Xr k-^Lt:;^ '' ^-" 'y^^ ^^ -^-'

The survey was designed to provide a baseline of data
prior to the publicity about plans for the "Year Toward
v/ivility.
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HAMG^n
Sat Disco with DJ Eric

Coming Next Week
Thursday, Dec. 17

Sci-Ams, Someone & the Somebodies,
Richard Nolan & Third Rail

Friday, Dec. 18
Eric Preston's Purple Haze
A Tribute to Jimmy Hendrix

Rte 9 Amherst/Hadley Line
18 and over welcome
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Campus Center
UMASS
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Just in Time for Christmas
A Semester Ending. . .Inventory Reduction Sale

All Recordings and Cassette Recordings 10% Off

Including * New Releases
* Sale Albums
* Cut Outs

Rock - Classical - Jazz - Musicals - Oldies - Christmas
the ^^"^^^^^ «n the Campus Center Univ of Mass

University Store

Sale valid until 12/19

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4 Wed Nite until 8
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE

CROSSWORD

By M. Joyce t^

Kdiled by

ACROSS
1 Annual award
5 Powerful person

10 Hindustani
14 Notion
15 Yellow fruit

16 On one's
17 Political patron-

age of a type
19 Look, in a way
20 Sign of a smasfi
21 Missing
22 Velocit>

23 Hamlet, for one
24 Possessive
26 lazuli

29 Worth wishing for

33 Dickens character
35 mecum

(handbook)
36 Word with force

or pressure
37 Spiritual disci-

pline of the East
38 Build under
40 Radar reading
41 Cuckoo
42 Leave in the lurch
43 Sudden enlighten-

ment, in Zen
Buddhism

45 Hearken
48 Keyed up

Margaret Farrar and Irude Jaffe

49 Greet the day
50 Verve
52 Dismay
54 East Indian vine
55 U.S. gov't t)oard

58 Rider's aid
59 Shooi the works
62 Word with do

or up
63 Man-made rit>er

64 Kismet
65 Looker on
66 Rhinestones, e.g.

67 Bound

DOWN
1 Bettor's concern
2 Redolence
3 Classic tyrant

4 Chatter

5 "Play It .

Sam"
6 Appeared (w'th

"up")

7 Frolic

8 Greeting
9 Girl of song

10 Ideal common-
wealth

11 English

philosopher-

scientist

12 Cross out

13 Sxondhand
18 InJilferent

22 Withered
23 Prima donna
24 Romanov
25 Goes

underground
26 True blue
27 Stag status
28 Buyer's problem
30 Recent recipient

of 1 Across
31 Baron

Munchausen, et al.

32 A Ford
34 Claude of the

cinema
39 Vanish
40 Gun for a Tommy
42 Felon's fate

44 For any reason
46 Clothier

47 Steaming
51 Sierra

52 Summit
53 Say grace
54 Night types
55 Siamese
56 Plebiscite

57 Venerable
59 Political group
60 pro nobis
61 Salamander

ROD BONES By Gregg Canavan
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NeedCash?||i
still --^

Buying

Highest

Prices ^^
Class Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry

Coins and Stamps

See Me When You Sel

§^vr^
25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst 256-0710
Men - Fri 10 - 5:30

Sat 10-2

Skilled Auto Repairs
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

SPECIALISTS IN

DISC BRAKES
FUEL INJECTION REPAIR

Specializing In ™"-^ ™*"*"> MECHANICS

Volvo Repairs

& Service

RT. 9 EAST
Serving Amherst & UMass

256-0253

EAST AMHERST
Belchertown Road

256-8936fc
48 N. Plaasant St.. Amherst

CenterOfAmherst

JEXACO^

All <^6ia^n^ kalle

\r\hr\r\aY\OY\ call TlPS

-br +ap^d ^ 1000.

IDB ^\® TIPS
A Service o^ H\c PcaY\ o^ "bhfJi&n^

i^r

Tune-Up Brakes
Computer Balancing Tires

Alignment Exhaust
Across from Poor Richard's

Let the Sun in Sunoco
Warm your Winter Woes

253-9394

40 Belchertown Rd, Amherst

Auto Repairs
Motor Tune-Ups

Brakes - Lights - Ignition

Mufflers - Shocks

CCLEGE STREET

ARCO <>

260 College St, Amherst
253-3200

AMHfnST TtK€
CtMTfn

"Your Full Service Tire Store"
Front End Specialist

Rt. 9, at Shumway,
Amherst

256-8365

GOOD^EA
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APT 82

To Mrs. Swarty, Mrs. Nicheem& Mrs
Pish Thanks so much for this semester
Have a fun fun fun vacation. Good Luck
Mrs. Nicheem now its only threes com-
pany Love, The Double Deuce Bus

AUDIO
Speakers Scott 3 way 6 months old 5
year guarantee^65w, $85 ea. Paul 6-9647

One bedroom available in two bedroom
house % mile to UMass Can be for 1 or 2
persons preferably 2 females rent
negotiable woodstove call 549 6882
PUFFTOIM ROOM FOR RENT throVg"frin
tersession. Call 549j81^1 Steve

^IV-^^, ^'^'" Village~j7n"l~onTric

LOST Cr FOUND

AUTO FOR SALE

^P^X "^^wPOrt only $400. call Alex please
549-5347

256-8209 keep trying

Blue EMS knapsack left in Wore DC con-
tains photo portfolio along with notes.
Desperately needed. 546-6692 Howard

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

Dennis

J^-i^^' n^*-^ ^®'^ good co^iditi^, asking
$^300 call Steve H . 256-61 71

1970 Volvo goodcondition. 2 new snows

o^-i^'^^T'^
'^°"^- ^00 negotiable call

253 9470 evenings

70 VW Squareback needs work $500 ask
for Peter 545-0017 after 5 o'clock

19^4~rT^av^f7kir4~dr, aut~oTTo7aMy~^clean
quiet.j^el^le^good buy $850 253-7189

BEARDED SUNDERLAND GUV
Saw each other Sunday in the Doves
Nest & the laundry. What a beautiful smile"
I m captivated & intrigued what's your
name? I'd like to meet you. . .Am I too
bold?

BELLYGRAMS!!

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Boston Traders Sweaters - All styles 40
;50% off retail Mark. 256 8775, Stan
253-7479, after 5:00

DAYTONA BEACH
Complete Florida Spring Break Trips at
$210.00 including round trip transportation'
All hotels on the beach. Tnps depart from
UMass Campus. See me first for the best
deals. Call Dave 549-6802.

ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

Calculators, Radios. Tape Decks
Stereos and Car Stereos. Sound in Motiori
266 No. Pleasant St, Amherst. Behind
Silverscape Designs, 253-9341

ENTERTAINMENT
Take a break live music Judith Fagerson
guitar and vocals Tuesday and Wed Dec
15 £f 16 evenings 9 to 12 Top of the Cam-
pus Lounge

FINALS. FINALS. FINALS!!?

To help you get through the last stretch
of the semester, come to the STUDENT
NOTE SERVICE. Lecture notes available for
many courses. 401 Student Union BIdq
Uop floor) SNS closes for the semester on
Dec16 at 4:00

FLOYD'S FREE PERSONAL
Crew Dahouse Dah Pub I'm gonna be
late for work again Ordway is a punk
Chris Ives is Captain! Squish, squish'
squish the bouncers, exchanges, Careri
Orlick has a NICE car, party on the moun
tain, Where's LFH, F -k the money Walt I

mean Rich sucks. Ad is high all tf^e time
I m babbling, oh my beer, hell week who's
drinking piss now? Lear can top that I

guess that's all for now mmaani That's it

get outta here I love you and I mean it
Noogey Noogey Bye

FOR RENT

NON-SMOKER FEMALE.wanted to share
2-bedroom apt on bus route. Belchertown
line. Available Jan, 1 call 256 6836

2 bedrooms in house $190T TsTnirrwaik
to campus 549-4884

5 min walk to campus Phillips St. Tg
room spacious house Laurie 549-4365
Country Cotta^^T^r^T^T spacious
bedroorns Joe Lyons 256-8306 367 9307
Two people to share room in a house
male / femaleJ253-5237

Room available in cozy Belch<>rtowr.
apt on bus route 132.00/month plus.

Two bedroom apt Sunderland bus route
January/ Spring 82 665 7771 $295 mo
Room for rent Amherst Cente. 175$
month 256 8822

Intersession rooms to rent t » campus
Theta^h[25329015^^nquire w. hin

Room in house SE St Amherst Dec 23
-Jan 31st 1 14$ heat included 256-0575
5-6 bedroom house on bus rtliielcher-
town large yard, livingroom, kitchen
$550/mo 323 7353

10* PV

Delivered by experienced bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa 5 and 7
549 1 1 75

GIFT IDEA: Portrait' Drawings.
Delap^J65-2972

1975 Suzuki GT^396TuLLY^esed T2OOO

549S ^°°^ condition $650 call Rick

Fender Stratocasterj400 665-2241 eves.
Rossignol 155 Dynaf^lBoot7size seven
used once only 200 or best offer call
Christine 549-4922

Moving to Colorado! For sale single and
double beds, desk, dresser, rugs etc Call
545j087jaj^^j53j048 eves
Free pair of bindings when you buy myGX 15 Freestyle DYNASTAR skis (160) $70
or BO call 546-8462

Pay TV Decoder in kit form $40 6-5471
10 speed bike kitchen table - 4 chairs

^IV.^J"'"'^ '°°"^ ^^^"^- a" very cheap!

VW Engine great condition 1200 miles
since rebuilt. BOJ^ick_256j283 keep trying
Dodge Dart dependable!, small stereo

^Q^olo?' ^"f"'»iJ^e, housewares cheap
549 4352 before 10 PM
$90 merchandise credit certificate good
at Eastern Mountain Sports sell for $80
need cash Larry 253-5706

Student Note Serviceli^s notes for these

?nTtS^^oVT ^°0 ^^"^' ^°' ^00 Shapiro,

fn^r^nV^'
^""^ ^'" ^21, 150, 221, Econ,.

m ?Po ^S°" 104ABC, Econ 311, FSN'
^ '

Ji?'o^n?^'o^^°'
103. HRTA 100, Mgt

^Oljyiktjqi^^sychjOOBCD , PsycfiJ50

A

For Sale: 1 pair BOSE 601~S^s^1
speakers $375.00 pair. Brand new condi-
tion^. Call Val, 546-1415

'''?i!!!!?j5AL!_^?^?!2L^?_bej^o^
Carol B. Happy Birthday (a little earlyjl^e

O.Q - Well coop, we made it through
another one. Wish we had seen more of
each other this semester

. Let's keep in
touch more often while I'm gone, I like toknow what you're doing. I'll miss you next
sernester.l might have to bring a box of
pink tissues. Love always, P.B.L.
Sarita Suit! For rent at Outing
Locker $7.50 per day - call 5-3131
fo~

Club

GREEK AFFAIRS OFFICE

Thanks to Peg, Laurie and especially
Leslie. You people were very nice If I say
anything here that I say in the office you'll
be in trouble like HL or SGE jokes. Get out-
ta here

HELP WANTED
Information on Alaskan and Overseas

r°i?^o?;?S,'° ^^-^ P«^ year possible.
Call 602 941 8014 Dept. 6501

IT'S BEEN FUN. GUYS!

Eileen. Judi, Rich, Marianne, Monica
Sally, Mark, Anna, Abbe, Brad, Bill.
Alison, Jane - - I couldn't have asked for a
better staff than you guys. You've made
my job a lot easier than it might have been,
and you've even made it a lot of fun. I knovv
you're all going to do well, if you keep 'up-
the work you did this semester. Have a
great holiday,and take care. - -Jim

LOST

rtpd folder in Curry Hicks or vicinity.
Ptyase call 546-8182 if found J,
Lokt! Green Irish cap while sledding thfL
Cerkral hill. $10 reward! Call Tim W*
546 —

gold Seiko watch between GRC
j;eward call Lorraine 256-6739

Donajd^uck Key Chain P lot Bob 6-8994
Rewarcftoold cross 12-7 between Nevi^r»'
and Gres>Please call 549-0752 soon ''

1 pair ey
Fri Dec 4

eolasses possibly near Grad on
call Paul 6-4001

MBj-ISSA & KAREN
The three of ik have really had some fan-
tastic times this temester. I won't forget allwe ve shared. I flpn't know where I'd be
without you guys. I'm going to miss you
both so damn much next semester Just
remember I love you. Thank you for being a
friend. Love ya always, Sheryl

NEED Cash?
Always Premium Prices!! Class rings
gold and silver in all forms. See the Manhar^
Difference!! Manhan Precious Metals Ex-
change, 312 King St., N'hmptn 584 7000
9:30 am 5:30 pm M-Sat

^JNIUCLEAR SNOWBALL FIGHT

NE/SYLVAN/CENTRAL/OH a^^i^^^T^H
bouthwest Monday midnight at quad No
snow date Wednesday

OSCAR
Happy Birthday Oscar! Sorry, but nowho or belly dancer this year May all your
bowls be full and I hope no crazed GH fan
gets you! Lets get loaded! Kermit the Pinto

^^_ONESOUTH PATTERSON
Thanks for a great semester. We've real
ly had some fun times. I'll miss all of you
next semester. Good luck, have a Happy
New Year, and a super vacation. Your lov-
ina RA, Sheryl

the tenth floor JGA - Merry
Lhnstmas, Happy Chaunukah, Happy New
Year, have a great intersession! Love yourRA
To Louie K. Thanks for everything. Donna
3 South Patterson - Happy Holidays and
happy New Year. Thanks for a great
semester! Have a great vacation! See you
n^xtjemester. Love, your RA
"«PPV Birthday Christina Marina hope'
your day is just splendid! Love and kisses
all those things under your bed
Nancy Shea: Never forget: 4th floor JQASBA coffeee shop. Pike, The Pub, Time
Out, 2-Way Street, WPI, Spring Concerts,
Uaires Cookies, the long way to Baskin
Robbins, minxs and all the good times in

TuTLi^r^""^^^'^" ^°' vou and Kimbie
and^jAPPY GRADUATION! Love, Edee',
Ron Miller: Congrats! You've done a
classy job with the dept. Your talent and
warmth will be missed. All the best OXOX
Sue R

Free Engraving with any purchase of our
glassware & gifts. Select from beer mugs
to crystal sets. Prompt service. Visit ourbooth at Hampshire Mall - bv
Inscriptions ".

,

T^TTh^B Sports Dept at WMUA: It's been:
a great semester - let's do it again
sometime! Maureen Sullivan

Dish remember no sleazing around in the*
middle of the r iqht love va always L

'

niX''
'* ^^^ g-eat to have you here atUMass this semester. We had some fun

times as always. Looking fon^/ard to seeing
yo^^f^duaveWng together in Europe. Love

Carol » Ruth - with the two of you in my
lite, there has been more sunshine, more
joy more laughter. A part of me will be lost
without you two next semester but I will
remember all we've shared and look for-ward to what will be. I love you guys"
Always & forever - Yael

To Rich and Jim - We may all be leaving,
Jut I know! II see you again, and you can be^re I won't forget you. You were both
there whenever I was near panic. Thanks
to^ everything. Take care and good luck I

love you both-Nancy Anderson '

'^fVoept. SS, MWMT^d all the gang-
inanks for a great semester. Enjoy the
break\and lets do it again next semesteri fe
vv^ll^b^ the best ever! Good Luck Steve!
— 1 _^
To all Collegian Staff Members -It hasbeen a rewarding experience for me towork with you this semester, you are a fan-
tastic crew and have done a great job when
times were tough and problems abounded
Have a super vacation, and thank you for
your dedication and enthusiasm Nancv
^''^?^!2'LjditOMrHCh^^

?nn?<;
'^? ^^^"

t
9'^^* semesteTT^^i^i^g

apple tarts, building fires, (Suzv

^nnT^T^rP'- '1'^ ^^^"^^«V mornings^ng talks! Let's have another great one -

Merry Chnstmas^Love NHG

Kathy

given me grief, but on the whole it's been
fun. You have my permission to raise' hell
over intersession. Happy Holiday! Your lov-
ing^^^nne
Steve -This is it. Just what you wanted for
Christmas, something small, inexpe?lstve
and sentimental so you can always
remember me by it. If you cut this clip out
you can keep it forever!! (Just as you cari
do with my love) - Nancy
UMass PD Nice try but we fooled you it
could be a long cold winter!!! The red
jacket^Ken, Bruce. Chumley, Vitbo

P^v'** Dal^e Happy B^lMeT^Birthday
How does it feel to be legal? Best WishesKenjyiarybeth, Brendon

J°
Bra a^d Whore-It's been great girls

I never knew you two could be so good.
Your nievity in the manner in which you
speak definitly threw me off, and I never
would have known how fantastic you are
were it not for your subtle persuasion,
vye ve had some great nights Thanks!!
Marybeth. How does it feel tVhi;;^l^a
Collegian staff member Love, Ken
Art~Dept - Great Other Voice, have a great
intersession, thanks for a most enjoyable
SRmftster Ron _^ '

^

KB.. E.Ls.S..MN-ByiB everyone, the
corner will be missed. Goodbye Col-
legiarv^ltj^va grand. Ron.
5*«ye Sem^lebye,good luck buddy
You re the best drinking partner around'
non

Susan Baron you we're a terrific
associate. I'll miss you. Love Ron.
Mike,Those
you! NG!

blue eyes Don't belong to

Debbie, and Gayi^^rHvi^v

'

Christmas Have a great vacation! You are

h^ Nancy°"''"^'^"' '"^°"« ^°"'^

•-'ve wi^e~i^ the real "world? WhaTa
thougfit! Good luck with reality, Ron andmay all your wires be live! -EL and'^hpnews gang. *

Tj^^SouthPattersorT^At times you've

UMASS Wrestling Team: You guys are
amazing! It was a rough start, but after you
last through an intersession, you'll be
unbeatable. Remember I'll be cheering for
you! Good luck in 82. Nancy G.
To The women's Soccer Team. I enjoyed
the highs and the lows of the 81 season
with you, and loved every moment of it
Good Luck next year. Your Collegian crazy
Nancy G .

Paul-remember, jugglers never loose their
balls. Thanks for sharing the semester with
me. I couldn't have done it without you
Love and Kisses, NHG.
To the fine fun members of 55Thanks for
a great year lets keep in touch. Scott.
Beth. Bea. Barb. Sue.Well you finally
made the Collegian! Enjoy! Happy
Holidays. Love, Jon.

ErinWell, you asked for it! Your own per-
sonal, one you can cherish forever. I'd write'
something dirty, but you know everyone
will read this. That's right. Goodman and
Diamond, I mean you! Anyways, may High
Time Liquors be the industry leader! Have a
great intersession! Love, Dave.
Jonhas the greatest after-hours parties
Sorry, Jon-This is the most you'll get out of
me. Were you actually expecting a column?
Hope your Uncle can afford the kidney
transplant Love and Kisses-Tke Coop Kid.
I'd like to take this opportunityto thank
Kittredge of Springfield for making this
semester one I'll never remember. Special
thanks to the Pinto and MJ for providing
the yellow brick road.

Rich and Sherrl: I owe you guys an awful
lot. The meals, the couch, the alcohol, the
advice.... Thanks for everything, and have
a great Christmas. Jim.

Bill, Brook and Chris-no matter what you
say, I still think you're all just swine
Especially you. Brook. Honorable mention
to Sue Ove, Dave P.S.-Thanks for
everything ^ouldn
t have made it through the semester
vvithout your help. Does this get me out of
cleaning the oven ? *

To the third floor Van Meter it was great
knowing you all. I hope everyone has a
great intersession. I hope everyone had a
great semester. Hope to see you next
semester. Love to everyone Gail.

ma^i^n-PSE PattersonWe y^^^^r~Jo
lucky to have you on our floor. Thanks somuch for all the kindness, concern, loveand fun times you've shared with us (JMot
to mention the Hawiian Punch), Anne and
1^0 South. •

.

Sue and John Good luck kids. You'
I t! Don't let it bring you down. Ron.

need

Hey. Kid.Sometim^Tthink we're the only
sane one's in .this whole place-but I

sincerely hope not. Get a grip, have some
^^.fu

.^""^ ""^^P °^ ''eing one helluva
guy While you're at it, have a good holi-
day!^eej^oujnJVIey\^ork. Love, Kiddo.
807 McNarri^i^iTwh^ are'^^T^;]^;^^^
have another beach party? I want to be onthe guest list. Remember-Tilman Livesi
Have-*^ood ^hm«»mei», .v>im,. « «

.
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. December 14. 1981

To Millie, urace. Norma, Biance, Nora
Mary, Connie, and all the girls Have a
Merry Christmas and a Gay New Year See
you next year, Becky.

UMASS
endeavoss

Soccer-Good luck in all

GabbyYou re a hell of a special woman
and I m so glad we were on the same floor
this semester. We've Shared same great
times and have a lot of laughs. Take care of
yourself while I'm away. You're the balls
Love Logbutt B.A.

Pete and^Rose,Hope you cata'pdTth^ITthe
holidays

Mike W. Good luck with flnalsTi^ be
thinking of you. Luv Sue.

Bill

kisses, the terror of Rolling Green, oh yeah

year^^^K^
°'^^' '^'"^ " "° ^«"vg^ams this

Laura, T'm glad we becam^Tri^ndTyou
dont know how much your friendship
menas to me. I hope we shall be friends
forever and get to know each other, have anice Chanukah & intersession in Florida
i>ee you next semester (maybe before)
Love, your friend always Gail

mOE WANTED

it's
B.Where does Mazolla get

goodness from??? Love Secret Santa.

Skiing at SugarbushNeed a~pl^ to
sleep? How about a house on the moun
tain? For cheap rates call Mike 546-5889
Also thanks Lau rie

.

Gay/Lesbian/BI Rap Group Mon 14
7:00p.m. room 905 cc All are welcome! '

To all I covered this fall:You were all fan
tastic! Merry XMAS, and see you next spr-
ing. M. Sullivan.

Bill Congratulations on graduating.but
I'll mis you. Thanks for everything.

I love
you!! Love always, Lauri

.

Merry Christmas BoINo pressure no
binds. We're ready to slug down some'j K
specials Love Charo and Oliva

.

Julie. Give me a calll'm in the book Or
skip you Jap class and "ulsit" I could be
good for you! Secret Santa.

LLOYD.How often you have threatened
well, I beat you to it! Have a terrific 20th
Birthday Love Ya.

Intersession Practicum:Earn 6 Credits
working in after School day ere on campus
For more info call Nancy Ross 549-6170.
Sandy Sulsy Happy Holidays, Have ~a
blast. Your Secret Santa.

Sandys. Leave Cookies and milk for Santa
in the lounge Tonight.

Kathleen Howley: Happy Birthday! OXOX your roommates
Caria lesh: Happy Birthday and Congrats 1

Things won't be the same but we know the
"cliffe can't wait! Best Wishes OXOX
Kathleen and Sue
To the wild women of 28 Nutting Ave:A semester of popcorn, tuxedos dirty
dishes, bananna bread, Anns clothes
turkey, shrooms in Sunderland, ice cream
binges, NIT buddies, smiles, laughter, and
nnemories love Robyn

Madwoman, celebrate with me at Neward
Airport cocktail lounge good luck' Love
Gary Puke

Scott. Alden, John, and Dave Merry
Chnstmas Guys! Kick ass on your finals
Love, Max
Can Danusia breathe yet? Call and ask
her! 6-8635

Duncan - welcome to JQA-middle! Louie
Jane, Terri, Tish, Steve, Beverly, Donna'
Dee and Sidney

JQA 11th -- It's time for me to fly. . .good
luck on finals, Happy Holidays and Best
wishes - Beverly

RDS, Just a little one to let you know I love
you very much! Always, TJ PS the bottom
IS even better.

Jo. Finally your own personal personal I

love you Kris

Anne, Here is your very own personal ad to
tell you that I love you very much Love, Jim
Hey Ed, Bruce. Chip and Jim I didn't
mean it, I'm really sorry, and I'll take back
every word I said this semester! Love and

Albany/bneonta area. Fri or Sat ("12/ 11
12^12)546-6622

^«*iuz/ii,

Are you going to~Chicago/Milwaukee
dunng intersession?

I would like yo go with

^^ nl^'^ 1'-i^'"9
^"^ expenses. Call John

b45-0600 X 47 from 8 to 4 and 772-0438
evenings

Ride needed to Wisconsin

SS^nnSlf^ ^'^^5«' P'ease call
<:t>o-0285

2 to Tampa Fl area

before
Aydin

Ride wanted for
before Jan 1 call 549-4180 or 549-0796
Share gas$ driving possibly share driveaway I II pay deposit 546-5851 anytime keep

RIDER WANTED
Rider wanted to Baton Rouge/New

546*4573
^'^^ '^^"'"^ ^^^®' ^^^^ ^ ^"®

ROOM WANTED
Woman looking for own bedroom in
house or apartment prefer female(s) Jan or
Feb 1st 549-4600 ext 291 549-1903 Lynn
male 24 friendly vegetarian nonsexist
desperately seels room in Amherst for spr-
ing before Dec 17 Richard 584-6385

2 females looking for 1 or 2 bedroom
fS K^"*^ semester on "bus rte Meme
546-5296 Mia 546-5300

ROOMMATE WANTED
Two Male/ Female roommates wanted
^ share Brittany Manor apt Jan 1 to June
30 call Deb C 256-0358

2 roommates to share bedroom. Apt in
Sunderland on bus route 665-7109

Roommate wanted to share two
bedroom apartment 110 a month includes
everything Cliffside Apts 665-2156
Female roommate wanted for
wintersession to have own room in Bran
dywine. Rent negotiable 549-0425

Male wanted to share room in Brittany
Manor Apt from Dec 26 until June 105
month plus elec. hea t free call 253-5706
Own bedroom
8:00 253-5435

$100-1- /bus Mark after

Female roommate wanted to share apart
on bus route fully furnished 165/mo total
Call before 4. Andy 253-2883

Roommate for house 5 miles from cam-
pus on bus route $130-^ call 253-3623
Male to share room in Brittany Manor
apt aprox $125 mo includes everything
253-2813

Female to share room in Southwood
Apts starting January $82.50 -t- utilities call
256-0659

Roommate needed Swiss Village on bus
rt $147 per mo. utilities included Own
bedroom 253-2653

Ouiet, responsible female wanted for 1

bedroom in Northampton house 584-0641

Room available In Brittany manor apts
for the month of January and perhaps spr-
ing semester call 256-0484

Room avail In Britt Mnr apt for Jan and
perhaps Spr Sem call 256-0484

2 females and 1 male wanted for Brittany

Manor Apt call Joe 256-0454

2 roommates needed own room house
in Belchertown on bus rt $125, 145 inc utili
ty 253 7263

Male nonsmoker own room in 2 bedroom

I^c oril^ * Northwood Apts, Dennis
DOD 3986

bedroom, furnished, in Puffton
1/30. 549 3677 eves. $125.00

12/23

Academically serious, financially secure
roommate wanted for 3 bedroom Amherst
house. 142^_f 256-6089

2 persons to share room irTTPresidlntial
Apts I0 mm from campus 80/mo each call
nic^ or Dennis 549-4755

Female to share nice apartment^ Spring
sernester 102/month Please call 253-7663
Sunderland 1 bedroom~7n 2 bedroom
house neai^bus^^lO) -^ 665 3928 545-0731
Two male/females to sha"rel)edroom7n
Brittany Manor 102 50 mo heat inc jan 1 toMay 31 call Lorj^ 253 2219

Roommate wanted for Tl^^~7naie~or
female call Steve 253-5482

1 bedroom in a 2 bedroom apt available
Cliffside apt $125/month all utilities includ-
ed on bus route available immediately call
after 6 PM 665-4953

Small 1 bdrm cottage 3 mi from Campus
for Jan^toSept_$225+ call 253 9344 eve
One bedroom furnished apt from
December 19 January 29 $65.00 per week
includes utilities and heat call 247 5774 afterKM

Tf^er^lTpm*^"
'°°'" ^^°^ ^ ^'^"^ 253 7275

Brittany Manor apartn^ent .• '
~

sublet for the month of j.,:,. ,

546 6049 or 546p6088

2 rooms furnished in So Drflo
$90/ mo on bus rt call 665 4922

'J to

r call

Mouse

TRISH THOMAS
To the greatest roomie, even if you are a
freshmen, take it easy over intersession Begood. Terri (or is it Teresa)

TYPING

SERVICES

Tutoring in English, Writing, Study Skills 9
years teaching experience 546-9981
Typing experienced IBM correcting Selec
trie bilingual English /Spanish scientific
background 256-6957 evening

Student Movers quality service~at~iow
rates local - long distance Randal 253-9646
Amherst Writers Inc. Professional help
for your writing problems. Walker Rumble
Ph.D. Pat Schneider, MFA 253-7329
253 7764

Pyschotherapy Group for Women to ex
plore issues about relationships. Group will
last 10 weeks and begin in February. Sliding
fee scale. Pyschological Services Center
UMass, 545-0041

Typing. Dissertations, thesis, manuscripts
etc. IBM Selectric III ca ll 247 5033
Fast, accurate, low-cost typing and
word processing of reports, resumes, let
ters, etc. Same or next day service in rnany
cases. TYPE-RITE, 321 R Main Street
Amherst 253-51 1

1

Free-Lance Typing and resume writing.

I°^K 'I'.I^^'
'®'^'"' reasonable rat^.

Amherst 549-0518

Typing experien"^^dTBM"correcli^^^~S^-
tic bilingual Enghsh/Spanish scientific
background 256-6957 evening
Fast accurate, low cost typing, andword processing of reports, resumes let-
ters, etc. Same or next day service in riiany
cases. Type-Rite, 321 R Main Street
Amherst 253-5111

USED AUTO PARTS
Used Auto Parts used auto and truck
parts, foreign and domestic. We are cur-
rently dismantling 1000 salvage vehicles for
parts. We have the most reasonable prices
in the area - Searles Auto Parts Inc 85

fffofi?^P^°" ^^- Northampton MA tel
0O4-2832

WANTED

SKI BOOTS
Men s Dynafit Ski Boots size 8 V, . perfect
condition, asking $100.00 Call 545 3500
after 5 pm 549-3733 ask for Dan

Highest prices paid for class rings, gold
and silver jewelry, coins and stamps. Daniel
Smith, 25 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Monday-Friday 10-5:30 Saturday 10-2
Licensed by the Town of Amherst, member
ot Chamber of Commerce 256-07 1

Need female to share Townehouse Apt
Spring semester call 549-6096

Ranted to buy 2 used snow tires 15"

SOCIOLOGY 103

Are you the women who borrowed my
Silver Fluids book? Please call 549-3806 I

need it for finals!!

STORAGE
Do you need a place to store your large
bulky or even tiny items for the semester
break? We have plenty of room at our
house! Reasonable rates call 549-6385

2 responsible Engineering students
need apartment for winter-session not
fussy, non smokers. Call Paul 546-9479 or
Craig 546-9474

Wanted 14" tiresC-G 78 thanks 253-7189

WANTED TO RENT

TO DAYTIME GRAPHICS
I had to do it youse guys. Thanks for
another wonderful semester at the Colleg.
You've been a great crew and I'll miss you.
Good luck with New York, Switzerland, Ita
ly, etc. Best wishes for happy etc. etc. etc.
Thanks for the flowers & cards & bagels Er
everything, you're good folks. See most of
you in January, meanwhile, take care &
God bless. Love, Faye P.S. Keep those
cards 8- letters coming

.

Need furniture room over intesession
prefere walking distance to campus or Roll-
ing Gren carol 546-6343

Furnished rom^T^in large attractive
woodheated private home. 549-6673 even-
ings

WOODWARD £r BERNSTEIN

TO SUBLET

Female wanted for furnished room, big
old house near Amherst Ctr Feb-july w jan
opt $1 18. plus 253-5137

Wanted: Female roommate to share 1

Hey Woodward: What a team! Well youmade it through the "no, don't print that'"
and the arguments about "she" we did adamn good job (if I do say so myself) and
the wear on my car proves it. Remember
how you felt when you saw the 'note" and
be thankful we helped. As far as the Globe
The NY Times & The Morning Union go

-'

screw It—they can read the article when it

goes through the wire!!!! Love ya, Berns-
tein

YGEPFWASOTB
Surprise!! Just thought I would yvish you
three a happy Christmas and tell you not to
eat too many flatworms.

Mass. Senate considers Proposition 2 V2 override bill
BOSTON (AP) — Senate action was planned yester-

day on its Way.s and Means Committee's version of the
hill passed ixionths ago in the Hou.se allowing com
munities to override the tax restrictions of Proposition

The Se.nate bill also would set a ceiling on the income
tax deduction avaiiub!*' to renters. And it would rai.se

more revenue from the auto excise t3X by basing the tax
on the current vahn>nl ilip '• •-

- - »..*. V *.4I .

Agreement between the chambers is expected before
the end of (he 1982 legislative .session, which is rapidly
dr.iwing to a close. Gov. Kdward J. King also has put
'li'- 'nil on 111- iiri.iiiiv liv |i,r thr final (i;iy- .ii"

[
!- -

Slltfl

il'i >ii;ile \erst(tn. as with the House, wnm'd
coirmiiinMy lo override the property lax limits ;m, ,; m.,

.joriiy \M|<' in ;i reti-rendiim. Under the lU>us<: bill, .jl)

|>t'i(i>nl of (he eligible voters would have to par'icipa'."

in the referendum to make the results valid, but this
was dropped in the Senate Ways and Means Commit-
tee's version.

Ways and Means Chairman Chester G. Atkins said in
an interview that there is "no place in any other .statute
where the validity (of an election) is determined by the
level of participation," and consequently it should not be
done here.

Proposition 2'h, approved by state voters in the 1980
election, limits a community's property tax levy to 2V2
percent of the market value of its property.

,
Those communities with a levy above 2V2 percent are

required to <:u: lau-s 15 percent a year until the legal
limit is reachrrl. Thnsi' hclow 2'.' perrent ai-e limited lo
incri'ases of 2'

. fter ,ir.

the law .'tpiirMN •.!
, . voters allows an override

fclcrenduni only in a l);ennial eltTtion year. But both the
H,,us,. npji

^;,.nat,. vVays and Means amen^-,^.^^^.
^^^^^^^

allow referenda to be held any time after the beginning
ol the next fiscal year, July 1

.

T
'^

The present law .sets no ceiling on the amount of the
override. I he House and Senate bills would .set a ceiling
ol 5 percent for communities below the 2'/^ maximum
but there could be no ceiling under the Senate bill iftwo thirds of those voting in a referendum approved.
Both the House and Senate versions of the Proposition

2V. amendments would cut the reductions fur com
munities forced to lovic." l2y.*:>^ from 15 percent a year to
7'^ percent.

Other niajor .-hange.s in (he |.,m
, i,ro,„.Ne(i I,

.senate conitiiiiie.-. include a f)roviso 1

$2.0(10 dcilucli I'l r)n 1 1^-

J' .' i»eri>'"
' ......^ rent-' s lo claim 1 i

nail their rml |)ayinents. an<l th<- II.

not set a <i'iliin:.

1 hr.

I ) a

ion

to

.lid
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Jane Alpert speaks

of life underground
(iRO\W.\(; LP UNDER(iR()lINl)
H\ Jane Alpert
Morrow Publishing?, .'J72 py^s.

By I'HILIJI' I'LAXTK
("••llt'K^aii Ciirn'sfM.ndent

If you look aroumi at a colleKf campus to
(Jay and i-i.nsidcr that only i'k-vcn or twflvt-
years ajjo studt-nls (juc.tci Mao afid homli-
ed buildings it bt-ronifs hanl to afpririatf
what the sixtios meant in terms of the
tremendous s.H-ial Uf.heaval whi.h took
plare m this country, .lane Alpert s recent-
ly published a autobio^rmphy. Cnnrinq ('/>

I iKhriinnnnl. provides" a deta'ile<l.
although s..metimes Kossi|)y, account <.lan
inihvidual who was determined to brniK^
<lown "the system" and the re^^rets and
iK'liets she h(tlds today.

In the l»ook AlfHTf ^\es her own view of
the Woodstock festival, anti-war
demonstrations, and LSI). \\er
autobio>,'ra[)hy is. in this respect, an an
tholo^y of "the sixties" from a personal
f)ersf)ective.

In many res|>ects Alf)erfs bo<.k exists as
an apolo},'\' for revolutionary excess. Con-
"•rnintr one of her early protest ex-

{.eriences. she writes, "the Utopian vi.sion
that ha<l tu^Kt'dat me yesterday was j,rone.
In its place was .somethinjr d.sc. a fury that
t<.re out of me with a life all its" own
F)rimative as infancy. I was screaming
against everyone and evervtiiinj; that stood
in my way - the boys who had rejected me
the man who fire<l my father when j was
nine, my absent father, mv mother, and mv
hrother."

On her belief in revolution she says
••ironically I came to .see the unlikelihood' of
revolution at precisely the moment when I

<•"• kI IK. lon^r^.,. ahandon mv <<.inmitmeni
to If.

Alpert 's intellij,rt.„t. unj.retentious style
(.she has a dejrree in classics ari<l has wo"rk-
ed a.^ a book editor.) trace her involvement
in radical politics to her participation in the
l>omhin of .several buil<iinj,rs. her nijrht
underground an.l suhsecjuent return to
societv.

Thoutjh sFie re^^rets the means she used
to seek social change, her I)elief in the pur-
f)<>se of her radicalism remains the same;
"The Iw.mbinKs mav have heen wroiij; hut
our impulse to (Jefy the American estalHish-
ment. especially at the height of the Viet-nam war. was rit,'ht.

•

UnXroiSd''
•"« ""««>• » »ook about her life in the Weatrr

Pere Ubu is a unique musical experience
PERE UBU with the SCIENTIFIC
AMERICANS
RUSTY NAIL
December 10. 1981
By STKVK WINNIMAN
Colle^an SLjiff

With his rotun.l iKKly. (k-rU-r-baby face,
and in.surance sjilesman j^'jirb. fere I'bu".^
lead sin^'er David Thomas is the direct an-
tithesis of the HK-k and roll frontman. (>f
course. IVre I'hu is the direct antithesis ..f
the c<.nventi(.nal nn-k an<l roll hand Since
emenrinK from Cleveland a half-dozen

.vears a^o. Here Ubu has moved farther and
farther away from accesibilitv. continuallv
n.skin^' ahenatinjr whatever audience the\
command. Thursdays sh(.w at the Rusty
Nail was a o.mpletely unique musical ex-
f)enence. which al.so trashed nearlv all au-
dience exjK'ctations.

Since the addition of »ruitarist Mavo
Thomps<,n (from Ked Cravola). David
Ihomas ha.s come to dominate fere Ubu
visually. Ubu memlH«rs Scott Krause. T(mv
Maim..ne. Allen Ravenstine and Thompson
stay in the back^'roun.l while Thomas yelps
and prances thnm^h the .son^;. Unlike

their show at Rahars in I9«(). Pere Ubu
played very little recojrnizable material at
the Nail — some son^s were new. from an
upcoming album, and some old songs had
been changed I)ey(md recognition. The set
included "Navvy." "Small Was Fast." and
"I Will Wait." as well as a lengthy diatribe
by Thomas alnrnt walking on the iK)ttom of
the sea while all the fishes laughed at him.
While none of this could lie called dance
music, the rather sparse crowd did seem to
l>e with the band and on their feet all night.
Unlike many other avant-garde bands.

Pere Ubu is not minimalist. On one of their

more well-known songs. "Birdies" (which
may have been played at the Nail) the in-

. struments continually pull apart and run
together, creating a swirling tension which
offsets Thomas' bizarre vocals. The newer
Ubu songs seem percussion-heavy with the
vocals more prominent than in 'the past.
Though they sometimes play as if they
can't hear each other, Pere Ubu consistent-
ly jelLs and succeeds, or creating a thcjroi^jhly
unique sound. Pere Ubu will probably be
around for quite a while, commercial success
will probably always elude them, and that's
just fine.

fori
'"^'^^ ^^^ '^^'"**' ^PP^^''»"<'<* "f their current i'.o. '""r Saturdn.v night at Sta^e West in Hart-

Japanese prints

coming of age
Japanese Wood Cut Prints
Smith College Print Gallery
Smith College Museum of Art
Through Dec. 22

By SARAH H. BEVER
Collegian ("orresfxtndent

At the SfT.ith College Print Gallery, there is an exhibi-
tion of mid-nineteenth c-entry Japane.'^e wood-cut printsThe scenes are of views that a tourist might have had atmost o the "..S Stations of the Tokaido." a long n.adalong the coast

. which travels throughout Japan.

.Japanese prints are now -coming of age" in the art col-
lector s market. The (echnitjue u.sed in the.se prints is very
complicated: it involved using many colors with one
special wood-cut used f<.r each color. The prints, primarily
of <.cean scenes, are <iuite detailed but still powerful while
maintaining the lovely charm of the Japanese lifesule at
that 'ime.

The person behiml this exhibit is Christine Swen.son theAssistant
( urator of Prints an.l Drawings at Smith She

uTuZr "" ""'•'""'""' '" '''''' ^^^=^>-•—
•

•

•sVor mth' 'r
'''"''''• '"'• ^'""^' <"'*' i" particular:

v';;:;;; i;:;./!^.!-'-'
«-'^^' ;:',«""-«« River.- (which

^ ' ^'"Kii liked .so nun",, r."
.'"'-"'" a similar work).

My favorite was: "Wave and WhirlpooT At Awa ••

-i hiirhk""n.-ate print. whi,-h reveals the JaparX s fr 'e

The exhihit will run until December 22. 1«)H1. and pro-

HL;;jf"r'", """'r^'l'^
^^'i-m^lating alternaUvJ".

,
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-Amherst

iMSKsoited '^m& Grade
Vs Sirloin
C3iops

'Chop
Pork Roast
Pork Ribs

Rib Portion

Boneless
Top Loin 11,

Coiintrystyle lb

1.99 Pork Chops
1.39 Pork Cutlets

Boneless
Centef
Cut .

Boneless

2.39
2.19

[ Center Cut Pork Chops Th,nsHced,79,. -~-
'i^gg

Frozen _
10-22 pounds i^

Fresh Grade
Turkeys
U.S. Grade A
10-22 pounds ib59
Butterfoall

Tinteys
Frozen Deep Basted
10-22pounds n>

Prices rftfciivr Hadlcy Amhcrsl & Pittsfirld
69

enfoythe holidays
Check our circular ofvahiea Copies in store.

Kaukauna Klub
Introduces 6 New Spreads

Butter
NtV«!
"""" Toastrd Onion,
Cheddar. Port Wine.
Garden Ve^.. Cheese n
Ham or Swi&s Almond

3=?
A i^iop German

great for entertaining!

Colonial Ham
Portions Semi-
Boneless ^ 79
5- 7 lbs WaterAdded. ^L lb

BeefRound
lip Roast -11

USDAChoice 'Great Beef..... i^L

BeefRound Tip Steak .2.49
Fresh BrisketBeef rjatcut ? ig, j 79
BonelessBeefChuckRoast.L79
Fresh Ground Beef ^?rs-!^-:^»?« .L49
ShoulderLondon Broill?SL2.29

produce Pickandchoosewhafs perfect foryou.

%^alifomia

lib can
CofiFee
stop& Shop. Reg,' Drip
Electric orAutomatic

C^anadaDiy

179

Mixes
Asst'dVar.

32ozbtl....

Conn deposit

Ocean Spray
Juice
48 Ounce Bottle

2-99

1
Cranbeny
Cockftail 29

CudafavBar-S
SlbHam 699

Sausage f <

Meat I Ib Roll JL
39

Canned

Gwaltney

Meat I Ib Rolf

Matlaw's
Clams
Sliiff<flFri)/cn

30 oz package

Cooked Shrimp
Salad Size •«gg

199

Stop & Shop Frozen
8 ounce Paclcaf^ I
fresh isakery special!

Cinnamon
CoCfeeCake
stop 8l Shop ^r Cl^
1 4 oz package m %^
English Muffins tM*."?/".^?.? 2'"89'

health & beauty aids!

Rcc Gel or ^^••tfkfi^
Mini 4.6 02 tube ^^A ^TBf^

Toothpaste

89

EartyCalit Black
Olives ^W^^
Colossal Pitted 6 oz Cani

Slicing Extra

Tomatoes ».Dcf
Pascal m^
Celery ^%. .D9

5

Crisc^o
aSf 100% Pure

It VegetableOU
24 Ounce BotUe I09

•'m Mushroom Lover's Special!
'^% Mushroom efoo

»j 1|Vl«*ffVm Grow your own W^^^^
If fCUIU fresh mushrooms!

Walden Farms ^-iHf- 99^
CherryTomatoes ^i'lt 89*
Scallions ':}^. 2^-79'
Fresh Lemons -?f--
Fresh lAmies .^T!M^:£:z...5 '**''*1

DELUXE
HOSTESS
GIFT
TRAY

> Bumble Bee

J

Bumble Bee,^^ —
in Oil or Water 6'/2 Oz Can

Orange stop& shop

*JlUC#e concentrate

HalfGallon Carton 109

y99

COMBINATION
BOWL

EXTRA
LARGE FRUIT
GIFT ^^g
TRAY 6*^

Hood Sour
Cream
leOimceCup

Bufferin Tablets .oocioom, 1.99 UPitCMOlFincyPniitindGripci 18 «ces 01 Fancy Fruit ami Grapes. II Piccei ol Uifc Fnrit. I

j
1 Slop* Shoo Dairy Coupon

J"
pT * Bf

~

|^
Slop » Shop Grocwy Coupon

J py^B 1 Slop » Shop Groctry Cowkw
[ ^vT

Save 25' ^
SharpCheddarCh<

White or Yellow Bar Imported
JarlstDerg or Muenster Bar

Stop & Shop Random Weight Pkg.
W«h ttiis coupon and a $7 SO
purchasa Good Sun

. Ok 13 Sal <• -tq

I I

I I

I I Baker's p^^x
I I Coconut '°''''^

Save2& m
Shredded or Flaked W

_l o»c T9 Limt on*

p

f cut<om«f ' ' ^J»^fWÎ I
With mis coupon and a t7 50 V<
jtchaw GoodSun 0«: 13S* .-,,/im! !

! [SaveSO
5 5 On any 3 pkgs

I Durkee . - -
I I Spice or Extract I^ With fhis couoon and « 7 *rfl

^"^Z". !:^^ ''ZL."^,.,:jL:r~ 177 IKSS ! pu'cna«. uooa sun Dec i3Sai . -70
"j bat 19 L«n«onep«icu»lom»t " '

I *"*"!? Dec 19 Lim.l in.CTpff cualotrw ' ' -3

^ VV.m fh.scouoonando :«)
pu'ChsK Good Sun Dec 13 Sal l~7l[^MkA

All Natural
Ice Cream
Assorted Flavors

HalfGallon Carton

Stop& Shop

991
PncMaWacl..a Sun Dk 1 3-Sa. 0.C 19 w_MaM_Mo2j)a^_;«^al_0ac^^ q,,.^ ,„, „,. ^, ^.„^„ ,„ ^^ .^.^ ^ ,^ ^^^^ ^ .homiar. CooyrigM .Mi l>r Slop t Snot, Sup»m.art.a..
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Smith nets 26 in 75- 73 VM victoiy

^UMass matures in 2nd winBy BILLV SHEA
Colletdan Staff

CAMBRIDCK - This Rame wa.s bille.1 as
thf •'Battle of the Brothers."

It wasn't.

What the final result came down to was
the al)ility of a younj; and inexperienced
I'nivcrsity of Mas.sachu.setts l)askctf)all
t.-am to mature, make the clutch second
halt shots, ami ^ain an important earlv
season road win over Harvard I'niversity
^•>7<^-:_ '"Saturday at the Crimson's Indoor
Athletic Building.

Ye&.UTAT Head coach Tom McLau^hlin^
hrother Frank is in his fifth vear as Har-
vard's lead^r, but McLaughlin the former
had mi.xed emoti<.ns about the awkward
situation.

I didn't lo<.k at it as coaching against
r rankle. I was coaching against the Har-
vard l)asketball team." McLaughlin .said

1 his was a big win for us."
Most impressive plav-wise for the

Mmutemen was the fact that the\- were
able to maintain a 7()-H« lead with l':.^,l left
to play under heavy pressure from Har-
vard; a task even veteran teams often find
•lifficult to complete. ("These kids have
really matured." -McLaughlin)
After several first half turnovers, due to

an aggressive Harvard pressing < iefen.se.
I'M's freshman backcourt duo, Donald
Russell and Ron Young attacked the Crim-
son press nicely down an important second
halt stretch including great drives to the
hoop trom these two guards. Horace
Neysmith and Craig Smith.

Russel!. :.laying with a sore achilles heel
logged ;ii* minutes and finished with 16
points. McLaughlin had high praise for his
talented freshman guard.
"Donakf Russell has to l)e the finest

freshman point guard in the Kast
"

McLaughlin said.

Maybt> so. hut another CMass freshman
Uirned in an e.xceptional ballgame as well
Horace Neysmith's line was l.'i points (."» for
« shooting). \'^ relK)unds (1 1 iii the second
half) and 2 assists.

The 6-5 forward made g(x)d on a three-
point-play <rn a pretty drive to the basket
with 1;.51 showing on the clock to give the
Minutemen a 70-66 edge.
HarvaH's Don Fleming (29 fK)inLs) hit one

free throw to bring his team within three
70-67. but Russell slipped away for a
breakaway layup with 1:30 left to make it
72-67. I Mass.
The Crimson's Jw Carrabino (16 pts 6

rebs) next moved inside for a layup and
then .-scored off a Calvin Dixon steal to br-
ing Harvard within a point. 72-71, with 30
seconiis remaining.
This is where the Minutemen began to

show their p<,i.se. Keeping ball off the fioor
UMass killed 23 seconds before Young was
fouled. The 6-3 freshman drilled both free

throws, giving the Minutemen a three point
margin. 74-71. with .seven .seconds left
CVimson guard Kyle Standley drove the
length of the fioor to make it 74-73. UMass
with two ticks left on the clock.
After a Harvard timeout. Young was

h.uled again on the inbounds pass and hit
one charity shot to clinch Jhe 7.^)-73 victory
tor the now 2-2 Minutemen.
The most impressive player on the fioor

was Smith. The sophomore guard came off
the l)ench to sc(»re 10 of Massachu.setts'
first 14 fH)ints on 7 for S shooting and
linishe«l the first half with 14. Adding 12
more in the second period. Smith tallied 1
career high of 26 {)oints on the game.
Fleming w,is equally impressive for the

Crimson. Harvard's all-time leading
scorer, a 6-4 seni<.r guard, has had a slow
start this year, but wiggled inside for 15
first half points. Aiding Harvard's .33-31
halftime margin. Fleming was also effec-
tive III the .second half, but Smith was simp-
y clutch, helping to negate Fleming'^
heroics.

After scoring most of his points from the
mside in the first half. Smith took his scor-
ing act outside in the .second half, hitting
hig outside jumpers at crucial points in the
g-ame.

^
"We wouldn't have wcm without Craig

Smith. He made the clutch hoops "
'

McLaughlin said.

Another g(K)d sign for the Minutemen
was their improvement in the shooting
department. Led bv Smith (12 for 16) the
Minutemen hit a sizzling 57 percent from
the fioor. They al.so appeared to have
shaken their free throw woes. Thirteen for
sixteen shooting from the line very possibly
won the game for Massachusetts",

at Cambridge
CMASS (75) - Craig Smith 12-"--'6

Donald Russell 7-2-16, Horace Neysmith
•>3-13. (Jeorge Ramming 3-1-7. Edwin
.reen 2-(»-4. Ronald Young 2-5-9. Tyrone
Whitehead 0-0-0. TOTALS 31-13-75

"

HARVARD (73) - Donald Fleming
11-/-29. Monroe Trout 4-4-12, Joe Car-
rabino 7-2-16, Bob Ferry 3-0-6, Kyle
Standley 1-2-4, Calvin Dixon 2-0-4. Ken
J
lutnicki, 1-0-2. George White 0-0-0 Bob

McC'abe 0-0-0 TOTALS 29-15-73
Halftime 33-31. Harvard

r The University of Massachusetts
women's g>'mnastics team defeated Nor-
theastern University, 134.8-126.5 Satur-
day afternoon in Royden gym.
Outstanding performer for the meet was

UMass' Jennifer I'ancoast who won the all

around with a 33.85 and took first place in
the vault' (8.8) bars (8.9) and fioor exercise
with a meet-high 8.95.

Other top performers were Kathy Mat-
thews, senior co-captain Heidi Milender,
Amy Burke and Jeanne Bruzzese.

[at-
I

ler, I

mn. I.1.U1CH — UMass sophomore forward Craie^ Smith na ^S\

bwim men swamp SpringfiBy MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Tom Lowery and Phil Surette combined for two 12
sweeps in individual events, and both relay teams captured
first place, as the University of Massachusetts mens
swimming team went over the .500 mark by swamping
Springfield College. 70-43. at the Boyden pool Friday.
The Minutemen came out strongly in the 400-yard

medley relay, as the team led by Paul McDonough and Ben
Jurcik beat out the Chiefs by a touch, 3:48.32 3:48.75.

Springfield then look the next two events; in the 1000-
yard freestyle, UM's Paul McNeil came in second, ten
seconds behind the winning time of 10:23.31. with Micky
Minutoli finishing third. ChrLs Porter took second place for
UMass in the 200 yard freestyle, coming in with a time of
1 :50.85. about a half second behind the winner.

Brian Spellman and Tom Dundon gave the Minutemen
the first of four 12 finishes when they blistered all com-

petition with a 22.2 22.43 finish in the 50-yard freestyle.Lowery and Surette combined for a 1-2 in the 200-yard
individual medley. Lowery won with a time of 2:06.6. whileSurette swam m the event in 2:08.07. After this event, theMinutemen held a 30-13 lead in the overall standings

no nV"^!,^i^'u'^*^'"^•
^'^^''' ^«^ Davis placed third. 54po nts behind the winner's score of 219.0. The Minutemen

f^Lj h ^7n • ""o""'"^
^"^"'^ ^^^" M'""t«'' ^'on the 200-yard butt.>rny in 2:04.86. Chris Clarke came in third. Atthis pomt. UMa.ss held on to a 37-24 lead.

Dundon and Spellman gave the Minutemen a 1-2m^h in the lOO-yard freestyle event. Dundon winning it in
18.48 seconds. Paul McDonough gave UMass victorynumber six in the 200-yard backstroke with a time o'f

The Chiefs came hack, winning both the 500 yardfreestyle and the 3 meter diving events to close within S<o5-42). In the .^0. Paul McNeil and Chris Porter grabbed

Weekend Results

second and third; in the diving. Davis again finished third.
1 he Minutemen put the meet out of reach with a 1-2

fmish ,n the 200 yard breaststroke. Lowery and Surette
came^through for UMa.ss. Lowery touching with a time of

Massachusetts iced the victory by winning the 400 yard

n'Tn^lV'''^-
'^''^'""'" ^^ ^'""^"'•' ^^'^y ^"^". Spellman

and Duridon emerged from the pool with a time of 3:18.28
UMass ended the last meet of the semester with a 70-43
rompanda2 1 record.

"We're all swimming great," .said UMass coach Russ
Varworth, "I had the "B" relay in the 400 medley relay
going without my two best swimmers, and U came out for
the best.

UMass will have two meets during intersession. On Jan.
^3 the Minutemen will host Williams College the
defending New England champions. On the 30th' theMinutemen head to the University of Rhode Island

results

at UMASS
UM swim men 70
UM gym women 134.8
UM swim women 79

Springfield College 43
Northeastern University 126.5

Clark University 61

away
Men's hoop 75
Women's hoop 53
IM gym men 226.65

Harvard University 73
Boston College 47

Syracuse University 246.55

Minutemen have three home games before inter.session
Tue.sday. Dec 15 vs. Bentley College at 7:30 p m
a't^STm"^^^-

'' '" ^•"^^*-" Inirnationaf (":,|,ege

Tuesday. Dec. 22 vs. University of Connecticut at 7:30
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M. Ron Karenga

RiIillTf^^'
*^® ?"'^ nationally celebrated

nm nn^°H'^^^Kr
'^.^ ^^

•
^^« P^o^«d itselfnot only durable, but also expansive. It has

denTonstrated its durability by lasting for
fourteen years and by withstanding all at-

H^l ^?A^/'"l^'^'
'"<='"ding negative articlesby the Washington Post and Los Angeles

Times which tried to discredit it by labeling
It a hoax. But it not only withstood these
gratuitous and maliicious attacks, it alsogrew nationally in spite of them. ThusKwanzaa has grown from its early origins as

«*7.c"'^'
^°"<=ept and a small celebration

or US Organization to become the yeadv
practice of an estimated ten million Blacks
as of this season. There are three basic
reasons Kwanzaa has endured. First it is an
act of self determination of Black peopleand thus, resistant to external interpreta-
tionof Its worth and meaning. Secondly it
speaks directly to Blacks' need to have a
holiday in their image and interests. Thirdly
the value system it introduces is a real and
perceived need of Blacks and they have
reached out to embrace and absorb it and
through this embrace and absorption 'they
have given it life, permanence and con
tinuously expanding meaning.
As a holiday, Kwanzaa grew out of the

general context of the Afro-Amencan
peoples turn toward Africa for roots and
revitalizat.on during the 60's and out of the
specific coniext of US Organization a
soc.al chanyp organization which was a
Tountamhead and vangurad of the cultural
nationalist movement at that time Thus itwas part of the "Back to Black" movement
the movement back toward our Africar^
selves which included the Natural African
dress, names and marriage ceremonies and
Black or Afncan Studies - Continental and
Diasporan.

As founder and national chairman of US
I argued then and continue to argue that
the key crisis in Black life is the crisis of
Ideology and values, the crisis of
culture-i.e., the critical lack of a coherent
system of views and values that would give
us, as a people, a moral, material and
meaningful interpretation of life, as well asdemand an allegiance and practice which
would insure our liberation and a higher
level of human life. Furthermore, I contend-
ed that progess in struggle is dependent on
progess in thought and that until the op-
pressor s monopoly on our minds is broken
and we acquire new values and view of self

KWANZAA:

Concepts

and

Junctions
society and the world, liberation is impossi-
ble, arid by definition, unthinkable In aword, I argued that the current and crucial
battle we are waging is the battle for the
hearts and minds of our people and that ifwe lose this battle, we can't hope to winany other.

These fundamental concepts and other
key ones form the internal basis of
Kaawaida, the ideology out of which I

created Kwanzaa, both its form and con-
tent. The fundamental thrust of Kawaida as
both a sociaf theory and social practice is
toward a continuous cultural revolution
based on the creative synthesis of tradition
and rational adaptation and development
Thus Kwanzaa is such a synthesis. The idea
ot Kwanzaa comes from the harvest
celebrations in traditional African societies
but the symbols and concepts come frorr^
our needs, conditions and development as
Afro-Amencan people. For example Kwan-
zaa has seven basic symbols and two sup-
plemental ones and each represents values
and concepts vital to Afro-Amencan libera-
tion and development, not simply what
might have been their value, if they existed
to continental Africans.
The seven basic symbols are-

1. mazao (crops) symbolic of the traditional
harvest celebration of the rewards of pro-
ductive and collective labor.

2.-mkeka (mat) symbolic of our tradition
and history and thus, the foundation on
o . , ,.

which we build
3. kinara (candleholder) symbolic of our
roots, our parent people, i.e. Continental

A u ,
Africans;

4^ vibunzi (ears of corn) symbolic of our
children and thus, our future which they

c -i , ., embody;
5. zavvadi (gifts) symbolic of the laborand
love of parents and the commitments made
f,

... .

and kept by the children

i 1 r
® ^^^ ""^°'^ *""'*V cup) symbolic

of the foundational principle and practice
and unity which makes all else possible,

and;
7. rnishumaa saba ( the seven candles)

pyinHnio ?\l^^ ^9^'° S^^^ 'The Seven
Pr ncpies), the matrix and minimum set of
values by which Black people must live in
order to rescue andreconstruct their lives in
their own image, and according to theirown needs.

utherford

hJ^! ^'^° supplementary symbols are: 1)the bendera (flag), the Black Red andGreen colors Marcus Garvey gave us as na

uuaofe L^rld r"^^'/°^
our^fopfe^RSyor

struggle and Green for our hopes and youthwho are our hope and; 2) a copy of theNguzo Saba (The Seven Pnnciples) The

ichaguha (Self-determination); 3) Uiima
Collective Work and Responsibility)' 4^Ujamaa (Cooperative Economics); sVNia

^^S^ '""'"'^ '^-^'^'^V' and; 7^

It becomes clear then that Kwanzaa isnot just a joyful celebration. It is more

f/nf"h^Sl
^ '°^'^"^ ^"^ politically impor-

tant holiday which is designed and hasdeveloped to instruct as well as inspire toteach views and values key to the rescueand reconstruction of our history andhumanity in our own image according toour own needs. In completing this taskKwanzaa serves five basic socio-political
functions. First, it is a practical expression
Of Black conciousness and commitment to
themseh/es, their history and future. It is abold thrust to rescue and reconstruct
heritage in the service of current needsThus when Kwanzaa stipulates that
regardless of what other gifts are given aheritage symbol and a book are mandatory
u reveals a value onentation that insures
both a respect for the past and preparation
tor the future.

Secondly, Kwanzaa is an annual formal
^affirmation of Black people's commitment to self-determination, a statement to
ourselves, society and the worfd that we
will define and speak for ourselves, instead
of being defined and spoken for by others
It is^ further, a reaffirmation that Blacksneed no permission or agreement from
others to shape the world in their own im-age and interests.

Thirdly. Kwanzaa is a means of introduc-
ing core values which reinforce and reflect
the bonds between us, as well as improve
the moral quality and thus, raise the level ofour hves. Fourthly, Kwanzaa is a model of
self-determination and creativity which
other Blacks can and should emulate As
Liarvey said what humans have done otherhumans can do. Thus, there is no reason a
nation of 30 million or more should have on-
ly one nationally celebrated holiday. Kwan-
zaa as a model, then urges creativity in this
as well as other areas.

By Sonia Nieto

When we think of women is stiuggle
certain images flash before us: a guerrilla
hghter in El Salvador fighting for the
liberation of her country, a woman who's
chained herself to the fence at the Pen
tagon to protest nuclear proliferation
women on stnke, women in demon'
strations. Yes, all of these are women in
struggle, but "women in struggle " means
much more to us: it means the constant
struggle that we as women are engaged in
evory day to make our lives more
meaningful. We are all women in struggle
Today, we'd like to look at what it means

to be a woman in struggle, and the ways in
which women respond to exploitation Our
task here today is not to fill your heads with
-'^' 'nd figui "s although that is im
'O.io.,, .,,d II will comi later in the
worK^nops. We are also not here to tell youhow to go about organizing people around
these issues, although that too is important
arid will be dealt with in other workshops
What we would like to do is to take a few
minutes to analyze the relationship bet
ween women's oppression here in the
United States and in Central Amenca,
There is a real, not only an imagined

connection here. What is the relationship

Women in Struggle

between women guerrilla fighters in El
Salvador and women on welfare in
Holyoke- What is the connection between
women in Guatemala struggling for basic
human rights and women in Spnngfield
demanding'better working conditions* We
believe^ there is a very real and tangible
connection and we'd like to analyze it.

First, let us define what we mean by
"lucha" struggle. If we think of struggle
as a constant fight for our basic human
rights, we are all in struggle every day of
our lives. The many little injustices that we
are subjected to daily makes our lives, lives
of struggle. These little injuctices might
mean paying a few cents more each week
for milk for our children, or having to
respond to the ev^r present forms of sexual
harassment at our places of work. These
little and not so little injustices cause us
pam and discomfort and anger.
^But let u nake no mistake of it: strungle
has many different levels.

, woman m F'

Slavador who witnesses the deati, of two
of her three young childr. n due to
malnutrition is suffering from j qualitatively
different oppression than a woman in
Springfield who cannot get free school
lunches for her children. Both aie

nntiiiiiiil 1,11 imi/i ,

Latin American Left aiordinating Efforts

The simultaneous skyjackings of three
Venezuelan airplanes - an odyssey that end-
ed in Havana Dec. 8 after a dramatic 24
hours and numerous stops across northern
Latin America - poses a serious dilemma for
the government of President Fidel Castro:
What to do with the skyjackers?
Under terms of a 1973 accord with

Venezuela, Cuba is obligated to return hi-
jacked aircraft, skyjackers, and all others
aboard the planes. But some of the sky-
jackers claim to be Salvadoran guerrillas.
To return them to Venezuela, in whose

airspace the planes were seized, would
almost certainly subject them to early trial

and long prison sentences in accordance
with Venezuela's stiff antiskyjacking laws.

For the Castro government such a pro
spect is none too pleasing Cuba strongly
support: t) J v'prril :

-m.o jp El Salvador
anr^ '

' ,na returning the skyjackers to
V' an onerous situation.

jbtro has repe-'fedlly promised to
diSLOurjge air piracy, however, and has
returned a number o' sky^a^ ke: to the
United States. He has pointed tr< the
Venezuela Cuba ii<- d as a model for
discouraging such c <.

But Cuban relations v.'ith v/enezuela ha^e
soured recently. Diplomatic contact has

been cut to a minimun.
The three Venezuelan aircraft - two DC9'^

of the government-owned airlit
Aeropostal and a Boeing 727 of Aerovias
Venezolanas, S.A., known as Avensa, a
private firm - have returned to Venezuela
along with their passengers and crew
members, who were lostages during the
eight-country odys-^ ./ Dec. 7 and 8.

That leaves tho 11 skyjackers in Cuban
custody, and the Cuban government
refuses comment on their fate.
The skyjakers' identities are something of

a mystery. Their names have not been
released. Some of them are reported to be
Satvadorans trying to dramatize a guerrilla
struggle agaisnt the US-backed govern-
-ler^ other, Venezuelans who want $10
millio,: and freednr- rnr oolitical prisoners

d stil' others r .„.-o 'I'mj calling atten-
for Puerto Rican in-

tion to the movem--
dependence.
The Venezuelans demands were not

met. It is doubtful tfie Salvadoran guerrilla
and Puerto F ran independence
movements Ia ef.ieo However, the sky-
jackings suggest thnt these groups may be
coordinating their ettorts and that they may
be adoptinq aerial ni'acy as a new tactic

•''^-co>./..»v>-
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Vieques Seguira Confrontando Marina

Vieques Continues Stance

Agaiast U S Navy

by Debra Sicilia

The chairperson of the 'Asociacion de
Pescadores de Vieques' (Vieques Fishing
Association), Carlos Zenon spoke before a
small audience on Sunday December 6 at
UMass. His brief presentation included a
video on the municipal city islands' relation
ship with the U.S. Navy.

Vieques is a small island approximately
25 miles north east of the main island of
Puerto Rico. Vieques was once a very fer
tile island enjoying a stable agricultural
economy, it was known throughout the
Carribbean as "La taza de Oro ", or the
"Cup of Gold". Many people immigrated to
the small island from St. Croix and St.
Thomas seeking brighter futures.
The islanders also profitted from their

fishing and cattle industries which were
well developed in its 33,000 acres. Yet the
"Cup of Gold" now faces an unemploy
ment rate of 64 percent. Its 8,000 popula-
tion counts with only 7,000 acres of Vie-
ques land. The 26,000 remaining acres were
expropiated by the U.S. Navy, a process
which began in 1940. During this year the
U.S. Congress passed the law number 247,
a law that stated that any land in Puerto
Rico may be expropriated so long it was
needed for "National Defense".

Carlos Zenon's sun worn face showed
traces of his struggle of survival on the sub-
tropical island.

"The U.S. was about to go to war with
Iran over 52 hostages, yet in Veiques there
are 8,000 hostages held by the U.S. Navy,
yet nobody in the U.S. seemr. to worry
about us.

In 1940 he explained, the U.S. Navy
simply came in and told us we had 24 hours
to leave our farms, they were buying it and
they were threating to bulldoze our houses
down with us in them if we refused to
leave. Many women still tell how they gave
birth in sugar cane fields back in 1940 when
the Navy made Vieques its home. "As a
matter of fact, I was born in an open sugar
cane field.", said Zenon.

According to the U.S. Navy Admiral
Knoizen stationed in Vieques, "the island is

the only place in the world where air to air

,

surface to surface and arial to naval bomb-
ing tactics can be practiced all at once."

El Presidente de la Asociacion de
Pescadores de Vieques, Carlos Zenon,
hablo ante un pequeno publico el domingo
6 de diciembre. En su breve presentacion
mostro un video sobre las relaciones de la

isla-municipio con la marina de los Estados
Unidos.

Vieques es una isia pequena aprox-
imadamente 25 millas al noroeste, de Puer-
to ffico. Vieques fue una isIa muy fertil y
disfrutaba de una economia agricola muy
estable. Se conocia atraves del Caribe
como "La Taza de Oro". Muchas personas
de las islas cercanas imigragan a la isIa para
encontrar trabajo.

.

Los islenos tambien incurrian en las in-

dustrias pesqueras y de reses, las cuales
eran muy desarolladas en sus 33,000 acres.
Sin embargo, 'La Taza de Oro" ahora con-
fronta una taza de desempleo de un 64 por-
ciento. Su poblacion que alcanza unos
8,000 cuenta con solo 7,000 acres de la isIa

de Vieques; los restantes 26,000 fueron ex-
porpiadas por la marina estadounidense,
un proceso la cual comenzo el ano 194o!
Durante ese ano el Congreso de EEUU paso
la ley numbero 247, la cual decia que las
fuerzas armadas norteamericanas podian
expropiar cualquier tierra en la isIa de Puer
to Rico con la sola condicion que fuese
necesaria para 'la defensa nacional'.

El rostro soleado de Zenon muestra
trazos de su lucha de supervivencia en la

isIa Nena. Dijo "los EEUU estuvieron a pun-
to de ir a la guerra con Iran por los 52
rehenes norteamericanos, sin embargo en
Vieques habemos 8,000 rehenes apresados
por la marina de los EEUU y tal parece que a
los norteamericanos les importa un bledo."

En el 1940, explico, la marina entro y nos
dieron una orden de desalojo diciendo que
abandonasemos nuestras finquitas o si no
nos tunbarian las casas con nosotros aden
tro. Muchas mujeres aun cuentan como
dieron a luz en los canaverales alia en el 40
cuando la marina llego. "De hecho yo naci
en un Canaveral", dijo Zenon.
Segun el alto comandante de la marina

de Vieques, Admiral Knoizen "la isIa de Vie-
ques es el unico sitio en el mundo donde

podemos llevar a cabo practicas de
estrategias de bombardeos aereo a aereo,
tierra a tierra, marina a tierra y aire a tierra
todo a la vez." Mas en un estudio con-
ducido por la Asociacion de Pescadores,
unos peritos de la universidad de Harvard y
una agenda ambiental de los Estados
Unidos, se encontro que existen alrededor
de 600 islas dehabitadas con propiedades
similares donde estos manuvios podian ser
conducidas.

Carlos prosiguio diciendo que los ejer-
cicios de la marina revivian la segunda
Guerra Mundial dia a dia para los Vie-
quenses. Senalo que en la seccion occiden-
tal de la isIa se utilizaba para el vasto
almacenamiento de municiones y que en la
porcion oriental de la isIa se practicaba el
bombardeo aereo. Aviones cargados de
municiones volaban constantemente sobre
la area central, donde habitan los Vie-
quenses, peligrando asi sus vidas.

Las industrias pesqueras y agricolas han
sido afectadas debido al bombardeo de la
marina. Y resintio Zenon," No solo la
marina norteamericana conduce ejercicios
en la isIa, sino que tambien invitan a otros
paises para hacer ejercicios conjuntos en
nuestra tierra y nuestro mar!".

La unica industria que podria desarollarse
en Vieques es la de la pesca ya que en las
7,000 acres a la cual estan circunscritos no
pueden desarollar la agricultura. Zenon
apunto,"Si nos destruyen la industria pes-
quera nos veremos obligados a aboandonar
la isla. Esto es lo que ellos quieren que le

dejemos la isla entera."
Los bombardeos han destruido los

arecifes, centro de procreacion de la vida
marina. El mero viajar de los borcos pro
nuestras aguas resulta danino para la vida
maritima. Explico que ellos pescan con
nasas las cuales amarran con sogas, con
partir la soga y desamarrar tan solo una
nasa representa una perdida de 4 a 5 mil
libras de pescado en un ano ya que los
peces mueren atrapados en las nasas. La
marina ademas he restringido la pesca a
ciertas areas, dias y horas. Tambien men-
ciono que se esta investigando el posible

envenamiento de los peces por parte de la
marina.

Los Pescadores han reacionado
fuertemente a la marina; se han organizado
y le han demostrado a la marina que no
tomaran mas restricciones.
En el 1978 la marina intento restringir las

aguas por 27 dias para unos ejercicios
especiales en las cuales irian a participar
varias naciones. La Asociacion de
Pescadores logro interrumpir los ejercicios
confrontando las enbarcaciones del ejercito
con botes de 16 a 20 pies. Anadio Zenon "

desde entonces los hemos parado 17 vece's
y asi lo haremos hasta que se vayan de
nuestra isla!"

Carlos ademas expreso su preocupacion
hacia la politica extrangera de los Estados
Unidos diciendo," Nuestra lucha ha de con-
tinuar por el futuro de nuestras familias
pero igualmente importante nuestra luch
solidaria con nuestros hermanos
latinoamericanos.' Abundo diciendo que
muchos asaltos a paises latinoamericanos
fueron lanzados desde Vieques. Anadio,
"Hemos notado ejercicios muy peculiares
ultimamente y sabemos que se esta
preparando la marina para intervenir en uno
de nuestros paises hermanos. Nosotros
vamos a intervenir e interrumpir sus inten-
tos!"

La conferencia brindada por Carlos
Zenon fue una experiencia sumamente
educativa. Su exposicion dio un recuento
historico profundo de la lucha de los Vie-
quenses para y con la marina. Enfatizo el
crecimiento de esta lucha tanto en la Isla
Nena como en Puerto Rico, los Estados
Unidos y otros paises solidarios. Durante el
mes de marzo Carlos Zenon expondra
nuevamente el issue ante el Comite de
Descolonizacion de las Naciones Unidas.
Desafortunadamente muy pocas per-

sonas atendieron esta actividad, la ausencia
de la comunidad tercer mundista era
vergonzosa. Actividades de este tipo
deberian ser respaldado por todos nosotros
pues de no ser asi achantamos nuestro
crecimiento como comunidad.

According to a study conducted by the
Asociacion de Pescadores,with the help of
an enviromental agency in the U.S., it was
found that there are 600 other uninhabited
islands around the world were these
manuvers can be conducted.

Carlos went on saying that the Navy
manuevers were similar to living through a
simulation of W.W. II day by day. He
pointed out that the Navy stores live am-
munition on the Western portion of the
island and practiced its shelling on the
Eastern portion. Planes loaded with am-
munition constantly fly over the populated
area endangering the lives of the vie-
quenses. Both the fishing and agricultural
industries have been extremely affected by
the bombing practices held both on and off
shore. "Not only does the U.S. Navy prac-
tice its manuvers here but also invites other
countries to practice in combined exercises
on our land and our seas!"
The only industry which the viequenses

develop is the fishing industry being that
agricultral development js almost impossi-
ble withing the 7,000 acres of land in which
they live. Zenon says, " If our fishina in-

dustry is destroyed we will have to leave
our whole land to them, which is of course
what they would want."
Bombings have destroyed coral reefs,

the natural cribs in which fish reproduce!
Just the mere traveling of ships where fish
traps are placed can cause the lines tying
the traps together to break. The traps are
thus lost and fish trapped within die, one
lost trap represents the loss of 4-5 thousand
pounds of fish in one year. The Navy has
also restricted fishing to certain times and
certain areas off the island shore.
The Vieques fishers have reacted strong-

ly; they have organized and showed the
U.S. Navy they won't take no for an
answer.

In 1978 the Navy wanted to restrict the
waters for 27 days for manuever purposes,
many countries were invited to participate!
The Asociacion de Pescadores stopped the
huge boats from practicing, facing them
with their 16 to 20 feet boats. He said, " We
have stopped them 17 times since then and
we will continue to do so until they leave."
Carlos also expressed his concern towards

U.S. foreign policy by saying, " Our strug-

gle will continue for our families future, our
socio-economic future and equally impor-
tant, for our Latin American brother coun-
tries." He abounded on the statement say-
ing that many attacks on other Latin
American countries were staged based in
Vieques and he added, "we have noticed
very strange manuevers of aircraft carriers,
the U.S. is definitely preparing to invade
one of our brother countries. We will in-
tervene and interrupt their attempts!"
The conference offered by Carlos Zenon,

was a very educational experience. His ex-
position gave a thorough historical over-
view of Vieques and how the struggle to
withdraw the Navy has grown both on the
island of Vieques, in Puerto Rico and
throughout the United States. During
March of this upcoming year Carlos Zenon
will again bring the issue before the United
Nations' decolonization Committee. Unfor-
tunately the conference had an extremely
poor attendance; the absence of the Third
VVorld community at the activity was surely
disheartening. Activities of this sort should
be backed by us and in not doing so ou
process of growth is being delayed.

Reprinted from Latin America Weekly Report,

Reagan fails to stem the tide

'the Reagan administration... will move
rapidly to reverse a feeling of utter
helplessness with repect to Fidel Castro's
Soviet directed, afmed and financed
marauders in ... Centeral America,
specifically in Nicaragua, El Salvador, and
Guatemala.' So said Richard Allen,
suspended National Security Adviser to
Presidente Ronald Reagan, speaking
during the 1980 election campaign.
Notwithstanding his bold words, it is now
ten months since Reagan moved into the
White House, and the deterioration of the
situation in Central America, seen from
Washington's point of view, has actually
accelerated. The war in El Salvador is

being lost, there is no clear road to reverse
the revolution in Nicaragua, and Guatemala
looks far from secure. Worst of all, the
Reagan administration has failed to reach
an understanding with either Mexico or

Venezuela on what steps might betaken to

resolve the regional crisis.

In criticising the military options which
are clearly so attractive to the State

Department generals, opponents of the
Reagan administration sonnetimes seem to
underestinnate the scope of the problem
facing Washington. In the first place, by
defining the problems of Central America
as being part of a wider conflict with the
Soviet Union, Washington has ensured
that a failure to re establish its control of
the region would be seen as a victory for

Moscow.
This problem did not begin with the

Reagan presidency. Robert Pastor was
accustomed to discuss Central America in

these terms during Carter's reign, and the
Alliance for Progress was sold to the United
States public as a defense against com-
munism. The Linowitz Report, born during
the Nixon years and influential in shaping
Carter's thinking on Latina America, was
one of the few high level attempts to break
with Cold War stereotypes in United States
policy towards Latin America.
At the same time, very few Latin

American nations have ever shared
Washington's vision. Some of the

southern cone governments claim to be
engaged in the 'third world war', with
atheistic Soviet communism as the
declared enemy, but Argentina, by far the
most important country in the southern
cone, has dedicated as much effort to
building closer commercial and technical
relations with the Soviet Union.
Without denying that their revolutionary

enemies are supported, both ideologicaly
and materially, by Cuba and other socialist,
countries, very few Latin American rulers
would seriously argue that these foreign
incluences were the prime movers of social
upheaval and political turbulence in Latin
America. The ebb and flow of revolution in
Latin Anr>erica is a far more complex matter
than that. It is not yet fully clear why the
Nicaraguan revolution happened when it

did, nor why urban movements held centre
stage in the early 1970s.

Thi inability of Washington to achieve a
unity of diagnosis

, and therefore strategy

,

with its allies . is critical to any analysis of
Its deteriorating position. By pulling all the

; "ttrings available
, Washington could

possibly secure a favourable vote in the
organization of American States to endorse
Its increasingly hard line against Cuba and
Nicaragua. But is equally clear that any
direct military intervention

, either by the
United States akme or by an inter-
Anr>erican force, would be condemned by
Brazil

, Mexico and Venezuela. It is hard to
imagine even Reagan defying such a
weighty coalition of negative opinions .

Argentina would probably support the
exercise of a military option , but the
support of Buenos Aires might turn out to
be a dubious asset or even a liability

, given
the disarray of the Argentine military
regime.

Over the past ten months . the ad-
ministration's best efforts have been
dedicated to securing international support
,
in Europe as weH as in Latin America , for

Its proposed initiatives in Central Americf
Resistance in Latin America has not beer
based on sympathy for the Cubans or the
Sandinistas so much as on doubts as to

continued nnpnge !f

Navidad en Puerto Rico
Debra Sicilia

La tradicion puertorriquena esta muy
arraigada en los valores religiosos, siendo la

navidad una de las manifestaciones mas
grandes de esto en la isla. Nuestra tem
poraea de Pascuas comienza temprano en
el mes de diciembre y se extiende hasta el

dia 14 de enero cuandoacaban las
Octavitas. Las celebraciones son marcadas
con las "parrandas". En las parrandas
grupos de personas van con sus in-

strumentos a llevarle musica a sus
amistades y familiares a las altas horas de la

madrugada. En las casas donde llegan se
les invita a comer y tomar mientras que
todos disfrutan de la musica y el baile.

En Noche Buena es costumbre ir a la

"Misa de Gallo" a las 12:00 de la noche a
celebrar el nacimiento del nino Jesus. El dia
de Navidad se caracteriza por las grandes
fiestas familiares. El dia mas importante de
la navidad fue el dia de Reyes; la esencia de
esta festividad se basa en la historia biblica
de los Tres Reyes Magos. Segun la biblia
los tres reyes llegaron guiados por la

estrella de Belen al donde se encontraba el
recien nacido Jesus, trayendole oro, mirra

y miel. Tradicionalmente en la vispera de
Reyes los ninos(as) ponian cajas de yerba
debajo de la cama para que los camellos de
los reyes comiesen. Los ninos(as) en
cambio esperan que los reyes les deje algan
regalo en su lugar.

Desafortunadamente en las ultimas
decadas la figura de Santa Claus le ha
declarado guerra fria a los Tres Reyes
Magos en la isla. Claro esta, este fenomeno
tiene sus motivos politicos y economicos.
El proceso de la colonizacion ha consumido
bastante de nuestros valores tanto
religiosos como culturales, un proceso que
nos viene consumiendo desde la invasion
norteamericana en nuestra isla en el 1898.
La figura de Santa Claus resulta in

creiblemente absurda en nuestra isla

tropical. Los venados y los trineos, la nieve

y las chimeneas no acoplan c on nuestro

medio ambiente; sin embargo, la

propaganda con la cual se nos ha bom
bardeado ha logrado de sobre manera
manchar nuestra tradicion. En el proceso
tambien se le ha creado un gran conflicto
de identidad al nino(a) puertorriqueno con
el dilema de Santa Claus vs. Los Tres
Reyes.

Resulta dificil mantener nuestros valores si

desde temprana edad nuestros ninos(as)
son expuestos a libros de texto cargados de
valores culturales norteamericanos, si el
gobierno de la isla respalda estos valores
impuestos, y el sistema educativo y
comercial lo refuerza cada dia mas. A
nuestros hijos los mandan en un viaje
fantasioso de la Blanca Navidad desde la
cuna.

Los efectos sociales de ese 'Gordo Pipon'
tienen efectos graves tambien en el pais.
No solo se sienten en terminos culturales
sino tambien en los socio economico. La
prensa y las comunicaciones nos acaparan
desde octubre explotando a toda cuesta los
dos dias festivos de consumismo nacional
(Navidad y Reyes). Muchas familias en un
vano intento de contrarestar la dicotomia
de Santa vs. Los Reyes se ven com
prometidos a regalar en ambos dias. La
secillez de los 'enganitos " navidenos ha
sido apoderado por la ola consumista que
proviene de los Estados Unidos afectando
profundamente los escasos recursos de la

familia promedio puertorriquena. Este
consumismo deja sus huellas en la unidad
familiar ya que en vez de proveer paz y
alegria la fiesta se torna en duedas
La sencillez de nuestras Pascuas, nuestra

cultura y nuestro bolsillo se estan desin-
tegrado cada ano mas y mas. Podemos
darles gracias a las grandes corporaciones
norteamericanas por su respaldo en este
proceso, como tambien al gobierno en la
isla, la cual no toma orgullo en la sencillez
de la navidad puertorriquena.

Christmas in Puerto Rico
t I

I

continued from pajje I WOMEN IN STRUGGLE

by Debra Sicilia

Puerto Rican tradition adheres to very
religious values, being Christmas a
stronghold of the faith on the island. The
Christmas season in Puerto Rico is a long
and happy celebration beginning in
December and lasting throughout January
the 14th. The celebrations are hallmarked
by "Parrandas ". In parrandas friends and
relatives gather with their instruments and
surprise different households by bringing
folk songs of both religious and joyful ex-
pression. At the different stops they make
they are invited to have drink and food
whilethe hosts enjoy their music.
On Christmas Eve many attend "Misa del

Gallo" (a midnight mass) in celebration of
the birth of Jesus. Christmas day is
charactenzed by large family gatherings.
The most important day of the holiday
season was "Three Kings Day", celebrated
on January 6th. This tradition is based

upon the biblical account of the gifts
bestowed upon Jesus by the 3 kings who
followed the star of Bethlehem until finding
the stable where the child was born. It was
on this day when Puerto Rican children
received their Christmas gifts. Traditionallv
on the eve of this celebration, chiktren
place boxes of hay under their beds hop-
ingthat when they awake they will find gifts
left behind by the kings in exchange of the
grass which was to be eaten by the camels
on which the kings traveled.

Unfortunately in the past decades the
banta Claus figure has pledged a battle
with the Three Kings on the island. Of
course this phenomenon has its political
and economic reasons. The colonization
process has taken its toll on our cultural and
religiuos values, a tough tug of war com-
mencing with the colonization of our island
by the United States in 1898.
The Santa Claus figure is obviously

awkward for our subtropical island
Reindeers and chimneys, sleds and snow
do not become our sunny climate yet. the
propaganda inflicted upon our country has
managed to mar out tradition and at the
same time produce and incredible conflict
upon Puerto Rican children.
How can we maintain our spiritual values

of January 6th celebration when our
childrens text books are all loaded with "all
American values". Our children are wrap-
ped up in the Santa fantasy since
kindergarden. The social effects of Santa
are also felt outrageously, not only in our
hearts but in our pockets. In an effort to
avoid childres confusion parents are com-
pelled to give gifts both on Xmas and Three
Kings Day. Many families have followed the
U.S. trend of the capitalist celebration
(keeping up with the Jones) placing incredi-
ble and economic burden upon the Puerto
Rican family. This of course causes the in-
dulgence of huge debts during the season,
a very high cause of stress within the family
uriit. Of course it also has its effect on the
cnme rates during the season, tension is
very high strung.
The simplicity of our holiday celebration

with special thanks to U.S. corporations
has turned our joyful songs into bills, taken
Its toll on the peace and joy of the familty
unit and, our precious cultural values.

struggling for human rights, but we must
recognize that some rights are more basic
than others. What we must determine is
the connection between these two women.
First, women everywhere are subject to

some level of exploitation based on sex.
Whether in Northampton or Puerto Rico,
control over our lives has been taken by
others, to one extent or another. The fact
that over one third of women of child-
bearing age in Puerto Rico have been
sterilized is a concrete example of
genocide; the fact that poor women in
Northampton do not have access to free
and safe abortions is although different,
another concrete example of how womeri
do not have control over their own lives,
their own bodies. Control over our owri
lives also means th right to choose our
sexual preference without having to suffer
for our choice.

Exploitation based on sex, or sexism, has
many manifestations in different cultures.
And although we may often hear derisive
-omments from North Americans about
"machismo," in many ways it is no better
here. Machismo may exist in more virulent
forms in some of our own communities
here than in some parts of Latin America.

:
,

Here, it may mean that we as workers have
:ra double burden: a full day of work as well

as a full load of housework and childcaring
-when we return from the. workplace. In
Nicaragua, it may mean that a woman who
wants to participate in the liberation and
transformation of her nation is prohibited
from doing so by her husband. In both
cases, women's sexuality is being used as a
basis for oppression. The fact that women
everywhere are subjected to sexism and
our response to it are other bonds we as
women sha.'s.

We must also share an understanding of
class. When we speak of women in

struggle, we refer not to the wives and
daughters of the elite, but to the most
exploited sectors of society poor and
working class women. We must realize.

Nevertheless, that the woman's liberatiori

movement in both the United States and
LatinAmerica was begun generally by
middle class women who were reacting to
unequal conditions in the workplace. The
more radical off shoots of the movement
here have attempted to come to grips with
the issues of poor and Third World women

as well, some with more success than
others. On the other hand, the women's
liberation movement in Latin American has
generally been more responsive to the
issues of poverty, probably because class
divisions are so much sharper in most
South American countries and sexism is
more readily apparent. However, both in
Latin American countries and in the United
States, many poor and working class
women have viewed the women's
movement with suspicion because the
issues they articulated were not always the
issues that poor women faced on a daily
basis. An understanding of the issue of
class interests as they relate to oppression
of women is another connection we must
therefore make. Fighting for a seat of the
Board of Directors of Exxon cannot be our
struggle. Our struggle for the liberation of
women must be a broad-based struggle
based on real liberation. As r.^arta Lamas, a
journalist and member of the Movement for
the liberation of Women in Mexico, has
said, "The name 'women's liberation
movement' dpes not imfjly^ that it seeks
only to liberate :womei^"|of tifat; women
must oppose themselves to men, but that
they must start with their own interests
uniting with all other oppressed sectors
which are also seeking a revolutionary
c qe for all.'

The issue of race is another dimension we
must understand if we are to make con
nections between women here and women
in Central America. If we understand that
women of color are the most impoverished,
the most exploited sector of women, theri
we begin to understand how we as women
are manipulated and divided by the in-
ternational ruling class. Generally speaking
the lighter the skin, the less apparent the
accent, the closer we come to the ideal of a
European women, the more we get to
share in the privileges of a society. Even if

we get only crumbs, those crumbs are
often enough to keep us scrambling
competing, and hating one another. No
matter what society we care to look at
darker skinned peoples are usually at the
bottom. If we fail to see racism as one of
the primary forces of exploitation in the
world,our concern with women's issues
will be incomplete, as well as racist.
Clearly there are qualitative differences in

g

contimwd from page 2

wether United States military intervention
would achieve its stated goals. One might
add to this an instinct for self preservation
which is unwilling to see the United States
return to its earlier ptactice of sending in
the marines on the slightest pretext

, and a

^
sense that supporting the United States in

I

any such initiative might be fatally costly in

I

political terms. To give an example of this

I
last point

, Venezuelan support for US
f intervention in El Salvador could cost Copei

I

the next presidential election.
I Washington's best hope of reversing the
!

trend in Central America
, and of swinging

Its allies behind its efforts , could be a multi-
billion dollar foreign aid package

, coor
dinated by the multilateral lending agencies
m Washington. But this seem to be ruled
out on ideological grounds. Even if it did
not contradict every political sermon
preached by president Reagan over the
past ten years

, it would be hard to sell to
the US electorate

, or at least to that part of
It that voted for Reagan in 1980.

Millions of his supporters not unnaturally
believe what they have been told

, that
the^e are military solutions to the political
problems in Latin Amenca. These are the
same people who wanted Carter to 'nuke
Iran They may not be well represented on
the Council, for Fp/eigri. Relations, but their
pressure ^stimulated Carter to sen the ill

fated expedition to attempt to rescue the
hostages in Teheran

, and they certainly did
not elect Reagan to organize a new
giveaway programme in Latin America.
Although Reagan has blithely discarded

his campaign promise to balance the
budget he is likely to find pressure
growing to take decisive action in Central
America. From where we sit it seems
unlikely that the current cycle of elections

m Honduras, Guatemala, Costa Rica and El
Salvador will alter the fundamental balance
of forces in the region. Washington is still
facing three basic options:

1 'Things can be allowed to take their
course without any major new initiative
This IS likely to be extremely costly in
political terms (for Washington and allies in
the region;, as political instability and civil
war spread southwards and northwards
from their present focus in Central
America.

2/The United States, either alone or with
other Latin American countries

, takes a
major military initiative to contain the
conflict in Latin America

, and to reverse
gams made by the left in Cuba , Nicaragua
and Grenada.

3>the US culd negotiate a new political
settlement in the region which would
accomodate Cuba and Nicaragua and
would open the way for new gains by the
left elsewhere in Central America .

If we are right in identifyingthese as the
only options

, it is easy to see why they are
viewed without enthusiasm in Washington
,
and why the tiny countries of Central

America are taking up so much of the
administration's time. In a free vote the
US would vote for the second option ,'and
has teetered on the brink of moving in that
direction

. Most Latin American countries
would vote for the third. This has produced
a stalemate

, which has meant that events
have been allowed to run their course
Secretary of state Haig has recognised that
such a stalemate in El Salvador would
eventually be fatal to United States in-
terests. The same ,( with the exemption of
Nicaragua and Cuba ) , might be said of the
rest of Central America

, and ultimately of
the whole of Latin America,a..... _ -•" v-rv-ic ui cieciiuns me wnoie 01 Latin Amprira

our ODoression Within fho I ir,i»„^ c..,.„_
"""MiiiiiiiiBour oppression. Within the United States,

professional women, although they may
suffer sexual harassment on the job, do not
feel the burden of exploitation in the same
way that factory workers do. This
qualitative difference becomes even
sharper when we compare our situation in

the United States to that of our sisters in

Central America. Surely there is a profound
difference between women there who
.Jtruggle daily with death and women here

who cannot afford decent housing. One is

struggling for survival, the other for basic
human rights. It's important to keep these
distinctions in mind; from our relatively
comfortable homes with relatively plentiful
goods and services, we cannot always
con;»pare ourselves to our counterparts in
Central America.

§So far, we we've focused on some ways
in which our struggle as women is different
from and similar to the oppression of
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Sabotage and Invasion
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It was perhaps an unlikely setting
Malawi, whose government is the only one
in Africa to maintain diplomatic relations
with South Afnca. And the South African
representative was invited along with the
rest of the diplonatic community to attend
vthe opening ceremonies. But when the
November 79 20 ministerial meeting of the
bvuthern African Development Coor
dinating Conference (SADCC) got down to
busWss, the South Africans came under
heavV f'fe.

The Vhite government is trying to "drive a
wedge of dependence through southern
Africa l^y sabatoge and invasion, ' the
conference chairman, Botswana s Finance
Minister Peter Mmusi, charged. And all

nine governments joined in a communique
accusing South Africa of trying to
destabilize their region.

Conference participants were angered by
a whole series of actions this year,
beginning with the January raid by South
African commandoes into Mozambique,
the large August invasion of Angola, and
recent attacks on a pipeline, rail and harbor
facilities in Mozambique that most SADCC
memberswant to use to ease their trade
problems.

SADCC was established last year to
stimulate regional cooperation and
decrease member state s dependence on
the economic giant of the area South
Africa. As reflected in Mmusi's remarks,
SADCC governments see economic as well
as political motives in Pretoria's recent
actions.

5ix of the SADCC nine are landlocked,
and during the colonial era most of their
trade was directed southward. But since
independence, each of these states has
tried to diversify by using east-west routes
that do not pass through South Africa.
Botswana, Swaziland, Zibabwe, Malawi,
and Zambia, for example, are using ports in

Mozambique, and to a lesser extent

Tanzania. Zambia's plans to ship some of
Its copper through Angola have been
stymied by continued fighting in southern
Angola. (The ninth SADCC mamber,
Lesotho, IS completely surrounded by
South Africa.)

Delays in oil shipments from South Afnca
have recently forced the Zimbabwe
government to impose rationing. Partly

because of this vulnerability, Zimbabwe
had been moving ahead with plans to
import a signifigant portion of its oil

through a pipeline from Beira, Mozam
bique one that lay idle during most of the
time that Rhodesia was subject to in

ternational sanctions.

But the pipeline, which had been
scheduled to reopen in December, was
heavily damaged by an explosion on a road
bridge over the Pungwe River in late

October. The explosion is one of a series of

atta»;ks on road and rail links by the anti

government NRM (Mozambique National
Resistance), Mozambique says has ex
tensive South African backing.

A 200 yard section of pipe was torn from
its mountings on the bridge and left

suspended across the water, according to

Lonrho, the London based corporation that
owns the pipeline. Repairs are not expected
to be completed until January at the
earliest.

A few days before the bridge attack
Mozambique forces killed at Teast one white
man who was amoung a group of six

persons attempting to mine the Beira
Umtali railway, which carries a substantial

portion of Zimbabwe's trade.

White Portuguese are involved in the
NRM, but the discovery of a Portuguese
English phrasebook, English language
notes, and manuals and books from South
Affrica in the dead man's possession are
cited as evidence he came from South
Africa, correspondent Joseph Hanlon
reports.

,

A Mozambiquan patrol came across the

group at Doeroi, 90 miles west of Beira and
half way between Beira and Umtali. The
Mozambicans fired a bazooka, blowing up
four men, three black and one white.

According to Comandante Estevao
Nhaveni, who led the attack, remains near
the scene suggest that one or two ad
ditional white man were killed.

Mozambque says South Africa trains the
NRM at a camp near Phalabora in the
Transvaal Province, and that it regularly

ferries supplies to the insurgent bands in

central Mozambique. But this is the first

time Mozambique has actually claimed that

South African specialists are working with
the resistance, Hanlon says.

In another blow to the region's transport

network, all the marker bouys leading into

the port at Beira were blown up last month.
NRM spokesman Evo Fernandes in Lisbon
said the buoys were destroyed to hamper
use of the port.

Prior to these attacks in Mozambique,
Zimbabwe's political and business leaders
were suggesting that their country was
coming under seige. Prime Minister Robert
Mugabe accused South Africa of

"destabilizing his economy. " And Zim
babwe Chamber of Commerce Chairman
Abner Botsh said trade from South Africa

has become subject to "obstacles we don't

understand."

Eddie Cross, general manager of Zim
babwe's Dairy Marketing Board, told the
Financiai Mail: "I beleive that South Africa
has consciously dedided that it would not
be in its long term interests have stable,

prosperous neighbors. In my discussions
with senior officials of the South African
Department of Foreign Affairs, my view
was virtually confirmed."

Addressing these charges in Parliament in-

September, South African Minister of
Foreign Affairs Roelof Botha deplored "the

drift toward confrontation and con-

flagration in southern Africa." More '«

recently, as the alternate routes to the sea-.IJL
in Mozambique have come under attack —
some of the bottlenecks experienced earlier--—
by Zimbawe have been corrected. South
African Railways, for example, which had
withdrawn 25 locomotives from loan to
Zimbabwe causing a tremendous shotage,
has reportedly re loaned 26 engines. And
agricultural and mining shipments are
reportedly more rapidly.

Transport problems continue to plague
Angola as well. The capital and principal

port, Luanda, has reportedly been suffering
from massive congestion 50 ships were
said to be waiting to offload last month.
But as the Angoalan news agency reported
on the sixth anniversary of independence
November 1 1, the country's major difficulty

remains the war with South Africa.

According to the report, the large scale
attack launched August 23 caused major
disruptions, cost millions of dollars in

damages and took hundreds of lives.

The agency claims South Africa still

controls all Angolan territory between the
'

Cunene River and the Namibian border (an
estimated 3 of Angola's total land area)
The dissident Angolan movement UN ITA
has moved into the area, the agency says,
strengthening its position for additional
attacks on strategic transport facilities in '

the central region. ttt:-:

London Financial Times estimates that
Angola is spending half of its foreign ex

~

change on defense, including purchases of

armaments and payments for Cuban,
Soviet, and East German military personnel
stationed in the country, for the first time
earlier this month, an Angolan MIG 21 was
shot down by South African Air Force
fighters. Two Mirage jets flying some 120
miles from the Namibian border fired on the
Cuban piloted Angolan plane.

reprinted from Africa News

BYF.H.G.

Each person is an unique individual
What we are today is e melting pot of our
past experiences, including how and where
we grew up. From the day we entered this
world, our parents taught us the distinction
between right and wrong. They gave us a
set of principles and morals to live by. Our
life style and decisions are shaped around
these cultural traditions. When someone
who has grown up in one set of standard is

put into a completely new one, they have
to adapt and adjust. This person who in
corporates two cultural backgrounds in his
life is called bi cultural.

I found myself in such a situation at the
aqe of twelve, when my family inimigrated

Being Tri- Cultural
from Hong Kong ,o Boston,
Massachusetts. Since adaptability is part of
the human nature, I was not aware of any
noticeable changes that took place fn me
The asset that I acquired by living in a
prominently all white neighborhood had
helped me to become fluent in english in a
short period of time. My next natural step
odf adjustment was to be "normal "

Normal m the sense of making the
American standard mine for example a
single house with a parking garage, open
minded parents, a way of life centering
around "me". I was satisfied with my
progress.

^After one year, I was promoted to middle

school in another neighborhood, where I

made some Chinese friends. Their interest
111 Chinese literature and concern for fellow
Chin«e -stQdents had influenced me to do
the same. There, I found a special enrich
ment and satisfaction.

As I continued to be placed in various
environments, from high school and
college, I found myself adapting and
readapting to both cultures. I made much
effort in drawing a line between the two
and decided upon one. I only found that
the fine line overlapped. My looks didn't
make me more Chinese, nor did my
American passport andtizenship more
American Frustration was all I found.

Along this road of struggle, I was also ~«-
confronted with all the question of which^-^—
are asked by every individual regardless of -*^
their cultural background. After a^gfTes O l !"«li>

highly intellectual investigations, I found
-""

my Identity I am a Christian (this term3WL
would need another paper to be properly -r-
defined.). ^

This Identity have gone though much ,.

more stages than the other two and ?«
withstood all trials. This satisfaction has •

prompt me to share my discovery to those
in the same struggle. I am a Chinese. .,^;1
American Christian !

-,.^~

Prisons instead of Colleges for Blacks

State Aid to South Africa

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
has $131 million of our tax monies invested
in US banks and corporations in South
Africa. In some cases these dollars are go-
ing to the same companies which have shut
down here, while expanding over there.
The money is invested through the state

pension system funds set aside to pay state
teachers and employees their pensions
when they retire. Many of these workers
firmly oppose their pension funds being us-
ed to support a country whose official
government policy is based on a flagrant
system of racist laws. These laws are
designed to deny 22 million Africans the
most elementary forms of human rights.
South Africa may seem far away, but many
of the same US companies which practice
racism in South Africa discriminate against
workers of color at home. And the very ex-
istence of the South African state provides
encouragement to the KKK and other
groups which promote racist violence in the
US.
Senate Bill 2319 would require the pen-

sion system to take this money out of com-
panies and banks in South Africa and invest
it elsewhere-if possible, here in
Massachusetts to provide jobs and home
mortgages.
The money in the Mass. State Pension

Fund comes from deductions from the pay-
checks of all public school teachers and
state employees and from the state
treasury. The fund's value as of December
1980 was $1.3 billion. At present the
teachers and workers participating in the
fund have no say in how their money is in-
vested.

The pension fund has $130.8 million in in-
vestments tied to South Africa. This in-
cludes investments in the bonds of such
firms as Exxon, Dow Chemical, and Union
Carbide which have extensive facilities in
South Africa. It also includes ownership of
stocks and bonds of banks such as Bank of
America and The First National Bank of
Boston which have made loans to the
South African government and to pricate
companies doing business in South Africa.

Senate Bill 2319 requires that state pen-
sion funds be divested from South Africa
by January 1, 1982. It calls for the proceeds
from this divestment to be reinvested as
much as possible in companies doing
business in Massachusetts
South Africa has been universally con-

demned for its system of race rule. Black
people in South Africa have no political
rights. The white minority of 4.2 million
people controls over 87 percent of the land,
leaving 13 percent for the 18.6 million black
majority. Black people are allowed into the
white areas only to work. They must carry
passes at all times. Black workers are paid
an average of 1/8 of what whites are paid.
Nearly V4 of black children die before their
first birthday.

Opposition to white rule has been brutal-
ly suppressed. Half of all executions taking
place int the Western world last year tooki
place in one country-South Africa. During
the Soweto uprising in 1976, over a thou-
sand people- most of them school children,
were killed by the police.
The products of foreign investment in

South Africa-oil, vehicles, computers-
sutain the racist system there. Former
Prime Minister John Vorster has said,
"Each trade agreement,each bank loan,
each new investment is another brick in the
wall of our continued existence."
Numerous black leaders in South Africa in-
cluding nobel laureate Albert Luthuli, Steve
Biko, Bishop Desmond Tutu arid the
leaders of the South African freedom
nr>ovements have called for divestment.
Before it was banned by the South African
government, the Black People's Conven-
tion of South African stated that, "We call
upon foreign investors to -disengage
themselves from this white-controlled ex-
ploitative system. " Among the American
organizations which have answered this call
are UMass, Hampshire Callege, the United
Auto Workers, the United Electrical
Workers, the National Council of Churches,
the Methodist Church and the City of Cam-"
bridge.

Massachusetts workers are being in-
creasingly threathened by "runaway
shops" -firms which leave the state to take
advantage of the low wages and anti-union
climates places like South Africa. Goodyear
(New Bedford), Westinghouse (Spr-
ingfield) and American Can (Needham) are
just three examples of companies which
closed plants in Massachusetts since 1970,
and all have operations in South Africa!
Senate Bill 2319 is directed at stopping
"runnaway shops". It calls for the reinvest-
mant in Massachusetts of the money
withdrawn from corporations in So. Afnca.

In addition, the very existence of the

Build Coalition to Oppose Reagonomics

As the economic realities posed by the
Reagan cutbacks reach the Afro American
community, some Chicago based Afro
American organizations are mapping
stiategies of counteraction. Recently in

Chicago's Operation Push headquarters, a
meeting was conducted with the intent of
formulating a plan of action to utilize the

- consumer strength that the Afro American
community has always enjoyed.
The idea is to rely on the effective

strategy of the '60's in the form of boycott
to force greater consideration from the
many large corporations and businesses
that recognize the impact that lost revenue
from the Afro Amencan community might
create.

Operation Push President the Rev. Jesse
M. Jackson is quoted as having said the
focus on the private sector is overdue, "no
matter who is in the White House."
Principally this is due to the fact the Afro
American community does not get
adequate return for some '140 million
annual expenditures on consumer products
and services.

'

A strategy was developed from the six
hour confab which would express itself

initially at the beverage industry. The
"economic attack" on an overall im
plementation will address the corporations
in the 50 largest consumer markets.

There the Afro American contributions
in consumer sales represent signifigant
profit margins for these corporations.
These areas are where 68 . of the almost 27
million total Afro American populations

reside.

After the thrust at the beverage industry,
starting with Pepsi and 7 up, th focus is to
move to the food, automobile, travel and
clothing industries.

Participants in this planning and for
mulating session included Congressional
Black Caucus member Con Walter
Fauntroy, Maryland State Representative
Clarence Mitchell, chairman of the National
Association of Black State Legislators;
attorney Arnette Hubbard, National Bar
Association President; Calvin Rolark,
president of the National Negro Newspaper
Publishers Association; President of the
National Association of Black Owned
Broadcasters, Andrew Langston, to name
a few.

Some of the organizations that were in

attendance were National Business
League, the National Association for Equal
Oppurtunity in Higher Education
(representing some 107 Afro American
college presidents), the National T'-ir
nneceutical Association, the Sou jrn
Christian Leadership, the Na nal
Association of Negro Women's Clubs, and
the United Church of Christ Commission
for Racial Justice.

Although the concept of the meeting was
on the idea of boycott, the participants
were careful in the exclusion of the term
from their rhetoric. The Rev. Jackson
indicated, "We don't beleive in boycotts,
they're illegal we withdraw our en'
thusiasm. "

The fact that it cost more to jail a Black
youth then send him to Princeton has long
been known. Equally familiar is the fact
that the flames of unemployment fanned
by Reagonomics will be sending more
Black youth behind bars. Everyday more
and more Blacks are consigned to a life in
prison that rivals Dante's Inferno for
degredation.

Already Blacks are dispropotionately on
Death Row. Though 11 percent of the US
population is Black, a staggering 40 percent
of the inmates on Death Row are Black.

Blacks who kill whites are far more likely
to be sentenced to death than other racial
combinations of murderer and victim. It is

estimated that 60 percent of the victims of
homicide is this country are Black, yet over
60 percent of the peopole who are sen
fenced to death had white victims.
Blacks are disproportionately located in

the Deep South and not surprisingly, this is

where the largest number of Death Row
inamtes are located. Florida, Texas,
Georgia and Alabama le;>d the country \t\

this grisly category. 75 percent of those on
Death Row are in the Deep South.
Yhe small minds that run this country fully

intend to continue their policy of jailing
Blacks. The planned conversion of the
dormitories used for athletes at the 1968
Lake Placid (N.Y.) Winter Olympics into
prison facilites that will mostly house
Blacks speaks volumes.

Striking is the fact that the value con-

tracts awarded annually for construction,
expansion and renovation of jails and
prisons increased 60 percent during the last
ten years, from $73.9 million in 1970 to $529
million in 1979. Indicative is that 370 jails
are beingbuilt or expanded right now and
you can expect more Black faces staring
out from behind bars.

Though police authorities act like
Sherlock Holmes when it comes to tracking
down Blacks, they revert to Rip Van Winkle
when it comes to arresting racist whites.
Thus emboldened, the KKK, the Nazis

and their ilk have decided to go in-
ternational. There have been sharp in
creases in ami Black activites on U.S
Military bases in West Germany, according
to a study conducted by Sgt. First Class
James Tarver of Philadelpia.
Groups active on Military bases include

the Ku Klux Klan, the white Gestapo, the
white Activist Militant Society. Tarver
warned the U.S. Army VII Corps of these
group's activites in detail but their response
has been silence, in orie case they reported
a cross burning as "destruction of
government property."
More ominous was the involvement of

the Klan in an attempt to overthrow the
government of the Black Island in the
Carribean, Dominica. After setting up a
puppet government there they intended to
move next against the neighboring Black
Island of Grenada.

reprint from The Chicago Defender

The Korean Community In N.Y.
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South Afncan system lends support and
encouragement to racist hate groups such
as the KKK and the South Boston Mar-
shalls. Such groups breed violence and
create an atmosphere of fear which affects
all of us.

Call or write to your state representative
and senator to ask them to vote for the bill
For futher information contact : Mary Ann
SS^^oX 253 5893 or Dough McCrae
256-0637.

it

Black Unemployment

Rate Soars

The suffering and hardship of Blacks and
other minorites apparenlty will continue as
employment levels for these groups as a
whole, rose from 15.1 percent in Sep
tember to 15.5 percent for the month of
October, a post World War II record.
The rate of unemployment among Black

teenagers shot up from 37.5 to 42.9 per-
cent, according to information released by
the U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of
Labour Statistics §For white workers, the
October unemployment rate was 6.9
percent of the previous month
Information on Black and other workers

report the October unemployment rate for
adult men was 13.3 percent, compared to
13.0 for the previous month. For Black
adult women, the rate was 13.3 percent
compared to 13.7 percent in September.
Most of the increase in joblessness was

among workers who left their jobs and
people who had previously worked, then
left the job market and who were looking
for jobs, the BSL said.

The last time the overall jobless rate was
eight percent was in December of 1975,
when it reached 8.2 percent. The post war
unemployment peak of 9 percent occurred
in May 1975.

During the 1980 recession, the rate topped
7.6 percent before it began falling.

Total employment was unchanged during
October at 98.2 million.

Over the past three months, employment
in the steel industries has dropped by about
35,00 jobs, according to U.S. labor of
ficials. Jobs in the auto industry have
declined at about 80,000. In the lumber and
wood products industry, jobs fell by about
40,000; and state and local government
suffered losses of about 160,000 jobs.
The construction industry also has been

hard hit over the past year, down by
130,000 jobs.

reprinted from Afro American

Review of

"Body and Soid"
by Donna Davis . _

"Body and Soul", starring Leon and
Jayne Kennedy is a film that depicts the
destructiveness of the professional fighting
industry. The only problem with the movie
is that the plot and even the dialogue are
hoplessly predictable. Throughout the pro-
duction it was possible to second guess the
proceeding events and be correct nine and
a half times out of ten.

Leon Kennedy plays an amateur boxer
who goes pro to earn money for his
adorable kid sister who has sickle cell
anemia. Jayne Kennedy is the lady who has
it all: beauty, brains, fame and finally Leon.
On his way up the ladder of professional
boxing he encounters disillusionment,
greed and corruption. However, he is un-
daunted in his quest for the championship
title and eventually attains it.

Unfortuneately Leon begins to alienate
the people around him. His long time buddy
feels useless and turns to drugs. He finally
freaks out is shipped away in a strait jacket.
Jayne Kennedy is disgusted with the way
her man has changed and decides to leave
him. Leon's mother pleads with him to
hang up his gloves and become a doctor,
but to no avail.

Leon's manager, who is so corrupt that
he could make the Abscam congressmen
blush, backs his former money maker into a
corner. Leon can either fight for his life or
sell himself out. He undertakes to do the
former and trains with none other than the
Greatest himself, Muhammad Ali. And of
course all the people who deserted him
return to cheer him on. The last fight scene
is a brutal and gory battle that had the
reviewer shouting, "Hit the '?!•&$ harder Leon!".

In spite of its weakpoints "Body and
Soul" is definitely a rarity. It is a film whose
main cast is black. And we as all know
these types of films are fewer and farther
between. However, "Body and Soul" lacks
just that, body and soul. Characters are left

shallow and underdeveloped and the script
writers demonstrated little imagination.

BY JIMMY WONG
On my last article of this semeter, I will

write of the Korean community situated in
Flushing, Queens (New York). According
to the latest census, there are currently
110,000 Korean people in this specific
neighborhood. Some of the inhabitants,
from this vicinity, were able to share their
experiences living in the United States.
Young Ho Kim, secretary general of the

Korean Association of New York, disclosed
a typical predicament that his people
encouter due to racial prejudism. "I know a
man who has a Ph.d. in chemistry," he
said, "he was seven years with a big
company here and was notomoted. At first

he was not sure why it was, but when he
began to see younger white men promoted
over him, he said, 'Why should I put up
with this • I'd rather work for myself.'

"

Another problem that hinders them
professionally is the language difficulties.

Most of the Korean people do not speak
english well, making their struggle that
more arduous. Sung Eun Kim, a lawyer
who now works for the Korean Community
Service Organization, spoke of this par
ticular topic. He said the reason the Korean
people have so much trouble learning this
language is due to the dissimilarities
between english and their native tongue.
The Korean people are reserved and

formal except with family and friends. So
when the Americans approached them in
such a casual way, they thought that it was
deep friendship being offered but in reality
it was their insensitivity. The disrepective
behavior greatly disturbed these innocent
individuals. The outrage they felt being
perststefttly -caHed derogative names by
strangers caused an intensification of
family tensions. One such symptoms was
an increasing number of wife and child
beatings reported. "Often a man is getting

no respect in the outside world here, " Mr.
Kim said, "He is being called 'Chariie boy",
by ignorant persons much younger than he
is, he is working at a job that is less than he
is accustomed to, that does not give him
dignity, and then his wife treats him with
no respect, this threatens him completely."

Misconceptions of the Korean culture
have also contributed to the sociological
barrier being constructed betweenjhe
Caucasians and the KoreansT Tliel
disparaging denominations such as
clannish', staodoffih' and 'moonies'are
used by the Caucasians to stereotype their -

version of what Korean person is. Sung-"
Eun Kim disclaimed these characteristics,
mainly the latter of the three, by saying that
Reverend Moon is a symbol of em-,
barrassment to most Koreans. He further
stated that most of his followers consisted
of Americans' and not Koreans. —^
The Korean people are confronting what

all Asians and other third third world are
confronting in a predominantly white
world. However, this must not discourage
us from struggling with our lives. Under the
Constitution of the United States, we are
allowed to express our ideologies and
religion. Therefore we, as members of the
third world community, must not be apart
of the silent majorities or be caught
unaware. Speak out for what's right, the
first amendment assures you the privilege,
and always keep informed so that you will
always be alert. Remember, God created all

of us equally. God does not create infurior
races, people do.

On behalf of all the members of the Asian
American Student Association, we would
like to wish the most joyous of holiday
seasons to you all.

Number of Black Elected Officials Rises

The number of Black elected officials in
the United States increased by 2.6 percent
between July 1980 and July 1981, ac
cording to the Joint Center's annual survey
of Black elected officials (BEOs). Last
year's increase was 6.6 percent.
The 1981 increases were concentrated in

a few states. This year, as last, Mississippi
had the largest net increase in number of
Black elected officials, 52. Georgia gained
43 BEOs; Illinois and Kentucky each gained
17; Ohio gained 13 and Tennessee 11
Texas had a net loss of 33 BEOs. Other
than these substantial changes, net losses
and gains around the country were
generally small.

The number of Black officials has in

creased every year since the Roster was
first published in 1970. In 1969, three years
after passage of the Voting Rights Act,
there were 1,160 BEOs in the country; as of
July 1981, there were 5,038. (Results of this
fall's election are not counted in this total.)
Blacks now hold 1 .03 percent of all elective
offices in the United States.

On the whole, blacks must still depend on
support from Black voters to win elective
office, and the geographic distribution of
BEOs still corresponds to the distribution of
the Black population. Thus, the Southern
states, which contain 53 percent of the
United States also contain 61 percent of all

Black elected officials.

At present 340 Blacks hold state level

offices; 36 hold regional offices; 465 hold
county offices; and 542 hold judicial and
law enforcement offices. By far the largest
category of BEO's remains municipal of-
ficials; this year there are 2,382, up slightly
from last year's total of 2,346. The second
largest category of BEOs is education
officials. The 1,225 Black education of-
ficials represent 25 percent of all BEOs.
As thfly have for the past decade. Black
women continue to gain offices at a greater
rate 3.4 percent -than Black men -2.4
percent. Black women make up about 20
percent of Black elected officials. They are
distributed widely both geographically and
by level of office. They are especially
concentrated in educational offices and
hold relatively few judicial and law en-
forcement offices.

ProDably the most noteworthy fact about
the rlumber and distribution of Black
elected officials is their stability. Since
1976, the rate of growth has been relatively
low, and the distribution geographically*
and by level of office has changed little.

Milton Morris, director of research at the
Joint Center, said of this year's findings,
"While the continued growth in the
number of Black elected officials is en-
couraging, its can only be a cause for
concern in view of the massive disparities
between the proportion of Blacks in the
population as a whole.

"

reprinted from the Chicago Defender
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THE STAFF OFNUMMO NEWS
WISHES ALL OF YOU

SUCCESS WITHFINAL EXAMS
AND A JOYOUS HOLIDAY SEASON
ODBYE AND SEE YOUNEXT YEAR

tj

Editor in Chief Roxana Bell

Managing Editor Donna DavLs

Business Manager Barrington

Photo by: Susan Butler

NUMMO News is presently the largest
weekly Third World newspaper in the Five-
College Area. It began in protest of the
absence of news pertaining to black people
in the Massachusetts Daily Collegian. Since
then It has expanded its coverage to include
other professed minorities and oppressed
people. But basically NUMMO exists in
order to give "the other side" of the story
In that respect NUMMO is a dynamic and
influential periodical.

Because NUMMO was begotten ' from
struggle we have to keep in mind that

I!° I?.?.n?7J!?
^^^'"9 ^^"^^ easy. In addi-

tion. NUMMO has a duty to keep abreast of
the current political climates. NUMMO
must essentially operate as a three headed
entity with an eye on campus and local
events another one on national news and a
third that surveys global activities. NUM-MO News has the dialectical responsibility
of catering to the audience at hand without
becoming totally self-centered. We must

EDITORIAL/OPINION »y

understand that this burden is not a light
one but that it must be borne and wrestled
with by current and future staff
NUMMO News staff are trained in all

phases of newspaper production, in-
cluding: reporting, writing, photography
typesetting, graphic reproduction and
layout. Let me also state that the "each one

'

teach one" philosophy is fully operative
from 5pm Friday evening to 3pm Sunday
afternoon in the Campus Center graphics
room. Obviously there is a great deal to be
gained in the area of creative development
and It would be in your best interests to
help us out. NUMMO News would also
Denefit tremendously from external input
The more minds that are used to put forth
the printed word the more impact the
newspaper will have.

Next semester NUMMO will invite in-
terested individuals to check out what we
°?J^^^ Peop'e will be shown the respon-
sibilities and duties of the various editors

Donna Davis

NUMMO would also like to feature guesi
cokimnists, the roving photographer, acommunity digest and an arts/entertain-
rnent section on a regular basis. However
these features are Contingent upon increas-ea communitv involvenwnt

We would be happy to assist in-
dividuals witn developing ideas and prepar-
ing articles for publication. As stated before
the rnore people that are down the more in-
teresting the news. In addition, increased
support means that NUMMO will have peo-
ple to constructively critcize it. This type of
criticism IS needed and will lead to a better
newspaper in terms of aesthetic appeal and
hterary content. So if you have an idea orchecked out an event that piqued your in-
terwt contact us so that your thoughts willbe transformed into a tangible product

D cTxr ^'^^^^^'^S semester NUMMO will beBETTER LOOKING AND BETTER
READING with your help

""^ " »=«

Eco Latino Editor Debra Sicilia

^ox shown:

Jose L. Broum

Stefan Rutherford

John Wright

Ed Cohen

Susan Butler

Asian Affairs Editor Jimmy Wong

We would like to thank the following
peopte for their contributions and continued support:

Afro-American Editor Judith White

Curtis Haynes
Argeo Quinones

Esteban Monserrate
Cinthia Velazquez

Franklin Linares

Freida Jones

Carol Moore
Gus Martins

Barron Roland

Semaj Lycurgus

Chaka Zulu

Delphine Quarles
Irene Richards
Tony Crayton
Ernie Allen

Chet Davis

Steve Coons
Mauricio Hernandez
Dyen, Holly, Marea and everyone from the
venceremos Brigade.
All the professors who gave needed ex-
tentions on school work.
And a special thanks to our readers.
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ThiskYour World
by Curtis

The jrticle which is to follow will give a brief
summar/of the history of the relations bet
ween Western and Third World countries
as a result of the growth of imperialism in

the 19th- century. Ohe lack of space and
time have prevented a thorough examina-
tion of these relations and a lack of
voluminous evidence should be expected.)
Imperialism is an out growth of the early

European idea of Mercantalism. This was
the system of economics that came into be-
ing in the middle ages, in which the
iiristocratic society brough their countries
under a centrolized government in the for
million of the nation stale. The power of
these new nations was measured by the ac
cumdiution of material wealth, and the
grcutriess of their military and political

might. This power was also measured by
the size of a rvitions empire. For exannp!«,

in the 19th century the British empire was
so vast tfvit. the sun never set on the British

flag. However, it was the 19th century that

Siiw the beginning of the industrial revolu

tion, iind the growth of capitalism. As
cpitiilism t>ecame more and more promi-

nent in the European countries expansion

into the Third World became m«"re a reaoon

of economics rather than that of na-

tionalism. The idea of a nation's wealth was
no longer one of hording wealth but rather

using that wealth to be invested in making
more.
Technology was leaping ahead and wi;h

this incre^ise in production the capitalist na

tions had to have a larger market in which

they could buy, sell, and produce their

goods. Thus, imperialism no longer took on

thv. form of just colonization but rather

became .1 business venture Each of a na

Haynes
lions colonies now had to show substantial
roturnji. Colonies were still being acquired
lor jhe old reasons and were often
economically disappointing but this was a
tiansition.il period where capitalism was
still in the growing stages. As capitalists
gained more control in their government af-
f.iirs the policies of the advanced nations
became one of maintaining and increasing
theii empires with the intent that they
would be able to control the raw materials
and the world market. Western countries
went out to conquer and control the Jess
techniailly developed countnes. This ag
gression was justified by the fact tfiat these
other people were of a different color, and
culture, and were considered uncivilized
and s.iv.tge. It was because of the advanc
ed technology in militniy weapons that the
Western countries fighting and taking over
lead to an almost certain genicide for the
Third World countries. The way things
were going this "inferior" race was destin-
ed to become the slaves of the "superior
Europeans". However, this same
tc>chnoiogy and the misuse of that
technology was to be the down fall of col
onialism and imperialism in the forvi which
it Wits seen up to thai 'ime. Because of the
increase in flow of capital and ic. ology
into the underdeveloped nations the people
of those countries began to acquire the
knowledge of the "educated" white man.
In 1882 anti western movements were
sparked off in Egypt with the rising of Arabi
Pasha In 1885 the Indian National Con
gress was formed. All of these movements
looked to the future when they vould be
iible to overthrow western domination.
However, tfiese smiill sparks would not be

."ble to ignite unless something drastic was
aliic to disrupt the hold the west had on the
Third Woild countries
This (iisriiption cime with World War I.

The Europe. in nations had to curtail their
expansion and to look again to th*>ir home
Iront Production had to turn away from
producing consumer goods and had to be
redirected tow.irds weapons. Europe had
to l.ike .1 step b;ick, and even those who
were at>le to afford the luxuries of con
sinner goods had to do without. The war
h.Kl caused a great economic change for alt

the Cwipiialistic countries of the world. Chief
count! lus which had been the chief source
of foriegn investment could do so no
longer. As a result of over expenditures and
milit.iry spending and other problems of

recovery. Europe decended into a severe
depression which delayed restoration to full

productive power.
The Third World nations seeing Europe

struggling took iidvantage of the situation

to try iinti throw of their chains. There was
nothing th.it Europe could do except loosen
their hold The whole nature of impenalism
h.id to change. The Third World nations
were not going to allow the western
n <i t ion s to
keep .1 <.t.inding army in their country nor
could the imperialistic nations afford a stan
(ling .irmy However, the Western nations
needed to keep their control so tha» they
could rebuild to their old life style, and they
wore not about to give up control easily

They gave their colonies partial in

dependence, but they made sure that th<

urnlcrdeveloped countries were subservian
to the nx>ther country. The irripenalis

countries placed into tt>ese new govern

ft

ments people who were nothing more tnaii
fuj'rc heads ,ind who actually did the
biding of the p.irent state. This was able to
only Slow down the fall of colonial im
peri.ilism.

It was .It this time that the USA became
the major economic power m the
Ciipitalistic world. Europe was de%asted
and they had to look to the USA for the
rebuilding of their countries. It was not until
1927 th.it ,1 considerable degree of unifor-
mity had returned with the revival of inter-
n.ition.il trade and the restoration of finan-
cmI st.ibility The USA played the domirwte
position .IS a creditor and investor and tt>e
wodd economy became influenced by
Americin conditions. These conditior>s
were marked by a considerable amount of
production and profits. However, by 1928US production began to reach a satura-
tion point. This lead to the depression in
the USA for the next 10 years.
World War II then broke out. This was a

major changing point for the Third Worfd.
Europeans were so involved in the war and
trying to win the war they even encouraged
n.ition.ilist movements in the colonial ter-
ritories in order to embarrass their enemies.
The w.ir .ilso helped to disseminate western
ifle.is Troops dr.ifted to Europe from In-
doChina by the French and India by the
British returned home with new notions of
democr.icy .md self government, and a firm
ri.-solve to no longer accept the old status of
inlcriority. By the end of World War II tt>«
cry for independence reached a fever pitch
-ind between 1945 .md 1960 a quarter of the
worlds inhabit.mts revolted againgst ed-
oni.ilism and won their independence.

Continued on page 8
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continued from page i^—^: -^Nwomen in Central AnDerica. First and
foremost, however, what we must analyze
and understand is the connection between
our oppression as women in the United
States and the foreign policy of the United
States as it is carried out in Latin America.
For every day care center closed here,

more money is supplied to the Junta in El

Salvador to prop up a despised and
repressive dictatorship. For every health

clinic closed, guns will find their way to

military dictatorships like Chile so that it is

at the beck and call of the United States.

Even Puerto Rico, the classic Welfare
State, sustained by the American
Government to watch-dog the Caribbean
and where two thirds of the populaltiion

lives on food stamps, faces the very real

prospect of losing those food stamps. The
money that is saved there may end up
funding "Radio Free Cuba", or as they
cynically named it, "Radio Marti," the most
massive and paranoid anti-communist radio

campaign since the Cold War. These
connections are everywhere around us,

and if we fail Ito notice them we think how
the ruling class would have us think: that

one thing has nothing to do with the other.

But if we think dialectically, that is , \\ we
start making connections and seeing

relationships, then we can make our

struggle a more meaningful one, a more
sustained and consistent one. Our struggle

against repression and for human rights

both here and in Central America need not

be based on simple altruism or

humanitarianism. No, because the more
repressive our government becomes in

Central America, the more we as women in

th" United States will also suffer. Every

ti e we permit the federal government to

cut back on a domestic program, be it day

care, senior citizens centers, or free school

lunches, we are permitting the government

to rearrange our priorities. Imperialism

(affects us all women, men and children -

not only in El'Salvador or Guatemala, but

nght here as well. We are all victims.

SWhile 85. of the children in El Salvador

may be suffering from malriutrition, our

own children here will suffer as a result of

the reduction in school lunches, both in

quality and in quantity. And with this

example, we have come full circle, having

analyzed what these two women have in

common. What is it that connects them* It

IS, first of all, their victimization by im-

perialist policies; and secondly, their

reaction , a real determination to struggle

for hurvan rights under a system that is

unresponsivbe to their needs.

§Where do we go from here* Clearly, this

. conference is only a beginning. Let us first^^

Poets Corner

Drums and Dance

Dedicated to Eno Washington

Drums and Dance
Dance and Drums
are playing with rhythmic feelings. .

.

they are moving with rhythmic passion..
Drums and Dance
Dance and Drums
are restoring life. .

.

to the dead
they are giving motion. .

.

back to the lost

Dance and Drums
Drum and Dance
are traveling through space and time I

they are bringing earth back to its original orbit

Come unto my kingdom and learn my spirit DANCE
see and hear the heartbeat of my DRUM

Come back!
Come back!
Come back!

Return to your soul, through Drums and Dance
Come through time with me Mighty ENO
I am here, among you!
I am here, among you!

^^ ^
Puerto Rico Adoracion

Cerquitn de la colina
fntone una cancion.
Volnndn alto y hajito.
salieron ln.s golondrinas.

Era ternprnno, de dia
al brotar mi inxpiracion
que solamen te decia,
Puerto Rico adoracion.

El cantio del Gallo Giro,
me desperto e.sa manana.
y yo max reloz que un tiro,

me lerante de la cania.

Al mirar a la monfana.
ciintemule su Undo ntna.
y siendo por la manana.
Que helleza es aquel ctima.

Shx playa.^. la.^ ma.'i henno.sas,
la.s montanas. un Eden.
Clavelex. Nardox y Rosas,
son un encanto tambien.

Read The Other Voice in today's Collegian
La lluvia que cae del cielo,

sueva corno una cancion.
Y yo I'oya ser sincero.

Puerto Rico adoracion.

Avergonzado me siento,

de haber dejao mi terruno.
Es mas grande que mi puno.
y en groto su fresco riento.

Yo canto hasta sin concierto.
cuando tengo la ocasiov,
solamen!e pa drcir
Puerto Rico adoracion.

Companero no Ha usfed.
pues yi) estoy abochomado.
a Puerto Rico deje,

y por eso ha.^fa he llorndo.

Aun rtle queda corazon.
para hacer estn poesia.
Aunqui me tome to el dia

y aunque no tenga razon.
dire dje cualquier rincon.
Puerto Rico Adoracion.
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become aware of the issues; \et us learn the
facts and figures of oppression. Armed
with this information, we can go about the
job of empowering oursfelves to transform
our reality. Empowerment means not only
knowledge, but action as well. In our
homes, in our workplaces, at our schools
and universities, in our churches and
community centeis and in our unions, we
must continue our struggle against U.S.
military intervention in El Salvador, against
the drms build up in repressive government
governments in Latin America, against the
propaganda build up directed at Cuba,
against genocide in Puerto Rico, and for

decent housing, for daycare, for

meaningful employment, for quality

education, and finally for responsible
foreign policy. We must take our message
whereever it will be heard - from thestreets
to the board rooms of the United States,
from Town Meetings to State Legislatures.

At this conference, two types of
workshops have been scheduled: in-

formational and action oriented. It is our
hope that through these experiences we
will combine theory and practice in an
effort to recommit ourselves to the
reconstruction of society,

'ilt is at this point that we women have to
learn from the example of our sisters in

revolultionary societies. Women in

Nicaragua, for example, make up a quarter
of the Sandinista Army; they are in charge
of two of the five Secretariats; and a
woman directs the Fronts political work in

Managua. More importantly, women
participated in unprecedented numbers in

the revolution against Somoza, so that by
the final offensive in 1979, women made up
30. of the Sandinista Army, many com
manding from small units to full battalions.

Women in Nicaragua are struggling to
become equal members in a society built on

machismo. Women are decisive in un
doing the foundations of that society in

order to rebuild it into a more just one. The
fight is far from over.

!iWE HAVE A TREMENDOUS
CHALLENGE AHEAD OF US. In fighting
against the forces of imperialism, sexism,
and racism, we are in a sense extending our
hands to our sisters in Central America and
saying in a loud, clear voice, ENOUGH'"
As we see it, struggle for the liberation of
women must ultimately be linked to the
struggle for a revolutionarytransformation
of society. Our fight is just beginning. La
lucha coninua.

^Keynote address given by Sonia Nieto and
Sylvia Galvan at the WOMEN IN
STRUGGLE Conference at Holyoke
Community College, Decembers, 1981.
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Continued from page 7

There were three consequences of World War II. 1) it

acted as a solvent of the traditional social order 2) it

brought about substantial economic change 3) it lead
to the rise of a western educated elite in the Third
World Among the capitalistic nations, the US. had
become the most powerful. US firms became the
investois of large sums of money in foreign ex-
penditures, and the dollar became the dominant in-
ternational currency Also, New York was established
as the main international banking center Because the
U.S. was now the major capitalistic power it was
necessary for them to take over Britians position of
being the major imperialistic nation. I he US saw how
turbulent the Tb-d World had become and they felt an
itrgc.M need to re establish the stability of the imperialist
system. Thus the US. with its newly found power
became •' e main provider of military and economic aid
and constructed a global network of strength that was
designed to threaten the socialist countries and to
prevent the breaking off of components of the
remaining imperialist system, in the absence of
colonies. The United States justified their control of
these countries by explaining that it was their destiny
and that they had to protect the world from the evils of
Communism
This was the period of the Cold War The Americans
saw the Soviet Union as a country that was bent on
taking over the world Stalins empire was seen as a
symbol of atheism, totalitarianism, and one of sub-
version The Russians saw the U.S. as a country which
was 'ull of hate and racism and inequality, and they also
felt that the U.S. was bent on taking over the world
Neither country could handle direct communication,
and seemed to prefer a mutual isolation The two maior
powers began to polarize, the U.S. going one way and
the USSR going another. Both of these major powers
felt that all the other natrons of the world had to lean
towards one sphere or the other. In their international
affairs, these countries were driven by mutual fear and
distrust Thus, to compensate for their insecurities they
built the two greatest and strongest military systems in
the world The Cold War continued into the 1960's

It was also m the 1960s that the US. hegemony
began to falter The US was beginning to lose its edgem world trade, as the once "mighty dollar" began to
slip There were three major forces pushing the dollar
down the expansion of imperialism, the rise of foreign
competition, and shifting domestic conditions After
World War II the US. intervention in the Middle East

.was the first step in their containment policy. In 1953
the United States was behind the overthrow of the
governmp''t in Iran and they put in its place a gover
nment led by a ruler who would lean toward U S
policies. In 1958 the U.S. sent 15,000 troops into
Leban'-- to show the Arab Nations that they would not
stand tor any dissidence. This was a necessity for U.S
policy because the Arab Nations were leaning towards
complete national autonomy which, according to U S
fears, could eventually lean towards the U.S.S.R.
sphere of influence These were the first in a series of
United States interventions which included Afnca
Asia, and South America The last of these in-
terventions was in Vietnam. However the Vietnam war
proved to be very unpopular and very costly. The U S
was spending more dollars than it could afford,, and this
resulted jn a period of inflation. Also, as Europe and
Japan began reconstruction and recouperation from
World Warn, they began to cut into the U.S. role as the
world supplier of manufactured goods. This pushed the
U.S. trade surplus down from its peak in 1964 to a
deficit for the first time in the 20th century in 1971
Domestic problems also contributed to the loss fo U Shegemony In 1970 the US. was in a recession and
multinatioal corporations and other international
speculators began to take their money out of the U S
banks and put it into European banks, where interest
rates were higher.
As the US lost its edge in the world economy it

became apparent that the international order created
after World War II was no longer adequate to cope with
the new problems of world politics. These problems
included the "shrinking' of the world, with a greater
interdependence between the nations. This in
terdependence had grown psychologically socially
economically, and politically. Communicationand the
flow of ideas and the movement of persons as a result
of modern transportatio,n and mass tourism had
resulted in greater knowledge about other societies
Poor people were able to come in contact, or see the
way of life of the other people for whom' they v\ ?re
Javmg, at low wages, to give them the raw materials so
that they could maintain their standard of living. This
was also matched by a growing feeling of compassion
?nd guilt among a number of people in the rich
countries. In the economic and political domains the
growth of interdependence was unprecedented with
the growth in international corporations and the
dependence of the advanced countries on the raw

materials of the poorer ones. The characteristics of
interdependence also took on two sides because the
interna! affairs of countries also affected the external
affairs of that said country
Interdependence has varied .considerably in kind and

intensity in differnet regions, between particular states
and across different issue areas. It is highest among the
rich capitalist countries due to the intensive trade
investment.
monetaiy interactions, security ties and other links As
for the Third World the dtegree of interdependence is
considerably different They supply the raw materials
tor the industrialized states and receive a mixed
dependence - tHo cap tal goods and foodstuff from
industrialized countries .lowever, it is easy to see
where the power is really held. Among the developing
countries, interdpr--dence is relatively low except for ^
general deper, 'eNcS on oil producerf hysor.e ot them

INSIDE

;

Interdependence H^- ^v,v,ome a necessity in thisgro..-j world, but conflicting nat::.nal prionties of
modern welfare states inevitably complicate the
problem of managing the system. For example there is
the growing interdependence between the east and the
west. This interdependence includes the Salt Talks that
nas the purpose of trying to limit the strategic weapons
cornpetition However, the Salt Talks have done little to
settle the ideolig al and political differences between
the two countrie ' fact, both countries are still in-
creasing an arms arsenal which could destroy the world
a hundred tii.>es over. On the other hand these
countries have had better scientific and economic
relations

The interdependence of the Northern Hemisphere andbouthern Hemisphere have posed another problem Tomiany of the developing nations the hierarchy of power
characteristic of the Post World War is no longer ac'
ceptable bome intellectual groups and governmenrs n '

the Third World increasingly advocate a strategy of
disassociating from the North. The problem is serious
for u'V -ss interdependence effectively serves the in-
terests of the we. ker states the trend toward extreme
disassociation is ku,/ to grow. This would create
disturbances damaging for both the industrial and
developing worlds Cuirently, the world is developing
into three encapsulated regions of advanced countries
dovRloping countries, and communist countries'
Continued development in these directions will
eventually under mine the precarious prospects for
alobal order.

Reprinted from Nummo News, April 1980
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Political lecture series

held in Amherst area
"The International Crisis: PersfK-ctives from Kurope"

will l)e the topic of a series of lectures conclucted hv
scholars and activists resident in Europe an.l sponsored! hv
the University of Massachusetts/Amherst Commuter Col-
lective and Student Government Association, or^raniza-
Uons from Smith, Hampshire and Amherst Colleges nm\
the Five-College Faculty Seminar on Social Thought an.l
Political Economy.
The lec-ture. "The Political Economy of the Oil States

"

will be held tonight at 8 p.m. in Wright Hall. Smith Cn\-
lege.

"Soviet Policy in the Arc of Crisis" takes place tomor-
row at 4 p.m. in Converse HaJI. Amherst College and there
will be a panel discussion mo<lerated hy Dennis Brutus on
Ihe International Crisis" tomorrow night at IIM) t> m inroom 163, UMass Campus Center
Another lecture. "The Political Economy of Southern

Africa will be held at 4 p.m. Wed. in n.om 1M)4-}M>H
UMass Campus Center.
Childcare is provided for talks taking place at UMass.

Hillel announces start

of Jewish Arts events
The Five College B'nai BVith Hillel Foundations are

Festival
^""''""'*' '^^^ Seventh Annual Jewish Arts

"IMAGE BEFORE MY EYES." the festival's first

w2M''A^^
shown at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 2 in

Wright Auditorium, Smith College and at 7:30 p mWednesday. Feb. 3 in Merrill. Amherst College and at 8
p.m. Feb. 8 in Thompson Hall. University of
Massachusetts. •'

Zwi Kanar. Israeli mime, will appear at 8 p.m Thurs-
day. Feb. 18 in Herter Hall. UMass. Admission will be
charged.

Joanne Greenberg, author of "I Never Promised You aRose Garden, will speak on Feb. 21. 22 at Amherst and
omitn.

Professor Maurice Friedman from San Diego State
University will speak on Martin Buber-Encounter On the
Narrow Ridge on Feb. 24. 25.

Tt HerJr hLii 'iT^^""'"'
^'^^^'"^^ College and on Feb. 27

1 ^ fi, V^^ ^^^f • ^•"-sP^nso'-ed by the Arts Counciland the Year Toward Civility.

^Monday, February 1, 1982
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In a Boston hospital
a love affair ends,
a new one begins,
a Doctor battles
his patient,

and a man learns
the true meaning
of courage.
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A John Badham Film

"WHOSE LIFE IS ITANYWAV?"
Starnng CHR|STINe LAHTI BOB BALABAN Execut.^ Producers MARTIN C SCHUTE and RAYCOONEV ProH ^ rwDirector of Photography MARIO TOSI, AS.C Musk: by ARTHUR B RlJRlN.<JTp7Nr^
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NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

by GarryTrudMu

Monday. February 1, 1982

i^^2_Director:^^DeanofStudent
Collegian 3

S?!'^'*^- Field wants to abolish LSOBy
Collegian Staff

According K) DiMare. that administrator, whom othersources named as being William F. Fidd d^an ofstudents, told DiMare both in person and over thetelephone that he would work to abolish the LSO but he

Zociatbirirtfr "'^^''^ ^^"^^'"^ (iovJrnmenI
Assoaation (SGA) because the SGA was self-destructive

:„!v..l! .'*' """"^'"^ ^^^^ statement, and called DiMare

"I would never in a thousand years be in-
terested m abolishing LSO or the SGA. "

- William F. Field
Dean ofStudents

a "liar."
••••-•••••-••-wrw^^^^^^^

SGA but 1 don't feel it is as strong as it couldZ •

and'fasfeM ••
'^" '"^ '^'" "^ ••1neffectivri„':,„,e„t.

"

Lsrw:t.&,xr-Mreti^^SGir^t:

DiMare said the statement was made because the LSO i^mvestigatrng cases involving at least thr^ high level adrmmstrators alleged to have violated stuXnf rights

t

receive due process in University disciplinary procureThose cases have not yet been filed, and DiMare v^l notdisclose any information until that time

bruUlitv suits' ThpTlM''
^^".^'*"? ^2^ '"'"'«" i" f>«'i^-^

th^t u* n f riJ ^^^ P^''^^ ^^^'^ ^t 'east 10 chargestha^will be filed against them, DiMare said. (See relafS

nJi7^^
University is seeking retaliation through (person-

caS^^blltrthT^'ntrtr "''"'^^ '"'^''' '"
Mr. DiMare projects a strong image of beinir

un vTrtrtt" '•?' ?^"'^"^ ^^^'^•^- dh^sion an^ hfuniversity, the evaluation reported. It continued to state
•..the image, which, from time to time, he has projected!

-=s.7r.^-X---'r^^^^^^^^^^
as an attorney for the SGA. can jeopardize the effec

urersity."''"
'^^^ "^^ ^"''^ '^' stud'ents.U fof the

DiMare said "Under the canons of ethics, our (LSO)

Srs"it5.'' "' "" '^" ''"^'"''' '"^ ^^""' '"
'^^

thJ';*lA^''h' u ^ ^•""^'•"^^'••sy «f whether the director of

«nH ^L 1."^ ^^1"^^" '^ ^'^ ^^^ ^SO Governing Board

tor'stn' nstTt^b^tfth'""'P'^" ^^^^^ ''-' ^he direc-

dent ActfvUies offic^'xie^ScTr'"^^^^^^ ^^^tu-

p^-;^.veun^;^^--::-^^

UM

A letter to Don,int from Ismael Ramirez-Soto chairner

^^tor :fTso"r iT"^"'
^'•"^ "«" ""^ l-art fd Theuirector ol LSO should answer on y to the b«>arH niMo-«^c.ved an evaluation deemed "oufstanX> kT^::

tor^of^f^^''^^''m''
''^ ^^^ ^^'^ ^^"^^^' ^'^« '^ai^ the direc-tor ot LSO should answer only to the students.

DiMace said Donant has als<. accused the LSO of ineffec-tively conducting its public relations with university per-sonnel. DiMare said it is impossible to do so. cc'nSderTng

co^^nt
"^^^ ^"^^^ "^"""^ "^^""^'^' ^"'^ ""available for

By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

University on Massachusetts students will file suits this

SrmLn pk''"'.'* ^''f 'rlX!'^'
P^"^^ departments aboutUO million Charles J. DiMare. director of the UMass

Legal Services office (LSO) said.

DiMare said at least 18 students plan to bring charges
against the UMass police, and police departments inThetowns and cit.es of Amherst. Holyoke. Chicopee andChar ton. as well as the Massachusetts State Po^fceAt least 10 charges against the UMass police include a

police brutality suits for $20 million
£ulSi'"?'Ll"'' ^''!? l^'

September by UMass student

The LSO reported they would handle about 1.000 cases
in other areas this semester.

The majority of LSO's work will be with student
disciplinary cases. DiMare said LSO averages about 200 of
these cases each semester.

Three former staff members
charged with welfare fraud,
will be tried in March

.ei.'^d;^;.^''^
""'"" --' ">™l™« l-flord and

I si'fLr'"*"'!'!; ^"^ '^'' '""""'"^ "nd l«nant case,
"

L.SO Attorney Mark Eckstein said.
'

biem:s;r^ ^""'^ ^p^^''^' --"-^ -d p-

Eckstein said he will handle many uncontested divorce

Aid cuts expected next fall

By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

A Grand Jury indicted two former
University of Massachusetts Teaching
Assistants, and a former secretary on
charges of larceny over $100. and false
representation, on Dec. 24 in Hampshire
County Superior Court.

Charged were Nhiem Thi Hong Nguyen,
42, a former T. A., and a present doctoral
candidate in the French Department;
Carmen Rodriquez Fernandez, a
Fellowship recipient and graduate of the
School of Education, and Debra Lopes. 29.
a former secretary.

The three allegedly collected welfare aid
in the form of food stamps, aid to families
with dependent children, and medical

assistance while on the payroll at UMass,
said Michael Hassett, prosecuting attorney
for the Attorney General's Office.

There is also a warrant out on Fer-
nandez, who did not appear at the arraign-
ment, Hassett said.

Nhiem pleaded not guilty to the charges
and was released by Judg^ Lawrence Ur-
bana on personal recognizance until March
1 when she will appear for a pre-trial hear-
ing. Lopes also pleased not guilty and was
released on personal recognizance until
March 15.

Hassett said the alleged welfare fraud
was detected by James Scanlon. of the
Bureau of Special Inve.stigations under the
Massachusetts Department of Administra-
tion and Finance. Scanlon conducted the
investigation with the use of computer
data, and personal interviews, Hasset said.

By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

Although there are no drastic changes
foreseen in financial aid awards for the spr-
ing semester at the University of
Massachusetts, there are substantial cut-
backs expected for next fall, said Lynn
Santner. acting director of the Financial
Aid Office.

Santner said it is "basically unknown"
right now as to what extent there will be
cutbacks, but that some were expected.
''We are gearing up for some major cur-

tailments in financial aki for students,"
Santner said.

He said that most cutbacks were ex-
pected in federal programs such as the Pell
Grants, formeriy the Basic Educational Op-
portunity Grants (BEOG), and the Student
Supplementary Educational Grants.
Another proposal being considered

would be to limit the federal Higher Educa-
tional Loan Program (HELP) to
undergraduate students only. Graduate
students seeking loans would be required
to borrow from the now-existing parent's
loan program, whereby student's parents

borrow at a 14 percent interest rate
With this proposal, graduate students

would either make payments while still in
schoo

.
or at least pay the interest while in

school.

Santner said the new federal administra-
tion and the changing attitudes of govern-
ment officials were the causes of decreased
spending on higher education.
"There has been a sudden shift in

philosophy by officials toward funding for
higher education," he said.
Santner paraphrased a statement made

by President Reagan's chief economic ad-
visor, David Stockman, saying he felt the
federal government had absolutely no
responsibility to fund higher education.
The government now feels students

should bear the burden themselves if they
desire an education. Santner said.
Despite the grim prospects in federal

programs, Edward King has announced an
appropriation of $40 million for higher
education in the Commonwealth. Santner
said.

Nine million dollars will go to UMass yet
what portion of this will go toward finan-
cial aid IS still unknown, he said.
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Icy pipes explode ~

in 2 Sylvan dorms

over intersession
By KEN BAZINET

Brv>wn ami MiNamara dormit. r.v> :;>>,, ^i; ^rt-t ^u'-
fered water dama^rvs when fnwn water pipt^ niwurC^j
Jan ly in U^un^ areas and stuilent<" n«.ms.

M.nmiai ,i:^n^!i^ <^xurr^i to stiKlents" fiek-ninnev
tvvaus^ St j.U'p.t.^ werv askt^i at the cUse of liw sen^e^tfr
not to ieave an> pers..nal pr..f.ertv on the n....r t-r ri..r-
miton cleaninjr pur|»i»ses.

Diima^.'ts t.. r
, of .^!:l.^s3.•h:;sett> pr<.,.».nv will

n.>t t* asses.^ ,. F-,^ ).^^ W^-- .re adn^jn.str*-
'tfR-iais saj.:

The rupturvs ixi-unvd ovemijrht on Jan. U<. an.! rivar-
ai t-n^wv for two davs moppcij: water m stuilet
n^^ms a- _r.^r,. areas. Ptumhers fr-.m the rM;i>v
Physical Plant l^-an replacing' y^ar.> after the i»eaii-ut.
was fmishe^l

.I;i:iit..rs w..rkin»: in the donnilones over intersessj
sohi when the> amve-i the morninj: after tbt- accj.ien:
there were flo.hi< e\er\wnerv. an-i it wa.-^ • ik. ;, <:,.ir>
hath" in students" nioms.

Janrtorsals.^ said it was unhearabiv cx4d" m the dorn^
i>ne janitor rep.^rted takinp a reading" of 28" F in one n»om
m Bn>wn d<^rmitor>.

Cashin dormitor> revvived n»» dama*^- because heat was
turne^i up the M >niia> before the ruptures in the other
dy^rn^< .Kvurre.1. Cashin janitors rej^^rte-i. The janitor-
said the heat was in^rvaseti heiause the\ o.mpiaine.''
aS>iit the ini.vlerahle o.Jd t- ofiVials at the HeaJtfi Cent* -

Physical Plant. an<l Ht>using Ser\K-es

Barr> Simon. Enerjo (-onserNation C>.M.r..i:..r »-r fhv
offkY of the Viiv Chan.-elior for .Admini.<trath>n an-i
^InarHt•. said the redu<tK>n in heat over intersessi<»n
aermeti Intersession Setlviekl is a praiti^v rMa.-<> ha>
kept sime 1^7:%.

•TherejiuctMninheatisnota,:,
,. .:,r.r:. Sm..nsaw. I Mass has o..ni.nate,i Intersessi-n SetKiek simv

.Monday, F'ehruary I, 19H2

Suff photo h\ Nanr» (.finli-r

-A SOGGY START — When water pipes froze
on Jan. ly. this TV lounjje in McNamara was just
one of many rooms to get water damage. The
pipes also froze in Brown dormitory.

He als^-. said pipes freeze every intersession. [)ut at
:nhute.1 the pifvs" hurstin^^ to the extreme lold this year.
The Intersession Setback saves Massachu.<^ett.< $12n.<MMi

in energy' costs each year. Simon siiid.

Drug-related law is confusing
C ec"-!"" S'.aff

.A .arvre arr«Hjnt of o>nfushvn sumnimis a new law si>rne«l
b> inH E.1wani J Km? [V il. whK-h wni; efft^ lively Kin
the sajes of all lirjg paraph.ema!ia »;thir, .Mass;»chuse:t>

B<>th l.K-a: police ami the owners of stores which sei'
paraphema *---

-
-.'-

--.^i :,, kn..winc ai"^'*: _

at^^ut l.^--e
•

Tierney. -^ner .»f a .....
stores.^ e selling of paraphernalia, call-
eil t.he :

"^^ - - "* rigtjts !•: ...;: ^. .-„.; .^r

cust.^mers. sa>d T)eme> . •ami our tra.ie uni^ni. the Nevk
Engiaml Avxvss.»nes Trade Ass«»ciation will !>». challeng-
ing t.he lau :n the oinirts."'

Phi! S«.>renson. one of five chairper<«ms of the as>-vxa-
tK»n i»nnrrne<i that his gr^Hip wili h*. fightjng the law.

•Both our grvMip. ami the Amencan Civil L*ert»es
I nn^n ( ACLl i will be ftghung the Uiw m the <.-\iurts. a.<n is

a oiefmite :nfnngvment o{ chst rights." be saM
S^-»ren.<.>n ais.> sahi the lau is v- r.fjswwram: x^r^-. cases

when dealer? ha*i caJie^i him w::r qjestKT.s aK>^t what
the> werv aWe to sel! ami w+iat was banned, ami he »as
unahie to answer t.hem.

"TSere is a tor m o>nfii.s*i»n ahout this Nil." S.>rFnsi.-
saxi What ^-ar ami i-anm>t lie j*4.i is iK careful! v defin-
ed

'

po]ic> regarding it until after attending a conference held
by the Massachusetts Cnminal Justice Training Council
about the new law.

They wili have pei^ple who are knowjeiigeable alMHit
the specifK-s of the law there." said Maia. -and once we
are intormed I will be al>le to set the department's policv
reganiing it Khe law)."

A sp<^esper^.>n for Augies Tobacco Shop, an Amherst
store whK-h sell? paraphernalia, said that he haci not ^een
any copies of the law either, but when the time came he
wtXiW remove all paraphernalia fn.m the shelves of the
store

•pi , ., .

,V
- •

'
• .; .

• - • ' ^Jr busmess. s.> I'm n.-t
really worried, he said.

-It's an interesting pr.-»biem.- he addeii "i agree that
It s a gvxxi Mea to keep it away fn.m the vounger jHv.ple
hut It seems to he infringing on the adults rights to do
what they want.'
The Uw. ac.->.r>iing to Charles Manning, a s^»okeM»erson

f^^ N?,.-retar> •^f Public Safet> C,e.>rge Luciano, will ^o into
effect on Mar. 22. 1HS2 ami will ban the sale of anv
T-atenaJ which ma> be us.-^ • - the -ingesting of illegiil

Anything whjch ma\ only he u.<et4 for the taking ,if
^-..gs «-!; t>? hanne.i. sa>d Manning, and such material a^
c-irettf tx-t«?r>. a-'>.i mirr.fs 5<>ld in kits, will Iv

'•'anning

''ir\^ drugs from out of the"V :--^ •»^.s is the first
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Remember. .

.

When patronizing
our advertisers,

make sure to tell them
that you saw
their ads
in the Collegian.

Monday. Fehruarv 1. 1982

MAGNETIC THERAPY
Healing with Lif^-Forc* Energy

Through Quartz Crystals
A 6 hr. workshop to provide a simple and
useful technique in the manipulation of
Life-Force Energy to aid in healing all

health problems. This system is to be used
on oneself and others. For locations and
reservations call: Ingelise 586 2939 eves.
$20.00 general/$15.00 students & Seniors.

Combine Learning & Experience
the University Health Services is Accepting
Applications For 3-Credit Courses of
Paraprofessional Training as;

Peer Sexuality Educators
Alcohol Peer Educators
Health Aides & Healthreach Workers

For info call 549-2671 or drop by
the Health Education Office

Fanrxxjs EXjnhom Duraflex

Canadian-mad/all weorhei
leather TOofs.

Special Slale

Cash Only

$51
ListJ96.00

First Quality not seconds

Store Hours
9:30-5:00 Mon- Sat
9:30-7:00 Thurs

Triangle Shoe Store, Inc.
147 High Street (cor Hampden & High St)

Holyoke 534-4026

ATTQJTION BSN CLASS OF *d2

The Air Force has a special
prograa for 1982 BSNs, If
selected, you car enter active
duty soon after grauiuation

—

without waiting for the results
of your State Boards. To
qualify, you must have an
overall 3,0 GPA.

After commissioning, you'll
attend a five-month internship
at a major Air Force Facility.
It's an excellent way to prepare
for the wide rjuige of experr
iences you'll have as an Air
Force nurse officer. For more
information, contact:

MSgt Ray Saccoccio
20V7^s-2950

^ s ^ '-:

Wang gives $3 million
gift to Mass. colleges

Collegian .5

By kp:vin bowe
Collegian Correspondent

Over $'.i million in computer equipment
was donated to Mas.sachu.setts' state col-
leges and universities hv Wanj,'
Laboratories, whose founder and presi-
dent Dr. An Wang, is a member of the
Hoard of Regents, the governing bodv of
all public colleges and universities.

In making his jrjft Wang said that the
curtailments in funding for higher educa-
tion, at both state and federal levels
creates the need for private -Ppport to in-
sure the quality education p-articularly in
the area.s of re.search, re.search training
and experiment training in the fields of the
physical sciences.

Last week Governor Edward J. Kinirs
Executive Council granted Wang "speHa'l
employee status in order to avoid anv
possible conflict of interest laws. Wane
wh(. IS not paid by the state in his capacity
as Regent, is legally defined as a state
employee.

Wang initiated the e^cemption l)ecause
the company intends to bid for the right U>
service and maintain the equipment, said

-.alK>ratories* f)ublic
Greg .larlMH' of Wang
relations department.

"We wanted to make sure we did everv
thing legally.- said .JarlK)e. The UniversitV
j>l Ma.v;.sachu.sett.s/Amherst will receive a
large version of the Wang VS HO computer
systems said Marylee Mayer, assistant to
the Chancellor. The .sy.stem will k"
operatinir sometime this spring, she .said.

Wang will provide the installation and
training to staff the .systems. Mayer said.

This is the third, and largest, gift .nven
by corporations that have officials who al.so
serve governing boards serving L^Mass.
Digital Equipment Corp.. who.se vice-
presulent Andrew Knowles. is a lfMa.ss
trustee, donated over $«()(),()()() j,, ^onv
puter ecjuipment. Analog' Devices, whose
president and chairman of the Ix.ard Rav
Stata IS a UMass Trustee, has ^iven the
University $l.'-,0,()()() i„ ^ash and e(,uip-
ment. ' *

Lois McCal)e .sjiid the gifts were offere.l
with 'no strings attached."

"There has l)een no attempt or hint to
suggest they are trying to manipulate us
lor their benefit." McCabe said

Regents start Boston State,

UMass/Boston merger
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Correspondent

After months of controversy and years of
discussion, Boston State College closed its
doors and will reopen as part of the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts/Boston this
semester.

The fate of the campus buildings, which
will remain open this spring to serve some
Boston State students, will be decided bv
the Board of Regents and an Implementa-
tion Board appointed by the Regents. One
hundred and fifty Boston State faculty and
approximately 500 Boston State students
will be transferred to the UMass Harbor
campus immediately.
The start of school for UMass/Boston has

been delayed until Feb. 8 in order to
minimize confusion surrounding the ooen-
mg.

The major point of contention regarding
the merger was status of Boston State's
faculty's tenure and seniority rights. Most
Boston State faculty had more seniority
than the UMass faculty. It was feared that
if layoffs were necessary due to budget

cuts that have plagued the state svstem of
public higher education in the last few
years, the UMass faculty would be ter-
minated.

Under the compromise, Boston State
faculty will be granted tenure at UMass im-
mediately, but they would receive a max-
imum of SIX years in seniority according to
Peter Labbe. Boston State representative
on the Implementation Board
Labbe criticized the way the opening of

school has been handled.
"We're getting calls from students who

haven t received any infbrmation from the
Board of Regents or UMass. They don't
know when school starts, where to report
or what classes they have." Labbe said

In the January meeting of the Board of
Regents, David Beaubien. chairman of the
Regents finance committee, said Governor
Edward J. King indicated support for in-
creased funding of the system. .

"The Governor has received the recom-
mendations with a positive attitude If we
get It (the increase). I think we'll have a
high quality system with plenty of access.'.'

cnntinui'd nn page 14

»„d m''^"""?.?"^"" - *" *«"«• P"-"*"' »f Wang L.bo« X:and member of the Board of Regents recently donated over $1 milHonTncomputer equipment to Massachusetts colleges and universitieT IIM.I^

Lab fee policy terminated;

departments to^itfect fees
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

The lab fee payment policy implemented
last semester is no longer in effect, a
University of Massachusetts budget official
reported.

In a related matter, the Student Govern-
ment Association (SGA) Rents and Fees
Committee rejected a proposal for a $10
lab fee which would be mandatory for all

students.

The former fee payment policy gave
students 10 weeks to pay the fees, but
because of inconveniences to students,
staff and administrators the system was
terminated, Joyce Abel, director of
Academic Budget in the Provosts's Office
said. An interim system similar to the
method of fee collection prior to last fall

will be used, Abel said.

Abel said fees will be collected through
channels. Academic departments will be
responsible for collection in the outset, and
administrators will review individual cases
where students cannot make the payment.

"The disadvantages (of the former
policy) outweighed the advantages." Al)el

said. "The faculty felt this method was not
appropriate."

;.

Abel said faculty members felt it was un-
fair to students who could not afford to pay
the fees during the 10 week period. She
said faculty members were also concerned
with students that intentionally failed to
pay the fees so they could be ad-
ministratively withdrawn from classes.

Students who did not pay their fees by
the Nov. 6 deadline were required to follow
an appeals process if they wished to be
reinstated into their class.

Margaret Miller, a member of the ap-
peals committee, said every student that
used the appeal process correctly was
reinstated.

The $10 mandatory lab fee proposal
made by the Provosts Office was rejected
by the SGA Rents and Fees Committee
because it was unfair to students who have
little or no fees to pay, said Mitch Gaslin of
the committee.

"It (the proposal) was unfair because it

was being applied to students that had no
lab fees," Ga.slin. "It isn't fair for history
maiors to pay fees for computer majors.''

Pete Casale, chairman of the committee
last semester told the CoUegmn that in
talking with students, the proposal "didn't
seem to l)e a very equitable svstem." and
only 65 percent of the student body pay lab
fees.

Announcing

GRAND OPENING
January 30, 1982

MRATE

V

CENTER
Come meet our head instructor:

LARRY KELLEY
National Karate Champion
Number One Kicker USA

Kenpo, Tae Kwon Do, Sport Karate

Stop In Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, MA
413-586-6816
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Jewelry

Lab Supplies

Lamps
Locks

Magazines
Memo Boards
Photo Supplies

Plant Supplies

Posters

Records
Sporting Goods
Stuffed Animals

Wallets

Watches

Backpacks
Books

Calendars

Candy
Cards

Cassette Tapes
Clocks

Cosmetics
Drafting Supplies

Engineering Supplies

Film

Film Processing

Games
Health &Beauty Aids

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORED

Located in the Campus Center
OPEN Mon Thur FrI 9 am-5 pm

Tue Wed 9 am-8 pm
Sat 11 am-4 pm

TERM PAPER PAYOLA — The salP of nro , #* .
i-H.!Tji™ n.,,.

ments at UMass. but not in others
P'-^'^'-.tten term papers is a problem in some depart-

fCoiiegiaQ 7

Search goes on for

Financial Aid head
tinanual aid director has received 25 applications fromacross the nation for the position

f^^^'^^^'^i-^ "-om

Hf said "he twk th,. position „„ a temmirarv IsLsisl«ause he knew it *ouW Ih. a -number „f mo^n h," Jforea (KTitianene ilireclor was found

h.Sut"';r^,t:Xir"'^ "- •"' -"'''•"" ---''
He said the search committee, of which he is also a

"We are looking for someone who is a l'«kkJ aH

^nelt'^^Sarnel^t^ir
™"'-«'" «"-'"'-' «

"J<ll's"mTthiv"'''1h* •"'•'.'"'''^J"
'^'•"''"•y- and if all

T^^ll^l.^ J-
- KATHLEEN BRUNEI

« "£i '"™ P'^P^'^: Profe to to deal with an old problemBy BRIAN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

In recent years there has been an increase in the numberof organizations offering term papers for sale but UnTver

theVlin%n:;?,r'^ '^"'^^^^^^ ^^ ''^' ^^'^ - -^

with S^ T^ u"^
^^^'^ ""^ ^^'^ "^'"d. the main problem iswith people who go to some book that they think I havSi'tread and just copy the information down word for word "

about the paper's topic before they begin writing
This keeps the students from choosing a topic which isover their head or one which is too easy; I alsoTli^ve thatthis controls the use of bought term'pa^^^.'^Thar'ds

Fred Robinson, an English department professor said.

hearH n/^'^^^'""!.''^'"'^"'*^^^
thellniversity. I have never

•«!^iL!;^.-.^!L^^^^
distinguish bought term

In my 10 years of expeHence at the
university, I have never heard of any pro-
blems with the use ofbmight term papers or
plagiarism.

"

— Fred Robinson

^

English Department

papers from a students' workroftenlbolighu^

In the past we haven't had much of a problem with this

uobc?6 ^^to^^u *»^»b-u;iNTej^ (LLi?i^A.iq a^ci

new'Slfcv^within"'»h''";'"P^''^'"**"^
^•" '* working out a

K>urnaliL.'X£rlai^
'"'^''^ ''^ '"^^^^*^^ "^

to nrH *'^'*t'^
^^P^' ^" "^^^^^ *""'*^ ^ the paper written

style and fit it to a certain grade. Bovlan added
The use of bought term papers has been made illegal inthe Commonwealth of Massachusetts, said Nancy Amierson. former acting-editor-in -chief of the Colhffia»

virt T^-^^T!"
^^^ "" ^"' ^"*^'^''^^ ^>a««^< t^'-'" paper ser-

pnTvides
"'"^'"'"^ "" ^^^ ^••^*^-*' h'« "'•^a^.atrn

tion.r
^.""^•"'"^•^' ^^'^^ "^^a"^ a breakdown of the educa-tional process - something has short-circuitedsomewhere." Boylan said.

» ri circuited

TI-55

H0\0 IK Pfi^obK

501
UOOio'^

Off

PiUU

a^f

STATION £KV ?

6lii££JEJP t
AMlfV\»^L.5 l

S/^LE ENDS fft.ioAy pEfe/mi<\ft.M i«}*^

Science. Engineering, statis-
tics. Social Science. VChatever
your field. Texas Instruments
TI-55 calculator can help vou
improve your professional
performance by giving you
fast, accurate solutions to vour
problems.

Advanced TI-55 capabilities
include simple programming,
plus a unique blend of hard-
ware and softuare support
The versatile TI-55 is packed
with the features and func-
tions you need to handle
almost any mathematical op-
eration, from logarithms and
tngonomeirv to more ad-
vanced statistical probtems.

Powerful statistical capabil-
ity mean, variance, standard
deviation, linear regression.
Simple keyboard programma-
bilit\ with 32 steps lets vou
perform repetitive calcula-
tions at the touch of a ke\'. Ten
user-accessible memories are
available to increase the flex-
ibilir\()f calculations.

Kasy-to-understand 140-
page Calculator Decision-
Making Sourcebook shows
\'c)u how to use the advanced
functions of the TI-55 in mak-
ing better decisions, whatever
your field or profession

Open M-f 9-5 Tue-Wed Nite - 8 pm
Sat 11-4

An advanced slide-rule calculator with
statistical functions and simple program-
mability.

book^r^re
33 Aa*\i/s «,T . N0/lTM«mpTDM'58(,-V//a.

Located in the
Campus Centerv> ;..^
Campus Center

'^UNIVERSITY
STORE*
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Campus Center improvements cost $365,112
New shell for the Hatch offers ^collage of food service'

.Collegian 9

By SARAH RUSSKLL
Collejrian Staff

By mid-Fetiruary, the HaUh Cafeteria, after a series of
major renovations costinjj^ $;i42.(K)C).shouM »»ejrin serving'
fast f<KKis a^ain. Fn addition, [)y the end of Marth, a new
deli stanci serving soup, salads, sandwiches, Italian foo.i.
and a bar will k- o|K'n for service, said Bernard Wilkes,
assistant direilor of the Campus Center at the I'niversity
of Mas.sachusetts.
The decision to offer a "colla^'e of fo<Kl service" in the

Hatch, was the result of PKO.IECT I'l'LSK. compile<i in
()ctol)er. 1979 by the Student Affairs Re.search and
Evaluation Office (SARKO) an<l the Campus Ont^-r
Board of Direcb,. . said Dick KIlis, administrator of
Uni\.-:

.
Vv.-\ Services. Alonj,' with the variety of fcxnls

offered, the bar will serve a selection of wine.s, ami im
porte(! iK'ers. Wilkes said.

The renovations, which are the first major chan^^es in
the Hatch since it ofK'ned in 19.')7, are beinj; funded by
Auxiliary Services from excess funds ^t'nerated from
Campus Center conference fees.

The Hatch is the last of four Campus Center areas to l>e

ren(»vated since it re<juired the most work. Wilkes said.
The Ci(Kca Company of Chico|)ee is <loin^f the renovation
work, he .sai<l.

The major changes in th<' Hatch were made l)ecause the
kitchen equipment was inadequaU- and the "eatin^^ area
needed work," Wilkes said.

"The Hatch is probably one of the m«»st popular eating
and meeting places on campus. We wanted to make it

more versatile." he said.

The finished Hatch will provide a m<tre complete food
service than previously <»ffered. remaining open later and
providinj; full meals, as well as lunches. The back room
will \w able to In* sectioned off for private parties, and
there is consideration of setlinjr up a coffeehou.se on a
weekly basis.

"It would provide a mellower atmosphere than the Blue
Wall." .said Judy Stearns, an undergraduate memU'r of
the Campus Center Board of Directors.
During the first week of sprinjr semester, there will l)e a

contest to choose names f(»r the new ((mmI .services to Ih' of-
fered in the Hatch, which was originally named "The Hat-
chet and F'ijie."

There shouldn't U' any noticeable inconvenience for
tho.se eating' at the Hatch while the rest of the area is be-
\T\^ finished. F:ilis s;iid. From the .start there has l)een
tremendous c.>operati<»n between the students and ad-

jministration. an<l the stu<Fent input has l)een po.sitive. he
adcJed.

^
There will k' no other major renovations in the Campus

Center area, except for the hallway alonjr the Hatch.
Wilkes .sai<l.

Eventually extensive maintenance must be <ione on the
water .sysU'ms and the ceilinj^s in the Student Cnion. he
said.

lywHii
SALE

70% OFF

( nlleKian photiM hj Vinre l»»Wi

HALF WAY THERE - Clerk of Works Edward Gross looks over
renovation blueprints while others work on the $342,000 operation.

Exclusive.*".
^ ^"^^^'^ FASHIONS & ACCESSORIES

Grand Selection of Shetland Sweaters
including Fair Isles & Patterns

'^ 30% OFF
Authentic Scottish Kilts 30% Off

LI

Cash. Check, MC. VISA
All Sales Final

16 Main St., Amherst 253-9800
Daily 9:00-5:30 BIN W7II. st.ianiherst

Blue Wall beer system lets you pour without a chore
By ROB CROWLEY
Collej^an Correspondent

Problems with foamy l)eer. inofH-rative control boxes,
and leakin^r lines from the kejj nM.m to the taps at the Blue
Wall bar have promf)ted the I'niversity <»f Massachusetts
to replace the old l>eer-disf)ensinn svstem with a new <tne
at a cost <»f $2:^,112.

The new systt-m. manufacture*! by the Cornelius Com-
pany of Anoka. Minn., features control boxes that |M»ur
measured amounts of l)eer at the push of a buttctn and
record the numl)er of Infers poured. According' t<. Richanl
Ellis. direct^)r <»f fo<Kl services for the Campus Center, the
cost of the Cornelius system was "

'comparable'" to the
estimat^HJ cost of mendinjr the problems of the old svstem.

Ellis also said he expe<-ted the new system to pay for
itself within one year.

The decision to purchase the Cornelius system was
made by a special committee consisting' of members of the
f<K)d services department, purchasing,' department, ac-
counting department. Campus Center Board of Gover-
nors, building,' operations, personnel department and stu-
dent bartenders.

When a keiij of Iwer runs empty, the Cornelius system
automatically switches to a full ke^. Up to six kejfs can be
accomodated. The system also features a tilt rack which
anodes a ke^j to recover the maximum amount of l)eer. and
a reservoir tank, which stores f)eer from the keg k'fore it

IS pumped to the taps. The l)eer is drainefl from the bottom
of the reservoir tank to prevent foam from reaching the
Uips.

According to Barbara Downing, head bartender at the
Blue Wall, foam was a major problem with the old pouring
system.

"Figure a pitcher of foam for every keg tapped that's
a lot of foam." Downing said.

The Blue Wall tapped 222 kegs of beer during
November. 1981. Downing said.

Downing also commented on the automatic dispensing
system.

"It's nice having metered pourers. especially during
Happy Hour when you're doing 85 things a minute. You
don't come back from doing something else and find out
your l)eer's been overflowing for five minutes." she said.

"There will \^ no waste." Downing said, "and nolxxJv
likes to waste J)eer."

more than just cheese'"

• Largest variety of cheese
in the valley

• a selection of over 70 types
of bulk tea a coffee beans

^y • weekly specials

an informative staff

Gordon Woolfrey, Proprietor

79 MAIN ST., AMHERST
253-3442

PRIME CUT R^TS

itifk^if'kiriiiritic'kitit

Doonesbury
Drought to you

•vorydoy
by Gorry Trudoou

ond tho

MossQchusotts
Doily Collogion

••••••••••••••

MANOANiN SZtCMUCN CUlSiNf

"The Best OuNeseFiMut"

Every Sunday 11:30-3:00

SUNDAY BRUNCH
A special selection of your favorite

Chinese foods
All for 4.95 per serving

Sun.-Thura. 11:30 a.m.- 10:00 p.m.

Fri. « Sat. 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9, Amherst
256-0251 256-0252

An Open Letter to UMASS Students:
/productions

Union Program Council Productions would like to take this
opportunity to welcome everyone back to school for another
semester of fine entertainment.
UPC is a non-profit, student-run organization funded by the

I .MAco
^°^®'""^«"^ Association aimed at livening up theUMASS experience by bringing a wide array of quality eneter-

tainment to campus. All UMASS students are welcome to
become members of 'UPC by attending three consecutive
general meetings.

in R^""^ ^"Jnr.^'''^
"^^^^'"9 Tuesday. February 2. at 6:30 p.m.

?n^7.Dr I
^'^''^' ^^"^^''- L^^*^ ^o^a^d to more music

from UPC, the key to sound living

Semi-annual SALE
NOW IN PROGRESS!

The finest in mens and ladies

clothing & furnishings

since 1902

All sales cash, VISA, MasterCard only

^iimt of UalBk fnr.
32 iHain Street

^mtjem. {Hafiigachugcttfi;

©all)' 9:^0 to 5:30 253-3361

^ "^'' 'V' «:^ ci' 1^ ^^ »^ :^ ^ ^ ^j> ^. ,. ^^^^%^ 'O^ ^ <i, t^ s;^
*-*.

PRIME CUT,the pant you look
at twice. A complete selection

of current styles and colors.

Priced from 1 8.95 to 32.95

^ A store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6. Moa-Sat
NnPP««lpii^^9«(»^
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FRYE BOOT
SALE

BtNCHCRAFTED SINCE 1863

^^

s .. ,>:.:».

Plus good prices

on men's westerns

SAVE $33.
Reg. $112.

MOW $79.
Ladies Sizes

HEARTFELT LEATHER
103 N. Pleasant

Mon-Sat 10-6

Brighten Your Room!
Great Prices Too!

POSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

stuffed

unicorns

Garfield!

Dragons

SKIRTS a BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

India print

T-SHIRTS

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

dozens & dozens
print, stripe, solid

from $7.95

Rugs & Mats
colorful, durable

Bamboo

BLINDS
From $5.50!

Valentine & Birthday

CARDS
over 1000 unusual designs

SALE !

Open 10 am 5:30 pm ^ * ^'^o O^^ most winter
Use the BUS STOP out front blouses - Skirts - Dresses
Great Gifts - Great Prices ^'^<^ many

Calendars - Gifts - Totes - Mats

MEI^CANTIL
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

20-60% off

Winter Clearance

Selected

Gunne Sax
Pendletons

Esprit de Corp
White Stag Coats

GUd BAqs
of

Thompsons
Amherst, MA

13 No. Pleasant St.

Winter Sale
20% off mens & womens

RocSport
Casuals

SHOE STORE

* Feb. 1st thru 6th

THIRTYNINE SOUTH PLEASANT STREET

Amherst, ^fassachll,setts

TELEPHONE 256-6374

SANDWICHES on Syrian Bread or Sub Roll

TMc f. mcL'^^~
"^"'•"^^ "^"^ ^ American Cheese

iTAi Tam o" "°^' '^^PP^^o"'- Ham, Bologna, Provelone

n^t!^^
' '^^PP®'^*^"'- Genoa Salami, ProveloneCOMBO - Ham, Bologna, Pepperoni

BOLOGNA
GENOA SALAMI
PEPPERONI
ROAST BEEF
TURKEY
PASTRAMI
HAM
HAM & GENOA
SALAMI

CRAB SALAD
CHICKEN SALAD
EGG SALAD
TUNA SALAD
FOOT SUB DOG
FOOT CHILI DOG

SALADS SUBMARINES

the sub
11 A.M. TO 2 A.M. / 7 DAYS

33 E. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST / 549-5160

MEATBALL
MEATBALL & CHILI ,

VEGETARIAN
CHEESE - American or Provelone

Colle giaj2 i'

AU remaining .^^ sn^^tes
^ price

20% off squash rackets

Feb. 1 thru the 6th
Also come see our complete line of

school supplies.

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

FREE

OFF-CAMPUS
DELIVERY

250-009 \

Mlchelob Light

12 oz MR S9.99
Miller 12 oz nr $6.99
Dudweiser 12 oz cons $6.99

pQuI Mosson Choblis

1.5 liter $4.49

Cep de Yin Red & White
French Table Wine

750 ml $^.99

Riunite 750 mi $2.59

11

C & C LIQUORS
6i Main Street

Dehind the Police Stotion"

Winter Boot SaIe
20% TO 40% off

Wolverine Old Maine
Trotters Herman Survivors
Dexter Etienne Aigner

BCLLES SHOES
8 Main Street

"1^
9-5:30 Mon-Sat

m^mm^
''^i

m'

• * « • * «
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COMPARE OUR PRICES!
We're Lower on Most Items

1.5 FL. OZ

JpHI^E OM ^''"^'^ ^ P^** person, while they last) _.^

PDBBI BV® BURTON, PARSONS

elsewhere . . . 'i-o"
everyday price . . . 2.69

sale price 1.99

NEW GREAT TASTING GEL

6.4 OZ.

(wjth coupon)

The concentrated
soft contact lens
cleaner for use

with all soft

lenses. ir>-

cludingtfie

Bausch &
Lomb Soflens*
(polymacon).

PKHfX'

V

MOUNTING TAPE . . .1.49

MOUNTING SQUARES
Squares

59<l^
with coupon

SPECIAL PURCHASE ^
Saline Solution

I^P reg. upto 10.95

BURTON, PARSONS
was 8.95

(with coupon) now %S •9O

prflMEXl
WATCHES S

SAVE 1.00
with coupon o" ^i^V watch

THEME BOOKS
3 subject/150 pg.
2 subject/ 80 pg.
2 subject/100 pg.
Legal pads

""'"iiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii*"* ——^—
' reg. 29 n0W.19

1.99

.89
"hB^r 1.19
-:95- .59

FREE Gillette
GoodNews!
RAZOR

with 5.00 Ki . .

- . while supply lasts. .. ,

V^«l« ^ one coupon per 5.00 purchase /

iiiiiMiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Most film & slides are

IPHOIOBATIOI b^<^k the next day!

Compare:

tera good look.

12 exposure/Fotomat .... 4.65

12 exposure/Photopatio . . 3.28
w:::;:

lllllllllllllllllll||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||„„„„„„„„„ll„„„,l

Wc offer the Best Line
of Cosmetics in the County.

Ill

in Amherst center for seventy-five years •

ON
FREE
SCOTCH
TAPE

With any 5.00 purchase. .

.

%^ one coupon per 5.00 purchase /

collsg"
inUG
9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun.

4 MAIN STREET. AMHERST Phone 253-2523

C'aswfc-* jA**ran,fmvJ «i. '*!fc-itss»' <.-^js--..-ASk-.»»-„..-* -*s.u' v .. ..-..5,

Koffler tells conference
of new 'Civility' director
Rv FIT.PPM r.Ar I ir^AK'

"^"lln^ian is

By EILEEN CALLIGAN
and TAMl BOKTON
Collegian Staff

As a measure to reinforce the past pro-
gress and future expectations of the "Year
Toward Civility." University of
Massachusetts Chancellor Henry Koffler
announced plans to appoint a Coordinator
for Human Relations to work with the
coordinating committee on civility. *

Koffler spoke before some 200 ^H'ople at
the "Interim Assessment of Civility - The
Good, the Bad, and What Next?" an all-day
conference held last Tuesday in the UMa.ss
Campus Center. The purpose of the Con-
ference was to as.sess the progress anci
shortcomings of the chancellor's commis-
sion which began last semester exploring
the problems of incivil behavior at LfMass.
The coordinator app^iintment will tx- a

reassigned current university employee
rather than a new appointee, said Koffler
and will begin at the end of this fiscal year.
The position will involve coordinating

human relations efforts, releasing informa-
tion, and {)erforming the general duties
recommended by the Civility Commission
said Koffler.

Koffler stressed the need for patience
among civility workers, stating that
behavior changes will take time.
"Behavior changes of substance do not

occur rapidly, neither in individuals nor in
large institutions." sai<I Koffler.
He went on to review the ac-

complishments of the "Year Toward Civili-
ty." which he said were the broadly-based
efforts of the community to combat the
pro[)lem.

Koffler also observed the university's
achievement in "branding the word civility
on the colle<-tive consciousness of our com-
munity."

In discussing the future needs for the
success of the commission. Koffler stressed
the importance of keeping and expanding
the whole university effort and continuing

work toward civility in the future.
"Our cause is a noble endeavor and our

efforts can bring k-nefits not only here anci
now. but also in the wider Comrrionwealth
over later years," he said.

Koffler's comments were the mid-point
<n the day dedicated toward civility beginn-
ing with an address by Domingo r)eJesus
Following the welcome sF)eech by I)e-

.Jesus. staff a.ssistant from the Bilingual
Collegiate.. Program (BCP), and intn^luc-
tory remarks by Ju<ly Davis, coordinator of
the lJMa.ss Resource Network, the group
broke mto 1.^, sui)groui)s to discuss how the
Year Toward Civility had affected them
personally.

Most groups agreed upon four problems
The first was the difference in the defini-
tion of civility and incivility. The second
problem was a difference in the expecta-
tions of the Year Toward Civility. The dif-
ferences in recognizing change.s"in human
l)ehavior was the third problem presented.
The final difference was in how the

university views civility and incivility For
example, graffiti and vandalism are
automatically blamed on students, without
knowing who committed the act.
Work group meetings were held after

Koffiers speech. Each of the eight groups
were to present their goals for the spread
of civility during the spring semester.
The academic resources group said they

plan to hold a conference for faculty, sug-
gesting they include material on civility in
their courses. They will award faculty
growth grants for civility, and lobby to in-
clude civility courses in the curriculum. The
trainers network group said they will
recruit members to institutionalize a train-
ing group whose purpose is to spread civili-
ty.

The institutional policies group's goals
were twofold. The personnel policies sub-
committee will strive for a better quality of
work life at UMass. focus on employees'
needs, form a search committee,' and
create an incentive for civility. The

STRIVING FOR CIVILITY - Chancellor Kofflersitri:;:;:
University of Massachusetts staff, faculty and students ina microcone^e on the -Interim Assessment of CiyilUy- the GoS^! tie

ram„?« r f ^^u^ln
'^"""^ '*** conference, held last Tuesday in theCampus Center, Koffler announced he would be appointing k CooV-dinator for Human Relations.

«FH"inimg a ^.oor-

Students may have to pay
$10 more for new transit fee

management issues sulwommittee will
assess the role of management in dealing
with issues of civility. The special activities
and programs work group plans to work on
increased attendance at planned activities
and will plan new activities for fall

semester. 1982 as a continuation of the
commission.

The Five College and community
cooperation workgroup plans to improve
the network of information available on
civility. The campus conduct workgroup
will develop a policy on human rights. The

media workshop will strive for more
coverage of activities by working through
the journalism department at UMass.
The evaluation subcommittee will com-

plete the second half of a pre and post Year
Towards C'vility telephone survey in April.
They will also conduct face-to-face inter-
views and hold a survey for those who
worked on the Year Toward Civility at
UMass.
A complimentary luncheon and a wine

and cheese reception were held for those
who attended the microcollege.

By EILEEN GALLI(;aN
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of
Ma.s.sachusetts couhi pay an additional $10
transit fee. doubling the present fee, said
Richani Goldman. Student (rt)vernment
Association (SGA) treasurer.
Of the $42 per semester each student

pays in Student Activities Fees. $10 cur-
rently goes to the UMass Transit System,
he said.

Due to increase<i costs, the UMass ad-
ministration may seek the additional $10 to
meet an expected $200,000 deficit as of Ju-
ly 1. 1982, the Iwginning of the fiscal year.
Goldman said.

Goldman has attended a series of
meetings in the past few weeks with Vice
Chancellor of Student Affairs Dennis Mad-
^m. Vice Chancellor (»f Administration and
Finance John L. DeNyse. and Mary Beth
Clapp, assistant to DeNyse. to discuss the
funding problem and the probable deficit.
"If we continue to provide service as it is

currently, we will nee<l the additional
money because the increased cost of runn-
ing the sy.stem." Clapp said.

In 1981-82. the S(;A appropriated ap-
proximately $250,000 to fun<l the .system
from its main sources. Goldman" said.
Federal and state sources currently con-
tribute approximately 50 percent, with the
remainder coming from student fees. an(i a
small portion coming from parking fees
and stickers, acconling to Goldman.
Aside from the usual inflationary reasons

for cutbacks, such as rising salaries and
gasoline prices. Goldman cited President
Reagan's proposed federal cutbacks in
public transit as a major cause for concern.
State contribution will remain the same

as last year and can't l)e relied on to meet
any decrease in federal funds, he said.
Goldman predicts that the transit costs

will rise every year if outside contributions
aren't found.

"We do not receive any funds what-
soever from the administration right now.

'

Goldman said. "We will Ik> seeking $150 -

$200,000 more each year from students il

^r

some sort of long term plan isn i made with
the administration."

He believes the administration should
contribute even a small portion of the $100
million the university receives from the
state each year.

Yet.a.ssistant to Vice Chancellor DeNyse,
Mary Beth Clapp. denied Goldman's state-
ment and claimed that $1«.000 is con-
trilHited by the administration each year to
fund the prof^>erty costs and maintenance of
the bus garages and transit buildings.
Bill Barrett, director of the UMass transit,

service, confirmed the statement.
"The university does make a contribution

to the costs of the garages and transit
building," said Barrett.

Goldman said he plans to outline the pro-
blem at the first Student Senate meeting
scheduled for this evening. He said he
hopes they can propose some solutions by
the second or third senate meeting of the
semester.

Other sources of funding suggested in

dude the Program Support Fund, which
receives its revenue from the money col-

lected fn>m certain vending machines on
campus. This fund is handled by Dean of
Students William F. Field and amounts to
approximately $100,000 per year.
The town of Amherst is another possible

source. (Joldman said.

"Many schoolchildren and town
residents not affiliate<l with UMass have
k'en getting a free ride." he said.

Apartment complex owners in the area
are another possibility, said (Joldman. since
the majority of their tenants are students
or faculty at UMass. Further possibilities

for sources include the faculty senate, and
the UMass employee's union. Goldman
said.

"Realistically however, the administra-
tion would be the biggest and l)est source,"
he saicl.

Last September, Associate Vice
Chancellor of Administration and F'inance

John L. DeNy.se began a task force of
researchers to find alternative ways of fun-

ding such a pass system, or an indivi<lual

Continued on page U

DAvid WhiTiviAN Hair ShAck
weIcomes bAck And wishEs aU a

VERy HAppy New Year.

Join us in our FebRUARy

PeRW CcUbRATION ANcI IcT

youR spcciAl VaUntinc teU
EVCRyoNc AbouT A NEW youl

Come in ancI TAlk to our
taIentecI staFF.

Nexxus

TliE pRoducT of tIie SO's

EARTh ANd Nature UNiTEd

WITh SciENCE.

1 24 AiviiTy Street,

AmNerst

AlJcJA, SpEciAiiiiNq

IN BlAck sryliNq

Awd STRAiqltTENINq.
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Amherst police conducting
racism, sexism workshops

I

Monday. February 1, 1982

Hy MAKV BETH HE BERT
and KEN BAZINET
< "ollegian Staff

In an effort to understand the contem-
Pi.rary problems of racism and sexism, the
Amherst Police Department's personnel
are attendmg weekly workshops coverintr
those issues.

Dr. Joan Lester of Amherst said the
workshops give the police a chance to
discuss the issues of racism and sexism in a
supportive atmosphere.
The program is the first of its kind in the

nation, Lester said.

The program l)egan on Jan. 6. ami will
continue for five weeks. The program is
organised into five, three hour seminars
which meet Wednesday mornings. In mid-
March the police will meet again for a
toliow-up seminar.
The need for a program of this nature

was first realized in the fall of 1979 by
Mary Wentworth of the University of
Massachusetts Everywoman's Center"

"I became aware of the amount of
harassment that women would undergo in
public places in Amherst." Wentworth
said

She said she didn't feel the police fullv
understood the nature of this problem. '

"Women who reported sexual harass-
ment to the police were often told their pro-
blems were too minor to be dealt with

-

Wentworth said.

She presented the police with a list of
some incidents that were reported to the
Everywoman's Center. A petition was filed
for the establishment of a law that would
make it mandatory for the police to attend
workshops.

Wentworth, after debate, gained the sup-
port of the Amherst community and the ar-
ticle was signed at a town meeting in Aoril
1980. ^ ^ '

"The police are role models," Wentworth
said. "They are agents for how a communi-
ty wants certain situations responded to."
Lester said because this is the first pro-

gram of its kind in the nation, it is being
carefully reviewed.

"Should it be successful." Lester said,
"other towns in the nation will follow suit."
The program is funded through a private

grant from the Hazen Foundation of New
Haven, Conn. The foundation provides
funds for the improvement of education.

Collegian board of editors
undergoes several changes

Jeffrev Rian^-hi 9'i ^f w » ,, mi ^"^Jeffrey Bianchi. 23, of Weston, will serve
as editor-in-chief of the Massachusetts Dai-
ly LoU^gian this semester.
Bianchi, a senior economics major, was

elected by the paper's staff last spring and
took a leave of absence for personal
reasons last semester. Nancy Anderson a
senior jounalistic studies/communications
studies major from Needham, served as
actmg-editor-in-chief last semester.

.tSfJ%^^T^^' ^^' ^ '^"'"'- Journalistic
stud.es/English major from Attleboro, willserve as ihe CollegranS managing editorHe replaces J,m Kane, who resigned the
position at the end of last semester Semple
serx-ed as associate news editor last
semester.

from Feedmg Hills. Ma., and Sue Baron^U a marketing major from Merrick N Y
will serve the semester as co-arts editors'

l^^A ^T^i ^"rf"^^^^
R«" Miller, who

gradua ed in December with a journalistic
studies/English degree

fio^f^^!^^'^"^^*' ^^' a Junio'- communica-
tions studies major from Weston, will be

Zei
P^,P^'"'L P'-^"^t'«" 'nanager. Lise

/ieiger 20. a communications
studies/psychology junior from EastRockaway, N.Y., resigned her position as
co-production manager.
Other editors returning for the spring

semester are Executive Editor Kathleen

s^udies"/?n'l'- k'"'
' ^^"'"'- J«-"-'*«tic

News FH.?^ i?^
.'"^J-^'' f'"^'" Cohasset;News Editor Ed Levine, 23, a junior jour-

nalistic studies/political science major from
Sharon; Photo Editor Vince DeWitt 25 ajunior marketing major from Florence-Women s Editor Kelly Burke, 22, a senior
journalistic studies/English major from
Sherl)orn. Black Affairs Editor Phil ^.nn-
'ngs and Business Manager Jeri Bitterman

«, c.-, ..mors. ,ngs and Business Manager Jeri B

Amherst selectmen to fill

town manager position
By KATHLEEN BRUNET
Collegian Correspondent

S-eiveH^'fir''
^''^'^ °^ Selectmen hadweived 65 requests as of last week for ap-

plications for the position of townmanager, said Mary L. Yarrows, executh^e
secretary for the..selectmen
The Board of Selectmen seeks to replace

JoTncpHT'^^''
^- ^""'^ "^y^^'-^ ^ho an-nounced his resignation Nov. 23 1981 ef-

fective May 1. for "personal and profes-
sional reasons." ^

"This is only the third time we've had to'

F^itK w^..!""^"
manager," said Selectman

'

t.dith Wilkinson. Hayward has served formore than six years and the town manager
before h.m, Alan L. Torrey, served formore than 20 years, she said
Appointed by the Amherst Board of

rf^' .

^"' ^^^ ^o^'" manager serves at the
board s discretion. The town manager is
responsible for the hiring and firing oftown employees and oversees all depart-
ments as well as being the chief financial

i^PVTA

administrator for the town.
The current salary for the position of

Tm-?-^^^' '^' '^^^•^^O- ^^"t is negotiable,
said Wilkinson. Since the Amherst Town
Manager Act provides no specific contract

'

the town manager can serve until at least

hJm/hef
selectmen vote to remove

sional. competent, experienced town
manager," said Selectman Richard Minear
Amherst, as a college town, is fairly com-

plex and we are looking for someone who
^^s^ experience as a town manager," he

Interviews for the position will be heldfrom ate March to early April. The Bo'ard

Amt^ ^?^J'^
"^ Selectmen have asked theAmherst V mance Committee for $2 .500 to

wonin""'
^^^^^'•^h, Wilkinson said. Th s

dus ?hrr![
^^^^'•^'^'^'"^ ^"d printing costs

plus the IfK^ging cost for those who will be
interviewed in Amherst, she said

continued from page 13
fare system each time students use the
busses, Goldman said.

They concluded in December however
that neither idea was a practical way to ac-
quire funds since both would mean a loss of
efficiency, said Goldman. They therefore
concluded that students would be faced
with an $8 to $11 increase next vear he
said.

"Eventually. I think students may be car-
0[>ng 75 percent of the transportation cost
This IS a major issue to con.sider," he said
Goldman stated his Ijelicf that the transit

service was far from the free system that it

has l)een called.

"It's no longer a bargain, " he said.

^Regents
continuedfrom page is

Beaubien said.

uH ^^l}^^^'^
"^e^ting Chancellor of

Higher Education John Duff announced
the passage of a law that would enable
higher educational institutions to sell

loin?'^
""^"^ ^nds to be used as student

th.^w' jJ^'u '!;

^^'•*^d^«". ^'hairman of
the Springfield Area Task Force studying
the possible merging of Springfield
Technical Community College, Holyoke
Community College and Westfield State
College said the task force hopes to issue
Its recommendations in March.

STMflOirSE

586-8878

Live Entertainment
Thursday, Friday and Saturday

Basement - Thornes Market
' (Main Entrance - the alleyway on Old South St.)

Happy Hour 4-6 Monday - Friday

.

Northampton, Mass

UMOC
OUTDOORS EQUIPMENT RENTAL

Cross-Country Skis Snowshoes Stoves
Sleeping Bags Tents Packs

Mountaineering Gear

SPRING SEMESTER HOURS:
Monday 4:00 - 7:00

Tuesday 3:00 - 5:00

Thursday 5:00 - 8:00

Friday 10:30 - 12:30

Outing Club Equipment Locker
located in the corridor connecting the CC Concourse & Garage

Phone: 5-2020 (locker). 5-3131 (office)

THE MOUNTAIN
IN YOUR BACKYARD!

\

U-MASS STUDENT DAY
Thursday, February 4th
Show your valid U-Mass I.D.

for discounted lift tickets

9.00 am -5.00 pm Lift Ticket ... j,,
3.00 pm - 10:00 pm Lift Ticket .

*«
5:00 pm- 10.00 pm Lift Ticket '

' '

'

Jg

"^^ Tom Ski Area Routes Hotyofce. Massachu.>»< 536-0416
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New Student
By NANCY CLARKE
Collegian Correspondent

Some of U.S rememtH..r those first terrifying davs on campus when we were naive and easily overwhelmed hvlh.complex.ty of the University of MassacSts' J^,'m.n.strat,ve procedures. Hoardes of pe<,ple scurriH al,^uttrying to dear up housing, sc-heciuling. and finam al o oblems or finish up last minute business. Imagine rvin^toget everything set. from scratch, on KegStior ffi
mpossibie? Well, this is what new st£ fS U?Leuntil a revised New Students' Program was inS it.-fJ?

1980at acostof $5.20()and impnuHlon fn lysl
"'"^ '"

Sarah Hamilton, director of the New Students' Pro-gram, said "this program has proven for two years w[ hthe cooperation of the Admissions Office, that it can do aneffec-tive job of bringing students to UMass in the springwhich for years was a problem because of timinir
"

Students may be accepted into the university up to Jan
1 which doesn't leave much time to prepared new

rrn^air^"^^'^ - '-^' Sum^mer%rieltr.

The current New Students' Program has three sessions-

^vlr^m^^'Zr/^'T '" ^'^^^r for those ^••ept^ibefore the Nov. 30 deadline, a Late-Processing Dats session in January for those accepted after the deadline amian orientation sesion on Feb. 1 for those who have not mtended any session, Hamilton said
There is a General Information-Assistance Drop-InCenter open to all new students in the Campus CenteRoom 165 on Feb. 1 from 10 a.m. to 1 „.m. I .formathmmay be obtained on ojK-n courses, the "Add-Ur<.p- pro

cedure, campus resources, an.i free materials

tLl T? ^ *!^'^ semester. More than 92 jHTcent i)ar-

int?!^^'''^?
P'?'*''" "^"^ •''^"'^^"^''^ encounter .s getting

Z.TJ^
"'"''^ '"'^ ^^'^-^ '^"^''^ "«t include all cours<^^Mjause many are quickly filled by the fall students ^,e

Aside from taking care of classes. Hamilton said thittheprogram takes care of housing, ID cards, and 'bimng

arr^e'lfng tl^s'sp^g
"•^^' ''^"^^^ ^^^'^'^ ^^"^-^^•

rmt?n'U^id^""'^^---^--P-''^

Ar^Hn!;''^'
""^ the^freshmen have chosen the College of

business a^r?'"'
^""'^ '''^'' P^^'"'^^'" ^^^^^^^ ^^'^ as

tir:f y:^; l^se sSd^.^^'

-'''-' ^^' ^-•^^-" - ^^^

Kathy Ryan Director of Transfer Affairs said

easier"
" ''"^'"''"

''^ '''' -mfn^titive but is U^-o^mg

cre'IirgTv'r^^elT.'''"^"
^"' ^^^^'^^'^"'^ ^^^^^^-^ '^ '-

Therehas l>een greater than an eight pc-rcent increase of

UM
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these pe<.ple (jver the last year, Ryan said. Their reasons

she3'"*''
'''' ""*'' '"''"'^'''>' a^'^^^t-mic and financial.

This year 553 transfer students attended one of the ses-
sions of the New Students' Program compared to .508 last
.year. Ryan said, "most of these students are only in-
terested in their course work."

HofH'fully, this spring's new students will exi)erience an
easier transition than they have in the past due to the New
students Program of 1 981-1982.

Off-campus housing
looks good this spring
I

J^'' ^'[f-^a'T'Pus housing situation is not as hectic as it isbefore the tall semester In^gins, sai<l Student St.iffer^.f theOff-Campus Housing Office Bill Milot
Those students already living off-campus are for the

lT<2Ckrn"'f"^ "
''^"' '"'"*^ -'•-^— ts. Sid Milot

I eople looking for places are mainly tho.se new to the areaand those who are "disgruntled with last semester's arrangements. he said.

Although Milot said that "there aren't as many as ex-pected looking for rooms." he added, "there are pU-ntv
•K.k,ng. Most of them have k-en successful, ^.ecaus^
there IS go(Ki availability." he added

sic!!!' of ^xtu^'^\ '"'"l^;
"^y"" '-'''' ^"^'"^ Pla^-es just out-

side of Amherst, m Northampt<»n and Sunderland. Therent usually decreases ;us the rooms are heated furtherfrom campus, he said.
luriner

- NA.NCY CLARKE

FINAL WINTER

ALL WINTER
STOCK UP TO

I ORIGINAL
PRICES

BRANDNAME a„dDESIGNER MENSWEAR
SHIRTS
Flannel $599

Reg. $14-24

Sport 7994399
Reg. 16-45

Rugby 399
Reg. 22-25

Knit 399
Reg. 15-40

Velour 999
Reg. 20-45

Wool 11»9 Reg. 22-37

Corduroy

lAfPilTI

11"

"no

Reg. 18-27

WEATI:RS
8«'&10'» Reg. 20-60
Few higher

^eg. $22-50

Reg. 24-70

I IA.M.

Wednesday to Saturday

SLACKS
Corduroy <10^
Wool I499

OUTERWEAR
Down Vests 19"

Designer
Winter Jackets 29"&39"

SPORTCOATS
Wool 3499

JEANS
Corduroy 13"&14"

Sale Starts Wednesday. Be Early'
Everything Priced to Sell Out!

'

Reg. 37-55

Reg. 110

Reg. 90-180

Reg. 21-35

Hampshire Mall

Hadley

on Route 9

between Amherst

& Northampton

TheOBCKL
MALE

Looking Good, Buying Right

Just around the corner

from UMass
Store Hours:

Open 'til 9:30 Mon-Sat
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Newslines...
NPR celebrates Black History

Monday. Februarv 1. 1982

In celebration of Black History Month
National Public Radio features a profile of
the black poet and author, Maya An^elou.

The one hour sf)ecial. "Ma\.i An^elou
"

may be heard on NPR memk'r stati<m
WFCR. 88.5 KM. at 1 p.m.. Feb. 2

u/ir^if ^•n'"^
"^ "'*''' "'•'^^•".v Month.

Wht K will also dedicate Sprr/ruw umi
Under the Sun to "In Appreciation of Dif-

ference: A Review of Events SfM)nsored by
Ihe Year ol Civility' SvmfM)sium" at the
Lniversity of Massachusetts last fall.

From that conference WFCR will broad-
cast "Education of a WASP" at 1 p m
Feb. 1 and 8. an address by athlete Biil
Russell at 1 p.m. Feb. I.'", and 22. and a
panel discussion on "Culture in America"
with UMass and Smith College women at I

p.m. Feb. ?> and 12.

Bus route schedule updated
The Sunderland-South Amherst bus

route ofxrated by the University of
Massachusetts Transit Service will Ik- on a
new schedule for the spring semester.
The schedule ir^s into effect today

Copies o» the new schedule are available -m

the buses, at Amherst Town Hall, and at
the UMass Campus Center Information
Desk.

Schedule information about all PVTA
bus routes can be obtained by callinir
58fi-.58()H.

' '^

Times for library tours listed
Tours of (;oodell Library and the Tower

Library will leave from the (ioodell
trance lobby at lOr.SO a.m.. 1:.S0 p.m
2:30 p.m. on Feb. 1. 2. and :i.

en-

and

Tours may be arran^fed for other times
and dates. Contact the reference desk at
545-0 1.50.

Martial arts will be performed
A Martial Arts Demonstration will be

sponsored by the Educator/Advocate Pro-
gram of the Everywoman's Center from 1

1

a.m. to 1 p.m. Thursday at the Campus
Center, room 101, University of
Massachusetts.

Everywoman's Center has jobs
Everywoman's Center, located in Wilder

Hall at the University of Massachusetts, is
l«K)king for people to work in several pro-
gram areas this spring. Most programs of-
fer internships for credit or letters of
reference and some offer work-study, or
monetary compensation.
Available positions include: Public Rela-

tions/Outreach Interns. Childcare Interns.

Budget Interns, Educator/Advocates
Resource/Referral Staff. Working
Women s Task Force Interns. Third World
Women's Advocates, Assistant to Ad-
ministrative Coordinator.

Deadlines for applications are mid-
February. For further information call
545-0883.

ERA auction tries t o raise cash

.«r:.fkir„„7H"dr„t„t„''\t^^^^^^^^^^^^ --"^ --"'•' -p

The Boston Chapter of the National
Organization for Women (NOW) continues

J^^iR^i^
Countdown Campaign with anERA Celebrity Auction" from H-10 p m

on F-ebruary 12. 1982 at the Parker Hou.se
Hotel Ballr(M»m. HO School St.. Boston.
Donated items and .services (such as

original art work, gourmet picnics.

weekends at the Hyatt and Copley hotels)
will be auctioned by well-known political,
entertainment, and media figures to raise
money for NOW's nationwide Equal Rights
Amendment Campaign.
Tickets are $5. Call Boston NOW at

HH1-H015 for more information, tickets, or
to donate items or services.

New credit courses are offered
A series «.f new credit courses is included

in the 1982 Spring Semester thn.ugh the
Divi.sion of Continuing Education. Univer-
sity of Mas.sachu.setts at Amherst. Cla.sses
U'gin Feb. 2. and. since class* fill up
(|Uickly. early registrati(»n is idvistMl

n.urses include Pnwluction Management
Ethnic Conlrontations. Woman as Mother
and many others.
For further information, contact the

Division of Continuing Education at
545-0107.

-^ i^ ^

VALUABLE COUPON

Otffer

Needy may try for scholarehips
John B. Duff. Massachusetts Chancellor

of Public Higher Education, has announces!
that applications are being accepted for the
1982-8,3 state scholarship program.
Scholarships are awarded to thj)se who

show the greatest financial need and are
r«?idents of Massachusetts. To apply.

students must u.se the 1982-83 Mass.
Financial Aid Form, which is available at
the Financial Aid Office. 243 Whitmore
Administration Building. University of
Mas.sachusetts.

The deadline for applying is March 1.

four KODAK Color .

.

*^ for the price of three.
Bring in this coupon with your favorite KODACOtOR Film
negatives, color slides, color prints or instant color prints
Receive 4 color prints for the price of 3. processed by
Kodak Freebee offer expires March 3. 1982.

I

I
Located in the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE<^

OPEN
M-F
9-5

Sat Tl-4

•Ml *oa

COLOR
PROCESSING
• Kodak

VALUABLE COUPON
^

Pianist Lvov will play at Amherst
The Jewish Arts Festival. sfM>nsortMl hy

the Five College Hillel presents Kleanora
Lvov, a young Russian-.lewi.sh emigrce

pianist, in a pian«. recital at l/M) p.m Sun-
day. Fell. 7 at Bucklev ReciUil
Amherst C'(»llege,

Hall.

Award checks soon available
M^ia^ri a-kxinl ATJ A I ^«i ...Financial Aid Award Checks will In*

available at the Bursar's Office in Whit--
more on February 10 for students whose
last names begin with M through Z and on
February 1 1 for students whose last names
begin with A through L.

Bursar's Office hours for check distribu-
tion are 9a.m. to 3:;U) p.m. and current I.I)
IS reijuired. Distributi.)n is not limited to
the.se two days and checks will l)e available
after February 11 th.

Cabaret" shown at area schools
The Jewish Arts festival, .sponsored by

the Five College Hillel announces the show-
ing of the film CABARKT at H p.m on
Tuesday. Feb. 9 at Wright Auditorium.

Smith College.

This film will al.so U. shown at Mt
Holyoke on Feb. 10 and at Amherst on
^«'l'. 1

1
There is no charge for admission.

MtSim'iJia
Ttl.M

Israeli dance troupe performs
The Hamakor Israeli Dance Trou|)e will

perform at « p.m. Saturday. Feb. 20 in
Davis Ballroom, Smith College.

i in. i.s ;j ;rroi,p ,,,• ^2 dancers and musi-
cians from Boston who will present .scenes
fr|.m harvests and wanderings. Yemenite
villages and Eastern European towns.

WoRld's Best BRCAkFAsr!
OpcN 6-J MON - TIlUR

6-7 Fri - Sat
7-7 SuNdAy

7-11

JPvrAl

I curi;,»Dc AfTt.

TAkE tIiE

SuMdERlANd Bus
TO Squire VilUqE

Awd you ARE

wiqliT IN Frowt

of T»iE Dove's INest

Monday. Februarv l, 19H2

tCollegiHn 17

^^fc _ _^ ^P^ *'"^*^^ effective W. Mass. and Enfield stores"geefBottom
Round t^ 169Roast '^'''^.^."'.vA lb

eS£l «Ji^fft*®?J?<>Steak uso c^; ^2 19

Chicken Legs
duarter With Back 0€^'
"White Gem" «>OS9
^licken Breast
duarters x^ SA<
"White Gem" iA3%9
Fresh Chicken
Livers, £2A^
Hearts & Gizzards JV%^
Bmieless&Skinless
Chicken BreastA29
"WhiteGem"

,„

i

for details

I

Best Buys Prom Our Circulaj^'Check our SIX pages of values! Get TZ^^^T^.f
Bring Your

Film To Stop & Shop
From

L*bOurPho'o
LOW

PRICE ON.
Color Prints from 110
12t or 135 only
M only on* pictur* on
your ro(l turns out. you

Color
Prints

Honest values
are what ive re all about

pay only 'iSc' no«^ P*^^H 1^^^
in9th»«(fwt«ro(l!R6^ »""'»^«^^™
prir

CookedHki? OA'I *o?^*"''* 6Q
Ints 19tM

SWIFT FAVORITES

SwiiVs
Corned Beef
Brisket . .^UX

.

12 Ounce
package

White R, D„

Swift
Sizzlean —
BreakfastStrips

Swift Frozen
Brown *N Serve
Sausage .

Swift 2 lb
Turkey f"""

Roast .

All White Meat

self-service deli buys

Colonial
Franks
Extra Mild
One pound package ...,

Kahn*s
Franks
Jumbo Meat lib pkg

from our own kitchen

Cheese
Pizza
Individual 4oz
Slop 4 Shop Kitchen

frozen meat value

Weaver Chicken
Rondelets 190

ShankPortionJD^f
HamRump PortionJ:SS:5^^ „79'
ColonialHamSteak .^^ ..i.69
SmokedPorkButts wMsi. a.69
^feialMasterPdrk im „1J29
BonelessHam .J°'°^?^9^z .^2.29

Liptan
Tea Bans

;^0.;

'ally good sn.)c>>

Size 56

Lipton
Tea Bags
100 count package

Hi-Dri
Towels

159

2 ply towel

100 count package

California
Absolutely delicious.

p^ypefruit
for X

"''^'ULJt'''*' 4^V Size 75
^^^^

JumboLemons
4-'l

Ruby Red
Great way to get your

daily vitamin C
size 75

IPRosa
zm2

Stop& Shop
Cake Mix ^
Assorted Flavors

18^/2 ounce package

La Rosa
Pasta
Reg., Thin, Med. Sfiells or
ZitiRigati, 16ozpkg

>p

65

California
Entiances ttie natural

flavor of foods!

4 Breaded Patties
'2o^pkg Frozen

delicious fresfi fisfi

Fresh. .^c... California

Avocados
Make
salads
super.59

Fresh
PoUock
Fillets 199lb

Fresh 1 lb bag

Cole Slaw
Cleaned & €% r^^

wastied. ^[^
lor

Fresh Juicy Emerald

'Fruit
79*

Nine Lives
Cat FoodO ^
Buffet Size ^^L for

Asst'd Flavors V2 ozcan

Farmer Brown's

ipMix

<
Fleisctaiii*i>oi>/ Fleischinann*s—

"'^SB
Maii^arin
Reg. or Unsalted Corn Oil

1 lb package

16 02 pkg
For homemade

soup' 79
from our own bakery

BigDaisir^ ^
Bread ^% ^
Sliced White
Stop4Shop20ozloat

health & beauty aids

tasty specials from our full service corner deli

stop&ShopCottage
Cheese
Small or Large Curd or Low
Fat 16ouncecup

Majesty Danish
Ham

"The Finest
Imported
Ham" 329

lb

Independence
'^

Cheese
89
lb

Imported
From

Denmark

GelB2o,Mubc

LOrealShamooo leozbofiie
P'ii:«» «»«ctiv« Sun Jin 31 g«l f»tl 6 V» Mm Mon

P |
STOP A SHOP DAIRY COUPON | Q^

Save 25''"""
* -

I I

I I

Q STOP /t SHOP GROCERY COUPON "gj

Ttopicana
Juice
Frozen Concentrate
12 ounce can

Save SO^v^p^^ -^^ ^^^^ coupon

Real Sharp Cheddar
Whiteor Yellow Bar or White Wedge ! iim«»

a

•*•!«a*^^^ IKi":^*!
or Imported Jarlsberf J

"•©jneinated g^ |
Random Weight STOP & SHOPjJ COOee with coupon "^^^ I

I-
I

stop & Shop 1 lb, can

- Decaffeinated »l'5^
Colgate
Toothpaste 139
GH? p? ?.' ^'^ °' A 51 "^"'^°'^ ^«'9^* STOP & SHOP ! ( \A9IKee with coupon 'C^ II l^B

^^B^BI^Hl^^l^^HIHI^m^H ^^^l^^^l ^^B^^' ^BM^n^^M ^^^»

^

^^^^^^^^^^^ " l^^^w^^

•Hencv\es Hendrie*s
Ice Cream
Assorted Flavors
Half Gallon Carton 169

::s:Si:;^£l2i:2^^ii:2ij_yop '"^ o. '»oo....„ .o, ,^
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358 North PUasant Street
(CORNER OF FEARING & NO. PLEASANT STS.)

• COPYING
• PRINTING
• RESUME PREPARATION
• GRAPHICS
• EDITING
• POSTERS
• NEWSLETTERS
• TICKETS
• REDUCTIONS /

ENLARGEMENTS

Monday, February 1, 1982

549-5266 WELCOME BACK!

«<l^.»»*.>»«il»**l»«».l*«««k»»^l*»4„*»«,rf»»,j*<>»»^H»,

Communications, Inc.
Typing - Word Processing

Manuscripts Dissertation
Thesis 's Paper

Resumes

527- 6573
Professional quality:

charts • graphs • tables • diagrams

REASONABLE PRICES
13 Kania St., Easthampton, MA 01027

ajUJU.WJ.W.LW!BW

LUNCH
THIS WEEK

COME IN BETWEEN 11 AM AND
4 PM AND RECEIVE 10% OFF
THE PRICE OF YOUR LUNCH

OFFER GOOD FEB 1 - 5, 1982 ONLY
THIS COUPON VALID ONLY AT

RT. 9. HADLEY BONANZA

I Berkshire East Ski Program |

\ 339-6617
^ Instructions for: (1 credit courses)

* • novice • racing

intermediate • expert
• pre-instructor course

beginner advanced

$76 for this complete package

Also included

with program:

Ski privileges

• mid-week
• all nights

for this season
NITE SKIING Wednesday - Saturday

^ • 24-70 inch snow base
superb skiing conditions

BERKSHIRfEAStIKrAREaJ

t

course sign-up in

Boyden Rm 223
Mon-Wed
9:00 am - 3:00 pm

*

$2
Reg lift ticket price

good anytime

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Collegian i9

Homecoming
is bittersweet

mtersession boredom was as good a reason as anything

^K^.?'"''^^^^'^
^?^^^ ""^ ^« ^of^e home and spend timewith them durmg the holidays. Yet. After the u^ual Xt

chat, they all settled back to iatch T.V. fo the rest of theevenmg. leavmg me alone with the family dog. When hephone call came mviting me to the party. I quickly jumpedat the chance, eager to cheer up my sagging spirtrBut
the party had been a mistake. so'methingTreflized a soon

Tnew^berT
^^''"''"' '^'' "^^ ^"'^ ^^' '^' ^"••V P^''^«"

"

Dave Cline

As the punchbowl ladle filled my cup again I looked ..,>and ^w a familiar face enter the^oom^U was atieJJon. Throughout high school we had been very tight leavmg me with many fond memories of the adolescent ritualwe had experienced together. At one point we had thought
of ourselves as eternally inseparable

"'ougni

Jon in the style so familiar to me, scanned the roomand after spotting me. came right over. We went through
the usual salutations between two people who haven't
seen each other in years, and then retreated to a nearby
corner to bring each other up to date."

"So. Jon. what's happening'/

"

"Not much Dave. I've been just hanging aroundwaiting for school to start up again. Yourself?''

.^HHn""f ^'\l ^T T^^y ^"'y ^°'"S "^y «^" thing. I'm
writing for th,. school paper while trying to survive in the
business school. VNhat've you been into lately?"

"Vv^oll, let's see. Dave. I zipped across to London tospend a somester and do it up. You know how it is" Ididn t, but I nodded my head anyways.

"Yeah I know. I dabbled in student politics for awhile
but I realized that was a mistake, and got out. It's hard to

Jon filled his glass from the punchbowl, carefully notintrtha the punch didn't taste quite right. As we talked^

his^m"".""'^"? r^' '^^" -n^Ple acknowTedgS'o

my f^rn tT" f '^l
^^' '^'^^ y^^'^- ^"^ when it came

•
i J^'.Z^^''^'^

"^ ^"^'' causing us to realize how Zr

^llX't11:LT'\^'
'"''^'^^'"^ recap and 7ared

Jon sipped his punch, and looked up at me He saidnothing, but his eyes revealed what we both knew. Thecommon bond between us had not survived the years, the
link now nothing more than a memory. Jon. sensing the
discomfort, got up to go. As he left, we made an a|reement to keep in touch, knowing damn well that we pro-bably never would. He walked out the door, leaving thepunchbowl as the center of attention.

And so it's back to UMass. back to answering the
bullshit question of "how was your intersession'^"
Everyone will ask everyone else that - it's the standard
question with people you haven't seen in six weeks The
response IS almost always the same. too. A simple "fine,
thanks. Yours?" will suffice. When asked. I'd like to say
that It was average, that nothing really happened, but I
would be lying.

It's unfortunate that the stages of life aren't clearly
separated, that there are no signposts that signify when
you leave one part of your life behind and move on to
another. In my case. I guess the punchbowl will have to do.

— SEND our TM£ WEAiyERAAAN >
^

A year with Ronnie
tZJf p ' ^Tu

''"'^ "^^^ ^ y^^' ""^ «*"^-^ the corona-

IroLH. ?fu u^^5^"; ^I^^'^g'y ^"o"Kh, we are still

Tp R
' S p^^"'

'u-

^^^'^'"^ ^'^'^ ^' ^"'^^ fi'-^t year in of-

nf /h f !•
^^^^" ^^' succeeded in changing the focus

^lll!^i
' ^«::^'-"'"^"t from an organization which

allegedly serves the people to a government that serves
only the wealthy. He has pumped huge amounts of money
into the military budget while chopping equally large

Randolph T. Holhut

Now I know why the punch tasted bitter.

Dave Cline is a Collegian columnist.

amounts of cash from social spending. He is taking bitr
government off the backs of corporations and has made it
tun to be rich again. In short, he has destroyed the social
programs created in the 1960's and made life miserable
tor the Americans not fortunate enough to be in the 80
percent bracket. And that's only one year's worth of
work!

What's next for America
in year two of this Great Na-
tional Nightmare called the
Reagan administration? Un-
fortunately, more of the
same. The administration
has been steadily and quiet-
ly rolling back much of the
regulations that protect us
from the misdeeds of Big
Business. For example,
James Watt's Department
of the Interior has opened
up federal lands to energy ^ ^^—^^-,-,«____
concerns while acquiring no new land for the fc'deral park
system. Ann Gorsuch's Environmental Protection Agency
IS not protecting the environment, instead it is in the pro-
cess of slashing itself out of existence. Thorne Auchter's
Occupational Safety and Health Administration is also
slashing itself at the expense of worker safety In short
the regulations that were put in place to protect us from
hazardous wastes, unsafe work areas and mismanage-
ment of our natural resources are being sacrificed to give
Corporate America a break.
The senatorial elections are only 10 months away This

is the key to whether President Reagan and his hatchet
people will succeed in their quest of destroying the federal
government as we know it. If more conservative
republicans are elected to Congress, the green light will be
on for the administration to carry out its goals of turning
back decades of legislation in one four year term.

The outlook is bleak, but all is not yet lost. The
Democrats must ease away from the ghost of Franklin
Roosevelt and the New Deal and come up with a new ap-
proach. The whipping that the party took in the lilHO elec-
tions should be a reminder that New Deal lilx-ralism will
not work in 1982. On the other hand, the Democrats will
not win on a watered-down Reaganomic platform either
The Democratic Party must attack the Reagan record
head-on by focusing on specific wrongs that the ad-
ministration has committed. For example, instead of a
general attack on the budget cuts, they should fwus on
cuts that are sensitive to the middle income voters the
voters that will make or break Reagan. Cuts in mass tran-
sit subsidies. Social Security, and the protection of the en-
vironment are fair game. So. too. are the Reagan tax cuts
which David Stockman publicly admitted were designed to
help the rich. Defense spending will have to be attacked
from a different angle, instead of foe-using on the massive

waste in the Defense
Department and how close
we are to Armageddon with
Haig and Reagan. In other
words, the Democrats can
not just sit back and wait
for Reagan to fail. They will

have to go on the offensive
and be ready to take on the
big issues and Big Business,
as well as come up with a
viable alternative to
Reaganomics.
That alternative could be

encouraging government to
step in and direct private investment to help solve the pro-
blems of agressive foreign competition, high unemploy-
ment, high energy costs and lowered productivity. It may
smack of socialism, but the truth of the matter is the cur-
rent approaches are not working and a new program has
to be drafted - one that will stand the Reagan Revolution
on its head. The real question is whether the Democrats
have the guts to do it.

If the past year of Life With Ronnie is any foretaste, the
next three years could even be worse, unless the people
recognize that the Reagan administration is leading the
country down the road to ruin. There is still time to
awaken ourselves from the nightmare, and with any kind
of luck at all, we will.

Randolph T. Holhut is n Collegian columniHt.

Intersession: life in the slow lane

s>J»-^£**\

There's always a sense of relief associated with the
beginning of a semester. After surviving six weeks of
working and living at home, or working at living at home,
the nocturnal life of a college student develops a certain
appeal.

UMass' marathon six week intersession is intended to
allow students an opportunity to earn money during the
Christmas economic boom. Unfortunately, this boom ends
two to three weeks after Christmas, and most companies
no longer need their extra employees. Those lucky people
are left with three weeks of Love Boat reruns, since most
of their friends attending private colleges have returned
to school. The unlucky ones never got a job in the first
place. With nine million people unemployed in America, a
vacationing college student doesn't even rate an inter-
view.

Six weeks of unemployment offers students the oppor-
tunity to spend time at home reintroducing themselves to
their families. These delicate introductions are best handl-
«J^yflroviding.a« much kMckgrouod information as possi-

ble. For example: "I'm your eldest daughter, your second
born, who left three and a half years ago to attend the
University of Massachusetts in Amherst. Unfortunately
I m running low on cash reserves and would like to avail
myself of your house and refrigerator." Thus returneth
the prodigal daughter, another victim of the lengthy
UMass intersession.

Spending an extended vacation period at their parents'
house can be a traumatic experience for college students
They discover that life continues at home, despite their
absence. Goldfish die. rooms are redecorated. Little sister
is almost twenty-years-old. and friends are married preg-
nant and can't drink anymore. The new hangout is a tacky
Chinese reataurant on route 3A - nobody who's anybody
hangs out at the beach anymore.

In the interest of the emotional health of the students of
UMass. intersession should be shortened to two weeks —
just enough time to make the Christmas and New Year
party rounds.

KatkUm Hou)Un/ is th^ Collegian executiiv editor.
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OPEN COURSES
As of Monday morning, February 1, the following courses had a relatively

large number of spaces available. A complete listing of all courses that have

two or more openings is posted in the lobby of Machmer Hall. CASIAC will

update this list daily. In addition, other courses will open as students either

drop officially or fail to show up.

COURSE

Anth.lOOA
Anth.l02A
Anth.lOSA
Anth.lOi+B

AstronlOO
BotanylOl
Classic 306
ComLit 110
ComLit 202B
ComStu 221
Econ 103
Econ 203
Econ 311
Eng 131
Eng 133
Eng lUO
Eng IU2
Geog II+5

Geog 155
Hist 100
Hist 150
Hist I5IA
MusiclOO
Music013
Phil 110
Phil 110
PhysiclOO
PhysicllT
PolSci 101
PolSci 101
PolSci I89A
PsychlOOA
FsychlOOC
PsychlOOD
Psychl50B
Psychl50D
Psych205A
Psych280A
Psych290G
Psych350
Sociol 102
Sociol 103
Sociol 106
Sociol 107
Theat 100
WEST 29IB
Zool 101
EnvDes lUO
FR Econ 211
FS&N 101
FS&N 130
HoraeEc265

HoineEc3Tl

NABESTIOO
HumDev 2.T0

WOST i91A

COURSE TITLE

Intro Gen Anth
Intro Archae
Intro Phys Anth
Intro Cult Anth
Explor. Universe
Gen. Botany
Anc. City
rtyth,Folk&Child Lit
Avant Garde Film
Media Programming
Intro to Micro
Intermed. Micro
Money & Banking
Society & Lit
Nature & Lit
Reading Fiction
Reading Drama
Phys . Environment
Intro Human Geog
West Tht Frm 16OO
Dev. Am. Civ. l8Tb
Dev. Am. Civ. I876+
Appreciation- Intro
History of Jazz
Intro to Logic
Intro to Logic
Physics for Poets
Nuclear Energy
Amer. Politics
Amer. Politics
Politics thru Film
Elem. Psych.
Elem. Psych.
Elem. Psych.
Psych. Soc. Sci.
Psych. Soc. Sci.
Educ. Psych.
Abnormal Psych.
Psych Good & Evil
Child Behav & Dev.
Age,Sex,Knshp Soc.
Soc. Probs.
Race,Sex Soc Class
Cent . Amer . Soc

.

Intro Theatre
Political Novel
Int. An. Biol
Aware Phys. Env. .

Basic Biometry
Stiniggle for Food
Nutrition & People
Fashion Mktg.
Coram . Org. & Ser.
Conserv of Nat Res
Child Development
Sem Worn in Health

SCH. #

032026
032622
033223
033761
081730
091669
130li5^

1U5528
11467^9

153731
187339
191059
19267^
2U0386
2ii0735

2U1216
2U1576
320836
321019
3^+7562

350383
351559
53^583
53^970
5787^^3

57877^
58I1689

58i+689

610759
610730
6129UU

635327
63571^
635896
637156
637512
6 3769 i*

639372
639916
61+1530

697307
697698
698U15

698775
737560
7$085U

757695
2652U5
28('i306

309580
309977
36hl3k
366U07
5U7602

385366

755897

SEATS
OPEN TIME

I3U M,W 10:10
152 M,W 11:15

133 fWF 12:20
IU5 M,W 1:25
150 TuTH 2:30
52 M,W 1:25

35 I1WF 10:10
53 MWF 12:20
8U Tu 2:30
90 MWF 1:25
107 TuTH 2:30

97 M,W 3:35
58 TuTH 2:30
35 I"1WF 11:15
21 M 9:05
22 Tu 19:1+5-22:1+5

20 TuTH 1-2:15
90 TuTH 9:30-10:1+5

110 TuTH 11:15,
1+8 TuTH 11:15"

82 M,W 9:05
85 M,W 2:30
129 MWF 3:35
1I+& MWF 1:25
117 MWF 9:05
85 MWF 12:20
1+7 MWF 2:30

57 MWF 9:05
50 W,F 12:20
60 TuTH 9:05
127 M 3:35-18:00
1+25 TuTH 1:00
133 MWF 10:10
131 MWF 9:05

79 TuTH 2:30-3:1+5

Ui TuTH 8-9:15
ll+Q • TuTH 2:30

199 TuTH 8:00
100 TuTH 11:15
128 TuTH 1:00

76 MWF 10:10 -

82 TuTH 9:30
70 MWF 10:10
82 M,W 12:20

207 M,V 3:35
U5 MWF 10;10
1+0 TuTH 11:15
71 M,W 20:00-21:30
67 MWF 10:.lO

211 MWF 9:05
113 MWF 2:30
68 MWF 10:10
kk M,W 12:20

169 MWF 10:10

86 M,W 2:30

56 Tu 2:30

THIS INFORMATION WAS PROVIDED TO THE INFORMATION DATA BANK BY CASIAC

-i
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Room availability good;

no crunch, but a bunch
By NANCY CLARKE
Collegian Correspondent

In contrast to last semester's housing,'
crunch. University of Massachusetts Hous-
ing Assignment Coordinator Gerald
Quaries said that this semester there are
from seven to eight vancancies on-campus.

(Quaries said that no crowding is ex-
pected because most students are keeping
their previous room assignments. He said
that he foresees "no problems of major
proportion."

Each student whose bill was paid on
time has been housed. Quaries said.
However, he added that, as usual, there are
about 10 percent who were late with their
payments. These are the students who may
be having problems getting room
assignments. Other possible problems in-

clude accidental misplacing and those in-

volving human relations. Quaries said.

Some 10.300 students are expected to
live in the dormitories this spring com-
pared to 10.400 last fall, he said. This small
difference may be attributed to r)eceml)er
graduations, suspensions and financial or
personal reasons.

Aside from those vacancies mentioned,
Quaries said that in November, from 10 to
20 percent vancancies are reserved for new
students. He said there is a "conscious pro-
cess of nurturing the new students."

"We l)end over backwards for them,"
Quaries said.

The new students have top priority for
housing and 71 percent received their first

choice of residential area, Quaries said.
This policy has not always l>een the same.
Prior to 1978, students with seniority had
top seniority. He said this posed many pro-
blems on top of those that usually plague
the new student. Quaries then reversed the
policy because "older students can take

care of themselves ' much l)etter than new
students if a room is not available for a
week or two.

Quaries believes that there is a receni

trend for off-campus students to move
back on-campus.

"Over the last few years the high cost ot

rent and transportation has caused some
off-campus students to move back into the

dormitories." he said.

For the spring semester this will be "no
problem except for the timing of their deci-

sion," he added. A late decision to make
the move may mean a few weeks wait into

the semester until a room is found, Quaries
said.

One of the most sought after rooms is tne

single room, which Quaries said is "in high

demand."
"There is a stacking up of people looking

for them," he said.

One thousand twenty smgles are
available and are assigned according to a
point system which determines the seniori-

ty by the numl)er of semesters spent Ixjth

in the university and in the dormitories.
The current additional cost is $50 for
designed singles and $75 for doubles used
as singles.

About 1,300 students were processed for

switching dorms and 800 switched rooms
within their dorm for the semester accor-
ding to Housing statistics. Ninety percent
received one of their first, second, or third
dorm choices.

Quaries reports that "Southwest is by
far the most popular residential area" and
that Coolidge and JQA are the favorite
dorm choices. Northeast is the least
popular residential area.

However, Quaries stresses that what is

important is the "human climate, not the
physical facility or layout. Human Innings

make the difference."

Monday, February 1, 1982

('ullfKiaii nir phnla

MOVING IN — Some helpful parents assist daughter moving into a
UMass dormitory room.

Registration for classes open;

follow rules, avoid hassles
Registration for spring semester at the

University of Massachusetts will begin to-

day from 9 - 4. Students can find out where
to sign up for classes by contacting the In-

formation Data Bank (545-1555) in Whit-
more Administration building or at the
course department office. Registration
packets may be picked up at tne
Registrar's office in Room 213 Whitmore.

Students may add or drop a course dur-
ing registration day or by attending the
class at its scheduled time. Course change
forms will be available in room 162 of the
Campus Center or at the Hampden Dining
Commons in Southwest from Feb. 1 to
Feb. 5; and in the Registrar's Office from
Feb. 8 to Mar. 1

.

Add/drop period will run from Feb. 1 to

Feb. 15. Courses are added or dropped by
obtaining the signature of the professor or
an authorized department official. To
change sections of a course, simply add the
new section and do not drop the old one.

Students must drop courses they do not
intend to take or they will receive a failing

grade for the semester. Courses should be
dropped as soon as possible so others can
fill that space. Completed forms can be
dropped off at the Registrar's Office.

Students wishing to take a course
pass/fail must fill out the designated bloc-k
on the course change form. Those wishing
to change a course they are already enroll-
ed in to pass/fail status must fill out a
pass/fail form, obtained at the Registrar's,
and return it there during the add/drop
period.

Continuing Education students wishing
to enroll in a day course must obtain writ-
ten permission from the professor. Forms
are available in the Continuing Education
Office, located in the basement of the
Tower Library. Those enrolling in night
courses can do so in persbn at the Continu-
ing Ed office.

Some good things never Chai
We've added some new specials
along with our favorite old ones!

I
"2-,.

^frWl
4» Li/' -

'

MON
Pitcher of

MiUer $2.50

Steamed
Hot Dogs 20c

9 1

TUBS
Pitcher of

Old Milwaukee
$1.96

Schnapps 95c
Sombreros 95c

9-1

WED
LITE NITE

Bottles of Lite

or MiUer 75c
Drafts 50c

hot hors d'oevres

will be served

9-1

THURS
Party Nite 2 for 1

Double gin^

vodka, rum,
whiskey

drinks $1.25

3 7oz Rolling
Rocks for 95c

9-1

FRI
Mike's

Happy Hour
featuring

Steve Spellman

& Penney
Afternoon

3 for 2
Hot hors d'oevres

will be served
4 8

MIKE'S

Mon-Thurs 4-6 Happy Hour
Hot Hors d'oevres served daily

- The Place Where Special^

SUN
Come viratch

the games &,

make a
sandwich at

our famous
sandwich

smorgasbord

SATF: The
'goltegiaa 23

By DAVE CLINE
Collegian Staff

Eighty-four dollars is a lot of money. Eighty-four dollarscan go a long way at Stadium Liquors, or it could buy a lo?of concert fckets. Yet. every year, in the form of $42^^per semester, you pay $84.00 towards a mysterious fee onyour bill known as the SATF
Many students ask. "Just what is the SATF. and whatdo I get for my $84.00?"
To begin with, the SATF is short for Student Activity

Trust Fund and your $84.00 is collected toward this fund

n/«i i',"\TfT'*'!^^"^^^ P^'^' ^^^ SATF holds a total
of $1,461,340 to be distributed.

fJ^li
^"?*'''«^^,d"5t« Student Senate is responsible for

!n!n!^ ?J ?aV.J
this money. The senate decides how tospend the SATF, and then sends the proposed budget to

the University Board of Trustees. Although the budget is
only a formal recommendation to the trustees, it is usually
accepted without change.
Once a formal budget has been established, the funds

Slnl TK^.!^''''"^^ '^* ^*"*'*"* ActiYities, Office

cA-iS' ^''f
.SAO serves as the administrative ini of thebATF making sure that each group that receives money

T^A^^'^ii!" o !^'^' ^*^ regulations established for
the SATF^ The SAO also has a staff of trained profes-
sionals who are there to help Recognized Student
Organizations (RSO) (groups that have been officially
recognized by the SAO, and have agreed to operate within
a constitution) plan events, concerts, movies, speakers

T ^^".!* ^^."ii
anything else that an RSO group wants tc

trjA?^, ^^? '^^•''^^ $305,140 to operate with, and
$^50,478 of that pays for salaries.

In decending order of money received from the SATF
here s a partial listing of what is done with the remainder
o! the money. If you want more information about any
group listed, talk to them, they'd be happy to hear from
you.

Transit Services - $166,950 This is simply the student
share of what it costs to run the campus bus system The
student's cost fixed at $10 per student, and this amount
by contract, cannot be changed. That's why you had to pay
an additional transit service fee on your bill last semester
when shortfalls, fee inflations, and government cutbacks
caused a deficit in the overall budget for the transit ser-
vices.

Area Governments - $140,238 The area governments
(housing) receive a fiat $8.40 per student, and the alloca-
tions to each area are determined solely on the basis of the
number of students living in that area. The area govern-
ments (including Greeks and commuters) are separate
from the student senate, and each serves the needs of the
individual area, providing programming and services
Student Center for Educational Research and Ad-

vocacy (SCERA) - $91,002 SCERA is a student-staffed
professionally coordinated center for researching campus
problems, and actively advocating solutions. They are the
student investigators who work in the students' cause in
such areas as residential, town, legislative, rents and fees
campus-wide issues, women's. Third World, and academic ^ ..»..« „..„ ...au ^i^i.

Get tassles without hassles
with this guide to Whitmore
Ux, Ml \ir \II1JT r< Ml\r

issues. A total of $8 1 .590.55 pays for the salaries of the 22
people who work there.

n cA?"'
S«»7ice8 - $87,276 The Legal Services Office

(LbU) provides legal counsel and representation for fee-
paying students and student groups. LSO. according to
their budget rationale, has had a "general commitment
and policy toward providing the kind of legal assistance
that students would otherwise be hard-pressed to find

"

rhey cannot accept student vs. student cases due to con-
flict of mterest, but when they cannot assist you directly
they can provide referrals to other sources of help LSO
has a staff of 16 people receiving $71,110 in salaries.
Senate^ Operations - $53,816 Senate Operations is

simply the administrative cost of keeping the student
senate functioning. There are two officers, the speaker
Ld Lee. and the treasurer. Rich Goldman. In addition
there are many student assistants. Collectively, $38 596 is
|»id out m salaries. The senate has several committees
that do much of the work. Internal committees, such as
budgets, financial policy, governmental affairs, and the
coordinating committee deal with the operation of the
senate and the distribution of the SATF. Academic affairs
IS another committee that keeps abreast of academic deci-
sions, and helps play student advocate when necessary.

H7i^ ''rop^m Council - $50,085 Summed up best by
an UPC staffer, UPC "brings music to the people at affor-
dable rates." UPC produces concerts in the Fine Arts
Center, the Blue Wall, and in addition, they'll help dorms
and groups plan for events and find bands for them
Through their ticket grosses. UPC tries to pay for itself
paying no major salaries. Instead, a stipend is paid to the
three officers, and also to the administrative help.

WMUA - $43,772 WMUA is the student-operate<l
radio station on campus. More than 150 students and
volunteers work at WMUA in all aspects of radio produc-
tion and programming. In addition. WMUA provides live
broadcasts of most major UMass sporting events. Salaries
take up $28,117 of the budget, and the station ran up a
phone bill of $13,425 which mostly went to providing both
the AP-UPI relay which serves as a source for WMUA's
continual news broadcasts, and also allows the station to
broadcast away games live.

Deficit Liquidation — $40,000 This amount goes to li

quidate the deficit caused by overspending in years past,
something the treasurer's office is in the process of correc-
ting. Money is set aside in the budget and not spent. In-
stead, it is used to balance deficits that are in most cases
repaid when the money becomes available through deficit
liquidation.

Collegian - $39,343 Actually, this figure is misleading.
The SATF allocation only provides for a part of the total
budget, which is $329,057. The rest comes from advertis-
ing. The Collegian is the daily student newspaper at the
university, providing the community with national,
regional, and local news coverage, and also offering a
forum for the exchange of student opinions.

Full time payroll at the Collegian is $43,301. while hour-
ly and student payroll eats up another $90,597. It should
be noted also that $140,000 is spent each year for printing

question
and advertising.

Index - $25,910 Here again the SATF figure is
misleading because the Index has a total budget of

Continued on page HO
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Area Government
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1,062.00

By M.W. MULCAHY
Collegian Staff

Some call it "the aggravation building."
Freshmen look at it in awe, seeing it only
as a land of red tape. Upperclassmen dread
entering through its doors.

^^
Although it's more commonly called

"Witless." the building is known as the
Philip F. Whitmore Administration
Building and since its erection on October
6, 1967 it has served as the focal point for
most administrative problems encountered
by University of Massachusetts students as
well as the brunt of many of their jokes.
Yet. even with its infamous notoriety,

most students don't seem to know their
way around the deepest comers of this
labyrinth. In an attempt to guide students
through the confusion linked to this
building, the Collegian risked the sanity of
a reporter and constructed this explanation
of what some of the offices in Whitmore do.

Dean of Students' Office

After trotting up the ramp leading to a
couple sets of double doors, you will find
Dean Field's office is just inside, on the
right. The Dean of Students' Office is

known not only as the most formidable link

between students and the administration,
but is also the office which offers short-
term emergency loans.

Information Desk

Just across the hall from the Dean of
Students' Office is the information desk. If

it's your first (or fiftieth) time in Whitmore
and you aren't really sure of what you're
doing, see these people and they'll usually
point you in the right direction. They also
accept some forms and help you deal with
registration hassles on registration day.

Bursar's Office

There are actually two sections to the
Bursar's Office but the area students are
most acquainted with — the Tellers' Area,
just on the other side of the Information
Desk. This is where students pay bills and
fees, pick up scholarships and award
checks and pay back loans.

The other section of the Bursar's Office
is just a, few steps past the tellers and
through a door. In this office students can
get extensions on their bill, deal with any
billing problems or deal with various other
paperwork handled by the Bursar's Office.

Registrar's Office

Just next door to the Bursar's Office, the
Itegistrar's Office takes care of everything
from registering you in a class to putting
that big 'F' on your report card five months
later. The registrar can either be a help
(when they send you your schedule and you
get all your classes) or a hinderance (by ad-
ministratively withdrawing you from
them).

Records/Transcripts OfHce

One more step down the hall brings you
and your grades to the Records and
Transcripts Office. This is just as it sounds,
the place where OSCAR (the Whitmore
computer) coughs up your transcripts until
you end up with a marketable diploma. If

you bring your ID to the office you can
even sneak a psak at your transcripts and
for the price of ,\ video game (25 cents for
non-Asteroid fans) you can have your own
copy.

Academic Support Service

This office, across the hall from Records,

THE CALM BEFORE THE STORM - Students haJ^Sy^?^
room entering and leaving the Whitmore Administration Buildine lastweek. The next 16 weeks should find Whitmore a bit crowded

is sort of a supervisor of many of the got it. Just stop in and ask for the ap-groups in Whitmore and students would propriate form and you're on your wav to anot usually deal with them unless they have better tommorrow (one with food and hous-a gnpe with another office. ing)

Admissions/Office of Transfer Affairs

In one way or another, you've probably
already dealt with this office. The people
they are dealing with now usually don't
know where this office is but you can find
the people who allowed you to attend our il-

lustrious institution at the end of the hall
on the left hand side.

For those of you who are new to campus
and have any problems getting your
transcripts transfered. you might want to
stop in and say "Hi." They may be able to
help you.

Financial Aid Office

If you're looking for student loans,
scholarships, work-study jobs, government
and private grants, you name it: tiiey'v«

Student Employment

If you continue along the path I've led
you. you'll discover the land of opportunity:
employment. Whether your job is work-
study or not. you'll have to go through this
office, but don't be fooled. This is not
where you interview for post-graduation
jobs: that's just downstairs, beneath the
Financial Aid Office.

Housing Office

All this is fine, you say. but where will I

live? I didn't get a housing assignment.
Weil, this is the place for you. Just down
the hall from Dean Field's Office is the
Housing Office, where not only do tiMse
without shaker^ but afev. Xjtumi *Qt/h (iflt

Co nttnuf^ «i /*'!#' ^J"
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Field roast raises dollars forUM emergency student fund I ^t ^osts a quarter to save the world in riiJpnlnnH
^^^h°':J^E^'^'^ We,,, a former as.s,K.,at.d.H„„f students. A..,„.....„ „„:... Wert. r„rme. A.ss™.».e ,w „, .....,._. I By .JOHN BR„„ST __

^ *^"^^ ^^1 lU UI VIU^^UlUnUBy RONALD J. KENDALL
Collegian Correspondent

At the Campus Center on January L5,

the University of Massachusetts communi-
ty was treated to a rare experience.
UMass Dean of Students William F.

Field came under fire when his colleajfues
roasted him at a fund raiser for the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts Emertfencv Student
Fund.
After ten years as Director of Guidance

and 20 years as Dean of Students. Field ,

60. has seen many changes on and off cam-
pus and has weathered them all.

The roast, held in the Campus Center
Auditorium was chaired l)y Michael A.

West, a former associate dean of students.
The dinner raised some $8,000, which

will be desijrnated as the William F. Field
Fund and will be alloted to students on an
emergency needs basis.

Both Dean Field and Rol)ert Brooks,
associate dean of students, assure the loans
are ea.sily availahU- and usually handled on
the spot.

Brooks cites his records as having
dispensed over 80 loans during the last six

months, each loan in denominations of $25
to $75.

The fund is comprised of about $20,000
and is dispensed as emergency needs short
term loans. F^orms required to receive
these loans are available at the Whitmore

Administration Building

Dean Field called the roast a pleasant

chance to see colleagues and old friends,

yet he underscored his importance.

"The funds were low because of existing

outstanding loans and I just happened to he

the one who is most senior," Field said.

The roast included nine of Field's con-

temporaries as speakers and about two
hundred friends and co-workers. The
speakers were: Dr. Michael A. West, a
former Associate Dean of Student, Father
Joseph Quigley, the campus chaplain,

Chester Weinerman. former editor of the

Collegian, Dr. Marjorie Lenn. ex-head of

the Office of Residential Life, Dr. Janis

Wertz, former Associate Dean of Students
Dean T.O. Wilkinson, Brooks, Rep. James
G. Collins (D-Amherst). and Allen L. Tor-
rey, Amherst Town manager.

Dean Field and his wjfe remained amus-
ed throughout the dinner even when the
jokes hit close to home. Surprisingly
enough. Field made no rebuttal when ask-
ed, citing the lateness of the hour, and
thanked ail those attending in a 10 minute
speech, closing the evening on a pleasant
note.

• Also attending the dinner where State
Sen. Paul Harold (Quincy), Hampshire
County Commissioner Robert Garbey and
Franklin-Hampshire District Attorney
Thomas Simons.

.fJ^'/i ONTHE LAND.
INAIRAND SEA.

m. ^<^. h
The Army's active, reserve and national guard units are on
the move all around the globe. Over land, through harbors
and ports, in the air.

If you are looking for zn executive position in the future-
yet you want plenty of action nou'—look at the list of oppor-
tunities available to the Army officer. Opportunities to
manage people and equipment. Opportunities to lead
America's fmest on land and sea. Opportunities to soar
through the air. The training that qualifies you to be an Army
officer can put you a step ahead in any future career-
military or civilian.

Make the first step now. See the Professor of MiUtary
Science on your campus.

BEAUYOU CAN

ARMYROIC
Cpt. Patrick Merryman

545-2321

By JOHN BRORST
Collegian Staff

If you've got a couf.le of minutes to
spare, why not save the worhj from an in-
vasion ot extraterrestrial monsters with
the help of a missile base? Or would yu
rather blast the asteroid belt into
smithereens? You could gobble uf) strange
creatures in a maze, if you'd like. Or

For a quarter, anyone can
step out of the Pioneer Valley
and info a fantasy world

and they'll all be gone in no time.
Every once in a while, a mothership will

make a pass over the group of invaders.
It's worth anywhere from 50 to 300 iM)ints
so try to hit it.

Galaxian is a direct descendant of Spare
Inrofh'rs. The f)laye/ still shoots missiles,
this time at spaceships in formation. Yet. in
Galaxian, the troop sends out a few ships
at a time on a kamikaze dive-bombing mis-
sion. Two. three, .sometimes even a whole
row of ships lly at you in fancy formations.

fKunts and a ship that's been blown to bits
Al.so. try for the yellow ships when thevre
airborne. They're worth at least !.-)() points
usually more.

Asteroids was the next l)ig smash hit
After Spare f„ra,/frs one can find an
Asfer<»„Ls game in nearly every bar in
town. Any amu.sement hall that doesn't
have more than one will suffer financially
by keeping customers waiting impatiently
instead of sf)ending and playing fiappily
Even a tew pizza parlors and restaurants

'
.

'
.

' .'.'.'. i .i. '
.
'.-.ii i i i i

|)erhaps you'd care to bhoot robots with
laser beams or sink ships on the open sea
with your submarine".'

For a quarter, anyone can stejt out of the
Pioneer Valley and into a tanta.sy world
chocktui of monsters, sfiaceships. 'colorful
explosions, robots, you name it. There is an
amazing range of characters you can
choo.se to have fun with and area machines
are raking in cjuarters almost as (|uickly as
their owners can count them.
What follows is a guide to just a few of

the more popular video games that keep
college students from attending cla.s.ses and
swallow up teenagers' allowances.
Space Invaders puts the player in con-

trol of a missile site which can move to the
left or right. A troop of space invaders (lit-

tle monsters of varying point value) march
m formation, back and forth across the
screen, getting closer to the Karth and
gaming speed With each turn. The idea is to
shoot all of the invaders without getting hit
by their missiles. The f)laver has to
eliminate all of them k'fore they land and
take over the world.
The secret to Sparr Inradrrsii^ u, "hit

and run." trying to eliminate entire ver-
tical columns at a time, ff you can initially
wi^)e out the third row from the left, then
zip all the way to the left nmi get the first
and second rows, you can u.se that empty
sf)ace to escape when the rest of the in-
vaders sh(K>t at you. Keep fn-cking away at
the left or rightmost column of invaders.

warns you of an approaching enemy ship.
Shoot it before it shoots you. It's worth a
lot of points.

A go(Mi strategy is to keep your ship as
stationary as possible. an(l attiick the on-
coming boulders by rotating the ship. The
jet propulsion controls are clumsy, and
should only be used when necess;iry. The
hyperspace button makes the ship'di.sap-
{>ear for a seconci and reappear at a ran-

Area machines are raking in
quarters almost as quickly as
their owners can count them.

GOT THAT HUMANOID - Fr.shman Farsad'trbb:;;";' civUengineering major, plays -Bezerk" in .he Campus Center

dropping bombs when in range.
In Galaxian, you get more fwints for hit-

ting the oncoming ships than for the ones
still in formation. Try for the kamikazes
but don't get blown up. There's no time
limit like there is in Spare Inraifers, since
thi' (iaiaxians don't land and take over the
world; but they'll run right into you if
you're not careful. If you can't pick off the
dive lH)mI)ers. eliminate a few ships still in
formation. Twenty points is better than no

offer an Asferoiif.s game for their waiting
customers.

In Asternids, the player's ship can move
all around the screen. Large chunks of mat-
ter tloat around, and it's the player's task
to destroy them all. The ship's little

missiles break large chunks into smaller
chunks, and obliterate smaller chunks into
nothingness.

F>ery once in a while you'll hear an elec-
tronic warning. "Deet j^eet Deet... " This

:<:::::::x:::':x:x X::::v:S::!:::::;:;:
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domly selected place on the screen. Only
use it as a last resort; you could find your
ship suddenly in the f)ath of a huge lM)ulder
with no time to defend itself.

In Pac Man, you become a round yellow
ball with a big mouth and an a[)|H4ite to
match. The ball moves you through a maze,
eating little, carefully placed orange
pellets. The object is to eat all of these
pellets before the enemy creatures in the
maze eat you.

You have a potent weapon. In each cor-
ner of the maze is a large orange pellet.
When you eat one of these, you have the
power to gobble the creatures for a few
seconds. They are worth 200. 400, 800 and
1.600 points. After the grace pericnl is up.
the creatures resume the chase.
The creatures have eves, and they're

always on the lookout for you. Stay out of
their sight, they won't know where you
are. Make erratic moves and purposely
defy logic once in a while; sometimes i't

throws them off course. Don't eat thp large
pellets too soon. If you really want to be
sneaky, position yourself near a large pellet
and wait for the creatures to hone in on
you. Eat the pellet and catch them all off
guard.

In Bezerk, you are a humanoid that can
run in any direction and shoot attacking
robots with a laser beam from your hand.
The robots shoot back, sometimes sh(H)ting
each other and sometimes rebounding their

Continued on page ;fO

By M.W. MULCAHY
Collegian Staff

ft

(With little or no help from Roh Crowley, f

Scandal. It's the lifeblood of American journalism
LverylMMly has one and it l)elongs in the paper. The doctor
knew this and that's why he had me go to the Chancellor's
Ball.

"With all this talk about civility. Koffler has to have
something to hide. " he told me. "l want you to tmd that
skeleton I)ecau.se when you do you'll fmd it stinks like ran-
cid meat. You had In'tter take fonto with you on this one.

"

He must have I)een right. I thought. I)ecause the rent-a-
cops at the d<K)r of the Student Union Ballroom were iust
l(K)king for trouble.

'

"F.B.I. ."
I whi.spered to one flashing mv jiress II)

"They re with me. lK)mb exF)erts. IXm't sav a word or
we II have a riot on our hands."

We passed right by them. Rent-a-cofis can't read Ac-
tually, the girls with Tonto and I were just rental elates
from Lyman Street and all they knew about bombs was
that when they go off in jail, you run throuirh the hole.

While Tonto and the girls foun.l a table. I headed for the
oar.

Chancellor
bar^eep.'"'

^"^ '^'''^"'"
^ ^^"^ '^' starry-eyed

his no^^""'^
'^•" ^^ '•^^P°"d«d' taking his finger from

"Fine I'll be back when I find out what the others
want, I said grabbing the case.

Tonto was filling a balloon with Nitrous Oxide back at
the table when I noticed a herd of elderly women ap-
proaching him. I headed them off.

"Excuse me, but do you belong here?" the leader
queried pointing to her nametag.

"Yes ma'am. Doctor Gonzo, Journalism. I can't read
your nametag, though, because I'm blind," I said walking
Ixack toward the table,"

Just then, Tonto's balloon came loose from the
dispenser and flew around the room. The dispenser drop-
ped from his hands and rolled under the table of a bunch of
Lawrence Welk groupies.

"Excuse me. my friend dropped his lighter." I said
reaching under the table. Instead of grabbing the
di.s|)enser. I accidently clamped on to an old woman's toe
and was l)eat sensele.ss with her pocketlM)ok.

Scurrying back to Tonto. I checked out the hors
d oeuvres. The Chancellor went all out on this one. Small
styrofoam Ik)wIs were filled with stale potato chips and

Ritz
soggy pretzels. Tonto claimed there were also
crackers soaked in soyl)ean oil, but he ate them all.

the 20 or 30 zombies, floating about the dance floor to themusic of Kevin and the Comatose Cadavers. This bandmade Perry Como look like Mick Jagger The only interestmg thing about them was that one of the musicians
lo..ked like Guy Lombardo. I had to find out who he wTs
"That guy looks like Guy Lombardo," I commented to a

woman who was waltzing by herself.

"It is."

"But. he's dead," I said.

"We know," she said and waltzed away.

Just then, the ba.ss player went into a violent solo of
"Staying Alive." while the rest of the band continued
playing "Sentimental Journey." I was told he had been do-
ing this every half hour during the night.

1 decided this was just too much 'bad craziness' and
grabbed Tonto and the girls. The doctor was having a par-
ty, so I picked up the rest of the Wild Turkey and had Ton-
to grab two of the cases of Boones Farm that they had
been pouring into Dom Perrignon bottles.

Koffler may have had a scandal there, but at the rate
that the guests were dropping off, I wasn't going to stick
around to find out.

By JACKSON KATZ
Collegian Staff

Everyone knows that when you sprain an ankle you go
up to the "infirmary" at the University Health Center.
But that's only one of the literally dozens of reasons hun-
dreds of people vi.sit the University Health Services every
day.

Programs at UHS cover a wide range of health care con-
cerns. Primary care services include routine me<Iical.

pediatric and gynecological care, as well as physical health
assessments and evaluation and treatment of minor in-

juries.

"Preventive medicine" is also a major emphasis at the
Health Center. The .strong Health Education department
provides information, workshops, and programs on health
concerns from contraception to stress management to

weight control, as well as coordinating the Peer Education
Programs. Allergy and immunization shots are also

available, along with specialty consultation in surgery, or-

thopedics and gynecology, dermatology and opthalmology
upon referral by a UHS physician.

UHS
In addition to medical care, mental health and dental

care can also l)e obtained at UHS. The Mental Health Ser-
vice IS located in 127 Hills North, across from the Newman
Center and Gorman dormitory. Crisis intervention and
-short term psychotherapy is "provided for individuals,
families, or groups, and there is a "walk-in" clinic ofien
from 1-8 p.m. for anyone needing to talk with .someone on
short term notice.

The Dental Service provides emergency dental care, in-
itial oral examination and dental education to students and
their families enrolled under the Basic Student Health
Plan. Dental services is located on the ground floor of the
Health Center.

The University Health Services has .serveral other ser-
vices available, including consultation with a staff nutri-
tionist and an eye care program in the Eve Clinic on the
first floor of UHS.
Contraception education sessions for women an<I men

are held Monday thru Thursday, and prescription con-
traception and drugs are available at reduced costs at the
UHS pharmacy.

There are many opportunities for student involvement
at the Health Center. Students compose the Student
Health Advisory Board (SHAB). an organization for con-
sumer participation established in 197H.
The peer programs represent a unique opportunity for

students to provide valuable educational services to "their
peers while building their own expertise in sexuality,
alcohol education, and dental education. Health Aides arid
Healthreach Aides in Family Housing are often Public
Health majors gaining practical experience in a well struc-
tured health-care program.
The University Health Services is a large and complex

operation providing various services to thousands in the
University community each semester. Information alH)ut
Health Plan coverage, workshops, or appointments is

available at UHS or by calling 549-2671.
Health Watch, a student newsletter published by the

University Health Services, comes out regularly and is a
major effort on the part of the UHS staff to increase local
awareness of the plentiful and valuable opportunities at
what some people still call the UMass "infirmary,

"
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Spirits low? Happy Hours may save the day
By ROB CROWLEY
Collegian Correspondent

It can happen any Friday afternoon. You're haunted by
a powerful craving generated by the smouldering remains
of a Thursday night hangover and a raw, innate drive to
quaff down a pint of cheap ale or maybe it's the stark
realization that the last time you ate solid food was
Wednesday. But never fear - it's Friday afternoon Hap-
py Hour - and that spells R-e-l-i-e-f all over the valley.
But now the dilemna — where to go? The choice of

water-holes with cut-rate drinks and free eats is wide, and
the bill of fare can range from Old Milwaukee and pretzels
to Dewar's and steamed clams. Through great personal
sacrifice and without a wooden nickel from the Collegian
for expenses this reporter undertook a tour of several of
the more popular Happy Hour taprooms.
(Note: Live entertainment is not offered unless other-

wide specified.)

Blue Wall. UMass - Inside the Wall, Happy Hour lasts
from 3 to 6 p.m. and pitchers of Old Milwaukee and
Tuborg run for $2.25. Bar drinks are cheap and
Powerhouses, a pot-luck potion of de dregs from various
bottles, sell for $1. There's usually a wailing guitarist
crooning old Beatles songs.

T.O.C.. UMass — From 3 until 4 p.m. you can watch
Luke, Laura and the rest of the General Hospital gang and
chug 25<f draft beers. There's also various drink specials.

The Pub, Amherst - The Pub offers $1 bar drinks, 50«
drafts and 35c Pub mugs of brew from 3 until 6 p.m. Some
light munchies, like carrot sticks and chips and dip are
brought out for the occasion.

Mike's Westview Cafe. Amherst — Gone are the days
of lavish buffets at Mike's. Instead, it's three drinks for

the price of two, and a more modest spread of chicken

wings, meatballs, cheese and crackers and chips and dip.

Entertainment is provided by beer-chugging minstrel

Steve Spelman.

Delano's. Amherst - Two Happy Hours - one from 4

to 6 p.m. and another from 10 until 12 p.m. Bar drinks and

draft beers are two-for-one, while everything else is 25t

off regular price. Munchies like cheese and crackers and

mini-pizzas and burritos come out of the kitchen for the

early Happy Hour.

Plumbley's. Amherst — Every Friday until spring

break it's two-for-one bar drinks and draft beers plus live

entertainment from 6 to 9 p.m. Munchies are offered

f-lT^vfrJL^eT^rsXn-u:"'™""- "•"•" -''"'- -oHurrerH.r:;;t:

sporadically.

Hungry-U. Amherst — The deal is free pizza and 50«

Miller and Miller Lite drafts from 2 until 4:30 >).m. Also,

bar drinks cost yy«.

The Hayraarket, Amherst - Formerly the Rusty Scup-

per, the Haymarket upstairs lounge features free steamed

clams, 50C draft beers and $1 bar drinks from 4 to 6 p.m.

There's also drink specials and a late-night Happy Hour
from 10 until 12 p.m.

Chequer's Saloon, Amherst — From 4 to 7 p.m.

everything is 25« off regular price except the most ex-

clusive top-shelf items. Miller, Miller Lite and Budweiser
drafts go for 60«. Munchies are pizza and cheese and
crackers.

Joey D's, Amherst — Pitchers of Miller and Budweiser

sell for $2.50. Drafts are 50«, while bottled beers cost 75f

and bar drinks 95C. Chicken wings, meatballs and cheese

and crackers are the featured hors d'oeuvres.

Barselotti's. Amherst - Ribs and chicken wings from

Plumbley's plus $2.25 pitchers of Old Milwaukee from 3

until 7 p.m.

Charlie's, Amherst — All mixed drinks, shots and draft

beers are two-for-one from 3 to 6 p.m. No free munchies
are offered.

Hangar One, Hadley — At the Hangar it's two-for-one

bar drinks and domestic bottled and draft beers from 4 un-

til 8 p.m. The eats vary from cheese and crackers and
chicken wings to hot dogs in sweet and sour sauce and
fried clam bits.

The Wok. Hadley — From 5 to 8 p.m. everything costs

50<, including bottles of Heineken. but there's no mun-
chies.

Carbur's. Hadley — Happy Hour runs from 4 to 6 p.m.

and again from 9 until 1 1 p.m. Double drinks cost the price

of one and Busch and Miller Lite drafts cost 60f . Chicken
wings, cheese and crackers and fried potatoes are of-

fered.

Fitzwilly's, Northampton — Bar drinks range from $1
to $1.50 and draft beers cost 50C from 3 to 6 p.m. There's
a cheese ball and Goldfish crackers on which to munch.

Sheehan's Cafe, Northampton — Two-for-one drinks

and beers from 4 until 6 p.m. Venture downstairs and find

D.J. Crazy George. No munchies.

And finally, remember to rely on the good old PVTA to

transport you around from Happy Hour to Happy Hour.
It's easy to get rip-roaring drunk, and the boys of the SAP
Patrol are on the watch for those who drive while blind.

HA r oNe
TUES FED 2 - LADIES KITE

with musical guests

THE MUSEUM DIREKTORS
Lodies $3 cover Open Dor tilM 1

All Others $ i cover

WED FED
DOLAR KITE

with musicol guests

Ron
Syrocuse

1«4»5

VIDEOi» SCO
DLONDIE - THE P<

and moti

GIAKT i2'i

LICE THE STONES
on our new

THURS FED 4
WMUA

'The Queen of Rock ond
Roll hos orrived"

• sounds mogozine

DEDE DUELL
end the

D-SIDES
with

THE RED ROCKERS
America's answer to the Closh"

•N.Y. Rocker
SO COVER CHARGE
DOUOLE DRINKS 6-11

SUN FED 7

LA-MIX 9:00 -^

PRIVATE PARTY

14' SCREEN
FRI FED 5

KICK-ASS

ROCK N ROLL
with

FOUNTAIN
HEAD

ond speciol

guests

i ATTIC

SUN FED 6
DISCO with

_ O.y ERIC
16 AND OVER WELCOME - OPEN 'TIL 2

iS^mSHIS"^ / Hodky Lln» 25^-2230
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By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

ween classes, munchies. or a dinner date

ZlrcTI- ^"' 'Tr'' "»" 'he rJZi very en

serve food in a more casual atmosphere. The Amherst

v^l^^sT^ISit T'Zll
Carriage Shops (in'tov.:;':^voiea Dest deli in the Valley Advocate "Reader's Poll

-

University Drive, which runs by Southwest is the setting for two very good restaurants. The Hung;y\j isTeknown by students for its interesting sandwiches and ofzja. Chequers Saloon is better known by thrUn^^ers y ofMassachusetts faculty than its students and offers a dinner menu with various dishes, a sandwich and fght me tlmen^u^available daily until 1 , p.r... as well as muSesTr:;!

iZ'Ll^rMt^T ^'"T^V^^^
Haymarket on Route 9 orthe Lord Jeffrey Inn in Amherst center are nice. The (ioldMine on Route 10 in Easthampton is a bit of a d ive Z

Page s Loft at the Northampt(,n Hilton or the Rib-it Ro.,mat Carbur s on Route 9. Hadley. are other places t.. try f^rancy d.mng. M>ey D's. at the corner of Route 'an
I n versity Drive, offers an elegant atmosphere an

Th p 'i?''"^
^'"'"^' ^'^^ '^ congenial atmosp.hereThe naming F.t on (;ranby Road in South Hadley oVfers steak, chicken, seafood, and a .salad «ir JackAugust's on Bridge Street, in Northampton, serves a u'devariety ol seafood. Bub's Barln.jue on Main Street in No -

hampton and on Route 1 16 in Sunderland has barl,ec,ue<l

Tt Tow prk'es.

'" ''"''" "'"'"^ '" " ^'^'^"^' atmosphere

Carbur's previously mentioned for their Rib-it Ro<,mhas one of the most entertaining and extensive sandwichmenus availab e. Fitzwilly's, Packard's, and Creedo's C ffeehouse all located in Northampton, offer interesting
sandwich Items and a pleasant atmosphere. Paul andEhzabeth s Restaurant on Main Street. Northampton and

• i^Un;: dXs.'^^^
'" '-'-'^ '>^^- --' and

There IS a lot of variety in the ethnic focnl available in theS ^';"if.*'«^''I!B t" eat oriental have their choice ofAmherst Chinese Food in Amherst center, a familv-owned

restaurant whose proprietors grow the produce for their
dishes; Hunan Gardens, located next to P(K)r Richards on
Route 9; Kim Toy take-out. next to the Amherst cinemas-
or Szes Restaurant in Northampton. The (ioten
Restaurant on Route 116 in SunderlamI has .iar)anese
fare. The foo<l is f)repared at the table by skilled chefs and
the show IS very entertaining. Goten also has a Teriaki
house in Hampshire Mall's Cafe Square.
Joey D's. Aqua Vitae Restaurant on Route 9 in Hadley

Carlos of Napes on State Street in Northampton all
specialize in Italian food.

Beardsley 's Cafe in Northampton is one of the area's on-
ly F rench restaurants. Middleastern fare can be enjoyed
at Hajee s Place on Route 9 in Hadley or Curry N' Kabab
in Amherst center. The Taco Villa in Amherst center and
Northampton serve authentic Mexican food
Early risers can enjoy breakfast at Rooster's or Daisy's

both located in North Amherst. Each offers fresh-baked
muffins and other goods, and each is open for lunch also.
The Gas ite I and Gaslite H are popular for breakfast, as
well as lunch. The Stables Restaurant on Route 9 has agood reputation for their breakfast specials. McManus '

next door to Joey D's. serves breakfast all day and niirht
they are open nightly until 3 a.m. and all night on Fridays
and Saturdays. •

Cafe Square in the Hampshire Mall is the place to go ifno one can agree on what they want. Food can be purchas-

^ at figaros Italian Restaurant. Goten Teriaki House,
rewter t^ot. Friendly 's. or one of the many other places
and eaten at one of the tables provided in the Square.

VI n!'"^.^^'"^
0""^"^ ^a'""'^'' fast-food chains around.

McDonald s. Burger King, and Bonanza Family SteakHouse are located at the malls. Friendly 's Ice Cream Shop
IS located on Route 9 headed toward Amherst.

I'lzza IS a staple for most students, and fortunately there^e many many pizza places just a phone call away. Bell's
Pizza on University Drive. Domino's Pizza on Route 9. La

^^^L^'"?
'" '^^ ..^'''^^ S^«P«' Pizzarama on College

wt!!;p^^'""""J'"^'"'^ '" ^""^^ Amherst, and WholeWheat Pizza on Mam Street all deliver. (All are located in

fSws Vk T,^ ^'^f;
^^''^^^ °f Naples. Charlies.

Figaro s. The Hungry U, Joe's Cafe. Papa Gino's in the

Roberto s all serve beer. wine, or liquor as well as pizza.
Pinocchios Pizza in North Amherst. Campus PizL onRoute 9 in Hadley College Pizza on Sunset Ave. in

PiTzaTn S.^rr /"'^ '" Northampton, and Frontiernzza in Sunderiand serve pizza eat-in or take-out
There are also alternatives to Amherst area restaurants

Continiwd on page IS
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WHY NAUTILUS WORKS

EXHIBITION
/INDSALf
Fine AR> REPRo^ocrtoNis

tlw iMirlu of Om|mH, CMi, I

VanGof»t.

HoMMT. Kin. MoMl. M^UiM. PieaMo

aa«*», ROToir. ToMtouw-Uwtrac. KVystfi.

The basic principle which applies
to all productive exercise is

resistance. If resistance is pro-
perly applied to the body, it will

respond by toning up. Nautilus
takes the principle of resistance

& applies it directly to the body
part without undue stress on
joints, muscles, tendons or
ligaments, thereby increasing
your overall fitness level.

AME/?/C/W CLASS/ck
J^OSAMOA/O

h/E ALSONAVEMATSf

v^
^
.4^

.<>
<^̂

bWE Feb. 1 - 5

tiME 9 am - 4 pm
rLACE Cape Cod Lounge

•FOR MEN & FOR WOMEN
Total physical fitness for men & women can be aphieved

in 2 or 3 weekly workouts using modern training equipment
and methods. Our qualified staff will take you through our

training facility, demonstrating the use of 24 Nautilus machines,
the best equipped facility in Western Mass.

Student Union Building

Over 600 different pnnts

We supervise ALL
programs and are

serious about
Exercise.

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley
584-1880

#mUTILUS
fitnew tdpcugh ieience'j
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UM women
upcoming Women's Week
By LISA GONSALVTES
Collegian Staff

Adelante Mujer — Women Moving For-
ward, will be the theme of the fifth Interna-
tional Women's Week to be held at the
University of Blassachusetts from March
8-12.

The theme was chosen at the third
meeting of the Women's Week Planning
Committee, and will be printed in many
languages to illustrate the unity of women
locally and all over the world, said commit-
tee members.
"We want a theme that will deal with

domestk: and international issues at the
same time." said Lora Alper. co-facilitator
of the meeting.

Last year. International Women's Week
was cancelled at UMass, because of the
"failure to involve a diverse group of
women." after the Third World Women's
Task Force (TWWTF) dropped out of the
planning.

According to a statenli^nt prepared by
Aquila Ayana, a member of the Task
Force, "the TWWTF will not be t^ing an
active role in the International Women's
Week Planning Committee this year." The
task force has a k)( of other events planned,
and they cannot spend a lot of time on
Women's Week, said Ayana. although they
do support the planning c-ommittee's goals.
Both groups, the TWWTF and the

Women's Week Planning Committee, met
over the summer to try and find solutions
to last year's problems, and although no
concrete resolutions were made, the
TWWTF has an overall positive view of the
meetings, said Ayana.
One of last year's main problems was

racial, said Linda Cohen, a member of the
planning committee.
"A lot wasn't done to insure Third Wnrld

participation," Cohen said.

Some solutk)ns to this problem were to
have more outreach on the part of planners
this year, she saki. The planners wanted to
have not only white students, but also third
world students involved from the start, she

added.

This year the outreach was broadened to
insure more Third World participation
from other groups, not just the TWWTF,
said Tildy Turchinetz. head of the Womens
Issues Team of the Student Center for

Educational and Research Advocacy
(SCERA).
"There are no students on the Task

Force," sh*" said, "they are not represen-
tative of the Third World Community."
"Rehashing the past is okay. " said

Ayana, "but in terms of feelings about last

year, we would like to move forward from
that point and not rehash it; it makes it

seem like the week is being exploited in a
negative way rather than a positive way.
There are a lot of new people involved this

year; they should start out fresh instead of
rehashing the past."

Another solution to last year's problems
was to set up a steering committee to in-

sure that the different interests would be
represented. Turchinetz said. The steering
committee will be made up of represen-
tatives from the respective Work teams for

the conference, said Turchinetz. These are
publicity, programming (which will be
broken down into workshops and schedul-
ing), childcare, and fundraising, she said.

"Timing is another problem of Women's
Week," said Turchinetz. "All of the paper
work must be signed three weeks before an
event takes place, forcing everything to be
done during intersession." she said. "This
limits the amount of participation."

The planning committee is working with
other groups that have already planned
events that will fall on International
Women's Week. Some of these include a
Labor Film Series about women, spon-
sored by the Labor Committee Network,
and a resource fair, organized by the
Center for Women of Color, .said Tur-
chinetz. The committee also plans to hold
two workshops a day, one in the Campus
Center and one in the dorms, she said.

In addition to workshops, entertainment
has also already been scheduled. The Fine

Continued on page .{0

Veterans turn to VACS
for guidance, assistance
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By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

The Veterans' Assistancie and Counsel-

ing Service Office (VA'CSpa liason bet-

ween the Veterans Administration in

Boston and veterans on the University of

Massachusetts campus is located in a small,

temporary building behind Thompson Hall,

known as Mobile Unit Number Four.

After severe budget cuts at the end of

last year, the VACS staff of 12 was cut to

2, and the future of the office is ques-

tionable.

The function of the VACS office is not

only a means of communication between

the VA in Boston, but to help the

1.000-1.500 veterans at UMass get through

"red tape" and get their benefits.

Mike Peters, a veteran of the Vietnam war,

,

and a work-study employee in the VACS
office, said veterans can come to the VACS
office for any problem they may encounter.

"We're here to keep track of the

veterans, to make it as easy as possible for

the," Peters said.

The VACS office is also responsible for
certifying that veterans are attending
UMass so that they may receive benefits.
The VA has laws and regulations that must
be adhered to in order for the veteran to
receive benefits.

Veterans must carry at least 12 credits.
They cannot receive benefits more than 10
years after they have completed military
service. They have only 45 months of col-
lege in which to complete their education
and receive benefits. Veterans may fail a
class, but they must not drop below 12
credits a semestei;, ,« and must satisfy
university requir^njetits to remain in
school and retain their benefits.

A single veteran can receive up to $342
per month in benefits, and if a veteran
enlisted militarily in the state of
Massachusetts before May 7, 1975. he or
she will receive a tuition waiver from the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

However with budget cuts, the VACS of-

fice has been forced to cut their outreach
program and many veterans are not aware

Continued on page .io
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^ew alcohol policies prove beneficial

UMass, state

results differ

in age hike
Editor 'h note: ThefoUounng is thefirst in n
three-jHirt series appearing ttuiny. ttmtor-
rov' nnffWednenday on the effects the rise in
th^ MoAsnchusetts drinking age has had on
the University of Massarhusetts and
AmJwrst oi^er the past three years.

By NANCY ANDERSON
Collegian Staff

Sunday night, April 15. 1979 should have
been a relatively quiet evening like most
other Sunday nights during that year, hut
it wasn't.

As the hours rolled by, local bars in the
Amherst area were among the many
throughout Massachusetts that were pack-
ed wall to wall by high school seniors and
college freshmen and sophomores.
Deborah Weisser, an 18-year-old found

guzzling hastily at the Pub on North Plea-
sant Street, summed it up for many of
those under 20 out drinking that evening
when she said, "I'm out tonight because
this is my last chance."
At 2 a.m. Monday, April 16, 1979 a con-

troversial bill signed by Governor Edward
J. King raised Massachusetts' legal drink-
ing age from 18 to 20.

Students from the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst were leaders of
those who rallied and protested the [)ili.

But they lost the battle and were forced to
succumb to the new law.

Or did they?

Almost three years have passed since the
implenwntation of that bill. What has the
outcome of the rise in the drinking age
been for the University of Massachusetts
and the surrounding community? Have the
results been good, bad. or better yet. has
the law actually been enforced?

ALCOHOL RELATED ACCIDENTS

Amherst Chief of Police, Donald Maia,
said that during fiscal year 1981 there were
M,7 car accidents in town whic-h resulted in
^91 mjunes^^nd nine deaths. The eight ac-
cidents in which fatalities occured were

.
either speed and/or alcohol related, he said
That was the largest number of auto
deaths in one year ever in Amherst.
Since this fall however, three officers

have been added to the department and
four officers have been working overtime
on w^kends in a Speed Alcohol Program
(i>AP) with the primary function of stopp-
ing those drivers who are speeding or have
been drinking, Maia said. (See related
story)

"Now that we have enough officers to en-
force these regulations and respond to in-
cidents, there has been a 70 percent reduc-
tion in the number of auto accidents in
Amherst, and it should c-ontinue to ao
down," he said.

On campus, the UMass infirmary doesn't
keep detailed logs in regards to the reasons
why patients are hurt, but the number of
patients at the infirmary during the past
three years has not gone up. Director
Barry Averill said.

"However, I do know from the hospital
bills we receive when UMass kids are ad-
mitted to Cooley Dickin.son that there are a
lot more patients who've required hospital
care in the past few years from car ac-
cidents, most of which are alcohol related

"

he said.

A recent four-year report by the
Massachusetts Registry of Motor Vehicles
states that the statistics compiled for
January to October of 1978, the year
before the law was passed, compared to
those from .lanuarv to (Vtohpr of 19K1

show a 4.4 percent decrease in the total
number of fatal accidents in
Massachusetts, but a 3.7 percent increase
in the total number of alcohol related ac-
cidents.

The report aJso states there has been a 27
percent drop in the number of 15-19-year-
old drivers involved in alcohol related ac-
cidents and an increase of 23. 1 percent of
drivers 20-24-year-olds in alcohol related
accidents.

The following chart consists of figures
listed in that report:

total fatal

accidents

alcohol related

drivers 15-19

alcohol relatea

drivers 20-24

alcohol related

drivers 25- +

alcohol related

1978

612

217

63

1979 1980 1981

678 669 585

239

79

289

62

65 67 111

89 97 119

225

46

80

92

EVERY LITTLE BIT HELPS UMASS
POLICE

"Before the drinking age went up. this
campus was in serious trouble. UMass was
the hangout for high school kids across the
state," said Mary Dumas. UMass com-
munity relations officer.

"We don't know what we would have
done, because we just didn't have the man-
p<wer to handle the 30-40 kids in each
dorm who didn't live there, but were just
there for the party," she said.

The new law gave the UMass fx)lice a
chance to review discipline rules and
tighten things up, Dumas said.

The 1980 Annual Report by the UMass
Department of Safety (The 1981 report is
still being compiled and won't be ready for
a couple of months) among other things,
lists the following:

Continued on page .iO
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Amherst PD:
SAP stifles

accident rate
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

The number of accidents during the SAP
(Speed Alcohol Patrol) patrol period. Fri-
day and Saturday from |9 p.m. to 3 a.m..
decreased by 64 percent for the months of
October. November, and December, over
those same months in 1980, Amherst
Police statistics show.

According to Amherst Police Chief
Donald Maia, the number of accidents for
those months was reduced from 52 to 19
while the number of accidents with injury
dropped from 23 to 8 - a 65 percent
decrease.

Maia attributes this significant decrease
in accidents to the advent of SAP in
September. 1981. The SAP team began to
patrol locations prone to speed and alcohol
related incidents, after seven people died in
Amherst area accidents between
November 1980 and June 1981.

Because all of these deaths could l)e at-
tributed to the use of excessive speed or
alcohol, Maia said, the SAP team's goal
was to "change the way that people drive
in Amherst."

Now. over five months into the program.
Maia has proclaimed it "an outstanding
success."

"We have more than realized what we
thought was going to happen with the pro-
gram," he said, "and we couldn't have
done it without all of the support that we
have received from the community."

Maia said that program has shown that it

was "absolutely necessary" to the com-
munity by the reduction in accidents, in-
juries, and hospitalizations.

The program has also brought a great
deal of revenue back to the town in the
form of fines collected from motorists
Police department figures show that since
the program l)egan in September, over 740
vehicles have i)een stopped, with 448
vehicles cited for speeding, faulty equip-
ment and other violations. '

At $25 per violation, which is an average
figure according to Joyce Orzel of the
Hampshire County District Clerk of Courts

«, , onn
''/"'''•^'"" estimates that some

Jl 1.200 in fines collected by the SAP team
has been returned to the town from the
clerk s office, and placed in the Amherst
General Fund. If the team were to continue
to collect fines at this rate for the remain-
ing SIX months of the school year the
estimated total could range from
$33-37,000 for the 1981-82 year.

Since the town has received a $28,500
grant from the Governor's Highway Safety
Bureau to cover the cost of the oVertime
for the officers running the program, it is
only contributing $20,100 for vehicle
mamtenance. breathilyzer purchase and
maintenance, radar maintenance, and per-
sonnel equipment, and could make
$13-17.000 clear profit from the program.

State, federal governments crack down on drunk drivers
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

In response to a rash of alcohol-related traffic fatalities
over the recent Christmas and New Year's holidays. lK)th

state and federal authorities have instituted steps to liegin
a crackdown on drunk drivers.

Citing a "state of emergency on our highways," Gover-
nor Edward J. King instituted, on January 8. a 25 person
Task Force on Drunk Driving, charged with submitting to
the legislature, by March 15, recommendations for possi-
ble legislation against drunk drivers, said Charles Mann-
ing, of the Department of Public Safety.
The Task Force is made up of experts from all fields who

with drunk drivers, and the prol)lei they cause, said

Manning, including members of lH)th state and local police

forces, the district courts, and meml)ers of the group
"Mothers Against Drunk Drivers."
"The (Governor would like us to come up with some con-

crete legislation by March 15," said Manning. "We want
to work with first offenders co show them some leniency,

yet let them know that they have committed a very serious
offense."

The Task Force's first public hearing was held in Spr-
ingfield on January 18, and according to a report in the
Boston Glof)e, a number of people, including Amherst
Police Chief Donald Maia, Michael McCarthy, director of
the Driving While Intoxicated Program of the Alcoholism
Services Agency of Greater Springfield, and Nancy Kurtz
of Remove Intoxicated Drivers, a Northampton group,
urged the commission to adopt stronger penalties for
drunk drivers, such as the new laws adopted by California
Oregon and Maryland.
These new laws, acording to Neirsireek. make three ma-

jor points. A blood-alcohol content of .10 is no longer just
evidence, but a crime itself. Certain offenses carry man-
datory jail sentences, and any drunk drividng incidents re-
main on a driver's record. Oregon began this program in
1971, and since then, traffic- fatalities have dropped 6 per-
cent and the fatality rate has gone down 35 percent,
despite a 62 percent jump in vehicles on the road.
President Ronald Reagan has told federal officials that

he plans to create a special commission to study ways tocurb drunk driving.
^

According to a wire services report. Ray Peck, the
federal highway safety chief, suggested thkt a special
presidential commission could create "a program of sharp
awareness on the community level." about the continuing
problem of drunk drivers.

*

Reagan, said the report, was sitting in on the meeting
where the suggestion was made, and told the agency o^
ticers. 1 couldn't be more in agreement."

The report said that the issue was originally brought to
Reagan s attention by Rep. James Hanson (R-Utah) who
was. himself hit twice by drunk drivers.

Presidential Press Secretary Larry Speakes told
reporters that "The President envisions that this group
will work with the states to curb the slaughter."

•Anybody who advocates jail alone is a fool." said
Albert Kramer, a Massachusetts District Court Judge
You have to combine with an intensive rehabilitation oro^

gram. *^
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* Videogames
Continuedfrom page 25

shots off of walls and destroviriK
themselves. While attacking, the robots
say (in a mechanical monotone) "Intruder
alert! Intruder alertl" and -The humanoid
must not escapel"

You try to shoot as many robots as possi-
ble without getting yourself shot, and then
run out of the maze before Evil Otto (a
bouncing ball with a sinister smiling face)
touches you. Even though Otto's touch

Chicken! Fight like a rotK)t!" if it feels vou
ran out too soon.

Missile Command engages you in a
push-button war. You defend six cities
against enemy missiles, airplanes, smart
bombs, satellites, and other space age war
devices that rain down on you from the skv
Each surviving city is worth bonus points
at the end of an attack. With each suc-
cessive attack, the enemy uses more and
quicker weapons.

Your defensive missiles set up a field for

- * Alcohol

Monday, February 1, 1982

Monday. February 1, 1982

a second or two in which everything is
obliterated. When each attack be^ns. most
successful players set up a line of fields
across the screen. If the line is potent
enough and placed correctly, it will in-
tercept most enemy fire.

These are by no means all of the video
games available in the area. There aregames that let you climb tall buildings
resc'ue lad.es from King Kong, defend New
York City and the Statue of Liberty, kill
various bugs, fight wizards and knights
with a magic sword; there's even one that
lets you cc)ntrol a frog that jumps up anddown on Illy pads, trying to catch flies for
supper. If you fall off. you have to climb out
ot the water.

I once had a friend who never .seemed to
have any problems with the opposite sex
"How so you do it?" I asked, fresh from a
broken relationship.

"If a girl starts giving me a hard time I

just Ignore her. I'd rather play AMt^oids
anyway," he answered.

Continued from pntfe '2U

1979

2.583

15.4%

338
2«2

331

97

1980

2.159

12.6%

195

157

244
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Can American business
survive without Theory Z?

iJ?r^£ °^^ ^^^ during that time. ttieyVe watched

)J!il!L?II^?^^ K-
^ ^P^ ^^o coined Ihe term "Theory Z" thinks

rnors Deen acclaimed by every major business iournal-

?nrSiJi''Ji'»f
'°''"y ^^^ ^^o^' o"^^ how we can learn fromJapanese business philosophy

nHo}!/2^"®T^°° companies in the U.S. have already

w?ii**;!^T ^^^^' co"^"^on use ofthe term 'Theory Z
tant^r?"

^'Q^'^cant contribution of this i^r
-Arjay Miller. Director

..,
ford Motor Company

I ani convinced that Theory z will be an imoortantmilestone of progress foHRefejsine^ wortd/'
-Akio Morito. Chaimr>an. CEO

"TK««« -, w .

Sony Corporation
Theory Z should be required readina for allAmencan managers." ^ -MictSel^accoby

author of The Qomesman

criminal incidents

alcohol relationship

total arrests

protective custody
vandalism

disturbing public peace

Officer Lawrence Holmes, assistant
director of security and the person who
compiled the report, said there is an in-
creasing demand for manpower in areas of
high priority, but they can't cover
everything until they get more people.

Motor vehicle accidents on campus have
gone up every year since 15JK75, but as to
whether the fact they're alcohol related or
not, they don't know. Holmes said.
"We can't perform the amount of traffic

control we should, and that could con-
tribute to the problem." he said. 'The hir-
ing freeze on campus now keeps us in a
really tight struggle to maintain what ke
nave, let alone get someone new on 'the
force."

An officer for the UMass Public Safety
Department for the past seven years, who
requested not to be named, said. "When
the drinking age in Massachusetts was 21
people watched out for each other and
drank somewhat responsibly. But when it
went down to 18 everything changed. Peo-
ple were always drinking to an excess here
on campus and acting fooli.shly."
Even though the age has moVed back up

the attitude among the kids hasn't chang-
ed, and the drinkintr problems have just

The largest selection

of hard aluminum

IMEASURIN6 TOOLS
in the country!

* Veterans

switched from the bars to the living areas,
she said.

The officer said she feels the police
department may even be contributing to
the problems because of the hiring freeze
and the fact that there is no overtime
money available in the UMass Public Safe-
ty Department's budget. As a result, there
are only three to six officers on per night
for the entire UMass campus, she said.
"When you only have one or two cruisers

on at night when most of the problems oc-
cur (11 p.m.-7 a.m. shift) for this whole
campus, you just can't possibly enforce the
law," she said.

According to the law, any person under
20 who possesses an alcoholic beverage
may be fined not more than $50. Yet, every
weekend students can be seen walking
around all over campus with alcohol in
their hands. Many are under 20. The officer
said the department is aware of this, but
there's nothing they can do to stop it.

"It takes an hour to process one person,"
she said. "We simply can't afford to bring
people in because if there are only three
people on at night and you're taken off the
road for an hour, that means there's only
two people covering the campus."
"We can only handle the immediate pro-

blems as they occur and then hit the road
ag:ain for this reason. You're listening to
things going on over your radio the whole
time you're on a call. Therefore, what you
know you should do at a party when you
see kids underage drinking or smoking pot,
etc.. you can't, and kids get away with
things." she said.

AIRGATE

STRAIGHT EDGES/T SQUARES
METRIC RULES/L SQUARES
CENTERING RULES

TRIANGLES/CURVE STICKS

INKING RULES
and many others

. .

.

8EE THEM AT YOUR BOOKSTORE!
er SEND FOR CATALOG

FAIRGATE
RULE CO.. INC.
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of the l,enefits for which they may be eligible.A lot of pys get out of the service and don't wantanything to do with the government. Without the v siTs tothe community no one know about it." said Peters
Another work-study student at the VACS office Barry

a^iSem •

''" ''" ''^ '"•' ^''^" '^"^^-^-h P-gram wa^

"I only discovered my benefits when I heard thev wpppgoing to be revoked." Wo<Klworth said
'

ab^utth: StTb^^t ^e^T l^v ^"-V-T'^'"-^ the veteran; musf^^^tht l^^L^al Irf^"

neeJ^tharmw "V^^^^^'^"''^."
Peters said. "A lot of guysneed that much time to get their heads together."

fhf/'J^ l^^T ^r^
^o^d^^rth wonder if the federal grant

^n I^'Ht^^?^^^''^
^*" ^ "-^"^^^^ *hen it ends oni

30. And the 1.000 to 1..500 veterans and their dependentson campus wonder what further problems may^cur ftheir budget is cut for next year.
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Crowded PVTA busses
greet UM students again

The PVTA Northampton bus route m,, have pr-oblemr«'S";«r"crowding similar to last semester due to lack of fundTne

Wintersession enrollment,
class lists, are increased
By KATHLEEN BRUNET
Collegian Correspondent

Wintersession. offered by the Division of C(mtinuing
Education, is obviously meeting a need <.r there would not
be the dramatic increa.se in enrollment that the divisi.m
has encountered each year, said ContEd c(M»rdinator of
credit programs Angel Ramirez.
Enrollment in this year's winterses.si(m program was

1,545, .some 500 more than last year. Ramirez said. Since
1977, there has been an estimated increase of I .m) in
enrollment, he said.

Why enrollment has gone up so drastically is unclear,
Ramirez said, but a po.ssible explanatit.n is that ec-onomics
hit every sector of society s(. hard, and less courses are \\e-
ing offered in the fall semesters each year. Those students
who were unable to get the courses they needcnl in the fall
have decided to take them during intersession.
Students also take Wintersession courses l)ecause they

are a few credits short of graduating and would rather
take the courses during Winterse.ssion than take them

By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

(Editor's note: Alt f>us sehedulex are
nvnilnhle at the Campus Center Informa-
tion desk.)

Because of overcrowding last semester,
there will be one additional bus running
each day on the Sunderland-South
Amherst route, said Al Byam. operations
manager for the University of
Massachusetts Transit Service.
This is the only planned increase. Byam

said. There will be no additional buses run-
ning on the Northampton line either, said
Chuck MacNeil, operations manager of the
Western Mass Bus Lines.
Overcrowding is also a major problem on

this line and budget problems and lack of
funds are again the problem, MacNeil said.
"On weekends, service is more sporadic,

and with students going to the mall to
shop, overcrowding occurs." he said.
MacNeil said he hopes to solve this by

studying the situation and rescheduling or
cutting back where neede<l.

"We will analyze what trips can be cut
back by eliminating lighter load trips and

during the summer, said ContEd Deputy Director and
finance administrator Kevin Aiken.
"Wintersession is not Continuing Education, per se

"

Ramirez said.

Of the students taking classes during Wintersession. 93
percent are regular university students, he said.
Wintersession is geared to university students l)ecause,

as a rule. Continuing Education students work full time
during the day and are taking classes at night. Winterses-
sion courses are offered during the day, Aiken said.
"We try to represent all university departments in our

course offerings," Ramirez said.

Letters are sent out to all departments asking them
what courses they would like to offer and what instructors
are available, he said.

"If they don't respond, I will follow up with phone
calls." Ramirez said.

"Of those departments that did not contact us and have
not offered courses in the past, six that I went back to did
end up offering courses this Wintersession.

If 1 had not called, the courses in economics, food

adding service on weekends, and hopefully
make better use of the funds
appropriated," he said.

Saturday afternoon has consistently
been the worst time for overcrowding, he
said.

An experimental route from UMass to
the Elf Hill section of south Amherst is in

the planning stages, said Amherst Town
Planner Paul Mazzarella. The route that
will probably be approved this week by the
town's finance committee, according to
Mazzarella, would originate at UMass.
head down South Pleasant Street to West
Street, turning on Shea Street to
Southeast Street, down Bay Road and
through the Elf Hill subdivision in the
southeast corner of Amherst, near the
Belchertown line.

"This experimental route would be fund-
ed entirely by the town for a four-month
period," said Mazzarella.

Because the route runs through a
sparsely-populated area, it would be
reviewed after the experimental period to
evaluate its worthwhileness, he said.
There will be no change in the route or

schedule of the campus shuttle, Byam said.

science and nutrition, general business and finance.!
statistics and Spanish would not have l)een offered." he
added.

Aiken said the success of the Wintersession pn>gram is
partially due to co-operation from students and faculty.

"We know what courses to offer." Aiken said, "because
students, advisors, and records and registration tell us
what IS needed. We have to be student-oriented, and as
long as we have the faculty, we will offer the courses that
are needed." he said.

The cost of a Wintersession course is $50 per credit,
Aiken said. The Division of Continuing Education is self-
supporting and this fee covers instructors' salaries plus
the cost of printing and distributing the catalogs, he add-
ed.

Next year, the same courses should be offered plus a few
more. Ramirez said.

"We do not expect an increase, though, in enrollment
above this year but rather feel we have reached the max-
imum point," he said.
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student Note Service
545-2271

Ever have trouble taking notes in yourm ^"P«^i-"y -"^en you're sitting "nthe back of an auditorium behind 300 otherstudents? To aid students in their studyfngthe Lecture Note Program offers lecturfnotes m courses with enrollment over 200rhe Student Note Service also offers prin-'^.ng services to RSO groups, including off-

Tix. . .545-2683
Tix is a student-run ticket agency. They seUadvance tickets for movies, pla/s. concensand other events sponsored by student
organizations. Support your studentbusmesses and buy your tickets from tL

RecycUng Project
545-0618

^in^rfo^^
'^"*""* ^^^-ledges theurgency to conserve our natural resources

-

'They stress the need to recycling our eve^:day reuseable materials. Therf are7^sand paper bins located in dorms TbuUdmgs and at computer centers. Pleaseget mvolved and support the RecyclingS^"

SUPPORT YOUR
LOCAL CO-OPS

Monday. February 1, 1982 Monday, February 1, 1982

Snackbars

s grumbling and you can^t seem to concen-trate on your studies. Don't fight it! Put thebook down and head for the neareststudent-run snackbar.
Greenough Snackbar 545-2380
John Adams Snackbar 546-8905
Washington Snackbar 546-9070
Hilltop/Field House Snackbar 545-1507
145-0761^""'''''"' McNamara Dorm

Earthfoods.
. .545-1554

^eS^T "^"t^^
'"^ " comfortable and

mnch. Earthfoods has all that and more

'^^ you 11 dme by the tunes of local musi-

I
FRESH mCDUGE
(fRm!5, BEAN5, NUT5
MILK* CiCESE
JUICE
LUNCH FOODS

T 9:30-7:30

W 9:30-7:00

/ 19:30-5:00

If 9:38:5^

Sporting Goods
545-3867

TOie Sporting Goods Co-op is geared to meetthe student's athletic needs. They carinavariety of sportswear and official sportTng

STre^° '^^ "^^* *^^^- "-^- new
tl^ Q !.

^^""^ ^"^ '^"^ty equipment, trythe Sportmg Goods Co-op.
•
"^

Photo Co-op

545-0670
^e Photo Co-op seUs a wide varietv «fphotographic supplies anH ! ^ °^
TPii^ .

°"fi^"*'o and accessories

t^i^
P^°^^««"^g i« also avaUable. InS

on nhnf "^"T
""^^« ^^^^«« and ad^t

?Se PhoTco "
'**"J™"* ^"^ technique?i'hoto Co-op IS here to serve you.

Union Records Unlimited
545-0400

Uniol*°^^ "°T '^"^ Monday-Saturday
Union Records UnUmited offers a diversified selection of music and n^^
Evprvth,s,„ o

"lusic and accessories,^veiythmg from Rock n' Roll to Jazz, NewWave to Classical. URU also handles a^l eoiTcert tickets for UPC productions. URuTshere to keep you in tune.

MvcHMOf£Mmimu5nee

Commuter Collect
404 Student Union Building
University of Masachusetts
Amherst. Mass 01003

ive
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By MARY BETH HEBERT
Collegian Staff

For many students at the University of
Massachusetts, the organizations that
seem to exercise random control over one's
destiny seem vast and inaccessible.

In an effort to acclimate students to the
duties and responsibilities of the Universi-
ty's controlling organizations, the Col-
Legian offers the following list of UMass
governing bodies and a brief summary of
their services.

The Student Government Association
(SGA)

Most students belong to the SGA and as

Each representative is elected from either
he dorm system, the Greek system ortrom the Commuter Collective (off-campus

students). -The Student Senate aIlocateT?he
money collected from the Student Ac-
tivities Fees (SATF) to the Registered Stu-
dent Organizations (RSO) an(i also ad-
ministers to those organizations. Heading
the senate is the Speaker of the House, and
the senate treasurer. The speaker presides
over meetings and represents the senate
While the treasurer oversees SATF expen-
ditures and su(>ervi.ses SCJA accounts.

Student Judicary

Rounding out the SGA is the Student
Judiciary. It is comprised of student

members have the right to participate in
:^"?"

student elections. The elected student jV^^^^' ^^^^^^' and a Student Attorney
representatives to the SGA are divided into

^"^^al. Students involved with judicial
three boards; executive, judicial, and ^^^ ^''^ ''^P'^^sented by student advocates
legislative. who are assigned by the attorney general.

TK ^c?'"!?."*
Government President ^oard of Governors

ihe IsUA s executive branch currently tk« d j /• ^
has two co-presidents. Each has separa e mJif'^ ^^ Governors (BOG) is a .%
duties and responsibilities. Onfserves Is STn^'

''1""' ^^''^- '^ '« ^"^^^Pn^ed of
the UMass-Amherst student represen ff.^enK^i"^'"

''"^!"''' "'^^^ ^^^^uate
tative to the Board of Trustees and m^n .

^""^ '"^ '^"*^^"^^ l)elong,ng to

generally represents student int^Lts to tTonrlf^X/?' f" ^P^^'^' ^^P"'^"
official groups outside the campus The Rori. ?u/","^^

constitution, the
other represents the students to Universitv C^mn ' "p^^P^^^^le for ensuring that the
officials on campus. Each co-president has r

^^"^^'•/Student Union Building i.s

the power to appoint studenrtotmpu Tnrtr'r''
'''

"'^'fu^'
^'^ ""'^^^'^-^

committees.
v.«tmpus and the Commonwealth. This includes

The Student Senate has 130 oositinns '*f^^'"<^'"&
^^e Campus Center fee, and is

and is the legislative branch of thrSGA ?'«« f^^P^nsible for establishing all policies^vjn. jor the complex,

Women's theater group
is non-traditionalistic
By LISA GONSALVES
Collegian Staff

The Women's Community Theater of
Amherst, the only all-women's theater
group in the area, strives to produce plays
that present women in a non-stereotypical
way.

''We want to give women a chance to do
things that they do not get a chance to do in
more traditional settings, like lighting and
set for example," said Sarah Dreher, a
member of the theater's board of directors.
The theater started in 1975, and as a goal

they try to put on two productions a year,
one major production in the fall, and a one-
act play in the spring, said Dreher.
Last fall the theater produced "Base

Camp," a play about different kinds of
women trying to get along while stranded
at an inn during a blizzard. For the spring,
the group plans to produce a one-act play
and have the audience share their talents
with each other, reading poetry or playing
guitar, Dreher said.

The women of the theater do not see
themselves as a political group.
"Our most political statement is the fact

that there are no men in the company at
all." Dreher said. "Women's lives are in-
teresting in and of themselves and it

doesn't require a male focus to make an in-
teresting story."

The company would like to have all

* Whitmore
Continued from page 2.i

campus housing and a bill for room and
board from the university. After all, if you
don't tell them your problem, how will they
know?

Student Payroll

Although there are three levels to Whit-
more, we have just been traveling on one.
Well, a trip upstairs and to the right will

reveal the Student Payroll Office, where
one picks up the bread and butter, money
(the real bread and butter is in the cafeteria

women join them, and not feel as if they are
joining an overly political group, she said.
"We do things by, for and about

women," Dreher said. "Our politics are ex-
pressed indirectly in what we do."
The company is also concerned about be-

ing identified as a lesbian theater group.
"This is not true," said Dreher. "We do

not want to be identified as a lesbian group.
We want all kinds of women to join, and
not get bogged down with one type."
The company's biggest problems are get-

ting theater space and raising money. They
did receive a grant from the Artist Founda-
tion of the Massachusetts Council for the
Arts and Humanities, but they raise some
money on their own through tag sales and
dances, Dreher said.

"We try to keep our prices down to be ac-
cessible to as many women as possible,"
Dreher said, "but we are not always ap-
preciated. People do not understand what
it takes to put on a production."
Another problem for the company is get-

ting well-written scripts. They are now in

the process of having a playwriting contest
in hopes of finding a script for the spring,
Dreher said. In the past, the company has
advertised for both scripts and cast.

"We are an all-volunteer theater com-
pany," Dreher said.

Long range plans for the company in-

clude trying to purchase a space of their
own for rehearsals and productions and
trying to get another grant, Dreher said.

* Restaurants—
Continued from page 27

right on the UMass campus. The Top of the
Campus Restaurant, on the top fioor of the
Campus Center, is open for a fancy dinner
or lunch. Quickie-Lunch, featuring soup
and sandwiches is served on the tenth fioor
of the CC; the Bluewall in the CC con-
course serves deli sandwiches and hot
dishes for lunch; and vegetarian fare can be
enjoyed for lunch at Earthfoods, located in

on the lower level). All students employed
at the university must go through this' of-
fice to get paid and should talk to these
people if they have a payroll problem.
Other offices you might like to visit are

the Chancellor's Office (upper level), the
Information Processing Center (lower
level), the Data Processing Center (lower
level), or the Mail Room (lower level).

So, if you get the courage to cross the
threshold of Whitmore, keep these simple
guidelines in mind. It may be the difference
betweens solutions and convolutions.

the Student Union Building. The Coffee
Shop serves pizza as well as breakfasts
burgers and ice cream and the Hatch
Cafeteria will be offering a variety of food
options once renovations are completed
(see related story).

No one needs to go hungry with the wide
variety of restaurants in the area.
Whatever the time or the tastes, Amherst
has a place.

The Board of Trustees

Each of Massachusetts' public campuses
has an eight-member trustee board Each
board has one student representative
Trustees are responsible for implementing
all policies necessary for the managerial
administration of UMass. According to
(x)v Edward King, they are also responsi-
ble for "awarding degrees in fields approv-
ed by the Board of Regents." Finally, each
board IS empowered to appoint and remove
the school s chief executive officer, provid-
ed the Board of Regents approves.

The President's Office

UMass President David Knapp is not on-
ly president of UMass/Amherst but has
jurisdiction over the Worcester and Boston

the development of outside sources of fun-
ding. Originally located in Amherst, the
President's office moved to its own
building in Boston to be closer to the center
of state government and also to show im-
partiality among the three campuses.

Board of Regents

The Board of Regents is a relative
newcomer to the state academic
bureaucracy. On March 1. 1981. the Board
of Regents took control of all 31 state cam-
puses. It was created by Gov. King in order
to centralize and reorganize the state's
higher educational system and assumed its

power from the State Board of Higher
Education. It also has the major fiscal
responsibihty for state colleges. Budgetcampuses as well. The Presiden 's OfZ ^r^ 7^ T t'^'T

^•""^^^«- »"'^*?^'

sets broad policy guidelines for all thrp^ n.^ .

^''" ^" ''^''"''^ ^^ "^^ ^'"^"^ ^^^ ^P'
camousps ImI ai.

^'^^""«^s 'or all three propriations committee to the Reirents andcampuses. I IS also the only department to all funds are allocated fmm t£T ?k

SENIORS:
you earned it!

be sure to reserve your
place in the yearbook

early. Appointments for
senior portraits will be
starting soon, don't
forget to make yours.

Welcome Back
Students

HAMPSHIRE
PACKAGE
STORES

Located on Route 9

next to

Hadley Village Barn
584-5713

Also located at 138 King Street, Northampton
586-3210
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The first step
for the rest of your

LIFE
Why should you think about
hfe insurance now, when

you're still young?
Because, every year that
you wait, it costs more to

start your financial

planning.

' That's why.

Let your Fidelity Union Life
associate show you the

college plan purchased by
more seniors than any other.

Fidelity Union Life Field Representative:

Ronald J. Nathan Agency

120 Gatehouse Rd.,^^g|^ 256-8351

Amherst, MA
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Duy Q
pitcher of b#er

get one small pizza
FREE Sundoy-Thurs

9 to close

y

HAPPY
HOUR

^ TODAY with

; FREE PIZZA

2-4:00

50c DRAFTS

99c BAR DRINKS

$1.50 CALL DRINKS

1

vmHmis
Amherst

Chinese Food
"Family Sty/e

Cooking"
Mandarin Cr

Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon
Specials

from $1.75
Farm Fresh Vegetables
B«er b Wine License

Sunday Brunch
All you can eat $4.95

62 64 Main St
Amherst 253-7835
CloMd W«dn«sd«ys
W» us* no MSG or

Artificial Food Coloring
i

SAVE BIG ON

M^-1<C $100
MR-iac 115
HP-11/12 Sol Ml 17
Mp-aat 43
M^.331. "49
M^33C 49
H^»<C 115
W^37t 59
*»•»•€ 44.

cv
Card Reader
Optical Wand
82143A Printer

Quad RAM
Memory Module
Hecnargibi, B»uery Puci, 3t.M
Becharger 10JO

N -^ I (•( 1 M ( s I ^

nsac to
npciooc iMnwoo so
n »sii 37
nMtA. M
"Aa »
ni«n.Aftalytt...1S
n 38 » It
Tl >nv. Angtwt. . . 43

Tl-W
$175

Some of our classrooms
aren't classrooms.

^ClX^rtcSt> S;:^Z^:^^'^^ -^ -"^- -ch weapons. Includes
.ion. Competitive matches with other institutions arl Kd.lfal! 8 sparing Sst;:,""""

'"" "^°"' "'"^"«-

.es^^phvsica, conditioning, field communication'r^rerarp^alrarjS^^^^^^^^ ^^^
^^'°'"'^"'^''^^^^^^^^ a look at academic, military and social life of an
semester) d.riority to MS II cadets)

U.S.Army, review a parade and attend a home football game (fall

fns^a1i«"!mp:S:,rvrsrng°?cn",es It^^'saTy 'PX^^":^ ^""' ""^^ °™"««'- '° '«« on a military
an .troducon to M-lfi familiari.at^n firin/in^dTeTpT. oTlanTnaXr: rfarse^^terT'

°''" '""^' '"'

te^."d"varerrde,lrri;;'proV:s;T:ZTe^Snain^ r^^'""^
«"d rock Climbing techni-

exercise. (fall & spring semester)
challenging individual climbs. Includes a bivouac and back packing

6. Cold Weather Survival - Attendanro at a 1 1 c m, a„ ^

pil^sXra'----.W^^^^^^^^^^

a^mt'a" °^vtm:n^:Zfcrs.''(tr;t?sre"? "' ""^ '°°"'^" «^'"-- '-"-^- P--on <*"". the manual of

9. Physical Readiness (GPE/MilSci 100G23) A o
conditioning. Includes conditioning drills, runn ng exS?' comnPtlr"^

^'°^''"' ^^"'^ned to improve Individual
tests, (fall semester) ^ ^ exercises, competitive group conditioning activities, and fitness

sp.n^'gtmet'r,"
'^'""°'' '''" '"" "^'^^-V a, trick drill. Competition with other institutions is planned, (fall 8

ir'itrdrnrwi,h''r,T^oXrd7y?^^^^^^

^>»>«<-« Cmx Money 6n(«r P»r«in.l Cl»r.
(? "*• to CJ«lr| A*)»4(X) l5l««m «1 00 M
•«> I SIM S ftan* Sh.O'»<W>U lo 11 .darw. »oa

*.• «.^J£: .Pnc« »utti»cl to cnanoc

«l»T«UA||TVAIWCOt«SfFl
niAtf SAVf THIS AO AS IT

WmWOTlJKIPIATtD

ARMY ROTC
DE ALL YOU CAN DE.

For More Information Contact:
Cpt. Patrick Merryman

545-2321/2322
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Sixth Annual
Valentine's Celebration

14 Karat gold chain—-25% off

other items

Select a unique
Valentine's Gift from our

TIIK YKI.LOW FUil SK
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^MJT. ^ ~ ^^^^^ grappler Dave McEntee placed second in theMil tournament in December at Cambridge.

UM Matmen split
Mass takes 1st home match
By DONNA SILLIVAN
Colle^an Staff

The I'niversity of Rhode Island needs
one extensive lesson in timing.
Dave Amato could teach it.

Rick Freitas would make an apropos
assistant.

When former University of
Mas.sachusetts wrestling coach Amato's
team was ready to present itself to the
Rams as the biggest obstacle it had ever
faced in dual meets or in the New England
individuals competitions, the Rams were
ready with the likes of Bob Eon and com-
pany.

L'Mass was a frustratingly clo.se second.
The Minutemen challenged Rhode Island

with John Allen, who had won three New
England titles and was a three-time Na-
tionals competitor; Bill McQuaide, wh<.
firactically went unbeaten; and co-ca[)tain
Mike Carroll, who also wrestled his way to
an outstanding .sea.son and int(. the Na-
tionals.

In tl>e lighter weights. Rich Schiariz/.i,

Dana fiasmussen. and Charles Rigoglioso
all added t>. the formidable Minuteman
squad whirh was pre|»areil t(» disfdace the
Rarris, After p'-;ik vcurs. i'T;i<ln;ili(in driim^
e<i !''.

Then cariic t.ie newt, that the Rhode
Island wrestling program wf)uld be discon-
tinued. Had it been a year earlier.
Mas.sachu.setts would have seen clo.se to an
entire .squad in National competition. A
year later, this year'.^ team is in the wake
(if "graduation .syndrome."

When classes ended last semester, the
UM matmen had lost to Boston University,

tied Mass. Maritime and placed seventh at
the Coast Guard Tournament.
According to first-year UM head coach

Freitas, this year's version of the Mass
wrestlers is young and has I>een riddled
with injuries. Kevin Murphy, this year a
senior and over the years one of the winn-
ingest wrestlers on the team, has l>een
bothered by a hamstring injury. Murphy
has lost only once this season, and placed
third in the Coast Guard Tf)urnament.
158-pound Greg MacDonald ha.s l)een suf-
fering with a knee injury.

Despite what seem like most unfair odds.
Freitas has directed his team through a
successful intersession. The Minutemen
U)()k the top .spot m the MIT tournament in

December and pinned down their first dual
meet win over Potsdam. UMass also lost at
Yale.

At press time. UMass had meetings with
Rutgers. Navy. Bucknell (in a tri-meet). So.
Cf)nnecticut. Albafiy and St. Lawrence re-

maining in January. . '
.

Senior Michael DeMarco kd the
Minutemen in their MIT t,rtjrnanVentAV4fiin
Dt'cember with a first f>^a^.^.. win.- All
together, nine Minuumen placed.' in-

cluding secf>nd-|Uace finishefs .Doug
Johnson. Murf.hy. David .McF.ntee and
David (Justlli.

UMass enjoyed its first win this season.
Jan. 8 in its home oftener against Pots<iam.
The Minutemen took five bouts and a 24 Hi
team .score. Three individuals continued
their out.>~tandirig seasons against
Pot.sdam. De.Marco won again, this time by
forfeit; 134-pound Johnson and 19<)-pound
Guselli each tallied key wins.

rantitiui'd i>n pngc J^O

ATTENTION!
100%

FREE TUITION $

JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS
NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further InforTiation Contact:

Sgt. Richard O'Connor
586-4110

UMass is 'freshmL
Young hoopmen, now 6-10, search for consistency

Collegian 39

By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

It's been an up and down intersession for
men's basketball head coach Tom
McLaughlin and his youthful Minuteman
squad, highlighted by the capture of
Massachusetts' first tournament cham-
pionship jn nearly four years with a 63-62
win over Navy in the Providence InBank
Classic final.

Although the tourney victory was
tempered somewhat when the Minutemen
returned home for the first time since Dec.
22 and turned in a disappointing perfor-

race. But for now, McLaughlin is working
with a team that should soon have its day in
New Enjrland college basketball.

"We're no young,"
McLaughlin said, "...that's why
we're inconsistent.

"

mance in a 69-53 loss to George
Washington University on Community Day
(Jan 16), McLaughlin remains optimistic

We're just so young," McLaughlin said
in viewing his team's inconsistent play thus
far this season. "Fordham (Univ.) hit us
with a 1-3-1 halfcourt trap (defense) We
hadn't seen that yet this year and we didn't
handle it well (an 80-65 defeat).
Rutgers (Univ.) did the press (two games

later, a 62-52 loss) but we were prepared
and broke it pretty easily. We have trouble
recognizing defenses on the floor and
that s a sign of a young team," the first-
year coach said.

Massachusetts is a young team, but it is
also a talented squad and could be only a
big man away being competitive and an'in-
maential factor in the Eastern Eight league

The Minutemen opened their interses-
sion schedule with a surprising tournament
championship the last weekend of
December at the Providence Civic Center
by downing Northwestern University (Big
Ten) and pulling out the tourney title with
the triumph over Navy.
Massachusetts freshman point guard

Donald Russell continued to display his un-
canny ability to take the ball to the hoop
against big people when he ran over and
around the Navy defense to score 20

"You have to remember we're
playing mostly five freshmen
and two sophomores...

"

IN THE DRIVFR'<5 tJlTAT ITM C .
< "lleKian ph..l„ hv Kirk V.ldM.

nJf*\
"K/y*^K 5> ^>tAT — UMass freshman guard Donald Russell(left) weaves h.s way past Northeastern forward Eric Jefferson in agame played earlier this season.

Jeiierson in a

points, including the decisive, game-
clinching free throws.
For his performance. Russell was named

Most Valuable Player of the C:iassic and
made the all-tournament team along with
teammate Edwin Green. Russell drew
praise from his coach.
"Donald Russell is an excellent basket-

ball player and has to rank as one of the top
two or three freshmen guards in the East

"

said McLaughlin. "He (Russell) can do a lot
of different things on the floor."
While Russell has played fairly con-

sistently so far. the same cannot be said for
sophomore center/forward (Ireen. The
Tampa, Fla. native is the man in the middle
and he must relw)und and score if the
Minutemen are to be successful. Foul trou-
ble has hampered Green all season long

continued on page UO"" continued on page

Hoopwomen struggle, stay optimistic
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

Although the University of Massachusetts women's
basketball team lost co-captain and starter Nadine
Jackson early in the season and their overall record is 4-9,
(1-6 at press time during intersession) head coach Mary
Ann Ozdarski is optimistic about the second half of the
season.

"We played some tough teams the first half of the
season." said Ozdarski. "We faced teams that are really
playing well; but we have a better schedule in the second
half of the season."
Among some of the teams the Minutewomen faced dur-

ing intersession were Villanova University, the IHth rank-
ed team in the nation, Temple University .'which boasts an
11-1 record, and the University of New' Hampshire own-
ing a 14-3 record.

"We did well against Temple." said Ozdarski. "We only
lost by three points (76-73)."

The Minutewomen 's only win came in a double-overtime

w..,»«..
'''^•" ""^-y "f "Mann Sportii rnform.lion Office

HITTING THE BOARDS - UM guard Wendy
Ward (10) follows her shot in a game played
earlier this year at Curry-Hicks Cage.

Start
every day
refreshed!

thriller at Fordham University, where Massachusetts ek-
ed out an 83-82 victory.

"Cindy Clapp did really well against Fordham," said Oz-
darski. Clapp contributed 22 points to the victory
Ozdarski also cited senior co-captain Martha Ready for

her outstanding play.

"She's our most consistent player. She's been playing
well all season long," Ozdarski said.

^' J' *^

Ready has averaged 17 points and 11 rebounds pergame throughout the season, and is hitting 51 percent of
her shots from the floor.

Ready is the only .senior in the starting lineup of a very
young team. The rest of the starters are made up of one
junior (Marlene Susienka). two sophomores (Wendy Ward
and Cindy Clapp), and one freshman (Jill Jones).

"

Jackson, who fractured her kneecap in the third game of
the season, has been a great loss to the team.
"Nadine (Jackson) did so much for us," said Ozdarski

"She was quick, strong, and rebounded well. I valued her
leadership capabilities on and off the court."

continued on page UO
1981-82 imiVERSm OK .XASSACHUsms 15 CA« CUMUUTIVE BASKETBALL STATISTICS-

(2-3 Eaatern 8)
6-9

POM ?GA vet T-TH riK PCT RBS
15 95 210 .1»52 65 91 .7lJi Ii2

CAMPUS PIZZA
Rt. 9 HQdl«x 566-3660

Delicious Pizza - Grinders

Chicken - Spaghetti

Lasagna

ANY LARGE PIZZA
Gets 1 pitcher of Beer

Vi PRICE!
Just submit this coupon

...'.?. '*V»ViV.'.'. v., ./,•,• v.'-*. .•,•.•.•'.•.'
vvwv\\

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

(Va pric* discount not includod on ploin pizzo) - •xpir»s March 1. 1962 I

DoiiAld Rutsell,
f.

Edwin Green, c
Horace NeyMlth, f
Ron YouBc, (
Crai« SUdth, g/f
Ceorge Raailn«. f
Keith Hhltt, f/g
Bobby mun, f
lyrone MUtebM4. c
Ren WMhlacton. g
KU. Sbtai, g
Dere Omain, g/fMU BajTM, g
Jeff Merajr, f/g
toar OePla*. g*
Teaa/Da«4 BkU
TOTALS
OPPORVn
*Do loogar vlth tea*

W «0 Oii««MM » (h, 3k09)*
<»rtl»»»t«» M UM 60 (h. 3872)
I* 75 RuTwtf T3 (», UOO)
UM 82 taitlejr 60 (h. SdM)
AIC 67 tM 61 (h, 8767)
UCoim 66 IM $5 (h, 3388)
IttfcBk ClMaie at Providence (CbMplona)

PF DIS

.57l» 109
MkB 120
72I1 26
.7k2

.667

.7H»

AVO
2.8
7.2
6.0
1.7
3.6
3.8
1.8
3.3
0.3
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.3
0.0

. 0.0
80/90

15 3fc7 791 .I138 226 358 .631 573 38.2 331 16
X5 387 819 .1.72 239 367 .651 563 37-5 S 8

15

15

15

15

15
11

3

6
3

3
2
(
2
2

69 138 .500
56 121 .1(62

kk 107 .kU
36 98 .367

65 .kk6

21 .380
U .272

6 .333

3 .333
2 .500
.0 —

-

6 .333

3 .333

27

39
21
26
28
10

5

2
1

2

l«7

87
29
35
W2

IV

5 1.00
3 .667
2 .500
2 1.00
1 .000

5>.

57
20
10
2

2
1

51
60
62
\0

39
9

9
1
2

2
1

3

3

6
1

1

1

AS
31

16

19
18

27

7
6

2

2

1

PTS AVG
255 17.0
165 11.0
151 10.0
109 7.2
98
86
26
6

9

3
2

2

6.5
5.7
2.3
2.0
1.5
1.3
1.0
1.0
0.6
0.0
1.0

129 920 61.3
187 1013 67.5

Mm/AVC
555/37.
••95/33.

»»93/32.6

"•28/28.5

369/2k.6
••53/30.2

91/ 8.2
36/12.0
30/ 5.0
8/ t.)
k/ x.y
V 1.9

26/ k.€
V 1.9
k/ 2.0

3000
3000

W 60 RortlwevtarB 5* (7U7)*
UM 6k aavy 61 (6717)»
DM-tMotk 62 UN h6 (a. 710)m 57 Ouqueaae 55 (a, 1023)*
W. Va. 80 UN 65 (a. 10.5U)"
Oeo. Haab. 69 UN 53 (li, k200)»
Pordhaa 80 UN 65 (a^l2)
Riit«*ra 62 UN 52 (a, k2e3)«

I (V2 pric* discount n

BU
0U
BU
HU
EC

AI
CO
.MO

HA

DA

DU
•w
cw
ro
RU

Rcymlth
27-9-0

6-3-1
13-15-2
8.11.1
lk-U-1
I.-3-2

6-5-1
1.-5-2

li-8-O

16-11-2
12-10-1.

10-6-2
8-5-2
15-10-0

YOUDg
7-3-3

12-0-2
6-2-0
9-2-2
1.-0-2

1.-2-0

8-1-0
10-1-1
1.-2-1

a 0-1-0
5-1-1
8-2-3
9-2-?
9-3-1
li.k.2

Ruaaell
1.-1-2

11.-3.3

19-1-1
16-1-1
22-U-2
12-2-2
2I.-7-O

17-2-5
20-3-3
11.-0-0

16-1.-2

21-0-2
II-I.-I1

26-5-1
19-5-3

yoiHTS-WEBouiiba-Afls^grg
Oreen
8-7-1
9-6-5

13-8-0
1.-1-1

23-13-1
21-lk-l
8-7-2
19-11-2
11.-7-1

7-12-0
1.-U-2

13-6-0
2-0-0

II.-8-I

6-5-1

BaaaUag
7-6-1
6-3-1
10-6-0
7-2-1
8-3-0
6-2-0
5-3-1
3-5-2
2-7-1
3-1-1
8-7-0
8-2-0
6-1-0
2-7-0
2-2-1

aaitb
2-3-4

10-5-3
5-4-fc

16-3-1.

6-3-2
1.-1-2

6-6-0
5-1-2
7-6-3
I.-2-0

8-2-0
3-6-2
1.-3-0

I.-3-1

Bajnto
1.-1-1

dnp
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-1
dnp
dnp
dnp
dnp
0-0-0
0-0-0
dnp
dnp
dnp

Hhltt
k-l-l
2-3-0
1-5-0
dnp
2-1-1
dnp
0-0-1
dnp

13-1.-2
I.-3-1

0-1-0
0-0-0
0-1-0
0-1-0
dnp
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(fouled out of three ^ames) and has been
forced to sit early on several occasions due
to whistle trouble. McLaughlin realizes
Green s value to the team.
"Edwin iGreen) has to play well for us to

be successful He has to come to plav ever>
night or we're going to continue to be in-
consistent." McLaughlin said.
Now could be the perfect time for Green

to come around since frontcourt mate
Horace Neysmith is beginning to assert
himself under the basket In the Rutgers
loss, where the Scariet Knights' front line
reads 6-1 1

.
6-9 and ^. the 6-5. 215 lb. LM

freshman scored 15 points and grabbed 10
rebounds.

According to McLaughlin. Nes-smith is
starting to perform, like the plaver who at-
tracted recruiting efforts from such
schools as DePaul Universitv and the
I'niversity of Kentucky.
"Horace (Neysmith) is a great plaver and

he did a nice job inside against Rutgers as
he's been doing all season for us."
McLaughlin said.

While Russell and Neysmith are grabb-
ing most of the attention this season, still

another freshman is plaving consistent.
hardnosed basketball for" Massachusetts.
Forward George Ramming is securing
himself a place in the UMass basketball
future as the 6-6. 215 lb. Chem- HUI. N.J.
native is a battler, banging bones with such
people as 6-11 Bruce Akins of Duquesne
and Connecticut's Corny Thompson.
Ramming has developed a nice tur-

naround jump hook shot that he uses effec-
tively inside and though not as wndely
publicized as Russell or Green. Ramming
has quietly been doing his job. plaung in-
telligently within his abilities.

The George VSashington contest saw the

* Mnutewomen —
eont^nued from pagf S 9

However. Ozdarski maintains a positive
attitude, and looks toward the future.
"Were ven, excited about the second half
of the season. We re going to be reallv com-
petitive with the rest of the schedule we
have." she said. The tough teams we're

— * Wrestling
debut of another heralded UMass
freshman: Bobby Braun. a 6-6. 215 lb. for-
ward from Neptune. N.J. Braun had
onginally enrolled at Drexel University last
September, but quickly withdrew" and
enrolled here. Braun was granted a special
exemption from the NCAA's one year sit-
out rule and is eligible to plav this
semester.

Although Braun was carrying a few ex-
tra pounds around the court during the
George Washington game, it appears that
he will give the Minutemen more help in-
side.

'Bobby (Braun) is a little overweight
now. a little sluggish, but once he gets in
shape. I expect he will contribute." said
McLaughlin.

\*'hile McLaughlin is happy about his
team's progress so far. he is bothered by a
t>pical problem that arises in a basketball
program such as Massachusetts'. With a
new coach coming in with capable
freshmen recruits, what happens to the
players who saw plenty of plavnng time last
year?

Players like Billy Bayno and T>Tone
N^liitehead. who started the majority of
last year's games and were considered to
be the players of the future for Umass. are
now assigned to reserve roles in this year's
edition.

"I feel badly because it is difficult for
these guys who played a lot in the past and
have not played much this year. I'm look-
ing down the line." McLaughlin said.
But. these resenes must be kept sharp

since they soon may get their call from
McLaughlin. Having avoided a major in-
jur>- to any of his fulltime players as of yet.
the injurv- bug still exists and people "like

Bayno. Whitehead and Keuth V\'hitt couW
become ven, important.

''wUtntied Jrom_2p.ge sh
Johnson, a junior, has lost only once this

season, in the opener at Albany. He won
the Coast Guard Tournament in iJecemlier.

Guselli. a senior, has wrestled behind
now assistant coach McQuaide for two
years and has emerged with a 3-3 record
thus far.

At Yale. UMass lost 26-12, but not before
the Minutemen had exhibited strong per-

formances and continued a few winning
streaks. DeMarco, Johnson and Guselli all

added to the win column as did co-captain
Murphy.

"We have some good individuals and
we're improving," Freitas said. "We're
really gcKxi on our feet on takedowns. We
have almost \W) in dual meets, that's dou-
ble what our opponents have," he said.

In addition to the inexperience and the
rough schedule, UMass has been
substituting ITT-pounders in the
heavyweight division. According to
Freitas, the team just doesn't have anyone
in the unlimited class on the roster.

Wednesday, the Minutemen host New
Hampshire at 7 p.m. for a dual meet and on
Saturday they travel to Springfield Col-
lege.

CHf Glass "N
Tom McLaughlin's Minutemen came

within two whistles of pulling off the upset
of the season when they fell to West
Virginia last week. 72-60, at Curry-Hicks.

Massachusetts had pulled out to an im-
pressive 29-23 halftime lead over the now
15-1 Mountaineers largely on the deadeye
shooting of Ron Young (4 for 6) and Keith
VMiitt (3 for 3) and the board-pounding of
Horace Neysmith (12 rebounds). Heads-up
defense on the Minutemen's part helped
limit superguard Greg Jones to a single
first half field goal.

However, in the second half. Jones began
to melt his sneakers with four steals and 12
fastbreak Mountaineer points in one six-
minute stretch. UMass was not out of it,

though, until four minutes were left in the
game. First Donald Russell went in for a
layup. hit it. and apparently was fouled.

Not so. Instead he was charged with an
offensive foul and West Virginia got the
ball. McLaughlin fumed. After the two
teams traded misses, WVa got the rebound
and started down the court, leading 57-52
with 3:17 to play. Jones then "blatantly
double-dribbled" according to McLaughlin.

No call was made and McLaughlin was
whistled for a technical after he exploded
Jones hit both T-shots and West Virginia
was off to the races with a 15-8 spurt and
the 12-point victory.

This was neither the first nor the last

time that the Minutemen will be the victims
of a dubious striped team of
whistleblowers, but still it was too bad.
Massachusetts played well enough to win
and they deserved the "W. "

-STEPHEN FREKER
,

going to face are St. Johns and Dartmouth.
But we should come out with \-ictories.

"

Ozdarski said that consistency is impor-
tant for her team.
"They must do well in one game and in

the next, not well in one game, then badly
in the next Thev must be consistent." (Oz-

darski said.

For the Minutewomen, a few solid vic-
tories may be the key.

"We need to put together two or three
games to get over the hump. Thev're going'
.'o get there."

In their last game before press time,
against New Hampshire. UMass lost 76-40.
Although UMass was only behind nine
points at the half. 30-21. UNH rallied dur-
ing the second half for the 24-point dif-
ference and a victory.

STYLES BY DEBORAH • STYLES ^
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We'd like to thank you, our clients, for o
your patronage in the past year by offer- >
ing you a FREE haircut if you bring us a

""

new client in February, 1982. ^.

Thank you

and Staff :<

66 University Drive
Amherst, MA
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Russell made the right choice

Collegian 4i

By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

Donald Russell is in an ideal situati,,,, and he knows it.me b-2 freshman point guard from Mt. Vernon N Yhas been impressive thus far this season for head basket-Uill coach Tom McLaughlin and promises to onfv gS bet-

"Already Donald has proven himself to [^ one of thebest freshman guards in the East." said McLaughlin -'hehas tremendous poise for a freshman
"

alonr«;ffh'''"'f'^
^^'^ "^ ^"^^'^"'^ "''"^'^^^ ''' « plaveralong with confidence, exceptional speed and Lrreit

quickness. Russell has more than once pulled up and n'al'

all irfTVr' ^'"^'7 ^' ^" ""' ^-«- The best part alx'u i

all is that he is merely a freshman
His college career is only 16 games old. but Russell has

dn!^^i
started compiling l^onors. He was MVP of the l7-

dustridl Bank Classic in Providence. R.I.. leading UMass

r?nii?*' ;r''r""f^'f' '"J^^^
December. Russell had 17

feete 1 9n^r \ 'T'^
^''"^ -"^^'' Northwestern an<l col-

NaW ' '"
'

^"^'"'''"^"^ *'"^' ^'^'t<>'-.v =^Kainst

The New Yorker also added eight assists in the two
games, and played the full 40 minutes each night. For

>fT w"?.^'' T' ^'''^" "^"^"" ^' ^''''^'•^ Eight Rookie-
of-the-Week lor the second time this season (Ru.ssell was
Rook,e^,l-the-Week last week for his third honor This
year). What does Russell think about all that has happened
to himself and the team?

••I like it and I enjoy it here. As far as the team goes

least ..5(0 Russell said. "I think we can take Rutgers
here and West Virginia too. We had them (West Virgfnia)

. L^ 'T"''^'
^'"^ ^hey came back and wore us out

-
Is Russell wc^rn out too? After playing only 82 minute I'h.ih. ri.urtts> (,r I Mifsh Sporls Infiirmaljon Offiix

games in high school against les.ser conifn'tition. Russell
has been averaging a staggering 'M minutes a game this
year agait' t top notch competition every game. What ef-
fect (i(K?s that have on him physically?

"I'm starting to feel it now. I get a little rundown but
coach ran us hard during preseason so I feel like I'm in
pretty good shape." he said.

Russell must be in decent sha|)e since he seems to come
up with his iH'st (n^rformances against his Itest com-
petitors. He pumped in 19 points against Northeastern
and their highly regarded guard Perry Moss. He al.so

threw in 24 points against a solid Big Ease team in the
University of Connecticut. Then he went down to Virginia
and outdueled the Mountaineers' U'st guard. (Ireg Jones,
who is considered the premier guard in the Eastern Eight
by scoring 21 points and handing out four assists.

Consistent? Russell has scored in double figures in every
game since UMass' season o[)ening slaughter at the hand's
ot Boston University. The (.Question remains. Whv come to
UMass?
The answer wjis simple.

"Coach McLaughlin told me I'd have a chance to play
immediately so 1 came down to look at the .school. I likell
the campus, it was close to home (three hours) so I chose
UMass." he said.

Russell shunned established basketball schools such as
Long Beach State and the University of New Mexico,
among others to come to Amherst. Instead he cho.se to g()
the risky path, signing with an enthusiastic coach with in-
novative ideas to try to bring a dead basketball program
back to life.

It appears now that Russell made the right decision for
all involved: the school, the coach, the fans and. most im-
portant, for Donald Ru.ssell.

,*'*'*«

CLINIQUE
"HOW TO" BEAUTYBONUS

Yours at no extra charge with any
Clinique purchase of 6.50 or more

Let these five little Clinique beauty workers showyou just

how easy it is to make the most ofyour skin and makeup!
Each "How To " beauty bonus includes Extremely Gentle
Cleansing Cream for fast makeup removal. Clarifying

Lotion 2. Quick Corrector liquid concealer for shadows and
little flaws, Eye-Shading Pencil in Wood Violet (with sharpener)

.

and Extra Pink Lipstick for a dazzling finishing touch!
All in special pocket sizes just right for your
weekendgetaway. One bonus per customer.

The Clinique Counter, All Store*

/I
For a fast, free skin analysis, *

come and meet the Clinique Computer!
It asks 8 essential questions & analyzes
the answers to determine your skin type

and the Clinique products right for you!

CLINIQUE
Allergy Tested 100% Fragrance Free
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By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

There must have been plenty of I'Mass
hoop followers who were quick to accuse

rookie head coach Tom McLaughlin of

"rah-rah-ism" in the methods and 'tactics

he employed in preseason and through the

first lew games of the men's baskelhall

season in "an attempt to get niore

support" for his yearling team.

MIMTEMEN GAMES SCORES

(6-10 overall. 2- J Eastern Eipht)

BL 91 I M 6.-)

L'M 60 Duquesne :>9

Northeastern 66 I M 60

VM 75 Harvard 7.{

VM H2 Bentlev 68

AK 67 I M 61

I M 64 Navy 61

Dartmouth 62 I'M 46

I'M .")7 Duquesne 55

West Virginia 80 IM 6.')

(ieorpe Washington 69

IM 53

Fordham 80 I'M 65i:rONN 66 IM 55

UM 60 Northv\estern 54 Rutg^ers 62 I'M 52

West Virgrinia 72 I M 60

They must have viewed his spirited foot

stampings and effervescent Curry Hicks

Cage ii^cantations as just another series of

H4iHtmfilUl'KHCIS III iC^'.VllMIiHHRlii

the Cage to boost an unworthy product.

Well, these boobirds and skeptics had

l)etier slay home for the remainder of the

Mmuteniar, h<M.p schedule lu make room
for those others who wish to come and en

joy a much-improved brand of Minuteman
basketball since McLaughlin has left these

detractors in his wake and has made
something as clear as the lighted numbers
on the bran(i-new CcK-a-Cola scoreboard

overhead in the Cage.

The man delivers.

The onetime Minuteman board battler

predicted an aggressive, fundamentally

sound and "fun" style of play from hi

team: a new team produced by a new coach.

What has been
seeti .so far is an ex-

citing freshman floor

leader in Ireshman ^

guard Donald '

„

Russell, who Y

averages nearly 17

points per game and

is the cohesive agent },

in a starting unit

which includes three *.

other freshmen and
the reigning Eastern

Eight Rookie-of-the-

Year, sophomore
center-forward Ed-

win Green.

McLaughlin. v\ho

performed in a while

and maro(»n uniform

during the glory

^IT ber-
wio, pi..p.icaicu full i;ages of Massachusetts
fans as soon as his program got off the
ground.

What has been witnessed is a tenlohj
increase in ('age atteiKi-nce fr mi day
one, two last-second victories over league
rival lAiquesne. and the first sohi )i]t

Curry-Hicks fionu event in .-^ever. years
when 420(1 local residents uirned out on
Community day (Jan. H\) to catch this
surprising new team doin^ [)attle op, the
hanJwood

So what if these townspeople from
' - 9 Amherst, Granby et

al might have been
.

'

disappointed when

^i'^L^^ George Wasliington
^ handed the home

team a discouraging

defeat I hat oa>.
Some of them })ro-

bably won't return,

/ passing this year's team off as just the
latest manifestation of UMass roundball in-

5 eptitude.

Let them stay away if they wish.
However, if they were real hoop fans, they
would realize that this is a young team, by
far the youngest in New England. Sure
they nre going to make mistakes and of
course they are going to lose more games
this year and even look bad again in dointr
it.

Hut^ one has to realize that the surface
htis only been nicked. There have been
flashes and sometimes extended periods of
good, Division 1 basketball exhibited by this
crop of talented freshmen and when it all

comes together, as it undoubtedly will, then
it will be something to see.

McLaughlin keeps things upbeat with his
unextingiiishable optimism as evidence(i hv
his remarks afle?' a recent loss h. Kulgers
University, ihe first place' team m the
Eastern Eiglit and one of the best in the
East.

"I'm really happy with the way we bounc-
ed back...you've got to remember we
played tonight with six freshmen. We're
going to need a little more time.

"We don't want the people of Western
Mass. to get discouraged."

The man delivers.

MINIITEW(»MEN (iAMES SCORES (4-10)

LNH 63 UM 50

UrONN 70 VM 67

UM 49 Harvard 48

Syracuse 92 UM 67

UM 86 Vermont 68

UM 54 BC 41

Army 64 UM 57

St. Joseph's 64 UM 51

Villanova 88 UM 58

U(ONN 74 UM 62

Temple 76 UM 73

UM 83 Fordham 82

UNH 70 l^M 46

St. John's 92 VM 62

I'h.iiiiN rourlc^t iif I \1d»- Spurts In-

fiirmatMin (irfM i-

(from top to bottom!
Edwin (ireen (52|. Cin-
dy Clapp (34). (rais
Smith (20».

I'hotos <<iurto<.\ of I .\la>-. Sporls In-

r<irmali<in i)({uv

(from top to bottom)
Horace Neysmith (15),

Martha Ready (30).

The Massachusetts basket- 'belles ofAmherst
ny 1H).\NA St LI.lV.\.\

<"|>llt'^an Staff

Three l>elle.s of .Amherst

No. not just one.

Three.

They were recruited hy the Universitv of
Mas.sachusett.s. Not by the Knjrlish Hepartment hut hv the
women s haskethall team.

One is a .senior, who has eontril.uted consistently for
tour years. Two are .sophomores who h;uv shown ;,

famihanty on the court present hetween two women who
have iH'en playing: haskethall f.^cther situv ei^^hth ^r.uUy

All were recruite.] hy hea.i coa.h Marv Anu 0/,i;,rski
n>rht out <.l the .Amherst Ke^nonal Hi^-h School pro.rram to
play for I '.Mass.

The ino has combined for m\ points this year, a numU-r
that would U- considerably higher if one. Nadnu' .lackso,,
had not iH'vn in a cast since the third ^Mme of th,. se;,son'

The sophomore forward cxp..cts the <-.-,st to be off m •,

-ek. at which time she will resume her spot o„ ||„. .,.,,
tin^ roster.

"Nadme had to transfer her knowle,i^'e. abihtv and en
thusiasm to the sfnvtator role.- Ozdarski said. -SI,,, reallv

spent time with the younger [ilayers and it shows in their
development."

(>ne year earlier, ,hickM>ii and Cynthia Clapp, both
freshmen, and Sherry Collins, then a Junior, haci banded
toj,'ether for 'u2 points ami Wl rebounds in the
Minutewomen's 14-14 n-cord.

As freshmen, ixith Clapp ami .(ackson were .starters.

Jack.son was sei-ond in rebounds with 216.

Clapp was second on the team last year with a .472 fieki

^:oal fHTcenta^e and had Hi" f»<»in;s and IIH rebounds.

"Cynthia has really come int" her own this year," Oz-
darski sai(i. "The things she's doin^r she's doing real well

shootinjr ami rebounding'. I'tTi very pleased with the wav
she's develofHHl over two years.

The third component i^' the AtTih«rst trio is Collins, cur-
rently a .senior and the team ("•caiitain.

"Sherry is very i|uick and she has a nice outside shot.
She also has the overall expcricni e ,,(' playinjr college ball

for t'our years." Ozciarski .said.

.Mthough college basketball is
i otisiderably different

th.in the high .school s|)ort. the uivantages of having
playeci together since eighth irniiic are evident.

"They're familiar with what <»ni' another is going to do."

Ozdarski said. "All three are integral parts of our team.
They all have talents that they bring to our program."

"College ball is so much different." Ozdarski .said. "It

depends on what kind of kids comprise the team and what
they think of themselves, the university and the basketl)all

program."

The trio from Amherst has adjusted well. Clapp is cur
rently second in points scored with 143 and in rebounds
with 83.

A few years ago, the recruiting was done mainly in

Western Mass.

"There was a concentration here (Amherst) l>ecause the

talent was here," Ozdarski said. "We've revamped our

recruiting to more of Ma.ss., Connecticut and New-

Jersey."

The result?

Two sisters from Trenton, N.J. who have been playing

together throughout their careers. A fitting complement
to the Amherst belles are Cwendolyn and Jac(jueline Jones
— identical twins.

"Owen has been rebounfling really well and is averaging

over seven points a game, " Ozdarski said. "And Jackie

comes in at point guard an(i ()lays tough defense and f)lays

under control. I am very pleased with where they are in

the program."
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BEER

WINE
0Ta™u/u

KEGS

LIQUORS

LIOUORS
Tuborg 12oz NR loose. 6.95

Moosehead 12 oz nr 1 1 .95

OChlltZ 12 pk cans 0.90 12 pk

Rolling Rock i2pkcans 3.95 i2pk

PabSt 12 oz cans loose .7.20

Molson Goldenioose 10.35

St. PauliGirli2ozNR 13.99

Calvert Gin 1759.29

Roberto Rum 175 9.29

Canadian Rare 175 9.95

SchenleyO.F.C 750mi7.95

Tavern Club Vodka i 75 8.20

Tavern Club Gin 1 758.20

Almaden 4l 6.99

Almaden 1 5 l 3.99

Riunitei5 4.29

Folonari 1.5 3.99

not responsible for typographical errors

253-5595 1 a.m. till 1 p.m.

^<-H<<<<iwm^<< /(>f>W-/^///>
^^^^^-^^'^^i'A^J^^^W^

r
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Champi
mess up. by all rights, the University of Massachusetts footballMinutemen should have been ranked third in the country in bothpo Is. But when the AP and UPI polls did come out UMass was
not there. What gives? By taking a careful look at who fhey beaduring the regoilar season and going on down the line, one can
clearly see that they were robbed. Because:

Coiiegian 4r>

UMass beat New Hampshire
New Hampshire beat Lehigh
Lehigh beat Delaware
Delaware beat Temple
Temple beat Syracuse
Syracuse beat Indiana
Indiana beat Minnesota
Minnesota beat #14 Ohio State
Ohio State beat #13 Michigan
Michigan beat Illinois

Illinois beat #11 Iowa
Iowa beat #4 Nebraska
Nebraska beat Oklahoma
Oklahoma beat Wyoming
Wyoming beat #12 BYU
BYU beat San Diego State
San Diego State beat Okla. St.
Okla. St. beat Louisville
Louisville beat #15 So. Miss.
So. Miss, beat Florida State
Florida State beat Ohio State

Ohio State beat Stanford
Stenford beat #16 UCLA
UCLA beat Arizona
Arizona beat #7 USC
use beat #18 Washington St.
Washington St. beat Arizona St.
Arizona St. beat #10 Washington
Washington beat #20 San Jose St.
San Jose St. beat Syracuse
Syracuse beat BC
BC beat Texas A&M
Texas A&M beat #19 Houston
Houston beat #17 Arkansas
Arkansas beat #5 Texas
Texas beat Miami
Miami beat #6 Penn St.
Penn St. beat #8 Pitt
Pitt beat South Carolina
So. Carolina beat #9 No. Carolina
No. Carolina beat Georgia Tech
Georgia Tech beat #3 Alabama

If Nebraska had beaten Clemson (#1) in the Orange Bowl, thenUMass should have been awarded the National Championship
Smce Clemson defeated Nebraska, then UMass should rightfully
have been awarded #3 slot in the polls. Better luck next year!

(Submitted by P. Griffin '70, Boston, Ma.)

LookiNq For a qreat meaI?

Check us out!!
• Salad Bar $1.99

(all you can eat)

• Beer & Wine
(assorted selection)

ALL YOU CAINi EAT $3.59
11:00-2:00

Monday thru Friday

• Pasta Dishes, Grinders • Group Discounts

424 Russell St., Hadley 253-9490

44
the best"

HAPPY HOUR
7 days and 7 nights

4-6 Hors d'oevres & Twofers
10 - midnight Twofers

TWOFERS
on all well drinks and drafts plus
discounts on all liquors and beers

Proper I.D. a must
57 N. Pleasant St. 253-5141

PREPARE FOR 'Our

J

44th

^YearlMCAT.LSAT-GMAT.
SAT'ACT.DAT.GRE.CPA
• Permanent Centers open days

evenings and v-eehends.
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-

time staff.
• Complete TEST-n-TAPESMfacilities

for review of class lessons and
supplementary materials

^ Classes taught by skilled
Instructors.

• Opportunity to make up missed
lessons.

• Voluminous home-study materials
constantly updated by research-
ers expert in their field.

• Opportunity to transfer to and
continue study at any of our
over 85 centers.

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE
GRE PSYCH & BIO • MAT • PCAT • OCAT • VAT • TOEFL
MSKP • NMB . VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NDB • NLE

^.Ste/nfi^-H.
in Amherst.

^ 264 North Pleasant St

imiMHM .. <^^3' 253 5108
HTl^hrVlV Classes beginning for

EDUCATIONAL CENTER April MOAT.
TE<;t PRFPARATiruu

'°' '"'°""»''<"' *«>oul other Centers
I tai KKtHARATION Outs.de NY State

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 CALL TOLL fREE 800-223-1782

See us first for

ALL your

sports and athletic

equipment

Nike and Adidas Sport Shoes
Wilson, Dunlop, Bancroft Tennis

Equipment

CCM and Cooper Hockey Equipment
Skate Sharpening

. . .p/us more!

No matter what your athletic

equipment needs — see. . .

FENTON'S
377 Main St. Amherst
Open Monday tnru Friday 9-5:30

Saturaay 9-4

r#>-

MHliJK
SUPPUIS

253-3973

VISA'
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Intramurals
set to start

Starting tomorrow, the intramura.
basketball defendinjr champion GQIl will
lie playinjr each jjame in ho()es of keeping
the title it has held for two years. (IQII In'at
Horsefeathers 39-35 in the final ten
seconds of last year's chamf)ionshin con
test.

'

nyil and over 150 other teams will be ^^^^^^^,competmg each night starting tomorfow as ^^^^^^M ,,'.'

mtramural basketball starts off the winter ^^^B^Kv, -^' ^"' '

IM program this semester at Boyden ^^^^^^^3 1 1Though teams have heen ^^^^BH 11
sc-he(iule(J. the intramural offit-e will accept

^^^^^^^^
entries until Feb. 8 in men's, women's, co-
rec and grad-fac divisions.

'

* » * • * ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^v

An intramural cross countrv ski race will
be held ne.\t Wednesday (Feb. 10) at 3:15.
It will k> held on the Helds across from ^^^^K^^^^^^«
Boyden (iym and is open to all students
faculty and staff. (P^aculty, staff and grad.
students without a valid recreation sticket
must pay a one dollar entry fee at the in-

tramural office.) Entries must l)e in the IM
office by noon on Feb. 10. The race is ap-
pro.ximately seven kilometers (four miles).

• * * • •

Entries are due next week for men's and sTwomen's IM squash (Feb. S); l)owling (Fel). 3^
10) and wrestling (PVb. 10) *iffjw, f

iVOPE SCHEDULE-
NOTE: nope/hicks FACILITIES CLOSED FEB. H U| IC o o,

u'*>i POOL
I

-^^ J- 1, as s iz

r .o.„ NpPt f,YMr;A'3il |M
THfRAPuTIC SWIM MOW. THRU FRiriAV a.nn .u ,> „.,

THERAPUTIC SWIM.... TUE5 TtHU^S 7:^2^" o^?? *^ "ON. THRU FRIOAY .,-,,..

r^:.ri..-::::::S);^.r';;::iE; rr ^^1^!^^^^^^:^^:^
^Irr c

5AT/SUN 2:00 PM - 5-50 PW >
W^C WF IGHT wmn.

•NOTE: fAMU' SWIM IS OPEN TO ALL UNIVERSITY
'" '*

I

"

PERSONNEL K);SESSIf<; A vAlln RECREATION .T.r.ro I

MON. t>„„, rp,,,^, Icl^AM-^.
'iOPE EOlIPVFnT Rr.iM ~ ' 7;,,o p., .

'

•'^';J"'"J
''-

7: 30 AM - 10:00 P« i
—

-

"*''5UN 10:00 AM - 600 f*l"° ^
I

CURRY HICKS ^RAPk
CURRY ^tlC<-^. POOL

'

1

i CtOSED: WHEN BASKETf.AU r,AMf ' ARE SCHfl,.|

MON., WED., 4 PR! ,1,00 AM - 2-CO I-

CLOSED UNTIL FURTHER NCrTlCE""! ^UES. 1 ThuRS .,.% AM - li-QO

iS^I^CXTw""^
CLASSES WITH PERMiSSIOn'of

Minidav. Februarv 1, 1«)82

sv= !^«=

Volunteer Now!
for the

SGA
ESCORT SERVICE

Organizational Meeting
Wed., Feb. 2, 2:30pm
Thurs., Feb. 3, 2:30 pm
Campus Center Room168

(for new & returning escorts)

Volunteer Now!

Monday, February 1, 1982

iCollegian 47
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! "FLORIDA
ON SALE"

AlfOnly $2 i 9.00 round trip

from Hertford

One Week Departures:

March 13th & March 20th

7 Nite Air a Hotel Packages
Dpvtona - $318.00 - $418.00
Ft. Lauderdale - $338.00 - $438.00

all taxes included

CAMPUS TRAVEL
Campus Center,

Amherst, MA 545-0500

i)

Y

li

N

RECREATIOfJ ACTIVITY SCHEDULE

EFFECTIVE: FEB. 2. 1982 TO MARCH 19. 1982

I i! ;iSPoisE/'iEPENLTs'Am'GUF.'?^ "1,"'' °' '"'°'"''- ^'^^^^TY , STAFF. u: •, ,. PCRMITTm n
.HEN ENTERI.g°'rIcREA?,0 '

AS '''-'Zc'l'^Tol '^iV J^^^l"' ' '-'-^"^ ''"'' 0. lOFNTinJ 10
EDUCATION STUDENTS MAY PURCHASE RECRfSa^^t.^ ^

'^'^CULTY. STAPF, r.RAI.UATf
FRI., 8:30 A.M. - |2:00 P.

^ fl oS "V t -n '^^ '^':. *'"''' ''^"'^ ^"'"- "C
POOLS ONI Y PAcrro MA^/ r^ • • ~ ^-^^

' • '• * *"'l'l' 1 PA'^Si • *•"•" PA'i-
a:?0^A°:r: I'^^o'p T\'17o'pT' T-^n'

"'""''-' ^^"'' ™^"r^' ' ''^'" O^^Cr MO::

THRU 10:00 P.M. OR At' THE EOUIPMFNt" , cc,
°

^A"'-
'""'" ^"'I'l-ri/'XXT hUllDINO SUPFW ! 'MlR',

HOST MEMBERS MUST SHOW CURREn! RECRF^T mLfT'T^*'
"" '"'^T.-'SUN. DURIIIC FICRrATIOM ACtIvH.

COPIES OF THIS SCHEDULE ZoFHR^HF^^Mr^^'-
'^'^^IVITY STICKER BEFORE PURCMA' l!ir, A Glir-,1 PA'

BUILDING. 545-269J MON. THR™S 8 TI'm" TV' '*""«" '' "'^ INTRA-HIRAl OFF C
'

«..»NOTE««»« WHEN FAC I L T FS ARF Mn;'MT ,

?,*' ^"'•'^° '
-
FRIDAY, 8:30 A

COMPETITION OR VARS I ?! PrIot IPfS^I^L ,
?^° '°'' ''FCREAT lONAL ACTIVITY;

>'. COfJTirjuirs

OM ?'>5, MOfJ.

r';TPri f

'' ioh
HIPU
|0 (<()Yi,r'i \ fjnt-i

I . '.>:00 f .M.
U)li|

<0Yt}rrj

PRACTICE IS qrHrniiirn CLASS!::,, irjTRAMURAI

BOYDEN POOL
LAP SWIM MON. THRU FRI
LAP SWIM.... MON. THRU FRI
OPEN SWIM... MON. & WED.
FAMILY/OPEN SWIM FRIDAY
LAP SWIM cf^j

OPEN SWIM ["
*sat"

8:00 AM - 9:00 AM
N : 00 AM -1:00 PM
7:30PM - 9:30 PM
7 : 30PM - 9:30 PM
12:00 PM - 2:00 PM

'K

OPEN qwiM
^'-^^ ^^^ - 5:30 PM

•^^^I^
2WIM SUN. 12:00 PM - 7-^0 PI'

»NOTE: FAMILY SWIM I S OPEN TO ALL UNIVERMT

Trr.ZV.'^llT''' ' ^^^'° -CREAMi^""

nOYOEN BOWLING ALLEYS
MON. THRU FR! 4 ; 00 PM -

>^TUROAY 1:00 pm .
(SI. 00 a strinn/FREF SHOES '.VlTi

10:30 PM
7:50 PM
UMASS I .D.)

BOYDEN GYMNASIUM

MON. THRU FRI 2:30 PM - .1-00 PM
MON. THRU THURS.. '.5: 30 PM
FOR INTRAMUIiAL DASKETOALt
fRI 5:30
SAT

SUN

f<OYnLrj AUXILIARY GYMrJAS
TULS. A THURS.. .

IM

7:00 PM _ q:00 PM

iiOYOLfJ WriGHT f-^nOM/iifJlVt p'-.Al ROOM
MON . 1 1 |f,:u FH\ ->

. 1

1^ p,M _ Q
SATUF^Y 10-00 AM - S
SUfiDAY

- iO: 15 P.M. CLOSED
.

LEAGUES! '

^M - 9:30 PM
12:00 PM - 5:30 PM
I 2 : 00 PM - 7:30 PM

!?:')( J f",'

30 f^M

30 PM

7: Vj F'M

BOYDEN EQUIPMENT ROOM

HON. THRU FRI 7:30 AM - 10-00 PM
^^^URDAY 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM
•'Nf^AY 12:00 PM -

18 Main St
LIQUORS

Downtown Amherst 253-5441

MolSOn beer, ale golden... 2. 99/

Miller 12 oz. NR's. 4.85/

6pk

12 pack

Old Milwaukee 3.29/ 12 pk

Jomere Blanc dry1.99/750 ml

Donelli Lambrusco

1 •99/750 ml

o«99/i.5L

Vodka & Gin 800 5.25 L

-Downtown Amherst—

Did you know...
that you can earn a Master's degree
at UMass/Boston in

American Civilization

Applied Physics

Biology

Biology/Applied Marine Ecology
Chemistry

Critical and Creative Thinking
History

History/Archival Methods
History/ Historical Archaeology
English

Mathematics

• that the faculty members teaching in UMass/ Boston's grad-
uate programs are widely published scholars with national
reputations?

• that UMass/Boston offers remarkably convenient class
schedules, easy access by public or private transportation, and
superior facilities for scholarship and research?

• that the instate graduate tuition rate per semester at
UMass/Boston is now $65.20 per credit (and $652.00
maximum)?

BOYDLU J^ACQUlTrALL/^QUASU COl'i-'TS
'•^W, ^ 12;0S F'M -

I I :00 f'M

TIJES,, THU(<s..||:00 A'' - 11:00 P'-'

SATURDAY
| o : 00 AM - ', ; ',0 R.l

SUNDAY 12:00 AM - 7] 'A) P•^
NOTE: RESERVATIOfJS MAY G[ 'mADE DURjriG THE wrf k OfJ''ADVANCE, IN PERSQr;. h, 215 BOYDEM. M-TllU H-'O k^Z^
FRI. 8:30 AM - 5:00 P.M. COURTS ARE NOT Pf SfPVF [) Of/wf
PLAYING TirT r. .15 '.MN'TfS. A COURT SHOM, n ' '

'

MINUTES.

IB

Y
I)

•)AV Hi

O/i ''f.i.

' fJDS
,'

I
'

The Whole Wheat Pizza Factory

Welcomes Back
U-Mass!!

FREE
with any large pizza —
FOUR 12 oz cans

of cola, orange, roptbeer, ginger ale

with any small pizza —
TWO 12 oz cans

cola, rootbeer, orange, ginger ale

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
only

2 Eggs
2 Pancakes
2 Strips of Bacon
2 Links of Sausage

1
I

$2.25

I

I

I
Sun.-Thurs.

I 7 a.m. -3 a.m.

I
fri. & Sat.

I Open 24 hrs.

I

I

eating place

ZAYRE CAMPUS
SHOPPING PLAZA

RTE. 9, Hadley 256-6889

SENIOR CITIZEN

^ DISCOUNT I

2-5 p.m. 20% I

All other times 10% I

Does not apply ^ I

to specials ^
I

For more information, write: Admissions Office

University of Massachusetts
at Boston

Harbor Campus
Boston, MA 02125

$1.00 OFF
any pizza

L_^ly if you say Tom sent you
-J

^tsi ^#

THE MOVEMENT STUDIO
announces registration

for our new winter session
for adults and children

CALL:586-6336
Class Siee.L/rtiite '

THE MOVEMENT STUDIO IS A DIVISION OF THE

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS
SPORTS THERAPY CENTER

Th«Elmwood Compl«x • Rt 9. Hodlty. MA. • 58^4336

*^%*tt*««*«««*« • * •
* ^ ^ mt -^ ^ '^ \a ^ ^ ^ .

aw*A:t^\X!«fc>>>;«»>K?»t;^x?>x\^\^^
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BACK - TO - SCHOOL
Reflections/Projections /

AMHERST
STORE
ONLY.'

Before you spend
another semester
without sound, stop
by THE SOUND
COMPANY. You II find great prices on the stereo you want. From portables to
compacts. All backed by service and price protection policies. Stop by today.

COMPONENT
MUSIC SYSTEMS

COMPACT
MUSIC SYSTEMS

Ken Tech becker 21
If your stereo budget is limited, but
you xvant good sound, then here is
a system for you. It features the
deep bass and greater clarity of the
Becker 8 stereo speakers, matched
with a Kentech AM/FM receiver
and a BSR turntable^ - __ ^
for high quality at 3k1 QQ 01
an affordable price. ' w J.^ I

JULIETTE C 974
3'/j Mode FM/AM/FM Stereo Multi-
plex Receiver, Built-in Stereo Cass-
ette Recorder/Player, 8-Track Cart-
ridge Player Automatic Record
Changer, Acoustical Suspension
Tune Port Speakers. ^^ *q ^^

STEREO TO GO

SCOTT ADX Cybernet
Our better system sounds so good
you will want to enjoy the rich
sound of these ADX 101 8" 2-
way speakers matched perfectly
with the Scott 325 AM/FM re-
ceiver and the Cybernet semi-
auto/auto-return belt drive turn-
table with straight arm & lighted
«,o^.„,„..d

5339 91

SANYO
4430
Mini portable
stereo cassette
player with
headphones.
(Save $10.08.)

$59.91

SONY WALKMAN
Famous compact
portable stereo
cassette player
with head- 1

phones. (Save ff

$30.08.)

II

'^^'Emerson mc moo
Mini-Size AM/FM Stereo Receiver
With built-in Stereo Cassette Re-
corder, 8-Track Tape Player, and
built-in Stereo Phonograph with
Diamond Needle, plus Emerson
Stereo Speakers. ^^ t\r\ t\^
(Save $40 08) $1 09.91

$129.91
(J

SANYO 9921
AM/FM stereo, 2
shortwave bands,
stereo cassette.
110/220 volts. $129.91
PANASONIC 5250
AM/FM stereo radio with
built-in stereo cassette
recorder/player. Dolby.
Soft touch operation.
Input/output jacks
allow use as home
tape deck. (Save ^ ^
$30.08.) $289.91

TURNTABLES
JVC ^
LA 21
Semi-automat
belt drive
turntable.

$69.91

TECHNICS B202
Semi-automatic
belt drive turntable. $89.91

Panasonic SE 2510
AM/FM Stereo Receiver with built-
in Cassette Player/Recorder, Auto-
matic Record Changer, and Speak-
ers. LED Active Tuning Indicator.
Speakers are Thrusters SB-380 with
Piezo tweeter. tf»OPn/%4
(Save $40 08) $259.91

CASSETTE
RECORDERS

UM ' .Ise fi^f^

Technics Technics JVC
You'll be amazed by the superb
sound of this system. It features the
Technics 103 AM/FM Receiver

,

matched beautifully with the Tech-
nics SBL30 9" 2-way speakers, and
the JVC LA 21 belt-drive turntable
with auto-return/
shutoff. You must C^VQ Q1hear to believe!

maxBll
UDXLII-C90
UDXLI-C90
Blank Cassette Recording Tapes.

W^««f «l 63. Limit 3 per person.

Panasonic 608
Metal front loading Stereo
Cassette Tape Deck with Dolby
Noise Reduction, large, easy-
to read dual t^nn i\^
VU meters. $89.91
TECHNICS 205
Metal soft touch
Cassette Recorder
with Dolby Noise
Reduction.

SONY FX4
2 motor solenoid
control Dolby Cass-
ette Recorder (a
real winner.)

UNBELIEVABLE
STEREO SPECIALS!

Quantities Limited. Many One-of-a-Kind.
No Rainchecks. No Layaways. Cash or Charge Only.

BSR 883 Dual 8" Tower Speakers (only 6) $49.86 63.
PHILIPS 212 Belt Turntable (only 21 $69.11
PHILIPS 312 Belt Turntable (only 3) $79.43
MARANTZ 34 10" 3-way Speakers
floor size (only 2 pair! $83.41 63.
SAMSUNG 20 watt Receiver (only 1) $84.71
ADVENT 3002 Speakers (only 2) $99. 1 1 eS.
CYBERNET 35 watt Stereo Amp (only 3) $99.91
CYBERNET AM/FM Stereo Tuner (only 4) $99.91
SCOTT 325 20 watt Receiver (only 3)

*

$ 109.91
TECHNICS 103 20 watt Receiver (Only 2) $ 129.91
SCOTT 335 35 watt Receiver (Only 21 $ 139.91
JVC KDA22 Dolby Cassette Recorder (only 1) $ 156.37
TECHNICS M33 Dolby Cassette (only 1) $ 173.32
PHASE LINEAR 2000 Stereo Preamp (only 1) $184.36
MARANTZ SR2000 38 watt Receiver (onlyl) $ 189.43
ADVENT 300 Deluxe FM Stereo Receiver (only 1). . $ 189.91
PIONEER CTF800 Dolby Cassette (only 1) $191.17
AKAI R21 26 watt Receiver (only 1) $191.37
HARMAN KARDON 350 20 watt Receiver (only 2). $ 199.17
TECHNICS 303 40 watt Receiver (only 2) $ 199.27
TECHNICS SL1700Mli Pro Turntable (only 1) $ 199.41
MARANTZ 170 DC 85 watt D.C. Power
Amplifier (only 2) $199.91
AKAI R31 38 watt Receiver with built-in
Graphic Equalizer (only 1) $227.43
KOSS K4DS Digital Delay System with built-in
Amplifier (only 2) $242 40
MARANTZ 1550 50 watt Receiver (only 1) $243.1

1

JVC 5201 38 watt Receiver with built-in
Graphic Equalizer (only 1) $249 91
AKAI R50 62 watt Receiver (only 1) $283.11
ADVENT Powered Loudspeaker (only 2) $336.61 63.
BOSE 601 Loudspeakers (only 1 pair) $427.07 pr.
ADVENT 500 Sound Space Control (only 1) $479.97

®i
_ 1 k

SCOTT 197B

(SAVE UP TO 70%)
SCOTT 176R 8" 2-Way. . . $49.91 63.

SCOTT 310 10"3-Way. . . $79.91 63.

SCOTT 312 12" 3-Way. . . $89.91 63.

SCOTT 197B 15"3-Way. $139.91 63.

TheSound CompdiiiU
AMHERbi 201 N c, antSireet 256-0744
Mon.,Tues., Wed. 11-7 p.m. Thur.,Fri. 11-8p.m. Sat. 10-5:30p.m.

Not responsible for typoqraph,ral errors Pictures of items may not (k. of exact models on sale

Free Layaways T

David Byrne,
singer, guitarist and
guiding light for the
Talking Heads
graduated from
CBGB's to Broadway
with his SQore for the
Twyla Tharp Dcmce
Foundation's produc-
tion entitled The
Catherine Wheel.
The recently releas-
ed score, along with
new releases from
XTC, Joan Ar-
matrading. Grand
Funk Railroad and
the Folice/Go-Go's
concerts in Boston
and Springfield are
reviewed in the
Music section, pages
4&5.

Do you kiss like a refrigerator door? If you
can't find your way around in the dark, try
Terry and Mike's How to Kiss with Con
fidence, one of the books reviewed on page 8.

The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater
is among the many scheduled events at the
Fine Arts Center this semester. They will
appear on April 6 and 7 and tickets go on
sale on March 16th. For a complete listing of
dance, drama and music coming to the FAC,
turn to page 11. Also listed are University
Ensemble events.

Fred Astaire is one
of the men .whose
past is coming back
to haunt him in
Ghost Story, one of
many capsule movie
reviews on pages 6 &
7. Also in the Film
section are two dif-

ferent opinions of
1981's five best
movies and Steve
Murphy's Coming
Attractions column.

The sculpture/drawings '- f Richard Nonas
will be on view at the I niversity Gallery
from Feb. 5 - Mar. 21. See page 10 for
gallery listings.
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mMCiMG E/APORiu//V

)f1S COMPONENT SPEAKERS
*1150 WATTS OF QUALITY

RECORDED MUSIC
¥• LOTS OF LIGHTS
4 FINEST DJ'S AVAILABLE

>4A1HERSTS LARGEST CANC^
FLGDR.

SNEAK FBBVIBW TUBSAftV^ ¥"^-¥-

GRAND OPENING
WEDNESDAY

SOME OP THE SPECIALS k j^

KANGAROO KICK .....*. ,,„
MILLER/ MILLER LITE •••••••...... BOT 75*

•••••;•• • •••DRAFT 50*
VODKA / JUICE •

SHNAPPS / ROCKS •••••••••••••..........

" COVER *-«-«- ^

APPilOPEIATE DRESS
POSITIVE I.D. REaUIBED

AT THE CORNER OP:
UNIVEBSITT DR. & RTE. 9

256-8605
^
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State of the arts
-.3

1982
By D.B. COOPER

So, It's 1982 and tht' f)r()Krn()sis for non-
commercial art of any sort is l)leaker than
ever. True, as we enter a period (,f
economic recession the demand for art as
escapist entertainment gnmi^ stronger
than ever. Big (leal - that just means we
can look forward to a rash of Burt
Reynolds movies and AC/DC albums just
the thin^r to help forget Ronald Rea^^an and
World War III. It's the other side of the ar-
tistic spectrum that's going to suffer
though. Ajrjrressively innovative musicians
like the Residents and Vz Japanese film-
makers like Werner Herzog and Louis
Malle (unless Atlantic Citt^ wins an
Academy award), and conce|)tua! artists of
any f)ossihle sort are all going to have trou-
ble K'etting Exxon or Warner Brothers to
fund their various exf)lorations of their
respective mediums. Result: if the public is

not willing to shell out their hard-earned
cash for It, any type of art that takes
chances, or that simply is not acceptable to
most people, will not be produced IT IS
ENTIRELY I !P TO US to pre.serve the ar
tistic underground.
MOVIES: Quite possibly the mo.st

fK)pular form of escapist entertainment,
l)ecause it's so easy to totally lose yourself
111 a m<.vie. Not all filmmakers are willing
to produce e.scapism, though. Some films
are designed to force the viewer to con-
front himself, to examine his own ideas,
and to notice what is going on around him.
Somehow, it's difficult to imagine an au-
dience forgetting all their f»roblems by wat-
ching Kasfier flousrr or Dr. Stnniqrlnr,

.

Movies, however, don't tend to be dctien
dent on commercial sfumsors tor tfieir ex-
istence (as is teleyi.sic.,)). jf ;, tilniniaker is

Homc^enized
ART

100% CONHERCrAL lK6HKl>IgHTS

Top '^0 ri\\js\C

Potnfless movi«.5

_u
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committed enough ami convincing enough,
it should Ik' ()ossible to find funding for
whatever lurks in his heart. But that
doesn't mean it can get .seen. Almost no
theaters are willing to risk jioor attendance
by showing non-commercial films, especial-
ly when they can fill the house with the new
Clint Eastwood ef)ic. Since only a few
theaters show them, and since very little
attention is paid to them in the form of
reviews, many truly great films are ig-
nored because they're not commercial
enough.

Ml 'SIC: \\)H2 will probably be the year
that all those punk bands who've l>een
critically acclaimed but have failed to make
a commercial dent have to seriously con-
sider their line of business. Hands such as
XTC, The Cure. BiL, mxl vv^n the
RaiTKtiies are beginning to face doubt from

Graphic by Brad Eden

the industry as to whether they can match
the succe.ss of the Police or the (;o-(;()'s,
while bands like Pere Cbu, DNA, and the
Contortions will l)e lucky if they can put out
albums at all. Record companies are known
to vastly prefer the sort of bands who can
fill arenas and are willing to do what
they're told to defiantly avant-garde and
exf)erimental ones. There has l>een a trend
toward strong local labels, notably Ace of
Hearts and Modern Method in 'Boston,
which are willing to take a chance on new
groups, but even so, competition is fierce in
these days of .$8.!>8 li.st albums. And - the
radio is Di-lAl). The f)henomenal success of
Boston's WCOZ's "kick-ass rock and n.ll"
format has le<l hundreds of .stations nation-
wide, including .several around here, to
adopt similar formats. It's AWFCL - this
torni;il def.ends entirely on tried-and-trui'

bands, particularly those we've seen
around for years and years, and doesn't
even hfyhi to consider "anything new and
daring. Even non-commercial college radio
seems to l>e in short sup|)ly, every in this
area. And it seems to be getting harder an<l
harder to .see any good bands. Now that
Rahar's is closed and I'PC seems
uninterested in taking any chances,
underground music will be in short suf)ply
around here. This does not look like a ban-
ner year in music.

PAINTING. SCIJLPTCRE, CONCEP-
TUAL ART, ETC.: More than any other
area, this will be devastated by
Reagonomics. Reagan has endorsed letting
the federal government stop funding ar-
tists, preferring to leave this to the private
sector. That's all fine and dandy if one is

t)lanning to make a documentary about the
F)hilanthropy of the Mobil Corporation, but
doesn't leave much room at all for the
painters and sculptors who can't always af-
ford [)rushes or knives. If artistic funding is

to be performed l)y the conmiercial sector,
it follows that art produced will steadily
Ix'come more commercial. This is the lea.s't

commercial area of art as well, .so these ar-
tists cannot very well rely on .selling their
work in order to survive.
So there it is. It doesn't seenuthat 1!>82

has a whole lot to offer in the way of non-
commercial art. At the .same time, cheaf).
escapist entertamment is thriving. What
remains to be done is to seek out that non-
c(»mmercial art. See movies from lesser-
known directors. Buy records that look in-
teresting, even though you've never heard
of them. Patronize small dubs, college
radio stations, and inde|)endent
distributors. Things could .start looking up.
Or you could just go into hibernation until
IU8»; or .so, when all this blows over
Ha[)f)y i;>82.

Shaugnessy's guitar of the future
By DAVID WILDMAN

Tom Shaugnessy can't jday guitar, but what he lacks in
musical prowess he more than makes up for in creative in-
genuity. The fact is tfial by the end of 1!»82. Shaugnes.sy
will have sold enough guitars to comfortably retire, and he
is only 22.

Shaugnes.sy, a former I'Ma.ss Communications Studies
major, and his company Mitre Cuitar Labs, have created
what (»ne industry .source has dubbed "A telephone in the
age of the {)ony ex|)re.ss." a guitar with an electronic
brain.

"It's the loudest guitar there is," claims Shaugnes.sy
with pride, "and it brings state of the art technoN.gy riglit
to the musician's fingertips."

The guitar is the result of 4 years of painstaking effort

gg!Mjs^MiiAVJrta3<iMwaMaaiaajajaa
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built one."

Shaugnessy continued to take apart [)igger an<l more
complicated things until, at the age of 18. he built the
recording studio at Holyoke Community College. "It was
a life s dream realized," he reflected.
Soon afterwards, he and his friends set out to buikl "The

f)erfect guitar." incrporating their vari<.us special
talents. '

The initial |)r..totype of the giiitar was expensive andwhen they first tested it out it did nothing more than play
loudly and clearly, the station WA(^Y.

"It was depressing." moans Shaugne.ssy. "Imagine
•spending thou.sands. and ending up with a radio'"
But the final version of the as yet unnamed guitar is ad-

vanced light years beyond the average radio
The guitar, which will .sell for alx.ut $1200. will be eciuip-

pe(l with an electronic brain, about which details are being
omitted since it has not been completely patented This
built-in computer will control a numlx-r of devices such as
an on b()ard effects generator that will replace all those
on the noor" gadgets that guitar players currently u.se

and a built-in digital tuner, that will enable the player t<'.

tune onstage while he is performing.
Also featured is what Shaugnessy descril>es as the "best

guitar bridge ever made." and a neck with a truss rod
as.sembly that has undergone rigorous testing "We im-
mersed It in water and then left it on a heater all night Of
course the next day it was bent and warped into the shape

Continued on pa^e 8
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CoUe^an photo by Nancy Gonter
Tom Shau^rnessy reflects on his future

fortune.

by Shaugnessy. and his friends and co-creators Joe Mailo
and Doug Dalton. fellow originators of the Mitre Guitar
Labs company.
"Actually, we just started as a group of friends with acommon interest." explains Shaugnessy, "We didn't .start

out with a busine.ss in mind, we just wanted to find out ifwe could do it."

Joe Mailo, who is also 22 and takes care of the wood-
working, originally got together with Shaugnessy at
Holyoke Community College. "We were Ix.th D J 's

'•

ex-
plains Shaugne.s.sy, -and Joe was the only other guv in-
terested in playing Molly Hatchet records/'
Doug Dalton. at WU. is the old man of the trio He ta', s

care of the machines and the fixtures to produce the in-
struments.

Each of the three are e(|ually imj)ortant in the creation
of the guitar. "1 culdnt do anything without the other
two, says Shaugnessy. "Om- of us couldn't leave the
bu.siness. because each of us holds a piece."
Shaugnes.sy's piece .seems to be mainly in the design of

t •< l'<'< y. neck and bridge, although he has much ni..re
than a iaymans knowledge of the guitar's circuitry.
"Kyery player who has the nvrw. ends up stripping

down his own guitar" he .says. "My first guitar was a
Stratocaster copy. I couldn't afford a better giiittir so I
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Police make arrests
THK POLK K. THK (iO-CiO'S
Boston (iarden
Jan. 15

Springfield Civic Center
Jan. 20

By .ANI)RKW(;()K1M)N

On .lanuary If), the Police kickoci off their new V S (,.iir
with a sold-out stint at the 2().(M)(I seat Boston (ianlen
h ive (lays later they played in Springfield anc], with onlv a
lew ext-eptions. the two concerts were identical. It's the
hijjfrest such tour the three member l)and has yet under-
taken; a hujfe jump from such places as the Rat and the
Paradise where they played just four vears a^o.
Needless to say. the {^)lice were verv well received and

with Kood reason. From start to finish everv aspect of the
concert, sound, performance and li^'htinK.' was flawless
It s inconceivahle that they could have put on a hetter
show

.

They r.pened with "Message in a Bottle" fn.rn Rr,,.,lln
<ir Hl<n,r. Playintr a hujrt- upri^rht Lass, vocalist Stint's

fxivverful voice f^^rahhed the audience and ke|>t it entraiic
e(i. Once he had it he never let jro. and the Kn»up folKtwed
with one of their more recent hits "p:verytliin^' She Does
is Majri<'." now hacked l)y a complete horn section. Stints
voice comhined witli the h(»rns was quite literally over
whelminjr; sound filled the air. The \rrou\) aj,^aiii followed
with another recent hit "Spirits in the Material World."
with Stin^ momentarily puttinjj aside his hass for
keyboards.

The next h\^ hij;hlij,rht came alxuit halfway throu^^i.
when some of their more complex li^htinR was used. Dur
in^ "Shadows in the Rain" a hujfe mirror reflector at the
l)ase of Stewart Copeland's drum set sent streams of li^yht

throutfhout the auditorium. The effect was visually over-
j)owerinK^ when these streams t)egan changinj? "colors.
Some of the heavier drujj users in the crowd fainted.
Likewise, some similar iishtin^j set the mood f)erfectly for
"Walkinj; on the Moon." The set culminated in an
awesome climax with Stinjr, Co^)eland and guitarist Andy
Summers blendinj: instruments perfectly for a lon^ ver-
sion of "Roxanne.
For their first enct)re, the p-oup ay^ain hrouj^ht down the

house with hits 'Don't Stand So Close To Me" and ••("an't

JOAN AKMATRADLNCi
Walk Lnder Ladders
(A&M)

i|v DKM CM.APNIK

Walk I 'ndrr Liu/Hrrs could ver\ well l»e

the contents of .loan .-Xmiatradin^^'s diary
de.scrihinK' the relationshif) hetween herself
and her lover. At times she writes of her
devotion to him such as iri "Only One." "I
wanna l>e the one you love/I wanna be the
only one you love/I wanna In* the only one
you want around."
Other times she discloses her feelings of

anjtjer and almost hatred of him.
"He had me down/But I put up a fi^hl/l

saw those teeth/And 1 groped for my
knife." she sin^rs in "Eating the Bear."
Most of the lyrics seem almost sarcastic

Stand Losing You." For their .second encore Sting asked
the audience what It wanted to hear. Different titles were
yelled out. hut "So Lonely" was the most prevalent. The
grouf> instantly broke into "So Lonely." An audience par-
ticipation fxtrtion of the song followed to the obvious en-
joyment of both the audience and Sting himself. He smiled
widely and complimented the crowd.

Opening for the group was the Oo-Go's. the up and com-
ing all-girl band. Although rooted in new wave, the band
has receive<l a lot of pop station airplay and most everyone
is familiar with their hit "Our Lips are Sealed." It also is

the Go-Go's largest tour, but unlike the Police, their rise

has not I)een gradual. The jump to massive auditoriums
was sudden: f^K'rhaps too sudden and success seems to

have spoiled the (Jo-CJo's. When the band played the Ritz
in New York just over a year ago. they were much more
eager to please. At the (iarden, however, they ap|)eared
almost indifferent. They overestimated their popularity

greatly and .saved four or five great .songs, including

"Lust to Love" and "This Town," for encores that were
never to k". By the Springfield stint they had rectified this

and tfu'se songs were added to their original .set.

so no matter how frustrated she sounds in

a song, she still holds some dignity in the
relationship. Basically, what sh<''s trying to

explain to us is how love is full of unctTtain
ties and ambiguities, but is still worth re
joicing when it's called for.

This type of attitude is a far cry from her
last alltum Mt. Mn^rlf. I where she cried in

the title track. "I wanna U" by myself."
She probably figured it was more fun not
iK'ing a loner; this conclusion is al.so

di.s|)layed fiy the styles of music on the
album. She has finally joined the ranks of
countless others who have l)ranched out in-

to the field of "new wave" and other cttn-

temporary musical genres.
This was bound to happen since the pro-

ducer of the album, Steve Lillywhite. is one
of the more well know producers of "new
wave ' bands such as XTt: and U-2. He
gives Walk Vtuicr Lntiih-rs a fresh sound.

incorpor.at ing .loan's ever present
sympathy-inviting ballads ("The
Weakness in Me") with more experimental

kinds of music.

"Romancers" has a playful, sku feel to it,

reminiscent of her l!»7*> FM hit "Water
with the Wine." ".At the Ho|)" gives the
impression of being back in theTiOsarKl ear-

ly (iOs when h<»ps were po[)ular. There's
even a Chuck Berry-ish guitar solo in the
midst of it all. The tribute to reggae on the

album is found in "I Can't Lie to Myself"
with Robbie Shakespeare giving a
Jamaican-sounding command performance
on bass.

Other notables on the album are Sly Dun-
bar on drums, Ray CoojK'r who played per-
cussion with Elton .lohn's liand, and Andy
Partridge from .XTC joining on acoustic
and electric guitars.

^jIc*******************************^
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More Music
evident in "Big Blue Plvm<.uth" and
"What A Day That Was." "Kggs in The
Briar Patch" and "Big Business " conjure
miages of a trip through the jungle. "His
Wife Refused" (my favorite) and "Poison

"

are greal fMinchy-funk contributions, and
"l.ight Bath" and "C|..ud Chamber "

are
pleasant sublerranean inlerludes - plea-
sjinl music for a walk in sfiace.

Sire Kecords says 'i'harp's dance pHxIuc-
tion was a highly evocative ar)d complex
work about the horrible family featuring
images of wheels, love. war. a|M»calv|)se
and rejuvenation. Th«' entire 7'A minute
soundtrck. available only on ca.sst-tte. must
have lieeii a marvelous coniplenient to such
a production.

By JOHN BKOBS'

DAVID BYRNE
The Catherine Wheel
(Sire)

Kock oriented music <loesn't often find
Its way to Broadway, es,K'ciallv the music
ol a New York City club circuit veteran S<.
Its understandable that David Bvrne
would want to tailor his score for The
Twyla Tharp Dance Foundation's produc-
tion of ThrCntfH'rim- Whrrl to the nee.ls of
the dance ^company.

Twyla Tharf) commissioru'd fiyrne to
comf)ose a score after hearing his recent
work with Brian Kno and the Talking
Heads. Thr Ciillirrlnc WhrrI i.s a streamlin-
ed, uncluttered collection r)f conifiositioris
that iHirrows heavily on the ideas that
made the recent Byrne-Kno works so good.
"Kggs In The Briar Patch." for instance,
uses ra<h«> broadcast instead of a vocal
track. Thi ('nlhirinr Whul doe.sn'l com-
mand your attention as its ()redecessors do.
That woul(J take attention away from the
dance fterformance.

Byrne gives g<HMj vocal inrformances
throughout, and often laces then) with
angelic backing V(Hal choruses - especially

Johnson. Van Dyke, or whatever the name
of that twerp band from California is. Mark
Karner and Don Brewer taught you
e\erything you know, so shaddup already!

After |)utting up with (or is it calle(l 'ap-
f>reciatingT) the shoddy vocal work of
many current artists, it's a real treat hear-
ing two men that can really hukj. Mark
Farner still shatters glass on" the Animals'
"We (;<.tU» (Jet Outta This F'lace," "(Jreed
of Man" is wicked pis.ser. and the har-
monies on "Wait F(tr Me" .sound like the
M<tron Tabernacle Choir.

if you wanna get in-toe-leck-tchoo-all, go
to the local mall and figure out why Muzak
makes people want to .spend money. Cniml
Funk Lin-s! gives fieavy mental fans some
real meat to sink their fangs into. Vou"<|
rather listen to the Rolling Stones than tfie

Blushing Brides, wouldn't you'.' So trash
your copy of "Runnin' To The l^athroom"
by Van VV'hat's-His-Name and put on s<»me
Crand Funk: cuz anybody who doesn't like

CFR must Ih" Conmiunist.

GRAND FUNK RAILROAD
Grand Funk Lives!
(Full Moon)

"The rumors of my death were greatly
e.vaggerated.

"

— Samuel i.anghorne Clemens
(irand Funk Railroad is back! Their

newest record, appropriately entitled,
Gnimf Fi4nk Lires.', is the heaviest fix «)f

dat ole iHffcake lK»ogie I've heani in a long
time. Move over Van Cliburn. Van
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XTC
Senses Working Overtime
(Virgin)

XTC is one of the best groups to come
out of the new wave. Their quirky songs
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are always chock full of interesting stuff
for the discerning listener. Unfortunately,
XTC's interesting stuff is now i)eing burie<i

in the desire to reach a mass audience.

But, such is life.

Snises Wurkinn Ortrliwe is a .strange
co|lection#)f new songs from XTC. Three
songs are apparently from their forthcom-
ing Li', due to l»e relea.sed (Jod knows
when. All four songs are as safe as milk.
Y(»u coul(i feed them to a l)abv with no fear
of him spitting them up.

The title track k'gins with a strange
guitar progression, somewhat like the
opening of "Respectable Street" (mm
HUick S»;i. i^ut instead (.f expliKJing into a
nifty s(.ng like "liespectable Street," this
Andy I'artidge number evolves into a full-
blown, drippy -as-hell pop [»roduclion. And
It comes with a hook so catchv it can pick
u|) girls for you.

^
'I'he second .song is called "Kgyptian

Solution," and it's given the epithet
"Homo Safari. Series .'^." "Homo Safari."
for nonardent XTC fans, was the jungle
ditty that infested the b-side of their'single
"Life Begins At The Hop." "Fgvptian
Solution" fully deserves the title.

The .second side ofn-ns with the onlv ( olin
Moulding .song, "Blame The Weather." It's
(•robably the nu.st commerciallv oriented
song he's (iared to publi.^h vet. This <ong
jH.rders on ea.sy listening, and oMJd
k'come a hit on WMAS.
Then comes Andy I'artridge's "Tissue

Tigers," the only song that approaches the
(juality of their last four albums. This is a
f)ound-[)oun<l-f>ound sketch that musically
resembles a tyftical day of w(»rk at an
automated factory. It comes complete with
a catchy hook an<"l lyrical guitar work. And
if you order l)efore midnight tonight...

You may find yourself saying. "This is

the group that released such pop master-
pieces as Go 2 and Drums and WinsT'

But don't count XTC out just yet. Four
songs do not an album make.
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Film Film Film Film Film Film Film Film Film
Top 5 flicks
of last year

_ Ph««o oourteay of New Yorker fUmaMy Dinner with Andre portrays the dinner conversation bet-
ween actors Wallace Shawn (above) and Andre Gregory. This film
appears on the Ust of the five best films of 1981, chosen by Andy
Gordon.

Coming Attractions
Stephen Murphy

(E<i. Hoh' - Comin^^ Altnictions is riol n film
gossip fffniniH'I's tiilitjht. Fnuinl crrrif Fi'i-

<i(iif on Ihf ( 'olle^iaii .4 ris fi<i(fr. C(iminn At
tractions oi'li-rs nw mi ii/i/iortumlif to

rihtorinlizr. As long as n ijirvu suhjcrl /ur-

loins fo jlhns omilnr trlrrisinti. il is I'nir

gnnif. Sonu'f

i

/hi's I'll nink on roninwricnl

li'l* vision, in fhr siimr hrrolh pniisf fnihlir

T\' and nil the irhilr irnni hIhuiI the qroir-

irig sirrngth oj riihlf. Djicniitnis I'll rnrrr

upntm ingffolu rrjll nfs <iis Inloirf. sjuthIoIv

Uftnn tlhn IrrniLs. itrcritirizc thr Holl/firoml

/iroflt elhie. I J

As far as suhjwt matter jjot's, Hollywood
gH\neii some valuable insight this past holi-

day season - simply put - don't blitz the
market with seriously-minded films or lame
comedies. Filmgoers want to be entertain-
ed. Who wants to be cajoled into thinking
about weighty matters? Politics, relation-
ships, death or the acting futures oi Satur-
day Night Liiv stooges don't offer real
entertainment.

This .scjLson siiw no e.scapist blockbusters
such as Knithrs of the Lost A rk. Stii>rnnon
II or Tiwv HdHflils: nor does the immediate
future. HollywoiKi played quite a game of
risk and has l«»st megabucks. Acconiing to

a recent-jssue ojLtlu' tnuie journal Vnrivtif.

only Neighbors (somehow) is making back
any real money. As of this writing all the
other major films currently in release are
financial failures.

What d«>es this mean'.' Why a return to

escapist big budget spectacles of course.
Although the next U^' months will .see a
trickle of seriously-natured films.
Hollyw(MM| is |)lanning to go all the way for
entertainment. Science fiction, fantasy,
animation and musical extravaganzas an-
on the boards for WiH'A with some intial ex-
amples l>eing released this comming sum
mer. More details in an up<'(»mirig ('nmnnf
Attrnrlions. ^

F'ilms you might want to check out. due
for February release:

Th^ Border I with Jack Nicholson,
Valerie Perrine, Harvey Keitel and Warren
Gates. Nicholson portrays a newly as.signed
border patrolman plunged into a world of
brutality, bril)es and strange accidents
(such as falling in love with an illegal alien).

Supp«>sedly. a very powerful drama.

Cannery Row I with Nick Nolte and
Debra Winger. Based on the John
Steinbeck story.

Missing I with Si.ssy Spacek and Jack
Lemrtion. A drajna concerning the' search
for a young American who di.sap[)ears in a
small, unstable South Americ;ui Country.
Any parallels to El Salvador are purely in-

tentional.

One From the Heart I Francis Ford'C<>p'-"
|)ola's musical boy-meets-girl, boy-lo.ses-

girl. boy-wins-backgirl love story. Big
budget with Terri C.arr and Frederick For-
rt'st. The financial future of ('o[)pohrs in-

dependent Zoetro()e studio hangs on the
success of this film. Word is it's so-so.

RirhonI Prgor Lire On Sunset Strifil If

this one is anything like f^ry(»r's previous
concert film it's <lestined to be a classic.

A film we may never see: Brninslorm I in
limbo since the untimely death of its star.

Natalie Wood. Ninety percent com{)leted.
discussions among film eyecs upon its

future continue. "^

If you f)lan (»n being in Boston this month
keep an eye ojK-n for film crews. Three
Hollyw(»od productions will be shooting on
location there during the next .several

we<'ks.

Director Sidney I.umet and star Paul
Newman will l)e in town for their latest

|>roject. Venlirt. Burt Reynolds and OoHie
Hawn will al.so Iw making it in Beantown
for tlu'ir new contemjtorary come«ly entiti

ed HesI Friends. In addition to scenes being
shot in Boston. Al Pacin(». Dyan Camiofi.
Tuesday Weld. Alan King and director Ar-
thur Hiller will Ik* in (ilouce.ster Utr Author!
Anthor!

By ANDREW GORDON, STEVE MUR-
PHY

1982 is upon us and a new film year has
begun. What it has in store for us has yet to
l)e seen but many critics are arguing that it

can't help but improve over this past year.
19H1 was the year the movie companies
recognized the financial potential of the
youth market and a large percentage of
films were geared towards that audience.
The top grossing films of the year were
fast-paced actioners with comic book plots.

A few adult-orientttd films snuck in.

however, to help even up the selection.
Below, Collegian film critics Andrew Gor-
don and Steve Murphy choo.se their to{) i'wv

favorite films of the year.

ANDREW GORDON

1. My Dinner with Andre - Although
this film breaks all the rules of contem-
porary filmmaking, it made the best films

list of almost every critic around and with

g(H>d reason. Two men havinj^ a conversa-
tion over dinner doesn't .sound like a ter-

ribly interesting film but that's what this is

and it's fascinating. Playwright Wallace
Shawn and theater director Andre (Gregory

wrote and fMjrtray themselves in this in-

telligenLffilm directed by French director

Louis Malle.

2. Pennies From Heaven- Tbisisa film

people either love or hate; I loved it. Steve
Martin gives an excellent, restrained per-

formance of a depressipn-era songsheet
salesman whose dreams are reflected in

the songs of that time. The film is visually

overwhelming, thanks to a top-notch group
of filmmakers including director Herbert
Ross (The Turning Point. The Goodbye
Girl), cinematographer (]or(i«n Willis (The
Godfather, Manhattan), and Art director
Ken Adam (Barry Lyndon, the James
Bond films).

3. Raiders of the Lost Ark— This is one
of those films mentioned in the o()ening. It

is a very safe, very commercial, cinematic
comic book, not a trend I heartily an-

ticipate. Nevertheless, Raiders is a well-

made, fast-paced, thoroughly entertaining
movie; an homage to the serials of the 4()s

by Steven Spielberg, Gary Lucas and
screenwriter Lawrence Kasdan.

^ 4r"fiody Heat — Lawrence Kasdan wrote
and directed this thriller in the grand tradi-

tion of the 50s film noir, complete with
nighttime .settings, plot twists, a strong
woman and a weak man. All the character?
are movie buffs, as is Kasdan, and all live in

private movie fanta.sy lives. Interesting
characters and clever plotting make this a
terrifically entertaining film.

5. Return ofjlie Secaucas Seven- Shiock
screenwriter John Sayles (Alligator.
Piranha) created a masterpiece of
character study in what is al.so his direc-

torial debut. A group of 60s radicals meet
for a weekend reunion in this wonderful in-

dependent feature released in

Ma.s.sachusetts in the summer of '81. In two
» hours we get to know and like seven or

eight great people. -When the film was
over, I missed them.

Steve Martin and Bernadette
Peters long to "live in a world
where songs come true" in
MGM's musical drama of the
1930's. Pennies From Heaven.
Perhaps Steve Martin's first
serious work ever, this film is in-
cluded in the above capsule
reviews and the best film list.

STEPHEN MURPHY

Here, in alphabetical order, are my five

favorite films>of 1981. I enjoyed them all:

An American Werewolf in LondoM -
Writer-director John Landis has created a
strange, likeable, comedic film full of dark
humor, walking corpses and dry British
wit. An al)undance of memorable scenes
helf) Wereieidf transcend its jjyQje^app-
ings to make it quite a solitary creature in

its own right. The grisly special effects

were outstanding and well done,, while the
rock 'n roll .soundtrack gave the film a feel-

ing of the times. Both David Naughton and
Jenny Agutter. as the Shakespearean
d(»omed lovers, were cute and pathetic.

Napoleon — With or without liv^' or-

chestration, this film is worthy of the
epithet epic. Scattered in pieces and lost

until last year. Napoleon (1927) stands
alwtve the majority of films coming out «)f

the Hollywood machine today. Filmmaker
Abel Gance, an artist clearly ahead of his

time,, has finally gained recognition r>,5

years after the initial release of Napoleon.
Too bad he died a few months ago.\A
brilliant film."^ '

Reds — An ambitious and fascinating
film concerned with political and relational

growth. Reds may be commercially doomed
due to its ihree-and-one-half hour duration
but remains a film not to be missed.
Producer d :rcc?or-wfrter Warren "Beatty
has taken John Reed (Beatty) and Loui.se

Bryant's (Diane Keaton) involvement in the
early comrwiist movement and, if taken
on a certam level, has turned it into a
metaphor for today; replete with the
ultimate failure of pcHllical in.surrection

and the on/off nature of relationships. A
movinc film with a fine cast.

Superman II - Richard Donner's
frenetic direction, aided and al)etted by
dazzling sf)ecial effects, punk supervillians

and red and blue long underwear, made
this film great escapism and literally a
whole lot of fun to watch. Superman l)eats

wimpy Luke Skywalker in the hero race
any day. If only the Superman film series

were like the comic Inmk in frequency and a
new one were produced once a month...
Wolfen - A well made film screwed by

Hollywood hyF)e which made it appear to \w
just another splatter movie. Not so. Wolfen
is a clever horri>p^spense thriller with
more than a mouthful of^so^ial commen-
tary. No werewolves in Inis one, just

wolves threatened by infringement. With
nice special effects and an ending to make
one think. Alas, it'll probably end up on
television.

Absence of Malice- Megan Carter (Sally
Field) is a young and innocent newspaper
reporter, desperately anxious to become a
topnotch journalist. Michael Gallagher
(Paul Newman) is a mobster's son who
might have the lead for what coukt be a
news-breaking story. In pursuit of this
assignment, Megan Carter gets her first

lesson in journalistic tactics and profes-
sionalism. Unfortunately she flunks.
Although a thoroughly entertaining

movie, directed by Sydney Pollack, its

suspenseful plot becomes somewhat
humorous with Megan Carter's incessant
naivete; to a point where this character is

contrite and chauvanistic. Sally Field por-
trays the dizzy, manipulative and "typical-
ly" over-sensitive female who can't keep
her hands off the subject of her news story
- yf»u guessed it, Pdiil Newman.
Not a triumph for the women's move-

ment, but nevertheless a good-lwking

PFH

Elizal)eth Montgomery. There isn't even a
decent soundtrack; the unwelcome "score"
to this mishmash is done by the Tubes of
all people, not one of your more artistically
motivate<l rock groups.
Also in the cast is Patty D'Urbanville as

Chevy's "girlfriend," Mary Kay I»lace as
his ex wife, Brian Doyle-Murray as his
friend and Dabney Coleman as "his arc-h
enemy.

The special effects here are as unconvinc-
ing as the script and the characters are as
appealing as a gallstone. Take this cue and
let this one pass through painlessly.

- T.F.

My Dinner with Andre - Two frif'nds
meet in a fancy New York re.staurant,
order dinner and carry on a conversation;
and that's the whole movfe. But in fact it is

more than that. It is a spiritual journey into
the minds and souls of two creative and ar-

false hopes and promises). It is an impor-
tant and outstanding work.

-S.M.

Sharkey's Machine- One of the better
action-oriented cop films to come out in re-

^
cent memory. Beneath all the surface

""tnachoism (inherent in all Burt Reynolds'
more serious films) and gun toting violence
is a finely crafted and often sensitive por-
trayal of one man's (Reynolds) compassion
for, believe it or not, a city. ReynoWs pro-
ves his competence as a director and heads
a fine company of actors in this suspenseful
tale. There's some great contemporary
music also.

- S.M.

Taps - Harold Becker directed this con-
fustHi but entertaining movie aV)out a group
of cadets who refuse to let their military
academy be closed down. Timothy Hutton
stars as the cadets' leader and George C.
Scott rehashes his Fatten routine as the
academy's resident general. What the film
is tiding |o say is never quite clear but the
film is nevertheless well-paced and never
boring.

- A.G.

These jpeviews were written by
Susan Baron. Andy Gordon. Tom
Faison and Stephen Murphy.

rp|N|,.
movie with an unpredictable twist at the
end.

- S.B.

Buddy. Buddy- Directed by the great
Billy Wilder and starring the great team of
Walter Matthau and Jack Lemmon, Bud-
dy, Buddy is an awful and unfunny -com-
edy. Set in a hotel Kx-ated across the street
from a state courthouse, Lemmon. as a
suicidal neurotic, is making it extremely
difficult for the hit man next door to get his
work done. Matthau's hit man is the l)est

part about this inane fiick, but Lemmon is

frankly too old to continue playing the role
he has played for years and Wilder is, in

fact, too old to be making movies at all. A
waste ^f iime and film.

- A.G.

Ghost Story - A spooky and well-made
tale of four old gentlemen (Fred Astaire.
John Houseman, Melvyn Douglas and
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.) haunted by the
secret they have kept for 50 years. Good
direction by John Irvin and supporting per-
formances by Craig Wasson and the
k'autiful but eene Alice Krige. A nice
change from the usual slice-and-dice
shockers.

- A.G.

Modern Problems — Chevy Chase's
new film isn't an indictment of the world's
modern problems, it's a symptom of them.
Dull, stupid and irritating, it fails to suc-
ceed even as a diversion.

Plotwise, Chevy's Modem Problems is

centered on the sudden emergence of his

powers of telekinesis brought about by his

sudden exposure to radioactivity. This little

scenario, .although potentially funny,
comes off as a weak combination of The
Twilight Zone, Fantasy Island and Bewit-
ched. Unfortunately, here, we don't have
Rod Serling, Ricardo Montalban or even

tistic men: playwright Wallace Shawn and
director Andre Gregory. The two discuss
art. philosophy, and the himian condition.
A brilliant and insightful film. Directtnl by
Louis Malle.

Neighbors- Although lacking the sar-
donic insight and abrasive wit of Thomas
Berger's novel, the film version never-
theless delivers more than a fair share of
good laughs. The only drawback is that
after 45 minutes, the film goes from being
a clever satire on suburban fe^ to nothing
more than an overextended skit between
stooges Belushi and Avkroyd. Nice

The Chowder Society <1 to r): Douglas FalrlMuiks Jr.. Fred
Astaire. John Houseman and Melvyn Dou|;las have hidden a terri-
ble secret for 60 years. Ghost Story t^ls the tale.

Absence of Malice,
starring Paul
Newman and Sally
Field (above), opens
the 1982 film season,
along with many
other films recently
released. Paul
Newman portrays a
man who picks up his
morning newspaper
to find he is the sub-
ject of a damaging
headline article. Sal-
ly Field is the cause
of this damage. What
happens next makes
for an entertaining
movie.

camerawork and Bill Conti's musical score

helps save face. -Wx>rth_checking out^if-only^

to see how much Weight Belushi has gain-

ed. A lot.

- S.M.

Pennies From Heaven - A delightful

surprise. Although the idea of interposing

musical fantasy sequences with a storyline

centering around the despair caused by the

Great Depression seems somewhat offbeat,

it works. Choreographed imaginatively,

the musical sequences prove a strong
analogy for hope in a time of despair. A
powerful metaphor for today. Steve Martin
is quite a tap_daacer and.shows some pro-

mise as a dramatic actor, although it's hard
to look at him without laughing. Ber-

nadette Peters finally gets a chance to

show just how much talent she has — plen-

ty. A good film.

- S.M.

Reds — Red^s is a fascinating, lyrical 5ind a

bit overlong film more aptly .subtitled "The
Education of John Reed (Warren Beatty)

and Louise Bryant (Diane Keaton)." Their

story is one of growth. It is moving (their

relationship fluctuates with the .same inten-

sity as their passion), riveting (the feelings

inspired by the movement surrounding the

Ru.ssian Revolution are sweeping and cap-

tivating), and metaphorical (Reds states

that no matter what ideological govern-

ment is in power they are all basically the

same when it comes to repression through

A quiet western
HEARTLANDS — Directed by
Richard Pearce. starring Rip Torn,
Conchata Ferrell, Barry Primus,
Lila Skala, and Megan Folsom
By DIANE CARRIER

Heartlands is a quiet story, an atypical

western that portrays life realistically and
without flamboyance. Based on the

autobiographical books by Elinore
Stewart, Letter of a. Woman Homesteader
and Letters on an Elk Hunt, this indepen-

dent film has won many international

awards.

Conchata Ferroll portrays Elinore Ran-
dall, a widow who travels to Wyoming in

1910 with her seven year old daughter to

take on a job as a housekeeper. Her work
begins the minute she steps off the train,

and entails much more than Elinore had
bargained for. Nevertheless, she does her

job with determination and confidence.

Rip Torn plays Clyde Stewart, the

reserved Scotsman who is her employer.

Elinore complains vvith exasperation, "I

can't talk to that man." But later, a mar-

riage that takes place for practical reasons

evolves into something much deefx»r.

One of the beauties of this film is that it

lacks any unnecessary scenes, retaining on-

ly what is relevant to the story of the

homesteaders. The scenes end when we
don't need to be told what happens next,
sparing us the boredom oi a predictable
screenplay. Director Richard Pearce ap-
propriately chooses to show us slightly

gruesome activities that are an important
part of their everyday lives.
Cinematographer Fred Murphy takes ad-'

vantage of the wide screen to illustrate the
expansiveness of the western land against

. which the lives of the_small people are
played out.

But the major contribution to this excep-
V tional independent picture is the strong ac.

ting of the professional cast. Conchata Fer-
rell is less boisterous than in most of her
television roles, personifying the quiet
strength of Elinore. Rip Torn convincingly
portrays Clyde as a gruff, silent man.
Megan Folsom. who plays the seven year
old Jerinne, seems right at home as a
young homesteader, conveying as much
with a facial expression or tone of voice as
the veteran actors in the cast.

Although the screenplay is written about
one small family's ex|;)erinces, Heartlands,
paints a broad enough picture to represent
life in general in the un.settled West, depic-
ting their problems, strengths, emotions,
and the great amount of determination it

takes just to survive.



A fine thesis,
a fair book
WOMEN, RACE and CLASS
By Angela Y. Davis
Random House, 271 pa)>:es, 1981

By ROB CROWLEY

Ciive Anjrela Davis credit. If Wotum. Rucc and Cluss was
a thesis on why the post-suffrage women's movement has
run aground of late, then bequ« ith to her the highest
de>;ree and [)arraKe her with praise. Angela Davis does
everything your "Consequences of Political [listory.on
Conceptual Human Theory :iW)" professor told you to do
two semesters ago. Rememher? Research, siihstance.
Support. Defend. Justify. Define the source and keep the
whole collal)oration organized and rational against insur-
mountable odds and mountains of paper.
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But this is no M.A. thesis, it's a book that costs $13.50.
Although Wornf^n. Race and Class makes lK)th interesting
and enlightening reading, it isn't for everyone.
During the first ten chapters. Davis lays the American

political historical foundation which supjnVts the principal
argument behind her prose. Today's feminists, she says,
are repeating the failures of the women's movement KK)
years ago. Point at issue, a chasmal divide l)etween race
and class ((Jet it, Wimien. Race and Class.), which once
again has reared its ugly head. And the pity of it all. as
Davis sees it, is the inability to fulfill the goals that provide
the very roots of the women's movement; political,
ecomomic and sexual reform.

The whole affair is further muddled by both the myth of
male supremacy and ihe failing capitalist system. Writing
on the latter, Angela Davis reads unsurprisingly like Karl
Marx.

"Ciranted, work under the conditions of capitalism is

brutalizing work, ('.ranted, it is uncreative and alienating.
Yet with all this, the fact remains that on the job, women
can unite with their sisters - and indee<l with their
brothers - in order to challenge the capitalists at the
point of pnKluction. As workers, as militant activists in
the labor movement, women can generate the real }M)wer

^

tt) fight the mainstay and k'neficiary of sexism which is

'the monopoly capitalist system."
If yctu've read this far, then you may find Wnnn-n. Race

and Class interesting, as I did. 1 found the first five
chapters, all concerning slavery and the begirmings of the
slavery movement, to l)e the U'st. If you haven't rea<l this
far. or just happened to skip to this line, then leave
Wnmrn. Rac' atid Class on the shelf and buv a haircut in-

stead.
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The fine art of kissing
HOW to KISS with CONFIDENCE - A GUIDE to
CREATIVE KISSING for TEENAGERS andSOME A' ULTS
By Terry «nd Mike
Bantam Books, 79 pages

By RON MILLER

"Found a girl I wanted to date
Thought I'd better get it straight
Went to buy a book liefore it's too late
Don't leave nothing to fate..."

— Peter Cubriel

How to Kiss is a must for any serious follower of
American literature. It might possibly stand as the most
representative sociological study of the twentieth century,
leaving Dr. Spock's baby book in the dust. Evervthingyou

wanted to know about kissing in a succinct 71) pages, and
it's got pictures, too (ooh)!

This handy little guide gives you that extra little.'liit of
cH.nfidence you may U* lacking for that first big date.7/(>//-
to Kiss gives the inside d()f)e on how to flirt, how to
become a successful kisser, sensitive areas to kiss, and lov-
ing .sounds and phrases to utter while kissing.

That's right, for <»nly $1.%. you can learn to say such
key phrases as "Bal.e." "Honey." "You turn me oh.
Mike," "I love to kiss you. Terry" and of course the ever
popular, "Wowee." Can you imagine your favorite fH'r.soh
whispering these wonderful phrases into your ear'^

'

For those of you who are moralists, the Ixnik
discourages any fooling around lieyond ki.^sing. If. your
heart begins to l)eat fast t>r your breathing becomes heavy,
watch out. The lKK)k advises boys to go home and take a
cold .shower, while girls are advised to go homeland
daydream. It is for deeper minds than mine to ponder the
wisdom behind this advice.

*Guitar
Continued from pa^e 3

of a "W". but two turns of the neck screw straightened it

out perfectly."

The guitar al.so features a same day repair service by
Federal Express, and Shaugnessy warns that anyone who
tries to fix the guitar themselves is in for a rude shock.

"It's l)(M)by trapped." he says. "If anyone tries to open
the back, the mner circuitry self destructs. We have the
only key to open it up."

What .started out as just a project among friends is

rapidly l)ecoming a multi-million d«tllar l)usiness and,
although the mounting pre.ssures of big money have put a
stre.ss on their friendship, Shaugne.s.sy hope.s most of all

that they will keep l>oth their friendship and their .sense of
humor.

"What we really want to do." he savs. "is work with
krds. get them off the streets. We'd like to build a singles
bar for kids with a giant video game r(M>m that noixxiy
would ever have to pay for. Besides." he smiles. "It would
be a great tax write-off!"

THE LC. SKI HCMJIMy.
THEY DONT CONE ANY FREER.

FREE
*6day
ski lift

tickets

•Rental car with
unlimited
mileage FREE
FREE
MSCOUNT

Snow
guarantee

10% off food
at selected
restaurants

50% off ski

equipment
purchase

Have you been shopping around for a Ski Vacation
this winter? If you have, you're smart. Because if you

compare one package with another, you'll find there's a lot
of money to be saved. Take the IC Ski Holiday for instance. When

you add the staggering list of "Freebees" and discounts
above to a long list of other goodies you'll have to pay little

or nothing for, you're going to develop an
overpowering urge to wax somethr.ng.

Like a pair of skis, for instance.

Students!
Grades are in!!

You got your mind together
last semester...

This semester, get your BODY together!

!

Yet, I'm ready to hit th« slop«s. Enclosed !• my S50 deposit.
I've checked my ski location and date.

Winter Park

Jan 28 Feb 4

. S231 'J. Steamboat

Feb 25-March 4

.$232 ; Aspen $391

March 4-11 March 11-18

Send further details on U.S. and European Ski Packages.
Other dates available throughout the ski season.

March 18-25

Name

Address

City

i

I

I

I

•

I

I
I

I
I

I

I

I

STUDENT SPECIAL!
A tnonthsofunlimited visits

^
Individual Programs^^AUU |

• No contracts • No disrobing I

• 6 S.N.S. Specialized Diets j

Youll gpt an ""K in sh^e!!
^

• Offer expires February 27, 1982
• Not valid with any other coupon or price special.
• Valid ONLY at participating salons.
• Student I.D. or proof of enrollment required.
• Parental pernnission required if under 18 years old.

state Zip

Packages include 7 nights hotel lodging (quad occupancy), 6 days lift ticket, car rental for 7 days
plus dozens of free and discount offers.

Round Trip Super Ski Tour, Air Fare on TWA:
$182 Chicago, $231 Washington, $318 New York

May vary with destination IMrCD^rU I EAIATC

501 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022
212 355-4705

INfER^'COlLEGIATI HOLIDAYS INC

mam

Mon.-Fri. 8:30-9

Sat. 9-5

Hampshire Mall
Hadley. MA
584-0105

Free Babysitting M-F 9-12

the other voice

live wir

John Brobst
My rianu' is Joliti Hnili.st aiui 1(1 like to

wt'lconic you to Lire Win. the Colltyiaii's

weekly entertainment column. Lirt' Wirr.
in a nut.shell. keeps its readers informecl of
various entertainment events available in

the Valley. Liir Wirt' shamelessly plug's

worthwhile events and institutions, and
also reserves the ri^ht to .say nasty things
alwmt less praiseworthy event.s. (lood
bathroom readinj^.

In the immortal words of Richard Nixon,
you haven't got Rahar's to kick arounci
anymore. Rahar's, the controversial Nor
thampton center for innovative music of all

sorts, closed its doors for good during
January. The former hangout of Calvin
Coolidge and George Steinhrenner is now
kMng remodeled into an office complex.
Former co-owner Bill Mazuch cited the Ci-
ty of Northampton's refusal to grant a li-

(juor license gcwxi until 2 a.m. as a major
problem. (But we all know they bit the dust
iKH-ause they stopped booking new wave
acts. Hate to say 'I told you so.')

See that space-age weapon next to the
fusolage on the Hangar One? It's called a
"satellite receiving dish" and it's used to
receive transmissions of live concerts from
all over America. The Hangar has already
aired live shows featuring the Police. Blue
Oyster Cult. I'topfa {not the I'tofna that
give some UMass students the heebie-
jeebies last semester), and Grand Funk.
The clul) is currently negotiating with the
Cars. Rick James. Adam and ttie Ants, and
the Plasmatics.

UPC is plknning a splendid semester.
James Taylor will take a break from his

divorce proceeditigs to perform at the Fine
Arts Center on Fridav. FVb. 12 at 8 (».m.

Tickets go on sale Feb. 3 at Union Records
and the F^AC box office.

Tickets will be $10.50 and $11.50 for

UMass students and $12.50 and $13.50 for

the general public. Limit of four tickets per
person.

The J. (u'ils Band will Ir. looking at the
centerfolds in the FAC on Feb. 1.', at 8 p.m
Tickets go (.n .sale Fel). 8 at Cnion Rec-ords
and the FAC box office. Don't plan on at-
tending cla.s.s the next day.
Tickets will be $9 and $10 for UMass

students and $11 and $12 Tor the general
public.

UPC has also signed Joan Armatrading
U2, and everyone's favorite prophets of
doom, Kmg Crimson, for dates early in the
semester. More information forthcoming.
The Rusty Nail has^ames Montgornerv,

James Cotton, the Rings, the New Models
and Doc Wat.son coming in the near future.
Joey D's, on the corner of University

Drive and Route H, recently iH-gan offering
live entertainment.
Nrir Records Ih'pt. Still no live Talking

Heads album, even though Sire Rec<trds
pnmiises it'll U* out .soon. It was recorded
on their last tour, complete with A.Irian
Belew arid the Afn.-Am rhythm section.
The Br)2's will so(tn relea.se a shortened

version of their new David Hyrnr f)roduced
albutii. It seems a.> ttiougli the rei-ord was a
little loo exf)erimenta! for Warner
f^ro'lier.- executives. |)esf>icable tactics.
XTC has released a limited e(Ijtion four-

song EP entitled Snises Wnrkimj (h-rr-
tittir. It is reviewed elsewhere in this i.ssue.

Wrrstlintj is rrnl' L(,ok f,,r (Jreg N'alen-
tine vs. Pedro Morales title match soon.
Loral Drf,!. The Cardiac Kids have been

making waves recently. Their single, called
"Little Lies." is doing quite well f(»r it.self.

garnering attention from radio stations all

over Ma.s.sachu.setts. Connecticut. New
York and Rhode Island. They'll be at Smith
College's Davis Hall on Thursday. Feb. 11.
Who can'sf Jerrv Garcia recently turned

40.

Boston's J. Geils Band (above) and Ireland's U2 (below) are two
of the acts sig^ned by UPC for this semester. UPC has also signed
James Taylor. Joan Armatradingr and King Crimson. For informa-
tion on ticket prices and dates, please refer to the Live Wire col-umn to your left

.

Music to your eyes
By DENI CHAPNIK

Adult Ballet
Ten-Week Course starting February 9th

Beginner: Wed, 8-9 p.m.

Inter./Adv.: Tues. and Thurs. 7:30-9 p.m.

Instructor:

Therese Brady Donohue, Director

Tuition and Registration: $47

Amherst Ballet Centre
29 Strong St., Amherst

One block east of Butterfield Dorm
Phone to register: 549-1555

Staffing NOW for Summer 1982
POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR

SUMMER COUNSELORS
Who love children and have strong skills & ability

to teach one or more of the following activities:

Archery • Arts & Crafts • Athletics • Baseball • Basketball
Computer Science • Dramatics • Drums • Fencing
General Counselors • Guitar • Gymnastics • Ham Radio
Karate • Lacrosse • Photography • Piano • Rocketry
Sailing • Soccer • Swimming (WSI) • Track • Tennis
Tripping • Video Tape • Water Skiing • Woodworking

FULL 8 WEEK SEASON + 1 WEEK ORIENTATION • MIN AGE: 19
Top salary, room, board, laundry and allowances.

Write specify activityls) applying for give full details of bacl^ground and
Qualifications Act quickly openings are being filled continuously

New York Office: 5 Glen Lane,

Mamaroneck, New York 10543

Director: Shelley Weiner

FOR BOYS Pittsfield, Mass. Founded 1927

What's fun to watch, plays music, and
never sleeps? The answer is Music Televi-
sion (MTV), a cable operated TV channel
that offers a wide variety of musical pro-
gramming. It broadcasts 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. MTV calls itself "the
world's first video music channel." It

parallels the concept of a radio station, but
instead of having disc jockeys, there are
five video jockeys. Instead of playing
records, video tapes of bands performing
their songs are shown and are announced
by the VJ's.

MTV is offered all over the United
States, but can only be seen if your town's
cable system subscribes to the service. In

addition to receiving the visual portion of
the service, MTV also offers a special

stereo hook-up system that allows you to

hear your favorite bands in full stereo
sound. The stereo attachment can be in-

stalled for a small rental and service
charge.

MTV displays a wide variety of entertain-

ment in addition to the video tape of a band
recorded live in concert. A different band's
concert is shown each week. Some ex-

amples of past concerts are Squeeze, Todd
Rundgren and Utopia, and Electric Light
Orchestra. Every Sunday night at mid-
night, a rock movie is featured, such as
Gimme Shelter, Up in Smoke, and Tomm,y.
During the regularly scheduled program-

ming day, VJ's will come on the air about
five times an hour to announce the
preceeding videos or the ones coming up.
They also inform viewers of many different
events happening in the music world with
Music News. Music News also contains in-

formation alK)ut different bands' upcoming
tour dates. Sometimes Music News will run
video interviews that the V.f's have had
with various musical artists. People inter-

viewed in the past include Pete Shelley (ex-

Buzzcocks), Bill Wyman from the Rolling
Stones, David Bowie and Greg Lake (ex-

Emerson, Lake and Palmer).

Bands not yet signed with a record label

will also find MTV to be to their advantage.
MTV will occasionally air video tapes sent
in by unknown, unsigned bands. The only
problem a band might run into is finding
the money to actually make the video. But
once this is done, and if it's shown on MTV,
the video might attract the exposure need-
ed.

Most of the videos played are of well-

known rock bands, but there's always
something for everyone on MTV. In any
hour one can see a great diversity of music

styles that is sure to please even the most
discriminating rock fan. Acts vary over a
wide range of musical tastes, from Journey
and Styx to 11-2 and Ultravox; from David
Bowie and Roxy Music to the Who and the
Stones; from Tom Petty and J. Geils to Pat
Benetar and Kim Carnes. The list is

endless; Every band imaginable has at
least one video tape on MTV.
The way in which the videos are made

varies with each band. Some videos are just

playbacks of a song recorded live in con-
cert. Others show the band performing
their music by lip syncing the song in a live

setting. Still others are more elalxirately

done, showing descriptive or fantasy
scenes of what the song is about. Often-
times, these more involved videos are done
by a special rock video producer. Russ
Mulcahy is one of these producers and he
has done videos for David Bowie and Kim
Carnes.

One of MTV's major faults is commer-
cials. Although there aren't nearly as many
as a regular network, they are annoying.
Unfortunately, MTV is a cable station and
must be paid for by the viewer to receive

the service. The only feature that counter-
balances the commercial breaks is MTV's
own promotions. These promos are amus-
ing and innovative, utilizing animations,
rock bands' I.D.'s, rare movie footage, or
space age shots of rockets taking off, etc.

MTV is a truly innovative discovery in

the media/communications field. Now you
can not only listen to your favorite rock
bands, but you can see them in action.

Video-music has recently become (juite

popular in many nightclubs and bars as an
alternative form of entertainment. Hangar
One in Hadley has recently installed new
video equipment to show live rock concerts
in addition to their f)ther attractions.

No one really knows what will be the out-

come of this video-music revolution. MTV
and other channels like it could either
hinder or enhance other aspects of the
music field. Eitlier people will k'come
more interested and involved in music since

it surrounds their .senses in more ways, or
,radio listening and live concert attendance
will fall far Ih'Iow what now exists.

Jeff Berlin, a disc jockey at WAAP' in

Worcester, thinks by starting a TV station

that plays music 24 hours a day, radio

might lo.se its importance. He says that
video will soon I)ecome so advanced and
popular that records and radio will fade in-

to oblivion. But the destruction of other
types of media isn't MTV's objective; it just

wants to expand the art of music to make it

more entertaining.
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Galleries Galleries Galleries Galleries I
°^''^' °'^'*»^' Music

THE SPRING SEMESTER
11

HERTER GALLERY
HaU
February 5: Works from the New
England Land Grant Universities
Printmaking Workshop, held at
UMass during June of 1981, will be
featured all of February.

March: Gallery and Sun Gallery —
International Women's Week Ex-
hibit

Gallery 2 — Exhibit of contemporary
calligraphy and painting from the
Republic of China (Taiwan), co-
sponsored by the International Pro
grams Office.

April and May: MFA Thesis shows,
all galleries
Exhibits open on consecutive Sun-
days and close the following Friday.

HAMPDEN GALLERY — Hamp-
den Center in Southwest
February 16 March
works on paper

5: Graduate

The University Gallery is to display some of its recent acquisi
tions for Its permanent coUection from Feb. 5 Mar. 21. A member
of this collection is shown above — Larry Clark's Gelatin silver
print.

March 7 March 14: The actual per-
formance of the Light Duck Opera.
written by Gerald Horn and
engineered by Susan Dallas-Swan,
will be shown on March 12 and 13 at
8 p.m. The visuals will be in the
gallery all week.

March 30 April 16: A two-man show
by Fred Wessell and Paul Berub(\ to
consist of a serial of photo images.

April 25 May 2: In cooperation with
the Annual Black Musicians Con-
ference, a show by a black artist
dealing with musical imagery will be
displayed.

May 2-May 9: Peter Liesieski's pain-
tings and prints

Herter May 9-May 16: Steve Schousen's
drawings and prints of figures of
landscapes

UNIVERSITY GALLERY - Fine
Arts Center

February 5-June 6: Judy Pfaff's in-
stallation composed of brightly col-
ored plastic, wood, mylar and mir-
rors will be on display.

February 5-March 21: Richard
Nonas, a New York artist, will ex-
hibit his wood and steel sculpture,
drawings and photographs.

February 5 March 21: Recent Ac-
quisitions will consist of a chosen
forty contemporary photographs,
prints and drawings, each a member
of the gallery's permanent collec-
tion.

March 30-June 6: "Acoustic
sculpture" by California artist
Michael Brewster

March 30 June 6: Photographs from
the permanent collection

AUGUSTA SAVAGE
MEMORIAL GALLERY — New
Africa House
February 1-12: Photography exhibit
of West Africa with 'ecture and slide
presentation by Reginald Jackson.

February 19: Dr. Marguerite Ross
Barnett will give a lecture and slide
presentation on "Black Memorabilia
and Stereotypes.'

March 1-13: Photography by Bob
Davis and other activities relating to
International Women's Week

April 15-May 1: Impulse Album
Photography by Charles Stewart

Open til g a,iii. fW. & Sat. NhlM
Wfm/ffififi^^

S«K?

milUtiiiUi 'eaoowjvsftaootv

.

EttiliiihiiiwSHM

CHARGE FORROOM
MOHrPAY - 80' HAPPY HOLR 5.8 "The S^^H^;^;^

WITH
WITH

THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY
- so- HAPPY HOUR 5-8

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT WITH

FIRST RATE
TAKF I A^'^iJ'JJ^I'*^'** SERVED TILL IAM FRI & SATTAKE LATE YIGHT BIS TO HADLET VILLAGE BAR.V SHOPS

48 Russell St., Hadlev. Mass.

Openm 1 a.m. Sim.-Th-.^., Fri. & Sat. m¥r:;r

(

FINE ABTS CENTER

Spring 1982

FEBRUARY

7 Sunday
3:30-8 p.m. A Chorus Line
Tickets go on sale Mon. Nov 30
$15. 12. 10

10 Wednesday
8 p.m. Virtuosi Di Roma
Tickets go on sale Mon. Jan 30
$11.9. 7

17 Wednesday
8 p.m. Canada's Royal Winnipeg BaUet
Tickets go on sale Mon. Jan 30
$10.8. 6

23 Tuesday
8 p.m. Marjra Martin
Tickets go on sale Tues. Feb 2
$4

MARCH

4 Thursday
8 p.m. Sara Rudner Performance Ensemble
Tickets go on sale Thur. Feb 1

1

$9. 7, 5

7 Sunday
3:30/8 p.m. Best Little Whoreliouse in Texas
Tickets go on sale Tues. Feb. 16
$15. 12. 10

10 Wednesday
8 p.m. Betty Carter
Tickets go on sale Wed. Feb. 17
$9. 7. 5

15 Monday
8 p.m. Marcel Marceau
Tickets go on sale Mon. Feb. 22
$12. 10. 8

Dance, Drama, Music
APRIL

6. 7 Tues./Wed.
8 p m. Alvin Alley City Center Dance Theater
Tickets go on sale Tues. Mai- 16
$10, 8, 6

26 Friday
8 p.m. Big Six
Tickets go on sale Mon. Apr 5
$11.9.7

30 Friday
8 p.m. Springfield Symphony Orchestra
Tickets go on sale Fri. Apr 9
$10.8.6

Canada's Royal Winnipeg^ BaUet is one of
the first events to be seen at the FAC — Feb
17th;*

HALF PRICE TICKETS AVAILABLE FORUMASS. SMITH AND HAMPSHIRE COLLEGESTUDENTS. yy^i^cA^B.

Marcel Marceau will make an appearance
at the FAC on Mar. 15. Catch him.

UNIVERSITY ENSEMBLE THEATER— a student theater g^oup

February 17-20
8 p.m. Dial M for Miu>der
4 p.m. on February 20th
Tickets go on sale Mon. Feb. 8
$ 1 .50 students
$2.50 adults

March 4-6. 11-13
8 p.m. Epicoene. by Ben Jonson
Tickets go on sale Mon. Feb. 15
$2.50 students
$3.50 adults

April 15-17, 22 24
8 p.m. Man is Man. by Bertolt Brecht
Tickets go on sale Mon. Mar. 29
$2.50 students
$3.50 adults

MUSIC GALLERY
ocoustic and electric instruments

Unbelievable Prices!!
on Audio-TechnicQ headphones ond microphones

Kelsey mixers Homer guitars Legend amps
sticks, strings and o full line of accessories

be sure to check the closifieds for specials & used equipment

MUSIC GALLERY
RT. 9 HADLEY MA. IN THE CARDURS SHOPPES

413-566-6226

Open Mon -Fri 10 am - 6 pm Sot 1 1 am - 6 pm

USED BOOKS
Over 30,000 Books
at Great Discounts

Popular & Academic Books
in all subjects

Valley Book Shop
Carriage Shops

Downtown Amherst
Mon-Sat 10-5:30 Sun 12-5
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//PRODUCTIQl^

presents

James Taylor

Feb. 12th Friday

Fine Arts Center

8:00 pm

ON SALE FEB. 3rd
*Limit 4 per person

Tickets available ONLY at:
r

Union Records Unltd. & FAC box office

Feb. 15th Monday
Fine Arts Center 8:00 pm

* Limit 4 per person

ON SALE FEB. 8th

Both shows produced in ap'-'^ciatiin

with the UMASS ARTS COUNCk

MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

(>7

Volume CXI, Issue 62
y

113 Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA

Long lines are still

UM resristratiftn ai^

01003 (413) 545-3500 Tuesday. February 2, 1981

By KEN BAZINET
Culle^nan Staff

Althoui,fh there were no chisses held
yesterday, there were prohahlv more
students on canif)us Uy H a.m. then at any
other time this semster.
For stuclents who had to register for the

spririK semester, acid a da.ss. or clear an
overdue bill, it was a day of waitinjr in lines.
The line for adding or dropping rhetoric

classes maintained its tradition hy keeping
at least 200 |:)eople waiting from 9 a.m.
opening,' to its 12 p.m. closing when the last
•spot in the last section was filled.

Ludgar Brinker, a member of the
rhetoric staff who manneil the bot)th out-
side Bartlett Auditorium, said at its peak,
"the line extended up the stairs and doubl-
ed around in the lobby."

He akso .sai(l that only about 100 students
were added into rhetoric secti<.ns durintr
that three-hour interval.
"At noon, when the last cla.ss was filled.

we had to turn away 200 students
"'

Brinker said.

At the Southwest residential college
registration office in John Quincv A.lams
tower, a similar problem with" rhetoric
clas.ses was reported.
"We didn't have enough rhetoric sec-

tions, • said Arline VanderStelt. an ad-
ministrative a.ssistant at Southwest "but
we did well otherwise."
VanderStelt said every student who

wanted to add a class was accommodated
unless there was a schedule conflict
Branda S. Sobal, a freshman business

major was one student lucky enough to get

BACK IN THE GRIND - Students move-in, check-in, and sign-in aspart of the joyous process of coming back to schooL

a Southwest rhetoric class.

"I was in line by 8:1.'-, a.m.." Sobal .said,
"and I was happy to get my course."
Students that needed entry into School

ot Business courses were also met with
mass .section closings.

Felicia Stinson, a .sophomore undeclared
major, who is .seeking acceptance to the
business .school, said she waited in two
separate lines hoping to get intf) an accoun-
ting class.

"1 needed this course deperately," Stin-
son said. "I tried getting in at thebusines.s
sch(.<)| and at Continuing Education, but I

had n(Muck."
Stinson .said she would be glad to get any

course in the busine.ss school. She finally
did get into a cla.ss, but it was in the
philosophy department.
At the Whitmore Administration

Building, housing officials reported that all
students who .sought dormitory space were
accommodated.
Staff persons in the Registrar's office

also said operations wen* smoothly.

< iilK-irian phi>li> hi \ inic l»,W ,|(

Survey says drinking age was no obstacle

EDITORS NOTE - The/oUowinq is the seromi in n three
part senes on the effects the rise in the Mnssarhnsetts
(irinkmg nge has had on the Unirersit,f olMassarhiisett's
and Amherst over the past three years.'

By NANCY ANDERSON
Collegian Staff

Since the rise in the Ma.ssachusetts drinking age from 18
to 20 in 1979 persons under 20 aren't supposed to be
drinking alcoholic beverages, yet some students from the
University of Massachusetts and teenagers in the
Amherst area responded with a laugh when asked if the
20-year-old drinking age has been effective.

In a recent survey of 30 UMass students whose average
age was 20, all 30 said the higher drinking age has not
deterred them or those aged 18-20 from drinking what-
soever. Twenty-eight said the law has not been beneficial.
Twenty-five said it has not stopped high school students
from obtaining alcohol. And 22 said they felt it should be
lowered again.

Most of those surveyed agreed that the law is ac-
complishing very little because, as one student put it, "The
second you illegalize any type of drug, you peak people's
curiosity, thus increasing sales in the black market."
Several students from Amherst Regional High School

said they may not be able to get into the bars in the area,
but there are plenty of people around who are old enough
to buy for them.

"It hasn't stopped anybody from drinking. It's just in-
creased the sale of pot and restricted the areas where we

can drink to cars, backyards, woods, and parties at kid's
houses." one student said.

UMass Dean of Students, William F. Field said "The
biggest problem UMass has to cope with now is the fact
that there is more abu.se of alcohol on campus than there
was before, and people are drinking in less of a .social en-
vironment."

When the drinking age was 18, dorms on campus were
treated as though everyone living in them was legal Field
said.

"You could make plans with the people for events and
use the revenue from any alcohol for entertainment. Now
all the kids can do is drink in their rooms and lounges. It's
deteriorated into a non-social way of using the
beverages," he said.

Even though younger students have been prohiljited
from bar hopping, they say they haven't stopped drinking.
Where they drink now is the only thing that's changed.
Sharon Kipetz, cluster coordinator for the lower Central

residential area on campus, said, "Students used to be
able to go out to the bars to drink, dance, and hang out
with their friends. Now they're drinking the same amount
but they have no way to burn it off. They're stuck in the
dorms and they're restless."

Kipetz said she tries to make students aware of what
will happen to them if they are minors and get caught
drinking, but there really isn't any way they can control it,

and older students are often buying for those underage.
"Students are adults, and the choice of whether to drink

or not is theirs. We can only educate them to drink respon-
sibly." she said.

Ian Clinton, professional resident staff for Thatcher
Dormitory in the Northeast residential area, said the
amount of drinking behind closed doors in the students'
rooms has definitely gone up. "We don't intervene unless
someone is drinking too much and they get sick or destruc-
tive," he said.

Clinton said that the amount of vandalism hasn't chang-
ed that much, and they usually have no way of knowing if

the people who destroy things are drunk or underage
because most things happen early in the morning, when
one's around.

no

Spokespersons at four of the main apartment comf.le.xes
catering to UMass students all .said they have seen very lit-
tle change in what goes on there since the rise in the drink-
ing age.

Resident managers at Colonial Village Apartments
Cldfside Apartments. Puffton Villlage Apartments, and
Brittany Manor Apartments, all of which are occupied
mostly by older students, said they have .seen no increase
in alcohol-related incidents in the past few years and no
difference in the size of parties students have there. The
size just depends on who has it, they said.
Alcohol policies for fraternities and sororities at UMass

range from no rules, to closed parties only, to non-
alcoholic houses, in accordance with specifications by their
National Chapters.
David Ferrari, president of the Delta Upsilon Fraternity

on North Pleasant Street, said when the drinking agewent up students under 20 flocked to the Greek parties oncampus so they could drink.
^ "

"Vandalism and damage by students went sky high
because houses would be full of people, but there' would
still be masses of kids outside wanting to get in. Fights
would erupt, and that's what caused the problems." he
said.

Amherst police cracked down on Greek parties during
last February because they were afraid alcohol was being
sold to minors. Police Chief Don Maia said.
Since then, strict law enforcements have been upheld.

Houses will be put on probation and possibly suspension
for selling liquor without a license, and anyone serving
alcoholic beverages to a person under 20 will be arrested
Maia said.

As a result, there haven't been many major Greek par-
ties like there used to be on the UMass campus. But Fer-
rari says. "There will always be fiat parties, there just
won't be large ones."
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Blaze cause not
new,cadet alleges
BOURNE An engineering officer on the
cadet training ship Bay State testified

yesterday that the fuel oil strainer petcock
in the engine room has ruptured before.

A similar rupture is believed to the the
cause of the Dec. 22 fire that claimed the
life of freshman Cadet Rodney C. Morris.
19, of Maltapoi sett.

The officer. Bradley K. Lima of
Sandwich.m testified at Massachusetts
Maritime Academy before a Coast Guard
board of investigation into the fatal blaze.

Under questioning by attorney Daniel
Blackmon of Bourne, who represents Cadet
Marc R. Lambert. 21. of North Smithfield,
R.I., he said a first class cadet senior told

him "he was changing over the strainer and
a petcock broke and he fell on top of the
strainer to divert the oil flow."

He said the incident occurred last

spring before the ship left to go to a repair

dock for extensive renovations.

Lambert has testified that he was
changing the strainer when the petcock
ruptured on Dec. 22. and the fire followed.

Reagan seeks

money for jobless
WASHINGTON - President Reagan

yesterday asked Congress to provide
another $2.3 billion this year to cope with
the rising flood of unemployed workers and
insure that the joble.ss will continue to get
unemployment benefits.

The request reflects the increase from
7.4 percent to 8.9 percent in the unemploy-
ment rate since Reagan became president.
By current calculations, nearly y..") million

Americans are out of work.
The supplemental request would raise

the amount set aside for unemployment
l)enefits and services from $3.8 billion to

$H. 1 billion from the current fiscal year,
which began Oct. 1. That's alxjut a 60 per-

cent increase.

The bulk of the new request — $1.4
billion — is in the form of loans to the states
to help them meet their obligations under

Today's Staff

Night Kditor Eileen (lalligan

Copy Editor Stephen Freker
Layout Technician Brad Eden
Assistant Photo Editctr Vince DeWitt
C(»mfM»siti(m Sheryl Silver. (;ail Tanzer, Doug LaRosa

Barbara Van Nest. Scott Hills. E.E. Winters
Liz Ward, Laura Shanahan

USED BOOKS
Over 30,000 Books
at Great Discounts

Popular & Academic Books
in all subjects

Valley Book Shop
Carriage Shops

Downtown Amherst
Mon-Sat 10-5:30 Sun 12-5

current law.

Another $500 million would go to help
pay for extended unemployment U'nefits
and another $343 million would l)e in

grants to help states process claims and to

restore the staffing needed to help the
unemployed find work.

Testimony ends;

Locke - 'conman'
BOSTON - Barry M. Locke was a "Mr.

Conman" who grabbed kickbacks on tran-
sit contracts because he couldn't support a
lavish lifestyle on his $47,000 salary as
Massachusetts secretary of transporation.
the prosecution charged yesterday in

L(K-ke's bribery-conspiracy trial.

But Locke's defense attorney said only

one witness directly linked Locke to any

payoffs, and that witness was a "liar" with
one goal: to protect his family by making a
deal with the prosecution.

The two attorneys made dramatic closing
statements after 37 witnesses testified for
1

1 days in the trial of Locke, charged with
five counts of conspiracy to commit bribery
and larceny.

Locke, 51, was among 17 people and one
corporation indicted last July in the transit

payoff case, which is one of the biggest
political corruption cases in recent
Massachusetts history. Locke is the first

defendant to come to trial.

Suffolk Superior Court Judge Rudolph
F. Pierce said he would give final instruc-

tions to the jury this morning and then turn

the case over to the panel of nine men and
seven women.

Tuesday. February 2. 1981

TheNEWHP-41CV

ffif
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.

PACKARD
Now Hewlett-Packard offers you a

choice in full performance alphanumeric
calculators. The new HP-41CV has five

times more built-in memory than the
HP-41C.

You can communicate with words as
well as numbers. For example, label and
call up programs by name and receive
meaningful prompts while executing
programs. Continuous Memory retains

programs and data even while the
machine is off. Needs lots of memory?
Choose the HP-41CV.

Open M-F 9-5 Tue & Wed
Sat 11-4

until 8 pm

The HP-41CV may be all the
calculator you'll ever need. But if you
need more capability, you can expand
your calculator into a complete com-
putational system. The calculator has
four ports which allow you to plug in a
Printer/Plotter, an "Extra Smart" Card
Reader or an Optical Wand for reading
bar codes. Application Pacs and Solu-
tion Books offering complete solutions
are also available. Apd now, HP offers a
new service: Custom Modules (ROMs')
from your software for high volume,
unique problem-solving needs.
• Accessories available at additional

cost.

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED

HIS HRST YEAR OUTOFCOLLEGE.

ILDINGS,WORKED ONA DAM,PAVEDA ROAD
AND BUILTTWOCHOPmp/8l '

"Most of the engineers I grad-
uated with probably wound up as an
assistant en^jinecr to somebody else

Maybe doing the details for someKdy
else s design or super\'ising some
small asp)ect ofconstruction

"But my first year as an
Engineer Lt . Ive designed many of
mv ow-u projects and supervised the
construction on everything from
baseball dugouts to the concrete work
on a dam Earthmtning, grading, fill-

ing, paving, concrete work, mastmr^
—you name it. Ive super\'ised it

"UTierher 1 stay in the
Army or go into civilian construction
work later, I've got experience that

some engineers won t have when
thev re ^O'"

2rul Lf Frank Qiwikcnbush mjioroJ in ii\ i|

»M>j;in<-ertnK,ii thr I 'niversirvot Ari.on.i .itui w.is

.1 nK-mK-r . -t Attiv RCT (

"

Army ROTC got Frank
Quackenbush off to a gcxxl start in his
field It can do the same for you
whether you're a civil engineer or an
English major R)r more information
stop by the Army RCTTC office on
campus

And begin your future as
•inofifKcr

For more information

contact:

Captain Patrick Merryman
545-2321

ARMYROrC.
BEAUYOU CAN

I

DRIVERS

WANTED

- Must be 18

years old

- Own car

w/insurance

- Day shift and
nightshift

available

- $4.00 to $6.00

per hour

I

I

I

I

I

I
- Apply at:

I
DOMINO'S i

[pizza '
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Possible tuition policy may cost students more
KEVIN bowp: ...By KEVIN BOWE

Collejrian Staff

thJf^LnM
""^ f ^T"^' '' ""^'^'"^ ^"^^"^ a tuition policythat could cost student.s more than $700 in additional tui-tion fees over the next few years

Regents Chairman James Martin said the board is work-m^' toward a tuition policy in which students pay (nu-third

University of Massachusetts students currently pay 25
F)ercent of their educational costs ' '

If students were to pay one-third <.f their e<lucational

Writer shows
Victorian era
feminists fight
By SAKAH RUSSELL
Five-Collejre Staff

Frances "Fanny" Wright, a little known
19th century feminist, was probably the
first woman to speak publicly about equal

uf*^^u
'" ^'"^''^a- said Celia Eckhardt.

Wright's biographer, druing a two-part lec-
ture series held at Hampshire College Jan.

Wright, a woman brought up in upper
class 19th century England, fought the
traditions of her time, and chose education
and travel over marriage, Eckhardt said.
Wright became interested in social issues

and actively fought poverty in the British
class system. Frustrated in her efforts to
change the rigid social structure, Wright
left for America with her sister Camilla. In
America, Wright believed all people would
have equality, including women, Eckhardt
said.

Eckahrdt explained that Wright was
naive when she believed women were
allowed equality in America. She was
oblivious to the real restrictions in society,
because she ignored the feminine restric-
tions. Wright was six feet tall, very
athletic, and well-educated, Eckhardt said.
"She was a woman encouraged to live as

boldly as men had lived, and she encourag-
ed other women to do the same," Eckhardt
said.

Later in her life, Fanny Wright became
fully aware of the inequalities of American
society, Eckhardt said.

In the eariy 1800'?, she spoke against
slavery, the church, and the male-oriented
society itseif, she added.

She established a colony outside of Mem-
phis, Tenn. where black and white men and
women would work on equal terms, and
though the colony eventually dispersed,
Wright continued to develop and publicize J
her increasingly radical ideology. Eckhardt
said. She was criticized severely by the
press and the public for her ideas,
Eckhardt said.

cos s today. David Rumpf „f the Office of Planning and
Budget estimates tuition would U' $1.W)() for instate
undergraduates. Rumpf em,.hasi/.ed that this was a crude
estimate and the real figure depends on the formula used
to derive one-third of the cost an<i the level of state fun-
ding to the University.
Martin would not comment on the amount of the tuition

increase this spring l)ecause the Board had not yet review-
ed such a proposal. Last spring, the Regents increa.sed tui-
tion for UMass students .1;2()2. a 27 r)ercent increa.se Ac-
cording to statistics supplied by the UMass Presidents' of-
tice. tuition has increased r,(M) percent in the last decade

Martin .said UMa.ss tuiti<.n is low in compari.son to
similar institutions. I Mass ranks ninth in the country in
tuition. I he current tuition rate is $\)h{}.
Lisa Potter, chair of the Student (;<.vernment A.s.socia-

tion s Kents and Fees Committee, which monitors student
tuition and fees, was critical of the Regents proposed tui-
tion policy.

"One-third costing does not take into account the finan-
cial status of individual students. Some students, with the
help of their families can easily afford more than one-third
ot their education, while other students can't afford the
present tuition rate," Potter .siiid.

Parking: fees

now received

UMass

wr„rnr.rri%rceir""'" '^
=-'»=

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Stiiff

Drivers who park their cars illegally on
campus will soon be paying the University
administration, rather than the district
court in Northampton.

However. Clerald O'Neil, director of the
Department of Public Safety, .says the
change will not mean any difference in the
procedure for appealing such tickets, or the
student scholarship fund into which all col-
lected fines are placed.

Appeals will continue to go through a
committee consisting of University
students and employees, and then through
Hampshire District Court, O'Neil said
More than $100,000 in fines were collected
last year and were returned to the Univer-
sity for distribution to students through
scholarships.

The change, which will take place "very
.shortly," follows the passage of a law in the
State House requiring all cities and towns,
as well as public institutions of higher
education, to relieve this responsibility
from the courts, O'Neil said.

O'Neil al.so notetl that snow .season
reg^ilations are still in effec-t, and will re-
main so until April 1 meaning overnight
parking is illegal in most non-residence
parking lots. These include Lots 21 (two
north rows), 25 (south of roadway to P lot),

26, 31, 32 (east of Lincoln Ave.), 34, 40, 45*

47 (except H.R. and Handicapped), 62,' 63.'

64, 65, 66, 71, and any campus roadway or
parking meter.

Yet it was neither the press* nor the
public's disapproval that slowed Wright's
campaign for equal rights, but her
discovery that she was pregnant, Eckhardt
.said. Though she retreated from public
view for the year she was married and rais-
ing her daughter, she continued to write
and believe firmly that "women must gain
an equal place in society before society will
advance, but feebly," Eckhardt said.

In the second lecture, Eckhardt describ-
ed some of the difficulties she had in
researching Wright's life. Many of the
primary sources, such as Wright's letters
and journals, had been misplaced or dispos-
ed of by her descendants. On a few occa-
sions, the sources were intact, but
Eckhardt was denied access to them, she
said.

When she found vital information, she
couldn't always be sure of its accuracy,
Eckhardt said.

"I learned a lesson on how fragile the
sources of history are," said Eckhardt,
who used notes taken from original letters
by another researcher 60 years ago.
As a woman studying the life of another

women, Eckhardt said she became aware
of how many male historians ignore the im-
portance of sexuality in their subjects lives.

Her awareness of the persecution Wright
suffered for her political and sexual beliefs,

made her (Eckhardt) become a radical, and
a committed feminist, Eckhardt said.

Amherst disbands DUD fraternity

in ^disgrace' for assorted incidents
AMHERST, (AP) - After discovering a

headless skeleton, two stuffed roosters and
a motorcycle in the fraternity house - and
a 6-foot-high phallic ice sculpture on the
lawn - Amherst College has had it with
"Delta House."

Delta Upsilon Delta fraternity has
become the first frat in more than a decade
to be disbanded in disgrace for misbehavior
at the exclusive liberal arts college where
tuition, room and board cost $9,800 a year.

were pretty

were really

students — and not without reason.

"A lot of things we did
stupid, but some of them .^
funny," said one fraternity member yester-
day who asked not to be identified, as some
of his brothers announced their return to
the house for lunch with shouts of "Fire'
Fire!"

"A lot of things we did were
pretty stupid, but some of them
were really fanny,

"

College President Julian Gibbs decreed
last week that Delta Upsilon "will cea.se to
exist or to operate as a fraternity or social
organization, effective immediately," Dean
of Students Erwin Nussbaum said yester-
day.

"Please don't refer to it as "Delta
House," Nissbaum added. "That was the
name of the fraternity in that movie,
'Animal House.' There should be no cor-
relation."

But some Deltas jovially concede that the
moniker "Animal House" has been hung
on their former organization by their fellow

"It's a shame, of course," said fraternity
treasurer Jack Kiley, a sophomore, from
Bayside, N.Y. "We didn't think our actions
warranted it. The peof»le in the house are
.saddened. But we don't expect to take any
violent retribution, even though the f)eople
who closed us down .seem to think we are
capable of that."

The fraternity, which had 22 men and
five women members, had l)een on
disciplinary probation since November
when four members were arrested during
Its annual "scavenger hunt" on a variety of
charges including disorderly conduct and
larceny.

Police said they recovered 95 items from
the house including furniture, paintings,
silverware, a headless skeleton, two stuff-
ed roosters, a moose head and a motorcycle
taken from area colleges and businesses.
And police contended they were accosted
by a frat member waving a baseball bat
"who appeared to have been drinking"
when they attempted to remove the goods.

Gibbs decision to disband^ Ddtai Lfjtelibh '

was based on the report of an ad hoc com-
mittee of four faculty members and three
students.

The committee found the atmosphere of
Delta Upsilon ".seems to be defiant, self-
assertive and defensive - as reflected, we
believe, in such joint enterprises as con-
structing a six-foot high phallic ice
sculpture on the fraternity's front lawn,

"...we don't expect to take any
violent retribution, even though
the people who closed us down
seem to think we are capable of
that.

"

and marching en masse to another house to
rectify by physical intervention an alleged
wrong to a 'brother.'"

"We didn't do it," Kiley said of the offen-
ding sculpture, claiming the current Deltas
were being punished for the misdeeds of
previous members who graduated several
years ago.

"I've never heard of anything so totally
reprehensible," he declared with only a
hint of a giggle. "I can't imagine any self-
respecting Amrarst student doing
anything like that." "?,
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presents

James Taylor

Feb. 12th Friday

Fine Arts Center

8:00 pm
UMIES - $10.50, $11.50
GEN PUB - $12.50, $13.50

ON SALE FEB. 3rd
*Limit 4 per person

Tickets available ONLY at:

Union Records Unltd. & FAC box office

o

n -

1

u
Feb. 15th Monday

Fine Arts Center 8:00 pm

* Limit 4 per person

ON SALE FEB. 8th
UMIES - $9.00, $10.00
GEN PUB -$11.00, $12.00

Both shows produced in association

with the UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

«««9PP

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Collegian

Frivolity: never
having to say,

'that's deep'
It's not easy living with the reputation for beinir

frivolous. I mean it.
^

As recenUy as five years agt). a jr<)<Hl dinner c-onversa-
lon could revolve entirely around why the chicken crossed
the street. Now, people are concerned with .serious issues
like Kea^anomics and whether or not it's f.n.per to eat
fried chicken with your finders. Frivolity is ^ettinir
toucher and toucher to ^r^t away with

'

Mary Beth Hebert
t s .so cool to be senous now. When you're serious youdrink herb tea and buy cars f(,r their gas mileage. Andsenous people are always impressed when you tell themyou re going to In- a bicH^lectrichemical engineer. PoorGeorge. He told someone he was a philosophy major andhe^ wa« .mme<hately shipped off to a deprogramming

So few people undersUind frivolity. They don't realize
the careful planning and preparation it takes to do
something completely meaningless and irresponsible
Think alK>ut It. In a society where the ear you pierce in-
dicates yours sexual preference, how can" one possibly
determine what constitutes l)eing frivolous?

UMa.ss IS a verj frivolous place. We're nationally known
for having one oi the world's tallest and most inaccessible
nbranes. Not to mention all that fuss alK,ut chkI
bathr<K|ms. and the silliness of Spring Concert. Those who
Ignore he .sheer folly of g<,ing t,> college are mis.sing outon what makes al«;urdity a truly educational experience
People who are frivolous get no re.spect. Serious people

don t hke to eat with us l)eeau.se we u.se lots of salt drink
coffee m ma.ss doses and always Insist on de.s.serts contain-
ing lots ot white sugar. No one ever asks us what cla.sses
are g«KHl. The frivolous student would probably suggest an
English course. English! Of all things! Why s,x>n.l tim eon
Yeats when we could Ik- building a thirty year light bulb'
Being frivo|.»us is certainly not the .same as l)eing

apathetic. I don't care alniut apathy. Pef)ple who are
apathetic always seem to l)e lH)red. The last time they
were excited was when the t(H)thfairy left a quarter under
their pillow. On the other hand, people who are frivoh.us
are almost always p.syched about .something.

Most people have the wrong i(iea ahout heing frivolous
1 hey think that frivolity means mwr having to .say "Gee
that s dee,.." Well. I just want to say that I'm ;is nlncern-
ed as the next jK'r.son with our .self-destructive architec-
ture. But let's face it. Part of the art of heing frivolous is
Ignoring the major stuff and going for the truly trite.
Usually I don't have anything deep to .sav "about the

latest big news and the odds are fairly high that I won't
even kn(.w what it is. There are always going to lie enough
news stones on the latest disasters and dilemmas- you
don t need to read about them here.

'CAUTiQRNIA(g,OF(S0RSE. LQ/EM 1?AIM

.

fei^ial reactions to UMassDear Mom.
I made it up to UMass OK. The bus from Boston got me

sNafu^ ^" *''"' ^" '^^^ "^"•'** ^^** ^'^'^^ *«'

rJ'r^J^llV ^''\ ^''V"
'^*' '''""'"'

'
'*»""'' ^^^'^ was aparty at SAL. .so I got dres.sed ASAP and bummed a rui^,from a ^y m JFK. He told me the party was BY( )B s.) we

stoppe<l at C and C and picked up some JD and PBRWhen we got to the hou.se. B.J. alm(»st hit a BMW with

•MMA -ri,''*"''*'
^'' '^''^^ ^"^^ ^"''^y 'i«t**ninK to NRBQ onMUA. Ihere were a lot of Ms. s from KKG there but Iended up talking to a woman from the EWC. I walked her

M.W. Mulcahy

I^w'^/'^'V^
'*"^ ^"""'' ""^ "^^^ ^^ ^''<>^*^i on a I)J from

NYC. On the way home, I saw a guy get pulle<l ..ver by theSAP fn)m DWI.
The next day. I went down to the CC to meet with my

buddy in the SGA. We went up to the TOC for a c<mple o"f
V()s We sat down next t.) a table (.f guvs from the P(;A
and heard them say that UPC was getting AC/IX' toome
to the r AC.
So we ain over to TIX in the SUB. but when they a.Kkedme for my II) I di.scovere<l I had left it in the IK:" I went

Dpstairs to pVP and saw M.J. frc»m SCERA talking to a
guy alK.ut the ERA and had her pick up the tickets I ask-

ed^her to come back to the TOC with me and we watche<lM A S H on the TV.

» l^ol'^l'
""^

'"'^.o^''
^"* ^^""^ '^^ minutes to get from SBA

\' m.u?' ""^ -^^ ''^^^-
^
^'^"'^ ^''^'^'*'

'
Kot »n it becau.se

1 m rSlJlL.

vA'^'^m'S.^J"'' '^^^P*' "" ^'"^ ^*"t «"^ the tajK's onVU and lUDs by mistake. I was pretty PO'd. but 1 headed
back to SW, and got in my PJ's and caught some Z's.
The next day in the DC J.B. told me on the QT that two

TAs were in PC for possession of LSD. Later, we went to
Whitmore where I di.scovered that I got a BEOG SF(K;
- u.'iS^^* ';?""• '""^ ^''*'* ' ^''^ ^^^'"^ ^'' ' wont'have to

f"r.L .. ,^r''
''*^'""'*'

** ^^ ' '^''^^'t ^'*'t the job in SAREO
out that s OK.

I grablH-d a BLT and a P&J at the CC U'fore going toPE where 1 alm(»t got KO'd in g>'m
I talked to the Dean of CASIAC alnjut taking my GREsand he .s;ii<| d I did well on my SATs and ACTs and have a

onu. , u
"^ '" ^^^^' ''"* '^"'' """^ '" w^'f-rv al)out a B S inmm.. 1 have to get going but remember to RSVP.

Your son,

M.W. (XXXOOO)

here
'
'^""^ ^^""^ '" ''^*''' ^""^ "*'*''' ^" ^^** -^'''"^^ '''"""''

Man/ Hrth ffrhrri /.««/; Collegian mhiwuist.

Letter
A round of applause for UMass
To the Editor:

A recent article in V.S. Nnrs a,./ WorM firpnri (Jan. 2.'",.

1.W2) examined the attack of a small but fervent gn.up of
nuhcal leftist professors on our nations campu.ses The
Ifniversity of Massachusetts economic department, led l.v
rof. Samuel Bowles, has earned the reputation as "The

Harvard of Radical Economists." Ct.n.sequently. much of
the article was devoted to the.se modern d'av revolu-
tionanes who.se only weapons are books and lectures One
reason for the apparent acceptance of the radical intellec-
tuals at .so many american universities is that even those
scholars who oppc.se Marx's ideas now acknowledije the

M.W. Mulcahy is //if Collegian nssarinlr tirirs ti/itur.

radical perspective as a legitimate and even es.sential in-
strument of research.
The attention received by UMass in such a prestigious

and well respected news magazine is just another example
of the quality education students at UMass can ohtain
Lauren Baritz. the campus provost explains, "It is our
firm f)elief that a university should employ every academic
means available to expand its understanding of" the woHd
The important thing is to keep the .scholarship high "

It
-seems that m this ca.se our University has succeeded in im-
proving the quality of education by holding to its liberal at-
titudes.

Therefore, we can all benefit from studying economics
at UMa.ss reganiless of our economic or "political viewsAnd studying the capitalist system through the analysis of
Its faults may provide a dearer perspective (if our
system's limitations. Confronting a systems faults and
limitations is u.sually the first step "in improving that
-system. Since our generation has been .saddled with the
respon.sibility of maintaining ami improving our economic
-system, it s a good idea to take advantage of this unique
opportunity reserved solely for UMa.ss students

Finally, lets bring in the new year and new .semester
with a round of applause for Profes.sor Bowles his
radicals and our respected University.

Jim Alves
Amherst

Letters Policy

. . , J

^"TtoUBLE (S, YOU FEUERS V^ITH mm^^ih ^,\ ^:X3m£ WHAT'S HAPPENING t) YOU, HVFN

rr^ '! - ii'.Hll^Kti

WHIU fTS HAPPENING TO YOU.
'

••••i mtm mm I I'l

cufc.-^ \^tw 'wtiUt s address and tele^phone
number for verification. Please tvpe triple spac-
ed with 67 characters per line' Due to space
limitation and the volume of mail, we rein'et that
unpublished letters cannot be acknowledged
Letters are subject to editing for clarilv, and
should not eiceed thirty Hi

M«M^'

mMM
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Few are troubled

by Sylvan pipes
By TIM MacfHKE
Collt'jfian Correspondent

While the eustiMlial staff exjH'rience<l some problems
chippii.g away ice from the hurst frozen pif)es in Brown
and McNamara clormitories, returnin^^ students weren't

^
too inconvenienced by the Jan. lit misha().

^y^^y O'Kourke. a fifth floor Brown resident said,
"When 1 came back to my nM)m. all I noticed was that the
edges of my posters were warped like there had been
steam in the room."
Chris Coyle. another Brown resident found water stains

on the floor of his room.
"My posters were warptnl. t(Mi," he .said.

_
Mike Matfess, assistant head of residence from Brown's

first lloor. said, "We've ha<l no rep(»rts of damage to ]>er-
sonal profKTty. What little damage there was .seems c(»n-
fined to some water stains."

Matfess said he believes water froze in the pipes and
made them crack and burst.

"The janitors and work crews from the University
cleaned up very quickly," Matfess said.

Meanwhile, some janitors from Brown, who asked to re-
main unidentified, descriU'd what conditions were like
right l)efore the pipes burst.

"It was very cold in here," .said one. "It was so cold, we
had to work with our jackets and hats on."
Another janitor added, "The day they burst there was

as much as a (juarter of an inch of ice in scmie of the dorm
rooms. We had to l)reak it up with shovels. It got as cold as
18 degrees in McNamara.

"

''We've had isolated cases of frozen pipes Iwfore. but
this is the worst it's ever been," said another janitor.
"We complained al>out the cold t(» the management

before the pipes burst," one added, "but nobody did
anything alK)ut it."

Luckily tor the most part, the students t)elongings were
off the floor. The only damage was water marks on the
floor and stained rugs," a janitor .said.

Meanwhile, in McNamara there was no sign of anything
out of the ordinary e.vcept for some mi.ssing pieces from
the radiat(tr in the main lounge. And few returning
.students .said they were inconvenienced by the burst ftipes.

Ihiny.i Smyth, an eighth floor resident .said, •'There's no
evidejice of any damage as far as I can see."

(Jary Lewis. McNamara head of residence, .^aid. "Tlie
work rn-ws at tlie University and housing service di<l an
excellent job getting this place back to some semblance of
order iK'fore the students returned."

Tuesday, February 2, 1981

INTERNS
GO PLACES
Planning Sessions
for Summer and

Fall '82 internships
are held daily at
Office of Internships

16 Curry Hicks
545-0727

Combine Learning 8- Experience
the University Health Services is Accepting
Applications For 3-Credit Courses of
Paraprofessional Training as:

Peer Sexuality Educators
Alcohol Peer Educators
Health Aides & Healthreach Workers

For info call 549-2671 or drop by
the Health Education Office

•CoJJegian 7
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U-Mass Students
V2 off

Attention BSN Class of *82

The Air Force has a special
program for 1982 BSNs, If

selected, you can enter active
duty soon after g^aduation-
without waiting for the results
of your State Boards. To
qualify, you must have an
overaU 3.0 GPA.

After commissioning, you'll
attend a five-month internship
at a major Air Force Facility.
It's an excellent way to prepare
for wide range of exper-
iences you'll have as an Air
Force nurse officer. For more
information, contact:

MSgt Ray Saccoccio
203-745-2950

< .••

Mi?=if 'i»fm Sunday,
February 71h
3:30 « 8PM

VIRTUCSI
PI ROMA
Wednesday, February 10th

8 PM

rm

7iad/s

wezBalk
Wednesday. February 17th
8 PM

BoxOffice: Noon to 4PM. M— F (413)545-2511

A great way of life

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

r

I

1

I
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NOTICE

Serendipity at Thornes

is having it's biggest clearance sale ever!

BUY 1 sale item

at regular price

GET 1 item

M/C VISA
Amer. Ex.

g 150 Main St

n Thome's Market

^ Northampton
a 413-584-6528

ABSOLUTELY FREE
same price or less

serendipity
0.U39 tfTC^^Q0.,tf7d tf9tW.Qd<i«S^^^^Qft-^sa«

The Commuter Collective presents a Panel Discussion on:

'

THE INTERNATIONAL
CRISIS:

PERSPECTIVES FROM EUROPE

Adult Ballet
Ten-Week Course starting February 9th

Beginner: Wed. 8-9 p.m.

Inter./Adv.: Tues. and Thurs. 7:80-9 p.m.
Instructor:

Therese Brady Donohue, Director

Tuition and Registration: $47

Amherst Ballet Centre
29 Strong St., Amherst

One block east of Butterfield Dorm
Phone to register: 549-1555

FRED HALLIDAY-RanowrMd Mithority on the Middle East
SUSAN GEORGE-Exp«rt on worid hui.g«r and conauKant to tha Nicaraouan
govarnmant on rural davalopmanl

BASKER VASHEE-Formar rapraaantativa of tha Patriotic Front of Zimbabwe in
Europa. Currant director of the Transnational I restitute

IAN LEPPER- Founding member of the London based Counter Information Services.

All four speakers .re fellows of the Transnational Institute, the International program ofthe Institute for Policy Studies.
»'"'»"'

Sign language interpretation and childcare provided.

163 Campus Center 7:30pm

Tues. February 2, 1982

C:^
chess king

YOU'LL FIND
GREAT SAVINGS
ON YOUNG MEN'S
CLOTHING

Ingieside Mall
Holyoke, MA
534 3041

YOU CAN AFFORD TO LOOKGOOD
Hampshire Mall

Rt. 9 Hadley, MA
(close to Steigers)

584-6986

»wm » »f"I*»*—
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Kinks give 'em what they want

The Kinks sold out the Springfield
Civic Center on Sunday. Jan. 24,

KINKS
Spring^field Civic Center
Sunday. J^n. 24

liy MIKK SIJNSKY
(VJkvian CorrcsiMUKlfnt

If you wtTf smart cnou^jh t<i cut your
winter hreak a week early to ratch" tlu-

Kinks in Sprin^-fifM, you made the ri^lit

movf. Thcsf IH year veterans jrave thr
sold-nut housf I'vt-rythinj,' they wanted -
and more.

'I'ht- local point that riijxht was the
youthluj jt'ster. Kay Davies. He was an
a^ile front-man. whose onsta}^e antics wtTc
just plain fun. The audience san^ alon^,'

with every chorus, including' the "Day-O's"
Itetwei'n several son^s. He ke|»t the .smiling'

crowd in the palm of his hand with his l»uf-

foon f;u:t?s. rock star posin^s and eonstant
acrohaties.

The hand was in rare form as power
chordinK brother Dave Davies slashed his
way through a wild version of "Around
The Dial.'" (juickly followed hv an inspired
rendition of "The Hard Way." The early
part of the show saw them concentrating
<tn material from their latest alhum Girc
The I'fiiiilr Whiil Thi'n Wiint.

The rhythm section of drummer Mick
Avory and ha.ssist .lim Kodford was simple
hut .solid, deliverinjj: the one-two |)unch that
propelled each and every son^. (When Ray
introduced the haml, Mick reeeived the
loudest cheers.) Dave Davies was splendid,
hlastin^^ out the forceful chords of "Back
'i'o Front. which featured a rousinj;
ehorus of the Beatles" "Cet Back." Dave
took extended solos with throu^rh several
•sonars with apparent ease - hurnin^c the

neck of his ^itar under the spotlijjht to the
deli)?ht of the crowd. Son^s like "Super-
man" and "You Keally (Jot Me" showcased
his blistering! style - so widely imitated to-

day.

The lH)ys .saved the best f()r the two en-
cores that brought the house down. They
did a hot version of "Twist And Shout," a
letter perfect "Victoria." and the mcHxIy
"Stop Your Sobbin^r." When the house
li^dits finally came on. the audience l(H»ktHi

as e\hHu.st(><i as the »»and must have felt.

The Kinks tiave i)ecome ^fariddaddys, a
rock'n'roll institution not unlike The Who.
Their ei^jhteen year career has been loaded
with ups and downs. At this point in time
their return to solid rock has brou^dit them
back to the top. ( )ne of the dosing son^s of
the ni^ht was "Lola." still played with the
timelessne.ss that made them stars in llHJ.f).

Wambaugh's Glitter Dome chock full of hateTHE GLITTKR IX)ME
By Joseph Wambaugh. William Morrow & Comp.

By TOM FAISON
Colletfian Staff

Joseph Wamhaujfh's sixth novel has already liecome the
bestseller his previous five were. Chock full" of hate bit-
terness and despair, it has all the ri>;ht in^^redients nei>ded
U) make the avera^'e fK)liceman a fi^ajre not to W worship-
pe<l or vilified, but rather an object worthy of pity.

Waml«UKh's premise here is the same as in all the re.st

of his lxM>ks. Since the avera»fe street co|) s|)en<ls his days
on the street living, fijrhtinjr. lovin^j. talking an.l breathing
with the drejics of soi-iety; he can't help but l)eeome a little

contaminate<l in the prcK-ess.

Whether the dirt shows up on the outside via corruption,
perversion and vuljrarity. or on the inside throu»;h depres-
sion, despair and suicide, no other profession is harder on
the -soul or more devastating to the sf>irit.

Wambaugh is getting better with each new book as he
develops a smooth and consistent style of writing. He is
able to sh(K'k readers on one page with some graphic
description and later touch them with scenes of poignance
on another. Although he is no John D. MacDonald. he is
certainly one of the better writers of this genre around to-
day.

Nevertheless, he doesn't touch anything new In this
book. Perhaps his best work, The Onion Field, was so
good because it wasn't a work of fiction. It was a very
carefully documented account of a tragic incident that
happened to two real policemen in the early sixties. It
showed that not everyone was a winner because of the
radical changes of the judicial system during the lil)eral
reign of The Warren Court. There were victims too.

Perhaps Wambaugh's talents lie not in the worid of fic-
tion, but in non-fiction writing, along the lines of Truman
Capote's In Cold Blood and Norman Mailer's The Exeru-
tioner's Song.

¥

¥

YOUR ADVISOR SAYS
"IT'S WONDERFUL!^'

ON THE OTHER HAND , , .

don't you find out?

Read the course and teacher evaluation guide. On the
Other Hand VIII, put out for course selections this sprinq
and in the fall of '82. The guide is now available at:

The Dining Commons
The C.C. Concourse

The Student Union Building
The Newman Center Cafeteria

Your courses and teachers have already been evaluated by
vour peers. Don't wait until it's too late!
The evaluation forms for next year's guide will be mailed to each

student soon. Don't forget to return them. -**.*MJiMMM M M--WWW-WWW .^ V^-^^^^^t-^^^J
¥*¥¥

Collegian

a\h4CiMG £/APORiU//\

TONIGHT

•18 COMFONENT SPEAKERS
•ri50 WATTS OF QUALITY

RECORDED MUSIC
• LOTS OF LIGHTS
• FINEST DJ'S AVAILABLE

y^/VlHERSrS LARGEST DANC^
FLODR

COMING WEDNESMV^
>:»^ THE KAIMGARC30 KICK .•s?^?s?

>^> •_• ••_• -•-•.«

'•». •:<

«•• ..:.y ..:•
> .•» MANY ALL NIGHT DRINK SPECIALS

AMHERSTS NEAA/EST, BIGGEST, HOTTEST,
NIGHTSPOT

APPROPRIATE DBESS
POSITIVE I.D. REQUIRED

AT THE CORJ^rER OF:
UNXVERSITY DR. & RTE. 9

256-8605

^^^^^^P^^^^^^^^^^^V^^i^i^J^i^i^}^i^2^:^j^j:^2^i^i^j^j^^^j^2^i^^
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ATTENTION
SENATORS

Mandatory Senate Meeting

I
Wednesday, February 3, 1982

j

7:00 Rm. 163 C.C.

Public Welcome to Attend

i
•ft

ikA^
Our

I ow Price

$43.95
List price

$50.00
T

CatcuMor '^
DcdBion-lteklng
Sourcdiook

m.

• TI-55-II

• 112 powerful built-in functions for math, science and engineering
• Built-in logarithmic, trigonometric, hyperbolic and statistical func-
tions let you handle complex problems quickly, easily.

• Simple programmability gives you added versatility, speed. Saves
time on repetitive problems.
• Definite integration of functions entered into program memory.
• Use up to 8 memories or 56 program steps.

• Built-in conversions mean fast transition between various measure-
ment systems.

• Streamlined, tilt-top styling puts the display at the best angle for
viewing.

Open M-f 9-5 Tue, Wed until 8 pm Sat 114

Located in the Campus Center

$l,UNIVERSITY
STORED

• STYI ES BY DEBORAH STYLES

H

>̂

o
>
n

* SryUs by DeboRAh ""

^ NEW YEAR SPECIAL |
«< We'd like to thank you, our clients, for your patronage in the C^

^ past year by offering you a FREE haircut if you bring us a new ^
2 client in February, 1982.

^ Offer good only with this ad.

Expires Feb. 27, 1982

>4 65 University Drive
QQ Amherst, MA

549-5610

saiAis *

62 Main Street
Easthampton, MA

527 2411

HVHoaaa Aa saiAxs

Thank you Dd

and Staff 5O
PA
>
a:

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

University Store Hours
Located in the Campus Center Week of 2/ 1 /82

Monday — 9-5

Tuesday — 9-8

Wednesday — 9-8

Thursday — 9-5

Friday - 9-5

Saturday - 11-4

Textbook Annex Hours
Located in the Physical Plant Building

Week of 2/1/82

Monday— 9-5

Tuesday— 9-9

Wednesday— 9-9

Thursday— 9-9

Friday — 9-5

Saturday — 10-3

The Mini Store Hours
Located in the Student Union

Monday - Friday 7:30 am - 10 pm
Saturday - Sunday 8:00 am - 10 pm

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

I

DOONESBURY

AS/M/u.PROCmjRAL
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HILARIOUS - ARTISTIC - INSIGHTFUL
The Collegian needs daily cartoon strips for

the remainder of the semester. Interested
students should prepare 10 or more sample
strips and submit them to the managing editor
at the Collegian office. BECOME FAMOUS!

ACROSS
1 and out
5 Indian tribe

located in

Oklahoma
10 Second, fof short
14 Extrenf>e

15 Oressup
16 Novelist

O'Flaherty
17 Sharp
18 24 Across, for one
19 Load-bearing

device

20 With one
exception

22 Move quickly
24 Son of 3 Down
25 artd nail

26 Protect

29 Kind of flakes

30 Utin "but"

33 Solitary

34 River of Sedan
35 Claire,

Wisconsin
36 Praise loudly

37 Laissez

38 bellum
39 Wheeler-dealer:

Abbr
40 Wet blankets
41 Graphic

supplement

42 Six. In Sicily

43 Aesthete's field

44 Disdainful

mannerisms
45 Causing a

disturbance
47 Term of address
48 Whole
50 One-fifty

54 Blazer

55 Helm position
57 Ointment

lr>gredlent

58 Fuzz
59 Ancient Aegean

region

60 Author Wiesel
61 Ray
62 Best seller

subjects
63 precedent

DOWN
1 Rooms In a serai

2 Word with

president or

admiral
3 The Red"
4 Aromatic
5 Frank
6 Third Reich name
7 Flat-bottonted

boat
8 AMAmemtMrs

9 town
10 request
11 Intuition

12 Promotion at the
mall

13 Special agents
21 Maui bird

23 Top-notch
25 Organized

journeys
26 Tribal chiefs In

the Philippines

27 Run away with
28 Necktie
29 Plasters

31 Consumer
32 Musical numbers
34 Word describing

beer
37 Paramedic field

38 Buttercups'

cousins
40 Poker hand
41 the finish

44 Christmas figures
46 lunch
47 Kind of badge
48 S. Calif, campus
49 Wool fiber

50 Hearing sensation
51 of woe
52 Court order
53 Concert halls

56 Tarodish

The Collegian is looking for
qualified copyeditors and per-
sons to drive the paper to the
printer nightly. Apply as soon
as possible at the Collegian of-

fice, 113 Campus Center.

DC MENU
LUNCH

Junior Club Sandwich.
Fried Clams/Tartar Sauce

DINNER
Baked Ham/Fruit Sauce,
Chili Cheese Puff. Breaded
Veal Pattie/Tomato Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Taco, Fried

Clams/Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Eggplant Parmigiana. Chili

Cheese Puff

t 2 1 4

21

5 6 7 1 9

1
23

10 11 12 13

14 IS 16

17 11 19

10

29

2S

22

^^^^^^74 ^

1
31

wI31 In 27 21

34

32

33

41

3S

M

1
46

4«

37

39

42 43

49

iTT"

SO

7i

SI S2 S34«

1 1

S4 Si S6
__

57

M S9 60

61 62 •3

Com« )oin us at our •xtraordtnary

CUiality Papertxick
Book Sale.

cover
price50% off

Outstanding current and backllst titles from
America's ieading publishers. Sale starts 2/2/82

^/UNIVERSITY
mSTpRE^

OPEN
MF 9-5 Sat 11-4

Tue & Wed
Nite til 8

ILme

Volunteer Now!
for the

SGA
ESCORT SERVICE

Organizational Meeting
Wed., Feb. 2, 2:30 pm
Thurs., Feb. 3, 2:30 pm
Campus Center Room168

(for new & returning escorts)

Volunteer Now!

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Student Government Association

Treosurer's Office

Treos. Asst. - Finonciol Auditor

Excellent experience for

Business Majors

Deadline for applications is

5 P.M. February 10th, 1982
in room 407 Student Union

Any questions call 5-0344

W W%f*^-*g-

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

Surplus Jeeps, Cars, Vans, Trucks.
Many sell for under $200.00. For informa-
tion on purchasing similar bargains call

602-998-0575 ext. 6501 phone call refun-
dable

1975 Honda Civic 30+ mpg. Excellent
condition. $1795. Bob 253-7967

CAPE COD SUMI\/IER SEASONAL
RENTAL

W. Yarmouth and Dennis; 2, 3, and 4
bedroom units. Rent direct from owners.
Call (617) 528 0404 or 528-3700.

COUNSELORS

Camp Wayne, Northeastern Penn-
sylvania, co-ed children's resident camp
6/22-8/22/82. Many positions available.

Friendly, warm atmosphere. We care.

Write: 12 Alleyard, Lido Beach, N.Y. 11561
and include your school phone number.

FLORIDA

Lauderdale during March break. $248.
covers: hotel 8-days, 7-nights, round trip

transportation, special parties and super
discounts. Absolutely NO HIDDEN
CHARGES. Reserve early, call Dave
549 6802.

FOR SALE

Phone-IVIate Telephone Answering
Machine $50.00 Bob 253 7967

HELP WANTED \

Campus Vacation Associates offers the
top beachfront hotels for. Daytona and Ft.

Cruises, Resorts, Sailing Expeditions!
Needed: Sports Instructors, Office,
Counselors. Europe, Carribean,
Worldwide! Summer, Career! Send $8.95
for application, openings, Guide to
Cruiseworld, 161 Box 60129, Sacramento,
CA 95860

Valuable work experience Work-study
jobs available as telephone interviewers for

Project Pulse on Wednesday nights. Apply
to 229 Whitmore.

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. Spr-

ing class forming. 28 hours including
classroom theory & shop. Limited enroll-

ment. 253-7967

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTImT

Therapist-Researchers working to
develop ways of better understanding and
helping those men whose lives have been
affected by the rape of someone close to
them (ie. husbands, brothers, friends,

fathers, roommates, sons) We would
welcome any help from any man who has
had this experience. Please phone or write
Bob Samuels or Madeline Wagner,
U Mass, Tobin Hall 545-0499, 586-8327,
253 9537

PERSONALS

Spring Practicum: Earn 3-6 credits. Work
1-4 afternoons per week in day care on
camrjs. School age children. Wkly staff

mtg Thur 12. For more info call Nancy
Ross 549 6170

Open a checking account (share draft)
with the UMass Student Federal Credit
Union. Receive 6% interest annually! We

are open 10-3 Monday thru Thursday and
10-4 on Fridays.

ROOMMATE WANTED
Female nonsmoker for South Amherst
apartment on bus route call 256-0873

Sunderland 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm house near
bus $180+ Michael 665 3928 545-0731

Wanted one or two female roommates
to share furnished townehouse apt For
spring. Call 549-5187

SERVICES

Couples Recovering From Rape
Therapeautic group for couples to work on
interpersonal aspects of recovering from
rape. 10 weeks. Sliding fee scale. Male 6f
female co-therapists. Psychological Ser-
vices Center, UMass 545-0041

Psychotherapy Group for Women to ex
plore issues about relationships. Group will
last for 10 weeks and begin inFebruary
Sliding fee scale. Psychological Sen/ices
Cer^ter UMass 545 0041

•j>.*/.j.\ V.».'.*.'.».V.V.'/.Vi/^;*.>> .'^Vt#'^/a*>/VWti'\Va-.'.%*.*,«.V.V.-. '.•.»•.•.•.•
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VMass hit
Mnutemen still undefeated

the slopes
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

420.

The men's ski team at the University of
Massachusetts has yet to lose a race this
season in the New England Intercollegiate
Ski Conference (NEISC).

Both the team scores and the individual
iviords show the dominance held by the
Minutemen. Not only are they undefeaU-d
in race results, but UMass' Paul Suozzo
holds the overall lead individually.

"This is the strongest mens team
UMass has ever seen," said I'Mass coach
Bill MacConnell. "This is my 20th yeatr
with this team, and I'm 63 years old. I don't
hu\c I he time to rebuild a team. But the
Almighty has given me five great freshmen
skiiers. If it weren't for them. I'd be out of
it."

At Waterville Valley last weekend.
L Mass contmued its season long blowout of
the eight team league. In wmning the
slalom with a team score of 545.97 558.29

held by Plymouth State, UMass had its five
best times (out of seven who race) in the top
ten; Briam Prindle in second place. Suozzo
in third, freshman Dan Conway in fourth.
Jon Segal in sixth and the Minutemeri
taking ninth place. In the giant slalom.
UMass edged out Plymouth State. 714.28
723.07. Prindle Suozzo and Conway again
led UMass.

Beginning at Berkshire East in
Chaelmont. Ma. on Jan. 17. the UMass men
snowed over Boston Collehge. 489 49 as
Conway. Prindle and Suozzo finished one
two-three. In the second slalom, the
Minutemen beat out Plymouth State
448.62 455.10; Suozzo and Conway finished
less than a second behind PS' Doug Kar
woski.

Ther next weekend was UMass
dominate Brodie Mountain. In getting by
Plymouth State. 545.97-558.29 seconds.
UMass had four skiiers in the top five places
(Prindle in first. Conway in third. Segal
lourth and Suozzo's fifth.) Freshman Billy
Davidson took sixth place. Suozzos third
place finish in the giant slalom led the
Minutemen to another victory.

Minutewomen geared up
for another WISC title
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Heading into the final three meets of the
regular season, the University of
Ma.s.sachusetts women's ski team looks as
though It will take its tenth consecutive
championship in the Women's Inter-
collegiate Ski Conference unle.ss, as UMa.ss
coach Bill MacConnell said, "We have a
disaster."

Last weekend's meet at Waterville
Valley in New Hampshire helF)ed to con-
firm that prediction. The Minutewomen
took second in the slalom, three seconds
behind Plymouth State College's combined
team total of .S60.,52.

Teresa Collins and Bobbie Voll .skiied to
third and fourth place finishes respectively
to pace UMa.ss in the event. In the giant
slalom. UMass sped away. 457.49 to Brown
University's 473.1, as league-leading Sue
White irave UMass the victory with a time

of 152.14. Voll and Collins placed fifth and
sixth respectively, half a second behind in
that tight race.

The Minutewomen had begun the .season
Jan. 17 at their home field at Berkshire
East in Charlemont. MA. UMa.ss took first
in both the slalom and ^ant slalom; Bobbie
Voll and White finished first in those races.

On the wPekend of Jan. 23, UMass
dominated the seven-team field at Brodie
Mountain. Finishing second to Plymouth
State in the slalom. UMass roared back to
take the giant slalom, 388.47 - 405 40
White and Collins jrrabl^ed the top tw.i
times, while Voll finished fifth to help the
team cause.

In WISC league skiing, five people race
per team, with the top three times counting
toward the overall score. MacConnell said
that he's got the three times, and the team
to win another championship and a trip to
the Easterns in March.

PARALLEL LINE - UMass gy,.n.st B.b G.ulart placed third for the Minutemen in the parallel
( nlleifian photn hv Vine* DeWitt

r
Sports notices

1 ^'N-'Kian pnoin hv Vinrr OrWil
bars event in the UM win over Navy last week.

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL OFFICIALS- There

t^InLM
%'^"*^*^^^y '"^^ting for all intramural officials

tonight a 5 p.m. m Boyden 249.

RECREATION ACTIVITY SUPERVISORS- Allsupervisors should attend a meeting erther tonight ortomorrow night at 6 p.m. in the IM offifce.

BUILDING SUPERVISORS Ail building^upeJ-vi^ri
should attend a meeting TJiursday at '5*p,m. in the IM
office.

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL- Play starts tonightbu late entnes m men's, women's and co-rec fea^s are
still bemg accepted. Stop by the IM office. Boyden 215
for more information.

"^ '

UMASS SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB- The club will

t'^'T^\
^^^

f'"^ ^S
Tuesdays and Thursdays from

NOPF A T- ''^'"^ ^'^-^ ^'^^» ^^' ^ held in the

welcome ''
'"'""' ^" ''"'^*'"'' '"^ '•'^"•^^ •'^

UMASS WOMEN'S LACROSS- There'll b* an
organBational meeting for all women's lacrosse <5vdidatesThursday. Feb. 11. in Room 153 in NOPE gym. ^ m^
iniormation.caUPamHixon at 545-2845

[Note: CoUegian sports notices 'are printed on a spacea^bU bas^s. Submitting a notice doesZt autorrlL^y

should be tther matled to or dropped off at the snn^.

r
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Filing early
best chance
to get aid
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Expecting no more state and federal fun-
ding than last year, the University of
Massachusetts Financial Aid office is advis-
ing all students who plan to file for
assistance for the 1982-82 academic year to
mail the financial aid form before the
March 1 deadline.

"Financial aid is distributed on a first

come first serve basis," Arthur Jackson,
assistant director of Financial Aid .said.

"Equal consideration can only be given to
students who file on time." he said.

Students who file after March 1 will l>e

considered only after the students who
meet the deadline are processed Jackson
said. He .said students that file after the
deadline will not be processed until

September or October.
The Financial Aid office reported last

year that only students who met the March
1 deadline received University based aid.
Jackson said UMa.ss students received

alKiut $40 million in financial aid for
1981-82, of which $25) million was in the
form of loans and work study. He said the
figure for next year will not be known until

May at the earliest. Jack.son said additional
funds could "turn up" l»ecau.se this is an
{•lertioii year. '—
He said l)ecause of a restructuring of

educational assistance on the federal level,

ot?-"- -ograms which provide students
- while attending college-will be
! part of a student's financial aid
Those programs include Social

'•enefits. Veteran's Assistance
and lea( t ing Assistantships, Jackson .said.

"Students will not have as much flexibili-

ty as in the past," Jack.son .said. "Things
have tightened up in the funding for higher
education," he said. ^

Continued on page 6

w

Set".
•

3500 Wednesday. February 3. 1982

.1 ffl ? 7 ^" ^'"P'o>ee of the town of Floria-a. MA. shovelssnow off the roof of the town highway departments building yester-day. A large amount of snow in the Northeast this winter has facilitatedmany roof sweepings such as thir.

King swears
Larry Kocot
in as Trustee
By KATHLEEN BRUNET
Collegian Correspondent

The Board of Trustees from all univer-
sities and state colleges in Massachusetts
will be sworn in at 10 a.m. today by
Governor Edward J. King in a State House
ceremony.

One trustee to be sworn in is Larry
Kocot. CO president of the University of
Mus.sachusetts Government Association
(SGA).

This will be the second time Kocot has
been sowrn in. He was previously sworn in
on Dec. 9. 1981 by Secretary 'of State.
Michael J. Conolly so he would be able to
vote on the board before today's ceremony.

Since he was first sworn in. Kocot said he
h.ts participated in reviews of various tru.st

iunds. accounts and has been looking into
the problems of deferred maintaenance and
the operations of the Physical Plant.

"A lot of buildings on campus are falling

apart and I would like to gel the money
together to start fixing them up." Kocot
said.

The operation of the Physical Plant is a
"touchy subjtH.'t." Kocot said.

There is a lot of work done on campus and
in the dorms, he said, with fees charged
that are way out of line.

Ko<ot said he got involved in student
government because he saw a lot of waste
on campus and in the dorms, and he wanted
to find out why fee.» were continously in-

creasing.

"Can you afford to go to l/Mass this
seme.ster?" was the thrust of Kocot 's

campaign last spring and continues to be
the center of his work as co president, he
said.

Kocot said he is hopeful about 1<eeping
college costs down and maintaining quality
education at U.Ma.ss. He said he doesn't see
any problems but it "just takes time."

Effects of higher drinking age vary throughout Amherst

EDITOR'S NOTE -The following is the
last of a three-part series on the effects
the rise in the Massachusetts drinking age
has had on the University of
Massachusetts and Amherst over the past
three years.

By NANCY ANDERSON
Coliegian Staff

Somewhere down the line, someone had
to suffer the price of Governor Edward J.
King's attempt three years ago to stop
persons under 20 from purchasing and
drinking alcoholic beverages.
Mohammad Idrees, financial manager of

the Campus Center, said the University of
Massachusetts which once pulled in
$500,000 a year in liquor sales, lose some
$188,000 in revenue from liquor sales in
the 1980 fiscal year and $77,000 in 1981.
On the other hand, approximately

$84,000 was gained in 1980 from an in-
crease in food sales at the University and
$100..000 in 1981. he said.

Student fees have not had to go up
because of this loss in revenue, and the
administration is hoping business will
continue to pick up and in a couple of years
things will be back to normal. Idrees said.

Of the two main bars on campus, the
Blue Wall, used to be the largest seller of
beer in New England. But since the
drinking age went up, it has fallen far
behind.

Though it's still busy, it's not like it

used to be. said Blue Wall Head Beverage
Supervisor Mary Bourret.

"I think we've adapted to the change
though through renovations and working
with a student group. UPC (Union
Program Council), to book bands. They
know what the kids like, and en-
tertainment makes all the difference." she
said.

Tim Lynch, restaurant and lounge
manager of the other main bar in the
Campus Center - the Top of the Campus
(TOC). said business has been going well
for them, but because the TOC has a
different level of dining than the Blue
Wall, and they were never after clintele

under 20.

EFFECTS VARY AT AMHERST BARS
As for some of the other popular bars

in the Amherst area, the results of the
rise in the drinking age vary.

Plumbley's Off The Common at 30
Boltwood Walk and Judie's at 51 N.
Pleasant St. have been affected little by
the change. Spokespersons for both
establishments said they've lost very few
customers because they focus more on the
restaurant part of their business, rather
than concentrating on selling alcohol.

Jerry Jolly, manager of The Pub. 15 E.
Pleasant St.. said business was down for a
while once the age was changed, but he

was quick to add that the newly renovated
Pub. complete with a restaurnat type of
atmosphere, more entertainment and
more drink specials, has picked things ups
for them.

Mark Powers, a bartender at Time Out
on N. Pleasant Street, said. "We still pack
them in wall to wall almost every night.
In fact. I. think the 20-year-old drinking
age has probably helped us. because I've

noticed a much more mature crowd
coming here, and there is less noise and
confusion."

Liani Egan, another bartender, said,

"The older crowd is accustomed to
drinking and knows how to behave. They
don't act like children, getting drunk just
to cause trouble. They drink with their
heads instead of their pockets."
On the other hand, Drake's The Village

Inn, a bar at 85 Amity St.. has made no
attempt to adjust to the change in the
drinking age through renovations or by
bringing in entertainment, and have
suffered a great deal.

"We've just accepted it and put less

help on. ' owner Elaine Parker said.

"Bars are forced by law to control who
is drinking alcohol. It's the package stores
that are making out extremely weU since

the law went into effect, because they
have no way of keeping tabs on what
happens to their liquor once ii's sold, and
that's where the younger kids are getting
it from." she said.

PACKAGE STORES NOTICE A DIF-
FERENCE

Of the five main package stores

college students buy from in the Amherst
area, only one has had their sales go down
in the past few years, though they don't
attribute it to the drinking age.

Four Seasons, located on Route 9 near
the Mountain Farms Mall, has lost
business during the past three years.

"Sales have gone down, but I wouldn't
credit it to the drinking age." a night
manager said. "Stadium Liquors opening
up between us and the campus is the
biggest effect or reason for the drop."

On University Drive Stadium Liquors
owner. Eugene Sojka, said he hasn't lost

any money because of the drinking age.

but he has noticed a lot more fake ID's

than before.

"We used to only get a few. now it's up
to five during the week and about 10 on
weekends," he said.

Gerald Russell, of Russell's Package
Store at 18 Main St. in Amherst center,
said business-wise things have stayed the
same for them. But that probably has to
do with the store's ideal location, he said.

Russell also said he has noticed an
increase in the quantity of alcohol that
students purchase now than before 1979.

Across the street. C & C Liquors owner
George Cramer said there are a lot more
fake ID's around than there used to be,
and wine and beer sales have definitely

gone up.

As to the quantity of alcohol customers
purchase. Cramer said. "Kids had always
bought cases, and they still do."
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Falling cement startles Bush
WASHINGTON - Riot squads assembled, helicopters

hovered, streets were blocked and offices searched. But in

the end. authorities said it was just a chunk of cement that
nicked the armored limousine of Vice President George
Bush as he rode to the White House yesterday.

Though the initial response centered on speculation that
Bush may have been fired upon, the police, FBI and Secret
Service jointly concluded late in the day that "there was no
assault."

Special agent James Boyle of the Secret Service said FBI
laboratory tests had demonstrated that the object which
struck the car and startled the vice president and his
bodyguards was "a substance consistent with the building
materials being used in the area."
A Bush spokesman, Peter Teeley. said the tests

revealed no metal fragments, but that "the object con
tained clay and cement."

"We heard a loud bang and drove on to work and that
was it," Bush said later. "There really wasn't heightened
tension even. There wasn't anything scary about it at all.

Bush said that when he first heard the bang, "I asked
what it was and nobody was sure ... I thought it might
have been a gun or something."

"Nobody was injured; everybody is safe. The only harm
was to the limousing." where a V-shaped gash was found
on the roof. Jack Warner of the Secret Service said. He
acknowledged there was initial "speculation ... it was a
gunshot."

The episode occured at about 7:25 a.m. said Warner. He
said Bush's motorcade speeded up but did not take evasive

action, proceeding to the White House as planned.
Spokesman J.C. Gentile of the D.C. Police Department

said the incident took place on "L" Street between 21st and
22nd streets, about a half-mile from the White House. He
said the block was closed off following an unconfirmed
report that someone had been seen in the area carrying a
rifle. The street closing caused large traffic jams among
commuters headed (or work.
Hundreds of police swarmed into the area. Special

operations officers wearing flak jackets and carrying rifles

with scopes conducted room -to room searches of office
buildings and checked rooftops. A dozen plain -clothes
officers made meticulous check of the street itself,

collecting nails, bits of metal and other items that they
thought could be clues. Pohce helicopters circled
overhead.

Dig^est
By the Associated Press

.;j...............!T;.j^^

Brig. General Dozier
talks about captivity
VICENZA, Italy - Brig. Gen. James L. Dozier said

yesterday he battled "excruciating boredom" but never
despair although chained and confined to a tiny tent \r\ his
six-week captivity in a Red Brigades' "people's Prison."
The U.S. Army general also admitted he was embar-

rassed because he failed to heed warnings to tak^ security
measures against kidnapping. U.S. officials saW Dozier
was scheduled to fly to Washington today and would meet
with President Reagan tomorrow.
The general told his first full news conference since his

rescue Thursday that he spent most of his captivity doz-
ing, reading books and newspaper clipings on his abduc-
tion, and moving his arms and legs for better blood circula-
tion.

"The period was characterized by excruciating
boredom... I went from competitive supersonic existence
to slow subsonic existence," he said.

Asked what he missed most during his captivity, Dozier
replied:

"In addition to not having my personal freedom, not be-
ing with my wife, the thing 1 missed most was the physical
exerrcise...! normally jog about four kilometers 2.5 miles a
day," Dozier said.

Salvadorian guerillas

launch daylight attack
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador - Leftist guerrillas bat-

tling El Salvador's U.S.-backed junta launched a rare
daylight attack on the eastern city of Usulutan yesterday
and claimed control of the northeastern town of Corinto.
A military source reached by telephone in Usulutan, 70

miles east of San Salvador, said fighting was heavy in at
least four sections of the city through the morning.
He said the guerrillas attacked about 6 a.m., killing at

least one national policeman and wounding three soldiers.

There was no word on guerrilla casualties.

At midday the army said it had restored order in

Usulutan but admitted there was still sporadic shooting.
Army spokesman Col. Marco Aurelio Gonzalez called

the assaults "attacks of intimidation against the people" •

to keep them from voting in next month's constituent
assembly elections.

Haig comments on
violence in Poland
WASHINGTON - The risk of violence in Poland "will

grow by the hour" unless the martial law government
relaxes its grip, Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr.

predicted yesterday.

"The Polish crisis is far from over." Haig told the
Senate P'oreign Relations Committee in his first Capitol

Hill appearance since the Dec. 13 crackdown, which the
United States says is Soviet-backed.
On another subject, he said the United States will do

"whatever is necessary" to contain the guerrilla war in EI
Salvador.

Asked by Sen. Christopher Dodd, D-Conn., if this includ-
ed sending U.S. trooops, Haig said he would not discuss "a
litany of possible actions" in public, but added, "We are
considering a whole range of political, economic and
security-related steps."

Later, speaking to reporters outside the hearing room,
Haig said he believes President Reagan "has made it very
clear" that Reagan would be reluctant to commit troops to
El Salvador, "except in extremes." But Haig declined to
rule out the possibility.
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Student senate opens its semester tonight

giaaa

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate will meet for the
first time this semester tonight at 7 in room 101 of the
Campus Center.

Senate Public Policy Chair Kenneth Moore said the of-
ficers and committee chairs will present reports of Senate
activities over intersession.

/r'^HS^'
^^^ annual Course and Teacher Evaluation

(CATE) Guide, a publication of the Academic Affairs Com-
mittee of the Senate, is now available. Students may pick
up the booklet next to the University Store in the Campus

Center or across from the Mini-Store in the Student
Union.

"On the Other Hand VIII" contains evaluations from
Fall 1980 and Spring 1981 which were filled out by
undergraduates throughout the University of
Massachusetts and compiled by the CATE production
staff of the Academic Affairs Committee of the Student
Senate.

According to the staff, class enrollment figures and ac-
tual response are given for students to get an idea of the
evaluation's accuracy. Quotes from the questionnaires are
useful in deciding whether a class and professor are of in-
terest.

The CATE Guide is divided alphabetically by subject and

Coilecian photo h\ Vinre DeWi

WALL OF ICE - A car drives past a wall of icicles on Route 2 in Clarkesburg, MA. recently.

Locke found guilty in bribe case
BOSTON — The jurors in the bribery-conspiracy trial of

Barry M. Locke quickly agreed the suspended
Massachusetts transportation secretary was guilty
because they didn't believe Locke's testimony, the jury
foreman says.

Foreman Richard Gallant said yesterday that "for the
most part," the seven men and five women didn't believe
Locke when he claimed he was innocent of charges he
participated in a dozen schemes to receive transit kick-
backs and bribes.

"I thought the prosecution presented its case very well,
and we believed almost everything we heard," said
Gallant, a postal worker from Boston. Locke, 51, received
|a maximum of 25 years imprisonment after being convicted
on two counts of conspiracy to commit bribery and three
counts of conspiracy to commit larceny.

He is the first Massachusetts cabinet secretary to be
convicted of a felony since the state adopted the cabinet
system 12 years ago.

Locke said he was confident he would be cleared on

appeal. His lawyer, Barry M. Haight, added, "This is just
the first step in a long ballgame that is still to be played."

Haight said the appeal would center on the May 1 raid of
Locke's office. Before the trial began, the defense asked
that the $1,000 seized in the raid be ruled inadmissable as
evidence because authorities failed to obtain a search
warrant to enter Locke's office.

The Canton resident stood impassively as the jury
announced guilty verdicts on all five conspiracy counts.
The jury spent four hours - including a lunch break - in
weighing 11 days of testimony and 91 pieces of evidence.
Suffolk Superior Judge Rudolph F. Pierce set sentencing
for Feb. 17.

Surrounded by his parents, wife Ann and two
daughters, Locke later vowed to appeal the decision. He
proclaimed: "Truth is on my side."

Prosecutor Stephen R. Delinsky said the quick verdict
"wUI serve as a beacon and a warning to other people that
the state will not allow this kind of activity to go on.

Whitehead appointed as
university relations head

then by professor's name. Tenure status is given also.

Students may be interested in picking up the booklet
partially for the "Absurd Quotes and Gems" in the back.
"The courses about which the quotes were written are not
listed probably to protect professors from some embarass-
ment. When asked if the course would be valuable in the
future, one student answered, "(The professor) was
respective of other people's rights and didn't hurt anyone
mentally or physically." Instructors also proved to have a
wider variety of talents than they may have intended to
show. One professor is "a great speaker. Reminds me of
Don Rickles only he isn't funny," while another bakes
"great chocolate chip cookies."

Author discusses

*Arc of Crisis'
By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

The Soviet Union has gained influence in world politics
but not as a result of instigation or gaining world power,
said Fred Halliday author of the book The Soviet Policym the Arc ofCHsis, in a talk he gave at Amherst College
yesterday.

The talk was one of a series of lectures, entitled "The
International Crisis: Perspectives from Europe." The
lectures are conducted by scholars and activists living in
Europe. The event is sponsored by the University of
Massachusetts/Amherst Commuter Collective and Stu-
dent Government Association.

Halliday's speech was on the causes of the Soviet
Union-United States crisis, and the role of the Soviets in
the Arc of Crisis. The Arc of Crisis consists of Third
World countries where the Soviets have been accused of
intervening, said Halliday.

He said the Soviet-United States crisis is believed to be
caused by three factors; the Soviet are committed to
worid domination and the West must defend itself, the
Soviets have upset the military balance v/ith un-
precidented expenditures and the Soviets have
misbehaved in the form of terrorism in the Third World,
making detente impossible. Halliday said this is not the
case. The Soviets are no more committed to world
supremacy than the United States. The United States
and its allies spend twice as much on arms as the Soviets
and no code of conduct in Third Worid countries was
agreed upon, said Halliday.

When discussing the Arc of Crisis Halliday said, there
is no evidence that the incident in Iran was a soviet plan
for world power. Ethiopia was invaded by Samali, the
Soviets supported Samali and the Cubans supported
Ethiopia, but the Soviets provided no encouragement,
said Halliday. They did not intervene in South Yemen
and were only trying to save a socialist regime in

Afghanistan, he said.

Halliday spoke briefly on the Soviet crisis at a panel
discussion entitled "The International Crisis: Perspec-
tives from Europe." The event was held yesterday even-
ing in the Campus Center at UMass.
Other speakers were author Susan George, who spoke

on the food crisis in Third Worid countries and how their
people miss out as producers and consumers. English .

journalist Ian Lepar spoke of the English economy under
Margaret Thatcher and compared it to the deflation of
the U.S economy under President Reagan. Basker
Vashee talked of the international crisis and focused on
the problems in South Africa. He and Lepar will discuss
the topic in the final lecture entitled "The Political
Economy of South Africa." The talk will be held today at
4 p.lfn. in UMass Campus Center room 904-908.

By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts President
David C. Knapp last month appointed a
Universi^ of Massachusetts at Amherst
faculty member as Director of University
Relations.

Professor Ralph Whitehead, 38, a facul-

ty member of the journalistic studies pro-

gram since September 1973, will serve as
the president's special assistant for

"university relations."

As director of UMass relations.

Whitehead will coordinate a campaign to

improve the image the University depicts

through the press. He said his work will

synchronize campaigns from the
Amherst, Boston and Worcester cam-
puses.

"We must improve the University's im-
age and standing, especially in the Boston
press," Whitehead said. "We have to

begin with an understanciing of how peo-
ple in eastern Massachusetts look at the
school," he said.

General university information is
available and updated on a day-to-day
basis through the President's office.
Whitehead said the information is compil-
ed by researchers who focus on the in-

dividual campuses. He said specific
stories of special interest to the ^ate are
distributed to the press and legislators.

Whitehead said examples of specific in-

formation available include facts on
energy research conducted by the
Polymer Research Institute at the UMass-
Amherst campus and research conducted
by the economics department into possi-
ble programs which could be beneficial to
the state.

"These areas of study exist presently at
UMass. but it's tough to tell the whole
story of the University," Whitehead said.

"Three or four stories can go a long
way," he said.

Whitehead served as director of rela-

tions for UMass-Amherst chancellor's of
fice last year. He will continue to teach in

the journalistic studies program. RALPH WHITEHEAD Collcihaii ril« photo
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Womancraft aids relaxation
iCollegJan 5

By SARAH RlJSShLL
Five-College Staff

Women can improve their physical and
emotional health through relaxation techni-
ques, said Jean-Janani Eribaum who
teaches a course in psychic healing
specifically for women.
The course, titled Womancraft, has been

taught regularly in the local area, but it

was originally developed in Boston by some
women who had taken a course in Silva
Mind Control on developing psychic skills.
While most women found the process of
psychic healing valuable, they were
discouraged by the male-oriented ter-
minology of the original course, and chose
to develop one specifically for women, said
Eribaum.
The course has since been passed from

woman to woman, and it has been taught
throughout many areas in New England.
Many women have made use of it after hav-
ing an emotional or physical crisis, or if

they feel they need to know more about

their bodies said ErH»aum.
Womancraft concentrates on relaxation

through deep-breathing and visual imagery
exercises, said Eribaum. Eribaum said she
is primarily interested in promoting .self-

healing, though the course also covers the
psychic healing of others.
"You can't heal anyone until you learn to

heal yourself," she said.

Eribaum calls the process of relaxation
"slowing down," which causes the
breathing and heart rate to slow

, and
diminishes mental anxiety. Once relaxed, a
woman can tap the source of healing, and
begin "weeding out the garbage (negative
beliefs) in your mind." she said.

It is necessary to replace the feelings of
mferiority with positive beliefs, Eribaum
said.

Many women have been told they cannot
heal themselves and must rely on Western
medicine for help with their ailments,
Eribaum said.

"I certainly don't discount Western

THE WOMAN'S WEEK
"The Woman's Week" is a weekly

calendar of events printed every Monday.
To place your event contact the women's
department at the Collegian.

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER:
— Educator Advocates and the Third
World Women's Task Force will sponsor a
martial arts demonstration, "Women
Getting Stronger" Thursday from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. in room 101 of the Campus
Center.

- THIRD WORLD LESBIAN WOMEN
will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at
Franklin Patterson HaU Hampshire
College.

- The JEWISH FEMINIST
ORGANIZATION will meet Thursday at 6
p.m. in room 805 809 of the Campus
Center.

- The ESCORT SERVICE will hold
meetings for old and new e.scorts Wed
nesday and Thursday at 2:30 p.m. in room
168 of the Campus Center.

- The WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP
NETWORK in Boston will meet Friday.
Saturday and Sunday in Cambridge. For
more information, call 545-0341.

- The WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM
will play Northeastern University
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. in Curry Hicks
Cage.

ATTENTION
SENATORS

Mandatory Senate Meeting

Wednesday, Februarys, 1982

7:00 Rm. 163 C.C.

Public Welcome to Attend
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medicme, but there are anxiety-related il-

nesses that can be helped through psvchrc
healing," she said.

Illnesses such as headaches and ulcers
can be healed by looking at "our l^elief
system." she said

Womancraft is related to other healing
arts, such as meditation and yoga, said
Eribaum. Eribaum has taught yoga and
heahng arts in the Pioneer Valley for over
eight years.

USED BOOKS
Over 30,000 Books
at Great Discounts

Popular & Academic Books
in all subjects

Valley Book Shop
Carriage Shops

Downtown Amherst
Mon-Sat 10-5:30 Sun 12-5

TI-55
An advanced slide-rule calculator with

statistical functions and simple program-
mability.

Science. Engineering. Statis-

tics. Social Science. Whatever
your field, Texas Instruments
TI-55 calculator can help you
improve your professional
performance by giving you
fast, accurate solutions to your
problems.

Advanced TI-55 capabilities
include simple programming,
plus a unique blend of hard-
ware and software support.
The versatile TI-55 is packed
with the features and func-
tions you need to handle
almost any mathematical op-
eration, from logarithms and
trigonometry to more ad-
vanced statistical problems.

Powerful statistical capabil-
ity... mean, variance, standard
deviation, linear regression.
Simple keyboard programma-
bilitv' with 32 steps lets you
perform repetitive calcula-
tions at the touch of a key. Ten
u.ser-acce.ssible memories are
available to increase the flex-

ibilit>()f calculations.

Hasy-io-undersiand 140-
page Calculator Decision-
Making Sourcebook shows
you how to use the advanced
flinaions of the TI-55 in mak-
ing better decisions, whatever
your field or profession.

Open M-f 9-5 Tue-Wed NIte - 8 pm
Sat 11-4

Located in the

Campus Center
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Search for vice-chancellor has begun
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

A nationwide search began this week for candidates to
fill the newly created position of Vice Chancellor for
University Relations and Development. Dean Harry T.
Allan of the School of Business Administration, chairman
of the search committee, announced yesterday.
The position w ill require a candidate who is experienced

with both governmental and community relations, said
Allan. Skills in fund raising, public communications, and
dealing with alumni affairs will also be required, he said.

"We are going for the best possible candidate." said
Allan. *'and since this is a completely new position, with no
incumbent, no one has an inside track to the job."

The committee, composed of two students, three faculty
members, a professional staff member, and a member of
the alumni was named during January, said Eunice
Barlow, special assistant to the chancellor, and had their
first meeting on January 21.

The search will be nationwide, said Barlow. "Letters
have been sent to all faculty and staff at the University, all

land grant colleges around the country, and any univer-

New semester sees larceny rate rise
University of Massachusetl,<i Police have announced that

since the students' return to campus on January 31, seven
apparently unrelated larcenies have been re|:>orted.

Three students have reported that during the six week
January break, possessions were stolen from their dorm
rfHims.

.^ student in Pierpont told police that his small
television-radio combination, and a t>7>ewTiter. with a
combmed value of $750 were stolen from the Pierpont
storage r(M:)m sometime over intersession. Police said
there were no signs of force*! entr> .

A student in MacKimmie reported that $125.72 worth of
assorted items were stolen from his room sometime over
the break.

A refrigerator worth approximately $15C> was also

reported stolen during the break, by a student in Cance.
The student told police that it was in his room when he left

for the vacation, but was not there when he returned.
In an unrelated incident, WMUA reported that a

number of records were stolen from the station sometime
between Sunday and Monday. Police say that a lock was
apparently broken on a record cabinet but otherw ise there
were no signs of forced entr>

.

Two other larcenies were reported yesterday. A student
in Kennedy told police that approximately $480 in cash
was stolen from his room between 9:30 and 10:30 a.m. A
student in Crampton reported that a wallet, worth ap-
proximately $60 was stolen from her room while she had
stepped out of the room.

- SCOTT HERSEY
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The new vice-chancellor will supervise four depart-

ments, said Allan, the Department of I'ublir Information

and Publications, (iovernmental Relations, and the
Department of Community Relations and Special Projects.

The move is part of a major restructuring of the
Chancellor's department, Allan said, with the four offices

mentioned being removed for the Chancellor's directions.

Internships offered at

Women's Center
Two internship positions are available in the counseling

program at the Everywoman's Center along with a variety

of volunteer positions.

Persons interested in an internship should be presently

enrolled in a graduate level counseling program. Deadline
for applications is f>b. 28. Those interested in providing

services to a variety of women's groups and can be flexible

to learning new skills should contact Suzanne Slater at the
center. -

Academic credit and/or letters of recommendation may
be available to volunteers in the Educator/Advocate
Program Against Violence Against Women.
Women.

Educator/Advocates learn to design and implement
educational programs in the Five College area and the local
community to increase awareness of violence against
women. They also research and update pertinent in-

formation on rape, battering, incest, and sexual
haraassment. Community women and students are en-
couraged to apply.

For more information call Martha Tapia at the
Everywoman's Center at 545-0883.

* Financial Aid
continued from page 1

Jackson said students should seek alternative ways of
financing their college educations. He said listings of
private scholarships are available in the Financial Aid of-
fice and the reference section of the Goodell Library.
Other alternatives are auxilary loans which students'
parents can apply for, and tuition payment plans financed
through banks and investment houses, Jack.son said.
The Financial Aid counselors are trained to teach

students how to budget their money. Jackson said.
"Students should learn how to prioritize their money."

Jackson said, "and students should earn how much livirig
at college for nine months costs."
Jackson said students who are in need of assistance this

semester should make an appointment with a counselor.
"The only way we can help someone is if they come in,"

Jackson said. "We depend on student contact?' he said
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i Student Activities RSO Workshops
|

1 New RSO Treasurers and Officers, must at- I
i tend an RSO one-hour workshop prior to be-

ing able to initiate any financial documents for
the group. Workshops will be held as follows:
DATE TIME CAMPUS CENTER ROOM
9Feb 2:30-3:15/4:00-5:15 CC803
10 Feb 2:30-3:20/3:45-4:25 CC177
11 Feb 2:30-3:15/4:00-5:15 * 00803
16 Feb 2:30-3:15/4:00-5:15 00 903
17 Feb 2:30-3:20/3:45-4:25 00 903
18 Feb 2:30-3:20/3:45-4:25 00 903
The sessions will review the financial respon-
sibilltes and requirements placed on each RSO \

and discussion of new policies and procedures *
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Volunteer Now!
for the

SGA
ESCORT SERVICE

Organizational Meeting
Wecy., Feb. 2:30 pm
Thurs., feb. .1 2:30 pm
Campus Center Room 168

/fnr r.ow £f ret'jming escorts)

Volunteer Now!

Wt'dne.sday, February 8. 19S2
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NEW OKDER
Everything's Gone Green
(Factory)

By MARK WHARTON
Collegian Correspondent

New Order, a group who.se legend has
already overshadowed their ac-
complishments, is not the renewal of Joy
Division. With the release of Still (a cryptic
two-record anthology) this fall, Joy Divi-
sion should be layed to rest.

New Order is a brave name for a hand
with an uncertain future. Their music is

pursued with the same intensity, combin-
ing heavy metal with hypnotic effects.
Working the possessed pulse of the band
around haunting atmo.spheres. New Order
intrusively weaves a disturbing web of
sound.

With their second single, "Everything's
Gone Green," New Order departs sharply
from the past with a p.sychedelic sound
reminiscent of Syd Barret's Pink Hoyd.
Opening with a subtle disco l>eat, the
melody delil)erately slows, allowing the
guitars to evolve indet)endently from the
accelerating rhythm.
Together less than a yt'ar. New Order is

still experimenting. But', their dedication to
the unknown is what makes them en-
joyable.

THE LIFERS
This House, (Gammon)
By MARK WHARTON
Collegian Correspondent

Where are the peasants? No, not that

Northampton punk spending 300 dollars on
Joy Division artifacts or the socialite

shooting up cocaine, pretending its heroin-
wishing for water but walking on ice. Such
will be life for the Lifers in the Network
World, where the heroes pretend to be
artists and spirituality can be found in the
yellow pages. Yes folks, even the picture

rights to the Apocalypse have been sold to

United artists.

Unfortunately, the Lifers get caught m
the very trap they have been trying to
avoid, being just another band in the long
line of suburbanite new wavers.
The Lifers are now based in San Fran

Cisco and show great potential with the
release of their first album This House, on
Gammon Records. The band is Jeff Trott
on guitar. Clay Smith on vocals, Dave
Warren on the drums, and Mike Stephenson
on bass. Stephenson, a former Hampshire
student, used to play in an area band called
Me Me and the Dregs, which eventually
evolved into the Paper Dolls. Stephenson
and Trott al.so play in a notoriously popular
band in the Bay area called The Wasp
Woman three guys dressed in drag who
look like Dolly Parton and sing Lou
Rsed songs.

The Lifers start out fast in House with a
rocking instrumental which ends much too
.soon. The next few tunes are suburban
sonatas that border on mainstream
melancholy, which remind me of a record
that should be called "My Struggle At
Oxford". The second side begins with an
adolescent's fantasy, "A Big Rock Candy
Mountain" and ends with the disillusion

ment often found in the jokes of Lenny
Bruce. "Missing Persons" received airplay
in Boston this summer and can be found on
a collection. Rock City.

It isn't until the last two songs,
"Spotlight" and the title track "This
House,

"
that the Lifers come through with

a truly original sound from which they
should develop on their next outing. "This
House" is a song about the ghosts of the
children who inhabit Robert E. Lee's house
in Viriginia. The song combines a nice
mixture of pop and fantasy.

mmmm
Eikichi Yazawa
Yazawa (Elektra)

By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

This new release by Japan's premier wok
and woller is too weird to lie even believed.
Made up of eleven funny little songs, it's a
must for anyone who makes a collection of
bizarre records. Without even having the
slightest sense of rock and roll, Yazawa.
like his Swedish counterpart ABBA, has
managed to sell literally millions of records
abroad. Apparently, this is his first effort
at the lucrative American market, but in

Japan some of his albums, including /'mhA</
Monkey Rahy, Live: Moetaikirn Carol an(i /
Love You, OK, have all gone gold.
Collab)orating with Yazawa on this

masterpiece is Doobie brother, Bobby
Lakind and ex-Little Feat memlxT Paul
Barrere. Outside work is t)ecoming harder
and harder to come by.

Eikichi Yazawa, wok & woller

Dave Rowland and his Pleasure

DAVE ROWLAND AND SUGAR
Pleasure, (Elektra Records)

By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

This album is a bizarre mixture of pop
music, country and western, polyurethene,
amino acids, public restrooms, Jiarmonies,
melodies, ecsta.sy, sexual anxiety (or the
lack of it), bad taste, rhythm and blues,
hatred and good ol' southern chic.

How can one mix all of these varying
elements? I'll tell you. First off, this group
likes to think of itself as the southern
ABBA. An important signal right there.
Secondly, just one look at the album's
jacket tells you that these glossed over,
tackily dressed sex pots are not in the
business of bringing joy and culture to the
enlightened or fans of good music. Third,
this is their seventh album in five years. A
usual symptom when a casual attitude
towards quality is maintained. And last but

not least, Dave Rowlands, the lead "singer"
of this little band of renegades, has ttie

nerve to pnK-laim that this insipid piece of
vinyl, with less than 28 minutes of actual
music on both sides, is his "finest album
ever. " God knows what its predecessors
were like.

Unfortunately, this is not .some fly by
night Southern band with a one shot
recording contract and a one way ticket to
obscurity. These people, for one rea.son or
another, have had five #1 hit singles on the
country and western charts, and all of their
albums have been big .sellers. In fact,

Pleatiure is the first country album ever to
be recorded using the digital process. Not a
bad streak of luck for an ex Elvis funkie
whose only stage pre.sence seems to evolve
around two healthy women in red boots and
tight costumes.

It seems that the two girls that comprise
Sugar served a dual purpose in making this
album; for. as Rowlands proclaims on the
back of the record's jacket: "Thanks to
Melissa Prewitt and Jamie Kaye, whose
natural beauty and warmth made sure none
of the musicians went home early."

QUEEN
Queen's Greatest Hits, (Elektra)

By JULIE GEANAKAKIS
('ollegian Staff

The British matriarchs of the rwk world
have compiled a melange of their chart-
busting hits in the unforgivable 1981
album, Owen's Greatest. From Side A to
Side B it is solid Mercury et ux at its royal
highness, and the hits are right on
materialist's target. It appears to be a
resurrection; the skimming of the top of
Queen's musical pool and the tops of
worldwide charts since their reign in 1975.
Hits only serves to illuminate the economic
peaks with such victory chants as "We Are
The Champions/We Will Rock You." the
disco-tinged tune "Another One Bites the
Dust" and the newly relea.sed Bov.ie/Queen
collaboration "Under Pressure."
Conversely, there are the exquisitely

multi-tracked harmonies of "Bohemian
Rhapsody," "Killer Queen" and
"Somelx)dy to Love," intrepid works that
showca.se the sensuous vocal acr()l)atics of
Mercury's harlequin days. Now main man
Mercury has shed his leotard for black
leather and Queen's sweetest songs are
commercial "dogs" sleeping beneath the
rock'n'roll blare.

So it is with Hitt^. Queen devotees will

O.D., but remember the songs in absentia.
Among the missing are the moving
Japanese love song "Teo Torriate/Let Us
Cling Together," the jaunty "Millionaire
Waltz" done up in masterful Merc tremolo
and what about the fast-rocking number
"Now I'm Here?" The moneymakers are
all present and accounted for. Perhaps it is

best to let those subdued "dogs" lie at ease.

I Attention BSN Claki 6f "SS^

The Air Force has a speeim
program for 1982 BSNs. If
selected, you can enter active
duty soon after graduation-

-

without waitings for the results
of yom* State Boards. To
qualify, you must have an
overall 3.0 GPA.

After commissioning, you'll
attend a five-month internship
at a major Air Force Facility.
It*s an excellent way to prepare I

for wide range of exj>er-
iences you'll have as an Air
Force nurse officer. For more
information, contact:

MSgt Ray Saccoccio
203 7452950

Who will be first

to forecast the future
- electronically?

It could be yaj ard Hughes
Support Systems

HUGHES
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We'll be on campus February 16, 1982

Combine Learning & Experience
the University Health Services is Accepting
Applications For 3-Credit Courses of
Paraprofessional Training as:

Peer Sexuality Educators
Alcohol Peer Efitrjators

Heafh Aides h Heatthreach Workers

JJ^
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Rent A Refrigerator-
• Featuring 2 cu. ft. and smaller models.
• Rental available by semester and year.
• Monthly rentals also available.
• Locally owned.
• Service available 7 days a week.

253-5384

Pick Yours Up Now At Spirit Haus
338 College St., Amherst 2S6-S433

COME JOIN US!!!

The Collegian will hold recruitment
meetings for people interested in

joining the staff and gaining valuable
experience in newspaper reporting,
management, production, and any
other aspect of the paper.

Students should atttend one of the
following introductory meetings:
Thursday, Feb. 4, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Campus Center, rm. 904-908 or
Thursday, Feb. 11 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Commonwealth Room of the S.U.B.

Any questions? Call Eileen
Galligan at the Collegian office —
545-3500.

Some of our classrooms

aren't classrooms.
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IT ANYWAY?"
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ARMY ROTC
K ALL YOU CAN DE.

For More Information Contact
Cpt. Patrick Merryman

545-2321/2322
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Book banning
back in vogue

Buckland is a sleepy little town about ten miles west of
Greenfield. Nothing much usually happens there but in the
past few months they have stirred up a hornet's nest of

f^u^'^T^K- ^ ^"""P '^^"''*^ C'^'^«"« f^'- Better Schools
(CBS) has been on a rampage throughout the Mohawk
Regional School System, imposing their own narrow view
of right and wrong on the students there in the form of
book bannings.

Under the guise of ''upgrading the educational stan-
dards at the school, they have instead set back the cause
of free thought at Mohawk Regional by dictating what
shall and shall not be included in the curriculum there
They have l)een reviewing lx>oks with a set of 35 questions

Randolph T. Holhut

and six "simple" guidelines are as follows: Does the book
in question...

Attack values such as the family, home, authority, coun-
try, Christianity, and morality?
Prejudice or distort the elderly, minorities or facts?
Promote negative thinking, including alienation, depres-

sion, degredation, death, the frightening or lack of
respect?

Promote violence, including civil strife, the bloody and
gory, the destructive or sadistic?

Promote? academic unexcellence (sic) by being above or
below the level of students and therefore being boring
confusing or poorly written?
Promote an unexcelent (sic) format, including poor

quality printing and paper?
If these ambiguous guidelines were applied to most of

the masterworks in English Literature, most of those
books would probably be banned. On their initial removal
list are George Orwell's 19H4 and some of Edgar Allen
Poe's short stories. According to the group, they were too
"vulgar, depressing, or unpatriotic" for students to read

I see the Citizens for Better Schools and their ilk as one
of the biggest threats to free speech and free thought in
our country today. Book banning and burning is back in
vogue, with these bible-beating bullshit artists launching
an all-out attack against those dreaded "secular
humanists" that are corrupting the minds of all good God-

. fearing Americans. And this sort of thing is not just hap-
pening down in the Bible Belt, it's happening right here in
New England, where Americans first fought for their
freedom.

Censorship has no place in the classroom. Students have
a right to be exposed to all points of view...the good, the
bad and the ugly. The worid is not a particularly rosy place
at this point in time, and I think that the kids are smart
enough to know that. The curriculum that CBS wants to
impose will result in an intellectual vacuum where the only
ideas presented are the ones that CBS think should be
presented. The result will be not a better, but a poorer
education.

If these people want their childen to be educated in a
Christian mode of thought, let them send their children to
a (^hristian school. To me, they have no right to make their
point of view the only one he^d. Ignorance may be bliss,
and you may be able to turn ^ blind eye to the transgres-
sions of the worid. But sooner or later, it has to be
recognized. I hope that the real majority of people who
think that the Moral Majority is just a sham will all get
together and tell these people to take a hike. Let's stop the
book banners and book burners now before we find that
they have destroyed free thought along with the books.

Randolph T. Holhul is a Collegian colummnist
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US aid impecies free election
In one of their most daring and successful operations to

date, rebels in El Salvador blew up roughly half the
Salvadoran air force last week. They stole through the
jungle near San Salvador, set up bombs around the
grounded aircraft, and watched the airfield expk)de into
flames. It must have been a glorious moment for the in-
surgents, making them appear more formidable and the
two year old Salvadoran civil war even farther from
resolution.

Washington reacted quickly. The next morning, Presi-
dent Reagan announced that the Central American nation
had improved its human rights record so much that it

could receive $65 million in arms, held up until now
because of flagrant violations in that record. He did not

Roger Atwood
even pretend there was anything coincidental m the tim-
ing. Three days later, the New York Times reported that
Reagan intended to ask Congress for another $100 million
in military aid for El Salvador this year, and $300 million
next year. Congress can, of course, reject the proposals.
But these moves demonstrate how the White House is

thinking with regard to Central America - in shallow,
narrow-minded, perilously militaristic terms.
Passage of the bills would represent a huge escalation in

our involvement in El Salvador. The last time the ex-
ecutive branch ordered anywhere near as much aid was
after the State Department's infamous "Communist In-
terference in El Salvador" report last March, when
Reagan sent $25 million in "emergency aid," along with a
spate of angry accusations that Cuba was supplying arms
to the guerillas by way of Nicaragua. The new proposals

/ ->,

Are you a graphic type of person? Are
you tired of drawing on bathroom walls?
Those interested in political cartooning
for the editorial pages should contact
Kathleen Howley between 4:00 and 6:00
at the Collegian.

will surely surpass last year's in every category.
All this comes while El Slavador prepares for assembly

elections set for March 28. The United States has been do-
ing its best to give the elections some pretense of validity,
campaigning on their behalf throughout Latin America.
Last year. Secretary of State Alexander Haig even con-
vinced the Organization of American States to accept elec-
tions in principle, by a vote of 23-3.

Still, the elections approach, and the hope that anything
substantive will come out of them diminishes. kel)eis and
leftist politicians say they cannot participate for lear of
their lives, while citizens say signing any petition u> put
opposition leaders on the ballot would be the same as sign-
ing a death warrant. Even the junta is showing doubts; all

but one of its own electoral commissioners resigned last
month, dubious of prospects for a fair election.
The biggest blow to the elections came from their very

sponsor, the United States. The proposed aid would be us-
ed specifically to repress left-wing political forces, forces
which in theory will be participating in the election.
Whether the United States takes the elections seriously is

now called into question. How can free elections possibly
take place with this infusion of military aid and its concur-
rent repression of left-wing factions? Even if the bulk of
the arms arrive after March 28, Washington has still given
implicit support to intimidation of opposition groups
before the elections.

Strive as it does to make the elections look good, the
United States has just put a giant nail into the coffin and
has moved to prolong and expand the Salvadoran civil
war.

Roger Atwood is a Collegian staff member.
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Newslines...
Childcare interns are needed

Interns to work in the area of childcare are wanted by
the Everywoman's Center. Possible duties include
researching current services available. Qualifications
required are research and writing experience, including
compiling statistical data and preparing reports, ability to
work independently, ability to work with a variety of
people, and knowledge of childcare and early childhood
issues.

Internships are available to studente and community
members for credit, work study, or work experience.
Applications and job descriptions are available at
Everywoman's Center. Wilder Hall. UMass or by calUng
545 0883. The deadline for applications is Feb. 15 and
interviews will be held as applications are received.

Worker seminars to be held
Four seminars on work and democracy are scheduled for

this semester. All four will be held on Thursdays at 4:30
p.m.

'The U.S. Productivity Crisis: Can QWL help?" is
scheduled for Feb. 11 in room 917 of the Campus Center, at
the University of Massachusetts. "Overall Strategies for
Managing Participation" is set for March 11 on the second
floor of the Octagon, at Amherst College. "Worker
Management in China: Findings from a 1981 Trip to
China" is set for April 22 in Wright Hall at Smith CoUege.
"Worker Ownership: Problems of Changeover and
Devetopment" is set for May 6 in the Blair Hall conference
room at Hampshire College.

Rhetoric openings announced
The Rhetoric department has announced several new

Rhetoric sections that have openings. Interested students
should check the add/drop booth outside Bartlett
Auditorium on Thursday and Friday.

Womanshelter needs volunteers
Womanshelter/Companeras, a shelter in Holyoke for

abused women and their children, is seeking volunteers for
legal advocacy, hotline counseling, fundraising. childcare
and community education.

Bilingual/bicultural volunteers are especially needed.
Training for volunteers will begin in late February. Those
interested in volunteering should call 536-1629 by Feb. 10.

Our success story
can be your
success story.

You've worked hard for your food service degree
and you*re looking for a career poeitkm that
win let you appiy all you've learned so te.

Ywil find i^ at Pizza Hut, Inc. a divi^n of P^psiOo.

Well be interviewiog on Can^piis

^fH February 25 ^
Sea the Pfacfiment Office for more infonnatkHL
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Doonesbury
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EWC task force seeks interns
Volunteers and interns are needed to work within the

Working Women's Task Force by the Everywoman's
Center (EWC). The task force is designed to identify and
meet the needs of the working women. Some issues to be
addressed are: discrimination in employment, flexible
hours, and job-sharing options. Interns and volunteers
assist in developing needs assesment, coordinating self-
help files and developing/participating in programs for
working women.
Qualifications are a commitment to the women's move-

ment in its broadest aspects and willingness to examine
one's own biases in relation to sex, class and race issues.
Also an ability to work with diverse populations is needed.
Credit is available for students and for further informa-

tion, call Myra Hindus at the Everywoman's center at
545-0883. Deadline is Feb. 28 and interviews will be held
when applications are received.

New Sociology course added
"Social Problems Under Socialism." a new course

examining many different problems in Socialist nations,
has recently been added in the department of sociology.
Taught by Professor Paul Hollander, the class, sociology

397A,^ wiU meet at 10:10 a.m. Monday. Wednesday and
Fridays in Dickinson 212. Readings, including newspaper
articles, official publications and works of frction.

Summer counselor positions
The New Students Program is now accepting ap-

phcations from students interested in working as coun-
selors for summer orientation.

Applications for the 30 available positions are available
until Feb. 12 in the New Students Program office, 225
Berkshire House.

Judge revokes soft sentence

for five admitted rapists
BOSTON — Five admitted rapists were victims of

"sentencing by public opinion" when a judge revoked a
lenient sentence following a public outcry and ordered
them to prison, a defense lawyer has told the state
Suprmeme Court.

Superior Court Judge Herbert Abrams imposed the
harsher penalty last fall in the wake of public protests over
his original sentence of suspended jail terms and fines of $5
weekly for 100 weeks.

"The broad question raised is whether or not sen-
tencing by public opinion is going to be tolerated in this

commonwealth," Stephen Hrones, lawyer for one of the
defendants, told the Supreme Court yesterday.
Hrones began discussing Gov. Edward J. King's

statemensts criticizing Abrams' original decision when he
was told by Chief Justice Edward F. Hennessey that,
"you are far outside the bounds of this issue."

Who will be first

to sweep the skies

of the worid?
We pioneered 3-D radar. Today we're a world leader in automated air

defense systems. Our sonar, radar, communications, computers,
software, and displays form total Interactive systems for whole countries.
From undersea systems to the depths of space, a career In our

Hughes Aircraft group really has no limits for the holder of a BS or MS
degree in virtually any electronic, scientific, computer, or technical
discipline.

Outside Los Angeles, here In thriving Orange County, we'll introduce
you to people, ideas, and jobs that could change your world. And ours.

It cxxild be you and Hughes
Ground Systems

I

HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANV

GROUND SYSTEMS
Pfoof of U.8. QltaanaMp Ra^trwt

EqtMt OpportwMty Employar

We'll be on campus February 16, 1982.

8e9 youc ptoOMfMnt office for Mt flppolntfiMfil.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

University Store Hours
Located In the Campus Center Week of 2/ 1 /82

Monday — 9-5

Tuesday — 9-8

Wednesday — 9-8

Thursday — 9-5

Friday — 9-5

Saturday — 11-4

Textbook Annex Hours
Located In the Physical Plant Building

Week of 2/1/82
Monday— 9-5

Tuesday— 9-9

Wednesday— 9-9

Thursday— 9-9

Friday -- 9-5

Saturday — 10-3

The Mini Store Hours
Located In the Student Union

Monday - Friday 7:30 am - 10 pm
Saturday - Sunday 8:00 am - 10 pm

§:jUniversity
STORED

cVc

Wednesday, February 3, 1982

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECom. to CC-gion Offjce 00113 • 8^45-3:45 Monday Fnday • Dead,.ne .s 3:45 twoZTpn^Tpu** dayCash .n advance • 5 consecutive days 5%'discount • Phone number FREE
^"'*'"'*"°" "^"^

iCoiiegjan II

AUDIO

Stereo worth $1100 asking $5855 like new
Call 665-7717 for info.

AUTO FOR SALE

Surplus Jeeps, Cars. Vans. Trucks
Many sell for under $200.00. For informa-
tion on purchasing similar bargains call
602-998-0575 ext. 6501 phone call refun-
dable

College's TNC, February 4th. Davis Stu-
d^ntCenter, 9-12, College ID required.

" FLORIDA
~

1975 Honda Civic 30+ mpg.
condition. $1795. Bob 253-7967

Excellent

BOARDERS WANTED
Boarders wanted In Delta Chl Frat for
»P'"^S_Good food and social life. Call

Campus Vacation Associates offers the
top beachfront hotels for Daytona and Ft.
Lauderdale during March break $248
covers: hotel 8-days, 7-nights, round trip
transportation, special parties and super
discounts. Absolutely NO HIDDEN
£[i^RGES. Reserve early, call Dave

S^T^K ^° J^® ^"<^ C^^e Office: 2T3
Berkshire Hse. Monday-Friday 9-3 Alsocheck our bulletin board for jobs available

S/iH*^°??®./° *^® Everywoman's Center
WJder Hall; weekdays 9-4 except Wednes-
uay, iz-/ pm .

Page Lay-Out Person needed for Col
jBgian Daily work for weekly pay AddIv
Collegian Office Rm 113 CC

^^^

9 00 um^^'t^^rSr^^' Auditorium - 7:00.^""' ^^ :00 - $ 1 .00 admi.s.sion
'

FOR RENT

CAPE COD SUMMER SEASONAL
RENTAL

W. Yarmouth and Dennis: 2, 3 and 4
bedroom units. Rent direct from owners
Call (617) 528-0404 or 528-3700.

Nonsmoking female wanted to share
two bedroom apt. On bus route. Belcher
town line. » 160 per month. Call 256-6836

ZZZI~~ TOR SALE

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. Spr
ing class forming. 28 hours including
classroom theory & shop. Limited enroll-
ment. 253-7967

REFRIGERATORS

Rent small compact refrigerators. Spirit
Haus Rentals. 338 College Street 256-8433

ROOMS AVAILABLE

LOST

COUNSELORS
Camp Wayne, Northeastern Penn-

K^^mfyoJSo^J^^'*'^'^'^
'®^'*^®"^ camp

o/z^-a/Z2/82. Many positions available
Friendly, warm atmosphere. We care
Write: 12 Alleyard, Lido Beach, N.Y. 11561
and include your school phone number.~~~~

DANGER I

Phone-Mate Telephone Answering
Machme $5000 Bob 253-7967

1963 Gibson SG walnut finish tremelo
tailpiece 375.00 1976 twin reverb 350 00
phone 256-0896

TOUND

?/'V?J?*'»*^'***°°**
''^"«» Crampton Dorm

ilL^ Reward!! No queoiions asked.
6-9867

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTIM

Diamond Ring vicinity of $DT. Please call
to describe. Ellen 549-6032

HELP WANTED

Rappelling Demonstration given by
UMass Army ROTC. Come to watch
gawk, gloat or ask questions. Today at the
western face of Herter 1 100 hrs to 1300 hrs

EMPLOYMENT
Legally blind staff member seeks
readers. Persons may apply at 768 Tower
Library after 9 p.m. Tuesday and
Thursdays.

E.M.T.'s

Next meeting of the Fire and First Aid Unit
IS Monday 2/8/82 at 10 PM in Morrill 407N.

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Disc Jockeys are back Let us
DJ your party. Randy 546-7013

Come 'Gator with the music of DJ
Michael Crane of Alligator Music at Smith

Cruises. Resorts. Sailing Expeditions!
Needed: Sports Instructors, Offir
Counselors. Europe, Carribea
Worldwide! Summer, Career! Send $8.9.
for application, openings, Guide to
Cruiseworid, 161 Box 60129, Sacramento,
CA 95860

Valuable work experience Work-study
jobs available as telephone interviewers for
Project Pulse on Wednesday nights. Apply
to 229 Whitmore.

Experienced, reliable childcare needed
for toddler. Mornings 9-12. Own transpor-
tation. Call Carolyn 253-316?

People's Market is hiring for spring
semester. Applications are on the door of
the Market, Room 328 SUB Deadline is Fri-
day Feb 5 at 4:00 PM
Overseas Jobs - Summer/Year Round,
Europe, So. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $550-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Sign-up for Spring Babvsitter's~List
weekdays, weekends, evenings needed.

Therapist-Researchers working to
develop ways of better understanding and
helping those men whose lives have been
affected by the rape of someone close to
them (le. husbands, brothers, friends
fathers, roommates, sons) We would
welcome any help from any man who has
had this experience. Please phone or write
Bob Samuels or Madeline Wagner
U-Mass, Tobin Hall 545-0499, 586-8327,'
253-9537

Rooms available for women interested in
community living in a spacious Sorority
Accessible by bus. Call 256-6868 today!

ROOM WANTED
Easy gomg female seeks single room in
house or apartment near campus. Please
call 549-4813

ROOMMATE WANTED

PERSONALS
Spring Practicum: Earn 3-6 credits. Work
1-4 afternoons per week in day care on
campus. School age children. Wkly staff
mtg Thur 1-2. For more info call Nancy
Ross 549-6170

BooBoo - Free this weekend, for Steve's
and Amy. Love Teddy

Welcome Back Bears! Let's make it a
semester to remember, and come out of
hibernation. Teddy

Don't miss it tomorrow Feb 4th movie
Superman II CCA 6:30, 9:00, 11:30 pm $1
Sponsored by Governors Program Council

Open a checking account (share draft)
with the UMass Student Federal Credit
Union. Receive 6% interest annually! We
are open 10-3 Monday thru Thursday and
10-4 on Fridays.

Consider Sorority living as an option!
Rooms available at Chi Omega along OH
route. Call 256-6868 for details

Female nonsmoker for South Amherst
apartment on bus route call 256 0873
Sunderland 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm house near
bus $180-1- Michael 665-3928 545-0731

Wanted one or two female roommates
to share furnished townehouse apt. For
spring. Call 549-5187

Female roommate wanted for own
room in 3 bedroom Amherst apt on busline

Female to immediately share bedroom
in Brittany Manor $105 - month 256-6379
Own room in two bedroom Puffton
heat included only 135 call 549-5451 after 4

SERVICES

Couples Recovering From Rape
rherapeautic group for couples to work on
interpersonal aspects of recovering from
rape 10 weeks. Sliding fee scale. Male &
temale co-therapists. Psychological Ser-
vices Center, UMass 545-0041

Psychotherapy Group for Women to ex
plore issues about relationships. Group will
tast for 10 weeks and begin inFebruary
Sliding fee scale. Psychological Services
Center UMass 545-0041

WANTED
Person to house obedient, friendly dog
for nights. Generous fee 546 1457

DOONESBURY
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HILARIOUS - ARTISTIC- INSIGHTFUL
The Collegian needs daily cartoon strips for

the renxainder of the semester. Interested
students should prepare 10 or more sample
strips and submit them to the managing
editor at the Collegian office. BECOME
FAMOUS! - ^ •

ACROSS
1 Crtarge on a card
6 Part of a book

15 Bare
16 Freshened the

atmosphere
17 Power of

resistance
18 Quieting
19 Sweetheart
20 Maddox
22 Suburb of Paris

23 Way follower

24 Nickname,
masculine or '

feminine

26 Very up-tOHJa^
29 In a line

31 Dryad
35 Mountain near thf

border of Iran

37 One of the Fondas
39 Stage of history

40 Kindred souls
43 Took controlj

44 Unrelenting I

45 WhlteorBrotm
or GreerM i

46 Antelopeof f

Africa

48 St. of neqn l^ts
60 Scores .

61 Roman bronze
.53 Going it ——

lenta Um Aattto Ttma SrsMoMt

55 Musical feature

58 Vine of S America
60 Mt. Blaric

63 White mice,
for one

65 Scram!
67 Advance
68 Clarence

Budington ,

creator of

Scattergood
Baines

69 Yields i

70 Poisonous gases

DOWN
1

" iComesto
ShovW'

2 Hep I

3 Readcjulckly

4 Frienrfof 34 Down
5 Walle<jcltyof

Spain

;

6 Oynamo
7 Blackijoard

necessity

8 Rate of progress
9 Erects-

10 king
11 Kind of tree

12 Monkshood
13 Owne<^8 payment

in Canpda

14 Nervous
\

21 Subject for Homer
23 Wade through
25 Almost '

26 House part \

27 Bay window i

28 Lombardy lake 1

30 Lady in USA \ \

service I

32 Conductor Zubin!
33 Dress up

|

'

34 Ope of a trio 1

•

36 Out of the way I

38 Manhattan
{

magazine
i

41 Watch pocket i

42 Occasion 'i

47 Son of a sort

49 Baked item
52 Patton portrayer
54 Anmstrongand

Simon '

55 1934 champ
56 Paris publication
57 Biblical shepherd
59 Takes advantage

of

60 Gail front

the minaret
61 Radio's Ranger
62 Groups of seals
64 "Nasin "

66 Date in the
sixth century

«

The Collegian is looking for

qualified copyeditors and per-
sons to drive the paper to the
printer* nightly. Apply as soon
as possible at the Collegian of-

fice, 113 Campus Center.
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Springfield keeps UMass on skids
By BILL SHEA and NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

Putting the ba]l in the basket has been the University of
Massachusetts women's basketball team problem thus far
this season and it proved to be their downfall in last night's
k)ss against Springfield College, as they dropped a 60 50
decision to the Indians at the Curry Hicks Cage.

Springfield came into the game a highly touted Division
II team, and proved to the small crowd of UM spectators
that they can play a fine brand of basketball.
Led by the inside-outside play of Sharon Playdon (16

points. 19 rebounds.), and the outside shooting of Anita
Thomas, the Indians streaked to a 32-24 halftime lead.
Behind Wendy Ward's defensive play and offensive

leadership, and Martha Ready's inside hoops, the
Minutewomen closed the gap to 50 48 with 3:42 left to play.
But. UMass failed to capitalize on crucial scoring op-

portunities.

"We didn't score when we had to," said co-captain
Sherry Collins, "We came back, but then we didn't hit our
shots."

With 2:40 left, and down two points, the Minutewomen
had a chance to even up the score when Martha Ready
stole the ball from the Indians, but Cindy Clapp's jumper
failed to go drop through the net.

Springfields Playdon. hit a 15 footer to push
Springfield's lead to four.ThenMinutewoman Wendy Ward
missed on a drive, the ball was tied up on the rebound for a
jump ball with 1:18 left in the game.
UMass lost the critical tap and Springfield's Jane

Crawford sank a baseline jumper, making SC's 54 48.
Time outs and fouls prolonged the last minute, but

Springfield made their foul shots and hung on for the win.
Defensively the Minutewomen were effective, but of-

fensively they were lacking the scoring punch. The
problem seems to be shooting, as 35 percent gunning from
the field would indicate.

'We spend a good portion of our practice at shooting
drills." said UM head coach Mary Ann Ozdarski. "You have
to be able to put the baU in the hoop in a crucial situation."

This is something the Minutewomen have been unable to
do m their last few ball games. Wendy Ward ran the
offense well, the shots were there, but the ball simply
would not drop.

The loss brings the Minutewomen's season record to a
deceptive 4-14. They host the Lady Huskies of Nor-
theastern Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at the Cage.

SPRINGFIELD (60) Sharon Playdon 6-4-20. Anita
Thomas 9 18, Jean Crawford 5 0-10. Laurie Larkin 4-0-8
Sharon Price 0-2 2. Kathy Urbanowicz 1-0-2 Ellen
Thompson 10 2 TOTALS 25 10 60
UMass (50) Martha Ready 5-1-11. Wendy Ward 5-0-10

Marlene Susienka 5 10. Sherry Collins 3-2-8. Cindy Clapp
3-1

, Jackise Jones 2 4, Tara Heinzmann 0-0-0 TOTALS

DODGE EM - UMass forward Cindy Clapp (left) drives on Springfield opponent in last nighf s loss at Curry-Hicks C^lge;'"'""'
"*•"

UMass swims ^_,^
Minutemen host UConn tonight

| SwimWomen upsTt'sprin^eld
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

j

Coming off two tough losses over in-
tersession, the University of
Massachusetts men's swim team hopes to
bolster its goal of getting into New
England's top ten teams when it hosts the
University of Connecticut at Boyden pool
tonight at 7:00.

UMass head coach Russ Yarworth is ex-
pecting a close showing against the
Huskies, a team the Minutemen have
never beaten.

"UConn beat URI by one point," he
said, "If we perform the way we did
against URI. we could beat UConn."

UMass was defeated by Rhode Island
last weekend, 58-55, at Kingston, after
[being swamped by Williams College,
164-48, last week. Williams is the defen-
[ding New England champion.

"The meet against URI was a real barn-
burner," said Yarworth, "It was a super
meet, with everyone doing well. We knew
we had to win the first event (400-yard
medley relay) in order to win, but we lost
by less than a second. We wanted that
meet bad, and it was disappointing to
lose."

Leading the UMa.ss effort was Chris
Porter's two victories. Porter won the
200-yard freestyle and was part of the
winning combination (Tom Dundon, Ben
Jurcik, Barry Allen and Porter) in the
400-yard freestyle relay.

Also winning were Paul McNeil in the
1000-yard freestyle. Micky Minutoli in the
200-yard butterfly and freshman Matt
Engstrom m both the one and three-
meter diving events.

"He (Engstrom) was a good find," said
Yarworth, whose team was having some
trouble in that category.
After the UConn meet, the Minutemen

travel to the University of Vermont to
challenge the Catamounts Saturday after-
noon.

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Are the New England championships on
the horizon for the University of
Massachusetts women's swimming team?
As the last weekend of February ap-
proaches, that trip to Springfield College
could be possible for the Minutewomen,
who brought their record to 4 3 over
intersession.

That record includes a 68 63 upset
victory over Springfield last weekend at
Boyden pool. In that win, the
Minutewomen set three school records,
including a qualifier for the Nationals (Liz
Feinberg won the 100-yard freestyle in
54.99). Feinberg also won the 200-yard
freestyle in 1:59:80, a new school record.
The 400 yard freestyle relay team of

Feinberg. Jennifer Nicolai, Debbie
Chisholm, Lori McCluskey broke a seven-
year old UM record, coming in at
3:465.09. Springfield broke the Boyden
1000 yard freestyle record with a time of

11:12.34. Four UMass swimmers turned
in personal bests, including Chisholm in
the 100-yard backstroke and co-captain
Jennifer Black in the 200-yard backstroke.

"We knew we had to swim our hearts to
win this one." said UMass coach Val
Turtle, "and the team gave 110 percent
out there. Our freestyle relays are mucb
improved; we won the meet in the last
relay (400 yard medley).

I think Springfield came in looking to
win easily, but after the first event (the
400 yard freestyle relay) they knew we
were ready."

j

Along with a 84-44 drubbing of Amherst
College and a tough 63-77 loss to Boston
CoUege ("We did very weU against a
strong team. We kept it fairly close," said
Turtle), the Minutewomen are getting
stronger in lowering personal times - an
important factor in getting momentum for
the New Englands.

UMass travels to Kingston Saturday to
take on the University Rhode Island.

(
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Tuition waivers
mailed too late,

Regents blamed
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

Some students may not have returned to the University
of Massachusetts this semester because the state Board of
Regents released tuition waivers four days after tuition
payments were due.
Lynn Santner. acting director of the Financial Aid Of-

fice, said his staff has had to advise a "substantial"
number of students not to apply for aid because his office
could not anticipate receiving additional funds.
The Regents created the $1.4 million fund to grant tui-

tion waivers to students who could not afford this year's
tuition increase totalling $16 million statewide. The
waivers were releasetJ on Jan. 11, but tuition payments
were due at UMass on January 7. UMass received
$281,000 in waivers, according to a memo from the
Regents to the Financial Aid.Office.
"We'll spend it. We'll find people that need it. But it

would have been helpful if we got it six months earlier. We
have been discouraging students from applying for aid. It
didn't look like we'd have any funds," Santner said.
The Financial Aid Office will reimburse students who

already paid their tuition but are still in heed of aid with
the tuition waivers, Santner said.

"What we feel bad about is the people we turned away
earlier in the year," he said.

Jan Robinson, vice chancellor for student affairs for the
Regents, said she would have prefered to release the
waivers earlier, but could not because she didn't know
which schools had more financially needy stuflents.

"I have a responsibility to give the waivers to the most
needy schools," Robinson said.

Because the Regents have been in control of the system
of public higher education for lc.s.s than one year, Robinson
said, they did not have the necessary information from the
campuses to judge which schools were most in need of the
aid. Next year the waivers will be released on time, she
said.

Mitch Gaslin, chair of the UMass Student Government
Association's Rents and Fees Committee, which monitors
tuition rates, was critical of the late release of the tuition
waivers.

"While I don't know all the facts as to why it was late, it

does show a certain lack of responsibility on the part of the
Regents in serving the needs of the students," Gaslin said.

(413) 545-3500 Thursday. February 4. 1982
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back to usual in the afternoon.
"'"'gs uov^^n in me morning, but lines were

CC overcrowded because of weather
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FLOODING — Ken
Mallette, a junior
Hotel, Restaurant, and
Travel Administration
major avoids the pud-
dle outside the tower
library yesterday.
Students encountered
many flooded
walkways during
yesterday's storm.

By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

The return of thousands of University of
Massachusetts students, coupled with yesterday's
torrential rain, produced overcrowding in the Campus
Center as students attempted to avoid large puddles
outside and dripping ceilings inside.

Although no damages were reported, Building
Operations Manager Dudley Bridges compared the mob
scene to the once traditional Halloween costume parades
Because people "kept moving along." Bridges said, therewere no problems.

In addition to the weather and the beginning of

classes, tickets for the James Taylor concert, which went
on sale and were sold out yesterday, attracted hundreds of
people to a line that extended from Union Records
Unhmited to the Union Prograrrt Council's bulletin board
outside the Coffee Shop. UPC Publicity Coordinator Katie
Danaher said the 1,900 tickets were sold in two hours
between the record store and the Fine Arts Center.

In addition, a print sale being sponsored by WMUA in
the Student Union's Cape Code Lounge also attracted large
crowds throughout the day.

People also crowded the Student Unoin lobby.
moving in and out of the Student Union Ballroom, which is
being used as a cafeteria while renovations are made on the
Hatch cafeteria on the floor below.

Campus Center overflows as

students seek shelter
ByKENBAZINET
Collegian Staff

Weather conditions yesterday caused
leaks in at least one University of
Massachusetts dormitory, minor flooding
throughout the campus, and in Amherst,
students waited in the rain for packed
buses, which ran late most of the day.
John R. Findley, assistant director for

maintenance and operations in Housing
Services, said Gorman dormitory in the
Central Residential Area reported some
leaking at the south end of the building.
Gorman has a three year history of pro-
blems with its roof.

Findley said Physical Plant workers were
sent to Emerson, MacKimmie, Melville,
Prince and Thoreau dormitories, all in the
Southwest Residential Area to remove ice
built-up on the roofs over the elevator
shafts in those buildings. He said water
flows into those areas of the roofs, and
must be monitored frequently.
At Knowlton, a dormitory in Northeast,

and Brooks dormitory in the Central
Residential Area, Physical Plant workers
used sandbags to divert water which flow-
ed from clogged storm drains into door-
ways in those buildings. Findley said.
Physical Plant workers reported that

sandbags were delivered to Brooks dor-
mitory several times yesterday.
"Physical Plant workers responded

quickly and effectively to the dormitories,"

Findley said. Physical Plant workers said
they spent most of the day shovelling snow
and ice from storm drains throughout cam-
pus. They reported flooding in areas
throughout the campus, that had no drains
nearby.

Ron Hamlin, assistant operations
manager of the UMass Transit System said
overcrowded buses left some students
waiting in the rain. Hamlin said students
utilize bus transportation more in incle-

ment weather. He said buses ran 5-10
minutes late, but students reported waiting
as long as 40 minutes after bu.ses were
scheduled to arrive.

...students reported waiting as
long as UO minutes after buses

were scheduled to arrive.

Stan Ziomek, superintendent of the
Amherst Department of Public Works said
crews worked to clear ice from storm
drains throughout the town. Ziomek said
most flooding occurred near the Ford
River and East Hadley Road.
Ziomek said the biggest problem would

be from freezing cold overnight.
The National Weather Service at Bradley

International Airport in Windsor Locks
Connecticut reported temperatures in the
20's tonight, and a possibility of snow
tomorrow.
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No bargaining for

guilty Locke -

Dig^est
By the Associated Press

I
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BOSTON - Barry M. Locke, convicted
of conspiring to accept bribes while serving
as state transit chief, will not be allowed to
bargain for a reduced jail term in return for
testifying in other transit payoff cases,
Locke's prosecutor said yesterday.

"No, it is not being considered," Assis-

tant Attorney General Stephen R. Delinsky
said when asked whether Locke could
make a deal to reduce the 25-year jail term
and $25,000 fine he faces in the transit

kickback case.

Locke, who served as Massachusetts
transportation secretary and chairman of
the Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority, was one of 17 people indicted
last July in the MBTA payoff scandal.
Many of the other defendants testified

against Locke in return for the prosecution
recommending lighter sentences.

But Delinsky said Locke will not be of
fered a similar deal, even though his
testimony could be vital in the upcoming
trial of several of his close friends, in-
cluding his brother Alan and attorneys
Robert I. Tatel of Boston and Melvin
Glusgol of Newton.

The jury took only four hours to find
Locke guilty Tuesday on two counts of con-
spiracy to commit bribery and three counts
of conspiracy to commit larceny.

Polish aid leaves

Soviets hungry
MOSCOW — Long lines at meat counters

and shortages of eggs, butter and other
staples this winter show that Soviet con-
sumers are shouldering the burden of
another poor harvest and Kremlin aid to
Poland.

A crackdown on profiteering in food and
other "deficit goods" was announced this

week in the Communist government's
latest move to reduce public grumbling
about shortages.

The Kremlin has not officially
acknowledged reports it has sent
thousands of tons of food to Poland to sup-
port that nation's Communist government,
which imposed martial law Dec. 13 after 16
months of strikes and political unrest.
Western observers speculate the Soviet

leadership has been afraid to admit it is

sending food to Poland while its own
citizens scrounge and stand in lines to buy
groceries.

The Soviet Union's problems are
reflected in the entire East European bloc
of nations it has dominated since the end of
World War H. Sharp inflation is sweeping
their centralized economies and stiff price
increases have been announced in Poland
and Czechoslovakia and are expected in

Romania.

Protesters chain

selves to barge
NEW YORK - Environmentalists pro-

testing the dumping of acid into the Atlan-
tic Ocean chained themselves to the anchor
of an acid-dumping barge yesterday in an
attempt to prevent the vessel from return-
ing from sea, a spokesman for the group
.said. »

Three members of the group Greenpeace
chained an(i handcuffed them.selves to the
anchor of the William N. Taft No. 1. accor-
ding to spokesman Peter Dykstra.
"This is a non-violent but direct attempt

to prevent the barge from leaving for
another- dumping trip," Dykstra .said.

Dykstra identified the protestors as
Russell Wray. 26, Lewiston, Maine; Jessie
Costello, 36, Cambridge, Mass.; and Will
Anderson, 33, Lahaina, Hawaii. The Rain-
bow Warrior's crew also includes Britons,
Ciermans and other Europeans.
The keys to the handcuffs and locks were

thrown away into the ocean, Michael
Mamolson, another Greenpeace
spokesman, told The Associated Press via

ship-to-shore radio.

Despite the cold, fog and rain, Mamolson
said the three protestors — two men and a
woman — would continue their protest in-

definitely.

The boarding, just south of Staten Island
and about six miles east of the mouth of the
Raritan River, took place about 5 p.m.,
when the protestors approached the barge
in motorized rubber dinghies dispatched
from their own ship, the Rainbow Warrior.
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GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

University of Arizona offers

more than 40 courses; anthro-

pology, art, bilingual educa-

tion, folk music and folk

dance, history, political sci-

ence, sociology, Spanish lan-

guage and literature and in-

tensive Spanish. Six-week

session June 28-August 6,

1982. Fully accredited grad-

uate and undergraduate pro-

gram. Tuition $36a Room
and board in Mexican home,

$395. EEO/AA

Write

Guadalajara

Summer School

Robert L. Nugent 205

University of Arizona

Tucson 85721

(602) 626-4729

PRERfX*

li
mm- ijia

elsewhere. •• ^,o9
everyday price • • O AQ

price 1.77
(limit 2 per person, while they last)

He was a poor black

sharecropper's son who
never dreamed
he was

adopted.

STEVE
MARTIN

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

»l'. PiGmts reserved

FLEX- CARE
(with coupon)

12 FL OZ.

sale

price2.99
SPECIAL PURCHASE

Saline Solution
reg. upto 10.95

BURTON. PARSONS WBS 8.95

now

COLLEGE
D^UG

Sunday, Feb. 7th, CCA
5, 7, 9& 11 -$1.25

$1.00 at 5 p.m.!

H.6.rs4a^r oMe
TONIGHT THURS. FEB 4

'Thf djuefn of R(x'k "n Roll has arrivecl"

BEBE BUELL
AND THE B-SIDES

WITH THE

RED ROCKERS
"Americas answer to the Clash"

- N. Y. Rocker

3.95

TtiUTSdgy

ARCADIA
$1.00 Cover Charge

Tonight's Special:

$1.00 Bar Drinks

withKTTIQ 1st KEG FREE!

9-9 wfeekdays/ 9-6 St./ 9-3 Sun. -».....^_

4 MAM STRST AMHERST Phone 253-2523

l.s A.\I) ()\ KK W KLCO.MK ()|'K.\ TILL 'l A.M
KT. !« -A.MIlKliST/IIADLKV LINK •i:^:\--2:ixi)

Combine Learning & Experience
the University Health Services is Accepting
Applications For 3-Credit Courses of
Paraprofessional Training as:

Peer Sexuality Educators
Alcohol Pbbt Educators
Health Aides & Healthreach Workers

For info call 549-2671 or drop by
the Health Education Office

5.^

Tonight rustv nail rt^T^

2 For 1
TWOWAYSTREET

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 66B-4937

$2.00 Cover

Senate moves to remove iudffeThe loss of $200,000 from the federal .

V ^^ O ^"^

Collegian 3

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

^^^ '^* °^ $200,000 from the federal

Tk^ x\^A J ^ o, . ^ '^vel and inflation is beinif made UD bv thp

vofpJ l««y Tf''^"^'^
^^"*^*"' ^^"^^^ «^"*l*"t«- On campus students pres^ntJy

a^lst Clerk o^cLh" M^^H
"

I

PT*^^'"^^ P^^ «12 and those off-campus pay $n 'against Clerk of Courts Michael Cohen. "Federal funding wHI t^ reduced to
?.^1" 1!

.^.«'"«^ ^^^«^^ "'.^»' ^^^'«"« «f nothing by 1985. Student. wSl ha^e to pic^misrepresentation while performing ser
vices as Clerk of Courts in accordance with
Article 5 Section 5 of the Student Gover-
nment Association Constitution." Senator
Mindy Ordway of the Judicial Affairs
subcommittee said the purpose of the
charges would be to remove Cohen as a
judge.

A four member committee was chosen
to review the case. Chair Kenneth R. Moore
said the matter was serious, and an
example of the checks and balances system
within the government. Those concerned
should submit allegations to Moore by
Friday noon so they may be presented to
the defense by 5 p.m. the same day. A

up the tab. It may be $12 and $17 now, but
next year it could be $32 and as much as $50
by 1985, "Goldman said.

Public Policy Chair Kenneth Moore
said there wiU be a direct mailing to
students on campus informing them of the
situation and asking they get involved.
Advertisements in the Collegian will reach
those living off campus. Lobbying wUl
occur at state and local levels.

The Senate also endorsed the
Massachusetts Public Interest Groups
efforts against the Student Tenant Tax.
MassPIRG Chair Jean Johnson said the tax
is a clear case of discrimination against
students. The tax means a student payingpublic hearing will be held Sundav at 4 n m ;' fu c

^^^"^ * student paying

in the Campuf Center. ' ^ ' ^Z.T T'^' ''^ ^""''"^
1" ^'"^""^' ^^'

R.chi-rdtld'-ni^n^^^x "^'T'
^-^^^ ^^^^'^'n^^^^^SJ^^^^^

fare o"^'!"' sysrem'ther: '"'"^I^.f f
'^

' '""^^^^' "^'^'^ ""^^^ equaUmountsSe
pbces fransit fu^Hint ""^ '"r ^""""l

'" ^r ^'^"^^ "^^^ ^'^•'" ^'^^er as principle

Goldman sard-Thrm^ '"""^"r
^''^'"' "-^^'dency for tax purposes. MassPIRG

state the f^-»T "^^ '"""^^ ^''^'^ ^^^ ^^'^P^^'^ ^"««« the state are attempting to

tif s uL:?s "Vr'ar- \P^'"^^ ^' Commissioner of the Department ofi."t^ siuaenis. ihe admmistration st Revenue Joyce Hamn«rc «doesn't pay a dime." decision
"a^pers to reverse her

UMass

FRAMED - Allison Marks of the Union Video C^^rfTr E^d' l":'speaker of the senate, at last night's Stu .nt Government meeting!

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

University professor Dr. Nylda Lopez Ansari. of thehome economics department, has been appointed by dean
of students WiUiam Field to represent the University of
Massachusetts in the recently formed Northeastern
Council for Women in Development.

Ansari has been involved for the past four years in the
Partners of the Americas program, a non-profit
organization which assists in the exchange of cultures
between the two Americas. She is a human development
specialist for the Massachusetts Cooperative Extension
Service.

As the UMass representative on the Council, Ansari

plans to organize a committee of individuals from UMass
and other institutions in the area interested in women in
developing countries. The group would help identify local
expertise and help increase awareness of the needs ofwomen in developing countries.

UMass is now one of the 13 northeastern universities
that make up the council. The couoncil was founded in the
summer of 1980. but its office at Rutgers University
opened in September. 1981.

i^^JU'^^'l .^'^ ^^^ ''**""*^'' ^"' facilitate the comingtogether of those who need help and those who can providf
that help. Goals of the council include getting together a
network of faculty from the various campuses to work
together on projects, assessing existing resources and
identifymg the need for training programs both here in the

U.S. and in the developing countries, according to a press
release.

The harmful consequences of rapid technological
change to women indeveloping countries are often not
considered by other Hevelopment programs, Ansari said.

"The conditions of development are not designed with
the idea of how it may affect women and their families,"
Ansari said. "Quick technological changes alter famu'y
plans and family lifestyles."

The council hopes to prevent women's needs from
being ignored in development programs, by being a link
between the developing counties and those helping with
the programs. It plans to encourage greater participation
of academic women in addressing the problems and needs
of women in developing nations, Ansari said.

Dean Allen plans to resign,

replacement search begins
A nationwide search is currently under

way to find a new dean of Fine Arts and
Humanities of the College of Arts and
Sciences.

The position will be vacated at the end
of Augu.st when Jeremiah M. Allen, who
ha.s held the job for the past 12 years, will

resign. Allen will stay on at the University
as an English professor, a job he has held
since 1968.

If no successor is found by Aug. 31,

Allen has agreed to stay on the job for an
additional semester.

In a press release announcing his

resignation in December, Allen said he saw
a need "for a change in leadership, to seek a

dean w ho can bring fresh energies and new
appioaches to the problems we will face in

the years that lie ahead."
Since his appointment in 1970, Allen's

department has doubled in size. This in-
crease makes the Fine Arts and Humanities
division the largest in the university, with
the largest budget and a faculty of 360.

Some new additions to Fine Arts and
Humanities include the linguistics, com-
parative literature, and journalistic studies,

departments. Other programs added under
Allen's jusisdiction include the dance
department, which separated from physical
education; the theatre department, which
was an off shoot of the speech department;
and the rhetoric program which, Allen said,
"came from God."

- MARY BETH HEBERT

Services for slain UM student planned
Memorial services will be held at 2

p.m. Saturday at the Harvard Unitarian
Church for Bruce I. Peters, 25. of
Northampton, who died Friday in a car
accident in Shirley,

Peters, a senior «hemistry major at the
University of Massachusetts, is survived by

his parents, Richard and Nancy Peters of
Shirley, and three sisters.

In lieu of flowers, his family requests
that donations in memory of Peters, a
musician and composer who was interested
in educational television, be made to

WGBHTV Channel 2, 125 Western
Avenue. Allston, MA.

Collegian Women's dept. meets Monday
There will be a mandatory women's department staff meeting Monday at

7:30 p.m. in the Collegian office. Any new reporters who wish to write for
the women's department are welcome to attend.

DDYXTOi CAW IT. «,. • .
<'""»(!:i«n pholo bv Hfidi Uvine

FKIWr SALE — students look through prints in the Cape Cod
Lounge in the Student Union Building at a sale arranged by Paul Carton
of Carton Galleries and Bill Stepchew of WMUA. Profits will go to the
campus radio station.

Today's Staff

Night Editor
Copy Editor

Layout Technician

Assistant Photo Editor
Composition Edie Eppich, Laura Shanahan

Jeff Bianchi, Marsha Bianchi, Roger Atwood
Susan Fanelli, Vicki Gervickas

Eileen Galligan

Sally Kerans
Brad Eden

Scott Burke
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1-3 Credit

Positions Open
on the

Student Sub-Committee
on General Education
Major changes may be in store for the undergraduate
curriculum here at UMass. As a member of this com-
mittee you will:

- Meet bi-weekly as a group

- Review material on General Education and bring

yourselves up to date on the current efforts to change
the curriculum

- Represent the needs of students In your department

- Develop a student perspective on the proposed

changes in the curriculum, together with other

members of the committee

Newslines...—^——

Interns sought to provide
health and publicity skills
Two informational workshops for women

on career development will be offered by
the Working Women's Task Force of the
Everywoman's Center (EWC).
The workshops will be facilitated by Alice

Smith from the UMass Placement Office.
The first workshop on February 9 will be
"Skills Identification" and the workshop
on February 16 will be "Resume Writing."
The workshops will be held from 12 to

1:30 p.m. in room 168 of the Campus
Center. The workshops are free and all in-

terested women are invited to attend.
For more information, call EWC at

545-0883.

Contact: Rob or Peggy
at SCERA (545-0341)

Pass/Fail or grade option
Deadline: Wedenesday, February 10

Volunteers and interns are being
sought to provide information about health
concerns; political, social and survival
resources, medical and legal referrals, and
to update resource files and referral bKX)ks
at the Everywoman's Center (EWC).

Credit is available for most UMass
undergraduates, and work study money is

available. Most single parents are eligible
for a small stipend through the Work
Incentive Program (W.I.N.).

Job description and application forms
are available through Ruth Fessenden.
Resource/Referral coordinator, EWC,
Wilder Hall UMass.. Amherst, MA 01003 or
call (413) 545-0883.

The deadline for applications is

February 10, and interviews will be held as
applications are received. Staffing the
resource room begins the week of February
16.

descriptions are available at EWC, Wilder
Hall, UMass, Amherst or call 545-0883.
Deadline for applications is February 12.

The Everywoman's Center is looking for
interns

^

to work with the Third World
Women's Task Force, a group of communi-
ty women, students, workers and mothers
who identify and organize around the
needs and struggles of local and interna-
tional Third World communities.
Interns and volunteers assist in coor-

dinating public relations for the different
activities. Qualifications include: commit-
ment to Third World people and their
struggles and an understanding of race,
sex and class issues. Ability to work with
diverse population is a must.
For more information contact: Panna

Putnam or Malika Jones, Third World
Women's Program, EWC, Wilder Hall,
545-0883.

Deadline for applications is February 12.

Interviews will be held as applications are
received.

Internships are available to students and
community members for credit or work ex-
perience in non-profit fiscal management
at the Everywoman's Center (EWC).
Interns will assist in all areas of the EWC

fiscal operations including purchasing,
budget planning and bookkeeping. Train-
ing will be provided, experience is desirable
Uit not necessary. Applications and job

What Do You Want
From College?
Management Experience?
Add It To Your Schedule.

College military science
courses are courses in leader-

ship development. You learn

techniques involved in the
management of resources.
Techniques that are applica-

ble to any management job.

Another important leadership
characteristic is interpersonal

relationships. Things are

accomplished by people and
the kind of relationship estab-

lished goes a long way in

determining your success as
a leader. Whether you intend
to become a manager in a
military or civilian career,

Army ROTC can give you a

competitive edge.

You can take the first

courses as a freshman or

sophomore without obliga-
tion. Advanced Courses, in

your junior and senior years,
lead to a position of respon-
sibility as an officer in the
active Army, Reserves, or
Army National Guard.

Don't wait until after col-

lege to get pracfical manage-
ment experience. Add leader-

ship to your class schedule
now.

Captain Patrick Merryman

545-2321

ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT

IT TAKES TO LEAD
For More Informdtion Contdtt

The public relations outreach program
at the Everywoman's Center (EWC) is

seeking interns interested in acquiring and
sharing skills in mass communications,
public speaking and publicity. Interns will

assist in all publicity programs and public
relations including producing a newsletter.
Experience in writing and graphics skills is

desirable. Training will be provided.
Interns must be able to work with and
represent a diverse population of women.

Credit is available to most UMass
undergraduates and most single parents
are eligible for a small stipend through the
Work Incentive Program ( W.I.N. ).

Job descriptions and application forms
are available from Aquila Ayana, Public
Relations/Outreach Coordinator. EWC,
Wilder Hall, UMa.ss. or call 545 0883.
Deadline for applications is February 12.

Got something to

say?

Say it in a letter to

the Editor.

t

t

t

r
Call Jpn 546 5396 *

SPEED
READING
presented by
Springfield

Management
Associates

UMass
CC Rnn 904-908

Feb. 10, 17, & 24
7-9 pm/3 sessions

Cost: $40.00
Limit: 50 people
Reservations:

Call Jon 546 5396

DRIVERS

WANTED

- Must be 18

years old

- Own car

w/insurance

- Day shift and
nightshift

available

- $4.00 to $6.00

per hour

- Apply at:

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

They're real firefighters;
you just don't pay them

£Qll£g!an 5

By RON KENDALL
Collegian Correspondent

On campus, a group of student
volunteers fight fires with no compensation
and very little notoriety.

Students in the Amherst Volunteer
Fire Department respond to calls on a full
time basis, responsible for providing
backup manpower for the salaried
firefighters. They are trained intensively
and are expected to handle any emergency,
said Lt. Mike Zlogar, training office for
Amherst Fire Dept.

The volunteer student group,
organized in 1954, has 12 members, eight of
whom live in the Tillson Farm station on the
University of Massachusetts campus.
Zlogar said that students respond to calls all

over the Amherst area and comprise 25
percent of the ready for duty manpower.

In 1981, the fire department got a new
chief who puts more emphasis on the use of

volunteers, Zlogar said.

The students go through 40 hours of
traming during the week preceeding fall
semester and are then required to put in
three hours of service each week. They are
trained in standard firefighting procedures
and "part of the students' function is to
meet the standards of the full timers and
they do that very well," Zlogar said.

The members of the squad are Captain
Doug Osmond. Lt. Mark Brennan. Mike
Russell. Russ Bonanno. Rick Covino, Ed
Commeau. Andy Teriault. and Scott Allen,
who reside at the station, as well as Bob
Charbonneau, Clayton Jordan and Dave
Fischler. who live elsewhere.

Each firefighter is equipped with a
beeper to respond to calls and the station
contingent is responsible for answering
calls from 12 to 8 a.m., Zlogar said. He said
he had 30 applicants thisyear for one open
po.sition. A fireman of the Amherst Fire Department's volunteer forces checksthe equipment on the fire truck.

cnecKs____ .1 — '-•'" * "^ I'cprtiiiiieni 8 voiunieer forces chirni 4^ p* the equipment on the fire truck.
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By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Police
reported four larcenies yesterday, along
with one fight, a fire and a dormitory
disturbance.

A student from the third floor of the
Johnson Dormitory in the Northeast
Residential Area told police yesterday that
approximately $85 in assorted items had
been stolen from his room, including $50 in
cash. Police said they have no suspects.

The Everywomen's Center, in Wilder
Hall, reported at 9:19 a.m. yesterday that a
telephone answering machine had been
stolen from their offices over the night.
Police said they have no suspects in the
case.

In an unrelated incident, a number of
ceramic items, valued at approximately $80
,were reported stolen from another room in
Wilder Hall over the January break.

An altercation in front of the Blue Wall
was reported at approximately 7:31 p m
Tuesday. Police said one of the four men
involved was struck in the face with a
telephone. Three of the men then repor
tedly left the scene, while the fourth was
given a trespa.ss warrant.

«..n.^
'^"^'" ^'''*'' *^^"S'"K approximately

$JO0 worth of damage, was reported at
about 7:30 a.m. Monday. Police said the fire
broke out in a room on the 15th floor of the
John Quincy Adams dormitory in South
west. The fire was apparently started by
candles, police said.

Police also responded to a call of a loud
disturbance on the second floor of the Field
dormitory about 12:20 a.m. Upon arriving,
police reportedly found smashed lounge
furniture and a large amount of broken
glass. Police said they have no suspects in
the incident.

By MYLES CAVANAGH
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts Democrats besin the 1982
election process this Saturday when they
meet statewide to elect delegates to attend
the pre-pnmary endorsing convention on
May 22.

The convention delegates will endorse
democratic candidates for all state ex-
ecutive offices, including Governor, and a
U.S. senate seat.

The Amherst Democratic caucus
sc-heduled to elect 10 delegates, will meet
at 2 p.m. in the Amherst Junior High
School on Chestnut Street. The caucus is
open to all Amherst Democrats who are
registered as of Dec. 31, 1981.

"It (the caucus meeting) should be a pret-
ty spirited thing," said Jerome Mileur a
member of the Amherst Town Democratic
Connmittee and a political science professor
at the University of Massachusetts

"This is the first time they've had an en-
dorsing caucus since 1970," Mileur said.
He .said the endorsing caucus was

abolished by the Democratic Party in 1970
and reinstated as part of a new charter
adopted two years ago.

Mileur said that the statewide choice of
delegates will not neces.sarily decide who
wins the nomination for Governor or any
other executive office, but .said it would be
helpful.

"Whoever gets the endorsement will get
a p.r. (public relations) victory," Mileur
said.

"It's like the New Hampshire primary —
a win will encourage people to give more
money and support," Mileur said.
The Amherst caucus, expected to draw

300 Democrats, will nominate and vote
first for five female delegates, then five
male delegates, then an alternate of each
sex. Mileur said.

/NNOVA TIONS
Presents

RED-TAG SATURDAY
A special sale with our besLEHices since our midnight madness sale. (We couldn't wait until
Washington s Birthday - Why should you?)

ONE DAY ONLY
Saturday, February 6
NQOlOQjyNDJVMGHT

Virtually everything marked down from our already low prices. Values like these:

Micro-Acoustics FRM-2ax speakers
list price-$2(X) - our regular price-$280/pr
RED TAG: $199.95

Mitsubishi DP-EC7 direct drive turntable
electronically controlled arm
list price-$300 - our regular price-$250
RED TAG: $199.95

Roadstar RS-2030 U AM /FM/ cassette car stereo
list price-$130 - our regular price-$80
RED TAG: $59.95

Aiko ATPR-5000 AM/FM/cassette portable
list price-$200 - our regular price-$150
RED TAG: $119.95

Mitsubishi DA-R2D Receiver
60 Watts per channel/digital tuner
list price-$560 - our regular price-$4(X)
RED TAG: $349.95

Technics RS-M218 cassette deck
soft touch, automatic tape select, flo meters
list price-$200 — our regular price-$180
RED TAG: $159.95

This is not just a sample - similar values throughout the store!

I)(»wntown

Amherst

Triangle

INNOVATIONS

Come see us at our NEW location and SA VE!

INNOVATIONS
259 Triangle Street (former location of Amherst Audio)

Amherst, Mass. 01002

I)»wi

\ Ami

K. Pleasant St,.

^UMw
I 549-4883 FULL IN-STORE

REPAIR SERVICE
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
oUegian?

The Soviets seek stability
Russia ~ that big. black, lumbering bear whose paws of^^^f<^and persecution stretch over Eastern Europeand halfofAsia. Most Americans have had this mental im^age mgramed in their minds both consciously and suT-

consciously smce the dawn of the Cold War in the late for-
ties and early fifties. Many governmental officials portraythe Soviets as war-mongers, bent on aggressive
worldwide expansionism. To them Russia is fnuclelrgian seeking to weaken the Western Alliance andgradually spread Its influence over all the world in thenanie of Communism. The average American knows whathe or she is told by the United States media which ofcourse merely reflects governmental views and ideas.' Tothem, Russia is usually perceived as a direct threat to
themselves, their families and their coun-
try. Yet, none of these views has any
academic understanding or pragmatic
underpinnings in their attempts to truly
understand the Soviet Union. Only by ex-
amining Russia's history and its effect on
their leadership's perception of the world
around them can a better understanding of
Soviet foreign policy be achieved. With this
gained understanding, past and present
Soviet-American policy conflicts can be
reexamined and seen in a different light.
Since its inception as an independent

country over one thousand years ago,
Russia has lost over half of its wars.
Almost all of these conflicts have come by
invasion from Western Europe with Ger-
many, in particular, being a historic ag-
gressor. In the twentieth century alone,
Russia lost two wars to German-led
alliances, experienced a bloody civil war
and forced industrialization under the iron
fist of Josef Stalin. The sheer number of
casualties experienced by the Soviets in
these experiences alone is staggering -
two million dead in World War I, one
million lost in the civil war, eight to ten million from forced
industrialization and over twenty million casualties in
World War II.

Emerging as a by-product of this bloody history, fear of
outside hostile nations has been ingrained in the Russian
psyche both in the average citizens' and leaders' minds
Ihis has ed to a Soviet attitude of fierce defense of itsown people - even if that protection causes others to suf-
ler in less than free countries. The events following WoHdWar II in Eastern Europe are a good example of Soviet
fear and its manifestation under the guise of foreign
policy. Following Worid War II and the defeat of the
German-led Axis powers, Europe lay in ruins. The tradi-
tional balance of power between Britain and Germany
which for hundreds of years had checked Soviet expan-

sionism lay in the bombed out rubble of London andBerlin. Russia, seeing the opportunity to surroundTtstraditiona ly indefensible Western border with friend tcontro lable nations, immediately moved to tLkeTdvan-'tage of the situation. With a swiftness reminiscent of theGerman blitzkrieg, the Soviets marched into and occupied

John F. Hudson
Poland, Hungary Rumania, Bulgaria, Lithuania. Estonia.
Czechoslovakia. Latvia, East Germany and Finland The
sheer military capacity of the Red Army left no choice to

the citizens of those countries but to "elect" Soviet-backedgovernments. Here, the gulf that lies betweeT Easternand Western woridwide perception is be^ exemphfiS
The West, particularly the United States and Britainsaw the Soviet occupation of East European countries as adirect intrusion on the rights of those peoples and thei?goals of self-determination. Every reason for the war's ex-istence especially the idea that no country should liveunder the yoke of tyranny, was being openly mocked by

f^h?"!!'^^'^"!"^^"""
^" "friendly" governments along^s border and its use of military occupation to coerce EastEurope into pacifism. Russia perceived its ownmovements and tactics as purely defensive. By surroundmg itse f with a buffer zone on its western border, they

could no longer fall prey to invasion at the hands of Euro-

pean aggressors. This view, though grounded in amoralitv
in Its perception of East Europe, is only a logical extension
of Russia s historic experiences with Europe. It was the
safety and well-being of its own people and not belligerent
expansionism which prompted the Soviets to move into
Eastern Europe. This Eastern view of the world is^lso ap-
plicable to contemporary events.

Current events in Poland are a reflection of the still
powerful influence the Soviet Union wields over its East
European satellite countries. Since Solidarity's inceptionm July 1980 as the first independent trade union within an
Eastern Bloc nation, Russia has applied relentless

pressure on the Polish regime to hasten its
demise. The recent imposition of martial
law within the Polish state was the final
step in a long sequence of Russian-backed
governmental steps to quelch the union and
all those demands for reform which it so
militantly professed.
Once again, the West perceived this as a

crushing blow to the hopes of millions of
Poles for better living and working condi-
tions and a more prosperous life overall. In
Russian terms though, the move was
necessitated by the perceived threat of a
less than friendly Polish nation in the wake
of budding anti-Soviet Union activism. A
belligerent Poland, in Russia's view, was.
and would continue to be, a direct threat to
Soviet security and well-being.

The future of Soviet-American relations
depends on the sincere effort by both na-
tions to truly understand one another in all

areas. Similarities between the two coun-
tries such as upward dass mobility, respect
for technology and its positive application,
and racially diverse populations can be us-
ed as foundations for positive, improved

East-West cooperation. With nuclear stockpiles increas-
ing daily around the world, it is the two superpowers
\yhich hold the key to worldwide prosperity or destruction.

By attempting to understand each other's perception of
the world, a common basis for mutual respect can
materialize and be nurtured. Until that time, the terror
and destruction of nuclear warfare will continue to be a
possibility for both nations in the coming years. This is
something neither country desires nor deserves.

John F. Hudson is a Collegian columnist.
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Question: What's large and grey and wet most of the
time?

Answer: UMass.

I've had it with this weather. I swore that I wouldn't
complain about it publicly, but maybe there's someone out
there who has mastered the art of dealing with this foul
climate. If there is. I'd like to know their secret

Associate Editors

Eileen Gallifran. Judi Jasurek. Mark Mulcahv. Marianne
Savafce. Asswiate Mana^in^ p:dit()rs; Stuart Sajdak.
Associate Production Manager: Yael Miller. AsMKiatt-
Business ManaKer; Nemat Shafik, Lise Zeiffer. Assmiatf
Executive Editors; M.W. Mulcahy. AssiKJate News Editor;
Lisa Pedulla, Associate Women's Editor; Jennifer Hardy.
Ass(Kiate Black Affairs Editor; Teresa Bellafiore. Associate
Photo Editor.

Business Staff

Joleen Benedict. Acting Advertising Manager; Peter
LoPresti. Finance Manjiger; Geoffrey Port. Circulation

Manager.

Mary Beth Hebert

^

Read Dave Cline in

Friday's editorial page

It all started in the fall of 1980. Remember being
evacuated from the dorms? We had no water and it was so
hot that people were actually swimming in the Campus
lond. My parents were surprised to find me on their
d(K)rstep so soon. They hadn't expected me to be kicked
out for another couple of weeks at least.

That was the weather high point of 1980. But lately
things have been absurd. There are G.H..fanatics out there
there that are claiming it's the Cassadine's fault, but I'm

not buying that. No one has said anything about that on the

ABC Nightly News so I'll put my trust in Frank Reynolds
and believe all that stuff about melting polar ice caps and
pressure fronts. I don't care what it is: all I know is it's

nasty.

Remember how cold it was this fall? It was really cold.
No one had brought their down jackets yet. As a result!
mass quantities of alcohol were consumed in hopes of
preventing hypothermia. At least that was the excusel
hVard used nio^dften. ' ,' '*

;

, That cold fall turned into an even colder winter By
then we all had the down coats, but what we really needed
was m^ink. Unfortunately, most parents couldn't be per-
suaded to make such a purchase. They just don't un-
de^st^and how cold it gets walking from the Blue Wall to the

As cold as it was. things could always get worse, and
they did. We got snow. Nice white snow. Inches and inches
of nice white snow. Foot upon foot of snow. There was just
tons of this crap over everything.

Then things got miserable. It rained. And rained. It
ramed so much that I was beginning to envy Noah. The
rain turned the nice white snow into disgusting, watery
grey slush. Then the cold weather turned the disgusting'
watery, grey slush into hard, slippery ice. That ice was
awful. There seems to have been a sand shortage here at
UMass, and people were sliding all over the place. I made
it from Herter to the S.U.B. in fifty eight seconds.

Well, I've had it. I want all this nonsense stopped and I
want it slopped now. I want to be able to walk to class
without worrying about frostbite, broken bones, and
getting soaked for underestimating the depth of a puddle. I

want to be able to dress in the morning without having to
pile on four layers of clothing. I want sunshine and warm
weather.

Th

Person

le longer this goes on. the worse it's going to get.
ally. I m not going out until it changes.

Mary BcfH Hebert is a Collegian columnist.
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Saturday, Feb. 6
ffffmffy^ mmy^:

-SOME THROUGH THE FIRE" Film
documents the life of Christian Ugandans
under Idi Aniin's government of terror.
Also showing: "John Hufe" biography of
Bohemian priest. Discussion following.
Free admission. Campus Center 163, 8 p.m
Feb. 6

Sunday, Feb, 7
WORSHIP SERVICE: New Testament
Fellowship invites you to join us as we
worship the living God in Spirit and Truth!
Campus Center 168. 3:30 p.m.

GRAD BRUNCH - Brunch and discussion.
Suffolk Room. Student Union. Brunch
11:00. program 11:45.

^ FIVE COLLEGE BLACK/THIRD
WORLD WORSHIP SERVICE led by Rev.

,.
Chester Freeman. UMass Chaplain, in the
traditional Black Church Spirit. All are
welcome. Chapin Chapel. Amherst College,
4 p.m.

HOUSE CHURCH: A gathering for Biblical
Expbration, personal encounter, and
fellowship and a simple closing Communion
— facilitated by Chaplain Pete Sabey. UCF.

.
428StudentUnion. 7 9 p.m.

Monday, Feb. 8
M.F.A. THEATER DESIGN EXHIBIT:
The Student Union Gallery will be opening
its Spring Semester with an exhibit by
UMass MFA Theater Design students. Set
designs, models and costumes will be on
display. Student Union Gallery. Feb. 8-19.
1():00.'>:00

Classifieds
UMMB Hoop-band St. Bonaventure
tonight! Old Chapel 6:30 BTA!

Wanna move to Sylvan? I want to move
to Northeast, Orchard Hill or Central If you
want to swap, call John at 546-4178

It's that time of year! Time to "say it with
a flower' What's it all about? Stop by our
table on the concourse. Sponsored by the
Newman Club.

BRIAN'S SONG" - Saturday, February
6th - Campus Center Auditorium - 700
9:00, 11:00 $1.00 admission

Wanted one or two female roommates
to share furnished townehouse apt For
spring. Call 549-5187

Female roommate wanted for own
room in 3 bedroom Amherst apt on busline
Call 256-60%

Female to immediately share bedroom
in Brittany Manor $105 - month 256-6379

Own room in two bedroom Puffton
heat included only 135 call 549-5451 after 4

ROOM WANTED

REFRIGERATORS
Rent small compact refrigerators. SpiritHaus Rentals, 338 College Street 256-8433

RESEARCH CONSULTING

Easy going female seeks single room in
house or apartment near campus. Please
call 549-4813

Room needed in apartment, on bus route
Call Dan 665-3668

SERVICES

Ph.D. Psychologist offers advise on
research designs, will statistically analyze
data by computer. Call Robert Alexander
253-5262

RIDES WANTED

To and from Westfield area and UMass
daily call Susan 568-7402

Carpool wanted from Greenfield MW
10-1:30 TUTH 9:30-3 Fri 10-12 772-6886

Couples Recovering From Rape
Therapeautic group for couples to work on
interpersonal aspects of recovering from
rape. 10 weeks. Sliding fee scale. Male &
female co-therapists. Psychological Ser-
vices Center, UMass 545-004 1

Psychotherapy Group for Women to ex
plore issues about relationships. Group will
last for 10 weeks and begin inFebruary
Sliding fee scale. Psychological Services
Center UMass 545-004r

ROOM.S AVAILABLE
TAKING GEOLOGY?

Rooms available for women interested in
community living in a spacious Sorority
Accessible by bus. Call 256-6868 todayi

Notes, tests, lab book, text - $30 or best
offer. Small price to pay for a passino
grade. 546-7376

ROOMMATE WANTED TYPING

Female nonsmoker for South Amherst
apartmen t on bus route call 256-0873

Non-smoking woman wanted to share
2-t>edroom apt. on bus line. On Amherst-
Belchertown line. Call 256-6836.

Female roommate wanted Brittany
Manor apt 105/ month Available immediate-
ly 253-5288 or 665-4953

One rm in 3 bdrm Pufton apt. call
549-5715

Freelance typing, editing, tape
transcribing. Top skills, fast service,
reasonable rates. Professional executive/
legal secretary. Amherst center. 549-0518

VOTE FOR DUKAKIS

Democratic caucus Sat. Feb.
Amherst Jr^High 2 pm

6th

WANTED
Sunderland 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm house near
bus $180 -^ Michael 665-3928 545-0731

Person to house obedient, friendly dog
for nights. Generous fee. 546-1457

UNDERGROUNbibUND, INC.
Expert Service on All Brands ofHome

^Hi'Fi & Musical Equipment

™|| P'CK-UP & DELIVERY (To Campus only)
hee estimates

48 HOUR SERVICE (If p^rts are in stock)
NEW & USED EQUIPMEfslT. ACCESSORIES
AND ADVICE

Maxell UDXLII C-90
$2.89

Satrts Wed 2/3/82, s.x per customer, .vhile supplies last m F 10.30-7 00 Sat 10 30 5 00

253-9507 71 No. Pleasant Amherst

[>\MCIMG L/APORIU/A

^RAND OPENIN
CONTINUES

*Xheck out this awesome alternative
ff

2 for I
Mrell drinks

tonight

THE KANGAROO KICK«"35<t:

SHNAPPS ROCKS< 95^

"Largest dance floor in Amherst"

DAflCE THE RIGHT

fllUnV TO THE FinE/T

/ounp inTOlun

APPROPRIATE DRESS
POSITIVE I.D. REQUIRED

AT THE CORNER OP:
UNIVERSITY DR. & RTE. 9

886-8605
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The Atlantics will be at the Rusty Nail on Saturday, Feb. 6

THE AGENTS PROVOCATEURS
Missing Persons
(Cleancut Records)

By JULIE GEANAKAKIS
Collegian Staff

Agent provocateur: a person hired to infiltrate a
group and incite its members to illegal action.

Mick Levine is the bass guitar and voice of the Agents
Provocateurs, a progressive political new wave band with
roots in Amherst. He writes of impending disaster, crooks
on Capitol Hill and shoot outs incited by fear and over-
population. He narrates the abnormal lives and psyches of
rapists, cold hearted women and introduces us to the
night stalking enemy of his dreams. Levine's perceptions
of the world are dark and ugly, tinged with paranoia.

In "Dead Ringer." the first song on the A side, he
sings of the politics he loves so well. "They lie through
their teeth, bullshit through their mouth. Wanna buy my

-K

vote to send them back to the house." Levine serves up his
lyrics in a dragging monotone throughout Missing Persons

.

It's a bland strand of sound interfused with complex
drumming; interrupted by smooth guitar interludes. The
musicians are experienced and unified. They glide through
time transitions and still stay tight.

In "Theatomickid," Levine envisions nukes over
powering the lives of innocents. "They said it was cool, said
the levels were low. and me (like a fool) thought Hell, they
oughta know.' I don't think it's cruel, I could laugh at the
funny things people do for the love of money."

In "Take the Night," Levine addresses the issue of
rape. Beseeching women to become recluses, he writes
Blood on the stars, men soaking in the bars. Keep out of

sight, hide away. Danger in the dark, rapists play in the
park. His words have a hardening impact, first on the
ears, then on the mind.

The Agents defy their definition of infiltrating and
eliciting crime, they seep in and feed us their principles.

What do Elvis Costello, Mick Jones (Clash), Todd
Rundgren and Rick Butler (Psychedelic Furs) have in

common? They have all been on "intimate terms " with
Bebe Buell. Huell and her band The B Sides ("Americas
answer to the Clash" - NY R(K-ker) will be at the Hangar
One tonight. The band is good. If you want to know if

Bebe's any good, ask Elvis Costello.

The Blue Wall has a good lineup for the first part of
this semester. Beaver Brown will Springsteen-it up
tomorrow night, followed by the Trademarks on Saturday
night. Next Friday, Feb. 12 brings West, last year's
winner of UPC's Battle of the Bands.

If you fondly remember a band called Orchestra Luna,
you'll want to know that the Berlin Airlift will \w at the
Rusty Nail tomorrow. Rick Berlin, one of the four singers
of the defunct Orchestra Luna, will also take hus Airlift to
the Blue Wail on Saturday, Feb. 20.

The Atlanlics, another Boston out it. will be at the
Rusty Nail this Saturday with Jim K. & Co. and Holy
Smoke. They will also be at the Blue Wall on March 5.

Torn! Torn! Torn! Coming to the Hangar is The Boston
Invasion. This consists of four Boston bands: Zodio Doze,
Primitive Romance, Puppet Rulers and The Phantom.

The Cars and Nick Lowe will be at the Springfield
Civic Center this Sunday, Feb. 7. It's general admission
and tickets through Ticketron are $12.

If you were at last year's Senior Day, you'll remember
the B. Willie Smith Band. They're a rockabilly act to end all

r<x.-kabilly acts, and they'll be at the Hangar One on Feb.
18. If you've got ants in yer pants and you need to dance,
check them out.

WrrstUny is rvaU Don't miss the hve female j'ejlo
wrestlmg at Dallas in Northampton tonight! It's only a
matter of time until wresthng managers like Captain Lou
Albano and Freddie Blassie move in on this exciting new
sport, so catch it before they begin bringing foreign objects
into the competition.

{

YOUR ADVISOR SAYS
"IT'S WONDERFUL!"

ON THE OTHER HAND . . .

Why don't you find out?

Read the course and teacher evaluation guide. On the
Other Hand Vlllr put out for course selections this spring
and in the fall of '82. The guide is now available.at:

The Dining Commons
The C.C. Concourse

The Student Union Building

The Newman Center Cafeteria

Your courses and teachers have already been evaluated by
your peers. Don't wait until it's too late!

- The evaluation forms for next year's guide willbe mailed to each
»

student soon. Don't forget to return them. -

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
{
¥
t
¥
¥
¥

I

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
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SALE

70% OFF

FALL & WINTER FASHIONS & ACCESSORIES
Exclusive. . .

Grand Selection of Shetland Sweaters
including Fair Isles Cr Patterns

»%OFF
Authentic Scottish Kilts 30% Off

Cash. Check, MC. VISA
All Sales Final

16 Main St., Amherst 253-9800
Daily 9:00-5:30

'more than just cheese"

• Largest variety of cheese
in the valley

• a selection of over 70 types
of bulk tea a coffee beans

•/ • weekly specials

• an informative staff

Gordon Woolfrey, Proprietor

79 MAIN ST., AMHERST
253-3442

Semi-annual SALE
NOW IN PROGRESS!

The finest in mens and ladles

clothing & furnishings

since 1902

All sales cash, VISA, MasterCard only

mat of HalBh, Inr.
Z2 mm Street

^mf)fr£(t. i*la£(g(actius;ettg

©all;» 9:00 to 5:30 2^6 ZZQ^\

BIN 187 n. st^amherst

^•Ma

PRIME CUT P^NTS

«"-..•**?»'

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6. Moa-Sat

•r>Kr- rw^4,««*

•

.ColJegjan n

ttJlMM^L
BOOT
SALE

•eNCHCRAFTCO SINCE IM}.

Plus good prices

on men's westerns

SAVE $33.
Reg. $112.

NOW $79.
Ladies Sizes

HEARTFELT LEATHER
103 N. Pleasant

Mon-Sat 10-6

Brighten Your Room!
Great Prices Tool

POSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

stuffed

unicorns

Garfield!

Dragons

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

India print

T-SHIRTS

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

dozens h dozens
print, stripe, solid

from $7.95

Rugs €r Mats
colorful, durable

Bamt>oo

BLINDS
From $5.50!

Valentine ft Birthday

CARDS
over 1000 unusual designs

SALE !

Open 10 am - 5:30 pm
Use the BUS STOP out front
Great Gifts - Great Prices

20 - 50% Off most winter
Blouses - Skirts - Dresses

also many
Calendars - Gifts - Totes - Mats

MERCANTIL
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

•- , , ...

20-60% off

Winter Cleoronc^

Selected

Gunne Sax
Pendletons

Esprit de Corp
White Stag Coats

GUd BAqs
of

Thompsons
Amherst, MA

13 No. Pleasant St.

Winter Sale
20% off mens & womens

RocSport
Casuals

*

^fa^
Feb. 1st thru 6th

«5^
SHOE STORE

THIRTY NINE SOUTH PLEASANT STREET

Amherst, M issarhtuietti

TELEPHOr Z 256-6374

SALADS SUBMARINES SYP

SANDWICHES on Syrian Bread or Sub ^oll

THE SPECIAL - Turkey Ham & American Chees.
THE SUPER - Genoa, Pepperoni, Ham, Bologna, P Dvelone
ITALIAN - Pepperoni, Genoa Salami, Provelone
COMBO - Ham, Bologna, Pepperoni
BOLOGNA
GENOA SALAMI
PEPPERONI
ROAST BEEF
TURKEY
PASTRAMI
HAM
HAM & GENOA
SALAMI

CRAB SALAD
CHICKEN SALAD
EGG SALAD
TUNA SALAD
FOOT SUB DOG
FOOT CHILI DOG

the sub
11 AM. TO 2 A.M. / 7 DAYS

33 E. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST / 5^

MEATBALL
MEATBALL & CHILI

VEGETARIAN
CHEESE - American or Pr velone

'tX^: fREE 16 oz Soda with any whoje $uij
^mm ^m^^^immmmm
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Vt price
20% off squash rackets

Feb. 1 thru the 6th
Also come see our complete line of

school supplies.

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

FREE

OFF-CAMPUS
DELIVERY

250-009 i

Michelob Light

12 oz NR $9.99
Miller 12 oz mr $6.99
Dudweiser a oz cons $6.99

Paul Mosson Choblis

i.S liter $4.49
Cep de Yin Red & White

French Table Wine
750 ml $ ^ .99

Riunlte 750 mi $2.59

C & C LIQUORS
ti Main Street

"Behind the Police Station"

^ESSBR

I

Thursday. February 4, 1982

Winter Boot SaU
20% TO 40% off

Wolverine Old Maine
Trotters Herman Survivors

Dexter Etienne Aigner

BOLLES SHOES
8 Main Street 9-5:30 Mon-Sat

Tau-}

ti^m r/»"»

1 * 11 •'» s,

ItU
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COMPARE OUR PRICES!
We're Lower on Most Items

1.5 FL. OZ

SJIUff QUI (limit 2 per person, while they last) ^./^.

PUBEIBV® BURTON. PARSONS

elsewhere . . . O«o9
everyday price . . . 2.69

sale price 1.99

The concentrated
soft contact lens
cleaner for use

with all soft

lenses, in-

cluding ttie

BauschA
Lomb Soflens*
(polymacon).

PldfX'

MOUNTINGTAPE . . .1.49

MOUNTING SQUARES

590
with coupon

THEME BOOKS
3$ubject/150p9. ^z^S^ 1.99
2 subject/ 80 pg. ^^4^ .89
2 subject/100 pg. 4t«5- 1.19
Legal pads ^95" .59
miiimmiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimimmiiimii

reg.29 n0W.19

imiiiiiiiniiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Most film & slides are
back the next day!

Compare:

12 exposure/Fotomat .... 4.65

12 exposure/Photopatio . . 3.28

lillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

We offer the Best Line

of Cosmetics in the County.

i NEW GREAT TASTING GEL

6.4 oz.

(with coupon)

SPECIAL PURCHASE

Saline Solution

I^P reg. upto 10.95

BURTON, PARSONS
was 8.95

(with coupon) nOW0*^0
Always
10-2

Off
10250/0 TIMEX'S

WATCHES
SAVE 1,00

With coupon O" ^^V watch

FREE Gillette
GoodNews!
RAZOR

.
with 5.00 while supply lasts...

^purchase one coupon pt - 5.00 purchase /

ON
FREE
SCOTCH
TAPE

With any 5.00 purchase. .

,

one coupon per 5.00 purchase /

iHUG
9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun.

in Amherst center for seventy-five years • 4 MAIN STREET AMHERST Phone 253-2523
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Com« to Coltegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

APT. SHARING

Apt. sharing Belchertown Center Bus
Rte. MF 142 + call 3235784 after 10 pm or 1

pm to 9 pm 323631 1 ext 240 ask for Cliff

AUDIO

Stereo worth $1100 asking $585 like new
Call 665-7717 for info.

AUTO FOR SALE

Surplus Jeeps, Cars, Vans, Trucks.
Many sell for under $200.00. For informa-

tion on purchasing similar bargains call

602 998-0575 ext 6501 phone call refun-

dable

1975 Honda Civic 30-»- mpg. Excellent

condition $1795. Bob 253 7967

BOARDERS WANTED
Boarders wanted in Delta Chi Frat for

spring. Good food and social life. Call

253 9230

CAPE COD SUMMER SEASONAL
RENTAL

W. Yarmouth and Dennis: 2, 3, and 4
bedroom units. Rent direct from owners.
Call 1617) 528-0404 or 528 3700.

COUNSELORS

Michael Crane of Alligator Music at Smith
College's TNC, February 4th. Davis Stu-
dent Center, 9-12, College ID required.

FLORIDA

Campus Vacation Associates offers the
top beachfront hotels for Daytona and Ft.

Lauderdale during March break. $248.
covers: hotel 8-days, 7-nights, round trip

transportation, special parties and super
discounts. Absolutely NO HIDDEN
CHARGES. Reserve early, call Dave
549-6802.

FOR RENT
~

Non-smoking female wanted to share
two bedroom apt. On bus route. Belcher-
town line. $160 per month. Call 256-6836

On campus housing, next to Newman
Center, singles available, meal plan provid-
ed, call 253-9015, ask for Peter or Bruce

FOR SALE
~

Phone-Mate Telephone Answering
Machine $50.00 Bob 253-7967

1963 Gibson SG walnut finish tremelo
tailpiece 375.00 1976 twin reverb 350.00
phone 256-0896

5 cu ft refridgerator $125 or BO 6-7367
Call after 5

People's Market is hiring for spring
semester. Applications are on the door of
the Market, Room 328 SUB Deadline is Fri-

day Feb 5 at 4:00 PM
Overseas Jobs - Summer/Year Round,
Europe, So. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $550-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Sign-up for Spring Babysitter's List
weekdays, weekends, evenings needed.
Come to the Child Care Office: 213
Berkshire Hse. Monday Friday 9-3. Also
check our bulletin board for jobs available.
OR come to the Everywoman's Center,
Wilder Hall; weekdays 9-4 except Wednes-
day, 12-7 pm.

Page Lay-Out Person needed for Col-
legian. Daily work for weekly pay. Apply
Collegian Office Rm 113 CC

PERSONALS

INSTRUCTION

Camp Wayne, Northeastern Penn
sylvania, co-ed children's resident camp
6/228/22/82. Many positions available.

Friendly, warm atmosphere. We care.

Write: 12 Alleyard, Lido Beach, NY. 11561
and include your school phone number.

Desks, chairs, file cabinets, typewriters
and typing tables, bookcases, dark room
supplies, light table, air conditioner. 1-4 pm
Friday, 10-2 pm Saturday. The Amherst
News, 25 N. Pleasant St.

DANGER FOUND

Rappelling Demonstration given by
UMa55 Army ROTC. Come to watch,
gawk, gloat or ask questions. Today at the
western face of Herter 1 100 hrs to 1300 hrs

(M-r

DULL?

I will sharpen, P-Tex, and wax your skiis

for 5 bucks. Look sharp! Call Ed at 6-9669

EMPLOYMENT

Legally blind staff member seeks
readers. Persons may apply at 768 Tower
Library after 9 p.m. Tuesday and
Thursdays.

E.M.T.'s

Next meeJng of the Fire and First Aid Unit
is Monday 2/8/82 at 10 PM in Morrill 407N.

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Disc Jockeys are back Let us
DJ your party. Randy 546-7013

Come 'Gator with the music of DJ

Diamond Ring vicinity of SDT. Please call

to describe. Ellen 549-6032

GRADUATE STUDENTS

Thesis and dissertation support group
forming for motivation, research presenta-
tion, and sharing academic coping skills.

Call Robert Alexander for information.

253-5262

HELP WANTED

Cruises, Resorts, Sailing Expeditions!
Needed: Sports Instructors, Offic ,

Counselors. Europe, Carribea
Worldwide! Summer, Career! Send $8.9v
for application, openings. Guide to

Cruiseworld, 161 Box 60129, Sacramento,
CA 95860

Valuable work experi'>nce Work-study
jobs available as telephone interviewers for

Project Pulse on Wednesday nights. Apply
to 229 Whitmore.

Experienced, reliable childcare needed
for toddler. Mornings 9-12. Own transpor-

tation. Call Carolyn 253 316''

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. Spr-
ing class forming. 28 hours including
classroom theory & shop. Limited enroll-
ment. 253-7967

ISSHINRYU KARATE CLUB

First club meeting - Monday February 8 -7

p.m. Fencing room 8 Nope Gym Beginners
welcome

LOST
~

Blue Checkbook Wallet Crampton Dorm
2/1/82 Reward!! No questions asked.
6-9867

Lost keys on a Rubex cube keychain. If

found please call 6-8983

Spring Practicum: Earn 3-6 credits. Work
1-4 afternoons per week in day care on
campus. School age children. Wkly staff
mtg Thur 1-2. For more info call Nancv
Ross 549-6170

BooBoo - Free this weekend, for Steve's
and Amy. Love Teddy

Welcome Back BearsI Let's make it a
semester to remember, and come out of
hibernation. Teddy
Don't miss it tomorrow Feb 4th movie
Superman II CCA 6:30, 9:00, 11:30 pm $1
Sponsored by Governors Program Council

Open a checking account (share draft)
with the UMass Student Federal Credit
Union. Receive 6% interest annually! We
are open 10-3 Monday thru Thursday and
10-4 on Fridays.

Consider Sorority living as an option!
Rooms available at Chi Omega along OH
route. Call 256-6868 for details.

Lambda Delta Phi Sorority accepting
female boarders for spring 82 Close to cam-
pus on major bus routes Call 545-0939 Ask
for Eileen or Eva 389 N. Pleasant St.

Movie 2-nitet Superman II, CCA 6:30,

9:00, 11:30 p.m. $1 sponsored by Gover-
nors Program Council

Jobs - work study - apply at Student Note
Service - Student Union Building room 401
- deadline Monday Feb. 8

Welcome back lesbian/gay dance! Sat.
Feb 6, 9-2 am. CC1009. Admission $2. All
welcome. Contact PGA 545-0154 413 Stu-
dent Union.

Reward offered for: brown wallet lost in

Mackimmie on Sun. Jan 31 - contains im-
portant ID - please return to Collegian Of-
fice or call 546-9765.

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTIM

Therapist-Researchers working to
develop ways of better understanding and
helping those men whose lives have been
affected by the rape of someone close to
them (ie. husbands, brothers, friends,

fathers, roommates, sons) We would
welcome any help from any man who has
had this experience. Please phone or write
Bob Samuels or Madeline Wagner,
UMass, Tobin Hall 545-0499, 586-8327,
253-9537

MOVING SERVICES

Fast dependable service. Reasonable
rates. Local or within 50 miles. For free
estimate call 549-3568.

Notetakers needed - non work study - ap-
ply Student Note Service - Student Union
401

Red means "I love you," Pink means "I
like you," White means "I want to get to
know you" or send a special message just
"say it with a flower" on the concourse

Coming February 12th - Valentines Day
Advice to the Lovelorn, offering impec-
cable judgement on matters of the heart
(and other parts North and South) We
welcome all inquiries, and all letters will be
treated in strictest confidence. Send your
questions to Advice to the Lovelorn, care of
the Collegian. Please have all letters in by
Tuesday, February 9th.

Lordy, This is your official welcome to
UMass personal. Glad you're here. I love
you. Lambchop

Hey Fox. Let's have another warm
semester. Blanket set on 5. Hurry up and
move to Southwest. Love ya, John

Continued on page 8

Come join us at our extraordinc 'y

Quality Paperback
Book Sale.

cover
price50% off

Outstanding current and bocklist tm«s from
Am»rtea*i leading publishers. Sale starts 2/2/82

^jUNIVERSITY
m§TORE^

OPEN
MF 9-5 Sat 11-4

Tue & Wed
Nite til 8

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Student Governmertt Associotior)

Treasurer's Office

Trees. Asst. - Financial Auditor '

Excellent experience for

Business Majors

Deadline for applications is

5 P.M. February 10th, 1962
in room 407 Student Union
Any questions call 5-0344

A Welcome Back

LESBIAN/GAY DANCE!

Saturday, February 6
9-2 a.m.

Campus Center 1009

Admission $2
All Welcome

SptmKored by the Peoplf'H V,ay Alliunre

MOVIE 2-NITE Thurs. Feb. 4th
CCA

Shows: 6:30, 9:00,

& 11:30 pm

Christopher Reeve • Margot Kidder • Gene Hackman AdilDISSiOn S 1

Sponsored Dy: Governors Program Council

mmm\ mnfiNniiiiiiMiiiMiiiMiMiMi

Student Activities HSO Workshops f
New RSO Treasurers and Officers, must at- I
tend an RSO one-hour workshop prior to be-
ing able to initiate any financial documents for
the group. Workshops will be held as follows:
DATE TIME CAMPUS CENTER ROOM
9 Feb 2:30-3:15/4:00-5:15 CC803
10 Feb 2:30-3:20/3:45-4:25 CC 177
11 Feb 2:30-3:15/4:00-5:15 CC803
16 Feb 2:30-3:15/4:00-5:15 CC903
17 Feb 2:30-3:20/3:45-4:25 CC903
18 Feb 2:30-3:20/3:45-4:25 CC 903
The sessions will review the financial respon-
sibilites and requirements placed on each RSO
and discussion of new policies and procedures.

WMIMillllMIMlWliNlWMII wn
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CROSSWORD

COME JOIN US!!!

The Collegian will hold recruitment
meetings for people interested in
joining the staff and gaining valuable

I

experience in newspaper reporting,
management, production, and any
other aspect of the paper.
Students should atttend one of the

following introductory meetings:
Thursday, Feb. 4, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Campus Center, rm. 904-908 or
Thursday, Feb. 11 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Commonwealth Room of the S.U.B.

Any questions? Call Eileen
Galligan at the Collegian office -
545-3500.

WEATHER DC MENU
Small river and stream

flood warning through to-
day, all but Cape Cod.
Occasional rain ending

this morning but remaining
cloudy during the after-
noon. Temperatures falling
into the 30s all sections
Thursday afternoon. Partly
cloudy Thursday night. Low
in the teens and 20s. Cloudy
tomorrow with a chance of
rain or snow. Highs in the
20s and 30s.

every day
refreshed!

Th* Collegian

LUNCH
Cold cut grinder
Quiche Lorraine

BASICS LUNCH

Vegetable Grinder
Quiche Lorraine

DINNER
Baked Chicken/Supreme
Sauce, Cranberry Sauce.
Shells in Cheese Sauce
Deviled Egg Cold Plate

BASICS DINNER
Baked Chicken/Supreme
Sauce. Cranberry Sauce
Shells in Cheese Sauce

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Humorist Ogden
5 Hokum
9 Glee club member

14 MIssKettof
comics

15 BBS
16 Western mecca

for skiers

17 LInerlocation
19 Barker s line

20 Restaurant bill

21 Ham It up
22 Twisted
23 WItti no direction
25 Residue of

a kind

27 Street in

38 Across
29 Apollo's twin
33 Men of the

highlands
35 Suffix with

lemon, lime, etc.
36 Elec current
37 Cutting tool

38 Gay
40 Italian stringed

instrument
41 Place on the links

42 Sign up on the
dotted line

43 Snail (en-

dangered fish)

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffe
Cl«U Lm Kt^ikm ria

46 Angry
48 Spirals

49 Misleading moves
51 Shaped, as a

dugout
52 Take the helm
55 Allude (to)

57 Turn right

60 Gigi portrayer
61 Right side
63 Workable
64 Eight, in Roma
65 Inter

66 Island of the

Philippines
67 Denied
68 Abound

DOWN
1 Home to a
hoopoe

2 boy!
3 Aid for smooth

sailing

4 Porkpie

5 Flightly; frothy

6 Melville title

7 Clouted

8 Like Grandma's
apple pie

9 Place for

sewing
10 Aim at

11 Gyrate
12 Pursue
13 Simply
18 Sniggled
24 Mable"
26 Propagate
27 Having wings
28 Freighted
30 Harness

component
31 Drive forward
32 Debates
34 Characters in

thrillers

35 Flat boat
39 Marian

,

American
contralto

40 In a line

44 Bitter

46 Small space
47 Stretcher on

wheels
50 Heated contest
51 Ruler during the

time of Christ
52 Panfish

53 Cheery leave-

taking

54 Green land
56 Kismet
58 Pennsylvania port
59 Cheese center
62 Kind of meal
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Low Price

$43.95
List price

$50.00

D :^C ~'OC u

4* TciAs fM»Ti«tMt>«ra

V '

^t^l^Calculator
OeciskMvMaklrtg
Sourcebook

A^SJ.
TI-B5-n

• TI-55-II

• 112 powerful built-in functions for math, science and engineering
• Built-in loganthmic, trigonometric, hyperbolic and statistical func-
tions let you handle complex problems quickly, easily.
• Simple programmability gives you added versatility, speed. Saves
time on repetitive problems.
• Definite integration of functions entered into program memory.
• Use up to 8 memories'or 56 program steps.
• Built-in conversions mean fast transition between various measure-

"

ment systems.

• Streamlined, tilt-top styling puts the display at the best angle for
viewing.

Open M-f 9-5 Tue, Wed until 8 pm Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^jUNIVERSITY\
STORED
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Sports-
Runners set pace, ^
new UM records
By KENNETH ROLT
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's track team
competi'd in six meets during January, and came up with
!»everal record performances and qualifiers for both the
New Englands and the IC4A Championships.

At the Dartmouth College relays on Jan. 9, senior co-
captain Mark Grasso opened a fine month of long and triple
jumping with a .second place 46'5 '//' hop. step and jump.

School marks in the 60 yard dash, and 60 yard
hurdles also toppled. Bill Devarney sprinted to a 6.45
second third polace finish, besting his own UMass record of
(>.46 second from 1980. Junior John Wright flashed over
the 42" high hurdles in 7.48 seconds, breaking his year old
standard of 7.57 seconds. Both Devarney and Wrights'
marks qualify for the IC 4A Championships to be held on
March 6 7 at Princeton University.

Wright and Devarney came away with victories in
their best events on Jan. 10. at the Track Athletics
Congres| (formerly AAU) Invitational at Boston
University.

At the Dartmouth Northeastern University tri-meet.
at Hanover N.H. on Jan. 16. the Minutemen took a heating
at the hands of the deep Big Green and Huskies, with
Dartmouth winning the meet with 84 V^. NU 59Vz. and
Massachusetts 24.

Stephen Hyder became the third UMass IC4A
quahfier. by placing second in the 35 lb. weight, throwing
54*6". John Wright won the highs in 7.58 si^conds and
plac-ed third in the dash with a personal best of 6.57
seconds, just bt^hind Dt'varney. second, in 6.55 seconds.
Mark Gra.sso remained hot. winning the triple uumo in
4511V?".

^

Grasso continued with a 46'8'//' effort on Jan. 24. in
the New England TAC Championships, for fourtH'place, as
well as a qualifying spot in the New Englands. Junior Rick
Doiron set an indoor personal best in the mUe. placing
fourth in 4: 15.9. also a NE qualifier.

Last weekend, the Minutemen saw double duty, with
the University of Rhode Island. UNH tri meet on Saturday
at Durham, N.H.. and the Greater Bo.ston Track Club
Invitational a day later at Harvard University's swift "pink
carpet."

At UNH, Gras.so. Doiron. Wright, and Devarney won
their respective events, despite the Minutemen's tight
finish with UNH. URI won with 73 points, followed by New
Hampshire with 50. and UMass with 47.

The following day. despite feeling the effects of their
earlier meet, the Minutemen came up with their best relay
efforts to d-te. as well as good individual persormances
Devarney and Wright placed fourth and second in their
main events, and teamed up with Greg Mader and Brian
Osborne in the 1600 meter relay for a 3:23.6 fifth place
effort. Osborne and Wright had the fastest UMass relay
carries. 49.3 seconds.

The distance men. without the services of co captain
Paul Beaulieu. who is out with mononucleosis, put together
a neat 7:49.9 3200 meter relay team, good for fourth place.
John Caffrey. Doiron. Chris Omeltchenko, and freshman
John Keelan carries the baton for the Minutemen, with
freshman Keelan running a 1:55 leg.

The Minulrmcn. who are now 1 o in scoring meets,
travel to Orono. ME. this weekend, for a meet with the
University of Maine.

Off

Glass
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
men's basketball team will take the floor
tonight at 7:30 p.m. against Eastern 8
opponent St. Bonaventure. The
Minutemen will be looking to avenge last
week's 73 59 loss to the Bonnies. a defeat
that extended the UMass losing streak to
six games.

r

A XT >. * r.^.« r^m.r.^ .
Colleifian photo hv Tere« KrllafjoreAN •ARC'-ETYPAL BALLPLAYER - UM's Donald

Kussell (left) arcs a shot past fellow Rise Club member
TxTl^^'f^.^*"'''^

^^•'^^' "^ Northwestern, in the Providence
INBank Classic.

Improved UM gymnasts
host Big Green tonight
By SUE BRIDGMAN
Collegian Staff

While most students have been off

campus during intorsession, the athletes
have long since been back, training and
working out. The men's gymnastics team is

one such group.

According to coach Roy Johnson, the
team has had a strong workout over in-

tersession and. with a couple of additions to

the squad. Johnson looks forward to a
strong second hall.

Willie Stevens, a transler student and
John McGonagle, w ho broke his wrist at the
bi'ginning of the sc ason, have now joined
the squad. Stevens competes in all events,
while McGonagle specializes on the still

rings. Stevens competed in Saturday's
meet against Navy, a meet which UMass
lost b ythe close margin of 254.00-247.95.
and had a fine showing. McGonagle will be
ready for tonight's meet against Dart-
mouth.

Holding a 13 record thus far. the team
looks forward to the remaining meets. Can
any improvements be made?

"There is no problem. We have a tough
schedule but a good one. The un-
derclassmen are doing well." Johnson said.

"We have an exciting team and the skill

level is good. I am not disappointed with the
team's performance and I look forward to a
good second half."

Johnson said last year's squad, which
finished with an 8 3 record, lost about 80
percent of its members. But with 75
percent of this years squad returning next
season. Johnson looks for a strong future.

ine highest team score compiled
before the Navy meet was a 231.05 against
Army, a 16 point difference. Johnson at

tributes improvement to the workout over
inU'resssion and to the individual efforts of

Stevens and Bert Mathieson, the latter of
whom tied lor the all around performer at
the Navy meet. Johnson also sees further
improvement with McGonagle back on the
rings.

Last year UMass topped Dartmouth
College by 12 points (231.00 219.00) and
Johnson looks for a g(X)d strong meet this

year. They host the Green tonight at

Boydcn Auxiliary Gyn with a 7 p.m. start.

D

Sophomore center Edwin Green was
at full speed in yesterday's practice and is

expected to be starting tonight's game.
Green has been bothered with a sprained
ankle which caused him to miss the West
Virginia game on Jan. 25 and see only
imited action against St. Bonaventure.

In being named last year's Eastern 8
Rookie of the Year. Green set a UMas?
record for total piints scored a sa fresh
man with 386. This mark is in serious
danger of being eclipsed by this year's
freshman sensation. Donald Russell.
Rus.sell leads all UM scorers with a 16.3
average and 278 total points after 17
games..At this clip Russell could finish the
year with 441 points.

D

The Eastern 8 announced its Player-
of the Week yesterday. Greg Jones of
West Virginia was Player-of-the Week
based on his three game total of 46 points,

seven a.ssists and five steals including a
15-point game against South Alabama on
national television.

Speaking of the West Virginia South
Alabama game, anyone who watched on
the tube saw the Mountaineers, now the
#19 ranked team in the nation according to
Sports Illustrated, utilize a superb man-
to man defense. Why then, did they play
most of their 72-60 win over the
Minutemen in a zone which UM seemed to
shoot effectively against?

D

With the return of students to the
UMass campus, the hoopmen can look
forward to added support from the stands.
The 40-Minute gang, which proved to be
sucha huge success for Minutemen mentor
Tom McLaughlin, was grtoing in size each
game and could well be expedted to fill

ane ven larger section of the bleachers
tonight.

Swimmen shatter UConn
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Three barriers shattered during the
men's swimming meet between the
University of Massachusetts and the
University of Connecticut last night at
Boyden pool.

First, UMass' Paul McNeil broke the
school record in winning the 1000-yard
freestyle in 10:18.20.

Second, the sound barrier exploded as
both squads circled around the pool in the
last event, the 400-yard freestyle relay, the
win meaning the meet.

Finally, the oldest barrier fell to
pieces, as UMa.ss won both the event and
the meet to defeat UConn for the first time
ever, 62-51.

"It was a great meet," said UMass
coach Russ Yarworth, "Our guys really
came up to it."

The Huskies took the early lead in the
first four events. After UConn won the 400-
yard medley relay, McNeil put the
Minutemen on the board with his record-
breaking swim. After the Huskies took a
196 lead in winning the 200 yard
freestroke, Brian Spellman and Tom
Dundon teamed up to place one two in the
50 yard freestyle and get UMass to within

six (14 20).

John Macurdy won the first of his two
events, one-meter diving, 236.10-216.8 for
the second placed UConn diver. The
Huskies took the lead for the final time by
winning the 200-yard butterfly by eight
seconds over UMass' Micky Minutoh.

Dundon and Chris Porter finished one-
two in the 100-yard freestyle; that gave
UMass a 37-33 lead — a lead they would
never lose. UConn made it a close contest
by winning the 200 yard backstroke, with
Paul McDonough finishing second; the
score became 40 39, UMass. Spellman
won the 500-yard freestyle in 4:48.4, with
Paul McNeil in third.

After Macurdy won the three-meter
diving event, the Huskies came within four
(55 51) by winning the 200 yard breast-
stroke; Paul Surrette came in second for
UMass. Coming down to the Isat event, the
UMass relay of Barry Allen,' Dundon
.Porter and Spellman slowly pulled away
from the lone UConn relay and came in with
a time of 3: 15. .54 and trmemendous
cheering from the Minutemen.

"We wanted to Beat UConn so bad."
said Yarworth, "When I was here at UMass
in my senior year, we lost to UConn by one
point." .
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Oil seen floating on pond surface
By JEFF ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts officials were suroriseH tn

Tr:2u ^^'^'P^-V^" infofming them of the tuaU^n

thrL fo Z" n H
'" r^' "" '"^J^^ environmentainrtat ^ the pond
, «M«i a spokesperson fVorrJ »hpEnvronrtt^ Health and Safety Office wTo w.shed^o

esuroT^h
*""" '''^' "'' '"^^•^ '^^ -^^ '"^^ ^he pond as a

day" hcl d
^^""""^ '''''' ••""<'" -^h- ^*^« last few

Ms. Anita Serroll, an environmental hygenist will bedoing further checks on the oil situation brexamin.W thedramage system that leads into the pond
^

Many of those viewing the pond expressed disgust andshock to see the oily l.quid floating in a small portion otthe

Tom Hamilton, assistant professor of the department of

rrc'noT, h' ' .f"'! ^"? '•'^^'""^' P'^""^"^' ^a« the firstto report the spdlage to the proper UMass authorities Hewas concerned about how the oil will affect the ecology ofthe area. >•'»» -jbjsi"*— «»4-,*iii*.*.v!V-.^-;. .
^"•"Sj "»

in
,1^'' "»' ^"'/^rtainly not benefit the wildlife and plantsin the pond, Hamilton said.

u f""«i.s

Those viewing the oil were curious as to-how it actually

Continued on page 9

Dissident poet teaching at UMass

Annex problem
isn't long lines

By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Professors ordering books late and students having to
go mto Amherst Center to buy their books have been more
of a problem this semester than long lines in the Textbook
Annex, said Russell Evans, Textbook Annex manager.
Evans said that many professors have been over two

months tardy with their book orders for this semester
We asked for orders by October 25. and we received

several hundred after January 1," he said.
Despite the late start the Textbook Annex got on those

orders. Evans said they moved on them as quickly as
possible, and now "most of the late orders are here

"

In addition to ordering late, Evans said many professors
ordered their classes' texts from bookstores in downtown
Amherst, depriving the students of the five percent dis-
count they receive on books in the Textbook Annex.

"If I were a student, I would l)e upset," he said "You
don't get the five percent discount, and students on
scholarship programs cannot get reimbursed for the
books."

Evans said professors order from other bookstores
because they are promised better .service by these stores
than they would get at the Textbook Annex.
Evans maintains that these two problems are more

serious than students waiting in lines to pay for their
books.

There really haven't been any lines," he said. "There
were lines for about an hour yesterday (Wednesday), but
even then, no student waited in a line for more than fifteen
minutes."

A new layout in the Annex, better scheduling of classes,
and Wednesday's foul weather were all reasons for the
speedy service, Evans said. Students didn't pack into the
store all at once, possibly because of the weather and that
kept the lines manageable.

All profits that the Textbook Annex receives are used
for the operation of the Campus Center, as thev always
have been.

By GARY EYNATIAN
Collegian Staff

Russian iioet Joseph Brodsky, forcibly
exiled from the Soviet Union for his con-
troversial poems, began teaching at the
University of Massachusetts earlier this
week as a Five-College faculty member.
His course <^n four modern Russian poets

promises students a unique opportunity to
learn firsthand from an acknowledged
authority. Brodsky, 42, has published five
volumes of his poems in Russian and
translations have appeared in various
hterary magazines and in the book Selected
Poems, published by Penguin Books. His
poetry has also been translated into
French, Italian, German, Czech, Polish.
Sergo-Croatian, Hebrew, Norwegian.
Spanish and Greek.
"He is one of the best living Russian

poets, we are very happy about him coming
here." said Professor Laslo Tikos of the
UMass Slavic Languages and Literatures
Department. "People should consider this a
lucky coincidence."

Brodsky had expressed his wish to come
to this area at the same time there was an
opening at Mt. Holyoke College. Even
tually, the Five Colleges united to bring the
poet to the valley, Tikos said.

Brodsky represents the type of free
imaginative mind which may irk Soviet
bureaucrats to the point where they react
quite strongly. Brodsky was forcibly im
prisoned, hospitalized and finally exiled
from his homeland, according to an article
in the New York Times.
Brodsky began to be recognized as a poet

in the early 1960's..

"Even then," Alexander Sumerkin, a
Russian translator, has been quoted as
saying "many thought of him as the
greatest Russian poet."

But his air of defiant independence would
make him a target.

"In other countries." Brodsky has said,
"the government does not try to be the
moral authority, well in Russia they do."

In 1961, the Supreme Soviet of the
U.S.S.R. issued a decree calling for "the
intensification of the struggle against in
dividuals who evade socially u.seful work."
Everyone must work in the Soviet Union.
In February, 1961, although Brodsky was
translating poetry, he was charged with
parasitism.

On trial. Brodsky was asked to assess his
"share in the forward movement toward
Communism." He replied that "intellectual
work" was just as important as physical
labor. When asked his trade, Brodsky said
he was a poet.

"Who included you among the ranks of
poets, " asked the judge.
"No one.

"
he replied, "and who included

me among the ranks of the human race?"
He was sentenced to five years of hard

labor on a sUte farm near Archangel but

due to much protest on his behalf, after 18
I

months he was allowed to return to
Leningrad.

Transcripts of Brodsky 's trial, recorded
by a Soviet journalist, were smuggled out
of the Soviet Union and were quoted in the
New York Times.

"I've been three times in prisons, a couple
of times in the mental hospitals, once in
exile... it's not that much... one can cope
when one is young. It was basically
bearable. ..a prison is a prison, but in Russia
it is worse than anywhere else because for
one thing you are living in an unjust
society; the most unbearable thing about
prison is the amount of time stolen from
you," Brodsky told an interviewer in 1974.
The clash with Soviet authority, which

finally led to Brodsky's expulsion from the
country, began in late 1971. He received
two invitations from Israel, inviting him to
emigrate there. Not interested in going
there, Brodsky ignored the letters. In May
1972, he was summoned by the authorities
who asked why he hadn't accepted the
invitations. They wanted him to leave so
their Brodsky problem would be solved, he
protested that he did not want to emigrate.
He was then warned that his life would be
made difficult if he refused. He was issued
an exit visa in one week ( a rare occurrence
in the Soviet Union) and ten days later he
was called to the airport where he was
searched, his poems confiscated and was
put on a plane to Vienna.

In Austria, Brodsky located fellow poet
W. H. Auden who arranged for his coming
to America. Since his arrival, he has taught
at the University of Michigan and at
Columbia University and has received
fellowships from New York University's
Institute of Humanities and the Catherine
and John D. MacArthur Foundation.

His chief occupation remains with poetry,
his own and others' which he admires.
While reciting a poem by Osip Man-
delshtam in Herter Hall Tuesday night,
there was silence as students heard a voice
freely expressing itself.

'Exiled author
tells of Soviet

censorship
Rus.sian author Vasily Aksenov. expelled

I

from the Soviet Union last year for con-
tributing a story to a controversial Polish
magazine, spoke at Amherst College '

Wednesday evening on "Censorship and
Self-Censorship in the U.S.S.R."
Describing himself as "one of the victims

of censorship for twenty years. " Aksenov
presented a picture of life as a Soviet writer
continously facing the power of censorship
while attempting to write stories.
Aksenov is popular in the Soviet Union

because his stories are truthful and
believable. He is one of the few writers who
has been able to integrate the actions and
thoughts of youthful characters into a
lormat that can be accepted by the Soviet
censorship.

"Soviet society has always been quite
puritan and hypocritical." Aksenov told the
audience. Unlike other accepted and
popular Soviet writers. Aksenov's
characters may express displeasure with
theu- work or lives and become involved in
sexual relationships.

"Almast nobody sees or wants to see this
ideological face (of the Soviet censorship)."
he said. "I could not describe how this
power is active in routine activity ... We
used to say 'we', unifying ourselves with
the Soviet power, with its mystical entity."
Now he refers to the authorities as "they".

"I saw their face." he said, "recognized it,

and Ixjcame a dissident."

Aksenov also related information he has
received through dissident channels about
recent actions Uken by Soviet authorities
against young dissident writers. He said
that while well known established writers
such as himself, Joseph Brodsky and
Alexander Solzhenitsyn can expect to be
expelled from the country as a result of
their writings, these younger relatively

Continued on page 9
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Digest
By the Associated Press

a 29 percent drop from the $1.35 billion 1981 budget and a
loss of 2,762 employees.

Senate okays tough

Student loan defaults ^nti-busing bill

hurt future recipients
BOSTON — Public higher education recipients in

Massachusetts are defaulting on federal student loans at a
rate of about 18 percent and about $2 million less is
available for loans as a penalty, according to state officials.
Board of Regents Chancellor John B. Duff told the House

Ways and Means Committee yesterday that the overall
default rate on National Student Defense Loans is about
that high systemwide -and higher than 25 percent at some
individual institutions.

"The penalty rate for default is significant," added vice
chancellor Joseph Finnegan. "We're losing $2 $2 'A million
of authorized funds because of the default rate." There is
about $7 million alloted for loans now, one official said.
Finnegan said penalties are imposed if the rate is more

than 10 percent. Finnegan said four or five state in-
stitutions have rates over 25 percent, while many others
have rates between 10 and 25 percent.

Reagan cuts budget,

environmentalistssuffer
WASHINGTON - President Reagan's 1983 budget will

slash spending at the Environmental Protection Agency by
almost a third from what it was in 1981 levels and will strip
away the "safety net" that protects Americans from
polluted air and contaminated water, a conservation group
said yesterday.

The administration will propose spending $961 million
for the EPA in its 1983 budget and a personnel level of
8,645, the National Wildlife Federation said. That would be

WASHINGTON - The Senate yesterday approved, 58
38, the toughest anti busing legislation ever cleared by
either house of Congress.
The legislation, an amendment to a spending

authorization bill for the Justice Department, would
prohibit federal judges from ordering busing for students
who live more than five mUes or 15 minutes from their
schools.

Another provision would bar Justice Department
lawyers from seeking busing orders in federal courts.

"Long-distance busing is a leech on the educational
system of this country," said Sen. Bennett Johnston, D
i.a., a principal supporter of the proposal.

But opponents led by Sen. Lowell Weicker. R-Conn..
condemned the amendment as an unconstitutional in
trusion into the ability of federal judges to protect in-
dividual rights. Weicker vowed a fUibuster against the
authorization bill.

Argentina intervenes

in Central America
WASHINGTON — Argentina's military government has

undertaken a "paramilitary" role in Central America, a
move aimed at destabilizing Nicaragua's leftist govern-
ment and cutting off supplies to rebels in El Salvador,
congressional sources said yesterday.
One source said Argentina's role has been in "coor-

dination" with the United States, but he said it was unclear
how much encouragement and support the Reagan ad
ministration has provided, if any.
At the White House, spokesman David R. Gergen

refu.sed comment and then cautioned reporters against
reading a confirmation or denial into his no comment.

Asked if the United States would engage in overt or
covert action, or join with another nation, to overthrow a
government now in place, Gergen replied that 'policy
statements" have been made on the issue in the past and
that he would not try to repeat them "off the top of my
head."

Boston police crack

major local drug ring
BOSTON - Police said they cracked a major heroin

distribution network yesterday with the arrest of at least
40 suspects in a $250,000 a week heroin ring.
"Our objective was not to make large seizures of drugs

and cash," said Assistant Assistant District Attorney
Leonard J. Henson. chief of tW* organized crime division
for Suffolk County District Attorney Newman Flanagan.

"People tend to equate the success of raids with the
amount of drugs that are seized," Henson said.

"But our objective was to make a significant impact on
the suppliers, the importation of drugs," he said.

Police said they did confiscate about $250,000 worth of
heroin, a large amount of cocaine, cash, automobiles and
two planes.

Just before dawn, 140 police and federal agents con-
ducted raids in the Boston area, as well as Middlesex,
Norfolk and Plymouth counties, searching for 52 people
indicted by county and federal grand juries. Federal Drug
Enforcement Agency (DEA) agents conducted
simultaneous raids in Rhode Island and New York City.
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THE NORTHEASTERN MBA

Away to

enrich your
MBA experience!

Those accepted into Nor iheastern s Two-Year FuH-Time MBA
Program are eligible to apply for a position as a Graduate
Assistant The Graduate Assistanlship offers academic or
administrative work experience, greater access to admmistra
lion and faculty and an opportunity to play a more active role in

the educational process Competition is keen-approxirnately
40' of those enrolled in the Full-Time fVIBA Program are
awarded an Assistanlship Assignments are usually within the
Colleqe of Business or elsewhere in the University in an adminis-
trative teaching research or tutorial capacity The assistant-
ships are ten to twenty hours-per-week appointments, which
provide all assistanlship participants with tuition remission for

courses taken For the twenty hour assislantship., a -stipend
currently of S4 500 per academic year is also awarded

Full-Time Program begins in September— Application
deadline is May 1st

.

Deadline for Assistantship Program application is
April 15th.

Tor (X)'np(oip intotmaiion on the NorlhOtiSlern FullTimc and Assistant-
ship MBA programs as well as other inlorn and Part Time MBA pro-
!^uv•^s call (617) 437-2719 or uso the coupon txjiow

Gfa<)ualp SctKX)! ol Business Administralion

Norlheastern University
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^_ AYEAROUTOFCOLLEGEi
ANDA STRAUSS ISMAKING AVIATION

HISTORY IN THEARMY.
"I m being assigned to a

Chinook helicopter unit in Germany
as a test pilot and maintenanceofificer,

and I'm proud that I'll be the first

woman to have that assignment over
there It s a real thrill for me

'So was leamir^g how to fly

a helicopter It takes a lot more skill

than an airplane If you think college

IS demandir^g, flight school is even
tougher It's not only academically
demanding, it's really mentally
depending as well as physically

"In Germany, I'll have a chance
to use some of the leadership and
management techniques I learned in

ROTC It's going to be a real challenge
having command resporui bill ties.

"I got into ROTC really just

to see what it was all about. For me, it

all couldn't have worked out better"

Army ROTC got Anda Strauss

off to a good Stan. Maybe it can do
the same for you To find out, stop by
your Army ROTC office on campus.

And begin your future as an
officer.

Cpt. Patrick Merryman
546-2321

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian
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2nd Li Anda Strausswasapolincalscitncf major
at WakcFtirestand a membrr of Army ROTC

SPEED
READING
presented by
Springfield

Management
Associates

UMass
CO Rm 904-908

Feb. 10, 17, & 24
7-9 pm/3 sessions

Cost: $40.00
Limit: 50 people
Reservations:

Call Jon 546 5396 *
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Cohen responds
to Judiciary's

three charges
By PAUL BASKEN
Colle^an Staff

Senate Judicial Affairs subcommittee memtwr Mindv
Urdway, whose motion to begin removal proceedings
agamst Student Judiciary Clerk of Courts Michael Cohen
was approved by the Student Senate at Wednesday's
meeting, yesterday outlined the three incidents involving
Cohen on which she based her motion, while Cohen
responded to the charges as "ridiculous and bogus

"

Ordway said the motion was based on: an allegation that
Cohen signed the name of Judge Christopher Cook to a
letter Cohen sent to the Judicial Affairs Subcommittee
wiUiout Cook's permision; that last semester Cohen "in-
terfered" with the appointment of a judge to represent the
.Commuter Collective by improperly referring a candidate-
and Cohen last semester sat in on the deliberations
meetings of the threee judges at the Student Judiciary's

T^^f
avocations trial of Student Gk)vernment Association

(SGA) Treasurer Rich Goldman.
Judicial Affairs Subcommittee Chairman Jim Murphy

who seconded the Ordway motion, said Cohen "freely ad-
mits" advising judges on cases, in violation of his job
description. Murphy called for Cohen's removal last
semester following such a violation by Cohen concerning
the Progressive Student Alliance commuter election trial
Cohen called the action a result of "political moves" bas-

ed on the emergence of the judiciary as a body of authority
in student government. The range of jurisdiction for the
judiciary has decreased recently. Cohen explained, and
therefore he concentrates more attention on areas such as
the student senate.

In reference to the specific allegations. Cohen claimed
the commuter collective judicial seat in question went un-
filled for six months, and listed his duties as Clerk to in-
clude coordinating and assisting judges so to possibly in-
clude his attendance at judicial deliberations meetings
Cohen also questioned the senate's authority in such a
removal proceeding.
Carl Hoffman, who chaired the senate committee that

investigated and exonerated Cohen last semester
acknowledged that Cohen regularly sits in on judicial
deliberations, but that this does not necessarily violate his
job description which calls for him to advise judges on pro-
cedure.

Hoffman claimed last semester's decision was due to
lack of reasonable evidence because of the closed nature of
deliberations meetings, and was also due to "per-
sonalities." However. Hoffman observed that in "most"
recent trails, the court's findings closely paralleled the in-
terests of Cohen, and said if he was to be charged again
with investigating Cohen, he would recommend his
removal.

The four member committee appointed to investigate
and make a recommendation to the senate will formally
present the charges to the defense today at 5 p.m.
Committee chairman Kenneth Moore said the investiga-

tion will be cautious to uphold the reputation of the SGA.
saying "the idea of due process is paramount." A public
hearing will be held Sunday at 4 p.m. in Campus Center
room 174.

Collegian

VARA TV O J . .
LolleKian phnio bv Howard Ubilt

ifoi I K
~ °^«"«*«: a brown belt member of the Valley Women'sKarate club, performs in a martial arts demonstration held yesterday.

By KELLY BURKE
Collegian Staff

{Compiled with reportsfrom Marilyn Lentz and Lisa Gon-
salves)

The Sexual Harassment Grievance Procedure that
Chancellor Henry Koffler promised last September to in-
stitute by the beginning of this semester, is still being
negotiated by campus groups said Assistant to the
Chancellor Terrence Burke.
During the next few weeks a draft of the procedure will

be distributed to various unions, and faculty and student
organizations for their input, said Burke, who was ap-
pointed to replace Janet Rifkin as coordinator of the
grievance procedure when she left on sabbatical this
semester.

grievance procedure
Rifkin. University of Massachusetts ombudsperson. was

appointed by Koffler last September to direct the process
of researching and writing the procedure.

In a letter to the community dated Sept. 21. Koffler said
he had asked Rifkin to oversee development of the pro-
cedure which \yould "guarantee individuals the full rights
of due process protection and also protect the principles of
academic freedom."
Members of student and campus organizations which

have worked on developing a sexual harassment grievance
p^edure in past years claim there is a serious sexual
harassment problem on campus between faculty and
students, especially, and that complains have been in-
creasing.

Students Against Sexual Harassment (SASH), a divi-
sion of the Student Center for Education Research and
AdvocacjN. (SCERA). defines sexual harassment in the

Students support candidates
Jv SUSAN RINP. i_,no/.., .

workplace and on campus as an occasion "when an in-
dividual in authority and power to control, influences or
aftects the altedemic success, future career, or emotional
stability of a person in exchange for sexual favors

"

Discrimination on the basis of sex at a public institution
receiving federal aid has been illegal since 1972 under Ti-
tle IX of the Education Amendments. Charies DiMare
directing attorney of the UMass Legal Services Organiza-
tion (LSO) told a Collegian reporter last September that
the univesity was breaking the law in lacking a Sexual
Harassment Grievance Procedure. At that time he also
told the Collegian he would sue the university if the pro-
cedure was not implemented by the beginning of this
semester.

However, eariier this week DiMare said Legal Services
would not be filing a suit right away.

Continued on page 8
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By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

As party nominating conventions for Massachusetts
approach this spring, several University of Massachusetts
students gather voting lists and make phone calls to begin
garnering support on campus for gubernatorial candidates.

Five of the ten declared candidates in the race for
governor have students coordinating their campaigns at
UMass. John W. Herbert. Jeff Maerder. Mark Lederhos,
Jim Shaw, Rodman Snelling and Vanessa Thorne are
heading up the efforts to increase the visibility of. and
•""Kflize support for, their candidates.
Herbert, a senior comparitive literature and philosophy

major, coordinates Hampshire County for the campaign of
Saugus businessman Francis P. Rich, an independent
candidate. His first involvement in politics was also with
the campaign of an independent candidate.

In 1980 Herbert canvassed, did table and clerical work as
assistant to John Anderson's UMass coordinator Frank
Moore. The main thrust of Herbert's work at this time is to
publicize Rich's plan to "run state government as a service
business," Herbert said.

Maerder and Lederhos, seniors and roommates majoring
in lood and resource economics and English, respectively
plan to soUcit signatures for the nomination of Republicari
Andrew H. Card. Maerder has collected signatures in the
past for MassPIRG on issues such as the bottle bill and
putting the question of a moratorium on nuclear power on a
ballot. Lederhos worked on Congresswoman Margaret
Heckler's 1980 campaign.

Shaw, the most experienced of the coordinators, is
working on a public higher education policy for the 30 state
colleges as part of the campaign for Lt. Governor Thomas
P. O'NeUl III.

Continued on page 5
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TI-55
An advanced slide-rule calculator with

statistical functions and simple program-
mability.

Science. Engineering. Statis-

tics. Social Science VCtiatever
your Held, Texas Instruments
TI-5S calculator can help you
improve your professional
performance by giving vou
fast, accurate solutions to vour
problems.

Ad\anced Tl-SS capabilities
include simple programming,
plus a unique blend of hard-
ware and software support.
The versatile TI-S5 is packed
with the features and func-
tions you need to handle
almtxst am mathematical op-
eration, from logarithms and
trigonometry to more ad-
vanced statistical problems.

Powerfiil statistical capabil-
it\ .

.
mean, \ariance, standard

deviation, linear regression.
Simple ke\board pri)gramma-
bilitA \\ith 32 steps lets vou
perform repetitive calcula-
tions at the touch of a ke\. Ten
user-acces.sible memories are
available to increase the flex-

ibiljt\ I )f calculations.
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pagc Calculator Decision
Staking Sourcebook shows
\c)u how to use the ad\anced
ftinaions of the TI-SS in mak-
ing better decisions, w hate\er
\oiir field or profession
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Energy systems

to be improved
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts wUI spend $500 000

win 'ZZ r:^«-',--?y
conservation projl-ts wS

Simnnf
themselves .n energy savings, said Barrv

rlT II T'Y. '°"'"'""^^'«" coordinator or he ViceChancellor for Administration and Finance.

nnH '^T
'7''''''^ ^^^"'"^ ^«'" ^^'^ P'-^J^'^^^ through Stateand federal grants and the remaining funds were an

MeCl '' '^' '••"' ^'''--"-•^ of«c-e. Simons sJd.Mechanical engmeenng students will assist in executing a

wastt about $6,000 in heating costs annually. Simons said.

The steam traps are used to separate heavily condensated steam from fresh stream Simons said 6 000steam traps will be replaced on campus. The total cost o^the project IS $260,000. which includes the steam trapslj
a^v^an modified with equipment for the project Wns

'This project will pay for itself." Simons said. "Usingstudents will .save money, and provide the students wi^hvaluable experience." he added.
luuenis wun

If the steam trap project is successful. Simons said others ate colleges will use the work crews at UMass to develop
similar programs at those schools

^
comouwr. T^T' ^''""^^ implemented, combinescomputer technology located about 100 miles away fromAmherst with mechanical systems within Washingtontower m the Southwest Residential Area. Simons said

Collegian s

By KELLY BURKE
Collegian Staff

If lonely walks acrcss campus at night have gotten you
down this past week, do not fear - the escort service will
be back in operation, possibly by Sunday, according to
Jane Johnson. ythe new coordinator of the service.
Johnson, of the Student Government Association (SGA)

Presidents' Office said the service has not started yet this
semester because she is busy getting the volunteers
together from last semester, and trying to recruit new
volunteers. Escorts work in female/male pairs, accompa-
nying students to and from G(KKlell Library and the
Tower Library to the residential areas l)etween'7 p.m. and
12 a.m. Sunday through^ Thursday nights. The service is
open to all students.

The service was developed by the SGA {^residents' Of-^e in conjunction with the "Year Towards Civility," (a

service

Assault reported
to UMass

program funded by Chancellor Henry Koffler's office) lu
relieve fear of walking across campus alone at night and
aid in the prevention of rapes and assaults on campus.
The Orchard Hill Residential area was the first to lH?gin

the service on Nov. 1, 1981 with the Southwest Residen-
tial area following on Dec. 8, 1981. The Northeast/Sylvan
Residential area still has not begun service because of a
lack of escorts. Johnson said.

She said they are accepting applications from students,
faculty and staff, w^io, if chosen, will attend a training ses-
sion on interpersonal awareness, sexism, and rape
awareness.

'The escort service is a coordinati-d effort of many
University organizations including, the Student Center
for Educational Research and Advocacy's (SCERA)
Women's Kssues Team. UMass Public Safety. Men
Against Violence Against Women, area governments.
SGA Women's Caucus and others.

* Campaigns

By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

Boston h^K"""'
*^^^'*^ ^^ ^^"^ Honeywell Corporation inBoston, has been operating Washington Tower s heatingsystem since September over the telephone lines. Simon!

heaiTri""*'*^. ^^^^^TP"^''" '""'"'^*^^ ^"d decreases theheat to levels which provide maximum comfort forresidents. The projcn^t. which costs about $13.0^ hadproblems last semester. Simons said. However al "the

sm^.hf'yK
*^" '"'"""'''^' ""'^ '^'' P'-«J^'<^t should runsmoothly this semester, he added

.h
^':t.\^|;"^'''>^^""*'^ ^^""'^ ^'•^^ presently 21 systemsthere which he said operate "inefficiently

" ^J^^^^ms

The FAC has 21 j^stems because of the differentdepartments the building houses. Simons said the new

J.system.''
P-^^^^^'^

'j^^
'«*^al computers to operate the

Rn^in^
Locating System in the Whitmore Administration

Building will also be modified. Simons said Whitmore

hours a dV^*""''^''^
'^^ ''^''^'"^ ^"*^ ventilation system 24

"This system obviously wastes money." he .said Thenew system will shut the heaters down when not in use.

University of Massachu.setts police yesterday reported
an assault and battery, two larcenies, and a hit and run ac-
cident of a parked vehicle.
A male student reported at about 1:30 a.m. yesterday

that he was assaulted by a group of men outside
Washington Dormitory in the Southwest residential areawhen he was dropping off a woman there, police said The
student reported he spoke to the group of men as they
engaged in a snowball fight within range of him and thewoman and broke his right cheek bone and required
several stitches after being reportedly assaulted by one of
the men, police said. The victim claimed to recognize the
suspect, and would be able to identify him again, police

In an unrelated incident, a student living on the sixth
floor of Grayson Dormitory in the Orchard Hill Residential
Area reported yesterday that a high school ring valued at
3>^50 was stolen from his room, police said
A larceny was also reported at about 1 1 a.m. yesterday

in Dwight Dormitory in the Northeast Residential Area
Police said a wallet containing $70 in cash and some credit
cards was reported stolen

.1 ^'^''"? ?" accident involving a parked vehicle wasreported at about 3 p.m. Wednesday. The incident occurred in parking lot 40 behind Tobin'Hall causing aporoximately $400 worth of damage
causing approx-

Got something to
say?

Say it in a letter to
the Editor.

Continued from page S

m.Tn.r''"^- 'T''''*'
'^ ^P"^''" ^'«^*^'- 'Education) the thirdmost recognized issue in the campaign, the economy beingnumber one and the tax system number two." Shaw saidShaw, a journalism student, has been working forDemocrats since 1972. including George McGovern. HouseSpeaker Thomas P. O'Neill. Representative Jim Sh^onand Senator Edward M. Kennedy.

^namion.

Snelling will be combatting the problem of visibility foriormer Boston City Councilor John W. Sears. A sophomore
political science major. Snelling has been involved [nMackimmie Dormitory house politics
Thorne. a senior political science/Latin AmericanStudies major. ,s the campus coordinator for the campaign

ol former Governor Michael Dukakis
"Right now our emphasis is on letting people know aboutthe caucus, mobilizing students." said Thorne. They wUl be

sL'.'r'M*' [^ P.^'^Kt^'-l ^'though Dukakis has a co^
s^derable lead in the polls, he is not assured of theDemocratic nomination. She said she was encouragingDemocrats to attend tomorrow's caucus meeting!
statewide to send Dukakis delegates to the stafenommating convention.

l"« siaie

Thorne was on the national field staff of Senator EdwardM Kennedy s^campaign for the Democratic nomination forpresident in 1980 Students interested in working or

contact ? ^R
.'^'' ""'

^^'rf
^«>'-di"ators at this time may

wm
the Boston area offices of House Minority LeaderWilham Robinson Westwood investment counselor JohiLakian former Metropolitan District Commissioner GuyA. Carbone former GOP chairman Josiah Spaulding andGovernor Edward J. King.

""'k ana

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

University Store Hours
Located in the Campus Center Week of 2/ 1 /fD

Monday — 9-5

Tuesday — 9-8

Wednesday — 9-8

Thursday — 9-5

Friday — 9-5

Saturday — 11-4

Textbook Annex Hours
Located in the Physical Plant Building

Week of 2/1/82
Monday— 9-5

Tuesday— 9-9

Wednesday— 9-9

Thursday— 9-9

Friday — 9-5

Saturday — 10-3

The Mini Store Hours
Located in the Student Union

Monday - Friday 7:30 am - 10 pm
Saturday - Sunday 8:00 am - 10 pm

^JJNIVERSITY
STORED

i it r.ii ii2it it ur > ! i I'.-i ' i : I > ,. •< .•
.i K <. \ \- t

\ ^
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LSO and administration
negotiate relationship
by HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Director of the Division of Student
Affairs Randy Donant said yesterday he
and Legal Services Office Attorney Charles
DiMare are attempting to solve differences
between the LSO and the administration.

Donant said the pair sat down for two
hours on Wednesday discussing views and
differences concerning the relation of the
LSO and the administration.

The talk centered around the issue raised
last semester over the administrative
policies concerning the LSO. The
organization is one started by the students
and which receives monies from the
Student Activities Tax Fund to provide
students with legal recourse. The LSO was
also given an unusual mandate by the

of Massachusetts Board of
in that cases against the
may be handled by Legal

University

Trustees,

University

Services.

A conflict of interest situation became

uireci \ji le^juiaie his professional
judgement in rendering such legal ser
vices."

A question of job descriptions was in-

volved. Donant. who signed DiMare's
evaluation says he was empowered to do so
under the description he was hired under.
Vice Chancellor Madson had expanded the
position of Director of Student Activities
Office to the Director of the Division of
Student Affairs intending to include
evaluation power over SATF funded
personnel.

DiMare's job description states,
however, the LSO governing board is to
provide "primary data for and shall be
primarily responsible for the performance
evaluation of the managing attorney."
Donant said yesterday the problems

were the result of conventions being
followed instead of new policies being
formed. He added that although he has
evaluation duties for the Recognized
Student Organization professional staff, he
feels the LSO attorney's case is one that
needs special consideration and an equally, ,, . .
iiv-tuc opcLiai uuiiaiuci aiiuii ana an equaiJV

apparent when the University claimed the agreeable solution should be worked out to
right to sign evaluation forms of the encompass all aspects of the situation

nlZlI"Th^7«n^ *"
J;^.!'

*
''tn-

^'"^ "^^ ^'^ ''y^^S t« diffuse the flames,
ployee. The LSO claimed the possiblhty of trying to work it out. What happened was avidatmg the Canon of Lthics of the Legal matter of personal concern." Donant said.
Profession according to the disciplinary DiMare said he is pleased with the new
rules as Uwyers shaU not permit a person positive attitude toward resolving thewho recommends, employs or pays him. ..to situation.

Friday Afternoon

.s
— HOUR

Come sing along with

Steve Spellman
Drink Special Penny Afternoon

3 for 2
' Hot hors d*oevres will be served

//PRODUCTlQt^

Feb. 15th Monday I

^DoW
r?^

I

n

8:00 pm
Fine Arts Center

ON SALE
FEB. 8th

No cameras, food, drink or smoke allowed. UMIES - $9.00, $10.00
GEN PUB - $11.00, $12.00

ATTENTION!!!!!
To try to serve as many students as

possible there will be a limit of TWO
tickets per person for this show. Your
cooperation is appreciated.

Enjoy

UPC Productions

Produced in association with the UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

^JJ
CWMCIMG L/APORIU/A

GRAND OPENING
CONTINUES
TONIGHT (j

SATURDAY NIGHT

"Check out this awesome alternative"

>^18 ODMFONENT SPEAKERS
-k1150 WAmS OF QUALITY

RECORDED MLOC
^LOTS OF LIGHTS
>f FINEST DJ'S AoAILAeLE

OAnCE THE niGHT

fHUAV TO THE FinE/T

/ouno inTOiun

WEEKEND DRINK SPECIALS

KANGAROO KICK 95c

MILLER/MILLER LITE DRAFT 50c

VODKA/JUICE 95c

Proper Dress Required
* No T-shirts or Jerseys

• No Dungarees

AT THE CORNER OF:
UNIVERSITY DR. & RTE. 9

266-8605

POSITIVE I.D. REQUIRED

f>iday. February 5. 1982

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Collegian 7

Action a
Anti-semitism is not recognized as a ma-

jor problem on this campus. But, like a dor-
mant volcano, anti-semitism can jolt the
hves of its victims by merely rattling them
in the most subtle way.
Exams scheduled on Jewish holidays

have created yearly headaches for Jewish
students. Professors reluctant to offer
alternatives to these test schedules reveal
problems which cannot be overlooked once
the holidays are passed.

Anti-semetic acts are on the rise. Accor-
ding to The Boston Globe, 59 anti-semetic
mcidents were reported in Massachusetts,
hiost occurring in the Boston area. That
puts the Baystate fourth among the states

that reported incidents. Last semester a
Jewish professor at the University of
Massachusetts found a swastika on his of-

fice door. In a seperate incident, a sign at
the Hillel office was torn down and thrown
out the window. In addition to these acts,

EDITORIAL
there are many more which are too subtle
to discuss, and remain unreported.
UMass has finally taken action against

anti-semitism. Through recommendations
from The Commission Toward Civility
money from student affairs has created
two positions to deal with the problem.

semitism
Those filling these positions will train
others and run workshops on anti-semitism
and Jewish awareness. One coordinator
will be associated with the Office of
Residential Life, and the other will be
assigned to the campus-at-large.
The responsibility is now on the

shoulders of the students. They must
recognize that anti-semitism is still a pro-
blem, and take steps against it by educating
themselves and others.

Unsigned editorials represent the opinion
of the majoHty of the Collegian Board of\
Editors.

\

Text Annex —
what a mess!

The man stood unnoticed and watched as Frank and
Tony entered the Textbook Annex. As he turned toward
the mythical TV. camera. Rod Serling began to speak
through clenched teeth.
"Frank Frosh and Tony Transfer, roommates and new

students at UMass. think they will be able to get the texts
they need, and begin the long arduous process better
known as a semester. And normally, they would be right.
But this IS no ordinary bookstore, because this is no or-

# duiary campus. Frank Frosh and Tony Transfer only think
they are entering the Textbook Annex, but in fact they are
entering that region known to us as the Twilight Zone."

Dave Cline

The immediate sensation was heat. Lots of it. The two
mnocents were completely bewildered as they watched the
mass hysteria around them. Hundreds of students per-
spu-ing m the heat, were frantically trying to find books

"Quick! Let's turn around and get out of here!" The quick
pivot was made, but suddenly the entire Pittsburgh
bteeler front four appeared, blocking the door. Tony wasready to charge through them, but thought better of it.Damn! If only they were the Patriots!" Left with no
choice, the hunt for the books began.

It was a mess People were searching for books that
didnt exist books that were never ordered, and books
that no one had bothered to put out in the first place. Tonywas off to find the text for Econ 103, and after trying to
niake sense out of the signs, asked a nearby student for
advice.

"Econ 103? Listen, man. you're crazy, no one's ever
gotten a book for an intro Econ class off that shelf and lived
to tell about it! If I were you, I'd drop the course'"

^HQ^DYaUK^T^AT? WSUSED to BUIU"P LiMOMS, NCV^ WH SELL WLK

dollars for a
Frank approached them. "Seventeen

paperback?! That's an outrage!" he said.

"No it isn't." remarked a nearby annex employee. "In
fact, we discount off the list price."

"If that's true, how come you folks made around
$300,000 profit last year?" The worker said nothing.

After what seemed like years of waiting in a crowd of
people thinly disguised as a check out line, the cashier was
finally ready for them. The total was rung up ($73.50 for
three books, for the record), and Frank wrote a check The
cashier studied it, and then consulted the bad check list.

"Last name Frosh? Sorry, you're on the bad check list. I
can t take this.

But I've never written a check on campus before! How
could I be on the list?"

to hj" T7'.^Si
^'- ^"''!'".«^ '^'^ "^« t^'^t your name was

to be included. Sorry. Can't let you have the books. Next'"

D^c !°
^'"''"'' ^"^ '^^'"^ '^^* bookless. As they passed.

Rod Serling came out again for another cameo.

"Frank Frosh and Tony Transfer. Two unsuspecting
students forced to drop out because they couldn't get the
books they needed. But what they didn't know was that
theu- next door neighbor had all those books. A tragedy
perhaps, but these things happen in a building known as
the Textbook Annex, a front for what we call the Twilight
Zone."

Dave Cline is a Collegian columnist.

Are you a graphic type of person? Are
you tired of drawing on bathroom walls?
Those interested in political cartooning
for the editorial pages should contact
Kathleen Howley between 4:00 and 6:00
at the Collegian.

Board of Editors

Letter ^

Wasting student's money
To the Editor:

In this era of budget cuts, certainly no student is

unaware of the tight money situation on this campus. We
are constantly reminded with tuition hikes and shrinking
staff and services. Students protest in hope of at the very
least having what money there is allocated thoughtfully so

' that we can maintain a useful academic environment and
pursue a worthwhile education. This is indeed the
responsibility of the students for we stand to lose the most,
our education. As students we see ourselves as aloof from
bureaucratic nonsense and see the University as what it is

to us, an educational institution rather than a business.

In view of all this, how can we as students justify this
semester's publication of On the Other Hand. In previous
years. On the Other Hand has been a useful tool in the pre
registration process. However, this year, obviously as a

result of the new "mail-in" evaluation process, the book is
less than helpful. What is the benefit of reading an
evaluation of a class based on a response of two out of one
hundred and forty students? Not only is this an un
professional presentation of information but it is unfair to
faculty members who.se performance is judged, and this
opinion then widely distributed, on the basisof asmall and
therefore necessarily slanted response.
That On the Other Hand did not work this semester is

not the fault of those involved in its production. They tried
something new (mail in evaluations), it failed, no big deal.
But once it became apparent that the response rate was so
low, would it not have been better to stop production and
direct the funds into a more beneficial undertaking? If we
cannot find it within ourselves to correct our own
mistakes, then we can only conclude that we too are so
wrapped up in bureaucracy that we can no longer see our
own wastefulness.

Lorin Starr

Amherst

Jeffrey P. Bianchi
Steve Semple

Marsha E. Bianchi
Jeri Bitterman

Kathleen M. Howley
Ed Levine

Kelly Burke
John Brobst
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I BRIAN'S SoisfG
Sat. Feb. 6th

7, 9, & 11

Campus Center Auditorium

4-
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4.
$1.00 Admission
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Continued from page .y

"I^fs give them a chance. The University certainly
deserves consideration." DiMare said.

If the procedure is not put into effect by March break, he
said a law suit would be considered at that time.
Burke said a final draft may be completed by someone in

the Chancellor's office by the end of next week, but he said
he did not know where it would go from there.
"Chancellor Koffler's ambition is to get it in place as

soon as possible," Burke said. "Hopefully by the end of
this semester."

AS lar as wnal win ua m uie pnx;uduie, uitiuuiiig the
identification of the office where the complaints will be
processed, Burke declined to comment until a final draft is

written.

One of the problems of the proposed procedure, accor-
ding to Lisa Nazzaro of SASH, is that she claims it uses
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's
(EEOC) definition of sexual harassment which stresses
employees, rather than students. Members of SASH want
U) incorporate academic words into the definition as well,
she said.

^5<<'5yg^:j^:-:::::i:Sfii$S-:y^^

:--:5

THE UMASS MUSIC THEATRE GUILD
(Producers of "Jesus Christ Superstar

and ''Sugar")

announces
i

i AUDITIONS
for

PIPPIN
Tuesday, Feb. 9
Wednesday, Feb. 10

Thursday, Feb. 11

Bowker Auditorium

Stockbridge Hall

mm ^:^:^mmy<m<7:

7 PM
''°L'^°'^^'M° g/eage call 548-91Fi9 or 546-9039

INNOVA TIONS
Presents

RED-TAG SATURDAY
A special sale with our best prices since our midnight madness sale. (We couldn't wait until
Washmgton's Birthday - Why should you?)

ONE DAY ONLY
Saturday, February 6
NOON TO MIDNrgHT

Virtually everything marked down from our already low prices. Values like these:'

Micro- Acoustics FRM-2ax speakers
list price-$200 - our regular price-$280/pr
RED TAG: $199.95

Mitsubishi DP-EC7 direct drive turntable
eJectronically controlled arm
list pr.~o-$300 - our regular price-$250
RED TAG: $199.95

Roadstar RS-2030 U AM/FM/cassette car stereo
list price-$130 - our regular price-$80
RED TAG: $59.95

Mitsubishi DA-R2D Receiver

60 Wans per channel/digital tuner
list price-$560 - our regular price-$400
RED TAG: $349.95

Aiko ATPR-5000 AM/FM/cassette portable
list price-$200 - our regular price-$150
RED TAG: $119.95

Technics RS-M218 cassette deck
soft touch, automatic tape select, flo meters
list price-$200 - our regular price-$180
RED TAG: 1159.95

Downtown
.\mher8t

This is not just a sample - similar values throu^^hout the store!
Come see us at our NEW location and SA VE!

INNOVATIONS
259 Triangle Street (former location of Amherst Audio)

S\ Amherst, Mass. 01002
^fTSnn KiiQ >iooo FULL IN-STORE

REPAIR SERVirP

E. Pleasant St.

549-4883

By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

!„ ^^^^\
^^^*'''' ^ ^•*'''"*^'" '"*'''"^^*'" °^ ^^^ J'atnotic Front

ui he African country of Zimbabwe, referred to thepohUcal economy of South Africa as the most "horrifyinirregime since Nazism" in a seminar held in the University ofMassachusetts Campus Center Tuesday "

The seminar was the final event in a series entitled "The
International Crisis: Perspectives from Europe" and«;rved as the fu-st meeting of the Five College Seminars in
Social Thought and Political Economy
Vashee said the South African system is "totaUy

drenched in racism." It is the only society since World War
II where the entire system is geared toward the social
economic, and cultural suppression of a race, he said. This
IS why South Africa receives so much international at
lenlion, he said.

Historically, blacks have been thought of as non human
and reduci-d to servitude. Vashee said. Blacks represent 80
percent ol the population but reside in the most un-

Africa

.Collegian 9

productive three percent of the land. Because 60 percent ofndustry is state owned, and the state is dominated byBntish Jewish capital, blacks are forced to buy British
commodities, destroying their culture and economy, he

an!rh..!:^'Ki"''^^"
^."^'''^ journalist, spoke on gold mining

hnl Tn ^o'-'^^'-s^'-*'' exploited. Work conditions. 10hour shifts, improper ventilation and faulty gold seamsare so poor that 38.000 miners have died since World Wa;

mlv^'uT r '"'"r ^"'"'"'^ '"^ '"'^''•^^»^ ^"d are paid

he said
""" '^*^*'''

""^ ^^^'"^ '^"'"'''^ "*" ^*'*^^''" °^"-

Lepar added that the hostels in which black miners live
are concrete bunks without toilet facilities. Workers arenot guaranteed regular work, the nine-month contracts
leave three months of unemployment, and they mustreapply every year. If it were not for cheap labor, goldmines, the mainstay behind South African industry
mihtarization and domination would not be working he

HAPPY HOUR
7 days and 7 nights
*
*4-er

Hors d'oevres 10-Midnight
& Twofers Twofers

TWOFERS
on all rail liquors and drafts

plus discounts on all
liquors and beers
Proper ID a must

* Soviet

Hillel offers courses
Several courses in Hebrew and the Jewish religion are

being offered this semester by the Hillel Foundation.
Students interested in taking these courses may register
by bringing the Registrar's add/drop form to the Hillel
otfice m room 302 of the Student Union BuUding.
Three Hebrew courses, all offered in Herter HaU. are

Hebrew for Beginners, taught by Ariela Vardi from 7 to 9
p.m. on Tuesdays: Hebrew for Beginners Plus, taught by
Sharon Balkan from 7 to 9 p.m. on Mondays; and
Intermediate Hebrew, taught by Galina Rabinkin from 7
to 9 p.m. on Thursdays.
Four courses in Jewish religion will be in Herter

Jewish Ethics and Social Issues wiU be taught by Rabbi
Saul Pelmutter from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. on Mondays;
Begmning Talmud will be taught by Carl Woolf from 7 to
8 p.m. on Thursdays; and Where Judiasm Differed will
be taught by Marian Greenberg from 3 to 5 p.m. on
Wednesdays. A course on Chassidic Mysticism will be
taught by Rabbi Uri Posner from 7 to 8 p.m. on Wed-
nesdays.

continued from page I

unknown writers have had their apartments searched
writings confiscated and have been given strong warnings
by KGB agents to curtail their dissident writing.

- GARY EYNATIAN

* Pond

Seventh Annual Jewish Arts Festival

Presents

Russian/Israeli Concert Pianist

ELEANORA LVOV
First Prize, Moscow Beethoven

Competition for young pianists. Winner,
International Alex DeVries Prize,
Belgium.

Sunday, February 7, 2:30 PM
Buckley Recital Hall,

Amherst College

Admission by donation to
Five College Soviet Jewish Fund

Sponsored by the Five College Hillel Foundation

i

i

m

!

i ^

continued from page I

made its way into the pond.
"It appeared that someone flushed out a cars oil and

dumped it into the pond." Hamilton said.

Suzanne Bilodeau. a sophomore living in Northeast
expressed the same sentiments of many s'tudents visiting

L..n.rn I A'J"*^ '^^ ''"''"*^*^ *^^l ^he thought waf

coulH T T "^ "'" '*'" "'"^'^ *^*^"" '^'' d"^ks swim and

Aru BSi^r*^ " '' ' ''"" °' ''' '^^"^ "•^^ ''^ ^'"^

h-,.l!|;'"h-
'^' I'^'^Sr^^^: Ihat something like this has tohappen. It s really gross." said Bilodeau.

i

i I
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AHENTION FOOTBALL FANS

DON'T DESPAIR

THE FOOTBALL SEASON IS JUST KICKING OFF AT
THE DLUEWALL

ON MONDAY, FEOfXUAIXY fiTH ITS

UMASS
vs

DOSTON UNIVERSITY
ON THE DIG SCREEN

DON'T PUNT-DE THERE!

KICKOFF: 9:00 PM

kTt*»
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f Student Activities RSO Workshops

i New RSO Treasurers and Officers, must at

i tend an RSO one-hour workshop prior to be
i ing able to initiate any financial documents for
* the group. Workshops will be held as follows:

f-

DATE TIME CAMPUS CENTER ROOM
^9Feb 2:30-3:15/4:00-5:15 CC803

10 Feb 2:30-3:20/3:45-4:25 CC 177
2:30-3:15/4:00-5:15 CC 803
2:30-3:15/4:00-5:15 CC 903
2:30-3:20/3:45-4:25 CC 903
2:30-3:20/3:45-4:25 CC 903

The sessions will review the financial respon-
sibilites and requirements placed on each RSO
and discussion of new policies and procedures.

fiimi(mraiiiiNitiiiiiiHMim»iMi(iiiiiiiiiiNniiimiiiiiiiii«iiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiii

i
11 Feb
16 Feb
17 Feb

18 Feb

1^

A Welcome Back

LESBIAN/GAY DANCE!

Saturday, February 6
9-2 a.m.

Campus Center 1009

Admission $2
All Welcome

.S|M»nM4>r«>d by the Pt^iplrV (;a.v Alliun4><'

Doonesbury
Drought to you

everydoy
by Gorry Trudeou

ond the

Massachusetts
Doily Coliegion

|j|Jt » KJC
••••••••••••••

A GOOD PLACE TO
START AND END
YOUR EVENING

Giveevery
NE\¥BORN

the
advantage
AAarch of Dimes

Birth Defects Foundation
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BEER

WINE 0-rA^Ua^
KEGS

LIQUORS

Tuborg 12 oz nr loose 6.95

Moosehead 12 oz nr 11 .95

SchlitZl2pkcans 3.95 12 pk

Rolling Rock i2pkcans 3.95 i2pk

Pabst 12 oz cans loose 7.20
Moison Goldenioose 10.35
St. Paul! Girl i2oznr 13.99

Calvert Gin 175 9.29
Roberto Rum 1759.29

Canadian Rare 1759.95

SchenleyO.F.C 750mi7.95

Tavern Club Vodka ,75 8.20
Tavern Club Gin 1758.20

Almaden 4l 6.99
Almaden 1.5 l 3.99
Riunite 1.5 4 29
Folonari 1.5 3 QQ

not responsible lot tvpographical errors

If
C»"<,

UMass

erst

253-5595 10 a.m. till 1 p.m

Jewish Leader Recalls his

Colicgian n

NEW YORK - "As the years go bv the
figure of Dr. Martin Luther King boms
ever larger as one of the great men of
American history," Howard M. Squadron
president of the American Jewish Con-
gress, said this week in a tribute to the
slam human rights leader on what would
have been his 53rd birthday.

Recalling "the close ties of friendship
and respect" between the Congress and
Dr. King, Mr. Squadron declared:

All Americans gained from the vision
and the courage of this great American.
He was, of course, the leader of the great

struggle of America's black people for the
political and economic justice too long
denied them. But he was also an eloquent
spokesman and organizer in the cause of
peace - m Vietnam, in the Middle East
whereever there was war and carnage He
gave powerful support to Soviet Jewry
struggle to be free. He labored for the right
ot men and women to organize and win a

decent living wage.
Martin Luther King was a giant who

gave his life foV human dignity and human
freedom. Along with Americans of every
race and religion, Jews mark his birthday
as a day for rededicating ourselves to the
causes for which he gave his great spirit,
his loving heart, his very life."

Mr. Squadron recalled that Dr. King had
addressed the national convention of the
American Jewish Congress in 1958 in
Miami Beach, Fla., marking the first time a

black leader had spoken before a white au-
dience in Florida. In 1962 Dr. King receiv-
ed the Stephen S. Wise Award of the
American Jewish Congress at a meeting in
New York.

In 196;i, at the March on Washington led
by Dr. King, the then president of the
American Jewish Congress - Rabbi
Joachim Prinz - was one of the 10 national
chairmen of the event who addressed the
throng of 250.000 persons from the steps
of the Lincoln Memorial.

February
Kwr /->r» A \rmA»»T "By TONY CRAYTON

Office of Third World Affairs

After his election as president whose
built-up "lily white southern wing, fought
Lo reconcile the sections by taking a hands
olf policy where Blacks were concerned"
and "refu.sed lo ...enforce national laws that
could protect Black citizens."

If you thought Ronald Reagan and the
republican party was being talked about,
you're wrong. It is Rutherford B. Haye's
election in 1877 as described by Mary F.
Berry and John Blassingame in the 1981
book called Lcng Memory, the Black
Kxpcrnncc in America. They were
writing about the disfranchisement and
segregation of Blacks that helped end
Reconstruction gains for Blacks.
However, the similarities are a

frighteningly accurate description of what
is happening at the end of the "Second
Reconstruction," and does serve to
.illustrate the old adage that history repeats
itself. The Reagan Administration's
policies, actions and inactions make this

inlcrt'stcd in promoting segregation. They,
by the end of January, had 2,500 Haitian
immigrants in squalid detention camps and
an icy silence over the banning of Winnie
Mandela lor another five year term in South
Alnca, while her husband, the African
National Congress Leader Nelson Mandela
remains imprisoned.

This comes about while America sheds
leans over Walesa and the Poles, for whom
lUe U.t,. raised immigration quotas; while
scores of Haitian bodies fertilize the rich
Morida shores because America doesn't
want them. It's very clear that in 1982 skin
color sLill determines what Americans will
be concerned about or not. It is a
phenomenon that has been here since
America's founding; propagated by its
leaders and legitimized in its laws. So when
viewmg the contradictory and oppressive
enlorcement of justice in America, it only
requires a cursory knowledge of Black
History lo know America still is guided by
the infamous Dred Scott Decision. That
Supremem Court Decision in 1857 written

History Month

, „, , „. " ,:— : ""^ "•"•' --K'—•^— v/uuii uucision in I80Y written
years Black History Month a necessity as by then Chief Justice Taney stated in oart-
never lK.fore. "They had for more than a century before

1 he Administration rang in the new year been regarded as beings of an inferior order
with news of tax bi^s for scWbols still and altogether unlit to associate with the

Need a course?

Afro Am has one for you
AFRO-AM 113 AFRO-AM ART
HISTORY [C] TuTh 2:30-3:45/NAH 109
Stevens

AFRO-AM 132 AFRO-AM HISTORY:
1619 TO CIVIL WAR [C] MWF
11:15-12:05/NAH 315 Strickland

AFRO-AM 190B COMPOSITION: STYLE
AND ORGANIZATION [BJ MWF
12:20- 1:10/NAH 114 Section 1 Meade
MWF 3:35-4:25/NAH 114 Section 2 Meade

AFRO-AM 190F BLACK LITERATURE
II MWF 2:30-3:20/NAH 315 Terry

AFRO-AM 219 NEW AFRICA HOUSE
CHOIR W 1 9:00-2 1:30/FAC 152 Freeman

AFRO-AM 232 HISTORY OF BLACK
NATIONALISM TuTh 11:15-12:30/NAH
315 Allen

TuTh 9:30-10:45/NAH 315 Davis

AFRO-AM 290 MINORITY ISSUES IN
MENTAL HEALTH W
18:00-2 1:00/Malcolm X Center Cooke

AFRO-AM 318 BLACK MUSIC AND
THE THEATRE TuTh 19:00-20:30/Webs
Lounge Shepp

AFRO-AM 331 THE LIFE & WRITINGS
OF W.E.B. DUBOIS M 19:00-22:00/NAH
109 Meade

AFRO-AM 333 AFRO-AM SLAVERY
MWF 12:20-1:10/NAH 110 Strickland

AFRO-AM
THE U.S.

Puryear

391C BLACK POLITICS IN
Tu 18:00-20:00/NAH 110

TO
Tu

AFRO-AM 392A CREATIVE WRITING-
FICTION W 19:00-21:00/NAH 109
Thelwell

AFRO-AM 254 INTRODUCTION
AFRICAN STUDIES
19:00-2 1:30/NAH 315 Afesi/Richards

.^^^ AFRO-AM 394A AFRICAN ART

ANNOUNCEMENTS
AMHERST, MASS. - Black History

Month will be celebrated at the University
of Massachusetts/Amherst this month with
a series of lectures, films, musical events
and exhibits.

The schedule of events is as follows:

Feb. 8, 8 p.m., CCA. film "Black Orpheus"

Feb. 9, 8 p.m., CC 168, slideshow and lec-

ture on black history by Tony Crayton of
Third Worid Affairs

Feb. 12, 9 p.m.-l a.m.. New Africa House,
West Indian "action jam" with the
Wareika REggae Band

Feb. 14, 9 p.m. -midnight, New Africa

House, Fred Clayton Band and African
Dance

Feb. 16, 8 p.m.. Student Union Ballroom,
lecture by Michael Manley, former prime
minister of Jamaica

Feb. 17, 8 p.m., CC 101, "DuBois: A Na-
tional Treasure"

In addition, there will be a photo exhibit
by Yoruba Reginal Jackson, from 9 a.m. -3

p.m. daily. Feb. 1-15, Augusta Savage Arts
Gallery, New Africa House.

All events are open to the public, many,
but not all, without charge.

while race, either in social or political
relations; and so far inferior, that they had
no rights which the while man was bound to
respect; and that the negro might justly
and lawfully be reduced to slavery for his
benelil.

'

Judging from Ronald Ray gun's
pronouncements on Affirmative Action, lax
credits Lo sc-hools that discriminate, the halt
by the Justice Department on busing or
ders. el al, Ri-agan seems not to knww that
the Dred Scott Decision was overturnwi.
His "New Beginning " concept of bringing
back America's greatness is nothing more
than a return lo the policies that created
the klan and Jim Crow Apartheid. It

reflects the history that we are not taught
lo learn but lodeny.
February is Black History month. It is a

lime lo reflect on ihe past so we can mold a
prosperous future. Il is a story of great
civilizations that florish while the european
still played cave man or was crushed by
ignorance in the "Dark Ages."

This year is dedicated to Arthur
Schomburg; co-founder of the Negro
Society for History Research and later
President of the Negro Academy. He
provided the New York Public Library in

1926 with one of the most important private
collections on Black History and culture in
the world. He had gathered over 5,000
volumes, 3.000 manuscripts and 2,000
etchings and portraits as well as several
thousand pamphlets. Arthur Schomburg
was born in San Juan. Puerto Rico on
January 24. 1874 and spent his whole life
disproving his teacher's claim that "the
negro had no history."

Educated mostly in Puerto Rico,
Schomburg ieli for New York in 1891 and
was instrumental in selling in motion the
hrsi Revolutionary Club to further the
cause of Cuban freedom. He was acquainted
with the great Cuban revolutionaries like
Antonio Maceo. Jose Marti and Thomas
Palma; who became the first Cuban
President. Author, lecturer and re-sear-
cher; Schomburg is one of the great per-
sonages representing Blacks and a living
testimony to the great contributions of
people of African descent in Hispanic
culture.

Schomburg said, "History must remake
what .slavery took away." His life was
dedicated lo traveling not lo Spain, but
Harlem. Africa, Haiti and other black
nations lo .seek out his true heritage.

W. E. B. DuBois
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Newslines...
Workshop offered on thinking
The Synthesis Center, a non-profit organization, will

sponsor a workshop entitled "Creativitv an.i Thinkinir"

at 17«A N Pleasant St. Amherst.

»hll!r
P'"">J'-«"l desi^rned to help pt-opje think for

themselves, will mstruct students, counselor a.i-
mmistrators, s'u-ial workers and nurses (.n suhieets such
as the relationship U-tween feelings and the mind thn.uirli
thinkmK and writing exercises, said Dirwtor Jerrv
Koijstif.

(]ARY STARTA

Playwriting workshop offered
Women writers will have the opportunity to discuss thefundame-uls of playwriting and work on ori^nal pieces

with .lembers of the Women's Community Theatre
(V»v.l) in a newly formed playwriting workshop.
The workshop will be given by Sarah Dreher and ismade possible through an Artist in Residence (irant from

the Massachusetts Council on the Arts
Dreher. author of "Base Camp.' has i)een writing plays

h.r seven years. In 1979 she received an Artist Foundation
Fellowship Award for "Special Case." and "Ruby
Christmas was selec-ted for Theatre in the Works at the
University of Massachusets.

In the workshop Dreher will share her work on going
from first draff to "finished project." The workshop
will meet for three hours a week, for three months
for more information call Dreher at 256-8397 Sunday

evenings from 5- 10 p.m.. or send a postcard with name-
address, phone and hours available to 21 Vallev View

WINES

&

LIQUORS

I

Friday, February 5, 1982

Drive. Amherst, MA. All contacts should be made bv
February 21.

*

SWWC needs volunteers
The Southwest Women's Center (SWWC) needs studentvo unteers and interns to answer phones, make referrals

for^thecen'ter
'''"''"'' ^"'^^'^ ^'''^'''' ^'"^ ^'""

^'T'''
Students may earn one to three credits for staffing at-tending meeting:s and workshops, and working on sScial

projects by signing up for the SWWC Fracticum

(ZT.rT'"'.
''?*^"'^^*"" ^'^11 545-0626. or stop by theCenter located between Crampton and Mackinfmie dormitones in Southwest.

J.Geils tix go on sale Mon.
Tickets for the J. Geils concert will go on sale Monday.

Students purchasing tickets are limited to two each andmust pay in cash.

,
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Kegs Available Always

Many Other

In Store Specials

H/^MQ^n ONe
TOHITE FRI. FEBTs

253-5384

Rent A Refrigerator

—

'^o'son $2.99/6pk
St. PauliGirl $3.85/6 pk
Dortmunder Kronen. $5.75/6 pk
"^^^org $2.00/6 pk
Riunite Wine $2.49/f,fth
Skol Vodka $4.45/750 mi

Pick Yours Up Now At Spirit Haus
338 College St., Amherst

1st

Fr**
w,TH ATTIC K*;

Fr*«

SAT. FED. 6

DISCO wuhDJ. ERIC

356-8433

SUN. FED. 7

PRIVATE PARTY
LA-MIX 9;00 PM

FOUR SEASONS
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

SPECIALS
Molson Golden

,,9.99
Rolling Rock 599
Moosehead Beer. 11 oo

JfVw^R""^ ....;...;;;;.- Jill
Skol Vodka & Gin
Old Crow Bourbon
Riunite Wines

1.75 L 8.49

. ..1.75 L 11.99
1.5 l4.49

Open 10 AM to 11 PM
in front of the Malls

Wines/Liquors
rte.9, hadle>^ma./584-8174

in front of the Malls

Arts
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t ive more of the 5 he^t I
^0"^"^^ attractions 1

By TOM FMSON
Colle^an Staff

Five of the \>t'tter films of 19H1 were also five of themost ohscure. Whether out of limited (listril,uti<.n weakpub .city or just out of lack of mass apppeal. thev r.ever
reaiy found their audiences. Still, they are verv mud
worth seeing and some of them will prohahlv U'

cT)S of
'""""'' ^^'''"'*'' ^''"'' '" al^>^la^>etic•al onler they

Atlantic City - Louis Malle's tribute to the re-birth ofone ot Amenea's <,Mest and most famous res rts wTs ,darlmKot the critics last March but it failed t< ^et^the wdistribution that it nee.ied t.. touch audienc<.s

Lately hmscver. it has been receivinK prestigious
awards tor it.s poetic script, its lyrical direction and Hurt
Lancaster s masterful performance.

.k^'T ^f T
^'^,h""*^''' '~'»^"^'t'<' '•>' niany critics. I found

this 1. m t;, U' (iirector Brian DePalma's (and .lohn
TravolUi s for that matter) k-st film to date The plot i

bizarre combination of Watergate and ("happaMui,iick
'

is
highly en^^rossiriK while at the .same time sliKJitly puzzling.

Tm not so sure of the reason why it was such a box office
disaster when its inferior predecessor was such a hit
(Dn-ssed to Kill), but it isn't the fault of the filmakers.

CcmkI performances here by Travolta as a s<.und manwho IS an unwitting participant in an u^lv murder-
blackmail scheme, DeFalma's wife Nancv Allen as a dim
witted call KnrI who ^t'ts in over her head" m..re wavs than
one (mucfi as .she did in Drrssnl to Kill) and sta^e actor

,.u "
. V'[^^^""^

'''' ** psychotic killer let loose in
Philadelphia. (Ah improbably as this miK^ht seem he is
S(.methinK hke a cross k-tween Norman Bates and ('l (Gor-
don Liddy.)

the hottest forei^ni film to hit this country since t:,,,-wnjnu'lh: It s .simple little plot centers on three Australian
officers and the kan^ran.o court (no pun inlen.ie.l) that
charKa's them with munier in the early cfays of the '^Oth
century.

' % - m

Placed in South Africa's Boer War by the British the.semen resorted to the only style of fightinjr that they knew
Guerilla Warfare, in combatting the Dutch rekls. Against
the enemy they were highly effective, but against the "

British judicial system they were powerless in the land of
Illegal orders, broken promises and vanquished dreams.

.With an Australian cast, this film .should be mandatory
viewing for all men who ever find themselves in tln"

miltary.

Prince of the City - Director Sidney Lumefs story
of corru|)tion in the New York I'olicc Department will pro-

bably be a candidate for an Academy Award.

Sydney Lumet, Star Treat Williams and writer Robert
I>aley lake viewers on a stark, ugly but inten.sely tiowerful
journey that might not be suitable for all Pioneer Vallev

Burt Lancaster stars in Atlantic
City.

tiLstes. However, it is not easily forgotten and its liV- hour
^ngth IS a l)argain by today's inflated standards. With
Broadway actors Bol) Balaban, Lin.sey t'rouse and .lerrv
Ohrbach. This is not a film for the weak, stupid, faint .."f

heart or the delicate. A must-see for everyone else.

^^}^^ ~ James Caan was recently seen on television
proclaiming his dusgust over the fact that the American
people virtually ignored this film. For awhile, it looked as
It Uick Cavett was going to get his capped teeth fed to him
the hard way. With good reason too. Th let' was one of the
(Jddest. most daring and original films to come out of
Hollywood in a very long time.

It's screen,)lay. written by director Michael MannHoesn t sound like rehash nfStnr Wnrs cuteness or CCC ha.se stupKhty but rather a representation of ho>v cer-
U.ir people really talk to each other, its dialogue wasn't

Te'uTT ::
'"''' ''^"''''-

'^ "^-^ "^^'>- ''"•^' ^"^'l ve Vclo.se to trie truth.

Not only was the .script off the k'aten path, the
photography was as well. Filmed mostly at nightime or in
heavily shadowed interiors: it was alternately stark and
surrealistic m tone. The music, .scored by that' zonked out
Ue.st (.erman baiKi Tomjvriur Drrnm. .sounded like John
Williams directing Satan's orchestra. The acting was
represented by veterans Caan and Tuesday Weld
newcomer .)im Beluslii, singer Willie Nelson and a cast of
( hicago stage actors wh(. bring their city to screaminir life
and violent death.

It's a pity, for films like Thir/arv fvw and far between
Ihirt i.s a cult film in desperate need of a cult.

Army

"Another pitcher please. And if you've got 'em - a pack
of matches."

th^vTJrh" ^'^^.^^'r^.^^^P'""'^ ^'^^PP^^*- ^"^ Ah. herehey are. The red kind. Hmm. red. Reds. I still find it hard
to f)elieye that a film of such leftist subject matter, a tiim
that takes so many chances, found its way to the screen.
Especially today during a period of such 'stifling conser-
vatism and sameness. Way to go Warren Beatty.
Sometimes I think in terms of films and society t<M)

much.
Now where was I sitting? Cripes. The Drake is suddenly

alive. All these people filling this hole. Must be around
midnight and the duller parties are emptying out.

"Murphy! Over here!" There's my seat. Time to relax
Any thinking 1 do now will l>e light and spacy. No .school
No Collegian. Northing heavy.

I sit down. Marsha, a fiercely feminist friend. l(M)ks up
I ve seen that look kfore. The hungry look of .someone
wishing to engage in a totally serious conversation No
thanks. I get up to leave.

"Murph, if we can send a man to the moon, why not
send them allT'

Groan. Too Late. The noi.se and haze of Tin. Drake
closes in. I recklessly rip through my p(»ckets in search of
escape. Nothing, no quarters. No Pac Man. Marsha's eyes
bore through mine. Communication Studies, don't failme
now.

"I'm. ..Human existence is unexplainable. Men and
women co-exist through harmony and anxiety. Anxiety is
existential in that it belongs to existence. Ah..."

No good. Those eyes continue to look right throuL'h
mine.

"If we send all men to the moon then we wouldn't have
the Hollywood film industry

"

"WHAT"!'
Sometimes I think in terms of films and society too

much.
"You see. Marsh. Hollywood is another of those endles.s-

ly white, male-dominated industries. All tho.se big corpora-
tions we learn to identify with films, and rightfully so -
F»aramount. Columbia, United Artists - you name it -
are headed by men. If you pack us all off to the moon the
Hollywood we've come to love and loathe would cease to
be. There.

"Good. The Hollywood system should have been chanir-
ed long ago."
Now it was my turn. "WHAT?"
"Murph. you suprise me. Films are big l)usine.ss. you

know that. And because they are big l)usiness only those
films that guarantee a relative amount of profit return are
distributed to any wide degree."
"True."

"So change the system. It's way too blatantly capitalist.
The way things are now. money is just too much of a
motive. This way independent filmmakers would have an
easier job of getting their films shown. As would documen-
taries and short experimental/avante garde films. You
know how many really fine films escape the public's atten-
tion each year."

I do. And you know, she's right. But .so unrealistic
sometimes.

Tim Hutton plays Cadet Battalion

Commander Jeff Morel^ind in the hit

movie Taps.

TAPS — directed by Harold Becker and
starrhtg Timothy Hutton oiid Geonje C.
Scott. Now playing at the Hampshire Four
Cinetna^i.

By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

Taps has proven to be one of the few real-

ly big box office hits of the sea.son. This is

odd because it doesn't have any former
'^Saturday Night Live" members in its

ca.st. it has ab.solutely nothing to do with
outerspace and it hasn't gotten much in the
way of critical acclaim.

But. perhaps this is fitting. Taps is one of
the most unusual films to come out of
Hollywood in quite some time; and as far as
I know, it hasn't had any predecessors and
it is very unlikely that it will spurn any im-
itators. Perhaps the reason why Taps has
become so popular is that i"t has the
capability of I)eing many things to many
different people.

To adole.scent males, (who make up this

film's most loyal audience — seeing it time
and time again) it is the hottest fanta.sy

since Prirate Les.sons. To them. Taps is the
ultimate power trip. Filled with visions of
heavily armed teenagers holding their
weak-willed adult "superiors" at bay; while
at the same time running things for more
efficiently than their elders, it is the total
antithesis of Lord of the Flies. Here, the

strong, disciplined and effective are
pre^nted as heroes, not the weak, ineffec-
tual or lazy that were recently lionized in
Animal House.

But to the general audience, this film is

slightly confusing. Unfamiliar with many
of the customs and terminology' shown
here. Taps has a hard time separating the
real from the surreal, while simultaneously
experiencing difficulty with garnering 'a

simple message or stjince from the film.
Unfortunately for them. Taps has no sim-
ple solutions, just two schools of thought
that are sometimes consistent, but most of
the time in conflict.

The setting of this little morality play is

Bunker Hill Military Academy, '"a
prestigious institution that has l)een turn-
ing out leaders for over a century." On the
eve of their yearly graduation ceremonies,
they are informed that they will only be in

existance for another year before greedy
developers come in to tear the place down
in order to make way for a gaggle of con-
dominiums.
Obviously, the school is thrown into a

state of disarray as the schcwl'sx-rusty old
commandant: General Beisch (George C.
Scott) and its Cadet Batallion Commander
Jeff Moreland (Tim Hutton) plot their
strategy for the coming year to keep the
sc-hool open. Tragically however, an inci-

dent occurs that night culminating with the

death of a local townie. General Beisch is

then taken into custody where he soon dies
of heart attack and the school appears
doomed to extinction.

With Beisch gone. Cadet Moreland takes
command, summons the remaining cadets
together and places the school under a
state of siege. After appropriating the
school's impressive arsenal, they evict all

of the adult administrators and take their
final stand against the local National Guard
unit, led by the preditious citizen-soldier
Colonel Colby (Ronny Cox).

Thus the confrontation. Cadet Moreland
is now torn between two very diverse con-
cepts: General Beisch's ideals of duty,
honor and country with no room for com-
promise, weakness or vacilitation. From
Beisch. Moreland was fed many complex
principles long before he was at an age
where he could digest them properly. With
Beisch gone. Moreland is now forced to
contend with Colby's taunts about Beish's
"antiquated ways" and "prehistoric prin-
ciples." Colby has one law: the paramount
sanctity of human life. To Colby, few
causes are worth dying for and honor and
tradition do not come close.

(Collegian Film Editor Tom Faimti is
also a Cadet Lieutenant in UMass Armi^
ROTC's prestigious Mountaineering Corn-
pa nyf.
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Cocne to Co.teg«.n Office CC 113 . 8:45-3:45 Monday Fr.day • Deadl.neos 3:45 two days prior to publication dayCash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

Friday, February 5, 1982

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infer-
mation available with Randy 546-701 3

AUDIO

Stereo worth $1100 asking $5855 like new
Call 665-7717 for info.

AUTO FOR SALE

1969 Rambler 3 speed, good gas mileage
runs well, $400 Doug 256-0158

BOARDERS WANTED
Boarders wanted in Delta Chi Frat for
spring Good food and social life. Call
2539230

CAPE COD SUMMER SEASONAL
RENTAL

W. Yarmouth and Dennis: 2, 3, and 4
bedroom units. Rent direct from owners
Call 1617) 528-0404 or 528-3700.

COUNSELORS
Camp Wayne. Northeastern Penn-
sylvania, co-ed children's resident camp
6/22-8/22/82. Many positions available.
Friendly, warm atmosphere. We care
Wnte 12 Alleyard, Lido Beach, N.Y. 11561
and If elude your school phone number.

DULL?

I will sharpen, P-Tex, and wax your skiis
for 5 bucks. Look sharp! Call Ed at 6-9669

E.M.T.'s

NeJt meeting of the Fire and First Aid Unit
IS Monday 2/8/82 at 10 PM in Morrill 407N .

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Disc Jockeys are back Let us
DJ you r party. Randy 546-7013

FINANCE TUTOR WANTED
Intro FiMdnce Tutor Needed present to
Feb 25 Call 256-6206 after 3 pm

FOR RENT
Non-smoking female wanted to share
two bedroom apt. On bus route. Belcher
town line. $160 per month. Call 256-6836
On campus housing, next to Newman
Center, sinles available, meal plan provid-
ed^^al[ 253 9015, ask for Peter or Bruce
Rooms available in house near campus

253^9^7
"'^^' ^'^" ^^" ^''^^ °' ^'^^

FOR SALE

1963 Gibson SG walnut finish tremelo
tailpiece 375.00 1976 twin reverb 350 00
phone 256-0896

5 cu ft refrigerator $125 or BO 6-7367 call
after 5

Desks, chairs, file cabinets typewriters
and typing tables, bookcases, dark room
supplies, light table, air conditioner. 1-4 pm
Friday, 10-2 pm Saturday. The Amherst
News, 25 N. Pleasant St.

EnvDes Major sells all supplies and
books. $120.00 or BO John 549 3798

FOUND
Diamond Ring vicinity of SDT. Please call
to describe. Ellen 549-6032

Found: Pair of gokJ-rimmed glasses on

Wednesday night between Campus Center
and Hasbrouck. Call Mike at 6-1180

On PVTA
546-5611

Bus 3024 - women's scarf.

GRADUATE STUDENTS
Thesis and Dissertation Support Group
forming for motivation, research presenta-
tion, and sharing academic coping skills.

Call Robert Alexander for information
253-5262

HELP WANTED
Cruises, Resorts, Sailing Expeditions!
Needed: Sports Instructors, Office,
Counselors. Europe, Carribean,
Worldwidel Summer, Career! Send $8.95
for application, openings. Guide to
Cruiseworld, 161 Box 60129, Sacramento
CA 95860

Valuable work experience Work-study
jobs available as telephone interviewers for
Project Pulse on Wednesday nights. Apply
to 229 Whitmore.

Experienced, reliable chiidcare needed
for toddler. Mornings 9-12. Own transpor-
tation. Call Carolyn 253-3162

People's Market is hiring for spring
semester. Applications are on the door of
the Market, Room 328 SUB Deadline is Fri-

day Feb 5 at 4:00 PM
Overseas Jobs - Summer/Year Round,
Europe, So. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $550-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52 MA 1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Sign-up for Spring Babysitter's List
weekdays, ' eekends, evenings needed.
Come to tf.e Child Care Office: 213
Berkshire Hse. Monday-Friday 9 3. Also
check our bulletin board for jobs available.
OR come to the Everywoman's Center,
Wilder Hall; weekdays 9-4 except Wednes-
day, 12-7 pm.

Page Lay-Out Person needed for Col-
legian. Daily work for weekly pay. Apply
Collegian Office Rm 113 CC

ISSHINRYU KARATE CLUB
First Club Meeting - Monday February 8
7 p.m. Fencing Room 8 NOPE Gym begin-
ners welcome

JAMES TAYLOR TICKETS

For Friday, Feb. 12 For more info call
6-6636

LOST

Blue Checkbook Wallet Crampton Dorm
2/1/82 Reward!! No questio.s asked
6-9867

Reward Offered for: brown wallet lost in
Mackimmie on Sun Jan 31 contains im-
portant ID - please return to Collenian Of-
fice or call 546-9765

Lost keys on a Rubies Cube keychain. If

found please call 6-898?

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTIM

Therapist-Researchers working to
develop ways of better understanding and
helping those men whose lives have been
affected by the rape of someone close to
them (ie. husbands, brothers, friends,
fathers, roommates, sons) We would
welcome any help from any man who has
had this experience. Please phone or write
Bob Samuels or Madeline Wagner
U-Mass, Tobin Hall 545-0499, 586-8327'
253-9537

4 MORE YEARS OF KING?

Vote Mike Dukakis tomorrow 2
Amherst Jr High

MOVING SERVICES
Fast, dependable service. Reasonable
rates. Local or within 50 miles. For free
estimate call 549-3568

PERSONALS

Spring Practicum: Earn 3-6 credits. Work
1-4 afternoons per week in day care on
campus. School age children. Wkly staff
mtg Thur 1-2. For more info call Nancy
Ross 549-6170

Lambda Delta Phi Sorority accepting
female boarders for spring 82. Close to

. campus on major bus routes. Call 545-0939
ask for Eileen or Eva 389 N Pleasant St

Jobs - work study - apply at Student Note
Service - Student Union Building Room 401
deadline Monday Feb 8

Welcome Back Letbian/Gay Dance
Sat. Feb. 6, 9-2 am CC 1009 admission $2.
All welcome. Contact PGA 545-0154 413
Student Union

Notetakers Needed non work study - ap-
ply Student Note Service - Student Union
401

Coming February 12th - Valentines Day
Advice for the lovelorn, offering impec-
cable judgement on matters of the
heart (and other parts North and South)
We welcome all inquiries, and all letters
will be treated in strictest confidence.
Send your questions to Advice to the
Lovelorn, care of the Collegian. Please
have all letters in by Tuesday. February
9th

Hey Chris - Happy B-day now you can
gamble in Vegas love John, Timbo, Miki
BHit, Linda, Dan, TL I, Chuck the Prez

Open a checking account (share draft)
with the UMass Student Federal Credit
Union. Receive 6% interest annually! We
are open 10-3 Monday thru Thursday and
10-4 on Fridays.

Consider Sorority living as an option!
Rooms available at Chi Omega along OH
route. Call 256-6868 for details.

"BRIAN'S SONG" - Saturday, February
6th - Campus Center Auditorium - 7:00
9:00, 11:00- $1 .00 admission '

Send it to a friend, a roommate, a
girlfriend or boyfriend, but send it now! Say
it with a flower! Find out about it at the
table on the concourse

Don't know what to say? Or how to say
it? Say it with a flower! A chance of a
lifetime! Go for it! On the CC Concou rse

Hey Collegian Boy Wonder. . .you're do-
ing good, you HO. Love, MB
Seniors: You earned it, take the opportuni-
ty to reserve your place in the yearbook.
Appointments for senior portrait will be
taken starting Monday, February 11. Call
5-2874 from 9 am to 5 pm
It's happening. . .It's happening again!

Wanted! Person (female) to share room for
trip to Hawaii during spring break. Plan to
leave 3/20 for 7 nights only $518 call Sandie
for more info 253-5309

Chi Omega - Get psyched for this
weekend, we love you! Beth and Nancy

REFRIGERATORS

Rent small compact refrigerators. Spirit
Haus Rentals, 338 College Street 256-8433

RENTALS

Non-smoking woman wanted to share 2
t)edroom apt on bus line. On Amherst-
Belchertown line. Call 256-6836

RIDE WANTED
Carpool wanted from Greenfield M W

10-1:30 Tu Th 9:30-3 Fri 10 12 662-6886

Ride wanted to New York City on Feb 14
Saturday will share $$ Please call Rhonda
5465131

RIDERS WANTED
To and from Westfield area and UMass
daily call Susan 568-7402

ROOMS AVAILABLE

Rooms available for women interested In
community living in a spacious Sorority.
Accessible by bus. Call 256-6868 todayl

ROOM WANTED
Easy going female seeks single room in
house or apartment near campus. Please
call 549-4813

Room needed in apartment on bus route
call Dan 665-3668

ROOMMATE WANTED
Sunderland 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm house near
bus $180-1- Michael 665-3928 545-0731

Wanted one or two female roommates
to share furnished townehouse apt. For
spring. Call 549-5187

Female roommate wanted for own
room in 3 bedroom Amherst apt on busline
Call 256-6096

Female to immediately share bedroom
in Brittany Manor $105 - month 256-6379

Own room in two bedroom Puffton
heat included only 135 call 549-5451 after 4
Female roommate wanted Brittany
Manor apt 105/month available immediate-
ly 253-5288 or 665-4953

One rm
549-5715

in 3 bdrm Puffton Apt call

Apt sharing Belchertown Center busrte
MF 142 -I- 323-5784 after 10 pm or 1 pm to 9
om 323-6311 ext 240 ask for Cliff

SERVICES

Couples Recovering From Rape
Therapeautic group for couples to work on
interpersonal aspects of recovering from
rape. 10 weeks. Sliding fee scale. Male &
female co-therapists. Psychological Ser-
vices Center, UMasat 545-0041

Psychotherapy Group for Women to ex
plore issues about relationships. Group will
last for 10 weeks and begin inFebruary.
S ding fee scale. Psychological Services
C nter UMass 545-0041

TAKING GEOLOGY?
Notes, tests, lab book, text $30 or best
offer. Small price to pay for a passina
grade. 546-7376

TRAVEL
Spring Break Florida & Bermuda
Cheapest prices on campus call 549-1835

WANTED
Person to house obedient, friendly dog
for nights. Generous fee. 546- 1 457

Sffo^*^ *"*°' Statistics 140 call Mike
040-6116 pay is good
Looking for 2 J.T. Tix call 256-6642
Have Rhet 110O Sec 676366 will trade for
Sec 676006 or 676037 call collect
413-567-8535 Bob

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,'
25 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst, 256 0710

Positions on the Amherst PoUce Department
Amherst, Massachusetts

elSbihJlTstsl fti?'^^^^^^^
Massachusetts is establishing

Sendlt^r """"^^^ 18 years of age on or before May 1 1982

A^h"""' .
'w '^'"""' P°"<=« Department P O Box 711^ ^hefsr P r'°°t.

^' ^PP'-^tion^ ™ust £ received in

F^br:^y2e,'.982""
Department by 12 midnight. EDSt"

WOMEN AND MINORITIES ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY

DARSELOTTI'S
FRIDAY

HAPPY HOUR
! Ribs and

Chicken Wings (from piumwey si

And our usual low drinl< prices
4-7 PM

Friday, February 5, 19H2

DOONESBURY Collegian
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case
Budweiser izozcans . 8.99/

MolSOn beer. ale. golden....2.99/6 pk

Old Milwaukeereg or ught

3.29/i2 pk

Donelli Lambrusco

Fri.. Feb. 5

LUNCH

Tuna Boat
Turkey Divan

BASICS LUNCH

Potato Mushroom Deii>rht

Turkey Divan

DINNER

Meatioaf Italiano
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Fruit Plate with Pumpkin
Bread

BASICS DINNER

Ratatouiile

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce
Fruit Plate with Pumpkin

Bread

ACROSS
1 Biblical brother
5 Satchel

9 Suller)

13 Discotheque term
14 Fight locale
15 Indiar) luminary
16 Middle East figure
17 Decorated afresh
18 Heroic theme
19 Spring harbinger
21 Jaialal basket
22 Expanding agent
23 Anemic looking
24 Word before

point or four
27 Red dye
29 Boot out
32 Where rials are

spent
33 Margin of victory
34 Important title

in the East
35 Nabbed with the

goods
40 Recipe abbr.
41 Silkworm
42 Fish eater
43 Notice
44 NewZealander
46 Cross as
47 Ms addition
48 Contemptuous

countenance

E<iil«l by Martsret Farrar and Tnide Jaffe
CIWI Lm AatHM t\mm SraMatt

50 Aggravates
53 The famoi'S' Gal-

loping Ghost"
57 Be in

Juxtaposition

56 Name for a
Moscow miss

59 OCasey
60 NE Nevada city
61 Tangle
62 German

philosopher

Immanuel
63 Sheltered areas
64 Room in Madrid
86 Legendary ship

DOWN
1 Alga extract

2 Caliber

3 By Jove!

4 Capitol Hill

activity

5 Popular

musical

6 Space program
facility

7 Beginning: Abbr
8 Paw feature

9 Verdant
10 Circuits

11 Single one
12 isinglass

14 Expanse
20 Soak flax

21 Port of Crete
23 KindofborM
24 Early English

settlers

25 Correct, in

away
26 Brownish gray
28 Sward
29 Personnel

nucleus
30 Booster rocket
31 Iconoclast

Ralph
36 Cordage fibers

37 Corner
38 Bravo or Grande
39 Cornhusker State
45 Daughter of

Jawaharlal
46 Atmosphere.

Prefix

47 Singers' sections
49 Alike: Fr

50 Highlander
51 Fit

52 One of the

Apostles
53 Barrett of TV
54 At hand
55 Coterie

56 Inner: Prefix

58 Draft inits.

1 •99/750 ml

3.99/1.5L

Vodka & Gin 80° 5.25/

Soave Valp. Bard.1.99/

Sat.. Feb. 6

BRUNCH 10:00.1:30

Omelet
Hard Boiled Eggs

Bacon Slice.s

Waffles/Maple Syrup
r>fcli Ham on Pumpernickle

DINNER 4:00-7:00

Beef Stew/Biscuit
Chicken Cutlet/Supreme
Sauce. Cranljerry Sauce

Cheese Nut Loaf/Mushroom
Sauce

750 ml

V.

Downtown Amherst

Sun.. Feb. 7

BRUNCH 10:00-1:30

Scrambled Eggs
Breakfast Sausage

Fishburger on Roll/Tartar

Sauce
California Quiche

DINNER 4:00-7:00

Roast Pork/Gravy, Ap-
plesauce

Manicotti with Sauce
Garden Chili

1 2 3 4

1
6 6 7 8

1

9
"
10 11 12

-

13 14
15

16 17
18

19 20

1
21

-
22

I 23 BiH
24 r^ 26 27 28

1
29 30 31

32

^^^1 33 34

Jb

J
36 37 3« 39

40

1
41

l^^l 42

"
1

44 45 46

4^ 41 49

»u SI S2 53 54 5^5«
S/

1
M

1
59

liU 51 "

.

&3 ""
1

1

^^^Hss ~

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
fTATsQ asaaci

nijaei noaQn

aDQii aaaim
DBB pan Haaaaa

LiiniiB ciGii:3ci

HBO

Boano annn oaan

WEATHER
Sunny today until mid

afternoon when clouds will

move in with highs in the
30's. Snow and sleet ex-
pected tonight with lows of
25 to 30. Some rain on
Saturday with highs
around 30 and it will be
partly sunny on Sunday.

Collegian Women's dept. meeting
There will be a mandatory women's department staff

meeting Monday at 7:00 p.m. in the Colleginn office. Any
new reporters who wish to write for the women's depart-
ment are welcome to attend.

11
Howoii

On Sole''

$495.00
Round trip from New York

7 Nites Hotel

Transfers and Lei Greeting

All services charges

& taxes

Campus Travel

Campus Center

545-0500
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UMa^jnaps 6-game losing streak

Fri(lay, February 5, 1982

Neysmith prayer does it, 54-52
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

fod[^'wT irrr^^
"°''"'? ^^y^r^^h scored and wasouled with :05 showing on the game clock to lift theUniversity of Massachusetts mens basketball team toa54

^'agXt mgTt"^'"'
''-'''' ''^' ^'-«—^"- at\t

Neysmiths right handed runner gave UMass its firstUjad since the 1:49 mark of the first haTf when he

tTi'^own liyliXu^i"'
'^' ^'^" ^^^ '-^' ^-P--

"I was just trying to draw the foul." Neysmikh said of hislast second heroics. He finished the game with 13 point^and a game high nine rebounds
^

nelcomtr
^^^.^^^/^"^^"tirely to Neysmith though, asnewcomer. Bobby Graun. a transfer from Drexel

uniform'
h'- '""'^ '"

^^
'^"^ performance in a Minutemanun form by oommg off the bt^nch and scoring 12 points

delenfe " "^
'"'''"""'^ ^"*^ playingsome outstSng

To be sure, it was a night for the forwards to take charge

7th Lane
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

THE SEVENTH LANE: Freshmen con-
tinue to dominate this season's scenario for
the University of Massachusetts men's
swimming t«?am. In Wednesday night's win
apinst the University of Connecticut. Paul
McNeil took about a second off the record
for the 1000-yard freestyle set back in
1979 another Paul. Paul McDonough
grabbed the 200-yani individual medlev
and placed second in the backstroke, while
Barr>' Allen was part of the 400-vard
freestyle relay that won the meet for the
Mmutemen. its first ever against the
Huskies...

Senior co-captain Tom Dundon has been
hot in the sprints. He and fellow co-captain
Brian Spellman blitzed through the 50-yard
freestyle, placing one-two; Dundon later
captured a first place of his own by winnintr
the 100-yard freestyle...

The Minutemen.'now at 3-3. travel to
Burlington tomorrow to take on the
University of Vermont. UMass coach Russ
Yarworth said he is confident of winning
and It should be a good meet...
Val Turtle's women's swimming team

will have an addition to its schedule when
the Minutewomen head down to the
University of Rhode Island tomorn.w
Keene State College will also be there for a
double dual meet. The reason? Southern
Connecticut State College. Southern had to
cancel the rest of its season, including
meets against UMass and Keene. because
of Illness among the members...

Gymnasts win
By GERRY DeSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Willy Stevens put on a stellar performance as he ninoed

SZ'thf'n ""'^'r^? '^ °"^ ^"^ three" nIhsTf apoint for the all-around title. Stevens won the parallel barsevent while his teammates shined in all of the oJher eventsDave Buegler captured the floor exercLses eventS a

!n?^h''T«r' ""[^ P"^^'^'^ 10. John Macurdy eirned

s"ar:':ih\ti"sr^^"'^
^"^ ^«^" ^'^"- --^'^^^^

and doing very well." said UMass coach Roy JohnTon 'wfare getting ready for some big meets next wVek
'"

InlnL I""^!!
'"^^' ^"^ f^"" State tomorrow andJohnson predicted some of the best scores of the year forhis gymnastj. With Cortland State coming up on Feb 13and rival Southern Connecticut (Feb. 17) the UMassgymnasts will have their work cut out for them but^?UMass has the success they had last night againsUfrc Bie

«??.o^^
^'" ^ " ^^"^^ «^"«d to beat

*
SCORES - All Around 1. Stevens (M) 50 65 2Mathieson (M) 49.35; Floor - 1. Bueller M) 965 2Macurdy ,M) «-9; Horse Nelson ,M) 8.35. 2''i;iatht'son

8.25 Rings - 1. Mitchell (D) 9.05. 2. McGonagJe (M) 8 4-
Vault - 1. Macurdy 9.65. 2. Buegler 9.3- High Bar -Nelson 9.35. 2. Stevens 9.25

^

including a clutch jumper from tne leii corner wim o.i6 left
to play to pull UM within striking distance at 49-46.

The Minutemen flew out of the starting blocks at the

t?cl"n .' '^T '"' "'^'" '' ^^=^' «••«"" ^'^ - fr^ throw

II lookt d as if this game was going to be over very quickly.

St Bonaventure. however, had no intentions of letting
this happen. °

Li-d by t^he backcourt tanHom of Mark Jones ( 10 first halfpoints) and Norman Clarke, the Bonnies whittled away at

L^h^TofT^" ^^"^ ^"'^ ^'"""y tied the ballgame 23-23
with 5:19 left in the half.

UMass mentor Tom McLaughlin was noticeably pleased
with the victory both for his team and for the 4.072 fanswho turned out to watch and cheer.

"I told the team before the game the students are outhere ,n he parking lot in line to get in here. They deservethis win. and they got it." McLaughlin .said.

"I'm just tired of people coming up to me and savinir itwas a moral victory because we onfv lost by ten po^tsalter what happened the last couple of years. To hell withthis moral victory stuff." McLaughlin siad

The crowd certainly got what it came for in the finalran ic minutes of play, though neither the crowd nor thewo teams seemed too excited during the early going^ theU>ams traded baskets for much of the game, fnd ?h^ 4^Minute Gang seemed all but non existent

UMass fans got a scare when at 1:03 in the semnH halfDonald Russell (9 points) was thrown to the fl^ by sfBonaventure center Eric Stover following a NeysJthsteal. Russel spent a couple of anxious moments on thehardwoo<l before leaving the game. He did return laterhowever and appeared to be okay
^^^

St. Bonaventure had one final shot at tying the game butRob Samuels jumper from the deep right corner mfss^and Stover's follow-up shot came after time haSeSthus assuring the Minuteman victory. ^ ^

5 3^^'^lnhh^'
George Ramming 5-5-15. Horace Neysmith

Young fl 3"^ F?"" 'r^-'"'
^''"^'^ «"«^«" 4-1-9. Ron

TOTALS21 i2-54 " """"" '''' ^^^'^ ^"^^'^ » ^^

ST BONAVENTURE (52) Mark Jones 6-7-19 Eric

iTi' ^f'J'n'r.T
^^^'^' 5-^-l^- Andy Moore 2-oT

?OTArs"20'l2 52*
''"'''"'^' ' ' '' '''''''''' """^^^^ »

worr^f.S^X^^:^-\^,—- -. s error, were
I ollrvUn photo by Jim Wiildron

UM women look for 7th win
By CHARISSE FEINERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

record, hoping to make Cornell numln^r seven.
The four all-around performers for the Cornell meet will

^nJcTK^r'"'^''- "^'^' '^''^"der. Kathy MTtthewsand Chris Wilson. Karen Knapp and Barbara LoHwri^
31 tTat^UM^h'"'" " "!"• ^^'•"^"'^^ -cord againl"scnools that UM has competed against is very similarCornell has beaten the University of Rhode llnTas well

So^addeTt^Jlv^^
^^' ""^ Northeastern havetiiso aaaed to LJM s winning record

record agailsTTo'LP"'""'"
""" "'^^ ^ ''^^^S- UM'srecora against Temple was a win. w th a 134 UM coachV.r^n,a Evans is looking forward to a yery cc^peSe

;'Cornell should be very tough," Evans said.

wh^^th^rhoruTar^'p^m '--' " ^^"'^ ^" '^'- ^^'

The Minutewomen enjoyed a prosperous intersessionsplitting four meets in the process. M^sachusetts record'

Unirr^iwTn a^H^'f^"'^^ "^ Pennsylvania a^d Rutget
rn^i / ^•^"''' ""^^^ ^"d an 134-128.1 victory over

JndTh' \r'''''y-
Thegymwomen fell to Yale Uni^rsityand the University of Maryland.

university

By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

Steve Ward stepped onto the mat Wednesday niehtWard IS about 175 pounds. 5'1 1". but. due to circumstancesbeyond his control, is wrestling in the Stion „f

t^r^j:" i
""T ""T'f' ^^MassachusettC:: lingteam. On the other side of the mat. his burly bear likeopponent stepped on the mat as well

His opponent. Jeff Webb, of the University of NewHampshire, weighed 250 lbs.

Ward didn't blink an eye.
The crowd wasn't surprised when Webb got the firsttakedown. Fortunately. Ward escaped quickly At thebeginnmg of the second period. Ward go hif fi^sltakedown and the crowd roared.

^

UNH

D^arco'^'lftTli
"'"?""? '?"'«' Mi"""-™-™ w<Te Mike

m,„ute^ajd a hdf later he had his pin. Th» rde iheUam

FJu^:^.:„r:'et''iX'rvt;.''
•
"''™ ''^ "•"" «*''•
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Student rents

subject to tax
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

University of Massachu.setls students
couhl pay over $400,000 extra in taxes this
year if a regulation of Proposition 2V2 is not
overturned, according to Jean Johnson of

- the campus chapter of the Massachusetts
Public Interest Research Group
(MassPIRG).
The regulation excludes students from

income tax relief deduction, linking their
"principle residency" with parental ad
dress, although ihey may live at .school for
most of the year. John.son .said.

The example in the slate regulation states
"a University of Massachusetts un
dergraduale student rents an apartment in

Amherst during the school year and resides
with her parents in the family home in

Newton when she is not at college. Her
home in Newton is her principle residence;
the apartment is not deductible.

"

However, a family residing in one home
for nine months and another home for the
remaining three months may deduct either
as its principle place of residence. John.son
said.

Under Proposition 2'h, the tax cutting
measure passed by the voters in November.
1980. most renters will be abh- to dtnluct
half of the rent paid in the lax year. Actual
cash .savings will amount to about one third
of one month's rent.

Commissioner of the Massachusetts State
Department of Revenue Joyce HampiTS is

responsible for the exception to the
regulation and has the power to change it.

MassPIR(; students were a.ssured by
Hampers at a Nov. .JO. 1981 meeting that
the department had "no intention " of ex
eluding students, according to Ma.ssPIRG
staff member Mitchell Gaslin. A leaflet put
out by Joel Ario of the campus MassPIRG
states Hampers clarified the ruling to make
it even more discriminatory toward
students.

Johnson said Undergraduate Student
Senate Speaker Ed Lee will invite Hampers
to speak before the senate. Shu was asked
to speak to the Boston College MassPIRG
earlier, but refused when other groups
across the state made similar requests.
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i,!^L^!^^
^\^^^ - Among the hundreds ol Geils Fans waiting to buy concerttickets are Jane L.pka, Laurie Brooks. Charlie Krnst, and Bill Ryan Meht)

MoorHrse"''
"' ''""" """^*' ''"^" '^'^'^ »^"-"^ (lert/is-r K.'I'1\-

"...when I got here (md'jbundthatfwas
first in line, I was really surprised, " said
Nick Triano, a 21 -year-old junior.

( olorinn photo ht Jim Haldron

Nick Triano (right) and Ron
Keere (lert).

"(the system) resolves any 7
was here first' problems, and
averts any mad scrambles,"
said Ron Keefe, Union Records
manager.

Hearing to be held tonight

on nuclear evacuation plan

7'

"J^ J

Geils' tickets
draw a crowd
Hy SCOTT HERSEY
< 'ollegian Staff

The image of singer Peter Wolf running
around the stage, the guitar pyrotechnics of
J. Geils and the prospect of seeing
Bdlhonrd s number one band in the country
prompted people to begin waiting in line as
early as 8 a.m. yesterday for the chance to
l)uy tickets for the J. Geils Band concert at
the Fine Arts Center next Monday.
"I heard that there was going to be people

waiting all night." said Nick Triano. a 21
yearold junior biochemistry major from
Framingham. who was the first to arrive at
8 a.m. yesterday morning. "And when I got
here and found that I was the first in line. I
was really surprised."
Ron Keefe. the manager of Union Records

Unlimited, who is handling approximately
bO percent of the ticket sales, said that his
group, along with concert promoters of the
Union Program Council, has arranged for
the people waiting in line to be able to
spend the night in the Campus Center,
instead of leaving when the building closed*
as in the past.

"We have arranged a system where a list
will be made up of all the people waiting in
bne. and once they sign, they have to.stay

"

Keefe said. "Periodic roll calls will be taken,
and we are doing everything possible to
make this run smoothly." he aded.
Most people waiting in line agreed with

Keefe.

"I think it's a very good system." said Tim
1 annaro. 19. a sophomore business major
who lives in Lewis dormitory. "I've seen it
before, and it works well."
Gail McCormick. 21. a senior hotel

restaurant and travel administration major
from Dennisport. agreed with Pannaro.
"I'm pleased with the set up. " she said. "I

think that it is very fair."

Barbara Aldrich. the concert hall manager
of the Fine Arts Center, reported no
problems.

"We are trying to discourage people from
wailing here until after the shows tonight
so as of now we have three people waiting

"'

"The system worked well for the James
Taylor show last week." said Keefe "It
resolves any 'I was here first' problems, and
averts any mad scrambles such as would
happen if everyone was locked out until 6."

Continued on page 12

Group raps defense plans

By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff ,

The Amherst Board of Selectmen will
hold an open hearing tonight at 8 p.m. at
the Banks Community Center in Amherst
to address the issue of federal and state
civil defense planning for the town in case of
a nuclear war.
The hearing is the outcome of a request

furnished by the Civil Defense Committee
ol the Amher-st Disarmament Coalition in
December asking the Board to review local
residents' reaction to an evacuation plan
that would bring approximately 150.000
people to Amherst from the surrounding
communities of Chicopee, Springfield,
Easthampton and Granby. said Steve Lord,
a member of the coalition and graduate
student at the University of MassachusetUs.
A nation wide movement for nuclear

crisis relocation planning, stemming from
the escalation of the US Soviet arms race
was ordered by President Jimmy Carter iri

1978 and calls for state Civil Defense
Agencies to devise relocation proposals for
areas designated as being high risk on the
basis of military and industrial targets,
Lord said. Slate plans are then reviewed by
the Federal Emergency Management

AGency (h EMA).
BtTau.se public and institutional buildings

would Ih' used to hou.se "evacuees" in the
event of nuclear disaster. Lord said Ihe
UniviTsity of Massachusetts would play a
major role in such planning due to its large
number of residential buildings.

"This is adding insult to injury to have
our University take part in a plan that is

misleading to people and involves, students
in a modern nuclear strategy that they
deplore." he said. (See related story).

University officials are currently
unaware of any specific designs for UMass
but will Ik' looking int<J the issues
surrounding the use of UMass as a main
shelter, said Director of Community
Relations Dan Melley.

Bob Kelly, a.ssistant director of planning
at the State Civil Defense Agency in

Framingham. said his department will be
working in conjunction with town
leadership and university officials to devise
a comprehensive plan in upcoming months.
He said the state agency has not launched a
publicity campaign to inform officials and
townspeople about civil defen.se planning
iKTause the project is still in its preliminary
stages.

Tonights forum will be televised on CCA
Cable TV Channel 3 on Feb. 15 at 8:00 p.m.

By I^IANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

The issue of a nuclear arms race in the
wake of President Ronald Reagan's
militarism is focusing widespread atten-
tion on the potential effectiveness of civil
defense planning currently underway na-
tionwide, said Nancy Foster, a member of
the Civil Defense Committee of the
Amherst Disarmament Coalition.
The coalition has been concerning itself

with educating Amherst citizens about
the implications of government plans to
relocate people residing in areas labeled
as high risk by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA). The local
group plans to challenge the recent
FEMA proposal to make Amherst a host
to Chicopee. Springfield. Easthampton
and Granby if a nuclear war broke out.
At issue is the assumption that people

could survive a Soviet nuclear attack by
evacuating to an area less likely to be the
target of Soviet missiles.

"It (federal and state civil defense plan-
fimg) is conveying the message that it's
tough, but we'll get past it." said Foster.
Sfeve Lord, also a member of the coali-

tion; said because there is no escape route
from \ nuclear weapons, such planning
deludes people into thinking that there is

protectibn. He said citizens should also be

told that Russian weapons can be re-
targeted iri 22 minutes.

Civil defense planning, Lord said, is
part of the arms race and allows for the
continuation of the arms race by in-
dicating to the Soviets that the United
States is preparing for a first strike.
"The government doesn't regard it

(civil defense efforts) as being important
but feel the perception is necessary. We
Jiave to live up to the Soviets' relocation
\yforts." said Lord.
'VV'Because it would take a week for Rus-

u^ P^^.P'^ to 'eave their cities on foot,
th^US is attempting to step up evacua-
tiorUo three days." Lord said.

Asisistant Director of Planning at the
State\Civil Defense Agency. Bob Kelly,
said the program does not encourage
nuclear\war.

"It is d^esigned for a number of reasons,
mainly toysave lives and to deter the war
from everyppening." Kelly said. "With
the plan. i\e government feels there is
less of a chance a war would break out to
begin with." \

Members of\he Amherst coalition said
they hope the tAwn will reject the fedr al
plan and provide^ alternatives to it .•6 the
city of Cambridge did in 1981. Lord said
by refusing to take part in civil defense
preparations, the Cambridge City Council

Continued on page 5 I
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Tokyo hotel fire kills
£2llegian 3

TOKYO (AP) - Flames ra^ed through
Ihe lop two floors of a 10 story luxury hotel
early Unlay. killing at least 30 people and
injuring more than 60, Tokyo fire depar-
tment officials sai<l.

An undetermined number of people
remained unaeoounted for as firefighters
battled the llames into the early morning
hours.

The hotel is patronized mainly by tourists
and foreign visitors, but it was not known
immediately how many foreigners were
among the 440 regisii-red guests.

Witnes.ses said several guests jumped or
fell from windows on the top floors of the
Hotel New Japan, located in Tokyo's busy
Akasaka district. Fire department officials
said at least 100 people either fled the fire

or were rescued from the building.

A fire department spokesman said three
people were killed when they jumped or fell

from the upper hotel windows, but most of
the others who perished apparently were
asphyxiated.

The injured were taken to 16 hospitals.
Five died after being received in the the
emergency rtxims. firefighters said.

Fire officials said several of the injured
appeared to be Koreans.
The blaze broke out shortly after 1 p.m.

Sunday EST and continued to burn
furiously for several hours. Fire officials

said it apparently started in a rwm on the
nmth floor. It was discovered by a hotel
employee.

Fire officials said the New Japan had
been ordered last fall to install a new
sprinkler system, but the work had been
completed on the first and second floors *

only.

Hans Trippler, a businessman from
Cologne, West Germany, who was staying
on the eighth floor, said he saw several
people jumping from the floor above. "They
jumped out the window and they went
sailing past my window. " he said.

Donald Ross McGhee, a tourist from
Melbourne, Australia, said he saw one
person dangling from a sheet on the 9th
floor. "Finally the flames got to him and he

KILLER HOTEL FIRE (Tokyo)
that claimed at least 30 lives.

dropped," said McGhee, who escaped the
fire with his wife and son, Andrew, 25, from
their rooms on the 8th floor.

Both Trippler and the McGhees said
there was no warning alarm. They said they
heard the sounds of breaking glass and
people running. By the time they realized
the hotel was on fire, smoke was so thick
that it was difficult to find exits, they said.

Flames engulf the top two Hoors of the New Japan Hotel in a predawnTre
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Classes start today
at merged campuses
BOSTON - The University of

Massachusetts-Boston gains a third campus
and about 3.900 students tcxlay. but the
stale "loses" Boston State College.
The institutions were merged, effective

last month, by the state Board of Regents,
but the first classes for the 10,000-member
student body of the consolidated schools
will be held today.

The Boston State College campus on
Huntington Avenue will join the UMass-
Boston Harbor Campus in Dorchester and
the Downtown Center in Park Square.

Students will be able to take courses at
any of the three campuses, which will be
linked by free bus service.

The controversial merger was recom-
mended in 1980 by a task force appointed by
the regents and originally was to have been
carried out during a three-year period.

Regents said enrollments were declining
at both institutions, some programs were
duplicated while others were lacking, and
there were budget problems.

When financial problems increased, the
regents voted to consolidate during the
present school year. This touched off
complaints and demonstrations from
students at both institutions and from
faculty at Boston Slate.

The regents delayed the merger from
September to February. Don Babets,
student trustee, said, "I think this will work
better than anybody previously thought it

would."

Questions remain about Boston State
faculty members. Joseph Dyer, music
professor and spokesman for the faculty,
said some members of the faculty will be
hired by I'Mass but others will be "loaned
out" to other institutions in the state
system.

The number to be taken by UMass has to
be negotiated, and the manner of selecting
them has not been settled, he said.

It has been estimated unofficially that the
merger may result in a loss of 2,500 spaces
lor four year students. Roger T. Schinness
said students for whom there was no room
could be placed in the states community
college system.

Job priority goes to

800 laid off workers
BOSTON - More than 800 Boston police

officers, firefighters and traffic crossing
guards laid off because of budget cuts have
been told they will get first shot at 100 new
parking enforcement jobs.

The office of City Treasurer Lowell
Richards mailed letters to the laid-off

employees Saturday, telling them the city
is required to give them preference for the
100 positions of parking meter supervisor.

In the past, Boston has had only 30 to 40
full lime meter supervisors, Richards said.

Parking meter supervisors ticket illegally

parked cars. The city has stepped up its

enforcement of parking regulations and its

colled ion of fines.

While the new positions will provide jobs
lor laid off employees, they may benefit
laidoff workers further. Officials say money
collected from the fines will be used to
rehire some workers.

Thi' council last month approved $475,000
for the supervisors' salaries. Now it must
authorize the hirings and a proposal to
finance the salaries of 21 parking depart
ment clerks.

Parking meter supervisors will be paid
between $11,392 and $13,420 a year, which
Richards said is substantially less than that
paid full time police and firefighters. But.
he said, the city also pays health insurance.

City Director of Public Safety Stephen P.
Dunleavy said the city hopes to collect $22
million by the end of the fiscal year in June
from old unpaid fines and new tickets.

Sixth Annual
Valentine's Celebration

20% to 50% OFF
STOREWIDE SALE

20% off 14K gold gemstone
earrings & pendants

(ruby, emernld, sapphire, diamond. . .}

25% off 14K gold chains Et bracelets

40% off all sterling silver chains

20% off all amethyst jewelry
(February's birthstone)

Other selected itemTup to 50% off

Select a unique Valentine's Day Gift
from our w.de collection of designs.

Employment office says area job market tight
By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

For many Univer.sity of Massachusetts students, finding
part time employment will be more difficult this year than

Office
^'''""'" ^'*'"'''''"»'' •-" ^^"^ Student Employment

Th'-oughout the fall and through the winter we have had
1.000 more applicants register than last fall, said Janise
!• 'l/j'atnck. coordinator of student employment.

Ihe additional 1.000 .students con.stitute a 20 percentmcrease ,n those sc-eking work through the Student
l^mploymenl Office.

Though the number of .students looking for work has
ri.sjjn. the number of jobs in the area has remained stableWe ve saturated the area" in locating jobs. Fitzpatrick
said. We ve contacted all prospective employJrs."

Ihe largest employer in the area, by far, ,s theCniversity. which employs about 7.000 students. 3.000 inwork study jobs and another 4.000 in non work stud.; jobs

KiiXalTL''v.!d' " "T'l?"^
off campus that are hiring."niv.patrKk said, in child care, house work, yard workminor painting and repair."

^ '

Fit/,.atnck said the Student Employment Office placesabout a couple hundred student.s" in off-campui jobsthroughout Ihe semester. F"» Jons

Iwo factors aggravating the employment situation arethe eflects of Proposition 2Vi on University jobs, and theellects of the federal government cuts in student financial

wilM.'*'
r';"'"'.""^'''""'*'"' ^"^ ^*-'^"^^' f'"«"^-'^' ^id. therewill be more students seeking to earn their tuition."

'^^'^y." Jl WMWMtUMlUmUWAHMW M

CHECK-UP - Maureen Mag:uire (right), assistant leader of the UMass Ski Pafrnl nrnvirfp« »free sk. binding check to a Springfield Ski Club member last weekend
^

sitMeFscope •ifi^.

Oil spill investigated

Jl Vl.I.l.OWHOl'si

i^

By KEN LIJNDBERG
Collegian Correspondent

UMass officials .said there is no ec(.I..Knc;il tlire;i( to
the environment surrounding the pond or the ducks that
frequent the area where the oil was spotted.

Environmental Ilygenist Anita Serroll said that because
ol the increase in rainfall, melting snow and subsequent
Hooding last week, the water runoff from surrounding
areas of campus brought small smounts of diesel spill from
roads and buildings to collect on the pond's surface nearest
the Campus Center.

"We get hundreds of odor complaints on campus .

oiii. ' Serroll .said.

Serroll also said that the pond would be watched and ifmore .signs of oil are reported there will be another in-vest iga ion by the Department of Environmental Healthand Safety. If the oil problem appears to be more thanexcess water runoff, as was the case last week, the
physical plant will be referred to for a.ssistance. Serroll

The temperature drop within the past few days haseased the fhwding on campus to the point where there is
U.SS drainage into the pond and no signs of floating oil.
Sj.rro

I
said. With the pond frozen over solid again, crowds

ol skaters haven t complained of any "kerosene " type odorsand most importantly, the ducks are safe and sound, she
sain.

l*'itzpatrick said.

"Over the past two to thrw years we've done everything
we could to increase employment in the immediate area,"
r it /.pat rick said.

The t-mployment office is now placing a heavier em
phasis on Nnating summer jobs for students.

"We've increased efforts to find summer jobs forstudents throughout Ma.ssachusetls and throughout New
England. I-itzpatrick .said.

Filzpalrick suggested that students looking for jobs
contact t he employment office more than once.

"It's a good thing to come back and check the listines
"

r itzpatrick .said. * '

"The student who wants to find a job badly will findone, sne said.

Dukakis 'wins' Amherst
ByEDLEVINE
Collegian Staff

If Amherst voters are any indication. Michael Dukakismay be the Democratic party's candidate for governof^^^
Ma.ssachusetls this fall.

By a wide margin. 240 local Democrats attendingSaturday s town caucus electee! 11 Dukakis supporters tfrepresent Amherst at the state Democratic endor"in^convention May 22 in Springfield. No detga "frepre.sem.ng Gov. Edward J. King or Lt. Gov. Thomfs P
\) iNeil 111 were elected.
Harvey Friedman, diri-ctor of the University ofMassachusetts labor relations program and par I i menUuian ol Saturday's Caucus, said the purpose of thegathering was to elect delegates to the May nominat ng

<:<>nv,.nlu.n. A total of 13 delegates were chosen, five m ^^
live women, 11th delegate eh-cted at large one male'alternate and a female alternate.

At the convention, the delegates will cast ballots forgovernor, lieutenant governor, secretary of state
treasurer, auditor and attorney general. Fri.dman said

'

.n S..ou.mh
" '"" '" '"^^ ''"'" f^^"'"«^'-^tic primary electionm September, a candidate must receive 1.5 percent of thede egales vote at the convention, he said

Voting on individual ballots for each category theDemocrats gathered at Amherst Regional Junior HghSchool, chose female delegates Joan U>gan o Ro"ingGreen Joan Kratkoff Mason. Dolores Suiton of mSb.lvoke Drive and University of Massachusetts tudentsV anessa i home and Mary Kelvie.
^luaenis

Elected as male delegates were State Rep. James

VJi liam R Ihompson of North Whitney Street. Jerome
Mileur of Columbia Drive and Robert Weiner of Merrick

(•()llins and Logan received the highest number of votes
each garnering 20.5. The highest King supporter. Dolore^
hisolm of (.ranlwood Drive, received 37 votes. Only onelemocrat sought election as an O'Neil delegate. U.Mass

student Kavin C. Bloomer, who received 17 votes

RoL^.i!r";''f
'

'''.:",
''"''^^'^ -^^"^^ ^•^'-^^'y «f ^lue hhis

Itoad as the at large delegate. Elaine Mange of Gray Street
as the emale alternate and UMass student Mark Collins asthe male alternate.

Following the caucus. Mileur. a UMass political science
proles.sor. said he was a "bit surprised" at the margin of
victory for Dukakis supporters.

"I though we'd win. but I didn't think it would beanythmg like that." Mileur said, adding that Dukakis
supp(,rters had initially expected to win about two thirds
ol Lhe Amherst delegate seats.
A member of a state-wide committee which re wrote theparly rules and decided to have the first nominating

convention smc-e 1970. Mileur said the caucus and con
vention would help revitalize the party and give it moresay in the election process.
"A parly ought to have some say. Primaries take theparly out. Parties were getting weaker," Mileur said.

As for Dukakis. Mileur said he felt that winning the
Conlinupd i)i, fxigi- 12

Town reps chosen

for May convention
By ED LEVTNE
(^)lltgian Staff

The University of Mas.sachusetts and .some of its
students and staff members played a prominent role in
Saturday s Demwratic town caucus.
Three UMass students and a professor were elected to

represent lhe town to the stale Democratic endorsing
convention May 22 in Springfield.
Vanessa Thorne. a senior political science/Latin

American studies major. Mary Kelvie. a graduate
student in public administration, and Jerome Mileur a
political science proles.sor. were all cho.sen as delegates'to
the convention. Another student. Mark Collins, was
selected as an alternate delegate.
Other UMass stud.'nts and staff members also par

ticipated in the caucus, voting for delegates who sup-
ported various Democratic gubernatorial candidates.
Kelvie. 24. of Braintree. .said she was "disappointed"

with the student turnout at the caucus.

Continued on page U
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TAKING A BREATHER - Zelda Drewsen. a UM psvchologv grad
student takes a break while cross-countrv skiing in Brattleboro Vt
vesterdav.

SCERA Whip it into shape!
Go Forward . IVIove ahead

[B© ® [p®[?2 ©I? GBq®

s^^"^

m\
SCERA is a student organization dedicated to improving the
quality of education and life at UMass.

In the last few years, SCERA has maintained the pass/fail
option, secured better lighting, cut room and board fees,
helped institute the University minors program, and organized
House Council.

This semester you can work on issues such as: Increased
availability of financial aid, sexual harassment and academic
grievance procedures, revitilization of the residential colleges,
the fight against tuition increases, lower textbook costs, and
much more.

For more information,

call: 545-0341.

SCERA has work- study and non work-study
positions available as well as a broad range of
independent studies and internships.

SCERA is an equal opportunity. Affirmative Action employer.

«f<'.

Alcoholism is on the rise amongst women
HUlh-presmre careers, competition, all add to the problem

Collegian 5

r

By ROBIN MANDEL
Collegian Staff

th^iTrr'^f
".^'^ becoming problem drinkers because of

Alcohol 'Educati!n%r^>^l"' tC t^ttU ^o^fMassachusetts Health Education Services MLonestimates over the nine-month school yearTn 1981 2 (,

tSTicXiire^s" '-' ^^'^ ^- ^^- ^^-"'-

"

^y.
women has mcreased considerably in recent yea's she

Today, there are an estimated 2.25 million women with

Dhlet 'At^'f'If""*'"'^
'" ^'^^"^•^' '"^'-^ a l^^^l Pamphlet About Women and Alcohol

"

JTZTI^"'^ '^" many reasons why alcohol problemsare so great among women. She claims that while men stillconsume more alcohol than women, it will notT^longbefore the women exceed men's drinking consumption
*"

Today, women hold high-pressure careers, have hitrherexpec at.ons m order to prove themselves as comp Sn
Women t;/";?T- ^'' '" '''''''^ ''^^"•''^' "^ compekionWomen are establishing more male characteristics interms of strength and assert,veness and therefc're findthemselves role m(,deling like men." Since they are workmg and actmg more like men. they seem to be drinkingmore like men. she said.

"mint.

She said. "There is a definite drinking aura in business

The Woman's Week

in which social hours are actually included within theworking hours. Drinking offers an outlet to relieve thetensions and pressures of the job."
Another major reason why women alcoholics are on thense is because women have to face the dual role of Inking

l)oth wife (mother) and businesswoman.

strl«^^ ^T '""iZ
^"'"^'•"*'<' adds a great amount ofstress, explained Matson.

Alcoholism is a significant problem among lesbians shesaid According to Matson. although the public is lll^nnmg to accept the gay movement, lesbians are still fightin,r

whertrr
'^'^ '^'''''

^f ^'^^^^^ "P<- ^hem. One p^ewhere lesbians can go to b<' socially accepted is a bar.
;;So naturally, drinking is inevitable." said Matson

and fh!r Pfy«;^-al;l'fferences between the male drinkerand the female dnnker which cannot be ignored statedJames E. Royce in his book. AlrohoNsn, (1981)
"Women cannot drink as much as men because of their

sjnaller size and their higher proportion of Ikk y faWhereas men are more inclined to munch and snack whJIedrinkmg, women are often dieting to stay thin so'hey

ton and quicker ab.sorption of alcohol into thebloodstream." Rovce wrote
Royce continued "A false sense of chivalry and theharsh stigma attached tc. a woman with an alcohol pro

>lem tend O perpetuate her problems by weaving a ,ro-
te<-tive circle of silence around her. rather than urging herto seek treatment. *^ ^
Acconling to Matson, physicians, in the past and in the

present, have a way of treating women by patronizing

their alcoholism with tranquilizers instead of sending themto counseling services.

"Instead of getting help, women are forced back intotheir closet drinking habits." added Matson

ini^^nr*' ^*T^
!^^^t^^''^«' '"«'•*" and more women are com-ing out and admitting their drinking problems "Thestereotype of the alcoholic has somewhat diminished olerthe years and women are seeking help for their problems

Mat^n'
"'''' ' ""'^"""'^ "^ "'"^'"'""* ^" -'•-""'^ "s." saS

She claims that various kinds of treatment facilities ex-

annkers. The Alcohol Education Program at UMasstreats alcohol-related problems by offering workshons^n

.nrorn'
^^^'"''^" "'^^^; ^""^^^ -"^irat^tTrm"

ing. ()ften this program refers women to other campus

S^MEWnT^" '^'P- ^"^-^ ^^ ^^^ Kverywo3
<-.enter (hWL) or Alanon groups.
"The health education department offers courses whichdeal with taking care of oneself. Women learn how t,rco2with stress, get proper nutrition, learn how to relax i^prove sel -esteem, and learn to develop l,etter inte^^T-sonal relationships." said Matson

mierper

The National Institute of Alcohol and Alcohol Al>use is

worn" 'l 'Tr^ '"

rf'^'"^^'
^'^"^P'-^'^- - treatm^t fo

Eon sai;i .
'
'"f

"'"• ""'^^ ^^''^^' ^''^•"^'"' -^vndrome.Matson said according to scientific tests, even a smallamount of alcohol will affect the unb<,rn baby Thre^o

noTmal"'-'
' '"' ''^ """'^'^' ^" ^" ^ '"'^'^ to'the Sy's

Treatment of alcoholism will help one deal with his orher problems more successfully, she said.

"The Womnns WWh" is a weekly rnhri-
(Uir „J heal events printed eret-y Mowfn,,
To place y„ur event, contact the women's
ilepartment of the Collegian.

EVERYWOMANS CENTER (EWC)

The Working Women's Task Force of theEWC will sponsor an informational
workshop on career development for
women. The workshop. "Skills hlentifica-
tion,' will Ik- held Tuesday from noon t(.

1:30 p.m. in room 168 of the Campus
Center.

Free financial aid coun.seling will Ik; of-
fered at EWC Wednesday fr(»m 3:.*i()-6-3()

p.m. by Margaret Campl^-ll.

^ Free childcare is available Tue.sday from
7-9 p.m.. Thursday from 7-9 p.m. and Fri-
day from 10 a.m. to noon at EWC.
Counseling walk-in hours are Wednesday

5-7 p.m. and Friday 10 a.m. to noon.

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S
WEEK COMMITTEE

The International Women'.s Week

general meeting will be Monday at ;{ p m
in room 902 of the Campus Center.
The Publicity Committee of the Interna-

tional Women's Week Committee will meet
Thursday at 9:80 a.m. in the communica-
tions office on the fourth floor of the Stu-
dent Union.

The SMITH PROJECT ON WOMEN
AND SOCIAL CHANCJE will sponsor the
Women and Power Spring lecture series
"Self Blame by Rape Victims: Power or
Helplessness." Tue.sday at 7:80 p.m. in Mc-
(^onnell Auditorium.
The SOPHIA SMITH COLLECTION

will show the "Life and Times of Rosie the
Riveter" Tuesday at 7:80 p.m. and "The
Will Mar Eight" Thursday at 7:80 p.m. in
Wright Hall Auditorium. Smith College
The REAL MAJORITY will meet Mon-

day at 7 p.m. in McKimmie Dormitory
The WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM o'fthe

Student Center for Educational Research
and Advocacy (SCERA) will meet Tuesday
at 7 p.m. in room 811 of the Campu"'^
Center.

* Civil Defense
continued from page 1

made a move to educate its citizens on the
medical realities of nuclear war and push
or the reestablishment of arms limita-
tions talks and nuclear disarmament ef-
forts.

Kelly said the civil defense program is a
local point of attack for disarmament
groups becau.se it is an effective way for

them to gam publicity and to put pressure
on the government to act on the arms
race.

"But.'' he said, "it will take many years
hetore that can come about and' in the
meantime, anything that can be done to
prevent their (weapons) use should l)e
done.

TheNEWHP

rALMIV-eniAT PRICES

Valentine

CARDS
Open Daily 10 am - 5:30 pm.

Posters
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Clothing

Sale!

Gifts

MEI2CANTILE
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j
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"/' PACKAF?0
Now Hewlett-Packard offers you a

: choice in full performance alphanumeric
: calculators. The new HP-41CV has five

;

times more built-in memory than the
HP-41C.

You can communicate with words as
well as numbers. For example, label and
call up programs by name and receive
meaningful prompts while executing
programs. Continuous Memory retains
programs and data even while the
machine is off. Needs lots of memory?
Choosf the HP-41C\/.

Open M-F 9-5 Tue & Wed
^^^^^-^

until 8 pm

The HP-41CV may be all the
calculator you'll ever need. But if you
need more capability, you can expand
your calculator into a complete com-
putational system. The calculator has
four ports which allow you to plug in a
Printer/ Plotter, an "Extra Smart" Card
Reader or an Optical Wand for reading
bar codes. Application Pacs and Solu-
tion Books offering complete solutions
are also available. And now, HP offers a
new service: Custom Modules (ROMs')
from your software for high volume,
unique problem-solving needs.

Accessories available at additional
Cpct

^^ UNIVERSiltY
STORED
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Brutus awaits word on application for asylum
By RON KENDALL
Collegian Correspondent

South African activist and poet. Dennis Brutus, is still
awaitinK notification from the State Department on his
application for political asylum.

If Brutus fails to gain asylum he can leave the United
States voluntarily and reapply for a visa. Brutus said he
would preler to leave voluntarily but he wants guarantees
that he can be readmitted. Brutus may also elect to be
deporltni lo a count ry of his choice.
The Immigration and Naturalization Service notified

Brutus of his deportable status in Novembt>r. The State
Department must respond U) Brutus' application for

asylum by March 3.

In a statement released February 7. Mokubung Nkomo.
a member of the area Dennis Brutus Defense Committee,
said. •We are waiting to hear from the State Department
before pursuing our other alternatives."

Brutus, in a sDe«H'h Jan. 31, said the reason for his
deportation is his active stance on South Africa's political
situation.

South Africa's population is 80 percent black. The
government is controlled by the white minority iNationaJ
I'arty. Sixty five percent of South Africa's blacks are
illiterate. Three political parties have been banned for
I heir opposition lo the apartheid regime, according to the
McGraw Hill News Service.

Brutus said that the invasion of Namibia, a neighboring
state, and its subsequent occupation, is condoned by
western economic powers. The United States. England
and France import most of their fissionable materials, such
as Plutonium, from South Africa, Briitus said. These
materials are mined in Namibia.

liruti'^ \' :is imprisoned in South Africa for his opposition
to the policies of the apartheid government.

The Dennis Brutus Defense Committee sponsored the
Jan. 31 event which included two films and a poetry
reading by Brutus which were followed by open discussion
of South African issues. In order to apply pressure on
legislators, the audience was asked to write to government
officials.

Efforts continue in fiffht
^^^^^^ ^^^ks education

& *^ BvKEVINBOWE k... :.v „... .v,.. „„. u..:._...

over South African gov't
By KATHLEEN BRUNET
Collegian Correspondent

In an effort to better organize the area's
fight against the apartheid government of
South Africa, the Southern African
Solidarity Committee (SASC) met
yesterday with other area groups.

"We are trying to unite the various
organizations of the area colleges. In light
of budget cuts, better effectiveness can be
accomplished by combining contributions.

"

said Mokubung Nkomo. a member of S.'XSC.

South Africa is not in the news anymore,
cl aimed J udy Wei ss of t he SASC

.

"Quite a deal of education needs to go
on." she said.

There will be a literature uble. spon
sori»d by the SASC. in the Campus Center
today and will continue to be on the con
course on a regular basis throughout the
semester. Weiss said.

The Dennis Brutus Defense Committee
will be holding a benefit concert with Pete
Swger at Northeastern University in

Boston on March JTl, Weiss said. Brutus, a
South African activist is seeking political
asylum in this country. Funds will go to
support Brutus' legal defense against
deportation, she said. (See related story.)

Two recent films on the situation in South
Africa, "Vou Have Struck A Rock" and
"Africa Belongs To Us, " will be shown at 8
p.m. April 1 in the Commuter Lounge,
room 216 of the Student Union Building, as
part of the spring Commuter Collective film
series. Weiss said.

rhe Massachusetts Coalition for
Divestments From South Africa is an
organization fighting the investments of
stale pension funds in South Africa, said
Mary Ann Cloherty. a member of the
coalition. The organization, she said, is

strong in Boston but needs to build support
in Western Massachusetts.

A slide show focusing on efforts to pass a
bill prohibiting the Investments of state
pension funds in South Africa has been
prepared in an effort to build support
Cloherlvsaid.

By KEVIN BOWE
Co! 'egian Staff

Students must develop a continuous
lobbying campaign of mass demonstrations,
voter registration and letter writing in
order to prevent the underfunding of their
education said Former Massachusetts
Governor Foster Furcolo. presently a
member of the Board of Regents, in a
recent interview.

"Students have to show elected officials
that they mean business. Right now no one
lakes them seriously. It's incredible to have
ItiO.OOO students (attending public colleges
and universities) and have no inlluence and
it's their own fault," Furcolo said.
Sludents must educate their legislators

about the problems of their schools such as
overcrowdi'd or canceled classes and faculty
layoffs he said.

"If students didn't do anything but
register to vote they would have as much
ellect as any political force I ever .saw,"
Furcolo said.

"Vou need an intelligent continuous
approach by sitting down with government
officials and you have to do it all year, " he
said.

Furcolo was critical of the students
present approach of relying on mass
demonstrations as the only tool used to
persuade legislators.

"Mass d<»monsl rat ions have «ome "alue

but its not the answer by itself. You need a
steady lobbying effort. People in power
must know students are intelligent,
reasonable, determined and most im-
portantly, they will vote," Furcolo said.

Furcolo recommended a four point
program of voter registration, writing
leiiers lo legislators, demonstrations and
personal contact with elected officials as a
way students can become a political force in
this state.

"Students can not be effective by having a
simple mass protest every so often.
Demonstrations are effective when you sit

down with elected officials and tell them
how many of the students protesting are
registered to vote and are able to vote them
out of office. Voting is positively the key."
he said.

Furcolo. who served as Governor bet-
ween 1957 61. has been the main proponent
of student interest on the Board of Regents
supporting student representation on the
Board and opposing all tuition increa.ses. In
his effort lo organize support for public
higher education Furcolo has created a
group called The Friends of Education.'

"Friends of Education is a people's lobby
to fight for public education and the
students have the most at suke but do the
least amount of lobbying" Furcolo said.
Students should also get their parents

involved with lobbying for their education
Furcolo said.
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Police report weekend
vandalism, robbery, assault
throughout UMass cammifi

iQ^Usgian

EWC offers part-time internships
The EviTvu/nmanV /'.._.._ ,r-...,^. . All aDolicants ^h/tnir^ ^

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Policereported making two arrests over theweekend along with four larcenies over
51W. a stolen car. an assault and battery
and a number of other assorted incidents.
At 6jo6 p.m. on Friday, police arrestedDean M. Schlemmer of Brown Dormitory,

on Commonwealth Ave and charged him
With being a mmor in transportation of
alcohol, along with a number of assorted
motor vehicle violations.
At i:iiO a rn. on Friday, police arrested
fhomas K. IVIock of Orange, on Infirmary
Drive and charged him with driving while
under the influence of alcohol
The Academic Affairs office in JohnAdams Dormitory reported that a swivel

desk chair valued at $250. and a
wastebasket valued at $5 were stolen from
their offices sometime between January 22
and February 1. Police say they have no

*

suspects, and the case is under in
vestigation.

A student in Moore House reported on
»• riday that an electric razor, and 15 pairs of
pants, with a total value of $175 200 had

been .stolen from his room on January 3]

lor th?^""'
^"^ "PP"'-^'"^'^ ^^'^'" ^«itinglor the person to return the items before

rt-port.ng the ...bbery. police said.

policl'^tt?..'"
^'""''

'^«r'"'l«'-y informed
politt that a camera, valued at $350 wasstolen Irom hi.s room between 11:30 and

apparently iHt the room unlocked for half

stui;; [•
"'

''7"T''^
wasgonewhen theslu<Jenl returned, police said

A 1977 Oldsmobile Cutlass was reportedstolon Irom Lot 42 at approximately 11 49a_m. yesterday morning^>oIice safd thatthe student had parked his car at ap

Whin the student returned the nextmorning the car was gone.
I'olue said that a guard reported ana-ssau I and batt.Ty in progress at 1 :00 a.m

Ihty arrived, one man was found with alcx«y lacx. and broken glasses, and wa^

Hmin '" ?"" P'-"^'^'^"'-^' of registering a
CI iminal complaint.

afciZf'''"'"'"
"'' "^7^'' ^ ^'' ^"rf «•""

dl ism ;

'" """'*'"'*^ '""^^"-''y' ^"d van-dalism to a motor vehicle were alsoreported ovit l he weekend.

fhe Everywoman's Center (EWC) iso lenng part time internship-field
placements ,n the position of assistant to
Ihe administrative coordinator. Interns will
provide support in areas of liaison
organizational development and planning'
needs and service assessments, curriculum
It-search, and compilation of bibliographies

All applicants should possess ollice
research and writing skills, an ability towork independently and constructively
w. h a variety of people and a commitment
ol at least eight to 10 hours each week for a
lull semester.

at^f?W?^*'w^!;""'J'^?^^^
^'^^ Falkenthal

at EWC. Wdder Hall. 545 0883. Deadline
lor applications is February 15.

Heart fund raiser events planned
The first annual Stim«nHr»..o c *u a «,....;,...» . . . . .
The first annual Stupendous Sweetheart

Snowftace Classic is a different way to
celebrate the heart on St. Valentine's Day

This event, a trialthon on snow, is being
sponsored by College Promotional
Associates, which will donate all profits to
the American Heart Association

fhe events consist of a four mile cross-
country ski race, a one mile long snow shoe
nii'i' unn finollo .. < „i . ..rac M«H fVn.ii • ; u

' """^ ^"^'^ -^^o^ P'''"''''" '^*''*-'h includes a snow hat racinir

wi be heId h'i

'
i'^7^'" 'T- ^" ^"«"^«

^u^'^
""^ refreshments for a party ^1^5

.T" J"*^
™.^^^'^. Sunday at the Mill Vallev the races. Brower saiH ,h« V.J„:?'?_ !"^Will be held this Sunday at the Mill Valley

Country Club in Belchertown
Keade Brower. Tim Bernard and Jenifer

^rles. 1978 University of Massachusetts
graduates, are responsible for this
production. The three coordinators are not
exactly novices in the field of fund raisintr
Bernard has worked with such summer
events as the Josh Billing games and the
Oreat Graham Cracker race, held in the
area.

Brower. who works with College
Iromotional As.sociates. is leading the
company in this campaign to help the

American tteart Association. College
Promotional Associates is a commerical
company in the Amherst area responsible
for the UMass calendar and other collegiate
necessities. All profits from the event will
go to the Heart Fund. Brower said.

Applications for teams are now available
on campus. The application fee is $8 per
person which includes a snow hat. racinir
year ami mtf^^k.^. ,^ e ... . *

the races. Brower saTd "the pTomoters"^
expecting up to 114 teams.
One major s»?tback has been a two week

delay in sending out the applications for the
event.

"In spite of the delays the local com-
munity has been a tremendous help but we
are really looking for student support tomake this a success.* Brower said

In addition, a table will be set up in theCampus Center this week to provide more
information.

^..«^w,.a,j reported over the weekend
i -umoiionai As.sociates. is leading the

f-To-I^V* 1 J ¥¥7 J
<;ompany m this campaign to help the - RICHARD KIRSCHaig leads Western condemnation on PolandDRID Spain ,AP) - U.S. Secretary of State HH. ...u„. :_.__. •

^^W^Al\t
AI . H ^^M ?r" ^^^^^ - ^-S- Secretary of StateAlexander M. Ha.g Jr. was heading for Madrid yesterdavo ead a major Western condemnation of repressbn in

at the 35 nation European Security Conference denouncing^e violation of human rights in Poland and charging hfSoviets with complicity in breaking the 1975 Helsinkiaccords guaranteeing human rights and respl- fornational sovereignty in Europe.
^

CommonM"
^^'^*'""' ^**'"''''^" ministers from NATO andCommon Market nations were expected to join Haig in the

drive to arouse global indignation over events in Poland
It was understood the United States might lead awalkout of Its allies from the meeting later in the week to

m^rTian'Lwi'i'JS:'^'^^^'^'^^^- ''' '''' ^'"^^^^'-^^

But Western sources acknowledged on the eve of Hair'sarrival that a procedural snarl might blunt the U S leddenunciation.

I'oland-s deputy foreign minister. Josef Wiejacz. who
will be presiding when the Security Conference convenestomorrow after a long Christmas recess, said he would not

itnllmlittr""^
"^ ''''' "'^ -'^' '^ --'^--^ - -

The Soviet news agency Tass quoted Wiejacz as savinirhe would also oppose having "recent happen ngs i^ Polandexploited to worsen the international situation."
"**

Ihe Madrid meeting of 33 European countries theUnitc-d States and Canada has been bagged down in E^stWest disagreement over alleged Soviet violation o huTan

mfnlhsto.'""'"^'
""^"^"^ ''^''-^^ ^-^' ^' ^^^-

'4

'^he head of the Spanish delegation. Javier Ruperez toldreporters there was some Western feeling to seek a rece^until next fall because of the Polish situation but notSthat agreement on a recess might be difficult because aH^nations would have to approve
because all 35
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Holiday Inn - walk to b^ocii
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$^25*
Round Trip Motor Coach

Only

DEPARTING FROM AMHERST MARCH 19
Only $25.00 deposit required
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Trip Motor Cooch Tronsportotlon • Seven
NIflht Hotel Accomodotions • Room Toxes and Gratuities • Com-
plimentory Cocktails upon orrivol • Nightly Passes to Top Nioht

Clubs (worth $100) (Playpen, Pete 6 Lennles G Studio Si?
For Informotion Coil: Amh*rst R*ps. Mlcho*! Emma 549-1200 4 pm • 6 pm
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DETA KAPPA PHI
OPEN HOUSE

Come down and see why BK0 is

the ONLY fraternity that matters

Be more than just a number in a dorm full

of rules and regulations. Be part of a
growing brotherhood that has modern liv-

ing conditions, good food, strong in-
tramural teams, and a GREAT social life.

Tues. Feb. 9, Wed. Feb. 10,
Thufs. Feb. 1 1 at 9:00 p.m.

All UMass Men Invited
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Budget cuts effect Mass.
WASHINGTON AV - For

Ma.ssai-husi'ils. Prt'sidi-nt Kfa^an's budget
proposals lor 19^i.i would mean reductions
in governmont services amounting to more
than $250 million, nol couming the changes
in the Medicaid and ttKKi stamp programs.
An analysis ot how the president's

prop.>sed budget lor liscal 1983 would alTect
the siaii w as done over the weekend hy the
state ot Massachusetts" tederal oflice
headeil by Lucy Flynn.

The results show ihal Massachusetts
would stand to lose an estimated $10t>
million in IJ^Nl Ironi the federal government
lor energy relaietl programs, including low
income energy assistance and
weaiheri/alion. compared with the amount
the si.iie will receive in 1982.

Th«' president's budget proposes
eliminating the weatherizalion program lor

1983 and spending only $1.3 billion
naiionwuie t»ir the low income energv

Reagan's forecast

yet critics remain

assistance program, down from $1.8 billion
lor 1982.

Last year, the Ileagan administration
ined to reduce spendmg on the low income
energy assistance program, an important
aid to New England and other cold weather
stales.

This year. Massachusetts will receive at
least $73..') million in federal funds for the
piogram. Hut t)ased on Reagan's budget
the estimate lor that program alon*- for
liscal 19K3 IS $54.1 million, a reduction of
4»19.

1 million for i he Hay Slate.
I nder the low income weatherization

ftrogram. Massachusetts will receive $6
Jnillion in fiscal 1982. The proposal for 1983
is zero.

In addition, ihe president wants to do
away with D.partment of EmTgv con
M'lvalion grams to the states, energy
grams f.,r sch.wls and hospitals and funds
lor the energy extension service.

W.VSHINGTON (API - Unswayed by
the recession that upset his glowing
forecasts of a year ago. President Reagan
says he still e.xpwts robust economic
H'coxery — just one year later than
planned. But after one year of
"Reaganomics." private economists are as
skeptical iisever.

Reagan's budget for fiscal year 1983,
released this weekend, calls for the biggest
federal deficits in history during the same
three years in which he now predicts the
nation will climb out of recession and head
into a strong recovery.

At this time last year. Reagan said
overall I'.S. economic growth would be
slight in 1981 but would bounce back at a
healthy 4.2 percent rate in 1982 after ad
justing for inflation.

Now. Reagan says growth this year will

be much less — just two tenths of 1 per
cent. But once again, they are saying wait
till next year, when they predict economic
growth will be 5.2 percent.

optimistic,

skeptical
Reagan was right last year on inflation. It

e\en declined faster than he had predicted
in 19HI

, ami most analysts agree that it will
ki'cp falling this year.

But last year, the president and his
advi.sers said interest rales and unem
ployment also would be coming down. For
the most part, they increased instead.

Reagan's new forecast says the jobless
rate this year will be the highest in 40
years, a\»'raging an 8.9 percent. But it says
once again that interest rates will decline
this year and will kiHfp falling in 1983 as
unemployment also drops.

Private economists lend to agree that the
president's plan - coupkni with continued
tight contn.l of the money supply by the
Federal Reserve Board — make strong
recovj'ry only possible rather than probable
and make the lasting recovery Reagan
promis«'s not very likely.

In fact, they say. the nation could be
thrown into a new recession by this time
next year if things go really wrong.
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Manhunt starts for fugitive
suspected of fatal shooting
^
NORTH _ATTLEB()RO. Mass. (API - .^..... o..:..

^

•Collegian 9

NORTH ATTLEBORO. Mass. (Al>) -
tht n*"- 1!!

*^'""^' authorities searched intothe night yesterday for a man who allegedly
fired at two troopers and was believed to bean associate of a suspect in the fatal
shooting of a New Jersey trooper.

Using a helicopter and bloodhounds. 200

and 1- BI agents hunted woods and searched

sairio?"""'
'"'' ?''' ^^^'"^"- ''''' -ho issaid to be a member of a "radical leftist

terrorist group." police said.

Laaman allegedly fired shots and ranfrom suoe lr«>per/who app^oXd tSeca"r .S^^IlOT' ''Jl'''"-
'"""''"°'° '"''» "hoc

when he stopped at an Interstate 95 restarea south of Boston yesterday morning.
Neither trooper was wounded.

Police arrested a passenger. Christopher
Kmg. 31. who had been in the back seat
wearing a bulletproof vest. He was charged
with two counts of as.sault with intent to
murder and assault with a deadly weapon
King is thought to be a member of the
terrorist group to which Laaman belongs

It was just a miracle the two troopers
vyere not killed." said Police Chief John
Coyle of North Attleboro.

T 1 •

Indian air force
crash kills 23
JnZi'''''''''' k".'"

'^^^' - ^" ^"d-" -'• ^orce tran-sport plane crashed m the foothills of the Himalayasyesterday, killing all 23 military personnel aWd ^government spokesman reported.
''ooara. a

He said the plane was carrying 19 soldiers and four crewmembers on "a routine supply mission" when i crashesduring a snowstorm in the uninhabited reg^n ofSMalar. 200 miles northwest of New Delhi

sefr'.'h^h'''' ""V^^'"'^'*^-^
«^'"t helicoptersinto the storm tosearch the wreckage and ordered an investigation into thecrash, spokesman D.K. Sharma said

sa?t'he^u's'^mr%^^-'".t. u"'^
'"^"' P'^''^'^ P^^'-«'« -hosaw the U.S. made J-airchild Packet transport carrier eo

KX^Th?"'' T'^ '"^'^'•'^•^^'' •" ^^^ n'earby town of

and iTn H I ;
^^"" '""'"'^ '"^'"^ "^^'"^ '•"^hed to the areaand joined later by army search crews, it said.

I .^,\T
'
"'"'*^ Detective Jay Cronin saidLaaman is an a.ssociate of Richard WillJumswho IS wanted in the fatal shooting of a ^wS ''^^''

^'^'^P*^'" •" December

or King'''*"'
^^'^^ "'^^ ^^^•'^»>'*' for ^^aaman

beli?!''7
''"'^'"^^'^ ^"'" "'""hunt, but we

aV, h
"'""

'^^ '^*" '" ^he NorthAttleboro area." Cronin said.
l-BI agents and New Jersey and Pennsylvania police also are investigatine thencident and its connection to the^slayfng oa New Jersey state trooper.

^tJ:"rr^':'''P^—-ovvasshot
with twoor thre;m;iepa3^,r;,I

NrjLty""""^^---'"-^-^^^^^^^
"Association has been made that theperson in custody and the one being sought

md. .dual wanted for Lamanoco's

i^nHS.yS'^^^^"^'^'^^"^^^P^'^—

•

All are believed to be members of theJonathn Jackson Sam Mellville gane
"

which police believe was responsible forseveral attempted bombings of state policebarracks in 1975 and 1976.

ATTENTION!
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NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
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~
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WITHOUT
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for
Paralegal
Training

235 S 17fhSt
Philadelphia. PA 19103

(215)732-6600

Approved by the

American Bar
Association

Operaied by Para LrRat Inr n

fynnsylvania Corporalion

College seniors. Ifyou plan to p-l a )<>l>

allrr graduation, why not consider
a pn>f«'s.slon?

III A iiMtiillis. we prepare you for
« ani-ps III law. iiiaiiageirM-nl. finance.

()tir H Inli-iislveitxii'v-sare

nalloiiaJly n-« ogni/iil |„i high mn
demlc quality

Over90%ofourgra<lnai»ss«t iirr

jobs In their specialties (>v»r .'».(KJ(>

graduates hold positions in law firms,

banks and corporations In I IOrlll<rs.

We provide a substantial tuition

refund ifwe cannot secure a job for

you In the city ofyour choice.

Guarantee your future. Learn how the
Institute can help you advance In a
career Our representative will be on
campus \t.„^i, I

D lutouldllkeloananqcan intcTvicuj

at another lime. Ileast- call me at

one ofthe phones noted.

D Please send me informution about
the Institute for I'aralegal Training.
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Address
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Diversity of Experience '
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MEET US ON-CAMPUS Wednesday, February 24Or send you. resume .o Mr. L. P. Mark., P.„onn.l Olrtclm,
'
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11 West 42nd Street, New York. NY 10036

An equal opportunity employer, m/f
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'Boston State: never again!'

^^^M^^^IOPINION
Collegian ii

T.Hiay our sister university in Boston
begins school with an additional campus
comphpx at 625 Huntington Avenue
formerly Boston State College. With the
opening comes the potential of a truly ur-
ban university serving fulltime working
citizens with flexible access. The new
UMass-Boston could become a facilitator of
excellence within the community by utiliz-
ing its resources to address the problems of
Boston. This would add increased stature
to the name the University of
Massachusetts and the whole system of
public higher education in this state.

EDITORIAL
Unfortunately the beginning ol this pro-

cess has been a disgrace. The integrity of
the system has been injured and the educa-
tion and lives of the students and
employees at both institutions have been
seriously disrupted.

The opening of school has been delayed
for weeks both this semester and last
semester because of the uncertainty of
events. Last semester about 200 courses
were cancelled at I'Mass-Boston because of
the lay-off of all part-time faculty. Boston
State faculty members taught classes,
under the strain of possible unemployment
within a matter of months. Student life at
both schools was dominated by the merger
process. Finals were administered weeks
after classes ended because of the late
beginning of school. Boston State students
m particular felt bitterness and betrayal
toward the entire merger process, leaving
marks of cynicism for a political system
that would allow such an irresponsible pro-
cess to occur.

The consolidation of the new UMass-
Boston was frustrating and complex. The
vilhans were, to a degree, victims; the vic-
tims, acting in spite, became villians. The
bad guys in the beginning turned out to be
the white knights in the end.

The mission to finally merge the two in-
stitutions after years of heated debate,
went to the newly created Board of
Regents. In voting last July to merge the
schools the Regents accepted Chancellor of

Higher Education John Uutl's plan to im-
plement the process over three years to in-

sure a fair and judicious procedure. The
state Legislature all but in fact, merge the
two institutions by cutting spending at
Boston's public colleges by about twenty
percent. Instead of uniting with students,
employees and citizens to fight this uncons-
cionable act by immediately requesting a
defiency budget, the Regents (with the
recommendation of their Chancellor) ac-
cepted the budget cuts with barely a
whimper.
The Regents and their Chancellor con-

ducted the six month merger in an un-
professional cloak of secrecy which was the
root cause of most of the anxiety, hostility
and spite that surrounded the consolida-
tion. The Regents, given their inexperience
and low staff resources, were in an unen-
viable no win situation.

Dealing with three faculty unions who on-
ly advocated the special interests of their
membership and not the good education
tied the hands of Chancellor Duff in finding
an equitable solution to this Ruble's cube.
Once the target of sympathy, the Boston
State's faculty uncompromising positions
changed this emotion into indifference.

In the end it was the Legislature that
provided additional funds and settled the
touchy issue of faculty status for Boston
State teachers. The UMass-Boston ad-
ministration, which originally lobbied the
Regents successfully to force the $6 million
budget cut almost entirely onto Boston
State, later acted in a humane and compas-
sionate manner to the students and facultv
of Boston State.

What is done is done. Boston State is
dead. One clear lesson can be derived from
this quagmire, we - students of public
higher education and citizens of the state
must never allow our government officials
to act in such a manner again. We urge our
readers to contact their legislators and ex-
press their outrage over the merger pro-
cess. Demand from them a commitment to
fully fund our colleges and universities.
And lets make our battle crv"REMEMBER BOSTON STATENEVER AGAIN!"

Hats off to S. E. Â..
1 hroughout the entire coed issue hist semester, the Coed

toaliiion maintained that the ban on coed bathroms at
LI Mass was not an isolated act of arrogance or insensitivity
on (he part of the administration to students' concerns

Rather we saw the new ruling as only one example ofhow the New Rights campaign of social regression is
succeeding in chipping away the progressive social gains of
the pa.si two decades. Coed bathrooms, we said, was not
really what this issue was about. The real issue was
studenls* rights.

Letters

"talks vitally important

To the Editor:

Unsigned editorials express the opinions of
the majority of the Collegian Board of
^jditors.

President Ronald Reapan reporteclly

stated several weeks ago that in times
of crisis, communication between
governments is more, rather than less.

im{)ortant. If this is how our President
feels, why has he delayed strategic
arms reductions talk.s between
Secretary of State Alexander Haigand
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko?

The answer, according to Mr. Haig.
is that the Polish crisis has damaged
the "mutual trust and confidence U't-
ween East and West, which is an
essential aspect of successful negotia-
tions in the crucial area of arms con-
trol." It is (juite true that the Polish
crisis is a dangerous and tragic situa-
tion. If, however, the arms talks are
used as a diplomatic weapon to coerce
the Soviets into acting as we want
them to. then I fear the Uilks are doom-
ed. We cannot ease suspicions and ten-
sions l)etween the superpowers by
refusing to engage in talks on reducing
the nuclear weapons which are
themselves responsible for much of our
mutual mistrust.

The strategic arms talks are of
primary importance not only to the
United States and Soviet Union but
also the entire world. We must not ig-

nore the plight of the Polish people;
however we cannot allow political
posturing to threaten the continuance
of arms talks which are of vital impor-
tance if the human race wishes to avoid
a nuclear holocaust in the near future.

I believe that if enough .students and
members of the general public let our
government leaders know that we
want arms talks, and an actual
bilateral treeze to the nuclear arms
race, then our chances of survival will
l>e much better.

more lunds lor imnv teachers. But the
bx-us herr i^ „n classes that are
deemed lo be over enrolled by a faculty
member who (i.siries to teach only a
limiled numlur ol students, so as to
maximize the learning experience of
ihe "chosen tew" who are allowed to
enroll in llie class. Even though there
^le empty seals m the class, students
Vho are an.\ii)us to learn are turned
ayvay in ihe name of "'quality
edxication"; truly an elitist philosophy
why-h lends lo minimize the teaching
poliynial ol the Iniversity as a whole.

Of course ii can be said that small
class(^ enhance discussion and allow
lor a more personal student teacher
relaliorrKhip. Yel the validity of this
argumeu is (|uestionable on the
grounds \hal class discourse can tend
to be somi'whal siorile due to the lack
of diversiiy which can accompany a

Popcorn policy perturbs
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To the Editor:

We would like to thank the
management of the Blue Wall for
relunding our $1 admi.ssion fee,
thereby admitting their false ad-
veriising in Friday's Collrginv (Feb. 5).
The ad promoted rock n roll music
which was in reality a new wave band.
Since lastes in music vary widely we
hope they'll be more accurate in their
tulure Colh (jian advertisements.
Wed also like to remind the Blue

Wall of the Health Services alcohol
educators" suggestion that munchies
should be available when alcohol is
being served. Their new "policy "

of no
popcorn on weekend nights makes no
sense lo us.

Martha Kimball
South Amherst

Quality of beer pouring

To the Editor:

Having recently supped the golden
meade at the Blue Wall. I noticed that
the quality of beer pouring has
declined with the inevitable Fall of
Western Civilization. As the newer
technologies take hold, the standards
of excellence tend to mediocrity. We all

know that the entropy of the universe
increases, but godammit. that pitcher
had two and-a-half inches of foam in it.

Where did our $23.1 12 go'.'' Upon gazing
at Cornelius," the new UMass beer
dispenser. I couldn't help noticing
fellow students receiving the brunt of
his foaming erratic humor. Cornelius
smiled back in his shiny metal decor.

Alexander Floyd

Amherst

Jackson Katz
We were defending our right to make decisu.ns about ourown lives and values against the reactionary forces who

'Would deny us those rights.
AVell. if you still think the coed issue here had no real
sfgnilicance and was just an arbitrary, isolated ca.se
cofl^uler this: 'Fhe Florida Slate Legislature passed a bill in
Jui^ of 1981 that would prohibit funding of .schools that
c^rVer. recognize or aid 'any group or organization I hatr^ommends or advocates .sexual relations between
p^rsonti not married to each other".
Officially an amendment to the state's budget this

outrageous law is the brainchild of New 'Ri^ht
Fieprcsentative Tom Bush (R-84th district). It is called theHush IraSk Amendment.
The Donahue Show featuri'd a program on the Bush

Irask Amendment last November, and Bush was there to

:.vv!.*!^..vP...^^^^^^
about the bill's aims.

We were defending our right to make deci-
sions about our own lives and values
against the reactionary forces who would
deny us those rights.

Alliance and the Ix'sbian Union would also be shut downm (act the vast majority of college students in this country
would iH' adversely afftH-ti^ if their state passed this billEven more tnghlening than the intolerance and threat toacademic Ireedom that this bill represents is the ignorance

sexoi'll.?^''*"'"''"'
'^*'"' '^'' ''"''''' '^^i'-'^ «f human

><. A Uciiiiy

.

"Homosexuals cant reproduce, therefore they have to
recruit new members." Bush said, explaining to theaudience how their kids are .sent off inno<-ently to college

t^i; !;;e::^'"^
'' ^'"^^"^ ^''^ ^•^""^ ^'^^ ^'^^^ •'^>

When Phil Donahue asked Bush how teaching someone
about h<,mo.sexuality would make them into a homosexual.
Bush replied I ni not saying you can teach someone to bea homosexual. But when you lay with dogs long enoughyou re going to get fleas." ^ "^ "Kn.

The audience thankfully, responded negatively to that

The student senate at the University of
Southern Florida passed a resolution sane-
tioning sex for both married and un-
married couples.

Ihe original wording of the law had to be changed "'

he
said. We wanted it to say 'homosexuality', but we couldn't
u.se that language." So instead of only going after gays, the
bill lakes aim at all "premarital" sex.

h y
,if^^

If the Mas.sachusetts State Legislature had passed this
bill, things at UMass like the Peer Sexuality Education
Program the Contraceptive Education se.ssions at the
Health Services and Human Sexuality courses in all
disciplines would have to be terminated. The People s Gay

"I didnl mean to equate homosexuals with dogs/' he saidwith an uncomlortable smile.
"« saia

"1 beg your pardon, sir. but that's exactly what you just
01(1. Donahuecame through again
Like the students at UMass. Florida college studentsaren I just lelling iheir rights be walked all over. To test

VuJ^: "'a
' '''?'' ^' ^^'^ I'niversity of SouthernHonda passed a resolution sanctioning sex for bothmarried and unmarried couples and endorsed a student sspeach advtK-ating premarital .sex

Several student leaders then filed an application to forman .)rganizalion whose express purpo.se would be to

ZTZaT T'^'l
"""tarried adults. The group wouldH ailed Sigma Lpsilon Chi. the initials of which spell SEX

in the dreek alphabet.
Hals off lo you. USE students. We know where you'recoming trom. Ihe New Right's going to keep us busy forquite a while, it .swms.

f >
usy lor

Jackson Katz is a Collegian columnist.

Working at spending $1 million

David A. Shakespeare
Five-college Peacemakers

Add/drop hassles

I o the Editor:

Alter four years of enduring the
hassles of the' add/drop period, it is
lime to offer .some criticism that
centers not on waiting in long lines, but
on the policy of certain faculty
members which inhibits the op-
porlunity for willing students to learn.
Most „f us here, at one time or

afiollier. have been faced with the
dilemma of not being able to register
l"r over enrolled classes. In some
<ases there just aren't enough seats in
the classrooms to enroll all those who
vMsh to learn, a .serious problem that
• an onl.' be dealt with by acquiring

small, acadi'mic.illj sejrn.gated class.

As for the sludn I teacher relation

ship, it has been my experience that a
well qualified, dedi^ aied profes.sor. has
Ihe ability to ansvver the needs of all

the members ol'lhc class.

The point here lis ihat half empty
classrooms, whiitiiould be full if the
profe.s.sor was willifij^ lo deal with the
challenge of tcacljinir all tho.se who
wanted to li-arn sl^ikes me as the type
of elitist waste thai, <an he compared to

a Cadillac that carries only one person.
At the time when budget cuts limit

our learning resources, vv,> must ask
whether we can altord this type of
wasie and whether it is ethical for a
prob's.sor to d''n.v a student a chance to
learn for reasons <rf convenience. The
answer is up to thcfaculiy, |„r they are
ihe only ones who ran leach all those
who want to learn.

Edward Ryan
Amherst

Letters Policy

All letters must be
signed and include the

writer's address and
telephone number, which
will not be published.

Please type double spaced
at 67 characters per line.

Due to space limitations

and the volume of mail, we
regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are

subject to editing for

clarity and length.

If you had a million dollars what are some of the things
you would .spend it on? A new BMW to start'/ Europe for
spring break*/ Keeping your apartment at 70 detrrees this
winter?

You see, its not as easy as it looks. A million dollars isn't
worth as much as it used t(, Ik-, and there are s(, many or.-
portiinities to spend it. It's hard work, picking and choos-
ing from between .so many worthy endeavors. (If anyone
out there is hiring, let me know.)

Well, this "hard work" is exactly what the Budgets
Committee of the Student Senate is just starting to doWe have to determine, over the next couple of months
where next year's Student Activities money will go This
money comes from the $42 per semester Student Ac-
tivities fee you pay. In return, you get .services like busses
legal services, a yearbook, entertainment and so On'
Deciding exactly what services you will get for this money
is the job of Budgets Committee.
Making these decisions is a very, very difficult job First

of all, It involves a lot of time. There are over sixty groups
applying for funding. Each group must be thoroughly
researched, and given a hearing before the Committee. I'f

you add up the time .spent by everyone involved, the sum
IS probably close to ^(H) hours a week. Most of this is un-
paid, too. (The chair receives a stipend of $;« r^i) per
week.). Secondly, the grouf)s themselves make decisions
hard. The total amount requested by all groups is always
far in excess of the money available to allocate. The pro-
cess is always cut, cut, cut. Of course, there is .some fat -
but that is usually seen and done away with in the first ten
minutes of a hearing. Aftl-r that, how do you choose bet-

ween lawyers and childcare? Between programming and
area governments? Between newspapers and busses?

S<) what is this article about, anyway? I gue.ss you could
call it a "cry for help," and there's two ways you can help
out.

First, you can get involved in the pnK-ess. Although the
committee has been seated, it will do most of its work
through subcommittees that are open to anyone. It's a
good chance to find out what is done with your money. It's
interesting, and it's an education far beyo'nd your classes.
If you move fast enough, you may even be able to get
credits.

Secondly, as I .said above, it's your money being spent on •

services for you. Logically, we want to know what .services
you want. How should we budget? What kinds of pro-
grams should l)e funded? How much diversity should be
encouraged? Take a minute and write down 'your ideas,
and .send them to (he Budgets Committee in 420 Student
Union. (Sorry, no jokes about cocaine and other controlled
substances — we've heard them all.)

In the past, the {budgets Committee hasn't really coor-
dinated an outreach drive such as this. It's understan-
dable, considering the amount of time put into the process
it.self. This year, though, the consensus is strong that this
should l)e a top priority. It has taken some extra effort,
and we hope you'll make it worthwhile by sending us your
ideas, or lietter yet, yourself.

Bill Fitzgcrnhl is the cn-chai/jterson o/tficStmlru/ Gorcni-
went Assoniifiiifi Huflgrt Committee.
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Monday, Feb. 8

OUTING CLUB MEETING - First
geniral met'ling, tonight! Featuring an
introductory slide show, live music and trip
announcements. Everyone is encouraged to
come and welcome! Campus Center Rm 162
175 at 7 p.m.

FILM: - "Black Orpheus" This film is part
of Black History Month. Set in Brazil.
"Black Orpheus" is one of the most beautiful
films ever made. English subtitles. Campus
Center Auditorium 8:00 p.m. FREE!

Tuesday, Feb. 9

HAM RADIO CLASS - The UMa.ss
Amateur Radio Association is sponsoring a
free class for people interested in obtaining

:

the novice class amateur radio license. An
irilnKluctory film will be shown. Campus
Center Rm 805 09. Feb. 10 at 8:00 p.m.

MGT CLUB TRIP TO N. Y. CITY SIGN UP- Sign up for Feb. 26 tour of N.Y. Stock
Exchange and Federal Reserve Bank of
N.y. Feb. 10 12in the S.B.A. lobby.
Limited space available. For more in
formation call Richard at 549 4718.

SPECTRUM - MEMBERS - Interested
in pro.se. poetry, art. photography,
lype.selling. layout, or publishing? Find oi'«
more Wednesday. Feb. 10. at 8:00 p.m. in

start
every day
reflreshed!

Th« Collegian

||
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Student Government Association
Treasurer's Office

Treos. Asst. - Finonciol Auditor
Excellent experience for

Business Majors
Deadline for applications is

5 P.M. February 10th, 1962
in room 407 Student Union
Any questions call 5-0344

Thursday, Feb. 11

ALANON - Jom us if you are concerned
about someone elses" drinking. Every
fuesday evening at 8:00 in Rm 905 in the
Campus tenter.

TAI CHI CHUAN CLASSES - Classes in
fai Chi Chuan Chinese health exercise
based on relaxation and development of
miernal strength. Beginning Feb. 9 at 7-30
p.m. in NOPE Gym Rm 22. Call 549 5362
for mformation. Tai Chai Chuan Club.

MENTOR PROGRAM RECEPTION -
Students who are new this semester and
signed up for the Mentor Program are
reminded that the Mentor-Student

,mL''^V"u
".,''" Tuesday. Feb. 9. in Room

1009 ol the Campus Center from 4:00 p.m.
to 6:00 p.m. If you cannot attend, please
phone the New Students' Program. 5 2621.

Wednesday, Feb. 10

FLYING, CLUB MEETING Come fly with
us. the Collegiate Flying Club.
Organizational meeting all welcome.
Campus Center 905-908. Feb. 11th at 7:30
p.m.

ENGLISH EDUCATION INFORMATION
MEETING Meeting to talk about 1)

Career in teaching English, 2) What new
certification requirements imply for those
interested in being secondary English
teachers, and 3) What job availability there
is in Massachusetts and other states.
Bartlett Hall, English Lounge. 3:00 p.m
Thurs. Feb. 11. 1982.

SPECTRUM-GENERAL STAFF
MEETING Attendance mandatory.
Conflicts? Call Hazel. 545-2240 or 549 5184
CC 904-908. Thurs.. Feb. 11 at 8:00 p.m.

UMassHoop,

The lines

are back

Collegian 13

SEMIANNUAL WINTER
SALE

Continues. . .

GET READY FOR UPCOMING
INTERVIEWS

Policy

NUCLEAR REFERENDUM MEETING -
The Mass. Nuclear Referendum would
require voter approval prior to construction
of power plants or waste facilities. Anyone
interested in working for its passage should
attend a meeting on Wednesday, Feb. 10 at
7:30p.m. inCC905.

UMASS BOXING - First meeting for
Spring 1982 season will be Wednesday,
Feb. 10 on the 19th floor of Washington
tower at 4:30 p.m. Anyone interested in
boxing for the university should attend.

The Collegian provides Hvpercurricula
as a public service, for the purpose of
pubhcizmg meetings, events, etc. held by
University organizations.

Hyf)ercurricula is published every Mon-
day.

Forms are available at the Collegian
Business Office and must be submitted by 3
p.m. on the Friday before publication.
No announcements will Iw printed more

than .seven calendar days prior to the
event.

IN THE MEN'S SHOP
Two and Three Piece Suits

30 - 50% Off

IN THE LADIES SHOP
Suits, Blazers, and Skirts

/^ Price

PLUS MUCH MORE!

* Dukakis

i^auBB at MsiiBh, Int.
32 iHain Street

^mbrrgft. illaggaclius^ettg

^allp 9:0010 5:30 253-3361

Continued trow fjoge ./

convention endorsement would help the former governors
chances of capturing the party nomination in Septembers
primary election.

"If he wins the convention endorsement, it would be a
big public relations boost," Mileur said.

)

* Tenant tax ^
continued from page 1

Johnson said she hopes the senate is a large enough body
to persuade Hampers to come here.

If Hampers does not come, students will be asked to
write their state representatives to request that they
make a presentation on the issue. Gaslin said many
representatives are not fully aware of the regulation and
would have to ask Hampers for information. It is hoped
this pressure would persuade Hampers to reverse her
decision. If not, MassPIRG is attempting to late-file a bill
to amend the law to include any residence occupied for
eight or more months of each relevant tax year.
Some students from area schools are involved in the ef-

fort to change the regulation, but Johnson said there will
be an attempt to involve Westfield State College and Five-
College area students to a greater degree if UMassPIRG's
efforts are not successful. 3

* Geils
Continuedfrom page I

Keefe said that both his people and members of UPC
u7dtcontro"l.^'^

^^"^"^ '' '' ''""'' '^ ^^P ''^ ^'^-^'o"

'It will be a hell ... a lot easier to watch people inside, inan orderly l.ne. .-n to have them mUling aroundeverywhere outsidv he .said.

"I dont like lines." said Don Mclnto.sh. a 19 year old
orestry major from Woburn. who was second in line "But

I m intereiited enough io^Slift utiUlUmoFmm.m>Wmt^'^ •^K'^

THE UMASS MUSIC THEATRE GUILD
announces

AUDITIONS
for

PIPPIN
(•:•;

Tuesday, Feb. 9

Wednesday, Feb. 10

Thursday, Feb. 11

Bowker Auditorium

Stockbridge Hall

7 PM

i

For more info please call 546-9152 or 546-9039
Important! - General Meeting Tonight, 8 PM
in the Commonwealth Rm. - All Welcome

m

(•WVyiS*
'
"^

•/pv------?Ci«-:::-:-w:»:-:v:-w:-:-:<«V^^^^^ ^y^i^f^vytmm>ym^^>K^i^^^

Curry-Hicks Cage this season in droves to watch the UMass Minutemen
in action Attendance at the Cage has averaged 4,000 over the last threegames and spirits are high that the Minutemen will just keep on improv-mg The Minutemen are on the road this week against (ieoreeWashington Wednesday and URI Saturday and will host Rutgers on

FOR

VALENTINES

Qfferti
^ i^ ^

Four KODAK Color Prints
^ for the price of three.

Bring in this coupon with your fcjvorite KODACOLOR Film

negatives, color slides, color prints or instant color prints.

Receive 4 color prints for the pmce of 3, processed by
Kodak Freebee offer expires March 3, 1982

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Do ft in the Collegian!

Valentine Classifieds

$ 1. 00 for messages

under 15 words

$2. 00 for messages

over 15 words
Come to the Collegian table

at the Campus Center

Monday, Tuesday

or Wednesday
to place your ad in Fridays

Special Valentine edition
COLOR
PROCESSING
. Kodak "

7 love you's" are free

VALUABLE COUPON

%wwmwi mmmmnT
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Apartment fire kills 3, injures 11

^Monday. February 8, 1982
Monday, February 8. 1982

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Fire surged through a five-
story apartment hotel in Los Angeles early yesterday
killing three people and injuring 11. Some of the 130
residents jumped from ledges and windows.

Firefighters said an inside stairwell acted almost like a
chimney, sweeping the blaze upward.
An unidentmed 30-year old woman and a 3-month-old

infant fell o their deaths, said fire department spokesman
Steve Ventura The charred body of a third victim, a man.was found on the top floor of the 45-year old brick building
One woman threw a baby from a window, and a fireman

iK Celtics—
Contniu4'dfrmn page 19

* Caucus
Continiwdfrom page .i

managed lo catch the child by the hair.
Fire department spokesman Tony DiDomenico said

eight lo 10 people leaped from upper floors of the building
after the blaze broke out about midnight.

"There were people hanging out windows, and they put
up ladders to get people out," said Jim Wells, another
spokesman.

Wells said there were 130 confirmed residents of the 60
unit building on Normandie Avenue in an older com
mercial residential neighborhood near Sunset Boulevard.
"People were screaming and saying they were stuck and

that there were flames." said Robert W. Boyer, a tenant

3CaC3C3E: 3csc3t:3Kae

A GOOD PLACE TO
START AND END
YOUR EVENING

"Wt have grass roots
support neither of the other
candidates have," Kelvie
-said. In order to help bolster
that support, she said,
Dukakis may be making an
appearance at UMass in
early April, following the
semester break.

During the caucus, several
candidates for delegate
seats ciLi>d public higher
education issues and their
imporunce in this
election.

year's

"Our governor is in
Washington supporting the
Republican administration
and doing exactly the same
thing here... shifting money
away from public education
and human services." said
state Sen. John W. Olver.
D-Amherst.

Supporters of Gov. Edward
J. King, who failed to seat
any delegates, cited his
recent decision lo allocate
more money to public higher
education. Others, however,
disagreed.

"(Kings) increase in higher
education (funds) for the
University is the smallest
for any institution...That's
hardly a show of support for
UMass." Olver said later.

UMa^s student Kavin C.
Bloomer also sought election
as the sole delegate for Lt.
Gov. Thomas P. O'Neil III,
but he finished last in the
balloting with 17 votes.

Mileur. a member of the
town Democratic com-
mittee, said the student
turnout was more than it has
been in the past for a
Democratic gathering,
although nominating
caucuses and conventions
haven't been held in 10
years.

'It was a larger student
turnout than we've had in
the past," Mileur said
complimenting the students
who had been elected to
organize on campus to bring
out voters.

PUT YOUR
SCIENTIFIC OR
ENGINEERING
DEGREE TO WORK

If uou're a deTcr carxidate
who would like to embark on
a future -onenlcd scientific or
engineennq career, then con

I

sider the United States Air
Force It's one of the finest
opportimities in the nation

Corrjplction of our three
month Officer Training

' School nets you an officer's

I commission and launches
you into a career that s geared
for tomorroiA Our equipment
IS among the finest our
working conditions are ex
celleni and our benefits
package unmatched Find
out about a space age servtce
from vour nearest Air Forc^
recruiter

:t^;

take their first lead since a 6 4 edge in first
three minutes.

Jamaal Wilkes, who had 20 of his 26
points .n the second half, started the surge
with a jumper. Cooper, who had 16 of his
season high 31 points in the third quarter
followed with back-to-back baskets. A turn-
around jumper by Abdul Jabbar, with 756
remaining, gave Los Angeles the lead at 94-
93. Wilkes then finished the outburst with
another jumper.

But Abdul Jabbar, who scored a season-
high of 35 points, connected on the next two
gaskets to give the Lakers a lead they
never lost. ^
After Jamaal Wilkes' bank shot put the

telttes clawed back to within three points
seyei^l times but could come no closer

..nH A^'X^''!!'!"! "^T '^^ ^y P^'-'sh with 29and Archibald with 18.

Boston led at halftime 66-52.

From the bizarre bedrooms of The Bear Flag

Restaurant, northern California's most
notorious bordello, to the

abandoned boiler where Doc
and Suzy first fell in love...

the spirit of John Steinbeck's

cobrful worid is now on
screen in MGM's happiest

movie of the year...

an irresistible irascible

love story.

....^ '^^RO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PresentsA MICHAEL PHILLIPS Prc^^cto 0. A Sa^^^wARD Film
NICKNOLTE DEBRA WINGER

, Al inRA , iMn?^ STEINBECK'S CANNERY ROW

..... MICHAEL PHILLIPS -^.»J:!r!!!:g>fvfDa WARg''„lb'
-^^-.VJOHN STEINBECK

*' "•••<'"'»••••• •••*«»»»co

~MGM/United Artists
Oislntwtion «id Maf1ictir«

OPENS AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU IN FEBRUARY!

NU blitzes UMass
By NANCY PARKS
Collegian Staff

Consistency is the name of the game, but
ever since coming back from intersession.
consistency has not been part of the
women's basketball repetoire at the
University of Massachusetts.
The UMass women started the game

against Northeastern University Saturday
al Curry Hicks Cage with turnovers in the
first half and 4 for 25 shooting from the
rioor.

I'm crushed. ju.st crushed," said UM
head coach Mary Ann Ozdarski of the 62 39
NU whitewash.
The ball was not falling and a team just

cannot win without scoring points. UM
senior center Martha Ready was pushing
her shots and the Massachusetts
rebounding was poor. NU consistently
boxed out under the hoop and kept Mass
from receiving the ball.

"It wasn't a basketball game. I don't
know what it was. but it wasn't a basketball
game." said Ozdarski. "We must play up to
our capabilities.

"

The game started slowly when the
Minulewomen couldn't come up with their

first basket until 16:50 of the first half off a
bank shot by forward Tara Heinzmann.
From this point the game continued slowly
with NU maintaining possession for long
stretches.

If Imlh schools did not have the elite title
of "University " after them, one would have
thought they ran into a high school game.
The second halt started off a little better

with UMass hustling in and grabbing four
quick points. But. the euphoria did not last
lor long when UM called a time out al 15:37;
the women were down 16 points. 36-20.
The NU wom«'n hung lough all over the

Minulewomen in their man to- man defense.
NU point guard Melissa Lang was playing
tight on Wendy Ward, and Crystal Houston
and Desiree Clagon were playing
aggressive ball and giving guard Sherry
(\^llins a hard lime.

UMass shooting from the floor improved
in the second half with the women cagers
going 1 1 for 32 and 3 for 8 from the foul line.

NU had Lhe upper hand, though, with 14 for

21 from the floor and 9 for 14 from the foul

line.

In the last few minutes of the game the
hoopwomen were selling up some nice pick
and rolls but the shooting just was not
there.

UMass. now at 4 14 plays next versus
Dartmouth College tomorrow night at

Hanover. N.H.

»^-l

AOA
National Service

Fraternity

it Las Vegas Night
if Appalachian Trail

•k Intramurals
• Happy Hours
* G»^«*ration Identification

^ Socials
^ Book Exchange

. . .and more

Open Rush Tonight
7:00 pm Rm 902 CC

All University Men Invited

Come Check Us Out

APO Office. 304 S.U.

it Hoop
Cnntinueti frow /mgr J(f

.Collegian is

197()'s. The players also agree<l with the
fans.

"It's good to see this place (Cage) filled
up," said Jack Gallagher of the 1969-70
NIT entry. "There is an upl)eat ty{)e of feel-
ing here."

Gallagher. Ray Ellerhrook. Ron
Samuelson. McLaughlin, and former coach
Jack Leaman were some of the featured
players awarded varsity letter Jackets at
halftime.

'It is a big thrill for me to see the
students in here (Cage) and involved in the
basketball program again." remarked coach

Leaman. who took UMass to six NIT l)er-
ths during the seventies. This has always
l>een a team for the fans and I Mk've that
the fans here are the most knowledgeable
fans in New England.'
With a foundation of four freshmen and

one sophomore getting plenty of playing
time and vital experience, Ellerhrook com-
mented. "All they are is one big man away
from making some big noi.se in the East.''
UMass has already made some loud noise

in Amherst and across Massochu.setts and
with the help of their vocal sixth player-the
fans-Massachu.setts ba.skethall will keep go-
ing up.

I

I

Doonesbury
Drought to you

everydoy I

by Gorry Trudeou
ond the |

MossQchusetts
Doily Collegion 1

SPEED
READING
presented by
Springfield

Management
Associates

UMass
CC Rm 904-908

Feb. 10, 17, & 24
7-9 pm/3 sessions

Cost: $40.00
Limit: 50 people
Reservations:

Call Jon 546 5396

t

r

t

f

r
" Jpn 546 5396 f

^vnc ^'-^
I'l.'^imitiiiM •'

HAMPSMiat MALL

RICHARD OREYFUSS in

WhoMllfeishMiyHMy^j

(5:46@ $1 75)8 15

Attention BSN

The Air Force
program for 1982
selected, you can
duty soon after graduation-
without waiting for the results
of your State Boards. To
qualify, you must have an
overaU 3.0 GPA.

After commissioning, you'll
attend a five-month internship
at a major Air Force Facility.
It's an excellent way to prepare
for the wide range of exper-
iences you'll have an Air
Force nurse officer. For more
information, contact:

MSgt. Ray Saccoccio
at (203) 745-2950

|WAJUICN BSATTY OI7l\dOIAN« KIATON IM1|A>|

7:30 only

TAPS
\»iS <5 45 @ $175) 8:15

VENOM
Nicol Williamson

I* ^16:15 @ $1.75) 8:45

Dollar Movie Day
The Marx Bros

A Day at the Races
Wed at 1:00 pm only $1

JJOUNrAlVFAPMSMALL

Vice SQUAD
U 16:30 @ $175) 8:45

^••E^ CHEVY
^••LEMS CHASE

|pp) (6:30 @ $1.7518:45

Walt Disneys

Night Crossing
LfQ (6:15 @ $1 75)8:30

BURJ
R£Y^^OLDS

|r||i (6:00 @ $1.75)8:

* flreot Hfoy ot Me

T,vy I^N

Saturday, Jeb. ^3'^'^S&^ "E^aumnt

zviifithc 'BC-3's

z for i Dinner - $iz.g^ forany z entrees
5 -9 pm

then dance aii night !
-

k^

—x^f-

—t^

$1 cox'cr for cvstomas arriving after

^

549-60CX) cxt-633
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5rmG£rnn6A WN^.JH^m
, FBUJBSSOON, HAITIAN IXALtS

\upRBeoifeJD oomiosoLyB
: LO5eve80AT AiiouRPRoeuMs

By Gary Trudeau
DiPNrimimr

MrriANPML^ APAKTfOFTOO
MmHAIVAN XeP-5eAFKH£R
^ OeAL-^ Men INHAITIHASX \ CHAKmRePTHB

«e5^ BOAT \

200^
AUAT
THeSAME:

VMer

W HAITIANS ARE
JUST CRAZYABO/r
SPORT FISHING
dJHCU FAMILIES
DO IT T06ETHai.

\

Bi/r..0ur sofyouMjmr
THEY'LL TO TELL ALL

5UMMP THOSE LUne
rmBOAJI fOPSTHEY

CANroo?

CROSSWORD
txiiled by Margaret Farrar and Tnide Jaffc

ROD BONES By Gregg Canavan

IT Gar To THE fOlUT

Acnoss
1 Jacob's first wife
5 Margaret, in

Munster
10 Wise men
14 Recorded

proceedings
15 Contemporary

writer Jones
16 Representation

'or veneration
17 Creamy

concoction
20 Redford role
21 Wealth of a kind
22 Particle

23 Fraternal org
25 Holiday music
28 quarante

(card game)
32 Winglike
33 King and Norman
34 Timetable abbr
35 Old-time song hit
39 " fDg

another
40 Sporting weapons
41 Single thing
42 Locale of

Sing Sing
44 Mortise inserts
46 Plat abbr
47 Mountain lake
48 Anagram for ocean

51 Thinks
55 Revolutionary

War battle site

58 Author Lindbergh
59 Antics

60 Ill-humored

61 Unpleasant fellow
62 1.31 cubic yards
63 Free ticket

DOWN
1 Tei;h areas
2 Unbleached
3 irppasse
4 Manual lat>or

5 Actress Johns
from South
Africa

6 Take the bail

7 Name meaning
"nobleman"

8 Part of a pump
9 en-Provence
10 Stately dance
11 Current initials

12 Busybody
13 Dictator's

phrase
18 Arleneof

Hollywood
19 Ballerina

Alicia

23 Top dogs
24 A-one, for short
25 Creme de
26 At for words
27 Display devices
28 Morse code,

for short

29 '... could
fat-

so Stuart of

film fame
31 Runs
33 Encumbrances
36 Under cover
37 Cap (from

head to foot)
38 Second place

finisher

43 Smoothed out
44 Writer Gay
45 Newsman

Sevareid
47 Pavarotti, forone
48 ^ower supply,

for short
49 River in central

Italy

50 Pet in Peter Pan"
51 Tarry

52 Star in Lyra
53 Cockney cads
54 The the limit'

56 Cousin of Ins
57 Comedians asset

The Collegian will hold recruitment
meetings for people interested in
joining the staff and gaining valuable
experience in newspaper reporting,
management, production, and any
other aspect of the paper.
Students should attend the follow-

ing meeting: Thursday, Feb. 11 at
7:30 p.m. in the Commonwealth
Room of the S.U.B.

Any questions? Call Eileen
Galligan at the Collegian office -
545-3500.

•••••••••^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

DC MENU
LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll
Tuna a la King/Biscuit

DINNER
Fried Chicken/

Cranberry Sauce
Reuben Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Tuna a la King/Biscuit

BASICS DINNER
Fried Chicken/

Cr.inberry Sauce
Herbed t^oybean Casserole

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

r

Photo Recruitment Meeting
Wednesday night

Rm. 802 Campus Center
7:00 p.m.

WEATHER

Mostly sunny today.
Highs 30 to 35. Increasing
cloudiness tonight. Lows
10 to 20. Cloudy tomorrow
with a chance of rain.

VALENTINES
at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

WILD BLUE YONDER.

Wi/CAN
CHMGEA LIFE.

MAYBE
YOUR aim.

)our „.n,l,en,en, an, „u,ke //.- U.lferJ,i,:;:;;l:Zn uhere

CONTACT.
Sherri or Steve

302 Student Union
5452526

Meeting: Tues. Feb. 9 1982
CC 162 75

7:00 PM

Yes, your Army ha.s more than 8,600
aircraft in its active, reserve and national
guard fleet—more aircraft, in fact, than
the Air Force!

If you truly want to fly with the brave
—seek out the Army's Air Cavalry. Out
front, leading the way— flying among
the trees, seeing without being seen—at
the controls of the world's most sophisti-
cated attack helicopter.

You must possess stamina, agility, and
resourcefulness to handle one of these
birds. Decisions must be quick when
dodging trees at 50 knots and orchestrat-
ing the movements and actions of the
other members of your team. Quickness
decisiveness -this kind of experience i^

what employers are looking for

Get your future off the ground now'
Fmd out how Army ROTC can prepare
you for this or many other challenging
positions of responsibility. See the Pro-
fessor of Military Science on vour cam-
pus.

s:^

BEALLYOUCANBE.'

ARMYROIC
Cpt. Patrick Merryman

546-2321
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Prices effecUve W. Mass.. Enfield & Vernon

*White Gem'
liickens

whole
2 V2 -3 pounds

Fresh, meaty, delicious. Our own
special brand at a special price!

WhiteGemChickens Split ^ 3- 47ChickenBreastWhole ^ e oe. 1' iq
WhiteGemChickenLegs 69'

DOUBLEBmj.COUPONS

JBonelessBeef
Chuck f^^69
Roast i^X I.

ShoulderLondon Broil s°- .2.19
ChuckStewingBeef "SDAcno.. 1*99
Bnls. BeefBladeSteak l2A9
FreshGroundBeef *"»«»««*«„ ,j 39
CubeSteakBeefChuck .2.39
fnls. BeefChuckSteak .1.89
ShoulderRoastBeefChuck .1.99

See store for details

Best Buys From Our Circular*Check our FOUR pages of values! Get a copyLmeltore

Bring Your Valentine
Film To Stop & Shop!

Prints
lovk

PRICE ON...
Shoulder

Color Prints tfom 110
128 ot 135 only
If only one pictuf* on
youf roll turns out. you
pay only 15« noei per
IM cti»ige lof process nrint
ing lt» whole toll' R«- »"'"•
prints 19( ea 15

• I
lb

Colonui HOinCNA SUced Meat

J^lonial
^l^blogna

Pkg99^
Colonial
Bacon 169
Sliced lib pkg

Colonial
Extra MiM
Franks 109
llbpkg JL

Devault Beef
Sandwich

399
2 lb pkg Frozen

Weaver
Chicken
Rondelets ^qo
4 Breaded Patties

M^^
12ozpkg Frozen iMi

Topp's Beef
^49

1'/? lb pkg Frozen

Fresh
Perch
Fillets

Fresh
249

lb

RibVeal Chops^^^" ^"^ '«"^!;2.49
Breast ofVeS '""'"^^^^^"li.sg
Boneless Veal pocacaatore 2*69
FreshCalves Liver l2!79

Red Cardinal or White

eecUess Grapes
* 'uscious taste of summertime. Grab a ^ Jk tf>

bunch when you get the urge to TV29munch. A naturally sweet snack! H
^ Valentine Gift Giving

F;ruit Gift Tray

6
Plant
399

Flowering

Ionia

299
Flower Bouquet
In Valentine Colors ^L -^^299

Nabisco Ritz
Crackers ^09
BONUS PACK
12ozplus4oz Free I60Z pkg

Betty Crocker
Cake Mix
Super Moist. Asst'd Var.
18 V2 ounce package^69

SJysffii Mueller's
Noodles
Fine, Medium or Wide
12 ounce box 69
Geisha Chunk Light
Tuna ^%^^<f
in water
6V2 ounce can

Smelts i<

Includes 15 pieces of fancy fresh ^m^ ^^ 3^
fruit plus a heart-shaped box of ^^9CBC1

Valentine chocolates with a bow B^^^^^F
A sweet way to say, "I love you'"

A variety of colors
In a beautifully foiled 4 in. pot

Available beginning Tuesday

Assorted Colors
Easy to care for, this flowering plant will

keep on blooming to remind her you
care. 4 Inch Pot. Available beginning Tuesday.

la Chunk Light

89*
Mac. & Cheese
Golden Grain
7V4 0zpkg .

.

VivaJumbo
Towels
2 ply asst'd colors and designs
97 count package 79

The perfect gift for a sweetheart or relative.
Fresh cut flowers that are as alive as your love!

59
lb

"We also have a fine selection of carnations, cut mums
and potted mums in holiday colors. Available beginning Tuesday.

TASTE-TEMPTING SPECIALS FROM OUR CORNER DELI

Hcx>dC
Cheese
Small or Large Curd or
Nuform Regular or
LowFat Pineapple .

lBONNn>^

Margarine

Blue Bonnet
Mai^arjne

Crisp N
English

stop & Shop Corned Beef
Brisket

399

aVAlLABLf AT STOfitS WM

Quarter pound sticks
One pound package

ineA$^

Sliced to

order
A.70V Carando

Hot Ham
|99m» i>i^^^zr^ir ^j^tfB^'i ^s^^ "^sfsf ^wSi^s^ Sliced to -BSfif

stop & Shop B^^V ^MMMMMM——^_^ ^»__ ^

Reg., Mint or Gel -^_^. I filllftfl 9R ' I I Cl«m«.» 0/\« '

_. I
... Crest I

Save 25* SiSave2d^»
Toothoaste VermontCheddar

J
! stop & shops oz bag c g^^^ JL^TT I Cheese ! I Krinkle Cut m^

^^jr::*f^J^M^ stop& Shop Random Weight Pkg. I Potato Cliiiis w i|

^W^Z- WT^U^k^m ' So' fpti ?''>ii F.>t> n Lim.ion.iin.ru,!,,..... ISSI P'>''""'"scoupon jnda ? SOpurchase Good 130[5^^ I^ ^^F^^ %^B^^^ l"*»Z ^S..n F,h 7C.I t„>. ,. -rririi IPl M
P'iceseflecliveSu I F»b ? Sal Feb 1] W Ma» Mon fehSSal fiti '1 We rinefv* rho nghlio i m.i ,aifs lo ".ec, on, ««,,i.i ,r jn ,._ ^"^^^^MBi^r

TreeSweetQiamfe

Frozen
12ouncecan

Banquet
Pot Pies A $1
Beef. Turkey, Chicken ^^^m for H
Bounce package ^Hlf J^^
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BEBE BUELL AND THE B-SIDES,
THE RED ROCKERS
Hangar One
Thursday. Feb. 4

By DAVID WILDMAN
Collegian Staff

rcy.remenls. Ceriainly sho knows (and has known) manyof the nght people. But ihe truth is tf you want to Ca
IT" '^'-''JT' "" '^'' ^""^^^« i" ^he work! won-rdo

a-sktd about Bebo Bueli; one: can she sine? and two- what'sLIv.s
( o.stello really like? Well Elvis .s reportedly a n'ceguy. but thcTe is deHn.tely much more to Benudtthanher past boyfriends. And yes. she can sing.

Bebe. like all the rest of us. had always enjoyed crooninir

s.dc"rJ"
"• '"^'''™- ^"^ ^"^^'^ never ierousHrsidered musu- as a career until Elvis Costello heard hersmgrng and convinced her to go out and try it

has not been healthy lor her singing career
^ ^

1 dont mind answering questions about mv naofKiyfnends. but when thifv •• i ,u .
*

^^^
u .

"I" /I I rials all that you re ever iKlri>#4about
.

It does gta depressing." '^ ''' "^

•^e.I'n'' i''" ^-If
"'"'" ''"'^ ^'^P''^'>"^- on the road

The • r, flT k" T"^''"
'"^' ^"^ ^"' '•^'^"y helligerentrhe> I! talk about how they saw me in I'layboy and stu fbke that, and someiimes it gets really scary

"

looking

Bebe onstage at the HangJ"'"""
"'"'"'•'"'"" "^'"*

The El- that Bebe has recently recorded, backed up by

o•^;rrell''"nT'""''^^^''"^Miiing well, and receiving good reviews hv »;i.nhmagaxm.^ as -The New York K^ker.- but bX fdt th.tshe would never be really successful unles.rshe got h^r
SOFT CELL
Non-stop Erotic Cabaret (Sire)
By MARK WHARTON
C'ollegian Correspondent

The contrived situation on the cover
reminds me of a scene recently at Regines
)..Mo in Montreal. Several businessmen
laced with the inevitable lack of action'
unilaterally made their bid for an exit upon
hearing ••Tainted Love." Undoubtedly
thinking that a bird in hand was better than
a buck lor a bush. Soft Cell, harsh realities,

lou can t sell short musicians Dave Ball
and Marc Almonds acute sen.se of market

own band together.
•Ric ()c;isek was very nice 5nd helpful and all but I

drl ' \T ^""'^'"'^ ^""^•""^' ^« -«^t that way I wasdetermined to get a band together and do it myself^'

Trlma'rk'
''^"'''

li^H'
*'*'" ^'''^'"^"y ^^^^^^ ^'th was the

Hallisev and wh..
<K««s^«^r) Rou.seau, and Brian

show.^ ;h.^ , I P^'i-'ormance at the Hanger Oneshow.Ki them to be an impressively tight musical unit.

out the Flamln^GroovL f^^^^^
^"^ belted

done with a bit of a u'ly rhX Af^ ^^^ "^T
^^^•^"•"

Trademarks- "Vou Z Th.f r ./
^"''>^^^' ^^^^'^ ^id the

voice providing a nifecoi ^ ^^'' ^'^^ ^^«'^ ^usky
harmoni,.s. The bind hp ''T"l'''

'^"^ ^^'^es' sweet
oriKinals which although nT '^'?"^^ ' ""'"b'*'- of

Per..>rmed with^dt^^bfbu^^nr^g;*^^'""^-'' --

Nc^"'w'vJh^re unS^rTh'
^^" "^ ^^'^'"'^ ^''^ ^^ ^^

>-rol Ih^ctltsLT •
" "^"' —P'^'te a whirlwind

Irifrlds"';!: h'h'
^^"

^""'"u
^y ^'^'^ " ''^^''-

^'^''P •'•on' her
I. H nds. Ikbe has now reached the point where she can relyon no one but herself to make or b, eak her career SheTs ade|-t-nt singer, and a competent .songwriter it jiTst"rennms
... be seen now whether or no. her ship has ;elllyIme in

Opening for Bebe Buell and th.. R ^i^
R<K-kets from New Orhlnl ^ .

"^^ '^'''''' ^^"^ "^-'^

America's Answer,. r-ash-V^R h . '? '" ^'^"^^

^•xcellent punk ban I md Vh.!v-'
^^^' "^'^ Rockers are an

.-ainingcoolamlt seV:^p,;r^^^^
'^"'•""^-

T''"'banger musi,- with a comnK:n7and';ot«?hTrb"?h'"'-
pre.ssive and rare.

^ ^ '^ "'^^^ '"i"

Sonata

able sleaze music. With the release of their
first album XovStop Erotic Cabarrt on
•Sire Reords. and its subsequent success onth. charts. Soft Cell has opened an excitingnew door m the world of sonic pornography
Pornography is defined as 'written or
graphic material intended to excite aasnv.ous leehng." I can only interpret Soft

iruLP"'^' "V'^'' ^' ^«'-^'*^«"' being
telt by Ki.ss fans who have reached puberty

With titles like: "Set^dy Films"
Prustration." and •'Sex Dwarf," the only
h.ngN>lt Cell Ks turning on is my .stereaihe gimic IS subliminal, it isn't the songs

you re attracted to. its the emotionally
sterile synthesizers erotically pul.singin the
background. Marc Almond's vocals are
stark and shallow in comparison. Thehaunting attraction is the potential toprogram the sensual porn into thenuuhines. Producer Mike Thorne is theonly .salvation here.

Soft Cell's future will be interesting to
lollow considering their rather weak track
record in live performance. They are unique
by capitalising in an area often abandonded
by most synthesizer bands who opt for thebrams rather than brauns

UNACCOMPANIED SONATA
By Orson Scott Card
Dell. 282 pages

By JOHN-FORREST BAMBERGER
Special Science Fiction Correspondent

Im not sure if you could define these stories as .science
f-clion. Many of them have the same kind of sett^n^-background as science fiction; but .stylistically they iemore weird, more emotional than science- fiction usuaXyTsMy in t.al impression of these stories was they read verymuch like Hjavy Metal cartoons set in straight prose(having much more coherence of plot, however). They are

all defmitely strange, in one way or another

—6- orams rather than brauns

- Strange science-fiction tales
Vou don't find that out until the end. thoucrh l.i,. /..^ „. ^

In general, reading through the first few pages of anvgiven story, you d..nt quite know what is going on Cardjust throws you somewhere m the middle of the action andforces you to gradually figure it out. At the beginning ofhe first story. "Ender's Game,' for example, you're informed that there is some sort of computer simulated wargame going on and this is an exercise for six to ten year oldkids who appear to be in some sort of futuristic boot campUhat the hell are they drafting kids for, " you wonder

M"%t"? it"? 'n!'
'? "";:' ^^^' ^•"^' ^^«"^h. Like Lordo/

conscu^nce.
°"' '^ ^ "''''^^'"' ^'' ^^'^^ ^'^hout a

One of the creepiest tales is about the man in

oriJ^^^nTv S K rr"''''''n"''^
"^"^^"^ infant who heoriginally finds half way flushed down a toilet (a irrislv

Snen" 'Ihe th"

'''
^^T'.'^^'^^'"

of'
a

BroS'ly^unarm nt. The thing is undoubtebly a personification nf

P^ nt 'Fatr'.TV^"*^"^" '" 2810 who rc^uJn to ol^iplanet Earth to find a conclave of extremely patrioticAmerican scientists with such ludicrous names ts

an: 'Jwr'u;'"K'^"''"'r'^^'"
"^'^^'-d Nixon r)Ln

•••

wate Zl^ i' 'T""
^'"'"^''''" ^^« ^«^ continuing owage biological warfare against a world they already

St outth
7""'""" T' '^""^'"'^^^ ^^^^ ^»^«- Huskies arestill out there .somewhere.

Not all of the stories are quite as bizarre or Comic as thpabove. There are a few towards the end whch could only^be described a.s "poignant parables," such as "The Porcehan Salamander, " a fairytale- like story where a ittleV^rlis^g^en a porcelian salamander to .setLr fr^e f'om h'r

Then there is "The Unaccompanied Sonata." the title

aS'sanTi' ^r"'^"
^oUUUnan .system whei. creative

cr ate . . i h r'^
^^PP-rU^^ by society and encouraged to

see i 1 ^h '^ 'T^ r'^''
^^^y ^'•« ^"'•hidden to hearstt or read the works of other creative artists like them

2 nler :unr"'
"'" '' ^'"'"^^"^ original Vsounl'hkean interest ng experiment), or suffer the dire consequences of being barred from practicing their cl t The

o id hvVrt? fn
''"'''• '''''y ^'""'^ ^^' besldescribed as an

btlurol.'
"' """'""" "^'^^ ^"^ ^'^-^ ^'---^= poetic. '

con'liderable '^rZ"'"'"''?'
"^^^'^ "on -realistic, show atonsmtrabie range of colorfu variety and viviH

.magination. I wonder how he does with Novels.

Peter Wilkinson, bass and saT^aTrf- Thr
BoTr If"?./"—P for this month's Dav^d

m k^o Tht's'^'
award). The Boston-based out

ovpr 9on f^^"''**l^
"'S^'^' ^""^^y Nail crowd ofover 200 on its feet the entire night. The Atlanticswere m rare form, blasting their wav through o[d

Jfrn K *7''"'Ii' ^'r ^PP^^^'"^ that nightte eJim K. & Co. and Holy Smoke.
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome to CdlegHin Office CC 113 • 8:45-3 45 MonH.. c,.., ..
" "^^^^^^ ^Mm^
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8:45 3:45 Monday Friday
C-n^^va^eTs^^^^^^^^

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJs are for your party ii^r
mation available with Randy 546-7013

AUDIO

Lall 665-7717 for info, will talk

"auto for salT

On PVTA
546-5611

Bus 3024 - women's scarf.

1969 Rambler 3-speed, good gas mileage
runs well, $400 Doug 256-015^
1978 Datsij^^ZOOSX nWli^^^y^j^^^j^^^d
!"" ^'^'^^'''^ 5*«^«0' excellent condi-
tion 3800 call 1 737 7580 or 546 8339

BOARDERS WANTED

Found men's watch in men's room of
Campus Center Thurs Feb 4 call Bill to iden
tify at 253 3328

FT. LAUDERDALE

Phone number FREE

had this experience. Please phone or writeBob Samuels or Madeline Wagner
Vrio ocl^

^°^'" ^3" 545 0499, 586 8327

MOVING SERVICES

Boarders wanted in Delta Chi Frat for

253'-9230°°°*^ ^°°^ ^"^ ^°*^'^' ''^® ^^"

UMASSI Party in Ft. Lauderdale. Travel
roundtnp by Trailways motor-coach Stay
'n a top quality beachfront hotel. Special

"f^o^n^"^ 9'®^^ '^^^'s o" "leals. A bargain
at S279 quad occupancy. No hidden costs
call today and make your reservations. Call

^9^9 5519 or Pam 546 8865 Sharon

Fast, dependable service. Reasonable
rates. Local or within 50 miles. For free
estimate call 549-3568

ROOM WANTED

OUTING CLUB MEETING

GRADUATE STUDENTS

CAPE COD SUMMER SEASONAL
RENTAL

W. Yarmouth and Dennis: 2, 3, and 4

r n'JiPiT^ coo^o
"^"^ ^'^6^^ ^^OfTi owners.

Call (617) 528-0404 or 528 3700

Thesis and Dissertation Support Group
forming for motivation, research presenta
tion, and shanng academic coping skills.

Vifoc-S^o "^ Alexander for information

First General Meeting, Tonight Feb 8 at
7 prn m CC Rm 162-175. Featuring an 'in-
troductory slide show, trip an-
nouncements. Everyone is welcome.

^oom svvap Southwest, Kennedy'^r
bylvan McNamara call 6-7918 or 6-4206

ROOMMATE WANTED ^^
Sunderland 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm house nearbus $180^ Michael 665 3928 545 0731

SERVICES

personals"

HELP WANTED

DULL?

I will sharpen. P-Tex, and wax your skiis
tor 5 bucks. Look sharp! Call Ed at 6-9669

EMPLOYMENT
Legally blind staff member seeks
readers. Persons may apply at 768 Tower
Library after 9 p.m. Tuesday and
Thursdays.

ENTERTAINMENT
Rackadisc Disc Jockeys are back Let usDJ your party. Randy 546-7013

FINANCE TUTOR WANTFn

L"u o/'II""*^® ^"*°' Needed present to
Feb 25. Call 256-6206 after 3 pm

FOR RENT
Non-smoking female wanted to share
two bedroom apt. On bus route. Belcher-
town line. $160 per month. Call 256 6836
On campus housing, next to Newman
Center, sinles available, meal plan provid-
ed^^aH2S3-9015, ask for Peter or Bruce
Rooms f ./ailable in house near campus
^o™ "'®^' P'^"- Call Hirsh or Mike
253-9987

Cruises, Resorts, Sailing Expeditions!
Needed: Sports Instructors, Office
Counselors. Europe, carribean'
Worldwide! Summer, Career! Send $8 95
for application, openings. Guide to

rA '11^''*^' ^^^ ^°'* ^^29, Sacramento,

Valuable work experience Work-study
jobs available as telephone interviewers for
Project Pulse on Wednesday nights. Apply
to 229 Whitmore. ^^
Experienced, reliable childcare needed
for toddler. Mornings 9-12. Own transpor-
tation. Call Carolyn 253-3162

Overseas Jobs - Summer/ Year Round
Europe, So. America, Australia, Asia All
fields. $550-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Drummer looking for band or musi-
cians willing to work. New Wave Punk
Call anytime, Kevin 546-5362

Recycling Project W/S jobs available ap-
ply in person. Contact Bill Ennen 306 SUB
5-0618

Lambda Delta Phi Sorority accepting
female boarders for spring 82. Close to
campus on major bus routes. Call 545 0939
ask for Eileen or Eva 389 N Pleasant St
Jobs - work study - apply at Student Note
bervice - Student Union Building Room 401
r^eadlinejyionday Feb 8
Meet that special person you've admired
from afar. Send a white one! Say it with a
flower!

Wheeler 3 - Just wanted to say thanks for
the memories. I love you all, Michelle

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes Down

to
FT. LAUDERDALE

Spring Break Hotel 8 days 7 night $129•••••• "

Sat. Ski Trips start this week

430A Student Union
545-3437

Couples Recovering From Rape
I herapeautic group for couples to work on
interpersonal aspects of recovering from
rape. 10 weeks. Sliding fee scale. Male &
female co-therapists. Psychological Ser-
vices Center, UMass 545-0041

F^ychotherapy^T^up for WomerTtoex-
plore issues about relationships. Group will
^st for 10 weeks and begin inFebruary

|Su^^^c£rr°'°^'^^' '^"*^^^

SINGING VALENTINE
Performed /Delivered $8.00 by arrange-
ment, call JB. 253-9818 before 8:PM

SPRING BREAK

Houseboys needed for sorority olease
caM^549-1191 or 545-0527 ask ior pS o^

Round trip air fare (Eastern Airlines) 8
days/7 nights at Hawaiian Inn Daytona
free rent a car unlimited mileage 269$ plus
tax, (Note: price only a few $ more than
competitions bus ride) call Kim at 549-4699

THE MUSEUM DIREKTQRS

INSTRUCTION

FOR SALE

Basic Auto Mechanics Workshop. Spr-ing class forming. 28 hours including
classroom theory & shop. Limited
enrollment. 253-7967

1963 Gibson SG walnut finish tremelo
tailpiece 375.00 1976 twin reverb 350 00
phone 256-0896

EnvDes Major sells all supplies and
books. $120.00 or BO John 549-3798
Dorm Refrigerator - good condition $100
will pay for itself in a year, call Dan 545-2094
before 5 pm
KLH Speakers for sale call Deb 546-7989

5 cubic ft refTigTiOO or BO Bob 253^7542
Bear compound bow Whitetail Hunter
never used - 75$ sight, quiver and arrows
25$ 586-6341 ask for John
XCountry Skis, 165 cm, shoes size 7
54:?-4215

ISSHINRYUJCARATTCMlB^
First Club Meeting - MondaTpebruary 8
-/ p.m. Fencing Room 8 NOPE Gym beqin-
ners welcome ^

JAMES TAYLOR TICKETS^"
J^^^^«y^~F^ 12 For";,^^;;^!;;?^"^,,

Itjjiappening. . .It's happening agatni

^.nTu ^^'^°r
'^®"'^'®' ^° s^^are room for

Zf *° ,^l5,^a" dunng spring break. Plan toeave 3/20 for 7 nights only $518 call Sand e
for more info 253 5309
Beth Goldber^Welcome back, with love
your Big Bro

F^nn^^JiTboarders wanted If interested
please contact Louise at 545-0527

U-Mass own New Wave Dance Band

253 sSo
^°' ^'""^' ^°' '"'^° ''^" ^^"'

TRAVEL
Spring Break Florida €r Bermuda
Cheapest prices on campus call 549-1835

TYPING

RENTALS
Non-smoking woman wanted to share 2

^JrH^^ '^V °"
o^"'

""^ 0" Amherst-
Helchertown line. Call 256-6836

RESIDENT ASSISTANTS

LOST

Lost keys on a Rubies Cube keychain If
found please call 6-8983

Set of keys with~&B^e Beach b^,
2/3, reward 549-4135

Are you interested in personal growth?
If you love working with children and are
available from 6/22-8/22/82 write: Camp
Wayne, 12 Allevard Lido Beach NY 11561
and include your school phone number

RIDE WANTED

FOUND

W^HnJj^" °l
9o'd-nmmed glasses onWednesday night between Campus Centerand Hasbrouck. Call Mike at 6-1180

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTIM

Therapist-Researchers working to
develop ways of better understanding and
helping those men whose lives have been
affected by the rape of someone close to
them (ie. husbands, brothers, friends
fathers, roommates, sons) We would
welcome any help from any man who has

frf i^-^^x'^x/'n^o
*'°'" Greenfield M W

lOOj^JTuJhg^O^ri 10-12 772-6886
Ride wanted to New Y^rkCit7^;rF^bT4

1^%^!^
""" ^^^'^ ^^ '''^^^^ call Rhonda

RIDERS WANTED

Freelance Typing, editing, tape transcrib-
ing. Top skills, fast service, reasonable
rates. Professional executive/leoal
secretary, Amherst Center 549-0518

Wanted one or two female roommates
to share furnished townehouse apt For
spring. Call 549-5187

Female roommate wanted Brittany
Manor apt 105/month available immediate-
ly 253-5288 or 665-4953

Apt sharing Belchertown Center busrte
MF 142 + 323-5784 after 10 pm or 1 pm to 9
pni 323-6311 ext 240 ask for Cliff

Looking for^erson to share one bedroom
apt in Sunderland on bus route call Rick
665-4562

To and from Westfield ar^^"^ndljM^s
daily^all[SusanJ682402

"""ass

^-^i^
'"^ " °^ '^*^^^ ^«b 12 call

Person to house obedi^^^TfiT^i^dlTd^g
forj^ights. Generous fee^546-l457

^^^^^^^^»°^^"S^^ti^s^l4^^
006-6116 pay IS good
L^^kh^^rf^r2J_T. Tix call 7«^.fifi4?

credit Dorm Coordinators needed by theRecycling Project 306 SUB 5-0618

Lakers
Boston blows 20-point lead in loss

gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smi?h25 No. Pleasant t^- * • — ^'""n.

BOSTON (AI>) - The Los Angeles coach
I at Riley wants Kareon AbdulJabbar to
concentrate on playing defense, but don't
try to convince the Bo.ston Celtics of that.

The Lakers" center .scored 12 points in the
lourth quart «>r to lead his team back from a
75 SI third quarter deficit to a 119 11,'}

National Ba.sketball A.s.sociation victory
over the World Champion Boston Celtics
vyesterday.

"We talked aboul ii for a little more than
a\hour before our game P'riday." Uiley said
ot Uie decision to .switch the empha.sis on
Abdiul Jabbar's defense. "We wen' really
gt'lLiH^ hammered in that area. Cuys were
taking, it to the lane and getting .second
shot.s."^

But w^th Magic Johnson sidelined with a
foot injury yesterday. AbdulJabbar
stressed his offense.

"We had to get more scoring from me
because Magic was out. That kind of
changes our game plan." he said.

Bo.ston coach Bill Filch wa.s distraught
over the way his team blew its 20 point
lead.

"J/»^''^n't h»'ffin to tell you how bad I

leel." Fitch said, "we've been to the lop
togeth.T and now we are at the bottom
together."

Abdul Jabbar. who hit 16 of his 20 field
goal attempts, combined with Michael
C(H)per for 28 points fourth quarter points
to lead the comeback.

The Celtics, who had a four game win
ning streak broken, had taken a 74 54 lead
with 8:49 left in the third quarter on con
-secutive ba.skets by Nate Archibald. But
I hey were out.scored 65 39 the rest of the
way.

Continued on page IJ,

Cornell nips UMass
women perform well but fall short
By CHARISSE FEINERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

ITHACA. N.Y. - The University of
Ma.s.sachusetts women's gymnastics team
wa.s edged out by Cornell University
Saturday, although the Minutewomen
earned their highe.st all-around score of
the season.

'it wa.s clo.se. like 1 had e.xpected." saidLM coach Virginia Evans.

Evans" gymnasts were robbed of a win
by .05 points, when Cornell totalled
i;iH.45 to IfM'.s 13H.40.

Top performers for Cornell were Ellen
Mayer, who won the first place title in
vaulting; Jill Ryer. who took a first on the
uneven parallel bars; and Karen Walsh
first place on the balance beam.

Once again, the IJM Minutewomen tried
their l)est an<l have competed admirably.
Jennifer Pancoa.st and Jeanne Bruzzese
performed well in the vaulting exercise as
did Kathy Matthews and Heidi Milender
on the bars, and Karen Knapp on the
beam.

The highest single .scoring event of the
meetwas by CM'.s Robin Low who tallied
a 9.;^) in the fioor exerci.se event.
The top all around performers for

UMass were Karen Walsh and Kathv
Matthews, while B. Zeeb shined for Cor-
nell.

"We got top performances from
everyone, a good team effort. We're look-
ing forward to get back to the winning
side against the University of Rhode
Island (Wednesday at Boyden)." said
Evans.

iioue

said I
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Panthers steal 60-.^R decision
coiiggjaa 20

By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

Pitt guilty of larceny
lusi?Th?m.''"''

•'"" ""'" '^''"'^ ^'""*'' ^"^ sometimes you

That was the reaction from a subdued University ofMassa^-husetls head men's basketball eoaeh Tom

Lit V V ' ^'"^^•'^'l.v of I'itisburgh before a capacityNil N.Kh. ,.s..e related story, crowd of 4.2()0 NIT Nirhi atihel urry llicksCage Saturday Night.
Certamly ii was a disappointinK defeat as far as theMinu emen s league status is concerned, but as far as theoerall progress h,s team showed against Pitt. McLaughlinseemed anything but disappointed.

^
•That was a major college ba.sketball game •

saidMclaughlm -We could have beaten a lot of teams tonighufhey d.dn t come ready to play. Pitt did what you must doto wm on the road; shoot well."
I'ill shot extremely effectively from the perimeter (55

guard I)u ayne U allace who hit five rainbow jumpers all inthe Mrs. half, to push Pitt to a 30-28 halflime lead
VVh.u. the loss hurt the Minutem.-n record-wise themost Irustratmg element of the entire contest wasMassachusetts .nabihty to get off a single shot when theyhad^possess.on and a chance to tie the game for the final L^

Confusion filled those final 28 seconds

on
.
UMa-s^ rebounded and Donald Russell dribbled over

hall.ourt. V\,ih only one t.meout left. McLaughlm .lecidedo hold onto the ball and call timeout w.th just enough time

or n' '"^'"r^l'T"
'- «^'^ »"• -^- -shot and crash the boards

lor a possible lollow up.
L'Ma.ss moved the ball mostly around the perimeter as

^m m l^'Tr
^7,"- ^^^t:dwin Green stood with the ballsome JO leet from the basket w.th just eight seconds leftthe crowd noise was deafening.

"»hii.

Then, suddenly, play stopped but the clock continued torun down to the three second mark. After a discussion

^7?Z ^^^"''.'••-'^ ^"d the coaches, it was determTneSthat UMas. had caHed t.meout with five seconds left andwen- aw arded t he addit ional two seconds
Gi-orge Hamming, who has been inbounding the ball incrucial s.iuatM,n.s all year for the Minutemen. was put in othe game by McLaughlin for this sole purpose-. Ron Young

Ort^.n. Russell, and Horace Neysmith lined up facingRamming. As they broke, only Young was open. PitffWallace was right on Young as soon as he received the balland del W-cted it away and knocked the ball out of bounds
with only one second showing on the clock
As Ramming was set to inbound the ball from the ex-reme Ufi corner, the other Minutemen scrambling forposition. Ramming s lob to Green was too short and Pitt sVaughn picked oil the pass to secure the victory.
Ihe play at the end was our normal out-of-bounds

P^ay explamed McLaughlin. "I wanted the ball to go tothe loullme to Edwin (Green) or Horace (Neysmith) butwe couldn t get it there. It's a tough loss
"

denn^tlt^tgllS'
'-^* ^"^ «"^ «^ ^^'^ «-^' « P'^y- has

Horace Neysmith a 6'5" 215 lb freshman forwardperlormer for the Minutemen has now strung togetherlour strong perlormances. all against quality ^temEight teams. In those last four games. Neysmith has

figures in rebounding in three of the games and grabbednine rebounds in the other contest. McLaughlin can^ee theimprovement in his freshman forward.
"Horace is playing great." said McLaughlin. "Hesplaying as well as anyone his size can play

"

With Neysmith (12 rebs. 6 off. 6 def.) controlling both

?n ^K M ' ^""^ ""''''" ^'^'"^ * ^«"' shooting clinic ((1 1 for
11) the Minutemen were doing the things necessary to winexcept one: taking care of the ball.

J-
«".

UMass had 14 turnovers for the game but 11 were
Pittsburgh steals which lead directly to 20 fastbreak
1 anther points. Backcourt mates Wallace and freshman
Ge©rge Allen combined for seven of those steals displaying
some awesome defensive quickness. Allen had several

103 NKW AFRICA HOUSE
UNIV. OF MA^SACIfCVKTTS AM/fFKST01003
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A RUSSELL RISER — UM's Donald RurspII n i ^ «!,;«» * i
c«ii,ri.» photo by K*vi„ j. K.ch,tii

(.5) „ Saturdavs 60-58 M>..r.^tf^'^l'^llS:::i':'c'^;^Z^:l^ """"^*" "''"^

high-Vising, leg-splitting drives to his credit
i hey re a good defensive team." said McLauehlin^^h^.re quick and they know how to play the posing

the^MiZL'^'
immediate effect of a game of this type on

t': i^^rrs^ourbe^porvr"^^ ^^^-^^-' ^^^ ^''-^ -

••NexVv.'l'f r'^ l''""'"^
McLaughlin .said after the game

and maChSr;Lm"p^.J^.
^"' ''''' ''^' ^^"' '^'^ ^

''^^^^'^

wZ'To'To''? '""^
f.'.^'^

^^"^"^^ ^1-15. Dwayne
4 9 n T ;

^'''"'^'' ^"^'" 5-"-^«' r^arrellGissendanner4^ 10. Irent Johnson 4 8. Roosevelt Kirhv ?n r cV
Boatty 0-1 -L Billy Culbertson 0-0 TOTALsIs 4^

^'"'^

UMASS (58) Donald Russell "^ 1 1 9i w
4 2 10. Edwin Green 1 2 « ^Kk « '

?'*''^*'* Neysmith

2 0-4. Ron Young 204 r.S^V'"'""^-"-^^^''^^ Smith
21 16 58 • ^'^^*' Ramming 1-1-3 TOTALS

Fans, alumni have a ball at NIT Night
r Gissend;innt>r (.^nL- 1 ...„ r_..i _i_ .

*

-

^
By GERRY DESIMAS
Collegian Staff

The 1981 82 season will be remembered as the year the
fans came ba<:k.

Coach Tom McLaughlin and this year's Massachusetts
men s basketball team have excited the fans and they
were lined up around Curry Hicks Cage to get inside
Saturday night.

Even though UMass dropped a tough. 60 58 loss to the
University of Pittsburgh, the fans were enthusiastic
cheering for every Donald Russell drive through the lane'
every Horace Neysmith rebound and anything that would
or could help their team to win.
Although Pittsburgh moved out to an early lead UMass

stubbornly refused to fold. Horace Neysmith tied the
game with five seconds left in the first half, but Darrell

Gissendanner sank two foul shots with one second left mgive the Panthers a 30-28 halftime lead
^

rhe crowd came alive during the second half, despite

Brnrd?it^"-i3.^
'''' ''-' -'' ''' - p'^^- ^^y

UMas.s pecked at the Panther lead with the crowd

fw '•" '"' '""'^'^ ^'^^' ''""' '^' Minutemen got

sa^k a^foul'^.h^';' I*"'''''il ^'T '^'•'^"^^ '^^ '^"« «"d thensank a foul shot to make the score 52 50. Pitt. As the

in M 'T ^?^^ P'^'^^^^^ion, the commander-in-chief of the40.M.nute Gang and this wild UM crowd. McLaughlinwavcKl his arms and motioned to the crowd to do^the^

travek^''wirh%«''^''"'"/
^^'" '''"'' ^'''^ ^'"'^ertson

"All that noise can be pretty intimidating." said Panther
assistant coach Seth Greenbert.

'"'ininer

Twenty-eight seconds later, the score was stUI 60-58 as
the last ditch Minuteman attempts to score fell shortHow did the fans take it? Even though Chris Martel ol
Southwest has gone to only two games this year he said

r "^^Mw'""^
exciting and I'm going again when they

play UNH. ^

Jeff R,Kha of Central said. "It was a tough loss for an
exciting team."
Laura Levenson and Shelia Dri.scoll from Northeast

agreed .saying. "Ifs more exciting this year and UMass
playe<J excel lent.

Saturday was also NIT night, honoring those
Massachusetts players that led UM to the National
Invitational Basketball Tournament during the early

Continued on page 15

' *
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^m.
week and is this year dedicated to 'the mfimnrv of a^.._ c.k„_. ,.

n'siorv
to the memory of Arturo Schonburg (1874 1938)

Monday. Feb. 8. 8:00 pm
F In Black Orpheus
Campus Center Aud.forium

Tuesday, Feb. 9, 8:00 pm
Slide Show/Lecture by Tony Crayton

Black History
Campus Center 1 68

Thursday, Feb. 11, 8:00 pm
Panel drscuss.on on the present
state of Black America

Under the Gun of
Reaganomics
Loc^ation to be announced

Friday, Feb. 1 2, 9:00 pm
Reggae Dance with

Wareika Band
Basement of New Africa House

Sunday, Feb 14, 9:00 pm
Black Classical Connection

^xq6 Clayton Trio
New Africa House

Tuesday. Feb. 16. 8:00 pm
Lecture by

Michael Manley
Former Prime Minister of Jamaica
Student Union Ballroom

Wednesday. Feb. 17. 8:00 pm
Lecture by Homer Meade
DuBois- A Natural Treasure
& Bethelhem Baptist Choir
Campus Center IQi

Thursday, Feb. 18. 8:00 pm
Discussion with Howard Stanback
National Anti-Klan Network
Followed by the film:

Resurgence
. The Move-

ment for Equality vs. the Ku
Klux Kian
Student Union Ballroom

Friday, Feb. 19, 11:15 am
Lecture an slide presentatior, ,

Margaret Ross

Black Memorabilia h
Stereotypes
New Africa House
Augusta Savage Gallery

Tuesday Feb. 23, 8:00 pm
An evening with

Ruby Dee &
Ozzie Davis
Campus Center Auditorium

Thursday, Feb. 25, 8:00 pm
Film

The Autobiography of M.S.
Jane Pitman
Commuter Lounge, SUB

Feb. 1-15, 9:00- 3:00 daily
Photo Exibit

Yoruba Reginald Jackson

^^HiSTORy MUST REMAkc wIlAT

SUvERy Took Aw A y

'

FcbuAMy \s BlAck HisToity Mowrk. Tkis ycAR
15 dcdicATcd TO ARTkuK SckoMbunq, Co-
^UNdER of Tkf NcqRo SocicTy foR HisroRy
RcsEARck ANd Iater PREsidENT of tMe NEqRO
AcAdfMy. ARTkuR SckoMbvAq WAS boRM In
Sam Juan, Puerto Rico ow January 24, 1874
Awd SpENT \nS lifE dispROVINq kh TEACIIERS'
cIaim tIiat "tIie wEqRo liAd no ItisTORy".
SchoMbuRq was EducAtEd MAiNly in Puerto
Rico, Iie IeFt foR New YoRk in 1891, ANd
WAS instrumentaI in sErTiNq IN motion tIie
flRST REVoluTIONARy Club TO fuRTllER tIiE
CAUSE of CubAN fREEdoM.

ARThuRSchoivibuRq

o L. ?.^ ''* P"o»''dtd tIie New YoRk
Public LibRARy wiTh ONE of TkE MOST IMPOR-
TANT private coHections on BlAck HisTORy
*Nd CuItURE in TkE WORld. He llAd^AThEREd

"""^Tn!*^
VOIUMES, J,000 MANUSCRIPTS

ANd ^,QOO ETcklNqS ANd PORTRAITS AS WeU
AS SEVERaI TkoUSANd pAMplllETS. As AUTHOR,
lECTURER ANd RESEARckfR, SchoMbuRq is ONE
of ThE qREAT pERSONAqES REpRESENTINq BUck
pEOpU ANd A liviNq TESTIMONy TO TifE qi^AT
CONTRibuTioNS of pEOpU of AfRICAN dESCENT
IN Hispanic cuIture. His lifE was dEdif:ATEd
TO TRAVEliNq NOT TO SpAIN, buT TO HahUm,
AfRicA, Haiti ANd otIier blAck nation, to
SEEk OUT his TRUE llERiTAqE.
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THE BALANCING OF THE BUDGET Photn-Arl Exhibit

I nimploN mcnt

The complete Reaganomics package has

t^"jrj"f ' r" ^"'y ^^1 Because of
this relatively short time frame it is difficult
to attribute the current national economic
condition to the new plan. Some argue that
tfie nation s condition is the result of oast
administrations, while others argue fhatReaganomics is to blame

In any event the inflation rate has reced-

h- !'°^«y«^ ""employment has become
tne nations foremost preoccupation. The
statistics gathered in December 1981 speak
for themselves:
- 8.9 percent of the population or 9.5 million

Amencan workers are without jobs
- 17.4 percent of adult blacks are

oi -» , unemployed
- Zl. 7 percent of teenagers are unemployed
- J3.6 percent of non white teenagers are

»i. .» unemployed
- there are 150,000 more discouraged

,. „ . workers
- the unemployment rate in New Englane is
expected to reach 7.4 percent by the se-cond half of 1982
As the unemployment issue becomes the

topic of political debates several solutions

fK^ »r^ J'^^'®'^
^^^ AFL CIO contends

tnat the administration should
- revive the emergency local public works

program
- create a new reconstruction finance cor

,^. io poration
- restore 13 weeks of unemployment

- restore CETA
^"""^^ ^"^•

Sirnultaneously, Senators Kennedy and
Quayle are pushing a $4 billion jobs pro-
grarri bill However, this type of program
has been criticized because jobs are still not
available after training.

Rcslorinu SlaU' So\irii^rn( v

In addition to implementing a revolu-
tionary economic program President
neagan has proposed that many of the
social programs currently administered by
the federal government be transferred to
the states. This transferral process would

Pn^c! «^Q K^r®*
^°"*'°' °^ ^^ programs that

cost $49 billion, including the Food Stampand Aid to Families with Dependent
Children programs. This turnover would
begin in 1984 and be completed by 1987

^tJL°''^n'
^° ^"""^ ^^«^« programs the

nfS )?'I '^""tu*
^ temporatry trust fund

Of $28 biHion. This money would consist ofhe windfall-profits tax on oil and the
federal excise taxes on gasoline, liquor andmbacco. This trust fund will be reduced byA percent annually so that in 1987 the
states will have the option of raising theirown funds or discontinuing the programs

Martin Luther Kinjr's Lc^racy:

I^Muality not yet Our.s...?

by Donna Davis

Reggie Jackson, a native of Springfield
Ma.ssathu.selts, has a specUcuIar photo
exhibit on display at the Augusta Savage
Art Gallery in New Africa House. His
works include portraits, creative
photographs and scenes of African
fishermen at work.
Jackson has travelled throughout West

Africa. Brazil and Cuba. He has studied
filmmaking, video and photography.
Presently, Jackson is a professor of photo-
communications at Simmons College in
Boston. He has published various photo
essays which include: Urban Ceremonial
Mask Series; Out of Africa; and West
African Fishermen, which is currently on
display. One very eye-catching
photograph is of an African mask
superimposed on the oldest building built
by Bostonian blacks.

There will be a reception for the artist
on Wednesday, February lOth from 3pm
to 5pm at the Gallery. This oppportunity
will give interested individuals a chance to
talk with Jackson about his experiences
and phoLo-art.

The exhibit will be at the Gallery untU
February 19th so be sure to take the time
to view it.

by Angela Brown

Everywoman's Center's Public Rela
tions/Outreach Program is seeking
vdunteer s and i nter ns i nter ested i n acqui r
ing and or sharing skills in mass com-
munication, pubic speaking, and making
and distruibuting pubidty packages In
tff ns vMll asast in all proyamspudiaty and
pubic relations including producing a
newsletter. Previous experience is
desirabe, particularly writing and/or
yaphics skills. Training will be provided
Everywoman's Center is particularly

oommitted to meeting the needs of Third
World women, low-income women
SI nglepa rents, dder women, lesbans and
working women as well as every woman
Interns must be abe to work with and
represent a diverse population of women
Credit isavailabe for this work for most

UMass under graduate students, and most
sng^eparentsareeligbefor a small stipwid
for this work through the Work Incentive
Program.
For jobdesaiption and application form

see Aquila Ayana, Public Rela-
tions/Outreach Coordinator
Everywoman's Center. Wilder Hall
UMass. or call 545-0883. Deadline for ap-
plications : Fetxuary 12th.

c.I^°"v^"*!f "^ demonstrators joined

H?iM^°^JT.
on January 15 to honor the

tJrthdateo* Martin Luther KingJr Thev
rnarched on Washington as an act of pro-
test, and to demonstr ate the i mpor tance ofur. Kings determination tostrug^eagainst
the for ces of r ad sm i n thi s countr y, a deter

-

minationvisibein the 50,000 marcherswho
braved the reoord-oold weather conditions
on that day.
Many say that the fact that King was

assassi nated whi le tr yi ng toa gani ze Blade
workers shows that the strug^e againstraasm cannot be separated from the
economic dynamics of this country. This is
Mlustrated by the pdides of President
Reagan which are supposedley based on
solutions to thedeepening economic a i sis

In the name of "getting bg government
off the badcs of the people", Reagan
legitim.zes radsm b/ granting tax^empt
status to the segregated Bob Jones Univa--

^^K^'^ Gddsboro Christian Schools in
South Carolina and North Cardina respec-
tively This move essentially consists of
feder al aid to these schods at a ti me when
pubic schods all over the country areshuttin^own due to the budget cuts The
quKtion remains: How is this gd no tomake our load lighter? And, when SvillReagan get off our backs??????
The reality is that Reagans' giveaways

ar e oomb ned w! th the er adi cati on of al I the
nard-wonavil rights that we ha veonlyjust
acquired largely dueto the effats of Mar tin
Luther King Jr.. But the strategy ofReaganomics could set us back at least 30years anr^ turn all of our dreams into anightmare

Celebration

Update on Dennis Brutus

Ihe resumption of the Denise Brutus
deportation hearing was held at
Immifrration and Naturalization Services
regional headquarter.s in Chicago this
moininK' before Judge Irving Schwartz

Nasil Mahmoud, I'rof. Brutus' attorney,
moved to file an application for poliiicai
asylum with the Slat.- Department. Judge
Schwartz allowed this motion, givinir
Mahmoud twenty days to fjK. the ap
plication.

Judge, Schwartz refused to rule
whether Zimbabwe or South Africa as a
matter ol law. is Profes.sor Brutus'
homeland- although this is an issue which

will be consiHen>d in the political asylum
appinalion. Whereas if I'rof. Brutus were
nturned to South Africa he would face
impnsonmi-nt or harsher treatment his
nturn to Zimbabwe would al.so represent
<»nam danger since South African agents
Illegally operate throughout South
Alruan states and have been involved in
p«»lilcal as.sassinations.

Judge Schwartz also ruled that if the
political a.sylum application is not granted
lurlher appeals to Immigration and
.Naturalization .services for discretionary
relu'l are not precluded.
Dennis Brutus Defense Committees

around the nation - in Chicago, Western
Mas.s;,ehu.setts. Seattle. Minneapolis and
Northeastern University in Boston will
n.Av be engaging in a support campaign in a
broader scope, enlisting the international
••ommunity for input to the State
Department on the issue of I'rof. Brutus*
political a.sylum application. In addition
present supporters in the United States at
the academic. iii,.rary. political and
community levels will likewi.se be asked to
direct th<.ir support requests to the State
Department, seeking a favorable decision
on

1 rol. Brutus' application for political
asylum.

About 100 supporters attended that
<lays hearing in Chicago.

by Van Jackson

Professor Homer L. Meade,fl,'will be the
keynote speaker during the UMass Afro-
Arnencan Cultural Center's program
celebrating National Black History month's
observances. Professor Meade is amember of the DuBois Department of Afro-
American .Studies of the University of
Massachus^dl/Amherst. The topic of the
keynote address will be "DuBois- A Na
tional Treasure". Meade, a DuBois scholar
and specialist,, is a Cornell University
graduate with hi^ degree in Philosophy ( He
also holds a Masters of Education Degree a
Masters of Philosophy and is completing aPh. D.). In 1972 Me^de began the Black
Studies program at the high School in the
home town of Dr. W. E. B. DuBois, Great
Harrington, Massachusetts. He developed
similar programs at Berkshire Community
College and Simon's Rock of Bard College
Meade brings a broad background and

firm commitment to the issues that directly
face and affect oppressed people. In 1968
Meade was a community program
organizer in Newark, New Jersey and then
brought those skills to bear in the in-
stituting of Black Studies programs with
the Community Center in Pittsfield, MA
and the organizing of three important pro-
grams honoring the life of Dr W E B
DuBois. In 1979 Meade was the Program
Coordinator of the dedicationof the
DuBois HomeSite Memorial Park as a Na-
tional Historic Landmark. In 1980 Meade
was the workshop designer for the UMass
ff^J^'ves DuBois Papers Dedication. In
1981 Meade became the liaison between
the University of Massachusetts and the W.
E. B. DuBois Memorial Commitee in the ef-
forts to arrange the transfer of the deed to
the property of the National Historic Land-
mark from the Memorial Foundation to tt»e
University of Massachusetts. This action
will provide for the protection of the legacy
left by Dr. DuBois.. •

i Trihule to People of Color

Saturday night Theatre 14 at Smith
College came alive with "A Tribute to
People of Color". The evening consisted of
several interpretative dances performed
by members of 'the Spectrum in Motion
Ensemble.
The program was organized by Olivia

llano, a teacher of dance at the Univer-
sity. Ms. llano is a native of the Philippine
Islands and has studied various dance
forms since she was 3 years old. Native
Phiiipino, ballet, modern and jazz com-
prise her training.

The program was dedicated to people of
color in part through the music of the late
Donny Hathaway. Outstanding per-
formances include: "I Think You Really
Like Me", performed by llano; "For All
We Know", danced by Steve Miranda of
UMass and Nicola Tollett of Smith
College; "Vou Are My Heaven", danced
by Jeanne Samuels and; "The Ghetto",
pi'formed by the entire group.

llano plans to continue to work with the
En.semble which will present another
production in the spring. Students in-
terested in dance might note that she
leaches a dance course titled "Dance
Theatre Workshop" which is offered
through the Southwest Academic Affairs
office.
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HUNGER STRIKE IN NEW YORK
in h^ I

'" ^' Salvador and the conditionsm Haiti have led to a massive flow of
Salvadorean and Haitian refugees to the
United States. The U.S. governmem has
generally responded to this problem with
massive deportations of the refugees
A hunger strike, protesting the deporta-^ons was started by a group of

Salvadoreans
, Haitians and Americans (in-

cluding Catholic clergy) at the Riverside
church in New York City.
"The U.S. government," reads a communique by the groups, "refuses to

recognize that in El Salvador, men mwomen, and children every day are
presecuted, imprisoned, tortured and
murdered by the army."

"This army is armed, trained and directed
by the U.S. military advisors. Reagan and
Haig refuse to recognize that Salvadoreans
and Haitians are forced to leave their coun
tries.... This administration supports these
repressive regimes."
The huriger strikers state that Reagan

and Haigs foreign policy in regard to El

o , ^ by Carlos Valdez
Salvador and Haiti is "hypocritical" On
ponents of this policy often point out t^at
refugees from Cuba are given refuge in the

It should be noted that the Reagan ad-ministration IS extremely hostile ^to the

t^an ^nH^C^T'T^"'- ''"^ ^"PP°^s the Haitian and Salvadoran regimes
The hunger strikers' statement says thatEl Salvador is in a state of war between thegovernments' armed forces on throni

Front ('FMLNf '"^f
""'° "^'^^ '-ibe%°on

crush th^ ?^^.°^? ^^l
°'^^^ '" '^^ ««°^ts tocrush the FMLN, the government forcesoften massacre hundreds of civilians

Thus, state the hunger strikers "theSalvadorean refugees have a legiiimatl
right to refuge in this country "

'®^'""'^^®

When the refugees are deported to El

turL^'^nH' '^^l ^T ''"P^isonment, torture, and even death."
The hunger strike is sponsored by a varie-

Ki° SnlT>°"'r
^"'"""'^ '^^ Farabundo

Asesores Americanosen EI Salvador
by Roxana Bell

Kn un reporlaje del periodico Claridad
aparece un articulo sobre a.sesores
norleamericanos en El Salvador. Este
articuU) habia especificamente sobre
Melius asesores nortemaericanos que han
esiad*) pre.sentes durante sesiones de
1«)iiui;ls. Fue relatado a un correspon.sal
(III New York Times por un ex miembro
(le las Fyer/.as Armadas .salvadoreiTas que
denuncio publicamente la junta militarde
El Salvador en la ciudad de Mejico.

("arlos Antonio (iomez. de 21 affos de
cdad, del Segundo Escuadron de
Paiacaidistas en Ilopango, le relato al

correponsal que^ al principio del ano
pasadu el observo' una sesion de lortura
contra un joven de 17 afTos v ujia
muchacha de l;j a quienes se creia eran
KUenilleros. En dicha .sesion los nor-
leamericanos estaban presentes. en lo
cual no hicieron esluerzo alguno por
dt-iener las torturas.

Kuenles militares le indicaron al
con esponsal que Gomez fue ingresadoel 1

de noviembre de 1980 y luego deserto
"lemprano en la primavera". Eso coindice
plenamente con lo inicado por (iomez.

El ejercilo salvadoreno y grupos para
militares que reciben apoyo de los
E.E.I .1'. han sido acusados por distintas
luentes independientes de atro<idades que
incluyen torturas y mutilaciones. Ma's de
JO.OtM) p«'rs(»nas han muerlo en la lucha

(jue .se esta llevando a cal)o en ese pafs
centroamericano y la gran mayoria de
•St as Si- estiman .son piocucto de la

violencia de las luerzas armadas y grupos
(leextrema derecha.

(iomez relata que los norteamericanos
pre.sentes durante las torturas usaban las
gorras de las Hoinas Verdes del ejercito de
EsI<hIos I'nidos. Sigue relalando que un
olicial salvadorefio dijo que el observar
los hara .sentir como homhres" y que

luego anadio que no deberfan "sentir pena
'»or Kis lortura<los"".

En lius sesiones de lortura un .soldado le
inlerio la punta de su bayoneta en las
cosiillas y el pecho al muchacho de 17
ari(»s. Mas tarde un soldado usando su bota
ronu» ie.sj)ald«) rompio el bra/o en el codo
del muchacho. La nina de 13 afios fue
loiturada en igual forma y luego los dos
lueron asisinados

. Afiadio que los
guenilleros capturados o personas de
(|UMn«'s se sospecha .son simpalizantes de
• sios .son arrojados al mar de.sde los
helu-opl.ros o sus cuerpos son dejados
abandonados en la carrelera despues de
muiilarseises el roslro para evilar su
ideiitilicacio'n.

P»)r ultimo dijo el sefTor Gomez que el
habia recibido su entrenamienlo de parte
de li»s asesori's militares norteamericanos
en El Salvador.

rhc (hillbillies moot the Weslerniles at the ( a^^'

photo by RrynneC lark«'

Chinese
New Year

Welcome back ! I hope you had a great
inlenession; but to those who are with us
lor the first time. I would like to take this
opportunity to welcome you lo UMass.
As most of you know. Chinese New

\ ear was observed on January 25 of this
year. On the Chinese calendar, this marks
the year 4()80 "The year of the dog. The
Chine.se New Year is the single most
imporlant holiday lo the Chinese people,
il symbolizes a new beginning for
everyone.

Ihe celebration commences with a very
special feast usually held on New Years
Eve while incen.se burn throughout the
night. Next morning, on New Years day,
the family gathers together for a special
breakfast. Afterwards red envelopes with
vari(ius Asian designs are passed out,
within these envelopes are lucky money
Tht- lucky mom
one dollar lo

depending upon the generosity of the
giver IS.

Every year. Chinatown holds its own
celebration with the traditional dragon
danc«'. Fir»>crackers are lit to drive the
evil spirits away. The people love the
e.\cit«'ment of

MajorScandal in China
On last Tuesday s i.ssue of Boston Globe,

an article tells of an anticorruptiori
campaign launched by the Chinese
Communist Party. Charges of em
l)ezzlement, misappropiations of stste
property, grand theft from the Treasury,
bribe taking and .serious abu.se of party or
governmental positions were brought
against Chine.se officials due lo in
vestigations filed by Chen Yun, the party
vice chairmen (who also heads its
discipline inspection commission), last
summer.
The result was 82 people were im

plicated with these illegal activities. 61
top or .senior executive and 21 of their
children. Of the 82, only one name has
been disclosed the engineer son of a top
parly leader purged in the mid 50's, the
others are identifiable to those who follow
politics thi're.

Criminal trials may begin for several
of lhe.se officials (ranking just below
deputy minister) as soon as this spring.
Although the evidence may not be strong
enough to bring about an indictment, a
dismissal from their position is possible.
"We are not talking about the gift of a

pocket calculator or even a tape recor
der." said one source familiar with recent
investigations, ""but about bribes of lens of
thousands of dollars and more

"IMSUHVtOiaKIIDT

Tviwpv.-> HIV im.i\_y Iliuiiey.
'" " •""••' "inj iiiuit ... A lot ot

ey can either range from "*^'^ iy^nk accounts have been opened in

twenty dollars or more. ^^^^' '''^'- '^^^ "'' three years in Hong Kong
" "- ' " ' w'lh "^uch money, and people have even

bought whole apartment buildings there
with their bribe money."
Though evidents have proven that

indeed foul play has been committed,
some feel the promi.se Chen made to start .

al the lop still needs much to be desired

OCUOA,

W^MAOOi lACRDNOUlSiA PfBLvOBJBrfv*

" a dragon dance and the " - — ~"f •^" '"-^"•' ••uvu ^u m- uc-.sinu.

many forms of martial arts performed, to
'"^^ hen they go after the children of the

llit'in. il ju.sl wouldn't be Chinese New '"f '"**^' ''-aders. '"one official, "'then I wi"
V ears without il. lake all this seriously. Until then.

If you missed il this year, remember ''•'"1^''"'' just another way to rea.ssure the
iheri's always next year. Once again, P^'^P'^' '»"<* 't- gi-l rid of some opponents."
welcome back and have a great semester, by Jimmy Wong
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READ NUMMO

a
Check i t out

»

NUMMO News is presently the largest
weekly Third World newspaper in the Five-
College Area. It began in protest of the
absence of news pertaining to black people
in the Massachusetts Daily Collegian. Since
then It has expanded its coverage to include
other professed minorities and oppressed
people. But basically NUMMO exists in
order to give "the other side" of the story
In that respect NUMMO is a dynamic and
influential periodical.

Because NUMMO was begotten from
struggle we have to keep in mind that
nothing worth having comes easy. In addi-
tion, NUMMO has a duty to keep abreast of
the current political .climates. NUMMO
must essentially operate as a three headed
entity with an eye on campus and local
events, another one on national news and a
third that surveys global activities. NUMMO News has the dialectical responsibility
of catering to the audience at hand without
becoming totally self centered. We must
understand that this burden is not a light
one but that it must be borne and wrestled
with by current and future staff
NUMMO New staff are trained in all

phases of newspaper production, in
eluding: reporting, writing, photography
typesetting, graphic reproduction and
layout. Also the "each one teach one"
philosophy IS fully operative from 5pm Fri-
day evening to 3pm Sunday afternoon in
the Campus Center graphics room Ob-
viously there is a great deal to be gained in
the area. of creative development and it
would be in your best interests to help us
out. NUMMO News would also benefit
tremendously from external input The
more minds that are used to put forth the
printed word the more impact the
newspaper will have.

This semester NUMMO is inviting in-
terested individuals to check out what we
do. These people will be shown the respon-
sibilities and duties of the various editors.
NUMMO would also like to feature guest
columnists, the roving photographer, a
community digest and an arts/entertain-
ment section on a regular basis. However,
these features are contingent upon increas-
ed community involvement.

In addition, incre^flfll^up-
port means that NUMMO wHI ha\»e people
to constructively criticize it.' Thc^;^yp^. of

So if you have . an .Hea 'or
checked out an event that.prgue^yaur «-
terest contact us so that youf,thou^ts \/Sfi
be transformed into a tanaible prodlJf;f.
Each succeeding semester N«MMO wjjl*e
BETTER LOOKING ANb'. Btrtjfe
READING with your help'

'^
'

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Editor in Chief Roxana Bell

Managing Editor Donna Davis

Afro-American Editor Angela Brown

Asian Affairs Editor Jimmy Wong

Art Editor MidorlTabery

Lay Out Editor Brynne Clarke

Photography Editor
John Wright

Business Manager Barrington Henry

Contributors Debbie Sicilia

Carlos Valdez

DO YOU NEED A 3 CREDIT COURSE?

DENNIS BRUTUS
NBDS YOUR SUPPORT
Dennis Brutus, the internationally reknowned
South African poet, educator, and anti-apartheid
activist IS on trial The United States Immigration
and Naturalization Service is trying to deport him
t)ecause of his outspoken opposition to U.S.
support for the racist, South African regime^

Brutes' legal fees are exfraordinarly high: to help
pay for his defense, we are selling this attractive
three-color poster with a poem by Dennis Brutus
for only $3.00

Send check or money order to:

D«nnis Brutus D«f«ns« CommittM
336 River Drive, North Hadley. MA 01035
Add $1 00 for postage and handling.

Support Him by iMjyIns Mils post*

The Malcolm X Center is offering:

S.W. 290 M "An introduction to African-
American Anthropology"
Instructor D. Miles

Tuesdays 5:30 8:00 PM

S.W. 290 I "Minority Issues in Mental
Health"
Instructor B. Cooke
Wednesday 6:00 9:00 PM

S.W. 190 ^ "History of the Trans-Atlantic
Slave Trade"
Instructor 0. Dozier
TEA

For class time or more information call-
545 2819 or 545 2803

African Haitian
Southwest

Dance Offered at

In honor of Black History Month an
African Haitian Dance Course is being
offered through the Southwest Residential
College. The African Haitian Dance Course
is designed with a conjoint dance and lec-
ture. The Purpose of this approach is to
provide the student with a cognitive and
kinesthetic understanding of African Hai-
tian Dance. Emphasis on the lecture will be
on the historical developmento of voodoo
dance from Dahomey to Haiti. The course
is taught by Valerie Rochon who has
studied extensively with Jean Leon
Destine. The course is offered on Tuesday
and Thursday from 10:00-11:30 AM. For
more information call 545-2803.

All classes will be held at the Malcolm X
Center in Berkshire Dining Commons,
Southwest.

The Third World Theater Series proudly
presents its fifth season of plays which ex-
hitit the theatrical works of African, Asian,
Native American and Hispanic peoples as a
major contribution to contemporary theater
arts. The series seeks to broaden the ex
perience of the entire community by pro-
viding a bouquet of cultural expressions
which display both the beauty and the
diversity of people of color.

1982 Spring Season

An evening with OSSIE DAVIS AND RUBY
DEE a salute to Black History Month with
two legends of American Theater.

Tuesday, Februjry 23 at 8 PM Campus
Center Auditorium, UMass

49, An American Indian Spiritual Musical
by Hanay Geiogamah.

Thursday, March 18 at 8 PM Bowker
Auditorium, UMass

DANCE BONGO by Errol Hill

Inspired by the unique religious bongo
rituals of Trinidad and Tabago, this tale ex
amines a village in the search for its cultural
identity. The play will be acted, directed,
and produced by 5-College students and
community artists.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday; April 8, 9,
10 and 15, 16, 17 at 8 PM Hampden
Theater, Southwest, UMass

PAPER ANGELS by Genny Lin

A drama depicting the experience of
Chinese immigrants arriving at Angel
Island.

Friday, April 30 at 8 PM Bowker
Auditoruim, UMass

$2.00 for students and $3.00 for
general public. They will be available two
weeks before the event af the Student Ac-
tivities Office in the Student Union, and at
the door on the evening of the perfor-
mance.

if
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Tuition waivers arrive, increase looms
Waivers arrive to '

Tuesday. February 9, 1982

relief of many
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

The arrival of this semester's Boanl of Regents' tuition
vvaiyers is allowing several University of Mas.saehusetts
stu( ents to receive financial ai.l or increases in financial
aid that were not expecte<i.
Many stu.Jents who were eiiKnhle for financial aid. hut

form it Ah) late have heen notified that tliey would
receive assistance this semester, Arthur Jackson
associate director of Financial Aid said

uJl^'^'Tl '?"" """^'" '"^'^'^^^ '^ l-H.K<listnhute.l
to I Mass .students on an on jroiriR l.asis. .lacks.n. said
Students who receive award letters will .see the tuition"
waivers in the form of Supplemental Educational Onpor-

i"-' r'J.""'!"^''
^^^''"1^' t^irect Student Loans, C<.|UeWork Study, and waivers.

"We knew the award was cominj? in." .said Jackson.
but we didn t know how much the award would he " He

said the I. inancial Aid office always assumes awardsto l,e
mirnmal, leaving additional funds to l>e allocated to
students.

Jackson said financial aid counselors are meetintr daily
with students seeking assistance, and at the end of each
week, after being distributed to students, the remaining
waiver funds are totaled for allocation the following week
The Fmaricial Aid office reported that at the end of lastweek funds were still available, but many award letterswere yet to be returned

gC I

'•We are looking for stuilents. and are allocatini: the
waiver money out." Jackson .said.

The Financial Aid office can onlv distribute tuition
^J7llvers to students that followed the FAF process, he ad-

The tuition waivers are from a fund the Regents created
to assi.st students who could not afford to pav this year's
tuitionincreases. The waiver were released toTMa-ss and
he other state colleges and universities, five days after
the tuition deadline. The Vice Chancellor for Student Af-
airs for the Regents reported that the late release came
because of an uncertainty of which schools had more
deserving students.

Students that received notification of financial aid
awards within the last two weeks should expect their
refunds 1-2 weeks after the posted refund dates of Feb 1

1

and 12. Jackson said.

Amherst debates civil defense plan
By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen last night heard
residents fiery reaction to the government's civil defense
plan, that would call for the town's reception of 160 000
people from the local nuclear risk areas of Springfield
Easthampton, Chicopee and Granby during an open forum'
at the Bangs Community Center.
The debate focused on such questions as the possibility

of surviving a Soviet nuclear attack, the town's
capabilities of handling the large infiux of evacuees and
the immoral justification of the state's planning
Peter Manning, Vice Chairman of the Amherst Board of

Health, opened the hearing with a recommendation that
the selectmen "withhold endorsement of the current crisis
relocation plan which was designed for implementation
during times of international crisis with the possibility of
nuclear attack."

^

Manning said concerns should focus on the implications
such planning hold for health issues, because the govern-
ment IS misleading people by claiming that the plan pro-
vides protection. He said clean food, clean water and ade-
quate medical facilities could not be furnished by the town
"A nuclear attack is the antithesis of health and that is

our (the Board of Health) position." Manning said
Alan J. Calhoun, a physician at the University of

Massachusetts Health Services, also voiced opposition to
the relocation proposal on the basis of the medical realities
of nuclear war and said the preparations for it are
medically absurd."
With only 80 physicians on staff in Amherst and the lack

ot sophisticate<i equipment necessary to treat severe in-
juries that would be sustained if a nuclear war occurred
Calhoun said caring for uncurable people is<'farb^ond.
the medical capabilities of Amherst." ^"^ ^— ^,
UMass student Todd Clark said he investigated the issue

and concluded that relocation efforts are unfeasible Clark
labeled the planning as l)eing "vague, inept and
mismanaged."
Amherst resident Allen Krass outlined three myths of

the civil defense project: That it enhances deterrence, that
It will be set into motion only in response to a Soviet attack
and that the Soviets also have an operable evacuation
plan.

Krass said the State Civil Defense Agency has ad-
vocated these in attempting to justify their program, but
he rejected them on the basis that they are part of a
developing first strike capability and would be utilized on-

10% tuition hike
is recommended
liy KEVIN HOWE
('olltgian Stall'

Tuition lor students attending the University of
Massachusetts may increa.se over $150 for next vear in
order lo insure in.reased slate funding for UMass ac-
cording to various state sources.

The Council of Public College IVesidenis and
I haiicellors has recommendetl to the Board ot He^'i-nts a 10
percent I union inm-as,. for all state rolleges and
universities.

^

David Beaubien. chairperson of the Regents' Fiscal
Allairs subcommittee, which has jurisdiVton over t uition
said I he Regenis asked the council lo recommend a tuition
iiureasi' lor them to act on.

The ten percent increase would come on lop oi a $70
uuion increase already slated for next year which was
>uilt into last year's tuition increase. Last year ihe
Regents increased tuiti.m $202 for UMass which had a
tuition at the time of $750. The Regents passed the in-
crease in increments. ($64 fall .semester and $l.iH this
semester). Tuition at UMa.ss. without any further action
by the Regents, will be $1026 next year.

The increa.ses are neces.sary in order to insure the
state legi.slature funds the system of public higher
education by $44 million as Governor Edward King has
ri'commended. said Beaubien and Farley in separate in
Lerviews. Tuition payments do not go to the respective
institutions, but into the slate general fund.

"Across the nation students pay around 30 percent (of
Iheir educational costs). Here, we've held tuition down
hisloncally. Students pay (in Massachusetts ) about 2^' '^3

percent of their educational costs.". When we go to the
legislature for funding they say we're not charging the
going rate for public higher education.

"We a re developing a tuition policy that will gradually
increase tuition to the national average." Beaubien said.

"The deal is. if w& recommend a revenue-( tuition)
increase, we'll get the $44 million". Farley said. \

According to the Regents' cover document for next
year .s budget rt^i^^'st, using 1976 constant dollars, tuition
lor all public colleges and universities increased 19 per-
cent, while state spending for public higher education
decreased 11 percent.

"Quite simply, the funds being raised by increased
luiiions at public institutions of higher education are not
being u.sed by the state to fund public higher education, or
even to maintain equitable funding." states the document.

"We've urged the Regents not to increase tuition untU
they have a commitment from the legislature for the in-
creased funding," said Farley.

Larry Ko<ot, student represenlive to the UMass
Board of Trustees, said students should write their
legislators and ask therti to fully fund UMass and . if they
can not afford the ihcreasses in tuition, to ask their
represenlives to urge the Regents not to increase tuition.
This plan is the only practical alternative to increasing
tuition in return for additional funding, said Kocot.
The $44 million increase recommended by Governor

King is distorted. Kocot said.

('onliniN'il on fxti/i' 1')

UMass senior Todd Clark (left), and University Health Services Dhvsician Hr au„ i r lu u .u •

""'«""' p»"'-
•»> Teres. Heiun„r,

opposition to civil defense relocation plan a. Amht^s'.tle'l^n-s m«Vn.Sl'":r.h''."'''
™'" """
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World and national news
Japan crash
kills twelve

•UH'di . \
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xti ijuHj vn Tokyo Rs
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ARKAkiNMENT — Christopher E. King is led from the
Attlehoro District Court b> Massachusetts State Police
after heinjr arrairned on tuo counts of assault w ith intent
to murder and other charires of possessing firearms. State
police are continumir to search for his accomplice who mav
Se a suspect in the murder of a Neu Jersev state trooper.

Digest

Martialists plot

Poland's course
UAKSAW, I'olafi'l IIh- rinlilary >jr»viTnr/ii'nt an

niiunnr) plans lorlay liMtiovf I'oiarid »lfi'p«r inlolhi' Sovi«?t

• ••onornn- spht-n- an«J saifl a 'Tilual j^rairi shoriaj/*- mav
n-jjuin- bri-ad rationing;.

The martial law r>-y,iin*- irnposi-fj J*if. \'.i also sairj li^fhl

iMfiirols would he applii'd loariy r<'vivaj ol lh«; Solifiarilv

union. whi<h it a^ain arcusifl of having; \H-fT\ manif>uial<^
\>y anil romrfiiiriisis.

i III- plans wirr puhlisht-d in ni'wspafw.'r> Ujfiay in ihe
lorni ol a rrtmmunifjui' by the ('ouncil of .Minisl«rrs u>
I'Kiiinr (icn. Wr>jni»h .Jaruz<l-.ki. Also rarri«-<J was a
I'olisli news agency r<pori from Homi- on I'olish lintnai,

Caiholir J'nrnair Anhhishop Jozef Gk'mp's siaiement
Surwlay ihai iht-rr would \»- a plan- for .Sfilidarilv in

I'oland.

( Vi'su?rdays d«'Vclopmi'nis cami i- an East Wewl
• onlroniaiion was bn-win^ in Spain o\fr U.S. pian^ to
• ondt-mn iht- miiiiary go\<'rnm«-nt and its .Sovim sup
porters at lh»' MafJrid ronfi-ri-'n*-*' on Kurop«'an s*!curitv.

L'..S. Sfrrt'iary ol Slau- Ak-xandt-r .M. Hai;^ Jr. plans Uj
denounri- ihr military govfrnment in a sptfr-h Tuesday, a
move the .Soviets have called a "scheme' against detente
and iniirlerenre in I'oland s affairs).

ihe (jouncil ol .Ministers communique said the mania]
law regime is pledged to improve wages, housing, food
supply and opportunities for youth. iJeuiJs were not
spelled out.

The communique stressed Poland must rely less on the
West for imports and change its factory output to reflect
that, must increase trade with socialist allies, and become
self sufficient in food production.

Dorchester High student shot,

recoixring from facial iround

•XT m(«m>. muhcKit causing »r.\ st-rxNis

TXT-

TtH

' ' ->6e<l ai 2 :X> p.rr. •ben she «a* hi;

--.>** >jud potiot spoke^Tnir Rjco

-kuTTA rt-nuT. a spokes?rjLri saic.
* - :-- -n^Of or • rw-itHT ;o aatri:

Officials imrking on proposal

to discourage drunken driving
J*-'>*^'N — A : -:';Kt>^ icr *h»:»pping increases to $1,000

.' au;i> ..->^ri.r>ci s-.-c narces ag-amst drunken and
tMhcrwiHf t^raai dnvers drew support from state officials

- 9oqt»esuae we m-ed more effective solutions lo
dnnkinc dnver irom our highways." said
"

- Luciano.

~ ~
. ... )fs IS \ ery sironply in favor

t»f ihr>«- NanruoRs," >»id Repsirar Rjchard McLaiighim.
TNn cr»inrr>tT. i e<3 at a ti5 mir;u;e public hearing before

^;i.* insurancx I -ommissjoner Michati Sabbairh who took
;ti prnt»4«sa.l^ under adv w<mfm.

^t >.»irrhirct-- art- money penaiues paid by dri\ers to
.'-..-.'- '• .-:ia-...< .; itH-^ jT^. found more than 5(»

- - .-<*ay rrashes. or convicied for

' --"c . Tn- rrK>r • ..."•

drivers.
^- ^1^ basrecemly doubled most

' .. - - .• "-K»r.s mett^ out forxarnius
•"ariitrti^,

. '* > ^ ;'.•."- - i; si.a:e insuranci actuary for
• " ' "•- " ' - ~ ' ~ "".- - "• surcharge

penaiiirs lor lir>i ollenses, and the proposal is for in-
"Teases in second and later offenses.

lie said the proposal would hike the surcharge for second
oUinse driving under the influence from $42.5 to $1,000.
while thini and subsequent offenses would nst- from $675
luSl.OOO.

Butler testifies in Newport,

says heiress rarely drank
•NLWl'OHT. H.I. - Martha Sunny " von Bulow. the

comaiov heiress portrayi-d as a hea\y "drinker bv lawyers
«lelending her socialite husband, rarely drank ano ni-\er
aciiil im.ixicated. her housi-man testified yesterday.

I MTM-d her one drink. ..that was at a coming-out
paii.v. •sai.l John Berdy. who worked for the \on Buiows
;>H ihree years.

Ui niy wa-N the si-cond household empiovei- u. lesiiiy at
'

1 iiial of (."laus w.n Hulow. who is charged with trvin'g to
Mil hi> will- during (.hrisimas umls in 1979 and 19&0 by
.njvfiing her wuh insulin that could fatally aggravate her
low bl»Kt«l sugar condition.

. hi >uue claims \on Hulow. charged with iwocounus of
.^... :npi.-d munler. was motivated bv hi> lo\e ft «• a former
-lev isH.n acin>ss and gnvd lor half ihe $;*• million uiiiuies
i>»iiune he would inherit m his wili"> death.
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Crampton roof repairs
are on hold 'til summer

CollegiRQ 3

Hyl'AlJLlJELVAL
Collegian Staff

The residents of Crampton dormitory in
boulhwe.si will have to wait al least four
more months before leaking ceilings in the
dorm can be fixed.

The ceiling of the third floor of Crampton
has leaked since the dorm was riroofed last
summer. and Jim Wallace, area
management coordinator of Southwest
saul the needed repairs "cant happen until
the summertime."
"We probably wont fix it until the

summer becau.se its a really messy
process," Wallace said.

He also added that they have to "wait for
the snow to melt so the roofing company
can lake .samples" to determine what the
problem is.

The leaks appear to be the result of a job
done by Titan Hoofrng. Inc. when they
renmled Crampton last summer as a part of
a program to replace all the roofs on the
Southwest dorms.

In a letter to Titan Roofing, William F.
Scheumann. an engineer for the UMass
I'hysical Plant, said "cement ...daubed on
the ba.se flashing ... in an unworkmanlike
manner to apparently make repairs" was

the cause of the leaks.

Because of the lack of care taken in ap
plying the roofmg cement, Scheumann said
W.- leel the Hashing has tailed in one way

or another."

He said the I'hysical I'lant and Titan
Ko«)tmg will try i„ pai^h the roof up as soon
as ihe snow melts and make the permanent

> repairs this summer.
John Findley. assistant director of

maintenance and operations, agreed that it
IS probably the fault of Titan Roofing.

"Thire were no l«>aks in the rooms prior
to t h«- lenniling last summer." he said.

Wh«n asked about the charges of poor
workmanship. Fred I'a/mino. a superin
l<rident l.ir Til an Roofing, replied. "It"s
always easy to blame the roofer."

l-'indley said any student who has t.i move
Decaus,. ,.| ,he leaks would be provided with
comparable housing.

'

Housing is obligaied to provide another
Npac- wiih as little inconvenience as
possilile as close lo the original space as
possible, he said.

Although ihere has been no properly
damage due l.» water so far. Findley said
any claims agamsl the University will be
handled on a ca.se by ca.se basis.

High-tech attracting
more and more majors
By SCOTT SACCO
Collegian Correspondent

Incoming freshman at the University of
Ma.ssachusetts reflect a trend that 'has
become prevalent at the school the past
five years in choosing majors in the
busine.ss and technical fields, according to
Timm Rinehart. Coordinator of Publica-
tions and Research.
"Students are more career oriented to-

day. They are influenced by economic
realities. They realize there is an actual job
market out there for a person with
technical or business training." Rinehart
.said.

"Parents put pressure on their children
to obtain a marketable education, and has
had great influence as well." Rinehart .said.

Statistics from the past five years in-
dicate a steady rise in enrollment in
engineering, business, communications
studies, economics and computer
technology.

In 1977 the School of Engineering placed
1 , 1 24 students in their major program com-
pared to this past fall semester's incoming
class of 1.906.

"We've had such a large increase of
students interested in the business and
technical fields." Rinehart .said, "that we
have had to offer .scores of students alter-
nate majors. In many ca.ses these students
just opt to go to other .schools that can ac-
comodate their interests."

Rinehart said that there has l)een a slight
drop off in students interested in choosing
careers in the Humanities such as English.
Rinehart al.so .said that the School of

Education has dropped the number of ma-
j<»rs by a third since 1977 when the school
accepted 321 majors compared to last fall

semester's 20.5.

^
Majors in most of the departments of the

College of Arts and Sciences have ex-
perienced a slight increa.se since 1977, .said
Rinehart.

The .Journalism Department, for exam-
ple, has been growing steadily. Rinehart at-
tributes this to the influence of the ma.ss
media in the early 7()'s, particularly in the
Watergate Scandal. He .says that the image
of a newspaper ref)orter or television com-
mentator conjures up romantic thoughts in
the minds of some students.
Rinehart .said that (iue to overcrowding

in communication studies and economics,
those two departments will not be accep-
ting applicants for the fall of 1982.
The Provosts Office is presently for-

mulating a preretjuisite program for those
two departments which would test a
students ability to handle course
workloads. According to Rinehart these
prerequisite would be designed to fill

distribution requirements for other majors
so a student who was not accepted into the
Economic or Communication Studies
departments could choose an alternate ma-
jor.

tionC .iuA,
~

^*^^V^^-
^''^^ Ammons. a sophomore communica-tions studies major, repels down Herter Hall's south wall, vesterdavduring an Armv ROTC e.xercise

vtsieraay

Students feel SBA crunch
Uy RICHARD MARTIN
(-"ollegian Slaft

A "ballpark figure" of 2.000 students,
including 50 HRTA seniors who need
business courses in order to graduate,
cannot get courses in the School of fiusiness
Administration this semester.
The SBA's problems, according to Dean

Harry T. Allan, is that inllalion costs and
student interest in busine.ss have increased
greatly over the past five years, while
University of Massachu.setis' budgets have
remained the same.

"I just wish we could serve more
students. Its a lough job to .say no.' We've
had to say 'no' to about 2,000 students this
semester. Mind you, that's just students
actively attempting to get into classes, that
doesn't include people who don't bother to
try because they think there's no way
I heyll gel in. ".said Allan.

01 the approximately 2.000 students
turned away, there are fifty HRTA seniors
who had been given "absolutely critical"
priority by ihe department.
The SHA has contractual agreements

wiih 16 departments that require business
classes as part of their requirements.
HRTA. Ihe largest group of the sixteen, put
Iheir students on a priority basis of 1 to 5
lor entrance into business classes last

semester, said HRTA dean Dr. Steven
Fletcher.

'There were about 400 students who were
given apriority basis of either 1 or 2. I'd say
that about $0 percent of them got classes.
But 50 out of 150 seniors cannot get courses
that they need for graduation, " Fletcher
said.

"In other words. 50 of them will have to
delay graduation. And that's just the people
who did things the right way. There are a
lot of people, and it seems like every one of
them has been in this office who didn't
preregister or paid their bill late. For them
its an impo.ssible situation," Fletcher said.
The SBA. which teaches somewhere

between 7.000 9.000 students per
semester, also has had to reject a high
percentage of applicants into the .school
over the past five years.
Working from memory and loose quotas,

Allan said that the SBA accepts 3.50 out of
2,000 freshmen applications into the school.
The chances lor a transfer into the SBA
while a student at UMa.ss are still slim.
Each fall and spring the school accepts 75
.sophomori's and 75 juniors from a field of
roughly 450 applicants altogether.

Allan urged those thinking ol applying to
ihe SBA lo do well in mathematics, ac-
counting, and economics in their first two
years at UMass.

Concourse trespasser arrested

AI" I.MMTpholll

NOSE-TO-NOSE — Two spaniels size each other up on
Sunday prior to the opening of the 106th Westminster Ken-
nel Club Dog Show in New York. The competition at
Madison Square Garden began yesterday.

By SCOTT HERSEY
t'ollegian Staff

University of Massachu.setts Police
reported an arrest yesterday, along with a
larceny of items worth over $100 and a
larciny of items worth under $100.

At approximately 12:20 a.m.
yesterday

. police arrested Gary P. Ban
nelli, of no known address, and charged
him with trespassing in the Campus Center
((HKDUise. Police said Bannelli had been
"hanging around" the concourse, al-
leinpiing to panhandle money from pa.s.sers
by. Bannelli had previously been given a
trespass warrant, police said, and was
found to have three out.standing warrants
in the town of Amherst for trespassing,
disorderly conduct, and pos.session of

marijuana. Bannelli was taken into
custody, police said and was taken to the
Amherst Jail.

A student in Webster Dormitory, in
ihe OichanI Hill ftesidentiol Area. " told
police al approximately 6:10 p.m. Sunday
il';ii $<)5 in cash had been stolen from his
n'i.m. Police said that the student had left
Ins room lor approximately half an hour,
and had left the door to his room open.

In an unrelati-d incident. $300 worth of
cloihing wa.s reported stolen from the
Campus Center Hotel at 10:52 yesterday
m..i ning. Police said that the robbery could
have occured any time from January 31.
until yesterday. Reported stolen were a
brown conluroy suit, a suede vest. 2 dress
•shins, and two pairs of pants.
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Service group seeiking trainees
Net-essiles Neoessidades. is training

women to volunteer as h(»tline and sni-

vocacy staff of their program providing
ser\ices to women who are survivors of
domestic violence.

A grant from the Haymarket Foundation
is allowing Necessities. Necessidades to ex-
pand its staff by providing mone\ to reim-
burse women for their travel expenses in

attending the training, to pay for written

training materials, and to pay an ex-

f)erience<1 childcare worker during the
training sessions.

Training will U' coordinated by staff
memliers Ann Dorman and Bonnie McKec
on seven dates from Feb. 1 1 to March 1 1

.

Those interested may call them at

Necessities. Necessidades 586-5(>«>«), or by
writing P.O. Box 745. Northampton.

Sub-committee has openings
Sc KRA. (Stu<ient Center for educational

Research and Advocacy) is seeking
students to investigate the General Educa-
tion (Core) requirements at I'Mass in con-
nection with a Faculty Senate review that
ma\ chanL'e (rt-nera! Education at CMass

Memliers of the sub-committee can
rei-eive one to three credits for their work
but must apply by this Friday in room 420
«)f the Student I'nion Building.

— Myles Cavanaugh

Part two of 'Great Decisions' is Wed.
The .-second program on the "Great iVii-

sions" 1^82 series, entitled "Western
EurofH:- and the C.S.; Friction among

Open house for prospective nurses set

Friends." will take place in the main lounge
of WeKster House. Orchard Hill at H p.m.

'v\e(jnesda\ February- 10,

The Nursing Club at GreentVid Com-
munity College will sfkonsor an open hixist-

for prospective nursing students frorr-. 7 :.

9 p.m. We<inesday Fehruar. 1". I^^ij

Prospective nurses are invited to attend.
.There will be no charge and refreshments
will be ser\ed.

Koffler one of five finalists

for Oregon Higher ed. job
_ El GENE. Ore. -AP' - Henry Kofner.
59. chancellor of the University of
MaN>achu,sciis in Amherst, is one of five
candidates being considered for the position
of chancellor of the Oregon System of
Higher E>lucation. the Oregon agency
announced yesierday.

Richard Ziia. a spokesman for the state
System of Higher Education, said George
Rainstord. 5J. president of Kalamazoo
College in Kalamazoo. Mich., and George B.
Weathersby. 37. head of the Indiana
Commission lor Higher Education are also
finalists for the job held by Roy Lieuallen.

Robiri Becker, president of the Oregon

Slate I niver.siiy faculty senate in Corvallis.
yesterday .said Bruce Poulton, .54. chan
celior ol the Cniversiiy System of New
Hampshire, and William Davis. 5:i.

president of the l^niversiiy of New Mexico
in Albuquerque, are the remaining can
didaies.

Lieuallen. 65. is resigning July 1. He has
been chancellor for 20 years.
A search committee gleaned the finalists

from more than 140 applications and
nominations.

The slate Board of Higher Education
intends to decide on a new chancellor bv
March 1

.
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•'ICY GRIN? " — A telescope at a roadside vista in Clarkesburg, MA.

Mt. Tom disposal site OK'd
BOSTON iAlM - State officials have L iilmes Ml. Tom Generating Faciliiv to

substantially upheld a Holyoke Board of di.spose of coal ash near the site
Health decision allowing Northeast Howiever. ruling yesterdav

by I he Department of Environmental
Quality Engineering limited operations
until March 1. 1983, unless a further ex
tension is granted by the health board.

The DEQE decision was on an appeal by
the Norihampion Conservation Commission
Irom whal was described as open ended
approval by the local board. DEQE con
iinued a number of environmental
safeguards associated with the disposal of
I he ash. according to DEQE spokeswoman
.-\lecia .Agan.

-Miss Agan she did not know how much
ash would be dumped at the site next to the
plant and along the Connecticut River at
the Hi>lyoke .Northampton border.

DEQE Commissioner Anthony D.
Cortese said that while the decision "will
allow short term ash disposal at the Mt.
Tom site" it recognizes that alternate
disposal techniques are "more en
vironmentally desirable."

Cortese said the recent plant conversion
from oil to coal was necessary becau.se of
rising energy costs.

"Conversions such as that underway at

Mt. Tom can al.so result in some long term
environmental benefit," ('ortese said. "I am
commiiied lo see ihal the Mt. Tom con-
version is environmentally beneficial. We
can have the lu'st of bolh worlds."

IgNNURSiS:

PROFESSIONAL TEAM
THE ARMY NURSE CORPS OFFERS
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES:

ProfeMional growth through a variety of new and challenging
clinical experiences.

.A chance to continue your education on a post-graduate level.

Full-time professional patient care.

The prestige and responsibility of being a commissioned officer.
AssignmenU or Travel both in the US and overseas. The Army
will make every effort to give you the assignment you want.
Excellent pay and benefits.
Periodic pay raises as your seniority and rank increase.

If you are a student nurse, or alrewly have a BSN, contact the
Army Nurae Corps todsy to see if you qualify.

Call collect 301-677-4891

Th» ArMy Nanr Cmrpt.
Smknm R<glM. U.S. Amy U«,
Fen Gtmrtt G. M«a^. MD J»7S5

Name ^__

Address.

City, Slaic. ZIP.

Phone _______
I

Apt.

S'NERRC J,
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S,™^" t" explore themselves, their world, March 8-12
'gian Staff \\ omens Week. ^ ^^ ^m^ mt

By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

were"[he7;I;";'r'P'T?''^ «"*^ programming decisions

Wnmn We ^'^"'i"'
'*'':*• "^^'"" ^^ ^he Internationalmu n s U .-ek general mc-lmg Mondav altern<M>n

l.very y,.ar the Distinguished Visito'rs Program (DVP)-IS asuie $.1,000 for International Women's Xek OnMon, ay mghl the International Women's Week Budge, isscheduled to be brought before DVP tor apmovtln,.os., expenses include costs for the film "Juh!;^' a^sluk sh,w on disarmament; $7.5 lor each of the 19scheduled speakers and .$200 for each of the 7 panelists$b ., ,s alM, being requested to pay for transportation and
hoti'l cost st.,r I he .speakers.

""ami
Additional mon.-y will be needed lo carry on the publicil

y

->' InlcTKinonal Women's Week. This includ.-s po.sters I^hanner. Ilyers and adverti.sem.'nts in the newspapers andon radio. $,;,0 ,s being requested for childcare, which Iheyhope lo provide throughout the ..ntirely of International

English careers

seminar set
HySCSAX .JACOBS
Collegian Coi respondent

A brighter outl„„k of the job picture for
aspiring iea<hers will be presented at S
p.m. Ihursday in the Bartlett Hall English
Lounge. "^

A
I

the meeting, entitled "A Career in
leaching Lnglish. " information relating to
English as a career and the effects of thenew teaching ceri ifieation recjuirements
will be available.

Though ih,. combined effwts of a decline
in student enrollment and Proposition 2 V;-
have .serwd to depress the demand for
teachers ,n Massachusetts, positions are
m()re readily available to those who are
billing to rel<M-ate. said Linda Cleary
.supervi.sor of student teachers and coor-
•i'nator ol the meeting. Teaching positions
exist m Vermont. New Hampshire and
Maine and are even more plentiful in the
rapid growth sunbelt stales of Texas
Hotida and Oeorgia. she said. This past
December, school administrators from
Umhester. N.V. an.l Houston. Texas, came
to Ihis campus to recruit teachers. Though
the results from those interviews are not
yet in. administrators who traveled here
Irom Florida hired several students. Dr
Hilson ol the University Placement Service
says that there are "lots of jobs available in
Houston and Florida."

For those not willing to relocate, the
employment picture is grim but no
Hopeless. Cleary .said that two of her recent
graduates have already located positions in
Massachu.setts.

"There are jobs.. .not a lot. but they're
there, she said.

Arthur Hilson supports deary's
assessment of the employment picture in
the Commonwealth. When asked how many
teachers his placement service has placed in
Ma-ssachusetts he replied, "not a lot."

Women's Week.

sp Mke.s have been conlirmed, the agenda for Inter-na .onal W<,men s Week is dose lo being formalized.
Inuinalional Women s Week begins on March 8. which is

n h'l'T^T •Vr" ?
^'^y- "'•'^ ^'" Imernational panel.^milled Ihird World Women as Liberators: SameMruggle. Same Fight" featuring a woman from ,1

1
hill pines, a Puert.>Rican woman and women Irl
On Vll h'u \t -^IT'"

I^ifH'ralion Organization (PLO».
)n Maich 9 there will he threehealth care workshops onMcnlizalion abu.se. the new rights attack on women

Xen ""
^'h

"^"'^ "' '•'•P'--^--^ive rights, sexu;"
PiUe.ence, and se.x education). There will !„ a panel
(hscussion on women moving lorwanl. featuring local
national and inlernalional women.
The workshops on March 10 will focus on women insi.leand ouls.de ol the workplac... Topics discussed will include

unions, health an.l safely. se.vual harassment, unem
pioyment, worklare and career options for women Belly

Carter will U- a featured performer at the Fin.. Arts
( cni.'r ihalevi'ning.
On Man-h 11 the t.,pie of I'.m-us will be e.lucation: com-IM.a ive e. tication in Cuba, the Cniies Slates, Puerto Ricoami Zi.nbabwe: and the state ..f public educati.,n lill be

<i.scuss...| Ih.. him -.Julia" will be f.^atured that .-vening
Nf)on.s.»r..l by [hv Commui.-r Clollective.
March 12 I he last day of Inlernalional Women's Week

violenc.. wil b.. explore.l in workshops. .Ju.ly O'Neil.. fn.m"u I nite. (hrisiian foundation and a sp..ak.-r from theV\..m..ns Inlernali..nal L.-ague lor P..a.v and hr,...lon;
will l.e speaking on women and .lisarmam.nl. Culluralc'v.n.s will 1... .on.lucle.l as a b..n..fii for ih.- bat redw.M„en.s shelters, .lealing with ih.- issti.-s ol ,-. ,! a J.>aUc.vdwom.-n. That night, an Afr.^

Women's w" l'th' T''''^
"^^'''^'"^ ''"• I'^^nialional

N in. n s U ..ek
1 hurs.lay at (> p.m. F.,r m..re inlormaii.,n

Trial foreseen for
suit filed vs. local
realtor by students
I'.yTIMMACPHKF

' C.)llegianCorres|)on.lenl

A twoy..ar.,ld $200,000 lawsuit filed in Hampshire
..untySup..rior Court against ,he owner an.l manager of

( ..l..mal \ illage Aparlm..nts may go to trial soon.
Ihe suit, originally lih-d in De.-ember. 19.S0 .jn behalfol

.
ni.a M. Waller who liv..! in Colonial Vil'hi". fromN.pteiuber 19<« to May 1980. claims that owner L.Hiisr

i..hn As,so.-,at.>s and manager Patrick Kamins have
H'peat.-.lly «„d cnliniiously faili.d to return security

•'^•Posns to t.-nants in complian.-e with the law"
IH.- sim also claims that the .letendanls .harged

'V<lucti.ms lor.Iamag.>s that exi.s.,.d before occupation and
charg.'d l..r v\,.ar an.l t.ar and .nher n.)rmal abu.se

W.-ve had students .-.mie to the LSO b.-fore with
c..mpla,n,s about lan.llor.ls and security .lepo.sits." .sai.iMark L.ks.,.m ..f the l!niv..rsity of Ma.s,sachus..|ts Stu.lenl
Agal S.-rvi.-es Office (LSO). "If h e think Ihev hi

.".• .•-•.• -•.•-•

the Philadelphia Daily News was able to visit areas ofPoland cut off to foreign journalists by martial law whenshe returned to her native land to see her ill grandmother.
Ubst was able to carry out photos obtained from Solidaritv
underground members in the lining of her coat

I

.
'• • "« iiiiiiK Kiev navi' a

."giliinale .omplaint we t.-ll them that thev have the riuht
lo^sue, wi,h.-r in small claims court, or they can file a .-ivil

Fcksl.-in sai.l m..si people go through small claims
court, but h.' I.)und that .some landlords still weren't
changing Iheir practices.

"So ••I{y going t.) Superior court and filing a class
actu.n sun w,- can seek redress f.,r large numb.Ts of
peopl.-. In this case, we .seek damages for all the pe.iple
wh..,s.. security .lep.jsit has been handled by the .lelen.lants
since I he security deposit law went into .'fleet."

Since Eckstein won the right of trial f.>r his clenl the
ca.se isn l oyer yet. "Ifs still loo early to tell exactly 'how
the ca.s,. will turn .,ut. though." Eckstein said, adding that
he IS unsure wh.-lher the apartment complex will appeal
the decisDn I.) go to trial.

"For example." Eckstein said. "In a cla.ss action suit
against a Boston landlord, the man settled out of court. He
put a quarter of a million dollars in an escrow account lo be
divi.led up by the tenant.s."

Eckstein sai.l he believes that class action suits such as
thes." ar.' som.>times neeeessary to enforce the ritrhts of
i.-nanis. ^ "

'We hope that future tenants' security deposits will be
|M.)t.-.t.>.l lr.)m some landlords who .seem to be more
concern.'d w.ih the apartments of vacati.)n tenants rather
than incoming ones."

m JOHN MORRELL DIDNT
BECOMEATRAINEEim^COLLEGE

HE BECAMEA MANAGERT^
¥

M••«>
M•#

%;•

As hM\uti\c(.1ttiaTi>t rhc
Arni\ s

l\'fi-i)seL.ini,'u,it,vInNiirutiMr

M"ntircvC;,ilit,.nii.i. Im rcsfx-nMHc
' T t!H-h..iismi;. fi-fJmi,',iiKi\\c|l-

l\ii(,'i.t SiVstiKJcnts Aiklth.itsn..
Mii..'l t.ivk lm,in,ii,v.in,innii,ilf..i>d

lMiJi;ct,.f ,.\cr,i million .iiij. I h.ilt

ii> 'ii ir^- .-XikI I m .la-ouiit.ihlc ti .r fur
inillu >n Ji )||,ir> wi <rth t if pn ipcrtv

Ov. flip of ni,in.it,'ini,' nioiu'v

1 .ilso MifXTvise ,1 ^tMtt'of' J4 people
.And ckh > inc h.is iinicjuc pn >hlcm>
thiir Ih.ncroh.mdlcon.i J.iilvh.iMs

"loll hettcr hejievc the ii'.idership

.inJ ;n,m,iycr)UTit rr.iiinnL: I rcniMil
-III Arnn RClJC^isp.ivinuoft

f here .ire other i,'<hh.1 rcivon-
tortjlMiiL-RPTc: tiH. LikochoLir-
-hip > 'pponunitics And hn.iiHi.il

.isMsr.iiHc upto5I.AV,i ve.irfor

vour List fuovcirsolRC'lTC:
If vou want .1 job .ifter college

th.it otters real challenge and real

re-ponMhihtv. do uh.it |ohn Morrdl
did Tike Arrnv Rem:

.And hei,'in vour future , is, hi
oftl^iT

Cpt. Patrick Merryman
5452321
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SPEEO
READING
presented by
Springfield

Management
Associates

UMass
CC Rm 904-908

Feb. 10, 17, & 24
7-9 pm/3 sessions

Cost. S40.00
Limit: 50 people
Reservations:

Call Jon 546 5396

r

t

t

t

t

EUROPE >> CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

Ni I t
I. .hii M, ..Ti-ll « ,,s ., huMru^^ m.i|i ir ,.i

ihi'
I nivvrsirx ,.( I,.u., ,,„J ., n.fniKr ..1 Arnn

ARMYROTC.
BEAUYOUCANBE.

EUROPE
BY CAR

•!•'•!•

'.->: 4b Rockefeller Plaza
:>'v New York, N.V.
••••••$ 10020

i^
Phone (212) 581 3040

^ Mail this ad for

i^ Special

Student/Teacher
f"^
••>.

Tariff

|U MNTAL a LIAU O ^RCHAM |DWRIa IIIM a TawTMmm
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• STYLES BY DEBORAH • STYLES

a:

H

SxylEs by DeboRAh
NEW YEAR SPECIAL

We'd like to thank you, our clients, for your patronage in the 22W past year by offering you a FREE haircut if you bring us a new 5

O
PQ

client in February, 1982.

Offer good only with this ad.

Expires Feb. 27, 1982

r
Thank you ^/j

tJ}^70-.>

and Staff

65 University Drive
Amherst. MA

549 5610

* HVHoaaa ah

62 Main Street
Easthampton, MA

527 2411

saiAxs

OM^CiMG EyAPORlu/A

Check out this awesome alternative''

OAflCE THE niGHT
MURV

TO THE FinE/T

/ouno in Touin

. Tuesday, February 9, 1982

r
^^

o
>

Win a pair
of Valentine treats

Dinner
Sponsors:

Charlie's

Delano's
Haymarket
Joey D's
Lord Jeffery
Plumbley's
The Pub

Ticket

Sponsor:

Fine Arts
Center at the

Univ. of Mass.
"«

—

•^for:

Inn ^°y^' Winnipeg Ballet
Betty Carter, Jazz
Marcel Marceau

Alvin Alley American Dance Theater
Leonard Rose and the Springfield

Symphony Orchestra

Hegisler at any Dowvniown Council Member Business flisplaymg this sign

Over 15 sets of prizes to be given away!
-PRIZES AWARDED FEBUARY 15-

Contes! Rules Parlicmants may ..ote, between February ^ and 14 Owners and rpanagers olDo*r„own Council Bu.ine.ses are not el.g ble Oecsion o. ,udges ,s Unai%V,Z"sZi bl
"Otitied by leleptione or letter on February 15 -^__—

^

FiKTi's N() Wkv iJktM>Mrii(KviiiVTiherstMassachuse<lsTl^
In Cooperation With WITT

—

Start
every day
refr«8lied!

The Collegian

How to impress a student body.
Valentine's Day is your big chance. Impress him or
her with an FTD* Valentine Bud Vase. A beautiful
bouquet in an attractive heart-shaped vase. And at
an affordable price. Stop by your nearest FTD"
Florist soon. It's the perfect way to get that special
student body to warm up to you

"X.

Send it with special care.

InA^.JPJ^^T^T^"'^ c?;Sf '?
generolly ovoiloble for less than $12 50 Asindeper^dent retailers, FTD Florists set their own orices Service rhnroC!

Asstlatro^
"'^ *** °'''"°"°' ®''" F'onst^' Tronsw^d'to;'

'«)Registered trademark of Florists' Tronsworid Delivery AssocioHon
'^Acooperotivelyowned floral wire and membership service.

M.ll.

MAMPSHIWt MALL
IWTSio

"ICMARO OREVFUSS m
Whn«e Ufe is it 4ny%%My?

|.^ (5:46 @ $1751 8 15

UNfVE ;hus

CHECK OUT THE DRINK SPECIALS
DOUBLE DAIQUIRI'S

(any flavor) 95^,

MILLER/MILLER LITE 50c

An invliaiion lo Dance

|WAJIKXN BKATTT |J|r|\CDIANS KKATON IMIIJO

7 30 only

TAPS
JFQ 15:45 @ $17518:15

mm

Proper Dress Required
• No T-shirts or Jerseys

• No Dungarees
POSITIVE I.D. REQUIRED

NO COVER
AT THE CORNER OF:

UNIVERSITY DR. & RTE. 9
266-8605

Wednesday,
February 17th, 8PM

Vi

VENOM
Nicol Williamson

IW (6 15@ $1 751 8 45

Dollar Movie Day
The Marx Bros

A Day at the Races
Wed at 1:00pm only $1

""'•^"inr'TTTy-rrrT"

-

><OUNTAIIV fAHMS MALL

SARARUDNER
PERFORMANCE
ENSEMBLE
THURSDAY
MARCH 4
8 pm

Vice SQUAO
(6:30 @ $1 751 8 45

U9KKt4 CHEVY

|;PG (6 30 @ $1 75) 8 45

Box Office: Noon to 4PM. M -F(413)545.2511

FineArts
[Center
Concert Hall

Walt Disney's

iNight Crossing
[^•' 16 15 @ SI 751 8 30

BURI SHAFUOrS
REYNOLDS MACHl^fE

„ (6 00 @ S1 751 8 30

Tuesday, February 9, 1982

EDITORIAL/OPINION
ColleiliRn 7

vX-x-:-:-:-:.;.-:-Xv:-:.:.:.v:v:-:-:-:.:.x.;:;:%v.-:-:-:.:.:.v. . ..j.-,...^

-^ :.\\ ... '.".:.- ... '

.
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Can we ever forget the past'^'
In the book 1984. facts and h;«t«.„ r^...^ ... . .

J-
*

In the book 1984, facts and history found to bedetnmental to a conglomerate called Big Brother wer^sys ernat.cally wiped off all tabloids and fflsely rev s^' «protect the powers that be.
A different type of revision is taking place in

InTtifrV^'^M""'"' 'r^^'-
A ^*>"P ^hat calls^itseff TheInstitute for Historical Review" claims that the plannedextermmation of Jews from Eastern Europe was nev^ the.ntenfon of Nazi Germany. In their "Jou^rnal Tor Historic

Dave McCarthy
Review, a publication which has over 3.000 subscribers.nclud.ng libraries, they conceed that many JewT werearresLed bu that deaths occurred not from gas andtorture but Irom di.sease. malnutrition and Slied bo^bings. To the Institute, the 'Final Solution' meant Jewsbeing expelled to Russian Madagascar, and PalistineThey also believe that the cyanide B gas. which RudolfHess testified was used to kill Jews un!ui able for laborwas only u.sed to kill insects in the inmates clothing

rhis group is led by David McCalden, under the namede plume Lewis Brandon. To add a false egitimacy to t^group, eleven members of the Institute for HistoricalReview have Ph D's from major universities. One of heeeven. James Martin, has a Ph.D in History from he

Uni't^^ll'^i
"' ''"''^^"' ''' '"' ^^« ''^^^' -t -a ounited states universities.

350 im '^Td '^i'lT
""^ '^' J^""*"^'' ^^^y '^^-timated that

Jew! wer~
.^."^".'^^fhe accepted figure of six million -Jews were killed in death camps. "We feel that the rate of

^roin'-'i'-Wd'^p''' 7" """ ^'"'^^"'" '^^" ^^^^ f^*" a"y othergroup, said Brandon.
Frankly. Brandon and his friends are either verv

r .^hin*""
""7 "'")• •^*'" *-'"'^""^*^ «f ^he Holocaust is farreachmg and conclusive. Luckily, the damage they are

inflicting on the survivors and their families is offset by thegood tha IS coming out of this sordid affair. Jews all over

I.L^;; <

'"'"''"^'^ "^"""^ ^"^^'^her at a gathering ofHolocaust survivors to set the record straight. RabbiMarvm H.er. dean of the Simon Wiesenthal Center forHoloc-aust Studies said. "One woman told me she was no[worried about the journal now. but wondered what wouldhappen in 20 years, when all the Holocaust survivors theeyewitnesses, were dead."
'

ALSO. Mel Mermelstein. a Long Beach California
Hismessman. has filed a $17 million suit against the
Inslitiue for injurious denial of established fact. He alsowants lo collect the $50,000 that the Institite is offering forproof of the Holocaust. The case is still pending

This group is an insult to eyewitnesses like my fatherwho happened to be in Patton's army during the liberation
ol the death camps. He still recounts stories of people with
spirits high but bodies drawn, who by all rights should
have been dead, fhe.se people who were liberated are the
ones Lewis Brandon of the Institute claim were dying of
natural cau.ses.

^

Could something like the Holocaust ever happen
again^ Says Brandon, The whole thing has been blown
out o proportion. Hitler did nothing that we did not do
ourselves.

Will we ever learn from history?

Davr McCarthy is a Collegian columnist.Ci 1 n n
'-"•-' '"^'"""t^ '.> u ».yoiiegian c<

Sad fate of Boston State - they closed the wrong school
To the FHitnr- ^To the Editor:

I would like to reply to your editorial entitled "Boston
Siale: Never Again!" (Feb. 8). This struck a particular
chord in me. Up until this semester I was a student at
Boston Slate College and I took part in a study to measure
the ellecl.sol the merger on higher education in Boston.

The fact is Boston Stale was the urban .school that
sh<)ui«l have been kept open. It serves from 65 percent to
/O percent of the people of Boston, whereas UMa.ss/Boston
draws only 40 percent of its student body from
metropolitan Boston. Also. 1 want lo plead with vou to slop
using the word "merger" when you refer to what happened
to Boston State. The lads are that the entire purpose of
reorganization in Boston was toclo.se down Boston State.

A major effect of this will be to limit access to public
higher education for the people of Boston. A move on the
pan ol the Board of Regents during August of 1981 was to
loreshadow Uu- events that followed. At this time the
Kegents ordered Boston Stale lo shut down its admissions

Hot concert anticipation too
To the Editor:

There you were, waiting on the line for J. Ceils tickets
Everyone who was there would agree that it was an ex-
perience. The way that the lines wrapped around the CC
reminded me of the Outlaws line last year. Everyone was
uncomfortable, excited, drunk with anticipaticni What
seemed like days was merely hours. For those of you who
slept, you were lucky. When you got your ticket you were
probably very excited and happy to get out of there to get
a few comfortable hours of sleep, but I wasn't. Someone
has my sheepskin coat, and that killed what started out as
a fun night.

This letter is obviously directed toward one person Let
me describe my coat to you. It had tan suede on the out-
side, with fur on the inside, <n-«H»^ockete", nmfon the Coh- •

olMce. the elleci of this would be. and is. that access to alow cost and accessible public higher education in Boston
has been greatly diminished.
I have one further comment to make and that is that the

school that should have been shut down is
UMass/Amherst. I know this may sound absurd but please
hear me out. I have only been here a week and I an'i very
angry. The students here .seem more concerned about the
upcoming J. C.cis concert than about what goes on around
Ihem. Also, (he place that I have been assigned to live in is
a pig pen. The vandalism is obscene and makes one wonderwhy these students should be able to attend college when
at the same time students in Boston are given the shali I
believe (he reason lor this is that the students hiTi-fhin^
most part come In.m the middle class, whereas in ISnnfttm
the students are Irom a much lower economic background
It i.s noi lair and lurthermore. it makes me sick - so much
^o I hat I do not plan to return here after this semester.

David Lanciano

Southwest

'Yellow rain'

takes its toll

in bio warfare
Some call

,1 "yellow ram.' To people living inAlghanisum. Laos. an,i Cambodia, it is , he shower of .Llh

will ii T' r''":;
'^"''"'^' ^'" "h" ->me in contact^ilh It. It s chemical and biological warfare, and the Soviet

nion IS waging a on a frightening .scale in these <-..unlriesIhe world km.w.s |„tle about this, and .-areseven h-.ss But["•op.e aie ,lymg Iron. Soviet toxins that are b.-ing spread
«»nu.a (lelenM-le.s.s civilian population

.Samples ol ,h,.mical agents have been smuggled out of^aos aiul
( ainlHKMa. T> .tnchothecene) is a poison that is

ma.l.. horn gram mold and fungus. It dissipates without aI'ac.. when e.vposed I., sunlight. When exposed to T2 a|Mr.M.n lust goes into convulsions. Coughing spasms strikeM. accompanied by .severe abdominal cramps and
'f'^' nh.-a. Hlo,Hl Hows profusely from the eyes, ears, nose
^"'<' ;>';•'" h. Death .so<,n follows. T2 is the most frecmentlvused chemical an<l biological agent in the Soviet arsenal

^
(...ngiessional hearings have taken place on the Soviet

u.se ol , hese weapons, but nothing major has come out ofem. Ca.ses ol atucks are well documented, withhousan<is ol casualties inflicted by the Soviets, but no

u. al Is h .'r r ^""""
'f^r ^y ^he State Department,uui allies have al.so stayed silent.

According lo Ihe 1925 Geneva Prot<x-ols and the 1972
Bu.logical Weapons Convention, chemical and biological
ag,.nts are not to be used on the battlefield. The stories ofUorid War 1 chemical warfare is proof enough of the
horrors ol ,i But the Soviet Bloc has ignored these rules,and have built up a formidable supply of chemical agentsalong with a wilbngne.ss to use them. Their armies are well
rain.-d wuh liv.juent practice utilizing real chemical

iigeiH.s.

The Soviets, of course, have denitnl that Ihev have used

'^:^^r ^""^ ^"''"'^' '" ^^"^' ^'ambodia. and
Alghanisian.

1 hey al.so accu.se the United Slates of beinir

V ..mame.se jungles. We al.so can't deny that we have large
stockpiles ol chemical and biological agent.-:. But wehaven t used (hem yet. and Ihe Soviets have

Chemi,-al and biological warfare are as horrible and
•
lestru.-i.ve as nuclear weapons. They are also ejLsier toproduce than nukes. Countries who can't afford or do notHave the technology u, make a nuclear Ix.mb can easilymake chemical agents. It is-a threat that cannot continue tobe Ignored by the world.
Th.- Unil,.,l Stat.'s must devote all necessary r.-sources

u. gather and evaluate evidence of Soviet chemical and
biological attacks, and together with the United Nations
lake steps to throw the full weight of international law and
w..rld opinion at the Soviets. The world must know about
Ihe heinous crime against humanity that the Sovi.-t Union
IS commitlmg. and lake decisive action.
The longer we delay, the more innocent people will be

slaughtered. And even worse, the longer we let the
Soviets get away with chemical and biological warfare itbecomes more likely other countries will join the Sovietsand u.se these weapons. How many more victims will it
lakt- belore the terror of the "yellow rain" is halted?

Rnmhlph T. Holhut is a Collegian columnist.

easily ruined by cold theivery
iar which folded up. Most obvious was the fact that the zip-
per handle is on the side opposite to the conventional
jackets. That s all they sell in Israel. That's where it's
trom. It was a present from my late father. It's the only
one I ve been wearing since the winter started. It's the on-
ly winter jacket I have at school. To whomever mistook
my jacket for their own: I would have rathered vou
mistaken my car. It costs more and it meant less to me
This is the Year Toward Civility and I feel that the per-

son whom has my coat owes it to me to be civil enough to
return it to me. If you do I will be civil enough to forgive

hd"" m^J'"''
^"" ^''^' ^^^ ''''^^ '^ ^" ^ "^^"^^

^ ^""^ y^"^'"

.'. .'..'. , , . -..v.'.'.-^^.-
IHvid FrankI in
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UM student n
after weekend car accident

, Tuesday, February 9, 1982 Tuesday. February 9, 1982

By SUSAN KING
I'olk'jfian Stall

One person remains in critical condition
at Ilolyoke Hospital following an accident
on Hobart Lane early Saturday involving
four University of Massachusetts students.
Dana M. Davis, 22, of Apt. 2. 40 Hobart

Lane, was cited with driving to endanger
an(J failure to keep to the right, Amherst
I'olice said. Davis was driving a 1974 two-
door Mercury owned by Nicholas Papas, a
passenger, also of 40 Hobart Lane. As the
car lra\elled from I'uMton Village onto
Hobari Land. Mary Ellen Callaghan of 46
Mam St.. and Christopher Bellini (no ages
gi\en). 8 Pufllon Village, reportedly
jumped onto the hiuxi of the car police said.
Davis then reportedly hit a>parked car
owni'd by John A. Bergamo of Walpole.
Ma., throwing Callaghan and Bellini off of
the ho(Mi, police sai<l.

According t«) Amherst police. Callaghan
suflered head injuries and was taken to
Coolcy Dickinson Hospital. Northampton,
and was then transferred to Hohoke
Hospiial. Callaghan remains a patient in the
intensive care unit according to a Holyoke
Ht)spital s[)okesman. Bellini was reporlediv

injured in the waist and leg area and taken
to Cujiey Dickmson Hospital. Bellini is in
satisfactory condition according to a
spokesman at Cooley Dickinson.
The Amherst Speed Alcohol Patrol (SAP)

arrested three drunk drivers, wrote 11
spee<ling tickets and gave five verbal
warnings over the weekend, according to
Amherst Police.

Loukas Nalsis. 20of Winche.ster, Ma., was
arrested on S. Prospect St. and charged
with driving under the influence, and
travelling the wrong way on a one way
street at 11 :10 p.m. Thursday, police said.
James A. Parsons, 29 of 73 Old Amherst

Kd.. Sunderland, was arrested on West
Pomeroy Lane. Amherst, for driving under
llu' influence, and improper pa.ssing,
idouble solid lines).

CMass student (ieorge Jaffarian, 21 of
Swiss Village, was arrested at 2:25 a.m.
Saturday on College St. for driving under
I he inlluenci'.

There were three other alcohol related
arrests over the weekend police said. Doug
L. (ioilin, 344 Cance Dormitory, CMass,
was arrested for being an improper person
in poss»\ssion of alcohol walking down
Fearing St. with an open bottle of beer,.

Arms budget may profit firms here
WASHIN(;T()N (AP) - The 1983

Defen.se Di'partmenl budget proposal
contains $7.r)14 billion lor aircraft engines
and rnissiU-s already being manufactured in
Massachusetts.
The (Jeneral Electric Co. of Lynn and the

liaytheon Corp. of West Andover. Lowell
and Bedford could ben«'fit the most from the
Heagan administration's commitment to an
increase in defense spt-nding.

ihe Defense Department's budget
proposes spending $1,245 billion more in
bscal 198;j than in fiscal 1982 for weapons
systems that have major components
produced in Massachusetts.

That does not include any future Navy
contracts that might be won by the Fore
Kner Shipyard. Quincy Shipbuilding

Division of (ient-ral Dynamics Corp. in
(Juiiuy. Mass.
The single largest request is for $2,962

billion for 84 FA 18 Hornet twin engine
lighters to be used by the Navy and Marine
Corps. GE in Lynn makes the engines.
GL in Lynn als<j produces engines for the

SH »;0B Seahawk LAMPS helicopter
<apable of ant

i submarine warfare, antiship
surveillance and targeting. The Navy is
requesting 48 at a projected cost of $1,250
l)illion.

In addition. GE in Lynn manufactures
engines for the AH-H4 twin-engine attack
helicopter which carries la.ser guided an-
titank missiles, cannon and rockets. The
Army wants 48 of them at a cost of $998.7
million.

DETA KAPPA PHI
Jr—'It-J/r—'/r

366

N. Pleasant

».j»' •

DETA KAPPA PHI
OPEN HOUSE

Come down and see why BK0 is

the ONLY fraternity that matters

Be more than just a number in a dorm full

of rules and regulations. Be part of a
growing brotherhood that has modern liv-

ing conditions, good food, strong in-

tramural teams, and a GREAT social life.

Tues. Feb. 9. Wed. Feb. 10.
Thufs. Feb. i i at 9:00 p.m.

All UMqss Men Invited

s

f'nday night. Richard P. Danner. 18. 409
Brtii l)orniitory. CMass, w.is arrested in

the Main .St. parking lot Frnlay night with a
case of Budweiser b«'er. lor being a p«Mson
under the age of 20 in possession of alcohol
and using false identification. Alan P.
Miller. 19, a CMa.ss slud«'nt from Jericho.
N.\., was arrested Saturday morning on
Fearing St. for operating under the in

lluence and possession of an altered
operator's licence.

In an unrelated incident, a burglary was

I (poind I'nday at a Hoist Street'
residence. Entry was reportedly gained
iliiiiu>;h the locked door of a two car
garage. A black leather jewelry case
containing rhinestone necklaces and gold
br.iceleis, two 1949 Howard High School
class rifigs with the initials SAW and SMW,
one brown jewelry case containing cuff
links engraved with the letters JIMM,
valued at $'{00. an antique $5 bill, and a gold
necklace engrav«'d with the letters JIMM,
valui'd at $500. were stolen.

^^^''^^J^. ^**F" ^^^ - ^•'^""^ »»« boats to approach a jXii'

tjT,V "f;*,^"' """ ""'"' "»''•*•' '"'» T-k.vo Bay last nigh. eIt kiM

FOR

VALENTINES

Do it in the Collegian!
Valen tine Classifieds

$ 1. 00 for messages
under 15 words

$2. 00 for messages
over 15 words

Come to tine Collegian table
at the Campus Center
Monday, Tuesday
or Wednesday

to place your ad in Fridays
Special Valentine edition

* //
I love you's" are free

Colle ^iein 9

Why Blacks mistrust Reag
nroval stemc fr<>rv, o -,» : ^

-

^By NORMAN HILL

The recent results of a New York
Ttmes/CBS News Poll reveal a startling
fact: only eight percent of blacks p(,||ed ap
proved of the President's handling (,f his
office. This IS the lowest approval rating
for a President that the poll has ever
registered.

EDITORIAL

Part of the problem is of course ba.sed in
economics. A disproportionate number of
blacks are poor and. pro|)ortionately far
fewer blacks are among the high income
earners who are reaf.ing the windfall
iK-nefits of the President's tax ri.iuctions
Blacks are ref)re,sented in high numbers in
those industries, auto and steel among
them, which are among the hardest hit by
the Reagan recession. Moreover black
workers, who are most often empl(')yed in
jobs with a high risk of job-related illness or
injury, are not unmindful of the President's
attempt to drastically weaken occupational
safety and health standards and their en-
forcement. ^

In part, however, the low rating of ap-

proval s ems from a gn.wing perception in
the black community that the President is
indifferent to and ignorant of the severe
difficulties facing the black community
Ihe sense of despair and frustrati<;namong blacks is on the increase. And there
's nothing in President Reagan's public ex-
pressions that can provide blacks with the
loast bit of hope.
The most recent case in point is the fiasco

over a decision by the Treasury and Justice
I)t'F.artment which revoked an Internal

.
Revenue Service policy which .lenies tax
exemptions to racially .se^'regated private
-^hools. White Hou.se C\,un.selor Kdwin
Meese Presi, ent Reagan's close friend
and innuential advi.sor. was the one who
personally approved this lamentable
change m policy. American blacks can
rightly have no confidence in a President
with advi.sors such as Mr. Mee.se.
More shocking, however, was the Presi-

<lenfs initial reaction. When Deputy White
Hou.se Chief of Staff Mich;iel Deaver
together with Secretary of Housing
Samuel Pearce met with the President to
explain this latest Reagan disaster in race
relations, they confronted a man who
reportedly was "hurt and angered" by the
public s negative reaction. All Americans
who are committed to racial equality and

social justice must be dismayed by news
that their President was "angered"'at pro-
pi-r criticism of his Administration's latest
outrage against human decency. Rather
than exf)ressing shock at the failings of his
closest aide. Reagan was venting fury
against every decent American who is
shocked by the Administration's bleak
record on matters of civil rights and social
justice.

Public response to the Administration
was .strong indeed. Just days later the
f resident announced that the Administra-
tion was submitting legislation to Congress
that would bar tax-free status to schools
that discriminate on the basis of race
But despite the President's F)rote.st.itions

that he is "unalterably opposed to racial
discrimination in any form" Mr. Reagan's
conduct in office is deeply troubling to
b acks. After all. as a result r,f his steward-
ship of the economy, black iinemplovment
stands at 17.4 percent; the President is
engaged in an effort to weaken the provi-
sions of the 1%5 Voting Rights Acf and
the work of the Etjual Employment Oppor-
tunity Commission has l)een severely
restricted. At pre.ss conferences, the Presi-
dent fretjuently betrays what for l)lacks is
an almost galling ignorance of such issues
of vital concern as affirmative action.

By PHIL JENNINGS
Collegian Staff

Poor forced into economic draft

Overall, the President's performance on
matters of race has l)een dismal.
When he a.ssumed his high office Presi-

dent Reagan pledged he would be Presi-
< cnt of all the people. In practice he has
demonstrated a cruel preference for the
privileged and wealthy, for racial big(,ts
and segregationists. At the same time he
has heighteneti the .sense of frustration
among black Americans and has seriously
undermined their trust in the Executive
Branch.

What is needed is not merely an occa-
sional reversal in policy or an attempt
egnsatively to repeal an Administrati<m
J)lun(ler. What is needed is a clear articula-
tion ot a po.sitive program designed to deal
with the special burdens face.! by black
Americans who disprop(.rti<.nately are suf-
fering from the Reagan recessi..n and the
Administrtion's effort to gut .social pro-
grams which aid the needy.

( 'nless he takes clear steps to reverse his
failing ,n the arena of civil rights, amiable
and charming Ronald Reagan may go down
in the annals „f American histtJry as the
person who most undermined the racial
progress our country had made since the
iMoO s.

Nonnan HUl is l'nsi,init nlth,'A Phitn,
fi<tni/<>lf,h Institute.

With the emergence of Ronnie Reagan
and the "new right" comes a new defen.se
budget and a mandatory draft registration
which may force hundreds of thousands of
young men into the armed services, leaving
Uncle Sam in total control of their destiny.

Yet there is still another type of draft,
its called an economic draft. A
disproportionate number of Blacks,
Hi.spanics and other minorities ^long with
poor whites have been indirectly "forced into
the armed services due to high unem
ployment, economic deprivation and
psychological depression.

Now with Reagan threatening to chop
away at college funds and the shrinking
availability of financial aid, more and more "

proper influ«mce or direction for their piece

EDITORIAL
-'^--»\f

of the "American pie."
proper influence or direction for their peice
ol the "American pie."

Let's look at the Viet Nam experience.
57.000 U.S. soldiers died. 300,000 were
wounded and 80,000 got less than honorable
discharges. 30.000 Viet Nam vets are now a
part of the LI.S. pri.son population. One

quarter of the Viet Nam vets now working
make less than 7,000 dollars a year. A
disproportionate amount of vets in all of
these categories are Black, Latin, Asian,
Latin, Persecution for lesbians and gays

men is widespread.
Agent Orange, a chemical sprayed all over
Viet Nam to destroy the vegetation, the
land, and the people.

How well does the military pay'.' The
ba.se pay of $5.50 monthly works out to be
equivalent to the minumum wage, the last
time there was a major pay rai.se for GI's
was 1972, .since then inflation has doubled.
Air Force Statistics show that 86 percent of
enlisted personnel have to work another job

AMHERST - Black History Month will ture on black history by Tony Crayton ofbe celebrated at the University of Third World Affairs"
".^^ rayton ot

Ma.s.sachu.setts/Amherst this month with a

exhi^il/f
'''^'"'''* ^''""' "^"^*^-«' ^-^^'"t-^ an<l Feb. 12. 9 p.m.-l a.m.. New Africa Houseexnioits. West Indian "action jam" with theThe schedule of events is as follows: Wareika Reggae Band.

Feb.i».Hp.m..C(-lH8..slideshowandlec- Feb. 14. 9 p.m.-mi.lnight. New Africa

ANNOUNCEMENTS

at night.

And like all other institutions in
America, racism and .sexism exists in the
military too. While 40 percent of the
enlistees are from poor communities, less
than 10 percent of the officers are Black or
Latin. Percecution for lesbians and gay
men is widespread.

In conclusion, those of us who are of
dralting age should know all facts involved
belore signing our lives away to Uncle Sam
1 he light should first be a domestic one for
belter jobs, a college education and a betterway of lile at home, and not to .secure the
prolits for corporations like Exxon or to
pacily the egos of White Supremists.

Afro-Am has one for you
Need a course?

House. Fred Clayton Band and African tional Treasure
"

Uance.

Feb 1« 8 nrr, « 1 . ir r, ^" ^^'''^'<'"' ^^^tTe wlll be a photo exhlbit

1 ; t i'
'^^^"'*^^"f '^'n'f'n Ballroom, by Yoruba Reginal Jackson from M •. n -J

K.K .7. H ,,„,., a: ,0,. nuBois: A Na- JIH.! wl.^LXLl^l'"
""""'• """"'

AFRO-AM ll.l AFRO-AM ART
HISTORY |C| TuTh 2:303:45/NAH 10!)
Stevens

AFRO-AM 132 AFRO AM HISn)RY
Hin> TO CIVIL WAR (CI MVVF
iI:ir,-12:t).VNAH3I5Stickland

AFRO-AM 190B COMPOSITION-
STYLE ANDORCiANIZATION |B| MWF
12:2()-1:I0/NAH IM Section I Meade
MWF 3:;i.5-4:25/NAH 114 .Section 2 Meade

v..

AFRO-AM 190F BLACK LITERATURE
II MVVF 2:;i()-3:20/NAH 315 Terry

AFRO-AM 219 NEW AFRICA HOUSE
( HOIR W 1 9:00-2 1:.3()/FAC 152 Freeman

AFRO-AM 232 HISTORY OF BLACK
NATIONALISM TuTh
•"H5 Allen

5-I2:;^0/NAH

'^^'^^^I'^^mmmmiimmMimiimm^ v

AFRO-AM 254 INTRODUCTION TO
AFRICAN STirOIES Tu
1 9:00-2 1:.30/NAH 315 Afesi/Richards

AFRO-AM 264 FOUNDATIONS OF

BLACK EDUCATION IN THE US |CI
TuTh !»::iO-10:45/NAH 315 Davis

AFRO-AM 290 MINORITY ISSIES IN
MENTAL HEALTH W
I<S;(i(i-2I:()0/Malcolm X Center Cooke

AFRO-AM 318 BLACK Ml'SIC Ml'SIC
AND THE THEATRE TuTh
l!»:()0-2():.3()/V\'ebs Lounge Shepf)

AFRO-AM 331 THE LIFE & WRITINGS
OF VV.E.B. DUI^OIS M I!»:Otl-22()0/NAH
!()!» Meade

AFRO-AM .3;}3 AFRO-AM SLAVERY
MWF 12:20-I:1()/NAH 1 10 Strickland

AFRO-AM 39U' BLACK POLITICS IN
THE U.S. Tu lS:()t)-20:0()/NAH 110
Puryear

AFRO-AM 392A CREATIVE WRITINCJ-
FICTION W U>:00-21:00/NAH I()«>

Thelwell

AFRO-AM 394A AFRICAN ART
HISTORY W 19:00-21:30/NAH 315
Richards

The Third World Theater Series
proudly presents its fifth .sea.son of plays
which exhibit the theatrical works of
African. Asian. Native American and
Hispanic peoples as a major contribution to
contemporary theater arts. The series
seeks to broaden the experience of the
community by providing a bouquet of
cultural expressions which display both the
beauty and the diversity of people of color.

An i-vening with Ossu Davis ami Rnhq Dee
a .salute to RIack History Month with two

legends of American Theater.
Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee intersperse

dramatic readings with a history of Black
art and culture starling from ancestral
Africa up to present limes.
Tuesday, PVbruary 23 - 8 PM

Campus Center Auditorium, UMass
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IsThere
Life
After

CdUegel
Phoenix Mutual assures you we have a

fine future for you in life insurance.
With all the variety challenge,
and rewards you could ask for

Our beautiful, strikingly modernhome office building was the first two-
sided office structure ever built Stand-
ing on the banks of the Connecticut

Kford''°"^°^^'^'^"'-^^^^'^^^
Certainly, it's no ordinary building

But then again, Phoenix Mutual is no
ordinary insurance company. \f youYeookmg for a rewarding career, you'll
find us a very good place to work.

BIG ENOUGH TO COUNT.
SMALL ENOUGH SO YOU COUNT

We're one of the twenty largest life
insurance companies in the US and
steadily growing. So we can offer you
security and steady progress. At thesame time, we're not too big to not care
about every employee. Our training pro-grams are very specific and very exten-
sive. They include intensive programs
at nearby campuses, as well as self-
s udy courses and on-the-job training
All company paid, of course: you earn
while you learn.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
ACTUARIAL STUDENTS AS WELL AS
DATA PROCESSING PROFESSIONALS.
The range of our activities may sur-

prise you. If you're interested in figures
or almost any aspect of insurance, weare seeking (and train) actuarial stu-
dents to enter a formal program offer-
ing rotating job assignments affordino
exposure in most departments along
with company paid study time Our

£fl
Processing Department also

seeks highly motivated individuals to
enter 3 months of intensive study in
basic data processing techniques.

HARTFORD: SMALL-TOWN CHARM
AND BIG-CITY SOPHISTICATION

Mark Twain, who lived in Hartford
said You do not know what beauty is ifyou have not been here." Just 2 hours
from New York or Boston, this pleas-
ant, warm, relaxed city has taverns
discos and night clubs. The opera'
ballet, symphony, 48 public parks, fine
shopping and dining all make it an
enjoyable area to live and work in.

YES, THERE CAN BE LIFE AFTER COLLFRF

fBn.?r\^??S}'^^-
COM™K ?0 SsABOUT A CAREER AT PHOENIX.

Contact Beverly Cotnoir at
Smith College Placement Office

before
Thursday, February 18th

(413) 584-2700

We'll show you how you can get
started on a rewarding, challenging

career at Phoenix, or write to

Avra G. Novarr
Personnel Consultant at:

Phoenix Mutual
Life Insurance Company
One American Row

Hartford, Connecticut 06115
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

QTixMutual
Life Insurance Company

jyr|s
A Chorus

A CHORUS LINE
Fine Arts Center
Sunday. Feb. 7

By SUSAN GLADWIN
CoileKnan Staff

Sunday ni^rht the Broadway touring com-
pany of A Chorus Lim- cast a theatrical
spell over the filled to capacity Fine Arts
Center. The show is considered by many to
l)e the Broadway musical. The U'lVIass per-
formance justified the enormous acclaim
that has l)een continuous over its six year
run.

The program reads "This show is
dedicated to anyone who has ever danced
in a chorus or marched in
step.. .anywhere." It is essentially a day in
the lives of some unemployed dancers who
are auditioning for another job. Through
songs (e.g. "What I Did For Love

"

"Dance: Ten; Looks: Three") their per-
sonalities and past lives are revealed. Rela-
tionships - business and otherwise -

coiiegjan 11

returns
de elop iH^tween the dancers and the om-
nipotent .l.rector. Then, for the finale, in-dmduahsm and practice clothes are set
aside for the unity and glitter that make achorus Ime .so fa.scinating. After all. one

hLhT Z^""''^ ^ '"^ ^^* ^'•'^""'^ ^^^ doing
high kicks ,s not nearly as spectacular astwenty doing it at the same time.

Perhaps some in the audience felt the
dancers tales of family and adolescent pro-
blems were self-pity to the point of

thech^'r-
?"'• '^7 ^"'^"'- ••i"*?^'^ true and

The cast at time, suffered for its weaker
Mngers. but A Chorus Une is dance and in
that It excelled. With "a f,. 6. 7 8" theshow began with an energy level con-
sistantly high from both the orchestra and

A Chorus Line is the kind of show that
can l)e seen and enjoyed many times. Let'shope Its run continues for another six

full

A Chorus Line filled the Fine Arts Center to capacity on Sunday night.

THE GLACIER'S DAUGHTERS
By David Brendan Hopes
University of Massachusetts Press. 68 pp. ($4.00)

By MYLES GORDON
Collegian Correspondent

In The Glacier's Daughters, David Brendan Honeswinds beauffuly through themes of nature and reliXnwith unique, expressive images like:
^

Christ, when did you make
your enemies a liar and came doum
against aU theories on the clockwork earth
flail asphalt to dark flowers.

nature, religion and delight.
lransfi)rmblizzardtoar^jrtry^r,r^f^^c„^j.^.,-... .

^^
Hnru^c Ti

•^'''^.
i'^^'''*''

^"^ ° ^^^^^'^ ofdescending lightHopes also includes poems full of rhythmic delightThese poems are written in everyday lan^age:
^

When Sally plays the spoons
Old Dave likes everything he hears,
picks a few more pockets
and he buys a round of beers

The impact is derived from his keen insight of common ex

^^HeT-r' t'f- ''""f"' -anipulation^f Jmprwords

in Wl^in 'pf•' '".'^'^ ^'""^ light-hearted nuances, as^nWhen Salty Plays the Spoons, to reflect upon the suffer-ing and pain of hfe, both human and animal-
Now a goose in herfury drives off one dog

I hey let me close enough to see

her feet frozen solid in the ire
/ let thern gnaw her down to ankle bone

But along with the.se images of suffering. Hopes praisesthe endurance of the living, and the stubbo^rn effoK^o sUy

..Diride us.

we flow bark. Rum us. we binrken
and take root. Draum m. we fin we gill
S(an>e us and we gnaw

The Glarier-s Daughters masterfully covers a broad

qrstiot'T'""r • ''T
''-^^ ^^-^"^^ ^' his fundLeXl

ceXnal S^ ''""' '" '" ""^ "^^^ ^"^ ^ ^' 'f-

'PRODUCTIQNSi

An evening with ... f

jQy|M

with the UMass

«*•';;*'' i

with special guest TOM CHAPIIM

FEB. 27, 1982
Tickets at:

• Union Records Unltd

• FAC Box Office

• For the Records (FACES)
• Ticketron

ON SALE TOMORROW
FINE A

Umies 6.50, 7.50

Gen Pub 7.00, 8.00
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BOMB DAMAGE — This is one of thp rifv hn^.. • i,;« k u l mi. .rph.,.,.

Salvador. I-olice said M bombrexploded in t capH.! tfL.T 'T""^ '" ^'"' ""''"""" K'
bus U.™i„ai ablaze and .hatUTin'^ .w,^",ephrnr!n,l,alf:.7„'r"'

'"""'*•""'' '" '"'^^^- ^"""«''

Senator Sisitsky files bill to impeach Kins
^Ir.ii ion

^ky an-

i
t ;ic'h (iov.

BOSTON lAl'l - Cumplainin^' .

and misadminisiralion." stuif Stn
noun.Td v.'su.rday thai iu- has lilt-da
Edvtani ,1. Kin^.

Th.- SprinKlit'ld Dtmorrat r:u(i Uw rennih approved
3o pt.nvru hikf ,n slatf-st'i aulu insurantv rales this vearand <-.Kiii-,l,ulions (o the governors rvvU-i-ikm .ommiitt'e
as justiliraiion lor his action.
The rampaiKn contribuuons are It-Kal. Sisiiskv

aeKnnvvledji;i.fi ;n ;, ^^^.^.^ conteren<e.
I'ainek Scanlan. an employee in ihe Senate clerk's of-iKe eonhrnu'o >i>al Sisiiskv filed a hill propos.n. im-

peachnurii ol the >,'overnor las! week.
lioy Lyons, a sp(»ke.sman for Kiny, failed the l)ill

ludicroiis.

Sisiiskv has announced he is a candidate for the
1 democrat !.• nomination for altornev general

Jl.- was ejected from the Senate chamber by Senate
I're.Mdeni V\.n.am M. Bulger last year for allegedly

POTENTIAL REPORTERS!!!

Basic workshops in newswriting and
reporting for interested students will be
held tonight at 7 p.m. in Rm. 901 in the
Campus Center and tomorrow evening at
7:30 in the Collegian Business office. Any
questions? Contact Eileen Galligan at the
Collegian office 545-3500.

d.MU,.i..e behavior. He w'a.s permitted to take his seat
^Kiiin alier making a public apologv

>n.l.h.- lo .MacLean Uo.spiial m Belmont, a psvchialric
tac,iuy.J,ut was later brought back to the Staiehouse by

I i.; said at yester.lays new s confurence that the trip was
'•'•'•Piiaietl by an incident outside the governor's office
ii.-^said he gave the police uffic-r stationed there some

••l;a.sirally it was an act of defamation." he saidsuggesting retaliation for bills that he said he filed to"."fKaeh King, un.seat Bulger and remove Hampdt-n
< "^'."'y>'Mncl Atlorney Matthew Hvanfromoffice

Ms'isky s late filed bill to impeach King would require -,

sHl,'.at',on
'"" '" ""^ '^'"^'^"'" '" '•' ^'l"^'^^-'^ for -n

The impeachment procedure provides for an in-vest tgation by the House and a trial before the Senate.

Labor board ruling

reinstates guards

Heh,?l^^M^^"iv
^"'"*' '^''' - '^^'' National Labor

elat ons Board has awarded 27 former security guards at
"•(• .Maine Yankee nuclear power plant $175,000 and
L;uaranieed hiring preference in a settlement for theiriinngin April I98L

(;uy Seaberg of Damariscotta. a lawv.-r for the s,>curityguanis said .Monday thai the NLHB award came after aeek ol negotiations between attorneys for Maine Yankee
Jl^'ll •>*'cuniy ol Bangor, who runs plant securilv the'
,...vver plant s police and Security Officers Local L which
repre.sentsiheguards.

slc^nv 7' ""T J I- ^''u
^' ^"'"'^ ^^'"'^^^ ^"d HallSm unty. he said, adding that he did not know how mucheach company would be paying.

The guards staged a six-day strike in March 1981 whenthey were tunployed by Blanchard Security Syslt-ms ofAugusta, who at the time ran plant securitv- under a-mract vvi.h Maine Yankee. The walk out came af"er [he
guar<l,s untonixed in December 1980 and then a monthla.er Blanchar.l eoncelled a .sche.luled wage increase

\ ht.n Ihe guards returned lo work April I. ihev weretold that the contract between Blanchard and 'MaineYankee was terminated, and that Hall Security was thenew secuMiy contractor.
()ne issue left un.settled is whether Maine Yankee should

Ik. held rosponstble at all. Seaberg said charges were filed
a.-ainst Hall Security and Maine Yankee- as co-employers
l)ut he .sat, t he responsibiliiy of a power company toward a.•omractors employers has never bt^en .vstai,lished in

Don \igue of Maine Yankee said Monday that his .-om-pany was not a co-employer of the 27 guards, a position the
p mer .ompany has always maintained. He said MaineYankee wa.s involved in the settlement because "we chosenot logo to liligalion.

Seaberg .said it would have taken several years to settletne problem in court.

Sl^m) 'llf'I'h

"''^

fi'""'^'

^••"/^'<^^'*^^' between $2,000 and
•Jlo.OOO of the .selilemenl, depending on the degree ofhardship each sullered because of the layoff

Come join us at our extraordinary

Quality Paperback
Book Sale.

50% cover
price

Tuesday

Valentine's Day Caj<es
siiaped home made cake

[delivered to your Valentine'

. ONLY $4.00 /^3S".

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx °'' send payment to:
PS I LOVE YOu_xoxo .^P O. Box 10181
xoxoxoxoxoxoxoxa; ^ Amherst. MA 01002

Outstanding current and bocktist titles from
America's ieading publishers. Sale starts 2/2/82
"^ UNIVERSITYZH^s...
MSTORE^ Tue & Wed

Nile til 8Sl^llV^-i l^rVH/^Pi? Nile til
8'

X This week send our FTD 2
I^earts Sf Flowers

Valentine's Day
is Sunday
February 14.

TWO FORONE
All Mixed Drinks "9 til li

NO COVER CHARGE

krv vr I'; haul l»l.... . ^. i-^Jr

IJUiTOCTr

- SUE LAIMGOOIM -
At Theta Chi. he's Peter Barsamian
In the movie The Omen, he's known as Damien
On your Birthday today.
You should drink like a boozer
But don't expect one from us
You stupid loozall

We're both far away and
Safe from your menace.
Yes your two favorite nuns.
Are now coaching tennis

The score was even.
But now we're ahead
Face It Bucko
You're better off dead'"

We pray our names won't he revealed
Pftr-r Darlinq our lips rm; senlod.

You're sure to

coprure her

heorr with

rhe romonnc
fresh flowers

Heorr Snck
Pin, and
exclusive FD Gloss
Heorr Dish rhor moke
up our FTD HEARTS G
FLOWERS^" Douquer

It's romonric.
And soys oil

rhe things

you ve been
meoning ro

soy So coll or

visit us rodoy
Because every

VQlenf4ne deserves

flowers

Poor Riichard^

KNOWLES FLOWER SHOP
T72 North Pleasant Street
Amherst, MA 253 3805

^ C^ Ijglping you say it right.

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

DANCE CLUB
DISCO • Top 40 • Ifea Route9 Ambersf

?0i
2Sc Drafts

EVERY THURSDAY ^FRIDAY & SATURDAY

2

75c Drinks

S ** • \ m
with Guest D.J. AL VARELAS \ 8-10 pm

Tuesday, February 9, 1982

DOONESBURY Collegian 1.3
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE

By Gary Trudeau CROSSWORD

By M. Joyce

Edited by

ACROSS
1 Airport need
6 Gl offense

10 Tennis stroke
13 Ringed snake
14 Pneumogastric

nerves
15 Sound, in Seville
16 Like a lion s

hairdo
1^ Nautical term
18 Freshly

19 Small shore tJird

21 Talon

22 Symphonic
Espagnole
composer

23 Oppositesot
zeniths

25 Aspects
29 Wind blown silt

31 good break
fast

32 Now and
34 Kind of fright

38 Spanish
nobleman

40 Disregarded
42 message
43 Star Stale
45 Sari wearer
46 Philatelist's

purchase

Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe
^Xm Lm Aat*«n Il«« !>rw«nu
48 Fall

50 Sharp ridges

53 Chits, of a sort

55 Cipher
56 Cabinetmaker's

need
61 Over
62 Put-inBay slake
63 Plait

65 Demolish: Var
66 Melee
6^ Hardtwisfed

thread
68 Word with wash

or shadow
69 Treats skins
70 Mideast mogul

DOWN
1 March 21 sign

2 Sahara cloaks
3 Lady o( Spain
4 So be It

5 Red ochre
6 Of no

(useless)

7 Novelist Hugh or

Horace
8 S-shaped curve
9 Rib in Gothic

vaulting

10 Hawaiian porch

1

1

Dream Pref

12 Makes a spare
15 Desert

occurrence
20 Adhesive
24 Part of NBA,
25 Nails

26 Go quickly
21 impass
28 Sadi.-ncntary rock
30 Getting

years
33 Tiller

35 Bedouin
36 del (postal

dept.)

37 Adams, of films

39 Tryst

4t Outfit

44 View
47 Declare
49 Practical

50 Far in yon
deeps

51 Retaliate

52 Serrate

54 Waiting tor

Lefty author
57 Opera gem
58 Stiffly proper
59 Facility

60 Disturb

64 German article

ROD BONES
So... H^'t> 700 DO \J\v\'

AlflFAW

By Gregg Canavan
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
LIEIATh

LUNCH
Open Face Roast Beef

Sandwich
Spinach and Mushroom

Quiche

DINNER
BREAD BUFFET

Italian Sweet Sausage/
Spaghetti. Tomato Sauce
Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Coci<tail Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
The Salad Sandwich

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

BASICS DINNER
BREAD BUFFET

Hi Protein Spaghetti/

Tomato Sauce
Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Cocktail Sauce

^HM
m Photo Recruitment Meeting

Wednesday night

Rm. 802 Campus Center
7:00 p.m.

Diciciaciaii amaaa
acinD oaaa

•'iv

•M
•_•>-•

'CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC^

WEATHER
Today cloudy with snow

developing, changing to
sleet in the Berkshires and
rain elsewhere. Highs in
the 3()'s. Rain tonight
changing back to snow
than ending tomorrow
morning. Lows in the up-
F)er 20's to the 30's. Clear-
ing tomorrow afternoon.
Highs in the 30's.

THE UMASS MUSIC THEATRE GUILD
Producers of "Jesus Christ Superstar"

and "Sugar"

announces

AUDITIONS
for

PIPPIN
TONITE, Feb. 9

Wednesday, Feb. 10

Thursday, Feb. 11

Bowker Auditorium

Stockbridge Hall

m^iA

7 PM
Production and technical staff also needed/

For more info please call 546-9152 or 546-9039
>:Si*S*:i:i:SS«*S:;:«?S:i:::i^^^

j:S«$$3MK:i^

DAVE COMEAU 549-6802

DEPARTURES FROIVI UMASS
....\::::::::*f>
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UMass swimmers
enjoy victorious weekends

[Tuesday. February 9, 1982

By MAUKKEN SULLIVAN
Colk'jfian Staff

Two victories and three school records
came to the University of Massachusetts
women's swimming team last weekend, as
the Minutewomen overpowered Keene
State College. 98 41. and snuck past the
University ol Rhode Lsland. 76 63. at URL
UMass is now 6 3.

The URI meet was 'tight.- according to
UMass coach Valerie Turtle, and it required
the last event, the 200 yard freestyle relay
to clinch the meet.
That relay squad of Debbie Chisholm.

Lori McCluskey. Lia Feinberg and Jennif.T
Nicoiai also brake the record set in 1975
eommg m with a time of 1:43.1 - one tenth
of a .second faster than the old record.
The Minutewomens 200 yard medley

relay ol Chisholm. Feinberg, Maura
Sweeney and Nicoiai swam the event in
:u7.05 mmutes. taking the record of

1:57.07 olf the books; that ritord was set
last year at URL Feinberg also capturi-d a
record m ihe 200 yard freestyle; swimming
It in l:o9.1 minutes, she broke her own
record set just last week against

Springfield College, as well as qualifying
her for the Nationals.

Brian Spellman won three events, in
eluding the 100 yard and 200 yard freestyle
events, as the University of Massachusetts
men's swimming team got over the .500
mark with a 68 44 victory over the
University of Vermont at Burlington last
Saturday. UMass is now 4 3.

The Minutemen won nine out of thirteen
events; they never trailed behind the
Catamounts, especially when UMass took
first and second in the 400 yard medley
relay and placed first in every event up to
the one meter diving round.

Afler I'aul McDonough. Barry Allen and
th»' rest of the medley r»'lay lay the
groundwork by winning in 3:51.5. I'aul
McNeil began the early domination by
taking the 1000 yard freestyle. Spellman
won the 200 yard freestyle in 1:49.04, while
Chris I'orler touched in first at the 50 yard
lr«-est.vle. McDonough helped UMass to an
uniouchabU' lead as' he won the 200 yard
individual medh-y.

That meet against New Hampshire is at
Durham on Wednesday afternoon.

THE MOUNTAIN
IN YOUR BACKYARD!

M

A Reception
For Students from

People's Republicrof China
is being held

Feb. <6th

from 4:00 - 7:00 PM

invitations are available to students on
a first-come first-serve basis in the

Student Senate Office

"^^6f\^%6Kiy . Feb. -TOth and
Thufsdoy, Feb \U\\ between

9:00 om and 4:00 pm

Doonesbury
Drought to you

everydoy
by Gorry Trudeou

and the

MossQchusetts
Doily Collegion

<^-' ifii.TOM
•s^^ SkiArealMAl

UMASS STUDENT DAY
Thursday, February 11th

Show your valid UMass I.D.

for discounted lift tickets

9:00 am - 5:00 pm Lift Ticket $12
3:00 pm - 10:00 pm Lift Ticket $9
5:00 pm - 10:00 pm Lift Ticket $8

Mt. Tom Ski Area Route 5 Holyoke. Massachusetts 536-0416

Barbequed
Spareribs

$4.95
all you can eat

eating place

ZAYRE CAMPUS
SHOPPING PLAZA

RTE. 9, Hadley 256-6889

Hours:
7 - 3 Sun - Thurs

Attention BSN Class of *82

The Air Force has a special
progrram for 1982 BSNs, If
selected, you can enter
duty soon after graduation-
without waitings for the results
of your State Boards. To
qualify, you must have an
overall 3.0 GPA.

After commissioning, you*U
attend a five-month internship
at a major Air Force Facility.
It's an exceUent way to prepare
for the wide range of exper-
iences you'll have an Air
Force nurse officer. For more
information, contact:

MSgt. Ray Saccoccio
at (203) 745-2950

Alcohol and Alcoholism
Mondays 7 to 9 p.m.

February 22 thru May 10
10 weeks

Traces the history of alcohol, its use, its effects on thelbody, mind and spirit. An examination of the various
theories of alcoholism Treatment methods are discussed
including intervention in the family and on the job Ways to
organize prevention programs in the community are also
presented. This workshop is designed for all mental health
workers and others working or living with alcoholics

Bartending -

More Than Mixing Drinks
Mondays 2 to 4 p m.

February 22 thru May 10
10 weeks

For restaurant and bar employees, this workshop ex-
amines: history of alcoholic beversge use in taverns-
alcohol as a drug its effects on the body and behavior li-
quor liability laws, especially as pertains to driving while'in
toxicated; intervention and communication skills for handl-
ing intoxicated persons; symptoms of alcoholism d ways
to direct a person to treatment; creative marketing of non
alcoholic beverages and safe, responsible drinking pat
terns. ^ ^

INSTRUCTOR LAMES E PETERS
Credit Free Workshops

Division of Continuing Education
University of Massachusetts

Amherst, Massachusetts 01003
413 545 2414

Stockbridge Presents
The Fifth Annual

Professional

Development Day

Wednesday, February 17, 1982

9:00 am to 5:00 pm
In the CCA

Who should attend?

anyone interested in any way in

Agricultural/Horticultural

related fields

Admission Free!

A «r»a« way o< Wc

Tuesday
. Fehruary i>. VM'l

OLLEGIAN
iColje^ian \n

Come to Collegian Office CC 113

Cash in

CLASSIFIE
advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone nurr^ber FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?"

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infer
mation available with Randy b46 7013

AUDIO

Stereo worth $1100 asking $585 like new
Call 665 7717 for info, will talk

AUTO FOR SALE

1969 Rambler 3 speed, good (jas rtnleage
runs well, $400 Doug 256 0158

1978 Datsun 200SX new Iiros, shocks and
muffler, AM/FM stereo, «;x(;oll«>rit rondi
tion 3800 call 1 737 7580 or fyWi 8339

1973 Austin Marina 4 dr conip.Ki, yd yas
mileage, dependabk; if.uispfjrt.iiion 86 000
mi $700 546 3203 or 546 491

1

BAHAMAS - SPRING BREAK

College Students interested in earning a
free expense paid vacation in the Bahamas
during spring break please call University
Travel Club at 1 305-491 4312, Hurry, we
need only 4.

BOARDERS WANTED
Boarders wanted in Delta Chi Frat for

spring. Good food and social life. Call

253-9230

CAPE COD SUMMER SEASONAL
RENTAL

W. Yarmouth and Dennis; 2, 3, and 4
bedroom units. Rent direct from owners
Call (617) 528-0404 or 528-3700.

DULL?

I will sharpen, P-Tex, and wax your skiis

for 5 bucks. Look sharp! Call Ed at 6 9669

ENTERTAINMETgT

Rackadisc Disc Jockeys are back Let usDJ your party. Randy 546-70 1

3

?"'"om^ 7?'?''*®""^^^ °^ the Dra^n
Tues. 2/9 7, 9& 11 PM $1.00Ad.

FINANCE TUTOR WANTED
Intro Finance Tutor Needed present to
Feb 25. Call 256-6206 after 3 pm

FOR RENT

Non-smoking female wanted to share
two bedroom apt. On bus route. Belcher
town line. $160 per month. C all 256-6836

On campus housing, next to Newman
Center, sinles available, meal plan provid
ed, call 253-9015, ask for Peter or Bruce

Rooms available in house near campus
excellent meal plan. Call Hirsh or Mike
253^9987

Room available Cliffside apt 665-4644

FOR SALE

1963 Gibson SG walnut finish tremelo
tailpiece 375.00 1976 twin reverb 350.00
phone 256-0896

EnvDes Major sells all supplies and
books. $120.00 or 80 John 549-3798

KLHjpeake^rs for sale call Deb 546-7989

5 cubic ft refrig $100 or BO Bob 253 7542
Bear compound bow Whitetail Hunter
never used - 75$ sight, quiver and arrows
25$ 586-6341 ask for John
X-Country Skis, 165 cm, shoes size 7
542 4215

FOUND

Found men's watch in men's room of
Campus Center Thurs Feb 4 call Bill to iden-
tify at 253-3328

FT. LAUDERDALE
UMASS! Party in Ft. Lauderdale. Travel

roundtrip by Trailways motor coach Stay
'n a top quality beachfront hotel. Special

^f^o^-fn^"^
9^eat deals on meals A bargain

at S279 quad occupancy No hidden costs
l-all today and make your reservations Call

^9^9 5519 or Ram 546-8865 Sharon

H€LP WANTED
Cruises, Resorts. Sailing Expedition

!

Needed: Sports Instructors Office

vA/°''i!]^^J°,'o
E^^ope. Carribean,'

Worldwidei Summer, Career' Send $8 95
for application, openings, Guide to

CA S'"^' ^^^ ^°' ^^^' S^^'^^^ento,

Valuable work experience Work study
)obs available as telephone interviewers for

. -Ion'.!!!!'
^^ °" Wednesday nights. Apply

to 229 Whitmore

Overseas Jobs SummerTveaTRound
Europe, So America, Australia, Asia All
fields. $550 $1200 monthly Sightseeing
Free info Wrue IJC Box 52 MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Drummer looking for band or musi
cians willing to work. New Wave Punk
Call anytime, Kevin 546-5362

Recycling Project w7s]obs available ap

c L'"„P®^^°" Contact Bill Ennen 306 SUB
5-0618

Recycling Project W/S jobs available
apply in person. Contact Bill Ennen 306
SUB 5-0618

The Southwest Assembly is looking for a
secretary 8-10 hes. Apply Southwest
Assembly Office Hampden
Camp Counselor Positions: Camp
Becket-m-the-Berkshires iboys) and
Chimney Corners Camp (girisi have open-
ings for counselors and program
specialists. Also nurses (RN). Situated in
the mountains of Western Massachusetts,
the camps offer a broad camping prograrri
emphasizing personal development. For ap-
plications write State YMCA, 6 St James
Avenue, Boston, MA 02116

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop Spr
ing class forming. 28 hours including
classroom theory & shop. Limited
enrollment. 253-7967

JAMES TAYLOR TICKETS

For Friday, Feb. 12 For more info call
6-6636

LOST

Set of keys with Seaside Beach badge,
2/3, reward 549-4135

Checkbook. Lost 2/3/82. Amherst Sav
ings Joel Myerson. Please bring checkbook
to Collegian or the bank.

Black artdeco cigarette case/lighter
Lost around BOC $25 reward 549 6385

Brown leather cap lost around
Christmastime $25 reward 253-5124

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTIM

Therapist-Researchers working to
develop ways of better understanding and
helping those men whose lives have been
affected by the rape of someone close to

them (ie. husbands, brothers, friends,

fathers, roommates, sons) We would
welcome any help from any man who has
had this experience. Please phone or write
Bob Samuels or Madeline Wagner,
UMass, Tobin Hall 545 0499, 586-8327,
253 9537

MOVING SERVICES

Fast, dependable service. Reasonable
rates. Local or within 50 miles. For free

estimate call 549-3568

PERSONALS

Lambda Delta Phi Sorority accepting
female boarders for spring 82 Close to
campus on major bus routes. Call 545-0939
ask for Eileen or Eva 389 N Pleasant St

imber FREE

umass^kTclTjb
Goes Down

to
FT LAUDERDALE

Spnng Break Hotel 8 days 7 night $129

Sat. Ski Trips start this week

430A Student Union
5453437

Seniors: Appointments are novTWng
taken for the yearbook you've earned it

'r^fJ'Ll.^^^'
P'^*^^ '" '^« yearbook now!

Call 545^2874 or stop by Campus CenterHoom 103.

Southwest Area Governrrient is lookTriq
for people to represent their dorms on the
Southwest Governing body Fun and in
teresting happenings guaranteed. Contact
your Head of Residence or the Area
Govemment^ffice at 546 0960
Welcome Back Pa"rt7Tt Poor Dicks
Tuesday February 9th sponsored by Phi Siq
$1. admission

Houseboys~needed~f^71^7oHtv^nieasP
caN^549-n9l or 545-0527 ask foV P^ or

'^JJ^gPgig*['9^^JlJ_hap^^m^T^l^T
Wanted! Person (female) to share room for

eave 3/20 for 7 nights only $518 call Sandie
for more info 253-5309

Beth Goldberg: Welcome back, with love
your Big Bro

Female boarders wanted If interested
please contact Louise a t 545-0527

ERAA^^i^fTiWTr- IMP0RTAN7;^;^^q
'^f^llP"^ 'n Hills South Rm 275

R?*^^^l^"." ^ "^^1 °^ ''^e. Write P.O.Box 283, Amherst, MA 01004
T[hi^y]pF^^^l^^t"D^^
with a flower. Send them red, send them
pink send them the daring white! But send
It today!

PROJECTIONIST WANTED
Projectionist wanted - experience with
16mm projector, 5-10 hours/week Work-
study preferred. Call 545-2145 or qo to
Room 404 SUB

RENTALS

Non-smoking woman wanted to share 2
bedroom apt on bus line. On Amherst-
Belchertown line. Call 256-6836

RESIDENT ASSISTANTS

Are you interested in personal growth?
If you love working with children and are
available from 6/22-8/22/82 write: Camp
Wayne, 12 Allevard Lido Beach, N. Y. 1 1561
and include your school phone number

RIDERS WANTED

PA on
12 call

Riders wanted to Philadelphia,
Thursday Feb 11 or Friday Feb
546 9623
To and from Westfield area and UMass"
daily call Susan 568 7402

ROOM WANTED
Room needed in apartment on bus route
call Dan 665-3668

Room swap Southwest, Kennedy for
Sylvan McNamara call 6-7918 or 6-4206

ROOMMATE WANTED
Sunderland 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm house near
bus $180-1- Michael 665-3928 545-0731

Wanted one or two female roommates
to share furnished townehouse apt For
spring. Call 549-5187

Apt sharing Belchertown Center busrte
MF 142 + 323-5784 after 10 pm or 1 pm to 9pm 323-6311 ext 240 ask for Cliff

Looking for person to share one bedroom
apt in Sunderland on bus route call Rick
665-4562

Male nonsmoker to share bedroom in
Rolling Green $88 month utilities included
253-9431

tion day

Roommate needed male or female Nor
thwood Apts lease must be signed
665^664 ^

Female own room two bedroom Brittany
Manor apt call for info Martha Joyce
253 7847

Own room in 2 bedroom Presidential
Apt student 25- or professional
nonsmoker male female $160 - utils
549-6476 549 6984 545 1311 Kim
'W»5- 0981 Rema

SERVICES

Couples Recovering From Rape
I

Therapeautic group for couples to work on
interpersonal aspects of recovering from
rape. 10 weeks. Sliding fee scale Male h
female co therapists. Psychological Ser-
vices Cen ter, UMass 545 0041

Psychotherapy Group for Wornen to ex
plore issues about relationships Group will
last for 10 weeks and begin inFebruary.
Sliding fee scale Psychological Services
Cerrte r UMass 545-004

1

Aerobics exefcise to music, 20 classes $30
call Pat 549-6375

Expert repairs on all portable appliances
and sewing machines. Kentfield Hardware
253-7161

SINGING VALENTINE

Performed/Delivered $8.00 by arrange-
ment, call J.B. 253 9818 before 8:PM

SOUTHWEST AREAGOVERNMENT
Attention all reps: First Meeting of the
semester, Thursday, February 11 at 6:00
pm Nominations for new officers

SPRING BREAK
Round trip air fare (Eastern Airlines) 8
days/ 7 nights at Hawaiian Inn Daytona,
free rent a car unlimited mileage 269$ plus
tax, (Note: price only a few $ more than
competitions bus ride) call Kim at 549-4699
after 4:00 PM

THE MUSEUM DIREKTORS

UMass own New Wave Dance Band
available for hiring. For indo call Paul
253-5080

TRAVEL

Spring Break Florida £r Bermuda
Cheapest prices on campus call 549-1835

TRYOUTS

UMass women's and men's bowling
team tryouts held Wednesday and Thurs-
day February 10 and 11 from 4-6 at Boyden
Lanes. All invited

VALENTINE IN PARADISE

Tickets available for the Counts Rock and
Roll Spectacular featuring Leper's St
Valentines Day Massacre February 14
3.75/ticket the Paradise Boston call
367-9356 evenings

WANTED

140 call MikeWanted tutor Statistics
546-6116 pay is good

Looking for 2 J.T. Tix call 256 6642

Earn credit & help the environment (1
credit) Dorm Coordinators needed by the
Recycling Project 306 SUB 5-0618

Looking for Pinto Sta Wa 72 or 73 runn-
ing or not 545-3843 or 367 2365

Math Tutors call Riaz 545-0713

Earn credit & help the environment (1
credit) dorm coordinators needed at the
Recycling Project 306 SUB 5-0618

James Taylor Tix will pay 50 for good pair
call Dave 546-5842

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,'
25 No. Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

* Civil defense
<^initium'(l from /m;/,' /

ly to live out a Soviet retaliation.
Arthur Westing. Amherst re.sident and Hamf)shire Col-

lege professor .said "the crisis relocation plan is a giant
and cruel hoax" and would allow Amherst to he used as a
pawn in the international game of "political [)rinksman-
ship leading to destruction."
Members of the State Civil iX'fense Agency attended

the open hearing to defend and advance their
f^Ppartment's designs. Director of Planning Douglas P.
^orbe.s said civil defense filanning is not enhancing the
po.ssibility of a nuclear war hut rather is reducing the
likelihood of it.

Forbes said the United States civil defense
preparedness has contributed to a Russian desire "to go to

t>ie bargainig table" and is thereby leading to the eventual
bilateral disarmament of nuclear weapons.
State Civil Defen.se Director F'aul J. Cahill said he is

responsible for providing the highest level of protection
for the public ami is ordered by the government and
legislature to do so.

In re.sponse to the large turnout and active participation
of concerned residents. Franche.sca Maltese, Chairman of
the Board of Selectmen said "This is one of the times it

pays to be on the Ixiard (of selectmen). It's an incredibly
warm feeling. We're all in this one together."
The board will meet on Feb. 22 to announce its decision.

Maltese said there's "not a chance" that the board will be
able to do anything other than oppose the state plan.

* Tuition
Citntinupii /row pngf 1

"VViih a tuition increase and a cut in scholarship aid
(also recommended by Kin^* that increase is baloney "

he
said.

"We are finding were going to lobby twice as hard
becau.se of the way King has presented his" budget." Kocot
said.

The Council also recommended the Regents maintain
the present luiion waiver policy. Farley said.

Neither Beaubien or Farley would comment on when
the Regents wiJI vole on the tuition increases

• Wise
Coritlniirii fmni /<'/(/»- IH

combined time of 224.38 good for first place a full ten
seconds ahead of second place Brown.
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Wildcats accept 67- 6S VMgift

There will Ix* a mandatory sports staff meeting Thurs-
day night at 7 p.m. in the newsroom. Important matters
will \)e discussed.

UMass sleeps, UNH reaps
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

.im.. H I'.r''^ ^t^"^ "I
'^' ^"'•'•>' Hi<-ks Cage looker room

.me -UK-k at the conclusion of last nighf.s game(?) between
he I niversiiy of Massavhusetls Minutemen and theCn.versu y ol New Hampshire revealed a disturbing fact

Scrawled across the time cards of 4/5 of the
Massachusetts .starting lineup and the dtx-ket of theseventh man on the now lamiliar seven man squad was acurious message: DHyNOT COME TO PLAV

ink , ee .ar<ls although Green shoulfl have been a leadinircandu|a.e K.r last nights All Coma, o.se Team lor different

for thi'.'nilr''
''"'" ''"•' P'''^^'^ '" ^'^

'-' f"'^-'"' harbinger
^^^ the ngh s events as the lack of energy and comm.m..m displayed by the majority of the home tc" m""s
at the lulcrum ol the 67 (>3 giveaway that New Hampsh.n.found in lis arms at the final buzzer.

^^

'| m embarrassed and very angry and feel sorry for the
student bcdy who came here tonight f<. give us support."

'Til say one thing." McLaughlin continued, "As Ions as
I m coach here, that (the loss) will never happen againOur guys didnt come to play and I only want guvs who willcome i-vory night to play. I will keep recruiting until I get
ten guys who are willing to play everv night."

Last night the Massachusetts roundballers appeared
to be adnfi in a time warp. That is. thev somehow
imagined it was 1972 instead of 1982 and that they could
just show up and shower to snag a "W" against lesserteams like UNH.

8«uiim lesstr

It's not that easy.
For most of the game, save a few flashes here and

there of the usual McLaughlin ized hardnosedness theMinutemen vvere strikingly dis-spirited. At one point late

.K TT^. ^^
•
^^" ^^^ ^^^"'•"d 22 of 34 points oneither a back door layup or a two foot bankshot.

Wildcat forward Dan Nolan was left to fulfUl hisskywalker fantasies for much of the first half with a variety
of finger rolls and follow up off glassers good for 13 first
period points.

Although Green matched the freshman Nolan of-
lensively. the UM center going unconscious for 11 first half
points on 6 for 8 shooting, he could not keep Nolan from

- ^'^'nk",^ ^u
',^.^,""d'"g seemingly at will. Green finished

with 19. his high for the season and this was a good signeven though a few of shots were of the "yeah. I wanted
glass, too. right? variety.

Surprisingly enough. Massachusetts was never really
out of the game, although UNH did .stretch the lead to 46J5 aOer a 9-0 run with 12:51 left to play. The Minutemen
played decent defense on Wildcat Al McClain (17 9 ppg

BRAUN TO THE HOOP — UM frP<ihman f«r«,oi,J D UU « . .
<""'«?*«" phot» b* Kick V.ld.vi.

in .as. «igh,s 67-63 M.nu.emri.'sr.TuNH ^Tthe c'urr^-H^k "^:«
""* ""^'^ '" ""^ "»»''*'

avg
)
and limited him to just two first half points. McClain

heated up in the second half and dished off some big
assists, fmishmg with 13 points on the game

Massachusetts cut^ the spread to seven after Donald
Russell put m a patented double-pump layup making it 50
43 with 8:41 to go. The UNH edge wL ffve'and six^ints
the rest of the way until Craig "Seventh Man" Smith^freethrow make it 60-56. UNH. with 3:07 to play

The teams traded chances until Green followed aSmith CTi^s with a 10-foot jumper and a two point UM
deficit at 60-58. After UNH guard Ron Kinzly thr'Lvl a pass
to some fan in the fifth row. the Minutemen got the baUand a chance to tie with 51 seconds remaining Ind Russell
at the free throw line to shoot two.

Russell hit the first but missed the second and then

K""/m''^i^^''^ '
u"

^"^^^^ '"«"*'y P'^y «f ^he high whenhe fot^nd Nolan at the oppostie end of the court for a semi-unmolested two-pointer

With 44 seconds left and a three-point UNH lead
Massachusetts vvas forced to get out the tomahawks and
the Wddcats made their obligatory trips to the foul line for
the remainder.

Massachusetts, who now own a 7-13 record, travel to

rTu^L f^^Tc?"
W«<^"esday to battle the Colonials and

to Rhode Island Saturday to take on the Rams. The nexthome game for the Minutemen will be Feb. 16 when they
hdst Rutgers University. '

c. r ^i^ i^^'
^^" ^'*'*" ^"^-IS- A' McClain 5-3-1

. 3, Tony
Slanfield 4-4-12 Chris GUdea 3-0-6. Robin Dixonl-S-s!

?StaJ;S^251?.6'7'"''
^"' "^^'^ '-'-'• '^^^ «"-^ '''

UMASS (63) Edwin Green 9-1-19, Donald Russell 7-5-19George Ramming 2 1-5. Ron Yong 1-2-4, Craig Smith 2-1-5*

UM skiers dominate at Loon Mountain
Minutemen snare 14th

[~'
FT—I w««,^« i- u

straight NEISC title >,- / w^r^ ' • ^"u**"'' '
I

/
I WlbC championshipBy TIM LUCZKOW

Collegian Correspondent

LINCOLN. N.H. - University of Massachusetts mens
ski coach li.ll MacConnell gathered his team together
shortly before they would lake to the slopes for two giant
slalom races at Lwn Mountain last weekend. The races
meant a chanre to clinch t he teams 14th con.seculive New
England Intercollege Ski Conference (NEISC) title

•Those other guys eant beat you." he said. "You can
only iM-at yourselv.s. .Just ski a smart race and we'll takeem to the cleaners.

'

Mac( onnells adv wi- produced I he desired effect, as the
Mmuieinen clinched the crown by finishing second in the
hrst ra<-e and first in the second, their seventh victory in
eight races, this time over Plymouth State College.
I.Mass M-nior ro captain Hrian Prindle won both races

assuring himself Ihe possibility of a second individual
championship. In the first race. Prindle quickly took the
lead with a run of 68.64 seconds. Fellow Minuteman Paul
Suazzo came the closest to him in the run. .0;j of a second
slower.

''"ri ram.- Plymouth Slates are m the hole" - Mark
'

•' !!• held his team's last chance for victory. Hole let
Ih. t)oards go with a thrilling run. risking disa.ster. but
managed to hold on with a time of 70.01. slower than
Pnndles. but enough for Plymouth State to unseat
UMass Irom the undefeated ranks in team standings
With Hole's run and despite having five UMass men in
the top eleven, PSC captured the race. 349.62 348.19.
Along with Prindle's first place win came Suozzo fifth,

Dan Conway in seventh place and Dave Rossi eighth.
Ma.ssachusetts will race its last league meet of the

season this weekend at Berkshire East in Charlemont
Ma.

'

DOWNHILL RACER - UMass senior co-
captain Rick Prindle won two races last
weekend at Loon Mountain to lead the
Minutemen to their 14th consecutive NEISC ti-
tle.

By TIM LUCZKOW
Collegian Correspondent

Lincoln. N.H. - The University of Massachusetts
vyomen s ski team almost didn't make it t<. the two giant
slalom races at Loon mountain Sunday due to engine
failure in the team van. Until 1 a.m. Sunday morning
they w^ere mired in Brattlelx.ro. Vt. awaiting assistance
Much to the misfortune of all the other teams in the

competition flu' women made it to the race and .scored
tvv'o more victories; clinching vet another title in the
Women's Intercollege Ski Conference (WlSC).

I)es|)ite just three hours of sleep, UM's Sue White
plunged down the first course with a time of 73 43
•seconds to beat the standing best time of TIW) already
[lo.sted by UMass's l^heresa Collins.
UMass's third racer, co-captain Sue Gundy, raced a

solid run and finished with the time of 75.7r) seconds
boosting the Minutewomen's combined time to 223 14good enough to topple Plymouth State (\)llege in to .se'cond place with the time of 230.84. Leslie Dale and Kim
Loftus were also steady in the gates finishing KHh and
l-itn re.spectively.

White and the rest of the women's team were not to be
lulled mfo overconfidence by their large margin of vic-
tory. The Minutewomen again won as White took her
sixth victory of the year and second of the day, virtually
clinching the women's individual title with the time of

Second place Lisa Klein of Brown University 6
seconds behind White. Collins was the next UMass racer
1.2 seconds back of White and took fifth place. Gundy
sealed the UMass victory with the time of 76.52 making

Contintied on page 15
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Despite offers Koffler says he plans to stay

CollrKian photo bv Vinre DeWitI

CHANCELLOR HENRY KOFFLER

By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Chancellor Henry Koffler
a candidate for the chancellorship in the Oregon state col-
lege system, and the presidency at the University of
Arizona at Tucson said yesterday he has "no plans to
leave UMass. and is "very happy" in his present position.

Koffler, who has been at UMass since 1979. is listed as
one of five final candidates for the chancellorship in
Oregon, and is one of five finalists for the presidency at
the University of Arizona, public relations officials at
those schools said yesterday.

"I have no plans to leave (UMass)." Koffler said. "I was
asked by friends to consider the positions," he .said.

Koffler said he will not leave UMass because of the im-
portance of his work here.

"I am very happy where I am," he said.
Although Koffler has no plans to leave UMass. he did

appear before the search committee at the University of
Arizona in December, and before the search committee in
the Oregon system last month, public relations officials
said.

Koffler is expected to appear before the State Board of
Higher Education in Oregon, and the State Board of
Regents m Arizona later this month, those officials
reported. The decision in Oregon is due on Feb. 26. and in
Arizona on March 1. they said.

In Oregon, the chancellor maintains eight four-year in-
stitutions with a total student enrollment of 64.000. and a
$1.1 billion budget. He or she earns $69,000, is given a
$4.(M)0 expense account, a house, and a car.

At the University of Arizona, the president is re.sponsi-
ble solely for the operation of that campus and its 30 000
students. The current president there after 10 years is
earning $82,500.

Koffler currently earns $65,414 at UMass and is provid-
ed with expense accounts, a house, and a car.

Proposed increase will make tuition $1,128 next fall
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

Tuition will increase $176 for students at-
tending the University of Massachusetts
next year if the Board of Regents pass a
proposed $102 tuition increase which Vice-
Chancellor for Fiscal Affairs for the
Regents, Joseph Finnagan, said they are
considering.

The proposed increase would be in adi-
tion to the $74 increase for next year that
was passed by the Regents last year. If the
proposed increase is passed this spring, tui-

tion for UMass will be $1,128 for the
1982-83 academic year.
Student leaders from both UMass-

Amherst and Boston were critical of the
$74 increase passed by the Regents last

year. They said the Regents had not in-

formed them of the increase.

"We weren't aware of it (the $74 in-

crease). It wasn't obvious it was there at
the time," said Larry Kocot, UMass-
Amherst student trustee.

"We're looking into the possibility of fil-

ing a class action suit (against the Regents)
because what looked to be a 27 percent in-

crease is actually abfut a 37 -percent in-
crease," said Ardi Batmanghelidj,
chairperson of the UMass-Boston Student
Activities Committee.
Both Kocot and Batmanghelidj said they

didn't think many of the Regents were
aware of the $74 tuition increase.

In interviews with the Massachusetts
Teachers Association's newspaper, three

Students are defaulting

on National Direct Loans

members of the 15 member Board of
Regents expressed their support for tuition
increases.

"Many people attending institutions of
public higher education can afford to pay
more, and would still have a bargain with
respect to the cost of private education,"
regent Ray Stata was quoted as saying.
"I would certainly favor raising

tuttion.^ .(however) tuitions must remain at
reasonable levels. I'm not talking about
emulating the private sector," .said regent
Fr. Francis Nicholson from Boston College
Law School.

"We should raise tuition. There are
families who can adequately afford the
private sector, but they're not..we set the
price for the average; we've got to set the

price for those who can pay," regent
Robert Cushman was quoted.

The Regents passed a $202 (27 percent)
tuition increase last year. Before the in-
crease, tuition was $750. The Regents had
UMass students pay $64 of the $202 in-

crease on the fall semester bill and $138 of
the increase this semester. Students paid
$439 in tuition last semester and $513 this
semester.

Students who paid an aggregate of $952
in tuition this year will pay $1,026 in tui-
tion, (without the proposed 10 percent in-

crease) next year because the Regents
passed on most of the $202 increase in the
second semester tuition payments. The se-
cond semester tuition rates, $513, the basis
for the next year's rate.

By JEFF ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of
Massachusetts are defaulting on their
National Direct Student Loans (NDSL) at a
rate of about nine percent, said Arthur
Jackson, associate director of the UMass
Financial Aid Office.

The default rate of nine percent involves
loans administered by the NDSL program
and not those administered by kxral banks,
Jackson said. The NDSL is a long-term*
low-interest loan which currently bears five
percent interest on the unpaid balance to be
paid back six to nine months after the
borrower ceases to be at least a half-time
student, according to a financial aid
pamphlet distributed by the university.
Board of Regents Chancellor John B.

Duff told the state House Ways and Means
Committee Feb. 4 that the overall rate on
the NDSL loans is about 18 percent
statewide and higher than 25 percent at
some individual institutions.

One main reason why student may
default on NSDL loans is a result of the
depressed nature of the economy. Jackson
said. Many times a default can be
prevented if students communicate better
with the proper UMass authorities, Jackson
said.

For example, if a student has a serious
financial problem prior to leaving the
university, he or she should contact the
Bursar's Office as soon as possible, he said.
Often financial emergencies can be "worked
out" on an individual level and may warrant
changes in the repayment schedule,
Jackson said.

Many higher education officials believe
that the default figures are being exploited

to drum up support for terminating the
NDSL program Jackson said. Actual
figures show that the default rate of nine
percent is about half the default rate of
student and regular loans offered by many
commercial lending institutions, Jackson
said.

In order to preserve federal loans,
students must begin to organize themselves
politically and exert pressure on their
elected officials to keep student loans in the
federal budget, Jackson said. According to
Jackson, the Reagan administration has
failed to budget the funds for the NSDL
program for the 1983 fiscal year.

This will present opposition from many in
Congress who are opposed to the cuts,
especially Massachusetts Senators Edward
Kennedy and Paul Tsongas, who have been
supportive of such student financial aid, he
said.

"I would recommend that students join
SAFA (Students Advocating Financial Aid)
which is an ad hoc committee of the Student
Government Association (SGA), who ac-
tively lobby and research issues on financial
aid," said Jackson.
Each individual school receiving NSDL

loans is responsible for collecting all their
funds. A school the size of UMass can
afford to pay outside collecting agencies to
handle the Usk of collecting the unpaid
loans, which are eventually channeled back
into the NSDL program in the form of new
loans to students, said Jackson. By
'tightening up" the collection process.
UMass has actually increased the amount of
money it has collected in NSDL loans from
previous years. Jackson said.

The cost of collecting unpaid NSDL loans
in borne by the individual state college or

Continued on page 12
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"" tTV '^"^*'' **y **** sculpture next to the Fine Artstenter in the midst of yesterday's snowstorm.
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Cuts may mean fewer students
NEWTON (AP» — Proposed slashes in education funds

from the federal budget could mean a 40 percent reduction
of graduate students and 20 percent fewer undergrads in

Massachusetts colleges and universities, a student loan
agency administrator said yesterday.
The drop in enrollment would be due to a lack of federal

funds for student grants and the eUmination or cutback in

student k>an programs. Joseph M. Cronin. president of the
private Massachusetts Higher Education Assisunce
Corp.. said at a news conference.
The no. 1 impact on Bay State students, said Cronin.

whose group administers loan programs, is President
Reagan's suggested elimination of Guaranteed Student
Loans for graduates and professional students. These
loans, at 9 percent interest, are not repaid by students
until six months after graduation.
"That will affect 28,000 students, going by last year's

figures, and cost $98 million in funds that will not be
available in low interest rale funds, " Cronin said.

Of the administration's proposed $3 billion decrease in

education funds. $1.4 billion comes from higher education
money, and Cronin said federal assisunce to
Massachusetts students in 1982 and 1983 could drop by as
much as $240 million.

No doubt, the news from Washington sets indoors and
outdoors records for bad news. " said Frank A. Tredinnick
Jr., executive director for the Association of Independent
Colleges and I'niversities in Massachusetts.

Tredinnick said private higher education in the state was
a $3.6 billion industry, which he said "cannot take
something like this (reduced federal aid) without having a
dire impact on Massachusetts."

Elizabeth Keough Fontaine, director of financial aid for
F;<,Kh..rir Slate College and president of the

Massachusetts Association of Student P'inancial Aid
Administrators (MASFAA). said the budget cuts would be
"interrupting a choice and access to higher education."

She said her organization has scheduled a student
lobbying trip to Washington F'eb. 28 March 2 to urge
legislators to restore the budget cuts.

Barry Machlin. 22. a senior at Brandeis University, said

he would not be able to go to graduate school next fall

without financial assistance.

"It means we're angry and we're very concerned,"
Machlin said of the budget cuts. "And we will send a
message to Washington."

Peter S. Fellenz, state project director of the federally
funded Educational Opportunity Centers, which helps low-
income people find financial aid for college, said that for

education, the administration's budget is "not limited
growth ... but dismantlement."

Digest
By the Associated Press

lmff<<<<v^iXfy:;^^:X<: IMLII. -:>::::

Kissinger to undergo triple

bypass heart surgery today
BOSTON — Former Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger will undergo heart surgery this morning at
Massachusetts General Hospital to relieve obstructions m
his coronary arteries, Kissinger and his doctor said
yesterday.

Dr. W. Gerald Austen, the hospiuls chief of general
surgical services, said the operation "probably" would be a
triple bypass. He predicted a full recovery for the 58 vear
old Nobel Peace Prize winner.
"He is in excellent health," Austen idd a news con

ferenee. "His heart muscle is excellent. It goes without
saying there are some risks to any major operation, cer-
tainly a heart operation. Dr. Kissinger and his family know
that, and we ceruinly expect all to go well."

Kissinger, who said he had no previous heart problems,
entered the hospital last Wednesday night, complaining of
shoulder pains. He was released Friday after a general
checkup, but he returned Sunday night.
A coronary angiogram was uken Monday and showed a

bkxrkage in the circulation around his heart, Kissinger
said. According to his doctor, one artery is fully blocked
and two others may be partially blocked.
The opi'raiion wjl begin sometime in the morning and

take about four hours, according to hospital spokesman
Martin Bander.

Haitian police station raided

by counterinsurgency squad
PORT Al PRINCE. Haiti - Members of Haiti's elite

"Leopard" counterinsurgency squad shot up the capital's
police station over the weekend with submachine guns,
killing a policeman and a prisoner, reliable sources said
yesterday.

The Leopards are an elite force under the command of
President for life Jean Claude "Baby Doc" Duvalier. who
uses ii to crush resistance to his rule of the poor Carrib-
bean nation.

The government has repeatedly declined any comment
on ihe shootout, in which witnesses said at least two
members of the Leopards sprayed the sUtion with gunfire
because police refused to free the girlfriendof oneof them.
She had been jailed for an alleged drug infraction.

Leftist guerrillas are making
headway in El Salcador
EL TR.\NSITO. El SaKsdo?- - IVspite increased U.S.

aid to the Saivadoran govemEer/.. ieftist guerrillas are
making headway in their war against the junta. Relief
workers estimate the insurgents can move freely through
one third of the countryside.

The guerrillas have taken their 2 '-4 year-old hit and run
battle to scores of communities that lived quietly until a
few months ago.

On Monday the insurgents reached into the capital,

atucking 22 city buses, and yesterday announced their
intention to increase the assaults, particularly in the
evening.

President Reagan's administration, committed to
support the civilian military junta, said last week it was
sending $55 million in additional military aid after a
guerrilla attack on a base destroyed 15 jets and helicop-
ters, more than half the juntas air force.

This sum was in addition to the $26 million approved by
Congress a month ago. Assistant Secretary of State
Thomas 0. Enders said the aid was needed to prevent the
guerrillas from overthrowing the junta, which plans to
hold elections for an assembly March 28.

Secretary of State Haig rips

the Soviets and Poland
MADRID - Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr.

said yesterday the Soviet Union and Poland had brought
East and West to "a critical crossroads in the postwar
history in Europe" by imposing martial law in Poland.
"We would be threatening the future peace of Europe if

we ignored this dramatic attack on international prin
ciples,

" Haig told the 35 nation Conference on Security and
(Cooperation in Europe.

"We cannot pretend to build up the structure of peace
and security here in Madrid while the foundation for that
structure is being undermined in Poland."

Union \adeo Center Video-Art Festival

<<Art and Technology'

*

Thursday, February 11, 7:30 p.m.
Cape Cod Lounge
Student Union

Feature: "Michael Nesmith in Elephant Parts"
Nominated for a Grammy Award

Presented in stereo

Also: Computer art and other tapes
combining the best of art and technology

Sponsored by the UMass Arts Council
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UMass Favorite Pizza'

SUPERIOR PIZZERIA

NEXT TO THE
NORTH A.MHERST
POST OFFICE

10 & 16 INCH PIZZAS
AU COMBINADONS • URGE & SMALL
DAILY 11 A.M TILL >

HOT OVtN CIINOCBS
SHAK C«INOCRS

SPAGMEm LASAGNA KAVTOtl
UkH\COTl\ . STUfrED SHELLS

GREEK SALAD

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
Starting at 5:00 pm
Sundays at 2.00 pm

^
Caff 549-0626

17 B MONTAGUE RD . AMHERST

Positions on the Amherst Police Department
Amherst, Massachusetts

The Town of Amherst, Massachusetts is establishing
ehgibihty hsts to fill existing and future vacancies for Police
Officer. Community Service Officer and Special Police Officer
on the Amherst Police Department. Presently there are three
police officer vacancies. The eligibility lists will be effective for
approximately two years.
Candidates must be 18 years of age on or before May 1 . 1982.
Send for approved application form and complete announce-

ment (including required qualifications and selection pro-
cedure) to Amherst Police Department. PO Box 711
Amherst. Mass. 01004. All applications must be received in
the Amherst Police Department by 12 midnight. EDST.
February 26. 1982
WOMEN AND MINORITIES ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY

Nationol Student Exchange Program
Information Meetings

Th^f* will b« two information m«*tings for

students applying for th« National Student
Exchange Program for Fall, 1982
Thursday February 11, 1982 5:30-7:00 P.M. Rm. 904 Campus Center
Tuesday, February 16, 1982 6:00-7:30 P.M. Rm. 904 Campus Center
Application Fee: $25.00 (MONEY ORDERS ONLY)
Application Deadline: February 19, 1982
Transcripts with Fall '81 Grades Required: February 19 1982
Applications and brochures available: Office of Transfer Affairs

255 Whitmore Building

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

thmu^h".t«"T ^f& T additional Campus Center feethrough the Textbook Annex without realizing it ac

Wav^fnHM'^'r'"^*"^' ^' '^' Massachusettf Se'nateways and Means Committee.
Student Government Association co^President UrryKocot said ,f the Campus Center operations budget was

f /151l
^"^''^ ^'"^^"^ *°"'^ "^aWze a reduction intextbook prices.

The Annex actuaUy operates below the national averaire

John R^ operations. Textbook Department ManaglrJohn R. Evajis said texts are sold at 5 percent off list priceThe Annex buys books at a 20 percent discount, and the
difference goes primarily toward employee salaries andshipping costs. Evans said.

-ries ana

Profits from the Annex are not returned to the Annex
but go to the Retail Service Department of the Campus

Hulls'
*''*'°''^'"^ ^° Campus Center Director WiUiam

Profits from the Retail Services Department are used tomake up losses in funding from those Campus Center
departments operating at a loss, according to the report.

Ihe Retail Services Department accounted for 10 1percent of total Campus Center sales in fiscal year 1980.

UMass cores

to be reviewed
ByMYLESCANANAGH
Collegian Staff

Less freedom in course selection but a
broader education overall may be in store
for University of Massachusetts students
according to faculty and student studies
A Faculty Senate Ad Hoc Committee,

that has one student representative, is
looking at the general education (core)
requirements at UMass and in particular at
what a statement issued by t^ie Student

whde It contributed 45.1 percent of the total Campustenter maintenance and operations expenses. 15 percent
of expenses were funded by the Textbook Annex, ac-cording to the report. The senate said the Campus Center
should not be financed with textbook profits
By December 1981. according to the Campus Center

budget analysis, the Food Services Department had
realized a net loss of $90,432. The committee found that
this department is expected to pay less than 5 percent of
operating and maintenance costs.
The Senate committee reeport stated the Campus

Center administration should "observe the principle... that
each Campus Center activity be self supporting. Campus
Center activities that fail to win sufficient support to at
least break even should be discontinued."

Harris said that studenU pay a disproportionate share ofbuUdmg costs between the Campus Center fee and sup-
porting Campus Center services.
"The University Store and other services acquire

funding from the student fee and thus cater to students
This does make it possible for other members of the
University community to shop at student prices." Harris
said. However, it would be cumbersome to attempt to
increase prices for non-students." he said

Alternative sources of revenue, as opposed to the
Textbook Annex have been suggested by the Campus
Center Board of Governors in a five year plan adopted by

through
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DONUTS small

DONUTS LARGE

MUFFINS
CEREAL soz.M,u

"The fundamental question
that people are asking is 'what
are the common threads of an
educated person?'. "

;I;>X;!;X;;

CommiUee for Educational Research and
Advocacy (SCERA) call the "looseness" of
the system that allows students to "bunch"
their courses into narrow areas of interest.

Pt'ggy ONeil. chairperson of the Student
Government Association Academic Affairs
Committee and the student representative
on the Ad Hoc Committee explained
"bunching" as the tendency that most
students have to take courses very similar
to each other rather than a wide variety.
A report of the Ad Hoc Committee claims

that UMass uses the "misleading
designation of core for the C. D. and E
rfquiri'ments." but has in reality "very
loose distribution requirements grouped
under very broad headings."
"As It is now, students can bunch their

courses. If you don't want to take finance of
computers you can avoid it. "Questions like
'Should students take a computer course?'
are coming up." O'Neil said.

"One of the things that at-

tracted many students to the

university was the variety of
courses.../'

Paul Jennings, a member of the com-
mittee and a professor of electrical and
computer engineering said the in-
vestigation is also aimed at defining the
meaning of a University education.
"The fundamental question that people

are asking is 'What are the common threads
of an educated person?" he said.

'They (the committee) are concerned'
about how broadly a person is educated
when they come out." Jennings said.
Jennings also said that many other

universities are doing the same kind of an
investigation.

"An undergraduate bachelor of science
degree is a credential. " he said, "so it

behooves the institution to give credibility
that credential."

the fioard to allow the Campus Center to lessen Annex
revenue slowly, according to BOG chair Scott Cashman.
Cashman said the plan was rejected by Campus Center
administration.

Since then, the Campus Center received a cut in state
funding, which has resulted in a need for about $150,000
additional revenue, making changes in budget more dif-
ficult. Harris said. The Mini-store is beginning to realize
over $30,000 a year, which helps to defray this somewhat,
he said.

Kocot said the Campus Center is the only one among
sUte schools which is financed by state student fees
Initiative was taken in 1977 and 1978 by the Student
Government Association and the Campus Center Board of

J!1'*T"*"'*
^^ acquire state funding. Harris said. Harris

added that if the funding had been received textbook
prices could have been reduced, and that state fundinir
would be an ideal solution.

Tl!l^
^^"^"^^ ^^^ "°^ '^" pursued by the administration

vn Whitmore, said both Kocot and Harris. Harris added
that if the University requested state funding for the
Campus Center, some of the sUte money already received
might have been used. This would decrease the general
University budget, which might account for administrative
reluctance to request more money, Harris said. Vice
Chancellor for Administration and Finance John DeN'se
was not available for comment.

Students to this University was the variety
of courses, and some students may feel
threatened that they are being sent back to
high school to study the basics. But my
personal opinion is that the committee
won't go back to high school basics because
the committee is sensitive to what is offered
here, " O'Neil said^

"What they are interested in is giving
students direction so thatso that when they
graduate from here they have certain skills.

Tvi.0 ....... f ui u ..
^^ ''^ '" ^^^ process of defining what those

i^.?,^ r^ ""^ possible change, according - skills are. " she said.
to SCERA, are the proposed "G " core that
would require courses on the issues of racial
and sexual oppression, and a revision of the
undergraduate advising system to make
students better equipped to make
"coherent" rather than "random"
curriculum choices.

"One of the things that attracted many

Rob Thayer, a member of SCERA
Academic Affairs Team said he has "mixed
feelings " about the possible changes.

"I think the whole idea of general
education, that .students should get a broad
and comprehensive education is a good one,
but I think that students should pay close
attention to the issue because it could mean

'••*'« .^•••*» '•*«>«.*»X-»W»»^^<*a»r»««* * *•• ••»••%• «.»••.. V % «* % «. «,.ti» w ^4
hv

more requirements and a more rigid, in
flexible curriculum, expecially for freshmen
and sophomores."
To gather a student perspective on

general education, SCERA is forming s
student sub committee on education. The
committee's study will parallel the study of
the faculty, and make recommendations to
the Faculty Ad Hoc Committee.
Explaining SCERA's decision to form the

student sub-committee, O'Neil said, "I
didn't feel comfortable being the only
student representative. I don't know what
other students needs are. So we decided we
would form a committee with a
representative from each school."
Members of the sub committee will meet

bi weekly and can receive one to three
credits for their work. SCERA is accepting
applications in room 420 of the Student
Union Building.

Rape victims
blame selves
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

The majority of rape victims blame
themselves for rape, but that self-blame is

not an accurate appraisal of their role in
the rape, said Dr. Ronnie Janoff-Bulman
last night at Smith College. Janoff-Bulmar.
lectured to a crowd of 200 on "Self-blame
by Rape Victims: Power or Helplessness."
A professor of psychology at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, Janoff-Bulman said
self-blame is second only to fear in the reac-
tions of rape victims. According to the
study by the national Commission of
Causes and Prevention of Violence, only
4.4 percent of rapes are cause by the rape
victim, such as inviting a rape.
Janoff-Bulman has been working in the

area of victimization for the past six years,
including the reactions to rape, freak ac-
cidents and disease victims. She has par-
ticularly focused on the victimization of
women.
"Self-blame is common to all victimiza-

tions. Sixty-two percent of the victims of
freak accidents blame themselves in part
and fifty percent of cancer victims blame
themselves. Even parents of leukemia vic-

tims blame themselves," said Janoff-
Bulman.
"What victims have to deal with is 'why

did it happen to me.'" she said.

Janoff-Bulman said as a psychologist, she
came up with a hypothesis that there are
two types of self-blame, not just one. She
said one type is called behavioral self-blame
which the victim thinks in terms of "I
should not have done that." Behavioral
self-blame is in the past, something that
happened once but will not happen again.
The second type of self-blame is

characterilogical. in which the victim
always thinks in the present, "I am a bad
person" or "I am a bad judge of
character," said Janoff-Bulman.
"Self-blame is the second best predictor

of how a victim will cope with the fact that
she has been raped, she said.

Women whose self-blame was behavioral
recovered better. They think it happened
because they did something, such as hitch-
hike and they will never do it again, they
won't be raped again, she said.

"We all have an illusion of invulnerabili-
ty, and a rape victim can no longer operate
under that illusion. Rape victims have ex-
perienced a tremendous sense of loss of
control," Janoff-Bulman said. "A
characterization of self-blame is you see
yourself as helpless," she said.

Victims who blamed their behavior were
less likely to be depressed as those victims
who blamed their character, she said.

"I try to understand how the victims
themselves understand the event," she
said.

"Perception of relative invulnerability
can actually affect that invulnerability,"
she said. Surveys have shown that people
who look confident can actually reduce the
probability of rape.

"I do not believe there is a way of reduc-
ing the probability of rape to zero.But we
can find ways of reducing the probabilities
somewhat."
Last night's lecture was part one of a five

part series entitled "Women and Power"

a:*'*v.*'*>'«v««-*v*v»v»v*«,v*v^'*v.
at Smith College,

'J.^J^J3MlA»rj>Jk.tjt^ojiJt\
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TI-55
An advanced slide-rule calculator with

statistical functions and simple program-
mability.

Science. Engineering .statis-

tics. Social Science. VChatexer
your Held. Texas Instruments
TI-SS calculator can help you
improve your professional
performance In giving \ou
fast, accurate solutions to Nour
problems.

Advanced TI-S5 capabilities

include simple programming,
plus a unique blend of hard-
ware and software support.
The versatile TI-5S is packed
with the features and func-
tions you need to handle
almost any mathematical op-
eration, from logarithms and
trigonometry to more ad-
vanced statistical problems.

Powerful statistical capabil-
it\ . .

. mean, variance, standard
deviation, linear regression.
Simple ke\t)oard programma-
bilit} with 32 steps lets vou
perform repetitive calcula-
tions at the touch of a ke\ . Ten
user-accessible memories are
available to increase the flex-

ibilit\ of calculations.

Kas\-to-understand 140-
page Calculator Decision
Making Sourcebook shows
you how to use the advanced
funaions of the TI-55 in mak-
ing belter decisions, whatever
your field or profession.

Open M-F 9-5 Sat. 11-4

Located in the

Campus Center

^,UNIVERSITY
STORED

DETA KAPPA PHI

366

N. PI*QSQnt St.i

.2.

DETA KAPPA PHI
OPEN HOUSE

Come down and see why BK0 is

the ONLY fraternity that matters

Be more than just a number in a dorm full

of rules and regulations. Be part of a
growing brotherhood that has modern liv-

ing conditions, good food, strong in-

tramural teams, and a GREAT social life.

Tues. Feb. 9, Wed. Feb. 10.
Thufs. Feb. H ot 9:00 p.m.

All UMqss Men Invited

Dorm life director leaving
ByPAULBASKEN
Collegian Staff

Director of Residential Life Marjorie Lenn. after 12year, w.th the University of Massachusetts, wil move on
10 Wa-shmgton p.C. today to assume her newpaS o^the staff ol the Council on Post Secondary Accredi ation

national non government. non-profit organization.sponsible for overseeing accreditation of ail in'Lt? uSnsh gher education a-s well as coordinating accreditation
01 all spec.al.zed areas of higher education

I think ,fll be pretty fascinating." Lenn said.

hi^Sll^^^^n'"
^'"'^^ "^"^^^^^ ^^^ '"-'—

^
-

Lenn. who was appointed as residential life director inS 'r'; r ^^T ^ ^^"^^ "^ '^''''^'^'- «f the Central
es.dent.al Area. In 1974. she became director of theHuman Serv.ces Office of Residential Life, and wasnamed ass.stant director of the UMass Community

development Center in 1976.
Before coming to UMass. Lenn attended Transylvania

College .n Lex.ngton. Kentucky and graduated in 1968She .ece.ved masters degrees in higher education from
Yale University .n 1970 and from UMass in 1975. and a
doctorate .n education from UMass in 1978
Lenn yesterday expressed her enjoyment of the

unpred.ctable nature" of UMass claiming that, par-
t.cularly w.th the 11.000 residents in the dormitory
system, there has never been a dull moment "

Lenn. who has been involved in the recent coedbathroom controversy, recalled similar discussions
concerning the implementation of coed dormitories ten
years ago. In that period, she said she has seen protests
on most everything from wars to tuition hikes" and
policy changes Irom parietals (curfews) for women

Collegian 5

staff photo hv Paul Kaslten

MARJORIE LENN
students to 24 hour open houses in the dormitory system

She was very helpful in terms of (my) orientation and
becoming accustomed to the University environment

"

said Lxecut.ve Director of Housing Services Joseph
^nn.ni. who came to the University in September

Reflecting on her years with the University. Lenn said
she has few regrets, and the one she now feels is "missing
all the people I've had such close association with

'

^ The UMass Music Theatre Guild r
r announces -^

Women's Issues

Team plans

semesters agenda
t^us ^semesters work with an introductory meeU^g S
seS^stiJ^-iii^is^rat;::^^^^:^

The Women's Issues Team focuses on issues affectin..women such as sexual harassment, v olence aS nsf

ZZ\wi '•^'P'--^"^-^-e rights. It is one of thTnineU-ams which comprise SCERA. formed in 1978 by themerger of two previous student groups
^

I he team consists mainly of the Committee AirainstSexua and Racial Assault (CASARA). Students Aga ns

W E^ua" R.?htr"VR^'":
^"' ^'^^«^' ^^^ ^--^"i'lor t.qudl K.ghts and Reproductive Freedom

One member of the Women's Issues Team characterized
.t as an opportunity to develop strength in various skills a^well as meeting interesting people.

Three credit independent studies are available with theWomen s Issues Team. Contracts are due Friday and the

nt'XreTith'^S' "
T"'^^'^'"^

P^^^Z^^'' but 'dis ot

i"udc!i.ts.
' ''^^ P'''/'^*' '^P''"" «^^'^ble to

Last semester CERRF organized Reproductive Riaht«Awareness Days which featured a sSer from^heReproductive Rights National Network^^d independent

AUDITIONS
.for

^^1

PIPPIN
Tonite, Feb. 10 and tomorrow, Feb. 11

7 PM - Bowl<er Auditorium -

For more information call 546-9039 or 546-9714

LA MIA PIZZA
9 East Pleasant St., Amherst, MA

Near the Pub
4

FREE
1 quart Coca Cola (the real thing)

with a large combination pizza

FREE
2 cans Coca Cola with a
small combination pizza

Homemade Lasagna
a meal for two only $3*99

Spaghetti & Meatballs

or Sausage
a meal for four only $8.99

OAhJCIMG Z/APORIU//V

Xheck out this awesome alternativ

)f1B COMRDNENT SPEAKERS
*T150 WATTB OF QUALITY

RECORDED MLOC
^ LOTS OF LIGHTS
FINEST DJ5 AVAILABLE

CHECK OUT THE DRINK SPEcTaTT

VODKA/JUICE 95c
KANGAROO KICKS "95c
ROLLING ROCK bot .'95c

Proper Dress Required
• No T-shirts or Jerseys

• No Dungarees

REVERSE COVER
.

(instead of you paying,

you first special is on us!)

POSITIVE I.D. REQUIRBD
AT THE CORNER OP:

UNIVERSITY DR. & RTE. 9
286-8605
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WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY

BIGGER

GOLD
S1AR
19 inch

Solid

State

Color TV. (Only 20 sets.)

Repeat ofa Sellout!

4 DAYS ONLY! THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY &
MONDAY, FEB. 11, 12, 13, & 15!

MORE UNADVERTISED SPECIALS IN ALL FOUR STORES!
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED. NO RAINCHECKS. NO DEALERS!!
CASH, MASTER CARD, VISA. LAYAWAYS MUST BE PICKED UP BY
FEB. 20th. ALL PRICE GUARANTEES SUSPENDED FOR 4 DAYS ONLY'

DON'T MiSS THIS UNBELIEVABLE SALE!!

Tbclinics SL-B101
Beit Drive Turntable.

(Only 6 per store!)

S!^

GOLDSTAR 13 inch
wffjRiMrjwrirmau

(Only 20 sets.)

^s,^

MURA
HIGH-STEPPER
Portable miniature
AM/FM Stereo

Radio with
headphone.
(Save $20.)

(Only 10
per store.)

Texas
Instruments
Speak & Spell

Talking
Learning Aid.
(Only 6 per
store.)

v Texas
Instruments

J
Q O O. O ^ ,

TBcluiics SA-103
20 watt Stereo Receiver.
Slim line design with aluminum
die-cast cabinet. Station Radar
for crisp FM/AM tuning.

(Only 3 per store.)

Panasonic
Car or Home Speaker.

(Only 8 per store.)

Walkman II by

SONY
Little

Professor

)nlv 6 per store.)

Famous
portable
cassette
player with
headphones.
(Only 30.)

JULIETTG
FPR 1310
AM/FM
Portable
Radio
no per store.)

-^^^ rsaee

Technics
SBL50
9 inch
3-Way
Speaker.

*109
i^lCTO(\i4 by juLierre
Slimline AM/FM Stereo Cass-
ette Recorder. (4 per store.)

Panasonic 608
Metal Dolby Cassette Recorder.
Save 320.00. (Only 8 per store.)

JULIETTE C974
AM/FM Stereo Radio/Cassette
Recorder/8-Track Player &
Stereo Phono. (Save $50.00.)

•m

NUVOX 6x9 inch

20 oz. 3-way speaker kit.

FVgnnrnt-S
10 channel,
police
scanner.

SANYO
9921
AM/FM
Stereo/
Shortwave
and Stereo
Cassette
Recorder.

GOID S1AR TSM-22

Stereo
Stroller

Portable

Cassette

Player &
Headphones.
(12 per store.)

CALL JOTTER
Telephone
Answering
Device.

(Only 12
available.) I

1

SANYO 9100A
6 hour Video Cassette
Recorder Soft touch

449

AKAI K03
Digital AM/FM Tuner.
(Only 4 per store.)

119
Panasonic

1270
6 hour
video

recorder
with soft touch,

programmable, remote.

^549"*'

^o
AKAI U03
37 watt D.C. Stereo
Amp. (Only 4 per store.)

•iffflittsBrtiiniijii
LLl

[Hf"HO**'\

l«fe

HITACHI
T120
iVHS Vicieo

\ Recording
\ Cassette

J Tape

SONY VXl
22 watt Stereo Receiver.

149

B
JENSEN
LS5
12 inch
3-way
Speakers
(super value.)

00 •

ROAJDSTAR BON
50 watt car power booster.

BSR 883

EICO In-dash

AM/FM Stereo Cassette.

JENSEN R210
In-dash AM/FM Stereo
Pushbutton Radio &
Cassette Player.

^119^'

Dual 8 inch
lower
Speaker

Ju^ tjLk
,

6 o o o -o-o-
harman/kardon 350
20 watt Stereo Receiver.
(Only 4 per store.)

^179^'

5972
19 inch

Sohcl State

Color TV

369
HITACHI 9100A
6 hr. video recorder with
visual search & stop action.

^699^^

HITACHI 850C
13 tunctioti iHm-^tf visu.ll

r. cordff (S.HVM S100 00 '

899

PK400
Color
Video
Camera
(only 3 in

Springfield.)

AKAI fvio3

HITACHI
912
19 inch

Solid

SUte
Color TV.

399 109 399

i7f5:

fKonKfr^t-

channel

ptoqfamm^bit' " --

polici' sfdnn. t

209

301
Deluxe
Direct/

Reflecting I

Loudspeakers.

^119
SINCE 1961

AMHERST 201 N Pleasant street 256-0744
Mon.. Tues ,Wed 11-7p.m. Thur , Fn. 11-8p.m. Sat 10-5 30pm

SPRINGFIELD Sumner Ave at the X 736-3626 WESTFIELD
Mon thru Fn. til 9 p.m.. Sat. 9 30 to 5 30 p.m. Open Every Day ti

Not THSponsihlf for tvpoqr.iphictl frrors P.ctiirps <,f ,t

CHICOPEE Fairfield Mall near Caldors 593-5330
Open Every Evenmg til 930 p.m . Sunday 12 to 5 p.m.

WESTFIELD Westtieid Shops near Food Mart 568-1160Open Every Day t.l 9 00p.m. Sat. 10 til 5:30p.m.
not he of FK ,*Ct Free Layaways
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Coilegian 7

Heady thoughts
in tower Hbrary

Lous of pwple complain about the libraries at UMass
i hey re too unorganized." "I can never find what I'm

looking for. Tm afraid of heights." What these people
overlook ,s the fact that these buildings house the most
compleie collection of wisdom compiled at this University.
"; ";;^

l^'^mg about books. I'm talking about graffitti
UMass students are really something else. They makecomments on everything. They discuss romance. "Meg andUhI. My heart is in neutral." Some solicit help. "Oh Goddo I need a girlfriend." while others give it. "Poor guy yoiican have mine." o j> j

The UMass student is often the master of the non
sequ.tur. -To breathe or not to breathe - that is

Mary Beth Hebert

and my

Playing cards with Cupid
One Valenl^ine's Day. I made the ziooerheaded blunder

of makmg it known that I really wanted to get to know a
particular girl. She practically headed for the hills because
of my impetuous Valentine's Day delivery. It was a poem
typed m the shape of a big heart with an arrow through it
rolled into a tube and wrapped in pink paper and ribbons
like a big taffy candy. This was to be the key to my Big
Dream. As fate had it. the alarm went off and I was rudely
awakened It left me wondering, what purpose hath thee.
Day of V alentine?

If you're hopelessly in Jove with somebody, then
Valentines Day could be a blessing. Especially if thatsomebody loves you back. Valentine's Day is also for those

Steve Masse

who would like to be in like (or love) with somebody. It's
the reason some of us need to take a step outside of our
sheltered -tiearts and find a friend (something better to pat
than a dog. you might say). Even the hopelessly myopic
cynics among us would agree that there are more positive
things to Valentine's Day than negative. For example
Valentine s Day is a great way for flower vendors to show
they love their families by providing food to eat for a
change, instead of flowers.

Most of us take such holdiays for granted. Everybody
knows that Valentine's Day is on February 14. but has
anybody ever wondered about the originations of these
dates, these holidays?

Many years ago. when I was a skinny hyperactive runt
under the influence of Catholic nuns. I learned more than
my share about the originations of holidays and feasts. I
was (and still am) fascinated at how many religious con-
nections a nun could find between any two worldly points.
My classmates and I were constantly being fed "pertinent"
tales about various hundreds of saints upon whose feast
day we unwittingly happened to wake up. We learned
about St. Dymphna. the patron saint of nervous break-

downs. We learned about St. Blaise, who saved a kid from
chokmg to death on a fish bone. There was St. Francis of
Assisi. who could speak to animals, and whom we were
often told to emulate in our relationship with the non-
human elements crawling about. St. Frank's eyes were
a ways on us when we wished to stone a delapidated cat or
play baseball with a frog. And always remember St.
Anthony, to whom we pray when we lose things. Or St
Jude. the patron saint of the hopeless cases (this is true
ook It up). Most of the stories were loaded with blood and
lightning, and always there was abundant praise for those
who died to protect their virginity.

Well - all that has been leading to a rather unusual
conclusion: I don't remember any special tales from the
nuns about St. Valentine. I think he must have been an
inconsequential saint, to warrant such a boring existence
a-s a mere representative of the foU wrapped chocolate lips
the red rose and the paper heart. He didn't even get
crucified upside down, or shot with arrows, or have his
teeth ripped out with pliers (my mother's dentist in the
1960 s had hung in his waiting room a portrait of a par-
ticular toothless saint, whose teeth were plucked from her
jaw as part of her initiation into the kingdom of patron
sainthood). But St. Valentine'.' I don't recall much about
him.

Maybe that is why he is so special. Valentine is constant,
doesn't need martyrdom or fireworks to exist. He probably
plays cards on Saturday nights with Cupid. Though I may
recall the gory tales about martyrs, the tales have little
influence on my lifestyle at all. The guy who was constant
in his love has won the day on our calendar - so three
cheers for Valentine. His day comes every year, and even
every day if it makes you feel more lovable. A holiday to
celebrate love seems rather redundant, but maybe we
have to have a reminder once in a while that reaching out
asking, touching, helping - is an effort. It is not a one day
thing, but something that must be constant and genuine.
Do something nice for somebody, it'll come back to you.
And even if it doesn't, at least you know you've tried.

Stew Massi is a UMass student.

longesiion." "IV.ople who sterwtype suck
"

personal favorite, 'God bless atheism."
Those who have spent many hours at the library have

lound lime lor frequent moments of soul searching. Often
,

thest- thoughts are transcribed on the walls of our
buildings ,so future generations can benefit from their
wisdom. "Don't kill anyone. Let's bring peace to the
woiid Under that someone wrote. "All right. Then let's
kill them Thoughts run to politics. "End fascism! Eat
nee! and "I'ut down King - get a check." There are
personal messages for women; "Women! Listen to your
inner voice...Buy Tupperware." as well as problems of
world concern, "WhUe you eat dinner. 1400 people die of
starvation. "Under that was written. "Please, not whileim eating As a last resort, one can always "think
cosmically.

Puns are a common occurrence on the walls of the
library. The bored student can come across such gems as
Niet/che is Pietzche." "Bury ManUow" and "I'm dying to
have necrophilia."

War is also a major concern of many students. People
observe that, "the neutron bomb sucks because half the fun
is^watching the buildings fall down." Suggestions such asNuke the Whalers' and "Let's bomb Hanoi, just for oM
tunes sake..." are common.

Often the solitude of the library inspires the poetic muse
buried in the cranium of the crammer. Of course there are
the usual dirty limericks, but my favorites are the original
pwrns. Ma.sterpieces such as "Here I am. way up
high /trapped at a desk, up in the sky.. ./a top of the
library. I am to stay/study, study, there's no time to play

"

There are always going to be those gems of wisdom that
just can t be classified, but deserve recognition anyway
V our mother's in love with a carrot." "Finals will get you

every time. ' and "Save a chicken — eat a puppy." Other
people are still looking for the answer to that elusive
question, "Where is Bemb now that we need him'^" andwhy isn't there a sixth floor'.'"

Graflilti has its virtues and the main one is en-
tertainment. I'll leave with my favorites:

"To do is to be. — Satre
To be is to do. — Kafka
Do be do be do. — Sinatra
R2D2 - Star Wars
Be a good do bee — Miss Jean
Da Da Da Da De Do Do Do — The Police."

Mary Beth Hebert is a CoUegian columnist.

Letters
Board of Editors

'Actions carried out in our name and paid for by our taxes'
To the Editor:

Everyone has been reading about the Administration's
attack on working people, women, third world people and
even children. At the same time, we read about Reagan
appropriating $55 million to the junta of El Salvador in-

ternationally notorious for the indiscriminate torture and
killing of its civilian population. Not only is there talk of
further appropriations but the administration is hinting

that once again the youth of this nation may be sent to die
for dictators abroad.

Let us all show the concern we feel and act now. Let our
repre.sentatives know that we do not support the ad
ministration's actions, actions which are being carried out
in our name and paid for by our taxes.

Martha Tapia and Panna Putnam
Third World Women's Task Force

Cooperation between students and adminstration benefits aJI

Jeffrey P. Bianchi
Steve Semple

Marsha E. Bianchi
Jeri Bitterman

Kathleen M. Howley
Ed Levine

Kelly Burke
John Brobst
Susan Baron

Phillip Jennings
Stephen Freker
Vince DeWitt

Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editor
Production Manager
Business Manager
Executive Editor
News Editor

Women's Editor
Arts Editor
Arts Editor
Black Affairs Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor

To the Editor:

This weekend proved that when students and ad-
ministrators commit themselves to a project.it truly works
to the benefit of all. Director of the Campus Center.
William Harris' unprecedented decision allowing students
to stay overnight for U.P.C.'s J. Geils tickets should be
applauded. Over 500 students showed their appreciateion
by staying calm and orderly. And the Union Program
Council provided friendly asistance in the halls all night.
No borrow shows, or zoo mass, just a lot of fun for

everyone involved.

We would like to thank U.P.C. for letting us take part in
the best concert line up UMass has had in years. And we
woyld especially like to thank the Campus Center ad
ministration and the Fine Arts Center administration for
their cooperation in making it possible.

Ron Keefe
General Manager

Union Records Unlimited
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1st ANNUAL THE STUPENDOUS g Doonesbufy
SWEETHEART SNOW RACE R Drought to you

Hor entry forms and race ^ •v^rydoy
details look for our table

Wed or Thurs in the Cam-
pus Center Concourse or
call 665-3672/665-7175 U

3 by Gorry Trud^ou
' and th«

Newslines
nnfffPP •m^immrf^mmmmmmmm M t, .

A Special Way to Say ''I Love You"
20% off all Seiko, Citizen, Pulsar watches

20% off all diamond solitaire bridal sets.

Trio sets. Wedding Band^
30% off IJtkt charms, pendents, bracelets, earrings

ALL AT FURNA£I'S
xi^f^ if ^^J^K/lc ^'

Hampshire Mali

Hadley
5864222

THe QuesT OF The

"•^^ arxd uncover its key. [

Vui 1̂ 23 'f£€7 5910 ft

TO PLAY THE GAME:
Answer each of the riddles that will appear here each

week in February Write your answer in the blanks below
each riddle The letters with numbers below them corres-
pond to tt>e numbered spaces in the master key. As you
fill in the letters of the master key, you will t>e spelling the
name and kxation of a secret city in Europe. Send us
the solution, and you and a friend coukJ win a trip there, free.

TO ENTER SWEEPSTAKES
1. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
2. Grand Prize consists of two regular round-trip economy airfares
to the secret city. 30-day Eurail passes, American Youtti Hostel
passes, two backpacks and $1000 in cash
3. Cut out master key for use as official entry blank or use 3" x 5"
card Pnnt your answer atong witti your name and address Mail
to Secret City Sweepstakes, PC Box 6018, Norwalk, CT 06852.
4. The first 1 ,000 correct respondents will receive a poster as an
entry prize.

5. All entries must be received by 3/1 5/82 Enter as often as you
wish, but eacti entry must be mailed separalety
6. A random drawing of all correct entries will be hetd 3/22/82 by
the Highland Group, an independent judging organizatkw whose
decision IS final

7. Sweepstakes void where pfohitnted. taxed or othemyise restricted
a. All potential wmners may be required to sign an affidavit of eli-
gitMlity to verify compliance with ttie rules withm 30 days of receipt
of same For a list of prize winners, send setf-addressed stamped
envetope to Secret City Sweepstakes c/o HigWand Group. 16
Knight St

,
Norwalk. CT 06851

WH^n^AMI?

Upon a staff I sit,

I tell the name and pitch,

Not one, not two, but three.

Instruct the symphony.

ip^Mwndiisps^^p^

QCNeRAL FOODS"INTCRNATIONAL COffeeS
MAKe QOOD CDMpANY.© General Foods Corpor«ioo 1982

f^**
\i|/

CiImdaI tr>od>

iiriwrteiw i

CiNtiMJ foor)>
KRNATION*! C()^(l»^

JrishMKhaMnt
<*Kx stnf i««Mi coff It Kvf•

(<»"iii)«l hjodi
«lfuf(.is

(xt/p'Henna T CAf^pRANDUS

^.UNIVERSITY °r::^*-
«-5.

Sat. 11-4 Located in the Campus Center.

Women's Center will

offer support groups
The counselor- advocates at the Everywoman's Center

(EWC) will offer four all women support groups. Themes
for the groups wilrtnclude: Battered Women, Survivors of
Rape and SexuaJ Assault, Women Sexually Abused as
Children, and Getting Stronger: Assertiveness."

All the groups are free, confidential and will be
I'acilialted by counselor-advocates. All four will begin the
week of March 1, specific meeting dates and times are
being negotiated.

Anyone seeking help around these issues is en-

couraged lo call Catherine Roach or Amy Harper at 545-

0883 for more details.

Students to rally
A demonstration to demand an end to aid to El Salvador

will be held at noon tomorrow at Congressman Silvio
ConLes office in Holyoke at Dwijfht and High Streets.

The demonstration is being sponsored by the Nor-
thampton Committee on El Salvador and the Western
Massachusetts Latin American Solidarity Committee.

Those wishing to car pool to the demonstration meet at
11 a.m. tomorrow in front of the Student Union Building.
More information is available from either Pete 584-

0914. or Sarah, 357 2617.

POTENTIAL REPORTERS!!!
Basic workshops in newswriting and

reporting for interested students will be
held this evening at 7:30 in the Collegian

Business office. Any questions? Contact
Eileen Galligan at the Collegian office

545-3500.

VALENTINES
at

HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

Costumed Couriers

Delightfully Deliver

Balloon Bouquets
SES

KATIE OR FERN

ON THE UMASS

CONCOURSE ~-^

Wed Thurs Fri

WIN A HEARTS DEUGHT DINNER
FOR TWO ON VALENTINES NIGHT
AT THE

HAYMARKET restaurant

Wednesday

JimPlunkett
PUB MU6
MIGHT

35c Beers - Pub Mugs
• Oldies • Trivia Contests

9 til 1

1
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SAVE OI\K
*<>il'^

UPT0<250FF!
SILADIUM COLLEGE RINGS

NOW ONLY

^^

We've got what you want—a handsomely styled selection
of college rings at a price you can afford. SILADIUM® College
Rings carefully crafted in the ArtCarved tradition from a fine
and durable jeweler's metal.

Add your choice of custom options to the design you select
and you'll have a ring you'll want to wear for years to come.

But don't delay. Visit the ArtCarved Ring Table and get your
ring at a price that's too good to last!

/IKORVED^ CLASS RINGS thiC.

DATE: Feb 17, 18, 19 TIME: 10-3 PLACE: Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mMstore^

DEPOSIT REQUIRED MASTERCARD OR VISA ACCEPTED •1982 ARTCARVED CLASS RINGS. INC.
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Vineyard cocaine
operation raided
OAK BLUFF (AP) — An alleged cocaine operation that

laundend prolits through real esUte deals and linked
Marlhas Vineyard island with Western Massachusetts and
Vermont has bet-n raided, state police said yesterday.

Federal agents from the Internal Revenue Service and
the Drug Enforcement Administration joined state police in
raiding five homes in Edgartown and Tisbury on the island
off Cape Cod on Monday, said Lt. Robert Long, head of the
state police narcotics unit.

[ffisa:MAMWMim MALL

NtCHAMO DRIVKUSt in

Wh(MeMeislt«ny«Miy?

(5:46 9*1.75)8: IS

'AMUNBKAmr
OtANBKBATON REOS

TAPS
(b:i>^«»?'r )8:15

VENOM
Nicol WiNiamson

Hi (6:15 @ $175)8:46

Midnight Movie Madness
every

Friday Er Saturday
at 12:15 AM

MQUNTAIM F AWMS MALL

VICEmuAo
(6:30 e $1.75)8:45

UmKH* CHEVY

W#iL£MS CHA5€

(6:30 @ $1 75)8:45

Walt Disney's

iNlght Crossing
''-^'

(6 15 @ $1 75) 8:30

BURI SHARKTS
REYNOLDS MACHINE

m (6:00 @ $1 75)8:X

The IRS joined the
operation "to investigate the
laundering of the money
made from drugs into
construction down here on
the island," Long said.

The purchase of land on
Nantucket, Cape Cod and
Marlhas Vineyard allegedly

involving millions of dollars
in profits from selling

cocaine, and land
development and home
building were being in-

vestigated, he said.

"We believe they were
using the island here as the
originating point of cocaine
into the United States. They
would cut it up here and
distribute it out west
(Vermont and western
Massachusetts)," he said.

Long said investigators
believe the cocaine was
brought into Martha's
Vineyard by airplanes and
boats and then taken to the
mainland.

He said all of those
believed involved are from
the Springfield area in

western Massachusetts but
also have homes in Vermont
and rent homes on Martha's
Vineyard. The owners of the
five homes were not in-

volved, he said.

A Reception
For Students from

People's Republic of China
is being held

Feb. 16th

from 4:00 - 7:00 PM

invitations are available to students on
a first-come first-serve basis in the

Student Senate Office

Wednesday, Feb. 10th and
Thursday, Feb 11th between

9:00 am and 4:00 pm

Stockbridge Presents

The Fifth Annual

Professional

Development Day

Wednesday, February 17, 1982

9:00 am to 5:00 pm
In the CCA

Who should attend?

anyone interested in any way in

Agricultural/Horticultural

related fields

Admission Free!
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^ SOUNDS GREAT has lound a way to beat this
^{<s freezing cold worst- month-for-business- by

giving you the absolute hottest prices in town

"S .*

= SSoD^'m'^ ''.o'n^°"""''"f®^
components by names like PIONEER.JttiMWOOD, EPI-to name just a lavorite Jew. All to aive vou aood r«»n<:nn tncome out m this weather and buy from SOfJNDSG^t

^^kX'^ML,
SOUNDS GREATGIVES YOU THE HO I I IIH IIEST PRICES IN TOWN

HDOI -

M0M*A6RASlV6

CLEANER.

Qoupon Good
ThruFeb.21st.

um

JVC

Technics

AoroMAnc reHjrh stbkq
TORjoTAece.

Coupon Good Thru Feb. 21st.

I

I

I

I

I

TEAC

um

AM/FM ReceiOSK WiTH
2S/2S S^JAITS RHS. ^ ceo

Coupon Good Thru Feb. 21st.

I

I

I

I

/OS-

2WAYAOD05TIC

SPEaKjER
S^rtsTBM WiTH

Coupon Good
Thru Feb. 21st.

RfiCCRDeR WITH PCCORes-
ce^iT Nereis c mctal
opAB/ury. JfgA00
Coupon Good Thru Feb. 21st.

I maxell
I 0DC90-3PACK.
I90M//JUT6,

acAMKTAPe.

! 0# 'sPACK
I Coupon Good
I Thru Feb. 21st.

SoundsGreat;inc.
food. West SDrinnfioiH MA runAo /ii-ii i-jx xo--* ..-^.-.^ .. .. _ ^ ^ ^^^P^F

'-I

SOUNDS GREAT INC .1982
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But in the long run, IJrang Otan becomes
a victim of their own half-baked eclectism.
Most of the songs do not stand up to
repeated listening, and instead of sounding
like the high power emissions of a brilliant
group of minds, they resemble a message
in a bottle from a group of lost souls. Lyrics
like "Life so strange, make me change, life

so weird, make me scared" aren't par
ticularly profound or interesting.
While the fruits of their intellect are not

:is compelling as they might h)e, their
musical intentions are more honorable.
Urang Otan's dedication to creating a
distinctive sound using trombone and tenor
saxaphone, while not entirely successful,
shows promise for the future. At best it

•sounds like a synthesis of Chicago and King
Crimson.

Every song is tied together by a manic
disco beat, but it is to Urang Otan's credit
that they all but destroy predictability by
throwing in kamikaze time changes, sud-
den stops, and some extremely illogical

horn playing. This all but renders the
album undanceable, but succeeds in giving
Urang Otan an interesting, literally off
beat sound.

JIMMY DESTRI
Heart On A Wall (Chrysalis)

By DKNI CHAPNIK
Collegian Correspondent

And now, in this corner, the current
heavywei)t(ht champion, Deborah Harry
with her album Koo-Koo. In the far corner,
with Hrart on a Wall, is Jimmy Destrl
coniendinK for the title. Ding! The fight has
begun.

Blondie's keyboardist Jimmy Destri
played a major part in establishing Blon-
die's style and he carries that same pop
HK-k orientation over to his album Heart on
n WaJI. This album could well be Blondie's
Pamlirl Livvs all over again, especially
since Debbie Harry sits in on some back-up
vocals. But Destri's album is more diverse

URANG OTAN (Zoar)

By DAVID WILDMAN
Collegian Staff

From the town that brought you the
technocratic Scientific Americans and the
elusive Higher Primates comes a new ag-
gregate of starving, die-hard artists —
Northampton's Urang Otan. Although
these bands are not all technically from
Northampton, they all seem to be the result

of what happened when the dregs of
Rahar's met the brains of Hampshire Col-
lege. The resulting intellectual primitivism
is shared by all of these bands, who are all

more artists than musicians. But they're
still artists who need to have fun, even if

only on their own terms.

Urang Otan, like the above named ar-

tists, is walking on the thin ice of
conceptual -art-for-fun-but-not-for-profit.

Following in the fragile footsteps of bands
like King Crimson and Captain Beefheart,
Urang Otan's effectiveness depends much
on the element of surprise. Each of the five

songs on their e.p. .sounds .strikingly new
and fresh on the first listen, and the lyrics

that are discernahle present some in-

teresting enigmas ("Waiting on the but-
side.' WaiTinjJ for a check.") '

and adventurous, incorporating some slight
influences of David Bowie and Peter
Gabriel.

In "Living in Your Heart" a keyboard
string section surrounds you and tugs at
your n)mantic heart strings. "Little Metal
Drummer' is mainly an instrumental piece
that has a synthesizer whistling the theme
to a futuristic Western. In "Numbers Don't
Count (on Me)' Destri refers back to a self
penned Blondie tune called "11:59." It's a
fast paced rocker with screaming vocal
harmonies. "Under the Ice" contains a short
harmonica riff, shades of Bruce
Springsteen's "The River."

"My Little World "
is probably the most

interesting and intricate song on the album,
musically and lyrically. A number of
winding and aqueous instrumental and
V(K-al sounds build to a haunting, climactic
chorus of "You can follow me" and Destri
asks the eternal question, "Where are we
going?" There's even a short instrumental
reprise immediately following the song.

Destri shows some promise as a solo
artist. Who knows? Maybe if he gets really
goofi, he'll be able to sell his derriere to a
designer jeans company.

SAMMY HAGAR
Standing Hampton (Geffen)

By TOM SHAUGNESSY
Collegian Correspondent

Quite recently, the screamers and hitters

of popular music got a real shot in their
reputational arm. AC/DC came roaring
back in the black, the masses sang of child

and self-abuse, with the help of Benatar
and Squire, and Joan Jett and Ozzy made it

fashionable to like some of that "heavy"
stuff again. Maybe the record companies
were Just feeling sorry for all of those
Aerosmith junkies going through
withdrawal. Or maybe the market for Juice
Newton was less than anticipated.

Now that the radio is rockmg again, the
disc jockeys tell us of a real killer named
Sammy Hagar. The. DJ talk-up over the
radio.

But wait just one minute. This guy has
put out some fine material in the last few
years. Each of the albums stack up much
the same, a pair of nice power tunes, and a
bunch of motorhead <ove songs. The pro-
duction has always been tight, and as usual
it has that metal sound. No other promises
were made here, and all we are going to
hear for our six bucks is rock and roll. No
philosophy, no social issues, just drinking
music.

"There's Only One Way to Rock," and
"Heavy Metal," are the numbers being
given commercial airplay, along with the
less thunderous "I'll Fall In Love Again."
As with previous works. Hagar demands
and has gotten that slick L.A. production,
which has given his cover of Joplin's "Piece
of My Heart" an ear-pleasing quality, even
though she'd roll over in her grave if she
ever heard it.

The one thing missing in the disc, as far
as the music is concerned, is the real lack of
any sophistication in the guitar leads. The
rhythm is tight and flying, the vocals sharp
and up front, but the expected licks never
come off.

That was not the case in some of Hagar's
older works, including "Turn Up The
Music," and the original version of Dr.
Rick Springfield's "I've Done Everything
For You." Perhaps his best work was with
Ronnie Montroses's band. But best work is

something minor when the star's ego gets
in the way — Hagar was ejected by Mon-
trose after only two albums.

Now let's talk about your seven bucks
plus change. Sorry, the l.p. now goes for
nine and change. The cover is alright.

'Nough said.

1267 Riverdale Road. West Springfield MA 01089. (413) 736-6317 HOURS: Mon thru FrI 10AM to 9PM. Sot 10AM to 5:30PM. Sun 12 Noon to 5 m~
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Three accidents reported

I

Our success story
can be your
success story.

You've worked hard for your food sarvice degree
and you're looking for a career position that
will let you apply all you've learned so far.

YOU'D find it at Pizza Hut, Inc., a division of PepsiCo.

We'll be interviewing on Campus
February 25

See the Placement Office for more information.
An Equal Opportunity Employr M/F

by SCOTT HEKSEY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts' Police
reported three accidents yesterday, with at
least one resulting from the slippery roads
caused by yesterday's storm.

A hit and run accident was reported to
police at approximately 3:27 Monday af
lernoon. According to police reports, the
owner of the car parked it in Lot 21 at
approximately 4:00 on Sunday afternoon,
and when the student returned at ap-
proximately 6:30 on Monday morning, an
estimated $200 damage had been done to
I he car.

At approximately 10:00 yesterday

^ Loans

morning, a student reported to police that a
truck had slipped, and rolled into the side of
Johnson House in the Northeast Residential
Area. The accident took place sometime
between 6:00 p.m. on Sunday and the time
that it was reported. Police said that $500
damage was done to the truck, but no
damage to the dorm was reported.
A Pioneer Valley Transit Authority bus

and a brown pick up truck collided in Lot 21
at approximately 1:45 yesterday afternoon,
police said. The bus was apparently driving
along the access lane to Lot 21, when it

collided with the truck. According to
police, minor damage was done to the
outside rear view mirror of the bus, and an
undetermined amount of damage was done
to the camper top of the truck.

continued from page 1

university. At UMass. two private
agencies, the American Credit and Col
lection Agency, and the Financial Cole
Agency have that responsibility. Jackson
said. These two companies receive ap
proximately one third of the actual amount
ol the log being collected, so it invariably
costs the school additional money that could
be put lo better use. he said.

Students will have to start mobiJizing

politically in order to keep the NSDL loan
program in the fr-deral budget for the
luture. Jackson said.

"In my opinion, the Reagan ad-
mmistration havs a very slight commitment
as far as education and this will be taking a
back seat in terms of priorities." he said.

This is evident in the administration's
atli-rnpl to dismantle the federal govern-
ments Department of Education and curtail
I he amount of federal funds going into the
NSDIi program, he said.

Succeed
in business.

f4.».
It's a lot easier with a Texas Instruments calculator
desired to solve business problems."

Touch a few sftpeial keys on these Texas
Instruments ea)«ulators. the TI Business
Analyst-ir^'anclThe MBA ; and len^hy
time-value-of-money problems suddenly
aren't lengthy anvTnore.You can automati-
cally calculate profit

margins, forecast

sales and earnings and perform statistics.

And problems with repetitive calculations
are a piece of cake for the MBA, because its

programmable.

These calculators mean business, and what
they give you is time-time to grasp underlying
business concepts, while they handle the niim-
ber crunching. To make it even easier, each
calculator comes with a book written especially
for it. which shows you how to make use of the
calculators full potential.

The Business Analyst- II and MBA business
calculators from Texas Instruments.Two
ways to run a successful business ma- —

'
'^'^

jor, without rimning yourself ragged.

Texas Instruments
INCORPORATED

Attention BSN Class of '82

The Air Force has a special
program for 1982 BSNs. If
selected, you can enter
duty soon after graduation-
without waiting for the results
of your State Boards. To
qualify, you must have an
overall 3.0 GPA.

After commissioning, you'll
attend a five-month internship
at a ns^jor Air Force Facility.
It's an excellent way to prepare
for the wide range of exper-
iences you'll have an Air
Force-nurse officer. For more
information, contact:

MSgt. Ray Saccoccio
at (203) 745-2950

• flreot ««oy o( Me

/
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Adfl SIS lor U|»lale NY ,infi \pw England Opartu'es

'FREE Oitney ^f0 TMnjportation Etcuniont
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OAVE COMEAU - 549-6802
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DOONESBURY
By Gary Trudeau

5IR,P0^XXJR£ALiy
THINK ir9i/uisa TO you
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in tub black,
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffc
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE By M. Joyce
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ACROSS
1 Leave at the altar

5 Satellites

10 The Last Frontief

state: Abbr
14 Dies
15 See eye to eye
16 Mountain peak,

in Italian

17 Proverbially noisy

place

19 Declare

20 Airfield site in

Uganda
Indicating

drowsiness
23 Book Abbr
24 And hast thou

the Jabt»er

wock?"
25 Group related to

the Freemasons
30 Pictures

33 Amply supplied,
in a slangy way

34 Senseless
36 Bakery purchase
37 Napoleonic force

38 Filmdom's
Massey

39 J.F Cooper
heroine

40 Mash
41 Spanish calendar

word
42 Precentor's group
43 French Polntlllist

painter

45 Kindles

47 Minced oath in

Quet>ec
49 Bard's contrac-

tion

50 Beyond a fixed

point

52 Demosthenes's
forte

56 Special kind of

police squad
57 Scene of

Katharine Brush's

famous story,

Nightclub'
59 Matinee
60 Think tank output
61 Heraldry term
62 Rather dull

63 Distributed

64 European coal

basin

DOWN
1 Taunt
2 Niblick

3 Cafe au
4 Broadcast,

in a way
5 Agate
6 Monster
7 Spanish gold
8 Illuminated signs
9 Macaroni

ingredient

10 Nova Scotia,

formerly
11 Salon
12 corner
13 Former famous

puppeteer
18 Kind of wood
22 British title

25 Assails verbally

(with 'down ')

26 Goddesses of the
seasons

27 Recreation
area

28 Irritate

29 Morphean sound
31 Condor's perch
32 Chicago's tower
35 Subsequently
38 Fearless

39 French cathedral
city on theEure

41 One by one
42 Exonerate
44 Baby's toy

46 Sherwood or

Arden
48 Disintegrate

50 Partly fused glass
51 Verdi masterpiece
52 Form of land

ownership
53 One of the

Chaplins
54 List

55 Norse giant

58 Meteorologist s

concern: Abbr

I

ROD BONES By Gregg Canavan

r... /'fi STl/Byl^JG^ \
^THROUGH OSnOSlSI\

i
^ OnH^S i-ii

1 2 3 4

1
S 6 7 8 9

1

TF" 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 IS iT"'

20 21 22

H^^^Hn 24 pi
?5 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

33 34 35

1

36

37 30 39

40 41 42

43 44 45 46

47 41 49 jHH
50 SI 1 52 53 54 55

&6

1

57 58

59 60

1
61

62 63 64

DC MENU
LUNCH

Stuffed Pepper with

Tomato Sauce
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Pineapple Yogurt Stuffed

Pepper
Grilled Cheese on
Sprouted Wheat

DINNER
Roast Turkey/Gravy,

Dressing, Cranberry Sauce
Cheddarwurst/Sauerkraut

BASICS DINNER
Vegetable Chow Mein
Roast Turkey/Gravy,

Dressing, Cranberry Sauce

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

pynff[B|
IS IAIN in I

WEATHER
CU'arinjj by afternoon

today. Hi^'hs in Ihe 20s.

Fair tonight. Lows in the
sin>,'lr numbtTN and ItH'ns.

Tomorrow, increasing
cl»)U(lint'ss with a chance of

snow devciopinjj again.

Highs in lhf20s.

STUDENTS - UMASS (on Campus only)

Have the Boston Globe delivered daily

Discount Student Rate

D morning 10.75 D Sunday 6.00 D morning 8- Sun. 16.75

Name

Campus Address

Northeast, Central

Orchard Hill, Sylvan

Ron Hubadeau 549-5059

215 Sunset Ave. Amherst, Mass. 01002
Southwest

Tom Clough 256-0800

129G Brittany Manor
Amherst, MA 01002

256-0800

Ml'THE LAST GREAT
AMERICANS"

Interested in Television production?
Direction? Writing? Acting? Do you
have experience in video? Do you want
experience in video? If so bring yourself
& ideas to a meeting

Thurs, 6.00 rm 902 CC

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSEHS
POLICE OFFICER

The Amherst Campus is acepting applications for the
position of University of Massachusetts Police Of-
ficer, in order to establish a listing of eligible persons
for future available positions All applicants will be re-

quired and notified to take a written examination.
These positions carry full fringe benefits. Applicants
should apply to the Personnel Office, Room 167,
Whitmore Administration Building, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003 by 5:00 PM,
Wednesday, March 3, 1982. An Affirmative Ac-
tjon/ Equal Opportujiity Empjoyer.

d&.
s^^^

Thursday, February 11

2 Fori

rustv nail

TWOWAYSTREET

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665 4937

/m^

$2.00 Cover
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THIS
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Lens Care
Products
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for Heat
Disinfection
of Soft

(hydrophilic)

Contact
Lenses

Saline Solution

( FL 02

)

Daily Cleaner
(V5FL OZ)

Lens Lubricant
(0 5FL OZ)

$1.49 reg2.06
B 8- L 8 OZ saline

$1.89
reg 2.59

B & L daily cleaner or
B 6- L lens lubricant

89c

$1.95
reg 3.19

Noxema 10 02

NOXZEMA^
SKWCStAM

b.ll'll.'ISO'

reg 1.55

Oral B

72c
reg 1.13

#40

#60
#35

l/^gI^

Barbasol Shave Cream
Reg, Menthol, Lemon

y

Agree
Shampoo
80Z

reg or oily

Bals-ProteinI

$1.05
Sale Ends 2/19

All sale i^s also available the Mini Store located in the Student Union

^jUNIVERSITY
Located in the Campus Center

STORE
B Campus Center Open

^_^__ M-F 9-5

UI^DERGROUTTflSoSinS?
Expert Service on AH Brands ofHome

Hi-Fi & Musical Equipment

Nlw^^H^ccn^^i^^ <'f P^^'s are in stock)

mUAnvfS EQUIPMENT. ACCESSORIES.

r
'the WI2AM «r MlftfS"

' •« II

Fine Print Depi
!• Sean F says

wah hoo wah hoo
we H sell vou TDK s

'Of less

1-9507
'''\^/^.'- ''•'•''^^"A ..fg ?n<».-fc{-.(«^ »./i ^1

TDK SAC-90 $2.79
Limit 9 per customer, rain checl<s available

71 No. Pleasant
(across the street from the Rre Station)

M-F 10:30-7:00

Sat 10:30-5:00

Amherst
. 'i^'Pr'r r^'^M-^ ,V;v!- C' >v:r,ry. ei.W/,.,

I

ij'''.'''.' »' -vr,;' <.(/, ,l,1,>-j;,v...,,

iViV^vVO**^
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CollegHin Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Collegian is

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor
mation available with Randy 546-7013~~~~

AIRHEOS
~

AIRHEDS
Costumed Couriers
Delightfully Deliver
Balloon Bouquets
See Katie or Fern on the

UMass Concourse
Wed, Thurs, Fri

AUDIO

Stareo worth $1100 asking $585 like new
Call 665-7717 for info, will talk

Pioneer FM cassette tape deck for auto
two Jensen coaxial speakers $85 excellent
condition

AUTO FOR SALE

1989 Rambler 3-speed, good gas mileage
runs well, $400 Doug 256-0158

1978 Oatsun 200SX new tires, shocks and
muffler, AM/FM stereo, excellent condi-
tion 3800 call 1 737 7580 or 546-8339

1973 Austin Marina 4 dr compact, gd gas
mileage, dependable transportation 86 000
mi $700 546-3203 or 546-491

1

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $745
1972 Ford Grand Torino wagon
shape inside and out $600 549-4751

great

1966 Plymouth Valient new engine, good
condition 350 Claudia 253 9302

BAHAMAS - SPRING BREAK
College Students interested in earning a
free expense paid vacation in the Bahamas
during spring break please call University
Travel Club at 1-305-491-4312. Hurry, we
need only 4.

BOARDERS WANTED
Boarders wanted in Delta Chi Frat for
spring. Good food and social life. Call
253-9230

CAPE COD SUMMER
RENTAL

SEASONAL

W. Yarmouth and Dennis; 2, 3, and 4
bedroom units. Rent direct from owners
Call (617) 528-0404 or 528-3700.

COUNSELORS

ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT
CAMPS seeks qualified counselors for 75
accredited camps located northeastern
U.S. July and August. Contact: Associa-
tion if Independent Camps - 157 West 57th
Street, New York. N.V. 10019 (212)
582 3540

DULL?

I will sharpen. P-Tex, and wax your skiis
for 5 bucks. Look sharp! Call Ed at 6-9669

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Disc Jockeys are back Let us
DJ your party. Randy 546-7013

Band for hire New Rock Wave Funk Punk
The Effects call Mike 665-7605

Take your sweetheart to see "The King
of Hearts"! Thurs. Feb 11th CCA 7, 9, 11
$1.00

"The Cardiac Kids" will be at Smith Col-
lege's TNC February 11th. Davis Student
Center, 9-12, college ID required

FOR RENT

On campus housing, next to Newman
Center, sinles available, meal plan provid-

ed, call 253-9015, ask for Peter or Bruce

Room available Cliffside apt 665-4644

Rooms still available in ADP for spring

semester, excellent food. Call 549-6W4 for

info.

Room Belchertown house. $80 month.
Bus route. 256-0577 or 323-6404 keep trying

FOR SALE
~

S cubic ft refrig $100 or BO Bob 253-7542

Bear compound bow Whitetail Hunter
never used - 75$ sight, quiver and arrows
25$ 586-6341 ask for John

X-Country Skis,
542-4215

165 cm, shoes size 7,

Heavy Bag brand new 70 lbs. Everlast,

blue teflon $80 or BO call Mike 549-1233

Sneakers men's and women's; quality

name brand; great deal call Mike 549-1233

J. Geils Tix 2 prs sec 1 B/0 before 2/12

Denise 6-4969

J. Taylor tickets for sale aft 5 665 2301

New Quaen or King size waterbed never

opened, 10 year warranty, walnut stained

pine frame, headboard, deck, pedestal,

ttress, liner, heater plus padded
siderails. $199.oo complete. 527-4645

Easthampton

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

FOUND

Expensive ballpoint pen near Boyden,
2/3/82. Call 549-3624

FT. LAUDERDALE

UMASS! Party in Ft. Lauderdale. Travel
roundtrip by Trailways motor coach. Stay
in a top quality beachfront hotel. Special
parties and great deals on meals. A bargain
at $279 quad occupancy. No hidden costs.
Call today and make your reservations. Call
Gregg 549 5519 or Pam 546 8865 Sharon
546-8863

HELP WANTED
Valuable work experience Work-study
jobs available as telephone interviewers for
Project Pulse on Wednesday nights. Apply
to 229 Whitmore.

Overseas Jobs - Summer/Year Round,
Europe, So. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $550-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA 1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Recycling Project W/S jobs available, ap-
ply in person. Contact Bill Ennen 306 SUB
5-0618

Recycling Project W/S jobs available
apply in person. Contact Bill Ennen 306
SUB 5-0618

The Southwest Assembly is looking for a
secretary 8-10 hes. Apply Southwest
Assembly Office Hampden
Camp Counselor Positions: Camp
Becket-in-the-Berkshires (boys) and
Chimney Corners Camp (girls) have open-
ings for counselors and program
specialists. Also nurses (RN). Situated in

the mountains of Western Massachusetts,
the camps offer a broad camping program
emphasizing personal development. For ap-
plications write State YMCA, 6 St. James
Avenue, Boston, MA 02116

Carpentry and painting, part-time. Daniel
Smith. 25 N. Pleasant, Amherst, 256-0710

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. Spr-
ing class forming. 28 hours including
classroom theory & shop. Limited
lyollment. 253-7967

6-6636
Feb. 12 For more info

J. GEILS/JAMES TAYLOR
I have 2 J. Geils tickets for sale or will
trade them for two James Taylor tickets.
Will also buy James Taylor tickets call
546-8722

LOST

Set of keys with Seaside Beach badge,
2/3, reward 549-4135

Checkbook. Lost 2/3/82. Amherst Sav-
ings Joel Myerson. Please bring ^(leckbook
to Collegian or the bank. ^

y^

Black artdeco cigarette cas«/lighter
Lost around BOC $25 reward 549-6385

Brown leather cap lost around
Christmastime $25 reward 253-5124

Brown wallet important immigration ID
$50.00 reward Abbass Bozorg 549-2741

Tan Cr brown western sweater lost at
Lambda Chi Sat 6, sent, value, reward call

546-9533, no questions asked

Lost: jean jacket with very important keys
in pocket at Delta Chi, Friday Feb 5. No
questions asked Diane 546-6103

Blue Plaid Scarf, near Unitarian Church
$5 reward 546-6414

LOST: P-coat and recorder (wooden flute)

Please call Steve Beeber 665 3963

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTIM~

Therapist-Researchers working to
develop ways of better understanding and
helping those men whose lives have been
affected by the rape of someone close to

them (ie. husbands, brothers, friends,

fathers, roommates, sons) We would
welcome any help from any man who has
had this experience. Please phone or write

Bob Samuels or Madeline Wagner,
UMass, Tobin Hall 545-0499, 586-8327,
253-9537

MOVING SERVICES

Fast, dependable service. Reasonable
rates. Local or within 50 miles. For free

estimate call 549-3568

MS DANCE MARATHON
It's happening. .

March 5th and 6th.

.It's happening again

M.W. MULCAHY
M.W. - For the 16 hours a day you worked
as News Editor for the Back to School
issue, for trading your heart and soul for

newsprint, you have our undying love and
gratitude - The Coltegjan Staff

PERSONALS

Lambda>^Delta Phi Sorority accepting
female boarders for spring ffi. Close to
campus on major bus routes. Call 545 0939
ask for Eileen or Eva 389 N Pleasant St

Southwest Area Government is looking
for people to represent their dorms on the
Southwest Governing body. Fun and in-

teresting happenings guaranteed. Contact
your Head of Residence or the Area
Government Office at 546-0960

Give your Valentine good luck forever.
Authentic maili leaves from Hawaii. On the
Concourse by the Bluewall. Aloha. . .

Victor. Happy Birthday. Hope you have a
great day. Gail

All Orchard Hill residents invited to the
first OHAG Meeting Wednesday at 10. Br-
ing ideas and a friend! Call 546 6586

Western Dance: Fun night of Western
dancing. Come down and join us. Admis-
sion free. Commonwealth room (Ear-

thfoods) Feb. 16. 8 pm

Houseboys needed for sorority, please
call 5^9-1191 or 545-0527 ask for Pat or
Steve

A.
Fen\Ble boarders wanted If interested
please contact Louise at ^5-0527

ECKANKAR - a way of life. Write P.O
Box 283, Amherst. MA 01004

Panda^l, Heres to a very happy Birthday
and many more years of roomies! I love
you. Beth PS a smooch from Thew too

Who ever took my blue Levis jacket at
the Rusty Nail Saturday I have your brown
one Rich 546-7956

Be a Sweetheart - Be part of a team relay
race on snow, the Stupendous
Sweetheart SnOwrace happens Feb 14
stop for details at our Campus Center table
Wed & Thurs or call 665-3672. 665 7175

Randi Happy 20th Birthday! Have a great
day love. Ducky

PREGNANT?

Are you pregnant and a student? The
Colegian Womens Dept needs your input
for an article on motherhood. Please call
ASAP Kelly or Lisa 545-3500

PROJECTIONIST WANTED
Projectionist wanted - experience with
16mm projector, 5-10 hours/week. Work-
study preferred. Call 545-2145 or go to
Room 404 SUB

RENTALS

Non-smoking woman wanted to share 2
bedrtjom apt on bus line. On Amherst-
Belchertown line. Call 256-6836

RESIDENT ASSISTANTS

Are you interested in personal growth?
If you love working with children and are
available from 6/22-8/22/82 write: Camp
Wayne, 12 Allevard Lido Beach, N.V. 11561
and include your school phone number

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Long Island or New York
City on Friday Feb 12 546-9612

Mt Snow I need a ride to there or S. Ver-
mont on 2/12 after 12:00 call Annemarie
after 6:00 549-0409

RIDERS WANTED
To Schenectady NY (Union College)
Thursday February 11 call Carol 549-0102

Leaving for Boston/South Shore area
on 2-12. returning 2-15 call Denis 256-0722

ROOM WANTED
Room swap Southwest, Kennedy for
Sylvan McNamara call 6-7918 or 6-4206

ROOMMATE WANTED
Apt sharing Belchertown Center busrte
MF 142 -(- 323-5784 after 10 pm or 1 pm to 9
pm 323-6311 ext 240 ask for Cliff

Looking for person to share one bedroom
apt in Sunderland on bus route call Rick
6654562

Male nonsmoker to share bedroom in
Rolling Green $88 - month utilities included
253-9431

Roommate needed male or female Nor-
thwood Apts lease must be siqned
665-3664

Female own room two bedroom Brittany
Manor apt call for info Martha/Joyce
?'^3-7R47 '

Own room in 2 bedroom Presidential
Apt student 25 -f or professional
nonsmoker male/female $160 + utils

549 6476 549 6984 - Kim

Roommate wanted 1 male to share bdrm
in Southwood Apt 90$ inci heat call Rick
253-9579

Male to immediately share a room in
Brittany Manor $ 1 05/month 256-6379

Female wanted to share Puffton bdrm

$85/mo ht incI call 5^-3806

^'^^l^l^esperate call 323 7774
Female to share
Manr»r_Sin«; Koat inol

» bedroom Brittany

SAY IT WITH BALLOONS
THIS VALENTINES DAY

FUNNER TO SAY AND LESS TO PAY
RED. PINK. WHITE PRINTED FOR

YOUR DELITE
TOGETHER WITH RIBBONS AND

SWEETS
FOR A TREAT U JUST CAN'T BEAT
CAMPUS CTR BY BLUEWALL WED

THURS. FRI '

SENIORS/GRADUATE STUDENTS
Seniors/Graduate students need help
with resume writing, Call Career Prepara-
tions, 358 North Pleasant St., available
weekends Ph 549 5727

SERVICES

Couples Recovering From Rape
Therapeautic group for couples to work on
interpersonal aspects of recovering from
rape. 10 weeks. Sliding fee scale. Male &
female co-therapists. Psychological Ser-
vices Center, UMass 545-0041

Psychotherapy Group for Women to ex-
plore issues about relationships. Group will
last for 10 weeks and begin inFebruary.
Sliding fee scale. Psychological Services
Center UMass 545-0041

Expert repairs on all portable appliances
and sewing machines. Kentfield Hardware
253-7161

Typing 4c a line Some overnite service call
at 549-4595

SINGING VALENTINE

Performed /Delivered $8.00 by arrange-
ment, call J.B. 253-9818 before 8:PM

SOUTHWEST AREA GOVERNMENT
Attention all reps: First Meeting of the
semester, Thursday, February 11 at 6:00
pm Nominations for new officers

SPANISH CLUB

Spanish Club will meet today at 7:30 in the
Third Floor Herter Lounge alt invited to at-
tend .

THE MUSEUM DIREKTORS

U-Mass
available

253-5080

own New Wave Dance Band
for hiring. For indo call Paul

TRAVEL

Spring Break Florida & Bermuda
Cheapest prices on campus call 549-1835

Do it in Daytona! Spend your March
break (and not a lot of money) on the
beach. Call now - seats are limited Mike or
Kilian - 256-8244 or Tom - 253-5518

Ride needed to UVM - Burlington VT
leaving Fri 2/12 return the 14 or 15 will
share $ 546-8386 ask for Dana

TRYOUTS

UMass women's and men's bowling
team tryouts held Wednesday and Thurs-
day February 10 and 1 1 from 4-6 at Boyden
Lanes. All invited

TYPING

Freelance typing, editing, tape transcrib-
ing. Top skills, fast service, reasonable
rates. Professional executive/legal
secretary Amherst Center 549-0518

VALENTINE IN PARADISE

Tickets available for the Counts Rock and
Roll Spectacular featuring Leper's St
Valentines Day Massacre February 14
3.75/ticket the Paradise Boston call
367-9356 evenings

V.D. BALLOONS
Say "Happy Valentine's day " with a
mylar balloon from Zippo, Inc. $3.25 in-
cludes free delivery anywhere on camous
546-4001

WANTED
Wanted tutor Statistics 140 call Mike
546-6116 pay is good

Earn credit & help the environment (1

credit) Dorm Coordinators needed by the
Recycling Project 306 SUB 5 0618

Looking for Pinto Sta Wa 72 or 73 runn-
ing or not 545-3843 or 367 2365

Math Tutors call Riaz 545-0713

Earn credit fr help the environmei^ (1

credit) dorm coordinators needed at the
Recycling Project 306 So'

q

5-0618

WANTED TO BUY

HigK^st cash prices paid for class rings,
goW and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,
25 ^k).« Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710
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Trackwomen: small but
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Comprised of only 15 members and dominant in running
events, the University of Massachusetts women's track

team has made a big impression in New England since the

season began in December.

Good individual showings continued to be the rule last
Sunday, as the Minutewomen placed third in a sit-team
nr»eet at the University of Vermont. Vermont came out on
top with 91.5 team points, followed by Cortland State
University with 71 points. UMass was next with 44.5,
followed by Albany State College, Pittsburgh State Col-
lege, and St. Michael's College.

Leading the individual efforts Sunday were Leah Loftis
with a first place time of 60.2 seconds in the 400-meter

Sports

event, both relays (400 and 800 meters) with second-place
finishes as well as Wana Patnod's second-place run in the
500 meters, Micky Callahan with third place in the long
jump (16* 6") and in the 50 meter hurdles (8. 1 seconds) and
Tricia Moores finishing second in the 1500 meters, five
seconds behind the winning time of 4:47.6.

"We're doing very well so far," said UMass coach
Kalekeni Banda, "I'm looking for quality runners for the
New Englands, and for such a small team, we're doing
well."

Since the season began, the Minutewomen have been led
by seniors Moores, Judy McCrone (who had an injury and
did not run in Vermont) and Sally Anderson, as well as a
group of freshmen - Loftis, Maureen O'Reilly, and Cindy
Coronato.

At the University of Connecticut in December, these

three finished second, third and fourth in the 400 meters;
O'Reilly took third place in the 800 meters at the next
meet at Boston University ("She's one of the top half-
milers in New England." said Banda), while Loftis ran the
400 meters in 60.8 seconds, good for second place; Loftis
later ran that same event in 59.3 seconds in the New
England Athletics Congress Indoor Track and Field
Championships at BU, gcxxl for second place.

In between the seniors and freshmen are the young
veterans of the team. Iris McDonough and Callahan have
helped the Minutewomen gain points in events like the
55-meter hurdles (Callahan finishing third in 8.94 seconds)
at the Greater Boston Track Club Invitation at Harvard
on Jan. 31, and the 800 meters.
The Minutewomen will head to Boston College tomor^

row for a meet against the Eagles, beginning at 4 p.m. I

The 'coaches'

return to Cage,

unfortunately
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff ^

Beware, Coach Tom McLaughlin, the "coaches" are back
in the stands of the Curry Hicks Cage once again.

Yes. that's right, the know-it alls and second -guessers
have finally sharpened their tongues and are more ready
than ever to rant and rave from the bleachers about this
player and that player, and your offense and defense, and
what color socki. someone is wearing or just about
anything.

I thought that I owed it to you to give you some advance
warning about the "coaches" return to the Cage, since I

assumed you hadn't noticed.

Commentary
How could you notice the "coaches" with so many real

fans showing up at the Cage these days. You know, the
ones who understand that five of your top players are
freshmen and the two "veterans" are sophomores. The
tans who realize how difficult it is to play freshmen on a
Division I level and put a consistent and motivated team on
the floor every night are the ones you probably heard.

I. however, was not so lucky Monday night. I sat in a
section where the "coaches" were lending the crowd their
persona! insight into the game almost as soon as the
opening tap.

But, maybe it is you who has brought the "coaches " back
to life. The fault could be your own.

After all, no one really expected anything from the
basketball team this year until you took this bunch of
youngsters and made them into a team that has been able
to play on an even footing with squads that made a
mockery of them just one short year ago.

You were the coach who brought some basketball
respectability back to our campus with wins over teams
like Duquesne and Harvard and the incredible come- from
behind last-second victory over St. Bonavenlure.

Coach McLaughlin, the problem is that you have simply
given some people too much too soon. They ye not ready
to face the facts and realize that this is a building year and
a very successful one at that.

I ask you only one thing. If you can hear them, dm't
listen!

Instead, listen to the real fans who were cheering to the
very end of ihe New Hampshire game Monday and who
moaned for the team, the real coaches, and for themselves
when the "Cardiac Kids" attempt at pulling another game
out of the coals failed. They are the fans that you're going
to need if the new beginning youve brought here is to
continue to grow.

On behalf of the real fans, the ones with enough smarts
to appreciate what you've done so far. I thank you. Please
continue the good work and get us to the point where we
should be able to demand more.

To the "coaches,
" please stop yelling in my ear. I'm

trying to watch a ballgame.

Viy^•^^v^yf^i:<^^i!i^}i;i^^^^^^

Women's Gymnastics
The University of Massachusetts women's gymnastics

learn will be looking for its seventh win of the season
tonight against the University of Rhode Island at Boyden
Auxilary gym. The meet begins at 7 p.m.

GET DOWN THERE! - University of Massachusetts wrestler Scott McQuaide tries toDindown an opponent in the 150 lb. event during Monday night's meet between UMass and CentralConnecticut State College at Boyden Auxilary gym. McQuaide got his pin, while Mike DemarcoKevin Murphy and Dave Guselli also won for UMass. However, the Minutemen lost in the last

UMass meets Harvard University February 16 at Boyden.

Big Green edges UMass
Hanover, N.H. - The University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team pulled themselves together to
play some fantastic basketball as UMass pushed Dart-
mouth College to the last second of the game before losing
a hard fought 62-59 game last night.

The Minutewomen, playing hard, aggressive basketball,
grabbed an early 6-2 lead on Cindy Clapp and Martha
Ready hoops. However, Dartmouth came back and the
lead seesawed throughout the first half. The Big Green
moved out to a 29-23 lead with 2: 12 left in the first half but
Massachusetts sank eight consecutive foul shots, six by
Sherry Collins, all in an one and one situation. UM's 31-29
lead was short lived when Dartmouth's Gail Koziara put
two in the net and the score was tied for the third time.
Collins broke the tie with zero showing on the clock with

a 20 footer to give UM an impressive 33-31 lead at the
half.

UMass came out blazing in the second half and refused
to let Dartmouth take any significant lead. The score was

tied eight times in the second half alone.
With Dartmouth leading 43-39, UMass went on their

last tear of the game which was capf)ed by Tara Heinz-
mann's driving layup from the left side to give UM a 47-45
lead. Dartmouth came right back and tied the score at 47.

Late in the game, Big Green All-American candidate
Koziara sank a foul shot with 2:26 left to hand Dartmouth
a 58-57 lead. Koziara, who led Dartmouth all night, then
sank another field goal for a 60-57 lead. But Gwen Jones
narrowed the lead to one with 50 seconds to go with a
hoop of her own.

Anne Deacon's foul shots with one second on the clock
sealed the Minutewomen's fate and the final score was
62-59.

UMass, whose record slips to 4-15, hosts Princeton
University Friday night. Dartmouth improves to 10-7.

- GERRY DESIMAS

Sports Notices
WOMEN'S LACROSSE - There will be an organiza-

tional meetmg for all candidates for the women's lacrosse
team Thursday, February 1 1, at Room 1.53 in NOPE gvm
For more mformation, call Pam Hixon at 545-2845. '

SOFTBALL - Tryouts for the UMass women's softball
team are bemg held for the next two weeks at NOPE t^^m
Anyone mterested in trying out or for more information"

please contact Elaine Sortino at 545-0038 or st<»p by her
office at 225 Boyden.

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL - All interested undergradute
men are invited to try out and practice for the men's
volleyball team. Try out practices are at Tuesday. Thurs-
day and next Monday, Tuesday and Thursday at NOPE
gym beginning at 9:30 p.m. Please come prepared to play.
If you have any questions, call Greg Joy at 549-6580.
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SAFA says financial aid

reductions for 10,000 likely

RUBIK'S CUBE — Puzzles off-campus senator, Rick Williams, of
Colonial Village, at last night's senate meeting.

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

About 10.000 University of
Massachusetts at Amherst students will
have a reduction in financial aid durinir
Fiscal Year 1982 1983 if President Reagan's
budget proposal is passed, said President of
Students Advocating Financial Aid (SAFA)
Brad Goldstein.

At last night's Undergraduate Student
Senate meeting Goldstein outlined the
presidential budget proposals. Guaranteed
Student Loans for graduate students will be
eliminated, as will Supplementary
Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG)
Goldstein added that the SEOG is a grant
for needy students.
The budget proposes no appropriations

for National Direct Student Loans and
proposes reductions in funding for the State
Student fecentive Grant. Goldstein said.
Undergraduates with Guarantetnl Student
Loans will be expected to pay prime rate
interest, which raises the percentage from
5 percent to the present H'/z percent level.
The loan will have to be repaid while the
student attends school, Goldstein said.

Students are going to Washington D.C.
on Feb. 28 to March 2 to lobby against the
budget proposals. Any students interested
in participating, especially those from out-
ol state, should conUct the Financial Aid
Office. Goldstein .said senators from other

New England states will be influenced by
student reaction if sufficient numbers of
students from states besides Massachusetts
are involved in the issue.

In other senate business, the present
stale of the annual spring concert was
discus.sed. Due to administrative con
slraints at last year's concert such as
limiting ticket sales to those in the 5-
College community, the Santana can-
cellation and the resulting loss in food and
liquor sales, last year's Community Day lost
$109,095.81. according to Student
Government Association Treasurer,
Richard Goldman. Union Program Council
(I'PC) and the .senate will each be pavine
hair of the deficit.

Questions were raised on the position of a
concert this year. Frank Gironda of UPC
said the administration will not agree to
hold the concert on May 1, citing spring
loolball practice. Gironda has been talking
with administrators and football coach Bob
Pickett about changing the date.

"Right now they say we can only have the
stadium May 15. The problem is that this
concert has to either break even or make
money. If we can get the stadium on May 1.
we know the talent we can get would
beyond a doubt pack the place. It would be
as popular as the last couple of shows UPC
has done (James Taylor and J.Geils)."
Gironda said.

Continued on page 7C^/'^XW^'W^ A -m
Continued on pai

^Jilr ^^^ bargaining power for Resident AssistantsBy PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

Michael Ferola of the Residential Issues team of the
Student Center for Educational Research and Advocacy
(SCERA) has announced plans to form an association of
Resident As.sistants (R.A.s). which would serve as "a
means for R.A.s to have a voice" in issues affecting them.
The proposed association, initially scheduled to operate

within the Southwest Residential Area with the potential
for expansion to other areas, will serve to unite R.A.s for
communication both among each other and with the
University administration.

Ferola said a main objective would be to provide a forum
for the approximately 150 Southwest R.A.s to exchange
information and ideas concerning their job and residence

Dean, Ervin

on DVP slate
By JUDY RUBIN
Collegian Staff

The Distinguished Visitors Program
(DVP) will sponsor five lectures this spring
featuring a variety of topics presented by
speakers from different parts of the coun-
try.

On Feb. 23, essayist and author Nora
Ephron will speak about her writings.
Ephron will also give a seminar on the
techniques of magazine writing.
Catherine Brady, author of the book

Fathers' Day. will present a lecture on in-
cest, rape and child abuse on Feb. 25.
"Vietnam War Stories" will be the

theme of a lecture given on March 10 by
Robert Muller. Muller, a Vietnam veteran
recently back from Hanoi where he was in-

volved in a search for soldiers missing in

action, will speak on the problems Vietnam
veterans face when they return home.
DVP will also sponsor "Coming Home,"

a film that deals with the same topic as the
Muller lecture.

On April 13, Bruce Ritter will discuss his

project. The Covenant House, a home for
runaways in New York City. Fr. Ritter, a
Catholic priest, spoke on campus last year.

Probably the biggest event this semester,
said Sue Chiocchio, co-chairperson of DVP,

,

Continued on page 7

through meetings and newsletters.
Another important goal for the association would be to

become "recognized as a viable organization" by the ad-
ministration for the purpose of presenting them with a
united position on issues, Ferola said.
The association must "get them to listen," Ferola said,

and will therefore "depend and rely " on R.A. feedback for
its credibility.

Ferola said "little problems" such as incompletely
painted dorms and short notice on policy changes would
constitute much of the dialogue with the administration.
Ferold said "bargaining tools" would be used to encourage
cooperation by the administration. These "tools." Ferola
said, would consist primarily of gaining media awareness
and discussion of any problems, thereby forcing the ad-

ministration to deal with campus wide and possibly state-
wide sentiment on issues.

Ferulo emphasized however, that he is not organizing a
union and that strikes are not included in any contingency
planning.

"In a way, we're assisting the administration to make
changes," Ferola .said.

However. Ferola said "administration opposition " has
been partly responsible for the failure of past attempts at
R.A. organization, and alleged the general administration
altitude on the subject is that R.A.s are hired un-

»

derstanding their jobs and the accompanying disad-
vantages.

"We have never opposed such efforts," said Marjorie
Lenn. the former Director of Residential Life.

ii^i^Si^i^iii^^sigi^^^^.Sf.
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ICE SCULPTURE — Heather Cairnes, a sophomore of Sunderland sits
PlMto h* SfoU Rvrkr-v.^ ov^vj^r iun.1:, -. neainer ^.airnes, a sopnomore oi Sunderland sits on an ice dragon sculptured bvKevin P.J. Barnes of Vermont. The dragon took four days to complete.
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World and national news Collegian 3

Kissinger is 'stable,

in good condition.'
BOSTON (AP) - Former Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger was reported "very stable and in good condition"
yesterday after a 4'/zhour. triple bypass operation to
relieve clogged arteries around his heart.
"We're happy with essentially everything," said Dr. W.

Gerald Austen. Kissingers personal physician, who helped
perlorm the open heart surgery at Massachusetts General
Hospital.

Dr. Mortimer J. Buckley. Jr. chief of the hospital's
cardiac surgical unit, said doctors felt the operation was
necessary becau.se of Kissinger's stress test results and
three bloc-ked arteries, which he said caused "the
equivalent of a dangerous situation."

Buckley said the 58 year old Nobel Peace Prize winner
was heavily sedated and was not expectiKl to be able to
speak until this morning. He predicted he would make a
full recovery.

Dr. Roman W. DeSanctis, the cardiologist in the
operation, said that minutes before Kissinger went into the
operating room, he told th«' doctors that "if there was any
possible way to escape at that time, he would.

"

"He has a marvelous st-nse of humor, and it has helped to
sustain him through this lime," DeSanctis said.
Buckley said the 5 foot 8. 203 pound Kissinger should

lose between 18 to 20 pounds in the next year. But he
admitted the weight loss would have to be "negotiated

"

with Kissinger.

The diplomat anticipated the doctors' recommendation
1 uesday and told reporters he would "wish them luck" in
trying to convince him to reduce.

•:-:-:;-:vX-:-:':-::-:::-:-::::;:;:::::v:::ig5:::i
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ACID RAIN — Greenpeace International, an'
environmental g^roup unfurled a 60-foot-long
banner as part of a national protest yesterday
against acid rain pollution. A man and woman
climbed the 250 foot smokestack at the Magma
Copper Co., in San Manuel, Arizona, as clouds
of sulfur dioxide loom in the background.

United States rejects

Soviet arms proposal

.

WASHINGTON AP - The United States yesterday
rejected the latest Soviet arms proposals and accused
Soviet leaders of trying to negotiate cuts in medium range
nuclear weapons through the press.

"fhis is not arms control, " said Dean Fischer, chief State
Department spokesman, of the Soviet negotiating position
in Geneva as outlined Tuesday by the Soviet news agency
Tass.

Fischer also said the United States would not set a date
lor the start of negotiations with the Soviet Union on
controlling strategic, long range nuclear weapons because
of the "continued repression of the Polish people, in which
Soviet responsibility is clear."

As for current talks in Geneva, the Soviets called
Tu«'sday for staged reductions of medium range missiles in
I^Ufope to ".JOO units on each side " by 1991.

The practical effect of the Soviet proposal, Fischer said,
would be to allow the Soviets new deployments of the
triple warhead SS-20 mobile missile in Europe and
unlimited deployments outside Europe.

But, he said, the United States would be forced to cancel
planned deployment of Pershing II and ground launched
cruise missiles and the West would have to reduce existing
systems in Europe.

"The United States is willing to negotiate in good faith
on the basis of equality between our two countries, but
cannot allow the Soviet Union to secure superiority, either
at the negotiating table or elsewhere," Fischer said.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Three injured, 300 evacuated

in natural gas explosion

PliOVIDENCE (AP) - Three men were injured
yesterday in a natural gas explosion that forced the
evacuation of 300 people from the State Office Building lor
two hours.

A four block area on the city's Smith Hill also was
cordoned of! while Providence Gas Co. officials shut off gas
and waited for high gas readings in the air to diminish.

Fire Chief Michael Moise said the explosion occurred
while three Narragansett Electric Co. employees were
working in a manhole on Smith Street.
The three were taken to Rhode Island Hospital. A

spokesman said Patrick J. Toomey, 51; Donald Wood, 54,
and Carl Lavin. no age available, were in satisfactory
condili«)n after suffering burns in the explosion.

Moise said company officials shut off gas into the area
about 11 a.m.. two hours after the explosion, and later

located and repaired the leak.

Moise said workers had taken readings of "high levels of
gas" in the area around the site.

Budget idea draws interest,

White House rejects proposal
WASHINGTON (AP) - More Senate Republican

leaders expres.sed interest yesterday in a Democrat's
alternative to President Reagan's budget but the White
House flatly rejected the proposal.

Sen. Ted Stevens of Alaska, deputy to GOP leader
Howard Baker of Tennessee, said the proposal by Sen.
Ernest Hollings. I) S.C. "merits a lot of consideration."

Baker, who meets with Reagan at the White House
today, on Tuesday called Hollings' ideas "intriguing."
Yesterday he elaborated on that to call them "interesting
and worthwhile, " his most notable detour so far from
straight backing of the president.

Senate Demix'ratic leadef Robert Byrd said Hollings'
ideas "will be looked al with all other proposals."
And he called on Reagan to take the "courageous step" of

withdrawing the budget and submitting a new one.
Hollings said his alternative could cut Reagan's

projected deficit of $91.5 billion for 1983 to $42 billion, and

produce a surplus in 1985. the year Reagan forecasts a
deficit of $82 billion.

The plan calls for a one year freeze on defense spending
al current levels, elimination of one year's cost-of-living
increases for Social Security and government pension
recipients and major reductions in the three-year tax cut
plan Congress approved last summer.

Reagan aide Joseph Canzeri

quits, resigrmtion accepted
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presidential aide Joseph

Canzeri abruptly resigned yesterday after acknowledging
Ihal he twice submitted bills to both the White House and
Republican National Committee for the same trips.
He also said he accepted a low interest mortgage from

Laurence Rockefeller and a California developer.
While House spokesman Larry Speakes said Canzeri's

resignation had been accepted.
Canzeri said the double billing had been an accident. He

defended the loan as proper.
However, he said. President Reagan and his top aides

"have more to do and worry about around here than worry
about Joe Canzeri. If the president has to lake five minutes
out of his day to be concerned about this, it isn't right."

UMASS SKI CLUD
Sot. Trip

STOWE, VT
(best skiing in N.E.) $19

S9 Deposit

SPRING BREAK
FT. LAUDERDALE
6 Days 7 Nights Hotel

on the strip only S ^ 29
Discounts. Parties & more

Irons. - Plane, Dos, Corpool

Office

430A Student Union
M-F11-0 545-0407

10% off with

868-6296

"THE LAST GREAT
AMERICANS"

Interested in Television production?
Direction? Writing? Acting? Do you
have experience in video? Do you want
experience in video? If so bring yourself
& ideas to a meeting

Thurs, 6:00 rm 902 CC

available at the grist mUl route 116 •
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1 Mile South of

Stockbridge Presents
The Fifth Annual

Professional

Development Day

Wednesday, February 17, 1982

9:00 am to 5:00 pm
In the CCA

Who should attend?

anyone Interested in any way in

Agricultural/Horticultural

related fields

Admission Free!

Police say anonymous report better than no report at all
By KELLY BURKE
Collegian Staff

,nW 5 ^f
"''

T""^
^"^^ neighbor stole your television set

abouITh r' '^""' •' '"^ ^"^ '^ ''^'^' y^^ -««« forge

rtk L M inr;S'"'
""' ^^^'"^ ^« P'-"'''^-"^^ Ihe culprit andrisk getting the reputation of being ^ "rat" on your floorBut you may not be one to forget easUy. and in that cTseyou can report the theft to police in detaU. without havfngto use your name.

v 'laving

Anonymous reports are often very useful in police
mvestigations. even if the informant does not want to
prosecute, said Mary Dumas, of the community
relations/staff development at the University of
Massachusetts Department of Public Safety. They seldom
get anonymous reports, but she and Director of Security
Gerald O'Neil said they encourage anonymous reporting if
that IS the only way they can get information about a
crime.

r)umas said there are many reasons a person wouldwant to anonymously report a crime and it can often be alearnmg process for the reporter. For instance, a rape
victim may be relucUnt to report the crime, but does so

onH" nT*"" A^. k"*^
'*'*'"' ^'''"' ^^"^ P"''*-'^ that she is not theonly one. At that pomt. there is a chance she will changeher mind. Dumas said.

tnange

Sometimes a victim of a crime does not report thecrime because (s)he is concerned about aggravatine a

K'^H *^?rr-
"'"'"'^ ^•^'^ ^" -ampleTa woman

wL dWnrbnfth '"'"P''^' "' ^ "-"P* *>^^"«« »'«'• fatherwas dying, but the anonymous report she did make to the
police helped to support another victims report of a rapeby the same man. r «• ape

Another example of anonymous reporting leading to
education, is when a person reports an incident which thev
are not sure was a crime, and are looking to find out moreIrom the police. Dumas said.

L.ULU UUCK - Hock of ducks inhabit the campus pond prior to the recent cold spell andsnowstorm. "^

Amherst Police report

5 arrests in car theft
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

Four adults and one juvenile were arrested after a high
speed chase early Wednesday morning on Route 9 in
Belchertown m connection with the theft of a motor
vehicle.

Robert A. Gatta Jr.. 17. of 102 Rolling Green, was
charged with larceny of a motor vehicle; racing three
counts of receiving stolen goods. aU valued at more than
JIUU; and being a person under 20 transporting alcohol
Christopher R. Lorette. 18. of Lee Road. South Deerfield
was charged with larceny of a motor vehicle and being a
person under 20 in possession of alcohol. Michael P. Nesta
19. of West Yarmouth, and Douglas J. Vishway, 17. of Lee
Road. South Deerfield. were charged with larceny of a
motor vehicle.

The juvenile, for whom there was a warrant out
following his escape from the Department of Youth Ser
vices, was charged with larceny of a motor vehicle
operation of a motor vehicle without a license, racing, and
three counts of larceny at more than $100.
The vehicle, a green Chevrolet Monte Carlo, was stolen

out of Puffton Village. The same vehicle was stolen out of
Pufflon Village Jan. 10 and was recovered without the
keys at the Hampshire Mall, Route 9. Hadley.

In an unrelated incident, a car travelling east on
Belchertown Road just after the Beichertown Road S. East
Street intersection, swerved into the left rear end of a car
travelling west. Kenneth R. Gagne Sr.. 43, of Springfield
was arrested for operating under the influence of alcohol,
and driving an unregistered motor vehicle. The westbound
car was operated by Sean E. Callaghan. 21, of 125G
Brittany Manor.
A Kodak pocket instamatic camera and $286 in cash was

taken in the burglary of an Overlook Drive residence
Tuesday night. Entry was gained through a rear sliding
,^lass door which was pried open, the police said. t

Other motives might be fear of being identified by the
otiender as having reported the crime, or the victim might
not want to draw attention to his/her own criminal
background.

Although Dumas said the police may not be able tomake an arrest based on anonymously reported in
lormation. they can suggest alternative actions against the
alleged criminal within the University, by alerting the
Dean of Students of the complaint, or if it is against a staff
person, by going through personnel.

An anonymous report can be made in person or bytelephone. Dumas said.
^ ^

"Weary to make it easy, because it relieves the

called the police to report that." O'Neil said.

that ^hil^i"''
''^^P'*' ^'^ becoming more conscious

that...this IS one way to stop some of the crime," O'Neil

MUer helps fund

84 Olympic Games
NEW YORK (AP) - A beer company tossed an ad-

ditional $3 million into the U.S. Olympic Committee coffers
yesterday, hoping to assure that Uncle Sam will field the
best teams money can buy in the 1984 Winter and Summer
dames.

William Simon, president of the USOC, announced at anews conference that Miller High Life would provide major
funding over the next three years for team development at
the Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs Colo
With estimates that $14 a day is required for the

leeding. housing and training of athletes at the center.
Miller s input was placed at $3 million.
"We are making a long term commitment to American

sports, said Lauren Williams, executive vice president of
Miller Brewing Co. "We want to give American athletes
the best chance to excel in the 1984 Olympics and other
international competitions."
Corporate financing is America's answer to the Soviet

Union and other countries whose governments underwrite
their national sports programs, a practice which U.S.
critics have termed "professionalism."

It's figured that between $77 million and $100 million will
be needed to equip and train the U.S. team for the Winter
Games in Serajevo. Yugoslavia, and the Summer Games in
Los Angeles.
With the help of Miller and other corporate giants such

as Coca Cola. United Airlines, Levi Strauss and ARCO. the
USOC has guaranteed Los Angeles that there will be no
after cost such as that which saddled Montreal with a
longterm debt in 1976.

Actually, with the USOC and the Los Angeles Olympk:
Committee working together. Olympic officials figure the
LA Games should produce a surplus of $21 million, with the
extra proceeds to be distributed among the USOC (40 per
cent), the various sports federations (20 percent) and Los
Angeles area sports programs (40 per cent).

It would mark the first time in history that the Games
have not produced a deficit for the host city. Fifty percent
of expenses will be paid by the USOC with the other 50 per
cent coming from public funds.

Car accident and thefts reported to police
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Police reported a car acci-

dfs'turbaice
^^' ^'"""^ ^'^^ ^^"^ larcenies, and a dormitory

At approximately 4:40 p.m. yesterday, the accident was
reported to police. It took place in Lot 26. and. according
to police, happened when the driver was temporarily
blinded by a glare reflecting off of the ice in the lot. The
c^r knocked over a signpost. No citations were issued

A,Tn ^""^ "^^'^^ television set. with an estimated value
ot $150, was stolen from the third floor of Patterson
House m the Southwest Residential Area, sometime bet-ween 11:00 pm. Monday, and 2:00 p.m. Tuesday, police
said. The student had apparently left the room at 11 00
p^m. and returned to the room at approximately 2:00 a m
Tuesday. Police said that she did not notice that the televi-

sion had been stolen until sometime on Tuesday afternoon
Police said they have no suspects in the case.
A loud disturbance outside of the John Quincy Adams

Dormitory in the Southwest Residential Area 'was
reported to police Tuesday at 4:43 a.m. When police'arriv-
ed they found a broken window, estimated at $25 and a
male non-student in the vicinity. Police said they had re-
quested a "show-cause" hearing in the case. A show-cause
hearing is a hearing in front of a Clerk-Magistrate to
determine whether or not a complaint will be registered
police said.

A larceny of more tham $100 was reported to police
Tuesday at approximately 4:24 p.m. Police said that a rust
colored down jacket, a red gym bag. a red sweatsuit, and
approximately $20 in cash were stolen from Boyden Gym
According to police, a basket in a locker room was pried
open, and the items were removed.

^, THE^MOON - Viewed through these mountains makes this scene of a piciureVque'oai^
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Polish coal miners jailed in police clash
WARSAW. Poland (AP> - The martial law regime

sentenced four coal miners to jail terms yesterday for
organizing a strike in which nine people were killed in
clashes with riot police.

Authorities also convicted a Solidarity leader at a trial
thai sparked singing of the national anthem in a Warsaw
court, and prepared to try Solidarity's No. 2 leader in
Gdansk.
The official PAP news agency said Solidarity member

Stanjslaw Platek received a four year sentence and three
years' loss of ci\ il rights from a Silesian military court in
southwestern Katowice for the Dec. 13-16 strike at the
Wujek mine.

Officials say 10 people have been killed since impositwn
of martial law Dec. 13. One was killed in a demonstration in
the Baltic port of Gdansk, and nine more died when riot
police stormed the Wujek mine and opened fire to quell
resistance.

PAP said Jerzy Wartak got 3' i years in jail and three
years' loss of rights for the Wujek strike. whUe Adam
Skwira and Marian Gluch received three years in jail and
two years' loss of rights.

At the Vatican. Polish born Pope John Paul II told
Polish pilgrims that human dignity "can never be taken

away at any lime, anywhere. " The pontiff later continued
talks on strategy toward the Polish regime with Poland's
Roman Catholic prelate. Archbishop Jozef Glemp.

Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr. told reporters
at the European Security Conference in Madrid that
"never before has there been such unanimity of view
achieved within the NATO alliance" as there has been over
the Polish crisis. The allies have repeatedly condemned the
Polish crackdown.

In Washington. President Reagan won the consent of

Congress for his policy of making $71 million in interest
payments on government backed food loans to Poland
without requiring that the Polish government be declared
in default.

Subscription Rates
The Maaaachusettt Daily Collegian (USPS 333-220) is

published daily Monday through Friday excluding
vacations, exam periods, or holidays. Subscriptions are
available for $18 at 113 Campus Center. University of
Massachusetts. Amherst. Massachusetts. Postmaster:
Send address chanf^es to the Maaaachuaetta Daily
Collegian. 113 Campus Center. Uniyersity of
Massachusetts. Amherst. .MA 01003.
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Faculty seminar series

starts tonight in Herter

Ma^achusous to moot wilh on« another in seminarspuW..- kccures. ami annual symposiums. Approxtaalely

in J^^l^:^S:' "'"""'"-' -" •» ^'^ " 8 p.m.

The Instilule is a relatively new aspect of UMass Itwas ,n.t.ate<i by the Provosts's Office i^ early \m\n6

Chametzky said the Institute was e.stabiished in ordero push lorwardlhe boundaries of learning new ideas" forthe proJe.s.sors at UMass.

- WENDY EDENFIELD

Town manager lauded
The Amherst Chamber of Commerce will present the

Mill.cent 11. Kauflman Distinguished Service Award toAmhcTst lown .Manager A. Louis Hayward of 12 Kettle
1 ond Koad.

The award wiJI be presented during the annualChamber o Commerce dinner at 8 p.m. on Feb. 26 at theMurray D. Lincoln Campus Center.

Newslines . . .
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- BOB WOLFE. JR.

Mt. Holyoke College

celebrating 150 years
In celebration of 150 years of higher education forwomen. Mount Holyoke College will hold a two-day

symposium on Aprd 2 and 3 on women and education The
sympo.sium i.s the first of a series of events to celebrate
Mount Holyoke s sesquicenlennial year.

Distinguished historians will be featured as panelists
discussing such topics as "Interpreting Women's
Education: Liberation or Social Control." "Women's
Education Before 1837." and "Women's Education and
reminism.

Chairperson of the Sesquicentennial Planning
Committee is Gwendolyn Glass, and Joseph J. Ellis, dean
ol laculty. worked on the development of the panels and in
securing panelists.

The Sesquicentennial Planning Committee is hoping to
decide upon a series of lectures to run in 1984 and 1985 as
an outgrowth of the symposium. It is a po.ssibility that five
years ol .ses<,uicentennial events could culminate in a major
piJblicalion of articles and essays, said a Mount Holyoke
ollicial. ^

CollegiaQ 5

Ki-gi.stral.on lor the symposium will take place at 9

nJk.r. *"; ^ ""'^ * '" "-^^ ^'' «""ding lobby, and

M.m^'""ri'"''"'
"""'^ ^' returned to Mount Holyoke by

av ilbl in h' n
'^"« r^'Ki'^^'-al'o" i^^- Child care will beavailable m the Health Center upon request.

- DIANA AJJAN

Construction cleared for

Tillson Farm facility
The con.siruclion of a horseback riding arena by the

University ^ol Mas.sachusetts Foundation at Tillson Farm
will hegin this spring after a four month delay

Ihe Foundation had a building permit from the town
ol Amherst but was required to obtain a state permitwhich prohibits the original wood frame design The
•7;'^'l'«;n received a state permit on Feb. 8 to build an 80

l«H.t by 120 f.H)t arena out of non-llammable steel or

"'h ;7\- "^M
*^""^ ^"'^"" ^''•^'^^«'- «< 'ht' equine program

said the builders are wailing for good weather and hope tocomplete t he project by the fall.

The arena will mainly be used by UMa.ss students but
^ill be open lo the public on weekends for clinics Thefoundation received $135,000 in funds for the $lo'l 000

nl hn
' ""T

'^''''^ '^''^"«*' P'-'^^^'-' 'solicitations
Horn businesses alumni and student soonsored events to

^r/J^'^'-'^u""
^^'-' '^"*^ ^^ '^"''^«" f'arm. Fund raisers in-cluded a phone a thon. tee shirt sales and a benefit horse

- OAKY STARTA
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I^»king Good, Buying Right

BrandName and Designer Menswear
Hurry In! A sample of the Crazy Prices on All Winter Items:

Everything O^ust Go! Aii Sales Final!

FiNAL CLEARANCE

Shirts Reg. $14-24

FINAL CLEARANCE
Huge selection

Sweaters
Reg. $20-60

FINAL CLEARANCE

Winter $1Q99
Jackets Reg. to $i 10

FINAL CLEARANCE
Wool, Woolblend <)^
or Corduroy ^
Slacks

1099
Reg. $22-50

FINAL CLEARANCE

Selour «^n
Shirts Reg $20 45 I

FINAL CLEARANCE
Ccackarel

Wool Tweed
> $

Sport Coats ^®9

Plus a Huge selection of Brand name Cruisewear!

HAMPSHIRE MALL
Hadley, on Route 9

between Amherst
8- Northamnpton,

just around the corner

from UMass

r-

Store Hours:

10-9:30 Mon-Sat
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We don't buiid them to last.

BU>JEPOLL

LETTUCE
ONION
TO/AATO
SWieS CHEESE
I/APODTED HA/A

DIJON /AUSTAUD

SHOKE LINE TRAVEL

Pr*s*nts

SPRING BREAK

LAUDERDALE

But we do build each one to exact specs, so you'll enjoy every bite.

The next time your appetite contracts for a real sandwi6h, visit

the engineers at

THE ANHERST DELICATESSEN
Amherst Carflaege Shops 549-6314

$259 (1)

Holiday Inn Ocvonsid*

$215 <2)

runner'shop wants
to put something over

on you so. . .

when you buy a men 's or
ladies bathing suit

get a pair of swim goggles
worth $5.50 absolutely free,

and
any men 's or ladies

running short or

top is on sale for

10% off the regular
price 159 N. Pleasant

(behind Faces)

Holiday Inn - walk to b*ach

n»xt to "Playpen"

i25
Round Trip Motor Coach

Only

DEPARTING FROM AMHERST MARCH 19
Only $25.00 deposit required

Trips i 2 include • Round Trip Motor Cooch Transportation • Seven
HIght Hotel Accomodotlons • Room Taxes ond Gratuities • Com-
plimentary Cocktails upon arrival • Nightly Passes to Top Night

Clubs (worth $100) (Playpen, Pete Cr Lennies 6 Studio 51)
For Infofmotion Coll: Amh*rst R*ps. Micho*l Emmo 549-1200 4 pm • 6 pm

Arlyne Abromson 549-6265 6 pm-lO pm
Shof» Lin* TfOv»l 617-596-5600, 121 Drood St., Lynn, MA

* Plus 15% tox and tvrvic*

rj

may^

v*

Valentine's DayCards

Creative excellence .s an American traditio^

Located in the Campus Center

X;umvERsiTY
"''STORED

Open M F 9-5

aentlal aid

Thursday. February U, 1982

TkDVP
Continued from page I

will be on April 22 when ex-pn^enuaj aid
John Dean and former ^^ Carolina
Senator Sam Ervin, chairmarAf.^h* senate
committee which investigated 'W^t^-Kate
come to speak. ^"^^ »!' • „

'

The film "All The Presidi^^M^" >ivil|
be shown a few days prec«%: tfe, D^an^Ervm lecture. The purpose^,<>nsqring
the film IS to inform and ^F^IifefifHerest
about the upcoming speak^J fchioc6hio
said. .,,,.„. , •^ts;::;,

-v'

DVP ^mm^i^xt^^sfi oth^r
educatiorta(;|?|d %lttepal progriWsuch as
Intern^tidlJ^Vte^jneft's Week,: March 8

A &rr'«K,ij^Sl'<.4B-> '? '

Continued

through 12, and Martin Luther King Week
which will be held the first week of April

'

Chiocchio. a political science major from
yuincy has been co-chairperson since
November 1980 and Tammy Liebowitz. an
English major from New Rochelle. New
York, was elected to the board as co-
chairperson in November. 1981
In recent years. DVP has built up the

number of programs it sponsors. Chiocchio
said.

"We are trying to schedule so that we
have an event every two weeks," Chiocchio
said.

Father holds daughter hostage
fJ T [ r> T TXT ^1 rr% y~v « - .

Collegian i

"We have{^'|ot

One IS talent &vailab|ity. Another is that
bmith and Mount ifofyoke will be gone by
then, and wiih the ticket sales rest'raints we
have, doing the concert then is not a good
proposition." he said.

Gironda added that the show UPC isplanning is "more of a rock and roll show
than m ihe past." He said he feels UPCshowed responsibility in handling ticket
sales for the Taylor and J. Geils concerts, aswell as more than sufficient security at lastyears concert. Therefore, the ad-
ministration should not be concerned aboutcon trollmg students.

STUDENTS^ f

"Ti.J^r^ \ ^°'' campus only)
.inese times demand THE TIMES"

Have the New York Times deUvered to your
dorm AT STUDENT RATP;g
mm ^

BURLINGTON. Vt. (AP) - A gun-
wielding unemployed father held his 4 year
old daughter hostage for five hours
yesterday but finally surrendered to
police, telling them he was sorry.

The incident was apparently sparked by a
dispute between Powers and his ex wife
and the man's despondency over his
joblessness, police said.

The child. Amy Marie Powers, was not
hurt. Powers was charged with aggravated
assault and taken to the Chittenden
Community Correctional Center, police
said.

'^

"It wasn't supposed to be like this."
sobbed Frederick Powers. 23, as he
stumbled out into the snow at 2 a m and
handed his .JO caliber rifle to Burlington
police officers.

Neighbors called police at about 9:30 p m
ruesday alter hearing gunshots in the Peru
Street apartment. Officers who arrived at

the scene saw the man sitting in a stairwell,
cradling the weapon in his arms.
As police moved back, the man fired a

shot. Officers evacuated nearby apart
ments. blocked off the street, donned
bulletproof vests and barricaded them-
selves behind houses and cars.

'Then someone told us there was a little
girl inside." said Sgt. Pat Foley, a six year
department veteran who headed police
operations at the scene.

"Get away! Don't come any further'"
police shouted at approaching pedestrians.
This guy's got a gun."
During five hours of tense telephone

negotiations. Powers told them he wanted
to kill himself, and said he had quarreled
with his ex-wife.

Foley said police fired no shots at Powers
durmg the stand-off. "One of his shots did
come close to us. but mainly he just fired
randomly." he said. "He was prettv
irrational." ^ '

Daily

$11.50
per semester

Sunday

$16.00
per semester

Your Name__
Your Address,

Daily & Sunday

$27.50
per semester

SOUTHWEST - Tom Clough
129 G Brittany Manor Apts

Amherst, MA 01002
256-0800

CENTRAL, ORCHARD HILL, NORTHEAST
SYLVAN - Ron Huberdeau

212 Sunset Ave., Amherst, MA 01002
549-5059

SEE

KATIE OR FERN

ON THE UMASS

CONCOURSE

Costumed Couriers

Delightfully E>eliver

Balloon Bouquets

Wed Thurs Fri

^

WIN A HEARTS DEUGHT DINNER
FOR TWO ON VALENTINE'S NIGHT
AT THE

HAYMARKET restaurant

I
t

CARBUR'S
Kt. 9HQdl«x 5«6-197a

SANDWICHES
BURGERS
SALAD PLATES
VEGETARIAN PLATES
PLUS^.-Valley's Favorite 7 day Happy Hour"

It- 4-6 & 9-11

HVTA BUS STOPS HERE!!!

CAMPUS VACATION ASSCXlATlONS
n ' ' ri

,orci'>^^^^
^'

at\on

i: -i.rr L.ir -mrr lAr > V \ ri » '-'. ' i
.- I

rT 1 tY utr TTr r.
- L I iT'ijtr—n

,11

SPRING BREAK '82

'"?

ty i
Sk^:^

65 CHILI HOMEMADE
off conrselfI

&

.

^^-^>;a,es Include 7 N,gH,s LodgTSlBBiB'S^
I
Optional tiiii!r'"'

^^^^^^^^*™"K«n NDIKU' IKANsfOKIMION K,
n.lAUinKDAll ,„„) OAUONA Bf A( H

FREE BEER
NliM ANVnME DURING FEBRUARY

• Mjny Ompus Depjrtures Available
Add $.5 for Upscale NY and New England [>pa«ur«

'FREE Di«»y WoHd Transportation Ix.uniomV «,,„., ,,„. ,„/,„,,,„ - im rj, an,, .y.,.,,, ij,^,^

« Kt'prt-M'ni.ttix,

DAVE COMEAU - 549-6802

DEPARTURES FROM UMASS

5^ta

TQIMJGHT

2 For \

rustv nail

TWOWAYSTREET

Rt. 47, Sunderland MA 665 4937

riAZ^

$2.00 Cover
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EDITORIAL/OPINIQlSr
iCollegJan 9

More dollars
The unusually difficult add-drop period

students have encountered this semester is

indicative of the cumulative effects of infla-

tion, reduced department budgets and in-

creased demand for certain majors. The
scheduling problems students are enduring
due to shortages of classes forces us to
wonder how much longer students can
tolerate the continuing UMass tradition of
reduced services for increased tuition.

EDITORIAL
While it is true that not all departments

and schools at the University are suffering
from overcrowding, course offerings are so
inadequate in areas such as the School of
Business Administration and the
economics and comunications studies
departments that classes essential to their
majors are not available to many students.
The short term effects are obvious —
students find themselves on voluminous
waiting lists, attending clases with the
hope of registering. Some seniors may find
themselves unable to fulfill their gradua-
tion requirements.

The situation cannot help but have
another consequence - that of increasing
tension for both students and faculty.
Students feel animosity toward professors
who must put a limit on their class enroll-

ment. Professors feel frustration at having
to cope with the extra burden caused by
crowded classes.

The long term effect of this trend is that

the diversity for which UMass has always
been noted is eroding. Departments which
can barely accomodate students already

enrolled in their majors are hard-pressed to

find space for those outside the department
who are interested in sampling courses.

The result of this situation is a diminished
quality of education.

The Board of Regents' proposed budget
increase seems especially ironic at a time
when the University can make no promise
of increased services for the increase in

payment. Current enrollments cannot
possibly be maintained if the amount of
faculty necessary to sustain these
enrollments is reduced. The Board of
Regents is forced to operate within the
limits of the budget that the state
legislature deals them. However, it is the
responsibility of the administration to ef-

fectively use this budget to insure the quali-
ty of education at UMass. Students, as con-
sumers of education, must demand more
for their education dollar.

Unsigned editorials express the opinions
of the majority of the Collegian Board of
Editors.

'Now, how about that vote?'
On Monday night, the Amhtn-st board of selectmeix heard

residents' reaction to the government's ciril defense plan
rolling for (he tou-v's reception of 160.000 peoplefrom sur-
rounding areas. The nuclear evaninf ion plan was termed
by one person as "vague, inept, mismanaged.

"

All right, settle down. Now, 1 know it's been a long
meeting, but before we vote. I think we should
listen to the plan one more time." The chairman

turned to her right and motioned for Barrv Breeder to
come forward. Breeder, the spokesman for the State Civil
Defense Agency, stepped to the podium, his blue suit shin-
mg brightly m the spotlight. He looked out at the meeting

Dave Cline

and much to his chagrin, could not see anyone through the
light. The audience had not been very receptive, but he did
not let his disappointment show.

"Okay, even though all of you have a copy of this plan by
now. I'll go through it one more time. The Amherst Civil
Defense Plan is based on total cooperation from you folks.
We'll need to put 160,fXM) people into this town.' so if you
follow these steps. I'm sure we can squeeze them all in."

Breeder paused, and looked out. He still couldn't see
anyone.

"Civil Defense plan AE-02. Incorporation of ridiculously
absyd amounts of people into already overcrowded
towns. Step 1 - In case of nuclear attack, all residents are
required to go back to their homes, and put up "rcx)m for
rent" signs. We must find housing for 160,000. Oh yes,
wed also appreciate it if you could set an extra place or
two for dinner."

"Lh. Mr. Breeder?" Barr> looked up, trying to pinpoint
the muffled quer>- from the audience. "Mr. Breeder^" On
behalf of the Amherst landlords, we were wondering if
you could see fit to add in that plan of yours that, if we ac-
tually do get attacked, would everyone make a stop on the
way home and pay rent for the next two vears? You know,
just in case there's fallout, and messy stuff like that?

"

Barry considered the request for a moment, and then
looked up. "I wouldn't worr>' about that. I have a pam-
phlet here, you can pick it up after the meeting, called
'Fallout is our Friend. ' I'm sure you'll feel better after
reading it. Now, as I was saying, once we've craoimed as .

many people into the surrounding homes, we'll concen-
trate on the downtown area. We've already talked with
the managers of the Pub, the Drake, and Poor Dicks, and
they've agreed to take in as many people as their respec-
tive places can possibly hold, working on the assumption
that their regular patrons will never notice the
difference."

"What about the UMass campus?" cried another
anonymous voice, "they've got plenty of room!"

Confidently, Breeder looked out again. "We've got a
plan for them too. In case of nuclear attack, the ad-
ministration will announce that new sections of rhetoric
and business courses are opening up. See. that trick will
get everyone out of their dorm rooms and get them
waiting for hours on lines that will never move. While
they're gone, we'll shove another thirty or forty thousand
people into the dorms. They'll fit.* If not." Breeder
devilishly smiled, "we'll make them fit."

"Well, what about the library? There's plenty of rooms
there!"

"Nope. Can't use the library. See, if Russian missiles are
coming, we're sure as hell not going to sit back and wait
for them to hit us, we're going to fire back! All this time
you thought the library was closed because of falling
bricks? Well, bit by bit the air force has l;>een converting it

into a MX missile silo. They're almost finished. No way are
we going to let those Huskies catch us napping!" "

The chairman, dismayed at the last comment, looked up
at Breeder. "Must we have war, Mr. Breeder?"

"Of course we need war. The economy needs a war. I

need war. I mean, think about it. If there wa.sn't war. thi-n
there'd be no need for me to sit down and think up de'fen.se
plans, right? Besides those generals in Washington love
war. Helps them justify a bigger budget at the exfK-nse of
human services. As long as they're not the ones who fight
and die, they don't care. So you see, it dcH'sn'f matter if

you think this plan is absurd or not. Iiecause someone's go
ing to drop the big one some day

"

"Oh well I 'iryfl • rar^ ^^^^^ ,t anyway. If the bomb is
dropped here. I L ^^ .^ f.^^ -,ther side of the country ex
plaining s^.me e-f^T^ v/^uM evacuation plan to another
small town, whik r^. - .- -,... ,r,^^^^^. Resides, what
makes yoti think th« rf . ...^ ,, destroys!, Amherst
IS going to sunm*- T*^ ,u^ ,« ^^.^ ^.s far-fetched as I hi.s
plan. .Now. tvn, zffrjf •it^ tr^jf'*"

NURSE, tT LOOKS UKE UlSCHg^nON CMiSR)RW TMVXS FB^ASIVE BKiPE MANhJER

Baha'is persecuted in Iran
The worid press is beginning to

take notice of an appalling viola-

tion of human rights in Iran. A
well planned, systematic campaign of
genocide is being waged against the
followers of the Baha'i Faith in the
land of its origin.

The prominent French newspaper,
Ia Monde, published a major editorial
on the secret executions of eight
Baha'is in Iran on December 27. Also,
on January Isl, Le Monde's well known
specialist on Iranian affairs, Eric
Rouleau, wrote a moving tribute to
these eight members of the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Iran, killed because of their religious
beliefs. One week later it was learned
from a London article published in the
Nrw York Times that six members of
the Local Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of Tehran were arrested and
summarily executed without trial,

tfieir bodies secretly buried in

unidentified graves, and their families
left unnotified. To date 111 Baha'is

killed; many more are
have been
missing.

Executions are only one facet of the
intensifying program being carried out
against the hapless Bahu'is. Thousands
have lost their jobs and savings; their
homes have been looted, and their
children prevented from enrolling in
school. In some areas, Baha'i children
are being taken away from their
parents lo undergo a process of
brainwashing and indoctrination into
Islam.

Treatment ot the Baha'is today bears
loo close a resemblance to the treat-
ment of Jews in Nazi Germany. Baha'is
have always been scapegoats, getting
the blame lor all of Iran's woes since
the beginning of the religion in 1844.
What have the Baha'is done to

deserve all ol ihis'.-* The Baha'i Faith is

considered heresy in Islam because of
the belief that Divine Revelation did
not end with Muhammad. More
problems arise from progressive social
teachings that are viewed as

blasphemous by Moslem clergymen of
Iran such as the equality of the sexes,
universal education, and the oneness of
humanity.

The United States House of
Representatives will soon begin to hold
hearings to investigate religious
persecution throughout the world.
Anyone concerned should help the
Baha'is in Iran by writing to his/her
congressman expressing a desire to
have this issue taken up at the hearings
in Washington.
We cannot allow a repeat of Nazi

Germany and that indeed is our
gravest fear. The faculty and students
at UMass must help thwart the
systematic attempt to kill off Baha'is in

Iran by helping to make sure the
pressure of world opinion can be
brought to bear on the Iranian officials

responsible. History reminds us of too
many sorrowful occasions when we did
not raise the outcry soon enough.

Dale fiutstein is a resident ofAmherst.
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Learning to cooperate
As adversaries, the students and the

administration have promoted, both inten-
tionally and unintentionally, an environ-

ment where cooperation is inevitably difficult if not
downright impossible. Thankfully the SGA Escort
Service is a fine example of how many traditionally
antagonistic and opposing groups on campus can
work together towards cooperative effort in

John F. Hudson
battling rape and assault on the UMass campus. Yet
why did it take such a tragic problem as rape to
bring together these groups? It would be easy being
a student to place the blame squarely on the
shoulders of the administration. Yet this would
neither be fair nor realistic in examining this
problem and all those complex factors surrounding
it.

On the student side the educational system has
traditionally been set up on a parental level, i.e.

administrators and teachers were put in the position
of power and expected to both teach and discipline.

Naturally the consumer of education is put in an
immediate role of subservience and acquiescence. In
attempting to deal with those "parents" on a
cooperative level, many students feel threatened by
this traditional role which they have been forced to
play. Another problem has been that of attempting
to organize into one coherent bargaining unit. The

Administratively, difficulties in
working positively with students on
contemporary issv£s on a campus-
wide level are caused by political,
bureaucratic, and perception-
oriented reasons.

population explosion which occured on this campus
in the early and late 1970's caused the creation of
hundreds of various student organizations, all with
varying goals and strategies for dealing with
administration officials. Obviously any attempt to
bring these groups together under one cause is both
difficult and time consuming. Past experiences with
the administration and student perceptions gained
by those events cause an immediate prejudice on the
part of those students dealing on a cooperative level

with administration officials. Dean Madson's now
famous "non-answers" at the coed rally last year
are a good example of this phenomenon. Lastly, and
most unfortunately, many student leaders see
dealing with so-called authority figures as a sign of
weakness.

Administratively, difficulties in working
positively with students on contemporary issues on
a campus-wide level are caused by political,
bureaucratic, and perception-oriented reasons!
Politically the problems in attempting to both fairly
and equitably run a state-sponsored and funded
university are tremendous. The average dean must
weigh equally the concerns of faculty, students,
workers and bureaucrats while constantly keeping
in mind the traditionally fickle state legislature
which will determine his or her operating budget.
Another potentially troublesome factor arises in
just trying to deal with that monstrosity at UMass
we call the bureaucracy. A missed meeting or
unenforced policy may not be, as the average
student may perceive, the calculated effort of an
administrator to submarine a potentially positive

In the labyrinth of confusion,
bedlam, and power we call Whitmore
anythingfrom a misplaced memo to a
vacationing secretary could have been
a cause of that unfortunate snafu.

program. In the labryinth of confusion, bedlam, and
power we call Whitmore anything from a misplaced
memo to a vacationing secretary could have been a
cause of that unfortunate snafu. Finally many
administrators, like their student counterparts,
often see dealing with students as a potential sign of
their own weakness.

The problem of cooperation and its ever-seeming
elusiveness is not new and will not disappear with
this editorial or hundreds of others like it. Using the
SGA Escort Service as an example may begin to
solve it though. Within the framework of
attempting to tackle the problems of rape and
assault, those people who initiated the idea were
able to assemble and unite such diverse groups as
Chancellor Koffler's Office, the SGA President's
Office, SCERA, SGA Women's Caucus, Men
Against Violence Against Women, Air P'orce
R.O.T.C. and Army R.O.T.C. It is a truly
remarkable example of coalition-building and all

those responsible should be both applauded and
supported in their efforts to make the campus safe
for both men and women. Hopefully future efforts
in such areas as budgets, tuition, and financial aid
will see such an effort both student and
administration circles. The era of conservatism and
fiscal restraint into which we are entering demands
such an effort.

John F. Hudson is a Collegian columnist.

BE (1>6C)LED BY tME ^^ftCr1W "n^SE HERE iCAHmr QWAcrs /^ quite a 5rr sat^r
' AlOrigSDMEON THE MIGHWAV. '
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OARSELOTTI'S
THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

Downtown Amherst

$1.00 off any name Pitcher of Beer
with this coupon

DONT FORGET ALL NEW FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR
MORE FOOD THAN EVER

Haig says allies agree on Poland

UNIVERSITY MEN
GIVE US A LOOK

LISBON, Portugal (AP) - Secretary of
Slate Alexander M. Haig Jr. said yesterday
that Western allies are in close agreement
on condemning Poland's martial law. but he
voiced "great concern" over European plans
to participate in a $25 billion gas pipeline
project with the Soviet Union.
Haig said the Reagan administration still

hopes the Europeans will reduce or cancel
their plans.

He spoke at a news conference in Madrid
where he addressed the 35-nation Con-
ference on European Security and
Cooperation which is reviewing the
Helsinki accords promoting human rights.
Haig said Tuesday that there could no

longer be "business as usual" at the Madrid
conference because of the Polish crisis He
Naid that Chief U.S. delegate Ambassador
Max M. Kampelman would continue to
discuss the Polish cri.sis to the exclusion of
other conference business.
Haig flew to Lisbon yesterday for talks

with Portuguese leaders on the economy
and continued U.S. use of a base on the
Azores islands.

The Reagan administration has con-
sistently opposed the natural gas project,
liul Haig's statement appeared to reflect
the administration's frustration that the
Europeans have not abandoned the projectm the face of what the United States
considers Soviet instigation of imposition of
martial law in Poland.

The European involvement, especially
the financing, is considered vital to the
Soviet project. The European nations
mamtain they need the gas to meet their
luture energy needs.
Firms in West Germany. France and

Italy are completing agreements to pur-
chase gas when the pipeUne from Siberia to
Europe is completed in 1984. Other West
European nations likely also wUl purchase
Soviet gas.

In addition. European banks have
arranged much of the financing and
European firms wUI be involved in the
construction.

Haig said the administration has ex-
pressed "great concern that our West
European partners not permit themselves
to become overly dependent on eastern
sources for natural gas or any energy
project. "-^

He said the administration is preparing
new energy alternatives for the Europeans
to consider. He acknowledged that
proposals submitted previously, "were not
attractive sufficiently."

In answer to a question. Haig insisted
there is a high degree of allied agreement
and cooperation over events in Poland since
t^hat nation's Communist government
declared martial law Dec. 13.
Most of the allies have joined the United

Mates in denouncing the crackdown in
Poland.

We're interested in offering
you a wealth of opportunities,
experience, responsibilities
and a lot of fun along the way.

CHECK US OUT
THE IIT NCIMI nil NS

SYLVAr

OPEN RUSH
TONIGHX AT 8:30

THURSDAY FEB 11th

TUESDAY FEB 16th
*

—^ AX
rsATEsr ify/
SCSOSITY FASK

The Collegian will hold recruitment meetings for
people interested in joining the staff and gtining
valuable experience in newspaper reportine
management, production, and any other aspect of the
pspcr.

Students whould attend the following meeting-

thTfU B^
^'^^ ^•"'* ^" ^^^ Commonwealth Room of

SEMIANNUAL WINTER
SALE

Last Three Days!

GET READY FOR
UPCOMING INTERVIEWS

IN THE MEN'S SHOP
Two and Three Piece Suits

30 - 50% Off

The Central Vermont Railway is
offering a cash reward of $2,500
for information leading to the ar-
rest and conviction of anyone
responsible for vandalizing a
switch at Northfield, Mass. on
November 24, 1981 and resulting in
a serious derailment.

Please call the State Police at
Shelburne Falls, 413-625-6311 or
call collect Lt. Steve Strong,
802-254-5934.

£imc
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HAMPSMIWt MALI
n84Mso

m

RICHARD OREVFUSS in

Whose life is h«ny\wiy7

(5:45 @ SI. 75) 8:15

fAMKN BKATTT
OIANBKXATON R£OS

7:30 only

TAPS

IN THE LADIES SHOP
Suits, Blazers, and Skirts

/^ Price

PLUS MUCH MORE!
Sale ends Sat. Feb. 13, 1982

i^mst at Habij, Inr.
32 mm Street

:^ml)fm. «ci£(8;aftmgcttg

fciilp 9:00 to 5:30 253 3361
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I
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I

eating place

ZAYRE CAMKUS
SHOPPING PLAZA

RTE. 9. Hadley 2S&«B8B

Hours:
7 • 3 Sun - Thurs

FRI & SAT NITE OPEN 24 HRS

Breakfast Special
Reg low price $2.25 2 fOf $2.95

bre7o< FAsFITpIci^ n

,

2 Eggs ^^^

2 Pancakes 2 for 2.95 .,
2 Strips Bacon served all day H\
2 Sausage "p®" ^° c'°se ^ I

GooQ thru March 1, 1982
'^

JBI (5:45 @ $1.75) 8:15

VENOM
Nicol Williamson

\m (6:15 @ $1.75)8:46

Midnight Movie Madness
every

Friday & Saturday
at 12:15 AM

»'»3
MOUNTAtX ^AWMS MAI l

Vice sQUiio
|g| (6:»g) $1.75)8:45

^•»EKN CHEVY

1^ (6 30 @ $175)8 45

Walt Disney's

Night Crossing
[go (6:15 @ $1.751 8:30

„ BUflT SHARXY^
REn^OlDS MACHINE

(6:00 @ 41 75)8 30
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Arts
•Collegian n

11 you waited for hours and hours for James Taylor

he Bfue' wi; a"f erV'"";
'''''''' ^^^' willTerflr'm ^tne «lue Wall after the performance, and anyone with aticket stub can get in for only a dollar! (Non^t^cLrstub

' .r o''.r H*^
'^"'^"^ '*° '^^"^'•«> The show shoufd start

:^t^Blr^a^ra';ter^fhr.^ty^^^^

Sarur^day. Febltyl?:
'''''''- ^'' Neighborhoods on

At the Hangar One tonite will be The Boston InvasionAppearing wdl be The Phantoms. Zodio Doze pZe[Rulers and Pnm.Uve Romance. The Phantoms o;n a dubin Boston caled "The Phantoms' After Hour." They a sohave Mickey Metts. a female Jimi Hendrix. on guitar ThePuppet Rulers recently enjoyed the honor^o havingWBCN s most played song, "Complicated Girl
" ^

Retrds FArRnJ'n'rr ^V" '"'" ''"'''"^'^ ^' Union

Tre $7 and^ foMI^? ; ^f'"'
^"'^ Ticketron. Ticketsare $7 and $8 for UMass students and $8.50 and $9.50 forthe general public. Come see Robert Fripp. the man whowas asked to play guitar for Yes before Steve H^w^waLon March 1 at the Fine Arts Center

'

Trivia Question - Special recognition to the first personwho can tell me the real names of J. Ceils and MagicdT
^!!lC/eT

^'°'' ^""^ ^"'^" ^'"^'^"' Council ie

RoUing Stone has awarded the Go Go's with the title ofbest new artist. Other awards went to Rick James best
soul artist. The Stones, best act of the year, and r'.^r«u, album of the year.

Vicious rumors dept. - According to vicious rumorsheard here and there from questionably reliable sourceshe following acts will be appearing either on campus or irithe •mmediate area in the near future: The B52's MilesDavis. The Boston Pops with Stevie Wonder. The Clash

and XTC
'''^>'^*^»^<^'^^"<^ ^'u^s. ABBA. The Plasmatics

Wrrstbvgis waj! Great card at the Springfield Civic
Center this Saturday at 2:30. Killer Khan, fresh from a
tour of the Orient, will meet Tony Garea. Captain Louis
Albanos tag team champions Mr. Fuji and Mr. Saito will
put their be ts on the line against S.D. (special delivery)
Jones and Mr. USA Tony Atlas. Pedro Morales, who

recently regained the Intercontinental HeavvweiehtCharnp,on,h,p belt, will put it up for grabs agaYnsrcfeg

"Th^ ^''T'l
^"'^'"''"*^- ^"*^ •" ^he main event Jessf

durL ^h^
^'"'"''"' ^^y^^^'^ for The Rolling Stones

Th! r.. «h lYu ^,.
"'^^vy^^'ght Champion Bob Backlund

wrel in^ . iT ^c"^"'"'^'
"P'*^"^^ •" '^^ afternoon card of

Se;ri;elt$4
'^'"''^''' ^'"' "^^"^^^ ^^'^ ^^'^^'^y-

Something you might be interested m...SFX is a sixf vminute English music magazine on cassette. I featuesmusic interviews and (of course) commercials. The newes

fnd Durln'n "''"'"•T.'
^•^'^ P*"" C«'«"«' The Pretender

rn"Nonh:::,ptr"'
^"' '^ ^^^'^^'^ ^^ ^^" ^^-^ «--<^«

Rumor has it that the B-52's will be appearing
on the UMass campus in April.

fPRODUCTIQj^

only area appearance of

King Crimson

FILLIVKHIN
FFATURING NEIL LARSEN & BUZZ FEITFN
(Warner Bros.]

By RON MILLER
Special to the Collegian

Who the hell are Neil Larsen and Buzz Feiten'^
Ihe reason I ask this prodigious question is because

Its bu^arre to single out two members of a four personband. My guess ,s these two ego maniacs would like tobelieve ihey are Walter Becker and Donald Fagen ofSteely Dan fame, but they fall miserably short of pro-ducing the quality music Steely Dan was creating at

their artistic peak.
Instead of using Becker and Fagen as a musical in-

fluence, the music of Full Moon is a more homogenized
pasteurized imitation.

Not that Full Moon is a terrible album, it's just a very
sale one. It's the kind of album you throw on when you
want to read a magazine or clean the house (or write a
record review). It fills the background, but the produc-
tion IS so polished, you need sunglasses to put it on the
turntable.

The four musicians that compn.se Full Moon know
their mstruments and mix up a variety of musical styles
rhey incorporate a little Latin, a dab of funk, and even a
dash of Supertramp. On one song they steal the
keyboard riff on "Child of Vision" from Breakfast inAmenra. But the album ends up being fragmented, in-
stead of a cohesive effort.

A few bright moments do sneak through, a guitar solo
here or a sax solo there, but they suffer from the same
over-pro<luction which plagues the rest of the album
Ironically, the same problems filled Steely Dan's
last two albums [Aja and (iaucho).

Full Moon is the kind of band you would like to give
the benefit of the doubt to. but you spend the entire
album trying to figure out who they are imitating. Buzz
and Neil might try putting aside their narcissism and try
a little artistic originality instead of Xeroxing the suc-
cesses of several mid 70's bands.

Umies 7.00, 8.00 Gen Pub 8.50, 9.50

March 1, 1982

ON SALE TOMORROW
• Union Records Unltd. • FAC Box Office • For the Record • Ticketron

U ON SALE NOW
FINE ARTS CENTER UMASS
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Attention BSN Class of *82

I
The Air Force has a special

I progpram for 1982 BSNs. If

I selected, you can enter

I
duty soon after graduation-

-

without waiting for the results
of your State Boards. To
qualify, you must have an
overall 3.0 GPA.

After commissioning, you'll
attend a five-month internship
at a major Air Force Facility.
It's an excellent way to prepare
for the wide range of exper-
iences you*U have an Air
Force muse officer. For more
information, contact:

MSgt. Ray Saccoccio
at (203) 745-2950

A grtot woy of Wc

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

University of Arizona offers

more than 40 courses; antfiro-

pology, art, bilingual educa-

tion, folk music and folk

dance, history, political sci-

ence, sociology. Spanish lan-

guage and literature and in-

tensive Spanish. Six-week

session. June 28-August 6,

1982. Fully accredited grad-

uate and undergraduate pro-

gram. Tuition $360. Room
and board in Mexican home,

$395. EEO/AA

Write

Guadalajara

Summer School

Robert L. Nugent 205

University of Arizona

Tucson 85721

(602) 626-4729

.^ OpMfcU Priiik»A8-IO,

Th« INi« luIlM band
Morocka (« Nv« 9r§^f f Soffitann«)&

Rt«. 9 Amherst/Hodl»y Lirw

OOPS!
Ad goofs do occur. .

.

Yestordoy's Dluewoli ad saying

"SoQp Opera Happy Hours

Are Dock

2 for i Liquor Drinks"

SHOULD HAVE BEEN

o T.O.C. Qdvertisement
Th»f» or* MO 2 for Vs In the DIuowoH.

Sorry to mislood you. OMMCIfvJG L/APORIU//V

WE ARE PIKE

We are. . .

• the fraternity that does not haze
• the house that raised $26,000 for Multiple Sclerosis
• #1 in Greek Area athletics - 1980

^*ifee - we could be for you

o-. . „
A Uving and learning experience

Pikeis a ooUection of young men Uving and growing together who share a commonbond. You will experience the unique social life Pike has to offer and the^Xon^eTwhvyou never considered Fraternities. Besides Social and Academics pTke stresses uet

K^deTs^nTs-^^^^^^^

fZ'!"'^
*'*° •^"^'« * home with all the benefits, home cooked meals free oarkinc opntrally located to campus just to name a few. Pike is also oomparaWe nTost^o Uvln^inthe dorms, yet you get so much more. Check out Pi Kappa Alpha

^

ThE Awesome AIternatIve
Jfia COMPONENT SPEAKERS
*1150 WATTB OF QUALITY

RECORDED MUSIC
^ LOTS OF LIGHTS
4 FINEST DJS A./AILABLE

THURSDAY HI6HT DRINK SPECIALS

MILLER/MILLER LITE DRAFT. .50c
VODKA/JUICE .95c

Proper Dress Required
• No T-shirts or Jerseys

• No Dungarees

RUSH PARTIES
Thursday Feb. 1 1

Tuesday Feb. 16
Thursday Feb. 18
Monday Feb 22—

—

All Rushes: 9:00-11:00 PM
For more info: 545-2150/545-0047

N. Plaaaant St. '1

If* >

I^ kappa Alpha

^.^^^^^Free Refreshments-Beer & Munchies^^^^^I

SBA

1
'

I

- NO COVER -

POSmVE I.D. RBQUIR]

AT THE COBNER
UNIVERSITY DR. &

286-8605
RTE
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DOONESBURY
By Gary Trudeau

Collegian 13

CROSSWORD
THB OTHERS^ OFfmPTH£MA
^PROMisep BmeRPeAL.
Me 200 my- TmypiPNTHAVB
mfmjGees! muchmoney,5o

ICMfT
smnp
n.

usm. I'MA uTm
SHORTMyself. COULP
lO/^youmriL
1 5TRJKB IT RJCH
iNAMeacA*

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

Edited by

By M. Joyce

ACROSS
1 Hamelins menace
5 Article of cloth-

ing, for short

8 Var

12 Rabbit or rarebit

13 New York City

stadium
14 Scope
15 Money bank
16 Better than none
18 Overwhelm
20 Dir.

21 Beautiful girl

22 Diamond stat

23 Clockmaker
Thomas

25 Colorless gas
28 Young hog
31 Bring back
34 Greek letters

36 La Douce
37 Dice throws
39 Godparent
41 Measures of

length

42 Common Latin

abbr
44 Governor
45 DC reporters'

sources
47 Glider-conscious

city

49 Since, to Sandy
51 River to the

Rhone
52 Supernatural

power. In Hawaii

Margaret Farrar
>C>IN] Lm Aafitn Tlaa
56 Title of respect;

Abbr
58 Artist of a kind

61 Perfect

63 Oust
64 Locust
65 Partner of

forever

66 Levy on income
67 Actual state of

affairs

68 Baseballs
Maglie

69 Curved molding

DOWN
1 Revenue, in

Rennes
2 Modify
3 Composer of

"Swan Lake"
4 Man on the Ark
5 Solid group
6 Take shape
7 Containers with

dials

8 "LaFille

Gardee," Ashton
ballet

9 Locomotive
engine

10 Playwright

O'Casey
11 Bistro

12 Small handful
13 Prop

and Tnidc Jaffe

17 Mars' Greek
counterpart

19 Crystalline

compound
24 Item hard to

classify

26 out
27 Sweet treat in

Koln

29 Egyptian god of
life

30 Cutting

31 Stagger
32 French pronoun
33 17th cent. Span-

ish painter

35 Dash
38 Joan of Arc. e.g.

40 Homophone for or
43 Concerning

document
stipulations

46 State of

agitation

48 Young girl

50 Greece, in Greece
53 Tete

54 Night, in Granada
55 Comedian

Johnson
56 Salamanders
57 Garment for

Mrs. Gandhi
59 Mother of Castor

and Pollux

60 Challenge, in

Madrid
62 One of the Grants

ROD BONES By Gregg Canavan

lntfr«rfl«nfs m bowl.
SfIr in a^atfly^ "^

fresh wVloin.***

56 57"

61 62

64

67

52 53 54 55

60

63

66

69

BLACK AFFAIRS

The Black Affairs department of the Collegian
has scheduled a meeting at 4 p.m. Wednesday at
the Collegian office for anyone interested in

writing, photography or newspaper layout.

DC MENU
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE~

EI

LUNCH
Ham Grinder

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel Pocket Sandwich
Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER
Cheese Lasagna with

Tomato Sauce
Chopped Beefsteak Special

BASICS DINNER
Vegetable Squares

Cheese Lasagna with

Tomato Sauce

oanii onacia acicipo BciHao] aciQia

F A
gaQaa ciiin

R I

I D
T A M

R A T R V

M
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WEATHER

Mass., R.I., Conn. —
Today sunny and still cold.

High in the 20s to low 30s.
Tonight clear with low in the
teens to low 20s. Tomorrow
sunny, high in the upper 20s
to mid 30s.

FED. i i Qt 6:00
Feb. <6, <7 Qt 9:00

ALL
UIMIVERSITY

MEN
INVITED

^^m'^^^mmmmw

PEN RUSH FED.
NO. PLEASANT ST

CABLE/ VIDEO
UVC b (iPC

Ddily P'(i(jr,i(nmiiuj Schedule

Good Times!

And Money Too!

When you work at

the Union Video Center
Work-Studey Jobs
Available, We Train

Call Irene 5-1336

Poor Richard^ DANCE CLUB
DISCO • Top 40 • Rock Route 9 Ainh€r$(

c?

SUNDAY NIGHT
VALENTINE'S PARTY

2

FOR
^ 1

8-11 PM

EVERY THURSDAY FRIDAY & SATURDAY!

2

with Guest D.J. AL VARELAS \ 8-10 pm

/
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LAST CHANCE TO ENTER J

The Stupendous Snowrace Classic ^

A TEAM RELAY ON SNOW
|

is happening Sunday, Feb. 14 at |
l\/lill Valley Country Club in Belchertown %

5 X-Country Skiing * Snowshoeing Toboggining %
I Applications can be filled out today at our table in the Campus *
* Center or left at the Mini-Store in the Student Union. Call t
^ 665-3672 for more details. 1?

* t* Equipment rental avgilable * Live band ' Free food and beverage • Prizes • *
-K Trophies ' Race momentos • Good time ' Benefits the Heart Association. ^
**************************************

The UMass Music Theatre Guild

will hold the final night of

AUDITIONS
for

PIPPIN
Tonite, 7 rm

- Bowker Auditorium -

Production staff also needed!
Please call 546-9039 or 546-9714

DON'T BUY STEREO
AT THOSE OTHER
WASHINGTON'S

DIRTHDAY SALES.

COME TO
INNOVATIONS.

Everything on Sale

Monday, Feb. 15

Store Open 10 am - 10 pm

INNOVA TIONS
259 Triangle St.

Amherst

549 4883
^^ o^^

It .>.'»:• Xi
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COLLEGIAN
STAFF MEETING

Wednesday, February 17
Collegian Newsroom

7:30

Important issues will be discussed.

Come meet the new board members.

Refreshments will be served

REWARD

? Lost tan wallet. Sen-

\ timental value. Please
return to Collegian

\
front desk or informa-

*

tion desk at CC Con-
course or call 545-3500.
No questions asked!

i

Ck>Ue£^an

Claasifleds

reach

over

25.000
readers

daUy!

SENIORS:

t

I
It's you and you earned it.

I
Reserve your place in the year-

I book. Sign up for your senior

portrait appointment.

Coll 545-2674

I
between 9 am and 5 pm

OPEN RUSH
THURSDAY FEB. 11

Fraternities participating are:
Alpha Delta Phi 253-9074
Frat/ Sorority Park

Delta Chi

Frat/ Sorority Park

Delta Upsilon

788 N. Pleasant St.

Lambda Chi Alpha
374 N. Pleasant St.

Phi Mu Delta

14 Elm St.

Pi Kappa Alpha
418 N. Pleasant St.

Zeta Psi

23 Phillips St.

Sigma Alpha Mu
395 N. Pleasant St.

Kappa Sigma
70 Butterfield Ter.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

118 Sunset Ave.

8:00 start

253-9230

8:00 start

549-5698

8:00 start

545-0244

8:00 start

256-6802

8:00 start

545-2150

9:00 start

256-6845

8:15 start

253-9987

8:00 start

545-2172

8:00 start

256-6815

8:00 start

ALL UMASS MEN INVITED
Don't pass up this chance

to check out Fraternity living.

Thursday, February 11, 1982

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

Collegian 15

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadise DJs are for your party infer
mation available with Randy 546-7013

AIRHEDS"

AIRHEDS
Costumed Couriers
Delightfully Deliver
Balloon Bouquets
See Katie or Fern on the

UMass Concourse
Wed, Thurs, Fri

AUDIO

Stereo worth $1100 asking $585 like new
Call 665-7717 for info, will talk

Pioneer FM cassette tape deck for auto
two Jensen coaxial speakers $85 excellent
condition

Pioneer FM cassette tape deck for auto
two Jensen coaxial speakers $85 excellent
condition *

AUTO FOR SALE

1969 Rambler 3-speed, good gas mileage
runs well, $400 Doug 256-0158

.1978 Datsun 200SX new tires, shocks and
muffler, AM/FM stereo, excellent condi-
tion 3800 call 1-737-7580 or 546 8339
1973 Austin Marina 4 dr compactT^^s
mileage, dependable transportation 86 000
mi $700 546-3203 or 546-491

1

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $745
1972 Ford Grand Torino wagon great
shape inside and out $600 549-4751

73 Capri strong V6 engine, 4 speed, new
clutch, needs body work 350$ 586-6341
John

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790

BELLYGRAMSI!

Delivered by experienced Bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa bet-
ween 6 and 8. 253-5491

BOARDERS WANTED
Boarders wanted in Delta Chi Frat for
spring. Good food and social life. Call
253-9230

COUNSELORS

ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT
CAMPS seeks qualified counselors for 75
accredited camps located northeastern
U.S. July and August. Contact: Associa-
tion if Independent Camps 157 West 57th
Street, New York, N.Y. 10019 (212)/
582-3540 I

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadise Disc Jockeys are back Let us
DJ your party. Randy 546-7013

Band for hire New Rock Wave Funk Punk
The Effects call Mike 665-7605

Take your sweetheart to see "The King
of Hearts"! Thurs. Feb 11th CCA 7, 9, 11
$1.00

"The Cardiac Kids" will be at Smith Col-
lege's TNC February 11th. Davis Student
Center, 9-12, college ID requ ired

Valentine's Day Party! Dance with DJ
Newman Center Saturday 9 pm - 1 am all

are welcome

FOR RENT

Room available Cliffside apt 665-4644

Rooms still available in ADP for spring
semester, excellent food. Call 549-6524 for
info.

Room Belchertown house. $80 month.
Bus route. 256-0577 or 323-6404 keep trying

FOR SALE
"

Heavy Bag brand new 70 lbs. Everlast,
blue teflon $80 or BO call Mike 549-1233

Sneakers men's and women's; quality
name brand; great deal call Mike 549-1233

J. Taylor tickets for sale aft 5 665-2301

New Queen or King size waterbed never
opened, 10 year warranty, walnut stained
pine frame, headboard, deck, pedestal,
mattress, liner, heater plus padded
siderails. $199.oo complete. 527-4645
Easthampton

Genuine Yucatan Hammocks high quali-

ty, matrimonials 40 Doubles 25 David
546-4210

J. Geils Tickets (2), first balcony show is

at Fine Arts Build, on 2/15 best offer call

Chuck 665 7957

J. Geils Tix 2 prs sec 1 B/O by 2/12 Denise
6^4969

lida Banjo w/case brand new cond $200
neg call Nat 549-5917

Fresh Oysters
586-5214

for sale reasonable

'i^V^^^^^^'" <">"> "" '^«

FOUND

Found[Gloves. SBA 2/2 call 665-7R9n

FT. LAUDERDALE

rnJ^nHt
7^^^^ '" ^^ Lauderdale. Travel

roundtnp by Tra.lways motor-coach. Stay
<n a top quality beachfront hotel. Special
partes and great deals on meals. A bargain

r«So "^^°''^'^P^"^^ ^° hidden costs.

r,fl-? ^^0^"^^,!^^''^ y°"' reservations. Call

HELP WANTED
Valuable work experience Work-study
jobs available as telephone inten/iewers for

tn°9^^vA/iI
'* °" Wednesday nights. Apply

to 229 Whitmore .

°iJ«^^«pop^^~S;^i^ Round,
Europe So. Amenca, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $550-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing

??»i"^°V.yy''^*
'^C B°^ 52-MA 1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

Tli^bouthwest Assembly is looking for a

f«co'1,7 nJ° ^^' APP'V Southwest
Assembly Office Hampden

S^®"o^V"il P»'"«'"9. part time. Daniel
bmith, 25 N. Pleasant, Amherst, 256-0710
EUROPETBABYSiffii^G FOR $. Choose
your employer from high socioeconomic
families. Benefits include: Rm/Bd salary
vacation. Information available ori
Switzerland and 12 other countries. Send
o ^^%^'^r,^^^ ^°- C- Steinbruchel, PC
B̂ 152, 8025 Zurich, Switzerland

Collegian Jobs: We need two associate
News Editors. Hard work, low pay but
great experience. Reporting experierice a
must, editing helpful, energy necessary.We II tram, if needed. Apply before Feb 25
to Ed Levine in the Collegian, 113 Campus
t^enter. An equal opportunity employer
Be a video bum and/ get payed for it
work-study jobs available at the Union
Video Center call Irene 5- 1336

Students wanted for sales, good com
flexible hours call 256-072

1

JOBS IN aIaSKA! $800-200 monthlyi All
fields-parks, fisheries, oil, industry and
more! 1982 employer listings, information
guide. $4.95 Alasco, PQ Box 60152 Sun-
nyvale, CA 94088 :

JAMES TAYLOR TICKETS

For Friday. Feb. 12 For more info call
6-6636

J. GEILS/JAM^S TAYLOR
I have 2 J. Geils tickets for sale or will

trade them for two James Taylor tickets.
Will also buy James Taylor tickets call

546-8722

KILLINGTON

Super Ski Weekend March 19-21 Free
beer and wine party $79.95 modern lodge
accomodations contact Angle 546-6140 or
Karl 546-6141

LOST

Checkbook. Lost 2/3/82. Amherst Sav-
ings Joel Myerson. Please bring checkbook
to Collegian or the bank.

Black artdeco cigarette case/lighter
Lost around BOC $25 reward 549-6385

Brown leather cap lost around
Christmastime $25 reward 253-5124

Brown wallet important immigration ID
$50.00 reward Abbess Bozorg 549-2741

Tan & brown western sweater lost at

Lambda Chi Sat 6, sent, value, reward call

546-9533, no questions asked

LOST: P-coat and recorder (wooden flute)

Please call Steve Beeber 665-3963

LOST COAT

Lost sheepskin coat on line for J. Geils

tickets in CC if found call Dave in SW
6-9669

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTIM

Therapist-Researchers working to
develop ways of better understanding and
helping those men whose lives have been
affected by the rape of someone close to
them (ie. husbands, brothers, friends,

fathers, roommates, sons) We would
welcome any help from any man who has
had this experience. Please phone or write
Bob Samuels or Madeline Wagner,
U Mass, Tobin Hall 545 0499, 586-8327
253-9537 ___'

MS DANCE MARATHON
It's happening. .

March 5th and 6th.

.It's happening again

PARTY 2-NITE

Alpha Delta Phi rush parties are backi
Refreshments flow at 8:00 pm. Take any

2.0 //.^o"'"
^"* *° Frat/Sor Park or call

549-4443 for info

PERSONALS
Southwest Area Government is looking
for people to represent their dorms on the
Southwest Governing body. Fun and in
teresting happenings guaranteed. Contact
your Head of Residence or the Area
Government Office at 546-0960

Give your Valentine good luck forever.
Authentic maili leaves from Hawaii. On the
Concourse by the Bluewall. Aloha. . .

Western Dance: Fun night of Western
dancing. Come down and join us. AdmiS'
sion free. Commonwealth room (Ear-
thfoods) Feb. 16, 8 pm
Don't go down with just anyone

Go down with UMass Ski Club
The Warriors today Mahar Aud 5, 7 9 11
only 1$ sponsored by C.A.C .

Gail C.B. For lack of a better way to let you
know, I've said it with a Valentine. Check
Friday's flower section. An Admirer
To all University men you are cordially in-
vited to Open Rush at Lambda Chi Alpha
Feb 11 8:00 pm Feb 16, 17 9:00 pm
New Political Science Association star-
ting up this weekend to debate state and
national issues and to examine candidates
for upcoming elections - meeting Sat 12:00
am in Mackimmie Dorm lounge - for more
info call Dave at 6-9722 all Polisci majors en-
couraged - all majors accepted

Office Hour

UMASS SKI CLUB
Sat Trip to Stowe, VT $19

$9 deposit
M-F11-3 545-3437

Blues Band needs Bass player & lead
guitarist into Cotton, Geils, Waters etc call

"?"f?o?Y«,"®®^®** *°' sorority, please
call 549-1191 or 545-0527 ask for Pat or
Steve

Female boarders wanted If interested
please contact Louise at 545-0527
ECKANKAR - a way of life. Write P O
Box 283, Amherst, MA 01004
Be a Sweetheart - Be part of a team relay
race on snow, the Stupendous
Sweetheart Snowrace happens Feb 14
stop for details at our Campus Center tableWed a Thurs or call 665-3672, 665-7175
WMUA General Meeting tonight, Thurs
11 Campus Center rm 917 at 7:30 any ques-
tions call 545-2425 Everyone is welcome to
come

Ric Thanks, you're the best roomie love so
Mel!

SGO Thanks for everything I love you MRS
PoohBear Happy Birthday enjoy the
dnnking age. Teddy

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes Down

to
Ft Lauderdale Spring Break

8 days 7 nights hotel $129
trans available by plane, bus, carpool

office hours M-F 11-3 545-3437
Dance! See "The Allies" at the Bk]^v>^I|
Thursday night, then let us play for you"
For info call Tom 256-6845

SUE - FROM IviTCROBIOLOGY OFCANCER FALL 81 PLEASE I WANT MY
NOTES BACK. CALL GAIL AT 6 1256

PREGNANT?

Are you pregnant and a student? The
Colegian Womens Dept needs your input
for an article on motherhood. Please call
ASAP Kelly or Lisa 545-3500

PROJECTIONIST WANTED
Projectionist wanted - experience with
16mm projector, 5-10 hours/week. Work-
study preferred. Call 545-2145 or go to
Room 404 SUB

RENTALS

Non-smoking woman wanted to share 2
bedroom apt on bus line. On Amherst-
Belchertown line. Call 256-6836

RESIDENT ASSISTANTS

Are you interested in personal growth?
If you love working with children and are
available from 6/22-8/22/82 write: Camp
Wayne, 12 Allevard Lido Beach, N.Y. 11561
and include your school phone number

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Long Island or New York
City on Friday Feb 12 546-9612

ROOMMATE WANTED
Apt sharing Bejchertoyi'n Center busrte
MF 142 ^ 323-5784 after 10 pm or 1 pm to 9

pm 3236311 ext 240 ask for Cliff

Looking for person to share one bedroom
apt in Sunderland on bus route call Rick
6654562

Male nonsmoker to share bedroom in
Rolling Green $88 month utilities included
253-9431

Own room in 2 bedroom Presidential
Apt student 25 -^ or professional
nonsmoker male/female $160 + utils
549-6476 549-6984 Kim
Roommate wanted 1 male to share bdrm
in Southwood Apt 90$ inci heat call Rick
253 9579

Male to immediately share a room in
Brittany Manor $105/month 256-6379

Female wanted to share Puffton bdrm
$85/mo ht incI call 549-3806

Your own in Belchertown negotiable rent
we're desperate call 323-7774

Female to share bedroom Brittany
Manor $105 heat incI 253 5845 after 6:00

Rooms in Fraternity Reasonable price
comfortable call 256-6802

SATURDAY NIGHT

Dance, Food. Drink. Valentines Party
Newman Center Saturday 9 pm 1 am you
are invited!

SAY IT WITH BALLOONS
THIS VALENTINES DAY

FUNNER TO SAY AND LESS TO PAY,
RED, PINK, WHITE PRINTED FOR

YOUR DELITE
TOGETHER WITH RIBBONS AND

SWEETS
FOR A TREAT U JUST CAN'T BEAT
CAMPUS CTR BY BLUEWALL WED.

THURS. FRI

SENIORS/GRADUATE STUDENTS
Seniors/Graduate students need help
with resume writing. Call Career Prepara-
tions, 358 North Pleasant St., available
weekends Ph 549-5727

SERVICES

Couples Recovering From Rape
Therapeautic group for couples to work on
interpersonal aspects of recovering from
rape. 10 weeks. Sliding fee scale. Male &
female co-therapists. Psychological Ser-
vices Center, UMass 545-004

1

Psychotherapy Group for Women to ex-
plore issues about relationships. Group will

last for 10 weeks and begin inFebruary.
Sliding fee scale. Psychological Services
Center UMass 545-0041

Expert repairs on all portable appliances
and sewing machines. Kentfield Hardware
253-7161

Typing 4c a line Some overnite service call

at 549-4595

SINGING VALENTINE

Performed /Delivered $8.00 by arrange-
ment, call J.B. 253-9818 before 8:PM

SOUTHWEST AREA GOVERNMENT
Attention all reps: First Meeting of the
semester, Thursday, February 11 at 6:00
pm Nominations for new officers

TAX SERVICES

State and Federal Taxes Prepared
reliably. Very reasonale rates. Call
Jonathan 253-9672

TRAVEL

Spring Break Florida & Bermuda
Cheapest prices on campus call 549-1835
Ride needed to UVM - Burlington VT
leaving Fri 2/12 return the 14 or 15 will
share $ 546-8386 ask for Dana

VALENTINE IN PARADISE
Tickets available for the Counts Rock and
Roll Spectacular featuring Leper's St
Valentines Day Massacre February 14
3^75/ticket the Paradise Boston call
367-9356 evenings

V.D. BALLOONS
Say "Happy Valentine's day " with a
mylar balloon from Zippo, Inc. $3.25 in-
cludes free delivery anywhere on camous
fi4fi-4001

WANTED
Wanted tutor Statistics 140 call

546-6116 pay is good
Mike

Looking for Pinto Sta Wa 72 or 73 runn
ing or not 545-3843 or 367-2365

Food Science and Nutrition 130 text
wanted to buy or barter call 586-8427 earlyAM or late PM Julie

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith
25 No. Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710
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By GERRY DeSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The ball finally started to fall in the basket instead ofaround It when the University of Massachusetts played
one of their best games of the year" Tuesday night

against Dartmouth, according to head coach Mary Anne
Uzdarski. Even though the Minutewomen lost 62-59
Ozdarski was pleased saying, "We were mentalW
prepared to play and then we played HARD and that was
theduference.

i'laying hard kept UMass in the game and everyone
that played for the Minutewomen played well. Earlier in
the season, if Massachusetts had taken out both MarthaReady and Cindy Clapp UM would have faltered. But last
night the substitues picked up the slack as Ready and
Clapp both sat on the bench for much of the second half
with four fouls apiece. "We played the kids that were
playing well at the time," Ozdarski said.

.nH Jl"'^'";"'*'
substituted frequently in the second halfand the play of Tara Heinzmann. Wendy Ward. Jackieand Gwen Jones and Sherry Colli

Minutewomen in the game.

~CHf Glass-
Patti Maguire made her first start of the year and

played some fine basketball. ...Sherry Collins had an
outstanding game scoring 16 points, five of eight from the
noor and a perfect six for six from the foul line. It was one
of Collins' finest nights this year.

lins kept the

a

Dartmouth s 6 3" GaU Koziara was a one woman
wrecking ball. The senior from Chicopee shot an in-
credible 73 percent from the floor sinking 11 field goals
along with 3 foul shots for a game high 25 Joints. Koziara

Th h?
''«"^\"" defense, either, grabbing 19 reboundsand blocking 4 UMass shots. "The best thing about

Dartmouth. Ozdarski said, "is that Koziara is a senior."

D

D

Massachusetts has two games upcoming, the first of
which is Princeton tomorrow night in the Cage. UM
topped the Tigers by 12 last year and it should be an
exciting contest. "The kids need the support of
everyone." Ozdarski said. "We will not disappoint the
fans again." Game time is at 7 p.m.

D

Dartmouth really crashed the boards in the first halfbut ran mto a lot of UMass players. UM sank 11 Ji3 fouj

n.'i' '".L^I.^""''
^^^- ^°"«^«'-' '" '^^ second h^"

Dartmouth did not commit a single foul.

UMass sophomore Nadine Jackson, who broke her
leg early in the season, has gotten her cast off and is
beginning the long road of rehabilitation. UM is red-
shu-ting Jackson and she will have three more years of
basketball left when she returns next fall.

D

Tuesday's Box score
Dartmouth 62 UMass 59. Sherry Collins 5 6 16

Martha Ready 5-0 10. Cindy Clapp 3 3 9. Wendy Ward 3-
2 8. Gwen Jones 3 0-6. Marlene Susienka 2 4 Jackie
Jonews 1-0-2. Tara Heinzmann 1-0-2, Patti Maguire 10-

There will be a meeting TONIGHT of ALL Collegian
sports staff and correspondents and anyone interested in
writing sports tonight at 7 p.m. in the newsroom.
Attendance is mandatory.

UM gymnasts host

Cortland Saturday

By SUE BRIDGMAN
Collegian Staff

In a previously unscheduled meet, the University of
Massachusetts men's gymnastics team will host Cortland
State University Saturday at the Boyden Auxiliary Gvm
with a 1 p.m. starting time. ' *

The squad, now 2-4, came away from Pennsylvania
State University last Saturday on the short end of a
275.55-243.20 score. Despite the margin (.f diff^-rence in
the match, Coach Roy Johnson felt his team gained some
valuable experience against one of the top teams in the na-
tion.

Against Penn State, the Minutemen took only two top-
place finishes, both thirds. On the floor exercises John
Macurdy got a 9.25 and Willie Stevens received a 9 05
score on the high bar.

"It gave UMass a chance to see what they will have to
do in the future," Johnson said.

The gymnasts have had a week off to prepare
themselves for their upcoming meet against Cortland.

UMass will continue its homestand when they take on
Southern Connecticut State College in a 7 p.m. meet next
Wednesday at Boyden.

Sports Notices
WANT TO HELP A GOOD TEAM? - The University

of Massachusetts women's soccer team is looking for an
assistant coach for indoor soccer this semester and
outdoor soccer next semester.

Its a chance to learn the capacities and supervision
responsibilities with a team that finished seventh in the
Nationals last November. For more information about
this, or if you want more information about managing the
team, contact Coach Kalekeni Banda at 545 2759.

MEN'S JV LACROSSE CANDIDATES - There will
be a meeting for all interested candidates for mens junior
varsity lacrosse on Wednesday, Feb. 17 at 4:15 p m in
Boyden 251.

J
Freshman forward Horace Neysmith garnered a

well deserved Eastern Eight Rookie of the Weekship for
his performance in two games last week. Neysmith
played the iceman role in last week's last -second win
against St. Bonaventure when he hit an off-balance
whizzer to seal the UM league victory. In a 60 58 loss to
I ittsburgh. Neysmith threw in ten points. In the two
games combined the Jamaica. N.Y. native had 21
rebounds and eight assists.

Neysmith also turned in a solid effort against UNH
Monday night, one of the few Minutemen in that
category.

Another Minuteman who did a decent job againstNew Hampshire was freshman frontcourt man Bobby
Braun. Braun looks like a good pickup for the Minutemen
in the early going, becoming a dependable sixth man who
contributes off the bench.

One spot in the Minuteman game plan that has been
far from solid is the second guard position. The players
expected to fill that hole, freshman Ron Young and
sophomore Craig Smith, have just not been getting the
job done. Between the two of them, against UNH they
shot a grand total of 3 for 15 from the floor. Young seems
like he has gone about for February shooting 3 for 17
over his last two contests. Head coach Tom McUughlin is
not pleased.

"The second guard's gotta score. They (Young and
bmith have been playing good defense, but they've got
to make their shots on offense." McUughlin said afterMonday night's defeat. "They had better watch out
because they had better perform if they want to play. A
k""M*'"J

^^"P'^ye'- P'aying in front of that many people

nr^ . r^'''^^" f^'"^^''"' ^'^^ t'«<=a"«« we need
production from that guard spot."

The Minutemen travel to Kingston to Uke on the

RutLr/»T^k
p'"'*^^^ 1"^ ^^'^ '«^»"« powerhouseRutgers at the Cage next Tuesday night.

- STEPHEN FREKER

[
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Knapp asks
By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

^ «"^^'"<f
l«, fa'npaijfn for increased student federal

aid and the building of support for private funding were
the key points of University of Massachusetts President
David (.. Knapps address to the Faculty Senate
yesterday afternoon.
Knapp also said the University should begin toesublish b.ater relations and take a leadership role with

state public .schools.

"I believe that, among the broad range of federalpolRu* affecting the University, those on student aid are
the most critical and require our fullest attention

"

Knapp said.

"Federal and state propo.sals, when taken together, not
only threaten educational opportunity for thousands ofyoung people throughout the state, but they al.so place
our own institutional stability in jeopardy." Knapp said.

Ihe six New England state university presidents
meeting in my office last month, agreed with this priority'
(student aid) and are prepared to work in concert to
reversi. the current trends. We believe we must develop
a gra.ssrools understanding among parents and students

I "^ rt
^^*-'^ ""*' '''*"'^*' **' ^^« potential con.sequences

ol the Reagan Administration's higher education
polKii's. said Knapp.
Knapp also said that Massachusetts educational ad

vocates must a.ssume a strong position in the nationwide
light.

"Congressman Pefr Peyser of New York - a rankingmember of the House postswondary subcommittee -
remarked to me .several weeks ago. A unanimous, hi
partisan position from this .stale, which is known
nationally f.,r its colleges and universities, could be adens.ve laclor when Congre.ss votes on the Reagan
student aul cuts this spring and summer "

PRESIDENT DAVID C. KNAPP
Knapp also said that UMass' Students Advocating

J
inancial Aid (SAFA). the financial aid office and his staff

havx« done their best to inform parents and alumni about
student aid.

Continuefi on page H

private aid
Times survey

rates UMass high
among universities
By RICHARD MARTIN
Colk?gian Staff

rJ^A.H''^,
^*»'"^^^*'* Selective Guide to Colleges hasrated he University of Massachusetts at Amherst amongthe nations top fourteen colleges and universities with Iscore of 13 out of a possible 15.

The Times analyzed 265 schools according to three
criteria: academics, .social life and quality of life. Each
factor was graded from 1 to 5. UMass earned a four inacademics a five in social life, and a four in quality of lifeallabove the norm.
No school received a perfect score of 15, and only threeBrown University Stanford University, and the

University of Virginia, received scores of 14
UMass olficials expres.sed satisfaction with the results atyesterday afternoons Faculty Senate meeting
rm happy to inform you that the Amherst campus

received exceptionally high ratings in the New York Times
review. I mplea.sed that we should receive .such hiirh

Efnr^V m '"•''^ ^'"^ "**^ surprised." said Chancellornenry Koffler.

"I'm proud of our University's accomplishments. It givesone a sense of sritisfaction to know that we are doing ourjob well, even though we have much further to go. It also
will help us in our struggle to increase funding from the

Continued on page 9^"V . ^
'
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Occupation of Conte's office ends in arrests
20 University students jailed for '"' ^-^~
protesting US aid to Salvador
By KATHLEEN BRUNET,
RON KENDALL and
JOSH MEYER
Collegian Correspondents

HOLYOKE - Police arreste<l 45 people
including 20 University of Massachusetts
students, for "trespassing after notice"
and disorderly conduct yesterday during a
protest sit-in at U.S. Representative Silvio
Conte's office in Holyoke.
The jrroup. calling itself the February

1 1th Coalition, consisted of memlwrs of the
Northampton Committee on El Salvador,
the Western Massachusetts Latin
American Solidarity Committee and
representatives of UMass' Radical Student
Union, Peoples' (lay Alliance and Students
Against Militarism, along with other in-
dividuals including clergymen and
businessmen.

The sit-in was staged in an attempt to
pressure Conte. R-Pittsfield. into voting
against an additional $55 million in aid to
the El Salvadoran government as re-
quested by the Reagan administration, .said

Sarah Kemble. a meml)er of the coalition.
The protestors l>egan the office sit-in at

9: 15 a.m. yesterday, shortly after the office
opened, and a spokesperson read off a list

of demands. Conte. who was in
Washington, was n<)tifie<l by his Holyoke
office manager, Jeff Ciuffre<i. shortly after
the initial takeover occurred.
Students arrested were Ellen Bnnly

Midori Tabery, Kristine Kallander. Li.sa'

Marcowitz, Elizal)eth Hill. Lisa Nazzaro, 11-

ona Sturm, Cynthia Peters, Dean Hubbard.
Ted Lewis, Brandon Fine. Jo.seph Cannon,
Christopher Nealy, Roln-rt Jo.seph. Mark
Lewy, Peter Brown, Jim Assatly, Andrew
Bartlett. Jim Murphy and William Bowers.
The demands, as stated by Coalition

member Ron Milcarek. were: to stop U.S.
aid to El Salvador; st(»p U.S. intervention
in Latin America in general; and for the

U.S. to fund human needs here and
elsewhere instead of spending the money
on military aid.

"We are here protesting the aid to the El
Salvadoran junta, and asking Conte to vote
against additional economic and military
assistance." Kemble .said. "U.S. aid bought
the wholesale slaughter of over 700 people
of the Morazan provice in December of

Conte had stated in a press release frf>m
Washington Tuesday that he has authoriz-
ed Staff Assistant Jim Fairchild to accom-
pany Foreign Operations Subcommittee
Chairman Clarence Long on a "fact fin-
ding" delegation to El Salvador and other
Latin American countries. The delegation
will meet with El Salvador leader Jose
Napoleon Duarte. and oppositicm ffroups,
the Democratic Revolutionary Front (FDR)
and the Farabundo Marti Front for Na-
tional Lil)eration (FMLN).
The purpose of the trip is to ascertain the

current military, economic, and political
situation in El Salvador as it relates to the
entire region and to U.S. interests. Conte
said that he wants to .see actual reports of
what is going on down there before he
decides on a position in the upcoming con-
gressional vote (m the additional aid to El
Salvador, said Conte staff aid Dave
Hulsel)erg.

In a statement issued yesterday after be-
ing notified of the sit-in.'Conte said that he
has "strong doubts over the need for an in-
fusion of additional military assistance to
the VA Salvadoran government."
Conte's statement is "totally unexcep-

tiible," .said a spoke.spers< >n for the coali-
tion.

"We do not need anymore fact-finding
tours to know who is behind the slaughter,
and Conte refu.sed to .say that he would not
vote for anymore aid. In addition, Conte

Confinucd on imtfr Ji ouSJ'r«fff^^;f^'^ - ^ p^"^^^^"^ '^ ^-^^^<^ down ;'h;;ifr:;

testo?« w/r.
«f Congressman Silvio Conte. as she and other prc^testors were arrested following their occupation of his Holyoke office.
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Senators, delegations to go to El SalvadorGTON (AP - House Speaker Thomas P. s..crciarv. said L^ahv wnnlH ....... ..^.,... ^.
WASHINGTON (AP) - House Speaker Thomas P

ONeill said yesterday he was sending a three member
delegation to El Salvador -to get a first hand report" on
conditions in the war torn Central American country.

Meanwhile, two Democratic senators on the Foreign
Relations Committee and a congressman left on other
missions to El Salvador.
A brief statement issued by O'NeiUs office said the

lact-finding team would consist of Rep. John Murtha. D-

L' Van
^^**""^"- '^^

'P^,f^^''' g^-neral counsel, andJim Van Wagenen. a staff assistant to the HouseAppropriations defense subcommittee.
The group is scheduled to depart at 7 a.m. EST today

from Andrews Air Force Base, Md. They are expected to
spend two days in El Salvador and one day in neighboring
Nicaragua before flying back to report on the situation.
The senators making the trip were Claiborne Pell of

Rhode Island, the ranking Democrat on the panel, and Sen.
Patrick Leahy of Vermont. Joe Jamele, Leahy's press

Arms talks stalled
GENEVA, Switzerland (AP) - American and Soviet

negotiators, amid mounting indications of an impasse
conferred for 2% hours yesterday in the 15th full round of
talks on limiting medium range nuclear arms in Europe

The session followed a pointed exchange between
Washington and Moscow, highlighting the distance bet-
wtML-n the two sides at the politically sensitive talks.

The Reagan administration said Wednesday it rejects as
spurious' a Soviet proposal to reduce medium range

nuclear strength to VJOO units on both sides" by 1990A U.S. State Department spokesman said the planwould leave untouched the most formidable intermediate-
range weapon in the Soviet arsenal, the triple-headed,
mobile SS 20 missile. A major American objective at the
talks has been to dismantle the SS-20s.
About 280 SS-20 systems, capable of hitting targets

anywhere in Europe, have already been deployed TheWest has no comparable intermediate range weapon in

The revised Soviet offer was disclosed Tuesday inMoscow. At the same the Kremlin assailed as "absurd" a
draft treaty submitted last week by the American
delegation. The United States proposed that both sides
dismantle or cancel plans to deploy a variety of
sophLsiicated missile systems. The offer, commonly called
he zero option." been likened by the Kremlin to
unilateral disarmament.
The exchange between Washington and Moscow was thesecond ,n 10 days, and indicated that the bargaining teamshave made little progress in bridging the wide differences

evident as the Ulks began Nov. 30.
The negotiators here have adhen>d to a mutual com-mitment not to discuss the bargaining in detaU.

si'cretary. said Uahy would return next Wednesday
\\ illiam Bryant. Pell's press aide, declined to give any
detailsof the trip.

Murtha noted that "with the Marines I had guerrilla
warfare training, and that plus my year's experience in
\ielnam will give me background to help assess the
siiuation."

The Pennsylvania Democrat served in 196667 as a
major with the 1st Marines regiment south of Danang.
South Vietnam.

Meanwhile. Rep. Clarence D. Long. D-Md.. chairman of
the House Appropriations subcommittee on foreign
operations, which oversees U.S. foreign aid programs, left
Washington yesterday on a nine day trip to El Salvador
and SIX other Central American nations.
Longs office said the congressman is scheduled to meet

with government officials, church leaders and farmer
representatives involved with the land reform program
duringaone day visit to El Salvador Feb. 18.

His itinerary also includes slops m Mexico. Guatemala
Honduras. I'anaina. Cosln Uira and Nicaragua.

Jamele said Leahy will slay with U.S. .Ambassador Dean
Hinlun in San Salvador Thursday and Friday nights.

Sen. Charles Percy, R-III.. chairman of the committee
said Republican members were invited to go along, but
none of them was able to make the trip,.

Accompanying Pell and Leahy is the Rev. Claude
Pomerleau. a Roman Catholic priest who is a Latin
American specialist at Notre Dame University. Father
Pomerleau, who is Leahy's brother in law, was retained by
the committee as a consultant, at a (tm of $1,150, to serve
as an interpreter.

The Reagan administration has announced plans to
increase military aid to the civilian military government of
El Salvador to prevent a leftist takeover in the Central
American country.

CHARGING AFTER DEMONSTRATORS a **• •_
vi* userphoto

Thursday in Brussels where rnmmfoHr^ ~ ^" ?^^"^' *'^"^" **" «« ^'^ *»«»«« J^^P^ over a car
officers were reported rnjurX stone'th^^^^^^^

'^^'' demonstrating steel workers. Sixteen
mill

^ ^ ^ ^y stone.throwing workers from the ailing Cockerill-Sambre steel

Digest
By the Associated Press

Imposed nuclear safety plans

criticized for loose guidelines
WASHINGTON - The Nuclear Regulatory Commission

proposed a safety goal for nuclear power plants yesterday
drawing criticism from one NRC commissioner who said it
accepts 13.000 deaths during the next 30 to 40 years.

But three other NRC members. Nunzio Palladino NRC
chairman, and NRC members John Ahearne and Thomas
Roberts, said the faUlily figure cited by commissioner
Peter Bradford was misleading.
The controversy arose as the NRC released a draft of a

safety goal ordered by a presidential panel after the 1979
Three Mile Island accident, the worst ever in the nation's
commercial nuclear plants.

It is the first time "we've ever tried to define how safe is
safe, said Dr. Forrest Remick. head of the NRC office of
policy evaluation. No deaths have ever been attributed to a
commercial nuclear power plant accident.

The proposal does not use the figure of 13.000 acceptable
deaths nor does it detail now that number was arrived at

Bradford said it "contains an implicit maximum
theoretical acceptable consequence from nuclear power
f^ant accidents of some 13,000 deaths over the life of the
150 plants.

He said in comments with the proposal that it was "a sad
mistake for that number not to be included in the draftHe cautioned that "one must approach this calculation
wanly for several rea.sons."

Palladino. Ahearne and Roberts noted that that "the
estimate of 13.000 fatalities from nuclear power plant
accidents ... should be viewed in relation to the 13 million
fatalities in the same relevant population during the same
fPfc';?.'"

^Z'^^';
K'"?e period." using the proposals goal of

Ret'pirig deatTis at an additional 0.1 percent of non nuclear
accident deaths.

Governor King compromises

with opponents on Workfare
BOSTON (AP) - Gov. Edward J. King has advanced a

workfare compromise - called the Work Training
Program ( WTP) - that has won endorsements from many
critics of the original plan.

^

At a crowded Statehouse briefing yesterday, the ad-
niinistration said some mandatory service requirements of
the old program have been scrubbed and potential
penalties have been modified.
"Work and training is very much alive and it is positive

"

Human Services Secretary William Hogan Jr said
Joanne Leppanen of Cambridge, president of the

Coalition of Basic Human Needs, a group opposed to work
lare called the compromise a "major victory for welfare
mothers in Massachusetts.

-Workfare is dead. We feel this agreement Ukes a giant
leap in the right direction."

^

King also proposed a 5 percent increase for the Aid to
FamdK..s With Dependent Children (AFDC) program
starting in July. He said a review is underway of benefits
in the statefunded relief program.
King said the raise, costing $29 million, can be financedfrom existing appropriations. He said the caseload hasdropped from 121.000 to 104.300 over the pa.st yeaithrough changes mandated by Washington and because ofstate management.
The new program wUI require approvals from the

federal Department of Health and Human Services.

Legislators back tougher laws

for drunken driving violations
BOSTON - Establishment of minimum penalties fordrunken drivers that include mandantory jail .sentenci forK peat offenders is gaming support among legislators.
^S.n. Chester G. Atkins, D Concord, chairman of the

include jail sentences, heavier fines and longer license

suspension for multiple offenders.
"Nothing does more to undermine the confidence in the

fairness of our judicial system than the thought of someone
)emg able to drive drunk, commit murder, then walk
free. Atkins said.

Department of Public Health

charges for formerly free tests
BOSTON - The Department of Public Health is con

sidenng charging for tests that used to be free and the
Department of Youth Services plans to cut services and
consolidate field offices, officials said yesterday.

Executives from those departments outlined strategies
in the face of budget constraints before a hearing of the
House Ways and Means Committee, which is reviewing
Gov. Edward J. Kings proposed budget for the new fiscal
year beginning July 1

.

DYS Commissioner Edward M. Murphy said a $500,000
shortfall due to a lack of funding for inflation wiU have to be
made up in service cuts that will affect 50 youths.
DYS will consoldiate southeastern offices in Lakeville

and Braintree and northeastern offices in Concord and
Danvers into single offices in each region. Murphy said.
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Faulty heating valve chills Van Meter dorm
By SCOTT SACCO
Collegian Correspondent

An apparent heating breakdown in Van Meter South
dormitory which kept residents bundled up for three days
wa.s discovered and repaired yesterday by University of
Massachu.setts officials.

Central Residential Area Management Coordinator Don
Pelkey said maintenance workers have located a faulty
valve in the building's heating system and have temporari-
ly bypas.sed the valve until it can l)e replaced.
Carol Cangiano. Van Meter/Butterfield Cluster Opera-

tions Manager, said complaints about the dorm's
temperature were "more than numerous" earlier this
week. She said she received alM)ut 25 calls l)etween Mon-
day and Tuesday evening.
Cangiano said she called the IJMass Physical Plan twice

Tuesday evening and was told the problem had been in-
vestigated and no apparent problem had k-en found.

Maintenance
budget gains
Knapp's favor
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts President
i^vid C. Knapp said yesterday that he
supports Governor Edward J. King's
budget request for the maintenance of
UMass. but expre.ssed some reservations
regarding Kings recommendation for all of
higher education.

"Clearly we support the Governor's
recommendation with respect to main
te nance. " Knapp said.

Knapp expressed "concern" over Kings
recommended cuts in student scholarship
aid and the problem of adequately funding
programs in Business Administration and
Management programs within Kings
recommendation.

The UMass Board of Trustees has not yet
come down from its original budget request
of $117 million for the Amherst campus,
Knapp .said.

The budget strategy for the University
will be decided in the "next week or two,"
he said.

Chancellor Henry Koffier said the
Governor's maintenance recommendation
will not cause layoffs of UMass employees.
but there will be no money for deferred
maintenance or new programs, he said.
Knapp also expressed his concern for the

proposed financial aid cuts that are being
recommended by President Reagan.

"What I hear from Congress is that they
want to hear from their constituents about
their feelings regarding the cuts. " Knapp
said.

Knapp said he will get the information
regarding the ruts to all students and
parents in hopes that they will react to it.

At the UMass Board of Trustees meeting
on Wednesday. Chairman Robert Quinn
was reelected as chair and Trustee Andrew
Knowles was reelected as Chairman of the
Trustees subcommittee responsible for
liscal affairs.

Trustee Horace Tower announced his
resignation from the board because of
business commitments.

|

I called the physical plant about 5 p.m. and they toldme they had sent someone up here," Cangiano said ad-
ding that she callefl later to check on the situation

"'I called again alM)ut 10 p.m. and I was told that there
was no major problem," Cangiano said. She said she
received only one call about the heat Wedne.sday.
"There are .so many things going on, I sometimes don't

hear about a problem until a week after it has k-en taken
care of, Pelkey said, attributipg the mixup to human er-
ror.

/r^o^A*' • ^'^^r*'"'"'
^^*' <^""imun'ty Resource Assistant

(CRA) in the first lloor of Van Meter South said he only
received ""a couple" of heat-related complaints from his
floor.

'"It wasn't bitter cold in here, just a little
unc(»mfortable," Pelkey .said.

Melanie LeBlond. a resident of the Van Meter South se-
cond floor, said when she awoke Wedne.sday morning the
thermometer in her room registere<l less than 60 degrees
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It has been really cold for two or three days now. and
It s freezing in here right now," Caroline" Dunbar, a
freshman on the first floor said late Wedne.sday afternoon.

Dunbar .said the problem of n(» heat is new and the dorm
was too hf)f last semester.

Pelkey .said the heat may rise in the dorm while the
heating system is waiting for a new Sp^-nce Valve to be in-
stalled. He .said the valve, which controls steam pressure
connected to a temperature sensor, has l>een ordered from
Springfield and he could not tell when it would arrive and
l)e installed.

Pelkey .sai<l that, due to wear, the valves usually need to
»)*' replaced about every 10 years.
Pelkey .said that Van Meter North, which is part of thesame building, was not affected because it is on a seperate

heating system. The valve in that .section of the building
was replaced last year, he said.

PLO speaker

set for forum,

raises doubts
By KELLY BURKE
Colli gian Staff

Students protesting the inclusion of a
speaker from the Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO) in the International
Women's Wwk (IWW) Celebration at the
University of Mas.sachusetts were told no
change in scheduling could take place at this
late date by the planners of IWW during a
general meeting last night.

"I think it was very irresponsible to ask
someone to speak who represents a
terrorist organization." said Susan Jacobs,
a first-year student majoring in political
science.

A member of the planning committee said
they scheduled the PLO member to speak
on March 8 as part of a panel entitled "Third
World Women as Liberators: Same
Struggle. Same Fight," after the woman
made a proposal to members of the planning
committee.

"Rarely do you get anyone in that
country to speak." she said.

International Women's Week is a week
long series of events celebrating women,
scheduled to take place at the University of
Massachusetts, from Mar. 8 through Mar.
12. beginning on International Women's
Day. This year would have marked the
sixth annual Women's Week, but it was
cancelled last year at UMass on March 2
because of a failure to involve a diverse
group of women in its planning and im-
plementation.

Members of the planning committee
agreed that last night's meeting was not the
lime to be discu.ssing the issue because
planning had been going on and there were
deadlines to meet. Some members .said the
protesters should have come forward
earlier with their complaint. The decision to
schedule the speaker was made jointly with
the Third World Women's Task Force of the
Everywoman's Center at UMass, one of the
planners said.

continued on page ij
Islamic regime supporters said to spy on anti-Khomeini protesters

ire at IJMass
By JUDl JASUREK

Collegian Staff

Spying upon Iranian students who are politically active
against the Islamic Republic is routine at the University of
Massachusetts and other colleges, according to* a
representative of the Union of Iranian Students, a
Registered Student Organization which supports
P.E.Y.K.A.R. (Struggle in the Path to Emancipate the
^"''""^ Class).
The student, who asked not to be named, said that the

union suspects one spy is at UMa.ss and knows of one that
was here during the .spring semester of 1981.
"We have suspicion about at least one person whom we

think would l)e engaged in spying activities on this cam-
pus," the student said.

Two semesters ago. Iranian and non-Iranian students
formed a picket line to protest a speech at UMass by Vic
tor Tomseth, a hostage during the United States Embassy
takeover in Iran.

We noted among th* Moplf |#«fsi?f»t; * pro-Khomeini.
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UMass student filming all the other students with a hand
camera. At the time we were careful not to let him film
us," the .student .said.

"We asked him to leave and it ended without violence,"
he said.

The student .said that regime supporters are sent to this
country to spy on students that are active against the
republic from S.A.V.A.M.A. (The National Organization
of Security and Information of Iran.)
"There's not much the regime could do to students

abroad. One of the immediate consequences of a name
reported would be stopping the transfer of funds." the
student .said.

He said it depends on how dangerous the student move-
ment becomes from the regime's point of view.
"It could have more .serious implications such as some

kind of retaliation against family members in Iran "
the

'student said.

The University was sent a translation of regulations for
transfer of funds for Iranian students which states that no
student will receive money from th^ir parents if they are
••irtvolve<| In ppliticj^l avtivitiej^ aKaipst tl^^, l^jamip

nWil -vt^mi. ori«t i-bnii Til.Til/r.'lff .r-Mfl'lJOy iitl. {^?fl| .

Republic of Iran" or if they "criticize the Islamic revolu-
tion.

'"I know of some of my friends, .some on this campus
some on others, who are not receiving money because of
political involvement," the student said.
The student said he usually doesn't feel any terror but it

depends on the situation.

At Kansas University, groups of pro-government
students attacked a p(.litical student meeting and even
stahhied one of the people there with a knife.
A few weeks ago an Iranian student was killed in

Manilla in the Philippines, the student said.
The student said confrontations have not appeared at

the liniversity of Ma.s.sachu.setts.

"It's a small community and Iranian students know each
other, he .said.

The student .said, '"there is a new way of execution star-
ting by Khomeini that has taken over 3,000 lives in a
period of SIX months." The student said this is because of
the economic and political crises in Iran, and a mass move-
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B.;'st<^. Cindy Weill a

Ma..^ac.has*tt^ Amherst, was aWe to rnit her ma^^r to uset'v worK:ng ., „' , ^ .,
.

backgr.Hinds.
'''^"'^*

^J^kUL '"^ explaining the program to
r)^i?hN>rhood women, because, "so manv ^^le are
afraid of government." she said. The pn.ject was con-
•fjced in the South Boston. North End. Roxbur%

T^n*" ^"^ ^'^ ^"^ -^^*'^"*' '" B'-t-.n
^^'^'^

n>e Governor s Commission on the Sutus . .f Women is

•>" A <-»men on the Commission.
The members of the commission helped women unders-

P^r-n 'K"' /f'5n""^«es by establishing credit
ra. ngs. helped t.hem balance their account5. and pmvKi-ed mforrrat,on ah>ut IRA account., and estate planning
.n con;unctK>n with Sha^..nut bank. Thev alio taught

infurrr^i them that women over age 6(. are entitled to go

Edu'^^';; n r' "^^ '*"*' ^'P ^^"^ ^^ Mai^husetu
taucation Corporat»on.

^^!^!'-''tT "t
'^^^"^""^ ^ "*^^ of each com-

u.J-.pe..ple.nth. " es bemuse manv of the com-
munities are cult - ...^ and the people are not bii-
ingua..

SK)n. uhK-.h h^ t^n worKing on responses to question^

Fai^.:!^ with Impendent Children (AFDC>. The con-

Irr^w^f r
'"^^^ pr':.gram uili require adults on

;"k1 1 r^'"^^ "" '^'' ""P^ communitv work f^r
their AFDC benefits, if they are physicaJlv aWe and have
chiidrer. o\er six years old.

'

Weill said she "is agajnst workfare and feels manv

spea>. Engi.-sh or do not have the necessar% tr^sporta-
ti'>r to get a lob.

" ^
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Wo^ii^-^o/^ -r^^-T;r^:-^:^^-^„^^ ro, Xei...„.H„o.

Weil! said before she worked for the commission shenever realized the cultural differences among the peoplehving m Boston. She said in some cultures the .^manwould never leave her children with strangers, to get ajob^ ATK)ther problem these women have is that Boston islacking m adequate -day care. Weill said.

RiUlf.T'^'^'f''"'
is presently researching the Equal

Sxt^al^l^^n^'rl'" ^'f ^ '' ^'^^ Ame^ndmentrJ^*xual harassment The.r ,oh 15 to take a stand on these

Southwest to vote on 25th
on Assembly vacancies

issues and then advise the governor on the position he
should take.

Weill worked 40 hours a week through January for
academic credit through the University of Massachusetts
Internship Program. She said she learned how to deal
with people and understand various family structures.

Weill said she got a lot out of "understanding the dif-
ferent parts of Boston, touching on the different cultures
in Boston and the problems that they face."

By Jl LIA MAVCOCK
Coiiegian Ckwrt spondent

Tht- offiaai resignations of co- Presidents
Ruih Mazzola and Theresa KoJish sub
miut^ 10 the Souihwesi Area Government
execuii\e commiiiee at the end of last
MrmeMer were announced before the full
as>«.mbiy last night.

Mazzo<a is spt-ndine this semester
lourmg Spain, and m accordance wnh
conMuuiwnaJ proMsions KoJish also had to
n.-sign htr posuion. Vice lYesident Andrew
I're>coii and Informaij.>n Coordinator
Sii%en Ma2z<5Ja are perf.:»rming presideniiaJ
duijes uniil eUciior.s are held on Feb. 25.

The offices of president, vice president
and treasurer are now open. Prescotl and
Maz^ola are running unopposed for the
preMdency. Vice president Marge Harlow
has announced her intention to run on a
iickei ^uh Aiex Thole of John F. Kennedy
uppt^T. for I hat office. Fran Hegeler a

reprt-H?niaiive from Cance. and Kevin
OKourke. f.:>rmer president of Moore
HouM:' and a candidate in the presidential
raci last year, are chaUenging Harlov* and
Iroie for the vice presidency.

Enc Spiei has resigned as treasurer His
likely sucrevMM- IS Peter Weber who is
currently acting in that capacitv. Weber is a
ri.pre>enuiive from Moore who chau-s the
r inancf Commiiiee.

Mazzoia has resigned
. his position as

Informaii.jn Coordinator, an appointed
po>»iK>n. Peier Casale. a student senator
from John F. Kennedy upper and former
chairman of the SGA Rents and Fees
Commiiiw. has been chosen to succeed
Mazzoia. Beih Cooney remains as com-
municaijons coordinator.

\acancies for dorm represenutives
exiM. Assembly meetings are open to aU
>ouihwesi residents and are held at 6 p m
rhur>days in the South Side room of the
Hampden Mudeni Center.

State Legislators to attend
Natural Resources seminar
ByPACLBA.<KE.\
Colk-gian Staff

A pr.jgraxr, .o open the Unes of com-
munuaiHjn S^t*een Cniversitv of
Massathu- searchers and

'

state
ia»maker> a;j oe heW today when faculty
and administrators of the Coli»'ge of Food
and Natural Rt^^urces tCFNR. host a da v-

long -eminar for members of the Joint
Comm:.-.> or, .Natural Resources and
-"^^ of the Massachusetts

."iharon Kennaugh. C.Mass legisi^ ..

Iu->n. said the meeting will provide an
opponuniiy tor rh.- ronimr"eH -o learn of
^* ColJeg*

• •' -•-':i w,
. iHj .niormed <>:

and planned laws whifh ma-.

-lid Associaie lH*an
im» <rf.th£_cominn •

r.i^ueM lor tr.e conference, which he ex-
piaini-d Has onct- a common event for many
Lni^ersuy departments, but has become
increasingly rare m recent years.

Vice Chanceiior for Academic Affairs and

p'"^L**^'
^/**" ^""'^ ^d ^3" Daniel

ladberg of the CFNR wiJI open theprogram ai ]0 a.m. Workshops on marine
programs. the environment and
agrKuiiure. a.s well as presentations led bv
both gnjups. are scheduled throughout the

; '• "'^'•- planning to attend
;!':**„ ^"- ^'^-^-^ Wet more. D Barre. Rep
\\.liiam Nagie. D .Nonhampton. R,.p
-'-t'^ -.. s. DPut.field. Rep. Henrv

"P-"'^-'- R»'P M.i.ir King, f)

:':' ?' ' Berhn.

( umpu*
oHi A, a Jh' be id in
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Loan cuts may lower g^rad. enrollment
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Correspondent

President Reagan s proposed elimination
ol Guaranteed Student Uans may cause a
drop in enrollment of graduate and
professional students at the University of
Massachusetts, said A.s.sociate Director of
h mancial Aid Arthur Jackson.
According to Jo.seph M. Cronin

president of the Mas.sachu.setts Higher
Education Assistance Corporation, this
reduction of enrolling graduate students
could be a-s high as 40 percent.

Jackson explained that the availability of
financial aid would also mean a shift in "the
student population.

Students will be trickling into com-
munily colleges where they can commute
Sludenls will have to go to schools they can
allord. not tho.M- of their choice." Jack.son
said.

Another change in education habits
resulting Irom limited financial aid would be
the need ol graduate students to work while
luiihenng their studies. Jackson said.
"As moH' students lose opportunity for

education ihey must move into private
industry. ' Jackson said. "They will have to
study as they work."
Jackson said Reagans proposed cutbacks

in tmancial aid did not come as an abrupt
change. The level funding of programs has
been stagnating lor the last two or three
years, he said.

Jackson urged students to participate in
the lobbying trip to Washington D C on
f eb. 28 to March 2.

"Its most important they be
knowledgeable on the local, state and
national scene and to be involved in the
political process."

Graduate School Registrar Robert
Swa.sey said that instead of a drop in
graduate student enrollment he predicts a
iransler of students from private in-
stitutions such as Boston University and
Northeastern. Swa.sey also said that any
changes in the federal budget policy con
cernmg cutbacks on financial aid would
depend on how much pressure student
groups can exert.

Administration

to make BOG
official voice
B.VPAULBASKEN
Collegian Staff

Chairman Sc-ott Cashman last night
present.'d the Board of Governors (BOOan
agreement reached with the University of
MassachuMtts administration officially
recognizing the BOG 'as the sole
representative of student interests in the
programs and practices of the Campus
Center/Student Union Complex."

The agreement, written together by both
parties, has not been signed by either,
(ashman said, but will be voted on nextweek by the BOG. It is expected to be
approved soon by the administration he
said.

"Its pretty vague, but it .serves the
purpose. Cashman .said of the one-page
clralt which represents the first such
recognition for the board since
mismanagement and corruption" ended

the previous agreement in 1976,

Before their weekly meeting. Cashman
distributed litters to board members in
forming them of his vacation next week
and berating guilty members for their
recent lack in fulfilling commitments to the
board and the reflection it has cast on the
organization.

"Some of you. I don't know if youre doing
this for resumes, or not." said Campus
Center Director William Harris, who ad
VKsed the BOG of applicable training
sessions available to them in areas of in-
terpersonal communication, team building
and goal setting.

Cashman also informed the board of the
Amherst Police Department's plan to
continue with its alcohol training program
in front of the Blue Wall this semester. He
also said the bar 'has been doing a lot
better this semester than la.st semester."
due to a newly implemented marketing plan
covering such details as atmosphere, en
tertainment. and advertising.

Covtimu'H on page ^l

UMass gets a third compute.
(^mputers handle everything from grade, to »»».»//.

By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

The University of Mas.sachusetts at Amherst houses
the computer which handles the administrative duties for
the entire University of Mas.sachu.setts .system, including
UMass Hoston. the UMass Medical School at Worcester
the UMa.ss President's Office, and the Amher.st campus'
said Marty Smith, assistant vice president for in
formation management at UMass.

"Computers are machines and eventually
every machine fails, " said Marty Smith.

'

Ihe computer, incorrwtly called "OSCAR" by the
UMa.ss students, is one of three computers on campus It
is a Nasco AS « computer, built by Hitachi, and has been
operating in the Whitmore Administration Building since
September 1978. Two other computers, a Siber 175 and a
Siber 720. built by the Control Data Corporation, are
used III the Graduate Research Center (GRC).

"OSCAR- refers only to the computerised student
scheduling .system, one of the many systems performed
by the computer. Smith said. The name has come to mean
anything to do with the computer, he said.

The Nasco computer's duties include all student
systems including housing, registration, financial aid and
scheduling. It al.so handles the weekly payrolls lab fees
accounting and budgets at UMass. Smith said.

The Siber computers handle academic faculty research
and u.se. said Chuck Lyman, associate director of the
UMass Computer Center at the GRC. All terminals for
faculty and student use are attached to Siber. he said.

The Siber 175 was installed in 1979 as a replacement
for a Siber 74 .system. Siber 720 was installed during
intercession. Although they do the same thing and are
used together, the Siber 720 simply provides more
computer power, Lyman said. Anybody working at a
terminal u.ses Siber 175. and Siber 720 handles "batch
jobs," where the computer is given a set of instructions
and works without additional input from the operator, he
said.

The computer, incorrectly called
"OSCAR" by UMass students, is one oj

three computers on campus

and eventually every
"Computers are machines

machine fails." said Smith.
However, the errors in scheduling, grades

registration, and payrolls probably are not the com-
puter s fault. If anything in the network fails, telephone

rr^JnT""''^^'**".''"*^' *"" peripheral equipment,
there will be an error, he said.

Dr. An Wang, founder of Wang Laboratories, has
donated three million dollars in computer equipment to
Massachusetts higher education, and UMass is expecttHJ
to receive a mini computer system which will handle
anguage programs and word processing, said Smith
Other donations may "trickle down" to UMass said
Lyman.

The computers at UMass are financed by state funds

Lyman, fhey are expensive, but so many p^plj uithem that the cost per user is less than a desk tocomputer, he said.
•» ue^K loj
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cAmpua violence

LOOK OOT^ «ach other

VoionfeerNou
•for

SGA ESCORT SERVICE
406 E. SUB. UMASS

Schedule -SfrinQ n^z
Tentative Starting Date:
Sunday, Feb. 7, 1982 fSW and OH/CENTfiAlj

Students, faculty and Blluc^nt escorted hllf/^i "•"^""^^' Residential Area routes,
the above-listed schedules anJ routes

"^ '
female/male pairs of trained escorts, according to

JaL' Jotson.'^'^'^'^""
^''^ ^""'^ ^•" ''^^•" --•- ^^'^ following Sunday, said coordinator

To^S^^^^r™^eveU>ped^^ ^^ ^^^ ..^^^^

walking across campus alone at night.
"«"^*"«'- "^nry Koffler s office to relieve fear of

Sontag to talk

here Tuesday
Hy DIANA AJJAN
Collt'jfian Correspondent

Susan Sontag. author and critic, wiU discuss her works
at tfif University of Massachusetts next week as part of a
series of events celebrating the official opening of the
Institute lor Advanced Study in the Humanities.
Sontag will speak on February 16 at 4 p.m. in MaharAudtionum. She will read and discuss sections of her

various works, including On Photography, I, Etcetera
Sluirs Of liadi.d WiU, and an essay she is currently
writing, "Barthes." '

According to World Authors, 1950 J 970. Sontag rwallswnimg as a child and not being taken seriously. She beiran
writing lor publication at age 28. and her first novel Th,
til III flirt or, was published in 1963.
Born in New York City. Sontag was raised in Tucson

Arizona and Los Angeles. California where she attended
various public schools. She began her college career at the
I niversiiy ol Calilornia at Berkely and received her B A
in 1951 Irom the University of Chicago. Songtag went on in
study Lnglish and philosophy at Harvard where she
received her M.A. and Ph.D.

In 1958 Sontag returned to New York City, where she
presently resides. She .spends one-third of each year in
I aris and traveling in Europe. She leads a quiet life andmost ol her Iriends are not writers, according to Worlii
Aal/iors.

S«>niag has won numerous awards, including two
.- lowships from the Guggenheim Foundation two
lellowships Irom the Rockefeller Foundation, and the Artsand Letters Award of the American Academy and
Institute of Arts and Letters.

^
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SOUTHWEST
Leave Leave
JCAdems Librery Tower

7:00 7:30
8:00 8:30
9:00 9:30 M.mpdw

10:00 10:30
11:00 11:30

J.aA.

Academy Award nominations are in
HOLLYWOOD

( AI') - "Reds." the tale of an American
journalist caught up in the Russian Revolution, captured
1. Academy Award nominations yesterday - four of them
for Warren Beatly. the actor, dir.rtor. producer andwriter who has lailed to win an Oscar in seven tries

On Golden Pond" collected 10 nominations for the 54thAcademy Awards, including best actor performance byHenry tonda as a man reluctant to face old age. Fonda 76and in poor health, has never won an Oscar and is con
sidered a strong sentimental favorite
Fondas daughter. Jane, a two time Oscar winner, wasnominated or bc-st supporting actress for portraying hisdaughter m "On Golden Pond."

^
The three other nominees for best picture were

Atlantic City, the .story of an aging, smalltime hood inhe gambling resort; "Chariots of Fire." an inspirational

BONANZA'S
Volentlne's Day

Special

8 oz. T-bone Steak
Includes Bonanza's Famous
Freshtastiks, choice of potato,
soup, fruits, desserts and more!

Only $9.99 for Two
(while they last) Rt. 9 Hadley

grossed more money than any other film last year
Beatty. who portrays journalist John Reed in the Vkhour epic-, wa^^ also nominated lor lour awards in 1978 forHeaven Can Wait." but won nothing
Competing with Beatty and Fonda for best actor areBur, Lancaster as the hero in "Atlantic City.' PauNewman as the innocent victim of irresponsible journalismm Absence of Malice." and Dudley Moore ^0^^privileged inebriate of "Arthur."

"ort. mt over

Katharme Hepburn - who had won three Oscars andiKM-n nominated 13 times - was named a best actresscontender lor her role as the peace-making wiJe and

nit;V.".t;n" ""fZ- ''r'"
'''' «^^- nommt Tr^

il I «7 " ^'^ "^"^'^^ '•*^''''" Louise Bryant in "Reds "
Marsha Mason as ihe reformed alcoholic actress in OniyWhen I Laugh. Susan Sarandon as the girl Lancaster fallsm love with in "Atlantic City." and Meryl StrS as tiefile character in "The French Lieutenant's Woman "

FINE CHOCOLATES
& CONFECTIONS

OvcR 100 Ki,.d$ of C4Ndy
VaUmtine Hearts

VAU.T..E GiFrS & CifT CERTificATES
OvaUjy CIiocoIates

i^Iran
Continued from page ;i

ment is moving to overthrow the regime.
"With this new mass movement you see a natural move-ment abroad, since the majority of the population living in

Iran are in silent opposition for fear of being execut^ "

the student said.
'

'•In Iran you could be shot for carrying a magic marker
You get kicked out of school for carrying anything more
than a pencil because you can write slogans."" the student
.said.

Stockbridge Presents
The Fifth Annual

Professional

Development Day

Wednesday, February 17, 1982

9:00 am to 5:00 pm
In the CCA

Who should attend?

anyone interested in any way in

Agricultural/Horticultural

related fields

Admission Free!

MAD MURPHY'S PUD
2451 Boston Rd.

Wilbraham
Friday, Feb. 12

GLASS HOUSE
featuring the music of

THE MOODY DLUES
Saturday, Feb. 13

FOUHTAINHEAD
Sunday, Feb. 14

VALENTINE'S DAY PARTY
MAROCKA

A Llv» Tribute to Sontono
Ff»# Admission and
Gifts for the Ladles
Bring this ad for a

Free Drink valid thru 2-18

Newslines
UMass to be closed
for Monday's holiday

iH. publish tr,hi"r """'''^' ""• ^""•»"'» w„i „„i

Mh.Hlul,!.
•'"'' '"' '"'» •"•''« *''! 1» on ih.. holiday

Cultural evening to be
at New Africa House

cost w s r.,h'" '^f
'"'^ "' '^ *»'• ^"" '^i"""" will

(M5-M83,
'"f"™-""" <-onUot Panna Putnam

- LAURIE FISHER

Commencement date
rescheduled to May 30

Arrest on warL^„.
larcenies reported
by UMass oolirp

coUegiaQ '

Sundav WllZ /n K
'^'"Saturday. May 29 to 10 a.m.J^uriday. Mary 30 because of the holiday of Shavuot.

The senate voted for the change in December attPr^v.ng requests from rabbis and fhe Jevii:h commun fvgabb. Sad Perlmutt*. of the Hiilel Foundation sa^d in aJtter to the committee that he wa^. pleased to see "thesens.t.v.ty of needs to the Jewish communit/>v the' -

office Taid'^cThf
'* '^'

^""Zr"''
^'^'"''"""•ty Relations

ice said she sees no problem in the "physical settingup of equipment such as chairs or in getting cans andgowns^ Students should have ample time to chanThotedates for parents coming that weekend, she said

fif^fT'
is a holiday which commemorates the presenta-

Ttitute of S^^^^^^^^
Jewish people. The MassrchTsettinstitute of Technology will also be changing their com-mencement date to avoid conflict with the holiday.

- GARY STARTA

Artist to be presented

by University Gallery
A lecture by artist Richard Nonas, who has built a newsculpture for the Music Terrace at the Fine ArS Centerwi be presented at 8 p.m. Wednesday bv the University

Gallery in 106 Thompson Hall.
university

sctlltn^J^^Hr ^f
P^^^^^^P^'S- drawings, wood and steel

sculpture and wall pieces created by Nonas are currentlyon display at the University Gallery
currently

- VINCENT GRFECO

ADD/DROP & PASS/FAIL OPTION

DEADLINE ; TUES^ FEB. 16

TURN IN FORMS AT REGISTRARS OFFICE
213 WHITMORE

__\DQ9\»JPS

By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Coikgian Stall

l'nivcr.siiy of Ma.s.sachuseUs Police rep(,rfcd the arn>stol^a^man by Hadley Police on motor ';.bict^';.Ja:;.::

Stephen D. Robinson was arrested at approximately

In other mcidenls. a student in Crampton Dormitory ,nhe Southwest Residential Area reported to poHcTsh, had'vinved annoying telephone calls lu-lween 12 and 4 amyestenlay morning. Po.i.e said the problem hal nen .^i"on or .several week.s and is under inve.stigation.
^ ^

IVunu he r'/y""- ''T'y'^'''
'^-P^^'-^ their wallets missing.on, the ( ollicjuin Business Office Wednesday at 342 p mIhe mndent o.-curred k>lween 2:45 and 3^ pm aT- ling to polK-e. and $12« in ca.sh was reported mrs'ng."One of the wallets was later recovered outside the

Ol a suspect. He is described as a black mile -.n
pn>.ximate|y 5 IWt 8 inches tall, weighing 1 HO poundswearing green pants, blue sneakers, and Vjarket ^ h

vl^S '^ ''" ^'^*^^^^- ''•^"^^ ^^'^ '^ '^ ^^^' -'5- '-

in

^\'^.''^'^'"y «f.«ver $100 was reported to police yesterdaymvolvmg $400 in cash stolen from the Campus Center FoS
lerviewed concerning the missing money, and the cL isunder inve.stigation.

J'. '»"o me case is

In other incidents, police reported discoverine fir»«ex inguishers m a vehicle stopped by police on Un vLs ty

™n", Trr'"''^^''^
^-^ P'"- «" Wedne.sday Theoc upant.s ol the vehicle claim they were "refilling" he

refr::;^;!;:;:,^:;!^^

reolZl'sLrnT'^ V^ '"^ ^•""^"'"'"^ 540 in cash wasn porud stolen to police yesterday. It reportedly occurred

vcci Trw'al^t^'h '""'^'^'r^
^'-v-ity HeaTh Ser

...h A
^•'"'^^^''^^ since been recovered with both the

PI C A r ir A rk/-vr. w^ir.^
Photo b» MifhafI HUrKburnEL SALVADOR PROTESTERS - Protesters

ContlT?r" k""/^***"
Congressman Silvio_Conte s office building yesterday.

to'sunllrw^r^
?"'""" P'""'"^"*''* ^'" »?«^i'-*^tly to NOW

onZfe now'
' r ^•^'"P^'^"'^ '" '^'S-l*si states and topromote NOW s media campaign for the ERA

1 he auction is scheduled for 6 to 10 p.m.

- KERRY DELLORUSSOKennedy to appear
at ERA benefit tonight ^*^^^ artist's works
Senator Edward M. Kennedy will be among many

itdBan "f""'*^'"!''^^
"'" ^'''''' ^' ''' P-*^- House

Eoia mJi. T '"
w^''^"

^"?'^^' '« '^^^ f""ds for the

^xif '^^^ Amendment ratification campaign.
1 he LRA Celebrity Auction." sponsored by the Bastonchap er of the National Organization for Women (NOW)

will feature a variety of donated items such as an escape

.

ERA document, and "Lunch with Barney "
to beauctioned by U.S. Rep. Barney Frank himself

Since Massachusetts is among the 35 states which have

to be shown Thursday
A tribute to Nam June Paik. an artist of video-art, will

be held at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 18. in the Cape Cod Lounge of the
Mudent Union at the University of Massachusetts
The program will include Paik's "Lake Placid" '80 "

an
artist s view of the Olympics; "Suite 212." a humorous tour
of New York City and "Guadalcanal Requiem." a contrast
ol palm trees with reminders of World War 11.

- LAURIE FISHER

UMASS SKI CLUD
Sot. Trip

A.

STOWE, VT
(best skiing in N.E.) $ J9

S9 Deposit

SPRING BREAK
FT. LAUDERDALE
6 Doys 7 Nights Hotel

on the strip only Si 29
Discounts. Pofties & mofo

Tfons. Plone, Du$, Corpool

Office

400A Student Union
M-FjL^-O 545-0407

^^••••••••••^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^;^^
DON'T DE FOOLED DY

improvised vacation packages' Why take
a bus to N.Y.C. for 3y. hours THEN hop a
flight to Orlando for 2 Vz hours THEN pay
3-5$ daily per driver plus car rental in-
surance and sales tax?? ON top of that
you have to drive your group (4-5) with
luggage 140 miles round trip, and your
HOTEL is 23 BLOCKS from the Pier!!!

When afterall you can travel with the
College Travel Professionals, for $333 *

which includes; roundtrip non-stop direct
chartered fhght from Boston to
DAYTONA, 8 days, 7 nights. Deluxe
ucean Front accomadations, all baggage
handling and transfers, Welcome and
Farewell parties, I.D. card and services of
a full and COMPETANT staff!

!

DEACHCOMDER TOURS

DEPENDABILITY • QUALITY • SERVICE

SINCE ^969

CONTACT: PAUL D»LUCA SR. REP 665-2576
4. MARK ORUHA 665-2542 ^

4
4
4
4
4
4-

4
4

4
4
4
4
4

4
4-

4
4

4
4
4

4

4
4
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DID YOU GET A FLOWER?
I

Here's how to pick It up

AKKEARS HERE The list is divided alphabetically; see the person

rTd tL'v
'•

n"^
'°"' **"'*°" °' ^'^^ •'P^«'»«^ Give them your nlm^

r. fr^'?^ ".r*
'°" '°"' "°^'^ <°' "°^«^*" Want to know who

cVm^tT'pi'^Tit'up?^
^°" "^ ""^'' '"••" ''^'"« Vour ID When yl°

Ch«:k the list here its alphabetical in places. Be sure to chi,rkruckname, as well as gi 3 or you' might miss yolr ^a.en

Pick up your flower at the CC table before 4 30 today or els., vnniim»M ,t! Sponsored by the Newman Club!
^°" "

Red means I love you. Pink means I like you.
White means I'd like to get to know you.

: Clane Eckland
: ToB Edgar
. Cheri E«giman
; Eil««n
;

Sar« Elnis
Jill Elias
Oavxc £lkir\s
- 3r<l floor Gorwan
Katharine Elliott
reborah R. Ellis
Bruce Enerson
Chrissy Engel
Sua En^leman
Patricia Enright
Lit Eried
Kathy Bsche
Nancy Eskenazl

tdwin Greene
Ta«i Graanbarg
Evie Griffin
lOB Crlnley
Sue Granger
Franclne Graff
Donna Gumulinski
Canlelle Gutowski
Clif Guild
Carol A. Gulfaj

Tracy H. (Hist.
Shtrley Hallett
Unda Haytayan
Julie Harding
Linda Hanbury
Jeanr.e Hakkila

I50)

Ess (li^oe Washington ^>^ary Hamel

Amy Aaron
• Ida Abbey
Alison Abra«s
JAll Aghjayar.
Vary Ahearn
Paul A. Ahearn
Paul Ahearn
Christopher Ahmad -ian
H*llie Ainfcinder
Sosanne Aitanese
:^ave Albahesi
:arol All»«an
Alpha Chi cmega
(Panhel Sep)
^•s Altenberg
Brian Alves
lunya Alwan
Tony-Ann Afiaral
A^f'rey AJiderson

ravid Brackalbank Jim Connors
Judy Bryant £ean Connor
Cena Jane Bruce Sheila Connor
notert C. Brooks. Jr. Judi Conroy
Laurie Brooks
?icky Brunelle
Prad Eradshaw
John Bria
Jamie Brady
Laurky Briedenthal
Erown Suite 403
Kathy Broderick
Eo-der-rick Broderick
Robino Brenner
Anna Brighaa
Witch Brown
Btobby Braun
Thomas j. Brady
Tracy a. Braley

fhril:;;r"°" ( Brett :J;^e'B?;n?on

A '^er.nifer Anderson
•^ Lyssa Anderson

Sally Anderson•Karen Andrew
Janice Andrews
Scott -p^r9 ^attht. Appelstein
Apt. ^j Erandywine

^P Lisa Arcese^ Gopher Arch^ Ellen Archer.bault•Kathy Archer
Nettie Archita

^ Sandy Aricoy Kanny rin
^ Judy Arlec
P Sonra Armstrong
^ Brian Aroujo
P Sheila Askir
^ J»y Atterstrom
P £ura.-j-.e v. iucoir
^ Jutfy Ajg#r
P lamier Auttrey
^ vaureer. Avers
W linr!a Arevedc
^ Room :0C7JiA
P Alison E.

^ .^ao^li Balgell
W Sofcir E^inbridr*

I
Ina Eachmar

W Julie Baxter

I
Lydia Batcr

f Jan Barker
. «endi Parker
f Lisa Baker
. Karer Baicrct
' Susan BAnd
.

' arj- Eamey
' Sathy Eagilcre
I

''- ••. Eatt
Tin* fastidas
^her>-l- Armstrong
Andrea Bate«
»^*rge Bars tow
-onstance Bamber
^onnie Bamber
fusan Baron
Joan Beron
^ary Jo Eear.e
B^ian Eeaudreault
JUl Sal anger
Vike Eean
^ar>- Anr.e Benedict
^ohn Bemier*! Berge
Kathy Eeck
-•ay Bentor.
Vartha Bergs trca
-c.ina Berr.stein
•rat Bemey
> ichele Bedari
ToK Berry
Ste»e ierlir
Lisa Berdar.
Bob Bernarc
Scctt Bercer
Jar.e relariger

Li anr.e Burke
Lot Burke
aryBeth Eush
Chuck Burak
Alison B«rka
Joanne Butler
Su. ie Buck
Ashley Burt
.Vike Buckley
Lick Buff urn

Irir B«rbank
Jean Eushee
Kevin Yichael Burke
Voe Bubon
Janet Buch
John Z. Byrne

Lebra ;.
>'aria Cahillane
Heather Saimes
Jim Call
Vartha Callahan
arcy Callahan
Lav id Calo
Claudio Camin
ratty Campbell
Chuck Cannone
Angela Cacuette
.-ita Caprino
Sandra Carew
Chris Carlson
lindia Cameiro
lave Carney
Carol
Eilly Carrcll
Oettie Carson
(LOe KacKimjrie)
Let Carscr.
Rotir. :"arter
'129 f.acKimmie;
Alex Casanova
Patricia Sasey
Sheila Casey
Karcia Cashnan
Cindy Cebulski
Cementhead Curran
Jennifer Chaffin
Lave Chaiken
Tracey Chalifour
Yi >ran Chan
Shirlev Char
Ahaa.e^andler
V.ichele Chang
Jackie Chapman
(Sig-^ .vaj: _

Bill Chapaan
Lenise Chapriit
Patti Chares

t

Paula Charlar.c
Paula Kah.ula ;.
Louise Chauncey
Cherokee
Barbara Chertck
Cherwi verkace
.=c2ira Cheung
Anne Chiavacci
:hi Cmega (Fanhel

Laura Conti
Brian convery
Kevin Conway
Kim Conway
Lori G. Conway
Bill Cook
Chris Cook
Sheri Cooper
Carla Correa
Anna Correa
Heather Correa
Sara Costa
Joe Cotter (4C2 Grayson
Linda Cotton
Jean Coughlin
Lyle Craker
Vandy Crispeaa
Kim Craig
Elirabeth Croke
Sandy Craw
•Randy Crawford
Kevin Cristaldi
Patty Cronin
Yary jo Croonquist
Joseph F. Crowley
c.s.c.
Grace Cucchissi
Linda Culliton
Sue Cullison
Vary Cumnings
Anne Cunningham
?red Cunliffe
Colleen C«rley
Sheila Curran
Larry Curtis
Barbara Jean Curtis
Barbie "Loll- Curtis
^eg Cusack
Judv Czerwonka
D.A. - Louble
Secret Claverv
Jill Dahlke

"

^aria LaLu?
Glenn Laly
»arty Caly
r-eth r'Aarfcrosio
-i?ne Camerell
Holly :a-»r»n
'^- - 51 Cojthweo-
-i-'=n Can.Thy
fhs- -an£
^eslic Laniels
•ntori« .

, caC ilva
J ear. ^aughertv
V.elinda Lauten
Hey cave, ^cu old rr.ar

_ - fels: we're buddies"
Sharon ^avies
Cheryle Lavis
2mily cavis
Fiona laviscn
Kim Lawk ins
Sally Caws on
Kathy Lay
Cathy :^y
James LeArruca
Lavid cederer
Chris Ceehy
Paul LeCiacomc
.=.obert Celgado
Larry Lelia
Steve Lelisi
Thomas Leliso
Lelta Seta (Panhel ,^ep
Lianr. LeVaio
Lena Cuiel
^'•imi Cenker
Lavi- lery
Cee Lenault and

Varsha Eyges
Ky (»ife Pabia
"The Fact Wan-
Claire Fagan
Vicki Fairchild
Tom Fantoizi
Oswald Farquehar
Kark Farrell
Maura Farrell
Don Feamon
Stephen Feamley
Deirdre F^nnessy
Kichele Ferrante
Bea Ferreira
ffike Ferry
Lave Fiandaca
t»ry E. Fine
Diane Fin^old
Chris Finerty
Amy Finn
Brian Finnigaji
.v.ichelle Fiorillo
Lave Fiorini
Nelanie Fish
Laurie Fisher
Joseph J. Fitzgerald
Lynn Fitzgerald
Katt Fitzgibbons
Vike Fltzhenry
John Fitzpatrick
Terry Flaherty
Glenn Flahtery
Lorothy Ann Flahive
Kevin Flanagan
Elizabeth Flanigan
Robin Fleaaaing
Karen Linda Fletcher
.diehard Flooi
James L. Floyd
Jeff Plug
Mary Ellen Flynn
Jerry Fonseca
lucie Forsling
Lucy Forsling
Scott Foti
Anne Fournier
Steven Fox
Cindy Frabotta
Gail Fr2incis
Kathy Francis
Jennifer Freedman
Terri Freeman CR.a. )

Paul Friedman K.L.
Paul Friedman
Tim Freitas
Franny Fried lander
Penney Friedman
Linda Fritzler
Rose Frontiero
Nancy Frye
Lebbie Fullerton
Ch*is Funk
Gina Fusco
Lisa G.
Cynthia Garrett
Ellen Gannon
Tom Gallagher
yadeleine Gagnon
Fuss Gaudet
Christine Ciambert
John Giallini
V.el Gambali:
Kychal A. P. Garofoli
Ann y. Gardner
Billy Ganera
Laura GSmer
richael Gardella
N'ike Gagan
Sharon Garavoy
Todd Giattoni
David Gaines
David Gaudreau
"Alley-Cat- Geller
Lee Ann Gemraell
Dave Geoffrey
Julie Geanakakis
Becky George
wade Geller
Pete Gerlach

Patti Harvey
Steve Harvey
Paul V. Harrington
Jeff Harrington
Lisa Happel
Karen Haberl
J.B. Harris
Lenise Harper
Harry Haytayan
Julie Hannigan
David Hartman
Cheryl Hansen
Meryl Halpern
Karen Habrel
Karin Hansen
Cheryl Hammond
Linda Hanbury
Kim Hawkey
Lisa Happle
Susan H. Hastings
Cindy Hashen
Brenda Haraldstad
John Haverstein
John Had ley
Kathy Ag^tie Norton
Hallum
Brenda Harhen
Meryl Halpern
Kevin Hallinan
Heather
Donna Heinzmann
Roberta Heinzmann
Tara Heinzmann
Arthur Hellman
Karen Hexter
Robin Hemenway
Leslie Hellman
Nancy Hegarty
Elaine Healy
PaulHealy
Beth Heam
Sarah Henderson
Robin V, Hemenway
Herb 4th Floor Hamlin
Boopsie Herndoon
Peth Henry
KSthy Hennrikus
Erin Heath
Pam Heffler
Rose Hern
Lisa Hellman
Sharon Hennessey
Sharon Hill
Sharon Hippisley
Susan Hill
Debbie Hill
Mike Hill*
Brian Hill
Lynn Hickey
-Qlivia-Higgins
Dennis Higgins
Howard Holmes
Steve Horgann
Stephanie Hottleman
Laura Hoey
Laura Hoey
Carolyn Holmes
Barb Hurley
Christopher Hotchkiss
Hillary Hughes
Wargie Hochman
Cathy Hutchinson
Cathy Hutchinson
Julia L. Hallett
Paul Hurley
Alan Hurwitz
Ann Hughes
Scott Hughes
aohn Hubbe
Cheryl Huie
Trish Hultin
y.ichael Hunnicutt
Tara Hutchlngs
Cathy Hutchinson
Lisa Hraba
Leslie Hy«an

.Nance and Betty Joyce
Pat Joyce
""teve Joyce
Maria Juncos
Danielle Kadinoff
Andrew Kanrlch
Suzanne Karloff
Karyn
Ann Kasnar
Nancy Kaasnar
Nancy G. Kassner
Suaan Kathryn (3.K. ! )

Kathy
Kinky Kathy
Kathy - Puffton 271
Jackson Katz
Scott Kaufman
ffinmy Kaufman
Lisa », . Kaunfer
John Kaupinen
Franny B. Kavanagh
Theresa KeAler and Mike Karen "lushless" Luti

Mark Lipsky
Lorl Litzlnger
Liz 1616JQA
Lisa Logan
Peter Loiczo
Joyce Login
John lx>mbard
Chrio lionetlgan
Jim Lonergan
Looney- tunes
Tony LoPes
Lisa Lorant
Kerri Lord
Lordy
«(endy Lorraine
Thoieas Loschi
Andy Lovett
Leah Lowry
Peter Lucas
Peter Lui
Michael Lumia

Sue Keller
Marianne Kelley
Ellen Kelliher
Margo Kennedy
Debbie Kennerly
Linda Kenyon
Jenny Kerr
De Kerry
Keith Kessler
Karen Keyser
Denise Keyes
Debbie Kiel
Dean R. KimballSue
Sue Kindlund
Susan Elizabeth
Susan Kindlund
Robin King
Sharon Kipeiz
Tim Kirk
Jeannie Kirmes
David Klein
Stephanie Kline
Geoff Klingler
raryanne Klostermann
^'ary Knipe
Holly KHiznik
Sandi Knowlton
"14 Knowlton
Karen Kochanek
Jody Kofsuske
Rhonda Kogos
Ria Konlng
:.:aggie Korab
Carla Koritz
Terri Kokoski
Theresa Kolish
Jim Kometani
Joan Kosuda
Debbie Kosewica
Joan Kosuda
Karl Kottis
cmily Kovner
Myra Kramerr
Wyra Kramer
Georgia Krantz
June Keavity
Kris the Gnome
Wpyne Kruithoff
Kurt Kuehnel
Kugel
Stan Kuli n
Mark Kulinski
Joan Kunkel
Jennifer Kupper
Stacy Kupperstein
limberley Kurt
Kim Kurt
Kathy Kurtz
Joeanne Kuzmeski
Renee Ktidera

Denis Lynch
Scott Lynch
Donna Lyonnais

Aucrey B-iic* "'"^^^^'X Chickiski Chicoine
.Nancy Bejtiith
. oanre Beattv
Amy Berr.art
Vclly Bert
"Sermuca Babe*•-'ic Eeck
Lisa B-hatia

^ Lcuise BitbcW Jeffrey Bierlv
^ Jairie Bishop

^ Jeanr,* Bjr.eaB-P -d Eirk

^ Nancy Billings
W "renda Eisso'".'-et*e

^ ^erri Bloor.
W Jer.nifer Elac*t

^ Harriet BCoor-

I
froir Lrnt- Irian; ,. s

.

W rartars ir.ell .pringer
I -usie Bombshell
r Gail Bcas

I
"'aliery Bcuirea.

' .^cbert Scteihc
k Jca.-. rcurar
" VaryAnn B:rska
I Kiu Sc^-t^
'Eitia Br;,fr-

I
.-arc;.- Brer 5 1 ^r
laurager.e Brae ley

l-rrraine (mutt) Brocks
f.arer Brewer

I

-^aul^ Brorhe
Cri'ia ?racstre»t
'-::»(€• Burkley
Card Brown
^rol Brown (HRTA 2Di)

Steve Chip!»an
Letra C. Chisholm
Lebtie Chisholm
In Ck Chci
Lean Chouir.ard'
Beth Christiar.sc.'.
Rose ."hristia.-.
Cindy Christensc.r
Gene Chucky
Sue Churchill
Cynthia V- C. Chan
Bob deary
Ai Cline
Sear Cleaves
Ann Ciaglc
Cet-criJi :;V;
virhelie Ccc-.:::
A-'ir.e Ccttinf.^a-
Kristin Cofsky
Cavid Coher.
Cet Cohen
lettie Cohen
Lisa C:\^r.
Linda Ct.'.en

r-'ichael B. ZcY^-
Jules CcleRar.
Varie Ccieman
Patricia A. Collins
Fat Collins
llair.e 'ell:-,
•; If Hie 4oT-tr
Judith Arx. Ic-ca^
Edward Ccrreaj
Dor Coitinelli
Narcv Ccndc.'.
Kelly Conlir.
Lori Connaug^ T rr
Carol Zor.ncrs
loris Conncrs

Bombshell Beth
Kathleen Leutschmann
Chris Zevine
Karer. CiEenedetti

' Lizbeth Lidnksen
rich Cienes
Z^ Kathy and Terri
JohiT. Ccbi^a
.=otert A. Conahue, Jr
Eva Lobrovslny
Screen Lonnarumma
Pokey Conova.n
Ki.nsey L-codles
iva Scran
Jackie Corfmar.
Kate _cugherty
Anne ..^ovydaitis
Je.'inifer Lowe
Kevir _ owning
.Vary L owning
Becky Lreas
ili:abeth Lrisirell
Li; Criskell
Kelly Irske
Ju'.le iruker
Leslie Lubersteir.
Brenda Cuke
.'cy C"urjiin^
Liss lunphy
Cani.re Lupuis
Joa.ine .jquette
Nancy Lurar.t*
Ji»5 lurfiT
Kit C-rkin
Lisa l^\^^
J • _ • .; gh t

'•-Swrer.cf- _. .». --

:.rr.ie Lwc«ic
Tomas Lworkir

Lave Eagle'
St. v. Earle
-'f!' Zberharit
.-aina j. Eckhardt

mil ?^5? Townehouse-indiana jon.8-

IGU (Panhel Rep)
Karen Ilgovsky

Betsi Gillis
Jan Girgan
Jocelyn Ginnberg
Michael Gilmartin
Michael Gillespie
?'ark Gingras
Doug Gilmore
Annie Gleason
GLCBEhead
Sherry Glidden
Susan Gladwin
Gregg Goldstein
Susan Freireich

Goldstein
Vike (Santana)

Goldstein
Susan Goldstien
Jodi Goldstien
Eeth Gordon
Larrj- Goldberg
Nar.cy GorBmn
Sarah Gotthiem
**resa Gowan
Patty T.I. Gorman
-ori Goodman
Laurie Gocd.nian
Peter Goodman
Fvar Goodman
Kirby Gonet
Helene Gordon
Adrian Goldberg
I u- i Goldman
Ken Goehner
Eric Gootklnd
.-ich Gordon
»endy Sue Goldber*
lavid V. -rsv
;«-fcie Gruber
:ar G»iffin
Aj-.drea Gravel ine
Arxie Grazftlis
Cheryl Greene
Vi.'eya £. -rart
Jear, Grekula

George Ingles
Kirr.berly Ironfield
Lick Irving
Nancy Irwin

Chris Jablonski
Peg Jablonski
T.J. Jackson
Erad Jacobs
Cheryl Jagolinzer
J.A.V.
L.V. James
ron James
Janet Jarvais
Lisa Jason
Jeannie
- 11th Floor Coolidg

Jeanski
Sam Jeffries
Bruce Jennings
Jenny, 31^* Brooks
Con Jerome
Kerry Jewell
Kerry ;.. Jewell
Jim (907 Kennedy;
Nancy jo
Jcci A. & Rhonda K.
John, Jackie, Vinnie,

Bretta Johnson
^e.^.rifer Johnson
•*-f Johnson
Krisry Johnson
'--ll •-c.Kimnie,
ona Jo.'inson
Steve Johnson
Fuss Johnson
Allisson Johnston
vary Johnston
luar.e Jones
Nancv Lynn Jones

---airchile
J-ancy Joraski
^'^y Joy

• ' -yce

Wendy L.
Mandana Labbauf
Beth Labombard
LeeAnne Labonte
Michael Lagasse
Theresa Lak
Lambda Delta Phi
(Panhel Rep)
Kathy LaMotte
P-E.E. LaWotte
Lori Lanciani
Coach Tom Landy
Macho Tom Landy
Tom Lemdy
Tricia Lanigan
Brian Lane
LAP
Gerald ine LaPense
Sue LaPolice
Bemadine Lapinski
Sean Lane
Jim Lasch
K.T. Lavitz
Linda Lavoie
Eileen Lavigne
Celeste Lavoie
Lynne Coyle
Beth Lawler
Laura-face Lawson
LBS-TV President
Peter Leary
Beth Leavitt
Pill Leblanr
Sandy LeEland
Kandi Lebo
"Lems- LeBrecht
Amy Lee
Ed Lee
Laura Lee
Allison Lee
-eona LeBlanc
Hirsh Leff
Cristen Icnard
Lenny Drew Lenick
Richard Leo
Brenda Leonard
Brenda Leonard
Curtis J. Leonard
Niki Leondakis
Janet Leonard
Kristen Lepp
Leslie 204
Dan Lesnoy
Jo Anne Lesse
Mark Lesser
Bob Leu
Lisa Leu
Ken Levanti
>ary Levins
Dave Levenson
Bobbi Levenson
Sindye Levine
Gail Lewis
Gail Libertini
Libs and Nancy
Rose Licciardello
Howard Liebman
Johmnna Linnehan
Sue Linwood
Jane Lipka

III

Butterfield

Jane Mankowskie
Jeanne r.'.artin

Darlene N.artin
Sandy Fallot
Pat tie Kaguire
Rob Mansfield
Hope rv;ascott
Fr. .varchese
Fr. Joe Karchese
ritallan Stallinn-

Klndlund Marchese
Deanna Martin
Heidi Ka^uire
Barb Maguire
Jack Manning
Tracy Mohr
Maria
Cheryl Mammone
Patty Manglacottl
Andy .YacNeillchris Maruk
Chris MarvUc
Julie A. Marcinek
Georges P. Martin
-Joe Mama-
Mary Maguire
Ruwa Mfjid
MaryAnn Mahdavy
Richard Manrp
Pete Marconi

and Tim Burke
Judy Mahoney
Sue Ma^oy
Jim MacDonald, jv
Deborah Mahoney
Doreen MacDonald
John MacDonald
Rob MacKay
Billy Mack
John Martindale
Donna Magrath
Donna Maslak
Dan Marsh
Ann Kaley
Mellissa MacLonnell
Laura McKinnon
Diane McPhee
Carol McCarthy
Brian McsGrath
Rita .VcAndrews
John McEermott
Candie McCuen
Bill McPadden
Billy McPadden
Eileen McCowan
warren h.. McEwen
Lynn McDonald
Tim McCarthy
Peggy McGowan

(323 Chadboume)
Denise McSweeney
Sme VcNamara
*'. Scott KcKechnie
Maura McCue
Brian VcVey
Donna McDonald
Jim TvcGrath
Vary McFherson
Duncan McKay
Dee McGrath
Tracey McDonald
Joann VcGovern
Donna May MCAuliffe
Rob f'.cMahon
iSheila McKenzie
aureen McDonald
Linda Mc«rath
Susan McGuigan
Becky McEJiroe
Laureen McAvoy
Lisa McGrath
Liz Mendes
The Men of #1 Puffton
Diana Meyer
Valerie Meckel
Catherine Mehrlin*
BBBE Melanson
John Meunier
Naomi M»rken
Sheila Mead
Jennifer Mennel
Hillary H. .Vedina
Gary Merjian
Lorraine Miller

(kitten lips)
Barbara Mils
Tina Milner
Nancy Miller
Nancy E. Miller
lone Minot
Cathy Mitchum
Paula Milka
Juclith s. Miller
Michele Mitchell
Michelle Mitchell
Christine Miller
Stonzo Mdttun
Judy Miller
Kathy Mitchum
Connie Mitchum
Lisa Vidttun
Risa Miller
Jeanne ^ille^
Beth Miliar
Donna ^ idura
Kathy ^;israck
Joann Mchaud
MLTK
Mary Molloy
Atsuli Moriwaki
Patti r.orin
David Morrissey
Elaine Mosejofian
Alma ^oiltrie
Sandie Morrison
lynn Moran
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Maruca Monserrate
Marlon MOrton
Bob Montan
Cindy Moere
Karen Ma:tino
Judy Moline 4l6 JCA
Diane Morrisey
Sarah Morrell
Sharon Mott
K.C. Moran
Sue Morrell
Renee Morel
"Barbara Moody
r;usical Branch L.U.
Joanie Musnick
Andy Mull in
Patty Murphy
Fatty Murphy
r.:ark Muffin
Maria R. Mulherin
Bob Muldoon
Helen Murphy
Hilary Mueller
John Mulvaney
John Murphy, jr.
Melanie Murah

Dana Nagle
Tim Nagle
Rosalie Nataupsky
Alan Nathanson
Greg Natters tad
Elaine Naugler
Kate Naughton
Gary Nedorostek
Nancy Needham
Jim Neill
Barbara Nelson
Jim Nelson
Mike Nester
Alan Neustadtl
Njuicy Neuburger
Renee Newel
Diane Newano
Newmie of the month
The Newman Priests'
The Newman Exec.
Tim Nichol
Nidia
David J. Niemiec
David Niemiec
lichael Nixon
Trisa Noga
Larry North
Mariia Norwood
Andre Noujaim
Michele Nowak
Terri Noyes
Linda Nunnemacker
Debbie Nurdstrom

iCollegian 9

Jim Podolak
John Ponte
Carol Powtak
Bob Podroza
Sue Polrier

p;»;u^B*f'!? Proveneher)
Frank Prial '

Nicola Printer
Carol Prentice
Joe Pratt
Pretzle
Bonnie Price
Pushpa
Anita Furzanghero
Jennifer Pulver
Pat Quaine
Lynn Quakenbush

pr*^n''.^?'"P°"^ Quigley
Fr. Quigley '

Fr. Joe Quigley
Jim Quinn
Jimmy Qulnn
Teresa Qulrlan
Paula Quomo

Jerome Shiels
Shiffy Buns
Katie Shiner

clli'^*r^^2 EmersonCraiy Robin Shoer
Cris Shudinor --
Karen "Kugel" Shulma
Aay Shummk
Karen Shutt
Scott Slegal
Julie Siegal

Leslie R.
Lennis Racca
Rick Raczkowski
Susan .Hafter
George Ramming
Karen Rapoza
Sue Ratface
Renee RAtzman
Eleen Ratwitz
Eeb .^earick
Jeff Rpchter
r.'laureen Reddington
Ann i.:arie Reddy
Maryann Reed
r-'ary Anne Reed
Ilene Reeman
Jeff Rehor
Sue Kelche
Jeff Keilly
Cathy Reilly

••*•••••••

Sharon 'Brian
John Cbderti
Resemary O'Connor
Karen C'Callaghan
Allison Getting
Lisa C'Hem
Brett cisher
Adolf olbert
Rithie Olwine
Camille oilvero
Kathy Clendzenskl
Karmn C'Nelll

(I317 Coolldge)
Kathy The "lee" CNei
layne Costerman
Joan Ortolano
Laurie Orchel
Karen Orlando
John 'Sullivan
Paula 0' Sullivan
Karen Outerson
Lisa Owen
Mindy R. oxlander
Chuck Ozonoff

Kiki P.P.M.C.
P.M.C. - 10/11/63
Myra P.j
Jill P.
"pampered" stone
Patty, Rm 331 Brett
Christine Park
Valerie Pappas
Bill Paulson
Gliria Patti
Beth Page
Deborah Ann Page
Reed Parkhurst
Helena Paulson
Myra Patoka
Maureen Parisien *

Melinda Paquette
Linda Paquette
Robert H. Palmer
Ronald Palmer
Cathy Palmer
Andy Parker
Brett Parker
Nora Paille
Jocelyn Paille
Leslie Paladino
Helen Park
Jill Parks
Greg Paul
Donna Peters
Cupcake Petros
Mark Penniston
Lee Anne Perry
Lee /Ine Perry
Jim Perry
Peri Sl Dave
Steve Peters
Eva-Maria Pendergast
Cheryl Pellegrenni

(6 Brandywino

Nicole Perron
Robert Piderson
Kikl Pedersen
Janet Peterson
Chuck Peck
Denise Pelletitr
Barbara Peterson
Karen PfJster
Mancy Piligian
Michael Phelan
Erin Phillips
Chris Plrner
Cindy Phillips

Sue Pillow

Cathy Pinto
Jeronama Pilan
James V. Piiini
Gino P. Piedra
Eydie Pines
Laura Pisano
Gino P. Piedra
Cyndl Place
Chris Porter
Siobhan Powers
£. Jane Podolah
Marffie Powers

Lan Reinke
Lynne Hfeitano
TTCCS .AiKKAB
Lisa f.Zmbetsy
CaBQline Ren?

I

Mslmnie R-uman
James P. Rewinski
Sharlena Reynolds
Loria Rice
Craig Richard
Mary Richards
Dana Rigali
Diane Rindgen
Lisa Rioni
Datld A. Rittotto
Dave Robbins
Brenda Roberta
Kristi Roberts
Beth Roblson
Marie Robinson
Roxana Rocha
Rhonda Rodman
Wendi Rodman
Amy Roebuck
Jahn Rogers
Jennifer L. Roof
Michael Rooney
Sandy Resales
Karl Roscoe

1] Craig Rose
Dale Ro^e
Dean Rose
Tracy Rose
Tracy Rose
Suzie Rosenblatt
Annie Rosenberg
Dave Rbsenberg
Michael Rpsenthal
Gil Ross
Mickey Ross
Ron Rostano (Delta Chi)
Andrea Roth
Liz Rothschild
My Rowdy "Roughneck"
Stu Rubenstein
Marc Rubin
Michael Rubin
Fran Rudick
Steve Ruggiero
Jane Ryan
Kathy Ryan
Merle Ryan
Sheila Ryan
Ellen K. Ry*Br
Eric Saarf
Marie Sacco
Marth Aivr Saggio
Maria Samiljan
Ann Salois
Pam Salshuts
Donna Salvucci
Carolyn Sampaai
Carmela Saataniello
John Santilli
Rod Sassaman
Yogi Sarard
Andrea Sawicki
Michael Seanlon
Diane Seels
arianna Sconzo
Lisa Scorzlello
Chuck Scott
Umlaut' Schlerman
Carl Schlerman
Christopher Schmidt
Eric Scmidt (Brett)
Meredith Scmidt
Louis Schneider
Bob Schnepp
Jennifer Schofield
Mark Schofield
Alison Schule
Panr Schuler
Victoria Lynne Schulze
Pam Schuiler
Lenny Schutdali
Irwin Sclnartz
Peter Schwartz
Claudia Sears
Michelle Selicious
Steven Semple
Terri Sentman
Jeanne Serine
Mary Sewger
Jayne Shae
Elizabeth Shaffer
Jeff Shaffer
Andy Shapiro
Peter (Proctor) Shapiro
Colleen Shannon
Hal Shaw
Avery Sheary
Sheera
Dan Shepard
Denise Shepherd
Sue Sherwood
Lydia Shields
Maureen Shiels

SI
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Joanne Siler
Karen Silver
Sheryl Silver
Scott Silverman
Donald Slmonettl
Carol Simpkins
Leanne Sinclair
Kirk Skinner
David Smargon
Pr. Smegal
John "Athlete- Smegal
Douglas W. Smith
Kirs ten Smith
Linda A. Smith
Lori Smith
Lynne Smith
Mark Smith (Grub)
Michael D. Sl-ith
Roni Smith
Eric Snoek
Bonnie Sue Snyder
David Sobel
Mitra Sofa
Jan Solomon
Sklppy Soper
Sue Spprano
Sharon Sorkln
Cathy Sortlr
Leo Soucy
Han Solo Sousa
Rick Spada
Dian Spagnoli
Anne Spencer
Diane sfencer
Wendy Spivak
Eileen Spielberg
Carole Springer
Gary st. Onge
John Chadsey Stalker m
Barbara strange
Cementhead Stanley
Elaine Stanley
Catherine stanzin
Kairina Stark
Judy Steam
Dave Stebbins
Erica Steenstra
"ly -tcln

.^^ndi Lynne Steinberg
-helly Steinberg *
Lsurir _tephenson
Lauren Stetson
Lauren Stickler
-icott Stockwell
Laura Stolfa
Lori stone
P?-"! Stone
Wlnnlfred stone
ksrianne Stravinskas
Nancy Stroud
rianne Strom
Lianne Strom
Karen Strombe»g
Lois Strong
Peter strzepa
Greg stuar*
Stuey
Hans stutlng
Debbie styman
Leslie Sullender
John R. Sullivan
Kieran Sulliaan
f..arla Sullivan
Phil Surrette
Mindy Sussir
Diana Swain (208 Field)
Steve Swain
Heidi Swan
Ellen Swan
Ellen "The Clown" Swan
Krista Swanson
Maggie Sweeny
Scott Sweeney
Alan Swiercz
Becky Swift
Sean Swlnt
Nancy Jane Swofford
Tom Synan
Fres. Ton Synan
Thomas Synan
David Szczyplinski

Eryan T.
X. Kate and Patty -

Yeah .=oommates

Amy Tannen
r. ike Tompou
Patricia Tunstall
Tara
Anne Tassel
Greg Tayntor
Leslie Tenney
Jean T*!rry
John Terwiski
Thai,
Kiir Than

.' 'asaiuTh,- tcher
Sally Theilig'
Theresa, 6th Floor Grayson
Thorn, Sarah (Saljy)
Thompson, Debbie
Tobias Thompoon
Ctacv Thomas
Trish Thomas

Leslie Thomas
Judy Thornton
Stephanie Tlce
David TILL
Louise Till
Campy Till brook
Bam Till ton
Alex Turner
Linda Tinkham
Ellyn Titterington
Jodi Tobman
Betty Tobias
Pam To bin
Neal Toland
Larry Torff
Dorlto Toscano
Suzanne Tosl
Pam Totas
Beth Tousignant
Karl Tower
Daniel Trainor and Company
Ha Tran

Sue Trelegan
Van Lan T. Truong
Joe Trlngall
Julia Trenoith
Tracey Tubert
Jenny Tucker
Ellen Tully
Tufflmers
Cathy Tumnonds
Christine Turner
The Two Occupants

of 417 Dickins

Pam Tyning
Donna Tyrrell

Lisa Umina
Sharon Ungar
Lori Usher

Karen Vender Bogart
EebbieVacca
Jan Vartanian
LeighAnne Varney
r.argo Vaux
Patti Valincourt
Jessica Valentine
Alison "Blonder" Valentine
Jan Vartanian
Tia Vinchesl
Tricia vinchesi
Cindy Voelker

Amy A'arren
Karen",vail
Kim Walker
Judy .vasserman
Kathv Warner
Darling Donna Warner
Stacy Waxer
Lorl Wallarder
Lorl Wallender
Rosemary Waryas
Chris Wallace
Carole Wallace
Linda Wallace
Lisa Wary
Patricia Ward
Ken Ward
Liz Ward
Janice Walsh
Barbara Walsh
Loretta Walsh
Maureen Walsh
Debbie Walsh
Mark Weistik
Adrienne Wetmore
Anne Webb'
Karen Weg from chi Omega
Jenny Weihert
Lauren Wexler
Ma*ie J. welsch
Peter James Weber
Mark Westfield
Deborah Wanning
Margery Wells
Kathie Wells
David Whitenett
Steve Whalen
Heather Whitney
William Whittemore
Terri White
Cindy L. White
Kim White
Julie 'White
Amy white
Doug iVhite (Baker)
,Vendy White
Ellen White
Ellen White (Leach)
John Williamson
Chris Wilson
Bob Willis
Jenny wtnslow
Lisa Wister
Rochen Wljeyesinghe
Beth Wienstien
aohn wiiters
Shelley Witklewlcz
Lorraine Wltunski
Nancy winn
Joe Wiltshire (Pika)
^ary '..ilbur
Dede .^idrow .

Terri Winston
Teresa Wiedergott
Teresa Wiedergott
Jude Willison
Diana Williams

Eileen Wilkins
Chas Wolfe
Joe Wolff
Wendy Wolfson
The Women *f 145c
Kara Wood
Carol Wong
Sharon Wong
Carol Wong and

Laurie Connaughton

Alan Woodruff
Diane Woemer
Patti Worcester
Kristen Weight
Darren Wright
Carrie Wysockl

Michelle Xenakls

Ivis Yamato
Eva Yee'
Ms Betsy Young

Barb J. Zarelli
Fred Zimmerman
Les zielonka
Les Zielonka
Tod Ziglebautn
Rubina Zulflquar
Gary Zullo
Sandy ..uckerman
Eric Zuckerman

UMass rating
Covtinned from pnfje I

SS"1<„''apr"
'"'""""•"»•" »" "*"«« President

tngiand. UMass. Ihe University of Vermont and iCm

""o„' v'-°"Kf;.'""' i?
•"'"'"• Pl-i"8">enXrndBrow"Only eight New England schools received a perfe^rfive

wer.'^'Darrnl'o'^Ih "ih' T- """ " '^'"" "'""'' "i"' "«"»»

Coll w Z"; M
"»>""»">• <>' Colorado. Haverford

( ollei^e, ihe University of Texas at Au^w^li. fi •

*

* Fac-senati
Continued from page 1

In addition, he said that the University's search for

oT^ptat: ttr^™'^" -^ '-"«« ---tiL"
He aJso mentioned the Massachusetts High Technobirv

( ounni s hrstever recommendation that meXrScomrnu two percent ($14 million) of their re^arch^(it'vdopmentexp..nditures to higher education.
I be ,eve that the partnership in engineering and

Snlnl"'
'*^'*'' '-'""'^^^•"'^ '""^^ »^ Sen only ri»>tgmnmg. Among state universities, we rank Jow _extremely ow - in private giving. Broadening our bas^ol support .s. and has been, a major policy priorky for mvadministration." Knapp said.

/ Fnonij lor my
He also expressed concern that the quality of educationwas bemg forgotten sometimes in the furor ov^^educational funding. ^ **^*-'^

our own'i!!!.H*' K^'' ^T ^ ""*^«'^ily-wid« assessment ofou, own leadership role m public school education Suchan assessment will be of little avail, however if it is

2:"h::::;r"^'^°^^'''^*"^'''^"^'<^«^^^-^
•In the near future I will outline the means by which

Th
j7^''"P.^""'vt'rsity-wide program to help the pubfic

atat-Knaptsair"
^"' ^^"^^"'^^'^ ''^^ ^ -»-"

lie said Massachusetts should follow the example ofCai.Jorma colleges and universities, who clearlyStJ^spt.:,f.c sk.ll.s students should have upon g^adua i^nAlong w.th this, they had an outline of whatCh iZl
e'ucS'ir r^ "''*' '" ''''''' ^« ""^^ '« further^S
s important'"""""'"'""

"'"'' '''^»' '"»'-'^- ^"-PP -«-

^••••••••••••••( ^^^^^^^^^^^m^^^^4

-.EE

KATIE OR FERN

ON THE UMASS

CONCOURSE

Costumed Courieis •
Delightfully Deliver •
BaJIoon Bouquets «

Wed Thurs Fri

P-WIN A HEARTS DEUGHT DINNER / / i

l^V^^ ON VALENTINFS NIGHT A.
A r THE ^^iA *
HAYMARKET restaurant

"^""
J

' •••••••••••••^

YOUR FAVORITE

DARTENDERS

ARE AT

Time•out il

Two
TV's

Always
Q Friendly

Atmosphoro

Amherst's Biggest Little Dor
Open 1 1:00 AM - 1:00 AM Doily

07 N. Pleosont St.
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Doonesbury
Drought to you

everydoy
by Gorry Trudeou

ond th*

MossQchusetts
Doily Collegion

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

f^.

jj

FREE

OFF-CAMPUS DELIVERY
253-0091

0uschl2ozcQns $7.99
Molson (Q„y flovo,) ( 2.99/6 pk

Almoden
Cabernet Souvignon
Qnd Chordonnoy

'•""•' $5.25
Vot 69 Gold

$6.15

Amherst Chinese Food
"Fami/Y Style Cooking"

Mandarin b Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon Specials from $1.75

Beer & Wine License

Sunday Bruncti all you can eat $4.95
82-64 Main St. Sf'J ""i:'.'?"
Amherst ^93-7835 A>tllltl«l roaO Cotonng

Friday FEB 12

One liter.

C G C LIQUORS
6i Main St.

''Dehind the Police Station"

^^
WITH A 7 PIECE TRIBUTE TO

SANTANA

MARWCA
AND

weifWE ST-.

Down Outerwear ft Sportswear
At Wholesale Prices SAVE '^ ^ ^

Down Vests er Parl<as 35-65%
many styles to choose from ^^ ^^

featuring IRkiifli
Woolrich White Staq save an extra io%

ClaQQ R n * .- .

WITH AD THRU 2/10/82
v^iass & Down to Earth
Adventure Gear $30 - $60 1^ DOWN
137 IM. Pleasant St.. Amherst ^^^^^Jk/J^ \J /\1 T pw

FACTORY OUTLET

SATURDAY NIGHT DISCO WITH
P.J. ERIC

sun^bm^^^ne^StyJJJJJ

ISANDpYfR wELC9^g 09eN TiLua.
I

Tues Sat 10 5:30 253-9591

darselottPs
FRIDAY

HAPPY HOUR
FREE! Ribs and
Chicl<en Wings (from Plumbley s)
And our usual low drink prices

4-7 PM

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Colle t?ifij2 11

Elections are
key to passage
of ;83 budget
Election years are noted for their l-u-k of rwj;f i

initiative. Politicans^ worried tSftlil^ir;^"'^^^^^^L-i is about to he derailed, will nor^^ anvtCS
11 have the shtrhtest chance of gettinK voters ur^et Thk

tion year.
^
^^^^ ^^^'•''''"' ^" ''^" '*"'•'">>' « *'l^^-

Thai $757.6 hillion bu.lget ha.s .something for everyone

Randolph T. Holhut

hiKhe^t'lh'oruX T "^'"'^'
^ '^'^"'^ "' ^^« ^'"'-' ^^'^^ni^nt.si .shorlldll of any peacetime budget It totailvKnor-s the probiem.s that mcst Ameri.an.s^'are concern dabout - nsing unemployment and interest rates _Lv

ouToTwofk"
'"""' ''^ ^'^' "^'^''^'^ «^ ^^^' -'"--^ who ar^

The.se people make up the electorate and thev an. ahont

"S-r in I "T"'^"^".^
^''^^ ^ venKencl^A ;:iso: whIS j«.bl..s.s and i.s having his benefits cut doi-sn't want ...

tri^kird'orn'';^' r^.^'^"^ ^"PP'^^^-^^' oconom^isld th"

and m. dT I. r ?'^ ^""' ^ J«^ ^« ^^^^^ ^^eir family,and n.'ed hrip when they are out of work. If they don't ire

;:!::t:;:;;;;:;^^'"--^--''--'"^-a.iL:;/;,^

That will |„. the main stumbling bl<,ck that will keepU ngress h-om pas.smg lieagans budget. Our represenU t w. m Washington cannot pa.s.s his budget or his "NewFederalism proposals and still be able to lace the peopk-ack horn.. Thus, g.ven the inherent sense of sHIl>H-MTval,on pre.sent in all polilieans, they will not oassany .sections of the budg.a that will ril. the v^,u-rs.
^

That would mean a lot of rewriting. The Reagan touchmay have worked once, but people are more skeptical now.

'»Kai'w«ja^rM':g,-«a«Ba'g«?i''

Where do you draw the line?
Do you know that cosmetic companies spray lye

anrimonia and oven cleaners in the eyes of conscious
rabbits to see what it will do to humans? Or thatchemical companies force feed animals toxic products tofind out what dosage kills r,0 percent of them? Or thatcalves are kept in a still position and fed only'car-

b<)hydrates? Calve-s are kept this way to make them devoidof muscle and inflated to the point where veal can bec(,me
wnite, tender, and delicious.

Dave McCarthy

"Hi folks. I'm bnck!"

if^'uM.^"'"^
^" ^'^"'^ ^ ^""«^*^ ^''"^' ^''ying to sell things like a

5J billion cut in Medicare, a $3 billion cut in education aid a
food stamp cut of $2.3 billion and a Medicaid cut of $2
billion.

ye'uMh^nTh"''"'"'""
^"' ^'"""'^''^ '"*>'-^' P^'«P''' in oneytai than they care to count, and the coming elections will

:'^ti'
'" ""^''^'^ '^' arf^iinistration gets what theywan

.
When you have this many people thi.s angry, you cansafely assume that Uonal.l Keagan and the Uepubh -an.s w IInot be the mo.st popular people in America.

ho will Honnir get what he wants? That all depends onhow ^.utless and sellish the politicans are. Seeing that nhosr two departments they have never let us down, theirhaser instincts will prevail and the Keagan budget will getsniiidown — wehope.

II >ou did not know this, you are among the many whoare oblivious t.. the way humans treat animals. Animals•xpenence pain - that is a fact. Many in the "Animal.beratu,n Movement" believe animals are rational andhave the ability to make Iree choices. Putting the las twopo.n.s aside, .suffering alone should be enough to induce an
.»!) .Kaiion or duty to animals. Though the Bible says that

Male that man should watch over his flock.

l-Xery year we experiment on a large portion of our

h , , .?
''^'""''* •'"*'• -^'^ f"'"'on rodents 700Ihousand rabbits. 200 thousand cats. 1.75 million birds 15m.llion hogs, and 500.000 dogs a y.-ar. Mosi of this ex

all.Kales $1.., billion annually to fund the.se projects Thesec pcnnu-nts include everything from can'cer' te ting o

Some progressive people in government and industryan- working to better the lot of animals. Senate resolu on
..> and House resolution 27 would end the Draizc^ e t anexperiment which utilizes rabbits eyes to te t newhemicals. In the private scK-tor. Revlon has advanc^'d $750

eS i'lesT" F?'';;^"''^^'^^''/
^" f-^ - alt^'rn^tivj oiiii. urtXi/.v test. Lven the iri'ni»r-i miKii.. ;t. u

1 .

f>'-"«-rai puniic IS becomini?' mnro

"r; f?;'n""''jT
'""'^•^"- ''^P-" «" anin" .s.^When

hund ,1 beld -s"' 1

?'^" ^"^ ''"'•^^'
P'-"P''-' ^" "-' two

ih. ) . .n n
^'"'^ poisonous gas.ses became public

hin i h r'
'^^'P^';^'"^'"^ '•^'^•^'ived more letters of p'^otesithan It had n-cnved alter the bombingof North Vietnam

More important than specific instances is the overallquestion concerning the rights of animals. Under th7 aw

crShi: .rV'
"'^ ^'^'-"^ ^ ^^'^^«"' ^"^ FranVlVrd^ecan keep his chickens in a cage the size of a sheet of tymnirpaper without light lor 23 hours of theday. Under (hHaw^

a;ni;:g^:itt;^;'-

'" "'''" '^ ^"" ^^^^^ ^^^' ''-• -^^^^ the

On one ext reme are the total liberationists. who say that

som'?'".T T"'
"'-''''^ ^^^^ '"^^''^ '^"^y w« o^nit obscuressome tru h. I here is one truth which should be self-evident- animals are not treated fairly.

Letters Policy
All letters must be signed and include

the writer's address and telephone
number, which will not be published.
Please type double spaced at 67
characters per line. Due to space
limitations and the volume of mail, we
regret we are unable to acknowledge
unpublished letters. All letters are
subject to editing for clarity and length.

Letter
Cheated out of a chance
to get Geils concert tickets
lo the Kditor:

Mrt'sll^^'lMr?^-^;"""'''
'^"'^'^ nianagement of'i(K. I sahs oi the J. (,eils concert shows a total lack ofc.KM.eration between that organization and the co^^^^^he Is- advei-t isement of general admission tickets going

<
sale at 10 a.m. Monday cost many their per.sonal time

I

"« . '" .ns.an.es. a loss of pay. only to discover tha UPC
As m emni

f"''-"'' ^'"/-'^^'ts by Sunday afternc^n. "^

As an employee and alumnus of UMass I've seen a ereatmany groups play the area. I have also missed quite aTwlue o ncke, demand, especially lately. But nc^e betor"have I been cheated out „f a chance to get tickets' As ^ianuly man an<l worker 1 was willing to gK up quite early
saciilice my working time, and stand in line to get Geils

KrsU.n ,'. '" ^'' '"'"^ ^^' ^ ^•'"•' '^'-y ^^'^' ««'^ out. fivenouis DeloH' they wen- to go on sale'
1" ihe past. ,he interdepartmental cooperation betwe.-ns u.h.nts and employees has hc-lped a.ssure thtsuccess of"

.
ese coiuens. The Physical Plait does quit!- a b of w^rko that the concerts can be put on. let alone run smoothly\e nev.M- ivceive any consideration lor tickets. W^ and

' ...• wi.h everyone else. Fair enough. But when were
'" •' '• alter all these years of cooperation, it irks the hellom ul m,-:

1 „, g a<l the students who got to the box officeon Sunday got their tickets and got to stay warm, but mosol us in the community were left out in th/cold.
«

Bruce Parkin
Shutesbury

Dave McCarthy is a Collegian columnist.
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Win a pair
of Valentine treats

Dinner
Sponsors:

Charlie's

Delano's
Haymarket
Joey D's
Lord Jeffery

Plunnbley's

The Pub

Inn

Ticket

Sponsor:

Fine Arts
Center at the

Univ. of Mass.

for:

Royal Winnipeg Ballet
Betty Carter, Jazz
Marcel Marceau

Alvin Alley American Dance Theater
Leonard Rose and the Springfield

Symphony Orchestra

««g.ste. at .ny Oo*n,own Counc. Memoe. B.s,ne« d^splaymg tn.s 3.gn
Over 15 sets of prizes to be given away"

-PRIZES AWARDED FEBUARY 15-

.

:^''e<1by !el«pnon.= or letter 0" reDr,.drv '=
winners*, Pe

^^•"•^ V)HcJl(' [jkt'i)»A\TTitKV71

In Cooperation With WTTT
7-Z—= V

Chariots of Fire is a wonderful film. It
will thrill you and delight you and very
possibly exalt you to tears. A rare Him
that will surprise you with its t>€auty

and magnirtcence of spirit.

TWEA-TOES^mc
MILTWILITE SHOW •*

TIMES FOR TODAY OMLV

OoC€0 P«tC£S FOfi STuOCNTS 4 Sf NOP CtTiZENS WiTM A»iC CAPO

N»«v^«

^mC HAMPSHIRE 4

^THARIME HEPB<JRM
HEMRYFOMDA

Pri & Sat (5 15@ $t 75t 7 45 9 55
Sun TOO /3 30 @ $1 751 6 OO 8 30

Sar Matinee at 2 15

tf If '

CANNERY ROW
MCKNOLTE DEBRA WINGER

Fn & Sat i5 45 @ $1 7518 OO 9 55
Sun 1 45i4 00 @ $1 7516 30 8 45

i Sat Tiatinee at 2 X

. ^imCllOUIITAIII FARMS 4
-i^CK NICHOLSON ^
|He found o line mt
within himself.

584-7550 HAMPSHIRE MALL

^"^l^' and ^"wtty
Scott "~ Hitton^m
Fn & Sat (4 45 @ $1 75) 7 15 9 55
Sun 12 45(3 15 @ $1 75)5 45 8 15

Sat matinee at 2 00

WARREN
BEATTY

DIANE
KEATONmm

Fn. Sat. Sun (4:45 @ $1 90) 8 X)
Mon Thur at 7 30 only

584-9153 MOUNTAIN FARMS MAI

CHARIOTS or riRE

. pJ„ ^Ir "^ ^^ TT>^*1 (.„,.... I tn MCOn HL0SO>

[>Tj^ W«^Fa>A| MA* NOT H Wj>T«Bi f tcttt ttrnt. (1^3 T^T^ .
' —

, _ ^"^ ttS"JC

SHOWCASE C NEMAS®
^°J{IB.^ RIVERDALE ROAD WEST SPRINGF CLD7^^>;1,1BARGAIN MATINEE DAILY - FIrIt Sh5^ 0NLyT2^''

f'l & Sat (5 15 @ $1 75)7 45 10 15
Sun 1 15(3:45 @ $.1 75)6 15 8 45

Sat matinee at 2 15

^l?©SSIMCJ

BERMUDAr CRIMSON
I

TRAVEL ,

SERVICE Fort Lauderdale (Nassau/Freeport Cruise)
Disney • Santo Domingo • Puerto Rico

CRIMSON TRAVEL
Tour Includes: College Winter and Spring Break Tours
• Round-trip airfare ^.^^ $269 4^>V^\• / nights accommodations

iBBltfl^ftt
• Taxi transfers

\|i\rJ^%T<A)j
• FREE parties, cruises, & lunches ^ i '/>^

in Bermuda
• Services of a Crimson Travel Escort

Don't Wait! SPACE IS LIMITED
For more information: Call your Campus Representatives

.
Pam OT Sharon at 256-8775

Fn&Sat(5 00@$i 7517 30 9 55Sun
1 00 (3 30 @$i 75)6 00 8 30
Sat matinee at 2 15

HOUSE
OF WAX

in 3-D
Adults $3 25

Fri b Sat(5 30 @ $1 75)8:00 10 15
Sun 1 30(4 00 @ $1 75)6:30 8 45
Sat matineesat 1:00 and 300

RICHARD
DREYFUSS

Whose
life is it

anyway

Fri e Sat (5:00 @ $1 75)7 30 9 55

^ Sun 1 00(3 30 @ $1 75)6:00 8 30
Sat matinee at 2 00

MiomewTMOViit MAOMtss
^mcN«psmREfc [584-7550

J

15649153

Ne«t Weekend A Rocky
Horror Birthday Party

75 straight weeks'

«tk>

Fri2/12 Sat 2 13

Bring you
Valentine to

CRAZY COUPLES
night at Mt Farms Fouri

2 for a admission to any
couple dressed alike or

attached together (somehow)
THIS WEEKEND'

My Bloody Valentine

House of Wax

Jimi Hendrix

Valentine's Day
Messages

n^ZlT.^ fWe.s / love you! and Hap-
py ValentineS Day SundayI L.L.

Stein It's the first time that you'll be mv
valentine, I won't let it be the last. loVeZ
Booblichka, 11 months, 6 days and never a

thIfT"'u"{ "'"' *'* ^ '"<'''^" of beauty
that I wil always enrish especially on the
kittens Happy V-Day Love you NViasrh-
taannian

To the ladies of Plomtree Rd. Thanks for agreat intersession G.M. T.

foil Brad^p'^"''"
'^"°^ ''*''*' ' '°°°''^

Bitsyjust remember this flake willalways be
waitin love always BOB

Billy B Just simple Valentines wish for my
special valentine with love, Triss

Gregg Honey -little did I know how I'd come
to fee about you the day I met you (snob)Now Im able to en/oy your wonderful com-
pany, your humor and especially your love
^ometimes I look at you when you don'tknow It and I see there everything I love
about youandniore. You are so beautifultome I LOVE YOU. My Love Always, Sue.

Bob Luz, thanks for putting up with me Iowe you another year of beautiful ex-
periences! I love you! The Radicle Feminist

Uzabeth-thanks for being there love always

Ellen M. Ryder I love^ you a wicked lot' Cap-
tain K. ^

f^ikey, I'm glad you can be my Valentine
again. Lets keep it this way. I love you
Ninnie. '

Westrninister clam: This is only the beginn-
ing I love you more than ever Happy
Valentines Day. Love Maine Clam

Rose-our own miss Piggy-welcome to the
University of Massachusetts.

Craig, Happy Valentine's Day Sweetie' I
love you. Renee

^°Zl'
''^otyou babe," "just you," you

Jn- ^^Z1
^°"'^^^ ''" ^^ ^f^y'"9 with

you. What now my love. " as "the beat

H^aryCatherine, "Friends we knew follow
<;'s through all of the days of our lives^Z^ sahred waits for us there where our

Zu Tim'^''^''
'^"'^^' " ^^°9elber9 I love

JZ/J't ^ ^'/^ '''*' ^'°'^ ""y b^^rt. Happy

isn t the DO. Love always, Stan

William I want you through every season
with a tear or with a smile more than anyrhyme or reason I want you all the while

To the women at 142 Summer street-you re the BS I love you all! Happy Valen-
tine's Day! Love MJ
To the redhead-l love you-John

John M./ Honey I love you madly until
tonight... Woofy-fluff

Jo the man with the impish grin, Happy
Valentine s day Love and bear hugs J. R

I'itt^'
' T^.I<=ould wish you a Happy

to do. I love you- Dumb Benny.

the

R.J. I love you tons. JJ

Minnie together again for good? Time will

J" ^'li'^^^ntirne, let's keep loving each
other Mickey ^

To Luzzy and GPF Happy Valentines Day totwo fantastic roommates love Ya! Linda

Don, Mary, Cindy, Alison, and Dena! Could
not have any better house mates! Love
you, Happy Valentines Day! Mary Ellen

Hey Ed! Guess What? That's right-heapsand trailer-truck loads! A

Happy Valentines Day I love you Mark

Ran-I'll be your valentine-but sorry no
mustache

Christopher l-Love-You-Cheetah-E-E-E-E-e

Tom-1 Love You-Jules

To the man next door. Yes, you, 3ob, Have
a Happy Valentine's Day! Love, Terri.

"Miss 3" at the keys. Happy VIentines Day
to you from me! I love you. The Old Fox

Seanex-This place is full of surprises and
you re the best one yet. Thanks. Hove you-Lynnex '

/jfoose-Dave-Sweetheart, "Loving you is allIm dreaming of" Love Regina

Jennifer, you stink, Jonathan

Snit !?"''^ '''* greatestt moll in
world. I love you, Mugsy.

Namv, you're a whale of a girl, Moby.

To ALI Butch Prudence Mooch & Don my
fool valentines love Nanny

Lizzie, I miss you baby! Let's have a fan-
tastic weekend, we have lots of time tomake up, I love you! Danny
p.s. will you be my valentine?

Cathy, Beth and Cindy, Happy Valentines
Day, Your special. Love Danny

To My darlin Pebbly Poo I love you forever
you are the most precious person in the
world to me. you deserve the best and
you II get it from me. Love Jim (pook)

Happy V-day to my favorite Big V I love
you-Sprite

Happy Valentine's Day to cute A Connors-

1

miss you Love, Little Bear.

Helene D I love you Have a good Valentines
Day John.

Michael Ifrom NJ) Happy Valentines DayLove Anne"

'Jo the great guys on 21 Kennedy Happy
Valentines Day love Alison

Mr. Paul V. Harrington (Harry): I've en-
loyed my six month interview with you andam happy to offer you the position of beingmy valentine, please notify me of your replyand we shall get together to discuss the
terms of your fob. Love, Debbie

Lizzie "You're the type of friend I'd like tobe Happy Valentines Day! Love Kup

Brown's sweets 40's & 809 and Colonial
Village Apt 88 thanks for everything. Hap-
py Valentine's Day Love. Colleen,

Hey Knucklehead-you mean the world tome on Valentine's Day and everyday' I love
you! Always, Jeri.

"Sweet Pete" I miss you! Feb 14 is RED
watch out love KUPS

Emanueil«

To spunky you know what you love finish
with a bang love P.D.

Roberta Happy Valentines Day xxoo Tony

To Maria P. of Crabtree be my Valentine
Love Bob

To the girls of Vanmeter basement and First
Happy Valentine's Day love the Blob.

Dearest Beaver Iam Happy Happy Happy' I
love you Yogi

Pam F, I love you and all you believe in I
always will Dennis.

Art, to a very special person, Happy Valen-
tines Day, I love you, Kristy.

Jeffrey Alan, my love for you flows as an
BIN GHETTIWATERFALL, Radiant with
splashes of glistening sunshine. You mean
so much to me and each day brings forth
more respect, patience and love. I love you
Julie

Pisan Happy Valentines Day Big Sis Lub Ya
your Lil Sis.

Moe, A small note to a special friend Happy
Birthday!!! Love Curly and Larry

Christina, Roses are Red, Violets are Slue. I

don't know what I'd do without yu. Would
you be my long distance Valentine? From
one YU to another.

Joanage Happy Valentines Day 3abe. I

love You more than anything else in the
whole wide world. T.

Hey S6xy Hips, My love for you will never
end. honey I love you. Your rugby girl

To the frisky bear it has been almost a year
and you are still goofy. I love you very
much! now you have it in writing what do
you have there dare? Bear Dough love
always Buo

Karen &C0. from Crampton- Happy Valen-
tines Day. Are we ever going to meet? yourDC admirer.

Sport-Happy Valentine's Day from your
favorite Muffin.

To KC, thank you for the best gift of all
your love! with love LB

Dearest Pamela Here's to a Happy Valen-
tines day to a wonderful person from an
even more wonderful person Love

' Michael???

Cathy & Karen-Happy Valentine's Day to
the newest Coolidge 2 floor members Mark

Hello Alice, bet you didn't expect ot find a
nyessage here!!! Love you Jeffoo

Karen Pumpkins are orange carrots are two
but what I want to say is I Love You Tim.

Happy Valentines Day! Biff we love you'
Love Muffy and Pooh!

Trish a little note to let you know you're the
sweeetest girl I've ever known. I love you
Bob.

T.J. for all the good times we've had and
the good times to come I love you. Happy
Valentines Sandy.

Alyssa, we love you. thanks for loving us
always Keith, Ron, Mick. George and
Charlie.

Evan take my tears and that's not really all
call me Vickie.

To the most evergetic and devoted ex-
ecutive board and sorority- S.D.T ' Hapov
Valentines Day! Debra.

Wishes to Ted F. on Valentines Day-may
you receive multiple kisses everywhere-
secretly suspended.

To a special brown eyed art major minoring
in pool shooting. Happy Valentines Day
Joe. ^

Happy VD ;to all of the Quimbalians at 33meadow st. from your leader

To Lori on our fourth Valentines Day
together, with all my love Ed.

Dangler Donovan, Your'e my little T&A so
lets spend then nit together to hip gotyta fo
love, dog balls. ^ ^

Smile Fuzzy!- Your Groupie

My little H-cubed, Happy Valentines Day
with love fryour stinky little kisswr with the
nice lips.

EE: I will be the pilot light for your back
burner anytime. Thank you for over a year
of wonderful friendshop JPB

Hi Kitten Happy Valentines Day Love Brad

IVIary Linda, and Pat Happy Valentine's
Day have a good one Love Jane

Stimps: To my "Roomie" with Bad timina-happy valentine's day! Love, Jersey P S In
thejuture knock- 1 look terrible in 'whipped

Happy Valentines Day Little boy' I wuvyou^^How 'bout celebrating tonight- JeZy

Peter Happy 20th and Valentines day and
thank you for making the past 2 years the
best years of my life Happy Anniversary
AH my Love Loni

Chuck how lucky we were to have found
each other and to have found each other
agatn I love you Stephanie

Jinja-Hon I love you. These have been a
great five months I want you always Love
John

Bugsy, you hear these women raging about
their monkey men... wild women do not
^ryl... wHd women don't get the blues'
Keep It strong and we'll carry it on Love
you. Muff.

Jeff,
I My fellow coworker ) Here's your

valentine message. Hope you have a great
one. Gail

*

Jib- wHI you be my Hawaiian Valentine?
Have a great one! the devine Miss F

Judy Trust people! Your dreams will come
true! Laurie

To the "Half-baked Brownies" Happy
Valentines Day! I love you. Your fearless
leader.

Tim P. Happy Valentines Day Baby Let's
have many more love Norah.

Apt 3 Gilreath Manor- Happy Valentines
Day to all of you- Love your absentee
roomate

Gary, welcome to the Collegian Staff Hope
you have a great Valentines day. Gail

Sernp-That twinkle in your eye still shines
as bright as ever, and that special feeling I
get when we're together is something I'll
always treasure. I love you Nancy

To Nees & Nees, We Love you whole bun-
ches. Lincan ft Dubbie

l^y Dunkies Dear, I wuv you Love the Little
Purrson

Peterben those who love us let us find ourown ways Happy Valentines Day Love
Leslie.

Chris-you fill my woHd with rainbows m
Love you A/ways-Liz

FAYE- IT'S REAL GREAT WORKINGWITH YOU HOPE YOU HAVE A GREAT
VALENTINES DAY FROM ALL OF US
Happy Valentines Day Traci see you in theCC Sunday night, hope you have a gre!tday I love you Greg Remember what goesup doesn 't always go down ^

fooBoo-Happy Valentines Day! Your Yourbetter than the average Bear. Love TedX
Yogi-Happy Valentines Day! Eskimos can
have lots of fun today. Love Teddy

Avery S I miss and love you all the wayfrom Clarion PA. You're mine forever!

To Dee Dee (Montreal Connection) I miss
you and wish we could spend Valentines
Day together. I look fonvard to seeing you
in March. '^ '

Valentine: I love your Irish Nose. Adore
your Chubby toes; your flannedl sheets
give me fits, but with my hands tied howam I to love your... Love Bartholomeu

Debbie G. To my Pizza pal and a dear
friend! Love Tom.

Dena. Jane, Bruce and everyone else at PT
3-4. Happy Valentines Day! Love and kisses
Lindy.

Diane, Guys need to know your No » I'm
glad I know! Love Tom.

Bugaroo, Even peas in a pod would be
jealous of how close we are. Bugsy

To my noodlebrain- this is it our last
semester here I love you more than ever-
your loving nudnick

Mackimmie 3rd long, to a great f!oor
devoted to social hapi,u'3s through
beverages. Love Tom.
Jim. for sharing talks, laughs hr
frustrations, fears, tears, caring anJ
understanding. I love you. Donna.

irtta mpmrnttm
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Mark HiUary. Kathy Happy Valentine's
Day! Scott

Katy You are very special to me and will
always remain close to my heart. Scott

What the Leslie F. . Your a trooper always
Happy Sunday see ya M. S.

Nish. My love for you wtU be forever even
if you are ugly 1 1 love you Betsy.

Watty, can I soyf? me tool Love Shrimp

Karen Morano: Happy Valentines .Day and
the happiest twenty first. Love Lon and
MaryLou. We love you

Rick I didn t live in Watertown but I do live
in Soouthwest. I'd like to be friends. Smile
artd let me know if you would too.

To those of Van Meter, and All those peo
pie I know I hope ^ of you have a great
Valentines Day. GaU

Dear (BR12 Happy Valentinines Day Love
Spagatini and Bowdnni

Karifyn Woo Woo Wtfo from Sugar and
Don We Love you Gal

Lumpy You mean more to me than you can
imagine I love you Love always Soave Bolla

Good Luck in California' The honeymoon
was too short but the champagne toasts
were superb Looking forward to the big
bashi I wish you the best in the future
Fondly, Heidi.

Ten M. Happy Valentines Day. I love you
Scott.

Francine S.
Happy Valentiryes Day!
Happy Anniversary!
Happy Lincoln's Birthday!
Seriously, it's been a great twor years see
you Sunday Boston!' Love J. T

Beth R. the greatest roomie and the silliest
too! Lets make this semester the best"
Dee

A/ Thanx for being you You'll always be
special I love you Maltz face.

Sir MKhael; My knight in shining armour
come to my emotional rescue Happy Valen
tines day. Ail my Love your Lady MS Jean
o*ox

Tim, your the special person in my life Hap-
py Valentines Day Love Tammy

Don wishing you were here on valentines
day. Love BAD. xoxo.

Dear Swme. What do you get when you
mix a generous amount of hugs & kisses, a
pinch ofpigeon and 2 handfuls of oatmeal^
Love Slime.

To all the women on 2long Moore House,
You've made this year fantastic, thanks
Steve.

Lordy, always think of candlelight dinners
in the wagon, talking in the rain. New
Hampshire summers, and me. I'm aKvays
thinking of you, Happy Valentine, s Day and
Happy Anniversay. I love you, Lambchop

Cathy: thank God you're back! We savor
your presence more than you could ever
imagT^. You make every day a little more
special Happy Valentine's Day from all
your smaH mi.scle admirers in 2-south

Bob M. Investment: Paying off at 18 13%.

Rick Happy Valentines Day-I love you more
as time goes by, even if you won't well you
know what I mean. Come get your
"presents" personalty, xxxooo things? I
love you MO/

Julie 4th floor R.A. Cance take my heart
that I shall give you so that you can really
live! Happy Valentines Day Love Gee-ooff
Let's get together.

Sue thanking you for our friendship and
hoping it will grow, all my love. Tomato.

Hey Kutchikumba I hope you are reading
this because I love you forever your
Joanne.

Dear Silvia-Happy valentines Day. And
while I'm at it Happy Anniversary. We mad
it one whole year. Even better two per
sonals for the price of one. I love you
tremendously. Love Wakd.

TO FAYE IN THE GRAPHICS DEPT.
HERE'sANOTHER. HAPPY VALENTINES
DAY FROM THE WHOLE GRAPHICS
CREW.

Sue- You're beautiful sensitive understan-
ing caring sexy and I love you Mark G.

Friday, February 12, 1982

Deb you've mad this past year the best of
my life! I don t know what I'd do without
you. Everytime we're together it gets bet-
ter. Who thought we'd be together after
last summer.^ I love you Doug.

Wanted two handsome sincere funloving
mature men to enter into meaningful long
lasting relationships withtwo very attractive
intelligent smith wonnen who are going
places. Write Stacey or Jennifer at Hopkins
A Smith College Northhampton Ma. 01063

Bub Betty wants to celebrate the job and
valentines day. What does Ralph suggest^ I
love you!

Harvey
Have a great day.
Love and kisses,

your sick puppy

J.S. L.C. S.G. K.W. Have a Happy Day!
J. B.

Sunshine you've mad my days rrmch
brighter. I'll always love you wherever you
are. I love you JNB

Teddy Bears make the best room2mates
especially ones that can cook & cuddle. I

Love You your Bunny.

Fran B anyone who can keep me from
drowning at 8:oo A.M. deserves a Valen-
tir>e. I love you M. C.

Beasley Thank yhou babe, for caring for
being there, but most of all, for you. You're
a terrific person! (terrific- 1: exciting or fit to
excite fear or awe 2: extraordinary 3
unusuatty fine: Magnificent) Love always
Lisa

Kels Thank you for all you do Me gusta
tanto. No preocupa All my Love Rob

Puaul I love you nwre than anyone always
don't forget sillygoose Shirley.

Kathleen May I Have your hand so we may
walk together in life? I love you Jeff

McNamara 206 to the sexiest men on
campus wiM you aH be my Valentines? I
love you! Airhead.

Pumpkin you have made my life a dream
come tnje I love you. Now and forever

Robin I am interested in meeting you
sometime in the very near future L.P.C.

^f^^t ^**^"f"'^'s Day to the wild women
of 138 Riverglad from 25 townehouse.

Sue didn't send a flower but mad you
famous instead. It's your day enjoy MWS.

RWG your my favorite person and my best
friend. Be my Valentine too. I love you

Jackie. Roses are Red, Violets are Blueand I hate you Happy Valentines day Lov^
Scott.

Jackie Happyy Valentines Day I love youand miss you. Love Ron F.

To'm'
^"^"^ ^^'"^ '^ ^°'^^^ >'°"' ^o^'*

To the handsome men on the first floor of
Johnson, Happy Valentine's day! Love,
two beautiful women and you better know
who!!!!!

Elias where are you? Happy V day and get
in touch soon Yabadabadoo Love Debbie

Tern sweetiepie honeybuns you're the best
friend anyone could ask for happy V Day
Love Debbi.

Kittertlips, me te le usted mucho gusto tu
mega amor. Gadzooks, I love you. Pup-
pytoes

To the Pike from Las Vegas, glad your
home, feel free to drop in for tea Happy
V.D. "from England with love"

To Laura-
I know that New York City
can sometimes bring you down
among those aimless empty crowds
it's hard to see
I hope you know
I Witt always be around
To let you know
what you mean to me

Love, Fred

Nutbar- Aren 't you glad I convinced you>
I am. Moving to Montana Soon?" Just
can t wait. Happy Valentines Day" I'll Love
you forever. Love, J Bark (BTII

Tom, I've been waiting for a guy like you tocome into my life - now you're here and Ihope you stay - forever I love you Tara

OetM Claypuddte, what better way coould
one say howdy, than in a valentine.
Howdy. Gerard J.

Sleep Bye/OS, Being together is knowingyou re^/wyas there, even when your not
but when I begin to wonder ,f ,t is so werenot really together anymore. Cahsing ram

A^l'^'^^r' " '"'' ^°' ^* anymore
Again 3000 miles aways.

Perry! you are stitt the only wombat forHappy Valentines day. 143! Tncia.

Dahlin Thirty-five Valentines /ust aren'tenough to say it: I love you! Happy Fifth
Valentines DAy - "Your Dear"

Odie Squish be my Valentine? Lasagne'smore fun with you around (Poke) Garfield

Dearest Eileen, You stUI owe me an "in-
^e/W5i/on dinner" Happy Valentines Day

H^JH"^^', ^?"'^"e''-^ous faire I'amouravec moi? Je t'aimemignone

Happy Valentines Day. Love, Don C.

Michael - Life with you is wonderful Let's

^J..^I '"'^ '^^^ »"""^ '^ses! I lovyou. Joay.

^!!J^,. ^f^^'"9^on. Miss ya att so I'm

yaAtt^s '''" """^^'"es Day LoZ

Dear J. Did you ever imagine that whenyou offeredme "a touch of friendship- that
youw^ouldendupwithmyheartand^oulin

ilVj^r ""^'^ * ""'^ '^°'^^ '^" <^o

ff^"' ?o i'^^ster isn't the same withoutyou and P F. Poets. A friend

'^C"^ P.S.'m taking good care of your

To the chicks at 1S6E Brittany. Here's to a

'^l^^f
PPy ^^lentines Day Daughter Luv

Z's^1i%. ?"/*T^ ^^ of clams when I

'V^J^n ""' *'*"*' "^•

Brooksie, you're the greatest friend anyone
could ever have. Have a Happy Valentines
Day. Love S.L.S.

Gwennie, your stUI far away but stitt not
forgotten. Umass is hurtin' without you
The lax crew and the Kappa pigs need a
classy like you. Have a good V-day and
eat your heart out in Paris. Je T'aime
Beaucoup, Murph.

To the fiesty footed, pacman-playing
Delta-Chi loving, burger-queen of my life-
your puffy sleeved nightgowns and your
polyester uniform are so you. Happy 2nd
V-day.

Brilliant, articulate, Italian Widow seeks to
tutor english to vapid, cockey
materiMsticforeigner. Payment accepted
m cognac, architecture books or plane
ticket. Pleasant and serious attitude re-
quired.

Who? Me? Chris Miller? Senorita, tu estas
muy bonita. Happy Valentines Day. Love
Stu.

Denise I love you! Gruff

Cathy All my cheeks are a flame my heart
skips a beat Oh fantasy woman tis you I
must meet I love you! Bruno

Bob, White means I want to know you bet-
ter. The Bluewatt Friday afternoon? DR.

Gary, Thanks for being such a good friend— Moi

To Steve S You have a cute smile, but I'm
shy. Van Meter

Jenny, Happy Valentine. Met briefly in
Peoples Market last semester, hope our
paths cross again, Dan

Diane C. Thanks for all your help these past
semesters and lots of love on Valentines
Day. Michael.

John (B.M.I - Happy Valentines Day to
nry best pal Love Always, GB
P. S. I'm wicked stuck on you.

Bo, I kiv you now & always, LB

f^anc. It's great having you upstairs -
Hope you have a Happy Valentines Day (in
4 weeks!) Thanks for everythin! Mare

St. Happy Valentines to the best!
Sweets, sweeter, sweetest -

that's you! I love you! M.

6th floor Washington - Happy Valentines
Uay from the new girl on the floor

AL - You do to have nice buns. Think
positive. Happy Valentines Day - MB
Glenda, Thank God intersession is over"""
Happy Valentines Day. Love Michele

Mike T, my favorite third person!! Thanks
tor the wine, candlelight???J Flowers,
coffe and affection You are definitely my
No. 1 romantic. Meet you Monday at 1145
same place. PS. don't step on the
njgH.fHappy Valentines Day. Love, Nancy.

Andre - Happy Valentines Day - MB

l!!? ^'Jy^ould love to see you again as
long as I don't have to walk back to Nor-

^Da'y.7huc:''' ^' '"^'^ '"'^^

HZyV%'ai^JaTHH'J^ "^ ' *" ''^'

Alicia Rosas are Red, Violets Ara Blue. I
love Grateful Dead and I love you.

Happy Valentines Day, I hope that it is awy specml day for you always, Mark.

Faficia, Just to say I love you. Arthur

To the Beautyful women down the street.

Yo^^ " ^ow>^Mwy5, Cuppa, Clint,

Happy Valentines Day to the man of Joey
^^ J^"' 9^' ^°^' Stonemul, Ferd,
^pad, CupCake, Jay, Teddy bear, Duke,

M^' ii *.'^' ^' '^**' Chaunce. Pete,
jonn. Mark, Glowman and most ofaUpapa
0^1!!^.°^ ^°" '^"""^ ^^i"^ you're TER
niFlC. Love and Kisses

To Janet L. Our love is infectious on Van

Chipper Cheer up Dad! I love ya! Pam:
Joey Dis ~ Who? What? Whered Love,
Mandy!

Ambels - you don't have to spend three
hours blow-drying your hair, let's go dancm I

^

Carol - If your Ferrari's were any tighter
you d have to have them surgically remov-
ed! Mandy

Sandy
Mm

Wetnh out *or the bedl
ou. Is nimyf

• idy

To my sweeties in apt 82 Happy Valentinm,.
Day. LoveDJL.

valentines

Tyson thanks for all the caring and.n^Wnp Phiify next semester'allX

come Happy Vday your little sisters.

Paul^ this is the chick you picked up at theparty. You know, the one with the dynarrZpersonakty and voluptuous body Z7Zu
interested in keeping a low prjfile"^7

Z'l^veTaZ" "'"' "'''' ^^'"""'*

Preppie, this is your fourth surprise Canyoo guess why "4" ? Oliver, T^d^andl
^I^"' 7°""^' »"d wish you d come ud

Vl^^lil'l'' ^'^"'^^ often iZpy
VatantnesO,yfLoim0^,4ay^ YoirCaahnA^.

//a-ft//»c/,- /'m Sony but I feel this is thebest thing for now. ..Hove you!

Sara. It's hard for me, when your at the

YOU, Bob ^°"' ' "^ ^"^ ' '"^

Hey Dandini how bout my place for wineand cheese do you like sun^ts?

T. S. - You have won my heart Forever
Happy Anniversary and I Love You B.L.

"n/ Happy Valentine's Day You Cute Little
Balooka! Love Always, PF

George, Happy Valentines Day. I love you
Sport! Love Susan

Kitty, C. your'e My Heart's Desire. Love
Eyes

Jeff H. - Turn Down your walkman and
listen to this - you're the best and witt yoube mine att the time? I love you More Andy

KLK - Happy First Valentines Day. I love
you Bttly.

Jeffy, Happy Valentines Day! You're my
one and only. I'M love you forever and ever
Baby Bear

Douglas Lee Cutie Pie Jailbird - Here's to

TLZ n ^"fl'^f^P fo come. Happy Valen-
tine s Day! I love you (wishing she was)
Brooke's Twin

Bud, I never believed in true happiness and
a love as strong as yours - it only existed
in dreams. - Well thanks for making my
dreams come true. Happy Valentines Day- Sweetheart. I love you. Marushy

Ricky - Stitt your secret admirer lovee
always Mar. Why do fools fatt m love?

Shabby (Sorry), you're the greatest! Don't
ever change! Happy VDay. Kisses att theway from Cance.

Judy Projects Projects and More Projects"
I love you anyways Happy Valentine's Day
Love Gino

r!?«'«*
""*^ ^^'"9ing bachelors living in

110 Riverglade. Have an awesome Valen-
tines Day. Melvin

Dear Guy, to make this rhyme I'm going to
try, so I'ttjust say: You love If Scup.

Lil, Happy Valentines Day to the cutest
strawberry of them all! I love you! Ronny

Happy Valentine's Day
from the entire staff

at the Collegian

To the girt with a lot of heart, Happy Valen-
tines Day Jennifer. I love you, GlZn

Rick - Where are you you SOB? It was
f^ffnd I'm coming back March 19th -
lost to remind you whose the BOSS -
Love you J. U.S.

-^^o

nJl '"*' ^"^r^ines at 11 Banes Place.

riTsVeZ/,'''
''"'' '"^ '"^"^^^ ^< l̂uir-

V^I^I^IhT^"""': ^'"""^ fnendship?

h!^l f^""^ '''^ -
''**'*'

' *^'ppy ^"^n-onesoayand ert/oy your night off. Bob

Wilbur Valentines day would be no fun
without a secret admirer love you.

4Gatt. 2even though we're different in many
ways, we stitt share our love for each other
31 hope It keeps growing, and remains ex
citing and new for the rest of our lives
BHappy Valentines Day. ol love you, Jim-
my.

Dr. Tom talking dirty the next best thing to
being there, but since you're here... I love
you.

Joe Happy Valentines Day Secret agentman may your american express never fail
you! I love you, Daniette.

I love you 1136 North Pleasant St
I love you antler folk.
I love you Joanstein.
Ant Rockies I love you.
Hi Peteskis I love you.
I love you wicked liquid.

Los Cronopios I love you att

Pammy, I don't love you because I need
you, I need you because I love you. ME.

MS - Have a Happy Valentine's Day and I witt
see you next week. RMS

Michael C. hope this relieves your curriousi-
ty! Hope you have a great weekend. Can't
ijvwf to go. Falling-I mean skiing! Happv
Valentines Day! Love Lisa

Jane, you thought I'd forget. Rand

Paddington, you're unbearable. Buck

E.F. Happy Vlanetine's Day from someone
who knows how unigue you are.

KS do you remeber: P.D.E.'s long talks,
unicorns. Holloween party?? EWR
McManus's 4 in a bed, 2 hours late when "

you planned it," ism, roomies, mam's
pumkin, W.B., Hatch, mistress. I'm stitt
remembering-Happy V-day.

Carolina-N. could be final. Love ya baby.

Hey MBC & Georgel Guess what? I love
you! Babe, you are so very special! Thank
you for being the sunshine in my life' I love
you babe! ME

!Q2il£gisai5

AfternoonFriday

HAPPY
HOUR

i^ome smg alongf with

Steve Spellman
Drink Special Penny Afternoon

3 for 2
Hot hors d'oevres wiU be served

Carey N... You're such a Foxl! Love, A
Secret Admirer

Dear G.A.C. - Bet you didn't expect this!
Happy Va/entinas Day. Sweetie. Love.
J. L . W.

^, would you be my sweetheart for life?
You're just what I needed. Love ya,
Michael

Sorry Steph, No Flowers! Happy Valen-
tines Day Cindy, Steph and Christine, Love
Norms

•

My Dearest Jack, missed you over interses-
sion. Glad you're back for the spring. I love
you. Susan

To the Girts of204 - Wild Times this spring
semester!!Happy Valentines Day. Love
Susan

Carolyn- 1 have a heart on for your heart on
party- EWE know who.

To Mike: I love you this much- and that's
the whole scale! Always Deb.

Tim- 1 love you babe, witt you be my valen-
tine? Joanie.

To: Louie, Lorraine and Sylvester From
Chiara, Happy Happy Valentine's Day!

4N Patterson-Happy Valentines Day to the
best floor from your loving RA Pattie.

Freney Happy VDay have a real nice day, I

love you Jimmy.

Douglas B. I love you Happy Valentines
day!

Breffny-we've been seeing a lot of each
other during the day but never at night.
Let's get together some time soon. Happy
Valentine's Day- Steve.

Whan you drive to UMASS. what do you
do with your lover? He won't go through
the stolen book detector at the library and
he certainly won't fit under you roommie's
bed and if you try leaving him in N. An-
dover he's still miles away from school and
prime time phone rates are stitt J7« a
minute. So next time try read-a-personal-
and-sigh. It costs just 79 a word and can
be placed in the COLLEGIAN of your
choice. Read-a-personal-and sigh: it
aNvays works really good, (more sound ef-
fects!!

Sue you stole my heart, sorry I insulted you
and Deb,, please accept my apology.
Kevin.

Jerry, Wolf wishes you a happy valentines
day, and so do I. I love you!

Andrea K.: Like Happy Valentines Day Kid.
Like you are special! Robin S.

Juicee Newton, Been keeping tabs on you.
Happy Valentines Day. The boy next door.

Sara-Chico finally got to, meet you. Looking
forward to good times: Happy Valentines
Day. BS.

Tri-Sig girts you

P^ Bear! Happy Valentines Day May out
J-eet run Cold" for along time. One more
thing Please take care of this Bear Love
Ya! Yogi

Sandy - To the best "Shrimp" cousin
anyone could have! Happy VD Bitch!!

If ever I am to understand the word love I
hope It makes me feel as happy and free as I
feel with you now. Happy Valentines Day
Love Johanna

Dear Larry - I wish you. the best teddy
bear, and most special person in my life a
very Happy Valentines Day. Hove you more
today than yesterday, endless than tomor-
row. Love M^ays, Linda

Barbara, Bea, Beth, Sue
Happy Valentines Day
From Mike, Scott, Jim , Paul

IVU. Diane. Ellen - Thanks for being such
great roomies! I love you Kathy

Luv Bugs, Lenny Doodahead -
Hove you more today than yesterday, more
tomorrow than today. You're the best. P S
Keep Smiling.

Shirtey, 82 in 2042 and I'tt stitt love you" I
hve you. Puaul

Tim. I wonder if you can guess who this is
from. Clue: I love you!!

Your secret Valentine

Spudrick - Really don't mean to get so
upset - I just miss you lots - moorings
and nights just aren 't the same but you stitt
make me smile - it just takes getting
adapted. Anyway, psyched for Valentines
Day and Geils. Love, Kisses and Goose
Bumps!! — Spud

M Leanne! Have a Ducky Valentines Day
Steve

Hey Sweet Pea. Ping Pong face loves ya
Thanx for being you.

Happy Valentines Day to "The Boss" of
142C. XXOO Cathy.

Billy. Happy Valentines Day. you cutie' I
hve you. Laurie

To tfte handsome guy who writes kinky
notes to me in psycltology I love you
Jack's daughter.

^t^ get bored Sunday mght. And then

'°Girtfri^"°"^^^'"^
'° '^'^ '* ' ^^" '"^^^^

Mary-Anne B. Now It's official were valen-
tines Law

Linda M. You 'tt always be so very special tome. Happy VD. I love you. Paul

Nanc - Me I never thought VD could basuch fun Valentines Day, of course. Let'shope for many future celebrations. Loveand kisses, Steven.

Google - I love you more than infinity tothe infinity power! Google 2

Slebbie, if you wish to a chest, don't snog-
gle close and your warmth is payment
enough, Luv THD

^»rcus, you sexy swiss swinger Happy
Vday. Lets have a blast this semester
Love Debbi

Ruth, SS awards return! Happy Vdav vou
hot ticket Wheat and all that Love Debbi

Diane Thanks for att your help these past
semesters and lots of hve on Valentines
Day. Michael.

fjobin. Life isso very special with you
Always remember I love you! Dave.

Brian D. I only me you recently but I'tt takemy chances anyway, will you be my Valen-
tine? Signed A Pretty color green!

Jary D. is a being with immeasurable sight!
I love you MK.

Mark-It's been six months. Wish you were
here to get a flower, among other things I
love you. Nancy, xxx.

Steve P. It's nice having you around Happy
Valentines Day Love Maria.

Bitty Here's to romance and hot datesi
Thanks for everything. Love and kisses. Me

Jody, please be my valentine. You are so
special to me. Love aK¥ays Nancy.

David R and Bobby B It's been too long
without you guys around. Let's get back to
our games we hve you both you know
W/fO.

Happy Valentines Day Swaatief Happy
Almost Birthday too! I hve you Tons!

Miss Jes How'd ya like a sharp stick in the
aye? A big one in the mouth? Hope your
birthday sucks! Love Ali

Ning Thanks for the best 3 years ofmy life
All my love Skinner

MikeM.. I love you. G^ing on 4 years. Love
, Robin.

Hey Gorgeous! Happy Valentine's Day to
the one with the kitter smile and 14 pairs of
suspenders! "Believe it or not", I love you
very much. Green Eyes.

Laura T. Our relationship isn't old but my
love IS getting strong. Thanks for being so
special I love you Bob.

Joe, Happy Valentines Day or is it Happy
Annivesary? The good times never end I
love you. Stephanie

Cookie - I love you, you know I do Mr
Potato head I love you"!

Att of me Car

To Sheila, o^ courmi I remembered I love
you my little muffm, Bavid.

Scott. Happy Vehntmas Day. I Love you!
Now thay'tt think mw» really kinky. Lova
Jody.

Edie. welcome to $30 Happy Valentinas
Day. Chris and l^ayna.

SCRUTI: Although the years come and go
since those day$ In Thoreau we take with
OS those memoriini especially of your
famous striptaaaa, without yur presence
weUbe blue onty because we love you a lit-
de note just to gay Happy Happy Valentines
Day! Your two favorite women.

Coolidge 11 Women Happy Valentines
Day-I love you J.L.

Franny B.K. squaeie mal I love you from
Joey D.B. (Hughes & Streep)

My dearest M.K. Happy Valentines Day I
love you. I'm so happy were together Hap-
py Anniversary lets have many more.

Colin Happy Valentines day to a great guy
I'tt miss you at the concert Belinda

Bob, the hard guy: k»ve a Happy VD Day.
Love and Kisses, a special friend!

Ann, you are
very much

/-'%
/ *n me. I hve you
to be Rick.
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Bob. Bubb. Herney, Robert, etc. your my
special someone my one and only valentine
I Love you. An

Larrry B
.
Happy Valentines! you're the

best! love ya! Cathy

David and Goliath, Happy Valentines day I
mtss you both! May 29th Hurry up!

Jes Happy 21st have a great weekend Love
always FT lookout Jamhca!

Kathy-we have three great years togetheryou are really special to me I love you.

hH^H' Z^*"** ^<>^ ^^'"9 a great friend!Happy balentines Day Love, April

^no Man Thanks for Ground Round and

ciy fe"
'"*• ^^^^^ Valentines

ttnes Day, You guys are the best loveCrampton, Nancy, Caroline. Reene.

Mr. Barsamian. Someday. I hope, that I will
*** »s cool as you.

David Happy Valentine's Day. Love you
atways. Chris.

Santa IPIKAI-Let's make this the specialest
one yet. Love Ya Hon, PPP

Bud I never believed in true happiness and a

dreams. H-well thanks for making my
i^r^^T^ 'T ^^PP^ Valentines
Day. Sweetheart. I love you Marushy
'^"SlasjCutie Pie Jailbirdhere's to years

nJ/lf?
P ^° ''"'"^ ^^PPy Valentine's

Twm
yc'^'l^'^f^'ng she wa) Brooke's

Jf^roa Be mine, you crazy valentine, love

Tom, with each Valentine's Day our love is
increased. Have a very Happy day. I loveyou lots. Love, Kara

Gail F. My love for you is like a candle il
luminating the brightest days and the
darkest nights I love you Mark P.

Elise. V^aiting for a girl like you has been
worth It. I love you Stu.

Tones Abby J B East & 3 East big Dick
tighten up' Happy Valentines Day Anna &
nobin.

Joe, hidden in any good closets lately?
Happy Valentine's day Love, your partner
«r CA/,77e P S. I'm taking good care of your

Scott the semester isn't the same without
you and P. F, Poets A friend.

Dear J Did you ever imagine that when
you offered me " a touch of friendship"
that you would end up with my heart and
soul in return? Just imagine what a little
Korbel can do. Love Judi.

Jeff turn do-.vn your walkman and listen to
this you're the best and will you be mine all
the time? I love you More Andy.

Sarah-MHC 2 Dollars can give you all of
this.

Tery and Diane- to the best semester ever
Happy Valentines Day! Love Mar/

Duane Happy Valentines Day Love and
Kisses Betty

Lawrie Today is our third (week} Anniver
sary As long as Bessie and Sam get along
and sixteen isn tjustg a statistic in January
I want the sunrise to be bright orange every
day. I love you and want yours - D.

Day 365, Happy Anniversay sweetheart
A. P.

Melissa Seattle misses you but not as much
as I do see you in August Love Grant.

Face I know I've said it many, many times
before, but in order to show you just how
much I mean it, I would have to say it ever-
day for a lifetime. Think you can handle it? I
love you.

Dear Jimmy, the past eight months have b
een great Happy Valentines Day Hove you
Laurie.

CO Just because you're you makes all the
difference thanx for a great 2 months 7
days. Happy Valentines Day Sweetie I love
you- T. V.

Rosey your the only one for me! Happy
Valentine Day. I Love you! Love Kevin.

Wysocki Woman-Happy V-Day to a funky
chick who's a great friend you're a good
egg Face.

BRIAN, I Love You. Have a great Valen
tines Day. Love Joy.

Mr Moo. Valentines Day »3, honey. I love
you more than ever, never forget that Mrs
Moo.

Greg, Happy third Valentines Day I Love
you, Joanie.

Don't Fall Paul and John You Don't have
control on x-country Happy Valentine's
Day.

To my puppy, Happy Valentines Day I love
you.

Lorym I'll always love you and the times we
had together miss you Fredric A.

To my lovely luscious VRXEN, You're the
best friend five ever had. Love Gorgious.

Dave, It's been a long year with only 120
days to go. Love Ya! Elaine

Nora Teddy, can't explain the interest you
stir in me, I shudder to think. Can't say
enough. You've been good for me, you're
the best good luck, good health and wise
decisions forever. I'll always love you. FPP

Jaime, Thanks for the continuum I love
you I love you. Hove you, I love you I love
you, I love you. Mitch

Friday, February 12, 1982

My Dearest Jack, Missed you over interses-
sion. glad youre back for the spring I love
you Susan.

To the girls of 204 wild times this spring
semester!! Happy Valentines day Love
Susan.

Nutbar arn't you glad I convinced you? I
am. Moving to Montana soon?!!! Just can't
wait. Happy Valentines Day!! I'll love you
forever Love. J BarlBTI).

;
Tom, I've been waiting for a guy like you to
come into my life now you're here and I
hope you stay- forever I love you Tara.

Dahlin' Thirty-five Valentines just arn't
enough to say it: I love you! Happy fifth
Valentines Day"Your Dear"

Odie-Squish be my Valentine? Lasagna's
more fun with you around (poke) Garfield.

Dearest Eileen; you still owe me an "in-
tersession dinner, " Happy Valentines Day
Eric.

A Mignon: Voudriez-vous faire I'amour
avec moi? Je t'aime Mignonne.

To Debbie (G. I C. Get used to it baby i Hap-
py Valentines Day Love, Don C.

Michael-Life with you is wonderful. Let's
get sappy and make yummy noises' I love
you. Jody.

7th floor Washington, Miss Ya all so I'm
coming back Happy Valentines Day Love
ya All DES.

r, u v

Bunches, please be happy, everything is
going to work out. I'm always here, anddon t plan on going anywhere. Your my
Valentine today as always. I love you'
Honestly I do. Love, Lucifers Buddy

Poogie-warm VD wishes to take the chill
out of those cold Colorado nights EEEtJef
frey

Yogi Remember the way we were, Steves
Shrooms and H Rooms 429 Kahlua and
regularity lets keep looking in the same
direction for tomorrow Love PB

Sue I wouldn't forget a friend like you I
love you, the Brat

Dear Ann, I love you, I love you, I love you-
love Franklin

'

Tom, Happy Valentines Day from your
Flycatcher. Luv Ya. DEB

Back-Burner: One Drink, you're under the

ff^ ,"^^ '''"'** y°"''^^ <^"(^^r the... Happy
VD. Jeffrey

To my Fiance, only 190 days and we'll be
together always. I love you Val.

Shirley: Hank Love you

Hey Sportshoes-I love you

Fluffy Cove Ya

To J. J. I love you tons and tons! Happy Bir-
thday and Valentines Day Love Ray. J.

ALPHA DELTA PHI wishes to extend a
Happy Valentines Day to all University
women-even you Jeannie! SEe you at our
next Party.

Sixth Floor Hosers-Happy V.D. Love Yiz all
even tho you're all Dicks-Miffin-Oh, and
Tones-Happy B-Day-Love Ya (Yes, you too
LIzzer and Pammerl.

The Devine one hey hey hey get down on it
for Valentines Day.

Amo Make it is on the 14th Happy Valen-
tines Day.

Happy Valentines day 1 center Patterson
especial^ Tara, Liz, and Lauren and I can't
forget Jay and Dan-Love A.

""^^"^

illl^J^^^'^J^'f^^
"'* ^ n'tonths! Happy

valentines day. Love John

luZ ^ ''"'Jlad we have each othereveryone needs a copiolit Love Ya Mary

Bernie Happy Valentines Day Let's getphysical you animal I hve you Olivia

To Lanie & Minty: Happy Feb 14. I will beexpecting chowdah (with whole clamHnMarch, so start cooking! Love, Leno

Th^ni^, ^T' ^"^ ^"3^'^" ^ days.

lolTuZ'r%Zr ''""'"'^^ ^- -'^

'uS^^:^at:JT' ^'^" '^'' ^^- '^

Sully, Meet me at the stud palace on Sun-
day night. You 're special and I Love You
Happy Three Years Love Lees.

Melinda Happy Valentine's Day Luv Ya
Birsy

Melinda, Your Valentine is the greatest'"
Love, Champ

^^\ ^J^'^ '* '''*' '^^^'' post card etc.
finally th situation" is over. Happy Valen-
tines day J. C.

Sybil, you are the absolute best! I love youWoman of tomarry. Sybil
'

Hey MBC Et George! Guess what& I love
you! Babe, you are so very special! Thank
you for being the sunshine in my life' I love
you babe! ME

Friday, February 12, 1982

To the wild women in 5 Townhouse Happy
Valentines day Fellow roomate

804 806 Hope you find men who put up
•vith what we do Survivors 805

Thew so what if the whole world knows
that I love you Weewey, Thie.

Jill. I thought you deseved another Valen
tine... Happy Valentine's day you're the
best! I love you Emily.

Baby cakes winter isn't over so let me keep
you warm nights are my specialty love
HBS.

JR. hope you will stay my valentine formany years to come love always Den.

Lorn I hope that every week will be as great
as our first. Love Ric.

M^A.P.G. hi sweetie, caps for kisses
phone calls, gm and lemons, backrubs
Rudolph, football in the snoyv. long walks
uno. first hoop game, no roommate let
ters, visits, ribs, Newport, garfield, snoopy
7 year contract - be mine forever' Love
you Betsy.

Happy hearts day Traci, Debi, and Abby'
Love ya, Peggy.

To Janet L, this is from Ross to let you
know that love is infectious on Valentines
and you birthday. Love Ross.

Leslie Happy Valentines Day to a Fantastic
roomie and friend love always Lisa.

, 1 ^ n, ' c the best mother anyone could
ha -nf /ve love you. Your daughters
wh s. J score.

To Deb, Gail &Shamu, Here's looking at
you. Kid! Jim, Gus & Lance.

Bethie and Kazzie, Happy Valentine's Day
Love ya both. Ran

Smitty, my seafaring valentine. I love youand miss you. Ships Ahoy! Ran

To S. Tom, for always being there when I
need you, for all the good times and the
ones to come, and for knowing the future
will be spent with you! Happy Valentine's
Day I love you. xoxo always, Terry.

To the girl with a lot of heart happy valen-
tines day Jennifer. I love you, Glenn.

Judy projects projects and more projects" I
love you anyways Happy Valentines day
Love Gino

l^J^^
'^''^^ s^'"9>ng Bachelors living in

110 Riverglade. Have an awsome Valen-
tines Day. Melvin

Dear guy. To make this Rhyme I'm going to
try, so I'll just say: you love I! Scup.

Lil, Happy Valentitnes Day to the cutest
strawberry of them all! Love you! Ronny.

To all those that I know, it would take me to
long to write all the names of those I know
but Hope that everyone Has a great Valeri-
tines day. Gail. T.

Carey.. You're such a fox"Love, a secret
admirer.

Dear G.A.C Bet you didn't expect this'
Happy valentines day, sweetie. Love
J.L.W.

Asil. would you be my sweethart for life?
you're just what I needed love ya. Michael.

Sorry Steph no flowers! Happy Valentine's
Day Cinday Steph and Chnstine Love
Norms.

Foxy Babe, If you be my Valentine, I will
love you forever Richie-Kins

Annie, our hearts are all with you, have ahappy V-Day I love you Lib

Robert M. Mi muneco... Thank you for
everything, me has hecho tan feliz. Quiero
estar a su lado siempre. Feliz Dia mi amor
Te quiero. Kelly

Brenda be my sweet Valentine forever I
love you Philip

Phyliss: in honor of Valentines Day I'd like
to order a Burgundy sweater
please. . . . Magda.

Gail, Jen, Jen, Jen, Thanks for being for
everything and for being a friend. Kevin

Jenny T. I love you. The Infamous

TWO: frorncake at the Hyatt to cookies at
the Greeek Palace-who could ask for mure'
Its been fantastic two months Thanks'
Happy Valentines Day! with love Gripless.

To my Holyoke honey Happy VD your
south Britain Sweetheart

18000 killed this year Happy V Day from El
Salvador

To rny over grown baby Michael, Thanks
for making life so wonderful. I love youbabe! You re Greath! Happy V-Day Love
your snow bunny.

Banger- Make sure he brings a "friend"
watch out for the kickstand and don't
forget to pack your trunk!! Love ya

Cadet Charette don't forget to love thy
neighbor in a Jacuzzi on Valentines Day.

k^iJ-H f^'^^t)^'"^
^^'^ ^'^ ^y 9'^^s^s.

Catch some TNA in the DC EPM

Barbara.- I hear mental telepathy workswonder s for one's sex life. Keep it up!!!

Rob Happy Va/entines Day By the way
could I borrow your orange car? I need to
drive to Dartmouth. Love Beatrice

Carolyn You're the best girlfriend a guy
could have the most beautiful too. Thanks
for being mine. I Love You Happy Valen-
tines Day. How about we MSEL Love
Always David

Sweet Tummers. Always and forever eachmoment with you is just like a drea come
true. Oh babe I Love You! Your Sexy Baby.

bunc7es. ^t7"'^' ' ^"''^ ''"' ^''"'^^' '"^

S /?w"*^ ^f
everything. I don't knowWhat I d do without you 138, Diane

Dearest Leo Happy Valentines Day Please

'^TuK^
^°^^'^' '^^'^dies Okay too I Love

8th Floor Cashin Women: This is for youHappy Valewntine's Day. I Love You All,

Cinderella, How about some champagneand a game of scrabble on the 14th? PrinceCharming. PS. Leave the frogs at horne

lo%7you%7ula'''"'"'''
""'' ''" ^^^^^^

a'l^aylAnnT
^''^^'^'''—

' '«- Vou

l^r^^f^' ^'*'*' '^'"^^' *^^' ^°'d'e: Evenfrom 6000 miles away I'll be thinking of y all

s"x monT/l '''rt'^''
^^^^ ^4°4'

/nSIX months. Love, Rob.

Rube and Gorgs, Iknew you guys would hr>

you to share it with. I sure am 7adyouVolNat s advice, -now I look forward to a nicewarm spring. WHOOPEE! 1-4-3 lone

P^TN deficien%.caTyo'u'help? '
'''"'''

Steven when you touch my temole I nn^Id. get hot wild fantasies weZoiaetZrne^now so we can come: POWaTayfwEt

Arts
rurWTTT'T^T'WfW

Unlike the name suggests,
l^owj^^^only boredom

This child's blase look is indicative of the ouali-
ty of suspense in the movie Venom.

VENOM
Directed by Piers Haffpard and starring Nicol
Williamson and Oliver Keed

Hy i:iLfc:KN LEONAKI)
("olk-j^ian Corrt'spondi'Mt

11 in I
.
mm,

\ ,nom, ihv story of a kidnapping atlcrnDL

mri;:rp';n.s'""'''
'^''^-^ ^'^' ^"''^'"^•^' ^-^^•- ---

h . r ' l^
''"'"''" ^"'" ^'"^' ^hiJc seeing cops get>l"vvn away on ihe stivels of London may ev?n bo enUrlam.ng to twelve-year olds or late night 'fV addiAs

»

'

>'om. h<.wever. is so ridiculous that you'd be bnter offwau.ng u. watch i, on the Cnatun Dolblr fVa^m on TVthan aciually paying to sw it.

well ,3 'ir' V'"^ '"' '^''^'^ ^'ho enjoy meaningful,m II mM\v 1,1ms .Nor ,s .t lor those who enjoy fine acting «;

irVh '^':ff''^7''l'>''"''^^
'^ ^'^"' Williamson ^hc

\,X
<•«> l*'';drmkmg. cigarette smoking detective

n So ^ofr
'"'' ^""'^" ^"' '^''^"^PP-^. thc^-haraTrs

li e.l e n Ih""' ?""T V'^^P'^-'^-'y undeveloped. Oliver

ran";'"'' "/
''''"'^ ""'* ^^^^'•- ^^^"^' l^'*' P'ol 'ails

courst h ; •
^'" ^"^P^'"^^'f"l ^-'iniax. Meanwhil... of

Ln^aUn;."
''^ ^"^ ^'"^"^^ ^'^^ ^"^—^ ^» ^eep up

vourlHr''^'' ""'T^^
y«".happen to go to see Vrnom foryoursell. go early. Ii wont be sold out. but you may missthe (oming Attractions." "^ "n-vs

Don't waste money on this one
VICE SQUAD
Directed By Gary Sherman
Starring Season Hubley and Garv Swanson
i laying at the Mountain Farms Cinema. Rated K

p.y \.\i)Ri.:w(;(mDON
Collegian Staff

The lollowing telephone conversation occurred about a
v\ eek ago —

"Hello. Avco Embassy Films. Publicity Department
may I help you?"

'Hi. this is A.J. Gordon calling from the UMass Daily
( olliipau. \\\ like to order a pre.ss kit for the film Vice
S,/i(ihl.'

(Through multled laughter) "Are you sure?"
"Well. yes. We'll be reviewing il and we usually like a

^1 ill or two lo run along with the article."

•
In background I hear: llvy Hoy. some guy wants a press

kii lor \',rr Sijuiul. Loud laughter.) "Okay, we have your
address, we'll send it out iwlay."

"Say. is this movie bad or something?"
"Like you wouldn't believe."

I usually won't let a comment like that influence my
opini(»n. but when it comes from ihe film's publicity
(K'paninent ilsell, I have to think twice; particularly when
I hat sentiment is corroborated by the staff and manager of
the theater where it's playing.

1 he truth is. these people were right. But they were also
beir.g kind. They chose to use the word bad when they
<ould have opted for "horrendous" or "sick" or "em
l)arrassmenl to the motion picture industry." All these

•ould describe Via Squad, a sleazy low budget ex-
ploitation pic posing as a true- life expose of life on the

streets of Holly W(X)d.
Th.- question that comes to mind first is "Why was this

l.lm made? Doivs it have any artistic or aesthetic value
whatsoever.^ Ihe answer is no. D,h.s it have any social
value or message? Likewise it doi-s not. Sure, it purports
to •ondemn violence and prostitution, but in fact it (-xploits
and glonlus them. IV.v S<juad was created for no other
reason than to make a fast buck. It is a practice and
Iheretorea lilm that I cannot respect.

But i-nough insults, on lo the more positive aspects of
the lilm. I n; S<juful contains some of the funniest and
most enleriammg mistakes ever put on film. One usually
has to got to a porno to see filmmaking this bad My
personal lavonie is a scene in which Season HubU'v
wanders through an empty mansion. It is an interesting
atmospheric scene, until the camera pans just a little bit
too ar to the right, where a bearded technician with anarm ul ol lighting cables gestures futil.>ly for the camera to
pan back.

Another classic has the camera tracking towards a police
car In the car s rel lection one could easily see the camera
and two grips pushing it. Did they know they were in the
rellfclion.' 1 hey must have; they waved.

The him also has ridiculous continuity and dozens of
scenes with exposed boom microphones. Don't get me
wrong - enjoyable as these scenes are. they in no way
justily seeing this film, or God forbid, actually payine to
see it.

J f J f,

\'lr, S,,a,H/ has pathetic production values, poor acting
and the most incredibly obnoxious soundtrack. The heavy-
metal theme song is tilled "Neon Slime. " The best way I
can sum up ihe film is to quote the film's first line, spoken
by one ol the detectives: "Some batch out tonight: Whores
laggots, junkies, drag queens, freaks, ihis town sucks.''
Well so dot's the movie.
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[
Coming Attractions

]
\ Stephen Mu iphy I

I'<irl I: HiK budget madness is an affliction of the times
characlei isiic ol a smieiy which more often than not thinks
III It'iiiist)! short range effects.

lake llollywocMl and Washington, for instance. Not only
do boih share a common actor but (even more illogically)
bi)ih have ih.' power to appropriate outrageous sums ofmoney to whatever rati<male considered essential For
Washington il is towards d.-fense; in Hollyw«H)d. on the
yiliiiw i)ii(k roail towards profit.

II Hollywood learned any lesson at all this past year itwas simply put. this: Spect.u-ular films rake in spectacular
Kicks. /H,„,r.s u, th, Lust Arh and Sujnrviav 2 proved
iHs wh.l.. Inin Handits, although not quite a Hollyw<x)d

lilni. ivinlorced the certainly ihat escapist entertainment
is where ihe money lies.

VMii.h brings us back to big budget madness. On the
planning boards for all the maj..r studios during the up
>"ining year (and well into 1983) are films with enough
tnonel.uy backing lo make even the most apathetic of us
take lUHice II not (|uestion the seeming wastefulness of it
all. hilins. alter all. are such fleeting affairs.

Fantasy and Science Fiction aren't the only genres
receiving royal tii-atment. A good number of historical
epics (possibly as a by prcKlucl of the controversies -
whi.h an- always g.H)d for business - surrounding
( <iliiinl,i and A'm/.s) and musicals are under prmluction.

As lar as musicals an- concerned, the success or failure
ol ( opfM.la s (hi, Fnm Ihr Hinrt won't mean a thing in the
long run except decide the fate of Coppola's independent
/...trope Stu.ho. Th.-s.. musicals are s.a to go r.-gardl.>ss-
iMoM.-y has alr.-ady b.-gun to exchange hands. Universal
has .sp..ni $L'l million on Thr Hist LittI, Whonhous, In
yr..Y,s while Paramount is dishing out $20 million on Ken
KusM-ll s , lirection of Kntn. The latt.T sounds promising,
as iuss.'ll s versions of Tommy and AlU'rid States were
>oih highly individualistic and somewhat offbeat
ol.vgram s long pending proj.rt ot A Chorus Lin, will also

><• in I h,. $L'0 million rang... Yet the largest exp.'ndilure has
l>.'.n on ( olumbia'N .Auni, which, after advertising, will
total $.i., unllion. Daddy Warbucks Hnally earns his nam.-

.\. .7 .r,,l:: IVwl 11. Sci.-nce Fiction. Historical Fpicsand
I'ow ,h.- I n.lication Church has entered the film business.

Gary Swanson and Maurice Emmanuel as detec-
tives just doing their job in Vice Squad.

Chamber music enchants all

Virtuosi Di Roma captivated a massive audience at the Fine Arts Center
on Wednesday night.

I NUOVI VIRTUOSI DO ROMA
Fine Arts Center
Wednesday. Feb. 10

BySAUAHG. HFVKR
('ollegian Correspondent

I Nuovi Virtuosi Di Konia. a tourt.'en
m.'niber chamber music group from Italy,
(lelight.'d its lull to capacity Fin.' Arts
Cenier audience on Wednesday evening.
Ihe group, on its l.^)ih tour of ihe Unit.'d
Stat.-s, is most celebrat.-d. and rightly so:
their maslerfully performed, full spirited
rt-ndilions of Italian baro(|Ue music are
truly a rare event and a joy to experi.>nce.
The first two pieces: "Antonio Vivaldi's

Concerto in I) minor. Op. .j. No. 11." and
Franz Joseph Haydn's "Concerto in C major
lor Cello Strings. H. Vllb. No. 1." were
enchanting and well received. The seven

. violins, two violas, two cellos, bass, and
harfisichord ereat.'d a glorious event. The
solos, by violinists l»airi(«e Fonlanaro.a.
and I'avel Vernikov, and clloist Kcx-co
I'iiippini, were awe inspiring.

Vivaldi's "Concerti of ihe F'>ir Se.-isoris
tor Violin. Strings, and Ilarpsi. hord. Op.
«.' was divine. To me. il rendered Iht
earlier pieces i-legant hors d'oeuvres: I love
this con.-.'rli, and it was apparent that thi
was also one of the group's l'a\ orites. Th
F(»ur Season Concerli's frealhlakin;
b.-auiy appeared in its precision to hav.'
b.-en heavenly inspir.'d. The cudi.>nce was
<l.'»-piy mov.'d, and ri-spon-li-d with a
standing; ovation.

The aura lasted and the group did j n
encore, something that dm's not usual y
happen at this sort of concert. Their fir al
pi»^'t'L'. Vivaldi's "Concerto in F major I )r
V ioiin. " was a most satisfying end to a
superb evening.
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Lote Entries con be dropped off
today ot the Mini-Store in the
Student Union -

open 6 a.m. to
10 p.m. or coil to reserve space
665-0672 (keep trying).

'STUPENDOUS SWEETHEART
SNOWKACE"

F»b. 14, 1962
ot th* Mill Vollvy Country Club

Attention BSN Class of '82

The Air Force has a special
program for 1982 BSNs, If
selected, you can enter
duty soon after grraduation-
without waiting for the results
of your State Boards. To
qualify, you must have an
overall 3.0 GPA.

After commissioning, you'll
attend a five-month internship
at a major Air Force Facility.
It's an exceUent way to prepare
for the wide range of exper-
iences you'll have an Air
Force nurse officer. For more
information, contact:

MSgt. Ray Saccoccio
at (203) 745 2950

9rrat<K>yo>We

Orgasms For Sole

Now You Don't Hove to
Spend 4 Years

Without

One

Friday, February 12, 1982

WINES

&

LIQUORS

Kegs Always on Hand

Many Other

In Store Specials

a

253-5384

— SPECIALS
•^o'son $2.99/6pk
St. PauliGirl $3.85/6 pk
Dortmunder Kronen. $3.75/6 pk
^"bof'g $2.00/6pk
Busch 12 oz cans $7.99/case
Riunite Wine $2.49/fjfth
SI<ol Vodi<a $4.45/750 mi

338 College St., Amherst
Route 9 East

not responsible for typographical errors

COLLEGIAN
STAFF MEETING
Wednesday, February 17
Collegian Newsroom

Collegian 19

7:30
Refreshments will be served.

CABLE/VID&O
iJVt b fiPt

Ddily Proijt.dnmmy bt hudulfe

256-8433

Getanew
slantonmath
The Texas Instruments newTI.40 and TI-SS-II calculatorshave angled displays for easy-to-see-answers."

The slanted display makes these calculators
ea^sier to use at arm's length-and that's just the
begmnmg. The economical TI-40. with built-in
functions like trig, stat, logs, roots,
reciprocals and more, will help you'
through math and science courses-
especially since it comes with the
informative book, Understandinj?
Calculator Math.
The book explains how to use

the TI-40 to work through, and
understand, common probjems.

Ifyou're an advanced math
or science major, you'll be

more interested in the TI-55-II, which
comes uith the Calculator Decision-Makinir
Sourcebook. The TI-55-II features 56-step

programmability multiple memories,
scientific and statistical operations,

conversion factors and much
more-a total of 112 functions.

An extremely powerful cal-
culator, at an excellent price.
Both calculators have LCD
displays, long battery life

and fit right in your pocket.
TI-40andTI-55-II calcu-

lators. Two new slants on math
from Texas Instruments, r. -

Look for them wherever sT ijp^
calculators are sold. ^\S^
Texas Instruments

INCORPORATED

Good Times!
And l^oney Too!
When you work at

the Union Video Center
Work-Studey Jobs
Available, We Train
Call Irene 5-1336

Valentine s uay uaKes
shaped home made cake

fielivered to your Valentine!

, ONLY $4.00 6^^32"

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx °'' send payment to:
PS.. .1 LOVE YGUJCOXO ^P O. Box lOISl
xoxoxoxoxoxoxoxo, ^ Amherst. MA 01002

Giveevery
NEWBORN

the
advantage
Anarch of Dimes

Birth Defects Foundation

u f

:t::i^

Top of the (ampus
%staurai|t ai\.d Ipungel \\

STUDENT GOVERNMENTASSOCIATION

Saturday, February 13th

Valentines Day
Dance
with the

BC.3's

2 for 1 Dinner - Any 2 entrees for 312.95

5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Then Dance All Night!

9a

61.00 cover for customers arriving after 9 p.
For further information: 549-6000 exl. 639

m.

HAPPY HOUR
7 days and 7 nights

* * *
*4-V

•••••

Horsd'oevres lO-Midnlgrht

& Twofers Twofers

TWOFERS
on all rail liquors and drafts

plus discounts on all

liquors and beers
Proper ID a must
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141
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BEER

WINE
0-rADfu^

KEGS

LIQUORS

St. Pauli 13.95

Moosehead 1 1 .95

Molson Golden
] 10.35

Rolling Rock 12 pk cans 3.95
Pabst 12 oz N/R loose 7.20

Tuborg 12 oz n/r loose 6.95

Cella Rosato 15 4.29
Riunite iamb, bianco, rose 1.5 4.29
Folonari soave, bardo, valp 1.5 3.99
Cartier blanc de blanci.5 3.99
Villa Lambrusco 1.5 2.99
Delia Scalla Soave 15 3.59

E & J Brandy 750ml... 5.99
Skol Vodka 1 75 8.20
Gordon Vodka 1.75 9.49
Canadian Rare 1759.95

Windsor Canadian 1 75 1 1 .99

Canadian Mist 1 75 1 1 .99

Clan McGregor Scotch 175 10.95
Old Crow Bourbon 175 9.79

2S3-5595 10 a.m. till 1

// ^?'%

UMass

erst

p.m
not responsible for typographicalal errors m^m

* Woman's week
Continued from page 3

Debbie- I>ropper. a ser,ior psychology
rnajor who was one of the protesters, said

I:^JrJ;
•'''*''^'-'^ '^^' ^P*^^ker had beenscheduled .n an article in the Massachusetts

she believed the committee would not have
accepted the speaker if they understood the
distinction between having a Palestinianwoman speak, and a member of the PI O
speak.

Jacobs told the planners she thought thev
were making a "major mistake" in un
derestimating the campus response against
a speaker from the PLO. She said allowing
the I LO member to speak would be like
eg,t.m./,.ng a terrorist group by giving
them such a large public forum
IWW planner Linda Cohen said. "I hope

people will have some understanding
leople dont realize the difficulty in
planning. •'

After leaving the meeting. Jacobs told
the CoUrfjtav I think they could cancel any
time they wanted, and it would not be

?e»r;"\'"""^
a Palestinian woman tolepjaceher.

But planner Mimi Turchinetz later toldthe CoU,ytan. "I don't think that issomething we would consider doing. It issomething we decided as a commitfee at aprior lime. (Turchinetz claimed she was
not atl..mpting to speak for the whole
lommittee.)

However, she admitted the committeesaw It as a valid complaint
Jacobs said it would be very interesting

to hear a woman speak about women inArabian society, and much more ap-
pi opriate for women's week
Turchinetz also said "Maybe we didn't

address it as lully as we should have "

Ihe committee decided to form a task
lo'c-e to write a statement on the ac-cep ance ol the PLO speaker some timenext week.

irBOG
Continued from pngc r,

An $80,000 fire alarm system will
comprise almost half the cost of replacing

the Siudeni Union roof which was removed
last summ«T. C'ashman reported. Con
struction on the replacement will not begin
until this summer.
Jay Englander. a junior history major

lom Crabtree dormitory, was elected
treasurer to fill one of the boards elected
ollices which was vacated this semester due
to a resignation. Nominations for five other
ollices also were accepted.

In committee reports, the Governor's
Program Council thanked Harris for
allowing the Campus Center to remain open
Monday morning for the J. GeUs ticket line
and also thanked the students involved
claiming to have "never seen HOO people as
mellow as they were."
The Economic Development Committee

reportid plans to form a policy aimed at
preventing duplication of services by
businesses in the Student Union/Campus
Center complex.
The Food Service Committee reported

that progression on construction of the
Hatch should allow it to reopen by Feb. 22
and also outlined plans for a survey on the
Blue Wall seeking student preferences on
such Items as bands and brands of beers.

C2ll£gi^21

* Conte
Continued from page I

does not recognize the FDR and the FMLN
as legitimate repre.sen tatives of the people
of El Salvador," said the spokesperson for
the coalition.

The arrests, which started after the coali-
tion was asked to leave the office, were
conducted in an "orderly manner." said
Holyoke Police Officer John Craven.

"1 was over there at the time of the ar-
rests and they were well liehaved." he said.

The majority of those arrested were
released last night on personal
recognizance, with no bail charged. Craven
said.

A few of those arrested chose to stay
overnight rather than pay the $ir, relea-s^-
tee charged to ever processing costs after
4 pm.. Craven said.

We don't buiid them to last. I

BULKIEROLL

LETTUCE
ONION
TO/AATD
SWISS CHEESE
I/APOQT1ED HA/A

DIJON /AUS7AUD

But we do build each one to exact specs, so you'll enjoy every bite

Snee"!T '''''''' ^^*"^*^ ^^^ ' '''' -ndLi'eHis.t''"

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN
Amherst Carriage Shops 549^314

-^rivepscape

Sixth Annual
Valentine's Celebration

20% to 50% OFF
STOREWIDE SALE
20%offl4Kgoldgemstone

earrings & pendants
(ruhy. ,„wra/,l. sapphire, diamond

i

Other selected itemlup to 50% off

Select a unique Valentine's Day Gift
from our wide collection of designs.

silverscope' =;?^r^;:^.

III! ^! I.LOWHOrsi
26^ N. I'l,..,s,„„ si

25:!..«24
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TBN BUCK5r
THATSAum

- opmseAFCR
o TBNBUCKSf

FAuunoun

OUT, SIR.

UJOK.LSTs WM.SlR.APeAL
KKOerJHB ISAPeALiU£-
UKUTUING, MVeOUR-RBPU-
FeUAH! -mis NATION TO CON-
IS AN INSULTI 5/^^15^ HEg£

.

^^f^^ miT-PO/SHASAN
BNJtmBLa CHARTER, I'M SORB
I^^U im<a IT UP TO US IN THB
(^-OFMoum oemijimfr Lefs
JUST THINK OF THIS RUN AS A
Lossim^R- —

By Gary Trudeau CROSSWORD

L5APeR'

ABOARP, TAK5A
SIR CANI deSRIF
GeTYOU WUHAVB
ANYTH/NG? ON^.

Edited by Marfaret Farrar and Trud* Jaffe

UNDER THE INFLUENCE
(pB^^^Uteia^ .

By M. Joyce

^ Systems

Monday only.

1^ loiTOst prices ofthe year.
Open9:OOa.m. to 10:00p.m.

ACROSS
1 Young rhinoceros
5 Root or weed

10 Touch lightly

14 Employer
15 Music drama
16 Seeger
17 Trigonometry

function
18 Stair section
19 Small bills

20 Filbert

22 Miscues
24 Judge
25 Took a seat
26 Marzipan

ingredient

29 Roasted snacks
33 Dolphin s home
34 of

contention
35 Word for

cautionaries
37 Corn product
38 Sea nymphs
41 Murray or West
42 Minute thing
44 Radicals
45 Turns pages
47 Peanuts
49 Topping item
50 Head covering
51 virumque

cano"

1052 Swimwear
55 Roasted item
59 Butter substitute
60 Ankle bone
62 Saarinen of

architecture

63 Nothing, to

Mitterand
64 Happening
65 Indian musical

pattern

66 Solidifies

67 Screens
68 Hastened

2

3

DOWN
Ancient African
kingdom
Continent
German scientist

concerned with
physical law

4 Independence
5 Treated as a

brisket

6 Poppy product
7 For fear that

8 Rage
9 Fondled

11

12

13

21

23

26
27

28
29
30

31

32
34

36

39

40
43
46
48
49
51

52
53

54

55

56
57

56
61

Wore osten
tatiously

Game like bingo
Road to Rome
Army repast

Historic 1917
figure

Cheer
Iowa college town
Chinese weight
Tosca s beloved
Campus group
Cuckoos
Adult

Muddle
Rabbit or fox

Make certain

Religious

recluses

Explosive noises
Brews
Beetles

Prohibition

Extracts

Searching for

game
Tennis great

Nastase of tennis
Ship stabilizer

Musical sign

Low tide

Egg on
Amphibian
Bird Prefix

^^^ Save $90!

R^D 'i?i^'l°^ 20 watt/channet receiver
°y" 'l^5» 8 2-way speakers
BSR 62 belt-drive, auto-shutoM turntableAUC magnetic cartridge

"•• Save $1871

cDi\° ^^'^ ^ watt/Channel receiver

iurM^,'°P'''^*®'^ bookshelf speakers
JVC LA-21 top-rated belt-drive auto-

shutotf turntable
Audio-technica AT-70 cartridge

^^9 Save $251!
J\IC RS-33 40 waft/channel receiver with

5-band equalizer
KLH 150 3-way state-of-the-art speakers
Hitachi HT-20 belt-drive, auto-shutoff

turntable

Shure 200E elliptical cartridge

%^ Furniture
Technics 5 1 equipment cabinet glass
doors, walnut vinyl finish
Save $40'

J49JVC LK-445 equipment cabinet glass
ooors. casters, walnut vinyl finish
Save $70! 5^29

Speaker stands, lift your speakers off the
floor for better sound and looks
Sawe*6/pr'

(or) Si 9O Sullivan CT-707 computer table walnut
vinyl finish Save $39' $99

Audio-Technica ATH-1 lightweight
stereo headphones Save $9' sir

Sony MDR-3 famous super lightweight
stereo headphones Save$iv $24AKG K-140 studio-qualify lightweight
stereo headphones Save $20i $29

'^T.rnLKL^'*^"-'^^'"^-
aufO-ShutOf^ ^turntable Save $30! ^gg

Technics direct-drive, auto-shutotf
turntable Save $40' coo

Pioneer PL-5 quartz-lock, direct-drive
automatic turntable Saw i 77' *qq

Dual 1258 deluxe belt-drive, multiple-
play turntable Sai^e $40! $109

I

••i^*».^»ti

Tape Decks jgS S^ Loudspeak^ M^

Onkyo T-05 AM/FM stereo tuner
Save $40! g^Onkyo A-05 20 watt/channel integratedamp Save $50! ^ „qSamsung 3490 35 w/ch AM/FM sterw,
receiver Sai^e «/' %*na

Technics 30 watt/channel
receiver Save $40! tiso

Toshiba SA-5000 top-rated 50 w/ch
receiver Saw * TOO' hcm

JVC RS-77 60 w/ch receiver, digital
preset tuning. 5-band equalizer
Save $150' --qq

^i!^M "h°°
'°-^^'^ ^'^^ equalizer

lighted controls Save $29' $99

Teac V-30 cassette deck, metal tape
LED meters Save $89' sqq

Sony TCF-X20 cassette deck Ddby'
2 motors Save J30' •iea

Technics RSM-260 3-head cassette
deck, sott-touch control
Save 5/00' m^aa

Hitachi D-E65 3-head cassette deck
full solenoid control Save $100' $249Tape deck maintenance kit, includes Teac
cleaning kit pkjs TDK univefsal cassettehead demagoetizer S«vo*rO' $22

EPI A-70 top-rated 2-way bookshelf
speaker Save $80/pri /ga 1 S3PKLH 160 state-of-the-art 2-way tl^ok
shelf speaker Save *742/pr' (ea )S69

H.tachi 3121 high-effic.en<^ i2.,nch
3-way speaker
S«vBf;oo/pr/ featifto

Infinity RSa audiophile-quality 2-wav
bookshelf speaker
Sav»$120/pri (eatailoOvn C2 classic. best-selHng 3-w|y
speaker in genuine walnut finish
SavB$U2/pff (ea)$239

19" solid-state color TV, great picture

'^J?!^'^'^^^^ Specialpurchase' $259RCA VT-190 2/4/6-hour VHS video
recorder with 24-hour timer, remote
pause Our lowest price ever! $499

LTN
:/

Mura Model 6 pocket-sized stereo FM

Sa^$20!
''^^^''^'^ht headphones

Sony Walkman n pocket-sized stereo***
cassette player with lightweight
headphones Cave $60' $99KLH Solo high-penormance pocket-sized
cassette player with stereo FM
Save $60! ^.^

Samsung ST-3 10 full-sized AM/FM stereo
cassette recorder Amazinq'
Stve $40! ^ ^^

Hitachi 7200 full-sized AM/FM stereo
cassette recorder New model'

$119

$129

Pioneer KP-101
1 AM/FM stereo cassette

player, fits most cars Save J70' S7a
Jensen R-210 AM/FM stereo cassette

player, pushbutton tuning Fits
most cars Save $40'

Mitsubishi RX-723 AM/FM stereo
cassette player, fits most cars
Save $50'

Magnadyne 6x9-inch. 3-way car
speaker. 20 oz magnet
Save $25/pr> (ea ) $14 95

Pioneer TS-107 4 full-range car
speaker Save J20/pr' (ea)$14

Sony XS-211 4 ouat cone car speaker
slim mount Save 5; 6/p/-' (ea ) $13Jensen 1041 coaxial car speaker with
5 woofer Sai'e SSO/pr' (ea ) $24

TDK SA-C90 cassette tape
^^" 12for«-Vi

TDK T-120 6-hour VHS video tape
Save $50' 10»or$13O

Sony L-750 4 5-hour Beta video tape
Sa^^i^O' 10 for $140

^ Cartridges

Audio-Technica AT-70 cartridge for
budget turntables Save $10' $9 95Shure M-95ED cartridge for quality
turntables Save $30' *iq qc

ADC Integra 135QE cartridge with low

co^^^o^o","^^®"
'°' S-shaped arms

^«*^"9'
$29,95

oestselecuon Allpower ralmgipe,F1c Nodealersplease lnlermed,ale msrkdowns may have b^enlaKen Not responsible lor r„,spr,nis

I

BURLINGTON, CANAL STREET
COMM. AVE

, DEDHAM,
FRAMINGHAM, HANOVER

HYANNIS, MANCHESTER NH
MT. AUBURN ST A WORCESTER

STORES ONLY.
JVC HR-2200U/TU2200 portable

VHS video recorder with tuner/
timer and CB-P22 carry
case Save $360! $999

JVC GX-88 deluxe video camera
Use with JVC 2200 (above)
to make home movies with
sound at low cost!
Save 1/5/' ^799

•Magnavox Odyssey II video game
Save $50! t\^

•Magnavox Odyssey video game
cartridges Save* /Oea' (ea)$1S

Akai VS-1 deluxe VHS video
recorder, 4 heads, search
remote, 2-week timer
Save $250! $799

Memorex T-120 6-hour VHS video
tape Save J60' 10 for $120

Save $200 oft our already-low prices
on all large-screen projection tele-
visions in stock'

• Umiled guanhtres Not available m all stores

Happy Valentine 's Day
from the

ime •:•

isa

WEATHER
Mass.. R.I., Conn. —

Sunny and cold today.
High in the 20s. Fair
tonight. Low again 5 below
to 10 above inland and in

the teens along the coast.
Tomorrow becoming
cloudy with a chance of
snow beginning during the
afternoon. High again in
the 20s.

DC MENU
Friday

^ teehhifi^
Better price. Better advice.

y/SA' 15 East Pleasant Street, Amherst 253-31

Computers and^^ new products

^^w!?h^h.'^r^
"'''^'? co^iPoser, portablewith built-in speaker

Save $20' --_
Casio MT-40 deluxe electronic music

composer Save 550' $1=0
Commodore VIC-20 full-color home

computer, programmable, BASIC builf-la plays great games Complete withJ software cassettes Save J30' $26qCommodore 1515 printer for use w.th

abt'ln?^"?
'able radio, deta"''

turntable and tape deck Save $48' $99

FRESHTASTIKS
(House Specialty)

A new and exciting experience.
A tremendous array of fresh
vegetables, soup, fruits,
desserts, breads, cole slaw,
potato salad, guaranteed to test
your creativity. A taste for
everyone - try as much as you
'ike.

Steak Medallion
j

Dinner
j

$3.50 !

.'^^T-*
r

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Tuna Oriental

BASICS LUNCH
Lentil Spinach Stew

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

\

tS"
m^ir-

DINNER BASICS DINNER
uTi Beef Strudel/Gravy Stir Fry Vegetables
Baked Cod/Lemon Sauce and Tofu
Eggs and Sharp Cheese Baked Cod/Lemon Sauce

Cold Plate

Saturday

\

K Taste Tme New )I Chopped Steak
Dinner

00

Includes Bonanza s jamous
Steak Medallion Dinner, choice

ofpotato, and all you can eat at

ourfabulous Freshtastiks Salad
Bar! Coupon expires Feb. 28

Route 9, Hadley, MA

WM-
I $3.50

Includes Bonanza's famous
chopped steak dinner, choice of
potato, and all you can eat at
ourfabulous Freshtastiks Salad
Bar! Coupon expires Feb. 28

^^^^^^w/f .9. Hadlei^, MA

BRUNCH: 10:00-1:30

Scrambled Eggs
Breakfast Sausage

Corned Beef Sandwich
on Rye

Swiss and Bacon Squares

DINNER: 4:00-7:00

Roast Top Round of

Beef/Gravy
Ham Steak/Glazed
Pineapple SJices

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Sunday

j^itii^^t^VU^^auSM^M^^^

BRUNCH: 10:00-1:30

Omelet
Boiled Eggs
Bacon Slices

Fish in Batter/Tartar

Sauce
Fiesta Rice and Cheese

DINNER: 4:00-7:00

Baked Chicken
Breaded Veal Pattie/

Tomato Sauce
Zucchini Parmesan

r*-*V*1*V*Tt^V*'4 A'*l» A'.A'A-*'*'* 4-»«*'*VA4«»Mk»»%^^.*.^%,
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REWARD
I

Lost tan wallet. Sen-
j

ti mental value. Please J

return to Collegian i

front desk or in forma-
j

tion desk at CC Con-
j

course or call 545-,Sr>0(). I

No questions asked!
J

(

Collegian

Classifieds

reach
over

25,000
readers
daily!

m^.

The Central Vermont Railway is
offering a cash reward of $2,500
for information leading to the ar-
rest and conviction of anyone
responsible for vandalizing a
switch at Northfleld. Mass. on
November 24. 1981 and resulting in
a serious derailment.

Please call the State Police at
Shelburne Falls, 413-625-6311 or
call collect Lt. Steve Strong,
802 254 5934.

If PUT YOUR
II SCIENTIFIC OR
II ENGINEERING

II
DEGREE TO WORK

If uouVe a de^ee randiciafc
who wouJd like to embark on
a futureonented scicntihc or
•n^neenng career then con
sidcr the Dniied States Air
Force It s or>e of the hnest
opportunities m the nation
Completion o< our three

month Officer Training
School nets you an officers
commission and laur^ches
S«J mto a career that's geared
lc» tomcrrow, CXir equipment
IS among the finest, our
working conditions are ex
celleni and our benefits
package unmatched Find
out about a space age service
from vour nearest Air Forcv
recruiter

MANOA«iN ttlCMUIN CUISINI

"T)(eB(»iCluKi»eF«iMl"

Every Sunday 11:30-3:00
SUNDAY BRUNCH

A special selection of your favonte
Chinese foods

All for 4.95 per serving

8un.-TlHirt. 11:30 •.m.- 10:00 p.m.

Fri. i Sat. 11:30 •.m.-11:00 pjn.

-S.^™®*^®^" ^^
• 3* ^oute 9. Amherst

25«-0251 256-0252

OAMCIMG LAPORiu/A

ThE Awesome AIternatjve
3f18 CXDMFONErsrr SPEAKERS
^1150 WATTS OF QUALITY

RBCCDRDED MUBC
^ LOTS OF LIGHTS
4 FINEST DJS As/AILABLE

.^^

I
/• HOT-L WARREN • 'V

' <fALL THE DEEK *%
^

This Weekend
We Love New York
anyone with a NY ID

gets in

FREE more states
to come"

4> rou CAN DRINK!"^
I

(cold 12 oz. Mugs - Draft)

1^ with this ad and College ID
I ^<<r/sSouth Deerfield Center 665-8757

I — ___2j2!
'^'s °**e'' expires March 1. 1982 6t.^

VALENTINE DRINK SPECIALS
:apecodders qd
INK LADIES ..".'.'.'.".'..".'.

95c

LIQUORS
18 Main St Downtown Amherst 253-5441

i^UdWeiSer 12 oz cans S.SSZoase
MolSOn beer. ale. golden....2.99/6 pk
Old Milwaukeereg or light

-•.•••- 3.49/12 pkGm & Vodka 80° 5.45/ l
Soave Valp. Bard.i.99/.«n^.

— Saturday Night Only —
WEEKEND DRINK SPECIALS

KANGAROO KICK 95c
MILLER/MILLER LITE bot. . 75c

Proper Dress Required
• No T-shirts or Jerseys

* No Dungarees

POSITIVE I.D. REQUIRED
AT THE CORNER OP-

UNIVERSITY DR. & RTE 9
286-8605

TAX SERVICES

State and Federal Taxes Prepared
reliably. Very reasonale rates. Call
Jonathan 253-9672

TRAVEL

Spring Break Florida & Bermuda
Cheapest prices on campus call 549-1835

FREE TRAVEL BACK FROM FLORIDA
drive cars thru US Government Agency
Mar 1 May 31 call Doug 546-8184

VALENTINE IN PARADIST
Tickets available for the Counts Rock and
Roll Spectacular featuring Leper's St
Valentines Day Massacre February 14

367-9356 evenings

V.D. BALLOONS
Say "Happy Valentine's day "

with amylar balloon from Zippo Inc $3 25 in
cUgies^free delivery an'y^here"V'camp'^s

Food Science and Nutrition 130 text
wanted to buy or barter call 586-8427 earlyAM or late PM Julie

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith'
^5 No. Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Friday, F>hruary 12, 19H2

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Collegj^jl

• Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJs are for your p^rtTi^,?^-
mation available with Randv546-7ni-^

AIRHEDS"

AIRHEDS
Costumed Couriers
Delightfully Deliver
Balloon Bouquets
See Katie or Fern on the

UMass Concourse
Wed, Thurs. Fri

•'-lI^yl^Lli^l^^liioisalejft 5 665 2301
Genuine Yucatan Hammock^lii^h^
ty, matrimonials
546-4210

40 Doubles 25 David

ART & LISA

Artsie and Lisa - Have a sparkling Valen-
tine s Day Love ya - Lester

a-^^F^^e^t^l^^^ call

''<*a Banjo w/case brand new cond $200neg call Nat 549 5917

Fresh Oysters
586 5214

LOST

for sale reasonable

AUDIO

rI^^'^^,^^"°? ^'''''"9 ^586 like new
Call 666-7717 for info, wil l talk

Pioneer FM cassette tape deck for auto
two Jensen coaxial speakers $85 excellent
condition 549-4488

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 Datsun 200SX new tires, shocks and
muffler, AM/FM stereo, excellent condi-
tion 3800 call 1-737-7580 or 546 8339
1973 Austin Marina 4 dr compact, gd gas I

mileage, dependable transportation 68 000
mi $700 546 3203 or 546-4911

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder
good condition, has FM cassette deck $745
549-4488

7*^®'' ^ay^rli^k^s (in pairs) call after
7^30 pm 6-4296

549-/^76''
"^'^^^^^^^^^^^o^^^ o^B~d M^k

TTjT^rTGinpi^^i^i^^^
D-1139 best offer

S'h^cassette^deck, Technics receiver
and turntable, microacoustics speakers ex-
c^'!?!!L^ond^549-4781^ftei^^

•{ijOeils Tix sec 6 80 6 -7604

Th^'j^G^iiTB^^^d^D^;?? miis thiri;;^t
tickets for sale BO 546 5149

^^^^^^^f^t^lVs^^^di^r^xi ft excdii^t
condition, $60 Bill 549-6495

Black artdeco cigarette case/lighter
Lost^round BOC $25 reward 549-63^
Brown T^^Th^ cap lost around
Christmastime $25 reward 253 5124

?cn)^"
wallet importa^nTirnmigrati^iD

950.00 reward Abbass Bozorg 549-2741
Tan & brown western svveater lost at

£fr^o^o^^' ^^* ^' ^®"^- ^a'ue, reward call
046-9533, no questions asked
LOST: P-coat and recorder (wooden flute)
Please call Steve Beeber 665 3963
Handknit ski hat offwhite ^browr71tit-
ching possibly near Chen or on bus extreme
sentimental value. Return greatly ao-
preciated Les 253 5237

Happy Valentines Day to my Susie-Q
from your square bum. Love you 2 Franny
Gail - Thanks so much for doing all the
Valentines. You saved me from a nervous
breakdown for sure! Have a Happy Valen
tine's Day. Love, Faye

PIERPONT 4TH ARTIE'S AREA
Hey thanks for everything even the 7
Love Lester

PREGNANT?

LOST COAT
Lost sheepskin coat on line for J Geils
tickets in CC if found call Dave in SW
6-9669

Are you pregnant and a student? The
Colegian Womens Dept needs your input
for an article on motherhood. Please call
ASAP Kelly or Lisa 545-3500

PROJECTIONIST WANTED

MAIDEN VOYAGE
The areas best inlljgh Energy Rock and
oLo o™ information or bookings call
^oo-8573

Projectionist wanted - experience with
16mm projector, 5 10 hours/week. Work-
study preferred. Call 545-2145 or go to
Room 404 SUB

RESIDENT ASSISTANTS

73 Capri strong V6 engine, 4 speed new
clutch, needs body work 350$ 586-6341
John

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
1966 Plymouth Valiant new engine good
condition 350 Claudia 253 9302
74 Subaru excellent
79,000 Alex 549-5347

Found Gloves. SBA 2/2 call 665-7590

FT. LAUDERDALE

running, AM FM

BOARDERS WANTED
Boarders wanted in Delta Chi Frat for
spririg. Good food and social life. Call

UMASS! Party in Ft. Lauderdale. Travel
roundtrip by Trailways motor-coach Stay
in a top quality beachfront hotel. Special
P^^jes and great deals on meals. A bargain
at $279 quad occupancy. No hidden costs
call today and make your reservations. Call

^9^9-5519 or Pam 546-8865 Sharon

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTIM

Therapist-Researchers working to
develop ways of better understanding and
helping those men whose lives have been
affected by the rape of someone close to
them <,e. husbands, brothers, friends
fathers, roommates, sons) We would
welcome any help from any man who has
had this experience. Please phone or write
Bob Samuels or Madeline Wagner
UMass, Tobin Hall 545-0499, 586-8327'
253-9537

Are you Interested in personal growth?
If you love working with children and are
available from 6/22-8/22/82 write: Camp
Wayne, 12 Allevard Lido Beach, N.Y. 11561
and include your school phone number

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Long Island or New York
City on Friday Feb 12 546-9612

Ride needed to • any ski
weekend call Judy 546-8134

area this

Will pay driver with car to deliver food for
party and one passenger to Fairhaven
Mass Fri or Sat 549 5395

MOVING SERVICES

HELP WANTED

CAPE COD RENTAL
West Yarmouth Seagull Beach six
rooms, 4 bedrooms 1

'/, baths Memorial
Day thru Labor Day, also four room duplex
2 bedroom sleeps 4 253-7436

ENTERTAINMENT
Rackadisc Disc Jockeys are back Let us
DJ your party. Randy 546-7013

Take your sweetheart to see 'The King
of Hearts"! Thurs. Feb 11th CCA 7 9 11
$1.00 '

'

Valentine's Day Party! Dance with DJ
Newman Center Saturday 9 pm - 1 am all
are welcome

ECKANKAR - a way of life. Write P.O.
Box 283, Amherst, MA 01004

Ric Thanks, you're the best roomie love so.
Me!!

SGO Thanks for everything I love you MRS
UMASS SKI CLUB

Goes Down
to

Ft Lauderdale Spring Break
8 days 7 nights hotel W29

trans available by plane, bus, carpool
office hours M-F11-3 545 3437

SUE FROM MICROBIOLOGY OF
CANCER FALL 81 PLEASE I WANT MY
NOTES BACK. CALL GAIL AT 6 1256

Four Center Patterson I miss and love
you Donna Doobie

Virginia, Herman says he loves you and
wishes you a very Happy Birthday, Hubba
Hubba

Pam: Here's to dancin' and romancin' at
Joey D's Gary

To my Onnie "Baby I love you" your sister

Donna

Peter-the-excripple-Happy 20th Birthday!
Love MT and MH
Happy Birthday Moira! Have a good one.
Love, the minxes

Lisa K Please talk to Mike S before it is to
late and he does something crazy

FOR RENT

Valuable work experience Work study
jobs available as telephone interviewers for
Project Pulse on Wednesday nights. Apply
to 229 Whitmore

.

Overseas Jobs - Summer/ Year Round
Europe, So. America, Australia, Asia All
fields. $550$ 1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52 MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Carpentry and painting, part time. Daniel
Smith, 25 N. Pleasant, Amherst, 256-071

Collegian Jobs: We need two associate
News Editors. Hard work, low pay, but
great experience. Reporting experierice a
must, editing helpful, energy necessary
We'll train, if needed. Apply before Feb 25
to Ed Levine in the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center. An equal opportunity employer

Be a video bum and get payed for It

work-study jobs available at the Union
Video Center call Irene 5-1336

Students wanted for sales, good com
flexible hours call 256-0721

JOBS IN ALASKA! $800-200 monthly! All
fields -parks, fisheries, oil, industry and
more! 1982 employer listings, information
guide. $4.95 Alasco, PO Box 60152 Sun-
nyvale, CA 94088

Recycling Project W/S jobs available
apply in person. Contact Bill Ennen 306
SUB 5-0618

Will pay driver with car to deliver food for
party and one passenger to Fairhaven
Mass. Fri. or Sat. 549-5395

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.

Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/ UMass Performing
Arts Division

Fast, dependable service & reasonable
rates. Local or within 50 miles. For free
estimate call 549-3568

MS DANCE MARATHON
It's happening. .

March 5th and 6th.

.It's happening again

RIDERS WANTED
Rorida Bound Mar 18 return March 28
seek riders to share driving expenses Mike
527-2458

ROOMMATE WANTED

PARTY 2-NITE

Alpha Delta Phi rush parties are backi
Refreshments flow at 8:00 pm. Take any
Orchard Hill bus to Frat/Sor Park or call
549-4443 for info

PAUL CROWLEY

Apt sharing Belchertown Center busrte
MF 142 + 323-5784 after 10 pm or 1 pm to 9
pm 323-631 1 ext 240 ask for Cliff

Male nonsmoker to share bedroom in
Rolling Green $88 - month utilities included
253-9431

Happy Birthday to a real sweetie on
Valentines Day, love Marianne Lori and
Robin

PERSONALS

JAMES TAYLOR TICKETS

For Friday, Feb. 12 For more info call

6-6636

Give your Valentine good luck forever.
Authentic maili leaves from Hawaii. On the
Concourse by the Bluewall. Aloha .

Western Dance: Fun night of Western
dancing. Come down and join us. Admis-
sion free. Commonwealth room (Ear-
thfoods) Feb. 16, 8 pm
Don't go down with just anyone

Go down with UMass Ski Club
To all University men you are cordially in
vited to Open Rush at Lambda Chi Alpha
Feb 11 8:00 pm Feb 16, 17 9:00 pm
New Political Science Association star-
ting up this weekend to debate state and
national issues and to examine candidates
for upcoming elections - meeting Sat 12:00
am in Mackimmie Dorm lounge - for more
info call Dave at 6-9722 all Polisci majors en-
couraged - all majors accepted

UMASS SKI CLUB
Sat Trip to Stowe, VT $19

$9 deposit
Office Hour M-F11-3 545-3437
Blues Band needs Bass player & lead
guitarist into Cotton, Geils, Waters etc call
546-9804

Roommate wanted 1 male to share bdrm
in Southwood Apt 90$ inci heat call Rick
253-9579

Your own in Belchertown negotiable rent
we're desperate call 323-7774

Female to share bedroom Brittany
Manor $105 heat incI 253-5845 after 6:00
Rooms in Fraternity Reasonable price
comfortable call 256 6802

Own room in 2 bedroom Riverglade
Apt. on bus route $150 plus utilities. Call
Kh ris at 256-0524 keep trying

Considerate, mature, responsible
nonsmoker to share S. Deerfield apart-
ment on bus route 100 -h utilities call
665-7924

Share 3 bdrm house with 1 M 1 F, Pelham
4 mi to UMass $130 -(- washer-dryer
woodstove, big family room 253-3760

SATURDAY NIGHT
Dance, Food, Drink. Valentines Party
Newman Center Saturday 9 pm - 1 am you
are invited!

SENIORS/GRADUATE STUDENTS
Seniors/Graduate students need help
with resume writing, Call Career Prepara-
tions, 358 North Pleasant St., available
weekends Ph 549-5727

SERVICES

J GEILS

Two excellent tickets for sale best offer
call Steve 6-8211

Rooms still available in ADP for spring
semester, excellent food. Call 549-6524 for

info.

J. GEILS/JAMES TAYLOR

I have 2 J. Geils tickets for sale or will

trade them for two James Taylor tickets.
Will also buy James Taylor tickets call

546-8722

FOR SALE

Heavy Bag brand new 70 lbs. Everlast,
blue teflon $80 or BO call Mike 549 1233

Sneakers men's
name brand;

and women's; quality

deal call Mike 549-

KILLINGTON

Super Ski Weekend March 19 21 Free
beer and wine party $79.95 modern lodge
accomodations contact Angle 546-6140 or

Bruwsters you guys are something else. I

love you Doc
Happy 21st Birthday Erin - Get psyched
to party. Love Nancy and Becky
Elvira: Happy Birthday to a great room-
mate, a damn good friend, and a hell of a
hoser. Love, Elvira

Snow you are a great friend and room
mate. Thanks . Donna

Cutie! Happy Valentine's Day! All my love
now and always! Your Pinecone
Dearest Kavie, Perhaps I do have ex
perJence in long distant relationships, but
Its time you gave it a whirl! Love, the
unemployed jazz dancer. PS. Smith can
offer you free beer, food and women but I

have more worthwhile qua lities

Stevie, Happy Valentines Day! I wub you
very much! Love, Mousie

Couples Recovering From Rape
f herapeautic group for couples to work on
interpersonal aspects of recovering from
rape. 10 weeks. Sliding fee scale. Male &
female co therapists. Psychological Ser-
vices Center, UMass 545-0041

Expert repairs on all portable appliances
and sewing machines. Kentfield Hardware
253-7161

Typing 4c a line Some overnite service call
at 549-4595

Research Consulting by Ph.D.
Psychologist Advice on research designs
statistical analysis by computer. Robert
Alexander 253-5262

"Need a hair cuT? I have the sciss^"
Call PI LA for the complete cut 546-4015

SINGING VALENTINE

Performed/Delivered $8.00 by arrange-
ment, call J.B. 253 9818 before 8:PM
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Say something loving on February 14.

Valentine's DayCards

Dec<prdti^

Partywarel

•4^ ^^.^>

Doxed Cords
//I

,^

Gift:
r"'

,

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORED

Open
M-F 9-5

WAITING FOR SPRING - A pair of trees patienuTwVtJor'wJrr;
weather on North Une, Hadley yesterday.

an evening with
presents

M
Mmm

ON SALE TODAY
KING

March 1st 1932

with the UMass

Umies: 6.50, 7.50
Gen Pub: 8.00, 9.00

Umles: 7.00. 8.00
Gen Pub: 8.50, 9.50

CMS , CRIMSON
Union Records Un.td. » FAC Box Office . Fq. ,h« P...,. p^ces . Ticketron

«

James Taylor Tonight
FINE ARTS CENTER Enjoy! UPC

'mmmm uwmtrmmmM '•*v^t^r<^v»p»Tir^^iis:'.r^i*ifiimt*fkit»mmmmm ^ SaHHsAajtAsfx^ i^i
.y.T.^y

Friday, February 12 , 1982

* Boyden
Continued from page 2H

'

a basketball enthusiast can hp at \^.^^^
and survive in this mini-civiliS,i„„ ,T

"""'"'= ^' ^""^
full courts and all it iA^luZtiJl^tiT^^^^ "'"' '"''

your student ID or a guest Ms, 2.^ ^ '**'""""« "'

for a n-ere dollar ,a„d^T^^^t^ZZ^:^:;::

lev'i'JtaTnfA^^ratTSr^^" *'*"

-

it automaticallv becomes clearThTtTk r !"."'" »"" *«"•

the nght are for thel^'^StllXr Fr'uite

r^i^'b^^LTi^LThV^S^XTsr^-^^^

Basketball players love to be watched when thev areplaying at the top of their game The first cnMrf!n fi,
right is the only court with sSnds alongside tC^d^ nes'Th.s means that when a player dribbles In^hind h^s Sand then soars in for a dunk (yes 3ome players can evendunk!

.
there will be people there tb howl and yelland b^just plain impressed. "Boyden Gyn^Rats" like to imprest

If someone out there is a baske(|ball nut and finds thisway of life particularly interesting, here are a few quick
tips for you: MUl^,^

1) If you haven't played in a while, don't try for the

tou'r^r?;'"^^'
'^^^- ^^ y^" ^^ «"^ ^heir beforeyou re ready, every one of the guys you playedwith will remember you for those four airballs you

2) Once you do get out there, act really mad when
your shots don't go in. Look at your hands like
there is something wrong with them or limp (Peo-
ple will catch on after a while though so if
necessary pray)

.

3) Never call an offensive foul, traveling on a

J^^r?^' "; ^. "'"^ ^"^ «f ^'^""ds sifuationnobody likes playing with a referee.

4) Whenever it is possible to do something fancy by
all means do it. The whole idea is to have a good
time anyway.

So. when next you see a basketball hung underneath thearm of someone who looks like he is being called onward
by an unseen piper towards the Boyden Gymnasium, don't
feel bad for him because he's going to miss the afternoon
soap operas. That creature is a "Boyden Gym Rat" and
he s doing what he likes to do most.

i2JiegUlQ 27

nS^lLi;.Z^:y^l7%^X'^
«"'«»^'"^ *«-»^ ^« - ace serve in the U.S. National Ind:;;:Tet

r DON'T DUY STEREO
AT THOSE OTHER
WASHINGTON'S

BIRTHDAY SALES.

COME TO
INNOVATIONS.

Everything on Sale

Monday, Feb. 15

Store Open 10 am - 10 pm

INNOVA TIONS
259 Triangle St.

Full in-store
Amherst

Repair Service 549 4883

FOUR SEASONS
Molson Golden

^.s 9.99
RollmgRock

NRbts6.99
Moosehead Beer b.s 11.99

Skol Vodka & Gin 175 3.49
Southern Comfort

l, 8.99
Old Crow Bourbon 1,75 10.99
Smirnoff Vodka ,75 12.99
Leroux Coffee Brandy ........... lt 7.49

Premat Pinot Noir 750 mi 2.49

ANDRE CHAMPAGNE 75o2.99

(A Great Valentine's Day Gift)

OPEN WASHINGTOIM'S BIRTHDAY 9-11

Open 10 AM to 11 PM
in front of the Malls ^

h - Wines/Liquors i
^

%^ rtP-9,hadle\;ma./584-8174 k|

^>- •
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GW wears
hoopmen out
By JIM FLOYD
CoHegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts basketball team stillstH-ms to remain a couple of big men away from haTm
'

acomb,natK>n of ballplayers capable of winning c^nsSly

This point was made again as George Washington

nik'tri^l nSl.*^'* '!"' Minutemen out in WedneSay
night s 79 65 UM bss to the Colonials at Washington D.C.

^iIJ^^ *^^^ '**'''' '*'''*" «f"y* ^'8
" *"<* over and use 12players and just wear you down." said McUughUnrhisteam s record fell to 7 14,

^"gnun as nis

In^^ ^ the Colonials at the outset of the second halfproved too much for ihe hoopsters to oven-ome

Hxl by outstandmg pt>rformances' by freshmen Hnr^tlNeysmuh and Donald Russ^WI. according to McLaugh^n

•Donny Russell and Horace Neysmith are playing as wellas any two freshmen around." McLaughlin s^d

Russell shot 7 for 15 from the floor and a perfect 8 for 8from the free throw hne en route to a 22.point^we^ng. Not

or 6 from ?h''
';^'''.''^^'\^^ ^ ^or 13 from the field^and 3for 6 froni t he char.ty stnpe for 17 points of his own. whichhe coupled with 8 rebounds.

The Minutemen will be lookini? tn •,«» ha«L •

track Saturday when th^yTraTd t^R^^ r
? '.'""'"'"^

mmmi^ I

The University of Massachusetts women's
basketball team will host Princeton University at
the Curry Hicks Cage tonight at 7:30 p.m.
Also, the UMass men's gymnastics team will

meet Cortland State University at 2 p.m at
Boyden Auxilary Gym.

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

bo^iVs dre.'^*" ^u'^
^''"P^^ "f '^^"^ ^''"ost every dav

sion of plr^^se ^ "''''^ '"^^''^ ^^^''- «*" ver-

"You can catch a glimpse of them almost
every day...walking briskly tmvard their
own version ofparadise. "

Ît^iser To some people paradise is having a lot of

•^ kL !• r "'• ^ *^^ particular creatures paradise
.8 heading towards the Boyden gymnasium aSt^
after afternoon and playing one game of basketball after
another game game of basketball until they are so tired
they can hardly walk.

ii.e«e creauires are the "Boyden Gym Rats."Make no mistake about it, though, these aren't vo..raverage ex-athletes who are simplj rjinrt^un oTfaP^nd or two of excess fat gained over i^te^ession Xn
the tube. These guys work at being basketball players and

rniVr- ITD T^f^n r^,,r^
<""»«•• ph«lo bv Kirk V.|d„i,

(r^u!!^ y^ FOR TWO ~ UM's Bobbv Braun

rvH \^"k ."'* * '****^ •" Monday's 67-63 loss toUNH at the Cage over Wildcat Tony Stanfield.

W^j^ -#. -. > ^\7 ''*'^'"^ their skill as best thev can.

JAjULS ^"^'^ P^'^''" *^'' ^^« «^*^'**t^ P'ay hali qualifies asw^^ C/fJF a gym rat either. Gym rats are a special breed. They allseem to know each other. They don't always know eachother s name although some are able to rememberSnames and st.II others can even recall whole names Wh^
.s always remembered though is the way a gym rat playsOne player ,s an excellent passer and al^ys^ms to

«nTJP T!^ ^i ^f^''
^^^ «'• '^'^ steals a ga^ whi eanother rebounds like an animal and works likeTdog onL>

.

And one can never discount the pure shooters theguys who possess the uncanny ability o be with n raneealmost as soon as he steps on the couirt
^

The games are played differently from the ones thatyour average hoop fan sees when he or she ^s L theCa^e to watch the Minutemen. While the nf^ of thepme IS stilIwmnmg (and win you must because Damin'sS to ptl'l%t^^^
'''''''

'^T - -'y '^ winne.7con

A ni! P'^^v'^r^ IS a more relaxed feeling on the floor

of£nT *k''
^^" ^*^" ^y ^^ -^^ «" one drfve^lioften slap him on the back and say "nice olav" J th2vmove to the other end of the court. Tt^ a auestion^fmutua^ respect: a good move is a go«l nK,ve and that's it...Boyden Itself is set up to be justZ^type of placL w»^^

''-jl^^rr^ Of th^ gam^ is still ynnMn^
^r^^^rnnn s survival ofthefittest applZf^e as only unnn^s C(mtinue to x>lny -;

Swimmer beat,

women to face

New Hampshire
By MAirREEN SULLIVAN
Coikigian Staff

Paul McNeil grabbed the 500 yard and lOOOvarri

up with Chad Storker. junior co-capUin Brian SrM>lli«.»

.tX^^I^Twe!
'"•'•"' '"^"'- '-"•••'>"«'•»

"Frosh power" extended to diving, where Mattangstrom captured both the one and thL-mete7 ditTng

9(^^*''a'^^"''^^J'^
^^^^ ^<^'"^«* Chris Clarke in the

I drworth. UNH had some good swimmers, but when wewon the relay, we knew we had them. We won neaHvevery event, and I put a lot of guys in unofficially J^wewouidn t run up the score. I guess the only drawback wehad was when our 400-yard freestyle relay was disquaUfiTd

Now 5 3. the Minutemen's next meet is against Amher«.t

rjr "«;!:S"'^^y "'^^^ ^^ Boyden poof
"'

niE SEVENTH LANE: Until the disqualification atDurham, the 400-yard fee relay was undefeated .With thetougher meets behind them the men are hoping to go 7 3

1978 Z h '"''r ''iir^" '''' "^'^ by UMassW1978 the biggest problem the team has had to date^Fmdmg tickets for the J. Ceils concert

New*' HZri."'' r'"""'"^
'*^^ ^'"'^'^ '^^ University ofNew Hampshire tomorrow at Boyden pool beginning at 1p.m. Lowering times will be a big priori^ for both teamsaccording to UMass coach Val Turtle. "UNH is aSteam with lots of depth." she said. "There may be a c2e

H or; ''''''t^'''
"^'^^^ both teams willi try ^to

snarp in the diving events.

Pn^/^**"^ "i
^^ members have qualified for the New

nfvic T J:'^''
swimmers have qualified for the AIA

W

Division Two Nationals in two events apiece. Liz Feinbe^has quahfymg times in the 100 yard and 200 ^3
^d1^^^'"r

Jennifer Nicolai quaS i^LZ'yl'^^and 100 yard freestyle. Both earned these times whilecompeting against the University of Rhode iTland last

:r he^'w'" i'LT •

"^""^^^ ^--^^^ »•- own scioo, i^^^^^^

swam Lrr ^^'I'f
^^"'"'^ Springfield College. Nicolai

noS yid).
"^ "" ^-^ '"'""^^ (50 yardTand 55.2

Tu'rTu.''^"? 't
^*^ ^'^ freestylers on the team." said

Junior Th • L' u
^*^'"^"' *"^ •^'^""i^'- Nice ai is ajunior. They ve both been the backbone of the team aU

Siforts Notice—

s

itirir
j

.

Jy LACROSSE CANDIDATES - There will be J

-tr-it-et

g->^ Continued on pugr 27

SSr"•*"!£?. past Rhode Island for seventh win
-ff awared^'TKr„:^!L!^_«^-«^-'f.^ vaulting exercise, followed H. n.i.

By CHARISSE FEINERMAN
Colk'gian Staff

nasium to discuss what scores should beawarded to the gymnasts. Despite the
After swallowing the agony of defeat Kn^mt^Stt'o^n'!!,""''""'"''"'

^^'^^

:amst Cornell University last Saturday bars a^d vl^Zl'L"? . ^! ""r? P^«"^'
.

" —".6 i-iic o^uny oi aeieat
against Cornell University last Saturday
(UM lost by .05 points), the University of
Massachusetts women's gymnastics team
tasted the thrill of victory by defeating the
University of Rhode Island on Wednesday
night at Boyden Auxiliary Gym. 133.40
131.15

Three long hours elap.sed as the judges
»nfi'rr««H la/Jt h .,o«k „. i „f, .. ..

,

" ----J "• -"^ uiicvfd parallel

Ifi,^"?
''^"'^'".^ ^*^ unpolished routines

on the balance beam, continued on to the

ex^Jlled'*"*'''''''*''
'^^'"'*' ^^""^ '*''"^*^ *"^

Top tumblers for UM were Robin Low
with 8.8; Jennifer Pancoast. 8.65; Karen
Knapp. with 8.6; and Heidi Milender with a
noor exercise that was not only pleasing on

vaulting exercise, followed by URI's
Michelle Cayne. who received 8.9 for her
vault.

Karen Knapp, a junior from Sudbury
made her first appearance of the semester
on the floor exerci.se. Due to a back injuryKnapp was unable to compete in the meets,
until a special padding was installed under
the original matting. This allowed Knapp in

conferred wUh ^h :Z^:C .TJiX r^^n^^^^^T^ T"
"^^ ^'^ P'^^*"^-

every performance. What startled as en"^ was amiiranH h'"'";.
^"' '" ^^^'^•«"'

Ihusiasm and excitement for the spectators mtlnnTi .
^ ^

'^'''''''^ ^ ^*^^^ d«^' <>'

slowly turned into horror, as theyCchi '
The htj ''I T'^li'^'ithe four officials trudge across the gym- event went

1'"?"
r" 'o''

^"'^ ^ «'"g'^'
nj I vent went to Jennifer Pancoast in the

the competition, as well as helping her team ''*'*' **'"]*'" **"""' '•«<=*^'v«<i by a standing
to win the meet.

H g
er leam room only crowd, which just made Wed

"\X!.. J .• J .. ni>sH;iv nwrkt'.. i

to win the meet.
"We did really great on the

noor...everyone hit it right." said Knapp.When referring to the beam Knapp said.
VVe had a few falls." Knapp was right, as

not one gymnast was able to maintain hersUnce on the beam.

Nice to come out with a win.. .it would
have been nice to come out on all four
events, though," said head coach Virginia
Evans.

The gymnasts were disappointed with
the turnout, which only amounted to 150
At the UMass Invitational of December 4
thejvomen were received by a standing

nesday night's

Lidimactic.
crowd seem rather an-

Now 7 4. the UM gymnasts look for their
eighth win of the season on Sunday,
February 14, when they travel tn
Springfield College.

^ ^"^

Remember today is Monday 's schedule
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Manley speaks at FAC toniffhtBy SCOTT HERSEY '^*»*^XI.l/

Michael Manlev

« "lii-iriiin Kile |'h..|.i

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

Former Prime Minister of Jamaica, Michael Manlev
wil speak at 8 tonight in the Fine Arts Center ConcertSon the subject of economics and relations between the United States and the Third World.

Thir<fw '7; ^^n^"
'''"'^ '^ ^^'"S sponsored by the Office ofThird World Affairs as part of Black History Month, waschosen because he is "considered of the most eloquent

charismatic and important spokespersons for the ThirdWorld, according to Michael ThelweU of the Afro

rsjr^^ '"^^ " '^^ ^"'--"^ ->' M
"Manley is a great advocate of economic self-dependence for the Third World countries." said Thelwell,

and in light of current economic pressures, we feel thatwhat he has to say is important.

"

Manley. a member of the Jamaican Peoples NationalPar y served as Prime Minister from his election in 1972

itrt in fst^'
'^ "^'""^ ^^^^' «^ '^^ Jamaica U^f

Cnhil'^i
avowedly socialist views, and friendship withCuban leader P .del Castro, caused a great deal St Ton

troversy with the United States and ultimately led to hisdeleat in 1980, Thelwell said. I

His strategies for economic self dependence forJamaica involved raising the prices of Jamaica's mainexports, rum and sugar cane, said Thelwell. as wefasworkers cooperatives, literacy campaigns, and publicwork projects.
k""m».

Students plan D.C. lobby for
By JEFF ROSENBERG •

Collegian Staff

trave^l ^ wfl"!;i''*"i^^^^^
Massachusetts students willtravel to Washington. D.C. next week to lobby legislators

t..ir. l^^^y
\Ai>J}, a Waltham based organization Th*.

ie';; te'Xh '' ''' ''''.''"' Stru'ggir^rSoJi'eJewry (5,i,^) ^hich runs similar trips throughout theyea^r. according to an information pan.phlet publXl by

I KK -^ ^''"\J,
*"*" '"^^ a difference for Soviet Jewrv hv

The struggle of Soviet Jews has not been a strnn.,focal pomt m the U.S. Jewish community in r^ent yearssaid Sweet. Although the U.S. Jewish comm^Xhastost

Jewry
interest and seemingly has ceased to voice opposition to

"I think I can make a difference for Soviet
Jewry by lobbying in Washington, " said
Steven Sherman, a senior history major

According to information distributed by ASJ there

vLT7^ l?"^"!.
"^^y ^^"^^ ^ant to leave the Soviet

Jews »r ^^1 "i^^'
'^"«^°"^ ^«"P« •" the SovietSJews are singled out and prevented from observing tCrehgion freely and from studying their culture andheritage, according to the article.

culturai'fi/hf^ff'
'"':?**' "^^^' ^^^^ "^ht to work), andcultural rights (freedom of education) have been takenfrom Soviet Jews. In denying these human rights Sovfet

STIR-IT UP — P«.er Wolf of the J. Geils band rocks .full house .t the Fin, Art'sSttriiVrnVhr
^

authorities are blatantly violating the Helsinki agreementand accepted mternational law" the article states
^^^""^"^

When a Soviet Jew applies for an exit visa to

a'^Wh^PP- *
"" '^^ •'

'^'A^
^'^^ * ^'t^^t'"" that resemblesa Catch 22 scenario, said Sweet.

According to the pamphlet put out by SSSJanything can happen to a Jew applying for an exit visa
'

The lucky few may get visas in several months.
Others have been waiting up to a dozen years or moreMany are dismissed from their jobs, then threatened with

srhlf'^.K^*'''!!"'"'.
^^""^ '"^^ ""^y ^ thrown out of

mi^e*sta'e"s.!
'"' '"^ * **""'''"" ^^ ^'"'"^ ^'^''" '^

Many Jews who continue to seek emigration are
labelled refuseniks" and are harassed by the KGB "asexamples to instill fear into potential exit applicants

"
accordmg to the pamphlet.

This week there will be a table in the Campus Center
to distribute infromation on Soviet Jewry Sweet saidMore information about the campus campaign for Soviet

UnTo?
'^ *''*"*^'* ^''"" ^^^ ""'«' «ff'<^e in the Student

Koffler interviewed
for post in Arizona

University of Massach u.setts at Amhcrsi- Chaiuellt.r
Menry K-.ttlrr was inli-rviewed hy the Ariz..na Heard of
KfKt'Mts Satuniay as an af.plicant f..r the p,.sitin„ ..f
I resKleocy ..( the I riiwrsity ..f Ari/.ciia in Tu.sn.n,

i,»7'^' ^T*^'
'^""''^''' ^=1'*' he had no intention ofleaving

UMass (ollowinK reports that he is a caruiidate Cor the
Arizona jol, as well as the position of chancellor of the
Oregon Sate college system.

Kofller coultl not Ik- reached for comment last night
Olhcials in Arizona .said last week that the dension on

the university presidency will he made hv March I. A dtvi-
sion on the Oregon jol) is expected hv Feh. 2H and Kofller
IS expected to he interviewed by officials there .sometime
this month.
At the University of Arizona, the president is resixmsi-

hle lor the MO.OOO-student Tu.seon campus. The current
president, .lohn P. Schaefer. who is leaving in .lune after

i^in[T$K'Z!!'''
'"'' '" *'"'*''" '""'''''* ''^'•"'"^'^'^- 'I'Tently

Koffler. 59. who has been at UMa.ss since 1979. current-
b' earns $fi4,414 and is provided with exf)en.se accounts a
house and a car.

In addition to Kofller. the Arizona regents also inter-
viewed Kok'rt Huttenhack. president of the Universitv of
( ahtornia at Santa Barbara, and W. Anne Revnolds"44
provost at the Ohio State University.

"

'
'

Yesterday, h<.wever, lluttenl.ack withdrew him.self
trom consideration lor the post, sjiying he had decided not
to leave his current .school, according to a report hv the
A.sstK'iatied I'res.ss (AP).
The AP al.so reported yesterday that sources in Arizona

•siiid salary negotiations may In-gin with at least t.ne can-
didate. Chester ('. McCorkle Jr., r,7, former vice president
ol the University of California svstem is consideretl hv
.some to Ik" the front runner for the Job. the AP refK)rte(i.

In Oregon, where the chancellor presides over eight
four-year in.stitutions and a $1.1 hilli<m budget, the jol)
F)ays mt^Hm |>er year along with a $4.()(M) ex|)en.se ac-
count, a htiu.se and a car. officials s;iid htst week.
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World and national news
Tuesday, February 16, 1982

Tuesday, February 16, 1982

Oil rig with 84 aboard
sinks in Atlantic storm

ST. JOHN'S, Newfoundland (AP) - The giant oil rii?^ean Ranger sank in a raging storm 200 miles offsho"!
yesterday and all 84 workers were feared lost in 40-f^!seas. They had been ordered earlier to take to lifeboats.
The mult.m.ll.on-dollar Ranger, described as the biggest

O.I ng m the world, went to the bottom of the Grand Banksof Newfoundland a few hours after dawn, according to theng manager. Mobil OilCanada Ltd.
^o^amg to the

The rig went down nine hours after the crew was or

M^:"^' '^"' '"^'"^ "^^ ^"^ into covered lif:boats.

It was not known how many of the men made it into theboats but the crews of rescue planes and ships said theysaw bodies floating in the area. No rescues had be^nreported by late afternoon.
Asked if there was any hope that some might still be

^JiJH:^''^'''"''''
^^'^ "''^'^ -^ - -<^'-tion of

A search and rescue spokesman in Halifax. Nova Scotiasa,d the type o life raft used by the rig was designJi ^surv,vors could l.ve for several hours even if their r^aft w2ups.de down .n the water. The rig reportedly carriedsurvival su.ts said to help keep a wearer alive for about an

A spokesman for the rig owners - Ocean Drilling andExplorafon Dr.lhng Co. of New Orleans. La. - said^hatof the 84 people on the ng. 10 Americans and 25 Canadianswere employees of the owners.
tnaaians

OVKR THE WALL - Feminist
demonstrators use a rope ladder to scale the iron
fence outside the White House vesterdav as a
White House police officer stands bv. Thewomen from the militant ConsressionalUnion.
were quickly arrested by police after they drop-
ped onto the North Lawn.

Dig^est
By the Associated Press

Israel states early opposition

to Reagan arms sale to Jordan
JERUSALEM - Prime Minister Menachem Begind^ared yesterday that President Reagan would breaka

pledge to mainUin Israel's military advantage if he letsJordan buy U.S. anti-aircraft missiles and Fl6 warplanes
Israel s 120 member parliament, the Knesset, passed a _

pr^T:^i'Z'\V:r^'^:tl^Z'^. Reagan's defemebudget called

1 he Foreign Ministry said the issue would be brought ud
.mmediately by Israels new ambassador to Washington

Re'gLit^'a":
"' """"'^ '" ^^''"^^"^'^^ '« P-^^-t

Jordan's King Hussein has not officially requested
specific Amencan arms nor have any been publicly offered
Kut Begin s government has moved swiftly to sUte itssharp objections after reports that Defense Secretary

Caspar Weinberger proposed selling Hawk mobile anti
aircraft missiles and F-16 fighter jets to Jordan last weekduring his visit to Amman.

UN El Salvador study

contradicts Reagan
DETROIT - The United Auto Workers union has not

ruled out" the possibility of resuming contract concession
talks with General Motors Corp., union President Douglas
A. F raser said yesterday.
"But I think the chances of that occurring are certainly a

lot less than 50 50," Eraser said on the CBS-TV "Morning"
program.
Late Saturday, the UAW reached agreement with Ford

Motor Co. on a 31 month contract expected to save Ford
hundreds of millions of dollars with a freeze in wages and
cost of living allowances and elimination of eight paid
personal holidays.

Negotiations on possible concessions at Ford and GM
began amid the longest industry slump in a half century,
falks at GM collapsed Jan. 28 and bargaining with the No
1 automaker is not planned again until regularly scheduled
talks this summer.

Eraser and auto industry analyst Arvid Jouppi of the
brokerage firm Colin. Hochstin Co. estimated the cost'
savings from the concessions at as much as $1 bUlion over
the term of the contract, but Ford officials have not said
whether that would lead to lower car prices.

Auto industry analysts said GM probably will try to
persuade the UAW to resume concession negotiations.

"We've said repeatedly that we'd like to resume talks
with the UAW at any time," GM spokesman Bruce
MacDonald said.

UAW President Fraser says

talks with GM still possible
WASHINGTON (AP) - A United Nations human rights

official says political murders in El Salvador last year were
about doube the number the Reagan administration has
cited m telling Congress that the Salvadoran junta hasimproved its human rights record.
Jose Antonio Pastor- Ridruejo. the U.N. Human RightsCommission s special representative on El Salvador, said areport he wiU submit to a U.N. meeting in Geneva later

this month puts the number of assassinations at 11 .000 forthe first 1 1 months of 1981

.

Kirkland told a news conference at the concU's midwinter
meeting here.

Kirkland accused President Reagan of sacrificing a host
of social programs in a time of recession so the ad-
mmistration can increase Pentagon spending by $33 bUUon
in the next fiscal year.
"There should be no tradeoff," Kirkland said. "This

adnrimistration has imposed ... upon those least able to give
... It has exempted those who have gained the most. It's
upside down."

intolerable social tradeoff
BAL HARBOUR, Fla. - AFL-CIO President Lane

Kirkland on yesterday assailed the Reagan ad-
mmistration's budget as "an intolerable tradeoff of social
programs for the Defense Department and called for an
income surtax to pay for any Pentagon increases.
Emerging from a 2V2 hour meeting with the AFL CIO

executive council. Kirkland said administration officials
were being unrealistic in voicing hope for an economic
turnaround this year.

"I think that's whistling through the graveyard."

Eileen Galligan

Paul Basken
Brad Eden

-TerrifiellafioFe
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Subscription Rates

TODAY is the LAST DAY
|;

to turn in Add/Drop S

[(change course), Pass/Fail^

forms.
All forms are due at

the Registrars Office,

213 Whitmore, by 5:00 PM
TODAY

@\®TIPS
A Service ot the Dean of Students Office |>

SCHOOL OF MEDICIIME
• CIFAS UNIVERSITY •

"CLASSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH'

ine un,vefs.ly is located m Santo Dom.nqo
^uZ'Z''^' H^''"^""

°'^' ^^'^'^^' P'og'^"^ 's tailored
after the raditfonal U S Model of Med.cai Education

'uliy accredited

OPENINGS AVAILABLE

Uur scnooi ,s NSted m Voi. 35 No 4 ot the WHOchfon.cle pubi.shed by the World Health OrqaniJatVon

For Mofe Inlormalion ana Application Fofm plp.ise w,,te ,„
CIFAS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

DEAN or ADMISSIONS
17870 VWMITTIERBIVD suit; (O-WMITTIfR CAIIF 9060;
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Steak Medallion
j

Dinner I

$3.50 I

Incl udes Bona nT(il^^j7m<mi^^'^^T^*
Steak Medallion Dinner, choice I

ofpotato, and all you can eat at I

ou rfabulous Freshtast iks Salad
\Bar! Coupon exj)ires Feb. 28 i

I

I

I

I

Chopped Steak
Dinner

$3.50

Route .9. Hadlej^, MA Ifr//, ivi/i
I

Includes Bonanza's famous
chopped steak dinner, choice of
potato, and all you can eat at
ourfabulous Freshtast iks Salad
^nr! Coupon expires Feb. 28

Route i), Hiidlr,

stacked valve
floods CC stairs
By M.W. Mulcahy
C't»lU'^-ian Staff

^^en;:;:::^^^'
^•"^•^^"' •^^^*'^^' "'""^"-^^ '••• ^"<' --t

a lack <»f insulation m the stairwell, said Michael (KN •

Campus Center supervisor
'

mJ^th^f
^' '""'''''•'

^'T
''"'•'"^' ^^^' ^•'''^ «'^'^'tfH.r an,l

S,-'??Neal s^r" ' ''"' ''-'^'^' *'"^ ^"^" - ^'•'- "-
O'Neal saicl the leak, was repcrteci to him at SI.'", „ m.yesterday when a Catering Service worker <,n the t 'n"hn.Kjr n<,t.ced water coming down the stairwell
Michael Shea. an..ther Campus Center supervisor sai.l

UWrCon rrwr""''r^'-; '"r'^' ^" iVvsical iC
minutes

•
'''"^ ^''""^'•^''"^ ''''''- ^''^»"" <'Vi-

Shea said the plumhers had turned off the water ret.l-,ce< he valve anfl turned the water hack on hv fJp ,
'

Neal saifj they also contacted the fire" departmentiHjcause the situation may have p<,sed a safetThl^^rAlthough individual floors were nrotecferi »n ?.

u

towels an<l linen m the flcorwav^ and m . Vtn:?^was pushe,i oi the tenth flo-.r halcony. much nf \t wi e•li'l go dftwn the stairwell.
Shea also said the same prol.lem occurre.J last winterl.ut was unusure how they could insulate the.pipesThe only thing I can think ,.f is c<.ver them \ i h he-.tin.r-Mis hut I really don't know." Shea said.

'""^

O Neal found .me advantage to the inci.lent. .s;,ving -
Atleast It II clean the stairwell ,>i.>

" ••'^'A'ng. At SURVEYING THE DAMAGE - Michael O'NprI c, • ^^^^^'S!!!!!!!!!^^
.at occurred last night on the UiTnTrof^hlr^^^^^^

that occurred last nighto^n^^^'^l!:^:^^.^!^-^iTf 7 7 """ '^"^ "'g^t »" the nth noor of the Campus Center " '
"'"*^"«««« ^«'ve crack

New tnisteeTMicy to improve BSt^iTSiShiiirdiiRiS^
/ SCOTT HE RSP:Y u j i .

^'^m.kj^ ^^-•«'AvF^ ifC
Ju,„-..„ c."xv '^'^ sult^-<l Mon- anv Lrradii;if.. nr,...^... _.. :_ . ... *-'

By SCOTT HERSP:Y
Collegian Staff

any new graduate programs are U-gun
' '

hetwe^m'the'tu""'/''?^"'
mec-hanism for consultation

-Of f h^i '\^:f
'""^*' "^^^""' ^^"'l vesterdav.

r"r graduate programs, so we feel that we shuuM ho con-

The prohlem k-gan last year, according to Conti when

we first read ahout the program m the newsoa .-r
'
^•

lion ..r the .state .system, we should have U-en involved in

tion hetween the d'epartnic t!'
' "' •'"""'—Hinica-

IJMass President David C. Knapp ha<i pn.mise,!Amherst <.ampu.s fac-ulty last winter. 'that s/.me m?

"m H^we^:;:'"" '"r^^
'^'^'^ " '"^-^' —umclion (H'lueen the two schools

A memo from Knapp to theln.ard of trustees, which ap-proved the polK-y last VVe.lne,sdav. suggested that len,mmuninu...n shouM U- in the lorm of ItisultLlo ,
't -ween departments drafting the pn.grams fa<-ultv

orKan./.at,on.san<l the respective graduate .iean^
•

s-.i,!-^'.
''''"•'' '^''' '^""^''^'•<»^''- h^''-^-. we can help.' ( 'ontisaid. Ihis isn t a case <.f jealousv. <.r sour grapes VVesniiplv want to provide stu.lents with the l.es Iss,

I
.

graduate programs, and with consultation l>etw -en hetw<. .school.s. this .should happen."

By SUSAN RING
Collegian St;iff

The Amherst Police Speed and Alcohol
Patrol (SAP) stopped 75 motor vehicles,
made three arrests, wrote 19 speeding
tickets and cited 28 other violations over
the weekend.

University of Massachusetts student
James David Eagan. 19. of Wayland. was
arrested at 9:21 p.m. Friday and charged
with improper possession of alcohol and
using false identificaion to procure alcohol.
Eagan was arrested in possession of a case
of beer on Main St. . according to police.

Alan C. McNabb Jr.. 25. of Boston, was
arrested at 11:33 p.m. Friday on South
1 lea.sant Street. McNabb was charged with
operating under the influence of alcohol,
speeding and possession of a class sub-
stance.

Kevin Bird. 21, of Scituate, was
arrested at 11:14 Saturday on North
Pleasant Street and charged with operating
under the influence of alcohol, operating an
uninsured motor vehicle and operating an
unregistered motor vehicle.

UMass student Lawrence Pizette, 17,
of Framingham. was arrested before SAP*

SAP
hours at 7:49 p.m. Thursday. Pizette was
charged with improper possession of alcohol
and possession of an altered drivers license
According to Amherst police, an officer

observed Pizette loading three cases of
beer two six packs of beer and three
hottles of champagne into a car on Main
otreet.

Dana W. Pillsbury. 24. of Brattleboro,
Vt.. was arrested at 1:42 a.m. Friday for
operating under the influence of alcohol and
reportedly failing to .stop at a red light.

Two larcenies at an Amherst center
church were reported this weekend. A 30
inch tall marble topped, dark wood night
stand valued at $150. was reported
Saturday as having been stolen sometime
between Feb. 7 and Feb. 13 from the
Congregational Church. A wallet was
reportedly stolen from a purse in the
church s administration offlce sometime
between 10 a.m. and 11 a.m. Sunday The
wallet reportedly contained over $200 in
cash, identification and credit cards.

A burglary at a Farmington Road
residence wa5 reported Friday evening A
color television set and some jewelry were
reportedly taken. No value was given on
the stolen items.

$730 missing from dorm room

—-—lii'i.'iiL'ii'i'a;^'^ i

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

A resident in Coolidge dormitory in the
Southwest Residential Area reported $730
cash stolen from his room over the
weekend, along with two arrests and a

uTv^^w rl.^^'
^'^'^'•t^d incidents.

University pf Massachusetts Police said
yesterday.

The cash was reported stolen at 4:26 p m
last Thursday, and the student said that it
codd have been stolen anytime between
7:00 p.m. on February 11, and the time that
It was reported. The student reportedly
told police that he had always left his room
locked.

In a separate incident on Thursday at 440
p.m.. police arrested Pierre R. McCloud, a

non student, of 7 Marvin Place. Cambridge
and charged him with one count of larceny
over $100. two counts of receiving stolen
property, and one count of breaking and
entenng in the daytime. Police said they
received a call of a suspicious person at Hills
North, and arrived to find McCloud. who
was carrying a tape player. He was found to
be a non student, and was given a ride to
the Campus Center, where police said that
he was to take a bus home.

At approximately 4:30 p.m.. police said
they received a call from the Mental Health
Department, at Hills North, reporting a
stolen tape player. The serial number given
by Mental Health matched the number on
the player McCloud had been carryinir
police said, so they returned to the CampS
Center, and arrested him.
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Economic issues

topic of seminars
The WQmens Commission in Exile from

Boston will offer two workshops on
Lconomic Literacy for women. The
workshop on February 27 will be on
'•Reaganomics and Women" (Inflation.
Unemployment, and Inequality) in room
lUl ol the Campus Center. The second
session on March 6 is "Who Got Your 41
cents: Women and the Wage Gap" in room
lb8 of the Campus Center. Both will run
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
The workshops, which are run by women

economists, are to clarify economics and
supply women with tools to work together
on common goals and strategies for change
Women are invited to attend one or both

of the workshops and preregistration is
encouraged. The workshops are sponsored
by the Working Women's Task Force of the
hverywomans Center (EWC). For more
mformation call EWC at 545-0883.

Childcare wUl be provided. EWC
suggests attendees bring lunches.

Network to hold

meeting on Wed.
The Re.source Network will hol.l their

first meeting for the spring .semester.

^uu^-7u'''"'
•^l--^0 ,,.m. in rooms

yi 1-91.1 of the (ampus ("enter.
The purpo.se of the meeting is to identify

topics lor di.scussion for the re.st of the
semester. The meeting will attempt t<.
answer such questions as: What are cur-
rent campus i.ssues that demand attention''
VV hat ;iiajor institutional events, needs an.!

'

changes can l)e anticif.ated and their likelv
conse(,ueruvs'.' What informati..n needs to
f)e gathered, share.! and examined.
The torums are an opportunity for facul

ty, stall and students t.. meet and di.scuss a
range ol i.s.sues effecting the Cniversitv
Cofft-e an.l des.sert will U- provide<l and
meetings will he hel.i on alternate
V\e(Jne.sdays in rooms HI l-!Mr> of tfu- Cam-
pus Center

- MAKV L. WOLFK

Tuesday, February 16, 1982
Tuesday, February 16, 1982

llhe careerdecisionyoumake today
could influence national securitytrnnorroiK

1

For profesaonais at NSA contribute to the dual

missions of foreign inteUigenoe production and

oominunications security.

Our Electronic Engineer, Computer Scientists and
Mathematidans are vwrking with systerre at the

cutting edge of technology

Career opportunities and challenge await you in

any of these NSA career fields.

Electronic EnginccrinF There are oppor

tuniDes in a variety of research and development

projeos ranging from individuai equipments to very

con^lex interactive systems involving large numbers
of microprocessors, mini-computers and computer

graphics Professionai growth is enhanced through

interaction with highly experienced NSA professionals

and through contacts in the industrial and academic

worlds Facilities for engineering analysis and design

automation are among the best available

Computer Science: At NSA you'll discover one
of the largest computer installations in the world with

'

almoa every major vendor of computer equipment

represented NSA careers provide mixtures of such

disciplines as systems analysis and -iesign, saentific

applications programming, dau base management
syaems, operating systems, computer networking/

security, and graphics ;

Mathematics: You'll woric on diverse Agency 1

problems applying a variety of mathematical disci -
'•

plines Specific assignments might include solving

communications-related problems, performing long-

range mathematical research or evaluating new

techniques for communications security

Linguists: NSA offers a wide ange of challeng

ing assignments for Slavic, Near Eastern and Asian

language majors involving ti-anslation, tianscription

and analysis/reporting. Newly-hired linguists can

count on receiving advanced training in their primary

languages and can plan on many years of continued

professional growth.

NSA also offers a salary and benefit program that's

truly competitive with private industi^ There are

assignments for those who wish to travel and abun-

dant good living in the Baltimore-Washington area

for those who wish to stay close to home
Countless cultural, historical, recreational and

educational opportunities are just minutes away from

NSAS convenient suburban location.

At NSA your future will be linked to the nation's

"Hie vital role that the National Secunty Agency plays

(fcmands and ensures constant challenge and profes^

sional growth

Tb find out more about NSA career opportunities,

schedule an interview through your college placement

office For additional information on the National

Security Agency, fill in the information blank below

and send it to Mr Bernard Norvell, College Recruit-

ment Manager, National Security Agency, Attn Office

of Employment (M32R), Fort George G Meade,

Mao'land 20755.

An Equal Opportunity Emptoyer. US dUzenship

required.

The National
Security
Agency

More thanJust a career.

I 1

Id likt morf informauor iboul caretr opportunities with NSA

Name (pnni)

Address

Phone No

Colle^an
Classifieds

reach
over
25.000
readers
daily!

Top of Mic (ampus
Hcstauraqj aqd I^)iiiiyv

Soap Opera
HAPPY HOURS

are Back!

2 for 1 Liquor drinks
Monday through Friday from 2 to 5 p.m.

The TOC Lounge .s open 11:30 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. Monday through Fridav^^^3:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. Saturday and Sundly
^

•Valid ID and ABPstKkcr required ,o purchase alcohol

Project provides
forum for women
By MADELON FLEMINGER
five College Stalf

Med,f ",/;"« 'Toltf *™^"\'--. "-e Women's

ethnic raHal .1.
^"^ represent women from every

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER (EWC)

The Woman's Week
iCoiiggiag 5

f ._.„
^educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA) will meet

The Working Women's Task Force of the FWr « ii
.p"*''*!^^^ ^ P^"- '" ""oofn 903 of the Campus Center,

sponsor an informational workshop on'arL'dev^^^^^^^
'he SOUTHWEST WOMEN'S CENTER ,SWWC, will

for women. The workshop. "Resume Writing' wiHbeS .h VwX '?' f"f"'
'""" '"^"^^'"^ Tuesday at 4 p.m. at

Tuesday from 15>.r ..'^/. . ^ _. .. ""? ^•".^«' ^^^'^ the SWWC. In the future all staff meetings will be held on
Tuesday from 19 rir'^'

'."''""'*• ^'"umg will be held

Center
'''"• '" '""'" '^ "^ ^^« ^^«"iP"s

The Poor Women's Task Force will hold Financial Aidcounsehng Wednesday from 3:30-6:30 p m MaTe aipomtments with Margaret Campbell
^

P m^'and Fr'^H
" ^.7"""'^ '^""'^^^^ "^^ P'"' Thursday 7-9p.m.. and Friday 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. at EWC.

CXmSEF^'''r^'^ l'''''''''^
^^EK PUBLICITY»^uivinaii it.E will meet Tnp^Hav q« t.-tn

d9iA Mih^f- luesaay at 3:30 p.m. in room

"".'<-"•• i«--ciiiij{> will oe nein onMonday afternoons. The Center is still seeking volunteers-
anyone interested can call 545-0626 or stop by the Center

'

The THIRD WORLD LESBIANS will meet Wednesday at
7:30 p.m. at Mount Holyoke College

rnN.p«.^,...5^^^f^^^^^
WOMEN'S LEADERSHIPCONFERENCE will be held March 5. 6 and 7 in Boston-

anyone interested in attending can still sign up For
registration information call 545 0341

.

The WOMEN'S MEDIA PROJECT of WMUA 91 1 FM
7t'lO^r" ' '""''' '"' "'"^ '^^'•^ Thursday night from

Humanities series continues toniffhtBy BOB WOLFE JR. ^, .

^"^^^ t^VfAUgllt

There will be a basic workshop
on the mechanics of journalistic
writing held tonight at 7 p.m. in
Km. 901 of the Campus Center. All
interested students are welcome
Any questions? Call Eileen
C^alligan at the Collegian
545-3500.

^

By BOB WOLFE JR.
Collegian Correspondent

wiU JflVtlfi!!"'"
f*>;; Advanced Study in the Humanities

New ilrk "th""'"'''
'"^ ^*"" maker Susan Sont^gof^ew York The program will feature readings and

...
."^I;^

Institute, which is directed by Jules Chametzky
officially opened last Thursday with a lecture on "Ethics'Networks and Neuroscience." by Professor Michael ArHbof computer and information science department

the instTtuti?f
'"".^.^^""^'^^y' «"« of the main reasons forthe institutes existence is to provide the faculty with achance to discuss among themselves "intelecTuaUysignJicant subjects. Another reason is to offer the publi^

H.n
^^/"^^^^^y ^^ said the survival of the Instititedepends heavily on how well the public and faculty respondto the semmars and other events that they sponsor
Last semester, the Institute helped to bring tocamousthe Amnesty International's conference on Torture Thissemester, they have increased their effort and now have apermanent office in the renovated East ExperiTnt

Station.

to
2?^'*"" k" ^u

'"^
^^o"^

^'" ^« ^>«'d tomorrow from noonto 2 p^m. when Roger Straus, president of Farrar. S^ra^stand Giroux. will discuss "The Cultural Impact 2
noo ofZ r""'' ? ^'^ '''''"•

'' ' '"-»'-" onThe lOth

guests
''"' ^'"'"- '^^'^ ""«"^ '^ '•'"•ted to invited

Wolff^f V. ^.T\
'" Herter 227. Professor Robert PaulWoff of the philosophy department will lecture on

ScielusTufKln J^'"'"'' ^if'"-"-
'T''^ Humanist an"scientist in Karl Marx

. on Thursday from 2 to 4 d m atBezanson Hall m the Fine Arts Center. Professor ChTrlesBestor of the music and dance department and Profe^JRobert Mallary of the art department will present "Zand Technology". Also on Thursday in Herter 227

le^tl^^hetmL^?^^ ^^ the linguLics depTrtmfnlectures i he Limits of Semantics." at 8 p mThe Institute is non-profit and will be funded by theschool through 1984. after which it will operate on grantsdonations and other non-state funds from both private andgovernment sources. There is also a possibility o hearing

sUtrWMUA'^
'^""^^^ ^" ''^ stu'llent-opeLed^if

545JoS""
'"^*''"'"*''«" '^ ^^^"^ble from Adena Gilbert at

YOU COULD BETHE NEXT PRESIDENT!!

nomm.tio„ p.p.,, „,„ b. .ce.pt.d .ft,, ,h. l.wi .,
""* '""""V 22 No

034., „, co.e up ,„ „„ 420 „n^rs',„'::„!r„::: tzzr'
""°'-"°"

" ^"

^^V DEBOEAH • STYLES BY DEBORAH . STYLES BY DEBORAH • 8Tl-<
**

CO

•4

./tv ^

4fi ^C\
CO

Our $tyluU are featuring FREE profe$$ional
coruultatums for men & women. Let u$ help you

aelect a hairstyle that's perfect for you.

Call for an appointment for;

FIRST • A profeasional consultation
SECOND . A precision style cut selected Individually

just for you
THIRD • Our stylists will show you how to take care of your hair

^^
All For
$8.00

with thl» coupon only txpk«« 3/15/82

00 with penonMi style cut, shampoo, and blow dry • $10.30, long hair
slightly mors - with this coupon only. LImltad to now customsrs only.

To compliment that new kairttyU fin- the
total look we may euggett a dmeneional

highlighting or detign perm.

Ft— mako-up consultations avsUaMo by appolntnMnt

Styles by Deborah I & II
88 Univariitjr Drive

Amherst, Ma.

549-5610

piMsa call

for an

appointment

STUDENT GOVERNMENTASSOCIA TION ^1
Deborah STYLES BY DEBORAH

<2M«inStrMt
EMthampton. Ma.

527-2411

STYLES BY DEBORAH

I

.<^"

Poor Richard^
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

DANCE CLUB
oisco • Too 40 * nooi Route9 Amiicrsf

Y^l
2Sc Drafts

EVERY THURSDAY

/

f^ IDAY & SATURDAY]

2
FOR

75c Drinks
1

with Guest D.J. AL VARELAS \ 8-10 pm
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S. Africa
,
By BAYARD RIISTIN

The South African K«'vernment has pro-
posed substantial new curi>s against jour-
nahsts, hK)th white and Mark, in that n.un
try. These curhs revolve around the
esUhlishmnent of a K<'vernmen( IkmIv
which would have the fK)wer to license all

,j«»urnalists and to han them from writing
articles for South African perioijicals
South African offitials claim that such a
step IS necessary to counter the threat of a
"Soviet <lisinformation" campaijrn aimed
at the "fM)litical and m()ral subversion (»f
the white man."

EDITORIAL
These profM»sed restrictions u^»on press

freedom in South Africa are not merely un-
just and duplicit(»us; they are a clear and
re.s(»un(hn); admission that resistance and
opfKtsition to af)artheid rule is K^owin^,^
within iM.th the black and white com-
munities in that c(»untrv.

The KnjrIish-lanKiJaKe press in South
Africa has as.sailed tin* tfovernment's at-
tempt to clamp down on the press. Thr
(^'t/M' TitH4s declare<l that if the pro|M.sal is

f)a.ssed by the South African Parliament
•'there will no lonj^er W- a free press in
South Africa." Kven the ri>,'ht-winK^ .lohan
ne.sburK ,Jai|y. Th,- (',(,zr,i, has ech..ed this
view.

At the heart of this un<lem<HTatic and
repressive South African attempt to curb
press freedoms is the ar^ajment that Com-
munist sul)version threatens the country.
This ar^ojment may or may not l>e correct
It is clear enou^di that the Soviets are seek-
ing to back certain forces in the re^rjon
which, if vict<trious. would im|)ose a

totalitarian lA'ninist dictatorship on blacks
and whites alike. But^the invocation of an
anti-Communist arjoinient by the South
African K<»vernment is [>oth hypocritical
and deceitful. Anti-Communism, (the
le^ntimate o|»positi(»n to the estaf)lishment
of Leninist <lictatorshif)s throu>;h<»ut the
w(»rld) only has meaning if it is linked to a
denxK-ratic and racially just W(»rldview.
The reason Western trade unionists and
human ri^rhts advocates are oftp(»se«l to
Communism world wide is because thev
are aware that C«)mmunist re^mes deny
their citizens the fundamental ri^'hts of
free ass(K-iation, free presss. and irt'v

speech. The recent events in Poland are
perhaps the clearest example of this.

Democratic anti-Communists have in-
cluded in their ranks such illustrious
li^ojres as civil rights leaders A. Philip Ran-
dolph and R(.y Wilkins. trade union leaders
(K'orj,'e Meany and Lane Kirkland.
soc-ialists and .social democrats such as
African U>a«k<r-Le«fM»Ul .Se-nK^(4Jr, Norman
Th(.mas and French I'resident Francois
Mitterand. All of these public fij^ures have
ha(| a profound commitment to democracy.
Fach (»f them has asserted that anti-

Communism has no moral basis unless it is

linked to a strong commitment to
democratic procedures and human rights.
The South African government can make
no claims to .such a commitment. Its history
of rule is one of tyranny against all blacks
and non-whites. It is likewise a history of
repres.ssion against those whites who
forcefully opfntse a[>artheid.

In the l*»r)<»s. democratic anti-
communists were dealt a severe blow [)y
Senator Joseph McCarthy and his fellow
witch hunters. Their campaign of domestic
repression discredited the very legitimate
moral basis for anti-Communism. McCar-
thy's shameful actions and violations of

civil lilH'rties did much to weaken the cau.se
<>l a democratically-based anti-
Communism. As such, in the final analysis.
McCarthyite anti-Communism served to
weaken the de(»mocratic op|>osition to
Leninist dictatorship.

Tcwlay, the South African government
would have us U'lieve that it is reftressing
tree speech and dis.sent in order to protect
Its citizens from Communism. Rather, by
Its (tf»pressive and undemocratic actions, it

IS paving the way for a possible Communist
victory.

Despite their protestations to the con-
trary. South Africa's racist leaders, are in
fact the strongest allies of Communism
H>r the unjust, dictatorial system which
they administer helps fuel Communist
demagog\' and increases the chances for

Alpha Phi Alpha Rush

C<»mmunist successes. South Africa's only
way out is through democratic transforma-
tion. And this transformation can Ik*
achieved only through the strengthening of
the black trade unions and other
democratic forces within that country.
True dem<Kratic anti-Communists" must

l)e united in their vocal condemnati<.n to
this most recent attempt by the Pretoria
government to crush .some of that society's
few remaining enclaves of freedom.
Democratic anti-Communists must
forcefully condemn the demjigogic and im-
moral attempt by South Africa t(. abuse
<inti-Communism and to make of it a t<M»|

for continued repression.

Bni^nni RiisttH is Chit imm n „f' the A
Philip Riniilnlfih Institute

By KEN JOHNSTON
Collegian Staff

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.. of
UMass Amherst wishes to welcome all

returning students of CCEBS. BCP. and
ASA programs.

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.. was
the first Black National Greek letter
fraternity esUblished for black men in the
country. It was founded at Cornell
University in December of 1906. by seven
men who felt a need for closer comradeship
among the few black men at that school.
Because of racial segregation and refusal of
admittance into other fraternities, Alpha
Phi Alpha was founded.

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. begins
this spring semester with the welcome of
five new members to its Alpha Kappa
chapter. The "Number's" line (initiates
group name) was uplifted into the

fraternity January 10, 1982. The initiates
include from American International
College, Steve Colon. Business MGT.; Tim
Godbolt. Marketing. Springfield College-
Fredie Rosado, Rehabilitation, Western
New England College; Thomas Brown
Accountmg and Ken Hohnston, from'
UMass Amherst, a Communications
Studies, Pre-Law student.

Alpha Phi Alpha takes great pride
knowmg the uplift it has instilled in its
77,000 worid wide active members, which
includes such dignitaries as Andrew Young
Mayor of Atlanta, Ga., Maynard Jackson.'
Edward Brooke, former Massachusetts
state senator, Chief Justice Thurgood
Marshall. John H. Johnson-Johnson
Publications. Martin Luther King Jr civil
rights leader. W.E.B. DuBois. editor
writer, author. Paul Robeson, and Adani
Clayton Powell, to name a few.

incKtdtng:

ToTheMoming

r BillyhellPianoMan
inchiding:

Cap»a|n Jack /WorseComes To VWxst
The Ballad Of 8<lly The KkJ

Stop In Nevada Travefcn Prayw

Kenny Loggins
CelebrateMe Home

^ including:

,

r My Dream/Why Do People Lie
•o» The Melody (Deep In My Heart)
Daddy 8 Back/Lady Luck

Dave Mason
Let ItRow

induding:
So High (Rock Me BabyAnd Ron Me Ai»ay)
Let It CJo^e. It Flow/Takm Ther,m«To rJIdWe Just Disagree/Seasons

BILLYJOEL
STREETLIFE SERENADE

inckiding:

Ttte Entertainer
Los Angeleoos/LasI Of The Big Time Spenders

Root Beer Rag/Weekend Song

[|<— \r

A

your
choice

The
Charlie Daniels Band

Saddle Tramp
ifKhidirtg:

Dixie On My Mmd/Swreet Louisiana
Wichita JaU/Cumberland Mountain Number Nine

It's My LHe /Sweetwater Texas

$3.99 ea.

including:
Two TicketsTo Paradis

Plus 100's
of other
Titles and A
to choose

GREATESTmiS

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4.

TED NUGENT
FREE-FOR-ALL

including:

Dog Eat Dog/Hammerdown
Writing On The Wall/Street Rats/Turn It Up

rtists
from

Sale Ends
''eb. 20, 1982

,_ including:
^

'°°" •'??:'"» »teap<if/Godrtla

"^GottaG« Out Of TNiPte^

W ' 1'
I r' V . ( I y ( I

* * . J I , I i

Tuesday. February 16, 1982

EMTORIAL/OPINION
Qoii^gm.

Grad school moved out of reachTH KeaKan A.lministrati.,n-s prupos<.,| |,i„|..., ,•
,<>sc-al u-ar \WH wuul.i n,ak.. ira lua • ,,

'

,

l<»an.s. thf tirimirv «,,M,.-.- *•.• i

»-i'''r.intt'f(i stuiicnt

."llyU.i,„.,,ai,l l' s ul, I 1 '.vlh'''*'''"'
'""" '"'•

'!"• ;li.~.uri.„«ly hi,.|, mm I T, r ,^;if
::,;7'"'"'' ;."''

arUflcial wonomjc situalion created bv a mv.rn™.».*aBmK an undeclared war without raiXj^,57 ",r'

FST/'ST"'"'^ '° i-titutlaC'thrAmeric'a"'

"S; lit r'a^„:CCT;'°'"»''^'"'-^^^-^^

Ralph C. Hybels

rep™urrwV„ra"nd^h^"*::sjr;''tr:rr'"''>-

Letters

Grad student loans in jeopardy „ '" -^""p,-"-" »ith the student „mcer3 „f the uni„„

was set up. While the Fine Arts Center did orirani?e thephysical provisons fnr ihi. t ..,„..ij .. » "'^"^ '""

ToTheEdiior:

eduotiJn^i^Tn tirSo^^rrThe aJ-"'
''™'"''°-'

proposed the GuaranteS Studen, ?1 S""'""''™
'""

longer be open to grad^e aXoe-'naUtSts"''''
"°

Wt'^/TrSTutbltt'-Tfe'"^ f
"" r^'^'" '-"'

money to provide their students wi?ff generous scholar

•n school interest payments and no grace period ca^'ltreplace a $5,000 GSL.
penoa cannot

shJrn^
7^'"^'^ "*^^ ^^'^^ ^^ education combined with thesharp decrease .n student financial assistanc7aTaiJablemake the continuation of the Guaranteed Student iTanProgram imperative. Present and prospectivel^LuatP

TeLT^rSirT'^'^r
are encLa'ge^^'i:StlerrelJ Bell, Secretary of the Department of Education <TXr

P?^r::Eeit^ri:Z„,t-r^^ •" -"-- - Wamors'found oppressive

r.1, • I . .

""^ ^'^^^ teenier did oreanize ihpphysical provisions for this, I would stress that all public

Sfx^didreirStia'irdt^iy-rri^^

aglin'a"ise.°"
"" ^°"'™ ""'""""' ^"'' ^'"'"'^ ">. need

Sincerely,

c SXe" o' e'^bu^er"'" ,r-°"^'^""^ '" -' -
inequalities ol the c a s svsZ ' '°, ""'K

'"^'""'" "">

reinslitutionofpragmatrLaisse.'f^'' " "» '"--'""-te

u..h.. state.,Z rS.'-r^-'^ro/^JSoTor

"i^u:rriSeSrcr.;:S;.^if^'~iT;
:r.^ar: it'ett^stf;;'?!;:Tsrr" "^' ™"

tZ;'rt"orrh"r''^' '^"^-'--"^''-i^-Han":^^

Federal H.'serv:-?;r"btm
"'''"""'' "^P°"''*"ity for the

and hardship A cer.iL "^'""^''J
"' ""'^"^Pl'^vment

lower «lo,r:;ra',a a';;^""'""' f '"'""' '-'''«liunoiTiK strata and depriving the lower (•l-mv;..« «f

long run hv ZTim^'ll^^
management w,|| ,n the

political lor:unt^o;r;;'Li'^anr"''"'^'
""^^^^^ '"' ''^

If it were possible, as it is in Japan and West Germany^r workers to nse through the corporate structure f.;management positions, this would not be so crue a Wow tothe aspirations of the working class, fiut in Amer

U

«.here management is a separate class, the barrlrs t'advancement must be crossed with the aid of aTr uluateclegree. I, takes a great deal more than boots raps pu,

I

onesell into the professional class; u takes an MHA:?JD

hiJhor"f
"'!""" ^''^ '^^ generally depressed state of

prolessions will become strictly the'domS^f th^'^ll-^o'

Ralph C. Hybels is a Collegian staffmember.

Letters Policy
All letters must be sig^ned and include the

whilh'
'

n ''I
^"^^ telephone number,which will not be published. Please typedouble spaced at 67 characters per line. Dueto space limitations and the volume of mailwe regrret we are unable to acknowledge

unpublished letters. All letters are subject toediting for clarity and length.

Jim MacRosde, Director of Operations
Barbara AWrich, Concert Hall Manager

Fine Arts Center

Board of Editors

To the Kdilor:

. .p
^''"^

,'r"';'"'*T
'f^*' ''niversity launched the "Yv.r

Geils ticket line keeps its cool ; iS ~^^^^^^^

movie s c.ntent is extremelv -ppress v. | ,| ''i,K T

.Uru,t\,H"s^ Ihe film conveys distorted images of metiwomen, le.sbians. and police officers TheV^ot r'v
Quite frankly, the Fine Arts Center staff had some nv.rl^l.rll "it

'^""^''" ^^''"'^ ^^"'« P^^er and sur-serious misgivings about having a large number of
'''''* •'*"^'''"^'''"" f'^vsical force, knives, and ginsstudents spend the nipht in n.ir UhK„ Tu„ .. • •

•
» "« giins.

Cassandra Eckhof
Harvard University

To the Editor:

This is an open letter to all those enrolled here at UMassand especially to the 350 individuals who spent the night ofFebruary 8. 1982 waiting at the Fine Arts Center Concert
Hall to buy tickets for the J. Geils concert.

^""<^eri

You acquitted yourselves admirably; your behavior was
courteous, your conduct was cooperative, your mannerwas civil (and no one lost their cool).

Jeffrey P. Bianchi
Steven Semple

Marsha E. Bianchi
Jeri S.Bitterman
Kathleen Howley

Ed Levine
Kelly Burke
John Brobst
Susan Baron

Phillip Jennings
Stephen Freker
Vince DeWitt

Kditor-in-Chief

Managing P:ditor

Production Manager
f|usiness Manager
Executive Editor
News Editor
Women's Editor
Arts p:ditor

Arts Editor
Black Affairs Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor

„ ......ft. ...s-. a^uut Having a large number of
students spend the night in our lobby. The opportunities
for damage or rowdy behavior were very real. However
neither could we in aU conscience leave over 300 peoole tospend a freezing night out-of-doors.

Apathy and hy,.ocrisy seem t«, Ik- epitomized in CentralArea (..vernmenfs sponsorship of -The Warriors
-

Rose Sheahan and 12 other staff members of the
lower Central Area

Associate Editors

Savil7" ^'f'^"'': •'"il'
•'«''"r^»^. Mark Mulcahv. MarianneJjawge Ass,H-iate Managing Editors; Stuart Saidak

javard, A.s.s,Kmte Business Managers; \emat Shafik F i!»/e.ger. Ass.Hiate Kxecutivt- E.lif.rs M W MulVlhAsMK.atc News Kdif.r; Lisa Pedulla Ass^^-u.;
?!"'*^"''>-

KMIt.-r; Jennifer Hardv. A^stK^^t" Hlu r V f I'T"
'

Teresa Bellafiore. Ass-^lat. |>hot;I KcS;!;'
''''"" '^'''^'"•^

Joleen Kenedirt.
Karrassik. Finance
Manager.

Business Staff

ActiriK Advertising Manager; Maria
Manager; Geoffrey Port. Circulation

J
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-^Vk

only area appearance of

King Crimson

The Centra! Vermont Railway is

offering a cash reward of $2,500
for information leading to the ar-
rest and conviction of anyone
responsible for vandalizing a
switch at Northfield, Mass. on
November 24, 1981 and resulting in
a serious derailment.

Please call the State Police at
Shelburne Falls, 413-625 6311 or
call collect Lt. Steve Strong
802 254 5934.

Attention BSN Class of *82

The Air Force has a special
program for 1982 BSNs, If
selected, you can enter
duty soon after graduation-
without waiting for the results
of your State Boards. To
qualify, you must have an
overall 3.0 GPA.

After commissioning, you*U
attend a five-month internship
at a major Air Force Facility.
It's an exceUent way to prepare
for the wide range of exper-
iences you'll have an Air
Force nurse officer. For more
information, contact:

MSgt. Ray Saccoccio
at (203) 745-2950

* 9'«o»««o»o*We

March 1, 1982
Umies 7.00, 8.00 Gen Pub 8.50, 9.50 Q|^ SALE NOW

Union Records Unltd. • FAC Box Office • For the Record • Ticketron

ON SALE NOW
FINE ARTS CENTER UMASS

Tuesday, February 1«, 1982

Arts
C:olle f?mj2 9

JAMKS TAVLOK
Fine Arts Center
Friday, Feh. 12

I'.v M.W. MILCAHV
('"llfKi;iri Stall'

Wli

Taylor serenades ^^^ jpjg

!•- \v;u mil
nc'UT staru.<l tJu- rumor that .IT ua.s on l,,~was prol.al.ly tht; sanu- on.- that sai.l U.-a^,,, ua^ k.llr.l'iurifiK Ins assa.s.mnation altctn,.t

'

Altl..HjKl.lK-Ho,^sn'tjum,.arou,,WI,kMH.n^
a>.s ol ( ,.,rlv lu. ..till emits tlu- .sanu- ^^n-al so„n u L htl.f .irrcatcst liu-lit .show around^couLln-t r.. -lu, \nV--i . .1^.0,, knew. t^ot its n,on.'s::::|;:..t!::

I ayl..r c-a,m. on sUi^e daW i,. a vvhit. ^hirt a,,.! haj^^v ,.',,'
satid startt'd his first s<.|(..

*~- ''•""^

ACt.r a humorous little ,Iuh with a ta,.r ,v,-or,|,.r
'M'.r was .,oi,u..i l.y l.v skylar on I,,L . | .j

()n«tn..rt. ..„ |,a,,,o for -Sonu-oiu. KIs,.". s,,

-';<;'HmK;-(;;m.iinaiMAK
""' 'Music trom hisr;u,v//„

I
I' Hm (|„. ,„ ,

'""*

tlov\ Sued It Is.'
'

As James Kot livHv .so ,li,j iIh. ,

<-<'Hstaiit rounds of af.plau
Ills I'rfak, swtH-t l.al.v

with •Fire and Kaiii.""

Thf.serori.l set l.0;iaii wit!
•fames." lit.

'Hartciider's Ml

iiKi-(

nil

'"wd. Lrtakiii^- out inlt.
se helwe,,,.,, min,|.,.rs. Mefon^

sVMvt hal.y .lanu.s |.a.ifie.l the s,.|l-oul .roud

l-'lo.s.suin and •-.Sweet Mal.v
'"".'"'H^'-l llu' M.ellou „

I u nil

ll.u. Soon
"M drums and

after they were joined l.y Kiek Sehl.^sM'r
Hilly I'ayne (I'x-Little Feat) on ke\ hoards.

Al'tt-r aeeei.tiMK some n.ses from the ,-n.wd. .IT turned
"H-ll.nvlorahitwithan.u,.le,.fhitsfron,his|',rs,all.;;:

Biography does disservic

ann,,.pi„... ,,„:^:;,.;i:;":./;;:^'{,|•|••'•"''.|p.;lu,,,li.:

Likt

( 1, i-
• ^

' ' < ' Ol i^n<'. >e ore < ''I VI 111 Ithe smilitie- crowd. itaxiii;,'

A trot nverto the Klue Wall after the shon rev., led llni

-Sand :^'r;'^^^^•=^"'''^'^''
''''> -^ -'•'•• '-^^<K.m r.,||

,
ritortunately .IT'S talent is n..t heivdilarv

's l-rother .soundnl much like a hound .|o, „, ,

,;"' .j

'ameshecauseifhewasthere he
"

was well ilismii.sed.

A LITTLK OKKilNAL SIN - THF I IFF AMI»WORK OF JANK HOWLKS ^ ^'
^^'*

K.v Millicent Dillon
Holt, Kinehart and Winston. 1«| padres (.S18.9.-,)

By LISA MOSLKV
Collegian («>rre.sf...ndt.t)(

.nvnn^^"""^ \^^*" ^ ^'"^ ^"^^^^Sin, I wondered whyanyone would want to explore the life of an obscure

cni
'^.*."^^««''«s• work, however limited in quI^Ttity issplendid m all respects. Her only novel. tIoSj,Lodx.s ,s a structurally sound vehicle f^r her shTr^

pSse o?a'h-'"' 'r^".T- '' ^-- ^« me Ih^ tfepurpose of a biography of Bowles whould be to encouratre

conctt 'atf'""" '^T'-'-
^"^^^^' D'^'o" ^hl"es1^concen rate on a search for the combination of factors in

stviri^M '^^S'?'^^
her production. In a trite, gossipys^^iJlon relates every detail she feels contributed to

UlnTss ShTh r r'

^'°''^ ^^ ""«"^"^' ^''^^ '"^o mental
dlniess. She dwells far too long on Jane's lesbianism andheavy dnnkmg as though by describing every drinkingbinge she might somehow unlock the secret to Bowles^
inability to discipline herself.

oowies

;-:-:-»i«-:-:-:-N:

Soill Hurk.

.:.:.x.:.:...:.::::x:x.;:.::::«:S^^^

For anyone considering Dillon's book as an in-roduction to Jane Bowies' writing. I can only suggesUh s-skip the biography and just read Bowies' fktion It wui

fhin ^^''n
^^ TJ" '"''«^*'^ '"^^ ^*'« character o< the autCthan Dillon could ever hope to. '

-umor

James Cotton, seen
here nursing a
Tangueray & Tonic
during his Sunday
performance at the
Rusty Nail.

Drinking & Dancing with Cotton
JAMES COTTON
The Rusty Nail, Sunderland
Sunday. F'eb. 14

'^ I'HILMl' I'LANTK
< "llcRian ('(.rre.spondent

''-irly Sunda\ ni^rht .lames Cotton sanjr and plaved l.lues
larii with MK.derate enthusiasm to a sparsi'- hut friendlv
''•"Wd at the Kusty Nail.

'^yfi«' "it^^ht w..re on. a Tari.juerav and tonic (Cotton
'"•auk them continuously all niK-ht) took the f)lace of the
"|«n'. and .lames Cott(.n's blues loo.setied in. all over the
place.

< <>tton .sauK. hummed and whistled with onlv a drink in
"IS h.and. Walking around the dance llcx.r and up to the
'»ar. hj.s {Htwerful voice was audible over even his own

band.

Nearly the whole crowd was ,.n the ,lance Hoor sinjrin.rDown Home Blues, .lancing and buying C,.tt<.n ni<.re

rvi^'pt ^u'^""
-.'""'•' ''•''' "'^'•^'^^^ ««' ^"'' '"Wiml Blow(My Baby H..me) were fine hut n(.t <.verp..wering. alm..st

mell(.w, in a kickback way.
'i>m<.si

In a moment (.f .somewhat iK-fuddle.l pn.funditv C:ott..n
said. If you g(.t the blues may all y..ur l.lues Ik- jroo.J blues
i-au.se. (f.au.se) that's the wav it is

'

The Cotton hand, which inclu.led the line sax ,.f Doult
F-aKan playe.l al..ne at the beKinniuK of each .set m a
unki.sh. (.eorge Ken.s.,n-ish style similar to (iatemouthBm.w n. who performed at the Rusty Nail earlier this year.
The .small crowd and loo.se atmosphere was a welcome

IK o,fnT T\ "''
t'^^ '^'""'-"'^ •'^'^'^^'^'•^' '^'' the Nail ca

«H' on a crowded ni^ht.

I ,_ , Cii||ci;ian |ih<il<i lit

New Spectrum;
ups and down
By ROGEK ATWOOD
Collegian Staff

The cover of the new Spectrum is crosshatched into

cov"er"fns,°de"t^'
'""''"' ''^'^'"' '«"-- "' - '™ '

^riir%^%7a-rzt^t;r^testor'^

Two of the best poems are "Closing the Window" andSurveys for the Town Plan." the former a puzzling seriesof images all leading to one. vaguely surrealisticSn
The trunk

ofa dark tree

lights up, flickers
and goes out

"Surveys for the Town Plan" is an original and nicelyrestramed piece about interpersonal .stress in an offseason. British sea resort. With a cloudy, lonely air ^hepoem .seem.s to shift - but not without stress ofils own -irom a practical to theoretical viewpoint:

Hours art stolni, windows mist up
thi.' foreign raJio stationjVckvrs in the air
smtchmg wordsfrom our converation:

. . .just leave. ..me... alone. .
.

"

"T^tl^.^^
°"'^

^'^''r
P.'^*^^' ^ ^^^ P''^^^ category. One isReunion, a graceful and down-to-earth story thatbetrays a little nostalgia. "Fruit Trees of Tasmania" expands almost effortlessly into a superb, stream of-consciousness sonata, something like TiUie Olsen:

//.fi ^'T '^''''n

''''*'^^ "^ ^ ^^"- ^*^« it rains like this orthe btrdsare flytng south past the kitchen window, iTkl to

of the chxcken andjust let my mind wander.

This piece, by Kathleen McGettigan. is one of the finestI ve ever read in Spectrum. She is one of the few writers Shis issue who knows to avoid weak adjectives like "light^bright, "quiet." "slow." and "soft." For all the wr&
variations, this is one unfortunate consistency The ex-

TheTLw ''T ^'^"^ '"' '^'^^^ meaningless words,

ton? Tnf\'?J"
to !"t'^d"ce an elemental or corporealtone. In act. they add pointless abstraction and tend toobscure otherwise well-executed images

f""; budgetary reasons, the art is all black and-white Itmcludes some breathtaking photos and an interesting,two page Xerox montage. But some prints .scream out for

bsueis.!^?""- .^h'-
'\ '"^^"' '^ ^ ^"^^^t. And the nextissue IS set to include color.

The democratic truth about Spectrum is that it is only asgood as Its submissions. In this issue, they vary. But
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Whenyouadd it all "p'

Double CouMiffi
\y^^^C^^^!\^'^^ See .tore for deUil* Jk ^•W^

''Sj^y^wsj'^is,

"PfuS 17 stop& Shop coupons
' .^f^"^ to save you doUars at the checkout!

f^0 Bveiydaylow prices
^,^^^ Look for them on our shelves!

Pj}^ Warehouse Values!•^ to stretch your budget even more!

Honest values
Are what we re all ..b«iil.

/^

^^jg^P^rwah %MS is worthmore toyowu
Swift Butterball

iiiUiL-VwiJW-i-«;,

\'t\

/i

COiOnial waea..e. ^^,
Smoked Shoulder„,79
frCSh Ground several times daily

T^ ^^^^^-m consistenth/ fresh & tasty

Ground Beef
Colonial Franksg^^g?.:;^/:>«.99'

or Marval Turkeys
U.S. GradeA Fresh

10-131bs

10-121bs
Frozen

USDA Choice
Great Beef

up fo 5 lbs

Any Size pkg

over

5.00
with these
17 special
coupons*

lb
BeefTo
Round
BeefTop
Round Steak

FVAffllrC Co'onial "All Meat" Cello % Otf>

USDA Choice
'Great Beef

Stop & Shop Grade A.Dozen White STOP « SHOP DAIRY COUPON

^-i^fST^ ^^°^ ^ ^^"^P ^''^^^ A White

I^JJ^**Large Egg
Dozen Carton

Redeem any or aU with one
*7.50 purchase.

-V 'I'll

\m
K >Si*5

ttcs^.-

»>g^

i^Colgate^Jf
^^^

'

' ^

./

Reg.orSplitStop & Shopl2QzPkgof6

English Muffins
60unce Can Frozen. Sun Gloiy

OrangetJuice
Colgate. 4.6 Oz Tube. Regular or Gel

Toothpaste
Golden YeUow

C€ft^^#%««#^^« Save 30C with^^CUMaMMaS ^^e purchase of
' *™^^***^1>U 2 lbs ormorp

With Coupon r^-'ss^-f.'sssT^^is-,'- a^#
STOP 4 SHOP BAKERY COUPON Q^T
Reg. or Split Stop & Shop

English MufBns
'^

18/

[With Coupon r,;rrss?s-f;xT^i'^;-

STOP & SHOP FROZEN COUPON

29 ^^"^^^^'^ *'*^<

D-1

6 Ounce Can Frozen

[With Coupon ^^^'"^ssTzs^T*---'- ftoof
'

STOP « SHOP GROCERY COUPON

Colgate\g%0^i^ Colgate

4.6 Oz Tube, Reg. or Gel.,
4.6 Oz Tube, Reg. or Gel ' "^"^

[With Coupon
FifwVkmmm'MfiAM -—»•* —, . «
C SAVF ^^'^ *^^ pRoduce'coupon* Tf, q>'^^^'^ Golden Yellow

1 ^""'^"T^""."Y----7~j:------y.----------..... ...
STOP* SHOP &BOCtB»r,0OPf.»< Q.,.,

;'OP»SMOP(.B(XfRyCOUMON
( ^

' ' Save 20Save3& Save 50' Save 30
^S*!f?Srj

i
= ^^.««!>

i
Upton Tea Bag.

iM«h rhM coupon LmM 1 p«( ^^ ^ i i*«»...^
*^

^^HkA W*** •»*« coupon iKwit D#« ^ ^' ^

_ I '^ TOP* SHOP FWO/EWCOUPOI* r, ,
,f^ -^^

i««h rhM coupon Ci«irt 1 p«f

S TOP * SHOP DAIMV (_ OfJPON

30
With Coupon Ts;:;;;i"7:s^r"'"»'~'^—'L"--".- ».-lf^"

STOP* SHOP GnociRvrcKipoK . ^iT "T""""""""""""^

Save 30C with the purchase oftwo pounds or more,
188

Ofi one 1 2 oz pkg of 1 ?

Swiss MissCocoa
R.-rj Mini M,irshm,ill(i»v • •.

— '•TOP* SWOP FWO/tK coupon nil* ,^% ^ B?C I ^^ .«^ _tf !
S'OP* SHOP onocfBY COUPON

,Save 15 ; Save 25' • Save 20

n»'rj Mini M<irshmriiloA

9 75 ounce
W«h this coupon Lrfrvi i p#(

STOP* SHOP OnOCfBY COUPON ,, #p sroP«S»OP.RO«NCOUPON

STOP* SHOP MfjinrjueoN ~"^

Orange Juice c Taste O'Sea c
°"<^°'»

JZrrr "L.: I*"*"*^*^ San<h»dhBa«s

Saveso
On one 18 oz pkg Choc Chip

Nestle IceCream
Sandwiches

_
"^."•..lAj.i;.^ [^ I STOP* SHOP MfJ r < oueoN

Save 30; j Save 50
Hodgson Mills 5 lb bag C

, Qn one 1 8 oz pkg or larger
*-

^'^c Wheat or .' Stop&ShopPizza
'^'hltC Flour ,.,

' Sold in o.,r Fresh Meat Ool
I *«Mhri roupon

1 ,m,( t p., ^. ^ ' ''*
a fuMom^f '.Aw^irt, 14 ?0 1*«<^ SOiLV I W*'^'^'*fOupon Ltmrt 1 p.f

STOP 4 «;Mntir.nrw tciwr^.«r-. u
"

SIOP « SHOP rrf«x. f BY COUPON->'k.^« ^iMt*'(rf«x. FRY COUPON . I r,^„.^M v^^^-N , STOP* SHOP DAIRY COUPON

Save 30 Save 25'
Ononellhn;in C. i r^ .__. .

^^
^....uM^Mocan C I On one random weight Dkq'-MuweU House ' Stop&ShopCheese

Coffee ^';^n:tur""' \ ^•'^'PC'^'JdarWhrory.nr^
' I o' Montwpy Jack

'

5 w..J_ir T,; risnoinner Sandwich Bags • Sandwiched r'"';^!^^ S*?S^ stop*ShopCheese
^S^nn'!!"'"" IM L*''"^ <--'-" ^' '*' »«f I * '<«-.."«,».. S^'il «.; .-. I Coffee Peri "Tor

^"'" S..,rpct>edda- Wh,teory..(lo^a.,r
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Collegi^rj^ 11

256-0253

EAST

Winter isn't over yet!

Protect your car with
regular maintenance at

AMHERST I

^^LCHERTOWIM
ROAD

TUNE-UP BRAKES
FRONT END ALIGNMENT
COMPUTER BALANCING

EXHAUST TIRES
TRANSMISSIONS

Across from Poor RJcharH-Q

,

AUTO REPAIRS
MOTOR Tune-Ups

Brakes - Lights - Ignition
Mufflers - Shocks

COLLEGE
STREET

ARCO <>

A.R Sandri, Distributor of Sunoco Products

40 Belchertown Rd, Amherst

253-9394
Your

Superior Muffler

Center

AMHERST
Tint

C€MT€n
"Your Full Service Tire Store'\

Front End Specialist

260 College St, Amherst
253-3200

Rt 9, At Shumway
256-8365

MICHELIN
\OOOD^CAR\

Morning

Stockbridge School of Agriculture
Fifth Annual

Professional Development
Day

y, ^''^"^^1^1 982 at the Campus Center AuditoriumSEMINAR SCHEDULE

9:00-9:16

9:15

9:30-10:15
Rm. 101

Rm. 168

10:20-10:55
Rm. 101

Rm. 168

Opaning CarainoniM

InduttrW Show Opant

Naw IrrigMion Tachniquat for
Coniainar Plants

Fred Dabney
Manager, Ckjansett Nurtaries

Sooth Dartmouth, MA
Intagratad Past Mwtagamant in
Naw England

Dave Wallace

Plant Protection Specialist

University of Rhode Island

Extension Service

Starting a Small Businett
Dr. Arthur Elkins

Associate Dean of the School of
Business Administration

Uniwersitv of Massachusetts. Amherst
Marketing Mora than MMk in the
Holctatn Industry

A. Bruce Whittier

Owner, Grand Oak Farm
Hadley, MA

Rm. 168

11:10-11:46 Tonwrrow's Agricoltura
""> 101 Samuel Kaymen

Director, Rural Education Center
Wilton, NH
Coroarifation of Our Natural Environment
Nick DeSalvo
Chairman of Conservation Commission
Dedham, MA

12:00-12:35 Opportunities in Public Horticulture
Rm. 101 i~ i^ ..Gary Koller

Supervisor of the Living Collection
Arnold Arboretum
Jamaica Plain, MA

Afternoon

2:10-3:35 Panel Discussion
"m 101 Tree Care

Dr. Arthur Costonis, Owner. Systemfc, Inc
Westwood, MA
Or_ Walter Shortle. Research P,.,, Patf,oloQist
U.S.D.A. Forest Service. Durham. NH
Frank Wright. Director. Properties & Natural
Resourcw, Arlington, MA
Careen in Farming
Ken Parsons, Earl Parsons & Sons Inc
Hadley, MA

Irrigation Techniques and Careers in IrrigMion
Kenneth 8. White, Jr.

Owner. White Turif Engineering Co
Portsmouth. NH

Rm. 168

3:00-3:36
Rm 168

1:20-1:55

Rm. 101

Guest Speaker

Future of Ornamental Horticultun in
New England

Edwin Steffek, Editor Emeritus
HORTICULTURE magazine, D.i»er, MA

3:60-4:26
Rm. 101

Rm. 168

Preregistered Exhibitors:

Lovvcten Inc Acorn Landscape, Centre Undtcape Co., Mt. Auburn Cemetwy Butler Nuraerv a.rti..tT«-cThe Gr«,n,kwper, Adem, Nur,erY, Inc., Oak Hilf Nurseries/Berk.on U^l^TS^^/JTl 1 T^-ChennLavwn, Oe Rosa. Inc., Busy Bee Nursery
i-anaKaping, Eitex Tree & Undscape Corp.,

Preregistered Firms for Job Mart:

4:40-5:15

Rm. 101

5:30

How to Coneerve Energy in the Greenhouse
Nat Arena, Arena Farms
Concord. MA
Portrait of New England Farm a DacMie
from Now
Robert Grover, Retired State Extension
Poultry Specialist

University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Future Horirons of Agriculture in New
Englend and Program Conduwon
John W. Denison, Assistant Dean
College of Food & Natural Resources,
erector, Stockbridge School of Agriculture

Industrial Show Cloeas
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EWC begins offering

woman support groups
Thf (•..iiMsi.|..r-a(iv(.«;itr pruKrani at tin- Kvervwcmans

Ceritrr (KVVC) will ..ffer f.,ur allw<.nuTi support ^nuips
tor eiK'ht weeks J»e>rinnin>; the week of Marcfi I :, Facli"
«T(»up will c.nsist (if r,-l(» meniJ.ers. and will he n.-
hinlitated l.y counselor-advocates who have experience
with women who have survived vic.lem-e as well as train-
ing in Kroup faeilitation skills.

All the Kr(.uf)s will preserve ((.nCidentialitv thn.uKh use
of first names only. A l.rief interview witli eo-leaders and
mmmilment to attend jjroup meetings are re(|ueste<l
I here is no ehar^re. although donations are welcome A se
cond cycle of the groups will Ik- nifvn-ii during the sum
mer.

The hattered women's ^Toup will address feeling's of
an^er and powerlessness for women who are living' in or
have lived in situations of emotional and physical ahuse
and violence. The facilitators will l>e Wren Beaulieu an.l
Carolyn Mcliill.

Survivors of Rape/Sexual Assault will focus (»n the emo-
tional recovery of a life-threatening; event through supp<.rt
from others and sharing ideas al>out feeling .safe a^ain
overcomin^r fears an(i enlisting the help of family and
friends. The j,rrouF) facilitators will l)e Donna Tarnauskas
and Julie Weiss.

Women Sexually Ahused As Children will offer
memk-rs a chance to look at how childhood experiences
have affected their lives. The facilitators will Ik- Viririnia
Ackerman. and Fran Bnxfer.

Gettinjr Stronjrer: Assertiveness will hrinu women
together to learn aln.ut the problem <.f violence against
wcrnien as well as new strate^nes for »)ehavin^' as.sertivelv
and experiencing .self respect. The facilitators will he (;ina
rusco and Louise Bourassa.
For more information, to make referrals or to si^m up

for a ^roup. call Catherine Roach. M.S.. pn.^ram co<.r-
dmator. or Amy Harper, [.ro^ram assistant at r)4r>-0SH.S

Tuesday
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TWO FORONE
All Mixed Drinks* 9 til 11

NO COVER CHARGE

^ V^ 15 EaM PIrasani .St.
^^

^^•••••••••••••*^^^^,^^^^^^^^^^^

DON'T DE FOOLED DY
Improvised vacation packages! Why take
a bus to H.Y.C. for 3/2 hours THEN hop a
flight to Orlando for 2 'A hours THEM pay
3-5$ daily per driver for car rental in-

surance plus sales tax?? ON top of that,
you have to drive your group (4-5) with
luggage 140 miles round trip, and your
HOTEL is 23 DLOCKS from the Pier!!!

When afterall you can travel with the
College Travel Professionals, for $333.*
which includes; roundtrip non-stop direct
chartered flight from Boston to
DAYTONA, 8 days, 7 nights. Deluxe
Ocean Front accomadations, all baggage
handling and transfers. Welcome and
Farewell parties, I.D. card and services of
a full and COMPETANT staff!!

DEACHCOMDER TOURS

DEPENDADILITY • QUALITY • SERVICE

SINCE 1969

CONTACT: PAUL D*LUCA SR. REP 665-2570

^ MARK DRUHA 665-2542 ^

Tuesday. February 16, 1982

Advancement
CAMPUS VACATION ASSOCIATIONS

WITHOUT
AN

ADVANCED
DEGREE

Institute
for

Paralegal
Trainmg
235 S / 7th SL

Philadelphia. PA 19103
(215) 732^600

Approved by the
Amertcxin Bar

Association

Oprmrd by Par« Lrgal Inc »
PrnnsytvanU Corporation

I Cnllegf seniors Ifyou plan lo jjr( ;i )<))>

.ilifT uniduallon. why not (xjnslck-r
ii |)r()(«-vs(on?

III 'iinoiilhs, wcprrparcyoufor
ranti> in l.iw, iiian^iA>«'in«nl. finance.

Our H liilriislvf-Ktiii-v'siire

nallonally rn o^nl/^iil fui lii»<li aia
demkquaJlly

Over9()%olourf<n«luiiliss4t iirr

Jobs In their speclaJlles ( tvtr fj.tXXi

graduates hold positions In law firms,

banks and corporations In I lOdiu-s

We provide a substantial tuition
refund ifwe cannot secure a job for

you In the city ofyour choice.

Guarantee your future. Learn how the
Institute can help you advance In a
career Our representative wlU be on
campus M.uch I

D /Luou/d/fke(oarrangean<ntfmleu;
at another time. Hease call me at
one ofthe phones noted.

D Please send me injormation about
the InstituteJor Paralegal Training.

L^^'fj

'fi At 1» TV
,. WW war TiKf« -L tr t »/ » . , f. ,

»
.• ri-' ITT k-LT IT ivrr J ri l [» \ r

• V fi

I i 1 'f ' Vll*'

I't
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SPRING BREAK '82

DAYTONA BEACH $-|14 I H. LAUDERDALE $129
Above Rdles Include 7 Nights Lodging at Deluxe Oc^anfronl Hotels

I
Optional liltll KOI M)IKIP IKASSf()KI\IK)\ I()

n lAlJOtRDAll .ind UA^ I()\A Bf X( H
7 . l"""^''^ I

Name
Address

Cltu. State. Zip

Cnllerje

( ) ( )

Present phone Permanen t phone

l>epartores: . New vo,k . Ph,i (m«,o. . w,sh dc . Harrisburgi, PA
' C \ :^-' . I

H<«.„n . P,<,v,d«,ce . Albany Nt . Btn^hamion NY . Hantorri ^•" n ^ "\
• Many t jmpu4 Oparture* Available ^' ^0^ J)"'

•"'
'

AtJd $15 tor Upstate NV and New [ngland Deparlu-e, ^' -'; \»' V
•f«« Di«i^ WofM Tran.po,t*lioo l,cur«oo,

*'"
'"-w'r

"Travel with Confidence"
For further info & reservations

call today:
DAVE COMEAU - 549-6802

DEPARTURES FROM UMASS

eon thefuture in style!
Weara CollegeRing with

diamondsfrom ArtCarved.
On campus now, exclusively with your

ArtCarved representative, is the beautiful and
very affordable Designer Diamond Collection.

Don't miss it! You can choose from
three exquisitely crafted styles, all set

with diamonds, in 10K or UK gold.
(All styles are also available in the

elegant diamond-substitute Cubic Zirconia).

Your successes speak for themselves.
Let your college ring speak for you,
and eloquently, for all the successful

years to come.

/IRR7IFVED
^CLASS RINGS INT.

DEPOSIT REQUIRfO MASTERCARD OH VISA ACCEPTED

PLACE:

^jUNIVERSITY
mSTORE<^

Campus Center
_ •<«« ARTCARVED C1.A8S RIHQ8. INC |

Tuesday. February 16, '1982

DOONESBURY Cojle^iari i3

r
MfNOS.SIR.
Hapmn
MAKBtr.

\
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DiDtrr
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IT*
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By Gary Trudeau CROSSWORD
bJfiON6A5

USUAL. (Ml
neMBACK
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MXJLPHAvesem
HIMmCKINB.

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

t>tO V0U-5UST (\dd"

By M. Joyce

'% 10

l_A

Edited by

ACROSS
1 Speak imperfectly
5 Deprive

10 Ohsand
13 Peruvians
15 Got up
16 Overcome
17 Ray
ia Shaw s Fair Lady
^0 Seigneur
22 While House

nickname
23 Vex
24 Popular West

Coast beach
26 Erudite
28 Elevator inventor
29 Gray and black

plaid of

S Scotland
31 Part of USA
32 ...and Heaven

Margaret Farrar and Tnidr Jaffe
©mi Lm Aaarin Ilan Sra^lnu
4/ Small amount
48 Zero on an exam
50 Lawrence of

Arabia star
52 ElCid, eg
53 Humorist
54 Headline word of

July 20. 1969
55 Red squirrel, eg
58 Venerate
61 Recognition
62 German novelist
63 Friend of Pythias
64 Pre-grads
65 Wailing for

Lefty author
66 Intincts

o.
J

33 Compiles
34 • lor the

show"
35 Anthology
37 Novelist Joseph

and others
41 Posy for the big

game
42 Sticky
43 Wow!
44 Lf s superior
46 Hind s mate

DOWN
1 Fleur-de

2 Artist s need
3 Bulbless onion
4 Pidgin English,

eg
5 Mournful
6 and
Cresslda"

7 Cheated
8 Cay or key
9 Canadian prov

10 Dress
11 Yell

12 Celerity

14 Yugoslavian, eg
19 Quaver
21 Soft nosed bullet
24 Marquand

detective
25 Particle

27 Ol a brownish
orange color

30 Want
33 Borders on
34 Drum
36 Shock
37 Abbr for a round

ob/ect

38 Farm
management

39 Dispense
40 Dotted, as with

stars, in Heraldry
42 By no means

petite

44 Monogram
45 Nepalese. tor

example
46 Catafalque
47 Gizmo
48 Promenade and

others
49 New York City

boss 1823 78
51 Amphibian
56 Even if

57 In medias
59 Fish treat

60 One below Lt. i.g.

ROD BONES

[hey^ How wfti

By Gregg Canavan
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THE UMASS ZONE
By Mark Rollins

ITS AU^OST

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
.CjA
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.S 1

tifMiio^L [1-iUfcjK 1 fM,
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WEATHER
'r<'<l;i>, (ufisiilt.faltlf sun-

sliiiic. 'rfiiififfaliji-fs t'alliii^^

ihrDiiKfi ilu-:{(isiiiiln.;,tifr-

'K't.ii. Kair ami ctldfr
toniKfit. Lr.us m.t.-^tK (t.,.iis

interior. L'Os ahtii^ tlic

<'":isi. Toui.irniw. itu-rca.s-

ifiK cl.itiiliiK'ss. Cliaiicc i»r

rain or .-^tinw all iuti fxtrt'MU'
nortlicast in the aftern.xm
"r •veiling.

DC MENU
LUNCH
Frcnt-h Dip Sandwich
Eggs Foo Yung/ Due Sauce

DINNER
SUPER SUNDAES
Chicken Cutlet/Supreme
Sauce, Cranberry Sauce
Swedish Meatballs
Bacon Onion Quiche

BASIC S LUNC H
Soybean Croquettes
Eggs Foo Yung/ Due Sauce

BASICS DINNER
SUPER SUNDAES
Garden Medley Casserole
Chicken Cutlet/Supreme
Sauce, Cranberry Sauce

Our success Story
can be your
success story.

YouVe worked hard for your food service degree
and you're looking for a career position that
will let you apply all you've leanied so far.

You'll find it at Pizza Hut. Inc., a diviswn of PepsiCo

Well be interviewing on Campus
February 25

See the Placement Office for more information.
_, ^ An Equal Opportunity Emptoytr M/F

VALUABLE COUPON

QflferJ
four KODAK Color Prints

jj^ for the price of three.
Bring in this coupon with your favorite KODACOLOR FilmJ^ negatives, color slides, color prints or instant color prints
Receive 4 color prints for the pnce of 3. processed by
Kodak freebee offer expires Morcti 3. 1982

Located in the Campus Center

cr UNIVERSITY
^^STORE

OPEN
M-F
95

Sat 71-4

VALUABLE COUPON

COLOR
PROCESSING
Kodak

muM
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Newslines ....

Amherst Community
Center to hold
assertiveness workshop
t, ^A

'."^'oduction to assertiveness workshop will be

^ru^T^^ei'r ''' •" '°^ -" "' '^^ '^-"-^

The Assertiveness training process involves un-
derstanding basic assertiveness principles, identifyintr
problem areas, practicing more assertive options for thoseareas and choos.ng to use assertiveness in these areas.A $15 fee will be charged for the workshop. For more
information and registration, call 253 2591. The Amherst
Community Center is a nonprofit organization— JILIAN PEEKE

Boltwood Project

meeting tonight
A meeting f(.r students interested in volunteering for

the B<)ltw()(Ml Belchertown Project will !.<. hei<i at 7:i(i
tonight in room IM 7 Campus Center.

The project, a.ssociated with the Belchertown State
School, provides hal)ilitati..n an.i recreation for the men-
tally retarded in Uestern Massachu.setts. Transportation
IS pr()vide<l to nightly programs held throughout the week.

th!'"''^ '"/'T'^.oL'""
"" ^^^ program is available by callingthe school at ;i2M-«31

1 . extension 494.

- MARY L. WOLFE

Tuesday, February 16, 1982

Hypercurricula

Tuesday

HUNGER TASK FORCE
MEETING: The UMass
Hunger Task Force will
meet Tuesday. Feb. 16th. at
4:30 in room 428A of the
S.U.Ii. Help us to help the
hungry to feed themselves.

WESTERN DANCE: The
Heymakers Square Dance
club will sponsor a fun night
of western dancing. No
experience needed. Come
down and join us.
Admi.ssion free. Com
monwealth room . Feb. 16
at 8:00.

RKAL MAJORITY
MEETING: The Real
Majority is having an im
porlant meeting Tuesday
night at 7:00 p.m. Regular
meeting will be on Monday
nights. For location, call

253 2439 or 546-9757.
Tuesday. Feb. 16, 7:00 p.m.
Call 253 2439 or 543 9757.

STUDENT MEETING:
UPC Productions General
Meeting. Room 174 Campus
Center, Tuesday, February
16 at 6:30.

Wednesday
HIOCUKMISTKY CHH

MKKTI.\(i: Tlu'rv \vil| !., a
niatidaloiA nieeling lor all

nieinlKTs on Wt-dncsdju

,

Fell. 17. I<»,S2. 7:<I0 p.m. in
room Mriu of tin- CTWK.
Klcctjuns lorolTiccrs will Ik-

iK'Id. Kvfryoiie is invited (o
attnid.

DVP MKKTl.NC: Man
datory meeting for ail I)V|'
rneinlHTs. Discussion of up-
coming programs. DVP of-

Hcc, VN'i'dne.sdav. Feb. 17th
at 7:(M) p.m.

Thursday

THE LAST (;KEAT
AMKKICA.NS: Anyone in-

terested in hands-on Televi-
sion e.\|»erience-in-

proddct Kill, direct lun.
writing. ;ind acting is in-

vited to conic to a iJiA
meeting. The \A,\ is a
varit'ty show for a variety of
IK'opI,.. '.xcjCampiisCfnter,
Feb. IS CiKM) p.m.

MASSPIKC (IKNKKAL
I N V ()\i M A T 1 ( ) N
MKKTINC Wante.l:
Volunteers to build a
brighter future. Students
and staff working t(» im-
prove the (|uality/»f our en-
vironment, our .society, our
livi's. .\<i experience need-

I

^''' For more in for
malion call Klise. .")4r)-(H!t!»

Campus (enter MVl Feb
18 7::{(>

^iit^

Come Learn About
Study Abroad Programs

in Japan

Meeting: Tuesday, Feb 16

|6th Floor Lounge, Thompson

3:30-5:00 pm
If you can't come, contact

Asian Languages 545-0886 or
nternational Programs 545-0746

ALL
UNIVERSITY

MEN
INVITED

'WWW'

2EENMHFED.j6:i7
'4 NO. PLEASANT ST.

^^

"^

Destination:

HAWAII 1982
Win a Free Trip for Two

TRIP DETAILS

' ^u^'Z ""!"' ^""" "*"* ^"'^^ ^"' '" ""*'"' "'"•°'"'" '"'""-

'

i^'kilVeach
'^""'""""*-"""* - ""^ ^<lg,u,a.,r Ho„l. I Blc^k fro„,

• Tradilional Hawaiian Howirr Ui Gr<>«>iing
• Roundtrip Transfer Bpfwrrn Airport and Hotel
• Airport and Hotel Portrragp

• W.ikil.. Cahar.t Cocktail Show Including Cover Ch-rge and One Drinh
ot Tour Choice

• Vacation Travel Concepts Gel Acquainted Briefing

'' ITaT'^,'T'""
^"•'" ^""^"^'^ ""*P"""y Oe,k* -nd Tour Hosts

Mil Apphcable Service Charges and Taxes
• Arrangements will be made on a space available basis
• The Trip may be taken anytime during 1982

You will receive a FREE raffle ticket when you:

'" lZTi7^'
P.."vn".an Cocktail at the TOC Lounge S2 00 or

1982 \ "T 'cV " •"' "'"'*•" «" °" ^'*>"<i'V. Februarv 131"»82 or Saturday. February 20. 1982 or
"V to.

• Purchase an airline ticket „, trip worth SIOO or more at C-mpu. Travel

l^u ?o%"o^ ''{if%?'^'r*"3
will be held on March

5th 1 982 ,n the Blue Wall Cafeteria at high noon.Be there, Alohal

SponBoredbv: Campu, Center Food Service and Compu. Center Travel Agency.

OPEN RUSH
TUESDAY FEB. 16

Fraternities participating are:
Alpha Delta Phi 253-9074
Frat/Sorority Park

Delta Chi

Frat/Sorority Park

Delta Upsilon

788 N. Pleasant St.

Lambda Chi Alpha
374 N. Pleasant St.

Phi Mu Delta

14 Elm St.

Pi Kappa Alpha
418 N. Pleasant St.

Zeta Psi

23 Phillips St.

Sigma Alpha Mu
395 N. Pleasant St.

Kappa Sigma
70 Butterfield Ter.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

118 Sunset Ave.
Theta Chi

382 N. Pleasant St. ....o.a..
ALL UMASS MEN INVITED

Don't pass up this chance
to check out Fraternity living.

8:00 start

253-9230

8:30 start

549-5698

8:00 start

545-0244

9:00 start

256-6802

8:00 start

545-2150

9:00 start

256-6845

8:15 start

253-9987

8:00 start

545-2172

8:00 start

256-6815

8:00 start
253-9015

8:00 start

Tuesday, February 16, 1982

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Coilegjan i5

A DISC JOCKEYNEEDPn?
Rackadisc DJs are for your party infer
mation available with Randy 546-7013

A FLORIDA SPRINGIbREAK

JJ^\JJ^ ^?^®'*' P^^'^s, discounts,

i"o ^9 ™^" charges, fleabag hotels or
B.S -all FOR 2M.- (Daytona-Ft Lauden
dale) including 7 days hotel, round-trio^"Wation and Disney trip. Call Dave

Found mgps gold chain call 6 707?"

HELP WANTED

AUDIO

?7^^ 7^1'^^^^"°P
^^'^'"9 ^^ '*ke new

Call 665-7717 for info, will talk

^'^L '"'"' component system call
6-9426

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 Datsun 200SX new tires, shocks and
'"""I^Ia

A'^/'^M stereo, excellent condi-
tion 3800 call 1-737-7580 or 546-8339
1973 Austin Marina 4 dr compact, gd gas
mileage, dependable transportation 68 000
mi $700 546-3203 or 546-4911

^MC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder
lood condition, has FM cassette deck $790
966 Plymouth Valiant new engine qood

condition 350 Claudia 253-9302

74 Subaru excellent running, AM FM
79,000 Alex 549-5347

1975 Honda Civic Excellent condition
30-t- mpg regular gas. $1795.00 253-7967

BASS PLAYERIS

Overseas Jobs - Summer/Year Round
burope So. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $550-$1200 monthly. Sightseeino
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA^1 STrona
Del Mar , CA 92625

CoH^^^jT^i^srwrrii^^lvN^^
News Editors. Hard work, low pay but
great experience. Reporting experierice a

wl'i'/ ^*'".9 ^^elpful, energy necessary.We M tram, if needed. Apply before Feb 25
to Ed Levine in the Collegian, 113 CampusLenter^ equal opportunity employer
JOBS IN ALASKA^ $800:200^T^^;;^f;i^||
fields-parks, fisheries, oil, industry and

So l^c:^!^P'°^^' "^^*"9«' information
guide. $4.95 Alasco, PO Box 60152 Sun-
nyvale, CA 94088

R^cV^lii^^~P7^ect W/S jobs available

luB 5'o6f8'^°"
Contact Bill Ennen 306

The Lesbian and Gay Mens Counseling
Collective IS looking for volunteers to be

S'545-2645°'^ ""^^"^ "^""^ ^""^ ^^°"®

Suid^ts wanted for sales, good com.,
flexible hours call 256-0871

^___MOTORCYCLEFOR SALE
78 Triumph Bonny. 750 new up^^T^

MOVING SERVICES

r?r«
?®P«"«*»»>'« "efvice & reasonable

rates. Local or within 50 miles. For free
estimate call 549-3568

^

Florida BoundMar 18 return March 28

lo^ o!.cf'*
^'^ ^^^'® ^^'^'"9 expenses Mike

tx^/ 2458

Carpool from Greenfield MW 10 1 30
TuTh 9:30-2:30 Fri 10-12 772-6886

ROOM FOR RENT

MS DANCE MARATHON

m'
"*PP«"'"9. . .Its Happening A^nMarch 5th and 6th at the Student Union

ballroom.

PARTY 2-NITE

Alpha Delta Phi rush parties are backt

nfnL?H'"u?/l"°'^ ^^ ^^ P"^- Take any

SqS,?'" ^V'
^° ''^^/S°^ Pa^k or callb^-4443 for info

Nice bedroom to rent in a 2 bdrm apt No
Amherst 10 mm to bus short bikeride all fur-
nished, storage space available rent $140

So.liL'^!^'
|""^"^er & fall option call

549 5790 after 6 PM

ROOMMATE WANTED

PERSONALS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount
$30 stnngs for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

CAPE COD RENTAL

INSTRUCTION

West Yarmouth Seagull Beach six
rooms, 4 bedrooms 154 baths Memorial
Day thru Labor Day, also four room duplex
2 bedroom sleeps 4 253-7436

DULL?

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Division

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28
hours including classroom plus shop
Limited enrollment. 253-7967

Classical Guitar Lessons. Special begin-
ner program student discount Guitar Magic

"kTllington

I will sharpen. P-tex. and wax your skiis
for 5 bucks. Call Ed 6-9669

FOR RENT

Rooms still available in ADP for spring
sem€fster, excellent food-.- Call 549-6524 for
info.

Super Ski Weekend March 19-21 Free
beer and wine party $79.95 modern lodge
accomodations contact Angle 546-6140 or
Karl 546-6141

LOST

FOR SALE

Heavy Bag brand new 70 lbs. Everlast
blue teflon $80 or BO call Mike 549-1233

Sneakers men's and women's; quality
name brand; great deal call Mike 549-1233

Sharp cassette deck. Technics receiver
and turntable, microacoustics speakers ex
cellent cond. 549-4781 after 5 pm
Refrigerator, 1 year old, 4 cu ft, excellent
condition, $60 call Bill 549-6495

Cheap Stereo Turntable, receiver and
speakers, good condition $80. or BO
Genuine Yucatan Hammocks high quali
ty, matrimonials 40, doubles 25, David
546-4210

New Queen or King size waterbed never
opened 10 year warranty, walnut stained
pine frame, headboard, deck, pedestal,
mattress, liner, heater plus padded
siderails. $199.00 complete 527-4645
Easthampton

Brown wallet important immigration ID
.$5a00.rfivMafd Abbass^Bozorp. 549-2741
Handknit ski hat offwhite w/brown stit-
ching possibly near Chen or on bus extreme
sentimental value. Return greatly ap-
preciated Les 253-5237

Lost. Reward, a very sentimental gold
medallion with initials SSA on back. Given
to me by my deceased father, the return
would be greatly appreciated. Reward
please call 549-4691

Navy "blue, red & yellow scarf 9/2/82
546-7234

LOST COAT
Lost sheepskin coat on line for J. Geils
tickets in CC if found call Dave in SW
6-9669

FOUND

MAIDEN VOYAGE
The areas best in High Energy Rock and
Roll for information or bookings call
256-8573

Western Dance: Fun night of Western
dancing. Come down and join us. Admis-

f!?t" J?t- Commonwealth room (Ear-
thfoods) Feb. 16, 8 pm
To all University men you are cordially in-

c K iI°o%®" ""'^ ^' '-^'"bda Chi Alpha
Feb 11 8:00 pm Feb Ig^JITj^OOpm^J'
Blues Band needs Bass player & lead

546-9^4'"^°
Cotton, Geils, Waters etc call

The Real Majority is having an important

r ^focf™ "meeting tonite at 7:00 PM
Call 253-2439 for location. All interested
people are welcome .

Dear K.L.M. I hope your Valentine's day is
a very special and happy one! All my love

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes Down

to
Ft Lauderdale Spring Break

8 days 7 nights hotel $129
trans available by plane, bus, carpool

office hours M-F11-3 545-3437
SUE - FROM MICROBIOLOGY OF
Ei^PJ" ^^^^ 8^ PLEASE I WANT MY
NOTES BACK. CALL GAIL AT 6 1256
Lisa K Please talk to Mike S before it is to
latB and he does something crazy - -• ~

SENIORS: Appointments are now being
taken for the yeartwok - you've earned it

reserve your place in the yearbook now!
Call 545-2874 or stop by Campus Center
room 103

Si? ,!o'*''o5,^*''=^*'^°^" Center busrte

Jo? co^^^"^^^ ^^^' ^0 P"^ Of 1 pm to 9pm 323-631 1 ext 240 ask for C liff

Own room in 2 bedroom Riverglade
Apt. on bus route $150 plus utilities. Call
Khris atj56-0524 keep trying

Share quaint hous^ near creek in Leeds
^"^3 others. Near busline NancyLou

room.
23 +

$160 -I-

Kim

Presidential Apts. Owb
female non-smoker
549^^84/549 6476

Share 3 bdrm house with 1 M 1 F
Pelham 4 mi to UMass $130+ washer-
d^yer. woodstovg^ big family rm 253-3760

SENIORSTgRADUATE STUDENTS
Seniors/Graduate Students
Need help with resume writing?

Call Career Preparations
358 North Pleasant St
available weekends Ph. 549-5727

SERVICES

Expert repairs on all portable appliances

oc?-ff^'"9
rnachines. Kentfield Hardware

PoifDM !
;•'',<="*' • ^'ave the scissors"

t^aii KILA for the complete cut 546-4015
Typing 4c a line. Some overnite service
call at 549-4595

TAX SERVICES

State and Federal Taxes Prepared
reliably. Very reasonale rates. Call
Jonathan 253-9672

THE eOLTWQOD BELCH£RTDWN
^PROJECT

PROJ ECTIONIST WANTED
Projectionist wanted - experience with
16mm projector, 5-10 hours/week. Work-
study preferred. Call 545-2145 or go toRoom 404 SUB

PUBLIC APOLOGY
You know who, you know what, you
know why. See Greg, isn't communicating
a blast? With apologies from the kid on thin
ice.

The Boltwood Belchertown Project
IS seeking volunteers to assist in a wide

range of programs at B.S.S.
Gain valuable experience!

Credit Available!
Info Meeting: Feb 16 Et 18 at 7:30, CC 917
Make this your year to get involved !!!

ZZZZZ TRAVEL

J,

REAL MAJORITY

Found B er W cat found in ME near
Worcester DC call 6-5698. 5699, 5701

MARY KAY COSMETICS
See what Mary Kay can doT^r you For a
complimentary Mary Kay Facial call Carol
Nenetz at 256-6235

Get involved to defend your rights
against the New Right; Real Majority
organizational meeting tonite 7:00 PM call
253-2439 for location

Spring Break Florida ft Bermuda
Cheapest prices on campus call 549-1835
FREE TRAVEL BAClTFROMTLORiDA
dnve cars thru US Government Agency
Mar 1 - May 31 call Doug 546-8184

TYPING

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Long Island or New York
City on Friday Feb 12 546-9612

RIDERS WANTED

Freelance typing, editing, tape transcrib-
ing. Top skills, fast service, reasonable
rates. Professional executive/leqal
secretary. Amherst Center 549-0518

WANTED
Used Foton call Jennifer 5-0472
~ I1VANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith'
25 No. Pleasant St., Amherst. 256-0710 '

1962 Positive Energy Festival
Benefit - Western Mass. Resource Network

(linking over 100 energy, environment & agriculture groups)
Featuring Live Music by:

John Coster and the Medicine Dond
Private Tunings

Acoustic Mortions

White Noise

OXFORD NIGHT
Meeting to explain the 1982

"V

Student Union Dollroom

Fri, February i9th 7:00 PM
All Ages Welcome

Donation $3.00

OXFORD SUMMER SEMINAR

"the summer of your life"

all about the tutors, travel,

scholarships, Trinity College

Wednesday, Feb. iJ

Doftlett 30 i ot 7:00 pm
Slides to be shown

EUROPE ''CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE
BY CAR

45 Rockefeller Plaza

New York, N.Y.

10020

Phone (212) 581 3040
I

Mail this ad for

Special

Student/Teacher
Tariff

a MNTAL 3 LEASe O POUCMAM
•MHAII.PAM * VOMTH »*M
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Hoopmen hit bottom in RI
By BILLY SHEA
Collpgain Staff

KINGSTON, R.I. By virute of yet another uninspired
performance by the University of Massachusetts men's
basketball team, head coach Tom McLaughlin and his
young squad have hit the collar of the Eastern Eight in
dropping a 70 60 decision to the University of Rhode Island
Rams Saturday night in Kingston, R.I.

"Were exhausted both mentally and physically." said
McLaughlin, whose team has now dropped eight of its last
nine Eastern Eight contests. As a result of their victory
Rhody has vaulted over UMass into the seventh spot in the
league standings.

The Minutemen sleepwalked through the initial five
minutes of the game, turning the ball over four times

during that stretch and finding themselves down 16 5
when McLaughlin called time out to snap his team out of
the daze.

Although the intensity of the Minutemen picked up.
they were fortunate to only be trailing 37 31 at the half,
turning the ball over 12 times in the first half alone and
playing without the services of Edwin Green, who was
forced to the pine when he picked up his fourth foul with
10:09 remaining in the half.

URI showed no signs of being a last place team, taking
advantage of 13 steals to get their potent running game in

high gear led by junior guard Horace Owens who finished
with 26 points on an assortment of open floor jumpers off

the fastbread. When Rhody wasn't stealintr the ball to get
their break sUrted, they looked to 6-8 senior center

Women gymnasts

gain eighth victory
By CHARISSE FEINERMAN
('ollegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women K>'mna.sts
received a Valentine's Day ^ft from SprinKfiehH'olieKe
as UMa.s.s picked up their eighth viotorv of the .sea.son hy a
scoreof i;i6.2()-i;i2.r»r).

The gymnasts won every event of the meet, gral)l)ing

the vaulting exerci.se with a .score of lUJtO U> .'i.S.Hf).

Minutewoman Jeanne Bruzzese won first place in that
event with an 8.85. .Jennifer f'ancoast. also of UMa.ss.
received an 8.65 and third place.

After the first event, the Minutewomen were never real-

ly threatened hy Springfield, as I'Ma-ss dominated every
event. UMa.ss took the t(»p two spots in the uneven parallel

bars and won by a score of 34.40 to 32.8.5. Taking first

place was Heidi Milender with 8.'.). F'ollowing Milender
was Amy Burke with a score of 8.8.

When they went to the beam, UMa.ss once again excell-
ed, and took that event with a sc-ore of 32.15 to 31. .55.

Karen Knapp ha<i the highest score in that event with an
8.35. Trying a new mount onto the lieani earned Milender
second place in that event.

The last event of the meet, the flour exerci.se, was won
by UMass. Robin Low ran away with first place with a
score of 9.05. which happened to l)e the highest individual
sc-ore of the meet. With .second place was W. Grimes of
Springfield.

In all-around competition, Milender scored a |:)ers<»nal

high of .34.0 points and placed first. She l)ested teammate
Knapp, who was comfyeting in her first all-around and
placed second with a 33.65.

With their pre.sent record of 8-4. the Minutewomen g<i

into their next meet against the I niversity of New Hamp-
shire this Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at Koyden Auxilary (Jym.
"We are looking forward to UNH...everyone has tr» l)e a
100 per cent on Saturday." said UMa.s.s coach Virginia
Evans.

CollcKian phiilo h« N»nri (nintcr

SUSPENDED ANIMATION - UMass gymnast
Dave Regular performs in Saturday's meet
against Cortland State. UM won 247.45 to 198.90.

Swimwomen fall to Wildcats
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Stsdf

To lower race times was the big goal last weekend, as
both womens swimming teams from the University of
Massachusetts and the University of New Hampshire tried
to "beat the clock" at Boyden pool.

When it was over. UNH had won the meet. 73 57, and
went home with six pool records, including improved times
in both the 400 yard medley and 400 yard freestyle relays.
200 yard butterfly. 400 yard individual medley. 100 yard
fly and the 1000 yard freestyle.

UMass captured three records, including a new school
record in the 400-yard freestyle.

Despite the loss, which puts the Minutewomen at 6 4.

UMass coach Valerie Turtle said she wasn't disappointed in

losing.

"We kept strong all the way through." said Turtle, who
in certain events put one UMass person in the water
against up to three UNH swimmers. "Everyone swam very
well, and we had a lot of personal bests. I guess we sur-

prised UNH after the three-meter diving event because we
were only two points behind (58 56). That really got them
going and they won the next two events, including the 400
yard freestyle relay. But I wasn't disappointed in losing —
we're really just trying to drop times."

Tops for the Minutewomen were Jennifer Nicolai, who
won the first event for UMass. the 50 yard freestyle, in

25.10. a new pool record, Liz Feinberg with two victories

in the 100-yard and 200 yard freestyle events (with a pool

record for the 100-yard free in 54.85 seconds), and diver

Gina Perrone, who swept both the one-meter and three-

meter diving events. The 400-yard free relay of Feinberg,

Nicolai, Lori McCluskey and Maura Sweeney placed
second in the event; coming in with a time of 3:44.68. They
were a second behind UNH and its pool record, but cap
tured the school record nonetheless.
Along with the official events, UNH raced in three

unofficial events, trying to improve individual times for the
New Englands later this month.
The Minutewomen travel to Mount Holyoke College

tonight at 7 p.m. for its last meet of the regular season
against the Lyons.
"We'll try to get more people qualified for the New

Englands.
"
said Turtle. "The meet will be a short program,

with 50 yard and 100 yard events."

THE SEVENTH LANE: Diver Gina Perrone is among
the team members qualified for the Nationals. In fact, she
qualified a full two months before the others (Jennifer
Nicolai and Liz Feinberg). Perrone, a junior, made it on the
one meter board against the University of Connecticut last
November with a score of 225.70 and qualified on the
three meter board at Smith College that same month with
a score of 245.15. According to UMass coach Val Turtle.
Perrone qualified not only because of her high point totals,
hut also because of her ability to perform dives with a
fairly high degree of difficulty. "She's rated second out of
the top 24 for Division 'A' of the New England Cham-
pionships," said Turtle. "Gina's doing stronger dives this
year than last, and it's really improved her performance.
She had some trouble since intersession, but I think it was
a matter of her getting her confidence back. " ...Turtle
gave high marks to Caroline Freitas for swimming per
sonal bests in the 200-yard fly and 400 individual medley.
Freitas was a last minute entry in both events...

Roland Houston who cleaned the boards for a career-high

17 rebounds.

UM's Horace Neysmith turned in another bruising
performance, pounding the boards for 12 rebounds against
the taller Rams, while still finding time to dish out four
nice assists and work inside for 11 hard-earned points.

Donald Russell, who, along with Neysmith. might be
the most exhausted of the Minutemen. led UMass with 16
points, including an acrobatic 360 degree spin move on
Owens.

Craig Smith played well, finishing with 11 points,
including two dunks in traffic. He also cleared eight
rebounds and was an intimidating factor at the defensive
end.

The University of Ma.ssachusetts mens basketball
team will h(»st Eastern Eight foe Rutgers I'niversitv
tonight in the Curry Hicks Cage. Came time is at 7:3(1

|».in.

Gymmen crush

Cortland State
By NANCY GONTER and RICK VALDIVIA
Collegian Staff

Led by two impressive performances by Bert Mathieson
and Willy Stevens, the University of Massachusetts men's
gymnastics team breezed by Cortland State, 247.45-198.90
on Saturday.

In the Minutemeri's quest to score 250 points. Mathieson
contributed 50.40 points, while Stevens contributed 51.65.
Despite their efforts, the team failed to reach their goal by
less than three points.

The Minutemen started the meet by easily capturing the
floor exercise. 44.20 33.70, and topping their previous high
score of 43.60 in that event. Although Cortland's all-

arounder Derek Corneleous took first with a score of 9.30,
the Minutemen. led by Dave Beugler's 9.15, captured the
next five places.

The gynmasts excelled on the pommel horse, with John
Nelson upping his personal best from 8.7 to 9.35 for first
place, and Mathieson taking second with a personal best of
8.65. At the end of the event UMass held the lead 82 95-
58.45.

On the still rings, the Minutemen broke their previous
record of 41.45. and cruised by Cortland with a score of 42
points. John McGonagle. who captured first place also
broke his own high score with a 9.35. UMass increased
their lead over Cortland to 124.95-92.25.
Cortland captured the vaulting event, with a score of

44.35 to UMass, 44.15. Cortland's Cornelous placed first
with a 9.75. UMass was still ahead 169.10 136.60.
Stevens took first place on the parallel bars with an 8.60.

followed by Mathieson with a 7.80. The score at the end of
the event was 205.25 169.20.

The Minutemen won the high bar with 42.20 points to
Cortland's 29.70.

In what coach Roy Johnson calls their biggest meet of
the year, the Minutemen host Southern Connecticut State
College, one of the top twenty teams in the nation, on
Wednesday night at 7 p.m.

Sports Notices

MEN'S J.V. LACROSSE: There will be a meeting for all

interested candidates this Wednesday February 17 at 4:15
in Boyden. room 251.

D
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL: Tryouts for the women's softball
team are being held for the next week at the NOPE gym.
For more information, please contact Elaine Sortino at 545-
0038 or stop by her office in Boyden, room 225.

D
RUGBY: There will be a mandatory team meeting
Thursday February 18 in room 259 of Goessman Hall. All
newcomers are welcome. For more information call Steve
Piro at 253-5947.

D
NAIADS: Tryouts for Naiads will be held today and
tomorrow at NOPE pool at 6:00 p.m. There will also be
general meetings every night this week at 6:00 p.m. at
NOPE.
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Black America:
Under the gun o f Reagonomics

-A Review-

J
The Gutting of

by Angela Brown

- * .

Black History Month is well underway
and folks seem to be checking out some of
these events. But, it is regrettable that only
a handfull of people attended this im
portant event since it provided many
historical insights of todays' situation.
After all, Black History Month is based on
the need to understand who we are and to
add to the total picture of American
history. Professors Lloyd Hogan of
Hampshire College and John Bracey of
UMass led the evenings' discussion of
where we are at today ....

Lloyd Hogan began by saying that too
much attention shouldn't be given to the
intricacies of "Reaganomics " and thus
obscure the real issues of what is at hand.
He explained that as far as theoretical
criteria go, "Reaganomics" is what he
called a "bogus doctrine" and that it is
simply a strategy to "set the screws to the
people". This is easily seen since even with
Reagans' policies there is no end in sight to
continued rising consumer prices, and to
the unemployment that has reached
depression levels as opposed to the 13
million new jobs promised during Reagans'
campaign.

Hogan addressed the fact the programs
under attack by the present administration
date back to the New Deal and that they
werenot benevolent gifts to the people, but
were created out of the dire necessities of
the Depression. In other words, these
policies mere existence shows that the
private sector alone can never assure the
reasonable functioning of the U.S.
economy as evidenced by the occurence of
the Depression. Rather, Hogan said, the

,
corporations "flunked miserably" at that
time in the attempt to cure their own plight.
He added that even these policies could

not solve the crisis, and that state and local
governments have never been able to
resolve problems of unemployment and
poverty. (This statement was in reference
to Reagans' 'New Federalism " which has
serious implications for the poor and
racially and nationally oppressed as a form
of hidden budget cuts and a return to
'states' rights". ) These problems are of a
national level since they are characteristic
of the nation as a whole. Hogan went on to
explain that WW II and continued mihtary
interventions since that time, have been
the only cure to problems of overall
ecohomic crisi*. Th^ miUtary absorbs great
numbers of the unemloyed ( as can be ?een
tbday ) arid provides a dentand for
production cft>rir>g war efforts. yi^<

•

'

Hogan af^ said that social programs
y^ew put of the "massive surgery" required

'^. o,^«le?!>!lPo^|vage^'lte^ at that
tirrie; These' programs Havij never provided
any luXMfies to the people, rather the
"exttehie speed " with which social aid gets
into the hands of slumlords, locally

monopolistic grocers and Con Edison
proves the opposite to be true. There is a
connection between the need for major
spending to meet basic human needs in
hard times and the fact that the cor
porations can and do make huge profits
during periods of crisis. Hogan noted that
the trend in monopolized industries is
toward higher profits relative to the level of
employment, which is now on a steady
decline. In light of all this, Hogan sum
marizes current policy as one that is "telling
the people to 'go to hell' ", where the
economic crisis is a disguise for the cor
porate struggle for profits which are better
earned speculating in financial markets and
arranging merger deals than in building
new industry or obtaining more resources.
Hogan expressed concern that problems

will be dealt with only through the war
escalation and that the youth, especially
thoseof poverty backgrounds, will become
"cannon fodder", tellingyouth to 'go to
hell' in the literal sense.
Another concern was that the current

attack should not be personalized in the
form of Reagan who really plays the role of
"chief clerk " running the state for "those
who own the wealth of this country ".

Hogan ended on an optimistic note
which is important at a time when
demoralization is permeating many forms
of struggle. He expressed a belief "in the
capabilities of the people " and in the ability
of the people to survive. In times like these
survival is the beginning of working to
improve ones' situation.

Professor John Bracey emphasized the
other side of "Reaganomics" that is, not
only the economic policies but the fact that
these policies signal a change in the power
structure of this country. He stated that
the current tactics in use are the same as
those used in the period between 1880
1929, when the U.S. "made moves to
obtain workJ povwer and now they're trying
it again"

.
This is a period when the present

form American economic and political

dynamics took shape with the establish
ment of the big corporations, the
begginings of world domination and the
continuing repression of Blacks, Labor etc.
at home. Bracey sumnnarized the Reagan
administrations' policy as an attempt to
"smash the Democratic Party", referring tp.
the social programs built during the parties'
high point in the White House ami iri

Congress. He characterized ih^
l^epublican rote as one trying tp strengthen

"its' position in particular thi^t of,the
Southern and Western conseryatB/es< iyitt;

the Democrats in Cpngfess nqsi^did .

/-Support Reagaps'prpposal?. ;^ ;\;' v v^ ;

Bracey afeo adressed this, political
process as reflected in the proposef^ ';|i«|ew

Federalism'; and in the attacks txn\fdlk}Q
Rights, where through the destruct/cnofafl

The Reagan Aministration has launched
an attack on key provisions of the Voting
Rights Act, in the name of eliminating "con
straints on local autonomy. The House of
Representatives extended a new and im-
proved version of the 1965 Civil Rights Bill
test October while the current attack is aim-ed towards the Senate. This campaign to
increase so-called "democratic rights' is
argely a farce since without the act Black
Latinos and other oppressed peoples wouldhave no democratic rights (not to mention
economic ones), unfortunately, the issuedoes get confused because of the way it is
put forth by the Reagan Administration

folI,w^S^w:"''°'^'^''"""'«^^"^*=^

The House version contains a new provi-
sion that any detectable discriminatory ef-
fects constitute reason for Federal action
Previously discriminatory mtent on the part
of the State and local authorities had to be
proven. Reagan wants the Senate to
reverse back to the intent factor as measure
Of discrimination. But, it is difficult to con-
clave how one could prove such a subjec-
tive factor excepting only unusual cir-
cumstances.

This reversal would create a policy that
does not tato Hi.!rr;m.natiQn «e'iO'Js!«' It

Voting Rights
reflects the belief that discrimination is
manifested by only a few backward in-
dividuals when discrimination is a reality
that IS easily seen on a wide scale.

The Reagan Administration has also
voice oppossition to the extension of in-
definite Federal overseeing of regional con
pliance with the Act. This includes submis-
sion by states and districts of proposed
changes in their electoral laws. The nine
states and thirteen districts presently af-
fected will be automatically exempted from
this supen/ision in ten years if the White
House has it's way. In addition Reagans
plan includes looser criteria for states to
prove that they have corrected racist votino
procedures. ^

The importance of the Voting Rights Act
IS Illustrated by the dramatic increase of
Blacks elected into office. Since 1970 the
number has risen from 158 to 1813 Black
voter registration, in the affected states
has risen from 28 percent to over 50 percent
of the Black population.
The act contains provisions against in-

timidation at the polls, unecessary registra-
tion restnctions and against the manipula-
tion of distnct lines for the purpose of elec-
toral advantages through the non-
representation of minority groups.

Redistrlcting Suit
in New York

The Black and Puerto Rican Caucus ofNew York filed suit on the leaders of the
State Legislature last Thursday. The suit
was filed because the legislature had stall-
ed, during internal conflicts, on redistric-
ting efforts. The suit is geared towards for-
cing the legislature to take whatever ac-
tions are necessary in order to reach a deci-
sion. The current distrlction plan is unac-
ceptable in light of the 1980 census results

In a quote from the New York Times,
Paul Wooten, counsd tr the caucus said
that this delay is linked to the "attempt to
go to a primary and general election on the
current reapportionment lines ", this Fall.
He also said, ' we believe that going ahead
with the present lines would violate the one
person one vote principle and would violate
the votir>g rights act."

the gains of the coalition of Blacks, labor
and liberals the effort is directed towards
breaking up this coaliton and to "drive
Blacks out of national politics '". Bracey
referred to this as a fanuiiar phenomenpn
where the national authorities "turn Blacks
over to the local whites' administration ".

Bracey also rioted that there has always
been a different treatment of Black im
migrants as compared to white ones as can
be seen rn the case of the Haitians flight
from their own country.

He afeo warned that if the gutting pf the
Nevw Di^l continues it could make survival
so difficult that people won't have the
enr^ tPJrttobitare against these problems.
He tipntmued on the point of unem-
ploylTiemvybeire Black people are employed
prirnarUy • Ih"^he now-declining industries
'ike steel, auto and especially the railroads.

This comment refers to two points, one
is that the supreme court has ruled that the
vanous districts concerned must contain
roughly the same population count The se-
cond point is that the Votin Rights Act re-
quires the protection of the right of minori-
ty groups to cast ballots. Proper represen-
tation can also be lost if the neighborhoods
°

-^ oppressed groups are districted in a
fragmented way. In this situation oppress-
edgroups are split-off into insignificant
segments and lose the power to elect an of-
fKJial who would best represent their in-
trests.

Yet, all of the programs in retraining are
beir>g cut which leaves few alternatives for
people. Bracey noted the irony that in the
context of thisbleak situation that budgets
for prisons are relatively high, while that of
public legal aid is targeted for reductions.
(In Massachusetts, Governor King is calling
for a return to Capital punishmem.) In
additk>n, Bracey added that the cuts are
goir>g to affect everyone since "more white
people are on social program^ than are
Black people" contrary to popular belief.

Meanwhile, "we have not set the terms
for this fight" in other words we have been
caught on the defertsive sucfrthat we now
have to struggle for basic, "bourgeois"
rights such as the fight to free speech, to
unionize and to vote. It is worthwhile to
'stand back" as Bracey says, because
though we can't deliberate total solutions

Continued on page 4
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Interview with Michael Manley
by John Ruddock Special to Nummo

Mr. Man/ey will be lecturing tonight at 9PM
in the Fine Arts Center, this activity is free

S^'uaaLT.I °* '^^ ^^^^* ^'^^''''^ /^onth.i^UMMO News will feature more about liilr
Mwleys' visit to UMass on our next issue

It has been said that during your Ad
ministration, Jamaica was moving closer
towards becoming a Communist sattelite
due to the relationship between your Ad
ministration and the Castro Regime. Do you
consider this to be true?

It is a blantant propaganda lie' What I

stand for is a Democratic Socialist move
ment, with a two party system... a political
system which would bring about social
transformation... what I propose could be
corisidered ratical, yes but Communist
No! I find that such talk is the result of one
of two things, massive ignorance-or blatant
sabotage.

During your your Administration, what was
your Foreign Policy?

Non allignment ... a cration of the
New International Economic
Order... Solidarity within the Third World,
thus crating a new Third World Force...!
feel that the struggle of my Third World
brothers, no matter where they might be, is

my own struggle as well.

What is your stand on Apartheid in South
Africa? How about SWAPO, the freedom
force in Namibia?

First let's make it clear that I am for the
underpriveledged. So committed am I to
this effort that the United Nations bestow
ed upon me a very rare and great honor
when they awarded me their Gold Medal of
Peace, for my actions against Apartheid.
As to SWAPO, we trained their cadres here
in Jamaica, and gave them the support and
instruction necessary to go back to Africa
and fight for freedom.

In your opinion, what were the underlying
causes of the economic recession of the
last five years?

First, the massive detenoration of the
external economic enviroment...to give an
example, approximately 10 percent of the
development that begins in the United
States ends up elswhere, whereas a whop
ping 40 percent of Jamaicas's GDP is exter
nal.that means that during the period of
1974 (and the economic crisis) the internal
economy was strangled... by the very same
process of deteroration (due to the 40 per
cent GDP that was beginning in Jamaica
and ending elswhere)... Secondly, the
private sector didn't cooperate very much
possibly out of fear of the proposed social
changes, or the basic ideology (Social
Democracy) behind them. Actually I don't
know which was the real cause, the words
or the actions behind the words. You must
remember, Jamaica is basically elitist this
was the first time the elite were being
challenged.

What do you see in store for Jamaica in the
forseable future?

I see Jamaica becoming much more
dependant of foreign influences and
economics, as opposed to their own...

It has been said that Jamaica is undergoing
American influence, to such an extent that
both your defeat, and Mr. Seaga's subse
quent victory were, for the most part
maneuvers of the American government '.

What is your opion?
I feel that there is no question that

there was U.S. influence in the past elec
tions. The Americans have openly called
Seaga their man'. The open comeraderie
between the White House and the
Jamaican Prime Ministry is apparent. The
cries of "Communism" that were carried by
the media and press had devastating ef
fects on my campaign effort. I think that
the victory of Mr. Seaga was not based so
much on Mr. Seaga's efforts as much as an
effort by the American government to keep
me out of the seat of power in Jamaica. In
other words, it wasn't so much a case of
we want Seaga' as much as 'we don't
want Manley'. This is probabley due to my
strong stands on Third World Solidarity
and Democratic Socialism.

Briefs from Puerto Rico
The Secretary of Labor and Human
Resources, Pedreo Barez Rosario classified
the islands economic situation as being
'very senous'. Unemployment in Puerto
Rico reflects this, and there exists no in
dication of improvement said Barez He
openly criticized President Reagans budget
cuts in federal programs duhng an inter
view last week. He believes the economic
measures traken in respect with the island
will have strong repercussions on the
already critical economic situation oh the
island

The Department of Economic Research of
the Banco Popular published a report of
Puerto Ricos economic situation cor
respondign the third semester of fiscal year
1980 1981

The report indicates that Puerto Rico is

going through a very difficult period in

most of the production sectors, the excep
tion being the manufacturing sector. The
most affected industry has been that of
construction.

Offcial statistics estimate that the number
of unemployed has risen to 208 thousand.
This report points out that this may result in

a large emigration movement to the United
States, similar to the movement that ocur
red after World War II.

The study also indicates that the principal
cause of the weak economic structure
stems from the economic recession of the
U.S., the cuts of federal funds, and a con
tinued decrease in investments.

Breves de Puerto Rico
El Secretario del Trabajo y Recursos
Humanos Pedro Barez Rosario, califico' la

situacidh economic del pa's como muy
grave'. El desempleo en la isia refleja esto y
dice el Secretario que hay pocos inidicios
de mejoras. Critoco la pol'tica de recortes
federales del Presidente Reagan en una en
trevista radial la semana pasada, pues cree
que las medidas han de tener fuertes reper
cusiones en el panorama economico ya
criticn en la isIa

El Departamento de Estudios Econo'micos
del Banco Popular preparo'un informe de la
situacion economica de Puerto Rico Este
estudio corresponde al tercer tnmestre del
afio fiscal 1980 81.

Muestra el informe que Puerto Rico
atraviesa un 'periodo dificir en la mayoria
dejos sectores de la produccio'n, la excep
cion siendo el renglo'n manufacturero La
industria mas afectada ha sido el de la con-
struccion.

Cifras oficiales estiman que el numero de
desempleados ha aumentado a 208 mil
Esto, menciona^l estudio, podria resultar
en una emigracion grande hacia k > Estados
Unidos, similar al movimiento ocurrido
luego de la Segunda Guerra Mundial.

El Informe indica que la causa principal
de este debilitamiento economico proviene
de la recesidn econo'mica de los Estados
Unidos, los recortes en los fondos federales
y disminucion sostenida en la inversicfn

Recession impact on the Nation

The recession's impact, as measured by
unemployment, is hitting some parts of the
country worse than others. The Deep
South, Northwest and industrial Midwest
states have been devastated. Other sec
tions have not been hit as hard.
Government regional jobless figures for

last November, \r\e 'ates month .- .liable,
«?now seven states '/ith official u-^employ
msnt jumps of iwo percentage points or
more over the past vear Four were in th„
Sc->Th-Albama, Delaware, South Carolina

"^ennesb*?" Two were in the
'•'' .jjton and Oregon. And

jS in the Midwest.
St • .bl«?ss rate is in Michigan. It

e rate compared with the
T»i^ e in November of 7.9

percent. (Vlanufactunng layoffs accounted
for most of the joblessness in high
unemployment states. The depression level
slump in construction also contributed to
the declines especially in the lumber
pro-cueing states of Northwest.

Metropolitan area unemploymen: has
ISO in eased to higher than average levelsn com. orison to rural areas. The highes- r.

ty rat. is in the industrialized Bp.Ic.
'=inesvii:,? area of Wisconsin. Low me.ro
ites .A.. .. recorded in the sunbelt. Tulsa
Okla. pn oil industry supply center, had the
lowest ..dtional rate-3.6 percent. The next
lowest was Stamford, Conn., whose main
workforce is executives who toil at the
many corporate headquarters located
there.
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The BUck CuIturaI Center
AT The

UNIVERsiTy of MASSAchuSETTS
AwflERST

Invites you to sIiare m rUi celebRATioN of

W.E.B. DOUBOIS' BIRTHDAY

AT tIie Campus Center room 101
ON WEdNEsdAy, pEbRiiARy 17, 1982

fROM EiqllT TO ten p.M.

ProJissor HoMfR I. Mf/idf II, will bf Till kiymoTi
spiAkiR. Thi Topic will bf DuBois: A (N^rioNAl
TR(4suRf. ProIcssor MrAdt is a mtivibfR ol rUt
Department ol AlRo-AwERic an STtdifs ol tI<i UwiviR
siTy ol Massac liusETTS. ProI. MEAdf, a DuBois
SCholAR, A RECipiENT ol A MASTERS ilN EdutATioN. A
Masters ol Philosopliy ANd is currentIv a PIi. D. can-
dldATE AT ThE UMaSS- AmIiERST CAMptS.
Also AppERINC, ON tIiE pROC,RAIV1 Will b( tIiE BetI«eII|EM
BAprisT ChoiR ol HolyokE.

Will you run again?

Definitely. And why shouldn't I? I am
still a member of parliament, you know.
After my defeat in the last election, I did the

honorable thing to do, by rendering my
resignation to the House. Not only was it

rejected, by I was unanimously re-elected

to my seat in Parliament where I now hold

the position of leader of the Opposition.

If you had anything to say to the UMass
student body, what would it be?

Be politically conscious- get inside of
politics People who fully acquaint
themselves get involved with politics and
the political process are less likely to be
misguided or taken in by politicians while
those who only occasionly watch the news
on T.V. or glance at a newspaper are leav
ing themselves open to political harm.

Do you have any advise to the Third World
community?

Unite with your Third World brothers
and sisters... cooperate with one another
with the common goal of a truly unified
Third World in mind. Always maintain your
self- reliance. Alway remeber this first law
of self reliance: "never ask anyone to do
anything for you that you can do for
yourself.

"

Black Newspaper
under attack
The Jackson Advocate, an outspoken

Black newsweekly in Jackson, Miss., has
been the target of two midnight attacks in
less than two months. Advocate editor
Charles Tisdale has described the incidents
as concerted "racist attacks against Black
people trying to deal with their own pro
blems."

In the first incident Dec. 19, shots were
fired into Tisdale's office windows. In the
second attack, Jan 16, xaio men got out of
a pickup truck and opened fire with carbine
rifles into the front office of the newspaper.
Jackson police have two white men in

custody for the Jan. 16 shooting, both of
them identified as former members of the
Invisible Empire, Knights of the KKK. Thp
men, Larry Walker and Kenneth Painte^
are charged with a felony, "shooting into a
usually occupied building." They were
released on $25,000 bond.

"Both of these men have been involved
in these kinds of, acts, as far back as 10
years ago, " said Tisdale. Jackson police
admit the two were arrested four years ago
for Klan style night raids, including an at
tack on the now-defunct newspaper the
Capital Reporter.
When Painter surrendered he also

reportedly admitted membership in the Na-
tional Alliance, a neo-Nazi faction based in
Washington, D.C. Walker's arrest resulted
in the confiscation of a 7 mm. machinegun,
four Thompson sub-machineguns, four
carbines and 1500 rounds of ammunition.

Tisdale said that the recent shootings
were by no means completely surprising.
"We have been attacked many times in dif-
ferent ways," he said. "IRS closed us down
in December las year for so called back
taxes-and they're threatening to do it again
maybe next month. We have been attacked
by the local government, and also by the
Jackson 'Black elite."

The Advocate has been one of the best
Black newsweeklies in the country in terms
of explaining Black political positions
whether conservative or radical. Tisdale
argues that the racist attacks cannot be
separated from the paper's politics. Con
troversy was particularly generated in re
cent articles on the Republic of New
Afrika.a Black nationalist group the FBI is
attempting to implicate in the 1981 Brink's
robbery in New York in which two police
and one guard were killed.

Protesta de

Nicaragua ante

Gobierno de Honduras

Nicaragua protesto energicamente por
"incursiones criminales de ex-guardias
somociastas desde Honduras, con la com
plicidad de algunos oficiales" del eje'rcito
del pais vecino.

En una comunicacion enviada el dfa 24 de
diciembre por el canciller Miguel D'Escoto a
su homologo hondureiio, Cesar Elvir
Sierra, le reitero que "nos resulta incom
prensible" la negativa de su gobierno a que
se realice el acordado encuentro de
ministros de Defensa de ambos pafses

'Desde el 29 de agosto ultimo se han
venido dando con gran regularidad incur
siones armadas en las comunidades in
digenas de Asang, Santa Isabel. Krasa yban Carlos, en el departamento de Zelaya"
expreso

Afiadio que estos hechos aumentaron en
las ultimas cuatro semanas, dejando un
saldo de 12 muertos y 15 desaparecidos "la
mayor parte de los cuales se tiene la certeza
que fueron llevados a territorio hondureno
por las bandas somocistas."

"Nuestras investigaciones demuestran
que los patnotas nicaraguenses fueron cap-
turados heridcs, se les torturo horren-
damente, se les enterro desnudos en fosas
comunes, maniatados por la espalda ".

D'Escoto recordoTque Nicaragua siempre
ha q^uerido creer que el" Gobierno hon
dureno es ajeno a estos actos, "aunque
siempre hemos demostrado nuestra
preocupacion porque su gobierno no
P^^fce estar en capacidad de tomar las
medidas necesarias para impedir que se
produzcan estas criminales agresiones, que
han quedado en la impunidad."

Advirtid* que en esta oportunidad "nos
vemos en la obligacion de denunciar la
comphcidad demostrada por algunos
oficiales del ejercito hondureno, como es el
caso del recien ascendido mayor Leonel Lu-
que jrmenez, jefe militar de Puerto Lem-
pira.

El Gobierno nicaraguense, senalo' dada la
gravedad de los hechos, demanda una in-
mediata investigacion y castigo de los
culpables y la informacion de las medidas
que se adopten para evitar la repeticio'n de
estos sangrientos sucesos.

Por ult'imo expreso' D'Escoto que el
gobierno sandinista espera la pronta
respuesta de Honduras

Dr. Du Bois with fKe late VJfo Marcmniof.l
gressman from New York.

,o»i-

DuBoi* in thf Graduating CUm of the Hi«h Schooi, Ore** 8«rr>n«ton, Mm*.
Mf. UuBot» occupie« the «xtr<n»« J«ft.

Or. Du Boi» eonsuhing wHK Editor Sl»irl«y Gr<if»am
Ou Bois ami Managing Editor EsfHer Jackfon on
pUnj for an issu« of FREEDOMWAYS, af th«
m«gaiin« ofRc* in N»w York, (961.

Author JoKn Howard Lawson joins Dr. Ou Bois in
9reetmg Soviet artists and writers (1949).
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The Northeastern Regional
Draft/ Militarism Resistance Organizing
Conference will take place in Campus
Center, rooms 804 808 on Saturday
February 20,1982 from 12:00 noon to 6:30
PM. The conference is being organized by
Students Against Militarism, Boston
Alliance Against Registration and the Draft,

Mass Open Resistance, and other anti-draft

arni disarmament groups.
The purpose of the conference is to bring

together activists from around the nor-

theast to work out stategtes rnni share in-

formation concernkK; *h«'3sistancfi;rTK>ve-

ment. The worksh; •.> lavUm^^f^e
Economic Draft" ^c faciWtatad by
Harold Jordan, a black activist from
Philadelphia who is a staff person for Pro-

ject STP: Stop the Pentagon /Serve the
People. For more information call 549-6414
or write SAM, Box 299 Student Union
BIdg, UMass.

On March 5, at 8:00 PM, Ms. Roberta
Flack, the internationally acclaimed
songwriter, singer, and producer will per-
form in concert at Smith College John M.
Greene Hall.

Concert tickets will go on sale February
15, in Seelye basement at Smith College,
Faces of Earth in Amherst, Main Street
Records in Northampton, and Main
Records in Springfield. Tickets piices are
$8, Smith students, $9.50, non- Smith
students, and $1Cf.OO at the door. For more
information call 584-2700 ext. 484

Afrik-Am meets Tuesday at 6:00 PM in

New Africa House. Your participation is

needed.

Classes will be given on The Art Form of
ASARTEMUR. First class starts February
11 room 114 of the New Africa House. The
art form is highly specialized in meeting the
chaHange of self defense training for
worT>en in mental and physical assaults.
The system is very intense due to the high
focus of training. For more information call

253-9223.

Black History Month con-

tinues;

Feb. 16 Michael Manley Former Prime

Minister of Jamaica will be speakirjg in

the Fine Art Center at 8:00 PM

Feb. 17 DuBois: A National Monument

Lecture by Homer Meade, room 101

C.C. at 8:00 PM

Reaganornics' continuedfrom poor I

•vv .i:::rr ,-

at this time It is a time to l>e active around
these baSit rights, ft does ^eem strange
however, that we have to go through this

ail over agan...
In corrchjsron, Professors Bracey and

Hogan had comments about what the role

of Black students at this time Bracey said

that since Black people have never had big

<juns that route to political power has never
I '-en open, but "we do have brains" and
that we do have to (Jevelop this important
tosource Hogan added that in addition to

ihis we have to be cntical of what we're
•aught stnce what is emphasized in this

" -ly IS necessarily biased. He concluded
f at we should also reharse for the real

world" in terms of identifying the issues
rjnd letting our voices be heard or dse the

powers that be might think that all is well

with the students.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

)-

The Bilingual Collegiate Program is hiring
tutors for the Spring Semester. Both work
study and non work students are encourag-
ed to apply. **

Tutors needed in:

Comp 122
BA210
Marketing
Finances

Statistics

Math
Rhetoric

Zoology
Biology

Chemistry
Physics

Apply in person at the Bilingual Collegiate
Program in Wilder Hall, UMass.
For more information call 545-0676

Womanshelter/Compafieras, a shelter for
battered women and their children have the
following positions avilable:

CHILD CARE WORKER: (Part-time) to
supervise activities, counsef and advocate
for children.

VOLUNTEER/STUDENT INTERN
COORDINATOR:(Part-time) to recruit,
coordinate training and supervise
volunteers, student interns.

COUNSELOR:(FuH timellndividual and
group counseling, advocacy , crisis in-

tervention with battered women.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT:(Part-
time) Office management, general clerical
duties, answering i phones, typing.

Bilingual, Bi-cultural preferred, B.A. or
equivalent experience. Send resume to:

Womenshelter /CompaHeras
P.O. Box 6099
Holyoke, Ma. 01040
Tel; 536 1628

Affirmative action employer.

The Che-Lumumba School and UMass
Arts Council are sponsoring a cultural even-
ing of Feb. 20 at 6:00 PM at the Lumumba
Hut in New Africa House. The evening's
program features Sumatha Sastri, a Bharat
Natyam dancer, Sylvia Galvan , a Flamenco
dancer, poetry by Dennis Brutus, and din-

ner by Yvonne. A $1.00 donation will be
asked at tfie door, and dinner will cost
$3.00. For more information contact Panna
Putnam 545-0883

Slavery in 19827
The testimony recaWed the days of the

antebelkjm South. The plantation's owners
hired a crew to abduct able-bodied men
from distant areas for work on the planta-
tion. Once there the laborers vyere housed
in illheated, unsanitary dormitories.
Threatened with violence If the fields for a
pittance. The conditions led to death for
some.
Such a tale was told to a North Carolina

jury last nrwnth in the trial df three field
bosses charged with kidnaping and enslav-
ing migrant farmworkers. The three ab-
ducted vagrants and unen»ployed people
from as far away as New York City, and
brought tfie^ to Rainbow Famrw in central
North Carolina.

One worker testified he Iliad been struck
on the head with a pistol when he attemp-
ted to escape. When a middle-aged worker
named Robert Anderson protested he was
III ahd couldn't vyork, acreywbo6& "grabbed
him by the collar and forced him on the
bus,' another migrant testi^ted. AWiowgh
spittirig up blood, Anderson was forced to
work in the broiling summer sun. He died of
heat exhaustion later in th? day.. ,..

A jury found the three guilty Jan. 22' But
migrant advocates say no charges were
ever fifed against the farm's owners, who
hired the- crew. And some observers
speculate that the fact the accused were
Black may have influenced the
predominantly white jury to convict them
for the wrong reasons.

REUNION DE AHORA

Lugar: B.C. P.

Mora: 6:00 PM

Hoy se llevara a cabo una reunion de

la organizacion AHORA. la par-

ticipacion de toda la comunidad

Latina es importante.

Full study
Havana and
Youth. Will include:

tour
Isle

in

of

at1' Conference
Ministry of Education
2) Museum of Literacy
Campaign
3* Visits to vocational
schools and ^ teachers
training school
4) Meeting with
Federation of Universi-
ty Students IFEU)
5) Meeting with Union
of Young Communists
(UJC)
6) Isle of Youth- visit to
secondary school and
meeting with African
students also, Casa
Cultura, Beach and an
evening with CDR,
Committees for
Defense of the Revolu-
tion

Cost of trip:

$750.00 from Boston
$700.00 from
City

New York

Make reservations as soon as possible to :

Cubamobile Program
Marazul Tours Inc.

'

250 West 57th Street
Suite 1312
New York, N. Y. 10107
Tel: (212) 582-9570

Marazul reverve the right to cancel the tour
shouW fewer than 15 persons sign up for it. Par-
ticipants will be notified 30 days before the
scheduled departure and all money will be
returned. If you cancel your place on a tour the
following schedule of refunds wiH apply:

More than 30 days prior to departure- Full Re-
fund
30-15 days prior to departure- Forfeit $50
14-3 days prior to departure Forfeit $150
Within 3 days prior to departure-Forfert fuli
cost.

For more information write : P.O. Box4t5
Cite no^, . .

^ Amherst, MA 01069 or call
'''^^

54&0341 Marea after 6 PM 253-2286 Mauricio
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Koffler's back
from AZ, OR
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Henry Koffler of University of
Massachusetts at Amherst is now one of
three final candidates for the president's
position at the University of Arizona, and
one of four finalists for the chancelorship of
the Oregon State College System, officials

at those schools said yesterday.
Koffler returns to campus today after a

five day trip in which he was interviewed
for the presidency at the University of
Arizona, and the chancellorship of the
Oregon System.

Koffler, 59. made the trip despite .saying
last week that he has no plans to leave
UMass. Officials at those .schools said the
trips were financed hy those institutions.

Kottler was interviewed on Saturday by
the Arizona Board of Regents, who are
expected to make their decision by March 1

.

Dr. Rohort Huff, executive director of
the Regents said yesterday the field of
candidates is now down to three. Huff
could not disclo.se any information per-
taining to the interview, but said Koffler is

Oneof thf- final three.

The Associated Press reported on
Mt)n<lay that Koffler was not the front
runmr in the Arizona search. Koffler
receivtHJ his Bachelor's Degree from
Arizona. Koffler arrived in Oregon Sunday
afternoon, for a three day period which
included interview.s by various, presidents
of Oregon State College system schools,
racully senate m<'mhers, .sfjdenl jeadtrs,
and the OregonrBoard of Higher Educatiori,
who will make ihejr decision by Eeb. 26, an
Oregon spokesman said.

The field of candidates is down to four for
the chancellor's position in Oregon, the
spokesman said. The field was reduced
when former candidate Bruce Poulton,
chancellor University of New Hampshire
system was appointed as the chancellor of
the University of New Hampshire last

weekend.
At the University of Arizona, the

president is responsible solely for the
operation of the Tucson campus and its

30,000 students. The current president,
after 10 years is earning $82, .500.

In Oregon, the chancellor maintains eight
four year institutions with a total student
enrollment of 64.000. and a $1.1 billion

budget.

Koffler earns $65,414 at UMass. and is

provided with expense accounts, a house
and a car.

Gorman's roof

leaking again
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

Subscriptions

at UM library

drop; causes

rating to fall

By KKN BAZINKT
CulleLriaii Staff

The lilirary is experieik-ing a (lencieiicy

in the ruunher <>f periodicals, juurnals and
tiio/io^Tapli.s ii shelves cau.-^ed \<\ :in inade-

'|u;it«' iiunilier of .-iihserifttions purcha.sed

<'\er Ihi' last lU years, University uf

Ma.s.saelui.^etls aihiiif.islrators .said iii re-

cent interviews.

The lihrary. I lie (eiilcr m| rescarili al

UMass Amherst should maintain ahoiii

24,(MK» suliseriptions aiiiiually. Richard .1.

Talbot, lihrary dirertor said last week, Imt

since l!»7."'. the greatest iiunilwr of suhscrifi-

tions for one year was lf;,2SH. and the 1MH2

figure IS an all time low for UMass al

. . .••..•..s-.-.v.-.

( •illr^iiin phoif* U\ \,ini'f_ ' -... *...... |.i ..(,1. T

Lmpty shelves at the library result from an inadequate number of
subscriptions purchased over the last U) years.

Manley speaks to 800
Talks about modern imperialism

Soon after repairing a leak in Campus
Center water pipes Monday night.

University of Massachusetts Physical Plant
crews were summoned to Gorman dor-
mitory in the Central Residential Area by
reports of renewed leaking > in that
building's r<X)f.

"It starts every time the snow starts

melting. " Matt Foderaro, a third floor

Gorman resident, said of the leaking that

required him to cover many items in his

room, including a bed, with plastic sheets.

Joan Creedon. Eoderaro's neighbor, said

her roommate was asleep when the water
began dripping from her ceiling.

"She was in bed getting dripped on,"

Ureedon .said. "I thought she was going to

drown."

"It isn't serious," .said Don Pelkey, area
manager of the Orchard Hill/Central

Residential Area, who .said the Physical

Plant began pumping water off the Gorman
roof around 2 a.m.

Continued on page 6

By PHIL JENNINGS
Collegian Staff

Michael Mauley, former Prime Minister
of Jamaica, was the host of a lecture, and
discussion on the ethics of modern im-
perialism to HOO people last night at the
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall, at the
University of Massaclujsetts.

Manley. who was spon.sored by the Of-
fice of Third World Affairs in conjunction
with Black History Month said he believes
that it is impo.ssible to understand the
Third World without understanding
modern imperialisrri.

"The imperialism of the Ifith century
even up to the present is different frorri

any other imperialism fortwo important
reason^. First never before has there been
so vast a part of the world's services
brought under the control of a minority of
the world as was the ca.se of modern im-
f)erialism." Manley said. '

He said, "secondly, never liefore has
there been a time when imperialism work-
ed in such a precise manner creating
economic structure that was so absolutely
tailored to the purposes of the imperial
conqueror."

"When we look at modern imperialism
what we find is by the time we get to the
19th century the whole of Africa, the
whole of Latin America, the Caribbean,
much of Asia and the Far East have at

some stage become within the grip of this

system," he said.

Manley, a former fH-Jme minister, has
an unclerstanding of international trade.

He used the illustration of .lamaican raw
sugar and cocoa heirfg transported and
taxed on the way to Britain so the British

could refine the raw materials, make it in-

to a chocolate bar, and sell ii hack to the

Jamaican people while making a tremen-
dous profit. The common complaint of
many Third World nations is that the U.S.
does not recognize the will of these na-

tions to hel() themselves by refining their

own raw materials.
"1 see national unem|)loyment at H |)er-

cent. Then 1 .see that Black unemployment
is 17 percent. Then 1 look within Black

unemf)loyment and see that Black youth
unemployment is 42 percent. .My common
sense tells me therefore that this country,

the greatest country jn the world is con-

demning 42 percent oi" its largest single

minority to unemployment is destroying a

generation.," Manley said.

Thf" lihntry, fhf a'nivr nf
n:sr(tr<-h <if [JM(iss-Awlnr,^f

sIiohIiI fthihitaiti ahonf JJ,.n(t()

s- H hsr r I ji f i it ti X u n n n n ! I if

,

Rirhiird ,]. Tulhul, lihrary di nr-
for sdid Inst urck, huf .^iNce lU7.i

(he (jrroff^si nmvbcv n/si^hs^'rlit-

tions for <»if year was M.JSS,
and thr HtSJj'iyurc is an all firnr

lowjhr UMass at 12M)0. Talbot-

said i}(Jhili(iH rather l/nni

hudyrt ruts has hurt the lihrary.

..:*.•:::•::.:

( nllririaii pholii hi lliiuanl l.ahltl

Michael Manlev speaks at FAC
last ni^ht.

12, .^00. Tall)ot .said infiatictn rather than
budget cuts has hurt the library.

Several UMass administrators agree that

the first f)riority is to meet the 24, (HK)

sul)scrif)ti()n figure, and. then over about a
five year period, purch.a.se 10 years of
hackfile.

UMass President David C. Kriaf)() yester-

day said the Governors budget reconunen-
dation for for fiscal year 1!)S.'{ is a substan-
tial increa.se over this year's fimding, but

will not be enough to begin to FTiake u]> for

the backlog.

'Hel|> (money) on our library's needs will

Ik' (next year) in terms of keeping abreast,
and does not take care of tlie backlog."
Kna|)p .said.

Admirustrators are al.so concerned that

U'cause of the lack of sub.scriptions, the
library is slipping in its rating given by the
A.s.sociatiori of Researa^h Libraries (.ARL).

of which it is a member. In the academic
year liWO the library was rated 7tith in the
U.S. and Canada by the ARL, but in litSI,

slipped to the 81st fMisitioti.

"Clearly we have slip[>ed badly," sai<l

Knapfi. "Our great need now is to regain
our position." he .said.

Administrators fear that wliile UMass
continues to fiill in the ARL rating, some of
its peer institutions are climbing.

TalTxit said the State University of New
York at Buffalo was at the same level as
I'Ma.ss in IH72, but now is rated .'{I by the
.ARL.
•loyce .Ahel, director of the .Academic Af-

fairs budget, said yesterday that her staff
stre.s.sed the seriousne.ss of this firoblem in

the Mts:{ State Maintenance budget re-

quest. The budget calls for a $1 million fiin-

fiing for periodicals, journals and
monographs. The library a<-(|uisition is

listed in the budget reijiiest .as priority one.

"T+ie ailministration has alwa\ s assessecl

the library as U'ing the resource center at

1 Mass." .Abel .said.

'The .<l million figure will only begin to

toiicli up<iii the pivilileni," she >u'ui.
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World and national news
More dead or missing
in Atlantic ice storm
HALIFAX. Nova Scotia (AP) - Fifty foot waves sank a

Soviet freighter in the icy North Atlantic yesterday,
leaving 33 dead or missing and raising the numher of
feared fatalities to 117 in the storm lashed area in two
days.

The world's biggest oil rig. the Ocean Ranger, capsized
Monday 240 miles east of Newfoundland, leaving one man
drowned and 83 missing and feared dead.

Veslerday the freighter Mekhanik Tarasov went down
65 miles further east.

The Halifax Search and Rescue Center said 15 bodies
were recovered from the freighter, 18 people were missing
and four or five were rescued from the 4,262 ton container
ship.

Two ship.s were hunting for survivors, and another ship
and a plane were heading to the scene but freezing con
ditions made it too dangerous for helicopters to fly. ac
cording to the center. More blinding snow was expected.
The Mekhanik Tarasov. enroute to Europe from Trois

Rivieres, Quebec, had developed a 45 degree list overnight
in 40 knot winds, heavy seas and freezing spray. Its cargo
was not immediately known.
The area was east of the drilling site in the Hibernia field

where the storm capsized the $120 million Ocean Ranger
Monday morning.

:mm^:

Mobil Oil Canada Ltd.. which leased the Japanese built
rig from a Louisiana company, said the crew included 15
Americans. 52 Newfoundlanders. 16 men from other parts
of Canada and one Briton.

It was the second highest toll in the history of offshore
drilling, exceeded only by the loss of 123 men in the cap-
sizing of the rig Alexander Kielland in the North Seaon
March 27. 1980.

Jet skids on landing

after clipping a cable
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A Boeing 737 jetliner skidded

off a runway during an emergency landing at Los Angeles
International Airport after damaging its brakes when it

clipped a cable atop a power pole, officials said.

None of the 119 people aboard the Air California flight

was injured in the accident Monday night, authorities said.

The jet was scheduled for a 9:05 p.m. PST landing at
Ontario Airport, about 50 miles east of Los Angeles, but
the pilot diverted to Los Angeles after the plane hit a half
inch metal cable that runs above power lines as a "lightning
arrester," said Bob Hull, a spokesman for Southern
California Edison.

The accident occurred four miles east of Ontario airport.
Hull said the plane snagged the cable, dragged it across

a 220,000 volt power line causing a momentary blackout,
then dropped it atop a nearby warehouse.
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TO PLAY THE GAME:
Answer each of the riddles that will appear here each

week in February. Write your answer in the blanks below
each riddle The letters with numbers below them corres-
pond to the numbered spaces in the master key. As you
fill in the letters of the master key you will be spelling the
name and location of a secret city in Europe Send us
the solution, and you and a friend could win a trip there, free

TO ENTER SWEEPSTAKES
1. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
2. Grand Prize consists of two regular round-trip economy airfares
to the secret city. 30-day Eurail passes. American Youth Hostel
passes, two backpacks and $1000 in cash
3. Cut out master key for use as official entry blank or use 3" x 5"
card Print your answer along with your name and address Mail
to Secret City Sweepstakes. PO Box 6018. Norwalk. CT 06852
4. The first 1 .000 correct respondents will receive a poster as an
entry prize

5. All entries must be received by 3/1 5/82 Enter as often as you
wish, but each entry must be mailed separately
6. A random drawing of all correct entries will be held 3/22/82 by
the Highland Group, an independent judging organization whose
decision IS final

7. Sweepstakes void where prohibited, taxed or otherwise restricted
8. All potential winners may be required to sign an affidavit of eli-
gibility to verify compliance with the rules within 30 days of receipt
of same For a list of prize winners, send self-addressed stamped
envelope to Secret City Sweepstakes c/o Highland Group 16
Knight St Nonwalk.CT 06851.

WHAT AM I?

M)! arsenal is patience,

My sword is chalk;

M^ discipline is conscience,

M> medium is talk;

My reservoir is history,

My greatest Im'e is truth;

M\ highest art is alchemy.

Where lead to gold is youth.

'vmmm^m^mm vp^nnp
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(Answer to Week #2 Riddle: CLEF)

qeNCRAL FOODS- INTeRNATlONAL coFFees
MAKe QOOD COMPANY.C Ger»efal Foods Corporaiion 1962
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Salvadoran president
talks of external threat
SAN SALVADOR. El Salvador (AP) - Junta President

Jose Napoleon Duarte has urged Salvadorans, beleaguered
by a bloody civil war between leftists and rightists, to
unite against "an external threat."

In a televised address Monday night, Duarte also
conceded leftist guerrillas "have increased their attacks
considerably" in recent days.
He said they had more help from outside the country in

their effort to overthrow his U.S. -supported civilian
military junta. "Again I make a call on my countrymen
without distiaction to unite against the external threat."
Duarte said.

Duarte did not specify the source of the threat. But his
junta and the Reagan administration have claimed
repeatedly that Cuba is funneling arms and aid through
Nicaragua to the guerrillas. Roth Nicaragua and Cuba deny ''

official knowledge of any such activity.

A military source said Monday night that a five day
army sweep against guerrillas in southeastern El Salvador
ended successfully with at least 400 guerrillas killed and
not a single government casualty.

Judge in Williams trial

bars officials' testimony
ATLANTA (AP) - The judge in Wayne B. Williams'

murder trial ruled yesterday that defense lawyers will not
be allowed to question the governor, former mayor and
other officials about alleged political pressure to prosecute
the defendant.

Meanwhile, a free lance photographer testified that two
prosecution witnesses may have mistaken him for Williams
at the scene where a black teen-ager was found slain. The
witness acknowledged he looks nothing like Williams but
said. "We're both black and we're both photographers."
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Colle gir^Q

Alleged gang-rape victim testifies at trial
By KELLY BURKE
Collegian Staff

Three Boston men arrested on May 16 for the alleged
gang- rape of a University of Massachusetts student in the
Campus Center Hotel went to trial yesterday in Hampshire
County District Court. Northampton, with Judge John
Murphy presiding.

The defendants are Robert J. Smith, 19, of Hyde Park,
charged with assault with intent to murder, threatening to
commit murder, indecent assault and battery, aggravated
rape, kidnapping and being a disorderly person; Paul V.
Hackley, 18. of Hyde Park, charged with indecent assault
and battery, assault and battery, kidnapping, aggravated
rape, obstructing justice and being a disorderly person;
Arthur G. Pearce. 18, of Hyde Park, charged with assault
and battery, indecent assault and battery, kidnapping,
aggravated rape, obstructing justice and being a disor-

Sontag reads

& discusses

her writings
Susan Sontag, writer, director, and in-

tellectual, read from an unfinished essay on
French author Roland Barthes entitled
"Writing Itself," and from a prose work to
an audience of about 450 in Mahar
Auditorium yesterday afternoon.

derly person, said Brian Blackburn, the assistant district
attorney prosecuting the case.

Six males were originally arrested by the UMass police.
However, Joel J. Fagerberg of West Roxbury had all
charges dropped against him in November, and two
juveniles are not being tried for reasons Blackburn
declined to disclose.

Today the alleged victim. 19, testified that on May 16
she went to a party at the Farley Lodge at UMass. then
accompanied some people to a continuation of the party at
the UMa.ss Campus Center Hotel. Blackburn said she
lurther testified that at the Campus Center Hotel she went
into a room where a number of men raped her.

A 14 member jury was selected on Feb. 10, but one
member was excused for personal rea.sons, Blackburn said.
The defendants are being represented separately. Norman
Zalkind, a member of the UMass Board of Regents, and

Barbara Rodgriguez are defending Smith. Frances Collins
is representing Hackley. and Peter Rutheford is
representing P«'ane.

Blackburn said he guessed the case would go to the jury
a week from tomorrow. The trial will last just a little
longer than normal because there are three defendants,
each with their own attorneys, he said. He would not
speculate on the outcome of the trial, and declined to
comment lurther.

UMa.ss police were alerted to the incident at 2:51 a.m. on
May 16 by a Campus Center security guard who was
responding to a reported disturbance and called UMass
police, who entered the room and arrested the men. police
said.

The victim reportedly received cuts and brui-ses during
the assault and was taken to the University Health Ser-
vices, treated for the injuries, and released, according to
Barry Averill, executive director of Health Services.

iMiUMMiliUiMMil

Sontag said that both her fic-

tion and essays deal with the

nature of consciousness,
specifically modern con-
sciousness, and what writing is.

Sontap said that both her fiction and
essays deal with the nature of con-
sciousness, specifically modern con-
sciousness, and what writinjj is. Themes t)f

tourism and phfito graphic image in her
work, .she said, stand as symbols of the
nuxlern conscii uisness.

Vocalizing her assumption that most of
the audience lia<i read .some Barthes, Son-
t;ig extolled the writer and claimed that

"Barthes' writing has one jrreat subject —
writinj^ it.'^fli'."

Sontag maintaitH'il that of the writers to

come cut of the World War 11 ('\i»erience

.-he is sure that Barthes will he the one to

endure. "A trutfi in art is that whose c«m-

tradiction is :\\<>i true," she saifi. Qu<)tin}r

Barthes .she .-^aid. "tfie aim of literature is

to put meanir • • ''' world but not ai'i

AUT()(;RAPns BOOK - Susan Sontajr, who spoke vestorday at Mahar Auditorium on'""writinir itsel?''autographs a book for an admirer following her talk.
»i^tn.

meaning."

She said Barthes endeavor "is a
quintessentially literary one" and called
him an aphorist and "inspired, ingeniou.s

practitioner of the essay and anti-essay."

B:irthes is always after anotlier meaning
ami disdains? "vul^aroles" of authority and

.-tem builder, she said.

In .her essay, Sontag lunipan:, .,;,.. ,..n

trasted Barthes with other French authcVs
Andre Cid.' and Jean-Paul Sartr*-

About !(K>
; filed from the

auditorium when rioiitag finished the
'

' 'VitflH

III !h»-

<)lreal 11 1 IK "I tier o.-^say

readintr tVnm a siior

!''.!
1

' hich r^

' 'I itni"' |ir'>s»'.

Sonuiii- was presenti'ii liy the Institute

I'T Advanced Study in the Humanities,
• ii. ii beifaii functioning l;i.-^t fall with
seminars. Loren Bantz, Provost of the
Ciii'^' '

' 'od Sont.'i^. referring t(»

hi"' ::*( ,.'1(1 :^;i|>rii!:ir fu-

SAP patrols will increase

fo^ "" iiainder ot semester

x4mhers

Uj ouck

•tmen repiv
JL *J

-II

'lav, I 1 ilia

I>.rM fti 5 ;
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"V\ i • , .
'< r iia:> <-fiaii.i^eii

pt'dfije ilnve ill .Ainhcrsl," .lankowski said,

"and this wiil heigiiten our visibility."

The training [tnigram, jointly sponsored
f)y University Health Service, the Amherst
Police Department, the University of

Mas.sachu.setts De[)artment of I^ublic Safe-

ty, and the Campus Center Food Services

Department, was held to educate
bartenders to the law and liabilities of serv-

ing alcohol, .said Gilbert Mottla, of Univer-

vii.it 1 <ait giVf i. !•

,.| li«> ri -.i!,-!!...!!.!.

.TmI

.\ l;irue ariioinil of tii.-t'ii.^sion ri'iiUTeH

ai-ound the lejjcaiity of whether softieoiic

may buy alcohol for their minor spou.se or
child. "The Ham()shire ("ounty District At-
torney has .said that he believes a spouse or
parent may purcha.se alcohol for a minor,"
said .lankowski, "hut since the state

Alcoholic Beverages Commission has said

that they believe any consumption by a
minor is unlawful, if 1 were the owner of a
bar. 1 wouldn't want to challenge it."

ranees. <\.,. Hoard •

Selectmen, read I > ler aloud
and voict-'l '•••'-

., i' r*

roinmenls.

"I think we have to respond to this letter

because it's so absurd. " she said. "I think
this letter was extremely rude, and when 1

went to introuduce myself to the Civil

Defense officials, they acted rudely and
belligerently."

Richard Minear, another selectmen,
agreed with Maltese's assessment of Ford's
Letter.

"There are phrases in that letter that
should not have come from one government

!'<' I •!.; i'l.i: >\ ;
•>•% ,; - i'; ,u-„;l- in

tor an extension od lb«' >:r;in( that i

Speed and.Ahohol Program 'SAP). In ils

iirsi yrar ol operation. S.AP has been
responsible for the arrest of many UMass
students on motor vehicle charges.

The Board of Selectmen's discussion of

the revocation of Backroom Records'
automatic amusement devices (video

games) license was po.stponed until next
week because a representative from
Backroom Records was unable to attend the
meeting.
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Rape forum focuses on services
By LISA PEDULLA
Collt'gian Staff

The day long conference "Counseling the
Families, Frit-nds and Partners of Sur
vivors of Sexual Assault" will aim to
"improve better services for women who
have survived sexual assaults by providing
them with better support systems," said

Cathy Roach, counselor advocate at the
Everywomans Center (EWC) at the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

EW(; will CO sponsor the conference with
Men Against Violence Against Women
(MAVAW ) on February 27. from 9:30 a.m.
to 4 p.m. The conference is a "statement in

itself that men and women have to work
together to fight sexual assaults and
sexism." said Eric Radack, a member of
MAVAW.

Roach said while the main focus of
MAVAW is to offer counseling to men who
are close to rape victims, both organizations
are geared to help the family and friends of

victims to deal with their own feelings and
lears about .sexual violence. She said the
conferenc*' will offer them the chance to get

mori' iriiining and to learn from people who
are experts in their field.

MAVAW, which offers counseling for

husbands, brothers and fathers of assault
victims, gels referrals from EWC. Often a

woman expresses interest in having the
male close to her receive counseling,
allowing then) to work as a team. Radack
said. He said in this situation, rape is a
"shared crisis."

"Men typically blame the victim." which
serves to re-victimize the person, Radack
said. MAVAW strives to help men confront
their feelings about rape, he said.

The conference will feature speakers
with experience in rape counseling in New
England. Among the speakers will be Dr.
Daniel Silverman, director of Medical
Education at the Beth Isreal Hospital in

Boston, who has published a number of
papers on counseling male partners of

women who have survived rape. Barbara
Moynihan, the coordinator of the vie

limology program at Yale New Haven
Hospital. John (iinnetti will discuss a team
counseling approach. Roberta Ru.ssell,

Continued on page 10

New approach in rape counseling
By SARAH RUSSELL
Five t'ollege Staff

The atliludes of those people clo.sest to a
rape victim can be crucial to her emotional
recovery from that experience, said

Madeline Uagner. a I'niversily of
.Massaihusetts graduate student in

psychology, and one of the co counselors
offerini; rap«- <'ounseling for couples, at the
I'sychological .Services Center. Tobin Hall.

Wagner and Bob Samuels, another
ps>(hoiogy graduate student, are giving a
Irn wei-k program of group therapy
lu'ginning in March, dealing with the in

terpetMina! isMits surrounding rape, and
how it aflects a <-oupl('s relationship.
Slalislio show that a majority of couples
stay together through the initial traumatic
pericjd directly follow ing the rape, but often
l>r«'akup within the next year. Naniuels
said. 1 he consistency of these breakups
sci-ni to indicate unresoKcd reai-tions to the
lafH', S.imiiels said.

"\\ f arc looking at why thes,

ships M-rm to dissolve," he said.

It is known that a rape \ictim gws
• hrcfui'h a mtk lotional
rt'uctiun pli.isi.s iiiiuivNiii^ uif rape, but
ihiTf has h«-»-n little research done on how

the people close to the rape victim react,

Wagner .said. Becau.se of the sexual mores
of s<K-iety, the close relationship with
husband or lover can. be particularly
stressful for the woman who has been
raped. The anger or fear the victim feels

may be shared by the men close to her, but
they are often not acknowledged or dealt
with, and can be detrimental to her healing.

Since this therapy is still somewhat
exploratory in nature, they are working on
it in two parts, in one part they are
providing therapy and rape counseling for

couples, and in the other, ther are ex
lending an open invitation to all men who
have been clo.se to a rape victim, and would
be willing to share their experiences and
lielings to assist the research in this area.

In l)oth case.s confidentiality will be strictly

maintained, Wagner said.

The rape crisis centers have been im
porlant and necessary in assisting women
during the early trauma of rape, but not

enough time has been spent on helping
those close In the rape victim adjust to the
irisis, so that they may support her.

\\ agner said.

We are concerned with how rape affects

the indiMclual woman, and how it affects
I lie vncia! nei w ork of her life." she said.

r.
EXCELLENCE IN MANAGEMEN

JOINSTAR MARKET
IF YOU HAVE

The willingness to ^vork hard
A strong desire to succeed

IF YOU ENJOY
A fast paced environment, exciting
and dynamic people...

ACAREER WITH STAR PROVIDES
An excellent starting salary
A profit sharing program
And many other benefits

MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITES
Great on the job training ^vith
Starts management team.

STAR MARKET WILL BE ON CAMPUS ON

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 23

If you are unable to see
us on campus, forward
your resume to:
Personnel Department
Star Market Company
625 Mt. Auburn Street
Cambridge, MA 02138
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Hatch re-opens

February 22nd

^yyy^Tfr^TTiiiiTT'

wine will be served on the

By RICK ALMEIDA
Collegian Staff

The Hatch Cafeteria, which has been
closed since intercession. -Jias set Monday.
February 22 as the tentative opening date
for4he fast food section, said Judy Stearns
of the Campus Center Board of Governors,

The fast ftK)d st'ction will be located in
the north end of the cafeteria and will serve
such foods as hamburgers and hotdogs.
The rest of the dining area will be par-
titioned until renovations are completed.
The Hatch is expected to be in full operation
by the beginning of April.

The lull extent of the renovations will
include several dining areas, each serving a
different type of food. Apart from the fast
fwd section, the Hatch will feature a deli
area, which is expected to have take out
service after 3 p.m. The deli will serve
sandwiches and traditional delicatessen
lare. Another area will serve soups and
salads.

The biggest change will be the Italian
loods section, which is expected to serve a
wide variety of Italian foods, and may
include waiters and waitresses. An in-

crease in student employment will result
from this addition. Stearns said.

The fast food and deli sections will be
closing at about 5 p.m.. with the Itahan
section remaining open until 10 or 11 p.m.

Beer and
premises.

The total renovation costs were originally
estimated at $342,000. While there have
been some contract changes. Hatch
Manager Larry Jeffers said there probably
won't be any cost overrun.

Tm reasonably sure we have not gone
over the budget at this point." said Jeffers.

The renovations are being financed by an
auxiliary fund raised from Campus Center
conference fees. The work is the final

project in a series of four to be done at the
Campus Center. The Hatch was done last
because it required the most funding, said
Bernard Wilkes, assistant dirtn-tor of the
Campus Center.

Forum tonight Ow
Central America

The third Great Decisions 1982 program
will take place at 8 p.m. tonight in Noah
Webster House lounge at the University of
Massachusetts.

The topic this week is "Central America:
Fire in the Front Yard?" and the panelists
will be Sylvia Forman. UMass department
of anthropology; Doris Sommer , depar-
tment of romance languages at Amherst
College; and Harvey Kline, UMass
department of political science.

Luther Allen will be moderator and there
will be a student audience open to questions
and comments. A tape of the event will be
broadcsast over WFCR (88.5 FM) at 10
p.m. next Tuesday.

US Air Force battle plan of 1955
against Soviet Union published
CAMBRIDGE (AP) - The Strategic Air

Command had a battle plan in 1955 to
reduce the Soviet Union to a "smoking,
radiating ruin" in two hours, and con-
sidered the possibility of a pre-emptive first

strike, according to recently published
declassified material.

The documents, published by David Alan
Rosenberg in the latest volume of
"International Security." also indicate that
the exact battle plan of the SAC's "bomb
as you-go system" was known only to Gen.
Curtis LeMay, who had the sole authority
to conduct the actual attack.

The magazine is published by the Center
for Science and International Affairs at
Harvard.

Rosenberg's article was based on two

recently declassified documents: a Navy
memorandum written by Capt. William B.
Moore on dn Air Force briefing held March
15, 1954, and a summary of findings
published by the Defense Department
Weapons Systems Evaluation Group on
April 6, 1955.

The SAC plan called for an all-out,

coordinated attack by 735 bombers that
would overwhelm Soviet defenses. The
aircraft would drop 600 to 750 nuclear
bombs.

Chief targets would be airfields and
atomic installations, but military planners
estimated 118 major cities would be
destroyed and 60 million people killed.

Moore, a member of the Navy's Atomic
Energy Division, wrote his superiors that
the SAC presentation was impressive.

Williams sentenced to 3 years; will

appeal Abscam conviction
UNIONDALE. N.Y. (AP) - An

unrepentant Harrison A. Williams Jr.. the
only U.S. senator charged in the Abscam
political corruption probe, was sentenced to

three years in prison yesterday for

agreeing to sell his office for $12.6 million.

He could have been sentenced to 15 years
for bribery.

Williams, who stood to make the money
in a titanium mining deal involving an
undercover FBI agent posing as a favor-
seeking Arab sheik, also was fined $50,000
by U.S. District Court Judge George C.
Pratt.

The judge issued concurrent sentences on
tiach of Williams' nine convictions and
stayed sentence pending appeal.

The 62-year-old New Jersey Democrat
said after the hourlong session that he
would continue to oppose his threatened
expulsion from the Senate, where debate on
such a resolution is to begin Feb. 23. '

^ "I will fight my case in the United States
Senate because I'm innocent and I know I

didn't do anything wrong," Williams said
outside the courthouse in this Long Island
community.

Williams' sentencing was postponed
twice after an emergency hernia operation,
but Pratt kept his Jan. 26 appointment with
the senator's co-defendant. Cherry Hill,

N.J., attorney Alexander Feinberg who
was sentenced to a three-year jail term and
a $40,000 fine.

Down Outerwear ft Sportswear
At Wholesale Prices SAVE
Down Vests & Parkas

many styles to choose from
featuring

Woolrich White Stag

Class 5 Down to Earth

Adventure Gear $30 - $60

197 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

Tues-Sat 10-5:30 253-9591

35-65%

SAVE AN EXTRA 10%
WITH AD THRU 2/26/82

DOWN
IN TYllL

VALLEY
FACTORY OUTLET
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THE MOUNTAIN
IN YOUR BACKYARD!

Ski Area

U MASS STUDENT NIGHT
Thursday, February 18th

Show your valid UMass lb.
for discounted lift tickets

3.00 pm - 10:00 pm Lift Ticket $9
5:00 pm - 10:00 pm Lift Ticket

'

" $3

Mt. Tom Skr Area Route 5 Holyoke, Massachusetts 536-0416

ThE Awesome AIternative

C^MCIMG ^/APORIII/A

REVERSE COVER
(Instead of you paying,
your first drink is on us!)

Proper Dress Required
• No T-shirts or Jerseys

• No Dungarees
WEDNESDAY DRINK SPECIALS

VODKA/JUICE....

ROLLING ROCK bot

DANCE THE NIGHT
AWAY

TO THE FINEST
SOUND IN TOWN
AT THE CORNER OF:

UNIVERSITY DR. & RTE. 9
266-8605

POSITIVE I.D. REQUIRED
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STUDENTS - UMASS (on Campus only)

IT'S NOT TOO LATE
To have the Boston Globe Delivered

at Discount Student Rates

D morning 10.00 D Sunday 5.50 D morning &• Sunday 15.50

Name.

Campus Address.
'*-*%•«„ V

Northeast, Central,

Orchard Hill, Sylvan
Ron Hubadeau 549-5059

215 Sunset Ave., Amherst, MA 01002 If

Southwest
Tom Clough 256-0800

J J

, 129 G Brittany Manor
Amherst, MA 01002
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on thefuture in style!
Weara CollegeRing with

diamondsfrom ArtCarved,
On campus now, exclusively with your

ArtCarved representative, is the beautiful and
very affordable Designer Diamond Collection.

Don't miss it! You can choose from
three exquisitely crafted styles, all set

with diamonds, in 10K or 14K gold.

(All styles are also available in the

elegant diamond-substitute Cubic Zirconia).

Your successes speak for themselves.

Let your college ring speak for you,

and eloquently, for all the successful
years to come.

;iKK7IPyED
^CLASS RINGS INC

DATE: PLACE:

Feb. 17, 18, 19

DEPOSIT REQUIRED MASTERCARD OR VISA ACCEPTED

•^UNIVERSITY
STORED

Campus Center
wTy^'

'1982 ARTCARVED CLASS RINGS, INC

S^ia^

Thursday, Feb. 18

2For 1

rustv nail

TWOWAYSTREET

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665 4937

* leaks
Continued from page 1

Pt'lKey said problems with the new roof, reconstructed

along with Hrt'lt dormitory's roof in 1979. began last fall.

At that time, residents in part of the third floor and the

entire fourth floor were evacuated. Only plastic sheets and
buckets occupy that top floor today.

The dripping resumed Monday night when the day's

warm weather melted snow to water, which overflowed
the buckets placed on the fourth floor.

Some panels covering electrical wires have been
removed since last fall's flooding to prevent fire hazar'ds.

Also, walls in much of the dorm are cracking and bubbling
from water.

Assistant Director of Housing Services John Findley
said UMass is now involved in legal action against the
company which performed the 1979 construction, and is

waiting for a new contractor to begin work when weather
allows.

"We've got many different buildings of all different

ages," said Kdmund Ryan, Physical Plant chief project
engineer, emphasizing that leaking problems are "not
unique to UMass."

EL SALVADOR
YOUR MONEY FOR
ANOTHER VIETNAM?

\ \ \ \ \
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COME TO THE FILM

EL SALVADOR:

ANOTHER
VIETNAM

I MEW MSM&eRS
I

lMEETI<^Gl

CAMPUS CENTER 166-35

DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT,

WED. FEBRUARY 17 4:30 p.m.

SpOMOwd br W«t»n M«ML Lttfai Anwricui SoUiUrity Committee
(WMLASQ. For mofc infonnatioiv ckU ) S45-0917.

ond MW ossociQt^s
W^d 17
Rock 102

C.D.S. records
special video presentotion

feoturing

ond more

Speciol Musicol Guests
Stjff/Zoor recording ortists

ORANGOTAH
S 1.02 admission $1.02 vodka drinks
Coming. . .

Thufs. 16 D. WILUE SMITH
and th* INCREDIDLE CASUALS
Ffi. 19 Th» "PERSUASIONS"

rU2y

$2.00 Cover
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

C'mon, who are you kidding?
C'dK'ti. ChaiH-i'llor Kot'tlfr, who arc \(>ii ki<liliny'.'

Kr;mkl_\. wv'w iioi sure what to lit'licxt- aiu tnon-.

On "DC liaiifl. it was rfpurtcd that you had ao int*'r-

virw .Satur<la> foe tlir itosition ol' tin- | •residency el' llie

I iiiversit) of Ari/.ntia in Tuscoti. hut at the s.anie time \c>u

insist that \oii h.ivc nn inlenlieii of leaving- I Mass. If

that's true, then wli\ even waste the time .L;<>itiu mit there
in the first |ila<<''.'

Let's assume for a moment that you.d" indeed ha\e n>i

intent i< III of it'a\ iii^:- \ 'M.ass. Mayhe youc name was |mt on

Dave Cline

a list ot catjdidates to "sweeti-n the pot ' and make the joh

appear mor'e attractive to other applicants. This is ofirii

done in fooilwill. wlii-n a It-am like llie New Kn^:iatid

i'atriots announces, whik' hunting: for a hea<l coach, the

nanie of a ^reat like .loe I'aterno to make the johsei'm hot-

ly contesf«'d. I hope this is what's hapjienmu to you. that

these cojle^^es are iisinj:: the prestij.re of lleiirx KofHcr'.s

name to mak<' the joli more desirahle to other, more
realistic eatnlidates.

Letters-——---—-—------------_—_

Interest of Americans not represented
by the Moral Majority

'I <> Ihe Kdiior:

In late November of last semester, a group called the
"Real Majority" wa.s formed on campu.s. As an active
member, I am concerned with the rising influence of the
New Kighl and their efforts to politically impose a. rigid

code of morality which is not representative of the
majority of Americans.
The right of abortion, sex education, contraception, and

separation of church and .state are among the rights that
the New Right threatens, as well as the right not to be
discriminated against on the basis of one's sexual
preferi-nce or on account of one's sex. I. and every other
member of the "Real Majority." do support these rights of

all people and oppose any person or organization which
appears lo threaten these rights.

1 would like to urge people who share these beliefs to

Vegetarians are forced to finance

meat eaters' expensive diets

lake this (>pp<»rtunity to become involved with the "Real
Majority. ' I'ecause we are a new group, we would like lo

encouraj;e people lo take this chanci- to become actively

involved and offer their valuable input. Our primary goal is

lo serve as an educational organization, hold meetings and
workshops and distribute literature. It is our belief that

voter "a[)athy " is the result of ignorance and mism
lonnalion.

"A final note about our name: the "Real Majority" was
conceived as a play on words with the Moral Majority,

whose tactics and ideologies we do not support. Nor do we
believe that the interests of the majority of .Americans are
represented by these people.

Jennifer Roof
Southwest

To the Kdiior:

I am writing this letter to protest the oppression of

vegetarians at UMass. Though I am a junior now and do
nol have to buy the meal plan, it was required when I was a

first and second year student. I am still feeling the effects.

l)oth financially and physically, of having to eat food which
goes against my diet. I am a vegetarian and do not eat

sugar, refined flours or grains, meat, fowls, fishes or dairy

products. Rut the meal plans, even in Basics, do not make
adecjuale provisions for vegetarians. This is unfair

discrimination which puts ma;iy of us under strain by

forcing us to eat what we have chosen to abstain from for

moral, political, and/ or health rea.sons. Ealing al the

ilining conunons, as compared to on our own. forces us to

pay three times more money for food than we would

normally i)ay.

Our meal |)lan di.scriminales aj-'ainst vegetarians both in

the (juality of food and its price. Not only are the main

dishes which a vegetarian (who eats dairy products) can

eat usually gone an hour before the D.C. closes, but

vegetables and grains aic overcooked, whole wheat bread

is often nol available, and much of the time chee.ses are
processed (thus having little protein value). Sugary
desserts mak«' up most of the fare at the L).(^ and there are
no non caffeinated leas. For vegetarians, this reduces
their meal to salad, nuts, and occasionally fruit juices — a
monotonous fare day in and day out.

The high prices of the meal plan are a second example of

unreasonable discrimination against vegetarians — they
are at least twice as high as the amount of money a

vegetarian would have to pay off the meal plan. Perhaps
this is because vegetarians are forced to pay for meat
eaters.

This ridiculous situation can no longer be ignored, and a

compari.son of our meals with Wh* r cafeteria foods is not

jusl. r-A'ery day students suffer high food costs and
inadecpiale vegetarian foods. We should either be provided
for or not required lo buy food we do nol eat.

Caroline Ayres
Orchard HiU

Terrorist label

aPLO misnomer
The current debate "over the iru-lusion (d' a

sp«'aker from the Palestine LilK-ration Orgam/.a
tiori in the International Women's Week ("elebra

ti«)n at I'Mass reveals the mi.scoiiceptions that can result
from faulty soiirci-s of information.

Phrases such as '"terrorist organization" have k'en ban
died alMHit with obviously little understanding of the struc-
ture. memlK'rsliifi. and ftolicies of the PLO.

The PLO was established al an .Arab sumrmt coidereiice
in VM\A as an umbrella orgatn/ation for the many Palesti-

nian groups that had developed after t)ie cri'ati<tn of the
state of Israel. .Althou^,r|i Fatah. Ilie largest group in tlu-

Nemat Shafik

V\hilc ihis ma> seem .sarcastic to .some readi'rs. think
about it. I'nder KofUcr's tutelag*'. wi- were named oiu' .if

the t<i|i fourteen colleges and uni\crsilit-s in the nation. |.\

no less a source than the .V' //• V-./V, 'iniKs. With all the
deriding of I Mass lli.it is cusloniar\ in the five-colk-ge
area, it should cealix he a great source of pride to all of us
that .\nihersl. .Smith ,ind Hampshire Colleges were not

• named in the same hre;ith as I .Mass. Th.it 's one of
Chaiiceilor Koftler's greatest triumphs, an achii'vemeiit
that has g;hned him a national reputation.
So its ;iclii;dl\ easy to uii<lerstand how ( 'h.-mcelloi' K<il

W'V udiikl Ik' regarded as a top c;indidate for these posts.

In f.-ict he is. at this writing, amonu the finalists for the
positions in .Ari/oii;i ;Hid Oregon.

Rut here lies the problem. If his naming was meo'lv
.symbolic. \\h\ is he goin^- west for the actual interviews'.'

Wh\ waste time ;in«l money tin something that he has no
intention of doing" It just doesn't maki' .sense.

Sure llenr\. lfie\ 're offering you tnjii;j' mom-y at these
other places, hut w h\ leave now? Win abandon your el

forts right in the middle of the "Near Tow.ards (
'i\ ilii\

."

\our pride anil gior\ '.' None of ii m.akes sensi'.

I niess \oii actuallv ari' thinking ahoul the jobs. |?iii v<iii

woiildn'l le;ive lis. would vou.

org.iniz.ition, controls the Kxecutive Committee, there art'

several important factions witliin the organization with
dillerent ideologies, supporters, and long term goals. The
Ira(|i-backed .Aralt Liber.ition F'ront; Sai(|a. with its fiaii

Arahist orientation and Syri.ui su|»port; ihe nationalist,
-leftist popular Front for the Liln-ration of Palestine and
its offshoot, the Popular l)emo«ralic Front for the Libera
lion <d' Palestine, all constitute im|K)rlant voices within the
Palestinian resistam-e. Disagreements over tin- em|>h;isis
on indoi-trination. activism, tactics, anil relations with tlu'

.Arab stales exist among many of the groups. Th<- PL( > has
iriteinalized the cont'lii-ts between its constituent groups
and unified them on the basis of their lowest common
denominator — the liberation of occupieil P.destine.

Tlu- resistance mo\<'ment. led by the PLO. adopted the
role of a government-in-e\ile providing extensive .so( iai

services including clinics, nurses training programs, tin-

Ke<l Crescent (.analogous to the \ivy\ Cross), schools,
children's military and physical training cani|)s. and pm-

• lection to tlu' camps when ttire;it«'ned by military attack.
In getU'val, the PLO appears to be a genuinely democratic
movement rooted in popular support.

Medi.-t coverage of the PLO has concentrated on its

military component and "terrorist acts" such as the .seri«'s

of bombings and hijackings in the «'arly !!i7<»'s. Com-
parable Israeli acts of "terrorism "

receive-. ;it best, .secon-

dary billing. While liormr stories abound on both sides id'

the conllict. the ilisproportion.ate coverage of events
renders a warpi'd view of tlie issues.

Perh.i|is one of the m;i|or himlrances to the Palestini:m

niovemetil istlief;ict th.it lhe\ are .Arab. The forces otMd
ward .Said's "orietitali.sin " are pre\;ileiit in the West's
view of tlie Palestinians The Lack of West«'rn idenlific;i-

• tioii and s\-m|iatli.\ for llie PLo stems from ! Iieir image of

.1 terrorist i^roiip iliat. like all "orientals." lacks an>
underslanding of VNestern values like liheiu. repre^. u

taiive gdvernnieiit. mdivniual happiiie.-s. .iikI

!ium;mit;irianisni.

Vet initrn.ation.il loncern for human right.- ;ind the

teii.acily o!' the Palestinians has brought ihe niovenu'ril m
l<i ;i more positive lighi. i iiited Nations Kesoiution I'.t 1 af

firming the PaU-stiniaiis' right to return lo their homes
ami properlv li.is been re-pass«'(l no less than lis times
.-^ince December II. P'lS. .More ih.an 1 HO count lies now
(•('•ognize the PLO .is the sole, legitimate ropresentative
of the P;ilesiiiii;iii peopK. In addition, recent PLO pojicv

h.is reflected a commitment to negotiate with Israel bv
recognizing its di' t'.icio existence .and'coexisting in ,i st.atc

next to it. I 'lU'ortim.itelv , in countries such ;is the I nited

.State's the colonial nature of Israel has been ignored ;ind

11" demands have lieeii made upon Isr.ael to de.il with
Palestinian claims to st-lf determination.

The Pateslinian moveiiienl h.is successfullv po|ilici/ed

and mobilized its people, provided ;in outlet lor rialion.il

aspirations, and filled the role of a government inexile bv
providing soci.al .services for its people. While it h.-is not

achieved its go.al of a "democratic, secular state in

Palestiiu-," the PLO has at least r.ai.sed the (|iiestion of

P;ih'stiiie, kept the issue alive, and ensured th.it Palest i .

nian claims, in .some form, would he a |»;irt of ,inv future
settlement.

XniKi! Shiil'il,- IS (I Collegian ossnri'ilr i-.ririil I ri- iililuf

r ""
N

Letters Policy
Letters to the editor must be si^'ned and

include the writer's address and telephone
number for verification. Please type
tripled spaced at ()7 characters per line.

Because of the lar^e volume of mail
received, unpublished letters cannot be
acknowledged or returned. Submissions
are subject to editing for clarity and
jH'ammar. Letters lonjifer than 30 lines may
be condensed due to space limitations.

.M.\>.»,'.V»,' .'

»
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Arts
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Geils blows your face out
TIIK .1. iiVALS MAM)
Fine Arts Cenlor, IMass

By BILL STP:FCHEW
Collegian Correspondent

First, you jjet a t-shirt. plain BVD or Fruit of the Loom.
Punch a few holes in it with a sharp object like a can
opener. Dip your hand in a bucket of paint the color of
dried blood and plant .a hand print on your chest and back.
Don't worry al)out being sloppy, cause you're in perfect at-
tire for Monday night's J. Geils show.'

I mII, .JI.III |lhol>. I.v hill \V.l|l|r:tl

IVlor Wolf, frontman for the J. (ieils Hand.

jl^S^«8S®S8S8^«88g888?i88gs5gg8i^ggg^jggggggggggg:i;g^j^j^^

Making their first New England appearance of their fif-

teenth anniversary world' tour. Geils blew their faces out
with a haf)py crowd of over twt) thousand at the Fine Arts
Center on Monciay night. The show was far from being a
mere warm-up for their upcoming gigs at Madi.son S(]uare •

and Boston Gardens this weekend. Geils playeci for well
over two hours, including four encores. They did an ass-
kickinL' mixture of old and new material, includin^'^
"Centerf(.ld.' "Love-ltis," •'Till The Walls Come Tumb,
iMg Down," "First I Look At The Purse" (wfiich featured
a human pyramid at its conclusion), a sensitive balhui nam-
e<i "There.sa," and a strange new wave^sh tune with a
Bossa Nova beat called "River Blindnt^'.ss."

A hyper-animated Peter Wolf, the voice of the band, im-
nu'diately won the audience by a.sking "I warma know,
Amherst.. .are you rockin' tonight!?" With the veins of his
neck pop[)ing out like ropes, Wolf gave thist rap
characteristic of the tone of the show...
"Ooh yeah! You heard of the .Moral Majority? They got

those three piece polyester suits and they got "those three
piece polyester shoes. They even got three piece polyester
hair! You know, those guys from the Moral Majority even
got three piece polyester minds!

"I saw one of tho.se guys on TV, talkin' about Father
Love an(l how he just talked to (Jod and God wants a dona-
tion. Send your money now, we can get you into Heaven
on the installment plan.

"The.se guys tell me not to listen to rock and roll, it will
turn you into an evil soul. I wish I could get on a TV
show. ..The Reverend Woobagoobajooba...and tell my own
version. Luuuuv trouble! You gotta know it started before
Romeo and Juliet, before Samson and Delilah, ooh yeah' It
started in the Garden of Eden! Yeah, I'd tell my own ver-
sion with my oun three piece polyester suit!

"One day Adam was walkin' through the Garden of
Eden. (Wolf does the cool jerk acro.ss the sUige.) So cool -
he was walkin' and he saw a strange green plant with long
leaves and a flower on top. He got st)me of these funriv
green leaves and rolled them up in a fig leaf, and then he
invented some fire and took some laaawng inhales.
"Then he got a mean case of the munchies. And he

couldn't find no Seven-Eleven. Hell, he couldn't even find
a pizza! So he found Eve. Only he didn't call her Eve; he
had his own name for her. Repewta the Bewta! 'Hey.
Repewta the Bewta, get down to that tree and pick me

< mIIi'u'I.iii |iIiii(>i Ii\ lim \\ .il.lrnn

Ma^jc Dick (alias Richard Salvvit/). harp plaver
for the .1. (ieils Band.

some of them red apples!' (The audience cheered him on
)Now if Adam had gotten off his lazy a.ss back then, we

wouldn t have the luuuuv trouble we got today. He
shoulda gotten down on his knees and said 'Reputa'" He
should have gotten down on his knees and .said 'Reputa I

musta!' He shoulda said 'You know I musta, I must irotLAAAWST!" ^

The crowd started dancing as this woobagool)ajooba
stream-of-conciousness rap kicked into a dynamite-version
of "Musfve Got Lost."
Most of the crowd spent the night of Feb. 7 waiting in

line for tickets. But the overall reaction was summed up

I

by one concert-goer, who said. "It was uncomfortable as
hell, but Geils was well worth it!"

Have you ever wanted to organize a Film Series?
Maybe Music or Dance Concerts?

How about Student Representation?

UlSCO
T0P4()
ROCK

The Off-Campus Student
Area Government Office
has vacancies in the

Commuter Assembly Board.
The Commuter Assembly is the policy board for the
Commuter Office. They develop many student pro-
grams and represent the interest of over 7000

students Pick up nomination papers NOW!
404 Student Union Building

545 2145
Deadline February 23

»̂SSS3888S83888S888S8»s«&«8S88^jgS»r5^5fti-«^;j^^^

RICHARDS ROUTE 9 AMHERST

THURSDAYS )f

"the sound of the sixties
»J
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TuLiDAY
WEDNESDAY 75 i Df^HK-S

s«8!*

LITE NITE
Featuring: StCVC Spellmail

Mil.

Miller and Miller Lite Bottles 75c
Shot of Schnapps 95c

Sombreros 95c
Hot h'ors d'oeurves will be served .9-1

;

C.O.I.N.S. Students
Computer Science Certificate Program Candidates
and all other University students are invited to an
Alumni Skills Bank Program

I

on Careers in Computer & Information Science
|

Thursday, February 18, 1982
. ^ at 8:00 PM
in Campus Center Room 163

Alumni coining to campus:
Jerry Zolit, Hewlett-Packard, Waltham, MA

Jody Greenspan, Management Decision Systems Inc
Waltham, MA

Richard Scire, Computer Vision. Bedford MA
Alan Morse, Intelligent Software Systems, Inc.

Amherst, MA
Sponsored by the University Placement Service and the

Division of Continuing Education
For further information contact: Floyd Martin, 545-2224 or

Rick Taupier, 545 2484
Complimentary Wine and Cheese—

—

mip
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MEL BROOK'S

BLAZING SADDLES '

Friday, Feb. 19

7, 9, 11 Eng. East Aud.

$1.00
•;•:•- •:•:•

.•-•-• -•.>

The Central Vermoi t Railway is

offering a cash reward of $2,500
for information leading to the ar-
rest and conviction of anyone
responsible for vandalizing a
switch at Northfield, Mass. on
November 24. 1981 and resulting in
a serious derailment.

Please call the State Police at
Shelburne Falls. 413 625-6311 or
call collect Lt. Steve Strong
802-254-5934.

* I I t.<,l,l,l,l,l,l.t,«.l l.«,M,<.l,M,4.l.l.«4.1,M««^/4Al.t

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Substitute

6 Tabula

(clean slate)

10 Not seldom
13 Possible nick-

name for

Cyrano's beloved
14 Having an

external origin

17 Town SW of Rome
famed for rums .

18 The Holy Land
19 Soup or stiooter

20 Indubitable

22 Describing a

shower stall

23 Mosaic design
25 Disfigure

27 Ground
comfwsitions

28 Like a certain

cloud lining

32 One of the

Cartwrights

33 Rare^arth metals
35 Endangered tree

36 Unit of resistance
38 Mining product
39 Spring bloomer
41 Actress Joanne
42 down
45 Robin Cook novel

46 Camellia

48 Type of palm
50 Greek theaters

51 Musical mark
52 Island near

Majorca
55 Ego
56 Bathing spot

59 Prepares meat
62 Singer Frankie

64 Reconciliation

65 Verse form
66 School subj

67 Warhol
68 Chemical element

DOWN
1 Stage Item

2 Type of wine
3 Menu delicacy

4 Clock numeral
5 Every twelve

months
6 Refund
7 From pole to po»e
8 Com of Peru
9 Act one's
10 Amtrack motto
11 Duelist s weapon
12 Harmonious

relationship

15 Relating to

summer

16 Brutus s but
21 Not hurried

24 Ogden
25 Bogged down
26 Name in boxing

lore

27 Hooded snake
28 Minute channel
29 Businessman s

decision

30 Vicuna s cousin
31 Youth org

32 Pilgrimage to

Mecca
34 Puccmi opus
37 Ordinary

40 Summer treats

43 Dessert treat

44 House of Lords
member

47 Escaping quietly

49 Type of action
51 Irascible

52 • Lone
Cowhand

53 Deduct
54 Symbol of

strength

55 Use a carrier

57 Defeat

58 Has
60 Drs org

61 Derek film

63 Imitate

1 t 3 4 5

1
21

6 7 8 9

15

10 It 12

13 14
16

17 IB

J19 ^?0

28

22

1 ?7

23 24

34

25 26

?9 30
I
311

Ji'

37

33

I
44

35

.tb 38 39

I
49

40

41 ^H4? 43 45

1
58

46 47

55

51

57

H^^^^HSO

5b~"
S^ b3 54

b9 60 6t

1

6.

64
65

bfa 67 66

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

T 0,0

ojsIn'

JUHiA;L.

siRLSMOlollrft

WEATHER
t'loudy or i>i'comini(

cloudy today, (hanrt- of

rain or drizzle south coast

and li^ht snow or sU'Ct

southern interior sections

late in the day. Hi^;hs

mostly in the 30s. Cloudy
with a chance ol li^'ht snow
or rain and drizzle tonight

and tomorrow nii;hi. Lows
in the li()s to mid 3()s. Highs
today mostly in the ;W.s.

DC MENU
LUNCH
Cheeseburger
Liver and Onions

BASICS LUiNCH
Hungarian Nofxlle Bake
Tolu Pattie/Sandwich Roll

DINNER
Roast Top Round of
Beef/ Gravy
Frank Reuben
Baked Cod with Crumb
Sauce

BASK S DINNER
Barley Soybean Casserole
Baked Cod with Crumb
Sauce

COLLEGIAN
STAFF MEETING
Wednesday, February 17

Collegian Newsroom
7:30

Rrfhshnit'nls irill hi' srrrril.
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Need to
get away from it all

•S / X.

SARARUDNER
PERFORMANCE
ENSEMBLE

THURSDAY,
MARCH 4
8 pm

Sunday, March 7, 3:30 & 8 PM

,^^v?ifTr

^••C^

Carterl
Jazz

Wednesday,
March 10,

8 PM

Box Office: Noon to 4PM. M- F (41 3)545-251

1

TRUCKER RESCUED - A truck driver who spent anxious minutes clinging to the wreckr^e if

Th 'h'"r" K^"' 7^ ^^-!--cued bv firefighters in a hook and ladder tru^k fn BirmiLham IlaThe cab of the truck was dangling precariously 25 feet off the ground after the accTdent

Rape

' FineArts
.Center
Concert Hall

Continued from page U

director of the Hcrkshiro County Rape Crisis Center in
PiltslieJd will discuss coordinating professional and para-
professional rape crisis services, and the issues of ad
justmenl for survivors of assault who are returning to
school or work.

I'arlicipants in the conference include the Counselor
Advocates Against Violence Against Women at the EWC
who provide 24 hour rape clounseling services for sur-
vivors of rape, haltering and incest. MAVAW meet on
.March 1(» and. will soon be offering counseling and
educational .services to the community. Other participants
will include area ment.tl health proie.ssionals and health
care j.Toviders.

^'"' "'
"-^'li he hi'ld in rooms '.^11 915 of the
Mass. For ret;istraiion inlormation

lermc Roach or Amy Harper at EWC. 545
Radack at MAVAW. 25H-0543

r YOUR FAVORITE

BARTENDERS

ARE AT

Time

Two
TV's

Always J

Q Friendly \

Atn^osphere

I

Thesis Paper
Typewriter Paper

Typewriter Ribbons
at

A.J. HASTINGS
'^doaler and Stationer

asant St., Amherst I

Oix

Amherst's Diggest Little Dor
Open 1 1:30 AM - 1:00 AM Doily

37 N. Pleasant St.

.ar JC sxi sec

Wednesday

JimPlimkett
PUB MUG
MIGHT

35c Beers - Pub Mugs

• Oldies • Trivia Contests

9 til 1

rinniHimmmH BaTTw

ZETA PSI
SMM

^
12 ft

Kennedy.
Id. JOi' lil'OWTl. J'

' ' - ., The Moi
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A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

. 4^

%-^

iiiL way to prepare
lor ait; v/vitife irange of exper-
iences you'll have an Air
Force nurse officer. For more
information, contact:

MSgt. Ray Saccoccio
at (203) 745-2950

A ^mtf MOy <A W*

Rush Dates
February
Wed. 17 7:30 11:30 I.F.C.

Tues. 23 7:30 11:30 Open
Wed. 24 7:30 11:30

Gome <iown .uiu ,,a. ; ......^ .,,,;!

learn abonl Zete Pride, a great
tradition of the oldest Interna-
tional fraternity.

^'':!

IMi i lli|>> >t. n

St.

K»-ariiiy «»l.

ft

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

A FLORIDA SPRING BREAK

Sharp cassette deck. Technics receiver
and turntable, microacoustics speakers ex-
cellent cond. 549 4781 after 5 pm

GET the best hotels, parties, discounts,
and NO hidden charges, fleabag hotels or
B.S.-all FOR 264.- (Daytona-Ft Lauder
dale) including 7 days hotel, round-trip
transportation and Disney trip. Call Dave
549-6802.

AUDIO

Cheap Stereo Turntable, receiver and
speakers, good condition $80. or 8
Genuine Yucatan Hammocks high quali
ty, matrimonials 40, doubles 25. David
546-4210

Stereo worth $1100 asking $585 like new
Call 665-7717 for info, will talk

Aiwa
6-9426

mini component system call

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790

1966 Plymouth Valiant new engine good
condition 350 Claudia 253 9302

74 Subaru excellent

79,000 Alex 549-5347
running, AM FM

1975 Honda Civic Excellent condition.
30-H mpg regular gas. $1795.00 253-7967

1977 Datsun 8210 5 speed AM FM Hat-
chback $2500 Tel. 665-4445

1971 Chevy Chevelle runs well, asking
$250 Tel. 545-0946 or 586-1729 ask for Ter i

1970 VW Bus many new parts $500 Bob
586-5827

Raichle Hiking Boots, women's size 8'/2
m good-exc. condition $40 549-674

1

Men's X-Country Skis. New, used 3
days! Fischer 210's, bindings, poles. Cost
$125.00. Will sacrifice $75.00 or best offer
See at Arnold House. Donna 253-7536
leave message

FOUND
Found B Cr W cat found in ME near
Worcester DC call 6-5698, 5699, 5701

Found mens gold chain call 6-7077

Found dorm key Fri single ring holder call
549-6543 (by Grad Research)

HELP WANTED

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BERMUDA
Spring Break air fare & choice of ac-
comodations beginning at $328. Free stu-
dent activities and parties! Hurry limited
space! No hidden charges. Call Wendv
253-3054

CAPE COD RENTAL

West Yarmouth Seagull Beach st^
rooms, 4 bedrooms 1 "/z baths Memorial
Day thru Labor Day, also four room duplex
2 bedroom sleeps 4 253-7436

DULL?

I will sharpen, P-tex, and wax your skiis
for 5 bucks. Call Ed 6-9669

Overseas Jobs - Summer/ Year Round,
Europe, So, America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $550-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA 1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Collegian Jobs: We need two associate
News Editors. Hard work, low pay, but
great experience. Reporting experience a
must, editing helpful, energy necessary.
We'll train, if needed. Apply before Feb 25
to Ed Levine in the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center. An equal opportunity employer

Recycling Project W/S jobs available
apply in person. Contact Bill Ennen 306
SUB 5-0618

Students wanted for sales, good com.,
flexible hours call 256 0821

INSTRUCTION

i)YSLEXIC STUDENTS
Meeting at Room 68 Bartlett Basement
(Communications Skills Center) on Thur.
Feb. 18 at 7:00 pm For further information
call Fabia at 546-6370 or 545-0924

EDIE

Happy Belated V-Day. Thanks for four
months of TLC and understanding. You're
the greatest! (really!) KT
~~~

ENTERTAJNMENT

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Division

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28
hours including classroom plus shop.
Limited enrollment. 253-7967

Classical Guitar Lessons. Special begin-
ner program student discount Guitar Magic
5466684

KILLINGTON

Good music and good times with
"Willow Creek" and Smith College at INC
February 18th. Davis Student Center, col-
lege ID required

FOR SALE
~

Heavy Bag brand new 70 lbs. Everlast,
blue teflon $80 or BO call Mike 549-^233

Sneakers men's and women's; quality

name brand; great deal call Mike 549-1233

^uper Ski Weekend March 19 21 Free
beer and wine party. $79.95 modern lodge
accomodations. Contact Angie 546-6140 or
Karl 546-6141

LOST

Handknit ski hat offwhite w/brown stit

ching possibly near Chen or on bus extreme
sentimental value. Return greatly ap-
preciated Les 253-5237

Blue plaid scarf, near Unitarian Church $5
reward 546-6414

Omega Watch reward call Elane 545 2622
AM 253-3871 PM

MAD MURPHY/S
PUD

2451 Boston Rd.

Wilbraham, MA

Thursday, Feb. 18

SWING STREET
17 Piece Big Band

advance tickets available

LOST COAT
Lost sheepskin coat on line for j. Geils
tickets in CC if found call Dave in SW
6 9669

MAIDEN VOYAGE
The areas best in High Energy Rock and
Roll for information or bookings call
256-8573

MARY KAY COSMETICS
See what Mary Kay can do for you^r a
complimentary Mary Kay Facial call Carol
Nenetz at 256 6235

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1*8 Triumph Bonny. 7801 inew upper end,
helmets, sissy bar, excellent condition
$1,500.00 firm call 253-9074 ask for Taylor
after 5:30 PM

MOVING SERVICES

Fast, dependable service & reasonable
rates. Local or within 50 miles. For free
estimate call 549 3568

MS DANCE MARATHON
Its Happening. . Its Happening Again
March 5th and 6»h at the Student Union
Ballroom.

PERSONALS

To all University men you are cordially in

vited to Open Rush at Lambda Chi Alpha
Feb 11 8:0(9^m Feb 16, 1 7 9:00 pm
Come and join the Pre-Med Club! In

troductory Meeting Wednesday, Feb. 17 at
7 pm at the Dukes Room of S.U.B.

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes Down

to
Ft Lauderdale Spring Break

8 days 7 nights hotel $129
trans available by plane, bus, carpool

office hours M-F 11 3 545 3437
SENIORS: Appointments are now being
taken for the yearbook - you've earned it;

reserve your place in the yearbook now'
Call 545-2874 or stop by Campus Center
room 103

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Long Island or New York
City on Friday Feb 12 546-9612

RIDERS WANTED
Florida Bound Mar 18 return March 28
seek riders to share driving expenses Mike
527-2458

Carpool from Greenfield MW 10 1:30
TuTh 9:30 2:30 Fri 10-12 772-6886

RONNIE

Its a litle bit late but the words are still

true Happy Valentines Day Sweetheart you
know I love you adorlingly from your pup-
py, David

ROOM FOR RENT

Nice bedroom to rent in a 2 bdrm apt No
Amherst 10 min to bus short bikeride all fi ir-

nished, storage space available rent $140

^n™*^^^' summer & fall option call
549 5790 after 6 PM

ROOMMATE WANTED
Share quaint house near creek in Leeds
with 3 others. Near busline NancyLou
584-7193

Presidential Apts. Owb room. $160 +
female non-smoker 23+ Kim
549-6984/549-6476

Share 3 bdrm house with 1 M 1 F.
Pelham 4 mi to UMass $130+ washer
dryer, woodstove, big family rm 253-3760

One male wanted to share room in two-
bedroom apt. Ask for Mimi or George
253-972 229A Main St Amherst .

One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665 7519 keep trying

SENIORS/GRADUATE STUDENTS

Seniors/Graduate Students
Need help with resume writing?

Call Career Preparations
358 North Pleasant St
available weekends Ph 549 5727

SERVICES

Typing 4c a line. Some overnite service
call at 549 4J595

TAX SERVICES
'-A

State and Federal Taxes Prepared
reliably. Very reasonale rates Call
Jonathan 253-9672

THE BOLTWOOD BELCHERTOWN
PROJECT

The Boltwood Befchertown Project^
is seeking volunteers to assist in a wide

range of programs at B.S.S.
Gain valuable experience!

Credit Available!
Info Meeting: Feb 16 & 18 at 7:30, CC 917
Make this your year to get involved!!!

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL BACK FROM FLORIDA
drive cars thru US Government Agency
Mar 1 May 31 call Doug 546-8184

Now's the time and Bermuda's~the
place. For just $299 (this includes
everything) ForJnfo^n 256-6941 after 6

DO IT IN DAYTONAT~Spe7id~your br^k
(and not much bucks) on the beach.
Western Mass Bus offers low, low rates.
Seats are limited! Call Mike or Kilian
256 8244 or Tom 253 5518 NOWt

TYPING

Freelance Typing, Editing, Tape
Transcribing. Top skills, fast service,
reasonable rates. Professional Ex-
ecutive/Legal secretary. Amherst Center
549 0518

WANTED
Used Foton call Jennifer 5-0472

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,'
25 No. Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Friday, Feb. 19

THUNDER ROAD
Saturday, Feb. 20

ARIZONA MAID
Bring this ad for a free

drink. Valid 2-17 thru 2-20

OXFORD NIGHT
Meeting to explain the 1982

OXFORD SUMMER SEMINAR

"the sumnner of your life"

all about the tutors, travel,

I
scholarships, Trinity College

Wednesdoy, Feb. 17

Dortlett 301 ot 7:30 pm
Sliides to be shown

10% off with this ad

avmUablA at the grist mill route 116
"featuring yesterday's clothes

at yesterday's prices"
Corduroy Shirts 3.00 to 7 00
Flannel & Pendtfrio'i Shirts 3.00 to 7.00
Corduroy & Dungaree Pants 3 00 to 9 00
Cotton Shirts 3 00 to 7 00
40s Style Jackets.

. 8 00 to 20.00

•Also

Baseball Shirts, Hawaiian Shirts, Wool
Sweaters, Silk Shirts, Vests, Dresses. Shoes.

Jackets, Wool Suits, Womens and Mens Dress
Pants, and Many More Items on Display

1 Mile South of Amherst Center
accessible via

the South Amherst Bus
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A free throw away... another loss for UMass
ByEDLEVINE
Collegian Staff--

Despite battling back from a game high seven point
deficit with only 45 seconds left to play, the University of
Massachusetts men's basketball team suffered a 41 40
defeat to Rutgers University before 3.591 fans at Curry
Hirks Cage last night.

Th<' Minutemen drew within a point of Eastern Eight
rival KuLgers with six seconds to play when guard Donald
Kussell took a pass from Ronald Young and floated in a
layup. drawing a foul. Russell, who finLshed with 13 points
niissed the free throw as the ball bounced off the front of
the hoop and into the hands of Rutgers forward Chris
Remley.
UM forward Horace Neysmith fouled Remlev. who

missed the shot, but the Minutemen were unable to
recover m the three remaining seconds.

Throughout the game, field goal shooting told the story,
with UMass hitting only 31.9 percent from the floor and
Rutgers an equally dismal 35.8 percent. Neysmith. who
shot five for eleven from the floor, was the game's high
scorer with 15 points. Russell threw in 13 points, followed
by Rutgers' Remley. who landed 12 points.
The scoring pace was slow in the first half, with UMass

opening up the scoring with a drive by Neysmith nearly
two minutes into the game. Rutgers tied the score a
minute later. The two teams traded hoops and Rutgers
took a lead for gocxi following a pair of niissed free throws
by Craig Smith.
At one point in the first half, the Minutemen suffered

through an eight and one half minute drought between
field goals, with only four successful free throws by
Neysmith as the offen.se during that period. The defense
tightened, though, and UMass was able to hang on. trailing
18 15 at the half.

^

Neysmith. who fouled out with three seconds left in the
game, also finished with 10 rebounds. 7 on offense, and 2
steals. The Scarlet Knights garnered six blocked shots
against UMass. with center Roy Hinson rejecting three to
bring his season tally to an incredible 58 blocks.
Following the game. UMass head coach Tom McLaughlin

said the game suggests the Minutemen could do well in
Eastern Eight tournament play next month. He said hewas encouraged at the play of the team last night.

'I haven't seen a team with our kind of record play that
hard at the end of the year. " McLaughlin .said
Rutgers head coach Tom Young, noting that his team

had the game won" only to allow UMass a chance to tie it
up. was grateful for the win.

'Well take it and get out of here." Young said.
The loss drops the Minutemen to 7 16 overall, the worst

in the Eastern Eight, while the Scarlet Knights improved
to lb-7.

Collins leads lady cagers
back to their

UL- » /IIIV >« 1 .. .
< "lI'L'iiin |.h..(.. Ill \in<. II. \\iiKhA( HIN - Martha Keadv (riKht) tries to jrrab a rebound durinir a re

cent ^ame aKain.st Sprinjffield ( olle^e.

At Berkshire East

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff .

NEW BRITAIN, CT. - The University
of Massachusetts women's basketball
team, led by Sherry Collins' 13 points,
withstood the physical battering Central
Connecticut State College attempted to
inflict upon them to win their second
straight game, 58-53 on Monday night.
The Minutewomen never budged as

they took command of the game from the
outset. UMass effectively neutralized the
Central zone, easily moving the ball

downcourt. However some Minutewomen
mistakes kept Ontral in the game.
Rut the Blue Devils couJd not capitalize

on their good fortune. When Central
would get the ball, they would either turn
it over or throw up an airball.

UMass struck with an assortment of
plays. The outside shooting of Cindy
Clapp, the top of the key and the inside
the lane shots by Martha' Ready, and the
fast breaks - many engineered by Collins
— kept Central Conn, off guard most of
the night.

UM went on a tear with less than two
minutes to go in the first half leading
26-20, and within a minute the score was
28-24, UMass. Collins then hit a three-
point play to push the score to 31-24.
After a UMass steal, Collins, on the fast

Winning ways
break, hit Marlene Susienka who siink the
hoop. Thirty seconds later after a Central
hoop, UM had a 33-26 halftime lead.

In the second half, despite the best ef-

forts of Central and their noisy crowd of
250. UMass would not let the Blue Devils
get within five.

Central made a last minute run but con-
secutive Collins and Ready baskets kx-ked
up Massachusetts' second straight win,
upping their record to 6-15.

Last Friday night at the Cage. UMass
awoke from a second half scoring slum{.
to defeat Princeton University ,59-45.

After leading 42-27 with 13:58 to'go in the
game. Massachusetts fell asleep lettin^-

Princeton tie it up at 42 with 8:49 remain-
ing. However, UMass rallied off ten
straight points and outscored Princeton
17-3 to seal the win.

Ready led the squad with 19 points in

the Princeton win and Collins sank 15
with Wendy Ward scoring ten points.
Coach Mar>' Anne Odarski was pleased

with the two wins and optimistic about
winning their third straight Friday night
against the University of Maine in the
Cage.
Caiiu- time i.>< at 1:M) p.m. and that game

begins a two-game homestand for the
Minutewomen. Fairfield invades the Cage
Saturday aftern(»on with a special star-
ting time of 5:4.').

UM skiiers end season on top
By TIM LUCZKOW
Collegian Correspondent

The weather and snow were ideal for ski
rac-ng last weekend at Berkshire East in
Charlemont as the University of
Ma.ssachu.setts men's ski team took advan-
tage by winning its 14th consecutive cham-
pionship in the Osborne Division of the
New England Intercollegiate Ski Con-
ference.

The Minutemen placed five in the top
eight in the slalom (.n Saturday. Paced by
Paul Suozzo and Brian Prindle, Suozzi)
finished second with Prindle in third, only
two one-hundreths of a second back. Seal-
ing a UMais victory was Bob Faigel in
eighth giving the team a final score of
488.88, outdistancing second place
Plymouth State College's time of 497.18.

The giant slalom Sunday saw Suozzo and
Prindle once again leading the Minutemen
to victory. Suozzo taking second and Prin-
dle in third. Tliat thini gave Iriiidiv his se-
cond individual league title in a row.

Billy David.sori [>la(ed fourth and Dan
Conway wa.s the ne.xt UMass fini.sher. tak
ing seventh. Completing the UMass victory
wa> Bob Faigel, whose 17tli place was good
enough to give his team a combined time of
701. (iK to IMymoiitll Stale'.-; Tn.J.Sf;

* * A

Coach Bill MacConnell termed them "the

l)est races all year. " Indeed they were for
the L'Ma.ss women's ski team, as it won a
nail-biting slalom on Saturday and a giant
slalom on Sunday at Berkshire East.

The wins gave the Minutewomen a '47-3
record, tops in the Women's Intercollegiate
Ski Conference, which insures them an in-
vitation to the EAIAW Championships at
Middlebury, VT. on February 27-28.

Saturday's race MacConnell called "a
steal." The big thre^- combination of Sue
White, Theresa Collins and Sue (iundy all
took spills in the slalom's first course."

• White responded to the pressure by scor-
ching her second run and finished in third
f)lace. Bobhi Voll was right liehind in
fourth.

Sue (iundy's time rai.sed the UMass team
total to 336.19, surpassing Brown Univer-
sity by seven tenths of a second.

Sunday saw UMass win the giant slalom
by an amazing 19 seconds over Boston Col-
lege. "We pulled our socks up," said Mac-
Connell of tlif improver! performance.

White continiied to doniiiiate the race
and the N-ague, winning her .seventh race of
the year and also the league chamf)ionship.
Uojlins took .second, and Leslie Dale skiied
lu-r hexi race of the year for UMa.ss in
finishing fifth.

Both teams will travel to Waterville
Valley, N.H. this weekend for their con
I'erence cfiampionshifis.

ueiirhf ,.|..^« i« -
V. I ^

Auxiiarv (,\m. Johnson won m the i;J4 lb
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Geils fans rock Fine Arts Center balconies
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

Vibration of the support rods holding the
first and second mezzanines of the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center
resulted in the removal of over 500
students from those balconies at the J.

Geils Band Concert on Monday nig^t.

"What we were afraid of was that the
vibration would shake chunks of concrete
loose from the ceiling," said Jim Macrostie,
director of operations for the building.

The removal of the students was a purely
precautionary measure, Macrostie said.

The vibrations were caused by the
rhythmic stamping and clapping of the 500
students on those two balconies, Macrostie
said, and these vibrations were enough to

literally shake the balconies.

The decision to remove students from the
two balconies was made jointly by Fine
Arts Center staff, The Union Program
Coimcil and a member of the J. Geils road
crew, said Barbara Aldrich, the concert
hall manager.
"One of the men from production ser-

vices noticed the pipes swaying and he in-

formed my staff, UPC people and members
of the J. Geils organization," Aldrich said.

"Since none of us were very

VKn A J- L
Collefuui pfcoto by Seott Barke

u^V ~" ^"°*«"<^« members prepare to leave the three mezzanines of
the Fine Arts Center. Behind the mezzanines the support rods that
shook at the Geils concert can be seen.

knowledgeable about structural engineer-
ing, we look the safety measure of remov-
ing everybody," Aldrich said.

"I was watching people come up and
check the balconies for at least a half
hour," said Mona McDonald, a junior hotel,

restaurant and travel administration major
who was sitting on the second balcony. "All
of a sudden they told us to leave and go
down to the front. I didn't notice any pro-
blems. But they said that the vibrations
were just too much," she said.

"There was no problem of the balconies
falling down," said Macrostie, "there is ab-
solutely nothing unsafe about the
balconies."

Macrostie said the original architect of
the building was called in to look at the sup-
port rods, along with a civil engineer from
the physical plant and an outside consul-
tant.

The balconies will remain open in the
future, said Macrostie, pending the repair
of the rods.

"What we plan to do is damp (secure) the
rods, so they no longer will sway, as soon
as possible and we anticipate no
problems," Macrostie said.

"Until then," he added, "there will be no
more boogie in the balconies."

SGA escort service training approved for 2 credits
By KELLY BURKE
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association escort service
which has had difficulty getting started this semester,
may have been rescued yesterday when its 10-week train-

ing session was approved as a 2-credit seminar beginning
in March.

"Civility: Awareness and Interpersonal Communica-
tions," was approved as a seminar to be offered by the
human services division of the School of Education at the
University of Massachusetts, annoimced Grace Craig, pro-
fessor and chairperson of the Academic Matters Commit-
tee.

She also said the Committee was trying to work out a
method for students to add the seminar late, as the
add/drop period ended Tuesday.

One of the creators of the escort service, and the woman
who wrote the proposal for academic credit, Jean St. Mar-
tin, said she was relieved that the proposal was Anally ac-
cepted.

The service was developed by the SGA Presidents' Of-
fice in conjunction with the "Year Towards Civility," (a
program funded by Chancellor Henry Koffler's office) to
relieve fear of walking across campus alone at night, and
aid in the prevention of rapes and assaults on campus.
Because of a lack of trained volimteers to be escorts, the

service has not gone into effect as planned this semester,
said Jane Johnson, coordinator. She was unsiu^ when the
service will start again.

Some of the objectives of the seminar, according to St.
Martin's proposal, are to offer training in combating
violence and the myths that perpetuate violence, respon-
ding to the needs of assault victims, and luiderstanding

the cultural and psychological aspects of assault and rape.
The students will also be taught the principles of crisis in-
tervention.

"The students will be required to work in female/male
pairs as escorts once a week for a two-and-a-half-hour
shift, to attend workshops, to maintain a personal journal
dealing with motives and personal experiences while on
duty, and to attend monthly discussions.

Reading will include the books. Against Our Will: Men,
Women and Rape, by Susan Brownmiller; Violent Men:
An Inquiry into the Psychology of Violence, by Hans Tody.
The instructional staff will include area professionals,

such as Mary Dumas a staff member of the UMass Depart-
ment of Public Safety, Martia Tapia of the Everywoman's
Center staff, and the professional staff of the UMass
Health Services, as well as graduate and undergraduate
students.

Dedication and pride keep
the chapel clock ticking

_______ ^/^iMi paai* by Du DlOii»tk%

BELFRY — Clinton Jarvis stands on ladder surrounded by the bells
he looks after in the clock tower of the Old Chapel.

By EDWARD L.BIRK
Collegian Correspondent

The foot-worn wooden stairs, the stained
glass windows bowing under the strain of
old age and the cast iron radiators of the
Old Chapel may seem foreign to students
used to the concrete University. But to
Clinton Jarvis. 61. the man who the
Physical Plant at the University of
Massachusetts counts on to keep the chapel
clock running, there is a real familiarity.

"Clint's" familiarity with the Old Chapel
and the clock comes from his 28 years of
experience fixing it. Even those 28 years of
experience, unfortunately, cannot prevent
periodic breakdowns. Until last Thursday,
the clock was not running and the bells

were not ringing, and. according to several
students, both have been inoperable for the
entire month of January.
One can hardly expect perfection from a

clock that is close to 100 years old.

According to University archives, the clock
was presented to the University by the
Class of 1892 in its graduating year. A
trustee of the University. J. Howe
Desmond, donated the bell in the same
year. The lighting of the clock faces was not
installed until 1910.

The one original bell was superceded in

1937 by a set of 10 smaller bells, called a
carillon, manufactured by the Meneely Bell
Co. of New York. In 1962. an electronic set
of carillons, played by a piano-style
keyboard, replaced the 10 bells.

Jarvis' familiarity has generated a sense

.of pride that his words deny but his voice
betrays.

"It's a genuine antique." he said, "and it

still works well."

Somehow the pigeon feathers on the
wooden floors and the droppings on the
bells fit in well with the brass gears and the
iron framework of the clock mechanism.
Even the lifeless pigeon in the corner
owned a place.

The clock tower is not a place lor a
person with a fear of heights and maybe it

has been the 28 years of facing the 96 foot
drop from the Romanesque style tower that
have given Jarvis his dry sense of humor.

"The man said it's not the fall that
bothers you. it's the sudden stop." said
Jarivs.

It was during the 1937 dedication of the
new bells that then University President
Hugh Baker said. "These are bells that wUl
break down barriers."

According to Jarvis. these words rang
true. The students used to get into the
tower to signal Spring Day by ringing the
bells, he said.

"It was the biggest drunk you ever
saw," he said about Spring Day.

Descending the steep, iron railed
stairway from the belfry Jarvis paused,
remembering one more piece of his world
that needed to be shown. Delicately pulhng
back a board that covered a broken win-
dow, he revealed two carefully nested
pigeon eggs and it was obvious that those
eggs had received the same close attentwn
given to the clock.
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World and national news
Locke sentenced
to 7 to 10 years
BOSTON (AP) — Former state transportation chiel

Barry M. Locke, described by a judge as having an "in

satiable appetite" for payoffs, was sentenced Wednesday
to 7 10 years in Walpole State Prison for his part in a kick
back scheme.

"This is certainly the saddest day of my \ii%," said Locke,
who stood impassively while the judge announced the
sentenci'. "However, this is not the final day of my life. 1

know that I am innocent. For that reason, we are going to
take the appeal route."

Suffolk Superior Court Judge Rudolph F. Pierce
rejected the prosecution's recommendation that Ltx-ke

receivy a 4 5 year jail term, plus a suspended sentence.
whicH would have made him e4igible for parol* .vk^hin l<i

months, i

'

i
^ I

"'

"lis nAt enough." Pierce said, adding he colifff find no
reason to impose a lesser sentence for Locke, who would
have to .serve 28 months in jail before becoming eligible for

parole.

Locke faced a potential 25- year jail term and a $2.'>,00()

fine on charges he wa.s the "mastermind" behind 12 mass
transit payoff schemes. The alleged schemes ranged from
the sale of a Massachu.setts Bay Transportation Authority
job to the sale of MBTA land at a bargain price.

The 51 year old Canton resident, who also served as

MBTA chairman, was convicted Feb. 2 on all five counts of
conspiracy to commit bribery and larceny.

Ixx"ke was the first cabinet member to be convicted of a

felony since Massachusetts adopted the cabinet system 12
years ago. He claimed he was a victim of the public's anti

poUtician feeling.

AP Laa*rphoto

HANDCUFFED - Wayne B. Williams leaves
Fulton County Jail in Atlanta yesterday. Williams
is on trial for the murders of two young Atlanta
blacks.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Police canvass
Poland, hold 3,500
WARSAW. Poland (AP) - Police detained 3.500 people

and fined another 7,000 for martial law violations, the
official PAP news agency said yesterday in reporting the
biggest dragnet since military rule was imposed in Poland.

In addition. PAP said 145,000 people were warned,
29.000 lectured, and 4,000 sent to misdemeanor courts, and
that t)14 people still face police courts for martial law
violations uncovered during the recent two day sweep
called "Operation Calm."
PAP said 25,000 regular and volunteer policemen

checked 51,000 shops, 60,000 vehicles and 3,500 hideouts
for "criminal elements," adding: "It can be stated on the
basis of reports of police pat rpls that the .state of obedience
to existing negulations of martial law is not the best." i

Radio -Wfirsaw, monitored in London, said the raids
were "carried out throughout Poland" and that many were
conducted at night. It did not give the exact dates of the
sweep, and it was unclear how many of those detained
were still in custody.

Before the latest action, authorities had reported 4.000
people in detention since martial law was imposed Dec. 13,

the independent union Solidarity suspended, and its leader
Lech Walesa detained near Warsaw.
The latest report indicated that all or some restrictions

of martial law such as a ban on inter-city travel without
permi.ssion, or a ban on possession of passports, may not be
lifted as promised by the authorities last month.

Gt^n. Wojciech Jaruzelski. the martial law chief, along
with other officials, have said most if not all martial law
restrictions may be lifted by the end of February if the
situation remains calm.

mmfMA-

Nation's output drops;

recession deepens

WASHINGTON - The nation's in

dustrial output plunged 3 percent last

month, matching the biggest decline in

seven years and providing convincing
evidence that the recession is deepening,
new government figures indicated
yesterday.

Nevertheless, analysts inside and outside
government still said the economy should
pick up somewhat by late spring. But
Robert Ortner, the Commerce Depart
ment's chief economist, said that if interest

rates keep rising "the recovery may be
anemic."

Several major banks raised their prime
lending rates from 16.5 percent to 17

percent on Wednesday. As recently as two
weeks ago, the prime had been 15.75

percent.

January's drop in U.S. industrial

production was the largest of six successive

monthly declines.

Three rescued from

Connecticut River

HOLYOKE — Three young men, who
told police they were trying to float to

Connecticut, were rescued safely from an

ice flow on the choppy Connecticut River

near here yesterday afternoon.

"It was a dumb, stupid idea," said

Patrolman John Craven, who said the trio

was gfiven a tongfue lashing by Holyoke

police after they were pulled unharmed
from the river. However, no charges were
filed against them.
Craven said the young men, aged 16 to

21, told police they chopped a four-by-eight
foot piece of ice off the river bank and set
off downstream, using dead trees to pole
along. However, they were caught by the
swift moving current and pulled away from
shore.

The youths, identified as George
Morrissette, 18, Richard Pimental, 16, and
Leonard Barrett, 21. all of Holyoke, were
spotted by people along the shore, and
police were notified.

Despite extra funds

200 will lose jobs

BOSTON - The state Division of
Employment Security (DES) expects
supplemental federal funding to reduce
planned cutbacks within the agency, but
more than 200 workers will lose their jobs
tomorrow, a DES spokeswoman said
yesterday.

The spokeswoman. Maida Shifman. also

said the agency hopes to be able to reverse
plans to close some offices and consolidate

services in others.

an-DES Director Eugene J. Doody
nounced plans Feb. 3 to fire 515 workers
and close several offices in response to

federal budget cuts. At the time, Congress
was considering a $2.3 billion supplemental
appropriation for state employment
security programs, and the bill since has
passed.

Tapes reveal poor

conditions at Logan

BOSTON — Tape recordings released
yesterday reveal a pilot reported braking
conditions at Logan International Airport
were so poor that it took the full runway to

stop. Seven minutes later, a World Airways
pilot said "World's going off the end, " and
his DC- 10 slid into Boston Harbor.

"...braking is. ah, poor there and we had
to go all the way to the end," the pilot of a

Northwest Orient DC 10 reported after he
landed in a freezing rain the night of Jan.
23.

Minutes later, the World Airways jumbo
jet with 210 people on board slid off the end
of the same runway into the icy waters of

Boston Harbor and broke apart. Two
passengers remain missing and are
presumed drowned.
The Federal Aviation Administration

released about an hour of taped con-

versations between Logan tower and pilots

of planes taking off and landing' at the
harborside airport.

The conversations include several

references to the field conditions, including

reports that braking was "poor to nil."
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Seven students trapped
an hour in JA elevator

£Qll£giaa ^

By JUDD WARNER
Collegian Staff

Emergency escape exits that were lat-

ched shut from the outside kept seven
University of Massachusetts students
trapped between floors of John Adams
Tower (JA) for more than an hour
yesterday on a broken elevator.

Edmond J. Doherty. a turf management
junior in the Stockbridge School of
Agriculture and second semsster resident
of JA said that he boarded the express
elevator at the lobby with six others at 5:30
p.m. only to come to a halt between the
sixth and seventh floors. They were
rescued by physical plant employees at 6:40
p.m.
"We knew after about five minutes that

we weren't going anywhere," Doherty said.
In an effort to escape the stalled car he

said they tried to open the emergency exit
on the ceiling of the elevator.

"We tried to pound the hatch open.
Someone got on my shoulders and tried it,

but it wouldn't open," Doherty said. "It was
latched shut from the outside," he said.

Paul Lawler, a physical plant supervisor
for 15 years, and one of two employees who
responded to the emergency confirmed that
the emergency exits" in Southwest area
elevators were latched shut from the
outside by the physical plant. Also,

elevators supplied to the Sylvan Residential
Area by Armor Elevator Co. came already
equipped with exterior latches.

"I think it's a very serious thing to be
stuck on an elevator, " Lawler said. 'We
don't take that lightly. That's why we show
up right away.

"

Lawler said the first repairman who
arrived also found an empty elevator stalled
on the seventeenth floor, and then placed a
call for assistance.

Together they repaired the empty
elevator which had a short circuit that
Lawler attributed to vandalism of the
operating buttons and rode down to a spot
parallel with the full elevator.

Doherty said that side panels from both-
elevators were removed and the seven
passengers transferred to the rescue
elevator, a method that Lawler was not
willing to expound on.

Holly R. Kniznik, a junior education
major and resident of JA said that their
elevators often break down, though this
was the first time she had been trapped.

"I think the hatch was actually locked
shut. I would imagine they did it so people
wouldn't fool around with it," she said. "But
there should be some way of getting out of
those elevators," she said.

Lawler said the full elevator stalled due
to a short circuit in the control panel located
on the twenty fourth floor of JA.

Senate votes to question MassPIRG's student fees
By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Undergraduate
Student Senate awarded $500 to Students Advocating
Financial Aid (SAFA) last night and voted unanimously to
place a question on the April referenda concerning the
continuance of the Massachusetts Public Interest Research
Group's (MassPIRG) collection of student fees.

SAFA will be sending 15 students to Washington, D.C.
from March 28 to February 2 in a lobbying effort to con-
vince congressmen and senators of the importance of
federal student financial aid. r

The MassPIRG question on the spring referenda will ask
students if they approve of the current system. MassPIRG
was formed ten years ago by UMass students. Students

have been given the option of contributing $2 to MassPIRG
or deduct that amount from their semester biU.

This procedure is being criticized by some state
legislators, particularly those who lost the bottle bill fight,
which was won because of MassPIRG support. The $2 fee
is a major source of MassPIRG funds. The collection
process is being reviewed by the Board of Trustees in the
aftermath of the UMass Boston State merger.
MassPIRG leaders feel that the ten-year period between

student approval, combined with the legislative criticism,
provide an opportunity to reaffirm MassPIRG's legitimacy!
"We just want to reaffirm the student support of the $2

fee on their bill and not have it confused with the proposed
SAFA question increase," said Jean Johnson, a MassPIRG
leader.

"Since the UMass Boston students (and the new Boston

State students) are being asked this question on a similar
referenda, it's a good time to dLspel questions raised about
the legitimacy of the MassPIRG collection on students'
bills, said David Barenberg, a MassPIRG leader.
The procedure, said Barenberg, "is ultra democratic

because you can still refuse to pay the $2 fee even if you
vote 'no' and lose in the spring."

MassPIRG leaders, who said that 69 percent of the
UMass students currently support the MassPIRG fee on
theu- biUs. feel that the legislative threat is real.

"When we passed the Bottle Bill, some members of the
legislature tried to retaliate against this student power. It
really pissed some people off. Now they're trying to take
that power away from us. I feel that it's a direct attack on
studt'nt n\rhts." said MassPIRG's Sue Birmingham.

Doctor tells 700 of the consequences of nuclear war
By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

Pediatrician and president of Physicians for Social
Responsibility Helen Caldicott told an audience of 700 last
night at Mount Holyoke College that many people must ac-
cept responsibility for saving the human race from nuclear
holocaust.

In a speech on the "Medical Consequences of Nuclear
War," Caldicott said "It is medically unethical to talk
about civil defense because it is a placebo" and makes peo-
ple think it is possible to survive a nuclear war, an idea she
termed "ludicrous."

She said Americans refuse to accept the possibility of

nuclear war in the near future. "We practice psychic num-
bing and are passively suicidal" for choosing to ignore this
reality, she said.

Caldicott recounted the history of nuclear weapons from
their creation early this century, through the first test ex-
plosion in 1945, to the contemporary arms race.
In 1975 the Joint Chiefs of Staff admitted that there was

a 51 percent chance of nuclear war by 1985 and this was
affirmed by a Harvard-MIT study, Caldicott said. She
later added, "We'll be lucky to reach 1990."
Caldicott described the possible effects of a 20 mega-ton

bomb hitting Boston. The bomb would dig a hole three-
fourths of a mile wide and 800 feet deep and everything

within a six mile radius would be destroyed, she said.
Within a radius of about 26 miles those people not killed
would suffer intense bums and radiation sickness, which
involves diarrhea and vomiting (usually bloody), among
other things. Eyes would melt, she said. She pointed out
that there are 1000 acute bum beds in the whole country,
most doctors would be killed and most medical supplies
destroyed in a nuclear attack.

"We're talking about hundreds of thousands of bums in
one city but one city is the example of all towns, all cities,"
she said. A nuclear war would not only destroy human life,
it would be the death of the eco-system, she said, as well as
all generations past, present and future.
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WMUA seeks women's director
to cover news concerning women

,
Thursday, February 18, 1982,

By KELLY BURKE
Collegian Stalf

The station manager of the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst radio station. WMUA, has announced the
opening of the posKion of women's affairs director to be
elected by female members of the station on Feb. 23.

Heidi Christensen told the Massachusetts Daily
Collegian yesterday the sUtion is looking for a woman
interested in women's broadcasting to be responsible for
"creating media on women and women's issues." The
position has been vacant since last June. It is in the con-
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stitution of the organization that there be a women's affairs
director.

However. Christensen said. "We have not had one in-

terested woman take the position (since June)." She said
she wants a much more active women's department
because women do not have fair representation at the
station. In the past, the women's affairs director has been
chosen from among the Women's Media Project, a ten
women collective that produces a woman's radio program
on WMYA every Thursday night. Christensen said
previous women affairs diredtors worked only within theWomen s Media Project, and as a result, didnot effectively
fiU the requirements of the position.

To be eligible as a nominee, the woman does not have
be a member of WMUA. But the person elected will be
required to become a member and attend the nine member
management board's weekly meeting, attend a general
meeting every other week, and to submit a weekly report
OB what was a<}cpmplishe4
U ,

,:':,
The position wiH be defined by the person who fills it. it

requires someone who is self-motivated, perhaps willing to
work with the Woman's Media- Project, and ideally, willing
to work on the air, Christensen said. She also said the pay
is little, and the hours are determined by the director
herself.

Nomination papers are posted at the station which is

located at 42 Marston Hall. Christensen said nominationf
would be accepted through the night of election.
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Succeed
in business.

"It's a lot easier with a Texas Instruments calculator
designed to solve business problems."

^

Touch a few special keys on these Texas
Instruments calculators, the TI Business
Analyst-H"'and The MBA"; and lengthy
time-value-of-money problems suddenly
aren't lengthy anymore.You can automati-
cally calculate profit

margins, forecast

sales and earnings and perform statistics.

And problems with repetitive calculations

are a piece of cake for the MBA, because it's

programmable.
These calculators mean business, and what

they give you is time-time to grasp underlying
business concepts, while they handle the num-
ber crunching. To make it even easier, each
calculator comes with a book written especially
for it, which shows you how to make use of the
calculator's full potential.

The Business Analyst-II and MBA business
calculators fromlbxas Instruments.Two
ways to run a successful business ma-
jor, without running yourself ragged.

Texas Instruments
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Information referral service
offers access to resources

Collegian

By VINCENT GRIECO
Collegian Correspondent

In an effort to improve public access to
the resources of the University, UMass
Answers, an information referral service
has been established at the University of
Mass^husetts.

UMass Answers was authorized by the
Chancellor's Working Group on Economic
Development, chaired by Dr. Miriam
WiUiford. The committee was established in
1980 to make University assistance and
resources avaUable to the commonwealth.
UMass Answers utilizes computer-stored

daU of 211 University offices and service
agencies cross listed under 3,500 topics.
The information is stored in a main com-
puter in the Graduate Research Tower and
will be up dated bi annually.

To use the system, dial the UMass
Answers toll-free number, 1-800-282-7708
and a telephone operator will refer callers
to the appropriate agency or office. UMass
Answers will provide the agency name,
telephone number, contact person, and will
notify the agency of each request. The
service is offered 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday. The referral service is free
but the referred agency may charge a fee.
Dr. Miriam Williford, associate provost

for continuing education and public ser-
vices, said UMass Answers was created
from a desir^ to link commonwealth
business, industry and government with
the unique expertise of the campus com-
munity.

UMass Answers is the first extensive
information referral system in New
England, said Sherry Ferraro, publications
and publicity coordinator for the Division of
Continuing Education. Ferraro said she was
pleased with the response from the
University offices which were required to
demonstrate outreach capabilities, to be
currently funded and functioning and
located on the University's Amherst
campus.

Ferraro said although UMass Answers is
geared toward the off campus community,
the service may also prove valuable for
students. UMass Answers provides a vast
spectrum of information ranging from such
topics as animal disease research to wood
and coal burning stoves emission research.
Students are encouraged to use the service
for research projects or term papers,
Ferraro said.

The free service is currently limited to
Massachusetts residents, but Ferraro said
she is optimistic about the possibility of
expanding the service's toll-free number
throughout New England in the future.

UM
issue one trespass notice
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

A breaking and entering and a larceny
of over $100 have been reported to
University of Massachusetts Police since
Monday, along with a number of other
robberies, a case of endangering behavior,
and a case of vandalism.

At approximately 9 a.m. yesterday,
police received a call of a suspicious male in
the John Quincy Adams Dormitory in Jhe
Southwest Residential Area. Police said
they arrived to find the man being held by
dormitory staff in the lobby of the building.
According to police, the man was caught by

a dormitory resident, in her room, and was
chased to the ground floor of the dor-
mitory. He reportedly dropped the
resident's wallet on the ground floor.

Police said that the man was found to
be a non-student and was issued a trespass
notice.

A wallet and a ring were reported
stolen from a room in Webster Dormitory
m the Orchard Hill Residential Area at
approximately 11:20 p.m. on Monday. The
student had apparently left the room for a
short time, and returned to find a wallet,
with $20 cash and a ring, with an un-
disclosed value, missing. Police said they
have no susoects in the case.

in sSjd""" "•" ''""" "'"""" "•'" •'»"«-- -.rJiJ^T

Anti-Klan Network plans speech

. " - »•'>'"" •^"JucvLo ui Lilt; case.

Annual PIKE marathon planned
The Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity (Pike) is

presently gearing up for its third annual
dance marathon fund raiser for Multiple
Sclerosis.

The 29 hour dance marathon scheduled
for March 5 and 6 in the Student Union
BaUroom netted over $26,000 for Multiple
Sclerosis research the past two years.
Pike brother John Birs. acting co-

chairman lor the event, said that cash and

door prizes will be awarded to the winners.
Among the prizes being offered is $1,000
cash, which will be divided between the
fu-st, second and third place finishers.

Birs also said that the person who
recruits the most dancers for the marathon
will receive an expense paid weekend ski
trip for two to the KUlington ski resort in
Vermont.

By BOB WOLFE, JR.
Collegian Correspondent

Howard Stanback, a National Anti-Klan
Network member, will speak at 8 p.m.
tonight in the Student Union Ballroom
about the Ku Klux Klan.
Stanback will speak on topics related to

the Klan and then answer questions from
the audience. There will also be a movie
which contains live footage of five Com-
munist Workers Party members being shot
down by alleged KKK members. The film
portrays interviews with confessed KKK
"hitmen" and other Klan members.
The event is being sponsored by the Com-

muter Collective and the Radical Student
Union (RSU).
Stanback is one of the founders of the

network, which was established to gather
infomiation on the Klan and then work to
counter their efforts. According to a
published pamphlet, the group says a re-
quirement for combating the Klan is com-

munity action.

Stanback 's speach tonight will also point
out that Klan activities are not limited to
the south. Incidents have occured fairly
recently in Meriden, Conn, as well as in
Boston, said Jose Tolson of the Communter
Collective.

"Anyone that the KKK doesn't agree
with they make enemies out of," said Joe
Gannon of the RSU.
The KKK has increased its membership

by 25 percent since 1975, with it's northern
chapters growing steadily, according to the
pamphlet. The network claims the KKK
gains exposure in the media by "exploiting
controversial issues such as busing, affir-
mative action, and voting rights."
The network was founded in '1979 in

response to the five killings in North
Carolina. They are affiliated with the
Center for Constitutional Rights in New
York and the National Congress of Black
Uwyers as well as others. Their office is
located in Atlanta, Georgia.

I

Host

op ol the aiiipus
luran.t aijd 1^)11111^0

Soap Opera
HAPPY HQURS

are Back!

2 for 1 Liquor drinks
Monday through Friday from 2 to 5 p.m.

The TOC Lounge is open 1,1:30 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. Monday through Friday
and ") -.00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. Saturday and Sunday
*Valid ID and ABP sticker required to purchase alcohol
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GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

University of Arizona offers

more than 40 courses; anthro-

pology, art, bihngual educa-

tion, folk music and folk

dance, history, political sci-

ence, sociology, Spanish lan-

guage and literature and in-

tensive Spanish. Six-week

session. June 28August 6.

1982. Fully accredited grad-

uate and undergraduate pro-

gram. Tuition $360. Room
and tward in Mexican home,

$395. EEO/AA

Write

Guadalajara

Summer School

Robert L. Nugent 205

University of Arizona

Tucson 85721

(602) 626-4729

¥
MEL BROOK'S ^

"BLAZING SADDLES" |
Friday, Feb. 19 ^

7, 9, 11 Eng. East Aud. ^
$1.00

¥
¥

^^ HOT-L WARREN • \>ALL THE DEERV
«<v YOU CAN DRINK!^
4-<

(cold 12 oz. Mugs Draft)

with this ad and College ID

ttiv,South Oeerfield Center 665-8757 ^

I
^'Vjf this Offer expires March 1, 1982 '^ I

^h

onu PH 1 5f^ IIW5H/

/ -/

1981 Campus and
Greek Area Intramural
Champions
Delicious homecooked
Weekly parties meals

Excellent location
Little Sisters program
A step up from dorm life

The BEST social life

.V

A>^

— Thrursday Feb. 18
- at 8:30 P.M.
— 510 North Pleasant St
- 545-0017
— Free refreshments
- ALL UMASS
MEN INVITED

'2l-m6L^

-ag- -ag. -ag- -ag ^g- if

NonStop Computing Systems
Our Products.

Tomorrow Hite: the PERSUASIONS
i6 and over w^lcom* ope'^ till 2 cm
Rf 9 Amheru Hodl»y Line 250-2280

Our People..

Beochcotnber Tours presents its

14th ANNUAL

FlilRlDA

MK-STI / OMtbalaMMMlfitlMbQLO/
knif aat )BA9 \ • ' ^ "'

2SbmSmS^^^^J 8m Dtr avnpus rtpr«M(Katiyt and iou
bilHiRtfv tar PBMTvMions tnd morv nformMjon

OIPCMOABIUTV • OUAUTV • •MVICt • tIMCI 19«t

Our Benefits.

. Tandem Computers Incorporated designs, develops, manufactures,
markets and supports a unique computer system for the on-line
transaction processing marketplace. Called the Tandem NonStop
System, it is the only commercially available computer with proven
capability to run continuously, safeguard data, expand modularly
and be integrated economically into a network of geographically
dispersed systems with a distributed data base. We have no direct
product competition, lead the industry in experience in on-line
^transaction processing and we're years ahead of any potential
competition. ,

are the top talent in all disciptmes who thrive in the excitement of
Tandem's leading edge position. Our team spirit comes from sharing
our knowledge of common goals and taking initiative to achieve
them. Each of us functions under individual responsibility and peer
leadership that encourages us to develop our creative, technical
and managerial talents Tandem's minimal organizationalstructure
and stimulating work environment are ideal for career growth.

reflect Tandem's dedication to our people, therefore all of us have a
direct voice in deciding future benefit programs. We operate on
flexible working hours as v.r r^eeds and work schedules demandWe further our educatior- tuition reimbursement After four
years with Tandem, we tar- paid, six-week sabbatical leave in
addition to regular vacation.

-

On Campus Interviews
Wednesday and Thursday,

March 1 and 1

1

If you will receive a BS, MS or PhD In Electrical Engineering mal<e anappointment at your Campus Placement Center. If you are unlwelo
u^nln1r°''T^^M^°^%'^^^^'

P'^^^^ ^^"^ your resume to: College Relat^ns
r-i?.^«r' l!l!llt'".^**"'P"*«'»' 1309 South Mary Avenue, Sunnyvale
California 94087. An equal opportunity employer

ounnyvaie

i
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The Force * as ^^^r^^
nflation, poor workmanship and soarinir ai^k w *w ,.,.... ^

AW:!*;-.''

n light of inflation, poor workmanship and soaring
mortgage rates, it's nice to find a place where yourt^ dollars buy you more. I am referring, of course,

to the Pentagon.

According to Jack Anderson, a nationally syndicated
columnist, the United States government is now spending
56 million a year to harness the power of "The Force." In-
credible as it may seem, the government has put together
a group of scientists known as the Buck Rogers Brigade
who are trying to perfect Extra Sensory Perception (ESP)

'

to activate its kinetic counterpart, psychotechronic
weapons. i i f

<» < They hope, among other things, to be able to transmit
nuclear bombs instantaniously around the world, and to
manipulate foreign leaders.

The Pentagon's justification for this expense is the alleg-
ed ESP gap between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. According
to the Defense Intelligence Agency, the Soviets have been
conducting ESP experiments since 1930. Joseph Stalin
thought ESP warfare could be a stop-gap equalizer during
the era of the U.S. monopoly on nuclear weapons

The dilemma
of a nonentity
It came as a bewildering shock to me. No grades,

no schedule, nothing. Only a depersonalized letter
stating I had been administratively withdrawn from

school. Returning to campus on registration day, I was
confident I could easily be reinstated, pick up classes
move in my room and get my semester off to a good start!
Little did I know what horrors were awaiting me.

With an air of optimism I stnxk' into mv dorm and wis
abruptly stoppt-d l.y my head of rt'sidencv.

"I'm sorry .h.hn," \w said, •'vou'll have to leavf. The
UriivtTsity Rules and Re^xilations hook clearly states on

Although the successors of Stalin are a skeptical lot (there
is just no convincing some people), reports say they have
been able to control flies, and even frogs. Just think of the
power involved.

Proponents of this new defense, including Robert
Jastrow, author of "Red Giants and White Dwarfs," claim
that the sinking of the submarine U.S.S. Thrasher in 1963
was due to the Soviet's - of psychic weapons.

Dave McCarthy

One device the Pentagon admits the Soviets are working
on is the Photonic Barrier Modulator. This instrument is
now believed to be in the designing stage in the Ukraine. A
Photonic Barrier Modulator would be able to transmit
illness or death to people continents away.

In response. Anderson sources say, the Pentagon is

working on a mindblowing device called the Hyperspacial

Howitzer, which would be able to transmit a nuclear explo-
sion from New Mexico to Moscow with the speed of
thought.

Mainstream physicists think the technology is
ridiculous. They say that trying to harness the power of
the force is a waste of taxpayers' money. But the psychic
warnors from the Pentagon, confident of their research
would agree with Shakespeare when he said that doubt^
are traitors which make us fear the attempt.

In this time of fiscal restraint, it is a relief to have
Republicans in office. No frivilous Democratic spending
for us.

*

The most casual observer might regard the building of
the MX missile, at a cost of $40 billion self-defeating One
might also think that the building of Chrysler Corporation
tenks which need large holes dug to shoot from is absurd
Even the Defense Department has trouble defending the
B-1 Bomber, which will be obsolete by 1990. But to spend
$6 million on perfecting the powers of Obe Won Kenobe is
unconscionable in the face of social service cuts.

Dave McCarthy is a Collegian columnist.

John F. Hudson
pajre 5». .section 7. [)araKraf)h .'}. line 42. 'unnecessarv units
entering the l)uil<iinK without authorization fn.m '|)roper
ottieials must vacate said premi.ses immediately."'
"But Dan." I prote.sted. "I live here..." Abruptly I was

cut off.

"It seems an unpaid bill of $.3.G7 cau.sed vou to be
withdrawn. Naturally I gave away your room. If you'll
check page 10, section 2. paragraph 3, line 2 of the..."

I walked away before he finished, frustrated, but
nonetheless to clear up this mess and pav my bill. After
waiting in line at the Bursar's office for forty-five minutes.
1 was confronted by the contemptuous eyes of a recep-
tionist, o[)viously not at all sympathetic to" my problem.
"Name and student number."
"John Hudson. 429876.5."

After typing the information into the computer, she
looked up at me and stated in a rather disUuit manner.
"I'm afraid you're not on the computer. Would you please
step aside and allow the ne.xt person through*?"
"Wait a minute." I said, "how can 1 get into school if I

can't pay my bill?"

"Young man. you are not on the computer, therefore
you do not exist. A.s a non-student you cea.se to exist. How-
can 1 talk to someone who isn't'? It is clearly stated in the
rule lKK)k, page 78, section 27, paragraph 38, line 9.''>. '.said

Letters———___.
Must reevaluate decision
To the Editor:

Someone needs to claim responsibility and take action
against the misguided decision of the planning committee
for IntemationaJ Woman's Week (IWSV). It is wrong for

an IWW planner to expect people to understand that it is

difficult to plan events {Collegian 2/12). Conversely, she
needs to understand that the IWW, by bringing a member
of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) to UMass,
in turn, supports and legitimizes the PLO. Perhaps those

most guilty are D.V.P. and other groups who gave the

Third World Woman's Task Force a blank check, that is,

money with no specifications, let alone stipulations that

could deny approval.

Perhaps the ultimate irony is that the PLO, as an
organization, has voluntary membership, and yet op-

presses women, as well as others. A Palestinian and a

member of the PLO are not synonomous, despite the fact

that a member of the planning committee mistakenly

thinks that they are one in the same. (Collegian 2/12)

^^^^^WTSSW,S'^l^^^
bureaucrat shall not converse with said non-student if .said
non-entity is not found on .said computer.' Do you unders-
t^ind what 1 said?"

Sheepishly 1 nodded my head and walked away, confus-
ed and filled with (juestions. As a non-student could I con-
tinue my education? Would my friends talk to me? Had
UMass actually become so bureaucrat ized and computeriz
ed that one had to have a number to Im a living, breathing
pt^rson? Would I have to pay my phone bill? I contemplated
my dilemma as I made my way to the Dean's office in
hopes of finding a solution to mv increasingly desperate
plight.

Fueled by my frustration with "the system" I burst into
the Dean's office determined to get some answers. After
running past a panicked secretary who was waving a rule
bf)ok and shouting about some regulation, I confronted a
rather surprised Dean and began to ask questions.

"Why did I get withdra\\n from .school f(.ra lousv $:\ (\7
bill.' I demanded.
"Well." he replied, "it is clearly stated in the rule bo,.k

f>age H<». .section 4f\ paragraph 8. line 7 that "

"Hold it right there. Tell me the real reason
"

Rather reluctantly he agreed to talk. "What with shor-
Uiges in housing, parking. cla.sses. study space we just
had to crack down on the chronic problem of bill-paving to
tree up space for other students...."

I awoke with a start and realized it had all k'en a bad
dream. It s really strange though. None of my friends can
understand why I d(.n't mind waiting in line forty-five
minutes for dinner, two hours for a rhetoric cla.ss seven
h()urs h.r James Taylor tickets, one day for a parking
sticker...

* *^

John F. Hudson i.^ n Collegian rolnmnist.

The PLO IS a terrorist organization; an organization
that murders, that has been accu.sed of smuggling drugs
and handguns: an organization that infiltrated the Inter-
national Woman's Week in Copenhagen last year and used
the podium to further their own personal goals.
Where are the controls at UMa.ss? How was such an

oversight made? The money allocated is student money
The students, not the PLO. are funding the speaker The
planning committee needs to reevaluate its final dt'cision
There really is no place for a member of the FLO at Inter-
national Woman's Week, unless the planning committee
feels that legitimizing a terrorist organization falls under
their jurisdiction.

Martha Gumbiner
Amherst

Consider the total picture
To the Editor:

I would like to make a few points in response to the
recent editorial concerning the showing of "The Warriors"
by the Central Area Government.

First, as a person sensitive to violence, I found the movie
much less offensive than is suggested. I considered it to be
an accurate statment on a social situation, without
dweUmg on the vivid depiction of violence. Additionally
although I have been repulsed and sickened by the classic
"Clockwork Orange," I do not consider it my right to im-pose my morals on 20,000 other adults.
More importantly, I believe that the authors have un-

fairly condemned an effective and conscientious student
organization. Through the efforts of the Central Area
government, the quality of Ufe' at UMass has been im-
proved. These efforts, in the form of academic centers,
tutors, interest surveys, holiday festivals, women's
centers, computer terminals, and the Central/Orchard Hill
concert, positively influence day to day living in Central
Area. Finally, Central Area has taken the initiative to earn
money rather than be a passive absorber of funds.
Perhaps students should open their eyes to the toUl

picture before suggesting that apathy and hypocrisy
characterize the Central Area Government.

Eileen M. Boucher

Central
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Haitians' conditions are deplorable
By GUS MARTINS
CoUegian Staff

Newsweek Magazine's February first
issue revealed the Reagan Administration's
new policy toward the troubled Haitian
refugees. The policy at base is to make the
conditions at the detention camps so in
tolerable that the detainees prefer to go
back to Haiti.

There are 2.177 Haitians currently in
detention camps in 17 locations in the
United States and Puerto Rico. Many of
them have been held for as long as six
months with minimal contact with the
outside world. The facilities housing them
are usually extremely overcrowded and
often underequipped. This, as some
Haitians have said, resembles nothing so
much as concentration camps.
The decision facing the current

Administration is whether to deport the
Haitians or grant them their request for
political asylum and resettle them. On the
other hand the Reagan camp appears to be

bent on discouraging future waves of im-
migrants that would only be competing for
jobs that are not out there.

It is arguable that some established
Haitian enterpreneurs living in Miami and
New York City could cushion the influx of
their own, though it is unlikely that they
could accommodate them fully.

Why are they leaving?

The reason why people are leaving Haiti,

a Caribbean island attached to the
Dominican Republic, and whose population
is approximately six million, is that the neo-

fascist dictatorship of Jean Claude
Duvalier, and his murderous security force
— the Tontons Macoutes — have made
everyday living a nightmare.
At the heart of the matter is the dispute

whether the Haitians are fleeing oppression
or poverty. The distinction is a very fine

one that the U.S. describes as economic.
This country's policy forbids it to grant
economic asylum to anybody.

Haitians are an oppressed people under

the Duvalier regime. They suffer injustices
daily and have nothing to look forward to.

Haiti is the poorest land in the West
Hemisphere, where unemployment exceeds
50 percent. 85 percent of the population
lives under the World Bank's absolute
poverty level of $135 a year. Average life

expectancies are considerably lower than in

the U.S. and high infant mortalities per
vade.

The U.S. government contends that Haiti
has a highly authoritarian government
which tolerates little political dissent. In

effect it has been a regime that administers
out right punishment to those who speak
out against the leadership. Tontons
Macountes, the country's official terrorist

group, strike frequently in the countrysides
as well as in the cities. Because of this Haiti
suffers from a bad image problem in the
eyes of the World Community. This
problem could hurt her in the near future. If

she continues to be plagued by immigration
she could be snuffed by the U.S., and the

International Aid and Investment markets.
Above all Haitian-American leaders are

suspicious that maybe the refugees are
victims of racial discrimination. This notion
may not be to presumptuous when con
sidering the recent track record of the
current administration. Stepped up ties
with South Africa, neglect in dealing with
the Voting Rights Act, and tax exempt
status for schools pr^ticing segregation.

It^l|as beert poodered recently were
15,0(K) poles to ijome to oQr shores
tomorrow would they be detained in

refugee camps, or would they be placed into
society without so much as a word said.

Maybe the new wave of Haitian immigrants
came at a bad time in the ever changing tide

of American foreign policy, but a more
humane approach could have been designed
to deal with them. This system's present
plan is taking away the last hopes of a group
of people who have essentially given up
their homeland, and have come here looking
for a chance to do better.

If blacks continue to wait, it might be too late
By SATYA GABRIEL
Collegian Correspondent

The American economic system is a
wonder. From a single model, best typified
by Disneyland, all else springs. Just listen

Commentary
to Ronald Reagan espouse the magic of the
market place. He tells the Third World "the
market will solve all you problems." The

market will wipe out inflation. It will create
jobs. It will get Detroit moving again. It

will make the poor rich, the lame walk, and
the black white. We need not worry
anymore. We must just be patient and wait.
There is nothing slick about the Reagan

presidency. It's a very old-fashioned ad
ministration. Reagan understands (or
someone in the halls of government un
derstands) the fundamental law of
governance. If you keep people waiting long
enough, no matter how angry they are,
then sooner or later they die. Or at least
they get old and how many revolutions

were made by the elderly?

A lot of us black folk are particularly
nervous about the return to the politics of
waiting. We may have a world record for
waiting. We waited out slavery and that
was no picnic (in fact, it wasn't even as
entertaining as Roots). We waited for the
forty acres and a mule that was promised
after slavery. We fought the wars of
America and we waited. We worked on
railroad gangs and chain gangs and street
gangs and waited. Lots of promises were
made and few kept. Now Ronald Reagan is

telling us to wait just a bit longer.

Well, it makes you wonder when the
American U.N. ambassador meets with
officials of South Africa's military and
secret police. And Reagan says just wait.
And Bob Jones' University (a Reagan
campaign stop) with its million dollar
cathedrals and its divine license to practice
racism gets a nod of approval from the
federal government. And Reagan says, "I'm
not racist."

I always get nervous when someone says
that. But don't worry, if you just wait lone
enough... **

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SCHEDULE FOR BLACK HISTORY

MONTH AS FOLLOWS
Thursday, February 18 "Resurgence:

The movement for equality vs. the Ku Klux
Klan" speaker ami klan Networks. SUB
8:00 p.m.

**
TO SIGN UP, ATTEND THE FIRST

DISCUSSIONS THIRSDAY FEB. 18 7
p.m. CAMPUS CENTER 803

Arts Council are sponsoring a cultural
evening of Feb. 20 at 6:00 p.m. at the
Lumumba Hut in New Africa House. The
evening's program features Sumatha
Sastri, a Bharat Natyam dancer, Sylvia
Galva, a Flamenco dancer, poetry by
Dennis Brutus, and dinner by Yvonne. A
$1.00 donation will be asked at the door,
and dinner will cost $3.00. For more in

lormaiion contact Panna Putnam at 545
0«83.

*****

9k:lc:le:ic
Tuesday, Feb. 23 An evening with

Ossie David and Ruby Dee .'Campus Center

ThoPK I k c I, . jiT»*
Aud. po p.m., $2.00 students $3.00

ine Lne-L.umumba School and UMass genei*al public

The Third World Theater Series is

beginning its fourth season of plays
focusing on the history, culture and
struggles of people of color. The series was
founded in order to show the theatrical
works of non European people as a major
contribution to contemporary theater arts,
and to enlighten the entire community by
providing a forum which reflects the beauty
and diversity of Third World People.

****

Thursday Feb. 25 "The Autobiography
of Miss Jane Pittman Commuter
lounge. ..216 SUB..8:00 p.m.

On March 5, at 8:00 p.m., Ms. Roberta
Flack, the internationally acclaimed
songwriter, singer, and producer will

perform in concert at Smith College John
M. Greene Hall.

Concert tickets will go on sale
February 15, in Seelye basement at Smith
College, Faces of Earth in Amherst, Main
Street Records in Northampton, and Main
Records in Springfield. Ticket prices are $8,
Smith students, $9.50. non Smith students,
and $10.00 at the door. For more in-

formal ion call 584 2700 ext. 484.

****
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Valley women artists

sponsor exhibition
The Valley Women Artists will sponsor the fourth an-

nual Juried Exhibition at Hampshire College. Women Ar-
tasts of Western Massachusetts are invited to submit two-
dimensional artwork, no larger than 60 feet wide by 72
feet high, and sculpture (student work is not accepted)
One or two pieces may be entered March 21 at the gallerv
of the library center at Hampshire College, Amherst, Ma

T ^ToZ^T^'^^K^ ^"^^^ S. Sims, associate
curator of 20th Century Art at the Metropolitan Museumm New York City. Anne Mochon, a UMass Art Histor^J
professor, wUl present two gallery talks about the exhibi-
tion, Apnl 4 at 2 p.m., and April 13 at 8 p m
There will be an entry fee of five dollars for members

and ten dollars for non-members. Entry forms are
available at Forbes Library in Northampton and Jones
Library in Amherst. For more information call 369-4059
after 5 p.m. or 549-6790 from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Ski events planned

to benefit Jimmy Fund
The Mt. Tom ski area will be hosting three days of

events beginnmg tomorrow, in hopes of raising at least
$1,000 for the Jimmy Fund, a charity organization that
researches childhood disease.
According to Gregg A. Confer, assistant manager of the

Mt. Tom ski area, events wUI begin Friday at 1010 p m
with a torchlight parade. Saturday at 9 a.m. there wUI be
mini ski chnics and demonstrations, and at 1-45 p ni a
giant slalom race wiU begin. Sunday at 2 p.m., team races
will be held. There is a $10 entry fee to participate in the
rHC6S.

Sponsor sheets for the giant slalom race, in which racers
wiU be asked to find sponsors wiUing to donate to the
Jimmy i und, may be picked up at the Mt. Tom office

"Prizes wUI be award to the first three winners of the
race, said Confer. First prize is $200, a matched amount of
sponsor money and a Jimmy Fund trophy.

.itZ ?j^"l,*"'.
^^^ ^°^*^^ °f t*** Boston Red Sox. willK jtmty F^und^^^"^-

^'^"^^" ^ ^ ^^^"^ P^-^er
- MIRIAM ZOLL

Collegian

MAD MURPHY'S
PUD

2451 Boston Rd.

Wilbraham, MA

Thursday, Feb. 18

SWING STREET
17 Piece Big Band

advance tickets available

l-riday, Feb. 19

THUNDER ROAD
Saturday, Feb. 20

ARIZONA MAID
Bring this ad for a free

drink. Valid 2-17 thru 2-20

Wont Q Job you con b*li*v* in?
ACORN needs community organizers to work with
low and moderate income families in 25 states (AR,
SD, TX, LA, TN, MO, FL, CO, NV, PA, lA, OK, Ml'
AZ. NC, GA, SC, CA, CT, MA, OH, NM, MN, NJ,
ND) for political and economic justice. Direct action
on f>eighborhood deterioration, utility rates, taxes,
health care, redlining, etc. Tangible results. Long
hours -low pay. Training provided.
Contact Career Services for interview Mon. Feb. 22
or Fri. Feb. 19, or contact Kaye Jaeger, ACORN, 117
Spring, Syracuse, NY 13208 315-476 0162.

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC b (iHC

Ortily P'CKjr.taimiiK) Schediilf,'

Good Times!

And Money Too!

When you work at

the Union Video Center

Work-Studey Jobs

Available, We Train

Call Irene 5-1336

Newslines • • •

Dance festival set

for Resource Network
A "Positive Energy Festival" will be held at 8 p mtomorrow ,n the University of Massachusetts Student

Union Ballroom.
The event will feature dancing to the music of John

Coster and the Medicine Band, the Private Tunings, theNew Acoustic Martians and White Noise
The Festival is being held to benefit the Western

Massachusetts Resource Network, an association working
as a liaison among more than 100 energy, environmental
and agricultural organizations in Western Mass
Lost of the dance will be $3. with proceeds aiding

publication of the 1982 Network DirectoJy. The event
*

sponsored by the Economic Development Office, a
Registered Student Organization.

J

- JACKIE ART

Enrichment workshops
are offered for couples
A Couple Enrichment Workshop for students and staff

members, given by Chaplain Dr. F. Peter Sabey will be
held from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Saturday in room 428 of
the student Union Building.
The workshop, using a technique called Co-SEE

(Couples Self-awareness Exploration and Evaluation) isbemg sponsored by the graduate and undergraduate
student senates. Any couple - premarital, living
together, or married - wanting to enrich the quaUty of
theu- relation, may attend the free workshops. More in-
formation and registration is available by calling the
United Christian Foundation at 545-2661. The enrollment
dealme is noon tomorrow.
The workshops were started by Sabey four years ago

and are now given at least three times each semester.
1 hey provide a growth experience for couples. Sabey said.
Using Co-SEE. a structured evaluation process, par-

J

UMASS SKI CLUD
Sot. Trip

A.

Magic Mountain, Vt

S 6 Deposit

SPRING DREAK
FT. LAUDERDALE
d Doys 7 Nights Hotel

on the strip only $ 1 29
Discounts, Porties & more

Irons. - Plone, Dus, Corpool

Office

430A Student Union
M-F11-0 545-0437

pr«r"55ai9 «c^(R)-"'^3i9cc^cy^3j5^ ^s^ctr^^ys^o^^erQ
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Zwi Kanar - Mime

relates to his body with such a mobile
sensitivity that every inch of him seems to
be beckoning. . .

"

almost always the equal of Marceau.
and in some ways even his superior"

TONIGHT
KANMt

Thursday, Feb. 18 Herter231 8 PM
General admission $2., Students $1.

Tickets sales at the door -

come early to be sure to get a ticket
A Five-College Hillel Jewish Arts Festival event.
Co-sponsored by the UMass Arts Council and the
Year Toward Civility.

ticipants generate question and answers from their own
data. Sabey's role is to facilitate the interaction. The
purpose of the process is to find out how well a couple
knows each other.

"The best relationship insurance is for two people to be
able to work on their relationship in the presence of a third
person." Sabey said.

ine workshops are directed at couples who are not
having serious problems. A workshop does not take the
place of marriage counseling said Sabey. but is primarily
for prevention of later marital problems.

"It's better not to marry than marry and divorce,"
Sabey said.

The workshops also help couples make sure of their
relationships before they make a commitment, he said.
Sabey received his doctorate in counseling from UMass

specializing in premarital and couple counseling.

- LORAN LAMANA

Republicjan candidate
for gov. to speak today

Andrew Card, a candidate for the Republican
ncvrjination for Governor of Massachusetts, will be on the
University of Massachusetts campus today to meet with
students and faculty members.

Card will meet with students from 2 to 3 p.m.. faculty
members from 3 to 4 p.m.; and wUl host a general
discussion on higher education from 4 to 5 p.m. All the
meetings will be held in upper Memorial Hall.

Workshop set for

women visual artists
New York artists, Betsy Damon and Susan Kleckner

will present a Workshop for Women Visual Artists in

Amherst. Ma.. March 13 and 14 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The weekend is designed for women artists interested

in expanding their options as artists and with each other in

a supportive environment. Issues to be covered include:
making art from first impulse rather than from precon-
ceived ideas, discovering personal content and imagery,
artmaking versus social responsibility, and defining and
"owning" ones ambition as an artist.

The workshop will be held in Farley Lodge, at UMass,
Comfortable clohting should be worn. Anyone attending
should bring their own art materials: scissors, cloth,

paper, pencils, magazine and cameras were suggested.
The fee is based on a sliding scale of $150 $75, other

arrangements can be made if the fee cannot be afforded.
Pre-reg^stration is necessary. Send money and

completed forms to Olivia Wilson at 127 Graves St., South
Deerfield, Ma., 01373 by Tuesday. Make all checks payable
to Olivia Wilson.

For more information call Olivia Wilson at 665-4817 or
Deborah Kruger at 367 2671.

Orgasms For Sole

Now You Don't Hov* to

Spend 4 Yeors

Without

One

Buy Q pitcher of beer ge

one smoil pizza FREE
Thurs 9 to close

THE HUNGRY U
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If you want to join a Frat

without losers - check out
THETA CHI

^••••••••••••*T(r*********^
Thursday, February 18, 1982

* OPEN RUSH *

6:00 PM
Thursday
Feb. 16

W*'r* right

)
n«xt door

to th* Nowmon
Center

496 N. Pleasant St

SENIORS:
You belong^ in the

yearbook.
You earned it!

Call now to make your
appointment.

545-2874 or stop by

Have you ever wanted to organize a Film Series?
Maybe Music or Dance Concerts?

How about Student Representation?

The Off-Campus Student
Area Government Office
has vacancies in the

Commuter Assembly Board.
The Commuter Assembly is the policy board for the^^Commuter Office. They develop many student pro- |
grams and represent the interest of over 7000 i^

students. Pick up nomination papers NOW!
404 Student Union Building

5452145
Deadline February 23

UNDERGROUND SOUND. INC.
Expert Service on All Brands ofHome

Hi-Fi & Musical Equipment

t^UP}^^^^^'^*^^ ^" parts are in stock)

AND ADV?Ie
^^^'P^^NT- accessories.

Sigmi
OPEN RUSH PARTY

Feb 18 More Info:

. . « « 256-6815
118 Sunset Ave/by SW

WE ARE PIKE

SONY® TC-FX2

IQXCE
Fine Print Oept
If Sean F says

wah hoo wah hoo
well sell you TDK's

for less

We are. . .

• the fraternity that does not haze
• the house that raised $26,000 for Multiple Sclerosis
• #1 in Greek Area athletics - 1980

Pike - we could be for you

149.00* with this ad
TDK SAC-90 $2.79 (Umit 9 per person)

253-9507 71 No. Pleasant Amherst
(across from Fire Station)

*free delivery to campus

A living and learning experience
Pike is a collection of young men living and growing together who share a commonbond. You will experience the unique social life Pike has to offer and then wonder whv

Hn'Lf"^^
^nsidered Fraternities. Besides Social and Academics, Pike stresses gettng involved with different University programs and Student Activities. These actmties include positions such as Student Government Treasurer and Controller as

Zir^ ^r*"^"'
^?"'°"."- ^°"*'Kian, ARCON. varsity and intramural sports Intrafraternity Council, and much more.

t~'i.o.

..r/^l
**^?

°f!^" ^ ^""""^ "^'^^ *^' ^^^ benefits, home cooked meals, free parking cen

If^nZT T ''""P"" •>""' '° "^^ ^ '^^ P'*^^ '« ^1«° comparable in cost to living inthe dorms, yet you get so much more. Check out Pi Kappa Alpha.

RUSH PARTIES
Thursday Feb. 1 1

Tuesday Feb. 16—
Thursday Feb. 18
Monday Feb 22—

—

All Rushes: 9:00-1 1:00 PM
For more info: 545-2150/545-0047 Pi Kappa Alpha

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ <. Free Refreshments- & Munchias ^^r.>.^.

- Aiah»r%t CwiT *

N. PlMMUll St

ZZZ2} ^^
Na
CwMar

SBA

1
. -IB
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JOSIE COTTON
•Johnny Are You Queer?'-/
'•(Let's Do) The Black-out"
Elektra Asylum Records

By STEPHEN MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Hey. it may not be as meaninjrful as the Tom Robinson
Band s Glad To Be Gay. nor as anthemic or uncommer
cial. but It IS a lot catchier. But neither can it be taken
seriously.

Trivial yet cute. Josie Cotton's debut EP. simply by ask
ing the ("gasp") mdelicate title question "JohnnyAre You
Queer?" is guaranteed popular success. With lyrics such
as ••Wfum you asked for a date/I thought that' you u<en'
straight/But Johnny are you queerf one can see where
the appeal lies. After a few listenings it becomes difficult
not to hum such rhyming simplicity.

Musically. "Johnny" is nothing new nor even anything
current. Rather, it is a return to the Pop-New Wave in
trfKluced in the late seventies, replete with infectious
chord changes and rapid rhythm with an obligatory

Josie Cotton — "Johnny are you queer?"

amount of keyboards and handclapping mixed in to ensure
commercial texturing. A lesson well learned from The
Cars.

On the other side of this EP is "(Let's Do) The Black-
out," a fiftyish, girl-group sounding number with that
same infectious guitar heard on "Johnny." "Black-out"
brings to mind David Bowie's "Red Sails" (from his
Lodger LP), but without the sophistication or Eno-
overtones. It remains just another piece of gloss without
any substance.

Both .songs were written by Bobby and Larson Paine, a
pair of Los Angeles rockabilly songwriters who also pro-
duced this record. It is interesting to' note that these guys
supposedly taught the (pretentious) Go Gos how to play
but found it difficult to place the women on a major label
(something they somehow managed to do later on their
own). "Johnny Are You Queer?" was written for them and
was once the big hit of their live show.
Now it belongs to Josie Cotton. Josie and her band (the

Pussycats?) are now working, under the guidance of the
Paine brothers, on their first album. Due out in the spring,
the album promises a couple of Cotton originals. I can't
help but wonder if one will answer the question "Josie
have you got any talent of your own?"

Ganp of Four's Another Day/Another Dollar,
no new revelations.

GANG OF FOUR
Another Day/Another Dollar
(Warner Bros.)

By STEEV WINNIMAN
Collegian Staff

Anoffur Day/Another Ikdlar, the latest record release
trom Gang of Four, contains one side of three new songs
and one side of two live versions of older .songs The live

^'?^. 7 "Cheeseburger" and "What We All Want." lM)th
taken from the SoUd Gold album - have the properly ex-
hilarating quality of go(K| liye ren.rdings but don't tell us
anything new about (Jang of Four. It's the new songs t)ar-
ticularly "To Hell With Poverty." which give us a glimpse
of the maturation of Gang of Four, both in their music- and
their politics.

"To Hell With Poverty." which was previously relea.sed
as a single, is both a great dance song built around a funky
bass line and an interesting political statement. As oppos-
ed to so many "leftist" bands (such as Red Rockers) who.se
fX)litics amount to simplistic, us-against-them dogma
Gang of Four criticize as well as celebrate the working
class. "To hell with poverty/Let's get drunk on cheap
wine/To hell with poverty/The cheque will arrive it's in the
post again" is a criticism of inactivity by the oppressed
lower classes - the failure of the oppressed to respond to
calls of action. At the same time. Gang of Four aLso cannot
deny the escapism inherent in rock and roll/dance music;
escapism which certainly does nothing to further social ac-
tion.

The two other new songs, "Capital" and "History's
Bunk!" are less accessible musically - more typical of
Gang of Four - but no less interesting lyrically. "Capital"
speaks of the collapse of the modem system of credit,
combined with society's increasing reliance on that
system. The music isn't exactly dance material, but the
beat is there. "History's Bunk!" combines swirling guitar
pyrotechnics with a vague but angry statement about the
•focus of history. All in all, these three songs stand with the
best Gang of Four has ever recorded.
The live songs - "Cheeseburger" and "What We All

Want" are two of the best songs from Gang of Four's
rather lackluster second album. Considering how much of
the group's live show is visual, these recordings do an ad-
mirable job of capturing Gang of Four's musical intensity
in concert. The tracks seem to have been recorded before
bassist Dave Allen's departure from the band last year, so
they also stand as a documentary of what that version of
the band sounded like in concert. Overall, Another
Day/Another Dollar really amounts to a taste of Gang of
Four, yet it proves that this band will continue to be a
musical — and political — force to be reckoned with.

The Black Student Alliance of Smith College present*
Roberta Flack on Friday. March 5 at John M. Green HaU
on the Smith College campus. Tickets are $8 for Smithies.
$9.50 for non-Smith students and $10 for the general
public, and are available at Smith College's Seelye Hall
Basement, Faces of Earth, Main Street Records in Nor-
thampton and Main Music in Springfield. Roberta will
begin promptly at 8:00 p.m.
Bad news — U2 has cancelled all but one date of their

U.S. tour.

Good News - The only date for U2 this year wUl be at
Bowker Auditorium, UMass on March 16.

Trivia question - Congratulations to Brenda Emo, who
correctly identified Jerome Geils and Richard Salwitz
(Magic Dick). This week's trivia question - Berlin Airlift
wiU be at the Blue Wall on Saturday. February 20. Special
recognition to the first person who gives me Rick BerUn's
real name and the band he recorded an album on Epic with.
If you know, drop a note in the specially marked box on the
Collegian Arts desk before 4:00 today.
Due to popular demand, another Boston Invasion is

scheduled for March 25 at the Hangar One. The bands this

Shorty Craig (left), pictured with Louis Arm-
strong

Ume are The Sex Execs, 21645. Dangerous Birds and
Primary Colours, which features former members of
Pastiche and LaPeste (two noteworthy Boston bands).

// you like live music and want to do your part in the
fight for alternative energy, attend the 1982 Positive
Energy Festival. Featured at the Student Uniort Ballroom
on Friday, Feb. 19 will be John Coster and the Medicine
Band, Pryvate Tunings (local pop). Acoustic Martians
(Carl Mayfield and Peter MitcheU from Martian Highway)
and White Noise (Saratoga NY pop). A donaton of $3 is
requested/required, and the show begins at 8:00 p.m.
Don't miss — Joan Armatrading at the Fine Arts

Center. Feb. 27, King Crimson at the FAC on March 1, B.
Willie Smith and the Incredible Casuals at the Hangar One
tonight. Cub Koda, the man with round glasses from
BrownsviUe Station, way out in the boon docks at the Fifth
Season m Westfield on Feb. 27, and the Persuasions at the
Hangar One tomorrow night.
And now for something completely different —

Vaudeville, the entertainment form that dominated the
American stage for the first three decades of the twentieth
century, will return to Northampton's Academy of Music
on Sunday, February 28 at 8:00 p.m. Featured are Roy
Smeck, the star of the first Vitaphone Motion Picture
("talkie") in 1926. and Shorty Craig as emcee. Craig was
Stepan Fetchit's Vaudeville partner, Louis Armstrong's
pianist and a regular cast member of "The Milton Berle
Show" in its early days.

YOU COULD DE

THE NEXT PRESIDENT!!

Nominations for those wishing to run for the position of Stu-
dent Government Association (SGA) President (or Co-
Presidents), are open. Those wishing to run should sign out
their nomination papers in the Undergraduate Student
Senate Office, Rm. 420 Student Union Building. Papers
should be completed, and returned to the Senate Office, no
later than 4:00 PM on Monday, February 22. No nomina-
tion papers will be accepted after the deadline. Elections
will be held on March 8 & 9. For further information, contact
the Student Government Association at 545-0341; or come up
to Rm 420 of the Student Union Building.

C.O.I.N.S. Students
Computer Science Certificate Program Candidates
and all other University students are invited to an
Alumni SkiUs Bank Program

,

Ion Careers in Computer &> Information Science
Thursday, February 18, 1992
, ^ at 8:00 PMm Campus Center Room 163

[

Alumni coming to campus:
ww*** ^ vr<^

I T^H„ r^^^'^'^y
Zolit, Hewlett-Packard, Waltham, MAJody Greenspan. Management Decision Systems. Inc.

.- Waltham, MA
Richard Scire, Computer Vision. Bedford. MAAlan Morse, Intelligent Software Systems Inc

Amherst. MA
Sponsored by the University Placement Service and the

Wr.y^ f.,^*K
Division of Continuingr Education

l^or further information contact. Floyd Martin. 545-2224 orRick Taupier. 545-2484
Complimentary Wine and Cheese
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WARNING
you are in

DANGER
of having a good time,

at Delta Upsilon*s
Open Rush.

ALL UNIVERSITY MEN
INVITED

Refreshments will be served

^^T
TONIGHT 8:00

778 North Pleasant St.

Destination:

HAWAII 1982
Win a Free Trip for Two

TRIP DETAILS

Roundlrip Airfare From New York City lo Hawali't Honolulu Interna

(ional Airport

7 Nights Hotel Accommodations at the Edgewater Hotel. I Block from

Waikiki Beach
Traditional Hawaiian Flower Lei Greeting

Roundtrip Transfer Between Airport and Hotel

Airport and Hotel Porterage

Waikiki Cabaret Cocktail Show Including Cover Charge and One Drink

of Your Choice "^

Vaaaiion Travel Concepts Get Acquainted Briefing

Services of Vacation Travel Concepts Hospitality Desks and Tour Hosts

All Applicable Service Charges and Taxes

Arrangements will be made on a space available basis

The Trip may be taken anytime during 1982.

You will receive a FREE raffle ticket when you:

Spend 12.00 at the Coffee Shop. Bluewall Cafeteria, Hatch Cafeteria or

Qulcliie Lunch or

Purchase one Polynesian Cocktail at the TOC Lounge - S2.00 or

Pay a S2.(X) cover charge at the Bluewall Bar on Saturday. February 13,

1982 or Saturday. February 20. 1982 or

Purchase an airline ticket or trip worth $100 or more at Campus Travel

The Grand Prize Drawing will be held on March
5th, 1982 in the Blue Wall Cafeteria at high noon.
Be there, Alohal

SponBored by: Campus Center Food Service and Campus Center Travel Agency.

Thursday, February 18, 1982
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE
By M. Joyce

ACROSS
1 Petty quarrel

5 Goal of the world
10 Sizeable
14 Receptacle,

Japanese style
15 Element used in

bulbs
16 Plant used in

cosmetics
17 Cornfield figures
19 Caesar's

conquest
20 Skirmishes
21 Child-like

23 Sculler's gear
24 Popular Peruvian

dance
25 Haberdashery

item

28 Plate or can
29 Open
33 Reservation

celebration
36 Labor
37 Chinese dynasty
38 Cast off

40 GIs friend

41 Famous London
statue

43 Heavenly
heavenly

45 Governing txjdy
in Peris

47 Irish sea god
48 South American

tourist attraction

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffc

49 Singers' props
51 School sub)
52 High-spirited

55 Interstices

59 River into the
Caspian

60 Spring bloom
62 Something for

the teacher
63 Martian, e.g.

64 Coted'
65 Growl
66 Port in NE Libya
67 Designate

DOWN
Mary Roberts
Rinohari heroine
Resident of

48 Across
Monastery men
Abandoned
Kind of horse
Slips

Mighty while—— ": Ben
Jonson

8 Western figure

9 Follow
10 Traveler of

a type

11 jai

12 Music of today

1

3

4

5
6
7

i 13 Prefix with gram
18 Flying high
22 Old Frdnch coin
24 Stable gear
25 Ruins
26 Enmesh
27 Criterion

28 Oft-time trouble-

maker
30 "I have

danced all

night.
.'

31 Passageway
32 Escapades
34 Gaming cube
35 Poetic contrac-

tion

39 Card player,

at times
42 Granny's handi-

work
44 Native of Luanda
46 Aunt in, Aragon
50 Prepare dough
51 The Rose Bowl
52 Part of a ladder
53 Elvis Presley
54 Han: Garlx)

role

55 Solar diSK

56 First name in

show business
57 Potash
58 Jane of

fiction

61 Title from the

Queen

ROD BONES
By Gregg Canavan

THE UMASS ZONE
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WEATHER
Mass., R.I., Conn, —

Partly sunny today except
cloudy with a chance of
light snow southeast. High
30 to 35. Cloudy tonight.
Low in the teens and 20s.
Tomorrow cloudy with a
chance of rain except
chance of rain or snow
ewstern hills. High 35 to
40.

DC MENU
LUNCH
California Quiche
Torpedo Grinder

BASICS LUNCH
Flat Bread Sandwich
California Quiche

DINNER
Chicken Cacciatore

Ham and Cheese Florentine

Fruit Plate with Saltines

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Spinach Strudel

Chicken Cacciatore

Editorial department staff
meeting for columnists, il-

lustrators and assistant
editors Monday at 7 p.m. in the
Collegian newsroom. Attendance is

mandatory. New staff members are
welcome.

Collegian Reporters
There will be a workshop on the

mechanics of journalistic writing

I tonight at 7:30 in the Collegian

Business Office. All interested

students are welcome. Call

Eileen Galligan at the Collegian

545-3500 for details.

y^ 5^tti

rustv nail /t^T^

ilhursdav, Feb. 18

2 For 1
TWOWAYSTREET

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937

$2.00 Cover
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Four KODAK
Color Prints for the
price of ttiree. .

Bring in your favorite KODACOLOR Film
negatives, color slides, color prints or instant
color prints.

Get 4 color prints of same
or different subjects for thie

price of 3 processed by
Kodak. One print is Free!
Hurry. Freebee offer ends
March 3. 1982.

DARSELOTTI'S
THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

Downtown Amherst

$1.00 off any name Pitcher of Beer
with this coupon

DONT FORGET ALL IMEW FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR
MORE FOOD THAN EVER

i

ASM F0«

COLOR
PROCESSING
BY Kodak

Can we build one for you?
PCKLE

— LIGHT DVE
;1 — r/APocn-ED6\vi^=>

COLE SLAW
COQNED BEEF
RUSSIAN DQESSINS

Design your favorite saridwich and bring us the bluep.-nt *re H buHd it

to exact specs We re the sandwich engineers at

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN
Amherst Carnage Shops 549-6314

Located In the Campus Center
Open M-F 9-5 Sat. 11-4

UNIVERSITY

Ope« tfl « a.-, frt. A S«t. aiiffht

Sunday 95c Happy Hour 5-1 - Free Chickeri Wings

Monday 95c Happy Hour 5-10 -

50c Happy Hour 10-12

Tuesday 95c Happy Hour 5-7 -

V
50c Happy Hour 7-1

Wednesday 95c Happy Hour 5-8:30 -

50c Happy Hour 10-12 w/Sock Hops

Thursday 95c Happy Hour 5-8:30
- 50c Happy Hour 10-12

Friday & Saturday 95c Happy

SIGNAL
featuring Michael G.J.

This event will be taped on

Sat. Night by WGBY Ch. 57 Spfld.

for future broadcast

ThE Awesome AIternatjve
Jf 18 ODMFONENT SPEAKEFB
*1150 WATTB OF QUALITY

RBCCDRDED MLJBIC
^ LOTS OF LIGHTS
FINEST OJ'S AVAILABLE

THURSDAY MIGHT DRINK SPECIALS

MILLER/MILLER LITE DRAFT. .5pc
VODKA/ JUICE 95c''

CHI^TEftE APPEnZERSSeilVEDTILL IAM FRI A SAT
JAKE LATE .VIGHT Brs TO HADLET VILLAGE BARX SHOPft^

4K'Ru8sell St., Hadlev. Mass.

Ope« til 1 «.. Smn.'Thmn.. IVi. A Sat. tU t •.m.

Proper Dress Required
* No T-sh|rts or Jerseys

• No Dungarees

- NO COVER -

POSITIVE I.D. RBQUIRBD
AT THE CORNER OF:

UNIVERSITY DR. & RTB. 9
866-8608

Thursday, February 18, 1982

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Collegian ^^

Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 345

A ^ISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor
mation available with Randy 546 7013

A FLORIDA SPRING BREAK

GET the best hotels, parties, discounts,
and NO hidden charges, fleabag hotels or
B.S.-all FOR 264.- (Daytona-Ft Lauder
dale) including 7 days hotel, round-trip
transportation and Disney trip. Call Dave
5496802.

AUDIO

Stereo worth $1100 asking $585 like new
Call 665-7717 for info, will talk

Aiwa
6 9426

mini component svstern

Harmon Kardon Rabco ST7 turntable
good condition must sell 80 Dave 253-9026

Equilizer - Soundcraftsman SG-2205^600,
excellent cond. new $400, sell $225 Eric
549 2715

Sanyo Audio Spec car 8 track, new
loud , asking 90 or 80 6-5166

Pr. EPI Bookshelf Spkrs. gd. cond. 65$
6-5166

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790

1966 Plymouth Valiant new engine, good
condition 350 Claudia 253-9302

1975 Honda Civic Excellent condition.
30 + mpg regular gas. $1795.00 253-7967

1977 Datsun B210 5 speed AM FM Hat-
chback $2500 Tel. 665-4445

1971 Chevy Chevelle runs well, asking
$250 Tel. 545-0946 or 586-1729 ask for Ter i

1970 VW Bus many new parts $500 Sob
586 5827

69 Nova 6 cyl auto, runs well, needs work
$350 546-4050

1975 Saab Wagonback. All new parts,
stereo, runs fine. 2800 or best offer. Call
Mike at 545-1346

1969 Chevy Chevelle Malibu 8 cylinder
excellent condition 500 must sell 549-2811
Bill

-

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684~~~

BERMUDA
Spring Break air fare & choice of ac-
comodations beginning at $328. Free stu-
dent activities and parties! Hurry limited
space! No hidden charges. Call Wendv
253-3054

BOARDERS WANTED
Boarders wanted in Delta Chi Frat for
spring. Good food and social life. Money
transferable from Univ. Housing.

CAPE COD RENTAL
West Yarmouth Seagull Beach six
rooms, 4 bedrooms 1 Vz baths Memorial
Day thru Labor Day, also four room duplex
2 bedroom sleeps 4 253-7436

DAYTONA
Fly/Hotel/Free Car
549-4699 by Friday

269$ call Kim

DULL?

I will sharpen, P-tex, and wax your skiis
for 5 bucks. Call Ed 6-9669

DYSLEXIC STUDENTS
Meeting at Room 68 Bartlett Basement
(Communications Skills Center) on Thur.
Feb. 18 at 7:00 pm For further information
call Fabia at 546-6370 or 545-0924

Good music
"Willow Creek

ENTERTAINMENT

and good times with
and Smith College at TNCvviMuw K^reeK and bmith College at

February 18th. Davis Student Center, col-
lege ID required

FOR SALE
Sneakers men's and women's; quality
name^brand; great deal call Mike 549-1233

LOST COAT

(iail

Lost sheepskin coat on line for J. Geils
tickets in CC if found call Dave in SW
6-9669

^ . ^ Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day^^wrnn advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

Sharp cassette deck, Tedinics receiver
and turntable, microacoustics speakers ex
cellent^ond^ 549^78J_after 5 pm
Genuine Yucatan Hammocks high quali
ty niatrimonials 40, doubles 25, David
546-4210

Raichle Hiking Boots, women's size 8Vim good-exc. condition $40 549 6741
Men's X-Country~^ki^ NTe^'J^^a
<?^l'n^"S^.'

^^°''' ^*"dings, poles. Cost
$125.00. Will sacrifice $75.00 or best offer
See at Arnold House. Donna 253-7536
leave message

Photographic Enlarger (Omega^) and
equipment, developer, printing $230
546-9469

MAIDEN VOYAGE

Ibanez Guitar w/2 Les Paul pickups

Nordica Comp Ski Boots very^ood^ori
dition, size 8m. Best offe r. Call Jon 6-7760
XC Skis Trax Rallye no waxlgs cm boots
poles inc exc cond Lisa 6-7955

The areas best in High Energy Rock and
Roll for information or bookings call
256 8573

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Long Island or New York
City on Friday Feb 12 546 9612

RIDERS WANTED

MARY KAY COSMETICS-
See what Mary Kay can do for you For a
complimentary Mary Kay Facial call Carol
Nenetz at 256-6235

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

^8 Triumph Bonny. 7M new upper end.
Helmets, sissy bar, e^cpU^fit Condition,
91,500.00 firm call 253 9074 asfcfor Taylor
after 5:30 PM

FOUND

^^Rti°,l"'n^l n'
'*"9'® nng holder call

549 6543 (by Grad Research)

SF^i^*?^*!" fr^t^Brittan7M^;;^r^ll
^M-JZ08 for identification_arid return

HELP wanted"
Collegian Jobs: We need two associate
News Editors. Hard work, low pay but
great experience. Reporting experierice a
rriust, editing helpful, energy necessaryWe II tram, if needed. Apply before Feb 25
to Ed Levine in the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center. An equal opportunity employer
Recycling Project w7s jobs available
apply in person. Contact Bill Ennen 306
SUB 5-0618

MOVING SERVICES

Fast, dependable service & reasonable
rates. Local or within 50 miles. For free
estimate call 549-3568

MS DANCE MARATHON
Its Happening. . .Its Happening Again
March 5th and 6th at the Student Union
Ballroom.

Students wanted for sales, good com
flexible hours call 256-0821

Riverside looking for children's show
performers this summer call 567-7910
The Lesbian and Gay Men's Counseling
Collective is looking for volunteers to be
peer counsellors. Leave name, and phone
Call 545-2645

m c.

That's right, the 3rd Annual U-Mass Pi
Kappa Alpha 29 hr Dance Marathon is

happening again March 5th and 6th in
the Student Union Ballroom call
545 2150 for info

PARTY 2-NITE

Alpha Delta Phi rush parties are back!
Refreshments flow at 8:00 pm. Take any
Orchard Hill bus \o Frat/Sor Park or call
549-4443 for info

PERSONALS

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Division

,
Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28
hours including classroom plus shop.
Limited enrollment. 253-7967

Classical Guitar Lessons. Special begin-
ner program student discount Guitar Magic
546-6684

Bass Guitar Lessons qualified instructor.

All levels/styles. First lesson free. 546-8654

KILLINGTON

Super Ski Weekend March 19-21 Free
beer and wine party. $79.95 modern lodge
accomodations. Contact Angie 546-6140 or
Karl 546-6141

LOST
~

Handknit ski hat offwhite w/brown stit-

ching possibly near Chen or on bus extreme
sentimental value. Return greatly ap-
preciated Les 253-5237

Omega Watch reward call Elane 545-2622
AM 253-3871 PM
Lost, a pair of white knitted mitten with
light & dark brown patches interwoven. If

found please call Gail 5-1256

Small black and white cat in Puffton
area. Please call 549-3754 reward

Eyeglasses about one week ago brown
case with brown rimmed glasses. If found
please call Dick G-1181

Lost brown leather key ring w/gold W
on it. If found please call Michele 253-3089

White sweater sentimental gift. Reward
offered. No questions. Paul Erhard
546-1409

Lost - men's digital watch (Texas In-

struments). Between Southwest and
Library Tower Friday morning. REWARD
Rick 6-8792.

CLEANERS: Happy Belated Valentines
Day to the man who horrifies me - But I

LOVE it!!! When am I cooking you Dinner?
Love, "CAGGIANO"
SPECIAL TODAY! Campus Center doc-
tors scrub suits for info call Ron 546-92 1

4

All University Men
are cordially invited to attend
an Open Rush at Delta Upsilon

Tonight from 8:00 on.
We want you for DU!

778 North Pleasant Street

COULD YOU BE LUCKY? AN OLDER
WOMAN AND A COLLEGE GRAD
DUSTIN HOFFMAN IN. . THE
GRADUATE THURS FEB 18 7 9 11
CCAud

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes Down

to
Ft Lauderdale Spring Break

8 days 7 nights hotel $129
trans available by plane, bus, carpool

office hou rs M -F 1 1 -3 545-3437

SENIORS: Appointments are now being
taken for the yearbook - you've earned it;

reserve your place in the yearbook now.
Call 545-2874 or stop by Campus Center
room 103

Work study position in the office of

People's Gay Alliance. Flexible schedule,
good work conditions. Contact PGA, 413
Student Union, 5-0154, for application.

MIS - Happy 19th! You're the best (and
craziest) friend one could have! Love, Jan

Terry F. - The times when we are happy are
the times we never try. You are the hap-
piness that is in my soul. 5 months and a
lifetime to go. Love always S. Tom

PHI MU DELTA RUSH PARTY

The brothers of Phi Mu Delta announce
an Open Rush which will be held this even-
ing at 8:00 pm All University men are

welcome to attend. Come see if the "Mu"
is for you (rhyme) We are located at 14 Elm
Street (that's the big yellow house off

Sunset Ave) Please stop by and say hello

PRE-EXAM JAM
1 ^

We're having a party! Monday Feb 22 at

Poor Richards Happy Hour prices all night a

dollar a drink $1.00 admission at the door

Dance!
Drama!
Galleries!

ARTS! ARTS! ARTS!
Collegian Arts Department

Staff Meeting
Campus Center rm. 803

6:00 p.m., Monday Feb. 22

Carpool from Greenfield MW 10-1:30
TuTh 9:30-2:30 Fri 10-12 772-6886

ROOMMATES - CAPE COD
3 roommates (possibly 6) needed to share
summer house in West Yarmouth call John
C. 253 9672 '

, ROOMMATE WANTED
Share quaint house near creek in Leeds
with 3 others. Near busline NancyLou
5847193

1 F-h
sher- jj

Share 3 bdrm house with 1 M
Pelham 4 mi to UMass $130+ wash,
dryer, woodstove, big family rm 253 3760

One male wanted to share room in two-
bedroom apt. Ask for Mimi or George
253 9720 229A Mam St Amherst

One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665 7519 keep trying

Large room in 3 bedroom house. On bus
route, close to campus. 135 -^ 253-2162

Own room in beautiful, spacious So
Oeerfield apt. On bus route. $175/mo call

Ron 665-8789

Presidential Apts Own room
Female non smoker 23-*-

549-6984/549-6476

$160-1-

Kim

SENIORS/GRADUATE STUDENTS

Seniors/Graduate Students
Need help with resume writing?

Call Career Preparations
358 North Pleasant St
available weekends Ph. 549-5727

SERVICES

Typing 4c a line. Some overnite service
call at 549-4595

TAX SERVICES

State and Federal Taxes Prepared
reliably. Very, reasonale- rates. Call
Jonathan 253-9672

THE BOLTWOOD BELCHERTOWN
PROJECT

The Boltwood Belchertown Project
is seeking volunteers to assist in a wide

range of programs at B.S.S.
Gain valuable experience!

Credit Available!

Info Meeting: Feb 16 €t 18 at 7:30, CC 917
Make this your year to get involvedilL

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL BACK FROM FLORIDA
drive cars thru US Government Agency
Mar 1 - May 31 call Doug 546-8184

Now's the time and Bermuda's the
place. For just $299 (this includes
everything) For info call 256-6941 after 6

DO IT IN DAYTONA! Spend your break
(and not much bucks) on the beach.
Western Mass Bus offers low, low rates.

Seats are limited! Call Mike or Kilian

256-8244 or Tom 253-5518 NOW!
We challenge anyone to find a better
price to Daytona Beach 269* jet hotel rental
(unlimited mileage) For more information
call Leah 665-3530 *tax and service not in-

cluded

VIDEO FOR DOLLARS
~

Good times still available job openings
for work-study at the Union Video Center
call Irene

WANTED
~

Used Foton call Jennifer 5-0472

Cheap Electric Guitar preferably Fender
call 546-9145 after 6:00 anydav

WANTED TO BUY

Highest cash prices paid for class rings,

gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,

25 No. Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Music!
Film!
Literature!
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Gymmen downed by Southern Connecticut
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
gymnastics team, led by top notch per
formances by all arounders Bert

Mathieson. Willy Stevens, and junior John
Macurdy came within eight points of
defeating nationally ranked Southern
Connecticut State College. 253.55 261.30
last nitjht.

The meet started off on a sour note when
gymnast Dave Buegler tore his achilles
tendon in the warm up before the meet.

The Minutemen didn't let this affect their

performance, as they succeeded in reaching,
their goal of 250 points with room to spare.

The Minutemen started off the meet by
squeaking by SCSC in the floor exercise.
43.35 43.20. Minuteman John Macurdy
captured first place in the event with a
score of 9.25. Ken O'Donnell. who was
filling in for the injured Dave Buegler.
contributed a score of 8.00.

Despite outstanding performances by
Macurdy and Mathieson on the pommel
horse the Minutemen dropped the event
38.30 39.90. Macurdy received a score of
7.65 and Mathieson received a score of 8.90.
The Minutemen then fell behind 81.65
83.10.

The gymnasts fell behind even further
when SCSC won the still rings. 45.20 41.75.
Southern Connecticut increased their lead
to 128.30-123.40.

Macurdy came through for the
Minutemen again on the vault with a 9.55
for second place. Despite his performance
and top performances by the Minutemen,
they could not outdo SCSC. The Minutemen
dropped a close one, 45.75 45.10. This
brought the team score to 174.05 168.50 foroCoC

In spite of consistent performances by all

the Minutemen. they also lost on the
parallel bars. 44.00 41.45.

The Minutemen won the vaulting event
led by another outstanding performance by
John Macurdy. Macurdy received an 8.45
for his performance. UM's John Nelson
brought in the top score for the Minutemen,
a 9.10, for second place.

The UMass all arounders put on a top
performance for this important meet.
Mathieson scored 51.90 points for the team,
and Stevens scored 51.15.

"We broke 250 and we've got to keep
going." said head coach Roy Johnson.
"Mathieson. Stevens, and Macurdy were
unbelievable. They're coming back next
year, and look what they're doing now!"
The gymnasts face Massachusetts

Institute of Technology this Saturday at 7
p.m.

RUGBY: There wiU be a mandatory team meeting
tonight at 7:30 p.m. for all members of the UMass rugby
team in room 259 of Goessman Hall. All newcomers are
welcome. For more information call Steve Piro at 253-5947.

By JIM PXOYD
Collegian Staff

CW Glass
Donald Russell may have missed the final

free throw in last nights heartbreaking loss
to Rutgers, but he hasn't been missing too
many of them this season. The UMass
freshman is listed as the third best shooter
from the charity stripe in the entire
Eastern Eight with a 75.7 percent success
ratio. Russell is also listed as the number
five scorer in the league while scoring at a
16.5 points per game chp.'

D

Speaking of Russell, he should be a major
candidate to garner Rookie of the Year
honors not only for the impressive statistics
that he's been pilini^ up but also for the way
he Ukes charge when the game is on the
hne. At the end of Tuesday night's game it

was Russell who was driving to the hole
amongst all those trees.

grossly undersized by just about every
team they have played all season, have
managed to lead the league in this category
with a 37.12 rebounds per game average.
Chairman of the boards for UMass is fresh-
man Horace Neysmith (who incidentally
should also be considered a top candidate
for Rookie of-the Year) who ranks as the
number five boardman with 8.7 pulls per
game.

D
A dunk is usually considered to be the

highest percentage shot in all of basketball
but such was not the case against Rutgers
as two Rutgers hoopsters missed slams and
UMass" Craig Smith had his troubles with
what would have been a definite rim
wrecker. *

D

The Minutemen played one of their most
intelligent games of the season against the
much taller Rutgers squad. They were
patient and didn't try to force any un-
necessary shoU. It must have worried the
Rutgers bench when the score was only 7-7
after many minutes into the game.

D

An interesting statistic in the overall
Eastern Eight rankings is the team
rebounding one. The Minutemen. though

D
UMass now heads for Pittsburgh to play

the Panthers. UMass players will recall the
game that Pitt snuck out of the Cage with
so they know that they have a score to
settle. The team will then play another
away game at Holy Cross before returning
to the Cage on February 25 to face the
University of Rhode Island.

D

UMass hoop fans shouldn't despair at the
losses accumulated for two reasons. The
first is that this is a buUding year. The
second is that under the playoff format in
the Eastern Eight every team goes to the
playoffs. After the Rutgers game it should
be self evident that with the possible ex
ception of West Virginia the league is wide
open.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL, A
GAME PLAYED ABOVE THE RIM
— Sophomore ^ard Craig Smith
skies over the defense in last Tues-
day night's game against Rutgers.

Computer takes times Merwomen

Tennis team
optimistic
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

Optimism for a fruitful tennis season
should be higher for University of
Massachusetts tennis coach Bob Szlosek
after this past weekend.

Szlosek took four of his players to the

j
First Annual Springfield College Indoor
Singles Tennis Championships in
Springfield and came away with three
individual champions as well as the team
title.

Neai Mackertish, a junior, won the
number one singles event by defeating
Charlie Maher of American International
College in straight sets. 7-5. 6-4.

Joining Mackertish in the winners'
cu-cle were sophomore Steve Jordan, who
won the number three singles and freshman
Rich Lindgren who garnered the number
tour spot honors.

The other UMass competitor, junior
Nick Julian, faired almost as well, he placed
second in the number two single category.

"I think that the tournament was a
good indicator of where we are right now."
Szlosek, "I'm kind of pleased because the
kids are futher ahead than I thought they
would be."

The team will now begin to train for
conditioning and endurance in preparation
for theu- first official meet of the spring
against Tufts University.

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

At first look, it looks like one of those
new cash registers seen in nearly any
supermarket — nine digits, readout, tape
— the works. A computer major's delight,
by the edge of Boyden pool.

Boyden pool? A closer look shows wires
leading from each lane to this machine,
which tells not prices, but times — down a
to thousandth of a second!

This electronic gadget is the Colorado
Times System 3000, the product of two
years' worth of phoneathons, swimathons
and other fundraising work of both the
men's and women's swim teams the
University of Massachusetts and UMass
Athletic Department.

'"The system costs $6,000,' said UMass
men's swimming coach Russ Yarworth,
"And by things like swimathons,'
phoneathons and alumni contributions, we
managed to raise half of that. The Athletic
Department match our funding, and we got
it."

Each of the six lanes in the pool has a
white pad, which is locked into place so it

wont slip. Wires lead from each lane to the
computer; as each swimmer touches the
pad, the computer, which is programmed
before each race, which race is about to
take place, automatically reads out the split
or finish time. In case the pads fail, each
lane is equipped with a back up button.

The system eliminated
timers — up to 20 per meet.

the need for

"It's a real blessing." said UMass
women's coach Valerie Turtle. "It used to
be that when there was a meet, among the
first things you'd see was someone yelling
up and down the bleachers 'We need timers'
Anyone want to time?'. I think that's why a
lot of people would not come to a home-
meet. The know that they might be called
on to time, which kind of interferes with
enjoying the meet.

"

Both coaches said that the system has
provided a much fairer way of judging who
touches first.

"You don't have to use the judges'
decisions." said Yarworth, "It's a very
sophisticated system that can teU who came
in first by as much as one-thousandth of a
second. Were one of ten schools that has a
computer timer, and it's becoming the norm
rather than the exception."

"It's so hard to call who won by the
human eye,

"
said Turtle, "In competitive

swimming, many swimmers come in so
close, it's almost impossible to say. The
system has been a real blessing in
eliminating that kind of guesswork. It's a
simple machine to operate, and so that
minor problems don't crop up, you learn to
spotcheck. But there have been no major
problems with it since we got it installed
last semester."

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

An i-nd and a beginning came about
Tuesday night at Hadley.
The University of Massachusetts

women s swim team concluded its regular
sea-son by torpedoing Mount Holyoke
College, 103 37. In winning 15 out of 16
events in the short program (made up of 50-
yard. 100-yard and 200 yard events), the
Minutewomen brought home two more
school records and an overall record of 7-4.
That same night also saw the beginnings

ol post sea.son preparations for UMass for
the New Englands at Springfield College on

^I-ebruary 26 28 and the Association for
Intercollegiate Athletics of Women (AIAW)
Division Two Championships in Idaho on
March 12 13.

UMa.ss was led by Jennifer Nicolai, who
helped bring those two records home She
powen-d through the 100 yard individual
medley in 1:04.3, and was part of the 200-
yard freestyle relay (which included Liz
Peinberg, Debbie Chisholm and Lori
McCluskey) that not only broke a record
but Its lime of 1:42.36 qualified the squad
for the Nationals.

I 'Mass coach Val Turtle said she had
altered her lineup against Mount Holyoke in
order to qualify more people for the New
Englands.

"We were stronger and had more depth."
said Turtle, "so I altered my lineup so that
some of my people could get better times

and try lo quality. Mount Holyoke did the
same thing, so it turned out that they didn't
have their best swimmers in their best
events. I think that's why we'won by such a
large margin."

Thanks to the altered lineups, UMass
qualified in eight more events for the up-
coming championships.

In diving, Jean Bushee and Gina Perrone
exchanged the top two spots. Bushee won
the one meter board, then Perrone beat out
Bushee in the three-meter.
"Tony Chmiel (UMass diving coach)

deserves a lot of credit for the job he's
done.

"
said Turtle of the diving squad's

improved performance.

. THE SEVENTH LANE: Amherst
College is coming to the Boyden pool
tonight to face the UMass men's swim team
at 7 p.m. UMass coach Russ Yarworth said
he's expecting a very close meet.

"Amherst's strengths are much the same
as ours.

"
said Yarworth. "They've got some

real good sprinters, though I think we've
got a little more depth. It could go down to
the last event, the freestyle relay. If that
happens, we've got the edge on them by
one hundreths of a .second. So it'll be a close
one.

After Amherst, which is the last home
meet for UMass, the Minutemen will end
the regular season at Central Connecticut
State College Saturday afternoon.
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Koffler accepts new post
Qiancellor hired
by alma mater
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Dr. Henry Koffler, chancellor of the University ofMassachusetts at Amherst has accepted the president's

^.t/k T^^^'"""
^^"^""^^ ^^ ^^^t school said yesterday

It has been tentatively and informally agreed to thathe CKoffler) will take the job." Grant Smi^lrecJr o
Information Services said.
Koffler accepted the position despite his statements

ast week that he had "no plans to leave UMass," andthat he was "very happy" here

RnlZ^^ fD
^°^"^'' "^^ ^^^^''^ ^h« J«b by the ArizonaBoard of Regente on Wednesday by telephone afterreUirmng to Amherst from interviews in Arizona and

The Arizona Board of Regents are scheduled to formal-
y offer Koffler the job today at 2 p.m. mountain time atthe Tucson campus, Smith said. Koffler left for Arizona
yesterday to accept the position in person according toDsmd Lyons of the UMass news bureau
The decision by the Arizona Regents was expected to

^iSft '''i^^^u^
^' ^^^^^^'" ^" emergency session was

cabled by the Regents Wednesday night "to clear the
air, the Anzorw, Wildcat, the student newspaper at that
university reported yesterday. The Wildcat report^
that rumors of an entirely new search were circulating at

R^ln^P"!- 7^^
•

^"^^•^"^^y session sparked the

lit u\r^,^^y
decision, the Wildcat reported,

n^fr ^•t^'^ead, special assistant to UMass President
David C. Knapp, said yesterday the search process for a

Computing Center

proposes $10 fee
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

A $10 fee for any person with a computer account has
been proposed by the University Computing Center (UCC)
to help establish and maintain accounts.
The Undergraduate Student Senate voted to reject sup-

port for the measure, questioning the need for the money
as proposed. According to a Committee on Rents and Fees
leaflet, "the fee is supposed to pay the expenses of
creating and maintaining an account, but will actually be
used to offset the UCC deficit."

In a letter to Provost Loren Baritz and University Com-
puting Center Director Conrad Wogrin, the committee
said the UCC "is an essential service which should remain
available to all students," and suggested that such a fee
might discourage students from using the computer
facilities.

UCC Assistant Director Charies Lyman said yesterday
he feels the $10 request is hot out of line.

"I hate to see it, but on the other hand, we are faced
with real dollar limitations," Lyman said.

"It is fairly standard in the computer industry to charge
a fee like this," he said.

A Faculty Senate Computer Committee Report states
that while the UCC budget has increased 106 percent over
the last ten years, use has gone up over 400 percent. Also,
new equipment was installed this past winter totalling
over $200,000 in expenditures.

In the UCC budget, student and excess research use are
listed under uncollectable accounts receivable, putting the
Center in deficit. The Rents and Fees Committee sug-
gested changing the accounting system so that more of
this money could actually be collected.
The undergraduate senate accepted a motion suppor-

ting the principle that "instructional computing should be
a generally available resource at no separate cost to
students, and recommended state funding be requested as
part of an effort to increase alternate sources of funding
for the center.

In a last measure, the senate rejected the suggestion
that the University Computing Committee "be em-
powered to establish procedures for limiting research and
instructional computing" if alternate funds cannot be ac-
quired.

Collegian photo by Vine* OcWiti
Henry Koffler

new chancellor will begin as soon as possible. Whitehead

s filled Koffler is expected to remain at UMass until Ju-
ly 1, when he is due m Arizona, Whitehead said.

Smith said the University of Arizona will allow Koffler
to remain at UMass after the July 1 date to clear up any
unfinished business.

cJm^
President's position at the University of Arizona issimil^ U> the chancellor's job at UMass. At the UniverJf-

^30^'luJ''?^'; f^ )S" ^ <=hief administratorforuie dO.OOO students at the Tucson campus.

Continued on page 10

Acceptance stirs

various reactions
By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

Reports that University of Massachusetts at Amherst
^^Ta?u "'"'^ ^''^"^^ *'*^ ^«" ^ff-red and has accepted the position of President of the Universftv ofArizona at Tucson prompted diverse reactioTfrom theMassachusetts higher education community yesterdTy

I think It s unfortunate that a university of quality has

t^ t"^ sai; R
"''? '^'^' ^°'' P"«P'« *^« '^'^ not'ded catedto It, said Bruce Laurie, president of the MassachusettsSociety of Professors (MSP). "I think its 2ut Ume wegot an administration who is more interested Tn ZUniversity than their own careers

"

ma^n^whn hf ^l
^^^^^^ ^^^"'^'' '« "^ compassionate

excellT.ni U^"^^ '? t'^^^^'"» authority" and "this is anexcellent University" that deserves a better ad
ministration than it has had in the past. He added thatnot only the students, faculty and st^ff of the UniverJ^ty

ShTKo^nriucf
'-''''- '^ ^'^ ^-^« ^^

John Duff, chancellor of higher education in
Massachusetts, offered a different rfaTtion Kofflrr hasbeen an outstanding chancellor at UMass Amherst" hesaid, and "I would hate to lose him"

^mnerst. he

When contacted last night. Duff said he had not heardany official word on Koffler accepting the new poSHe said he thought Koffler had connections with the

uEs" L ,^"^«"\-^ -f K«fner did resign fromUMass, the University trustees would conduct a

Contintied on page 11

>>^^'^l^^Z^.^:iX:'!^:-.'^^TJ^^^^
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World and national news
Nicaraguans fear

U.S. intervention

FViday, February 19, 1982

QoMgma 3

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan saidyesterday that he didnt intend to send Amer can'orrib^
lr(x.ps ,nto action to El Salvador or anyplace else burelused to flatly rule out that possibility inX future

coverfac.i^V""!r*^
'"^ say whether he has authorized

nm f M ' ""dermine the leftist Sandinista government of Nicaragua.
la K"vti

Meanwhile. Francisco Fiallos Navarro, the newN.caraguan ambassador to the United States said h^

f:srr;;;;rL:'"^
'-'''- ' ''-- ''' -'"-^--

'•We are worried about . that." he told his first

dci^nrTr.";.^^^
^^"'^^^"^^- "'^ '-^^ '^^ - >« -Kanue a

SalJ^d'oi^n reS"
'''' '" ^''""^''^ '^ ''''""' ^PP'^ ^^^'

Rtjagan. however, said in his televised news conferencethe Nicaraguans are acquiring weapons "of tremendous
size, beyond what they need for possible defense

•'"'"''''"'

abouMj' s\"
)'''

f'^"^^"'-?"^^
*^« dominated byquestions

AmtTK an. But the president repeatedly declined to discussu.o. options.
He was specific only on the question of U.S. troops

-saying he dealt with that in order to avoid any misun-
derstanding. "There are no plans to send American combat
troops into action any place in the world." Reagan said.

Clergy attacked
WARSAW. Poland (AP) - Communi.st Poland's martial

law regime stepped up its attack on the Roman Catholic
cliTgy yesterday, and a West German newspaper quoted
reliable .sources in Warsaw as saying a nationwide roundup
of priesLs is planned.

In its second broadside against the church in two days
Radio Warsaw said that some "lower Catholic clergy" were
n-kmdling "old sources of conflict" such as placing of
religious symbols (cro.sses) in public places, state in
stilulionsand schools.

The broadcast accused one priest in northern Poland of
appealing to parents to oppose efforts to remove crosses
from schools "even if t hey were fired on in the process."

PROOF ON PAPER - President'^^ald
Keagran pulls a paper from his coat pocket dur-
ing his White House news conference yesterday
in the East Room which he said he had proof
that he was right five out of six times on
challenges from his last news conference

Reagan won't send

out troops, he says

American combat troops into action" in El Salvador oranywhere else. He wouldn't discuss U.S. options for increased military support of the Salvadoran government.
Ihe Central American nation of El Salvador is under

attack by leftist guerriJIas and is being aided by American
military aid and advisers. Asked what further steps hemight take. Reagan told a news conference: "I just don't
believe that you discuss those options of what you may ormay not do. •'

In di.scuss^ing his controversial budget proposal. Reagan
lelt open the po.ssibiHty of compromise, saying that d
opponents "come up with some specific suggestions
suggest something, we'll take a look at it

"

But he then added that "we cannot back away on
national delense " without sending the wrong message toboth allies and potential adversaries and he called his tax
cut policy "the strongest thing we have" toward restoring
productivity. *»

The president opened his eighth news conference" by
announcing that he will name a panel of private citizens to
search out waste and inefficiency in the government with
an eye to controlling costs.

-This will be the largest effort of its kind ever mounted
o save tax dollars. " Reagan said. He said the members of
the volunteer panel will be named within a few days
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CORRECTION

tK . Tf
'"correctly reported in Wednesday's Collegian,

that the attorney representing Paul F. Hackley in his
tnal at Northampton District Court was Norman
Zalkind, a member of The Board of Regents. The Boston
attorney of the same name is not a Regent.
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YOU COULD DE
THE NEXT PRESIDENT!!

Nominations for those wishing to run for the position of Stu-
dent Government Association (SGA) President (or Co-
Presidents), are open. Those wishing to run should sign out
their nomination papers in the Undergraduate Student
.^"!!\ '""^ """ "^^^ ^^"^^"^ U"'0" Building. Papers

should be completed, and returned to the Senate Office no
later than 4:00 PM on Monday, February 22. No nomlna

^Tk^?!? '^'" ^^ ^^^«P^«d a^^er the deadline. Elections
will be held on March 8 & 9. For further information, contact
the Student Government Association at 545-0341- or come ud
to Rm 420 of the Student Union Buildina. SHOE
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Placement Office conditions don't do the jobBy GARY STARTA
Collegian Correspondent

University of Mas.sachusetts undergraduates may findhemselves wa.tmg in long lines startmg as early^a m
'laCeTo^'"' h"'" J«V"^^''^'«"^

^^'^ ---t- -'the
1 idtement Office in Hampshire House.

thJtlT.rr^'"'
°^ recruiters visiting UMass has grown overhe last three years to about 300 this semester who arrh/eand see an increasing line of waiting students.

Ihe problem ,s being compounded by the lack of

i^JZXrZT' ^P-«:-^-»' -i^- it im otib elo accomodate the large number of company recruiters.

said Arthur HUson, Placement Office director.
On a normal day many students line up early to begin the

process of filing resumes and making appointments with
recruiters when the office opens at 8:30 a m The

placement oilice receives up to 150 notices per day fromcorporations and those notices are sent to the speSdepartments such as the School of Business Administration

man.^r f

^^ ^Ingineering. Students can also look atmanuals from conipanies such as Firestone and Ford Motor

fm^on s-l^""'
'^'' '"'"P*"^ "'^"^^^ "f applicants.

6^, OmT'^^^^Tl'
'^'" P"/^ '^'^ '^^"'"^ '"to a file with

nS.ru ?'''*' '' ^''° ^ '^^^ Employment System(JLMS) which lists students- academic and internship
information by computer for recruiters.

'"i^^msnip

Hilson said students must market themselves by listingtheir skdls. such as "dexterity and patience."

All the recruiters that want to come to UMass cant be
accommodated because of the space restrictions. Although
Hilson said the Placement Center has "one of the more
comprehensive programs in the country." students have
noted a lack ol privacy in surveys which he said "is

liusiraling.

Hilson said this semesters 4.400 graduating seniors
must also make themselves aware of "what's realistic in
the market place." Hilson said it's hard to put figures on
the rate of job placement because a high rate of placement
in one firld may cover up a low rate of placement in
ano( her. For example, the School of Engineering may have
75 percent placement record whUe the School of Business

• Administration may have a 40 percent record. Hilson said.

Students are encouraged to start researching the job
luld at the I'lacement Center in their junior year. Hilson
said. There is the on campus job interview program and
job search service which will help students write a job
credential file which can be mailed to potential employers.

The file is continuously updated and is valid for the rest
ol the student s working life. Professional counselors and

stud nt

'

' ^^ ^'^^''^^ ^^ ^^^ '^"^^'" ^« ^^^*^t all

Higher education examined
Public schools to face

major problems in '80s
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

Ptiblic higher education will be confronting major
obstacles in the 1980s that can only be solved through thecombined efforts of students, employees and government
officials withm he system of public higher education,^id Norman Zalkind, a member of the State Board of
Kegents.

The decline of enrollment in colleges of traditional col-
lege age students, constrained state spending coupled
with federal cutbacks and the increasing effects of infla-
tion are the three most pressing problems, Zalkind said
during an address yesterday before the Professional

Amheref^'
^^ ^^^ University of Massachusets at

"The major question facing the Regents...is how our
higher education resources can be strengthened to withs-

Ssts,-' hTsafd"''^^"'^"^
^^'^^ ^""^ '^P*""^ escalating

The Regents are moving to persuade Governor Ed-ward J. King of the importance of public higher educa-
tion, Zalkind said. He cited King's recent recommenda-
tion for increased funding for the system as an example
ot their success in persuading him.

"It was not an easy job to get the governor to recom-mend a budget increase," Zalkind said
Students can be effective in the budget battle this spr-

ing by writing the governor and legislators concerning
increased funding for public higher education The
students at Southeastern Massachusetts University have
already had a very successful letter writing campaign.

When the governor gets five thousand letters before
him, he 11 begin to realize the importance of public higher
education," he said.

^
Students, employees and officials must educate the

public and elected officials about the importance and
long-term benefits of public higher education, Zalkind

Collepma photo by Vinee DeWitI

Norman Zalkind

"Our major task as Regents is to convince the
legislature and the general public that expenditures forhigher education have both an immediate and positive ef-
fect on the health of the Massachusetts economy and wemust work toward securing a stable funding base to en-

he'"Lk['^^^'"
quality and diversity within the system,"

Higher education must be viewed as a natural resource
that the state can not afford to lose. Zalkind said.
Zalkind sees the Regents role in public higher educa-

tion as developmg clearer definitions of the functional
role of each institution in a way that reduces competitionamong them.

Contimied on page 11

Observation of officials

may produce results

By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

Citizens must scrutinize public officials more closely inorder to make government more responsive to the n^ds

Repubhcan nomination for governor
"The greatest fear elected officials have is being ob-served by the public while they work, but if they lere

b:afr.'Xar5:l;d.'^"^
^^^^^"""^"^ ^""'^ ^^^^ »>

"We (elected officials) must open the door for the

w"., .h" a\ l""""'
''"P«'-tantly. the public must care towatch and take interest - they must vote." he said

In a time of Proposition 2 Vz. government mustdemonstrate It can spend money wisely. Card said, citingthe fac that there are sixty two doorkeepers that dovery little work in the State House in Boston
Card said public higher education must be give a higher

priority m state spending.
^

"Higher education is the key to economic recovery Ifwe don t (divert more resources to higher education) we'll
lose jobs to other states." he said. "The only way we can
survive as a society is with higher education."

Students should get involved within the system he
said, by registering to vote and becoming more
knowledgeable about issues.

"I've been active in the system, but I've been very
critical of the system." Card said.
Card said President Ronald Reagans recommended

student financial aid cuts are the wrong items being cut
State government has a role in providing not only a

four year college degree, but also a graduate degree." he

"Government (at the state level) has a role to insure
equal opportunity for everyone. We can"t have a caste
system where the rich have everything and the poor have
nothing. Card said.

Continued on page 10

Prof speaks on combatting
racist activity rise by Klan
D„ IJTT T 1J7 A T T

187 n.

LOOK OUT BELOW - Bryon Puller, .„ ll-year^^froTArCrh.:
some fan in .now Saturday, .ledding down a hill near Southeast Street

By BILL WALL
Collegian Staff

Howard Stanback. a member of the
National Anti-Klan Network, spoke last
night to a gathering of some 200 people in
the Student Union Ballroom on the
necessity of combatting the rise in racist
activity by the Ku Klux Klan and other
white supremacist organizations around the
country.

Stanback. a graduate of the University of
Massachusetts' Economics Department and
currently teaching at the University of
Connecticut, said that the Klan and others
of their bent have become more active in
efforts to promote racism and segregation.
He recounted incidents from around the
country of Klan violence and rwruitment
drives in such diverse places as California
and Connecticut.

The movie. "Resurgence: The Movement
for Equality vs. The Ku Klux Klan." was
shown prior to the Stanback lecture It
described two struggles in the South
between the Klan and Nazi Party against
the Communist Workers' Party at
Greensborough. North Carolina and labor
organizers vs. an uncompromising firm in

Laurel, Mississippi.

The movie presented both sides telling
their views interspersed with footage of
civil rights marchers and a Klan and Nazi
para-mjJitary training base.
Members of the Klan and the Nazi Party
were shown shooting into a crowd of
demonstrators in Greensborough and later
defending their actions as patriotic Five
people were killed that day and no one was
found guilty of the crimes.
Stanback maintained that the police had

an mformer in the Klan group allegedly
responsible for the murders and they
purposely left just before the shooting. He
said that people concerned with such in-
justices should look into ways of working
against racism.

Stanback held a question and answer
period following his talk. Unfortunately
from the crowd's standpoint a person
purportedly of the Spartacus Youth League
disrupted the session by taking the
microphone and physically preventing
anyone to question Stanback. thus
prompting niany people to leave.
The National Anti-Klan Network was

formed in Atlanta as a result of a meeting

» Continued on page 11
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Four larcenies, vandalism
reported to UMass police
By EILKEN GALLIGAN
Colk'Kian Staff

A larceny of over $100 was reported at
4:46 p.m. yesterday to University of
Ma.ssachusetts Police when a student
employee at the Whitmore Snack Bar
reported her watch stolen between 3:50
p.m. and 5 p.m. Wednesday. The watch
was removed by the owner when she began
working, and is valued at $175. Police said
there are no suspects.
An incident of vandalism was reported (o

police at 1:46 p.m. Wednesday in Herter
Hall. An overhead projector valued at $;i5(J
was damaged when left unattended by an
instructor. The damage occurred sometime
iH'iween Tuesday and WcKJnesday af
ternoon. Police said there are no suspects.
A tape player with no value given was

reported stolen at 11:40 a.m. yesterday

lioi.i u Lui parked in uui ^ uc.vj:,s uoiii uie
Southwest Residential Area. The incident
reportedly mcurred between 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday and 7:10 yesterday morning.
Police said there are no suspects.
A larceny ol unknown value was reported

to police at 2:10 Wednesday wheq two
package's were reported missing from the
mailroom in John Quincy Adams (JQA)
Dormitory in Southwest.' Police said the
incident reportedly occurred sometime
between Friday. Feb. 12 and 2 p.m.
Wednesday, and that three resident
assistants in the dormitory were the only
people with keys to the mailroom.
In another reported incident in JQA, a

larceny under $100 was reported to police
Wednesday at 2 p.m. A student reported
her wallet missing after leaving her room
for approximately five minutes, with the
door left ajar. Police said there were no
suspects.

Can we build one for you?
.— PrKLE
— LIGHT aVE

[}^/F^^^ jl — ['ADOCTTEDSWI^^

"-^^^£&- -' COLE SLAW
^ COQNEDBEEF
^ P'JSSIAN DDESSINS

Des.gn your lavome sanow.cn and t>r,nq us ine biue[,-".t ac- ii buiid il
to e»act specs We re the sand»virh pngmeers a*

THE A.'»inERST DELICATESSEFN
Amherst Carnage Shops 549-63ld

"««*W=5^:««=5=5>i=5^SSa;J3SS8e88g88^^

Have you ever wanted to organize a Film Series?
Maybe Music or Dance Concerts?

How^ about Student Representation?

The Off-Campus Student
Area Government Office
has vacancies in the

Commuter Assembly Board.
The Commuter Assembly is the policy board for the
Commuter Office. They develop many student pro-
grams and represent the interest of over 7000

students Pick up nr/mination papers NOW!
404 Studenc Ijnion Building

545 2145 S;

Deadline February 23 |
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ATTEIMTIOIM!
100%

$ FREE TUITION $

JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS
NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further Infor nation Contact:

Sgt. Richard O'Connor
586-4110

Collegian Arts
Department
Staff Meeting
Those interested in

writing for the

CoUegian Arts
Department are en-

couraged to oome.
Campus Center
Rm. 803 6:00 p.m.
Monday Feb. 22

I ^"tl ^ H^ »fc

AEROBIC INC.

IS BACK!

• Dance your way to

Cardiovascular F/trjess

Strength

A Better Body
An All New

'Shape Up For Spring" Session

Begins March 1st

For Information and Campus Locations

Call: Carrie 549-5893

•.^^•^••.^^•< '•^•^••^••.
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Campaigns for SGA in motion
as students take out papers

siliiiiL'^kai 5

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

Nine sets of nomination papers for the office of Stu-

Sken'^uTInX"'^^''''"" ^^^^^ ^''^^'^^ ^ave lien

tinn ".nH tK n^ ^^^^ '"^ candidates for both that posi-

Ze^iT'iB^TT ^^"^^^S'^d-t Union Board ofgovernors (liOG) have begun seeking the reauir^H
sipiatures to initiate their campaigns

^
Persons or groups of persons, seeking election to nextyear s presidency of the 17.000-member SGA(comSof all Un.versity of Massachusetts undergraduates) m^st

Monday ''^" ""'' ''' ^^"^^"^ ^'^-^-- ^y 4
p."

JiiK^ ^ ^T^'''"?
nomination are: James Murphy of

^PattTrn i^^^^v "^'""T
«^ Amherst, and Peter Gross

M^t rr
^^'•'"•^^ry; Steve Merrill of Amherst; Frank

Acosu of mI'^'^
^^-^^ '' ^"^'^" ^'"^^ ^"d NelsoSAcosta of MacKimmie dormitory; Diane Widrow ofMacKimmie. and Laura O'Shea of MacKimmiljles

d^otrrv'Ll,?^n-^ ^^- Robinson of Van Me'te"dormitory. Scott Cashman of Sunderiand, and Lisa Ziebelof Amherst; and Alix Turner of Dickinson dormTtor^

Current SGA Co-President Larry Kocot has not taken
out nomination papers, and he said it is "very unlikely"
he and co-President Kevin Mangan, both seniors, would
seek re-election.

The SGA's executive branch currently has two co--
presidents each having seperate duties and respon-
sibilities. Kocot serves as the UMass/Amherst student
representative to the Board of Trustees, and represents
student interests to offiaial groups outside the campusMangan represents the students in dealings with Univer-
sity officials on campus. Each co-president has the power
to appoint students to campus committees
Drawings for placement position on the ballot will be

held at 9 a.m. Tuesday. AT that tim^, $1,500 will be splitup evenly among each ticket for use as their sole source
of campaign expenditures.
On the same ballot with which students will elect their

president on March 8 and 9, votes will also be marked to
fill positions on the BOG.
Members of the BOG, whose two primary functions are

to provide and represent student input into management
decisions m the Campus Center/Student Union complex

^nuair^*"^^
'^^ ^^^ ^"^ ^""^ operations, are also elected

^' Continued on page 11

Southwest elects new co-presidents
ByJULIAMAYCOCK
Collegian Correspondent

Following the official resignation of Southwest Area
Government (SWAG) co-Presidents Ruth Mazzola and
Theresa Kohsh, announced F'eb. 11 before the full
assembly, elections for the positions of co-presidents, co-
vice presidents, and treasurer were held last night.
Former SWAG Vice President Andrew Prescott and

Information Coordinator Steve Mazzola ran unopposed as
CO candidates for the presidency. They were nominated by
representative Maria DeRosa and collected 26 votes out of
a possible 29. In accoroance with constitutional provisions
former SWAG Vice-Presidents Marge Harlow and
Prescott resigned as did former Treaswrer Erie Spiel.
Harlow ran on a ticket with Alex Thole, of John F

Kennedy dormitory, for the office of vice-president. They
were nominated by Kent Leaverton. Challenging Harlow
and Thole were Fran Hegeler. a representative from Cance

KlTn'^'n-p
'"1 ^he previous president of Moore House,

St:ve"Aus^:^'" ^'^ ^^"'^''^^^^ -- "--ted by

In a decisive victory Hegeler and G'Rourke received 21votes to Hariow and Tholes 8. Peter Weber rnnnini
uncontested for the treasurer s office^coUecJ:^ 26 votes

"^

This is Hegeler s second semester on the assembly Shewas ac .ve on the Finance Committee last term and ispresently mterested in social issues. G'Rourke has beeninvolved wah SWAG for the past two semesters. H^ran!"he presidential race last year and worked on the Civ.lLiberties Committee. Weber was former chairman ol he

theasscmbl"""*'''
'""^ '' "'" "^'"'^'"^ "" ^'^^ ^"^^^^ for

One of the major objectives of the newly elected vice-
presidents, according to O'Rourke, is to seek more inputirom houthwest residents and representatives before anymajor decisions are made.

Hatch won't open
until March first
liyPAULHASKEN
Collegian Staff

*

Campus (enter Director William Harris last night in-formed the Campus Center/Student Union B<;frd ofUovernors (HOG) at their weekly meeting that the Hatch
idleleria w.lj not reopen until March 1. The approximate

Tas't'wfU^'^iw'""^ ^^'-"^ ^^^-^ '""^ original estimaTe
Last week, BOG member Judy Stearns said the Hatchwas scheduled to reopen on Feb. 22
The renovations are the first for the cafeteria since its

construction m 1957. according to a BOG report, and w 1

1

be manced by an auxiliary fund raised by the CampusCenter conference services.
^

The report also announced a contest to allow students tovote for names for three of the food areas within the Hatch

PK m".r
"'1''*^ ^^'""^^ advertisement in the CoUegian.

1 he BOG also voted their approval of an agreement withthe University of Massachu.setts adminisfration. whichwas presented last week by Chairman Scott Cashman Theagreement states formal recognition of the fiOG as "thesole representatives of student interests in the...CampusCenu>r/S udent Union Complex." After brief oppositbnbased on the agreement s generality of wording was voicedthe motion passed with little other discussion
Llec-tions were also held at last nights meeting to replacethree committee chairpersons who resigned their one yearpositions during intersession.

uneyear

frn'm R
^^'7^"'^"'

^
^^^^^^ Sociology/economics majorfrom Beverly, was elected to chair the Space CommittieKim Cohane. a freshman business major from Eford'

Sue Ril'r' ^^^'--P-r of the Finance CommitT^; andSue Rejeta. a junior fashion marketing major from NewBedford, was elected to fiU the remaining term of the

CommiUee."
'^' University Store/Rltail Services

A report was al.so issued by the BOG on the Textlxx)k

o?"s.T«" Ql
^
''-k'!^

the bookstores fiscal year 1982 pr^ii

stude^'
^ ^^mpus Center fee" of $15 per

The BOG tias recommended the annex reduce profits by

hpTnL lP"'n' "^^^ ^ ^^^^^^' P^^od. according tothe report, thus aUow.ng other Campus Center depart-ments to cope with the loss of revenue which students havebeen mdirectly providing through the bookstoreHams al.so informed the BOG that Campus Centermanagement w,ll seek a "trespa.ss order" tVom police
again.st a man who yesterday "verbally and physically
assaulted a vendor on the Campus Center Concourse

.^vi^ ^•%

rrMffWfMyr flWi^. ..« rwmcom rWmwmmWmvm

WW mnt§9 t9 f999 «#v fWmKQtWW, §99m

- Rona Barrett. ABC-TV
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SAM to sponsor

anti-draft meeting
ByTIMMACPHEE
Collegian Correspondent

A draft and militarism resistance conference will be
sponsored by Students Against Militarism (SAM) at II

a.m. tomorrow in-the Campus Center, room 804 808.

"The conference will include workshops and proposals
for uniting organizers against the draft and militarism,"
said Abbe Bjorklund. a SAM member.

She said the purpose of the workshops is to bring
together resistance organizers from throughout the
Northeast who can share ideas.

The conference will feature such resistance groups as
the Boston Alliance Against RegLstration and the Draft
(BAARD), and Stop the Pentagon/Serve the People
(STP), among others.

Kdch group will distribute their own literature and have
a chance to discuss the future of the anti draft movement.

"(iroups like Ma.ssachiisetts Open Resistance (MOR)
who are really familiar with what's going on nationally
regarding draft resistance will becoming," Bjorklund said.

"One such group is the National Resistance Committee
(NRC), is coming from Washington, D.C."
Among the topics of discussion in the conference will be

what SAM calls the "economic draft."

"In the draft we're having right now, the poor, blacks
and hispanics are pressured into registering, therefore we
call it an economic draft," Bjorklund explained.

The conference will also concentrate on what Bjorklund
calls "overt militarism" on campus.

"On a college campus we see no place for armed forces
recruiters, or representatives from companies who want to
rwruit graduates to work at companies that build weapons
such as Trident submarines." Bjorklund said.

A guest speaker at the conference will be Harold Jordan,
an activist and STP member. He will discuss the economic
draft, among other things.

The Draft/Militarism Resistance Conference will
conclude with a party for all those who attended. The
conference will also feature movies including "Hearts and
Minds." a film on Vietnam and "Black Brittanica. " a film on
racism in England.

Students Against Militarism (SAM) is a Recognized
Student Organization, which is also sponsoring the speech
by Harold Jordan on Reaganomics this Sunday in the
t!ampus tJenter.

r Wont Q job you con bolievo in?
ACORN needs community organizers to work with
low and moderate income families in 25 states (AR,
SD, TX, LA, TN, MO, FL, CO, NV, PA, lA, OK, Ml,
A2. NO, GA, SC, CA, CT, MA, OH, NM, MN, NJ,
NO) for political and economic justice. Direct action
on neighborhood deterioration, utility rates, taxes,
health care, redlining, etc. Tangible results. Long
hours-low pay. Training provided.

Contact Career Services for interview Mon. Feb. 22
or Fri. Feb. 19, or contact Kaye Jaeger, ACORN, 117
Spring, Syracuse, NY 13208 315-476-0162.

ifed in T/ME Magazine
as one of "50 Paces for tfte Future"

Professor Alan Dershowitz,
/ard Law School

$*»

g»
Defending Jewish Rights

A Student/ Faculty Brunch sponsored by B.B. Hillel

£r the Jewish Faculty and Professional Interest Group
Sunday, February 21

Brunch 1 1 :00 (small fee for food) Soeaker 1 1 :46 (free)

PRICED ELSEWHERE -ffi^SS-fp SQ.Qg

OUR REGULAR PRICE "9:95~tO-4ftv9S

SAI-E 5.95-12.95

A Store-fun of Ideas

Dovyntown Amherst /Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat.

AHENTION FOOTBALL FANS
DON'T DESPAIR

THE FOOTBALL SEASON IS JUST KICKING'OFF AT

THE DLUEWALL
ON MONDAY, FEDIXUAfXY 22ND IT'S

SUPER MEMORIES OF THE SUPER DOWL
EXPEIXIENCE THE MOST MEMOf^AOLE
MOMENTS OF 1 6 SUPER OOWLS —
THE DIVVAAA AND EXCITEMENT OF

AMERICAS PREMIER SPORTING EVENT.

MOVIE KICKOFF: 9:00 6 10:00 PM

.ft

HAPPY HOUR
7 days and 7 nights

*4-V
Horsd'oevres 10-Midnight

& Twofers Twofers

TWOFERS
on all rail liquors and drafts

plus discounts on all

liquors and beers
Proper ID a must
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

f=i

y

FOUR SEASONS
]

Rolling Rock bt6.99 I

Molson Golden bt9.99 I

Moosehead
^^ ^gg

•"^'^t^"
C6.49

Smirnoff Vodka
.1.75 12.99

Fleischman's Gin ,^ 10.99
Southern Comfort

Lt 8.99

Premiat PInot IMoir tbo mi 2.49
Monterey Classic Red tbo mi 3.69

Folonari Wines
Soave. Valpolicella. Bardolino, Rose Lt2.99

Open 10 AM toll PM
*L in front of the Malls

t ^ Wines/LiqLiors
W^ f^-S, hadfe\; ma. /584-8174

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Colle giaji 7

Avoiding

academia
To the outside world we are known as students

Parents and obscure relatives are foolish enough
to presume that we live in the insulated, academic

atmosphere. Little do they realize that the average stu-
dent spends at least 20 percent of his waking hours trying
tf) hatch the perfect scheme to avoid scholastics.

The process of procrastination begins first thing in the
mornmg - as soon as everything else has been put off
ihere is, of course, the initial. "Oh. shit, it's Tuesday

Mary Beth Hebert

Letters

Handling the aJcohol problem
To the Editor:

I wish to clarify statements made in the article entitledAlcoholism is on the Rise Amongst Women -

Although alcohol consumption rates and alcoholismamong women has been escalating in the past d^ade k Suncertam whether this phenomenon is T resuU of morewomen drmk.ng or the fact that they are seeZne

me past. It is not known, and incorrect to state thatwomen will eventually exceed consumption of alcohol rites

of ?hp^n^ 'T'^^'
'^*''"^" ^'^ ^'''^ becoming more awareof the problems associated with heavy consumption andare learnmg to adopt healthier, more positive liSyle"

b.n. n Vu' 1"^'"""' ^^^rnpaign themes currentlybemg promoted by the National Institute of Alcohol andAlcohol Abuse. Staff members at the University HealthServices also adopt a preventive health promoting anproach An individual, male or female, who comesTwhJian alcohol-related concern may be referred to SeptalHealth for counseling, the UHS inpatient facilities for

ani/or'Thr"'.^Ht"''"
AnonymousVoups for supportand/or the alcohol program of the Health Education

n^e:^s':atm'S^:"^^^'"^^^--^--"^<^^P«"<^--he
From there it may be suggested that a person seek

additional assistance such as enrolling in workshops to

"Me? AHzona? But I didn't really want tfu; Job
"

improve their self-esteem, self-image, study sltills or
manage their stress. On and off campus agency referrals
are sometimes suggested, such as the Everywomans
(enter where women can receive additional support.

In summary, women and men at UMass are connected
with a variety of alcohol treatment and preventive ser-
vices. The attempt by the University Health Services and
other campus agencies is to get at the cause of the in
dividuafs alcohol related problems rather than just
treating the symptoms and by providing services to meet
their needs.

Dyann Matson, Coordinator
• Alcohol Education Project

University Health Services

DC complainer out to lunch
To the Editor:

Gee, its such a tough life, with this cold and impersonal
society we live in today. Why the American society can't
just cater to all 226 million Americans in every way each
individual wants ni just never understand. Especially

here at tiny little UMass where there is only a mere 25thousand people. Why they can't prepare everyone theirown dinner to order is beyond me
*^ryone ineir

othpr^nLt'?^'"'V
'^'"P^^h'^^ ^ith vegetarians. Just the

thevsaid^I hLTl^
wanted veal oscar, but when I askedthey said I had to have meatloaf italiano just like everyone

else. And on top of that, when I said okay they stillreEto imp<,rt my own brand of parmesian cheese Can you i^agine that? I felt like I wasn't even special
^

^.^n^.' P'^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^'"^« fr"'" a realistic point ofv^ew Quit your griping and bitching. Why don't vou bethankful for what you have instead of compEng'^XuIwhat you don't have? And as a matter of interest, itrwewho are paying for the veggies. The Universit; has tohave extra facilities, staff and special foods to accomodate

CuTT^-^'"'- ^' '''''' " '"^ '"^'•^ '^ '^" 'he basic andkosher dming commons than it does to buy "meat "
UMass does an excellent job in providing for the minority.So why don t you write them a letter of thanks for pro-viding you with a place to eat.

^

. _^ Andre LaMontagne
Amherst

What? You call this junk art?
To the Editor:

On the way back from classes. I decided to stop by andview the new exhibit in the Art Gallery of the Hne'^Arts
tenter. I honestly could not believe my eyes as to whatwas on display. It seemed to me as if iTad acddemfystumbled into a middle school woodshop class. A few of the

rSou's •
" ' "'" "'"^"^ '^^'' ^« ^^^"^ -' -'• --e

tJfl T *^^'"'^?
f"^ ^^ '^^ 'h'"^^ «" ^^P^^y- broken

two-by-fours nailed to the wall, two- by fours nailed
together at right angles, and a genuine paper bag pressed
into a frame of wood! Also strewn about was a fel tens ofscrap iron but. were these tons of metal arranged'^ No' Ofcourse nobody would think te arrange these in such alashion to be both pleasing and interesting to the eye

miHHi' K T'u
^^'^^"^^ '^^^'h^'- «t "ght angles. Am ddle school shop teacher would wonder about the in-

telligence of a student who had produced these very same
objects in class.

-^

I am not trying to make the point that art is useless, butthe display itself is a tetal exercise in futility. I have seenmore provocative and interesting things inside thedumpster outside of my dorm!

Kris Gibson
Northeast

Students -- don't be scabs!
To the Editor:

You may have noticed the large advertisements for

l^^TlTi^^' '^^ ^'""^ ^ ^^"P ^^'"P^"^ has put in the
local and Hadley newspapers. In a town where jobs of anykind are in such short supply this is a great opportunity fora college s udent. But isn't it funny that all of a suddensuch a multitude of jobs are opening up?

irn^SA %^Z'^ ^U
^,^P'^"»^'o"- The contract between the

^tn?i^«K K^""^- ^T""^'^'^^
Workers Union and thebtop & Shop has simultaneously expired. Not only that butwe have been without a contract since February 13

^Sou^hl^'^^'""'"'/"
'^^^^'"^ ^ "«^ agreement

Although the union is trying desperately to bargain for

^kraTtrikT^;^.^'^^^
'^ "^"^ '^ '^^'^y ''^ -^- win

So. fellow students, although this may sound like a great
opportunity, don't be a scab. These are times of labofand
union oppression, we need all the support we can get.

Martha Teeter
Amherst

Why can't we go straight from Monday to Friday'" With
that cheerful thought in mind, the student in question
begins to take stock of his immediate physical state The
stomach is a logical place to start. "How well has it surviv-
ed ast night?" "Am I hungry?" "Will I have time to eat?"
Will I have time to eat and still make class*?" "Gee I real

ly AM hungry." "Hey, its only the beginning of the week.
I can afford to miss class today." This student is well on
his way to avoiding superfluous academia.

Occasionally, the conscience wins over the stomach and
the unaware student finds himself sitting in his "Plants
and People" gut class against his will. Faced with the pro-

'^K?/o'T*^'"^
''''^' ^" *^^"'"

'" ^ ^^^"t auditorium
with 349 other people, the hopes of Captain Kirk coming
to the rescue with his transporter beam become more and
more remote.

Students have no real interest in core requirement
classes and instructors are often ignored. Those sitting at
the back of the class are at a loss to distinguish the lec-
turer from a misplaced Rorschach test. The act of staying
awake begins to seem like one of the twleve labors of Her
cu^s.

First, the student finds himself doodling. The definition
of social hierarchy" is suddenly lost in a maze of flowers
and superheroes with buxom counterparts. The pen falls
to the page and he is suddenly in "Never-Never Land" All
sorts of thoughts come running through the mind's
chambers. Flashbacks of childhood memories. Grocery
•sts. Dreams of fame and glory. And sex. There's always
lots of thoughts about sex. One of my professors told his
Class that in a survey he took over 45 percent of all people
asked admitted to sexual fantasies during class.

There is nary a student on campus who can claim to
have never deviated from his quest for knowledge All we
need to find now are students who have decided to start
looking for it again.

Mary Beth Hebert is a Collegian columnist

•I'^EV
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All REQUESTS For FuNdiNq, to Be

CONSidERCd AT ThE MEETlNq oF

ThE UMASS ARTS COUNCIL -

PROqRAM COMMJTTEE ON
pEbRUARy 29 MUST bE RECEJVEd

by ThE Arts CouNcil StaFF in

129 Herter HaU by noontime

FEbRUARy 27, 1 982.

OFFicE Hours:

MoNdAy - FRidAy 8:70 - 4:70

TEUphoNE No.:

747-0202

The
Charlie Daniels Band

Saddle Tramp
including:

Dixie On My Mind Sweet Louisiana
Wichita Jait'Cumberland Mountain Nun^ber Nine

It's My Life Sweetwater Tenas including:
Two Tickets To Paradis

Baby Hold On

TED NUGENT
FREE-FOR-ALL

including:

Dog Eat Dog/Hammerdown
Writing On The Wall/Street Rats/Turn It Up

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4.

„ Dan
'^ogelberg

Nether
Lands

Sale Ends
Feb. 20, 1982

including:

Love Gone By

False Faces

Sketches

Loose Ends

Once Upon
A Time

including:
(Don t Fear) The Reaper/Godzilte

FTi^c ''^^''•adyJRock

We Gotta Get Out (~- -

Friday, February 19, 1982

Arts
Collegian 9

l^ggedy Man
By SUSAN HARON
("oik'gian Staff

RAGGKDV MAN - directed bv Jack Fisk,
starring Sissy Spacek, KrJc Roberts and
Sam Shepard.

Si't in the middle of World War II in a
small town in Texas, Raqgtdy Man uses
old fashioned charm and style to describe a
divorced woman's (Nita) sad struggle of
love and acceptance.

Sissy Spacek plays Nita, a mother of two
sons who operates a switchboard from her
own home — 24 hours a day. Eric Roberts is

Teddy, a young sailor who arrives on Nita's
doorstep one stormy night for the use of her
phone.

By most theatrical standards, what
follows shouldn't quite work. But it does.
For a brief interlude in Nita's life, she is

happy. Teddy acts as a lover for her and a
father figure for her sons. Although the
scenes describing this affair approach
sickening sweetness, they're touching and
effective for those soft at heart.

It isn't just a love story. Raggedy Man
shows what can happen to a Southern
woman in the 1940s when she takes in a
male housemate. Subjected to the gossip of

uneven but ok

Nita (Sissy Spacek) and Teddy (E
another.

her neighbors and the reputation for
mulated by them. Nita is then involved in a
VICIOUS attempted rape.
The second half of the movie is ugly and

brutal, defying the serenity and idealism of
the fu-st half. The two portions of the film
are not unlike separate stories written by

Corruption in The Border

iric Roberts) are finally drawn to one

different playwrights. The one link...lhe
raggedy man.
Throughout the entire movie there in

termittently appears the figure of an
estranged man looming in the background
of daily town activities. It is not until the
end of the film when the viewer learns who

in lad. the raggedy man is.

/i'" .'/'/"/'/ Mnii has a cast that makes the
plot work. Accordingtowriter/co producer
William I). Wiiilifl. the film was written
over six years ago and has passt>d through
many hands. The story is based on his
childhiMKi experiences in Gregory. Texas
(luring I he war.

Sissy Spacek and Eric Roberts make a
potentially sappy plot believable. Spacek
won an Oscar for her performance in Oxd
\fim r's Duughti r and she was also the star
of Ciirrl,

. Rm/indy Mav features Roberts in
his second motion picture role, havijig
received a (Jolden (ilobe award nomination
for his premiere in King of the Gypsies.
Together. Spacek and Roberts conjure up
the pathos that makes this film meaningful.
Other notable performances include

those of Tracy Walter and William San
derson. playing the parts of the disturbed
and dangerous Triplett brothers who
constantly pry into Nita's life. As far as
character roles go. these two guys ab
solulely make you cringe.
Raggedy Man is a unique movie. There is

no advanced photography work; the film is

somewhat primitive. It nevertheless
captures the viewer's interest and
sometimes plays on his/her emotions with
unexpected terror.

THE BORDER - directed by Tony
Richardson and starring Jack
Nicholson and Harvey Keitel. Now
plaving at The MounUin Farms

By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

Jack Nicholson's new film The Border is

one of those topical films that examines a
problem in society by focusing on the day to
day occurrences in the life of an ordinary
man. Much like Death Wish centered on a
man's responses to the violence around him
and The Deer Hunter examined the reac-
tions of three men to the horrors of war,
The Border tells the story of one solitary in-

dividual who comes to grips with the cor-
ruption within himself and the miserable
no-win situation that he finds within
himself.

There are two parallel stories in this film.
One is about the conflicts wilhin ChaHie
Smith, a border patrol officer who takes
bribes for looking the other way in order to
pay for the pathetic extravagences of his
dim-witted wife Marcy (Valerie Perrine).
The other story is about Maria (Elpidia
Carrillo), a young Mexican woman who is

constantly thwarted in her attempts to
enter the United States illegally with her
younger brother and her baby son.

Charlie's story is an old one. Previously
seen by American audiences in thousands

of films throughout the years {High Noon,
Shine, Walking Tall, BiUy Jack, etc.) it is
the old story of the solitary macho loner-
savior-hero. Often abandoned, forsaken
and even scorned by society he is often
compelled to do the right thing at the risk ,

of his own life, not for personal gain, but
rather out of strict code of private values.
Americans will usually root for the in-
dividual as opposed to groups, gangs,
organizations or ideals. It is the nature of
our society and the country is built oh it.

Nicholson's Chariie is a vehicle in which
one tells a story. He could be involved with
everything from political corruption to
nuclear power. He is predictable, sym-
pathetic, reassuring and he will always
come out ahead or at least die trying,
The real focus of this film is on the tide of

illegal aliens who cross the Tex-Mex border
by the thousands and the hardships that
they must endure on either side of "The
Tortilla Curtain." This is one of the truly
tragic stories of our time, a situation in
which law and humanity are in direct con-
flict and where obeying the rules means
eventual death of starvation, malnutrition,
disease and despair.

Director Tony Richardson is very suc-
cessful in bringing this wretched situation
to the screen in all of its misery. Where he
falls flat is in developing a cohesive story
that the audience can follow. Performance-
wise, only Nicholson's and Carrillo's
characters are taken to full potential. Per-
rine and supporting actress Shannon

homr*"^
^Valerie Perrine) pleads with Charlie (Jack NicholsonTti^tiy^

Wilcox act their hot little hearts out. Their given the chance
bored housewife characters are not taken On the whole. The Border is more of a
to the .screen with any credibility. The film for the present than it is a classic for
script just leaves them hanging as if they the ages. It's not a very deep film but it
weren't at all important to the plot.
The same goes for Harvey Keitel's "Cat"

and Warren Oates' "Big" Red." As the
villains of this little morality play, they are
real characterizations in their own right
but nothing is made of them except as two
bad guys who want to kill Chariie so he
won't help the little Mexican lady make her

does get the point across. Like Borderline.
a Charles Bronson film of a year ago. it too
is sympathetic to the "wets" as the im-
migrants are referred to by the locals and it

is quick to condemn the greedy "poleros"
(smugglers who take people ' across the
border and sell them to whoever is in the
market for slave labor). These parasitesway to the promised and. This is a waste make money out of the desperation ofbeyuse Keitel and Oates are two for- thousands of hungry people and have no in-midable actors. They could have done a lot terest helping them make new lives formore with their characters had they been themselves.

l%M%MmJt kll^f Coming Attractions
V^^

Stephen Murphy

Rev. Sun Myung is putting up $46 million for
Inchon.

Part 2: Big budget madness continues. As detailed in
my previous column, both Hollywood and non-Hollywood
production companies are beginning yet another
resurgence of big budgeted motion pictures. Falling
primarily under three genres - science fiction, historical
epics and musicals - these films, due in large part to
costly sets and special effects, all have price tags well
over $20 million. Musicals were covered last week, below
the remaining two.

Historical epics — They have never sat too well with
me. Although some interesting ones have come out over
the years (Reds, for example) a nagging realization
lingers in the back of my mind. Regardless of the specific
historical piece being viewed, an historical epic is a film-
maker's subjective recreation of supposedly real events.
Call me a cynic, but bloated epics such as Ben Hur or
perversions like Caligula only foster this notion. So it

should come as no surprise that I wasn't particularly
ecstatic to learn about Penthouse Magazine's new $35
million production of Catherine the Great. Can't imagine
in what way Penthouse will make Catherine out to be
great.

Leaving the field of porno behind we enter the realm of
short, balding, Korean multi-millionaires. Sun Myung
Moon's Unification Church, under its holding of One Way
Productions (down?), is reportedly footing a $46 million

tab for Inchon, a film completed a few years back but for
some reason never released. It stars Gregory Peck as
General Douglas MacArthur and features David Janssen
in one of his last roles. Although Inchon will not be
distributed until Moon closes the deal with 20th-century
Fox, I can't help but be outraged that the Unification
Church's vast financial assets can buy Moon easy entry
through the back door of the film worid. Something
ought to be done to control pseudo-religions before they
grow even more powerful.

Science Fiction - Once a barely touched field, it con-
tinues to be fertile ground for a variety of upcoming film
projects. Foremost among these is the third in the Star
Wars mythology, The Revenue of the Jedi, a modest and
surefooted $25 million outing from Lucasfilms. Revenge
features the final confrontation between Luke
Skywalker and Darth Vader. One of them dies only to
live off of royalties far, far away.

Also on the boards are Superman S, sans Lois Lane,
for $30 million and the next chapter in James Bond's
career, the $24 million Octopussy. Indeed, James can be
so sexist.

Harrison Ford, the king of the new escape serials, will
be on screen again soon but not as Hans Solo or Indiana
Jones (although he will continue in those roles). This time
Ford plays a futuristic L.A. detective in the $25 million
Bhde Runner, a film based upon Philip K. Dick's novel
Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? Maybe they do.
We'll find out this summer.
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Newslines . . .
^^"'"'"*^': collective

Commuter Collective

to sponsor 'I, Claudius'
The Commuter Collective Office is sponsoring a 13 part

series of 'I, Claudius," starting at noon Monday in r(X)m IW
Campus Center. Admission for noon shows is $.25.
"The Commuter Collective area government for off

campus students offers diverse programs during the day
for students unable to return to campus for evening
events," said Jose Tolson, program coordinator.

'I, Claudius' will show at noon beginning Monday and an
evening schedule will run three parts at each showing on
Feb. 24, March 1 and March 4 at 8 p.m. in room 168
Campus Center. Admission at night is $1.

'I, Claudius' is a British Broadcasting film that portrays
the first 80 years of the Roman Empire.

- MIRIAM ZOLL

OR Miss

GREAT SPRING

SUIT SALE

$10.00 Layaway

available

Hampshire Mall Hadley

584-6974

SALE
20% - 50%

off all items except Lopi yarn

Feb. 22, 23, 24
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

233 N. Pleasant St.

(In the Carriage Shops)
Amherst, MA

549-6106

sponsors film series
The Commuter Collective will be sponsoring a series of

free films to be shown Thursday evenings at 8 in the
Commuter Lounge on the lower level of the Student Union.
The Spring Film Series, which features several

progressive films for a wide audience, will premier Feb. 25
with The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman" starring
Cicely Tyson, and will continue with "Julia " starring Jane
Fonda and Vanessa Redgrave on March 1 1

.

Other films to be shown include "The Lion in Winter"
(Mar. 18), 'South Africa Belongs to Us" and "You've
Struck a Rock" (April 1), "Lies My Father Told Me" (April
8). "The Last of the Blue Devils" (AprU 19), and "How
Green Was My Valley" (May 6).

- MARIA DYNIA

* Koffler named
Contirmed from page 1

Koffler is expected to receive $82,500 annually, and
there is a possibility that he could receive even more

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE
LONDON CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT
BRITISH FACULTY

COURSES - British and European
studies are offered in literature,
history, art history, drama, music,
sociology, education, psychology,
communications, and politics
Special program offered m Drama
Internships available to qualified
students in International Business
the Social Services, and
Communications.

Visits to the theatre, museums,
galleries, schools, social and
political institutions are an
integral part of the curriculum

For further Information write:
International Programs - SP
Ithaca College
Ithaca. New York 14850 ^

The UMass
Fitness Testing Center
is sponsoring a FREE
"Dance for Fitness"

(Aerobic Dance) demonstration
DATE: Feb. 22
TIME: 7:30 pm

PLAQE: Rm 168 Campus Center
(lower level)

FEE: $50.00 for 20 classes
Registration following demo.

Classes begin Feb. 24 at 6, 7, and 8:00 pm
^and will meet Monday and Wednesday

evenings through May 12.

Limited enrollment.

Aerobic dancing is an excellent form of cardio-
vascular conditioning, helps tone muscles, and
is a great calorie-burner. Come - move - be
energized!

Friday Afternoon

HAPPY
HOUR

Come sing along with

Steve Spellman
Drink Special Penny Afternoon

3 for 2
Hot hors d'oevres will be served

money, Smith said. John P. Schaefer, the current presi-

dent of the University of Arizona is earning $82,500 after

10 years of service at that institution.

Smith said Koffler will also be given an expense ac-

count, a house, and a car by that university.

Koffler is a 1943 graduate of the University of Arizona.
He received a Bachelor's Degree in Agricultural
Chemistry. Mrs. Koffler is also a 1943 graduate of the
University of Arizona.

* Higher ed
Continued from page S

Card want to be governor because he thinks he can
"make a difference" for Massachusetts. He possesses a
unique mixture of experience in government, the
lenacily not to become a simple pawn of the system and
the creativity to address the problem in Massachusetts
with innovative programs, he said.

"I understand the process (of government) but I

recognize that I don't know all the answers. And I'll find
the people who do and utilize them in my administration,"
Card said.

Card cites one of the major problems with state
government today is that it lacks leadership to confront
the realities of the 80's.

Jfonan (fCAdeH

MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

Every Sunday 11:30-3:00

SUNDAY BRUNCH
A special selection of your favorite

Chinese foods
All for 4.95 per serving

Sun.-Thura. 11:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

Fri. « 8«t. 11:30 .m.-11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9. Amherst
256-0251 256-0252

ALWAYS HAPPY HOUR
PRICES AT

Alwoys
A Friendly

Atmosph«r*

Amherst's Biggest Little Dor
Open \ 4:30 AM - 4.00 AM Doily

37 N. Pleasant

WINES&
LIQUORS

Kegs Available Always

Many Other
In Store Specials

SPECIALS

2SI-S3M

Bell's Scotch $9.99/quart

Skol Vodka $4.45/750 mi

Nuyens Vodka .$8.49/i 75 litres

Bacardi Rum $5.79/750 mi

Miller 12 oz. bottles $8.99/case
Molson 12 02 bottles. . . $2.99/6 pk

Becks 12 oz. bottles.

.

$3.99/6
338 College St.. Amherst

Route 9 East
not ^sponsible for typoflfaphiol errors
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• Higher ed.
Continuedfrom page S

"If each institution tries to do everything for
everybody dilution of quality occurs," said Zalkind
"Regents need to assure that within the system there

is diversification of program, opportunity for students to
specialize, and cooperation among institutions in pro-
gram planning to serve the needs of individual citizens as
well as state manpower needs," he said.

• Klan
Continued from page S

between various civil rights groups such as the Southern
Christia,! Leadership Conference and the Interreligious
Foundation for Community Organizations. Stanback said
that the Network had no stand on utilizing violence to stop
the Klan but he said he felt local groups should be able to
actively resist a Klan which promotes bombings and burn-
ings as a means of social change.
The lecture and movie were sponsored by the Radical

Student Union and the Commuter Collective

• Koffler—
Continuedfrom page 1

"I think Henry Koffler is an outstanding educator."
Duff said.

"It is unsettling for the University to lack continuity."
said James W. Shaw, dean of the UMass College of Arts
and Sciences. Shaw said he was not surprised Koffler
accepted the position.

"Massachusetts is probably not the garden spot of
public higher education," he said.

University President David C. Knapp's Special
Assistant Ralph Whitehead, a UMass-Amherst jour-
nalism professor, said. "Knapp is waiting to confirm with
the chancellor before issuing a statement." Whitehead
said Knapp will offer Koffler his congratulations.
Larry Kocot. co-president of the UMass Student

Government Association and student trustee, said, "The
entire University is suffering a great loss if he (Koffler)
docs decide to accept it (the presidency)." He said the
search to find a new chancellor would be nationwide and
wouiu prouaoiy lake a long time.

"I think the University will suffer somewhat due to the
many types of programs and energies he (Koffler) has
donated to the University." SGA co-President Kevin
Mangan said, citing the Student Escort Service as an
example. Koffler has a "real good feel for what the
University is all about," Mangan said.

"If he has accepted it (the position)," Mangan said, "my
best wishes to him."

Continued from page 5

sf.ISIn'i'^K
^?^ members are elected to represent

students based on place of residence, with one member^h from Orchard Hill. Central, Sylvan, and Northeast
Residential areas and the Greek houses, two membersfrom Southwest Residential Area and three members
representing commuters. The remaining ten are elected
at-iarge from any residence area.

Reaganomics discussed
Reagonomics and military build-up will be the topic of a

speech given by black activist Harold Jordan at 7:30 p mSunday in the Campus Center room lOL
Jordan, from Stop the Pentagon/Serve the People (STP)

IS an executive board member of the national Committee
Against Registration and the Draft (CARD).

oMgi^n 11

s^ \
y> * HOT L WARREN • "V
c?ALL THE DEEKV
.^rOU CAN DRINK!

"^

(cold 12 oz. Mugs - Draft)
with this ad and College ID^ wiiri mis aa and College ID

^<v^ South Deerfield Center 665 8757 <J
(_ _j2! ^^'^'^o'^e' e«P"es March 1, 1982 X^' i

S'

only area appearance of

King Crimson

Umies 7.00, 8.00 Gen Pub 8.50, 9.50

. Union Records Unltd. • FAC Box Office • For the Record • TIcketron Thank, .o

March 1, 1982

ON SALE NOW
FINE ARTS CENTER UMASS

UMass Arts Council
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Pro-choicer warns women
about anti-abortionist threat
By SARAH RUSSELL
Five-College Staff

It is crucial for women to take action
against the anti-abortion campaign because
abortion legislation could be voted on as
early as the end of February, said Kathleen
Grady, Coordinator of the Western
Massachusetts Coalition for Reproductive
Freedom, at a planning meeting on the sub-
ject last night at Hampshire College.
Though abortion was legalized in 1973,

groups opposing it have been gaining
strength in recent years. The Human Life
Amendment has gained support from
powerful members of Congress, and other
groups representing the New Right, Grady
said.

Aside from the Human Life Amendment,
other forms of abortion legislation are be-
ing considered. The Legislative Authority
Amendment, which may be voted on this
month will repeal the right to abortion
from the U.S. Constitution, making the
issue a state decision.

If this amendment is passed, individual
states will pass their own laws on abortion.
Grady said. The Human Life Bill has the
same principles as the Human Life Amend-
ment but it can become law if it passes in

Congress without state ratification, and
with powerful congressional sponsors like

aenaiur Jesse Helmes, abortion may
become illegal sooner than many people
realize, Grady said.

The Pro-Life campaign is well-organized
and unified in the fight against abortion,
and is backed by the Catholic Church and
the political new right, Grady said. Those
fighting for abortion, the Pro-choicers, are
backed by a wide variety of different
organizations, Grady said.

In the Western Massachusetts Coalition
for Reproductive Freedom, there are
representatives from religious groups,
Zero Population Growth^ Feminists and
legal groups. The reasons for supporting
abortion are very different. There are
those who see it as an individual liberty
issue, and those who see it as a population
control issue, she said.

Deirdre Scott, a representative of ISIS, a
reproductive rights group of Hampshire
and Franklin Counties, stressed the impor-
tance of taking direct action on the issue. It
is important to write to the state represen-
tatives, particularly Senator Kennedy, who
has consistently supported woman's rights
to abortion, she said. The importance of the
issue for women can not be
underestimated, Grady said.

"We'll never be anything but a marginal
labor market unless we can control our
bodies. This issue is everything to us. It's
as basic as you can get," she said.

case

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Budweiser i2ozcanB 9.99/._
MolSOn beer. ale. golden....2.99/6 pk
Gin & Vodka 80° 5 45/ j

J J-'RAGrONE Lambrusco and Bianco J

J 5>*^.25/l.5L >«gl.99/750ml I

C H O N A

Contemporary Fashion Thornes Market Northampton

!
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PRO - HEALTH
A health promotion workshop

for students to:

* assess health risks

* plan improved healthstyle

FREE!

February 25 - 5:30 - 6:30 pm
University Health Services

Room 302

Call 549-2600 to pre-register

[>\MCiMG £/APORIU/A

ThE Awesome AIternativ

3f1B ODMRDNENT SPEAKERS
*1150 WATTS OF QUALITY

RECORDED MUSIC
^ LOTS OF LIGHTS
^ FINEST DJS A\/AILABLE

pRidAy IMIqhr

aU cover IVIONEy

will Be doNATEd to
tIie JiMivfy FuNd

DRINK SPECIALS

SCHNAPPS on the rocks 95c
KANGAROO KICKS 95c

Proper Dress Required
• No T-shirts or Jerseys

• No Dungarees

POSITIVE I.D. REQUIBED

AT THE CORNER OF-
UNIVERSITY DR. & RTE 9

266-8605

DOONESBURY

ANP
UHAtS

OFYOU^

PUSHNAIL Oi/mBUS
usmj.HONey. I'M
Am PRESSeP. UtVB
eoTAvpeTocfincH.

I'M ALMOST
TWXJ6H.SIR.

MWISTHE
SKNSaH^R^-
LAVONSH/P
TDTf^lMm-
GRANT?

^MHI5U3N6-U)5T
FATHER.UBu^
SefAMTWDUm^A

By Gary Trudeau
Coilsgian 13

P UNDER THE INFLUENCE

IH6HT. TOBB
^1^ - HONESTU/mm
"^-

tPSEEHIMASAIN.
MAvacur ^>^HI^ Vf^^^2^' mm. fi^'^-^"^

I
my, IMP*

CROSSWORD
EdHcd by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

'\[L you HAutTooois

By M. Joyce

ACROSS
1 Colosseum attire

6 Compass point

9 The Odyssey, e.g.

13 Toughen
14 Hawkeye State
16 Lisa
17 Newsman, for

example
19 Ancient

inhabitant of

Great Britain

20 Pan of OPEC
21 •Norma "

22 Hitaire .Shaw
contemporary

24 Famous English

portraitist

27 Dissuades
30 Tom and Dick's

pal. Cockney style
31 Talents

34 Hacienda room
38 Nautical term
39 Cobblers, at times
42 "Apres

le deluge
43 Japanese box
45 Not (hear

everything)

47 Malay canoe
50 Camelot name
51 Prominent play-

wright

56 Vocation

57 Comprehend
56 Wigglyone
61 The first martyr'

62 Short musical
composition

66 Hindu title

67 vaccine
68 Awakens
69 Ms Kett

70 Affirmative

71 Young squealer

DOWN
1 Broz

2 'The love..."

3 Shore denizen
4 Part of 'to be"
5 Dry. as wine
6 Hebrew month
7 Musical and bank
8 Flock memt>er
9 Uses
10 Doughboy of

France
1

1

With identity con-
cealed, for short

12 58 Across, is one
15 Garden spot
18 Beard of grain

23 Commit a faux

pas
24 Thicken
25 Plant part

26 Diamond features
27 Noted surrealist

28 Nickname for

Scrooge
29 Layer
32 Mohammedan

religion

33 DDES theater
35 Mine, French

style

36 Friendless
37 Staffer

40 One at a barn
dance

41 Gc.ig-going-gone
affair

44 Hamlet role

46 Revolution
48 °aris street

49 H-'dolent root

51 "Not in the
world"

52 Moroccan capital
53 River into the

Ouse
54 Fiber source
55 Onionlike plants
58 Singer Pinza
59 O T nanro
60 and found
63 Antonym for

70 Across
64 Museum displays,

for short

65 Old verb ending

64 65

J
68

71

HE UMASS ZONE
ROOMMATE GOT yOU

OW/v? WOULD you

LIKi TO HAVE A
SINGLE, ANi^ (rET IhAT

V?

By Mark Rollins
IF TH£lf< EiES ARB OlFF£fi'

Ent prescriptions^ Juir
Switch LENSES: cfTHkfKwiSE

TheYl l nevek KA/aw ymr HJT Tf€n.

IF HE on SHE WEARS
CQNT/^CT LfNiES, TRY
THIS SinPLE TRICK...

ANSWER TO PREV
F F^P^FaT

OUS PUZZLE
T 1

: ElkviA s Tj
1 h R OHA R G ) nIa L F^
S t|A|R|ElClRlOlwlS«(;iflI.r r
H AIS^S L ElSWi 'iu E h;iil F

HI0 A RarTintc AiiiBf
A S c Tpfr 1 ^\mu N C A p
S N A K E D A N C T 1u s

1

H A NlIlD ITCH Em r
b R SilEjT H E flJE Y

^L N A TBl E^a «^E S
1M IIkIe si (a l I

R AMPIAjNlTilA R E
°r n?U R A lHe a S^T E R Y

iN TeMa LiLElNBAlziui R
uGiNiAlRMiiEjRjN lAJII^J A jiviIe

;

WEATHER
Ma.ss., li.I.. Conn. —

Snow lik«'ly developing
lo<}a;* , •onlinuing into

UKiight. SiioH may mix
with sleet and rain along
the south coast for a lime
this at'lernoon. High in the
;30s. Low tonight in the
2()s Tomorrow becommg
partly sunny and windy.
Iligh in the .'Kk but turning
colder in the ailernoon.

Substitute AfioTHifK S£T. ;§cMiilfi

Editorial department staff meeting for colum-
nists, illustrators and assistant editors Monday
at 7 p.m. in the Collegian newsroom. Attendance
is mandatory. New staff members are welcome.

DC MENU
Friday

I-INCH
Tuna NoodJe Casserole
'Top Your Baked
" 'Hato'7 Assorted Toppings

DINNER
Roast Turkey/Dressing.
Gravy. Cranberry Sauce
Seafood Newburg/Fuff
Pastry Triangle

BASICS LUNCH
Tuna Noodle Casserole

"Top Your Baked
Potato"/Assorted 'I oppings

BASICS DINNER
TomatoCauli flower
Casserole

Roast Turkey/Dressing,
(Jravy, Cranberry Sauce -

Saturday

Used
Fui:^sfiiNCS

Detween
Jack August & Joe's Cafe

21 Market St. Northampton
586-6125

sale

nrice2.99

Omelet

Corned Beef Hash
Waflies/Maple Syrup
Ham and Swiss on Rye

Sausage Grinder

Fish Fry Plate/Cocktail

Sauce, Tartar Sauce
Vegetable Hot Pot

NW
HO

=v=
HYDROCARE

Sunday

'''<Taml)led Eggs
Hard Boiled Eggs
l^acon Slices

^'getable Taco
Almond Chicken and Rice
vas.se role

Roast Top Round of

Beef/Gravy
Macaroni and Chee.se

Fruit Plate with Banana
Bread

Newton-Wellesley Hospital
School of Nursing
Newton Lower Falls

Massachusetts 02162

• Innovative, accelerated R.N. program
• Two 40-week academic years
• Students with wide range of life experience
and educational background

Open House February 25, 1982 7-9 pm
April 1, 1982 7-9 pm

For Further Information
Call Mrs. Burke at

617-964-2800 Ext. 2538
Th« School doM not dlscrimlnat* on th« basis of r«c« crsad
color, national or athnic origin, handicap or martial statu*

fu/fy accredited by the National League for Nursing

SALINE
SOLUTION

I
I sale
I
I
I

REG.

price 1.99

SOFLENS
ENZYMAnC
CONTACT LENS
CLEANER

24
ourreg. low price

>><llt pockoei
contf^fn no vtcNt

L

I

now

4.99
while supply lasts. .

.

I with coupon

I COUPONS

I EXPIRE

I SUNDAY
2/21

COLLEGE
D^UG
9-9 WMltdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun. ___«_^^
4 MAIN STREET. AMHERST Phone 253-2S23

• • •
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BEER

WINE ^'^^^^^
KEGS

LIQUORS

St. Pauli 1395
Moosehead 11.95
Molson Golden 10.35
Rolling Rock 12 pk cans 3.95
Pabst 12 oz N/R's 7.20

Almaden 4 ntre 8 99
Gallo 1.5 litre 3 QQ
Folonari soave 1.5 ntre 3.99
Yosemite 4 litre 4.99
Los Hermanos 4 litre. 6.99
Bisceglia 4 iitre 5.99
Parma 3 litre a oq

Skol Vodka 1.75 8.20
Gordon Vodka 1.75 9.49
Smirnoff Vodka 1.75 10.99
Canadian Mist 1.75 H QQ

Roberto Rum 1.75 g 29
Canadian Rare. 1.759.95

Skol Gin 1.75 8.20
Calvert Gin ,75 9.29

253-5595 10 a.m. till 1

If T',

UMass

e'^st

p.m.
"ot responsible for typoflraphlcal en-ors

Friday, February 19, 1982

^%^%IAN CLASSIFIE
'CQilegian 15

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJs are foT^^^ir^i^iTi^jir:
mation available with Randv 54fi-7ni'^

A FLORIDA SPRING"BREAir

° wVn^K^!** ^u^®'^'
P^'^'^s, discounts

b"s 1 FOR "pSi'^^fA'
^'^"''^9 ^°^«'«' o^B.5.-aM FOR 264.- (Daytona-Ft Laudnr

dale) including 7 days hotel, round-trio
^^ngortation and Disney trip. Call Dave

^^IcbLS^^^^'^''^ '-«* Paul pickups

poles inc exc cond Lisa 6-7955

MOVING SERVICES'

Fast, dependable service & reasonable
rates. Local or within 50 miles. For free
estimate call 549-3568

ROOMMATE WANTED

AUDIO

Call OD5-7717 for info, will talk

Aiwa
6-9426

mini component system

^-3206 for idenjification^rt return
2 gold charms
549-3768 Steve

Brandywine

PARTY 2-NITE

GUS LEVI

call

Harmon Kardon Rabco ST7 turntable
good condition must seH BO Dave 253-9026

Soundcraftsman SG-2205-600,

Eric

Equilizer „...„„ ^^.^.^
excellent cond. new $400 sell tr)^
549-2715 '^*

HovTwas VOur"bi7iU;;^h7fh^;;krfo7Ill

you buddy! Love you Buffy

SIK K
•'^"

r*" '"*^ P«^*«» a^e back!

n?rh» h"'u?1^'°'' ^^ ^-OO Pf" Take any

SS'^ZS,?" w^ ^° ^^^^^Sor Park or call
t>49-4443 for info •

HELP WANTED

Sariyo Audio Spec car 8-track new
loud, asking 90 or BO 6-5166 - '

TsioT'
^""'^•''•" SP"*^- 9d cond. ^

Sharp 30 watt per channel ~iiii^^t.
Sharp matched tuner with signal strength
and tuning meters, realistic five B and ten
slide graphic equalizer with tape moriiterComes complete with manuals and all

AUTO FOR SALF

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder
good condition, has FM cassette^lA&7Qr^
1977 Datsun 8210 5 speed AM-FM Hat
chback $2500 Tel. 665-4445

1971 Chevy Chevelle runs well askinn
^250JeLM5:^46^rM6WS^
596*5^7' ^^^ ""^"^ "®^ ^^^'^ ^^^ ^^'^

i^ Saab Wagonback. All new ^^
MratSr^/x'*^"'^^^^"^^^^''
19W"Chevy Chevelle Malibu 8 cylinder
excellent condition 500 must sell 549-2811

T^^^Cellca 1972 - new brakes new
muffler, radials, 4-speed, AM radio e^
mileage. $650. Jean 665-2367

Collegian Jobs: We need two associateNews Editors. Hard work, low pay but

m.!ft ®i?!"®"l®-
Reporting experience aE 't

^'^'"9 helpful, energy necessaryWe n tram, if needed. Apply before Feb 25

?Jt- a'"®
'" ^^® Collegian, 113 Campus

oenter. An equal opportunity employer
Recycling Project W/S jobs available

SUBVo6?r^°" ^""^^""^ ^'" ^""®" ^
?i"Kr"u'

'^"*®*' *°' »"'«»• good com.,
flexible hours call 256-082 1

Riverside looking for children's show
performers this summer call 567-7910

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction
Group and private. Adult and children
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Division ^

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28
hours including classroom plus shop
Limited enrollment. 253-7967
Bass Guitar Lessons qualified instructor
All levels/styles. First lesson free. 546-8654

LOST

BASS PLAYERS
Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
9i0 stnngs for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BOARDERSWAMfi^
Boarders wanted in Delta Chi Fret for

S3 ^K?°*
^"""^ ^"^ so<=*a' "fe. Money

transferable from Univ. Housing.

CAPE COD RENTAL

r^om. 4 kT?"^^ ^""fl"" Be^c'^ six

Dav th'r. I

^;^'°°^s 1 ^ baths MemorialDay thru Labor Day, also four room duplexI bedroom sleeps 4 253-7436

DAYTONA
Fly/Hotel/Free Car
549-4699 by Friday

269$ Kim

Handknit ski hat offwhite w/brown stit-
ching possibly near Chen or on bus extreme
sentimental value. Return greatly ao-
preciated Les 253-5237

Omega Watch reward call Elane 545-2622AM 253-3871 PM
Lost, a pair of white knitted mitten with
light & dark brown patches intend/oven If
found please call Gail 5-1256

Eyeglasses about one week ago brown
case with brown rimmed glasses. If found
please call Dick 6-1181

Lost brown leather key ring -r/gold W
on it. If found please call Michele 253-3089
White sweater sentimental gift. Reward
offered. No questions. Paul Erhard

Lost - men's digital watch {Texas In-
struments). Between Southwest and
Library Tower Friday morning. REWARD
Rick 6-8792.

Tan Down Coat backstage at Geils Con-
cert. You have mine, I have yours. Matt
253-3366

Adidas blue sweat-top. Saturday even-
ing. Colonial Village party. 253-9431 (Jim),
or turn in at Campus Center Information,
Monday.

B^!^^*^?".' ^ ^^y °^ ''*«• Write P.O.Box 283, Amherst. MA 01004
Delta Chi - Biggest Dancefloor in Amherst

Trti H*!"*"*!.
?"°"y' "°P« Vou have a

?hf n- K^, c"^
*^^^ ""^y**® VO"'" remember

the night! Enjoy, Love, Sandy
That's right, the 3rd Annual UMass PiKappa Alpha 29 hr Dance Marathon is hap
pening again March 5th and 6th in the Stu-
dent Union Ballroom call 545-2150 for info
Rublk;8 Cuber$. Friday 7.00 PM February
^, pnze$ galore, Amherst Junior H S

whatev
'"' ^''"^ *^"'*®^' ^"^'^®^' Pyramid$

Hey Curly from the
I 've got my eye on you
To the 6 perfect people: Shirley, Pam
Lori, Linda, Diane: To all our past mistakes
and future prosperity! Rub a dub dub 2
people in the tub - nose knows best - break-
ing up IS not hard to do - love stinks do
they accept checks? I down with Dead up
with disco - it's frisbee season - yes youmay borrow it - Lori welcome to the club -

what was in the ashtray - how do we stand
each other? Bloomingdales, Fiorucci nowonder we get along so well. From borrow-
ing clothes, to guys, to being rowdie and
obnoxious, we always do make it. There's
never a dull moment. Our friendship hasmore fun secrets and understanding
Thoreau, Patterson, Adelphi can't keep us
apart.

Share quaint house near creek in Leeds
^b^^lg others. Near busline NancyLou

Share 3 bdrm house with 1 M 1 F
Pelham 4 mi to UMass $1»+ washer-
aryer, woodstove. big family rm 253-376
One male wanted to share room in two-
SSipom apt. Ask for Mimi or George^j72 229A Main St Amherst

"

One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying
Large room in 3 bedroom house. On bus
route, close to campus. 135 ^- 253-2162

2r"L/?^'" '" beautiful, spacious So

Ron SkS^*'
''"'* '°"^® $175/mo call

Presidential Apts Own
Female non-smoker
549-6984/549-6476

room
23 -h

$160 +
Kim

Real Majority"
Blondie

IsENIORS/qRADUATE STUDENTS"
Seniors/Graduate Students
Need help with resume writing?

•JKD ^f" ^^'®e^ Preparations
358 North Pleasant Stavailable weekends Ph Mfl-try77

SERVICES

Research Consulting by Ph D
Psychologist. Advice on research designs'
«atistical analysis by computer. Roberi
Alexander 253-5262

SOCIAL MARKETING

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes Down

to
R Lauderdale Spring Break

8 days 7 nights hotel $129
trans available by plane, bus, carpool

office hours M-F11-3 545-3437
SENIORS: Appointments are now being
taken for the yearbook - you've earned it-
reserve your place in the yearbook now!
call 546-2874 or stop by Campus Center
room 103

Deb I love you. Have a Happy Birthday
ai]lmanymoreJ.ove Marc

DULL?

LOST COAT
Lost sheepskin coat on line for J. Geils
tickets in CC if found call Dave in SW
6-9669

K hn "u^'/^'.r;**"''
*•"** ^«« vour skiisTor 5 bucks. Call Ed 6-9669

FOR RENT

5 mi!i'c®»®'^*'*'^°^"= 2 bedrooms, by lake,
t-g!!J!Jobusjtop. 390 -h 323-5833

FOR SALE

MAIDEN VOYAGE

mmf'lf"."'®"'^ ^^'^ women's; quality
namejbrandj^reat deal call Mike 549-1233

m*i^''w "'•^'"O Boots, women's size 8Vim good-exc. condition $40 549-6741

The areas best in High Energy Rock and
5-^"™'' '"formation or bookings call
256-8573

Work study position in the office of
People's Gay Alliance. Flexible schedule
good work conditions. Contact PGA 413
Student Union, 5-0154, for application.

Marie Happy 19th from the kid with the
flowers

To my Eskimo Pie my igloo is melting
without your bodily love. Love your Eskimo
Partner

Dave. Happy Anniversary! You are terrifici
Love and kisses from a Kitty Kat XXX
Need a home away from home with life
tong fnends, look into sorority life at Sigma
Kappa, 19 Allen St. located behind BKO
Rush parties Tuesday Feb. 23 and Thurs
Feb. 25 at 7:00. Please RSVP at 256-6887
Tom. Thanks for the flowers -

1 loved them
- but where are you? Debbie D.

KLMN Happy Birthday Slim! We love voui
"Mar" & "Kerr"

Happy 20th Birthday Sharon the party
starts Saturday luv ya Jimmy don't forqet
work starts at 10

Social Marketing.
. .the offering of goods

for sale which are labeled and advertiid onthe basis of humanity, the community and
social purposes behind the products The
gifts well be offering for sale come frorn
organizations owned and operated by the
people of Appalachia, Guatemala, IndiaKenya and other economically disadvantag-
ed as well as sometimes physically han-
dicapped peoples. Operating their own
businesses gives these people a measure of
control over their own lives. Social
Marketing begins Feb 22, at Logos
Bookstore, Northampton. ^

SPEAKERS BUREAU
Interested or past members of the PGAspeaker bureay need to contact Chris atPGA Office 5^154 by Thurs 2/25 Re: man-datory training

TRAVEL

PRE EXAM JAM

FREE TRAVEL BACK FROM FLORIDA
drive cars thru US Government AgencyMar 1 - May 31 call Doug 546-8184"

^?^'^ *c'
*••"• "** Bermuda's the

fi;"- ^^' J"« «99 (this includes
everything) For info call 256-g41 after 6

^nd not much bucks) on the beach
Western Mass Bus offers low, low ratesS^ are limitedl Call Mike or Kilian
^56-8244 or Tom 253-5618 NOWl
We challenge anyone to find a better
price to Daytona Batch 269' jet hotel rental
(unlimited mileage) For more information
call Leah 665-3530 'tax and service not in
eluded

VIDEO FOR DOLLARS

MARY KAY COSMETICS"
See what Mary Kay can do for you For a
complimentary Mary Kay Facial call Carol
Nenetz at 256-6235

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

P^r B K 'l?*/*
P""^' '^^"'^av Feb 22 at

JX J'^H *'?*'J^^Py
"°"^ P"ces all night adollar a dnnk $1.00 admission at th« riT>nr

RIDE WANTFn

Good times still available job openings
for work-study at the Union Video Center
call Irene

Ride HMded to Long Island or New YorkCity on Fnday Feb 12 546-9612

73 Honda CL460 on-off road, good condi-

ROOMMATES - CAPE rnn"

LmmTrT*** !P??f'b'y 5) needed to share

C^S 96!S"^
'" Yarmouth call John

Used Foton call Jennifer 5-0477

^^^^^^^^^
WANTED TO BUY

^'ST*'!
cash prices paid for class rj^gold and silver jewelry. Joins. DarlfefsSh'

25 No. Pleasant St., Amhenrt, 256-0710

INiqliT of ThE

LiviNQ DeacI
X "^

si.oo

pRidAy, FeB 19Tk
MaIiar AudiroRJUM

7>9, 11

«

«

«

mm
Amherst Chinese Food

"Family Style Cooking"
Mandarin & Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon Specials from $1.75

Beer & Wine License

Sunday Brunch all you can eat $4.95
62-64 Main St. c.o»-i wedn«»ci»y,

Mmnerst^7^ ^^,„^,,, ^^^ ^

«

I

%%'

^

MEL BROOK'S ^
'DAZING SADDLES- |

Friday, Feb. 79 ^
7, 9, 11 Eng. East Aud. '^

$1.00
fS->:»»»»>:»^>:^.:^.;^^
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A ««^n^r.<>.w^,.... ^»"»r««" photo by Vince D.WiUA •TROSSED'LOOK - University of
Massachusetts gymnast John McGonagle sets in-
to ail iron cross while on the still rings during
Wednesday's meet against Southern Connec-
ticut. McGonagle took fourth in the event and
was the top UMass finisher; UMass lost 253.55 -

261.30. UMass goes to Cambridge tomorrow for
a meet against MIT.

Sports
m<mimm:

_ . only UMass victor
in wrestlers' loss to Hofstra

MANAGER NEEDED: The women's soccer team is
looking for a manager to help out with the team duringmg Its mdoor soccer season this semester and outdoor
season next semester. For more information call Coach
Banda at 545-2759.

Also, the photo of Craig Smith, shown in Thursday's Col-
i*gmn, was taken by Brad Hammer.

By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
wrestling team went into their match
against Hofstra University knowing that it

wouldn't be easy.

With injured starters Mike DeMarco and
Dave McEntee out of the competition and
no heavyweight," the Minutemen started
the match at a disadvantage. Yet it was still

a disappointment when they lost 5 38 at
Boyden Auxilary Gym.

Hofstra. the number one team in East
Coast Conference (E.C.C.), a highly
competitive wrestling league, boasts three
nationally ranked competitors, and top-
ranked E.C.C. wrestlers.
UMass started out the match with a

forfeit in the 118 lb. class, giving the Dutch
men six points.

At 126 lbs.. Brian Boyle lost to Ed
Pigeon, a Division I AH American, 6-24.
This brought the Dutchmen lead to 11-0.
Doug Johnson, at 134 lbs faced Ted

Dipasquale. a wrestler he had beaten
earlier in the season for first place in the
Coast Guard Academy tournament.
Dipasquale put up a tough fight, and
Johnson only managed to eke out a tie 2 2.

The tie gave each team two points, making
the team score 13-2.

Co-captain Kevin Murphy, the only
winner for the Minutemen. defeated
Hofstras Tony Arena, 3-2. This brought
the team score to 13 5.

At 150 lbs., Scott McQuaide faced
Hofstras Phil Mattera. and lost. 6 9. This
made the team score 16-5.

Greg MacDonald faced Dutchman Mike
Falcon, the fourth ranked wrestler at the
158 pound class in the nation. MacDonald
kept it a close match, with no scoring in the
first period, and finally lost 6 1.

Dave DeVoy battled against Pete
Capone. the second ranked wrestler at 167
lbs. in the nation. Capone pinned DeVoy in
the first period, bringing the team score to
25-5.

At 177 lbs. Steve Ward lost to Hofstras
Rich Stowbitz, 3 13. making the team score
295.
Dave Guselli, at 190 lbs., lost by two

points in the last seconds of the match. The
score was tied up. and Guselli needed a
take down to win. He shot for a single leg
take down, missed and Hofstras Rafael
Mascol got the Uke-down and the win, 7-5.
UMass forfeited the heavyweight class,

making the final score 5-38.

UMass
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

It was a battle of speed at Boyden pool
last night, but when it was over, Amherst
College came out on top. 66 47. over the
University of Massachusetts men's
swimming team.
The battle began in the 400 yard medley

relay. UMass had the lead in the start, lost
It in the breaststroke. regained a slim lead
in the butterfly, then missed out on first
place when the Amherst freestylist
managed to beat out UMass by a touch.

Paul McNeil put the first points on the
board for the Minutemen, by winning the
1000 yard freestyle in 10:19.14. The Lord
Jeffs won the next three events — the 200
yard freestyle, with UMass' Chris Porter
and Barry Allen coming in second and third
the 50 yard freestyle in 22.38 seconds, with
Brian Spellman taking second, and the 200
yard individual medley with a time of
2:03.57; Paul McDonough came in about a
second later to claim third for the
Minutemen. At this point, Amherst led, 28
15.

Matt Engstrom won the first of his two
events, the one meter required diving
event, with a point total of 155.8. With the

score now 32-20, UMass began a rally in the
next five events. Micky Minutoli and Chris
Clarke placed first and third in the 200 yard
butterfly, whUe Porter and senior co
captain Tom Dundon (in his last home meet)
came in second and third in the 100 yard
freestyle, a second behind the winning time
of 48.72. Paul McDonough and John
Mulvaney combined for a one-two finish in
the 200-yard backstroke. With Paul McNeil
coming in second place in the 500-yard
freestyle, the Minutemen trailed by six
points (41-47).

Engstrom gave UMass its closest margin
(51 46) on winning the one-meter optional
diving. The last two events would deter-
mine the winner of the meet. Once again,
though, the Lord Jeffs roared out of the
blocks, Uking the 200-yard breast in a pool
record time of 2:11.69, as well as first and
second place.

The 400-yard freestyle relay became an
exciting but anticlimactic event, since
Amherst had clinched the victory. Still the
UMass relay of Dundon, Spellman. Porter
and Allen gave the Jeffs a run for its
money. But Amherst once again out-
touched the Minutemen. winning the relaym 3:15.22 to UMass' 3: 15.8.

^
• " ".CHIC m 0:10.^.: lo UMass 3:15.8.

H^ven when they lose, trackwomen come closer to New Enfflands
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Kalekeni Banda is not looking to beat the University ofNew Hampshire tomorrow.
What the women's track coach for the University of

Massachusetts is looking for is solid performances from his
learn and taking its share of the victories.
"UNH should win,

"
said Banda. "They have more depth

than we do. Hut we should take our share of events and
hopefully keep improving our times for the New
Engiands.

"

If the Minutewomen perform as well tomorrow as

against Boston College last week, they should make the
Wildcats stand up and take notice.

Despite having only nine people competing and missing
some of its best runners (Sally Anderson, Maureen
OReilly, Iris McDonough and Judy McCrone didn't
compete due to illness), UMass managed to stay close to
the ;J0 member Eagle squad in losing 47-59. The
Mmutewomen took eight first place finishes and two
seconds. Among the top performers for the Minutewomen
were Leah Loftis and Micky Callahan.

Loflis, a freshman, took part in both winning relays and
won the 300 meters and 400 meters; in running the 300 in
44.3 seconds, she set a new UMass record. Loftis ended up

being the top individual scorer for UMass.
Right behind her was Callahan, who won the long jump

took second in the 55 meter dash, won the 55 meter hurdles
and the shotput.

Other winniers icluded Caroline Gardiner in the 1500
meters, running it in a time of 4:50.5 and Tricia Moores in
the 3500 meters with a time of 9:57.3.

"We hung in there until the end." said Banda. "We had a
great meet, with some of the best times this season, and it
was our best effort team-wise."
After the UNH meet, UMass wUl get set for the New

England Championships at Boston University on February

An old rivalry, a championship try and winning streaksHOME
Friday, February 19
Women's basketball vs. University of Maine
Curry Hicks Cage, 7:30 p.m.

Can the Minutewomen continue iLs winning ways
against the Black Bears? Look for Sherry Collins
especially at the free-throw line. She's popped in 20
straight since the Fordham game last January 18...

Saturday, February 20
Women's basketballs vs. Fairfield
Curry Hicks Cage. 5:45 p.m.

Second part of a weekend homestand. One of the last
opportunities to see senior Martha Ready in action
(average of 16 pts/game and 10.6 rclwunds/game)

Women's Gynmastics vs. University of New Hamp-
shire

Boyden Auxilary Gym, 1:30 p.m.

A classic rivalry between two of the tfjp teams in New
England. Look for senior Heidi Milender and Karen
Kanpp in individual events and a close meet overall...

AWAY
Saturday, February 20
Men's Basketball vs. University of Pittsburgh
at Pittsburgh. 7:30 p.m.

The Minutemen hope to take back a game that Pitt
snuck away with two weeks ago at the Cage...

Men's Swimming vs. Central Connecticut State Col-
lege

at Central. 2:00 p.m.

Russ Yarworth's freshman express ends the regular
season.

Skiing, Men's and Women's
Conference Championships at Waterville Valley, NH

Bill MacConnell's teams hit the slopes hoping to repeat
as conference champs. The men are 69-1 in NEISC stan-
dings, losing only one race all season, while the women
bnng a 37-3 WISC league record to the slopes .

r\ n ,.
<'oll»)n«n photo by Rirk Valdivia

Don Russell (11) will try and help get themens basketball team back on the winning
track in Pittsburgh. TZfu *,Tr."''*

"'• University of New Hampshire
at UNH, 1:00 p.m.

J
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Koffler formally accepts, will leave July 1
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Henry Koffler said yesterday he will take
over the presidency at the University of Arizona on July 1,
but will conduct business as usual at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst until that time.

Koffler, a 1943 graduate of the University of Arizona,
said it was the combination of professional advantages and
returning to his alma mater after 39 years that prompted
him to make the decision to accept the presidency.

"I have certain magnets that pulled me in that direc-
tion," Koffler said after returning from Arizona yesterday.
He said it will be "very hard, and very painful" to leave his
friends in Amherst.

"Both my wife and I thought it would be nice to return to

the Southwest." Koffler said.

Last week in an interview and before the UMass Faculty
Senate, Koffler said he had "no plans to leave UMass ' He
said yesterday his statement was true at the time.

"/ have certain magnets that pulled me
in that direction, "Koffler said afier retur-
ningfrom Arizona yesterday.

"One never knows until confronted with a finafd^^^^^

Koffler said. "I was hone-st at the time (the statement was
made)."

Koffler's decision comes at a time when a long range
budget plan for UMass-Amherst is being drafted by the
chancellor's office, and searches for two vice chancellor's
positions are underway. Koffler said he will follow through

TAiriXir« ¥»r aww i».t /i v » . *, Collesi«n photo by Vince OeWilJ
1 AKING IT ALL IN — (l-r) Jessica Norman, 7, Sarah Norman, 3, and their father Peter Nor-

man, all of Northampton, take in some UMass women's gymnastics action Saturday (see story, p.

Law prof, backs
Defends right ofPLO to
By JEFF ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Harvard Law School professor Allen M. Dershowitz
spoke to a group of 100 yesterday, telling that Jewish
people must "vigorously defend" civil rights, human
rights, and civil liberties.

"There is no such thing as neutral censor-

ship because censorship urill always he used

ajgainst minorities, " Dershowitz said.

Dershowitz also defended the rights of a representative
from the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) to
speak during Women's Week at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst in March. He told those at-

tending the brunch, which was sponsored by UMass Hillel
and Jewish Faculty and Professional Interest Group, that
he would defend the right of a Nazi to speak in order to
preserve the First Amendment.
"There is no such thing as neutral censorship because

censorship will always be used against minorities,"
Dershowitz said.

"I would encourage those people who are concerned with
a representative from the PLO speaking on this campus to
exercise their First Amendment rights to picket, leaflet,

rr

civil rights
speak on Ckmpus
carry signs, and soon. " Dershowitz said.
Dershowitz said the worst thing people could do is to

prevent a representative from the PLO from speaking on
campus. The PLO wants to encourage people to stop them
from speaking. In this way the PLO appears to be the
underdog and can gain desirable media exposure. Der
showitz said.

"Don't let them position us. " Dershowitz said, adding
that a similar incident occured when Nazis wanted to
march in Skokie, III.

In the end, it was the Jews who were portrayed
negatively by the media, Dershowitz said.

"The key to standing up for Jewish rights is to educ-tte
the youth. We have to know our facts and respond every
time the other side comes up with something," he said.
The next decade must be devoted to the youth who must

learn what the true story is (concerning the PLO Jewish
issues). Dershowitz said.

Dershowitz also said he views a new type of anti
semitism emerging across the country. Such anti-semitic
claims that "Jews control the media, run the banks and are
part of a worid conspiracy," are examples of this older type
of anti semitism, he said.

Today's anti semitism has been getting a certain amount
of official legitimacy by having "intellectuals" publicly
endorse it. An example of this would be the "anti-semitic"
resolutions that are consistently being passed by the
United Nations, especially one equating Zionism with
racism. Dershowitz said.

on these procedures.
"I intend to proceed with the planning process and the

searches until I leave, ' Koffler said.
Koffler. 59, said he formally accepted the presidency at

the University of Arizona on Friday after the Arizona
Board of Regents unanimously elected him to that position

In a prepared statement which Koffler made on Friday
before the Regents, he said taking the presidency would
permit him to serve the University of Arizona as it faces
the challenge of a changing Southwest. Koffler also said he
IS lookmg forward to working with old friends and
colleagues, and repaying a debt of gratitude which he owes
to that institution and the state of Arizona.

Koffler said he is happy with the progress UMass-
Amherst has made, and has no doubt that the Amherst
campus IS realizing its growth potential. He said he will

Author to discuss

Scribble, Scribble
By NORMA CURIpSO
Collegian Correspondent

Nora Ephron. author of Crazy Salad and Wall/lower at
the Orgy, and former reporter for the New York Post will
speak at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst on
Scribble, Scribble, her latest book about journalism at 8
p.m. in room 163 of the Campus Center.
Ephron graduated from Wellesley College and has
worked for Newsweek, the New York Post, Esquire and
New York Magazine.
Scribble, Scribble is a collection of columns concerning
news media, which appeared in Esquire Magazine. The
book contains "sharp opinions of various levels of jour-
nalism," Ephron said in a 1978 Boston Globe art^icle by
Nathan Cobb.
Ephron said her main criticism of the press is that it

takes itself too seriously.

"The danger is if you ever believe this stuff means
anything. There are actually maybe two dozen journalists
in Washington who believe in their own mantle of virtue,"
Ephron said in Cobb's article.

Ephron also told Cobb, "I don't think people are in-
terested in issues about anything anymore. Issues are
constantly being trivialized in their focus on the people
involved. The truth is that people really don't read about
things unless they're put in terms of human beings."
Crazy Salad is a collection of essays about such topics as

sex fanUsies, consciousness raising, and male chauvinism.
Both Crazy Salad and Scribble, Scribble are available at
the University of Massachusetts library.
Ephron also wrote a television film about a team of female
bank robbers, a film which she said Newton police
theorized may have been the inspiration for two actual
bank robberies in that community by an elderly woman.
"Isn't that thrilling?" Ephron remarked in the article, **I

really thought to myself — this is power. Forget jour-
nalism."

Ephron will be speaking in room 163 of the Campus
Center at UMass. The event is sponsored by the
Distinguished Visitors Program (DVP). Admission is free
for all UMass students with a valid ID.

, ^ _^ Collefian photo by HcMii Ltrim
AND THE WINNERS ARE... - These two

poodles were easy winners in yesterday*!
Holyoke Dog Show.
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One killed, eleven survive in RI plane crash
SCITUATE. R.I. ( AP) — A twin-engine commuter plane

carrying 12 people caught fire in flight yesterday and
crashed landed in fog and drizzle on an ice covered
reservoir, killing one person and injuring 11 others, of-
ficials said.

Barry Wilson, marketing director for Pilgrim Airlines,
which owns the plane, said the pilots, both critically in-
jured in the crash, reported a fire on the plane and were
cleared for an emergency landing at Green State Airport in
Warwick, southwest of Providence.

"But then they said they were going to put the plane
down on the reservoir" about 3:30 p.m.. Wilson said.

Wilson said the pilots had reported a fire on the plane to
the Federal Aviation Adminisration radar facility in

Quonset Point. R.I.

"The aircraft continued burning on the ice," said Mike
Ciccarelli. an FAA spokesman.
Tommy Shorthall, assistant director of operations at

Green State, said the passengers scrambled out of the
plane on the ice after the nose of the craft broke off and the
fuselage skidded 200 to 300 feet across the ice.

State Policeman Steven Pare said the Scituate Reser-
voir, a "big body of water" in a rural area, was iced over
and the plane did not submerge, but divers were sent in

case some of the passengers fell through the ice.

There were two crew members and 10 passengers

aboard, including a 9-year-old g^l and two teen-age boys.

Wilson said. He said the dead person was a passenger.

Ten passengers were taken to Rhode Island hospital.

Spokeswoman Nancy Rowett released their names and
conditions about 8:15 p.m.

The charred body of the passenger killed in the crash
was carried off the ice on a stretcher and taken to the
Rhode Island medical examiners' office in Providence. The
victim's identity was not released.

AP Laacrphoto

PLANE WRECKAGE — A Rhode Island state trooper covers the body of a victim in the crash
of a Pilgrim Airlines commuter plane at the Scituate Reservoir in Scituate, R.I. yesterday. One
person died and divers are searching for one, or possibly two more bodies. Eleven people
survived the crash.

Digest
By the Associated Press

The Vermont governor said the group agreed
unanimously that the association would take what he called

Operators of Three Mile Island * ."substantive" position on -new federalism- during its

-'^ wmter meetmg. which ends tomorrow.

, • t> t
Snelling added that the governors would not debate the

uncertain if there was a buildUD ^'^ ^^ ^^^ defense budget nor the wisdom of going ahead^ with the federal income tax cuts approved last year as part

HARRISBURG. Pa. AP - The operators of the
of ^^e president's economic program,

damaged Three Mile Island nuclear plant said yesterday
they are almost certain there never was a buildup of
combustible gases inside the plant there last week.
Rather, they said, radio interference apparently caused a

malfunction in monitors that indicated a hydrogen gas
buildup and a low oxygen level inside the plant Friday.
Doug Bedell, spokesman for the plant's owners, said

laboratory test results released yesterday appeared to
confirm the theory that radio interference caused the
problem in Unit 2.

The readings prompted operators to declare a low-level
emergency for fear a gas buildup could explode.
Three mile Island's Unit 2 is the one crippled in the

nation's worst commercial nuclear accident in March 1979.
A $1 billion decontamination effort is under way and is not
expected to end for several years.

governors agreed during a closed session that me proposea ,

fiscal 1983 budget cuts are inseparable from the new ffalt On WUdemeSS eXplOratlOn
federalism" debate.

"The 1983 budget is in the judgment of many governors
very tied to the capacity of states to undertake the new
federal-state relationships." Snelling said.

may become Reagan policy

1983 budget cuts inseparable

from ' new federalism ' debate
WASHINGTON (AP) - The nation's governors

yesterday rejected the administration's appeal that they

consider President Reagan's "new federalism" program
independent of budget issues.

Gov. Richard Snelling of Vermont, a Republican who is

chairmam of the National Governors' Association, said the

Mexican pres. has ideas for

settling El Salvador conflict

MANAGUA. Nicaragua AP — Mexican President Jose

Lopez PortiUo said yesterday his government has new
ideas for settling El Salvador's guerrilla war and he ex-

pects an agreement soon between the United States and
Cuba easing tension in Central America.
Lopez Portillo. here on an official visit, did not elaborate

on those statements in a speech to an estimated 40.000

people in Managua's Plaza of the Revolution. He urged the

Reagan administration to disarm Nicaraguan claims that

Nicaragua's left-wing government rebels are being trained

in the United States. Nicaraguan junta leader Daniel

Ortega told the crovtd that a dynamite explosion that killed

four baggage handlers at Managua's airport Saturday

night was part of a U.S. plot to undermine his Sandinista

government and discourage Lopez Portillo's visit.

The airport was closed and all air traffic except for the

Mexican president's official jet. which arrived yesterday

was barred.

Lopez Portillo. in his speech to the plaza rally, offered

Mexico's help to unravel what he called "three knots that

tie up the search for peace" in the region — the Salvadoran

conflict, distrust between the United States and
Nicaragua, and U.S — Cuban hostility.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Interior SecreUry James Watt,
in what appeared to be a major policy reversal, said

yesterday that the Reagan administration wants a

moratorium on drilling and mining in wilderness areas

until the end of the century.

Catching environmentalists off guard. Watt said the
administration would propose legislation this week to

amend the 1964 Wilderness Act to protect the 80 million

acres of land from developers until the year 2000.

Under the present law, the land would be permanently
off limits for exploration and development after Dec. 31.

1983. But Watt said the nation's "vulnerability to a natural

resources attack or war" requires a new look in 2000.

Watt previously had advocated letting the Interior

Department issue leases for wilderness exploration and-

development through the year 2003, a position that en-

vironmentalists and others had opposed.

Angry Pope summons Jesuits

to the Vatican for conclave
ROME (AP) — Angered by signs of rebellion in his

Jesuit legion. Pope John Paul II has summoned 100 leaders

of the largest and most influential religious order in

Christendom to an unprecedented conclave.

Vatican and Jesuit sources say the conservative pontiff-

has been unhappy about many individual Jesuits' active

involvement in leftist politics and their open support for

liberal church causes.

"Some have been a little undiscriminating in elaborating

new theories." said a Jesuit source, who asked not to be
identified.

A number of Jesuits in Latin America have endorsed the
"Theology of Liberation," which combines Marxism with

Roman Catholic tradition.

CORRECTION

In Thursday s Collegian it was incorrectly reported that the fee for the Workshop
for Women Visual Artists in Amherst March 13 and 14 is $150 175. The correct fee.

based on a sliding scale, is $50 75.
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Women's leadership to

be topic at Radcliffe
By LISA PEDULA
Collegian Staff

Women students from Massachusetts, Connecticut.
Maine. Vermont. Rhode Island and New Hampshire wiJl
have the opportunity to attend the New England Women's
Leadership Conference at Radcliffe College (Cambridge.
Ma.) on March 5. 6 and 7.

The purpose of the conference is to recognize leadership
potential and develop leadership .skills, appreciate the
diversity among women and its implications for leadership
and action, and to build a network of concerned women in

New England.
The conference will strive to increase women's sensitivity

to the issues of leadership and the importance of con
fronting the issues reflective of diverse women. The
conference is intended to inform women on the Equal
Rights Amendment and women's health and education.
The conference is scheduled to begin March 5 with a

keynote speech by Gwen Benson Walker, director of the
Motivation to Education for Jobs National Student
Educational Fund. On March 6 the agenda will include
workshops on "Diversity Among Women," "Personal
Leadership" and "Direct Action Organizing." There will

also be presentations and discussions on Women's Health
and on the ERA on March 7, a breakfast briefing on "Issues
for Women in Education, and the State Caucuses" is

scheduled.

The conference will be held at Radcliffe's Cronkhite
Graduate Center located at 6 Ash St. in Cambridge. The
deadline for conference applications has been extended to

P'ebruary 25. The registration fee is $5. For more in-

formation call Tildy at 545-0341,

ice hockey spring; season by inVamuri

several reasons cited for the canct'IIat ion, but

fihancial committment from student participants, said

Shupey. an iotrunural program graduate assistant
>yee and hockey program coordinator.

Shapey said the program's cancellation is effective for the
$pnTtg season only and that intramural ice hockey will

^"most lOcely" resume next semester with a regular 10
"we^dfall season

.

Shapey said participants in last semester's program were
asked in early December for verbal and financial com
mittments (a $30 deposit) so that he would know how many
teams would be participating in the spring season. This
was done so that he could begin scheduling ice time for the
league, he said.

No teams submitted a deposit by the due date and no
teams turned in the $30 entry fee up to the day the
program was cancelled. Shapey said.

ii
. rt-

isince. the leagues scnedule istn

I«^ Rink*, there Is Ibssleewiy mdT^ ..
j„, ,

in scheduling guides at 4a ouUide l^iUty, S&tS0ix-mA.\

"The intramural basketball program accepts entries up*
until the first night of play but they can do that since the
courts are right here on campus." Shapey said. "When
you're dealing with an outside facility (Greenfield Rink),
you have to let them know early how much ice time
need so that they can take care of you."

Shapey said he held a manager's meeting on February _
and representatives from six teams attended (15 teams
participated in the fall league) but only one representative
came with the entry fee.

Shapey said he told the six representatives that ten teams
were needed to form a league and he would wait until

February 12 to see if this number couW be reached. When
he did not hear from any team representatives by
February 12, he and intramural officials decided to cancel
the spring season, Shapey said.

Sound level at GeiPs would close a
factory as decibel level reached 114
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

Sound levels at last week's J. Geils Band concert at the
University of Massachusetts reached as high as 114
decibels by the end of the show, Anita SeroU, an en-
vironmental hygenist for the UMass Department of
Environmental Health and Safety, said yesterday.

"We did three shows in the Fine Arts Center Concert
Hall." said Seroll, "J. Geils, James Taylor, and the Royal
Winnipeg Ballet, and J. Geils came out by far the highest."

The J. Geils show averaged approximately 97 decibels,
with high points of up to 114 decibels, which is above the
federal limit of 90 decibels for eight hours, SeroU said.

The federal limit is the maximum allowable sound level
for workers to sustain and is monitored by the
Occupational Health and Safety branch of the Federal
Department of Labor, Seroll said.

"We did two types of readings," Seroll. "First we
worked with a sound level meter, which gives in-

Ruby Dee, star of stage, screen and television, and Ossie Davis, playwright, director, actor,
and social activist, will perform at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the Campus Center Auditorium. Davis and
Dee intersperse dramatic readings and poetry with black history in their program com-
memorating Black History Month. Both artists appeared in the television dramatization of Alex
Haley's Roots: The Next Generation.

stantaneous readings in decibels, and we also worked with
a dosimeter, which gives an average reading of sound over
a period of time."

The James Taylor show averaged approximately 85-90
decibels, with high points of over 90. while the ballet was
extremely low. with average readings of approximately 60
decibels, Seroll said.

"None of these shows were going to make anyone deaf,"
Seroll said, "but what they did do was cause what's known
as temperature threshold shift."

What this is, she said, is the ringing one hears for a
matter of time after they leave the concert. Hearing it once
is not going to make anyone deaf, but prolonged exposure,
such as going to five concerts in the same week and then
going home to turn up your stereo, wilHnhibit the ability of
one's ears to recover.

"If these sound levels happened in a factory, they would
be strictly monitored, and not allowed, " said SeroU. 'But
since this was a concert in a large hall, they are able to get
away with these levels."

Three million needed

to eliminate library

periodical deficiency
Library administrators at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst estimate that between $2.7
million and $3 million is necessary to eliminate the
magazine and journal subscription deficiency which
plagues the campus library.

The deficiency was caused by an inadequate number of
journals and periodicals purchased over the last 10 years,
said Richard J. Talbot, director of the library.

According to the UMass-Amherst state maintenance
budget requests, 10 years of periodical backfiles could be
purchased over a five-year period. Richard McDonald,
library business director, last week said a model five-year
plan was drafted early last semester by the library staff to
show the academic budget personnel the magnitude of the
deficiency.

The plan would require between $2.7 million and $3
million, depending on increases in the costs of subscrip-
tions, Talbot stated in a memorandum to the Provost's Of-
fice last semester.

A $1 million request for library acquisitions for 1983 is

not included in the plan.

Joyce Abel, director of the academic affairs budget, last
week said the library's problem is now being reviewed by a
long-range planning committee involved in setting future
policies for UMass-Amherst. Abel said the long-range
planning vi-ill be insignificant without funding from the
state.

- KEN BAZINET
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I The Woman s Week is a weekly calendar of local events
\for women. To place your extent, contact the Women's
Department at the Collegian by Friday.

EVERYWOMANS CENTER (EWC)

TUE: The Women's Organization on Occupational Safety
will meet at the EWC from 5:30-7:30 p.m. The
Career Support Group will meet from 7:30-9:30

p.m. Chiidcare will be available from 7-9 p.m.
WED: The Poor Women's Task Force offers fmancial aid

counseling from 3:30-6:30 p.m. Make appointments
with Margaret Campbell.

THU: Chiidcare is available from 7-9 p.m.
Lesbian Health Workshop, 7 p.m. at EWC.

FRI: Chiidcare is available from 10-12 noon.

Woman's Week
SAT: Conference: Counseling Families and Friends of

Sexual Assault Survivors in Campus Center rooms
911-15, from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sponsored by Men
Against Violence Against Women (MAVAW) and
EWC.
Economic Literacy Workshop for Women:
Reaganomics and Women, inflation, unemploy-
ment, and inequalities. Sponsored by the Working
Women's Task Force, in Campus Center 101, from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

SOUTHWEST WOMEN'S CENTER (SWWC)

MON: Weekly staff meeting at SWWC at 12:15 p.m. .

SWWC needs volunteers. Call 545-0626.

Q^^^^ Ct/Jt/if

An. Sci. 150 -- M-W. 1:25 P.M. P^
Beginner I Equitation ^

and ^
An. Sci. 151 - M-W, 9:05 A.M. ^

Beginner n Equitation

Horsebswk Riding Classes still

have some openings available. If

interested, please come up to
Tillson Farm at scheduled class
time for these two classes and
sign up or call 545-0260.

The UMass
Fitness Testing Center
is sponsoring a FREE
"Dance for Fitness"

(Aerobic Dance) demonstration
DATE: Feb. 22
TIME: 7:30 pm

PLACE: Rm 168 Campus Center
(lower level)

FEE: $50.00 for 20 classes
Registration following demo.

Classes begin Feb. 24 at 6, 7, and 8.00 pm
and will meet Monday and Wednesday

evenings through May 12.

Limited enrollment.

Aerobic dancing is an excellent form of cardio-
vascular conditioning, helps tone muscles, and
is a great calorie-burner. Come - move - be
energized!

CAMPUS VACATION ASSOCIATIONS

iorda^
S\o6e^

;\VacaV\o^

fir -mwr tiw• ^
-I' »,rr' k-LT mr i^

1 It.'

SPRING BREAK '82

'DAYTONA BtACH $114 I FT. LAUDER[)AIF $129

Oplioml fc' •!• KOI SDTRIP IRA\SP()«T\nON H)
FT. LAUOIRIMLI and IJA^TONA BtAtH f»/p

OAtfs

Departures: • sr« vwk • pim ivviioi • w.(>h ix • ii.nrishof*" t'A ^'" <, ^,'^',
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"Travel with Confidence"
For further info & reservations

call today:

DAVE COMEAU 549 6802

DEPARTURES FROM UMASS

J

AEROBIC INC.

IS BACKI

Dance your way to

Cardiovascular Fitness

Strength

A Better Body
An All New

"Shape Up For Spring" Session

Begins March 1st

For Information and Campus Locations

Call: Carrie 549-5893

WE'RE HAVING A

PARTY!

PRE - EXAM
JAM

^ MONDAY FEB. 22 AT ^
POOR RICHARDS
HAPPY HOUR PRICES

ALL NIGHT FROM 8 - 1 AM

A DOLLAR A DRINK!

Si.00 AdMissioN at Door 3f
iririririricitiriricitiriricicir

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM
STUDENT CENTER FOR EDUCATION RESEARCH

AND ADVOCACY (SCERA)

TUE: Potluck dinner. Call 545-0341 for information on
location.

WED: Committee Against Sexual and Racial Assault
(CASARA) will meet at 5:30 p.m. in Campus
Center room 177.

THU: Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive
Freedom (CERRF) will meet at 7 p.m. in Machmer
Hall W21.

Continued on page 14 m

Fire damages apt.
A fire originating at a Townhouse apartment kitchen

range Thursday night caused an estimated $2,000 in

damages, according to Amherst Deputy Fire Chief Casmir
T. Ziomek.

The apartment, rented by University of Massachusetts
students Stuart Press and Jon Bellow, suffered damage to
the range, a section of cabinets above it, moderate smoke
damage to the first floor, and minor smoke damage to the
second floor.

"There was no extensive damage," Ziomek said.

Three fire engines responded to the call just after 6 p.m.
The only injury was a minor burn to Press' thumb,

according to Townhouse manager Lizbeth Sack. Sack
agreed with the fire departments estimate of damage to
the apartment.

"I'm just glad that neither of the boys was hurt. The fire

department was here risrht on the stick," said Sack.

-SUSAN RING

Busy weekend for UMass Police

.Colle gj^j^ 5

By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police reported arresting
three people for driving under the influence of alcohol a
trespassmg arrest, various altercation incidents, and a
stolen vehicle last weekend.

Police said they arrested Mark J. Dunn, of 159 Brown
bt., Pittsfield, a former UMass student, for driving under
the mfluence and possession of marijuana, when he was
observed going through a red Ught at 35 mph at the in-
tersectwn of North Pleasant Street and Massachusetts
Avenue.

In a separate incident, poUce reported the arrest of
Thomas Gershaw, 295 Lynn Shore Drive. Lynn, at 308
a.m. Saturday for driving under the influence and
possession of hashish. Gershaw reportedly ran a red light

Editorial department staff meeting for colum-
nists, illustrators and assistant editors Monday
at 7 p.m. in the Collegian newsroom. Attendance
is mandatory. New staff members are welcome.

Advancement
WITHOUT
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ON SALE NOW
FINE ARTS CENTER UMASS

I

,
RO^ }^y^ BOAT - Women's crew coach Barbara Roche (right) instructs Beth JaTobyTn therowing tank in the basement of NOPE gym.

-acooy m me

at the intersection of North Pleasant St. and
Massachusetts Avenue. He then ran the car into a
snowbank before being apprehended.

In another incident, police reported the arrest of a
Holyoke Community CoUege student at 2:55 a.m.
yesterday for driving under the influence. Police said they
arrested Mark A. Roberts of 134 Williams St..
Longmeadow. after he reportedly hit the support struc-
ture for a solar energy disc on East Pleasant Street.
At approximately 10:20 p.m.. Thursday, police said they

responded to a call at the horseshoe area at Baker Dor-
mitory in the Central Residential Area, where two Umass
students were reported to be having an altercation. Police
said one student foUowed another to Baker in his car after
he reported the first student had hit his car on North
Pleasant Street. PoUce said the student then got out of his
car and struck the other student. _

Continued on page 6

Speed limit raised for

smoother traffic flow
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Correspondent

The speed limit on Commonwealth Avenue at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst recently in-
creased from 20 to 30 mph to aUow for a smoother traffic
flow.

Assistant Director of Public Safety Lawrence G. Holmes
said the new limit will also allow future speeding offenses
to have better prosecution success in court.
"Anyone smart enough knew that violation of the 20 mph

speed limit would be thrown out of court because it was
unreasonable, ridiculously low and would not be ob-
served." said UMass landscape architect William A
Lambert.
Police can now enforce the 30 mph speed limit where they

could not do so with the 20 mph limit, he said.
Until 1968. the UMass campus speed limit was 20 mph but

state courts ruled that posted speed limits must be
reasonable and meet the needs of public safety. As a
result, Massachusetts Avenue and University Drive speed
limits were increased to 30 mph and wider portions of
Amity and Fearing Streets were changed to 40 mph.
Lambert said.

Lambert also said the structure of Commonwealth
Avenue was designed to allow a higher speed limit and he
estimates 75 percent of commuters will adhere to the new
30 mph limit, where the 20 mph limit was often ignored.

All RcoucsTs For FuNdJNq, to Be
CONSidEREd AT tIiE MEETINq oF

tIie UMASS ARTS COUNCIL -

Program Commjttee on
FeBruarx 23 MUST Be RECEivEd

by ThE Arts CouNcil StaFF in

129 Herter HaU by noontIme

FEbRUARy 27, 1982.

OFFicE Hours:

MoNdAy - FRidAy 8:70 - 4:70

TEUphoNE No.:

947-0202
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Lesbian health

workshop topic
Lesbian health will be examined at a

workshop at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst's Everywoman's

Center(EWC), Thursday at 7 p.m.

Sexually transmitted diseases, breast

self exams, and myths about vaginal health

will be some of the issues discussed. The

advantages and disadvantages of "coming

out" to your health provider will be con

sidered as well as role-playing around this

issue.

Facilitators of the workshop will be Sheila

Hayes, nurse practitioner, Debbie Edelman

and Sue Olson, health educators.

All lesbians are welcome. For more in-

formation, call 549 2671, ext. 181. The
Everywoman's Center is located in Wilder

Hall.

Placement office

will open earlier
In order to improve service to students,

the University of Massachusetts Placement

Office will begin allowing students to sign

up for interviews at 8:30 a.m.. Director

Arthur Hilson announced last week.

Sign ups for interviews will begin one

half hour earlier in an attempt to alleviate

k)ng lines of students waiting to make
appointments with potential employers.

Racism, sexism

colloq. offered
The Southwest Center lor Racial Studies

and the Southwest Women's Center are co-

sponsoring a one-credit colloquium on

racism and sexism from 7 to 9:30 p.m.

Wednesdays.
The colloq, which will begin March 3 and

run for nine weeks ending May 12, will

feature talks on racism in education,

reproductive rights, workfare and welfare

programs, racism and sexism in the media,

violence against women and Third World

people and othf r Third World and women's

issues.

More information and pre registration is

available from the Center for Racial Studies

at 545 0472 or the Women's Center at 545-

0626.

Whitmore offices

close to catch up
The University of Massachusetts

Registrar's and records and transcript

offices will be closed on Tuesday and

Wednesday for the next three weeks so

that personnel can process add/drop forms

and bring other records up to date.

The offices will be closed all day

tomorrow and Wednesday and on March 2,

3. 9 and 10.

Registrar's office personnel will be at a

table in the Whitmore Building second floor

lobby by the ramp entrance on those days

to answer student's questions. The office

will be open as usual the remainder of the

weeks.

• Cops
CorUintied from page 5

The assailant is known and assault and

battery charges are being brought against

that student, police said.

In an unrelated incident, police reported

an altercation at 11:15 p.m. Thursday in

Grayson Dormitory in the Orchard Hill

Residential Area. According to police, a

non-UMass student struck a student on the

fourth floor of the dormitory. The assailant

is known, police, and assault and battery

charges are being brought.

Police said yesterday that assault and

battery charges were being brought against

a member of the Rutgers men's basketball

team after a UMass student was struck by

the player during the game between UMass
and Rutgers at the Curry Hicks Cage last

Tuesday. The player reportedly went into

the stands after hearing racial slurs coming
from the student, police said. No one was
arrested at the time, police said.

A 39-year-old man was arrested for

trespassing in Washington Dormitory in

the Southwest Residential Area at 3:51

a.m. Friday, police said.

Gary P. Banelli, no known address, said

he was there seeking drugs at the time of

the arrest, police said. Banelli was issued a

notice approximately two weeks ago, police

said, for trespassing in the same dormitory.

A 1967 Volkswagon was reported stolen

to police at approximately 10:30 p.m.
Saturday. The car was later recovered by
police in Lot 45 near Engineering East at

1:30 a.m. yesterday, police said.

flEXCELLENCE IN MANAGEMENT

JOINSTAR MARKET
IFYOU HAVE

The ^willingness to ^vork hard
A strong desire tosucceed

IFYOU ENJOY
A fast paced environment^ exciting
and dynamic people...

ACAREERWITHSTAR PROVIDES
An excellent starting salary
A profit sharing program
And many other benefits

MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITES
Great on the job training w^ith
Starts management team.

STAR MARKET WILL RE ON CAMPUS ON

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 23

If you are unable to see
us on campus, forward
your resume to:

Personnel Department
Star Market Company
625 Mt. Auburn Street
cambriooe, MA 02138

Photo b* Drew Ogitr

HITTING THE NAIL ON THE HEAD — Physics professor Holstein

(under hammer) demonstrates the principles of weight distribution to

his Physics 100 class. __^

Onp o' the Jewel Comrjanies J

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Easing burden

Collegian 7

of book costs
4

The cost of buying textbooks has become
a major consideration in the expense of an
education at the University of
Massachusetts. Book prices rise each year
and students find it increasingly difficult to
purchase all of the texts required for their
courses.

The University must recognize its

responsibility to serve all the citizens of the
Commonwealth. The gentrification of
higher education must be halted by easing
the students' increasing financial burden.

EDITORIAL

Textbooks for introductory and core
requirement courses should be bought by
the University and kept on reserve at the
library. Last year $1.3 million was spent on
library materials. This year library officials

project $1.5 million will be spent. Although
we recognize the difficulties presented by
inflation and budget cuts, the library must
re-direct a portion of their funds to

purchase the necessary tools of education:

textbooks.

Education is being moved out of the
reach of the lower and middle classes. The
library services department has the ability

to take an important step in reversing this

trend by purchasing and placing on reserve

texts for popular courses. Saving the

students the price of one book a semester
would justify this action.

Unsigned editorials represent the opinions

of the majority of the Collegian Board of
Editors. Opposing views are welcome.
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Letters

Get them off the bench!

To the Editor:

As a senior, I have read about many injustices in the
pages of the Collegian. This year, however, I have come
across one such injustice that not many people are aware
of.

I have been a fan of the men's basketball team since my
freshman year (not an easy thing to be!) I have seen the
team progress from a poor one to a much improved but
still under-average club. It has been great going to games
at the Cage this year. The place is packed and a hell of a lot
of fun to be in. However, as the season has rambled on,
one aspect of the team has been overlooked by the Col-
legian, the fans, and especially the coaching staff.

A majority of our players have been with this team when
nobody cared about them. These players had to put up
with many personnel changes, team dissent, and a student
body that for the most part was just not interested. As the
team has progressed this year, these players have been
forgotten.

This improvement has been a welcome change at the
Cage. However, four more wins than last year is certainly
no justification for Coach McLaughlin to totally disregard
a bunch of good guys who practice hard for him day in and
day out and have nothing more to show for it than a bunch
of sore butts.

This Thursday, Feb. 25, is the last home game of the
year for the Minutemen. For at least two players, it will be
their last game in front of the home fans. I hope the Cage
is packed that night. I hope we beat Rhode Island too. But
most importantly, I hope Coach McLaughlin and his staff
show some class, something they have failed to do all year,
and play these guys so that we, the fans, can show them
the appreciation that they deserve.

Jim Daddona
Amherst

look deeper into the unemployment statistics we find that
close to 45 percent of black teenagers are unable to find
work. Which means that almost half a generation of peo-
ple are being destroyed because one man, aided by other
ideologues and yes men, refuses to act in the best interest
of the nation and humanity.

David Lanciano
Central

Editor's note- Readers are encouraged to suhmit editorial
columns. Submissions must be Ufell written, clear and con-
cise. Please ti/pe triple spaced with 67 characters per Line.
Columns should not be an advertisement for any par-
ticular organization, but should instead focuti on an issue.

The average column length is 60 lines. For more informa-
tion, contact Kathleen Howley, Executive Editor, during
the late afternoon at the Collegian.

Stand up and be counted

To the Editor:

UMass education is declining at a rapid rate. The only
way we can stop this decline is to express ourselves vocally
— Let everyone k^ow that we will no longer settle for a se-
cond rate education.

I believe that the time has come for us to stand up and be
counted. We are a student body of 20,000 plus - let us
stand together and be counted — the powers that be will

have no choice but to listen to 20,000 voters.

Stuart Rosenthal
Randolph

Appreciation takes effort

Serious issues are ignored "^^ *»>« Editor:

To the Editor:

I would like to reply to the editorial entitled "Avoiding
academia" (Feb. 19) by Mary Beth Hebert.

I believe this editorial is a fine example of what has hap-
pened to the English language. It appears to me that the
language has become a pile of garbage. I have never heard
such narcisstic, .self indulgent wanderings in all my life.

Furthermore, I would like to openly challenge the in-

telligence of this particular writer and others like her, who
continually believe that somehow these "little" things on
their mind have any significance or meaning to the rest of
the worid. The Collegian must be very "hard up" if it finds
it necessary to fill its pages with this kind of writing.

I believe Ms. Hebert should begin to open her eyes, look,

read, and somehow use her mind for more important pur-

poses. A topic that might interest her slightly is the situa-

tion in Central America, particularly El Salvador.

Presently, the United States of America is aiding, train-

ing, and actually directing a land and air war against the

peasants of El Salvador.

On the home front, President Reagan continues to smile
while 9 percent of the population is out of work. And if we

This is to protest Kris Gibson's attack on Richard
Nonas' exhibit at the University Gallery ("What? You call
this junk art?"). I was surprised to see such closed-minded
thinking in a supposedly open university. The writer seem-
ed so eager to condemn something new and different that
she didn't make a real effort to approach the exhibit with
an open mind.

Richard Nonas' installation is not just a group of "things
on display," it is a total experience where the artist has en-
couraged the visitor to the gallery to see their environ-
ment differently. Anyone who takes a little time to let the
various objects work as a whole will see that the show is

not an "exercise in futility." Pieces of "junk" on the floor

and walls — photographs, writing, drawings and long
linear elements of steel and wood — all work together to
create a feeling of rhythm, tension and release, echoed in
the drawings and graffiti-type writing ("(Jet Out/Come
Back").

I'm not saying that everyone should accept or even like

this exhibit just because it is in an art gallery, but it takes a
little mental effort and creative thinking to appreciate
anything that is new and unusual.

Garin Bmmoii
NorthaaiptiNi
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Arts
Airlift does REO Speedwagon
imitation at the Blue Wall
BERLIN AIRLIFT
Blue Wall
Saturday. Feb. 20

By DANNY GUIDERA, TOM FAISON
and JOHN BROBST
Collegian Staff

To say thai Berlin Airlift was a dissap-

pointment is like saying Watergate was
just a minor, third-rate burglary. With a
name like Berlin Airlift you'd expect some
sassy stuff that would keep you interested

if not entertained. But no! Berlin Airlift

stuck to the same tired formula used by
REO Speedwagon and Styx.

The members of Berlin are probably
(hopefully?) Phillip Glass fans. Glass is an
avant-g^de composer who uses repetition

artistically. Repetition is prevelant in

Berlin's set. Berlin is like Muzak at the

Hampshire Mall — the same thing over and
over and over. But it's not as bad as it

sounds. It's worse. Not only does each song
sound like the one before, but by the end of

the night you could rest assured the next
song would follow suit.

Singer Rick KirschneH"f looks like Joey
Ramone, but all favorable comparison ends
there. He hopped around like a man with a
bladder infection singing dof)ey, sappy,

I-am-an-artist-so-appreciate-me garbage
that didn't come close to earning the $2
cover charge.

A good portion of the audience seemed to

like Mr. Kirschnerff & Co. Why? Who
knows. Maybe they were secretly laughing
at his awful stage presence, the worst since

Billy Squire screamed "Springfield!!!!!"

twenty times a minute in the Civic Center a
few months ago. But if the crowd liked

Rick Kirschnerff, alias Rick Berlin, alias the lead singer for Berlin
Airlift landed in the Bluewall Saturday night.

him, Kirschnerff must have something
Twenty thousand F'renchmen couldn't

have been wrong at Waterloo.

The worst crime of the night was Berlin's

indiscriminate interruption of the juke box
with their syruppy brand of pop-puke. They
gleefully aborted "Bom To Run" and
"Every Little Thing She Does Is Magic."

Why couldn't they have interrupted
"Hooked On Classics" and those heinous
disco tunes the juke box insisted on play-

ing?

It's too bad that the Effects, a local band
that opened the night with an entertaining
set of oldies, newies and originals, had to

play before Berlin.

Jerry Lawson, lead singer and inspirational
force of the Persuasions stirs the crowd with a
rendition of "Red Bandana."

Kanar proved to be

Mareeau's match
By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian Staff

Zwi Kanar may be the le*st known mime in America. At
least Vvv never heard of him before. To me, the word mime
has a' ways been synonymous with Marcel Marceau. He
alone was the quintessential mime figure. But judging
from what happened Thursday night in Herter
Auditorium, maybe I've been a bit impetuous. Kanar was
— well — nothing short of magnificent. And the crowd of

75 or so adored him.

Clad in unremarkable black tights and leotard, Kanar
kept his costumes simple and relied only on the change of a
hat or a pair of gloves with each new piece. He sported
non»' of the traditional white grease paint that one expects
from the face of a mime. The result was surprising; a less
ibslract and more human face to the audience. It improved
rather than detracted from his performance.

The program of ten pieces ranged from the slapstick to
the more serious and deeply emotive. No matter how
varied the themes, the quality, remained consistently
excellent. The illusions created by Kanar were always
sho« kingly perfect whether the subject was from the
aniir.iil kingdom as in "Aquarium," or the magic kingdom
as in The Clown and the Pall." Kanar revealed an uncanny
ade^i! fiess at portraying fi male chaia.-t.is. His knowledj^c
of the iLiricacies of feminine gesture and expression was
ruly . M.junding. His "Striptease," complete with .';lea/v

jar^Kiound music, was slartiingly provocative, and quite
lilanous. 'Remembrances of Charlie Chaplin" had the
ii.slin* i feeling of being one of Kanar's more famous pieces,
lis knowledge and mastery of his subject was obviou: .

omplete with threadbare bowler and rickety cane. K;..',.ii

eten -) .loout the stage l'* t»-ue Chaplin fashion.

Born in Poland, Kanar was dep<}rted as a small child to

iuch< ! 'd, a Nazi concentration camp. Upon his release,

he sp« me in Israel where he was later to join the

The Persuasions throw a
20th anniversary party
THE PERSUASIONS
Hangar One, Hadley
Friday, Feb. 19

By JAKE GARRELS
Collegian (correspondent

Celebrating their twentieth anniversary since meeting
on a Brooklyn basketball court, the Persuasions showed
once again why soul fans consider them living legends.
Even those not familiar with the famed kings of acapella

were moved by the ecstatic energy generated by the
quartet. Indeed, as they burst out of the dressing room and
wove their way through a packed dance floor, the Per
suasions owned the audience from their opening number
"Elvira," to their frenzied closing, which had everyone in

the house boogeying to "In The Still Of The Night."

The Persuasions continue to have overwhelming appeal,
perhaps because of the genuine feeling so evident in all

their performances. This honesty, more than technical
perfection, is their main attraction.

Zwi Kanar performed his mime at Herter
Auditorium on Feb. 18. Kanar was born in Poland
and Btuditid under Marceau.
I'sraeli Na'/y. His inter '3t in mime was piqued hy a perfor-
mance of Marcel Marceau's he atunded in Europe.
Marttau would eventually become his teacher. Kamar has
spent the last two years as an Artist-in-Residence at Nor-
theastern University. His p-'ri-.rmance at IJMass was
sponsored by Hillel.

iH-.pile [he poor lighting (an overhead projector
provided most of the stage illumination) ar.d .: woefully
inadequate stage, Zwi Kanar furnished one of lh<' more
enjoyable times I've spent in a hall usually as.socialed wi<h
ovenrowded lectures. I'm anxious t . see how Marcel
Marceau's performance this .March will compare.

As lead singer and spokesman Jerry Lawson put it, "We
ain't never gonna sing nothing we don't feel."

Often confused with the well-known Mexican vacation
paradise, acapella is aptly described by Lawson as "when
you ain't got no band." Originating among the early slaves
and developing further in gospel choirs, it remains an
important link with the cultural past of the Black ex-
perience in America. This was apparent not only in

traditional songs "Working On The Chain Gang," and
"Praisin' The Lord" but also in their renditions of old pop
standards, "She Was Only Sixteen," "Sand In My Shoe,"
and the especially beautiful "Seems Like It's Raining AU
Over The World, " which saw the Persuasions leave the
stage and inspire the audience to sing along.

Currently based in Brooklyn, the Persuasions are
leadsinger Jerry Lawson (Florida), tenor J. Otis
Washington (Detroit), basso profundo Jimmy Hayes
(Hopewell, Virginia), and baritone Toubo Rhoad
(Brooklyn, South Carolina). They are on the New England
leg of the promotional tour for their latest album. Good
News.

Ex-comedy team
makes good music
THE INCREDIBLE CASUALS
Hanger One, Hadley
Thursday, Feb. 18

By PHILLIP PLANTE
Collegian Correspondent

What the Incredible Casuals do is what most rock and
roll bands try or would like to do.

Your average, mediocre band will either try to impress
you with machoism. (like Van Halen and Co.), cash in on
the latest rock genre (new wave?), or literally rip off
another band (clone bands?).

It's a rare thing - a band that relies on talent rather
than pretense. The Casuals' music, a kind of early sixties-
infected rock, tries nothing that hasn't been done before.
They just do it better.

'Are Your Mod?" and "Would You Believe I Have A
Cold?" exemplify their rhythmic proficiency which
originates with Vince Valium's drumming. Valium's ability
to change rhythm in mid song easily while keeping the
beat makes their music fun and interesting.

"Let's Go," a surfm' tune complete with a soundtrack of
waves crashing was especially fme, not hokey or com-
ballish as you might expect.

The Casuals certainly have a lot of guts to remake a great
tune like % Tears" (remember ? and the Mysterians) and
a lot of ability to make it sound half wav decent - even
good.

Ongmally a comedy team with bass plaver Chandler
Iravis .,nd guitari.st Steve Shook, (he
man. ;;Mr,,'d the entertainment

Casuals have
of their stagea.sp'x-i _.. .

i he crowd at the Hangar w .is really jumpin"

iJt'

. lihk' C- 's' name may sound pretentious.
'•- 'ouled, ; a- music isn't.

Collegian 9

OPEN 24 HOURS
Monday 7 a.m. through Saturday 12 midnight
Prices effective Sun

. Feb. 2 1 thru Sat , Feb. 27 1982West Mass.. Mon.. Feb. 22 thru Sat.. Feb. 27 1982Pnces effective W. Mass.. Vernon & Enfield only

WhenyouadditaUup:
^i^^ — ^ -* ^ ^ i^^ Savings on Manufacturer'sDoubleCoupons

Save
. These

Details
in Store.

This is our only

k. advertisement
of the week.

.^t^
U

OOUBL£
,

COUPONS1 VAi i-Olv
fS/'^AC/

i?luS

Stop & Shop coupons
for 3 PR£E items
Another great way to save money!

Over 125 specials
in these 3 pages
to save you dollars at the checkouts!

Everyday low prices
& hundreds ofwarehouse values in store!

Shopping with us is
worth more to you.

Great go-togethers with

tender steak...

Sizzle cxjr special sirloin

and crown if with buttered
mushroom caps or sauteed

onions They're
on sale, too'

Fresh off the boats for nutritious
^9»?'

G

Natural'

mm
Fresh
Mush'
rooms
12 Ounce
Package

Fresh Yellow
Onions * Pick Yotir Own'

Ibs^
for

Lenten meals!

When the boats docK Sam
Cocchiaro. our Fish Buyer, is

there to inspect the catch
He looks for the freshest He
haggles tor the best price

And when the sale is completed, Sam's people
clean, dress and fillet everything, and rush it to our

stores Working t)ehind the shelves', they make
sure fresh is realty fresh at Stop & Shop

FUletsof
Fresh

9 •

• •

Honest values
are what we're all about

We guarantee you'll enjoy
it or your money back!

'0 m Stop A Shop Gr^at Beef is

USDA Choice Grade
tender, luicy

delicious

every timt?'

/
USDA
CHOICE

• 11

Cod
Broa
bake
or
Iry.

BeefLoin

Sirloin
Steak

USDA Choice
Without

Tenderloin

Saute in butter or

margarine Delicious

with steak or b(jrgers

Fresh FiUet of

Pollock
FreshFiUetof A!
Flounder ib^

69 Boneless Top
Sirloin SteaK
USDA Choice
Beef Lx)in

STOP & SHOP DAIRY COUPON A-1

} Kifoni One 6 Ounce Cup

Hood Nuionn
marg>a

I^^SI Yogurt Flavors
^ ^^ I I

1^^^^^^^^^^^ '•^ Q B With this coupon and a S7 50 purchase Limd one per

With Ihrs cooron and a S7 50 purchase Limit rv,,- nor cuslon*. Mtl^9 I | GoodFebruary ?1 thnj February 27 15»82

Good February ?t thr\irebruar>?7 19fl? 9ar%^ ^ -

Assorted
Flavors

STOP*

^^^HDOUKfS

iP4 SHOP DAIRY COUPON '^ ' C

I

I

STOP & SHOP GROCERY COUPON A-.l

Q

One Pound Pkg , Quarters

Land O Lakes
Margarine |

CUStor^er

...-...^i

One 1 6 Ounce Package

KeeMer Zesta

Safltines
Wilh this ..oupKjn amf -i S^ ix) purfiwise t rm.I oi- 3N. customei
GiK'd f Ptru.iry 21 If"'.' ' --b'u.irv '<'

' ' '"^ iS^^f

Turn thispageformore Stop Sl Shop Specials!
,'••»••«•*••*« « a ir^ • 1 . .v«f* «'W** «••,tf<^«v*•vv, '»•-•«•.».«.' • «•••»•• k * * t. * *
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FRESH IN OUR DAIRY DEPT.

TVOpicaiMI 100% Pure. Half GalkMi Carton *fl AQ
Orange Juice J.
Great Shape HallGalkmCarton ^^0^t
l%Low FatMjlko9
Calabro Whole Milk 2 lb Cup ^%0&
Ricotta Cheese ^bT
Light N' Lively or Sealtest sman curo ^ oa
^^ MM . --1, M 24 02 Cup ^W9
Cottage Cheese J.
Breakstone's Sour Cream 89*

Temp- tee Cream Cheese 99*

Breakstone's Dips 69*
Whow? Of Part SHim i fi PHg

Calabro Mozarella 2.49
Cracker Barrel Cheese 1 .69
* Ounce Package Alouelle Cheese

Garlic & Herb or Mild Blue 1.19
1 It Package exile's

Land O Lakes Margarine 59*

Save 25* A-2

WITH -mes STOP & shop dairycoupon

Canadian Cheddar
Stop & Shop Prand Imported Sharp
Cheddar or Muenster Bar. Chunk or Sliced

Random weight packages ^^—.m
l-im*1 p«co«tomw GoodFeto 21 27 1982 y'ftj

1 11

SAVE ON MORTON FOODS

rrr^ Morton
^ Pot Pies

Chicken, Beef or
Turkey. Frozen

3802$ %
Morton Frozen Package

Macaroni & Cheese, 20 oz 99*
9' Cmnce PacKjye (-roip'i

Morton Honey Buns 79*
Morton 10 Ouncf Package Fro/pn

Mini or Jelly Doputs 89*

COUNTON BIRDSEYEQUALnT

Birds Eye
CoolWhip
Non-Dawy P^^^C
Topping. 8 Oz ^M^B
Cont Frozen ^ ^^
Birds Eye Chiipped
Broccoli

^^i!^\ Birds Eye

y^f-j^Orange Plus
^4Kf^Sj^ J^^ ^ 2 Ou"ce Can^ ^ -^-^

<5 ^P^ Frozen Concentrate ^1119
V f'XfT For Grange
^ir^ Bfeakfasf Dnnk ^b

Birds Eye 9 or pke

Whole Green Beans 79*
'OOz F^g Frozen B"asEy»>Ffenc^Bfdn!,»*1tl^Mushr^»lrT^S'<

FrenchBeanswithAlmonds 89*
lOOiPkg Frozen Birds Eye Vegetables Asst d Vanelies

Blue Ribbon Combinations 89*
10 OL»Tce Package Frozen

-«»«»

Birds Eye Strawberries 89*
1 2 Ounce Can Frozen

Birds Eye Awake . 69*
BirtJsEye 16 0unc3ePkg Frozen

Farm Style Potato Wedges 69*
Birds E»'e9 Ounce Pkg Fiozeo

Creamed Spinach 79*
B»cls Eye 1 Ounce PVg Frozen

Peas and Pearl Onions 89*
B"as EyP 9 O? Pkq Frozen

Baby Broccoli Spears 79*
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Savedollarsat
ilfalee y€nMr shopping Ustfiom

>

'<l

rv*

'

Fresh Florida
Strawberries
F^

•^.•>:
Treat yourself to luscious
Strawberry shortcake' Save
on the cake and the cream
too

! The/re on special

!

STOP* SHOP

Dessert e count

STOP 8 'TJHOt' UVRGF ' 4 OZ PKG

Featherlite
Sponge CakeShells ^°^^« 79

Extra Large Fresh

7 OUNCE AEHOSOL CAN

129 Hood Instant QQ<
Whipped Cream %7v7

iS'XiraLaw Fresh mM $^
NavelOranges ""

O^'^'^X
•* w^*PickYour Own" Select Size u & no i ^^^^Idaho Potatoes :^}}°'.^^:. ibt3S9

ftave

CORNER
DELI

LandO LakesAmerican

Cheese
stop ft Shop Lean and Flavorful ^^
DomesticHam ib2e29

Available at stores with service delis

229
lb

Not responsible for typograpbical errors.

TASIYENTREESFORDIEHSHS

i<;^ StQuffer'8 Lean Cuisine
tr^^ncujsine ! I Spaghetti

Sloutter s LeanCuisme 8 > Oz PHg Frozen

Glazed Chicken 2.59
SltxjWer s Lean CLiisme ' ? ' . Oz Pkq Frozen

Chicken & Vegetable 1 .99
StouttersLeanCijisne lOOz PVq Frozen

Meatball Stew 1.79

Or Chicken Chow i

Mein, 1 1 Ounce
Package, Frozen

MORE FREEZER FAVORITES

Tropicana

Orange Juice
f 29Frozen Concentrate

Makes a half gallon 1 6 oz
of juice Can

Howard Johnson's
Macaroni and

Assoned Varieties and Wetqhts Frozen Ptig

Weight Watchers® Entrees 1 .69
)2 0zfV.-j fio/ei' Absorled V.wieties

Freezer Queen Entrees 1 .79
f ree/w Oi iw-n ^ nlrc«- \2 Oz PVq Frozen

Sliced Beef and Gravy 2.69

lOOzPkg Frozen 79
Mc Cain 2 Pound

French FHes

Bagels
Former

Frozen
Ram, Sesame, or ^ \^ o^

Cinnamon/Raisin ^9 55

Crinkle Cut
32 Ounce Pkg
Frozen 99

Peeled and Devined 'OOzPVy Ffo/en

Treasure Isle Shrimp 4.99
Treasure Isle Frozen

Shrimp Mates, 1 6 oz pkg. 3.29
Treasure iMe F»o/f.ri ifiO/rty

Rik- Sha Fantail Shrimp 4.99
,ir\ f\ t. 9 O/ PV(j F ro?en

Haddock in Lemon Butter 1 .79
'joflon s 12 Oz PVg Frozen

Potato Crisp Fish Fillets 1 .89
Gorton s ? Oz F*g Frozen

Crunchy Fish Fillets 1 .29
1

1 Oz Package ^joirjen Delight

Roman Meal Waffles 69*

AuntJemima
WafiDes

Apple & Cinnamon,
Buttermilk, Blueberry
or Original lOOzPkg
Frozen 69
^k^ International

Vegetables
.
Assorted Varieties

\
1 6 Oz Package
Frozen 99

Light n' Lhrely
Yogurt O <»

1Assorted Flavors

8 Ounce Cup

On Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst line
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ourcheckotUs
the spedaJs tm these pages.

Boneless Beef
Chuck
Roast

Lean and juicy

The perfect cut
for a hearty pot
roast dinner!

USDA
CHOICE

Boneless BeefChuck Steak 9!:? ^ ibl.99

99Whole Chicken
Breast "''^''^:.

ib^

**White Gem'* Chicken Legs .b69

Fresh Pork ^O^
Shoulder ^'^^

; */ 5J
Fresh Pork Spare Ribs n>1.49

E^xtraMild stop & shop ^^^^<f

stop&Shop Meat Bologna n^^g 99
99

Prices effective Feb. 21 -27, Feb. 22-27, W. Mass. We reserve ttie right to limit quantities.

VALrUESFORMEATLESSMEALS

Taste O' Sea
lam Platter

FAMOUSSARA LEEGOODIES
::^'"v-T Yy-rr

6 Ounce
Package
Frozen 99

7 c>jnc:e Package Frozen

TasteO' SeaFriedClams 1 .29
Taste O Sea Frozen

Fishcakes 2^°i99*
16 Ojnte Package Frozen _ _

Taste O' Sea Cod Fillets 1 .69

SSUce

stop & Shop
24 Ounce
Pkg Frozen 199

—wv--^

offeeRing

1.69

9'/? Oz Pkg.
'Almond, Bluetjerry, Maple

Crunch or Rasptterry, Frozen

16 Oz Pkg Frozen ApDte Walnut CaKe or 19 Oz

Sara Lee Carrot Cake
Sara Lee 16 Oz Pkg Frozen ^^ ^\f\
Family Pound Cake 2.09
Sara Lee 22 Ounce PVg Frozen ***%
Coconut Layer Cake 2.39

r/v.-Ck^ano^^^ Celentano

"'"°'lDheese RavioU
13 Ounce
Package
Frozen

Seabrook International

n@>
i^'^*f

•vtcrrAiUJ^t-y ^ J- y

Vegetables

89°Roman Far Easterr

Sicilian. Parisian

or Tahitian 1 6 Oz
Package Frozen

^
Keebler Zesta
Saltinesf!^^%<^
Regular or Unsalted

16 Ounce Package 59

greyer's All Natural

Ice Cream
Assorted Ravors ^ QQ
Half Gallon "
Carton

1'

Bridgeford

Bread Do
3 Pound Pkg.
of 3 Loaves
Frozen

Chicken Salsbmy SleaK TurVey of Veal Parmagan Frozen

Banquet Dinners, 1 1 0z Pkg 79*
32 Ounce Package Frozen

^\,^\,

Banquet Fried Chicken 2.99
Tree Top Frozen Concentrate Can

Pear-Apple Cider, 1 6 Oz 99*
7 Oz Pkg Frozen Pizza Without Meal Of ^^^k.

Celeste Cheese Pizza 1.09
Qfe Ida Frozen Package - ^^n
Shoestring Potatoes, 400z 1 .59
8'. Ource Package Frozen m^^^
Dressels Party Puffs 1 .29
Ceiantano. 16 ounce package ^^

Stuffed Shells Z39

iColje^ian

FRESH BAKED TREATS
»aJier\' Treats Avail, bed Tues in W Mass ^.o^

Stop ft ShopSfiopa anop ir> oz Pk«. of lo i^
^

HotCrossBuns X
Hostess, 8 pk. 18 ozPkft ^38
Suzy g*s Cakes L

Stop* Shoe 19 Oz Pkg oil."Assorted • />/%
Kitchen Cupboard Donuts 1 -39
l2 0zPkg 0I6 Sl( mi srvirLmn.ir'Kin R. IIS." HiHf f Livoi ui

Flavored English Muffins'^;':r''69*
UrislKfd '4 0.- Li>.ll

Fantini Italian Bread 2<J^
ia> wrxile Wh.Miai Muni-v WNMfBwtlo TtHj I60z Lo,il

stop & Shop Variety Bread 69*
IT N.itur .11 Health 1BC)zL*ii

HEALTH& BEAUTYBUYS

8.2ozTubeToothpaste ^<
Aqua-Fresh 1.

Adult Size Sot or Medkim

Reach Toothbrush 99*
Regijj.v (X Mint W,tvH\K>f U'iw.i«t-*(.j

J & J Dental Floss, 50 yds 79*
'0 Oz Bottle Lotion Reg HertMl Of Extra SUength

Vaseline Intensive Care 99*
P.ickage ol 1 ;o

Q- Tips Cotton Swabs 99*
leOzBIl Reg Dry Ol^ o» Extra Body

Clairol Condition Shampoo 1 .29
Clanol leOzBtl Extra Body Balsam o( E «lra Ptotem

Condition II Conditioner 1 .29

29

Frozen ^M
|

Haddock Fillets li

LENTEN SEAFOOD SPECIALS

69
.lb

To Bake, Broil or Fry. Frozen
Frozen

Pier 12 Cod Steak
stop* Shop 16 0z Pkq Frozen

Cooked Fish Cakes
stop* Sh.jp to Oz P\^i} Frozen

Cooked Fish- Nics
Slop* Shop B.idM Dipped Frozen

Fish & Chips, 16ozpkg
.JO 0^ F amity Size Pkg Frozen

Matlaws Stuffed Clams
Stop S Shop Salad Size Frozi>n Pkg

Cooked Shrimp, 16 oz

w

»1.89

89*

1.09

1.39

1.99

3.89

STOCKYOURFREEZER

Ore Ida Shoestring ^

Potatoes
'

\ 20 Ounce ^F%^^^20 Ounce
Bag
Frozen 89

ik^J VandeKamp's
'^ Fish Sticks

Battered Dipped
1 4 Ounce Pkg

Frozen 179

Rich's

Coffee Rich

6932 Ounce
Carton
Frozen

1 2 Ounce Can Frozen

TreeSweet Orange Juice 1 .09
1 Qjnce Package Frozen

OreldaCrispers 59*
13 ''J Oz PVg Frozer Combination

La Pizzeria Pizza 1.49
16 CXjnce Package Frozen

Van de Kamp's Fish Kabobsl .99
Pilal, Verdi a Medtey lOOz PVg Frozen

Green Giant Rice Originals 89*
Nibtets Com Sweet Peas Leaf Spinach m But1e« Sauce

Green Giant Vegetables '"-?' 89*
6 1> Pkg o» 5 Loaves, Frozen

Rich's Bread Dough 1.59
8 Oz Pkg Frozen Bavarian Cream Puffs or

Rich's Chocolate Eclairs 1.19
Oregon Fams 1 Oz Pkg r,- ^.jen Yellow Cupcakes or

Blueberry Crumb Cake 1 .69

On Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst line
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Hypercurricula. .

.

Monday, Feb. 22
:•::•:•>::

MEDITATION INSTRUCTION - Create
an interna] space free from the stresses of
everyday life. Increase your connections
with friends, society, the universe. A
FREE instruction/support group.
Hasbrouck 106 beginning Monday Feb. 22
at 7 p.m. A service of Ananda Marga. 549
6059.

OHAG: ORCHARD HILL AREA
GOVERNMENT - All residents of
Orchard Hill are invited to the Orchard HiJI

Area Govt, meeting tonight at 10 p.m. in

Dickinson Main Lounge. Bring ideas, and a
friend. Call 546 6586.

OUTING CLUB MEETING - Tonight!
Weekend trips will be announced, and there
wiJI be a special presentation on "The
Riverine Environment." New members
encouraged. Join us for some fun. A great
way to start the week. C.C. room 162 175 7
p.m.

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL BANQUET
— A reception, banquet and speaker to
benefit the social service programs sup
ported by UJA. CC 10th floor Mon.. Feb.
22, 5:30 reception. 6:00 dinner.

HUNGER TASK FORCE MEETING -
Monday. Feb. 22 at 4:30 in room 428 SUB.
Includes update on OX FAM America
activities. Help us help the hungry to help
themselves.

REAL MAJORITY MEETING - The Real
Majority will be meeting every Monday
night at 7:00 p.m. starting tonight.
Semester plans and opportunities for in

volvement will be discussed. All interested
people are welcome and encouraged to
attend. CC room 176.

ECUM MEETING - Ecumenical Council of
UMass. UCF. 428 Student Union. Mon.
Feb. 22 2:;«) 3:45 p.m.

UMASS- HUNGER TASK FORCE
MEETING — Study group and meeting
open to anyone willing to help and share
ideas about solving the problems of world
hunger. 428 Student Union, Mon., Feb. 22
4 5:30 p.m.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING -
Study, planning, and action toward
disarmament. All are welcome to attend or
stop at concourse table for information.
Campus Center 165 169 Mon., Feb. 22 7:00
p.m.

Tuesday, Feb. 23

NORA EPHRON SCRIBBLE, SCRIBBLE
- ON THE MEDIA - DVP presents a
lecture by Nora Ephron, author of Scrtftfcfe,

Scribble and Crazy Salad, on the media.
The event is free to all UMass students.
Room 163 Campus Center Tues., Feb. 23
8:00 p.m.

BIKE CLUB MEETING - A general
meeting with new comers welcome. 901 CC
Tues..Feb. 23. 7:30 p.m.

5 COLLEGE PEACEMAKERS - All are
welcome to combine resources with other
peacemakers for study, planning and action
toward disarmament. CC 902 Tues Feb .

23.7:30 p.m.

NORTHEAST AREA GOVERNMENT
HOLDS MANDATORY MEETING -
Northeast Area Government will hold their
first official mandatory meeting of the
semester February 23rd at 6:30 in Thatcher
Dormatory l^iunge. Plans for this semester
will be discussed. All dorm representatives
must attend. For more information contact
Penny Holmes at 6-4698 or Bryna Davidow
at 6 4872.

FOOD SCIENCE CLUB MEETING - All

V^®®®®^®®®®®^«®®®S8®888S@8388888&JS8S8888S88»i5g^JSSaS&SSSesessJe

Have you ever wanted to organize a Film Series'?
Maybe Music or Dance Concerts?How about Student Representation?

The Off-Campus Student
Area Government Office
has vacancies in the

Commuter Assembly Board.
The Commuter Assembly is the policy board for theCommuter Office. They develop many student pro-grams and represent the interest of over 7000

II students. Pick up nomination papers NOW!
404 Student Union Building

5452145
Deadline February 23

SENIORS:
You belong in the

yearbook.
You earned it!

majors and those interested in food science
invited to attend to plan semester events.
227 Chenoweth. 7 p.m., Tues.. Feb. 23,

STUDENT MEETING - UPC Productions
general meeting. 101 CC. Feb. 23 at 6:30
p.m.

UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB
PHONATHON - The annual SBA
phonathon will be held tonight. All
Undergraduate Business Club members
should attend and help out by calling for
pledge money. Free beer, munchies and
light supper will be provided. Memorial
Hall. Tues.. Feb. 23. 6 10 p.m.

INFORMATION MEETING: 1982
SUMMER PHOTOGRAPHY SEMINAR IN
FRANCE - The Director and former
students of the UMass Summer Seminar in
Photo Criticism invite aU interested
photographers, art history and art studio
students to an informal information
meeting Feb. 23 at 7:15 p.m.. 319 Bartlett
Hall.

Wednesday, Feb.24

UNION VIDEO CENTER GENERAL
MEETING & PROGRAM 7 p.m. meeting
to elect officers 7:30 p.m. Program: Salute
to Black History Month - video tapes of Max
Roach. Maya Angelou, Third World
Theater Series. Program open to the
public. Cape Cod Lounge, 7 p.m., Thurs.
P>b25.

AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY CORP
PRESENTATION Audio-visual
presenUtion by Henri Claudio - recruiter,
who will be interviewing at UMass on 3-15
and 3-16 for sales and management
positions. Presented by the management
club and the Marketing Club, S.B.A. Rm
109. Thurs., Feb. 25, 4:00 p.m.

CHUG IVRI - A lunch hour of Hebrew
conservation, to keep your Hebrew in
shape. Dukes Room, SU 310. Thurs., Feb.
25. 12-1. .

COMMUNITY SERVICE CLUB
MEETING Alice Smith from Placement
Service will be speaking on resume writing,
placement process and job opportunity. CC
Rm 905. Thurs. Feb 25. 4:00 p.m.

SPECTRUM ART STAFF MEETING -
New members welcome. Questions?
Conflicts? Call Michele at 549 6582. CC 104.
Wed.. Feb. 24 at 7 p.m.

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS
STUDENT CHAPTER MEETING - Dr.
Joseph Larson of the Dept. of Forestry and
Wildlife Management will give a presen-
tation on Mt. St. Helenes Wed.. Feb. 24 at
7:30 p.m. in 305 Holdsworth HaU.

Thursday, Feb. 25

NEW YORK TRIP Mgt. Club sponsors
tours through NYSE and Fed. Res. Bank
Spaces still available call Rich 546 4718
Trip date 2 26-82. Call now to sign up. SBA
Lobby, Feb. 26.

THE LAST GREAT AMERICANS -

Writers, actors, and crew needed for
student comedy show. AU ideas and people
interested in participating should come to
the meeting. A rare and unique experience
in video production. CC Rm 902, Feb 25
Thurs. 6:00 p.m.

COMMUNITY SERVICE CLUB The
Community Service Club will be holding a
meeting with Ms. Alice Smith from
University Placement office. She wUI
discuss resumes, job placement, in
terviewing ... Please plan to attend Thurs.
Feb. 25 Rm. 905 CC. 4:00-6:00.

SUMMER PROGRAM IN SPAIN IN-
FORMATIONAL MEETING - AU those
mterested in studying in Salamanca. Spain
during the month of July are invited to
attend an informational meeting with the
Director and former program students.
Herter Hall. Third Floor Lounge. Thurs
Feb. 25, 7:30 p.m.

ATTENTION FOOTBALL FANS
DON'T DESPAIR

fi

THE FOOTBALL SEASON IS JUST KICKING'OfF AT

THE DLUEWALL
ON MONDAY, FEDf\UAf\Y 22ND ITS

SUPER MEMORIES OF THE SUPER OOWL
FIXOM THE NFL
FILM LIDf\Ar\Y

EXPERIENCE THE MOST MEMOfUOLE
MOMENTS OF 1 6 SUPER BOWLS —
THE Df\AMA AND EXCITEMENT OF

AMERICAS PREMIER SPORTING EVENT.

MOVIE KICKOFF: 9:00 10:30 PM
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffc

UNDER THE INFLUENCE By M. Joyce

TviAt

'

ACROSS 50 Island Cham off 13 fin

1 Potpourri New Guinea 21 Facility

ingredient 51 Eye problem 22 Up to the
6 Cereal 52 Playroom items time when
10 Poet Alexander 57 Purchase 25 Judges seats
14 Stem consideration 26 Modern design
15 Noble of the East 58 Fatigue movement
16 podrida 59 Religion of Allah 27 Separate
17 Lots 61 Aware (of) 28 Silver is one
18 Italian resort 62 Geraint s wife • 29 Kind
19 • Abby 63 Signs of sorrow 30 S Asia republic

20 Old fastiloned 64 Boxing champion 31 Run for office
23 Pond denizen Max 34 Intensifying
24 Smooth, 65 Units for 36 Went off on a

phonetically 29 Across tangent
25 Members of a 66 Fert)er and others 38 Legendary baby

crew carrier
28 Former command DOWN 43 — perpetua:
29 USO fans 1 O.T book Idaho motto
32 One who imitates ? Design, using 47 Hang around
33 Esau s country acid 49 Ingredient of

35 Name tag, for 3 Tenderfoot sulfuric acid
short 4 Slits 50 Broadway figure

37 Parts of 5 Something to t>e 51 Garden edifices
cathedrals learned 52 Author Jaffe

39 Before 6 Caesar, for one 53 Prefix meaning
40 Girl of song 7 "I seventh bone
41 Reach a peak heaven 54 one s teeth
42 Helot 8 Agents 55 Ardor, French
44 Show pleasure 9 Investigations style
45 Type of ship 10 Hodge 56 Poet Teasdale

Abbr 11 First name in 57 Swan
46 Leather bottle fashion 60 Authors

of old 12 Word with horse treasures,
48 Bed covering or by for short

ROD BONES By Gregg Canavan
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THE UMASS ZONE by Mark Rollins ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE WEATHER
Today, considerably

cloud}'. Chance of ligiiL rain

or snow flurries. Tem-
;peratures falling from low
40s to mid liOs throughout
the day. F'air and colder

tonight. Lows in 20s
inland, teens around coast.

DC MENU

How Fit ore You?

Collegian Arts Department
Staff Meeting

Those interested in writing for the Col-
legian Arts Department are encouraged to
come.
Campus Center Rm. 803 6:00 p.m. Tonight

[The Fitness Testing Center
W#lcom*s you to on

OPEN HOUSE
located in the umass health center <

February 25, 1982

7:00 - 10:00 PM
Phone 545-1337

•Demonstrations and Slides*

•Fitness Info & Refreshments*

•Question & Answers Period

with Professionals*

*Overview by Dr. Patty Freedson,

Director of FTC*

FREE: DIood Pressure Scr**ning

ALWAYS HAPPY HOUR
PRICES AT

Time
Always

A Friendly

Atmosphere

Amherst's Biggest Little Dor

Open 4 1:30 AM - 1:00 AM Doily

37 N. Pleasant

LUNCH

Duchess Meat Pie

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH

Grilled Cheese on
Sprouted Wheat Bread
Creamed Vegetable

Croquette with Sauce

DINNER

Stir Fry Beef
and Vegetables

Squash Bake
Baked Ham/Raisin Sauce

BASICS DINNER

Tofu Nut Loaf
Squash Bake

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

r

Monday

10:30-11:00 Enkenkar

11:00- 1:00 Crisis Relocations

Hearing

1:00- 2:00 Nam June Paik

^^t»*fei'»'»:^
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Com. to (Um^amn Offio. CC 113 • 8:45 345 Monday Friday • DeadHne is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Caah in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7D13

A FLORIDA SPRING BREAK

w/case »200 or BO caH Peter 546-5230

OET the beet hotels, perties, discounts,
and NO hKkJen charges, fieabag hotels or
B.S.-all FOR 284.- (Daytona-Ft Lauder-
dale) including 7 days hotel, round-trip
transportation and Disney trip. Call Dave
549-6802.

AUDIO

Nordica Comp Ski Boota very good con-
dition, site 8m. Best offer. Call Jon 6-7760

POLICE TICKETS. Providence 4/ 13. Good
seets available. 2S3-7243

or write: Bob Samuels or MadeNne
Wagner, Tobin Hall. UMass, 546-0489,
586«27, 253-9637.

For sale Fischer DownhHI RCA Super
Competition Skis 200 cm with Salomon
bindings $300 or BO 666-4248

Men's Frye Boots 9V4D. Excellent condi-
tion. $60 or BO 666-2863

FOUND

MARY KAY COSMETICS
See whet Mary Kay can do for you For a
complimentary Mary Kay Facial caN Carol
Nenetz at 256-6236

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Stereo worth $1100 asking $586 like new
CaN 666-7717 for info, will talk

Harmon Kardon Rabco ST7 turntable
good condition must sell 80 Dave 253-9026
Equilizer - Soundcraftsman SG-2206-600,
excellent cond. new $400, sen $225. Eric
549-2715

Sanyo Audio Spec car 8-track. new.
kxid, asking 90 or BO 6-5166

Pr. EPl Bookshelf Spkrs. gd. cond. 66$
6-5166

OHM E $120/pr. Technics integ. amp $70,
Phillips trntt)le $65, 549-4403

AIWA
6^9426

Taylor Rental key found Bartlett contact
Info Desk in CC
2 gold charms at Brandywine Apts.
549-3768 Steve

GUITARISTS

mini compoi>ent system call

Martin Strings -

$3.75 set. Free
546-6684

acoustic and electric for
delivery. Guitar Magic

73 Honda Clj4eO on-off road, good condi-
Hon 18,000 miles. Henry 323-6496

MOVING SERVICES

Fast, dependable service & reasonable
rates. Local or within 50 miles. For free
estimate call 548-3668

PARTY 2-NITE

HELP WANTED

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good conditk>n, has FM cassette deck $790
1970 VW Bus many new parts $500 Bob
586-5827

99 Nova 6 cyl auto, runs well, needs work
$350 546-4050

1969 Chevy Chevelle Melibu 8 cylinder
excellent condition 500 must sell 549-281

1

Bill

Toyote Celica 1972 - 4-speed, new brakes,
r>ew muffler, radials, AM radio exc
mileage. $650. Jean 665-2367

Chevy Impala 1970 good condition,
dependable transportation, AM/FM radio,
have to let it go quick and cheap 350.00 or
BO call Peter B. days 549-1256

1968 Valiant, dependable transportation
automatic $350.00 Bob 253 7967
Surplus Jeeps. Cars, Trucks car inven
tory value $2, 143 sold for $100 for informa-
tion on purchasing similar bargains call
602-998-0575 ext 6501 call refundable

Collegian Jobs: We need two associate
News Editors. Hard work, k)w pay, but
great experience. Reporting experierice a
nnjst, editing helpful, energy necessary.
We'll train, if needed. Apply before Feb 25
to Ed Levine in the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center. An equal opportunity employer
Recycling Project W/S jobs available
apply in person. Contact Bill Ennen 306
SUB 5-0618

Riverside looking for children's show
performers this summer call 567-7910
Part Time: Car stereo installer with own
tools able to work adjustable hours. Con-
tact Mike at the Sound Company 256-0744
Students wanted for sales good com
flexible hours. Call 256-0821

Alpha Delta Phi rush parties an back I

Refreshments flow at 8:00 pm. Take any
Orchard Hill bus to Frat/Sor Park or caH
549-4443 for info

PERSONALS

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance .Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Division

Bass Guitar Lessons qualified instructor
All levels/styles. First lesson free. 546-8654
Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28
hours including classroom theory and
shop. Limited enrollment. 253-7967

ECKANKAR - a way of life. Write P.O.
Box 283, Amherst, MA 01004

Paul Happy B-Dayl Hope you have a
great day and that maybe you'll remember
tf>e night! Enjoy, Love, Sandy
That's right, the 3rd Annual UMass Pi
Kappa Alpha 29 hr Dance Marathon is hap-
pening again March 5th and 6th in the Stu-
dent Union Ballroom call 546-2150 for info

Rublk's Cuber$. Friday 7:00 PM February
26, prize$ gatore, Amherst Junior H.S.
Auditorium; bring cube$, $nake$, pyramid$
- whatever

Attention women interested in service
open meeting for Gamma Sigma Sigma Na-
tional Service Sorority Monday Feb. 22 7-9
PM in Suffolk Rm Student Union

Hey Curly from the "Real Majority"
got my eye on you Blondie

I've

To my Eskimo Pie My igloo is melting
without your bodily love. Love your Eskimo
Partner

Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD.
assist in any writing project. Amherst
Writers, Inc. 253-7764

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$X strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLVGRAMS!!

LOST

Delivered by experienced Beliydancer
for a most unusual gift. Bellydance classes
begin Weds., March 3 at 6:X in basement
of Sigma Delta Tau.For more information
call Theresa betvyeen 6 and 8 at 253-5491

BOARDERS WANTED"
Boarders wanted ip Delta Chi Fret for
spring. Good food and social life. Money
transferable from Univ. Housir>g.

COUNSELORS
Camp Wayne, Northeastern Penn-
sylvania, co-ed children's resident camp
6/22-8/22/82. Many positions available.
Friendly, warm atmosphere. We care
Write: 12 Alleyard. Lido Beach N.Y. 11561
and include your school phone number

DULL?

I will sharpen, P-tex. and wax your skiis
for 5 bucks. Call Ed 6 9669

^LECTRIC TYPEWRITER
Great condition. Call 66774 $75 or BO

FOR RENT
Rural Belchertown: 2 bedrooms, by lake
5 mins to bus stop. 390-1- 323-5833

FOR SALE
Sneakers men's and women's; qualityname tKand; great deal call Mike 549- 1233
Ibanez Guitar w/2 Lm Pm..i pickups

Lost, a pair of white knitted mitten with
light & dark brown patches interwoven. If
found please call Gail 6-1256

Lost brown leather key ring w/gold W
on It. If found please call Michele 253-3089
Tan Down Coat backstage at Geils Con
Sfo J^" ^^^® '"'"®' ' ^8ve yours. Matt
253-3366

Gold ladies Bulova Watch Rewatd for its
return. Please call 253-3592

Help I I lost my girifriends necklace. She
will kill if I don't find it. It's a jade heart
shaped stone with a thin macrame band
$10 reward call Peter 546-7207

Lost e Waltham gold watch with
unelasticized strap in the area of CC Garage
& the GRC. If found please return. Sen-
timental value. Call Diane at 665-3571 or
return to the Collegian News Department
Blue Powderhorn Perka missing from
N.O.P.E. on 2/12/82. Reward negotiable
Call George at 256-6802 Please respond
Reward: Lost Fri 12 gold chain sentimental
value please call 6-7267

Work study position in the office of
People's Gay Alliance. Flexible schedule,
good work conditions. Contact PGA, 413
Student Union, 5-0154, for application

.

Need a home away from home with life

long friends, look into sorority life at Sigma
Kappa, 19 Allen St. located behind BKO.
Rush parties Tuesday Feb. 23 and Thurs
Feb. 25 at 7:00. Please RSVP at 256-6887

Jesu-Amor-Ecclesia Non-denominational
Bible study - seeking original truth taught
by the apostles in the eariy church
-teaching discussion fellowship Mon Feb 22
7:30 PM Campus Center Rm 174

. The finest film of all from the master of
suspense. Cary Grant, Ingrid Bergman in
Alfred Hitchcock's "Notorious". Feb 26
CCA, $1.7. 9. 11 '

To whoever sent me the flowers on
V-Day. • I'd like to meet youl Erin

Randi M. Ha h^ you missed me! Sorry.
Signed the only Laut you know.

LOST COAT
Lost sheepskin coat on line for J. Geils
tickets in CC if found call Dave in SW
6-9669

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTIM

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES^

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy

REAL MAJORITY

Therapist - Researchers working to
develop ways of better understanding and
helping those men (i.e. husbands
brothers, friends, fathers, roommates'
sons) whose lives have been affected by
the rape of someone close to them. We
vwuld welcome any help from any man
who has had this experience. Please phone

The Real Majority meeting tonite will be
in Campus Center rm 176 everyone in-
terested is welcome

Professional
617 249-6656

RESUMES

and confidential call

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Long Island or New York
City on Frkiay Feb 12 546-9612

• Woman's Week
Continuedfrom page 4

MON: INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S WEEK -
General meeting at 2:30 p.m. in the Communica-
tions Office of the Student Union Building
THE REAL MAJORITY: will meet at 7 p.m. in
room 1 76 of the Campus Center. All are welcome

TUE: NORA EPHRON. author, will speak on her
writings at 8 p.m. in room 101 of the Campus
Center. Her lecture is sponsored by the
Distinguished Visitor's Program (DVP)
THE LESBIAN UNION will have their first

THU:

SUN:

meeting of the year at 7 p.m. in their office acros.s
from the Collegian in the Campus Center. All
women are welcome
CATHERINE BRADY, author of Father's Day: A
True Story of Irwest, will lecture on rape, incest
and child abuse Thursday at 8 p.m. in room 101 of
the Campus Center. The lecture is sponsored by
the Distinguished Visitor's Program (DVP)
THE WOMEN'S MEDIA PROJECT ' plays
women's music every Thursday night from 7-10
p.m. on 91.1 FM WMUA.
Amherst College Women's Week l)egins. Keynote
address at 7:30 p.m. in the Converse Assembly
Room at Amherst College.

ROOMMATE WANTED
Share quaint house near creek in Leeds
iwith 3 others. Near buslir>e NancyLou
584-7193

One male wanted to share room in two-
bedroom apt. Ask for Mimi or GecN^
253-9720 229A Main St Amherst

One bedroom avaNabla in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep tryir>g

SERVICES

Typing 4c a line. Some ovemite servkia
caH at 549-4696

Couples recovering from rape
Theraputk: group for couples to work on in-
terpersonal aspects of recovering from
rape. 10 weeks. SWing fee scale. Male &
female co-therapists. Psychological Ser-
vices Center UMaas 545-0041

SOCIAL MARKETING
Social Marketing. . .the offering of goods
for sale which are labeled and advertised on
the basis of humanity, the community and
social purposes behind the products. The
gifts we'H be offering for sale come from
organizations owned and operated by the
people of Appalachia, Guatemala. India.
Kenya and other economically disadvantag-
ed as well as sometin>es physically han-
dicapped peoples. Operating their own
businesses gives these people a measure of
control over their own lives. Social
Marketing begins Feb 22. at Logos
Bookstore. Northampton.

SPEAKERS BUREAU
Interested or past members of the PGA
speakers bureay need to contact Chris at
PGA Office 5-0154 by Thurs 2/25 Re: man-
datory training

10 SPEED BIKE

Great condition. Call 6-6774 for info. $75
or 80

TO SUBLET

Squire Village townhouse - June 1

August 31 with fall option Call: 665-2840

REX IS MISSING

Rex is a collie-German shepard who is

usually seen on campus. Rex is black with
brown legs and very friendly. If you have
seen him please call 256-6632 Thanks

TRAVEL
"

DO IT IN OAYTONAI Spend your break
(and not much bucks) on the beach.
Western Mass Bus offers low, low rates.
Seats are limited! Call Mike or Kilian
256-8244 or Tom 253-5518 NOWl
Travel - Spring Break trips to Florida and
Bermuda. Call 549-1835

Now's the time and Bermuda's the
place for just $299 (this includes
everything) for info call 256-6941 after 6

TYPING

Freelance Typing. Editing. Tape
Transcribir>g. Top skills, fast service,
reasonable rates. Professional Ex-
ecutive/Legal secretary. Amherst Center
549-0518

VIDEO FOR DOLLARS

Good times still available job openings
for work-study at the Union Video Center
call Irene

WANTED
Cheap Electric Guitar preferably Fender
call 546-9145 after 6:00 anyday
One Jazz Blues Rock Band missing a
flute. Adapts well to original music. Firte-
improvisatk)n 6-5304

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings
gold and silver jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith.
25 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst. 256-0710
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HEY, COME BACK
HERE! — Gwendolyn
Jones (24, white) of
UMass chases the ball

with UMaine's Lisa
Cormier (43) close
behind during their
game Friday night at

the Cage. UMass won,
73-59, to keep its winn-
ing streak alive at three
games. The
Minutewomen made it

four in a row by beating
Fairfield University,
64-60, the next day, also
at the Cage.

* OzdarskVs hoopsters
Continued from page 16

Darlm«)uth game," said Ozdars)(i. '

Against the 12-7 Black Bears, Collins had
five steals and scored 14 points. Ready
grabbed 13 rebounds along with 15 points

and Clapp led the learn with 20 points and
14 reixjunds.

Ready sank 12 points against Fairfield,

Gwen Jones ten and Clapp put in a team
high 18 points.

UMass, now 8 15, goes on the road to the
University of Rhode Island tomorrow night.

"I'm looking forward to a good game. The
kids have been rising to the occasion," said

Ozarski. Fairfield beat URI this season by
seven poinis.

* Hoopmen-
Continued from page 16

games and 12 out of their last 13. the rookie coach is op
timistic that the Minutemen can and will be able to turn the
losing situation around and allow his team to regain the
winning attitude which was so evident in their early season
success. "The Holy Cross game and the Rhode Island game
at home will be important games for us to get the con
fidence necessary to win in the conference tournament.
These kids won a major tournament already (InBank
Classic in Providence, R.I.) and anything can happen."

OTHER RESULTS

MEN'S SWIMMING

UMASS 66

CENTRAL CONN. 42

WOMEN'S TRACK
UMASS 39

NEWHAMPSmRE60
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HT ElECTRIC BQIIT!
Electric Boat is the world's foremost designer
arxl builder of nudear submarines— one of

ttie great engineerir)g challenges of this century.

With a $3 t)illion backlog and long-term contracts,

Electric Boat offers career opportunities in nearly

every engineering discipline (including electrical,

mechanical, civil, etc.). top pay and benefits,

tong-range statiility and an unmatched lifestyle

on tfie souttiem New England seacoast.
U S C*nn«<V nvvad - an E^ul Oppoitmy EinptoyK MtF HC

CaENERAL DYNAMICS
Electric Boat Division
The BesI Shipbuldtng TeammAmenca

Gn)lon.CT063«)

Electric Boat Division will be inter-

viewing on campus February 25,

1982. Please contact the Placement
Office for time and place.

>oeoa»e4

Hey UMASS,

SAY CHEESE!
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79 Main St.

Amherst
253-3442

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

limit: one per customer, offer expires 3/ 1 /82 I

50c off any $4.00 purchase
$1.00 off any $8.00 purchase

with this coupon

(previously discounted merchandise excluded)

'more than just cheese'

PRO - HEALTH
A health promotion workshop

for students to:

* assess health risks

* plan improved healthstyle

FREE!

February 25 - 5:30 - 6:30 pm
University Health Services

Room 302

Call 549-2600 to pre-register

YOU COULD BE
THE NEXT PRESIDENT

Nominations for those wishing to run for the position of Student Government
AMOdatkm (SGA) {^resident (or Co-Presidents), are due today at 4:00 VM, in the

Undergraduate Student Senate Office; Rm. 420, Student Union Building.

No nominationa will ba accapted after that tima. The drawing for ballot positions

wiU be held tomorrow, Tuesday, February 23, at 9:00 AM sharp, in the Senate

office. Candidates may be present Requests for absentee ballots should be

forwarded to the Senate office by Monday, March 1. For further information, call

545-0341, or come up to Rm. 420, of the Student Union Building.

STUOeUTQOVeRMMEMTASSOCtATION
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A late-season rally for Ozdarski's hoopsters
Maine and Fairfield latest to fall
By Gerry DeSimas
Collegian Staff

four in a row!

Martha Ready intercepted a Fairfield
university pass with under ten seconds to
go. helping the University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team to hold off a late
F'airfield rally Saturday night to win 64 60
and to take their fourth straieht victorv.

The Minutewomen, who had won only
four games this year before the streak
started, swept a weekend doubleheader,
downing the University of Maine Friday
night in the Cage. 73-57.

In a foul filled game against Fairfield.
UMass took a 12 10 lead when Sherry
Colhns shot a pass cross court to Gwen
Jones and the Minutewomen never trailed
again. The Minutewomen got into early foul

trouble as both Collins and Gwen Jones
picked up three fouls in the first half. Cindy
Clapp and Martha Ready had two fouls
apiece.

But it didn't stop Clapp. who with a
hustling Wendy Ward (four steals on the
night), sparked the UM offense during the
first half. Clapp poured in eleven points,
including a jumper with one second in the
half to give UMass a 30 26 lead.

The Minutewomen came out in the
second half and took command, running up
a ten point lead over the 17 7 Lady Stags.
But Fairfield, led by Katrina Fields (14
points. 14 rebounds and 2 steals), did not
will under the high performance play of all

the Minutewomen.
Pulling within three points of UMass with

38 seconds to go. Fairfield fouled Collins
while she was running a fast break. Collins
missed her shot and Clapp fouled out going
up for rebound. But. Fairfield missed their
shot. too. and Ready pulled in the rebound

and the UM offense attempted to run out
the clock.

With the score still 63 60. Patrice
Wallace fouled Ward who missed her foul
shot and the Lady Stags brought it

downcourt. after a timeout with 11 seconds
to go.

But Ready intercepted an errant Lady
Stag pass and Collins hit on the foul line to
ice the game.

"The credit goes to the kids. " said head
coach Mary Anne Odarski, "They had
enough character and poise to hold Fairfield
off. They had worked awfully hard and I'm
very pleased and happy for them."
On Friday night. UMass overcame an

early Black Bear lead to wallop Maine 73-

57. led by the outstanding play of Collins
and high scoring and rebounding of Clapp
and Ready.

Playing well as a team. Massachusetts
overcame a 17 8 deficit to take a 20 18 lead.
Then the hammer started to fall upon the
Black Bears. A Marlene Susienka cross
court bullet to Collins made it 22-18 and
Clapp sank another hoop driving through
the lane. Susienka stole a Maine pass and
Clapp sank another.
With intimidating defense, Collins stole

two more passes before sinking a 12-footer
toput UMassup28 21.

With sharp passes around the perimeter,
some more steals, and tight defense,
Mas.sachusetts outscored Maine 14 5 in the
last four minutes and the UM squad
received a nice round of applause from the
100 or so people in attendance.

In the second half, Maine could not move
any closer as the Massachusetts juggernaut
kept on rolling

"The team has put it together playing
strong, team basketball ever since the

Continued on page 15

women s basketball coach Mary Ann Ozdarski makes a point to herteam during Friday night's game against the University of Maine.Her team is riding a four-game winning streak.

...while McLaugWin's squad keeps sliding
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's basketball team
got off to another slow start, turned the ball over 26 times,
and were turned away by an opportunistic Pittsburgh
team 74 60 Saturday night in Pittsburgh.

Pitt has been a hot basketball team lately, rolling up 10
wins in its last 12 games, and there was just no way UMass
could come away from Pittsburgh with a win after coming
out flat and turning the ball over 20 plus times.

"Pitt is a hot team and our turnovers hurt us again." said
head coach Tom McLaughlin. "They have outstanding
overall defensive quickness."
Minuteman fans should recall that Pittsburgh had an

astounding 11 steals when the Panthers walked away with

a 60 58 triumph over the Minutemen two weeks ago at the
Cage.

In that game Pitt guards Dwayne Wallace and George
Allen were the chief culprits and the story was no different
Saturday night.

After playing even with the Panthers in the initial
mmutes the Minutemen hit a four minute scoring drought,
being outscored 10-0 in that stretch resulting in a 32 22
halftime lead for the Panthers. Along with the turnovers
McLaughlin saw this as another important factor in the
Minuteman loss.

"We really played^ them even after that point."
McLaughlin commented.
As has become custom McLaughlin received fine per-

formances again from possibly his two outstanding fresh-
men Donald Russell and Horace Neysmith.

"I thought Horace Neysmith (14 pts. 10 rebs) and Donald
Russell (16 pts) played very well," said McLaughUn. who is
especially pleased with Neysmith who has become a model
of consistency racking up double figures in both reboun-
ding and scoring in eight of his last nine games.
Edwin Green, who has not been consistent, hopefully is

coming around to the form that earned him Rookie-of the-
Year in the Eastern Eight last season. Green shot well
scoring 16 points before finally fouling out of the game. A
consistent performance by the sophomore center will
greatly enhance the Minutemen's chance to pull a few
surprises in the Easter Eight post season tournament in
two weeks.

While McLaughlin's club has now lost six consecutive

Continued on page 15

i Evans' squad now 8-5

Gymnasts tumble to UNH

Vr , ..
>. , ^ . .. . CWIeitMui ^fc.<o b» Rirk V«»«»taWomen • gymtuMUf co-captain Heidi Milandcr on the baUuice bei

by CHARISSE FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

When two teams compete in a classic
rivalry, it is unfortunate that one team has
to lose. Such was the case last Saturday
when the University of Massachusetts
women's gymnastics team was defeated by
the University of New Hampshire, 139.8-
140.9 at Boyden Auxilary Gym.
The first event of the meet was the

vaulting exercise. Here the women showed
the audience what they were to expect in
the remaining three events. Usually a
strong event for the women, vaulting
continued to be an asset for the team. High
scorer in vaulting was Lucia Cancelmo, of
UNH. with 9.1. From UM, Jennifer Pan
coast and Jeanne Bruzzese both achieved
scores of 9.0.

The women then went to the uneven
parallel bars, where both teams once again
showed that they had been pushing
themselves to their highest capacity of
achievement. With a fantastic performance
on the bars was Diane Carlin from UNH,
which earned her a 9.05. Top scores for UM
were won by Heidi Milender and Robin
Low, with scores of 8.55 and 8.45,
respectively.

On the third event of the competition, the
balance beam, both teams proved that
gymnastics is a combination of both grace
and strength. With the top score in that
event was UM's Karen Knapp with a score

of 9.25, followed by Kathy Matthews witfT
8.95, and taking third in that event was
Cancelmo of UNH with 8.9. It was quite a
sight to see the 250 or so spectators applaud
for the women after each performance.

Traveling to their final event of the
competition, one would think that the
gymnasts would have been tired from
giving their all in the preceding three
events. This was definitely not true. The
women gave top performances in their last
event, the floor exercise. The Hoor exercise
is the event where the women can express
themselves not only through gymnastics,
but through the ability to utilize music.
With the high score in the Hoor exercise, R.
Ix)w with 9.35, followed by Cancelmo with
9.3, and Carlin with 9.15.

Despite the loss, the Minutewomen were
peased with their performances.

"I'm happy with the way that we per-
formed... everyone was at the top. It was
the highest scoring meet of the year, so we
really had a good day. " said UMass gym-
nast Jeanne Bruzzese.

*"A good meet, the best of the year... an
excellent challenge," said UMass coach
Virginia Evans, "Teamwise and in-

dividually, a great meet."

UMass, 8-5, will end its regular season
this Saturday when it hurts Southern
Connecticut State College.

After that, the Minutewomen will
prepare for the NCAA Regionals.
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Michael Manley Speaks

NUMMO NEWS'- only- connection
^'^" <"• Collegian is for distribution.

On Tuesday evening Michael Manley, the
former pnme minister of Jamaica, spoke at
the Fine Arts Center. The topics included-
modern imperialism, the struggle for
economic independence by Third World
nations, and multi-national corporations
Manley served as the prime minister of
Jamaica for two terms. He is currently lec-
turing on the political issues confronting
Third World countries. He has expressed
interest in becoming a candidate for prime
minister in the next election.

Modern Imperialism
Manley noted that two thirds of the^ ,J population considers itself Third

World, therefore if 'two thirds of mankind
•s trapped in that kind of difficulty (poverty]
then that must be a concern of all of

Tf^"J^'^-?u''J!l1
P^®^"^ economic condition

of the Third World is a result of modern im-
perialism. Manley stated that never before
had imperialism worked in such a precise
manner, creating economic structures that
were so absolutely tailored to the needs of
the impenal country."

Several regions including Africa, Latin
Amenca, Asia, the Far East and the Carib-
bean have dealt with imperialist forces
Jamaica s experience with imperialism
Degari in the 16th century when she was
colonized as a slave plantation organized
around the production of raw sugar This
sugar was refined in Britain and then com-
bined with cocoa to form a chocolate bar
These candy bars were ultimately sold to
the Jamaican people. "All the really
sophisticated economic and productive
processes were retained in Britain "

In-
cidentally, the sugar and the cocoa earned
several profits en route.
Manley outlined the development of

modern economics as follows: First a coun-
try produces what is needed to sustain
Itself. Then, if it produces a surplus it uses
•t to trade for the products that it cannot
produec. However, through the intrusion
of military and political power the Third
World countries did not produce what they
needed but instead made what was needed
by the industrial revolution.
Modern imperialism slowly developed

two-thirds of the earth's surface as pro-
ducers of simple raw materials and basic
commodities necessary to the industrial

^t^w*"!*?^^ ^^® developed nations. The
Third World countries became "an artificial
and contriled dumping ground for finished
products.

.i-^!^"^..."^*'^"*^*"'^' dependence" became
the liability of Third World nations. Manley
also stated that his country, as well as other
countries, had an economic basis, rather
than a psychological one, for wanting their
independence. To explain its quest for in-
dependence he quoted the exchange of

f^f<LL°[ ^'*^.!°^ °" ^^® exchange maricet:
In 1965 It took 20 tons of sugar to buy one
Ford tractor, while in 1980 It tok 60 tons of
sugar to purchase the same tractor. There
IS a built-in disadvantage in commodity
trading as opposed to manufacturina ex-
ports.

**

Manley also talked about the Non-
Ahgned Movement in the Third Worid
whichwas based on the premise that the
underdeveloped nations would not par-
ticipate in the cold war by not aligning
themselves with the major industrial coun-
tries. In addition, the movement includes
the strugle against imperialism in any form
He said that the first point is usually
overemphasized to the exclusion of the se-
corid although the struggle against im-
penalism is also a form of non-alignment.
The New International Economic Order is

a movement that is trying to solve the
economic problems related to Imperialism
Manley said that the basis for action by the
Third Worid is the fact that its debt stands
at $500 billion and a billion people are
hungry or starving. He added that all is not
well within the advanced capitalist nations
either and cited the examples of Great Bri-
tain and the U.S. In Great Britain the
unemployment rate and the inflation rate
are just above 10 percent. The U.S.'s
employment statistics reflect a case of the
"pupil surpassing the master". America's
unemployment rate is currently 9 percent,
with 42 percent of black youth
unemployed. Manley questioned this fact
by asking, "Does it not occur to anybody
that something might be wrong
somewhere?" and added that this country
is in danger of "destroying a generation."

Manley sees these problems as inter-
related and due to mismanagement of the
monetary system where some countries
have too much exchange currency and
others have too little. The system no longer
serves its purpose as facilitator of exchange
but has become "one of the main stumbl-
ing blocks to it." This problem is the basis
for the Common Fund proposal, which
would not only facilitate exchange but also
inject equity into the exchange process
Manley added that the International
Monetary Fund has many destructive ef-
fects in its policies, especially those concer-
ning Third Worid nations,
According to Manley the problems

created by the multi-national corporation
stem from the fact that they are not ac-
countable to anyone but are run by
"...technocrats who answer to nobody."
Multi-nationals are not under the control of
the political guidelines of the nations which
they operate in and form a superstructure
that dominates the worid decision-making
process.

When Manley stated that the apartheid
regime in South Africa is repugnant to all
present his comment was affirmed by the
audience's applause. He then suggested
that everyone stop talking about it and do
something. Manley also stated that "not
one Western power in the world dared
to lift a finger in reality because their
multi-national corporations are rooted
in South Africa and get a lot of their
wealth and strength in South Africa."
These multi-nationals should be "a servant
of mankind's purpose and not the master of
mankind's destiny " The Code of Conduct
introduced in the United Nations to curb
the multi-nationals passed everywhere ex-
cept in the U.S.

"Multinationals should be a servant of
mankind \ and not the master of
mankinds' destiny.

"

Manley made an analogy between the
Marshall Plan and foreign aid to Third
Worid countries, in that the U.S. realized
that as soon as England economically
reasserted herself after WWII the U.S.
would also prosper. Similariy, because the
developed nations are dependent upon
Third Worid markets to purchase their pro-
ducts it is in these nations' best interests to
ensure the prosperity of the Third Worid.
There are two fundamental approaches

to the Third Worid by developed countries
according to Manley. The first being the
Reagan-Thatcher view which approves of
the existing economic structure while the
other approach, expounded by Scandinavia
believes that its security is dependent upon
world security which in turn is dependent
upon worid prosperity. The approaches by
the developing worid consist of wanting to
create a New International Economic
Order, becoming self-sufficient, adopting a
foreign policy based on an international
perception ot reality and those of the
"cllentists" who favor getting close to the
table and waiting for some crumbs to fall.

These opposing viewpoints by the develop-
ing nations are the source of the current
conflict in Jamaica, Manley said.

Manley ended his lecture by asking that
individuals try to open their minds by
reading and studying the arguments from
all sides and then ask, if "the future lies in
the assertion of military might for dubious
purposes or does it lie in the corrective ex-
ploration of justice for mankind?" «
By An,j ',i drown &

Donna Davib

•photo by John Wright

W.E.B. Du Bois: A Na-
tional Treasure
As part of Black History Month activities

a celebration presentation was held last
Wednesday in tnbute to WEB. Du Bois'
contributions to Black people and to this
country in general. As a thinker, educator
and activist Du Bois efforts were nearly
total in scope. The celebration included
film clips, song by the Bethlehem Baptist
choir of Holyoke and wise words from
Professor Homer Meade, II of the W. E. 8
Du Bois Dept. of Afro Am studies of
UMass.

Meade told the story of Du Bois' life and
achievements. He began by noting that Du
Bois' legacy is very close to this universty, a
fact that IS worth further note and in
vestigation by all those concerned with
advancing his or her education in the
universty community.
Dunng his discussion, Meade defined a

set of criteria for the evaluation of Du Bois'
lifework. The description of the elements
of a genius included perseverance, the
capacity for work, and the longevity of
work. These traits grew out of Du Bois'
struggle for necessary changes in a society
ridden with problems of racism. His
struggle took a vast array of forms as an
author, organizer, historian, sociologist and
philosopher. Finally, the relevance of his
work today is quite evident in the continued
poverty and oppression of Black people in
this country. The reason for the continued
relevance lies in Du Bois world outlook, in
my mind. Meade discussed Du Bois'
period at Harvard when he worked with
philosopher William James developing
pragmatist philosophy. Du Bois made a
contribution to this philosophy of the world
as being "largely knowable" a premise
different from the mystical abstractions of
most philosophers. His contribution is

pretty much unknown but it furthered the
philosophy by adding that there is a truth
outside of conceptions in the human mind.
It can be applied in the case of Black
peoples' poverty which must exist for a
redson, this situation being poorly ad-
dressed by most of the thinkers of this
country.

Meade ended with a present day
example which was to put the "New
Federalism' proposal into an historical
context. He noted that if U.S. policy-
makers would do this they too would
realize that even James Madison addressed
the need for representational government
on a national level. Du Bois put the
problem of racism in a historical context, he
imtTiersed himself in it through his com
munity work in regions of the south in the
i880 s. He concluded that the 'problem of
the coll.

I
hue would be the problem of the

Twenirtiih cc^'tuiy. by Angela Brown

BlackHistoryMonth continues..
*
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The Deterioration of
Boston's Chinatown
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Ldif last semester, Chinese American
Civil Association (C.A.C.A.i sent me an
uiycMit newsletter about the situation in

Ciiiitdtown I have held this letter for over 2
nunths, |ust waiting for the right moment
jiui this IS ds good a time as any. For years,
the Abidn people residing m Bostons
Chinatown have been continuously pushed
dside by one growing establishment. Many
of these Asians feel the expansion of this

esliiblishment is an intrusion to the ac
liviiics III Chinatown. They are becoming
:nt'cdsiiiyly apprehensive that in the future
the miyht not have an Asian community to
live in. Tliib establishment is better

known as the Tufts New England Medical
cenlt'i

Suite January of Ibfc., Tufts has taken
uvt.'i 'j 5 Kneeldnd Street, with intentions

o( evicting the '2 garment companMs
lOLiiled inside. In cdse you don t know
when.' -'j 'j Knet;land Street is, it s ii> tl»e

hfdit ol Boston s Chinatown. The response
of the Ctiiiidtuwn Community was >n-

medidte and dodr, the 800 garment |obs
must be saved and Tufts' advancing
development be stopped.

A special article was written on the
Metro Regior» section of the Boston Glotae

about this serious situation. For the last 15

yeais or moie. there have been an unen
ding stfuygk- for power between the
Chinese con'munity; lf>e victory usually
Weill to Ihe parly with the most cash and
ilidl was usudlly Tufts University Today,
Cliiiiatown b viability as a neighlx)rhood,
not d mere commercial district, is

tl.rfai(«it;d by a combination of private and
coiiMfeicidi developments in and around
Iht; coiPinunily sdid City officials and
Chinatown spokemans.

The Chiiialown Task Force consisting of

yd'inent shop owners, the representatives
of the Inttjrnational Ladies Garment
Woiker Union lILG.WU.'. community
uiyani/ations and residents, was
>pecificdlly fo«ined to do 2 things; delaying
Tufts takeover of i5 Sb Kneeland Street
diid woikmg on a relocation plan for the

yannent mdusties in order to save these
)obs. They diso acknowledged that Tufts'

expdiisiun IS not the only problem, the city

of Boston has been encouraging the

consluiclions of more office and luxury

piu)CLts (such as the Lafayette Plaza and
the Copley PIdce in the Downtown area
cdusiiiy lents to yo up everyday.

So fdf the Task Force has applied
uiiouyh piossure to get some action going.

Tufls has agreed to pay $10,000 to help
develop the plan for the relocation of the

ydii"ent industry, but the coalrtion will not
be sdiislied until proper proceedings are

idkcn to halt any further invasion of their

neiyhlKjihood.

Ailhouyli ihey have won one battle, they
:!.' i.ave nut convinced tfiose who believe
1' »• !'i'i Chinatown Task Force is |ust

' y t :i uj d loosing w.if

Oil d H'cent interview with the Boston
Globe, William Chin the president o« the
Chinese Consolidated Benevolent
Assocdiion, said Tufts got most of wfidt

It wanted in tfie past, because no one Sdid
anyihiny He further remarked that 'We
!iii Chiiidtown don t want the moon, we
just wdiu them to recognize the needs of

Chinese community Medical Center
oHieuils dill not .lyiee with what Chin said
diut iiisisteil thdt the institute has been a
yooti neiyhboi to Chinatown over the

yudis As example, they cite assistance
they have piovided in the planning and
development ol d health center and
eoiiimuniiy school in Chinatown, as well as
llie iKdity $. million they have contributed
;o ilu' health center s operational budget
Maybe I m wrong, said Chin, but I

I'
' V don t stx- dity benefits to Chinatown

''- Me«ln al Center keeps expanding, they
^<> M buying our property. The plus»!S

ouiAiiyh the minuses.

''t bo:>lon Redevelopment Authority
I'. U A. uflicials helped draw the boun

•la'v nes toi Tufts in the mid 1960 s and
iv

1 jii.ce Tufls and the BR. A. have t>een
II IxxJ together claimed the rumor in

Chinalowi' However, the tide may be
ehaiiyiny and the long and happy
n-l.itionship Ijelween the two might ter

inmate iiyht here. For the first time since
the urban leiiewal years, Boston City
olliei.ils have stepped in to give their

suppoil to Chinatown.

Edwaid C Ehrlich, the Medical Center s
duel administrative officer, says that
polities IS at Ihe toot of the city s recent
criticism of the institutions plan. 'I at

tubule thill iciilicism' to being politically

responsive I don t think they could act in

any other fashion, he says.

Whethei tins sudden endorsement is for

future polucal favors or from sincere

concerns matters not to the Chinese
people, the only thing that matters to them
IS the opportunily knocking and you can
bet next months moHgage payn^ent that

they will take advantage of it. Rallies,

petitons and other demonstrations will help
this ii.siie to L)e heard, but it will not
yuaiiinlee Ihal other attempts would be
picvenled. This may prove to be a valuable
lesson to the Asian people in Boston, if

they don t unite and fiyht the system
toyethei, Clnnalown will be smothered to
death Just think, the sign on Kneeland
Street may son^tiday read Welcome to the
Campus of Tuhi. University, home of the
i.ii'l'st medual (aciiity in Massachusetts.'
bi'i iMisprrttv sick doesn t It •

BY JIMMY WONG

El plan de Reagan para el Caribe

La propuesta de ayuda a paises del area

<M Caribe impuisada per la Administracion
del presidente norteamericano Ronald
Reagan, al menos en lo que a su com-
ponente estadounidense respecta, ha
oanerado una intensa reaccion en Puerto
Rico en la quesectoresde todas las tenden-
ciat politicas y areas economicas del pais

hen expresado multip>les opiniones y predic-

dones en torno a sus posibles impactos y
cortsecuencias.

Varies contrapropuestas han sido presen-
tsdas tambien al gobierno norteamericano
en alegado a'nimo de "proteger los in-

lereses puertorriquenos" encabezadas per
aquellas sometidas formalmente por el

gobemador Carlos Romero Barceio' y el

presidente del Senado, Miguel HemarvJez
Agosto.
Todo el mundo tierrde a coincidir en que

el plan de Reagan sera economicamente
desastroso para el 'ela', de aprobarse las

propuestas que se han adelantado y de
erwrme significacion para el futuro politico

del pais. No han fattado las teorias que sos-
tienen que el proyectado plan para la cuen-
ce caribena delata una estrategia politica

norteamencana hacia Puerto Rico, de la

miama forma que en las contrapropuestas
aometidas p yr los representantes de los dos
partidos colonialist^s del p>ais, se descubre
un ciaro intento de ajustar dicha politica a

loa particulares intereses partidistas de cada
uno de los proponentes.

En definitiva, el curso que tome este
debate, y mas aun la accion que finalmente
ap'obe el gobierno norteamericano en tor-

no a este tema, repercutiran pesada ante
sobre el futuro politico y economico de la

Isla. De eso no debe caber duda.
De ahi la importancia de conocer a fondo

la propuesta, seguir de cerca su desarrollo y
evolucion e intentar precisar en cada
momento las implicaciones reales que los

desarrollos de esta puedan tener sobre el

pais.

Durante el pasado ano el gobierno
norteamericano, preocupado por el avance
de las fuerza progresistas y democraticas
en America Latina y el Caribe, anuncid su
intencion de formular un plan economico
para el area que como objetivo primario,

politicamente hablando, tenia el interes de
atraer a los paises de la region a su drbita

politica y economica. Para este intento los

rKirteamericanos han solicrtado la coopera-
cion de Venezuela , Mexico y Canada, a los

fines de descentralizar la atencion o
preocupacion de los paises caribef^os que
pudieran resentir una presencia
r>orteamericana tan abierta, a la vez que
obtener una necesaria ayuda economica.

Los preparatives para echar adelante el

plan se iniciaron con el gobierno
norteamericano practicamente moviendo
todas las fichas. El mismo fue anunciado
formalmente el pasado mes de octubre en
la reunion de la Organizacion de Estados

Black Memorabilia Masacres y
and Stereotypes ''Derechos

Humanos" en
by Judith White
On Friday morning a discussion and slide

show titled Black Memorabilia and
Stereotypes ' was held in the Augusta
Savage Gallery of New Africa House.

During the 20th century many products
were used whose advertisements
stereotyped and ridiculed black people.
Most of the items arose in the late 1800's
with the rise of segregation. They were
found all over the country. Their rise was
simultaneous with the advent of mass
advertising and technology. There were
stereotyped images of Blacks and other

ethnic groups on ashtrays, cosmetic cases,

clocks, toys and knick knacks in leading

national magazines and newspapers.
It was possible to get up in the morning

and spend the entire day using products
that depicted derogatory images of blacks.

Upon awakening you could sit in your
rnammy chair' , eat cream of wheat, use

an alligator spoon and smoke Niggerhead
tobacco. A recurrent theme was that of

blacks either being consumed dr chased by
alligators. This theme was used to incite

humor on postcards.

Black bodies and faces were drawn
grossly distorted. Blacks were illustrated to

suggest bestiality or low morality. At the
turn of the century blacks were frequently
illustrated next toilets. Figurines of black
girls and boys playing or sitting in and
around toilets were common sights. Black
people were portrayed eating watermelons
or seated in watermelons. Another
common image was that of blacks being
hatched from eggs, suggesting that blacks
are not human. The violent dtsn>em
berment of blacks was also a recurrent
theme in games wherein black faces wouki
be tlie targets.The theme of black sub
servience was also very popular. Blacks
were depicted as proxy servants on egg
timers and there were salt and pepper
shakers that had a black man and woman
diessed as cooks.

Certain white ethnic groups were
stereotyped, reflecting America's political

and economic attitude to immigrants. The
Poles were considered stupid. Jews
arrogant, Italians criminal and the Insh lazy.

Immigrants were portrayed m political

cartoons as swarms of rats taking over the
country. Jews were portrayed as usurpers
of the economic order and were frequently
linked with banking.

Due to the efforts of the NAACP much
of the portrayal of Blacks in insulting cir

cumstances ceased (i.e. Niggerhead
tobacco was later changed to Biggerhead).
However, the stereotype continues. In

1979, flyswatters with distorted black faces
on them were manufactured. Popular
television shows stereotype blacks as lazy,
irresponsible and comical (i.e. the Jef-
fersons and Sanford * Son). Whites are
also portrayed as silly and repugnant but
their overall image is positive.

El Salvador

Dies despues que los dos periodicos mas
influyentes de Estados Unidos publicaron
reportajes sobre la nr^atanza ocurrida en la

provincia de Morazan en El Salvador, el

gobierrK) norteamericano confimrKJi' que
aumentara'su ayuda militar y ecor>omica a
la Junta que gobiema en el pals cen-
troamericano.

B Washington Post y El New York Times
publicaron reportajes sobre una masacre
ocurrida en una pequena y montarKMa
aldea y sus areas cincundantessn una zona
conocida como Mozote durante ei mes de
diciembre.

En dichos reportajes se relataba lo que
hacia varies semartas habian ocurrido. Los
reporteros observaron los huesos y
Calaveras de docenas de cuerpos. Entre
estos fiabia cadaveres de hombres, mujeres
y ninos.

Familiares y amigos dijeron que los muer-
tos habian sido victimas de la Brigada
AtiacatI que es el grupo elite, entrer^do
especialmente por lot asesores
norteamericanos

.

A los pocos dies, el gobierrx) del
presidente Ronald Reagan anuncio que ae
aumentaria la ayuda a la Junta dernocris-
tiana. Para esto ei mismo preaidente
Reegan ter>dria que certificaf que la Junta
saivadoreRe hacia un "aigrWficativo y con-
centrado esfuerzo" por respetar los
derechos humenoe.

El dta 30 de er>ero la Case Btanca in^>rmo
a traves de sus funionarioe que eumerv
tarian la ayuda a B Salvador per $100
miil2nes y que los aumemos aerian mayorea
ei ar>o pronkno.
En ei preaenteano fiacai ta ayuda mAtar

as de 24 milor>es de dotares y le eoorwmica
de I1 10 miikK>ea. La dfra que ae espera ae
le dedique ei proximo dSo es de $300
miilones. Esto es en adicion a $55 mMones
que seran deatinados a cubrir las perdidas
milftares ecarreadas esta semena por un
ataque guerriiiero que destruyo la miod da
la fuerza arerea salvadorena.

Mientras la administracion de Reegan'
hablaba det "progreso en la observacion de
kw derechos humanos" en B Salvador, ae
dk) a conocer otra matanza comra civilea
no-combatientes. Segun informacior>es de
testigos oculares, soMadoa uniformadoe y
armados sacaron a 19 personas de sus case
en la capital. San Salvador y luego k>s
mataron a balazos. Esos mismos teatigos
informaron de varies vk)*ack>r>e8 a nxijeres
en el ana. Una de las que preser>ck) la
matanza, Teinrw Torres de Ftores, teatifkx>
que ae habia vkiiado a sus tree hijes, de 13,
14, y 16 anos respectivamente, despues de
asesinar a su hijo de 20 atxx de edad.

Por otro lado, el secretario de Eatado,
Alexander Haig manifesto ante el Comite
de Relack>r>es Exterk>res del Ser^ado que su
gobierno haria "todo to posible" para evitar
la caida de la Junta militar-civil
salvadorer>a.

Americanos (OEA) por el secretario de
Estado norteamericano

, Alexander Haig.
Pocas semanas despues se celebro' en
Miami una reunion con la participacion de
varios jefes de Estado caribenos donde se
amplio la informacton sobre el plan y se
recibio en principle un apoyo de estos fu-
nionarios a los lineamientos generales de la

propuesta.

Desde entonces hasta ahora poco se ha
oklo de los supuestos socios de los
norteamericanos en la empresa y el gobier-
no norteamericano esta practicamente solo
embarcado en la elaboracion de una pro-
puesta que pueda veneer posterionnente a
sus "socios" y a los paises a quienes
supuestamente beneficiara.

Discusion aparte merece la actitud
asumida por Canada, Venezuela, y Mexico,
asi como las reacciones de creciente
descontento en el area con lo que hasta
ahora se ha dicho que sera el plan.

Es, sin embargo, conveniente adelantar
aunque no forma parte de este analisis, que
los tres "socios" de los norteamericanos en
la empresa objetan tanto que Estados
Unidos se haya tomado toda la iniciativa
como que se excluya de la propuesta a
Nicaragua, Granada y Cuba. Varios paises
canbef^os, objetan, por su parte, que el pro-
grama concentre en inversiones y comercio
con los norteamericanos mientras no ofrece
suficiente de lo que se necesita: ayuda
financiera directa para el desarrollo
economico.

Hasta el presente se han menctonado
sets grandes areas en las que concentrarian
las propuestas especificas del plan. Son
estas los incentivos contributivos para la in-

version norteamericana en el area, la libera-
cion de tarifas de importacton de productos
agricolas de la region, deduciones con-
tributivas para la celebracion de conven-
ctones en el Caribe, ayuda limitada directa,
reducciones en los costos de trasportacton
y asistencia tecnologica y entrenamiento de
personal.

Todas estas propuestas, en mayor o
manor grado, directa o indirectamente,
afectan adversamente a la economia del
'ela' y ponen de relieve unas desventajas
objetivas en que el colonialismo ubica a
Puerto Rico frente al resto de los paises
caribenos. Desventajas estas que segun
dice Hernandez Agosto en su con-
trapropuesta: "Muchas de estas desventa-
jas surgen de la relacion de Puerto Rico con
Estados Unidos."

AO

Born Malcolm Little on May 19,1925 in

Omaha, Nebraska. Malcolm X was the son
of a Jamacain born Baptist preacher and a
West Indian mother.
Malcolm was a very intelligent man, the

tops in his class. There was basically no
challenge that he undertook that did not
result in a high degree of success. Never
was there a nx>re fitting human mold cast
to be a political and spiritual leader for
African-Americans.

There were many obstacle on Malcolm's
path. Rascist white peopie killed his father,
broke up his family and put his mother in a
mental hospital.

Like any young man suffering spiritually

from the destruction of his family aruj lack
of proper guidance from his father he fell in-

to some negative trips. "The details about
the negative aspects of his life are not im-
portant. The important thing is that he
overcame all obstacles. Nothing kept him
down for long.

The most positive change in his life oc-
cured when he joined the Nation of Islam.
A strong black organization of African-
American men and women united for the
purpose of the "upliftment of black people
in Anr>erica.

Once he joined an organization like this it

became deer to him that people in America
will never advance as a group unless we
unite in a strong organization that has a
high degree of unity, an economic and
political plan and a positive black spiritual

philosophy.

VVhen he saw how dedicated arnj untir-

ing its members were he knew this was the
place for his skills and talents.

While in the Nation of Islam (NOD his
keen inaight, razor sharp mir>d and tireless

dedication dkJ much to buikJ the organiza-
tion. He personally organized at least or>e
third od an the NOI's branches, called
"Muhammad's Temples of Islam."
He founded the organizatiorm newspaper

call MuhamnfMd apeaks (Now called Worid
Muslim Newa).
He alao organized the "Fruits of Islam."

A speciel 8ectk>n of the NOI of specially
trained men to inaure internal order and
protect the orgaruzation from outaide in-

terference.

Becauae of internal problems he left the
NOI and organized two other organiza-
tions. The Muaiim Moaque lr>corporated
and The Organization of Afro-American
Unity (OAAU).
The Muslim Moaque Incorporated was

for furtherance of Orthodox Is^m. The
OAAU waa to further organize arxJ corv
tinue tfie struggle of African-Americans
Matoolm developed three noafor political

strategiea to be implemented through tha
OAAU.
The first was to furtfier organize tha

political struggle of African-Americarts by
training arxi aending political organizers
throughout New York especially Harlem, to
ogrgar>ize tt\a comnujnity "block by bk>ck,
ward by ward, borough tiy borough etc...

For Black Poltical Power, and the creetion
of a Black Politnal Party.

A Truly Greet Man, Yet Simply Another Soldier
19 1Q9R in

"^ '

I BELIEVE THAT THERE WILL ULTIMATELY BE A CLASH BETWEEN T»d
DPPRESSED AND THOSE WHO DO THE OPPRESSING I BELIEVE THAT
THERE WILL BE A CLASH BETWEEN THOSE WHO WANT FREEDOM JUSTICE
^N0 EQUALITY FOR EVERYONE ANDJHOSE WHO WANT TO CONTINUE
THE SYSTEM OF EXPLOITATION I BELIEVE THAT THERE WILL BE THAT
<INO OF CLASH. BUT I DON T THINK IT WILL BE BASED ON THE COLOUR
>F TME SKIN Malcolm X

In Memory of Malcolm X
and

Augusto Cesar Sandino

~ ~~~ by C. Zulu
His second strategy was to take the civil

rights movement to the United Nations,
turning it into a struggle for human rights.

His belief was that blacks were an oppress-
ed "nation within a nation" and that the
struggle should be for real and actual
freedom, political economic independence
from the whites instead of just integration
and affirmative action. One of his famous
statements was "how can you be equal
when you don't control land, you don't
control factories, and you are educated by
your oppressor ?"

To implement this strategy he saw the
need for a national black united front, an
organization that includes all black people
wfio were willing to work for the move-
ment.

His third strategy involved his trips to
Africa an the mideast.

His first trip was to Mecca in Saudi
Arabia to complete one of his religious
obligations. His other trip to Africa was to
win support for the struggle of African-
Americans from Africa, and the interna-
tional community.

While pursuing the goal, the U.S. State
Department claimed that Malcolm X set
back US foreign policy by 20 years.

Herein is the possible reason for his

assassination. It has been spread for the 20
years that the Nation of Islam was responsi-
ble for his death. The differences between
Malcolm and the NOI were big but not
enough for them to kill one of their fomr>ed
sons. All one needs is a limited understan-
ding of how the FBI and CIA works to put
the puzzle together.

In summing Malcolm X up his greatness
lay in his love and dedication to the
freedom of black people in America, and
his practical organizational knowledge and
abilities to make this freedom a reelity.

He was at>le to get black people to con-
front tfieir own fears and short comings. He
especiallly urged African-Americans to;

stop letting petty things disunite us, to stop
being so uncritcally psychologically attacfv
ed to our racial and economic oppreasors,
and to devetop an uncompromisir>g inflexi-

ble attitudes toward injustice arHl oppres-
sion as well as dtn/etop the proper
knowledge and akills physically combat in-

justice ar>d oppreasion.
As great as he was, Matoolm was a hunf>-

ble nun. He understood tf>at he was only
another soklier in tha army of truth and
justice. He understood that tfiere freedom
fighters before him, with him and that thera
would be some after him.

All third worid people wtto read Malcr>lm
messages will be inspired to build fightir>g

organizattons to continue the struggle.

DARE TO STRUGGLE, DARE TO WINI

,\

American involvement in Nicaragua

began in 1855 with the presences of the

adventurer William Walker. By which he

imposed slavery and declared himself

president. He was overthrown two years

later.

In 1909 the U. S. State Department

supported a revolt by the Consevative Party

after President Zelaya refused to grant

canal rights to the U.S.. This marks the

permanent U.S. military presence in which

the U.S. banks take control of Nicaraguan

• incances, railroads and communications.

The marines remained in Nicaragua to

support the Conservative government,

which was faced with continuous armed

rebellions by the Liberals ( made up of

mostly poor people and peasants! . Headed

by General Agusto Cesar Sandino, born in

the mountains of the Segovias. In 1926 the

Biyan Chamorro Treaty was signed, giving

the U.S. perpetual rights for the con

slruction of an interoceamc canal through

Nicaragau. One year later the U.S.

supervised a peace treaty between the

Conservative Party and the Liberals. In

which the Liberal rebells were told tO'

surrender their arms. Only General Agusto
Cesar Sandino refused to comply he said,

"I am no prepared to surrender my
weapons even if everybody ese does. I

would rather be killed along with the few
who accompany me, because it is better to

die rebels under fire than to live as
slaves "

Unable to crush Sandino's army and
faced by growing domestic criticism of

U.S. involvement in Nicaragua, the

marines were withdrawn. They were
replaced by a new army and police force,

the National Guard, trained and equipped

by the U.S., which was headed by U.S.
appointed Anastasio "Tacho" Somoza
Garcia.

In 1934 Sandino signs for peace with the

new president, Sacasa, and returned to the

northern mountains to continue organizing

peasant Cooperatives that were begun
during the war (WW. III. On February 21,

Sandino was assassinated on the orders oi

Tacho Somoza Two years later Somozc
ousts Sacasa and takes the presidency.

"/ SB/d to my friends that if there were a hundred men
in Nicaragua who loved their country as much as I,

we would redeem its sovereignty, now endangered
by the Yankee empire. My friends replied that there

might be that many men, or even more, but the pro-

blem would lie in our finding each other. .

.

"

-Agusto Cesar Sandino
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POETS' CORNER
22 Miles by Jose Angel Gutierrez

From 22 I see my first 8 weren't
Around the 9th , I was called
"meskin. "

By the 10th. I knew and believed I was.
I found out what it meant to know, to
believe. . . before my 13th.

Through brown eyes, seeing only
brown colors and feeling only brown
feelings... I saw... I felt.../ hated...!
cried.... I tried...! didn't understand
during these 4.

I rested by just giving up.

While, on the side... I realized I

BELIEVED in

white as pretty,

my being governor
blond blue eyed baby Jesus
cokes and hamburgers,
equality for all regardless of race.
creed, or color,

Mr. Williams, our banker.
I had to!

That was all I had.
Beans and Communism were bad.
Past the weeds, atop the hill, I looked
back.

Pretty people, combed and squeaky
clean, on arrowlike roads.
Pregnant girls, ragged brats, swarthy
machos, rosary beads, and friends
waddle clumsily over and across hills,
each other, mud cold, and woods on
caliche ruts.

At the 19th mile, I fought blindly at
everything and anything.
Not knowing. Not caring about WHY
WHEN, or FOR WHA T
I fought. And fought.
By the 21st, I was tired and tried.

But now

Descansen en Par

Nicaragua no se queja,
companeros.

Los gemidos
son sonrisas
de los ninos guerrilleros
que descansan
en la gloria.

Y los gritos

alaridos

de un pueblo muy unido
que proclama
la victoria.

Nicaragua no se queja,
companeros,
y no llora.

Es la voz
de un pueblo enardecido
que orgulloso
ruge al cielo

en esta hora,
IMemos vencido,
companeros!
Ahora si,

guarden reposo.
Descansen en paz
que esta tierra

es nuestro suelo
y el suelo
es vuestro
para sierhpre,

guerrilleros.

Rest in Peace

Nicara^a is not cornplaining,
companeros.

The moans you hear
are the smiles
of the guerrilla children
finally resting

in glory.

And the wailing
and the screaming
are the sounds of joy
of a noble people
claiming victory.

Nicaragua is not complaining,
companeros,
and it is not crying.

it is the unbridled voice
of an angry nation
that proudly
exclaims to the heavens;
We have won,
companerosi

Now, you can rest in peace.
The soil is yours,
the land is oursi

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Interested in a study/tour to Cuba 7

I've been told that I am dangerous.
That is because ! am good at not being
a Mexican.
That is because I know now that I have
been cheated.
That is because I hate circumstances
and love choices.

You know...chomo tacos y tortillas
ARE good, even at school
speaking Spanish is a talent.
Being Mexican IS as good as Rainbo
bread.

And without looking back, I know that
there are still too many.
brown babies,

pregnant girls,

old 25 year-old women,
drunks,

who should have lived but didn't,
on those caliche ruts.

It ts tragic that my problems during
these past 21 miles
were/are/might be. .

.

looking into blue eyes,
wanting to touch a gringita,
ashamed of being Mexican,
believing I could not make it at college
pretending that I liked my side of towri,
remembering the Alamo,
speacking Spanish in school
bathrooms only,

and knowing that Mexico's prostitutes
like Americans better.
At 22, my problems are still the same
but now I know I am your problem.
That farm boys, Mexicans and Negro
boys are in Vietnam is but one thing I

think about:
Crystal City, Texas 78839
The migrant worker;
The good gringo:

Staying Mexican enough;
Helping;

Looking at the world from the back of
a truck.

The stoop labor with high school rings
on their fingers;

The Anglo cemetery,
Joe the different Mexican,

Damn.
Damn.

Damn.

Full study tour in Havana and Isle of Youth
Will include:

1

)

Conference at Ministry of Education
2) Museum of Literacy Campaign
3) Visits to vocational schools and teachers
training school
4) Meeting with Federation of University
Students (FEU)
5) Meeting with Union of Young Com-
munists (UJC)
6) Isle of Youth- visit to secondary school
and meeting with African students also,
Casa Culture, Beach and an evening with
CDR, Committees for Defense of the
Revolution

Cost of trip:

$750.00 from Boston
$700.00 from New York City

Malce reservations as soon as possible to
Cubamobile Program
Marazul Tours Inc.

250 West 57th Street
Suite 1312
New York, N. Y. 10107
Tel: (212) 582-9570

Marazul reverve the right to cancel the tour
should fewer than 15 persons sign up for it.

Participants will be notified 30 days before
the scheduled departure and all money will
be returned. If you cancel your place on a
tour, the following schedule of refunds will
apply:

More than 30 days prior to departure- Full
Refund
30-15 days prior to departure- Forfeit $50
14-3 days prior to departure- Forfeit $150
Within 3 days prior to departure-Forfeit full

cost.

For more information write :

P.O. Box 415

No. Amherst, MA 01059
call 545-0341 Marea

Maurtcio 253-2286 after 6 PM

Asartemur
^^
TI« EqrpTMN MCAwiiKi of tI« WOlld
ASAMTfMVK" IS OMC of rllf NINC SDIIliTS wbo

dfSTRoyfd The wickfd soul And body - rkf
qaCAT fXECUTioNCK.
This MCTkod of R^briNq was disiqwid foil

WOMCN hqkTiMC IN A COmBaT SURVIVaI SITWA-
TIO(K. Tht ART foKM IS VCKy ScifNTlfic IM ITS
APPRAISaI to pfRSOMAl Scir-dcfENSC. Till
SySTfM IS VERY Mobilf AMd ITS VERSATillTy CAN
bt AdopTld TO tIk tSfR's NCfds (i.(

Atencion Comunidad
Latina

La reunion del martes 22 de febrero fue
cancelada. Se llevara acabo el Martes 2 de
Marzo, en la cual se haran las nomina-
ciones, las elecciones se llevaran a cabo el
viernes 5 de marzo.

Black Labor Leader to Speak in
UMass
On Thursday, February 25, 1982, at 400

PM, in room 311 of the New Africa House
Mr. Dick Days will be speaking on the
topic: The Labor Movement and Social
Change-A Black Perspective".

Mr. Days, who is presently the Education
Director for the United Auto Workers inNew York and New England, has spent more
than 30 years working in the auto industry
in Detroit and New Jersey, before joining
the staff of the union. The union's head-
quarters are in Farmington, Conn

This event is a Black History Month
presentation co-sponsored by the Labor
Center Students caucus, the Afro-
American Studies Dept. of UMass., and
the Office of Third World Affairs. No ad-
mission fee IS required and child care will be
provided if you call ahead 545-2893
Refreshments will be served. Everyone is
welcome to attend.

The Emerson ^^ouse V/omen
'^^ Color sponsor a
lecture on ^fental
Health Issues .for
^.Isck History Month.

Tuesday, February 23,
6:00-7:30p.m.'

in the Emerson House
classroom.

Professor Benson Cooke
will give a lecture

ALL ARE WELCOME! !

!

sTRfNqTk, spcfd, powcR, sizel. Tkis covrsc is
dfsiqNfd TO couipT you wiTk Tkf NfccssARy
AblllTy ANd UNdCRSTANdlNq TO dflcNd youR
pcRSONAl spACE. It covid bf cowsidiRfd
sociaI quiRilU combAT trainin^. Tki coursc
will Iast AbocT 10 wcfks, kAvc a Iimit of 10
pfopii, 2 kovR SESSIONS ANd will be loCATtd
m ROOM 1 14 c4 Tkt Nfw AhiicA Housi . It is

TENTATivfly scbidvUd loR TkuRsdAys From 7
- 9 PM. RfqisTCR IN Tkf AFro-Am DrpART-
MENT. CIasS will MEET tMs WEEkl

Casa Latina Exhibits Carrlbbean ar-
tifacts collection

Casa Latina has aquired on loan, an im-
pressive artifacts collection. This exhibit is a
beautifull and exciting collection offered for
the benefit and enjoyment of all, which
gives an extensive and unique view into the
Art, Culture, and Customs of the peoples
of the Carribbean. It provides a rare oppor-
tunity for all members of the community to
experience in part the excitingly colortfull
and vitally rich legacy which embodies the
Carribbean
The collection will be in exhibition at

Casa Latina, 19 Hawley Street, Northamp-
ton. From February 24th, through March
1st, open days and hours will be Monday
thru Friday, 1 PM - 3 PM, Wednesday 4 PM
- 6 PM. Fridays 4 PM - 8 PM, and Saturdayn AM -2 PM.

This artifacts collection will be the first in
a series of planned future exhibits and
events for the community to highlight the
multicultural history of the Cacribbean and
will focus on the islands of Puerto Rico,
Haiti and Cuba. To complement this event-
full exhibit, music from each of the islands
will be played and audio visual aids will be
used. Liseloti Reyes, the exhibit coor-
dinator and volunteer Ruben L. Robledo
have worked for several weeks to imple-
ment the exhibit.

We of Casa Latina, urge the public at
large to attend this most exciting educa-
tional event, which marks the beggining of
a serious effort by Casa Latina to provide a
forum that accurately depicts the extensive
contributions of C^lbbean peoples, to the
Americas and the world.

THIS EVENT IS OFFERED FREE TO THE
PUBLIC I
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Knapp will recommend Baritz
ByKKNUAZINET
Colk'gian Staff

Dr. Loren Baritz, vice chancellor for Academic Affairs
and provost at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst will be recommended to serve as acting chan
cellor when that position is vacated in July. UMass
1 resident David C. Knapp announced yesterday.

Haritz has served as UMass Amhersts chief academic
ol licer since August. 1980. and is an accomplished historian
with several published works. Chancellor Henry Koffler
called nantz a proven adminLstrator and an intellectual
leader.

Knapp said Baritz is at this time "second in command"
and the most logical person to assume the acting chan
cellorship. He said he has full confidence in Baritz.

Knapp. who will make the recommendation to the
UMa.ss Board of Trustees, also said he expects (he search
lor a new chancellor to begin within two weeks.

The search committee which will conduct interviews
with the candidates for the chancellorship will be formed in
about a week, he said.

Knapp met here with the executive staff, the deans
committee and the rules committee of the Faculty Senate
yesterday, and said all were in agreement that the search
be conducted as quickly iis possible. Knapp said he hopes
the chancellors position is filled before next September.

To maintain continuity during the changing of the
chancellors, Knapp said Koffler and Baritz will initiate a
clo.se working relationship immediately. Knapp said
Kolller is also expected to take a leave prior to his July
departure, and Baritz will take over the duties of chan
cellor at that time.

_

"There is a need for the campus to have assurance of
what the leadership will be." Knapp said.

In the meantime, Kolller will continue to maintain the
responsibilities and authority of the chancellors position
Knapp said the drafting of the long range plan will remain
as Kolller s top priority. Koffler will also continue to
conduct the searches for the Vice Chancellor for
Administration and Finance, and the Vice Chancellor for
University Relations and Development, Knapp said. The
long range plan is an overall policy for the operation of
UMass in the future.

^^^T'^ Selectmen vote to disarm nuke evacuation planBy PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen voted unanimously
last night to reject a Civil Defense Department plan to
evacuate the residents of Chicopee, Springfield,
Easthampton and Granby to their town in the event of a
nuclear war.

The Board also voted to publish a pamphlet telling
Amherst citizens "why there is no protection from a
nuclear war and that no steps short of disarmament can
provide safety from the threat of a nuclear war" and to
endorse a resolution "for a U.S-U.S.S.R. arms freeze."
The exact wording of the motion, proposed by Richard

Minear, one of the selectmen and professor of history at

Presidential

race begins
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

Four candidacies submitted nomination
papers by yesterday's deadline and are
seeking election to the office Student
Government Association (SGA) president.

All candidates were required to include
250 signatures along with their nomination
papers.

The candidates which will appear on the
March 8 and 9 election ballot are Harvey
Ashman of Dickinson dormitory and Steve
Robinson of Van Meter dormitory; David
Groom of Amherst and David Stone of
Swiss Village; Richard Nagle of MacKim-
nnie dormitory and Laura O'Shea of Patter-
son dormitory; and James Murphy of
Belchertown.

Today, candidates will draw for place-
ment position on the ballot, and $250 will
be payed to each candidacy from the Stu-
dent Activities Trust Fund for use as their
sole source of campaign funding.
Also today, the SGA Government Affairs

Elections Committee will meet to discuss in
campaign procedures and campaign fun-
ding. Specifically, the conwiittee will

discuss campaign endorsements from
residential area house councils.
Mindy Ordway of the elections commit-

tee said that house councils were not allow-
ed to endorse candidates through cam-
paign advertising since council money
comes out of the same fund as the can-
didates' campaign money.
After candidates have submitted their

spending plans to the SGA Treasurer's of-
fice and campaign plans have been approv-
ed, Ordway said that campaign drives will

kick off. Leaflet distribution, campaign
posters and a debate tentatively scheduled

Continued on page 11

the University of Massachusetts, asked the Board to "re-
ject any involvement in a crisis relocation plan."
"No unneighboriiness is intended," he said. "We cannot

respond to such circumstances. It is false hospitality to of-
fer what cannot be delivered."
Francesca Maltese, Chair of the Board of Selectmen,

agreed with Minear's evaluation of the Civil Defense plan.'
"Part of my strong feelings against the relocation plan

IS that It is an unreality," Maltese said. "It is a cruel joke
to convince people that you can survive a nuclear war,"
she said.

Vincent Gillen, a resident of Brigham Way in Amherst,
voiced his opposition to the Board's action.

"If there is some defense, you refuse to deal with it,"

SHADOW OF LIGHTING - Shadows cast on the wafkways
at the university.

Gillen said.

The Board also voted to send a letter to the neighboring
towns explaining the reasons for their rejection of the
relocation plan.

There was much debate on the motion to support the
arms freeze. Selectwoman Edith Wilkinson said she did
not feel it was the town's place to deal with national
issues.

"I believe that it is our responsibility to deal with the
things of local government that no other groups can deal
with," Wilkinson said. "We did have it on the referendum,
and I think it stands on its own," she said.
When the motion for the arms freeze was passed, most

of the crowd at the meeting applauded.

School reopens

nurses program
By CAREN ORLICK
Collegian Staff

An increase in nurses with graduate
degrees has forced the University of
Massachusetts school of Public Health into
reopening the graduate nursing program.
"There is a need for graduate degrees in

nursing. We will not only be filling the gap
in Western Massachusetts, but also this is

an opportunity for nurses to benefit
statewide." said Ruth Smith, director of
nursing.

The program which had been temporarily
closed in 1976, because of an
overenrollment crisis, was reactivated
because of demand. Smith said.

Applications are being taken now for the
opening of the program in September.
"Approximately 15 to 20 top notch

students will be accepted into the
program." Smith said.

The program will consist of two main
areas of concentration, nursing ad
ministration and gerontological care, as
well as a requirement of core courses which
must be taken by all students.

"The study can be done either full or part
time. Upon successful completion of 48
credits, a master of .science in nursing is

granted," Smith said.

William A. Darity, dean of the School of
Health, said "The program is a healthy step
and will prove to be favorable to the
University. With the caliber of quality in

the program and faculty the program will

definitely be a succe.ss. I am both excited
a"hd anxious to get the program off the
ground."

Students who are interested in applying
for the program should call 545 0089.

Applications should be sent to Graduate
Admissions. 243A Graduate Research
Center, UMass:

Dan Drollftte

ofTobin
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Tuition hike

considered
BOSTON (AI') - A tuition hike of about

10 percenl for next year at all state colleges

and universities will be considered at a

March 1 hearinj,' before a subcommittee of

the fioard of Rej^ents of Higher Education
the board announced yesterday.

The board said in a news release that the
proposal includes a $77 hike at all the four

year siaU- colleges, and the largest hike for

undergraduates would be $103 at the

University of Massachusetts' Boston
campus.

Increases at the graduate level would
range from $84 at the state colleges to $130
at I 'Mass in Boston and Amherst.

Neil Harrington, a spokesman at the
board, sai<i the proposed increases average
about 10 percent throughout the publii

higher education system.

He >ai(i increases al.so were ordered last

year.

Students now pay $.542 for the year at the

two year community colleges. They paid

$4.50 last year.

The tuition at the stale colleges currently
is $72.5. up f'-om $(iOO last year, according tn

Harrington s figures.

Undergraduate tuition at the University
of Lowell is $842 this year, up from $700;
University of Massachusetts. $952, up from
$750, and Southeastern Massachusetts
University. $802, up from $664.

The regents said the board's ad
ministration and finance subcommittet> will

conduct the hearing on the proposed new
increases at 3 p.ni. next Monday.

WILLIAMS DOG BROUGHT TO TRIAL - Homer
Williams, left, father of Wayne B. Williams, leaves Fulton
Co. in Atlanta Monday with the family dog. The dog was
brought to the court by the defense to show the mood of the
dog which has played a part in the case.

New Federalism

debated by states
WASHINGTON (AP) - Governors and county officials

went to the White House yesterday to tell President
Reagan that they support the principle — but not all the
details — of his "new federalism" proposal.

Both groups were determined, however, to make clear
their willingne.ss to negotiate all points of difference.
Reagan scheduled separate sessions yesterday with

delegates of the National Governors' Association and the
National Association of Counties.

Discussions of "new federalism" and the impact of
Reagan's proposed budget for the next fiscal year
dominated the annual Washington conferences of the
governors and county officials.

The two biggest points of dispute appeared to be the
questions of whether states or the federal government
would assume responsibility for basic welfare programs
and how "new federalism" would be financed.
"We must not. we cannot, accept a program which would

leave us in 1991 or any date foreseeable with any doubts
about our capacity to be a just society," Gov. Richard
Snelling of Vermont, a Republican and chairman of the
governors' association, told the meeting of county officials.

Snelling and many other governors were concerned that
under the Reagan plan, the trust fund established to

finance the transfer of 43 federal programs to state and
local control would be phased out in 1991.

There also was unanimous opposition among the
governors to Reagan's plan to cut another $10 billion in

state and local aid from the federal budget for fiscal 1983,
which begins Oct. 1.

Under the Reagan plan, the federal government would
take over Medicaid, while the states would assume
responsibility for the basic welfare programs — Aid to
Families with Dependent Children and food stamps.

Both the governors and county officials have long
favored federal assumption of welfare.

Digest
By the Associated Press
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Curfew in Salem following fires

Look to Amherst for oil

of your Automotive Needs

SALEM — In the attermath ot

simultaneous suspicious fires that gutted
two landmark buildings Monday,
authorities called the National Guard to
patrol a 40 block area surrounding the
smouldering rubble.

In an emergency meeting yesterday
afternoon, the City Council approved
Mayor Jean Levesque's declaration of a

state of emergency in this town of 30.000
about 30 miles north of Boston, and his

requests for $1 million to cover emergency
costs, as well as a curfew in the downtown
area from 6p.m. yesterday to 7 a.m. today.

Police Chief Charles Connelly .said curfew
hours may be modified today.

The council also authorized restricted

traffic in the area through Thursday.

The fires, which Levesque said officials

"feel very strongly" could have been set,

gutted the 1910 National Guard Armory
and the 1927 Masonic Temple.

Police Captain Murray Greenlaw said

between 40 and .50 Guardsmen set up a

perimeter around the business district

Monday night. He said the curfew was
obeyed, except for "one drunk" who was
put in jail.

Connelly said he has asked for the troops
to stay through the end of the week. Adj.
Gen. Vahan V'artamian said 2.50 would be
available to the city.

Bulger defers Sisitsky decision
BOSTON - Senate President William M.

Bulger said yesterday there may be no need
for a committee to consider what to do
about the behavior of Sen. Alan D. Sisitsky

(I) Springfield).

Following a routine session, which
Sisitsky did not attend, Bulger said he
would defer a decision on how to handle the

situation.

""As long as the Senate can function as a

legislative body, with or without (Sisitsky),

then there is no need for a committee,"
Bulger told reporters. ""We would do only

what is neces.sary. Any action will be

governed by the circumstances."

Sisitsky later told reporters he was not at

the 1 p.m. session becau.se he was con-
sulting with his attorney. The Senate meets
again, informally. Thursday.

Relations between Sisisky and Bulger
have brcn strained for months. Last year,
Bulger firi'd Sisitsky from a committee
chairmanship and suspended Sisitsky for

misbehavior - constant interruptions. The
ouster was supported by the full mem
bership and. indirectly, by a state Supreme
Court justice.

Handicapped seek state help

256-0253

EAST

AMHERST

TUNE-UP BRAKES
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COMPUTER BALANCING

EXHAUST TIRES

TRANSMISSIONS

Across from Poor Richard's

Winter isn't over yet!

Protect your car with

regular maintenance at
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A R. Sandri, Distributor of Sunoco Products

40 Belchertown Rd, Amherst

253-9394
Your

Superior Muffler

Center Hill

Sjiiurior
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BOSTON — A jfroup of handicapped
citizens pleaded yesterday for state

assumption of program costs previously
covered by federal funds.

Sen. Jack H. fiackman, (D Brookline)

said the services have been combintd into

one proposal, which he estimated would
cost $4 million to $5 million.

"It is absolutely essential for the state to

pick up the funding," Backman said, "or the

pr^iframs will be wiped out."

The hearing was before the Committee
on Human Services and Elderly Affairs.

Many witnesses were in wheel chairs and
all said they have gained independence
because of the programs, which include

housing assistance and special jobtraining.

Proponents included Elmer Bartels, the

handicapped head of the Massachusetts
Rehabilitation Commission.

Cerebral palsy victim Maureen Winn
said. "I want to be independent. I am a

human being."

V>^

AUTO REPAIRS
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Katherine Brady will be speaking at the Campus Center at the University ofMassachusetts tonight on child abuse, incest, and rape prevention.

Victim to speak
on child abuse
By NORA CURIOSO
Collegian Correspondent

Katherine Brady, author of Father's Days: A True
Sttirif About Jtictst, will be speakinK about child abuse,
incest, and rape prevention at 8 p.m. Thursday night in
room 101 of the Campus Center.

According to her autobiography, Brady was the victim
of father daughter incest from the time she was eight
years old until she put a stop to it at age eighteen, when
she realized "something was wrong." According to Sue
Chioccio of the Distinguished Visitor's Program (DVP)
when Brady confronted her mother about the incest, her
mother said she had "some idea" of what had been hap
pening. The mother and daughter began to go for coun-
seling together, and Brady's parents remained married.

Brady joined the New York Women Against Rape
Organization for help, and eventually became a consultant,
according to the DVP who is sponsoring her talk. She has
recently founded a self-help, non profit organization. The
Katherine Brady Foundation Inc., for the benefit of
incest survivors and the prevention of child abuse. The
motto of her organization is "You are not alone, and you
are not to blame."

Admission is free for all UMass students with a valid
ID.

Amherst's Annual Women's week to begin activities
Amherst College will begin its fourth annual Women's

Week on Sunday and will continue until March 6. The
planned events, which address the theme "Women and
Work," will include lectures, panel discussions, film and
exhibits, all of which are open to the public and will take
place on the Amherst College campus.

International Women's Week will be at the University of
Massachusetts from March 8 through March 12.

On Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in Converse Assembly Room,
Karen DeCrow, former president of the National
Organization for Women (NOW) will open Women's Week
with her lecture "The Present Status of Women in the
Workforce," which will focus on the main theme of the
week. An art show will also takeplace on Sunday at 3:00
p.m. in the Robert Frost Library.
Nanette Bray and Jan Dreegchant, representatives

from the Hampshire County chapter of NOW will address

the Equal Right's Amendment (ERA) at 7:30 p.m. March
1, in the Converse Assembly Room.

March 2, there will be a panel discussion on "Sexual
Harassment: In the Workplace and on Campus." The
panelists in this discussion will be Jane Fleishman of the
Statewide Coalition of Women Against Sexual Harass-
ment; Myra Hindus of the Working Women's Task Force'
at the Everywomen's Center and Lisa Ziebel of Students
Against Sexual Harassment. This discussion will be held
at 7:30 p.m. in the Alumni House.

"Childcare and Working Parents," will be addressed by
another panel on March 3. Panelists in this discussion will
include Juliet Brudney, columnist for the Boston Globe;
Martha Fowlkes, college research associate for the study
of women and careers, and professor of sociology at Smith
College; and Sherry Lamer, family therapist. This panel
discussion will be held at 7:30 p.m. in Converse Assembly

Room.
On March 4, Amherst College Professors Jan Dizard

sociology, and Rose Olver, psychology, will particpate in a
panel discussion on "Career and Lifestyle Balances" at
7:30 p.m. in Converse Assembly Room. Other panelists
will be Shirley Brodigan, community organizer for the
Hartford Ecumenical Groups, and Judith Stiehm, pro-
fessor of political science at the University of Southern
California.

A film about women in the work force during World
War II, followed by a discussion, will begin at 7:30 p.m. in
the Converse Assembly Room, on March 5.
The concluding event of Women's Week at Amherst

College will be a performance of "Deliverence," a talent
show and exposition of Amherst women's talent, will be
held at 8 p.m. March 6, in Fayerweather Lounge!

- ANN CONNOLLY

International Women's Week
annomices final schedule
By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

Members of the International Women's
Week (IWW) planning committee are
holding firm to their agenda for the up-
coming events scheduled March 8 12. Final
resolutions were made Monday afternoon
for the IWW calendar which will be printed
the beginning of next week.

Prior to IWW, a photo exhibit entitled
'We Replenish the Earth, Women of
Color, " will be on display at the New Africa
House from March 1 13. On March 6, a
workshop on economic literacy for women
entitled "Who's Got Your 41 Cents: Women
and the Wage Gap, " will be held from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. in room 101 of the Campus
Center.

International Women's Week will begin
at noon on March 8. International Women's
Day, with the showing of the movie
"Wiilmar 8" in room 168 of the Campus
Center. There will be a resource fair from 7
to 9 p.m. in the Campus Center.
The international panel. "Third World
Women as Liberators: Same Struggle.
Samt Fight." is scheduled to feature
women from the Phillipines. Puerto Rico. -

Southwest African Peoples' Organization
(SWAPO), and the Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO). An IWW planning
committee member said the Distinguished
Visitors Program (DVP). which set aside
$.5,000 in funding for the event, is con-
sidering not funding the controversial PLO
speaker. A spokesperson for DVP could not

be reached for comment.
A di.scussion on March 9 will feature

health topics such as "Sterilization Abuse."
"The Family Protection Act: It's
Implications for Women. " and "Women's
Self Image," with Judith Katz and Ellen
LaFleche. A panel discussion entitled
"Women's Lives in 1982: a Local. National,
and International Perspective" will be
featured from 7 to 10 p.m.
Workshops and a movie focusing on

women inside and outside of the workplace
are scheduled for March 10. The movie
"Bread and Roses," which portrays health
care workers, will be shown at noon. A
workshop entitled "Women and Unem-
ployment" will be held from 4 to 6 p.m.. and
the "Women in the workplace ' workshop
will be held from 7 to 9 p.m.

On March 11, the movie "Julia" will be
shown continuously from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
and again from 8 to 10 p.m.. in the Com-
muter Lounge. Workshops will include
"The State of Public Education: Declining
Enrollment of Women and Third World
Students" and ""Cross Cultural Learning:
Competitive Educational Systems."

On March 12. Women's Week will end
with a focus on women and violence. The
feature event for that day will be "Violence
Against Women: Expressions." This event
will include a short play and discussion,
poetry, a skit about child sexual abuse, and
discussions with two women about shelters
for battered women. An African Brazilian
vocalist will also be featured that evening.

Silvio protesters go to court

Photo bv Kd Kin

HAIRY EXPERIENCE — Two year old Fernando Rodriguez and father
Carmen both receive haircuts from Ernie Paulin at the Campus Center
barber shop.

*t*tV

By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

The forty-five students who were ar-

rested on February 1 1 for occupying U.S.
Representative Silvio Conte's Holyoke of-

fice in an effort to persuade him to use his

influence to help stop US military aid to El
Salvador will be arraigned Thursday in

Holyoke District Court.

The protest sit-in was staged hy
members of the Northampton Committee
on El Salvador, the Western
Massachusetts Latin American Solidarity
Committee, the Radical Student Union,
People's Gay Alliance and Students
Against Militarism.
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More arrested

this weekend
liy SUSAN RING
Collegian Stall'

The Amherst Police Speed and Alcohol Patrol (SAP)
stopped 47 motor vehicles, wrote 35 violations, and made

^ndi^lii^rn^K'' " "'"'^'"" '^'"^''^ "'^'^ ^"' ^^"'^

Julie Kaliszewski. 19. and Kim Danese. 18. both of

wuh tinrr
''""^^". '' V P-"- ^^^"--^^^ -d charVd

alcohol
'^ '""' " '''' '^" '^" "^ '*^ '" possession ol

In a non-SAP arrest. University of Massachusettsstudent Mark K. Hoffman. 19. of VVoodburv. N V wasarrested at 9:30 a^m. Saturday on South Pleasant St,"e

ah^lhor'''
"*^ " P'"''"" ""^^''" -" '" Po-^s^'ssion of

Just alUT midnight Sunday. Amherst police received areport of windows bemg broken on North Pleasant StreetArrested at the scene were Michael Underwood. 21 offorces er, and UMass students Michael (JIadwin 21 oVV<.rcester. and (.ary Cameron. 20. of New Jersey All
thr,.,. were charged with malicious destruction of property
1
hn-e wmdows and a telephone receiver were damaged inthe mcideni. according to Amherst police
In an unrelated incident, an officer on patrol observed amotor vehicle missing its tires and wheels at PaiiresChevrolet at 4 am Sunday. The loss was estimated at»JUU accordmg to Amherst police.
At 10:.{0 am. Sunday, a minister from the Hope

Congregational C hurch reported that someone had entered
he church durmg the night and taken a fire extinguisherwo silver collection plates and two collection baskets. ThetotaKalue ol the theft was estimated at $110. according to

Police reported 16 minor traffic accidents over theweekend, mostly weather-related. An Amherst police
cruiser operated by Officer Frank Holcomb. 26. was
travelling north on Unviersity Drive, proceeded to turneast onto Amity Street and was hit by a vehicle sliding on
ice. traveling west on Amity Street at 5:23 p.m. Fridayrhe st'cond motor vehicle was operated by Debra Weier
-7. of Laslhampton. Weier was cited for operating an

motor vehicle. The cruiser sustained minor front end

,
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Missing child recovered by police
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

A 12-year-old girl, living in North Village at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts, was reported missing and later
found yesterday, by UMass Police.

Police said the girl was reported missing at 10:37 a.m.
on Sunday, having been last seen at the Hampshire Mall,
and was found in the Crown Point Apartments on Royte 9
at 12:26 a.m. yesterday.

In an unrelated incident, a larceny of over $100 was
reported to police at 9:25 yesterday morning, Police said
that a vacum valued at $300 was taken from a closet on
the seventh floor of the campus center sometime between
5:00 p.m. on Saturday and 9:00 a.m. on Sunday.

Twenty-five dollars in damage was reportedly done to a
door in North Village sometime Sunday night, police said.
The resident of the apartment told police that between

the time he went to sleep on Sunday, and when he woke up
on Monday, someone had tried to gain entry into his apart-
ment using a pry bar.

A telephone, valued at $40, was reported stolen from
the computer room in Hills North at 2:26 p.m. yesterday
Police said that the telephone could have been taken
anytime over the weekend, and they have no suspects.
Vandalism to a car, causing approximately $60 in

damage, was reported to police at approximately IMS
a.m. yesterday. Police said that the car had been parked in
the Southwest horseshoe from Feb. 6 to Feb. 21, and th
damage had been done sometime during that period.
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'in our Newly Expanded Restaurant
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Baked Stuffed Lobster (with spaghetti) 8.95
Baked Stuffed Shrimp (with spaghetti) 6.95
Baked Scrod (with spaghetti)
Veal Parmigiana (with spaghetti)
Baked Lasagna
Baked Ravioli (Meat or Cheese)
All specials include homemade soup & salad
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Chocdak Cheesecake
Fabulous Baked Goods

Alacfyo Buono!

Our stylists are featuring FREE professional consultations for men & women. Let us help you
select a hairstyle that's perfect for you.

Call for an appointment for:
****

»

:
FIRST - A professional consultation :

'- TuJL^'^^
' ^ P''®^'^'°" s^y'® cut selected individually just for you :

:
THIRD - Our stylists will show you how to take care of your hair. i

All For $8.00
I _ wth this coupon only, expires 3/15/82 :

with persona, style cu,, shampoo, and blow dry SIO.SO. longhair slightly more- wi'.hihis coupon only.
Limited to new customers only.

To compliment that new hairstyle for the tntttl /nnir i>i/o «,=.. ^ . ^
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Styles by Deborah I & II
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
He's saving the
environment?
Watt' a laugh!
If the environmentalists have had their disagree-

ments over issues in the past, you can be sure that
they now agree on one thing - Interior Secretary

James Watt is bent on strip-mining and black-topping his
way into the hearts of American businessmen. The vocal
outcry against Watt's policies have been loud and large
Perhaps Watt has taken the environmental "kooks"

seriously. That is the only plausible reason for Watt now
saying that he will ask Congress to enact a bill that would
torbid mining and drilling in wilderness areas until the
year 2000. Before you think that he has totally reversed
his philosophy and has become a friend of the ecologists

Randolph T. Holhut
look closely at the "one exception" in his proposal '

According to Watt, "if there is an urgent national need
the President should then, with the concurrence of Con-
gress, be allowed to withdraw those few acres that might
Jx? needed to meet that national need."
Watt has also thrown out some deadlines for Congress-

the end of 1983 for the creation of any new wilderness
land, and until the end of 1987 to propose any new
wilderness areas. In short, he has said that in return for
not declaring more wilderness areas for time immemorial
the existing 80 to 100 million acres of wilderness will bt^
protected, unless of course, there is "an urgent national
need.

If this sounds suspicious to you, you are probably cor-
rect. Watt has realized that his "damn the environmental
kooks approach was not working, and that he only suc-
ceeded in alienating the Americans who believe in preserv-
ing what we now have for the future. So, with this new
proposal, James has undergone a dramatic transformation
- from nasty villian to a friend of nature. In reality he is
doing the same things he was doing before, but his public
image has changed.
The Sierra Club has called the Watt proposal a "Trojan

horse;" many would go along with that image. If you real-
ly believe that James Watt has changed his mind and has
decided to preserve the American wilderness, then you
probably also believe that supply-side trickle-down
economics is helping the poor. Like that other "trojan
horse ' of Reaganomics, this proposal may ultimately
become a way for the administration to access more
wilderness areas, and providing a major loophole for ex-
isting land to be used. Watt's plan may actually do more
harm to the environment than good.
The approach may be different, but the goal is painfully

clear. The Reagan administration is bent on destroying
the environment, by "watt" ever means possible. If
America is alert, this will not happen.

Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian columnist.
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Letters

MassPIRG question reviewed
To the Editor:

The headline "Senate votes to question MassPIRG's
student fees" (Feb. 18) was very misleading. The senate
did not raise questions about the $2 MassPIRG fee; rather
UMassPIRG requested the undergraduate student senate
to place a referenda question on the Student (Jovernment
Association election ballot to provide students the op
portunily to reaffirm their support for the Ma.ssPIRG $2
lee.

1982 marks the tenth anniversity of MassPIRG — the
Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group. UMass
students started the organization, w.hich since 1972 has
grown statewide to now include 12 colleges and univer-
sities with a total of 50.000 student members. The Bottle
Bill, hazardous waste, consumer protection and energy
policy are the issues addressed by MassPIRG. On March 8
and 9 UMass students will be asked to reaffirm their
support for the efforts of MassPIRG on behalf of students
and citizens in Massachusetts.
The referenda question will appear on the ballot for

three reasons: to give students currently enrolled in the
University the same opportunity as their predecessors to
vote for the MassPIRG fee; to provide Boston State
College students merging into the university system the
chance to vote on the fee; a show of student support to
counter the attack of MassPIRG by the state Legislature in
the altermath of the Bottle Bill victory.

Jean E. Johnson
Chairperson, UMassPIRG

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor must include the

writer's name, address and telephone
number for verification. Because of the large
volume of mail received, unpublished letters
cannot be acknowledged or returned. Sub-
missions are subject to editing for clarity and
grammar. Letters longer than 30 lines may
be condensed due to space limitations.

known to this community, once again, the appalling fact
that Jew-hatred exists on this campus. Even more s„ I

was completely disgu.sted to see this type of l)ehavior com-
ing from meml)ers of an educational center as large as
I IMass where the philosophies of so many different groups
are represented and exposed to everyone. To add to this
notion, it is astonishingly coincidental that this is the
"Year Towanl Civility" - Wake up folks! It would be nice
to see some of the goals of this campaign realized on the
UMass campus.

Ilene Jacobs
Northeast

Regents in conflict of interest

To the Editor:

In an article published on February 17. Tfw Collegian
reported that Norman Zaikind is defending Robert Smith
The idea that a member of the Board of Regents is defen-
ding a man accused of rape and attempted murder ap-ainst
a UMass student is very hard to take. As a regent? Nor-
man Zaikind's job is to vote on items in the best interests
of the students. Mr. Zaikind is certainly not looking out for
the UMass woman who was allegedly attacked. Robert
Smith may or may not be guilty but it is not Mr. Zaikind's
place to represent him. Mr. Zaikind is in a conflict of in-
terest and should excuse himself from this case.

Karen Beaton
Central

Lack of civility

To the Editor:

"Auschwitz, Auschwitz," they chanted from a terrace in
Cance Dormitory on Saturday afternoon as three friends
and myself (all observant Jews) walked by the dorm
Needless to say. I was shocked at the senseless, rude cries
of these students and felt it was necessary to make it

aim
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New Attorney General aims
to increase visibility

Tuesday, February 23, 1982

By SCOTT SAceo
C;oll«'«i;m Corn'sporKicnl

Nfwiy appointed Student Attorncv
(it-ni'ral ("raJK Colhath said yi-sit'rday thai
hi' wants his olTire to biK-onu' more visible
to students at th<' Iniversity of
Massachusetts.

'Students don't realize then' is a place
they can turn to," said Colhath.

"11 a student is in trouble on this
campus. wh«'lher il be in the residence halls
or with another stud«>nt, this is the olTice to
come to. It you are brought up on char^t's
by an<»ther student or a Cniversily ollical
we have trained adviwaies who can help
you. U ( are not here to j^et you oil. just to
make sure you recede lair treatment.'
('olbal li sai<l.

(olbath
, a second semester Junior

accounting major, is taking over the reins ol
aliorney K«'ntral Irom Lisa Ziebl. who
n'si^;n«-d Feb. :i, ciiinK fx'rsonal rea.sons.

. Colbath was nominated lor the ap
p(.intm.-ni by Student Covernment
Association iS(;A) <•«> I'residents Larrv

Ko<-ot and Kevin Manjfan. alter serving
under Ziebel as assistant attorney fjeneral
lor the past year. His nomination was
appKAcd by the Student Senate Feb. 10.

(olbath sai<l the transition period
between Ziebi'l's resi>,mation and his own
appointment went sm(K>thly with the help
ol his lellow .Assistant Attorney (Jeneral
Hol> Lu/. Colbath said that no official

icKisialion was handled during this peri(Kl,

just the Usual workload of the Attorney
(ienerals Office.

" There ha\c Ixn-n great strides made
by the Administ ratien, Legal Service's
Office, and the Student (Jovernment
Association as a whole the past year."
( olbatli sai<l. "Our syslen is not perfect,
Init we ha\e people m (he Attorney
deneral s Office whix-are, and who want to
help students."

Colbath said the .Attorney (Jenerars
Olli<-e also acis as a "walch dog" over the
S(iA and researches and writes opinions on
•diuidversies that arise concerning the
Si udeiil .Senate or its agencies.

Amherst to hold town elections
By BOB WOLFK. ,JK.

Colle^an Corres()ondent

The town of Amherst will hold their An-
nual Town F: lections from noon to H p.m..
April f).

Anycme livinp in Amherst who is l)oth a
U.S. citizen and at least IH-years-ohi f)y

Election Day can re^ster in the Town
Clerk's office any weekday from H a.m. to

4:30 p.m. or at either the Munson or North
Amherst branch libraries (luring normal
library hours.

The I Iniversity of IVIa.ssachusetts campus
is mostly confined to precincts three and
four, with fx)th precincts having 10 three-
year vacancies.

Residents living in precinct three will

vote at the Immanuel Lutheran Church on
North F^leasant Street. Precinct four
voters will vote in the Banjjs Community
Center on Kellojjj^ Avenue.

Anyone wishing to run in the election for
town meeting member must file by March 2
in the Town Clerk's Office. To file, all

nominees must fill out a Town meeting
member nomination paf)er which must con-
tain at least 10 si^iatures from qualified
voters who live in the precinct where the
candidate resides and is rejfistered to vote.

Ab.sentee Ballots may i^e obtained by
writing to the Town Clerk which must Iw
postmarked by noon. April .'> and are
limited to f>eople who will f)e out of
Amherst during' voting hours, and those
who are physically disabled.

Amherst residents who are prevented
from registering at the town clerk's office
due to a physical disability can receive the
services of the ref^istrars at their home l)y

. writing to the town clerk at least three
days l)efore the registration deadline.
More information is availal)]e from the

Town Clerk's Office at 253-9382. . ,

Sn-IECH BOOKSAU

OFF
ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED
PRICES
on selected sale tables

Come pick up a stack of high-level
scientific orxj technical books from
leading publishers Our selection
ranges through numerous disciplines
including physk^s. chemistry, medicine,
mathematics engineering computers
and more Your savings range
from a tremendous 65% to an
unbelievable 90%

$1.00
to

$4.99

Open M-F y-b Located in the Campus Center, Univ of Mass

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Trip to Cuba planned by
U-Mass student groups
liy I'AILHKLVAL
Colli ^(ian Stall

Ihe Ollice ol Third World Affairs and the
Student Center for Educational Research
Advo<-a.sy .Anli Itacism Team are among the
student organizations planning a trip to
( uba ov«T Mar<h break tor students to gain
a lust hand education on life in thai
counliy.

The trip, which is beinj,^ spon.sored by the
Cuban Insiiuilc lor Friendship with the
Peoples. a nonKovernmenlal Cuban
a^jeiicy. is desiirned |o provide for a cultural
ixcli.iDKe bctvMcn students in the I'.S. and
Cuba, said .Vlarea Wexler. the anli racism
pioKiam coordinator tor SCKHA.

'J raveiiiig lo Cuba is one ol the best
ways to understand whals goin>;on lh<'re.

"

Wexler said.

We.\|fi said .she believes that Cuba is

badly iiiisrepresenled in the media of this
couiiliy. and that this trip is a g(K)d op
poll unity lor .American students to learn
about ( uba lor I heniselves.

"Cuba is .so misunderstood in the United
States," she said. "Were dealing with a
basic lack ol inlormation in general. One
way to really find out is logo.

'

During their stay in Cuba, students will

attend conler<'nces on education, meet with
students and members of the C'ommunist
party, and travel to the Isle of Youth, the

site ot some of the greatest reconstruction

pri>jects in that country. Wexler said this

visit to the IsU- of Youth promises to be one
of the best parts of the trip.

"One of thi- very special things about this
trip is travelling to the Isle of Youth." she
said. Knormous headway has been made
there in reconstruction, especially in the
building of schools."

The nn'ctings with Cuban students
should be a productive source of education
for both the .Americans and the Cubans.
Wexler sai«l.

"Students and young people from this
country will be able losil down with their
Cuban counterparts," she sai<l. "We will
learn from them as well as them learning
from us."

Wexler said that although the trip is

sponsored by a grou|» that is as.sociated
with the parly in power in Cuba, she does
not feel this will distort the view of Cuba
I he American Si udenls are presented.

"The Cubans are not interested in

deception. They have no interest in

presenting the reality as different than it

IS." she said.

AIIOKA. a University of Massachusetts
Spanish cultural group, and the Ven-
ceramos Brigade, a (.'uban solidarity group.
are planning the trip ^long with SCEHA
and the Office of Third World Affairs.

Newslines .

.

"Power and Politics: Feminist Contribu-
tions to New Perspectives" is the subject of
the second lecture in the five-part Women
and Power lecture series to be given
tonight at Smith College in Northampton.
Susan C. Bourque, professor of govern-
ment at Smith will speak. All lectures in

the series will begin at 7:30 p.m. in McCon-
nell Auditorium, and discussion led by
faculty members will follow.

The lecture series is sponsored by the

Smith College Project on Women ana
Social Change.
"The Feminization of Poverty: Causes

and Cures" will be given by Mary Went-
worth of the staff of the Everywoman's
Center at the University of Massachusetts
on March 16.

"Narrative Power and Sexual Politics"
will be discussed by Deirdre David, assis-
tant professor of English at Smith College
on March 30.

HP-ILP
Your link -with the Future

*Digitai Cassette Drive

$499.00
List

'Thermal Printer/Plotter

$449.95
List $495.00

'Interface Loop
(HP-IL)

$114.00
List $125.00

*^P 41CV

The Hewlett-Packard Interface
Loop (HP-IL) enables you to:

• Connect an HP Digital Cassette Drive to give you
1 3 1 ,000 characters of storage.

• Add an HP Thermal Printer/Plotter to give you hard-copy
graphics capabilities.

And this is just the beginning. HP is committed to future HP-IL
products.

Come in for a hands-on demonstration.

*ln stock quantities on accessories are limited.

Special orders may be required.

m./^ PACKARD

U/UNIVERSITY
STORED

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center
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U.S. rituals and voodoo
iCoHe^ian 7

By SATYA GABRIEL
Collegian Correspondent

A friend of mine from Nigeria listened to the President's
St^te of the Union address. He was shocked.

n.'T^'^ T^" '^ "^ charge of your government?" He aske<iMy friend s name is Ifeanyi but he always tells Americans
it IS Michael.

"Well," I answered. "He is president."
''}}^'^

f.""'"^'
programs in education and nutrition for

children, Ifeanyi went on, frowning. "He's cutting pro-
grams to aide pregnant women and mothers."

huying tanks and tnimbs to use against the people of little
countries like El Salvador.
"Yes." 1 said," that's true. At least," I added, "it i.s true

that the government is doing those things. I don't know if

Commentary
I nodded, not sure if a smile were appropriate.
"And." Ifeanyi continued, "he's taking that mo>nev and

you can just say it's the President."
"But he is in charge." Ifeanyi insisted. "How can people

tolerate this'/"

"Reagan has promised to get the nation moving again,"

economics
I shrugged.

"With unemployment in this country rising and f»e<»|»|e's
real incomes falling, how can things stay .so peaceful?"

I then decided to tell him what Vice President Hush once
said al)out Reagan's magical |M)wers. I told fiini alM.ut
voodoo ec(momics and how by cutting social programs and
taxes and raising military spending the Cnited .Sates
would solve all of its prol)lems and destroy communism.
He looked at me with tme of the most inten.se frowns I

have ever seen, then his face brightened sud.lenly and he
said, "Ah, now I see. Reagan is a witch doctor."

I smiled. "Precisely."

I -said without much thought.
"MovinL' where'.' To El .Salvador or Angola'.'"

Klan activities monitored by networkers
By JENNIFER HARDY
Collegian Staff

Howard Stanback. a National Anti-Klan Network
member spoke last week about the rise in racist activities
by the Ku Klux Klan to a group of 200 people at the Stu-
dent Union Ballroom. The lecture was co-sponsored by
Commuter Collective and the Radical Student Union
Stanback, a graduate of the University of

Massachusetts's Economics department, said that the
Klan and other racist organizations have become more ac-
tive in efforts to promote racism.
Stanback is one of the founders of the Anti-Klan Net-

work, which was established to gather information on the
Klan and then work to counter their efforts. Stanback
said, "We serve as a cleaning house to organize against
the Klan." He recounted incidents from around the coun-
try concerning Klan violence and recruitment. He talked
about the cross burnings in Connecticut and about the
training campus the Klan has there.

Shaken suspect denies charges
ATLANTA (AP) - A "scared" Wayne B. Williams took

the stand at his murder trial Monday and told the jury, "I
haven't killed anyone."
He also denied he was a homosexual and said he had

"never seen" the two young blacks he is accused of mur-
dering.

"I haven't killed anyone," the 23-year-old defendant
said. "1 haven't thought about it. I don't plan to do it to
nobody."

Williams, a black free-lance photographer and self
styled talent promoter, walked to the witness stand in the
ninth week of his murder trial immediately after
prosecutors finished cross-examining his 64-year-old
mother, P'aye Williams.

.Speculation had abounded at the sensational trial as to
whether Williams would testify, since by calling him to the
stand his lawyers made it possible for the prosecution to
cro.ss examine him. Because of a gag order, neither side
was allowed to make public its plans for calling witnesses.

Williams testified an hour and 55 minutes before court
reces.sed late for the day at 6 p.m. He is to resume
testimony Tuesday morning.

"Have you ever taken your hand and put it around
someone's neck and choked him to death'.'" defense at
torney Alvin Binder asked him.
"Never. " Williams replied.

"Have you ever taken a knife in your hand and put it in

someone else's body?"
"No," he answered.
"Have you ever taken a rope and put that around

someone's neck, and squeezed it till they were dead'.'"

"No sir, "he replied.

Williams, wearing a dark blue suit with no tie, in

troduced himself in a low voice, and Binder asked him to
speak up.

"I'm .scared," he replied. Although he said he was
nervous, he appeared calm on the stand.

Williams has pleaded innocent to murdering Nathaniel
Cater, 27, and Jimmy Ray Payne. 21. two of 28 young
blacks whose deaths over 22 months were investigated by
a special police task force.

No arrests have been made in the 26 other cases, but
prosecutors have presented evidence in 10 additional
slayings in an attempt to show a pattern that may include
I he Cater and Payne deaths.

Williams said the prosecution version of his predawn
encounter with a police stakeout team at a Chattahoochee
River bridge was false.

Members of the stakeout team testified that Williams'
car was moving slowly across the bridge with its lights off
just alter I hey heard a splash in t he water about 3 a.m. last
May 21. I'ro.secutors contend the splash was Caters body,
which was found downstream two days later.
But Williams said he drove across the bridge at 20 mph

lo 30 mph with his car lights on.

Asked how he would described himself, Williams told

the jury, "I would characterize myself as a care-free,

happygo lucky person. Nothing ever bothered me.
"

He denied he is a homosexual — which is important to
the ca.se because prosecutors say homosexuality figured in

some of the slayings. "I don't have a grudge against them
(homosexuals) as long as they keep their hands to them-
selves and don't come near me."

Williams .said a black teenager who had testified earlier
that Williams offered him money for a sex act is a "bald-
faced liar."

He also denied a statement by another prosecution
witness that he had been seen holding hands with one of
the two victims. "I haven't been holding hands with no
man," he said.

Williams further denied prosecution contentions he
hated poor blacks and had made derogatory statements
about members of his own race.

"I have used certain words I'm sure most black people
use to each other," he said. "It starts with 'n.' It isn't

derogatory.

Williams' 14 year-old German shepherd dog, Sheba, was
brought into the courtroom to dispute the testimony of a
prosecution witness who said she saw Williams and Cater
together with a dog frolicking nearby. The defense con-
tends Williams' dog couldn't have been frolicking because
of her age

LUTHER By Brumsic Brandon. Jr.
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The movie, "Resurgence: The movement for Equality
vs. The KU KLUX KLAN." was shown before Stanback's
lecture. The movie contained live footage of five Com-
munist Workers Party members l)eing shot down by
K.K.K. members in Greensborough North Carolina. The
film aLso showed interviews with klan members and com-
munist workers party members.
Stanback r^ad a few quotes by klan members. One klan

member said. 'We do not have a prime problem, but a nig-
ger problem." Stanback asked, after all the marchings,
burnings and deaths why do we still have racism?
The National Anti-Klan Network was formed in Atlanta

m 1979 as a re.sult of a meeting between various civil
rights groups and other organizations. These organiza-
tions felt that people should have more input in dealing
with what the klan does.

Stanback said. "You can't hide the problems that the
Klan causes, you can't put them under the table." Stan-
back also said that Klan membership has increased 25 per-
cent since 1975.

A Tribute to

Women of Color

;f-
• .» .»

',t >

March 8 is International Women's Day and in
commemoration of the day it is proposed that a
photographic exhibit be displayed in the Augusta
Savage Gallery. The photo^apher, Robert Davis,
has assembled a show "based on strength, the
need for unity, the pride, the sensitivity, and the
overall beauty" of Afrikan, Hispanic, and A.sian-
American women. He points out that the exhibit
is not from a man's eye, but shows women of col-
or through the eyes of the people they have sus-
tained and inspired.

Exhibit sponsored by Center for Women of Col-
or. March 1-15, March 8 is the reception.
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Stone Monkey business
THE STONE MONKEY
By Bruce Hoibrook
Morrow, 368 pages ($15.00)

By PHILIP PLANTE
Collegian Correspondent

If you're going to sit down and read The Stow Monkey,
be ready to either write off any reverence for western
culture you have or trash all 368 pages in hate and disgust.
Bruce Holbrook. a Yale-educated cultural an-

thropologist fluent in Mandarin Chinese and extensively
educated by a traditionaly-minded Chinese physician and
scholar, rips western conceptions of scientific progress,
through physics, medicine, philosophy, and evolution into
little pieces, and burns them up in a zealous passion for
traditional Chinese scientific reality.

Holbrook explores the eastern perspective in the same

tradition as Pirsig's Zen and the Art of Motor Cycle
Maintenance and Capra's The Too of Physics, sometimes
arriving at conclusions which will boggle a typical,
western-educated mind. In discussing the side effects of
western medicine. Holbrook asserts that the problem with
the birth control pill results from what calls "an insuffi-
cient love for children." And God, according to Holbrook,
is "the western trash can for all we don't know" - pretty
touchy stuff if you're religious.

1 echnology. he maintains, is not humartly motivated and
empirical in its aproach. The author often works on a
philosophical level, comparing what he calls the Greek, i.e
Aristotlean. fragmental-absolutist approach to reality
with "the polar-completeness" of Taoism and Confu-
ciansm.

Although Holbrook 's analogies and research often seem
illogical and nasty, his work is a fitting condemnation of
this "absolutist" western perspective. It has, claims the
author, created the cancerous aspects of technology we
call "life in the twentieth century."

mblONE
MONKEY

AN ALTERNATIVE,
CHINESE-SCIENTUHCREAUTY

BRUCE HOI RROOH

(TJaTe'^ruHei'inlhPli" ^"''f'1;^
^''^P.^^ '" ^*^^"^'* ^^'^^' ^endice

ForMurZ
University Ensemble Theatre's production of DialM

Tribute to Paik
By PHILLIP PLANTE
Collegian Correspondent

Anyone able to catch the Nam June Paik
video presentation held in the Cape Cod
Lounge Thursday night saw something
difficult to describe.

Paik. a pioneer of video avant garde and
critically acclaimed cultural terrorist of the
1960s had his works "Suite 212,"
"Guadalcanal Requium," newly relea.sed
"Lake Placid." and his masterpiece "Global
Groove" shown by the Union Video Center
as part of the Third Annual Video Arts
Festival.

Paiks work, a grab bag of Dadaism. Zen.
fluxism, nihilism, technology. anti

technology. McLuhan inspired social

commentary, war documentary, insanity,

and who knows what demonstrated video
art techniques invented by Paik himself.

"Global Groove." which Paik calls a

"video landscape of tomorrow." featured

the chanting of Alan Ginzburg (Ohm
m...Ohmm), clips of dancers boogieing to

"Rock Around The Clock" transposed on a

kaleidascope of synthesized video special

effects, and cellist Charlotte Mooreman

playing a cello made of television sets.

"Global Groove," like the rest of Paik's
avant garde statements (or non
statements), can't be understood literally
(as in through the print medium). They
must be appreciated visually through
generalizing the contrasting images in it.

Eastern western contra.sts (the Japanese
Pepsi commercials are a riot) are con
tinuous in "Global Groove."

In "The Medium Is The Medium," a
masterpiece in video symbolism. Paik
contorts and distorts the face of com
municalions pioneer Marshal McLuhan into
Yin Vang symbols continuously as
McLuhan lectures on the influence of
television in the twentieth century.

In a television interview which was
shown that night. Paik explained his in
venlion of the vidi-o synthesizer and other
experiments, illustrating his artistic ap
proach to technology.

When asked by the television interviewer
if he glorified technology, Paik replied "I
make technology ridiculous." Paik ex
plained how when a television set brought
in for a gallery exhibit broke, creating a

UMass students recrea

the scene of the crime
I{y JIM MOSES
(.'ollegian Staff

Thursday night saw an entertaining
prwluction of the play Dial M for Murder,
written by Frederic Knott, and first in-

InnJuced to Hroadway in 1952. Bruce C.
Brown, as Inspector Hubbard, a clever
detective from Scotland Yard, and Charles
A. Lynch as Max Haliday. an American
television scriptwriter who specializes in
murder stories worked well together. It
was their energy which kept the plot
moving, and kept my interest intact.

In the opening act Tony Wendice. an
unscrupulous character who married for
money, plans to murder his wife. Kevin
Cristaldi. who played Tony Wendice, did
not fully convey the evilness of a man who
would partake in such a ploy. Tony's plan
stumbles when Captain Lesgate, Tonys
hired killer played with appropriate
coldness by Lenny Egan, is killed by his
victim with a pair of scissors.

The plot unfolds clearly, but is clut
lered with details. However, the pace of
the performance was kept up. and the busy
plot was dealt with well.

As the play reached the end of act two I

could see Tony Wendice's hands tremble as
the other characters began to discover that
he was responsible for the attempted
murder of his wife. Kevin Cristaldi con
veyed appropriate nervousness well.

The set was cleverly disigned to create
a m(X)d of suspense: the lamps in the 1940s
English living room were slightly tilted.
This made the whole room .seem tilted, and
added to the aura of eerieness.

This aura was especially evident in the
murder .scene. I saw only the shadows of
Margot Wendice, who was timidly played
by Tracey Lurie. and Captain Lesgate as
they struggled in the darkened room.
Captain Lcsgate's body thumped to the
llo<jr after Margot stabbed him in self
defense. The lamps, which appeared to be
bronze, glimmered in the low blue light of
the scene and during the silence after
Captain Lesgate's fall ihey helped to
dramatize the fact that a man was killed.

Din/ M is not just a murder mystery.
Its also a love story The love affair bet-
ween Max Haliday and Margot Wendice
could have been played more dramatically.
In the opening of the play Margot did not
seem very distressed for a woman who
rejects a fondly remembered lover to keep
her marriage together.

Thursday nights production oi Dial M
for Murder was an enjoyable evening of
melodrama. Despite the overabundance of
detective stories on television and in the
movies, generally good acting by the cast of
seven undergraduate and one graduate UM
students and the intimacy of the curtain
theater made this classic murder story
fresh and alive.

CentrH^t'TurX'""'
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bright horizontal line across the screen, he
turned the set on it side making the line
vertical. The broken, upended set was
added to the exhibit and called "Zen TV."
Anyone interested in Nam June Paik or

interested in video as an art form should

check out the Video Art Festival every
"Thursday through March 11 at 7:00 in the
Cape Cod Lounge.

Video clips of Paik's work are also
available at the Union Video Center for
student organizational use.
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Newslines . . .

International fair

slated for April
The University of Massachusetts-

International Fair, which offers students an
opportuinity to pass on information about
various cultures has been scheduled for
Saturday, April 25 in the Campus Center
Auditorium.

The fair is part of International Week,
which is sponsored by the International
Students Association. International Week
is scheduled for April 18 25. During this
time, any group with a political or
traditional interest can sponsor an event
such as a film or workshop.

Past International Weeks have en
compa.ssed topics from films on El Salvador
to Japanese paper making. Booths at the
fair may carry examples of national dress,
samples of different food and other things
representative of different cultures.

The first general meeting to organize
the lair will be at 7 tonight in Campus
(
enic. rooms «()4 808. Anyone wishing to

parlKipalr should attend the meeting or
contact Dian Mandle, coordinator for the
International Fair, at 545 3875.

- JANE L. GREENHALGH

WMUA to discuss

marijuana laws
Richard Evans. western

Ma.s.sachu.seiis director of the National
Association lor the Reform of Marijuana
Laws (NORML) will be the guest on
"UMass Hotline to be broadcast from 6 to 7
p.m. tonight on campus radio WMUA 91 1

FM.

Hill Stepchew, host of the show, said
Evans will discuss the marijuana
legalization issue and answer questions
liom callers. Interested listeners can call at
54 5 28 76.

Collegian 9
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DistmguisTTedITisito^
Program
presents

Nora Ephron
Scribble, Scribble
On the Media

Tuesday i-Tee to
February 23, UMass students
at 8:00 with ID

Room 163 Campus Center

")

I

i

Have you ever wanted to organize a Film Series'^Maybe Music or Dance Concerts'?How about Student Representation

9

The Off-Campus Student
Area Government Office
has vacancies in the

Commuter Assembly Board.
The Commuter Assembly is the policy board for the

^ra^'^'^f H^''^^^
^""^^ ^^"^^«P man/student programs and represent the interest of over 7000

students. Pick up nomination papers NOW»
404 Student Union Building

545-2145
Deadline February 23

PRO - HEALTH
A health promotion workshop

for students to:

* assess health risks

* plan improved healthstyle

FREE!

February 25 - 5:30 - 6:30 pm
University Health Services

Room 302

Call 549-2600 to pre-register

KINKS

>^^'/

Jim Carroll Band

•^ «'

Quadrophenia
$fi^^
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Todd Rundgti
HITS
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OPEN MF 9-5

Sat 11-4
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Located in

the Campus Center
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STORED
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE
By M. Joyce

ROD BONES

(^wmat've wfoot

Edited by

ACROSS
1 Manger
5 Einstein's "M"
9 girl!

13 Learning by
memory

14 Tie for the races
16 Converse
17 LiKe of

bricks

18 Excited cry:

Colloq.

19 Superman
20 Verbatim
23 Liveliness

24 out

(dress up)

25 Trumpeter swan
27 "To point ..

30 Computer's
"memory"

33 City m Oklahoma
34 Awkward
36 Buenos

(good morning)
37 "Believe me

"

41 New:Abbr.
42 Black, in Blois

43 de la Cite
44 Households
47 Beardsley, noted

English instructor

49 Growl
50 Three, to Tonio
51 Commotion
53 Word lover

Margaret Farrar and Trudc Jaffe

60 Bee flat?

62 French composer
Erik

63 Go slow
64 Allege

65 Glyceride

66 French irrf inltive

67 Home of the

O'Haras
68 Groups of seals

69 Energetic person

DOWN
1 Gizzard

2 Printing process,
for short

3 Take leave it

4 Have a tendency
5 Reddish-brown
6 Lyre for Solomon
7 Tug's tow
8 Famous section

of London
9 " dulieber.
10 One of Cooper's

Leather-stocking

Tales

11 Weed
12 Sleep like

15 Card with an
allegorical figure

21 Discussion
22 Place for mis-

addressed Itrs

26 Church calendar
27 Take

(chance it)

28 Redoing
29 Suburban

features

30 Groove
31 In a joyous

manner
32 Famous family of

Ferrara

33 Energy source
35 Nanki

, son
of "The Mikado"

38 Patrick
,

Irish-Amer,

politician

39 "If I had my •'

(preference, old

style)

40 Fever: Prefix

45 Sal, for one
46 Irregularly

notched
48 Counted (on)

51 At the drop of

52 Star with an aria

54 Evince surprise

55 Palindromic

name
56 Variegated
57 Divider's word
58 Country place
59 Dear; Fr.

61 Age

By Gregg Canavan
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WEATHER
Mostly clear in the mid 30s
this afternoon, and conti-

nuing this evening and
overnight with
temperature dropping to

the low of 20.

A TASTE FOR
POLITICS?

Nomination Papers
for elected positions

on the

CC/SU Board
Governors

may be obtained in

SUB 420
Nomination papers due by

March 2 at 3 pm
W» can't promis* you Phil Donahue,

but you n#v#f know. . .

You ARE tIiE EytS ANd EARS
of tIie CoUEqJAN.
If you SEE A STORy,

teU us AbouT it!

Tuesday

0^=^

LUNCH

Hot Pastrami on
Pumpernickle

Austrian Raviola

DINNER

DC MENU
BASICS LUNCH

Swiss and Sprout
Sandwich

Spinach Noodle Casserole

BASICS DINNER

MARDI GRAS mARDI GRASNew Orleans Style Vegetable Gumbo
Barbecued R,bs Casserole

Louisiana Chicken Louisiana ChickenShnmp and Scallop Creole Shrimp and Scallop Creole

CABLE/V/DEO

TWO

UVC & GPC
Daily Programming Schedule

All Mixed Drinks* 9 til 11

NO COVER CHARGE

0^^rv \r |-> KaM f'l.asani Si. -< ^

Tuesday

10:30 - 11:00 Drinking and Driving
- Interviews

11:00-11:45 Rlondie

11:45 - 12:30 Kregeioh Masters

12:30- 2:00 Michael Manley
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A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

A FLORIDA SPRING BREAK

AUDIO

Stereo worth $1100 asking $585 like new
Call 665-7717 for info, will talk

Sanyo Audio Spec car 8-track, new
loud, asking 90 or BO 6-5166

Pr. EPI Bookshelf Spkrs. gd. cond 65$
6-5166

OHM E $120/pr. Technics integ. amp $70
Phillips trntble $65, 549 4403

AUTOTOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790

1970 VW Bus many new parts $500 Bob
586-5827

69 Novp 6 cyl auto, runs well, needs work
$350 546-4050

Toyota Celica 1972 4 speed, new brakes,
new muffler, radials, AM radio exc
mileage. $650. Jean 665 2367

Chevy Impale 1970 g^d condition,
dependable transportation, AM/FM radio,
have to let it go quick and cheap 350.00 or
BO call Peter B. days 549-1255

1968 Valiant, dependable transportation
automatic $350.00 Bob 253 7967

75 Pinto new battery, tires, good mpg, ex-
cellent body, 665-7148

Rusty, reliable 1972 Volvo wagon new
motor, 4 spd, $600 665-2882

IS YOUR CAR SICK?

Then consult Kevin at 253-3695 Free
diagnosis/estimate, very reasonable prices

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMSM

Delivered by experienced Bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Bellydance classes
begin Weds., March 3 at 6:30 in basement
of Sigma Delta Tau.For more information
call Theresa between 6 and 8 at 253-5491

BOARDERS WANTED
Boarders wanted in Delta Chi Frat for
spring. Good food and social life. Money
transferable from Univ. Housing.

COUNSELORS
Camp Wayne, Northeastern Penn
sylvania, co-ed children's resident camp
6/22-8/22/82. Many positions available.
Friendly, warm atmosphere. We care.
Write: 12 Alleyard, Lido Beach N.Y. 11561
and include your school phone number

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER

Great condition. Call 66774 $75 or BO

FOR RENT

Rural Belchertown: 2 bedrooms, by lake,
5 mins to bus stop. 390 -^ 323-5833

Cape Cod Cottage, Harwich 2 bedroom
$1000 for season, Mr. McCormack
617-432-6507

FOR SALE

Sneakers men's and women's; quality
name brand; great deal call Mike 549-1233

Nordica Comp Ski Boots very good con-
dition, size 8m. Best offer. Call Jon 6-7760

POLICE TICKETS. Providence 4/13. Good
seats available. 253-7243

Men's Frye Boots 9!4D. Excellent condi-
tion. $60 or BO 665 2853

Mandolin - Mayfair, excellent condition
$80 call Dana evenings 256-6877/253-9990

New Queen or King size Waterbed,
never opened, 10 year warranty, walnut
stained p.ne frame, headboard, deck
pedestal, mattress, liner, heater plus padd-
ed siderails. $199.00 complete. 257 4645 E
Hampton

GET the best hotels, parties, discounts,
and NO hidden charges, fleabag hotels or
B.S.-all FOR 264.- (Daytona-Ft Lauder
dale) including 7 days hotel, round trip
transportation and Disney trip. Call Dave
549-6802.

FOUND
Taylor Rental key found Bartlett contact
Info Desk in CC
Bracelet found outside CCA. Call 546-81 17
to identify.

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for

546 66W^
''^ee delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED
Collegian Jobs: We need two associate
News Editors. Hard work, low pay, but
great experience. Reporting experierice a
must, editing helpful, energy necessary
We'll tram, if needed. Apply before Feb 25
to Ed Levine in the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center. An equal opportunity employer
Recycling Project W/S jobs available
apply in person. Contact Bill Ennen 306
SUB 5-0618

Riverside looking for children's show
perfermers this summer call 567 7910
Part Time: Car stereo installer with own
tools able to work adjustable hours. Con
tact Mike at the Sound Company 256-0744
Students wanted for sales good com
flexible hours, call 256-0821

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Division

Bass Guitar Lessons qualified instructor
All levels/styles. First lesson free. 546-8654
Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28
hours including classroom theory and
shop. Limited enrollment. 253-7967

LOST

Lost, a pair of white knitted mitten with
light & dark brown patches interwoven If

found please call Gail 6-1256

Lost brown leather key ring w/gold W
on it. If found please call Michele 253-3089
Gold ladies Bulova Watch Rewatd for its
return. Please call 253-3592

Help! I lost my girlfriends necklace. She
will kill if I don't find it. It's a jade heart
shaped stone with a thin macrame band
$10 reward call Peter 546-7207

Lost a Waltham gold watch with
unelasticized strap in the area of CC Garage
& the GRC. If found please return. Sen-
timental value. Call Diane at 665-3571 or
return to the Collegian News Department
Blue Powderhorn Parka missing from
N.O.P.E. on 2/12/82. Reward negotiable
Call George at 256-6802 Please respond

Reward: Lost Fri 12 gold chain sentimental
value please call 6-7267

Lost girls High School ring Class 1978
Lakeland, reward 586-9107

SEXUAL CHOICES AND ODOR
GUARD SOCKS in basics Hugo 6-6619

Pearl Necklace between Fine Arts and
Plot Thursday nite 2/17. Reward, sen-
timental value. Cindy 549-5127

Keys on ring. Student Union area during
long weekend. REWARD 549-0146

Opal ring with gold band, also class ring
with initials LRS on inside. Lost in Bartlett
women's room. Reward if found. 546-1260

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTIM

Therapist Researchers working to
develop ways of better understanding and
helping those men (i.e. husbands,
brothers, friends, fathers, roommates,
sons) whose lives have been affected by
the rape of someone close to them. We
would welcome any help from any man
who has had this experience. Please phone
or write: Bob Samuels or Madeline
Wagner, Tobin Hall, UMass, 545-0499
586-8327, 253-9537.

MARY KAY COSMETICS
See what Mary Kay can do for you For a
complimentary Mary Kay Facial call Carol
Nenetz at 256-6235

MOVING SERVICES

Fast, dependable service & reasonable
rates. Local or within 50 miles. For free
estimate call 549-3568

PARTY 2-NITE

Alpha Delta Phi rush parties are back'
Refreshments flow at 8:00 pm. Take any
Orchard Hill bus to Frat/Sor Park or call
549-4443 for info

PERSONALS

ECKANKAR - a way of life. Write P
Box 283, Amherst, MA 01004
Paul Happy B-Dayl Hope you have a
great day and that maybe you'll remember
the night! Enjoy, Love, Sandy
That's right, the 3rd Annual UMass Pi
Kappa Alpha 29 hr Dance Marathon is hap-
pening again March 5th and 6th in the Stu-
dent Union Ballroom call 545-2150 for info
Rubik's Cuber$, Friday 7:00 PM February
26, prize$ galore, Amherst Junior H.S.
Auditorium; bring cube$, $nake$, pyramid$
- whatever

Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD.
assist in any writing project. Amherst
Writers, Inc. 253-7764

If you lost a coat at Joey D's on Thurs
day Feb. 18 call 546-5018

Enter, enter!! Its not too late! Find a part-
ner and register for the 3rd annual UMass
Pike 29 Hour Dance Marthon March 5th
and 6th at the SUB Call 545-2150 for info .

To all University Women
Come see what sorority life is about.

Sigma Delta Tau has it all!

Rush Parties:
Tuesday Feb. 23 SDT on Broadway 6:15-7
Wednesday Feb 24 Mr. Greek Contest 7-8
Thursday Feb 25 Soda Pop Shop 6:15-7

For more info, call 545-0527
ask for Beth or Donna

Bill Keedy and Mike Murphy are by far
the two finest state employees on the
UMass campus. Signed a student observer
at Franklin D.C.

Undergraduate Business Club
members: Tonite is the SBA Phonathon at
6:00 p.m. in Memorial Hall. Free Beer,
Munchies and a lite supper will be provided!
All members are urged to attend!!

Work study position in the office of
People's Gay Alliance. Flexible schedule
good work conditions. Contact PGA 413
Student Union, 5-0154, for application.

Need a home away from home with life
long fnends, look into sorority life at Sigma
Kappa, 19 Allen St. located behind BKO
Rush parties Tuesday Feb. 23 and Thurs
Feb. 25 at 7:00. Please RSVP at 256-6887
The finest film of all from the master of
suspense. Cary Grant, Ingrid Bergman in
Alfred Hitchcock's "Notorious". Feb 26
CCA, $1.7, 9, 11

'

Randi M. Ha ha you missed me! Sorry.
Signed the only Laut you know .

IGU. we're different! Give us a try. All
university women invited to Rush Thurs
Feb. 25th 6:00-7:00, Mon. March 1st
7:00-8:00, Tues, March 2nd 7:00-8:00. For
further information contact Beth or Nancv
256-6874.

Juniors! Those of you who received an ap-
plication for Mortar Board Honor Society
be sure to return it by March 1st. Good
Luck!

Juniors! Is your overall cum 3.3 or above?
Then you are eligible for Mortar Board - a
senior honor socirty! If you haven't receiv-
ed your application yet, call Mary at
545-2152.

Happy 21st Birthday Laurie Oreo!! Sorry
I missed the deadline for yesterday. Love &
kisses Cindy

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates Nancv
5 0392, 584 7924

REAL MAJORITY

The Real Majority meeting tonite will be
in Campus Center rm 176 everyone in-

terested is welcome

RESUMES

Professional and confidential call
617-249-6556

ROOMMATE WANTED
One male wanted to share room in two-

5c?'n4i!^ o!^^
^^^ ^°^ '^'"1' or George

253^972q^29AJ4air^t^mher^
"

One bedroom available in two bedToom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

SERVICES

Couples recovering from rape
Theraputic group for couples to work on in-
terpersonal aspects of recovering from
rape. 10 weeks. Sliding fee scale. Male &
female co-therapists. Psychological Ser-
vices Center UMass 545-004

1

Need someone to talk with? Call the Les-
bian and Gay Men's Counseling Collective
M, Tu, Th, Fr 4 9 PM 545-2645

SOCIAL MARKETING
Social Marketing. . .the offering of goods
for sale which are labeled and advertised on
the basis of humanity, the community and
social purposes behind the products. The
gifts we'll be offering for sale come from
organizations owned and operated by the
people of Appalachia, Guatemala, India,
Kenya and other economically disadvantag-
ed as well as sometimes physically han-
dicapped peoples. Operating their own
businesses gives these people a measure of
control over their own lives. Social
Marketing begins Feb 22, at Logos
Bookstore, Northampton.

SPEAKERS BUREAU
Interested or past members of the PGA
speakers bureay need to contact Chris at
PGA Office 5-0154 by Thurs 2/25 Re: man-
datory training

10 SPEED BIKE

Great condition. Call 6-6774 for info $75
or BO

TO SUBLET

Squire Village townhouse - June 1
-August 31 with fall option Call: 665-2840

REX IS MISsInG
"

Rex is a collie-German shepard who is
usually seen on campus. Rex is black with
brown legs and very friendly. If you have
seen him please call 256-6632 Thanks

TRAVEL

DO IT IN DAYTONA! Spend your break
land not much bucks) on the beach
Western Mass Bus offers low, low rates
Seats are limited! Call Mike or Kilian
256-8244 or Tom 253-5518 NOW !

Travel - Spring Break trips to Florida and
Bermuda. Call 549-1835

Now's the time and Bermuda's the
place for just $299 (this includes
everything) for info call 256-6941 after 6
I need my car driven from Colorado to
Mass anytime soon. Call Margaret
323-4976 ^

Rocky Mountains Spring Break. Your
car, gas. My cabin, food. Hugh 546-6619
for details

WANTED
One Jazz-Blues-Rock Band missing a
flute. Adapts well to original music Firte-
improvisation 6-5304

Wanted one copy of Essential Algebra
call 549-0493 hurry

**

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,'
25 No. Pleasant St., Amherst. 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
Woman desperately needs living space

256
0639^^^^

with 12y/o dtr Christine

* SGA race
Continued from pofjr 1

for the candidates will [>e .some facets of the
campaigns, Ordway .said.

Also on the presidential election ballot,

students will vote for positions on the Cam-
pus Center/Student Union Board of Gover-
nors (BOG). Those candidates elected to

serve on the BOG provide student input in-

to management decisions concerning the

Tampus Center/Student Union building.

The IJO students elected to the BOG repre-
sent: one member of the Greek system, one
resident each from the Northeast, Central,
Sylvan, and Orchard Hill residential areas,
two residents from the Southwest residen-

tial area, three commuter students, and ten
representatives elected "at-large" from
any residence.

Please recycle

this Collegian
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The men's basketball team travels to Worcester toface Holy Oross tonight at 7:30 p.m.
The women's basketball team will be trying lo extendhen wmn.ng streak to five games when they travel to theUn.versuy ol Khode Island tonight. Game time is a 5 45

Swimmen end season with victory
By MAUREEN SIJM.IVAM ,.

^By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

When the season began last December.
Univ^ersiiy of Massachusetts mens swim
coat-h Russ Yarworth said that the season
could go either 1 9 or 9-1 - it all depends

•

Ihe season ended last Saturday withUMass going right down the middle
fm.sh.ng at 6-4. The Minutemen got its final
regular season win when they overwhelmed
tenlra Connecticut State College. 66 4l> at
Central.

Leading the UMass effort was Tracv
Jillson with a first place finish in the 200
yard bul lerfly and Phil Surrete winning the
400 yard individual medley in 4:3.5.00.

"I raced everyone in every event!" said

Yarworth. "We had a lot of swimmers going
in unollicially so we wouldn't run up the
score.

The Central meet, according to Yar
worth, was a way for UMass to prepare for
the New England Championships at
Harvard University next weekend.
"Everyone's going." said Yarworth of the

New Englands. "We qualified in every
event.'

The season overall has been one of either
blowouts, such as the one at Central,
washouts, such as the losses to Tufts
University and Williams College (the two
lop learns m New England) or meets won or
lost by a touch.

Yarworth and his .squad know of two such
meets they wish they had won.

I here were a couple of meets we
should ve won." said Yarworth. "Rhode
Island was clo.se and we could've had
Amherst College (last Thursday night) if we
tried ju.st a bit harder."

The Minutemen will k)se only one
swimmer (senior co captain Tom Dundon)
to graduation. Along with Dundon and co-
captain Rrian Spellman. the Minutemen
have been led by fine efforts by freshmen
such as Paul McNeil. Paul McDonough'
Barry Allen and diver Matt Engstrom. '

No matter how UMass fares in the New
Englands. Yarworth can count on having a
solid core of experienced swimmers for the
next couple of seasons.

UMass gymmen swing past MIT
BySUEBRIDGMAN
C^ollegian Staff

Reaching their goal of 250 points, the
University of Massachusetts mens gym
nasties team soundly defeated their
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
opponents 250.75 209.50. this pas't
weekend.
The UM squad captured all the events

except vaulting which they narrowly lost
4.J.70 42.0.J. despite some fine

"

per
lormances. It was a much improved squad
as all the performers came away with .some
nice scores.

The evening was highlighted by the still
rings competition, as the Minutemen
showed much improvement in this event
Kmgs spwialist John Mc(;onagle captured
the event with a 9.7 (out of a po.ssible 10)
the highest score of the evening. He was
lollowed by teammates Bert Mathieson.
Willy Stevens, and Lew Wingert. allowing
lor a UMa.ss sweep of the first four places

The UM squad had a scare early on when
Ken ODonnell took a fall on the lloor
exerci.ses and was unable to finish the
ivent. Hut. ODonnell was back later to
compete in the pommel horse and vaulting
Once again the top UMass performers

were iviuiiueson. wno capiured ine aii
around title with a 53.30 and Stevens, who
wa.stherunner up witha51.95.
Coach Roy Johnson was pleased with his

teams performance citing the per
lormances of Mathieson. Stevens, and
Mc(,onagle and the high scores received

"I m looking forward to next season
"

said Johnson. "Hopefully some of the kids
will qualify lor the Nationals, and next
sea.son with .some key recruits we could
approach 270."

The squad will face Temple University on
February 28th. and Johnson said he is
looking forward to a good, strong showing

Skiiers capture New England title

UMass ski team member Dan Conwav works hi«> «,«v tu^
•"""»••;*'" T.«pi„

during the New E„,l.„d championehip', Md^M 'p^weeS .'."•'wl.Ur'vnie Valle,. Conw., pU«d fifth .ver.ll „ .he Mi'ut.Je„ tZk thrfe.;"

HyTIMLUUZKOW
Colitgiam ( orrespondent

The University of Mas.sachusetts men's
ski t<>am buckled up their boots tight this
past weekend at Waterville Valley. N.H.
and put on an awesome display of ski'racing
winning both ih,- slalom <,n Saturday and
the giant slalom on Sunday.

Th«' VKtoiies gave the Minutemen the
'N<-w England Intercoil(>giate Ski Con
lerence championship and put a conclusive
K'u.h on the divisional championship
already won I his year.

"Thesf will be the toughest races all
year, coach Hill McConnell had warned the
Uain belorc I he competition.

The races diJIered from the regular
division races in that each team could only
race six men and count the best lour as
opp<.sed to the usual eight racers and five
best limes.

McConnell noted that this could hinder
Mass M length, team skiing. He prepared

Ills racers by stressing "solid team skiing."

Saturdays slalom saw freshman Dan
( <.nway lead UMass to victory. He placed
second to Plymouth State's Doug Kar
woski. f'ollowing Conway for the
Minutemen were Brian Prindle and John
'VKal. who linished third and fourth
respectively.

Putting the lid on the UMass victory
was Billy Davidson who. despite falling
liMishe.i ninth giving the Minutemen a
••••mbined time ol 440.ti4 seconds. 28
•seconds ahead of Boston College.

UMass was not to be denied the
<<)nlerence championship and handily took
ilH. giant slah.m on Sunday. Once again
( onway. skiing his best races of the yearKmk second plac,.. Davidson placed fourth
while Pnndl,. took fifth. Minuteman Paul
jSuoz/o hnished ninth. The final time for
'Mass was r,84.23. a .solid six seconds

iMller than second place Plymouth State
Ih.- men have been invited to race at

n,. ,\( AA regional championship this
Hi.lay and Saturday at Middlebury
snmvbowl. They ar.. the only NEISC team
I" l»e invited.

Prindle won the league championship
SUOZ/.0 KM.k third. Conway "7th, Segal
sixth. Rossi lUh. Davidson 12th and Eaigel
loth. '^

IM hoop's

Top Ten

at midseason
By STEPHEN FREKER
('ollegian Staff

Intramural basketball, with its reputa-
tion of "the sport anyone can play" still
intact, has suffered nd decrease in
popularity this season. There are more
teams than ever this year and also, to add
a new twist, the competition has increas-
ed and the talent is spread out better
"What we've seen this year is a rebirth

in competiton." intramural head referee
Mark Thompson said. "Instead of there
just being two or three good teams in the
program, now there are at least 10 or 11
good teams with each seriously in conten-
tion for the title."

In recognition of the recent election of
Boston Globe basketball writer Bob Ryan
to the presidency of the National Basket-
bal Writers' Association, the following is
a blatant npoff of one of his myriad "best
of the rest" concoctions.
Enter the University of Massachusetts

mtramural men's basketball Top Ten- a
guide to who's who in IM hoop and which
teams one should look for in post-season
competition. (Actually, this is Top
Twelve, but, what the hell. Top Ten
sounds better.)

According to Thompson, who is both an
administration and participation veteran
of the IM hoop wars, one division, the
Northeast Tower league, is especially
strong since it contains four of this
guide's twelve top teams.
Mission Impossible, the Hogs, the Poon-

- tangs and the Van Meter Vigilantes all
have a legitimate shot at the IM "Final
Four" as all are solid teams and all are
pretty much equal talent-wise. (The
Tower league plays Thursdays at 7 p.m.)
The rest of the best are more spread out

so It IS easier to consider them by the
night they participate.

Three Tuesday night entries have good
shots at cracking the .semifinals: the Jones
Boys, the Vapors and the Titans.
The Jones Boys are last year's Bad

News Bears revisited. The Bears made it
to the semifinals last year and also made
It tough for last year's champion, GQ H.
to pick up their finals invitation. Accor-
ding to their manager, the Joneses had a
good recruiting year and with plenty of
veterans, they should be in the thick of it
come playoff time.

The Vapors were playoff participants
last season and have a lot of the same
faces back this year. The Titans' biggest
asset IS their pressing defense and ex-
plosive offense. In their first three games
they've limited their opponents to a com-
bined total of 35 points. (All three teams
play Tuesday at 6 p.m.)
Wednesday is another big night for past

and present playoff contenders.
Horsefeathers and the Conquistadores
who met each other in the semifinals last
year, with the 'Feathers coming out on
top, both play in the 6 p.m. division.
Horsefeathers, who lost to GQ II in the

finals last year, has everyone back this
year with an added dimension of a beefed-
up front line. The Conquistadores, whom
Thompson dubs the "dogs of dunk "

just
might slam their way into the late Stages
of the playoffs as well.
(JQ HI (the I and the II stand for the last

two straight crowns they have won) have
Stayed with their basic formula of running
and playing tight "D". This year they are
bigger and stronger with some 'able
recruits and will be even tougher to beat
If a team is to be labeled a favorite for at
least the Final Four, it has to be these
Jfuys. (GQ HI plays Wedne.sday at 8 p m )

In the fraternity division. Phi Sig ap-
pears to be the best of the bunch for the
second year in a row, with Pike running a
clo.se second.

This is the fourth week in a five-week
regular season and most of these squads
are M). The last two weeks will probably
be g:ames devoted to polishing up and
gearing up for the .soon-to-arrive playoffs
See you at Boyden.
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Ephron takes
a critical look

at the press
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

The development of the press' affection
with establishments such as governments
is the greatest change in the press in the
last ten years, said Nora Ephron, during
her lecttire "'Scribble, Scribble' Words On
The Media" last night in the Campus
(Denter.

Ephron, author of "Scribble, Scribble," a
collection of columns on the news media,
spoke to a crowd of 100 people about the
myths regarding the press.
"Don't think of the press as being dif-

ferent from you and me," Ephron said.
"The press is just as thrown by novelty as
everyone else is."

"The press see themselves as those who
uphold values. The press is more of an
establishment than any of us are," she said.
Ten years ago the press was not as am-

bitipus to become like the people they
wrote about because they could not become
like them, Ephron said.

"Now instead of exposing the people
they write about, the press wants to have
dinner with them," she said. "More and
more reporters in Washington think that
covering the President means to have cozv
chats with him."

Ephron said she expects a great deal
more from the press than what they're giv-
ing. She said she criticizes the press
because she knows some of the members of
the press.

"I don't want them to be worse than the
people they are covering," Ephron said.
Gossip was also discussed by Ephron in

her lecture. She said, "We are living
through an explosion of media gossip, the
likes of which have never been seen
before."

Ephron said her theory is gossip tends to
increase in times of recession. "Gossip is
the price we pay for peace," she said.
'"There is no gossip during times of war.
It's a small price to pay for peace.

JOURNALISTIC SEER - Nora Ephron spoke I^ttiSiriboTh";'
experiences in the field of journalism and of her writings.

"Most gossip, rather than playing up years." Food, home furnishings and

Zn^ut T^"T '^'
^r^

^f ^^"'^"^ f^hion sections in newspape^ SVe inpeople are, shows how similar to ours they creased

t^ti«l^iil°" ^'a ^^^^.f«?'P' she said, is "To a certain extent, newspapers do not

thine th^tdZnt"n!-C^ ^'^^"^ ^""^ "^ '^^"^ ^^"^ ^^^t •« happening'ln the Eig

!^m u
.'*'^? ^ make you envy famous cities." Ephron said. Shfsaid there arepeople, but makes you glad your life isn't

being written about," she said.
There has been the development of what

Ephron called the "Cuisanarting of
America in newspapers in the last ten

Jury delibe

in CC hotel rape trial

about forty "Living Section" reporters in
New York and only one reporter covering
Harlem.

"It is fair to require more from our press
than that," Ephron said.
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Balconies in

FAC closed

during tests
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

The five mezzanines of the University of
Massachusetts Fine Arts Center Concert
Hall will be closed for the upcoming King
Crimson concert on March 1, Frederick
Tillis, the director of the center said yester-
day.

The balconies have been undergoing a
series of structural tests since students
jumping at the J. Geils Band Concert
February 15 caused enough vibration on
the support rods holding the balconies to
force the removal of over 500 students
from those balconies.

"The balconies will not be utilized, pen-
ding reports from the engineers," Tillis
said.

The ban will not affect the Joan Ar-
matrading concert on Saturday night, Tillis
said, as the crowds are expected to be
somewhat more sedate than the other rock
concerts held in the Concert Hall.

It will affect all five balconies, however,
though only the first two balconies were
suspected of vibrating at the J. Geils con-
cert.

The sale of balcony tickets had been ban-
ned since Moiiday, according to Katie
Danaher, the publicity manager for the
Union Program Council, who is promoting
the concert, and only a small number of
people already have tickets for the
balconies.

"Every effort will be made to comfor-
tably accomodate these people," said
Danaher. "They will be offered seats on the
floor at no extra cost."

People with balcony tickets should bring
their tickets to the box office on the day of
the show, and they will be issued floor
seats, Danaher said.

"UPC will go out of its way to make sure
that these people will be taken care of,"
Danaher said.

Tillis stressed that the removal of people
from those seats was purely a precau-
tionary measure.

Continiied on page 6

By M.W. MULCAHY
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - The jury is ex-
pected to return from dehberation at 9:30
a.m. today in the trial of three Hyde Park
men charged with aggravated rape, assault
and battery, indecent assault and battery
and other charges at Hampshire County
Superior Court.

Brian Blackburn, the assistant district
attorney prosecuting the case, said the 12-
member jury began deliberation at about 2
p.m. yesterday after attorneys made their
closing arguments and Justice John
Murphy made the charge to the jury. The
jury was .sent home at 5 p.m.
The defendants, Robert J. Smith. 19;

Paul F. Hackley, 18; and Arthur G. Pearce,
18, were tried together for the reported
rape of a 19-year-old University of
Massachusetts student on May 16, 1981 in a
Campus Center Hotel room after the
reported victim and the defendants at
tended a party at P'arley Lodge at UMass.
niackburn said.

Smith was charged with threatening to
commit murder and being a disorderly
person in addition to the other charges.
Hackley was also charged with being a
disorderly person as well as the other
charges. Charges of kidnapping were

dropped against all three defendants and
the prosecution withdrew a charge against
Smith of assault with intent to murder.
Blackburn said. The prosecution also with
drew charges against Pearce and Hackley
of obstructing justice and a charge against
Pearce of being a disorderiy person. Black-
burn said.

Six males were originally arrested by the
UMass poUce but all charges against Joel J
Fagerberg. 19. of West Roxbury. were
dismissed when the prosecution arrived at a
decision of nolle prosequi (will not
prosecute) in November 1981. "because the
commonwealth thought the defendant
innocent.

" Blackburn said.

On Monday. Smith testified that after
drinking in excess of 40 beers at Farley
Lodge, he returned to the Campus Center
Hotel and while there claimed to have seen
Hackley kissing a woman (the alleged
victim) and when he proceeded to kiss her
she bit his tongue. Blackburn said. He then
claimed to have gone in the batlv-oom. come
out and flopped down on the bed. Blackburn
.said.

Smith testified that he could not recall
anything after that. Blackburn said. Police
had testified eariier that when they arrived
at the room they found Smith partially
unclothed and lying on top of the victim

Continued on page 19
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SIGN OF THE TIMES? — Some prankster apparently took it upon
himself to give University of Massachusetts Chancellor Henry Koffler
some unsolicited real estate advertising by propping this sign in front
ol Koffler s house yesterday.
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Bill to hike drinking age to 21 is sidetracked
BOSTON (API - A bill hiking the drinking age to 21 and

another requiring liquor dealers to buy their sto<'k from
Massachusetts distributors were sidetracked by a
legislative committtH* yesterday.
The (Jovernment liegulations Committee, following a

hearing, also voti-d to recommend passage of a proposed
constitutional amendment allowing communities to ban
nude dancing at bars.

The proposed amendment is similar to a local option bill
passed principally for the town of Sutton last year and is
intended as a "back up" for that law, in the event of a
constitutional challenge, said Rep. Robert B. Ambler,
committee chairman.

Rep. Richard T. Moore, DUxbridge. who fiJed the bill,
said there are court tests of nude dancing bans under way
in other states, and a constitutional amendment would give
communities "the final assurance that those who wish to

exercise the right would have an absolute right."
The existing law. subject to local acceptance, authorizes

licensing boards to deny liquor licenses if nude en
tertainment is planned.
A constitutional amendment requires approval in two

sessions of the Legislature before going on the ballot. This
one could make it onto the ballot in the 1984 state election.
The commiltw derailed the bill hiking the drinking age

from 20 to 21, indentical to an unsuccessful measure last
year, by recommending it be studied.

This is a method often used for killing bills, although a
floor vole can restore a measure to active .status.
The committtH.' al.so voted a study for a refiled version of

last year's controversial "primary source" bill, which
cleared the House and Senate but was vetoed, after some
indecision, by Gov. Edward J. King.

I'roponents claimed that the bill requiring liquor dealers

to buy their stock from Massachu-setts distributors would
protift the interests of state businessmen and labor.
Opponents claimed it would provide windfall profits for a
handful of wholesalers.

King had expre.ssed concern that some dealers were
avoiding Mas.sachusetts taxes by making purchases out-of-
state, but he vetoed the measure on grounds that it was
anti consumer.
The committee approved some elements of the bill and

sent them to floor with a recommendation for passage.
These proposals would permit cooperative buying by

small retailers, allowing them to take advantage of
quantity discounts, and they would allow retailers in
Suffolk. Norfolk. Middlesex and Essex counties to own up
to seven package stores.

The limit now is three, and this would continue in the
other counties.

Brown University officials

probe lab contamination
PROVIDENCE (AP) - Brown

University officials are probing the
prospect that two microbiology laboratory
researchers were deliberately con
laminated with radioactive phosphorous
earlier this month.

The levels of contamination were not
considered a threat to either researchers'
health. Robert A. Reichley. vice president
in charge of university affairs at the Ivy
League college, said yesterday.

"There is no evidence at the moment to
suggest that either of these two cases
occurred becauseof carelessness or through
an accident." he said.

The contamination of the second
researcher became known only last week
following medical tests. heightening
suspicions of foul play that began Feb. 5.
when the first worker, Lynn D. Hudson,

discovered she had
Reichley said.

been contaminated.

"The discovery of a second case suggests
the contamination of both workers was
intentional," he said. He refused to name
the second researcher saying Mrs. Hud
son's name "got out without our knowledge.

"We don't want to speculate beyond that
except to say that the lab itself has a
remarkably good safety record" in the
handling of radioactive materials, making
the prospect that the contaminations were
accidental highly unlikely, he said.

Riechley refused to say whether other
employees at the J. Walter Wilson biology
building lab are under investigation as
university police mount a probe with the
help of Providence police and state health
department officials.

NJ police investigate
credit card crime school
PARAMUS. N.J. (AP) - Police said

yesterday they are looking for the
masterminds behind a women's crime
school that gave $100 seminars on how to
use stolen credit cards without getting
caught.

Chief Joseph Delaney said he learned
about the school last Friday when in
vestigators arrested a woman whose
notebook contained what appeared to be
cla-ssroom notes on the easiest stores to hit.
what to wear and telephone numbers to find
out credit lines on stolen cards.

"She literally said she has to go back for a
refresher course because she didn't do too
well, getting busted. " Delaney said of the
woman, identified as 26 year old Linda
Johnson of New York City.

He said the school, run at an as yet
unknown New York City location, taught 10

students in a two to three hour seminar.

Students completing the cram course
would be given three stolen credit cards
and blank drivers' licenses, social security
cards and blank birth certificates to con
trive phony identification. Delaney said.

""They were told to bring merchandise to
two particular places." Delaney said. He
declined to say where, except to note they
were in New York City.

Delaney said the students were able to
learn private credit card codes, helping
them know how large a sale had to be
before store personnel would check the
credit line.

He said the suspects had 50 stolen credits
cards, with most taken in purse snatchings.
One card with unlimited credit was used 99
limes in one day, Delaney said.
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1963, was paroled from Soledad Prison yesterday.
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Locke freed for 2 weeks

CORRECTIONS
In a story in yesterday's ColU'g^an, one of the candidates

tor the Student Government association presidency was
Identified as Richard Nagle. The candidate is Richard
Nangle.

BOSTON (AP) - Barry M. Locke,
sentencd to 7 to 10 years in jail for con
spiring to accept payoffs while serving as
Massachusetts transportation secretary,
can remain free for two weeks while his
appeal is being considered, a state appeals
judge ruled yesterday.
Judge Raya S. Dreben made the ruling

after Locke's defense attorney. David Mills,
said a key piece of evidence against the ex
transit chief should not have been in-

troduced during his trial. Mills said that
Locke posed no threat to society, should
remain free until his appeal is heard and
that the judge should issue a stay of sen-
tence that would prevent Locke from
reporting to Walpole State Prison today

But the judge said she could not rule on
Mills' request without a transcript of a pre-
trial hearing, where Suffolk Superior Court
Judge Rudolph Pierce said the evidence
could be used during the trial.

In Tuesday's Collegian it was incorrectly reported that
the University of Massachusetts School of Public Health is

reopening a graduate nursing program. The program is

actually being run through the School of Health Sciences.
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Residents respond to defense plan defeat

Collegian 3

By DAINE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

After reviewing residents' responses to a state civildefense plan that would relocate 162.000 people toAmherst fn.m the Springfield area in tne event of a nuclea?
disaster the Board of Selectmen unanimously voted to
reject the government project at Mondays board meeting
The issue was brought to the selectmen by the CivU

Defense Committee of the Amherst Disarmament
Coalition and was explored during an open forum held on
February 8 at which medical experts, physicists, and
concerned citizens voiced their opposition to the plan

In response to the boards decision. Steve Lord amember of the coalition, said "Amherst has disrupted the
Civil Defense Commission plans for western
Massachusetts by removing the place they would find
safety for Springfield, the largest city in the area. We
have done this because we are honest. We know there isno safety in relocation and there is instead an insidious

danger in having people believe relocation means safetyfrom nuclear weapons." ^
The central arguments of the open hearing focused on

ndXT '"''"^"''^ of surviving a Soviet nuclei attackand the town s incapabUity of providing for the needs ofsuch a large influx of people
s r me needs ol

heart frrt^et""'
^.'"^''/^'d based on the testimonyneard from the hearmgs wide range of participants theboard concluded it would be inconceivable for AmJerst toprovide protection if a nuclear war broke out and i^s ead

:frJlraixr ^^ ^"^^^^ ^^^'^- ^^^ ---^--s
As an alternative to the relocation plan. Minear said thpselectmen will publish an educational pamphlet Is the cityof Cambridge did m 1978 when its City Council re^^ectedcivi defense planning on similar grounds

^
I lanning Director of the State Civil Defense Agency

PnT?^ 'u'r^''
denied that plans have been drawn u'oand^thetow.peopletherJfo.=^^^ up

FELINE OLYMPICS -- Remhrnnrft ni>/n^J K. rk J r, , .
Coileri- photo b, vine. OeWiU

camp,,' innumerable p„ddl"7e,Urdiy " ^'"^ ^•'"" »' *""•"" ""'"^ »"« <" *>«

Regents vote on tuition rise
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

The Board of Regents committee on Administration and
finance will vote on an undergraduate tuition increase of
$103 for the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, a
spokesman for the Regents said yesterday.

Neil Harringfton, assistant to the chancellor of higher
education said the Regents want students to pay for about
one-third of the costs of operating the University.
The committee will also consider a graduate tuition in-

crease of $130, Harrington said.

If the committee votes to increase tuition, it will be
brought before the full Board of Regents at their regular
session on Tuesday, March 9, Harrington said.

David Beaubien, chairman of the Regents' Fiscal Affairs
committee said the Regents are developing a tuition policy
which will increase tuition to 30 percent of the total cost
for maintaining the colleges and universities. The 30 perr
cent figure is the national average at this time.

wajvers will also be discussed at the meeting. The meeting
at 3 p.m. IS open to the public, but anyone who intends to
speak must notify the Regents in Boston in advance Harr-
ington said.

The increase vote is not exclusive to UMass-Amherst
Harrington said. All state colleges and universities wili
receive about a 10 percent increase.

Regent Fr. Francis Nicholson of Boston College Uw
School, a member of the committee, said in an interview
with the Massachusetts Teachers Association newspaper
that he favored raising tuitions, but not to an
unreasonable level. He also said he was not "emulating
the private sector" by this decision.

*oT*^^r
^^^^ passed a $202 tuition increase last year

$<&4 of It was collected in the fall 1981 semester, and $138
this semester. Students who paid a total of $952 in tuition
for the entire year can expect to pay an additional $74
next semester because of a hidden increment in the
Regents increase, a spokesman for the Student Center for
c<du^tioT\aJ Research and Advocacy said .. s-

4' ,.

"It is difficult to re.spond to what they (the IJoard ofSelectmen rejected because a plan has not beendeveloped. • said Forbes.

nudear emergency and mcludes designs for disasters such

tha^ wh^rr* ^v^^^
""'^ '*'*""'^^' ^P"'-'- R"^ M.near saidhat what has been rejected is the nuclear defense plan.Other disasters are not at issue.

"If they (the Board of Selectmen) decide they will not
help protect people." Forbes said, "we will continue to

mV^ ^r^- .^"^ "^^y °'" another, a civil defen.se plan
will be made and we would like to see the town work with

nino'fS
^^ "^^'P'^ ^^^ ^"^^ ^^^^ Cambridge refused to

l^n, ^Aw r ^*'^\"'"«"t planning, the city will berequired by law to their own civU defense program Lord
said that according to Cambridge City CouncJman David
buUivan. there are no federal powers that can be used to
force towns to create their own civil defense plan.

SGA candidates
placed on ballot,

speak on issues
Eiy PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

The four candidates for the office of president of the
Student Government Association (SGA) yesterday had
their names drawn for order of placement on the ballot
and then outhned the issues on which they wUl concentrate
in their election bids.

The order for presidential tickets the ballot with which
students will, on March 8 and 9. elect their campus wide
representatives, including members of the Campus
Center/Student Union Board of Governors, is: Rich
Nangle of MacKimmie dormitory and Laura O'Shea of
Patterson dormitory: David Groom of Amherst and David
Stone of Swiss VUlage: Steve Robinson of Van Meter
dormitory and Harvey Ashman of Dicken.son dormitory
and Jim Murphy of Belchertown.
Nangle said his and O'Shea's campaign will focus on

problems he perceives in the SGA. which 'is not
responding to students' needs."
"Students view it (the SGA) as a beaurocratic elitist

society which they can't crack." Nangle said, citing the
cutting and possible elemination of student government
salaries, and the banning students who carry less than a
full credit load.

Nangle also .said he would work for the resignation of
Board of Regents members who are not acting in the best
mterest of students, primarily by forcing Massachusetts
gubanatorial candidates to recognize and cope with
education funding as an issue.

Nangle characterized his running mate and himself, both
of whom have no student government experience, as
"outsiders who have not been corrupted by the system
trying to come in and change it for the better."
Groom who with Stone will appear second on the ballot

said reversing the poor in-state reputation of the
University of Massachusetts is his campaign's main goal.
"Out of state people think it's heaven, while in-state they

think its trash," Groom said of UMass, whose "Zoo-Mass"
reputation he plans to change.
"We don't think the way to get money is to go to the

state legislature and lobby." Groom said of typical efforts
to aid the university financially. "We think the way is to
build pride."

Remedying a "buUt-in ripoff in the UMass board system
which IS "not geared towards the students" is another issue
Groom said he will address.

"People aren't happy." Groom said, criticizing not
necessarily the quality of food, but meal purchase .systems
which he .says would fare better if replaced by a "base fee'
system that eliminates student's needless purchase of
unused meals.

Ashman, whose running mate is current president of
Central Area Government, said improving communication
between the president's office, the student .senate, area
governments, hou.se councils, and students will be their
main priority.

"Communication is a good way of solving the problem of
student apathy and increasing student involvement," Ash-
man said, explaining "a lot of problems, minor and major,
can be re.solved by communication."

Continued on page IS
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Women's studies offers diverse courses
Feminist perspectives on Marx, music and movies are offered
By DIANA AJJAN
Collegian Correspondent

The women's studies program at the University of
Massachusetts offers diverse and unique courses ad
dressing the oppression and accomplishments of women
which have been ignored for centuries, said Liz Bennett
a 1981 women's studies graduate.
"Women's studies tries to pay attention to other op

pressed and ignored peoples, like people of other races
and cultures," Bennett said.
One such class is "Women's Folk Music: The Blues

"

taught by folklorist Mary Ruth Warner. The course
focuses on women blues singers from the early 1900's to
the present, and it uses music as a device for learning
about the lives and experiences of Black people. The class
focuses on how the blues grew out of both the Negroes'
history of slavery and their struggle to succeed in the
music industry, said Bennett, who is the teaching
assistant for the class.

Caroline Ayres. 19. a women's studies major, said
Black women endured hardship and struggle and had
much to sing about.

"I grew up in the Caribbean and the population is 90
percent Black, so there's a lot of African influence. I was
curious about how that affected my life and I found that
it s in my speech and how I sing and in my poetry. I'm
interested in the way the African and European cultures
come together, and the blues is one form which reflects
this struggle." Ayres said.

Another course exploring the Black feminist per
spective is "Feminism. Black Nationalism and Marxism.

"

which has been added to the women's studies program
this semester. The class is taught by Sara Lennox,
assistant professor of Germanic languages and literature,
John Bracey. associate professor of Afro American
studies, and Dan Clawson, assistant professor of

sociology.

According to Lennox, the idea for the class evolved
through her own ponderings and conversations with
Bracey and Clawson concerning feminism. Black
nationahsm and Marxism. She said if people are serious
about changing the world, they would have to determine
where these three theories mesh, the discrepancies
between them, and if they are reconcilable.

• Through modified debates, the professors plan 'to
examine American society, determine what is wrong
with it. and discuss methods for achieving change.
Lon Laliberte. 20. an anthropology major who is in the

class, remarked, "It's a good class in that it compares the
three viewpoints. It gives you exposure to the actual
thwry of feminism as opposed to just what you hear. I
thought this would be a good chance to get a little of each
perspective."

Another course which is new to the University is "Eco-
Feminism: The Ethics of Ecology and Feminism." taught
by Janice Raymond. assisUnt professor in the women's
studies department.
The course draws together ecological issues and

feminist theory. Raymond said. "What the course at-
tempts to do is to make creative connections between
theories of ecology and feminism.

"

"Nature has been exploited as women have been ex
plotted and there are many comparisons here. For
example. Francis Bacon looked upon nature as a woman
who would not yield her secrets to those who studied her.
so he felt that the basic scientific imperative was to force
nature to give up her secrets. The analogy between
women and nature is clear there. " she said.

"Eco Feminism " also explores body and mind pollution,
women and technology, and specific environmental
issues, such as hazardous wastes from a feminist point of
view. Raymond said.

Kathy Numin. a sophomore in the class, commented.
"One of the deepest meanings that feminism holds for me
is creating an environment where female creativity is

possible, and that must include the environment in which
we live — the earth and nature. Any ideas concerning
female friendship among self defined women must in-

clude the relationship we have to nature because that is

the primary context in which we exist."

Many women's studies classes are cross-listed as
departmental and component courses. "Cinema and
Psyche.

" taught by Cathy Portuges. academic coor
dinator for the women's studies program, is one of these.

Portuges said she uses European and American
contemporary films to stress the portrayal of
male/female roles and to view them with a
psychoanalytical focus.

Kathy Lahey. 21. an accounting major, said the
students psychoanalyze the characters and try to
determine what perspectives the directors may be
working from as opposed to the viewers' perspectives.
The Southwest Residential College also offers a variety

of women's studies classes. "Starving and Stuffing: The
Politics of Women and Food, taught by local authority
Ellen LaFleche. looks at the relatwnship between women
and food, eating disorders and eating options.
Body image and the way women feel about themselves

are important factors in the relationship between women
and food. A first year resident of Southwest who said she
experienced the starving and stuffing cycle said. "I took
the class to find out what it means to me to have to feel
empty and then what it means to be filling up emotions
and experiences with food."
The course utilizes television and magazines to em-

phasize how media relates women to food, for example,
whether they are preparers or servers of food, and what
kinds of food women eat in comparison to men.

nil-ana-run dnvers, vandals
cause $800 weekend damage
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

A 1976 Volkswagon Rabbit was reported
damaged by a hit and run driver at 9:45
yesterday morning. University of
Massachusetts police said yesterday. The
car had been parked in Ixnt 22 at ap
proximately 3 p.m. on Saturday and when
the owner returned at 1 p.m. on Monday,
police said, approximately $250 damage had
been done to the car.

In an unrelated incident. $400 in damage
was reportedly done to a 1976 Ford

sometime Monday afternoon. Police said
that the damage had been done to the left
front door of the car while it was parked in
Lot 25.

A chain saw. worth approximately $324
was reported stolen from the Caldwell
Memorial Forest at 8:09 a.m. Monday. The
owners of the saw had been cutting wood in
the forest and had left the saw in the rear of
their pick up truck, police said. They
reportedly returned from cutting the wood
to find the chain saw gone and tire tracks
leading to and from the rear of their truck.
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Union of Professional Employees
to vote on local branch formation
By EDWARD I. wnv *^»/*WAa

Collegian 5

By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Correspondent

Empr/iTluPE>T'"'"r "' '*'%^"'°" of ProfessionalJ^mpioyees (UPE). a subgroup of the MassachusettsTeacher s Association (MTA). will hold a union election at

%l^Z^r'T^T °^ '^' ^^^---^y of Massachut ts on

ye^erday
'^''"'' ' ""'**" spokeswoman said

Joan Stoia. an organization committee member and

CoZlZ f"''^'"
"^ '^' ^"^''"'^'•'^ ^^^«« ^'^h Individual

Concentration program, said the organization committeehas been working for several years on campus is com n^close to Its goal of forming a union local.
^

"Most of the people were on the fence until passaire ofProposition 2Vz." she said.
F«»^!>age oi

The UPE is on the same level as the Massachusetts

^hV\ J^'-«^««,'^",^d the University Staff Association,
both local branches of the MTA. Stoia said. The MTA is a

"TK f
p^^"'^ of the National Education Association

Ihe UPE IS under the umbrella of the MTA butautonomously governed." she said.
The union, if approved, wUl represent as many as 700

menribers m disputes over wages, working hours andworking conditions. Stoia said. The existing University
grievance procedure covers violations in procedure only

New Hispanic program airs
but problems remain at WFCR

barj;l In in'
'''"'^^"°'"' ^'^ ^*'^- ^^«''-<^tive

•jX-^Lmk ^''^^ ^'^ *" ""t'^'de. impartialJudge that the present system does not include, she said.

ihiimh ^Lf'^^^i'"'"^'*
"^'t unionized stick out like a sorehumb. she said. "Chapter 150 E of the MassachusZ^

p^r/es.'^"
^'<>- -"-tive bargaining T;:ZT

Potential members must hold a full-time University iobfunded with state money. Jobs funded by "sororyan;poney ,ould not be eligible. Stoia said. Some ofttpos ions presently eligible include heads of residencehealth educators, construction maintanence enUirsSextension specialists, she said
engineers and

Stoia cited problems with communication as the bi^^estobstacle to organization of the local. Most of the 500Speople on campus covered by the term "pro esslonal staTfare clustered into groups of three to five and scatter^ inoffices across campus, she said
scattered in

saiT"'
'^'"'^"'^^ ^ ^^^ ^ ^^^^""^^ ^"d « weakness." she

Personnel working for the chancellors office and for thethree vice-chancellors would be meligible Tr un on

said" r'he r' ''f 'T''' '' ^^'^ P'--'d-"t'^ offL. Stoiasaid. The reason for the exclusions, she said, is that thosepersonnel will be working with material connect to th^admmistrations bargaining efforts.

By TERRY HOFFMAN
Collegian Correspondent

After many Hispanic programming problems at WFCR
radio s ation at the University of Massachusetts atAmherst changes have been made, but not everybody iscontent about the statwn's management.

Two years ago. members of the Coalition for PublicImprovement in PubUc Broadcasting took over Chancellor

"OnpT,^A "' .??''o^^
P'^^^"^ th« ^^"^"^ ^ hours forWue ral Amigosi'. a Hispanic radio program on WFCR.

In March 1980. General Manager Robert Goldfarbwanted to reschedule "Que Tal Amigos?" from 7:30 p m
.

every night to 10 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays.'
Goldfarb said he wanted the prime time hours for general
programming because the Hispanic program did not at
tract enough listeners.

Protesters said Goldfarb did not consult anyone about
the program change. Julio Torres, founder and producer ofthe 10-year-old "Que Tal Amigos?." resigned because ofthe program change and left his wife. Sonia Vivas, toproduce the program alone.

After the 56 hour occupation, the Western
Massachusetts Broadcasting Council and the Coalition

E^- '?:r'^^'''lGo\dJarh, restore "Que Tal Amigosr tSfour nights a week and ensured funding of the program.

Pipe ruptm-es

cost $15-20,000
By JACKIE ART
Collegian Correspondent

Ruptured frozen water pipes in Brown and McNamara
dornrutones in. the Sylvan Residential Area on Jan i1resulted m about $15,000 to $20,000 worth of damages

ing at the University of Massachusetts

lowpLf'^"
^""'^ ^^' dormitory temperatures werelowered m an energy conservation measure. HowardBud Fay Jr., Physical Plant area maintenance

engineer, said that when janitors detected problems in thedormitones they moved temperatures up. but the damage
already had been done. Minimal damage to occupants'

SS"""'
*^''"'"^' ^""^ ^^"^ residents were inconve-

Fay said the majority of the problems occured in only 20

a!!"""T in u^ P'P^'
I"

^''''^" ^"^ McNamara dormitories
About 10 kerosene heaters were rented to thaw frozen
pipes and to provide temporary heat while heat in the
buildings was shut off. Sections of some of the pipes were
replaced. All damage resulting from the incident has been
repaired. Fay said.

Fay said he wrote a report on the incident noting the
reduced safety factor resulting from lowered building
temperatures. While the energy conservation measure -
Sn^'Z ^ ^/^.^ ^"^ ^^ "^^^^^ - ^^«d an estimated
5.140,000, It left less time to detect problems. When the
temperature drops from 55 degrees to 32 degrees, there is
less time to react than if the original temperature were 70
degrees. In addition, Fay said, there were no occupants on
site over intersession to detect and report problems as
they occured. He said Sylvan was being monitored but not
the components in which the problems were occuring
"In future conservation efforts we will make some

changes to improve our monitoring of all components of
t^. system, so if some malfunctions should occur, r

They also set up a grievance procedure for station em-
ployees.

Miriam WUIiford, director of continuing education
handles grievances from the station. She said that she does
not know of any complaints from WFCR.

Euripides Rios. producer of "Mosaico Iberamericano "

said. "I haven't had any problems." and said he didn't know
of any problems with Goldfarb.

However. Tony Crayton. a member of the Coalition said
a number of employees are beginning to make a number of

grievances. He said that because of the complicated
University grievance procedures and because nobody
withm the administration knows anything about radio
stations, the complaints are not being recognized.

Crayton said the station was stronger before Goldfarb
arrived and that Goldfarb. a Harvard graduate, is "ex
tremely bad for the station."

Goldfarb could not be reached for comment.

iQ?n*^*
j*'^ Hispanic program director since December

lySO. said his new Spanish language program consists of
news and interviews, community announcements, popular
music and poetry.

Rios said he wants this program to be "educational and
informative ' and he has just started a promotional
campaign. He also encourages listeners te write in to the
station with suggestions.

if- if if. if if. if if. if.^
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Man charged in van break-in
Amherst police arrested a man in connec-

tion with a van break-in at 10 a.m. Monday
morning on West Street. Jonathan P.
Nelms, 33, of 229 Main St., was arrested in
the passenger compartment of the van and
charged with breaking and entering an
automobile in the daytime. He was arraign-

ea iVionday afternoon.

In.an unrelated incident, Kevm J. Kelly,

25, of Simsbury, Conn., was arrested at
12:29 a.m. on West Street yesterday for
operating under the influence of alcohol
and speeding.

- SUSAN RING

Gospel music benefit Sunday
The Maxner Family Band will perform

original gospel music Sunday to benefit
Birthright of Amherst, a non profit
pregnancy referral and resource service.

A donation of one dollar will be asked to
support Birthright at the performance at

Saint Brigids Parish Center on North
Prospect St.. Amherst, at 7 p.m.
The band is composed of Stephen and

Joyce Maxner and their children Jeni»i and
MoHye. The Maxners consider their music
as part of their religious calling, according
to a press release.

Political group sponsors film
The film "People's Firehouse #1.' about a

New York City neighborhood which
pressures the city into reopening a fire
station, will be shown at 7:30 p.m. today in
Campus Center room 917.

The film is sponsored by the Association
of Community Organizations for Reform
Now (ACORN), a citizen's pohtical action
organization.

Civil rights colloquium offered
The Northeast/Sylvan Racial Awareness

Program is sponsoring a one credit
colloquium titled "Voices of the Civil Rights
Movement." from 1 to 5 p.m. this Saturday
and Sunday and March 6 and 7 in the
Dwight lIou.se lounge.

The colloq will feature films, music and
recorded speeches to examine the civil
rights movement. To pre register or to
obtain more information. interested
students can call Sally Jean Majewski at
545 0920 or r)46 4567.

Palestinian panel held tonight
The fourth Great Decisions 1982

Program. "The Palestinians: History.
Politics and Conflict" will be held at 8 p.m.
today in the Noah Webster House lounge in
the Orchard Hill Residential Area.

Panelists will be Donna Devine of the
department of government and Robert
Haddad of the department of history, both

of Smith College; Eliezer Rafaeli. a visiting
professor from the University of Haifa,
Israel; and George Saas of the UMass Near
Eastern studies program. Political science
professor Luther Allen will moderate the
panel.

A tape of the forum will be broadcast at
10 p.m. Tue.sday over WFCR 88.5 FM.

Peace lecture given tomorrow
Power and Politics: Feminist Con-

tributions to New Perspectives" is the
subject of the second lecture in the five-part
Women and Power lecture series to be
given tonight at Smith College in Nor-
thampton. Susan C. Bourque, professor of
government at Smith will speak. All the
lectures in the series will begin at 7:30 p.m.
in McConnell Auditorium, and discussion
led by faculty members will follow.
The lecture series is sponsored by the

Smith College Project on Women and Social
Change.
"The Feminization of Povery: Causes and

Cures ' will be given by Mary Wentworth of
the staff of the Everywoman's Center at the
University of Massachusetts on March 16.

"Narrative Power and Sexual Pohtics"
will be discussed by Deirdre David,
assistant professor of English at Smith
College on March 30.

* Balconies
Continued from page 1

"A number of structural engineers have
assured us that there is no damage to the
balconies." he said. "We are simply
waiting for the detailed reports of the

engineers to come in before we will let peo-
ple sit there during rock concerts."
"We simply want to be safe, and not take

any chances." he said.
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Digest
By the Associated Press

Compromise averts closing of

state mental health programs

came to a compromise agreement yesterday that will kTensome community-based mental health pro^sn westernMassachu.setts going for another month.
^'^'"

The agreement was announced in federal court midwav

Jourt for f T ""'r'^i
^^^'^ ^^^'^'^'^ '^^'d '" contempt ocourt for failing to do everything they could to bouVpr

comrr^unity services as the state had pledged in a 1978federal court agreement.
^ ^^^

$30o"dS ih' ^r^'"'"''"'
^^^ ^^"^" ^^^'-^'^ to use some$300,000 the department had accumulated because ofdelays m startmg programs this year to keep the s.x

w vfs^ FrSn^C^'T ' ^"^"'^^''"^ ^«"P for'bluer.^

)^I?r ..'-'"''''" ^«""ty to a drop-in center for releasedmental patients, from going out of business next week

Anti-tax organization endorses

Governor King for nomination
BOSTON - Citizens for Limited Taxation, the erouo

S'for r ^'^n'P-'^-".2'/^. endorsed Gov.'Edw^dTKing for the Democratic nomination for governor

fealffo'rth'^''^-
J'""" "" ^'^"^«"' HouseSrityleader, for the Repubhcan nomination.

f.mH^V*"/''""!^*^-^
P"*'"'*^*' ^*^t'«" committee to help raisefunds for legislative candidates. It was announced that

:::;diterLT'
w
''r t"'' "^ii^^

"^^^^ ^«ATnltoScandidates. But we feel our endorsement carries a lot ofclout, said the committee's director, Francis J. Faufkner

ProifsitTo?2V^f
"""P ^^''^d^the property tax limiting

elecuon T hit Z' 'P?™^^*^ ^^ ''^'^ ^^^^^ '" ^he 1980election. It has been active m implementation of the law

rXerthe1.ITsrj^
^^'^^ "^ --^" - vote^

Faulkner Said the CLT poUtical action committee has

So OOO^HeL f^r ^'r ^' ^"*^ '^ ''^^ « «-' <>f -bou

Stt "prin^^
'' "°" ' '^ '"'^^ -'^ -"' ^-t the money

Reagan sends condolences
to parents of cancer victim
BROCKTON - President Reagan has written a

.f 1h
^*'"<^«>«"<=e to the parents of a teen-age gir whorefu.sed cancer treatment to protect her unborn baby

tfrockton the president wrote: "Nancy and I were sad

A member of the president's staff said vesterdav .h..readers mailed stnrip« « \.\^ t
yesterday that

l^gntdSi"^ '"' ^'' '"" '" '"'-^--- "when

Her parents have said they wiU care for the babv until

t^.an" Jn"^" ^^^"""^ ^'"'^^*^« high school. The boyalso named Brian, has said he wants to raise the child

Environmentalists warn of air
quality reduction if laws ease
BOSTON _ State laws that protect air qualitv inMassachusetts would be overridden if the ?eder^

sTandTrHr'
''""'' ' ^'''^P"^^^ "-^^"^tion in a^r poHuti^nstandards, an environmental coalition warned yesterday

An eight year old state law .stipulates thatMassachusetts air quality standards can be no ougJethan federal requirements, said Betsy Johnson coordmator of the Massachusetts Clean Air CoaUtion

of l^t^daHrtt^*'''^'""T"* *^°P'' " P'-^P*^**^ relaxationof staJidards this year during its annual re-evaluation of

Slow suL
''• ''' '"*' Massachusetts would have to

"We just want to maintain the present standards in casehe federal government changes." Ms. Johnson told a news

Jolnl7r- ^VT"^ *PP''"""' •^^ ' ^'" ^PO^^o'-ed by Sen

., .nH ^r*
^-\'"''«''«t. that would divorce the Bay Statestandards from those on the federal level.

Ma"ssL-hus.f.?'7h' 'k""'"'
"' Associated Industries ofMassachusetts, the busmess group that pushed for aoming of the state and federal standards in 1974. said sucha move would be "a bit premature" and vowed to figl^t it
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Coalition files suit against
planned toxic waste dump
ha^rf^'Sf

,

-1^-X in cSkta-^huttJ
s^:;tro^i';:r:hidrp.'^^^"^^^

^- ^'^- ^^^^^^

its1i"J.i^,l*l'J'Tp" ^\^P. ^'^ '^"''^'«" '^^' '^^"'•t relief in

IV^KK ^"P ^ ^ ^'''^'•tion in neighboring Brimfield tied

^sts"t^shronr ^l
^^"'^^

Tp^' "^"'^^ ^'- -d't'Terposts to show opposition to plans by IT Corp. of California

The' %Tr ' ^""'^ '7^'"'""' '^"'"P ^^' hazardous w^tefhe Warren coalition filed its lawsuits Monday insuperior courts in Worcester and Middlesex countiescoalition spokeswoman Linda Smith says. The coSalso has filed motions to side with the town of Warren in ts

d?mXm ^i!^-^' -^^^"^ - -P ^he SIOO mi^

waste
^""'^ '""^P '^'' "'^"•^^ ^^•^^t hazardous

Hazardous waste sitting called
frustrating by legislative team
Bew?cfTlH~,^ I'^Tr"'"'

^"^''^ Secretary John A.Bewick told a legislative committee yesterday that

couXrel""'' " ''^ "^^^ ^'•"^^^^^•"^ '"- he L en

hpJr?n^'^^'"f-
^^ ^ """"^ ^^y^ ^"d Means Committee

He described it as 'the most controversial, emotional.ssue he has dealt with and said it is the on yTssue heknows that packs the halls at town meetings
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The Commuter Collective Announces

The Commuter Scholarship Award

«» ^y^ " *"• ""^•"*«y ofMassach.^
setts, the Commuter Collective (Area Govern-m.nt for ..udents who l.v. otf-campu.) ha.developed thi. schol.r.h.p award. It i, ourfwpe that two student, who may not other-w..e be able to continue in school because of
financial rea.on, will reap some small benefitfrom our grant

Two ..udent. will each receive $300 duringthe Spring ..mster The award, will not .nany way .Hect the amount of Financial Aidthey are or will receive now or m the future

The Commuter Collective Area Government IScommitted to an Anti-Sexi.VAnti-Rac.s
philosophy of education

Cixx/ Luck
Ttic CommuUr Colhrtwi-

time, Undergraduate Student

REQUIREMENTS:

a. Vou must be a Full

living off- campus
b You must be planning to return to the University of

Massachusetts/Amherst in the spring
c You must be in good academic standing with a cum nolower than 2.5
d. You must be a high needs student receiving inadequate

funding from Financial Aid
e You must be able to show a history of/and involvement

with student or community organizations that are of
service to people and falls within, but not restricted
to, the following:

Anti- Nuclear

Peace Groups
Aid for Elderly and Handicapped
Women's Issues groups
Anti- Racist Organizations
Third World Organizations
ChJIdcara Groups
Community Development

You can not be a member of the Commuter Assembly:
an employee of the Commuter Collective Office: or
Off-Campus Housing Office

SUBMISSION PROCEDURE:

a. Send u. your Name, Addre.a,
number, and year of graduation.

Phone

b. Send us a note giving your permission to us
to see your academic record, and your
Financial Aid forms

c. Send us three (3) names, addresses and
pfuMie numbers of people you have
worked with in studenVcommunity organ-
izations.

d. Send us a one page, double spaced typed
statement on 77ic relationship hcluwn my
school work, my community trork and the
future.

SUBMISSION DEADLINE IS

FEBRUARY 26,1982

404 Student union
umass/amherst oioo3
S4S-X14S

1 - 3 Credit

- Positions Open -

students from;

Engineering

Hoturol Sciences

Physical Education
Food and Natural

Resources
wanted for the Student Sub-Committee on General
Education. Represent the needs of students in your
department in the current debate on changing the
"Core" system and other aspects of undergraduate
education here at UMass.
The sub-committee is chartered by the Student

Government Association and accredited by the
School of Education. Excellent opportunity to
become involved with an important process.

Contact lmm*diQt*ly:

Rob Thoyor, SCERA (545-0041)
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SPRING BREAK '82

(MYTONA BEACH $1 14 I FT. LAUDEROAlf $129
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Lfx^ging dl Olux.- (Veanlront Hotel.
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"Travel with Confidence"
For further info & reservations

call today:
DAVE COMEAU 549 6802

DEPARTURES FROM UMASS

Sunny's comas
caused by insulin
NEWPORT. R.I. (AP) - The two comas that have

jfnppcd Martha "Sunny" von Bulow could have been
caused only by insulin injections, two speciaists testified
yesterday at Claus von Bulow's attempted murder trial.

Von Bulow, 55, allegedly twice attempted to murder his
wife with insulin injections during Christmas visits to their
Newport vaction retreat.

She revived within 24 hours from a Dec. 27. 1979
episode, but is not expected to recover from the coma into
which she lapsed on Dec. 21. 1980.

Dr. George Cahill. a professor at Harvard Medical
School and an authority on diabetes and the body's use of
sugar, was the second expert witness of the day to at
tribute the heiress' condition to insulin injections.

I'rosecutor Stephen R. Famiglietti described Mrs. von
Bulow's condition upon her first emergency admission to

Newport Hospital.

"Do you have an opinion within a reasonable amount of

cert-ainty of the cause of this woman's coma." Famiglietti
asked.

'I do," said Cahill.

•What is it';*"

"Exogenous insulin," Cahill said, using the medical term
for any substance introduced into the body.

Famiglietti repeated the procedure, listing Mrs. von
Bulow's condition when she was brought to the hospital

nearly a year later.

THe QuesT OT THe sccrct city

f Mltl..'yGNVRN's:
This dyrvarmc research/ te«:hing hospiuJ will be glad to teach you.
Gr«rsand RNs who oome into the Cnttcal Care or General Internship
PTODTam at UMMQ tell us they team more in a bnef time than they
could have learned in a war The Internship b«wns on June 21 ande
the noort extensive, in-depth such program oftwed in New Er^land.

FebruM-y 27, 1SW2
INTORNSHn» OPEN HOUSE

LUNCHEON
Procnun b^ins at 11AM
Medical School Mezzanine

55 Lake Avenue North, Worcester, MA

Educators wiU talk about the progiamand its educational advantaaes.
The/ 11 be taking applications.

The Critical Care Internship Program is based on the A.A.CN core
curriculum for Critical Care: The General Internship Program isan in-
depth orientation for our medical surgxal arxj speciain areas

I^J^JZL ^*. "*"** "^ P***^ contact our Nunc Recruter at
617-896-2184 or %vTTte to:

UniverBity of

Massachusetts
Medical Center
SS Lake Avenue North

Worcester, MA 01605
An dUtrm»tivr jciufi

ac^ul uppDrtunrry rmptovn#f^

When asked his opinion about the cause of the second
episode, Cahill again answered "exogenous insulin ad
ministration."

Defense lawyer Herald P. Fahringer has argued Mrs.
von Bulow brought on both comas by overindulging in
sweets, barbiturates and alcohol.

Lower bail asked
BOSTON (AP) — A state police corporal held in a drug

importing scheme took his request for a lowered bail to
court yesterday, but U.S. Magistrate Lawrence Cohen
continued the bail review hearing after closing the
proceedings to the public and reporters.
Cohen conceded there had been "intensive media

coverage" of the case involving Cpl. Arnold W. Ellis Jr.,
44, of Gloucester but said he was "not concluding it was
prejudicial publicity" in closing the bail hearing.
Cohen also impounded affidavits in support of search

warrants in the case.

The closure follows a "gag order" he issued Monday,
prohibiting police from talking to news reporters about the
case.

ElJis, a 19 year veteran of the state police due to retire
at the end of this year, is being held in the Rockingham
N.H.. County Jail in lieu of $125,000 bail. Authorities
allege he conspired to smuggle more than 16 tons of
marijuana into Gloucester in 1977.
Walter Prince, an attorney for Ellis, argued in favor of

the closing, saying coverage of the case had been
prejudicial and sometimes inaccurate, and that "further
information will certainly be catastrophic " in securing an
impartial jury.

heres a city in Eurobe-Moi. 17 i / ^.

So unravel these JdlesZT^ ^'^"'^ '^"'^
'""^ and uncover its key*

_A R,T_e_5f

^fff<RTITr5

THORhES MARKET/ 150 MA»< ST/ NORTHA^FTON/ 584-0906

SALE
Ail Cosmetics

25 - 50% off

I

TO PLAY THE GAME:
Answer each of the riddles that will appear here each

week in February. Write your answer in the blanks betow
each riddle The letters with numbers betow them corres-
pond to the numbered spaces in the master key. As you
fill in the letters of the master key, you will be spelling the
name and location of a secret city in Europe Send us
the solution, and you and a friend couW win a trip there, free.

TO ENTER SWEEPSTAKES:
1. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
2. Grand Prize consists of two regular round-trip economy airfares
to the secret city. 30-day Eurail passes. American Youth Hostel
passes, two backpacks and $1000 in cash
3. Cut out master key tor use as official entry Wank or use 3" x 5'
card Print your answer atong with your name and address Mail
to Secret City Sweepstakes. PO Box 6018, Norwalk CT 06852
4. The first 1 ,000 correct respondents will receive a poster as an
entry prize

««=m

5. All entries must be received by 3/15/82. Enter as often as vou
wish

,
but each entry must be mailed separately

6. A random drawing of all correct entries will be heW 3/22/82 bv

d^Sn fs"ffn?r"'''
^" ''^®P®"*"' '"<^9ing organization whose

a fIT^I^'f^f®
"""^ "^^^^ prohibited, taxed or otherwise restricted

K . L^'®""^J
'*"""®'^ '"^y ^ required to sign an affidavit of eli-

gibih^to verify compliance with the rules within 30 days of receipt
of same For a list of pnze winners, send self-addressed stamoedenvelo,^ to Secret Crty Sweepstakes c/o Highland Group 16Knight St

, Nonwalk. CT 06851 .

^'

WHAT AM I?

/ umk all day

and through the dark of nigh,

So strong

and yet so frail when love does leave,

When I stop,

1 cause alarming fright,

I swell with pride

ax]d cause a chest to heave.

x^«i

^ H 11 10,6
(Ansu>er to Week #3 Riddle: TEACHER)

'^anap
?B««««?P ^Wi ^

Nefertiti's

Thornes Market, Northampton
413584 0906

QeNCRAL FOODSMNTCRNATIONAL COFFCeS
MAKe QOOD COMPANY.* General Foods Corpor ation 1982

/'"•'IB

V JIT-

MMuimoo*

'«.»^. • «« "kb . .. • ^ ,

^rxshOMochaMni

GeNdJAJ Food*

*»inini»unuiWTiV)iiyi

CAfEpRANCAIS

^r UNIVERSITY
MiSTORE Open

Located in the Campus Center
9-5 Sat 11-4
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U.S. to stop leaks
.ol^^"^^^^^^u^^P^ - A" «"^'"««'- with an aircraftcompany .s caught selUng government secre"s Xutmihtary radar and weapons systems to Poland.A California couple is charged with Ulegally exportintrhighly pohshed la^er mirrors, useful in weapons work toMoscow via West Germany and Switzerland
Two Americans, working with two Europeans areaccused of setting up a sophisticated operation usfng froJtcompanies to buy high technology.*^ Shipped throughvarious European countries, the equipment reached theSoviet Union or Soviet-bloc countries. The take indude^

eo^u^l r'^''.
semiconductor manufacturing and test^n^equipment and electronic monitoring and computerequipment, according to the Commerce Department

Keagan administration officials contend that the" illegalacquisition o such technology has saved the Solfetl

h^'SelnL
"'

h''
'" '''^'^ ""^ development costs Lndhas helped advance the communist nations military-

industrial complex.
'iiinidry

leakt'thrr,lt'?'7
''

'r^"«^
'"^ ^*«P '"^'^ technologyleaks through stricter enforcement, tighter controls on

the busL''
'"^'

^''^^''T^'
heightened awareness bythe business community and help from U.S allies

\5;«
's a major problem for both the United States and

Death spurs suit
BOSTON (AP) - The father of a 6-year-old boy whodied a year ago has filed a $15 million lawsuit against thechild s foster parents and state officials

hl^H ?P "^u
^''^'^. ^^"*^^y •" US- District Court onbehalf of Paul HarmeUe. father of Keith Harmelle who died

in January 1981 in a foster home.
An autopsy performed at the time of the death by

Medial Exammer Ambrose Keeley found that delth was

that'^P h^ "''ff'"

the youngster s lungs, but it also showedthat the boy suffered from malnutrition
Named as defendants were Mary Jane England thecommissioner of the state Department of Social Serv'icesPaul and feresa Orme of Brockton, the foster parents and

hime ' ""^'^^ '^'''^^' ^'^^ P'^^"^ ^^^ boy intJe

The medical examiner noted that even though therewere signs of food in the boys stomach, he weighed only 36pounds at the time of his death. The doctof also found
bruises on the boy's body, but he said these were notdirectly related to the cause of death
The couple told police that the boy had been ill forseveral days, and they had scheduled an appointment with

a pediatrician before he died.
nimeni wiin
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Wednesday

JimPlunkett
PUB MUG
MIGHT

• 35c Beers - Pub Mugs
• Oldies • Trivia Contests

9 til 1

#%^ V ir, KaM rieasanl St. xO^

S129 ODAYS 7 NIGHTS
LUXURIOUS HOTEl ON THE STRIP

NON MEMDERS WELCOME / TRANSPORTATION AVAILADLE

5-3437 6-8084 256-0732 253-0755

Don't Go Down with Just onyon*

Sot. Ski Trip to

^i^^l^HSM^T

IN VERMONT

S17. - S7. Deposit
Offfc*

400 Student Union
545-0407

SHORE LINE TRAVEL

Pr*s*nts

SPRING BREAK

FT. LAUDERDALE

$259* ,.
Holiday Inn Oc^onside

1

Top of the (ampus
fipstauraqt aii,d Ipunge

/

(215 (2)

Holiday Inn - walk to beach
next to "Playpen"

$125*
Round Trip Motor Coach

Only

Deporting from Whitmore Admlnlstrotlon March 19.

Trips 1 & 2 Include • Round Trip Motor Coach Transportation
• Seven Night Hotel Accommodations • Complimentary
Cocktails upon arrival • Nightly Passes to "Playpen", "Pete
and Lenny's", "Studio 51", Disco and "Nepenthe" (worth
over $100)

*Plus 15% Tox ond S*rvlc*

Coil your Campus Keps:
Michoel Emmo, Monday thru Sundoy, 4-8 P.M., 549-1230

ond Ariyne Abromson, Monday thru Sunday 6-10 P.M., 549-6265
or Monday, Tuesday and Fridoy 1 1 A.M.-4 P.M. at 549-6265.

or
Shore Line Trovei - 617-596-5600 - Mon. thru Sot. 9-5 P.M.

IF YOU LOVE ITALIAN FOOD . .

.

You'll love Wednesdays at the T.O.C.

Lasagna or Turkey Parmesan
Salad bar and non-alcoholic beverage

04,95

• 10% discount with valid UMASS I.D.

• Validated parking in the Campus Center Garage

• Can 549-6000 ext. 639 for further information
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A question of commitment
Mike McDuffee likes to play hockey.

That's basically the problem, be-
cause since the intramural hockey

league closed, he can't. It's bad enough
that a university this size can't support a
hockey team, but in Mike McDuffee's case
the issue comes down to commitment, and
the lack of it.

Dave Cline

The details of Mike's saga, and the story
of other hockey players like him was detail-

ed in Monday's Collegian. Normally
something like this isn't terribly important
to anyone not directly involved, but when
you think about the whole issue and the
symbolism it presents, you have to wonder.

It just doesn't seem right. On one hand,
we have one group of people, more com-
monly known as administrators, who are
paid to see that things like intramural
hockey leagues become realities. And over
there, on the other side, is a group of
players, more commonly known as
students. Now, unless I've got this wrong,
they both want and are working towards
the same thing, an intramural hockey
league.

And now, neither of them have it.

One frustrated hockey player, when ask-
ed for his opinion of the whole event, felt

that "there was a failure to communicate."
Sound familiar? It should.
But in Mike McDuffee's case, that's not

quit€ it, because the two parties did indeed
communicate. Instead, what we have here
is a lack of commitment from both sides.
There's no right or wrong in this case, but
when someone is paid to see that people
play, and there are people who want to and

aren't playing, then something's wrong. It

makes one wonder just what the athletic
fee on the bursar's bill is for.

The Intramural Hockey League incident
is a good opportunity to take a step back
for a second to look at what's going on
around here these days. No matter where
you look, it keeps coming down to a matter
of commitment. Students need an indicator
of commitment from the administration
and it doesn't seem to be there. People are
worried about coming back next semester,
or even just finding enough money to finish
out this one. Ask them how much commit-
ment they feel the University has towards

them, or ask people waiting in line at the believe the University is behind them thatplacement office at four :n the morning just everything possible is being done to' heir
to try to sign up for an interview. Ask any
of them how secure they feel about the
commitment made to them to find jobs for
them.

Granted, there are only so many things
that the University can do for people, and it

is a sad reality that this may very well be
the best financial shape the University will
be in for years to come. But just as impor-
tant, at a time when it's most needed, is the
absence of symbolic commitment from the
University.

Why symbolic? It's crucial that students

^^EP YOUR

them. Gra.nted, the University can't do it

all. There is an equal responsibility for
students to meet them half-way, but the
symbolic commitment just isn't there.
Where does this problem lie? It starts

from the top. By now everyone is aware of
Chancellor Koffler's commitment to the
University. It's tempting to portray him in
this space as Mr. Rogers, reaching for Ws
sweater. "Hi, kids! Can you say 'commit-
ment to the University? Sure you can. I

can't." You have to wonder about the ex-
ample of commitment that Koffler will be
giving us in the next few months. With the
kind of leadership he has shown us in the
past two weeks, it's easy to see how the
rest of the administration could follow his
example of commitment. Koffler is not the
only one at fault, but admittedly, since his
grand and glorious twelve months of civili-

ty have now mutated to "Henry Koffler'.s
year towards mobility," he becomes an
easy target.

But it's not just the administration. In
the upcoming Student Government
Association presidential elections, ask each
of the candidates how committed they are,
and listen closely to the responses you get.
Find out why they want the position, and
what they plan to do with it if they get it.

"You'll be surprised at some of the
responses.

Someday, everyone at this university will
get down to the business of people,
whether student or administrator, helping
other people out. The Intramural Hockey
League incident shows us that we're not
quite there yet.

And until then, people like Mike McDuf-
fee will have to wait.

Dave Cline is a Collegian columnist.^^ -m _ '
'

"
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I Dave Cline is a Collegian columnist.

balvadoran military brutality is a disgrace
he Reagan administration's Dolicv tnwarr^ r»nf,^i l ^^The Reagan administration's policy toward Central
America and particularly El Salvador is a disgrace

u u^i people of this country and the values we
chensh. Furthermore, this policy will virtually insure
^"^^ '^ 's we are trying to prevent in Central America -

John J. Meunier
leftist military regimes. There is a revolution in El
Salvador because there ought to be one. The President
and those around him fail to recognize this fact. Instead
they insist that the fighting in El Salvador is a result of
Communist aggravation and infiltration in the region. On-
ly the White House believes that the Soviet Union and
Cuba are behind the revolution. Every other available
source of information, the international press, former Am-
bassadors to El Salvador, and even the Catholic Church,
traditionally one of the most outspoken "anti-communisf'
institutions have stated that opposition to the government
is a broad-based and popular movement. There is no sup-
port among the Salvadoran people for the Duarte govem-
ment which exists only because of the assistanceprovided

by our own government.
"The brutality perpetrated against the people of El

Salvador by the military is shameful. It's more than
shameful. Murder, rape, dismemberment, and other
atrocities occur by the hundreds daily with either the par-
ticipation or the consent of the military. We support that
military with our money. We, the United States of
America! Three weeks ago our President sent a message
to the people of El Salvador and to the worid claiming that
human rights are being respected by the government of El
Salvador, thus entitling them to renewed and increased
military assistance. The President claims to have figures
to prove his case for human rights improvements These
figures were provided by the United States Embassy in El
Salvador. The Embassy admits getting those figures from
the Salvadoran press.

The Administration defends pumping millions of dollars
into violence-ridden El Salvador by claiming that our own
national security is at stake. Reagan also refused to
answer questions about El Salvador during his recent
press conference, citing national security as his reason
Ihe President has linked our security to the survival of the
Duarte regime. He has refused to keep the American peo-

ple informed of his plans concerning El Salvador, and to
reassure us that he will not commit heavier U.S. military
assistance and possibly troops to El Salvador. The White
House sees the situation in El Salvador as "Good Guys vs
Bad Guys," East vs. West, us vs. them. This hopelessly
naive assessment of the revolution, coupled with the
presence of some haunting political figures from the past
in the Reagan Administration, threatens to lead the
United States into mistakes made in Vietnam.

If our government continues on its present course sup-
porting the repression of the people of El Salvador, and
condoning the actions of the military there, we can be
assured that when the inevitable occurs, the government
IS overthrown, whatever takes its place will be violently
anti-Amencan, and with good reason. The revolution in El
Salvador is not a communist revolution, but as the people
of that country are murdered, and as they look for help in
their struggle, the obvious place to turn is Cuba The ad-
ministration talks about supporting neither the right nor
the left, but instead supporting the moderate center. The
Duarte government is the military, and the military is the
nght. Any moderates who may have existed in El
Salvador have either been killed by the government or
have fled the country. The Reagan rhetoric claims to sup-
port the moderate center, but the Reagan policy is driving
moderates to the left and creating revolutionaries. The
cnes of communism from the Reagan administration
coupled with its policy is a selfftUfilling prophecy.

"The American people are decent and deserve a foreign
policy that reflects that decency. We must force the Presi-
dent to do what is right and just in El Salvador. We must
torce him to support the rights of people to govern
themselves and to have a chance to live in peace. The way
to change the President's mind and his policy is to
pressure the Congress to vote on the issue. There has not
been a single vote this year on the President's policy or on
the monies flowing into El Salvador at this time.

iJ\f' ^u'^"
^^"^ '^ ^ ^^^ P'^^^ ^0 ^^^- He is one of

the Northern liberal Republicans who supported the Presi-
dent s military budget. He is also a key member of the
House Appropriations Committee. On top of everything
else, he is a good man and knows that the El Salvador
policy IS ludicrous. There is a good chance that he can be
convinced to support the Bill his fellow Massachusetts
Representative, Gerry Studds (D-Cohasset), has introduc-
ed. The Bill, H.R. 399, declares null and void the Presi-
dent s certification that EI Salvador has met human rights
and other requirements for further aid. Keep the pressure
on. There is evidence that the overwhelming majority of
mail received by members of Congress is opposed to the
President, and if there is one thing members of Congress
fear more than the President's "mandate," it's an angry
constituent in an election year.

John J. Meunier is a UMass student.
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Letters
'An undeserved and poorly written review can do damage'
To the Kditor:

Wo are writing this letter in response to the grossly
misleading CoUegian review (2-22 82) of Saturday nights
Herlin Airlift show at the Blue WaU. The alleged review
wnlien by the trio of Guidera, Faison and Brobst. read
more like an exercise of who-can think of a better
culdownihan I can! Having been a part of the very
salisfied. full Blue Wall crowd that evening, we feel it
necessary to defend the performance as well as question
this poor display of critical journahsm.

Ikrlin Aircraft, formeriy known as Luna and Orchestra
Luna, has remained to be one of the most popular and ac
claimed original rock bands in the Boston area for the past
tight years. Although the reviewers had every right not to
like the band as well as print these feehngs. things were
taken to an extreme. Anyone need be just famUiar with
the Airlifts material to recognize comments like
(prevalent) repetition' and (like) "muzak at the Hamp
shue Mall" as plain ludicrous. And one has to begin to
question the criUc when terms like "garbage" and "pop-
puke" are applied. They even went as far as to infer the

band s crime ot starting their set before Springsteens
liorn to Run finished playing on the club sound system

in ight of these comments, one would assume the misprint
of lead singer Rick Berlins original last name (who cares
anyways) as Kirschnerff (it's actually Kinscherf) as
nothing less than dehberate. After all, Kirschnerff sounds
much lunnier.

An undeserved and poorly written review can do a lot of
damage. One would think a large-circulation college
newspaper like the CoUegian would sometimes be a little
more critical of its own contents. We don't know what in
spired the hateful tone of the review, but it certainly was
not at all representative of the majority that was there
Even Guidera. Faison and Brobst recognized the crowds
approval but speculated that they were "secretly
laughmg." The three later rationalized the crowds
understandable error by profoundly mocking: 'Twenty
thousand Frenchmen couldn't have been wrong at
Waterloo." Gee. I guess were only human.

Mark Brookner
«nd six others

Gen. Dynamics offers engineers chance to catch the boat
To the Editor:

Yes folks, that's right. Electric Boat will be recruiting at
UMass February 25. General Dynamics' Electric Boat divi
sion IS offering engineering majors the chance to catch the
boat.

Thi.s l)oat is .special. Top pay and benefits, not to men
Lion an unmatched lifestyle on the southern New England
Maiua-st. Electric Boat is also special becau.se their boats
are prtrision killing machines.

Well, the truth comes out. our own engineering majors
Ih re at UMass are being offered the opportunity to design
killing devices. These "boats" aren't going to be killing just
<ommunisls. but also children, parents, and grandparents.
Oh. but these boats wont kill anyone, they will deter kill

iiiK. Why Haigle over deterence when we could haggle
over the quality of life for you, me and our friends?

Engineers, in order to have job security at Electric
Boat, you must count on steady military purchases. Would
you hke to live in a world with a nuclear sub in every
backyard? I don't. You choose.

Dan Harvey
Amherst

To the Editor:

The Trident submarine is a genocidal first strike
weapon. By definition those who build such a weapon
system are war criminals. Anyone who contemplates seek-
ing empk)yment with General Dynamics should reflect
seriously that they make themselves accomplices in this
monstrous crime being planned in the Pentagon and built
at Electric Boat at Groton.

Yes. jobs are scarce. However, those who do not want to
work for the forces of death should seek humane employ
ment. work for the nuclear freeze, and work for conversion
of the American economy from one based on miliurism to
one based on human needs.

F. Peter Sabey
Nancy Arnold
Scott Hunter

Nancy Stackford
United Christian Foandation

•Collegian n

Appeals build illusions of neutrality of the capitalist state
T«tl.« L^j:*-_ *
To the Kditor:

In the article "Prof speaks on combatting racist activity
by Klan' (Feb. 18) it was erroneously reported that a
Spartacus Youth League (SYL) member "disrupted the
session by taking the microphone and physically
preventing anyone to question Stanback." In fact, it was
members of the "Radical" Student Union and Communi-st
I'arly who disrupted their own event and rut off the
microphone to quash political debate. No less than seven
members of the KSU circled the SYL spokesman and
at tempt (;d to drag him off the podium while Stanback
himself argued to let the SYL speak.
The film "Resurgence" shown prior to the discussion

featured KKK and Nazi race hate terrorists espousing
their "final solution" for blacks. Jews, unionists, and in

particular communists. Thus it was particularly repugnant
to .see the RSU ape this scum and deny a communi.st the
right to speak against the fa.scists.

There is a way to stop the fascists cold - massive
mobilizations uniting aU sectors of the oppressed behind
the power of the working class. The SYL has helped build
such labor/black mobilizations that successfully kept the
KKK/Nazi kiUers off the streets of Detroit' and San
Prancisco.

The campus bureaucrats of the "Radical" Student Vnion
who disrupted last week's discussion have also tried to
keep socialists off campus by denying Recognized Student
Organization status to the Friends of the SYL. Last fall
the RSU sought to call out the racist police to stop
UTOPIA rather than join with the SYL. who initiated a
militant demonstration against these fascists. In Reagans
America, the RSU in its own insignificant way is doing its
best to serve the right -wings war on communism.

Eileen KeDv
Spartacus Youth League

Tyranny of
the majority
Cries against tuition hikes, financial aid cuts, book

costs and fee increases have recently occupied' much
space in the media. The basic assumption of these

cnes IS that everyone has a right to a college education
paid for by people other than those being educated
This policy is unfair and irresponsible. The college

education for a select group is financed by taking money
from the rest of society. This is more elitist than charging
for education what it costs. Education is not a right that a

Andrew E. Hession

few of us have earned at the expense of everyone else
That IS the same idea the whites used against blacks for
decades - the slaves do the work, the whites get themoney. ^

Some will say that the rich and those working should
give to education because "we need it." "it's important "
and other judgemental statements. These are the same
Uctics used by the Moral Majority. They call themselves a
majority, and try to force their views on everyone else
Public financing of education doesn't meet with opposi-

tion on a college campus where everyone, including
myself, is being hurt by budget cutbacks. However we
rjeed to carefully consider how fair our expectations 'are.We must ask whether government should be expected to
educate our society. Clearly, there is a question ofconfiict
of interest. We also often find that corruption, lack of
oya^ty, pay-offs, faulty construction, favoritism and inep-
titude are more prevalent in government operations than
equivalent private efforts.

Most importantly, it is irresponsible to expect others to
pick up the obligation for our needs and desires. This is the
attitude of a newborn, not a mature, reasonable expecta-
tion of those in early adulthood. Some disguise this at-
titude with statements Hke "for the common good "

It is
absurd to think that society must pav to educate those who
chose a career requiring a college degree. No one was bom
to pay for the choices sonrieone else makes. No one else
should be required to support our efforts, made by ourown choice, to further educate our^lves or train for a
career.

Some will still respond that education is necessary and
therefore they feel justified in making everyone chi'p in
These people might as well be advocating Naziism. or a
^ K:x!f^^rrT'^''-

'" ^' Salvador: justifying it on the basis of
nght. This IS tyranny of the majority, an oppression of

the minority; something many of these same people would
denounce. Yet as long as tyranny is done in the name of
something they have decided is right, they support it
The only fair and responsible demand we can make of

the other members of society is that they not harm us or
interfere with our lives. Expecting those who don't know
us to provide for our education or livelihood is only an ef-
fort to get others to do for us what we are responsible to
do ourselves.

Andrew E. Hession is a UMass student.
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it's the end of the month. And all demo, one-of-a-kind
and scratch 'n

' dentmerchandise must go. Ifyou 're
hunting for a REAL bargain, stop by THE SOUND
COMPANY. You won 't be disappointed.

36981
HITACHI 912
19" Solid State Color
TV with famous
10 transistor
?uarantee.
Save $40.00.)

44991
Panasonic 1270
2, 4, 6, hour Video
Cassette Recorder
with soft -touch
SP, LP, SLP
speeds, digital
:<ock/timer.

69y^ $24991 System 20D includes matching
RD12 metal Dolby
Cassette Recorder.
System 20D price:

es matcnmg

$44991

SONY
WALKMAN II

Portable Cms-
ett« Playar
with haad-
phonat.

AMHERST 201 N Pleasant Street 2S6-0744
Mon.TuOT.Wad 11-7pm Thur

,
Fa 11-8p m S*t 10-5 30p

SPRINGFIELD Sumner Ave at ttie X 736-3626Mon Thur, F,, „! 9p m Tu« » W«, 10- 5 30p m S.I 9 30-5 30p m

UkMilftiiAiliM

WESTFIELO Westfield Shops near Food Man 566-1160
Opan Evary Day til 9 00pm Sat 10 til 5 30 pm

AAltSLigagi»|^^°^^jagg?«P||<|:«| '"O'* P'Cture» of itemt may not be of exact mod«l5 on sale
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HALF BLOCK DESTROYED - A fir. termed one of the wor^Ti'iTNew

XS;/™Sr' ' "'"'"'^ '"'""'' -""'y "•" • "^y -oci e^arlT

Two killed, 45 homeless in
New London blaze
NEW LONDON. Conn. (AP) - Two

people were kUIed, 12 firefighters were
injured and about 45 people left homeless
yesterday by an early morning fire that
destroyed nearly half a city block in one of
the city's oldest sections.

The bodies of a man and a woman were
pulled from the ruins in mid-afternoon, said
Police Chief Donald Sban. but positive
identification had not been made. He said
the bodies were sent to the state medical
examiner's office in Farmington for
autopsies.

Sloan said officials had "some idea who
they are but we aren't sure.

"

One of the 12 injured firefighters was
admitted to Lawrence and Memorial
Hospitals with a back injury.

Terry Brouwer. assistant deputy fire
chief of the Cohanzie volunteer fire
department in neighboring Waterford. said
he and Edward Bowes, captain of the
Quaker Hill department in Waterford. were
supervising firefighters from a rooftop
when they slipped on ice and fell about 15
feet into an alley.

Bowes apparently escaped serious injury
when he fell on top of Brouwer. the
assistant deputy chief said.

i^SGA
Continuedfrom page S

Ashman said combatting a Board of
Regents plan to increase tuition to the
amount where students pay 33 percent of
the cost of higher education would be op
posed by his administration.
Ashman also said he plans to work to

improve relations between the student
body and the university administration,
while admitting "the current administration
has done a fine job." Ashman said "we see a
vast area for improvements."
Murphy, who resigned as charimen of the

SGA Governmental Affairs Committee in
order to s^ek election, said he decided to
seek the presidency because of "problems"
with the SGA.

^
"This year is a really crucial year for the

SGA." Murphy said. "lu either going to
change direction or collapse."

Murphy described the SGA as an
organization having "no contact with the
student body. ..(which) acts as a unit of
bureaucracy that deals only with the ad-
ministration and itself."

Rent control is "something that could be
won this year." Murphy said, citing an issue
he said students could influence by at
tending and voting at Amherst town
meetings.

Murphy also said he plans to continue
representing student interests on the coed
bathroom issue, and commence in

vestigation of police misconduct involving
"over 100 cases in the last two years" of
officers on duty knowingly overstepping
their authority.

Grand
Opening
Tharsday. Fcbrnary 25th

^^/?dcle\^-^

LUNCH 11:30 to 2 p.m.

FRFF c ??L»^«*' every Quiche»»-- Salad Bar or Radette Lunch

TEA TIME 2:30-5 p.m.

Submarlno with everyFRFF ^ Tea Time DeHghtM am m^ m^ (Thw < • Hm ChocolMr wU», • Ulln TivMI

DINNER 5:30-9 p.m.

___,_, PHcher of Oericot ivith

IfEt rr.^ ^i^'Y Special Dinner for 2

on the
Boltwood Walk
103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

LET'S DAIMCE

3rd

Annual
29 Hour
Dance

Marathon

WHAT: The 3rd ANNUAL
Pi Kappa Alpha
UMASS 29 Hour Dance Marathon
for Multiple Sclerosis

WHEN: March 5th & 6th
WHERE: UMASS Student Union Ballroom

HOW: SIGN UP TODAY to dance in
the Campus Center or
call PIKE at 546-2150

Every
Wednesday is

^1

V

Wednesday, February 24
GUINESS AND HARP NIGHT

99c from 9 to 1 1 P.M.
FREE T-SHIRTS AND MUGS

With Katie and Kelly
(formerly the McGony^s)

THURSDAY: 50*8 and SO's with Steve Spelman
FRIDAY: Live Entertainment from 4 to 7 p m

With Tom Hodgins
FRIDAY & SATURDAY EVENINGS:
l^e New Sounds of SpelboundHappy Hours: Sun-Thurs 6 to 9. Pri 4 to 7

,

y^ 2 for 1 Drink Specials

.a Uttle bit of everything
for everyone! \ ^ y^Z\

olflhc common
ao Boltwood Walk . Amher«t Center
Poaitive Maaa. ID Required 263-0686

fw-» ^n-' n*
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Arts
B52*S
Mesopotamia
(Warner Brothers)

By JOHN BROBST
Collegian Staff

New Musical Expren, the Britiah rock
magazine, recently said that the new B62'8
record Mesopotamia was supposed to be a
full length l.p. But Warner Brothers decid-
ed the David Byrne material was too wild a
departure from the style that made the
B52's famous. Hence this six song cor-
porate cop-out.

"Throw That Beat In The Garbage Can"
IS arguably the best song the B52'3 have
released since the original version of "Rock
Lobster." It's a perfect blend of B52's six-
ties style madness and David Byrne's neo-
Afrikan musical style. You can feel Fred
Schneider's anxiety as this strange com-
bination of marimbas, synthesizers, percus-

Wednesday, February 24, 1982
Wednesday, February 24, 1982

sion and guitars forces him to dance.
Stop that beat!

It makes me apprehensive!
I'm sweating through my clothes!
They are very expensive!

"Cake" is the only other worthwhile
song on Mesopotamia. Kate Pierson and
Cindy Wilson do a vocal duet somewhat
reminiscent of "52 Girls." This time
they're two suburban housewives who
can't decide what kind of cake to bake.
Angel food? Pineapple upside-down?
Ch(xolate? The dishpans and kitchen uten-
sils rattling in the background vividly
simulate a kitchen scene.

"Cake" and "Throw That Beat" would
have made a fine 45. Maylie Warner
Brothers thought that by throwing these
two in with a bunch of manure they'd
sprout and grow into a fine e.p. But the
agricultural theory of record-making didn't
quite work this time around. "Deep Sleep,"
the second song on side one, adecjuate'ly
describes the rest of Mesopotamia. Pi.^n^K^r.h'stHcii;,?""'

*'""'"• ""' ^'"'"'"- "''"^ *"«-• K"t«

Joan Jett in black leather

JOAN JETT AND THE BLACKHEARTS
I Love Rock 'n Roll
(Boardwalk)

Hy DKNI CHAPNIK
(Collegian Correspondent

Joan Jell ha.s released a very mediocre albumhverythmg about it screams "Average!" There are
mediocre power chords, mediocre pounding drums
mediocre lyrics and less than mediocre howling vocals Oh
well

.
1 gue.ss you can't have everything.

Joan Jett hails from that not so memorable all female
rock band the Runaways. Their mentor. Kim Fowley (amale by the way), found five young nubiles and turnedthem mlo rock stars. They soon learned the fundamentals
ol the royk music world: how to wear black leather, how to

u^.^'^'tk u
^"^ P"'. ^ ^^'^^ ^''^'"^ progression to good

use.
1 he Runaways split after five albums to seek otheren ighU'ning and worldly experiences on their own

Jell ha.s carried her well-learned mandatory rock and
roll knowledge with her in her two solo albums. As a

^uT"\ u
'*''''",^ ^"^ ^^^"^ S^^^^" «'^«'" and more mature,

although the pacifier found strung around her neck negates
that assumption. As for her musical style, that certainlyhasn t matured.

^^I'^y

Th.- three cover songs on the album should not havebeen considered to be done in the first place. The hiirh
school kids who buy ; Love Rock n Roll probably havenever heard Tommy James' "Crimson and Clover" or the
ave Clark hives "Bits and Pieces." As for the "LittleDrummer lioy. all in the-know musicians realize they

should only release their Christmas songs on singles, in
DecemlKT. » ,

m
Hand clapping seems to be the main theme of the album

11 s probably done to help the audience along during live
concerts. Joan also manifests another wonderful talent
throughout the album. She constantly displays to us her
diploma Irom the David Lee Roth for screaming "OW"

Ihe original songs on the album aren't even worth
mentioning. The only saving grace on the album is the title
track. I Love Rock n Roll." The only reason that's good is
becau.se it s a good tune to blast in your car. Too bad Idon t recall a Best Car Radio Song category nomination on
this year s Grammy Awards.

Th« Commutsr Coll«ctiv« Pr«s«nts

WEEKS
Redding

Milk & Honey
8 oz conditioner

or 8 oz shannpoo

&

|$1.10
Reg.

$1.78

Wsine

$1.56
Contac 10 oz.

Reg. $1.82

vc«^

ls<f

^AquafifE
f̂

speed
sticK
OfOOOAANr

by mmHnnrt

$1.10
Aqua Fresh 6.4 oz.

Reg. $1.59

$1.27
Reg, $1.75

Mennen Stick

Spice, Herb, Lime, Reg.

pio©

^'
..^^'

$2.22
Playtex Deo Tamp 28 Reg

Palytex Deo Tamp 28 Super

^jUNIVERSITY
STORE

s^'

LUNCH TIME SCHEDULE.
* February 22 to March 10
(No Weekends)
1 2 noon to 1 :00pm
163 Complex, Campus Center
ADM. 25C each Day

The showing tonight

will be your last

chance to see this

series from the be-

ginning.

i;(;

;i:

i!;';i!;!i

irjitii hJ,

Located in the Campus Center upen
M-F 9 5 Sat 11-4 Series Pass (Good Day or Night)

$2.00

NIGHT SCHEDULE:
*Wed. Feb. 24, 1982
Parts 1, 2, & 3

168 Campus Center. ...8:00pm

"AfMon. March 1, 1982
Parts 4, 5, & 6
168 Campus Center 8:00pm

* Thur. March 4, 1982
Parts 7, 8, & 9
904-8 Campus Center 8:00pm

*Wed March 10, 1982
Parts 10, 11, 12. & 13
168 Campus Center 8:00pm

Adm. to all evening shows is $1.00

QQll^glm. 15

LENTEN SPECIALS
PLUS

SAVINGS CERTIFICATES

,*mof.

Iipmimnniimr,.':
«t^*: J*

PLUS
TM

Details in Store

DOUBLE MFR. COUPONS ALL THISWEEK AT BIG V SUPEa\^RKETS
Listed on Back Details in Store

Sale starts Monday. Feb. 22 thru Saf.. Feb. 27. 1

Building Your Lenten Meals Around
These Big *Y' Savings...

iKt'

Rf.CiPE

Irs Filberts

. Real .

^onnaise
^

kOV
vx^J-i

^^'>'<^at^ SY^^-.

£ottag

G^ii
iv».

Potato Chips
^ IMI

gi^lj^
asAVE 50^

Lay's or
Ruffles

12ozBag

^^pUj^

-*^,
iHfJNK LIGHT TUN*,

r<J.

^''Mj.\
W'^' '<

TUNA SALE
Chunk Light Geisha Light Bumble Bee

In Water
Martel

().-3 oz Can
DSAVE 20^

Chunk
In Water
6.5 oz Can
JSAVE 20^

Read Mayonnaise

C White
Chunk in

Oil or Water
C) ~) oz Can
DSAVE .30^

DSAVE 56^
Mrs. Filberts

Quart Jar 99
Orainge Juice

White Bread
Big 'Y' Enriched

King Size
20 oz Loaf

DSAVE 41^
BigV

Half Gallon

Cottage Cheese
DSAVE 48' P'^f\^

f^. ,«.. /SI

I

m-t TRIPLE
^^ COUPON
Pmenf this coupon aJong %vMh any one m«nuf«ciurers' "cents off'

coupon and gn triple the s«vtn(s when you purchase the item Not

to inckide Btg Y s own retailer . free or coupons greater

than 'too Not to exceed the value of the item Excludes tobacco

products, lottery tickets and any item prohibited by law Limit one
Item per manufactuers coupon Limit .^ triple coupons per custom
er Coupon good Mon Feb i2 thru Sat Feb 27. 1 982 ai Hadley

fWl Y only Rte 9. Hadley

«2 TRIPLE
\ ^ COUPON
Present this coupon along wiih any one manufataurers cents off
coupon and get triple the savings when you purchase the Hem No«

'I ""^.^ '^ * "*" retailer
.

free or coupons greater
than •! (K) Not to exceed the value of the Kern Excludes tobacco
products lottery tickets and any item prohlbfted by law LimH one
Item per manufacturers coupon Limit 3 tr^ coupons per custom
er Coupon gwd Mon Feb 22 thru .Sat Feb 27 1 982 at fUdleyng Y only. Rie 9 Fladley

^ f@] TRIPLE
V COUPON
Present this coupon along with any ont manufacturers cents off'
coupon and get triple the savlnts when you pufxihaje the Hem Not

?'~i^^^^^*'^ IfeuOer free orco«ponag™«er
than • I 00 Not to exceed the vaK., of the Hem Exclude, tobwco
product* lottery iiclteis and any item prohibfted by Uw Limit one
Hern per manufacturers coupon Limit ,5 tnpie coupons per cuMom

l,^T:X^^t a.Hn.S« FH, 27 .988a. Hadley
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SUPPORT
your Student-Run business!
The best in service, the lowest
in price, WHY PAY MORE!

SPORTING GOODS CO-OP
Student Union Building

(n^xt to Post Office) Phono 545-0667
Opon Wookdoys 11.00 - 0:00 P.M.

SPECIALS THrS WEEK
HDX-60 Frisboos 165 groms S6.75

* CLEARANCE
•Womon's Running Shoos sizos 41/2 - 6

* Moonlight llOg Frisboos

PEOPLE'S MARKET
749-2060

Good Food ChEAp!

ckEApcsT bAqcU on CAMpus
FresIa Fruit juicEs & pRoducE

floURS ANd qRAINS

LoCATEd \h room J28 IN ThE CORNER of SriidENT UnION
by tIie Campus PoNd.

Open: WEEkdAys 9:70-^:00 WsdNEsdAys 9:70-7:00

Do jour stomach a favor - visit

earthfoods
restaurant

\
P^!^

Who/csoTne t delicious

vegetarian fare.

All frcshlij prepared here

W0T\rTri^ Um'Spm '^ *^ Eartfifoock kitchen,

Ccmmvuma/tJi ftn., 5. U. Come, orj /rj /
EiTthfoode is a rtiKtent-rwn Colte«ye/»0tchtnv«lurrt:cer3

C.A.R.
Are you tired of paying a lot of money for auto repair?
At College Auto Repair you learn about your car as
you fix it. For only four dollars an hour, you can rent
tools, space, and mechanics time. College Auto
Repair is conveniently located in the Campus Center
Garage. We are open Fridays 2:00-5:30, Saturdays
10-4, and, new this semester, Sundays 12-4. Come on
down and check us out. Enter the Campus Center
Garage through the Permit Parking entrance. If you
have any questions call 545-0673.

TICKETS UNLIMITED
selling tickets for all R.S.O.

sponsored movies, speakers,

raffles, etc.

box office hours 12:30 - 3:30

UNLIMITED

201 Student Union Building

Monday - Friday 10-5

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday nights 6:30-9:30

Saturday 11-3

545-0401

PHOTO CO-OP
Hours M,F 11-2 Tu,W,Th 11-3 545-0670

Processing Sole
4 reprints for 87c 3 5x7s - $2.76

llford Block ond White Sole
36 exp-HP5(ASA400), FP4 (ASA125), PanF (ASA 50)-$1 95 ea

XP-1 (ASA 100-1600) 36 exD - $2.25 20 exp $i 70
llfospeed Multigrade Paper 8x10 25 sheets - $8.00 ea.
Ilfospeed Graded Paper 8x10 25 sheets - $9.00 ea.

Student Note Service
545-2271

Ever have trouble taking notes in your
courses? EspeciaUy when you're sitting in
the back of an auditorium behind 300 other
students? To aid students in their studying
the Lecture Note Program offers lecture
notes in courses with enrollment over 200.
The Student Note Service also offers prin-
ting services to RSO groups, including off-
set duplication and xeroxing, their prices
can't be beat.

'f.^ •< vy
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I CfitfTMAKBUPMYMINPUHAT
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By Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
r HOUABOUTAMIXf
MHAl If I UOft£.
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE
^^^ By M. Joyce

,
^^^^Sftvorvvcifejcx^ n^^^^lIii^Svi»rooirumI]l( ,

^^-"^-^^-^^X-^^-^-^^ <=^ COLOR. iH^-C^sl
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ACROSS
1 Adolph

,

Times man
5 Sports hero
8 Skin

13 Facial expression
14 Maw
15 rights

16 Radial
17 Grendel, for one
18 Set
19 Garden's spring

harbinger
21 Expresses
22 Highland daggers
23 Washing machine

action
24 Hwy
25 Simple and

peaceful
29 t^arch baseball
33 Forced absence
34 Member of the

Hock
35 Company division
37 Petrol

38 Neglects
41 Participant in

notable tea party
44 • in the

Grass "

46 Scottish explorer
47 of corn

Edited by Margarel Farrmr and Tnide Jaffe

48 Jumping fish

51 Preparation room
54 Wordsworth's

"golden" flower
56 Cry of The

Ancient Mariner
57 Shore lure

58 Cuba. e.g.

59 Historic 152-mi
river into the

English Channel
60 Comply
61 Request
62 Haste
63 Afterthoughts of a

kind
64 Other

DOWN
1 Chooses
2 Collector's Items
3 Sol of the theater
4 Ex-spring

chickens
5 Ancient Greek

city

6 Quibble
7 See 34 across
8 Vex
9 March 21, e.g.

10 Bankrupt
11 Word with check

or play

12 Yeasty beverages
14 Eye parts

20 1492 or 1503
21 Wife of Saturn
23 More rational

25 Diametrically

opposite
26 Latvia's capital
27 Winglike
28 majeste
29 Some athletes
30 Stand, as a lion

on a shield

31 Biographer

Ludwig
32 One of the

Dodecanese
36 Contemptible
39 Golfer's concern
40 Acted surly

42 Moiety
45 AlMlard's lover

47 Sapless
48 They "eat oats

"

49 One of the Fords
50 Clay pieces
51 Condition
52 Dripping wet
53 Word with plate

or sake
54 Duffers

55 Chad or Baikal
57 Bribe

THE UMASS ZONE
by Mark Rollins

HI. WERE fRonV WE DONT Uk£ THE
Mf^^e^S'^ ,^^ ^we mr m It^ieAN. .

. XEXCEPTm AN yOK QURNINC
WE /V£l^ OCCASIONAL A q^q. (,f^^
00 ANrrmcJ STEAUNC'SfflEe PIANO on OUR

'^:r{

1 2 3 4 5 6 "p

1

i 9 10 11 17

13 14 15

16 17 tl
"^"^

19 n

L
?1

~
11

73

tavH
74 n n rt 7a
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1

33

34

III
3S 36

4? 43

37
^^^"

341 39 40 41

44
46
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1
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51 5/ U 54 55
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1

57

1
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59 iO 1

~
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Editorial Department
Make sure your views are represented on the editorial

pages! Prospective columnists and illustrators should at-tend an editorial department recruitment meeting March 3
at 7 p.m. in the Collegian newsroom.

For more information contact Kathleen Howley Ex-
ecutive Editor during the late afternoon at 545-3500.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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WEATHER
Partly sunny today.

Highs 25 to 35. Snow
likely today. Tonight lows
20 to 25. Snow ending
tomorrow afternoon with
highs 25 to 35.

DC MENU

Laps ^
Topographical Maps j

at

J

A.J. HASTINGS
[

I Newsdealer and Stationer
L.^5 S. Pleasant

THE BLUES
BROTHERS!

pRidAy, FeB. 26
7, 9, n Ewq. East Aud.

$1.70

LUNCH

Roast Beef Grinder
Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce

BASICS LUNCH

Vegetable Grinder
Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

Wednesday

\ •'{% *y-

DINNER

Veal Parmesan
Baked Cod/Newburg

Sauce
Ham & Turkey Cold Plate

with Saltines

BASICS DINNER

Eggplant Parmigiana
Baked Cod/

Newburg Sauce

10:30 - 11:00 Francis Through the

Looking Glass

11:00-11:45 Max Roach

11:45 - 12:45 Blushing Brides

12:45- 1:00 Parachute Club

1:00- 2:00 Frameworks

1
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A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-70 13

A FLORIDA SPRING BREAK
GET the best hotels, parties, discounts,
and NO hidden charges, fleabag hotels or
B.S.-all FOR 264.- (Daytona-Ft Lauder-
dale) including 7 days hotel, round-trip
transportation and Disney trip. Call Dave
549-6802.

APARTMENT MATES WANTED
Need a place? I've got apartment and am
looking for people to share it with. Contact
Annie 665-7578

AUDIO

Stereo worth $1100 asking $585 like new
Call 665-7717 for info, will talk

Sanyo Audio Spec car 8-track, new,
loud, asking 90 or BO 6-5166

Pr. EPI Bookshelf Spkrs. gd. cond. 65$
6-5166

OHM E $120/pr. Technics integ. amp $70,
Phillips trntble $65, 549-4403

Sharp 30 watt per channel Amp with
matching tuner and graphic equalizer. Must
seilt $200 call Bill 6-6697

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790

1970 VW Bus many new parts $500 Bob
586-5827

89 Nova 6 cyl auto, runs well, needs work
$350 546-4050

1968 Valiant, deperxlable transportation
automatic $350 00 Bob 253-7967

Rusty, reliable 1972 Volvo wagon new
nwtor, 4 spd, $600 6^2882
1969 Volkswagen Squareback
needs work. $350-- 546-6698

engine

71 Volkswagen Beetle runs excellent
very dependable, good mileage $550 6^3256
1986 Rymouth Fury, clean, dependable
runs excellent, asking 400. Must sell
253-5706

IS YOUR CAR SICK?

Then consult Kevin at 253-3696 Free
diagnosis/estimate, very reasonable prices

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$X strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

I~~ BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by experienced Bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Bellydance classes
begin Weds., March 3 at 6:30 in basement
of Sigma Delta Tau.For more information
call Theresa between 6 and 8 at 253 5491

COUNSELORS
Camp Wayne, Northeastern Penn-
sylvania, co-ed children's resident camp
6/22-8/22/82. Many positions available.
Friendly, warm atmosphere. We care
Write: 12 Alleyard, Lido Beach N.Y. 11561
and include your school phone number

DESLEXIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION
Meeting to write up DSO constitution
and newsletter. Thurs. Feb. 25 Bartlett
Basement, Rm 68 (Communication Skills
Center) at 7:00 pm. For more info call Fabia
545-6370

DIANE GARDNER
SURPRISE! Happy 21st Birthday! Thank
you so much for everything, Di. You make
tovin' fun! Lots of love, Steve

DULL?

I will sharpen. P-tex. and wax your skiis
for 5 bucks. Call Ed 6-9669

ENTERTAINMENT
Smith College Roc Council presents the
music of DJ "Brother E" at TNC on
February 25th. Davis Student Center 9-12
college ID required.

FOR RENT

Rural Belchertown: 2 bedrooms, by lake,
5 mine to bus stop. 390 -^ 323 5833

Cape Cod Cottage, Harwich 2 bedroom
$1000 for season, Mr. McCormack
617-432-6507

FOR SALE

Sneakers men's and women's; quality
name brand; great deal call Mike 549-1233

POLICE TICKETS. Providence 4/ 13. Good
seats available. 253-7243

Men's Frye Boots 9ViD.
tion. $60 or BO 665^2853

Excellent condi-

Mandolin - Mayfair, excellent condition
$80 call Dana evenings 256-6877/253-9990

Refrig. holds 4 cases, must sell $75 call Neil
253-2011

Pair of Nordica Ski Boots excellent con-
dition. Size IVi men's. 80$ call Oliver at
564^4600x325

Ski Boots Nordica sz 11 used 1 season
256-8020 Doug $35

Ladies Frye Boots new 7 Vi 253-3329

GET INVOLVEDl
~

Attention all Comm Stu and Jour-
nalism Majors: If you have a n interest in

broadcast journalism, then WMUA is the
place for you. The news departn>ent is

looking for talented and motivated in-

dividuals for our staff. If you fit thus
description, then please attend a recruit-
ment meeting on Wednesday, Feb 24th at
WMUA 43 Marston Hall at 3 PM

GRADUATE STUDENTS

Dissertation support group starting
Thursday 4-6. Contact Dr. Robert Alex-
ander 253-5262

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Maaic
546-6684

HELP WANTED
Collegian Jobs: We need two associate
News Editors. Hard work, low pay, but
great experience. Reporting experience a
must, editing helpful, energy necessary.
We'll train, if needed. Apply before Feb 25
to Ed Levine in the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center. An equal opportunity employer

Recycling Project W/S jobs available
apply in person. Contact Bill Ennen 306
SUB 5-0618

Riverside looking for children's show
performers this summer call 567-7910

Part Time: Car stereo installer with own
tools able to work adjustable hours. Con-
tact Mike at the Sound Company 256-0744

Students wanted for sales good com.
flexible hours, call 256-0821

Bus driver trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will hold a meeting to recruit for our
next Training Program on March 2 at 7:00
pm in Campus Ctr Room 903. Qualifications
include a clean driving record and 1 year
commitment.

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Division

Bass Guitar Lessons qualified instructor.
All levels/styles. First lesson free . 546-8654
Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28
hours including classroom theory and
shop. Limited enrollment. 253-7967

LAST GREAT AMERICANS
Come to a meeting of the LGA - a uni-
que ar>d rare experience in video production
- actors, writers and crew. Thursday
February 25 6:00 room 902 CC. Southwest
Cable II class attend at 5:30

LOST

Lost, a pair of white knitted mitten with
light & dark brown patches interwoven. If

found please call Gail 6-1256

Gold ladies Bulova Watch Rewatd for its
return. Please call 253-3592

Helpl I lost my girlfriends necklace. She
will kill If I don't find it. It's a jade heart
shaped stone with a thin macrame band
$10 reward call Peter 546-7207

Blue Powderhorn Parka missing from
NOPE, on 2/12/82. Reward negotiable
Call George at 256-6802 Please respond
Reward: Loet Fri 12 gold chain sentimental
value please call 6-7267

Lost girls High School ring Class 1978
Lakeland, reward 586-9107

Pearl Necklace between Fine Arts and
Plot Thursday nite 2/17. Reward, sen-
timental value. Cindy 549-5127

Keys on ring. Student Union area during
long weekend. REWARD 549-0146

Opal ring with gold band, also class ring
with initials LRS on inside. Lost in Bartlett
women's room. Reward if found. 546-1260

Blue Woolrich down coat at Thatcher
party 2/19. If found please call John 6-3223
Pair of glasses! Blue tinted. Brown and
blue plastic frames. Contact John 546-4923

Special scarf taken from FAB Return to
CC info booth

Tan down coat backstage at Geils concert
no questions asked Man 253-3366
Woman's Barracuda Jacket at Delta
ChlFri night. Reward if found. Call Jane at
0-6054

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTIM
Therapist - Researchers working to
develop ways of better understanding and
helping those men (i.e. husbands
brothers friends, fathers, roommates,
sons) whose lives have been affected by
the rape of someone close to them. We
would welcome any help from any man
who has had this experience. Please phone
or write: Bob Samuels or Madeline

^^7. ^'^".^"' ^^^«' ^^'
MARY KAY COSMETICS

MOVING SERVICES
Fast, dependable service & reasonable
rates. Local or within 50 miles. For free
estimate call 549-%68

NSE

National Student Exchange meeting,
Mon March 1, 7 pm - CC rm 803. Stratton
ski tnp planned. If you want to go, please
attend.

PART TIME JOBS AVAILABLP
Dont settle for restricted hours andminimum wage Eam extra income selling
to friends and classmates at your leisure
ProduM sells itself. For info call Michaei
665-3672 Jay 546-1261

PERSONALS
ECKANKAR - a way of life. Write P O
Box 283. Amherst, MA 01004
Paul Happy B-Day! Hope you have a
great day and that maybe you'll remember
the night! Enjoy, Love, Sandy
That's right, the 3rd Annual U-Mass Pi
Kappa Alpha 29 hr Dance Marathon is hap-
pening again March 5th and 6th in the Stu-
dent Union Ballroom call 545-2150 for info

Rubik's Cuber$. Friday 7:00 PM February
26. prize$ galore, Amherst Junior H S
Auditorium; bring cube$, $nake$, pyramid$
- whatever

Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD.
aKist in any writing project. Amherst
Writers. Inc. 253-7764

If you lost a coat at Joey D's on Thurs
day Feb. 18 call 546-5018

Enter, enter!! Its not too late! Find a part-
ner and register for the 3rd annual U-Mass
Pike 29 Hour Dance Marthon March 5th
and 6th at the SUB Call 545-2150 for info.

Thank you for the gorgeous flower ar-
rangement you sent me on V Day-but
who are you? Theresa
To the women residing In 129A: "Puff":
I wish I could give you a life long tan.
Golditocks": I would love to make the
postman bring something special.
Su-Su": I wish I could give you your own

address. If by chance my wishes don't
come true, just remember I'll always be
here for you and I love you all. Love "Cid
Vicious the Midget

"

Don't miss it! Andy Warhols Dracula will
be featured Thursday, Feb 25 in Mahar.
Show times are 7, 9. 1 1 . For only $1 .25, see
a flick you'll never forget!

Make a paw
N" "We have tonite", tomorrow, & at least
50 more years cuz we have proved that true
friends DO last forever. Have the best davl
Love S

To my favorite Chem El Only good beer
and great times let's get together soon
Chris

Work study position in the office of
People's Gay Alliance. Flexible schedule,
good work conditions. Contact PGA, 413
Student Union. 5-0154. for application.

Need a home away from home with life

long friends, look into sorority life at Sigma
Kappa, 19 Allen St. located behind BKO.
Rush parties Tuesday Feb. 23 and Thurs
Feb. 25 at 7:00. Please RSVP at 256-6887

The finest film of all from the master of
suspense. Cary Grant. Ingrid Bergman in
Alfred Hitchcock's "Notorious". Feb 26
CCA, $1. 7, 9, 11

'

Randi M. Ha ha you missed me! Sorry.
Signed the on ly Laut you know.

IGU, we're different! Give us a try. All
university women invited to Rush Thurs.

See what Mary Kay can do for you For a
complimentary Mary Kay Facial call Carol
Nenetz at 256-6235

Feb. 25th 6:00-7:00, Mon. March 1st
7:00 8:00, Tues, March 2nd 7:00-8:00. For
further information contact Beth or Nancv
256-6874. '

Juniors! Those of you who received an ap-
plication for Mortar Board Honor Society
be sure to return it by March 1st. Good
Luck!

JuniorsI Is your overall cum 3.3 or above?
Then you are eligible for Mortar Board - a
senior honor society! If you haven't receiv-
ed your application yet. call Mary at
545-2152.

«00. $300 or «200 CASH I That's just some
of the prizes YOU can win in the 29 hr
Multiple Sclerosis Dance Marathon, March
5th & 6th in the SUB Call 545-2150 for more
info.

Nomination papers for Central Area
President, Vice-President. Treasurer
available in area office. B-23 Baker. They
are due Mon March 1 at 9:00 to the office

Trace--I'm glad you are pledging -Love My
M"ar"y-love ya buddy! My"ar"a
P.D.E.'s ihanx for saying yes. I'm so
psyched for the big 29. I KNOW we can do
It. Luv. Muttless

Laur - May your birthday be the start of
another 20 years of happiness and prosperi-
ty. Thanks for being a friend! Your loving
roommate

COLLEGIAN STAFF
Remember. Friday is party night at 33Meadow St. Doctor's orders!!!

PROFESSIONALTYPING SERVICES
Dissertations, theses, papers
I'^^^^ acceptance, low rates. Nancy
5-0392. 584-7924

REAL MAJORITY
The Real Majority meeting tonite will be
in Campus Center mi 176 everyone
terested is welcome

in-

RESUMES

?iTt^«™"' "•* confidential call
617-249-6566

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Long Island or New York
City on Friday Feb 12 546-9612

To NYC and back 2/26-2/29 will share ex-
penses call Elise 6-5069

Ride needed to LI or NYC on Friday Feb
26 call 549-0102 Jackie

ROOMMATE WANTED
One male wanted to share room in two-
bedroom apt. Ask for Mimi or George
253-9720 229A Main St Amherst
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

Female to share room in two bedroom
apt $95 ^ 253-7806

Responsible woman to share two
bedroom house in South Deerfiels $175
includes all 665-3849

SERVICES

Couples recovering from rape
Theraputic group for couples to work on in-
terpersonal aspects of recovering from
rape. 10 weeks. Sliding fee scale. Male &
female co-therapists. Psychological Ser-
vices Center UMass 545-0041

SKI EQUIPMENT
Hagen 200 cm racing cut skis new, never
used, price negotiable, call 549-5616 ex-
cellent buy, sure sale quickly

SPEAKERS BUREAU
Interested or past members of the PGA
speakere bureay need to contact Chris atPGA Office 50154 by Thurs 2/25 Re: man-
datory training

TRAVEL

Travel - Spring Break trips to Rorida and
Bermuda. Call 549-1835

Now's the time and Bermuda's the
place for just $299 (this includes
everything) for info call 256-6941 after 6
I need my car driven from Colorado to
Mass anytime soon. Call Margaret
323-4976

Rocky Mountains Spring Break. Your
car, gas. My cabin, food. Hugh 546-6619
for details.

SUMMERSCHOOL HOLLAND? Interna-
tional Business Management, Nine credits
Package $15001 Prof. Devos 617-383-9304

We challenge anyone to find a better
price to Daytona Beach 269* jet hotel rental
car (unlimited mileage) for more informa-
tion call Leah 665-3530 'tax & services not
included

if Jury
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Continued from page 1

with a pillow over her head, but Smith
testified not remembering any of those
reported detaUs. Blackburn said.
Hackley also testified on Monday and

claimed to have had in excess of 40 beers
and returned to the Campus Center Hotel
room, but said he remembered nothing
further. Blackburn Said.

A member of the band playing at Farley
Lodge. Michael Hunsberger. 19, of Mat
tapan, testified for the defense saying that
he was in the next room of the hotel at the
time that the defendants were reportedly in
their room with the woman. Blackburn
said. A character witness for Smith also
testified Monday, he said.

Last week the alleged victim testified, as
well as .some four UMass police officers, a
Campus Center security guard, a

University Health Services doctor who
testified he treated the alleged victim for
cuts and bruises and examined the
defendants, two women in the next room of
the hotel and two women who were at the
Farley Lodge party with the alleged victim.
Blackburn said. All testified for the
prosecution, he said.

Last Tuesday, the alleged victim testified
that she went to the party at Farley Lodge
then accompanied some people to a con-
tinuation of the party at the Campus Center
Hotel. Blackburn said. She further testified
that she went into a room in the hotel where
a number of men raped her. he said.
The defendants are being represented

separately and the jury may come back
with separate verdicts. Blackburn said.
Norman Zalkind. a Boston attorney, and
Barbara Rodriguez are defending Smith,
Frances Collins is representing Hackley and
Peter Rutherford is representing Pearce.

Grad senate sends 4 to D.C.

tS.nTe.mp "• '' •"' *""^' *• "" '"* """^ "" «' "« Hardin.],' spring

By KEN LUNNBERG
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate voted
unanimously last night to send four
representatives to Washington D.C. to lob-
by against President Reagan's proposed
freezing of Guaranteed Student Loans to
graduate students.

The four representatives leaving next
Sunday morning with Students Advocating
Financial Aid (SAFA), will lobby for a
change in federal budget policy that, if im-
plemented, would mean a cut of $5 million
in Guaranteed Student Loans affecting up
to two-thirds of graduate students at the
University.

Terry S«)ld. executive officer of the
Graduate Student Senate. Shelly
Goldstone of Amherst, Allison Page of Hat-
field and James M. Wilson of Amherst are
the four graduate students who will repre-
sent the graduate student body in
Washmgton D.C.
On next Monday the four graduate stu-

dent representatives will take part in a na-
tionally recognized demonstration that will
attract students from universities and col-
leges across the United States.
The four representatives are also

scheduled to meet separately with House
Speaker Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neil. Senators
tdward M. Kennedy and Paul Tsongas of
Massachusetts and Rep. Silvio O. Conte

it^
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LOWENBRAU

MILLER BREWING COMPANY &'

COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTORS
of Westfield

cordially invite you to attend

THE MILLER MARKETING SEMINAR
a presentation on the development of the Miller Brewing Company

and It's parent, the Philip Morris Corporation.

ALL ARE WELCOME!
Monday, March 1 7:30 P.M. 163 CC

Refreshments will be served.

For more information contact: Craig Keenan, BK0 549-1352 or 549-3518

Ride to Minneepolis for Spring Break,
will share expenses. Call Rolf 549-6408

TYPING

Freelence typing, editing, tape transcrib-

ing. Top skills, fast service, reasonable
rates. Professional executive/legal
secretary. Amherst Center 549-051ft

WANTED

flute. Adapts well to original music. Firte:

improvisation 6-5304

Wanted one copy of Essential Algebra
call 549-0493 hurry

Anyone who has and would like to part
with a pair of tickets to Best Little

Whorehouse in Texas call 549-4000 and ask
for Bri or leave a message

3 -5 cubic foor refrigerator (dorm size)

will pay reasonable price 256-6815 Steve

Helpl Chem 111 tutor. Hurry. Call Deirdre
586-6594

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,
25 No. Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

UPC PRODUCTIONS

One Jazz-Blues-Rock Band missing a
Woman desperately needs living space
in Amherst with 12y/o dtr Christine
256-0639

Get disciplined on Monday at the FAC
KING CRIMSON

with
Robert Fripp

Adrian Belew
Tony Levin
Bill Bruford

Tickets still available at URU,
FAC Box Office Fa-^s & Ticketron

'AW.
KtSSV
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Women hoopsters rally for fifth straight victory
By GERRY DESIMAS
Collegian Staff

KINGSTON, R.I. - It was all UMass.
Seniors Sherry Collins and Martha

Ready sparked the University of
Massachusetts basketball team to a 70-64
come-from-behind win over the University
of Rhode Island last night in Kingston for
their fifth straight victory.

UMass had a 37-33 halftime advantage
and upped their lead to 45-35 early in the
second half, largely on the offensive and
defp"«!ivo hiicflo nf rnlU^o and RpaHv

But, URI came back led by the explosive
shooting of former Hampshire Regional
Ail-American Naomi Graves and a swarm-
ing man-to-man defense, stopping the

Minutewomen cold in their tracks.
Graves grabbed her own rebound and

sank a layup to put the Wrams up 46-45 for
URI's second lead of the night — its first at
9-8 — and increased their lead to 48-45 on a
hoop by guard Judy Ryan. UM's Collins
then blocked a shot, stole the ball and pass-
ed off to Wendy Ward who sank a short
jumper and UMass was within one, 48-47.
Poor UMass rebounding left the door

open for Graves, who pumped in a team-
high 21 points and kept Rhode Island in the
game. The score was tied three times in the
late stages at 58-58, 60-60 and 62-62 when
Ready intercepted a Wrams pass and
found Ward driving through the lane.
With Ready hot from the outside and

UMass up 64-62, the Minutewomen were in

firm control. The maroon and white rattled
off four straight points before URI could
answer and Collins sealed the win with a
jumper after UMass had effectively run
down the clock.

"It was an outstanding win with
everyone contributing," UM head coach
Mary Ann Ozdarski said. "The best wins
are the team wins."
The Minutewomen dominated the first

half and maintained a seven-point edge
throughout most of the period. Collins and
Ready combined for 23 first half points and
kept the UMass offensive alive when the in-

side game was blocked off.

Collins matched Graves effort with 21
points on the game, her season-high, while
Ready threw 20 points.

Cindy Clapp also put in another steady
performance, hitting for 17 points on the
night and helping out on the boards.
Another important contribution was made
by Tara Heinzmann who filled in for a good
stretch in the second half after Ready was
saddled with her fourth foul with just
under 13 minutes left to play.

UMASS (70) Wendy Ward 3-0-6, Sherry
Collins 10-1-21, Jackie Jones 0-0-0, Gwen
Jones 0-4-4, Martha Ready 10-0-20, Tara
Heinzmann 1-0-2, Cindy Clapp 6-5-17
TOTALS 30-14-70

URI (64) Judy Ryan 3-5-11, Heather
Mahan 2-0-4, Debbie Periera 0-0-0,
Maureen Horgan 1-0-2, Carol Smith 5-2-12*

Helen Roher 2-0-4, Sylvia Decar 1-0-2,'

Dariene Homonko 4-0-8 TOTALS 27-10-64

Holy Cross hands Minutemen one more loss
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER - The University of
Massachusetts mens basketball team
dropped yet another game in an 80 62
decision to Holy Cross last night at the Hart
Center in Worcester.
Once again, turnovers proved to be the

downfall of the Minutemen as they gave the
ball over to the Crusaders 20 times in the
first half alone, including 12 steals.

It was the Holy Cross full court press
that led to the 34 22 deficit that the
Minutemen took into the locker room at
halftime. as the UM ballhandlers were
unable to get the ball into an offensive
position for much of the first twenty
minutes.

When the hoopsters were able to get
within range, they were able to put the ball
into the hole, connecting on 59 percent of
their shots from the field. These instances
were too far between each other, however,
as the Holy Cross press proved to be far too
effective for UMass mentor Tom
McLaughlin.

"I'm upset we didn't play hard," said a
dejected McLaughlin after the contest was
over. "Holy Cross just simply moved the
ball well on us all night."

Darren Maloney proved to be the major
assassin for the Crusaders. The 6'7" fresh
man forward scored 20 points, a majority of
them from down low as the Holy Cross
offense effectively worked inside on the
Minuteman zone.

ARMS AND I Vra PPITV a H Coll,r,n photo by Vince D.Wilt

o^m- K M .• 1. ^^^"^'^ as everyone wants a piece of the ball in a^me held earlier th.s year. The ball does, however, belong to HoraceNeysmith as he muscles the sphere away from the competition once again

for such back door plays as the ones
Maloney used to score inside on.
Edwin Green, who has had his troubles

this season, came out of his scoring slump to
lead the Minutemen with 16 points, most of

This is not to fault the zone defense which
UMass has employed all season long. The
Crusaders bombed the UM hoopsters from
outside until the 3 2 zone which local fans
have become accustomed to seeing was
forced to spread out. thus creating openings

Sports
UM women ski champs

them on outside jump shots.

By TIM LUCZKOW
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
women's ski team continued their victorious
season, capturing both the slalom and giant
slalom races at Waterville Valley, N.H. last
weekend. The victories placed the
Minutewomen alone on top of the Women's
Intercollegiate Ski Conference and
divisional champs.

The sun was warm and the snow soft for
Saturday s slalom, a race the women barely
won.

"We didn't ski that well" coach Bill

McConnell said, "we would have lost if not
for the strong skiing of Sue White and

There.sa Collins.
"

White showed the form that has alread/
seen her triumphant seven times this year
and placed first. Not far behind White in

second was Collins of the minutewomen.

UMa.ss needed another time to clinch
victory and things did not look good as Sue
Gundy. Bobbi V oil, and Ix\stie Dale all took
spills.

It was Dale that responded to the
pressure. Her ninth place finish, a
reflection of her stong end of the season
skimg. gave UMass a combined time of
370.56, a heart stopping seven one-
hundreds of a second in front of second
place Plymouth State.

"Sunday's giant slalom was long and
tough," said McConnell.

Showing her strength and leading the
Minutewomen to victory was second place
finisher Voll. It was her best race of the
year. White placed behind Voll and tfx)k
third. Completing the UMass win was
Collins in fourth. Her time allowed UMass
to once again best Plymouth Slate by huge
margin of 14 seconds.

For the individual combined weekend
title White placed first and Collins second.
Voll came in fifth.

J'his Friday and Saturday the women
travel to Middlebury Snowbowl to compete
in the EAIAW championship. The races
are the regional qualifiers for the national
championships to be held later this year and
are also part of the Middlebury winter
carnival.

Zoo-Mass Disc co-captain Joel
Zuckerman leaps over a San Diego
defender during Zoo-Disc's recent
West Coast tour. UMass defeated
San Diego 21-16.

Zoo-Disc, the UMass ultimate
frisbee team will be holding a man-
datory meeting for all team members
and candidates tonight, Wednesday
February 24 at 7:30 p.m. on the 8th
jloor of the Campus Center.

Green was followed in the scoring ranks
by freshman Donald Russell who was held
to 12 points, some 4.5 points less than his
seasonal average.

After having difficulty in breaking the
Crusader press, McLaughlin brought in
sophomore guard BUI Bayno, whose
ballhandling and experience helped to keep
the UM ballplayers within respectability.
Bayno finished the game with 7 points.

Though Bayno added ballhandling to the
offense, the Minutemen were never able to
threaten after the first half. The Crusaders
scored soon after the half started and
UMass would never come closer than 14
points.

Another key to the Crusader victory was
their ability to grab the key rebounds.
UMass. first in the Eastern Eight in
rebounding, was out-muscled under the
boards by a taUer Holy Cross team and
UMass' top rebounder, Horace Neysmith,
was held to just eight points on the game.

The loss drops the Minutemen's record to
7 and 18 and constitutes their seventh loss
in a row. their longest losing streak of the
year.

"At this point," McLaughlin said, "no
one's job is safe for next year."

The Minutemen will conclude their
regular season this Thursday at the Curry
Hicks Cage when they host the University
of Rhode Island tomorrow. Game time is
scheduled for 7:30.

Thursday wiU also be "Senior Night," as
seniors Jeff Bierly and Dave Genis will play '

their last home games as Minutemen.

The Collegian sports staff will be holding
their weekly meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in
the Collegian office. All new members are
invited to attend this meeting.

Fencers foil

WPI squad
By TOM BANTON
Special to the Collegian

^
The University of Massachusetts Fencing

Club added another win to its record (now
4-1) by defeating Worcester Polytechnk;
Institute, 19-8. last Saturday at NOPE
gym.

Out of three different styles of com-
petition. Sabre, Epee and Foil, UMass
clearly dominated in two. They suffered
only one defeat out of nine bouts in both
Sabre and Epee (for each bout, the winning
team receives one point; after those two
events. UMass was leading ,(16-1), but
managed three wins out of nine in Foil.

Undefeated fencers for the meet were
Alex Edelman, Mathew Ladd, Peter
Cannon and team captain Gregory Prick.

So far in this '81 '82 season they have
beaten the University of Connecticut

,

Brown University. Holy Cross and WPI.
The only loss for UMass was against
Concord Carlisle High School whose team
ranked among thv best in New England.
I Mass and CCHS are scheduled for a
remaleh on March 6 at NOPE gym.

MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

?5
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Jury finds two
guilty of rape
ByM.W. MULCAHY
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - After over 10 hours of
deliberation, a Hampshire County Superior Court jury
found two of three Hyde Park men accused of aggravated
rape guUty and found aU three men guUty of indecent
assault and battery yesterday.
The jury announced their verdicts at 5:45 p.m.. finding

Robert J. Smith, 19, guilty of aggravated rape, indecent
assault and battery, assault and battery and being a
disorderly person. He was found not guilty of threatening
to commit murder.
They also found Paul F. Hackley, 18, guUty of

aggravated rape, indecent assault and battery and assault
and battery, but not guilty of being a disorderly person.
Arthur G. Pearce, 18. was found guilty of indecent

assault and battery, but not guilty of aggravated rape and
assault and battery.

Justice John Murphy delayed sentencing until March 17,
awaiting a pre-sentencing report and pre-sentencing in-
vestigation. Although the men's attorneys asked that bail
not be revoked. Murphy revoked their baU and said the
men would be held by the Hampshire County Sheriff untU
the sentencing.

The men had been arrested along with three other
persons following the rape of a 19 year-old University of
Massachusetts woman in the Campus Center Hotel after
the men and the victim attended a party at Farley Lodge at
UMassonMay 16, 1981.

Charges were dropped against Joel J. Fagerberg. 19, of
West Roxbury. when the prosecution arrived at a decision
of nolle prosequi (wiU not prosecute) in November, 1981.
"because the commonwealth thought the defendant in-
nocent." said Brian Blackburn, the assistant district at-
torney prosecuting the case. Charges against two juveniles
were also dismissed.

Fagerberg also testified for the prosecution last Friday
that he had been in the hotel room at the time of the rape.

"The jury of six men and six women interrupted their
deliberation three times to ask questions since they began
dehberation at 2 p.m. Tuesday. They first interrupted
deliberations to ask to see the testimony of the victim
again before going home at 5 p.m. Tuesday.
The victim had testified a week before that after at-

tending the party at Farley Lodge she accompanied some
people to a continuation of the party at the Campus Center
Hotel. She went into a room in the hotel where she was
raped, she further testified.
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AWAITING A VERDICT - Robert J. Smith,

19, awaits the jury's decision at Hampshire Coun-
ty Superior Court yesterday.

The jury interrupted deliberation for the second time at
noon yesterday to ask Justice Murphy to repeat the
meaning of "joint enterprise." Murphy explained that joint
enterprise basicaUy refers to the judgment that if one
person commits a crime and is actively assisted by another
person and the second person shares the intent that the
crime be committed, then the second party is equally
guilty for the crime.

The jury asked their third question at 4:45 p m
yesterday when they wanted Murphy's advisement on
what to do if one indictment is giving them trouble at
arriving at a unanimous decision. Murphy told them to
consider it important that the case be decided and to listen
to their fellow jurors.

"If there is any doubt and it is a reasonable doubt
"

Murphy said, "then the defendant should be acquitted of
that charge."

He specified "the desire to arrive at the truth."
Smith and Hackley had both testified Monday that they

drank in excess of 40 beers and did not remember all that
happened on the night of May 16. 1981. Pearce did not
testify

Continued on page 3

Baritz, Madson
eyed, may follow

Koffler to door
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Two Vice Chancellors at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst yesterday confirmed reports
that they have been nominated to searches for simUar
positions at other higher education institutions.

Dr. Loren Baritz. vice chancellor for Academic Affairs,
said he has been nominated to a search for the president's
position at the New School for Social Research in New
York City. Dr. Dennis Madson. vice chancellor for Student
Affau-s said he has been nominated for similar positions at
several institutions which he would not name.

Baritz said the search was in its early stages at the New
School, and his primary concern at this time is to regain
stability at the UMass-Amherst campus.

Baritz. who has been at UMass-Amherst since August
1980, was named acting chancellor by UMass President
David C. Knapp on Monday. He will assume the chan-
cellor's duties when Chancellor Henry Koffler leaves in
July.

Mark Horn, an assistant to Knapp, said the president is

aware of the search at the New School, and is confident
that Baritz will remain at UMass for at least the duration of
the chancellor's search. Knapp was unavailable for com-
ment yesterday.

Candidates may stage debate at UM
By BRIAN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Sometime this spring all three Democratic candidates
for governor may be debating on the campus of the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
Nelson Acosta, senior member of the Undergraduate

Student Senate's Third World Caucus said yesterday that
Lt. Governor Thomas P. O'Neil Jr. has accepted an in-
vitation to the debate to be held sometime in late March or
early April.

Edward J. King's campaign manager. Peter Flynn said
their campaign will not ignore western Massachusetts.
Presently there has been no definite commitment by King
to appear at the debate, Acosta said.

Michael Ferrigno, a volunteer working on the project
said former Governor Michael Dukakis' office sounded
"very responsive" to the idea of a debate in western
Massachusetts.

"We are trying to create a neutral atmosphere in
western Massachusetts where the three candidates can
present their views and platforms to the public," Acosta
said.

Mayor David Musante of Northampton has also shown
interest in the project and has offered to provide facilities
for the debate in Northampton, Acosta said.
"We hope that the debate will boost the image of the

University of Massachusetts throughout the state and that
it will show the candidates that students are concerned in
Massachusetts politics," Ferrigno said.

"The candidates will have to realize that students have a
commitment to state politics when it comes time for a
tuition increase or other educational legislation," Ferrigno
said.

He also said a Springfield television station has offered
to televise the debate if all three candidates agree to ap-
pear.

. , CollefUm pkoto bv Drew 0|ri»r
An unknown canine hungrily eyes some ducks on the Campus Pond.
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NOMINATED - Dr. Loren Baritz, vice

chancellor for Academic Affairs is one of two vice
chancellors at UMass who have been nominated
to searches for similar positions at other institu-
tions.

Madson. who has been at UMass-Amherst since Sep-
tember 1978, said the searches which he is involved with
are also in their preliminary stages.

"A lot of good things are happening (at UMass) now,"
Madson said, "and my intention is to see those things
through."

Horn said Knapp will do everything he can to keep high-

level University officials at UMass. and close the
"revolving doors" at the Whitmore Administration
Building.

Horn also said many reputable administrators are
nominated at this time of the year for searches by their
P«rs, _ .
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Reagan aid targets Central America
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan unveiled a

program of trade, investment assistance and direct
financial aid for the troubled countries of Central America
and the Caribbean yesterday, and declared he "will do
whatever is prudent and necessary" to ensure peace and
swurity there.

Reagan said he wiU ask for $350 million in additional
funds for the region this year and warned in his speech to
tht Organization of American States: "If we do not act
promptly and decisively in defense of freedom, new Cubas
will arise from t he ruins of today's conflicts."

He branded it a "crisis in the Caribbean."
The president, delivering his long awaited plan to aid

the nation's neighbors to the south, mixed details of
proposed assistance for nations seeking help, based on "the
magic of the market of the Americas. " with angry words
aimed at ('ubart and other leftist influence in the region,
and an offer of increased military aid.

"The positive opportunity is illustrated by the two
thirds of the nations in the area which have democratic
governments." Reagan said. "The dark future is

foreshadowed by the poverty and repression of Castro's
Cuba, the tightening grip of the totalitarian left in Grenada
and Nicaragua, and the expansion of Soviet backed.
Cuban managed support for violent revolution in Central
America."

Reagan didn't say in his speech what he would consider
"prudent and necessary" U.S. action. Nor did the
president, applauded at the start and finish of the ap
proximately 30 minute address, discuss the use of U.S.
troops in El Salvador.

Asked if his speech was a warning to Cuba or Nicaragua.
Reagan said: "I think it was an invitation. If they'd like to
rejoin the Americas and our common heritage, we'd
welcome them hack."
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Economic trouble spurs depression talk
WASHINGTON (AP) - Depression. That spine-chilling

word, conjuring visions of bread lines, bank failures and
apple peddlers, is surfacing more and more, triggered by
serious concern that todays recession will slide into
something lar worse.

"Depression Fear Grows. " reads an ominous Wall Street
Journal headline. Democrats compare Ronald Reagan to
Herbert Hoover. Some economists start to lay odds.

"I don't want to start a panic or alarm people ... but I

think there's a 30 percent chance of a depression oc
curring. " Wall Street economist Edward Yardeni says
matter of faclly. If the economy does not start pulling out
of Its recession by May, Yardeni raises his odds of a
depression to ".50-50."

"This is a very atypical recession ... financial pressures
are growing and Washington policy makers are amazingly

complacent about the problem, contends Yardeni. who is
chiel economist lor the large brokerage house E.F. Hutton
& (.'o.

Yardeni is one of the most pessimistic forecasters, but he
is starting to attract some company. Washington
economist Michael Evans, who has a recent track record
for optimism, now says there's a 1 in 5 chance of the
recession turning into a depression.

"The key is interest rates." says Evans, who predicted a
year ago that President Reagan's economic policies would
spur an economic boom by now.

If rates come down, as Evans and most economists think
IS the most likely propsect. the economy will begin im
pnwing later this year. If not. adds Evans, high interest
rates could trigger "a ma.ss of bankruptcies and lead us into
a depression."

GImpel the Fool
a play based on the Nobel Prize-winning work

of Yiddish writer I.B. Singer

s

"Thank you. You have turned G/mpe/ into
a masterful dance play" - I.B. Singer

Sat., Feb. 27 8:00 Herter 227
General admission $2.00 Students $1 00
Sponsored by Five-College Hillel, the UMass Arts
Council, and the Year Toward Civility. Tickets at door.

Distinguished Visitors Program
presents

Katherine Brady
A lecture on Child Abuse,
Incest & Rape Prevention

Thursday February 25 at 8:00

in Room 101 Campus Center

FREE with UMass ID
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Jet Only $250.00 round trip
Round Trip Direct Charter Flight
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Transfers and baggage

Dependability • Quality • Service • Since 1969
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Grand
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Concert guidelines outlined it Jury
'Cpiiegian 3

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Alcohol will not be allowed through the gates nor will it

be distributed in Alumni Stadium at Spring Event, ac
cording to Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis
Madson.

Negotiations between the administration and the Union
Program Council (UPC) yesterday resulted in Madson's
written guidelines for the proposed May 1 concert.
Director of the Division of Student Affairs Randy Donant
said he would hke to see matters-finalized by next P>iday.
Donant said UPC must meet certain parameters in

eluding approval by the Undergraduate Student Senate
and contracts with the proposed bands. Frank Gironda of
UPC said the package will go before the senate next
Wednesday.
Other requirements that Donant said he believes should

be met include security conforming with the standards of
the Department of Public Health and Safety and affirming
that the Physical Plant provide the electricity.

"If they (the parameters) all look okay, then we'll have
it." Donant said.

UPC has agreed to some of the policies stated in Mad-
son's memo. The no-visitors policy will be in effect the

weekend of the concert and extra security in the dor
mitories has been suggested.
Gironda said the tickets will be sold only to the Five-

College community. Any alumni tickets wiU have to be
approved by Donant. Because of the limited distribution
Gironda said students will be charged for their tickets!
Student Activities Tax Fee paying students will pay less
for tickets than others attending the concert.

Gironda said he feels the proposed talent for the show
will attract a large number of people.
"We are aiming for a little more of a rock show." he said.

I think the talent we've got in mind will equal or better
shows UPC has done this spring, like Taylor and J . Geils."
Gironda said last year's concert was geared toward

providing adequate security for the event. This year UPC
intends to concentrate on the fiscal aspects, he said.

The budget proposal will be outlined clearly "down to
the cups we use." Gironda said. Concessions will not be
included in expected revenue to minimize any differences
between proposed and actual receipts.
Gironda said Madson's guidelines did not come as a

surprise,

"They were actually pretty close to what we were ex-
pecting, " he said.

Continued from page 1

A police officer had testified last week that upon en-
tering the hotel room after being alerted by a Campus
Center guard, he found Smith partially unclothed and lying
on top of the victim with a pillow over her head. Smith
testified not remembering those details.

Others who testified were four UMass police officers, aCampus Center security guard, two women in the nextroom of the hotel, two women who attended the Farley
LKKige party with the victim and the University Health
Services doct^or who treated the victim for cuts and bruisesand examined the six men.
Attorneys Norman Zalkind and Barbara Rodriguez

represented Smith. Francis Collins represented Hackley
and Peter Rutherford represented Pearce.

Lecture explores peace
The American Friends Service Committee is sponsoring

a luncheon and lecture today by Dan Smith on the Euro-
pean need for an American peace movement
The brown bag luncheon will be held at noon at the Nor-

thampton Unitarian Society. 220 Main Street. Northamp-
ton. An evening lecture will be given at 7:30 p.m. tomor-
row at the Bangs Community Center in Amherst

Smith prof dispels myths
about women and politics

I

New students may
take writing test
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

All entering University of Massachusetts at Amherst
students may be required to take a writing assessment
test, following the recommendations of the Rhetoric
Study Group Report.
Results of the test would place a student in one of four

categories. Students "whose writing suggests further
diagnostic testing" would be referred to the Communica-
tions Office. Those who needed more practice would be
asked to take a basic writing course, which would not
satisfy the rhetoric requirement.
The third group would be placed in an expository

writing course, which would count as the first year
rhetoric requirement. Those students who "demonstrate
an ability to express themselves with a competence ex-
pected from a first or second year student would receive
an exemption from the first year rhetoric requirement,"
the report stated.

The group met last semester to determine how the
university could "offer a quality writing program given
the current level of funding and the possibility of even
fewer resources in the future," according to the report.

In reaching their conclusions, the group discussed
writing programs at other state universitites, reviewed
present research on writing instruction, and studied
responses to 16 questions asked of members of the class of
1984 in last semester's Sophomore Survey. The Survey is

a questionnaire on academic and living conditions at
UMass.
The study group noted about half the respondents were

neutral about their writing experience and instruction,
while the other half commented either very favorably or
negatively. "Both of these groups tended to focus their
praise or blame on their Rhetoric courses, particularly
their instructors in those courses," the report stated.

By LAURIE ZUCKER
Collegian Staff

Susan C. Bourque, professor of
Government in the Political Science
Department at Smith College spoke to a full
house on "Politics and Power: Feminist
Contributions to New Perspectives," at
Smith College Tuesday night.

Bourque said the contributions of
feminist research and analysis are
destroying myths about women's concerns
in the political sphere, and are helping to
change the definition of power.

Bourque defined a feminist according to
Webster's dictionary as someone who
espouses the theory of political, social, and
economic equality. Men could be feminists
too, she said.

Som^ of the most common myths about
women and politics are women are apolitical
or less politically sophisticated than men,
women are more conservative than men,
and women elect candidates on the basis of
physical attractiveness, said Bo\irque. The
evidence for these assertions is extremely
slim, and based on selective and biased
public opinion polls, said Bourque.

Women in the 1960's were very politically

active in civil rights and the anti-war
movement, said Bourque. Voting patterns
of men and women during the last election
show .54 percent of the men supported
Reagan vs. 49 percent of women, said
Bourque. In July and August of this year.

77 of 97 women polled felt sending military
support to foreign countries would offer a
temptation to start wars. vs. 57 of 77 men
polled, said Bourque.

"There has been a tendency to trivialize
women's political activites such as suf-
frage." said Bourque. The person who
decides what issues are relevant, and what
issues get on the agenda, is in a position of
power, she continued.

Stereotyped notions of women relegate
them to the home, and when developmental
planners give the money to men. new lines
of dependence are created. "The theory is
that the money will 'trickle down' to the
women," said Bourque.
"The notion of distinct separate per-

sonalities between men and women is very
seductive." she said. Women are seen as
highly moral, passive, intuitive, and
capable of indentifying with the down-
trodden. Men are seen as aggressive,
authoritarian, and immoral, Bourque said.
"Accepting this polarity proved

disastrous for women politically," said
Bourque. A series of untenable ex-
pectations were set up, such as that women
would cleanse society. Their peaceful, non-
aggressive sUnce made them ill-prepared
to develop or wield political power in
America, said Bourque.
"An innate female position limits

women's ability to gain authority," she said.
Bourque said both sexes are capable of

exercising power in the political sphere, as
well as in their own lives.

By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

The Distinguished Vistors Program (DVP) yesterday
confirmed they will provide funding for the speaker from
the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) who is
scheduled to take part in International Women's Week
(IWW) March 8-12.

DVP, which sets aside $500 each year for International
Women's Week, has decided to let the IWW agenda run as
planned, said Sue Chiocchio. DVP co-chairperson.
Following recent controversy surrounding the issue,

there was some question at Monday's IWW general

funding
meeting of whether the DVP would fund the PLO speaker
as planned. Chiocchio said some members of the DVP
were opposed to the funding, but that a formal decision
had never been reached.
Chiocchio said. ".lust because someone is controversial

that doesn't mean we shouldn't fund them." She said DVP
has sponsored controversial speakers in the past and do
not feel that it is up to them to pull out funding in this case.

Yesterday, the co-chairpersons of the DVP met with
their adviser and it was decided to let the agenda run as

h"d^? d^'
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Scholarships available
A three hundred dollar scholarship will

be awarded by the Commuter Collective to

two lull lime undergraduate students of the
University of Massachusetts living off

campus.

Scholarship applicants must have a cum
of at least 2.5, show financial need and be
involved in student or community
organizations. The submission deadline is

tomorrow. More information may be ob-
tained in room 404 of the Student Union
Building.

Jose Tolson, program coordinator of the
collective, the area government for

students living off campus, said the
scholarships are an effort to take up the
slack in funding left by financial aid cuts.

The money for the scholarships is

generated from films and concerts spon-
sored by the collective.

Two scholarships were awarded in the
fall of 1981 . The collective plans to continue
awarding two scholarships each semester.

Tolson said the scholarships would be
awarded sometime in March.

LORNA LAMANA

a
Focus" is on Salvador
A report on U.S. involvement in El

Salvador will be broadcast on "Focus." a
weekly public affairs program, at 6 tonight
on campus radio WMUA. 91.1 FM.

The show, hosted by Kenneth
Mosakowski, will feature speeches and
interviews with people who have spent time
in El Salvador and with spokespersons for

local organizations.

WMUA elects director

of Women's Affairs
WMUA, the University of Massachusetts

radio station last night elected Michelle
Murray, 21, as the new women's affairs

director at the station. Murray, a junior

majoring in social thought and political

economy will be responsible for coor
dinating women's programming.
Murray ran against two other nominees,

for the position which has been vacant since

June. It is in the constitution that there be a

women's affairs director at the station.

Heidi Christensen, station, manager said

she wants a much more active women's
department because women do not have
fair representation at WMUA. She said

previous women's affairs directors worked
only within the Women's Media Project, an
all woman radio show which broadcasts
Thursday nights, and as a result, did not
effectively fill the requirements of the

position.

Also elected were Randolph T. Holhut as

news director, and Robert Child as

technical trainer, because of vacancies in

those positions.

THE MOUNTAIN
IN YOUR BACKYARD!

U-MASS STUDENT NIGHT
Thursday, February 2Sth

Show your valid U-Mass 1.0.

for discounted lift tickets

3:00 pm - 10:00 pm Lift Ticket $9
5:00 pm - 10:00 pm Lift Ticket $8

Mt. Tom Ski Area Route 5 HolyoKe. Massachusetts 536-0416

The Rest of the
Vests Special!

50% Off
3 DAYS ONLY

Stop in this Thurs., Fri, and Sat.
ONLY and purchase a Woolrich Down or Hollofil Vest
at Half Price. Supplies are limited, but the savings are
great.

Bring in this adand we will take an extra 10% off
the original retail price. That means a full 60% off if

you present this ad when purchasing your vest. Sizes
small - medium - large - x-large.

Offer ends Sat. Feb. 27, 1982
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ALL NITE
Longest Happy Hour
in the Valley (44 hrs)
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UMass automobiles attacked

in

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

A 1970 Pontiac, reportedly stolen from
Lot 22 at the University of Massachusetts
on Sunday, was recovered Tuesday
Springfield. UMass Police said yesterday

The car was recovered by Springfield
Police, and found to have all four tires
missing, along with damage to the ignition,
police said.

In an unrelated incident, $100 worth of
damage was done to a car while it was
parked in Lot 63 Tuesday night.

Police said the owner of the car had left
his 1972 Volkswagen Squarebaek in Lot 63.

near Skinner Hall, while he went to the
Hlue Wall bar in the Campus Center, and
rtaurned to find the left door of the car
caved in. and a large scrape on the right
side. Police said they have no suspects in
the case.

A Farley Ix>dge bathroom window,
valued at approximately $30. was broken
sometime between 12:30 a.m. and 1:00 a.m.
Monday morning, police said. There is a
suspect in the case, and he will be contacted
in regards to the case, police said.

An incident of indecent exposure was
reported to police at 12:08 a.m. yesterday
by a student. Police said the incident took
place on the fifth floor of Goddell Library,
and happened sometime around 10 p.m.— —

, „.,„ iiap^t^iit^u sumeiime arouna W p.m.

NOW symposium to analyze
ERA'S effect%i employment
ByDIANAAJJAN a^.m:.,^. .. u„ .u . ,By DIANA AJJAN
Collegian Correspondent

V

In conjunction with International
Women's Week, the Hampshire County
chapter of the National Organization for
Women (NOW) will hold a symposium on
the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) at
Amherst College on March 1, 1982.
The suymposium will focus on the effect

of the ERA on working women. Topics such
as salaries and sexual harrassment on the
job will be discussed.

The ERA. written by Alice Paul, a
feminist, was first proposed in 1923. In 1972
it was passed by Congress and sent to the
states for ratification. By the end of that
year. 22 states had ratified the amendment.
Between 1973 and 1975. 12 more states had
ratified it. and one more ratified the ERA in
1977. The states that have not ratified the
ERA are Arizona. Arkansas, Florida.
Georgia, Illinois. Louisiana. Mississippi.
Missouri, Nevada, North Carolina. South
Carolina. Oklahoma. Utah and Virginia.
The deadline to ratify the ERA is June

30, 1982. According to Karen Shelley,
treasurer of the Hampshire County chapter
of NOW. it is unusual for ratification

deadlines to be changed for bills and
amendments. Following a year long
campaign by NOW. Congress extended the
original deadline which was set for 1979.
The ERA states "equality of rights under

the law shall not be denied or abridged by
the United States or by any state on ac-
count of sex." It does not establish specific
rules or guidelines. Instead, it serves as a
legal foundation that will force the states to
review and alter their laws to benefit both
men and women.
The Hampshire County chapter of NOW

was formed in December and has recently
applied for a formal charter. Among its 15
members are homemakers. a writer, a
college professor and University of
Massachusetts graduate students. With the
upcoming ratification deadline, their focus
of action is currently the ERA.

Shelley said she believes support for the
women's movement has increased in recent
years and that polls for the ERA show a
favorable response. She finds the women in
the Hampshire County chapter of NOW are
upset with Reagonomics and other women's
issues, and are eager to act on thfese issues.
The symposium will be in Converse Hall

at 7:30 p.m.

--i--^'j-

Hampshire Moll
Western Round-Up

Wed, Feb. 24 - Sot. Feb. 27th

Super Savings! Sidewollf Sale!

Live Music! Special Events!

Thurs: Bluegrass/ Country music featuring

"Raintree"

6-9 PM: Sweet Sap Tappers Square Dancers
6:30-9:30: Mechanical Bucking Quil

Ffidoy: Country Western bancf featiifffry*
-^^

"Blue Country"

4-5; 6-6: Dominique's Miis- Pigg^

6:30-9:30: Mechanical Bucking Bull

6:30: Best of the West Hat Contest

1st prize $50.00

Saturday: Mechanical Bull all day
2-5: Bluegrass Music; Dominique's Miss Piggy

6-9: Hilltown Fiddler's Hoedown

All th« Chili you con eot

with o (10.00 receipt.

The Deer is on us.

Oe photogrophed
on the bull oind in

The Dest of the

W»st Hot Contest.

i i

Hompshire Moll is going country! Kick up your
heels, dust off your Jeans, shine up your boots.

UM student st
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

At 6:50 p.m. Tuesday a University of
Massachusetts student walked in front of a
car operated by another UMass student on
Belchertown Road near the East Amherst
branch of the Amherst Savings Bank,
according to Amherst police.

Stephen B. McMillan, 22. of 96 Harkness
Rd., was taken to the UMass Health Center
by the Amherst fire department. McMillan
was released yesterday. The car was
operated by Joseph J. Whitehouse, 21, of
Maiden. Whitehouse was cited for having
bald tires on his car and for having no
registration in his possession. The bald
tires were not a factor in the accident,
according to Amherst police.

In an unrelated incident, Amherst police
responded to a call at a Main Street package
store concerning the attempt by a 19-year
old male to procure alcoholic beverages

Coilegian 5

with false identification. Police are seeking
a show -cause hearing for a complaint
against the man.

Police are also investigating a report they
received at 9:59 p.m. Tuesday of a stone
thrown at the window of a car leaving the
Amherst Regional High School parking lot.

The driver's window of the car was
smashed: no injuries were reported.

At 5:02 p.m. Tuesday, police received a
report that a car that had been left over-
night on North Pleasant Street sustained an
estimated $300 worth of damage to its

trunk. Footprints were reportedly found on
the trunk, according to Amherst police.

At 1:56 a.m. yesterday, police received a
report from a Brittany Manor resident
stating that while they were asleep
someone had entered their apartment
through an unlocked door and used the
telephone. Nothing was reported missing.

Restaurant representatives
to attend HRTA career day
By TIM MacPHEE
Collegian Correspondent

Representatives from companies in the
lodpng, food service and travel industries
will discuss employment opportunities dur-
ing today's Career Day sponsored by the
University of Massachusetts department of

.unii'?^^'"^"^ *"^ "^vel administration
(nKl A).

The event will be held from.8:30 a.m. to
4:40 p.m. in the Campus Center
Auditorium.

"We expect about 500 people to comedown and meet representatives from the
companies that will be here, including

D u !!: I?,?r"°''
Sheraton and more," said

Robert White, a career day director.

"During the day, each company will have
a chance to discuss career opportunities
with small groups of students," White said.
Some companies are also expected to

show films and slides highli^ting employ-
ment options in the growing industry.

"The outlook for the future of the
hospitality industry is good," White said,
adding that there are more jobs available
today due to the growth of the industry in
recent years.

"I think that people have more free time
today and they enjoy spending it by going
out and relaxing," he said.

The UMass HRTA program has been
growing along with the industry, he said.

Starting as a two year program in food
management in the Stockbridge School of
Agriculture in 1938, it grew to a four-year
program in 1957 known as the hotel and
restaurant management program.

In 1969, a separate hotel and restaurant
administration department was establish-
ed. In 1971, the combined programs
became the HRTA department.
Today enollment stands at about 600

and. White said, "more and more students
are applying each year."
People interested in HRTA or the in-

dustry can attend Career Day, which is
open and free to the public.

The Commuter Collective Announces

The Commuter Scholarship Award
In an effort to anabla students to continue
their studies at the University ofMassachu-
setts. the Commuter Collective (Area Govern-
ment for students who live off campus) has
developed this scholarship award It is our
hope that two students who may not other-
wise be able to continue in school because of
financial reasons will reap some small benefit
from our grant

REQUIREMENTS:

a. You must be a Full time Undergraduate Student
living off- campus

b You must be planning to return to the University of

Massachusetts/Amherst in the spring

c. You must be in good academic standing with a cum no
lower than 2.5

d. You must be a high needs student receiving inadequate.
funding from Finahcial Aid

a. You must be able to show a history of/and involvement
with student or community oilganizations that are of
service to people and falls withia but not restricted
to, the following:

Anti- Nuclear

Peace Groups
Aid for Elderly and Handicapped
Women's Issues groups
Anti- Racist Organizations

Third World Orgdnizatians

Childcara Grouf i

Community Development
f You can not be a member of the Commuter Assembly;

an employee of the Commuter Collective Office: or

Off- Campus Housing Office

Two students will each receive $300 during
the Spring semster The awards will not in
any way affect the amount of Financial Aid
they are or will receive now or in the future

The Commuter Collective Area Government is

committed to an Anti- Sexist/Anti- Racist
philosophy of education

G('(i(/ Lutk
Till- Commuter Collcititr

SUBMISSION PROCEDURE:

a. Send us your Name. Address,

number, and year of graduation.

Phone

b. Send us a note giving your permission to us
to see your ecademic record, and your

Financial Aid forms

c. Send us three (3) names, addresses ar>d

phor>e numbers of peopis you have
worked wrth in student/community orgarv

izations.

d. Send us a one page, double spaced typed
statement on The retalnymhip hetuuvn my
school work, my community i'ork and the

future.

SUBMISSION DEADLINE IS

FEBRUARY 26.1982

404 Student union
umass/amhertt oioo3
S4f-Xl4S

IfeiiiMii^^M?^^^^
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""Pilot pens!
Ybuhoveto
hold onto
fhemwith
fwo hands''

-Rodney Dongerfield

"Get your clows off

my Pilot pen. I don't get

no respect!"

THE BLUES
BROTHERS!

pRidAy, pEb. 26
7, 9, 1 1 Eraq. East Aud.

SI.90

'
I

;:

:;

HELP WANTED
Person with Graphic Arts skills to

design camera ready material for

advertising and marketing.
Knowledge of Downtown Spfld.

helpful, but not necessary.

Contact: Joan O'Connor, 733-3173.

We are an Equai Opportunity Employer

' 1

' <

<
I

I
I

"People hove
hunger (or

my Pilot Fineliner be-

couse they re olwoys
fishing (or o fine point pen
that wntes through carbons And
Pilot charges only 79c (or it

People get their honds on It and ^,
(orget if s my pen So I don t get no respecf I don't moke out ony better
with my Pilot Razor Point It writes whip-creom smooth
with an exfro fine line, its metal collar helps keep
the point from going squish so people
love If For only 89c they
should buy their own pen
and show some re-

spect for my
property

PILOT]

fine pointmorterpens
People fake 'o a Pilot like ifs ftieir own

Kappa
Sigma
Open Rush

All

University Men
Invited

Tonight Feb. 25

at 9:30 - (hie. . .hie!?)

Refreshments Served

MAD MURPHY'S
PUD

2451 Boston Road, Wilbraham, MA

Tonight

CARDIAC KIDS
$1.50 Shot Nlte6-10PM

Fri & Sat Feb. 26 & 27

HOT HEAD SLATER
reduced admission

and drinks 6 - 9:30 PM

Bring this ad for a

FREE DRINK (limit 1 per customer)

Rush parties:

Thurs. Feb. 25th

6:007:00

Mon. March 1st

7:00-8:00

Tubs. March 2nd
7:008:00

Iota Gamma Upsilon
All University Women Invited to RUSH!

I.G.U., we could be for you! Come down and
give us a try!

706 N. Pleasant St. 256-6874

l>MMCiMG L/APORIU/A

The AwEsoiviE AIternative

r
LET'S DANCE

3rd

Annual

29 Hour
Dance

Marathon
I

I

THURSDAY HIGHT DRINK SPECIALS

MILLER/MILLER LITE DRAFT. .50c

VODKA/JUICE... 95c

I

WHAT: The 3rd ANNUAL
Pi Kappa Alpha

UMASS 29 Hour Dance Marathon

for Multiple Sclerosis

WHEN: March 5th & 6th

WHERE: UMASS Student Union Ballroom

' t'"lf-T Isr.

: $I^N up TODAY to dance In

call PIKE at 546-2160

>.

Proper Dress Required
• No T-shirts or Jerseys

• No Dungarees

- NO COVER -

POSITIVE I.D. REQUIRBD
AT THE CORNER OP:

UNIVERSITY DR. & RTB 9

"w-^WWw

EDITORIAL/OPINION
.Collegjag 7
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!lilil01 Learning about

black heritage
m&csjyABtOAr/
TWSCouLT'EJPaiKRAlE'

r,.M)wuj

^ -o

3:a

tiMt»Vk. *eBS»«»3*»-

Black History Month is an American
History Month, for all Americans share a
common history. Black Americans have
contributed greatly to American culture,
and their achievements, though not always
attributed, are an intrinsical part of
America.

This month presents black Americans
with an opportunity to educate themselves
about their heritage. It began as "Negro

EDITORIAL

UMass is something to brag about!

Most of us can agree that UMass has a major
public relations problem. In recent years, most
of the press coverage we've received has been

less than favorable, and the image this has created within
this state is one of UMass as a sex and drugs and rock and
roll party center rather than a major institution of higher
education.

The UMass administration is attempting to deal with
this unfortunate problem, even to the extent of appointing
a vice-chancellor for public relations. But that is only one
of the many steps that need to be taken.

Jackson Katz

There are many things that we as students can do to
help combat this narrow-minded characterization of
UMass that finds its most concise description in the all-
too-familiar name "ZooMass." We don't have to sit
passively watching as unprofessional or misinformed jour-
nalists continue to portray us negatively. We don't have to
simply accept the fact that oftentimes well-meaning
parents and guidance counselors inaccurately warn poten-
tial applicants to stay away or use UMass only as a "safe-

and Sunday mornings to clean up the mess that's created
each weekend night. Remember, most parents see UMass
on the weekends and that's the time that this place is the
dirtiest.

Both students and the administration should actively
seek out local and state level news coverage on positive
happenings at UMass such as famous speakers, important
research being done by UMass professors, or various pro-
grams, conferences, and events. Some of this is already
being done - but there's a lot more happening here than is
widely reported.

Some people have suggested changing the name of
UMass so that we can't be referred to as "ZooMass", but
that's not the answer. We have to attack the roots of the
problem, not the surface. We have to eradicate the ig-
norance that allows such a negative, inaccurate stereotype
to persist.

The fact is that we have an awful lot going for us here at
UMass. The recent New York Times Survey was gratify-
mg in that we were recognized and praised by a highly
respected establishment institution, but that shouldn'"^!
have come as a surprise. And therein lies possibly our big-
gest problem.

if:

ty" school.

One way we can take an active role in improving the
school's public relations is to aggressively promote
UMass. Rather than always being on the defensive, we can
take the responsibility ourselves to see to it that UMass is

treated fairly.

We can write letters-to-the-editor in our home town
newspapers about UMass (mentioning the coed bathroom
issue is a good way to asurre that your letter will be
printed). Students can contact lifestyle or living page
editors of various newspapers and magazines and try to

get them to do a feature on UMass. We can call and get on
radio talk shows. We can write personal letters to

senators and congresspeople.

Individuals with ample enough motivation can approach
their old high school guidance counselors and ask to give a
talk on UMass to juniors and seniors who might be think-

ing of applying. Students could donate a yearlong
subscription of the Collegian to their old high school

libraries or guidance offices so that high school students

could get a much closer look at what goes on in college in

general, and specifically the diversity and opportunities at

UMass.
Right here in Amherst there are a number of things we

could do to help improve our image. The administration

could hire students from, say, 7 to 10 a.m. on Saturday

We can't actively publicize and effectively promote
UMass unless we're really proud of it. Any attempt at im-
proving UMass'S public image has to start right here, with
the thousands of people in Amherst who know and care
about UMass. We have to improve our self-image before
we can sing out to the world. Enthusiasm is contagious.

An advertising company could go wild with UMass as a
client, because this place really is something to brag about.
Sure, we have our share of problems. But this a big school,
and sometimes problems that occur everywhere are
magnified here simply due to the size of this place. UMass.
for instance, is no more of a "party" school than Westfield
State, or UNH, or B.C., or even Harvard - it's just a lot
bigger. We have to start developing similar such effective
responses to the inaccuracies and misconceptions about
UMass we hear all too frequently.

It's time we stopped complaining about how bad a
reputation UMass has and started doing something about
it. At a time when public higher education is in serious
trouble, we have a responsibility as well as a good reason
to do this.

Jcwkson Kafz is n Collegian cnlumnisL
'

^ *fMf' 'f^ffj' '/..v.* •••,

History Week" in February 1924, and was
established by blacks for blacks. This
dedication came some 60 years after eman-
cipation, and was deemed necessary
because blacks did not have a clear
understanding of their African history or
the role they played in American history.
They could not function properly in
American society without the correct
knowledge, not the distorted version, of
their African heritage. So despite attempts
by those who would try to deny, omit or
distort black history, Negro History Week
was founded. During the Civil Rights
Movement of the 1960s Negro History
Week evolved into Black History Month.

It has been said that history repeats
itself. Let the facts be known so that the
years of inhumane treatment and abuse of
Afro-Americans will not be repeated.
Education is our only defense against the
self-acclaimed historians who would at-
tempt to distort or omit the history of
Americans of African heritage.

Unsigned editorials represent the opinions
of the majoHty of the Collegian Board of
Editors. Opposing views are welcome.

Letters^

Turning to blatant plagiarism

To the Kditor:

I am surprised that Greg Canavan is so presumptuous as
t(» supposi- that no one on a campus of 25.000 has ever read
Ihi; "Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers." by Gilbert Shclton.
Ihi.s lamous underground strip is the source of his
February 22 comic. It is lifted almast 100 percent ver-
balitii.

Normally. Hod Bones is not funny at all. but when this
guy turns to blatant plagiarism for his ideas. I feel that
pi'(»pli> wh(. think he is suddenly getting funny should be
warned that he is not. They'd be better off buying Freak
Brothi-rs comics.

David Weiss
Central

Norman Zalkind, amember of the Board ofRegents, was
incorrectly identified in a letter to the editor {"Regents in
conflict of interest" Feb. 2S\. Regent Norman Zalkind, of
tall River, is in no way associated with the Norman
Zalkind, a lawyer from Boston who is defending a man
accused of rape ofa UMass woman.

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor must include the

writer's name, address and telephone
number for verification. Because of the large
volume of mail received, unpublished letters
cannot be acknowledged or returned. Sub-
missions are subject to editing for clarity and
grammar. Letters longer than 30 lines may
be condensed due to space limitations.

\*.V '•AV-^ V/.ft*^ <WVA*> -AVA* .'iVHS'* V<^^
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Newslines . . .

Seminar
Professor Roger N.

Buckley of the University of

Hartford will speak on "The
British Army's African

Recruitment I'olicy. 1790
1807: Some Further Insights
on the Abolition Issue" at 8
tonight in room 905 909 of

the Campus Center.
The seminar is sponsored

by the P'ive College Black
Studies Executive Com
m it tee.

Remember...

When patronzing
our advertisers,

make sure to tell

them
that you saw
their ads
in the Collegian.

Tired of crowded bars and expensive
nights on the town? If so, our little

sisters program is for you! Join the list

of over 100 university women who have
already enjoyed many a day and night

at Phi Sig.

No obligations

For more info call John Breen
at PHI SIGMA KAPPA 256-6863
or come to our intro get together

Thurs. Feb. 25 at 9 PM
OEK

(all university women welcome)
510 N. Pleasant St.

(behind Newman & Fine Arts)

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

$129 ODAYS 7 NIGHTS
LUXURIOUS HOTEl ON THE STRIP

NON MEMDERS WEICOME / TRANSPORTATION AVAILlpLn

5-3437 6-8064 256-0732 2533755

Don't Go Down with Just onyono

Sot. Ski Trip to

Si7. - S7. Deposit
Offico

400 Studont Union
545-0407

ime
isa
i« %
FRESHTASTIKS

(House Specialty)

A new and exciting experience.
A tremendous array of fresh
vegetables, soup, fruits,
desserts, breads, cole slaw,
potato salad, guaranteed to test

your creativity. A taste for
everyone - try as much as you
'ike. . .

-|
Collegian

/'k HOT-L WARREN • %^

*>ALL THE DEER V
/you CAN DRIHK! <^

(cold 12 oz. Mugs - Draft)

with this ad and College ID

^W South Deerfield Center 665 8757 J«

' ^^<tA«» thr« i)Mei exoiras April 1, 1982

l^

COHIPLFrE TAKE-OUT MENU

THE^rOK
Chinese

Home
Style

Cooking

AMPLE PARKING
MON -THURS

I n 30A M -10PM •FRI & SAT 11 30 A M TO 12 00P M
J SUKi & HOLIDAYS

1PM TO 10 P M • LUNCHEONS 1 1 30 A M -3 P M
EXCEPT HOLIDAYS

48 RUSSELL ST. MADLEY Call 586-1202

^

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

LUNCHEON t DINNER SPECIALS

REGGAE^R
TOMORROW i

-andOVERaiwoysWELCOME !

•:•

rSteak Medallion
{

Dinner I

$3.50 I

Includes Bonanza s ja moub,

Steak Medallion Dinner, choice

ofpotato, and all you can eat at

ourfabulous Freshtastiks Salad

Bar! Coupon empires Feb. 28

Route 9, Hadley, MA

Chopped Steak

Dinner

$3.50
Includes Bonanza 's famolls
chopped steak dinner, choice of
potato, and all you can eat at
ourfabulous Freshtastiks Salad
Bar! Coupon expires Feb. 28

^.^^^^^>w/.p .9, Hadlej^, MA

Davis and Dee entertain and enlighten
RUSSELL JORDAN ^ ^-^By RUSSELL JORDAN

Collegian Staff

Ozzie Davis and Ruby Dee treated a full

house to their dramatic readings and in

terpretations of Black poetry and history
Tuesday evening in the Campus Center
Auditorium.

The readings were interspersed
throughout by the performers'perspectives
of Black History from Africa to the
Caribbean to the United States.

The pair began the performance in

tandem, sometimes reciting the poetry in

unison and other times in a sing song
repetitive style, contrasting Ozzie's
resonant baritone with Ruby's distinctive,

throaty rasp. At one point during the
performance, Ozzie turned the stage over
to his wife, who if judgments must be made,
carried the evening. If fish swim and birds
fly, then Ruby Dee can act. The sheer
versatility of her characterizations bespoke
her great talent. She was at once petulant
and childlike, and suddenly, biting and
wise.

While Ruby evoked the soul of the Black
experience, Ozzie presented a more
academic rendition of the Black experience.
In a gripping style, Mr. Davis explained
how the successful slave rebellion in Haiti

U 1 i-v J ^A •
Colleifian fWr photo

Kuby Dee and Ossie Davis performed Black cultural art to a full house
last Tuesday in Campus Center Auditorium.

against the French precipitated the
Louisiana Purchase in 1803. which, at the
lime, doubled the nation's area. Ozzie, a
self proclaimed story teller, enthralled the
audience with his witticisms and parables.
Together. Ruby Dee and Ozzie Davis

admonished, entertained, and educated an
enthusiastic crowd. They were given an
exuberant standing ovation at the end of
their performance.

Ozzie Davis and Ruby Dee, whose
marriage and careers have spanned some
three decades, have been a creative and
motivating force, not only on the stage and
screen, but in the struggle for civil rights
and equality in this country as well.

As was evidenced by their performance
last night, they are committed to
presenting the works of Blacks and other
Third World artists such as Gwendolyn
Brooks, Ralph Ellison, Nikki Giovanni,
Langston Hughes and several others, in-

cluding a delightful scene from Ozzie's own
play "I'urlie Victorious."

Mr. and Mrs. Davis will be continuing
their series "With Ozzie and Ruby" on PBS
stations this fall. The series received
critical acclaim last year in its opening
season. Ms. Dee revealed, before the
performance, that a tentative series was in

the works to be produced in conjunction
with PBS journalist Bill Moyers.

Atlanta murder suspect maintains his innocence
ATLANTA (AP) - Wayne B. Williams's

lavyers rested their case yesterday after
the defendant, showing the strain of three
days on the stand, attacked his prosecutor
as "a fool" and ridiculed the murder case
against him as "a bunch of hearsay mess."

Williams, a 23 year old black free lance
photographer and self-styled talent
promoter, appeared on the verge of tears
and acknowledged he had been "through a
lot " as he engaged in a series of angry
exchanges with Assistant District Attorney
Jack Mallard.

"Nobody can say that I did anything. All
you got is a bunch of hearsay mess."
Williams asserted, sticking to the claims of
innocence he has made since police first

questioned him last May.

Prosecutors began presenting rebuttal
witnesses later in the day, calling fiber
expert Larry Peterson to dispute a defense
expert who said fibers used to link Williams
to the slayings could have come from other
sources.

The defense expert testified that carpet
fibers taken at random from a downtown
office building matched fibers found on the
victims, but Peterson said his own
examination showed no match.

At one point during the morning's cross
examination, Williams told Mallard, "You
must be a fool."

"Didn't you feel that you were outdoing
the police?" asked Mallard.

"No I didn't, because I was not engaged
in any type of contest or anything with
them." Williams said. "I can't help it

because they did a sorry job."

The defendant's outbursts were a con-
trast to his generally calm demeanor during
his first two days on the witness stand.
Williams has pleaded innocent to mur

dering Nathaniel Cater, 27, and Jimmy Ray
V^nc, 21, two of 28 young blacks slain

during a 22-month string of killings here.

No arrests have been made in the 26
other cases, but prosecutors contend the
Cater and Payne deaths were part of a
pattern that includes the slayings of 10
additional young blacks.

Defense lawyers called 65 witnesses in 15
days during the sensational trial, which is in

its ninth week.

Prosecutors contend Williams threw the
bodies of Cater and Payne off a Chat-
tahoochee River bridge about a month
apart last spring, but Williams told Mallard
Wednesday: "Nobody said ... they saw me

Where was Dan Rather?

stop on the bridge, nobody saw me throw
anything off that bridge, nobody saw me
kill anybody."

When Mallard contended Williams used
the term "dropshot" as a slur about poor
young blacks. Williams retorted: "No sir. A
dropshot can apply to anybody. And to be
honest with you, you are a dropshot."

Mallard asked the defendant, tieless in a
blue jacket and grey slacks, if his testimony
had been programmed.

"No. " Williams replied. "You want the
real Wayne Williams".' You got him right
here."

During another angry outburst by
Williams. Mallard turned to District

Attorney Lewis Slaton and smiled.

Williams later said he became angry
because Mallard was taking his statements
out of context ""to get his point across."

Mallard told Williams there were in-

consistencies between Williams' testimony
and the stories he told police and reporters
before his arrest last June.

After a series of questions about those
inconsistencies. Williams asked Mallard.

"What in the world has that got to do with
killing somebody".' ... The question is did I

kill anybody, and I done told this man
(Mallard) I haven't."

Mallard, referring to interviews Williams
gave to reporters before and after his
arrest, suggested he enjoyed the publicity
he received.

Williams said he did not want the
publicity, and he charged that he gave a
jailhouse interview to Us magazine last

summer only on the advice of defense
lawyer Mary Welcome.

"Ms. Welcome came to me about that and
said we needed to raise some income for the
trial." Williams said.

Referring to statements in the Us in-

terview. Mallard asked Williams if he had
contempt for police.

"I sure did laugh at them, and I called
them Keystone Kops because that's just
what they acted like," Williams said.

He complained about oolice surveUlance
and, pointing to two FBI agents in the
courtroom, called the agents "goons."

"These people have harassed me, you've
harassed my parents, friends and
everybody else, trying to put your little two
bits worth of mess together, and I'm saying
that, like anybody else, I got tired of it,

"

Williams said.

.--

f

By SATYA GABRIEL
Collegian Correspondent

Have you heard the name Neil Aggett
recently? No doubt you've heard the name
Lech Walesa. What is the difference in

these two names? They both represent

labor leaders. They both were from police

states. But one of them is a household word
and the other has been ignored by the mass
media. And one of them is still alive and the

other is not.

Commentary
Neil Agget was a popular labor organizer

in the Republic of South Africa. He struggl-

ed for freedom, equality, and justice in his

nation. He did so with a racial blindness

that would have been rare in the United

States much less in a nation whose ex-

istence is so intertwined with hate and

racism. He went too far. He was murdered

by the South African government. A
government which the Reagan administra-

tion has described as the best friend of the

United States in Africa. Best friend of who
in the United States?

Neil Aggett was somewhat of a rarity in

the fascist state of South Africa. Many
black South Africans have died in the

custody of the government. Neil Aggett
was white. His death represents the extent

to which the struggle in South Africa has
widened.

But if the problem is all that bad why
hasn't Dan Rather been giving us nightly

reports about the situation? WTiy has
Frank Reynolds not bowed his head
solemnly and told us of the rising number
of arrests in South Africa? Probably for the

same reason we've heard so little about the

Ku Klux Klan training camps where the

M-16 has replaced the burning cross. The
answer is simple. The news media is being
objective, yes, that's right, objective.

Just as in the slave society ot the ante-

bellum South where the newspapers at-

tempted to maintain their objectivity and
to carefully select their stories, in our cur-

rent society a similar process takes place.

Some will say we must learn to live with
objectivity. I say, perhaps it is time we
marched on the headquarters of ABC,
CBS. and NBC, as well as the White
House.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
CAREER DAY WORKSHOPS Monday
March 1, 1982 7:00 p.m. and Monday March
8, 1982 to be held at New Africa House at

7:00 p.m. Resume and interview skills will

be offered to help students prepare their
resume. Brush up on interview skills.

Career Day is March 16. It is important for
students to have a completed resume by
then. Federal and private corporations will

be in attendance.

DEDICATION TO MALCOLM X wiU be
held on Sunday F'ebruary 28, 1982. Poem
reading, dancing and singing will be the
entertainment, and refreshments will be
served. All are welcome to attend.

Lt. Governor Tom O'Neil has accepted an
invitation by the Third World Caucus of the
Undergraduate Student Senate of the
University of Massachusetts to debate the
other two Democratic candidates; Mike
Dukakis and Governor Ed King in March on
the UMass campus. Third World
spokesperson Nelson AcosU said the other
candidates have not yet made a definite
commitment but added "we're working on
It.

'
For more info call Mr. Acosta at 545-

very important an

2517 or 253-3760.

In addition a

nouncoment:

BUifk Labor Leader to Speak
On Thursday, February 25. 1982, at 4:00

PM, in room 311 of the New Africa House,
Dick Days will be speaking on the topic:
"The Labor Movement and Social Change— A Black Perspective".

Days, who is presently the Education
Director fof the United Auto Workers in
New York and New England, has spent
more than 30 years working in the auto
industry, in Detroit and New Jersey,
before joining the sUff of the union. The
union's headquarters are in Farmington.
Conn.

This event is a Black History Month
presentation co-sponsored by the Labor
Center Students caucus, the Afro
American Studies Dept. of UMass., and the
Office of Third Worid Affairs. No admission
fee is required and child care will be
provided if you call ahead 545 2893.
Refreshments will be served. Everyone is
welcome to attend.

' *1
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Tonight Featuring

THE ARMSTRONG
BROTHERS

$1.00 cover charge

Tonights Special

IWcon
Jack

• Northern Lights $1.00
Yukon Jack, Cranberry Juice, Orange Juice

* Klondike Kocoa $1.00
Hot Chocolate, Yukon Jack, Whipped Cream

•Snakebite $1.00
Yukon Jack, Lime Juice/Rocks

• Turbulence Ahead $1.50
Irish Cream, Kahlua, Yukon Jack

* MacKenzie Gold $1 25
Yukon Jack and fresh squeezed Grapefruit Juice

- T-SHIRTS - HATS - KEY CHAINS

IS East Plea»ant St.

r/

%m.
ifAr^l Hh.h I If * B*f H

\^ ^\
LOWENBRAU

MILLER BREWING COMPANY &'

COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTORS
of Westfield

cordially Invite you to attend

THE MILLER MARKETING SEMINAR
a presentation on the development of the Miller Brewing Company

and It s parent, the Philip Morris Corporation.
ALL ARE WELCOME!

Monday, March 1 7:30 P.M. 163 CC
Refreshments will be served.

For more information contact: Craig Keenan, BK^ 549-1352 or 549-3518 \,

Thursday, February 25, 1982

It wwi <m accident - NRBQ's back with two area dates
March 12 at the Rusty Nail in Sunderland and March 4 at
the Hartford Civic Center. The Hartford show features
special guest John Sebastian from Lovin' Spoonful fame.

Also al the Nail wiU be the Rings and the New Models
tomorrow night. The Rings are supposedly breaking up
after this appearance, and t>e New Models are supposedly
the next big Roston deal complete with backing from Ric
Ocasek and the Cars.

Trivia QueHlim — Congratulations to Jim Abbott who
correctly idenufied Rick Kirsehnerf and his former band
Orchestra Luna with whom he recorded an album on Epic
records. Kirsehnerf now calls himself Rick Berlin and plays
with the Berlin Airlift.

This week's trivia question - Special recognition to the
first person who gives me the name of the famous singer
rejected by Robert Fripp for the original King Crimson. If
you know, drop a note in the specially marked box on the
Collegian Arts desk after 1:00 and before 4:00 today.
Here ht cumes, uxilkin' down the street, gets the fun-

nit st luuks from everyone he meets — Peter Tork and the
New Monks will be at the Hangar One on Thursday. March
4. Everyone will remember Tork from his days as the bass
player with the world's greatest pop group The Monkees.
The show should be a walk down memory lane for any fan
of iheii' television show.
U2 has taken John Butcher Axis' slot as opening act for

the J. Geils Band for the duration of Geils' tour. But U2 will
still make a solo appearance at Bowker auditorium on
March 16.

Lin,si Caboose! The Hangar One features Caboose
tomorrow night. Caboose was all set for superstardom
with an album recorded and produced by Bob Marley at his
studio in Jamaica. Unfortunately, the Godfather of reggae
died before the project was completed.

It's a bvautiful day in the neighborhood — Boston's
premier pop punk band The Neighborhoods will be at the
Blue Wall on Saturday night. Also at the Blue Wall will be
Southwest "s own Museum Direktors tonite!

Coming soon! — The Hamptones at Sheehan's m Nor-
thampton tonite. Junior Walker and the All Stars at
(lornerstone in Springfield on April 3. Betty Carter at the
Fine Arts Center on March 10. Private Lightning at the
Infinity Lounge in Chicopee tonight. Jonathan Edwards at
the Nail on March 5.

The old-timers of

Vaudeville return
By JULIE PROCOPIOW
Collegian Correspondent

The Academy of Music in Northampton will come to life

on Sunday, February 28 at 3:00 p.m. with Vnudeinlle

Lives!, a stage production resembling the Vaudeville

shows of the 1930s. This is something you don't want to

miss if you have any appreciation for or curiosity about the

good old-fashioned entertainment that Vaudeville provid-

ed.

The Valley Big Band, a 16-piece jazz and swing or-

chestra under the direction of Don Abrams, will start the

live show, with music of the 1920s and 1930s by .such

celebrated artists as Jelly Roll Morton, Duke Ellington,

and Paul W^hiteman.

After the Big Band's introduction four other acts' will

appear. Arthur Tracy, better known as "The Street

Singer," began his Vaudeville career in the 1930s. His

theme song "Marta" was a hit. He is the vocalist on the ti-

tle song of the movie Pennies From Hen rev and has

IxTome a source of renewed interest in the world of enter-

tainment.

Vaudeville entertainer Roy Smeck, "The Wizard of Str-

ings," will also appear. Smeck is the master of four string

instruments: the guitar, banjo, ukulele, and Hawaiian

guitar. Smeck began his show business career in 1926, and
was a star of the first "Vita-Phone" talking motion pic-

lure.

"Sandman" Sims, one of history's three greatest tap

dancers, will also appear. Sims earned the name "Sand-

man" by dancing on loose sand in a box on stage. He is a

star of the movie "No Maps on My Taps." and his act pro-

mises to be great.

Comedian, pianist, and tap dancer Shorty Craig will be

the Master of Ceremonies for the show. Craig was part-

ners with Vaudeville actor-comedian, Steppin' Fetchit,

and has performed with .such celebrities as Louis Arm-
strong and Milton Berle.

"Vaude^nlh Lives! has a little bit of appeal to everyone"

says Valley Big Band conductor Don Abrams, who feels

the show is "generating a lot of interest." Vaud^nlk
Live ĵ,ho\x\d be a pleasant nostalgic experience for those

•Collegian n

Area favorites NRBQ
will be appearing at the
Rusty Nail on March 12.

NRBQ is (I to r) Terry
Adams (piano), Joey
Spampinato (bass), Al
Anderson (guitar) and
Tom Ardolino (drums).
The goon in the front
with the rings through
his cheek is NRBQ's
manager Captain Louis
Albano of professional
wrestling fame. Also
coming to the Nail soon
are The Rings, the New
Models and Jonathan
Edwards.

'Menacing' art by Rich Nonas
SCULPTURE/DRAWING BY RICHARD NONAS
University Gallery
Feb. 25-March 21

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian Staff

I've tried really hard to think of something complimen-
tary to say about Richard Nonas' exhibition of sculpture
currently on display at the University Gallery. Really I

have. "A captivating collage of contrasting metallic and
organic architectural components." No. that won't do "A
menacing menagerie of minimalistic geometric elements."
Neither will that. Art "a la scrapeyard would best describe
it for it seems that Nonas has emptied a Bronx dump for
the better part of his materials. All the installation con-
sists of is a bunch of wooden l)eamed and steel rails jux-
taposed in various forms upon a carpeted floor. That's the
gist of it.

Now I'm sure there is some message here; Nonas
assuredly must have .some profound artistic statement to
make, but what? Beats me. Abstract art is so hard to
fathom as it is. and Nonas has played abstraction to the
hilt here. Moreover, I honestly can't see that he has
labored to any great extent to express himself. Maybe it is

just not readily evident, but how can one tell? I know
students in the art department who will toil inten.sely on
an oil painting for example, and when it is finally com-
pleted it is acutely obvious how much effort they put into
it. That's the thing with today's art, it's all foresight and
who does what first. When the abstract expresssionist
Jackson Pollock exhibited Onre, critics praised it as usher-
ing in a nevy means of artistic expression and as a true
original. Heck, all I saw was a canvas with paint
haphazardly dribbled across it. I'd had something very
similar in my garage for quite some time. Beauty, especial-
ly aesthetic beauty, really is in the eye:-> of the beholder it

Collrfrian pholii by SroU Hurkr

Marcy Weinstein (Jr.) sits among the art work
of Judy Pfaff. Judy's installation, along with
Rich Nonas' sculpture, will be on display at the
University Gallery through March 21.

seems.

It used to he that you left an art exhibit enlightened,
refreshed, or at least feeling good. I wish I could say
Richard Nonas' exhibit has some semblance of any of
these effects on you, but I can't. Still, if you feel you must
make a pilgrimage to the University Gallery to kill time
between cla.s.ses or something, I urge you to check out the
installation by Judy Pfaff in lieu of Nonas' — it's a real

shocker! Just don't trip on "a menacing minimalistic
geometric element" on your wa}' out.

TickeCA tf« $8.^0 th«1^6f the

and 96.00 for senior citiiMfls.

The Wizard of Strings" Roy Smeck in 1926 (left) during the heyday of vaudeville, and
"* (right) at Aroherat College's Buckley ReciUl Hall. Smeck, wtwvtamd imAl^ first V

i
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CROSSWORD

By M. Joyce
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THE UMASS ZONE

Edited

ACROSS
1 Pekoe
4 Containers for

the above
8 Grouper, a fish

12 Booty
14 Mine entry
15 Feels deep

emotion
16 Land division

17 Confident
18 Supreme

perfection

19 Statement of

dissatisfaction

22 Admixture of

color

23 A Brooks
24 Touch lovingly

27 Floral symbol
29 Additionally

33 Care for very

much
34 Rhythm
35 Costly
36 Brooded
37 Sprees
38 Note collection
39 Expectant
41 Regatta items
42 Repairs

44 Buona
(good evening)

by Margaret Farrar
CINILm AatatnTlMi

45 Wine cask
46 Tenant
47 DDE
49 Boisterous

festivity

50 Cautionary
maxim

58 Outsider
59 River float

60 Liquefy
61 Turf or dome
62 Sheltered

63 Shamrock
territory

64 Opponents
65 City on the Aar
66 diem

DOWN
1 Not this

2 Apiece
3 Distinctive

atmosphere
4 Sinks

5 Mature
6 Friday

7 Gun type

8 Vorkad with clay
9 Always
10 Peruse
11 Nobel city

13 Communique
1 5 In person

and Trudc Jaffe
!ira«nM

20

21

24

Worldly

Exudes
Dwellings of a
kind

25 Mother knows
best,

" for one
26 A must for a

distributor

27 Acquire skill

28 Auditory organs
30 Inclines

31 Renowned lockey
32 Expunge
34 Geste
37 Kind of pole
40 Overshoes
42 Cat call

43 House and
ground

46 Caution word
48 Game similar to

bingo
49 Allude (with -to")

50 Shetland's fishing

ground
51 Too
52 Locale
53 Nomad
54 Cabbage
55 Transportation

choice
56 Weight allowance
57 Pitcher

ytw ooAiV ihmK My
R£umv^s Too yw£/e

SPCAKBflS CM
TAKE n.

BLAAATi
by Mark Rollins

GEE, LOOK AT
THE 7VM£, LAUKA.

[I've got a iii;
iGOTTA RUM,,

••^"^K"

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PU2ZLP
n ( llUi^Bili' 1 1 Mull III lull

HUPIM wuaa imnan
immmmm^ml-^

374 NO. PLEASANT ST.

ALL
UNIVERSITY

MEN
INVITED

r.iiir.mn iiiiii.i j n ii"

n

KJIJH !!I!!W' ! l"!'"
IglliHltJ

WEATHER
Mass., R.I., Conn. -

Clearing windy and cold
today. High in the 20s.
Clear and cold tonight.
Low 5 to 15. Sunny tomor-
row, high around 30s.

OPEN RUSH FEB, 7A , 25

DC MENU

ATTENTION

!

100%
$ FREE TUITION $

JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS

1^

NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
> 100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
g FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further Infornation Contact:

Sgt. Richard O'Connor

586-4110

goes Continental!

Homemade
ICECREAM
Envorium

^'QRTHAMPTOW - AMHERST

(7/ Ca^e (fel qhrts— cmsente

Espresso Sr"

Cappuccino

LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll
Pork Fried Rice/Soy Sauce

BASICS DINNER

Chicken Cutlet/Supreme
Sauce, Cranberry Sauce

Chili Cheese Puff

DINNER

Simmered Corned Beef/
Horseradish, Steamed

Cabbage
Chicken Cutlet/Supreme
Sauce, Cranberry Sauce

Chili Cheese Puff

BASICS LUNCH

Oatburgers
Vegetable Fried Rice

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

10

Chocolate Cheesecake
RUwUous Baked Goods

"^•^^j

:00

12:45

:30 - 11;00 Nam June Paik -

The work of an avant-
guard video artist

;00 . 12:00 Beriin Airiift - A band
from the Blue Wall

12:45 Last Drop of Blood -

The real story of South
Africa

1:00 Short Shots

-

What ever we have hang-
ing around

00 - 1:45 Farce Be With You -

Star Wars Craziness
2:00 Parachute Club:45

\'' s».HK. • *« '•v^«».»«» ««'^v<-%««^k^t.k,i»ei. WWkM.
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Com. .o Cdtoa-o Office CC 113 • 8:45-345 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication dayCMh^m advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

A FLORIDA SPRING BREAK
GET the best hotels, parties, discounts,
and NO hidden charges, fleabag hotels or
B.S.-all FOR 264.- (Daytona-Ft Lauder-
dale) including 7 days hotel, round-trip
transportation and Disney trip. Call Dave
549-6802.

APARTMENT MATES WANTED
Need a place? I've got apartment and am
looking for people to share it with. Contact
Annie 665-7578

AUDIO

Stereo worth $1100 asking $585 like new
Call 665-7717 for info, will talk

OHM E $120/pr. Technics integ. amp $70
Phillips trntble $65, 549 4403

Sharp 30 watt per channel Amp with
matching tuner and graphic equalizer. Must
sell! $200 call Bill 6-6697

Man's Frya Boots 9>4D. Excellent condl-
tion. $60 or BO 665-2853

Mandolin - Mayfair, excellent condition
$80 call Dana evenings 256-6877/253-9990

Pair of Nordica Ski Boots excellent con-
dition. Size 7% men's. 80$ call Oliver at
584-4600x325

Ski Boots Nordica sz 11 used 1 season
256-8020 Doug $35

Ladies Frye Boots new 7 '>4 253-3329

I give up, TAKAMINE GUITAR w/hd cs, a
steal at 155$, includes Berklee book vol 1 -

549-5193

Refrigerator 5.5 cubic ft, excellent condi-
tion. $120 or BO 253-2607

Yamaha NS-5 spkrs.
546-6470

2-way $150 pr.

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
1970 VW Bus many new parts $500 Bob
S86-5827

Guitar. Yamaha 6-string with case $100 call
Scott 584-7615

Aria Pro II TS-600, beautiful guitar has
everything, need cash will sacrifice for 300$
or reasonable offer call 549-3920

FOUND

•9 Nova 6 cyl auto, runs well, needs work
$350 546-4050

71 Volkswagen Beetle runs excellent,
very dependable, good mileage $550 6-3256
1966 Plymouth Fury, clean, dependable
njns excellent, asking 400. Must sell

89 VW runs but needs work, good parts
car, $250.00 or BO 253-5385 Neal

1969 Rambler 3 speed, runs well, $375 or
best offer, must sell, Doug after 8 PM
253-3320

Gloves found at the Hunger Project
table at Berkshire Dining Commons on Feb
14 Sunday. Find them at the Campus
Center Info Desk

FUR JACKET
New Possum Jacket $300 or best offer
Laura 549-6999

GRADUATE STUDENTS
Dissertation support group starting
Thursday 4-6. Contact Dr. Robert Alex-
ander 253-5262

IS YOUR CAR SICK?

Then consult Kevin at 253-3696 Free
diagnosis/estimate, very reasonable prices

BASS PLAYERS
Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMSM

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic
546-6684 **

HELP WANTED

Delivered by experienced Bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Bellydance classes
begin Weds., March 3 at 6:30 in basement
of Sigma Delta Tau.For more information
call Theresa b>etween 6 and 8 at 253-5491

COMMUTER CENTER OPENS
The Commuter Center will open tonight
at 7:30. Refreshments will be served and
ttie film "The Autobiography of Miss Jane
Pittman" will be shown. The Comuter
Center is located at 216 SUB, lower level
Everyone is welcome. Bring a friend.

COUNSELORS

Collegian Jobs: We need two associate
News Editors. Hard work, low pay, but
great experience. Reporting experierice a
rnust, editing helpful, energy necessary
We'll train, if needed. Apply before Feb 25
to Ed Levine in the Collegian, 113 Campus

- _Center. An equal opportunity employer
Part Time: Car stereo installer with own
tools able to work adjustable hours. Con-
tact Mike at the Sound Company 256-0744
Bus driver trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will hold a meeting to recruit for our
next Training Program on March 2 at 700pm in Campus Ctr Room 903. Qualifications
include a clean driving record and 1 year
commitment.

HOUSEMATE WANTED
Housemate Wanted to share spacious
l]^o'^J" '*®'^^"^ $100 & utilities call
253-9875

Camp Wayne, Northeastern Penn-

o/^-»/Zi/SZ. Many positions available
Friendly, warm atmosphere. We care
Write: 12 Aileyard, Lido Beach N.Y. 11561
and include your school phone number

DESLEXIC STUDENT ORGANIZATIoKl

Meeting to write up DSO constitution
and newsletter. Thurs. Feb. 25 Bartlett
Basement, Rm 68 (Communication Skills

^fr!l'-l^^
7:00 pm. For more info call Fabia

o45-o370

INFORMATIONAL SESSION
ABOUT MASSPIRG

March 1, 7:30 at Career Services.
Organizing positions available with New
England's largest consumer and en-
vironmental public interest oeganization
Entry level; $8200/year w/health

DULL?

I will sharpen, P-tex. and wax your skiis
for 5 bucks. Call Ed 6-9669

ENTERTAINMENT

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/ UMass Performing
Arts Division

LAST GREAT AMERICANS

Smith College Rec Council presents the
music of DJ "Brother E" at INC on
February 25th. Davis Student Center 9-12
college ID required.

Professional DJs For Less! Parties
Semis, Dorms, Greeks. Paul 549-4405
Campy 546-6771, Dave 665-3082

FOR RENT
Rural Belchertown: 2 bedrooms, by lake
5 mins to bus stop. 39 -h 323-5833
Tired of paying AmhersTTer^ts? Try a 3
room apartment in Turners Falls! No pets
$155. Available immediately. Call Rupert or
Fred: 1 863 8218

Come to a meeting of the LGA - a uni-
que and rare experience in video production
- actors, writers and crew. Thursday
February 25 6:00 room 902 CC. Southwest
Cable II class attend at 5:%

LOST

FOR SALE

Sneakers men's and women's; quality
name brand; great deal call Mike 549-1233

POLICE TICKETS. Providence 4/13. Good
seats available. 253-7243

•
'''' 'f't'/yj-.'.'/fi.'.

Help! I lost my girlfriends necklace. She
will kill if I don't find it. It's a jade heart
shaped stone with a thin macrame band
$10 reward call Peter 546-7207

Lost girls High School ring Class 1978
Lakeland, reward 586-9107

Opal ring with gold band, also class ring
with initials LRS on inside. Lost in Bartlett
women's room. Reward if found. 546 1260
Blue Woolrich down coat at Thatcher
party 2/19. If found please call John 6-3223
Special scarf taken from FAB Return to
CC info booth

Tan down coat backstage at Geils concert
no questions asked Matt 253-3366

Woman's Barracuda Jacket at Delta
Chi Fri night. Reward If found. Call Jane at
6-6054

Lost: Silver Bracelet w/purple beads in or
near Boyden. Great sentimental value! If

found, please call: Nan 546-5056

Lost a sail silver pinky ring w/blue tur-
quoise stone. If found call 665-3024

Someone removed my treasured black
and red Grand Touring Motorbecane bicy-
cle from James House dormitory S.W. The
front wheel was locked to the frame, it has
a Zefal pump and no pedals. I rode 6068
miles on it cross-country and am really hurt
over its loss. Any information please con-
tact Philip telephone 546-7555

Emerald Ring: tortoise shell ring Boyden
Locker Room reward call Beth day 5-1995
night 549-6361

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTIM

Therapist - Researchers working to
develop ways of better understanding and
helping those men (i.e. husbands,
brothers, friends, fathers, roommates,
sons) whose lives have been affected by
the rape of someone close to them. We
would welcome any help from any man
who has had this experience. Please phone
or write: Bob Samuels or Madeline
Wagner, Tobin Hall, UMass, 545-0499
586-8327, 253-9537.

MARY KAY COSMETICS

See what Mary Kay can do for you For a
complimentary Mary Kay Facial call Carol
Nenetz at 256-6235

That's right, the 3rd Annual UMass Pi

Kappa Alpha 29 hr Dance Marathon is hap-
pening again March 5th and 6th in the Stu-
dent Union Ballroom call 545-2150 for info

Rublk's Cubar$. Friday 7:00 PM February
26. prize$ galore. Amherst Junior H.S.
Auditorium; bring cube$, $nake$, pyramki$
- whatever

Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD.
"ssist in any writing project. Amherst
/Vriters. Inc. 253-7764

I

Enter, enter 1 1 Its not too latel Find a part-
ner and register for the 3rd annual U-Mass
Pike 29 Hour Dance Marthon March 5th
and 6th at the SUB Call 546-2150 for info.

Don't miss iti Andy Warhols Dracula will
be featured Thursday. Feb 25 in Mahar.
Show times are 7. 9, 1 1 . For only $1 .25. see
a flick you'll never forget!

Fighters! We need you. UMass Boxing
Club. Washington Tower 19th floor. M-F
4:00-6:00

Hey Blondie
Curly

I'm in suspense. Be bold.

Brooksie - Where are you? Time brings us
further apart. The cards are in your hand
Your long lost friend.

Robin. No more emotional stress'
Gretzky the Psycho Killer

Love

MOVING SERVICES

Fast, dependable service & reasonable
rates. Local or within 50 miles. For free
estimate call 549-3568

NSE

National Student Exchange meeting.
Mon March 1, 7 pm - CC rm 803. Stratton
ski trip planned. If you want to go, please
attend.

PART TIME JOBS AVAILABLE

Don't settle for restricted hours and
minimum wage Earn extra income selling
to friends and classmates at your leisure.
Product sells itself. For info call Michael
665-3672 Jay 546-1261

PERSONALS

ECKANKAR - a way of life. Write P.O.
Box 283. Amherst, MA 01004

Paul Happy B-Day! Hope you have a
great day and that maybe you'll remember
the night! Enioy, Love , Sandy
Work study position in the office of
People's Gay Alliance. Flexible schedule
good work conditions. Contact PGA 413
Student Union, 5-0154, for application.

Need a home away from home with life
tong fnends, look into sorority life at Sigma
Kappa, 19 Allen St. located behind BKO
Rush parties Tuesday Feb. 23 and Thurs
Feb. 25 at 7:00. Please RSVP at 256-6887
The finest film of all from the master of
suspense. Gary Grant, Ingrid Bergman in
Alfred Hitchcock"s ""Notorious"' Feb 26
CCA, $1. 7, 9, 11

Randi M. Ha ha you missed me! Sorry.
Signed the only Laut you know.
IGU, we're different! Give us a try All
university women invited to Rush Thurs

^®r5.•cSJ^^°®'''•00' '^O"- March 1st
7:00-8:00, Tues, March 2nd 7:00-8:00 For

o« ot''-,'"^°'^"^^^'°"
contact Beth or Nancy

256-6874.

Lambda Delta Phi "The Sorority "

Visit
us at our CC tabels on Mon, Tues, WedMarch 1-3 or call 545-0939

Is Epicoene Obscene? Find out 545-35 1

1

Mitchell M. You're indescribably. you!Be at the bus stop at 9:10 tonight bucko
YOU re more important than anything.
1-4-3. me. **

this ad was aH my idea-my roommates just
rode on my coattails) Saturday Night atJon Karl, Glenn and Steve's. Good Day
eh? Beauty! ''

Baseball Raffle a huge success. Andrea
Repass of 418 J.A. was the big winner.
Everyone s enthusiasm was much ap-
preciated. See you at the field in April.

Congrats Karen on your new sisterhood
at Alpha Chi Omega, love your roomie
Mary

COLLEGIAN STAFF

Remember, Friday is party night at 33
Meadow St. Doctor's orders!!

I

RECEPTIONIST WANTED
Receptionist/Office Organizer needed
to work in the off-campus area government
office. Applicant must have and anti-
racist/anti-sexist philosophy, be able to
type, and have good blocks of time
available; mornings or afternoons. Please
stop by 404 SUB on Friday morning only.
20 hours; $3.50 work-study preferred

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES"

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancv
5-0392, 584-7924

REAL MAJORITY
The Real Majority meeting tonite will be
in Campus Center rm 176 everyone in-
terested is welcome

$500, $300 or $200 CASH! That's just some
of the prizes YOU can win in the 29 hr
Multiple Sclerosis Dance Marathon, March
5th a 6th in the SUB Call 545-2150 for more
info.

Nomination papers for Central Area
President, Vice-President, Treasurer
available in area office, B-23 Baker. They
are due Mon March 1 at 9:00 to the office

Where oh where has little PUP gon"? 'f
you have any infp regarding the
whereabouts of PUP call 5053
Spudrick -- How's your babyfuzz!! Oh but
Its so cute! - Spud

Jo"9ra<*"lations to all the pledges of
Chi Omega. Let's make it a fun, exciting
spnng. We love you a ll.

Dear Jimmy. Happy 21st Birthday! Have a
great day. All my love. - Me -

Jongradulations new sisters of Alpha
Chi Omega Love the new pledges
Squid Alert!!!

~
Coming Soon! The final alternative! Don't
even think about it!

Paul Thomas to the big cheese M.D. with
the sexy RE... .more blue night Dad - and
then some! Constellations and belly button
kisses. Psyched? Love you! Your better half
in Weston

RESUMES

617*-2496K6*'
*"** confidential call

RIDE WANTED
To NYC and back 2/26-2/29 will share ex-
penses call Elise 6-5069

Ride wanted to New York City on 2/25
or 2/26 Call 546-9623

ROOMMATE WANTED
One male wanted to share room in two-

^o^^-,°ir ^P^- '^^^ ^o^ Mimi or George
253-9720 229A Main St Amherst
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

'^®"I5ll® *° '^'® '^oo'" in two bedroom
apt $95 -K 253-7806

Responsible woman to share two
bedroom house in South Deerfiels $175
includes all 665-3849

Wanted on female roommate in Bran-
dywine Apts Call 549-0712

Two
for

* V • • « * • •

female roommates wanted
summer house in Hyannis call 6-4714
Presidential Apts own room. 160 +
female nonsmoker 23+. Kim 549-6984

. V»V*V.V.V.V-'.-'-!-'--•JLJ.^'>J.'SJ'

Thursday, February 25, 1982

2iJ£giaa IS

SPECIAL
ATTRACTION .^^.^
ONE NIGHT ONLY iS*-

'^^jgcJKSj\fi^ Rhode Island's

top rock band

HOMETOWN

at
THE BLUE WALL

U -MASS
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 26

You've seen our programs —
Abbie Hoffman
Alger Hiss G.Gordon Liddy

George McGovern

Now get involved!

D.V.P.
Introductory Meeting
Monday, March 1, 1982
7:00 p.m. Rm. 905 CC.

Refreshments will be provided.

Sund^ys at I
The Jeff

Browse on
i
Sundays

(We're open

And save.

/-«i^

11 - 4 p.m.)

JThis coupon good for 10% off

any purchase* any Sunday

jjeffery AnrJierst Bookshop

as South Pl«s»nt Street 2m aaai

* Sorry, no course/ textbooks Included.

'•t;;

SERVICES

Couples recovering from rape
Theraputic group for couples to work on in-

terpersonal aspects of recovering from
rape. 10 weeks. Sliding fee scale. Male £r

female co-therapists. Psychological Ser-

vices Center UMass 545-0041

SPRING BREAK IN FT LAUDERDALE
DOESNT MEAN YOU HAVE TO GO

BROKE

SPRING BREAK SKIING

5 days lift tickets 5 nights hotel ace. at
Stowe, indoor pool, home style breakfa-
$135.00 Bob 665-4720

TRAVEL

Mo one else offers you: 1) Roundtrip Ex-
pree Motorcoach from Whitmore and 7
night stay in luxury ocean front (Holiday
Inns). *»2) A week long ID pass card enabl-
ing you to enter: Playpen, Pete & Lenny's,
Studio 51 & Nepenthe for FREE & saves
over $100 just in cover charges. 3) For a
total of $247 quint & 270 quad complete -

that's the cost of airfare!!! Think & call

Michael Emma 549-1233 4-8 Arlyne Abram-
son 549-6285 8-10

Travel - Spring Break trips to Florida and
Bermuda. Call 549-1835

Now's the time and Bermuda's the
place for just $299 (this includes
everything) for info call 256-6941 after 6

SUMMERSCHOOL HOLLAND? Interna
tional Business Management, Nine credits.
Package $1500! Prof. Devos 617-383-9304

We challenge anyone to find a better
price to Daytona Beach 269* jet hotel rental
car (unlimited mileage) for more informa-
tion call Leah 665-3530 "tax & services not
included

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,
25 No. Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

I need my car driven from Colorado to
Mass anytime soon. Call Margaret
323-4976

Rocky Mountains Spring Break. Your
car, gas. My cabin, food. Hugh 546-6619
for details.

Ride to Minneapolis for Spring Break,
will share expenses. Call Rolf 549-6408

WANTED
One Jazz-Blues-Rock Band missing a
flute. Adapts well to original music. Forte:
improvisation 6-5304

Help! Chem 111 tutor. Hurry. Call Deirdre
586-6594

Bluegrass Pickers wanted to jam with
guitar and banjo 546-1265 Jim

Woman desperately needs living space
in Amherst with 12y/o dtr Christine
256-0639

UPC PRODUCTIONS
Get disciplined on Monday at the FAC

KING CRIMSON
with

Robert Fripp

Adrian Belew
Tony Levin

Bill Bruford
Tickets still available at URU,

FAC Box Office Faces & Ticketron
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Last time around IHeadin' to New
for Jeff and Dave I Track: Health a key
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

A first team can only be as good as the second team that
pushes it day in and day out in practice.

Pfcolo rourtrst of Sport* Infonnalioii Orfic*

Jeff Bierly

Commentary

liy MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's track team
will head to the New England Championships at Boston
University this weekend hoping to run well enough to
join teammate Tricia Moores in the Eastern at West
Virginia University next weekend.

M«M»res will be at BU. racing in the 1500 meters and.nm meters (one and two mile). Joining her in those two
events will be Judy McCrone and Iris McDonough, while
Caroline Gardiner will run in the 1500 meters only.

Micki Callahan will represent UMass in the 55 meter
hurdles and the long jump, while Leah Loftis has
quahlied in the 400 meters. Maureen O'Reilly and Sally
Anderson will run in the 800 meters; UMass has both
relay squads (440 and 880) running at the Championships.

We re going to try to qualify enough people to run in
the distance medley relay at the Easterns. " said UMass
assistant coach Julie LaFreniere. "That relay is not in the
New Englands. but the individual events within that
relay are. We need the following times to qualify for that
relay - 57 seconds in the 400 meters (to be run by
Loftis). 2:15 in the 800 meters (O'Reilly or Anderson).
3:36 in the 1200 meters and 4:58 in the 1600 meters
(McCrone or Gardiner)."

Both LaFreniere and coach Kalekeni Banda have been
concerned about the team's health going into the New
Englands. Several runners, including McCrone and
Anderson, missed recent races due to Ulness, so they
might not be in top form this weekend.

Against the University of New Hampshire last week
several UMass runners did not compete; UNH took it
away. (JO ;j9. In that meet. McDonough qualified for the
JOOO meters with a time of 10:35 and Callahan did well in
the shot put. 53 meter hurdles, and 55 meter dash.
"We weren't as strong as we would have liked to have

been." said LaFreniere of last weekend's performance,
•We had a lot of people out. I just hope we could be in top
lorm for the New Englands."

Photo rourlr», „f Sport. Inform.lion (Kfice

Dave Genis

With t his thought in mind, allow me to introduce two of
those second team players who will be appearing in their
final game tonight when the Minutemen close out the
regular season against the University of Rhode Island at
the CuKe (game time 7:30 p.m.)

Jeff Bierly and Dave Genis have contributed as much tothe resurgence of UMass basketball as anyone on the team
And. in a way. they should be respected even more for
their roles because they had to do all the work and receive
little or none of the glory and applause that the starters
and regulars found at every home game this year

Yes. Jeff Hierly and Dave Genis did give the fans the
best elfort they could offer. They were the intangibles that
somehow made a difference this year because a team is still
just that, a team. And. though the UM hoop fans didnt
really get a chance to thank you publicly yet this season
they did .see the fruits of your work and appreciated it verv
much. •'

Thank you, Jeff and Dave for making the starters work
hard every day. Thank you for pushing them until they
couldn t go any harder. Thank you for giving the students
at UMass the best you had to offer.

I only hope that you two will be inserted into the game at
some point tonight so that the fans can show you their
appreciation. You may not believe me but I'm willing to bet
that you each get quite an ovation tonight. And you know
as well as I do that you both deserve it.

You will be missed next year, count on that. Team
players, especially good team players are hard to find. Not
many athletes have the dedication and perseverance that
you two have exhibited during your tenures as
Minutemen.
May your careers after UMass be profitable and once

again thank you very much for myself and for the rest of
UMass.

Player Profile
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

Kevin Murphy started wrestling before most of us had
heard of wrestling. Following the suit of his older brother
Murphy began wrestling in sixth grade.

1
1
years later. Murphy, the 142-pounder for the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts; is hoping to win the Divison I New
Englands this weekend, and to travel to Iowa for the Na-
tionals.

In sixth grade, Murphy joined the junior high school
wrestling team in his home town of Lynbrook N Y
Hovvever he wasn't allowed to compete until seventh
grade. Murphy went undefeated in seventh and eighth
grade so in ninth he moved up to join the varsity squad
Murphy started off at 105 lbs., as a freshman in Lynbrook
High School, and placed in his division, but lost in the
quarter finals of the counties.

In his sophomore year, Murphy moved up to 122 lbs
and went undefeated. Murphy placed second in his divi-
sion, but got hurt in the county championships, and did not
place.

In his junior year of high school, he moved up to the 134
lb. class. He was again undefeated, won the division, and
placed second in the county.
Murphy only lost once in his sf rior year, at 134 lbs. And

to top off his high school career. Murphy won the division
and the county. He was the first ever to win the county

.^^'\,^'^^.^^'^'' *"^ "^^ ^as like the end of the
world. Murphy said.

"I didn't do anything in the States (championships). Iwas more into the trip than the wrestling," Murphy saidMurphy met former UMass head coach Dave Amato at
Uie States. Amato's influence, along with the allure of the
bporte Management program convinced Murphy to come
to UMass.
The decision turned out to be the right one. In his

freshman year Murphy won over 30 mat<;hes, placed third
in the highly competitive Coast Guard Tournament, se-cond in the Eastern Eight championships, and third in

Englands . .

.

Swimmers after goals
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Coming off a regular season record of 7-4, the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts women's swimming team will go to
the Art Linkletter Natatorium in Springfield College this
weekend for the New England Championships.
Last year, UMass finished eighth out of 10 teams. This

time, the Minutewomen and their coach Valerie Turtle
are shooting for a variety of goals.
"We want to finish at least seventh," said Turtle
Also, we want to do as well as we can as a team, to place

high individually, to qualify more people for the Na-
tionals and to swim personal bests for the season."

The Minutewomen have swimmers in all but two of the
24 events slated to start with the preliminaries Friday at
11:00 a.m. Turtle is expecting strong performances from
Jennifer Nicolai in the 50-yard and 100-yard freestyle
and the 100-yard individual medley; Liz Feinberg will be
swimming in the 50, 100, 200 and 500-yard freestyle
while Jennifer Black is entered in the 100 and 200-yard
backstroke and the 400-yard IM; Debbie Chisholm will
swim the 50 and 100-yard backstroke, while Maura
Sweeney will represent UMass in the 50, 100 and
200-yard butterfly.

"It won't be an easy meet," said Turtle, "Out of the
ten teams there, we have faced all but one. the Universi-
ty of Maine. I think Maine and UNH will have strong
showings, but we'll be concentrating on our team
strengths, especially in the freestyle relays."

Both UMass divers, Jean Bushee and Gina Perrone.
will be at the New Englands; Perrone will be going into
the championships ranked second out of 24 divers going
into the New Englands.
For those who wish to attend the Championships,

there is an admission price of $2.00 for the trials and
$2.50 for the finals.

»-«.T m T .^ .. . Collegimn pltoto by Nancy Goater
IN NEW ENGLANDS - University of

Massachusetts wrestler Kevin Murphy will try to
win at the New England Championships, being
held at Boston University this weekend.

New England.
In his sophomore year, Murphy only lost one dual meet

Englands.

Last year Murphy again placed second in New
Englands. He was forced to default when his collarbone
popped out.

This year Murphy has a good chance of winning the New
Englands. His overall record is 19-5, and he placed third in
the Coast Guard Tournament.
Murphy is a sports management major and hopes to go

into a career in a sales or management position with a
large sporting goods corporation.

Sports Notices
IM 11001' I'LAYOFKS - The drawing of seeds for theIM baskelhall playoffs will take place March 3 at 700

p.m. at the Intramural Office. All are welcome.

J'^l^^
^'^^"

r ^^' ^'^"^^ '^'"'"^ ^'"f' '« looking
for people seriously interested in boxing for UMass

.h'"'iTK n*"*^'""rT
^'^ ^"<:ouraged. If interested, go tothe 19th noor of George Washington Dormitory Monday-

Friday from 4:00-6:00. ^

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS NEEDED -
Instructors are needed to teach in a seven week swim
program for University and community chUdren held inNOPE each spring. The program begins on March 9 and
IS for children 4 years and up; sessions are Monday
Thursday 4:00 5:00 p.m. and the teaching is on a one to-
one instructor/child ratio. Volunteer instructors may
teach any number of days per week. Information sheets
and instructor registration forms may be obuined from
the secretary in NOPE.
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State may pay off

CC debt, end fee
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

If a bill currently in the Massachusetts
House Ways and Means Committee passes,
student fees at the University of
Massachusetts could be reduced by as much
as $72 next semester.
The bill, which is being co-sponsored by

Representative James Collins (D-Amherst)
and the Massachusetts Council of the
Association of Federal. State, County and
Municipal Employees (AFSOME). proposes
that the state pay the $22,110,000 debt on
the Campus Center. The debt is now being
supported by the student paid Campus
Center fee and the parking fee paid by
University employees.

Collins. AFSCME, and the
Undergraduate Student Senate are
organizing a grassroots lobbying effort to
try to insure the bill's passage.
"We're working in a very well-

coordinated effort with the students,
faculty and administration." Collins said.
"Overall, we'll be developing a grassroots
organization of students, parents and
alumni."

The lobbying will be primarily in the form
of a letter writing campaign, much the same
as last year's budget lobbying, he said.

Collins said, with a strong effort the bill

'has a decent chance of passing.
"I think there's a reasonable chance, but

it's going to take a lot of work," he said.
The main problem with winning passage

of the bill is getting it out of the Ways and

Means Committee before they have to turn
their attention solely to the budget for the
1983 fiscal year, and if it's not passed by
then, it could die in the committee.
"By not acting on it. they (the Ways and

Means Committee) could kill it," Collins
said.

Jonathan Tuttle, president of local

chapter 1776 of AFSCME and a storeroom
helper in Campus Center receiving, agreed
with Collins' assessment of the battle.
"We have to move quickly." Tuttle said.

"We could lose just by inaction."

Tuttle said his union is contacting alumni
of UMass and various educational groups
such as the Friends of Education in an
attempt to win their support of the bill. He
said students interested in helping have the
bill passed should contact their own
legislators.

Tuttle explained that 92 percent of the
Campus Center fee. $72 of the $79, will be
paid by the state, and UMass employees
will be able to avoid a planned increase in

their parking fees.

Students would probably stUI pay some of
the Campus Center fee. with this money
going for financial aid. grounds main
tenance. funding for books, and reduction of
the transit fee.

Ken Moore, chairman of the
Undergraduate Student Senate committee
on public policy, said his organization is also
planning to lobby for the bill.

"We need people to call and write to their
legislators, and if they can, come down with
us to talk to the legislators." Moore said.

Authorities satisfied
with rape trial outcome
By KELLY BURKE
Collegian Staff

The convictions yesterday of two men of

aggravated rape and other charges, and one
of indecent assault and battery have
pleased local authorities involved in the
case of the University of Massachusetts
woman who was raped and assaulted on

'7 hope this will he en-

couraging to women to

press charges, became they

have to face a lot emo-
tionally.

"

—Cathy Roach

May 16, 1981 in the Campus Center hotel.
"We are thrilled," said Cathy Roach,

coordinator of direct service and training of
Women Against Violence Against Women
at the Everywoman's Center (EWC). One of
the advocates has been counseling the
victim of the rape and going to court with
her, she said.

• Roach said a conviction of aggravated
rape is the most serious rape charge
someone can have against them in the state
of Massachusetts, and it carries the
possibility of a life sentence. Indecent
assault and battery carries a maximum of
five years in jail.

Justice John Murphy yesterday delayed
sentencing until March 17. and revoked the
bail of the convicted men. Robert J. Smith.
19, was found guilty of aggravated rape,
indecent assault and battery, assault and
battery, and being a disorderly person.
Paul F. Hackley. 18. was found guilty of
aggravated rape, indecent assault and
battery, and assault and battery and
Arthur G. Pearce, 18, was found guilty of
indecent assault.

Roach said she hopes the sentence is a
strong one to go along with the conviction.
The rape and convictions point to two
important things that happen in our
community, that gang rape can happen
here, and that justice can be done. Roach
said.

"I hope this will be encouraging to women
to press charges, because they have to face

x. a lot emotionally. It's always been better
- when the legal service works in their

favor." she said.

About the woman who was raped. Roach
said, "she made it through the whole
process. That shows she is a survivor."
Brian Blackburn, the district attorney who
prosecuted the case in Hampshire County
Superior Court said of the victim, "I know
she's greatly relieved now. She was very
apprehensive for a long time... now she is

. very glad she went through it.

"

However, the ordeal may still not be at

an end for her because another man, Steven
Butler, was indicated on Nov. 24 on charges
of aggravated rape, indecent assault and
battery, and assault and battery, and let go
on personal recognizance until a trial date
can be set. Blackburn said the man was in

another room of the hotel when the police

arrived and was not implicated at the time.
"If the case comes to trial, she will have

to testify again." Blackburn said.

It has "cost the UMass department of

Public Safety thousands to prosecute this

case" he said, and Philip Cavanaugh.
associate director of Public Safety con
firmed this as a reasonable guess.
Blackburn said, "The UMass Department

of Public Safety did an outstanding job in

the arrest and investigation in this case,
and they deserve to be commended."
Some of the officers Cavanaugh praised

for their involvement in the arrest and
investigation were Sgt. Paul Ominsky, the
first officer on the scene of the crime, Dan
Hagan, detective; Lt. Michael Grabiec; Sgt.
Dexter Shearer; Barry Flanders,
patrolman; and Kevin Donovan, patrolman.

OWOUR
campu:

(olleKian photo bv Kevin J. Farhrtti

UNCANNY SIGN — Protesters from a group called People for Peace
adorned this garbage can with a sign announcing their protest of
General Dynamics recruiters interviewing students in Hampshire
House. The approximately 15 students were disruptive to most of the
visiting companies but did not curtail the interviews. Aside from
General Dynamics, other companies using the Placement Office includ-
ed Xerox and Proctor & Gamble. The students claimed to have achieved
some success by getting the office to distribute their literature along
with General Dynamics' pamphlets. I

Students lobby in D.C.
supporting Soviet Jewry
By JEFF ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - Eighteen University
of Massachusetts students met with
Massachusetts Senators Edward M.
Kennedy and Paul Tsongas on Tuesday and
Wednesday as part of a two-day lobbying
effort in Washington, D.C. which dealt with
the issue of Soviet Jewry.
The lobbying program was sponsored by

the Student Coalition for Soviet Jewry
(SCSJ) and approximately 700 college
students took part in meetings with various
legislative and government officials and
attended workshops.

"I thought it was a rewarding experience.
It was satisfying to know that something
was going to be done on behalf of the plight
of Soviet Jews, " said Tobias Thompson, a
freshman living in Northeast.
The Massachusetts delegation was

comprised of about 60 students from
various schools who met informally with
Senator Kennedy. He praised the students
for "refocusing and reaffirming on our
commitment to Soviet Jewry."
"We have made some progress in the past

and must continue to raise the issue of

primary im-Soviet Jewry to one of

portance." Kennedy said.

"The issue of human rights has been
downplayed by this (Reagan) ad-
ministration," Kennedy said, adding that
the group had his personal commitment to
continue to work on behalf of Soviet Jewry.
Tsongas congratulated the delegation of

students for their activism on behalf of
Soviet Jewry. He also discussed the issue of
human rights in general. Tsongas drew a
parallel example of how special interest
groups usually just concern themselves
with only a particular human rights case.

He mentioned how the Greek community
only concern themselves with the Cyprus
issue, the Irish only with Northern Ireland
and the Jewish community mainly with
Soviet Jewry. Tsongas went on to explain
how these special interest groups must also

concern themselves with speaking out
against human rights violations whenever a
problem arises.

Human rights must be a fundamental
policy for the United States because it

exemplifies everything this country stands
for. Tsongas said.

In addition to the meetings with

CoTdinued on page 6
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World and national news
Polish official asks for

'unrestrained democracy'
WARSAW. Poland (AP) - A top

Communist official in charge of party
discipline told Central Committee members
today not to engage in "unrestrained
democracy." the official news agency PAP
said.

Jerzy I'rbanski, chairman of the party's
Central Control Commission that disciplines
errant members, issued his warning the
day after martial law ruler Gen. Wojciech
Jaruzelski blamed U.S. and internal op
position for delaying the end of military
rule.

The 200 committee members were also

told that intellectual and political

"discussion clubs" formed within the party

before the martial law crackdown Dec. 13
must be stopped and party discipline
reinforced, PAP said.

"Democracy means rejecting blind
obedience," PAP quoted Urbanski as
saying. "Hut unrestrained democracy must
be rejected as well for it is only one move
away from anarchy which cripples the
party."

Urbanski's comments apparently
referred to democratic reforms won by the .

now suspended independent union
Solidarity in the 16 months before the
military crackdown. One reform was the
first election by secret ballot of the Central
Commitlee during a party congress in July.

Israel may act against PLO
WASHINGTON (AP) - Israels new

ambassador hinted strongly yesterday that
his nation may soon order a military strike
into Southern Lebanon if there is no
abatement of the arms buildup by Palestine
Liberation Organization forces.

Moshe Arens told reporters the danger to
Israel is "growing day by day" and "you
might almost say its a matter of time"
before his government feels compelled to
take "some action that would bring about
casualties."

Such a development would be certain to
exacerbate tensions throughout the region.
President Reagan's special Mideast
negotiator, Philip Habib, was dispatched to
the area this week in another attempt to
head off hostilities.

Arens. who just last week presented his
credentials to Reagan as Israel's am-
bassador, stopped short of predicting a pre-
emptive strike by Israel into Lebanon that
could break the existing cease fire,

although he didn't rule it out.

He made clear, however, he believes
there is a greater likelihood of a provocation
by the PLO. such as shelling into Israel,
that could ignite a retaliatory strike.

The only sure way to prevent such a
conflict, he said, would be "to find some
way to disarm the PLO.

"

Dean Fischer, the State Department
spokesman, said yesterday that
Washington hopes the parties in the region
will continue to observe the cease-fire
reached last July along the Israeli I^banon
border.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Time running out for draft sign-up
WASHINGTON — Time is running out about HH.r, percent olWASHINGTON — Time is running out

for 18 year olds who have failed to register
for I he draft.

The grace period to sign up late expires
Sunday, and youths still not registered
after that dale may face prosecution.

Selective Service officials estimate that

about HH.') percent ol eligible young men
have registered, meaning 927,504 have
violated the law as of Feb. 2;i.

However, compliance has jumped sharply
>ince early January, when President
Reagan announced that registration would
continue. SeU'ctive Service spokeswoman
loan Lamb said vesterdav.

Students urged to beat aid cut
BOSTON - At least 1.5 slate and

community colleges will accept high school
seniors lor early enrollment to prevent
students from losing federal aid which will

end if they are not in college by May 1. the
states chanc»'llor of higher education said
yesterday.

ullicials urged 7,0(X) Massachu.setts high
school seniors to immediately register in
the institutions to retain their benefits.
Most seniors, who wont be graduated from
high schwl until June, ordinarily enroll in
college in September when it would be loo
late to (jualily for the Social Security
benelils.

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 263-5441
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WASHINGTON — Interior Secretary James Watt appears before a
House Approprations Energy and Water Development subcommittee
yesterday on Capitol Hill. It is expected that later today the House
Energy and Commerce Committee will vote to cite Watt for contempt of
Congress saying that the Interior Department "has seriously impeded
Congress by refusing to provide requested information and being
generally uncooperative.*'
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^B*'^®ll'"^<*y talks on being a victim of incest
"I had a great need to confront every

member of the family.
'

'

By SARAH RUSSELL
Fivt'College Staff

Incest is a crime that has been a long hidden secret in
American society, but recently more incest victims are
conlrontmg the issue openly, said Katherine Brady, author
ol /'«/A<T,v Days, an autobiography exposing the trauma
and elftH-ts of mcest in a lecture at the University of
Massachusetts last night.
Brady was brought up in a "midwestern. middle class

whiti. family she said. From the time she was eight until
she was eighteen years old. she was frequently molested
by her father. 1 hroughout this time she could not stop her
ather s advances, and as incest victims often do. she tried
to block her memories of it later. Brady said.
At eighteen Hrady became engaged to her high school

boyinend and later married him. She was married for ten
years and then divorced before she chose to confront the
incest issue, Brady said.

"I had a great need to confront every member of the
family, she said.

When she told her mother about it, her mother was
shoc-ked, at lirsl, and then outraged at her husband. The
whole family went through various forms of therapy both
together and separately. Her mother and father separated
emotionally- for two years but not physically, and thev
remain married now, l{rady said.
She also confronted her sister, in attempt to find out if

her lather had also molested her. Her sister denied it . both
privately to Brady, and then in court at Brady 's'child
custody trial. It is common in incest cases for victims to
try to lorget it and deny all the painful memories. It is also
common h.r the perpetrator of incest to trv to molest more
than one child in the family. Brady said.

Years later. Hradys sister told her she was undergoing
therapy to deal with her own incest experiences, she said
FnthrrS Day was publrshed in 1979. and since that time

Brady traslecfu red" across the country on the issue of incest
and child abuse, founding a non profit organization for
incest victims. The Katherine Brady Foundation, Inc. and
acting as a consultant for the New York Women Against'
Rape Organization.

She has appeared on the Phil Donahue Show with her
lather, and as one of the few women to speak on this issue
publicly, she has counseled many incest victims through
her lecture tours, she said. She Ls presently writing a
referral directory for incest victims.
"We need to let the victims know it is not their fault,"

she said.

'*We need to let the victims know it is not
their fault.

"

Students to protest cuts in education on March 1By MARIA DY.N'I.A

Collegian Correspondent

A demonstration in support of National Student Day
will be held from noon to 4 p.m. Monday March 1 at the
Amherst College Cage. The event, which will be held in ac-
cordance with nationwide demonstration.s, will be pro-
testing President Reagan's cuts in education spending
Colleges all over the country will sponsor demonstra-

tions and will send student representatives to a main lobby
effort to be held on Capital Hill in Washington The

Students Advocating Financial Aid (SAFA) will send a
five-student representative body from the University of
Massachusetts to Washington. A total of 22 studentswill
be attending from the five college area and an estimated
0,000 students from around the country will join the lobby.
The agenda for the demonstration includes a number of

speeches from five college professors and students, which
will center on the sociological, tCOnomic and moral conse-
quences that Reagan's cuts will have on higher education.
Jesus Varela, a student at Amherst College <ir:d a

member of the Concerned Students Against Educational

Cuts, who coordinated the Amherst National Student Day
said, "Disrupting the continued existence of educational
instituti'.ns is a moral injustice which will set back social
philosophical and technical achievement."
Varela said these lobbying efforts are in response tt) re-

cent legislation in which Congress rescinded $1 billion of
educational funding for the 1982 budget which will effect

the 1982-83 academic year. The Department of
Education's 1982 budget is $5 billion lower than its 1981
budget.

Six of the protesters have their day in court
By KATHLEEN BRUNET
Collegian Correspondent

HOLYOKE - Six of the 45 protesters
arrested in the Feb. 1 1 occupation of Con-
gressman Silvio Conte's office, who decid-
ed to represent themselves, were arraign-
ed as scheduled yesterday in the Holyoke
District Court.

The remaining 39 defendants, including
27 University of Massachusetts students,
who have legal representation were
rescheduled for arraignment March 4.

The six who were arraigned — Henry
Berry. Garrett Schenck, Lisa Sheehy.
Elaine Walkoff, Lisa Winters and Holly
Field — entered pleas of not guilty to
charges of trespassing after notice and
disorderly conduct.

"I wanted to represent myself so I have
more of a chance to bring up the issues of
El Salvador." said Lisa Sheehy.
During the arraingment, when Lisa

Winters waS told to enter her plea, she
responded. "I enter a ple.a for an end to the
slaughter in El Salvador."
Those representing themselves have

done so in hope of using the trial as a
political forum, said Carl Koechlin, who is
scheduled for arraignment March 4.

Judge Michael Donahue only arraigned
the defendants without legal representa-
tion, said Charles J. DiMare, a lawyer
representing the 27 UMass students.
Those with legal counsel were given until

March 4 so they would have time to "fully
discuss" the case with their attorneys.
DiMare said.

As of yet, there His been no decision
made by the coalition as to what action
they feel would be best to take, DiMare
said.

Representative Conte has a long history
of "betraying his constituency" by his con-
tinued support of military and economic aid
to the El Salvadorean junta, said Mark
Lewy, a spck^^-sperson for the February 1

1

coalition.

In a speech Wednesday night. President
Reagan urged further aid to El Salvador C.n

the grounds that he doesn't want "another
Cuba."
"To most Americans, however, it is clear

our government policy towards EI
Salvador is another Vietnam," Lewy said.
"By sending money, weapons and military
advisors to the military/civilian junta the

Nuclear arms question on SGA ballet

United States is supporting a regime that
is brutally repressing its people."
"As President Reagan, Secretary of

State Haig and Representative Conte con-
tinue to act against our will and escalate
military intervention in El Salvador, so we
shall escalate our opposition," said Liesel
Tyson, a member of the coalition.

Jerry Johnson, prosecuting attorney,
said the charges against the defendants
carry a maximum penalty of a $50 fine for
disorderly conduct and 30 days in jail

and/or a $100 fine t^r ir^Spa'^sing without
notice.

When asked what he thought about the
claims of the defendants, Johnson said, "I
don't have feelings one way or the other,"
and walked away.

By SCOTT C.SACCO
Collegian Correspondent

Students at the University of Massachusetts will soon be
able to voice their opinions on the issue of nuclear arms
proliferation in a referendum question in the upcoming
Student Government Association presidential election.
The questi(m asks for a bilateral nuclear freeze

agreement between the United States and the Soviet
Union.

UMass Peace Makers, the group sponsoring the
referendum, is working to educate and mobilize students
at UMass against the escalating production, deployment
and testing of nuclear weapons.
- Neal Callender, a member of the organizational team for

Peace Makers, said his group is, "trying to promote a
better understanding of the issues surrounding nuclear
weapons."
Peace Makers will be sponsoring teach ins at all five

residential areas on campus during the first week of
March. Callender said Peace Makers was formed in
December and it joins with groups at the other schools in
the Five College area in support of a nuclear arms freeze.
He said the inspiration behind the formation of Peace

Makers was provided by the Trap Rock Peace Center in
Greenfield, which initiated the call for a nuclear freeze in
1979.

The Trap Rfx-k group mobilized and had the referendum
question added to the 1980 presidential election ballot in

Hampshire, Berkshire. Hampden and Franklin counties.
Callender said.

Callender said the group received a 60 percent positive
vote for a nuclear freeze on that ballot and that following
this positive reaction, they decided to go national.
Callender said Trap Rock is presently sponsoring groups in
40 states.

Callender also said Peace Makers will participate in an
international walk against nuclear proliferation which nill
pass through .Amherst enroute to New York City in early
April. He added that his group will sponsor a film series in

conjunction with its teach ins throughout the semester.
More information is available from Peace Makers at 545-

2661 or in room 428 of the Student Union Building.
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Motion opposing computer fees defeated
MARTI\ . .. . . _By RICHARD MARTIN

Collegian Staff
•

The I'niversity of Massachusetts I'itculty Senate, by a
vote of 42-29 defeated a I'niversity Computer Committee
motion that would have opposed a. fee for student com-
puter use.

The motion, which would have been a signal to the ad-
ministration and state Board of Trustees to limit student
fees, was opposed because the loss of $16.5.(XH» from user's
fees would leave the Computing Center with a potential
$502,4(X» deficit for fiscal year 1983.

"If we vote against it (the motion) we will have to get
the money from either the state or the Research Trust
Fund (RTF). I don't need to remind you of the difficulty
we will face obtaining more monev for the budget. If we
can reser\e the $165,000 (from "user fees) that would
release pt^ssible state money and will reserve RTF for

more creative purposes. " said Loren Baritz, vice-
chanceHor for academic affairs and provost.
The Computing Center already must pay off a loan of

$337,400, in addition to other expenses' the $16.'>.()()0

would cover.

"Over the past 10 years the use of the center by
students and faculty has increased four times, while the
number of staff has remained the same. The current rate
of demand will double every four years. All that can Iw,
done (for revenue) is l)eing done," Baritz said. "Since'
there is no way right now to tell if and how much money
w-e can get from the legislature and governor for this
historically underfunded item, it would Ih? unwise to rule
out a user's fee at this time." Baritz said.

Many senators spoke in favor of the motion.

"It wouldn't l)e fair to charge student users I)ecause
they already pay lab fees in their classes so that tho.se
departments can pay the center's rent fee for the us«' of

terminals by students in those classes," said committee
niemlMT Murray Kisenl)erg.

"When are we going to put a stop to this nickel and dim-
ing of students? Not only is tuition raised, but they have to
l)uy lMK)ks and pay lab fees, Ux). EverylxKJy should have ta
share the l)urderi so that the center can l)e open to
students." said committee meml)er Joseph Mawson.
An amended motion stated that the senate would I)e op-

|M»sed, as a matter of principal, to any user's fee for
students using the computers for required courses.

'I'fiis motion, however, failed U'cause there is no feasible
way to police the computers.

"The only way to do that (monitor the computers) would
l)e to hire extra staff," said Conrad Wogrin, director of
the ('omputing Center.

As Professor (Ilenn Brown said, a "course-required"
motion would mean that students would be able to "sell"
their computer account numk-rs that are nee<Ied to use
the computer.
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runner' shop
ANNUAL SPRING GIVEAWAY
It's springtime again and that means the
runners'shop is ready to begin its third annual
athletic shoe giveaway. On sale are shoes for runn-
ing, basketball, soccer, football, baseball, racquet-

ball, tennis, lacrosse & frisbee.

Proper ID a must
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

Regular Prices are $20. - $75.

Sale prices are $5. - $45.

ii^

Sale begins Monday March 1 and lasts until the shoes are gone.

159 N. Pleasant
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The Commuter Collective Announces

The Commuter Scholarship Award
In an .Hon to enabi* students to continue
their studies at the University ofMassachu-
setts. the Commuter Collective! Area Govern-
ment for students who live off campus! has
developed this scholarshtp award It is our
hope that two students wt>o may not other
wise be able to continue m school because of
financial reasons will reap some small benefit
from our grant

REQUIREMENTS

a Vou must be a Full time Undergraduate Student
living off campus

b Vou must be planning to return to the Univefsity of
Massachusetts- Amherst in the spring

c You must be in good academic standing with a cum no
lower than 2 5

d Vou must be a high needs student receiving inadequate
fundir>g from Finar>cial Aid

e You must be able to show a hretory of/ and involvement
with student or communrty orgenuations that are of
service to people and falls withm but not restricted
to. ttte following

Anir- Nuclear

Peece Groups
Aid for Elderly a«>d Handicapped
Womtot Ittue* 7^„p,
Anti- Racist Organizations

Third M^orld Organizations

Chitdcare Groups
Community Development

f You can r>of be a member of tt»e Commuter AssemUy
an employee of the Commuter Collective Ofhce or
Off' Campus Housmg Office

Two students will each receive S300 during
the Spring semster The awards will not in
any way effect the amount of Finar.;,,, ^^^
they are or will receive ""-^ „. .•_

'^.

"»-«"»" .^w or in the future

TheCZmmuter Collective Area Government is
commmed to an Anti- Se«isfAnti- Racist
philosophy of education
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197 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst ^
Tues Sat 10 5:30 253 9591 _^
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SAVE AN EXTRA 10%
WITH AD
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FACTORY OUTLET

SUBMISSION PROCEDURE

Send us your Name Address,

rtumber. artd year of graduation

Phone

b Ser>d us a note giving your permission to us
to see your academic record and your
Firurtcial Aid forms

c Send us three (3) names addresses er>d

phone numbers of people you have
worked wrth in student/ community organ-

izations

d Send us a one page double spaced typed
statement on Hii rr;jfi.'ir»lii;' h\1uwt\ mi,

'

• '• "lU 1 'WIllMMIfV iffi rfll.f f/i,

SUBMISSION DEADLINE IS

FEBRUARY 26 1982

404 Student union
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Our success story
can be your
success storye

You've worked hard for your food service degr«e
and you re loolanK for a career position ^t

You U fmd A at Pu^za Hut. Inc., a division of PepsiCo.
Well be interviewing on Cmipus

Miiich 18
See the Plaoement Office for moi« information.An fcguai Opportunity gmployr M/F
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BOG won't allow

PIRG to petition
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

iJit^^^^^"'^^^
Center/Student Union Board of Governors

(BUG) last night voted to deny the Massachusetts Public
Interest Research Group (MassPIRG) an exemption from
policy rules which would have allowed MassPIRG
members to walk the Campus Center concourse seeking
student signatures on a petition supporting the organiza-
tion.

Daniel Malarkey. who represented MassPIRG at the
weekly BOG meeting, informed members of the "severe
attack" MassPIRG has suffered from "some very power-
ful state figures." and of the exceptional need the ten-
year-old organization now has for student support.

Ju'^^L ?^^" '^' "^ ^^"'•se. because we won the bottle
bill, Malarkey said of the major issue MassPIRG led into
victory against the opposition, and to "the obvious embar-
rassment," of Massachusetts House Speaker Thomas
McGee and Governor Edward J. King.

v^^^^S^'T^^ unanimously to endorse the $2 waivable
MassFlKG fee which appears each semester on University
of Ma,ssachusetts tuition bills, but "to avoid setting a
precedent voted unanimously to accept the Space Com-
mittee recommendation denying the concourse exemo-
tion. ^

Following the meeting. Campus Center Director

.Collegian 5

William Harris said he received a letter from IJMass Presi-
dent David Knapp concerning the complaint to a meml)er
of the Massachusetts State Legislature by the father of
two student vendors in the Campus Center.
Space Committee Chairman Scott Freedman said Frank

Gamer allegedly harassed a t:ampus Center concourse in-
formation desk employee after the B(K; classified his
daughters' flower business as not selling "crafted t')ods

"

thereby denying them the accompanying reduced ta'ble

Harris said he is in the process of responding to theKnapp letter.

Chairman Scott Cashman distributed to meml)ers a list
of candidates for election to next year's BOG whose
names will appear on the ballot March 8 and !). Seventeen
students including incumbents Kim Cohane Jav
hnglander. and Susan Repeta, are vying for ten at-large
pt)sitions. Also with them on the ballot will Ix- Jon
Winegrad. Michael Foley. Lisa Lizotte. Steven Berg Bar-
bara Jean Curtis. Allison Hughes. Joanna Matarazzo
Carlos Iturregui Jr.. Jane Fitts. Craig Colbath. Ann
McGlynn. Todd Zigelbaum. (Jreg White, and Michael
Buchsbaum.
The five candidates for the two Southwest Residential

Area seats are Laura Gamer. Susan Gamer. David McCar-
thy. Ross MacKay. and Kevin Rubin. The only other
residential area contest is for the seat from Central k-t-
ween incumbent Michael Reilly and Christoi)her W
Husgen. Maria Carzis of Northwest is unopp<».sed as isAdam Peck from Orchard Hill, and incumbent Karen
Doktor of the Greek System. Also unoppo.sed is James
Keller and Michael Love, who are each seeking election to
one of three seats available to commuters. No candidate
was nominated for the Sylvan seat.

Only one returns nomination papers
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

The Commuter Collective may be postponing the elec-
tions for its 1

1 member board for a week because only one
nomination has been received.
The elections, which were scheduled for next Tuesday

are pn)bably going to l>e held on March 9. the same day As
the Student Government Association (SGA) presidential
elections, said Jose Tolson. program director for the Com-
muter Collective.

Tolson .said he is going to speak with someone in the
Commuter Affairs Office of the Undergraduate Student
Senate al)out the legality of postponing the elections and
said he would prefer they were delayed.

"I would rather postpone it a week," he .said.

Although many people t<M)k out nomination papers only
Chip Nealy of 860 Leverett Road, a senior, returned them
"A lot of f)eople took out pa[)ers but didn't return

them." ToLson .said.

If the elections aren't postponed, Tolson .said they will
be held on a write in basis.

Knapp appoints four staff members
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts President David C. Knapp
recently announced the appointments of four new mem-
bers to his staff, including former UMass-Amherst
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, who will serve as ad-
visor for Corporate Relations.

Other apointees were Glen Stine. vice president for
management and fiscal affairs; Samuel Solomon, executive
assistant, and Martin Smith, vice president for information
management and director of administrative data
processing.

Bromery served as chancellor at UMass-Amherst from
1971 to 1979. Prior to that, he served as vice chancellor for
student affairs and chairman of the department of geology
and geography.

He also served for 19 years as a member of the United
States Geological survey.

Stine has served as vice president for Management at
UMass-Boston and consultant to the state Board of Higher
Education and Board of Regional Community Colleges.

Stine also assisted in developing a master plan reviewing
higher education in the late 1970's for the Ohio Board of
Regents.

Soloman worked with the department of Health.
Education and Welfare in Washington, D.C. He has been a
consultant to the secretary of HEW. the under secretary
and has conducted investigations into the enforcements of
federal civil rights laws.

Smith has been a member of the University staff since
1970. serving as administrator of the Data Processing
Center. He has developed and managed a multi campus
computer information system.
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SWAG designs rep.

orientation plan
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Correspondent

Flans for an orientation program to aid area
representatives in gaining a thorough understanding of the

fc^uA)^"*^
processes of the Southwest Area Government

(hWAG) were announced at last night's assembly meeting
The program will be held next Thursday evening after a

brief government meeting. Communications Coordinator
Beth Cooney. has designed the program in a format that
will provide an opportunity for assembly members to
actively participate in the decision making process.
The body will be broken up into four mock committees

that will imitate the three standing committees that arenow in operation. Representatives will sit on one of four
committees addressing: social and cultural events, budget
assessment, long term issues, and short term issues
Each group wUI be led by a facilitator from the executive

statf who will appoint a leader that will act as the com
mitlee chairperson. The committees will focus on
hypothetical problems.

Tentatively, the social and cultural committee will plan a
certain aspect of Southwest Days, the budget committee
will review the budget process and suggest revisions in the
current SWAG budget, the short term issues group will
deal with a problem that has to be reacted to quickly (such
as last semesters party ban) and lighting and security
problems will be examined by the long term issues com-
mittee.

Cooney will act as a floater briefly discussing com-
munications issues like advertising with each group
Groups will be allotted one half hour to consider their
respective concerns.

The assembly wiU then reconvene as a body with
committee chairs presenting a summation of what each
group concludes that will be printed and distributed at the
next meeting.

Last night, chairpersons for standing committees were
elected. Jenny Schofield will chair the social and cultural
committee. Steve Oster will head the finance committee,
and the issues committee will be run by Lori Weiss.
The assembly unanimously passed a bill allocating $621

for an evening of entertainment with two Southwest based
bands. Maiden Voyage and The Museum Direktors. The
event will take place from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. on March 12 in
the Hampden Student Center. Admission is $1 and tickets
are available from dorm representatives and will be sold at
the door.

In other business: SWAG endorsed MassPIRG with 26 in
favor, two opposed, and one abstention.

UMASS SKI CLUD '
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"Thank you. You have turned Gimpe/ Into

a masterful dance play" - I.B. Singer
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Council, and the Year Toward Civility. Tickets at door.
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Ex-moonies on cult panel
By LAURIE FISHKR
Collegian Correspondent

The Commuter Collective will sponsor a
cult awareness pro|rram at 7 p.m. on March
2 in the Student Union Ballroom at the
University of Massachusetts.

The program will include a film. "The
Dark at the End of the Rainbow." and a
panel discussion about cult recruiting, con-

verting and practices. The panel is made up
of three former members of the Unification
Church, or "Moonies," Douglas Lenz, a
graduate student in chemical engineering
at UMass. Karen Hughes, an English
teacher in Boston, and Steven Botkin. a
graduate student in the school of education
at UMass.

The hour-long film will be shown twice,

at 7 p.m. and at 9:30 p.m.

A Kodak slide projector left in an

unlocked room in the School of Business

Administration was reported stolen to

police at 11:1H a.m. Wednesday, police said.

The projector, valued at $105. was stolen

between 8:30 and 8:50 p.m. Tuesday, police

said.

In an unrelated incident, at 3:41 a.m.

yesterday, police arrested Richard T.

Boduch, 27. of 31 Shumway Street, for

driving under the influence after he was

observed driving at between 70 and 80
m.p.h. on Main Street near Triangle Street
police said. It was not known if Boduch wa.
a st udent . police said.

In another incident, a student ofMacKimmie Dormitory in Southwest
n-p<«ted at 3:15 p.m. yesterday that $42 in
cash had been stolen from her room after
the door had been left open, police saiH
Police have a description and a suspect bui"
no known address, they said.

Southwest dorms hit by theft

* Soviet Jewry

By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Police last

night report^ three larcenies over $100, an
arrest for driving under the intluence and a
larceny under $100.

A twelve speed Molobecane bicycle
valued at $350 was reported stolen to police
at 2:02 p.m. yesterday when a resident of
James House in the Southwest Residential

Area diseovered it missing after last

weekend. The theft reportedly (x-curred

between Friday and Sunday, and there are
no suspects, police said.

At approximately 1:27 p.m. yesterday a
Sanyo AM/FM car stereo cassette player,
valued at $250. was reporred stolen from
Washington Dormitory in Southwest,
police said. The player was reportedly
stok'n b«-t ween last Thursday and Tuesday,
police said.

Continued from page 1

government officials and legLslators. a

silent vigil was held across the street from

the Soviet Embassy. About 100 students

sang, leaflcted, and at one point made an

appeal to the Embassy staff to be let inside

to speak with Soviet diplomats.

Joe Safronovich. a freshman who
emigrated from the Soviet Union three

years ago, said he felt that economic
pressure must be put on ihe Soviet Union in

order to gain the freedom of Soviet Jews.
The only thing that will affect Soviet

emigration policy are American economic
sanctions against the Soviet Union
America has got technology and the Soviets
have got Jews and we've got to bargain

"

said Safronovich.

Throughout the two days the group was
addressed by officials from the Commerce
Department, the State Department and the
National Security Council.

Paul Meade, a staff member from the
Union of Councils for Soviet Jewry, said the
group must also work to "reawaken th(>
Jewish consciousness and identity of Soviet
Jews and not just focus solely on emigration
problems."

Friday Afternoon

HAPPY
HOUR

Come sing^ along with

Steve Spellman
Drink Special Penny Afternoon

3 for 2
* Hot hors d'oevres will be served

You've seen our programs —
Abbie Hoffman
Alger Hiss G.Gordon Liddy

George McGovern

Now get involved!

D.V.P.

Introductory Meeting
Monday, March 1, 1982
7:00 p.m. Rm. 905 C.C.

Refreshments will be provided.

SPECIAL
ATTRACTION
ONE NIGHT ONLY 1?cd<e^^

,^^j^ Rhode Island's

top rock band

^^^^4^^^^^

Hampshire Moll
Western Round-Up

Wed, Feb. 24 - Sot. Feb. 27th

Super Savings! Sidewalk Sale!

Live Music! Special Events!

ThufS: Bluegrass/Country music featuring

"Raintree"

6-9 PM: Sweet Sap Tappers Square Dancers
6:30-9:00: Mechanical Bucking Bull

Friday: Country Western band featuring

"Blue Country"
4-5; 6-6: Dominique's Miss Piggy

6:00-9:00: Mechanical Bucking Bull

6:00: Best of the West Hat Contest

1st prize $50.00

Soturdoy: Mechanical Bull all day
2-5: Bluegrass Music; Dominique's Miss Piggy

6-9: Hilltown Fiddler's Hoedown

All the Chili you con eat
with a Si 0.00 receipt.

The Deer is on us.

0» photographed
on th* bull ond In

Th» D*st of th*
W^$t Hot Contest.

>

1

Hampshire Moll is going country! Kick up your

J;;;;
^t off you, j^o^,^ ,h,^^ ^p ^^^^ ^^^^^

EDITORIAL/OPINION
A tragic legacy

for future poor
September im - Unemployment today reached a nost-
depression high of ir, percent. The uunnploymer,t rate
among college age people i» double that figure with
enrollments at colleges reaching a nnv twenty year low.

This occurence of depressin^r scenario may hinire on

John F. Hudson

t.m.'mmm
>|a?«i!'«.ay"'°»^Ai^" ifm

Letters
More than just annoying noise
To the Editor:

There were a number of errors in Monday's article on
hound Levels at the J. Geils concert, which I would like to
correct.

First, contrary to what your article stated, the noise
levels lound at the Geils concert would not have closed
down a factory. It is a popular misconception that the
hedtTal Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(UbHA) closes down industries. This is simply not true.
Regarding the concert, the reason "they were able to get

away with these levels" is not because the levels were
found m a large concert hall (which is immaterial) but
because bands and general audiences do not fall underOSHA guidehnes. However, the University does have an
obligation, and in fact a campus wide policy, to protect
everyone on campus from adverse health~and safety ef-
lects. It was for this reason that the Union Program
Council and the Fine Arts Center enlisted Environmental
Health and Safety (EHS) assistance to measure and
evaluate sound levels found at all performances given this
semester at the FAC. The UPC and FAC requested that
LIIS conduct a study of volume levels at these concerts to
ascertain what these levels actually are. When all of the
data has been collected, it will be examined to see if action .

is needed and what the appropriate procedure should be.
Also, when I stated that prolonged exposure to noise

levels above the federal standard could result in hearing
impairment. I was talking years — not the one week of
loud music that your article implied.
And one more thing, the sensation of ringing in the ears

and temporarily impaired hearing is called a temporary
threshold shift — not a "temperature threshold shift."

Anita Scroll
Environmental Health &. Safety - UMass

SYL incident reviewed
To the Editor:

1 was utterly amazed at the irony of the situation. TheSU. member totally disregarded the rights of Mr
Stanback and the people who came to hear him in order to
denounce "fascists" for disregarding people's rights. Such
a presentation made evident the hypocrisy of the SYL (if
he IS representative) and the deluded nature of this man
and his companion. Eileen Kelly. I hope that they may seeand admit their error, and might put their energies to amore productive and peaceful use.

Stephen Geiger

Northeast

Apology for being an excuse
To the Editor:

The Radical Student Union would like to apologize to the
ColU'gians readers for being the excuse for Spartacus
Youth Leagues most recent assault on the sensibilities of
normal people (Feb. 24).

More importantly, however, than the SYLs insane
rantmgs. we feel, is the fact that ihe CoUegians Executive
Editor would give space to the incoherent babblings of the
SYL. while ignoring the other important and serious
events, like Black History Month.

Out of respect for the truth. I am compelled to reply to
Eileen Kelly, of the Sparticus Youth Leagure (SYL).
concerning her letter of February 24. She says that it was
"erroneously neported that an SYL member 'disrupted the
session (the session being the question period following a
speech by Anti Klan member. Mr. Stanback) by taking the
microphone and physically preventing anyone to question
Stanback." She also says that "no less than seven members
of the Radical Student Union circled the SYL spokesman
and attempted to drag him off the podium while Stanback
himself argued to let the SYL speak."
When Mr. Stanback finished his speech, he was willing

to answer questions from the audience. An SYL member
then stood up and began his own speech. As the audience
could not hear him well enough, he got on stage and used
the podium. He had no question to ask. but began his own
speech as if the event was an SYL rally. Members of the
audience, including myself, shouted to this person to either
pose a question or sit down. He refused and continued. I

and other members of the audience were disturbed at this

persons flagrant disrespect for Mr. Stanback. the people
wishing to hear him, and the most basic decent social

behavior that is necessary for any society to function, if it

is to arise from anarchy. Of the people who attempted to

convince this man of his wrongdoing, I and one other, at

least, of Eileen's supposed seven are not members of the

RSU. We tried to peacefully escort the man off the stage,

and he then reacted violently. The man finally left after it

was evident that no one cared to listen to his spiel, and

after Mr. Stanback asked him kindly to stop. While the

SYL spokesman carried on, a friend of his in the audience

was yelling that we, who were attempting to persuade him

to cease, were violating his democratic rights!

Joe Gannon
Radical Student Union

Editor's note: The Collegian editorial department has
not received any columns or letters concerning Black
History Month.

Recruiters just doing their job
To the Editor:

Wake up! The Soviet Union now holds a dangerous
military imbalance in the battle of the superpowers. The
Soviet Union is now building a submarine one and a half
times larger than the Trident "killing machine." and with
the capability of striking the United States from their
«lack Sea ports. These submarines wouldn't be killing just
capitalists but also American women, children and
grandparents.

On February 2.5 you will probably, again, hassle the
people from Electric Boat while they are recruiting: grow
up! \ou are living in a dream world, where you think we
can all hold hands and sing "Let's give peace a chance.

"

The American I.C.B.M.s and bombers are reaching the
point of obsolescence and our only viable weapon system
left is the submarine. If you think that by hara.ssing a
group of people who are just doing their job (i e
recruiting) you will accomplish anything major, you are
wrong. Since when do you or anyone have the right to try
to persuade anyone from working in a job in which there is
job security and good money? The next step on your
agenda will probably be to stop engineers from working for
Go(Hlyear because- they produce tires for the IM, and close
down (Jeneral Electric because they make the engines for
the B-1.

Everyone has the right to work for whoever they wish
may it be the Peace Corp or a multinational corporation'
but you make it seem that Electric Boat engineers are
"murderers." You are very wrong.

^

In closing I would just like to say that if vou rallv on
February 25 and you harass these men doing their job,Vou
will just be making an ass of yourself and UMass in
general.

Michael Brady
and two others

Amherst

whether President Reagan achieves the cut.s in financial
aid which he so emphatically seeks. Hv far the most ccm-
lusing part of this potentially harmful F)roposal is the
paradox of Reagan's wish for a strong economy without
ade(juate numbers of college-educated workers. If
Reagan's idea of supply-side economics involves the crea-
tion of new jobs, his policy on higher education would
seem to l)e in direct conflict with it. Before examining the
specifics behind this a-ssertion, a quick summary of the ad-

I

ministration's propo.sals for fiscal year PJH.*^ involving
financial aid is necessary. The four listed below, though
not a complete list of all federal financial aid f)rograms,
clearly demonstrates the severity of the cuts:
• Supplemental Educatit)nal Opportunity (irant - these
grants were established in 1%,5 to assist' needy students
Mr. Reagan seeks to eventually cut all funding for this
program. 61.5,000 students will be affected.

• National Direct Student Loans - established in 19.58 to
provide low-interest loans for needy students. Federal
contributions would end thus affecting 288,000 students.
• Basic Educational Opportunity Grants - established in
1972 to assist lower and middle class students. Mr
Reagan seeks to cut this by nine-hundred million dollars
thereby cutting off 1,000.000 students.

• Guaranteed Student Loan program - established in
196,5 to provide and back loans to needy students. It was
later expanded to help virtually anyone seeking
a.ssistance. Among other things Reagan seeks to rai.se in-
terest rates on the loans to the current market rate, now
averaging 15 percent and higher.
As an undergraduate student receiving financial aid I

find this list both scary and infuriating. If Mr. Reagan
sincerely wants to improve the economy, why does he seek
to throw students ott of their colleges and into the
streets'/ A first-seme.-iter economics major could easily see
the potentially dam.^iging trends which could arise from
these proposals. Theoretically thou.sands of students will
stream into the already depres.sed job-market, thus swell-
ing the already enormous unemployment and welfare
rolls. Employers could al.so liegin to' hire these younger
people for a lower wage thereby causing someone older,
who would have .sought a higher wage, to l)e priced out of
the job market. Finally the states, which are already hur-
ting lx>cause of huge federal budget cuts, would Ik? forced
to spend even more money on unemployment insurance
and basic social services. Is this President Reagan's idea
of a "strong economy'/" If so, this idea would seem to
emanate from the "cut off your arm to save your fingers"
school of economic thought.
Another potentially problematic area is that of the

quickly changing job market of the 1980's. This country's
traditional emphasis upon the blue-collar worker is quickly
coming to an end. With such industries as electronics and
information processing booming, the demand for white-
collar workers, (which logically are a product of higher
education) will increase dramatically. With education
becoming more difficult to afford will this country be able
to accomodate this demand? Under Reagan's plan the
answer is an emphatic "no."
The prosf)erity and stability of this country, esf)ecially in

the latter part of the twentieth century, is "a direct result
of our committment to quality and accessibility in higher
education. If Mr. Reagan is successful in his efforts to but-
cher the federal programs of financial aid. education on
the collegiate level is bound to become merely an option
for the rich and an unattainable dream for the poor. Since
those with education are those with fK)wer, an elitist,

highly-educated ruling class would easily emerge in the
coming years.

The possibility of blindly stumbling backwards in our
history rather than moving progre.ssively forward would
l)e a tragic legacy for future generations to inherit.

John F. Hudson is a Collegian columnist.

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor must include the

writer's name, address and telephone
number for verification. Because of the large
volume of mail received, unpublished letters
cannot be acknowledged or returned. Sub-
missions are subject to editing for clarity and
grammar. Letters longer than 30 lines may
be condensed due to space limitations.
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Gimpel the Fool being presented
"Gimpel the Fool," a play based on the

work of Nobel prize winner and story teller
Isaac Bashevis Singer, will be presented at
8 p.m. tomorrow in Herter 227, at the
University of Massachusetts.

In the play, Steven Reisner plays Gimpel,
a Yiddish baker constantly being deceived
by his wife, rabbi, the rabbi's daughter, the
townspeople, the goat and the demon of
evil. Susan Jurick plays "everyone else" in

I hf production.

Tickets for the show are $2 for the public
and $1 lor students. The play is being
presented as part of this month's Jewish
Arts Festival by Five College Hillel and is
CO sponsored by the UMass Arts Council
and the \ ear Toward Civility.

- PAM MADNICK

High speed chase results in arrest
Amherst police arrested a Hadley man

early yesterday after a reported chase
down College Street to Rolling Green.
Thomas R. Tudryn, 28, of 394 River Drive,
Hadley, 'was picked up on police radar on
College Street at 1:12 a.m. When police
began pursuit of Tudryn he increased his
speed, Amherst police said. Police caught
Tudryn in Rolling Green and arrested him

lor speedmg and operatmg unuei u.f »n
fluence of alcohol.

In an unrelated incident, police arrested
University of Massachusetts student Allan
Nana Otu Mensah, 28, of 531 Main Street,
lor operating under the influence of alcohol
at IM a.m. yesterday. Mensah was
stopped on Main Street.

- SUSAN RING

Guest lecturer talks on civility
Dr. Ralph G. H. Siu. author of numerous

articles on corporate strategy, research and
development will speak on "Civility as Pith
and Mask" at 7:30 p.m.. March 1 in room
101 of the Campus Center. Professor Ted
Slovan said Siu will talk about what the
word of civility is a mask for. Siu holds a
doctorate in bio organic chemistry from the
California Institute of Technology. His
books on biochemical, managerial and

philosophical topics include: "The Man of
Many Qualities," "The Craft of Power,"
"Transcending the Power Game." and most
recently "The Master Manager."
The event is sponsored by the UMass

Counseling and Career Development
Service in conjunction with the Year
Toward Civility.

GARY STARTA

Middle East to be topic at Amherst
Problems of the Middle East will be ex

piored in a symposium beginning this even-
ing at Amherst College.

"Perspectives on the Middle East" is

sponsored by the Student Allocation Com-
mittee and the departments of history and
political science. It will begin at 7:30 p.m.
tonight with Fouad Ajami, director of mid-
dle east studies at the School of Advanced
International Studies at John Hopkins
University, who will lecture on "Consensus
and Conflict in the Arab World," and will
be followed by Bernard Avishai, professor
of writing and political thought at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
who will discuss "Israeli Attitudes Toward
Peace".

I
Raymond Baker, professor of political

science at Williams College, will speak at
10 a.m. on Saturday about "After Sadat:
Egypt and the Peace Process". Eqbai
Ahmad, visiting professor of political
science at Hampshire College, will follow
with. "The Middle East Conflict and the
Great Powers: the U.S., Soviet Union and
Europe."
At 2 p.m. there will be a panel discussion

by the four professors on "Peace in the
Middle East."

All events take place in the Converse
Assembly Room with free admission to the
public.

-CINDY FAUSCH

HITCHCOCK
The finest film of all from the

Master of Suspense:
Gary Grant, Ingrid Bergman

in

Alfred Hitchcock's

NOTORIOUS
Sat. Feb. 27

CCA 7,9,11 $1.
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^ag, anTypJNq & WoRd PRocESSiNq
Fast, accurate, low cost typing and word processing of

theses, term papers, manuscripts, etc.

Job Hunting? TYPE-RITE*s rates for word processing of

resumes and letters are among the lowest in the area.

Same or next day service available In many cases.

TYPE-RITE
321 R Main St., Amherst

(corner of Main & Dickinson Streets)

253-5111

Collegian 9

T^eet TUce Pea^
WEEKEND SPECIALS
FOR THE LADIES

PINK LADIES 95c

WEEKEND SPECIALS
FOR THE GENTLEMAN

MICHELOB bottlies $1.10

Proper Dress Required

• No T'Shirts or Jerseys

• No Dungarees

POSITIVE I.D. REQUIRED

AT THE (sosmmwh
UNIVERSMT DB. to KlfJB. 9

8B6-8606

az as as zz az

r^fym
WINES&
LIQUORS

Kegs Available Always

Many Other

In Store Specials

SPECIALS
Bell's Scotch $9.99/qt

Skol Vodka $8.39/1.75 litres

Bacardi Rum ; $5.79/750 ml

Miller 12 oz. bottles $8.99/case

Molson 12 oz. bottles. . . $2.99/6 pk

Becks 12 oz. bottles $3.99/6 pk

Carlo Rossi Wine. $5.99/4 litre bt

338 College St., Amherst
Route 9 East

not reaponsible for typographical error*
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Coming Attractions
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Year On Golden Pond
By ANDREA MILLSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

(Jn Golden Pond, starring Henry Fonda, Katharine
Hepburn, and Jane Fonda is now playing at Hampshire
Mali

(L-R) Katharine Hepburn. Henrv Fonda. Jane
Fonda represent a family full of emotion and con-
flict in On Golden Pond.

Three of the most widely acclaimed figures in the motion
picture industry. Katharine Hepburn. Henry Fonda, and
Jane Fonda star together for the first time in the screen
version of P>nest Thompson's family drama On Golden
Pond.

This poignant film takes an in-depth look at the conflicts,
emotions and fears during the end of our lives — the
•golden years." It is the story of a retired professor
Norman Thayer, and his wife. Ethel, still passionately in
love after 48 years of marriage, and their divorced
daughter, Chelsea, who spends part of the summer
reconciling her bitter feelings toward her father. It
becomes a summer of personal and familial conflict bet
ween the three generations set on the scenic location of
Thayer's summer home on the shore of a New England
lake.

Throughout the movie. Norman's enemy is the passage
of time. He jokes about his mortality, covering his fears of
dying. His biting sense of humor and pessimism are
brilliantly counteracted by his wife's witty personality.
Through their devotion and undying love for one another,
they find the strength to accord their conflicts and enjoy
the simple pleasures in their lives.

I)ire<tor Mark Rydell has done a superb job of in-
corporating humor, compassion, anger and joy in this
sensitive film. There is nothing artificial in this movie. The
situations and emotions are real and can be appreciated by
the audience. Rydell sees the movie as a "film dealing with
fundamental issues that are timeless. This story deals with
elemental issues about family relationships, about aging
about love, about parents, and the abrasive nature of their
relationships with their children. It deals with the central
important issues of all relationships."

Rydell has also casted the perfect leads. Hepburn and
V onda. never having worked together before, beautifully
compliment each other. They are successful at breaking
the stereotypical roles of the elderly. Jane P^onda. one of
Americas most celebrated actresses, has long awaited an
opportunity to appear and professionally work with her
father. Gn Golden Pond was the perfect vehicle, adding
additional realism to the plot. "Fonda believes that
working with both her father and Katharine Hepburn is
undoubtedly the highlight of her career."

Make way for a new age of film stars. An age where
nouveau performers will not only hail from theater or late-

night television but also, and with greater impact, from
the field of modern music.

The surprise is that it has taken so long. Modern music
(encompassing rook. punk, funk, experimental, neo-
African, .self-styled new wave, etc.) is so popular, its per-
formers so well known, that the surprise comes as no sur-
prise after all. For these are the convention breakers of
our generation, the talent we've grown up with.
At the forefront of this movement are David Bowie and

Mick .lagger. two trendsetters. Both were featured actors
years ago, their films were simply ahead of their time;
Jagger in Perjhmianre, Bowie in The Man Who Fell To
Earth and Jnst A Gigolo. While Jagger may have to prove
his acting abilities, Bowie certainly does not (as his well-
received portrayal of The Elephant Man has shown).
Jagger has always l)een an ambitious lad. Reports say

the phenomenal success of last year's Stones tour was due
primarily to Mick's shrewd planning and media handling.
He has recently bought the film rights to Core Vidal's
futuristic novel Kniki and plans to star in the title role.
The possibility of Mick having a further hand on the pro-
duction end is good.
Bowie, for the time being anyway, is remaining a mu.si-

cian. actor and painter. Besides completing the sound-
track for The Cat People (along with producer Giorgio
Moroder) Bowie is .set to star opposite Catherine Deneuve
in The Hunger, a "female vampire" movie based on
Whitley (Th*' Wolfen) Strieber's novel.
But Jagger and Bowie are not alone — two dyed blondes

are right Ix'hind.

Debbie Harry and Sting (of the Police) are certainly two
of the most dynamic personalities to emerge from the (for
lack of a l)etter term) new wave insurgence of six years
ago. Debbie is starring in David (Scanners) Cronenberg's
latest psycho-horror Videodrome, a film concerned with
the gory effects of television on the nervous system. Deb-
bie's first film Union City, met with mixed reviews and
limited distribution. Videodrome will get the full hype
treatment.

Sting, who in Qvndrophenia proved to l)e as magnetic
on screen as he is on record, has just completed shooting
Brimstone and Treacle. The film, made by the author of
the BBC-TV fjroduction of Pennies From Hearen. stiirs

Sting as a young drifter in present day London. The Police
will provide a .soundtrack and the advance stills of the film
look good.

Musicians as actors. Not a new concept but one in need
of a bit more motion if it is to become a true movement.
Now if only people like Ray Daviesand David Byrne would
get into the act.
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10 Academy Award Nominations
Fri Sat (5:15 @ $1 75) 7 45 9: 55

Sat Matinee at 2:15
Sun 1:00 (3:30 @ $1.75) 6:00 8:

»

MorvThur (6:00 @ $1 75) 8:30

584-7550 HAMPSHIRE MA t

Dudley Moore

Arthur
4 Academy Award Nominations
Fri Sat (5 30 @ SI 75) 7:45 9 56

Sat Matinee at 2:30
Sun 1:00 (3:30 @ $1 75)6 00 8 30
Mon Thur (6 00 @> $1 75) 8 30

t^

Starring

MORGAN FAIRCHILD
Fn & Sat (5:30 @ $1 75) 8:00 10:15

Sat Matinee at 2:30
Mon Thur (6 15 @ $1 75) 8 45

Sun 1:1S<3:46 « I1.75)6:1&^:4e

12 Academy Award
Nomination

WARREN
BEATTY

Fn 6 Sat (4:45 @ $1 90) 8" 30
Sun (3:45 @ $1.75) 7:30

Mon Thur at 7:30 only

(He found o line

within himself.

BORDER
ii

I584-9153M0UNTAIN FARMS M

I

GOOD TIMES...
' BAD TIAAES...

'^

a 'Academy Award
Nominations

[is

Fri & Sat (5:00 @ $1 75)7 30 9 55
Sat Matinee at 2:15

Sun 1:15 (3 45 @ SI 75)6:15-8:30
Mon Thur 16:00 @ $1 75) 8:45

t-ri Sat (4:30 @ $1 75)7 30 10 15
Sat Matinee at 2:15

Sun 1:45 (4 45 @ SI 75) 7 45
Mon Thur (5:30 @ $1 75) 8 30

You've never been scared
'til you've been scared in

msm
ALBERT
FINNEY

DIANE
KEATON

TIlECMaSJC
3-0 NOMORnow or ML wn.
Fn & Sat (5:15 @ $1 75)7:45 9.56

Sat Matine at 2:30
Sun 1:30 (4:00 (g) $1.75)6:30 8:45

_ Mon Thur (6:15 ® $175) 8 45

SHODT THE
MODN

IS

Fri b Sat (4 45 @ $1 75) 7:15-9:55
Sat Matinee at 2:00

Sun 1:00 (3:30 @ $1 75)6:00 8 30
Mon Thur (5 45 @ $1.75) 8 30

MmmmijMlbviK MAPniti
EVERY FRIDAYJ..SATURDAY 1 2: 15 AM ALL SEATS

^pr^Q liOUIlT*lll FARMS <•fOTIti<nnnC HAMPSHIRE It
I
5a4-7550

50c off our regular S3.

irari admission to everyone in

1 1" Rocky Horror costume!
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FAME Mraa
bHeauv metal

Caddy^iacki-' n«cu»c*^ lEg 3-DliOIUIOitWOVIEOrAUTIFtt.

Top of the (ampus
Hpstauraixt aqd I()ungc

'*</•. mis offer expires April 1, 1982

MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

"TIteBestauKeseFiMul"

Every Sunday 11:30-3:00

SUNDAY BRUNCH
A special selection of your favorite

Chinese foods

All for 4.95 per serving

Sun.-Thura. 11:30 a.m.-IOiOO p.m.

Fri. « Sat. 11:30 .m.-11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd.. at Route 9, Amherst
256-0251 256-0252

Every Friday Night
at the Top of the Campus Restaurant

Dinner for Two - 812.95

pick any two entrees, includes
salad bar and non-alcoholic beverage

Come and enjoy our new menu
and spectacular view!

- 10% discount with valid UMASS 1. 1)- Validated parking in the Campus Center Garage- Call 549-6000 ext. 639 for further information
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Friday, February 26. 1982

WINE ^^^iSy'Vt
KEGS

LIQUORS

St. Pauli 13.95

Moosehead 1 1 .95

Molson Golden 10.35

Rolling Rock 12 pk cans 3.95

Pabst 12 02 N/R's 7.20

Almaden 4 litre 6.99
Gallo 1.5 litre 3.99
Folonari soave 1.5 litre 3.99
Yosemite 4 ntre 4.99
Los Hermanos 4 ntre 6.99
Bisceglla 4 ntre 5.99
Parma 3 ntre 4.29

Skol Vodka 175 8.20
Gordon Vodka 1 75 9.49
Smirnoff Vodka 175 10.99
Canadian Mist 1 75 1 1 .99
Roberto Rum 1.75 9.29
Canadian Rare 1.75 9.95
Skol Gin 1.75 8.20
Calvert Gin 1.75 9 29

253-5595 1 a.m. til 1

1

p.m
not responsible for typographical errors

Friday, February 26, 1982
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Tnide Jaffe
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By M. Joyce

X

ACROSS
1 Sports mentor
6 Not

11 Trie Tenth Muse
12 Skier's lodge
14 Put to sea
15 Talks about con-

tinuously
17 Billboard Items
18 Farm implement
20 Building lot

21 Cloth made from
mulberry bark

23 Adversaries
25 Hydraulic pump
26 In the least

28 Scot's negative
29 White poplar
31 Recent arrival

33 Spanish saint

34 Is beholden to

35 Lay by
36 Begs
39 Naples neighbor
43 Auberge
44 The best part

45 Species of cassia
46 Gallic friend

47 Wrangler s rope
50 Himalayan wild

goat
51 Decorative ribbon

53 Small fractions
55 Result of wet

weather
56 In a series: Fr,

58 Warm coats of a
sort

60 Skin tone
61 Not more than
62 British chariot
63 Couples

16 Where Here
slew the noi

19 Cherished
22 Noor
24 Skin tjiomis;

27 Bay Stale p<

30 Honorary m
commissior

POSJ

DOWN
Unwitting tool

Saturn's wife

Give on the
back
Hail to the

own
Intrigue

Busiest airport

8 Taproom
9 Region of the

Jungfrau
10 A Selinko novel
11 Dignified

13 Adds up to

14 Archfiend

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

32 Fron

Siv

33 State o' Aus
Ab.

35 Arfj\ <r\

amuu':'.

36 Huntinr: part

37 New Tesiam
t)oo

38 InaiHii •

39 Use <•

40 Discuj.ied

THE UMASS ZONE
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41 Sai.

42 Itai ..

44 Mtv..
relii'.

48 Arcn

pie

49 Gre'f

52 Edr.v bi rma
54 No! : ii Pre

57 Coin-: coi

tlOr

59 On;,- of

'soi

anc

ul a
sec

'ura
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by Mark Rollins

I B£T MOST Of you

COMMi/THf^ £till

mVE OR TAKE THB
Bus.

DC MENU
BASICS LUNCH
Farmer's Omelet

Pizza

LUNCH

Farmer's Omelet
Pizza

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef/

Jardinere Sauce
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Colache

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Saturday

BRUNCH

Scrambled Eggs
Breakfast Sausage

Sloppy Joe

Cheese Ham Squares

Roast Turkey/Dressing,

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce
Knockwurst/Sauerkraut

Tofu Shen

Sanday

BRUNCH

Omelet
Bacon Slices

Rice Frittata

Tuna Salad with

Sandwich Roll

DINNER

Baked Ham/Fruit Sauce
Spaghetti/Meatballs with

Tomato Sauce
Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

WEATHl

Mass., R.I.. (.'onn.

ny windy arn: coU.

High in th 2U.

weather toni^i,. an-

day. Low inniirht

teens. High .Miurd;
lift.

CABLE/VIDEC
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

ROCK
DISCO

RICHARDS
ROUTE 9

amnerst

r

fridays & Saturdays

FREE !!
BUY ONE
GET ONE

s-yo

10:30- 11:15

11:15 . 11:30

11:30-12:30

Senate Watch -

Highlights of the weehy
Student Senate meetir^i;
Short Shots -

Assorted Nonsense
Eric Clapton and Creai;,
-The Famous Guitarist s

Early Days
Nam June Paik -

Far-out Video from the
Master
Shaboo All-Stars

tuesday .. quarter drafts
Wednesday... 75C drinks
thursday ....beat the clock

Editorial
Department

Make sure your views
represented on the editoria pa
Prospective columnists ; nd
lustrators should attend an Editc
Department recruitment meet
March 3 at 7 p.m. in the -^l*

'j

newsroom.

For more information con^
Kathleen Howley, Executive Ed
during the late afternoon at 545-31
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/ the Fine Arts this Spring

SARA RUDNER
PERFORMANCE
ENSEMBLE

THURSDAY,
MARCH 4
8 pm

TEXAS

HELP WANTED
Person with Graphic Arts skills to
design camera ready material for
advertising and marketing.
Knowledge of Downtown Spfld.
helpful, but not necessary.

Contact: Joan O'Connor, 733-3173.

Friday, February 26, 1982
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Sunday, March 7, 3:30 & 8 PM

Carter
Jazz

Wednesday.
March 10.

8 PM

Monday.

March 15.8 PM

ox Office: Noon to 4PM, M - F (41 3)545-25lT

THE BLUES
BROTHERS!

pRidAy, FeB. 26
7, 9, n ENq. East And.

SI. 90

Iz,

10

and

mfi<

Widest choice of programs --

Touring • Kibbutz • Study • Sports

This summer, program center

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

discover and

fve the Israel

tourists only see.

American Zionist

Youth Foundation
An Educational

Foundation
Over 50,000 students

have experienced "our" Israel.

Call or write for free brochure

Joint Israel Programs
72 Franklin St., Boston, MA. 021 10

(617) 542-3973

FRIDAY FEB 26 PRESENT:

MffW'

qse Caboose $4
)f THURS,Mar4 )f

FOUR SEASONS
lolson Golden 10.49

Jborg Lt & Dk bts 7.93

chmidts Bock 6.99

ioosehead 11.99

t. Pauli Girl 14.99

-Id Crow Bourbon 1.75 10.99

-mirnoff Vodka 1.75 12.99

kol Vodka & Gin 1.75 8.49

remiat Pinot Noir . . 2.49 10% by case
olonari Wines u 2.99

REE POSTERS AVAILABLE
Open 10 AM to 11 PM

^ in front of the Malls A
j

Wines/Liquors L
^ f rte.9,hadle>;ma./584-8174 P'

ALSOCOMING IN MARCH!

HUMAN Sexual RESPCN'sE

SON SEALS BLACK FLAGG
JORMA KAUKONEN i HE FOOLS

T¥iS2 1 •T9Yl:iiU7[^ri(9V
T.9 AmIiTtt/Hodky Ikf
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LET'S DANCE

3rd

Annual

29 Hour
Dance

Marathon

WHAT: The 3rd ANNUAL
Pi Kappa Alpha
UMASS 29 Hour Dance Marathon
for Multiple Sclerosis

WHEN: March 5th & 6th

WHERE: UMASS Student Union Ballroom

HOW: SIGN UP TODAY to dance in

the Campus Center or
call pIKE at 545-2150

1

1
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X
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' car driven from Colorado to
-ytime soon. Call Margaret

fountains Spring Break. Your
My cabir), food. Hugh 546 6619

SCHOOL HOLLAND? Interna

TRAVEL
Travel - Spring Break trips to Florida and
Bermuda. Call 549 1835

News the time and Bermuda's the
place for just $299 (this includes
everything) for info call 256-6941 after 6

;,S^i^

tional Business Management, Nine credits
Package $1500! Prof. Devos 617-383-9304
Ride to Minneapolis for Spring Break
will share expenses Call Rolf 549-6408

WANTED TO BUY

gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith.
25 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst. 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Highest cash pricesj)aid for class rings.

ight
rusty nail

Woman desperately needs living space

^J^«^«
with 12y/o dtr Christine

y^t/7^ J^
TLIC Diai/^ Sat. Feb. 27

irit RIIMGS CARniAp k^inc
/special guest the Lew Models with West

^ Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937

Friday, February 26, 1982

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoHeg-n Office CC 113 • 8:45-345 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

Collegian

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

A FLORIDA SPRING BREAK
GET the best hotels, parties, discounts,
and NO hidden charges, fleabag hotels or
B.S.-all FOR 264.- (Daytona-Ft Lauder-
dale) including 7 days hotel, round-trip
transportation and Disney trip. Call Dave
549-6802.

APARTMENT MATES WANTED
Need a place? I've got apartment and am
looking for people to share it with. Contact
Annie 665-7578

AUDIO

Stereo worth $1100 asking $585 like new
Call 665-7717 for info, will talk

OHM E $120/pr. Technics integ. amp $70
Phillips trntble $65. 549-4403

Sharp 30 watt per channel Amp with
matching tuner and graphic equalizer. Must
sell! $200 call Bill 6-6697

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $79

1970 VW Bus many new parts $500 Bob
586-5827

69 Nova 6 cyl auto, runs well, needs work,
$350 546-4050

71 Volkswagen Beetle runs excellent,
very dependable, good mileage $560 6-3255

1966 Plymouth Fury, clean, dependable,
runs excellent, asking 400. Must sell

253-5706

69 VW runs but needs work, good parts
car, $250.00 or BO 253-5385 Neal

1969 Rambler 3 speed, runs well, $375 or
best offer, must sell, Doug after 8 PM
253-3320

73 Pontiac $350.00 256-0185

74 Cutlass Great snows. Runs good. $750
Some body work. 253-7890 5:00-7:30 PM

IS YOUR CAR SICK?

Then consult Kevin at 253-3696 Free
diagnosis/estimate, very reasonable prices~~

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684~~

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by experienced Bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Bellydance classes
begin Weds., March 3 at 6:30 in basement
of Sigma Delta Tau.For more information
call Theresa between 6 and 8 at 253-5491

COUNSELORS

Camp Wayne, Northeastern Penn-
sylvania, co-ed children's resident camp
6/22-8/22/82. Many positions available.
Friendly, warm atmosphere. We care.
Write: 12 Alleyard, Lido Beach N.Y. 11561
and include your school phone number

DULL?

I will sharpen. P-tex. and wax your skiis
for 5 bucks. Call Ed 6-9669

ENTERTAINMENT

Professional DJs For Less! Parties,
Semis, Dorms, Greeks. Paul 549-4405,
Campy 546-6771, Dave 665-3082

2 Prince Tix Orpheum, Mar 3, BO 6-9176
BO

FOR RENT

Rural Belchertown: 2 bedrooms, by lake,

5 mins to bus stop. 390 -(- 323-5833

Tired of paying Amherst rents? Try a 3
room apartment in Turners Falls! No pets.
$155. Available immediately. Call Rupert or
Fred: 1-863-8218

Cape Cod summer seasonal rentals:
West Yarmouth and Dennis; 1, 2, 3 & 4
bedroom units. Rent direct from owner.
(617) 528-0404 or (617) 771-2233

FOR SALE

Sneakers men's and women's; quality

name brand; great deal call Mike 549-1233

Ski Boots Nordica sz 11 used 1 season
256-8020 Doug $35

Ladies Frye Boots new 7 !^ 253-3329

I give up. TAKAMINE GUITAR w/hd cs. a
steal at 155$, includes Berklee book vol. 1

549-5193

Refrigerator 5.5 cubic ft, excellent condi-
tion. $12 or BO 253-2607

Yamaha
546-6470

NS-5 spkrs. 2 way $150 pr.

Ar-a Pro II TS-600, beautiful guitar h^s
everything, need cash will sacrifice for 300$
or reasonable offer call 549-3920
Olin Mark IV w/Sol. 444 $110 Aiwa
Walkman 3 mo old $80 Call Chris 549-1006

FOUND
Gloves found at the Hunger Project
table at Berkshire Dining Commons on Feb
14 Sunday. Find them at the Campus
Center Info Desk

Gold colored watch in Campus Center
2/23 546-6052

FUR JACKET

New Possum Jacket $300 or best offer
Laura 549-6999

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic
546-6684

^

HELP WANTED
Part Time: Car stereo installer with own
tools able to work adjustable hours. Con-
tact Mike at the Sound Company 256-0744
Bus driver trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will hold a meeting to recruit for our
next Training Program on March 2 at 7:00
pm in Campus Ctr Room 903. Qualifications
include a clean driving record and 1 year
commitment.

HOUSEMATE WANTED
Housemate Wanted to share spacious
home in Pelham $100 & utilities call
253-9875

HUNGER PROJECT

Stop by the Hunger Project table today
in the CCC

INFORMATIONAL SESSION
ABOUT MASSPIRG

March 1, 7:30 at Career Services.
Organizing positions available with New
England's largest consumer and en-
vironmental public interest oeganization.
Entry level; $8200/year w/health

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Division

LOST

Help! I lost my girlfriends necklace. She
will kill if I don't find it. It's a jade heart
shaped stone with a thin macrame band.
$10 reward call Peter 546-7207

Lost girls High School ring Class 1978
Lakeland, reward 586-9107

Special scarf taken from FAB Return to

CC info booth

Tan down coat backstage at Geils concert
no questions asked Matt 253-3366

Woman's Barracuda Jacket at Delta
Chi Fri night. Reward if found. Call Jane at

6-6054

Lost: Silver Bracelet w/purple beads in or

near Boyden. Great sentimental value! If

found, please call: Nan 546-5056

Someone removed my treasured black

and red Grand Touring Motorbecane bicy-

cle from James House dormitory S.W. The
front wheel was locked to the frame, it has
a Zefal pump and no pedals. I rode 6068
miles on it cross-country and am really hurt

over its loss. Any information please con-
tact Philip telephone 546-7555

Emerald Ring: tortoise shell ring Boyden
Locker Room reward call Beth day 5-1995

night 549-6351

Lost pair of glasses in Morrill ballet frames
call 546-4030

~~MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTIM

Therapist - Researchers working to

develop ways of better understanding and
helping those men (i.e. husbands,
brothers, friends, fathers, roommates,
sons) whose lives have been affected by
the rape of someone close to them. We
would welcome any help from any man
who has had this experience. Please phone
or write: Bob Samuels or Madeline
Wagner, Tobin Hall, UMass, 545-0499,

586-8327, 253-9537.

MARY KAY COSMETICS

See what Mary Kay can do for you For a

complimentary Mary Kay Facial call Carol

Nenetz at 256-6235

MOVING SERVICES

Fast, dependable service & reasonable

rates. Local or within 50 miles. For free
estimate call 549-3568

NSE

National Student Exchange meeting,
Mon March 1, 7 pm - CC rm 803. Stratton
ski trip planned. If you want to go, please
attend.

PART TIME JOBS AVAILABLE

Don't settle for restricted hours and
minimum wage Earn extra income selling
to friends and classmates at your leisure.
Product sells itself. For info call Michael
665-3672 Jay 546-1261

PERSONALS

ECKANKAR - a way of life. Write P.O.
Box 283, Amherst, MA 01004

Paul Happy B-Day! Hope you have a
great day and that maybe you'll remember
the night! Enjoy, Love, Sandy

That's right, the 3rd Annual UMass Pi

Kappa Alpha 29 hr Dance Marathon is hap-
pening again March 5th and 6th in the Stu-
dent Union Ballroom call 545-2150 for info

Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD.
assist in any writing project. Amherst
Writers, Inc. 253-7764

Enter, enter!! Its not too late! Find a part-
ner and register for the 3rd annual UMass
Pike 29 Hour Dance Marthon March 5th
and 6th at the SUB Call 545-2150 for info.

Lambda Delta Phi "The Sorority" Visit

us at our CC tabels on Mon, Tues. Wed
March 1-3 or call 545-0939

EE-0. EE-OII We're having a party! (and
this ad was all my idea-my roommates just
rode on my coattails) Saturday Night at

Jon. Karl. Glenn and Steve's. Good Day,
eh? Beauty!

Congrats Karen on your new sisterhood
at Alpha Chi Omega, love your roomie
Mary

Happy Birthday Tracey - You've finally

made the big one - go wild! Hey Spacey
have a happy 20th - do it up!

Bob Ross: Here is the personal that you
wanted; Happy Belated Birthday.
Backgammon? Mary

Rand McNally - Congrts on your 21st -

John T.

Happy 20th B-Day Toni. we'll miss you
next year! Love, Marje, Julie and Karen

RDS, This one is really for you; to thank
you for a "year" of pure happiness and sun-
shine. You are so special to me. I love you
very much. Always, Andrea

To Judy, Rhonda, Jenny and Suki -

Thanks for a great birthday and an excellent
night at the TOC Love Pat

The finest film of all from the master of

.

suspense. Cary Grant, Ingrid Bergman in

Alfred Hitchcock's "Notorious". Feb 27
CCA, $1. 7, 9, 11

IGU, we're different! Give us a try. All

university women invited to Rush Thurs.
Feb. 25th 6:00-7:00, Mon. March 1st
7:00-8:00, Tues, March 2nd 7:00-8:00. For
further information contact Beth or Nancy
256-6874.

$500. $300 or $200 CASH! That's just some
of the prizes YOU can win in the 29 hr
Multiple Sclerosis Dance Marathon, March
5th & 6th in the SUB Call 545-21 50 for more
info.

Nomination papers for Central Area
President, Vice-President, Treasurer
available in area office, B-23 Baker. They
are due Mon March 1 at 9:00 to the office

Where oh where has little PUP gone? If

you have any info regarding the
whereabouts of PUP call 5053

Squid Alert!!! ~ ~~~

Happy Birthday Randi You can't go
wrong. No Dedham no Drake and no Draft!
IH'mm sorry. You wish. You can't she's. .

d) Go bowling Vs of a lifetime together
-Frightening isn't it? Happy 21st Love, Jane

Congratulations new sisters of AXO! Get
psyched - we love you all!

Maura. So you're 21 . is that years old or in-

ches tall?! Happy Birthday! Love Joanne,
Janice and Cheri

To the girl who loves green punch, back
handsprings, and dancing Happy 19th Bir-

thday from the big guy next door and a
couple of people more, with love.

Live Band Alpha Delta Phi - tonight

Erika Bunny You're 19? We haaad to
laugh! Ha! Ha! Ha! We're talkin' funny!
Happy B-Dayl Love. S & T associates

Cabu! My love my life my best friend! I love
you! Ralph

Bill the Moth. We still love you! Stay with
us always, love the Second Floor

JOHN GARDINIER

Dear John, Happy 20th! But you're still

young enough to be my sister. I've baked
you a Whortleberry birthday cake, let's get
together soon. Remember Solidarity
Forever! Love, Kate (and Eveline, too!)

COLLEGIAN STAFF

Remember, Friday is party night at 33
Meadow St. Doctor's orders!!!

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations. Papers - scientific
background, English/Spanish 256-6957

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
5-0392, 584-7924

REAL MAJORITY
The Real Majority meeting tonite will be
in Campus Center rm 176 everyone in-
terested is welcome

RESUMES
Professional
617-249-6556

and confidential call

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to New York City on 2/25
or 2/26 Call 546-9623

Penna - Phil or Reading March Break
Giny 256-0185

RIDERS WANTED
I am going to St. Louis for Spring Break
call 527-3641 Bud

ROOMMATE WANTED
One male wanted to share room in two-
bedroom apt. Ask for Mimi or George
253-9720 229A Main St Amherst

One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

Female to share room in two bedroom
apt $95-1- 253-7806

Wanted on female roommate in Bran-
dywine Apts Call 549-0712

Two female roommates wanted for
summer house in Hyannis call 6-47

1

4

Presidential Apts own room. 160-»-.

female nonsmoker 23-t-. Kim 549-6984
549-6476

Roommate Wanted: 1 male to share
bdrm in Southwood Apt 90$ inci heat
253-9579

SERVICES

Couples recovering from rape
Theraputic group for couples to work on in-

terpersonal aspects of recovering from
rape. 10 weeks. Sliding fee scale. Male &
female co-therapists. Psychological Ser-
vices Center UMass 545-0041

SPINNERITA

Robina. mean, like, ys know? Have a great
22! Love, ABK

SPRING BREAK IN FT LAUDERDALE
DOESNT MEAN YOU HAVE TO GO

BROKE

No one else offers you: 1) Roundtrip Ex-
pree Motorcoach from Whitmore and 7
night stay in luxury ocean front (Holiday
Inns). *'2) A week long ID pass card enabl-
ing you to enter: Playpen, Pete & Lenny's,
Studio 51 Ef Nepenthe for FREE & saves
over $100 just in cover charges. 3) For a
total of $247 quint & 270 quad complete
-that's the cost of airfare!!! Think & call

Michael Emma 549-1233 4-8 Arlyne Abram-
son 549-6285 8-10

SPRING BREAK SKIING

5 days lift tickets 5 nights hotel ace. at
Stowe, indoor pool, home style breakfast
$135.00 Bob 665-4720

UPC PRODUCTIONS

Get disciplined on Monday at the FAC
KING CRIMSON

with

Robert Fripp

Adrian Belew
Tony Levin
Bill Bruford

Tickets still available at URU,
FAC Box Office Faces & Ticketron

~
WANTED

One Jazz-Blues-Rock Band missing a
flute. Adapts well to original music. Forte:

improvisation 6-5304

Help! Chem 111 tutor. Hurry. Call Deirdre
586 6594

Bluegrass Pickers wanted to jam with
guitar and banjo 546-1265 Jim

*^^/tf^fi^00^j'» •»jt^**jt»»»^»*
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spellFree throws

disaster for hoopmen

('nllrjrian photo bv Nanrv (^ontrr

IN THE TRENCHES - UM hoopster Horace Neysmith (15) muscles
his way to the basket for two of his 12 points in last night's 64-62 loss to
the University of Rhode Island. Guarding Neysmith is Kevin Whiting
(20) who had 8 points of his own on the night.

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
basketball team entered into a free-throw
shooting contest last night against the
University of Rhode Island with the loser

taking possession of last place in the
Eastern Eight.

UMass lost.

During the first half it looked as though
the contest would end in a tie as both
stjuads shot a dismal 20 percent from the
stripe. URI pulled together during the final

period however, and scored 21 points on 21
for 28 shooting and gave coach Tom
McLaughlin and the Minutemen the unen-
viable task of travelling to Morgantown,
West Virginia next Tuesday to face the

sixth-ranked team in the nation, the
University of West Virginia.

The final score, by the way, was 64-62
and most of the 3682 fans in attendance did

get to see a game, though it was inter-

rupted by quite a few of the aforemention-
ed foul shots.

The game began with a clinic on inside

moves and fast breaking as both teams
went to their respective strengths for of-

fensive production.

For the Minutemen, it was once again the
Donald Russell-Horace Neysmith show as
the two freshmen combined for 10 of
UMass' first 22 points. It was the final tally

of these 22 that gave the locals their

largest lead of the night, a seven point

spread at 22-15.

But the Rams came back with a balanced
scoring attack led by Horace Owens, Kevin
Whiting and Marc Upshaw (the' Eastern
Eight's leading scorer) and finally tied the
score at 25-25 with 2:43 left in the period.

Owens hit one more jumper before the half
ended and Rhode Island took a 27-25 ad-
vantage into the locker room.

As the second half began, URI started to
quietly pull away via improved shooting
from the charity stripe and some timely
fast break layups.

At 9:45 another Upshaw layup gave the
Rams a seven point margin at 46-39 and
now it was time for the Minutemen to start
chipping away.
Chipping away would have been much

easier had the Minutemen been able to hit

from the foul line. Every time they drew
within striking distance of the lead, un-
timely missed free throws hurt them.
Neysmith and Edwin Green were the chief
culprits and UMass never was able to lead
in the ballgame during the final minutes,
though they closed to within one point five
times.

"I knew at the end of the game when
they started going to the line we were in

trouble because they've been to the line
before," said a somber McLaughlin after
the game. He was referring to URl's ex-
perience in the end of the game free throw
shooting.

"I am not upset by the game," he con-
tinued, "As long as they play hard I'm not
upset. And, they did play hard."

Russell was the game's high scorer with
20 points and also dished out nine assists.
He was followed in the Minuteman lineup
by Neysmith, who had 12 points, ten re-
bounds and 3 assists.

The Minutemen will now prepare for
Tuesday's playoff game against the Moun-
taineers of West Virginia. The Moun-
taineers have the longest winning streak in

the nation at 23 in a row.

Minutewomen set to close out season against BU
By CERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Riding the cre.st of a five game winning
streak and playing their l)est basketball of
the year, the University <>f Massachusetts
women's basketball team entertains
Boston University tomorrow night in their
sea-son finale at the Cage, with a 7:.3() p.m.
game time.

Tomorrow night game also marks the

final appearance of .senior captains Martha

Ready and Sherry Collins for the

Minutewomen. Collins and Ready have

[)laye<i a big part in the Minutewomen's

en(i of the .season resurgence.

Ready has l)een the scjuads leading sc(»rer

all year and is averaging 1H.6 points per
game. She has al.so l)een pulling down an
average of lO.H rebounds a game. The Han-
son, MA native was especially dominant in

the Rhode Island win last Tuesday as she
.scored 20 points and grabbed 15 relK)unds.

At 5'4", Collins has never l)een a great
rebounding threat but that doesn't stop
her. Collins, an Amherst native, leads the
team in steals with 47 on the year and her
aggressive play has been a big part of the
UMa.ss winninir streak.

In the last five games, Collins has had 23
steals, almost equalling what she had
.stolen in the previous 15 games.

Collins has also been burning the hoop
lately, averaging 14 points a game over the

last five games including a team high 21
p<jints versus URI.

The Minutewomen hope to continue to
play the brand of basketball that has earn-
ed them the five game winning streak they
will put on the line tomorrow night against
Boston University.

"The kids deserve it (a win). They have
worked as hard as every other team on
campus," said head coach Mary Ann Oz-
darski.

Heidi Milender: from 'walk on' to co-captain
By CHARISSE FEINERMAN
Collegian Suiff

"C.ymnastics is 90 percent in your head. ..you gotta
l)elieve." said Heidi Milender, co-caf)tain of the I'niversitv

of Mas.sachusetts women's gymnastics team.

Milender. a 21 -year-old senior sjMirt manageni«'nt major
from Randolph, MA, is completing her fourth year on the
team and her feelings on leaving are Intth mixtnl and
varied.

"Sometimes, I can't l)elieve that this is my last year, but
I have got to realize that Saturday (against Southern Con-
necticut State College at 1:30 p,m.) is my last meet." .said

the co-captain.

Milender started to l>e interested in gymnastics when
she was 1 1, saying that she and her friend used to tumble
when there was nothing else to do. This friend of hers is

Ellen Fahey, who now comj)etes for the University of New
Hampshire. (Competing in high .school for four years.
Milender came to the UMa.ss gymnastics as a "walk on".
That is to say that Milender wasn't recruited like the other
gymnasts, and her chances of making the team were slim.

"When I walked into the office. I told tlu-m that I

wanted to Ik- on the team. (Virginia) Evans told me to put
on a leotard so she could see what I c(uild <lo." sai<l

Milender.

Evans, thr UMa.ss coach, must have liked what she had
seen, for she instructed Milender that she had (tne month
tf) lose JO pounds, and then she would .see her practice
again.

From that time on, Milender was t<» be found only in

Boyden Auxiliary Gym. praclieing day and night. 30 <iays

and 10 pounds later, the Minutewomen had found
them.selves a new g>mnast, who was ready ami eager to
learn.

Milender's favorite event is the fioor exercise. However.,
she has foun<i the greatest success on the uneven parallel
bars, where she has earned a 9.1. She works out on the
bars (|uite a bit k'cause she injured an ankle during her
.sophomore year an<l the bars (lon't exert a strain on her
ankle.

Milender earned her highest all-around score of her
career against Sjjringfield College <»n February 14. when
she received 34.0 points.

During her freshman and junior years. Milender receiv-
ifl the "most imf)roved g\mna.st award'", which she
treasures.

Milender attributes the team's .succe.ss to the .stability of
having the .same assistant coach fcr the past two seasons.

"Kenneth Anderson is the reason why the team has
done .so well," she .said, "When we " came back in

September, we just picke«i up where we left off: we <Iidn"t

have to get used to a new assistiint coach."

Thinking <»f her U'ginnings with the team, Milender
said. "Evans gav«' me a chance. I took advantage of it. I

came in here, -.mi everyone was at their peak - now I am
at my |)eak. Every year I have gotten better."

"Saturday is my last meet, and I hope to score my
highest all-around. Out of the five freshmen that I started
out with, I am the only one left. I just thank God that
Coach Evans was here when 1 was here, she gave me a
real chance."

CollcKian pholn h> Vincc Ih-Witl

DEDICATION AND HARD WORK
characterized Heidi Milender's career as a UM
gymnast. She is shown here performing in the
floor exercise portion of a meet held earlier this
year.
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New UMass plan unveiled
Five majors cut,

others combined
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff ^

A major restructuring of several departments and pro-
grams at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst has
been outlined in the academic affairs section of a long-
range plan released today by the University.
The 250-page document is the result of 18 months of

work by a 14-member committee assigned the task by
Chancellor Henry Koffler.

Planning recommendations were initially made by the
deans of the various schools and colleges. These recom-
mendartions were revised and adopted by the committee.
The report, obtained over the weekend bv the Collegian

recommends that at least five majors Ix? terminated and
several others combined.
The report contains a series of recommendations by the

committee which will be analyzed and criticized by the Stu-
dent Government Asociation (SGA) and Faculty Senate in

coming weeks.
The plan names 11 areas of study as centers of ex-

cellence. These areas will be immune to budget cuts in the
future. The report also recommends which departmental
faculties will be increased, decreased, or remain stable.

The following is a summary of changes recommended
for the individual schools at UMass-Amherst.

College of Arts and Sciences

Centers of excellence include Wochemistry, computer
and information science (COINS), linguistics, philosophy,
physics and astronomy, polymer science and engineeing,
the areas of biocognitive and clinical psychology, and
women's studies. Majors which are recommended to be
terminated are comparative literature and communication
studies. The Black Cultural Center is also recommended
to be phased-out.

Faculty increases include biochemistry, computer and
information sciences, economics, polymer science and
engineering, theater, and women's studies. Decreases will

take place in Afro-American studies, botany, chemistry,
classics, English, French, and Italian, Germanic
languages and literature, history, political science, Slavic
languages and literatures, sociology, Spanish and Por-
tuguese and zoology.

Those disciplines remaining at a stable level are an-
thropology, art, Asian languages and literatures, geology
and geography. Judaic studies, math, microbiology, music
and dance, physics and astronomy, and psychology.
The journalism program, which is now part of the

English department, will merge with students from com-
munication studies to form the Department of Journalism.
The Rhetoric program will be moved to the English

department where the first semester requirement will be
able to be filled with low level courses. The second
semester rhetoric class will be able to be filled by various
courses in several departments, the report states.

THE LONG RANGE PLAN

School

College of

Arts and
Sciences

"Centers of excellence"
immune from budget cuts

School of Business Administration (SBA)

The School of Business Administration will be renamed
the School of Management because of a need for a more
generic term to describe the school's areas of study. Addi-
tional classroom space will be devoted to the SBA as well.
UMass will seek more state support for present faculty

positions in SBA. and funds for nine additional positions
to be established over the next five years.

School of Education

The School of Education will be hard-hit, with 13 faculty
positions being eliminated. The plan states "systematic
and rational academic structure...and a definitive plan
within a focused school mission or missions" should be
established by the School of Education.

College of Food and Natural Resources

The one center of excellence is the entomology depart-
ment. Increases in faculties include entomology, food
science and nutrition, and hotel, restaurant and travel ad-
ministration (HRTA). The fashion marketing area of home
economics will be terminated.
Decreases will occur in food and resource economics,

food engineering and home economics. Stable areas in-

clude environmental science, forestry and wildlife
management, landscape architecture and regional plann-
ing, plant pathology, plant and soil science and veter-
narian and animal science.

School of Health Science

The undergraduate public health major will be ter-
minated and faculty reductions in nursing wiH also take

Continued on page U

Collins proposes bill to overturn

law denying student tax credit
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Stalf

Rep. James Collins, D Amherst, agreed
Friday to help the Massachusetts Public

Interest Research Group (MASSPIRG)
overturn a Proposition 2V2 regulation which
denies students tax deductions on
academic-year rented residences.

Collins told the campus chapter ot

MASSPIRG he would file a late bill in the

Massachusetts House, saying he did not

foresee any problems. The bill would ask

that the regulation be changed to include

students in an income tax relief measure
allowing renters to make a deduction on
their principal residence.

Proposition 2Vi(, the tax cutting measure
passed by Massachusetts voters in

November lywu, allows renters lo aeauci
half of the rent paid in the tax year.

Student, who live at school "during the
school yea; and reside. ..in the family home
when not at college" are not allowed tax
deductions on rent paid or apartments or
dormitory rooms, according to the
regulation. The parental home is considered
the principal place of residence.

Joyce Hampers, the commissioner of the
Massachusetts State Department of
Revenue, wrote the exception into the
regulation and has the authority to change
the measure. Students from across the
state are scheduled to meet with her at 2
p.m. Thursday in Boston. Rep. Collins said

he would send a representative from his

office to the meeting.
Elise Jaques, of MASSPIRG. said the

group's interest was in the discriminatory
as opposed to the monetary aspect.

"If the regulation is not changed, it could
set a dangerous precedent," Jaques said.

,,-„_.^,,, r«»llni«n photo br Will Mopkim
IMPROVISED BOOTH - Kate Hopkins, a UMass undergraduate,

takes a phone call on the staircase of her home yesterday.
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World and national news
Collegian »

Tanzanian hijackers surrender jet in England
STANSTED, England (AP) - Four

armed hijackers peaceful!} surrendered a

Tanzanian jetliner yesterday by sending
two small children from their own families

off the aircraft with their weapons, ending a

three-day takeover.

Police said all 76 passengers and six crew
members were "safe and well," although
four passengers were taken to a hospital in

shock. Police earlier had estimated there
were 100 people on board.

Their ordeal began Friday in Tanzania

Digest
By the Associated Press

when the hijackers, all in their early 20s

and with their families in tow, com
mandeered the plane and forced it to fly to

Kenya, Saudi Arabia, Greece and finally

England. They were demanding the

resignation of Tanzania's socialist President
Julius Nyerere.

"We had no intention of making any
concessions to encourage people to hijack

aircraft," Essex Chief Constable Robert
Fiunyard told a news conference at Stansled
airport, 30 miles northeast of London,

where the plane arrived Saturday from

Athens.

The end of the siege followed the release

of groups of hostages throughout the af-

lern(X)n. At that point, a Tanzanian boy and
girl, both aged about 10, left the Tanzanian
Airways Boeing 737 carrying weapons the

skyjackers . had used to seb-e the plane.

Police said the children belonged to the

hijackers" families.

The gunmen, waving white flags, then

left the plane with their wives and other
children and were taken into custody, police
said. Each face charges under British anti-
hijack laws and could receive life im-
prisonment.

Police were questioning the relatives of
the hijackers to determine if they had any
part in the takeover.

The hijackers had accu.sed Nyerere of
imposing intolerable conditions in their
East African nation and demanded he quit.

Rep seeks to eliminate jail

for all draft non-registrants
WASHINGTON — Congress will be asked this week

to eliminate the possibility of jailing hundreds of thousands
of young men who failed to meet yesterday's deadline to

register for the draft.

Rep. Les Aspin. a member of the House Armed Services
Committee said he plans to introduce legislation this week
that would make non registration a misdemeanor carrying
a maximum fine of $200 and no jail term.

Currently, failure to register within 30 days of one's 18th
birthday is a leiony punishable by up to live years in prison
and a $10,000 fine. A grace period for an estimated 900.000
non registrants born between 19t>0 and February 1964 to
sign up without fear of prosecution expired yesterday.

Aspin, DWis., said his bill would avoid making "mar
lyrs' out of draft resisters and boost registration because
judges would be less inclined to lei violators off "scott
free." U a draft is ordered, his bill would r< impose the
stiffer pt-nallies three weeks later, he said.

International college council

plans development programs
MIAMI — Nearly 200 North and South American

universities will join in developing "down to earth"
projects such as planting sea grasses off polluted coa.sts
and bringing the oil tapping techniques of Venezuela to
petroleum poor nations.

Beginning today, college representatives from the
United States, Canada, Latin America and the Caribbean
will meet for three days in Washington, I).C., in an at
tempt to increase employment possibilities in their
homelands and dismantle images of universities as "ivory
towers."

The Inter American University Council, assembled by
Florida International University in Miami, has plans to
trade development theories for u.seful economic programs
to aid countries with high unemployment.

Bill Leffland, dean of the international studies program
at FIU. says the founding secretariat will try to expand the
educational scope of the lUC into "something concrete.

"

Increased vocational education to fill the middle
management levels of industries based in 'heir home
countries is one of the lUC's hopes. Replacii.g imported
workers with homebred employees is but oneof their aims.

''Everything you
ever wanted to
know about sex,
but were afraid to
ask/'

Tues. March 2

5 pm show — $1.00

7, 9 & 11 shows - $1.25

CCA
orespnted by Gorman

Pope condemns US, USSR

Meddling ' in El Salvador
VATICAN CITY - Pope John Paul II joined El

Salvador's Roman Catholic bishops yesterday in con

demning the "great powers" for what he called meddling in

the Central American country's civil war.

It was the pontiffs first major statement on the country
in more than a year, and he endorsed a statement by EI

Salvador's bishops supporting elections planned there

March 28. The pope also called for an end to all political

violence and alleged abuses against civilians by El

Salvador's army and security forces.

Vatican sources said the pope's statement was directed

against the United States for supplying arms to El
Salvador's civilian-military junta and against the Soviet

Union for allegedly supplying arms via its ally Cuba to a

coalition of leftist guerrillas.

"The arms come from abroad, but the,.dead are all our
own people," the pope said, quoting the apostolic ad
ministralor of San Salvador, Bishop Arturo Rivera y
Damas.

Auto workers' union ratifies

mutually rewarding contract
DETRUIT — United Auto Workers members over-

whelmingly ratified a historic convcssions contract with
POrd Motor Co. that guarantees t'^em more job security

while promising P'ord savmgs of up to $1 billion, the union
aniiounc«'d laie yesterday.

The tally from the week-long voting in the 56 Ford locals

was 43,683-15.933 — a 3 1 margin — in favor of the con-

tract with the No.2 U.S. automaker, UAW president
Douglas Eraser and vice president Donald Ephlin said.

About 170,000 UAW represented Ford workers were
eligible to vote.

"We are extremely pleased at the margin of ratifiction,"

the two said in a statement. "It is clear evidence that our
members at Ford understand and support the historic

breakthroughs contained in the agreement that will lead to
greater security for themselves and their families."

Remember...

When patronzing
our advertisers,

make sure to tell

them
that you saw
their ads
in the Collegian.
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Carson arrested

for drunk driving
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. — Entertainer Johnny Carson

has been arrested for investigation of drunken driving,

Beverly Hills police said yesterday.

Carson was arrested about 1:30 a.m. Saturday on La
(aenega Boulevard south of Beverly Boulevard in an area
known as "Restaurant Row," Lt. David Griffey said.

Grilley said Carson was released on his own
recognizance, but would not say how long he was held.

"We re handling this the same way we would handle
any DUI (driving under the influence) arrest,'" he said.
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Planned aid cuts will affect many students
Aid cuts may
cause a drop

in enrollment
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Hundreds of thousands of students now
receiving federal financial aid will be unable
to continue their education if President
Ronald Reagan's proposed education cuts
are approved by Congress this spring, the

Chronicle ofHigher Education reported last

week.
Under the budget proposals, Pell Grants
(formerly called Basic educational
Opportunity Grants (BEOG)) would be
available only to those with family incomes
less than $14,000 annually. More than
1.000,000 students would lose grants if the
new limit is passed, according to the
Chronicle. At the University of
Massachusetts, officials estimate about 40
percent of students could lose their Pell

Grants. (See chart.)

According to a recent federal financial aid

report, about 250.000 students nationwide
would no longer receive work study
allotments. At UMass. this budget change
could affect about 1.000 students.

Other programs affected would include the
Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grants (SEOG) and the State Student
Incentive Grants (SSIG). which would be
completely eliminated. Nearly 4.000 UMass
students currently receive SEOG funds. In

addition. Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL)
would no longer be available to graduate
students, and undergraduates will have to

Impact of Presidents Reagan's budget cuts to financial aid
recipients at the University of Massachusetts

number of current
recipients

projected

FY 1983
percent
decrease

Pell Grants (BEOG) 6,166 3,700 40

Supplemental Edticational

Opportunity Grant (SEOG) 3,840 -0- 100

National Direct

Student loan (NDSL) 3,103 962 69

(all money for NSDL will be from collections. All federal aid will be cut)

College Work Study 3,626 2,610 28

pay back loans during school at the current
interest rate, rather than the 5 to 10
percent currently charged.
Other funding cuts recommended in the

administration's 1983 budget proposal
would end government support for college
libraries, research and training, research
libraries, cooperative education and law
-school clinical experience. The government
report also stated minority science
programs would be cut by 33 percent and
the Women's Educational Equity program
would be eliminated.

The Chronicle article also stated the
greatest concerns to higher education are
"closing the door" to the middle class and
the future of graduate study.
"We are moving from a system designed to

educate those most able to learn, regardless
of financial need, to a preserve for those

Sexual assault and larceny

reported by Amherst police
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

A 27 year-old Amherst man was
reportedly raped at 5:10 p.m. Thursday
just after entering his Lessey Street
apartment, according to Amherst police.

As the victim was entering his apart-

ment, he was reportedly pushed from
behind, knocked to the floor, and sexually

assaulted, police said. At about 5:30 p.m., a
buzzer went off in the building and the

assailant fled yelling, "I'll be back," police

said.

The victim described his assailant as a

white male, about 5'9". with straight, dirty
blonde hair parted on the left, and a clean-
shaven face. He looked to be between 20
and 25 years old. and was wearing blue
overalls and a waist-length red ski jacket,
the victim told police.

Police are investigating the incident.

In other police busine.ss. a larceny was
reported at 12:30 p.m. Thursday. An AM
FM stereo, two Realistic speakers and a

vacuum cleaner were reported stolen from
the car of the girlfriend of a North Pleasant

Street resident, according to police. The car
was parked in a rear parking lot on North
Pleasant Street.

Cnllfirian phntn bv Mirhirl Marroliii

PUZZLED BY THE CUBE - Cynthia Gordon, 5, competed in the
Novice category at the Shutesbury Rubik's Cube contest Friday night
at Amherst Junior High School.

who are best equipped to pay." Edward J.

Bloustein, president of Rutgers University
was quoted in the article.

Because of aid cuts, the Chronicle stated,

institutions are turning to tuition and fee

increases. UMass is considering a 10

percent tuition hike. Private schools, such
as Harvard University and Columbia
University, are considering increases of up
to 15 percent, the Chronicle reported.

Graduate student programs would also

suffer, according to the Chronicle, with

about 600,000 students, "roughly half of

those enrolled," currently borrowing
money to attend school. If large enough
cuts are made, the Chronicle stated,

reductions in faculty could "trigger the

demise of entire graduate programs in some
fields."

UM students

lobby in DC
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Twenty sue students from the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst and students
from across the country are gathering in

Washington D.C. today and tomorrow to
lobby against President Reagan's proposed
education budget cuts.

Today's agenda includes meetings with
Massachusetts senators Edward M.
Kennedy and Paul Tsongas. A tentative
schedule also lists a rally on the Capitol
steps at 5 p.m.

The UMass trip is being coordinated by
Students Advocating Financial Aid (SAFA)
and will involve 10 other schools in western
Massachusetts, including the rest of the
Five (College system schools.

Lobbiers will meet with senators and
representatives both days to discuss actions
on the budget this spring and summer.
Meetings planned by SAFA and the
Coalition of Private Universities and
Colleges will include presentations by
lobbying coordinators and one meeting with
the House Committee on Education and
Labor.

An effort was made to have as many out
of-state students from the western
Massachusetts area as possible involved in

the trip.

Students at UMass have also been urged
by SAFA members to write their senators

and representatives about the budget
cutbacks. Addresses are available in the
Undergraduate Student Senate oflre, room
420 Student Union Building, or the
Financial Aid Office in Whitmore.

CnlleKian phodi hv Jim Waldron :

NO SALE — Firefighter works on roof of a 163-year-old house in
ast Charlemont after a fire broke out Friday. The house had been sold ]

(see insert) and the fire started at about 1 p.m.

East
at 11 a.m

Conference explores the roles

of people close to rape survivors
By CHRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Family, friends, and mates of rape
survivors learn to deal with their own
feelings about sexual assault before they
can support the survivor in her recovery,
said Roberta Russell, director of the
Berkshire County Rape Crisis Center at a
conference held Saturday at the University
of Massachusetts.

The conference, "Counseling the Families,
Friends, and Partners of Survivors of
Sexual Assault," sponsored by the
Everywoman's Center and Men Against
Violence Against Women (MAYAW), had
50 in attendance, many of them sexual
assault counselors from across the state.

Often, those close to the survivor are not
prepared to accept that the survivor will

never be able to totally leave the ex
perience behind, and that fear and
memories will continue, sometimes for their

entire life, the counselors said.

A survivor of a rape must "strengthen her
own support system of friends and family so

she will not think of herself as a victim,"

said Cathy Roach, coordinator of direct

services and training of the counselor

adovcates for violence against women
progam of the Everywoman's Center.

"Mood swmgs, tiashbacks and night-

mares will be experienced by rape victims

and it is important to prepare the victim u
the reactions of others." said Russell in h.

presentation. "Adjustment of the Surviv.
to Work. School and Friends."

"There :;re times when irritability s.i

frustration with friends will be let oct,
Russell said.

"It's very important for women to feel th?
they don't have to keep running." sax
Hollis Wheeler, a peer counsebr for inces!

victims who attended the conference.

Dr. Daniel Silverman, director of medi^a
education at the Beth Israel Hospital in

Boston, said. "The idea (once a victim,

always a victim) is a common misconception
of families. The belief that the victim will

never recover from the experience is an
overstatement of reality that needs to be
corrected."

The feeling that a woman is "damaged
merchandise" after an assault is also

common among the partners of victims of

sexual assault. Silverman said.

"The partners go through a trauma ot

their own." Silverman said. "They feel

angry because they feel vulnerable. They
feel terribly guilty for having failed to

protect their partner."

"A lot of anger, and a lot of machismo
come out of men at the assault of a loved

one," said Barbara Moynihan, coordinator

of the Victimology Program at the Yale

New Haven Hospital in New Haven, Conn.
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SCI-TECH BOOKSALE ™?.

OFF
ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED
PRICES
on selected sale tables

Conne pick up a,stock of high-level
scientific and technical books from
leading publishers Our selection
ranges through numerous disciplines
including physics, chemistry, medicine,
mathematics, engineerir^. computers
and more Your sovings range
from a tremendous 65% to an
unbelievable 90%

$1.00
to

$4.99

WEEKS
Redding

Milk & Honey
8 oz conditioner

or 8^z shampoo

$1.10
Reg.

$1.78

$1.56
Contac 10 oz.

Reg. $1.82

ID

12-HOUR
REUEF

CONTAft
S^^^^W^BSPgggff

-^

^P®" ^-^ 9-& Located in the Campus Center, Univ of Mass

^jUNIVERSITY
MSTORE^

if^MfKHt9Sh0f^ Aqua Fresh 6.4 oz.

speed
StJCK
DEOOCWANt

by MCNNCn $1.27
Reg, $1.75

^^0^^^^^^

^^^
$2.22

Playtex Deo Tamp 28 Reg
Palytex Deo Tamp 28 Super

Mennen Stick

Spice, Herb, Lime, Reg.

. ,, ,
.

Playtex Deo Tamp 28 Super Plus
All sale Items also available the Mini Store located in the Student Union

ft^UNIVERSITY
STORED

Located in the Campus Center Open
M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

lcsz;ZZ

^^wReasons

/discover
the University of

Vermont This

Summer.

a Greeting Card for Every Occasion.

Open M F 9 5, Sat 11-4
'-°^^^®^ '" ^^^ Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

Cards also available m the f^jUNIVERSITY
Mini Store in the Student Union /jlSSl O HT*/^ F5 E^ JO^
M-F 7:30-10, 8:30-10 Sat & Sun <*^lQIO i kJKCjW

1

.

Sailing on Lake Champlaln.

2. Day Hikes in the
Green Mountains.

3. Might Life In Burlington
or Montreal.

4. Cosmopolitan Restaurants.

5. Antiquing.

El

EZl

6. Music Festivals: Folk, Jazz,
Classical concerts,

7. Ben & Jeny's Mint Oreo
Ice Cream.

8. Over 300 accredited
courses. 49 Departments
and a distinguished faculty.
(Yes we know we said "7
Reasons" — we're just
testing you!) (Send the
coupon anyway!)

^'
University of Vermont
Continuing Education

Grasse Mount
Burlington. Vermont 03401 3482
802 656 2088

I want to discover the University of Vermont
this Summer
Please send me

D Some /v\ore Reasons D A Catalog

Mame__

Street

City State

.

Zip.

Telephone

.CoilegiaQ 6

Former NOW president speaks on women, work
By CHRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Women are systematically channeled, partially by their
own fault, into fields that pay less money, said Karen
DeCrow. former president of the National Organization for
Women (NOW). last night at Amherst College during her
lecture, "Women and Work."

DeCrow said that women earn 59 cents on the dollar
compared to mens salaries because they tend to choose the
lower paymg jobs. Although they wish to believe it isn't
true, women are still being affected by stereotypes, she
said.

"But, I can think of only three gender-related jobs: sperm
donor, wet nurse, and human incubator in which qualities
sorted out as either betonging to female or male are ar-
bitrary," DeCrow said.

My goal is to see a society where gender is not relevant,"
DeCrow said. "Especially in the law. there should be no
distinction between men and women."

A constitutional lawyer. DeCrow said, "I can tell you in
one sentence why we need an Ec^ual Rights Amendment:
so judges will have more discretion."

DeCrow told the audience of 60 that although things have
greatly improved in the past 20 years for women and the
law, just the other day a friend of hers who was defending
a woman in a case of sex discrimination was told by the
judge that the defendant was suffering from 'menopausal
craziness."

The feminist movement was also discussed by DeCrow.
When asked by a member of the audience if she thought
the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) was dead, DeCrow
said "no."

"I think it will be very difficult to get three more states to

pass the ERA by June of '82," DeCrow said. "I don t think
the failure to pass ERA is a failure of feminism. I think it is

a failure to recognize how backward some parts of the
country are."

"The exact same arguments used against the ERA were
used against suffrage. For example, suffrage was bad for a
woman's health and it was damaging to the family," she
said. "Even higher education was considered to be bad for
a woman's health."

DeCrow also said the main argument being used against
the ERA is women have all they need.
However, DeCrow said, "Don't be mislead into thinking

that it is absolutely necessary for women to go home and
make curtains and have babies. One thing that
distinguishes this generation of college students from the
last is women do plan to work and to have careers."
"I'm violently jealous of anyone who is 20-years old or

younger and is a female," she said. "To have a career now
is important, challenging, and fun."

THE WOMAN'S WEEK
The Womanj Week is a weekly calendar of local events

for women. To place your event contact the Women's
department at the Collegian by Friday.

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER (EWC)

TUES: Counseling is available from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Childcare is available from 7-9 p.m.
WED: Counseline is available from 5 7 p.m
Childcare is availabe from 3:30 7 p.m.

WOMAN'
Men Against Violence Against Women (MAVAW) wUI
meet from 7:30-9:30 p.m.

THURS: Chiklcare is available 7-9 p.m.

FRI: Counseling is available from' 10 a.m. to noon
Childcare is available from 10 a.m. to noon.

SAT: Economic Literacy Workshop for Women: "Who's
Got Your 41 Cents: Women and the Wage Gap" Sponsored
by the Working Women's Task Force, in room 168 of the
Campus Center, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

SOUTHWEST WOMEN'S CENTER (SWWC)

MON: Weekly staff meeting at SWWC at 12:15 p.m.
WED: Coffee House at SWWC from 8 10 p.m.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM

MON: Students Against Sexual Harassment (SASH) willmeet at 5 p.m. in Campus Center room 809.

Continued on page 15

UM police detain 5

in weekend incidents
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts police reported making
one arrest and placing four persons under protective
custody over the weekend. All incidents were alcohol-
related, police said.

Steven W. Thomas, of Worcester, was arrested for driv-
ing under the influence of alcohol at 3:10 a.m. Saturday,
police said. Thomas was stopped on Massachusetts
Avenue after being clocked by radar at 10 mph over the
speed limit, police said. Thomas was given a breathalyzer
test which he failed with a reading of .19, almost twice the
legal limit, police said.

In an unrelated incident, James A. Casidy, a resident of
Coolidge Dormitory, was placed in protective custcMly
Saturday morning after grabbing for a police officer's
throat, police said.

In another separate incident, Thomas H. Chacho, a Hier-
fK)nt Dormitory resident, was placed in protective custody
after the car he was riding in was stopped for .speeding on
Ma.ssachusetts Avenue, police said. Police reported
Chacho was asked to leave the scene after he Ixn-ame loud
and uncooperative, but he refused. I'olice said Chacho .said

he "wanted to test the system to see how far he could go."
An unrelated incident in Cance Dormitory re.sulted in

David J. Cronin being placed in protective custody at 2:39
a.m. Saturday, police said. The Cance head of residence
reportedly recjuested police assistance when a second floor
party got out of control, police said. Cronin was found to
l)e uncooperative and under the influence of alcohol by the
responding officers, police said.

REFLECTIONS
ing effect above^

A pool of melted snow and the Old Chapel combine for a strik-

HARVARD
this summer

Tradition and the future meet at the Harvaid Sum-
nwr School, the nation 't ddcM numner wiun. fcatui^

ing open cnroDmcnt in a divctw oHcrini ot day and
eveningH>«ni arts counet and pre-protaaonai pio-

l^vna. The varied curricuhiin include* coune* appropn-
ate for fuWDing college degree reqtiirements as well as

piOffaim rItwjBed for career development and profes-

oful advancement. The international student body has
access lo the UniverBty's outstandir>g bbraries. muse-
ufiw, athletic facilities, and calerular of cultural activities,

as well as the many events available outsidr the Univer-

ty in Harvard Square, Cambridge, and nearby Boston.

Housing is available in Harvard's historic resioences.

LIBERAL ARTS
UiKlergnKluate and graduate courses in more than

30 liberal arts fields offered at convenient houn Inten-

sive foreign larxguage and writing programs arr available

Among the many areas npn iented arr Anthropology.

Computer Sciences, hne Arts, Mathematics Psychol-

ogy, Music, and Visual ar>d Environmenlal Studies.

PRE-PROFESSIONAL AND EDUCATION
Harvard Summer School offers all basic courses

necessary for pie-medical preparation Of interest to

pre-law students are classes m government and econom-
ics. Business courses iiKlude computer programnuivg.

ftruumal accounting, statistics, attd a business wntirw

workshop Non-credit review courses for the CMAT
LSAT, aitd MCAT are offered. Graduate levrl courses in

Education and in management theory and application

meet the r«ecds of professionals srekjnf! >« improve man-

agement skilkor worV toward advanced degrees

SPEQAL PROGRAMS
Programs in expository arwl creative writing, dra-

ma, dance, and tr\glish a a Foreign Lartguagr Instruc-

tion in U foieigp languages, including the Ukrainian

Summer Iratilute.

ACADEMIC CALENDAR
JUNE 21 - AIXIUST 13, 1982
For further Monnatlon, return the coupon below
or contact:

HARVARD SUMMER SCHOOL
Drparliiwnl

20 CanWfi Si C«mbnd«( N4A OZUB
(6171 49J-2VZI intonnalion
(417) *nU9* Wnt open M houn i day for ca(*lo||u« irqiMilt

PWaf «md Harvard Summrr School calalogu* and
application for:

il Arts 4 Scirncn and F.ducjtion

n English as » FoieiKP Lani^agr

G SfrorKlary School Studrni Program

L : DarKf Crnirr

Namr.

Addms.

Cily -Slair . -ZV.

WHARVARD SUMMER SCHOOL
Depanmenl hb

s

ATTENTION!
100%

$ FREE TUITION $

JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS
NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further Infer nation Contact:

Sgt. Richard O'Connor
586-4110
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Specials Valid

March Ist
thru

March 6th

:r:'£*

m FINE FOODS
76 N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST, MASS

IF YOU DIDN'T RECEIVE YOUR
FLYER IN THE MAIL, STOP IN-

TO OUR STORE & PICK ONE
UP. THESE ARE ONLY A FEW
OF THE BARGAINS THAT
YOU'LL FIND THIS WEEK IN

ALL OUR DEPTS. AT LOUIS.
^^v\Vltt^^'<

\

ARMOUR STAR

Turkey
Breast

LEAN

Ground
Beef

orC-O"-::*;'*

^,

USOA CHOICE BONELESS

Chuck Roast
$^89

3 LBS
OR

MORE

GROUND
FRESH

SEVERAL
TIMES
DAILY ,

Pork Chops London Broil
ARMOUR STAR
VERIBEST
EXTRA LEAN
ASSORTED LB

USDA
CHOICE

SHOULDER
CLOD LB

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
7.-.»*v

SWEET LIFE SLICED BEETS.
CUT OR FRENCH GREEN BEANS

Vegetable Sale

SKIPPY-CREAMY OR CRUNCHY

Peanut Butter

SWEET LIFE ALL NATURAL

Spring Water
BETTY CROCKER-ALL VAR

Cake Nixes
CHICKEN OF THE SEA CHUNK

Light Tuna
KEEBLER TOWN HOUSE

Crackers
WALDORF

Bath Tissue
ARM A HAMMER

Detergent

415.5 OZ 5^
CANS A

18 OZ
JAR

*VVV

QAL

ia.5 OZ
PKQ

HOOD

Ice Cream
ALL FLAVORS
HALF GALLON

|7d]OPGecpE0
TROPICANA

Orange
Juice

WATER OR OIL
6.5 OZ CAN

16 OZ
PKQ

12 OZ
CAN

ORE-IDA

Shoestring Potatoes
LA PIZZERIA

Cheese Pizza

20 OZ
BAG

10V« OZ
PKQ

LDflCqjC

A'

ROLL
PKQ

1110Z
PKQ

_, FRESH _-
Broccoli

Mushrooms

99

Ripe Avacados

2 99*
Asparagus

139
LB

RANDOM
WEIGHT
CHEESES

IMPORTED FROM DENMARK
CREAMY 60'n BUTTER FAT

Havarti
Cheese PLAIN

ONLY

FROM CANADA STONED

Wheat Thins 10 6OZ
PKG

CALIF- 9
ORNIA

SWF FT LIFf

Cream Cheese pkg

NEW COUNTRYY. ALLOgUrt FLAVORS
B OZ S
CONT
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Collegian "
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Letters
An increased militancy against
tax dollars used for genocide
To the Editor:

The recent sit-in and demonstration at Representative
Silvio Conte's office in Holyoke resulting in the arrest of
45 people, including 20 UMass students, was a timely ex-
pression of the increasing militancy of al! of us committed
to endmg the brutal intervention of the United States in
El Salvador and elsewhere in Latin America and the
world. The plight of those of us arrested is minor when
one considers those Salvadoran workers and peasants
who have been savagely terrorized and killed by the US
sponsored junU. As we watch Ronald Reagan
systematically dismantle our social programs we cannot
help being struck by the tragic irony of the millions of our
tax dollars being used for the express purpose of murder-
ing our brothers and sisters in El Salvador.

In light of increasing American financed atrocities in
Latin America the time has come for us all to ask if we can
tolerate genocide in our name any longer. Unlike our
political leaders, many of us have learned the lessons of
Vietnam and recognize that unless something is done it

will be only a matter of time before American blood is spill-
ed in El Salvador. The lives of the tens of thousands of
Salvadorans murdered in the past years cannot be retriev-
ed but we can echo the plea of the FDR-FMLN - the
representative of the majority of Salvadorans - for a
cease-fire, political negotiations and meaningful elections;
a plea that has been ignored by Washington. The sit-in is

just the beginning. Teach-ins, rallies, vigils and
demonstrations (Washington March 27) will continue to
force Representative Conte, Reagan and Haig and all par-
ticipants in American genocide in Latin America to res-
pond to our cry: U.S. out of El Salvador and Latin
America! No more Vietnams! No more genocide in our

of thf current caiKJidatcs arr
m-itht-r. Wo utk^c people to vote for ttie most lompi'tetit ot'

name!,1

Carl Koechlin
Northampton Committee on El Salvador

Commenting on candidacies

To the Editor:

As a point of personal privilege, we feel compelled to
respond to some comments made by candidates seeking
the office that we will vacate on April 1. We also hope that
this effort will give our constituency a frame of reference
when they go to the polls as to who are the most capable of
the Student Government Association presidential can-
didates.

First, one of the candidates insinuated that the SGA and
its leaders are corrupt. They further suggested that SGA
salaries should be eliminated and that students who carry
less than a full credit load should be banned.
We resent being called corrupt. Unsubstantiated

statements to this effect are petty, ignorant, and totally

fallacious. Their statements regarding salary and credit

load further display their unawareness. We are paid for 15
hours per week and work anywhere from 40-70 hours,
while carryinjg at least 12 credits. Again, statements such
as these are ig^iorant and unfair.

Another candidacy suggested that saying, "Let's all be
proud" will send an abundance of cash to the University.

While the idea is meritorious, as two of a team of
dedicated budget lobbyists who have worked their tails off

to ensure that the Legislature would provide us the
resources to maintain this campus as a quality institution,

all we can say is perhaps somebody ought to pinch 'Iiia

candidacy to awaken them. It's a nice idea, but anyone
who maintains such a ridiculous notion must be incredibly

naive.

Another of the candidates claimed that rent control is

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor must ineiucie tht-

writer's name, address and telephone
numher for verification. Because of the iar^e
volume of mail received, unpublished letters

cannot he acknowledged or returnee]. Sub-
missions are subject to editing for clarity an(]

grammar. Letters longer than 30 lines may
l)e condensed due to space limitations.

going to be an issue that we can win this year. Unfor-
tunately, he, too, is dreaming. That issue has been
defeated every year since the growth of UMass in the
1960's. We will have a chance in 1984-85 when over one
third of the Amherst town meeting members will be up for
election, but that is only if we get enough students elected.
In any event, that is two years away, and the candidate is

simply wrong.
We feel that we have been honest with the student body,

and have worked to represent their interests. Throughout
it all, we believe that we have been realistic and rational.
Unfortunately, some of the current candidates are
neither.

rnrortuiiately, sonie

neither. \\\' iirjj

the candidates.

In our opinion, the students of UMass and the Universi-
ty as a whole have gained a lot of respect over this past
year. It is up to the voters to make sure that this respect is

maintained.

Larry Kocot
Kevin Mangan

SGA co-presidents

Quality without the price tag

To the Editor:

This is, undoubtedly, only one of many negative
responses to Andrew Hession's editorial on public higher
education. As I finished the article I was a little puzzled to
note the author is a UMass student. Surely, Hession must
feel a tinge of guilt being party to a "tyranny' he equates
with Nazism and the Moral Majority!
Public funding of higher education is by no means tyran-

nical or elitist; it is exactly the opposite. Most people
couldn't begin to afford the quality a UMass education of-
fers if not for public funding. In past times, the tyranny of
economic class did reserve quality education to an elite
group: the very rich and the very bright.

I agree with Hession to a point. We, as students at a
public institution, owe it to the Massachusetts taxpayers
not to burden them unnecessarily, or gripe and complain
every time we're asked to pull a little more of our own
weight. At the same time, we owe it to ourselves to make
the most of what UMass has to offer. I often wonder if

part of the reason there's so much vandalism at UMass is

that too many of us are coastmg on our parents and the
Lax-payers' dollars. I'm very glad, though, that I can ^t't a
Brown University-caliber education without the Brown
University price tage of $10,000.

All but the most hard core Social Darwinists would
agree, I think, that public higher education has a strong
philosophical, moral and Constitutional basis. I only hope
that we at UMass can make full use of the quality educa-
tion we're being offered, and that this University can
become the place it has the potential to be.

Sean Walgren
Central

Tuition waiver
is ineffective
Today a subcommittee of the Board of

Regents will be considering a $103 tuition
increase for University of Massachusetts
students. This proposed increase is in addi-
tion to a $74 increase already scheduled for
next year.

Along with the proposed increase the Ad-
ministration and Finance sub-committee
will be considering additional tuition
waivers for students who cannot afford the
increases. In hindsight we find the present

EDITORIAL
tuition waiver policy (which was designed
to soften the blow of a 27 percent increase
in tuition last year) ineffective and
unresponsive to the students it was design-
ed to serve.

The Regents increased tuition for UMass
students by an additional $4 million last
year. Seventy percent of this $4 million was
paid by students receiving financial
assistance; the Regents provided only 14
percent of the $4 million increase in tuition
waivers.

To make matters worse, half of the tui-

tion waivers provided by the Regents never
reached the students they were intended to
serve. The Regents failed to release a
special $1.4 million tuition waiver fund
which was designed for the most needy
students in mid-January. UMass' share of
the fund arrived four days after tuition
payments were due. In effect, the waivers
were refunded to students who had already
proved they could afford the 27 percent tui-

tion increase by paying their bill on time.
Those former students who could not af-

ford the tuition increase and did not receive
the waivers in time are no longer around to
protest the injustice done to them. Will this
be the Board of Regents tuition waiver
policy? Will they pass a so-called tuition
waiver policy to appease students and then
allow those who cannot afford tuition in-

creases to fade into obscurity?
We hope not. The Regents have come

under criticism for not .being an advocate
for public higher education. We challenge
the Regents to prove them wrong. They
must convert tuition policy from a tool of
appeasement into an effective and respon-
sive mechanism that will create a
"rational" and "equitable" tuition policy as
required by law. We hope they will have the
courage to develop a policy in which those
who cannot afford to pay more are not forc-
ed to leave school.

Unsigned editorials represent the opi-
nions of the Collegian Editorial Board. Op-
posing views are welcome.

New Editorial Board
Beginning this week, unsigned policy editorials will be

the product of a newly formed Editorial Board. This
board will be charged with the responsibility of represen-
ting the views of the newspaper on issues which effect
the University community.
The editor-in-chief, executive editor, associate ex-

ecutive editor, two editors from the Board of Editors and
two staff members will discuss views, formulate opinions
and take turns writing the policy editorials. While their
goal will be to represent the view of the editorial board,
the cross section of members will be acting on the behalf
of the Collegian staff.

- KATHLEEN HOWLEY
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Watch for the reopening of
the Hatch - tentatively

scheduled for March 1st.

Ask about the Dinner
Dance with **Downpour" on
March 5th at the Top of
the Campus Restaurant.

Don't forget the

DESTINATION HAWAII
Raffle - Drawing on March
5th in the Bluewall
Cafeteria.

ATTENTION FOOTBALL FANS
DONT DESPAIR

THE FOOTDALL SEASON IS JUST KICKING OFF AT

THE DLUEWALL
ON MONDAY, AAARCH 1ST

SON OF FOOTDALL FOLLIES
PLUS

UMASS vs HOLY CROSS
PLUS

SUPER MEMORIES OF THE SUPER DOWL
MOVIE KICKOFF: 9:00 G 10:30 PM
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Quickie Lunch
Coffee Shop
Hatch

BlueHall Cafeleria
Campus Center Food Service

7 ways to enjoy . . . why go anywhere else?

T.O.C. Restaurant

^ Lounge
Catering Dept.

BlueHall Bar

Arts
Lucky if you saw Joan
JOAN ARMATRADING
Fine Arts Center
Saturday, Feb. 27

By JULIE GEANAKAKIS
Collegian Staff

Last night the Fine Arts Center was
graced with the potent presence of Joan
Armatrading. Joan took the stage with her
90 percent British five-man band. Beneath
the gap of the curtain she bounced about
awaiting the opening; grinning at the
people who occupied the pit. She began
with "I'm Lucky" and "I Wanna Hold You,"
two offerings from her latest effort Walk
Under Ladders.

Percussionist Julian Diggle planted a
soulful harmonica interlude in the midst of
the letter from the heart "Love and
Affection." When Joan sang the words
"make love" in her deep voice that defies
classification, she gave a knowing close-
eyed grin. The crowd responded with
cheers to the lighting man's red blush that
tinted her lyrics.

Shortly after. Armatrading rocked out the
dancing audience with yet another new cut

from Ladihrs, "When I Get It Right. This
featured a strobonic projection of the words
'"I Wanna Know" on the backdrop and
dancing crimson lights illuminating the
white monoliths of the set.

The band was articulate, well practiced,
and studio perfect as each member
showcased their talent in sounds and rhyth-
ms, crossing the spectrums from folk to jazz
to rock to reggae. For an encore the band
did "Show Some Emotion." a song held up
by a foundation of perfect congas.

Armatrading was preceded by balladeer
Tom Chapin, brother of the late Harry
Chapin. Tom presented a set of positive
thinking folk music. Chapin, beter known
for his five year stint on the CBS program
'Make A Wish." did a solo performance. His
amplified classical guitar work was
swallowed by a restless audience and a
cavernous F.A.C.

New 'Hoods not so good
THE NEIGHBORHOODS
The Bluewall
Saturday, Feb. 27

By STEEV WINNIMAN
Collegian Staff

This show, the Neighborhood's first area
performance since their breakup last June,

^^ Colleruui phot* hj Dwu Sill

The Neig^hborhoods, backstagre at
the Blue Wall Saturday night.

should have been a wise move. Unfor-
tunately, the 'Hoods demonstrated that all

of the problems which led to their breakup,
i.e. lack of spontaneity, sameness of songs
and an overall blah feeling, have not been
resolved so the band still fails to satisfy.

"The only personnel change the
Neighborhoods have nuide is a new bassist.
Drummer Mike Quaglia remains, but as
always the visual focus is on
guitarist/vocalist David Minehan. Playing
his familiar blue Fender Stratocaster, leap-
ing and strutting his way around the stage
like a man possessed, Minehan remains the
captivating showman.
Unfortunately, his playing was almost

entirely rhythm, leaving the melody to the
bassist — making all the new songs instant-
ly forgettable. The new bassist is quite
good, but Minehan should either decide to
play some lead guitar or add another
member. The band's sound Saturday Night
was just too limited.

Most of the two sets the band performed
consisted of new songs, including "I'm a
witness" and "We don't do the Limbo." In
addition, a few of the older songs (from
what Minehan refered to as "the old
'Hoods") were played, showing (if nothing
else) how weak the new songs are. The
dance floor remained packed through the
entire show, but there seemed to be
something missing. The Neighborhoods
simply lacked the spark of energy they
possessed two years ago.

Once upon a time the hoods were con-
sidered Boston's leading local rock band. If

they wish to regain that title, some serious
changes need to be made. Overall, the im-
pressions they left Saturday Night in-

dicates that they ought to rethink their
position.

.Collegian »
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Joan Armatrading
and her five-man band
promoted their latest

album. Walk Under
Ladders, on Saturday
night at the Fine Arts
Center. The light show
and stage were as im-
pressive as Joan's per-
formance.

Boston's New Models
steal The Rings' show
By PHILLIP I'LANTE
Collegian Correspondent

The Rings and (he New Models at the
Rusty Nail Friday night were proof indeed
that "new wave" has become a joke. For a
while I thought I was at a high school dance.
It is no wonder that The Rings are breaking
up. as each song they played practically
self-destructed on stage.
Confused whether they should sound like

R(X) Speedwagon. Styx, The Cars, or Van
Halen, The Rings produced a confused,
overly ornamented, unoriginal, heavy
metal noise which cleared out half the
parking lot between sets.

The dance floor was still crowded
however, making me wonder if some of
these people hadn't been dropped off by
Mom in the family station wagon.

The Rings seemingly messed up
everything they touched. Unable to play
even a straight forward tune like "Last
Time' (The Rolling Stones), they tore it

apart trying to make it fit their bogus heavy
metal muckery.

Much more organized and "life-like" were
The New Models who produced a powerful
"wall of sound" with only three musicians.
The New Models, never seeming to lapse
into repetitive nonsense like The Rings,
brought together various strains of the so-

called "new wave" including a synthi pop
keyboard rhythm which carried their music
right along.

Lead guitar Casey Lindstrom spun and
flipped his way through tunes like "Oh Oh
Oh " exhibiting some of the primitive energy
punk hands like the Dead Kennedys have
shown us at the Nail before.

SGA ELECTIONS
Elections for the office of Student Government Association President! s) and for

positions on the Board of Governors, will be held on March 8 & 9. Polhng times and
places are as follows:

11-2 p.m. & 4 - 6 p.m.
NortheasVSylvan
Central/Orchard HiU
Cancc; J.A., J.Q.A.,

Mackimmi^ Moort;
Patterson, Pierpont,

Washington
Coolidge, Crampton,
Emerson, Jamesy

Kennedy, Melville,Thoreau

Worcester D.C.
Franklin D.C.

Berkshire D.C.

Hampshire D.C.

Commutei/Greek
10-3 p.m.

Campus Center Concourse
(in front of Blue Wall)

For further information, call 545-0341, or come up to Rm 420 of the

Student Union Building.

You've seen our programs —
Abbie Hoffman
Alger Hiss G.Gordon Liddy

George McGovern

Now get involved!

D.V.P.
Introductory Meeting
Monday, March 1, 1982
7:00 p.m. Rm. 905 C.C.

Refreshments will be provided.
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Open 24 Hours 7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnite
in Hadley-Amherst and Pittsfield stores.

—•••• «-i.>-t«a>*«..^

Prices effective Western Mass.. Vemon and Enfield stores only

'White Gem' Whole
'

Chickens
Whole
2V2-3 lbs

2V2-3 lbs
Not just government in-

spected but Grade A.
Fresh, meaty and delic-
ious. And at a sensational-
ly low price!

'WhiteGem' Chicken Split ^'^.b. ,^45-

'WhiteGem' ChickenLegQuarters ^ >A9
'WhiteGem' ChickenBreastWhole ,^1.19
'WhiteGem' ChickenLegs „69
'WhiteGem' ChickenWings ,^59

Perdue
Chickens .49
PerdueChickenSplit ,b55*
PerdueChickenBreastWhole .bl.29
PerdueChickenLegs -^-^^-^--v ,b79*

PerdueChickenWings °-'!--/'-"-- ib69*

^OvenStii£fer' ^"?:??i'??~.n,T9*
FreshPerdueComishHens -^- a.19
FreshDucklings ^i^^^'. ,A.09
FreshBreast ofDuckling coh-^b^^^, ,bl.69

All Conn.&West. Mass. Stores
Best Buys From Our Circular!

Check our SIX pages of values! Get a copy in the store.

Film Developing Sale!

Color
Printspf\ce

Color Prints from 110
128 Of 135 only
It only one picture on
your roll turns out you _«,
pay only 15« no e« "*'
tr» charge (Of process print
ing the wtiole roll' Re-
prints I9t ea 15

Money- saving meat buys!

Enjoy a tender, juicy

oven roast. It's Stop
& Shop Great Beef.'

Child Mild
FranksOQ*
Gem Beef 1 1bpkg ^M^L^
Two New Flavors J^^^
Weaver(^

199

Roast
USDA
CHOICE

Rondelets
Italian or Cheese Ftecipe
12 ozpkg Frozen

SteakUmm
Sandwich
Steaks 099
24 ounce pkg . . . .%^r

LENTEN nSH BUYS /*"^S

Fresh
Haddodc
Schrod 039
Fillets ibflV

Pollock
Fillets 139
Frozen ib^L

Fish
Cakcs^f^^
Cooked Frozen ^ft^ifl
Stop & Shop 16oz . ^^%^
Big Daisy
BreadA $«
Sliced White ^^^loaves I
Stops Shop 20 oz 4mm ^L

Pert
/-Shampoo

,(

<^'^
j „„ J29

1 e

up to 5 lbs

USDA Choice "Great Beef"

BeefTopRoundSteak
USDA Choice "Great Beef"

TopRoundLondon Broil
FRESH PRODUCE VALUES Pick whafs perfect for you.

£r^\ Extra Large California

Oraiuft
Size 72 GF

JiffV

.^1

_ Juffin

mljJ
j

So easy to make.
8 ozpkg

laturally sweet
snack treat. So

easy to peel and
enjoy5'*1
Broccoli

79*
Washington State

Delicicnis

Potato stop & Shop

Chips OkMRegular ^^^P2^W
12ouncebag •^^^^^^

Cheddar Cheese _

Shells ^ ^^^^^
or Cheddar & Twist'

Prince6V2 ozpkg
4-99'

^ BuMBLt BtE
fl!!l!.'l'llli<!lllll.'H

Bumble Bee
Tumi
Chunk Light in Oil or
Water6V2 0zcan. . .

.

89
California

Green, tender and flavorful.

Rich in vitamins and minerals

bunch

Scott Big Roll
Towels """
Decorated, Arts & Flowers or'

Asst'd119ct1 ply roll . . . 69

11 02
bottle

f I
STQPj SHOP Dt lPY COUPON

J

[' Savers
I

Real Sharp Cheddar
W hill- .ir Vi-liiin' II. ir or Whitf Wcdgr

< r Imported Finland Swiss'
1 lb pkg Stop & Shop

"l^icK Your Own" ^^ $—
FreshEggplant Z ibs1
"Pick Your Own" ^#%<
FreshSpinach Jo9
Fresh p^#%<
BrusselsSprouts ih#9
12 ounce bag g^ *—
CocktailCarrots .2 '<"X

Waldorf Bathroom

Tissues CMS*White, Assorted or Prtnt

400ct1plyroll,4pack.

.

Orange Juice
HalfGaUon 119
from concentrate ^^Stop&Shop carton ^fc

Mrs. Filberts
Maigarine EfCk*
Golden Quarters
1 pound package

Regular
Fries ** ^^«
or Crinkle Cut
Stop & Shop 16 oz

B-1 'OH ';mo»cob«« Dfn ci.i'A
I

I I SaveSO
On our /.Tmoiis 1

' v lb stick of

S BarreP'O*' Beef
" " Beef Salamim U"ni;7:::r.,^,".'^S.«,,.or^i i.

Beer salami ,25 jj

CORNER DELI Tasty buys

!

Wilson Honey
Baked Ham
2»9

2^9
Lean &

flavorful

lb

Hood Half Gallon

Ice Cream
Assorted Flavors
Half Gallon carton I59
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Newslines

$1.5 m given to

observatory

PVTA express

to Smith begins
The Pioneer Valley Transit Authority

(PVTA) will begin express bus service
between Smith College and the University
of Massachusetts today.

The non-stop service will operate on the
702-703 route from John M. Green Hall at
Smith College to the UMass Campus Center
at 7:30 a.m.. 8:20 a.m. and 9:20 a.m. and
from the UMass Campus Center to Green
Hall at 1:35 p.m., 2:35 p.m. and 3:35 p.m.

The buses will not stop en route at these
times.

The express service is an experiment
resulting from a survey conducted by the
Lower Pioneer Valley Regional Planning
Commission for the PVTA.

Out of 750 people surveyed, 47 percent
were in favor of some express bus runs.

The success of the express service will be
evaluated by the PVTA at the end of the
spring semester.

— MYLESCAVANAGH

The Five College Radio Astronomy
Observatory has received two grants in
recent months.
An $850,000 grant by the National Science

foundation will be received annually for the
operation of the observatory, said Richard
Huguenin. program director.

Maintenance of the observatory includes
the payroll for 60 staff members, both
faculty and students, the care for the
telescope and further research in
technology.

The second grant is from Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, which over the
past 15 months has granted more than
$650,000. Huguenin said.

The purpose of this grant is for the
development of the 3mm Continuum
Radiometer, a part of a radio telescope.
In the future, the Five College Radio
Astronomy Observatory should be
receiving qther grants from small cor-
porations, said Huguenin.

— JUDY RUBIN

••••••••••••••
*

*

STAR TREK
LIVES!

Club Meeting
March 1, 1982
Time 7-10 PM
Room 802

Campus Center
Films, Info

for ST & SF Fans
All Welcome!^ MM welcome! 4.

ALfS
horizons in change

INFO SESSION
about MASSPIRG jobs

TODAY 7:30 at Career Services

<5^^
Experience a multi-media study

of the marketing strategies that caused
Miller Brewing Company's phenomenal success

during the past decade.

Professional Management Quality Control

Market Research Advertising Development

Media Execution Market Segmentation

Product Proliferation

A classic case of texttxx)k marketing

that revolutionized an entire Industry

.Coliegian n

("olleiriaii photo bv Terrna Rellafiore

ON THE JOB — Edward Renaud, an 18-year UMass Physical Plant
veteran, goes about his duties outside the Campus Center last week.

BARSELOTTI
MONDAY NIOHT SPICIA&

»K Old Milwaukee
slice

clesing

JOWENBRAU

MILLER BREWING COMPANY &
COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTORS

of Westfield
cordially Invite you to attend

THE MILLER MARKETING SEMINAR

a presentation on the development

of the Miller Brewing Company

and it's parent, the Philip Morris Corporation.

ALL ARE WELCOME!

Monday, March 1 7:30 P.M. 163 CC

Refreshments will be served.

For more Information contact:

Craig Keenan, BK^ 549-1352 or 549-3518
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Hypercurricula. .

.

Mon., March 1

FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA -
Stimson Heald Collegiate Chapter meeting
to discuss sleighride for March 13, and to
plan events for this semester. Students and
faculty of Stockbridge and College of Food
and Natural Resources welcome! Room 311
Stockbridge Hall, Mon.. March 1 at 4 p.m.

FILM: "EL SALVADOR: ANOTHER
VIETNAM?" - The updated release of this

American documentary provides extensive
background to the explosive situation in

that country. It's worth your time to see it.

CCA Mon., March 1 at 7:30 and 9 p.m.
FREE!

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE
MEETING — Open to anyone willing to

help and share ideas about solving the
problems of world hunger. Mon., March 1

4:30-5:30 p.m. 428 Student Union.

TRAVEL & TOURISM MEETING - This
wDl be an open forum with Dr. Fletcher to

discuss the future and direction of the
Travel & Tourism option in the Hotel
Travel Restaurant Dept. All are en
couraged to attend. Refreshments will be
served. Flint 103 Mon. March 1.

Tues., March 2
•^^^^X:A•^:^•^:•::^^^^:•^^^^:•:•:<•^X'^^^:•^^^^^v.^^^^^v,^^•.^•;•;•^;<•;^•^TO

BASIC MARXISM STUDY GROUP - The
study group sponsored by the Friends of
the Spartacus Youth League will meet
every two weeks. The first topic is: The
working class, the state and revolution. For
further information call 546 9906. Rm 321
Thompson Tues., March 2 at 8 p.m.

FILMS FROM GREAT BRITAIN:
CLASSICS AND CURIOSITIES - Film
series presented by the English Dept. and
funded by the UMass Arts Council. Dead of
Night, Black Narcissus, Plague of the
Zombies, Pickunck Papers, Fallen Idol,

(ireenfor Danger. Herter 227 at 8:15 p.m.
Tues., March 2.

MASS PIRG PETITIONERS MEETING -
Petition students for support of
MASSPIRG in upcoming SGA election

referendum. All invited. 423 Student Union
Tues., Thurs., at 4 p.m.

EXPERIENCE IN MEDITATION -
Acataga Anakala, a yogic monk, will offer

instruction and practice in meditation. All

are welcome to a free evening of spiritual

exploration. A service of Ananda Marga
549 6059. Hasbrouck 106 Tues.. March 2 at

7 p.m.

MEETING OF WESTERN MASS. LATIN
AMERICAN SOLIDARITY COMMITTEE
— Meeting at 5:30 p.m. in Machmar E 37 on
Tues., March 2. Main group and task forces
will meet.

STUDENT ALLIANCE FOR ISRAEL -
Michael Innerfield, a former Intern for

Peace in Israel, will talk about this

program, which creates connections bet-

ween Israeli Arabs and Jews. Hillel office,

SU 302 Tues., March 26 p.m.

EX MOONIES SPEAK OUT - The
program with three former members of the
Unification Church will include the film

"The Dark at the End of the Rainbow" and a
panel discussion about cult recruiting,

converting and practices. SUB Tues.,
March 2 at 7 p.m. film, 8 p.m. discussion,
9:30 film.

THE LAST GREAT AMERICANS - The
LGA video production will hold a script

writing meeting on Tuesday at 7 p.m. and
its General Meeting on Thursday. Any new
and interested people are welcome. Rm
911 915 CC Tues., Rm901 CC Thursday.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING - WiU
meet on Tues., March 2 at 7:30 p.m. in CC
174. Kalil Boghden, President of the Mass.
Wildlife Federation will be the feature
speaker. Topics will include endangered
species and national wildlife week.
Memberships will be collected. All majors
welcome. Refreshments.

BICYCLE CLUB — General meeting to
discuss upcoming weekend trips and our
Spring break trip to Washington D.C.
Meeting is open to new members to be. See
you there! CEQ Rm 306 SU Tues., March 2
at 7:30 p.m.

SPIRITUAL DIRECTION GROUP - Rev.
Chester Freenian facilitates a group in

terested in personal sharing and theological
exploration, integrating spirituahty with
social justice. Involves study of mystics,
meditation, prayer, fasting, and en-
vironmental concern. 428 SU Tues., March
2 at 7 p.m.

INTER STUDY PROGRAMS IN
ENGLAND - Robert CoUins of Inter
Study Programs will be on campus at
International Programs on March 2 to talk
with students wishing to spend a semester
in England. 239 Whitmore, 9:30-11:00 a.m.

Wed., March 3

LEAVING HOME - Film and discussion. A
film which examines a family as its four
daughters leave, becoming independent
women. A discussion will follow, led by
noted family therapist Evan Coppersmith,
Thompson 104. Wed., Mar 3, 8:00p.m.

UMASS HANG GLIDING CLUB -
Business meeting to discuss stuff: storage,
altitude, glider repairs and ratio, fun-
laising, hacky sack. Anything else - bring it

along. CC 804-08, Wed.. Mar 38:00 p.m.

PLANNING SESSION - Interested in an
inlornship? Attend a Planning Session
Wednesday. March 3 or Thursday. March
4; Rm. 101 CC 7 p.m. One to 15 credit
internships available for all majors.

STUDENT MEETING - UPC Productions
General Meeting. 101 CC. Mar. 3 at 6:30
p.m.

SPECTRUM ART STAFF - New
members meeting. Non art majors
welcome. CC 104. Wed.. March 3 at 7:00
p.m.

PATHOLOGIST GUEST SPEAKER -
Attention Pre Med and Health Career
Students: Dr. Bruce Dziura. Pathologist at
Bay State Medical Center will be giving an
informal lecture on Wed., March 3 at 700
p.m.. CC Rm. 905 909.

PREMED CLUB MEETING - The Pre-
Med Club will sponsor a pathologist at its

meeting on March 3 at 7:00 in CC Rm. 905-

09. Come hear the Bay State Medical
Center Doctor speak. CC 905-09. Wed..
March 3. 7:00 p.m.

SPECTRUM POETRY STAFF MEETING
— Old and new members. Our first meeting
of the semester. If you can't make it. please
contact Becky, 104 CC Wed.. March 2, 7:00
p.m.

Thurs., March 4

MEETING ON STUDY ABROAD -
WOm.D WIDE - Lecture and discussion
by Lily von Klemperer, noted authority on
study abroad programs. Hampshire College
- Franklin Patterson West Lecture Hall.
March 4. 7:30 p.m.

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY - Chaplain
Pete Sabey facilitates this wide open
discussion about various topics of
theological substance. 428 Student Union.
Thurs.. March 4 12:15-1:15 p.m.

FILM SHOWING: "REVOLUTION OR
DEATH" — This powerful film about El
Salvador will be followed by discussion.
Sponsored by the Friends of the Spartucus
Youth League. For further info call: 546-
9906. CC 903. March 4. 8:00 p.m.

SIIABHAT SERVICES - The first weekly
Shabbat service of the semester. Dukes
Km., Friday, March 5. 7:00 p.m.
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Tennis Balls

Pong Balls

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

^ HELP WANTED |

Person with Graphic Arts skills to
design camera ready material for
advertising and marketing.
Knowledge of Downtown Spfld.
helpful, but not necessary.

Contact: Joan O'Connor, 733-3173.
t Wo are an Equal Opportunity P:mployer

j

C
Measure your pleasure at

noontime!

«'»*V, Sandwich
Car^*^* •

, 1.11
.»*»«•»»" by-the-inch!

(0

D
0*

All'you'Caii'eat
Carbur's newest

Soup & Salad

Bar
Monday
thru Friday

noontime
delight

CARBUR'S^LUNCH At the Elmwood
Route 9. Hadlcy

S86-I978

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe
1»«J I Of Aairln limn VadKalc

ACROSS
1 Cicatrix

5 and span
9 Lose color
13 Soliloquy

start

14 Loses interest
16 Port of SE China
17 Woe IS me'
18 Release
19 Tennis champion

Lacoste
20 Sell cheaply
23 Takeprisoner
24 Marner
25 Certain breaker
26 Supermarket unit
27 Term of endear-

ment
30 Having a certain

roof

33 Guido s note
35 Birds from

Canada
37 Actor Novello
38 Time fora pavane
39 Roentgen inven-

tion

40 Chapter and
42 Times of pros

parity

43 Fabricators
44 we down

hearted^

45 Cobbler stool
47 His. in Bordeaux
48 Maniple

50 Namesakes o(

Miss Page
54 With ."

57 Trouble spot in

the Near East
58 Counting word
59 Nobody, to Cato
60 Baobab or ginkgo
61 Be unpleasant
62 Lobster s weapon
63 Carnelian
64 Browns
65 quam videri,

N C s motto

DOWN
1 Phase
2 Punctuation mark
3 Nautical term
4 Vacationers
5 Graze
6 Golden Trea-

sury" Item

7 Eurytus sdaugh
ter, et al

8 Clerks

9 Gambling games
10 Kind of corner
11 Ding

12 Word with bull s

or cat s

15 Commemorative
pillar

21 Foray

22 Blabbed
27 Sister of Zeus
28 Glacier forma

tions

29 French Marshal's
family

30 Sutherland or

Scotto
31 Division of a

cricket match
32 -Tell me "

33 Full of get-up
and go

34 Baby s seat

36 Being
41 Work for

43 Jacob s wife
46 Payment
47 Nosy ones
48 Seeped
49 Group of nine
51 Chinese money
52 La Douce and

others
53 Harriet Beecher
54 Air

55 Prognosticator
56 Carriage
57 Rds.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE WEATHER
Mass., R.I.. Conn. —

Increasing cloudiness today.
Highs in the 30s. Cloudy
tonight with a period of light

snow. Lows in the 20s.
Mostly sunny tomorrow.
Highs in the 30s.

D.C. MENU
Flot Heef Sandwich, Corn J^'^NER \

Fritt.rs/Sausage Links, ^"j^^^ |amh/(.ravy. Mmt:

Maple Svrup •^:">'- ^ ^]\')?']
/^'^'^- ^ •"'»:

'
• ' Plate with Saltines

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNKK i

Spinach Cas.serole, Corn Carrot Loaf/White Sauce*
Fritters/Maple Syrup Chicken Stew ':

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

10:30 - 11:00 Drinking and Driving

F^orum: Campus and town
officials di.scuss the pro-

blem

11:00 - 11:45 Blondie: Her Eat to the

Beat Concert

1:00- 1:45 Kregeloh Masters; Ma.ster

tiipes from the Master

12:45 - 1:00 Short Shots: What we
find on the floor

1:45- 2:00 Parachute Club
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Continued from, page 1

place. The communications disorders major will remain at
a stable level.

School of Physical Education

The professional preparation in physical education ma
jor will be termmated. Reductions in faculty will take placem exercise science and sport studies. The athletic depart-

ment and intramural program will remain stable.

Provosts Area

The library will l>e the top priority at UMass-Amherst in

l)oth its acquisitions of books and periodicals and its

physical state. The plan also calls for the suspension of the
Orchard Hill and Southwest Residential Colleges. The pro-
vost should form a task force to investigate the residential
colleges' activities, the report recommends.

UMass President David C. Knapp. in a press conference
last Monday gave his assurance that the long-range plan
will be followed by Koffler's replacement. He said the
long-range plan is only a part of a master plan which is a
combination of plans from the Amherst, Boston and
Worcester campuses.

Koffler. after returning from Arizona last week, said he
would begin to institute the plan this year.
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UNIVERSITY MEN

GIVE US A LOOK

TANDEM
COMPUTERS
Cordially invites you to our

Career Information Session

Thursday, March 4
7:00-10.-00 p,nL

Electrical Engineering/
Computer Science
(BS/MS/PhD)
Campus Center

Room 174-76

Refreshments Served
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<

<

<
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We're interested in offering
you a wealth of opportunities,
experience, responsibilities,
and a lot of fun along the way.

CHECK US OUT
fMIfMITTAlmiir MM
TIK( lir HCNIID mu lus
C<IU$3 »}l Fll I IIDE

OPEN RUSH
Thursday Feb. 25
Friday Feb. 26

Monday March 1
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SAVE$
Roll Back the Parking Fee!

Cut the Campus Center Fee!
HOUSE

. No. 1740
By Mr ( ollins o\ Amherst, petition of the AKSCME, Council 9^

AH.-CIO. and James G C'onins that provision be made \oi the
purchase ol certain property in the town of Amherst from the I niversi
ty of Massachusetts Building Authority. Education.

^be Cotnmontoealtly of fhMUu^uuttM

I'. IK Year One IhouMrxl Nine Hundred and Eighty- Two

An A( r PM IVIIMNG FOR THt PURt HASt OF TtKlAIN HROPFR lY IN I Ml
lOWNOI AMHERST KKOM THt UNIVERSITY OF MASSA< HUSH S HI |||,.

ING Al> f HORITY FOR THE l/SF OF THE DNIVERSlI V OK MASSA< lllil Mn
State House, Boston, Feb. 22, 1982

After testimony by the Union, the Administration, the Student Government,
H. 1740 went endorsed "ought to pass" from the Education Committee to
House Ways and Means. ,,hank you Jim Collins)

Bills do not pass solely on their merits.

It will take a concerted effort to move this bill through the process The per-

t^i^I'^KN
^'Oanizational commitment of those who stand to benefit from

this bill IS required NOW to convince the Great and General Court to place
the Campus Center & Garage in a capital outlay budget.
This message brought as a public service by the University of MassachusettsEmployees, Amherst, Local 1776 AFSCME Council 93AFL-CIO

«^^""»«"s

.?

>̂
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collagian Office CC 113 • 845 3 45 Monday Friday • Deadline .s 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

Collegian is

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

A FLORIDA SPRIIMG BREAK
GET the best hotels, parties, discounts,
and NO hidden charges, fleabag hotels or
B.S.-all FOR 264.- (Daytona-Ft Lauder-
dale) including 7 days hotel, round-trip
transportation and Disney trip. Call Dave
549-6802. ^

APARTMENT MATES WANTED
Need a place? I've got apartment and am
looking for people to share it with. Contact
Annie 665-7578

AUDIO

Stereo worth $1100 asking $585 like new
Call 665-7717 for info, will talk

Odyssey Studio Monitor Speakers
5-way 12" woofer list $900 Will sacrifice for
$350 549-0469 Vic

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790

69 VW runs but needs work, good parts
car, $250.00 or BO 253-5385 Neal

73 Pontiac $350.00 256 OlsY
~

74 Cutlass Great snows. Runs good. $750
Some body work. 253 7890 5:00 7:30 PM
1972 Pont Grand Prix AM /FM' cassette
deck, 2 Pioneer coaxial speakers, PW, AC,
good reliable transportation, asking an
unbelieveable $250.00 for quick sale Paul
549 1006

Surplus Jeep. Cars, Trucks, car inven
tory value $2,143 sold for $100. For infor
mation on purchasing similar bargains call

602-998-0575 ext. 6501 call refundable

IS YOUR CAR SICK?

Then consult Kevin at 253-3695 Free
diagnosis/ estimate, very reasonable prices

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BIBLF STUDY

Search for Truth: Non-denominational bi-

ble study seeking original truth taught by
the apostles in the early church teaching
discussion-fellowship-prayer: Mon 1st 7:30
PM Campus Center Rm 811 15

COUNSELORS

Camp Wayne, Northeastern Penn-
sylvania, co-ed children's resident camp
6/22-8/22/82. Many positions available.

Friendly, warm atmosphere. We care.
Write: 12 Alleyard, Lido Beach N Y. 11561
and include your school phone number

DRUMMER NEEDED

Drummer needed to start band. Beatles,
Costello and originals. Call Russ before 2 or
Mark after 5. 549-4787

DULL?

I will sharpen, P-tex, and wax your skiis
for 5 bucks. Call Ed 6 9669

FOR RENT

Rural Balchartown: 2 bedrooms, by lake,

5 mins to bus stop. 390 -^ 323-5833

Tired of paying Amherst rents? Try a 3
room apartment in Turners Fallsl No pets.
$156. Available imm<3diately. Call Rupert or
Fred: 1-863-8218

Cape Cod summer seasonal rentals:
West Yamnouth and Dennis; 1, 2, 3 & 4
bedroom units. Rent direct from owner.
(617) 528-0404 or (617) 771-2233

Two bedroom Southwood Apt with fall

option - »366 available June 1 call 256-8732

FOR SALE
~

Sneakers men's and women's; quality
name brand; great deal call Mike 549-1233

Ski Boots Nordica sz 11 used 1 season
256-8020 Doug $35

I give up. TAKAMINE GUITAR w/hd cs, a
steal at 156$, includes Berklee book vol. 1

* Gymwomen

Yamaha
546-6470

NS-5 spkrs. 2-way $150 pr.

Aria Pro II TS-COG, beautiful guitar has
everything, need cash will sacrifice for 300$
or reasonable offer call 549-3^
Olln Mark IV w/Sol. 444 $110 Aiwa
Walkman 3 mo old $80 Call Chris 549-1006
Guitar: Guild solid body 2 Humbucking
Pick-ups coils cut. Phase switch Double
cutaway good cond. $325 367-2424
Stereo in good condition $90 or BO call
253-3873 after 4 PM

FOUND
Gold colored watch in Campus Center
2/23 546-6052

FUR JACKET
New Possum Jacket $300 or best offer
Laura 549-6999

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic
546-6684

HELP WANTED
Bus driver trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will hold a meeting to recruit for our
next Training Program on March 2 at 7:00
pm in Campus Ctr Room 903. Qualifications
include a clean driving record and 1 year
commitment.

Wanted: Experienced craftsperson to run
student craftshop. Must be able to instruct
in leather, silver, stained glass, ceramics,
woodworking. Compensation dorm suite,
stipend, use of facilities. Info and applica-
tion: Artist in Residence Selection, Mclntire
House, Univ of Mass, Amherst. Applica-
tions due Mar. 12 by 5 pm at Mclntire. The
Univ of Mass is an affirmative action equal
opportunity employer

Shoe Sales person Part time, must be ex-
perienced in family shoes. Apply in person
only. Mathews Shoes, 39 So Pleasant.

HOUSEMATE WANTED
Housemate Wanted to share spacious
home in Pelham $100 & utilities call

253-9875

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
Advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Division

INTRAMURAL
~

Intramural football and volleyball forfeit

fee checks must be picked up at the In-

tramural Office on or before Thursday
march 4 or they will be used to purchase in-

tramural equipment. Anyone wishing to
transfer their basketball forfeit fee to soft-
ball or soccer must do so on or before
Thursday March 4.

LOST
~

Lost giris High School ring Class 1978
l-akeland, reward 586-9107

Lost pair of glasses in Morrill ballet frames
call 54^4030

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICT|M~

Therapist-Researchers working to
devetop ways of better understanding and
helping those men (i.e. husbands,
brothers, friends, fathers, roommates,
sons) whose lives have been affected by
the rape of someone close to them. We
would welcome any help from ant man who
has had this experience. Please phone or
write: Bob Samuels or Madeline Wagner,
Tobin Hall, UMass, 546-0489, 586^327,
253-9537

NSE
~

National Student Exchange n>eeting,

Mon March 1 , 7 pm - CC rm 803. Stratton
ski trip planned. If you want to go, please
attend.

PERSONALS
~

ECKANKAR - a way of life. Write P.O.
Box 283, Amherst, MA 01004

Paul Happy B-Dayl Hope you have a
great day and that maybe you'll remember
the nightl Enjoy, Love, Sandy

That's right, the 3rd Annual U-Mass Pi

Kappa Alpha 29 hr Dance Marathon is hap-
pening again March 5th and eth in the Stu-
dent Union Ballroom call 546-2150 for info

Enter, enter!! Its not too latel Find a part-
ner and register for the 3rd annual U-Mass
Pike 29 Hour Dance Marthon March 5th
and eth at the SUB Call 546-2150 for info.

All University Women are invited to at-

tend Informal Rush at Lambda Delta Phi.
Stop by our CC tables Mon-Wed or call

546-0939 for info and rides. You will be glad
you did.

EFG from NJ I only see you in the Campus
Center - how about lunch?

Seniors: Make an appointment and reserve
your place in the yeartiook. Call 546-2874 or
stop by rm 178 CC
Michele and Leslie Thanks for everything.
My mother must have pakJ you off well. -

But where is George. Love the Dancin Fool

See "Coming Home" with Jane Fonda
and John Voight Thursday, March 4 7, 9.
11 p.m.

Attention Health Careerists: Dr Bruce
Dziura, pathologist at Bay State Medical,
gives an informal lecture on Wednesday
March 3 at 7 PM CC Rm 905^)9

Happy Birthday? Happy Hour!! St, St,
what's your name? Stove? Steve? Could it

be Steve? Bud's brother, right? Heh, it's

your last semester. . .Take a break for once
(rightl) Here's your classified. . . .Have a
terrific 22nd B-Dayl!

I

Feb. Suid of the Month B.P. we always
get our squid. Squid Sqaud

IQU. we're different! Give us a try. All
university women invited to Rush Thurs.
Feb. 25th 6:00-7:00. Mon. March 1st
7:00-8:00. Tues. March 2nd 7:00-8:00. For
further infomnatk>n contact Beth or Nancv
256-6874.

leOO. $300 or $200 CASH ! That's just some
of the prizes YOU can win in the 29 hr
Multiple Sclerosis Dance Marathon, March
5th & 8th in the SUB Call 546-2150 for more
info.

Nomination papers for Central Area
President, Vice-President, Treasurer
available in area office, B 23 Baker. They
are due Mon March 1 at 9:00 to the office

100 Reward for any one who might have
found or seen someone find a blue CB
jacket lost at Joey D's Feb 11 No ques-
tions. Please call 54»-4847

Seniors: If you don't make your senior por-
trait appointment for the yearbook, our
photographer will be out of a job as of Fri-

day, March 5. To ensure his continued
employment, call now, 546-2874 or stop by
Campus Center Room 178. 9-noon, 1pm-
5pm
Tom Where've you been this
semester? -Brands

Is EPICOENE a hemaphrodite? Find out
546-3511

Heidi: Ever since sleeping w/Ess, can
never come back - Norman
Sigma Alpha Mu Fraternity proudly sup-
ports Micheal Buchsbaum and Jay
Englander for Board of Governors
Lambda Delta Phi - You can make a dif-
ference! Check us out. 545-0939

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations. Papers - scientific
background, English/Spanish 256-8957

Dissertations, theses, paperi
guaranteed acceptance, low rates. Nancy
5-0392. 584-7924

^

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to New York City on 2/25
or 2/26 Call 546-9623

Penna - Phil or Reading March Break
Giny 256-0185

RIDERS WANTED
I am going to St. Louis for Spring Break
call 527-3641 Bud

Continued from page 16

Ooach Virf^inia Kvans and a.s.sisi int (•(uich Km
Anderson, wore very pk-asrci with their team's per

lormance. "Obviously an excellent rii<''i. dreal way to

finish the sea.son," said Kvans, whose icam ^ini^he(l t he

season 9 5.

The Minut«'W(inien ar«' enteiinj; the NCAA re^jioii.ils m
i wo weeks. I'M enters th<' eonipelilion ranked toil li out ol

.si.\ loams.

* Woman 's week
Continued from page 5

ROOMMATE WANTED

One male wanted to share room in two-
bedroom apt. Ask for Mimi or George
253-9720 229A Main St Amherst

One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

Female to share room in two bedroom
aptJ95jf_^-7806

Wanted on female roommate in Bran-
dywine Apts Call 549-0712

Two female roommates wanted for
summer house in Hyannis call 6-4714

Presidential Apts own room. 180-f.
female nonsmoker 23+. Kim 549-6984
549-6476

Roommate Wanted: 1 nriale to share
bdrm in Southwood Apt 90$ inci heal
253-9579

SERVICES

Couples recovering from rape
Theraputic group for couples to work on in-

terpersonal aspects of recovering from
rape. 10 weeks. SIkling fee scale. Male b
female co-therapists. Psychological Ser
vices Center UMass 546^)041

SPRING BREAK SKIING

5 days lift tickets 5 nights hotel ace. at
Stowe, indoor pool, home style brsakfast
$135.00 Bob 665-4720

TO SUBLET

Summer sublet w^fall option rent
negotiable 666-2515

TRAVEL

Rocky Mountains Spring Break. Your
car. gas. My cabin, food. Hugh 546-6619
for details.

SUMMERSCHOOL HOLLAND? Interna-
tional Busir^ess Managenr>ent, Nine credits
Package $15001 Prof. Devos 617-383-9304

Now's the time and Bermuda's the
place for just $299 (this includes
everything) for info call 256-6941 after 6
hurryl

FREE TRAVEL BACK FROM FLORIDil
drive cars thru us. Licensed agency. Caii

Doug 546-8184

UPC PRODUCTIONS
~

Get disciplined on Monday at the FAC
KING CRIMSON

with
Robert Fripp

Adrian Belew
Tony Levin
Bill Bruford

Tickets still available at URU,
FAC Box Office Faces & Ticketron

WANTED
Bluegrass Pickers wanted to jam with
guitar and banjo 546-1265 Jim
Needed for research proj<«ct: non-vtslMy
harKlicapped chronically ill individuals who
use Health Services for primary care. Call
54S-6498 after 6:00 PM

WANTED TO BUY

Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,
25 No. Pleasant St., Amherst, 2560710

WHAT THE B-FUNK

Wanted: serious techno-funk baas
player. Call Bern 6-9083 or Gary 6-9101

WILDLIFE SOCIETY
Will meet on Tuesday March 2 at 7:30PM in CC 174 Kali! Boghden, President of
Mass. Wildlife Federation will be the
speaker. Membership dues will be collected

WRITING SERVICES
Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD
Msjst in any writing project. Amherst
Wnters, Inc. 253-7764

THURS: Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductivf
F reedom (CKRRF) will meet at 7 p.m. in Campus Centei

TUES: Women's Issues Team will meet at 7 p.m. in Maoh-
merW13.

WEI): Committee Against Sexual And Riarial .\ssaults

(C^ASARA) will meet 5 p.m. in Campus Center room 904
908.

171

AMHERST COLLEGE WOMEN'S WEEK
MON: Nanette Hray and Jan Dreegchant, representative'
from the Hampshire County Chapter of the Nationa
Orjjanizalion lor Women (NOW) will address the Equn!
Rights Amendment (ERA) at 7:30 p.m. in the Converse
Assembly room.
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Injury -plagued gymmen stumble to Temple
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Suff

rniLADELPHIA — Missing five out of its top ten
compotilors. the University of Massachusetts men's
a^'nnastics team saw its team scores faU off, as it lost to
Temple University. 255.40 234.15, at Temple yesterday.
With performers like all around Bert Mathicson

Ihyporextended knee), John Macurdy (archilles tendon
pull) and Dave Buegler out of competition, the Minutemin
had to rely on limited performances from Jim McGrath
(ankk; tear) and Tony Sbarra (bruised heel), as well as
first time competitors Glenn Schasse and Peter Luccini to
help the UMass cause.

The Owls swept the first three places in the floor exer-

cises, with Willy Stevens of UMass tying for third with an
8.H5. In the pommel horse. John Nelson took second for the
Minutemen with an 8.7. half a point behind the winning
score. John MacGonagle's 9.1 was good enough for third
place in the still rings; at the end of the rings. Temple led
126.20-115.10.

Despite his ankle, McGrath scored his personal best, a
y.tJ, in winning the vault, with Temple sweeping the next
live placef^ in that event. The Owls also won the parallel
bars; UMass' Bob Goulart took second place with an 8.7,
which was also his personal best. In the final event, the
high bar. Sbarra and Stevens won second and third place;
this made the final score 255.40-234.15,

"Just knowing we're missing those people brought
everyone else's score down," said McGrath.

"I m pretty disappointed in quite a few of our per
formances." said UMass coach roy Johnson, "When the
going gets rough, we get run over."

The going may get rough again for UMass when it plays
host to East Stroudsburg State College tomorrow night at
7 p.m. at Boyden Auxilary Gym. East Stroudsburg is one
of the top teams in Division Two, and it has among its team
a member of the Mexican national squad and one of the top
tumblers in the country.

,

Tomorrow night's meet will mark not only the last home
meet of the entire UMass winter sports schedule, but it

will also be the last meet for seniors David Monti, John
Nelson. Jim McGrath and Dave Buegler (who is expected
to compete tomorrow night).

CJ^ c r> fTi|

J:^t i1fs'ri'"''*""r " M^'-chu^tt, gym„«t Heidi M,i.nd.r p.rfo^";;:»Tn''th;•'"b.^:^«

«n^r eXuVn" ' """ •*""" ^""'"" C»n"ectic«t. Thi. w« the l«t home meet for Jh^

UM gymwomen
vault over S. Conn
CllARISSE FEINERMAN
I'ollegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's gymnastics
team closed out its regular playing schedule with its ninth
win of the season, by defeating Southern Connecticut State

College. 140.65-132.20 at Boyden Auxilary Gym.
Ihf Mmutewomen ran away witn the wm with the help

and dedication of gymnasts and coaching staff who gave
their all throughout the season, and continued to do so
until the last routine was completed. The dedication payed
oil for the team which earned its highest all-around team
score of the season.

The gymnasts started their lead early in the meet. By
I he end of the first event. ^Taulting. the Minutewomen
were leading by a score of 35.55-34.15. High scores in
vaulting were earned by Jennifer Pancoast and Jeanne
Hiuz/ese ol UMass. with 9.1. Third place in vaulting was
also taken by UMass Robin Low. Low received an 8.8 for
her vault.

The women went next to the uneven parallel bars. Once
agam UMass <-ame out of this event on top with scores like
9.0. received by Heidi Milender. This competition was the
last home meet that Milender will compete in. as she is
Kiadualing in May. Milender received a hearty round of
applause after she dismounted from the bars. With other
lop performances on the bars were S. Hopkins of Southern
Connecticut with 8.85. followed by Kathy Matthews and
L(»w. both receiving 8.55.

1 he halanc*' beam was another successful event for the
Mmutewomen. This was due to performances by Mat
thews, with a score of 9.0, and by Karen Knapp which
earned her a 9.05. The total after three events was 104 4-
98.35. in favor of UMass.
With a six point lead the Minutewomen never relaxed,

but msiead pushed themselved to their peak performances
on the lloor exercise, where L^Mass earned 36.25 points to
South(>rn Connecticut's 33.85. The three top scores were
Uken by Low. Matthews and Pancoast, with scores of 9.3.
9.1 and 8.9. respectively.
The four UM all around gymnasts received the top

scores of the meet. With the top score for an individual
gymnast m the all around was Matthews, with 35.20
pomts. Following her were Low with a 34.90, and Milender
with 34.05. This all around score for Milender was a
personal record, for Milender had only reached 34.0 in her
previous competitions.

With mixed feelings on her final performance, MUender
said. "This whole time that I was here (at the meet), it felt
like a dream.' When referring to the regionals that the
team is about to enter, Milender said, "At the regionals,
I m going to hit the beam right." Milender was referring to
her beam routine, where she does a front somersault on to
the beam for her mount, a stunt which is very difficult to
hit right._^ Continued on page 15

Ready scores 20, Collins 10 in final game

Terriers spoil hoopwomen's season finale
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Despite blue cImii performances by senior co captains
Martha Ready ;ii..i Sherry Collins. Boston University out
rebounded and ini ran the University of Massachusetts
women's basket h.iil team Saturday night in the Cage by a
71 61 score, • : jiping the squad's five game winn.ng
streak.

The two senior-, who received plaques commemorating
their careers, w e- • the sparks for the Minutewomen in i he
early going a^ i Key took a 17 10 lead. But MosMn
University woulfiis't quit as they fought back, out sronu:
the Minutewomen 10 2 in a five minute period, thai ;i^(.

saw Collins sit dou n as she picked up her third foul v^ ' f ,i

litlieover nine minutes left in the half.

BU l(H)k their fir ; lead of the game with the score JO \\\.

and UMass stit!' ned. Boston University was stopfed
driving for a ba.skef three times which featured a bltM-k.

d

shot by Ready and a tap away by Gwen Jones. U-ilor

lunalely, UMass was also held scoreless until Cindy Clapp
drove through the lane and sank a field goal for a 21 20
Massachusetts lead.

I wo straight top of the key jumpers by BU's Lisa t;atlin
and Val DePaolo gave the Lady Terriers (U 15 coming into
the game) a 24 21 lead which they never relinquished.
True to Minutewomen style all year. UMass never gave

up and they attempted a last minute rally at the end of the
first half. With the Terriers up by seven. Marlene
Susienka stole a pass and Clapp proceeded to sink four
straight foul shots and UM was within three.
But despite a swarming defense by Wendy Ward and

Susienka. Catlin sank two loul shots and BU had a five
point halftime lead.

In the second half, the Terriers ran up an 18 point lead
while UMass shot poorly and was beaten on the boards
"We let BU get too many offensive rebounds," said head

coach Mary Ann Ozdar.l "We gave them loo many
second chances at the basKi (

.

And when the Minutewomen shot. BU pulled down the
rebounds. Despite these hardships, the UM women didn't
quit and they hustled all o^er the floor. Collins .stole three
balls. Ready blmked thre, shots and Ward stole three
balls.

2 .'ill
'''^*' ' ?'*' ''"""'"« ''k<' a chicken with its head cut

off. Ward said.

Contrary to the UM plan of slow-set up the good shot
offen.se. BU employed a fast running game down the court
which they u.sed successfully most of the game.

I ^ITk",
'^'*-^-'*»^^i"s«lls caught up late in the game, Collins

led UM m a fa.st break show that rivaled BU's.
Ready scored 20 points her career finale while pulling in a

team high 11 rebounds. Collins sank 10 points on the
evening while Clapp had 14. Tara Henizmann pulled down
8 rebounds and blocked 3 shots for UMass, who ended up
at 9 16.

"It was a truly outstanding job by all of these kids." said
O/.darski. They had an extremely lough year and they
ended it on an up note. They all worked really hard

"

SPORTS NOTICES

IM WRESTLING: The Intramural wrestling finals will
be held Monday. March 1. at 7:30 in Boyden Auxilary

OFICIALS: The IM Office is now hiring soccer and
softbaU officials. See Jim Kirk in the IM Office if in-

Vterested.
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Wayne
Williams:

GUILTY ! !

Wayne B. Williams was found guilty of
murdering Nathaniel Cater and Jimmy Ray
«yne. The jury deliberated for 12 14 hours
before handing In its verdict. Willianw was
sentenced to two consecutive life terms by
Superior Court Judge Clarence Cooper. He
will be eligjbte for parole review in seven
years.

Williams was convicted of the slayings of
two men in the long chain of Atlanta mur-
dres. The pieces of evidence supporting the
prosecution's caae were the "fibers" that
were found on the victim's bodies, and a
splash heerd after Williams' car crossed the
Jackaon Paricway bridge over the Chat-
tahoochee river. Two days after that splash
was heard the body of Nathaniel Cater was
found in the river.

.
The Atlanta murders began 31 nwnths

ago with the killing of 14-year old Edward
Hope Smith. As the sisyings began to cap-
ture the nation's attention a special in-
vestigative unit was formed and funds
poured in from various sources. The unit
swelled from a handful of men to 100
members and monies amounted to
12,779,000.

The Atlanta death toll stands officially at
28. During the course of Williams' trial the
proeecution presented evidence that con-
nected the murders of Cater and Payne
with 10 other slayings. There is a possibility
that Williams will be charged with other
nnirders - the quantity or names of the vic-
tinw unspecified.

Camille Betl, a mother of orte of the vic-
tims, does not feel that the prosecution
proved that Williams was guilty. Unfor-
tuneately, the closing of WIHiama'trial will
tend to divert attention from Atlanta,
although the suspect(s) of 26 nHirder caeae
have not been found.

by Donna Davis

WAYNE B. WILLIAMS
. . still says he it innocent

Ossie
and

Richard Days Speaks on
Unions from a

Black Perspective

As part of Black History Month Dick
Days gave a talk last Thursday at an event
co-sponsored by the Afro-American
Studies Department and the t^bor Studies
Center Student Caucus. Days has been a
member of the United Auto Wortcers
(UAW) since 1962 and now wortts on its

staff full-time. Days explained his perspec
tive by sharing his life experiences and gh/
ing a historical analysis of the trade union
movement and social change.

Days' childhood in Michigan's small
towns was dominated by the auto plants.
During that time black people and Im-
migrants formulated the bulk of the woriter
population in these plants. Throughout the
trouble-ridden period of the 30'$ organizers
came to the different towne to establish
tocal unions. Days' own father was fired
because he bad "holx>ed" across the coun-
try and in those days a hobo was con-
sidered a member of the International
Wortcers Worid (IWW). Days said that
organizers often approached preachers in
their churches about the need to help the
members of their congregation organize
around worker-related issues. Organizers
went everywhere that people gathered
together to talk to them. Days described
the situation in Rint, Michigan where the
various ethnic groupa, such as Lithuanians,
Polish and Irish and African-Americans had
a strong ethnic Wentlty, rather than a racial
Identity, which had a positive effect on the
wortiers' outiook. What came after Worid
War II waa a trend towards suburiaanization
in communitiea that were becoming socially

Ruby

Pboto by Brynne Clarke

On Tueeday the 23rd as part of Black
History Month activities, Ossie Davis and
Ruby Dee opened the Spring Seaaon of the
Third Worid Theater Seriea here at UMass.
In an evening celebrating the
achievements, and sunm/al, of Black peo-
ple in America, they spoke about.and per-
fonned the realities of the Black experience
both the good and the bad, the victories
and the kMses. This event was the high
light of Black History Month because Davis'
and Deea' dramatic rendition of written
Black History brought it, snd the true 6ral
tradition, to life. They invoh/ed the au-
dience as no lecture ever could, and this is

why events like this are not simply works of
art but are at the heart of the educational
proceas. The importance of knowing our
own history cannot be over estimated at a
time when greet change is occuring snd our
contemporary role as a people is fsr from
dear.

During the evenings' perfonmence Davis
and Dee carefully constmcted their "House
of Words ' in which the sudience was in-
vited to feel St home. The topics of the
poems rsnged from student poems,
chikjrens poems, tove poems to poems of
struggle. In the words of the school teecher
"^^ Brooklyn was the desire "to BE

"desirable" because they were segregated
along racial and ethnic lines. Days made a
connection between these destructive
tendencies as they seeped into the trade
unions, and termed h "white amalgama-
tion" coupled with the growing desire of
union leadership to make alot of nfK}ney.
He then described the problems of

racism in the unions. Racism initially took
the form of denying membership, full

benefits, etc on the basis of skilled versus
unskilled woric status. Black woricers usual-
ly fell into the latter category. Racism also
affected the delegation of seniority status,
union leadership, and the approach to affir-
math^ actwn. The UAW was one-third
black but now blacks comprise one-fifth of
the union.

Days discussed some of the advances
ytade by unions In European countries
where they have a direct voice In the runn-
ing of their respective companies. By con-
trast, although American unions have been
able to establish periston funds for woricers,
the corporations themaeh^es control these
funds. A conflict of interest is created
when they invest the funds into a fimn like
J. P. Stevens or firms that invest in apar-
theid South Africa. Days sakl that pension
funds snKHjnt to 9600 billion nationally,
representing the largest single source of
capital in the country. This f^jure gh/es an
klea of tfie power that woricers couM have.
Days sakl tiiat unkMi leaders are afraM of
the propoaai to create a third political party
becauae there are ao many "nwrtgages" on
tf>em frf>m the Democratic Party.

by Angela Brown

Deligh? \

Slack" without reservation in the fulleat
aenae, and who asked "does the sky act
Blue?" The worda of women such as Rosa
Guy, Carolyn Rogers, Jean Cur, Nikki
Giovanni and Gwendolin Brooks were
^red by Ruby Dee. They told the story of
Bob Kaufman, the son of a Black roman
Catholk: and an Orthordox Jew. The man
thought a dear friend, was evMently ex-
periencing difficult timee but his poems
were among the most unusual in style yet
strong in content: talking about how "hate
is legislated" and "injected" into our socie-
ty. Lastiy, they spoke the words of
Langston Hugea in such well noted poeme
as "Crystal Stair", "Dreem Deferred" and
"Daybreatc in Alabama." On ti>e topic of
U.S. policy toward the "Caribbeen Baain"
Davis had much to say (ss he dkl in a letter
to PresWent Reagan) particulariy about ttte
history of slave rebeilk>ns in Haiti at a time
wtien the Fnnch might have made their
claim with 15,000 men on the Louiaianna
Purchaee. In tiiis way he IHustrated why he
saM ti>at Black History is at ti>e baee of
American History.

In conduston, it was s delighful evening.
We can certainly k>ok fon^rd to the rest of
this exdting series. ^ ^^^^^ Brown
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Al Haig, Meaner than a
junkyard Dog

bySMytGabrtei
SfMcM to Nummo

•.^ ^ i^ '^•^^ Vwm up on the South
Sld« of Chicago (and b««i bom black) then
he d have been deetined to leed a atreet
gang Inatead he became a warrior for
piyftaNam (not that a South Side gang
•••dar can't aarve the same purpoae).
Uke moet gang ieadert, AI Haig haa a

hard caae of wanting to amaah aomebody.
Not Juat kick their butta (aa Jimmy CarterUMd to aay) but to imaah them. Cube,
Angola, and Libya are high on hie hit liat.
The only problem is that instaed of saw-

ad off shot guns and Saturday night
^Moials, Al wants to do battle with nudeer
armed howitzers and cruiae miesiiee.

Al Maig dose not care one fart about the
aecurtty of Europe. Tell Al that Europeana
are afrakj of being blown to Kingdom Come
and he just smiles. He caree even leea about
2«paople of Latin America and Africa.
Mention them end you can aee the veins
bufge out In his n^ck. Then hell tell you in
"W many words that Third Worid people are
too atupid to make their own dedalons. The
Ruseians must do that for them (or the

For Al, Ifs not a matter of the people of
South Africa or Nan>ibta fighting for their

'••dom. Every ravoKitk>nary movement In
the Third Worid (unlike the American
Revolution) muat be viewed aa the attempt
of orw gang to move on the turf of another.
And to stop this encroachment Al is wffl-

ing to do Juat about anything. AfteraH, how
many gang leaders care about the
"dvWane " in their zone of occupation. Not
many. Al ia willing, for example, to aacrifioa
the people of B Selvador If that's what h
takaa to ((eep control over Latin America.

But the people of the Third Worid (and
uHjmateiy the people of Europe end the
U.S. as well) are not willing to be aacrifk-
ad. The people of Vietnam were snMahed
Mce no peopte have aver been amaahed. Yet
from the blood, napalm, and agem orange
the Vietnameee grew stronger. They drove
their would be meaters back acroes the

B Salvador will do the same!

Never mind what Al Haig says he wNI not
tolerate. There will aiwaya be thoee whoee
dignity and desire for freedom is greater
than the feer of gar)gs.

Pete (the Q) Wodridge steels a kias from
Ruby Dee after the show

$543 Miilones Anuales en licores

EI aRo pasado Ids puertorriquenos
gastaron $15 en bebidas alcoholicas por
cada $100 destinados para alimentos.
Segun datos de la Junta de

Planificacion, de los $3620 miilones
gastados en el renglon de "alimentos y
tabaco" durante 1981, los puertorriquenos
destinaron $543 miilones para la compra de
bebidas alcoholicas.

Cifras oficiales del Departamento de
Servicios Contra la Adiccio'n indican en la

Isia el consume anual por cada persona
mayor de 15 anos es de 4.46 litros de
cerveza y 0.49 litros de vino, cuyas ventas
aumentaron el ano pasado de 3743.83 litros

en 1980 a 4231 57 litros.

N^ncy Mari'n de Pagan, directora de la

'Jnidad de Emeigencia de Desintoxicacio'n

y Convalecencia de Alcoholismo, seT^alo'

que las razones para el aumento en el

nuViero de alcoholicos se debe a l.i

publicidad de las bebidas,
iestonocimientos de los riesgos y razones
culturales

Los datos del Departamento Contra la

Adiccion indican que en 1975 unas I30,00r;

personas teruan problemas de alcoholisrno,

mientras que en 1981 la cifra paso' a
.'«)0,000.

Durante 1980, de las 709 personas que

muric-iud por enfernieoadet. aei nigaao, j io
fallecieron por la condicion de cirrosis
hepatica. Comparadas con las cifras de
1979, esto representa un crecimiento de 44
por ciento por cada 100,000 habitantes.

Sin embargo, el comercio de bebidas en
Puerto Rico es una importante fuente de
•ngresos economicos.

Durante 1981, los arbitrios recardados
por concepto de bcbidad alcoholicas
representaron $396 miilones, un 19.5 por
ciento de los 1984 miilones recaudados por
el gobierno, segun datos del Departamento
de Hacienda.

Funcionarios de la agencia guber
namental informaron que $144 miilones se
recaudaron en la Isia y $242 miilones en
Estados Unidos, principal mercado de los
rones puerrornquef^os.

Los $386 miilones de ingresos por im-
puestos a las bebidas alcoholicas
representan una de las mayores fuentes de
ingreso propio que tiene Puerto Rico, que
su importancia aumenta ahora por los
recortes economicog a la ayuda de la

administracion nortKamericana y a la in
flacidh mundial.

De estas recaudaciones, el 10 por ciento
es dirigido a "Rones de Puerto Rico",
empresa promotora de la ventas de bebidas
puertorriquefias en el exterior.

The Balancing of the Budget

Unacceptable unemptoyment levels, high
Intereet rates and a deepening receeak>n un
the dire atraits In which the U.S. economy
firnle itself. The economy will not be
belanced by 1984, aa Reegan promiaed, nor
In 1986. Predteted deficits are In the hun-
dreda of bllHons of dollars.

The layman may ask how and why have
things gotten so "out of control"? Unfor-
tuneataly, explanatk>ns of the how and wtiy
>fM not correct the current ecorKxnic meee.
To leed the natk>n away from a finarKial
diaaater concessions must be made
amongat the moet powerful IndMduais

The boards of directors of large corpora-
tion, labor unk)n leaders, Congrsas, the
Federal Reeerve and the Preaidant muat
come together and make dedeione that wm
strengthen the ecorHxny in the short run.
One prime reaaon for the current racea-

sion la the dangeroualy high interest rate.

Buaineaaee are kMthe to invest large capital
in projects beceuee retume are rWcy.
Simitarty, many bueineaaee are not able to
inveet beceuee borrowing would mean
daMng into IneumrKMjntabie debt.
The Inetitutkxi that could bring interest

ratae into reaeonable reach is the Federal
riMerve. However, Mr. Volcker will not
lower the Intereet ratea unlaea defteits are
rsduced. And Reagan is star>dlng ateedfaat
to his budget guklelinea, refusing to gh^ an
Inch.

To curb the inflation rato an agreement
would have to be made between the Preei-
dent, corporate finenciat planners and labor
leaders to keep wage and price levels within
an acceptable range.
And finaily, to enact the propoaed

agreements legiaiation would have to paaa
through both houses of the Congrees.

Surely compromises can be mede wher.
a nation's fate is st stake.

by Donna Davia

Reconoce lucha perdida

Anahstas militares norteamericanos
parecen encontrarse cada vez mas con
vencidos de que ei ejdrcito de El Salvador
es incapaz de derrotar a las fuerzas del
Frente Faraundo Martf para ia LiberacicSn
Naconal (FMLN). El 16 de febrero el
comandante estadounidenxe de mas alto
rango en America Latina, teniente general
Wallace H. Nutting, llego a ElSalvador para
una visita dy tres dias, lo que fue calificado
como indicativo de la gravedad de la
situacion.

Desde octubre del arTo pasado -los
guemlleros salvadoreffos han llevado a
cabo una serie de acciones que indican que
el balance de la guerra se inclina hacia ellos
Ese mes, los guerrilleros volaron el Puente
de Oro que es el m^s importante de ese pafs
contro^amencano y que posefa un gran uso
estrategico. Hace unas semanas los
guemlleros destruyeron la mayor parte de
OS aviones y helicdpteros que posefan las
fuerzas armadas de la Junta Dem(5crata
Cristiana que gobierna ese pa's. El equipo
fue destruido en tierra y se estima que los
guemlleros contaron con el apoyo de
personas que servfan dentro de la base
misma.

En una de las m^s dram^ticas acciones de
la guerra, las fuerzas del Farabundo Marti
rodearon el cuartel militar de la ciudad de
Usulut3n a pleno dTa y mantuvieron el cerco
por espacio de ocho horas. UsulutSn es la
cuarta ciudad en importancia del pafs.
Hace unos dias, el ministro de Defensa

salvadorefTo, coronel Jos^ Guillermo
t^arcia, le dijo a unos congresistass nor
teamericanos que el gobierno no puede
triunfar sin mayor ayuda militar de Estados
Umdos. Lo mismo ha dicho el presidente
de la Junta, Jos^NapolecJn Duarte
A raiz de la visita de Nutting, el periodico

The New York Times decfa que fun
cionarios nor^teamericanos y diplom^ticos
de otros paises senalaron que un mayor

envio de armas no iba a hacer ninquna
diferencia. Se senalaba que el ej^cito
salvadorefTo no era capaz de absorber
mayor numero de armamentos y que
tampoco tenia un nrfmero adecuado de
oficiales.

Las elecciones programadas para finales
de marzo cada vez se cuestionan m^s como
solucidn adecuada a la guerra. En dfas
pasados el periodico The Washington Post
informo que la principal oposicic^n a los
democratas cnstianos quienes ptesiden la

Junta en el poder, vendria de parte de la
extrema derecha

Roberto D'Abuisson, un ex-mayor del
ejercito, quien fue implicado por el ex-
embajador norteamericano Robert White
en el asesinato del arzobispo Oscar Romero
en marzo de 1980, representa la mayor
oposicion a los democratas-cristianos.
D'Abuisson tambi^n ha sido ligado a
grupos de ejecuci(fn de la extrema derecha.'

D'Abuisson ha llevado a cabo una
campana estrictamente anticomunista. Ha
dicho incluso que los democratas-cristianos
son en realidad comunistas. D'Abuisson
posee apoyo dentro de las fuerzasa ar-
madas. Tambi^^ segun opinion del Post,
goza de simpatias entre la clase media
urbana salvadorena que lo ve como su
posible Salvador.

Mientras tanto, la alegaci(Jn del
presidente Ronald Reagan de que el clima
de los derechos humanos ha mejorado en
El Salvador ha ocasionado oposicion en
algunos circulos congresionales. Tres
representantes encabezados por Gerry
Studds han presentado una resoluci<?n para
cancelar cualquier tipo de ayuda a la Junta
salvadorena. La resoluci^n cuenta con el
endoso de 70 ^representantes, Studds dijo
que la alegacion del informe del Ejecutivo
estadounidense sobre el supuesto
mejoramiento en la condici<?n de los
derechos humanos estaba "repleta de
declaraciones simple yllanamente falsas".

CLARIDAD
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Times Prints Fabricated Story
On laat Monday's issue of the New Yortc

Tlmee, a story waa written about an article
puMiahed in the New Yoric Timee IMegazine
on D«:ember 20, 1981. This magazine la
only publiahed In the Sunday edition, so
moet people that aren't dally avid reeders of
the Timee woukJ probebly not have any
kJeo what this article was about. However
If you are an avid reeder of Nummo News
you woukJ find out.

Laat aummer (July 1981), a free lence
writer by the name of Chriatopher Jones
(virtually unknown to moat people, in-
cluding me) waa acheduled to go to Cam-
bodia for a story aasigned to him by the
New Yoric Timee. Before given the aaaign-
ment, A.M. Roeenthal, executive editor of
the Timee ordered an inveatigation on
Jonee and found him to be a reliable and
experienced joumaliat b> his prevkxis
publicationa on Asian affairs in 1980. Since
then, trouble has stired for the newspaper,
but perticulariy for the 24 yeer old writer
beceuee of unsupported facts written on
hie article. When confronted by tvw) Times
editors on theee innuendoee, Jones in-
slated that these rumors were false end that
averything he wrote was actual happen-
ir>g». Nevertheiesa, under heavy interroge-
ticn by his essociates, he conceded the
truth thet he had fabricated the entire
episode. Jonee' downfall came when his ar-
ticle was doeely scrutiniied by literary ex-
perts.

Jones' article wa« « report of his ssfari
through the jungles of southwestern Cam-
bodia. He alao described the journey
eouthward from the guerille heedquarters
at Phnom Malay and included a battle in-
voking VIetnameee helicopter, gunships
and tanks between them and the Vlet-
nanwee forces when there have been no
relleble eccounts of such engegements in

weatem Cambodia. One other peseege that
might have ralaed doubts was his dramatic
tale of combat concluding with a stror>g
•uggaation that, from the front line ar>d
with the aM of field glaaees, he tiiought he
saw Mr. Pol Pot in a diatant hillaide.

The elusive Cembodlen leader has not
been seen by outsklers since 1979. Further-
more, the saM site of the bettie waa k>cated
on the moat remote part of the Cambodian
mountain range this aree has been vieited
by Weatem obeervers since the fighting
between the VIettameee end Cambodiens
broke out.

Jonee' curtain began to fall on January
13 when the Vniage Voice suspected the
oblous plegeerism from Andre Mah/aux's
novel about Cambodia called "The Royel
Way". In this novel, a quotation was writ-
ten deecribing a blind Cambodian Mientrel.
Two days later, a letter was written to
Jonee by tiie Timet. It demanded an ex-
planation of this unlawful act to which
Jonee later replied "I needed a piece of col-
or", and the cancellation of any future er-
tidee aasigned. The last straw came on
February 18th, vt^hen the Washington Post
reported that a Khmer Rouge official in

Bangkok aaM tiiat Mr. Jones' visit in 1961
was non exiatent.

Wrth the dislosure of this circumetance,
Mr. Rosenthal took immediate action. The
executive editor filed a full investigation on
this matter and sent {:dward Klein, the
Time's Madrid Bureeu Chief and Henry
Kamm, the Asian diplomatic correspondent
to track Jones down. Roaental had
repeatedly tried to contact Jones by phone,
but failed each time. They finally found him
the very next day hiding out In a Mediterra-
nean reeort in Caipe, Spain. After 2 days of
deliberation, Jones finally admitted to the
cherges and want on to give his ressnns

The IVI assa c li usetts-
Soutii African Connection

Let us k>ok carefully at the South African
pattern of economic erKl reciel bondage.
How is h that in the fece of international
sanctions against any and all colonial rule,

Meaaachusetts emptoyees' pension funds
are aupporting the most brutal form of
human oppresak>n (in the words of the
United Nattons Council on tfie Elimination
of Oppressk>n) since Naziam? The State
Treeaurer of Masaachusetts determines
that it is in the best economic interests of
state empk>yees and public school teachers
to invest $120 million of pension funds in

benka and businesses "doing business" in

South Africa. Massachuaetts Senate Bill

984 would require the pension system to
take thia money out of companies and
benka invoh^ in South Africa and invest it

es much as possible here in Massachusetta
to provide jobs and home mortgegee.
What doee this heve to do with us? A

hell of a k)t. Let us look around us. In the
wake of Reegan and King cuts what is left

for the people of Messechueetts? Why is

the unemployment rate getting worse?
Msybe the First Nationel Bank of Boaton
coukj tell us a little ebout this. Rrat Nationel
Bank makaa loana to the South African
government (e universally corulemned
ayatem of race rule) and to private com-
paniea "doing buaineaa" in South Africa.
What doea "doing buaineaa" nf>een? It

meena the companiee which were once
k>cat8d in Meeaachueetta have relocated to
South Africa. Leea jobs for us, more profits
for those compenies. South African blacks
are pakJ 1 /8tii of what white South African
woricara are paid. Why ars Massachusetts

monlee shoring up those compenies end
the white regime there?
Meny state workers firmly oppose the

use of their pension funds to support the
apartheid regime of South Africa. The most
basic human rights are flagrantiy denied to
the 22 million Bleck Africans living there.
Therefore, supportir>g this regime in any
way ancoureges inatitutionalized racial
hatred. Racial oppreesion is legitimized with
economic investments.

Laat year, with the support of unions (in-
cluding AFSCME Counsil 93,- the
Messachusetts Federation of Teachers and
the Meaaachusetts Teechers Aaaociation)
and a large number of church, student and
community groupa, the Senete Bill paaaed
by an overwt)elming mejority, 23 to 7.
However It later died in committee. This
yeer we went to meke it a law. Get
Meaaachusetts out of South Africa I

-Call or write your state repreeentative ar>d
aenator and aak them to push for oassaae
of ti>ls bill

K--~wo

-Call or write Senate President William
Bulger and House Speeker Tom McGee
and urge them to provide leaderahip in
paeaing the bill

-Contribute what you can for leefleta,
raniee, etc. to publk^e this issue (checks
made payable to MASS Divest)
-Organize a meeting with neighbors, co-
workers, students, church or union to sup-
port the bill

For futher informetion contact Mary Ann
Ctoherty at 253-5893.

why in a putMic atatement. "It was a
gamble-thet waa rt. Unfortunately, the
gemble wee too big, and waan't sufficientiy
reeeerched or tied down. The gamble wes a
mistake". Jones further stated that he
deckled to compose the entire anecdote
with the guerille forces of former Prime Pot
Pot because of financial difficulties. Instead
of going to Cambcdia, he spent the whole
summer in his parent's seafront apartment
and in a hilltop villa In CaIpe that he shares
with Eva Fitzek, a 52 year old Gennan
physotherepiat.

Mrs. Fhzed later elso conceded to being
an accomplice by telling her involvement in

the pk)t. She said after the article was com-
pleted in August, they drove to Locarno,
Switzeriand where they mailed the dispetch
to New York to eliminete any suspicion.
Jones declined to answer any questions
consisting of any moral wrong doing, but
when inquired whettier he felt worse about
perpertrating the hoax or having been
caught, he responded; "Mayt>e it's too ear-
ly to tell. Maybe it's fair to say that I'm still

in a state of shock".
During his questioning, Mr Jones was

so distraught that he couldn't immediately
recall his birth date or the year he graduated
from high school, but after a lapse into
silence he began to recollect his thoughts.
He commenced by reciting his full nenr>e
and his personal life and academic record.
None of the information that he voluntarily
revealed could be confirmed.

Stories of false journalism is not un-
familiar to this country. L.ast year a similar
incident occurred involving Washington
Po8t|s Janet Cooke. Her story was about
an eight year old boy named Jimmy from
the alum of Washington, D.C.; who was
continuously given free heroin by drug
pushers. When interviewed by Cooke, he

told her ttiat his ambition aomeday waa to
become a successful drug dealer. Thia fairy
tale shocked the population of
Waahington, DC, it cauaed a statewkie
search for this boy. The police impoeed the
reporter to disck>se her source, but the
newspaper refuaed on the grounds of the
Rrst Amrnendment. When aaked about the
actualities of thia atory by her colleaguee at
the Post, she insisted that it was true and
disclosure of the sources would truly en-
danger her life. Her aeries of articles on this ,

fictittous boy later eemed her a Pulitter
Prize, which she turned down. She went
on to confess the fable to the pubik:. Thia
waa the first time in 64 years that the
Pulitzer Prize was refused for this reaaon.
The Pulitzer Prize was later preeented to
Teresa Carpenter of the Villege Voice for
her reports on three murders.

Christopher Jones arnl Janet Cooke ere
perfect examples of irresponsible jour-
nalists. It is people like these who threetens
tt>e clause power of the press' on the Is*
Amrnendment. Newspaper writers hav
only one job and that is reporting the aamn
truth, the whole damn truth and nothing
but the damn truth; not stones that are
concieved on their heads. Hey listen, if I

wanted to read a fairy tale, I'll read
Cinderalta and if I want to read fiction, I'll

read a novel by Isaac Asmor; But when I

read the newspaper, I expect the tpjthi
The Times admitted their mistake by not-

following ti)eir customary procedures in a
statement given to the press, but it's too
latel The error has been mede. I hope this
proves to be a valuable lesson to a paper a'
well known as The New Yorti Times. As
everyone knovwi, their motto is "All the
News that is fit to print"; if that is fit to print
then frankly I don t »»dnt to reed It I

bv Jimmy Worn)

Students Look at

Jamaican Healthcare

Two Hampahire College students are
about to undertake an ambitious evaluation
of the public health care system in Jamaicj.

Keith Baket and Gregory Anderson are
planning to carry out their reeeerch from
M;:y until February of 1983. The purpoee of
the 8! jdy is to focus attention on problenw
in the Jamaican public health care system,
using Kingston as representative of that
system.
They will survey households, physicians,

registered nurses, and pre-medical
students. They will examine organizatiorwl
and* administrative aspects of the heelth
care system, and they v«ll look at the size of
the personnel pool, tfie cost of care, ap-
propriations for construction of care
facilities, patient reletions, and other
issues.

Baker is from the island, but his interest
in public health is tied to his academic
preparatk>n for application to medteal
school as well as his interest in his
homeland.

,
In additk>n to the study Bsker and Ander-

son hope to make a documentary videotape
about the public health care system . They
think the tape will be uaeful as an educa-
tional tool.

Baker and Ar>derson have propoaed a
budget of $10,000 for the reeeerch compo-
nent of their work and a $5,000 propoeed
budget for the videotape. They are current
ly seeking funding, but woric will go ahead
as scheduled in May, regerdlees of the level
of funding.

Cultural Entetfninmpnt

FHdhy lift* thp (krhnnl HUl THrd Wold
(j^ural (]tner hoMed an evcrii^ at ««kH-«<i<n,

«*ili|^S<iainM tnd osolirinncn. Lolir Harinon
bnpm dir rvvtiiiK fajr mHlnp poetry from thr play,

"For Cdcrad IM» Who ifavr (^nridrnd Sudtk-
Whm thr Rdnfaow ia EimT. Hn- imiticn <if dv>

nricK of poom frtided '^Sorry" ww qiitr fAr>-

dvc

Several filim aUma Uarit hi«(<r> wrrr- niwrnrn.

'Ihr fxanpt al ihr MwJi p fwwt in Anvrira ww
rniAami bv vvrfaal iinwiip,^p b\jm Tony < rnvicn
ml Snmj l^rurKm. Thr rvtnt^ alao Iratiayd

pnra writlm by Krvin Clivcra laid I^araripat. A
livv jaaa band with arvraiJ lolmlnl inmibm ti ttr

TlarH Wivid namiaaty pfrfcmvd at ihr dear *if

thr fvnanpt. Ihr iiaiiijm at thr (Uiiral Onln-
ckAiitdy know hmv to ertcttaln ynith my\ri

Extratxignnzn j
f

Ooo-la-la!
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
THIRD WORLD
THEATER SERIES SPRING '82

by Hansy Geiogamah
A c9hbntion of th« continufty of Indian
lifB.

Thursday, March 18 8:00PM
Bowkar Auditorium

DANCE BONGO
by Brrol Hill

A tah inspired by the unique religious
bongo rituels of Trinidad and Tobago

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, April
8,9, Wand IS, 16, 17 Hampdan Thaatar
Southwost, 8:00 PM

Colloquium on Racism
and Sexism

The Southwest Center for Racial Studiesend the Southwest Women's Center are
co-jponsonng a one credft comprehensive

i^&""-£? S!?^ '^^ ^•'^' '^'""-
tf>g March 3rd and running every WedrtM-
day ""flht

(7:0J«
30 PMj^HinewSkT

72?'r«J^X \^ ^ PrtHregi^rationSd

rSJirt^ B*°"^" ""' ^ Southwe«
center for Racial Studies 5460472 or the
Southwest Women's Center 54Me26.

Jamaica
Sunsplash

North
On Saturday March 9th and 7th there will

be a ber>eftt showing of the Jamaican cult-
daasic "The Harder Th«y Come" starring
««ggae superstar Jimmy Cliff for the
Jamaican Research Fund.
The film will be shown at 8 PM, 10 PM

S! il'^iJl"*^^*
•"** °" Sunday 7th at 8

PM, 10 PM In Franklin Patterson Hail at
Hampahire College. Admiasion is $2.

Also, on March dth in the Tavern at
H«fnpahire College there will be a reggae
JwHse featuring Boston's leeding reggae
DJ "Pappa Mutt". Admission is $2.

^^
African Forum

Saturday. March 13th wiH mark the
drtxit of the Plonaar Valley African Affairs
Show, "African Forum" at 6 PM on
WMUA, hosted by Greg Anderson and Im-
•ni Ben Hasaan. Renowned Afro-American
Nttorian ar>d distinguised Profaaaor of
history at Amherst College, Asa Davis will
lecture on the topic "How U.S.
ForelgnPolicy Towards Africa Affects Afro-
Americans" on this first of a montfily seriea
on WMUA. So, be certain to Uatan to
"African Forum" on 91.1.

This senDeeter, the Asien American Student
Associstion is sponsorir>g an ^sian dom-
cumentary film series.Theee films are free.

To following films will be shown :

March 3 "Wataridory " room 903 C.C. at
6:15 P.M.
March 17 "Save Chinatown" room 903
C.C. 6:15 PM
March 31 "Cmsin' J-town" room 803 C.C.
6:15 PM
April 14 "China:Land of my fater" room 903
C.C. 6:15 PM
TBA "Muder by Death" CCA.

Also tonight at 7:30 PM Under the sponsor-
ship of Counseting and Career Develop-
ment Sevices in conjunction with The Year
of Civility, Dr. Ralph G.H. Sui will address
tt>e UMass students in room 101 of the
Campus Center.

Our next meeting is on March 4th 6:X PM
at room 803 C.C

IMPORTANTI
LOST, a brown wallet with very important
documents. Left on top of a car in
Southwest Residentiel area on Saturday
afternoon. If you know its whereebouts
pleese call 546^341.No questions askedREWARD!

IMPORTANTEI
Se perdio billetera de color meron en el eres
deSouthwest el sabado por la tarda. Con-
tier^e documentos importantes. Por favor si
aabee algo llama al 546-6341. No ae haran

preguntaa.
RECOMPENSAI

hlij World Students remenr>ber to come
Afnk-Am meetings every Tuesday at

jm in the New Africa Housel

PAPER ANGELS
by Ganny Lim

A drama depicting the experience of
Chinese immigrats

Friday, April 30 Bowkar Auditorium,
8:00 PM

Meeting interested in producing a worrian's
affair show for WMUA Wednesday, March
3/d at 7pm. CC 168

Betty "Be-Bop" to ap-
pear at the Fine Arts
Center
Jazz giant, BETTY CARTER, will appear at
tt>e Unhwwty of Maasachueetts Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall on Wedneeday, March
10 at 8 PM as part of the Duke Ellington

Betty Carter, a singer for well over M
years, initially got her start in Lionel Hamp-
ton's band, and has been touring eversince.
Pleying mostly in nigtclubs and at jazz
festivals, she has appeared with ottier jazz
greats like Miles Davia and Ray Chariae.

Betty and her band will perform selec-
tions from her extensive repertoire which
includes: "Swing, Maestro, Swing", "Just
Friends", "I Should Care",and much more.
Her tradition of jazz is strongly bassd in the
bet-op style of the SCs, and her style is a
uniaue combination of baboo and scat,
jckets for this pertonnance are available at

Z^r^.^^ ^^^•^ ^o" O'fic* from 12 PM
to 4 PM Monday through Friday. Ticket
prices are $9, $7 and «5 for the general
public and M.60. 13.60 and 12.50 for
UMaas and other 5-college students. For
further information call 54S-2511

Q Sdvador. Another VieCim^
Will be shown today in the

Campus Center
Auditorium, UMass at 7:30

p.m. and 9:00 p.m. PRIII

The reggae film masterpiece, "The
Rockers". wr¥ be shown at Springfield
Technical Community College on Satur-
day, March 20 at 8:30pm in BuiMing 17,

Room 102
FREEI

Reunion de
Ahora

Martes Marzo 2
En el BCP

Importantel

.AMm

International Women's
Weeic

Calendar of Events •

IVIarch 1-13

PHOTO EXHIBIT

"We Replenish the Earth:

A Tribute to Women of Coloi''

by Bobby Oavis

At (he

Augustus Savage Memorial

Gallery

New Africa Houta

Sat IVIarch 6

10:00am WORKSHOP CC168
Economic Litaracy

Whoa Got Your 41 C:

Woman and the Wage Gap

Tues. March 9

10:00 am. WORKSHOP CC 168
"Family Protection Act

Its Implications for Women"
12:00 p.m. FILM CC 168
"Babies and Banners"

1 :00 p.m. WORKSHOP CC 91 7

"Sterilization Abuse"

3:0' >.m. WORKSHOP CC 91

7

/Vomena Self Image"

7:00 p.m. PANEL CC 168
"Woman's Lives in 1982: A Local

National & Intarnafl Pertp«ctive"

Wed. March 10

Thurs. March 11

1 1 :00am-6:00pm FILM CC163
"JULIA"

running continuously

12:00pm FILM CC 162
"Rosie the Riveter"

10:00am WORKSHOP CC917
"State of Public Higher Education:

Declining Enrollment of Women
and Third World Students"

2:00pm WORKSHOP CC 91 7

"Cross Cultural Perspectives

on Learnmg"

?:00pm WORKSHOP CC 168
"Video Views on Women"
7:30pm DISCUSSION
Cape Cod Lounge

Meet the Artists"

B:00pm FILM Commuter Lounga

JULIA"

Mon. March 8

12:00pm FILM CC 168
"The Wilmar 8"

5:00pm CULTURAL DINNER with
YV0NNE:please call for more info.

7-10 RESOURCE FAIR £f PANEL;
CC AUDITORIUM

Third World Women as Liberators:

Same Struggle Same Fight

12:00pm FILM CC162
"Bread and Roses ir'

2:00pm SLIDESHOW & DISCUS-
SION CC917
"Straight Talk About Lesbians"

4:00pm WORKSHOP CC917
"Women and Unemploymenf
6:00pm WORKSHOP CC917
"Woman in tho Workplace"

Fri. March 12

10:00am WORKSHOP CC917
"Women and Militarism"

12:00 FILM CC917
"Union Maids'

1:00pm POETY Er THEATER
EVENT CC917

"Violence Against Women:
Expressions

8:00pm CONCERT
Cape Cod Lounge

Claranca Taylor fr Kelvyn Ball

Afro- Brazilian Jazz

FIVE COLLEGE BLACK STUDIES
Seminar Series Presents

Professor
Monica H. Gordon

on
CARIBBEAN MIGRATION TO

THE U.S.:
IN SEARCH OF

THE MEANS TO A BETTER LIFE
Commentator

Professor Lloyd Hogan
Hampshire College

WEDNESDAY MARCH 10
Gerald C. Penny Cultural Center

Amherst College
8:00 PM

Reception will Follow
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UMass students rally against education cuts
Hy HANNAH HOSOM
Colk'gian Staff

WASHINGTON - Twenty six University of
Massachusetts students joined over 6,000 other students.
Irom schools around the country, in protesting proposed
federal cutbacks in education at a rally on the Capitol steps
yesterday afterncwn.

The 26 students are part of a delegation of 180 from
Massachusetts schools, who are in Washington to meet
with legislators and voice their opposition to President
Ronald Reagan's proposed cutbacks in federal student
loans.

Speaker of the House of Representatives Thomas P.
O'Neill, Jr. (D Mass) spoke to the students yesterday
afternoon.

"Vou are the futureof our country," O'Neill said. "Every
person who wants and seeks an education should get it,

especially in the greatest country in the world."
Janice Fine, president of the United States Student

Asswiation, said that her group is working for more aid in
all federal education programs.
The students met with Sen. I'aul Tsongas (D-Mass)

yesterday, and he praised them for their organized lob-
bying effort.

"I have a personal interest in the education budget," said
Tsongas. "We can't keep our high lech ba.se if we can't
keep people educated.

"

Tsongas said that if the proposed budget cuts are
passed, there is no assurance of the country maintaining its
economic viability. He encouraged .students to continue
their involvement andlo get actively involved in politics.
'Vou were abused last year, and you're angry. " Tsongas

-said. He urged students to write letters to their legislators
and to continue to light for what they believed in.

The students met with Rep. Gerry Studds Sunday af
ternoon, and were told that. "The values reflected in the
policies of the administration are not the policies which

\al^!!^^.^YI\r
St«<Jents »nd others protest President Reagan's proposed deep'iutsTn

Ca^tofSill
education at the White House yesterday. Others demonstrated on

reflect the fundamental values of the praple."
Rep. Silvio O. Conte (R Mass) addressed the students ai

a congressional speakers meeting and said that he knew for
the numberofsiudentsinWjishington this week, there are
thousan<ls and thousands who weren't there, who were
concerned about their country.

Stud»>nls should realize that congressmen are elected
representatives, and it will be important to have a large
student voti-r turnout this year," Conte said.

Sen. John Coyers (D Michigan) addressed the rally and
said that he pledged to turn the situation around.
"I pity the legislators who are too short sighted and

elitist to believe that only those who can pay will be
educated," Coyers said.

0^-M4^

^86^"

THE LONG
RANGE PLAN

Long range plan is open to changes
ByKENBAZINET
Collegian Staff

The draft of the academic section of the long range plan
relea.sed ye.sterday will be reviewed and possibly rewritten
in coming weeks, according to a memorandum from
Chancellor Henry Koffler to the deans of the colleges and
schools within the University of Ma.ssachusetts at
Amherst.

Koffler, who was away yesterday, wrote in the
memorandum. "I have assured the governancj- bodies that
the section as it stands now is no more than a draft."
Those governing bodies include the Faculty Senate, the

Student Government Association (SGA) and the
Professional Association of the University of
Ma.ssachusetts at Amherst (PAUMA).

"All parts (of the plan) are open to change in light of
valid analysis," Koffler also stated in the memorandum.

Marie Reid. a member of the chancellor's working group
on long range planning, said she believes the chancellor
and the provost will recommend some rewriting of the plan

if they are given a valid rea.son to do so.

The academic section involved 18 months of research by
a 14 member committee compri-sed of students, faculty,
and administrators.

Reid said she expects the final edition of the academic
section of the plan to be completed by the last week in

April.

The original recommendations for the plan were made
by the deans of the various colleges and .sch(x)ls. In .some
areas of the plan, especially humanities and linearis in the
College of Arts and Sciences, the deans' recommendations
w<-re given little consideration, according to comments
within the d(H'ument.

The working group will hold a press conference on
Thursday of this week to addre.ss the main points and
pnKcdures involved in the academic .section to the long
range plan.

Other segments of the long range plan are expected to
be relea.sed later this semester. Reid said. The other
segments will include general policy, administration and
finance, the chancellors area, and student affairs.

Rhetoric program's purpose is twofold
By SCOTT C.SACCO
Collegian Correspondent

The Chancellor's Working Group's long range proposal

for a merger between the English and rhetoric depart
ments to provide instruction in writing will deprive

students of exposure to instruction in oral communication,

said Bill Price, director of the rhetoric department.
Price said (he Working Group's plan is "too narrow in its

scope" and that a merger with the English department to

teach writing skills would defeat the dual purpose of the

rhetoric program, which teaches oral as well as written

communication.

I*rice said he is particularly concerned with losing the

rhetoric program's ijitegrated skills course, which is a two
part course taught in the freshman and junior years. Price
.said that both pha.ses of the course provide instruction in

improving writing and speaking skills, but the .second
pha.se enables students to polish their skills at a time when
it is increasingly important for a person to communicate
effectively.

Profes.sor Vincent DiMarco, chairman of the English
department, advocates the merger.

"My department is on record as endorsing the Chan
cellor's Working Group's proposal for the English
department to oversee a writing program at the
University." DiMarco said.

Cofniinued on page 10

Departments
are determined
to keep majors
By KEN BAZINET
and PAUL BELVAL
(x)llegian Staff

Department heads and upper-level staff members in

areas that the chancellors working group on long range
pla.nning recommended be terminated said they will fight
to keep their programs operating at the University at
Massachusetts at Amherst.
The long range plan recommended that commuiiicatian

studies, comparative literature, the Cultural ('enter in the
department of Afro American Studies, fashion marketing,
division of public health, professional preparation in

physical education, Southwest Residential College,
Orchard Hill Residential College, and Inquiry program l»e

phased out or combined with other majors.
After yesterday's relea.se of the academic affairs .secticin

of the long range plan, faculty members in those areas
began to plot strategies for opposing their department's
recommended termination.

In the communications studies department, a statement
prepared by its faculty said:

"The evaluation (included in the plan) of the com-
munications studies department is irresponsible, malicions
and destructive, and we do believe that the evaluation
criteria was shuffled significantly across departments.
The claims are unsupported, inaccurate, and misleading."
Jay Saveried, chairman of the communications studies

department, which carries 700 students, said the im
mediate problem is maintaining the department until a
final decision is made.
Robert P. Creed, chairman of the comparative literature

department has drafted a letter to the working group in
response to the plan. He .said comparative literature would
be in existance long after the plan has died.

Ernest Allen, the acting chairman of the W.E.B. DuBois
department of Afro American Studies, said he had not yet
seen a copy of the plan, and would "rather not make a
public statement" about the termination of the cultural
center.

Merle Howes, the acting director of the division of home
ecomonics said the plan to terminate the fashion
marketing major in the department "came as a surprise" to
him and that he will do everything he can to insure the
students already in that major can graduate with their
fashion marketing degree.

"We made a commitment to them when they came into
that major, and we will make every effort to meet that
commitment, " Howes .said.

Robert (Jage. acting director of the Division of PubKc
Health, said the recommendation that the undergraduate
department of health be terminated wasn't a big surprise
to him and promi.sed to see that the 120 students already in
the major be allowed to complete their undergraduate
.studies in public health.

"Under no circumstances will we allow our ui»

dergraduate program to be terminated before our current
students are through," Gage said.

Dean David Bi.schoff of the School of Physical Education
said the working group's plan to abolish the professional

Continued on page W
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World and national news
Anti-draft groups fight plan

HAPPY HANDSHAKE - United Auto Workers President^Dougla's
Fraser, right, shakes hands with Ford Motor Co. Chairman Philip
Caldwell, after the two signed the new contract between the UAW and
^^^^ o" Monday in Ford's Dearborn, Mich, headquarters.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Antidraft
groups announced a "counter intimidation"
campaign yesterday to combat government
efforts to get young men to register with
Selective Service.

The announcement from the Committee
Against Registration and the Draft
(CARD), which describes itself as a
coalition of 60 anti draft organizations,
comes a day after the expiration of the
grace period for young men to register
without fear of prosecution.

Selective Service Director Thomas
Turnage estimated that 927,000 eligible

men have failed to sign up as of Feb. 23.
Those still unregistered Monday face
possible prosecution, although officials said
that late registrations are still being ac
cepted.

Selective Service officials provided the
grace period through Feb. 28 because, they
said, many young men failed to sign up,
thinking that President Reagan was going
to discontinue the program.

Instead, in the wake of the imposition of
martial law in Poland, he announced Jan. 7

that registration would continue.

Jane Midgley of CARD charged that the

aim of the grace period was to intimidate

young men into flooding the agency with

their registrations.

"The counter-intimidation program
includes press conferences, pickets, anti-

registration forums, the dissemination of

draft counseling information and public

service announcements on radio stations,"

she said.

Registration is merely the first step
toward the return of conscription, she
charged.

Attorney General William French Smith
has stated that non-registrants will be
prosecuted, prompting CARD member
Christopher Hodge of the National Lawyers
Guild to comment:

"Apparently the Reagan administration
has concluded that the registration
program can only work by brute force."
He said the guild, a national association of

lawyers, is prepared to provide legal
defense for any young men indicted for
failure to sign up.

Soviet space probe lands on Venus and transmits data
MOSCOW (AP) - A Soviet space probe

soft landed yesterday on Venus and
transmitted scientific data for more than
two h«)urs from the planet nearest Earth,
lh«' official news agency Ta.ss said.
A descent module carrying instruments

and camera-s landed on the plains east of the
Ph«M-l)us area after a parachute de.scent,
climaxing a lour month llight aboard the

unmanned Venus 1. J .spacecraft, Tasssaid.
1 he spacecrall continued its flight past

Venus aller the space probe was launched
irom a distance ol about 22. .'WO miles from
the planet's surlace. the news agency said.

lass said \enus 14, launched four days
all IT \Cnus l.{, is expected to reach the
plan«'l on Friday.

The Sovici I nion, lik<< the I 'nit<«d States,

has previously landed several space probes
on \ eiius.

During the 127 minutes of transmission
liiMii ili«' surlace, "panoramic pictures of
the suiiounding landscape" were received
l)y Soviet scientists. The data was tran
smili«-d by the HKKlule to the Venus Vi
spacecrall and then relayed to the earth.
A rnerhanical device drilled rock, at 450

degree surlace temperatures, and a sample
was taken into the module, where tem
peratures were kept at about SI degrees
under pressure 'about one two thousandth
ol that «)ulsi(|c," Tass said.

The nuMJule also measured .seismic ac-
tivity on th«' plam-t and evaluated physical
;ind nu'chanical properties of the ground
using a detachable device.

Digest
By the Associated Press

'.f:>':-y:

King files for aid to

mental health facilities
HOSTON — A $1.5 million deficiency budget lo provide

improvements in mental health care as required under
court "consent decrees," was filed yesterday by iUw.
Edward J. King.

The bill includes more than $1 million for Northampton
State Hospital. $219,432 for Hridgewater Slate Hospital
and $13.8 million for improvements at mental retardation
facililii-s.

The issue involves litigation begun years ago and
agreements to improve care that were signed in federal
court in the late 1970s.

The executive and legislative branch<>s ol state
governm«>nt have viewed the obligation differently, and
the Ivegislalure has balked at being bound by agreements

entered into by the executive-branch.
The House Ways and Means Committw has scheduled a

hearing on the consent decree issue Wednesday.
Rick Stanton. King's assistant chief secretary, said that

despite legislative resistance, "we. (the governor's office),
must do our best to secure the money."
The deficiency budget is for the current fiscal year.
King originally sought $32 million last August. The

Legislature eventually approved $6 million.

iT

LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
Why not take the opportunity to study in London?

A wide range of subjects and courses is available in Central London for
students of the social sciences.

Junior year Postgraduate Diplomas
One-year fVlaster's degrees Research

Subjects include Accounting and Finance, Actuarial Science Anthro
pology. Business Studies, Econometrics, Economics, Economic History
Geography, Government, Industrial Relations, International History'
International Relations, Law, Management Science, Operational Re'
searcfi, Philosophy, Politics, Population Studies, Social Administration
Social Work, Sociology, Social Psychology and Statistical and Mathema'
tical Sciences

Application blanks from:
AdmiBions Directorate, L.S.E., Houghton Street

London WC2A 2AE, England
Pleate state whether junior year or postgraduate.

Tuesday
=\

TWO FORONE
All Mixed Drinks* 9 til 11

^ NO COVER CHARGE

LEAVING HOME
A Family in Transition

A film that sensitively portrays a family as
its four daughters grow to become in-

dependent women.

Discussion on Family to follow.

Led by noted family therapist

Evan Coppersmith

Wednesday, March 3
8."00 Thompson 104

Co-sponsored by UMass B.B. Hillei
jnd Counseling and Career Development Services.

INTER:
I

The Beautiful Room
]

Contest I

WIHt
\A gift certificate to I

Union Records Unlimited
AND.

. .See YOUR room in the
1982 Yearbook - TNI INDIX

Hnf rlT'i'uT T*" "™9 ""• Northe«, Southwest, Orchard
Hi I, Central, Hill, Central. Sylvan, Greeks 6 Off Campus,
knter as many times as you like

l^^Z """f ^ **'^ * "*"•• 5"^ P""»- Name, address &number on back.
Photos will be judged by the Index editorial staff. Judgement
based upon: creativity, neatness, use of space and photo clarity
Entries must be received by 103 CC no later than April 1, 1982
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SGA committee chair

testifies at State House

Collegian 3

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — Ken Moore, Chairman of the
Committee on Public Policy of the Student
Senate, yesterday testified in support of

public higher education funding before the

Ways and Means Committee of the

Massachusetts House of Representatives.

In hii address to the committee
responsible for making the state budget
recommendation to the House, Moore
focused on two primary areas of concern:
the level of funding for state scholarship

monies, and the allocation format for the
public higher education institutional

budgets.

Moore said Governor King's budget
recommendation includes $12 million in

state scholarships for both public and
private institutions of higher education, a

$3 million reduction from last year.

"This kind of cut would have serious

ramifications for higher education and for

the Commonwealth at a time when federal

financial aid monies are being cut
drastically and tuitions are rising even
more so," Moore said.

Moore said that while it has been stated

the $3 million will be cut primarily from

students attending school out of state, it is

an "extremely shortsighted" plan that may
prompt other states to reciprocate,

resulting in a net loss of aid coming into

Massachusetts.

The second issue Moore detailed to the
Committee was the allocation format for

public higher education institutional

budgets. Moore said the Governor's
recommended budget removes respon-
sibility for the allocation of funds for public

higher educational budgets from the State
Legislature, and gives it to the Board of

Regents, 'who do not have to be ac-

countable to the public and whose actual

capability to transfer money prudently
among campuses is questionable in the eyes
of many."

Rep. James Collins. D Amherst, agreed
with Moore's view, saying it is important
the university, not the Board of Regents,
control their funding.

"If public higher education takes a stand
on it." Collins said of the fight against
King's proposal to further increase the
power of the Regents, "it can be won."

"Hut our first priority is making sure
students get back to school next semester."
Collins concluded, saying the federal cuts in

higher education will make scholarships and
loans increasingly important.

Polls open today
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

The preliminary election to determine which two can-
didates for Amherst selectman will appear on the April 16
annual election ballot, will be held today, with polls open
from noon to 8 p.m.
Running for the single seat on the board of selectman are

Barbara Griffith. 40, of 32 Jeffery Lane; Richard 0.
Johnson. 43, of 613 South Pleasant Street; and Clifton
Morton, 59, of 9 Van Meter Drive.

One candidate will be eliminated and the two top vote-
getters will be placed on the final ballot for the April 16
election.

Griffith, currently a student in the University of
Massachusetts master's program in public administration,
began her career in town politics with the League of
Women Voters. She became a social services volunteer and
later the executive director of the council on aging.

John.son, the owner of the Amherst Swim and Tennis
Club, a few buildings housing UMass fraternities and most
of the condominium complexes in Echo Hill, moved to
Amherst in 1967. Since then he served on the Amherst
Hoard of Registrars for 18 months and on the Hitchcock
Center Board of Overseers for three years. He was also
elected to three terms as an assessor in Southampton.

Morton is a former postmaster in North Amherst and is

presently working for Amherst College as an area
sanitaticMJ specialist. Morton has been an Amherst resident
since 1948 and is a former town meeting member.

Most on campus students at UMass are in precincts
three and four. Students living in precinct three will vote
in at the Immanuel Lutheran Church on North Pleasant
Street. Students in precinct four will vote in the Bangs
Community Center on Kellogg Avenue.

STATING THE TERMS - Regent Norman Zalkind and State
Chancellor of Higher Education John B. Duff listen as Administration
and Finance Committee Chairman David J. Beaubien expresses belief
that "public higher education continues to be a bargain in
Massachusetts.*'

Tuition increase nears final approval
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The Board of Regents' Committee on Ad-
ministration and Finance, after holding a hearing to learn
of public reaction, voted yesterday 4-0 to authorize the
Board's planned 10 percent increase in tuition at all public
institutions of higher education in Massachusetts.

If the full Board accepts the Committee's decision,
which is expected when the Regents vote on March 9,

undergraduate tuition at the University of Massachusetts
will rise next year to $1,129.
Kevin Bowe of the Public Policy team of the Student

Center for Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA)
addressed the meeting, calling a tuition increase "short-
sighted and simplistic," and labeling the system of tuition
waivers for students with need "grossly ineffective."
Bowe suggested the Committee's plan for tuition

waivers —
. allowing universities and state colleges to

waive 4 percent, and community colleges to waive 8 per-
cent of their total revenues collected — should cause funds
to be allocated directly to individual institutions for
distribution to needy students, rather than creating a cen-
tral fund, thereby allowing students and financial aid of-

ficers to plan their needs individually.

Bowe also criticized the Board's tardiness in releasing
waivers designed to aid students affected by last year's
tuition hike, which was not available until January 11,
1982. Bowe said the waivers were therefore granted to
needy students after their tuition payments were due, ef-

fectively denying the students it was designed to serve.
Before speaking on methods of combating the planned

increase, Bowe charged the Regents with having already
implemented a "hidden increase," thus making this year's
total tuition increase for UMass 17 percent. He explained,
saying last year's $202 annual increase was split up bet-

ween the two semesters, with $64 rise in last fall's bill, and
a $138 hike in this spring's. Thus, when the $138 figure is

carried to each semester of this year's tuition, a $276 in-

crease, not $202, is realized.

"Had these increases not been reported in the student
press. I question whether the Regents would have inform-
ed us," Bowe said, after a Board member "clarified" any
"confusion" resulting from stories in the press.
In the face of "the Reagan administration's unrelenting

siege against federal student aid, the rising cost of both
public and private sectors of higher education, a constrain-
ed state budget, and an economy that demands skills that
can only be obtained through higher education." Bowe
also recommended the Regents create a special task force
"to develop a comprehensive plan that will address the
problems of accessibility and choice to all institutions of
higher education in this state."

State Senator John W. Olver, D- Amherst, who had ad-
dressed the Committee earlier, said Massachusetts' need
for higher education funding is unique due to three fac-
tors: a higher percentage of its residents attend institu-
tions of higher education; the state has the highest percen-
tage of out-of-state higher education .students; and the
percentage of the Commonwealth's economy which is at-
tributable to higher education is higher than any other
states.

"If it does not affect access to students, I could not have
objections," Olver said of the tuition increase, "but I do
not see this proposal as such."
"We surveyed three campuses," responded State

Chancellor of Higher Education John B. Duff, "and
perceived no effect on access."
Olver warned the effects are not something that can be

totally evaluated after one year, and said he has spoken
with financial aid officers who "are worried what's com-
ing down."

Changes in Workfare proposed

(ollfKian phntn lit Drrw llK>rr

LA CUCHARACHA — Gaylen Jones, a graduate student in En-
tomolog>, poses with his friend, a Madagascar 'hissing' cockroach.

By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

Revisions in Governor King's proposed
workfare plan will allow recipients of Aid
to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC) to have the option of attending two
year training schools according to the
Governor's press secretary Ray Lyons.

Kermit Morrisey, of the Department of
Human Services in Boston, said students in

four-year programs will \\e subject to

review, and waivers from the program
could be granted on an individual basis.

Students who are not granted waivers will

not be asked to leave school in the current
semester. Morrisey said.

Accdrding to the current workfare pro-

posal, recipients of AFIX'. with children

over six ypars old. would \n^ required to

inter jnb-t'indir.g programs. For six weeks
they would have to rejiort to an unemploy-
ment office, make ten telephone calls and
have two interviews a day. Penalties for

noncooperation would include reduction in
benefits of about $60 a month for 90 days
for a first offense, 180 days for a second
and a full year for a third. The original plan
included a second phase where women who
had not obtained jobs would be placed in
community work slots, but community ser-
vice will now be optional for those who
have not obtained jobs through the pro-
gram.
Mary Wentworth of the Poor Women's

Task Force of the Everywoman's Center
(EWC) at the University of Massachusetts
said the revision is a substantial victory for
those trying to defeat workfare. But the
program will still work to seal women into
poverty, she said.

Wentworth said the program is a stf^*
*

back for women, who are victims of a socie-l
ty that cannot, or will not. provide for i*v
peopUv "^hf s;ii<i ;; is supported by tho.>-(|

wh>> are tryinir to move women back ini

the ruiclf.-tr family, and with three millit '

women («n AFIK' compared to 3. (KM) nu-i- 'i-

is the "feminization of poverty.
"
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Power struggle discussed
By DIANA AJJAN
Collegian Corresponsent

In part, the struggle of women is the

unequal power relationships in their

community, said Nanette Brey, a

representative of the Hampshire County
chapter of the National Organization for

Women (NOW).

Brey and Jan Droegkamp. another
representative, spoke to a small group of
women at Amherst College last night about
the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA).

Brey said that an unequal power
relationship exists in communities and in

private homes between "those who have
and those who don't have." The ERA would
alleviate the differences between men and
women in areas of wages, education and
overall professional skills, she argued.

The symposium featured a slide show
entitled "The Struggle for Women's
Equality 1830 to NOW." It compared

women to slaves saying that neither had
legal rights to their children, legal
protection against beating, or the legal
right to property. The symposium also
cited the accomplishments of feminists such
as Lucretia Mott. Sojourner Truth and
Susan B. Anthony.

The slide show related the plight of
women today. According to the U.S.
Department of Labor, female college
graduates earn as much as male high school
dropouts. F.B.I. Statistics show that wife-
beating occurs every 18 seconds, and that
one and a half million battered wives are
severly injured in the U.S. each year.

According to Karen Lee Shelley,
treasurer of ihc Hampshire Countv chapter
of NOW. the ERA would provide legal
ground for re-evaluating current laws. The
16 states that have ratified the ERA have
shown a massive review of their laws and
much evidence that the rights of women
and men are being protected by the ERA.

ERA support is urged
By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

Mortarboard, a senior honor society,
which was established as a women's
organization should support the Equal
Rights Amendment (ERA) on campus, said
Mortarboard member Judy Fisher.

Mortarboard is a national society for
college students in their senior year, which
opened its membership to men in 1975.

"Originally its goal was to promote the
status of women," Fisher said.

Fisher has written a proposal urging
Mortarboard chapters to initiate activity
for the ERA in unratified states. In her
article she states. "The UMass Chapter of
MorUrboard gives its wholehearted
support to the passage of the ERA."
Maureen Solomon, president of the

Springfield local chapter of the National
Organization for Women (NOW) said the

wiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiimiiu
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ERA still needs to be ratified in three more
states before it becomes a part of the
Constitution. The amendment was recently
defeated in Virginia and Georgia and
campaigners are targeting Florida. Illinois
and Oklahoma as key states, she said.

While Motorboard does support the
ERA, members stress it is not their only
interest. Mortarboard President Carole
Springer said, "It is not known to be a
women's honor society. " Members are not
selected on the basis of sex, she said.

Springer said Mortarboard works to
create a positive self image of UMass. Last
year it was responsible for reinitiating the
Dean's list. How much is accomplished by
the organization "depends on what the
individual members want it to mean, " she
said.

Fisher said this year people have been
really involved. She said being inducted is

not just an honor, it's a commitment.
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Our sty/ists are featuring FREE professional consultations for men &
women. Let us help you select a hairstyle that's perfect for you.

Call for an appointment for

RRST - A professional consultation
'•

• Tum^T*'^ ^ P^®<^'»'0" style cut selcted Individually just for you
'•

:
THIRD - our stylists will show you how to take care of your hair

:

All For $8.00
with thl» coupon only, oxplros 3/16/82

With personal style cut. sharrpoo. and blow dry - $10.50, long hair
slightly more - with this coupon only. k

Limited to new customers only. g
To compliment that new hairstyle for the total look we may suggest a 5

dimensional highlighting or design perm.
Free meke-up consultations available by appointment.

Styles by Deborah I & II

•^<^,

66 Univarnt^r Drive

AmlMrtt. M(.

M9-M10
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FROSTY'S FROSTY — Snowman outside of Emerson dormitory en-
joys a cold beer after a long day in the sun.

Look to Amherst for oil

of your Automotfye Needs

256-0253
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AMHERST

TUNE-UP BRAKES
FRONT END ALIGNMENT
COMPUTER BALANCING

EXHAUST TIRES
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Across from Poor Richard's

Winter isn't over yet!

Protect your car with
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BELCHERTOWN
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AUTO REPAIRS
MOTOh Tune-Ups

Brakes - Lights - Ignition

Mufflers - Shocks
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By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen voted last night to
suspend Back Room Record's license to operate pinball
machmes and video games for a period of one week
because of violations of Massachusetts General Laws
The record store was cited for having 15 coin-operated

video games and were licensed for only 11.
Back Room Records was represented by Richard Burr

who said that he did not know that he was in violation and
that he was forced to place the extra machines in the store
after his storage area was taken away to be renovated
Selectmen vice-chairman Edith Wilkinson suggested the

Educational cuts
are focus of rally
By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff " -

In recognition of National Student Day. Amherst
College yesterday held a rally at which professors and
students from the five colleges addressed the possible
consequences of the Reagan administration's cuts in
educational funding.

The eVent was organized by an Amherst College group
calling itself Concerned Students Against Educational Cuts
as part of a nationwide effort to motivate students into
joining a lobbying campaign to safeguard the current level
of financial aid, said Jesus Varela, a member of the group.
The speakers at the rally focused on the disparity

between the federal government's military spending and
its support of higher education. In addition, they focused
on the long-range implications for an educationally
bankrupt country.

Professor of philosophy at Amherst College. WUIiam
Kennie, said by bolstering an already large military ex-
penditure, Reagan would be contributing to an educational
disaster for this country.

Rather than witnessing an administration that is willing
to 'squander billions to such things as a bloody junta in El
Salvador," Kennie said he would like to see "the hungry
fed, the sick made healthy and those desirous of an
education taught."

Austin Sarat of the Amherst College political science
department said the strength of the country lies in the
education of its people, not in the build up of arms.
"The defense of America requires that we be able to

stand tall, not only as the strongest and the wealthiest, but
the smartest nation on earth," he said.

In expressing his concern for the "health of democracy,"

suspension. "1 suggest we make a penalty of one week
during which Mr. Burr will disconnect and cover all of his
machines." Wilkinson said. The selectmen voted
unanimously to approve this proposal.

In other business, the Board of Selectmen heard a
report of the activities of the Committee on Child Care
and their proposed warrant articles for the town meeting.
The committee was formed in June of 1981 tt) gather in-

formation about existing child care available in Amherst
to assess whether child care needs in Amherst are being
met and to suggest changes.
The committee, chaired by Nancy Hancock, determined

that the community has a variety of needs. "Across the
board there is a need for quality affordable child care for

children of all ages," Hancock said. "There is a shortage
of affonlahle child care programs, especially for infants
and toddlers."

The committee also expressed that the problem of ob-
taining quality child care is particulariy acute for low in-
come parents.

Several warrant articles for the town meeting were pro-
posed by the committee. They proposed to create and fund
the position of child care specialist for one year. The child
care specialist will work with the Committee on Child Care
to determine Amherst needs, te support, strengthen and
improve the quality of existing child care services; and to
facilitate the creation and development of needed child
care services.

Sarat said, "Anyone who cares about knowledge, learning,
or scholarship must stand up against the Reagan cuts."

In a statement prepared by Senator Edward M. Ken-
nedy and read by University of Massachusetts student
Laura Kester, students were urged to contribute to the
revitalization of the economy through the maintenance of
higher education.

"We will not allow our institutions of higher learning to
become havens for the economic elite," said Kester on
behalf of Kennedy. Otherwise, the nation will experience a
loss in human potential.

Programs most likely to experience financial cutbacks'
when Congress votes on Reagan's budget proposal this
spring include national direct student loans. Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants, Supplementary
Education Opportunity Grants and colleee work study.

Cops report 7 thefts
By EDWARD BIRK
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts police reported seven
larceny complaints yesterday, with two listed at over $100,
police said.

A UMass wrestling jacket and pants, valued at $400.
were reported stolen from Boyden Gymnasium sometime
between February 24 and 26. police said. The matter is
under investigation and there are no suspects in the case,
police said.

In a separate incident, the theft from a vehicle parked on
Thatcher Way of 28 cassette tapes and a carrying case was
reported to police by a Northeast Residential area student,
police said. The theft occurred whUe the student was
returning items from the car to a dormitory room, police
said.

An unrelated incident involved the theft of a Panasonic
AM/FM radio, valued at $100. from Brett Dormitory
between 3 and 5 a.m. Friday, police said. The radio was
taken during a party in that dormitory, police said.

In other action police reported a wallet and $20 cash
stolen from the UMass library between 9 and 9:30 a.m.
Monday. Police said the owner left the wallet near a Xerox
copier and returned to find the wallet mi-ssing.

In an unrelated incident, yellow paper pads, valued at
$40, were stolen from Marston Hall, police said. The pads
had recently been delivered to the building, police said.

In a separate incident, a vending machine in Machmer
Hall was broken into and an estimated $30 worth of candy
and other goods was taken, police said. The action oc-
curred between 8 a.m. and 1:20 p.m. Sunday, police said.
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"UMass Favorite Pizza"

SUPERIOR PIZZERIA
10 & 16 INCH PIZZAS

ALL COMBINATIONS • LARGE & SMALL S
DAILY n A.M TILL ? |

HOT OVEN GRINDERS |
STEAK GRINDERS S

SPAGHETTI - LASAGNA - RAVtCLI !
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SGA ELECTIONS
Elections for the office of Student Government Association President! s). and for

positions on the Board of Governors, will be held on March B ft 9. Polling times and
places are as follows:

11 - 2 p.m. 4c 4
NortheasVSylvan
Central/Orchard Hill

Cancc; J.A., J.Q.A.,

Mackimmic; Moore;

Pattenoiv Pierpont;
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Kennedy^Melville,Thorcau
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Worcester D.C.
Franklin D.C.

Berkahire D.C.

Hampshire D.C.

Commulci/Greek
10 3 p.m.

Campus Center Concourse
(in front of Blue Wal^

For further information, call 545-0341, or come up to Rm. 420 of the

Student Union Building.
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Lee's diary of a trip to Russia

Andrea Lee (above) be^an writing her novel
Russian Journal after her trip to Russia.

RUSSIAN JOURNAL
By Andrea Lee
Random House. 239 pages ($13.50)

By CHRISTINE MARINI
('ollepan Correspondent

When writer Andrea Lee was in the Soviet Union with
her husband, a student of Russian history, she often felt

that the journal she kept describing the people and places
she encountered was little more than "trivial busywork."
Instead, this diary became Russian Journal, a unique
Ix)ok that is not so much soft-sell journalism or travelogue-
writing as a record of bt)th Soviet and American attitudes,
and a canny observation of day-to-day Soviet life.

What makes this book so unique is that Lee writes not
from a political or scholarly standpoint, but from a
humanistic one. As an outsider - not a journalist,
diplomat, tourist, or student — Lee is free to meet and get
to know Russians on a level usually impossible for
foreigners. Lee's keen eye picks up many details that fill

out the main picture, which is of the characters she meets
during her year in the Soviet Union. An overrated com-

A book that will make your life just

a little bit easier while here at UMass
ESSENTIAL COLLEGE SURVIVAL HANDBOOK
By Ralph and Valerie Carnes
Playboy Press, 319 Pages ($13.95)

By CARLY HUTCHINSON
Collegian Correspondent

Maybe you would be able to survive if you didn't have
this book. But if you read it, you might be able to do the
butterfly stroke on the turbulent Whitewater journey
through your college years instead of the doggy paddle.

The best thing about the boc^k is its coherent structure.
You can spend an hour with this book and get a good hand-
ful of valuable insights and tips that will probably help you
make it through the collegiate grind a little more easilv
and with a little more success. And if you have more than a
little time to spend with this book, you just might reach
success once out of college, for that is the book's ultimate
goal, it seems, to steer the student into a successful post-
college life.

This book doesn't offer all that much new information;
Its value lies in its completeness. When the last page is
turned the reader knows everything about college life
from taking SATs to relating to faculty members. The
Essential College Survival Handbook has value to all col-
lege students, from the tender frosh to the seasoned
senior.

HATE Doing Laundry.

''Alan & Matt'
Dry Cleaners'

has the answer!

The book is easy to read, written from a professional,
but personal point of view by two individuals well season-
ed in the world of higher education. The Carnes' have
gone through 15 years as students, 19 years as professors
and nme years as college and university deans. But don't
get the idea that the authors are worn out old fogeys. The
text and dialogue prove that this husband/wife team are

very aware of modern college society.
The style of the book is straightforward and simple,

with the chapters set up in outline form so that important
highlights can l)e picked up rapidly. The authors also make
use of their personal experiences to serve as valuable,
true-to-life example of college life that the reader can
relate to quickly and easily.
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Cooking
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
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poser, a factory worker, a black-market dealer, a govern-
ment spy who is also a student — all these can be found
wandering in and out of Lee's journal. One begins to
understand these people, their motivations and dreams. It

is a colorful and sometimes disturbing portrait of how peo-
ple deal with a system that leads to a "sense of incessant
struggle, of the constant burden of a harsh life that
s(juashes men into mean shapes."

Even more interesting than Lee's reflections on the
USSR are the images, both of the West in general and of
the United States in particular, culled from Lee's Russian
friends. Even the 'stilyagi,' young Soviets obsessed with
all things Western, speak darkly alxiut American
weakness and decadence. Many fully expect war within a
decade with the very people they emulate.

In the preface of her book. Lee explains that the view
portrayed in Russian Journal is largely personal, not to be
Uiken as the whole picture. Far from needing apology or
even explanation, this "f)ersonal" aspect is perhaps the
lx)ok's strongest point. In Lee's journal we see the Soviet
I'nion not as an abstract, threatening shadow, but as a na-
tion of people, .striving to make a living in a repressive,
dehumanizing environment.
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ESSEWTIAL
COLLEGE
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Ralph& Valerie Carnes

Sf Trent
University

Canada's '

outstanding

small university

in Ontario

To find out more about
higher education in

Canada and Trent's personal

approach to laarning

contact Marilyn Lentz, 253-7943
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Letters
Repaying a debt of gratitude
'l"o the Kditor:

Chancellor KoiTler was quoted as saying that he would
not Nave the University because of the importance ol his
work here. That was on February 10th. Hut obviously
thui^r.s that were of importance then wen- somehow
resolved within the past nine days. That is (,uite an ac
complishment. I must say! Let us hope that th<- next
chanci'lior can accomplish such a leal in so lillle time.
To Chancellor J^ofHer: I hope you repav that debt of

gralilude you owe to the University of Arizona, because
you definitely didn't pay the University of Massachusett.s
I hi- respect you owe us. All we could have ask«-d from you
IS a little honestv. You could have said on February lOlh
that you were interested in another position but hadn't
made a final dtrision instead of telling us v«ui were very
happy here.

Rick Shaughnessy
Ralph Rozeil

Southwest

Rent control issue can be won
To the Kditor:

I feel I must object to our esteemed student government
presidents' assertion that anyone who thinks that rent
conlrol is a winnable issue is "dreaming." Rent control is

definitely a winnable issue this year! The last attempt to
gel rent control pa.s.sed in Amherst was two and a half
years ago and that time it failed by a very narrow margin
due largely to the fact that the students who were already
registered did not get out to vote. The number needed to
get rent control instituted in Amherst exists today. In fact,
a Student Government Association president who is in
terested in rent control could help publicize this issue and
get the necessary students out to vote.
The presidents al.so claimed that not until 84 85 will over

one I hird of town meeting members be up for election. The
lad is that one third of the town meeting members are up
for election every year — including this one — and there
are a number of students and other rent control people
running.

While I commepd the presidents' attempt to put an air of
r«'alily in presidential campaign i.ssues, 1 think that they
might be a lot more convincing if they had done their own
homework before criticizing that of others.

Arvid Muller

Amherst

Freedom of speech is useless

unless someone is listening
io the Kditor:

V\e, as .Jews, support having a speaker from the
Palestine Liberation Organization during InU-rnalional
V\ omen's Week on two grounds. First, because we believe
m Ireedom of speech. This right is one of the most precious
lieedoms we have in the United States, and we oppose
preventing anyone from being able to publicly stale their
views, no matter how strongly any of us may disagree with
what they have to say.

1 wo years ago a progressive Jewish woman was
prevented from speaking at IWW, on the grounds that she
was a "Zionist." The arguments made at the time were
ami Semitic, or, more precisely, anti Jewish. To block a

IMA) speaker this year would be anti I'alestinian. In the
lulure, opportunities should be made available lor a Jewish
speaker on progressive developments in Israel.

Second, we believe there will be no peace in the Middle
Fast without Arabs and Jews being willing to listen toeach
other, and without m-gotiations leading to compromise
between Palestinians and the State of Israel. Residents of
the U.S. cannot understand the reality of the Middle Fast
Without a willingness to hear the legitimate spokespeople
Irom each group. As Jews, deeply concerned with the
survival and welfare of the Jews of Israel, we le«l it would
i>e a greai loss it we were not able to hear n>presenlatives
from the I'LO.

The I'LO is a broad c<»alition of the major I'alestinian
political organizations, and the closest thing to a gover
nmeni for the (wo million Palestinians still living in refugee
camps outside of Israel. It is the organization most
resp«-cted by Palestinians living under military conlrol in
Israel and I he occupied territories.

To call the PLO a terrorist organization has the same
value as calling Zionism racism. It is name calling in an
attempt to stifle discussion, when i>nly discussion win lead
to the understanding that must precede a just pe.ice.

The refusal by the Israeli and U.S. governments to
ie<<.gni/.e the legitimacy of the PLO is just as coun
terpriKluclive to peace as the refusal of Arab slates, with
the ncdable exception of Fgypt, to recognize the legitimacy
of ihi' Slate of Israel.

Marc Breslow
New Jewish Agenda

Does 'UMass' make you ill?
To the Kditor:

Let's change the name of this school. Instead of the very
unappealing sound of "UMass," why not refer to t his school
as simply "Massachusetts. " This would rid us of ihe
derogatory "ZooMass" connotation and give us a more
impressive sounding name. After all. the University of
Michigan is referred to as "Michigan" and not "UMich"and
the University of Illinois is "Illinois" and not the sickly
sounding nameof "UIII!

"

We can be proud to call ourselves "Ma.ssachusells"
students and if we are impressed, our feelings will
naturally be communicated to people el.sewhere.
Our own pride in our school will certainly improve our

public image! I'm tired of seeing "UMass" on sweatshirts
and in print. So what if "Massachusetts" takes more space
to print and longer to say. Isn't it worth it?

Joseph A. Kaiser

Sunderland

Letters Policy
Letters to the editor must be sig^ned and

include the writer's address and telephone
number for verification. Please type
tripled spaced at 67 characters per line.

Because of the larpe volume of mail
received, unpublished letters cannot be
acknowledgfed or returned. Submissions
arc subject t(» editinfj^ for clarity and
^ammar. Letters longer than 30 lints may
be condensed due to space limitations.

~|Job security
sans dividends
Ford Motor Company has been falling on hard times

oyer the past few years, largely due to management
blunders. Their failure to follow the lead of General

Motors and Chrysler companies by downsizing their cars
has left them with thousands of gas guzzlers that nobody
wants. The design defects in their cars, like the Pinto gas
tanks blowing up on impact and the transmissions that
went into reverse by themselves, have shaken consumers
confidence in Ford products. The result of these errors
has been a $2 billion plus loss in the past two years, almost
55,000 workers on indefinite layoff, and the threat of a
Chrysler-type bankruptcy.
Ford has asked for and received givebacks in union

wage and benefit contracts. In return for doing away with
paid personal holidays, and future wage and benefit in-
creases for the next two years. Ford will guarantee
employees that there will be no plant shutdowns during
that time span. This new agreement could save Ford up to

Randolph T. Holhut

J

$1 billion over the next two years.
Both management and labor have been forced into a day

of reckoning. The Japanese, through lower labor costs and
underpncing their exported cars, have been able to make
serious inroads into the American auto industry. The Ford
management has been forced to find someone to take the
heat off of their incompetence. They have decided to put
the squeeze on workers by forcing them to give back some
of their salary to keep their jobs. Labor, by being un-
productive and building shoddy products (paving the way
for the import takeover) had no choice but to accept.
Detroit does not appear to have any desire to compete

with the Japanese unless it can either get government
assistance (like Chrysler) or get massive contract conses-
sions (like GM and Ford). The executives and the
stockholders are not making any consessions, their salarys
and dividends are going to be staying the same. The Big
Three wants to have it both ways, make huge profits while
not giving the consumer a safe, quality car.

It would be nice to think that some of the givebacks are
going to be translated into lower car prices. By making
cars more affordable, more cars will be bought and in turn
help bring the auto industry out of it's <^lunip. But this
scenario will not work, unless management decides to
make a commitment to actually using the savings to lower
car prices and to develop newer, more efficient, and better
built cars to compete with the imports. If the savings in-
stead go to the stockholders and executives, the only
result from the givebacks will be higher profits.
With these agreements, the UAW has weakened it's

future bargaining position with the automakers. Their
next contract will not likely be for more money, but in-
stead more consessions in order to keep their jobs.
Management doesn't care about that though, if they can
cut labor costs they will do it. Whether the whole concept
of givebacks is going to work remains to be seen. But the
fact remains that contract givebacks are spreading like
waldfire through all industries. For management, it is
their revenge against the unions. For the unions, it is
something they have to do to hold on to their jobs.

Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian columnist.
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New Federalism and Black America
THE NEW FEDERALISM AND BLACK AMERICA
By NORMAN HILL

In the State of the Union message which he delivered on
January 26th. President Ronald Reagan outlined the broad
details of a policy he refers to as the "New Federalism."
This sweeping proposal would result in a massive transfer
to the states of important federal responsibilities in such
areas as Aid ' .> Families with Dependent Children and food
stamps. Olher programs which would be turned back to
the stateii would include highway construction, mass
Iranspor ation. and education. In exchange, the Federal
Government would a.ssume all costs of Medicaid. If put
into effect the "New Federalism" would reverse a fifty

year long trend which made programs for the needy a
national responsibility.

While some political leaders have greeted the Reagan
proposal with guarded optimism, organized labor and the
black community have been vocal in pointing out the
inequities which would result if Reagan's proposal were
implemented.

What is there in the Reagan plan which elicits such
widespread protest among blacks and organized labor?
For black Americans, it is the fundamental perception that
historically many state governments were bastions of
resistance to racial justice.

Indeed, the very call for "states" rights" is perceived by
blacks as a code word tor racism and bigotry. Civil rights
historically have been extended through the intervention
of federal courts and federal agencies. The spectre of
returning broad powers to the states conjures up images of
Bull Connors. Orville Faubuses. and George Wallaces.

obstructing racial justice.

Yet for blacks there is more than the lesson of history
which is the root of unease over the "New Federalism."
Blacks and their allies in the labor movement are aware
that there are severe economic inequities between the
states. A transfer of responsibilities to the state would
serve to exacerbate these already substantial inequities of
wealth. Moreover, it would heighten the inequality of
working people in the less prosperous regions and
localities. One indication of this regional inequality, which
is of particular concern to civil rights advocates. Is the fact
that w hile black workers outside the South earn 99 percent

of the wage of white workers.in the South itself black
workers earnings are only 78 percent of white workers
wages. Such a regional discrepancy is the product of many
factors; discrimination, lack of education arid lack of op-
portunity for on the job training among them.

Vet President Reagan's plan would require Southern
states to assume the full burden of education and training
blacks to enable them to attain an equal standing with
white workers.

It would concentrate a disproportionate burden upon a
region which has economically lagged behind other areas of
the country and has demonstrated a historical resistance to

taking the kinds of steps which would eliminate racial

inequality.

Blacks and other workers are concerned that the
transfer in increased tax burdens to the states would refuel
competition to see who could maintain the lowest level of
taxation and so attract corporate investment. In essence,
states which would substantially reduce programs for the
poor and needy would be rewarded through the relocation
of corporations seeking even high after-tax profits. Such a
'negative

" competition would be disastrous and would
further undermine the social cohesiveness which is the
hallmark of a healthy society.

Ultimately the "New Federalism" is not suited tot the
complexities of a modern technological society. Japan,
West Germany, and Sweden, countries whose rate of
productivity in the last decade has outpaced that of the
U.S., have established a cooperative relationship between
the federal government, labor, and industry. These
economies have achieved substantial growth in part
directly because of national government involvement.

Despite the strong arguments against it, one need not be
surprised that President Reagan chose 1982 to introduce
his "New Federalism " concept. As one Administration
aide told Time magazine: "The whole idea was to come up
with something that does not require us to respond and
defend the economic program. So we're changing the
subject.

'

The Reagan "New Federalism" proposal clearly is

nothing more than a smokescreen designed to obscure the
lailures of the Administration's supply side economic
prescriptions. We have come a long way. indeed: from
"\ (mmIoo economics to "Voodoo civics."

Labor leader stresses people before profits

spoke on the labor movement
afternoon at New Africa House.

By DENICE MILES
Collegian Correspondent

Dick Days, Director of Labor Education for region 9a of
the United States Auto Workers, spoke Thursday,
February 26 in the New Africa House. The presentation
emphasized the role of the Trade Union Movement in the
struggle to place people before profits. Reading from an
autobiographical sketch Days recounted the experi<>ncesof
Black autoworkers in the industrial cities of the northern
midwest. 'Black membership in the UAW has slipped from
over ;J0 percent to around 20 percent in the recent period,
though these numbers are not reflected in the leadership."'
>aid Days.

He spoke of the effort to recruit workers into the ranks
of organized labor and how the UAW was faced with the
obstacle of racism that divided white workers from black
ones. "In the Black communities ministers who were
convinced of the advantages of trade unionism became the
vehicles for the organizing drive of the 1950's.'
Days recapped his thirty year membership in the UAW

and stressed the destructive forces of racism, corruption,
and the McCarthy era. All three combined to move the

trade union movement away from class consciousness and
struggle on the basis of class interest. He emphasized that
it is within rank and file, the grassroots of trade unions,
that a challenge to the past is emerging. "The labor
movement has the ability to influence people's actions, to
give them a sense of purpose, a sense of direction.

"

He also stressed how the "McCarthy era has somehow or
another buried under the carpet" many of the great
working women who were diligent in the fight for the
working cla.ss. As a result, "the ERA in the European
community has become an anti man thing.

'

"The struggle is going on all over the world...we can sit
here and let the institutions mold us into little niches
where we can go and live happily ever after on that little
island, or we can recognize that this country has a vast
potential and that you as students need to talk to yourself
about commitment to something. You should help to
stimulate that there can be a change and that there is going
to bt> a change."

In response to questions he spoke of the militancy of
young workers, the need for grassroots organizing if a
third political party is to be built, and the need for political
action in defense of workers.

A symbol for black people
THE GREATEST OF ALL TIME
By SATYA GABRIEL

Muhammed Ali is a legend.
Even in defeat Ali was surrounded by an

aura on unreality. He was like a giant being
battered by stones. Many could not bear to
watch and didn't. It was sacrilege.

And most people, at least most black
people, do not remember ihe defeat. It is

like a strange dream to be forgotten. The
reason is that Muhammed was not mere
human being like you or me.
Muhammed Ali was a symbol. His figure

on the television screen was that of a
shadow dancing to an African drum. Float
like a butterfly, sting like a bee. He
represented the power. The power. He
represented what black people always
knew they had. The beauty of defiance and
the gift of power. That is why Muhammed
became not just a symbol to black people
but to millions of others all over the world.

LUTHER

particularly in the Third World.
When he raised his fist to Howard

('osell's chm it made us laugh with pride.
Here was a black man standing up to the
system. That was every one of us standing
there. It gave millions of black children a
sense of self respect and power. Here was a
symbol that despiif the .sophisticated
machinery of repression we could control
our lives. We could fight and win. We need
not be afraid. We need not be afraid! And
we stopped being afaid.

I was sad when Muhammed refused to
retire. When he fought one fight too many.
Sad for the man. Sad for all those who loved
him. iiut I am not sad for ihe legend. The
legend is not his. It belongs to every black
child. It belongs to every person who was
not born into a privileged position. It
belong.-* to those, such as the people of El
Salvador, who fight for their freedom. They
too have the power because the power is in
all who struggle for dignity.

BrumsJc Brandon, Jr.

band performing at Hangrar One last Friday.

Please read
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffe
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By M. Joyce

ACROSS
1 Bath and others
5 Alms box
9 Light colored

14 Slightly offbeat
15 Vacation of a sort

16 19th cent British

novelist

17 Usurer
19 Tear

20 Latin case: Abbr
21 soil qui mal

y pense
22 Flammable sub-

stance
23 Unfrequent
25 Slackens
27 City on the Oka
29 Used, as in-

fluence

32 Courage
35 Former
37 Metric measure
38 Color quality

39 Kitchen worker,

at times
40 Author of 'Picnic'
41 Unconscious
42 Noblemen
43 Witch abode
44 Competitor
46 Good manners
48 Diner

50 Skiers' milieu

54 Meddle (with

"with •)

56 Legal pro-

ceedings
58 Previously,

poetically

59 Encore
60 Office skill

62 Boxing maneuver
63 Sport for Prince

Charles
64 Tucker specialty

65 High-strung
66 "On your !""

67 British weapon

DOWN
1 Parts of casas
2 Investigate

3 In any degree
4 Opposite of ant.

5 Not out

6 Equine color

7 Papal court

8 Unwieldy craft

9 Judge
10 Man with a net
11 Acrobatic trick

12 Advantage

13 At no time,

poetically

18 Vacation place
22 IRS fellow

24 Finished
26 Command
28 Pretty one
30 Therefore
31 The Park-

by Mailer

32 Portico

33 Signof displea
sure

34 Generally

36 Italian numtier
39 More cunning
40 Division word
42 Peaceful coex-

istence

43 Brilliancy

45 Rabbits
47 Texas team
49 Uncouth fellow

51 Mentally bright,

old style

52 Pyle

53 French battle site

54 Ohio name
55 American writer

57 Nursery royalty

60 NYC or Bait.,

for example
61 been
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Editorial
Department

Make sure your views are represented on the editorial pages! Prospective colum-
nists and illustrators should attend an Editorial Department recruitment meeting
March 3 at 7 p.m. in the Collegian newsroom.

For more information contact Kathleen Howley, Executive Editor during the
late afternoon at 545-3500.
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WEi^FHER

Partly sunny today,
highs in the mid-30's. Fair,
and cold tonight, lows
about 10 degrees.
Tomorrow partial sunshine
is expected with highs near
30 degrees.

DC MENU
V^^^" ^, u c. ... BASICS LUNCH
Junior Club Sandwich. Vegetable Taco, Fried
Fried Clams/Tartar Sauce Clams/Tartar Sauce

DINNER BASICS DINNER
Baked Ham/Raisin Sauce, East-West Lasagna, Chili

0Chili Cheese Puff, Breaded Cheese Puff
,VeaI Pattie/Tomato Sauce

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

Wednesday

10:30 - 11:30 Distinguished Visitors

Program
11:30 - 12:30 Nam June Paik: The

Latest in Video Art
12:30 - 1:15 Krege loh Masters: More

Video Madness
1:15- 2:00 P^arce Be With You: A

Star Wars Parody
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Voter sign-up on
The Town of Amherst will be registering voters at the

following locations over the next two weeks. The Voter
Registration Van will be near the pool at Colonial Village
from 12-2 p.m. and at Village Park, near the rental office,
from 2:30-4:30 p.m., on Saturday March 6.

On March 10-11, they will be in the Campus Center at
the University of Massachusetts, and on March 13 and 17
they will be at the Amherst Town Hall.

Talk on weapons
A discussion on nuclear weapons, how they affect

students, and how to get involved in the campaign to
freeze the weapons proliferation, will be held tonight at 7
in the Hampden Commons Theatre in the Southwest
Residential Area of the University of Massachusetts.
Meetings will also be held in the Dickinson House

Lounge, in the Orchard Hill Residential Area, Wednesday
at 7 p.m., in the Mary Lyon House Lounge, in the Nor-
theast Residential Area, Thursday at 7 p.m., in the Brown
House Lounge, in the Sylvan Residential Area. Sunday at
7 p.m.

^

Resources to be topic
A panel discussion on "Protecting the World's

Resources: Is Time Running Out?" will be held Wednes-
day night in the Webster House Lounge, in the Orchard
Hill Residential Area of the University of Massachusetts.
The discussion is the fifth in the Great Decisions series,

moderated by Luther Allen, and panelists include Carl
Carlozzi, of the department of natural resources, William
Goss, of the department of mechanical engineering, Peter
Pellet, of the department of food science, and Robert
Shanley of the department of political science.

Staffing NOW for Summer 1982
POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR

SUMMER COUNSELORS
;riy» -^^°^o^« children and have strong skills & ability

to teach one or more of the foUoMing activities:
ArcMery • Arts & Crafts • Athletics • Baseball • Basketball
Computer Science • Dramatics • Drums • Fencng
General Counselors 'Guitar •Gymnastics "Ham Radio
Karate • Lacrosse • Photography • Piano • Rocketry '

Sailing • Soccer • Swimming (WSI) • Track • Tennis
Tripping • Video Tape • Water Ski.ng "Woodworking

FULL 8 WEEK SEASON • 1 WEEK ORIENTATION . MIIM AGE 19
Top salary, room, board, laundry and aHowancat

W.ite sp« ily di Iivitylsi dpplv.n9 to. cj.ve lull detail^ ..I tMf kq.our.rt anrt~ cn,al.l.ri,l,nMs Act.M.ckly <wr>,ng5 J.e heing filled continuously

Sew York Office: 5 Glen Lane.
Mamaroneck, New York 10543

Director: Shelley Weiner

hOk BOYS Pitisfield. Mass hounded 1927

ENGINEERS . . .

Join Our
Career Devefopment Program

and Help Us BuiM Ships
atOuincy

If you prefer a hard hat to pmstripes. you might be
•<jne of the special engineers Quincy Shipbuilding
Division needs for its Career Development Pro-
gram in Ship Ck>nstructK3n Management starting in

July 1982

Quincy is a leading shipbuilder with Navy and
commercial design, construction and overhaul

contracts in our busy future Our career develop-
ment program trains you tor a take-charge role,

with practical instruction in shipbuilding trades

and management techniques, and rotating super-
visory assignments of your own

If you re looking for a challenge, top pay and
benefits, plus the good life of the Greater Boston
area we want to talk to you

GENBRAL OVNAIS/IICS
Quincy ShtptMMkimg Divtsion

Owncy M»sttthusnis0}l69

Quincv S-:;;Cw.ding Division will be interMowing
on campus or viarch 6, 1982. Pleasa contact the
Placenien* ' t fnr jime and place.

Continued from page 1

Di Marco said the English department is not in a position
to be providing instruction in oral communication and that
this is a potential point of contention for the rhetoric
department.

According to the report, the Working Group's goals for
the merger are elimination of duplicate classes presently
being taught in both the English and rhetoric departments
to provide students with better qualRy instruction. The
report said that many rhetoric courses are being taught by
graduate students and the English departmeiic specializes
in instruction in expository writin*^ '^hc report also said
that a merger between the two ;^cp run its would save
the University at least $200,000 a year.

Price said that at this time his major concern is not Ihe
long range plan of the Chancellor's group, but rather a
proposal formulated by the Rhetoric Study Group, which
asks for a writing assessment test for incoming freshman.
The assessment test would filter students into basic,
remedial or expository writing courses, with the ex-
pository phase being taught through the students' in

* Departments
Continu£d from page 1

pri'paration program in that school is a "profound mistake"
and that ihe school has an "obligation to students already"
in Ihv program. He said the professional preparation
program is an "excellent department that meets a very
real need in this state."

Helen Schneider, director of the Orchard Hill
Residential College and Melton Miller, the master director
of Southwest, both said they believed the working group's
decision to cancel the residential college programs was
based on confusion about what the programs do.

"They're probably dealing with some past history,"
Schneider .said. "Were curently doing what the Long

dividual department.^

"I think the assessment test is a good idea, but I'm
concerned with the program's implementation, which may
prove difficult if the University's departments don't
cooperate with us on the last phase," Price said.

The long range proposal also asks for a decrease in
staffing of the English department over the next 5 years,
despite the added responsibilities being thrust on the
department by the proposed merger with the rhetoric
department.

DiMarco said this facet of the proposal could be by-
passed if a critical need for instructors arises.

DiMarco said the decrease in emphasis in the areas of
the social sciences and humanities does not alarm him. He
said it is unrealistic to think that UMass will soon become
strictly ^ business and technical school, despite the fact
that the increase in students opting to major in business
and high technology fields has forced the University to
place a greater emphasis on and to channel more money
into those two programs.

Range Plan called the second best way to run a residential
college. Were going to explain what we do."

"Clearly I think there is some confusion as to the nature
of our program," Miller said.

.Johnstone Campbell, the associate director of the
Inquiry Program, said he believes the sugge.stion that the
program be terminated is a part of the working group's
questioning of "a general liberal arts education," and that
educators are obligated to see the needs of students are
met.

"There's some good rhetoric going around, but those of
us who are teachers are committed to seeing our folks
through. " Campbell said.

NonStop Computing Systems
Our Products.

,

Our People

Our Benefits..

. Tandem Computers Incorporated designs, develops, manufactures,
markets and supports a unique computer system for the on-line
transaction processing marketplace Called the Tandem NonStop
System, it is the only commercially available computer with proven
capability to run continuously, safeguard data, expand modularly
and be integrated economically into a network of geographically
dispersed systems with a distributed data base. We have no direct
product competition, lead the industry in experience m on-line
transaction processing and we're years ahead of any potential
competition.

are the top talent in ail disciplines who thrive m the excitement of
Tandem's leading edge position Our team spirit comes from sharing
our knowledge of common goals and taking initiative to achieve
them. Each of us functions under individual responsibility and peer
leadership that encourages us to develop our creative, technical
and managerial talents Tandem s minimal organizational structure,
and stimulating work environment are ideal for career growth.

reflect Tandems dedication to our people, therefore all of us have a
direct voice in deciding future benefit programs. We operate on
flexible working hours as our needs and work schedules demand.
We further our education with tuition reimbursement. After four
years with Tandem, we take a paid, six-week sabbatical leave, in
addition to regular vacation.

'

On Campus Interviews
Wednesday and Thursday,

March 10 and 11

If you will receive a BS. MS or PhD in Electrical Engineering, make an
appointment at your Campus Placement Center. If you are unable to
interview on the above date, please send your resume to: College Relations

r«i?#!.?«f;l!lnl^'"A^°'"''".*®'*'
^^^^ ^^"*^ Mary Avenue, Sunnyvale

California 94087. An equal opportunity employer.
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A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor
mation available with Randy 546 7013

A FLORIDA SPRING BREAK
GET the best hotels, parties, discounts
and NO hidden charges, fleabag hotels or
B.S.-all FOR 264.- (Daytona-Ft Lauder-
dale) including 7 days hotel, round-trip
transportation and Disney trip. Call Dave
549 6802.

APARTMENT MATES WANTED
Need a place? I've got apartment and am
looking for people to share it with. Contact
Annie 665-7578

AUDIO

Stereo worth $1100 asking $585 like new
Call 665-7717 for info, will talk

Odyssey Studio Monitor Speakers
5-way 12" woofer list $900 Will sacrifice for
$350 549-0469 Vic

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
69 VW runs but needs work, good parts
car, $250.00 or 80 253-5385 Neal

73 Pontiac $350.00 256-0185

74 Cutlass Great snows. Runs good. $750
Some bodyjwork. 253-7g90 5:00-7:30 PM
1975 Chevy Monte Carlo Landau good
running condition, 2000 or best offer
549-5187

IS YOUR CAR SICK?

Then consult Kevin at 253-3696 Free
diagnosis/estimate, very reasonable prices

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684~~~~

BELLYGRAMSf!

Delivered by experienced bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Bellydance classes
begin Weds., March 3 at 6:30 in basement
of Sigma Delta Tau. For more information
call Theresa between 6 and 8 at 253-5491

.

COUNSELORS

ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT
CAMPS seeks qualified counselors for 75
accredited camps located Northeastern
U.S. July and August. Contact: Associa-
tion of Independent Camps - 157 West 57th
Street, New York, N.Y. 10019 (212)
582-3540

DRUMMER NEEDED
Drummer needed to start band. Beatles,
Costello and originals. Call Russ before 2 or
Mark after 5. 549-4787

DULL?

I will sharpen, P-tex. and wax your skiis
for 5 bucks. Call Ed 6-9669

FOR RENT

Rural Belchertown: 2 bedrooms, by lake,
5 mins to bus stop. 390-1- 323-5833

Tired of paying Amherst rents? Try a 3
room apartment in Turners Fallsl No pets.
$155. Available immediately. Call Rupert or
Fred: 1-86^^18

Cape Cod summer seasonal rentals:
West Yarmouth and Dennis; 1, 2, 3 & 4
bedroom units. Rent direct from owner.
(617) 528^)404 or (617) 771-2233

Two badroom Southwood Apt with fall

optk>n - $366 available June 1 call 258-8732

FOR SALE

Snaakara men's and women's; quality
name brand; great deal call Mike 549-1233

Ski Boota Nordica sz 11 used 1 season
256-8020 Doug $36

I give up. TAKAMINE GUITAR w/hd cs, a
steal at 156$, includes Berklee book vol. 1

-549-5193

NS-6 spkra. 2-way $1S0 pr.Yamaha
S4fr6470

Olln Mark IV w/Sol. 444 $110 Aiwa
Walkman 3 mo okj $80 Call Chris 549-1006

Guitar: GulM aolkj bod/ 2 Humbucking
Pfek-ups coils cut. Phase switch Double
cutaway good cond. $325 367-2424

S?'.22J" Oood condition $90 or BO call
253-3873 after 4 PM

?"**"l'-/*'"^^*' ^-string with case $100 call
Scott 584-7615

New Queen or King size Waterbed
never opened, 10 year warranty, walnut
stained pine frame. headboard, deck
pedestal, mattress, liner, heater, plus padd-
ed siderails. $199.oo complete 257-4645
E.Hampton

FOUND
Bracelet found near CCA on Thursday
February 18. To identify call 546-8110~~~

FUR JACKET

New Possum Jacket $300 or best offer
Laura 549-6999

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic
54fr«84

**

HELP WANTED
Bus driver trainees - Western Mass Bus
Lines will hold a n>eeting to recruit for our
next Training Program on March 2 at 7:00
pm in Campus Ctr Room 903. Qualifications
include a dean driving record and 1 year
commitment.

Wanted: Experienced craftsperson to run
student craftshop. Must be able to instruct
in leather, silver, stained glass, ceramics,
woodworking. Compensation dorm suite,
stipend, use of facilities. Info and applica-
tion: Artist in Resklence Selection, Mclntire
House, Univ of Mass, Amherit. Applica-
tions due Mar. 12 by 5 pm at Mclntire. The
Unh/ of Mass is an affirmative actk)n equal
opportunity employer

Shoe Sales paraon Part time, must be ex-
perienced in family shoes. Apply In person
only, Mathews Shoes, 39 So Pleasant

HOUSEMATE WANTED
Housamata Wanted to share spacious
home in Pelham $100 & utilities call
253-9875

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. OW Chapel/UMass Perfomiing
Arts Division

Auto Tune-Up Workshop Lecture and
hands-on March 7, 8; 6:30-9:30 PM; $12;
For registratran and Info call Steve 549-1675
or Howie 546-9622

UNDA MURRAY
Right on time aa usual - Happy Belated
Birthdayl Love, Linda Murray's roommate,
friends and Rosey tool

LOST

Lost pair of glasses in Morrill ballet frames
call54fr^030

Reward for the return of blue backpack
and contents removed from University
Store approx. 10:15 am Wed. Contact
Larry Delaney call 617 249-3727 collect

-Heipl Lost key on circular brass key chain.
If found call Ronni: 546-6276 Reward I

Reward-gold necklace with blue stone.
Gift from late father. 546^161

Lost gold/purple bead bracelet between
Southwest - Phi/Sig sentimental $reward$
646-6087

Silver snake brooch with red stone eyes.
Gift from mother, sentimental value reward
for return pleeae call S48-5796

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTIM

Therapist-Researchers working to
devek>p ways of better understanding and
helping those men (i.e. husbands,
brothers, friends, fathers, roommates,
sons) whose lives have been affected by
the rape of someone ck>se to them. We
would welcome any help from ant man who
has had th» experience. Please phor>e or
write: Bob Samuels or Madeline Wagner,
Tobin Hall, UMass, 546^)499, 588^327,
2S3-9537

PERSONALS

Paul Happy B-OoyI Hope you have •
greet day and that maybe you'll ramenH)et
the nightl Enjoy, Love. «*~<" --•

Thet's right, the 3rd Annual UMass Pi
Kappa Alpha 29 hr Dance Marathon is hap-
pening again March 5th and 6th in the Stu-
dent Union Ballroom call 545-2150 for info

Enter, enter 1 1 Its not too latel Find a part-
ner and register for the 3rd annual UMass
Pike 29 Hour Dance Marthon March 5th
and 6th at the SUB Call 545-2150 for info.

All University Women are invited to at-
tend Informal Rush at Lambda Delta Phi
Stop by our CC tables Mon-Wed or call
545^)939 for info and rides. You will be glad
you did.

Seniors: Make an appointment and reserve
your place in the yearbook. Call 545-2874 or
stop by rm 178 CC
See "Coming Home" with Jane Fonda
and John Voight Thursday, March 4 7 9
11 p.m. ' '

Kell, you are the bestest friend anyone
could ask for. Love ya. Me
Did BJ think EPICOENE obscene? Call
545-3511

Spence Have a great birthday and thank
you for a special evening Luv Max

IQU. we're differenti Give us a try. All
university women invited to Rush Thurs

™o^^ 6:00-7:00, Mon. March 1st
7:00^:00, Tues, March 2nd 7:00-8:00. For
further information contact Beth or Nancy
256-8874.

$800. $300 or $200 CASHI That's just some
of the prizes YOU can win in the 29 hr
Multiple Sclerosis Dance Marathon. March
5th & 6th in the SUB Call 545-2150 for more
info.

Nominetion papers for Central Area
President, Vice-President, Treasurer
available in area office, B-23 Baker. They
are due Mon March 1 at 9:00 to the office

$100 Reward for any one who might heve
found or seen someone find a blue CB
jacket lost at Joey D's Feb 11 No ques-
tions. Please call 549-4847

Seniors: If you don't make your 8enk>r por-
trait appointment for the yeeriaook, our
photographer will be out of a job as of Fri-
day, March 5. To ensure his continued
employment, call now, 546-2874 or stop by
Campus Center Room 178, 9-noon, 1pm-
5pm
Sigma Alpha Mu Fraternity proudly sup-
ports Micheal Buchsbaum and Jay
Englander for Board of Governors

Lambda Delta Phi - You can make a dif-
ferencel Check us out. 54&<)939

Steffer - Te amol Have a wonderful day.
XXOO Karen

Archimedes - it mey be raining but please
don't go straight to hell. Pills of every size
but no big or little surprizes please. Mon
ami, mon amour, mon amant - Euripedes
I sat next to you on the 6:10 Sundertend
2/25. We talked about the weather. Con-
sider this a white rose

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Papers - scientific
beckground, English/Spanish 256-6957

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
5^)392,584-7924

RESUME/COVER WRITING

Resume/Cover writing quick/confiden-
tial/efficient available weekends 549-5727

RIDE WANTED
~

Penna - Phil or Reading March Break
Giny 2S80186

RIDERS WANTED
~

I am going to St. Louis for Spring Break
call 527-3641 Bud

Riders to Orono Maine March 5 weekend
call Dave 253-5607

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Cell 666-7519 keep trying

Wanted on female roommate in Bran-
dywine Apts Call 549-0712

Presidential Apts own room. 160-I-.
female nonsnfK>ker 23-«-. Kim 549-6884
549-6476

One bedroom evall in 4 bed Swiss VIg
Apt 147/mo incis all. Neil ^53-201

1

Female roommate wanted In Squire

y^K^Ll^^A '"^"^^ °" *>"» ^o"»e call
Kathy 665-4142

SERVICES

Couples recovering from repe
Theraputic group for couples to work on in-
terpersonal aspects of recovering from
rape. 10 weeks. Sliding fee scale. Male &
female co-therapists. Psychological Ser-
vices Center UMass 54&O041
Need someone to talk with? Call the Les-
tMan and Gay Mens Counseling Collective
M, Tu, Th, Fri 4-8 PM 546-2646

SPRING BREAK IN FT. LAUDERDALE
DOESNT MEAN YOU HAVE TO GO

BROKEII

No one else offers you:
1.) Roundtrip express/motorcoach

leaving from Whitmore with
7 night stay in luxury
2 oceanfront Holiday Inns

"^^^'^Jiy^f^^^ong ID pass card enebling
YOU to enter: PlayPen,
Pete & lenny's Studio 21 &
Nepethe for free & saves $100
just in cover charge

3.) For a TOTAL of $247 quint &
$270 quad COMPLETE that's the
price of airfarellll

2»["k'Mve & call Michael from 4-8 at
549-1233 Artyne from 8-10 at 549-8285 or
Cind from 6-10 at 253-7000

SPRING BREAK SKIING

5 days lift tickata 5 nights hotel ace. at

^V25f'.L.'"^°°'^ poo'' '^O"^ tyle breekfest
$135.00 Bob 666-4720

TO SUBLET

Summer sublet w/fall
negotiable 66&-2S15

option rent

Squire Village June 1 to August 31 with
fall optk>n. Call 666-2840

TRAVEL

Rocky Mountains Spring Breek. Your
car, gas. My cabin, food. Hugh 546-6619
for details.

SUMMERSCHOOL HOLLAND? Intema-
tional Business Management, Nine credits
Package $15001 Prof. Devos 617-383-9304

Now's the time and Bermuda's the
place for just $299 (this includes
everything) for info call 256-8941 after 6
hurryl

FREE TRAVEL BACK FROM FLORIDA
drive cars thai us. Licensed agency. Call
Doug 546-8184

WANTED
Bluegress Pickers wsnted to jam with
guitar and banjo 546-1266 Jim

Needed for reseerch project: non-visibly
handicapped chronically ill individuals who
use Health Services for primary care. Call
549-6496 after 6:00 PM

WANTED TO BUY

Higheet cesh prices peid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,
25 No. Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

WHAT THE B-FUNK

Wanted: serious techno-funk baas
player. Call Barn 6-9063 or Gary 6-9101

WILDLIFE SOCIETY

Will meet on Tuesday March 2 at 7:30
PM in CC 174 Kalil Boghden, President of
Mess. Wildlife Federation will be the
speaker. Membership dues will be collected

WOMEN INTERESTED IN RADIO

All women intereeted in any aspect of
radio - news, sports, and particulariy help-
ing to produce a public affairs show focus-
ing on women's issues are invited to an in-

troductory meeting, Wednesday, March 3,
in room 168 Campus Center, at 7:00 pm.
Gain invaluabie experience at WMUA

;

WRrriNG SERVICES

Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD,
essist in any writing project. Amherst
Writers. Inc. 253-7764

I

-
I
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Murphy, Guselli win New England titles
> ""«a

Women tracksters
set for Easterns
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Six members of the University of Massachusettswomen s track team have qualified for the Eastern

/vaTa'w^I^u^''''"^'"'^""^^^^ Athletics for Women

weekend
^^^"'^''^"^^•P^ *^ ^^^t Virginia University this

The group, including freshmen Leah Loftis and senior
^aily Anderson, qualified for the Easterns during the New

wwkend
^"^""P'^^^^'Ps »^ Boston University last

Loftis set a new school record and a personal best bv

Z"p'Tn!5^
400 meters in 57.8 seconds, good for second

place In pacmg fifth m the 800 meters. Anderson, despitea foot blister, managed to qualify with a time of 2:17 81

fn-^h*"" ^"^''^'^r^
'"^'"ded Caroline Gardiner, who placed

fourth m the mile with a time of 5:01.7, Maureen O'Reillv
in sixth place in the 800 meters. Micki Callahan in the pen
Uthlon. where she set a new school record and a pers^al
best^ Tncia Moores. who qualified earlier this season, had
to be pulled out of the 3000 meters when pain from a back
injury suffered earlier that day became too much for theNew England champion.

Though not qualifying, the 4-by-400 meter relay did set anew school record; in placing third. UMass ran it in 400 4As a team, the Minutewomen placed seventh out of nine-
teen teams. BU the University of Connecticut. NewHampshire and Springfield College led the wayWe ran very well, despite our injuries," said UMasscoach Kalenkeni Banda. -'Micki was tight, and so manyTfour runners have been ill or injured. If we were healthywe would ve placed much higher - Moores and Judy Mc-Crone (who missed six weeks of the season due to an in-

r;d^£'n reaX"
•^^"' '" ^'"^ " ^'^ ^^"^ ^^^^ '

"They keep getting better." said UMass assistant coach
Julie Lal-reniere, "We managed to qualify for the
distance medley relay, and 1 think we can get some of our
times even lower - Caroline (Gardiner) can get her time
down to 5:00 in the mile, and Sally's 2:17.1 can be lowered
to around 2:16. 2:15 if she really gets psyched."
A point of concern of UMass and its entry into the

Easterns remains Moores' injury.

_'She has a high tolerance of pain." said LaFreniere.

her baTk '^
*^"^' ^'' ^° ^ ^^^ Easterns, but it depends on

By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The University of Massachusetts wrestling
team had a successful weekend as all ten men who com
peted in the New England Division I championships held at
Boston University placed.

Two Minutemen won the New Englands. seniors Kevin
Murphy and Dave Gu.selli topped off their wrestUng
careers with the wins and earned them.selves a much
coveted trip to Iowa State University to compete in the
Division 1 national championships, to be held March 10-12
Murphy, at the 142 lbs. category, battled his way to the

inal.s where he faced University of New Hampshire's
Kandy I'etagine and beat him. 8-3.

CJu.sclli, at 190 lbs., fought a tough battle against UNH's
hrank (.uadagnino for his first place win. After three
periods of regulation time, the score was tied 4-4, but
Guselli triumphed in overtime. 3-0.

Two UMas.s wrestlers, seniors Greg MacDonald andUave .McLntoe. took .second places in their weight classes
MacDonald at 158 lbs., lo.st to BU's Kevin Egleston inthe
Imals by only one point, which Egleston recieved for ridinir
.me. McLntee lost to Boston Colleges J<,hn Hanlon in the

linals, n-.i.

Of the remaining five wrestlers, Mike DeMarco, BrianO Hoyk'. Doug John.son, Scott McQuaide, and Dave DeVov
plated third, and Steve Ward placed fourth
McQuaid .scored the fastest pin (31 seconds), and themost ialls (two) in the least time.

. ?'T''o.,^'"^
Minutemen placed second, with 78 points

I'NH with 74 y-i points.

•We-ve been working all along for the New Englands " •

said assistant coach Carroll. "Everybody placed, and youcan t a.sk for much more than that."

TAKE THAT BAK! - UMass forward BobbyBraun sends a shot by URIs Marc Upshawback ,n n.s face in last week's game kt theCage Braun and the rest of the Minutemen

Nicolai sets

five school records
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff •

nf '^T/1^''
^'''*'''""

r^ "''^ ''^°*^' ''^^'•ds. including a piece

L h
?'''^'" /"'"^^^ ^' '^^ Univerfit/ of

Mass^achusetts women's swimming team placed seventh at

£ weTkenS^
Championships at Springfield College

In addition to Nicolai's records. Elizabeth Feinbere
captured three records (both free relays and the 200 yard
freestyle) and diver Jean Bushee qualified for theNationals in both one and three meter boards
The Championships began Friday with the

preliminaries, when Bushee placed second in the one-meier diving event and qualified for the Nationals
0( herwi.se. according to UMass coach Valerie Turtle "Wecame out rather slowly."
Saturday .saw UMass improve, as the Minutewomen

captured three school records. The 200-yard freestyle
relays squad of Debbie Chisholm, Ix>ri McCluskey
Feinberg and Nicolai took second place in 1:40.94. good for

Championships), a new school record and a National

S'd7 '
»i'l f^u''^''

^''"''^^ •" ^^^ 200-yard freestyle in
l..)8.47; shfe broke her own school record set earlier thisyear and improved her qualifying time for the Nationals."
In taking second place in the 50-yard free, Nicolai copied

.24 77r»nH i"
^^^""^^'•P^'-t by setting a new UMass record

(^4J7)
and deepenmg her own time for the Nationals

r.tLl]lV uJ^^^'^^^y'^
^''^"^«' ^^^ Minutewomen

lav Setre 's H
""

""'T^ ^'^^^ "^'^^ ^^'^^ ^ook thelay before. Sunday would see UMass keep seventh, aswell as setting more school records and personal bests.

McC?^Zv
Pr "" ^^^ ^^-y"'^ f'-^^^tyle in 543.48.McCluskey swam her personal best in that event takim?

with Ch^sSol 'h "T
^'""''"" '^^"^ '^^^ P«"«"^' bests,w th Ch sholm and placing eighth. Nicolai took record

plaTed'/X "
''' '''''''' '"''^''"^' '"^^'^y- -•'-^ ^he

Bushee joined fellow diver Gina Perrone in qualifying for

Slrntht;^." '''^ ""'''' '^^^'- ^''^ ^^^'^^

UMa.ss will head to the University of Idaho for the

(aT^W 'Ir
'"" i"^-^'>"*-«'^te Athletics for WomenAIAW

,
Division Two Championships to be held on March^^ • ' 10 12

"f"^•-^'F^ Lu ue neia on

,™ '*''""* ''""S ^««"" to a close at Winter CarnivalByTIMLUCZKOW
(/ollegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts mens and wonirns ski
teams skied at Middlebury Colleges 51st Annual Winter
tarnival last weekend and fini.shed the compi'tition in
ninth and seventh places respectively.
UMass was one of just two Division II schools present at

the carnival, and the only school invited wiih.ujt a nordic
squad.

The competition was fierce as a total of twelve mens and
nine women's teams raced in order to qualify for the
nationals.

"Both teams skied as well as could be expected," said

HKHh Hill McConnell. "We sp.-nt thrc^. nights on the gymII.K.r and yet still prrlormed our finest."
^

Brian IVindle. whose consistent skiing has spurned theMmutemen all year, led the mens team*! finishing"iVlh in
I he giant slalom and 30th in the .slal.,m out of a total ofseventy racers.

Dan Conway was not far behind Prindle. placini;41st in
I he giant slalom and 32nd m the slalom.

Also skiing f<»r the Minutemen and completing the fine
earn s...res were Paul Suozzo, John Segal. Billy Davidson,and Dave Kossi.

Su,. While Ird the Minutewomen as they placed s,.venthon top ol Hates and Cornell. In the combined alpine
standings While linished m 2bth place. Theresa Collins of

CM wound up in 28lh place.
Friday's rold. windy .slalom .saw White finish 28th,

( ollins 31.st. and Bobbi Voll 33rd. Fifty of the East's top
VN <)men skiers were entered in the race.

In Saturdays giant slalom Collins placed 32nd whileW hue and V oil linished .34th and 36th resptrtively.
Also skiing lor the Minutewomen were Sue Gundy. Kim

Lolius and Li'slie Dale.

mH,?!?"'!''*".!'
''"''' '''" ^'^^'^ •»'^'" '^'^""ff- but certain

ndiv.duals w. I pursue racing till the snow melts. White.
( onway. and Bob Faigel will all be racing in the Junior 1easirrn quahlKT championships this week at Sunday

ver. Maine whde Suoz/o will be testing his skill in his
III St pro race at (,amelback. Pennsylvania this weekend.
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By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

Students will be charged $6 to attend the 1082 Spring
Concert on May 1 in the University of Massachusetts
Alumni Stadium, Frank Gironda, talent coordinator for the
Union Program CouncU (UPC), said yesterday.
"We feel that the talent package wUI justify the cost to

students, Gironda said. "We have put out feelers to the J
Geils Band, among others, and although no firms offers
have been made and no one has been signed, we feel that
we will have a major talent for this show "

UPC has budgeted $142,800 for the show, Gironda said

1!^*"^. "/ *¥'^ ^°'" ^*'®"^' ^12.000 for the stage rental.'
$6,000 for the stadium rental, $9,500 for student security
and $10,000 in unanticipated expenses.
The Undergraduate Student Senate will vote on ap-

proval of the budget tonight and Gironda said he an-

ticipates the senate will have some "serious questions

"

about it.

"It will be part of our job to convince the senate that this
show wiU be different, that it wUI not lose money," Gironda
said.

"We feel that the talent will be strong enough to attract
a large number of people." Gironda said. "Because we are
chargmg admission to this concert, we should make enough
money for the concert to break even," he said.

Director of Student Activities Randy Donant has set
certain guidelines that UPC must follow before the concert
will be approved, including a limited ticket sale to the Five
College Community, a no visitors on campus policy for the
weekend of the concert and extra security in the dor-
mitories.

Gironda said the guidelines have severely hampered
UPC's ability to put on a successful concert.

"It is because of these restrictions that the burden of the

cost of the concert has been placed on the students."
Gu-onda said. "They have been consistently increasing the
restrictions to the point that we have no other alternative
but to charge admission to everyone," he said.
The fact that last year's concert went off without major

problems was a tremendous boost to being able to provide
quality Ulent for this years show. Gironda said.

Gironda said a number of financial safeguards have been
introduced this year to insure a minimal loss of money on
the concert.

"We previously had guaranteed the main act a large
amount of money, and a smaU percentage of the profits

"

Gironda said. "This year we are guaranteeing a smaU
amount of money, and giving the band a larger per-
centage," he said.

"We are not investing in any concessions this year, and
not including concessions as income," he added.

"I am certain that this show will break even," he said.

THE LONG
RANGE PLAN

Merger plans for

journalism, comstu
get mixed reaction
ByPAULBELVAL
Collegian Staff

The Chancellor's Working Group's recommendation that
a department of journalism be created at the University of
Massachusetts, and that this new department absorb some
of the displaced students that would result from the ter-
mination of the communications studies department, met
with mixed reactions from professors and students in those
departments.
Howard Ziff, director of the journalism program which

IS now a part of the English department, said he thinks the
creation of a separate journalism department "is a great
idea. " However, people in the communications studies
department said they believe the working group's proposal
is "naive and shortsighted."

Ziff said he wanted the journalism program to become its
own department because it will give the department
greater control over its curriculum and personnel that it

has now. He said it would also make It easier for the
journalism program to get national accredidation.

"If we got departmental status, within a year we d be
asking for national accredidation," he said.

Ziff said the new status of his program would not effect
students for a while,. "It has no immediate effects, but it

could make it easier in the long run for us to get national
affiliations and grants," he said.

Ziff refused to deal with the problems that the ab-
sorption of the mass communications division of the
communications studies department would cause his
program, saying he would rather deal with the creation of
the journalism department first.

"The journalism departmental program comes first.
What happens with communications studies is another
bridge." he said.

The .students and professors in communications studies
did not share Ziffs pleasure with the long range plan's
recommendations. The people in that department have
already taken action to protest the working group's
proposal that their program be eliminated.

Thirty six graduate students in communications studies
signed a response to the long range plan, stating that they
"find the report to be naive and shortshighted," and that
the evaluation of their department "is irresponsible,
malicious, and destructive," resulting in claims that are
"unsupported, inaccurate, and misleading."
The graduate students also appeared before the

Graduate Student Senate last night to ask that they reject
the working group's long range plans for the University.
On Monday, the faculty of communications studies

drafted a response much the same as the one drafted by
the graduate students.
When asked about the possible merger of the mass

communications program with the journalism department.
Jay Savereid, chairman of the communications studies
department, said "Neither group has wanted a merger.
There is more difference than there is similarity."

Savereid said his main concern now is maintaining the
level of students and professors in communications studies.

hi^rhrdT.; "^^r^^^rVr^-- '"''* -'-" "'"" "-"-^s-oS^^i-r

Graduate Student Senate opposes
elimination of communication studies
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate unanimously passed a
resolution last night to support the department of com
munications in their fight to remain operating despite the
Chancellor's Working Group's long range recommendation
that the department be eUminated.
The resolution, which was proposed to the senate by

Sherry Bowen, a doctoral candidate in the communications
studies department, said, "Because it is clear that the draft
report of the Chancellor's Working Group on Long Range
Planning contains distortions, inaccuracies, and misin
formation regarding the evaluation of the communications
studies department within the University, the Graduate
Student Senate hereby rejects the report's recom-
mendations, and urges the chancellor to reassess its fin
dings on that department."
The initial proposal called for the senate to reject the

entire long range plan for the University, but many
members of that body, including President Jack Delmond,
felt this statement was too broad.
"Not all of it should be rejected," Delmond said. "Of the

parts I read, the report is very accurate. There is a lot of

good mixed in with the very bad."
Delmond said he wanted to look at the working group's

recommendations more closely before making a decision on
the whole plan. The senate formed a committee to draft a
response to the long range plan.

Bowen said she was pleased with the action the
Graduate Student Senate took.

"I'm really glad they did something tonight," she said. "I
think its good to know a jury of peers supports us.

"

Bowen said she believes the relative newness of com-
munications studies at UMass is partly responsible for the
working group's recommendation that the department be
terminated.

"The communications studies department has not been
around for long, so we have to take the axe."

In addition to the official responses to the plan that have
already been drafted by the graduate students and the
faculty of communications studies and the Graduate
Student Senate resolution condemning the working
group's recommendation that the department be
eUminated, Bowen said the people in the department will
be preparing a "detailed report on the sUtus of our
department."
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S. Korean leader

grants amnesty
to dissident leader
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — President Chun Doo-hwan

yesterday granted amnesty to 2.863 people including
dissident leader Kim Dae-jung, whose life sentence was
reduced to 20 years in prison.

A government announcement said Chun had decided to
grant the amnesty "out of the conviction that the moment
has come for all Koreans to unite even more firmly in the
endeavor to unify Korea in the 1980s."
The action was taken as part of the observance Wed-

nesday of the first anniversary of Chun's inauguration to a
seven-year term.

Kim. 56. who had won strong support in South Korea as
an opposition political leader, narrowly lost the
presidential election to the late Park Chung-hee in 1971.
He was arrested in May. 1980. after an outburst of anti-

government demonstrations in Seoul and other cities, and
was accused of plotting to overthrow the government by
force.

A military tribunal convicted him of sedition and sen-
tenced him to death

.

Kim's death sentence provoked widespread protests
from many countries, including the United States. It was
commuted to life imprisonment by the Chun government
on Jan. 23. 1981. a few days before the South Korean
president left for a summit meeting with President
Reagan.

AP Laaerphoto

GRIM REAPER — Kent State University coed
Jamie Cosnowsky portrays the "Grim Reaper"
during a student march yesterday on the campus
near Akron. Between 200 and 300 marchers took
part protesting state and federal budget cuts in
education.

Soviet duo crash

into US embassy
MOSCOW (AP) — A Soviet man and his wife crashed

their car through a half-closed gate at the American
Embassy yesterday but left in a taxi SVz hours later.

The man told reporters at the embassy gate they were
from Lvov, in the western Ukraine, and said they were
going to the Moscow prosecutor's office. The taxi drove off

before he could explain what their grievance was.

American officials refused to disclose what the couple
wanted or their names. They were said to be in their 30s.
An embassy official escorted them out of the compound

and hailed a cab for them. Thirty minutes before U.S.
security officials drove their damaged car to an undisclosed
location.

Half the embassy gate was open when the car, a green
Zhiguli sedan, crashed through at 6:30 a.m., past two
uniformed Soviet guards standing just outside and a U.S.
Marine sentry just inside. The opening was too narrow for
the car to go through, and its left side was damaged as it

forced the closed half of the gate open.

U.S. consular officials met with the couple all morning,
an embassy spokesman said. He reported they were not
armed and said the embassy discussed the situation with
Soviet security officials.

The last such incident occurred Oct. 11, when a man
armed with a shotgun drove into the compound, stayed in
the embassy five hours and was turned over to Soviet
authorities. There were two other such incidents in the six
weeks before.

Dig^est
By the Associated Press

Absentee ballots without notarization urged

Court cracks down on non-supporting fathers
BOSTON — In four rulings yesterday,

the state Supreme Court upheld laws
making fathers contribute to the support of
illegitimate children — retroactively in
some instances.

The court decided:

— That a man can be assessed for up to
six years of past support of a child — and
not merely for payments from and after
paternity determination.

—That a man can be forced to make
temporary support payments while ap-

pealing a lower court paternity finding. Jf
found not to be the father, the court con-
ceded he has only a "slim chance" of
recouping payments.
— That a man can be assessed for child

support even after a district court
dismissed the paternity complaint. It is not
double jeopardy, the high court said,

because it's a civil action.

In a separate ruhng, the court upheld the
temporary custody claim of a young father
who objected to the adoption plan of the
mother, 15 years old when she gave birth.

BOSTON - A 1918 state law governing
absentee ballots "produces more fraud than
it prevents," Secretary of State Michael
Connolly said yesterday in recommending a

simpler system for casting absentee ballots.

The current law, which requires such
ballots to be signed in the presence of a
notary public, was designed to safeguard
the voting process, Connolly told the

legislature's Elections Law Committee.
But a state elections division study

showed that two-thirds of all absentee
ballots rejected in three 1980 state elections
were due to errors by the notary public, he
said.

"The notarization requirement also in-

terferes significantly with electoral par-
ticipation," Connolly said.

Bill seeks ban on x-rated cable TV shows
BOSTON - A bill that would prohibit

Massachusetts television stations or cable
systems from showing X rated material
advanced yesterday, despite the complaint
of one legislator that the bill was
"blatantly" unconstitutional.

Rep. Michael Ruane, D Salem, said he
has received national attention from the
bill, which he has fUed for the past six

years. The measure advanced to a third
reading in the House yesterday.

1 am not a member of the Moral
Majorty. but I am concerned about what's
going on all over the country," he said.
"Would you like to see a 15 year old
daughter of yours be able to turn on the TV
and see some of the smut that's shown on
cable television?"

Ruane said "bleeding heart liberals" often
ask the Legislature for millions of dollars
for battered children and wives, and one
way to stop such abuse is to avoid en-
couraging it through X rated movies.
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!^P?""*^n* officials speak to students in DCBy HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - Twenty six University of
Massachusetts students, who have been in the capital
since Monday lobbying on behalf of financial aid yes-day heard from two education department officials soeSmg on the status of aid funding.

""iciais speak-

"For a former college president, he's not at all sym-

UAn ^ ^* ^"^'"^ °^ education," said UMass student
•

. aT'.o!^?'
P^es'<lent of Student Advocating Finan-

cial i^d (SAFA), after meeting with Assistant Secretry of
I'ost-becondary Education Thomas Malady
Goldstein and UMass students Dave Phoenix and Wren

Beaulieu were accompanied by four other Massachusetts
students during the two-hour interview with the Reagan
appointee. The meeting was arranged by UMass President
David Knapp 8 office.

Malady told the students that he plans to remain faithful

Aid cuts initiate

a petition drive
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Correspondent

In an effort to fight President Ronald Reagan's recom-
mended cutbacks in financial aid for the next academic
year, Umversity of Massachusetts students are being ask-
ed to write letters to lawmakers to petition against the
cuts. The drive is being organized by the Student Center
tor Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA).
"Several UMass students were petitioning in Washington
but letter writing and lobbying has a great effect, especial-
ly with congressional elections coming up. It is important
for our lawmakers to hear from us so they know we care
and Congress will listen to consultants to stay employed,"
said Kevin Howe, a campaign coordinator for SCERA
Among the cuts in financial aid the Pell Grant or Basic

Opportunity Grant (BEOG) would be cut by 40 percent-
the Supplerrient Education Grant (SEOG) eliminated com-
pletely; and the National Direct Student Loan (NDSL)
would receive no new funding.
Bowe said the cutbacks would leave graduate students

ineligible for Guaranteed Student Loans and would force
them to pay back any other type of loan at market interest
rates Bowe also said students depending on work study
would be hit with a 30 percent cutback.

If Reagan's recommended cuts are approved, 3 700
UMass students alone would lose all financial aid, Bowe
said. Bowe encouraged students to stop by the lobby of the
Campus Center or the Student Union Building where
representatives will be located to help students petition by
writing letters to Congress. Bowe added that sample let-
ters and fact sheets will be avaUable and the process would
only take about 15 minutes.

to the Reagan camp during the higher education funding
controversy. '^

The students presented their stance on higher educa-
tion, showing the secretary charts of proposed cuts and
the impact that they will have at UMass
Malady responded to the students by saying that he is a

Keagan appointee and thus should support the president's
proposed budget.
The secretary did express support for the college work

study program saying he believed that students should
bear the cost of their education. He said the view of the ad-
ministration is two fold, access and freedom of choice
Goldstein said that Malady's views of freedom of choice

are debatable as students may not be able to afford the col-
lege of their choice although they may be able to afford
higher education.

Also yesterday a hearing was held by the congressional
subcommittee on post-secondary education.

Undersecretary of Education WiUiam Clohan stated at the
heanng that many programs have not suffered budget
cuts and although the overall budget has decreased,
money for student loans increased last year.
The 1983 budget calls for a reduction in the level of

federal fiinding as there should be "greater ftmding by the
individual and his family," Clohan said.
Alison Page, a second-year graduate student in regional

planning at UMass will testify before the subcommittee to-
day. Her testimony will document her family history and
stress her need for the finanacial aid she has received
Clohan said Page will ask the subcommittee "in your

de iberations please consider this thought along with the
millions of other young Americans who seek and deserve
access to post-secondary education. It is you and your col-
leagues who will ultimately decide whether higher educa-
tion can be a realistic goal iot all or just a dream for the
poor and a luxury for the rich."

Collevian photo hj Kcrin J. Fachctti

Liga Ziebel speaks on sexual harassment at
Amherst College Alumni house.

Former church members speak out
By DONNA MAGRATH
Collegian Staff

Three former members of the Unification Church were
"blown away" after watehing the movie "Moonchild" last
night as part of a cult awareness program held in the
Student Union Ballroom at the University of
Massachusetts.

"I was shaking in my seat during the movie (based on a
true account of an ex-Unification Church member)
because it was so true to life - it was like a watehdog on
my life," said Steven Botkin, 27, who joined the
Unification Church in California for 10 months in 1974.
Botkin, a graduate student in the school of education at

UMass, spoke after the hour long film with Karen
Gallagher, 29, an English teacher in Boston and Douglas
Lenz, 25, a graduate student in chemical engineering at
UMass before a crowd of about 200.
While Gallagher joined the church in 1976 for one and a

half years, Lenz became a member in 1979 for 21 months.
"You become an unwitting pawn in the Moonie game of

chess," Gallagher said.

Gallagher, who was recruited in Palo Alto, Calif., said
she was "skeptical" of the "bright, young and attractive"
engineer who approached her with the line, "Haven't I
seen you before?"

As a result of the "very subtle" indoctrination to the
cult which IS headed by the Reverend Sun-Myung Moon
Gallagher fought initial attempts made by her parents to
deprogram her.

Lenz, who has been a former Church member for nearly
eight months, supported Gallagher's position, "Your mind
suffers from too much information and snaps — it happens
to quickly."

One Church member in the audience said he felt the
movie was "twisted" and biased because it didn't portray
his experience with the Unification Church and another
woman said she feels like she has become an "animal"
because of the negative way people react when she tells
them she is a member of the Church.
"But I'm not afraid to talk to people with different

ideas," she said.

Panel discusses

sex harassment
By NORA CURIOSO
Collegian Correspondent

"Every woman wUl experience some sort of sexual
harassment in her life." said Jane Fleishman, a member of
the Statewide Coalition of Women Against Sexual
Harassment in a panel discussion entitled "Sexual
Harassment: In the work place and on campus" last night
at Amherst College.

"Sexual harassment is any unwanted sexual attention
"

said Myra Hindus, a member of the Working Women's
Task Force at the University of Massachusetts. Amherst.
It IS a myth that sexual harassment only takes place
between a boss and a secretary," she said.

On the campus level, there is a threat of sexual harass-
ment "any time someone can hold a grade over a person's
head," said Lisa Ziebel, a member of Students Against
Sexual Harassment (SASH) at UMass.

"At UMass, there is presently no formal procedure for
deaJmg with sexual harassment." Ziebes said. "This is a
du-ect violation of Title IX of the educational amendments

f J n ^ ,

provides for equality in education at any
tederally funded university." Ziebes said.

"The problem of sexual harassment is much greater than
any surveys can tell us." Fleishman said. "Sexual
harassment is not a compliment, it is not funny, it is
illegal." she continued. Fleishman said most cases are
reported too late. They are reported after a person has lost
a job for refusing sexual favors, or has already transferred
against her will.

"People are branded if they speak out against sexual
harassment. They become the ones who 'can't take a joke*- hey. I tell good jokes - people laugh. This is not ajoke!
It s my job; it's my future. It's no laughing matter!" Fleish-
man said.

Fleishman said one problem is that women blame
themselves. "It's my fault. I was too friendly.' and "I knew
I shouldn't have worn that dress." are two examples of how
women victimize themselves, she said.

"To many people, sexual harassment becomes like the
rotten chair which gives you a backache, or like the
terrible cafeteria food," Fleishman said. "It becomes just
part of the job, something that you just have to put up
with," she said.

Fleishman urged women not to "put up" with sexual
harassment. It is an issue of men controlling women and of
sexual discrimination, she said, and suggested that women
organize, rally, demonstrate, and use the press. "Women
have to work together." she said.
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Selectman contest
narrowed down
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

Two candidates for Amherst selectman were chosen to
appear on the April 6 annual election ballot in yesterday's
town caucus.

Barbara Griffith. 40. of 32 Jeffery Lane, and Richard 0.
Johnson, 43. of 613 South Pleasant StreiH will be placed on
the final ballot. Clifton Morton, 59, of 9 VanMeter Drive,
was eliminated from the race.

Griffith was the top vote getter, receiving 775 votes,
with Johnson receiving 572 votes. 12 percent of the 11.820
registered voters turned out for the caucus.

In the precincts that represent the majority of UMass
students, three and four, Griffith was the winner by an
overwhelming majority, receiving 108 votes over John-
son's 52.

Griffith, currently a student in the University of
Ma.ssachusetts master's degree program in public ad-
ministration, began her career in town politics wiih the
League of Women Voters. She became a social services
volunteer and later the executive director of t he rouncil on
aging.

'I'm pleased that people turned out for progressive and
responsible town government" Griffith said. 'I'm going to

ConhniMtf cfti page U
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Collegian Women's Dept.

The Women's Department of the Col-
legian will hold a mandatory staff meeting
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the news room.
Anyone interested in writing for the
Women's Department is welcome to at-

tend.

Today's Staff

Night Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Technician

Assistant Photo Editor __ ^^^.
Composition Sheryl Silver, Gail Tanzer, Scott Stockweli

Barbara Van Nest, Scott Hills, Larry Brenner
Nancy Gallo, Laura Shanahan, Jackie Femino

Judi Jasurek
John DiPalazzo

Brad Eden
Kevin Fachetti

Subscription Rates
The MassachuHetts Daily Collegian (USPS 333-220) is

published daily Monday through Friday excluding
vacations, exam periods, or holidays. Subscriptions are
available for $18 at 113 Campus Center. University of
Massachusetts. Amherst, Massachusetts. Postmaster:
Send address changes to the Masmchuaetts Dally
Collegian, 113 Campus Center. University of
Massachusetts. Amherst. MA 01003.
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Newslines...

Symposium on women held
The symposium "Women in Science" will be sponsored

by the Amherst College of Sigma X I on Men. Jonathan
Cole, professor of sociology at Columbia University, and
author of Fair Science: Women in the Scientific Com-
munity will deliver the keynote address at 3 p.m. in

Biology 305.

There will be a panel discussion with Anna J. Harrison,
professor emeritus of chemistry, Mount Holyoke College,
and president elect of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science; Professor Cole; and Peggy
Kidwell, historian of science, at 4 p.m. in Biology 305.
There will be a reading from Kid well's forthcoming

biography of the late astronomer Cecelia Payne
Gaposchkin at 7:30 p.m.. also in Biology 305.

WMUA gets women's dept.
The Women's Affairs department of the University of

Massachusetts radio station WMUA will meet tonight to

organize women's programming for the semester in room
168 of the Campus Center.

Third World Women especially are invited to participate
and become staff members, said Michelle Murray,
Women's Affairs Director.

"This is a wonderful opportunity for women to get in-

volved and expose women's issues to the community, and
gain valuable experience in radio production," she said.

Tonight, specific ideas for women's programming, such as
exploring the problem of sexual harassment on campus will

be discussed, Murray said.

SGA candidacies
debate tomorrow
The four candidacies for the presidency of the Student

Government Association will square off in a debate at 7:30
p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Ballroom.
The debate, co-sponsored by the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian, will be moderated by Ed Lee, speaker of the
Undergraduate Student Senate. Several panelists, in-
cluding a Collegian reporter and representatives of other
campus groups, will ask a series of questions of the can-
didates.

The candidates on next week's election ballot are
Richard Nangle and Laura O'Shea, David Stone and David
Green, Steve Robinson and Harvey Ashman, and Jim
Murphy.
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Summer Jobs

Upward Bound/

UMass Amherst
Positions Available:

Instructors
(for College Prepratory Curriculum)

Counselor/Tutors
(for residential component)

Pick up applications at

205 New Africa House
Deadline: March 19, 1982

Internships also available.
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El Salvador aid question
put on SGA election ballot

Collegian s

By BOB WOLFE, JR.
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts students
will get a chance to express their opinion on
U.S. miUtary aid to El Salvador in a
referendum question March 8-9 during
elections for Student Government
Association presidents, and the Campus
Center Board of Governors.
"Do you oppose minitary aid to El

Salvador?" v^riJl be one of several questions
that will appear on the ballot.

Student Government Association co-
Presidents Larry Kocot and Kevin Mangan
said the question has two purposes. The
first is to make people think about the issue
and the other is to find out whether UMass
students support or oppose U.S. aid to El

Salvador.

Mangan said he was "not trying to see it

either way", adding that a vote one way or
the other could "definitly" be used to state
how UMass feels toward El Salavador.

"It would show that if they (congressmen
and senators) want UMass support then
they better listen to what we have to say,"
he said.

"The El Salvador issue is getting a lot of
attention in the Valley", Kocot said, adding
that student awareness of the issue is not a
problem.

The referendum was petitioned to the
SGA by a group of UMass students led by
Lisa Nazzare. Mangan said that because
the question was "fair and legitimate" he
ordered it to appear on the ballot after
approval by the President's Council

AU IITOT riJXT^ »»r. A *».»«. .^ " ""»ICi«n photo bv Mich««l Marfoli.AH. JUST GIVE ME A LITTLE KISS ~ Paula Haven toys withNelson P., the UMass stud during a training session at Tilson Farm.

Man held for trespassing Trainers fight anti-Semitism
Rv IPTT piPMn A I T rr. A X, ^ By JEFF ROSENRPRr. _u _By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Police
reported yesterday an arrest for
trespassing, along with a hit and run ac-
cident of a motor vehicle.

Police reported the arrest yesterday of
39-year old Gary P. Bannelli, no known
address, for trespassing in the Campus
Center at 10:06 p.m. Monday night. This is
the sixth time Bannelli has been arrested

campus, according to
for trespassing on
police.

In an unrelated incident, police reported
a hit and run of a motor vehicle occurring
between 11:15 p.m. last Saturday and 11:30
a.m. Sunday. The car was reportedly
parked m Arnold Circle near the Northeast
Residential Area when the passenger door
was hit, causing an estimated $200 worth of
damage. Police said the incident wasn't
reported until yesterday and there are no
suspects.

SAP makes drug arrest
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student,
one of three persons arrested over the
weekend by the Amherst police Speed and
Alcohol Patrol (SAP), faces multiple drug
charges.

Robert J. Axon, 22, of Plymouth, was
arrested at 11:16 p.m. Saturday on Triangle
Street and charged with speeding,
possession of cocaine, possession of cocaine
with intent to distribute and possession of
marijuana.

UMass student Christopher J. Tannian,
21, of Wilmington, was arrested at 1:55
a.m. Saturday on Grayson Drive for driving
while under the influence of alcohol and
operating a motor vehice without a license.

Stanley W. Lewanodowski Jr., 20, of
Greenfield, was arrested at 10:25 p.m.
Friday on North Pleasant Street and
charged with driving while under the in-
fluence of alcohol and operating a motor
vehicle with defective equipment - a loud
muffler.

After his arrest six friends of Lewan-
dowski's were arrested for being abusive to
officers and disrupting activity at the police
station, according to Amherst police.
Charged with being disorderly and
trespassing were David C. Lewandowski,
19, Alan M. LaPointe, 18, Christopher D.
Davenport, 18, James C. O'Sulhvan, 18,
Timothy P. Pydych, 19, all of Greenfield
and Craig L. Sessions, 20, of Shelbourne
Falls.

In other non-SAP action , UMass student
Jeffrey J. Mansfield. 21, of Bridgewater,
was arrested at 4:10 p.m. Friday under the
authority of a warrant charging him with

intimidating a witness. The warrant
stemmed from a pending case involving an
incident which occured two months ago,
police said.

Of the five other arrests made by police
over the weekend, four were alcohol
related. Alan M. Sonnabend, 24, of Boston,
was arrested at 1:05 a.m. Saturday on East
Pleasant Street for driving while under the
influence of alcohol and speeding. UMass
student Walter J. Mecham, 20, of
Springfield, was arrested at 1:23 a.m.
Sunday on Triangle Street for driving while
under the influence of alcohol. UMass
student Joseph E. Hogan, 20, of Lowell,
was arrested at 1:45 a.m. Sunday on
University Drive for driving while under
the influence of alcohol and failure to stop
for a red light. Lawrence T. Smith, 19, of
South Deerfield, was arrested at 2:05 a.m.
Sunday on Route 116 for driving while
under the influence of alcohol and speeding.
The fifteenth and final arrest of the

weekend took place at 3:43 a.m. Sunday.
UMass student Michael A. Thoma. 18, of
Methuen, was arrested on Triangle Street
for larceny under $100 of a town sign, and
malicious destruction of property.
At 3:22 p.m. Monday a PVTA bus ran

into a car on South Pleasant Street at the
corner of Jeffrey Lane. The driver of the
bus. Robert A. Brox, 23, of Dracut. was
cited with failure to use care in stopping.
The driver of the car, Selcuk Sahin, 42, of
141 Auburnwood Road, and the passenger.
Aypal Sahin, of the same address, were
taken to the UMass infirmary for bumped
heads, according to Amherst police. The 20
passengers on the bus reported no injuries.
The bus received minor front end damage
and the car minor back end damage.

LITE NITE
Featuring: StCVC Spellmail

Miller and Miller Lite Bottles 75c
Shot of Schnapps 95c

Sombreros 95c
Hot h'ors d'oeurves will be served S- 1

By JEFF ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

The Resource Network, the University of
Massachusetts's department which coor-
dinates the University's Year Toward
Civility program, has hired two Jewish
awareness trainers to deal with the issue of
anit-Semitism on campus for the spring
semester.

The two part-time positions were
initiated by Rabbi Saul Perlmutter, the
advisor to UMass Hillel, during a training
resources workshop held during last year's
micro-college on civility.

The two trainers are Nancy Winkleman
and Steve Schapiro.

"We have received reports of overt anti-
Semitic incidents in Sylvan and Northeast
and we have talked to other people who are
aware of a pervasive and perhaps more

subtle form of anti-Semitism on campus.
We hope to address both these issues in our
work this semester," Winkleman said.
One of the main goals of the two new

positions will be training residential hall
staff, the professional staff, students and
faculty on Jewish oppression. Schapiro
said. There will be several workshops
planned to deal with anti Semitic attitudes
on campus this semester, he said.
"We wUl also be speaking with student

organizations to discuss the issue of anti-
Semtitism at UMass and solicit their
support to combat it on campus,"
Winkleman said.

"The two of us are also here to mediate if

an anti-semtic incident arises. If someone is

having a problem we are here to mediate
the differences," Winkleman said.

Continued on page 11

SGA ELECTIONS
Elections for the office of Student Government Assoc.ation President! s)

pos.t.ons on the Board of Governors, will be held on March 8 fr 9 Pollmg
places are as follows: "

, and for

imes and

Northeast/Sylvan

Central/Orchard Hill

Cancer J.A., J.Q.A.,

Mackimmie, Moore,
Patterson, Pierpont,

Washington
Coolidgc; Crampton,
Emerson, James^
Kennedy,Mehrille,Thoreau

11-2 p.m. & 4 - 6 p.m
Worcester D.C.
Franklin D.C.

Berkshire D.C.

Hampshire D.C.

Commutei/Greek
10-3 p.m

Campus Center Concourse
(in front of Blue Wall)

For further information, call 545-0341, or come up to Rm 420 of the
Student Union Building.

TONIGHT

PUD MUG MIGHT
with

JIM PLUHKEn
— 35c Beers —

Pub Mugs

$1.00 Cover with this ad
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SUPPORT
your Student-Bun business!
The best in service, the lowest
in price, WHY PAY MORE!

3 Mon. - Frt.

546-3867

BE A SPORT
AND COME ON DOWN AND CHECK
OUT THE

UMASS
SPORTING
GOODS CO-OP
mm. 322 Student Union
(next to Post Office)

SPECIALS THIS WEEK "f'^inL

Tub« Socks t1.25 pair

Rocquotboll Racquets $10.00-16.00

PEOPLE'S MARKET
947-2060

Good Food ChEAp!

chcApEST bAqEls ON CAMpUS
FREsh Fruit juicEs & pRoducE

FIOURS ANd qRAINS

LoCATEd IN ROOM fZZ \h tIiE CORNER of StUcJ^T UnION
by tIie Campus PoNd.

Open; WEEkdAys y;?0-?;00 WEdNEsdAys 9:Vo-75o"

Do jour stomach a favor - visit

earthfoods
restaurant

'^Mz.soTnz I delicious

vcgetariaii fare,

Alt freshly prepared here

WonrTri^ Uam'Spm '^ "^ Ear^ififoocts Uitcher).

CammoTikma/tJj ;&n., S. U, Come, or) /t] /
EtTtKfoods is, a student-run CaIIfet«Ye /Kitchen volunteers

welcome.

CHECK OUT THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL!
Todoy: D#on burrito, sm solod, muffin $2.00
Thursdoy: Quich*, im. solod, sm. soup $2.25

Fridoy: Wok fri«s w/rlc», sw#»tbr#od 6 sm. cid«r $2.00

College Autd Repair
545-0673

TICKETS UNLIMITED
selling tickets for all R.S.O.

sponsored movies, speakers,

raffles, etc.

box office hours:

12:30 - 3:00 MWF, 12:30 - 2:15 TuTh

UNLIMITED

201 Student Union Building
Monday - Friday 10-5

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday nights 6:30-9:30

Saturday 11-3

^-*.l»%j«t CAOoH ' 545-0401 .iOfdiiiiif,,

New Geils, Police, GoGo's, Hall Gates, AC-DC, U2, Blondie
reg. 6.54 NOW 5.99

PHOTO CO-OP
ILFORD XP i

The new black b white film which can shoot ASA100-1600
on th* som* roll.

Shoot at a high ASA for low light situation.
Shoot a a low ASA for finer grain.
Great Highlight and Shadow detail.

36 exposures - 2.20 20 exposures - 1 60
Also - discounts on XP1 discovery kits and XP1 developing chemistry

Ask about llford XP1 at the Photo Co-op
an authorized llford dealer

"

M,F11-2 Tu,WJh11-3 321 S.U.B. 545-0670

UHASS BICYCLE
GO-OP

fiomr : t - 5 30

JJT FuaC • C>»tf^ (m8K 64U«r

We offer tools, space and advice for repairing bikes.
Many new parts and accessories available, too.'

WA TON FOR OUR SPRING

RE-OPENING
MARCH 15!

S.U.319

across from the post office

Student Note Service

^ ^ 545-2271
Lecture Note Available

ill Over 30 Classes
Hours: 9-4, M-P Rm 403 Student Union Bldg.

Reasonable Prices * QuaUty Notes
Student Note we also do

& Printirijz "^^py^s and

Service ^ i™"^'"^

Arts
•nvTrrvr"" •( ^i:.^
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THE CLASH
"The Magnificent Dance,"
"Radio Clash"
(Epic)

By RICK ALMEIDA
Collegian Staff

Part of being known as the "the only
band that matters" is the idea that
whatever you put on vinyl will matter, too
But on these two 12-inch ep's, The Clash
comes up short. The first of these "stalling
for time" discs brings out recycled and ab-
breviated versions of two of the band's bet-
ter known songs from their Sandinista
album, accompanied by slightly remixed in-
strumentals of the same songs.
The fact that "The Magnificent Seven"

and "The Call Up" are both political and
danceable songs, shows some of The
Clash's intentions. They afford themselves
the oportunity to gamer playing the dance

clubs that once featured only disco, but
give the illusion of an awareness of the at
titude that brought them the cult-like
following they enjoy.

The second disc features as its center-
piece "Radio Clash," which debuted some
months ago on The Tomorrow Show with
Torn Snyder. The band stretches the
political disco song into four versions. In ef-
fect, the four song ep actually contains only
one song, reworked but intrinsically un-
changed.

The reality of these two records is sim-
ple. The Clash make a promise of eight
songs but only offer three. Of the three
two are already available and the third is
worked to the bone on its first pressing
While it would be unfair to say the Clash
has sold out, it would also be unfair to say
that these discs offer anything to either the
die-hard fanatic or the casual listener.
Are they still "the only band that mat-

ters?" Yes, but these records don't.

EYE TO EYE
(Warner Brothers)

By TIM POWER
Collegian Correspondent

Eye to Eye, the latest project from Steely
Dan s producer and "third member" Gary
Katz, features both the excellent musician-
ship and crystal-clear production
characteristic of his work with Steely Dan
in the 1970's. This duo features England's
Julian Marshall (who played on the Flying
Lizards' rendition of "Money") on
keyboards and American singer-dancer
Deborah Berg as vocalist. The musicians
are the finest Steely Dan veterans: Jeff
Porcaro and Jim Keltner on drums, Rick
Demnger and Elliot Randall on guitar, and
Chuck Rainey on bass. However] to
describe "Eye to Eye as Steely Dan with
female vocals would be to be too generous.
Reason number one is the arrangement

of the songs. Although the players are
some of the finest available, guitarists Der-
nnger^ and Randall ("Reeling in the
Years") are never allowed to soar. The
tight rhythm section is washed away gently
by layer upon layer of Marshall's mellow
Fender Rhodes piano. And although
Deborah Berg's voice achieves spine-

tingling clarity and pitch, it was indeed a
mistake to allow her to do almost all the
backing vocals herself. Steely Dan veteran
Tim Schmit joins her on "Time Flys," but
there should be more bass opposition to her
jazz-influenced leads. And what of Donald
Fagen, Steely Dan's lead singer? Instead of
lending his considerable vocal prowess to
this project, he appears only as the syn-
thesizer soloist on "On the Mend."
Another more striking reason for the

failure of Eye to Eye is the shallowness of
Berg's lyrics. In "Life in Motion," she
spews out the standard barrage of buzz-
words found in every song about life in the
fast lane: "Paris, France, silk pants, hotel
bills, cocaine thrills." "Hunger Pains"
demonstrates a seemingly ambivalent at-
titude toward the problem of world hunger;
the lyrics are heavy-handed ("bloated baby,'
sour scream"), but Berg's clear-ringing
voice and Marhsall's easy-listening style
melody line give the song a strangely
positive feel. The songwriting of this team
could never be compared with that of the
prolific Walter Becker/Donald Fagen
alliance. Although Gary Katz drafted the
best of Steely Dan's session corps, Mar-
shall and Berg have come up with mediocre
results. It would be better to wait and
check out Fagen's solo album, which should
be released sometime later this year.

„..-<:
i ^

Deborah Berg and Julian Marshall of Eye to Eye

Ia. I

GET THESE OFFICIAL MAJOR
T-SHIRTS

low AVAILABLE

NOW
AVAILABLE
Exercisers and
Accessories

Major: fine arts

great
Op«n M-F f-S

Sat 114

Loe«t«d tn th« Campin Cantar. Untv. of Maaa. MSTORE^

Located in our Sporting Goods Department
Also available: Racquetball, Tennis, Squash, Swimming,
Fnsbees, Darts, Basketballs, Footballs, Baseball, Table Tennis,
Golfballs, Headbands, Wristbands

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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Death by neglect
"ma

uincy the coroner was tired. He realized that a
police examiner is bound to see some gruesome
things, but today had been worse than usual.

tay, Sam, bring in the next case." As his assistant
wheeled in the gurney. Quincy rubbed his eyes. He paused
a second, and then removed the white sheet.

"My God, Sam, this is a horrible mess. What's the case

Dave Cline

details?" Sam checked the clipboard in front of him, and
looked up.

"It's the University of Massachusetts! According to
what I got here, the parents, Mr. and Mrs. Aggie, died
long ago. Legal custody of the case went to some guy nam-
ed Koffler, but he abandoned it in a street alley in
Arizona." Sam looked at the mess on the table before him.
"Poor thing. It never had a chance."
"Okay, Sam. Let's have a good look at it, and figure out

the cause of death. What's the police version?"
"Well, Quincy, they say that the University heard about

what was going to happen to it. Something called the long
range plan. When the University heard what it was going
to become, it had a heart attack and keeled over. Pro-
nounced dead on arrival at Liberal Arts General
Hospital."

Quincy pieced through the rubble of the University sit-

ting on the table. He found a new piece of evidence, and
picked it up to show Sam. "Geez, look at this. Just before
it died, it gave birth to new hatch." Quincy picked up a
cup out of the hatch and tasted it. "That's horrible! Five
hundred thousand dollars spent to fix the place up and
they didn't do a damn thing about the coffee! No wonder
the students let the whole thing die!"
"But Quincy, the police reports say that it died of

natural causes, that after it was abandoned by Koffler it

lost the will to live. What makes you think the students
really caused it?"

"Take a look over here, buried underneath a video
game! It's student mood! Look at that cancer growth'"
Quincy used a forceps to hold the blatk, mbfdy object up to
the light.

"Quincy, why did student mood go sour like that? That's
the hfeblood of the University!" Sam looked closer at the
mood, then examined the official report. "There's nothing
in here about cancerous student mood being the cause of

death."

"Exactly," remarked a confident Quincy, "that's why
the official reports were wrong." Quincy reached for a
scapel, and touched student mood in the coed area. The
mood suddenly came back to life, shuddering at the
thought of single-sex living. "My God, Sam, it's not dead
yet! If we can revive student mood we may still be able to
save the University."

"How do we do that, Quincy? According to the report
the students thought that they couldn't do anything to
help it, that it was out of their control."

"Boy, were they wrong, Sam. Take a look over there,
next to the Mini-store. That's the student Government
Association. They're supposed to be the host body for stu-
dent mood within the University. If I know my student
moods well, this one doesn't think that it has a home in the
SGA. When will student mood understand that the SGA is

made of the same stuff? They don't realize that the whole
purpose of the SGA is to make sure the student mood is

represented in the University body. But when student
mood doesn't believe that, it makes the SGA's job much
more difficult!"

"What caused the cancer? Can we reverse it?" Sam
looked at the University, looking for a place to start.
"Quincy! Look over here! It's a ballot box. Just before it

died, student mood was ready for a transfusion into the
SGA! Too bad student mood didn't get out and vote! They
don't realize how much the SGA does for them!"
"Sam, check this out." Quincy motioned towards the

student mood. "Some of the cancer was caused by tuition
hikes! Didn't they know about the petition circulated by
the Radical Student Union to oppose them? Just before
the elections were to end, they were running around try-
ing to get 10,000 signatures on it through the SGA. They
wanted the candidates to carry the petition around with
them as they canvassed for votes. It would have succeeed-
ed, if only student mood realized it could make a dif-
ference. I was wrong, Sam. We can't do anything for this
University, only these students can. If only I could con-
vince them of that. They could do the job, if only thev
would start caring."

Quincy looked one more time at the University before
him, and then scribbled something on the report, shaking
his head. "There are only so many things that a medical
examiner can do," he mumbled.

Dave Cline is a Collegian columnist.

Protecting the rights of voters
The Voting Rights Act (VRA) of 1965 is up for Con-

gressional reauthorization, and a bill in Congress
seeking to rob the Act of much of its authority now

awaits action on the Senate floor. The proposed changes
have created a storm of controversy, and when the dust
from what proports to be very heated debate settles, and
the final vote is in, those citizens formeHy protected by the
Act are going to get screwed.
Most UMass students don't know what the VRA is, and

less care. I still haven't found more than a handful of peo-
ple willing to even hear what it's all about. This is unfor-
tunate. The VRA has proved to be one of the most impor-
tant civil rights measures ever enacted by Congress, and

Josh Meyer
has done more for achieving racial equality than any other
federal program. The VRA protects the right of blacks
and other minonties to vote and run for public office
without being cheated or intimated by those wishing to
keep them out of the political process. For those who don't
think this sort of blatant racist discrimination exists, con-
sider this: m 1968 there were only 276 black elected of-
ficials in the South. In 1%5, Mississippi, with a majority
population of blacks had only 6 percent of the black
populaUon listed as registered voters. As a result of the
VRA, the percentage of blacks registered to vote in
Missippi reached 70 percent by 1976. In 1980, the number
of black elected officials in the South had already increas-
ed tenfold, to 2500.

The VRA was revised in 1975 to include language-
minority citizens. By 1980, Hispanic voter participation in
Texas had risen 64 percent. As is the case for blacks in the
South, Hispanics in the Southwestern states often com-
prise a vast majoriy of the citizens, yet hardly ever see a
member of their community elected to public office.
The most important change proposed in the Voting

Rights Act is that of the pre-clearance laws. Presently,
states and localities with a history of discrimination must
pre-clear with the federal government any changes in
voting or election procedures. This is done to stop them
from unfairly redistricting communities, from holding at-
large elections, or other favorite "official" methods of

diluting minority voting power and keeping them out of of-
fice. The new bill has provisions to either allow com-
munities to "bail-out" or escape federal supervision, or to
make the pre-clearance laws applicable to all states This
would make the law impossible to enforce, and totally wor-
thless Yet President Reagan has given it his "seal of ap-
proval. ^

Senator Strom Thurmond, chairman of the Judiciary
Committee reviewing the bill, is against the whole idea of
protecting mmonty voting rights because he thinks that
the Act IS an "unwarranted federal intrusion into peoples'
lives. He shares the opinion that voting discrimination is
a thing of the past. He must have forgotten the testimonym his committee proving that violations of the VRA occur
roughly four times more frequently now than ever. As a
result of a recent Supreme Court decision, in cases concer-
ning violation of the VRA, actual intent to discriminate
must be proven. This is, of course, impossible to prove
and shows Southern communities that the government
really doesn't care much whether they use discriminatory
electoral politics or not.

Admittedly, progress toward equal voting power for
blacks, Hispanics and other minorities has been made But
It has been experiencing serious backlashes. If the VRA is
not kept m its original form, without the new bail-out pro-
visions, the status of civil rights in this country will be
moved back to the same place it was before the civil rights
movement of the 1960's. Unfortunately, there's not much
to do about the situation. The fate of the VRA rests in the
hands of a select few, particularly Strom Thurmond. In-
cidentally, Thurmond's home town of Edgefield, South
Carolina is under two federal suits for using
discnminatory voting and election procedures. Thurmond
denies the charges, saying that racial discrimination simp-
ly does not exist in his neck of the woods. Edgefield has a
black population near 70 percent, outnumbering whites by
more than two to one. So far this century, no black has
ever been elected to public office there according to the
most recent survey available (1970).
There are lots of places like Edgefield. Many more than

you d think. And unless Congress returns to the Voting
Rights Act its original power to prosecute, there'll be
towns like Edgefield popping up all over the place.

Josh Meyer is a UMass student.
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Route confusion

To the Editor:

Thi.s is an attempt to clear up some of
the confusion concerning two bus routes
with very similar titles, namely, the
Belcherlown Center route and the
Belchertown Road route. The
Belchertown Center route, which
doesn't run all that often, is the only bus
which Belchertown residents can ride.
Many people who think they are riding
the Belchertown Road bus are surprised
when the bus doesn't stop again after the
town hall stop in the center of Amherst.
Th(>y will ring the bell frantically or ask
to be let out at the light, which of course
the driver is not allowed to do. Although
the dnviT makes an announcement at
the town hall that there are no further
slops in Amherst, people either don't
hear it or just don't listen.

Another result of this misun-
derstanding is that while the bus is still

in the campus area, the Belchertown
Center people can actually be crowded
off the bus by the Belchertown Road
people, who end up getting out in town
anyway. As this is the only bus they can
take, it can be extremely frustrating,
especially at 5:30 when the next bus i.sn't

until 9:30. I am hoping this letter will
help alleviate some of the these
problems in the future. They are not the
same bus. Please pa.ss the word.

PLO has your direct attention, she will
be speaking to you personally. We asked
for equal time and were denied.
Granted, it was requested at a rather
late date, yet after several meetings
among ourselves, and two meetings with
a select few members of the planning
committee from IVVW, we decided that it

was one course ot action. Having been
denied this rcqut'si we chose the next
best viable alternative. We all agreed.

Gary Gop
Belchertown

Goal is education

To the Editor:

On March 8th as part of International
Women's Week there will be a panel
discussion entitled "Third World Women
as Liberators: Same Struggle, Same
Fight." There will be four women
speaking representing nationalities as
well as organizations. One of these
women, Begum AH, is a member of the
Palestinian Liberation Organization
(PLO).

There has been a lot of controversy
surrounding the funding of this speaker.
There have been editorials and letters to
the editor and articles concerning the
event. Those people who are in favor of
bringing the speaker to campus have
substantiated their arguments. For
tho.se unaware of the response it is clear
cut and has not been well represented.

P'or those of you attending the event,
we'd like you to see both sides of the
issue. The woman who represents the

our primary goal was education.
Information needi'tl to be distributed to
inform students what the PLO is and
e.specially who it represents.

We support this woman's right to
speak. We encourage tho.se people at
tending to educate themselves about the
PLO. Do you know that the PLO is

responsible for the murder of the
Olympic athletes in Munich, the
hijacking and holding of the hostages in

Entebbe, not to mention that they
support numerous anti women regimes?
Stop by our table on Friday and Monday
and educate yourself. The PLO wants to
be recognized. It is up to us to recognize
them for what they really stand for.

Martha Gumbinei
Ad Hoc Committee

on Middle East Agenda

Alternative job info

To the Editor:

On Thursday, February 25, a group of
students and community people
gathered at the Placement Office in
Hampshire House to protest the
presence of General Dynamics recruiters
on campus. They opposed GD becau.se

.^"i ."""^'T submarines, most
notably Trident submarines, which have
a first-strike nuclear capability.

The group states that many companies
recruiting on campus build weapons,
manufacture lethal chemicals

responsible for the oppression of people
in this and other countries. The
protesters felt that students should be
aware of what these companies are
responsible for before they get involved
with them.

As a result of the protest, an
agreement was made with Arthur
Hilson. the Director of Placement
Services, to allow alternative literature
to be made available to students. This
literature could provide information
about the military/industrial complex
and internal and external "security" and
intelligence" forces. Issues such as
pollution, racism, hunger and union
busting could alse be raised. This
literature wUI be available to students
and will allow them to make up their own
minds about whether they want to work
for these companies.

Arthur L. HUson, Ed.D.
Director, Placement Service

Consider the moon?
To the Editor:

I want to respond to Andrew
Hession's column "The Tyranny of the
Majority" (Feb. 24).

Mr. Hession, your concern for justice
moves me. I thought I might have some
suggestions which could help you pursue
your goals. First of all, you obviously
plan to withdraw from UMass im
mediately. (I only hope you're still here
when this letter is printed). When you
leave, be sure not to take any buses;
PVTA, Greyhound. Trailways. they all

receive government subsidies. Perhaps
you could drive'.'* No. that's unjust, since
highways are built with tax dollars.

Assuming that you do find an ethical
way to get home, don't turn on your
lights when you get there — many
nuclear power projects receive
government subsidies. I would also

suggest that you don't eat. since many
farmers learned their trade in state

institutions — hke Stockbridge. Of
course, you could grow your own food,

but where would you get the seeds?
Maybe you could catch them in the wind.
It seems that industrialized civilization is

far beneath you in its reliance on, and
belief in. a certain degree of collective

responsibility for social essentials. And
the Third World appears to be moving in

a similar direction. Alas, we fail you.

Have you considered the moon?

What's student pQ^gj.?
Riding on the Belchertown Road bus the other day,

I happened to eavesdrop on a conversation
between the two guys sitting in front of me. They

were talking about the upcoming student government
elections.

"Who are you voting for?" one of them said.
It doesn't matter," the other replied. "They're all just

Jackson Katz
a bunch of young politicians looking for a good thing to put
on their resume. Student government is a crock. Pm pro-
bably not going to even bother voting."

I was dying to cut in right there, but I didn't get the
chance. The man continued,
"A friend of mine told me that all student government

people do is use student money to party and get rooms in
the Campus Center hotel. They all think they're so impor-
tant, but they don't really do anything for students."

'

I wanted to cut in and ask that guy if he knew anything
at all about what he was talking about, but I sort of knew
that he didn't. Most people at UMass don't know the first
thing about what goes on in the student government.

It's too bad, really. Student politics might turn some
people off, but it plays a much bigger role in the lives of
students here than almost anybody realizes. But the ig-
norance and misinformation concerning UMass' student
government can't dampen one fact. The UMass

In very general terms, effective student government
and student power mean the extent to which students can
have an active and decision-making role in issues surroun-
ding their education. This can range from input into cur-
nculum planning to campus landscape planning, from dor-
mitory life to the PVTA bus system. The Student Govern-
ment Association is involved at various levels in almost
every imaginable aspect of UMass life.

The primary mechanism by which student influence is
felt is through the allocation by the SGA of the Student
Activities Trust Fund (SATF). Each year the Student
Senate debates and agonizes over the distribution of over
$1.5 million in student money - and as anyone can see
that's a whole lot of money. The way this money is spent
has a lot to do with the "quality of life" and education here
at UMass.

In very general terms, effective student
government and stitdent power mean the ex-
tent to which students can have an active
and decision-making role in issv£s sur-
rounding their education.

and universities, UMass is
"

the rest of them.
Why is that so? What does

head and shoulders" above

"student power" mean?

But criticizing things you don't know
about is not, nor has it ever been, the way to
get things done. Getting involved is the way
to make things happen.

As people are beginning to realize as services are being
cut, we take a lot for granted here, and nowhere is this
more evident than in students' attitudes about the SGA.
Contrary to popular opinion, the SGA can do phenomenal
things for the students at this university, and in practice,
it does a pretty damn good job. If people only made the ef-
fort to check out what's happening in the student govern-
ment, they wouldn't be as quick to write it off or criticize
it. Sure, the SGA has plenty of problems, and there is am-
ple room for improvement. But criticizing things you don't
know about it is not, nor has it ever been, the way to get
things done. Getting involved is the way to make things
happen.

Those guys on the bus are all too representative of
students at UMass in their attitudes about student govern-
ment. It's time that everyone realized that if you're con-
cerned about what happens to UMass, you have to be con-
cerned 'about what happens in UMass student govern-
ment.
P.S. The t)Mass Student Government Association elec-

tions are next week.

Jackson Katz is a Collegian columnist.
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UMass takes third place in
recreational games tourney
By KERRY DELLORUSSO
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts atAmherst took third place overall, losine its
.rst place title to Bryant College of Rhode
island, at the Association of CoUeire
Unions/International (ACU/I) Region One
Recreational Games Tournament at the
University of New Hampshire last month.

Boston University finished second overall
in the tournament.
Students in the tournament competed in

table tennis, table soccer, darts, billiards,
chess, bowling and "College Bowl."

The "College Bowl," a trivia quiz game,
pitted 15 colleges from New England and
Canada in a tournament which Harvard
won, and in which Amherst College placed
second, Bridgewater State third and
UMass-Amherst fourth, and Marty Fallon,
games room manager in the Student Union
and ACU/I Region One College Bowl
director.

"It (the tournament) was a lot of fun for
everyone." Fallon said.

Team members were chosen through
prehminary tryouts except for the chess
and bowling teams which ah-eady existed as
teams on campus.
The teams practiced on their own and

although some help was avaOable from

Fallon and the heads of clubs, there was no
real coachmg, Fallon said.

"It (the tournament) is not formal enough
to have people coaching yet." said FaUon.
adding that the tournament is more a
recreational event.

Fallon said he hopes to form a campus-
wide games league this semester.

"A campus-wide league would mean
better teams, better competition, more
qualifiers and hopefuUy more interest."
FaUon said.

"I'm trying to form a "College Bowl" team
in the spring to carry over into the fall

"

said Fallon. He said that it is hard to get
people to participate in the "College Bowl "

because for many it is a new game

Members of the team which competed
last month are Klara Csernus. Ria Koning
Scott Kuehl. Michael Bronsdon. Donald
Burchell, Robert Zajda, Kevin Donahue

iT-Pl"/??^' ^'*'''* ^^'•d- Nancy Frye,

Tursk
^*^*"'^" ^^"^ *"^ ^""^

For those interested in joining a "College
«owl team, an organizational
meetmg will be held at 7 p.m. on March 10
in Campus Center room 905-09.

Anyone interested in taking part in any
of the other games can drop by the Games
Room in Student Union for information

Proper Dress Requires
• No T-shirts or Jerseys

• No Duncrarees

WEDNESDAY DRINK SPECIALS

KANGAROO KICKS 95c
MILLER/MILLER LITE draft 50c

AT THE CORNER OF:
UNIVERSITY DR. & RTE. 9

286-8606

I POSITIVE I.D. REQUIRBD

Collegian ii

* Selectman
Continued from page 3

have to work hard for the April 6 election."
Johnson, who moved to Amherst iij 1%7, is the owner of

the Amherst Swim and Tennis Club, a few buildings
housing UMass fraternities, and most of the condominium
completes in Echo HUl. He served on the Amherst Board
of Registrars for 18 months and on the Hitchcock Center
Board of Overseers for three years. Prior to moving to
Amherst Johnson was a resident of Southampton, where
he was elected to three terms as an assessor.

Johnson declined to give any statement about the results
of_the election. "Well see how the campaign goes." he

The annual town election will be held April 6.

^Gymmen
Continuedfrom page 16

East Stroudsburg won that battle, 40.40-40 10 Bert
Mathieson and East Stroudsburg's Lindell Blake tied for
tops each receiving an 8.95.

Another enjoyable event was the high bar whichUMa^ took by the score of 45.65-40.00. Willy Stevens
placed first with a 9.45, followed by East Stroudsburg's
Winstead and UM's Nelson.

Mathieson placed first in the all-around with a 52 30
quite an accomplishment since he hyper-extended his
taiee last week in practice. He was followed by teammate
Willy Stevens' 50.15.

It was the last home meet for seniors John Nelson and
Jim McGrath, both whom turned in great performances
to end their years at UMass. It was also the last meet for
semors Dave Buegler and Dave Monti. Buegler was
unable to compete due to an injury earlier this semester

* Trainers
Continued from page 5

The whole iomie of anti-
Semitiam at UMaas has
been overlooked by the
University Civility Pro-
gram, Perlmutter said.

"Nancy and Steve have a
difficult, but very important
job to do on this campus, I

hope that the campus com-
munity will realize that they
are here to help and not con-
demn, and will make use of
them," Perlmutter said.

Anyone wishing to con-
tact Nancy Winkleman can
reach her at 312 Berkshire
House and can be reached
on Tuesdays and
Thursdays. His telephone
number 545-1566.

You ARf tIic Eyes And cam
of tIic CoUfqiAN.
If you $fc A SToay,

TcU us AbouT it!

Every
Wednesday is

^utnhlef^^
Wednesday, March 3

All domestic draft beer 75c from 9 to 11 PM

With Hungry Hill
<"

'—~
^

THURSDAY: SO's and 60's with Steve SpelmanA
FRIDAY. Live Entertainment from 4 to 7 p m I

with Matthew Bak
FRIDAY & SATURDAY EVENINGS:
The Armstrong Brothers

Happy Hours: Sun-Thurs 6 to 9. Pri 4 to 7
2 for 1 Drink Specials

..a little bit of everything
for everyone! ^^

J

Plumbley's
_ off the common"^

30 Boltwood Walk • Amherst Center
Positive Mam. ID Requirad 263-9586
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U7 n. pleasant st^amherst

SENIORS!
Ti22ie is running out. . .

:

Yc- must have your yearbook «

po raits taken SOON! If you
don't we'll put your name
next to a picture of some
anonymous goon. Now, you
don't want that, do you? Of
course not.

Trip to

KILLINGTON
$19 ($9 deposit)

MARCH MADNESS

%4^^###.^^^^^^^#4^^9.mMf;^7:i.mm**4^¥¥*##****¥¥*#%

SUGARDUSH, VT
SPRIKG DREAK

545-0407 — info — 546-6089

THURS. HIGHT SKIING
BERKSHIRE EAST only S 5.
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LEARN To S<\ So WELL tNJ
NBW iEfi.se y?

by Mark Rollins

r

Columnists
Make sure your views are represented on the editorial pages'

Prospective columnists and illustrators should attend an editorial
Department recruitment meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the Col-
legian newsroom.

For more information contact Kathleen Howley, Executive
Editor during the late afternoon at 545-35CX).

Our success Story
can be your
success story.

You've worked hard for your food service degree
and you*re looking for a career position that
will let you apply all you've teamed so far.

You'D find it at Pizza Hut, Inc., a division of PepsiCo.

Well be interviewing on Campus

March 18

See the Placeaieiit Oak» for more information.
An Equal Oppoftuntty Emptoytr M/F

ACROSS
1 Nabokov novel

4 Woodsman's tool

7 Broadway bust
11 Hair-dos
13 Observe
14 Reduce, in a way
15 Exclamation of

approval
16 Brooding place
18 sale (annual

event)

20 Luau fare

21 Confrontation
22 Of certain bones
23 Gibbon
25 Play part

27 Angle
28 Leaf

30 Besides
31 Lament
32 Joyousness
33 Midianileking

35 Leisurely ballet

dances
37 No longer extant
40 Words for

"Nanette"
41 Outlay
42 Towel off

43 MacDonald's
partner

45 Loved ones
47 Word witfi fiouse

or sticks

48 Muslim prince

50 Lanka
51 Vefiicle for a Ladd
52 Cfiinesename
53 Pan Am group
55 Select group
57 Blackened
60 Hollow stone
61 A wfiole buncfi

62 Yoko
63 Samuel

,

English diarist

64 Wilhelmof
baseball fame

65 Old-timer

66 Higfis

DOWN
1 Mountain of

Genesis
2 State capital

3 ".
.

. shall bring

forth ,

4 Flimsy remainder
5 Channelize

6 of Citium,

Stoic

7 Address for a
bos'n

8 Hilarious duo of

old

9 Bean and others
10 A small child

11 Correspondent of

Heloise
12 Salinger tx>ok

17 nibs
18 Joshua tree

19 Venture and
Virginia

24 Annabel Lee's
creator

26 Visayan island

28 Inundation
29 Prepare

32 Gimlet ingredient
34 Little newt
36 Painter of Maja

nude"
37 Architectural

style

38 See 8 Down, as
an example

39 Melville novel
41 Roadster
43 Trap
44 Satan in Spam
46 Ancient mystic
47 Pyramid builder

49 Cest !

"

51 Expensive, infor-

mally

54 Sea east of

Crimea
56 Russian secret

police

58 Div of Canada
59 Period

1

^^^^1 2 3

1

4 5 6

1
7 1 9 10

11 1? 13 14

lb 16 17

It " 20 21

27

1 23 "1 % 26
"

77 2» 30

31 3? 33 34 M
" 36 37 3t 39

40

I
46

41

1I
47

42

43 44

li
^

U
"

1
^"

52 53 54 w\ 56

S7 " 59

1

M

1

61

1
52 a

64 55 S6

*'^" AMSWAf to )'REVlOUS Vuzitt- "'^

WEATHER
Sunny today, highs in

the 30s. Clear tonight,

lows in the teens and low
20s. Increasing cloudiness

tomorrow with a chance of

snow extreme west portion
during the afternoon,
highs in the 30s.

goes Continental!

Homemade
ICECREAM
Emporium

MORTHAMPTOTS - AAWER.ST

{7/ Ca^e /el 'Thrts— cmesetik

Espresso Sr"

Cappuccino

DC MENU
LUNCH
Hamburg on Roll, Egg Roll

with Due Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
CJoIden Burgers, Egg Roll

with Due Sauce
DINNER
Roast Top Round of
Beef/Gravy, Baked
Fish/Herb Crumb Topping

BASICS DINNER
Brazilian Rice Casserole,
Baked Fish/Herb Crumb
Topping

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

chocolate Cheesecake

Falmtous Baked Goods

MuchoBiHm!

r
10:30 - 11:00 Nam June Paik: Avant

Guard Video

11:00 - 1:00 Catherine Brady: Talks of

her life, her book and her
thoughts on life

1:00 - 1:45 Last Drop of Blood: The
real story of South Africa

1:45 - 2:00 Short Shots: Video left-

overs
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Top of the Qimpus
I^staurai\t aryi Ipunge
T /

Quickie Lunch
Coffee Shop
Hatch

Bluewafl Cafeteria

IF YOULOVE ITALIANFOOD . .

.

Youll love Wednesdays at the T.O.C.

Lasagna or Turkey Parmesan
Salad bar and non-alcoholic beverage

04.95
• 10% discount with valid UMASS I.D.

• \'alidated parking in the Campus Center Garage
• Call 549-6000 ext. 639 for further information

Destination:

HAWAII 1982

Drawing Friday at Noon
in the Bluewall
* Be there!

>^'
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Campus Center Food Service
« 7 v/ays to enjoy . . . why go anywhere else?

T.O.C. Restaurant

ti Lounge
Catering Dept.

Bluewari Bar

Wednesday, March 3, 19^
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Co«leg«in Office CC 113 • 8:453 45 Monday Fr.day • Deadhne .s 3 45 two days pr.or to publ.cat.on day

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

A FLORIDA SPRING BREAK
GET the best hotels, parties, discounts,
and NO hidden charges, fleabag hotels or
B.S.-all FOR 264.- (Daytona-Ft Lauder-
dale) including 7 days hotel, round-trip
transportation and Disney trip. Call Dave
549-6802. ^^

APARTMENT MATES WANTED
Need a place? I've got apartnnent and am
looking for people to share it with. Contact
Annie 665-7578

AUDIO

Stereo worth $1100 asking $585 like new
Call 665-7717 for info, will talk

Odyssey Studio Monitor Speakers
5-way 12" woofer list $900 Will sacrifice for
$350 549-0469 Vic

Panasonic System: Rec, Turntable,
Speakers - two 8" woofers 2" tweeter $280
546-4328

Turntable Marantz w/cartridge, good con-
dition $85 call Al 549-1428

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $79

74 Cutlass Great snows. Runs good. $750
Some body work. 253-7890 5:00-7:30 PM
1975 Chevy Monte Carlo Landau good
running condition, 2000 or best offer
549-5187

74 Toyota Celica 4 cly, 2 drs, 5 speeds,
runs good, clean, 1300 666-7771
"^

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by experienced bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Bellydahce classes
begin Weds., March 3 at 6:30 in basement
of Sigma Delta Tau. For more information
call Theresa t)etween 6 and 8 at 253-5491

.

COUNSELORS

ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT
CAMPS seeks qualified counselors for 75
accredited camps located Northeastern
U.S. July and August. Contact: Associa
tion of Independent Camps - 157 West 57th
Street, New York, N.Y. 10019 (212)
582-3540

CREDIT UNION MEMBERS
UMass Student Credit Union Members
eth annual meeting, come and vote for next
years board of directors Saturday, March 6
CC 101 1:00

DRUMMER NEEDED

Drummer needed to start band. Beatles,
Costeilo and originals. Call Russ before 2 or
Mark after 5. 549-4787

ENTERTAINMENT

Surprises abound at Smith College's
TNC on March 4th with "Blind Date".
Davis Student Center. 9-12, College ID re-

quired.

FOR RENT

Rural Belchertown: 2 bedrooms, by lake.
5 mins to bus stop. 390 + 323-5833

Tired of paying Amherst rents? Try a 3
room apartment in Turners Fallsl No pets.
$155. Available immediately. Call Rupert or
Fred: 1-863-8218

Cape Cod summer aaasonal rentals:
West Yamrouth and Dennis; 1, 2, 3 & 4
bedroom units. Rent direct from owner.
(617) 528-0404 or (617) 771-2233

Two bedroom Southwood Apt with fall

option - $365 available June 1 call 256-8732

FOR SALE

Sneakers men's and wpmen's; quality
name brand; great deal cal'l Mike 549-1233

I give up. TAKAMINE GUITAR w/hd cs, a
steal at 156$, includes Berklee book vol. 1

-549-5193

Yamaha NS-5 spkrs. 2-way $150 pr.

546-6470

Olin Mark IV w/Sol. 444 $110 Aiwa
Walkman 3 mo old $80 Call Chris 549 1 006

77 Grand Prix black, excellent condition,
3500 John 256-6863

Bonne 2200 Cross Country 190 CM Skis
Fiberglass poles, bindings £r boots - like

new - price reasonable - Call 545-3500 or
after 5:00 549-3733 ask for

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

LSI 111/03 mini computer w/dual 8"
floppy disks $1900 or BO call 253-5755 for
info

Exercise Bike new $90, 665-4292

FOUND
Bracelet found near CCA on Thursday
^ebruary 18. To identify call 546-8110

FUR JACKET

uTa^^ ""••"*» '"'»«°"-

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for

54666M^'
^^^^ delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED
Wanted: Experienced craftsperson to run
student craftshop. Must be able to instruct
in leather, silver, stained glass, ceramics
woodworking. Compensation dorm suite
stipend, use of facilities. Info and applica-
tion: Artist in Residence Selection, Mclntire
House, Univ of Mass, Amherst. Applica-
tions due Mar. 12 by 5 pm at Mclntire. The
Univ of Mass is an affirmative action equal
opportunity employer

SportsI WMUA is electing a sports director
March 10. For more info call 545-2425 ask
for Mike

HOUSEMATE WANTED
Housemate Wanted to share spacious

!i?«"^'" Pelham $100 & utilities call
253-9875

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Division

Auto Tune-Up Workshop Lecture and
hands-on March 7, 8; 6:30-9:30 PM; $12;
For registration and info call Steve 549-1675
or Howte^46-9622

JEFF BLANK'S BIRTHDAY
Its somebodys birthday I wonder just
who. . .Have a great one' T -bag

LOST

Lost pair of glasses in Morrill ballet frames
call 546-4030

Reward for the return of blue backpack
and contents removed from University
Store approx. 10:15 am Wed. Contact
Larry Delaney call 617 249-3727 collect

Reward-gold necklace with blue stone.
Gift from late father. 546-8161

Lost gold/purple bead bracelet between
Southwest - Phi/Sig sentimental $reward$
546-5087

Silver snake brooch with red stone eyes.
Gift from mother, sentimental value reward
for return please call 549-5795

Lost, brown WALLET very important
documents. Left on top of car in
Southwest Sat. Please call 6-6341 Georae
Cesar REWARD!
Lost Friday night one grey ragwool
scarf outside The Drake reward call
253-7647

1 denim totebag with Finance book 2/23
Reward call Chuck 584-3768

Set of keys on green plastic ring. Most
likely left in men's bathroom in SBA Thurs-
day 2/25 between 3:30-4:00 If found please
call Seth 256-6266

Gold Tlmex watch near Boyden or CC
Please call Kristina 546-5601

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTIM

Therapist-Researchers working to
develop ways of better understanding and
helping those men (i.e. husbands,
brothers, friends, fathers, roommates,
sons) whose lives have been affected by
the rape of someone close to them. We
would welcome any help from ant man who
has had this experience. Please phone or
write: Bob Samuels or Madeline Wagner
Tobin Hall, UMass, 545-0499, 586-8327'
253 9537

NANGLE AND O SHEA
Laurie €r Rich - are we invited to the Vic-
tory Party after SGA elections?!?

PERSONALS

600, $300 or $200 CASH! That's just some
of the pnzes YOU can win in the 29 hr
Multiple Sclerosis Dance Marathon, March
5th & 6th in the SUB Call 545-2150 for more
info.

Seniors: If you don't make your senior por-
trait appointment for the yearbook, our
photographer will be out of a job as of Fri-
day, March 5. To ensure his continued
employment, call now, 546-2874 or stop by
Campus Center Room 178, 9-noon, Ipm-
5pm

Sigma Alpha Mu Fraternity proudly sup-
ports Micheal Buchsbaum and Jay
Englander for Board of Governors
Lambda Delta Phi - You can make a dif-
ference! Check us out. 546-0939
I sat next to you on the 6:10 Sunderland
2/25. We talked about the weather. Con-
sider this a white rose

Suki Michaels Crazy about you!!!

B.B.B.E. Chem El Get psyched, 16 days
until beautiful bods, t-roofs, and sunny par-
tying!!! Commercials?! Only smiles, cherry
pits, and champagne. It's hard to beat the
best!! Gorgeous

"Sweetness", Surprise!!! I love you ! !

!

To the senior journaMsm major I met at
the Blue Wall Sat eve. Is it still on for this
weekend? Jim 546-9067

Rollerball-starring James Caan Sat
March 6--CCA 6:30, 8:45, 11:00 Admission
$1.

Are you tired of paying for prints you
don't like? Try our "Tell us to stuff it" print
policy at the Photo Coop 5^0670
That's right, the 3rd Annual U Mass Pi
Kappa Alpha 29 hr Dance Marathon is hap-
pening again March 5th and 6th in the Stu-
dent Union Ballroom call 545-2150 for info

Enter, enter! I Its not too latel Find a part-
ner and register for the 3rd annual UMass
Pike 29 Hour Dance Marthon March 5th
and 6th at the SUB Call 545-2150 for info.

All University Women are invited to at-
tend Informal Rush at Lambda Delta Phi.
Stop by our CC tables Mon-Wed or call
545-0939 for info and rides. You will be glad
you did.

Seniors: Make an appointment and reserve
your place in the yeart>ook. Call 545-2874 or
stofi.by rrnJL78 CC
See "Coming Home" with Jane Fonda
and John Voight Thursday, March 4 7 9
11 p.m. CCA '

'

Spence Have a great birthday and thank
you for a special evening Luv Max

Sigma Sigma Sigma Open Rush
All University Women Invited

March 3 6:30
March 9 Lunch 11:30 - 1:00

March 10 6:30
March 11 8:30

382 North Pleasant St.
545-0046 545-0075

Don't go down with just anyone
UMass Ski Club goes down

To the sexy Italian in 307 MacKimmie
Let's get physical to the beat at D's ASAP
Love your S.A.

Hey You I Happy Birthday!

Mandatory Chess Club Meeting
All interested persons should attend.

Wednesday March 3, 8:00 PM Dukes Room
No-shows call Joe at 253-3256 6-4663

Clutch -
1 miss you. Two weeks is too long

to be without you. Love Sal

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Paper* - scientific
background. English /Spanish 256-6957

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates. Nancy
5-0392, 584-7924

RESUME/COVER WRITING

Resume/Cover writing quick/confiden-
tial/efficient available weekends 549-5727

RIDE WANTED
Peon - Phil, or Reading March Break Gin-
ny 2560186

North Carolina Spring Break (can be
dropped off on 96) Pat 546-1484

RIDERS WANTED
I am going to St. Louis for Spring Break
call 527-3641 Bud

Riders to Orono Maine March 5 weekend
call Dave 253-5607

Riders wanted to Phlla, PA on 3/4 or 3/S
Call 546-9623 keep trying

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

Wanted on female roommate in Bran-
dywine Apts Call^

5

49-0712

Presidential Apts own room. 160 +.
female nonsmoker 23 -t-. Kim 549-6984

One bedroom avail in 4 bed Swiss VIg
Apt 147/mo incis all. Neil 253-2011

Male to share room in quiet 2 bedroom
apt. 665-7709

One bedroom available in 3 bedroom
house $126-1- call 586-5172

SBA MANAGEMENT CLUB
HAPPY HOUR

Friday March 5, 3:30 till 5:30 Room 168C,
Campus Center all are welcome

SERVICES

Couples recovering from rape
Theraputic group for couples to work on in-
terpersonal aspects of recovering from
rape. 10 weeks. Sliding fee scale. Male &
female co therapists. Psychological Ser-
vices Center UMass 545-0041

To the Patty Duke Astin clone in the
Campus Center Hotel: Excuse sme, may we
borrow your red wig to play our new game?
Love & Cousins, Lania & Leno
Dear Quite, Thanks for the accomoda-
tions! Love, Lanita

SKIS

Dynastar Omeglass 203 cm - (with or
without Solomon 727 bindings) - 1 month
old - cheap. Call 546-8874

SPRING BREAK SKIING

5 days lift tickets 5 nights hotel ace. at
Stowe, indoor pool, home style breakfast
$135.00 Bob 665-4720

TO SUBLET

Summer sublet w/fall option rent
negotiable 666-2515

Squire Village June 1 to August 31 with
fall option. Call 666-2840

Secure your apartment now - Two
bedroom in Northwood Apts - available
June 1 - Aug, price negotiable - fall option
665-7935

TRAVEL
Rocky Mountains Spring Break. Your
car, gas. My cabin, food. Hugh 546-6619
for details .

SUMMERSCHOOL HOLLAND? Intema
tional Business Management, Nine credits
Package $1500! Prof. Devos 617-383-9304
Now's the time and Bermuda's the
place for just $299 (this includes
•verything) for Info call 2S&0941 after 6
hurry!

WEE TRAVEL BACK FROM FLORIDA
drive cart thru us. liceneed aaarK:v Cai
Doug 64fr<ie4 "^"~ "g"^- cei

Spring BrMk RorMa » Bermuda stM
room, caN Betay 54e>1836

UMAM MERMENI
Good luck at URI N«w Englandal Gat

o""?'^'..^ P«vched, go for it! Dundee,
SpeHy. Mul, Howie, Mk:key. PhHeo, Porter,
Oarkle, Chuck. MeattMrii, Barry, Tracy,
BenlanDin, Poodle. Chad and Matt!

1100 REWARD
100 Reward for anyone who might have
FOUND or seen someone FIND a blue CB
jacket LOST at Joey D's Feb 11. No ques-
tions asked. Pleese cell 549-4847

WANTED
Needed for research project: non-vlsibly
hendk^pped chronk:aily ill indivkluc!s wtK)
use Health Servk:es for primary cam Call
649-6496 after 6:00 PM ' -•

^

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for dass rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,
25 No. Pleaaant St., Amherst, 2S&O710

WHAT THE B-FUNK

Wanted: serious techno-funk bess
pleyer. Call Bern 6-9083 or Gary 6-9101

WRITING SERVICES

Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
SchnekJer MFA and Walker Rumble PhD
mist in any writing project. Amher^t
Wnters, Inc. 253-7764
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Mountaineers crush

Mnutemen, 91 - 70
By JIM FLOYD
Cdlegian Staff

The curtain closed on Tom McLaughlin's rookie season
as University of Massachusetts men's basketball coach last
night in Morgantown, West Virginia, when the Moun-
taineers of the University of West Virginia dumped the
Minutemen91 70.

The Mountaineers, the nation's ninth-ranked team,
utUized multiple defenses and overall team speed to simply
overpower UMass in their attempt to journey onward to
Pittsburgh for the Eastern Eight tournament this
weekend.

The Minutemen hung tough during much of the first half
until foul trouble and fatigue took hold and the Moun
taineer team depth took over.

UMass would lead only once all evening and that was at
the outset when Donald Russell (14 points on the night) hit
a long jumper from the top of the key to give the hoopsters
a 2-0 spread.

West Virginia used their team speed to effectively run
their fast break and jumped out to a seven point lead at 16-

9 but UMass, led by Horace Neysmith and some bench help
by Bobby Braun. cut that to three when Braun hit a tur-
naround jumper along the baseline to make the score 24-
21.

Neysmith had one of his better outings of the season.
The Jamaica. New York native battled under the basket at
both ends of the floor en route to a 14 point first half. (He
finished the game with 24 points).

Three points would be as close as the Minutemen would

Sports-

ever come to the Mountaineers however, as the ninth-
ranked team in the nation continued to put more distance
betweeen themselves and their opponents.

The score at halftime was 40-29.

Things went from bad to worse in the second half as the
West Virginia offense went from warm to hot and the
Minutemen got into serious foul trouble trying to contain
them.

At 11:30 of the half Quentih Freeman of the Moun-
taineers dropped in a layup to finish off an eight-point run
of unanswered West Virginia points. UMass scored once
and then a basket by Donnie Gipson and a pair of free
throws by Greg Jones (24 points)''put the score at 68-41 and
gave the Mountaineers a whopping 27-point lead.

By this point the Minutemen had four men in foul
trouble, with Braun, Donald Russell, Edwin Green and
Neysmith each carrying three or four fouls. Russell and •

Neysmith both fouled out before the contest was over.

UMass did not quit though, and managed to briefly
break the 20 point barrier and make the game respectable
until West Virginia once again tightened their belts and
boosted the lead steadily higher until the final 91-70
outcome.

The loss puts one more 'L' in the Minuteman record and
leaves it at seven wins and twenty losses.

West Virginia now moves on to the Pittsburgh Civic
Arena on Friday night to try to capture the Eastern Eight
Tournament. The Mountaineers are now 23-2 and already
finished the year a.s the top team in the Eastern Eight.

Gymmen down E. Stroudsburg
By SUE BRIDGMAN
Collegian Staff

In its last home meet of the season, the University of
Massachusetts men's gymnastics team topped East
Stroudsburg State College 253.70-244.10 at Boyden last
night.

East Stroudsburg, the third-ranked team in Division
Two, kept at the heels of the Minutemen all evening, but
were never able to take the lead.

UMass took the pommel horse, the vaulting (the lowest
score for UM being a 9.0), and the horizontal bar, and
kept close in the other three events to overtake their op-
ponents.

East Stroudsburg captured the floor exercises by the
slim margin of 41.40-41.35, with Franklin Winstead

receiving a 9.25 for first. John MaCurdy was second for
UM with an 8.55.

UMass captured the pommel horse, always a tough
event. Minutemen John Nelson and Bert Mathieson took
the top two spots, while East Shroudsburg came away
with the next three positions.

UM rings specialist John McGonagle put on another
fine performance for a 9.65, but Nick Pinardo and Ar-
thur Pelzer and Lindell Blake swept the next three places
for East Stroudsburg to give them that event by the
margin of 42.30-42.20.

The Minutemen put on a fine performance in the
vaulting as Willy Stevens hit a 9.5 and his teammates
followed in suit, hitting all 9.0's or better.
The parallel bars proved to be another close event, and

Continued on page 15

^"ivergjty of Massachusetts senior John Nelson on the pommel horse earlierthir'"
""*" '"'""'""

season.

Sports Notices
SOCCER CHEERLEADERS: All University women are

invited to try out for the soccer cheerleading squad March
8 12 at NOPE gym from 5:30 6:.30 p.m. For more in

formation, please call Sue at 546-1425.

IM SOFTBALL ENTRIES: All entries for intramural
Softball are due March 4. The Intramural Office is ac

cepting men's, women's, co-rec, and graduate/ faculty

entries.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS: Instructors are needed to teachm a seven week swim program for University and com
munity children held each spring in NOPE. The program
begms on March 9 and is for children 4 years of age and up-
sessions arc Monday thru Thursday. 4:00 p.m 500 p m'
and the teaching is on a one to one child/instructor ratio
Volunteer instructors may teach any number of days per
week. Information sheets and instrucUjr registration
forms may be obtained from the secretary in NOPE

ColleKian pkoto by Brad lUauBcr

HAULIN' IT DOWIV — Edwin Green (52) takes
down a rebound during a recent game while
Horace Neysmith (15) heads down the court. The
two combined for 33 points in the Minutemen's
loss to West Virginia last night.

There will not be a sports staff meeting tonight.
However, if you have any story ideas or if you are in-
terested in writing sports, feel free to drop by the
Collegian office during the afternoon any day this week
(except Friday).

Men's volleyball

out for the season
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

For the past four years, the men's volleyball club at the
University of Massachusetts had been considered by the
New England Collegiate VoUeyball League (NECVL) as
one of the best programs in the league. UMass was the
first club to have a junior varisty team. In dominating its
division, UMass always entered the NECVL playoffs a
strong contender (last year, UMass was the top seed in the
championships: it finished fifth).

This year, there will be no playoffs for the club. There
won't even be a season.

Two days before they were to open the season against
Yale University on February 16. the members of the club
decided to disband.

"It's really sad," said Al Morel, former player and coach
of the club. "We had one of the best programs in New
England. But we had to fight for everything we needed.
The Department thought we were a squeeze on funding —
an unprofitable organization."
"We disbanded because of a lot or reasons," said Greg

Joy. ex-captain of the club. "We didn't have enough
players, and we never had a real coach. We also had
problems with scheduling. I tried to get one of our players
to go to the Intramural Office to schedule some matches,
but he wouldn't do it. And if it wasn't the schedule, it was
the equipment. John Voipe (head of facihties at the
Department) wouldn't give us equipment, time — not even
a net." -

According to Frank Wright of the Intramural Office, the
club was all set to play against Yale. In fact, the Athletic
Department was prepared to let the club continue despite
not having the club's neces.sary paperwork.
According to Wright, each club going through

Intramurals for funding and equipment must complete
certain forms. First, the club must be a Registered
Student Organization (RSO). Then, the club submits to the
Intramural Office a list of officers, including president,
secretary, and a health and safety officer, who is then
responsible for injury reports. Members must fill out and
sign membership cards and health waivers (clearing the
University of all responsibility in case of an accident).
"We received nothing from the volleyball club on the

annual club report in June," said Wright. "And we didn't
get the budget report from them in September (all of which
are required). But because they're an on going club, we
allowed them the use of Boyden and NOPE provided they
sent in a schedule."

"The information wasn't forthcoming because of one of
their club officers (Pat Ryan) resigning. The club has had
problems in management. We didn't even know they
disbanded," said Wright.
Though UMass does not have a men's volleyball team

this year, the change is not permanent. According to
Morel, the club will try to reorganize with the help of
alumni funds, and will submit all necessary forms in order
to field a team for next year.
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UPC gets senate aid
By RICHARD MARTIN
and HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate
decided last night to underwrite the Spring
Concert at $142,850 with the agreement
that if Union Program Council (UPC) does
not sign the J. Geils Band this week. UPC
will return next week with another budget
proposal.

'Tm confident that we can get the J.
Geils Band or I wouldn't even be up here as
a talent co-ordinator mentioning their
name. We haven't had the money to make a
firm offer, but if they accept, it would be
their last date of their U.S. tour. This
would make it more than just another show
for them, it would be an event," Gironda
said.

"Talent is going to make or break this
concert financiaUy. This type of talent is
worth three times the i Tiount of money
that we're offering th« n ($30,000 plus
possible percenUge of profits). They're
accustomed to making at least $100,000 for
a show like this. We're asking the major
talent to share the risk and take a higher
percenUge of the profits if we make the

I

break-even figure," he said.

"There's no doubt that J. GeUs has
tremendous drawing power in this region.
They've been on the top of the charts.
They've had the number one single and the
number one album in the country for the
last month," Gironda said.

Gironda also said that UPC is trying to
put together "a complete package" in their
search for the other two bands. Although
this search has been somewhat restricted
because the main act is not yet definite,
Gironda said that UPC is looking for a Third

World and woman's act for the other two
spots.

"We want the whole package to appeal to
the largest potential audience, yet com-
plement each other," said Gironda.
The second act will receive $12,000, and

the third group wUl earn $6,000 according
to the proposed Spring Concert budget.
Gironda also said that if a "big name"

talent cancelled and they couldn't get
another big name talent (like the Santana
situation last year), then the Spring
Concert would be cancelled.

"We're basing everything on big name
talent," said Gironda.

Student Government Association
Treasurer Richard Goldman said the
budget UPC presented to the senate is "the
best budget for a UPC production in the last

year and a half."

The budget proposal categorizes ex-
penditures "to the most insignificant"
expenses, according to Gironda.
Goldman told the senate he considers

UPC an "accountable" group. He said he
feels by selling tickets the concert will

break even, making the senate un-
derwriting a low-risk proposition.

Gironda said there were many dif
ferences between this spring's proposed
concert and past concerts that would help to
guarantee its financial success.
Among the changes were a low guarantee

up front for the major talent, an earlier
concert date of May 1, the safeguard of a
Sunday rain date, the disregard of potential
revenue from concessions, the inclusion of
$10,000 in the Concert Budget for unan-
ticipated costs, and $20,000 in UPC revenue
that wUl probably be left over at the end of
the semester.

CollfKian plinto bv Soill Rurke

CONCERT PLANS - Frank Gironda (right), talent coordinator,
Jolin bcott (center), production co-ordinator, and Todd Zierlebaum

^l.r ?'^>"**« managrer present the Spring Concert program to the
Student Senate last ni^ht.

Grievance procedure
reviewed, meeting set
By KELLY BURKE
Collegian Staff

Plan designation welcomed
By KEN BAZINET
and PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

The Chancellor's Working Group on a
long range plan for the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst has recom-
mended that eleven departments be
designated "Centers of Excellence" which
will be among the "highest intellectual
priorities" in the coming years at the
University.

These departments, which were chosen
because of their high quality of research
ajid graduate and undergraduate educa-
tion, will be "assured of relative budgetary
immunity over the next five years" if the
Working Group's recommendations are ac-
cepted.

In the College of Arts and Sciences, the
departments designated as Centers of Ex-
cellence are biochemistry, computer and in-
formation science (COINS), linguistics,
philosophy, physics and astronomy,
polymer science and engineering,
psychology, and women's studies. The
departments of chemical engineering and
electrical engineering in the School of
Engineering, were also included

In the College of Food and Natural
Resources, the entomology department
was chosen.

Robert Zimmerman, head of the
biochemistry department, said he believes
the department received the special
designation because of "a pretty consistent
record of grant research support."
Edward Riseman, director of COINS,

said it is "absolutely necessary for our
department to become viable," and that
this special status would achieve that.
Both Michael Jubien, director of the

philosophy department, and Emmon Bach
director of the linguistics department, said
they believed a good national reputation
for their departments were responsible for
the "Center of Excellence" designation.
LeRoy Cook, director of the Physics and

Astronomy departments, said he thinks the
group's favorable recommendation will be
important in receiving federal funding.
Catherine Portuges, director of the

Women's Studies program, said she hopes
the department will now be able to hire ad-
ditional faculty.

William MacKnight, chairman of the
polymer science and engineering depart-

Continued on page IS

The Chancellor's office at the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst is circulating
a draft of the Sexual Harassment
Grievance Procedure to be reviewed by

" campus agencies who will discuss it Mon-
day in a meeting called by Chancellor Kof-
fler, said Terence Burke, associate
chancellor.

"This third draft, based on an original
written by Janet Rifkin, university om-
budsperson, and others detail a proposed
policy and procedure, giving the Chancellor
final decision on a complaint,
complaint procedure, giving the Chancellor
final decision on a complaint.
Burke said the draft has been released to

campus agencies, deans, directors and
department heads inviting their written as
well as verbal comments. Koffler has in-
vited members of four governing bodies at
UMass, each university union. Students
Against Sexual Harassment (SASH), the
Everywoman's Center, the ombudsman,
the Faculty Senate Committee on the
Status of Women and others to attend the
discussion of the proposal Monday.
"The purpose of the meeting is to allow a

general exchange of views on the document
as it stands," Burke said. It will be an op-
portunity for them to hear other view-
points, he said.

In September, Koffler announced he had
asked Rifkin, who is on sabattical this
semester, to direct the effort to develop a
sexual harassment grievance procedure
which conforms to state and federal laws.
Under Title IX of the educational amend-

nients of 1972, federally funded educa-
tional institution is required by law to have
a formal sexual harassment grievance pro-
cedure.

The proposed definition of sexual harass-
ment, based on the federal definition, reads
as follows:

"Unwelcomed sexual advances, requests
for sexual favors and other verbal or
physical conduct of sexual nature con-
stitute sexual harassment when: 1) submis-
sion to such conduct is made either explicit-
ly or implicitly a term or condition of an in-
dividual's employment, 2) submission to or
rejection of such conduct by an individual is

used as the basis for employment decisions
affecting such individual, or 3) such con-
duct has the purpose or effect of
unreasonably interfering with an in-
dividual's work performance or creating an
intimidating, hostile or offensive working
or academic environment."
A member of SASH Lisa Nazarro, said

she was not satisfied with this definition
because it was "primarily geared toward
employees."

However, Burke said, "Students are
represented equally on the hearing panel
and the hearing boards."
The policy states, "...sexual harassment

exploits unfairiy the power inherent in a
faculty member's or supervisor's relation
ships to students or subordinates...Ilirough
fear of reprisal, a student, staff or faculty
member may submit to unwanted sexual
attention at the price of personal anguish
or may withdraw from a course or position
and thus be forced to change plans for a
life's work."

Continued on page 9•^wy _ , '-^ ^,. y»if^ to - -
continued on page 9

.—^^ ^™"P'^ P^*" recommends library as first priorityBy Kt.N BAZINET isoDtimistipahoiif th«I«„r,..o„„,.^.„>„ ._. ... _
" •^By KEN BAZINET

Collegian Staff

•

The Chancellor's Working Group on long range planning
has recommended that the library at the Univeristy ol
Massachusetts remain the campus' number one priority in
the next five years.

The Working Group made recommendations in the
problem areas of subscription acquisitions and physical
facilities, as well as recommending the Morrill Biology
Library be moved to the tower and a computerized Five
College library system be installed.

The library is also the top priority in the University's
1983 state maintenance budget request.
The deficiency in subscriptions is considered the most

serious problem that the library is now confronting, but
Richard J. Talbot, director of the library said yesterday he

IS optimistic about the long range plan s recommendations.
We will have a somewhat better budget next year

"

Talbot said. "The budget increase should be over the
present rate of inflation," he said.

Talbot said the increase in subscription acquisitions will
be from 500 to 1000 periodicals or journals for next year.
The plan also supports the development of a rationalized

way to make up for the Ubrary's backlog created by 10
years of "inefficient" purchases. The library has already
presented to the Provost's office a sample plan of how the
deficiency could be eliminated.
The Working Group acknowledged in their report that

they had no control over the completion of renovations to
the tower's brick facade or interior design. They sUted
that the physical problems of the library should also be
considered a high priority.

Talbot said he felt that under the circumstances this was

the best the Working Group could do as far as recom-
mendations for the library's physical problems.
The recommended move of the Morrill Biology Library

to the tower was prompted by a lack of space at Morrill.
Talbot said if the move Ukes place, he doesn't see it

happening until the physical repairs have been made on the
tower.

All five colleges have begun work on a plan which would
see the installation of a computerized system which would
tie the libaaries of these institutions together.
The system will allow for inter-library loan requests and

message sending among libraries. The system will also
allow for access to other libraries outside of the Five-
College area with similar systems.
The long range plan states that the greatest advantage

of a system of this kind would be to improve the access of
library materials to students and faculty.
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Senate Ethics Committee
asks for Williams' eviction

Thursday, March 4, 1982 Thursday, March 4, 1982,

WASHINGTON (AP) _ A packed
Senate was urged yesterday to cast out one
of its own for the first time since the Civil
War. on grounds that the Abscam crimes of
Harrison A. WiJUams Jr.. D-N.J., "sullied
both his reputation and that of this in-
stitition."

Williams, a 23-year veteran of the
Senate, "traded in his office ' for personal
gain, declared Sen. Howell Heflin of
Alabama, the ranking Democrat on the
Ethics ('ommittee.

"At any point in this drawn out. sordid
affair. Sen. Williams could have said 'Wait a
minute. What you're proposing is wrong.
This is not what I had in mind. I can't be
involved in this'." Heflin said.

"But he didn't. He stayed; he discussed;
he agreed; he promised; he pledged — to
abuse his office, his public trust for which

now he must be expelled." Heflin said.
One colleague. Assistant Democratic

Leader Alan Cranston of California, fought
for a lesser penalty, censure, by which
Williams could escape banishment from
oil ice.

But the Ethics Committee's report said
Williams' conduct was "ethically repugnant
and tends to bring the Senate into dishonor
and disrepute ...

"Only the most severe sanction is ap-
propriate."

Shortly before the session opened.
Williams told a crowd of reporters outside
the capitol that he was eager to present his
case.

'I have an opportunity to prove that I
should be staying in the Senate." he said
That's what this is all about as far as I'm

concerned. I did nothing wrong."

Digest
By the Associated Press
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Communities mobilize for miclear plant drill
r\1 Y/««^V«*n^*»

SURVIVORS - Drew P„.k.8. 9, (left) .nd brother Scott 7 oTiJlT"

Reagan stalls new sanctions
until talks with allies end
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan has decided to defer any new
economic sanctions against the Soviet
Union until an American mission returns
from talks with the European allies, the
State Department said yesterday.
The mission, headed by Undersecretary

of State James L. Buckley, will leave for
Europe late next week.

After the group returns. State Depar
tment spokesman Dean Fischer said.
Keagan will decide whether or not to
further tighten credits, to block exports ot

U.S. oil and gas technology, and to try to
delay a planned pipeline carrying Siberian
natural gas to Western Europe.

Fischer said the Buckley mission will hold
talks on all three aspects of possible ad
ministration action. The talks will be held,
the spokesman said, to have a "coordinated]
effi'<'live policy."

The European allies share U.S concern
over Poland's martial law government and
Its suppression of union activities; several
have sharply condemned Moscow.
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PLYMOUTH — Five communities in a
10 mile radius of the Pilgrim nuclear power
plant mobilized yesterday against a
simulated nuclear accident to test
emergency procedures and demonstrated
they could handle a mishap, a company
spokesman asserted.

"All our indications are that everything

went very, very well. " said Mike Monahan
a spokesman for Boston Edison, which is
under the threat of a $500,000 suit for
safety violations at the plant. "All you can
do with a plan like this is test the elements.
If the elements work, the plan works. And
I'm convinced we could handle an accident
here."

Smith College tuitiony fees to rise to $10,850
NORTHAMI^ON, Mass. - Smith

College trustees have approved tuition and
room and board hikes that will bring the
cost of attending the prestigious women's
school to $10,850 next fall.

Smith President Jill Conway blamed
inflation and proposed federal aid cutbacks
for the 14.2 percent boost. And in a 2 'A
page letter, she urged parents and students
to write their congressmen opposing cuts in
aid to education and student loans proposed

by President Ronald Reagan, whose wife.
Nancy, is a Smith graduate.
Smith College spokeswoman Margorie

Gove said yesterday Reagan's proposed
cuts in student aid programs will force the
2.600 student college to raise an additional
$900,000 for its student aid programs.

This year the cost of tuition and room and
board at Smith, which is the largest
privately endowed women's college in the
country, was $9,500.

King files legislation to give ' real tax relief
'

BOSTON - Saying he remained com-
mitted to giving state residents "real tax
relief," Gov. Edward J. King filed
legislation yesterday to repeal the 7 5
percent surtax on the state income tax.

The surtax, a "piggyback" tax charged on
top of the 5 percent state income tax, "has
extracted almost $900 million from the
state's income taxpayers" since it was
approved by former Gov. Michael Dukakis
in 1975, said King.

"The talkers and taxers would no doubt
prefer we don't cut taxes because the
talkers and taxers are also big spenders —
big spenders and inefficient spenders," he
told a news conference. "I want to give the
people of the commonwealth real tax relief— not a shell game between state and local
government."

Eliminating the tax would give 3.4 million
taxpayers an extra $84.8 million in fiscal
1983. which begins July 1. according to the
governor.
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Legislator promises students
D.C. lobby 'had an impact'

CeUegian 3

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Students lobbying in Washington. D.C
on Monday and Tuesday were told
repeatedly by government officials of the
importance of a large student voter turnoutm the 1982 Congressional elections.
"You are doing a good job talking to

elected officials now, but you must also
move students across America." said
Speaker of the House Thomas P. O'Neil in a
meetuig with Massachusetts students on
the House floor Monday.

rtep. Barney Frank, D-Mass.. told
lobbyists Tuesday of the impact student
voters could have on reducing education
budget cuts and increasing student
credibility within the government, curing
upcoming congressional elections.
He said the lobbying was the "first

organized student effort since Vietnam.
The showing is very impressive and has had
an impact."

Frank urged students not to stop at
lobbying, but to encourage a voter
registration drive and a letterwriting
campaign.
He said last year's education cuts passed

because of a motion to vote on the entire
budget act instead of discussing each
department separately. Senators justified
the education cuts in the budget because
they supported funding suggestions in
other areas, Frank said, and passed the
motion 215 to 212. Frank t Id students to be
aware that a similar pro| osition will come
up this year when the new budget is

discussed.

"Tell them (the legislators) you will vote

for them if they promise not to vote for any
resolution which fails to restore cuts " he
said.

Frank said the Northeast and Mid
western legislators are generally against
the President's budget proposal. He
suggested students from these areas write
triends and relatives from other states
asking them to start letter campaigns to
their legislators.

Representative Patricia Schroeder. D-
Colo.. said she was impressed with the
upswing in student involvement in federal
government.

"Stay involved. We (legislators) are
happy to help. You've got to help us. to get
out there and fight, and put some life into
this city." she said.

She suggested writing letters to local
newspapers, and sending the printed
letters to members of Congress.
Rep. William Ford. D. Mich., said he

expected continued support in the fight
against budget cuts, asking students to
support senators and representatives in the
1982 elections who are voting against the
proposed budget.

'There is no substitute for letting people
running know you speak for a group of
people. Get out and prove it by voting. It's
amazing how legislators suddenly get a
better sense of hearing when they know
how you'll vote," he said.

Janice Fine, president of the United
States Student Association, spoke at the
end of a congressional speakers meeting to
sum up the legislators' message.
"Numbers are power. Tell your

legislators. 'You remember us. and we'll
remember you.'" she said.

Thoreau dormitory evacuated
fire causes $3,000 damages

Plagiarism charges lead to
cancellation of comic strin
Bv SCOTT HRR.<;fv .

-T^By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

The comic strip "Rod Bones" was remov-
ed from the Massachusetts Daily Collegian
as of February 24 because of an incident of
alleged plagiarism, Managing Editor
Steven Semple said yesterday.
Three strips have been cited, Semple

said, with two panels in those strips being
nearly identical to those in the "Fabulous
Furry Freak Brothers" comic strip by
Gilbert Shelton, published by the Rip-Off
Press of San Francisco, Ca.
"What brought this to my attention was

that three people came down in person to
tell me about the similarities between the
two strips," Semple said.

"As a result of these problems with the
comic, we will not publish 'Rod Bones' for
the rest of the semester," Semple said.
The ideas for the accused strips came

from a late night session with a friend who
has frequently contributed ideas to the
strip, said Gregg Canavan, the author of
"Rod Bones."
"I have never seen the 'Freak Brothers'

ROD HONES

comic, and there were no implications on
my part to copy anyone," Canavan said.
"The ideas, and even some of the direct

text of the accused strips came from so-
meone else," Canavan said. "Whether or
not he has read the 'Freak Brothers,' I

don't know."

The strips were part of a five-day series,
Canavan said, and only two of the five
stories were printed.

"If the other three strips could be seen,
they would show that I had no intention of
copying ideas from anyone," Canavan said.

The Vice President of Rip-Off Press was
contacted yesterday, Semple said, and ex-
pressed "no concern" over the incident,
because of the quick action taken by the
Collegian of pulling the comic after the
first two strips.

Canavan expressed concern that the ac-
tion taken by the Collegian could ruin his
plans for a career in cartooning.

"I didn't intentionally copy anybody," he
said, "and since I'm not getting paid, there
IS no way that it would benefit me to
plagiarize anyone anyway."

By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

An eariy morning fire in Thoreau dor-
mitory yesterday, caused by careless
disposal of smoking materials, resulted in
an estimated $3,000 damage, said Univer-
sity of Massachusetts Fire Prevention Of-
ficer Keith Hoyle.
UMass police and the Amherst Fire

Department were notified shorly after 2
a.m. when a student doing his laundry
discovered the basement lounge fire and
activated the alarm system, Hoyle said.
The Amherst Fire Department dispatched
four engines, a ladder truck, two squad
trucks and about 25 men to the scene.
No injuries were reported. Most of the

175 residents were evacuated from the dor-
mitory within three minutes of the alarm
and the rest were out within 15 minutes,
said Thoreau Head of Residence Sally
Borden. The residents were housed briefly

in Kennedy, James and Melville dor-
mitories, Borden said. Thoreau was
reopened at 3:35 a.m. and students were
able to move back into their rooms because
the fire was confined to the lounge and did
not damage any personal property.
There was damage to the furniture in the

lounge, heavy smoke damage to the lounge
and basement corridor, and moderate to
light damage to the rest of the low-rise
building, said Hoyle.
Borden said she was pleased with the

response of students as a whole.
"The residents and staff were super

They evacuated really quickly in a situation
that could have been a lot worse if they had
not," she said.

She did express concern over the attempt
of one student to re-enter the dormitory
before it was reopened.
Juan Carlos Prats, 20, of 225 Thoreau,

was arrested at 3:05 a.m. and charged with
being a disorderly person, according to
UMass police.

Co-op program lets student
earn salary, not credits
By LORNA LAMANA
Collegian Correspondent

THK FABULOUS FVRHY FREAK BROTHERS cjieao by RIPOPP PRB88. INC

Students at the University of
Massachusetts can now integrate six
months of paid, career related work ex-
perience with their academic studies
through the Office for Cooperative
Education.

The CO op program differs from the
Internship Program on campus in that it

emphasizes the value of a full-time salary
rather than academic credits for work
experience. The co op student is an "active"
student for the purposes of pre-
registration. housing and financial aid
without paying university fees.
The program was started last November

so only a few students are currently in
volved. Among these are four Hotel
Restaurant and Travel Administration
(HRTA) students working at Walt Disney
World in Florida.

"The program is really beginning now."
said Randall Current, the co op campus
coordinator, "since this will be the first
summer incorporated in the program.

"

Students combine either fall or spring
semester with the summer months so they
can work for a full six months.

Curren* said he feels the co op program
shows more concern for the student than
the internship program does.

"Our business is to convince the employer
that this (the co-op program) will make
money for them." Current said.

Since the co op student is receivmg a
salary instead of credits, the employer will
make sure the student is always doing work
that is important to the operation of that
company.
The CO op program wiU help students

hurt by financial aid cuts. Current said.

since they can work and still be classified as
a student. "Co op work experience" would
appear on the student's transcript for that
semester.

"The CO op program provides access to
the university but no credits." Current
said.

"It's a tremendous advantage for the
employer as well — there are no strings
attached. The employer can ev^iluate the
student and if it doesn't work out there are
no hard feelings." Current said.
The office is now working to find

re.souroes — contacts in the business world
that would result in co op placements for its
students. It is also soliciting resources from
facility members who have contacts.

The co-op experience can provide the
student with a potential permanent job
alter graduation, or at the very least it will
give the student valuable experience to be
highlighted on a resume as well as the
confidence necessary for a successful in-
terview according to a pamphlet distributed
by the office.

The student who has no job contacts and
IS considering the coop program should
allow a semester to find a placement. A
b(H>k by Richard Bolles entitled What Color
Is Your Parachute? is recommended as a
reference for students searching for a co op
position. The prospective co op student will
attend a small group workshop, then after
having done some research on possible
placements, the student will have an in-
dividual appointment with a member of the
CO op staff.

While the program is aimed primarily at
sophomores and juniors, freshmen are
encouraged to begin the process.
More information can be obtained at 110

Thomp.son Hall or by calling 545-2579 or
545 2594 .
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begins full operation
The Student Government Association

(SGA) escort service is now in full opera-
tion Sunday through Thursday nights.
Escorts, working in female/male pairs ac-
company students between the Southwest,
Orchard Hill/Central and Northeast/Sylvan
residential areas, and the Goodell Library
and the Tower Library, between 7 p.m. and
midnight.

Student escorts enrolled in the two-credit
training seminar are required to work once
a week for 2V2 hour shifts, to attend
workshops, to maintain a personal journal
dealing with motives and personal ex-
periences while on duty, and to attend
monthly discussions.

For the escort schedule or more informa-
tion on the service call Jane Johnson at the
SGA President's Office at 5-0487.

SGA presidential

candidates set debate
The candidates for the Student Gover-

nment Association presidency will face each
other in a debate at 7:30 tonight in the
Student Union Ballroom.
The candidates — Richard Nangle and

Laura OShea. David Stone and David
Groom, Steve Robinson and Harvey Ash
man. and Jim Murphy — will each answer
questions from several panelists represen-
ting various university organizations.

The debate is being co-sponsored by the
Student Government Association and the
Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

Seminar to examine

Women's Health Care
"Women's Health Care: Past, Present

and Future" is the topic of the third in a
series of 10 presenUtions on "Perspectives
in Health Care" being offered by the
Pioneer Valley Center for the Healing Arts
in Amherst. The seminar will take place
March 8 from 7:30-9:30 p.m. at 17 Kellogg
Ave. in Amherst. The fee is $3.

In addition to discussing the historical
aspects of women's health care in this
country, the presentation will focus on how
the practices of the past have affected oui;
current system of care, and how we can
learn from this to effect change in the
future, according to Jean LaPlante, a
member of the Center.
The Pioneer Valley Center for the Heal-

ing Arts is a non-profit organization pro-
viding access to alternative methods of
health care. Their holistic orientation to
medicine stresses the integration of the
body, mind and spirit in maintaining good
health and preventing disease, LaPlante
said. Through courses, seminars and
workshops the center hopes to inform the
public of alternatives to conventional
medical care. Specialists on the staff in-

clude an acupuncturist, a massage
therapist and a chiropractor, she said.
For further information and registration,

call 253-9558.

- PAULINE SULLIVAN

Panel discussion planned for

International Women's Week
The International Women's Week Committee and the

third World Women's Task Force will sponsor a panel
discussion on March 8 entitled "Third World Women as
Liberator: Same Struggle, Same Fight."
The panel will be held in the Campus Center Auditorium

at 8 p.m. Childcare will be provided. For more informa-
tion, contact Panna Putnam or Malika Jones, Third Worid
Women's Programmers at the Everywoman's Center
(545-0883).

Auto check results in arrest
A motor vehicle check by Amherst police Tuesday night

resulted in the arrest of a 17 year old Springfield youth on
South East Street.

Richard Roy Ronneau was arrested at 10:27 p.m. after
Amherst police ran a check on him and learned there were
three outstanding warrants for his arrest from Springfield
tor assault and battery and assault and battery with a
dangerous weapon.

In an unrelated incident, a Brittany Manor resident
reported Tuesday that a Panasonic portable stereo
ca.ssette player valued at $140. a Pioneer turntable and a
Panasonic receiver of unknown value were stolen from the
apartment, according to police.

- SUSAN RING

Holyoke couple wins raffle

Paul and Connie Ryan of Clinton Avenue in Holyoke
have won a trip to Daytona Beach Florida in a rafRe
spon.sored by the Stockbridge School of Agriculture.
The namr.s ol the winners were drawn earlier this week

by Si<)<kl)ri(lge Dean John W. Dennison. Proceeds from
the ru(i\v will Ko to defray graduation costs for the class of
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Geology professor says pay mounting
By NORA CURIOSO ...... ^By NORA CURIOSO
Collegian Correspondent

Geology and geophysics are fast becoming two of the
highest-paying fields to go into, said Laurie Brown, the
only woman geology professor at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst.
The average starting salary for students with masters

degrees looking for employment in the oil industry is
about $30,000 per year, and those with bachelors averaee
$25,000 to $27,000, Brown said.
The high salary is attractive to at least one UMass

geology major, Christine Faimeny, who said she is major-
ing in Geology major in order "to buy a Porsche."
"Things are much more open now for women in

sciences, but presently only 15 percent of all geologists,
and 3 percent of all geophysicists are women," Brown
said.

The only woman in geology as a graduate student at
Oregon State University, Brown said she felt she had to be
better than men.

"I had as many problems with my contemporaries as I

ii^'io, T^'"'^^' ^J^^ "^^""^'y ''^^^"^ '"«." she

StnJr^^" u^ studying oceanography, they wouldn't
let women on ships unless we were in pairs - like Noah's

^ji^JIlV '"T'if^
'" "mathematics as an undergraduate at

Middlebury College in Vermont.
"I got into geology as a senior because I liked being out-

doors - mountain climbing and rock climbing. I also like
to go to nice places to do research." she said. She has since
done geological work in South America, Colorado, Califor-
nia, the Appalachians — "all over."
Now Brown is doing research in paleomagnetism, which

is studying the magnetic fields recorded in rocks when
they were formed to determine how far they've moved "

Brown explained.

"I like everything about geology, from collecting rocks
and doing field work to working with the data on a com-
puter and seeing how it looks on a global scale," she said
She IS a member of the American Geological Institute

She IS also a member of the Women's Geoscientist Com-
mittee, which is part of the institute. The objective of the

Continiied on page 9

First Year Program assists freshmen
By LAURIE FISHER
Collegian Correspondent

Students experiencing problems adjusting to the
University of Massachusetts, whether it be taking exams
or doing well in their Rhetoric or Math class, may refer to a
First Year Program in the Southwest Residential Area for
help.

The people in the program wUl answer questions, supply
information and give tutorial help to UMass students.

Since 50 percent of th ? students living in Southwest are
freshmen, the First Yea Program is primarily for. but not
hmited to. freshmen Ii ing in the Southwest area, said
Allen Goodman, assistant director of the program.
The Information Center in the Hampden Student

Center, open from 1 to 5 p.m. Monday through Thursday.
IS the central headquarters of the First Year Program. The
Center offers information on job opportunities, housing,
care^ exploration, tips on exam taking, study skiUs and
the CoUege of Arts and Science Information and Advisory
Center (CASIAC).
The program offers tutorial help in English and Math in

the form of a writing workshop run by Jim Dunn a
graduate student in EngUsh. and a revolving math center,
coordinated by graduate students Riaz Khan and Peter
Rosnick, Goodman said.

The Buddies Program, set up by several Head of

^ Film Showing: J
^ Revolution or Deoth %
^ Followed by discussion on El Salvador ^V Tonight 3/4 at 6:00 pm in CC Rm 900 ^
^ Sponsored by the Friends of the -^

J Spartacus Youth League ^

do
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Manhan difference!

Manhan
Precious Metals Exchange

r*. «. >4?ag5Sfe.
^^2 King Street

Class Rings J^^^Northampton
^ 9^'^ H^^l 5^-7000

In all forms ^^S^S^ 9:30 - 7:00

Phone: 584-7000 call anytime

MGH INSTITUTE OF
HEALTH PROFESSIONS

The academic unit of
.,

,

Massachusetts General Hospital
otters graduate level programs m nursmg, social work and
speech-language pathology especially designed for college
graduates, "

The Social Work in Health Care Program leads to a graduate

TcVi/l'T'"
""'' y*"" "^ ""'^y ^"'^ prepares students forLSWA hcensure and specialized practice in a variety of health

settings

MC;H Institute of Health Professions

Bjrtlctt 4I0A

M.issachusctts (General Hospital

Boston. MA 02114
(617) 726-.1140

Residents in Southwest, is in the process of expanding.
The program recruits and briefly trains returning students
.so thev are able to make the first week of university life
easier for incoming freshmen by answering questions and
giving directions and instructions, said Mary Ruth
Warner, director of the program.

The program was first implemented in the fall of 1980 in
five Southwest dormitories, and is being expanded
throughout Southwest. The buddies work with the fresh
men, making the transition into university life smoother
and more pleasant.

.The First Year Program is run by Warner, one of the
three Southwest area directors, and Goodman, an an-
thropology graduate student. Both Warner and Goodman
said they believe they have to be close to, and involved
with, the residential area in order to make the academic
programs work.
Although the First Year Program and its goals are notnew to UMass, Warner and Goodman have expanded the

Buddies Program and the Information Center.

"It is important to get students in touch with information
that will aid in their decision making," Goodman said.
"The First Year Program was alloted $10,500 by the

Southwest Area Government budget and this money is

primarily used to pay work-study tutors, teaching
assistants and guidance people." Warner said.

====^^^!^gi=il^MigK lein

Cops investigate theft

of CC pay telephone
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Correspondent

Three breaking and entering complaints and a larceny
over $100 complaint were filed with the University of
Massachusetts police in the past two days, police said
The larceny over $100 complaint resulted from the theft

ol a pay station telephone from under the e.scalators in the
Campus Center between 3 and 3:49 a.m. Tuesday, police
said. In a related incident, two hand sets were pulled from
adjacent pay telephones, police said.

Police said they believe the attempted theft of a color
televLsion set. located on the same fioor as the telephones
to be related. There are no suspects in the incidents, police
said. ^

Also reported to police on Tue.sday was a breaking and

T^V^^l".?
"^^ ^" automobile and the theft of a Pioneer

AM/I'M cas.sette player, valued at $150. police said. Two
Jensen speakers, valued at $50, were also reported stolen
Irom the car. which was parked in Lot 22. police said.

In an unrelated breaking and entering complaint, a
bparkomatio "powerbooster" amplifier, valued at $30 and
two Sparkomatic speakers, valued at $44. were reported
taken from a vehicle parked on the .second level of theCampus Center parking garage between 2 a.m. and 4;35
p.m. Tuesday, police said.

The third breaking and entering complaint included a
larceny under $100 complaint, police said. Reported to
police on Tuesday was the theft of a wallet and $50 cash
Irom a Coolidge dormitory room between 1 and 3 p m
police said. The wallet, taken from a purse left insidethe
room while the door was open, was later recovered, police
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Black Affairs
Death penalty and
crime deterrence
One of the Souths oldest and most

popular methods for dealing with the
"Negro Problem" was lynching. Over 3500
black men and women were hung, burned
at the stake, and sexually mutilated bet-

ween 1882 and 1927. With the Great
Depression, however, the racist brutalities

largely left the streets and cotton plan-

tations, moving into the very heart of

America's penal system. Capital punish-
ment, in actual practice, became the central

and decisive means to threaten black people
"legally."

The racial bias within the statistics on
capital punishment speaks lor itself.

Although blacks comprised about nine

pen-fnt of the U.S. population in the 1930s,

almost 50 percent of all prisoners who were
executed during the dtrade were Afro-

Americans. 97.1 percent of all whites
executed had biH-'n convicted for murder.
Only 10 whit*' men were executi»d for rape
during the entire ten year period. 115 black

men were sentenced to die for rape in the

1930. 14.1 percent of all blacks executed.
Afl«'r 1940, the number of blacks convicted
and eventually killed for capital crimes
increased significantly relative to whites,

between 1940 and 1959 the percentage of

blacks executed for rape compared to the

Editorial

total number of blacks killed steadily

climbed, reaching nearly one fourth of the
total. About 90 percent of all Americans
execuli'd for rape between 1930 and 19.')9

were black, and all but two of the sentences
o«-!urred in the South, (ieorgia, one of the
leading lynching states, has also exe<-uled
the highest number of prisoners since ]9:i0.

Um p<Tsons. The most important statistic

to c<)nsider may be this: no while has ever
been executed for the rape of a black iff

Am<'rican history.

Advo4-ales of capital punishment found
th»'mselves on the defensive in the 1960s.

Research revealed that between 1928 and
1949, the average homicide rates in states

that allowed the death penalty were 200 to

300 percent higher than in states that had
no capital punishment. Homicide rates in

the early 1960s, when executions averaged
24 each year, were only 70 percent of the
1930s rate, when executions averaged 150
per year. Some states that switched to the
death penalty actually experienced in

creases in their homicide rates. Confronted
with mounting evidence that the death
penalty was inherently racist and an
ineffective deterrent against crime, white
social scientists, police administrations and
politicians launched an ideological "coun
terollensive." The nation's leading <rime
stopper. F.H.I, director J. Kdgar lloover,

spoke out repeatedly in favor of capital

punishment. University of (."hi<ago

economist Isiiac Ehrlich published a widely
praised study which claimed that "every
exe<ution delerri'd approximat«'ly eight

muiders." Politicians in both the
herTiocratic and Republican parties in

fonned a budget con.scious public that

exiTulions would save taxpayers money
ov«'r incarcerating prisoners for liU' terms.

( onvicted murderers were, as a group,
dangerously antisocial individuals who
would undoubtedly kill innocent people

again once released. Evangelical while

ministi'rs even quoted Exodus 21: 23 25 to

justify capital punishment: You utiall gi\e

"life tor life, eye for eye, tooth for tooth,

hand for hand, f<M)t for f(H)t, burn for burn,

wound for wound, stripe for stripe."

The solid evidence against all these pro
death viewpoints is simple enough. In the

LUTHfR

mid 1970s a group of influential
econometricians examined Ehrlich's
research and declared that it was "fatally

flawed with numerous methodological
errors." Neither Hoover nor any social

scientist has ever proven a dircH"t

relationship between capital punishment
and crime deterrence. The public was told

repeatedly that capital punishment is more
costly to the state than life imprisonment.
In 1971. for example, it was estimated that
the commutation of death sentences of 15
Arkansas prisoners saved the state an
estimated $1.5 million. The former
assistant warden of Illinois's Cook County
Jail noted that "on the average, a capital

case, from the time of first commitment to
the jail until the body is disposed of after an
execution, costs about 25 percent more than
the price of 30 years of imprisonment
which, on the average, was the normal life

expectancy at the age of conviction of
capital cases. Capital punishment is by no
means 'cheapi-r' than life imprisonmnet,
and the jurisdiction that maintains it pays
early in both money and human costs."
Black and progressive white clergy ob
-served correctly that the Bible also sane
tions capital punishment "in cases of

adultery (Lev. 20:10), blasphemy (I^v.

24:1.5), working on the sabbath (Ex. .35:2),

refusing to obey a priest or judge (Deut.
17:12). disobedient children (Deut. 21:18),

fornication (Deut. 22:2:1) and sixteen other
offenses. Death penalty advocates who
prided ihem.selvcs on their Christianity

convt-nienlly forgot that Christ told his

followers, "You have heard it said, "An eye
lor an eye and a tooth for a tooth,' but I .say

unto you. Do not resist one who is evil."

(Matthew 5;;« 39). The apostle Paul wrote
in the New Testament, "Heloved, never
avenge yourselves, but leave it to the wrath
of (mkI; for it is written. 'Vengeance is mine.
1 will repay, says the lx)rd." (Romans
12:19)

White America continued to be un-
convim«d: the passions of the mob drowned
out the exortations of a Christ. By 1978.
almost 70 pen-ent of all white Americans
lavort'd capital punishment. After ending
the death penalty in 1967. the Supreme
Court reversed itself a decade later. Hy
June. 1981, 827 men and women were on
death low, the largest number in U.S.
history and probably the largest in the
world. Since 1972, 62 percent of the
prisoners sent«'nced to die "were unskilled,

servi<-e, or domestic workers; 60 percent
wer«' unemployed at the time of their

crimes." Capita^ punishment has again
btH-ome a pivotal element in maintaining
white supremacy. According to the
Institute of Southern Studies, in Georgia,
between 1973 and 1977, over three times as
many convicted defendants who had killed

white victims received a death sentence as
did those who had killed black victims.

Three fourths of the prisoners condemned
were in the South, and almost half were
black. Blacks in the U.S. account for over
half (54 percent) of all murder victims, and
homicide is now the leading cause of death
for bla<k people between the age of 25 to 'M.

Only 13 percent of all prisoners now on
death row had black victims. Legal activist

(laic Jupiter has <learly linked ra<'ism.

lynclnngs and the current use of capital

punishment: 'lyn«'h mobs were ostensibly
ille),Ml, but th«' actions of juries are legally

recogni/e«l as the will of the community. By
their deliberations and selection of the
prof)er victims for official murder, modern
juriis - especially Southern juries — echo
a familiar messagt-: white skin and wealth
are still the Ix-st t«M)ls for beating the death
p< iially.

"

- DR. MANNING MARABLE
By Ifunwic IronHon. Jr.

'I KLIBWE ^OU
SET V^HAT too

This picture is from Roberta Flack and Peabo Bryson's album Live &
More. Flack is scheduled to appear at Smith College Friday March 5,
1982. Be there!

Oil wealth is wasted
By SATYA GABRIEL
Collegian Correspondent

The OPEC nations of the Arab world
have made a serious and historic error.

They failed to recognize their opportunity
to sow the seeds of a new international
economic order. The rich Arab nations
found themselves in the enviable position
of a cash surplus and the problem of what
to do with it. It is a problem no nation
would turn away from.

Commentary
The error was the decision of these na-

tions to invest in the institutions of the
developed capitalist world. Money flowed
to London, Paris, and especially New York.
Like a well tossed boomerang the money
spent by the developed nations on oil came
nght back in the form of Arab investments.
Good for us you say. Maybe and maybe

not. When the Arab nations funneled their
money into Chase Manhattan Bank, for ex-
ample, did this result in a ripple of new in-
vestment in the United States? Perhaps,
but the ripple could not have been very big!
In fact, a lot of the finance capital provided
to Chase Manhattan and other such institu-
tions has gone into the continued growth in
power of the transnational corporations.
Companies such as Mobil Oil have ag-
gressively expanded their "overseas"
operations. The power of these super-firms
has a contradictory effect. It strengthens
the imperialistic power of nations such as

the United States. But it also weakens the
power of the citizens of the developed na-
tions, such as the United States, to control
their own governments in particular and
their whole environment in general.
What should the Arab nations have done?

It would have been in their own long-term
interest for the Arab nations to invest
directly in the Third Worid. They could
have effected a dramatic shift in the
balance of power in international com-
merce. They could have, in fact, created
their own super corporations to challenge
the titans of the U.S., Europe, and Japan.
But they didn't. The wealthiest of the Arab
nations, such as Saudi Arabia and Kuwait,

,
decided instead to link their destinies to the
capitalist world system. Why would they
choose dependence over independence and
a leading role in world affairs? A part of
the reason, and perhaps a large part, is

that nations such as Saudi Arabia do not
operate in their own self-interest. That is,

the policies of the Saudi Arabian govern-
ment are not geared towards the future of
Saudi Arabia and its people. The oil rich
Arab nations, with some exceptions, are
run by small close-knit families who are
less concerned about their "citizens" than
afraid of them. And this insecurity has
caused them to do what numerous other
dictators have done, to hide under the
shadow of the developed capitalist nations.
So a moment in history was lost. The na-

tions of the Middle East may never have
that chance again. But we did learn or re-

learn one thing. History is nothing if not
change. The current structure of world
power is no more permanent than was the
Roman Empire.
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Aid cuts — what can students do?
With impending financial and tuition hikes looming

over the heads of UMass students, an atmosphere
of defeatism orevails. But many students

misperceive exactly how >ur political system works. True,
money has a lot to do wit it, but if you don't have money!
don't give up. Let the ex^jerts tell you how to gain power.
What can students do to prevent cuts in their financial

aid?

"Register to vote and make sure you get other students
registered to vote. Then write to your lawmakers and say
'I'm watching your votes and I'll be very unhappy if you
vote for these blind cuts in my education,'" said Represen-
tative Barney Frank (D-Newton October 21, 1981 Col-
legian).

But does writing to lawmakers really have an impact?
"Of course, anytime a constituent calls it has an

impact," said state Representative Marie Howe
(D-Somerville September 21, 1981 Collegian).
Yeah, but they must get a lot of mail - will my letter or

phone call make a difference?
"Two calls are a trend, three calls are a landslide. If

students want to make an impact they should get on the
phone," said Representative Gregory Sullivan September
21, 1981 Collegian).

But I went to a rally last semester to protest federal aid
cuts and UMass budget cuts, isn't that enough?
"UMass demonstrations have some value but it's not the

answer by itself. You need a steady lobbying effort. Peo-
ple in power must know students are intelligent,
reasonable, determined and most importantly, they will

Letters
Let both sides be represented
To the Editor:

I would like to comment on Mr. Breslow's letter

("l-'rt'cdom of Speech..." Collegian, March 2).

The right to free speech is indeed a precious freedom.

Wu do not suggest that the woman from the PLO be

prevented from speaking. However, this basic freedom
was denied to those of us who asked the planners of

Inlcrnalional Women's Week to include an Israeli woman
a.s part of the panel. Thus, a double standard was applied

lo fri'f speech on our campus.

Mr. Hrcslow suggests negotiation and discussion.

Dialogue cannot occur when only one side is represented. I

do not for one minute think that if a i-ontrovcrsial speaker

such as Phyllis Schafly were to be asked to speak on

campus that an opposing viewpoint would not also be

represented.

One must realize that the PLO is an organization, not a

government. Therefore, when one speaks for or openly

affiliates h<'rself with the PLO, one also becomes

responsible for its actions and for its allegations. The PLO
covenant openly calls for the destruction of the State of

Israel through armed struggle. The PLO has taken

responsibility for Entebbe, for the murder of athletes at

the Munich games, and for the terrorist murder of innocent

Israeli school children.

As Jews, we recognize free speech. We also recognize

thai our rights have been denied. We are indeed open to

neg«)lialion and discussion. Let the I'LO speak, but let

both sides be represented. Only then will the PLO be

recognized for exactly what they are.

Debo^a Propper
Amherst

Improve classroom etiquette

To the Editor:

An open letter to undergraduates:

Do you recognize the following scenario?

T minus four minutes and counting: pens and pencils are

put away. Backpacks and hair brushes appear.

T minus three minutes and counting: notebooks are

closed, and backpacks are unzipped, and coats, hats, and

vote," said former Massachusetts Governor and current
member of the Board of Regents Foster Furcolo
(February 8, 1982 Collegian).

"Students cannot be effective by having a simple mass
protest every so often. Demonstrations are effective when
you sit down with elected officials and tell them how many
of the students protesting are registered and are able to
vote them out of office. Voting is positively the key," said
Furcolo.

Is voting really that effective?

"If there is one thing that gets the ear of a politician is a
registered voter in their district," (November 5, 1981 Col-
legian Editorial).

"If students didn't do anything but register to vote —
they would have as much effect as any political force I ever
saw," said Furcolo.

"Student voting power is one of the greatest
underutilized resources in American politics and it could
make a big difference," said Frank.
But will I really make a difference? What good would

changing the mind of one lawmaker be?
"We're trying to get students to call their home district

representative. It could come down to one vote. That's
why it's crucial to get the calls in," said Doug Phelps, ex-
ecutive director of MASSPIRG on November 9, concern-
ing the House of Representative's override of Governor
King's veto of the Bottle Bill. Remember - after years of
industry opposition, the Bottle Bill is now the Bottle Law
because of people power.

Kevin Bowe is a Collegian staff member.

gloves are readied.

T minus two minutes and counting: notebooks are put
away, backpacks are zipped up, and coats are put on.
T minus one minute and counting: conversation com-

mtnces and many students leave.

rhere is nothing .so rude and inconsiderate as the
distractions cau.sed by restless students during the closing
minutes of a class. Why not have some respect for your
faculty and fellow students? Its (»nly common decency,
folks. How about improving your cla.ssn)om etiquette?

Michael Shapiro

Shutesbury

Thanks — it's much ap-

preciated'

To the Editor:

In an institution which often appears cold and im-
personal, it is a pleasure to acknowledge the fact that some
of the University staff cares about the students. Dr. Art
Hilson, of the Placement Service, falls into this category.
As one of many graduating .seniors, the University can

become a competitive and sometimes depressing place.

Senior year brings the responsibility of interviewing, and
waking up in the early hours in the morning, in order to

sign up for these interviews.

.\ few hours after I arrived at Placement Services,

exhausted and constantly asking myself why I was there.
Art appeared. He first opened the offices, turniKl on the
radio lor everyone lo hear, and placed waslebaskets
among the numerous bodies sprawled on the floor. After
disappearing, he returned a lew minutes later with a fresh

pot of coffee in one hand and cups in the other, offering
some lo each person, as he walked slowly down the clut-

tered hallway. On this day. he even passed around enough
donuts for everyone.

Dr. Hilson doesn't have to do this for the students, but
he does; and 1, along with many of the other students,
would just like to say "thanks" — its much appreciated.

Morton Cohen
David Reardon

Richard Cavallaro

Cuts deny opportunity

Although the 26 University of
Massachusetts students who went to

Washington D.C. to lobby against financial

aid cuts were effective, Congress must
hear from the remaining 25,000 UMass
voices.

The financial aid cuts proposed by Presi-

dent Reagan are not just "trimming the
fat." Reagan is recommending the elimina-

EDITORIAL
tion of the Supplemental Education Oppor-
tunity Grant, a 40 percent cut in Basic
Education Opportunity Grants, a 30 per-
cent cut in the college work/study program,
the elimination of graduate and profes-
sional students from the Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan Program and among many other
educational programs, the elimination of
state Scholarship Incentive Grant Pro-
gram.

Is Reagan cutting the fat or bone mar-
row? Are we crying wolf or has the dam
burst? Ask the UMass students who depend
on financial aid to pay their tuition. 3700
UMass students may not return to school if

Reagan's cuts are approved by Congress,
according to the UMass Financial Aid Of-
fice.

Reagan maintains that his program of
cutting social programs and taxes, coupled
with record spending deficits and military

expenditures, will get this country's
economy moving again. But by cutting stu-

dent aid, Reagan is denying our generation
its opportunity to learn the necessary skills

to move our economy ahead.
While we all cannot take the time out

from classes to lobby in Washington D.C,
we can phone our lawmakers' home offices

in Massachusetts or pick up a pen and take
ten minutes to write our representatives in

Congress. Students who are supported by
their parents can ask them to make the
same commitment.

Unsigned editorials represent the views of
the Collegian Editorial Board. Opposing
views are welcome.

CORRECTION
Editor's note: Lines were omitted from "What's student
power?" by Jackson Katz in yesterday's Collegian. It

should have read:

"The UMass undergraduate Student Government
Association is one of the most powerful and effective stu-
dent governments in the country. People here may
criticize it, but compared to the vast majority of colleges
and universities, UMass is 'head and shoulders' above the
rest of them."

Letters Policy
Letters to the editor must be si^ed and

include the writer's address and telephone
number for verification. Please type
tripled spaced at 67 characters per line.

Because of the lar^e volume of mail
received, unpublished letters cannot be
acknowledged or returned. Submissions
are subject to editings for clarity and
grammar. Letters longer than 30 lines may
be condensed due to space limitations.
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Union Video Center video Art Exhibit

Thursday, March 4

free

Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union
7:30 pm "Magritte Sur la plage" by Ros Barron

(a preview of the March 11, women's week feature)

"Tula, the people" on the Cuna Indians of Panama
"Seasons of the Basque" on European shepherders

in the American West
9:00 pm "Michael Nesmith In Elephant Parts" repeat

showing of Grammy-winning music & comedy program.
10:00 pm "Chott el-Djerid" a study of mirages in the

Sahara and winter cornfields

funded by the UMass Arts Council

SGA ELECTIONS
Elections for the office of Student Government Association President's), and for

positions on the Board of Governors, will be held on March 8 Cr 9. Polling times and

places are as follows:

11-2 p.m. icA- 6 p.m.

Worcester D.C.Northeast/Sylvan

Central/Orchard HiU
Cancc; J.A., J.Q.A.,

Mackimmie; Moorc^

Patterson, Pierpont;

Washington
Coolidge;, Crampton,

Emersoiv James^

Kennedy,Melville,Thoreau

Franklin D.C.

Berkshire D.C.

Hampshire D.C.

Commutei/Greek

ROLLERBALL
Starring James Caan

Sat. March 6

^ CCA 6s30, 8t4S, 1 1 tOO

NEasKon

AtarderbyDe^
ElUilN BRFANAJV
TRUMAN lAPtm,

lAMFs ivm

ALFi^ GIIINNESS

UMlANCHESrER

IMMDMVEN
nTER SFJIERS
MAGGIE SAVm
NWCYWLKER

£STE1LE IMNMOOD

' <

'
1

'
1

' >

<

1

'
1

'
I

<
I

<;

Dot*: a/5/«2 Tim«: 5, 7, 9, H PM
Admission: 50c ot 5, $ 1.00 ot 7, 9, 11
Location: C.C.A.

iy>tjc

Fri. Feb. 5

10-3 p.m.

Campus Center Concourse
(infrontof Blue Wall)

Vor further information, call 545-0341, or come up to Rm. 420 of the

Student Union Building.

rtrv

Jonathan Edwards
Sat. Feb. 6

- Coming Soon NRBQ
Rt 47 Sunderland MA 666 49?7

The Valley Big Band
also Widespread Depression
^ 4917 ^°*^ 9-piece bands!

Thursday, March 4, 1982

Newslines . .

,

Com stu club sets

meeting for today
The communications studies club will

meet at 4 p.m. today in Machmer E-37 to
discuss a plan of action on how to respond to
the proposed elimination of the department
in the University's long range plan.

Prospective RA's plan

meeting for tonight

A meeting for students interested in
becoming resident assistants in the dor-
mitories next year will be held at 7 tonight
in Machmer W 26.

The meeting is sponsored by the
Resident Assistant Association and the
Student Center for Educational Research
and Advocacy.

MUA ' Focus 'features
i, Procedure

draft registration show
Draft registration will be the topic of the

"Focus" program to be broadcast at 6
tonight on campus radio WMUA, 91.1 FM.
The show, hosted by Kenneth

Mosakowski, will feature tapes from the
regional draft conference held here last

month and an interview with a represen
tative from the Amherst Draft Counseling
Center.

Continued from page 1

The proposed policy would begin with an
informal procedure where complaintants
are encouraged to discuss the problem with
the department head, or register the com-
plaint with the ombudsman. If the matter
could not be resolved at that stage, the for-

mal procedure would be used. Complaints
would be filed with the respondent's vice
chancellor. From there the complaint

STUDENT -TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES
DB 9\0 TIPS

On-Camixis Students •

Off-Campus Students -

will be delivered to the
residence halls.

directories w[ll be available
in the campus center near
the infonnation desk.

A Service of the Dean of Students

Huge Selection of

Sweaters $6 .99
Regularly $20 - $40

Wool or Corduroy

Slacks $7.99
Regularly $22 - $40 .

on Route 9 between
Amherst &

Northampton 7u8t
around the comer

from UMass.
Store hours:

10-9:» Mon-Sat

flheQ^LKC
MALE

jxooking Good, Buying Rjghtj

C^^Ck^^^ik

ATTENTION!
100%

$ FREE TUITION $

JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS
NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE

^ 100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE

s FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

L For Further Infor nation Contact:

Sgt. Richard O'Connor

586-4110

.Collegian 9

would be carried to the hearing panel, com-
prised of two faculty members, two
members of the non-academic professional

staff, two classified employees, two
undergraduates, two graduate students,

and one administrative representative. A
hearing board of three members would
then be elected to hear testimony, consider
evidence, determine whether the Universi-

ty policy on sexual harassment has been
violated, and recommend action. They
would send their written finding and
recommendations to the vice chancellor
after the hearings. The vice chancellor may
accept, reject or modify the hearing
board's recommendation, and appeal is

possible within the proposed procedure.
Koffler's original intention, he said, was

to have the grievance procedure in place by
the beginning of this semester. However,
Burke said the he now hopes it will be put

into effect before Koffler resigns from
UMass on June 30 to become President of
the University of Arizona at Tucson.

* Geology
Continued from page 5

committee she said is getting women to go
into the geosciences and then keeping them
there.

Currently at UMass, 25-30 percent of the
graduate students in geology are women,
Brown said. David Bruce, a geology major
at UMass said, "I have noticed that there
have been more women in geology lately —
and that's fine with me!"
Most students go to work for industry,

Brown said, but she has a list of reasons for
staying in academia, althou^ the money is

elsewhere.

DARSELOTTI'S
THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

Downtown Amherst

$1.00 off any name Pitcher of Beer

with this coupon
DONT FORGET ALL NEW FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR

MORE FOOD THAN EVER

I>\MCIMG EyAPORiu//\
•••••••••••••••••••••

The Awesome AIternatIve

p/>^^«^^
THURSDAY NIGHT DRINK SPECIALS

VODKA/JUICE
ROLLING ROCK..

95c

95c

Proper Dress Required
• No T-sh|rts or Jerseys

• No Dungarees

- NO COVER
PGSrnVB I.D. REQUIRED

AT THE CORNER OF:
UNIVERSITY DR. & RTE.

286-8606

.*v-.

...'.
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y>'^* HOT L WARREN •\Vall the deek V
-i" YOU CAN DRINK! *<^

(cold 12 oz. Mugs - Draft)

1^ with this ad and College ID
^Vr^^South Deerfield Center 665-8757 ^j>

L^_ ^^ "''s "«« expKes April I, ]9» "V^

Your Long-Range
Planning Report

Quiz

Which depeulment has
in the last 5 years. . .

1

.

Had two holders of all-

university graduate
fellowships, one of whom is
also a Danforth scholar?

2. Has on its faculty the past
president of its national
professional association and
president of its regional
association?

3. Has theory and research
developed by it recognized
nationally and internationally
in its own and other
disciplines?

4. The highest number of
undergraduate majors?

AND. . .

5. HAS BEEN SLATED FOR
ABOLITION?

Answer: Communication Studies
Puzzled? So are we.

CONCERNED STUDENTS

Summer Jobs

Upward Bound/

IIMats Amherst
Positions Available:

Instructors
(for College Prepratory Curriculum)

Counselor/Tutors
(for residential component)

Pick up applications at

205 New Africa House
Deadline: March 19, 1982

Internships also available.

Thursday, March 4, 1982

Arts
iCollegian ii

Tonight!
Attend a

Planning Session for
Summer or Fall

Semester
Internships

Rm lOl Campus Center 7 pm
Students from all
academic majors

^p«relcome!

THUR/DnV
Tonlght/Zpecloi

75c

VODKA
DRINKS

SPEARMINT
SCHNAPPS
i .00/Shot

FGWURIMG

"" ROCK& ROLL' 00 fo-"

jijjiJUJCJOCnr

It might be a nuclear sub or a billion

dollar aircraft carrier. At the Norfolk
Naval Shipyard, you can provide engi-
neering support tor the maintenance
and testing of the most sophisticated
technology in the world, with hands-on
experience that will challenge your
personal creativity, stimulate and en-
hance your engineering knowledge, and
accord you a good measure of respon-
sibility on important projects

Our shipyard recruiter will be on campus on
March 9

A General Information Meeting will be held on
March 8.78 oclock

Located in the Tidewater. Virginia
area, the shipyard is surrounded by a
vast array of recreational and cultural
activities. Just minutes away, the resort
city of Virginia Beach hosts water activ-
ities of all types and descriptions. Also,
the shipyard is just a short drive from
the Blue Ridge Mountains with its spec-
tacular fall foliage and numerous
winter ski resorts.

IWrs S.M. Peters
Code 170.3

Norfolk Naval Shipyard
Portsmouth, Virginia 23709
Call Collect: (804) 393-7340

BC/3 will appear at
Sheehan's in Northamp-
ton on April 2. BC/3 is (1

to r) Bob Cummings
(keyboards, vocals),
Dougr^Plavin (drums,
vocals), Glen Jubilee
(bass, vocals), and Chris
Devine (violin, guiUr
and flute). Also coming
to the area soon are
NRBQ, Jonathan Ed-
wards, Roberta Flack,
The Atlantics, Jorma
Kaukonen, Peter Tork
and the Fantini
Brothers.

Taxi Zum Klo:
stays etched on
By STEPHEN MURPHY
Collegian Staff

The Boston Society of Film Critics chose Taxi Zum Klo
as their number one foreign film of 1981 (tied for first
place with Beau Pere) and it comes as no surprise Taxi
Zum iflo ("taxi to the toilet") is an interesting German
film whose fresh imagery is a balance of insightful humor
and honesty.

Explicitly candid at times, Taxi is about as non-
Hollywood as a narrative film can be. Written, directed
and staring Frank Ripploh, Taxi recounts a slice of Rip-
ploh's life as a gay Beriin schoolteacher, at a point when
he entered a new relational phase and underwent much
self-analysis. He resultingly gained a lot of self-awareness
and because this film is so strongly autobiographical we
experience aU of it. This is where Taxi's honesty lies.
The honesty is a result of Frank's relationship with

Bemd, one full of romance at first and doubts Ir.ter. Early
on, the two, viewed walking through a park, tiiscuss their
possible ftiture life together. Bemd dreams of leaving the
city to live on a farm - one of several dialectic themes pre-

a film that
one's brain
sent in Taxi — while Frank worries about the nightlife.
But the humor is a facade. Frank, as he puts it, doesn't

want "to become an old fag hanging around urinals." For
the moment he decides he needs Bemd.
Scenes of Ripploh 's night driving are haunting. Shot

primarily looking out of the windshield of the car, the dif-
fused glow of streetlights and neon, heightened by a neo-
African percussion reminiscent of the rhythmic explora-
tions of David Byrne or Peter Gabriel, lends a mood of sur-
realism to an otherwise very real film. Day reflects the
night as thoughts materialize.

As an amateur film (filmed in 16mm as opposed to
35mm) Taxi Zum Klo is quite conventional in camera
technique, but creative nonetheless. One scene in par-
ticular stands out. Frank meets a gas station attendant
(whom he later has an encounter with) and the two ex-
change heated glances. In close-up we see the hand of the
attendant as it presses against the frost covered exterior
of Frank's car. The hand is pulled away, leaving a melted
imprint.

The imprint symbolizes this film. Both remain etched on
the brain.

The Polt^ are back! Tickets are still available for their
April 10 show at the Hartford Civic Center. Tickets are
available through Ticketron (including the Campus Center
and Platterpus outlets) for $12 and $13 and are going fast

Vicious rumors dept. - Rumor has it that UPC's Spring
Concert lineup features J. Geils, Tina Tumer and Claren^
Clemens.

THvia (fuestion - Congratulations to Paul Eggleston
who correctly identified Bryan Ferry, who was rejected by
Robert Fnpp as a singer for the original King Crimson,
i- npp later introduced Ferry to Andy Mackay and PhU
Manzanera, who eventually formed Roxy Music
This week's trivia question - Tonight at the Hangar

One IS Pet«r Tork, former bass player and singer for the
Monkees. Special recognition to the first person who can
tel me who wrote the Monkees' hit songs "I'm A
Believer" and "Pleasant Valley Sunday." If you know
drop a note m the specially marked box on the Collegiaii
Arts Desk between the hours of 1:00 and 4:00 today
Whit 's goin^ on this weekend? - The Atlantics will be at

Uie Blue Wall tomorrow night. Jonathan Edwards at the
Rusty Nail tomorrow night. The Widespread Depression
Orchestra and the Valley Big Band will appear at the Nail
on Saturday night. And Roberta Flack appears at the
John M. Greene Hall at Smith College tomorrow night and
again at the Bushnell Memorial Hall in Hartford on March

WMUA 's Country, Blues and Bluegrass program will
sponsor a 12-hour bash at the Hangar One on Sunday
April 4. The show runs from 2 p.m. to 2 a.m. the next mor-
ning and features the Ambrosia Blues All Stars, Al Fuller
Bilhngs Gap, Diane and Roger, Kincora, the Swinging
String Band, Traver Hollow, Preston Reed. Borderline
George Gritzbach, Rory Block, Koko Taylor, Nick Plakia^
and a partridge in a pear tree,
Coming soon - NRBQ at the Nail on March I?

Pousette-Dart at the Nail on March 13, Black Flagg at the
Hangar One on March 29, Son Seals at the Hangar One on
March 11, Jorma Kaukonen at the Hangar One on March
30, BC/3 at Sheehan's on April 2, and the Museum
DircKtors Saturday night at the Worcester Dining Com-
mons.

INTERNAT/OrML
•V/OMEN'5 WEEK-

March 8-/2./96Z

Women Moviha l^rhfaraf

Join Ij The CelehnHfon un'fh a. toeek
of excify'ruf hjorkshcpsf
j»htiSf ahs-ftlmsi ' ~
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INSTALLATION
Jf

A super value for imported cars,
featuring the Sanyo CI AM/FM
stereo in-dash cassette player, plus
a pair of Sanyo 709 4 inch dual
cone speakers with 5.4 ounce magnet.

84'^ INSTALLED
FREE!

SANYO PIONEen
A great system for imported cars: the
auto-reverse Sanyo FTC6 AM/FM
stereo cassette with sensitive FET FM
radio, matched sonicatly with a pair of
Pioneer TS121 excellent 4" speakers

14482 INSTALLED
FREE!

SANYO
A super system for the full sized car,
featuring the Roadstar 2030 in-dash
AM/FM stereo cassette player, and
a pair of 30 watt Sanyo 766 6x9"
20 ounce coaxial speakers.

82 INSTALLED
FREE!

It sa Super Sale with a Super Give-A way, FREE INSTALLA TION is yours wher^ you purchase any of these

«« .^iflf"
^^^^^""^ ^' """' incredibly low, low prices! Great savir^gs or, other electronic products, too!FREE INSTALLATION,,, SUPER PRICESII Don'tbeleftout! SALE ENDS SATURDAY, MARCH 13th.

CAR STEREO SYSTEMS, ALL WITH FREE INSTALLATION CAR SPEAKERS
& CAR STEREO
SPECIALS
ROADSTAR SON
50 watt car amplifier. $29.91

IMUVOX
6x9"20oz. 3-way
speaker kit. $29.91
EICO 400
In-dash AM/FM stereo
cassette. $39.91
SANYO FT50
Under-dash mini stereo
cassette. $39.91
EICO 250
In-dash AM/FM stereo
and 8-track player. $49.91
SANYO 6050
Deluxe 50 watt car stereo
amplifier. $99.91
ROADSTAR 691
60 watt power booster with
built-in 5 band graphic
equalizer. $99.91
JENSEN R210
8 watt in-dash AM/FM
cassette with pushbuttons. $149.91

MARANTZ 310
In-dash AM/FM stereo
cassette player. $169.91
JENSEN R430
60 watt in-dash AM/FM
stereo cassette with Dolby
Noise Reduction, bi-amp
FM muting, fader & sep-

'

arate power amplifier. $369.91

$189

sAivvo piofNieew
Our best selling and sounding system
for imported cars: the Sanyo FTC16
AM/FM stereo cassette with Dolby
Noise Reduction, metal, auto reverse,
bass & treble controls, and the Pioneer
TS108 4" 20 watt coaxial speakers.

26486 INSTALLED
FREE!

««u»«unB:v. SANYO
A super system for full size cars: the
Marantz 302 AM/FM stereo cassette
with Dolby Noise Reduction, bass &
treble controls, fader, & matched
with the great sounding Sanyo 412
30 watt 4x10" 3-way speakers.

299 91 INSTALLED
FREE!

JENSEN SANYO
A great system featuring the 10 watt
Jensen RE 51 8 AM/FM Stereo Cassette
vyith auto reverse, Dolby Noise Reduc-
tion and FM electronic scan, and
matched perfectly with the Sanyo 778
deluxe 30 watt 6x9 3-way speakers.

$

Our Free Installation offer ends absolutely
qualify, your car stereo must be paid for in

499 91 INSTALLED
FREE!

°f?..?t'"
c*^^/'

^'"=l!i
^ \'^^P Appointments will

full by Saturday, March 13, 1982. Come early fo
be made in order of purchase; in order to
r same-day installation.

STEREO STROLLER
Portable Cassette Player and
Lightweight Headphones.
Stereo mini jacks for two
headphones.

39 91

Semi-automatic belt drive
turntable with illuminated
electronic strobe, and front
panel controls. Low mass
"S" shaped tonearm.

8491

AM/FM Stereo Cassette Port-
able Tape Recorder with four
speakers. Automatic Music
Select System, and built-in
microphones. (Save $30.00.)

M29 91

ftgnnrnf 210xl
18 channel 4 band scanner.

'229.91
SourHl Co.
SALE Price:

Less REBATE $4 n nOfrom Bearcat: I U.UU
YOUR JFINAL
COST: 219"^

RCil FFR 450W
19" XL100 Solid State Color
TV, with Slgna-Lock 18 pos-
ition electronic tuning. Super
Accuf ilter Picture Tube, and
Xtended LIFE Chassis.

^$
36991

SINCE 1961

AMHERST 201 N Pleasant street 256-0744
Men. Tu«.l/Ved 11-7p.m. Thur. Fri. 11-8p.m Sat. 10-5:30p m.

SPRINGFIELD Sumner Ave at the X 736-3626Men thru Fn f,( 9pm., Sat. 930 fo 5 30 p.m.

Mot -PMionsiblP f„, .vpoqraph.csl p„o.. P.rUn^s nt .i..ms

CHICOPEE Fairfield Mall near Caldors 593-5330Open Every Evening til 9 30 p.m Sunday 12 to 5 p.m

WESTFIELD Westfield Shops near Food Mart 568-1 isnOpen Every Day t.l 9 00 p m Sat 10 t.l 5 30p m
^^^'^^^O

M
->f H«.<rt nirxlpls •)n srt Free Layaways
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DOONESBURY
By Garry Trudeau
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE By M. Joyce

THE UMASS ZONE By Mark Rollins

QUICK,SroPTH£ CM!
UMVtl I OONT
rEFX so oooo..

Continued from page 16

Chm was already out the door by now and the rest of the
team follows. The second half is played basket for basket
before Dan-0 scores his 45th consecutive point. The game
ends with Donald RusseU sinking a foul shot with three
seconds left and UMass wins 58-57. McGarrett walks
across the court and confronts Wo Fat.
WO FAT: Ah. we meet again Mr. McGarrett.
McGARRETT: Yes. Wo Fat. and I'm wondering why Why
stoop to college basketball when there are plenty of other
devious things you could be planning?
WO FAT: Ah. McGarrett. You don't understand. College
basketball is a profiuble business if you approach it the
right way. Did you not see the spread
in this morning's Globe? UMass giving away two points'' I

made a sizeable wager and now it appears quite profitable
since I picked my own team and that
last foul on Russell was not unintentional. But. you'll never
prove it.

McGARRETT: You're right Wo Fat. I can't stick you with
bookmaking. but there are bigger fish in the ocean. You
see. when UMass won tonight. at
least 25 fans suffered heart attacks in disbelief and died in
the stands. Since you are the coach of the losing team, that
makes you an accomplice.
WO FAT: That will never stick. Mr. McGarrett.
McGARRETT: Try me. Book him. Dan 0. murder one.
Drums andfade to Five-0 theme song.
Now. what would have happened if Blake Carrington

had been named head coach of UMass basketball instead of
Mc^-aughlin. Hmmmmm...

goes Contmental!

Homemade
ICECREAM
Emporium

TSORTHAMPRffl - AMHER.ST

{7/ a^i del ^Tkrfs

cmesente

Espresso St-"

Cappuccino
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CROSSWORD

Chocdak Cheesecake

Falmloiis Baked Goods

Aladio Buono!

ACROSS
1 Hearts
6 Scene

10 Linden, for one
14 Fred's sister

15 Word of regret
16 Sorrel-coated

horse
1

7

Piano part

18 Misogynist of old
tale

20 Framed, em
broidered mot-
toes

22 Intervals in music
• 23 French river to the

Rhone
24 Word with hap

piness and pros-
perity

26 Diamond features
28 Twilled cloth

29 Fort
, Calif

30 Kind of kitchen
32 Special police

team
36 down

(declines)

38 Brownish color
39 Word with shine

or maker
40 Within: Prefix

41 Harnessed, as
oxen

43 Hospice
44 Author Hobson
46 Emulated Patrick

Henry

49 Swim, in a way
51 Female ruff

52 Awesome
53 Presented
56 Whittier s middle

name
59 Headdress
60 Opposite of

apterous
61 Suffix for usher or

leather

62 Conspicuous suc-
cess

63 Famed Loch
64 Memorable actor

Will

65 Reese or

Street

DOWN
1 Covers
2 Theater of yore
3 Like John Reed,
perhaps

4 Go by, as time
5 Stock market par

ticipant

6 Cavalryman's
weapon in

England
7 Troubles
8 Sigma

follower

9 Ending with

Japan or journal

10 Like prairies

11 Ridicule, a la

Rickles

12 The Good "

13 Aims
19 Boast

21 IrishGaelic

24 German poet
Heinrich

25 Of;ean bird

26 Theater stall

27 Press

28 WWII German
plane

31 idolize

33 Kind of tire

34 Tops
35 Move in a certain

direction

37 "Old never

die .

"

41 "The King and I"

name
42 the dishes
45 Yemen port

47 Steeped, as flax

48 in the wil-

derness. .

49 The "hostess with

themostest

"

50 Neighborhoods
51 Allude
52 Alaskan notable
53 Moderate
54 Of a period
55 Statistics

57 Shake a
58 Tours season

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

g^QEiiiB (nanEi

El aaoo Qicii]

ggaci Baa aaaaa

WEATHER
Mass., R.I., Conn. - In-

creasing cloudiness today
with snow and sleet begin-
ning west portions late in
the afternoon. High in the
30s. Snow and sleet
spreading across the area,
changing to rain along the
coast first and inland later.

Temperatures rising into
the upper 30s and low 40s.

DC MENU
LUNCH
HOT-COLD GRINDER
SPECIAL - Meatball
Grinder, Sausage Grinder,
Cold Cut Grinder. Ham &
Swiss Cheese. Shrimp Salad

DINNER
Baked Chicken/Supreme
Sauce. Cranberry Sauce.
Shells in Cheese Sauce,
Deviled Egg Cold Plate

i*««»t*a«*4

BASICS LUNCH :

HOT-COLD grinder:
SPECIAL - Italian Tofui
Balls and Sauce, Eggplant:
Cutlet/Tomato Sauce,-
Vegetable Grinder Shrimp:
Salad :

BASICS DINNER :

Baked Chicken/Supreme*
Sauce, Cranberry Sauce, '.

Shells in Cheese Sauce '»

-k Designation
ment, said he was pleased with the rating, and added that
his department was deserving of the standing as a center
of excellence because of "the quality of our students and
research."

No person from the psychology department was
available for comment.

In the School of Engineering, James M. Douglas, chair-
man of the chemical engineering department said he ex-
pected the rating because of the high number of research
grants his department is presently receiving. He said each
faculty member is averaging three grants.
Douglas also said he would like to see greater focus on

intergrating high technological areas of study with the
liberal arts.

In the electrical engineering department, Chairman
Charles E. Hutchinson said he also expected high rating
by the Working Group. He said his faculty was responsible
for the rating, and his department can meet the "critical
need" for electrical engineers in Massachusetts. He said
the need for an increased faculty comes from a student
enrollment which has tripled in the last five years.
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Richard Nangle

Laura O^Shea
rOR SOA CO-PRISIDINTS
OIVE STUDINT GOV'T
BACK TO STUDENTS

* IMo 6$ increase in the Student
Activities Fee

* IVlore direct student control of

student gov't througli binding

referendums
* Let students decide what SGA
funded services are essential

* Make voter registration of students
a top priority

WE'RE TIRED OF SANDBOX
POLITICIAIMS MISMANAGING OUR

STUDENT ACTIVITIES FEE

Don't Get Left Out (in the cold)

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN

FT. LAUDERDALE

$129 DAYS 7 NIGHTS
LUXURIOUS HOTEL ON THE STRIP

( NGN MEMBERS WELCOME / TRANSPORTATION AVAILADLE

5-3437 6-6064 256-0732 253-3755

HOH-MEMDERS
WELCOME

^.^

Sot.

Trip to

KILLINGTON
$19 ($9 deposit)

MARCH MADHESS

.J

SUGARDUSH, VT
SPRING DREAK

545-3437 — Info — 546-6089

THURS. NIGHT SKIING

BERKSHIRE EAST only $5

Thursday, March 4. 1982

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome to CoHfloMn nHir><> rr 110 « o^.- ^ .. ..
"^ "^^^ ^^^ i^fc^^ ^^^^m^
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Come to Collegian Office CC

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

A FLORIDA SPRING BREAK
GET the best hotels, parties, discounts,
and NO hidden charges, fleabag hotels or
B.S.-all FOR 264.- (Daytona-Ft Lauder-
dale) including 7 days hotel, round-trip
transportation and Disney trip. Call Dave
549-6802.

AUDIO

Stereo worth $1100 asking $585 like new
Call 666-7717 for info, will talk

Panasonic System: Rec, Turntable,
Speakers - two 8" woofers 2" tweeter $280
546-4328

Turntable Marantz w/cartridge, good con-
dition $85 call A! 549-1428

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790

74 Cutlass Great snows. Runs good. $750
Some body work. 253-7890 5:00-7:30 PM
1975 Chevy Monte Carlo Landau good
running condition, 2000 or best offer
549-5187

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

CAR NEEDEDI

Do you need your care during spring
break? We dol We;ll pay you and insure it.

Call Laura 6-6073, Cronie 6-9702

CREDIT UNION MEMBERS
UMass Student Credit Union Members
eth annual meeting, come and vote for next
years board of directors Saturday, March 6
CC 101 1:00

DEAD HEADS
Motorcoach Party bus to Hartford April
17 round trip $6. Call Mike 6-1102 or Paul
6-1152

DEAD TICKETS

Grateful Dead Tickets in Providence
Call now ask for Paul after 8 pm 549-6766

ENTERTAINMENT

Surprises abound at Smith College's
TNC on March 4th with "Blind Date"
Davis Student Center, 9-12, College ID re-
quired.

FOR RENT

Rural Belchertown: 2 bedrooms, by lake,
5 mins to bus stop. 390 + 323-5833

Cape Cod summer seasonal rentals:
West Yarmouth and Dennis; 1, 2, 3 & 4
bedroom units. Rent direct from owner.
(617) 528-0404 or (617) 771-2233

Two bedroom Southwood Apt with fall

<Vtion - $365 available June 1 call 256-8732

FOR SALE

Sneakers men's and women's; quality
name brand; great deal call Mike 549-1233

I give up. TAKAMINE GUITAR w/hd cs, a
steal at 156$, includes Berklee book vol. 1

-549-5193

Yamaha NS-5 spkrs.
546-6470

2-way $150 pr.

Olin Mark IV w/Sol. 444 $110 Aiwa
Walkman 3 mo old $80 Call Chris 549-1006

Bonna 2200 Cross Country 190 CM Skis
Fiberglass poles, bindings £r boots - like

new - price reasonable - Call 545-3500 or
after 5:00 549-3733 ask for Dan

LSI 111/03 mini computer w/dual 8"
floppy disks $1900 or BO call 253-5756 for
info

Exercise Bike new $90, 665-4292

Roland touch-sensitive electronic
piano for sale. Call Steve 586-3877

Conn Trumpet, case, mutes some minor
dents & tarnish $30 also Kodak handle inst

cam w case $15 Mark 256-6228

Men's Frye Boots size 10D brand new
reasonable offer accepted call Joanne
6-9902

FREE PHOTOGRAPHY SITTING

Professional quality photography for all

purposes: portraits, passports, applica-

tions, etc, etc. Remember, sittings are free,

no obligation to buy. Call Dwayne anytime
6-9595

Cash in adllnVmV''^ '^°"'''V "T' * °"'^'"' *' ^ '' ^° ^^^^ ^''^' '° publ.cat.on daycash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Maaic
546-6684

HELP WANTED
Wanted: Experienced craftsperson to run
student craftshop. Must be able to instmct
in leather, silver, stained glass, ceramics
woodworking. Compensation dorm suite'
stipend, use of facilities. Info and applica-
tion: Artist in Residence Selection, Mclntire
House, Univ of Mass, Amherst. Applica-
tions due Mar. 12 by 5 pm at Mclntire. The
Univ of Mass is an affirmative action equal
opportunity employer

SportsI WMUA is electing a sports director
March 10. For more info call 545-2425 ask
for Mike

Income Opportunities for Adventurers.
For free information send a #10 self ad-
dressed stamped envelope to: Adventurers
POB 11606, Pacifica, California 94044

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Perfonning
Arts Division

Auto Tune-Up Workshop Lecture and
hands-on March 7, 8; 6:30-9:30 PM; $12;
For registration and info call Steve 549-1675
or Howie 546-9622

Tutor wnated for General Chemistry -

needed immediately, price negotiable, call
549-7438

HelpI Calculus, Statistics, Pre-Calculus,
Differential Equations, Physics, Graphs'
Psychology & more HELP UNLIMITED
549-1457 before 8 PM

LOST

Reward-gold n<H:klace with blue stone.
Gift from late father. 546-8161

Lost gold/purple bead bracelet between
Southwest - Phi/Slg sentimental $reward$
546-5087

Lost, brown WALLET very important
documents. Left on top of car in
Southwest Sat. Please call 6-6341 George
Cesar REWARDI
1 denim totebag with Finance book 2/23
Reward call Chuck 584-3768

Set of keys on green plastic ring. Most
likely left in men's bathroom in SBA Thurs-
day 2/25 between 3:30-4:00 If found please
call Seth 256-6266

Speedo Bag lost Thursday night Feb 25 in
Blue Wall contains blue UMass note nook
and pens reward 546-5327

Lost - Blue Gloves - Monday 3/1 in Herter
Hall around 1:15 Call John at 253-3064.
Leave name and number. Thanks.

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTIM

Therapist-Researchers working to
develop ways of better understanding and
helping those men (i.e. husbands,
brothers, friends, fathers, roommates,
sons) whose lives have been affected by
the rape of someone close to them. We
would welcome any help from ant man who
has had this experience. Please phone or
write: Bob Samuels or Madeline Wagner
Tobin Hall, UMass, 545-0499, 586-8327'
253-9537

PERSONALS

Enter, enterll Its not too latel Find a part-
ner and register for the 3rd annual UMass
Pike 29 Hour Dance Marthon March 5th
and 6th at the SUB Call 545-2150 for info.

All University Women are invited to at-
tend Informal Rush at Lambda Delta Phi.
Stop by our CC tables Mon-Wed or call
545-0939 for info and rides. You will be glad
you did.

Seniors: Make an appointment and reserve
your place in the yearbook. Call 545-2874 or
stop by rm 178 CC
See "Coming Home" with Jane Fonda
and John Voight Thursday, March 4 7, 9,
11 p.m. CCA

Sigma Sigma Sigma Open Rush
All University Women Invited

March 3 6:30
March 9 Lunch 11:30-1:00

March 10 6:30
March 11 8:30

382 North Pleasant St.

54&0046 545-0075

Don't go down with Just anyone
UMass Ski Club goes down

L^^VnK^ Italian In 307 MaTRlmmle
Let s get physical to the beat at D's ASAPLove your S.A.

"-'->»-

li^KK?*?'''
'^°" '^®*'® ^^^'s Christopher

Robbins) want to be Winnie the PoohLove c.P.

RIck - (Garfield: poke, nudge, bite) "ow".

.

."cut it out". . ."STOP". . .(pinch). .

."don't do THAT-EVER". . ."EVERYONE
SAWI". . .(scowl). . ."TCHI". .

."SSSKKK". . .Hey, you're a funguy and I

mean it, now get out of here. . .who me?
General Hospital Scrub Suits in the
Campus Center today for info call Ron
546-9214

Think Springll Doctors scrub suits in
Campus Center today all sizes and colors

Kocot and Mangan are voting for Robin-
son and Ashman SGA Co-Presidents

Hey Lopez familyl How's Spot?? Wishing
you all the best in your last semester, esp.
Wiggs - Snuggles misses you, a friend

1st meeting Consumer Economics Club
Dr. Art Hilson Head of Placement resumes,
job opportunities, interviews all welcome
refreshments Skinner Lounge 7:00 pm
March 4th

Soccer Cheering Tryouts March 8-12
5:30-6:30 NOPE Gym ?'s call Sue 546-1425

Soula supports Robinson Cr Ashman for
S6A Co-PresidentsI

Singer the swinger: Ice cream and you
are the only things that will win me over.
With love, "The Doll"

$600. $300 or $200 CASH I That's just some
of the prizes YOU can win in the 29 hr
Multiple Sclerosis Dance Marathon, March
5th & 6th in the SUB Call 545-2150 for more
info.

Seniors: If you don't make your senior por-
trait appointment for the yearbook, our
photographer will be out of a job as of Fri-
day, March 5. To ensure his continued
employment, call now, 546-2874 or stop by
Campus Center Room 178, 9-noon, 1pm-
5pm
Lambda Delta Phi - You can make a dif-
ferencel Check us out. 545-0939

To the senior journalism major I met at
the Blue Wall Sat eve. Is it still on for this
weekend? Jim 546-9067

Rollerball-starring James Caan Sat
March 6-CCA 6:30, 8:45, 11:00 Admission
$1.

Are you tired of paying for prinu you
don't like? Try our "Tell us to stuff it" print
policy at the Photo Coop 545-0670

Diane. Thanks for a great time - 1 miss you I

Love, Brenda

Harvey Ashman - Love your tushi Best of
luck on the SGA Elections - yours always
Harold

Norman, your fuzzballs bothered my nose
but I want you back anywaysl Luv, Heidi

Miriam Happy Birthday 1 1 You're finally
201 Remember: "Don't do thatll" Love
Karen

Dear Coach Johnson, If you are such an
expert on producing a paper then why are
you working as a gymnastics coach instead
of being the editor of the New York Times?

Hey Curly - Just come over & say Hi
Blondie

Eileen Boucher Former VMN Treasurer
endorses Robinson-Ashmah for SGA Co-
Presidents.

Eileen's parents
Ashman, tool

endorse Robinson-

Smltty, Happy Birthday to the deserter of
Brittney Manor. Hope we both survive your
birthday weekend. Love Nancy

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Papers - scientific
background, English /Spanish 256-6957

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
5^092, 584-7924

RESUME/COVER WRITING

Resume/Cover wrKing quick/confiden-
tial /efficient available weekends 549-5727

RIDE WANTED
Penn - Phil, or Reading March Break Gin-
ny2S&0185

North Carolina Spring Break (can be
dropped off on 95) Pat 546-1484

RIDERS WANTED
I am going to St. Louis for Spring Break
call 527-3641 Bud

*

Riders wanted to Philadelphia PA on
3/4 or 3/5. Call 546-9623. Keep trying.

Need a ride to Penn State during Sprina
Break? Michele 546-5554 » ^ "8

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

Cape Cod bound this summer? Room-
mates needed IMMEDIATELY for beautiful
spacious. West Yannouth rental. Excellent
tocatoon - close to Route 28 and beaches
Call Carol 253-3705 or Lisa I. 549-5236
Share room in Cliffside Apts
Sunderiand $105 inlcudes everything. It's
nght on the bus routel Call now! 665-4576
male or femalel

SBA MANAGEMENT CLUB
HAPPY HOUR

Friday March 5, 3:30 till 5:30 Room 168C
Campus Center all are welcome

SERVICES
~

Couples recovering from rape
meraputic group for couples to woric on in-
terpersonal aspects of recovering from
rape 10 weeks. Sliding fee scale. Male &
female co-therapists. Psychological Ser-
vices Center UMass 545-0041

SKIS

Dynastar Omeglass 203 cm - (with or
without Solomon 727 bindings) 1 month
old - cheap. Call 546-8874

SPRING BREAK SKIING

I
days lift tickets 5 nights hotel ace. at

*f5?®^'"'^°**'^ P°o'' ^0"ie style breakfast
-$136.00 Bob 665-4720

STEFFERI

Hope this has gotten your attentioni
You re such a love. Thanks for the beautiful
flowers and much more. Te amo mucho
amigol Have a happy day. XOXO Karen

TO SUBLET

Summer sublet w/fall
negotiable 666-2515

option rent

Squire Village June 1 to August 31 with
fall option. Call 666-2840

Secure your apartment now - Two
bedroom in Northwood Apts - available
Junel- Aug, price negotiable - fall option
666-7936

Puffton Village apartment available June
1, with fall option. 3 bedrooms, extras. Call
549-6802 6-8 pm anyday

Summer - 2 bdrm, fum, bus rte., rent incl.
utilities, pool, tennis, air cond. opt.
666-7581 dinner time or after 10 best

TRAVEL

SUMMERSCHOOL HOLLAND? Interna-
tional Business Management, Nine credits.
Package $15001 Prof. Devos 617-383-9304

Now's the time and Bermuda's the
place for just $299 (this includes
everything) for info call 256-6941 after 6
hurryl

FREE TRAVEL BACK FROM FLORIDA
drive cars thru us. Licensed agency. Call
Doug 546-8184

Spring Break Rorida & Bermuda still

room, call Betsy 549-1835

Apt % mile from Ft Laud Strip $80 per
person - 7 nights Spring Break 4 spaces
and transportatk>n available call 256-6905~~~

$100 REWARD
$100 Reward for anyone who might have
FOUND or seen someone FIND a blue CB
jacket LOST at Joey D's Feb 11. No ques-
tk>ns asked. Please call 549-4847

WANTED
Riders wanted to Phlla. PA on 3/4 or 3/5
Call 546-9623 keep trying

WANTED TO BUY

Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
goW and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,
25 No. Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Apartment for fall/spring willing to
sublet for sumnwr. Call Larry 546-8919

WHAT THE B-FUNK

Wanted: serious techno-funk bass
player. Call Bern 6-90B3 or Gary 6-9101

WRITING SERVICES

Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
SchnekJer MFA and Walker Rumble PhD,
assist in any writing project. Amherst
Writers, Inc. 253-7764
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By GERRY deSIMAS
Ck)llegian Staff

There are a few University of
Massachusetts student athletes who rank
among the best in the country in their given
sport. There is one UMass athlete
that is the second best participant in his
chosen sport in the world!

David Hearn is the second ranked closed
canoe slalom paddler in the world. For the
past four years. Hearn has placed second in
C-1 (closed canoe, single paddler) in the
World Whitewater Championships held
every other two years.

In 1979 in Jonquiere, Quebec, Canada,
Hearn was beaten convincingly by United
States teammate Jon LugbiJl. However, in

1981 in Bala. England. Hearns was back —
and back to win!

That could be one of the reasons why the
Garrett Park. Md. resident is one of the
best closed canoeists in the world.
"Canoeing is a really technical sport and

the way we do our paddle strokes is crucial.
That's why it really helps to train with Jon
(Lugbill) or with any of the U.S. team
members.

" Hearn said. "Jon and I are good
friends and that is our edge over the world.
We help each other and cooperate with each
other."

Hearn and Lugbill have helped the US
team rise to become one of the best teams in
the world. In 1979, at the World Cham-
pionships, the United States swept the top
three positions. In 1981. the US had the top
two.

Hearn is now training for the 1982
Europa Cup with the 1983 World Cham-
pionships in mind. With the cold weather of
February, the bitter winds, and
the ice that covers the Connecticut River,
you might think that paddlers had a break
from training. Not true.

Hearns runs every day and paddles four
days a week at Hampshire College with his

J^f^ ^^ ™S? r White water canoeist David Hearn, • UMass
student, keeps it afloat on one of his many river journeys

the^I^f^r Tu
'*""! ""^ \^^ ^F.

P**^*^'^" •" times and help each other
"

the area. Cathy, a tnple gold winner in
1979, also pushes her brother.
"We are always pushing each other to do

better and better. Even though I've gotten
faster," Hearn said, "We stiU compare

paddling" according to Hearn. Hearn has
been out on the river quite a bit this month
at a opening in the ice at the Montague
(Ma.) power plant doing distance intervals.
The river is open for one or two miles.

But the best training is "out on the river
"Having someone to paddle with when it

is snowing makes a difference (the dif-
ference from sitting inside or training),"
Hearn said.

"As long as it's not too windy and the
temperature is above 10 degrees. Fm
comfortable," Hearn said.

Hearn wears "pogies" on his hands to
protect them from the cold and keep them
somewhat warm.

"People don't have to say I'm crazy
(paddling during the winter), I already
know that," Hearn finished.

Hearn, 22, will be gunning for the '82

Europa Cup, a point series of races over
Europe, and the United SUtes team trial

races.

The team trials for the Europa Cup will
be held at the West River in Vermont whUe
the team trials for the Pan-American Cup
will be held in Tariffville. Conn.

The race Hearn will train the hardest for
is the Pre-World Championships to be held
this year in Merano, Italy (site of '83

Worlds).

Hearn has enjoyed quite a bit of success
at the US National Championships. He won
his first national title in 1976 and has won 10
championships in C-1 slalom, C-2 slalom, C-
1 downriver (a race down a river with no
gates), and C-2 downriver.

Yes, David Hearn will be a busy man in
1982 as he strives to continue to be one of
the best closed boat canoeists in the world.

"Racing in the World Championships
means a lot to me. I race against the top
racers in the world and I enjoy it all," Hearn
said.

Minutermn hoop goes Hawaiian
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

Now that the regular season is over for
the University of Massachusetts men's
basketball team, it is the perfect time to
take a few minutes and reflect
on the "what ifs" and the "might have
beens" with regard to the Minutemens
season.

If one took the time to do so. say, in
between the commercials of "Dynasty."
many quite valid propositions would
emerge concerning the Curry-Hicks
Cagers.

One obvious "what if that would un
doubtedly pop into one's mind would be.
"What if Steve McGarrett. Dan-o and the
rest of the Hawaii Five clan
had been named as the new coaching staff
at the beginning of the season instead of
Tom McLaughlin. Mark Shea and Ron
Gerlufsen?

The ramifications of such a move are
hmitless.

For instance, what would have hap
pened in the first game of the season?
Would the Minutemen still have been able
to pull out a last-second thriller
win over Eastern Eight rival Duquesne?
(UMass FiveO in "A Question of

Victory.")

Steve McGarrett stands next to the
window in his Boyden office, peering
through the Venetian blinds at the
Physical Plant workers who are polishing
his fleet of six black Mercury sedans with
imported pineapple juice. His trusty
sidekicks and newly appointed assistant
coaches. Chin Ho Kelly and Zulu
as Kono enter.

CHIN HO: What's on your mind Steve?
McOarrett whirls around, his recentty-

cwfft'd hair unive stays perfectly in place
McGARRETT: Gentlemen. I'm glad you
madr it hert' so fast.

KONO: We always move fast when we get
called for a job. boss. Chin clipped a
UMass black and white on the way into
the parkini( lot. but I Rashed my
UMass Five II) card and he shut up and
let us slide.

Mc(;ARRETT: Good work Kono. Did
Dan O have any trouble enrolling into the
school? You men know that he is an in-

tegral part of my plan to defeat
Duquesne tomorrow night.

CHIN HO: Should be no problem Steve.

My contacts tell me that the chancellor
himself okayed Danny's application even
though Dan already graduated
from the University of Hawaii seven years
ago.

McGARRETT: Good work Chin. Dan
has to be accepted since he has to play
point guard in tomorrow night's game.
KONO: Do you think the other players
will get along with him boss? You know
how he likes to shoot [chuckles, joined by

head coach of Duquesne. I knew we hadn't
seen the last of that old codger.

CHIN: What's it mean. Steve?
McGARRETT: Good wo-. I mean it's too
early to tell. Right now we've got work to
do. Chin. I want the book on the Duquesne
team. Names. dates. ad
dresses, pictures, the works. Notify APD
and get a photo of every Duquesne player
in every black and white and police station
in the Five-College area

Chin who emits a giggle \.

McGARRETT: Go back a step Kono. You
say he likes to shoot, but. you must
remember. Dan is my man. He doesn't
hn tithe unless I toll him to.

I'hone rings. MrCarrett picks it up.

Mc(;ARRETT: Hello? Yes. Governor.
Yes. Practice is going well. Thank you sir.
we'll try our best and I'm sure that this
won t affect our game. [Hangs up. Speaks
to Chin and Zulu [Kono^[ Pounds fist mto
houd.

1
I kn.«w it. I knew it. The man just

told mr something very interesting. Our
old friend Wo Fat has just been named

I want to know these players bke my own
grandmother. Chin, don't leave a stone
unturned.

CHIN: Get right on it Steve [moves so fast
when he's leaving that he runs right
through the door.]

McGARRETT: Kono. I want you to read
and memorize every book ever written on
the game of basketball. Also I want you to
go over every game film of
every game Duquesne has played in the
last 40 years. I need strategy. Kono
strategy. With Wo Fat holding the
marbles were going to need any ad

vanUge, Report to me tomorrow after
you've done all that and get some extra
men from APD to help.

KONO: Get right on it boss. [Lumbers out
of room, but gets stuck in doorway.
McGarrett kicks him in the back and he
squeezes through.

\

Next day. The team is working out
under the supervision of Chin and Kono.
Dan-0 is taking all the shots and the other
players are getting pissed off.
McGarrett arrives in a squeal of rubber
and exhaust, gets out of the car, and
sprints into the Cage.
McGARRETT: (breathless) What have
you got. Chin.

CHIN: Take a look Steve.
DanO takes his Hth consecutive shot,

this time a blatant airball. He swears in
Hawaiian, spots McGarrett, and comes
flying over and starts lapping at
McGarrett's shoes.

McGARRETT: Good work. Dan 0. But
you've got to let the other players take a
few shots too. UMass Five-0 didn't get to
where we are now by hoeeinir
all the glory. ' ^^^
DAN-O: Right Steve [gives one of his
patented, cockeyed grins], but I did look
pretty good out there, didn't I?
McGARRETT: Keep up the good work
gentlemen. I'll be back by gametime
tonight.

Kono [Zulu?] and Chin go back to
coaching and handing out glasses of
pineapple juice to the thirsty players.
Later that night. The Cage is packed

ivtth every fan wearing a lei and a
Hawaiian shirt. The pregame FiveO
theme song is played and the game
begins.

The first half ends and the two teams
are deadlocked at SO-SO. Before he talks to
his team, McGarrett stares through the
Venetian blinds attached to
the waU of the hckerroom. He spins
around and speaks.

McGARRETT: Good work, men. We've
got Wo Fat and his team right where we
want them. That information you dug up
about the Dukes hanging
around that bordello all week came in
helpful. Chin. We knew just when to turn
on the pre.ss and tire them out. Now we've
just got to keep it up. Let's go
to it.

Continued on page IS
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Chairman open
to talk or plan
By KEN BAZINET *•

and PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

The chairman of the Chancellor's Working Group on
long range planning said yesterday he expects disagree-
ment over the group's recommendations and believes
some may never be implemented.
Chairman Richard W. Noland said the merger between

the communication studies dapartment and the jour-
nalistic studies program will be the area of most debate.
Noland said he expects debate in other areas as well, but
was not specific. He did not name which recommendations
he expects may not be carried out.
"We are going to get a lot of argument." Noland, an

English professor, said. "Many of the recommendations
will never be implemented.
Noland said the reason for the working group's recom-

mendation to combine communication studies with jour-
nalism, which was contained in the long range plan docu-
ment released earlier this week, was because of a lack of
structure within the communication studies department.
"Communication studies of all kinds is a very important

subject," Noland said, "but it has not been structured on
this campus as it should have been."
He said the interpersonal communications area of com-

munication studies should be included in the psycholojrv
department, and the mass communications group shoiSd

JJ^I^
"^ journalism to form a department of jour-

He said the working group considered forming a school
of journalism, but felt with the budget expected to remain
at a zero growth level, they could not conceive of financine
such an operation. *

Noland said whether or not the merger between com-
munication studies and journalism takes place, the jour-
nalistic studies program should receive departmental
staLUs*

Before the academic affairs section of the long range
plan document was drafted, individual departments
presented their recommendations to the deans, who in
turn revised these plans and submitted them to the pro-
vost's office. The provost then passed the dean's recom-
mendations on to the 14-member working group who
have spent the last 18 months researching the material.
Noland said enrollment patterns, faculty publications

CollcKian photo hj Scott Burke

WORKING GROUP CHAIR - Richard
Noland. chair of chancellor's Working Group
which developed the long range plan.

^V • M ^
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THE LONG
RANGE PLAN

and external funding of the departments were the main
criteria for Working Group's recommendations.
Noland said although the Working Group evaluated the

dean's recommendations to the best of their ability, there
is an obvious margin for error.

"We don't pretend to be infallible," Noland said. "None
of us have enough expertise in these areas."
The academic affairs document on long range planning

is still only a draft at this time, Noland said, and is open to
change.

The Student Government Association (SGA). Graduate
Contintted on page 8

Com stu plots

to save dept.
By KEVIN BOWE "
Collegian Staff

Students and faculty from the communication studies
department, which faces termination under the recom-
mendation of the long range planning document, met
yesterday and unveiled their strategy for saving their
department.

Communication majors are being asked to write letters
and sign petitions that will be presented to the outgoing
Chancellor of the University of Massachusetts Henry
Kofflor and acting Chancellor Loren Baritz protesting the
proposed elimination of their major. The faculty of the
communication studies department will write a report that
will refute the assentations of the Long Range Plan, said
department Chairman Prof. Jay Sayereid.
"We have to react to the document. We have to defend

ourselves, defend our faculty. This (planning document) is

hurting the reputation of our degree when we graduate."
said Deanna Martin, president of the communication
studies club.

The planning document recommended integrating the
branches of the communication studies department —
interpersonal communication, mass communications and
communication education — into the psychology depar-
tment and an enlarged department of journalism.
"The Working Group was not persuaded that the

enrollment is high becau.se of the quality of courses of-
fered. Nor were we persuaded of the quality of the
published work or the quality of the journals in which the
articles appeared... information on placement was
unavailable for 40 percent of the students in the program
(the graduate program) since 1961," the planning
document states.

"The planning committee provides no documentation to
support their charges. " Savereid said of the three pages
within the planning document which discussed the com-
munication studies department.
Communication studies majors have the same grade

point averages compared to other majors within the School
of Social and Behavioral Sciences, Savereid said.

The communication studies department provided
"strong placement evidence" for its graduate students
enrolled since 1970, he said. Before 1970. the com-
niunication studies department included communication
disorders and other departments, Savereid said, and the

Continued on page 8 \

.?b™
candidates field questions; budget popular topicBy PAUL BASKEN

Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association (SGA) budget
and specifically its allocations for Third World and
women's groups, was the most popular subject of ques-
tions posed last night to the four candidacies for the office
of SGA president at their only public debate before next
week's elections.

Richard Nangle and Laura O'Shea, David Stone and
David Groom, Steve Robinson and Harvey Ashman, and
Jim Murphy each took turns answering questions from
panelists representing various student organizations and
from members of the about 50-person audience.
Responding to a question of what priority he would^e on Third World Recognized Student Organization

(RSO) groups, Nangle said he would work for a
"reprioritizing of Third Worid student funding."

^^
"We can't stick them under the rug," Nangle said.

"These are important groups and would not be cut."
Groom said he is active in the area through his participa-

tion in the "Real Majority," an organization he said he
helped form to combat the "new right" thinking of groups
uch as the "Moral Minority," which is "endangering the

rights of everyone, not just the Third World and women."
In responding to the question, Robinson said the idea of

the "Year Toward Civility" must be continued. In
reference to funding, kobinson said the amount is not im-
portant, for Third World groups "bring culture to this

University that doesn't exist without them."
Miuphy also expressed support for levels of funding of

Third World groups above a direct percentage of Universi-
ty population, saying otherwise, "you're going to have
that situation forever."

"The Year Toward Civility was a whitewash in all

senses of the word," Murphy said, adding Third World
persons continue to be precluded from certain areas and
that their cultiutU programs consist only of "interraction
with each other."

Murphy also said the administration is composed of "all

white nudes."

"Of coiu-se you're not going to have awareness from
these people, it's not their attitude," Murphy said.

When questioned on methods of obtaining funding for

students and the University, Nangle said he would contact
other student government presidents at state universities

and begin a "strong letter writing campaign."
"The lack of (sti^nt) voter resistration is the reason

we're getting screwed," Nangle said
"Stete legislators are looking at us and laughing"

p Shea said. Stone spoke of the need "to Tt L
legislators to think of us as a force."

Groom said he would work to reverse the "lack nf
respect for us (UMass) in the state." He questioned why asurvey similar to the one in the New Ycyrk Times (ratingUMass as one of the top universities in the nation) doesnot appear in the BwiUm Globe.

'

Ashman said students cannot deal with funding nro-
blenis on their own, but need assistance from the ad
ministration and other state schools.

Ashman said a letter writing campaign to legislators is
"super important," and "without the lobbying effort that
went on last spring...we would have lost as many as 250
faculty members."

"The real problem," Murphy said, "is that students are
not considered a viable force."

Murphy said short term strategy would include students
having parents call legislators, while long term actx>n
would be the formation of a "coherent state student
organization" to lobby for higher education."

t

I
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Senator says he's innocent

despite Abscam conviction
WASHINGTON - Sen. Harrison A. WUliams Jr.. D-

N.J.. took the Senate noor yesterday to proclaim his in
nocence of any crimes or impropriety and vowed to fight
this preposterous recommendation I be expelled

"

-I could have made it easier for you by resigning," the
23- year Senate veteran told his colleagues, but that
would have been a betrayal of the trust placed in me by

the citizens ofNew Jersey in four elections."
WiUiams vehemently declared his irmocence despite his

^"'"fi'^S-o'V?
conspiracy and bribery charges stemming

irom the I- BI s Abscam undercover investigation
"I am completely innocent of all crimes and im-

propnety," he said. "1 am fully confident I wUl be
exonerated.

WiUiams said he was the victim of an overzealous FBI
investigation in which "this Abscam net was so crudely
wrapped around me."

^

Before the second day of Senate debate begao, Senate
Majority Leader Howard Baker. R-Tenn., said he would
oppose any effort to censure rather than expel Williams.

NRC orders study ofproblems
at Diablo Canyon nuke plant
WASHINGTON - The Nuclear Regulatory Commission

yesterday ordered a new. independent study of problems
at the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant after a top NRC
official said "large numbers of errors" are being found at
the California plant.

"Hundreds of modifications" may be needed before the
plant can be operated, the commission was told by Harold
Denton, NRC director of reactor regulation.
"A large number of design errors are being found" by

the review the NRC ordered last year, after the NRC
suspended a test license it had issued for the plant on the
Pacific Coast. 200 miles northwest of Los Angeles.
Denton said many of the mistakes involve the adequacy

of the support systems for piping, which could be affected
by an earthquake. "It's a significant safety issue." he said.

Suspended Boston official

pleads guilty to extortion
BOSTON — A suspended Boston development official

and former political worker for Boston Mayor Kevin H.
White pleaded guilty yesterday to charges that he tried to
shake down $50,000 from a prospective city developer.
John M. Williams offered the plea to U.S. District Judge

A. David Mazzone. Prosecutors said the guilty plea was
made in exchan|:e for a recommended reduced sentence.
Williams will be sentenced on March 31.
AssisUnt U.S. Attorney Amos Hugh Scott, who is

handlmg the case for the prosecuUon, recommended a
three year prison sentence after pre-trial negotiations
with Williams. The extortion charges against Williams
carry a penalty of up to 20 years in prison.
WUliams was arrested last November for allegedly

demanding a $50,000 payoff from Anthony D'Alesandro
w^jo was mterested in a development project in Boston's
Dorchester section.

State Welfare Office admits
rum-compliance with law
BOSTON - The state Department of Public Welfare

admitted yesterday it is violating a law mandating welfare
office hours in every community and soon could be more in
violation, as more offices close.

It also acknowledged paying $666,000 in fines this year
to recipients whose applications were not processed within
30 days, as required by law^

LAST CAR — Workers at General Motors
Freemont, Calif., plant, some wearing
"unemployed" shirts, watch as the last car rolls
off the line yesterday. The plant closure put
2,100 workers out of jobs and was one of seven
plant closings nationwide.

The admissions were made at a public hearing by the
Legislature's Committee on Human Services and the
Elderly on agency recommendations.
James M. Hall, associate commissioner, urged approval

of bUls giving the department an additional 15 days for
processing claims and revising the office hours law. which
he said goes back many years.
HaU said the welfare needs in all 351 cities and towns are

met through community service areas and branch welfare
services offices.

Sen. Jack H. Backman. DBrookline. chairman, asked if
the department now is "out of compliance" with the law

Yes, it is," HaU replied.

Backman asked if the administration's goal is to reduce
the number of welfare offices to 40 or 50. He said the
reduction was indicated in Gov. Edward J. King's annual
address to the Legislature.

"I can't answer that specifically." Hall repUed. "It
depends on a number of factors, but it definitely wiU bedown under 60."

Nicaraguans direct

war, Haig says
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of State Alexander

M. Haig Jr. said yesterday that a Nicaraguan soldier has
been captured in El Salvador and charged that the
guerriUa war is being directed from Nicaragua. %
"Today, for the first time, a Nicaraguan miUtary man

was captured in Salvador, having been sent there by the
FSLN to participate in the direction, which is so evident of
this guerriUa operation, from Nicaragua." Haig said in
testimony before the foreign operations subcommittee of
the House Appropriations Committee..
Haig did not elaborate. The FSLN an acronym for the

Sandinista Front for National Liberation, which controls
the Nicaraguan government.

Haig's statement was the first time he had identified
Nicaragua as the control point for Salvadoran guerriUas,
though he had previously said they were being directed
from outside the country. Other officials had been quoted
as saying this, however.
Some of Haig's charges about outside involvement in El

Salvador — where the United States currently has about
50 mUitary advisers — were greeted skeptically by
Committee Chairman Clarence Long, D-Md., who said he
wanted to see and evaluate the evidence for himself.
"AU we want to see is the evidence," said Long. "We put

up the taxpayers money." And Long added, "We don't
want to be told by others what the evidence is."

Haig said he hoped to provide at least some of the
evidence today. He expressed dismay to Long that he did
"not accept the assurances" of a top administration official
Haig went to Capitol HiU to appeal for congressional

support for the administration's request for a $1.4 bUUon
increase in U.S. foreign aid next year.
Haig also said events in Central America and the

Caribbean are the greatest threat to the security of the
United States in the world today, something he has not
said previously,

Man posing as guard steals

$630,000 from Holyoke bank
HOLYOKE — A man posing as an armored car service

guard walked into a bank yesterday morning, picked up
$630,000 cash, then disappeared, police said.

1

"He walked in wearing the uniform of a Berkshire '

Armored Car Service officer and told the teUers he was
there to pick up the delivery and was given the money.
Then he left. It took about five or six minutes," Holyoke
police detective Dan FaUon said.

Another man, wearing the same uniform, was in a van
parked in an alley adjacent to the Old Colony bank, Fallon
said.

I

"It was the same type and color van that the Berkshire !

Armored Car Service uses," Fallon said.
Money is scheduled to be picked up from the bank and

'

taken to the Federal Reserve Bank in Boston each business
'

dav. FaUon said.
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$1.50 at the door

Kegs Available Always

Many Other
In Store Specials

SPECIALS
Bell's Scotch

Skol Vodka $8.39/i

Bacardi Rum $5.79/750

Miller 12 oz. bottles $8.9

Molson 12 oz. bottles. . . $2.S

Becks 12 o2. bottles $3.S

Carlo Rossi Wine. $5.99/4

33« CoNege St., Amherst
Route 9 East
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ANNUAL .^^
SPRING GIVEAWAY
• still going on. new additions daily

Ifs springtime again a„d tf,at mean* th.

mg, basketball, soccer, football, baseball, racquet-ball, tennis, lacrosse & frisbee. :

Regular Prices are $20. • $75.
Sale prices are $5. - $45.

The sale is on now until the end of March.
159 IM. Pleasant (behind Faces)
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Society needs parents to work and love
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

There is a need to strive for a society where men and
women can work, be intimate with each other and still be
parents, said Professor Jan Dizard during the panel
"Career and Lifestyle Balances" last night at Amherst
College.

Dizard, a professor of sociology at Amherst College, told
an audience of 75 that in today's society it Ls becoming
much more common for men and women to have an anti-
child career orientation.

"More and more of us are trying to shed those depen-
ds ncies such- as not having children and postponing en-
tering into relationships which require dependencies,"
Dizai'd said.

"It is never rational to get married and it is not rational
to have children." he said. "Children are dependent, but
the dependency is not always excruciating. It can bo joyful
at times."

However. Judith Stiehm, professor of political science at
the University of vSouthern California said. "It is extremely
graf ifying not to have to depend on anyone."
To have the potential of economic self sufficiency is very

important, Stiehm said.

"The thrill is independence," she said.
It is also very important for women to keep investing in

themselves, Stiehm said.

"Do those things which will permit you to grow," she
said.

The panelists agreed that education was very important
m society. Being involved in academics has a number of
g<x)d points, one of them bemg that it allows flexibility in
attempting to balance a career and family, Dizard said.
"Most jobs do not present that kind of flexibilitv." he

said.

Jes.syca McCargo. a divorced mother of two and second
semester senior majoring in anthropology at UMass, said,
"My career would allow me a m^nlcrate amount of
flexibility, but my children must come first."

"To even try to balance a career and a family is only
asking for trouble since my family comes first," she said.

"The women's movement relieved me of a lot of guilt It
reheved me of the guilt of making two keys to 'h^ house
anti givmg them to the children. ' she said.

'The women's movement allows a woman to make a
choice, whether she wants to stay at home and if not.
allows her to go out and do what she wants," she said. "It
allows me the choice of what career I want to pursue.

BOG amendment
will allow vendors

to serve on board
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

tr^ <^ampus Center/Student Union Board of Governors
(BOG) voted unanimously last night to ratify an amend-
ment that would allow a person to serve on the BOG while
also bemg a vendor on the Campus Center' concourse.

The amendment, however, also stated that a vendor
'selling crafted/uncrafted, personally-
made/manufactured goods on the concourse shall not be
able to serve on the Building Operations Committee or the
Vendor Verification Committee and must abstain from
voting on any board decisions relating to vendor policy."

The decision was ratified partly to clear up BOG conflict
of interest policy before the upcoming BOG election. TheBOG candidates will appear on the election ballot along
wnth the Student Government Association presidential
candidates this Monday and Tuesday.

Board member Ernie Dwork of Brittany Manor said it

was unfair that a BOG candidate be caught in a "Catch
-22" situation that would preclude him or her from serving
as a board member after having already campaigned for
that position.

The amendment came as an alternative to a proposed
motion that would have excluded persons entirely from
serving on the BOG. Several board members agreed that
this kind of conflict of interest policy would be hypocritical
when considering the fact the BOG is always looking for
board members of "fresh blood."
Such a severe policy would be discriminating against

those BOG candidates who are "strapped financially" and
must hold their vending businesses, board members .said.

An incident that occured last spring was cited in which
one unidentified board member was denied his access to a
vending table on the Campus Center concourse for .selling
ZooMass T-shirts. The BOG sancti. ned that the board
member not be allowed to sell his gof .ds at a table for the
remainder of the semester.
Also speaking at the meeting last night were Ashoke

Ganguli and Betty Ann O'Keefe of the IJniversity of
Massachusetts Auxiliary Services Organization. Ganguli
and Keefe said now that planned renovations of the
Hatch, Blue Wall, and TOC lounge are complete, the focus
of effort should shift to scheduling more coi^erences in--:*
the Campus Center.

Protesters on El Salvador
are arraigned in Holyoke
By KATHLEEN BRUNET
Collegian Staff

HOLYOKE — The majority of the people
arrested in the Feb. 11 sit-in at
Congressman Silvio Conte's office in

Holyoke to protest aid to El Salvador were
arraigned in Holyoke District Court
yesterday.

All defendants entered a plea of not
guilty to charges of trespassing and
disorderly conduct, said Charles J. DiMare.
the lawyer representing the students from
the University of Massachusetts arrested in
the sit-in.

The students arrested were Midori
Tabery, Lisa Nazarro, Mark Lewy,
Kristine Kallander,Joseph Gannon, Jim
Asasstly, Andrew Bartlett, Peter George
Bohmer, William Bowers, Christopher
Nealy, Peter Brown, Brandon Fine, Karen

Flammia, Laurie Gaughran, Cynthia Leh-
mbeck, James Hesson, Elizabeth Hill, Carl
Keechlin, Ted Lewis, Lisa Beth Markowitz,
Steve John Mathews, Jim Murphy, Cynthia
Peters, Karen Strueningand llona Strum.
A trial date of March 12 has been set for

all the defendants, including six non-
students who chose to go without legal

counsel and were arraigned last week.
Twelve other non students were also
arraigned yesterday.

The attorneys have attempted to settle

out of court but to "no avail, " DiMare said.

"It has been assured that we are going to
trial," DiMare said.

DiMare is working on the case along with
attorney Steven C. Schlang and other
concerned area lawyers,

A meeting will be held next week with all

of the 45 defendants to discuss strategy
with the attorneys, DiMare said.

Collefia* photoa hj Dan [)roUettc

FROM TOP TO BOTTOM - Two views from the Old Chapel facing
Goodell. one from the ground floor (above) and the other from the bell
tower (right).
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FAC and a BMW vandalized

Friday, March 5, 1982

By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Pohce
reported an arrest for driving under the
inlluence, two incidents of vandalism, and
an incident of larceny yesterday.
At approximately 1:04 a.m. yesierdav.

police arrested Timothy Mcl>ean, 21, of 200
Moreland Rd., Falmouth, for driving under
the influence of alcohol and speeding.

An act of \andalism was reported to
police at 6:05 p.m. Wednesday when the
owner of a BMW automobile reported
discovering a dent on the right side, a
smashed right passenger window and a

smashed rear tail light lens. The incident
occurred in Ix)t 22 across from the South
west Residential Area sometime be^ween
last Sunday and Wednesdav, and there was
an estimated $250 worth of damage, police
said.

In an unrelated incident, vandalism was
reported at 1:;J0 p.m. yesterday to police
when se\erai mirrors were reported stolen
sometime between last Tuesday and
Thursday from the Fine Arts Center, police'
said.

Ihf iimrors were later found smashed
between the Fine Arts Center and Horter
Hall, police .s.iid. There was an estimated
$200 worth of damage, police said.
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SprmgtMtd
Managafrwnt
AstociatM

SPEED
READING
2nd S*Mlon

Three
2- Hour Sessions
March 10, 17, 31,
from 7-9 P.M.

'

CC Rm 811 15

Cost $40.

Contaci Jon 546 5396

g Campus Rep
S btwn24PM.
aiiiiiinaininim

Amherst Chinese Food
"Family Style Cooking"

Mandarin & Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon Specials from $1.75

Beer & Wine License

Sunday Brunch all you can eat $4.95

s

miff

62 64 Main St
Amherst 253 7835

Closed Wednesdays
We use no MSG or

Artificial Food Coloring

Doonesbury
Drought to you

evefydoy
by Gorry Trudeou

ond the

MossQchusetts
Doily Collegion

mRSONS
at Lake Placid
Pa-^ons at Lake Placid A fresh approach to summer
stuOy. offering intensive two-week wo'-Kshops by
master at.sts^craftsnen Parsons at Lake Placid is an
ex-:ens on of Parsons School of Design s internationally
acclaimed summer program.s The cu-riculum is stnjc-
'ured tc develop new skills and refme existing tech-
'iiques for students at every level

WORKSHOPS: Ceramics
Photography
Glass
Wood
Papermaking

Surface Design
Metals
Fibers

Pnntmakjng

SCHEDULE;

Remember...

When patronzing
6ur advertisers,

make sure to tell

them
that you saw
their ads
ir the Collegian.

FACILITtES

SETTING:

Two-week sessions June 20
to August 28

Two undergraduate or grad-
uate credits for each worl^shop

Robert Lee Moms. Mary Ann Scherr
Don Reitz. Dorothy Hatner Junco '

Sato Pollack. Joan Livingstone
Albinas Elskus. Rudy Staffel
Heikki Seppa Cornelia Breitenbach

Superbly equipped studios
Comprehensive Design Library
Exhibition Galley.
Housing available upon request

In the natural splendor of the
Adirondack mountain resort villaqe
at Lake Piacid New York.

FOUR SEASONS
Molson Golden bts 10.49
S"sch ._ .bts 7.99
Rolling Rock 16ozcan88.99

'^"'«'' 12ozcans8.99
Jameson Irish Whiskey 750 mi 10.99

Southern Comfort 8.99

Canadian Rare 1.75 l 11 .79
Gallo Table Wine 1.5 l 3.99

Mondavi red & white 1.5 L 5.99

Mondavi red & white 750 ml 3.49
INTRODUCING A LINE BY ITSELF

Almaden light Chablis 750 ml 2.99

11 Open 10 AM to 11 PM ^A in front of the Malls ^
Wines/Liquors '

^
rte.9, hadle\; ma./ 584-8174

For detailed brochure, piease sen:i ;^e c juton or can theCm.ce of Speoi^i Programs (212) 741 -8975

>esign

0'*ire of Special Programs
Parsons School of Design
66 Fitth Avenue
New^ York. NY 10011

256-8587
EJ.

**^

3f>.3 Mam Street

Op«n 7 Days
4:30 p.m.-2:30 ajn.
PIck-Up Till 3 «.m.

Address

City

State
:iD

Wing - Ivory Turquoise and Black $38 00

Parsley - Salmon Ivory $38 00

Sauce - Poppy Gmge-- $38 00

MiMce - Ivory S37 DO

|^^ Bunny - Beige

NFS

Ont Coupon P.. ,..,
Eiptrat Jun* is, 1MI

OFF
pny larg« d«lvx« piz]
F««t. Fr»». Hot Delivery
Coupon good on delivery
363 Mam Street, Amherst
Phone 2S6-«Sa7
Drivers carry less than $20 00

PIIXArACTOlT^
?5ro;?r,:.; "•""•"«'

Feet. Free Hoi Delivery
Coupon good on delivery
363 Mam Street. Amherst
Phone 2Se^M7
Drivers carry less than $20 00

fcol« w|».

mil FKmT ^

O N A
CONTEMPORARY FASHJON . THORNES MARKET NORTHAMPTON

ont I ouetyi Pfi Hilt

Adtfratt

Op^ T (>•«•

"• raMrv* lh« fHjKI to *mi» CM (J*tv*ry WM

CHECK POLICY:
——

—

Amherst checks only Hampshire Bank preferred
2 positive IDs. Address
Phone. Driver's License
$10.00 service charge on all returned checksNo checks after May 1
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History of labor relations

will be presented on film

"^.^"X.™ HELP - University Ombudsman G;,:;grLtvh,rr7ndas«stant Phylhs Foster sit in front of a painting in theifCampus^Center

Ombudsmen here to lend an ear to
help students solve problems

Phyllis Foster, the assistant om
budsman, said the office's purpcse is to take
care of faculty, students, staff and others in
the University community who feel they
have been discriminated against or treated
unfairly.

"We try to deal with the whole person,
the human element," she said. "We try to
provide on-the-spot resolution.

"However, by the end of three years,
you are burned out," Foster said. She has
officially been assistant ombudsman since
1974. She said her specific area of expertise
is student affairs, but many times the
ombudsman and the assistant work
together on cases.

"I hate to say this, but it is sort of like a
marriage," she said.

Foster said the ombudsman has total
autonomy and reports only to the chan-
cellor's office for their budget. The office is

a "confidential office," which has over 500
documented cases a year.

"The most important function of the
ombudsman's office is to listen to people
who feel they haven't been listened to,"
Levinger said.

"We wUl listen to anyone," Foster said.

Workshop on economic literacy
The Women's Commission in Exile will

offer the second of two workshops on
economic literacy for women on Saturday.

"Who's Got Your 41 Cents: Women and
the Wage Gap," will be held from 10 a.m. to

2 p.m. in room 168 of the Campus Center.

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Students who feel tliey have been
treated unfairly by the University system
can turn to the ombudsman's office on the
eighth floor of the Campus Center for help.

"An ombudsman is one who in-

vestigates reported complaints, reports
findings and helps achieve an equitable
settlement," said Dr. George Levinger
professor of psychology and recently ap-
pointed acting ombudsman.

Levinger who has taught at UMass for
the past 16 and one- half years, said that as
the new ombudsman. "I'm getting to know
a lot of aspects of the University that I

hadn't been aware of, such as the ways
people can miscommunicate."

Levinger replaced Janet Rifkin.
professor of legal studies, who left on
sabbatical for the spring semester. The
search for a new ombudsman will begin
later in the semester. The office of om-
budsman is a two year appointment
renewable for one term for a total of four
years.

By GARY STARTA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Labor
Relations and Research Center will spon-
sor a labor history film series entitled "The
Union Makes Us Strong," next week at
The University of Massachusetts, and sur-
rounding colleges.

The series is being shown for the first
time outside of the Smithsonian Institute in
Washington, D.C. The series will attempt
to localize national issues and make people
aware that the labor struggle continues to-

day. Director Kathleen Riordan said there
is an incorrect "perspective from the
American media that workers are
satisfied."

The films will be shown in conjunction
with related programs and discussions. On
Sunday, the Sterling Radiator plant
workers strike in Westfield will be discuss-
ed; on Tuesday, occupational safety and
health will be the topic; on Thursday, there
will be a focus on the effect of the multi-
national corporation on local workers; and
on Friday, there will be a celebration of
Women's Week with women's labor songs.
Beginning at 7:30 p.m. on Sunday, the

film "Bottom Line" will be shown in room
163 of the UMass Campus Center followed
by "They Can't Break our Union" at 8:30
p.m. On Monday, in room 168 of the Cam-
pus Center , "The Willmer 8" will be
shown at noon; "Union Maids" will be
shown at 7:30 p.m.; and 'The Wobblies" at
8:30 p.m. Also on Monday, the "Song of
the Canary" will be shown at 4:15 p.m. in
room 10 of Seelye Hall in Smith College.
On Tuesday, in room 168 of the Campus

Center, "Babies and Banners" will be
shown at noon. Also on Tuesday in room
165 of the Campus Center, "Bread and

Roses Too" will be shown at 7:30 p.m.; "I
am Somebody" at 8 p.m; and "Like a
Beautiful Child" at 8 p.m.; "The
Willmar 8" will be shown at 7:30 p.m.
followed by "The Wobblies" at 8:30 p.m. at
Hooker Auditorium at Mt. Holyoke Col-
lege.

On Wednesday, "Bread and Roses Too"
will be shown at noon in room 162 of the
Campus Center. At 7:30 p.m. in room 165,
"Can't Take No More" will be shown
"Working For Your Life" at 8; and "Song
of the Canary" at 8:30 p.m. "The
Wobblies" will be shown at 7:30 p.m. and
"The Willmar 8" at 9 p.m. in the East Lec-
ture Hall at Hampshire College.
On Thursday in room 162 of the Campus

Center, "Rosie the Riveter" will be shown
at noon. In room 168 of the Campus Center
"Harve-st of Shame" will be shown at 7:30
p.m.; "Controlling Interest" at 8:30 p.m.;
and "The Inheritance" at 9:30 p.m. "Rosie
the Riveter" will be shown at 7:30 p.m.
followed by "The Wobblies" at 8:30 p.m. at
Amherst College.

At noon Friday, in room 162 of the Cam-
pus Center, "Union Maids" will be shown.
In room 163 of the Campus Center, "The
Willmar 8" will be shown at 7:30 p.m.;
"Babies and Banners" at 8:30 p.m.; and
"Rosie the Riveter" at 9:15 p.m. At Smith
College in room 10 of Seelye Hall, "Bread
and Roses Too" will be shown at 7:30 p.m.
followed by "Working for Your Life" at
8:30 p.m.

The series has been made available at
UMass by the Service Employees Interna-
tional Union of Washington, D.C. The labor
history film series received critical acclaim
when it was presented last year by the
Smithsonian Institute. Riordan said it's a
"chance to see many good quality labor
films for free."

SW orientation informs new reps

Pre-registration is encouraged and
childcare will be available. The workshop is

sponsored by the Working Women's Task
Force of the Everywoman's Center (EWC).
More information on registration is

available from the EWC at 545-0883.

By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Correspondent

An orientation program, designed by
Communications Coordinator Beth Cooney,
to provide Southwest Area Government
(SWAG) representatives with a working
knowledge of the functions of the assembly
was held last night.

The assembly was broken down into
two mock committees which addressed
social and cultural events and budget
planning. Each group was led by a
facilitator from the executive staff who
acted in an advisory capacity to an ap-
pointed committee chairperson.

The social and cultural committee,
which was chaired by Jenny Scofield and

facilitated by co-Vice Presidents Fran
Hegeler and Kevin O'Rourke. discussed
fundmg an event involving an appeiirance
by a Southwest based band. Planning this
activity included examining advertising
security, payment of the band, acquisition
ol a sound system and other regulatory
considerations.

The budget committee facilitated by
former SWAG Treasurer Eric Spiel and
chaired by Carol Rafferty, a representative
from Mackimmie dormitory, outlined the
provisions of the SWAG budget and ad-
dressed sources of funding available to the
assembly.

The group considered methods of
procuring money from the SGA and

Continued on page 8
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Student tailors studies to her store
By RONALD KENDALL
Collegian Correspondent

At age 22. Erica Tannen. a fashion
marketing major at the University of
Massachusetts is also the proprietor of her
own clothing store called Chona in Thornes
Market, Northampton.
Tannen has been in the area for five years

and was hired at Chona as a salesperson 18
months ago. Betsy Stone, her partner and
the original owner, brought up the idea of
partnership on a buying trip they took. Two
months ago, Tannen invested in the shop.
Tannen has one semester of study left to

complete her degree in fashion marketing.
By taking classes through the continuing
education program, Tannen is able to
schedule school around work.
"The shop comes first," she said.

Part of Tannen's work consists of trips to
Boston and New York to buy new lines of
clothing for the shop. The shop carries a
small inventory but tries to stock a wide

range of attire she said. She is planning a
buying trip to Italy in March. There Tannen
will attend shows and discuss additions to
her line with prospective suppliers.

"People tend to think this business is

more glamorous than it is," Tannen said.
She said when the money for trips and
products comes from her own pocket, she
watches it carefully.

Her partner. Stone, is pregnant and due
in July and this will mean Tannen will have
to take on more responsibility because
Stone is planning a two-month leave in
order to have the child.

Tannen said she won't mind the extra
work because it will come after the busy
spring season. She also said her partner has
been very supportive and deserves the time
off.

Most of the buying is done in the spring,
and the summer is reserved for the con-
sideration of future projects. Tannen and
Stone are planning to establish a shop in

Boston at Faneuil Hall.

Friday, March 5, 1982

University of Massachusetts student Erica Tannen tends to
clothing in her store, Chona, in Thornes Market, Northampton.

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253^5441

I Happy Hour Prices on UTSigOIie
•*

^ Lambnisco and Bianco j5«49r
*•••••• /

•••••••••••••••••*^^***^^^*
1.6 L i
••••*

Budweiser
MolSOn beer, ale.

Vodka

12 oz cans.

3de, golden.

case

6pk

Friday Afternoon

^ HAPPY
^ HOUR

Come sing along
ivith

Live Entertainment
Drink Special Penny Afternoon

3 for 2
* Hot hors d'oevres will be served

All REQUESTS For FuNdiNq, to Be
CONsidEREd AT tNe MEETINq of
ThE UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
PRoqRAM Committee on

MARch 16 MUST bE RECEivEd by
tIie Arts CouncII StaFF in 125
Herter HaU by noontime
IVlARch 11, 1982.

OFFicE Hours:

MoNdAy - FRidAy 8:JO - 4:JO
TEUphoNE No.:

545-0202

EDITORIAL/OPINION
£2ll£gimi 7

Black causes
need a voice
In view of the! latest racist tendencies which perm-

eate the current administration in Washington, it's

important to examine a debate, begun in the late

nineteenth century, still unresolved today which is a more
important objective for blacks today — economic power or
l^al rights?

The debate began in 1895 when Booker T. Washington,
a self-made man who rose to the top position at the
Tuskegee Institute, unleashed a bomb-shell called "The
Atlanta Compromise." In it, he advocated making friends
with those in the southern white community who were
willing to employ blacks. B.T. Washington became the hit

;:;:::;:::j:-:%jA;:f:S:f

Dave McCarthy
of the nation and (he darling of the media when he said,
Negroes are the most patient, faithful, law-abiding, and

unresentful people that the world has ever known."
But Washington was considered anything but a sensa-

tion to many in the black community, including, most
notably, W.E.B. Dubois. Dubois was a Harvard educated
sociologist, who claimed that The Atianta Compromise
was nothing but an aquiescence to the white supremacy
bull of the time. Dubois was a militant who felt that get-
fang equality and social justice under tiie law, be it through
pressure or civil disobedience, was more important tijan
economic comfort.

With black unemployment geometiically greater than
white unemployment, the debate still rages. In fact the
debate has grown in statiire since tiie Reagan regime
came to power. Mr. Reagan has examined tiie inverse rela-
tionship between inflation and unemployment and has
decided to attack tiie inflation side. Lowering inflation at
tiie expense of higher unemployment is a major blunder
Tlie inflation rate is greatiy overstated. The Consumer
Price Index, which measures tiie prices of certain con-
sumer goods, takes into account the price of cars and
homes. How many people buy these luxury items every
montii? If people do not have jobs (and 17 million do not) it
does not matter how much tiie price of a Honda Accord
has risen, the unemployed cannot afford it at any price.
So, with inflation increasing, tiie condition of the black
immunity will likely worsen. HistoricaUy, minorities are
tiie last hired and the first fired.

Letters

M^ttoUMDUP AT THE DOUBLE-R

The flip side of the Reagan presidency shows a complete
lack of concern for civil rights. Besides tiie tampering with
tiie Voting Rights Act, tiie tax statiis re-examination of
racist colleges, and the nomination of an anti-ERA and
busing advocate to tiie Civil Rights Commission, tiiere is
always tiie fact tiiat, at a recent cabinet meeting, Ronald
Raast could not tell which black in tiie room was his
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development.

Although this increase of governmental racism could
lead to a return to the civily disobedient tactics of the six-
ties, economic leverage is still the greatest weapon for
promotion of social justice. Although some thought B.T.
Washington was an Uncle Tom, his theory tiiat permanent
political and social rights can only come in the wake of
economic progress remains true today. In the short run,
the tactics of the 1960's were effective in passing pro^
gressive legislation, but what is left are burned out cities
which may never recover fix)m the rioting, and a screw-
ball president who is rearming for a race war which was
thought to have been won.

The power of economic leverage can be seen in the 1982
federal budget. Defense expenditiires were increased, and
subsidies continued for the Tennessee Valley Authority,
nuclear industry, and Social Security beneficiaries. These

groups do weU at budget time because tiiey have powerful
and effective lobbies. Who is lobbying for the blacks? A
few liberal Congressmen, an ex-president (Nbcon), who
thinks that blacks are inferior, but should be helped
because "its tiie right tiling to do," and groups like tiie
NAACP and Rev. Jesse Jackson's PUSH, botii of which
are monetarily outfinanced by groups like the National
Conservative Political Action Conunittee (NCPAC), and
the Conservative Caucus, whose concern for blacks is
questionable.

Only economic leverage can prevent economic and civil
retrenchment in tiie 1980's. If Black caucuses do not start
speaking with one voice and pressure legislators, they will
be relegated to watching the government strip them of
their civil rights. Now is not the time for those in the lower
strata to sit back and wait for Congress to come to th«r
senses. Governmental benevolence will come an4gb. Onfy
•political pressure (i.e. campaign contributions and unified
lobbying) can be depended upon to produce dividends. If
you believe that a good record on issues will keep the pro-
gressives in office, you are in good company. Others like
George McGovem and Birch Bayh thought that way, too.
Both are former senators.

David McCarthy is a Coll^ian columnist

Liabilities were the Coach's
To the Editor:

After having read last Wednesday's CoUegian I find it

hard to believe that I have been personally accused of
mismanagement and near single-handed destruction of the
men's volleyball club without having been asked my
opinion on the situation, which is now forthcoming.

I feel more qualified to define the problem here, having
been actually involved in the club, than the club sports
official who had been interviewed. The club officers had
been attributed with mismanagement when, in fact, they
had no more influence in the running of the club than any
other member. The club, in a search for strong leadership,
had given control of the club to the coach and left the of-

ficers in the role of merefy carrying out the coach's wishes
as far as they concerned the RSO office. The club sports
official also felt that my resignation last May somehow
prevented the club from submitting an annual report in

June and a budget request in September. In the structure
of our club these responsibilities belonged to the coach, not
the officers as implied in the article. Anyone wishing
further insight from me on this matter should feel free to
contact me personally.

In summary. I object to the unrestrained use of my name
in the libelous. National Enquirer like manner that it was.
without the chance to respond that even Geraldo Rivera
would have given me.

Patrick Ryan
Amherst

Placement learn from UPC
To the Editor:

I would like to propose that the UPC take over
operations at the University Placement Service. In case
many of you haven't heard, students have been lining up
for interview signups as early as ten hours before
placement opens. This procedure is much like obtaining

concert tickets and since UPC has such an excellent

reputation for handling these situtations. it seems only

logical that they handle this matter.

There is a simple and fair way of handling this problem if

only the Placement Service wouU reafiie and act on this
plicanls. then all interMted studenU should submit their

solution. If a company recruiting will not prescreen ap-
names and the placement should award interviews by
means of a lottery system. Smith College exercises this
practice and it works quite well. Otherwise, may I sign up
with the UPC to work security for these events? Maybe I'll

receive a T shirt saying "SECURITY - Proctor and
Gamble Sign Up" or "AT&T Does Have Long Lines!"

DavidJ. Comeau
Amherst

Garden State not a dump
To the EdKor:

In regard to your March 3rd comic strip, 'The UMass
Zone." I'd like to congratulate you on your fine piece of
juvenile humor. You have demonstrated your expertise in
jumping on the "let's rag on New Jersey" bandwagon,
made fashionable by NBC's "Saturday Night Live." I

particularly like your picture of the chemical waste dump
with the smoke stacks in the background. Being from
central New Jersey, your beautiful artwork reminds me of
home, where there's a chemical waste dump in everyone's
backyard!

Well, enough praise of your amazing originality, let's get
down to business. Sources tell me you're from
Massachusetts, so I've prepared a small comparison of the
two states. In 1978, N.J. had 1.1 million acres of farmland.
Massachusetts had .7 million acres. When you take into
account the fact that Massachusetts has 8.257 square miles
of land mass and N.J. has 7.836 square miles, it becomes
obvious that N.J. is much more ruralized than anybody
realizes. I'd also like to infwm you that In a recent study

based on social, economic, and environmental factors thetwo worst places to live in the country were in
Massachusetts (Fitchburg and Lawrence).

In closing I'd like to warn you that if you ever come tobeautiful Midd etown. New Jersey you better lay low. we

the""GLtetat?'
''^' ^^'^ ""^"^'^^^ ^'^^^ ^"" «^

Neil Rhein
(^hardHiU

/^
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* Noland
Continued from page 1

/or^
Student Government Association

(SGA), Graduate Student Senate, Faculty
Senate, and Professional Association of the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
(PAUMA) will debate and analyze the
woridng group's recommendations before
they are submitted to the acting Chancellor
Loren Bartiz for final a{^roval, Noland
said. He expects getting the chancellor's

* Com stu~
Continued from page 1

present communication studies depart-
ment does not have placement records
before 1970. The unavailable date for 40
percent of the graduate students since
1961 was caused by the reorganization of
the communication studies department in
1970, Savereid said.

Savereid said the criticism regarding-

dedsion by the last week in April.
Noland sajd the working group has also

recommended the long range plan be
reassessed each year to keep abreast with
the changing needs of the University.
The remaining sections of the long range

plan inchide general recommendations,
student affairs, administration and finance
and the chancellor's area. Those sections
are expected to be released by the middle
of April.

.Friday, March 5, 1982 Friday, March 5, 1982

quality of the communication studies facul-
ty's publications and the quality of the of
the journals they wrote for was because
"they had to deal with the -fact that we
(communication studies faculty) publish
very heavily and the only way we could be
attacked was the quality aspect," said
Savereid.

* Orientation
Continued from page 5 Trust Fund (SATF) monies are aliocated

Ztt"^ ''' '""'"' ^^""^ '"'^* "^^^ ^"'•'•^"^'y- -^« governments .^.e'veW^O
last year s as an example. Members of this for each of their constituents from this dmIcommittee learned what centers SWAG of money, raised from the $84 fee ^m-mamtains and how the Student Activities dergraduate students pay each year

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

3)C^^

THEfVOK
Chinese

Home
Style

COMPLETE TAKE-OUT MENU

Cooking
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

LUNCHEON t DINNER SPECIAIS

AMPLE PARKING
MON -THURS

11 30AM-10PM.FRI &SAT 11 30 A M TO 12 00 PMSUN & HOLIDAYS
1PM TO 10 P M . LUNCHEONS 1 1 30 A M -3 P M
EXCEPT HOLIDAYS

«• RUSSELL ST, HAOLEY Call 586-1202

Opea Ul % «,i. fri. A Sat, Miffht

Every Wednesday

\
SOCK HOP

\

Thursday, Friday

and Saturday

A RostQuront

with FLAIR

^^RdcleXX^

Cheete ond

Wine SpeclQlf

2:30-5:00 PM

Also Sunday

DRUNCH

on the

BoltwoodWalk
103 N. Pleasant St.
Amherst
253-5927

QAMCilMG £//\PORiu/A

The Awesome
ALTERNATIVE

Fri. & Sat. 95c Happy 5-7
rHI.<«E!^E APPCnZERS SCRVED TILL IAM FRI A SAT^RE LATE nmWiTW% TO HADLET VILLAGE RAR.V SHOP!^.

48 RussrII St., Hadlev. Mass.

Come Dance on the

Largest Dance Floor

in Anriherst

WEEKEND
DRINK SPECIALS

LICORICE STICKS 95c
MILLER/MILLER LITE

Froper Dress Required
• No T-Shirts or Jerseys

No Dungarees

POSITIVE I.D. REQUIRED

,AT THB oosaniR ©F-

886-8608

Ope« ta t .S—-TliM^.. fH. jt s.t.m g ,.^.

-*''••»- m*

Arts
Colieglan 9

"i!!!!"!^!"!"!"!"!;!"!;^"! !'!j

!" ! ! ! "^^^^"^ .

.

. . .^

Ragtime's i
RAGTIME - Directed by Milo» Foreman andstamng Jamea Cagney. Now playing at the
Mountain Farma Mall Theater.

'^^ ^ "^ ^
dragt

By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

(AJthough this fflm has been out for a few months it hassuddenly become topical again due to its return to Se arS

^rt,lJ^.r
"°™"**^''" ^°'^ ^^^'"y Award for best

The major problem with Milos Foreman's film version of

5i:^ T^ ' "°^ ' ^<^»»««. is that it's really a boring
P»f«i»^,K^^- This is sad because it really had the
potential of being a very nice film. The score by RandyNewn^ ,s a good one and the cinematography is first
rate. Some of the acting is inspired and for the first 15minutes or so it is a very enjoyable movie.

oJ^^ ^^^^ w"*. '^ ^^ ^y ^^ ^^^ the introductions
are over, the plot virtuaUy curls up and dies.

hii? nH^^ fJ't^. ^J^"" P^P'^ ^'^SJy outside of the
Jugh price of tickets. Fu^t off, those who rushed to the

?^p! rJ^l ^,!^?^ "^^" °^ ^^'« fi'">. JamesCagney will be shocked to see that this once highly
energetic actor has degenerated into something between acorpse and a wax dummy. It's hard enough for him to say
his lines, let alone move around the place, and throughout
the movie it looks as if his face is about to crack right off
AJl of his appeal has dried up with age.
The rest of the cast is memorable only for their ability to

alienate the audience. It's bad when characters who are
supposed to be the film's protagonists are so irritating
that they make one hope that they would hurry up and die
so the plot might move along. With the exception of Nor-man Mailer m an amusing cameo, this desired death
doesn t happen The only actor who is at all successful isKenneth McMillan as Chief Conklin; a bloated, bilious and

cT^ «; n^'^^
^^° ^"'•^es the film's "hero"Coalhouse Walker (Howard Rollins), by dumping manureon the fi-ont seat of his new Model T. This^lSJTt

precipitates countless deaths in Walker's demand for
revenge as it almost becomes a parody of Arlo Guthrie's
experience with the Stockbridge, Mass. police department

Crimson courts I
KING CRIMSON
Fine Arts Center
Monday, March 1

By JOHN BROBST
Collegian Staff

"These guys don't let up!"
This quote from a member of the

audience clearly describes the tone of
Monday night's King Crimson performance.
It was liki' watching a disciplined riot squad
that falls into its rehearsed formations just
before the mob overtakes it. From the
moment they walked onstage to the final
bow at the end of the encore Crimson
riveted the audience to the edge of its seat.

Adrian Belew (vocals, guitar), Robert
Fripp (guitar, devices), Tony Levin (stick,
bass) and Bill Bruford (drums) all shined on

[
Coming Attractions 1

V. ' Stephen Mu rphy 1

The following written by Richard L. Stromgren. the
Director of Undergraduate Communication Studies ismore than a statement; it is the feeling of all of us in the
Oommumcation Studies Department, students and faculty

Yet there is one pertinent fact no one should forget- the
tong rai^ plan is m^rdy a pnyposal and nothing more.Much of the information in the Chancellor's WorkinirGroup s proposal - sources, facts, and conclusions -

*

S^i ^«stionable. poorly drawn out, and therefor*
mJUcely to be accepted by the university's academic com-

EDITORIAL

James Cagney,
in AJice's Restaurant. But unlike Walker who blows thi^

^^n'd h
-P'^

T?"^^ °"' °^ P'-^P^'^io" to the ch^^of aSaromid him. Arlo was smart enough to claim^Il^ew^ere was going to be so much trouble I would havepSup the garbage myself."
picKea

In writing the book upon which this fiasco was based Doc-torow probably intended to mix a story abouTrfk^Tvwith the exciting events that were taWng^I^e inThiscountry during the turn of the century. The^uW^tSpiu^ly American but this film is so aSin its rSrTyals

t Zti^^s^^J^^ "(^'^ -^'^ -^ scrSn^tolottne actaon. History hasn't been so sIoddv sincp th^
anachronistic Cunningham family fromhI^ D^^we^tback m time to celebrate Thank^iving with^ePuSPeople who have read the b<^k clJm that it hafhSlerelation to the movie. This is sad because it was suc^a finestory. Ragtime should have been a fun movi^

You have no doubt heard by this time that draft recom-
mendations of a Chancellor's "Working Group" on lonirrange planmng calls for the elimination of this deoart-
ment. *^

fJnH^f^"'*^'*
loiow that the faculty of the department hasfound those parts of the report related to the department

^» ,1!!^^^'."^J^' and completely unsupported.The uresponsible and mahdous nature of the coveraee
prompts us to treat it as it would any other epithet -to
~™«f^ *^**'^ '^ P«* »t Mide for what it is.

JtL^ "*T!
*™*' '^*' "* painfiiUy aware that as

fiillaaous as the report may be. by its very presence it

^^fJ'^Z^^ department by raising iestions in
the moi^ of the unmformed. You will probably have fami-
ly and fiiends ask how it feels to be aboard a rinking ship.Your response should be as firm and unequivocal as Uiat ofyour department faculty. We have no ir^ntion ofaUowing

I-J?f"^^°^ * discipline that has the respect 5
enlightened academic communities across the nation- a
discipline that represents the second largest
undergraduate program on this campus, and one which is
enjoying vigorous growth, not just in numbers, but in-
teUectually both here and at other major universities
You can be assured that your department faculty, while

refusing to stoop to the demeaning and completely un-
necessary position of defending its right to exist, ^1 be
taking all necessary action to dispel the gloom, to educate
those Ignorant of what our field of study represents, and
to continue the task of building a strong and exciting pro-gram in communication studies.
The department intends not only to see you through

your undergraduate career here with unflagging dedi^-
tion and resolve, but expects to be around for a long time
to come. ^

Richard L. Stromgren
Director of Undergraduate Studies

their respective instruments. Fripp and
Belew actually played those fast, repeating
guitar parts prevalant on Discipline,
Crimson's latest album, rather than
plugging them through a tape loop. Levin
hardly touched his bass guitar, relying

instead on an instrument called a stick. This
allowed Levin to play both bass lines and
chords simultaneously. And Bruford was
phenomenal, especial during his short solo
giving the music an African taste.

But what separated Crimson, the well
oiled machine, from a common group of
good musicians was that Crimson tran-
scended the limitations of their in-

struments. They created a doom laden
musical atmosphere of a decidedly modern
nature. Fripp is still signaling the end of the
world. controlling and orchestrating
violence and apocalypse.

Stewart wears it well
By MIKE SLINSKY
Collegian Correspondent

Last Thursday night a sell-out crowd of
^1 ages (predominantly female) filled the
Hartford Civic Center to see Rod "the
mod" Stewart. It was a well staged and
professionally done show lasting a little
over one and a half hours.
Rod brought the band through the ei^-

teen song extravaganza with the sterling
showmanship that has kept his career
afloat for so many years. Two new
members touring with him are Wally
Stocker on guitar and Tony Brock on
drums (from the now defunct Babies). Tony
took an extended drum solo mid-show
following the bands rolicking version of
"I'm Losing You". It was easily one of the
most exciting and solid solo spots I have
yet to see.

"Hot Legs" was dedicated to Tina
Turner. It brought the house down with
Rod splitting his red leopard pants to the
obvious delight of the crowd. He jumped
off of the custom built stage many times to
fondle the exciting young ladies who push-
ed their way through the giant security

guards. The show was generously sprinkl-
ed with hits like "Tonight's The Night,"
"Passion," "You're In My Heart," and the
show stopping "Maggie May." The entire
place was on its feet for that one.

Surprisingly, the overpublicized "Blond
Siren" antics of Mr. Stewart took a
backseat to the music. He jumped up onto
the amps and behind the backdrop of the
stage in step with the music while keeping
his shirt and pants on. His crowd rapport
was very obvious but not overly friendly.
The band looked and played the part of a
bunch of Keith Richard understudies.
Rod proved he's a pretty fair soccer

player during the encore. In between a wild
rendition of "Tear it Up." and a somewhat
tired "Stay with Me." he kicked a dozen
soccer balls into the audience. The only en-
core of the night was short and sweet
which prompted the audience to show it's

teeth.

All in all. it was a pretty good show
bordering on the exceptional. I'm sure the
sell-out crowd enjoyed it. As we made our
escape out of the hockey arena I asked a
young lady near me what she liked best
about the show. It was one of the neatest
giggles I've ever heard.

A visit to UMass by Ronald Reagan.
Jimmy Carter. Richard Nixon, and Henry
Kissinger in the near future seems
dubious. However, such presitigious
company is still to be enjoyed when im-
pressionist David Frye performs in the
Campus Center Auditorium on April 1st.
Frye has an uncanny knack for

mastering the essential sound and ap-
pearances of the person he is imitating.
Frye gained notoriety in this unique genre
of entertainment with his classic Nixonian
pose; furrowed brow, quivering jowls and
all. Satiric dialogue plus Frye's incisive
caricatures aimed at myriad political and
show business personalities yield an ex

Frye to appear
traordinary comedy act bound to set you
rolling.

^J^^^rnors Program CouncU and the
UMass Arts Council are sponsoring this
event. According to Bruce Levy of GPC.
"A stand up comedian/impressionist has
never performed at UMass before. This
type of comedy appeals to everybody —
and the name of David Frye has long been'
associated with the best in this field of
entertainment."

Performing with David Frye will be
magician I^eter Sosna. Tickets for this
April Fool's Day extravaganza are
available at TIX.

Photo by S«ott Aahcnbach

Rod Stewart,' com-
plete with leopard
pants, titillated the
Hartford Civic Center
last Thursday night.

ri
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Destination:

HAWAII 1982

Drawing
Today at Noon

in the
Bluewal!

Be there!

Quickie Lanch
Coffee Shop

Friday, March 5th
at the

T.O.C. RESTAURANT
it's a Rock-n-Roll Dinner with

DOWNPOUR
Enjoy our 2 for 1 Dinner Special

for only 812.95

Select any two entrees, salad and
non-alcoholic beverage

and then stay for dancing!

• For further information please call 549-6000
ext. 639

• Located on the 11th floor of the Campus Center
at UMass.

• Validated parking the Campus Center

Hatch

Bluewall Cafeteria

Campus Center Food Service
7 ways to enjoy

. . . why go anywhere else?

T.O.C. Restaurant

& Lounge

Catering Dept.

Bluewall Bar

Mediation Project has smooth 1st year
QoMgiaiL 11

By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

When a student has a problem with a roommate
professor or landlord, the University of Massachusetts
Mediation Project may be the best way to solve jj

""^"^
The Mediation Project, located in the basement ofMunson Hall, is an alternative to the legal system forsolvmg problems said Eileen Stewart, private cirdinat^I

of the project, which celebrated its first anniversary Feb.

The University of Massachusetts Mediation Project is
the first and one of the only university-based projects in
the country. This has provoked a lot of recognition and
mterest from other colleges, said Rifkin. The UMass
project has been asked to present a workshop in April for
the National Association of Student Personnel
Administrators in Boston, she said.

People or groups with conflicts volunteer to negotiate
while one or two trained mediators listen. All processes
are confidential, she said. When an agreement or com-
promise is reached it is written, signed and sealed. The
names are removied from the cases after three months to
insure confidentiality, Rifkin said.

Mediators do not have the power to impose a solution as
an arbitrator would. A mediator's purpose is to facilitate
discussion so the parties can reach their own solution,
Rifkin said.

The project rose out of the legal studies department at
UMass and the motivation was twofold, said Rifkin. It

provides the University and community with an alter-native adversary process and provides a non-academicavenue or students to study dispute resolutions, she sTd
Chancellor Henry Koffler and Dean WUliam Field wereh^th excited wrth the idea and helped it develop rS

In the past year, about 250 cases have been screened. 50have been mediated and there were only two cases where
an agreement was not reached. Rifkin said. Most of the
cases were from the community during the first stages of
the project, but that has changed drasticaUy as more
deputes on campus are settled through mediation, she

Student cases include sexual harassment and assault, in
addition to faculty-student, landlord-tenant and roommate
problems. Stewart said.

The Mediation Project consists of two paid staff
members (Stewart and Rifkin). three student interns from
the legal studies department and a pool of 55 trained
mediators consisting of graduate students, faculty and
community members. Rifkin said. Mediation training is a
rigorous 40-hour program run by experienced mediators
from the Dorchester Urban Court Mediation Program, one
of the oldest in the country, she said.

The service is free to everyone, Stewart said The
project advertises in the community, at UMass and
through pubhc service announcements. Cases are often
referred to the project by the probate court and student
judiciary, she said.

However, mediation is not a panacea for all problems.
Rifkin said Attention must be paid to what type of casescan be mediated more than has been done in the past, she
said She also plans to expand the program to include non
legal studies students who are interested in alternatives to
dispute resolutions.

<^ \.
y> • HOT-L WARREN • %
>ALL THE DEER V
*'»^ YOU CAN DRINK! *<^

(cold 12 oz. Mugs - Draft)

^ with this ad and College ID
^<(Q^South Deerfield Center 666-8757 j^

I ^^Bf '•'•o»fef«iipif«« April 1, 1982 t'

^••••••••••*^^*^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

DANCE PARTY
Tlic InternationaI StucIemts Association
will PRESENT AN InTERNATIONaI PARTy

FRIDAY, MARCH » From 9 pM - 2 am
Room 1009 Campus Center.

TliE COST is jusT $2.00
For ThE Best FunIc, SaIsa, REqqAE,

New Wave, Rock ANd more! ^

AAMM^M-i^viw^^ ^^TT
Windsor, Connecticut

Public Schools
to recruit on Campus

April 1, 1982
Please arrange for interviews
through the placement office.

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action
Employer

An tiji

"^»>

I

^ssr-
PRIME CUT
CORDUROY
PANTS &
KNICKERS

OUR BEG.

SAX. (mix,

A Store-fun

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6.

Of Ideas t

^Mon.-Sat I
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Newslines...
Amherst Police report

1 arrest, 1 burglary
A University of Massachusetts student teaching

^s.stant was arrested early yesterday morning on South
Pleasant Street, according to Amherst police.
Martha Susan Wright. 36. of 88 Riverglade Apartments

was arreste<J at 12:4.5 a.m. and charged with operating
under the influence of alcohol, police said.

In an unrelated incident, a Columbia Drive resident
reported a burglary at 2:15 p.m. Wednesday. Taken were

Tiifnrs'T '^"T"'' " Techniques cassette recorder, apair ol hcott speakers, a Bic turntable and IU(J assorted

tapes and records with an estimated total value of $700
accordmg to police. There was no forced entry.

- SUSAN RING

Sorority's government
gets leadership award

The University of Massachusetts Panhellenic Councilthe soronty system's area government, was awarded forou standing eadership and organization" in a nationalconference held in Atlantic City. N.J. last weekend according to Council President Loring Barnes

stinrP^nri.
"':^^"'^^l*«" ^a« judged the most out-standing I anhellenic system by the National Panhellenic

( ounnl lor its quality leadership and dedication tophilanthropic activities. Barnes said
UMass competed with councils from Maryland to Canada

n the recently lormed Northeastern Panhellenic (^on

,
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The UMass Panhellenic Council is currently sponsoring
"The Great Grocery Giveaway" with Human Services
^^*''^'°"- - LAUREN STICKLER

Hatch has new look,

still more to come
The front section of the Hatch Cafeteria reopened this

past Monday, after being closed for renovations durin?
mtersession and three other sections are expected to openup in early April.

^

The 350 seat front area is functioning well. Larry Jef-
fers. manager at the Hatch, said the new set up is
streamlined for greater efficiency. The food area is more
logically constructed to allow for easier handling and faster
reaction to customer needs. The new equipment enables
uie looa lo stay hotter and more presentable. Jeffers said

1 he new salad bar is not yet ready, but Jeffers has setup a makeshilt bar on the right side of the Hatch, since
lunchtime salads are a popular item. Yet to come are traffic
rails and new turnstyles for a quicker turnover ofcustomers.

"There are still a few bugs to be worked out." Jeffers
StlKI.

- JOflN IGO

EWC offers support

for battered women
The counselor advocate program at the Everywoman's

Center (EWC) at the University of Massachusetts is of-

fering a ten-week Battered Women's Support Group
beginning March 9 from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
The group is open to women of all ages and is free of

charge. Childcare arrangements are available.

Co facilitators Wren Beaulieu and Carolyn McGill have
training and experience in counseling and group skills.More information is available from the EWC at 545-0883
belore March 5.

BIN
^mc
P1?STWILiTESH0W

THEATRES TIMES FOR TODAY ONLY

REDUCED PBICeS FOR STUDENTS « SENIOR CITIZENS WITH AMC CARD

187 n.
^mC HAMPSHIRE 4 84-7550 HAMPSHIRE MALL

SGA ELECTIONS
^THARINE HEPBURN
HENRY FONDA

. and for

imes and

m
11

Northeast/Sylvan
CentraVOrchard Hill
Cance; J.A., J.Q.A.,

Mackimmie, Moore,
Patterson, Pierpon^
Washington
CooUdge, Crampton,
Emerson, James,
Kennedy,MelviUe,Thoreau

2 p.m. ic 4 - 6 p.m.

Worcester D.C.
Franklin D.C.

Berkshire D.C.

Hampshire D.C.

Commuter/Greek
10 - 3 p.m.

Campus Center Concourse
(in front of Blue Wail)

CH ^""'.^J^^^
information, call 545-0341, or come up to Rm. 420 of the

btudent Union Building.

10 Award Nom
Fri & ut (5.16 @ $1.75) 7:46-9.65

Sat mat at 2:15
Sun at 1:00 (3:30 @$1.75)6:00-8-30
Mon-Thu r (6:00 @ »1.75) 8:30

Alone...TefT«Bd...Tf»pped Ike an anknal.
Now she's Hghdng b^k w*th the only

**"P"" she hM...HefselfI

MORGAN FAIRCMILO
MICHAEL SARRAZIN

Fri e Sat (6:16 ^ »1.75) 7:46-10:16
Sat Mat at 2:16

Sun at 1:15(3:46 @ »1.75)6:15-8-46

^^nmcwouNTAiM farms 4E
A Rh^eting

and
Enthralling

Film.

TlwCU tralMd Mm,
kvtofMl Mm, aniisil Mm,

ttMy abandoMd Mm.

Amateur
Fri & Sat (6:00 @ $1.76) 7:30-9:5?

Sat Matinee at 2:00
Sun at 12M6 (3:16 @^ $1.76)5:46^:15
MorvThur at (6:46 & $1.75)8:15

Agatha Christie's

EVIL

UNDER THE SUN
starring Peter Ustinov and

Maggie Smith

Fri & Sat (5:00 ft $1.76)7:30-9:56
Sat Mat at 2:00

Sun 12:46(3:16 @ $1.75)5:46^8:15
Mon-Thur (5:46 @ $1.75) 8:15

4-9153 MOUNTAI N FARMS MALI

GOOD TIMES...

DAD TIMES.

^^»^ • •-^ • » .^i-*•

THEmRlD lS"f(TuTCAMPiUS

^5,«^-.

Fri & Sat (4:46 @ $1.75)7:15-9:55

I
^_^ Sat Mat at 2:00
[PG? Sun at 1:00(3:30 @ $1.76)6:00-8:30

'hmwam» th0wtnaaot0tmmtty!

P^GTINE

1§

8 Acad Award
Nom
Fri & Sat (4:30 « $1.75) 7:46-10:30

Sat Mat at 1:30
Sun 1:30 (4:30 © $1.76)7:30
Mon-Thur (6:30 9 $1.75)8-30

ALBERT
FINNEY

DIANE
KEATON

TREVOR HOWARD
<i ih« WINDWALKEP

Fri 6 Sat(5:15 $1.75)7:46-9:56
Sat Mat at 2:16

Sun 1:15(3:46 @ $1.75)6:16«:46
Mon-Thur (6:00 @) $1.75)8:46

SHCDT THE
MC3DN

Fri & Sat (4:46 9 $1.75) 7:30-9 56
S« Mat at 1:46

Sun at 1^ (3:30 9 $1 .75)6:00^:30
Mon-Thur (6:00 ^ $1.75)8:46

MIPM»®MTMOVil

AROUND THE WORLD: sails
Sept. 8, 1982 from Seattle -

Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Sri Unka, India, Israel,

Egypt, Greece, Spain.

AROUND TME WORLD voyages are planned for 1983.Apply early. Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh

Op.,onal lours. ...cludmg ,p«,,| „«,„ „„o ,he P^^ey Repubhc of Chma. available

PartHnpal.on ,s .,p^, „, quah(,«i slude-.ls (,om all a. rredurt colleges and un.vers.l,es Semester

CaiUormlm caJI (714) 771-tSWt. ^^^ bM-0195 (in

EVERY FRIDAY ASATURDAY 12:15 AM ALL SEATS iEI^:imc M«iipsHiR£ 4
— ****

» (in J

584-7SS0
r.1ll;i.i k^i'iq4-91S3

SOc off the regular
$3 sdmiaaion to everyone
in Rocky Horror coetuine

"«HoLyOa]iiL

Mel Brook's
Your>g Frenkerwtein

FAME

HEAUy METAL
FEATURING SONGS BY
BLACK SABBATH

BLUE OYSTER CULT
ATTACK of th«

KILLER TOMATOES

DOONESBURY
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE

By Garry Trudeau
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe
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By M. Joyce

YoaRit ^\Rt£> vvt> DeA?,y.

r IT iAilL4.^

>^ F^Fxv Buc.^Tv\e '^^OXbS

THE UMASS ZONE

>e
Tc<>^,o«^-r-^^£^

TC>

PfN^lHTS

ACROSS
1 Numbers man, for

short

4 Before board
8 Witfichec(<of less

12 Fat
14 Ripped
15 Gone to seed
16 Opera song
17 Tale beginning
18 Phantom-like
19 Ultra thin person
22 Corrida cries
2i or nothing
24 Territories

27 Auricle

29 Throw off

33 Conclusions in

music
J4 Reason fer a diet
35 Divorce spa
36 Philippine native
37 Young salmon
38 Sawbucit
39 Sinking ship

leavers
41 Depend (on)
42 Cubic meter
44 Besides
45 Isle of

England
46 Brags

47 Copy
49 Persian poet
50 Pettifogger
58 Giant Greek

hunter
59 December holiday
60 Before scope or

space
61 Ravine
62 Spread
63 Unstable horses
64 Chemical suffixes
65 Variety

66 Caviar

DOWN
' Nighhawk s

nipper

2 Prefix with graph
and chute

3 Seed covering

4 Rolling ones are
not mossy

5 Partner of ham-
mer

6 Circle segments
7 Pervade with
vapor

8 Pittsburgh player
9 Parcels com
panion

10 Potpourri

1
1 Adolescent age

13 Sioux
15 Market
20 Martinique, et at.

21 Deserves
24 Certain crow
25 Job for 1 Across
26 Mine portals
21 Kind of bird
28 Breezy
3C Distributes
31 Indolent

32 Musical sounds
34 Irish Of Si- < - •

37 GrooiTi

40 Porpoisfa
42 Fountain treat
43 Formeily

Formosa
4o item 10 t

48 Corn —
49 Longhorn
50 Title in old

Veneiia
51 Press
52 father
53 Baseball s

Slaughter
54 Unaided act
55 New or leap
56 Therefore
57 England s 'lowcr

»•

—

ViC, TH£^:s p^N A9 IN IVO^ys
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OiM PJO-BONS.
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you^t &0T Your
RiFU^O.K SHERM?
UTl GO HUNTING-

By Mark Rollins

OH A/0.' £H£fiM ' you
SHOT THE "ysAR or
aVILlJy 8IR0.

"z:::::'"" ^^ir^'^^i^^:i^ir^i^,

MurderliyDi
^m 'v;.n.li,ili..li, .li.fli,..!

mjy.K BRFA1VAN
TKl!MA\ CWm

PFTFJtFALK
Myi GCHNNESS

ELM LANCHIv^nUl

OMVIDNIVEA
PETFJt SELLERS
MAGGIE SMrra
nantv hsuker

gshllewinhdod

I

' <

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

ii^fR'O"'

l>oi»: 0/5/62 Tim«: 5, 7, 9, 1 1 PM
Admission 7 5 c ot 5, $ 1.00 ot 7, 9, 1

1

Location: CCA.

HAPPY HOUR
7 days and 7 nights

4-6
Hors d'oevres
& Twofers

10-Midnight
Twofers

TWOFERS
on aU rail liquors and drafts

plus discounts on all

liquors and beers
Proper ID a must
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

'Arnold Palmer a;j^

Spring

Jackets

by reg 60

Lewis now 29.99

Rte. 9 Hadley Hampshlre'Mair

ROLLERBALL
Starring James Caan

Sat. March 6
^eCA 6s30,8s45, lltOO
^^^ Admission * I .

•

Summer Jobs

Upward Bound/

UMass Amiierst
Positions Available:

Instructors
(for College Prepratory Curriculum)

Counselor/Tutors
(for residential component)
Pick up applications at

205 New Africa House
Deadline: March 19, 1982

Internships also available.

WEATHER
i I'uiiy V anal/ 1

e

cloudiness with chance ol a
lew showers. Ili^rf, upper
•^)s to near 50 Cloudy
toniKht. Low in 120s -n l..v\-

*0^. Tonion-ovN a ch,.

^now. High LT) to 35.

DC MENU
LUNCH
Tuna Boat, Turkey Divan •

BASICS LUNCH ?
Potato Mushroom Delij^ht, •
Turkey Divan ' f

DINNER •
Salisbury Steak/Onion #
Gravy, Fish Fry/Tartar •
Sauce, Fruit Plate with J
Pumpkin Bread #

BASICS DINNER
Ratatouille, Fish Fry/Tar-
tar Sauce, Fruit Piatt" with
Pumpkin Bread

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC& GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

r
10

11

U:

12:

1:00

;30 -11:00 Harry Chapin-Son^rs from
the Taxi Driver

00-11:45 Senate Watch-The weekly
Student Senate meeting

12:00 Short Shots: Video floor
sweeping

1:00 Jimi plays Berkley-the
legendary guitarist in his
legendary performance

2:00 Student Government
Association Candidates
Debate

;45

00

*i
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BEER

WINE
0tAmOA^

KEGS

LIQUORS

»».,

UMass
'»/!•

erst

Miller 12 02, c 8.50
BuSCh 12 02. N/R 7.50
Molson Golden loose 1 0.35
Rolling Rock i2pk.c 3.95 i2pk

Pabst 12 02. cans 6 .99 cs.

Moosehead 1 1 .95

Skol Vodka 1.75 8.20
^kol Gin 1.75 8.20
Canadian Rare 1.75 9.95
Roberto Rum 1.75 9.29
Haig & Haig Scotch 1.75 16.99
Windsor Canadian 175. 11.99
InglenOOk Navelle, Burg, Chab, Vin Rose, Rhine 1 5

3.59
Calif. CellerS Burg, Chab, Rhine 4 L 6 .99
Partager Red & white 1.5 4.59
Galloi.5 3.99
Trapiche Chardonnay (Argentina) 750 mi

2.49
PrlncipatO Red & white (Italian) 1.5 3.99
BonifatO Red & white (Italian) 1.5 2.99
Villa Lambrusco 1.5 2.99
Zaca MesaToyon Noir750mi 4.39
Los Hermanos Burg&chab 4L 5.99

not responsible for typographical errors

253-5595 10 a.m. til 11 p.m.

f

not responsible for typographical errors

Friday, March 5, 1982

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome to Colleaian Office Cr 111 • n^cQ>ic »-__^- ._ ^•^^'^^^i^^ i^Jki^Cc«-.oCo.^.„0„^eCC„3^.^..S3.^^^^^^^^^^^^^

£2ll£giaQ 15

5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY WEEDED?
RackadlTC DJt are for your party infor-
mation available wHh Randy 546-7013

A FLORIDA SPRING BREAK

SS^fcin K-S^ ^^^' ^'^^' di»count8,

St J? iSS"^'^?i' ^^^9 hotels, or
B.5.-all FOR 2S4.- (Daytona-Ft Uuder-
dale) including 7 days hotel, round-trip

S^^^^ "** ^'"'^ *"P- Ca" Dave

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings -

«.75 set. Free
54&«684

acoustic and electric for
delivery. Guitar Magic

HAPPY 19th STEVE

AUDIO

Sh'SSJ??,'?.*^?? "^'"fl 586 like new
Call 666-7717 for info, will talk

You're T.N.T. - Dynamite we salute you

HELP wanted"

Happy Birthday Noraon Carrolll From all
the male economis majors

AUTO FOR SALE
AMC Homat wagon 1973 six cylinder.
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
Surplus Jaaps M6, Cars 189. Truck $100
Similar bargains available. Call for your

iS^^^^X^'*" h°^ *o purchase.
602-996-0675 ext. 6601 call refundable

BASS players"

S!'22„''**i'"'!jr^^"^* "^ <«l»count.WO stnngs for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

CAR NEEDEDI

P** T.*l"..?*^ y**"' °"f« ^Juring spring

Sry ^^^X'^J!^ P«y y^ and InsJre rt
Call Laura 6«)73, Cronie 6-9702

Wanted: Experienced craftsperson to mn
student craftshop. Must be able to instruct
in leather, silver, stained glass, ceramk»,
woodworiting. Compensation dorm suite,
stipend, use of facilities. Info and applica-
ton: Artist in Resklence Selection, Mclntire
fiouse, Unlv of Mass, Amherst. Applica-
tions due Mar. 12 by 5 pm at Mclntire. The
univ of Mass is an affirmative actfon equal
opportunity employer

Spor^l WMUA is electing a sports director
March 10. For more info call 546-2425 ask
for Mike

Income Opportunities for Adventurers
For free Infonrwition send a #10 self ad-
orned stamped envelope to: Adventurers
POB 11606, Pacifica, Califomia 94044
Dorm organizers needed to coordinate
recycling in your domri - For 1 credit. &0618
Laura or Bill MWF 12:30 - 4:30

Sigma Sigma Sigma Open Rush
All University Women Invited

March 3 6:30
March 9 Lunch 11:30-1:00

March 10 6:30
March 11 8:30

382 North Pleasant St.
546O046 54&O075

Riders wanted to Philadelphia PA on
3/4 or 3/5. Call 546-9623. Keep trying.

ROOMMATE WANTED

INSTRUCTION

CREDIT UNION MEMBJpi'

JSln? *?"**•":* ^'•**'* ""'*»" Members
zt^l^JP^P^' ^^« ""^ vo*e fof next

CC Toi^O)
**"*^°"' Saturday, March 6

DEAD HEADS
Motorcoach Party bus to Hartford April
17 round tnp $6. Call Mike 6-1102 or Paul
D-1152

DEAD TICKETS

Grateful Dead Tickets in Providence
Call now askfor Paul after 8 pm 549-6766

IZZ~~~ DULL?
I will sharpen, P-Tax and wax your skiis
for 5 bucks. Call Ed 6-9669

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
uassk:al and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Perfonning
Arts Division ^
Halpl Calculus, Statistics, Pre-Calculus
Differential Equations, Physics, Graphs
PBychology & more HELP UNLIMITED
549-1457 before 8 PM

KIM EILEEN

Kim McGilHcuddy, Happy 21st
Birthdaylll Lots of love from your (little)
rousin Carole and Gary (cousin-to-be).
Come up and see us sometime! 1

1

LOST

FOR RENT
Rural Balchertown: 2 bedrooms, by lake
5 mins to bus stop. 390-1- 323-5833
Cape Cod summer seasonal rentals:
vvwt Yannouth and Dennis; 1, 2 3 & 4

(Di/) 528-0404 or (617) 771-2233
Two bedroom Southwood Apt with fall
option - $366 available June 1 call 256-8732

FOR SALE

Sneakers men's and women's; quality
name brand; great deal call Mike 54a-1233
I give up, TAKAMINE GUITAR w/hd cs, a
steal at 155$, includes Beridee book vol. 1
-549-5193

Olln Mark IV w/Sol. 444 $110 Aiwa
Walkman 3 mo oM $80 Call Chris 549-1006
Bonna 2200 Cross Country 190 CM Skis
Fiberglass poles, bindings & boot$ - like
n«w - price reasonable - Call 545-3500 or
after 5:00 549-3733 ask for Dan j

LSI 111/03 mini computer w/dual 8"
ftoppy disks $1900 or BO call 253-5756 for
info

Reward-gold necklace with blue stone.
Gift from late father. 546-81 fii

Lost, brown WALLET very important

ir.'^T^-. ^^ °" *°P o^ ^r inSouthwMt Sat. Please call 6-6341 George
Cesar REWARDI "

1 denim totebeg with Finance book 2/23
Reward call Chuck 584-3768

S?*. ^JL**.*^* °" Sreen plastic ring. Most
hkely left in men's bathroom in SBA Thurs-

SP****? .?"* '°^ Thursday night Feb 25 in
Blue Wall contains blue UMass note nook
and pens reward 546-5327

Lost - Blue Gloves - Monday 3/1 in Herter
Hall around 1:15 Call John at 253-3084
Leave name and number. Thanks.

Lost: white Irish-knit sweater left at Jeff
Bianchi s House Party on Fri 2/26. Reward
$. No questions asked. Call 256-8947

L.'s SPECIAL BIRTHDAY

Don't go down with just anyone
UMass Ski aub goes down

To the sexy Italian In 307 MacKimmie
Let s get physical to the beat at D's ASAP
Love your S.A.

Rick - (Garfield: poke, nudge, bite) "ow"
."cut It out". . ."STOP". . .(pinch).'

c?S!)i»*'
THAT-EVER".

. ."EVERYONE
SAWI

. . .(scowl). . ."TCHI".
."SSSKKK".

. .Hey, you're a funguy and I

mean it, now get out of here. . .who me?
Kocot and Mangan are voting for Robin-
son and Ashman SGA Co-Presidents

?^*L*L^^**'^'"9 Tryouts March 8-12
5:30-6:30 NOPE Gym ?'s call Sue 546-1425
Souia supports Robinson & Ashman for
SGA Co-PresidentsI

Central Area Council endorses Steve
Robinson and Harvey Ashman for SGA Co-
Presidents

ASHMAN ft ROBINSON Harvey &
Steve, we know you're gonna make it in
SGA electfons on March 8 & 9th
Hercules. Happy Anniversary 2/7/82
Let's get coiyl Cuteness

Apology - To the foursome at Time Out on
2/19. I apologize for my mde and uncalled
for actions. I know that my apology cannot
erase my igorance from your memory
Again, I'm very sorry. RW
UMMTG: Guild meeting (and slides)
TONIGHTI 7 pm CC-1001 be therel

Paul Domey endorses Steve Robinson
and Harvey Ashman for SGA Co-
Presidents

$600, $300 or $200 CASH I That's just some
of the pnzes YOU can win in the 29 hr
Multiple Sclerosis Dance Marathon. March
5th & eth in the SUB Call 545-2150 for more
info.

Seniors: If you don't make your senior por-
trait appointment for the yeartx)ok our
photographer will be out of a job as of Fri-
day. March 5. To ensure his continued
employment, call now, 546-2874 or stop by
Campus Center Room 178, 9-noon, 1pm-
5pm
Lambda Delta Phi - You can make a dif-
ference! Check us out. 546-0939
To the senior Journalism major I met at
the Blue Wall Sat eve. Is it still on for this
weekend? Jim 546-9067

Rollerball-starring James Caan Sat.
March 6-CCA 6:30, 8:45, 1 1 :0(^ Admission

Hey Curty
Blondie

One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

Capa Cod bound this summer? Room-
mates needed IMMEDIATELY for beautiful
spacwus. West Yannouth rental. Excellent

SS?^" '. ^tJl?o''°"*« 28 and beaches.
Call Carol 2S3-3703or Lisa I. 549-5236
Share room in Cliffside Apts.
Sunderland $105 inlcudes everything. It's
nght on the bus route! Call now! 66&4676
male or femalel

Brittany Manor, share spacious, luxurious
Kcc^odatlons, on bus route 105+

Ona bedroom available in four bedroom
Swiss Village apts. $147 per month includes
everything call Neil or roommates 253-2011

SBA MANAGEMENT CLUB
HAPPY HOUR

Friday March 6. 3:30 till 5:30 Room 168C,Campus Center all are welcome

SERVICES
"

Couples recovering from rapa
Theraputic group for couples to woric on in-
terpersonal aspects of recovering from
rape 10 weeks. Sliding fee scale. Male &
female co-therapists. Psychological Ser-
vices Center UMass 546-0041

Drafting Charts, graphs, tables, etc. for
papers & theses. Ronald Hult 586-1534

m^A^J^^' '^"*' ' ^^» *« scissors Call
PILA 4015

SPRING BREAK SKIING

6 days lift tickets 5 nights hotel ace. at

ftf^nn' D "JfL^iJ?®"^ '^^ breakfast
-9135.00 Bob 665-4720

TO SUBLET

Summer sublet w/fall option rent
negotiable 666-2515

Squire Village ^une 1 to August 31 with
fall option. Call 666-2840

Secure your apartment now - Two
bedroom in Northwood Apts - available2^™ ^"9. price negotiable - fall optkm
000-7935

Summer - 2 bdrm, fum, bus rte., rent ind.
utilities, pool, tennis, air cond. opt.
665-7581 dinner time or after 10 best

TRAVEL

Just come over ^ say Hi.

Dear Lainie, Happy. Happy Birthdayll I

nope everything is as great as can be. Get
psyched for the big bash I Love you lots
Adnenne PS. When are you coming up for

Eileen Boucher Former VMN Treasurer
endorses Robinson-Ashman for SGA Co-
Presklents.

Exarcisa Bike new $90, 66S4292
Roland touch-sensitive electronic
piano for sale. Call Steve 596-3877

Conn Trumpet, case, mutes sonf)e minor
dents & tarnish $30 also Kodak handto inst
cam w case $16 Marie 266-6228

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTIM

Eileen's parents
Ashman, tool

endorse Robinson-

's Frya Boots size 10D brand new
"ja^bie offer accepted call Joanne

Euraka TImbariina 2 man backpacking
^- ii!j?l. **"**• axceHent conditwn $86
John 586-6341

J|»«[ap'at-Rasaarchers working to
develop ways of better understanding and
helping those men (i.e. husbands
brothers, friends, fathers, roommates
sons) whose lives have been affected by
the rape of someone close to them. We
would welcome any help from ant man who
has had this experience. Pleese phone or
wnte: Bob Samuels or Madeline Wagner
S?2J:|""' ^^'^' 545-0<«. 586«27,'

NEED CASH?

FOUND
Qlovs in ELab 3/2 call ^4282 j

FREE PHOTOGRAPHY SHTINQ

AKvyas premium pricesll Class rings
goWand silver in all forms. See the Manhari
twterencell Manhan Precknis Metals Ex-
charige, 312 King St., N'hmptn 684-7000
anytime

Professional quality photography for all

purposes: portraits, passports, applk»-
tfons, etc, etc. Remember, sittings are free,
noobllgatton to buy. CaN Owayne ahytlme
fLQISDK

PERSONALS

GOOD LUCK STONE-GROOM
Stona and Groom w hope you win I

Hang in there we know you can do iti Bob,
Tom, Fred, DavM, Pat, John, Sue, Arrty,
Lee, Lisa, Eric, Paul, Janet, Mary, ^cott,
Ann, Nancy, Steve, Linda, Tim, Jay. , .and
.90 on

All Unh^ersity Women are invited to at-
tend Infomwl Rush at Lambda Delta Phi

2c?-^P"^ ^^ ^^^ Mon-Wed or cali
64WJ939 for info and rides You will be aled
you did.

Seniors: Make an appointment and reserve
your niece in the yearbook Call 546-2874 or
Jtopjbyjm 178 CC
Adam - Welcome back tp the zoo! Hope
this weekend will be a great one. Breakfast
served in bed as usual. You need a break
from the Navyl Live it up! We all luv yl
^yj|JgndTonl|ht^jDh^^^h^^

Rob MacKay - Have a Great Birthday,
Love Sarah and Jaaanice

Hey Facelowskil Weeeee love youl Ha^
a happy dayl Love. Lushless

Barbara Jean Tu no es fee! Es bonital Te
anw chical Buenas dies. Lushlann
Super Purim Blast at Chabad House 30 N
Hadley Rd 6:46 till dawn no charge no
reservatk>ns 253-9040

^?.5!^*- ^ ^•'V "P^Jal 20th birthday
wfth love. Barbara

Happy Birthday Matt and Stave Just
remember you love us Always, Bart and
Kermie

Photo Prooaaaing - "Vee kan duit
cheepah at the Photo Coop 546-0670

_PROFE8SIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Pil**^**!**?*' '••P«fa scientific
background, &>glish/SpBnish 266«67
Dissertations, theses, papers
gggmgd^sgeptanca. tow nrtes, Nancy

RESUME/COVER WRmNO"

SUMMERSCHOOL HOLLAND? Intema-
ttonal Business Management, Nine credits.
Package $1500! Prof. Devos 617-383-9304
Now's the time and Bermuda's tha
place for just $299 (this includes
everything) for info call 25^6941 after 6
hurry!

FREE TRAVEL BACK FROM FLORIDA
drive cars thru us. Licensed agency. CaM
Doug 546-8184 ^ ^

Spring Break Rorida Cr Bermuda still
room, call Betsy 549-1836

Apt % mile from Ft Laud Strip $80 per
person - 7 nights Spring Break - 4 spacw
and transportatton available call 256-6906

$100 REWARD

J3?!»!l?^"''* *°^ anyone who might have
FOUND or seen someone FIND a blue CB
jacket LOST at Joey D's Feb 11. No ques-
ttons asked. Please call 549-4847

WANTED

Physics Tutor Physics
1-967-7571 after 10:00 pm

141 call Jim

WANTED TO BUY

?^^^^^^' ¥Vfltlng quk:k/confklen-
tiai/effteient avaaable weekends 54S-S727

RIDE WANTED ~

Highest caah pricae paid for class rinos
ooldsndsltver Jeweiry, coins, Daniel SnSSx',
25 No. Pleasant St., Amherst, 266-0710

WANTED TO RENT""

Apartment for fall/spring willing to
sublet for sumnw. Call Larry 646S919

North Carolina Spring Break (can be
dropped off on 96) Pat 546-1484

RIDERS WANTED

WHAT THE B-FUNK
Wanted: aarious techno-funk baas
player. Call Bern 6-9063 or Gary 6-9101

WRITING SERVIcifi
"

' •«"15?!2S *** **• *^"'* 'or Spring Break
can 627-3641 Bud

21?'!2 *V?1 Professional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD
ajMrt in anywriting project. Amherst
Writers, Inc. 2S3-7764
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A good mental attitude
helped Stevens make it
By SUE BRIDGMAN
Collegian Staff

event. According to Stevens, the UM squad
has the potential for greatness.

U711 o* . .. »T . . . '^ *^^^ ^^ ^^ some key recruits.
Willy Stevens came to Uie Uraversity of within two years we could be one of the too
assachusetts as a transfer student from ten teams in the country," said Stevens.

Massachusetts as a transfer student from
the Naval Academy last semester. He said
he came because of the engineering pro-
gram and because of the reputation of the
gymnastics team. Although the engineer-
ing school may not have any strong feelings

As for the near future, Stevens is looking
forward to the Nationals. In order to be
selected as one of the performers in the Na-
tionals, the gymnast must be one of the top
three qualifiers from his area. The areasone way or the other towards Stevens, you are broken down into the Mid-East EasTcan be sure the gymnastics squad is thrilled Mid-West, and West.

to have him
Since joining the squad near the end of

January, (ironically his first competition
was against his former school), Stevens has
consistently been one of the top performers
for UMass. Against Navy, Stevens started
off on the right foot, placing second to
Navy's Peter Ditullio and teammate Bert
Matheison who tied for the all-around. He
has been consistent all through the season,
usually placing first or second.

"I would be very happy to be selected,
but I won't be upset if I'm not" said
Stevens.

Coach Roy Johnson said Stevens is the
type of person who does what has to be
done.

"He has a positive mental attitude and he
showed that in the Penn State meet," said
Johnson.

Johnson was referring to a meet in which
he felt Stevens was underscored in threeOi • ^- ,. o, .. .

*^"' "'^'^"o WOO uiiuerscorea m tnree

f? "I!!;"/'
^
'^^r.Z^

Sudbury, MA and events but managed to pull out some goodattended Lincoln-Sudbury Regional High scores on the remaining three, to filiishSchool He began his gymnastics career as third overall, and tops for UMass
a freshman in high school, where he also
played soccer. In his junior year, Stevens
was named to the Globe All-Scholastic
team for the floor exercises. In his senior
year he made the All-Scholastic Team in
the ail-around competition.
A modest fellow, who claims he is doing

Photo rourtmv of Roy Johnson

"Some guys wouldn't have been able to
handle that, but Willy remembered what I

had told the team before the meet, about a
good mental attitude, and handled it well. I

think that sums up Willy Stevens,"
Johnson concluded.

Johnson, Stevens and the rest of the

ITnivA.»;«.. ^« «« L X.
rnoio fourteiiv of Kov Johnson

University of Massachusetts gymnast Willy Stevens on the still rings.

Sports
allnght this season, Stevens competes in UMass gymnastics team will conclude the

fH^ uf*?" .uP*^^v^^^^^P''«^erencefor season tomorrow afternoon againstthe high bar though, which is also his best Springfield College at 2 p m
Both UMass track teams are on the road this weekend.

The women's team is at the Easterns at West Virginia
University, while the men's team will take part at the
IC4As at Princeton University.
The UMass fencing club will host Concord Carlisle

High School at NOPE gym tomorrow at 1 p.m

UM
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The men's swim team has become the latest to join those
representing the University of Massachusetts in
postseason activity. The Minuttanen will take part in the
New England Championships at the University of Rhode
Island this weekend.

UMass, which ended the season at 7-4, has not seen
much action since defeating Central Connecticut State
College on February 20. However, according to UMass
coach Russ Yarworth, his team has been practicing hard
and expects good results.

"We're looking real good," said Yarworth, "Everyone's
nice and loose. All our front-line swimmers should place in
the finals. Paul McNeil has been timing great in practice
and should break a couple of school records."

McNeil, a freshman, is entered in the 500-yard and
1650-yard freestyle events. Yarworth said that McNeil
could break his own record in the 1000-yard free while
swimming in the 1650.

Soccer coach to step down

Yarworth is also expecting good performances from
Chns Porter in the 100-yard and 200-yard freestyle as well
as ftx>m co-captains Brian Spellman and Tom Dundon.

''Everyone's ready," he said, "And anything's possible.
There'll be 30 teams at the New Englands, and to place in
the top 15 is considered to be pretty good. We're aiming
for anywhere from the third to tenth spot."

Yarworth said the top two spots are all but taken bvBoston University (who finished second last year) and

71^ ?^^ l^^ ^"^!"^'"«^ champions). Williams
defeated UMass by a substantial margin during the
season; BU and UMass did not meet.

^
(Xher schools to be at the Tootell Center at URI include

Tufts University (who finished second last year) the
University of Lowell, the University of Connecticut. URI
and the University of Vermont. UMass defeated UConn
Lowell and Vermont, lost to URI by three points and U>
rufts by a wide margin.

THE SEVENTH LANE: While the men's team is at
Rhode Island, the women's team is getting ready for the

Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
(AIAW) Division Two Championships at the University of

, Idaho next weekend. Seven members, including two
divers, will head to Idaho early next week.

Going with UMass head coach Valerie Turtle and diving
coach Tony Chmiel are: Elizabeth Feinberg, Jennifer
Nicolai, Debbie Chisholm, Lori McCluskey, Maura
Sweeney and divers Gina Perrone and Jean Bushee. Fein-
berg will be in the 100-yard and 200-yard freestyle, the
200-yard and 400-yard freestyle relays; Nicolai is in both
relays plus the 50-yard and 100-yard freestyle events; Mc-
Cluskey will swim in both relays; Chisholm in the 200-yard
fi'w relay and Sweeney in the 400-yard free relay. Both
Bushee and Perrone have entered in the one-meter and
three-meter diving events.

Both relay squads and Bushee qualified for the Na-
tionals at the New Englands last weekend at Springfield
College, where UMass placed seventh.

Other New England representatives include Boston Col-
lege, who won the New Englands, Northeastern Universi-
ty, who placed ninth and the University of Vermont.

Russ Kidd, head coach of the men's soc-
cer team at the University of
Massachusetts, is stepping down from this
post as soon as a replacement can be found.

According to the Athletic Department, a
nationwide search will begin for Kidd's
replacement immediately.
Though Kidd will no longer be soccer

coach, he will be an assistant within the
UMass Summer Sports Camps and General
Physical Education programs.
Kidd. a graduate of UMass. led his team

to a 5-10-1 record last season. In 1978, his
team won the ECAC championship.
Kidd will be fully responsible for the soc-

cer program until the replacement is

hired.

Sports notices
SWIM MEET - All UMass students

(except varsity swimmers) are invited to
take part in an intramural co-rec swim
meet at Boyden pool on March 8. Those
interested should sign in from 6:30 - 7:15
p.m. on March 8 at the pool. The meet will

comprise of eight relay races. For more
information, please contact the In-
tramural Office at 215 Boyden.

CO-KEC BOWLING - The last day for
entries is March 5. $12.00 fee required.
Bowl on Monday, March 8, at 6:00 p m
SOCCER CHEERLEADER-

TRYOUTS - All University women are
invited to try out for the soccer
(chearleader. squad March 8-12 from 5:30 -

6:30 p.m. at NOPE gym. If you have any

questions, please call Sue at 546-1425.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS - Instructors
are needed to teach in a seven week swim
program for University and community
children held each spring in NOPE. The
program begins on March 9 and is for
children 4 years of age and up; sessions
are from Monday-Thursday. 4:00 - 5:00
p.m. and the teaching is on a one-to-one
mstructor/child ratio. Volunteer instruc-
tors; may teach any number of days per
week. Information and instructor
registration may be obtained from the
secretary at NOPE.

The Intramural Office is now hiring soc-

cer and Softball officials. See Jim Kirk at
the IM Office if interested.
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BLOWIN' HIS OWN HORN - John Birs, of
PIKE and co-chairman of their third annual
dance marathon, plays a tune on his imaginary
trumpet.

A « w «»^». - ^ CoM«tl~ photo h, Micluwl Margoli.ALL NIGHT LONG - Karen Smith, of jSm
Quincy Adama, danced all night long with Jeff
Taylor, of PIKE, during PIKE's 29 hour dance
marathon for Multiple Schlerosis this weekend.
The marathon raised $12,000.

IWW campus
events begin
By MARILYN LENTZ
Collegian Correspondent

The celebration of International Women's Day at the
University of Massachusetts today will expand into a week
of events ranging from workshops and panels to photo
exhibits and films. However. International Women's Daywas not always celebrated in this manner. For many years
It was only sporadically observed in the United States-
celebration was not widespread until the late 1960's
International Women's Day was established in 1910 at the

urging of German Socialist Clara Zetkin during the Second
International Socialist Conference in Copenhagen
Historically, women have been hard working underpaid

labor without recognition, said Linda Guerrera a
volunteer staff member of the Southwest Women's Center

International Women's Day means that at one point in
history women made a memorable assertion of themselves
Today it means celebrating for our sisters from the past
and celebrating ourselves collectively and as individuals

"

Guerrera said.

Nanette Brey. coordinator of the Hampshire County
Chapter of the National Organization for Women (NOW)
said as a gesture towards International Women's Week the
chapter will be calling upon members-at-large in this area
and askmg for their cooperation in sending letters or
telegrams to their representatives, senators, mayors and
governors in states that have not ratified the Equal RightsAmendment (ERA), encouraging them to support it
Hrey said. "American women cannot forget that in

pursuit of our rights, we are also fighting for the rights ofwomen all over the world. In particular, we should focus onthe lights of women m such countries as El Salvador
because they are also part of the struggle of people
determining the political system under which they want to

Tildy Turchinetz. a member of the Women's Issues Team
said on International Women's Day it is excitine to
celebrate the strength of women in this country and in the
world.The Moral Majority is working hard to get women
back in the home and take away the gains they have made
she said. International Women's Week is a time to
celebrate and educate other people about the gains women
nave made and how women can retain them and move
forward. Turchinetz said.

RICHARD NANGLE LAURA O'SHEA STEVE ROBINSON HARVEY ASHMAN DAVEGROOM

Four questions
asked on ballot
By ED LEVINE
Collegian Staff

When University of Massachusetts students go to the
poUs today to cast baUots for the Student Government
Association (SGA) presidency and members of the Campus
Center Board of Governors (BOG), they wUl also be asked
their opinions on four issues.

"Do you favor a $6 increase in Student Activities Trust
Fund (SATF) funds" is the first question on the ballot.
Currently, UMass undergraduates pay $42 each semester
into the trust fund which finances all students activities.
According to Charlene Allen of the Undergraduate

Student Senate, a 12 percent increase in personnel costs
and other inflationary increases will cost the SGA an
additional $112,000 next year. Last year the 10 major
student groups received more than $1 million in funding,
leaving about $500,000 to be divided up among 47 other
organizations, she said.

Proponents of the fee increase have argued that the SGA
needs the money to continue to provide adequate funding
to University organizations. Opponents argue that the
SGA budget is too large and students should not be asked
to pay for waste and mismanagement.
The last increase in the fee was passed by the Board of

Trustees three years ago. If passed by the student body, a
new increase would have to be approved by the Trustees.
The second question on the ballot asks students whether

they agree with asking President Ronald Reagan and the

Continued on page S

Student government association elections
Balloting: Today and tomorrow

11 a.n. to 2 p.m. and 4 to 6 p.m. in:

Worcetter Dining Commons for Northeast and Sylvan
Residents;

Franklin Dining Commons for Central and Orchard
Hill Residents;

Berkshire Dining Commons for residents of Cance
^hn Adams, John Quincy Adams, Mackimmie, Moore!
Pierpont, and Washington dormitories;

Hampshire Dining Commons for residents of
Coolidge. Crampton, Emerson. James, Kennedy.
Melville and Thoreau dormitories.

10 a.m. to 3 p.m.:

Campus Center Concourse in front of the Blue Wall
for Greeks and Commuters.

Presidential Candidates (vote for one team):
Richard Nangle and Laura O'Shea
David Stone and David Groom
Steve Robinson and Harvey Ashnrum
Jim Murphy

Campus Center/Student Union Board of Governors:
Northeast (vote for one): Maria Carzis
Central (one): Michael Reilly. Christopher W. Husgen
Orchard Hill (one): Adam L. Peck
Sylvan (one): blank

Greeks (one): Karen Doktor
Southwest (two): Laura Gamer, Susan Gamer,
McCarthy, Ross Mackay, Kevin Rubin

Commuters (three): James H. Keller, Michael Love

^*«J'"'"'*
^^°^* ^°'" '^^ Kimberly Cohanem, Jon

Winegrad. Michael Foley. Lisa L. Liiotte, Steven Berg.
Barbara Jean Curtis, Allison Hughes, Joanna Matarazo.
Carlos E. ItUrregui Jr.. Jay R. Englander. Jane Fitts'
Susan A. RepeU, Craig R. Coibath, Ann McGlynn, Todd
Zigelbaum. Greg White. Michael Buchsbaum.

DAVE STONE JIM MURPHY

David

Four choices
on SGA ballot
By ED LEVINE
Collegian Staff

Today and tomorrow. University of Massachusetts
undergraduates will have the opportunity to cast ballots in
the election for the Student Government Association
(SGA) presidency and members of the Campus Onter
Student Union Board of Governors.

In addition, four referendum questions will appear on
the ballot (see related story).

Polls will be open from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4 to 6 p.m
today and tomorrow in various locations around campus
(See box). Commuters and Greeks can cast ballots from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. in front of the Blue Wall on the Campus
Center concourse.

SGA Presidency

Tops on the ballot are the candidates for the SGA
presidency.

According to the SGA constitution, the president (or co-
presidents) serve as the official representative of the SGA
and student body and maintain relations with the ad-
ministration, faculty and the University Board of Trustees
The president also serves as a voting member of the Board
of Trustees and stujlent representative to the Faculty
Senate.

This year, four sets of candidates appear on the baUot:
Richard Nangle and Uura O'Shea. David Stone and David^ Continued on page 4
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Belushi's death a mystery
LOS ANGELES — More detailed tests must be con-

ducted on tissue from the body of comedian John Beiushi.
because the initial autopsy did not reveal the cause of
death, officials said yesterday.
The new tests, which call for slides of body tissue that

might show changes caused by disease as well as
toxicological and neurological analysis, "more tfian likely."
will begin today, mortuary attendant Gavino Herrera said.
Herrarra said the specimens to be used in the more

deUiled tests probably were removed from the body
during Saturday's autopsy.

Beiushi. 33. who won acclaim on television's "Saturday
Night Live" and sUrred in the films "Animal House" and
"Neighbors." was found dead Friday in a $200 a day
bungalow of the elegant Chateau Marmont Hotel on Sunset
Strip.

Also on Sunday. Howard Koch, the producer of the
Academy Awards presentations, said he had spoken with
Beiushi the afternoon before his death and the comedian
had ^<»reed to appear on the March 29 broadcast.
"He sounded marvelous — very up, very excited, " Koch

said. "I thought it was going to be great, the two of them."
Beiushi was to appear on stage with longtime friend and
"Saturday Night Live" co star Dan Aykroyd to present the
Oscar for best visual effects.

Truth told of 1915 lynching
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - An 83-year-old man claims he

could have saved a Jewish pencilmaker from a Georgia
lynch mob had he told the truth during a sensational
murder trial nearly 70 years ago.

In a case that contributed to the resurgence of the Ku
Klux Klan and the birth of the Anti-Defamation I^eague,
Leo Frank was sentenced to death in 1913 for killing 14
year-old Mary Phagan at a pencil factory in Atlanta where
Frank was a supervisor and Miss Phagan was an employee.

After his sentence was commuted. Frank was hanged in

an oak grove by a mob of vigilantes who called themselves
the Knights of Mary Phagan.

In a copyright story published Sunday in The Ten
nessean. Alonzo Mann said he is sure Frank was innocent
of the murder and that the prosecutors' star witness — a
sweeper at the National Pencil Co. — killed the girl in a
$1.20 robbery.

"At last I am able to get this off my heart," said Mann,
who now lives in Bristol. Va. "I am making this statement
because, finally, I want the record clear."

Mann, who was a 14 year old office boy at the pencil
factory at the time of the murder, told the newspaper that
"Jim Conley. the chief witness against Leo Frank, lied
under oath ... I am convinced that he, not Leo Frank, killed
Mary Phagan."

Conley died in 1962.
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Congress invited

to El Salvador
WASHINGTON (AP) - Leftist Salvadoran guerrUlas

have invited House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. and
other members of Congress to visit rebel-controlled
territory in the Central American country.
The invitation was made in a letter from Ferman

Cienfuegos, a member of the guerrilla high command, and
was brought to O'Neill by three congressmen who visited

El Salvador last month.

Chri.slopher Matthews, an O'Neill spokesman, said the

speaker has no plans to respond to the letter and he knows
of no member of Congress who is likely to visit rebel

-

controlled territory.

"Through you we want to invite all' members of the

Congress to visit the portions of Salvadoran territory that
have remained under the control of the (leftist) political-

military organizations." Cienfuegos said.

"In them, they will be able to see our efforts to defend
the sovereignty of the country and achieve justice, but also

and more importantly, our vocation of peace."

Cienfuegos also said "we revolutionary leaders are
willing to appear in the U.S. Congress to communicate our
truth."

The long, sometimes rambling letter was written in

Spanish and was translated by the Congressional Research
Service of the Library of Congress. A copy was obtained
last week by The Associated Press.

Much of the letter, which addresses O'Neill as "president
of the U.S. House of Representatives," disputes President
Reagan's Jan. 28 certification that the Salvadoran military
civilian junta has made concerted efforts to respect human
rights.

NY Times reports

US aid to Iran
NEW YORK (AP) - The United States is secretly

aiding Iranian paramilitary and political exile groups and
beaming radio propaganda into Iran, The New York Times
reported yesterday.

The Times quoted Western intelligence officials and
other unidentified sources who said the program was
designed to counter growing Soviet influence in Iran and to
give the United States a significant role if AyatoUah
Ruhollah Khomeini's Islamic regime falters.

In Washington, a State Deparment source who asked
not to be identified said he was unaware of any secret U.S.
aid going to Iranian paramilitary groups. Anything the
United States is doing to help exiled poltical groups is

"indirect," he said.

The Tim^s reported that its intelligence sources said no
efforts were being made to overthrow the Islamic fun-
damentalist government.

The goal of the program, which reportedly is run by the
CIA, is to knit together a coalition of exile groups and their
supporters in Iran so that if the opportunity arises, they
can help shape the future of the country, the newspaper
reported.

The Times said the covert actions include financing two
paramilitary units in eastern Turkey, funneling millions of
dollars annually to Iranian exile groups to get them to
cooperate with each other, and establishing a radio station
to broadcast anti-government information.

Reagan will try to mend party rift
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan plans to visit

Capitol Hill this week in an effort to mend a widening rift
withm his own party over record budget deficits the ad-
ministration concedes will be even larger than it predicted
Reagan is scheduled to meet tomorrow with aU 53 GOP

senators, who have roundly criticized Reagan's refusal to
narrow the projected deficits by cutting into his defense
buildup or trimming some last year's tax cuts.
The meeting comes on the heels of a disclosure by

Budget Director David Stockman that farm supports have
pushed the administration's estimate of the 1983 deficit up
another $5 billion to $96.4 billion. The Congressional
Budget Office s estimate was already $120 billion.
Stockman's Office of Management and Budget confirmed

Saturday that he sent a letter Friday to key congressional
committees that the price supports in the next fiscal year
beginning Oct. 1 will cost roughly $6.7 billion. The ad-

ministration last month projected the supports would cost
$1.8 billion.

Senate GOP Leader Howard Baker is assembUng a list of
alternatives - including higher taxes and less defense
spendmg - that could reduce the red ink. and may take his
ideas to the White House by mid-week.

Preliminary estimates last week showed the RepubUcan
led committees would recommend spending about $10
biUion more than Reagan wants, resisting many of his
proposed cuts in social programs.
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Summer of "82''
Summer staff wanted for large Girl
Scout Camps in Tolland & East Otis,
MA. Positions available for General
Counselors, Specialty Staff (Water-
front, Smallcraft, Riding, Gymnastics,
Arts & Crafts), Nurses, Cooks & Assis-
tant Cooks. Salary with Room & Board
for 9 or 10 weeks.

For applications, write:

TImbor Trolls

Stor Route 156
ToNond, MA 01004

or coNt 410-250-4592
or come to CAMP DAY FAIR,

Thufiday, March 11th
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Women talk

of leadership
By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE - The first annual New
England Women's Leadership Conference
drew about 50 women, most of them from
colleges and universities, to Har-
vard/RadcIiffe College this weekend to
develop a women's leadership network and
discuss American women's issues.
The University of Massachusetts at
Amherst was chosen by the closing caucus
participants as the sight for the regional
leadership conference in the spring of 1983
Women from UMass who attended the
Radcliffe conference will be responsible for
organizing next year's conference.
Conference workshops focused on

diversity among women, women's health,
women in education, and personal
leadership and organizing skills. Jane
Pincus CO author of "Our Bodies, Our
Selves" and Donna Brazile of the Women's
Leadership Network Project were two of
the workshop facilitators.

In an "Issues for Women in Education"
workshop, Brazile spoke of the danger that
Title IX, a civil rights bill passed in 1972,
faces from the "New Rights." Calling Orrin
Hatch (R Utah) a "very, very dangerous
man." Brazile told her audience to "watch
out" for Bill # 1361. fUed by Hatch, which
would "weaken, diminish, and narrow the
scope of Title IX."

"Title IX is the ERA (Equal Rights
Amendment) without the 'A' for women and
girls." Brazile said. "Women have made
progress since 1972 thanks to Title IX."

Prior to Title IX. Brazile explained, high
school girls could be expelled for being
pregnant and women and Third World
people were systematically denied access to
higher education.

Jane Pincus. of the Boston Women's
Health Book Collective said the collective is
working on a revision of "Our Bodies, Our
Selves", that the new book will be almost
completely rewritten, and it may be
published in 1983.

During the health workshop. Pincus said.
"We don't think there's any way that
women and obstetricians can get along"

Collegian 3

i^uality of shows
at FAC supported
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

The Chancellor's Working Group for long range planning
has recommended the Fine Arts Center at the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst be "supported as a high
campus priority over the next five years."
The Working Group also suggested a full time

professional director and an arts development person be
hired for the FAC. the Fine Arts Center continue to offer
cultural events to Western Massachuetts. the FAC analyze
the entire staff, eliminating all unnecessary positions, and
all ticket sales for the Fine Arts Center be centralized into
one operation on campus.
Fred TiUis, the current director of the Fine Arts Center

and a music professor at UMass. said he feels "very good"
about the Working Group's recommendations.
"I think it means the Center should remain a main focus

for cultural events, not only for the campus, but for all of
Western Massachusetts," Tillis said. "This suggests a
commitment on the part of the University to maintain a
high level."

Tillis said he believes the Fine Arts Center should tend
to the needs of all students, not just the fine art majors.
"I envision the Fine Arts Center as being like the library,

serving the University community at large." he said.

Because of this assessment. Tillis said he wants to see the
Fine Arts Center aligned with either the Provost's office oi;

the Chancellor's office.

Although he agreed with most of the Working Group's
recommendations. Tillis said he was not in favor of hiring a
full time professional director with a background in

management to take charge of the operations of the Fine
Arts Center.

"Perhaps the Fine Arts Center could be run with a

faculty member and part time administrator," he said.

Tillis also said he feels he is as qualified as any
professional manager to run the FAC. and that in fact,

most arts managers have experience in the arts and in

administration. He said he would apply for the director's

job if the Working Group's recommendation is accepted.

Tillis said the group had neglected one of the main
problems plaguing the Fine Arts Center which is leaks.

There are leaks in the University gallery and the

laboratory spaces in the music department.

"The problem is being worked on. but the pace is just a bit

too slow." Tillis said. "I don't want this problem to be an

embarassment like the bricks in the library."

Tillis said he would also like to see the Fine Arts Center

find a way to deal with its financial problems, specifically

the decreasing level of funding from the national en

JntTI!T 'CONFERENCE - Gw.n B.„«,..^i::;?rtr:.«.''i;s

because women's interests and doctors
interests are not the same.
Work of the collective over the past ten

years shows that the obstetrical system is
based on male control of women's bodies
Pincus said. She added that even women
doctors tend to be too aloof and impersonal
when deahng with patients because they
are tramed to keep an emotional distance

It s the training that puts women out of

commission as thinking, feeling human
beings." she said. An alternative to
traditional, impersonal medical care is a
nurse-midwife. Pincus said.
Of the "Our Bodies. Our Selves" rewrite.
Pincus said the new book will hopefully
include a Third world women's perspective
because although women have their bodies
in common, cultural attitudes towards
women's h^iesva^Y

I

Speaker says
'

ERA doomed
By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE - The Equal Rights
Amendment (ERA) will not be passed
because the National Organization of
Women (NOW) has ignored the issues of
black women in its struggle for equal
rights, said Gwen Benson Walker, director
of Motivation to Education for Jobs, in a
keynote address at the New England
Women's Leadership Conference this
weekend.
Norma Swenson, coauthor of Our

Bodies. Our Selves, and co-facilitator of a
workshop on women's health held at the
conference also said the ERA will not be
passed and that will mean "women will be in
court fighting (for equal rights) blow by
blow."

"Don't let the system isolate you." she
advised.

Benson Walker said she detests NOW
because the women in the organization have
become "elite males, afraid to develop new
young women."

"Ya'll folks pay lip-service to racism." she
told her overwhelmingly white audience.
Every last one of you in here is a racist."
Benson Walker explained that women

are programmed at a very early age by our
white, male dominated society. White
women are not prepared to face the issues
of racism and sexism, she said, "because
you all want safe environments. " White
women will never achieve equality until
black women do. she said.

"Your white men have played games with
you and you fell for it because you need to
be loved, need to be cared for. " she said.
"The more liberal you are. the more
dangerous you are to me.

"

She admonished white women to
recognize they are being manipulated and
lied to.

"The games that are being played with you
students in the name of education need to
be recognized," she said.

Benson Walker advised her audience to
develop sisterhood as conscientiously as
female leadership.

Continued on page 6

THE LONG
RANGE PLAN

Theater company
may start at UM
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

A resident professional theater company designed to
assist in teaching theatrical students at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst may eventually evolve if

certain recommendations in the academic section of the
long range plan are followed.

The long range plan, released last week by the Chan
cellor's Working G^oup on long range planning, recom
mends that the theater department gradually build a
strong professionally oriented graduate program which
eventually could lead to the development of a resident
company. To do this, the working group stated that the
theater department must seek funding outside of the
University.

Virginia P. Scott, acting chairperson of the theater
department, said her staff has been enthusiastic about the
possibility of a resident company for some time. She said
resident companies are being established at many in

stitutions and are important to the growth of a theater
department.

Scott said the theater department lacks an adequate
technical staff to accompany the facilities within the Fine
Arts Center (FAC).
Another recommendation in the long range plan would

be to have the sUffs of the theater department and FAC
merge to eliminate duplicate positions and save money for
the University. The working group stated that one unified
staff would increase the availability of the FAC as a
theatrical laboratory.

The Working Group has also recommended that the
theater department expand its program in drama history
by developing a faculty from a cross section of departments
throughout the faculty of humanities and fine arts in the
College of Arts and Sciences.

Scott said she believed the theater department is
presently offering a broad theatrical history program. She
said she is confused abdOt the Working Group's suggestion
that the department is not strong enough in that area. She

.... „....„...„ .-.-,. _ ..„ -,...„. ^.. iiiai Liieoepanmeni IS not strong enough in that area. Shedowment for the arts and the escalating costs of bnngmg said a committee from the theater department wiU pursue
artists and performers to the FAC. the Working Groups recommendations.

Police Blotter
A room fire in Washington Tower and two motor-

vehicle-offense related arrests highlighted police action
this weekend at the University of Massachusetts, police
said.

Police reported the fire, occuring in a room on the fif
teenth floor of Washington Tower at approximately 12:56
a.m. Saturday was already extinguished by occupants who
used a pressurized-water extinguisher. The fire. located in
a wooden wardrobe closet, caused approximately $300
worth of damage to the closet walls and destroyed some
clothing stored in the closet, police said.

In an unrelated incident. Jonathan D. Fader. 20,' of
Winthrop, Maine, was arrested Saturday at 9:01 p.m. on
North Pleasant Street after his car was stopped by UMass
police, police said. Police clocked Fader with radar
travelling south on North Pleasant Street at 35 m.p.h. in a
25 m.p.h. zone, police said. Fader was charged wit';
speeding, operating without a license and failure to stov
within marked lanes, police said.

Myles H. Cavanagh of Crown Point Apartments wti,
arrested Saturday at 3:56 a.m. on University Drive, polic*;
said. Police observed Cavanagh operating his van iX
speeds of 55 to 65 m.p.h. in a posted 40 m.p.h. zone en
University Drive, passing another vehicle in a posted nu
passing zone on University Drive, and failing to stop for t
red light at the intersection of University Drive and Amity
Street, police said.

* Referendum
Continued from page 1

Soviet Union to "negotiate an immediate halt to the

rongre'ss^rtrS" '^h
^' ^^^^*'^ Administration and

civSp,ogr^r
^^'- '""^ """-d military funds back to

\Ju^ ''"^'f
'''" ^^.' *'*^" P'^*^^*^ *>" t*'^ '^aWot to "promote .

wea^ns" N:ll"r".f "i
^'^ '"^"^^ surrounding n^deajweapons. Neal Callender, a member of UMass Peace

it'wikra'^o'
^^^"^"^^' ''' -^^-"^- question'::S

third^q^^rorn th^i-^al^of
*^^ ''' '^ ^' ^^'-^-•^"

^« ^^«

SGA CO Presidents Larry Kocot and Kevin Mangan lastweek said the results would be used to show Senators andCongressmen how UMass students feel about the issue
•It would show that if they want UMass support then

they better listen to what we have to say." Mangan said.
rhe f'na question on the ballot asks students whetherthey want the $2 Ma.ssachusetts Public Interest ResearchGroup (MassPIRG) fee to remain on the UMass uYt!on a^Jfee bill with the option of choosing not to pay the fee
According to MassPIRG members, the optional $2 fee is

ICZ^^^^ "^ '"PP^""' ^°'" '^^ '«^^>''"K o'-ganization and
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Wage gap between men and women is 4 lit

Monday, March 8, 1982 J^^nday, March 8, 1982

By CHRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Two thirds of the women in the labor force work because
of economic necessity, but they earn only 59 cents to every
doUar earned by a man. said Ann Helwege during aworkshop. "Whos Got Your 41 cents: Women and the

Zwr^ .Fu ,fP*»"^«!"«d by the Everywoman's Center(LWC) at the University of Massachusetts on Saturday.
Women earn one-third to two- fifths of all family income,
and that is not just 'pin money'," said Teresa Amott who
conducted the workshop with Helwege.

Both Helwege and Amott represent the Women's
Commission in Exile.a state wide, non-profit organization
seeking answers to the economic injustices facing the
women of Massachusetts, they said.

Many assumptions are made about women in theMabor

• SGA ballot

iorce. Helwege said, such as that women who work are just
waiting to get married, and that women pick low paying
occupations which have high unemployment rates.
"We have all heard that a man needs more money because

he has a family to support." Helwege said. However
according to statistics compiled by U.S. Department of
Labor in 1979, half of all the poor famililes were maintained
by women.

"Society is set up to maintain the father as the head of
the household." said one woman who attended the
workshop.

Another common assumption is that women are not as
well-educated as men. Helwege said. But women with four
years of college earned less than men with only an eighth
grade education in 1978, according to the U.S. Department
of Labor statistics.

"We have to start educating women that they are not
what men think they are." said another woman at the

workshop.
Amott said. "Women should not be condemned by

society for not getting married, nor should they be
penalized for getting married."

Helwege said. "Women are not dropping out of the labor
force to have kids and they are still earning 59 cents."
"To say that women are not going to spend the same

time in the labor force as men is statistically off-the-wall
"

Amott said.

'Economists say women get paid lower wages because
they pick the lousy jobs." Helwege said. Perhaps "those
occupations are low paying because women do them."

"Even within the same occupation, there is still a wage
gap between men and women, but it is not the 41 cent
wage gap. For example. in 1978. women janitors earned
$3.75 compared to $4.33 earned by men janitors, according
to labor statistics," she said.

and Harvey Ashman, and Jim

Continued from page 1

Groom, Steve Robinson
Murphy.
The following profiles of the candidates were drawn

from information forms filled out by the candidates last
week. The length of the profiles were determined by the
volume of information received from the candidates. Any
omissions of information are the result of the candidates'
failure to provide it.

Nangle and O'Shea

Richard Nangle, 20. a junior journalism major from
Dedham, and Laura O'Shea. 20, a sophomore psychology
major from East Boston, are making their first foray in
campus-wide politics.

Nangle, a Mackimmie resident, has been a reporter for
the Massachusetts DaUy Collegian . a newscaster forWMUA radio, has been active in the campus campaign of
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy and has worked for the
Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group Mass
PIRG.

O'Shea. a Patterson resident, has been a member of the
Mackimmie House Council, was active in political cam-
paigns and served on the Finance Committee of the Boston
School Committee while a high school student.
Nangle and O'Shea said they see "elitism" in the SGA

uiaccessibUity of the SGA to students and the proposed $6
student activities fee increase as the major issues in this
year's campaign. They have proposed to settle SGA issues
through student referendums, enforce a requirement that
all SGA officers be full time students and make themselves
more accessible to the student body in an effort to
"eliminate the hierarchy and elitism which makes the SGA

inaccessible to the average student."
Nangle and O'Shea said they are opposed to the

proposed hike in the Student Activies Trust Fund (SATF)
which appears as a referendum question on the ballot, and
instead favor "responsible management" of the fee. They
have proposed to divide the fee in half for "essential
services" and "all other SGA funded activities" and to
"eliminate redundance in SGA funded groups that work for
social change."

Nangle and O'Shea also said they want to make voter
registration a top priority and "establish credibility and
confidence in the SGA in order to achieve greater results in
the student interest."

Stone and Groom

David Stone, 21, a junior finance major from Lincoln and
David Groom. 20 a junior history major from Swampscott.
are also making their fii-st bid at campus politics.

Stone, a North Pleasant Street resident, claims to have
"diversified managerial experience" working in the real
estate and construction business. Groom, a Swiss Village
resident, said he is a co-founder of "the Real Majority." a
political action group at UMass.

Stone and Groom said they see the lack of respect and
funding the University receives, the need for a new meal
plan system and improving the school's image as the major
issues in their campaign.

Stone and Groom have termed the current on-campus
meal plan system as "disgraceful" and a "rip off." They
claim students are "throwing away money" by paying for
dining commons meals they don't eat and propose to
initiate a new system where students can eat in other
campus areas and bring in friends on the meal plan.

r

Stone and Groom also said they plan to eradicate the
University's "zoo" image "with the cooperation of every
student and the right leadership in our own student
government."

"If people were to look at our University with more
respect, chances are we would get better funding and
better job opportunities after graduation," Stone and
Groom state.

Robinson and Ashman

Steve R. Robinson, 21, a junior math and economics
major from Beverly and Harvey A. Ashman, 19, a junior
business and economics major from Brockton have both
been involved in campus politics for the past three
semesters.

Robinson, a resident of Van Meter North, has been a
student senator for the past three years, president of the
Central Area Government for three semesters and the
area's vice president for three semesters. Ashman, of
Dickinson dormitory, has served as a member of the
University President's Council, the editor of University
Directions, a member of the Orchard Hill Area Govern-
ment for four semesters, a member of MassPIRG, the Co-
ed Coalition and the Public Policy Committee of the
Undergraduate Student Senate.
Robinson and Ashman said the main issues in their

campaign are the need for better communications between
the various student governments and the student body,
improved relations between the SGA and the ad-
ministration, increased lobbying for financial aid and
against tuition hikes, continuing the ideas established in

Continved on page 5

ELECTIONS
TODAY!!

Elections for the office of SGA President(s), and for positions on the Board ofGovernors are being held today. Polling times and places are as follows:

11 - 2 p.m. & 4 - 6 p.m.
Northeast/ Sylvan . Worcester D C
Central/Orchard HUl . Franklin D.C.
Cance, J.A., J.Q.A.,

Mackimmie, Moore,
Patterson, Pierpont,

Washington . Berkshire D.C.
Coolidge, Crampton,
Emerson, James,

Kennedy, Melville,Thoreau

ihurjcky

' r'%mhrtum

Commuter/Greek

Hampshire D.C.

10 - 3 p.m.

Campus Center Concourse
(in front of Blue Wall)

For further uijormatum, call 545- 0342/ or come up to Rm. 420 of the
Student Union Huildin^.

W Cams
from me^oiihead

lAassaJnueih 'New yirk lAcdnc
Cape Cod 'Jkw Vcmpsldre

9Jevi Jersey Vemotii Temuvlvania

viillhe inierviewitm^for

owmer Emmumenf

VOTE!!

SJQll~UVSipiTnformdion
ctre available ath

Sfudmf EmplcutmdOffice

Summer Emdomimt

Frat fight gets private hearing
By KEN LUNDBERG O

Collegian 5

By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

A private hearing was held last Friday at HamoshireCounty District Court in Northampton for one oThe 16

wiU remain uSLufed' '" """"' "" "^ '^"^ <"""•'^

srsrejr„Lo^r:--£^^
members were treated for injuries. Allegedly some o^those unidentified persons involved in thTLh?

sTurctr al^'^m'^^f
''' ^-tern!t7,'arii:grcL7;:

:rgTnLVonl„;r.'l^^ -^^-^' ^^-^ '^^

h»fl^^
president Jeff Taylor said the Theta Chi fraternityhas already paid $1,500 restitution to PIKE for damagesmcurred as a result of the fighting incident. ^ '

Refusing to disclose any identities of those persons

Woman 's im
EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER (EWC)

TUE: Counseling is available from 10 a.m.
to noon.

Childcare is available from 7 to 9
p.m.

WED: Childcare is available from 3 to 7
p.m.

pie Incest Support Group will meet
from 6 to 8 p.m., sponsored by the
Violence Against Women Program.
Counseling is available from 5 to 7
p.m.

THU: Childcare is available from 7 to 9
p.m.

FRI: Counseling is available from 10 a.m.
to noon.

Childcare is available from 10 a.m.
to noon.

SAT: Childcare is available from 10 a.m.
to noon.

N RrnoW?
^^-^f'^^/- Associate Dean of Students RobertN. Brooks said. "I don't want to try the case in theColkgmn. Students have rights of privacy in that regard."

Brooks also said, "I don't want to condemn the (Greek)
system as such. I'm concerned with individual behavior."

Brooks said 16 students went before the Greek Area
Judicial Board for their involvement in the fighting in
cident. Of those 16 students, seven signed administrative
agreements which in effect indicate they acknowledge the
charges brought against them for their violation of the
student Code of Conduct, Brooks said.

In some cases. Brooks said, a number of sanctions were
imposed hke private jeopardy (suspended suspension from
the University) and the serving of an assigned amount of
conimunity service hours. Brooks also noted that several
students were found not guilty in the hearings and other
cases are still pending because some students withdrew
irom the University.

The Theta Chi fraternity, which was on probation at the
time of the fight, is now being reviewed by the national
Theta Chi organization, the TheU Chi Alumni Corp. and
the Greek Affairs office. A 15 point agreement has been
developed concerning the current status of the Theta Chi
fraternity and its future objectives in terms of misconduct-
reform, leadership and developing rushing procedures and
social events.
"It is a tradition that there have been no significant
problems untU recently." Brooks said.

MON: The SOUTHWEST WOMEN'S
CENTER (SWWC) will hold their
weekly staff meeting from noon to 1

p.m. to discuss eating disorders,
with guest speaker Sue Clemment
from the play "Food Fight." All are
welcome.
The REAL MAJORITY will meet
at 7 p.m. in Machmer W26. Roger
Libby, professor and nationally
known speaker and author will

discuss the new right.

TUE
: WMUA will hold a Women 's Affairs

meeting at 8 p.m. in Marston Hall.
THU: The COMMITTEE FOR EQUAL

RIGHTS AND REPRODUCTIVE
FREEDOMS (CERRF) will meet at
7 p.m. in the Dukes room of the Stu-
dent Union.

•
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Springfield *
Management
Associates

SPEED
READING
2nd S*s*ion

Three
2- Hour Sessions
March 10, 17, 31,
from 7-9 P.M.
CC Rm 811-15

Cost: $40.
Contact Jon 546-5396

Campus Rep
btwn 2-4 P.M.

iliniininimni lllllfr

• SGA ballot

Continued from page ^

the Year Toward CiyiUty and developing a book co op todecrease Textbook Annex profits."
Robinson and Ashman said communications between aUstuden s should be increased to "form a strong uniform

student government that will run more efficiently and
effectively. "^

The pair also pledge to "increase pressure on the Board
ol Kegents to provide more tuition waivers with fewer

andaMrni'.^"!^''
'work toward stopping tuition hikesand attempt to change the Regents' policy of our paying 30

percent of the cost of our education."
f J b

MURPHY

Jim Murphy. 21. a junior psychology major fromWeymouth, has also been involved in campusVolitk?

TlulnT '"^'f
"^'' ^^ ^^^^Snized Student Organizations.*

a student senator for two years, a member of the senate

m'^^nt T Arr"^
committee and chair of the senate Govern-mental Affairs Committee.

Murphy said the major issues in the campaign are "thedexline of the quality of pubhc higher %d^ucatToni^

^ZIZ"""^'''' '^^ ''^"^•''«" ""^'^^ Campus Center, mor^student representation by the SGA. campus lighting

proce'duTr'
' '"' ' '^''"'' harassment grilvanfe

Murphy has also proposed to "Make student government
pro^active. not reactive.

" to reorganize the senate andmake It smaller, establish a "Police Misconduct ReviewBoard and lobby Amherst Town Meeting for rent controlMurphy has also proposed that the SGA invest $5 000 tn

SL t^'V ^"^ "" '^^ ^^'"P"^ Center buildTng aTo,
Bosfon'^h r^^'

P"'-*^hasing one of these bonds from a

r^^Se^x ^'^
'"^"'^"^^ -"' '^^' ^ -^" p-^

"As a bondholder, no matter how smaij, we wiu nave aegal standing to demand, in court, that the administration

stated^ " *'*"'''^^ ^^^ mismanagement." Murphy

According to Murphy, the Campus Center "is in badshape physically, financially and administratively." and the
administration has proposed an increase in the $79 Campus
Center fee to correct "their own problems "

Murphy also said that students should work together
and cannot allow the administration to make decisions
behind our backs about how and where we can live

"

claiming the administration is "quietly considering" a plan
to ehminate co-ed noors in Southwest.

Typiwq & WoRd Processing
Fast, accurate, low cost typing and word processing of
theses, term papers, manuscripts, etc.

* Job Hunting? TYPE-RITE's rates for word processing of
resumes and letters are among the lowest in the area.

* Same or next day service available in many cases.

TYPE-RITE
321 R Main St., Amherst

(corner of Main & Dickinson Streets)

__ 253-51 1

1

Richard Nangle ]

Laura O^Shea
FOR SGA CO-PRESIDENTS
GIVE STUDENT GOV'T I

BACK TO STMDENTS

TheQfiU\P
MALE

Looking Good, Buying Right;

Huge Selection of

I
Sweaters $6 .99

Regularly «20 - $40

Wool or Corduroy

Slacks $7.99
Regularly $22 - $40

* No 6$ increase in the Student
Activities Fee

* More direct student control of

student gov't through binding

referendums
* Let students decide what SGA
funded services are essential

* Make voter registration of students
a top priority

on Route 9 between
Amherst &

Northampton just

around the corner

from UMass.
Store hours:

10-9:30 Mon-Sat

TheCMra
MALE

L(wluigG«oil, Buyii^l

Hampshire Mall

Hadley

WE'RE TIRED OF SANDBOX
POLITICIANS MISMANAGING OUR

STUDENT ACTIVITIES FEE

* Victory Pofty o t the Dlue Woll
Tuesday HIght All ore Welcome
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"Racism takes my feminism and kills it."

she said. "White women don't define
feminism — black women are the epitomy
of feminism."

Benson Walker raised three children by
herself and told conference participants
that each mdividual must learn to depend
exclusively on herself.

Concluding, she encouraged conference
members to develop themselves in
dividually and coUectively. and then to
change the world with their new skills.

Hillel to celebrate Purim tonight
The University of Massachusetts HiUel The Purim holiday, which begins tonight,

will be celebrating the Jewish holiday of is celebrated with the reading of the biblical
story from the Megillah. which includes

Purim with a party at 7 p.m. tonight in the audience noise making to drown out the
Cape Cod Lounge in the Student Union name of the villain and cheers for the
Building. heroes.

>
a
(0

I

I

I

I

I Rt. 9 Hadley While they last.

Invest In Your Future

What are your options upon graduation? Have you thought
about the job market?. . .about graduate school? The
ATLANTA UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION is seeking several excep-
tional students interested in pursuing an MBA, for scholar-

ship and fellowship consideration. Our Executive Manage-
ment Scholarship Program (EMSP) and Minority Engineers
in Management Fellowship Program (MEMFP) were design-
ed to identify and attract exceptional students to our MBA
program. Our small class size, exclusive concentration on
one degree, and accreditation status (AACSB) have proved to
be just the environment many students are seeking. Check
out your options by contacting:

Mr. Brent E. Johnson
Atlanta University, Graduate School of Business

223 Chestnut St., SW, Atlanta, GA 30314
(404) 681-0251 x 393

Imagine a religious
family of 40 000 Priests
Brothers Sisters and Lay
Volunteers m 102 countries
around the vvorld (That s a
pretty big family

But that s what the Sale-
sians of St John Bosco are all

about— a large family of

community-mmded men and
women dedicated to the serv-
ice of youth (And no one gets
lost

)

In the 1800 s a chance meeting between a poor pnest and a
street urchm served to create a movement of such success that
It IS still growing today Don Bosco became the priest who
brought youth back from the streets—and back to God

He reasoned that a program of play learn and pray would
make useful citizens of the world He crowded out evil with
reason religion and kindness ir. a iwhat was then unheard of)
atmosphere of family spirit

The Ideals of St John Bosco are still with us today His work
goes on in youth clubs technical and academic schools
guidance centers summer camps and missions And his very
human approach is very evdent m the family spirit of the
Salesians This is the way he wanted it This is the way ii is
The Salesian experience isn t learned— it s lived

^or more mtormalion about Salesian Pnests Brothers
Sisters and Lay Volunteers mail Ihis coupon to
Father Richard McCormick

•^nP*^tt^W^iW\^ (

OF ST, JOHN BOSCO
F.lorsLane West Haverslraw NV 10993

I am interested m me Pneslhood Brotherhood :. Sisterhood
Lay Volunteer

'

Nam*. *••-

Slr«*i Addret*.

tIaU. Zip.

Collaga ANandlng.

Claat 01.

213 A

It might be a nuclear sub or a billion

M«!!;
a'^craft carrier. At the Norfolk

Naval Shipyard, you can provide enai-
neering support for the maintenance
and testing of the most sophisticated
technology in the world, with hands-on
experience that will challenge yourpersonal creativity, stimulate and en-hance your engineering knowledge and
accord you a good measure of respon
sibility on important projects

Our shipyard recruiter will be on campus on
March 9

A General Information Meeting will be held on
March 8 . ? 8 oclork

arn.^^K^'®!'" '^® Tidewater. Virginia
area, the shipyard is surrounded by a

lrfLuL?\ °l
recreational and cultural

activities. Just minutes away, the resort

m«. °of J.'?l"'^
^®^^^ ^os»s water activ-

hl e?.
^" ^^P®^ and descriptions. Also.

acu?ir f^n^^
Mountains with its spec-

^.nflL ^" '°''^9® and numerous
winter ski resorts.

Mrs S.M. Peters
Code 170.3
Norfolk Naval Shipyard

r,!T^"^^' Virginia 23709
Call Collect: (804) 393-7340
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Monday

OUTING CLUB MEETING - Tonight's
meeting wUl feature a slide show
presentation on Caving & Hiking in the
Southwest. New trips wiU be announced for
upcommg weeks. New members welcome!
CC Km 917 at 7 p.m.

REAL MAJORITY MEETING - Real
Majority meeting tonight at 7 p.m. Prof.
Roger Libby. nationaUy known author and
tecturer will be speaking on "Sex. the
Fanuly and the religious New Right."
Everyone welcome. Machmer W-26 at 7
p.m.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING -
Study, planning, and action toward nuclear
disarmament. All are welcome to attend —
help promote the freeze question in the
Student Senate elections. 803 CC at 7 p.m.

DV-P MEETING - Planning of upcoming
events - lots to do. DVP office, 415 S U at
7:30 p.m.

Tuesday

THE LAST GREAT AMERICANS
SCRIPT WRITING - Script writing ?o?
Liast Great Americans comedy show — all
are welcome! Mostly comedy and/or other

T'^^^^^i*!^ * comedy, variety and wild
show/ CC Rm 905-09 at 7 p.m.

STUDENT MEETING - U.P.C
Productions General Meeting. CC Rrn 101
at 6:30 p.m.

MPP^Sr
^'^^ SERVICES CLUBMELriNG - The Community ServicesUub will be holding a mandatory meeting

for all members. We have many activities
planned - we need everyone's help! New
members welcomed. Skinner Lounge at 4

AMATEUR RADIO CLASS - This will be
our fifth meeting. Anyone interested in
ham radio is welcome. CC Rm 811-13 at 7:30
p.m.

Wednesday

BIBLICAL EXPLORATION - Chaplain
Pete Sabey faciUtates an intelligent, serious
open-minded study of the Bible. 428 SU
6:30-7:30 p.m.

BIOCHEMISTRY CLUB MEETING -
Topics wiU include Biochemistry T shirts
and a trip to New England Nuclear. All are
invited to attend. Rm 1020 GTWR at 7 p.m.

?Stno5^'^^'^'
DEMOCRACY, & CLASS

IHLURY - A five-college colloquium in
Social Thought and PoUtical Economy with
Richard Schmitl. Professor of Philosophy at
Brown University. Thompson 6th floor
lounge, 10-4 p.m.

COLLEGE BOWL - ORGANIZING
MEETING — Meeting to organize teams
for a spring Tournament of This Quiz Game.
Teams of four persons vie with each other
to answer questions for points. CC Rm 905-
09 at 7 p.m.

SCI-IECH BOOKSAIE

OFF
ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED
PRICES
on selected sale tables

Conne pick up a.stock of high-level
scientifk: and technk:al books from
leading pubiist^ers. Our selection
ranges through nunnerous disciplines
iricludifTg phystes, chennistry. medicine,
mathematics, engineering, computers
and more. Your savings range
from a tremendous 65% to an
unbelievable 90%

$1.00
to

$4.99

Open M-F 9-5 Located In the Campus Center, Univ of Mass

§i,UNIVERSITY
STORED

Thursday

WOMENS WEEK ART PROGRAM -
Views of women by Boston artist Ros
Barron who will introduce and show her
recent video work. CC Rm 168 at 2 p.m.

SPECTRUM READING SERIES - Tired
of waiting for Godot? Come to the next
Spectrum Reading, an evening of original
prose and poetry, with refreshments
served! Commonwealth Rm (Earthfoods)
SU at 8 p.m.

SURREAL EXPLORER - Video-artist
Ros Barron presents and describes works
from her career showing the evolution of
technology as part of the UVC's third
annual Video-Art Festival. The showing is
free. Cape Cod Lounge, SU at 7:30 p.m.

LETTER WRITING TO
CONGRESSPERSON WORKSHOP - Do
you want to see some change or get
something off you chest Uke: requests for
more federal/state funding for education
U.S. involvement in El Salvador, draft
registration or nuclear disarmament? This

workshop will help and inspire you to write.
Center For Racial Studies, Moore House
7:309:00.

MULTI-CULTURAL SHARING EVENTSTUDENT PLANNING MEETING -
C.R S. is organizing student participation
in this event which will consist entirely of
students of numerous cultural and ethnic
backgrounds presenting a story, music,
dramatization, poetry, folklore or other
activity^ Center For Racial Studies. Moore
House. 6-7 p.m.

Saturday

C.P.R. REFRESHER - C.P.R. refresher
course to be held Saturday March 13 for fire
and first aid members. Check bulletin board
outside office. Morill 407 at 9 a.m.

COUPLE ENRICHMENT WORKSHOP -
Led by Dr. F. Peter Sabey using Co-SEE -
free to students - supported by both
Student Senates. Deadline to apply is
Thursday, March 11. at 5:00 p.m. Call UCF- 545-2661 to enroll or for more in-
formation. 428 SU, 9:30-4:30.

Doonesbury
Drought to you ovorydoy

by Gorry Trudoou
ond tho

MQssQchus«tts Doily Collogion

^^WReasons

/discover
the University of

VemiGntThis

Summer.
l/l '• Sailing on Uke Champlain.

"71 2- Day Hikes In the

W I Green Mountains.

03. Night Life in Burilngton
or Montreal.

l^/j
"*• Cosmopolitan Restaurants.

LyI 5. Antiquing.

8.

6. Music Festivals: Folk, Jazz.
Classical concerts.

7. Ben G Jerrys Mint Oreo
Ice Cream.

Over 300 accredited
courses. 49 Departments
and a distinguished faculty.
(Yes we know we said "7
Reasons" ~ we're just
testing you!) (Send the
coupon anyway!)

i^'
University of Vertnont

Continuing Education
Grasse Mount

• Burlinqton, VIermont 05401 3482
802 636 2088

.

,0 i want to discover the University of Vermont
this Summer.
Please send me

U Some lAore Reasons G A Catalog

Name
.

Street

City
. Stdte Zip

Telephone
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Women
struggle for rights
For over fifty years many countries have desi^ated March 8 as

International Women's Day - a day set aside for rallys and educa-
tional events pertaining to women's struggles for economic,
political, and cultural equality and recognition.
"Women's Day" as it was initially known in the United States,

was acknowledged in 1909 when the Socialist Party called for a
Women's Day on the last Sunday in February of that year, "for the
purpose of a demonstration in favor of women's suffrage." In 1910,

EDITORIAL

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Collegian 9

at the Second International Conference of Socialist Women, a
resolution was passed unanimously to recognize one day annually
as International Women's Day. Again, it was used as a vehicle to
stress the importance of suffrage for women.
At the University of Massachusetts the theme of this year's In-

ternational Women's Week is "Adelante Mujer! Women Moving
Forward." This expresses the determination of women to push for-
ward and to surmount the barriers which have impeded their pro-
gress toward equality; barriers such as the vacillation by the ad-
ministration on the implementation of the Sexual Harrassment
Grievance procedure. Women still represent a small percentage of
tenured faculty at UMass, most upper level administration posi-
tions continue to be held by white men, and even among the student
population women are inadequately represented in positions of
power, exemplified by the fact that only one SGA presidential can-
didate out of seven is a woman.
The International Women's Week Committee has organized a

commendable week of events including workshops, films and panel
presentations. The opportunity for all of us to learn more about the
problems which effect the people who are our mothers, sisters,
lovers and friends is at our fingertips. We encourage every member
of the University community to take advantage of this chance to
enrich themselves.

Unsigned editorials represent the views ofthe Collegian Editorial
Board. Opposing views are welcome.

Support student rights
During the sixties students acquired the collective strength togam the nght to vote, to end the war in Vietnam, and to demand avoice m University policy.

'^"u a.

During the seventies students decided to build an organization topromote grassroots political action around issues of student ri^^^^^^environmental preservation, consumer protection and safe ener^

MassPIRc"
^
Th^T ™^^f"^^"^s founded the organizati^MassFIRG - The Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group.

EDITORIAL
Acting upon their newly acquired students rights, the student body
voted to tax themselves a $2 per semester waivable fee on their
University bill. As long as the majority of students chose to pay the
waivable fee it would remain on their bill. Thus MassPIRG funded
through the $2 waivable fee, was established as a totally student
directed organization dedicated to protecting the rights of
Massachusetts consumers.
Today and tomorrow UMass students will be able to demonstrate

support for MassPIRG and the right of students to organize by
voting yes on question four of the Student Government Associa-
tion election ballot.

Question four is a vote on our collective rights as students to have
an organization which we fund and direct. There are rumblings
from the state Legislature and the UMass Board of Trustees to
abolish or weaken the MassPIRG fee. In the wake of MassPIRG's
success in passing the Bottle Bill over opposition from Governor
King and the bottling industry, they have gained new adversaries
Any outside attempt to change the funding of MassPIRG would

be an attack on the UMass student body's right to organize. We
cannot afford further erosion of our hard won student rights We
must send a strong and unified message to the Legislature and the
Trustees.

Unsigned editorials represent the views of the Collegian Editorial
Board. Opposing views are welcovie.
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What's behind

"Watch out hoys!. ..He looks hungry"

Letters

-j>. •^^^f-.'^^.•v-m\ .^^4.-

Help support PIRG
To the Editor:

Are you aware that on the Student
Government Association election ballot
there is a referendum concerning an issue
as basic to student rights as the coed
bathroom question? The referendum asks
whether or not you. as a student of UMass,
believe that the optional Massachusetts
Public Interests and Research Group
MassPIRG fee should remain on our tuition
bills.

For those who do not know. MassPIRG
was initiated by students ten years ago. It
is student funded, student run and student
directed. The organization works towards
environmental, consumer and energy
oriented issues, like the Bottle Bill.

The optional MassPIRG fee is on our
tuition bills because students voted to have
it there. The issue is now being brought
into view because Boston State College is

merging with UMass - Boston. Boston
State students are voting as to whether or
not they want MassPIRG on their tuition
bills. As it looks now they will probably
vote yes, and since most students are
willing to tax themselves to help support
MassPIRG, why should people other than
students be looking at the fee on our tuition
bills?

The petition MassPIRG is sponsoring will
have been endorsed by half of the students
on this campus by Tuesday, March 9. Even
if you do not believe in what MassPIRG
stands for, but you do believe in coed living
and student rights, vote for the optional
MassPIRG fee, (referendum no. 4), to
remain on our tuition bills. It all comes
down to the same issue — do students have
the right to make decisions directly con-
cerning their lifestyles here at UMass?

Linda McNeil
Southwest

Blues is African
To the Editors:

I was horribly misquoted in an article
entitled, "Women's Studies offers diverse

courses" (Feb. 18 Collegian). The article
quoted me as saying that the "Blues grew
out of both the Negroes history of slaverj
and the struggle to succeed in the music
mdustry." Now I'm not quite sure how that
statement got put together, but it certainly
wasn't Slated by me. I feel it important to
corrtM't that misinformation.

First of all, let's replace the word
"Negro" with the term "black" or "Afro-
American." Secondly, about slavery: it is
true that slavery is a part of Afro American

history and therefore it has had a definite
impact on the lives of Afro-Americans. But
it is important to realize that the experience
of slavery is only one of the many ex-
periences of blacks in this country. The
Blues is not just about slavery, it's about a//
of black experience: it is an artistic ex-

that has grown out of a rich,

and unique African-American

pression

diverse,

culture.

About the struggle to succeed in the
music industry: true. Blacks were, and still

are. horribly mistreated and ripped off by
• he white businessmen of the recording
industry. But the Blues were alive and
growing before that experience. The Blues
didn't grow out of that exper ence.

You see, the statement ^hat the Blues
grew out of slavery and the Afro-American
struggle in the recording business suggests
that the Blues is merely a reaction to a
negative situation — a reaction to whites
and their racism. This statement ignores
the impact that African culture has had on
the Blues; this statement negates the
originality and ingenuity of the Blues
tradition. The Blues is not merely a

reaction; it is action and expression, it is

unique both lyrically and musically, and
most of all it is African, as well as North
American.

Liz Bennett

Teaching .Assistant

"Women's Folk Music: The Blues"

Cooperation crucial
To the Editor:

Recently I prosecuted several men for

the rape of a female student at the Campus
Center Hotel last May. The prosecution
ended favorably, with two defendants
found guilty of aggravated rape and a third

convicted of indecent assault and battery.

They are now awaiting sentencing.

The successful conclusion of this case is

due in large part to the fine work of the

UMass Police Department. For the last

nine months I have worked closely with a

number of officers from the department,
and I would like to publicly commend them
for their professionalism and dedication.

Among those to be commended are

Lieutenant Michael Grabiec, Sergeant
Dexter Shearer, and officers Barry
Flanders, Kevin Donovan, Daniel Hagan.
William Murphy, and Peter Siendewicz.

While many officers were involved in the

arrest of these defendants, and the sub-

sequent investigation, one deserves to be

singled out for special recognition.

Sergeant Paul Ominsky. Sergeant Ominsky
was the first officer to respond to the

Campus Center Hotel that night. He walked
into a room full of intoxicated young men
while a rape was being committed. In his
handling of a delicate and dangerous
situation, he demonstrated that courage
and devotion to duty, which are the
hallmarks of an outstanding police officer. I

have no doubt that his swift action saved
the victim from severe injury or worse.
Sergeant Ominsky worked very hard in
preparing the case, and he sat with me and
assisted me during the trial.

Sergeant Ominsky exemplifies the high
quality of the entire department. The
University should be proud of its police
force. They exist for the protection of all

members of the UMass community. The
student body in particular, should realize
that the police department is established
for their benefit and protection. The UMass
Police have demonstrated by their per
formance that they are truly worthy of
respect and cooperation from those that
they serve.

Members of the student body also
deserve recognition for their role in this
mcident. Fran Troy, a student, and Donna
Demers, a former student, were primarily
responsible for the police arriving in time.
Both of these young women were very
helpful to the police and to me, despite
bfing inconvenienced many times. Teri
Anderson, from Evcrywomen's Center,
flovoted many hours of her own time to
counselling the victim, and was a great help
lo the prosecution in this regard.

Justice cannot be done without the
cooperation of the police and members of
the community at large. The outcome of
this case is a tribute to police and students
alike. I commend you all.

Brian L. Blackburn
Assistant District Attorney

Preserve our rights
To the Editor:

As a student in the Communications
Studies Department. I feel compelled to

respond to the Long Range plan released

earlier this week by the Chancellor's Office,

The statements set forth by the Working
Group can destroy the fine reputation of our
•lepartment and jeopardize each student's
potential career in their chosen field. Al.so,

these falacious statements threaten the
credibility of our faculty and will be a
detriment to their future endeavors.
As a student body we must rally together

and voice our opinions. We must fight to
preserve our rights as students and act on
this issue accordinly.

JohnE.SelUer

Amherst

Editor's note: This is the first ofa five part
series ofcolumns analyzing the operation of
the Campus Center.

How many times have you walked
through the Campus Center, looked
around at all the services in the

building, and wondered what's behind it

all? We all know what the Campus Center
offers, because we can see the University
Store, the Coffee Shop, the vendor tables
on the Concourse, and so on. But most
students don't know how these services are
managed, nor do they know about the
managerial policies behind them. This
week we'll take a look behind the scenes
and explain as simply as possible what goes
on.
De.scribing the operations formally, the
Campus Center consists of "five major
University trust fund accounts." If we've
lost you already, don't worry, this will be
explained later. The five are Maintenance
and Operations, responsible for custodial
tasks and maintenance of the entire
complex; Food Services, consisting of the
Hatch, Coffee Shop, Bluewall, Campus
Center Catering, and the Top of the
Campus restaurant; Accomodations, know
better as the Campus Center Hotel; and the
University Store/ReUU Services, which
includes (on the University Store side), not

^
only the store itself, but also the Mini-store

"and the Textbook Annex. Retail Services
consist of the vending machines, the print
shop, the games room, and the post office.
All of these divisions, in addition to a
manager of each, are centrally run by the
director of the campus Center, Bill Harris.
All these services are managed through

trust funds, and the Campus Center trust
fund, according to Massachusetts General
Laws, should be self-supporting. Self-
supporting simply means that the revenues
of the operations involved should at the
least be equal to the expenses. And this is

where the great debate begins.
To set the scene, the Ways and Means
Committee of the State Legislature
released a report last summer that
examined the managerial policies of the
Campus Center administration, and what
the committee found raised an issue that

still has yet to be settled.

At the heart of the issue is the concept of
"self-supporting." Each of the five divisions
of the Campus Center are managed under
its own trust fund, and the Senate Ways
and Means committee feels that "the
Campus Center administration should
observe the same principle among Campus
Center activities that is prescribed for trust
funds, namely that each Campus Center
activity be self supporting. Campus Center
activities that fail to win sufficient support
to at least break even should be discon-
tinued."

Dave Cline

The Campus Center administration, on the
other hand, believes that as long as the
Campus Center as a whole is self-

supporting, then that is adequate enough.
Bill Harris believes that "you can't keep
each division profitable" and that students
must pay for these services.

Speaking on behalf of the students in the
Campus Center is the Campus Center
Board of Governors, charged with
representing student interests. The board
is comprised entirely of students, elected in

elections hke the ones going on today and
tomorrow. While the Campus Center and
the BOG are working on the same team,
there is often a great difference of opinion
between the two sides. The BOG is an
advisory board, meaning that they do not
have actual control over the building, and
can only make recommendations. The
Campus Center director has the final say.
Students pay a yearly $79 Campus Center

fee that covers the debt service in the
Campus Center. The Campus Center was
built in 1970 and financed by the building
authority through various revenue bonds
totaling more than $50 million. Of the $79
paid by us, $72 goes to debt service, which
pays the interest and maturity on the
bonds. About $5 goes to fund not only the
Board of Governors, which functions
anually on a $112,000 budget, but other

groups like Governor's Program CouncO,
charged with bringing programming and
entertainment to the complex. Another $2
goes to Janitorial Services and other
services in the complex.
The fee is another source of debate,

because as students, you essentially pay for
the building, and by meeting the debt
service each year, the services housed
within do not have to pay rent. So in

essence it could be argued that not only do
we pay for the building, we pay agian to use
each of the services.

On the administrative side, students are
only one of their concerns. The Campus
Center administration, through the
"Planning for the 1980's" document that will

be discussed later, acknowledges that "the
Board of Governors was formed in order to
provide the administration with a direct
hnk to students. This link is based, in part,
on the use of the student fee to support
operating costs." However, along with
students, the Campus Center is also funded
by Conference Services, which brings many
outside conferences to the University, and
in particular to the complex. The conferees
spend time in the hotel and eat in food
service operations. In addition to point-of-

purchase payments, Conference Services
pays the Campus Center a fee based on
square footage used, working out to $56,000
per year. As a result, the revenues the
conferees provide is an integral part of the
financial picture of the Campus Center,
although it is impossible to determine what
the total amount actually is. In addition to
Conference Services, faculty, ad-
ministration, parents and guests of the
University also use the facility. So the
Campus Center administratran, in all

fairness, must balance out the interests of
all these groups.

From the student side, it has been felt

that since students pay a disproportionate
share of the income, they should receive the
majority of the services. This week, we'll

take a closer look at that argument as it

applies to specific areas in the Campus
Center, starting tomorrow with the
Textbook Annex.

Women, don't trash your names!
E very woman deserves a present on

this day of celebration of gender
identity and gender pride. I have

chosen today. International Womens Day,
after years of consideration, procrastina-

tion and hesitation to give myself, my
foremothers and future daughters the gift

of a new heritage by reclaitning a name
that was shamefully abandoned and destin-

ed to be forgotten in an earlier generation.

Some may latigh as they ask, "But
what's in a name, after all?" Well, if you
are a man, and your name is Silver, change
it to Gold; if it's Greenblatt, change it to

McMorran; Wang, change it to Schwartz,
and just see if you don't feel the least bit

different about who you are and where you
came from. It would probably come as a big

shock to a man's identity. For women, well,

we've never been encouraged to grow at-

tached to our names — they are easily and
as a matter of course discarded. They are

never meant to be anything more than a
symbol of our attachment, because,
historically, our identity is based on and
legitimized by our relation to a man. By a
man's name. We are told we should be pro-

ud to bear the name of our fathers, until, as

expected, another man comes along to of-

fer us his,
.
and then we should eagerly

discard the one we have grown up with to

be legitimized by a new man's name. And
then, if we choose, or even if we choose not

to, we can call ourselves, or be called, Mrs.

SomeMan. And our children and their

children can be called little SomeMan's.
And that will be very acceptable to most in

our society, because then they will be able

to easily discern that our children are

"legitimate" (or even real) because they

will have the name of SomeMan.

our "maiden" name alone we may use a
hyphenated SomeMan's name for the sake
of simplicity in naming the children.
Women are expected to make sacrifices for
somebody's sake. And our daughters will

be advantageously classified as Miss
SomeMan, until, as expected, they become
Mrs. SomeOtherMan. For, according to
many in our traditionalistic society, while

Kelly Malley

there is only one kind of man — Mr. —
there are only two kinds of women in this
world, the misses and the Mrs. But they
are wrong. There are those who only pre-
tend to be Mrs.

My mother's grandmother, nee Annie
Malley, was one of those women who
pretended to be a Mrs. She did not want to
bring my grandmother Marguerite into the
worid to be cruelly branded as "il-

legitimate," or in other words, Miss
NoMan. According to society, if Annie
Malley had no husband. Marguerite had no
father. (Perhaps a case of immaculate con-
ception?) Annie felt compelled to forsake
the name Malley for the name belonging to
the man who was Marguerite's biological

father, and Marguerite Malley became
Marguerite Joyce (read Marguerite
SomeMan).

Few people were ever aware of Annie
Malley's pretense, except for the daughter
who grew up cognizant of her "shameful"
secret. And when Marguerite married, she
probably breathed a sigh of relief in the
abandonment of the pseudonym, leaving
Malley and Joyce to be conveniently forgot-
ten.

Today, however, I do the thing I felt com-
pelled to do since learning of my great
grandmother's predicament. I reclaim the
name Annie Malley was too ashamed, and
too wise perhaps, to keep as her own, in the
hopes it will not be forgotten. It's true, the
name Malley did descend from a man. But
today I claim it regardless, because Annie
Malley felt she could not, and I leave the
name of Burke to pursue the course of the
men who began it. This is my gift to myself,
my foremothers, and my daughters-to-
come that acknowledges the past,
celebrates the present, and changes the
future.

Today, Annie Malley, I reclaim your
name m the spirit of women moving for-
ward, and send it rolling down the genera-
tions to come.

KeUy Malley, formerly KeUy Burke, is the
Collegian Women's Editor.

Letters Policy
AH letters must be sig^ned and

include the writer's address and
telephone number, which will not
be published. Please type double
spaced at 67 characters per line.

Due to space limitations and the
volume of mail, we regret we are
unable to acknowledge unpub-
lished letters. All letters are
subject to editing for clarity and
length.
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At Louis Foods we're
PERDUE
BONELESS

Chicken Breasts
lyiOSEY BRISKET
STRAIGHT CUT /

Corned Beef

JANIKS London Broil
PolsKa Kielbasa ^^^^ choice round

Cube Steak

Specials
Valid

March 8th
March 13thl

Freezer Special
CUT A PACKAGED TO ORDER

USDA CHOICE WHOLE

Shoulder Clod
LONDON BROIL. BLADE STEAKAND GROUND BEEF

(20-22 IB
AVG) IS9

LB i

FAMILY PACK
Ground Bee£
LESS THAN 22% FAT
Ground Bee£
SWIFTS PREMIUM
Bacon
SWIFTS PREMIUM
^Franks
OSCAR WAYER
Bologna

249
LB

16$
•A. LB

^^th poorer
pricebreak

i^i
REG OR
BEEF

8 0ZPKG

witliqiiaUty&

wemake the
difference!

Gourmet Cheeses
IMPORTED FROM FRANCE

.^ Port Salute

?PHi SPRAY
1 32 OZ BTL

_ BIRDSErE

R FBrocoIi
O O *9pears

S^3J9|5 S ^^'^'^^ST PARLOR TASTE

^y LB J^ ^ Ice FLAVORS

I f ^ Cream oJttg,Grocery Bargainl

n "^^"'^'^^'-^HW- ALL flavors"

T Fruit ^^FOR $^
^ ••000 PAMILVVALVE LOW-FAT

'1*9 Y Cottage «oz ^^,o

IKELLOOaS
ia OZ PKo

ICorn
Flakes

Brownie
Mix

SWEET LIFE

Chunk Light

89* S'.'ll-.r 59 DOLEORCHIQUITA
YELLOW RIPE

iKRAFT • ITALIAN, CRIAMV italiam
IFBENCH, CUCUMSeii « Si STL

' Bananas iQ^
^^^Wfc^ SSlAd J^^^^ JMARTINELLI FAMOUS (IN SHELLsT —W Dressing 59 P-** '•"""**

«.« ®9'

•dllont 2.CHS 69* Tomato*. ,p„k KQ,
FKESH NAIrVe CAIIFORNI,

*^*

f"•'""" "79° c.„ot. 3 p,o. .,
NO^ESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOUHAPHicai. ERRORS-

RAOU - PLAIN, MEATOR MUSHROOM

_ Sauce .°a; ^J.^^^

Tuna
IN WATER OR OIL

6.5 OZ CAN

ICUT QREEN «EAN, WAX BEANS OR SL. BEETS

[Sweet Life
Vegetables 4 canes'

I

DELTA- 125 CT ROLL ^

I

Paper Toivels

FRISKIES BUFFET- ALL VAR
Cat Food 3
SCHWEPPS

Soda

6Vj 02
CAN.

CLUB SODA
GINGERALE,
DIET GINGEf^, 32 OZ

TONIC BTL FINE FOnnc

Arts
.Collegian n

Tork Monkees around
PETER TORK AND THE NEW MONKSTHE FANTINI BROTHERS '""'''^^'

Hangar One, Hadley
Thursday, March 4

By ROU CROWLEY
Collegian Staff

MoiSr '^ ^°" ""'""* ^'"^ associated with the

^^^%T?.'"H--."^.
yo" 'Tiind being associated with your

parents? It's like life - there's good parts and bad parts, a
payoff and a pnce.

„ , _, , .
CollegUn photo by Heidi UTin«

I'eter Tork, seen here actually playing an in-
strument during Thursday's performance at the
Hangar One. The show featured, among other
things, a rhythm & blues version of Tork's hit
"Your Auntie Grizelda."

Jonson's Epicoene,

- still a masterpiece

Ihat's how Tork and the New Monks' show went at the
Hangar One on Thursday night. There were good parts,
like old Monkee hits "I'm Not Your Stepping Stone" and
Last Train to ClarksviUe" and "Don't Be Cruel " TheNew Monks possess a schizophrenic ability to ascend up

and down between an energetic I'm-having-a-blast perfor-
mance to a sloppy high school quality garage band sound.

Where have you gone Davy Jones, off to the Far East to
croon for Japanese adolescents? That's too bad, because
Peter Tork can't sing. His monotone drone suffices for
numbers like "Barefootin,"' but irritates on songs requir-
mg more vocal aptitude like "Daydream Believer

"

Guitarist Nelson Bogart, formerly of the Brubeck
Brothers, can't sing either, and bassist Paul 111 (who per-
formed on over 150 sound-alike records for K-tel, accor-

Jnir u. f^"^ u^^^^ '' °^y ^ adequate back-up
singer. But locd hero Tommy Meyers, formeriy the
keyboardist for the Elevators, made a respectable showmg for himself, if not the rest of the group

It sounds like I didn't like the New Monks. I didn't But I
had a great time, and so did everyone there There is
something wonderfully cultish about hanging out with an
ex-Monkee, those wild and crazy made-for-TV guys who
fooled us into thinking that they actually played on their
records. A real Monkee, singing real Monkee songs and
screaming things like "Here's a song when you were
fetuses, and "This was a hit before you mother wasbom - that s entertainment!

Tork looks old. His hair is beginning to gray and middle-
age wrinkles show on his face, but he's still Monkee-ing
around. •*

Collegian: "Do you have any concrete record deals?"

Tork: "No, but we have a good polyethelene one."
Opening for Tork that evening were The Fantini

Brothers. Made up of three real Fantinis: Steffan on
keyboard, Todd on bass, and Marc on guitar, as well as
their friend Scott Lambert on drwns, they were
remarkable not only in the quality of their performance
but also in the fact that their average is around 19. (Marc
Fantini is 13, but he plays better than 9-out-of-lO area
guitarists of legal drinking age.) Catch them before they
get old, famous and burnt out. Remember how George
Harrison wasn't allowed to play in Hamburg because he
too, was too young?

'

EPICOENE,
OR THE SILENT WOMAN,
by Ben Jonson
Rand Theater, Fine Arts Center
March 4-6, 11-13

By HUGH MACKAY
Collegian Correspondent

Epicoene, or The Silent W(m>an is a
beautiful, funny comedy about sex, sex
roles and sexual identity. Nothing is as it

seems. Men play women, men play men,
women play women, women play men,
women play men playing women. The plot
twists and txurjs and the pace is so fast that
you often find yourself having no idea what
is going on. But who cares. It is so much
fun watching these foolish characters as
they go from one situation to the next that
the plot does not matter. The humor is light
and funny consisting mostly of sex jokes
and slapstick. What more could you want
from a play?

Well I am afraid that there is a slight
catch. The language is not modem English
but Shakespearian English as in fact Ben
Jonson wa'} a contemporary of William
Shakespeare. Now I do not mean to scare
you off, this is nothing like Hamlet or
MacBeth, it is just that you have to concen-
trate a bit more than at a modem play. The
thing to remember with this play is that if it

sounds like a dirty joke, it probably is.

^^
During the reign of King James, the

"true" society people spent their days do-
ing absolutely nothing. If you were rich you
spent your time making yourself beautiful
so that you could spend mindless evenings
with your friends and hopefully end up in
someone's bed, with someone other than
your spouse. Fashions reached such a point
that men wore just as much, if not rfiore,

make-up than women and it was conse-
quently difficult to tell the two sexes apart.
Epicoene is a look at how foolish these peo-
ple really appeared.
Epicoene is the story of how Sir

Dauphine Eugenie, (K. McNenny), and his
fnends Truewit and Ned Clerimont (G.
Leaming and C. Butler) try to con his
miserly uncle, who hates noise, out of part
of his fortune. The action all takes place in
high society with silly society people runn-
ing in and around the action.

The entire cast was superb, but some
members do stand out. Among them are R.
Martin as Mistress Otter, M. Connor as Sir
John Daw and W. Lewis as Sir Amorous
La Foole. The set was wonderful, the
costumes were beautiful, and the make-up
perfect. As you see this review is filled with
superlatives, and that is the best way to
describe the show — superlative.

Epicoene will be playing again next
weekend. Catch it if you can.

(L to R) W Lewis as Sir Amorous La Foole. B. Steck as Madame
Haughty, and G. Leaming as Truewit in the University Ensemble's pro-
duction of £:p.coene or The Silent Woman, to play at the Rand TheaterMarch 11-13 at 8 p.m.

With or without music,
they danced the night away

(L to R) Deborah Glaser, Linda Cohen, Amy Spencer, Susan Van Pelt
and Kristine Lindahl of the Sarah Rudner Performance Ensemble. The
Rudner Ensemble performed at the Fine Arts Center last Thursday even-
inf.

SARA RUDNER
PERFORMANCE ENSEMBLE
Fine Arts Center
Thursday, March 4th

By JULIE PROCOPIOW
Collegian Correspondent

The Sara Rudner Performance Ensemble,
a modern dance group, appeared at the
University of Massachusetts' Fine Arts
Center Thursday night for a practically full

house.

To those who do not easily accept
diversity in the way people express
themselves while dancing, the show was
probably boring. But, to those who can
appreciate the exciting and strikingly

different approach to dancing that the
Rudner group provides, the show was a
genuine treat.

In the beginning of the show, the seven
member group, consisting of one male and
six females, performed a series of short
dance sequences without music or scenery.
At times, only one person would be per
forming on stage, while other times the
stage would be enhvened by a floor full of
dancers.

The informality of the dancers and their
costumes (mostly plain leotards and shorts)
was an interesting approach. Occasionally,
a dancer would count steps out loud or step

and help another on a particular step, which
made the performance seem like it was
merely a practice session for the per-
formers.

There was a great deal of emphasis on
self expression in the dancers' highly
complicated moves; the performers used all

parts of their bodies to just "let loose" and
assert their feelings.

Along with their obvious ability to dance,
the group also displayed a talent to act. A
number of the sequences involved a great
deal of mime, which was quite well done.
As the sequences continued to keep

coming without the use of music, the
performance became slightly tedious to
watch. The show was suddenly refreshed,
however, when the music of Seals and
Croft's "We May Never Pass This Way
Again" enhanced the stage, accompanied by
another dance sequence.
A live radio broadcast of the local station
WHMP in Northampton followed. This was
quite an attention grabber that was
amusing to see, as the performers sue
ceeded in dancing, in synchronization with
one another, even to the commercials.
The final sequences of the show were done

without music, and after an hour and a half
of non stop dancing, the talented per-
formers seemed to have enough energy to
dance for hours more, with or without
music.
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Open 24 Hours
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7 am Mon. thru Sat. MidniteinHadleyAmhersf and Pittsfield stores
'^••^ »AS«umat,V

Center Cut
ork

Chops
ThinSUcedCenterCutPorkChop „i 69
CountrystylePorkRibs „i.29
AssortedPorkChops '^ ^^.'^^^'•. ':\ ^^^^- '^^ sinom chop i oq

7 Bone Beef
Chuck
Roaist

Boneless Sirloin Cutlets ...^ ^i<= '^ ^^o-
ib2 19

BonelessPorkRoastTopLoin I1.99
Prices effective W. Mass

UnderbladeRoastBeefChuck
BeefBottomRoundRoast >^p ^ ^ '^« ibl.79
RumpRoastBeefRound >'SDAChoK:« ibl.99
CenterCutBeefBottomRound ,bl.99
BonelessBeefChuckRoast ,bl.79
BeefEyeRoundRoast ':'SDAChoice ,^2.59
BeefRoundTipRoast i^sda choice ,bl.'99
Vernon & Enfield

Best Bu3rs From Our Circular!
Check our FOUR pages of values! Get a copy in the store.

Film Developing Salel]

Color
Prints

poc« O"

Color Prinlj from 110.

12« or 13S only
II only ont picluf* on
your rolt (urns oirt. you
p«y or>ly 1S< no CI p«r
tr« chwve lor process nrinl
irigttwwfloKroll' B« ""'•mgttw wtioM
pr»nl« 19tM

(PUt Cat.... 1.99 lb) lb

SELF-SERVICE DELI BUYS

Colonial
SmokedPork
Slioiilder|^Q«

329

wafer added

Fenway i ib pkg.
Meat Franks . . .

Frierich 3-4 lbs

Smoked Tongue
Friericii 34 lbs .-.w
Ccxjked Tongue O m
Boneless Smoked tf%29
Pork Butts . . ^ r.': .26 »

LouisRich 1 lb|dcg
Turkey#20^
FrankswSy

bicLSliceof

39

Corned
Brisket
PointCut !"*'? «

-

CornedBeefBlrisket whoicd.Sg
CornedBeefRoimds ,^1,99
SwiftCornedBeef ':^"'"'-7'^:'?,,A.'99

FrierichCornedBeef •^"-•,^1.49

FRESH PRODUCE VALUES Pick and choose what's perfect for you.

Florida

Fr^hlcebeig

m Duncan Hines
Cake Mix
Deluxe II Asst'd Flavors
I8V2 ounce package

ICHIfSfj

Lay*s Potato
Chips
or Ruffles Potato Chips
Frito-Lay 8 ounce bag^.99

Take advantage of ourlow price

!

Slop & Shop Kitche
4 ounce package

Two New Flavors

Weaver
Chicken
Rondelets
Italian or Cheese
l2oz pkg Frozen 199

head

Fresh
PoUockflAQ
FiUetei.
Matlaws
Clams ^89

^ Fresh Imported
^gedless White
Grapes 139
^ Sweettreat ^(orsnacking. ^1

h Imported

in Oil or Water
7 ounce can.

.

^le Bee Tuna
White J19

Bathroom ^"n ^^°^ Brand

Tissue ^^^0
White or Assorted Colors
1 ply 400 ct roll, 4 pack '°''... m%^

Tender green spears full of
vitamins and minerals. Low
in calories, low in sodium.

Terrific flavor!

Priskies
Food

L:^.B^fr«J Buffet Size
6 y? ounce can

Stuffed

30o/ pkg frozen
1<

Sliced Coffee
Cake
Cinndmon
StooSShop l4o;pKg

'Akj^[^^ ^..^... ^ ^
FreshArtichokes "^^ 2"^
FreshEggplant \S9
CherryTomatoes ,..89

nglishCuk
DELICACIES FROM OUR CORNER DELI *'^"""* '" ^'°'<'^

•-»«-»-i lesluiinq a service dell

Smoked Salmon
LoxBits

Marcal
Towels
2 ply towel
120countroll 59

>rtedDanish
flaii|

Sl/rnj"^" • SHOO 0«IR» COUPON
[

/^TT^ ^ ^^^^^^^^ '^"'' ^ "
**

Parkay
MaigarineA $^
Quarter pound sticks
One pound package

.

Light n Lively
Yogurt ^ "

Assorted Flavors
8 ounce cup .... 3'"X

Silkience ,^%iL il STOP • SHOP Random W«l*ht P»

S9I12UIIOOO I S|*arp Vermont or'^ ^****l'2jgQ
I

DomesUc Swiss
or Conditioner
Reg or Extra Body
ISounce bottle

P... >s,-Mr, i,„. v„i Mj. /!ji m». '
, rt M*is M, ,.. M*

Cheese
M.I'S.,' ***> ? S^t M.I

French Fries
2 lb. ba£
Grade A Fancy ^
Stop & Shop .

.

M.i. I ) I.' I,,....mi I,

\ iSaveSOSTOP* SHOP lib can
li

I I Decaffeinated
I I Coffee

-^^^^-^^^^-^^"'
-^"- "" "•• "'"

'

-"» "-' ..">><. .o. *J^!!^,™

89
Taste O* Sea
Haddock ^99
Fillet Frozen
One pound package

*yr HI4 or lo o!

>4fi\ 'I'^ponxbltf Iq. typoq<Aph.c«l erro/S
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DOONESBURY
TDOmyirn'MAGAllNB fWUSHEP
ITS SIKTU LBNGJWEXCBRFTFfOM

i
KI95IN6eR. THIS YdAF^ IN5TAUMN1S

J
Also PUdUSHeP BY "TlMe.

K I'.
^

By Garry Trudeau
MB£THENRYOmmw £PIWR,
OF '

71/^5"m. GRimiALP ISN'T
wxjR. msAiite'smscmjioN
aim KissiNGeR seaNNiNO
TO WfmiNT0AN0d5£S5K)N7

,

MYBPnOR^ANPI H/meeooMB:
TmK£€PeR5 OF JHB KtSSINGBR
FLAM5. UeOmONHm.Ue-CONSULl
HIM.m UlOF5HIPFiM.Y WACKHI9
EVBfCfMOVe. HIS ViewOFHISTORY
TOUHICHmHOlPAU. THeFiom,
IS eOSPBL- UN5MAHN^ANP

THE UMASS ZONE

A?m^^i: /^ Place

LIKE NO oTH£f^ THfirr

you Know or.

By Mark Rollins

A PLf\C€ yiTHoOT «WyME.WmfOUT
REASOt^. A pLACe WH€R£ CON-

FuSlOtJ 1$ THE ORDER or THE

DAy. LAOi£S >Vv/0 GENTL£t^£i^

THE': .

» •

UNDER THE INFLUENCE By M. Joyce

T^fciW ?ftD3^TDUEtr=fiT\EJR(A ?to5\£CrD0iEl

So What? by Coco Krispee
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ATTENTION!
100%

$ FREE TUITION $

JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS
NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further Infor iiatlon Contact:

Sgt. Richard O'Connor
586-4110

BOOK I

SALE I

20% off I

regular price

on all books
1 week Only
Mar. 8-13

ValUy

Book Sho^
Carriage Shops
Downtown

j

! Amherst i

10-5:30 Mon-Sat
Sun 12-5 \

549-6052 I

CROSSWORD
Edited by Mirgarrt Farrar and Trudr Jarfr

!«•» I o« Asfrin llawt MaArur

ACROSS
1 Good (fiend

5 Part ol a barbecue
9 Stone chests
14 Strip of roadway
15 City on the Brazos
16 Indian of

Nebraska
17 Ouechuan
18 Son ot Aphrodite
19 Normandof the

silept screen
20 Trevi and others
23 Sounds of amuse-

ment
24 See 36 Across
25 • a long way

fiom home"
26 Those of great

courage
30 Weather condi-

tion

33 Biblical verb

34 Colloid

35 Popular name in

Pans
36 Creator of

"Hyperion"
37 One of the

Bridges

38 Meal or cake
39 Abounds
40 Sew loosely

41 Puts on

43 Trouble
44 Covered with host
45 Lake of SW Cen

tral USSR
49 Landmark in

Rome
53 Part of Germany
54 Composer singer

Paul

55 Lioness of litera-

ture

56 Rubinstein

57 Let It stand
56 King of Judah
59 Pries

60 Coal carriers

61 PTA member

DOWN
1 Actor Mont
gonnery

2 Capital of Viet

nam
3 Like some gems
4 During the inter

val

5 Takes an oath
6 Site of

Napoleons Tomb
7 Religious painting

8 Throw
9 Support

10 Turkish inn

1

1

Acts subversively

12 Pronoun
13 Clearance
21 Head, in France
22 Cacholongs
26 Impostures
27 Strokes gently

28 Systematic
29 Whirlabout
30 Field yield

31 Norman ol TV
fame

32 Holdings
33 Kind of pearl

36 Safari country
37 The Royals
39 Mitigates

40 Tendency
42 Aggregate of cells

43 Buddhist priests

45 Invited

46 Lagerlof 1909
Nobelist for

literature

47 and Ewell,

Surrey
48 Position in Yogi
49 More You

Know"
50 Leander's love

51 Writer ot whim
sical verse

52 Division word

ANSWER ID PREVIOUS PUZZLE

WEATHER
Mass.. R.I., Conn. —

Clearing today with
temperatures in the 20s
and low 30s. Clear and cold
tonight. Lows 5 to 15
western hiJIs. to 20s Cape
Cod. Tomorrow partly
sunny, chance of a few
flurries Berkshires. Highs
30 to 40.

f ARE YOU
I

- An Engineering

Student
- A Senior in

College or

soon will be?
You may qualify

for the Air Force
College Senior
Engineering Pro-

gram. Earn up to

$900 a month and
receive free

I
medical care- &/

j more CAU:

I
Art, C0<jrtmanche

1 at (413) 737-130i

imim^>

Typewriter Ribbons
at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

Summer Jobs

Upward Bound/

UMast Amherst
Positions Available:

Instructors
(for College Prepratory Curriculum)

Counselor/Tutors
(for residential component)

Pick up applications at

205 New Africa House
Deadline: March 19, 1982

[rilernships also available.

" »***.•»»* •SV.**'aV«''A,V. .•*.*'4V4<. • t*-*^** '«-»MP*«v**v*'»-4%'»'*»4»**'* •*' > * •'•.> .•.•;*.Ti
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Watch for the Sixth Annual
Indoor Picnic and Busch
Fcst in the Bluewall

Cafeteria March 16 - with
free entertainment from
^'Ragtime Bill"

FUNDRAISERS!
Find out how your club or
organization can get a
donation.

Call Tim Lynch at the
T.O.C. Restaurant

549-6000 ext. 639

'Coiiggian 14

Top of the ©rnpus
_%stauraixt aixd Ipungc

• • •
If You Love Italian Food

You'll love Wednesdays
at the T.O.C.

Lasagna or Turkey Parmesan
Salad bar and non-alcoholic beverage

S4.95
• 10% (liscounl with valid UMASvS I.I).

• Validated parkinir in ihc Campus Center Gara^^e
•Call 549-6000 ext. 689 for further iuforniation

ATTENTION FOOTBALL FANS
DON'T DESPAIR

A_i-

THE POOTOALL SEASON IS JUST KICKING OEF AT
THE DLUEWALL

ON MONDAY, MARCH 6TH
THE NFL'S DEST EVER QUARTERBACKS

go^ A HISTORY OF THE PRO PASSING

Ij^
GAME AS SEEN THROUGH THE CAREERS

--- OF THE NFL S GREATEST
SIGNALCALLERS

SHOWINGS AT 9:00 G 10:00 PM

k
'

I

fi

-<.

Y "^J^'

^ ',}]

'^'" \&' ^

^i

-•.k,:

--.-<,

A

^^^
^

&>
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Come to CoNagtan Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Monday

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJa ara for your party infor-
mation availabte with Randy 546-7013

A FLORIDA SPRING BREAK

?Jil*...^ ^^^' P«rtia8. discounts.^ u 'il^Ji?"
ch«'9««. flaabag hotels, or

B.S.-all FOR 264.- (Daytona-Ft Laudar-
daia) including 7 days hotel, round-trip
transportation and Disney trip. Call Dave
549-6802.

AUDIO

Starao worth $1100 asking $586 like new
Call 866-7717 for info, will talk

Turntabia brand new. Kenwood KD-IOOO
with SDC cartridge $135.00 546-8839

Large JBL spaakars, 3-way. 12 in.
woofer. 200 watts/chI $296 549-5728

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder.
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
Surplus Jeeps $66. Cars $89, TruckTlOO.
Similar bargains available. Call for your
directory on how to purchase.
802-998-0575 ext. 6501 call refundable

1976 Ford LTD wagon. Luxurious spring
breakmobilel $1500 or 80 256-0856

Hrebird 1972 4 speed, needs some work,
best offer 253-9672

1970 Opel GT runs gd. looks bad $450 call
between 5 and 8

•9 Chevy Nova, 6 cylinder, automatic,
new radiator, exhaust and ignition systems
$350 or 80 54&4050

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684~~~

BECOME AWARE
Rape Awareness Workshop Chadbourne
seminar room, tonight at 7:00. for men &
women

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by experienced Beliydancer
fot a most unusual gift. For information
about bellydance classes call Theresa at
253-5491.

CHEAP SKI TRIP

MacKimmie Basement is running a ski
trip to Berkshire East on 3/11 at 4:00 to
10:00 pm - 10$ for bus & lift, $5 for rental -

$3 for lessons - call 6-9723 from 10:00 pm
till 1 :00 am for more info

DEAD BUSES

Buses to Hartford Grateful Dead
Shows $5 roundtrip avail Apr 17 & 18 call
Brandon 6-5183

DEAD TICKETS

Grateful Dead Tickata in Providence
Call now ask for Paul after 8 pm 549-6766
~ DULL?

I will sharpen. P-Tex and wax your skiis
for 5 bucks. Call Ed 6-9669

E.M.T.'a

CPR Refreaher Course to be held March
13 in Morrill. Check bulletin board outside
office.

ENTERTAINMENT

For Sale: 2 tickets for the Cars March
Boston show call Dee 549-09QR

16

FOR RENT

Cape Cod aummer aeaaonal rentala:
West Yarmouth and Dennis; 1. 2, 3 8r 4
bedroom units. Rent direct from owner.
(617) 5280404 or (617) 771-2233

FOR SALE

Sneakera men's arnl women's; quality

name brand; great deal call Mike 549-1233

Olin Mark IV w/8ol. 444 $110 Aiwa
walknrwn 3 rrw oM $80 CaH Chris 549-1006

Bonn* 2200 Croaa Country 19Q CM Skia
Rberglaas poles, bindings £r boots - like

new - price reMonable - Call 546-3500 or

after 5:00 549-3733 aak for Dan

Eureka Timberllne 2 man backpacking
tent. Uaed once, excellent cor>ditk>n $86
John 586-8341

FOUND

Cash .n aHw=.„ • c
''"^^^ * Deadt.ne .s 3 45 two days prior to publication daycash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount -Phone number FREE

Glovea in ELab 3/2 call 6-4262

GET IT NOWl

Townhouse Apartment summer sublet
fall option call 549-4733

GRASSO "21"

Mary Louise, wishing you the happiest bir-
thday. You are the best. H.P.

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic
546-6684

HELP WANTED
Wanted: Experienced craftsperson to run
student craf^hop. Must be able to instruct
in leather, silver, stained glass, ceramics,
woodworking. Compensation dorm suite,
stipend, use of facilities. Info and applica-
tion: Artist in Residence Selection. Mclntire
House. Unlv of Mass, Amherst. Applica-
tions due Mar. 12 by 5 pm at Mclntire. The
Univ of Mass is an affirmative action equal
opportunity employer

Income Opportunities for Adventurers.
For free information send a #10 self ad-
dressed stamped envelope to: Adventurers
POB 11606. Pacifica, California 94044

Dorm organizers needed to coordinate
recycling in your dorm - For 1 credit. 5-0618
Laura or Bill MWF 12:30 - 4:30

INSTRUCTION

Muaic. theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Division

Helpl Calculus. Statistics, Pre-Calculus,
Differential Equations, Physics, Graphs
Psychology & more HELP UNLIMITED
549-1457 before 8 PM

KIM DAWKINS
The 13th is coming soon I You better be
starved! - pip

LOST

Reward-gold necklace with blue stone.
Gift from late father. 546-8161

Lost - Blue Gloves - Monday 3/1 in Herter
Hall around 1:15 Call John at 253-3084.
Leave name and number. Thanks.

Lost: white Irish-knit sweater left at Jeff
Bianchi's House Party on Fri 2/26. Reward
$ Mo questions asked. Call 256-8947

A pair of glasses in Thompson Hall on
Mar 2 early AM Heward negotiable call

6-9633 ask for Steve

Lost glasses near FAC Feb. 28 black hard
case 665-3963

Cape Cod Lounge brown purse change
with keys please call 256-8695

Found a calculator in library on March 4
call 546-5657

Ladies silver Timex Bart/Hert area please
call 6-1214

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTIM

Therapiat-Researchars working to
develop ways of better understanding and
helping those men (i.e. husbands,
brothers, friends, fathers, roommates,
sons) whose lives have been affected by
the rape of someone close to them. We
would welcome any help from ant man who
has had this experience. Please phone or
write: Bob Samuels or Madeline Wagner,
Tobin Hall, UMass, 546-0499, 586-8327,
253-9537

NEED CASH?
~

Alwyaa premium priceall Class rings,
gold and silver in all forms. See the Manhan
Difference! I Manhan Precious Metals Ex-
change. 312 King St., N'hmptn 584-7000
anytime

NON DENOMINATIONAL BIBLE
STUDY

We live in a day when nuclear
holocaust couM becon>e a snrraking reality

at any moment. The Bit}le says "wf>en they
say peace and safety sudden destruction."
We invite all sincere people to search the
scriptures and seek the original truth taught
by the apostles in the eariy church. Jesus

oearch trw scnptures tor in them ye
know ye have eternal life." - Teaching -

Discussion - Fellowship - Prayer Mon. 8th
7:X PM Campus Center Rm 811-15

PERSONALS

Sigma Sigma Sigma Open Ruah
All University Women Invited

March 3 6:30
March 9 Lunch 11:3p - 1:00

March 10 6:30
March 11 8:30

382 North Pleasant St.

.
546^)046 54&0075

Don't go down with Just anyone
UMaaa Ski Club goes down

Soula supports Robinson B Ashman for
SGA Co-PresidentsI

Central Area Council endorses Steve
Robinson and Harvey Ashman for SGA Co-
Presidents

Paul Domey endorses Steve Robinson
and Harvey Ashman for SGA Co-
Presidents

Rob Haole la Hanaul Luv yal Aloha, your
surfer giri

"Silence in woman ia like apeech in
man" EPICOENE Rand Theater 545-3511

Scott the G-man what? I don't get it. .

.ohhh! Happy B-day luv ya Faz

Even Larry's parents are voting for Jim
Murphy for SGA President

When Al Frankan has trouble, he calls
me - Jim Murphy

Good luck Stone and Groom I You guys
can't be beat. The Dogs from Swillage

The Rolling Stones support Nangle &
O'Shea for SGA Co-Presidents VOTE
SENIORS: Congradulations and thank
you! Enough of you made appointments for
your yearbook portraits that the
photographers stay has been extended to
Friday. March 12. Call and make your ap-
pointment if you haven't yet - once he
leaves, he's not coming back.* Call 545-2874
or stop by Campus Center Room 178 for an
appointment

SHARON - We will not release RONALD
until you concede to our demands. The
popular side of the People's Etcerera

Heidi: Home-grown Stockies don't turn
me on anymore. Go away - Norman P.S.
How dare you mention my fuzzballs!

CAZ - Get stoked - it's your Birthday!!!
VVere going to get ampe<" *- ight - "The
Big C/C". . .only the best for the classiest
lady on campus. Love your LB roomie

Super Purim Blast at Chabad House X N
Hadley Rd 6:45 till dawn no charge no
reservations 253-9040

Photo Processing - "Vee kan duit
cheepah" at the Photo Coop 545-0670

Mary-Lou Happy-Twentyfirst Teach I

know it will be a fabulous year - Colorado
bound love Lori

Diane DeTucci 20th JQA will never be the
same again. What drink this Fri? Have a
great 2 1st I and many more (b-day's and Fri-

day's) Love Marge & Kathy

Kerry S. Those lips, those eyes, but mostly
those lips. What a honey!

Vote Robinson Ashman (good luck
Steve) Marica & Ellen

Vote for Kim Cohane and Joanna
MatarazzO for Board of GovernorsI

J Geils Band supports Rich Nangle and
Laura O'Shea for SGA Co-Presidents

Sandy Chapnick former President of
Grayson House Council endorses
Robinson-Ashman for SGA
Co— Presidents

Locot and Mangan are voting for Robin-
son and Ashman SGA Co-Presidents

Blue eyes when you're with me I'm smiling
- our friendship is very special. You mean
the worid to me. I love you. Magic P.S.
They are shining brightly now and forever
Yoga forever!

Beffy Stwill on a looong twip but sendin'
this to Collegian, Find a way to get me
home. Wuv U2 W. P.

Hey Minny. happy 20th Birthday! Party ci-

ty on the 12th - get pysched! Love, Skinny

Reaume/Cover writing quick/conftden-
tial/efficient available weekenda 549-5727

RIDE WANTED
Need a ride to Ft Lauderdale - spring
break, share expenses call Debby 6-9908

RIDERS WANTED
Riders wanted to Philadelphia PA on
3/4 or 3/5. Call 546-9623. Keep trying.

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 686-7519 keep trying

Cape Cod bound thia summer? Room-
mates needed IMMEDIATELY for beautiful,
spack)us. West Yarmouth rental. Excellent
k>cation - close to Route 28 and beaches.
Call*Carol 253-3705 or Lisa I. 549-5236

Share room In Cliffaide Apta.
Sunderiand $105 inlcudes everything. It's

right on the bus route! Call now! 665-4576
male or female!

One bedroom available in four bedroom
Swiss Village apts. $147 per month includes
everything call Neil or roommates 253-201

1

One bedroom available in three bedroom
house $126 -t- call 586-5172

Male to ahare room in quiet 2 bedroom
apt. 666-7709

Large room available now in
Sunderland apartment. $112+ Call Roy:
646-0431 days or 665-3541 night

SERVICES

Drafting Charts, graphs, tables, etc. for
papers & theses. Ronald Hult 586-1534

SPRING BREAK SKIING

5 days Lift Ticket 5 nights hotel ace.
Stowe Vermont indoor pool individual
steambaths breakfast $136.00 inc tax call
immediately Bob 665-4720

TO CONCERNED SOUTHWEST
RESIDENTS

David McCarthy For B.O.G. to I.Make
Campus Center Break Even. 2.To address
the $337000 made by textbook Annex off
you students. 3.To look into Slush fund us-

.
ed to finance Hatch.

TO SUBLET

Summer - 2 bdrm, furn, bus rte., rent inci
utilities, pool, tennis, air cond. opt!
665-7581 dinner time or after 10 best
Summer Sublet North Amherst 2 rooms

available 1 with fall option. 546-0319.

Northwood- Summer sublet w/fall option
fully furnished! 665-4744 keep trying!~~~

TRAVEL
"

SUMMERSCHOOL HOLLAND? Interna-
tiona! Business Management, Nine credits
Package $1500! Prof. Devos 617-383-9304"

Spring Break Bermuda still
Florida ft

room, call Betsy 549-1835

Apt % mile from Ft Laud Strip $80 per
person - 7 nights Spring Break - 4 spaces
and transportation available call 25&-^05
2 Tickets Bahamas, cheap March 21-25

546-2334. 617-544-7457 Evenings.
'

New York City Bus Trip Sat March 13th
$18 round tnp! Spend the day at museums
sightseeing etc. Leaves Campus Center cir-
cle at 7:00 A.M., leaves from Whitney
Museum at 6:00 P.M. pay-RM 462 FAC:
(Art Dept.) Tue-11-1 Thurs 1:30-4:30 All
welcome-students/non students.

$100 REWARD

JJ?!»!l*'^"''**
*°'' anyone who might haveFOUND or seen someone FIND a blue CB

jacket LOST at Joey D's Feb 11. No ques-
tions asked. Please call 549-4847

WANTED TO BUY

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Disaertations, Papera - scientific
background, English/ Spanish 256-6957

Disaertationa, theaea, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
5-0392. 584-7924

RESUME/COVER WRITING

Higheat caah prices paid for class rings
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith.'
25 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

3 bdriTi apt (Puffton Area) wanted atar
Jng June 1 thru. . .Call 5484441 or

WRITING SERVICES
Writing Help: Profesak>nal writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD
aswst in any writing project. Amherst
Wntars, Inc. 253-7764
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CHURNIN* - University of
Massachusetts swimmer Steve
Rubin gives his all in action earlier
this season. Though Rubin did not
place at the New England Cham-
pionships this weekend at the
University of Rhode Island, his
teammates managed to come away
with a sixth-place finish out of thirty
teams.

At^ New England Championships

Sixth place and seven records for swimmen
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Russ Yarworth could not have been a happier man at
Kingston, Rhode Island, last weekend.
The mens swimming coach at the University of

Massachusetts saw his team set seven new school records.
including four by freshman Paul McNeil, to place sixth out
of thirty teams at the New England Championships.
"We were real successful." said Yarworth. "I couldn't

have asked for more."
McNeil set two records in one event, the 1650-yard

freestyle; while taking the UMass record for the 1650 with
a time of 17:06.24 (good for fifth place), he broke his own
record for the 1000-yard free, swimming it in 10- 15 27
After that event. Which he did on Friday. McNeil placed
12th in the 500-yard freestyle, swimming it in 4:52 36
good for another UMass record.
His fourth record was a piece of the 800-yard free relay
which came in at 7:15.53. In that event, comprised of
McNeil. Barry Allen. Paul McDonough and senior co
captam Tom Dundon. UMass had its fifth record set by
Dundon. who went through the 200 yard freestyle in

Another member of that relay, McDonough, got record
number six for UMass in the 200-yard backstroke The
freshman placed seventh with a time of 2:01.00.
A big surprise for the Minutemen was Chris Clarke Not

even counted among the top 30 swimmers in his two
events Clarke managed to grab tenth place in the 200-yard
butterfly with a time of 2:00.59 (seven seconds off his
previous best) and took ninth place in the 100 yard but-
terfly in 52.77. __

"He just came out of nowhere," said Yarworth. "I have
never seen him do the things he did. It was just great."

Co-captain Brian Spellman set record number seven in
the 100 yard butterfly. His 52.16 seconds was good for the
record and fifth place. He also did well in the 50 yard free
placing fourth with a time of 21.94.

Spellman. McDonough, Chad Storker and Chris Porter
took sixth place in the 400 yard medley relay, nearly
setting another record with its time of 3:37.61.

Porter placed 12th in the 200-yard freestyle, about a
second behind Dundon's sixth-place time of 1:46.5. In the
100 yard free. Dundon again took sixth with a time of 48 16
seconds. whUe Porter was 13th. Dundon and Porter then
teamed up with Allen and Soellman for a fourth-place

finish in the 400-yard free relay.
In diving, freshman Matt Engstrom placed 14th in the

three-meter event.
WiUiams College won the Championship with 494 points

followed by Tufts University with 371 points. The
University of Connecticut was next with 241.5. then Coast
Guard. MIT and UMass. Boston University, who placed
second last year, did not participate in the New Englands
this year, gomg instead to the Eastern championships.

"We beat URI and Amherst (two teams that beat UMass
in the regular season), which was very pleasing." said
Yarworth. "I was grinning from ear to ear. the way we
came in and did so well. Some of our sprinters were off —
the pool (Tootell Center) wasn't very fast - and we didn't
get off the way we usually do. Otherwise, this is the bestwe ve ever done. We're losing only one to graduation (Tom
Uundon) and our recruiting is coming along very well.Were looking up."

So Yarworth and his team end the season knowing that
next year, with nearly everyone returning and with a year
of experience under their belts, things can only improve
even more than the season just past.

Men's volleyball:

Who's to blame ?
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Last Wednesday, there was a story concerning the fact
that there'll be no men's volleyball at UMass this
semester. The responses since then has prompted the
following clarifications and observations.
First off. Pat Ryan, former club president, was not

responsible for the club's disbanding last month. He had
resigned m order to play semi-professional volleyball iln

Greenfield (and to avoid a possible conflict of interest).
He was in no no way part of the "mismanagement" cited
by Frank Wright of the Intramural Office as part of the
reasoning why the club didn't field a team this year

m>>f>>

Gymnasts lose season finale

Commentary
v^^ ^ TK^'^r ^'f"^-

^^'^^^'" '^ W"Kht. nor John

n°r; ^^^,i
*'^. ^^^"J'^'^^s «t the Athletic Department.

Despi e not having the clubs required forms (either they
were late or they didn't come at all), the Department waswUhng to let the club use Hoyden and NOPE, though the
volleyball club could not receive any funding
Mis^management seems to be a byword as to why the

club disbanded for the year. On whose parf.^ Al Morel
the former coach'.' The players'/ The new officers'.'
The answer may lie not so much in mismanagement, but

in a combination of lack of communication between the
club and the Department, the potential for severely
strained financial resources on the part of the players
(without additional funds from the Department, they
would have had to pay for expenses out of their own
pockets) and apathy among those concerned.
Us a shame that such a successful program has to wait

on the sidelines for a year. All parties concerned in
eluding the Department, say that men's volleyball has a
place in UMass. that the sport has proven to be a very
popular sport among those who play and watch.
But in order for the club to play next year, both it and

theAthletic Department must cooperate with each other;
it all depends on the commitment of the players the
cooperation of the Department and whether their mutual
goals can be met in the coming years.

By SUE BRIDGMAN
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - The University of Massachusetts
mens gymnastics team traveled to Springfield College
Saturday to face its rivals on the final meet of the season

f ori^'o.pP''"^^'^'*^
"^^""^ «"^ the victor by the margin

oi ^00.50 255.85.

For both squads the final team scores were personal
highs. UMass also had two more personal bests, both by
Willy Stevens. He received a 9.55 for his routine on the
horizontal bar and had an all around best of 52 20 which
was second to teammate Bert Mathieson's all around score
of 52.25

From the beginning the fans knew this was going to be a
close competition. UMass took the floor exercises, 44.30
43.55, with John Macurdy of UMass capturing the event
with a 9.25.

Springfield came back to take the next two events both
by shm margins. The Chiefs picked up a point by winning
the pommel horse, 40.15 39.15. The Minutemens John
Nelson placed first with a 9.0. followed by Ron Knight of
Sprmgfield with an 8.95. The still ring competition proved
to be the devest event of the afternoon. Springfield
squeezed by UMass. 43.8-43.7. John MacGonagle of UMass

and Springfield's Jeff Coelho shared top honors, each
receiving a 9.4.

Vaulting, which has never been UMass' strong point
proved (o be a trouble sport against Springfield. SC took

drnJ"L / r' ^\r}' ^\^'"^ ^^^ t'^P t*^""** positions to win
4b.05 44.4. Jim McGrath was tops for UMass with a9 3
At this point, ithe Chiefs were in the lead by a com-manding two points. 173.55-171.55. Seemingly close, but

ever so far for the gymnast.
^L took the parallel bars to increase their overaU leadBob Goulart and Bert Mathieson were top finishers for the

Minutemen. placing second and third respectively
UMass came back in the last event, the horizontal bar.

with some si routines. Willy Stevens won the event

^9 MM '.
f^"«^^ by SC's Jody Schultz with a score of

9.2^ UMass Tony Sbarra and Mathieson each received a
9.15 to tie forthu-d.

.u^^j^rr***
***'"^ problems with the vaulting and that made

the difference said UMass coach Roy Johnson. "But
Springfield had a great day too. I'm sure that must have
been a team high for them, too.

"

Mathieson won the all around title, followed by Stevens.
Bob I lehler was high for Springfield College with a 51 40
Saturday s loss puts the Minutemen's final season record

at 5-7.

Sports Notices

DEEP ai^UM
"^"^

rn" ^'''i'l'
"'"^'^ ^^^^ ^ ' '"- ProjectDEEP at UMass Diving Education Extension Project) isoffering a Sport Diving Course during Spring Break in KevLargo. Florida, on March 21-27. Thf coursf is worth twocredits m General Physical Education, and i open to aUcertified divers, whether or not they are UMass studentsCourse cost is $310 and includes camping, three meals aday prepared by a professional cook, divh^g instruction

weTght"b:it.'"'"''"'^
"^^" ''"^ '^•^^^^ scuL un"fand

A general meeting to arrange rides and finali/epayments for the course will be held on Friday March ^2
at 7:30 p.m. in Room 803of the Campus Center
for more information you shoud conUct Project DEEP

before th« meeting at P.O. Box 415. Northampton. MA

s^df^^HTh^x^t^s^^r^—

Uf^f
^o^-^-^H -.VOUTS^

^
Sueat i^.f425.

'*"'• " '^"^ ''' ^"^ ^"^'•'^•""«' <^^'

J^L^ ^^^'^^ ~ ^" ^^^'^'' ^^"*^«"t« ^^''^^^Pt varsityswimmers) are invited to participate in an intramural co
rec swim meet at Boyden pool tonight. Sign in from 6:30-
'•»o p.m

; the meet is made up of eight relay races. Formore information, contact the intramural Office at 215
tJoyoen.

I* * V '
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IQXiiE LQJSui
The following articles are from inter-
views with campus department heads.

-RANGE pL^T"

Arthur Jackson

In regards to he proposed Financial Aia

FH
'
,.'P^^'^'^^"y the Pell Grant (Basic

Educational Opportunity Grant) and workstudy issues. Arthur Jackson of the Financial
Aid office on campus states his opinion that
ab. of low income students wilt be effectedby the cuts and the majority of this 45. efected will be minority Students As for theupcoming f.scal year the enrollment of

adXon T'"'' ""'' ^^ ^"^ - ^^«'^- 'n

funding the Supplemental Grant and the

re°rna::i?^"^-^^----^--e:
The University also plans to reduce thecollege work study program. Therefore hecampus could experience a very large at

^.tion in the returning rate of low income
minority students from within the state andout of state. Out of state students' tuition ish'gher aftd they recieve less aid from "heUmversuy. because the majority of financialad niust go to residents of Massachusetts

will be fthe low income out of state students
n J&ckson's view there are no clear

sections to th«e proposed financial a fd
cute. He feels what students wilt have to dos hustle, in other words work during in-
tercessions and school vacations. Students
should also seek alternative sources of income such as outside scholarships. Infor-
mation concerning outside scholarships is
available in the library bibliography, which
students should be familiar with and take
advantage of. Jackson feels that in the
future only students with high grade point
averages will be attending the University of
Massachusetts at Boston and Amherst

by Wilhemina Samuel

As far as academics on campus are
concerned, Jackson suggests that "the
worst thing for minority students to do is to
divide themselves by color such as Black
Spanish, Asian Americans etc. " Because
regardless of what color you are, being a
minority, you will be the most effected by the
proposed campus program cuts, as well as
financial aid cuts. Jackson remembers that
students on campus in the 60's understood
this and began to unify themselves
Unification is a positive idea for students to
not only think about but also to implement
Students should also be aware of and take
seriously the fact that minority programs on
campus will be the first to be cut because
they are the programs with the least power
Minonty students must began to take

Jhese issues seriouslyand understand them
as well as get directly involved. Jackson
suggests that 'an information network on
campus would be of great advantage toward
providing students with the sources theymay need. ' Such as Financial Aid ap
plication deadlines, proposed cuts, various
minority activities, scholarship programs etc
There should be some kind of linkaae

between minority organization on campus
that would keep each other informed of their
activities and their progress. Students
should keep in mind that when the proposed
cuts take effect volunteer work will be im
portant to keep the organizations func
tioning. So in reality students will not only
have to pull together and unify themselves
but in the words of Arthur Jackson take note
of the following advice: "If you want your
preyers answered, you'd better get off your
knees and hustle."

Email Allan
by Angela Brown

In a brief interview with Ernest Alien, the
chair of the Afro-American Studies Depert-
ment, he revealed some of his opinions con-
cerning the long-range plan that was reveal-
ed last week. Allen said that although the
plan has been in the working stage for about
two years, the input of many departments
was not utilized. According to Allen the plan
will probably be in effect no later than two
years from now but not sooner than the fall

of 1963. The plan as it stands now will pro-
bably serve as a "reference point" for ad-
ministrative resource allocations. Because of
this fact the plan could be implemented
earlier than stated official projections Allen
said the plan could prove to act as a"retren-
chment document", although it is not pro-
ported as one. He continued by saying thai
the rationale for cutting all around spending
is based on the decrease in college-age
students, nationally, which leads to lower
enrollment projections. Yet enrollments at
the University have exceeded expected
estimates in the last two years, and are ex-
pected to continue. Allen added that the
add-drop period this year was a desperate
situation for many students because too few
courses were available.

The Afro-Am Department lost six posi-
tions in the past six years. "We've already
done our service in terms of giving up," said
Allen, in reference to the recommendation
that the Department accept another
o©cr©3s©

.

Allen said that because "a false sense of
secunty" was created in the relatively af-
fluent sixties, struggles against racism in
education have been taken for granted. Allen
said that there is a "danger" in the long-
range plan because students who are
educated solely in professional/technical
programs "don't ask questions about the
society in which they are operating." Accor-
ding to Allen, "students should be made
aware that there are choices out there

"

Another cnticism of the plan's provision to
decrease the Department is that it overlooks
the role that the Department plays for black
students. Historically, "the University could
not deal with black students." Allen said that
the plan's provision to eliminate the Black
Cultural Center is based on the premise that
It has few activities, yet the Center receives
virtually no funds. The Center provides for
the administration of the New Africa House
and for exhibits in the Augusta Savage A-i
Gallery The Black Cultural Center is the or-
ly center for black culture on this campus

Jeremiah Allen

In an interview with Dean Allen on Friday
afternoon he stated that the number of facul-
ty positions in his department has declined
because "the net resources available to us
nave not really increased that much " He is
also disappointed with certain aspects of the
long range plan especially because it "calls
tor a net reduction of . . . fony-six faculty posi-
tions but contemplates keeping the
enrollments at the same level."

Allen feels confident that "...many of the
specific recommendations in the plan wilt be
modified before it's put into effect"
However, he feels that the attempts at
reorganization by the long-range plan are not
as extensive as they could be. The Depart-
ment of Humanities and Fine Arts is

"
still

too fragmented" and it has "added new pro-
grams without reviewing the ones we have "

He recommends the plan's provision to make
journalistic studies an independent depart-
ment while keeping it within the Humanities
and Fine Arts. He also feels that combining
the resources of the journafem and com
munication studies departments is a good
measure.

The plan's shift is not so much away from
the fine arts but from the humanities. "This
IshiftJ IS necessary if the University with fix-
ed resources is going to respond to the
needs of the Commonwealth and particularly
the legitimate desires of the students to take
courses in business, engineering and things
like computer sciences, " which are the fields

by Donna Davis

where jobs are available. Allen stated that
the Ideal way to deal with the change in em-
phasis would "be to have the public, the
Commonwealth increase the University's
r^urces without cutting back anywhere
else... but that is not likely to happen "

In response to the question of how should
students, those of the Third World in par-
Ocular, safeguard their educational futures
Allen said that they should "...work through
the political process, organize, com-
municate, get involved in grass roots politics
across the state so that ..." when politicians
are elected "they feel they owe sorne debt of
gratitude to the people who voted for them "

However, there was little expressed en-
couragement for the estimated 3 700
students who will not be able to return to the
University next fall because of cuts in finan-
cial aid.

"It's getting increasingly hard for people
except very wealthy people, to ^ toCO lege. Increases in college costs coupled
with decreases in financial aid will have astrong effect on the number of people who
apply to public institutions - people whowould in fact have applied to private institu-
tions. Young people in Massachusetts have
historicaHy tended to go to private institu-
tions and for most people - middle and
lower-middle socio-economic groups - the

.private institutions have virtually priced
themselves out of the market

"

Allen feels that the current crisis indicates
that we re in the early stages of one of themore difficult times in public higher educa-
non and that ". cutting back on education
IS the sort of thing which will have very
senous long range effects on the country "

Jeremiah Allen has served as Dean of the
Hunnanities and Fine Arts Department at the
Uriiversity since 1970, excluding a two and a

_half •ear break, and as Acting Provost

(»•"•'" •'< Mrni l>r<i{lriir

I
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Ralph GH Siu Speaks on Civility bv JIMMY w^^Nir;

Monday March I, 1982, Dr. Ralph G.H.
Sui lectured on "Civilty as Pith and Mask"
in room lOl Campus Center at 7:30 pm.
The entire speech last opproximately 45
minLtes, and through the whole time, he
held the audiences' interest with his per-
jeptions and his sense of humor. What
made him most effective was the method
he used to deliver his message. Instead of
reading it from a piece of paper, he ad
libbed the whole thing.

The speaker, Dr. Ralph G.H. Sui, is

famous for his diversified knowledge on
subjects including the social sciences,
economic problems, and chemistry just to
name a few. Dr. Sui was born in Hawaii. He
earned his bachelors degree at the
University of Hawaii and his PhD. in

Organic and Bio chemistry from California
Technical. He is currently livingin
Washington. D.C. Dr. Sui was invited by
Dr. Theodore Slovin to share his personal
insight on the topic of civility.

Sui began his lecture by expressing his
admiration to Chancellor Henry Koffler in
focusing his attention on civility, his
gratitude to Dr. Slovin for the opportunity
to become an important participant in this
extensive program, and to Judy Davis for
her helpful suggestion. He continued by
telling a little of his personal and
professional background. Sui said, "I come
with an old fashion Chinese upbringing in

Hawaii, with a somewhat Toaist tradition of
relative contentment; harmony with
nature, appreciation of ineffable aspects of
life, apprehensive of the totality, and sense
humor. Professionally, I have led the life of
a bureaucrat and executive, and a purely
amateur writer who's rather uninformed
about academic affairs, never having
taught a course in a University."
Then he offered a precautionary apology

due to some remarks he might make that
may be miscontrued. "I would hate to find
myself in the same fix as that veteran
bellhop trying to teach the newcomer in a
swanky resort hotel on how to become a
top flight bellhop, asserted Sui.

The presentation was divided up by
answering 4 questions. Sui answered each
of these questions from personal ex
periences, psychologial terminologies, and
from current and past issues. He ap
proached each point philosophically, but
with clarity so to satiate the curiosity of his
listeners.

The first question: Is civility, as con
ventionally recognized, necesarily good in

the moral sense ? Sui's reply was not
necessarily so. Civility, as generally un
derstood by such synonyms as courtesy,
urbanity and affability, may be good or it

may be evil. It all depends on the particular
situation at hand.

The second question: What are some of
the ways in which civility is being used ? Dr.
Sui felt that the word civility is constantly
being abused particularly by politicians and
high ranking officials. He described the
pageantry of the handshaking and the
smiles of the participants at international
conferences as "more mask than pith".
"As a rule, civility as mask does not assume
the form of an outright lie. There is a wide
assortment of masks that can be adopted
like chameleons to the issue at hand and to
the suscpptibilty of the target audiences.

'

I here are many levels of the truth
distorting spectrum, each level is more
sophisticated than the previous one At the
lowest level, is euphemism. Euphemism is
the substitution of a mild, a indirect or
vague expression for one thought to be
offensive, harsh or blunt. If that doesn't
work, one may shift to emotional appeal
Emotional appeal is literally denouncing
your opponents as the "bad guys " and you
coming out smelling like roses. If neither of
these works, then one resorts to more
deceptive alternatives, such as the pet
t'fogging of truth. Pettifogging of truth is
simply the embellishment of the actual fact
When that still does not do the )ob one
may consider adopting the mask of
rationalized justification. If none of the
above work, one must try over and over
again until a method is found or the op
ponent is worn out, whichever comes first

He compared these stages of truth
distortion as a game of "Chinese baseball".
The game of Chinese baseball is very
similar to American baseball. The
similarities are the bat, the ball, the amount
of players and the system of scoring;
however, the difference is that the moment
the ball leaves the pitcher's hand, anyone
can move the any of the bases anywhere.
In other words, he continued, the ball game
of life has no set boundaries, no clearly
defined variables, no objective assessments
and no rational consistency within a closed
system.

The third question: How are our in

stitutions of higher education molding the
quality of civility in our students ? When
one thinks about universities, one im
mediately associates this word with the
word "knowledge", says Sui. Knowledge
in civility comes in two types, one is

symbolic and the other intimate. The
difference between them is that the people
with symbolic knowledge only know how
to distinguish between good and bad; the
people with intimate knowledge not only
know how to distinguish, but also how to
apply it in their daily lives.

The fourth and last question: Can we
encapsulate our discussions into some
simple guidelines for the day to day
exercise of civility ? Dr. Sui felt it would be
more useful and more fun if we remem
bered the rules of civility through old
Chinese proverbs. He grouped 20 of them in

4 sets of 5, and each serving a different
purpose.

The first set of five proverbs are for those
individuals who would like to exploit civility

to the fullest as a mask for personal gams
and institutional power. These are:

1
.

Why use poison when you can kill with
honey ?

z. Pretend to console when you cauterize.
3. Kiss the hand you cannot bite.

4. He tricked but those who trusted him.
5. The tears of other people are merely

water.

The second set of 5 proverbs are for
those individuals who would like to

cultivate civility as lubricating amenmities
toward legitimate self interest at the or
dinary level of decency. These are:

1

.

gentle word opens an iron gate.
2. Do not insult the crocodile until you

have crossed the river.

3. Never play leap frog with a unicorn.
4. If you can't give alms to the beggar,

don't break his rice bowl.
5. One gives well, who adds a pleasing

look.

The third set of 5 are for those individuals
who would like to evaluate their own
potential for civility at a higher standard
than the ordinary. These are:

1. Whosoever requires gratitude
cheapens his gift.

2. If a person is not enlightened within,
what lamp shall he or she light ?

3. He who has diarrhea cannot support
him who vomits.

4. Whosoever sacrifices conscience for
ambition burns a painting to obtain the
ashes.

5. The worst devil is the one who prays.
The fourth set of 5 proverbs are for those

individual who would like to practice civility

in Its highest mode of selfless nobility.

These are:

1. The wise person has his tongue in his
heart.

2. Noninjury is the highest duty.
J. Whosoever gives to the poor loans to

God.
4. He whose wealth perplexes him let

him buy pigeons and set them free.

5. Great rivers, shady trees, medicinal
plants and nobly civil persons are born for
themselves.

I had an opportunity to speak with him
and found him to be very intelligent and
personable individual. When asked how he
attained the knowledge that he has, he
answered, "as old as I am, I stay awake and
remain aware of what's going on around
me '. If this IS true, alot of us are spending
to much time sleeping.

EDITORIAL

in response to tne long range pian
released last week, Nummo has designated
this a special issue on the critical situation
of education at UMass. The long range
plan embodies a statement by ad
ministrators about the direction that our
education should take. The proposals to
decrease faculty in liberal arts, public
health, and education, while increasing
those of engineenng, business ad
ministration, and hotel, restaurant and
travel administration as well as math and
natural science departments indicates a
change in the educational priorities of our
school. Certainly, the increases in the latter

programs result from greater student
demand. ( Especially in light of the dif

ficulties of finding employment after

graduation.) However, these proposals
should be recognized as part of the
"reorganization" of public higher education
in Massachusetts which was initiated by
the creation of the Board of Regents last

year.

The reasons behind the demotion of not
only humanities and social sciences, but
public health, food and resource
economics and education, on the list of
priorities are due to more than the changing
job market. They reflect the changes in

national policy as well. The recom
mendation to decrease the number of

faculty in the Department of Afro
American Studies, and to eliminate the
Black Cultural Center is strangely coin
cidental at a time of national backlash
manifested in the attacks on civil rights,

affirmative action, and the "new
federalism'^ proposal 'this Especially in the

context of administrative reluctance to pass
the G Core requirement here at UMass/
The racial composition of the qeneral
faculty has not improved noticeably since
the inception of the Afro American Studies
Dept. The elimination of 13 positions in the
School of Education would only help the
Reagan Administrations' attempt to
eradicate the educational system as we
know it. This can be seen in the changes in
the public health care system as well. ^

These problems are of concern to
graduating students as well as new and
future students. Th«se who graduate
will hold a degree from a university whose
quality and integrity has been frittered
away while new students will not learn
about the world they live in but will be
simply fitted into a society that continues to
suffer from breakdowns in political and
economic justice.

Decreasing the quality of our education
and the number of faculty at a time when
enrollments are increasing creates a
problem that is aggravated by the financial
aid cuts. The character of the UMass
student body will be profoundly different
this fall if 3,700 UMass students do not
return because of the aid cuts, which in

elude a 45 percent reduction of the Basic
Opportunity Grants. The probability that
many of these students will be Black,
Latino or Asian American is high unless
said students take actions to protect
themselves and to advance their situation
in the future. In this election year, writing
to your congressman and registering to
vote are only a couple of things to do.

Roberta Flack in concart at Smith CnllnflA photo by John Wright i

Nicaraguan Minister Raps

U.S. Policies

Thursday, March 4, Nicaragua's Minister
of Agriculture speaking at a Latin American
Studies Association conference, accused
the Reagan Administration of pursuing a
policy toward Central America based on
"cold war tunnel vision" that ignored the
underlying causes of instability in the
region.

The Minister, Jaime Wheelock Roman,
denied Reagan Administration assertions
that guerrilla forces in El Salvador were
financed, armed and directed by foreign
advisers based in Nicaragua. Accordingly,
Mr Wheelock, said "Even if we wanted to
we don't have the resources," making
reference to the fact that Nicaragua has no
navy, and nothing which could resemble an

Air Force. "We pose no threat to the
United States," said Wheelock as he
refered to his small and poor nation. Mr
Wheelock accused the U.S. of trying to
destabilize the Nicaraguan Government, by
cutting off economic aid, helping "counter-
revolutionaries ", and by trying to stir up
national unrest. Refereing to President
Reagan's Caribean basin program as a
"joke", Wheelock cited numerous in-
cedences which show that the US. has in
reality aggresively increased militirization of
the region, rather than promoting peace In
conclusion, Wheelock reasserted his
Governments support of a political solution
to the internal conflict in El Salvador.
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Black Womanhood Award

Given to Sonia Sanchez

Last Thursday the Black Student Alliance!
of Smith College presented Sonia Sanchez,
the Black Womanhood Award. The evening
consisted of speeches and poetry.

After receiving the award Sanchez made <

statement about thd changing political situa-
tion for black people in this country and in-
terspersed comments with her poetry. One
poem entitled "Small Comment" discussed
"the nature of the beast", referring to man,
and the power that men wield over each
other. Another poem was written to Martin
Luther King which described the 70's as a
period through which black people
journeyed like "voyagers and "aliens". She
also read poems about Malcolm X, love and
a short story for children. The recurring
themes were of love, never giving up on
love, family, Africa and struggle. The themes
were summed-up with her belief that as
black people we should live well and not
preoccupy ourselves with individual survival
because to do so will not ensure the future of
the race.

Sonia Sanchez ended the evening by,
stating that we as black people have to in
volve ourselves in the struggle immediately

Where have all

W^bons gone?
Special to Nummo

Even though Wayne Williams has been
declared guilty and is going to be in-

carcerated for a while, considerable skep-
ticism exists as to whether or not the Atlanta
tragedy is over. In fact, after more than two
years, twenty-eight murders, national and in-

ternational shock and outrage, a special task
force, a citizens committee, and two million
dallars spent, Atlanta's tragic situation re-

mains as baffling as ever. I'm not going to at-
tempt to advance any theories but rather,
outline the reasons why the whole mess has
a peculiar fishy aroma. One reminder; in this
era of media blitzes and techno image hype,
we must seek to carefully discern whethe-- or
not what appears to be actually is (or not).
Most of the public is aware of some of the

basic facts of the proceedings in Atlanta;
African-American children were (and
allegedly still are) disappearing at an alarm-
ing rate since July 1979. Public officials in

that southern city did not even admit that
something out of the ordinary might be hap-
pening, (even after 10 incidents) and it was
the mothers of the dead and missing children
that had to draw attention to the grisly hap-
penings. So, from the start it appeared that
city and state officials weren't really in-

terested in their own citizens. Former Mayor,
Maynard Jackson and Public Safety Com-
missioner, Lee P. Brown sought to deal with
accusations that they were negligent in their
duties by calling for help from the Federal
government and forming a special task
force, respectively.

It is significant to note that they did not act
until it was necessary to prove their integrity
as public officials. Camilla Bell, mother of
victim Yosef Bell, began the Committee to
Stop Children's Murders which was
discredited because of alleged misuse of
funds.

Don't citizens pay taxes for such public
services as police law enforcement?
The living victims of this inhumane situa-

tion were raked over the coals in the media
and it was about this tie that stories about
"street-wise, hustling kids" began appearing
with alarming frequency. It was 'blame the
victim time'. But there was no analysis of

how the special task force spent its money or
the many donations that piled up in Maynard
Jackson's face - so high that he had to call

a press conference and ask people to stop
sendino money.

Sonia Sanchez reads some of her poetry

the Green
The special task force and the Federal

Bureau of Investigations (FBI) were having
problems locating bodies until Atlanta's

citizens began patrolling in teams on
weekends. And surprisingly, for a period of a

few weeks last summer bodies began turning

up faster than they had disappeared. It

seemed like the authorities were getting

somewhere in their quest to figure this thing

out. Attention was focused on Wayne
Williams, who was followed, picked up and
generally harrassed for more than a month
before he was arrested and formally charged
with the last two of the twenty-eight

murders. Murders which did not fit the pat-

tern of the others.

Perhaps the most intriguing factor in this

whole situation is the fact that most of the

principal figures are black, the victims, the

former and present mayors, the police chief,

the accused , the judge, most of the jury,

part of the defense counsel, and most of the

city. The tragedy of Atlanta is an American
tragedy in blackface and that is very disturb-

ing. In a recent appearance on national T.V.

Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young mentioned
these "black factors", and concluded
therefore, that everyone did their job honest-

ly and Wayne Williams certainly got a fair

trail. The 'evidence' is not convincing. Suf-

fice it to say however, that the involvement

of so many brothers and sisters in the

scapgoating of one of our own leaves a bad
taste in my mouth. Who knows if Wayne
Williams is guilty of two murders?

Why disband the Task Force? Can't more
than fibers be found to implicate Mr.

Williams in more than twenty of the

murders, as has been done?
Many Atlantans are not convinced that

Wayne Williams is the person responsible for

any significant protion of the murders. They
are still fearful for their children and wary of

strangers. Camille Bell has called Wayne
Williams "..Atlanta's thirtieth victim," and
she is involved with his defense committee.

"Black Power" is a term which is supposr

ed to denote the economic and political self-

determination of African-Americans. Atlan-

ta, Georgia is supposed to be the dream-

fulfilled. What finally happens in Atlanta just

might be the test of whether we can ever

break the psychological bonds of oppres-

sion.

We should not allow ourselves to be
satisfied that justice has been done just

because there has been some activity.

THINK-ITAIN'T ILLEGAL YETIII!

ON TUITION RAISES AND
FINANCIAL AID CUTS

(with apologies to Sonia Sanchez & Gil Scott-Heron)

Cocooned in our Walkmans
We were deaf
To the grinning noises
America made
As she raised her hand
Against us

Styling for our ladies

The fragrance

Of our cologne
Dulled

The sweating smell
of the hand
Clenching

its way
Toward us

Reeling from our partiiieeeees

intoxicated by the love-caresses
of our mirrors

Our minds were on everything
BUT
America
liaising her hand against us

Savoring the chicken at Yvonne's
On holiday from the unseasoned
monotony
of pabst blue ribbon recipes
our bellies were purringly

oblivious to the hand down upon us

Swaddled in good smoke
Pirouetting to the rhythyms
of the down music
the false music
the true and in-between
Music

We were off time
to The beat but
well within the reach
of the hand
America
Brought
Down
Upon
Us

Blood-years ago
the hand
snatched us
out of Guinea
out of our past
but

not out of

ourselves

or out of our future

But now
\^ atomized pieces of a used-to-be-people

Are victims

Once again

Without even memory
as weapon. . .

•

"They wouldn't let someone not finish
after three years/'"

One innocent asked
(who was not quite old enough
to remember John F. Kennedy saying
"Life is not fair. ")

Unfair America only
Smiled

But if there is no money
there is no school
for

most of us
And the passing of the students
Makes the faculty

irrevelant

(like the dinosaur!

And if there are no jobs
for unskilled people
(who are not in the movies
or the government
or the Pentagon!
And no training programs
to get the skills

Then, say.

How do you
make it in America
today?

Now that's a real question.
Better ask Burghardt
Better ask Martin

Better ask Malcolm
Better ask Sojourner and Harriet
Better ask

yo

mama

School's out
Recess is over
The real class

in

Black life

is about
to

Begin.

zorro (3/5/82J

Dennis Brutus Update
Visiting Amherst College Professor Dennis

Brutus, under deportation order from the Im-
migrationn and Naturalization Service, has
received the support of House Speaker
Thomas "Tip" O'Neill, D-Masss.

In a letter dated February 22, 1982 to
Assistant Secretary of Human Rights, Elliott

Abrams, Speaker O'Neill urged the State
Department to grant political asylum to Pro-
fessor Brutus. O'Neill also said:

"His stance against the apartheid system in
South Africa is important in eliminating the
stigma of racial discrimination throughout
the world."

Brutus supporters remain concerned that
if deported, he will face danger from South
African agents who target Pretoria's op-
ponents for assasination. Last July, Joe
Cquabi, African National Congress leader liv-

ing in Zimbabwe was assasmated in
Salisbury.

Important

VOTE TODAY IN THE S.G.A. ELEC-
TIONS!!!

THE REFERENDUM ON THE SATF
STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE INCREASE IS
CRUCIAL TO THE CONTNUED ABILITY
OF THIRD WORLD GROUPS TO
PROGRAM ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
TO THE THIRD WORLD COMMUNITY
SUCH AS DRUM MAGAZINE, OFFICE OF
THIRD WORLD AFFAIRS, AFIK-AM
AHORA, AND NUMMO....

READ NUMMO!
^tf^<'-
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

tnfb sessions

.

CRA. positions
W !•'>'*'*- ^ Z,^ JU-^

7r^ Ctt '^o^^sc^'^cf'^ii

Thf iNTfRMATioNAl Womcn's Wfck Coftf
wiTTff ANd Tht TkiRd Woald Womcn's
TA>k Force will spowsoR a pANflfNTrK-

cd:

'*TkiRd WoRld WoMCM As UBerators:
Samc STRuqqlc Samc FiqhT" m lUt Cam-
p«» Center AudiTORivM of Umass at 8pM
CbUd CARE will bs pRovidEd
fOR MORE info. CONTACT PaNNA PuTNAM OR

MaUIia Jones
9-OS87

RobERT O. MuUeR, EXECUTIVE dlRECTOR of
lUi Vietnam Veterans of AmerIca, will
SpEAk ON *'ViETNAM WaR StORIES", AT TkE
LlNivERsiTy of MASsAckuscrrs in rks Stu-
dENT UNioN BaUroom, on WEdNEsdAy
MARck 10, AT 8pM. AdMissioN FREE to
aU UMass STudENTs wiTk A vAlid I.D. A
PRESS CONfsRENCE Will bs kEld pRIOR TO
TkE UCTURE AT 7pM. IN TkE DukE's ROOM
iN TkE StikIent Union BaUroom. foR
MORE iNfo. caU $-0920

SMrrk ColUqE's SopkiA SMiTk CoUec-
TioN ANd Project on Women ANd SociaI
CkANqE will SPONSOR TkE followiNq
RIms:

MoNdAy, MARck 8, at 4:1$pM
''SoNq of TkE CANARy"
FRidAy, RfARck 12, at 7:90pM
''BREAd ANd Roses, Too''
*'WoRkiNq foR YOVR UfE"

''MARiA"
FREE ANd opEN TO TkE public

NUMMO News is AccEpTiNq ApplicATioNs
foR TypESETTiNq posiTioN(s)
if iNTERESTEd caII M)061

MoNdAy, TuEsdAy, TkuRsdAy ANd FRklAy
AfTER 4pM.

International Women's
Week

FIVE COLLEGE BLACK STUDIES
SEMINAR SERIES

Professor
MONICA H, GORDON
Mount Holyoke CoUege

on

CARIBBEAN MIGRATION TO THE U.S.
IN SEARCH OF

THE MEANS TO A BETTER LIFE

Commentator:
Professor Lloyd Hogan,

Hampthlre CoU«g*

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 10. 1982
Gerald C. Penny Cultiiral Center

Amherst College
8:00 PM

Reception will Follow

Calendar of Events ^

March 1-13

PHOTO EXHIBIT

"We Replenish the Earth:

A Tribute to Women of Coloi''

by Bobby Davit

At the

Augustus Savage Memorial

Gallery

New Africa Houaa

Sat March 6

10:00am WORKSHOP CC168
Economic Literacy

Who's Got Your4K:
Woman and the Wage Gap

RUMISONKO
Folk music of the Andes and Latin America

Mon. March 8^

12:00pm FILM CC 168
"The Wilmar-8"

5:00pm CULTURAL DINNER with
YVONNE:pleasa call for more info.

710 RESOURCE FAIR & PANEL
CC AUDITORIUM

Third World Women aa UberatorK
Same Struggle Same Fight

Tues. March 9

10:00 a.m. WORKSHOP CC 168
"Family Protection Act

It's Implications for Women"
12:00 p.m. FILM CC 168
"Babies and Banners"

1 :00 p.m. WORKSHOP CC 91 7

"Sterilization Abuse"

.3.-00 p.m. WORKSHOP CC 91 7 .

"Women's Self Image"

7K)0 p.m. PANEl CC 168
"Women'a Lives in 1 982: A Local

National ft Intamari Perspective'

Wed. March 10

12;00pm FILM CC162

"Bread and Roses 11"

2:00pm SLIDESHOW & DISCUS-

SION CC917
"Straight Talk About Lesbians"

4:00pm WORKSHOP CC 91 7

"Women and Unemployment"

6.00pm WORKSHOP CC917
"Women in th» Workptece"

Thurs. March 11

1 1 :00a«T>-6:00pm FILM CC 163
—JULIA"

running continuously

12:00pm FILM CC 162
"Rosie the Riveter"

10:008m WORKSHOP CC917
"State of Public Higher Educatidn:

Declining Enrollment of Women
and Third World Students

"

2:00pm WORKSHOP CC 91 7

"Cross Cultural Perspectives

on Learning"

?:00pm WOnKSHOP CC 168
"Video Views on Women"
7:30pm DISCUSSION
Cape Cod Lounge

"Meet the Artists"

R:00pm FILM Commuter Lounge

JUUA"

Fri. March 12

1C:00am WORKSHOP CC917
"Women and Militarism"

12:00 FILM CC917
"Union Maids'

l.-OOpm POETY & THEATER
EVENT CC917

"Violence Against Woman:
Ekprassions

e.-OOpm CONCEKT
Cape Cod Lounge

CIWMKe Teylof ft Kelvyn Bell

Afro-B/aiilian Jau

Nummo Staff

Sat. March 13 8 pm

A^^^^erst College -Fayerweather Hall

Admission FREE
Sponsored by La Causa
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Third World women's
oppression explored
By CAREN ORLICK
Collegian Staff

SARAH RUSSELL
Five-College Staff

Women's active particpation in the
struggle against oppression in Third World
countries was the topic of a panel discus-
sion entitled "Third World Women as
Liberators, Same struggle, Same Fight" at
the Campus Center last night.

Panna Putman, the coordinator for the
Third World Women's Task Force of the
Everywomen's Center, gave the introduc-
tory speech, describing the revolutionary
state of many Third Worid Countries.
"Two-thirds of all Third Worid people

have been exploited by the first worid coun-
tries for their natural resources and cheap
labor," she said. Women have played im-
portant roles in the struggles against this
oppression, she said.

"We have suffered, died, and fought for
quality, justice and freedom. We all share
this history, same struggle, same fight, and
hopefully a strong victory for all of us,"
Putnam said.

Dianne Taylor, also a member of the
Third World Women's Task Force, and the
moderator of the panel, introduced Nomo
Zizi Sokudela, a representative of the
African National Congress.
Sokudela gave a brief history of the

African National Cqngress (ANC), outlin-
ing women's involvment in the fight
against South African imperialism.
"Since imperialists have been in South

Africa, women's struggle is an integral
part of the oppression," she said. Women

have been involved in the housing and rent
fights and other active forms of resistance.
Women were involved in a major
demonstration in Pretoria in 1956,
Sokudela said.

Sokudela stressed the nebulous role the
United States has played in the South
African struggle, quoting President
Reagan as saying, "It is not our task to

choose between black and white."
She concluded her speech with an appeaf

from the ANC to the U.S. people for sup-
port.

"Histories are now aside, the struggle
will continue - power to the people," she
said.

The second speaker, Beena Abu-Lughad,
a representative of the Palestine Libera-
tion Organization (PLO), said, "As Palesti-
nians we are all members of the PLO,
though the officials of the PLO are only
allowed limited access to this country arid
the United Nations. The PLO is the official

government of the Palestine people."

She emphasized the role of Palestinian
women in Israel with regards to the two
types of oppression they face. The first,

because the Palestinian woman is an Arab,
is discrimination in education and employ-
ment, and the second, because she is a
woman, is conservatism within the con-
fines of the Arab family, she said.

Abu-Lughad closed her speech with a
statement of the ?LO's political view.
"We will not relinquish arms struggles

until we negotiate, she said. "We will not
negotiate until we can return to our land,
and until we stop being oppressed."

Astronomy professor labels

aligning planets *non-event'
By JOHN BROBST
and SARAH BEVER
Collegian Staff

Contrary to popular belief, there is little

chance of widespread disaster tomorrow
when all nine planets come within 96
degrees of each other, a configuration that
has occurred only 10 times since the year
499.

"What this is is a non-event," according
to David Van Blerkom, associate professor
and director . of the University of

Massachusetts astronomy program. "What
everyone is afraid of is the possible link of

events described in the book The Jupiter
Effect, (by John Gribbon). The whole idea
is ludicrous. Each event is a link in a chain
of events, supported by tenuous evidence,"
Van Blerkom said.

The sun is always putting out a stream of

particles. Van Blerkom said. These move
through space and strike the Earth's at

mosphere every second of the day. An
unusually heavy influx of these particles

(electrons and protons, separated on the

volatile gaseous surface of the sun) could,

according to Gribbon, heat up the Earth's

atmosphere, according to the Jupiter ef-

fect. This could change the circulation of the

Earth's atmosphere, which could cause the

Earth's rotation to speed up or slow down.

If this happens, it's possible that abrupt

changes could trigger earthquakes in

already unstable areas of the world, like

along the San Andreas fault.

According to Gribbon, the lining up of

planets could raise tides of gas on the sun,

which could lead to an increase in solar

activity. This is called the Jupiter effect

because Jupiter, being the largest of the

planets, has the maximum tide raising

capacity.

But there are too many unsupported links

in the chain. "There is no evidence that

planets have any effect on solar activity,"

Van Blerkam said. "There is no evidence
that solar activity has an effect on the
Earth's rotation. There is no evidence that
a change in the Earth's rotation will trigger
an earthquake."
"There is also no unusual solar activity

now. If this Jupiter effect was going to
occur there should have been lots of solar

activity by now to generate these particles.

It's just not happening," Van Blerkom .said.

"Even if a planetary configuration like

this could raise the gaseous tides on the
sun, the tides could be raised no more than
an inch or two. The sun frequently goes
through oscillatory motions of miles up and
down. One or two inches Isn't going to
matter," according to VanBlerkom.
And the planets are not even lining up.

They will be in the same quadrant, within

96 degrees of each other — that's not being
lined up," Van Blerkom said.

Don Cerow, the man behind Athena's
Web, a WMUA radio program on astrology,

feels that this event has little if any
astrological significance. The planetary
configuration will be heliocentric, using the
sun as the center; astrologers are con-

cerned with geocentric configurations,

using the earth as the center. Cerow ex-

plained the situation as "a tight grouping of

the nine planets in the shape of an ellipse on
one side of the sun, where all planets are

within % degrees of each other." Cerow
predicts that people will feel the effects of

Uranus going retrograde (reversing its

course) and the full moon tonight more than
they will feel any effects from tomorrow's
heliocentric grouping.

So doomsday will have to wait. To quote
Professor Van Blerkom, "If you're really

worried about doomsday, you shouldn't
worry about the tides of the sun. If the
world ends in the near future, it'll be from
something like a nuclear war. There are
real worries. These are only falie ones."

( olleitian photo bv Teresa Rellafinrr

Dianne Taylor, moderator of last night's panel introduces Nomo Zizi
Sokudella of the African National Congress.

PIRG vote attracts turnout
while campaigners bum out
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

More students than expected turned out
to vote yesterday, on the first of two days
for the Student Government Association
(SGA) elections, Mindy Ordway, chair
person of the SGA governmental affairs

committee, said yesterday.
"At least 10 percent of the students have

already voted," Ordway said, "especially
during the dinner hours."
Ordway said that the candidates had not

made as much of a concentrated effort to
get out and advertise for the elections as in
the past, and the large turnout could be
attributed to the organizing efforts made by
the Massachusetts Public Interest Research
Group (MassPIRG).
"MassPIRG has an important question on

the ballot and has made an effort to bring
the people out to vote." Ordway said.

"It was funny, but over the weekend
people suddenly became aware," Ordway
said. "On Friday no one seemed to even
know that there was going to be an election,
but today they came out to vote."
Students are being asked to vote for the

president of the SGA, members of the

Campus Center Board of Governors (BOG),
and on four issues facing t he campus today.
The questions are: "Do you favor a $6

increase in the Student Acliviucs Trust
Fund (SATF);" "Do you agree with asking
President Ronald Reagan and the Soviet
Union to negotiate an immediate halt to the
nuclear arms race;" "Do you oppose
military aid to El Salvador;" and the
question of whether or not the current $2
per semester waivable fee for MassPIRG
should remain on the student bill.

Voting will take place today from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. and from 4 to 6 p.m. at the
Worcester Dining Commons for Northeast
and Sylvan residents, at the Franklin
Dining Commons for Central and Orchard
Hill residents, at the Hampshire Dining
Commons for residents of Coolidge,
Crampton, Emerson, James, Kennedy,
Melville, and Thoreau dormitories, and at
the Berkshire Dining Commons for
residents of Cance. John Adams, John
Quincy Adams, MacKimmie, Moore,
Pierpont and Washington dormitories.

Voting will also take place from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. today in Campus Center Concourse
for Greeks and Commuters.

THE LONG RANGE PLAN

Student planner defends proposal
By KEN BAZINET
and PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

The only undergraduate student serving
on the Chancellor's Working Group on long
range planning yesterday recommended
students take the time to read the academic
affairs document and not necessarily follow
the advice given to them by faculty

members.
Ron Keefe, a senior economics major,

said many faculty members are "self-

serving" and are more interested in

protecting their jobs than in serving the
needs of the students.

Keefe said students can obtain copies of

the academic affairs section of the long
range planning document from the Student
Government Association and the reference
room at Goodell library.

Keefe also said he does not think the long
range plan is putting too much emphasis on
the high technology majors at the expense
of liberal arts. But he did admit that there
is a shift away from the humanities and fine

arts and toward computer science and
engineering.

"In the short term, I think the committee
is trying to manage resources in the face of
the needs of the institution and the state,"
Keefe said. "People are keenly aware that
we would have gotten chastised by the
communtiy if we had cheated liberal arts. I

don't think we have."

Keefe said the criteria used to evaluate

the individual departments were not
systematic. The committee made what it

considered the most important recom-
mendations for each area.

"You can't evaluate women's studies the
same way you would evaluate linguistics,"

he said.

Keefe said the Working Group is at-

tempting to improve the University rather
than just making arbitrary cuts for financial

reasons.

"Instead of being the butcher, we're
trying to be the surgeon," he said.

Keefe said he hopes much of the long
range plan will be approved, and believes if

people will look at it from the point of view
of the University as a whole, it will be
passed.

"If we could get through 70 percent of the
document, we will have done the University
a great service," he said.

Keefe said the students don't understand
the situation concerning communications
studies.

"No one on the committee felt com-
munications studies was something the
campus really needed," he said. •

He also said anyone currently majoring in

communications studies will be able to
graduate with a degree from that depar-
tment.

Keefe said he is not surprised by the
trouble the long range plan has met since it

came out last week.
"Change is controversial on this campus,"

he said.
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Habib, Begin meetings end;

Israeli-PLO peace unsure
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Digest
By the Associated Press

JERUSALEM (AP) - U.S. special
envoy PhiUp C. Habib had a final meeting
with Prime Minister Menachem Begin
yesterday and Israeli officials said the
American troubleshooter apparently had
strengthened the cease-fire on the Israel
Lebanon border.

Habib kept his usual silence on details of
his talks, commenting to reporters: "I had a
good meeting with the prime minister."

Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir,
Defense Minister Ariel Sharon and other
top Israeli officials joined Begin and Habib
in the final meeting.

Israeli officials said Habib, on his fifth
Mideast peace mission in a year, had not

solved the underlying tensions between
Israel and the Palestinian guerrillas based
in southern Lebanon, but he seemed
confident there would not be a renewal of
warfare.

"There seems to be a consensus that
there will not be an outbreak now of
hostilities," one Israeli official said.

Israel and Lebanon have accused each
other of violating the truce Habib arranged
last July and of amassing weapons along the
border. The United SUtes has been con-
cerned Israel might launch a pre-emptive
strike against the guerrillas.

Both Israel and the Palestine Liberation
Organization agreed to abide by the cease-
fire.

Pilot survives crash and splash
BLOCK ISLAND. R.I. - A pilot was

pulled "alive and well" from the icy Atlantic
Monday more than two hours after he
ditched his single-engine plane eight miles
southeast of here, the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) said.

The FAA identified the pilot as R.
Houghton, of Florida.

The piioL, wno spent more than two hours
in the water, was found "alive and well" by
a fishing vessel and taken to Cape Cod
Hospital, said FAA spokeswoman Mary Jo
Cogar.

The Coast Guard said he apparently was
suffering from exhaustion and hypothermia
after spending more than two hours in 40-
degree water.

Three cry innocent ofLowell fire

Jury to probe murders of
protesters at anti-klan rally
.
WASHINGTON (AP) - A federal grand

jury will conduct "a full and complete
mquu-y" into the violence that left five
demonstrators dead at a 1979 "Death to the
Klan" rally in Greensboro, N.C.. the Justice
Department announced yesterday.
The grand jury will be empaneled on

March 22 in Winston Salem, N.C., 30 miles
from Greensboro, said John Wikon. a
spokesman for the department's Civil
Rights Division.

"The grand jury investigation will be a
full and complete inquiry into the events of
that day (Nov. 3, 1979, the activities that
led up to the viole!i((> and any related,
relevant events," Wilson said.

He refused to elaborate on the brief
announcement e\cc\n lo say that the probe
will be conducted jcmily by attorneys from

the Civil Rights Division and the U.S.
Attorney s Office for the Middle District of
North Carolina.

The FBI. acting on a court order issued
Friday by a federal judge in Winston-
Salem, has seized all the physical evidence
used by local prosecutors in the case,
Joseph E. Slate Jr.. clerk of GuUford
County Superior Court in Greensboro, said
Monday.

Television films of the rally, organized by
the Communist Workers Party, showed
that members of the Ku Klux Klan and the
American Nazi Party drove up to the
assembly point for the rally, exchanged
taunts and insults with the demonstrators
and then opened fire. The police did not
arrive until after the shooting had stopped.

LOWELL — Three men who wept
throughout the session pleaded innocent
yesterday to murder and arson charges in

the tenement fire in which eight people
perished.

Judge Cornelius Kiernan in Lowell
District Court ordered the three held
without bail for a probable cause hearing on

March 17.

Two defendants, Felix Garcia, 31, and his
brother, Edgardo, 19, were sent to the
Billerica House of Correction, while the
third, Victor Rosario, 24, was taken to the
Essex County Jail.

Each is charged with eight counts of
murder and one of arson.
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Announces

1982 Officer Elections

6:30 P.M. Thur. March 11
at Sigma Delta Tau

Sorority members are urged to use this opportunity to get
involved in their government.

Please call present officers for information.

EXCEraONiU. MIANAGEMIENT
OPPORTUNITIES.

For exceptional College Grads (and those who are soon to be)

CURRENT
OPPORTUNITIES IN NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS'

• NUCLEAR £NGINEERING
• BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
• AVIATION • LAW
• MEDICINE • INTELLIGENCE
• CIVIL ENGINEERING
• SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS
Sign up for an interview in the Career Placement Office.

Interviem will be held in the Placement Service, Hampshire House
from 9 am - 4:30 pm, Thurs & Fri March 1 1 & 12

»-or further Information call collect 1203) 528-9988.

Tonight

WIN A JUKE BOX
at our

OLDIES NIGHT
This Week

Four Hours of Two for One
all Liquor Drinks

9-1

- register to win a Free Juke Box -

^YDEBOHAH * STYLES BY DEBORAH STYLES BY DEBORAH 9ttj

i^J

Drawing to be held
April 20,1982

DESIGN HAIRCUTS
FlRST - A professionaf "consultatrdn * *

*
:

SECOND - A precision style cut selected individually

just for you.

THIRD - our stylists will show you how
to take care of your hair.

All For $8.00
with this coupon only, expires 3/30/82

i

With personal style cut, shampoo, and blow dry - $10.50, long hair slightly:

fnore - with this coupon only. q •

Limitad to r>ew customers only.

H
r

please can tor an appointment

Styles by Deborah I & 11

*' oerorah

M UBlvaraltr Driv*

Amhant. Ma.

STYLES BY DEBORAH

•tMainStrMt
E«itkamptea. Ma.

527-2411

STYLES BY DEBORAH

SGA officials

battle in SUB
tiy EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

The Student Judiciary Clerk of Courts, Michael
Cohen, and the former chairman of the Student Govern-
ment Association's (SGA) Finance Committee. Alan
Campagnon, squared off last night on the fourth floor of
the Student Union in a heated verbal and physical ex-
change of animosities.

University police responded to a call at approximately
6 p.m. to find a crowd of 20 to 30 gathered around the pair
on the fourth floor near the Registered Student
Organization (RSO) office.

"Mike Cohen said some nasty things and the pushing
started." said Campagnon. He later said nothing in par
ticular started the argument.

This argument is only one of many in the two year
history of animosity between Cohen and himself, Cam-
pagnon said.

"I've hated him (Cohen) for a long time, " said Cam-
pagnon.

Ed Lee, SGA speaker, witnessed the confrontation
and said, "The pushing and shoving was mutual untU
Cohen grabbed Campagnon and pushed him up against the
(bulletin) boards." "Alan restrained himself pretty much."

The bad feelings between the two were fueled last
year when Campagnon was the prosecuting advocate for
the SGA when that body attempted Cohen's removal from
the clerk of court's position Lee said.

Cohen is currently fighting another attempt by the
Senate Judicial Affairs subcommittee to remove him from
his position.

Campagnon said he believes that Cohen will press
assault and battery charges against him. Campagnon said
he plans to counter Cohen's charges by requesting a show-
cause hearing before the Hampshire County clerk of courts
to determine if Cohen has a valid case.
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ISeighbors of dog bark at Selectmen
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectment discussed a variety of
topics last night, including a dog complaint, a request for
two full-size police cruisers and a resolution by the public
transportation committee.
Several South Amherst residents brought a complaint

against a dog owned by Philip Croasdale, a University of
Massachusetts student. The dog reportedly has been
vicious towards people in the neighborhood, disturbing
them with excessive barking, and killing a neighbor's cat.

Complaints were filed by David Sweetland and William
Lambert, both neighbors of Croasdale.
"I'm very concerned for the safety of my two year old

daughter," Sweetiand's complaint stated, "I will not feel

safe about letting my daughter play by herself in the
yard."

Lambert said that in the 14 months that he lived next
door to Croasdale, he called the police on the average of
once a week to complain about the dogs incessant barking.

Croasdale said his dog does not bark and another dog
was barking, but admitted the dog did kill the cat.

The selectmen voted unanimously to order the dog per-
manently restrained and, if it was not properly restrained,
it be taken away from the owner and destroyed.

In other business, the selectmen heard Police Chief
Maia's request for full-sized police cruisers rather than
medium-sized vehicles.

Maia cited various reasons for wanting the larger
vehicles, including officer safety, comfort, and visibility;

the safe transportation of citizens and prisoners; and vehi-
cle durability.

The selectmen voted unanimously to approve the recom-
mendation for two full-sized cruisers.

Collripan photo by Jim Waldron

GOOD NIGHT — A late winter panorama is captured in this sunset as viewed from Tobin Hall.

Southwest inflamed by a second fire
By EDWARD BIi TRK
Collegian Staff

A room fire in Mackimmie Dormitory in the Southwest
Residential Area and an arrest resulting from a
trespassing violation were two incidents that kept
University of Massachusetts police busy on Sunday and
Monday, police said yesterday.
A fire in room 342 in Mackimmie, occurring at ap-

proximately 6:48 p.m. Sunday, caused an estimated $1(J0

damage to a rug, police said. The fire was classified a minor
one by police.

The cause of the fire, which was already out by the time
the Amherst Fire Department arrived on the scene, was a

hot pot left unattended, police said. The occupant of the

room reportedly let water boihng in the pot evaporate
causing the electric cord to partially melt and burn the rug,

police said.

GITDC' T»T I DrkOE^ A "J « I
t'<>H«IO«n photo by Mithael M«r|foliii

feUKh I LL FObL — A resident of the UMass sheepbarns peers through a fence there as he
poses for the photographer.

Amherst police

continue arrests

for drunk driving
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Speed and Alcohol Patrol (SAP) stopped
24 cars, wrote 20 violations, two of which were for

speeding, made two arrests and took one person into
protective custody over the weekend, according to

Amherst police.

University of Massachusetts student Sandra J. Szuluk,
19, of HoUiston, was arrested at 10:27 p.m. Friday on
North Pleasant Street for being a person under age 20 in

possession of alcoholic becerages.

John J. Kirk. 23. of Sudbury was arrested at 12:58 a.m.
Saturday for driving while under the influence of alcohol.

Kirk was arrested after an officer observed him driving
erratically on North Pleasant Street, according to police.

Police reported making four other arrests over
weekend.
The report of an officer walking the Pray Street beat

early Sunday morning re.sulted in the arrest of two men.
Stephen J. Kzcowski, 22. of Hadley. and James B. McCoU,
22, of Athol, were arrested at 12:05 a.m. in a Pray Street
parking lot and charged with possession of cocaine,

possession of marijuana and possession of marijuana with
intent to distribute.

Victor F. Montaney. 27, of Holyoke, was observed
driving erratically at 2:28 a.m. Sunday on West Street,

was stopped and arrested for driving under the influence of

alcohol, according to police. Mantaney was turned over to

Massachusetts state police after a check revealed that he
had defaulted on a warrant for speeding, police said.

Robert C, Young, 21, of Natick was arrested at 2:30 a.m.
Sunday on East Pleasant Street for driving under the
inlluence of alcohol and impeded operation. Young's
operation was impeded by three other people in the cab of
his vehicle, according to police.

Police reported nine accidents over the weekend.
UMass student Nancy Marshall. 20, of Manchester, was
struck by a vehicle operated by Vernon E. Harrington. 29,

of Sunderland at 9:38 p.m. Friday on iNorth Pleasant
Street by the Graduate Research Center, according to

police. Marshall was taken to the UMass infirmary where
she was treated and released for a leg injury, police said.

No charges were brought against Harrington.

At 1:24 p.m. Sunday Alexander Todd. 81. of 5 Flathills

Road hit the accelerator rather than the brake of his car
and ran into the Aristocrat Stylists hair salon on Montague
Road, according to police. Police reported extensive
damage to a wooden bench in front of the building, to the
window, wall, ceiling and door of the building. No estimate
of the cost of the damage was given. There were no in-

juries, but Todd's car sustained front end damage and a
smashed windshield resulting from bricks falling from the
building. There were no charges brought against Todd,
who was parked in the Aristocrat Stylists parking lot while
his wife did some shopping, police said.

A Brandy wine Apartment resident reported at 8:39 p.m.
Friday that someone had broken into their apartment and
stolen a stereo turntable valued at $100.

At 2:25 a.m. Sunday, police responded to a report of
slashed tires at Butterfield Terrace. 18 tires on 13 cars
were slashed with a sharp knife according to police. There
are no suspects at this time.

This was the second dormitory room fire on campus in
the past two days, having followed a room fire in

Washington Tower on Sunday.
In an unrelated incident, James S. Ross, 29, of Nor-

thampton, was arrested at approximately 6:17 a.m.
Monday for violating a trespass warrant issued against him
on the fifth of February this year, police said.

Ross was spotted near the North side of Dickinson
Dormitory by a police officer on routine patrol, police said.
The officer approached Ross after he was seen acting
suspiciously, police said.

In a separate incident, 157 gallons of paint was reported
stolen from a storage room in Hamlin Dormitory, police
said. The theft occurred between 3 p.m. Saturday and 9
a.m. Sunday, police .said. The paint, reported stolen by the
Physical Plant's paint crew foreman, had an estimated
value of $975. police said.
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Student Senate

Elections

for: Speaker

Treasurer
Candidate must be Student Senator

Wednesday, March 10, 1982

7:00 P.M. Room 163
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for all Senators

All others encouraged to attend
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2-Hour Sessions
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CC — hidden loss
The Textbook Annex is one of three

principal retail outlets that make up
the University Store; the other two

are the Mini-store and the University Store
Itself. The Textbook Annex made a profit
of $337,862 on total sales of $2,646,694 in
fiscal year 1981 (which ended in June). The
textbook Annex is budgeted to make a net
profit of $362,000 in fiscal year 1982.
The problem is the money made from the

Textbook Annex is being used to cover the
deficits of other operations in the Campus
Center that do not show a profit, such as
the T.O.C. Restaurant, which lost over
$41,000 last year. Using this sort of ac-
counting procedure, the Campus Center
manages to break even, and thus the losses
generated by certain divisions are in effect
"covered." While this may seem conve-
nient, keep in mind that it protects the
managers of the divisions that lose money
from being fully accountable for the
managerial efficiency of their operations.
Could you imagine if the TOC Restaurant
were forced to pay rent, as well as
eliminate all work-study positions? The
amount of money it would then be losing
under the current conditions would be stag-
gering.

By allowing this mismanagement of
funds to continue, the managers are not
pressed to make their operations more effi-
cient. If this were a restaurant that was
forced to work under "real" conditions, it

is painfully obvious that no owner in his
right mind would allow the TOC restaurant
to remain open under the current system,
losing the kind of money it does. Either a
shift in managerial policy or the closing of
the restaurant would be in order.
Technically, the TOC deficit is covered by

the revenues from the beverage division,
but if the TOC did not lose money to begin
with, no transfers would be necessary.
Yet here lies the difficulty. The TOC

restaurant is being kept open as a
"service" to the community, despite the
losses generated. As long as the policy
towards textbook profits is allowed to be
continued, the administration can afford
the luxury of this "service." But do you
know who's paying for this service? You
are.

Consider this. You have no choice in buy-
ing your textbooks. Some books may be
found in area bookstores, but the vast ma-
jority are available in the Textbook Annex.
Thus, you are in essence paying a hidden
Campus Center fee, working out to an
average $15 per student. Obviously, since
students pay different amounts depending
on how many books are bought, the "fee"
each student pays varies.

The Campus Center Board of Governors
alleges that "it is tradition within the Cam-
pus Center complex that when there is an-
ticipation of a rise in the Campus Center
fee, a review process is set up which in-

cludes; students. Campus Center ad-
ministrators, the Vice-chancellor of Ad-
ministration and Finance, and the Board of
Trustees. In the past, as well as the pre-
sent, this process takes place when depart-
ments are not fulfilling their budget
estimates or if unanticipated costs are add-
ed. Unfortunately though, the Campus
Center has been taking high Annex profits
rather than undergoing this publicly open
procedure." If this procedure were to oc-
cur, the Campus Center would then be
pressed to explain the reasons for the
losses in the TOC and other areas. The
board asked that the non selfsupporting
areas become self-supporting and the hid-
den $15 Campus Center fee be eliminated.
The Senate Ways and Means Committee,

examining the issue, determined that the
trust "relies upon students to defray a
disproportionate share of the trust's ad-
ministrative expenses and, by implication,
forces students to subsidize Campus
Center activities (conferences, etc.) which
are of little or no benefit to many
students."

It is important to note that the profits
from the Textbook Annex could not be cut
out in one year without the Campus Center
running a huge deficit. The Senate Ways
and Means Committee has mandated a
reduction in textbook profits, but the
University choses not to listen. The com-
mittee plays a crucial role in determining
the UMass budget, and while this does not
directly affect the budget procedure, keep
it in mind the next time the University does
something against students rights in the

SURGEOW 6EHERAL BROADENS
UST OF CANCERS UNKBP 7D
CIGARETFE SMOKING
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name of "improving the University's im-
age" in the rest of the state.

An interesting point in all this is that'the
University published an official response to
the Ways and Means report last May. The
only direct reference in it the Textbook An-
nex is that "funds are not transfered from
one income producing area to another as
stated in the review. Specifically funds
were not transfered from the Textbook An-
nex to Food Services." This is true,
because the losses were not hidden, they
were fully documented. However, later in
the same response, it is noted that "the
figures verify that the Campus Center is

self-supporting and in fact made a profit of
Fiscal year 1980." The question here is

defining self-supporting. Apparently, the
administration feels that as long as the
complex is self-supporting, then each divi-

sion does not have to be.

When asked. Bill Harris responds that
the "profits made from revenue areas are
used to offset the costs of maintaining the
complex. Those costs are directly at-
tributable to services provided students,
and services required to maintain and clean
the complex."
This isn't keeping in spirit with the

report, and in essence allows mismanage-
ment to be tolerated. To you, the student, it

means that whether or not you use food
service facilities like the TOC, you're help-
ing to pay for them. But that is what the
adminstration calls self-supporting.
Tune in tomorrow when we find out what

happens to your quarter after it goes in a
pinball or soda machine.

Dave Cliv£ is a Collegian columnist.^^^ _ - ^r - -o. ^— —
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students lose without strong leadership
1 VOtinir in thp Stndpnt O-rtvommonf i3la/>4^r>nc< ... i.u_ .• ^ ..... ... "^Are you voting in the student government elections

today? If you are, there are a number of questions
you should be asking yourself before you cast your

vote. You may not have any active involvement in UMass
student government after you vote today, so you want to
make sure you do the right thing.

First of all, are you aware of the referendum questions
on the ballot? Student Government elections present an
excellent opportunity for students at UMass to make a
strong statement as a group. (Remember last spring's
question on the option of coed bathrooms that received
94.5 percent approval?) Although the items are not bin-
ding, they do serve to gauge student opinion and support
for various issues.

This year, the referendum questions on EI Salvador,
MassPIRG, the Student Activities Trust Fund (SATF),
and the nuclear weapons freeze give UMass students a
chance to comment on national and international political
issues as well as local campus issues. Because of the im-
portance of these issues, the referendum questions alone
are a good reason to vote.

Secondly, have you taken the time to check out who's
running for the Student Government Association
presidency? This is a big school, and chances are you don't
personally know all of the candidates. So how are you ar-
riving at your decision of who to vote for?

Better yet, do you really care which candidacy is elected
or are you going to vote because you think you should?
We've been told for years now that it's our responsibility
to vote if we want to be involved in the political process —
but isn't who you vote for even more important than the
fact that you're voting in the first place?

"The Student Government Association is the primary
political vehicle through which student concerns are ex-

pressed, so the importance to students of strong, effective
leadership should be obvious. But how much do you know
about the student government to be able to make an in-

telligent decision about who you want to represent you?
Are you going to vote for the candidacy with the best
name(s) or posters, or are you going to vote for the
person(s) most qualified to run the student government?
As you can see, there are a lot of things to think about

before you vote in an election like this. And a lot of this
stuff may sound pretty basic and obvious, but this is a real-
ly important election and if we care about UMass, we have
to take the time and thought to do things intelligently.

A problem that comes up year after year in student
government elections here is the mindset lingering from
our high school days that tells us that student government
does't really do anything. A lot of people either don't vote,
or just vote for one or another of the candidacies with very
little information about the issues, the candidacies' posi-
tions, etc. People have a hard time adjusting to the fact
that the Student Government Association at this school
has real power. We don't just have a token student
government like highs schools and many colleges do.
UMass is a major eastern state university with a na-

tional reputation as a center of progressive thought and
activity, and one of the main reasons for this is the power
of the student government. The leadership of this govern-
ment is a job that entails a great deal of responsibility, and
so we have to be critical and thoughtful in deciding who it

is we want to represent us. This is far from a trivial mat-
ter.

But the length of the SGA's presidential campaign isn't
adequate enough to thoroughly deal with the issues and
personalities involved. Maybe that is something we can try

to change for future elections.

For the present, however, all we can do is make the ef-
fort to vote for who we honestly feel will do the best job.
Hopefully, most of us voting will make an intelligent, in-
formed choice. Remember, in the long run, we, the
students have the most to lose or gain by making or not
making the correct choice.

Jackson Katz is a Collegian columnist
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To the Editor

The senseless destruction of the UMass Peacemakers'
banner on the Campus Center Parking Garage is a fitting

symbol of the mentality very much on the loose in the halls

of power in the United States. The banner was created to

remind UMass students of their opportunity to vote "Yes"
for the nuclear weapons freeze in the SGA elecitons whkh
end today.

The destruction of the banner may provide one more
reason why students need to vote "yes" if they choose to
live in a world of decency. If they choose to live in a world
freed from nuclear terrorism. If they choose to live.
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Five college students rebuild board
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Correspondent

After a period of decreased student input, the Five
College Student Coordinating Board (FCSCB) is in the
process of rebuilding its membership board, Chairperson
Dorianne Chrysler said last week.
"We want to rebuild the student board with members

who are really interested and have new ideas to share,"
said Chrysler, who has scheduled an opening meeting for
interested students at 7:30 tomorrow night in Porter
Lounge in Converse Hall at Amherst College.
The FCSCB, which deals with the Five College bus

system, the Residential Exchange Program and the Five
College course interchange, was organized by students in
the Five College area in the early 1970s.

Chrysler said the most important project of the FCSCB
is the Five College bus system, which runs bus routes to
and from each of the five colleges.

"We receive student money allocated for the buses and
forward it to Five Colleges Inc.," Chrysler said.
Two years ago. for example, the Pioneer Valley Transit

Authority (PVTA) replaced the old green buses with their
newer buses. These funds for the bus program come from
student activities fees plus federal, state and local grants.
Chrysler said.

One current FCSCB project is the Five College course
interchange program, which enables students from Smith
College. Amherst College. Mt. Holyoke CoUege. Hamp
shire College and the University of Massachusetts to enroll
in courses at any of the other four campuses. Information
booklets and brochures about courses open to the in
terchange are available at the Registrar's Office in the
Whitmore Administration Building.
The FCSCB also sponsors a program allowing students

to participate in a Residential Exchange. In this program,
five college students are able to live at one of the other four
campuses' residential areas and students' bills for living at
campuses are part of their own individual school fees. Each

SCHOOL OF MEDICIIME
• CIFAS UNIVERSITY •

"CLASSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH'

n^t,
^"'^e;,s"y ^'s located in Santo Oommgo.Dominican Republic Our Medical Program is tailored

after the traditional US Model of Medical Education
and IS fully accredited

OPENINGS AVAILABLE

Uur sci.ooi is listed in Vol 35. I^o 4 of the WHOchronicle published by the World Health Organizai^n"

for More Information ami Appl,, ..t.on form |.lf..,s,. vvr.i,- i„
CIFAS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICIIME

Of AIW OF ADMISSIOMS
1?«20 WHITTIER BlVD SUII, P-WMIITIfR CAlIf 9060.

j
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Summer of "82''
Summer staff wanted for large Girl

Scout Camps in Tolland & East Otis,

MA. Positions available for General
Counselors, Specialty Staff (Water-
front, Smallcraft, Riding, Gymnastics,
Arts & Crafts), Nurses, Cooks & Assis-

tant Cooks. Salary with Room & Board
for 9 or 10 vy^eeks.

For applications, write:

Timber Trolls

Stor Kout* 15d
Tollond, MA 01004

or coll: 410-256^392
or come to CAMP DAY FAIR,

Thursday, March 11th

school operates under this exchange program on a one-to-
one student basis.

Chrysler said the FCSCB is presently rewriting its

constitution which was drafted in the early 1970s.
"It has been amended and rewritten but some of the

programs are totally changed and are no longer ap-
plicable," Chrysler said.

MAVAW aids males

close to rape victims
Men Against Violence Against Women (MAVAW) is

having an open meeting for all interested men at 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday in room 805 of the Campus Center.
MAVAW was founded in October, 1981 in cooperation

with the Everywoman's Center (EWC). MAVAW is

committed to working against all forms of sexism and
violence against women. The group offers counseling for
men and educational workshops. They hold weekly
meetings open to all interested people.

MAVAW provides crisis intervention counseling for the
male partners and family members of women who have
been raped. MAVAW counselors try to assist men in
coming to terms with the shared crisis of sexual assault.

'

MAVAW can offer information on other counseling ser-
vices in the Amherst area. All counseling is strictly con-
fidential.

For information on workshops and meetings, call Bruce
549 5796 or Chuck 549 0148. For couseling services
contact Cathy Roach, at EWC 545-0883. The mailing ad-
dress is MAVAW, c/o Everywoman's Center, Wilder Hall
UMass. Amherst, MA. 01003.
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By RUSSELL D. JORDAN
Collegian Staff

In an interview yesterday, Ernest Allen, director of the
Department of Afro-American Studies, discussed the re-
cent cuts affecting his department. "Essentially, the cuts
will affect two areas, the cultural center and the phasing
out of one faculty position," said Allen.
"When the department was formed in 1970, the inten-

tion was to study all phases of the Black experience in-
cluding the study of Africa, the Caribbean as well as the
United States," said Allen. At the time, budget pressures
were not as great as they are now. Since then some of the
more ambitious plans for the department have been filled

Cuts to affect black systems

Collegian

by the Five College Black Studies Consortium.

Resources are now being channeled toward so-called
centers of excellence and the low enrollment in Afro-
American Studies courses were both cited as reasons for
the proposed cuts. "Low enrollment in Afro-American
Studies courses has been aggravated by some UMass
counselors deliberately steering students away from
courses in the department as well as the misguided fear
some White students have in taking courses in the New
Africa House," Allen said. Refuting these misconceptions
Allen said, "we have some of the best teachers on campus-
their sensitivity and rapport with the students is quite
high. Their principle concern is teaching."

Concerning the Cultural Center, Allen said "the Center
came about as a result of the severe lack of social and
cultural activities for Black students in the area. The
Center has served Black students in several capacities, in-
cluding helping students overcome personal problems that
may affect them in the transition from high school to
university life," said Allen.

Despite these cuts in the department, Allen said "I've
been assured by the University administration that they
are committed to a strong and thriving Afro-American
Studies department." Allen also stressed that the depart-
ment will struggle to maintain all academic positions in
the department.

CCEBMS
By PHIL JENNINGS
Collegian Staff

UMass. — With budget cuts on the rise
and with the Five Year Plan implementa-
tion it may be comforting to know that
CCEBMS, the Collegiate Committee for
the Education of Black and other Minority
Students, will still be operating at their full

IX)tential.

"The University has made a commitment
to CCEBMS. To quote the Long Range
Plan that came out a few days ago, they
had all positive things to say about
CCEBMS and said that CCEBMS was one
of the programs that would be protected,
at least as far as the 5 year plan went there
were no cuts in our budget. This is a stable
staff and has been for many years, said
Dorris Arrington, assistant director for the
academic service. "As far as we know we
expect to be here doing the same type of
things, mainly, getting minority students
here and keeping them here," said Arr-
ington:

CCEBMS is the only academic advisory
staff for minorities and low income
students here at the University. Why is

there a separate advisory staff for
minorities and low income students?
"Well the philosophy behind it is that we

break down some of the bureaucratic
hassels that a large institution has. We
assign an advisor to work with a group for

CCEBMS L to R — Rick Towns, Marsha Ann Wise. Greg Roberts Doris
Arnngrton (CCEBMS director) and John Lopes. Missing Carol Cox.

3 years so that each year the group does
not have to learn a new person and the per-
son does not have to learn a new group. So
by the end of that 3 years the class knows
the advisor and the advisor knows the
class, said Rick Towns, advisor for
CCEBMS.

If you go other places, said Towns, "you
won't always get the same advisor to help
you pick out your courses, but here you will

get the same person for 3 years. That per-
son will know your program and what
you're working toward.
"We are also interested in students social

and extra-curricular activities. We en-
courage them to join different Third Worid
organizations that relates to their major or
where their interest lies. We also en-
courage our students to get involved with
staff and board members," said Arrington.

"Students say they don't see enough
Black faculty here at the University or that
they have little contact with black faculty,
well the CCEBMS board in some ways are
commited and have maintained their com-
mitment to keep the CCEBMS program
going by advising or supervising the pro-
gram," said Towns.

"We are all functioning here as a role to
help the parents of minorities in the com-
monwealth. Any person within the com-
monwealth has a right to attend this

university, minorities included. *In some
ways we are here to see to it that the
minority voters of this commonwealth get
their kids to this institution and get them
out with their degrees," said Towns.

In response to student aid cuts Towns
lamented "when Reagan proposed the
elimination of the BEOG and SEOG grants
I expected a groundswell of protest from
students and that they would come to us
and put us in a difficult position saying we
want your support, we're going to Whit-
more to raise some hell, there's been no
groundswell. White people will lobby
around their position on an issue and that's
critical. We will wait until they've taken
the money away and then raise hell when
the time to act is now. These student pro-
posed cuts are so severe that I would ex-
pect some student protest voice to be wag-
ed from this campus."

Cuba trip allows one to see for self
By TONY CRAYTON
Office of Third World Affairs

It has become clear over the past few weeks that the
Reagan Administration is rapidly moving the U.S. towards
war in the Caribbean. The costs for these plans for
military interventbn are clearly spelled out in the new
Reagan Budget proposals. They have nearly eliminated
financial support to education form financial aid to school
lunch programs. The crunch is already forcing students
out of schools and back to communities with no jobs. This
budget cutting mentality, has even infected UMass as
evidenced by the Chancellor's heavy support for high tech
departments and the phaseout or reduction of Black
Studies, the Black Cultural Center and other programs in
the Humanities.

The ominous writing on the wail has not produced a
groundswell of protest, but a peculiar silence from people.
It appears that most are scrambling to save their own neck
instead of coming together for mutual support against this
onslaught of racist conservative eliticism.

The time has come where your protest wUI be labeled as
a communist plot and justify the government's attacks on
your right to even complain. At present the repression of

dissent is promoted in foreign policy, but the chickens will

soon be home to roost. The Reagan Administration is

spending millions on crushing the people of El Salvador

LUTH^

and overthrowing Nicaragua, Angola and Libya. History
IS repeating itself. Current U.S. foreign policy toward
Nicaragua's SandisU Government is the same as their
actions towards Cuba after their revolution. Nicaragua
asked the United States for aid and was turned down, just
as Cuba asked in 1960. The foUowing result in Cuba was
the Bay of Pigs invasion and now Alexander Haig promises
that America will do anything to "contain the threat" in El
Salvador. He even predicted that Americans would
support the Administration as long as they are convinced

Commentary
"that we are going to succeed and not flounder as we did in
Vietnam." The warnings are clear — you will soon be
turning in your books for bombs. The central target of the
U.S. government's Caribbean strategy is Cuba.
The opportunities to see for yourself what exactly you

will die for or your sons, daughters and friends are few.
Fifty-five thousand lives were lost in America to "contain
the communist" in Vietnam, yet still few understand what
that was for. Men died in Iran over events that few still

understand. Men, women and babies are murdered by the
hundreds in Southern Africa because South Africa is anti-

By Brutnsic Brandon. Jr.

communist and few still understand.

The Caribbean nations are the nearest and most ac-
cessible areas to travel for Third World students to study
and observe the fast moving events of developing nations.
Cuba, the first country to volunteer their blood for African
people's freedom, the first to send armies of doctors and
teachers to assist Third World countries, overcome the
devastation caused by American and European ex-
ploitation; is available for you to study and see first hand.

A Student Cubamobile or traveling educational seminar
is being offered during Spring recess for students to go to
Cuba. Ahora. the Office of Third World Affairs and the
Venceremo Brigade are sponsoring this opportunity from
March 19 26. 1982. You can meet with other students,
visit the Museum of the Literacy Campaign, go to the Isle
of Youth and meet students from African nations as well as
enjoy the beauty of this nation rich in African and Latin
culture and history. If you are interested in this op-
portunity to learn and enjoy the Caribbean, contact Marea
Wexler at 545 0341 or Mauricio Hernandes at 253 2286 for
all the necessary details.

To travel to other countries is important because it lets
you see things for yourself and be better prepared to make
judgements on what is happening to us all. Such op-
portunities will not last long and this could be your most
exciting Spring break ever.

Always Read

Black Affairs
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Arts
Boll nets a
new thriller
THE SAFETY NET
By Heinrich Boll

Translated from the German by Leila
Vennewitz
Alfred A. Knopf, 314 pages, $13.95

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Correspondent

Which would be worse — to die a quick
death at the end of a terorist's gun, or to

slowly, inexorably suffocate beneath the
total surveillance designed to prevent such
an attack? This is the question Heinrich
Boll examines in his new book, The Safety
Net.

The story centers on the lives of Fritz

Tolm and his family, a group scattered on
both sides of the terrorist problem. Tolm,
the aging head of a West German
newspaper empire, is elected president of
an industrial association whose power
rivals that of the government. Tolm's posi-

tion as a wealthy and powerful magnate
had already placed him in some danger of
terrorist retaliation, but thanks to his new
position he now finds himself and much of
his family caught in a "safety net" of in-

credible protection, where nothing is

sacred, nothing is private, nothing is safe.'

Any vestiges of normal life are stripped
away as a walk to town requires a legion of
armed forces, and even old friends require
extensive security checks.

But Boll does not leave the plot so simple,
for within this remarkable family are the
very terrorists that are so feared.
Suspicious political affiliations label Tolm's
son as a dangerous radical; his ex-
daughter-in-law and grandson are living in

Turkey with a terrorist who himself was

Heinrich Boll, author of The Safe-
ty Net.

once a close family friend. Old Tolm has no
peace of mind — his masseur could easily

strangle him, his young grandson could set
fire to his home, a casual stranger could
"shoot him down. No one escapes threat,

and no one is beyond suspicion. It becomes
not a question of whether or not the ter-

rorists will strike, but a twisted game of
when, and at whom.
In The Safety Net, the distinction bet-

ween capitalists, communists, socialists,

and terrorists becomes more than a little

confusing; the socialists play Monopoly
with their children, the terrorist ex-
daughter-in-law calls home with warnings
before attacks, and at the end of the story,
the successful newspaper owner whispers
to his wife "that some form of socialism
must come, must prevail..."

At times The Safety Net is an extremely
bewildering story. The past and the pre-
sent are sometimes indistinguishably in-

tertwined. In trying to exhibit the results
of terrorism solely through the thoughts of
its victims. Boll often sacrifices clarity,

continuity, and precision. Nonetheless, The
Safety Net is a valuable contribution to
modem literature. By identifying with the
characters one can better understand the
very real problem of international
terorism, a problem that, so far, Americans
have been fortunate to have largely avoid-
ed.

The Beat Little Whorehouse in Texas played at the Fine Arts Center last
Sunday.

Whorehouse worth visiting
THE BEST LITTLE
WHOREHOUSE IN TEXAS
Fine Arts Center
Sunday, March 7

By ANDREW GORDON
Collegian Staff

The national touring company of the hit

Broadway show "The Best Little
Whorehouse in Texas" performed Sunday
at the Fine Arts Center to a sold-out house.
Although set on a smaller scale, the
musical-comedy was no less overwhelming
and entertaining than on Broadway. At
both the matinee and evening perfor-
mances, each consecutive number, to use a
tired but appropriate theatrical cliche,

"brought down the house."
Based on a story by Larry King, the

show is about a century-old house of ill-

repute that is ultimtley forced out of
business by a Christian fundamentalist
television personality. It is set in Texas and
all the songs have a country twang amid
the big Broadway sound. Technically and
artistically the show was a success. The
production numbers were rousing and
memorable and the characters well defin-
ed. The lighting and split-level stage design
were equally impressive.

What is interesting about this show is the
large amount of social and political com-
mentary found in it. Politicians are por-

trayed as liars and hypocrites and the fun-

damentalist is cast in a particularly
dangerous and unfavorable light (his

reminiscense to Jerry Falwell is un-
mistakeable). Ted Pritchard as the Gover-
nor does a wonderful softshoe number call-

ed "The Sidestep" in which he explains
how he responds to questions without ac-
tually answering them (the reminiscense
here is to Dennis Madson, Vice-Chancellor
for student affairs). Without getting too
politically analytic, (he message of the
show is against government and religion in-

terfering repressively in sexual matters.

The highlights were a number called
"Hard Candy Christmas" in which the pro-
stitutes consider their options in life and a
beautiful bittersweet scene in which
"Doatsey Mae," the local waitress, mourns
her plain and unexciting life.

The audience clearly loved the show, but
how did they feel about the audience? Over
hamburgers in the Campus Center's
fashionable coffee shop, where the cast din-

ed between shows, my question was
answered. "College towns are the best,"
once actor stated, "because the audience is

younger and more willing to get into the
show, to yell and clap along with us.
There's all this extra energy and it's a l?et-

ter time for everyone." Another added that
they hope to come back again next year.
Let's hope so, too.
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE By M. Joyce
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ACROSS
1 High and low
6 Facts and figures
10 Musical finale

14 Unpolished
15 Severn tributary

16 Southern constel-

lation

1 1 Large European
lake

18 Expressed grief

19 River in N
England

20 Knight of Charle
magne's court

22 Historic forest in

France
24 Prefix with vocal

or voter

25 Phrase of under-
standing

26 Took a seat
27 West Indian

island group
31 Shoe tip

33 Prep school
34 Over and at>ove

35 Noted boulevard
38 Cole Porter song
40 Conciliate

41 Pifece de resis-

tance
42 Big leaguer
43 Augury

i&xni lx>t Kmttiti riam <>»«r«w

44 Western Indian 9
45 Deep 10
47 Prefix in aviation 11

terms 1?
49 Piece of music
51 Toddler 13
52 The Red Studio 21

painter 23
54 as snow ?5
58 Opposed to Dial ?7
59 Fictional sea 28

captain 29
61 Famous Alpine 30

mountain pass 32
62 Nine, in Mainr 35
63 Postern 36
64 Of 37
65 Shaw s and 39

the Man' 40
66 Pitcher

67 Name for a Pans 42
lass 45

46
DOWN 47

1 Too much Fr

2 Hebrides island 48
3 Affaire dhonneur 50
4 Decorative 53
molding 54

5 Reflected image 55
6 First light 56
7 Street map abbr 57
8 Come 60

Grotto

Roman orator

Magical password
Senorita s

chaperone
Item of value

End
Rise from sleep

Wedding promise
Pottery

Byzantine picture

Garden flower

Small deer
' days. .

."

Gents on the town
Donkey, in Berlin

Big top

Yorkshire city

Altar constella-

tion

Rover

Sound from a 36

Down
Highway sight

"Give

horse .

Impatient

Common practice

Travelers' stops
But Ger
Privy to

Lose patience
This; Sp
Lunched

THE UMASS ZONE By Mark Rollins
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WEATHER
Clear and cold tonight

but increasing cloudiness

late tonight. Lows 5 to 15
western hills to 20 to 25
south coast. Mostly cloudy
today with chance of snow
flurries. Highs 30 to 40.

Clear tonight. Lows 20 to

30. Tomorrow sunny.
Highs in the 40s.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Open Face Roast
Beef Sandwich

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

DINNER

Meatballs/Spaghetti,

Tomato Sauce
Baked Ham/Fruit Sauce

Fruit Plate with

Banana Bread

BASICS LUNCH

The Salad Sandwich
Spinach and Mushroom

Quiche

BASICS DINNER

Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Cocktail Sauce
Hi-Protein Spaghetti/

Tomato Sauce

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

10:30 - 11:00 Nam June Paik: Avant
Guard Video

11:00 - 1:00 Catherine Brady: Talks of
her life, her book and her
thoughts on life

1:00- 1:45 Last Drop of Blood: The
real story of South Africa

1:45 - 2:00 Short Shots: Video left-

overs

V- . ^ u t W . *•'« m^m ••» « •"k * flMUnarif
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ELECTIONS
TODAY!!

Elections for the office of SGA President(s), and for positions on the Board ofGovernors are being held today. Polling times and places are as follows:

, •^•'^?>«H,^.,.

Northeast/ Sylvan

Central/Orchard HUl
Cance, J. A., J.Q.A.,

Mackimmie, Moore,
Patterson, Pierpont,

Washington
Coolidge, Crampton,
Emerson, James,

Kennedy, Melville,Thoreau

Commuter/Greek

11 - 2 p.m. & 4 - 6 p.m.

Worcester D.C.

Franklin D.C.

Berkshire D.C.

Hampshire D.C.

10 - 3 p.m.

Campus Center Concourse
(in front of Blue Wall)

For further information, call 5450341, or come up to Rm. 420 of the
Student Union Building.

^'Sl\

• Co,// ^50i¥f formore info .
VOTE!!

Woman's Week
Mujer !

I

Women Moving
Calendar of Events

March 1 - 13
Photo Exhibit

"We Replenish the Earth:
A Tribute to Women of Color"

by Bobbie Davis

At the

Augustus Savage Memorial
Gallery

New Africa House

Tues. March 9
10:00 am WORKSHOP CC 168

"Family Protection Act"
It's Implications for Women

12:00 pm FILM CC 168
"Babies and Banners"

1:00 pm WORKSHOP CC 917
"Sterilization Abuse"

3:00 pm WORKSHOP CC 917
"Women's Self Image"
7:00 pm PANEL CC 168

"Women's Lives in 1982: A Local
National & Internat'l Perspective"

Wed. March 10
12:00 pm FILM CC 162

"Bread and Roses II"

2:00 pm SLIDESHOW & DISCUSSION
CC917

"Straight Talk About Lesbians"
4:00 WORKSHOP CC 917

"Women and Unemployment"
7:00 pm WORKSHOP CC 917
"Women in the Workplace"

Thurs. March 11
11:00am-6:00pm FILM cc 168

"Julia"

running continuously

12:00 pm FILM CC 162
"Rosie the Riveter"

10:00 am WORKSHOP CC 917
"State of Public Higher Education:
Declining Enrollment of Women
and Third World Students"

1^00 pm WORKSHOP CC 917
"Cross Cultural Perspectives

on Learning"

2:00 pm WORKSHOP CC 168
"Video Views on Women"
7:30 pm DISCUSSION
Cape Cod Lounge
"Meet the Artists"

8:00 pm FILM Commuter Lounge
"Julia"

I. March 12
10:00 am WORKSHOP CC 917
"Women and Militarism"

12:00 FILM CC 917
"Union Maids"

1:00 pm POETRY & THEATER
EVENT CC 917

"Violence Against Women:
Expressions

8:00 pm CONCERT
Cape Cod Lounge

Clarence Taylor £t Kelvyn Bell

Afro- Brazilian Jazz

O
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A BAND NEEDED?

The Allies quality rocic n'roll. For Booldna
info cail John 54^^896 or Crispin 546-6421

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Pe<lwtalmattre88, liner, heater plus padd-
ed siderails, $199.00 complete 257-46^ EHampton

Rackadisc DJa are for your party infor-
nrwtion available wrth Randy 546-7013

AUDIO

J^n^SL^,'?,*^?"^ ^'^'"fl ^585 like new
Call 666-7717 for info, will talk

Turntable brand new, Kenwood KD-1600
with SPG cartridge $136.00 546-8839

Large JBL speakers. 3-way. 12 in
woofer, 200 watts/chI $295 549-5728
For Sale: Great dorm stereo only $90 or 80
call 253-3873

^orou

GET IT NOW!
Townhouse Apartment summer sublet
-fall option call 549-4733

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Maaic
546^684

"

HELP WANTED

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
1975 Ford LTD wagon. Luxurious sprinal
breakmobilei $1500 or BO 256-0856 '

Firebird 1972 4 speed, needs some work,
best offer 253-9672

1970 Opel GT runs gd, looks bad $450 call
between 5 and 8

89 Chevy Nova, 6 cylinder, automatic
new radiator, exhaust and ignition systems
$350 or BO 54^^4050

Aspen Dodge 78 automatic, air condition-
ed, great condition, $3000.00 665-7084

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546^684

BELLYGRAMSM
^

Delivered by experienced Bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. For information
about bellydance classes call Theresa at
253-5491.

Wanted: Experienced craftsperson to run
student craftshop. Must be able to instruct
in leather, silver, stained glass, ceramics,
woodworking. Compensation dorm suite,
stipend, use of facilities. Info and applica-
tion: Artist in Residence Selection, Mclntire
House, Univ of Mass, Amherst. Applica-
tions due Mar. 12 by 5 pm at Mclntire. The
Univ of Mass is an affirmative action equal
opportunity employer

Income Opportunities for Adventurers.
For free information send a #10 self ad-
dressed stamped envelope to: Adventurers
POB 11606, Pacifica, California 94044

Dorm organizers needed to coordinate
recycling in your dorm - For 1 credit. 5-0618
Laura or Bill MWF 12:30 - 4:30

Earn extra money selling a product with
high student appeal. High commission.
Work your own hours. Andy 6-6958

HIGH ENERGY ROCK & ROLL

Dance Party Friday, March 12, 1982 with
the Museum Oirektors and Maiden Voyage,
in the Hampden Student Center'
Southwest. Show starts at eight. Advance
tickets are available at the Southwest Area
Government Office and area $1.00

BETTER AUDIO EQUIPMENT
I take the time to get the most music for
your money - Audio Consultants - 549-072

CHEAP SKI TRIP

INSTRUCTION

MacKimmIe Basement is running a ski
trip to Berkshire East on 3/11 at 4:00 to
10:00 pm - 10$ for bus & lift, $5 for rental
-$3 for lessons - call 6-9723 from 10:00 pm
till 1 :00 am for more info

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapei/UMass Performing
Arts Division

Helpl Calculus, Statistics, Pre-Calculus,
Differential Equations, Physirr Graphs
Psychology & more HELP UNLIMITED'
549-1457 before 8 PM

LOST

DANCE PARTYIII

Don't miss Southwest's first party of
the semester with Southwest's premiere
bands. Maiden Voyage and the Museum
Direktors. The music starts at 8:00, Friday,
March 12 in the Hampden Student Center!
Get your tickets at the Southwest Area
Government Office or from your Area
Government representative.

DEAD TICKETS

Grateful Dead Tickets In Providence
Caii now ask for Paul after 8 pm 549-6766

DULL?

A pair of glasses i- Thompson Hall on
Mar 2 e&rly AM Reward negotiable call
6-9633 ask for Steve

Lost glasses near FAC Feb. 28 black hard
case 666-3963 ___^^
Found a calculator in library on March 4
call 546-5557

Ladies silver Timex Bart/Hert area please
call 6-1214

i will sharpen, P-Tex and wax your skiis
for 5 bucks. Call Ed 6-9669

EMERGENCY
Experienced drummer needed yester-
day for working ROCK band. Call Maiden
Voyage 2S6«73

E.M.T.'s

Lost: HP-34C calculator in Herter 227 Fri-
day 3/5 between 11:00 - 12:00 If found
please call 546-7169 reward

Set of about eight or nine keys on a
single metal ring. Somewhere between
PhiSig and Southwest (possibly) 253-7178
Books taken from locker in CC by Cof-
fee Shop 3/4 5:30-8:30. Reward call
253-9230 Bernie No questions asked

MALES CLOSE TO RAPE VICTIM

CPR Refresher Course to be held March
13 in Momll. Check bulletin board outside
office.

FOR RENT

Cape Cod summer seasonal rentals:
West YanDouth and Dennis; 1, 2, 3 & 4
bedroom units. Rent direct from owner.
(617) 5280404 or (617) 771-2233

Theraplst-Reseerchers working to
develop ways of better understanding and
helping those men (i.e. husbands,
brothers, friends, fathers, roommates,
sons) whose lives have been affected by
the rape of someone close to them. We
would welcome any heip from ant man who
has had this experience. Please phone or
write: Bob Samuels or Madeline Wagner
Tobin Hall, UMass, 546-0499, 586«27,'
253-9537

NEED CASH?

FOR SALE

Sneakers men's and women's; quality
nanw brand; great deal call Mike 549-1233

Olln Mark IV w/8ol. 444 $110 Aiwa
Walkman 3 nw oM MO Call Chris 549-1006

Bonne 2200 Cross Country ItO CM Skis
Fiberglass poles, bindings & boots - like

new - price reasonable - Call 546-3600 or
after 5:00 549-3733 ask for Dan
Cars tickets Boston 3/16, 5th row fk>or,

best offer 546-7896

CB-ReellstIc TRC-424 40CH-LED, Rx/Tx
meter, PA. Barely used. $60 Dave 546^666

Moving, furniture for sale. New box spr-
ing mattress, bedroom set, sofa, entertain-

ment ctr, lamps, chairs, endtable, dishes,
iron grill, curtains, scale, 666-7084

New Queen or King size waterbed,
never opened, 10 year warranty, walnut
stained pirie frame, headboard, deck.

Always premium pricesll Class rings,
gold and silver in alt forms. See the Manhan
Oifferencell Manhan Precious Metals Ex-
change, 312 King St., N'hmptn 584-7000
anytime

PERSONALS

Paul Domey endorses Steve Robinson
and Harvey Ashman for SGA Co-
Presidents

SENIORS: Congratulations and thank you I

Enough of you made appointments for your
yeartxwk portraits that the photographer's
stay has been extended to Friday, March
19. Call and make your appointment if you
haven't yet - once he leaves, he's not com-
ing back. Call 546-2874 or stop by Campus
Center Room 178 for an appointment
Norm baby Happy Birthday! Hope you
got it by your 20th. Bill and Buddy
Heyl Karen-Space-Facel Te amo muchol
No as teal Es bonital Vhampagne-flowers
smilesi XOXO LAL
Undergraduate Business Club is spon-
soring a Career Planning/Resume Writing
woritshop Thursday, March 11th at 4:00 inSBA room 110. All are invited.
Refreshments!

ROBINSON AND ASHMAN Harvey &
Steve we know you're going to make it in
SGA elections on March 8 & 9
We are not voting for Robinson-
Ashman and it's not Robinson's fault
question before voting. . .

Win $600 win $600 win $G0O Mortarboard
raffle $5.00 ticket only 200 ticketsi Great
odsl On Campus Center Concourse draw-
ing March 12

We met In Thoreau 3/4 I'm HR you're TA
lets get together. You were the rose in my
week of thorns

James, Happy 21st Birthday! You're very
special to me and I love you like crazy.
Hope you wear that smile all day! Love, Bev
"A wife Is a scurvy clogdogdo." EPI-
COENE Rand Theater 546-3511

Are you tired of paying to see Micheal
Landon on TV? Come and try the REAL
black and white experience with llford pro-
ducts at the Photo Coop 545-0670

Kelly Happy Birthday!! I am psyched for
Bermuda. Wuv ya Arieen

Tired of the empty words of civility?
Vote Jim Murphy for SGA President

Kerry S. Those lips, those eyes, but mostly
those lips. What a honey!

Sandy Chapnick former President of
Grayson House Council endorses
Robinson-Ashman for SGA
Co— Presidents

Kocot and Mangan are voting for Robin-
son and Ashman SGA Co-Presidents
Can you say "Vote Jim Murphy for
SGA President?" Sure you can.

Jay Englander and Michael Buchsbaum
for Board^of Govs
Sigma Alpha Mu says "Jay Englander
and Michael Buchsbaum for Board of
Governors

Carol Rosenberh of Southwood wants
Michael Buchsbaum and Jay Englander for
the Board

Ann Marie Doyle of Rolling Green en-
dorses Jay Englander and Michael
Buchsbaum for Board of Governors
Elizabeth Fried of Southwest supports
Jay Englander and Michael Buchsbaum for
the Board

Its not too late to run for a Panhel of-
flcel Nominations & applications will be ac-
cepted at Thursday's Panhellenic Council
meeting at S.D.T.

Political Science Majors - Pi Sigma
Alpha, the Poli Sci Honor Society is holding
a meeting Thursday, March 11 at 7:00 in
Thompson 6th floor lounge. Elections will
be held and plans for the Awards Dinner
will be made. Seniors, this is your last
chance to join!

John - happy 20th B. Day! It's a good thing
we made it to Northampton. Have a good
one, Mr. Draper. Love, Wendy

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Sigma Sigma Sigma Open Rush
AM University Women Invited

March 3 6:30
March 9 Lunch 11:30-1:00

March 10 6:30
March 11 8:X

382 North Pfeasant St.

546-0046 546-0075

Dissertations. Papers - scientific
background. English/ Spanish 2S6-6967

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, kjw rates, Nancy
5^>392. 564-7924

RESUME/COVER WRITIWQ

Reeume/Cover writing quick/confklen
tial/efficient available weekends 54»5727

II~~~ RIDE WANTED

Don't go down with Just anyone
UMass Ski Club goes down

Soula supports Robinson Cr Ashman for
SGA Co-PiestdentsI

Central Aree Council endorses Steve
Robinson and Harvey Ashman for SGA Co-

j Presidents

Need a ride to R Uuderdale - spring
break, share expenses call Debby 6-9808

To N.Y.C. March 20 and/or return near
end of Break. Share driving, gas $ Meg
548-4483 eves or leave message possible 2
for 1 bus?

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom

apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

Cepe Cod bound this summer? Room-
mates needed IMMEDIATELY for beautiful
spacious. West Yarmouth rental. Excellent
location - close to Route 28 and beaches
Call Carol 253-3703 or Lisa I. 549-5236
Share room in Cliffslde Aots
Sundertand $105 inlcudes everything It'snght on the bus route! Call now! 666-4576
male or female!

"w-kj/o

One bedroom available in three bedroom
house $126-1- call 586-5172

a^?."6^7?TO''
~'*'" '"~^"''"

^ '^'"^'^

SunSrH/nH*""
-^-"-ble now In

S^qI'w** apartment. $112-h Call Roy:
54&0431 days or 666-3541 night

gemmate wanted - male to share
bedroom in house on bus route near center

S3-9720**^'
^°"***^ '^•"^' °' Jeff at

SERVICES

Drafting Charts, graphs, tables, etc. for
papers & theses. Ronald Hult 586-1534
Need someone to talk with? Call the Les-
bian and Gay Men's Counseling Collective
M, Tu, Th, Fri 4-8 PM 545-2645

Professional Research, Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Research,
foOO-C, 407 S. Dearijom, Chicago, IL 60605

SPRING BREAK SKIING

5 days Lift Ticket 5 nights hotel ace.
Stowe Vermont indoor pool individual
steambaths breakfast $136.00 inc tax call
immediately Bob 666-4720

SUMMER JOBS
Have fun In the sun orthe rolling green
hills of the Bericshires. YMCA ACA
acredited summer camp for boys & giris
has the following positions open: Art /Craft
Director, Asst. H20 Direct. (WSI) Riding
Direct, Giris Unit Direct. Music Direct, In
dian Lore/ Nature Instc, Kitchen Staff Trail
Camp Ldrs. Directors positions 20 yrs o'
age. For more info call John at 546-1113

. TO SUBLET

Summer - 2 bdrm, furn, bus rte., rent inc
utilities, pool, tennis, air cond. op
665-7581 dinndr time or after 10 best

Summer Sublet North Amherst 2 roon
available 1 with fall option. 546-0319.

Northwood - Summer sublet w/fall optic
fully furnished! 665-4744 keep trying!

Squire Village apt to sublet 3 rms 2R^.
mthly no utilities 665-7084

Squire Village two bedroom apt for sub!*'
June Ist Aug 31 with fall option 665-230

TRAVEL

SUMMERSCHOOL HOLLAND? Interne
tional Business Management, Nine credits
Package $15001 Prof. Devos 617-383-9304
Spring Break Horida & Bermuda stii

room, call Betsy 549-1835

Apt V* mile from Ft Laud Strip $80 ^.
person - 7 nights Spring Break 4 spaces
and transportation available call 256-6905
2 Tickets Bahamas, cheap March 21-2E

546-2334, 617-544-7457 Evenings.

J"*^
York City Bus Trip Sat March 13th

$18 round tripl Spend the day at museums
sightseeing etc. Leaves Campus Center cir
cle at 7:00 A.M., leaves from Whitney
Museum at 6:00 P.M. pay-RM 462 FAC
(Art Dept.) Tue-11-1 Thurs 1:30-4:30 All
welcome-students/non students.
Last Chance for Bermude $314 ONLY
call 258^941 after 6 hurry

WANTED

1-967-7571 after 10:00 om

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings
gold and sihw jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith
25 No. Pleasant St., Amherst, 2560710

WANTED TO RENT

3 bdrrn apt (Puffton Aree) wanted star-

ril".-*!!^"* 1 «»»"*• Call 54»4441 or

Rnders Fee apt in Puffton or Brandywin<
take over lease in June call 546-5816

WRITING SERVICES

Writing Help: Professional writers f>"

Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble Phu
n»ist in any writing project. Amhe
Wmers, Inc. 253-7784
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All-rookie honors for Russell and Neysmith
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts basketball team fresh-
man standouts Donald Russell and Horace Neysmith were
both honored last week when they were named to the
Eastern Eight All-Rookie Team.

Russell and Neysmith joined Lester Rowe of West
Virginia. Brian EUerbe of Rutgers, Rob Samuels of St.
Bonaventure, and The Eastern Eight Rookie of-the-Year
Mike Brown of George Washington.

The honor was the first of two for Russell who also
was picked by Basketball Weekly as an honorable mention
for their All-Region team.

Russell finished the season as the number four point
producer in the Eastern Eight with a 16.4 points per game
average. He also finished as the fourth best free throw
shooter in the league. He now ranks as the top freshman
scorer in the history of the university.

According to Minuteman coach Tom McLaughlin,
Russell was one of the best freshman guards in the country
this year and the honors he received definitely can be cited
as reinforcment of that notion.

For Neysmith, recognition was slower in coming since
many followers of college basketball often look only at who
scores most of the points. Neysmith's game was played
within eight feet of the basket at either end of the floor and
he proved that at 6'6" he could contend with anyone in the
league for key rebounds.

Neysmith joined Russell in the record books this year
as he set a new record for most rebounds in a season by a
freshman, easily surpassing the old mark set last year by
current sophomore Edwin Green.

Selections for the All-Rookie team are done by a poll of
all the coaches in the Eastern Eight who base their picks on
the games in which they have seen individuals play in.

Both Russell and Neysmith also were picked as
Eastern Eight Rookies-of-the-Week during the course of
the regular season, with RusseU being named three times
and Neysmith receiving^e honor once.

Dick Garber: the mentor behind the 'gorillas' for 26 years
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Correspondent

"Winning is not the most important thing," said Univer-
sity of Massachusetts lacrosse head coach Dick Garber.
But winning is something Garber has made a habit of do-

ing, and after 26 seasons of success, Garber should be con-
sidered one of the top lacrosse coaches in the country. His
1981 campaign of 13-2 upped his career record to
222-96-4.

Garber credits his great career here to his players, but
much of the credit has to go to Garber himself. He has
developed a philosophy of the game which he passes along
to each team, year after year.

First off, Garber does not believe in any type of reward
for a victory or punishment for a loss.

"Much of the fun of playing the game has been sucked
out from the fear of failure," Garber said. He is more con-
cerned with the growth and development of the players.
Another important cog in Garber's machine is com-

munication.

"The most important thing is to communicate with the
individuals, not with the masses," Garber said, "There are
no real training rules, but we do tell the men what we ex-
pect of them."
Garber makes sure that lacrosse is near the top of his

team's priorties. "Education is primary, but if lacrosse is

not second or third, they (the players) are probably not
ready to play varsity lacrosse."

One thing that Garber does do is give his players
freedom on the field; freedom of style is what he calls it.

He feels that the only way a player can learn is by doing
what comes natural to him.

It is this relaxed atmosphere which has given Garber the
success he has accomplished. He has won the New
England Lacrosse championship 8 times, including last
year. Since 1971 they have been placed no lower than 16th
in the national polls.

Garber has also won the Francis Kraus Award as the
top college lacrosse coach in 1969, the 1974 New England
coach of the year, and was named the United States Inter-
collegiate Lacrosse Association Division 1 coach of the
year in 1976.

But, these awards are not the most important reason
Garber has continued coaching here. The one thing that
keeps him coming back is his players, many of whom keep
in touch with him after they graduated. It is their praise
and friendship that makes him enjoy the game.
Garber's early success brought the level of competition

UMass had up since 1969. The team is playing a much
tougher schedule, facing some of the top teams in the
country. But, as Garber said, it is the players who request
the tough schedule.

Garber believes that a coach does more than just teach
the skills of the game. He has to set a good example to the
team. He does, however, know that it is up to the players
to want to succeed.

Judging from his past record, it seems that Garber's

Women runners end indoor season
with meet at EAIAW championship

Photo coartcay of UM SporU Info

UM Lacrosse head coach Richard Garber

philosophy has been accepted by his players, and im-
plemented quite well. "Garber's Gorillas" are ready for
the 1982 season; mostly because Garber himself is ready.

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's track team
finished its season last weekend with a 19th place finish at
the Eastern Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (EAIAW) Championships at West Virginia
University.

The Minutewomen's biggest success (and all its four
points) came in the distance medley relay. There, the team
of Sally Anderson, Leah Leftis, Maureen O'Reilly and
Caroline Gardiner finished fourth with a time of 12:17.22.
(Jeorgetown University won that event in 1 1 :40.05, follow-

ed by Penn State (who won the Championships) and St.

John's.

"We could've done better," said UMass coach Kalekeni
Banda, "Our runners did very well, but there were pro-
biems with the ofViciab in the relay. We dropped two

places (during the relay) because when the baton was
about to be handed (to the next runner), the officials didn't
set anyone in their lanes or signaled them to go. As a
result, there was a lot of confusion, and we got slowed
down in the traffic."

The other performance of note was Micki Callahan, who
finished eighth out of fifteen competitors in the oen-
tathelon. •

*^

"I was very pleased with the performances," said Ban-
da, "Leah and Micki got some valuable experience at the
Easterns, and the Easterns has helped everyone begin to
get .set for the outdoor season. I'm expecting some good
races in the spring, especially from Leah Loftis."
With the indoor season now over, the Minutewomen

head outdoors for the spring. Their first meet of the out-
door season will be on April 3 against Boston Coll«re at
UUam.

Riders victorious
The University of Massachusetts equestrian team came

from behind against Mount Holyoke CoUge last Saturday
to pull out a 29-28 victory.

The meet came down to the last run by Jen Urban who
needed to gain either a first or a second place in order to
wrap up the win.

She took a second and the UM riders won.
Other point riders for the team were Carla Matesky and

Beth Valloze, who each earned first places, and Lori
Usher and Nancy Goodwin, who each had seconds.

Also competing fo- UMass were Kristen Brown, Becky
Thatcher, Karen Lynch, Denise Powers, and Judith
WiUison.

The team now has one month to prepare for their next
competition which is against Smith College on April 10.

- JIM FLOYD
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UMass fall tuition: $565
BUrPAULBELVAL
CoUegian Staff

The Massachusetts Board of Regents yesterday voted to
increase the undergraduate tuition at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst by $177 and to keep the tuition
waivers allowed to needy students at 6 percent of total
undergraduate resident tuition until they can acquire more
information on the waivers.

The total tuition increase, which will raise next
semester's undergraduate tuition from $388 to $565, is the
result of an 8.6 percent increase approved by the Regents
last spring and a ten percent increase passed yesterday.
The graduate tuition at UMass for this fall will be $717.

TW other state colleges and universities that are governed
by the Board of Regents suffered similar tuition increases
for the coming year. The fall semester tuition at the
community colleges will be $634; at the state colleges, the
undergraduate tuition will be $845, the graduate $928; at
Southeastern Massachusetts University, the un-
dergraduate tuition will be $937, the graduate, $1034; and
at the University of Lowell, the undergraduate tuition will

be $968. the graduate, $1129.
Rev. Francis J. Nicholson, a member of the Board of

Regents, said the tuition increases were necessary to
maintain the level of public higher education.
"You have to be concerned with the quality of education,

which costs money," Father Nicholson said. "Part of our
mission is to make this system as good as possible."

David J. Beaubien, chairman of the Board of Regents,
said the money must be collected to offer the areas of
studies wanted by students.

"We're turning the students away because we don't have
the programs they want," he said.

The Regents did agree to reconsider the proposal that
tuition waivers be increased to meet the need created by
yesterday's action at next month's meeting.

Foster Furcolo, a former Massachusetts governor and
one of the two people on the 14 member Board of Regents
to oppose the increases, said he feels the Regents' job is to
defend the students against proposed tuition raises, not to
make those raises.

Furcolo said he believes the state should ease the burden
of paying for higher education that the student and his

family must now bear.

"We can't expect any family to sacrifice everything at
the expense of the student." he said.

4rthur Friedman, another of the Regents, disagreed
with Furcob's assessment of the family's role in paying for
college.

"Most of the students who can afford it or their parents
can afford it should pay the increase. " Friedman said.
Kevin Bowe, a member of the SCERA rents and fees

committee and a 21 year old political sociology major at
UMass, said yesterday's dicision wasn't a total loss.

"We didn't lose. We put a question in their minds and we
made a valid point. Now we need to do more. " he said.

Bowe said he would like to see more students become
involved in next moflth's fight for more tuition waivers,
and he is planning a letter writing campaign to the Regents
after March break.

"We produced over 500 letters to Congressmen about
financial aid in two days. It seems we can come up with
1,000 letters about the tuition waivers over the next
month," Bowe said.

Murphy wins presidency
By HANNAH HOSOM
and ED LEVINE

By a narrow margin of 55 out of more than 4000 votes.
Jim Murphy last night defeated Steve Robinson and
Harvey Ashman to capture the presidency of the
Uah^enity of Masachusetts Student CJovernment
AsBomtion.
Mindy Ordway, chair of the Undergraduate Student

Senate Governmental Affairs Committee, which coor-
dinated the elections, said Murphy received 1472 votes to
Robinson and Ashman's 1417. Candidates David Stone and
David Groom finished third with 687 votes and Richard
Nangle and LauraO'Shea received 467 votes out of a total
4162 ballot cast

"I'm happy about it," Murphy said after being notified of

Jim Murphy

the results last night. "We did a lot of hard work and I

think it paid off. I wish the margin were bigger, but we
won."

Robinson said he would ask for a recount in the election,

sincethe margin was so close. He also said he plans to
protest the entire election because the ballot box at
Franklin Dining Commons ran out of ballots about five

minutes before the polls were to close last night. That, he
said, cost him some votes.

"It couldn't have made that much of a difference."
Ordway said of the lack of ballots. She said she arrived to

close up the ballot box about five minutes after they had
runout of forms.

Ordway said she expects there will be a recount of the
ballots, which will have to be held within 48 hours of the
original count which ended shortly after midnight.

While actual vote tallys were not available as of press
time last night, Ordway aid the student body voted down
the proposed $6 increase in the Student Activities Trust
Fund fee, which currently stands at $84 per year.

Senate Speaker Ed Lee said before the election that if

the referendum was defeated the Student Government
Association would have to come up with approximately
$50,000 to continue student-funded service at the present
level.

The student body did vote to continue to support the $2
Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group
(MASSPIRG) fee which appears as an option on students'
tuition and fee bills. The students also supported a
referendum question urging a nuclear weapons freeze and
a companion question asking that unused defense funds be
tranferred to social programs.
The students also supported a referendum question

condemning United States involvement in El Salvador.
Results of the elections for representatives to the

Campus/Student Union Board of Governors were not
tallied last night so that the presidential results would be
available for publication today.
Ordway said she felt the referendum questions turned

out voters in large numbers and she complimented election
volunteers who staffed ballot boxes and counted votes in

Dickinson Hall last night.

Collegian pliato by Vincc DcWitt

CASTING HIS VOTE — Sophomore Mark
Sullivan of the PIKE fraternity casts his vote
during yesterday's election.

Panel links lack of support to low wages
By ROBIN MANDEL
Collegian Staff

If women were paid for all they do there would be a lot of

wages due, said Becky Lautman, at the International

Woman's Week panel at the University of Massachusetts
laM night on women's life in 1982 and the years to come.

Panel members told the audience of about 35 that

women's suffrage is a major issue facing the world today.

Lautman, a member of the UMass International

Women's Week Planning Committee said women's future

depends upon budget cuts.

"These budget cuts, not just at UMass, but all over the

world limit a woman's opportunity to become an active

member of the workforce, and in actuality, link freedom
for slaves with the fight for equal rights for women," she

said.

"In the past, woman's role has been discussed widely but

has always been dismissed as a frivilous thing," continued

Sylvia Gavan, an advocate for Hispanic communities in

Northampton.

C«ll«rtaa photo hj Kcrm J. Parhotti

Donna Brazille, field coordinator for the
Women's Education Equity Act
Washington, D.C.

in

she said it is no accident that women receive low wages,
and attributes this to women always being trained to work
for less than minimum wages. "Women need support in

their struggle for equal wages, as well as aid to start
working and leave their children in daycare centers. The
decline in the divorce rate may very well be due to women
being forced by the present economic system to stay in

unhappy marriages."

Donna Brazille, the field coordinator for the Women's
Education Equity Act in Washington, D.C. said President

Ronald Reagan is heading a vicious attack on women and
their basic rights as human beings.

"The President is saying that women do not need equal
rights and is destroying the affirmative action of the Equal
Rights Amendment (ERA) and other equality acts. He is

repealing the 1964 Civil Rights Act and is palanning to

invest $1.5 billion on bombs in the next 5 years when he
.would be thinking of new ways to create equality for

women," she said.
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World and national news
Nicaragua buildup evidenced

vmmm<^mfmm<&

WASHINGTON (AP) - Two high U.S.
intelligence officials made reconnaissance
photographs public yesterday in support of
Reagan administration allegations that
Nicaragua has engaged in a major military
buildup that threatens its Central-
American neighbors.

John Hughes, deputy director of the
Defense Intelligence Agency, said the
Nicaraguan buildup, which has been
assisted by the Soviet Union and Cuba, far
exceeds anything Nicaragua needs for its

own defenses.

"We believe this has already upset the
military balance in Central America,"
Hughes said.

But the administration left for later in the
week the longawaited release of evidence it

says will document its accusations that the
insurgency in El Salvador is being directed
and controlled from Nicaragua and Cuba.

Adm. Bobby Inman, deputy director of
the Central Intelligence Agency, told

reporters at a State Department briefing
that a Nicaraguan government official had
lied in declaring in New York last week that
the Nicaraguan army is no larger now than
it was under the ousted regime of Anastasio
Somoza two years ago.

Inman also said "I'm angry" because
many people, including government of-
ficials, have been skeptical about in-

formation presented so far on the situation
in Central America.

There was nothing essentially new in the
information presented by Inman and
Hughes, who Inman said was the "premier"
interpreter of aerial reconnaissance
photographs gathered by the U.S. in-

telligence community.

Inman said the only possible explanation
for the Nicaraguan military buildup is to
threaten its neighbors and support
revolution elsewhere in Central America.

Hughes said the photographs, some of
which were displayed on a screen for

reporters, showed that Nicaragua has 49
active military garrisons, 36 more than it

had when Sompza ran the government.
Inman said there are about 70 Soviet

military advisers plus support personnel in

Nicaragua. He said there were aboUt 2,000
Cuban military and security advisers, plus
another 4,000 Cuban school teachers
medical personnel, government advisers
and construction workers.

Belushi mourners gather

amid drug overdose reports
VINEYARD HAVEN (AP) - Celebrities

and friends and relatives of John Belushi
gathered in a small white church on
Martha's Vineyard yesterday to pay their
last respects to the late comedian while
reports surfaced in Los Angeles that he
died of a drug overdose.

Lee Salters, who was Belushi's New York
publicist, said the comedian chose to be
buried on the island off Cape Cod because
"it was the one place he really slept well.

Seriously, he's always really loved it here."

Most of the 150 or so mourners who
gathered on a bright, chilly morning at the
Congregational church were close friends or

relatives of the comedian, whose hilariously
expressive face became known to millions
when he was an original cast member of
"Saturday Night Live."

The pallbearers included Belushi's
brothers, James and William, and a somber
Dan Aykroyd, his long-time comic sidekick
who wore a red, white and blue bandana.

Other mourners included his wife,
Judith, and his parents as well as singer
James Taylor, comedian Bill Murray,
former "Saturday Nieht Live" Producer
Lome Michaels and Joe Flaherty of the
Second City comedy troupe in Chicago.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Shuttle launch is set
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CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. - All major pre launch tests
are complete on the space shuttle, now less than two weeks
away from its scheduled launch for its third mission, of-w^ _ ficials said.

hlTP tnVPntPnQ hinltiinn ,.
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PJ^-flight preparations remaining before
-£ f# C VIU CUtC/fd UUllUlily the Columbia's March 22 blast off are the final program-

ming of in flight computers, the alignment of its navigation
units, and a final check of its onboard systems, Kennedy
Space Center spokesman Rocky Raab said Monday.
Computerized flight programs were to be loaded aboard

the shuttle today. Testing and storing of the astronauts'
flight suits also were to be completed this week, officials
said.

On Monday, workers wrapped up minor tasks following
an incident free loading of volatile propellants aboard the
shuttle.

"We are looking now to preliminary preparations for
beginning of the launch countdown Thursday. March 18,"
said KSC spokesman Dick Young.

droplets of sulfuric acid from a volcanic eruption
somewhere in Africa or Asia, researchers say.
Ames Research Center scientists hope to confirm today

those findings, issued Monday and based on a study of
samples collected Saturday by a U2 reconnaissance plane
which passed through the cloud at 50,000, 55,000 and
60,000 feet overthe Gtilf of Mexico.

WORCESTER - More than 150 persons were
evacuated early yesterday morning as flames from a
burning lumberyard threatened a surrounding ring of
three-story wood apartment buildings.

Two firemen, suffering from smoke inhalation, were
listed in stable condition at Worcester City Hospital, but
no other injuries were reported following the general
alarm blaze that emptied the city's firehouses.
The fire at the City Builders lumberyard destroyed

several warehouses and scorched siding on the closest
apartment buildings. It was reported at about 5 a.m. and
contained at about 8a.m.

"If it had jumped any of the streets we could have lost
the whole neighborhood," said Fire Chief James NaUy,
who credited the work of more than 400 city firemen for
saving the surrounding buildings. Some of the buildings
were separated from the lumberyard by a narrow alley.

Eruption is theorized
SAN FRANCISCO — Preliminary findings indicate that

a cloud circling 10 miles above the earth is made of tiny
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Hearing charges
postponed due to
time regulations
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

An emergency Student Judiciary Tribunal decided at
nwujiy 1 a.m. yesterday to postpone hearing charges of il-1^ candidacy against James Murphy for the Student
Oovernment Association President, and overturned a re-
quest to move SGA elections to next week.
Craig Sherwood, a senior communications studies ma-

jor, and Paul Domey, a junior environmental science ma-
jor, mjuested judicial action against Murphy and a

.^K H!?*^ft"l^f'.1*^^"^ ^'"'"K "irreparable harm
to the student body" if the process continued yesterday
Sherwood and Domey stated in their request that "can-*date Jim Murphy has been withdrawn from the Univer-

Kty since Febn^ 19, 1982. and therefore is ineligible to

S^on'f?!£r^^u°^
President," They request^ addi-

twnally that Murphy repay all campaign funds "on behalf
of his apparently ille^ candidacy."
The Student Judiciary clerk of Courts, Michael B

Cohen^ said he received the request at approximately 9:30
p.m. Monday, and "everything was done since that time "
He said he and the judges, James Paduch. Lynn Bonnevie
Zayka, and Christopher Ceek viewed the computers in the
basement of Whitemore. and that they were let in by and
on the authority of a security guard there
Cohen said the records showed Murphy "is not an active

stadent However, Robert N. Brooks, Associate Dean of
Students said yesterday "James Murphy is an enrolled
and active student," and that Murphy is eligible for
presidential candidacy.

Collegian 3

The judges determined the case would be heard at a "

later tinie as a defendant must be given 24 hours after
notification to prepare for a judicial proceeding, accordimr
to the SGA Constitution.

"The timelines were not followed in this case." said
presiding judge Ceek.
Arvid Muller, Murphy's advocate said it was "very clear

this preceeding is against Jim Murphy, although Sher-
wood stated he and Domey "are not going against a par-
ticular person at this point in time."

"It was a farce," Murphy said. "It made me feel good

Koffler lauds committee

that they're so worried about me winning the election that
they'd try and trash me, actually."
The office of the Student Attorney General was not in-

formed of the proceeding until Tuesday morning after 8
a.m. The office holds an advisory position on matters
before the judiciary concerning the SGA.
The new hearing will be at 4 p.m. today, and wiU be held

re^rdless of the outcome of the election, according to
Cohen.

"We still have to determine the legitimacy of Mr Mur-
phy's candidacy," Cohen said.

By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Dr. Henry Koffler, chancellor of the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
yesterday praised the Working Group on
long range planning for the comprehensive
academic affairs report which was released
last week, and said despite his leaving in
July, the plan's recommendations will be
accomplished.

Koffler said the 14-member Working
Group, made up of students, faculty and
administrators, did an excellent job with
the academic affairs segment of the long
range plan.

"I think the committee has worked very
hard and done an excellent job," he said.
He added that the document is still open to
change, and foresees some changes.
"This draft is not etched in stone." he

aaid, "it can be modified."
Koffler said he would like to see a final

document by the end of the semester, but
that depends on how quickly the responses
to the Working Group's recommendations
are submitted.

"Everybody involved is eager to get it

finiahed," he said.

Koffler was named last month as the
next president of the University of Arizona
in Tucson. He will begin his duties at the
University, which is also his alma mater, on
July 1.

"It is my contention that reasonable and
intelligent people looking at the same set of
information will reach similar conclusions.

Other people looking at the draft are going
to critique it and there will be some
modifications, but in the long run, whoever
replaces me is not likely to come to that
many different conclusions. My successor
is not likely to do much more with the plan
than I would have," he said.

Koffler said when Dr. Loren Baritz, now
vice chancellor for academic affairs and
provost, takes over as acting chancellor in
May, two months prior to Koffler's depar-
ture for Arizona, the transition, in terms of
the long range plan, should be smooth.
"There isn't very much happening at this

university that we (Koffler and Baritz)
disagree on, Koffler said, "so it doesn't
matter that much who sees it through."
Koffler said he agrees with the Working

Group's recommendation that planning be
an on-going venture at UMass.

"I think they (the recommendations by
the Working Group) are going to be
modified as realities demand," he said. The
University will hve to determine how fre-

quently this is done, he added. He also said
the problems with the library, which is

labeled as the top priority in the document,
iiave been caught before serious damage
was done. He said to some extent the defi-
ciencies can be made up.

Koffler said he believes the document
emphasizes strong professional schools,
but sakl for UMass to have strong
engineering and business schools it must
first have a firm College of Arts and
Sciences. He said UMass does have this
prerequisite.

Sterilization discussed
at IWW workshop

Trustees be^
for chancellor position
By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

The university of Massachusetts Board of
Trustees will meet today a t 1:30 in room
1009 of the Campus Center to organize a
search committee that will be responsible
for recommending candidates to fill the
Chancellor position at UMass Amherst, said
Larry Kocot. co President of the Student
Government Association (SGA).
The office was left open in February

when Chancellor Henry Koffler accepted
the president's position at the University of

Arizona at Tucson. Koffler's appointment
is expected to begin on July 1.

Kocot said the search committee will

consist of chosen members of the faculty,

the student body and the professional

administration who participate in the
Faculty Senate, the SGA, the Graduate
Student Senate and the Professional

Association of the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst (PAUMA).
The appointed group will make its en-

dorsements of candida tp<i for the Chan-

cellorship on the basis of their qualifications
in managing porblems such as future
fundings for the university, reorganizations
of higher education and maintaining
student enrollment via federal and state
financial aid. he said.

Because it is the end of an educational
year. Kocot said it a difficult time to b e
selecting a new chancellor. Many suitable
successors have already been appointed to
similar positions at other universities, and
as a result the range of prospective
chancellors has been limited.

Other items on the agenda for today's
board meeting are the delegation of a
budget to the search committee, a vote to
grant Koffler two months leave of absence
with pay (which would set May 1 as his day
of departure), and the appointment of
Loren Baritz as acting chancellor.

Baritz currently holds the position of
Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs. Kocot said Baritz was chosen by
President David Knapp because of his
admired academic credentials and his past
services to UMass.

By DIANA AJJAN
Collegian Staff

Puerto Rico is a vulnerable target for
sterilization experimentation because the
United States controls it as a colony, said
Laura Victoria Barrera. a member of the
Hispanic Health Council in Hartford.
Connecticut.

Forty percent of Puerto Rican women in

their childbearing years are sterilized, she
said.

Barrera. who gave a workshop on
sterilization abuse yesterday as part of
International Women's Week, said this also
applies to other Third World nations suf-
fering from overpopulation and lack of
resources.

The real issue is not overpopulation, but
who controls the resources, Barrerra said.
Barrera said sterilization abuse occurs

when a woman is not clearly informed about
the process and risks involved in

sterilization. She may believe she has no
other choice because of misinformation
about birth controls, she said. Barrerra sakl
sterilization abuse also occurs when a
woman gives consent while under the in-

fluence of drugs, for instance, while she is

having an abortion.

Barrera related information on
sterilization abuse from a study done of the
Puerto Rican population in Hartford.

Barrera said that the women she in-

terviewed for the study said no one
properly explained the sterilization

procedure, and they were often given
consent forms which were not written in

their native language. Forty-five percent of
the women were bilingual, but they all

signed forms in English, and only some
were provided with an interpreter, she
said.

The study prompted Barrera to ask.
"what kind of a health care system is this
when you think something is going on with
you when something else is actually hap
pening? " She said that she spoke with one
woman who believed she was having an
intra uterine device (lUD) inserted when in

fact she was sterilized.

A women's self-image workshop was also
held yesterday under the direction of Ellen
LaFleche, who teaches "Starving and
Stuffing: The Politics of Women and Food,"
and Judith Katz. teacher of "Images of

Women in the Media," both at UMass.
By glancing through magazines, the

group tried to detect how women are
depicted in the media. The general con
elusion was that they are white, upper
class, 20 40 years old, and usually por-
trayed as passive and not working.
According to Katz, the advertisements

depict something beyond the average
person, or things that people strive for. She

Collcffiaa photo by Vine* tVWItt

Laura Victoria Barrera
said that capitalism, large corporations and
advertising firms are what generate this
type of propaganda which we all fall victim
to.

LaFleche concluded the workshop by
discussing women, food and the media. She
spoke of anorexia nervosa as a self-

starvation disease expressing psychologkal
contradictions. For example, there are ads
that tell women to cook exotic gourmet
dinners for their families, but some ads
urge women to sUy slim and it's difficult to
do both, she said.

Another contradiction in the media,
according to LaFleche, is that there are
numerous ads for women to go on diets, yet
there are also ads depicting women with no
will power.

Women are typically associated with food
as preparers, servers and nurturers of
children.

"The media will acknowledge that women
are really busy but they won't give you a
break and say, 'Hey, don't cook for your
family'; they just won't give you a rest."
LaFleche said.
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Newslines... El Salvador teach-in is tonight

BDIC information meetings
The Bachelor's Degree with Individual

Concentration program, which allows
students to design their own majors
through a combination of courses in two or
more departments, will be holding in-

formational meetings for prospective
students over the next several weeks.
At 7 p.m. today, a meeting will be held in

the main lounge of Dickinson dormitory in

'Orchard HUl.

At 7 p.m. next Monday, a session will be
held in the Baker conference room in the
Central Residential Area. At 7 p.m.
Tuesday, the meeting will be held in the
lobby of Brett in Central.

Meeting s will also be held at 7 p.m. April

12 in the Brown Lounge in Sylvan and at 7

p.m. April 14 in the Crabtree music room in

Northeast.

Other meetings are also planned for the

Southwest and Greek areas.

Panel on Japan
"Japan: Strategic Ally, Economic Rival,"

will be the topic of the sixth Great Decisions

program at 8 p.m. tonight in Noah Webster
House lounge on Orchard Hill.

Takeo Iguchi, Consul General for Japan
in Boston, Seth Goldsmith of the Depar-
tment of Public Health. Richard Minear of

the history department and Larry J.

Rosenberg of the marketing department
will discuss the issue. The panel
moderated by Professor Luther Allen.

The culmunation of a petition drive
calling for a peaceful settlement to the
situation in El Salvador will feature a teach-

in on the subject at 7:30 tonight in Converse
Assembly Room at Amherst College.

Speakers at the teach-in will include
Father Charles Beirne, a Jesuit priest who
will present slides of his summer trip to El
Salvador; N. Gordon Levin, professor of

history and American studies at Amherst
College; and Nola Reinhardt. a professor of
economics at Smith College.

The petition, which has 1,000 signatures,
will be sent to Rep. Silvio Conte asking the
U.S. government to "immediately suspend
all military assistance to the government of
El Salvador" and to attempt to negotiate a
settlement.
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New shoplifting penalties begin today
By SCOTT HERSEY .

*^ ww^^^^j
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By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

.htyt7
>aw increasing the penalties for those caught

shoplifting and providing police with the opportunity toarrest shoplifters without a warrant wUl go into effect

The law jointly sponsored by the Retailers Association
of Massachusetts and Rep. Paul White. D-Dorchester. wassigned by Governor Edward J. King on December 10. 1981and will permit police officers to take the word of a mer
chant, employee or agent as "probable cause" in thedetainment and arrest of an alleged shoplifter
"The law redefines the crime of shoplifting." said Dennis

Lurran. assistant legal counsel to Governor King "itmakes more types of shoplifting easier to prove
"

A show-cause hearing had been previously needed to
arrest any alleged shoplifter who had not committed the
crime m the presence of a police officer, said Curran butnow the word of an employee of the establishment* will
suffice as probable cause for the police.
The law also establishes new fines for those convicted of

shopliftmg. making "a fine of not more than $250" the
punishment for a first offense. " a fine of not more than

$500 and not less than $100" for a second offense, and "
a

fine of not more than $500 or imprisonment in jail for not
more than two years, or both" for a third and subsequent
offenses.

The law also makes the removal of shopping cart from a
retaU estabUshment a crime, and includes the altering or
transfering of lables and the intentional recording of
merchandise at a lower value by an employee in its
description of the crime.
The new law was needed and welcome, according to a

security officer for a local establishment, and will hopefully
help the prevention of the crime.
"We stop approximately 20-25 people a week and if they

are stealmg. they go to court." he said. "Since my job is
prevention not apprehension. I hope this wiU stop people
from shoplifting."

ft- y

"The new law will not affect our policies that much." said
Anne Broga. the operations manager of the University
Store yesterday.
"We send students caught shoplifting to the student

judiciary, said Broga. "So we dont really deal with the
police that much. Where it will affect us. though is the
provision about cashiers marking down merchandise for
their friends, but that wUl be an internal matter." he said

— "•^" " "=""3. uuL mai WUl oe an internal matter,

Women's medical care is discussed

Veterans leader

talks on Vietnam
Robert 0. MuUer. executive director of the Vietnam

Veterans of America, will speak at 8 tonight in the Student
Union Ballroom as part of the Distinguished Visitors
Program. The topic of MuUer's lecture will be "VietnamWar otones.

MuUer is a former Marine Corps Ueutenant who served
in Vietnam until combat wounds left him paralyzed from
the chest down. After recuperating from his wounds.
MuUer attended law school. In 1971 he was selected byTtme magazine as one of the nation's fifty most promising
future leaders. He founded the Vietnam Veterans of
America in 1977. The VVA last year received official status
as a veterans service organization.

MuUer traveled to Vietnam last December where he
conferred with Vietnamese officials on the status of
American servicemen stUl missing in action as well as the
ellects of the chemical defoUant Agent Orange.

Admission to the lecture is free to all University of
Massachusetts students with valid identification.

- MIKE MAHONEY
By PAULINE SULLIVAN
Collegian Correspondent

Instead of being trained to focus on "people as people
"

future doctors are taught to see a patient as a "disea^
entity^ said Anita Karcz of the Pioneer VaUey Center for
the Healing Arts in Amherst at a presentation onWomen s Health Care: Past. Present and Future."

Dr. Karcz said Monday night the rise of the "gentrified
doctor m the late 19th century created a split between
upper class and poorer, particularly immigrant women in
America. An elitist medical establishment catering to the
wealthy developed during this time, she said. In addition,
health care for the less privUeged was largely restricted to
university-affiliated training clinics where women would
receive free medical care in exchange for their services as
gumea pigs, Karcz said.

In response to a wquestion concerning medical school
traming m this country. Karcz said "there are certain

things that have to be covered as "basic knowledge." The
question is the manner in which that is done." The aim of
the current medical school system is to turn out technicaUy
skiUed people who hopefuUy can relate to people.
The results ot this type ot treatment make it easy for

patients. especiaUy women receiving gynecological care, to
feel abenated from and resentful towards the doctor
treating them.
Karcx said ideally medical care would consist of an in-

tegration of traditional (allopathic) and alternative
(holistic) treatment. HoUstic forms of health care include-
nutritional therapy, movement therapy, biofeedback
acupuncture and massage.
The use of a midwife in home birthing is another form of

alternative care becoming more acceptable to the male-
dominated medical estabUshment. she said.
Karcz said she foresees a growing acceptance of

alternative forms of treatment as an invaluable sup-
plement to standard medical care.

;
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HOUSING
INFORMATION

Housing Exemption
Applications

are available in the Housing Assignment
Office, 235 Whitmore. Applications are
due no later than Wednesday, March 31,
1982. Late applications will not be ac-
cepted.

For further information, contact the
;

'
Housing Assignment Office at 545-2100.

.

Are you ready for a change? (of major)?

TONIGHT
The first in a series of informational meetings

on the Bachelor's Degree
with Individual Concentration program (BDIC)

Come and discover the choices available to you
through this personalized approach to education.

March 10, 1982 7:00 pm
Dickinson Main Lounge, Orchard Hill

THE MOUNTAIN
IN YOUR BACKYARD! StPatrick^Day

Cauda
Send a bit o' blarney and
make someone's day!

J

>^ MLTOM
Area|i^]

COLLEGE DAY
THURSDAY, MARCH 11TH

Show your valid I.D.

for discounted lift tickets.

9:00 am 5:00 pm Lift Ticket $12
3:00 pm • 10:00 pm Lift Ticket $9
5:00 pm • ;f 0:00 pm Lift Ticket $8

ROUTE 5 • HOLYOKE. MASS. » 5360416
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Grad senate opposes

elimination of comlit
By BRIAN SULLIVAN
Cdlegian Staff

Last night the Graduate Student Senate unanimously
passed a resolution to oppose the elimination of the
comparative literature department as called for in the long
range plan developed by the Chancellor's Working Group.

Terry Szoid, executive officer of the graduate senate,
voiced her opposition to the proposed elimination calling

the entire long plan a "superficial non-empirical piece of
work."

Graduate representatives from the comparative
literature department rebutted accusations of low
scholarly output by the department's faculty, of a low
quality graduate program and of a poor record of degree
placement by department graduates by quoting excerpts
from a letter written by Professor David Lenson, com
parative literature graduate program director in a
presentation before the senate last night.

Pamela Wishney, graduate senator representing
comparative literature quoting Lenson's letter said, "In
the past five years, the 12 members of the department
have published ten books, edited or co-edited two more;
published 58 referred articles in books and journals; 72
such articles in scholarly encyclopedias."

Wishney said the over-all grade point average for the
graduate program is 3.8 and that the long range plan only
takes into consideration test scores and that due to the
large numbers of foreign students attracted to the
department the GRE (English as a second language test)

scores tend to be low.

She said the low scores stem from the fact that while

many foreign students are proficient in writing English,

many have a difficult time with the verbal section of the

test.
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SamifiM Jobs

Upward Bound/

UMass Amherst
Positions Available:

Instructors
(for College Prepratory Curriculum)

Counselor/Tutors
(for residential component)
Pick up applications at

205 New Africa House
DeacMine: March 19, 1982

also available.Int

Chinese

Home
Style

COMFLETC TAKE-OUT MENU

COCKTAIL LOUMGE

LUNCHEON I DINNER SPECIALS

Cooking

AMPLE PARKING
MON -TMURS

11 30A M -lOP M 'FRI & SAT 1 1 30 A M TO 12 OOP M
SUKI 4 HOLIDAYS

1PM TO 10 P M • LUNCHEONS 1 1 30 A M -3 P M
EXCEPT HOLIDAYS

4i RUSSELL ST . MAOLEv Call 586-1202

15

Amnwt,
S4»0136

St.

01002

Amherst's only complete

Audio and Video

Service Center.

on wy rscMW
w4lh this sd.

Summer of *'82''

Summer staff wanted for large Girl

Scout Camps in Tolland 8- East Otis,

MA. Positions available for General

Counselors, Specialty Staff (Water-

front, Smallcraft, Riding, Gymnastics,

Arts & Crafts), Nurses, Cooks & Assis-

tant Cooks. Salary with Room & Board

for 9 or 10 weeks.

For applications, write:

Timber Trolls

Star Rout* 150
Tollond, MA 01034

or coll: 410-250^592
or come to CAMP DAY FAIR,

Thursday, March 11th

18 and over welcome

253^2 2 80 RT.9'AmhelrsT7HwH«y Line

By Popular Demand
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Wednesday, March 10

with Hungry HiU
TONIGHT ONLY: AU domestic draft beer

75o from 9 to 1 1 P.M.
/"

THURSDAY: 50*8 and 60*8

with Steve Spelxnan
FRIDAY & SATURDAY EVENINGS:

Matthew Bak

.« little bit of mvmrytMwmg
tor evBryonml '^

Plumbleys
off the common'^

30 Boltwood Walk • Amherst Center
Positive Mmam. ID Required 269U968iB

Amherst police arrest m^,.
for assault, intent to murder

iCoilegjaQ 7

By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

An Amherst man was arrested Monday

Z,ii **^!:f"' ^**r
^'^"'^ *'th intent tomurder and assault and battery.

Brent Lee Cunningham. 27, of 31Shumway St.. was arrested and arraiirnedMonday and taken to Bridgewater ftate
Hospital for 20 days of testing and ob
servation. according to Amherst policeCunmngham s arrest foUowed a domestic
disturbance police responded to l^tSaturday evening and a complaint sign^Monday by the victim of that incident

^
FoUowing that disturbance, the female

yictun was treated and released for head
injuries at Cooley Dickinson Hospital, and
Cunningham was taken to the Veterans
Hospital in Florence, according to police

iQ ffio c'^'^u^
incident. Clay W. Eakin.

19. oni3 Southampton Road. Holyoke. was
arrested at 10:55 a.m. Monday at Hamp-

shire CoUege after a chase down West
Mreet by an Amherst police officer. Police
had received a report from a West Street
resident who was surprised by an intruderwho opened her bedroom door and fled
upon discovering that the house was oc-
cupied. A description of the intruder was
put over pohce radio and an off-duty police
officer spotted the intruder travelling south
on West Street. Another officer, travelling
north on West Street, received information
from the off-duty officer, spotted and
captured the intruder, according to
Amherst police.

Eakin was charged with driving without
an operator's license, operating to en
danger, failing to stop for a poUce officer,
seven counts of breaking and entering in
the daytime in an attempt to commit a
felony and two counts of larceny, one over
$100 and one under $100.

Trespassing notices issued,
police investigate intruder

r

By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Police
served three trespassing notices and
responded to a breaking and entering call,
among the incidents they reported
yesterday.

A resident of North VUlage Apartments
reported being awoken at approximately
9:10 p.m Monday evening by someone
trymg to enter the apartment. When the
occupant arose to investigate the intrusion,
the suspect fled, according to police. The
door had been opened with a prying-type
instrument, police said.

Police said they responded to a call early
Sunday morning when a fight occurred in
Coolidge Dormitory in the Southwest
Residential Area between a woman and her
boyfriend. Police said they arrived to find
debris scattered throughout the hallway

after the boyfriend reportedly destroyed
several articles from the woman's room. He
had fled the scene before police arrived, but
has been sent a trespassing notice, police
said.

In another incident, two suspicious
persons were served trespass notices ac-
cording to police, when they were observed
entering the parking lot near Alumni
Stadium by an officer patrolling the area at
approximately 4:15 a.m. on Monday.

In a separate incident, two non students
agreed to make restitution to the
University after being seen leaving a
bathroom in Baker Dormitory in the
'Central Residential Area where five sinks
h«wi been vandalized, police said.
Two sinks were completely destroyed

and three were partially destroyed with an
estimated $350 worth of damage. poUce
said.

I
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'UMass Favorite Pizza'

SUPERIOR PIZZERIA
10 & 16 INCH PIZZAS

AU COMBINATIONS • URGE & SMALL
DAILY 11 A.M. TILL ?

HOT OVSN GRINOfRS
SHAK GRINDERS

b*""

50C off"]
fly Large Pi^a!

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
Uiivara Wanted - muM have oyvn car.

?«// 549-0626

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

NEXT TO THE
NORTH .AMHERST
POST OFFICE

I
Starting at 5.00 pm

! Sundays at 2:00 pm

^^RdcleX^^

iJ^lll^JL^J^LZJL^J^^t^^^ R^MHERSJ
j

253-9507

UNDERGROUND SOUND, INC.
71 No. Pleasant

(across from Fire Station)
Amherst

A RMtQuront
with FLAIR

Win* Sp»€iQlt

2:30-5:00 PM

Also Sundo/

MUNCH

(mthe
Boltwood Walk
103 N. Pleasant St.
Amherst
253-5927

(-UP ANP PELMRY
•CNItP(& SniEHTS!

SOIW
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#P»

AVAILABLE
Exercisers and
Accessories

d-mifxA

H«TON

'Jd^

m
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PRCISINTONNI

umcs.

uxpifiuimuir!

J

Located in our Sporting Goods Department
Also available: Racquetball, Tennis, Squash, Swimming
Fnsbees, Darts, Basketballs, Footballs, Baseball, Table Tennis'
Golfballs, Headbands, Wristbands

\fA&<rk^f (B

m

Open
9-5 M-F
11-4 Sat ^UNIVERSITY

STORED
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Curbing drunken drivers
Since the Amherst Police implemented the Speed-Alcohol Patrol

last September, there has not been one death in the area due to
drunk driving or speeding. The year before there were nine.
The number of accidents occurring during the hours the SAP

team is on duty has also decreased by over 60 percent. If nothing
else convinces area residents that SAP means more than just
$35,000 in revenue for Amherst, these facts should appeal to them.
During the hours of 9 p.m. and 3 a.m. on Friday and Saturday,

when SAP operates, over 450 vehicles have been stopped for
speeding, faulty equipment, or other violations. Over 25 others
have been stopped for drivers operating under the influence.
Without the SAP team, some of these may have just been added
figures to the Amherst death rate.

To compliment their fine job at apprehending drunken drivers,
the Amherst police have joined together with University of
Massachusetts Department of Public Safety and University Health
Services to educate area bar owners and bartenders on the impor-
tance and procedures of limiting a customer's alcohol intake.
This shows that area police are not out to "get people," as some

may think, but are carrying out their duty to protect the public's
safety. The institution of the SAP team and Alcohol Awareness
program indicate that the police have taken it as their responsibili-
ty to protect us from those among us who act irresponsibly.
Although the police have received little thanks from the com-

munity for the efforts they have put forth in these program, both
state and federal officials have picked on the problem. Governor
Edward J. King has begun to form a 25 person Task Force on
Drunk Driving and President Ronald Reagan has said he plans to
create a special commission to curb drunk driving.
But still with all the advances made by the team we need a

stricter enforcement of penalties by the courts. While Justice
Alvertus Morse has vowed to revoke licenses of all drunken drivers
for a year^ as well as other penalties, other judges have yet to im-
plement strict policies to keep drunken drivers off of our roads.
So while we thank and congratulate the Amherst police for their

efforts to protect our community, we urge others to increase their-
efforts to curb drunken driving and improve driving habits.

Uruigned editoriaU expre»» the majority of view» repre»ented by the
CoUegrian Editorial Board. Opposing views are welcome.

EDITORIAL/QPIKrTmVT
•cojiggiaa 9

Students pay £Qjrf"Igg^ncy
Editor's note: This is the third column in a five part

series analyzing the operation of the Campus Center.

T rying to explain the Campus Center Trust Fund
simply is next to impossible, which is just about the

way the adminstration would prefer it. There is a
great deal of debate over the use of the funds, and today
we'll try to explain not only how they work, but what's go-
ing on with them.

Let's say that you, the student, have a quarter, and
decide to play a video game. You put your quarter into the
machine, and you get your game out of it, but what hap-
pens to that quarter after that?

The Campus Center has a five year contract with
TRICO Corporation, who runs the machines. TRICO col-

lects all the money from the machines, and then pays the
Campus Center 62 percent of all revenues. Not only that,

but TRICO pays for the maintenance of the machines. The
only burden the Campus Center pjays is the utilities ex-
pense, since the rent is picked up through the student fee.

The money received from the machines
goes into something called the Student
Automatic Services Trust Fund (SASTF),
which, in addition to video and pinball, also

received revenue from the vending and
laundry machines. SASTF comes under
the Retail Services division of the Campus
Center.

For your information and reference as to

where the funds go, a chart showing
transfer among the University trust funds
is included. Without trying to get bogged
down in details, the administration
transfers funds to and from different
trusts throughout the University. (Aux-
iliary Services was created in 1979 to con-
solidate the Campus Center, University
Food Services and Conference Services.
The figures used in the chart are all fiscal

year 1980 figures, and are included only to
help put all this in perspective.)

out more for administrative expense than was required.
Specifically, the committee made three recommendations
pertaining to this Massachusetts General Law: "the
trustees may. from time to time, establish and manage
trust funds for self-amortizing projects and self-
supportmg activities including, but not limited to, the
operation of the boarding halls, student health services."
The problem, once again, is defining self-supporting. The
three recommendations are that 1) the Campus Center ad-

Dave Cline

ministration should comply with the statutory require-
ment that the Campus Center trust be self supporting, 2)
the Campus Center administration should discontinue its
unauthorized use of SASTF revenues to defray Campus
Center overhead expense, and the Board of Trustees

SASTF "includes, but is not limited to, the letting of ven-
ding contracts, the constant monitoring of the vending
operations to insure contract compliance, day-to-day in-
teraction with representatives of the vending companies
(concerning placement of vending machines, vandalism
maintenance problems. University policy, etc.), the opera-
tion of a maintenance and service call system, financial ac-
counting for the operation, and consumer services, in-
cluding consumer survey, interaction with student govern-
nrient groups and programming within the Campus Center
that benefits the entire student body. In addition, the
Campus Center administration has the management
responsibility for the research and development to im-
prove vending services. From the outset it was intended
that the Campus Center would be fairly compensated for
managing the campus vending program."

Movement of Funds Among U. Mass. Trust Funds

Otk«f f»rdfl TiaiMlvt

The Senate Ways and Means report

alleged that "The business entities of the

Campus Center have not been sufficiently

profitable to meet the Campus Center's

overhead expenses. In an effort to cover
revenue shortfalls and make the Campus
Center appear to be self-supporting, the

administration have made use of funds
from at least two outside sources, one was a state subsidy

of $150,000, which has since been eliminated. The Campus
Center also receives funds from the SASTF's vending
machines each year (more than $50,000 in fiscal 1980).

Although it technically is permitted to withhold such large

sums from SASTF. and although it ostensibly uses these

withheld funds to operate the University's vending
machine program, the staff finds that the Campus Center
applies a small portion of the withheld funds to SASTF ad-

ministration, and uses the remaining funds to me^t Cam-
pus Center overhead."

The Senate Ways and Means Committee was especially
critical, in this area, claiming that the Campus Center took

To sum this up, the administration is not
denying that a large amount is being
withheld, instead they've rationalized the
amount taken. But when you think about it,

duties such as "interaction with student
government groups" occurs on an every-
day basis to occur with, and is a part of the
normal functioning of the Campus Center,
not something that should be added under
the guise of "administrative expense." The
other hole in the response is that the Ways
and Means report charged that
withholding excess SASTF "abets the ad-

ministration's attempt to make the Cam-
pus Center appear to be self-supporting."

The official response gave no mention of
that charge.

So what does all this mean? It's another
financial method that the Campus Center
can use to allow inefficient management to
continue. The students, through the
SASTF, are forced to subsidize the ineffi-

cient operations in the Campus Center. The
Ways and Means report noted that the
Campus Center trust "relies upon students

Letters
Malley, are you serious?
To the Editor:

Malley? Are you serious? Kelly Malley? C'mon. Of the
lourleen million names that you could have picked and still
satisfied your feminist principles, you went and grabbed ol'
(..real Grammy Malley 's who. having spent these last fifty
years or so m Heavenly tranquility (heavily sedated, no
doubt), will now once again be obliged to give the dickens
to any poor male soul whose halo crosses her path

n,
^^^''y ,^^"^y- ^unds like an Irish hara kiri. By the way

Ms. Malley have you told Dad about your name change
brainstorm.Mf not. you better not make it legal justyel

-

I talked ty Mom today and she said Dad was still quite
pissed about your wrecking the family car at that E.R A
rally last November. ' "

Take a lip from your older and rational brother: if you
ell Dad you ve disavowed his Burke name and changed ito Kelly Malley. I strongly suspect that he will in returnlorswear his promise to build you that Femini.st Hall ofF ame you ve been bugging him about.

Dusty Burke
Amherst.

Be prepared to correct quotes

should make it impossible for the Campus Center to take
more from the SASTF than is required for it's administra-
tion, and 3) the Campus Center administration should
observe the same principle among Campus Center ac-
tivities that is prescribed for trust funds, namely that each
Campus Center activity be self-supporting. Campus
Center activities that fail to win sufficient support to at
least break even should be discontinued.

In essence, the charge being made here is that more
funds are being taken out than is actually needed to ad-
minister the SASTF. The official University response to
the report is that the responsibility of the management of

to defray a disproportionate share of the trust's ad-
ministrative expenses and, by implementation, forces
students to subsidize Campus Center activities which are
of little or no benefit to many students."

Tomorrow, we'll see how the Campus Center looks
toward the future in their "Planning for the 1980s" docu-
ment.

Dave Cline is a Collegian columnist

Colkgian had better be prepared to spend an equal amount
of time correcting misquotes the next day.
There were two major errors in reporting my comments

on the long range planning process. The first concerns the
committee's attitude toward communications studies.
Everyone 6n the committee felt that a program of com
munication studies was vital to the campus. But we did not
feel the current communication studies department best
provided this, and we have instead recommended an in

novative multi disciplinary department of journalism to
provide the communication program.

The second major misquote concerned our process of

reviewing programs. We judged all programs through the
same strict criteria, with the exception of a distinctly

undergraduate program such as STPEC or women's
studies or a predominantly graduate discipline, i.e.

polymors. Our comments on departments were varied

because we attempted to use the narrative of the report to

focus attention to specific sln^ngths and weaknesses of the
departments.

Finally I would encourage ail to read the report. Let's

discuss how we can best develop the campus through
informed debate, not rumor and hearsay.

Ron Keefe
Sunderland

1 o the t^ditor:

It would appear that anyone interviewed by the

Editors note: A comparison of notes taken by the two
reporters who wrote "Student planner defends proposal"
[March 9] shows an accurate transcription of the quotes in
question.
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Playing the political game
T^ ^t _^-?!f

we must play as members It is not the cause of the demonstrators I
of society are constantly played out question, it is the methods they chose to
in all our waking hours. Whether it promote that cause which are so

be in the office, the classroom or the thoroughly confusing,
bedroom; game-playing is an ongoing part
of each and every person's life. On a The second event was a lobbying effort
political level, these games and the master- by 7,000 college students on March 1 and 2
ing of them is essential if an individual or in Washington, D.C. on behalf of financial
group truly wants to change conditions or aid. This is a good example of how to play
accepted rules of behavior. Recently two "the game" and effectively alter potential-
events occured in this area which starkly il

lustrate different styles of political

gamesmanship — one dealt with protest,
the other with persuasion. Each

John F. Hudson

ly damaging legislation. The press, the
public, and the students themselves now
view it as one of the most effective political
efforts since the anti-war protests of the
late nineteen-sixties and early nineteen-
seventies. Nearly every Senator and Con-
gressperson was contacted either in per-
son, by phone or by message. Every avenue
of possible persuasion was investigated
from the lowliest bureaucrat to the most
powerful administrator.

Senators Kennedy, Tsongas and House
Speaker O'Neil held meetings with the
Massachusetts delegation cementing an
already strong relationship and emphasiz-
ing the importance of higher education to
both the quality of life and economic pro-
sperity of Massachusetts. By the time of its

departure, the Massachusetts student
delegation had received a guarantee of
total support from every member of the
Massachusetts congressional contingent.

It would be easy to generalize and insist
that political effectiveness can only be gain-
ed by playing the rules of "the game". Yet
events in our recent past, such as the Civil

demonstrates a different approach to deal-
ing with "the system" and attempts to take
advantage of the

,
potential for positive

manipulation within the realm of public
policy. As will be seen, one approached the
level of sophistication rarely seen in stu-

dent circles and the other failed miserably.
The first event took place on February

11th and concerned the occupation of Con-
gressman Silvio Conte's office in

downtown Holyoke. A group of approx-
imately 45 staged a sit-in protesting
Conte's position on the funding of military
aid to El Salvador. According to one of the
office workers present, protestors listened
in on confidential phone conversations,
disorganized desks and totally disrupted _
the functions of the office. Eventually the Rights moVeme^rrndlnti^war^rote'stelrf
45 were forcibly removed from the the sixties and seventies, have shown that
premises and are currently awaiting trial. it is sometimes necessary to break rulesWhen the demonstrators upset the and even laws, to change negative andrhythm of constituent related activity in potentially tragic governmental policiesContes headquarters, they chose to step These occurences have shown that non-
outside the rules governing the political violence protests can change public policygame. Thus, any credibility the More important though, the events in El
demonstrators and their cause may have Salvador will not change because of the ar-
had was effectively nullified. With initial rests of 45 college students. If anything the
aims of infiuencing the Congressman's protestors were dragged out of that office
vote, the demonstrators were forced to with the gain of mere empty symbolism
leave, as martyrs with a cause somewhat and the loss of potentially important public
discredited in the eyes of both the public and media support. In comparison, the stii-and the press. On a strictly political level, dent lobbyists left Washington with new
their effectiveness, which in this case was found influence, gained experience in
of the utmost importance considering Con- power politics, and the realization that
tes position of power in Congress, was for done correctly, political lobbying can cause
all intents and purposes nil. Also since legislative activity to change In thesemost of the protestors were connected with times of conservatism and fiscal restraint
the Umversity of Massachusetts in one way handshakes work better than handcuffs'
or another, the state and national press quiet persuasion better than sensa-
once again had a field day dragging the tionalistic headlines and structured
University s reputation through the mud. arguments better than passionate protests
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MIKE POST
Television Theme Songs. (Elektra)

By MARK ROLLINS
Co)}egian Correspondent

Most of us will go home tonight to watch surreal dramas
and inane comedies on the ol' boob tube, without giving
any thought to the music that is part and parcel of every
show.

Television Theme Songs is the first anthology of Mike
Post's compositions to be released. Post has been com-
posing and arranging music since the early 1960's for both
the recording and television industries. lie has received
four Grammy Awards in his career, for his work on
"Classical Gas," the theme from The Rockford Files, and
two awards for the theme from Hill Street Blues. In ad-
dition, he has contributed arrangements to such artists as
Dolly Parton, Mac Davis, Ronnie Milsap and the legendary
Ray Charles.

You may say Television Theme Songs, so what? Merely
this: there is a world of difference between hearing music
over a television's tiny speaker and hearing music on a

good stereo. This music comes alive with a depth and
realism that leads one to disbelieve they are listening to
the same songs they hear on television.
There are six theme songs on this album: "Hill Street

Blues." "The Greatest American Hero (Believe it or Not)
"

;;White Shadow," 'Magnum P.I.." "Schoors Out." and
The Rockford Files." The superlative saxaphone work of
Glen Garrett on "White Shadow" and the classic theme
"The Rockford Files" make this album almost wortL the
price.

I say almost, for this album has a list price of $6.98 which
seems a little steep for nineteen minutes of music. But as
Post puts it, 'My philosophy is, 'Let's go make the best
music we can, but don't worry if it's a huge seller or not!" A
good philosophy, as the compositions are flawless — The
price, sadly, is not.

BONNIE RAITT
Green Light, (Warner Brothers)

By JAKE GARRELS
Collegian Correspondent

You've heard it before. This will be the album to give
Bonnie Raitt a foothold in the top forty — that cuccess
which has somehow always managed to elude her."
Not quite. Like most of her recent work, Raitt's newest

release Green Light suffers from a lack of positive
direction. Still grasping for her own distinct pop sound,
Raitt never seems comfortable with the material she has
selected. The unfortunate result is that Green Light risks
alienating more of her following, while failing to expand
her audience.

What detracts from Green Light is not restricted to an
absence of definition. It is also weak on several technical
points. Raitt's new band, while competent, is lackluster
when compared to her past bands, which has included the
likes of Lowell George. John Hall, and Bill Payne. Even
her vocals are sub-par, void of Raitt's characteristic power
and urgency. Although much of this can be attributed to
the decidedly underwhelming lyrical content, their voice
often sounds worn, even strained.
This is not to say that Green Light exhibits none of

Raitt's abundant talents. The opening, "Keep This Heart
of Mine." is a bright, lively number with the potential to
become a hit single. Her rendition of Bob Dylan's 'Let's

Photo rourtcajr of Warner Bruthrm rrcords

Bennie Raitt

• -eep It Between Us" is done with the depth and passion
which has built Raitt's reputation as an interpretive artist.
Ironically, one of the strongest of her rare original com-
positions. "Can't Get Enough Of Your Love." found its way
on this generally disappointing recording.
Much has been expected, indeed demanded of Raitt.

Few deny that she will eventually fulfill this promise, even
if they are frustrated with Green Light.

Mike Post
Photo by Bob Sridemann
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Student Controlled Businesses
Savings - Convenience - Bargains

WHY PAY MORE?

BE A SPORT
AND COME ON DOWN AND CHECK
OUT THE

umass
sporting
GOODS CO-OP
'Rm. 322 Student Union
(next lo Post Office)

SPECIALS THIS VEEK °^'"^

World Closs I6S9 FriibvM $6.90
World Closs 141g Frisboos $5,50

UNION RECORDS/ TICKETS
UNLIMITED /UNLIMITED

DISCOUNT CARDS
3 Won. • FrL

545-3867

PEOPLE'S MARKET
74^-2060

Good Food ChEApI

chcApcsT bAqcls om CAMpus
fREsh Fruit juicEs & pRoducE

floURS ANd qRAINS

LoCATEd IN ROOM 128 \n tIiE CORNER oF SjudENT UnION
by tIie Campus PoNd.

Open; WEEkdAys 9:70-^.00 WEdNEsdAys 9:70-7:00

Do jour stomach a favor - visit

earthfoods
restaurant
Win Q wMks worth of m#Qls
D#sign Q logo for Eorthfoods

Submit entries by
March 17 at EF kitchen

or the Commonwealth Roorr

Cmmonytalth ftn., 5. M.

T .. . CHECK OUT THIS WEEK'S SPECIALI

corob brown I •
Tomorrow: Eggplant Porm, sm solod, oppl* crisp
Fridoy: Dorl^y v#ggi* st»w, sm soup, corn muffin

Available at Union Records or by mail-
ing a $1.50 check with your name and ad-
dress SAVES you 50^ off any non-sale
album and 25* off all Recognized Stu-
dent Organization (RSO) movies!

Valid through May 30

(LOHOi
UNLIMITED

ipo^̂^k

201 Student Union Building
l^^onday-Friday 10-5

Tues., Weds. Cr Thure. Night 6:30-9:30
Saturday 11-3

546-0401

PHOTO CO-OP
We just stocked up on
Dust Off Hoyo Flltors

Slldo ond Nogotlvo Prosorvors
Dulk Loodors Film Coss«ttos

llford Film
The lowest prices in Amherst

M,_F11-2 Tu,WJh11-3 321 S.U.B. 545-0670

We offer tools, space and advice for repairing bikesMany new parts and accessories available, too!

WATCH FOR OUR SPRING

UHASS BICYCLE
CO-OP

r

RE-OPENING
MARCH 15!

S.U.319

across from the post office

\ \ ^miR>tm
X en (0

(m:
N_.

Student Note Service
545-2271

Lecture Notes are
available for
PS & N 102

Student Note pe A; IM 1 Qn& Printing Service ** ^ "^^^ Hours: M-Th 10-4
Friday10-2

isr fuac - Cmr\ii Csim 6mM(

We alec do copying and printing at lower prioeeRoom 403 Student Union
Building
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DOONESBURY
Collegian is

By Garry Trudeau

I fORimFUMlBfS.

axRSTBP.Poc? emigenBK
u^suRSBe&i jmNPKsipem
lOVINSALiyOlR R£A6AN$0KVrr-

^ ^OKES! INBKOOMJb.'SSi

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

BenON^T. OFOOURSe.l€
ax.m YOU /5!60rANY
6LAPTD miiRiaXW

PUTTHeSeiN.
5IR7.
/ ARB¥OU

snu.

seaus?

By M. Joyce

THE UMASS ZONE By Mark Rollins

MFll. W5 u>^ Visit a
fFW SA/IS, SOM£ BANKS,
7M£ fOUU iTAT/OA/.

WHAT HAPPENED?

^i wi aI! k^

By Ethyl Octane

Help Wanted -

SUMMER!
Camp Vacamas will be conduc-
ting interviews at the Campus
Center on March 11th from 9-5.
We are especially looking for
Division Heculs, WSI, and canoe

^^^and b£U}kpaoking specialists.

Widest choice of programs ••

Touring • Kibbutz • Study • Sports

This summer, program center
dSCOVer dlld American Zionist

«-_^ -i-_ |^_-_| Youth Foundation¥ me Bffaei An Educatlonai

tOUriSlS Onhf see Foundation* wi-f 9CC. Q^^ 5Q QQQ students
have experienced "our" Israel.

Call or write for free brochure

Joint Israel Programs
72 Franklin St., Boston, MA. 021 10

1617) 542-3973

Student Senate

Elections

for: Speaker

Treasurer

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

iiim Lm Asfttn rMH> !iya«cM«

ACROSS
1 Father, m Jaffa

5 Cash
9 Moisty

14 Honey drink

15 Lockheed prefix

16 Drive away
17 Wise to

19 Country place
20 Imbued
21 Detective or spy
23 Showed an old

movie
25 Kind of herb
26 Certain dwellings
29 Like a hams per

formance
34 Came down
35 Snoops
36 Nonsense
37 Famous Greek

site

38 Macho fellow

39 Mountain peak,
Italian style

40 Lunched
41 Varnish resin

42 Horse color

43 Nickname (with

the' lortamed
flier

45 Name meaning
"little raven"

47 Agency of the

1940s
48 Valuable instru-

ment
50 Act like Legree
54 Certain trips

58 Contemplated
59 Wise guy'
61 Confused
62 Loosen
63 Bone: Greek
64 • your life!

65 Worker
with cloth

66 S Afr land

DOWN
1 French

friends

2 Inclination

3 Lessen
4 Stick

5 Untrustworthy
ones

6 hand
7 Spanish gold
8 Hits"

9 Consumes
10 Left

1

1

Droop
12 Mademoiselle

13 Letter opener
18 Foil

22 Act like a peacock
24 Cousins and

others

26 Daughter of

David
27 The chosen
28 In a heap
30 Lab appurtenance
31 Constellation
32 Wandering one
33 Babylonian hero

who flew on an
eagle

35 Gourd or melon
38 Goddesses of the

seasons
39 Type of

businessman
4; Ship s winch
44 Malay island

45 Beverage worker
46 East Indian grass
49 Others
50 Arabian land
51 Negation
52 Germany
53 Pieced (out)

55 Foolhardy
56 Singer

57 Vehicle of a kind

60 Negation

1 ? 3 4 ^H5 6 7 8

1

9 10 11 12 13

14 ^His 16

17 s 19

2U

24

21 22

^^^^H" 25

26 V 28

L
29 30 31 32 33

ii 35 36

37 J 38 39

40

44

1 42

43 45 46

47 w 49

SO SI 52 m 54 55 , 'm 57

S«
''

1

60

6t

1
1

62 63

64 65 6«

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
T 1 D E SHD A T AlcWd A WEATHERR U G hIIaIvioini Ia pu r
,0> E G 'li hW^lPlTl It e e s
,PA L A D 1m A R GIOININ f

c ON STI1 fW T
W 1 NO WA auiQ iinn
,aTc|aio

Sffti
SUlNlslE T Mostly sunny today.

R S A Alp P FAS E High 35 to 40. Becoming
cloudy tonight. Low 30 to

\aaaB acia aujB
urnEHH E ART F E L Tw RiiO UIE T ll[< in 35. Tomorrow cloudy with

MiA Tfl S S emaisjw
hIaibMc

Th; I T a chance of showers. HighTG TTn M E N 1

S R

s
N E UN GIA T eHa y- to {AJUU.

AIRJMIS]IemeJRJUITn e e

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Stuffed Pepper with

Tomato Sauce
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH

Pineapple Yoghurt Stuffed

Pepper
Grilled Cheese on
Sprouted Wheat

DINNER

NEW ENGLAND NIGHT
Roast Turkey/Whole

Cranberry Sauce, Corn-
bread Stuffing, Gravy
Fresh Baked Haddock

with Herb Lemon Butter

BASICS DINNER

NEW ENGLAND NIGHT
Deep Dish Vegetable Pie
Fresh Baked Haddock

with Herb Lemon Butter/
Seasoned Brown Rice

WANTED WANTED TO RENT

Candidates must be Student Senators
Wednesday, March 10, 1982

7:00 P.M. Room 163
this meeting is mandatory

for aH Senators

All others erKouraged to attend

Union Records Unlimitad is

seeking a Business
Manager: W/S. non
work study and an Asst
Business Manager: W/S
only Apply Union
Records/equal oppor-
tunity employer. For
more info call Oenise
5^)401 or 253-3329

WANTED TO BUY

HighMt cash pricM paid for

class rings, gold and
silver jewelry, coins,
Daniel Smith, 25 No.
Pleasant St., Amherst,
2SSO710

3 bdrm apt (Puffton
Area) wanted starting
June 1 thru. ..Call
546-4441 or 546-4435

Rnders Fee apt in Puff

ton or Brandywine take
over lease in June call

546-5816

WWmNO SERVICES

Writing Help: Profes-
sional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and
Walker Rumble PhD,
•saiat in any writing
project. Amherst
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Don't G*t L»ftOut (In th* cold)

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

Distinguished Visitors Program
presents:

VIETNAM WAR STORIES
Robert Muller
Executive Director, Vietnam Veterans of America %

Tonight

March 10, 1962
SUD

6:00 pm

Admission Fr»« with
vQlId Stud#nt ID

SPRING BREAK 02

The PARTY BUS
Anyone Con Com»

%\AXi Round Trip

from Whitmore
to Ft. Louderdole
L*Qv« th* driving to us

MARCH MADNESS

SUGARDUSH, VT
SPRING BREAK

BOOK
!

SALE
I

20% off I

egular price

on all books
1 week Only
Mar. 8-13

BodliSliM
Carriage Shops
Downtown

j

! Amherst '

10-5:30 Mon-Sat
Sun 12-5 I

549-6062 I

545-0407 Info — 546-6089

THURS. NIGHT SKIING
BERKSHIRE EAST only $5.1

SAT SKI TRIP

stralton
VERiMONT

e"-lO" of n»w snow

<<^^^

TT ($9 Deposit)

Offico

430A Student Union

545-0437

* »'* • V* • ^ * 4b'* A

Wednesday, Biarch 10, 1982

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Collegian 16

Come to CoiiegMin Office CC 113' • 8:45 3 45 Monday Fr.day • Deadhne .s 3 45 two days pr.or to publ.cat.on dayLashm advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND NEEDED?

Th« AlIlM quality rocic n'roil. For Booicina
info call John 648-489B or Crispin 646-6421

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

R«ck«disc DJa ara for your party infor-
mation avaiiabla with Randy 546-7013

AUDIO

Starw) worth 11 100 asking $586 lilce new
Call 666-7717 for info, wiii talk

Tumtabia brand new, Kenwood KD-160C
with SDC cartridge llSe^OO 646«39
Large JBL apaakars. 3-way. 12 in.

woofer, 200 watta/chi $296 549-6728

For Sale: Great donn stereo only $90 or BO
call 283-3873

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1873 six cylinder,
good conditkw, haa FM cassette deck $790

1876 Ford LTD wagon. Luxurious spring
breakmobilel $1600 or BO 256-0866

Hrebird 1872 4 speed, needs some wortc,
best offer 263-9672

68 Chevy Nova, 3 cylinder, automatic,
new radiator, exhaust and ignition systems
$380 or BO 6464060

1870 Voh^o needs wortc $150 6-9240

1870 Opel GT mns gd, looks bad, $460 call

between 6 and 8, 6480380

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 80% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 646-6684

BELLYGRAMSII

Delhrered by experienced Bellydencer
for a most unusual gift. For informatk>n
about bellydance classes call Theresa at
253-5491.

BETTER AUDIO EQUIPMENT
I take the time to get the most music for
your money - Audio Consultants - 549-0720

CHEAP SKI TRIP

MacKlmmia Bi^jsement is running a ski

trip to Bericshire^^ East on 3/11 at 4:00 to
10:00 pm 10$ for bus & lift, $5 for rental
-$3 for lessons - call 6-9723 from 10:00 pm
till 1 :00 am for more info

DANCE PARTYIII

Don't mise Southwest's first petty of
the eemeater with Southwest's premiere
barnJs, Maiden Voyage and the Museum
Direktors. The music starts at 8:00, Friday,
March 12 in the Hampden Student Center.
Get your tickets at the Southwest Area
Government Office or from your Area
Government representative.

DASTARDLY DAN'S
~

Ladlee Night Open Bar $2 cover, 6 free
drinks

DEAD TICKETS

Grateful Dead Tickets in Providence
Call now ask for Paul after 8 pm 549-6766

DULL?

I will sharpen, P-Tex end wax your skiis
for 6 bucks. Call Ed 6-9669

EMERGENCY

Experienced drummer needed yester-
day for working ROCK band. Call Makjen
Voyage 256-8673

E.M.T.'s

CPR Refreeher Course to be held March
13 in Morrill. Check bulletin boerd outside
office.

ENTERTAINMENT

Who knows what may happen? Come
see "Restless Nights" at Smith College's
TNC, March 11th. Davis Student Center
9-12, college ID nKiuired.

FOR RENT

Cape Cod summer eeasonai rentals:

West Yamiouth and Dennis; 1, 2, 3 £r 4
bedroom units. Rent direct from owner.

(617) 528-0404 or (617) 771-2233

Room in house five minutes to campus
136 Nick 686-2423, Jeanne 253-2162

FOR SALE

Sneakers men's and wonien's; quality

name brand; great deal call Mike 549-1233

Olio Mark IV w/Sol. 444 $110 Aiwa
Walkman 3 mo old $80 Call Chris 549-1006

Bonne 2200 Cross Country 190 CM Skis

Fiberglass poles, bindir)gs £r boots - like

new - price rsMonable - Call 546-3600 or

after 6:00 649-3733 ask for Dan

Cars tickets Boston 3/16, 5th row ftoor,
best offer 546-7895

CB-Reaiiatic TRC-CM 40CH-LED, Rx/Tx
meter, PA. Barely used. $50 Deve 646^656
Moving, furniture for aale. New box spr-
ing mattress, bedroom set, sofa, entertain-
ment ctr, lamps, chairs, endtable, dishes,
iron grill, curtains, scale, 666-7084

Grateful Deed ticketa in Hartford, best
offer cell 6-6322

Women's long leather coet. Size 11/12
6466076

GET IT NOW!

Townhouee Apertment summer sublet
-fall optton call 6494733

GUITARISTS

Martin Stringa - acoustk: and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guiter Magk:
6466684

HELP WANTED
Wanted: Experienced craftsperson to run
student craftthop. Must be able to instruct
in leather, sih^, stained glass, ceramics,
woodworking. Compensstion dorm suite,
stipend, use of facilities. Info and applk»-
tion: Artist in Residence Selection, Mclntire
House, Univ of Mass. Amherst. Applica-
tKMis due Mar. 12 by 5 pm at Mclntire. The
Univ of Mess is an affirmative actkxi equal
opportunity emptoyer

income Opportunities for Adventurers.
For free informatk>n send a 110 self ad-
dreesed stamped envek>pe to: Adventurers
POB 11806, Pedffea, California 94044

Dorm organizera needed to coordinate
recycling in your dorm - For 1 credit. 5-0618
Laura or Bill MWF 12:30 - 4:30

Earn extra money selling a product with
high student appeel. High commissk>n.
Work your own hours. Andy

HIGH ENERGY ROCK & ROLL

Dance Party Friday, March 12. 1982 with
the Museum Direktors and Makien Voyage,
in the Hampden Student Center,
Southwest. Show starts at eight. Advance
tickets are available at the Southwest Area
Government Office and area $1.00

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, end Dence Inatruction:
Group arKl private. Adult and chiklren.

Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Divisk>n

LOST

A peir of giaseee in Thompson Hall on
Mar 2 early AM Reward negotiable call

6-9633 asi( for Steve

Loat giaaeee neer FAC Feb. 28 black hard
case 666-3963

LASt: HP-34C calculator in Herter 227 Fri-

day 3/5 between 11:00 - 12:00 If found
please call 546-7169 reward

Set of ebout eight or nine keys on a

single metal ring. Somewhere between
PhiSig and Southwest (possibly) 253-7178

Books taken from locker in CC by Cof-
fee Shop 3/4 5:30-8:30. Reward call

253-9230 Bemie No questions asked

Golden Englieh Lebrador goes by the
name Zeborieh lost Sunday Orchard Hill

Northeest Area Pleese Call 6464670

Tan/ Mauve reverelble Down Coet Fri

March 5 Delta Chi Call Kris 5464031

3/6 Retina 3Bmm Camera in brown case.

Inheritence from Grandfather, Great Sen-
timental Value. Call Jon 253-5978.

Ladiee Sihrer Pulsar Quart Watch call

666-4824 evenings

NEED CASH?
~

Alweys premium pricesll Class rings,

gold snd silver in all forms. See the Manhan
Differencell Manhan PreckHis Metals Ex-

change, 312 King St., N'hmptn 584-7000
anytime

PERSONALS

Poiiticel Science Mejors • Pi Sigma
Alpha, the Pdi Sci Honor Society is holding

a meeting Thursday, March 11 at 7:00 in

Thompson 6th floor lounge. Elections will

be heid and plans for the Awards Dinner
will be made. Seniors, this is your last

chance to join I

Shawno have a nice dayl Smile, Perk up

Duckie, Happy 25th, you sexy old man!
With all my love from your little pumpkin,
XOXO
Pi Kappa Alpha: Thanx for an excellent 29
hours. We feel as though we've nriade some
great friends. We luv ya's. . .Kathy and
Emily 130 (we got the beati)

Undergreduete BusSnes.'v Club is spon-
soring a Career Planning /R«Mjnr)e Writing
workshop Thursday, March 1 1th at 4:00 in

SBA room 110. All are invited.
Refreshnf>entsl

Are you tired of peying to see MIcheel
Landon on TV? Come and try the REAL
black and white experience with llford pro-
ducts at the Photo Coop 546-0670

Have ycu got it? We need it? A photo of
your room for the beautiful room contest.
Win a gift certificate to Unk>n Records, and
see your room in the yearbook! SubmK
BErW photos to Room 103CC by 4/1/82.
There will be one winner for each living area
including off campus and Greeks

Fran N want to thank you for a wonderful
five nrwnths sorry it had to end so soon
Love always, Don

Hey Irreeiaubie - Had a great time
Saturday nightll Must be the tiel What
does W. stand for?? Jumpy?? Not mell
Well

GARY COHEN (Cohski) It coukln't have
been done without YOUIII Thanks, Your
(^o

Gooeemyer Gabba Gabbe Heyl Here it

is. I broke your record. Love H.

Keg end Tap Snatchers - Thanks for at-

tempting to ruin our party. Be a sport and
return them to where you found them - no
questk}ns asked. You can't use them, we
need them

To D.F.N, with the pull-out couch: Mon
Petit Chou - Have a Happy Birthday! Drink
some Grand Mariner for me. Lots of hugs
and kisses. Your Rock of Gibralter

Use Good Luck in D.C. Don't do anything I

wouldn't do. Spud

P.B. Still thinking of you, you old fart

Peter B from Lambda Chi, A short note
for a handsome guy. You sure have nice
bunnslli

Ladle's Night Open Bar
Any 6 Drinks for $2.00

Dastardly Dan's every Wed night

SNAILET - neariy a quarter century and
still at school. Lets go to the Blue Wall for

some menfK>ries. We all love ya The
Originei Six Eest

Only 2 more deys to win $600111 Help
support Mortarboard Senior Honor Society
- a service organization! Only $5 a ticket -

only 200 tickets available - GREAT ODDS! I

CC Concourse Thursday & Friday

Penheilenic Council Elections are almost
here. . .Make sure every sorority has one
candidate! All input welcome!

"Now there's s precious mennlkin."
EPICOENE Rand Theater 546-3611

Hey 16B0 (Romen) Civil mearts more than
just Engineering. C'mon, ! dare ya.

Sigma Sigma Sigma Open Rush
All University Women Invited

March 3 6:30
March 9 Lunch 11:30-1:00

March 10 6:30
March 11 8:30

382 North Pleasant St.

5460046 6460075

Don't go down with just anyone
UMeaa Ski Club goes down

SENIORS: Congratulatk>ns and thank you!
Enough of you made appointments for your
yearbook portraits that the photographer's
stay has been extended to Friday, March
19. Call and make your appointment if you
haven't yet - once he leaves, he's not com-
ing back. Call 546-2874 or stop by Campus
Center Room 178 for an appointment

PERSONAL MERNING

Attilia tove you NIK

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertetions, Pspers - scientific
beckground, English/Spenish 2560967
Dissertations, theses, pepers
guaranteed acceptance, k>w rates, Nancy
60392, 584-7924

RESUME/COVER WRITING

Resume/Cover «%rlting quick/confiden-
tial/efficient available weekends 549-P727

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to R Leuderdele Thursday
night 3/18 or Friday 3/19 for two. Call Andy
at 6-7939 or Dan at 6-7937 will share ex-
penses

Ride needed to na for Spring Breek will

share gas and driving please call Mark at
649-1412 leave mnage

RIDERS WANTED
Nashville - Leove Msr 19, return Mar 27.
Want ride or riders. 666-7749

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom availeble in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

Cepe Cod bound this summer? Room-
mates needed IMMEDIATELY for beautiful,
spacious. West Yarmouth rental. Excellent
k>cation - dose to Route 28 and beaches.
Call Carol 253-3703 or Lisa I. 648-5236

Mele to shere room in quiet 2 bedroom
apt. 666-7709

Large room availeble now in
Sunderiand apartment. $112-1- Call Roy:
546-0431 days or 666-3641 night

Roommate wanted - male to shere
bedroom in house on bus route near center
of Amherst. Contact Mimi or Jeff at
263-9720

Housemete wented for Ig 3 bdrm houee
off Rte 9 Hadley, Ig Iving rm, dining mi &
kitchen, 4 acres, wood, fireplace, $186
heat/hot H20 inc. Very comfortable on bus
route call Marie/ Eric 584-2376 eves

Cepe Cod - Two female roommates
wanted to share two bedroom cottage in

Hyannis - lrer>e 549-6322

SERVICES
~

Drafting Charts, graphs, tallies, etc. for
papers & theses. RonakI Hult 586-1534

Professional Reseerch, Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Research,
1600-C. 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60606

Typing 4c a line. Sonr>e ovemite service.
Call 5494696

SPANISH CLUB
~

Spenish Club Meeting Thursday 3/11
7:46 3rd floor Herter Lounge all invited to
attend

SPIDER
~

Hey Spider - 50c - read a book - definitely

diegedl! Think green and havea great St.
Patricks Dayl I - your bud - "L"

SPRING BREAK SKIING

6 days Lift Hcket 5 nights hotel ace.
Stowe VemrKjnt indoor pool individual
steambaths breakfast $136.00 inc tax call

imn>ediately Bob 6664720

ST. PATTY'S PARTY

The Museum Direktors will be appearing
at the Annual Newman Club Irish Nite Par-
ty, all proceeds will go to Newman Center.
Saturday, March 13, 9 pm - 1 am Nevmian
Center Social Hall. All are welcome!

SUMMER JOBS

Heve fun in the sun of the rolling green
hills of the Bertcshires. YMCA ACA
acredited summer camp for boys & giris

has the following positk>ns open: Art/ Craft
Director, Asst. H20 Direct. (WSI) Rkling
Direct, Giris Unit Direct. Music Direct, In-

dian Lore/Nature Instc, Kitchen Staff Treil

Camp Ldrs. Directors positions 20 yrs of
age. For more info call John at 546-1 1 13

TO SUBLET
~

Summer - 2 bdrm, fum, bus rte., rent ind.
utilities, pool, tennis, air cond. opt.
666-7581 dinner tin>e or after 10 best

Summer Sublet North Amherst 2 rooms
available 1 with fall option. 549-0319.

Northwood" Summer sublost w/fall optkin
fully furnished! 6664744 keep trying!

Squire Vlllege ept to sublet 3 rms 286
nrithly no utilities 666-7064

Squire Vlllege two bedroom apt for sublet
June 1st - Aug 31 with fall optton 666-2301

Summer 2 bdrm, fum, bus rte.

North Amherst, k>w rent 548-5416
pool.

One bedroom ept in Cliffeide with faN
optton. All util ind avail June 1 6664281

Summer sublet w/fell option.
Sunderiend on bus rte 2 bedrooms caH after
6,6664946

TRAVEL
~

SUMMERSCHOOL HOLLAND? Intema-
tional Business Management, Nine credits.

Package $15001 Prof. Devos 617 383-9304

Spring Breek Rorida Gr Bermude still

room, call Betsy 549-1835

Apt % mile from Ft Laud Strip $80 per
person - 7 nights Spring Break - 4 spaces
and transportatton available call 256-^05

2 Tickets Bohemas, cheap March 21-25,
546-2334, 617-544-7457 Evenings.

Last Chance for Bermude $314 ONLY
cell 256-6941 after 6 hurry

U2 TICKETS

I need U2 tickets! Please call Suzi at
66370 anytime
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There will be an important meeting tonight for all
sports staff and those interested in writing sports for the
Collegian at 7:30 p.m. in the newsroom. Spring beats will
be assigned.

of frustration
UMass hooDwnmp}

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

What could you call the kind of year the
University of Massachusetts women's
basketbaH team had this past winter? It
wasn't a rebuilding year nor was it a repeat
oithe previous season

.

Frustration would be an ample term for
the 1981 82 season. It was a season of
success and disappointment and a season in
which "the girls worked extremely hard"
accordmg to head coach Mary Ann
Ozdarski.

The Minutewomen opened the season
opUmistically at the New Hampshire
tournament, losing to rival UConn by only
three points in the consolation finals.
UMass then picked up their first win as
they opened the regular season with a 49-48
win over Harvard. But UMass didn't come
out of the game unscathed. The maroon and
white lost Nadine Jackson, one of the
team's tri-captains. with a knee injury for
the season.

But the team puUed together and won
two of their next three games over Boston
CoUege and Vermont to take a 3-3 record
into intersession.

However in January, the Minutewomen
collapsed as the squad went 1-9 for the
month.
"We had an extremely tough and long

schedule m January. We lost to Temple, an
outstanding coUegiate team, by three and
we played well with nationally-ranked
ViUanova," said Ozdarski.
UMass had some strong women's-

basketbaU teams to play. St. John's. St.
Joseph's. Army and Providence provided
some stiff competition for the
Minutewomen.
"We were playing good basketball," said

Ozdarski. "but we just could not get over
the hump (to win)."

The game UMass won was a barnburner
as the Minutewomen knocked off Fordham

83-82 in double overtime during the middle
of the month.
The students returned in February and

the Minutewomen played nationally-ranked
Sprmgfield CoUege (division II) well but
still ended up on the losing side.

iiiP^^^"
°®*^ ^^™* against Northeastern.UM hit skid row as they were wiped out 62-

39. It woke up the lady hoopsters and they
never played that bad again for the rest of
the year.

UMass at this point was 4-14, but the
Minutewomen were not ready to throw in
the towel with seven games to go.
Massachusetts played some of their best

basketbaU of the year as they won five out
of their last seven, including wins over
Fairfield (17-7). Princeton, Rhode Island,
and Maine.
"Martha (Ready) and Sherry (Collins)

really found their leadership capabilities
they are the other tri-capUins) during the

last seven games and they went out and set
the example." said Ozdarski.
One might wonder why no individual

player has been mentioned yet. It is
because this year's edition of UM women's
hoop was a complete team.
"Everyone played hard in the games and

at all of the practices and everyone con-
tnbuted what they could." said Ozdarski.

Still. Ready was one of the most con-
sistent players on the team, scoring an
average of 16.8 points a game and puUing
down 10.6 rebounds a game. Collins had a
record high of 50 steals and she set a New
England women's collegiate record as she
hit 22 straight free throws.
Sophomore Cindy Clapp was another all-

around consistent player, scoring 10 6
points a game on the average. Sophomore
Wendy Ward did a fine job directing the
team and the Jones twins. Jackie and
Gwen, had impressive first years. Juniors
Mw-lene Suisenka and Tara Heinzmann also
had good years.

"You have to give credit to this team.

SETTING IIP ITiii»A>.;*« ^* »* l .
Con«gi«ii ^hoto by Vi»e. beWitt

Minutewomen's late-season drive.
««=«"nK lorce in tbe

They couldVe gone the other way and said
torget It (in January) but they didn't and

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Last weekend saw the conclusion of a "successful"
season for the University of Massachusetts men's track

A?M f
^"t^'^.«"e8:iate Association of the Amateur

ui?iershy
"" ^^^'^'^ ""'"' ^'^^ *^ ^'^'^'^^

UMass coach Ken O'Brien said that whUe his team did
not place at Prmceton, the season has been good overallWe ve had a successful season." said O'Brien. A lot of

T.rlu ^^°P'^ "^ '°T"^ ^''''^ - ^^^y'"-^ «'ther freshmenor sophomores - and there's a lot of optimism for theoutdoor season and the years to come."
*^ '^"^ '""^ ^^^

At the IC4As. Brian Osborne set the UMass recora lor
the 500 meters. During one of the heats. Osborne placed
third with a time of 1:04.8. In the semifinals, he broke the
record again, running a 1:03.8. but just missed getting into
the finals.

"He nussed it by a lean. " said O'Brien, "If he got a little
closer to the tape, he would've made it."
The IC4As was the highUght of three meets the

Zoo Disc heads outdoors

Minutemen participated in during their second half of the
season.

UMass went to the University of Maine last monthcoming out with a rare tie at 68 a piece. Steve Hydei^
helped the UMass cause with two victories in the weight
events including the shot put. Freshman John Keelan and

ZTi tjL^^"'^^ P'*'^^ ^'"'^^ ^"d ««<=«"d in both the mileand the 1000 meters.
"It's the first time I can remember a tie between two

teams, said Brien, "It's quite rare. It refelected the
closeness and the excitement of the meet."
The next meet, the Eastern Intercollegiate Track

Association at the Coast Guard Academy, saw UMass

S afe rT' "''^
fi

''"'" P"'"'^= S^"^*'-'-" ConnecVicu
State College won the meet with 88 points. Winners forUMass included John Wright in the 6ayard high hurd L(with a time of 7.49) and the two mile relay, whifh cZeTn
m!l VT r

^=^-^- ^''^ ^"'•«" P'^<^^ secondTthe
UTT'^ J^n^:^"^ ^°^ ^^"^ P'^« i° the triple jump
47 7 ) and Osborne ran the 600-yard event in 1:13 3S
Mate." -^'r-

2'^''" ^^"temen who placed includJB^
Marcin m the shot put (50' 4.5" for third place) and Bii

that is a tribute to them as young ladies
"

said Ozdarski.

Jord at IC4As
Deverney's third place in the 60-yard dashwe had an outstanding weekend." said O'Brien.

UMass had its problems going into the New EnglandChampionships at Boston University two weeks ago The

wZi7Z T? ^''^^"' ^^° «^ '^« best athletes. JohnWnght and distance speciaUst Paul Beaulieu (who's beenout for the entu-e season due to illness). Despite their

finish?nH\ w
"^'""^?'"^" ^^"'^ avvay with a seventh-place

finish and two school records. Junior Greg Mader's fourth-
place finish in the pentathelon was good for the UMass

rT w'lr'"^^"'"
?^'*''-"^ ^^^ '^' '^^^^^ in the 60^yaTdrun with a time of 1:10.9. good for the third placeOsborne. Keelan. Duron and Caffrey teamed up to win thedistance medley relay in a time of 10:00.2.

on"'Jn^'el^htrn'T^ '^T "(fT'"
''"^^ ^'^'••^"' "^e improved

werrwfhout tw7hl"''\^'"^'".!f'
y^'''' ^"'^ though wewere without two blue-chip athletes, the team did very

nr!i^'^*'-
^^^,

'"u***""
^^^'*" "^''^ **^«'"' the Minutemen arepreparing to host Boston CoUege in the opener of theoutdoor season on April 3.

Zoo Disc, the UMass Ultimate Frisbee
team, outscored their seven winter season
opponents by a margin of 120 to 73. rolling
up a 9-1 record over the past three weeks.

UMass. in shape after their January tour
of California, began their streak at Dart-
mouth college on February 14th. Zoo Disc
swept the Winter Carnival Tournament by
beating Tufts. 13-4; Wellesley Ultimate. 12-
8; Dartmouth. 15-6; and Keene St. CoUege
8-1.

After a week of sporadic early morning
practices. UMass traveled to Central
Connecticut State College, and played in a
three team, round robin format. Zoo Disc
beat Wesleyan University by a score of 10
6. bested Central and its zone defense, and
won 10 6. quelled Wesleyan again by the
same margin of 10-6. and ended up the
evening with their first loss of the season,
as the Central Zone got the better of the
visitors, UMass losing 10-6.

The indoor season ended the next
evening as Zoo Disc waUced through the

UConn zone defense 25 17. and then came
from behind m the rematch to win in sudden
death. 11-9. With ten games already
played. UMass travels to New York City
this weekend to begin the outdoor season in
a four team tournament sponsored by theNew York Heifers.

In regards to the upcoming campaign
which wUI run for the next eight weekends
and culrmnate with the Eastern National
Ultimate Championships, Zoo Disc veteran
Larry "Hans" PritUta said. "There is a lot of
confidence on this team. We've finally risen
to the point where we hold the number one
rankmg of any college in New England, andwe re the fourth-ranked coUege team in the
country (behind Michigan State University
Glassboro State College of New Jersey, and
Cornell)

Zoo Disc, the defending Western New
England Champions, have three home dates
this spring, the first being on Saturday and
Sunday March 27th and 28th. as it hosts
theu- 2nd Annual Spring FUng.

-JOELZUCKERMAN

r
Sports Notices

WOMEN'S GOLF - All candidates for
the UMass women's golf team should
attend an important meeting Thursday.
March 11, at 4:00 p.m. in 223 Boyden. If
unable to attend,, contact Jack Leaman in
Room 228 Boyden at 545-1301
STOCKBRIDGE GOLF ^ AU can-

didates for the Stockbridge golf team are
urged to attend a meeting March 11 at
4:30 p.m. m Room 223 Boyden. If unable

R *"^^^'rf'*^^ ''"'"^^'^t Jack Leaman inKoom 228 Boyden at 545-1301
IM BASKETBALL - The semifinals forIM women s basketbaU wUl begin Mon-

day. March 15. at 7:00 p.m. in Boyden
Gym. The men's semifinals wiU start
Tuesday. March 16. at 6:00 p.m.. at
Boyden.

uf^^^^^ ^^^^ COLORGUARD - TheUMass Marching Band Colorguard is now
practicing Tuesdays and Thursdays from
4:00 -p.m. -^6:00 p.m. in Room 36 of the
fine Arts Center. Anyone who has ex

penence in colorguard and would like to
jom, or if you have any questions, come
down to the practices or caU Mike
Krivitsky at 546-4917.

BLT II repeated as champions of the
.ntramural wrestUng finals held at Boydengym last week. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fuiished second, while Ruck U took third
Though only one BLT wrestler won his

match (Mike Valardi in the 140 Jb. weight
class), the team had wrestlers in seven out
of the ten matches in the finals; whUe thewinners received five points (six if the winwas by a pin), the loser received three
points.

Other winners included Rob Wilber
(independent) in ihe unlimited weight
class Phil Crawford of Ruck U in the 180

^;« /CA^f*^\^""*''' ^> '" the 170. KenRoss (SAE) m the 160. Chris Sanderson
Ondependent) in the 150 lb., and Mark
Weisman (mdependent) in the 135.
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Judges delay decision
Murphy's eligibilit

By SCOTT HERSEY
Cdlegian Staff

A three judge panel of the Student
Judiciary voted yesterday to postpone their
decision on whether presidential candidate
Jim Murphy was eUgible to run in the
recent Student Government Association
presidential election.

Murphy's eUgibilty had been officially

protested by Paul Domey. who had been
manager of the second-place Robin-
son/Ashman campaign, and who had
charged that Murphy had not been a
student during most of the month-long
presidential campaign.
Domey and prosecuting advocate Craig

Sherwood said yesterday that because
Murphy had allegedly been ad-
ministratively withdrawn from the
University of Massachusetts for a period
beginning February 19 and ending March 8,

1982. he was not a student and therefore
not a member of the SGA, which would
make him ineUgible to run for the
presidency.

Murphy was academicaUy withdrawn
because of a small unpaid biU according to
his defending advocate. Bruce Levy.
Murphy said that he had never been
notified by the University of any possible
withdrawal. A letter was sent to his
parents' home in Weymouth, he said, but he
was not aware of any problem until Monday
night.

The three judges. Chris Cook. Lynn
Bonnevie-Sayka and Paul Paduch, rejected
a motion by Levy and Arvid Muller to
dismiss the trial on the grounds that the
student judiciary had no authority to
determine whether Murphy was a student.
Upon hearing this decision. Levy and
MuUer left the room, saying "We wUl take
the matter up at a later time, possibly in the
District Court."
According to Ralph Jones. UMass

registrar. Murphy was reinsUted on March
9. after being retroactively withdrawn to
February 19.

Associate Dean of Students Robert N.
Brooks told the Collegian on Tuesday,
however, that "Murphy is an enroUed and
active student." and "certainly eUgible.'
Murphy said yesterday that he felt

Domey had 'little or no chance of negating
the election results. "I don't think people
would go for something that ludicrous," he
said.

The tribunal denied Sherwood's request
for an injunction to prevent the senate from
accepting the results of the election, but
Sherwood said "I don't think that the senate
wUl accept the results anyway."
Domey said that he discovered the

problem with Murphy's eUgibility while
checking on Levy's status as a student on a
computer terminal in Mclntyre House in
the Central Residential Area. "I had

Continued on page 8

SGA ballot results told to senate
Undergraduate Student Senate

Governmental Affairs Committee Chair
Mindy Ordway confirmed last night that
junior psychology major Jim Murphy has
been elected as president of the Student
Government Association.

FoUowing retabulation of baUots cast in
Monday and Tuesday's elections, Ordway
said Murphy received 1440 votes or 33.8
percent of presidential baUots cast. A
candidate must receive at least one-third of
the vote in order to be elected to the
presidency.

Ordway said candidates Steve Robinson
and Harvey Ashman received 1415 votes
33.2 percent, followed by David Stone and
David Groom with 696 votes, 16.3 percent

and Richard Nangle and Laura O'Shea, who
received 475 votes. 11.1 percent.
Ordway also said that votes for positions

on the Campus Center/Student Union
Board of Governors were not tabulated
Tuesday night due to time constraints and
the ballots may be counted sometime today.

Although Ordway attempted to present
the election results to the senate for their
approval last night, the body decided to
table the motion until next week to allow
candidates time to caU for a recount or file
protests over the elections. A recount must
be held by midnight tonight.

Ordway said late last night that she had
received no official protest yet. although
candidates have until 4 p.m. next Friday to
file complaints.

Judge says Supreme Court
notes women's status more

"JUPITER EFFECT" - David Gould walked .rouX;';;;';^:;?;::
day advocating the end of the earth. He bought the maak at the mall for
»» and figures he II have more chances to use it if the world doesn't end.

Housing Services unveils
dorm system reform plan

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Although the Supreme Court has never
attempted on its own to redefine the role of
women in American society, it is more in
tune with the social, political, and economic
realities of women's lives than ever before,
said Judge Constance Baker Motley during
her lecture last night at Smith College.
A United States district judge, Motley

lectured to 60 people on "The Supreme
Court's Contribution to the Development
of Womankind." She said the purpose of
her lecture was to talk about the role of the
Supreme Court in defining the status of
women in this society.

"The Supreme Court has never been in

the avant-garde movement of women's
rights at any point in our history," said
Motley, who was the first black woman
elected to the New York State Senate.
"The Supreme Court has retained its con-
servative view."

However, she said, "In the last decade,
the frequency of litigations involving the
constitutional rights of women coming
before the Supreme Court has increased.

This reflects the results of the last four
decades of upheaval in the country and
change in the status of women," Motley
said.

Motley said that only in the past century
have women begun to receive recognition
in the law. "Questions regarding the
equality of women were not even raised
before the Supreme Court until the post
Civil War period," she said.

The idea that there was nothing wrong
with gender regulation laws dominated for
a century up until the early seventies, she
said. Regulations which forbid women
from having any legal rights were easily ac-
cepted because they protected the fairer
and weaker sex, Motley said. "Women
then had no legal existence apart from
their husbands," she said.

It was not until the early seventies that
the Supreme Court helped the women's
movement. Before then, it was constantly
setting the movement back. In 1874, the
Supreme Court refused to extend the right
to vote to women as well as blacks. Again,
in 1948, the Supreme Court ruled against
women's participation in the work force
when the men returned home from the
war, Motley said.

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

There wUl be a major restructuring of the
administration of the University of
Massachusetts dormitory system, ac-
cording to a draft of a plan released on
Tuesday by Executive Director of Housing
Services Dr. Joseph Zannini.
The plan, which would begin in Sep-

tember, divides the campus into a west
side, comprising the Southwest Residential
Area, and an east side, including all other
residential areas, and would totally
redesign the administrative structure of
these areas.

Under the present system, each
residential area is run by an area director
and assistant area directors, who are
responsible to the Office of Housing Ser
vices. Individual dormitories are run by a
head of residence and student staff or a
cluster coordinator and an assistant.
Under Zannini's new plan, this would all

change. According to the plan, both areas,
east and west, would be run by an assi.stant
director of residential education who would
have a staff trainer and a social issues
coordinator as assistants.

In the West Area, different groups of
dormitories would each be run by a
residence director, who would have from
one to three graduate students as part time
a.ssistants. Melville. Thoreau. James and
Emerson dormitories in Southwest would
be grouped together under one residence
director, who would have three assistants,
one living in each dormitory. Crampton.
Mackimmie and Patterson dormitories
would be grouped, as would Cance. Moore
and Pierpont dormitories. E^ach group

would be run by one residence director.
wRo would have a graduate assistant living
in each dormitory.
The five towers. John F. Kennedy.

Calvin Coolidge. John Adams. John Quincy
Adams and George Washington, would
each be run by one residence director, with
one graduate assistant living in each tower.
The East Area would be divided into

clusters, according to the plan.

In the Northeast Residential Area.
Thatcher. Lewis and Johnson dormitories
would be clustered, as would Dwight. Mary
Lyon and Leach, and Hamlin, Knowlton and
Crabtree dormitories. Each Cluster woukl
be run by a residence director, who would
have two graduate assistants, one living in
each dormitory.

The dormitories in the Central and
Orchard Hill Residential Area are already
clustered and would essentially remain the
same, except for the addition of a cluster
program director for each cluster, with
cluster coordinators being replaced by
residence directors and assistant cluster
coordinators being replaced by graduate
assistants.

The three dormitores in the Sylvan
residential Area, Brown, Cashin and
MacNamara. would each be run by a
residence director, who would have no
graduate assistants.

There would be no changes to student
staff, according to the plan.

"We are looking for an organization
which is more effective," said Zannini. "We
would like to be able to respond better to
the educational concerns which we have."
There will be an undisclosed amount of

money saved by eliminating some salaries.

Continued on page 8
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Haig says U.S. military aid

will be vital to El Salvador
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of

State Alexander M. Haig Jr. said yesterday
that withdrawal of U.S. military aid would
be a "fata! blow" to the government of El
Salvador in its battle against leftist

guerrillas.

Testifying before a Senate panel that
screens foreign aid requests, Haig also said
it is "too early to say" whether the United
States would continue to supply aid if

extreme rightists win the March 28
Salvadoran election.

When Sen. J. Bennett Johnston. D-La..
asked what would happen in El Salvador if

the United States withdrew its aid, Haig
replied, "It would be. I think, a fatal blow to
the government's ability to sustain itself."

The secretary added, however, that the
outlook for the ruling junta is 'not as grim
as is sometimes suggested" and "in prac
lical terms, the guerrillas are not about to
overrun the country."

Haig appeared before the foreign
operations subcommittee of the Senate
Appropriations Committee as the Reagan
administration continued its efforts to rally

public support for its Central American
policies.

On Tuesday, intelligence experts showed
off aerial photographs that they say show a
massive Soviet supplied military buildup in

Nicaragua.

Haig said the insurrection in El Salvador
is "largely" and "essentially" controlled
from Managua, the capital of Nicaragua.

BIG BIRDS -- The Outdtshoorn ostrich farms in South Africa houses
hundreds of the world's largest birds.

Administration accuses Libya of plot, bans oil imports
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan administration

slapped a ban on Libyan oil imports yesterday and accused
Libya of masterminding an abortive attempt last
November to blow up a club in neighboring Sudan
frequented by Americans.

A senior official told reporters that the plot could have
"killed or maimed" several hundred American foreign
service officers and their families if it had been carried out.

In announcing the oil embargo. State Department
spokesman Dean Fischer called Libya a threat to its neigh
bors and to international order.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Woman shoots her children,

herself in Pittsfield cemetery
PITTSFIELD — A woman estranged from her husband

and once treated for psychiatric problems received a
temporary gun permit and within days shot her children
and herself to death in a cemetery, authorities said
yesterday.

The frozen bodies of Melinda Daniels, 33, her son. Dale, 9,
and daughter, Lisa, 5, were found Tuesday afternoon by a
groundskeeper plowing roads in a remote area of Pittsfield
Cemetery, Pittsfield Police Sgt. Gerald Lee said.
Authorities were notified Monday by Mrs. Daniels'

estranged husband. David, that he had been unable to find
his family since FYiday. They launched what they called
one of the most extensive searches in the state's
westernmost county in recent years when they realized
she had received a gun permit March 3.

King *s imrkfare plan begins,

welfare recipients must work
BOSTON — Gov. Edward J. King launched his revised

"workfare" plan yesterday, signing an order that will
require thousands of welfare recipients to accept salaried
jobs in the private sector.

The amended plan drops a controversial provision that
would force the state's 25.000 welfare recipients to either
find jobs or work off government benefits at non paying
community service positions. Instead, major companies
doing business with the state must set aside 5 percent of
their jobs on state contracts for welfare clients.

If the stale can find one of these salaried jobs for a
welfare client, the per.son must accept the position or face a
cut-off of government aid

.
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The decision, approved by President Reagan, also in-
cludes a ban on selected exports of U.S. -origin items to
Libya.

The senior official, who asked not to be identified, said
the plot targeted at The American Club in Sudan was a
"particularly outrageous" example of Libya's lawless
behavior.

He said 20 kilograms of plastique explosives were im-
planted in a stereo speaker system that was to be used for
a Saturday night dance at the club. The plot was uncovered
beforehand, he said.

The official said the bomb was prepared in an uniden-

Judge asks consideration

be given to Vietnam vets

BOSTON (AP) — A federal judge's recommendation
that "special consideration" be given to veterans convicted
of crimes was hailed yesterday by a veterans' group as a
step toward recognizing the problems of those who served
in Vietnam.

"This points in our favor — to our side of the ledger."
said Greg Kane, director of operations for Vietnam
Veterans of America. "We don't have a crystal ball, but we
are very hopeful that it will help Vietnam vets."
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tified country neighboring the Sudan and that Libyan
mtelligence officers made sure the bombs were loaded on a
flight to Khartoum, the Sudanese capital.

In his statement announcing the embargo, Fischer said
the measures are being taken in response "to a continuing
pattern of Libyan activity which violates accepted norms of
international behavior.

"Libya's large financial resources, vast supplies of Soviet
weapons and active efforts to promote instability and
terrorism make it a serious threat to a large number of
nations and individuals, particularly in the Middle East and
Africa."

U.S. District Judge Walter J. Skinner recommended
Monday that the federal Parole Commission decide if a war
veteran's record should be considered in determining the
length of a prison sentence.

"It may well be that special consideration should be
given to war veterans who have made great sacrifices for
their country," Skinner said. "This is perhaps one of the'
few instances where the national Parole Commission
serves a useful purpose. It can decide on a national basis on
a policy toward such veterans."

available at the Grist Mill
1 mile So. of Amherst Center
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SATF fee hiked $12
to benefit bus system

.CollegiaQ 3

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

A recommendation to increase the Stu-
dent Activities Trust Fund (SATF) fee by
$12 to $94 a year over the next five years
was approved last night by the
Undergraduate Student Senate.
The fee increase will go directly to the

Transit System, according to Treasurer
Richard Goldman.
"Students will have to pay another $12

anyway If we don't propose it. Vice
Chancellor (of Administration and Finance
John L.) De Nyse will, as well as the whole
executive board," Goldman said.
Goldman said he was informed Friday

afternoon that an increase of $12 per stu-
dent would be necessary to keep the transit
seiVices running at the current level. He
said when the funding issue was brought
up last semester, and a transit task force
formed, the group's findings were limited
and the task force itself was a "farce."
The task force investigated the possibili-

ty of alternate funding for the transit
system last fall, rejecting proposals for a
fare or pass-box system of payment.
SGA co-President Larry Kocot said if the

SATF does not increase and a separate
transit fund is established by the ad-

ministration, students will lose control over
the bus service. Goldman agreed, saying
that keeping the service funded by the
students through the SATF was a matter
of pride and control.

"The administration will charge a $12 fee
for trajisit if we don't. They will also take
away the $10 going toward the transit now
reducing the SATF to $4, but the student^
will have a new $22 fee to pay," Goldman
said.

Speaker of the senate Edward Lee said
It IS conceivable the administration will

use the transit system to their advantage "

"If they wanted to they could cut the Or-
chard Hill or campus routes, and run more
buses to where the faculty live," he said
Senators Brenton Blake and Scott Stem

said they feel it is against the students'
wishes, as shown by the referendum Mon-
day and Tuesday, to pass an increase in the
oATF.
"Considering a 10 percent tuition in-

crease passed by the Board of Regents, we
don't feel they understand the impact of an
SATF increase," Stern said.
Public Policy Committee Chair Kenneth

K. Moore said the increase proposal on the
ballot would have covered costs totally
unrelated to transit, and that the new pro-
posal is a different issue.

night 8 election by the student senate for a speaker.

S» ^"'® P^"^' «»"s Workfare 'morally repugnant'By LAURIE ZUCKER
Collegian Staff

Governor King's Workfare proposal was called "morally
repugnant" by Fern who refused to give her last name, a
Welfare mother and member of the Coalition for Basic
Human Needs (CBHN) during a panel discussion on
Women and Unemployment at the University of
Massachusetts yesterday.
"Wonien are scapegoats for the deficiencies of an

economic system that can not provide for everyone," said
Ellen Chechile, a CBHN member. The panel was part of
the celebration of International Women's Week.

"Workfare is purely a punitive measure," said Chechile
Governor Edward J. King's proposal calls for Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) mothers to join
the work clubs at Welfare offices where they must make
ten phone cdls to employers and have two interviews per
day If they do not succeed in getting a job they must work
in the community to pay for their checks. Minimum wage

is considered suitable work, missed work can mean aid
cutoff, and the state can take children away for inability to
support them, said Chechile.

"Most of the jobs are in daycare, in the home. There is
no more state licensing for daycare, so what sort of care
your child will receive" is questionable. "It's been 'de-
regulated.'" said Chechile.

"I am going to school full-time, and I have children I
don't want to work," said Fern.

The Catholic Church also called King's plan "morally
repugnant," said Chechile. Governor King publically
retracted the enforced Workfare proposal, and promised
to put more money into adequate daycare. Yesterday he
signed an order for a revised Workfare program that will
require thousands of Welfare recipients to accept salaried
jobs in the private sector.

"We can be used as scabs to break strikes. We'll have to
cross picket lines. We are not entiUed to social security
workers compensation or benefits, or vacations," said
Chechile.

WORKFARE - Ellen Chechile (right) and "Fern" not her real namp il^futTA
'^'°

';
!^-"

"""
sion held last night on Women and Unemployment ' ^ ^ *'*** ***"*' **""""

"It is a modified form of slavery. We will be a powerless
workforce, creating worse conditions for regular
workers," said Chehcile. The program will cost the tax-
payer $450 above the person's monthly allotment said
Chechile.

Minorities and women are hardest hit, being caught bet-
ween social services cuts and unemployment, said Betsy
Hamilton, a CBHN member. The unemployment figures
do not represent those who are out of work, said
Hamilton. The real figures for those unable to find work in
the U.S. are closer to 25 percent. Each percentage point
represents one million people, said Hamilton.
"The government assumes that unemployment is a

voluntary situation, that people are unmotivated. They
also assume that unemplyment is a temporary
phenomenon. This is not true," said Hamilton.
"Don't victimize yourself. There are creative alter-

natives," said Alice Smith, of the UMass Placement
Center. Smith urged students and the community to take
advantage of the resource center at the Placement Service
in Berkshire House at the UMass campus.

Lesbianism is not
illness but choice
By PAULINE SULLIVAN
Collegian Correspondent

Lesbianism is a preference, a choice and not the result of
emotional illness or chromosomal imbalance, said women
interviewed in "Straight talk about Lesbians," a slideshow
presented yesterday in CC 917.
The film/discussion was sponsored by the People's Gay

Alliance (PGA) in conjunction with the celebration of
International Women's Week. Thirty five women and
three men attended.

Sigmund Freud concluded in 1935 that "homosexuality
cannot be classified as an illness." Nevertheless, the film
pointed out. it wasn't until 1974 that the American
Psychiatric Association came to the same conclusion.
Americans show many misconceptions about lesbians.

Among them is the feeling that lesbians are "sick." The
women interviewed in the film maintain that lifestyle and
sexual preference are reflective of personal choice and
decision making power, not of illness.

This point was supported by the three women from the
PGA Speaker's Bureau who led the post film discussion.fw^ A • 1 x^ •
»*jASpeakersBureau who led the post film discussion.

ilJJl^^^ ^^^^ ^^"t? as Koffler's temporary replacement
iy.±^.^^ft^^^^ that may arise if Baritz is consiHpr^ f«r k. .... ..^7" r. .. ^ .

^By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees
yesterday officailly accepted Chancellor Henry Kofflers
resignation and appointed Provost and Vice Chancellor of
Academic Affairs Dr. Loren Baritz as acting chanceltor
until a replacement for the position is found.
At their meeting in the Campus Center, the trustees also

established a search committee that will be responsible for
making endorsements of candidates for the chancellorship,
and granted Koffler a two month leave of absence with pay
on the basis that he has not enjoyed full vacation time in his
three years at UMass.

Baritz. who was recommended by President David
Knapp and approved by the board because of his extensive
administrative experience and admired academic
credentials, will assume his interim position beginning
May ]

.
Knapp said Baritz is "prepared to pick up and carry

the campus forward."

Members of the board debated the problem of conflict

that may arise if Baritz is considered for the full time
position. Trustee Robert Quinn said because Baritz would
be an in house candidate, it could have a "chilling effect" on
potential chancellors from around the world who would
have a "stacked deck" against them. »-, ,. s-

^ - x
Trustee Thomas Kostin said if $20,0(k) is"put up" for a

search committee, the search should be short. "We should
Uke an in house candidate and make him chanceUor as
soon as possible to show students that we are putting
money into education." Kostin said.
Because these are extraordinary times financially and

otherwise, Kostin said, extraordinary means and measures
should be adopted.
The board concluded that Baritz will be open for con

sfderation of the chancellorship based on past precedent.
In accordance with a governance article of the Board of

Trustees, the search committee is broadly representative
of campus constituents. The chosen group consists of five
taculty members, two undergraduate and one graduate
student, one administrator, one alumnus and three
trustees.

Faculty members chosen for the committee are-
Professor Sylvia Forman of the anthropology department
Professor Caxton Foster of the computer and information
«!ience department. Professor Ernest Washington, of the
bchoo of Education. Professor Arthur Carlisle of the
School of Business Administration, and Professor Charles
Bestor of the music department.

Students chosen for the committee are: undergraduate
and former chair of Undergraduate Student Senate
Budgets Committee Barrington Henry, undergraduate and
current chair of Governor's Program Council Bruce Levy
and graduate student and member of the Graduate
Student Senate Larry Levitts.

Representing the Alumni Association is Professor
Robert B. Hallock of the physics department.
Kepresenting the administration is Dean and faculty
member in natural sciences and mathematics Frederick W
Byron.

The three trustees arc: Nancy J. Caruso, Andrew C
Knowles. and Frederick S. Troy.
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By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

A Kodak slide projectxtr valued at $188
was stolen from Mahar Auditorium in one
of four larcenies reported in the past two
days to police at the University of
Massachusetts, said Sgt. Paul Ominsky.
Between 5 p.m., Friday and 12:20 p.m.,

Monday forced entry was gained to the
projection booth at Mahar and the projec-
tor was ripped from its chain mounting,
Ominsky said. Police have no suspects in
the theft, police said.

An unrelated larceny involved a Vivitar
photoflash unit, with an estimated value of
$130, and an accompanying "NiCad" bat-
tery power-pack, valued at $25, police said.
The two items were taken from Hamp-

den Dining Commons at approximately 10
p.m., Wednesday, March 3, during a
theater rehearsal, police said. The owner

reported placing the items on a chair in the
Hampden Theater while taking
photographs of the rehearsal and returning
a short time later to find the items missing,
police said.

A professor preparing to lecture a class
in Morrill Auditorium on Tuesday morning
found the Shure microphone, usually
located at the podium, missing, police said.
The microphone, valued at approximately
$21, was taken sometime between Friday
and Tuesday, according to the professor's
report, police said.

Fernald Hall was the scene of a fourth,
unrelated larceny, Ominsky said. Taken
from a hallway between Friday at approx-
imately 4 p.m. and Wednesday at approx-
imately 2:30 p.m. was a brown lounge
chair, police said. No suspects are present-
ly sought in the reported theft of the chair,
estimated at $75 in value, police said.

Amherst police report 15 accidents
Slippery road conditions resulted in 15

minor traffic accidents late Tuesday af

ternoon through early yesterday morning,
according to Amherst police.

At 3:53 p.m. Tuesday, a 1972 Dodge
vehicle owned by the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts operated by Peter Perchak.
23, of 868 East Pleasant St., was hit from
behind while pulled over on Pelham Road.
The second vehicle, a 1970 Plymouth, was
operated by Elizabeth J. Burbank. 34, of
207 North Main St., Sunderland. Burbank
was cited for a motor vehicle violation.

Perchak's vehicle sustained damage to the

left rear and Burbank's to the front right,

according to police.

The mother of a 16-year-old Amherst girl

reported Tuesday that her daughter had
been assaulted the previous day in an
elevator in a Lessey Street building, ac
cording to police. The girl was reportedly
going to visit her aunt when a white male
with bloodshot eyes held her by the arm
and would not let her out of the elevator,
according to police. The victim's mother
sought no action other than to have the
incident on record, police said.

-SUSAN RING

WMUA airs financial aid report
WMUA (91.1 FM) will air a special report

on proposed cuts in federal education aid at

6:30 tonight.

Host Kenneth Mosakowski will interview
University of Massachusetts senior Daniel

Maynard. a member of Students
Advocating Financial Aid, and Kenneth
Moore, chairman of the Public Policy
Committee of the UMass Undergraduate
Student Senate.

MIKE MAHONEY

Rhetoric exemption test is tonight
University of Massachusetts students

will be given a chance to eliminate their
rhetoric requirements tonight.
The Rhetoric Exemption Test will be

offered from 7 to 9 p.m. in Mahar
Auditorium. The cost of the test is 50 cents.
Students are advised to bring University
identification and a pen.

a Greeting Card for Every Occasion.

Open M F 9 5, Sat 11-4
'-°^^*®^ '" ^^^ Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

Cards also available in the f}jUNIVERSITY
Mini Store in the Student Union AiJi CP/^D E^ M.
M-F 7:30-10, 8:30 10 Sat & Sun m¥M>D 1 UKEjW

A Special Thanks —
To all who helped out at the Northeast
Area dance on March 6th with the
Museum Direktors.

Thank you again. . .and again. . .

I The Offic*pr<^ i

SHOE
187 n. st^amherst

CWhJCiMG E/APORIU//V

The Awesome AIternatIve

a/' ry^^
THURSDAY HI6HT DRINK SPECIALS

VODKA/JUICE
ROLLING ROCK

• • w9\^

Proper Dress Required
* No T-sh|rts or Jerseys

• No Dung^axees

- NO COVER -

POSITIVE I.D. REQUIRBD
AT THE CORNER OP:

UNIVERSITY DR. & RTE. 9
266-8606

S?.™*'' housing staff cuts prompt RA association'Sns
Jllegian Staff '"^ ^n adversary relationship," Miller said. i ,,

^ *^*»»^By RICK ALMEIDA
Collegian Staff

Resident A^istants (RAs) seeking to formally organizemay do so before the end of the semester, an AssSS
Mthf ^7"^^' ^^"^^ ^"^ °^^"'^«'' claims.M chael Ferola. an RA in Patterson House, a South-

RA. ^n^f^ K
^P- ''"^! °.^ communication open between

^Inui . o"!'"?
admmistration. Ferola has contacted

a^l Southwest RAs by mail and will soon be mailing an in-formation letter to all RAs on campus

fii^fJ!^?- .^i"^''
'^^^' ^''•^^^'" °^ the Southwest

Residential Area, expressed mixed emotions on the pro-
ed ad association. While citing the need to keep in contact
with the RAs, Miller also mentioned the potential
drawbacks. <'My sole reservation is that it may &Zrn^

into an adversary relationship," Miller said.A proposed change in the design of the housing ad-
ministration is one of the reasons for the organization
Ferola said. The new plan would result in staff cuts for the
housing department. Joseph Zannini, executive director ofHousing Services, said these cuts will actually result in an
mcrease m the services available to students. The money
used to pay some staff members comes from a program
fund, which will later be used to increase programs for
resident students, if the proposed design is accepted Zan-
nini said.

'

Both Miller and Zannini stressed that there would be no
cuts m the RA staff. "I'm very certain that the RA staff
will not be effected," Miller said. The changes would cometrom a cut m the central administration. "We have a direc-
tor of residential life, area directors and assistants All of
these positions will not exist." if the design is adopted

Zannini said.

While neither Miller nor Zannini came out in favor or
against the RA association, Miller said he felt a "quasi-
union" was unneccessary. "If I were allowed to make up
its charter, then clearly I would support it." Miller said.
Ferola said that the organization is an association, not a

union. A union implies labor, management and disagree-
ment, while an association implies openness and com-
munication, Ferola said.

"It's something that can happen this semester. There
has been a lot of positive reaction to the association and a
jot of momentum." Ferola said. "I emphasize first-hand
input from RAs to maintain credibility."
Ferola has aleady spoken with the State Labor Rela-

tions Board, as well as contacted legal counsel. He has met
with several RAs on a one-to-one basis, and held meetings
on the issue.It yr A r^ r^lT^

positions win not exist." if the design is adopted
^'^"severai kas on a one-to-one basis, and held me

,^1^^^^^^ ^^^^^ annual conference herelhis weekend
ii->^„„ c*„rr '

issues." These skills include how to run a referpndum r-am. he .said was hn^ m a qcdid^ u„._„. .. . , ... .

By BOB WOLFE. JR.
Collegian Staff

MASSPIRG will hold their annual conference at the
Campus Center this weekend featuring workshops on
baturday from 9:30 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.
Daniel Malarkey. the student conference coordinator

said 'the workshops will present current information on
the three issue areas." He listed the areas as energy con-
sumer protection, and the environment.
He said that the workshops would provide a "chance for

people to learn skills that effect change in the three main

ady?

issues. These skills include how to run a referendum cam-
paign, how to organize a project, public speaking lobby-
ing, publication skills, and how to run a meeting.

The workshops will be attended by 170 members from
12 state chapters and anyone else who is interested in the
conference. The workshops are taught mostly by profes-
sional environmental and energy advocates although some
will be presented by students.

Malarkey also said that another purpose of the con-
ference workshops is to give an "opportunity for specific
groups operating state-wide to get together." An example

he said was how MASSPIRG helped to defeat the bottling
industry by getting the bottle bill passed despite spending
only one^fortieth of what the bottling industrTspent
against the bill. ' ^
Registration can be made today in the MASSPIRG of

fice on the fifth floor of the Student Union Building Fri-
day at 6 p.m. or anytime during the conference

'

The
registration fee is $5. which includes the cost of the

Tht
'^^ as well as three meals and a party Saturday

c;.^')!',nT''^
information call the MASSPIRG office at

545-0199.

for PELO TON'S
Annual Sprfng Bicycle Sale?
Save on bicycles,
at lower than '8 1 prices.

American Werewolf
In London
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Service Center.
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do NEED CASH
y°" FOR FLORIDA?

There Is an alternative
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Manhan difference!

Class Rings 8-

Gold in all forms
Manhan Precious
Metals Exchange

312 King St.

Northampton
584-7000

call anytime 9:30-5:00
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AROUND THE WORLD: sails
Sept. 8, 1982 from Seattle -

Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India, IsraeL

Egypt. Greece, Spain.

AROUND THE WORLD voyages are planned for 1983.
Apply early. Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh.

More Ihaii 6() universjiy Kjurses. »ilh iii-porl and voyage-relaled emphasis Fatuity from
Unlversily of Pillsburgh and other leadiii(| universilies. augmented by visiting area experts.

Optional lours, including special tours into the People s Republic of China, available

Participation is open to qualified students from all accredited colleges and universities Semester
at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed The SS Universe is fully air-

conditioned I8,(XX) Ions, registered in Liberia and built in America

For a free color brochure, write: Scroealer at Sea. UCIS, University of PitUlMirgb,
Forbes Quadrangle. Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toil free (800) 854-0 1 93 (in
California call (714) 77 i.«5M).

Good News for Ul\^ass Students!
"™^

A Important Announcement

from the

Jeffery Amherst Bookshop
Starting Monday, March 15

and every day thereafter (Monday-Friday)

All Semester Long. . .Not

Just at the End of the Semester
WE WILL DE BUYING
USED TEXTBOOKS

Current Editions Purchased Here or Not

1

Jeffery

Amherst

Bookshop

SS South Pleasant Street Amherst
Massachusetts 01002 2S9 ssei
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Banda enjoys life at the top
"I'm basically a student of the game and I try to apply it

m my coaching style, if they can get something out of
practice I'm happy." That something they did get out of
practice propelled the women's soccer team under second
year head coach Kenny Banda. to a seventh place finish in
the nationals last year and made them one of the top four
teams in the east.

Banda. a 30 year-old African native of the small south
eastern country of Malawi came to the states in 1967 after
his father accepted a post as a diplomat in New York City.
A UMass graduate of the class of '75. Banda officially
became coach of the women's soccer team during the
summer of 1980. Prior to then he had been working with
the club as a volunteer. Banda also coaches women's indoor
track.

After graduation Banda returned home to Malawi and
became a 'Sports Officer,' a national coach responsible for
turning out the best talent in that country for international
competition, and eventually the Olympics. Coaching there
involved working with both sexes and it was there that he
first came in contact with women athletes. "There's no
difference in my approach or training, the girls work hard
in practice and I try to structure the practices as well as
possible to make them want to come day in and day out."

The reasons behind the success of the women's program
lay in the methods used by Banda. "I look at the sport first

and the demands that need to be met. then I make my
decisions. In most cases I find that women can do most of
the things that men do."

The strategy used allows the players freedom on the
field. "I emphasize total movement, very open soccer. It is

not unusual for out sweeper (the principle defender) to
start an attack and follow it through all the way to the
other goal. Our structure allows players to experiment and
to take risks, we do it.in practice and we do it in games."

"It is very important that our players learn to play both
ends of the field. We switch and overlap all over the field

and the person with the ball in a given situation holds it

and looks to create something while those without the ball

move in positions that cause danger to the opposition."

Because of the success of the last couple of seasons
recruiting has been a fun task for coach Banda. Not only is

he anticipating four to seven top-notch recruits for next
season, he will in all probability have to reject some
candidates that will not be able to keep pace with the
better team members.

Although Banda is happy with his current positions, and
happy as he is, his love for his homeland remains within
him. "I get calls from opposing coaches and players asking
for advice on strategy and tactics, and also for advice on
what schools are best for incoming freshmen. I also get
calls from players' parents thanking me for the way I

handle the team's affairs and for the happiness expressed
by their daughters and that is almost payment enough. We
have an open door policy and I have dealt with all types of
problems." About his future here at UMass. "I left a better
position at home and one day I plan to return to it. When
the time comes I'm going home to continue where I left
off."

_^ Pfc»to by Nmncy Gonter
Kenny Banda, women's soccer coach

Thomas Sowell speaks not for black Americans
By SATYA GABRIEL

Conservative politics has never held much sex appeal in
the black community. And with good reason. Black
Americans have been treated as second-class (or even
third-class) citizens. Our ancestors worked as slaves
building the wealth of the United States with little or no
compensation, the ideology of survival of the richest has
thus held little popularity.

Nevertheless, corporate American does lay claim on a
small but growing band of black academics devoted to the
idea of free market policies and boot-strap ideology. A
torchbearer for this group is the economist Thomas Sowell
who worked for Ronald Reagan prior to the 1980
presidential election. He is currently a Hoover Institution
Fellow and star of the lecture circuit.

Sowell is not a leader in the community. He is more in
the order of a mercenary. His importance lies in his ability
to legitimize nght-wing attacks on social reforms, such as

affirmative action and subsidized nutrition programs.
Sowell is considered an expert on the economics of

education. He argues against increased funding for educa-
tion and desegregation. Sowell supports the proposed
voucher system that many believe would further decimate

Commentary
public education.

He argues in favor of more corporate control over our
lives through his call for laissez faire (which means let big
business do whatever the hell it pleases). Corporations
would be given unlimited opportunity to exploit people
and places. The environment be damned.
Sowell is one of those who encouraged Reagan to

withhold federal fund to cities with rent controls. He says

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Afrik-Kam Announcement

Afrik-Kam is seeking new members. Meetings are held
on Tuesday evenings at 6 p.m. in the Campus Center room
174.

Smith College's Sophia Smith Collection and Project on
Women and Social Change will sponsor the following
films:

*

Monday, March 8, at 4:15 p.m. - "Song of the Canary"
Friday. March 12, at 7:30 p.m. - "Bread and Roses

Too" '

"Working for your Life"
"Maria"

FREE and open to the public

Attention all University of Massachusetts students
CCEBMS career day will be held next Tuesday March le]
at the Campus Center Auditorium from 10 -4:30 p.m. The
admission for this event is free and everyone is urged to
attend. Any further questions contact John Lopes at
545-0031, Career Day coordinator.

DENNIS BRUTUS
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT
Dennis Brutus, the internationally renowned South

African poet, educator, and anti-apartheid activist is on
trial. The United State Immigration and Naturalization
Service is trying to deport him because of his outspoken
opposition to U.S. support for the racist, South African
regime.

Brutus' legal fees are extraordinarly high; to help pay
for his defense, we ae selling this attractive three-color
poster with a poem by Dennis Brutus for only $3.00.
Send check or money order to:

Dennis Brutus Defense Committee
336 River Drive, North Hadley, MA 01035
Add $1.00 for postage and handling.

Support him by buying this poster.

The Malcolm X Center will be featuring fun and games
night Thursday March 11, between the hours of 8 p m and
11 p.m. Refreshments will be served.

that rent controls prevent a market solution to the pro-
blem of poor urban housing. The rent controls were impos-
ed precisely because the market failed. But then, perhaps
Sowell may view having individuals priced out of a place to
live as a solution.

Sowell also calls for removal of the minimum wage and
IS a vocal critic of unions. He is, in fact, a dream come true
for big business and a nightmare for many others.

Still, Sowell is nothing more than a mercenary. He may
even be convinced of the truth of what he says. That does
not matter. The damage done by right-wing ideology and
policy becomes more obvious with each day of the Reagan
government. Sowell and others like him may continue to
justify policies that result in the waste of human lives
through long term unemployment, lack of access to educa-
tion, increased crime rates, and a health care system bas-
ed on ability to pay rather than need for care. But while
they are doing this, others in the black community will be
mobilizing for the struggle ahead. •
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Colie giaj2 7

Change starts

from the top

So far, we've discussed the shifting of funds in the
Campus Center Complex, noting how revenue
sources are used to cover deficits in the operating

areas, creating the appearance of self-sufficiency The
Campus Center feels perfectly justified in following this
po icy, much to the (detriment of students. Nowhere is this
belief more evident than in the Campus Center's "Plan-
ning for the 1980's" status report.
This report, released in December, 1980, was an at-

tempt by the Campus Center to extend this operating
philosophy to long range planning, and in doing so they
only succeeded in showing the deficiencies of their concept
of "self-supporting." The document attempted to address
Itself to the strengths and weaknesses of the Complex.

Dave Cline

and use that as a basis to meet the challenges of the com-
mg years. Needless to say, the report left much to be
desired.

A good strategic plan, according to a business textbook
will essentially incorporate an accurate assessment of the
firm s (read that as Campus Center) current position
determining the operational goals of the firm, and then set
up the specific strategies needed to reach those goals.
Working under this definition, the Campus Center docu-
ment comes up short.

In the report, the strategic assessment consisted of a
preamble descnbing and profiling the facilities in the com-
plex, offering no additional insight beyond what a visitor
to the complex can see for him/herself. After that, an
organizational history is given - descriptive but failing to
complete the crucial task of applying history toward the
future. Because of this failure, the only function of the
organizational history section is to fill space in the report
After a brief description of the divisions in the complex,

the only actual financial goal set for any division is Food
Servies, which is mandated to provide 10 percent of gross
profit or approximately $200,000 net income as a future
objective. This is fine, except the Campus Center is re-
quired to achieve this under an agreement in the bond pro-
spectus. At no point in the document is mention made of
the TOC, a deficit operation, or any financial goals for any
other divisions.

The closest the document comes to setting goals is
remarking that while financial "improvements are pro-
jected by all activities, costs of these must be weighed
against available resources, which most assuredly will
plateau and diminish as costs continue to escalate." In
English, if you're on a budget, which the Campus Center
is, and your costs are expected to go up, you've got to
manage your activities much more efficiently. If the Cam-
pus Center feels that costs will go up, then it is in essence
acknowledging the need for better managerial policies If
the "Planning for the 1980's" document had used this as a
starting point, and planned accordingly, what is now
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rhetoric could be converted to realistic predictions.
Instead, the most specific planning in the document is

simply "improvements are projected by all activities.
•'

Think about that for a moment. Do you think they would
project a loss?

The "Planning for the 1980's' document, wflile a good
Idea, fails to specifically address problems within the Cam-
pus Center Complex, relying instead on rhetorical
generalizations of operating dilemmas. For example the
Student Automatic Services Trust Fund debate (discussed
yesterday), is settled by the statement that the Campus
center provides management services" for the fund fail-
ing to detail the specific services or the cost of those ser-
vices. In another paragraph, the role of the Board of
CK)vernors is "to provide the administration with a direct
link to students." Sadly, this direct link is not defined fur-
ther The Board of Governors originally set policy in the
building (not "formed... to provide...a direct link"), and did
so until 1976, when that power was taken away by
Chancellor Bromery due to the success of the BOG in un-
covering corruption in the building.
The Campus Center addresses the issue balancing ser-

vices and profit making strategy, noting its "deficiency"
section that this balalnce must "be ever assessed as it af-
fects the student body. This paradox must insure a resolu-
tion which maintains attractiveness to fee-paying
students, paying conferees, and other users of the com-
plex. Effects of inflation and economic stress will continue
to impinge on this balance." This sounds fair enough, but
under the strength's section: "Continuing efforts to equal-
ly meet the needs of varying constituents enables a suc-
cessful philosophy which underpins a posture of flexibility

in response to the changing needs of students, faculty
staff, and guests. By minimizing conflicts, barriers, and
imitations in the operating philosophy, a harmony of
utilization IS achieved to the benefit of the University "
Take those 'strengrths" and "weaknesses," apply them to
the financial policies that are u.sed in the Campus Center
and you begin to get a feeling that the Campus Center and
the students have a definition of "harmony "

In response to the Campus Center document, the BOG
published their own "Planning for the 1980's" document
which was a far more realistic analysis of how things are
being run. It would be impossible to discuss in full a 63
page detailed report in this space, but in essence, it begins
where the Campus Center report leaves off, attempting to
critically assess operations as they are being run andmake constructive suggestions to improve them
students, or anyone for that matter, are strongly urged to
pick up both reports, and make the comparison yourself

It IS easy to sympathize with the operating dilemma that
tne Campus Center management faces, both in running
the complex and keeping all its users reasonably satisfied
However, as the "Planning for the I980's" document sug-
gests, the Campus Center must soon adapt a more
realistic view of the effect of current politices on students
something the BOG had to do for them. Change must start
from the top. through solid managerial leadership The
report, while attempting to address this, merely shows
that there is still room for improvement
Tomorrow, we'll examine a few suggestions to make

those improvements.

Edilor-i^ note: This is the fourth column in a five part
series analyzing the operation of the Campus Center.

Reagan as the Antichrist
The prophesy of the Antichrist in the book of

Revelations has eerie parallels to the events sur-
rounding the rise to power of our President Ronald

Reagan. According to Revelations, the Beast (Antichrist)
will end up having power, "...over all kindred tongues and
nations." Only the presidential pulpit of the United States
could have enough economic and military influence over
the worid to be the forum for the Antichrist. The prophesy
goes on to say, "Who is able to make war with him?" With
the exorbitant amount of money being pumped into the
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defense department, who would be able to make war with
Mr. Reagan?

Revelations also puts a time limit on the reign of the An-
tichrist, "...power was given unto him Antichrist to con-
tinue 40 and 2 months." Note that 42 months is less than a
full term. No president elected in a year ending in zero has
lived out his term. From William Henry Harrison to John
F. Kennedy, all the zero year presidents have died in of-
fice.

But before the reign of the Beast ends, prophesy says
that he will survive a near-fatal attack. "... and his deadly
wound was healed, and all the world wondered after the
best." This is noteworthy, considering the attack upon the
President by John W. Hinkley. A week after John W.
Hinkley shot the president, the New York Times reported
that, because of blood loss, the wound was nearly fatal.

It has been said that Ronald Reagan is one of the
smoothest speakers the nation has ever had. But an em-
barrassing pattern of incorrect statements has weaved its

way throughout his speeches. He nas even nad the gall to

falsely claim that Pope John Paui II endorses his policy
concerning Poland. If misrepresenting the Pope can be
considered blasphemous, it would fulfill prophesy From
Revelations, "...(the Antichrist) was given unto him' a
great mouth speaking great things and blasphemies."

Chapter 13:6 of Revelations says. "Let him that hath
understanding count the number of the beast For it is the
number of a man. His number is 6 hundred, three score
(60), and 6." This passage is billed as the mark of the An-
tichrist. It might also be the symbol of Ronald Wilson
Keagan. Note the six letters in each name, Ronald Wilson
Reagan.

The 666 parallel between the prophesized Antichrist and
Mr. Reagan is striking. Note that upon winning the gover-
norship of California, Ronald Reagan persuaded the state
government to inaugurate him on the 6th day of the 6th
month in the year 1966. His explanation that early in-
auguration was necessary to stop his predecessor's
legislation is interesting. Another 666 coincidence is that
on the day Ronald Reagan was inaugurated president, the
Maryland state winning lottery number was 666.

The only physical characteristic alluded to in the descrip-
tion of the Antichrist is that the Beast will have the feet of
a bear. The bear is the symbol of the state of California
where Ronald Reagan got his foothold in politics.

People can draw their own conclusions from these
parallels. However, the mere fact that many people have
recognized these strange coincidences reveal the trepida-
tion some people have toward the future. In a recent
Gallup poll, a majority of Americans have lost faith in a
better tomorrow. That is why many people have trouble
swallowing the President's "New Beginning." More
realistic to some might be "The Beginning of the End."

Dave Cline is o Collegian cohmnitt.
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Group formed to lobby

for education funding
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

A chapter of Friends of Education, a newly formed
grassroots lobbying group made up of educators, com-
munity, business and labor leaders to lobby the
Massachusetts Legislature for increased funding for
public higher education, is being formed at the University
of Massachusetts.

The group, which has the endorsement of the UMass
Student Government Association, is designed to make the
community at large familiar with the particular public col-
lege or university in their area said Frank Olbris, a UMass
employee and secretary of the group. Meetings would not
be politically orientated, he said, but rather they would be
geared towards making people aware of the institution.

"It would give us a chance to explain the university to
the community at large. That would be the base in which
we can launch our lobbying effort for the university," he
said.

Lobbying for state funding is one of the most important
functions a community could do to insure quality within
public higher education, Olbris said.

"The bottom line is the money that funds UMass comes
from the public sector and the Legislature allocates that
money," Olbris said.

If UMass does not make its collective presence known in
the legislature it will lose money to those interests who do
make a presence, Olbris said.

Friends of Education, whose founder is former
Massachusetts governor and present member of the
Board of Regents Foster Furcolo, is in its infant stage,
Olbris said.

The group is starting local chapters of Friends of Educa-
tion that will be federated into a statewide lobbying group,
Olbris said.
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Continued from page 1

realized that Levy had
been here an awful long time, and wanted to check on his
status as a student. While I was there I checked on
Murphy's status and found out that he had been with-
drawn."

Student Clerk of Courts Michael Cohen told the
Collegian that he wanted to file suit, and "make the
student body aware of the type of candidate running in the
presidential election." The student clerk of courts is

supposed to remain impartial in all proceedings.

if Dorms
Continuedfrom page 1 Zannini said, and this money

will be redirected toward educational concerns.

"We have a number of teaching assistants who are

working with social issues," Zannini said. "We hope to be
able to redirect this salary money to their programming."

Zannini said restructuring was made possible by the

resignation of a number of professional staff and that it was
part of the major changes begun with the creation of the
department of Housing Services.

"I want everyone to know that this is only a draft,"
I Zannini said.
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Belinda Carlysle. lead singer for the popular group the
Go Gos IS not dead. A spokesperson from the publicity
department of A&M Records said 'We don't know how
that rumor got started. We talked to their manager
yesterday and he said everything's fine."

Trivia question - Congratulations to Jason Rubin who
correctly identified the authors of two songs made famous
by The Monkees. "I'm a Believer" was written by Neil
Diamond and "Pleasant Valley Sunday" was written by
Gerry Coffin and Carole King.

This week's trivia question - NRBQ, the world's
greatest band since The Shaggs. will be at the Rusty Nail
tomorrow night. Special recognition to the first person
who can tell me who "Foot Foot" is. If you know, drop a
note in the specially marked box on the Collegian Arts desk
between the hours of 3.00 and 5:00 today.

Also coming to the Rusty Nail is the Pousette-Dart Band
on Saturday, March 13.

"You'd just better believe this is rock and roll!" The
Stompers featuring Sal Baglio from East Boston, will burn
down the Hangar One tomorrow night. Also coming to the
Hangar One are Son Seals tonight and Jorma Kaukonen on
March 30.

Beach Blanket Bingo starring Annette Funicelb will
be one of the features at a film festival Saturday night at
Hampshire College's Prescott Tavern. Also to be shown
are Elvis Presley's King Creole and old film clips of The
Beach Boys. Jan & Dean, and Jimi Hendrix.
Just when you thought it was safe to go back to a concert

- Ozzy Ozbourne's tour to end all tours will come to the
Hartford Civic Center on Tuesday. March 30. Also coming
to the Hartford Civic Center is Rick Springfield on April 2.

The Cars - Springfield Civic Center, March 18;
Hartford Civic Center, March 19; Providence Civic

Center, March 23.

The Jam will be at the Orpheum in Boston on May 20.
Michael Gregory Jackson will -give yet another final

performance with his band Signal at the Wok in Hadley
tonight.

John Valby, "The Sultan of Smut," will be at the Agora
Ballroom in West Hartford (formerly the Stage West) on
Saturday night. If you^like to drink and sing rude songs,
this is the man for you!

Spectrum reading
By ROGER ATWOOD
Collegian Staff

Literary types know 1982 is the 100th birthday of James
Joyce, the 50th anniversary of the publication of William
Faulkner's Light in August, and the 25th anniversary of
the pubUcation of Jack Kerouac's The DharmaBums.
They also know about this year's Spectrum reading

series. Three readings of prose and poetry will be held this
semester, on March 11. April 5 and May 6. As usual, they
will be held in Earth Foods, in the Student Union, at 8:00.
The readings allow local writers to present new material

and to discuss their work with listener.s. The pieces do not
necessarily appear in Spectrum, the University of
Massachusetts' literary and arts magazine. Those wishing
to read should contact Karen Angeline or Becky Galdston
in the Spectrum office.

A world atlas

that tells it all
THE STATE OF THE WORLD ATLAS
By Michael Kidron and Ronald Segal
Simon and Schuster, 65 charts |$9.95|

By ROGER ATWOOD
Collegian Staff

Which nations have the highest ratio of soldiers to
teachers? Which have the most potent technological
power? Which permit abortion? Which have the highest
inflation rates?

The answers to these questions are found in The State of
the World Atlas, a remarkable new book of maps showing
the current political and social conditions on our planet.

The British researchers have, as they say in the in-
troduction, "endeavoured to be truly international: not
only in showing the world wide incidence of this or that
condition or event, but in associating that incidence with
an underlying structure...of sovereign states." With this
colorful and cosmopolitan almanac, their endeavour has
succeeded. It is an enormous feat of research, covering
200-odd political units in 65 catagories. The data is so
exhaustive that it is likely the authors have conducted
more research on some countries than the countries have
themselves.

Some readers may wonder how the authors obtained
parts of their material, and long for more extensive source
notations. How. for example, can anyone be sure that
Bulgaria discriminates against women in jobs the absolute
least of any country? Also, the information is rarely
precise. We see Mexico's urban population has grown
somewhere between 201 and 300 percent in 1950 75. But
the book cannot tell us exactly how much it's grown, only
that general range.

Still, these are minor deficiencies that reduce the book's
usefulness only slightly. I know of no other political atlas
that so simply and entertainingly presents such a huge
body of data. State of the World is sUte of the art.
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A night of solidarity between
the peoples of middle East and

Latin America

IRAN &
COLUMBIA

People '» resistance continues.

Thursday, March 11th,

CO Room 165-9

7:00 p.m.
the approach of a new revolution

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Aviansi s adjunct
5 Wading bird

10 Scurry
14 Section
15 Fisher Hall

at Lincoln Center
16 Resound
17 Fluff

18 Scout rank
20 Portly

21 Sicilian peak
22 Pomme de
23 Permissive
26 Coal nneasures
27 Encouraged
29 British writer

Kingsley
31 Rich fabrics

32 there the
man

36 du Diable
37 Barker s line

39 Hill habitant
40 Banker s forte

43 Pack
45 Golda
46 Cowboy wear
48 Greek portico

50 Discover

52 Henri s aunt
54 Hockey great and

others

55 Is Sylvia''

58 Roosevelt cavalry
man

60 Place tor the woof
61 Sea eagles
62 Goodnight.

63 Mysterious
Gardner

64 Riga

resident

65 Parceled
66 Baltic feeder

DOWN
1 Young whale
2 Sills song
3 Salutation on a

letter

4 Consume
5 Panama ^—
6 Balanced
7 19th cen French

historian

8 Nebraskan
town

9 Negative reply of

sorts

10 Refrigerator set

ting

11 Kind of squash

12 Pumps
13 Ardent
19 Networks
21 Tolkien creatures
24 Summer, in

Somme
25 Weed
27 Arabic letter

28 Java s neighbor
30 With 44 Down

noted Giant
32 Again, in France
33 Reprimand
34 Within Prefix

35 British carbine
37 Chem or biol

38 Pizarro's con-
quest

41 Mingling with
42 Under, poetically

43 Towel marking
44 See 30 Down
46 Tranquil

47 Black surfaced
48 Boutique
49 Bait

51 Swellings

53 Heidenof skating
56 Rabbits abode
57 Hebrew measure
58 Electric unit

59 A Gershwin
60 Papal name.

SS 56 57

60

63

66

ANSWERJO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
I'Rl WEATHER

Mass.. R.I., Conn. —
Windy and mild today.
Chance of a few morning
showers then party sunny
skies, but with more
showers developing again
late in the day. High 45 to
55. except 35 to 40 along
the south facing shores.
Showers and miJd tonight.
Low in the 30s.

DC MENU
LUNCH

Ham Grinder
Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER

Cheese Lasagna/
Tomato Sauce

Chopped Beefsteak

Special

BASICS LUNCH

Falafel Pocket Sandwich
Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS DINNER

Vegetable Squares
• Cheese Lasagna/

Tomato Sauce

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

/^

11:00 Dimitri - Poetry of a
clown

:00 - 12:30 Berlin Airlift Just
another band in the wall

:30 - 1:30 Blondie - Eat to the Beat

:30 - 1:45 Short Shots: Tapes from
the fringes of sanity

:45 - 2:00 Parachute Club

:00 - 7:00 Music to warm us up for

the Video Arts Festival
I

1
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoHegum Off.ce CC 113 • 8:45 3 45 Monday Fnday • Deadl.ne ,s 3 45 two days pnor to publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND NEEDED?

^* ^'"•« <»"«''«V rock n'roll. For Booking
tnfo call John 54^4896 or Crkmin «wia^o?

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJa ara for your party infor-
mation availabia with Randy 54»7013

AUDIO

SrJS^'??f?.*^?°P ***"8 *585 like new
Call 666-7717 for mfo, will talk

^il^^'* ^^"^ "«^' Kenwood KD-1800
with SDC cartridge $135.00 546-8839
Urge JBL apMkars, 3^way, 12 in.
woofer, 200 watta/chi $296 54&-5728

AUTO FOR SALE
AMC Hornat wagon 1973 six cylinder
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
1975 Ford LTD wagon. Luxurious spring
breakmobilel $1500 or 80 256-0856
Firebird 1972 4 speed, needs some work
best offer 253-9672

89 Chevy Nova, 6 cylinder, automatic,
new radiator exhaust and ignition systems
^350 or BO 546-4050

1971 Maverick 52000 original miles, very
o^end^ble, economical, clean $950

1976 Chevy Monza 2 -k 2 hatchback 4 cvl
5 speed, 66.000 miles. Very good cond
runs great, no rust. Around $2000. Must
sell, need money. Call Jack 546-5467

BASS PLAYERS

Bonna 2200 Croaa Country 190 CM Skia
Fiberglass poles, bindings & boots - like
fwv - price reasonable - Call 546-3500 or
after 5.00 549-3733 ask for Dan
Cars tickata Boston 3/16, 5th row floor.
best offer 546-7896

CB-RaallatIc TRC-424 40CH-LED. Rx/Tx
meter, PA. Barely used. $50 Dave 546-6666
Qrataful Daad tickata in Hartford, best
offer call 6-5322

Woman 's long laathar coat. Size 11/12
54»-a07S

1979 BMW R80 full fairing, luggage rack,
saddle bags - red bike in excellent condition
3295.00 call nights 549-6961

Panasonic Stereo - turntable, cassette
two speakers-$100; scuba equipment -

U.S. divers tank, lagulator, fins, mask
snorkle, scubabag, other good stuff -price
negotiable; lots of soft rock 8 tracks-JT
Captain & Tennile, Simon and Garfunkle'

^tl®-^'^^^" "^-W- «^ 545-3500 (days)'
253-7430 nights

Piccolo; Bundy, perfect condition $86
546-5691

Adolfo Womens Collection: tops, culot-
tes, shorts and sweatsuits. Other designer
clothing available. Call Mark 256-8775

LOW COST JET TRAVEL

Intaraatad In no frilla low coat Jaf travel
to South America? We can help you enjoy
latin nights with low cost flights. For more
information, contact: Faucett Airiines 630
Fifth Avenue. New Yoric, NY 10111 Phone*
(212)581 1404

MEN WANTED
Tha Amharst Companion Program is
seeking men volunteers as companions to
devetopmentally disabled adolescents living
in tfie Amherst area. Sharing interests and
learn from companion is necessary;
knowyledge of sign language is helpful!
Training and supervision will be provided.
For more information call Maria Spears at
the Resource Center (253-2591) or Joanne
Lease (253-7221)

MUSIC QALLERY
USED EQUIPMENT

FOUND
Found at Mini-Store: a mans watch see
day or night suoervisor at Mini-Store

Used - Gibson acoustic 6 stg w/pickup
Epiphone Devon 1940s' Guild D-35. Martin
6 stg small body, Fender Super and Super
reverb amps. Ampeg V-4 w/4-12" cabinet
$475.00 Fender strat $395.00 Fender twin
head $225.00 Music Gallery Rt. 9 HadleyMA in the Carburs Shoppes SB6-(0^

NEED A FRIEN"d?

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount
$30 stnngs for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMStI

GET IT NOWl

Dalivered by experienced Bellydancer
tor a most unusual gift. For information

^M9^ ^ ^"^ classes call Theresa at

BETTER AUDIO EQUIPMENT
I take the time to get the most music for
your money -Audio Consultants 549-072

CAPE COD SEASONAL RENTAL

Townhouse Apartment summer sublet
-fall option call 549-4733

The Amherst Companion Program has a
jwiting list of 35 boys who are anxious to
be matched with male companions. If you
would like to spend approx 3 hrs a week
with a child call Maria Spears at 253-2591

NEED CASH?

GUITARISTS

Maitin Strings - acoustic and electric for

ciTLo?^
f'ree delivery. Guitar Magic

o4o-o684

HELP WANTED

Harwich 2 br house. 4 women, near
^5^'^'^?^*"'' ^>««ches. Available 5/1.
oi /-432-2347

DANCE PARTY!

n

Don t miss Southwest's first party of
the aemeatar with Southwest's premiere
bands. Maiden Voyage and the Museum
Direktors. The music starts at 8:00, Friday
March 12 in the Hampden Student Center'
Get your tickets at the Southwest Area
Government Office or from your Area
Government representative.

DASTARDLY DAN'S
All the draft you can drink 50c shots and
beers 9-11 $3 cover

DEAD TICKETS

Qrataful Daad Tickets in Providence
Call now ask for Paul after 8 om 54fl-fi7fifi

Wanted: Experienced craftsperson to run
student craftshop. Must be able to instruct
In leather, silver, stained glass, ceramics,
woodworking. Compensation dorm suite,
stipend, use of facilities. Info and applica-
tion: Artist in Residence Selection. Mclntire
House, Univ of Mass, Amherst. Applica-
tions due Mar. 12 by 5 pm at Mclntire. The
Univ of Mass is an affirmative action equal
opportunity employer
Dorm organizers needed to coordinate
recycling in your dorm - For 1 credit. 5-0618
Laura or Bill MWF 12:30 - 4:3

Earn extra money selling a product with
high student appeal. High commission.
Work your own hours. Andy 6-6958
Earthfoods is hiringlll Applications are
available on the EF kitchen door. Deadline
Monday March 15 3:00 pm

HIGH ENERGY ROCK ft ROLL

Always premium pricasll Class rings.
goW and silver in all forms. See the Manhan
Differencell Manhan Precfous Metals Ex-
charige. 312 King St.. N'hmptn 584-7000
anytime

PEOPLE WHO MADE MY LIFE
EASIER THESE PAST WEEKS

Laura my number ona hitta. Dan and his
communicatk>ns staff, Eunice the in-
despensiWe. Mimi. Cari. the UMass Finan-
cial Akl Office, and ail others who helped at
the table or other things. Thank you for do-
ing everything 1 asked you to do. Because
of each of you everything was a success.
Kevin

PERSONALS

DULL?
I will sharpen. P-Tex and wax your skiis
for 5 bucks. Call Ed 6-9669

EMERGENCY

Dance Party Friday. March 12, 1982 with
the Museum Direktors and Maiden Voyage
in the Hampden Student Center'
Southwest. Show starts at eight. Advance
tickets are available at the Southwest Area
Government Office and area $1.00

Sigma Sigma Sigma Open Rush
All University Women Invited

March 3 6:30
March 9 Lunch 11:30-1:00

March 10 6:30
March 1 1 8:30

382 North Pleasant St.
545-0046 545-0075

INSTRUCTION

Experienced drummer needed yester-

E.M.T.'a

STS 2r*'?**^[ ^""^ to be hew March
13 m Momll. Check bulletin board outside
ofTtce.

ENTERTAINMENT

Music, thaatar. and Dance Instruction
Group and private. Adult and children
Gassical and popular. Beginners through

^rtToivto?"
^^•'-'^^^^- Perfon^iSg

i5!!?^"e"° '""'"ctlon by third degree

SJi
5^^*"°"" applicants only. Forinfo

LOST

^'i2^ "^^V ^"y happan? Come
•je Restlees Nights" at Smith College's

???' 532!!!' .i^*^
^'^ Student CefiTer

»-i2, coHege ID required.

FOR RENT
Capa Cod summer saasonal rentals:Wa« Yarmouth and Dennis; 1. 2, 3 & 4

lTf^?^i^ "•"* ^''^ fro^ owner.
(617) 52^0404 or (617) 771-2233

J'r^iir i"ciL**oTJ!>''^*
minutes to campus

135 Nick 586-2423. Jeanne 253-2162
Available summer sublet with fall option
3 bedroom e6&4292

FOR SALE
Olln Mark IV w/8ol. 444 $110 Aiwa
wglkman 3 mo old $80 Call Chris 54fl ifvy

Booka taken from lockar in CC by Cof-

a3-9230 Bemie No questions asked
Ooldan Engltoh Ubrador goes by the
"«2?2J>oriah lo« Sunday Orchard Hill
Nofthaaat Area Plaasa Can 54M670
Tan/ Mauva ravaraibia Down Coat FriMarch 5 Delta Chi Call Kris 546.4001
Ljdl^ SIhrar Pulaar Quart Watch caU

Lost - Leopard Spotted QIasaas (auita"n;qu^) lost last Saturday NeJ3
<<wp«f«aly. Call 54^6676

hlinl*! J?*?"* i^ bracelet inscription onfropj^" ^"''^ '''^ «»ntimental. call Pato^o-o3Qd evenings

I!'"!!*'"^ "^I^!
"^ D*c»^*n«>n Lounge Par-

ty, reward call Johanna 6-6928 please

f?om 'rl,!*^'^®
^°^" ^'^'^^o walleTl^k^

is:;. Amt'Uo'^r"'
^^"^"

"° ^-«'°-

Don't go down with juat anyone
UMass Ski Club goes down

SENIORS: Congratulations and thank you!
Enough of you made appointments for your
yearbook portraits that the photographer's
stay has been extended to Friday, March
19. Call and make your appointment if you
haven t yet - once he leaves, he's not com-
ing back. Call 545-2874 or stop by Campus
Oenter Room 178 for an appointment
Undergraduate Business Club is spon
sonng a Career Planning/ Resume Writing
workshop Thursday. March 11th at 4:00 inSBA room 110. All are invited.
Refreshments!

Have you got it? We need it? A photo of
your room for the beautiful room contest
Win a gift certificate to Union Records and9W your room in the yearbook! Su'bmitB&W photos to Room 103CC by 4/1/82
There will be one winner for each living area
including off campus and Greeks
Karen - Are you collecting your sponsors?
Just keeping you motivated! I had an ex-
callent time doing the big 291

KBR I've been thinking about the bathtub.How about you? Better call me before you
graduatel Kinky K. . .

"«'o"» you

Rhonda have a super B-day do T & T with
a twwt of lime Love Granola and the 57
Hoaebags

"A Touch of Claaa"--check out Delta
2eta the newest sorority on campus, at our

f/iT/Sy'-frS*^ ""?^ ''•^' Wednesday.

Maryjana Happy 20th we love ya Barrie
arKl Cynthia

SSH - Remember sister Sue VP's Deer
ing. Just wanted to let you know I'm
ps^yched for N.H. The magic is in you! Love

Jessica - 180. Sometimes I do r'e^dlhe
local news. Let's talk. You know where - G

It'a Nancy Johnaon'a Birthday - buy her
a Zonker

Happy Birthday Nancy - No more second
hand news! Try to make it home this year -

Love Janis & Catherine

Political Science Majors - Pi Sigma
Alpha, the Poll Sci Honor Society is hokJing
a meeting Thursday, March 11 at 7:00 in
Thompson 6th fk>or lounge. Electk>ns will
be heW and plans for the Awards Dinner
will be made. Seniors, this is your last
chance to join!

Andil Wanna piHow fight? How about
some kalua frosting! I But where will we fit
the refrigerator? Oops, wrong red bug let's
go to Pizza Hut. Overioaded socets?. .'

.Us?
You're a great roomie. Happy B-day . Erika
Jane 213 Leach Happy 20th Birthday JMG
alias "BF" loves ya

Governors Program Council invites you
to an April Fools Day Party with Ronald
reagan & Jimmy Carter. . .or is it impres-
sionist David Frye? Thurs April Ist CCA
Mary Beth - Happy Birthday! ! hope your
ZZnd bnngs all the happiness the 21st did
not. Luv, Sonia

Ride needed to or near Kentucky spring

Jo'pM^3m ®''^"^- ^" f**"' «^»^

Gat involved todayl Panhellenic Council
elections tonite. 6:30 at SDT. Members are
encouraged to atter>dl

Mortarborad Raffle win $500 win $500! A
little spending money for spring break!
$5/ticket only 200 tickets sold. Great odds!
Don t miss out! Only a few tickets leftl

Man think to take us and laugh at us
when they have done EPICOENE Rand
Theater 546-3511

THE GREAT AMERICAN RIP-OFF beat
the soanng cost of jet airfares with low cost
flights to Europe, Israel, Africa and the Far
East. If interested write or call Adventures

"Jl IP

AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF "
IN LONDON

See it Friday, March 12 at 7, 9. 1 1 p.m.
ENGINEERING BUILDING
EAST AUDITORIUM

$1.50

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Papers - scientific
background, English /Spanish 256-6957

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates. Nancy
5-0392, 584-7924

RESUME/COVER WRITING

Reaume/Cover writing quick/confiden-
tial/efficient available weekends 549-5727

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to ft Lauderdale Thursday
night 3/ 18 or Friday 3/19 for two. Call Andy
at 6-7939 or Dan at 6-7937 will share ex-
penses

Ride needed to Ra for Spring Break will
share gas and driving please call Mark at
549-1412 leave mesage
Ride wanted to Woodmere NY or vlcinl-
ty on 3/12 Pleaae call 546-9582

RIDERS WANTED
Nashville - Leave Mar 19, return Mar 27.
Want nde or riders. 665-7749

3/12 'cS'SS^''""'"'"'*'"'"
*"••* °"

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. CaH 866-7519 keep trying

^'ti?Jt!!!'^*
'°°'" '" <»"•« 2 bedroom

apt. 666-7709

Roommate wanted - mala to share
bedroom in houaa on bus route near canter

Soi^IilJ*^- Contact Mimi or Jeff at
253-9720

Housamata wanted for Ig 3 bdrm houaa
off Rte 9 Hadley, Ig Mng mi. dining on &
m^' f.J^^' '^°°^' firupiacB. $186
neat/hot H20 inc. Very comfortable on bus
route call Marie /Eric 584-2376 eves
Cape Cod - Two female roommates
wanted to share two bedroom cottage in
Hyannis - Irene 548-6322

f^'i'""'"'"*** "••<*ad Immediately

S^xS2°" *^^ bedroom apartnwnt cheap

SERVICES

Drafting Charts, graphs, tables, etc. for
papers & theses. Ronald Huh 586-1534

Thursday, March 11, 1982
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^k DARSELOnrS
THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

Downtown Amherst

$1.00 off any name Pitcher of Beer
with this coupon

DONT FORGET ALL NEW FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR
MORE FOOD THAN EVER

15/'30ree™
On your College Ring

EXCEPTHMIAL MUWGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES.

Fbr excepUonal CoUeg* Grads land those who .re soon to be!

CURRENT
OPPORTUNITIES IN NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS-

• NUCLIAR INOINIEKINO
• BUtlNISf MANAOCMINT
• AVIATION • LAW
• MEOKINf • INTiLllOiNCI
• ClVli ENOINEIKINO
• tNiraOARO onRATIONS
Sign up for an interview in the Career Placement Office

Interview, will be held in the Placement Service. Hampshire House
from 9 am - 4:30 pm, Thura & Fri March 11 & 12

For further information call collect (203)

See your Jostens' Representative

DATE March 15, 16

PLACE Bookstore Entrance

E

% -

DUMMED OUT obout high drink prices?
' Poor Richards „JI*."" SJi!' RoiKp Q Amh<>r«

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY
Route 9 Amherst

Tte
EVERY THURSDAY

/

.FR IDAY & SATURDAY!

2
FOR

25c Drafts
l|MMM

75c Drinks with Guest D.J. AL VARELAS \ 8-10 pm

\

"^

COMIK6 SOON
OUR 2nd ANNUAL ST. PATRICK'S DAY PARTYI

Tu>idoy. Morch 16 » Storting ot 2 P.M. # WATCH FOR MORE DETAILS. .

.

9

Profeeaional Reaearch, Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Reaearch,
#60Q-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60606
Typing 4c a line. Some ovemite service.
Call 549-4695

Typeaetting, layout Gr paateup quick ser-
vice, reasonable prices, call 546-9623

SPANISH CLUB

ST. PATTY'S PARTY

The Muaeum Direktora will be appearing
at the Annual Newman Club Irish Nite Par-
ty, all proceeds will go to Newman Center.
Saturday, March 13, 9 pm - 1 am Newman
Center Social Hall. All are welcomel

:c

Spanlah Club Meeting Thursday 3/11
7:46 3rd floor Herter Lounge all invited to
attend

SPRING BREAK IN FT LAUDERDALE
DOESNT MEAN YOU HAVE TO GO

BROKEII

No one elae offers you:
1 ) Roundtrip express motorcoach

leaving from Whitmore with

7 night stay in luxury oceanfront
Holiday Inns

SUMMER JOBS

Have fun in the aun of the rolling green
hills of the Berkshires. YMCA ACA
acredited summer camp for boys & girls

has the following positions open: Art /Craft
Director, Asst. H20 Direct. (WSI) Riding
Direct, Girls Unit Direct. Music Direct, In-
dian Lore/Nature Instc, Kitchen Staff Trail
Camp Ldrs. Directors positions 20 yrs of
age. For more info call John at 546-1113

Summer aublet w/fall option

6 "©^4946 °" **"' '** ^ bedrooms call after

TO SUBLET

•••••21 ^ week long ID pass card

enabling YOU to enter: Playpen
Pete & Lennys, Studio 51. For FREE
£r Save $100 in cover charge

3) For a TOTAL of $247 quint.

$270 quad COMPLETEIII

That's the price of airfare alone! I II

Think, $ave £r call Michael from 4-8

549-1233 Arlyne from 8-10 549-6286 Cindy
from 6-10 253-7000

Summer Sublet North Amherst 2 rooms
available 1 with fall option. 549-0319.

Northwood- Summer sublet w/fall option
fully furnished I 665-4744 keep tryinpl

Squire Villege apt to sublet 3 rms 285
mthly no utilities 665-7084

Squire Village two bedroom apt for sublet
June 1st - Aug 31 with fall option 665-2301

Summer - 2 bdrm, furn, bus rte, pool.
North Amherst, low rent 549-5416

One bedroom apt in Cliffsidt^ with fall

option. All util inci avail June 1 666-4281

Available 4/1 2 bedroom apt in Belcher-
towfi 5 miles from campus - near bus -

fireplace, deck 253-3758 evenings

Summer sublet fall option Brittany
Manor two i^rooms A/C pool tennis no
heating bills 266-0664

Swiaa VIII Amherat 2 rm aublet w poss fall
option $147 for everything 2S&oe24

2S6<r7B4

Sunrimer aublet w/fall option 1 br apt
call Helene 256-0669

Break out the cigara Judd, Mark, and
Kurt are pleased to announce the birth of a
new phone number at 71 Rolling Green In
cooperation with Mother Bell and weighing
in at seven digits one dash our new number
« 256^754. Thats 256-0754. Congratula-
tions to the proud parents. Thank-you

U2 TICKETS

'
iJSS,**

^^ ticketal Pleeae call Suzi at
6-6370 anytime

Got an extra ticket? Pleeae call Anne after
six 253-2424

WANTED TO BUY

TRAVEL

SUMMERSCHOOL HOLLAND? Interna
tional Business Managenient, Nine credits
Package $15001 Prof. Devos 617-383-9304

Apt V* mile from Ft Laud Strip $80 per
person - 7 nights Spring Break - 4 spaces
and transportatkw available call 256-^05

^ ^=ll*lL?"***'""»' cf>eap March 21-25,
546-2334, 617-544-7467 Evenings.

Leat Chance for Bermuda $314 ONLY
call 266-6941 after 6 hurry

Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,
25 No. Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

3 bdrm ept (Puffton Area) wanted star-
ting June 1 thru. . .Call 546-4441 or
546^436

Rndera Fee apt in Puffton or Brandywine
take over lease in June call 546-5816

WRITING SERVICES

Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD,
assist in any writing project. Amherst
Writers, Inc. 253-7764
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With a 7-20 record, men's hoop
looks like it's on the rebound

STALKING THE SIDELINES was one of Tom
McLaughlin's favorite pastimes this season. Now
he 8 stalking the country in hopes of luring more
basketball Ulent to UMass in order to keep the
resurgence of Minuteman basketball going

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts just may have had the
most successful 7 20 basketball team in the country this
year.

Basketball was quickly moving towards extinction and to
say that you were a basketball fan at UMass was an in-
vitation to ridicule from your peers for the past several
years.

But. for whatever reason, such was not the case during
the recently concluded 1981 82 season. Basketball came
thundering back and so did the fans. The Curry Hicks Cage
roared the way it did in what old timers had nostalgically
referred to as "the good old days.

"

Spearheading the resurgence was an enthusiastic, first-
year coach who brought both new life and new players into
an old Cage and was able to generate enough action to
make the Minutemen competitors once again.

"As far as I'm concerned in looking back." said coachTom McLaughlin, "the season was much more than I
expected It would ever be."
McLaughlin did not know, for instance, that he would

spend the season playing mostly four freshmen (and an
addition of one at mid season made it five) and two
sophomores. He also did not know that these youngsters
would perform so well.

s ^'^">

"The freshmen played great." said McLaughlin. "When
any freshman can score more than 8 points a game then
he s a good freshman ballplayer.
Every one of the five freshmen; Donald RusselJ. Horace

Neysmith. Ron Young. George Ramming, and Bobby
Braun turned in at least one double figure performance this

returnees

year. Russell led the team with a 16.4 points per game
average, thus making him two good freshmen ballplayers
by McLaughlin's definition.

McLaughlin was also quick to say that while a lot of the
focus has been on the freshmen (and rightfully so) that
mention should also be made to the two key sophomores
Edwin Green and Craig Smith.

"Edwin Green and Craig Smith are both good players
"

said McLaughlin. "They deserve to be mentioned as much
as anyone else on this team."

But. what made this 7-20 basketball team a success''
Certainly both the coaching staff and the players deserve a
lot of the credit for making basketball a spectator sport
agam. However, the bottom line is that, when all is said
and done the 1981-82 season will be remembered as the
year the fans came back.

"The thing that made this job good for me was the
student support said McLaughUn. "When I saw that Cage
fiUed for the Rhode Island game I just couldn't believe itThose were the two last place teams playing out there andthe Cage was still fUled up."

»-
-^ «

t mere ana

McLaughlin knows that he'll only get one 7 20 success

?27wlVJ'r • ^' --^-\-'« * --h whosi Sam we"
7 20 would be wearing dark sunglasses and looking for

K'"^f M "^^T"
^st't"lions- But. not here, not inAmherst. Massachusetts where basketball has been sliding

for so long The sight of a team that was starting to pullItself out o the hole it was in caused a rumble. B^ut nowthe fans will want more.

"We've got to get ready for next year right now." said
McLaughlin. 'Next year the fans wUl expect us to win
those one or two point games at the Cage.

"

He's right there. They certainly will.

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

If you are one of the many who have been hanging
around Boyden these past few nights watching the
rmihangers and the board-crashers doing basketball battle
(regrets to J. Most), then there is an excellent chance thatyou have developed an acute case of deja vu. and for good
reason. ^

The cause of this rapid doubletaking is apparent when
you take a glance at the game dockets and rosters of

I;»!i,?ifTM
^^''^.^''^ participating in the intramural

basketball league s annual postseason extravaganza. If you
did take the time to look, you would quickly discover that ahelluva lot of the teams and would be Birds that wore out

The fair weather
runners hit road

the floorboards in last year's playoffs are back in force this
sea.son.

For example, in the men's division, all four teams that
made it to last year's IM Final Four are stiU in the running
lor those .same spots gomg into tonight s third round as are
several other 1981 late sUge survivors. Sixty four teams
kicked off round one Monday night and going into tonight's
Ihu-d round. 16 squad.s are left to vie for next Monday's
quarterfinal berths.

'

It is certainly no surprise that GQ III is still around The
two year defending champions drew a bye in round one butcame out smoking in last night's second round, crunching
the Indians. 54 26. behind Garry Pearson's 12 points and
seven assists. GQ will make it an early rematch of last

By CHARISSE FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

I

You can see them in the distance; a flash of color, blurred
by their incredible speed. If you were wondering what
these phenomena were, you're not alone.
As these images approach you. their faces and forms

become more distinct. At a distance of about 100 feet thev
are visible to the naked eye. We can describe them i
seasonal joggers."
Under the category of "seasonal joggers." there can be

Commentaru
found two sub categories; namely, "fair weather joggers

"

and "pleasing as- inches narrow joggers" (more commonly
referred to as PAIN joggers).
The "fair weather jogger" can be found onlv when the sun

IS out. One can find a greatly decreased number of runners
when it rains or when the mercury plunges below 30
degrees farenheit.

As for the "PAIN joggers", their primary concern is the
coming of the summer. That is to .say. soon it will be time
to wear shorts, t shirts, and bathing suits, and no one
wants to took at a body that is not at its peak physical
condition. The name, "PAIN joggers" exemplifies the
psychological torment that the individual endures. After
all, one usually lets one's body go to pot during the winter,
when bulky sweaters and loose corduroys can conceal a
considerable amount of excess weight.
Everyone knows who these people are; they can often be

found wearing purple sweat pants, yellow sweatshirt
(optional bandana), and startling while running shoes.
Their garb reflects the enthusiasm that they have at the
beginni „ of their run. Heads held high, talking to their
running mates or passe f% by, the runners have an op
timistic outlook to their new found sport. They're psyched
to be out in the cool spring weather.
To let the sunshine and blue skies go to waste would be

an insult to anyone who calls himself an athlete so they're
out there, taking on the paved routes of the campus. (The
more serious runners can be found running uptown.)
One must realize that running is really only about one

third of what is trying to be accomplished. What the
"seasonal joggers" and their sub categoric counterparts
are trying to accomplish in addition to getting some ex
cercise. is to let others know that they are out there

running, and to tally up in their minds how many peoolethey can see while running. After all. human beings are
social animals. ^

Just one point of criticism can be directed toward the
sea-sonal jogger". This is the facade that they are trvine

to create for those who see them jogging. For instance;when the jogger is approaching you. their stance and
posture IS upright, they bring their knees up high, andhey use their arms in complete Olympic torch carrying
f..rm. heir stance changes quite a bit. however, after they
pass. If you bother to turn around, like I do. youd notice animmediate and in.stantaneous slouching, falline of thearms, and dragging of the legs.
To the people who come out to run. when the sun doesgood lor you. If you are serious about it, even better
}• or tho.se of you who are thinking about running, but are

just l(K) ashamed or embarras.sed to get „ut because ofwhat you II look or feel like; this article is for you What I'm
trying to say is. GO FOR IT! There are a whole bunch of
seasonal joggers' out there, and any one of them Iwks

like any other.

For those of you who don't ever consider running andwere just wondering what the blaze of colors were I'hooe
your ({uestions have been answered.

bea^fnr f
r*^ .1^ P ^'"^ **'*" ^^^y '"^^t the team theybeat for the title last year, Horseleathers. tonight at 6Horsefeathers made round three by knJckinir off th.

0'NSl2''f ' ';''"J
^'"^ Shea's'ia'Ss'anfjot

ONeil s 12 rebounds. Mike Shea came off the ID reserve
list and chipped in eight points.

reserve

The Jones Boys (aka Bad News Bears) buried theirseventh consecutive opponent, the TCs. 62-28. lasTnSge ting Ib^points from Bob Seltzer and 15 rom KenFulgham. The Joneses meet Mission Impossible tonTgh^ at
6 in another key. early round matchup BUI Awiszus led

n^ecUon"la^n^^hV^^'"^
'^ ' ^^"^ "^^^ -- ^^ U"

Women swimmers
head for AAAW's
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Five swimmers and two divers from the University of
Massachusetts women's team will try to make the con
elusion of their sea.son a good one. as they participate in the

,A^T,'.M'?"
^"'" '"tercollegiate Athletics for Women

(AIAW) Division Two Championships in Moscow. Idaho
this weekend.
The divers. Gina Perrone and Jean Bushee. have already

started their end of the competition, having left Amherst
Monday to compete in the one and three-meter boards at
Washington State University in Pullman, about eight miles
I rom the swimmers' site.

Meanwhile, the swimmers - Jennifer Nicolai. Elizabeth
h einberg Lori McCluskey. co captain Maura Sweeney and
Debbie Chisholm - will compete today, tomorrow and
Saturday in I reestyle events.

Nicolai will race in the 50 yard and 100-yard freestyle
and the ^yard and 400 yard freestyle relay. Fein berg ism l,he 100 yard and 200-yard free and both relays.
McCluskey is entered in both relays, while Chisolm will be
in the 200 yard free relay and Sweeney in the 400 yard free
relay.

"We'll try to put UMass on the scoreboard," said UMass
coach Valene Turtle. "La.st year, we were in three events,
and this time were in ten. Though were in mostly
freestyle events. I think we'll make a showing.

"

1 he championships will be a strong one. Most of the top
schools m Division Two have stayed with the AIAW in
stead of going over to the NCAA." she said.

top 16 swimmers from both championships will
receive All America certificates. Even if UMass does not
gtt into his category. Turtle feels the rewards of com
peling in the Nationals will be worth it.
As for the swimmers and divers themselves, they said

they were very excited about going to Idaho.
1 cant believe I'm going to the Nationals." said diver

I.ma I errone. I ve been practicing very hard on some new
fiives (at the championships, divers will put on an
exh.... lon during the finals; they will have their choice of
dives to perform), and I feel I've learned a bt from theNew I-^nglands. I didn't do as well as I should, and I know
no-v I shouldnt choke every time I do a bad dive. I'm
psyched for the Nationals - I know everyone is

"

I didn H'xpect to do so well this year. " said Feinberg. aIreshman. I hope to swim my best times this weekend.''
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It beats studying
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By NORA CURIOSO

This is a true story.

The names have not been changed to protect those who
sing off key.

"Step, knee, kick, turn, walk, walk, walk," practices one
auditioner. "God. I hope I get it." cries another. No, this is
not ACT 1 of A Chorus Line, but rather audition night for
^PPtn the University of Massachusetts. Amherst
Musical Theatre Guild's spring production, opening April
Fools Day at Bowker Auditorium.
Auditioners consisted of dance nr^jors, theater majors,

dmical psychology majors, and almost anyone who could
brave possible humiliaUon in front of his or her peers.
Audition night was intense, but, to my actual surprise the
atmosphere was outwardly friendly (although inwardly,
stomachs were in knots and minds in frenzies.) I admit it, I
was a little disappointed not to see anybody put ^ue on a
dancer's slipper or steal a singer's music.

1 10 people auditioned.

26 people were cast.

Three weeks have gone by, and the twenty six players
plus a production crew are now into the creation phase of
a show. A tape recorder replaces a full orchestra, a metal
folding chair replaces a flight of stairs and a mirrored wall
replaces the audience. Bob Curtiss, Kevin Dougherty,
Scott Cunningham, Steve White and Roni Smith are
rehearsing the musical number "No Time at All," with the
choreographer Kathleen Marshall.

"Left, right, left, right," chants Marshall. Encouraging-
ly she t«lls them, "Don't worry about all the steps right
now. I'm just throwing them all at you so you can think
about them and do them in the lunch line or something,"
For some of the players, this rehearsal is only one in

four to be attended this week. During the weeks directly
prior to the show, the players will rehearse every night.
They also must stay at school during spring break for
rehearsals, which may last from early morning to late at
night. The show will be performed only six ni^ts.

I asked a few of the players what seemed to me a very
obvious question - "Is it worth it?" After looking at me as
though I were crazy for asking it, Cunningham replied

Kathtooi Marshall
and Ruaaell Greene
(left), ohoreo-
grafdier and director
of the University of
Masaaohuaetts
Musical Theater
Guild's sprlnif
production of Pippin,
watch Sue Anders<m
(rlifbt) as she
auditions for a part
in Pippin. The Music
Theater Guild Is a
student run organi-
sation that puts on a
play each semester.

CoUaclaa photo* by Soott Burks

simply, "Yeah, it's worth it!" Curtiss added, "Dougherty
quit crew team so he could do this show."
The cast consists of "theater people." explained director

Russell Greene. These are people, not necessarily theater
majors, who are willing to say "OK, I missed the
Economics test in order to do a show. These people will go
days without sleep in order to build a set. These are also
the people in the chorus who do just as much work as the
leads, without getting top billing, and still give 2,000 per-
cent," Greene continued.

Listing first the chorus for a change of pace, the cast is
Bob Curtiss. Ben Cohen, Steve White, Christine Wong
Tracey Singer, Kevin Dougherty, Eileen O'Brien. Pani
Heffler, Sue Anderson, Rand Sutton, Steve Miranda
Phoebe Farber. David Mercier. Rick Boulay. Tami
Dahbura. Jennifer Daniels, Lisa Dante, Deanna Mart'n
Nancy Miller.

The people whose characters have names are Scott Cun-
mngham, Jodi Leong, Jini Paul. Breefny Rouse, Gary

Trahan, and Robert Smith.
The production details of the show will be handled by

Ellen Zieve. Russel Greene. Kathleen Marshall. John
Taylor, David Gaines, John Sattonstall, Mark Staples
Susan Bolles, Ellen Gould, Andrea Holland, Steve
Calderene, and Scott Cunningham.

T'his is Greene's first time directing a play at UMass
I m directing m my sleep," he said, "But in my sleep, I'm

already into production week. My roommate has heard me
say OK, let s get this spacing right,' and 'I don't care if
she IS m the bathroom - get her out here now.*"

"Who and what is PippmT' This question was
answered differently by every person asked. "He's not
bald, and not terribly tall," is one description given in the
play. Two of the players said that he is a Dorothy from
The Wizard of Oz symbol. Kathleen said "He is like
Candida from the play with the same title. He is a com-
promiser."

Greene equates Pippin to every person on campus who
ever wondered "Is there a life after UMass?" Pippin is an
"EVERYMAN searching to find out where he fits in; he is
every person who feels he must do something extraor-
dinary in order to be happy. He is not a compromiser, but
rather he ends up realizing that he doesn't need flash and
glitter to be happy."

Greene describes the play as "fun — it makes fun of
itself. The characters talk to the audience and comment
about the show as it progresses. There is even an audience
sing-along in it."

Greene's hope is that the audience will leave sayine
"God. that was fun!"

"We're entertainment!" he continued. "Come, have a
good time, laugh, and applaud a lot." Then Greene added
one last thought about the breed called theatre people -
"We're committed to doing the best show we can and suc-

ceed ng."

Entertainment
By SUSAN BARON

Amherst is a potential haven for anyone
in the entertainment business. There is a
young narkel out there that is willing to
try almost anything. Yet only a few
busines.speople have successfully taken
advjintage of this tremendous opportunity
- one being Joe DiNatale. He is the pn.u«l

"There's plenty of rcx>m
in the market. I honestly
believe that Amherst is
starving for fresh new
ideas. Amherst hasn't
scratched the surface in
satisfying people. One per-
cent of the available
market fills this place
alone (Joey D's)."

owner of both Mikes Wesiview t afe and
Joey I)'s.

Mike's Wesiview has been under
DiNatales ownership for six years now. Ii

was actually built 50 years ago as a gas
station and it wasnt until after prohibition

was repealed that it became a bar. It is a

quality place for its niche, however ji's a

grade below Joey D's in formality and class.

One would suspect that Mr. Di.Nalale has
the corner on the market by appealing lo

two different groups of people. According,'

to Mr. DiNatale this isn't the case: "There's

plenty of room in the market. I honestly
believe that Amherst is starving for fresh
new ideas. Amherst hasn't scratched the
surface in satisfying people. One percent of
the available market fills this place alone
(Joey I)s»." He went on to discuss the
product appeal" of Mike's and Joey D's.
"Mike's and Joey D's are two different
worlds. Hut like my Honda motorcycle and
BMW, I like "em both. We all have our
m(xxis so I give p<'ople alternative things."

Mikes Westview is a place to go and
watch a game on T.V.. play pool or drink
with friends. Mike's sells more akohol per
head than Joey D's. This is probably
because Joey D's features dancing as the
avenue of socializing. As Joe said with an
outburst of laughter. "It's physically im
possible to dance and drink at the same
time." Perhaps the distinguishing factor
between Joes place is Joey D's dress code:
no dungarees, t-shirts or jerseys. With
most places students can go out right from
studying in the same clothes. Joey D's
encourages a different attitude with its
dress code. Even the "crowd control
engineers

" (otherwise known as councers)
wear lies and say please and thank you.
Joey I)"s also serves dinner.

When Joey D"s opened in October of '81.
closing Branigans. it was a restaurant and
Jazz riuh. But from 10 p.m. to I a.m.. the
place was empty. Jw reflected. *It was the
worst experience of my life. 1 doni feel Tm
a lot like the other guys in this business. I

often try lo do things the way I like lo do
them and hope people find it acceptable. It

goes against marktling principles hut 1 do

that to an extent." Considering his success,
this is a sad prospect for one Uke myself, a
marketing major. But the story gws on.
Joe continued. ""The Jazz Babies wouldn't
sell. I then went to marketing. What do
people want? I traveled and observed that
dancing and disco wasn't out yet."

So out went the Jazz Babies and live
entertainment. In came an incredible sound
system similar to that of Infinity's in
Springfield, and W-Be Bop disc jockey
company. Joe got portfolios of 50 60 D J s
he auditioned eight and chose two'

'

Although all of this wasn't according to
original plans. Joe feels good about Joey
Us. And why not? A line of people await

^''^!^"Z^
Jo^y l>s from 10:30 to mid

night. Wednesday to Saturday. A similar
phenomenon occurs over at Mike's. Jo
'^'^^^^'^ 's obviously doing something

"Mike's and Joey D's are
two different worlds. But
like my Honda motorcycle
and BMW. I like 'em both.
We all have our moods so I
give people alternative
things."

right.

I asked J,M' if he considered himself anentertainer. "No. Imm, he entertTinmen"
busme.ss. not an entertainer. The best .hmgh.bu.siness though, is a good customer"
Mr. DiNatale then went on . .xpbin

something similar to what a marketing
professor calls reference groups: "The
majority of people are followers. I must
spot and win the leaders. There self

confident, uninhibited and their altitude
prevails. They are the sources of en
tertainment." Joe feels that people,
students, come to his bars to see the people
they identify with, to meet the people they
respect.

This summer. Joe plans to make Joey D's
a "whole place." After some traveling and,
yes. research Joe will institute some ar-

chitectural and menu changes so as to
utilize more space.

So success isn't easy. Joe explains,
"What I do is 90 percent perspiration.
Making ideas work is hard work. But this

place is adjustable and so am I. I'll always
sell food, no matter if I make money or not.

Selling food gives you a better image. Right
now it's break even between the restaurant
and disco."

Joey D's isn't homefree yet. Joe admits,
"I've got a lot to learn about this place. " But
alter seeing how the disco is catching on. he
says. 'Tm never going to be afraid to do
anything again.

"

Mike's Westview is homefree. Its even
having its first annual 10 mile marathon
this spring.

Students are starving for innovative
ideas, change. Those in the entertainment
business must keep abreast of what the
young people w nt. And what we want is

entertainment mu.sic. dance, food, drink.

P'* 'pk and fun.
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Oscar time!

Jack Nicholson of Reds, is a
nominee for supportinfif actor.

By ANDREW GORDON

Another year has passed and. once againAcademy Award time is upon us. As I and
thousands others did last year, it is time
agam to attempt to predict this year's Oscar
winners. Hopefully in the past year my
success, or lack of it. at last year's
predictions will have been forgotten. I'U try
harder this time.

1981 was the year the movie companies
recognized the financial potential of the
youth market and a great many films were
geared towards that audience. This practice
IS rellected in this year's nominations. It
was a hurting year for quality filmmaking
and although the year's nominees for Best
Picture are good films, even they might not
have been nominated on any other year
Best Picture is perhaps the most important
of Ihe awards; The fUm that wins the award
consistantly sweeps the other awards too
It must be understood that this is no mere
honor, winning this award can mean in
creased profits of up to twenty million
do jars. Because of this, a heavy amount of
politicking on the part of the film companies
goes on; full page ads in Variety and other
trade papers are taken out." Academy
miembers are petitioned and, quite possibly
shadier methods are used. There is also a
sense of pride in filmmaking; a desire by the

academy to portray film as an important
and dramatic medium. In the past twenty
years only one comedy. Annie Hall, has
received the Oscar. The most serious film
has the best chances.
The nominees for best picture this year

?rS /"'/."'". ^'"J'' <^Aam<s of Fire, On
('''Mtnl'ond, Raiders of the Lost Ark and
liei/s. Haiders won't win. for the above
mentioned reasons, and neither will
Cbanots of Fire, Atlantic City because
virtually no one saw them. Atlantic City
could sneak up from out of left field, but I
see Best Picture as a competition between
thi (xiUieri Pond and Reds. Of these two I

Susan Sarandon of Atlantic Ci
ty is up for Best Actress.

think Reds should get it.

Academy awards are also ways the
academy honors specific actors, regardless
of the role. Whether someone has won in
the past figures into whether they will win
now. This year only one nominee for Best
Actor. Burl Lancaster, has won before (in
1960. for Elmer Gantry). This might very

John Gielc^d is a nominee for
supporting actor for his role in
Arthur.

well be the time to honor Warren Beatty
[Reds). Henry Fonda {On Golden Pond) or
Paul Newman {Absence of Malice), three of
our biggest stars who have never won
Oscars. Dudley Moore {Arthur) needn't
even bother showing up; he won't win.
Neither, I think, will Newman. Fonda's
health is going and. ironically, this may
work in his favor. But he was given a
iilelime achievement award by the
Academy last year so I think the award will
go to either Lancaster {Atlantic City) or
Beatty. depending on what wins Best
1 iclure. Since Lancaster has won before.
Beatty has the upper hand.
For Ikvst Actress the nominees are

Kalherine Hepburn {On Golden Pond),
Uiane Keaton {Reds), Marsha Mason {Ordy
nhi u I Laugh), Susan Sarandon {Atlantic
(itfi) and Meryl Streep {French
Luut, mints Woman). I don't think Mason
or Sarandon will win. which leaves three
previous winners. Hepburn already holds
the record for most wins (three) and that
will pretty much eliminate her. The award
could go either way between Keaton and
Streep. My guess is that Streep will win

In the supporting actor and actress
departments, two nominees seem out of
place. Jack Nicholson {Reds) and Jane
honda {On Golden Pond) have each won
Oscars for leading roles (He for One FUw
Over the Cuckoos Nest, she for Klute and
(,omnnj Home) and competing in this
category would seem to guarantee them the
awards. But I think Joan Hackett {Only
When I Laugh) will beat out Fonda and
John Gielgud {Arthur) will definitely win
lor supporting actor.

Best Song is an interesting award. It
would be more appropriately titled "mOst
marketable song" or "most profiUble
song, because that's what always wins.
This year it will be a toss up between
Arthur's Theme." 'Endless Love" and
"For Your Eyes Only." The last time I

looked at Hillhoard magazine "Arthur" was
ahead .so that's my choice.
How I fared will be seen on March 29

when the 54th annual Academy Awards
show will be telecasted live. Johnny
Carson, out on bail, will emcee.

A nominee for Best Actor is
Paul Newman (Absence of
Malice).

By PhUUp Plante

"Alternative," though an overused word
in the Valley, is certainly an apt description
ofWMUA.
WMUA offers musical alternatives

within itself. Its diverse programming
includes new-wave, reggae, contemporary
and traditional black music forms (including
jazz), polka, gospel, Latin American
musics, blues, blue-grass, women's music,
and country, along with .iiciv,ds Public
service shows unique to WMUA. WMUA
literally covers the gamut of cultural
musics.

Though 77.2 percent of University of
Massachusetts, Amherst students said they
prefered rock and roll to all other music
forms (in a recent survey done by WMUA),
program director Michael Briggs said that
WMUA is trying to avoid a rock and roll
format. "It's tough for students to un
derstand what we're all about," he says.
"We're trying to provide something you
can't get on commercial radio stations. If
students want to hear mainstream rock
they have many choices other than
WMUA."
Last year The Drive to the Nineteen

Nineties, a WMUA program featuring
progressive, industrial, and electronic new
wave music not readily accessible to the
public was WMUA's most popular show.
This year most of the new wave genre is
being picked up by Jon Kanter on his show
Dogma. Reflecting on changes in
progressive new wave music forms he said,
"Its all progressed way beyond the Sex
Pistols now. People are getting sick of the
headbanging stuff.

Andrew Woolf, who formerly master-
minded the Capitol Radio show, reflected
changes in the contemporary music scene as
well as his own personal t?.ste by exploring
black contemporary music. "I'm trying to
show a connection between American and
British funk and develop a pleasing enough
format to bridge black and white audien-
ces," Woolf said. "So far there's been a lot

of positive responses from both groups.

"

When asked whether funk would eventually
become more widely appreciated among
students he was doubtful, but insisted that
funk's influences have become prevalent in

even such mainstream artists^ as J. Geils
and The Talking Heads.
The Black Mass Communications Project,

which is responsible for a large part of

WMUA Alternative
WMUA's programming, was originated 12
years ago to insure that the non-white
perspective was communicated at UMass.
BMCP programming, which includes Black
Contemporary as well as Black Classical
(jazz), reggae, Concepto Latino, even
gospel, combines music with various public
service shows. "People zoom in on our radio
shows." says "The General" (an MUA D.J.)
"We act in conjunction with many other
Third World projects, like Black History
Month," he said. Michael Manley's lecture
here at the University was recorded by
BMCP and is scheduled to be broadcasted
some time this month.

Though radio shows like John Ranter's
"Dogma," Andrew Woolfs progressive
funk and BMCP shows provide music and
information alternatives to students at
UMass, WMUA provides many shows
whose audiences range beyond the
University.

Billy Belina's "Polka Bandstand, " which
has grown from a one to six hour show in
two years, further expands 'MUA's cultural
diversity. "The phones never stop ringing,"
said Program director Briggs. Though
many students may not be polka fans,
Belina's "Polka Bandstand " provides en-
tertainment to the considerable Polish
community in the Valley, thereby providing
a positive image of UMass to the com-
munity.

Country, Blues, and Blue grass, which
airs every Sunday afternoon and evening on
'MUA completes the music and cultural
spectrum by exploring indigenous
American music forms. "We've gotten calls
from people outside the Valley as far as
Vermont for bluegrass, says spokesperson
Al Flanagan. "Blacks from Springfield call
for Blues," he said. "We try to be
educational by talking about musical trends
in America and how American musical
forms such as Blues and Bluegrass have
grown to what they are today, " he added.
By providing a forum for "off the main-
stream" musical forms. Country Blues, and
Bluegrass helps to keep these musics alive.
C.C. and BG though one of 'MUA's most
popular shows on and off campus is an
entity unto itself providing it's own funding
through benefit concerts like the upcoming
one at Hanger One. The Student Activities
fee which funds the greatest part of 'MUA's
budget is the bare minimum the station
requires to stay on the air. Like many

In the ^und hooth of WMUA: left to ri«hrn;S;;ew"^':S?^sc Jockey; Michael Bri^^s. program direc^r; H^dJChristensen. station mana^r. ""»«i

student organizatwns 'MUA's employees
usually spend four times more hours at the
station than what they're paid for.

When 'MUA members were asked if the
sUtion could exist without student funding

as a commercial entity most expressed
doubt. Production manager Michael Briggs
said, "In a large part we're a community
service. Advertising in many ways makes
an informal time schedule impossible."
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By ANDREW GORDON

A Night At The Winnipeg BaUet
On February 7. the national touring company of the

show A Chorus Line performed at the Fine Arts Center to
a packed house. I was there and was impressed beyond
belief. It was not just the emotional impact of the par
ticular show but the experience of the theater as a
medium. Live theater is by far the most mutually im-
mediate of entertainment forms and it got me thinking
about the trememdous amount of work that goes into the
production of a live performance. Unlike movies or
television, where mistakes can be edited out, theater must
run smoothly every time. There must be a perfect
marriage between the artistic and technical aspects of a
live production. I decided to look into this further and go
backstage at the Fine Arts Center during a performance to
actually .see what goes into making a show.

I was fortunate there were a number of shows coming to
the FAC this past month. I chose the Royal Winnipeg
Ballet of Canada, who performed on Wednesday, February
17. I've always thought ballet was the most artistically
pure of all theatrical forms. The dancers perform without
benefit of props, sets or words. They are alone with only
their bodies and their music to express the emotion and
beauty that is ballet. The following is an account of the day
and night I spent at the FAC. Before I go any further I

would like to gratefully acknowledge the help and
cooperation extended to me by Fine Arts Center publicity
director Judy Hoey, Chief of Staff Lewis Louraine, and
director of operations Jim MacRostie, as well as Royal
Winnipeg Ballet road manager Mark Porteous and stage
manager Ithor Sychylo.

7:15 A.M. - THE TRUCKS ARRIVE

I'm not sure what I had expected, but the crew members
for the ballet were not the types I thought they would be. I

pictured them as quiet, sensitive, artistic people: people
similar to the performers. They were not. I realized this
immediately that early morning, when a huge mack truck
with the company's logo emblazened on it squealed to a
stop by the loading ramp of the Fine Arts Center and out
jumped two dozen gruff, beer bellied men. Looking like

they would be more at home at a teamsters meeting than a
ballet, they quickly and professionally began the lengthy
process called the lead in. Assisted by the Fine Arts
Center's own stage crew (mostly students), they began
unloading over a hundred bright yellow crates, again with
the company's logo. The crates were opened on the stage
and everyone split into their specialties; the "rail team"
unloaded curtains, the orchestra crew wheeled in two
Steinway pianos and the lighting crew, electricians and
general stagehands busied themselves with their
respective jobs. They spoke of theater, dance, film and the
state of the arts — articulately and intellectually.
Underneath the gruff exterior, these men did, in fact, meet
my original expectation.
The rail team was comprised of a dozen or so men and

Members of the Royal Winnlpeir Ballet of C
formanoe at the Fine Arte Center.

CoUagtea photo hy Beott Burka
warm-up before their Feb. 17th per-

women who hung the curtains at the rear of the stage
Four curtains were hung, as different scenes require
different backdrops. Each curtain weighs almost half a
ton, so they are attached at stage level, onto long steel
beams. These beams, or rails, can be lowered or raised
double the height of the stage, either automatically or
manually.

Likewise, the lights are attached to simUar beams and
raised above eye level of the stage. The Royal Winnipeg
Ballet requires complex lighting, and over ninety separate
lights were hung above the sUge. in addition to two dozen
on the sides of the stage and over three dozen above the
theater's balconies. These lights had to be individually
focused and aimed at precise points on the sUge. a pain
stakingly slow process which ran late into the afternoon.
Things were not only lowered to stage level, they were

also raised to it. The orchestra pit was raised by
hydraulics, enabling the Steinway to be rolled onto it. I
was watching the orchestra crew readying the pit for the
performance when I noticed the appearance of the com

pany's piano tuner. I watched as he began to slowly and
carefully tune each to perfection. At completion he checked
his work and played a beautiful medley of jazz, blues and
classical piano. Other technicians were loudly hooking up
cables, moving equipment and yelling to each other, but he
never seemed to notice. Even when he was hydraulically
lowered into the pit, he never stopped playing, he never
even noticed. It was an image that struck me. though I was
not yet sure why.
The stagehands were now busily unrolling large sections

of floor matting, which were assembled and affixed to the
stage. This was to provide an easier and more durable floor
to dance on. Electricians were rigging up mUes of cable
which would run to the sound and lighting booths. At 1
p.m., the crews returned to their buses for a lunch break
and I took it as an opportunity to expl(M^ a little. The
complexity of the production was reflected in the com
plexity of the building itself. AU under and around the Fine
Arts Center are hidden a seemingly endless series of
concrete tunnels, stairways and corridors. These lead to

To the right is

shown the Win-
nipeg Ballet in
rehearsal before
the show. Warm-
ups were con-
ducted by Galina
Yordanova. For
close to two hours
the company
stretched and ex-
tended arms and
legs in exercises.
The class looked
as grueling as the
show itself.

The Royal Win-
nipeg BaUet was
founded in 1939
and is currently
comprised of
twenty-three
dancers: eleven
men and tw^elve
women. The
average age is
mid- twenties
although the
spectrum ex-
tends from mid-
teens to mid-
thirties.
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dressmg rooms, rehearsal halls and storage areas. Someseem to lead to nowhere at all; I tried to avoid those
After lunch the lighting, rail and electronic" crews

finished up the rest of their general work. Their part was

3:30 P.M. - THE DANCERS ARRIVE
I. once again, had some preconceived ideas about what

the dancers would be like. I pictured them as egotistical
and haughty. As they got off their bus and entered the
FAC some visibly put on a kind of act as if trying to live up
to an image. Fairly soon, though, they showed themselves
to be friendly, helpful and sweet. The company, founded in
1939. IS currently comprised of twenty-three dancers-
eleven men and twelve women. The average age is mid-
twenties, although the spectrum extends from mid-teens
to mid-thirties.

The dancers headed straight for the dressing rooms to
change into tights, leotards and warm up outfits Mean-
while, stagehands set up a series of dance bars onstage
Then, a motherly -looking woman and her entourage

literally took over the area and instantly made it look likeNew York s garment district. Ironing boards popped open
sewmg machines wheeled in and taU. portable closets were
opened up. I was nearly knocked over by four stagehands
hauhng m a washer and dryer.
The dancers meanwhile, began warm-ups. They held

places at the^bars as the company's guest teacher. Galina
Yordanova, came out and began class. For close to two
hours they stretched and extened arms and legs in
exercises that were both painful and beautiful. In many
ways, the class looked almost as grueling as the show it-
self. After the class most of the dancers went back to the
dressing rooms. They changed into new warm up suits and
old ones were thrown into the washers. Onstage, the
principal dancers rehearsed individual soloes with
associate artistic director David Moroni. Most of the crews
were now out having dinner and the FAC house staff,
comprised almost entirely of students, had come in and
were busy cleaning up the theater.
When rehearsal was through, the principal dancers

jomed the others in the dressing rooms for cards, Ulk and
rest. They showered and lounged around; all but one. Back
on the sUge, a small dancer stood alone. The audio crew
was testing the sound system and a tape of Chopin was
cranked. She moved and danced around the stage in
harmony with the music. She was not rehearsing, no one
was watching her. the sUge was dark: she was just
dancing. It was a beautiful, breathtaking moment and I
thought back to the piano tuner. Here was a clue. I
realized, to the nature of the artist. Both of these people
lost themselves in their art. became enveloped in it and
nothing else mattered. Their only motivation was the love
they felt iar that art. It was a magical moment that was
over far too quickly

.

7:30 P.M - SHOWTIME APPROACHES
The atmosphere had by now somewhat mellowed out but

at 7:30 the place hopped to action. The front curtain was
closed and crew members took their respective posts. The

m3?^^S'^^ the emblem of the Winnipeg Ballet, and carrySrS;e^^;;;;;::t"pulled up at the Fine Arts Center on the morning of the performanoe.
P™*"*.

orchestra entered the pit and. through the curtain, they
could be heard tuning up. The dancers, now in costume,
jomed me in the wings. As curtain time rapidly ap-
proached, they stood and calmly waited. I, however, was a
ball of nerves. After hanging out and talking to the dancers
for all those hours, they became more humanized for me;
not just performers.
At 8:15 the backstage lights clicked off and the orchestra

began their overture. As the curtain slowly opened, the
Ughts went full on the sUge and. after a pause, the dancers

«^". °"V, J^®y ^^*" their first of five dances,"Our
Waltzes by Vincente Nebrada. This dance was beautiful
If slightly long, and was well received. The best dances of
the evening. I felt, were "a Pas de Deux" with Teresa
Bacall and Baxter Bransetter and a piece called "Five
Tangos" which used almost the entire company.
The dancers never missed a beat; they danced to per

fection and never stopped smiling. I had always wondered
whether dancers ever got tired; they never seemed to.
Well that s because they wait until they get offstage to
coUapse. Many came close to doing just that. During one
particularly strenuous dance. Susan Bennett exited stage

Tight, where she dropped to her knees and gasped for air
like a drown victim, only to leap onstage again a moment
later.

The show ended a little past 10:30 and the crew's jobs
once again began. I was recruited to help in the load-out,
which was considerably faster than the load-in. Lights,
curtains and flooring were quickly packed up and put on
the truck. Meanwhile, the dancers changed into everyday
clothes and prepared to board their bus. Most had not
eaten in close to twelve hours and were anxious to get to a
resUurant. I said goodbye and sadly watched the bus pull
•out onto North Pleasant Street.

The crew finished about an hour or so later and they,
too. prepared to leave. The company had been there
seventeen hours and in that time I was greatly affected. I
may never see theater the same way. It was a wonderful
experience. My only regret is that after all the work put
into bringing the company here, more students did not
take advantage of it. Of the tickets soW, only a litte over
ten percent went to students; and that's a shame. Good
luck to the Royal Winnipeg Ballet and hopefully we can get
them back next year.

"She moved
and danced
around the stage
in harmony with
the music. She
was not rehears-
ing, no one was
watching her, the
stage was dark;
she was just dan-
cing. It was a
beautiful, breath-
taking moment
and I thought
hack to the piano
tuner. Here was a
due, I realized, to
the natiu*e of the
artist. Both of
these people lost

themselves in
their art, became
enveloped in it

and nothing else

mattered. Their
only motivation
was the love they
felt for that art.'*
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*Walkmen'
on the run
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By JULIE GEANAKAKIS

Beware of the invasion of the Sony Walk
man; the audio gadget that permits people
to cruise around within a narcotic shell of
sound. Identifiable by their day glo orange
earphones with thin black wires that lead to
an invisible music box hidden away in a
knapsack or clipped securely to the hip.
Walkman wearers let the visual drama of
life stream by. They plug into their hi
fashion hearing apparatus and out of
reality.

Walkman has transformed audio
technology. Chris Davis, National
Trainer/Coordinator for the Consumer
Products Division of General Audio for the
Sony Corporation explains, "(ipen air
headphoni'b didn't exist before Walkman;
the idea of headphone listening and sten^o
playback wasn't new, it is me
miniaturization of these proce.s.ses that is

revolutionary."

Peter Toulos, salesman at Underground
Sound in Amherst claims, "They sell well;
they are the in thing, taking over the spot
that boom boxes held." But what is the big
attraction? Could it be prices that range
from $35 for an FM Tuner to $250 for a
personal stereo with RM/recording and
playback options (a price that would cover
the cost of one component of a stereo
system of full size)? Chris Davis of Sony
comments, "Walkman is an adjunct to what
people already own. If they have a cassette
deck, Walkman supplements this." He
continues, "Us the portability that makes
personal stereo .so popular; it permits you

to do many types of mobile activities." Kim
Elliot, professor of Communication Studes
at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, has comments that echo Davis',
"I'm not su prised it (personal stereo! has
become such a phenomenon; it carries radio
and audio to its ultimate portability and
convenience."
Yes, personal stereo has served these

junctions well, but what are the chances of
il creating an impersonal world by am
putaling the sound sense of those who wear
them? Walkman wearers do have the
freedom to share the music with another;
there are two headphone inputs on the
machine. Walkman also has a muting switch
ol "Hot Line" so that the listener can hear
ambient sound above the recording.

Marshall McLuhan. a former media guru,
said, 'The hotting up of one sense tends to
effect hypnosis..." Walkman wearers
agree.

"Walkman keeps me happy, keeps me
otTupied and I forget about classes" ex
plains Hill Mack. "I relax." Mack has had his
system for two years. Sociology major Deb
Earinelle says the rock she listens to makes
her "up and happy." She expounds, "The
senses are dulled and I'm not in tune with
my surroundings at all." Other say they feel
at peace when connected with a Walkman.
Still others use Walkman to tune out of
negative situations or as a technological
high, muting the awareness of inten.se
physical exertion. Walkman wearers don't
dispute the fact that their sound .sense is

being well crammed with data, but what
sort of impulses are they indulging in?

"Just music, average everyday music,
says freshman Kathy Harkness who tunes
in t«) the tunes of Pink Floyd and the Rolling
Stones with regularity, and Jefferson
Airplane and the Doors when she wants an
upper. Senior Journalism major Ria Koning
h(K)ks up to her KLH Sole in the a.m. hours,
beginning her listening with Jazz then
progressing into Police. Sophomore
Stephen Haynes catches the BMCP
program on WMUA, then adds Bob Marley,

a little funk and a glint of disco to his self-
made program. The common denominator
is that all these folks are engaging in a
musical mood alteration.

Walkman is a socially isolating
mechanism because the wearers make it so.
It threatens to make every listener a
remote and unapproachable sensory island.
These are the things sacrificed when one
becomes a member of the "headset."

Zen and the art of video games
By STEPHEN MURPHY

PACMAN ONMYBACK

I'm coming out of the closet. Let it be
known that I am a hopeless video addict.
And I'm not alone. There are many of us
with this narcotic attraction — addiction ii

you will — to electronic video games and we
are increasing in number daily, like the
infectious walking corpses of George
Romero's Living Dead films.

Spare me your grief; send me your
quarters.

We call the drug "video" for short, an
mtimate way of generalizing such entities
as Pac Man, Centipede and Galaxian.

Oh, it's madness alright. Climb aboard.

INSIDE THAT MACHINE IS A BRAIN
AND VICE VERSA

No one can argue the addictive power of
video. Unlike television, which seduces
with passivity, video games bring out our
Neanderthal instincts of conquer and
destroy. Do or die. We become hooked on
the ultimate competition: Man against
machine.

The ritualistic nature of any addiction is

itself a mechanical process. In our search
for the brain inside the machine we forget
one thing: In our attempt to outsmart a
machine we eventually must become like
the machine and program ourselves ac-
cording to the machine 's programming.

Artificial intelligence may be the solution
to humanizing machines, but video games
have brought about the mechanization of
humans.

"I like fighting 'em — the little guys" —
Jeff, age 12.

"Cause it's fun" — Jonathan, age 11.

"I play for fun" — Donny. age 10.

"I don't play." Why not? "I don't know"
— Donna, age 7.

Perhaps not the most complex answers
but certainly enlightening. Children, it

appears, view video primarily as a source of
entertainment, much as adults do.
When questioned as to the source of their

video spendings children responded that
they either received money from their

HELPS PA YTHERENT

More and more bars, spas, laundromats
and pizza joints have one thing in common;
video games. A few popular machines can
bring store owners as much as $100 a week
in extra income.

Imagine how much the Campus Center
game room earns.

PARTYOUT OFBOUNDS

Any craze is bound to stimulate the

NO COMMENT

The manager of a certain area arcade would
not grant The Collegian an interview for
fear of more bad press. The media has been
coming down hard on such places, video
games in general and, according to the
same manager, are not being objective
enough. Oh.

VIDEO BABYLON

(A random sample from a survey of grade
school children conducted recently in the
Hampshire Mall).

A nd why do you play video games ?

"They're challenging" — Jennifer, aee
10.

*

'I just like playing 'em" — Harry, age 9.
"For entertainment" — Jimmy, age 11.
"I like the little guys who chomp up the

other guys " — Jeff, age 9.

»w • ,_ _ Photo by 8t0phanl« J. Tloa

parents for doing chores or from such jobs
as paper routes. "You have to learn how to
basically save and spend your money,

"

confided one 1 1 year old.

Jennifer. 10. thought there was "a little

"

hnk between watching television and
playing video, but refrained from
speculating any further.

The parents of the majority of
children did not outwardly mind
children's fixation on such games,
even played alongside their children.

It is interesting to note that one small boy
said he wasn't "into the macho thing of it

"

implying a level of video competition
amongst schoolchildren, a new status quo.

Some children came from homes with in
home Atari games. They scored the
highest.

these

their

Some

displeasure of those not a part of it. Video
games are no exception.

Until sociological studies are conducted on
the effects of video games, no substantial
criticisms may be formed without a slight
trace of bias. Sure, they are addictive, like
any form of fun or vice; and yes. they can
put a serious drain on the old budget. But
then again, it is all a matter of subjectivity.
Except when it comes to children.
It has always been questionable whether

children differentiate matters along
dialectic lines or whether they absorb,
without discretion, from their environmen*.
A safe assumption is the latter, if not in
whole, most definitely in part.

Some people, specifically Massachusetts
Town Council members and legislators, feel
video games pose a serious threat to the
continued well being of young people.
About a dozen Massachusetts communities

are now in the process of taking on the $5-^
billion-a-year video industry through town
ordinances designed to curtail young
people'a involvement in the games.
Among the harshest in the state (and,

according to The Boston Globe, in the
country) are committees in West Warwick.
Last month town council members passed
an ordinance "prohibiting anyone under 16
from playing the games without the
supervision of a parent or guardian." The
Marlborough City Council has recently
followed suit by passing an ordinance
"prohibiting anyone under 18 from playing
electronic video games during school hours
and by banning the operation of machines
within 1500 feet of a school, housing for the
elderly (?) or a playground, and 300 feet
from residential areas."
These are both impassioned efforts, but
what is to stop a child from hopping a bus to
a nearby mall in order to play? Nothing it

seems. Any answer hinges upon the
greatest part of a child's life; his/her
parents. But are aU parents, themselves
removed from the cultural mystique of
electronic games, capable of such decisions?
There are no easy answers.

LUNATICFRINGE?

Someone once told me the lunatic fringe
isn't all it's cracked up to be. I tend to
disagree. Often those with the most
outrageous ideas are a bit less tangential
than the rest of us care to believe. The
classic fear of the unknown. And although
the ultimate truth probably is that there is
no ultimate truth, speculation always yields
interesting results.

In this instance, take the extremist view
of video games. There are those among us
who feel such games are a precursor to
electronic warfare and the use of laser
weaponry, that the strictly offensive-
defensive nature of video games is a basic
training ground of sorts, a corporate
government strategem of the subtlest
order. A fear of conspiracy.

COMMENT

Electronic video games are simply the
latest entertainment wave of the future,
another cultural step for our increasingly
technological society. Exactly where this
will lead is anyone's guess.
Each day, as I slip my last quarter into Pac
Man. I realize the ultimate truth of the
video craze. But everytime I grasp it,

someone changes my programming. Damn
machines.

(Special thanks to Stephanie Tice for her
technical assistance.)

March 11, 1982,
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Never to be beaten
I'.v CHAHI.FS } RANCI.s CARROLI.

'

Whiir Ali.-.n ..inshirc was KT'.unng In' i he Hii.ssian
h uijribts ihi> >unim(T ;;- iMoulcftT. he compared Fssenin to
(.re>Tor\ Cors,;. CorM, f-Mnn^ unobtrusivpjv in the rear of
;';- cL'iss'w.m near the d-xx . A Mudf"rii unwittinjflv
iri.jUir.Hi. Wh,-; did ( orso commit suinde.'." to which
J.insbrr^' ref.h.'d •il.> d-dnt quite th- opposite.''
f ^notircdC Drsu/ftt shor'ly thereafter

i-or ariyono wfio may nave tnougl.t (Jregorv Corso had
difu, lit me rnli^;hlen you. Corso is verv much ahve and
inKTHis m May that way ... forever. After eleven years

,
with<-ui word, ;his book .,! pot^ms announces Corso's

I arrival lo airt And. as the title proclaims, he ha^ a
nu's.sage lu diliver. More than breathing hfe into what

[

many b«-Iieve to be a dying art , he not onlv resuscitates the
muse mouth to month, but revurreots a faith m God.

"What!" you may ask. "Gregory Corso. the "filthy
beatnik sex commie dope fiend.' religious?.No way. " Bui
there is a way to "expiate all that's been sadly done .

sadly neglected," a way of change. The significance of faith
intensifies for Corso as his awareness of '"religious ex
periences" char— ...i-:i-

•

-.. .,,.„.

God also change^. ... ..

"What about the old meaning?" What about it. Of
course, there is mention of the movement with which
Corso is identified and identifies with in the first poem of
the book. "Columbia U Poesy Reading — 1975." where
Corso mortal izes Allen Ginsberg and immortalizes Jack
Kerouac. Ginsberg's viiahty. Kerouac's soul. Corso's wit.
Not an end. but a beginning. Precisely why this poem is
first

;
to get it out of the way. or, of not to put it in the past.

to put It in its proper place. Moving with each motion of the
watch's movement as it winds down and stops, he moves
on ...

What emerges in the aftermath of the "bloodless"
revolution of the Real movement is' Corso and God face to
face. So what if God is a woman! All the better, for the
male female dynamic transcends the physical to the
metaphysical: the source of creativity is the source of
creation. "Miss God" is the muse in absolute terms and, as
such. IS achet ypaliy the essence of form and universally the
essence of content. No metaphor. Corso rejects' anv
conceptualization of God, not God. He "gives the god's
away." He drops God "out the window." For Corso, God is
not a question; nor is God the answer. God simpiv exists.
As IS all love, his is an act of faith, a.s he explains in the
poem, "Money Love;" "The love one human has- for
another ' is heartfelt, without doubt
The love one has for money

is unable to purchase love
The love one has for the God
sensed by all humankind
is unsure, by faith enjomed....

Which love is the greater?
The first when it strikes

the heart

The second when the heart is

broken

The third when the first is maintained
And the second is of no consequence"
Only when he is "humbled... into a nothingness." ran

imf^n?

Death IS "The Rig Lie of Life." If there's anv way to beat abum rap^t.orso is gomg to me ii a po, "tVer ignorant of
he death -they. wU. never knou. " many humans believe

that death is the means to immnrial:Ty However there
are ar. a.ssorted cast of characters ,n historv, KiijahMohammed, or the Eighty lour Adepts, for that matter'who have escape.! al.ve. Just so. Corso. intends ""out of
here any,

.
How does he equate himself with Klijah"> By

tailh. hrom God to Death and trom Death U> God thes't
poems ran^e. but always on the basis of the p<x.t's faith of
the extraordmary in the ordmary. It ,s an "Alchemy " "A
bluebird / -^

alights upon a yellow chair
— Spring IS here '

where blue and yellow merge into green, eternal sprmp
eiernaJ life.

' k 6-

torso's quest for eternal life is not solely self concerned
for he Ls ultimately concerned with "how the planet a.s well
can get out alive." As you may or may not know, prior
a.ssociations with Corso are often foreboding. In contrast to
this act of faith, was the act of prophesy in the last Une of
his poem, '"Bomb" [Happy Birthday of Death, New
Direofinn«! IQ-^fit- "\'o.a ;«»^ i; - i l i. , ,. .,

— ^. .... ..Mj«,.j TT iiivii lit:

-wi. "Many Have Fallen:" ""Well, 20
years later not one but 86 bombs. A-Bombs, have fallen
We bombed Utah, Nevada. New Mexico,

/ and all survived

... until two decades later

when the dead finally died"
Has life changed? No, it is death that has changed. Corso

IS talking about the possible extinction of the entire human
race to those of us who think that life and earth no longer
have any meaning, who believe that it is absurd. Corso
pleads with us:

"I tell you bombs are real

and people, people are real

and both, people and bombs
are a terrible truth
not to be trusted.

Whether it be a Hiroshima or a Bologna
the message is clear

bombs EXPLODE
and people explode them
I tell you, hear!

the bomb is near
and it'll be too late

when it reaches your ear ' from "Bombed Train Station, 80
Killed" "The poet can only try to stop its approach" is

Corso's cause - j. cause leading us away from suicide, from
the absurd, from death.

One mlg^lt question Corsos choice of words urgent as
they are, that his use of language is profane. But there's
much more to it than that, and if the poems are profane,
they are also sacred. There is at times the inelegant
eloquence of the only apparently lost soul singing ex
temporaneously in the back of everyone's consciousness in
a voice both repulsive and attractive, but speaking the
truth. If Keats' "truth is beauty" is true, then Corso proves
that equally true is the truth that is ugly, and that the
synthesis between the two is pure poetry.

This book may not win any awards. Perhaps, it is only

i" itsejf. Death is the unanswered question. The fortunate reader receives the award.

>*^'^..^.

t

All pbolo* of
Oreifory Cor«o ezc«pt
for Allan Ginab«r|
(o«nt«r top and 2nd
down In rt(bl oolumn
OT Corao) and Charlea
Prancia Carroll (top

right and 3rd down In

right column) Pholoa
by Caron Schwartx

Smile! You're on UVC!
By DIANE CARRIER

You've got an hour before your next
class. You enter the Student Union with the
notion of picking up a Collegian and heading
over to the Coffee Shop. You fight your way
through the crowd to get to the stacks of

Rapers, then stop and look up to see what is
olding everyone's interest. It turns out to

be the Blushing Brides at an Orchard Hill

Spring Concert, being played on the
Student Union/Campus Center Cable
System. You stand there for a few minutes,
getting into the music and antics of the
Rolling Stones impersonators, forgetting
momentarily your big plans for food and
news.

But did you ever stop and think of the
organization that brings you this between
class video entertainment, as well as the
many other video events on campus? The
Union Video ('enter at University of
Massachusetts, Amherst provides the
material for the cable system, which is

programmed by the Governor's Program
Council to fill the hours between 10 a.m.

and 2 p.m. on weekdays. The majority of
material is produced by the members of
U.V.C, but occasionally commercial video
tapes are shown.

In addition to the Student
Union/Campus Center cable system
-which will be expanded to include a
monitor in the Campus Center and one at
the back of the Hatch — U.V.C. is involved
in video all over campus, and off You may
have noticed, for instance, if you wandered
by the Cape Cod Lounge on a Thursday
evening this past month, several people
inside with their eyes glued to one of two
large sets. This was third annual video art
festival, held by U.V.C. each spring. The
topics presented were: Art and
TtKhnology. which featured ex Monkee
Michael Nesmith's EUphant Parts (a video
music and comedy album in Dolby stereo);
Pioneer of the Avante Garde; Art and
Society; Nature, Man, and Art; and Surreal
Explorer. No admission was charged. If

you mi.ssed out this year, look for the video
art festival next spring.

In addition to the festival. Union Video
is holding a video art competition. The

competition is open to all student and in-

dependent producers who live in Western
Missachu.setts. Works are judged in
narrative, documentary, or avant garde
based on aesthetic criteria, communicative
success, and technical quality. The deadline
for entry is March 31. and winning entries
will be exhibited on April 29 in the Cape
Code Ix)unge. Each category offers a first
prize of $75, and a runner up award of $25.

One of the features Union Video hopes
to air regularly in the near future is a half
hour comedy/variety show called The Last
Crrrat Americans. This show will be
cableca.st on CCA TV on Monday nights in
places such as the Drake and during the
week on the Student Union Ballroom,
Campus Center cable system. Once the
show gets going, it should be shown on a bi
monthly basis.

Union Video hopes to be taping more
income generating community events, as
well as more and bigger concerts through
Union Program Council, and bands playing
al Iwal bars. Higher hopes for the future
are to get the campus wired for cable,
vhich the local cable company is quite

CoUagrlan photo by Taraaa BetUnorv
A oonunon sight in the Cam-

pus Center lately, students
stand watchingr a video of a live
concert. The Union Video Center
brinfirs students this service.

willing to do. Then UMass can have its own
studenl run television channel, and finall
catch up with the times.
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Murphy's victory still in doubt
By STEVEN SEMPLE
Collegian Staff

The legitimacy of Jim Murphy's recent election as presi-
dent of the University of Massachusetts Student Govern-
ment Association (SGA) is still in doubt.
A Student Judiciary Tribunal last night ordered the trial

continued to 6 p.m. Monday where, hopeftiUy, a witness
for the defense will be able to clear up conflicting
documents from the UMass Registrar's office.

The trial ground to a halt after testimoney by SGA
Governmental Affairs Chairperson Mindy Ordway, the se-
cond witness for the defense. Ordway testified that on
March 4 she received a list of active undergraduate
students from the registrar's office which included Mur-
phy.

A document previously submitted by Craig Sherwood
advocate for plaintiff Paul Domey, states that Murphy
was administratively withdrawn from the University from
February 19 to March 8. The document, a memo from
UMass registrar Ralph D. Jones dated March 10, states
that Murphy was reinstated March 9. Murphy said earlier
this week he was withdrawn for non-payment of a bill.

If the plaintiffs evidence is upheld, that would indicate
that Murphy was not a student throughout the presiden-
tial campaign, including the first day of voting. The SGA
constitution states that only students are eligible for such
elections. Domey is requesting that the election results be
invalidated.

"I find it difficult to believe anyone who was withdrawn
up through the first day of balloting could be considered
for the presidency," Sherwood said.

Chief Justice Chris Cook ordered Ordway to obtain

verification from the registrar of the evidencfe she
presented, along with an explanation of the discrepency in
records.

"If these (conflicting documents) are both from Ralph
Jones,' then there's either something wrong with Ralph
Jones or with something else," Cook said.

Murpy's eligibility was officially questioned by Domey
late Monday after he allegedly saw a computer readout
which listed Murphy as withdrawn. Domey testified last
night that he checked the computer in order to verify the
status of two of Murphy's campaign workers, Chip Nealy
and Bruce Levy. Levy, chairman of the Governor's Pro-
gram Council, is now serving as Murphy's advocate, the
equivalent of a lawyer in student judiciary proceedings.
Domey was a campaign worker for the second place
Robinson/'Ashman candidacy.
Domey said his inquiry was in response to information

he obtained that Levy was filing a complaint against him.
He said he had reason to believe that Levy was not official-

ly a student.

"I did not feel it was right that a non-student could file a
grievance against a student," he said.

At the outset of yesterday's session, held in a Machmer
Hall classroom. Levy requested that Clerk of Courts
Michael Cohen be removed from the proceedings due to
biased statements he allegedly had made about the case.
The judges ruled that Cohen could remain, stating that he
"has not been, is not now and will not be a part of the
deliberation process."

Levy later asked the judges to declare a mistrial on the
grounds that the judges saw evidence - a computer
readout indicating Murphy's status - prior to the beginn-
ing of the trial which could have biased them. That request
also was denied.

Adminstrator
is a candidate

for STCC job
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

The assistant chancellor at the Universrty ofMassachusetts at Amherst is the fourth high-level ad-
ministrator this semester to announce being involved in asearch for an administrative position at another academic
mstitution.

-"^^uuv

Marie M. Reid. assistant chancellor and director ofbudget and planning, said yesterday she is one of 17candidates for the president's position at Springfield
Technical Community College (STCC).

Earlier this semester. Chancellor Henry Koffler wasselected to serve as president of the University of ArLnaand Vice ChanceUors Dennis Madson and Loren Baritz

reports, that they are mvolved in searches for positions atvarious institutions.
F"»'"«n!. ai

Reid has worked in the office of Planning and Budget for
two years, and is serving as a member of the Chancellor's
Working Group on long range planning. Prior to her
working at UMass. she was Director of Finance for
Massachusetts' 15 community colleges.

*7 am concerned about the appoint-
ment of a permanent chancellor. I have
really worked well with Dr. Koffler and
Dr. Baritz and I would like to keep the
flexibility I have here.

**

— Marie M. Reid

Reid said several of her friends at STCC nominated her
for the presidency, which originally had 67 applicants.

1 never had it as a goal to become a community colleee

fnh"? ni; ^^u
'^'^- ^^^ ^*'^ ^^^ ^^ ««"tent with hfrjob at UMass. but is concerned about the transition whk:h

will take place when the permanent chancellor is ap-

'

pointed. *^

"I am concerned about the appointment of a permanent
chancellor, she said. "I have really worked well with Dr.Kofner and Dr Baritz. and I would like to keep thenexibdity Ihavehere. ^

Reid said she enjoys working on the many projectswhich she has undertaken at UMass.
"I enjoy the diversity of UMass." she .said. "I do a lot of

things.

Reid said she is concerned that minority students gettreated fairly ,n the areas of administration and finance
and believes that the "Year Toward Civility" is an honest
altenipt to address this area. She said by accepting the
presidency at STCC. she could actively participate inimprovmg the educational endeavors of minority students.

.uV'^
Springfield area has many black and Hispanic

students which Springfield Technical Community Colleee
could serve, she said. "In my opinion. Springfield
Technical Community College is one of the most diversified
community colleges in the nation."

Reid also said her husband is presently working at STCC
^.p^"^^"'^^"^ ^^^^'«" manager at their radio station

Senate elects Davies speaker and Potter treasurer
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Sharon Davies and Lisa Potter were elected senate
speaker and treasurer of the Student Government
Association (SGA) respectively by the Undergraduate Stu-
dent Senate Wednesday night.

Davies, nominated by Board of Governors Chair Scott
Cashman and Finance Chair Siobhan Powers, defeated
Morris Wheeler for the speaker's position. Potter ran
Unopposed and was nominated by present Treasurer
Richard Goldman and the Rents and Fees Committee
Chair Mitchell Gaslin.

In her candidate's speech, Davies stressed her
knowledge of the SGA. her work as speaker's assistant
and her ability to deal with issues, developed from ex-
periences as a Third World woman.

As a Third Worid woman, I have known oppression
and have developed skills in dealing with it. I would like to
use these skills to help the senate," Davies said.
When asked why she was running for the job, Davies ad-

mitted most people might be frustrated with the speaker's
office after working there for a year.
"Working as assistant, I saw a lot of the problems in the

office, but I don't think it diminished my enthusiasm at
all," she said. "I have the qualifications necessary to do
the job."

In his nomination speech for Lisa Potter. Goldman
outlined what he saw as some of the duties of his office.
"The treasurer is in charge of a trust fund (the Student

Activities Trust Fund) of $3.5 million. It's one of the
largest in the country," Goldman said.

He said he felt Potter has the dedication and the

knowledge to manage the fund, including maintenance of
^nate accounts, overseeing expenditures made by
Recognized Student Organizations (RSO's) and reporting
on the changes in the financial policies of the senate.
Potter said one of the most important ways to improve

the Trust Fund would be through the revenues of student-
run businesses.

"By developing each RSO group individually, we can
.strengthen the Trust Fund," Potter said.
Potter said she would work on revising and updating the

Financial Policy chapter of the SGA constitution and is in
terested in working on the ticket office and other issues
related to the SATF. She stresses student involvement in
all of these processes.

"I am more than willing to educate students and the
senate on how our monies are being spent," IV)tter said.
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World and national news

Abscam senator quits ^""»<£^

WASHINGTON (AP) - Harrison A.
Williams Jr. n'sifrned yesterday after 23
years in (he Senate, vowing that "history
and Almighty (uxl will vindicate me" even
as his colleagues were poised to cast him
out in the iirsl expulsion since the Civil
War.

"It i.s with sorrow that I leave good
Iriends, the New Jersey Democrat said in

a linai address that once more asserted his
inn<Mence in the Ab.scam bribery and
conspiracy case for which a federal jury
convicted him last year.

Williams. <)2, was the only senator among
seven members of Congress ensnared by
the und«'n-over investigation. He was also
the last to leave office. Kep. Michael Myers,"
Dl'a. was ousted by the House; the others
either resigned or were defeated for re
elect iim.

Williams spoke lor 23 minutes, saying
quietly at the end: "I announce my intention
to resign. 1 know I broke no laws ... I

b»lieve time, history and Almighty God will
vindicate me.

I leave in good spirits, in g(M)d heart and
vnih siiong resolve." Williams told the
packed chamber, vowing to pursue his fight
lor exoneration through the federal appeals
courts.

"I have fought the good fight," he said,
quoting the Hible. "I have finished my
c(»urse. J have kepi the faith."

Kvery member of the Senate looked on
ev.-ry gallery .seat was filk-d. as William.s
sign«-d his letter of resignation, then had it

carru'd lo Vice I'resident (JiHirge Hush and
read by ih«' clerk of the Senate.

"I hereby tender my resignation as a
meml)er of the United Stales Senate," il

said.

Uilliams called his ordeal a "two year
nightmare and accused the FHI of "heinous
coiiduci' in its investigation that resulU'd in
his <(»Mvi(ii(m and lho.se of seven House
inetnliei-s.

-*'»,

:^

WILLIAMS RESIGNS — Williams is pictured here in a photo releas-
ed by the FBI in March, 198L The FBI said the photo showed the
senator with FBI agent Richard Farhardt posing as an Arab sheik call-
ed Yassir Habib. The FBI charged that Williams engaged in bribery and
conspiracy when Williams allegedly promised to introduce legislation
favorable to the phony sheik.

Studies will be conducted on Belushi's coke and heroin
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Coroner Thomas Noguchi said

yesterday his office will make 'detailed studies" on the
purity of cocaine and heroin blamed for a respiratory
failure that killed comedian John Belushi.
Noguchi said mixing the illegal drugs, in a process users

call "speedballing. ' could often be fatal.

"The drugs paralyze the brain function. The entire
system fails — there is a complete disruption of the central
nervous control," Noguchi said. "The heart stops, and
breathing becomes irregular. Unless the brain is func
tioning and well coordinated, the human body cannot
continue."

Meanwhile, at a memorial service Thursday in New
York City, fellow comedian Dan Aykroyd eulogized his

IT reconsidering proposal
on waste treatment plant
BOSTON - The IT Corp., citing a federal shift in

chemical disposal policy, said yesterday it was recon
sidering its propo.sal to build a $100 million hazardous
waste treatment plant in Massachusetts.

"It's impossible now to say what's going to happen to the
Warren (Mass.) proposal or any of the other proposed IT
plants except for one in Louisiana. " said Greg Andrews, a
Boston spokesman for the Wilmington, Calif., company.
Andrews said IT would not be "actively" pursuing the

Warren proposal and definitely would not commit any
money to the plant until federal policy waste disposal
became more clear.

Meanwhile, a state Legislative committee Thursday
considered more than 30 changes in the Massachusetts
siting law for hazardous waste plants. One of the more
sweeping proposals would prohibit the licensing of any new
plant, including the IT proposal, for five years.
The surpri.se announcement was made in Washington by

John Schofield. an IT vice president. He complained that
the federal Environmental Protection Agency's (EPAi
recent move lo allow the landfilling of liquid hazardous
waste could eliminate the need for such a treatment
center.
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Correction
Yesterday's front page story on the hearings to deter-

mine the validity of Jim Murphy to run for Student
Government Association president inadvertently said
Murphy had l)een academically withdrawn.
Murphy was allegedly administratively withdrawn for

failure to pay a small bill.

In yesterday's story on the formation of the
chancellor's search committee by the University Board of
Trustees, the name of the representative from the Pro-
fe.ssional Association at the University of Mas.sachusetts
(PAUMA) was inadvertently omitted.
Steve Wojnar will represent PAUMA on the commit-

tee.

friend and colleague as a 'great, worldclass emissary of
American humor.'"

"He was a good man, a kind man, a warm man, a hot
man. a good man — not a bad boy, " Ackroyd told 1,000
mourners in the Cathedral of St. John the Divine in
Manhattan.

Belushi's wife, Judith Jacklin. told the Chicago Sun-
"Times that her husband "had troubles, but he wasn't a
junkie " and didn't like needles.

"People who knew him always said he wouldn't shoot
up," she said. "Something weird happened. People who
knew him knew he wasn't a junkie. I don't know what
happened."
Among those attending the service were singer Paul

Digest
By the Associated Press

Students in Philippines protest

U.S. military bases there
MANILA. Philippines - About 100 students demon

straled in front of the U.S. Embassy yesterday, deman
ding the shutdown of American military bases. Police said
not squads dispersed the demonstrators without incident.
The protest was the second in a week sparked by the

death of a 19 year old Filipino .scavenger inside the Subic
Bay Navy Base near Manila last month. Base officials said
the man accidentally fell into a ravine, but the mayor of the
area said a U.S. Marine had pushed the man.

Aid to Thailand to increase
including direct military aid
BANGKOK, Thailand - The U.S. Embassy .said

yesterday that American aid to Thailand will increase '>.5

percent this year and include direct military aid for the
iirsi time in several years.
A total of $62.r> million worth of guaranteed loans for

purcha.M> ol military equipment is included in the aid
package, aUmg with the new. direct military grants of $4 5
million, the embassy said. Overall, military aid is beine
incn-ased by $1.S.H million. Economic assistance will increase $3.;) million, u. $27.H million, the embassy said
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Simon, actors Charles Grodin and Christopher Reeve, and
a host of past and present performers and writers of the
"Saturday Night Live" TV show that made Belushi a star.

Belushi's family, including Ms. Jacklin. also attended the
service. His brother, Jim. gave one of the eulogies.

Belushi. 33. was buried Tuesday on Martha's Vineyard
off Cape Cod.

Noguchi reported Wednesday that the comedian had
injected a combination of cocaine and heroin before his
death last Friday, with the drugs apparently triggering
respiratory failure. He said more tests wiU check for any
dangerous impurities in the drugs.

Economic support was given

to Nicaragua last year
W.ASHINGTON — The Reagan administration provided

$10.4 million in economic support to non-Marxist,
"democratic forces" in Nicaragua last year, the State
Department confirmed yesterday.

The aid was provided openly and not as part of a covert
operation, although it was done without public fanfare. It

went to such private sector groups as business
associations, labor unions, producers' cooperatives,
voluntary organizations and community self-help groups.
The State Department confirmed the operations and

said another $7.4 million is earmarked for the private
sector this year.

Word of the private sector aid came against a flurry of
news reports that the administration had initiated a covert
C'lA operation to destabilize the Nicaraguan goverment.
using a $19 million fund.

Tht' Nt'u- York Times reported yesterday that covert
financial aid was being provided to individuals and private
organizations in Nicaragua for the purpose of bolstering
moderate elements there.

While the State Department declined to comment on the
newspaper report, the information on private sector aid
showed ihal at least some of the kind of assistance the
newspaper said was being provided covertly was actually
passing through open channels, although without
publicity.

'Since the coming to power of the Sandinistas in July
1979. our policy has been to support the democratic forces
which exist in Nicaragua." the department said in response
to a question about the aid effort.
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UPC cojjegian 3

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

wheth;i°"l ^^'^r^'T u^"""*^"
<^PC) Will know todaywhether J. Ceils wUl be coming to the University ofMassachusetts on May 1.

'^uversuy oi

'We were supposed to know by 7 p.m. Thursday but

Gironda said UMass is bidding against two other

the cEs '^*''*'^ recently hit number one on

"We are discussing alternatives, but in order to sellthe show, we need talent that wiU sell." said Katie

BOG ballots
not tabulated
until tomorrow
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

Undergraduate Student Senate Govern-
mental Affairs Committee Chair Mindy
Ordway confirmed the official ballot results
of the Student Government Association
(SGA) presidential election.
While (SGA) president-elect Jim Murphy

swept 914 of his total 144D votes from
Southwest residential area and commuter
students, there was a high voter approval
of most referendum questions appearine
on the ballot.

Ordway said that votes for positions on
the Campus Center/Student Union Board
of Governors (BOG) were not tabulated and
those ballots should be counted some time
this Saturday. Ordway said it is the respon-
sibility of the BOG to count the ballots ofBOG candidates.

Ordway also said that none of the
presidential candidates have requested a
ballot recount as of yet. If candidates Steve
Robinson and Harvey Ashman register any
complaint, Ordway said, it will be "to
throw the entire election out."

Murphy said he will be working with cur-
rent SGA co-Presidents Larry Kocot and
Kevin Mangan in a transitional period until
he actually takes office on March 31.

Mui-phy's cfnipaign manager Chip Nealy
said the electioi. win was due primarily to a
more assertive campaign effort which got
off to an early start. Nealy said that despite
the cold weather, Murphy managed to visit
nearly all of the dormitories on campus and
15 apartment complexes between Amherst
and Sunderland.

Murphy emphasized his successful cam-
paign efforts in the Southwest Residential
Area where he discus?ed with students the
possibility of single-sex floors going into ef-
fect next fall. Murphy explained that one of
his main objectives while in office will be to
see to it that no administrative decisions
are made this summer without student in-
put and approval.

Donaher. also from UPC.
Danaher said students have been expressing concern

about the proposed $6 charge and asking why UPC isirymg to bring J. Ceils here for the show especially after
theu- recent appearance at the Fine Arts Center

"Students are under the impression that spring
concert is paid for through the Student Activities Trust
!• und lee. said Cu-onda earlier this month

QATP^^^u''^'®"'^^
**"'^ ^ ^'^'" ^^^h student through theaA 1 !•

. 1 hat money goes toward all our programming not
just spring concert. This semester it included Taylor
Oeils, Armatrading, everything." he said.

"Spring concert actuaUy isn't included in that money
Its underwritten by the Undergraduate Student Senate

"

C»V A UU iT'i • .
<^'«>"«»««n photo by N«nfy Gonter&AI AHH - Kika, an eight month old cat, yawns her way through

the boring school day, virtually living "a dog's life."

Along with Murphy's rent control pro-
posal which attracted the votes of most
commuters. Murphy is also concerned with
the quality of higher education, the condi-
tion of the Campus Center, and an increase
of student representation by the SGA.
Murphy .said he will try to accomplish

more long range planning, as opposed to

the day to day things that are presently be-mg done by Kocot and Mangan. Unlike the
current co-presidency which Murphy said is
more interested in carrying out daily tasks
his sole presidency would be better fit \Jo
structure long range plans.

Question #4 was overwhelmingly approv-
ed, gaining 88.9 percent of the student
body vote.

This referendum, which appeared on the
ballot after endorsement by the
Undergraduate Student Senate, means

M^ DTD?-
P^'" s^^iester waivable fee for

MassPlRG will remain on students' bills

The referendum was also preceeded by a
petition drive acquiring more than 8,500
signatures. Elise Jacques UMassPIRG
coordinator said the referendum approval
"is an important message that individuals
especially students, can make a
difference."

The first referendum question on the
ballot, "Do you favor a $6 increase in
SATF funds," was disapproved by 60.4
percent of the voting student body. Senate
Speaker Ed Lee said before the election
that the defeat of the referendum would

Continued on page 15

Danaher said.

Gironda said a fee was charged a few years ago forspnng concert, and that it was not a new idea, but an old
nece.ss.ty brought back. He stressed that this year's
concert cannot lose money if students want to continue the
tradition in the future.

"Geils was simple. According to the music industryand the dates we have available, they're the number one
choice. Danaher said.

wP.lP.h!r?K
*'''P'^'"^.<^ ^« undergraduate senators lastweek that t he concert is more than a show

he .."i^*" '-7
^"^ ^PP""^' ^° '^^^^'^'"^ '"^^'^t« *>" campus,"

cert l/«
'"''."^ concert is not a traditional type of con-tert. Its an entire event.

EWC lobbies
for adoption
law changes

By KELLY MALLEY
Collegian Staff

Petitions favoring proposed changes in
adoption laws in Massachusetts, such as one
allowing adult adoptees to get a certified
copy of their birth certificate, are cir-
culating at the University of Massachusetts
until Monday.

This bill and others were considered at a
public hearmg last Monday in Boston by the
Legislatures Judiciary Committee where
the coordinator of the Birthmother Support
Group of the Everywoman's Center (EWC)
testified. Helen O'Donnell. the coordinator

LM«-r.
petitions may be signed at theEWC until Monday when they will be

mailed to the committee for their con

''L T-m'""-
^"^ ""*" ""^ ^^^ hearing opposed

the bills, .so she hopes concerned people will
sign the petition or call members of the
committee, she said.

Another proposed change in the law
would make it possible for adoptees and
their adoptive families to obtain medical
and non identifying information about the
adoptee and his or her natural parents by
Iheir continuing to pass information
through the adoption agency.

O Donnell said she testified at the
hearing of the adoption agency that handled
the adoption of her child when it refused to
forward medical information to her
daughter when she had requested they do
so. ODonneir.s mother was the fourth
Jemale on the maternal side to develop
breast cancer, which made chances higher
ol herself or her sisters developing it.

The adoption agency offered to leave the
information in her file, but would not notify
the family it was there, which meant the
child would never be informed of the in-
creased risk of breast cancer unless she or
her adoptive family asked to see the fUe
she said.

Probate court has sole authority in
opening an adoption file but O'Donnell said
the adoption agency would not release thename of the court that handled the adop-
tion, so she could not petition them.

An adoption agency contacted by the
Massachusetts Daily CoUegian said the bill
IS unnecessary. Judy Lavinski. supervisor
of adoption at Our Lady Of Providence
Adoption Agency in West Springfield, said

Continued on page 15l\yf A COriTn i^ •
' continued on page 15 Cmtvnuec

5M^^^^^ receives 89 percent approval of votersBy KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

The MassPIRG referendum question appearing on the
Student Government Association (SCA) presidential
election ballot this week received an 88.9 percent student
approval because of a pre election petition drive that
secured over 8,.5O0 signatures, UMa.ssPIRC Coordinator
Elise Jacques said yesterday.

The .support of this referendum moans that the current
%2 waivable fee which has appeared on students' bills since
1972 when UMassPIRG was founded will continue to be a
student option.

**It (the petition drive) shows students
that when you do care and take the time,
you can organize and win.

"

— Elise Jacques

UMassPIRG Representative to the State Board of
Directors Daniel Malarkcy, referring to the referendum
approval, said. "It means that students will have an ef-

lever
*'^''***'^*^^ working for them on a state and campus

Jacques said. "It (the petition derive) shows students that
when you do care and take the time, you can organize and
win.

The petition drive and referendum question. Jacques
said was enacted to reaffirm support at a time when the
bottling mdustry is opposing MassPIR(J's Bottle Bill
lobbying efforts in the state legislature. Jacques said
legi.slative officials also don't understand that MassPIRG's
eflorts aren't strictly limited to state lobbying and
litigation. They fail to see student participation in
research, public education, and other litigation into such
issues as t he Student Tenant Tax. Jacques .said.

Jac(iues said it was the interest generated within the
area by the petition drive that was responsible for a bigger
voter turnout on the MassPIRfJ referendum. This student
support. Jacques said, is opposite national trends where
students iust aren't interested in the public interest issues.

With Student Government Senate and (ampus Cen
ler/ Student Union Board of Governors (BOG) en
dorsement, Jacques said, the pre election signature drive
involved the efforts of about 100 UMa.ssPIK(; members.

"It was a phenomenal effort making the drive as a whole
an event, Jacques said.

Jacques said, the petition drive received the approval of
various resident area dorm councils. Members of dorm
councils t^)k petitions themselves to fill with signatures of
friends, dorm residents and other students on campus
Jacques also noted that both members from the Student
Government Senate and BOG members filled petitions

"It was a phenomenal effort making
the drive as a whole event.

"

— Elise Jacques

iiif

.

I ! <<uniu»

The petition drive. Jacques said, which cost less than
$100 began with the canvassing of dormitories in different
residential are;is for petition signatures. MassPIRG
members also visited various dining commons on campus,
in groups of about three to five so they could talk to
students and get feedback concerning the referendum.
Jacques .said.

The commuter and (ireek support, Jacques said, was
slioni; as a result of (.(-iiion efforts at area bus stop's and
on (he Campus Center concourse. Under agr(>ement with
the HOC. Ma.s.sPIRG was able to solicit signatures at
Campus Center entrances only at tables where pas.serby's
wouldn't be forced to stop. However, there was often up to
fiO people at a t ime at petition tables. Jacques said.

•••» ••^i
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Discrimination in education
is discussed by IWW panel

Discrimination against women and
minorities in education goes hand in-hand,
said a panelist during an International
Women's Workshop yesterday on "Cross
Cultural Perspectives on Education.

"

Farideh Seihoun. formerly dean of
education at the National University of
said a woman in Middle Eastern countries.if
educated, is not discriminated against in
a male literature, and a male culture. She
said a woman in Middle Eastern countries,
is educated, is not discriminated against in
the job market like her Western coun
terparl.

Another panelist. Catherine Walsh, a
doctoral candidate at the University of
Massachu.setls School of Education and
assistant editor of the Chronicle, a
newspaper dealing with issues of race. sex.
and language in Massachusetts public

schools, said one cannot focus on conditions
ol women in this country and ignore
minority people. Both groups are
threatened by recent attacks against Title
IX. a civil rights bill. Walsh said.

More women than men are currently
enrolled in colleges and universities, ac-
cording to a recent survey. Walsh said, and
this IS because of Title IX. Walsh said there
has been a phenomenal increase in the
number of women participating in schools
nationally.

Employment figures for women during
the past ten years have remained static.
Walsh said. "The number of tenured
women professors has not increased in ten
years," she said.

Statistics can manipulate data and
make women think they are progressing

Continued on page 6

Some articles recovered
as more are reported stolen
By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Police
reported yesterday two larcenies over
$100, and two recoveries of stolen items.

A car stereo valued at $250 was reported
stolen from a 1974 Ford Mustang parked in

Lot 22 across from the Southwest Residen-
tial Area, police said. Four hubcaps and the
right headlight were also missing from the
vehicle, police said. The incident reportedly
occurred between 2:30 a.m. Sunday and 10
p.m. Wednesday, police said.

A table from the Worcester Dining Com-
mons in the Northeast Residential Area
was reported stolen to police at 2:11 p.m.
Wednesday after being used by the Stu-
dent Government Association for voting
purposes, police said. The wood grain, for-

mica table was reportedly stolen sometime

between 11 p.m. last Monday and 8 a.m.
Tuesday, and wa/ valued at $200, police
said.

In other incidents, a Bell and Howell 16
mm projector valued at $400 and a Kodak
slide projector valued at $150 were
reportedly discovered by two students at
approximately 12:05 p.m. Tuesday and
turned over to police yesterday at 3:35
p.m., police said. The equipment was
reportedly found outside of John Adams
Dormitory in Southwest police said. The
items were marked UMass property, but
police have not yet determined where the
equipment was taken from, police said.

In a separate incident, a license plate
reported stolen to police last Friday from
Lot 49 near Van Meter in the Central
Residential Area, was recovered yesterday
at approximately 3:05 p.m. near Butter-
field Dormitory, also in Central, police
said.
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the Student Union Building overshadows tWo students who chose not
to enjoy the view.

Why not intern and study in
London this Summer, Fall, or
January 1983?

Places available in Parliament
Law Firmi, Social Science,
Town Planning, Education and MuMunu.

FULL ACADEMIC CREDIT AVAILABLE

c4ancui CjanJeK

ReUcufUiHi
MANDARIN SZiCMUEN CUISlNl
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Every Sunday 11:30-3:00

SUNDAY BRUNCH
A special selection of your favorite

Chinese foods
All for 4.95 per serving

Sun.-Thurt. 11:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

Fri. A Sat. 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9, Amherst
256-0251 256-0252

UMIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHFRRT

Something Special

at the Concert Hall

Monday,
^ ^"M March 15. 8 PM

BoxOffice: Noon to 4PM. M-F (413^5452511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

siK»:
BIN U7 n. pleasant st^ amherst

Friday Afternoon

HAPPY
HOUR

Come sing^ along
with

Live Entertainment
Drink Special Penny Afternoon

3 for 2
Hot hors d'oevres wiU be served
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Music major opened to more students
Rv RTrW A Dn K« A OrrTXtBy RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

nl^^^ ^Tl^i 5^"^^ unanimously approved a new
Bachelor of Arts degree program in music that is designed
for students who desire a major in music but do not wish
to pursue a professional career in music after graduation.

The Senate also discussed a report by its Rules Commit-
tee concemmg reorganization of the Senate, including a
recommendation to reduce the Senate to half of its pre-
sent size.

The new Bachelor of Arts in music will affect 10 to 15
students, Academic Matters Chair Micheline Dufau said
although the major is designed to attract new students to
the University.

"The kind of program the music department has now is
closer to what you would find in a school of music or a con-
servatory," said Dufau.

"What this program will do is give somebody a chance to
maior in rnusic who doesn't want to perform professional-
ly. With this (program), the University would attract more

people to enroll into the music program," she said
The major changes in the new program, according to theAc^emic Matters Council's report, eliminate the initial

performance requirement, courses in conducting reper-
tory, ensemble participation, 400-level courses and the
recital.

In other business, the Senate reviewed the Rules Com-
mittee report on the reorganization of the Faculty Senate
According to the report, reducing the size of the Senate'
along with its councils and committees, was seen as en-
couraging participation by making the Senate, "more con-
genial to member participation."
The report also advised that attendance records be used

as a basis for member pruning and re-selection
The report also stated that ad-hoc committees should be

used more extensively because they are, "more likely to

Wem'^^
^ ^'"'""^* *"*^ vigorous reaction," to a given pro-

The Rules Committee's findings also suggested that the
number of Faculty Senate meetings should be reduced to
once every three or four weeks, instead of the present bi-
weekly format.

SWAG votes to

support progrrams
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Correspondent

Last night Southwest Area Government (SWAG)

Kesidential College and to actively work toward iu con-tinued existence in its present form

staTf'L^^i? "^u'^
the determination of the executivestaff and assembly members to voice opposition to theChancellor s Long Range Plan since it wUl effectively phaseout the residential coUege. ^ ^

SWAG provides funding for the college including all

M T''^' ^^«J'oqu'"ms, and four major arei of study theMaleofti X^ Center and the Center for Racial Studies' theWomen s Center and the Women's Self Defense pro-am

suDDorTih'*
**"" ^''"•^.«f/»'« SWAG budget is al£J3to

$17,0)0 a Jear.''
^""''•""'- '^^' ^'""""^^ ^° ^"^^^

"In a year toward civility we'll lose all courses on socialawareness. How do you replace that learning exper^^J.^
CO President Steve Mazzola said.

f«rience.

A professional Southwest staff member who asked toremain anonymous said, "When you have 5,500 people in

to ha"" W-^°"
'""'"^'^ ^" programming youVe going

A related plan to implement a total restructuring of theres^ential staff system is being proposed by Dr. ZanLi!Executive Director of Housing. This program wSeliminate the Head of Resident positions and diwriivrng
areas mto a cluster system which will be coordinated by
professional residential directors. These directors wiU

mZ^rZltrt^' '' '"''"^ - ^PPo-^ ^o the

When approached by co-Presidents Andrew Prescottand Steve Mazzola. Dr. Zanini explained that grSuate

stiS'L^ue Th''
"""'^ '^^""^ "'th staffpSbCsocial ssues and programmmg. This plan will als<^

Ar?a"SL'^:rf"7, ''
"^T"'

D-<=tor'and Assista"Area Director. In effect, the students will lose theircontact person, in the form of HRs.
'Zanini is coming in from the dorm angle and hittinirthearea academics," Mazzola said.

«ina mumgthe

nJiff
''"'""^tion is significant because Assistant AreaDirector. Mauranne Adams' contract has not been

Sin tt' ^''^ '^" ''""''''' A^^'"^ - the pivot^

h^i n^2
P""^ "^' •^P^'-^tion of the residential college. If

functTnT '' fr'""'"^
'^^ ^"""^^ *"' "ot continue tofunction as a vital service even if it is not totally phased

S!;„l^^ election results to be tabulated on Saturday
lleoian Sfaff Also speaking at the meetinp- was .Uff w«,«,^^„ _..^ .,

•'
By RICK ALMEIDA
Collegian Staff

,

Final results of the Campus Center Board of Governors
will be tabulated by Saturday afternoon in Dickinson Hall
it was reported at the BOG meeting last night.
The meeting was also marked by a short speech by Ran-

dy Donant, student activities director. Donant praised the
co-op system, saying that in his twelve years experience in
student activities he has not seen another co-op system as
successful. He also mentioned the rarity of a system in
which several organizations use the Campus Center with
little or no competition or animosity.

Also speaking at the meeting was Jeff Krumrine
representative of the Student Senate Public Policy Divi-
sion. He lobbied on behalf of House Bill 1740. filed by Rep
Jim Collins. "'

*^'

The bill would ask the state to take over the mortgage
on the Campus Center, and particularly the garage The
student body currently pays this bill through the Campus
Center fee When the building is paid for, it will become
property of the state, so the students should not be asked
to pay for it Krumrine said. The present cost left to pay is
over 18 million dollars.

Krumrine said the state set a precedent by taking over
the mortgage of the Southeastern Massachusetts Univer-

sity Campus Center, even though the bill was probably ten
million dollars less than the mortgage here. The UMass
Campus Center is the only one in the state system that is
paying for itself through student fees, Krumrine said.

David Oriand, a vendor in the Campus Center con-
course, filed a formal complaint and petition protesting
abusive attacks from a group of fiower vendors directly
toward the other vendors in the area.

Other issues discussed included the possibility of replac-
ing chairs in the music lounge and tenth floor catering
area and the verification that the Textbook Annex will
not be moved.

FOUR SEASONS
Busch bts7.99

Tuborg gold & dark bt 7.99

Rolling Rock igoz cans 8.99

Jameson Irish Whiskey 750 mi 10.99

Kalua .500 mi 7.99

Dewars Scotch 1 l 13.69

MondaviTable Wine 1.5 l 5.99

Mondavi Table Wine 750 mi 3.49

Gallo Table Wine 1.5 l 3.99

Monterey Classic Red 1.5 l 6.69

Open 10 AM to 11 PM
in front of the Malls
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rte.9, hadty;ma./584-8174

1^ ST. PATTY'S BLAST at

Wednesday.
March 17
2pm - 2am

HANGAR ONE
STARRING * ^"^"^^^s 3t door

Dublin's SeamusWalker *" ^^""^'

The Fantini Brothers '^'*'' ^^

^ Jameson IrishWhiskey
.2 Midori P^tty Harbors
^ 16 oz. Drafts

4^ 4( 4^ Bass beer
mi ea^ ^^ss
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Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black and ott)er
Minority Students

CAREER DAY
Tuesday, March 16, 1982

10:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

Companies, corporations, and Federal agencies participating
open to all students

free admission
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PIRG contests tenant tax

Friday, March 12, l.^

By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Correspondent

Massachusetts students, headed by
MassPIRG and other student-run coalitions

around the state, made big advances in

overturning regulations of a tenant tax
relief law which exempts students under
Proposition 2 Vi.

Turnover of this regulation could pay
University of Massachusetts students over
$400,000 in taxes this year.
Mindy Lubber. MassPIRG program

director for the Boston office, said the
Massachusetts Taxation Committee has
•greed to set up a subcommittee of
representatives from the Department of
Revenue, the Taxation Committee and
MassPIRG to further the discussion on
changing the language of the current tax
regulations.

The current regulations state that
students are ineligible for the tax deduc-
tions because they live elsewhere during
vacations. Students usually go to their
parents' homes during this time, which
becomes their principle residence and thus
their apartments are not deductable, ac-
ceding to the regulations.

MassPIRG, representing students across
the state, has been seeking a repeal of the
ruling since last November. On November
30th MassPIRG students met with the
commissioner of the Massachusetts State
Department of Revenue Joyce Hampers,
who is responsible for exceptions to the
regulation and has the power to change the
regulations.

Hampers assured the students that the
department had no intention of excluding
students but was unable to say yes or no
about changing it.

MassPIRG then focused on the
leirislature of each district in order to get a
commitment to sponsor legislation for a late

bill and a response from Hampers.
During the week of February 22.

MassPIRG also encouraged students across
the state to write postcards to Hampers and
express their views on repealing the
regulation. Last Thursday on March fourth,
20 MassPIRG students were finally able to
set up a meeting with Hampers in Boston.

The students' message to Hampers was
simple, said Elise Jacques, coordinator of
MassPIRG at UMass.
"The department of revenue is

catagorically singling out students and
denying them the right for Ux relief on the
grounds that school residence does not
count."

In response to the students. Hampers
was very condescending and elusive and
nothing was accomplished, with the
meeting lasting under three minutes,
Jacques said.

As of this Monday, the quest for
repealing the regulation had been making
very little progress. But on Tuesday, March
9, MassPIRG students from offices across
the state met with the Taxation Committee
without Hampers.
Students testified to the committee that

the ruling unjustly discriminated against
students. Some students used the personal
experience method, saying they paid rent
and worked hard just like everyone else
who is eligible for the tax relief.

According to Lubber, the committee was
shocked and actually showed sympathy for
the students. The members of the com-
mittee made no decision, but showed they
took the situation seriously by announcing
the formation of a subcommittee between
all parties involved. Lubber said.

MassPIRG legislative strategy will be to
get the specifics of the tax law changed so
that all students are given a fair chance at
tax deductions.
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STEEL AND SWEAT - Pictured her^ isT^
hot action from the Colombia Bicycle-Motorcross
Wintemationals held last weekend in Northamp-
ton. 1106 youths competed in the event sponsored
by Columbia Bicycles and Matt's Ski Shop
Riders, who ranged from four years old to 22
battled through the day on bikes that cost up to
$1200. Pro classes raced for a thousand dollar
purse. BMX continues every Sunday afternoon at
the Northampton fairgrounds until April.

^IWW
Continued from page U

more than they are, said Rosalba Rolen, an
actress and consultant at Lehman College in
New York. Born and educated in Puerto
Rico, Rolon spoke of women in the
educational system in that country.

Enrollment of women in school in

Puerto Rico is up also she said. Most
women major in home economics because
I hey are encouraged to develop skills in the
domestic arts, Rolon said.

Only one of 24 students in law school is

a woman. Of every 36 people studying
architecture, one is a woman, and only
two of every 48 people in medical school are
women.
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Lt. governor candidate Kerry

wants to be ^trouble shooter'
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

The lieutenant Governor's office should
be converted into a "trouble shooting" office
that can assist citizens of Massachusetts in
cuttuig the red tape which the government
creates, said John Kerry a candidate for
that position m an interview yesterday.

"There is a host of barriers between
government and the people and the It
governor s ollice is an ideal place to break
those barriers." Kerry said, who was the
founder ofVietnam Veterans Against the
War' in the early seventies.

Kerry is one o! several candidates who
are running for the Democratic nomination
for It. governor. The position has no
constitutional duties except to serve as
Governor in the abscence of the incumbent
Governor. Kerry said he saw significant
differences between the many candidates
seeking the office.

"I'm the only one with federal ex
perience. I've taken bills through
Congress," Kerry said.

This quality will be crucial in a time of
President Reagan's proposed "new
federalism" which would require the state

to take over the social programs the federal

government currently administers, he said.

"I'm the only candidate who has had a

job like It. governor a non defined job. I

have a real record of making something out
of nothing. As a leader in the Vietnam
Veterans movement. I took an issue that no
one wanted to hear about and made them
listen." Kerry said.

Kerry was critical of the recent tuition
uicrease voted by the Board of Regents.

"To raise tuition without increasing
finarttial aid is saying we're (the state)
willing to deny access. It is phony to say we
want business to grow in this state and at
the same time cut access to the skills

required for those jobs." said Kerry.
Kerry said that people have lost faith

in the capacity of government to provide
services without waste.

"If we prove we are running programs
efficiently then people will be more willing
to pay for those services." Kerry said.

Kerry graduated from Yale in 1966 and
after entering the Navy became one of the
most decorated naval officers in the war.
including three Purple Hearts. After
ending his association with Vietnam
Veterans Against the War Kerry tried
unsuccessfully for the Fifth Congressional
District seat and then entered Boston
College Law School. After graduating, he
became an assistant district attorney in

Middlesex County where he is credited with
reducing a backlog of criminal cases from
12.000 to 129 in one year.
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* Letters

Forgotten students

To (he Kditor:

ihis is in regard to your lead story on
."Vlarch JO. about the raise in tuition next
Miiiester. I. u.s an out of stale student, fail

lo set- any mention ol the effect the raise

will havi- on us who pay out of state tuition.
\\"«' pay ronsiderably more in tuition and
Vi't lliai (l<M>snt seem lo merit mentioning.

( onitary to popular belief, we aren't all

very wralihy and able to come up with
tuition moncv easily. I would think that an
iiurrasc' in tuition would affect out of state

stud«'nis. also foreign students, much more.
Iloucvcr. it appears that the CuUtynw
doiMii iliink it matters. Many of us are
hnc bccausr ol UMass' g<M)d reputation
out side <it the Northeast, the selwtion of
coiiiMs. or othiT reasons. Wc are not here
'"''iii'"^ ir |)an'nts (or ourselves) can foot
the bill without any problems. I think that
I In- ''(///«//./// missed a very important
aspcci lo I his issue. Just once I would like
III sec out ol slate students not written off
as iiisij^iiilicaiit.

Bruce (.'row

Sylvan

No-lose issues win
To the Kditor:

A few weeks ago. the Collegian Editorial
Hoard supported Black History Month. It
was followed by the familiar 'opposing
views are welcome' invitation. Now tell me.
who is going to oppose Black History
JVlonlh? A more recent editorial favored a
harsh policy on drunken drivers, again
leaving the n<ft)r open for heated debate, as
il there would be some mob of students who
adv(K-aled drunk driving as beneficial to
sfx-iety. Thes«- are examples of no-lose
issues.

By supporting these, a political candidate
or newspaper looks good in everyone's eye.

A lew more examples occurred during the
Student Government Association
presidential elections. Take the victor Jim
Murphy. He promises a PoHce Misconduct
Review Board — no way to step on any toes
here; can't think of anyone who'd hate me
for that — a perfect no lose issue. Down
with sexual harassment, down with tuition
increases, down with Campus Center fee
increastis. Stone and Groom wanted to save
us money through the meal plan. It's
nothing but the usual political rhetoric we
have learned to sift through to get to the
heart of an i.ssue. Election promises turn
out to be nothing more than a 'give me-a
cause that everyone will love me for'
contest.

Anything anti administration sells. Any
candidate who would dare work for a better
understanding and working relationship
with Whilmore has committed political
suicide, despite the reality that that is

exactly what is called for. Maybe increasing
tuitions is all the University can do to keep
up with inflation. Or why is MassPIRG the
only RSO group allowed to solicit on
student bills? These potentially critical
issues are all but ignored by the candidates
for fear of getting on someone's bad side.

Finally, there is the biggest joke of all —
the H'ferendum questions. First of all.

these questions do no good, as was seen by
last years co ed bathroom vote, almost
unanimously one sided, only to see the
administration go the other way. I'm sure
the fact that students voted down a
proposed SATF fee increase came as a
shock lo all of you. Or maybe you expect
total disarmament because UMass students
wanted it so.

All these issues deserve student support
through the various interest groups on
campus, but it all seems to be a waste of
lime and ink Lo ask for student opinion on
such blatant no lose propositions.

Dave Rosen
Southwest
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We can't afford ':^~':^^

Many student, are employed ^^STn thlLll ^''*'^-

minutes of an ALlih 1^81 R 2fT'' '" ^"^^^ '" the

rrom them. The mmi-store does generate revenue for thebuilding now but during the boycott last year studentswere successful in denying the profitabilit/of the ad%By not continuing the boycott, we sent an indirSmessage to the Campus Center that their man^S
policies will be tolerated.

managenai

The dilemma last semester between the UniversifvStore and Union Records Unlimited (URU) a student^o^op serves as an example of the deficiency of the currentmanagerial policy. The University Store was runnW
tT^'T^ V'^ "^"'^^ i 'com^e'titrSZ
from T^if

The Carnpus Center does not receive monev

It is time to sit down and collectivelv wnrlr ««

Si^ter^,?! Tk.T' ""'«"""""'« conflicts between

ertfvr^^f^rs^-^^^

prS^ ""'"P'^'"^ '«"g enough, how can service be im-

studT'l^^H ^^l' "^^""^T °" ^ cost-efficient basis work-study students are the chean«»<:f ^^ t i I , 7 "^

makes sense for the Campus Center to re-evSlpt^

Dave Cline

Do you feel cheated?

mos";^4;isrsrudr " ^^^'^ '"^^"^^^-p^- ^-" ^ ^^^

I ilfi?'"
'^?" "^"1' far-fetched, refer to the Arthur D

SifjL >
^^""""^ ^^^^ "^^^ University of Iowa

^t^tL'^r'T""^ ^"^ organization, thereby removmg the need for a director and associate director, and per-

SffcationT
• '^, ^. '°"^

t^
^^^' -'^h lowerTob

sSfic^s^?L.^ '^ '^T ^^^ '"^^^^^^ that thiseKSwn ^ '^'"°''^' }^^ ^^'"P"^ Center must be

SstfhJ^^n^' ^""i "l'"^
work-stiidy to reduce the labora)sts by 80 percent when possible (if services can be maintamed) is something that should be considered

availabfe^'a^urm?^'^
work-study ,«,sitions can be made

fk M L ' ^" "management audit o.' the Campus Center

anv?f S^e't^'r'^^.^
'" '^"^'^^ ^'^"^^«' inde^ndent Sany of the groups with a vested interest in the ComplexThe management audit, if its recommendations are fXw:

^fS^fin'^
increase efficiency and benefit evei^one Tf

tt audft th^^^^^ ^ encouraged through the results ofthe audit, then the administration should have no hesitancy m having it performed. For instance, if there Is nomisuse of Student Automatic Services Trust FunralToi
tions. the Campus Center should have no objJitions^

If the audit isn't done voluntarily, there is a way to force

1^ A
"^"^'^ "'^^^ P'"^^*^^"^ «f the Student S.ve^ment Association. Jim Murphy, is advocating a proS^at would use student funds to actually buy one Tt^ebonds that are used to finance the building. By bu^ng the

ment Therl r ^ '^1'^ """^'^ ^ «"« ^°^ mismanagflment There are a few bugs in this plan, but it will beiTteresting to see if this idea can become k realVty

fh^'/ T ?'^' '} I'
^'^^^"'t' '^ "ot impossible, to outline

^ries'"Sr.:'^
"^ '^'

^"T"^ Center operation ?n h"sseries. Crucial issues, such as renovations policy aredeserving of more space. Students interested S^&^more should get in touch with the Board of Governo^ Inparticular, their "Planning for the 1980's" d^ument
S? ^ ^r'^"^*^ ^ -^^"^^"^ '"t^'^sts througruTthe
building. The proposals in the document, only s^me of

should r'*^
^ ^'•'^"'^ '" ^his series, are lu^rand

Thl H^hff"^ ^'"""'^"'"^ ^^'^ ^'"P'ementation.

«.mn!J? ^ ^''' ^°^" ^° th* Campus Center as a self-supportmg entity vs. the Campus Center as a serv?ceprovidmg entity. The Campus Center provides sem^e tothe whole community and guests, not just studentsHowever, it can be argued that since we pay for a majority

^nefits'TTarde.::
should receive aVajority offi

fhrf 1n ^5^ft J^^^te must be decided with firm policythat currently does not exist.
^^

As long as the Campus Center is allowed to determine

Xel whrtf "P"^ " ^ r"^'
decision Sniprocess, while relying on the balance between selfsufficiency and services to justify their decisions Vtud^tswill continue to pay the price.
«'ons. siuaents

And in these inflationary times, we can't afford to oavany more than we have to.
^^

Dave Cline is a Collegian columniat.

As mid-terms lunge upon us, the
everyday pressures for scholastic
achievement seem to increase at a

phenomenal rate. Those ten chapters of
management that smiled so benignly from
the syllabus at the beginning of the
semester are now showing their teeth,
rhey know how intimidating they are now.
Every student has his own way of com-

batting the mental fatigue that so often ac-
companies mid-term crisis. For those who
lock themselves up in the library, there is
an occasional pause to contemplate the
passage of a falling brick. Others find
release in mindless gyrations at local
discotheques. Not surprisingly, there are
also many students who use this time to ex-
tend their expert;ise in a fieW known as
Original Cheating.
For some. Original Cheating is just

another way to get by. But for others, it is
a way o'. life.

For those experts in Original Cheating,
the challenge and pressures of mid-terms
comes not from learning as much as you
can about any given subject, but rather,
learning as little as possible and managing
to somehow procure the rest of the needed
information in the most imaginative way
possible.

Large lectures are the testing grounds
for some of the more daring schemes. Crib
notes can be carefully written and placed in
the mside of clear Bic pens. Some people
have their "tests aids" already written on
the back of the seat in front of them. And
of course, the vastness and anonymity of
many of these lectures allows for the
relatively easy transference of answer
sheets if all other methods prove deficient.

Small classrooms provide the ultimate
challenge. Not only are you faced with the
prospect of being unable to hide behind
your neighbor's chair, but the professor
seems to have mastered the knack of look-mg directly at everyone in the class
simultaneously. Nonetheless, there aresome relatively no-fault procedures that
unscrupulous students have been known tomduige in. Some scholars cleverly write im-
port:ant facts on the side blackboards with
the assurance that most professors ignore
their colleague's notes. Some enlist the aid
of friends who casually walk by holding
large placecards displaying the pertinent
information. Finally, there are those who
are nch enough to invest in extra high-
powered, binocular-like glasses that makes
reading a neighbor's paper so much easier.

For those classes that require papers as
the pnnriary souce of grades, there is
always that friend of a friend of a friend
that took your current class "way back in
the Spring of 1980." Remember, when co-
pying term papers, it is always wise to
l^ve at least a years gap between the date
when It was originally written and when it
«s re-submitted. If that is not possible, a
quick check through a few recent articles
easily available at the library, should pro-
vide enough fresh information for you to
claim an original piece of work.

Sometimes, in a brief moment of con-
sciousness, one recalls the old addage.When you cheat, you cheat only
yourself." Do you feel cheated'

^

THE RUSSIANS SHOULD GET
OUT AND L£r POLANDlSEciDe.
«Ts ou;w DEsriNy

THOSE COONfRlEs WetD
OS TO SHOV«J TM£<V\ 10H«VT

"POtAND?
"CENfRAL AMtRlCAf

Mary Beth Hehert it a Collegian coi-

CORRECTION

Letters

iJTl^
*;?''*™ "5«a8:an as the Antichrist" (March 11) writ-ten^by Dave McCarthy, wa« incorrectly atiribnted to STye

Jews demand human rights
While Ms. Abu Lughad, a member of the Palestinian

Liberation Organization, was speaking at the Third World
Women's Panel discussion on March 8. a Palestinian ("the
PLO is the official government of the Palestinian people,"
ColU'gian March 9) said to us: "Hitler made a mistake, he
left one million of you (Jews) alive."

During the questwn and answer period. Ms. Abu-Lughad was asked to comment on this. She refused, thus
implying that the death of six million Jews has nothing to
do With oppression and victimitation.

Immedialely following this. Ms. Abu I.ughad wa.s
aitked i« eumment of the systematk oppre»!iion of w«imvn

in Arab countries, particularly in Iran; she again refused toanswer the que.stion and diverted the question or blame lo
Israel and away from the i.ssue of women! We see this
rcNponse as being blatently anti Semitic. Why did MsAbu Lughad refuse to answer this question, even when iVdid not refer lo Jews or to what she calls "the oppressive-
Israelis.^ We ask. how dedicated is Ms. Abu-Lugh^to
lilMiaUon .struggles? Or ,s she just a lool H,r iru- . i.u <„
be manipulated and then, in turn, to manipulate others''

'

Jews have historically been a perscM:uted ptH>ple and

sril^r ir'" 5?^^^«'^*'"'y »'«en victims of oppression.By her action. Ms Abu Lughad has misrepresented thePalestmian women's liberatbn struggle and has doIi^
terarti and Jewish women are eonsiderMi «nopprw.«l!

unrepresented and non-existent.
We hold the International Women's Week Pl»nnm»Committee, the Student Senate, and the Univ^S

,..ilVr:' ' i ^""* "'"^*"^ dwregard for the double
i'«lKtd racism and the sexism that Jewish women of al!na lons are subject to. Ms. Abu Luhgad claims to supporhuman rights yet excludes Jewish rights. We claim ihatJiwiNh rights are human rights.

We will not recipricate with hatred. We willhowever, continue to demand fundamental human ri^Ufor Jews and ail p^ipie. We will not froget.
^

Sieve
uSti
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IVpTirQl I f^oo Honor fraternity seeks

'^.^.^....^i!fMi£!!*f4 books to help Africans
PIRG will advise
on small claims

I

Friday, March 12, 1982 Friday, March 12, 1982

As of Monday, there will be a place for consumers to
receive information and advice if they feel they have been
dealt with unfairly by landlords or other businesses.
The Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group

(MassPIRG) is beginning a small claims court advisory
system, based on programs at Boston CoUege and other
schools.

Amy Yohn, coordinator of the advisory system, said part
of the reason for the program is to take away some of the
burden put on legal services.

"Anyone can advise you on whether or not to sue in small
clamis court," Yohn said.

Advisors are required to attend small claims court in
Northampton and read a book on how to sue in small claims
court. They are all volunteers or interns. Advisors will be
avaUable on the phone or on a walk in basis. If they can't
solve a problem immediately, they will research it. Some
problems may be too complex for small claims court and
these will be referred to legal services, Yohn said.
The sort of cases settled in small claims court involve

only cash. The amount of cash cannot exceed $750. Small
claims court does not allow lawyers unless their only
purpose is to advise.

The advisory program will begin Monday. Those faced
with consumer problems can either stop in the MassPIRG
office or call 545 0199 to speak to an advisor.

Morch 16th
6:00 PM
the day before

St. Patrick's Day

SOLD OUT
Tickets say March 15thUPC apologizes for the inconvenience.

The Student Union Gallery and the
Western Mass. Latin America
Solidarity Committee present:

''Vivo NicoroguQ Librer'
Photographic Study by Margaret Randall

March 6-19
Student Union Gollery

SPECIAL OPENING
Todoy 4:00

Poetry reading by Robert Marquez
|V Refreshments

HAPPY HOUR
7 days and 7 nights

4V
Hors d'oevres ^^-Midnight
& Twofers Twofers

• •••••••.,, ...,,,,^^^
TWOFERS

on aU rail liquors and drafts
plus discounts on all
liquors and beers
Proper ID a must
57 N. Pleasant St.

2535141

Agricultural textbooks are needed for a book drive being
sponsored by Alpha Zeta. the honor and service fraternity
for the College of Food and Natural Resources, to help
members of a Zimbabwe community.
The African region, called the Nyafaru Community and

School, has had livestock, orchards and farm instruments
destroyed by war and is responsible for 900 children atten-
ding scho6l there.

Textbooks donate! would help community members up-
date and broaden their knowledge in agriculture, said
Dave Gagnon of Alpha Zeta.
Books are needed in farm management, animal husban-

dry, botany, soil science, agricultural enginwring and
crop production. Members of Alpha ZeU said that any
book, even those that are out of date, will be helpful and
appreciated. The drive will run until the end of the
semester and book donations can be left at the 4-H office
in 219 Stockbridge Hall.

- PAULA HOYT

New officers elected
in Central, 295 vote
By SUSAN JACOBS
Collegian Correspondent

R r^".'- ^T^^' ^ ^*""'"*'' vice Presedent of the CentralRes.dent.al Area, was elected President of that areaS

The Brooks dormitory resident from Sutton said the
most pressing issues for him to deal with are to
"strengthen communication with, and recieve input from,
the average student and to strengthen house dormitory
councils."

Katheryn Mahoney of Hingham. a first year student
living in Baker dormitory, defeated freshman English
major Jane Holtz for the position of vice-president. Nancy
Rosenthal, a sophomore accounting major living in Gorman
dormitory, was unopposed in her bid for the position of
treasurer.

Lesbian film series set

to start at Smith
Valley Independent Cinema, Smith College Lesbian

Alliance, and Variations will screen films by lesbian film-

makers March 14 at 7 and 9:15 p.m. The films will be
shown at Smith College in McConnell Auditorium. There
will be a three dollar donation requested.

Most of the films are western Mass. premiers. They in-

clude: "Cool Hands, Warm Heart," by Su Freidrich;
"Dyke-Tactics," by Barbara Hammer; and "Greta's
Giris," by Greta Schiller. "Luna Tune," features a reading
by 80-year-old lesbian poet Elsa Gidlow. "Susana," is a
portrait of a young Argentine lesbian growing up in a
homophobic environment.

This is the first of a series of evenings of lesbian cinema
to be co-sponsored by Valley Independent Cinema, Smith
College Lesbian Alliance, and Variations.
For jnore information call 586-5828. Photographs are

available upon request.

THE FIRST FUTURISTIC
MONSTER MOVIE IN 3-D!

"HM^.^:

«/

J You will not feel the terror
until you experience the movie!

c. „™™™^'^*^^'®^^*""yMS«[[sei»pr(itetiwofiRii7(r
taf ROBERi Gimi, DM id,mwm MSowm AiS H f Mf i/mTBi

f«
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Prints by CfI C i«j cmsassv pictouts MUlItMMMI

Opening March 12 at a theatre near you

Arts

John BeluRhi ns Pm:<> ;. «k M • .r.
'*°*° <ourtesy of Univerwl Cit, Studio.

.t the .|e .,liTj"JITy! ""™ C-"'"""'-' Di.uU. Belushi died

A family deals with a divorce
SHOOT THE MOON - directed by Alan Parker
and starring Albert Finney and Diane Keaton
By ANDKKAMILLSTKIN
Colk'gian C'orrfspondenl

Shnut ihi M„i„>, based on the original screenplay by Ho
(.«.l(Jinan and directed by Alan Parker, is skyrocketing to
!
he t(.p ol the list of best pictures for this year.
Dian." Keaton and Albert Finnt;y give outstanding

perlcrtnances as they portray Faith and George Dunlap a
riuhless couple, who. in spite of their deep animosities and
jealousies, cannot fall out of love with each other. The
marriage and lives of this contemporary "California cool"
couple are shatlered after Faith reveals knowledge of her
husbands allair with a divorcee, played by Karen Allen.
As s.H.n as (ieorge leaves his house the hostilities and

<'oinplicaiions hit hard, severely affectmg both faith,
(eorgeand their four inquisitive daughters.

.S *.-../ ih, M„n„ offers a realistic and sensitive treatment
ol divorce, a widespread dilemma in our s<K-iety Diane
Keau.n portrays the role of the "deserted wife" who is
(lesperat»-ly .ittempting to create a new life lor herself and
her dauglu.>rs. Albert Finney is faced with the conflicts
and an.Meiies a lather must combat when he no longer
resides m the same household as his children. Laced with
lender humor, hostile arguments, jealous outbursts, and
heated passion. Shunt thi Mmm reveals the legal
emotional, and personal aspects of divorce. This film also
iliustr;ites that L.yalty and love are strong bonds which cannever be completely severed.

The only flaw in this family saga is the shocking ending
u hich is somewhat out of place in the stream of events
1 his conclusion, however, doi's contribute to the powerful
and energetic ..vert one present throughout the storyline
Alan Parker. als,» noted for his brilliant dirming in the
m..vie h<,n„

. deserves a round of applause for another job
well done. •

Jean Pelletier (left) and Claude Adams, authors
of The Canadian Capers.

Canadian Caper
Iranian expose
THE CANADIAN CAPER
By Jean Pelletier and Claude Adams
Morrow, 238 pages ($12.95)

By LINDA BESHARATY
Collegian Correspondent

• Do Jean Pelletier and ("!aude Adams want to be Wood-
ward and Bernstein no. 2? It certainly seems .so m their

collaborative book. The Canadian Caper, which has jazz-

ed up the esciipe of six Americans from Iran during the

takeover of the Ainerican Embassy on January 27,1980.

Pelletier. Wa.shington bureau chief for a Canadian
newspaper. La Prenne. discovers something fishy in the
news-reports from Iran about the hostages. He pursues
his suspicions and finds the news-reports do not refer to a
specific number of hosta^s.

I'elletiers "Deep I'hroat" is "M.S.." a state department
official who confirms that there are indeed some
Americans who are not within the captive emba.ssy. But
M.S. warns Pelletier not to break out the story for fear
that it could do more harm that good.

And in Tehran, we are lead through the daily troubled
lives of the six escaped Americans who have been taken in

as secret "houseguests" by Canadian diplomats, John
Sheardown and the ambassador to Iran, Ken Taylor.

One houseguest describes their dilemma in the
revolution-torn country, "Imagine, you're in a holiday
villa and there's a constant blizzard outside. So you're
stuck inside and make the best of it."

The problem is how to get these "houseguests" out of
Iran. A "master-plan" involving both the United States
and Canada is drawn up: the CIA and the Canadian
government are to furnish the six Americans with false
vnsas, passports, social-security numbers, credit cards and
other such identification pieces. The six are to pose as a
harmless Canadian business group who have finished their
job and are now ready to go back to their country.

The plan is tremblingly executed and the Americans
manage to make it through the airport and various securi-
ty guards. And, of course. Ken Taylor is the hero.

Pelletier and Adams do provitfe us with a bit ofbackground about historical circumstances in Iran, butThe Canadian Caper falls short for the more

fi d^m'strl::
"'" ^"'^

" ^'^«"^^^^'"' -^'^- «f

Carter's music
shuffles FAC
BETTY CARTER
Fine Arts Center
Wednesday, March 10

Hy VK'KKJERVICKAS
tVillegian Correspondent

"Most of you don't even know who 1 am!"
This inav have been true before ihe show, but ov th.

lime ttie lights had come up tho.se of us who hadn l known
had a prett.x go«Kf idea - Hetty (\-irler is one terrific
Singer.

Ms. Cart.M-. one of the leading women ol'jaz/.. p,u on a
head noddini;, t<H> tapping performance before a Iar^e and
cnihiisiasiic Fine Arts Center crowd Wednesday night.

(arter's irio (Louis Nash on drums. Claudelte Moss on
piano, and Curtis Lundy on bassi opened the show,
e.xhibiting their considerable solo talents. C'arter then
made her entrance and opened her first set with "What .\
l-iltle M(K)nlight Can Do," a tribute to the beautiful lull
moon outside. She followed with such classics as C(.le
P<.rier s "Every Time We Say Goodbye" and the upbeat "I

Collegian n

Coming Attractions 1
Stephe n Murphy J

My earliest memory of John Belushi is from way back
when during the first season of Saturday Night Live It
was the first time I took notice of him, his comic genius
captivated me on the spot. I laughed so hard.

N^^l^^ parodying Marlon Brando in A Streetcar

K^nu^r"^.
'" ^' scene where Brando, looking up at

shou^ "st^ u?.^^'l?
""'^"^ ^^' ^•"dow. repfat^Iysnouts Stella! in his best street thug anest ever

Brando, h.s mannerisms so right, his "Stella!" so peri'ecthjs appearance so cocky that it was easy to see the^ouree

t^z^::^^i:\-:lr'^ -- ^- -eo's

The last time I saw John Belushi was a few weeks ago
\T\ Neighbors. I have a difficult time believing he is dead*
When Rolling Stone asked Belushi what it was about

himself that he could attribute to his success, he replied
"It's not me, it's the role. I keep telling myself it's not
me

. He was wrong, it was him. Belushi was an in-
dividual in an era of sameness, and his individuality always
shone through the myriad characters, the outward
facades.

He was a seventies anti-hero just as Brando was one
from the fifties. He was a bad boy of the press and he was
brought to us through television, the medium that once
caused Belushi to quip that he "thought all television was
shit - my own set at home was often covered with spit."

When the time came he moved on; cheeseburgers, cone-
heads, bees and the samuri lost to re-runs. We fans went
with him, waiting for those film roles, never frequent
enough, to satisfy our need. We weren't disappointed.
But we saw a change. His last two roles, in Continental

Divide and Neighbors, were different from the rest.
Filmgoers and fans witnessed the emergence of a new
Belushi. Gone was the manic edge, the I'm-about-to-lose-
control aspect of his earlier self. In its place was a more
mature Belushi, one capable of being a leading man, a
serious actor, a screen idol.

And as Belushi once played homage t« Marion Brando
so too will future others play homage to John Belushi Fornow be glad that television and films are a retrievable
medium.

Betty Carter "do-be-do '-ed the Fine Arts
Center on Wednesday. March 10.

Cant Help It." Other crowd-pleasers in the first .set in
eluded "Open Ihe Door." a Hetty Carter original, and "Hold
on 1 ight.

After a short inlermis.sion, during which, as Cari(>r said,
we had a "chance i,, talk about her," the group reliirned
with a second set ev(>n better than Ihe first. Especially
g.Hxi luimber. w.mc Spring." "Star Hyes." the popular
IJody and Soul, and a rendition of Cole I'orters "Mo.st

(tCMllenitn I hat had the crowd rearing

.\lthough Melty Carter hius been singing lor K) .,.|,1 »,.ars
(a laci about which she repeatedly joked) her voice was as
f)owertul as it must have been when she began. "Do be do

*

be y n" (|,H-s not translate well (.n paper. Mui when Carter
sings I hem. these syllables come alive. She has a
remarkable suige presence, one that rnak.s the audience
leel "hey are in her living room rather than a large concert
hall. .And though the balconies were not shaking, the Fine
.\rts Center fhmr certninlv was as IVtlv Carter received
her two well deserved .standing o\ alions.

She said that it had been four years since her last ap
p<>arance at CMass. and that it would probably be another
lour years till her next; but \%ait: One question - Itelty
( arler. What are you doing for Spring Concert?
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Top of the Qimpus
%staurai|t ai\fX Ipunge

The T.O.C. Lounge is proud to present

JODY THOMAS
on the piano

Every Friday and Saturday night
come hear your favorite tunes . . .

FREE ADMISSION

(^ss'
>vi^

c!t^
^'i?

.&

^^^^SK>

Every Friday Night
at the Top of the Campus Restaurant

Dinner for Two - B12.95
pick any two entrees, includes

salad bar and non-alcoholic beverage

Come and enjoy our new menu
and spectacular view!

• 10% discoiinl with valid UMASS I.l).

• Validalcd parkiiijiT in ihc Campus Cciilcr Garaitc
• Call 549-6000 cxl. 639 for furllicr iiifonimlion

Quickie Lunch

( (tfTec Shop
Hatch

Bluewall Cafeteria

Campus Center Food Service
7 ways to enjoy . . . why go anywtfere else?

T.O.C. KcKtaurant

^ Lounqc
Catering Dept.

Bluewair Bar

Friday, March 12, 1982

Newslines...
>«:::

Women's equity topic

of lobbyist's speech
Women's Equity Action League (WEAL) lobbyist PatReuss w,U speak tonight on the Reagan administration andeconomic, social, legal and educational equity for women at

8p.m.inroom227ofHerterHall.
^J"or women at

For more information, call Kathryn Girard at 5-1558.

Icy roadways take
rap for accidents

Four traffic accidents between 8 a.m. and noon Wednes-
day were attributed by Amherst police to icy road condi-
tions. There were no personal injuries reported and no
citations written, police said.

At 8:10 p.m. Wednesday Peter Laliberte, 19, of South
Hadley, was arrested on the Rte. 116 by-pass by an officer
on patrol who observed his car weaving, police said
Laliberte was arrested for being an person transporting
alcoholic beverages and furnishing alcoholic beverages to
a minor, a 15-year-old passenger in his car; police said
In an unrelated incident, Brandywine residents reported

at 8:30 p.m. Wednesday that their apartment had been
burglarized. A stereo receiver and cash valued at $250
total was reported taken. Entry was gained by forcing
open sliding glass doors, police said.

- SUSAN RING

Poet and novelist will
read from their works

Novelist Jay Neugeboren and poet Debra Gorlin, two
valley writers, wiU read selections from their work for the
Live Literature Series at 2 p.m. tomorrow in the Burnett
Gallery of the Jones Library.

Neugeboren. whose latest novel. The Stolen Jew was
widely praised and acclaimed by James Michner as "an
important novel of epic sweep which everyone should
read" is a writer in- residence at the University of
Massachusetts. Neugeboren's new work will be featured
at the reading.

Debra Gorlin. who was awarded a prize by the
American Academy of Poets before graduation from the
University of California-Irving, is presently working on a
manuscript of poetry. Gorlin's peoms have been displayed
in major poetry journals. She has also been published in

the Los Angeles Herald-Examiner and The Valley
Advocate.

-SUSAN HENNING

Voters can register at
Rolling Green Apts.

The Amherst Board of Registrars will provide a special
voter registration session from noon to 2 p.m. tomorrow

^Wu ?o"'"g Green Apartments. Any U.S. citizen who
will be 18 by election day is eligible to register
The session will be conducted by school bus and is in

response to a petition submitted by 10 registered voters in
Amherst.
The town clerk's office will also be open to conduct voter

registration from noon to 8 p.m. the same day.
March 17 is the deadline to register in time for the

Amherst town elections to be held April 6. The town
clerk s office is open from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays

.Collegian ,3

Digest
By the Associated Press

Senators choose not to

pamper their puppies
BOSTON (AP) — No one appeared yesterday for or

against legislation that would require dogs in
Massachusetts to wear diapers when they leave home turf.

The bill was submitted to the Massachusetts Ugislature
by Sen. Louis P. Bertonazzi. D Mil ford, at the request ofKoss Rajotte. It was on the list for a hearing by the
Counties Committee whose chairman, Rep. Charles F
h laherty Jr.. D Cambridge, said no one showed up when itwas called.

The proposal would be subject to acceptance by cities
and towns. If it became law. any community that adopted
It could impose fines of from $20 to $100 - with the first
olfense frw - on owners who permit dogs to run around
without diapers.

Local judge named
to Superior Court
BOSTON - The Executive Council has approved the

Elizabeth A. Porada to the Superior Court

EdwLT!^'"
voted 5-0 Wednesday to approve Gov.t^dward J. King s nomination of Ms. Porada. made Feb 3

ti^A.

Fri. March 11

N R B Q
with special guests CARDIAC KIDS

/T>^Z

Saturday, March 12

POUSETTE-DART
Rt. 47, Sunderlarg), MA 665 4937
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f^t/r\ ^^ ^"^SE OFFICIAL MAJOR
- U <:i T-SHIRTS

Vif nWfS 4^ '^^SS Available Always

WINES&
LIQUORS

Many Other

In Store Specials

SPECIALS

153-5384

Bacardi Rum $7.49/iitre

Miller 12 o2. bottles $8.99/case
^3ssAle $5.50/6pk.
Guiness Stout $3.25/4 pk
Jameson Irish Whiskey$9.99/75o ml

WINE OF THE WEEK
Bouchard Pere & Fils. . . $4.99/750 ml
Bea ujolais Villages

338 College St., Amherst
Route 9 East

not responsible (or typographical errors

'8j

mi.
TRQIAHf SPECIAL

-n
^'

d'

2.28 ***^i

Major :undecided

Major: fine arts

great

DOZEN
N

?.

^

"Z^*

ORTHQ

Open MF J 5
Sat 11^

Loc.t.d in th. Cmpu, C.n,„, Uni* of Mu. ,97,/UNlVERSITY
mSTORE^

NOW
4.99

Q COLLEGE
D^UG
9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun. ^^^^^^^^
4 IVIAIN STREET AIVIHERST Phone 253-2523

.A Store-full of Ideas'

Tim TOPS
reg.

PRims CUT PfiflTJ

11.95
20%'OFF

new Spring fashions,
including Panamas

reg.-S;9S- 3.95
SOFT
LUGGAGE
20%*
OFF

DOES NOT INCLUDE
PRIOR MARKDOWNS

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6, Men. Sat

Friday, March 12. 1982

CoHegian :

.

TMEATFIES

Pl?« TWIIITE SNOW

^TMARINE MEPBCIRM
HENRY FONDA

•It./.lr i.».. isir.s. ,c,ts". »s»i„r»- tfS', * •» iw, 4(>

to AcMl AwMd Nom
W»«t(B:15©»1.7B,7:3««:§6

S« Mm at 2:16
Sun 1:00 (3:30 ©ll.TBJerOMrao

"""•^ **•*• ^^

Amatew JH
•^ » S« (5:16 •TT^TtSBSt'

Sm Mm « 2:16

SSun1:00(3:30 •1.76J^..(»*30
Mon-Thuf(6.-00 m >1.yKMi--»

34-7550 HAMPSHIRgMALL

RICHARD
PRYOR
LAfI ON THE
SUNSET STRIP

FrI » S«t (6:46 •1.7B»K>0-10:16-12:16

1^ Sm MM M 2:46

;*,^^|^j»j4jfl0*»1JWej»*48

cKMUnDfp

Food waste inevitable part
of Dining Commons cultm-e
BvPAULBASKEN .... ....

Tttt5un

^^imCllOUIITAIIIFARIIS4

>*an<ng FMar UMlnov
Fri h S«<6:00 « 1.75>7:30-9:66

Sm Mm M 2:00

IfSra ^2.J6<«:16#»1.76)6:46<:16
I
OS Mon-Thur (6:46 # ll.TB) 8:16

A Riveting

and
Enthralling

Rim.

584-91 53 MOUNTAJN FARMS MAL I

JMCKLZMlSorr
SISSY SPACEK

eHARlOTSC^RRF
Fri & Sot (4:46 9 »1.7B) 7:15^:66

Sm Mm M 2:00

PGj Sun 1:00(3:30 ^ *1.75)6:0O«:30

RAGTIME
A TRIUMPHANT
DLOCKOUSTER!

missing.
lASEOON

A TRUf STORY.

Fri h SM(4:46 1.75)7:30-9:56
Sm mM M 2:00

Sun 1:00 (3:30 « 1.75)6:0O*:30
ipg Mon-Thur (6:00 g 11.75) 8-46

PG

8 Acad
Award Nom

Fri-Satl6:30 9 »1. 75)8:30
Sun (4:30©»1.75)7:»

Mon-Thur (5:30 fit $1.75) 8:30

Windwalker Matinae
Smm2:15. Sun m 1:15

^ri & Sat(5:00
»1.75)7:46- 10:15-12:15

Sm Mm M 2:30
Sun 1:30 (3:45 @ $1.75)6:154:45
Mon-T)iur (6:15 (g $1.75) 8:46

MIDWI^MTMOVIi MAMES!
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY 12:15 AM ALL SEATS
^nr>CH««FSHI(IE* |.i;^Bi.i.i.^ ^mC OU«T«li fAniST 584 9153

ByPAULBASKEN
Collegian Staff

Food waste is an inevitable part of the
University of Massachusetts dining com-
mons, as the attitude responsible for it is
"part of the American culture," said
Charlotte Williams, dietician for UMass
Food Services.

Williams' comments followed tabulation
of the results from the first part of a food
waste survey recently completed in all
D.C.s.

The semi-annual survey consists of two
actual survey dates one month apart,
separated by a period during which food
waste "awareness programs" are con-
ducted, Williams said.

The second part of the survey will be
conducted later this month.
The idea, WUliams said, is to learn how

much food is initially being wasted, conduct
educational programs on waste in the D.C.s
and then survey again to gauge the
program's effectiveness.

Williams said the surveys were viewed
only as a check for ways of combatting the
problem, and that steps can only be taken
to reduce waste, not eliminate it.

"They've paid for it and they can do what
they want with it," Williams said of the
general student attitude evidenced by this
and past surveys.

The previous semester's survey actually
showed an increase in waste at the end of
the one month period. Williams said, and

the educational impact of the food ecology
table, tents and bulletin boards was either
negative or nonexistent."

Williams said, however, the date of the
second part of the survey was in December,
and additional waste at that time could be
attributed to "end-of-semester madness."
But Williams said the problem continues

throughout the year and efforts by the Food
Services to respond to student wishes are
often in vain.

Williams cited an example of a student
participatory test panel for new recipes
planned to be conducted every Wednesday,
but that lack of student interest has
resulted in the panel being comprised solely
of management.
"Comment cards are stUl the best source

of information," WUliams said of the
suggestion box system in each D.C.
She said Food Services looks at and

responds to every one of the cards, but that
possibly not enough students fill them out
to gain a clear direction of opinion.

WUliams" sUtistics. broken down to
mdividual D.C.s. indicated less waste at
D.C.s serving "basics." which she at-
tributed to people eating there being "more
food oriented."

While WUliams labeled waste "more of a
moral question than anything else." her
statistics also indicated a financial aspect
with which students must deal.

"It's a two-way street." WUliams said.
"There's only so much you can do."

* Adoption
Contintied from page S

50c Off to Everyone

in Costume!

Attaclc of the

Killer Tomatoes
Ricjard Pryor Live

on Sunset Strip

No Nukes

TH6r"u;LyiiyR^iL

iroi

the Exorcist

s FAME

PARASITES '"3^'>

she sees no need for the bUl because it is

already being done.

Lavinski said the agency will place aU
information in the fUe, but they wUl only

notify parents or adoptive chUdren that the

new information is there if their agency
decides it must be immediately known.

A UMass student. Rachel AngeUne, has
collected 80 signatures on the petitions. She
is a member of Concerned United Bir-
thparents (CUB), a Cambridge-based
organization concerned with "humanizing
adoption laws," she said.

Concerning the bUl aUowing adoptees
access to their birth certificates. Lavinski
said it would be difficult to go backwards if

a law were enacted. It would mean, "not
giving the natural parents of years ago a
say in the matter...the parents chose to do
it under certain circumstances." she said.

Angeline said adoption laws were
originally written to protect birthmothers.
"They were written at a time when being

an unwed mother was scandalous and many
birthmothers wanted to keep their identity
a secret." she said.

Now. because it is more socially ac-
ceptable to be an unwed mother, it is often
the birthmothers who are fighting to
change the laws, Angeline said.

For more information on where to write
the committee, sign the petition, or attend
the support group which wiU meet Sunday,
O'DonneU said she could be reached at 545-
0883, or 549-3921.

* Election-
Continuedfrom page S

mean the SGA would have to come up with
an estimated $50,000 to continue at the
present level of student service.

The first half of the second referendum
question which asks, "Do you agree with
asking President Ronald Reagan and the
Soviet Union to negotiate an immediate

halt to the nuclear arms race was approved
76.9 percent. The second half of the ques-
tion, asking, "Do you call upon the Ad-
ministration and Congress to transfer
nuclear arms fund to civilian use," was ap-
proved by 71.5 percent.

The third question, calling for a stoppage
of U.S. mUitary aid to El Salvador was ap-
proved by 73.5 percent.

miE/OfllE
UNIVERSITY DR./ RTE. 9 gss - B605 RRCIRER ATTIRE
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BEER

WINE
e-TArauo^

KEGS

LIQUORS

LIGtUORS

Miller 12 oz,c 8.50

Rolling Rock 12 pk. c 3.95

Pabst 12 oz. cans 7.20

Labatt Ale 9.50

Tuborg it & dk bti 6.95

SchlltZ 12 oz 8-50

BuSCh 12 oz 7.50

Molson Gold 10.35

Skol Vodka i 75 8.20
Skol Gin 1.75 8.20
Roberto Rum 1 75 9.29

'•4

Villa Lambrusco 1.5 2.99

Cella Rose 15 4.29

Gallo3L 5.99

Inglenook 15 3.59

not responsible for typographical errors

253-5595 10 a.m. til 11 p.m.
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DOONESBURY
rf5 TOOBAP not/vB Bean

soR. KfssfNsen. mfneims-
INGAUTfeHULLABALOO
OVSi. YOUR NEW BOOK!

By Garry Trudeau
Collegian 17

txmuouRf,
MR PERKINS.

MYOFFICa
KBiPSlN
TOUCH.

rrSAGREATBOOK
SIR. MOSTOF -ma

'

CLASS ISnmm TO
BUY rriNWgtBACK
BUTI COUlDNTumi

^. &mmiP,SK! rTS£N-
>WiC THRAUmi I'MmP OF
I^T. AMSHOIRiBUFfjANPr
ALRBACTY? THINK YOURS IS Ofe OF

W^BESTiyeOEHR&U?'

UHi, HAVaVOU SASY,

JHANK SBENBDaa BARNEY,

iOU,PeR- FSHSRfSYBT? THeTRd
Km, I.. THAT^ANOTH- OOHPeTJ-
y 5RGi!5moNBi_nats.

not responsible for typographicalsi errors S§J

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffc

ACROSS
1 Bread spread
5 Cosmetic com
ponent

9 "When I was

13 Former German
cavalryman

14 Mime
15 Juvenile heroine
16 Dominoes, eg.
17 News magazine

specially

19 Weigh anchor
21 Testifies

22 Novices
24 Baker's Ingredient
25 Church official

27 Name for a
serious chap?

31 Wind of a kind

34 Sightseers point
of interest

36 Lab staple

37 Washington
name, for short

36 Sudden activity

39 Collection of data
40 Town In Green-

land

42 Latin lesson word
43 Warbucks, for one
45 Tritjeof Kenya
47 '^lear

S.IHJ Im Aaitln ria« <iy*4icMr

49 Cribbage cards 1

1

51 Hearing distance 12
55 Chef's need
58 Comedian's 15

heckler ig
59 Worker's eventual 20

goal 23
62 Hardy cereal 26

grasses 28
63 Ladd and King 29
64 A hoop for rolling 30
65 Fruit decay 31
66 froid 32
67 Name meaning 33

•graceful one" 35
68 Congressional

meeting: Abbr

Israeli city

Former governors
of Algiers

Old Turkish coin

Ease up
Anger
Lab product

Bucolic

Archaic expletive

Abrade
Salver

Journey
Rene's roast

Biblical giant

Philatelist's con

DOWN
1 Ancient Roman
land area

2 Memorable Texas
mission

3 Haitian relative

of the rumba
4 Moved furtively

5 Changed course
In sailing

6 Mil. address
7 O T book
8 Set of beliefs

9 City in Pennsyl-
vania

10 Symbolic beast

38
41

43
44

46

48

50

52

53
54

55

56

57

60
61

cern

Trinket

"Daddy's gone
a ,."

Grime
Condenses and
holds in layers

Letter sign off

Game piece
Sprightly Brazil-

ian dance
Game man
Curved molding
Tries

Sp. matrons
Chinese wax

impasse
Period

Negative prefix

THE UMASS ZONE
W7)

By Mark Rollins

you CL£/\R£D THfy/^c- Pool , ano j \

mN& LiK£ THAT'

1 i 3 4

1

5~
6 7 1

1
9 10 11 12

13 14 IS
~

16 17 11

19 ?0 21
~"

27 23 24

taVBiH^^^H7S 11 27 21 29 30

IC jj

3a

34 35 36

37
39

~
40 41 42 pT" 44

4S 46 47 48
1 IHB^^^^49 50

1
51 52 S3 S4

55 56 57 5<

59 60 61

1

52

63

1
64 S5

66 S7 !•

WHAT HAPPENED?

-o»^Tsrz;iipr|

By Ethyl Octane

ANSWf:r TO PREVIOUS puzzle
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WEATHER
t'oggy with showers this

morning. Partial clearing
this afternoon. Highs
today in the 50s. except
only in the 40s along the
coast. P'air tonight. Lows
35 to 40. A mixture of
clouds and sun tomorrow.
Highs in the 60s. except
40s near the coast.

^runner*
V^/^s an athlete you don't live by your feet alone.

shop

•

So runner'shop makes sure you're covered with a wide
selectior) of Nil^e sports apparel. Shorts, tops, warm-ups,
and more.

Just arrived nylon tops and bottoms sold separately or
together. The ultimate in lightness, warmth and weather
resistance.

Nike sports apparel. The body language that says you
know how to play the game.
Available at runner'shop.

* ANNUAL SPRING GIVEAWAY
is still going on with new additions daily

159 N. Pleasant (behind Faces)

DC MENU
LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Tuna a la King/Biscuit

DINNER

Savory Beef Strudel/

Gravy
Cod Florentine

Eggs and Sharp Cheese
Cold Plate

BASICS LUNCH

Garbanzo Bean and Rice
Provencal

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

BASICS DINNER

Stir Fry Vegetables
and Tofu

Cod Florentine

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

War without Winners -

The Question of Nuclear
War
Jimi PLays Berkeley -

The Greatest Guitarist's

Greatest Concert

Senate Watch - The
Weekly Senate Meeting
Short Shots - Video tapes
from our video cellar

National Lampoon T.V.
Show Lemmings Dead
Concert
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEPrim* tn PnllAnian rtt4.^^ nn ito^n^r-^.^.. ^^^ ^ ^^" ^^" ^^» ^^Ml^BCome to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Monday Fnday
Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Ph

Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to

one number FREE
publication day

A BAND NEEDED?
The Allies quality rock n'roll. For Booking
mfo call John 549-4^8 or Crispin 546-642 1

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor
mation available with Randy 546-7013

AUDIO

?I^^^^^,^^"°° ^^•''"O ^^as like new
Call 665-7717 for info, will talk

^'^.* ^'- «P«»kers. 3-way, 12 in
woofer. 200 watts/chI $295 549-5728

AUTO FOR SaTe

Adolfo Womens Collection: tops, culot-
tes, shorts and S¥veatsuits. Other designer
clothing available. Call Mark 256-8775
Water Moccasins calf high-leather. Newl
Size 7 womans $20 call Fran 253-2957
Ski Equipment complete package $50
good condition call for details 253-9060

MUSIC GALLERY
USED EQUIPMENT

FOUND
Found at Mini-Store: a mans watch see
day or night supen^isor at Mini-Store

GET IT NOW!

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
1975 Ford LTD wagon. Luxurious sprina
breakmobile! $1500 or 80 256-0856
Firebird 1972 4 speed, needs some work,
best offer 253-9672

69 Chevy Nova. 6 cylinder, automatic
new radiator, exhaust and ignition systems
$350 or BO 546-4050

r « •».

1971 Maverick 52000 original miles, very
°fP|"^ble, economical, clean $950

1978 Chevy Monza 2-^2 hatchback 4 cyl
5 speed, 66,000 miles. Very good cond
runs great, no rust. Around $2000. Must
sell, need money. Call Jack 546-5467

^ ^'^^7J°"*h Horizon 4 door, ex condi-

I'^^'^Jr^ "^''®S' "^"st sell, $27000 Ph
549-5904

Townhouse Apartment summer sublet
- fall option call 549^733

guitarists"

Used - Gibson acoustic 6 stg w/pickup
Epiphone Devon 1940s' Guild D-35, Martin
6 stg small body. Fender Super and Super

5ST^^T''^L^"'P®fl ^^ ^/^12" cabinet

JlSToi^®:.*^'" ^^ °0 ''»"«^«f twin
head $225.00 Music Gallery Rt. 9 HadleyMA in the Carburs Shoppes 586-<»^

NEED A FRIEND?

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic
546-6684

HEALTH CENTER BLUES

The Amherst Companion Program has a
waiting list of 35 boys who are anxious to
be matched with male companions If you
would like to spend approx 3 hrs a week
with a child call Maria Spears at 253-2591

NEED CASH?

Exec Staff loses it today! We can dance
and let Weber pay the band. I'm safe, but
never sorry II See you there Beth

HELP WANTED

Always premium prices!! Class rings
gold and silver in all forms. See the Manhan
Difference!! Manhan Precious Metals Ex-
charige, 312 King St., N'hmptn 584-7000
anytime

PEOPLE WHO MADE MY LIFE
EASIER THESE PAST WEEKS

BASS PLAYERS
Martin Roundwounds 50% discount
$30 stnngs for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMSll
~

Delivered by experienced Bellydancer
Tor a rnost unusual gift. For information

So'iLJf"^^*"''® *^'«*^ call Theresa at
^53-5491.

BETTERAUDIO EQUIPMENT
I take the time to get the most music for
your money^udio Consultants - 549-0720

CAPE COD SEASONAL RENTAL

Wanted: Experienced craftsperson to run
student craftshop. Must be able to instruct
in leather, silver, stained glass, ceramics
woodworking. Compensation dorm suite'
stipend, use of facilities. Info and applica-
tion: Artist in Residence Selection, Mclntire
House, Univ of Mass, Amherst. Applica-
tions due Mar. 12 by 5 pm at Mclntire. The
Univ of Mass is an affirmative action equal
opportunity employer

Dorm organizers needed to coordinate
recycling in your dorm - For 1 credit 5-0618
Laura or Bill MWF 12:30 - 4:30
Earn extra money selling a product with
high student appeal. High commission.
Work your own hours. Andy 6-6958
Earthfoods is hiring!!! Applications are
available on the EF kitchen door. Deadline
Monday March 15 3:00 pm

HIGH ENERGY ROCK & RQlT

Laura my number one hitte. Dan and his
commuriications staff, Eunice the in-

S^H^/S?'
'^''"''' ^^'^' ^^« UMass Finan-

cial Aid Office, and all others who helped at
the table or other things. Thank you for do-
ing everything I asked you to do. Because
of each of you everything was a success
i\evin

PERSONALS

Harwich, 2 br house, 4 women, near

617^-432-^^^^'^' ''®*'^^®*- Available 5/1.

Dance Party Friday. March 12. 1982 with
the Museum Direktors and Maiden Voyagem the Hampden Student Center'
Southwest. Show starts at eight. Advance
tickets are available at the Southwest Area
Government Office and area $1 00

DANCE PARTY!!!

Don t miss Southwest's first party of
the sernester with Southwest's premiere
bands. Maiden Voyage and the Museum
uirektors. The music starts at 8:00, Friday
March 12 in the Hampden Student Center'
Get your tickets at the Southwest Area
Government Office or from your Area
government representative.

DEAD TICKETS

Grateful Dead Tickets in Providence
Call now ask for Paul after 8 pm 549-6766

ZZZII~ DULL?

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction-
Group and private. Adult and children
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Division

**

Tee Kwon Do Instruction by third degree

.. c« L^
J®"®"* applicants only. For info

call 546-5464

KIM DAWKINS
Tomorrow is the 13th! Guess that means
today IS the 12th!

I will sharpen. P-Tex and wax your skiis
for 5 bucks. Call Ed 6-9669

EMERGENCY
Experienced drummer needed yester-day for working ROCK band. Call Maiden
Voyage 256-8573

E.M.T.s

CPR Refresher Course to be held March
13 in Momll. Check bulletin board outside
ottice.

LOST

FOR RENT

P-^^kT T^^'^V'"'' "1'nutes to campus
135jgickM6^2423^Jean^e 253-2162
Available summer sublet wiUi^fail option
3 bedroom 665-4292

FOR SALE
Bonna 2200 Cross Country 190 CM Skis
Fiberglass poles, bindings & boots likenew price reasonable - Call 545-3500 or
afterJ^J^e^ST^ask^or^DarT^^
Grateful Dead tickets in Hartford,~b^t
offer call 6-5322

1979 BMW ^^l^^^^^^^^^^^y^
saddle bags red bike in excellent condition
3295 .00 call nights 549 6961

Panasonic Stereo - hi^able, cassettetwo speakers- $100; scuba equipmeni
-U.S^ divers tank, regulator, fins mask
snorkle scubabag, other good stuff-price
negotiable; lots of soft rock 8 tracks-JT
Captain & Tennile, Simon and Garfunkle'

^i^Mm'^'V^^ ^' ^^3500 (days).'
2txl-7430 nights

&46-^^l'
^""^^' P®^^^~conditiorr$85

Books taken from locker in CC by Cof-

Sioli^S 3/4 5:30-8:30. Reward call
iPJ-if/aj Bernie No questions asked
Golden English Labrador goes by thename Zebonah lost Sunday Orchard Hill
Northeast Area Please Call 546-4670
Tan/ Mauve reversible Down Coat Fri
March 5 Delta Chi Call Kris 546-403 1

^i?^.?""'' **"'•' ^""^ Watch"^||
tx»-49Z4 evenings

Lost - Leopard Spotted Glasses (quite
unique!) lost last Saturday. Need
desperately. Call 546-6676
Ladies gold ID bracelet inscription on

c?*r™*^ ''^^'^' ^®^ sentimental, call Pat
two-8305 evenings

Blue scarf wool at Dickinson LoungTPar-
ty, reward call Johanna 6-6928 please
Gold Bracelet rope style~$100~7ewa^

.

Please call 549-4004^no questions

Don't go down with just anyone
. OMass Ski Club goes down
SENIORS: Congratulations and thank you!Enough of you made appointments for your
yearbook portraits that the photographer's
stay has been extended to Friday, March
la. Call and make your appointment if youhaven t yet -once he leaves, he's not com-
^9 back. Call 545-2874 or stop by Campus
Center Room 178 for an apr^intm^nt

^"^

Have you got it? We need it? A photo of
your room for the beautiful room contestWin a gift certificate to Union Records and

?ftw°"K T"^ '1 ^^^ yearbook! Su'bmitBttW photos to Room 103CC by 4/1/82
There will be one winner for each living area
including off campus and Greeks
KBR I've been thinking about the bathtubHow about you? Better call me before you
graduatel Kinky K. . .

^

^tJ?^""^ ''' t;ia«s"-check out Delta
Zeta the newest sorority on campus, at our

3/l7/5?'7r£^^''"?t'„^^^' Wednesday,

MAjgg|^^"""^'"^S^'^"-^«^t
.

Jessica - 180. Sometimes I do read the
local news. Let's talk. You know where - G

^"fT^dVcr^^ ""* '°^' ^' ^'« ^^°'V

SURPRISE birthday keg party for Brads
and Brian, Come One, Come All!!

Doing Black Diamonds w you was an ex
penence I won't forget thanks for puttingup w me love Mutty ^
Mare congratulations on your new job! Go
get em Love T
John Baumann
secret admirer

I?.!'*."^".* T°"^ ^^^ vous faites est magi-

Danni
'^'" °''*'' '" ^^° "^"^

'

W^ter Girl - You asked me to dance atD^kinson Party 3/5. Drop a line to Chris in6CM Dickinson and let me know who you

Today's the day! Drawing for Mortar-
board Raffle 2 PM - CC ConcSurse tabte on-
ly a few tickets left - will be sold until 2 PMcome on down now !

lo fcdna Szymanskil "Birthdays are like
roller coaster rides. . .screaming doesn't
stop them, but it sure makes you feel bet-
ter! Happy Birthday - Jot the step children
- Lucky, Blackie & Orphan Annie
Happy Birthday Rita! Have a sexually
aware 21 ooohhh we're psyched you squid
love 2/3 of the triplets

« »quia

]f^K
**!"*' ?""•* fl"y *^«"ced next toeach other. Let's dance together at U2What's your name?

braas. happy 24th birthday, love youalways! love, "fluffy s mom"
Laura. Honey Happy 20th Bday ! love you

2?toi D^"'®
""^ a permanent reservation atHotel Pierpont - Psyched!

C^us Day Care Registration ForSummer and Fall 1982: occurring now In-
tants, toddlers, preschoolers. Call 545-1566
for applications to: Grass Roots NewWorld, ICEC and North Village DeadHn:^
for applications is April 15th

Gene. No bener words can better exore^

f?.?*"^
E'^Phant - Happy I9th to a wonder-

Jefafri;^ to^'^^'^T'^
Qorgeous woman!

Jet aime toujours!

Chuck Sclafani. Happy 22nd! Let's make

only) heh, heh! Sue
M^'uny

AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF
IN LONDON

See it Friday, March 12 at 7, 9, 11 p.m
ENGINEERING BUILDING
EAST AUDITORIUM

$1.50

TO MY CHIPMUNK
Move you I want you, I need you, happy
day, love,

*^^

RESUME/COVER WRItIng"

Sl!o^®^^.°''''. '?'"*'"» quick/confiden-
tial/efficient available weekends 549-5727

RIDE WANTED

XXXOOO from your

SLh.'?/^**^*^*® ^ Lauderdale ThursdayX-^ °' o '^^y 3^ ^9 ^°' »^o- Call Andy
at fr2S39 or Dan at 6-7937 will share ex
penses

Ride needed to Ra for Spring Break will

Sl'?ii?fi
*"^ **''^*"0 P'®«*e ca" Mark at049-1412 leave mesage

SI?'."*?.*****.^^" «o Portland. ME orabouts, share $. Call Dave 549-SSM

RIDERS WANTED

w/n*)"-?
"

"-T® Mar 19. return Mar 27.Want nde or riders. 666-7749

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOW COST JET TRAVEL
Interested in no frills low cost jet travel
to South America? We can help you enjoy
latin nights with low cost flights. For more
information, contact: Faucett Airlines 630

(2l'2) 58ri404'*^*'^
^°"'' '^^ ^°"^ '*^°"®-

^EN WANTED
The Amherst Companion Program is
seeking men volunteers as companions to
developmentally disabled adolescents living
in the Amherst area. Sharing interests and
learn from companion is necessary
knowledge of sign language is helpful'
Training and supervision will be provided
For more information call Maria Spears at
the Resource Center (253 2591) or Joanne
Lesse (253-7??1f

lMr'K**V°'L.**''°PP'"9 '"' Your always inour hearts. Happy Birthday

Edgar Have an excellent 2nd. Plan on">ore together. Definitely! XXOO, Chuckie
Look how you manage your husband at

COENE Rand Theater 545-3511

Love^'joe^^^^
21st hope it's the best ever,

reagan & Jimmy Carter. , .or is it imores
sion|st_Dayid_Frve?Jhurs April 1st CCA
Ride needed to or near KerituckVsDririn

THE GREAT AMERICAN RIpToFTb^t

flights to Europe, Israel, Africa and the S
in T aierS)?n' ^T °^ ''' Adventure

Congratulations new Pa.^ih^li^;;i^"of:
fioers' Were as excited as you areiHemember officer training. Love Exec

One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

S'h^!!!'"'*^
'^"^•*' - '"ale to sharebedroom in house on bus route near center^Amherst. Contact Mimi or Jeff at

Ii^?'^'u^'?'"*®** '"^ '9 3 bdrm house

kitchen. 4 acres, wood, fireplace $185
heat/hot H20 inc. Very comfortable on busroute call Mark/Eric 584-2376 evS

Drafting Charts, graphs, tables, etc. for
papers & theses. Ronald Hult 586-1534
Professional R^i^rch, Whti^i^^R^

t^T^fi^^n^ ^j- ^"'^°^=' Research,^ogg:^^? S. Dearborn, Chicaao.JL6Q«)fi

JjP'^9 *^gP"a^ome ovemlte service.

Typesetting, layout &"pasteup~q[;idrser
vicejreasonable prices, call 546-9623

SPANISH CLUB
Spanish ChJ^-JVl^^ng Thursday 3/11A^s Jrd floor Herter Lounge all invited to
atteno

ST^^ArnrsjPARTY

nr the Annual Newman Club Irish Nite Par

situ H^'^'Tf
'^^'^"' 9° ^° Newman Center.

Center Social Hall. All are welcomei

Friday. March 12, 1982

CoJle^ian 19

A

fVOK
COMPLETE TAKE-OUT MENU

im'j

THE
Chinese

Home
Style

Cookins HI ^^«^ !!l COCKTAIL LOUNGE
AMPLE PARKING Mii.r.nr«

MON THURs LUNCHEON I DINNER SPECIUS

SUN 4°H0U0Ay's''
• ''^' * -^^^

^ ^ 30 A M TO 12 00 P M

48 RUSSELL ST. HADLEY ^Sli 586-1 202

mPRm

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

J Happy Hour Prices on JJTSigOZlQ *

J Lambrusco and Bianco 5.4flr3 •25/l K T 1

BudWeiSer 12ozcanB...9.99/ca»e

MolSOn beer, ale. golden. . . .2.99/6 pk

Gin & Vodka 80^ 5.45/ l

IS/'SO
Onyour College Ring

4/fi

LEGAL PROBLEMS?

irJ-^a^C^
ft-

Froe\

:m
/

v<

(/!»

See your Jostens' Representative.

Bookstore Entrance

March 15, 16

ADVOCATING YOUR RIGHTS!

SUMMER JOBS TO SUBLET

Have fun In the sun of the rolling green
hills of the Berkshires. YMCA ACA
acredited summer camp for boys & girls

has the following positions open: Art /Craft
Director, Asst. H20 Direct. (WSI) Riding
Direct, Girls Unit Direct Music Direct, In

dian Lore/Nature Instc, Kitchen Staff Trail

Camp Ldrs. Directors positions 20 yrs of
age. For more info call John at 546-1113

PIQNAPPINQ

Wanted: Any information leading to the
recovery and safe return of Percy, taken by
terrorist pignappers around Feb 13. Please
call 6-9547

Summer Sublet North Amherst 2 rooms
available 1 with fall option. 549-0319.

Squire Village apt to sublet 3 rms 285
mthly no utilities 665-7084

Squire Village two bedroom apt for sublet
June 1st - Aug 31 with fall option 665-230 1

Summer - 2 bdrm, furn, bus rte, pool
North Amherst, low rent 549-5416
One bedroom apt in Cllffside with fall
option. All util inci avail June 1 665-4281
Summer sublet w/fall option,
Sunderland on bus rte 2 bedrooms call after
6, 665-4946

S^JNG^REAirnrFrlAUDERDALE
DOESNT MEAN YOU HAVE TO GO

BROKE!!

WANTED

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Papers - scientific
background, English/ Spanish 256-6957

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
5-0392, 584-7924

Summer sublet fall option Brittany
Manor two bedrooms A/C pool tennis no
heating bills 256-0654

Swiss Vill Amherst 2 rm sublet w poss fall

option $147 for everything 256-0824
Summer sublet w/fall option 1 br apt
call Helene 256-0659

TRAVEL

SUMMERSCHOOL HOLLAND? Interna
tional Business Management, Nine credits.

Package $1500 1 Prof. Devos 617-383-9304

Apt % mile from Ft Laud Strip $80 per
person - 7 nights Spring Break 4 spaces
and transportation available call 2S6-6905

Squire Village 2 bedroom, pool, air cond
fall option, negotiable 665-7590

2 Tickets Bahamas, cheap March 21-25
545-2334, 617-544 7457 Evenings. '

Last Chance for Bermuda $314 ONLY
call 256-6941 after 6 hurry

Alaska summer salmon jobs '82 have a
lucrative adventure send SASE & $3 to 20
Renwick #7, NY, NY 10013

No one else offers you:
1) Roundtnp express motorcoach

leaving from Whitmore with
7 night stay in luxury oceanfront
Holiday Inns

2) A week long ID pass card
enabling YOU to enter: Playpen
Pete Et Lennys, Studio 51 For FREE
» Save $100 in cover charge

3) For a TOTAL of $247 quint ft $270
quad COMPLETE!!!!!!!!!!

That's the price of airfare alone

Thin? \f 2r'^
^^^ ^^^ in'^'iJded w/pass

t)W-1233 Adyne from 8-10 549-6285 Cindvrom 6-10 253-7000 Steve 545-21M 4 30-6
Lets do It in Florida now!!!!!!

tn*Jil^°*'D7"X"'"9 East^^ould love
to discuss. P.O. Bo)M07Amh«rct
U2 Tickets wanted! Call Mike at 54e^32a

WANTED TO BUY

n«M o i
<:"»»^ P"ces paid for class ringsgold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel SmiFh

25 No Pleasamjt^mherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

3 bdrrri apt (Puffton Area) v^^ii^^idTti'r-

546%436"' ^ *^'" ^"" ^^^1 Of

Finders Fee apT.n Puffton or Brandywine
take over lease in June call 546-5816
Desperately needed 3 bdrrrHP^Im^^rA^t
s^rtiiig anytime from June i. . .Please call546-1469 keep trying

WRITING SERVICES

256-0754

Break out the cigars Judd, Mark, and
Kurt are pleased to announce the birth of anew phone number at 71 Rolling Green In
cooperation with Mother Bell and weighing
'"

!l!?^®" *^'9'^5 one dash our new number
18 256-0754. Thats 256-0754. Congratula-
tions to the oroud parents. Thank-you.

^'k*'"? ".^l»*-
ProfessionaFwriters PatSchneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD

U2 TICKETS

'"••** "2 tickets! Please call Suzi at
6-6370 anytime

^^^ofr^*.*!"
*'*^'***' '*'"»« call Anne after

SIX A3-2424
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GQ III, Jones Boys still alive

^^l^:'^"^ "^' t'^r^«'^' ''oopsten edge Back in BlackBy STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

tSZ *^^."''/*'« five game regular season and the firsttwo rounds of post-season play must have seemedSnothing more than an extended series of quS^s little

iney Had to face the real competition.
For GQ III the five game regular season and the first

Ln nK^'^l^f'«^?**^ '° •'^^P ^^^"^ '«>^ and on their t<L;until they had to face the real competition

u L i°.i^^V '" ''**""^ ^*"^ of the intramural men'sbasketball playoffs, the two-time defendinrchampfonswere subjected to their first full scale examinatrn^andcame out w.th a favorable grade of "P" for poiseDown five points. 37 32. with 7:20 left to play GQ UIralhed back to Uke the lead and hold onto a S « victoryov^er a famduu- nemesis. Horsefeathers before a crowd of

Horsefeathers and GQ did battle in last years chamP|onsh.p final with GQ coming out on top. For a tfme l^tnight It appeared that the year-old defeat would^.venged with the 'Feathers in control and GQfl^ leaded

LTwi^Tirinrstf^-^ -^^'^^ -'' ^- p---;

lo give h.s team a 33-32 advantage with 9:02 remaTnC
hv"""^ r'^T.

'^'"* ^''^ ^" ' '^y"P ^"d a 20-footiZZoi
T.^l 1-

^*'"' ""^ * ^^'"^ f™'" «'"y Shea to forge theFeathers five point edge. *

Pearson re entered and directed the offense attack tomake another tie at 38-38 with six minutes left. Max Jones

tfZ r^'' ^""'^'^ ""^^'- '^' backboards and gotfouled on two consecutive excursions down the court He
"42 -rJ^T' '"' ^""^"^ ^^ ^'^^ ^^ ''^ lead for go^'at 4^ jy with three minutes remaining
Horsefeathers tried to make a late stage comeback but a

Sports-

wn. M \^ ^^"""i
Violation, after Billy Shea made whatwould have been the game-tying hoop, gave the ball back

to GQ with just under two minutes left to play. Pearson
brought the ball up the court and Shea knocked it away
but the referee ruled it out of bounds off Shea and GQ kept
possession. *^

With GQ ahead by four points, Horsefeathers was forced
to foul and GQ kept its crown repeating chances alive.
I>earson led GQ with 15 points while Lopis added 13 andJones 10 points.

Billy Shea had 15 points for Horsefeathers and MikeShea chipped m 10.

Two courts over, another examination was being held
for a team which had failed to be tested in the regular
season. The Jones Boys, whose margins of victory in the
regular season averaged over 40 points, survived a late
scare by Mission mpossible and kept its championship
hopes m full gear with a 46-38 win.

H
»
»F

The Joneses had built up a 23-15 halftime lead and hadmaintamed an 8-10 point advantage through much of thesecond half until Mission Impossible swL-med back tow.thm two. 40-38. with two minutes left to play
The Jones Boys called a timeout to regroup and when

iiH^' P^T t'^!!!'^
'^' *^«"^*' '^^''^ exactly what they

Frank SlJiyt.'^''"'"^^" '''^'"^ ^''' '^'-^'- The"

tVeTeadTcSpto^-r^^ "^^ "'' ^---^ ^o push

si^mJ^;^.
^*'^"/ T"^* ["" P'*y *"^ t^^ Joneses up bySIX. Mission was forced to the hackers' drill and the Jonesboys were still unbeaten.

^*
Jones B^y Ken Fulgham led all scorers with 14 points

^itMlSs^''^^ '' P^*"^^- «"' P-^- paced £::
The women's quarterfinal action last night saw an upsetby a surprising new entry and a convincing win by one IMveteran over another new-this-year squad

Jur T^ ^^"'^' ^^^ ^'«^^y Pequenos turned a 22-10

tfm Tlfh ''' Tu " ^^i'
^'" ""^'' a ^^--""g B'-own Sugarteam. Although Brown Sugar showed why They are highly

SHOVEL PASS — UM's Gree Towa dnmDa nff « n...<.ir «- .
^*"'»**" •'•'»'» •»» ".»!„ j Fwh,ui

UMass Rugby Club has been hoWing workouts at the^^urrv'^H* i" r ""^^t
***'** **«* ««"«"• The

for their upcoming season.
^ ^^^i^outs at the Curry-Hicks Cage this week in preparation

Women gymnasts travel to Regionals
By CHARISSE P^EINERMAN
Collegian Staff

Yesterday, the University of Massachusetts women's
gymnastics team traveled to Pennsylvania State
University for (he NCAA Regionals. which will be held this
we«-kend. This will be the first time the women will bo
competing in the NCAA's, having competed in the AIAW
tournament for the last few years.

Th.. Minutewomen enter the competition ranked
ourth in the SIX team Ea.st contingent. Rated first is hostenn Slate, followed by the University of New Hampshire
he University of Pittsburgh. UMa.ss. Rowling Green
University, and Hofstra University.

'(-ompetition will be quite close." said UMass ,„ach

P nrSPH"""
'.*''-" '^^-^^- - a formidable opponent

'

Expected to do well are Jennifer Pancoast and Jeanne
liruzzese m vaul.ing. Heidi Milender on the uneven
parallel bars. Kathy Matthews and Kar.n Knapp on (he

balance beam and Robin Low. Matthews. Pancoast andKnapp on the floor exercise.
-ncoasi. and

Today the competition will be for team results and allaround scores. In addition to these events, there wi 1 atsobe tryouts for individual performances. If any singlegymnast comes out of the mdividuai tryouts with one of the
h.ghe.st SIX scores in a single event, they will compete.Saturday ml htindividuals. «

»-ompeie

The winner of the all around competition will travel tothe Nationals. ;us w.II the team that wins the Regionals

NLtion-H
'''" '" ^^"'^ ^'^P^""'-" MatthewsT heNationals representing the Mmutewomen in the allaround. .Matthews earned a ;3.'-,.20 in the last mee „f ih.M-..son against Southern Connecticut Sta(e College

"We go in wi(h the strongest team that we have everhad... everyone w,il be there. Luckily there have been n
injuries plaguing ( he team." said Kvanl

UM is hopeful t o come out of the NCAA regionals wit h
a momenio lo bring back lo Amherst.

regarded by making a good comeback in the second half
the I equenos proved to be too much and held on for the

^Zn^I'll S'""^}'
them into Monday night's semifinal

against the Hamstrings at 7 p.m.
Pat Boczanowski led all scorers with 15 points for thePequenos while Liz Skelton threw in 10 poi^Ts for Brown

from an^lTiT K^rf' Ti"'^'
^^^ "oopsters rallied back

B^^ in Black ^ ^""^^ * ^^^^ ^'^^^^''^ ^^^^'^

The Hoopsters got it together during the halftime breakand came out to score seven unanswered points to start thesecond half. They wUl face the Pretenders in se^finS
action Monday at 7 p.m.

^""iui«i

diJrsior'^Jr/p"''"^^''
''^j''^" '^* "•«^*' ^ ^^^ >"«>'«

division^ Los Commermierdas. perhaps the most un-derrated team in competition this season, held on to defeat

37 iore
^ ^^°^^ opponent, the ColoneU by aS

The game was basket for basket throughout until theMierdas ran off six straight points to buikl up a 36-28 leadwi h four minutes to play: The Colonels played some tight

i wS^i^i
'''^ ^ ^^^ ™" °^ '^^^ «^" '^ '^^ the score atlSdo With 1:31 remammg.

The final minute and one half were stretched out due tofouls and Juan Corradas free throw with 17 secondsTftproved to be the winping point.
Stanley Smith led Us Commermierdas with 13 pointswhile Corrada added 7 points. Kevin Krupinski Q 15points for the Colonels and Mark Holden contributed 10

In other men's division games played last nighf theTitans mpped D W. Express behind Phil Martin's 21 poinS

nofnis f ''r'""*^'- '^^u'
^^'«" ^'•^^^'^'•^ combined f^ipoints for Express; the Conquistadores got by Phi SiemaKappa 45-42. with D. Amicone tallying 14 points fSeC s and Mike Garofoli leading Phi Sig with 12 points thePoontangs knocked off Beta Kappa Phi 51-^ h^hLdBrian Murphy's 19 points; Theta Chi whip^dThe^J^'

bourne Maroons. 46-27. with three olavers in h1 k^
figures. Ted Flaherty had 16. Dave B^rlo'ad'dS 14 and Jeff

^uanel '^Tk '" '' P^'"'^^ ^^y^'d also advanced to thequarterfinals by burying the Cow Chips 61 -31
Men s quarterfinal action is slated for Monday at 6 d m

UMass kickers

keep on working
By PAUL HEALY
Collegian Correspondent

th.V Tt/-^
an old adage in sports that goes something like

this: gettmg to the top is easy; staying there is the hard
part.

This cliche could have been written with the University
of Massachusetts women's soccer team in mind. And whUebecoming the seventh-ranked team in the nation wasn't
easy, maintaining that level of excellence is a fulltime job.

That's why you'll find 20 women sprinting across thehardwood fioor in Boyden Gym at 9 a.m. every Sunday

-

when most sane people are nestled all snug in their beds.

"Most of these players breathe, eat and sleep soccer all
year round, said coach Kalekeni Banda.

Last season's strong showing at the national playoffs

Znl"'"^ "".in
''^'•" "^^"'•^•"^ '^ ^-"da. but?Xpthe players skill level up. the indoor practices are a mus^

"The indoor sessions give the team a chance to stay at a
competitive level without the pressure of a game
situtation. Banda said. "It also allows me to get a look at
prospective freshmen, who are able to practice with the

The team is entered in several tournaments, includingones at Boston College and the University of ConnectS
n order to break up the monotony and to get a look atother teams." Banda said.

ijei a iook ai

"The players are really excited." said Polly Kaplan asop omore midfielder, "and the level of intensity^ sur
prising, considering we only practice once a week.''

ba!^*'nn,H*''' '^^^^^f''^^'"^^ "P the women will be movingback outdoors and fianda says he hopes to hold a tournament here sometime this spring.

of "tKat'eVanrwlT ^'f"'""'''^
^^"PP'"^ ^'^^ °" « ^ourii ine ftidles. and we hope to raise enough money to makea return trip to Europe in 1983." he .said.

Crll"''XXsVT
'^^^^'•%N'"^ Holmstrom and Jackie

•• oL underH. '"''T ^^ "^''^ ^^^'''^ ^^^"'' ^'oHR with^somj underclassmen who are total athletes vyiih great

EndanTm Jwo
"*'''*:1*^«1«" «'-^' to he number one in New .

and lo do well
' f^^j'^"^'"^

in the Eastern Regionals

i")rk of hisie m '^'!.'"""''' ^^ ''^•^' ^^'^*^ off season

no problem
" '"^ '"^'^^^'O". staying on top should be
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MassPIRG chapters

UM

Monday, March 15, 1982

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

The annual conference of the
Massachusetts Public Interest Research
Group (MassPIRG) enabled it to continue
to come together as a state organization,"
and the outlook for the lO-year-old
organization is "very optimistic," said stu-
dent conference coordinator Daniel
Malarkey.

Malarkey, who is also the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst's MassPIRG
representative to their state board of direc-
tors, said the primary goal of the weekend-
long conference held at the Campus Center
was to "share knowledge and work on
strategy."

This, he said, was accomplished with
meetings covering such skills as public
speaking, state legislative lobbying, media me battle, Phelos ««iiH will ^«f
relations, and project organiLt&n. and consist of M^ssffi^sLrJ^hT "^ ^
such issues as the bottle law, hazardous nel, pnmariinhat of s^^^nte^Zh^I?"^"waste, and financial aid. dustrv strenVth in i.M '

^'"^' '""

Mindy Lubber, MassPIRG program faclSt^ by'^M^Pm?!' T^-
"^" ^

director and chief legislative liason.^ke posure of ma^y ofX7ndSstn?r«TL!f
"

on various topi<^. including public interest bill arguments^^ •W^?^"^ ' ^"'"^"'^
lob^ng at the Massachusetts State Malarkey, who cffi^'the bottle law "a
Lubber informed members of the steps MLTpiRris "^o^'up ^Sl/'lshe considered vital to the successful heavyweights." M^irkevTokfrJ^"^passage of a bill into law. She described ine the i«ue Jn m ^ explained, say-

points such as obtaining the co'rrSrs^ '^eysto^e,^ with stateTTucr^frL"
J«rs, providing legislature with relevantin- lsl7nd washing clos^rarS^witrimi^^formation, "which they often don't have," for similar action Sn to NeJT^generating political interest prior to public T ^''^^'

- '^
Continued on page 5

hearings, and working to assure the billi^eives a positive recommendation from
Its assigned committee

^ll '
*'^'^. '^ d'scussions, including a

12^M "^^ ^^'^ the bottle lawreferendum campaign. The bottle billrecently signed into law after years of ef-fort on Its behalf by MassPIRG, will appear

the November state elections •

Phelps said MassPIRG will work untilthen t« counter a $4-5 billion campJS.
against returnable containers by the bottl-
"«''^"«^- Phelps said the'^industr^^
motivation in fighting the law is to protectthe carefree image associated with soft

^^ ^u^?^ ^y "'^^•^^ advertising
efforts which he said represents half thecost of a can of soda

J!"!.^.".!,"' %te.^<^' ^" continue to

I

BOG
I5y I'AUIJJASKEN
(<>ll«'gianSlalT

Kimberly Cohane. who was recently
eUrted by the Campus C:enter Board ol(.overn„rs (HOG) „. fi|, ,he s.nies.c.r
n.maining t.rm as chairperson f ^
l-m.nceCommiltee. wa.s named top vo.

H^sul.s „| ,h,.,r annual ..lecl.on held last

and 'IW ;''"*'''""u
""*'"' ^^'•'^ '"^' Mondayand

1 uestlay on the sam,. ballot use to electthe^^^MiHlent (Government Asst.cia.i.;:

Cohane received 1071 votes in her

hlZ\T\l''
"*" -at large" position on the

? I . T''
"^^•''' ""t '^'•K«'" candidates

•l<;'«>d
«> the not;, who win represent

sudenls Irom all n>sid..ntial an-as. and thenumlMT ot voles received, are: Michiel
l^>Uy, 909; Allison Hughes. 887; Joanna
Maiani//.». 839; Steven Herg 837; Lisa L
la/oll,.. 810; Jay K. Englander. SOH-'

^^9 !I /;T ?''''•"'• ^^' A"" Mc(;ivnn.
74^; and Michael Buchsbaum.733.

Susan A. Hepeta. the only incumbentwho was not re elected, nn-ieved 726 votes
Itt'P<'(a was elected this semester by the

lUMi to iilj the remaining term of the
vacated position of chairperson ^of the
University Store/Ketuil Services Com
miit»'»-. lioth that committee and the one
now chaired by Cohan*', were among four
whose chairs were vacated over in
lersession by HOG members elected last
year.

In other contests. Michael Reilly
received UK) votes to defeat Christopher V'.

Ilusg<>n for the seat from the Central
Residential Area, while David McCarthy,
with 3.^)0 vites.a nd Susan (Jamer. with 291
votes, were elected fnmi Southwest.

Maria Car/is. with l.W votes in Nor-
"i«asi. and Adam L. IVok. with IM votes
in Orchard Hill, were elected after ap
peanngon the ballot uncontested

Mi h"^Tr"- ^T'- ^'<f^J5^ votes, andMuhael I^,ve. with 184 votes, were eUrli>d
along with write in candidal- Mruci' Levy t,,
vvv'i'svm commuters. Levy, chariman of
h.' (.overnors I'n.gram Council, rec-ived

I I votes.

In Sylvan, two write in candidates who
sanl

1
hey launched late campaigns received

our votes each. |{()(; Chairman Sc.itl
t ashman yesterday said he was unsure of
the procedure for breaking the tie between
James Rioux and Geoffrey Dangerfield

THRU I ^VWVD o L .. <^"o"«P«" photo by Rifk V«ldi»i«iMKiLL hfcEKER — Sophomore Alex Koopalethes rapDels offAlumni Stadium Saturday afternoon.
rappeis oit

Speaker favors anger
turned to positive uses

Deadline for J. Geils'
reply is extended again
Because the J. Geils Band has yet to con-

firm that they will play at the University of
Massachusetts spring concert on May 1,
The Union Program Council (UPC) has
again extended their reply deadline,
Publicity Coordinator Katie Danaher said
yesterday.

The deadline was extended to tonight at
7, Danaher said.

The original deadline had been last
Thursday at 7 p.m. Because UPC had not
heard from the J. Geils organization, the
deadline was then extended 24 hours to

I Friday at 7 p.m.. according to Frank Giron

da, talent coordinator for UPC
ftS''^"^^

had told the Collegian that
UMass IS bidding against two other loca-
tions for the band, which has not yet con-
firmed at any of the three places.
Danaher also said that Miles Davis had

been signed for a show at the Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall on Saturday. April 3
The concert will be presented by the Duke
Ellington Committee of UPC, Danaher
said, and tickets will cost $8.50 and $9 for
students and $10 and $10.50 for non
students.

-SCOTT HERSEY

Hy MARILYN LENTZ
Collegian Correspondent

Women cannot afford to be angry at their
economic situation. They must emerge
from that anger and turn their actions into
political advocacy said Pat Reuss
legislative director of Women's Equity
Action League (WEAL) Friday evening in
Herler Hall before 25 people.

fieuss began as a volunteer in the
polictical advocacy field and said she did so
because "if no one else wa«: going to do it for
me. I was going to do it myself.
WEAL is a national membership

organization, founded in 1968. dedicated to
securing the economic, educational, and
legal rights of all women through a program
of research. public education. and
legislative advocacy.
Women need to gather power. Reuss

said. One way is by voting, but many
women are not registered to vote.
Another is by sensitizing women and men

around us. that is. the man in the super
market, the woman in the dry cleaners and
the university administration, to the
situation of women today, Reuss said.
WEAL also prepares background and

re.search inlormation on issues such as
athletics and Title IX. women in the
military and how budget cuts hurt women

fieuss said she dislikes the right wing but
admires them because of their ability to
obby effectively. Supporters names are
lent to computer bands and mass letters are

produced, she said.

Reuss .said WEAL believes lobbying
echniques have an order of effectiveness
(from most to least): face to face contact,
phone calls and letters (timing is im-
portant). mail a-grams and telegrams and
pressure from coalitions.

Reu.ss said that in order to be effective
when lobbying "you must be assertive and
learn to interrupt, that is. everything your
mother taught you not to do".

Women must lobby for reproductive
rights il the proposed human Life
Amendment (HLA) is passed "we are going
to have an underground abortion railway
like we've never seen before." Reuss said,
rhe amendment would give the federal and
stale governments the power to restrict if
not outlaw all abortions. A woman would
have to learn about where she could obtain
an alwrtion in campaign material and each
person running for state office would have
to lake a stand on abortion, she .said.

Young people would "have to learn sex
education from X rated movies. Brooke
Shields ads and campaign brochures."
Reuss added.

In addition to the WEAL Washington
office about 10 state chapters exist There
IS mteresi at Smith College in setting up abcal chapter, said Massachusetts President
Ellen Honnet.
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World and national news
Egypt optimistic of Israel's

withdrawal from peninsula

Monday, March 15, 1982

CAIRO. Egypt (AP) - Egyptian officials
said yesterday they were optimistic the
final details of Israel's scheduled with
drawal from the Sinai peninsula would be
resolved by Foreign Minister Kamal
Hassan Aly during his visit to Israel this
week.

Aly is scheduled to depart for Israel
today for a two-day visit that is to mark the
last meeting of the Egyptian Israeli higher
committee on the withdrawal and nor
malization, chaired on the Israeli side by
Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir.
Foreign minister spokesman Raouf

Ghoneim told The Associated Press by
telephone that officials felt sure the
remaining details of border demarcation
and withdrawal would be ironed out during
Aly's visit. The final withdrawal from the
Sinai, captured during the 1967 Middle East
War. is set for April 25.

During a meeting March 8 in Israel. Aly
gave Israel's Defense Minister Ariel Sharon

a list of suggestions for resolving the
ownership dispute over a small patch of
land near Taba, the southern most point of
the border on theGulf of Aqaba.

Well informed Egyptian sources said Aly
proposed submitting the dispute to ar-
bitration and allowing the multinational
peacekeeping forces, or a joint Egyptian-
Israeli committee, to police Taba until a
solution is found.

Sharon was expected to submit Aly's idea
to Prime Minister Menachem Begin. Israeli
radio reported last week that Israel was
mchned to reject arbitration, but there was
no official announcement. Since both Egypt
and Israel claim the disputed land, ar-
britrators would have to decide on the basis
of old maps of borders between the two
countries.

Ghoneim said Egypt was not worried
about the radio report and was in contact
with the Begin government on the Taba
issue and expected it to be resolved.

MAJOR FLOOD BURIES CITY - R«coer. help . family tor^^SZtof their home when the St. M«y uid Maumee River, ovir-nm theirbanks m what may be the worst flood of the century. The river haa vet

i:.rwUh" etratTot^
"* '' '-'• ^'' '^•"""" «-"<" -« ""- *»

Digest Reagan to compromise
By the Associated Press

No verdict in Newport
NEWPORT. R.I. - The jury deliberating charges that

socialite Claus von Bulow tried to kill his wealthy wife with
insulin injections failed for a fourth day to reach a verdict
yesterday, and the judge refused to declare a mistrial
Bypassing a chance to attend religious services the

jurors resumed deliberations at 9:20 a.m. yesterday, but at

?he di
''"' ^ "''^*' ^""'"^ permission to retire for

tes^rrlionr'''"^
^^^^" *^ "''''" Thursday after six weeks of

iur^hTn T'^Z """1'*^ ^- ^^hringer noted that thejury had deliberated nearly 28 hours with no verdict on thetwo counts ol attempted murder.

WASHINGTON - A Senate Republican leader says
President Reagan will have to yield on at least two of the

iinn^u^^'"
proposals in Congress for reducing the nearly

$100 billion deficit in his 1983 budget.

tJ?!^un"' ^*'^P'^^ ^^^ administration's projection of a
59b.4 billion deficit next year, has vowed he will not accept
a tax increase, reduced cost-of-living increases in Social
Security or a cut in his defense budget.

But Senate Finance Committee Chairman Robert Dole,
K-Kan.. said in an interview broadcast yesterday that the
president can hope to keep only one of those areas un-
touched in any compromise with lawmakers.
"He may have to give on one. compromise on one and

retain one," Dole said in an interview taped earlier by
Independent Television News and broadcast on its "From
the Editors Desk" program. "I think he's going to have to
give on defense spending."

Brazil goes nuclear
RIO DE JANEIRO. Brazil - Brazil officially joined the

ranks of the world's nuclear-powered this weekend - but
without the boldness and confidence that once caused the
United States concern.
The nation's first nuclear power sUtion. called Angra I

began generating small amounts of energy Saturday night'
The start up came after five years of delays and cost
overruns and amid new questions about potential radiation
hazards.

The inauguration of Angra I. located on a tropical beach
about 90 miles west of Rio. was without the fanfare and
official publicity usually given the opening of showcase
development projects by the military-controlled gover-
nment. *

"Angra I will operate initially at only 5 percent capacity."
said Tuhc Baptista Teixeira. the chief spokesman for agovernment electricity company called Furnas, which runsme plant.
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Man dies in chase in MBTA
BOSTON — Police said yesterday they

are treating as a homicide the death' of a
black man apparently chased into a train
station with a white companion by s(>vcn
other men.

Boston Police Sgt. Stephen Murphy also
said detectives from the Comm'unity
Disorders unit, which investigates racial
incidents, were also involved in the probe of
the death of William F. Atkinson, .'W of
Boston, found dead along rapid transit
I racks at 1 a.m. Saturday.

Atkin.son was black, his companion,
William Grady, 24. was white, and police
believe the seven assailants were white.
Mark Atkinson says his brother's

companion told him that about seven white

men chased the pair into the Savin Hill
Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority station about a half hour before
his brother was found dead.
Mark Atkinson, who provided police with

p<.sil,ve Identification of his dead brother
early Saturday morning, said (irady toldhmi they encountered the seven white men
on loot on Sydney Street after they left the
apartment of a friend.

According to Mark Atkinson. (Jrady toldhim that, the men called his brother i
nigger before the chase began
•They had no plans to go on the train."

Atkinson said of his brother and Grady
I hey were just stuck. They had to getaway. "
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Five are arrested in frat raidBy SUSAN RING
----. ^^ v a %^m, \ABy SUSAN RING

Collegian Staff

Six members of the Univprcin, of vr l
AInha Holfo dk; e * V^'^^'^^'^y of Massachusetts ofAipna L>elta Phi fraternity were arrested ^.ori,, p -^

Se^g^'CaT^.ith^r^^^^^ ^^ Am^t^
Amhf'tpS. ^^' ^"^"^""''y ^""^' ^^"'•d-ng to

According to police, the disturbance br«ke out when the

^wiess.^4, of Newton, and Daniel D. Dillon 22 ofF^vere. Dillon was also charged with being a di;o'rJ;r;;'

William R Kenny, 20, of Norwood, was arrested and

otlfoo"'Ro^?Vrr.^^^ and'attemp'S'^c
y

.n Imh«L^ !? ^*'»?h«''". 20. Of 20 Grantwood Drm Amherst and Kenneth L. Estabrook. 21, of Den^,'

Ihree of the students were arrested at the scene and

L'p^ircrTh?^ '7 ^^" ^" ^'"^«'" Avenu:. according

snr^'n r
"'^"' ^"^"^ ^ ^^' ^^''^ stopped afterspraying a fire extinguisher at a passing cruiser ^hZ

Jjd. The extinguisher and a bench found^in he vanC^taken from the Amherst College fraternity, police Jd^
nf'^rS" I'k o,'^^

incident, at 2 p.m. Thursday a residentof a North Pleasant Street fraternity reported that h's^rwas the object of a hit and run incident while pa^ke^ i^a

PoiiP^r^^
'^^.'^''"^ '^ ^^^ '^^' ^"^'^^ panel of the carPolice have a witness and are investigating the incident.'

At 3 p.m. Thursday, a Puffton Village resident reportedthat her wallet had been stolen out of her pocketbSk 2?

reported taken. The front door was unlocked, police said

Fee assessed
to protestors

Coile gi^r^ 3

SPRING FEVER — Tate Rorke left »nrl H»:i« cb.^j • i.. .^ ^
c;"'r- piH.to b, k.w« j F«ri.,tti

Hampshire Col.e,, enjoy v..»«rJL';i'».;"l!f.':ttt''
:^:;f;^:;„'^{V^^^^^^^^

"

Arms race will be subject of debate
By RICK ALMEIDA
Collegian Staff

A debate between Daniel Ellsberg and W. Scott Thomp-
son will be held at 8 p.m. tomorrow in Amherst College's
Johnson Chapel. The subject of the debate will be "The
Arms Race in the 1980's: Will There be a Nuclear War'
What can be Done to Prevent It?"

EIIsl)erg, a former F'entagon nuclear command and con-
trol specialist, is best known for releasing the Pentagon
Papers m 1971. He has recently completed a lM)ok. Protest
and Survive, an examination of the European disarma-
ment movement.

Thompson, a member of the American Security Council
and a former assistant secretary of defense, has also

rec^enUy written a book. From Weakne»B to Strength:
U.S. Security Policy in the 1980'$. Thompson is also an

SSft
^'''^^^^°'" ""^ '"ternational relations at Tufts

The debate will be sponsored by several h ive Collet
or^nizations. including the Five College Disarmament
Study Group. The purpose of the debate is. "to provide an
objective forum for voicing different viewpoints on thearms race...The debate should be educational and informa-
tional emphasizing both the technical intricacies and themoral considerations of the nuclear arms race." said one
of the organizers of the debate.
A donation of $1 will be requested at the door. Childcare

and signing for the deaf will be available.

By KATHLEEN BRUNET
Collegian Staff

,J}^J^^^^£ 7, T'^^Pass charges against 43 persons,mcluding 27 University of Massachusetts Students

cS^'lff"
'''' ^'^- '' ^'^ '" '' Congressman sflvloConte s office, were continued without a finding for 90 daysmHolyoke District Court Friday.

"r;n;aays

In a last minute change Friday morning, the judjrehearing the case was changed from Judge M chSDonahue to Judge James J. Kanders of Chicop^
The defense attorneys. Charles J. MiMare. Steven CSchlang and WUIiam A. Norris. said they were not surewhy^the change was made but said it was in the defendants

The 45 defendants were charged $10 in court costs but

oT;:yfn;The^t!'^^"
^^ '^'"^ ^*^'"'"""*^^ --- -^-'^

Most of the defendants chose to pay the $10 fee which
the prosecuung attorney. Jerry Johnson, successfullymoved to be given to the Spectacle Shoppe
The Spectacle Shoppe is located in the same officecomplex as Conte's office and according to Johnson theyclaim o have lost some $560 worth of business on Feb 11 asa result of t he action at Conte's office.

<1^^Wr "^^'"''^ *"*'^^'" "'**^ °^ ^^^ '•'aimed loss of theSpectacle Shoppe.
Once a decision had been made and agreed upon by the

defendants. Judge Landers asked the defendantsif anyonewould like to go on record and make a statement

statement'*''"
"^ '^^^^"'^^"^^ ^"^^ ^^^ opportunity to make a

"I took part in the sit in because I want to do all I can tostop the government from doing in El Salvador what they
did in Vietnem. I feel actions as sit ins wUI become in
crea.Mngly neces.sary until we can get a government that
represents the people." said Peter Bohmer.

I dont believe we are guilty. I believe if we had not
gone to Conte s office, we would be guUty of compliance by
our silence. Lisa Sheehy said.
Judge Landers responded to the defendants statements

by saying "I didn't say your wrong in attitude. It's a
needful position to Uke. but your methods left something
to be desired. *

"There are ways you can symbolically show your postion
in clear, simple articulate ways.
When asked how he felt about the results of the trial

defendent Mark Lewy said that it proves the case was not
against the defendants but against Conte and President
Konald Koagan s foreign policy apparatus.
Attorney Di Mare said the defense team appreciated the

fact that Judge Landers understood the economic and
political considerations of the sit in and that it was a
decisive factor in his decision.

After the trial, the defendants went to High Street in
Holyoke to join a demonstration outside of Conte's officeA crowd of over one hundred people marched on a

fi«o^- f [^'•'•yi"K signs such as "El Salvador/Vietnam

cJ, J'l'^
chanting songs of "No Draft. No War. U.S. out

of El Salvador, and "Reagan and Haig. You can't hide. We
charge you with genocide."

UM police arrest
one this weekend
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Correspondent

In the only arrest made by police at the University ofMassachusetts this weekend. John L. Taylor wi S^.n

s";'. Sd^zfdir
"^^"'^^^'^ '''' ^-^ ^^^-<^^^' -•<^

Taylor was arrested near the south side of Kennedyrower in the Southwest Residential Area after p^l^-.lound him to be a minor in possession of alcohol. Zidik said^Taylor was charged with carrying alcohol as a minor am
pos.session an altered driver s licen.se. Zidik saidAn individual accompanying Taylor was placed in

oTano7s;-Sk'^
^""- ^- '^-^ -^- ^^-nn-c^

I'olicc placed a second individual in proloclive cusli>dv ai

Kennedy Tower, Zidik said. According lo the police

irsaf: I'IfhTs,""
"'""."' E"viro'nn,ental hSand balety (EH & S) requested police assi-stance while

investigating a false fire alarm, Zidik said
In the course of the investigation the EH & S personnel

encountered an mdividual who became loud and disorderly
and was found to be intoxicated by police. Zidik said.

Patterson Dormitory in Southwe.st was the scene of the
thu-d protective custody incident, said Zidik. Police
received a call from a dormitory resident at approximately
4:48 a.m. complaining of an individual making noises andtearing down posters in the hallway. Zidik

In.ovln'ftL^'^;;*^*'?
to Patterson and found the individual

intoxicated and placed him in protective custody, police

In an unrelated incident police reported an act ofmalicious destruction of properly occurring on the mainfioor of the Student Union between 7p.m. Wednesday and
10 a.m. Thursday Zidik said. Anti Iranian slogans wer^

zz si:;^^ ''-' '^^^^ - ^^^ -*<^*' oTthe m:::

In a call received by police at approximately 3:35 p mFriday it was reported that slogans reading '•go backTo
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Woman's Week
The WOMAN'S WEEK

The Woman 'g Week is a calendar of local events for
women. To place your event contact the Women's
Department of the Collegian by Friday.

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER (EWC)

MON:

TUE:

The Herpes Support;Education Group will meet at
8 p.m. Contact Western Mass. H.E.L.P protrram
Box 1073, Greenfield, Ma. 01302.
Counseling is available from 10 a.m. to noon.
The Battered Women's Support Group will meet
from 7-8:30 p.m. Call EWC for more information
Childcare is available from 7 to 10 p.m.
"The Voluntary Childlessness SupportyEducation
Group wjll meet from 8-10 p.m. Contact Lois
Miragha «!unng the day at 592-4632 or in the even-
ings at 253-7796.

WED: Parenting Group will meet from 3:30-4:30 p m For
more information contact Mary Hartwell at

Childcare is available from 3:30-10 p.m.
\^ Counseling is available from 5-7 p.m.

THU:

FRI:

SAT:

Men Against Violence Against Women (MAVAW)
will meet from 7:30-9:30 p.m.
Incest Support Group will meet from 7-8:30 p.m.
Contact EWC for more information.
Childcare is available from 7-10 p.m.
Counseling is available from 10 a.m. to noon.
Childcare is available from 10 a.m. to noon.
Childcare is available from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

SOUTHWEST WOMEN'S CENTER (SWWC)

TUE: A film about rape will be shown by Debbie
Ediemann from the University Health Services
(UHS). All are welcome. The SWWC staff meeting
will be held following the film.

WED: A one-credit colloquium on "Women and Weight
Expectations," will be held from 11 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. at SWWC. For more information call SWWC
at 545-0626.

i
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Continued on page H

Graham debates

Soviet invitation
NEW YORK AP - The Reagan .administration is

pressuring evangelist Billy Graham to turn down an in
vilation to preach at Moscow's Patriarchal CathedralNewsweek magazine reports.
Graham was invited by the head of the Russian OrthodoxChurch to preach in May. but the magazine said the ad-
mmistration fears the Soviets will use Graham forpropaganda purposes.
His address is suppo.sed to kick off the Soviet-sponsored

Sruct"!'-"
"'^'' P'-^"^"^^^'"" «^ 'f'^ '>«'" nuclear

Graham was said to be spending the weekend at his
mountaintop home in North Carolina, deciding whether to
accept the unprecedented invitation tendered by Patriarch
Pimen. The magazine said the first draft of his Mo.scow
sermon is written, however.

"If I go to Moscow. I will preach only the Gospel
"

Graham said.
'

The magazine reported that its sources said Graham
wants to make the trip and visit religious leaders there It
said he may try to meet with Soviet Jews.
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check the
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^"«n story told on film C

Collegiaj2 5

By PAULINE SULLIVAN
Collegian Correspondent

Everywoman's Center (EWO ,Z .h r "T "' ""^

stud^s i„ coni„„cf;!srti:s:,^'r„rwter
^*eL-^';r."eS--,-l^,--il>;,^H.ete„
the film) family as she stru/^lpH

^"^ °^ ^^« ^^men m
workers in a ChioT^r^v! ^

"^"^^'.^^ ^ organize women
igTn thl il

^^'*^*?«-based surgical supply company In

time no union existed to lend them support
^'

Kate wrote an article for the leftist Daily Worker an^il vdenouncing the threat of beinjr laid-off anH .!n r
^

women to organize themsel7esLd proLt Few wL
wo years later the same workers unionized and went on

Deadline for fall

childcare nearing
The University Child Care Centers are

taking applications for 1982 summer and
fell enrollment periods. The centers pro-^de full day, half day and full year child
care. Tuition is set on a sliding scale. There
are a limited number of academic-year-onlv
openings which give priority to UMass
students, staff and faculty for'^admissioS

I-or enrollment packets call the Child

Sfi^fiA tk'
^^^ Berkshire House.

545-1566. The centers are: Grass Root^
^y School Bowditch Lodge (preschool).

Church. 434 North Pleasant St. (toddlers
and preschool: no summer session). Inter-
national Center for Early Childhood
(ICLU. J 13 North Village (infant.toddler
preschool) and North Village Children's
Center. J- 16 North Village (toddler
preschool.) The application deadline is April
15.

Janota first arrived in El Salvador as a
teacher in May, 1978, and stayed until the
Peace Corps left in February 1980.

UHS will hold
stress workshop
A three-hour workshop. "Understanding

and Coping With Stress." will be held at
b:30 p.m. tomorrow in room 304 at Univer-
sity Health Services.
The workshop, co-facilitated by Dyann

Matson and Rita Hirsch of the health
education staff, will examine stress and
several techniques for dealing with it.

Pre-registration is required for the free
workshop by contacting the Health Educa-
tion Office at 549-2671. extension 181.

Race and class

conference topic
The New England Women's Studies

Association will sponsor a Class and Race
Consciousness Conference at Salem State

rni^^wj,^^^)-
'^^^ '•e^«"al conference en-

Tom Janota, the last Peace Corps worker r"„ •

^^-
,, '^.^.

^^'^- ^lass and Race
to leave El Salvador and Alison Tpencer a n "t^^^pT.' ^m ^ ^"'^ ^P"' ^^ ^"^
spokesperson for the Spartacist Youth

^

Vt ^^^; ^^lem Massachusetts.

League will speak at a form and slide show ^.1 ! ^'J^^^'-ence is open to the public. For
"El Salvador: Military Victor, to the Lef- ff^'^^f.^'^" ^^^^/f^ information contact
tist Insurgents" at 8 p.m. tomorrow in StuHiP."i5V

^^^ ^^"'' Interdisciplinary

Hasbrouck room 126.
ouuuiet,, c>&i^.

Forum tomorrow
on El Salvador
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Colonial Auto & Tiro Sorvico
10% Student. Facultv & Staff Discount

(with I.D. YQU will be issued a Discount Cf^rrW

Disk DfQifs
Reg. Price $88.00

with discount $79.00

Front End Ali9nm»nt
Reg. Price $19.00

with discount (10.00 .

i

5cym_DroktsJ4whM!i) I

Reg. $88.00 "

with discount $63.00

Lub» & Oil ChQn9>
with discount $6.00

CAR
parking in garage

Ce*^nt^ S.^^h""^""''*"'
"*" '=°-''P*rative in the Campus

£^u^ rfa^^T/',"'. 9*'* '^°^ '«^' September

tteM„„f.'A:^.''f"'".''"' "^<^ i" October with

mg next ^mester if the loan can"te ^M SckKul asecond loan is prohibited. The result would h^thJtTn^

2f"Sxre^ai?-Tp''ois;^—
stU^y

""*"« '"' <^'^'' ^'^ f'« students^n woA

• MASSPWn ^^-^^^ra^/nlT.-.m^-rgunlr- '° ^^^
Continued from paoe 1 fK u u i

i
i

California, and possibly the entire nation. of UMiSAi^^fiuH^'^f '' ^^^^^^^
Malarkey also spoke of the "very MassPlS-« Tr^

students supported
hopeful" attitude whkh he said MassPIRG biinfn^.?. ^PPf*'^"^^ «" their tuition

members from across the s^te e^resSd s L^?ir. n? h^ f '°T ^^ '^" ^^ other in-

despite having this year "m^e ^iS £smr .hJ^' ^"^'T ^^^^ ^^^^
enemies with the passage of th^ ^iS^ a^ottr^^ot^

In ^l^?f;
'?'*'"'' ^^^ ",°^ ^*" forgotten.

wt'S :?n"fe:;rn^lo"rh:"^^
throughout the country Accirdinrt^'T." "

l^^''""
won,an in the film), a st'ockyrrdt?ke^at'tf;i;:d Pac^^^^^^House m Ch.cage. most CIO members were s^ialfsts

"?

e«:?tt'.rr::;rrtkl'°;otrtr^i:.t,r-^^^

pioyer that they were not members of any union "^iZ\

thi? ^ ^^"^ ^ '^""dry worker and also one of thethree women mterviewed. companies didn't hesitate to call

lattn's'""
'' '"^ "P P'^'^^^ '-- -'^ "nion'demon"

We were fighting for the right to be heard, said KateThe greatest amount of 'sayso' should be albwed to thp

saXt'fhT'^"- ' ''""^ ' ^P^^*^ ^- --y womTn whensay that I have no regrets. There was purpose in my life Isurvived some difficult times." she said
^

SOUTHWESTRES^N^r^^ZZ^
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

for
STUDENT HEADS OP RESIDENCE

0sS!s^"7sSss'"wtssr»sss
Submit a cover letter, Resume, and two letters of t-o^

Southwest Residential Collece is an Affi..™„. « •

Equal Opportunity Employer
Af'^^ive Action/

DEAN'S LIST PUBLICATIOIM

Requirements: 3.5+ cum for Fall '81 &
at least 12 GRADED credits.

Deadline for Deifttinn of Nnmnx
from the Dean's List

for privacy reasons

Coniact: The Dean of Students' Office
227 Whitmore
Ext. 5-2684

^-Seryice_gtlhe_Dean of Students
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1-OOOFF
I Exercise Sandals

^^X>','

Schoff

ANY PAIR OF

1.00
with

coupon

MASON DEARSON
Loniior, J F.niJidnd

NOW23.00
with coupon

with

coupon

50C OFF X
ROLL of FILM

iiiiiiiaiiiiHNiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiNiNiiiaiiiHiiiiiiiaiiii||,,„„Qiim,i^

Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black Students i
and Other Minorities |

TUTORS NEEDED 1

Tutors Needed For The Following Areas:

Chemistry Statistics

Physics Management
Calculus - all levels

Who: The tutoring will be provided for minority undergraduates on a
one to one or small group basis. The number of hours per week will

_ depend on the demand for tutoring in your particular area.

I
When: The tutoring will take place during the day and/or during the

I
evening (depending on the schedule of the tutor and the tutees)

I
Qualifications: Mastery of the subject area, previous tutoring

I
and /or teaching experience and previous experience with minorities

I desired.

I
Applications are available in New Africa House Room 217

SlIIMIiaillMIMIIIinilMIIIIIIIIDIIIIIIMIIIiaillMlllllliailllllllllliailllMIMIIIDIMIIMIHIiailHIIWIIIIDIIIIMi

I

5

g

5
i

OBBBB SBaa^^xnSSSBBB XBxm

MED/YET SCHOOL in ITALY
We offer 3 proven programs

1.00

BEACHCOMBERS

^"4.99)4

I. M»d School - for senior pre-meds with ^ 2.92

II Vot School - for all sophmores, juniors & seniors

(Feb 26 application deadline for I & II)

III Spociol Mod School Progrom - for ail

college students regardless of index or
major. May 1 deadline.

call or write:

Itallan Cultural Studies Assoc.
225 Broadway

Providence, R.I. 02903
(401)751-7599

SB l^^uuuu^u

GoodNews!
RAZOR

TOOTHBRUSH
HOLDERS
SOAP 35/:
DISHES ^^^

TROIANfSPECIAL
RIBBED

COUEG
iHUG
9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun.

^MAIN STREET, AMHERST. Phone 253-2523

SHOE
187 n. st^ Amlwi'st

Af» you interested in the
Student Judicial System?

Then get involved with the
Student Attorney General's Office

and come to a meeting on March 16th
at 7:30 in Mach W-13

Attorney GenS OfficeTro^l '"' *?
'"' ''' ^'"'""'

Rm. 434 Student Union
*" ^'"- ^ °' '""' """P "^
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5S5!9RIAL/OPINION
liiik^i^n 7

Its always Christmas
for Pentagon spenders
T^!'' '**"*^." h^ been actine like th. Th. ^.„r:.._._ . .The most glaring waste of money is inthe development of new weapons. T^e the

$6(1) onn'"^'"'\ l^'K
Originally to cost

to $2.7 million. For this price, the Army isge ting a tank that gets four gallons of fuelto the mile, continually breaks down, needsa bulldozer to frav^i „i ;j. •. .
'

.
"^

The Pentagon has been acting like the
proverbial 400 pound gorill^- whatever they want, they get. They are

spenffLfth
"'^?"-/*l-6 trJK

TfJr/ ^ "^''^ ^^^ years to find new

^nior^^aSrs'fof ^ '''" ^''P'^ ^^^

vicernow"^jr tt't they'^'^irnl^VsO fhullHn"'' r"^'""^|'y
breaks d^wnVneel

tagon still continues to ask for more have ^^^ ^^ '^,"^'5 '""^^ ^^^P^"^ ^hat
money. In their minds, the threat o?sS ^::^.1^/eC:,^: TJ^

Randolph T. Holhut
expansionism is far more serious than theeconomic collapse of the country they are
allegedly defending. ^ "ey are

HJi!f ^t'P'^ '" ^^^'^^ «f «"•• nation's
defonse have never been happier. They
have finally gotten a president who thinks
tanks mi.ssiles, and planes are more impor-^nt than meeting human needs. Under theKeagan administration, everyday is
Christmas in the Pentagon.

•'J' *

While a large percentage of the Pen-tagon s budget goes for paychecks, there
are many areas that could be trimmed - ifnot cut altogether - from their budget

Letters

short on practicality, and cost several timesmore money to build than when the bid was
first submitted.
Nothing has been done about the bot-

tomless pit of military sr)ending. Billions
and billK^ns of dollars have been poured in
to the Pentagon with little to show for itYet Pentagon officials calmly and rational-
ly ask for more money, without any
remorse or regret over the billions that
have already been wasted.
The time has come for the Pentagon's

gravy train to end. Too much money ha^
been misused for too long. They could get

away with it when times were better hut
with so much suffering going on among us
It IS time to get our priorities straight
Building up the most awesome military

machine on the planet doesn't mean very
much to people who have to choose bet-
ween buying groceries and paying the rent
Ihere is not a single logical and rationai

E u^l
^^^ P^r^Uigon should get ablank check to spend as much money a^they desire. The vicious cycle of mihU^

sj^nding should be ended i soon aspS
^^kr^S^s.""

'^'^^"'^^^ ^' ^-'^-

Antichrist claim lacks evidence
To the Editor:

The author of "Reagan as the Antichrist ' (Marcn inDave McCarthy, tries brilliantly to convince the naive in-
dividual that Ronald Reagan might be ''the Beast" which
IS talked about in the bible's Book of Revelation. I can
understand an individual not seeing eye-to-eye with
Keagan, but when you start insinuating that the tmy issome demon-possessed Antichrist then you're going a wee
bit too far. Especially when you don't have any solid facts
to back up your claims.

The part
1 loved best was McCarthy's own interoret^tK,n of the "mark of the Antichrist." The v^se he r,7e^sto. states that the mark of the Beast is the num^r •'666 '•

the^fiStT^f." '^"P'^^'"^ ""—-' -'"-andtne Book of Revelation is still very vague It's cleaHv

1
only have two questions for Mr. McCarthy (or any two-

bit preacher who actually believes in that crap). First of

all. what substantial evidence can you show me that anv ofhose coincidental claims are the mark of̂ ^1"'S'Lastb^. where m the Bible does it state that the mark ofthe Antichris is suppose to be interpreted in on^of thethree ways which you so marvellously illustratedT

To sum this thing up in a nutshell, anyone who has tofalsely use the Word of God in order to cu^t someone el e'sthroat ought to take a good, hard look in the mirror beforethey cast the first stone.
ueiure

Frank Zabierek
Sylvan

Lines worsen in the real world

To the Kditor:

In r-c^ai-d to ih( MiK>,'('Med (•liiinj'c ol operations at the

T'"""'"'-
''^'''''•'''

'' ^<'«""'- I" me (hat senior••.'>
^1
K-Ml turn, lor people to start I:v,mk in the r.-.

.7,;''''- I'H-eompansonthat Mr. Dav uM om. an ma.h .

''•''•'•'•'•'''';'••'''•<•"'
I |•«•••(Ma^•h.lH,e,.^.M.nth.M^

^ "-^ ^'«n up lines an.l th,. In.on J VoK.am Coumns ticket

l'>.«.s was elo.ser to the truth than h.- n.av have reali/.-d

'", :'';''; ";; ••'"•!:'' l**-k^'l-- l^.^se wh., make thr sarrilice
•' d .'nne the earliest gK the b<.s, seats. A, ihr piacvm n
"'";•'•. 'hose ,0 whom the particular inierview

, n , s" m-nan, HKike the s.„.riliee.arnv..earlv. an.l w.;^^^^
' •< iMvst .s..a,s: thos,. aeross Irom an inlervi.-uer This-s,..n. Ilk.. ,h.. r.-ai w„rl.J. nnvanls , hos,. uhoar.. wiC
"•I'U. ,h,-nios,Hlon int.,th.-,rs,.anhr..rajol,.

^
'".• ,hos,. who le,.|,h,s ,s unlair. 1 s,ii,rK..st thai th..-.. are

'"(•<' ways ol lin.lmK a job. .Most .-onipani-.s u ho nrruil
"••'" «'""P^;-- an- r..ally jus. "pn. sen...nin,- s,u.i..nls
;"';l 'ti.y will ,nos, hk.-ly he int.-rv i.-ur.l a. Lms, on<-e more
'"'"•'• any nll.r is .^v.-n th-.u^h, ol. iak.. Mu- inniatu.. on
.^
our ou n. ( ...| a i.si ol i h.- (ompani,.s ,n vour li..|,l and s.arl

"•"ImK out rrsu„i..s. .\s a s,.,..,n,i alt..rna. iv. manv
<Miplo>m.M,t aK..nn,.s oIL^r s.-rvi.vs ir.-.- of .-harKe t.> the
p(|sp,.c||\.M.ni|)lo\(M'.

11. liou..ur. you miKht wish t.. stick with on .Mmpus in"';"•-. iH.yyoursell am..,. th..rmos. nil,, ...uZu"-Hi K.M .I..U n ,0 t h.> plaeem..nt servi.-,. |,r„.hi an.l ..art v r
" ""•'"^'""UKlitoyou.youlUr,., ,h..,ni.wvi,.u.

„ John Intorrio

Northampton. Ma.
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^ BUSCH ^

6™ ANNUAL

INDOOR PICNIC
AND DUSCH FEST

AT THE

DLUEWALL CAFETERIA
TUESDAY, MARCH 1 6TH

LUNCHEON:
11:15 AM - 1:30 PM

DUSCH FEST:

1:30 PM- 6:00 PM

FRIED CHICKEN
D-D-Q RIDS

FAT HOTDOGS
HAMDURGERS
POTATO SALAD
CHIPS
DAKED DEANS
APPLE CIDER
CUP CAKES

AND MORE . . .

•PRIZES EVERY HALF HOUR DEGINNING AT 1:00 PM
•LIVE ENTERTAINMENT! "RAGTIME DILL" 1 PM-0 PM

HEAD FOR THE MOUNTAINS . . . HEAD FOR THE DLUEWALL"

ATTENTION FOOTDALL FANS
DON'T DESPAIR

'-•
• JOIBAi

;
SfASON IS iijsi KICKING Oft AI

THE DLUEWALL
ON mcnda^ ^AAHCH1^rn
DIG GAME AMERICA

MOVIE KICKOFF: 9:00 10:30 PM

^^^.C

.^^'

':^^\tt^
h^

,Nb«b

G^^
x^^^^
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Open 24 Hours—7 am Mon. thru Sat, Midnitein HadleyAmherst and PIttsfieid stores.

BeefT n I

Rouna
Roast

'WhiteGem'
Chicken Leg
Quarters

with
Back

Only Stop & Shop has 'White Gem'
Chicken. Fresh, meaty, flavorful.

Lean, tender and
delicious beef for a

great oven roast. Your
money back if you
don't enjoy Stop &

Shop beef

!

69'

BeefTopRoundSteak USOAChoce Great Beef 9 AQ
TopRoundLondonBroil (BeefRound) L2.69

Family Feast 5^ pounds

RoastingChicken
'White Gem' —^,
ChickenWings ,,09
Fresh Chicken Livers, 1- r\«
HeartsorGizzards „Dy

DOUBLEMFG.COUPONl
AllConn.&West. Mass. St»res
Best Buys From Our Circular!

Colonial
Bologna-^ ^^^.
Sliced Meat JBCl
" .'b package . . . ^^^7

Prices effective W. Mass., Enfield and Vemon.

Fresh Grcnind
Family
Size

Stops. Shop 32 ozpkg.l

Ground several times daily
Consistently fresh & tasty

3-5 lb pkg

Golden Grain
DinnerO AtfV
Macaroni & Cheese A^^k''*2^^V^^'^P
7 V2 ounce package .^^^^ ^j^^^^^^

Weaver Wing Section

"•artyParty Pack
Chidc4
33ozpkg frozen

[en

Weaver
Chicken
Rondele
4 Breaded Patties
All Varieties

12ozpkg Frozen

lets
s

J99

CoimtryfineSausage Be-as, ,,1.39
ItalianSausage co-.^ ,^1.59^
Calves Liver "•^ "i^^z^r^-;^ ibl.69

FRESH PRODUCE SPECIALS Pick what's perfec* for you!

Fresh Large Bur

Broccoli
Eat for health

broccoli is very nutritious,

high in vitamins A and C!

Lincoln HaUCaUon
JuiceDrink
Grape, Orange-Pineapple
Orange or Party Punch . . e^m%3

LENTEN SEAFOOD
VALUES

"resh
iCrim

Fresh Bay
'^— 399

ScrodCod
FiUets
Bread and bake
orbroil

Special low price
Scrumptious! .

.

Cod -.^
Steaks 199
Pier12Frozen IbaBi

Cooked
Shrimp
Salad Size Frozen
Stop & Shop 16ozpkg389

Chocolate
Eclairs
Package of 5
Stop & Shop 16oz99

Penn. Dutch
Noodles ^m
Fine, Medium or Broad ^ ^vH
16ounce bag ^m ^^^m

Star-Kist
* star-Kto^Tuna ^ H" «

in Oil or Water
6 V? ounce can . 85
Economy B
Mushrooms
stems & Pieces
8ozcan

Fresh Green
Perfect for your SI. Patrick s
Day dinner or a crunchy-fresh -_
cole slaw. Very high m vitamins U>

U.S. No.1

Aqua-fresh
TiMthpaste
^r;:^;^^ Jl9

•NEW CROP"
RedPotatoes
PICK YOUR OWN
Y^UowOnions 3*«1
FRESH ^ ^^
YellowTurnips n.19
FRESH FLOWER ARRANGEMENT
St. Patrick'sBouquet .

.
-^ .

.2^^

ST. PATRICK'S DAY BUYS IN OUR CORNER DELI

Towels
2 ply sheets
100 sheet roll

I&Dri

Land O Lakes
Mai^garine J|>Ck*
Corn Oil

Quarter sticks llbpkg

6 4ouncetube

'Pf _ I
STOC ( SHOP DAIdy COUPON

Save 25^
Sharp Cheddar

Cheese
WHITE OR YELLOW BAH

• VA^LABll AI ilORESWUHSIBWiCl f>( US

Hood Cottage
Cheese cSp°' ^^<
Large or Small Curd or SBK^^^I

- - 09Nuform Low Fat or Pineapple

^^g^^Comed Beef
^

Brisket
Our Own

Stop & Shop

'
D 1

I

I

I

I

SPECIALS TO HELP YOU TAKEGOOD CARE OF YOUR CAR

Swanson Fried
Chicken €% 79
2 pKDund package 2

stop & Shop Random Wetght Pkg ,^_ v 12 Qt

AiMifXrciHitSun Me I4SM M» 10 M Mat Mon M«i li^Sai Mil X) in

r^i*^^ SAE 10W30
L.IlgO or 10W4W

Multi-Orade
Motor Oil <'."3^

12 Qt. OU Drain
Container v rr. „„ r.p^ pi,„

7or more oil c flanges

89*
4^

Our Own

Windshield Wash ^7
Winler Summer Mi»

Super SofI Never dries out

AutoSponge
Long Laslinq Pino Srent 0#^*
AutoAir F eshener e.09

99
69

Hood HalfGaUc„
Ice Cream 169
Assorted Flavors
Half Gallon Carton I

llifn«» 10 QUI cmK)0»«t» «<. •tym'K iri« -igM Id limtl mia< 10 IWnw aM:Uom\ nl »>. ,i.m. ,.11.,^ i«. .^ >.^ I

: — ^^ *" "" "•"*" '" ^— **• " '« ""»• **- "-«-— C<»"*« '«» -.* S.O0 » S^op .«»„«,^. HO. .«,««*, ta, 1^,,^ .™„

'
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Monday

FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA-
btimson Heald Collegiate Chapter will meet
lo discuss upcoming events and program of
work. College of Food and Natural
Resource and Stockbridge Students and
J- acuity urged to attend! Rm. 311. Stock
bridge Hall. Monday March 15 at 4 30 p m

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCEMEETING- Open to all willing to work on
hunger issues planning and help needed for
spring f AST. April 15. 428 Student Union.
Mon.. March 15. 4:30 5:30.

rL^T.^u'"^^n
^^^" INFORMATION

CENfLR- The SW First Year Infor
mat.on (enter is now open. The c(>nt(.r
brings together a variety of info (majors
«nfo. study skills, etc.) to one convenient
place. Hampden Student Center. Central
Ki().sk. Mon Thurs. 1-4 p.m.

Tuesday

MASSI'IRG MEETING- Bottle Bill
hazard<.us wa.ste. consumer protection. All
newc(,mers welcome to attend. 423 Student
Union i ues.. March 1«. 700

^ W^^;VCLE CLUB MEETING- Washington
p.C. Pretnp Meeting. Everyone in

available for anyone else interested. 162
?5.U.. Jues.. March 16. 1982. 7:30 p.m Formfo contact 546-4706 Debbie Smith orRandy Craw 546 6030.

ANTISEMITISM AMONG JEWS: The
Internalization of Oppression- Will ex
plore issues of Jewish anti Semitism such
as stereotypes. i.solation, and assimilation;
and will develop strategies for liberating
Jews from these prejudices. CC 165 Tues
March 16. 7:00.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY- Will meet on
luesday March 16 at 7:30 in CC174.
Feature speaker will be Dr. Don Kroodmas.
Depl. of Zoology speaking about
vocalization in songbirds. All majors are
welcome lo attend. Refreshments. CC174
at IMO.

DANIEL ELLSBERG vs. W SCOTTTHOMPSON- A debate: The Arml
Kace

_

emphasis on the technical intricacies
and the moral considerations involved
Signing lor the deaf and child care
provided. FREE and open to the public

T T^^'^^P*^'- Amherst College.
Tuesday. March 16, 8:00 p.m.

Wednesday
IMtE-MED CLUB MEETING- Tliri^^
mc;d ( lub will meet to elect next year's club

( I 805 09. March 17. 7 8:30.

FLYING CLUB MEETING- Discussion
with official from LaOeur on the possibility
of club growth. Planning of security and
publicity for the movie. Your attendance is
requested due to discussion of future plans.
Campus Center. Rm. 917. March 17, 1982
7:30 p.m.

SPECTRUM GENERAL STAFF
MEETING- This meeting is absolutely.
100 perct At mandatory. Attendance will be
taken. Please talk to Hazel (549 5184) if you
cannot attend. Subject matter: Progress on
25th issue, upcoming budget hearings, and
spring '82 issue. 104 CC Wed., March 17
6:30 p.m.

WHAT'S A NICE GOD DOING WITH A
WORLD LIKE THIS?- Lecture examining
the cause of conflict in human society 7
p.m.. Thurs.. 801 CC.

Thursday

THE LION IN WINTER- Peter O'Toole
and Katherme Hepburn star in this colorfuland exciting film about 12th century
England. Winner of 3 Academy Awards
this him relives the celebrated rivalry
between King Henry the II and Queen

'8r?9"8TatJ:00p'r""^^^'^""^^'^^^^'^

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY- Chaplain
Pete Sabey facilitates this wide open
discussion about various topics of thelogical

'V"^^h"",T-
'^^''* ^^'^'^'^ lop'<^: "Is Jesus

Ood: UCF. 428 Student Union 1215 M-^p.m.. March 18. 1982
^-^li^ 1.15

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

...A Store-full of Ideas'

lANKTOPS
•••

reg.

4.95
PRimC CUT PflfiTJ

11,95
20%'OFF

new Spring fashions,

including Panamas

S<MT
UUGGAGE
20%'
OFF

X
I
D^NSKIM
20% OFF

DOES NOT INCLUDE

PRIOR MARKDOWNS

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6. Moa-Sat

f

Arts
Collegian n

Oscar's humor revived

Terry & Donn Adams from NRBQ
1 i.ll.i;ian (ihiiiii m N^nn mum,.

NRBQ bops the blues
NRBQ
Rusty Nail, Sunderland
Friday, March 12

By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

Mqre famous than Berlin Airlift, older
than The Fantini Brothers and more ac-
cessible than The Doors, NRBQ is current-
ly one of the biggest crowd pleasers in The
Valley.

Their performance last Friday, through
reasons both fair and foul, was definitely
one of the nvijor media-cultural events of
the weekend. With over a thousand of the
faithful crammed into The Rusty Nail with
a shoe horn, the atmosphere was ripe for
an explosion of epic proportions. People
with hardly enough room to stand (let alone
sit or dance) forstalled going to the
restroom for what seemed an eternity
before the band opened their single long set
to the thunderous reception of all who were
able to respond.

NRBQ manipulated the audience with
the proficiency of a Springsteen clone band
closing down a rock club on the back
waters of the Jersey Shore. Their hard hit-

ting rhythms and pulsating back beat pro-

mpted some to clap, others to howl andwhistle and some to partially undress dur-ing all the comotion. Alternating between
hard Rhythm and Blues tunes like JohnnyCashs "Get Rhythm." "Me And The

nn^L ^pf
""^"^y ""^h" with softernumbers like "I Love Her" and the Ch^munk s immortal "Things We Like." theynever failed to give the audience what theycame to hear. -^

One of the highlights of the night was
keyboardist Terry Adams' stock rfnditio^
of a catatonic sleepwalker suddenly thrown
out on to the stage. Inspiring I some
frightening to others and hilarious to the
rest, It demonstrated well the band's
dedication to comedy as much as its talent
lor music.

On the whole, NRBQ's performance at
the Nail was one of their best shows in the
area to date, proving once again that old
bands never die. they just play in the Valley
(and in California next week)
Opening for NRBQ were The Cardiac

Kids They primed the audience with their
brand of pop-rock. Especially good was
their live version of "Little Lies." the title
of their self-produced e.p. They were a
good act, deserving the nick name of the
famous 1967 Boston Red Sox

THE IMPORTANCE OF
BEING EARNEST
Kirby Theater, Amherst College
March 12, 13

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian Staff

Oscar Wilde's eccentric personality and
mastery of witty table-talk was enough to
make him the toast of many a posh London
dinner party. But when combined with his
literary talents, it catapulted him to a brief
but sensational post as London's leading
comic playwright in the late 1800s.
Wilde's masterpiece of farcical humor,

The Importance of Being Earnest, en-
joyed a revival last Friday night by the
Department of Dramatic Arts at Amherst
College's Kirby Theater, and it did Wilde's
celebrated wit venerable justice.

Set in the opulent elegance of English
manor houses and Mayfair in the late 19th
century, the plot is a fairly simple one. at
least it appears simple. It centers around
the lives of two excruciatingly proper
young gentlemen: a thoroughly dashing
and upright young fellow named John Wor-
thing and his fun-loving, rather
mischievous companion. Algernon Mon-
crief. Both of these charmers are in love:
John with the vapid society woman Gwen-
dolen Fairfax, and Algernon with the coy
country giri Cecily Cardew. These two
misses adore these two dapper chaps
because, s .nehow, they are under the

mistaken impression that each has the
Christian name of Ernest, a name which
exerts tremenous charm for both of them.

Subtitled, "a trivial play for serious
people," the comedy is anything but
frivolous. In fact, it is here where the irony
that pervades every other line of the play
begins. Wilde makes extensive use of puns,
sarcasm, and irony to poke gaping holes
through the facade of English upper-class
society. He satirizes everything the
English held dear: money, marriage, social
status, religion, education, even food.
Nothing is immune from his scathing at-
tack, and it is all so marvelously funny.
Style and delivery are everything in a

farce. Though Wilde has provided ample
humor m his lines, it is up to the actor to
make them work. Friday's cast proved
more than competent in this respect. Ezra
Barnes' John Worthing was sublime; a
perfect caricature of the exquisitely man-
nered, and meticulously groomed young
English bachelor. Algernon Moncrief
played by Mark Staples, was a consistently
devihsh rascal, with an obsessive penchant
for over-eating, over-drinking, and over-
dressing. David Breseke was devastating
as the overbearing, haughty snob Lady
Brackwell. Finally. Robert Coles' direction
kept things animated and moving at a
relatively good pace.
Although The Importance of Being

Earnest doubtlessly held a much greater
comic fascination for a Victorian audience
It endures, a tribute to Oscar Wilde's
"earnest" genius.

The Liquids played at the Bluewall on Saturday night

*l5/'30REMIE
On your College Ring

See your Jostens' Representative.

DATE March 15, 16

PLACE Bookstore Entrance

MAA^v

Creative Excellence

IS an American Tradition .

Located in the Campus Center

VmVERSlTY
STORED Open

M-F9-5

Sat 11
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USDA CHOICE

Bottom Round
Roast

LB.

USOA CHOICE

Back Rump Roast ^2
USOA CHOICE 1^ g^ JCO
Eye Round Roast Z ,

FREEZER SPECIAL
ARMOUR VERI BEST

Whole
Pork Loin

CUT* PACKAGED
INTO CHOPS
* LOIN
OASTS

LB.

Save Cash & Double your S&H GreenStamps today at Louis Foods!
(WITH COUPONS BELOW)
Specials Valid March 15-20. 1982

Frozen F.

SWEET LIFE

Vegetables
TENDER PEAS. WHOLE KERNEL

OR CREAM STYLE CORN

16 OZ.
CANS

MUEL

$

CAINS

AH Natural
Mayonnaise

"N

ALL FLAVORS

Sealtest
Sherbet
MINUTE MAID

Apple
Juice 12 OZ.

CAN

32 OZ.
JAR

TASTE O* SEA BATTER DIPPED

Haddock Portion 12 OZ.
PKG.

TASTE O" SEA

Elbow ^& p;i"T.
|Macaroni|i^^| Cola

Seafood Platter 9 0Z.
PKG.

Deli & Goiir«»o# nu^^^^
HOOD/REG. 4 COUNTRY STYLE HOOD ALL NATURAL

Cottage
Cheese

2 LITER
BTL.

^>;^

NABISCO NATURAL CRACKERS

Wheatsworth
Charmin

Bath Tissue
ALL-TEMPA .15C OFF LABEL

fjkoOV LAUNDRY"^^mm^^^^K DETERGENT

11 OZ.
PKG.

ROLL
PKG.

89 LB.
CNT.

Orange
Juice

$J39100%
PURE

HALF
GALLON

IMPORTED FROM DENMARK

Blue Cheese
FROM NORWAY

Jarlesberg

LB.

LB.

49 OZ.
PKG.

CALIFORNIA SWEET LARGESIZE

Navel Oranges 5
so. AMERICAN WHITE

Seedless Grapes ^1 **
FRESH PIJRP

"^ ^ '

'.V<

. -.-J^J"^.

FOR
• 1^

FINE FOODS T'''-'
jLPLEAsiNT ST.. AMHERST iiAss Apple Cider

'¥
I.

HALF
GAL.

Jf^ ^

'«

g LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER

1$ 1 00
Your Shopping i

F ouis Foods i

I
I
i

LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER ^^^

I DOUBLE

'

• S&H GREEN
I Stamps

WITH
PURC
WITH THIS COUPON A A tlO
»»URCMASE EXCLUDING CIGARETTES
VALID MARCH 1S-20 AT LOUIS FOODS

I
I
2 WITH THIS COUPON « A MS|S

I '•URCMASE EXCLUDING CIGARETTES I°^M IVALID MARCH 1 S-JO. AT LOUIS FOODS I

LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER

PRINCE; 7V4 OZ.

Mac. & Cheese
or

1
Shells & Cheddar

J

FREE i
W'^USHS coup's? .^MVA^r.^""^*^^"!VALID MARCH IWoVT'T^u'.s'.'c^gg;™' I
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DOONESBURY
0£^l/$e yOUASKBPFOR IT,

CAMffUS, BACKurnUS WPAY
IS IDPPOPDOC. PANASHdR
HBRB W PLUG HIS LATEST, "THd
MmaUPARBNT: SHARING YOUR
SPACimn DepeNPems!'50
l/UHAT'S THS POOPON TH£ BOOK,
_- ^^o^'' DANIEL-^

ueiL. MARK, amYONB seem to
Be iim CHiLPRtARiNo THese pays
^j-JJSrFUmV0NAN££OF0R:
ANeuJPY\RmTIN6 HOU'TO IT'S
ALL IN Them - BVeJlYThlNG F/VIM

5eXIST aWlTCNING TDUIHm lOHIDe

AND YOU
BRING A
UJEALTHOr

eKP5RJ£NCa
TO YOUR /ad-

vice, DON'T
m,PAN?

ISURBPO.I'VBQOT
TUX) KIPS FiO^MY
FIRST/m(RlAQe^,ONB
FROM MYSeCONP,
AND TUJO GREAT
ST5P-KIPS FROM
MYTH/RP.

50THej?5'S

A LOT OF ACTUALLY, ONLY

LAUGHTER ON UjeeKBNC^S.

AROUND TH5 B^ST MY LMJ-
ASHER HOUSE- ^^f^l^lORK-

HOLP.EH? IN6 0NIT

UNDER THE INFLUENCE
^(X, I HATE TvAV5l

By M. Joyce

•
t-iH THE. I nu_ THF Ciz-.u^/ I

&C)t>5 u)EHT OH
\/f\lATioK.

16»KS(.

I—c^^:^:^^ (j) [

THE.

THE UMASS ZONE

S^O-USTIONS'*.

1 Cda/Y KnovJ

^T'S S£e U/HATJ

JHAK^inG At rMf
Puet.

HANOS -Tb youAS£Lff^.^^y^ youa^ Ia/allst.

By Mark Rollins

HAPPff^eO TO MY f
PlTCHfl^f J,

rv

SriLLINVISlBiC Th£Y
LSAVC Sa^tardly Bfns

WHAT HAPPENED?
I

.,^ • „ ,

^^^B

By Ethyl Octane

Job Hunting???
WORD PROCESSING ofTesumes

8- cover letters

Same or next day service in many cases

TYPE-RITE
321 R Main Street

(corner of Main & Dickinson Streets)
Amnerst 253-5111

PREPARE FOR

St. Patrick's Day is

March 17
we have cards & decorations

at 4
A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St.

, Amherst

MCAT.LSAT>GMAT
SAT •ACT.DAT-GRE .CPA

Permanent Centers open days,
evenings and weekends
low hourly cost Dedicated full-
time staff.

Complete TEST n TAPE^facilities
for review of class lessons and
supplementary materials.
Classes taught by skilled

instructors.

• Opportunity to make up missed
lessons.

• Voluminous home study materials
constantly updated by research-
ers expert in their field.

• Opportunity to transfer to and
continue study at any of our
over 85 centers.

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

GRE PSYCH & BIO • MAT • PCAT • OCAT • VAT • TOEFL

MSKP • NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NDB • NLE

m KflPLflN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

TEST PREPftRATION

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

In Amh*rst:
264 M. PIvotont St

253-5 10A/5263
In Sprlngflvid:

1d5 Stot* St.

Summer Jobs

Upward Bound/

IIMass Amherst
Positions Available:

Instructors
(for College Prepratory Curriculum)

Counselor/Tutors
(for residential component)
Pick up applications at

205 New Africa House
Deadline: March 19, 1982

Uernships also availahip

!CoiJcgj.aai3

CROSSWORD
Kdiied by Margaret Farrar and Tnide Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Drier residue
5 Hurt

10 Exclamation of

dismay
14 Frankfurt s river

15 Molti genus
16 over the

coals
17 Lugosior Bartok
18 'What boy

ami!
19 Scottish singles
20 Retrieved pro

perty

22 Between
24 Invariably

25 Promote
26 Fissile rocks
29 Draper
33 Weeds among

wheat
34 Cherish

35 Familiar neyative
36 Unique person
37 Kind o( hotel ser-

vice

38 1 Across or 1

Down
39 Emus extinct

cousin
40 Massenet opera
41 December phe

nomenon
42 Pirate

\**1 im 4atrtn liim Svadnu

44 Get a
45 You love Lat
46 Telephone button
47 Deified insect
50 Made to tit

54 to (at a

standstill) Naut
55 The Way

Flesh"
58 Guideline
59 Laboratory item
60 Courage
61 Singer Adams
62 Very old bird

63 Yield (to)

64 Stationery unit

DOWN
1 Tennis

tactics

2 Mental feat

3 Oickenss Little

4 Gulliver was one
5 Makes ready to

show
6 Ferocious feline

7 Numero
8 Recent Prefix

9 Drifter of a sort
10 Specter
11 Word with tnade

or maid

12 Makes do (with

out )

13 Bridge position
21 Certain prayers
23 Dish out
25 "Green Mountain

Boys" com
mander

26 Tread upon
27 Tonkin city

28 Involving open
space

29 Heal in Spam
30 Hole
31 Keep an the

ground
32 Fortification

34 Windmill features
37 Sundowner
38 Rolling stone
40 Family member
41 Sediment
43 Rio Grande city

44 Lazybones
46 Divide

47 Roe source
48 Chanel's

nickname
49 Eager
51 Uncouth
52 Lamb's penname
53 Believe it tot>e

56 Service charge
57 Dog talk, in the

comics

_^^^^
7 J 4 S 6 7 8 A 10 11 " 1"

1
14

15 TT"
B^MM

17
18 i?"

^^^"

"III ^1

1
Zl 2^ —

PH'n
25 m0^^26 n a 29 30 31 32

33 ." 35
^"^""

36

I 37 Hl3^ ""

40

-1"!
4J %"

H^^^H*^ 46 |H||||||
48 4»

SO 51 52 53

1

55 56 57 ^sTl
59 SO

1
)i

^^^"

62
J3

>4

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

EiSir

WEATHER
Today, sunny and

pleasant with hij,'hs in

upper 40s to low 50s.
Increasing cloudiness
tonight, lows in the upper
20s to lower 30s.
Tomorrow windy with
rain. Rain may start as
snow in the Berkshires.
Highs in the upper 30s to
lower 40s.

DC MENU
.
LUNCH

Turkey Divan
Kielbasa on Rye/

Horseradish

DINNER

Roast Pork/Pork Gravy,
Spiced Apples

Braised Beef and Onions
Tuna Salad Plate

with Chips

BASICS LUNCH

Garden Chili

Turkey Divan

BASICS DINNER

Garbanzo Cheese Loaf/
Mushroom Sauce
Baked Cod with
Lemon Slice

Please

recycle

this

Collegian
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1^
OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE

Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Monday Fr

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days

iday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day
5% discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND NEEDED?

The Allies quality rock n'roll. For Booking
info call John 549-4896 or Crispin 546-6421

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

ftockadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

AUDIO

Stereo worth $1100 asking $586 like new
CaM 666-7717 for info, will tatk

Mirage SM-I Loudepeakere. Good
sound, 6 months okj. $170/paif. 323-5826

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1S73 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
IfTB Chevy Monze 2 + 2 hatchback 4 cyl.

5 speed, 66,000 miles. Very good cond.
mns great, no rust. Around $2000. Must
aeW, need money. Call Jack 546-5467

H74 Chevy Impale excellent condition
both interior and exterior, engine good no
¥ifiofk needed, $1000 negotiable call Kevin
666-4362

Honda Civic sedan 1200 cc 5ok excellent
cofKtition '79 call after 5 584-4309

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% diecount.
30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BETTER AUDIO EQUIPMENT
I take the time to get the most music for
your nponey - Audio Consultants 549-0720

BIKE TRIP LEADERS

Boke Trip Leeders Responsible, 21 +

,

males, females. Bike Touring experience-
First Aid & Lifesaving certification desired!
Three to five trips. June 16 to Aug. 31
$1200+. (203)226-4221.

CAPE COD RENTAL

Seagull Beach. West Yarmouth, duplex,
2 bedrooms, sleeps 4, May 25 thru Sept 2
includes all utilities $2,500. 253-7436

EMERGENCY
Experienced drummer needed yester-
day for working ROCK band. Call Maiden
Voyage 256-8573

FOR RENT

Apartment for rent April 5 to August 30.
290 a mth. Must be married with 1 child or
single parent of 1. North Village. Call
549-6635

FOR SALE

Bonne 2200 Cross Country 190 CM Skis
Rberglass poles, bindings & boots - like
new price reesonable CaM 545-3500 or
after 5:00 549-3733 ask for Dan
H79 BMW R80 full fairing, luggage rack,
saddle begs red bike in excellent condition
3295.00 call nights 549-6961

Water Moccaeins calf high-leather. New*
SwteTwomans $20 call Fran 253 2957
Ski Equipment complete package $50
good condition call for details 253-9060

Ladies Hi Frye Boots new 7H 253-3329
Interview Shoes, one week old, leather,
medium heel, maroon, size eight 253-5196!
evenings

FOUND
Gold bracelet cIrce 1946 near Meadow St
in North Amherst. Call 549-6949 to identify.

GUITARISTS

Mertin Strings -

$3.75 set. Free
546-6684

acoustic and electric for

delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED
Dorm orgenizers needed to coordinate
recycling in your dorm For 1 credit. 5-0618
Laura or Bill MWF 12:30 - 4:30

Earn extra money selling a product with
high student appeal. High commission.
Work your own hours. Andy 6-6858

Earthfoods is hiring II I Applications are
available on the EF kitchen door. Deadline
Monday March 15 3:00 pm
Typesetter needed at Collegien must
type 50-60 wvprr), work late night hours
$3.35/hr. Apply at Collegian Graphics O
fice Mon-Thur 11-12:» or call Marsha after
8 pm @ 545-3500.

Counselors - Private coed camp in
Berkshires has openings for head and assis-
tant instructors in: Archery, Arts & Crafts,
Gymnastics, Dance/Movement/Show
Choreography. Radio Station (AM).
Dranrwtics, Sailing, Puppetry, Tennis, Head
Waterfront Pool (WSI), Swimming Instruc-
tors (WSI), Waterskiing. Tripp-
Hja/ Backpacking, Model Rocketry, Musical
Director/Piano Accompanist. Also needed
Nurse (RN/LPN). General Bunk Counselors
(males), and Unit Leaders. Good salries
fnendty atmosphere. Contact: Dr Paul
Krouner - Camp Schodack 268 Mason Ter-
race, Brookline, Massachusetts 02146
277 7600. days 9-5

INSTRUCTION

Music, theeter. end Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Division

LOST

Books taken from locker In CC by Cof-
fee Shop 3/4 5:30-8:30. Reward call
253-9230 Bemie No questions asked

Golden English Labrador goes by the
name Zeboriah lost Sunday Orchard Hill

Northeast Area Please Call 546-4670

Tan/ Mauve reversible Down Coat Fri
March 5 Delta Chi Call Kris 546-4031

Lost • Leopard Spotted Glasses (quite
unique!) lost last Saturday. Need
desperately. Call 546-6676

Blue scarf wool at Dickinson Lounge Par-
ty, reward call Johanna 6-6928 please
Gold Bracelet rope style $100 reward
Please call 549-4004 no questions

Purple beret knit. CC Cof Shop, glases
one stem shorter, mottled gray, mayt>e
N'hamp, CC or PVTA! Help can't see'
586-5987

MEN WANTED
The Amherst Compenion Program is
seeking men volunteers as companions to
developmentally disabled adolescents living
in the Amherst area. Sharing interests and
learn from companion is necessary;
knowledge of sign language is helpful!
Training and supervision will be provided.
For more information call Maria Spears at
the Resource Center (253-2591) or Joanne
Lesse (253-7221)

NEED A FRIEND?

The Amherst Companion Program has a
waiting list of 35 boys who are anxious to
be matched with male companioris. If you
would like to spend approx 3 hrs a week
with a chik< call Maria Spears at 253-2591

NEED CASH?

Always premium prices!! Class rings,
gold and silver in all forms. See the Manhari
Difference!! Manhan Precious Metals Ex-
change, 312 King St., N'hmptn 584-7000
anytinr>e

PEOPLE WHO MADE MY LIFE
EASIER THESE PAST WEEKS

Laura my number one hitte. Dan and his
communications staff, Eunice the in-
despensible, Mimi, Cari, the UMass Finan-
cial Aid Office, and all others who helped at
the table or other things. Thank you for do-
ing everything I asked you to do. Because
of each of you everything was a success.
Kevin

PERSONALS
Don't go down with Just anyone

UMass Ski Club goes down
A Touch of aass" -check out Delta

2eta, the newest sorority on campus, at our
St. Patty's Day Rush Party! Wednesday
3/17/82, 7:00 p.m. 11 Philips St., Amherst!MA 549-5312

ffah. Even though you're a Hick, your
favorite food is Roast Squirrel, and you
learned to play trombone by listening to the
call of the Wild Vermont moose, we still

love you and wish you tf>e happiest birth-
day ever! Mike and Faith

Club 124 sending out an SOS Police action
is coming get ready for it

Paula Q nobody should have to wait four
years to have orw here it is Boring B
Amie Happy Birthday 1 1 Hope your day
was a bonus! P.S. Missing a bed lately

Umbda Chi new brother Bill!! You made
it!! You are a real bonus!!

To the woman of the 4th floor Coolldge
your the sexiest bunch of wonien I know I

love you all and want you madly .

The Arts Department of the UMass Daily
Collegian eagerly awaits Tom Oimartino's
review of the Amateur

Hold fast to your dreams without them
life is a broken-winged bird that cannot fly-
Langston Hughes

Summer sublet w/fall option.
Sunderland on bus rte 2 bedrooms call after

6. 66&4946

Swiss VIII Amherst 2 mi sublet w poss fall

option $147 for everything 256-0824

Summer sublet w/fall option 1 br apt
call Helene 256-0669

Squire Vlllaga 2 bedroom, pool, air cond,
fall option, negotiable 666-7590

Summer sublet w/fall option 1 bdrm in 2
bdrm apt call Helene 256^)669

Private room in two bedroom apt bus
route. Available June 1 fall option. All
utilities included. Kim 256-8017

Squire Village
see! 666-2840

June 1 to Aug 31. Must

Ride needed to or rteer Kentucky spring
break. Will share expenses. Call Paul after
10 PM 666-3660

Campus Day Care Registration For:

Summer and Fall 1982: occurring now. In-

fants, toddlers, preschoolers. Call 546-1566
for applications to: Grass Roots. New
Worid. ICEC and North Village. Deadline:
for applications is April 15th.

Greg - Sorry I missed your B-day. Happy
22nd and I'm not giving up on you forever
yoursVicki P.S. will you be mine please? I'll

do anythif>g for you.

To the foxes on 18th JQA Thanks for
making my B-Day so special. It was a Blast!
Love ya Julie

Coach Kong - Happy 21st! Hope your bir-

thday is one of the best to come, love.
Wonder clod.

Grey sweetshirt/brown hair: we noticed
each other at "I. Claudius" - can we meet?
The giri in purple

Happiest Birthday to the besti You've
finally hit the big 20 - enjoy! Love Tracey

Hey Pothead. Pothead. PotheadI Hope
your birthday is as special as you are! Hap-
py 20th, love ya All

Happy Birthday Nacy It's been great for 3
years. Let's keep it goir>g. I love you. Brian

To-Hedy Suvel - We Suvals must stick
together! Maybe we're cousins. I'm the
other Suva! in the phonebook. Please call!

Available April 1 with fall option 2
bedroom apt in Belchertown 5 miles from
campus. Near bus - fireplace, deck.
253-3758 evenings

One bedroom in Cliffside for April 1st to
Aug 31st. $250 includes everything
666-4067

Sublet wKh fall option one bedroom
apartment at Cllffside $260/mo includes
utilities 666-3966

SERVICES

Drafting Charts, graphs, tables, etc. for
papere & theses. Ronald Hult 586-1534

Professionel Research, Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Research,
1600-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60606
Typesetting, layout Cr pasteup quick ser-
vice, reasonable prices, call 546-9623

SKI EQUIPMENT
Hagen 200 cm racing cut skis. New,
never used, price negotiable. Call 549-5616.
Excellent buy. Call now - will sell quickly

TRAVEL

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations. Papers - scientitic
background, English/Spanish 256-6957

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
5^X392. 584-7924

Apt % mile from R Laud Strip $80 per
person - 7 nights Spring Break - 4 spaces
and transportation available call 256-6905

Alaska summer salmon jobs '82 have a
lucrative adventure send SASE Er $3 to 20
Renwick #7, NY, NY 10013

UMass Bike Club leaves for Wash DC on
Sunday 3/21/82 returning on 3/28/82 Cost
- $115.00 pre-trip meeting lues 3/16 at 901
CC Check Bui Board across from Post Of-
fice for info NEW MEMBERS WELCOME

U2 TICKETS

RESUME/COVER WRITING

Resume/Cover writing quick/confiden-
tiat/efficient available weekends 549-5727

Got an extra ticket? Please call Anne after
six 253-2424

WANTED

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed for two to NYC on 3-19 will
share all expenses Please call aft 5 PM
665-2301

Ride needed to Pittsburgh 18. 19. 20 call
Mitch keep trying 6-4394

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom availeble in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

Housemete wented for Ig 3 bdrm house
off Rte 9 Hadley, Ig Iving rm, dining rm &
kitchen, 4 acres, wood, fireplace, $185
heat /hot H20 inc. Very comfortable on bus
route call Mark /Eric 584-2376 eves

Read Cox's 'Turning East?" WouW love
to discuss. P.O. Box 107 Amheret
U2 TIcketa wanted! Call Mike at 546-^a
Small Frig to buy or rent call after six
evenings 546-6830

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings
gold and silver jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith.
25 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

TO SUBLET

Finders Fee apt in Puffton or Brandywine
take over lease in June call 546-581 6
Desperetely needed 3 bdrm Puffton Apt
starting anytime from June 1. . .Please call
546-1469 keep trying

Woman needs housing by April 1st
Prefer same. Call 253-9677 eves "

3 bedroom apt in Puffton Village Jun 82
. .Aug 83 call 546-6082 or 546-9412

WILDLIFE SOCIETY

[^IMPROVE STUDY HABITS^*
STOP SMOKING

Hampshire Ethical Hypnosis Center
Call or Write for Free Brochure

• 3/

Summer Sublet North Amherst 2 rooms
aveileble 1 with fall option. 549-0319.

Squire Village apt to sublet 3 rms 286
mthly no utilities 665-7084

Summer - 2 bdrm, furn, bus rte, pool
North Amherst, tow rent 549-5416

?S* "X^*'"' '• "Tuesday March 16 at

WRITING SERVICES

Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD
assist in any writing project. Amheret
Wnters, Inc. 253-7764

LOSE WEIGHT
Hypnosis can help you nake it

PERMASENT

Milton H Askinoss, Member A A EH
Available for Lectures/ Demonstrations
The Farrick Building. Rte 9 Hadley, MA

!• 3/10 mile Hampsfiire Mall (next to Rocky's Hardware)

TP_ 584 1919 by Appt Only

Woman's Week
Continiwd from page J,

The WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM
of the STUDENT CENTER FOR RESEARCH

AND ADVOCACY (SCERA)
TIE: The Ccmmittee For Equal Rifrhts and Reproduc-

tive Freedom (CERRF) will meet at 7 p.m. in room
903 of the Campus Center. This is an important
meeting.

WED: The Committee Against Sexual and Rac-ial
Assaults (CASARA) will meet at 5 p.m. in the Suf-
folk Room of the Student Union.

THU: The Women's Issues Team of SCERA will meet at
7 p.m. in the Dukes Room of the Student Union.

MON: The REAL MAJORITY will meet at 7 p.m. in room
1/4 of the Campus Center. Recent political
developments including contraception for
teenagers and the Hat<^h Amendment will l)e
discussed. Everyone is welcome

TUE: WMUA will hold a women's affairs meeting at 4
p.m. m Marston Hall. All interested women are
welcome.

I
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Internships can claril
student's career goals
By LORNA LAMANA
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts students
can get academic credit for practical ex-
perience in their field of study by doing a
practicum through the Office of Intern-
ships.

The office provides students with
resources which enable them to secure
placements working in their major or an-
other area of particular interest to them.
The internship office has placements for

any major, said Carol PInkham, assistant
program coordinator, and will help
students develop internships that haven't
been done before. The office has also writ-
ten a grant that funds the Office for
Cooperative Education, another practical
work program, thereby giving the student
a choice of programs.
Internships have taken a womens studies

major to the Oakland Feminist Women's
Health Center in California, a communica-
tions studies major to WNEW in New York
and a plant and soil science major to a beer
brewery in England.

"With exposure comes clarity," said
Pmkham. The student intern has the op-
portunity to clarify their career goals by
seemg what it's like to actually work in
their major field of study.
The student who has internship ex-

perience is a more likely candidate for a job
than the non-intern, Pinkham said.

In evaluating the student, the intern's
supervisor is asked, 'Would you hire this in-
tern?' 'The answer is usually yes," she
said.

Companies who have had UMass interns
work for them before ask if more UMass
students are available.

"They specifically tell us that students
from this University are exceptional," said
Pinkham.
A member of the internship staff visits

the intern at the place of employment. One
of the functions of the office is to keep the
lines of communication open between the
student, the agency, and the faculty
Pinkham said.

Further information can be obtained in
room 16 of the Curry Hicks building or bv
calling 545-0727.

az an -ar as zc
Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black and other

Minority Students

CAREER DAY
Tuesday, March 16, 1982

10:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

Companies, corporations, and Federal agencies participating

open to all students
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OXY Scrub

$2.09

OXY ScrubV;?^'

$2.09 Reg. $3.43

* 15 02 Shampoo
* 15 oz. Coridltloner
* Reg and Ex Body

i $1.29^ Reg
$2.03
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Reg. or Unscented
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CARE
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FlexCare 12 02.

$2.29 Reg. $3.17
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Gillette 6 pack

$1.19 Reg $2.11
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WATCHING MY WEIGHT - Walter Breau weighs hirLab;chIckrn
for a protein quality experiment in his Animal Science class.

^f:

LA MIA PIZZA
9 E Pleasant 549- 1880

COMPARE: Price - Quality - Quantity
We give you the Full Combination
for the price of a Two Item Pizza

Three-Extro-ltem

Small (full 12 inches) 5.25
LQf9»(full 16 inches) 7.50

tax

tax

^"wReasons

rascovER
the University of

Vermont This

Summer.

» professional_
. WITH nouNDEND BRISTLES

fi, ^MUeHOED 8V DENTISTS

T9t ADULT DELUXE ISK
19c
Tek

[soft, med, hard

All sale items also available the Mini Store located in the Student Union

^,UNIVERSITY
STORED

1

.

Sailing on Lake Champlain,

2. Day Hikes in the
Green Mountains.

3. Night Life in Burlington
or Montreal.

4. Cosmopolitan Restaurants.

5. AntJquing.

6. Music Festivals; Folk, Jazz,
Classical concerts.

7. Ben & Jerry's Mint Oreo
ice Cream.

8. Over 300 accredited
course- 49 Departments
and a d -tinguished faculty.

(Yes we Know we said "7
Reasons' — we're just
testing ou!) (Send the
coupon anyway!)

University of Vermont
Continuing Education

Grasse Mount
Burlington. Vermont 05401 M82
802 636 2088

I v^ant to discover the University of Vermont
this Summer
Please send me

D Some More Reasons D A Catalog

hame

Street

City >tate . Zip.

Telephone

Located in the Campus Center Open
M-F 9-5
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UM gymwomen fourth
at NCAAs in Pittshiiro

Monday, March 15, 1982

By CHARISSE FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's gymnastics team finished its

season this past weekend, when they
compiled in the NCAA regional Cham
pionships in Pittsburgh.

UMass entered the competition in fourth
place, and they came out of the meet in the
same standing. Coming in first place was
Pennsylvania State University with a score
of 143.15. followed by the University of
New Hampshire with 141.0 points. Third
place was taken by the University of Pit-
tsburgh with 140.e5. UMass took the clean
up position with 138.45 points, with
Bowling Green University and Hofstra
University finishing fifth and sixth,
respectively.

The Minutewomen placed five individuals
into the finals. In the vaulting exercise.
Jennili-r Pancoast earned her a 9.0. by
executing a half-twist onto the horse and a
full twi.st off the horse. Pancoast finished
fourth in the individual finals in vaulting,
earning her a place on the "All Northeast
Team."
(The gymnasts who earned the top four
scores in a single event were eligible to
compete in the individuals. The scores that
the gymnasts received in the preliminary
tryout were retained. The scores that they
received in the actual competition were
averaged in with their preliminary scores,
and the top six averaged scores made those
gymnasts eligible for All-Northeast.)
The Minutewomen were not as fortunate

on the uneven parallel bars, however. UM
placed no one in the finals for that event.
Finishing first was Lisa Shirk from Pitt.
•We really werent hitting the bars right."

said UMass coach Virginia Evans.
The gymnasts performed admirably on the
balance beam, placing three Minutewomen
in the finals. Kathy Matthews. Karen

Knapp and senior co-captain Heidi Milender
all placed in the final competition on the
beam. Milender earned a 9.15. the highest
score for a single event that she had ever
received. Because of her low preliminary
score, however. Milender did not make All
Northeast. Knapp placed second in the
finals on the beam with a score of 9.1, which
earned her a place on All Northeast.

"This was definitely one of the high
points of the meet. Karen was the in

dividual top performer from UMass. We are
real proud of her," said Evans.
UMass placed another three members in

the final competition on the floor exercises.
Robin Low, Matthews and Pancoast were
competing individually for a place on All
Northeast. Out of the three. Low came out
on lop with a place on the prestigious squad
by getting a 9.2. First place for the floor
exercise went to Heidi Anderson from Penn
Stale with a 9.5.

UMass finished the meet with a score of
32.80 on the bars. 35.15 on the floor
extTcise. 43.90 in vaulting and 35.60 on the
beam. The beam score that they received
was a new school record; the old record was
35.55.

On the Regionals, Evans said, "I definitely
think that it is not out of our range to move
up another notch or two the next time
around. We are a lot better team than we
were last season. We were right in there
the whole time."

"We are in the process of recruiting; we
haven't made any firm commitments yet,"
she said.

"The team will still be practicing, not as
intensively as we were during the season,
but two hours a day should be sufficient to
keep everyone in good shape. Everyone is

looking forward to next season. The women
are eager to learn new routines, and new
stunts that they can combine with their
present routines. One thing, though. We
will roally miss Heidi (Milender) around
here, that is for sure, " said Evans.

Jennifer Pancoast springs over the vault during a recent meet^
"a" 'N^riferi"
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The Intramural basketball playoffs continue tonight at
Boyden gym. The women's semifinals and co-
recreational games will get underway at 6:00 p.m.
followed by men's quarterfinal action at 7:00 p.m. The
graduate/faculty playoffs will begin at 8:00 p.m.

BC wins in NCAAs
DALLAS (AP) - John Bagley and

Michai'l Adams combined for 47 points
yi'sUTday as Boston College shocked No.2
hcPaiil 82 7.5, marking the third straight
yrar the Blue Demons were defeated in
I heir NCAA basketball tournament opener.

Boston College, now 21 9, will meet
Kansas State, which nipped Arkansas 65
64, at St. Louis in the Midwest regional
linals Friday night.

Bagley. a 6-foot senior, scored 26 points
and the 5 10 Adams, a freshman, tallied a
career high 21 points.

The pressing Eagles ran off 10 unan
swered points midway through the second
half, including three buckets by Bagley, and
DePaul could never recover. Adams,
averaging 3.9 points per game, had a
previous career high of 13 points.

The Blue Demons, 26 2. lost Tyrone
Corbin and Skip Dillard through fouls and
All America Terry Cummings, who finished
wiih 20 points, played the final 13 minutes
with lour fouls.

Bagley and Adams each hit four free
throws in the final two minutes to beat back
the louling Bine Demons.

DePaul exploded at the start of the game
as il It was going to decimate the Eagles,
l»uil(ling an 8 lead before Boston College
eituld score on a Martin Clark bucket at

The Eagles rallied with eight straight
points and led lor the first time at 19-18
with 9:;{9 remaining.

Ed Pmckney gave Villanova a one-point
lead with 2:01 left in the third overtime
when he hit a slam dunk, and Stewart
(iranger scorefl six points in the final five
minutes to enable the Wildcats to post a 76-
72 victory yesterday over Northeastern in
the second round of the NCAA East
Regional basketball tournament at
Uniondale, New York. The second
overtime ended in a 65 65 tie when the
Huskies" Eric Jefferson scored on a tap in
with one s«>cond left. Granger put Villanova
in Iront 67 ()5 on a jumper from the top of
the kvy. and then Perry Moss and Granger
traded baskets before Mark Halsel gave
Northeastern its first lead since scoring the
first basket of the first overtime with a
three point play with 2:36 left.

OFF THE RIM - DePaul University guard Jerry McMillan InTh."white unifprn. battles Boston College fom.rd John G.rri, for'the rebound during yesterdays NCAA playoff game in Dallas

Red Sox win on Rice's homer

- Sports Notices

LAKELAND, Fla. (AP) - Bostons Jim
Rice belted a two run homer in the first
inning and the Red Sox went on to a 4 1

exhibition baseball victory over the Detroit
Tigers Sunday.

Bostons Dwi^rht Kvans worked Detroit
starter and loser Milt Wilcox for a one out
walk and nxie home on Rices blast over the
K'lt field wall.

In the Boston fourth. Larry Pashnick
came on with two outs after Wilcox had
walked John Lickert and Rick Miller.

Pashnick then gave up a single to Jerry
R«'my to load the bases and a single to
Evans that drove in Lickert and Miller.

The Tigers scored their lone run in the
secon<l when Richie Hebner worked Boston
starter John Tudor lor a walk, went to third
on successive singles by John Wockenfuss
and Lance Parrish and scored on Tom
Brookens' fly to left.

The Red .Sox picked up their fourth
victory in seven Grapefruit lx>ague games,
while the Tigers fell to 2-3.

The Hampshire Community United
Way is sponsoring a squash tournament
March 19-21 at Ainsworth Gymnasium in
Smith College. It will be the only squash
tournament in New England this spring,
and It's open to men and women of alj
levels.

If you're interested, please contact John
Seal at 584-7911 immediately, or stop by
Raquetworks at One Amber Lane in Nor-
thampton.

Registration forms and entry ($10 00)
should be at Racquetworks by 5:00 p m
Monday. March 15. Please make checks
payable to the Hampghire Community

United Way.
Entrants must be prepared to play from

5 p.m. Friday to 5 p.m. on Sunday. Con-
flicts may be accommodated if possible
through the first round only. Conflicts
must be stated on registration form.

The draw for the tournament will be
available at Racquetworks Wednesday-
Friday from 10:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m. En-
trants will be responsible for finding out
first round times. Call 584-7911 or stop by
Racquetworks.
A consolation round will be organized

for first-round losers at the tournament
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To Black Students: Time to Regroup
The Malcolm X Center may be In danger of

closing. That would be one more straw in a

very ominous wind that has already blown
away the Black Cultural Center, reduced finan-

cial aid, and proposed cut-backs in Afro-

American Studies. On all sides, therefore,

there seems to be an insistent gnawing at the

vitality of the black presence at the University.

To NUMMO, the endangered Malcolm X
Center is also a symbol of the endangered

position of black students on campus for it,

like us, has become vulnerable, in large

measure, because of our own lethargy. Once
the Malcolm X Center stood for the deal- rela-

tionship black students saw between

themselves and the struggle of black people;

once we identified with the slain black hero

whose name it bears. Now the X, like our

memory of Malcolm himself, has faded away.

This is shameful in principle and even more

shameful when we recall the great hope that

Malcolm had placed in black students. In

March of 1964, less than one year before his

assassination and just one week after he had

launched his own liberation organization. The

Organization of Afro-American Unity,

Malcolm spoke about his faith in the black

students:

t

WeVe isaied a call for students in flie colleges and univeisities across Hie coundy to launch their own
independent studies offlie race problem in fliecounliy and then bring their analyses and suggestions
for a new approach back to us so that we can devise an action program geaied to their thinking.Ihe accent

« on youth because the youth have le. stake in thfe co^pt system and theiefo. can fook
at It more objectively; vviiereas the adults iisuaDv havp ^ ^uh^ w. ^w
abffitv to look .f H .K- ^uu ^^ '^'^^ ^ ^^ "^^ <^«™Pt system and they lose theiraointy to look at it objectively because of their state in it"

So, nearly twenty years ago Malcolm cast

his future, the future of his fledgling organiza-

tion and the future of black people in the in-

tellectual and moral hands of black students.

How are we living up to that hope today?

What "new approach... geared to our

thinking" could be devised today? Do we see

ourselves as having less, more, any stake in

the system today? These are the questions

which the Malcolm X Center situation has

brought to NUMMO's mind and they are ques-

tions which we think should be in the minds of

us all.

photo from NUMMO's fUm
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Students

Speak

Out
How do you feel about the proposed

financial aid cuts? Do you think you'll
be returning to school in spite of these
cuts?

Wilhemina Samuel, sophomore, ^undecided
It's a damn shame that we as minority students will be the

first ones affected by these cuts. However, m regards to
these cuts minority students will have to open their eyes and
realize it s not about fun & games anymore. It's time to be
tor real, speak up and be heard. Hopefully I will be returning
as well as many other minority students.

Diane Higginbottom, junior, economics
Yes, I will be coming back if I have to struggle all my life

The people have nothing to say about what happens Alot of
people will be cut and that's very unfortuneate

Renee Payne, sophomore, undecided
I will be back m the fall, but the spring semester I don't

know. I didn't get much financial aid but that little bit
helped. If I lose that or if it gets cut I'll have to work sooner
than I anticipated.

Jeff Rocha, freshman, engineering
No the cuts won't affect me personally, however, they will

affect my friends and acquaintances.

photos by Brynne Clarke/John Whght
Lonnie Marshall, sopnomore, engineering

I'll be back in tne ran. i he budget cuts will affect me but
not enough to keep me from school. Right now the only
future I have is through an education and I'm not about to let
budget cuts and/or loan implementations get in my way.

Check Out The Malcolm X Center

The Malcolm X Center and its overall goals
and obiectives were developed to provide
the Third World students of the University
and surrounding colleges with a support
facility that offers programming oriented
toward their cultural, social, recreational and
academic needs and interests The Center is

presently under the management of two co-
coordmators, Neil Grant and Phillip Pastey,
and augmented by five additional student
staff members The Center's programming
seeks to strengthen the ability of Third World
students in the pioneer valley to adapt to this
new environment, attain their personal goals
and objectives, and to take advantage of the
support systems available. However, many
incoming freshmen are not aware of the pur-
pose or the rationale for the existence of the
Malcolm X Center, or many other organiza
tions such as Afnk-Am and NUMMO News.

Under the management ot the new co-
coordinators several events have been spon
sored, including, Fun 6 Games, a party, and
the Rededication Several Afro-Am courses
are held at the Center The Graduate Ad-
visor, Deniece Miles, coordinates the
academic component. The classes that are
offered need to be publicized more to attract
more Third World students The students
should fake advantage of these courses
because they are geared toward their in-

terests.

by Wilhemina Samuel
Treasurer of the Malcolm X Center

When hired, members of the staff are
committed to attend Southwest Area
Government meetings as well as participate
in and be heard at these meetings.
Southwest Area Government controls the
Center's funding and that of other centers in

the Southwest Residential College Area.
Because the Malcolm X Center was

established to benefit Third World students
they should know and realize that their past
brothers and sisters fought for the existence
of the X and other Third World organizations
on campus These organizations were not
given to Third World students on a silver

platter. Students must begin to take advan
tage of the opportunities available before
there are no opportunities to take advantage

Spollighl

The Future of New Federalism

A potential threat to the Malcolm X Center

is a budget cut that was mentioned by the

Southwest Area Government If this cut

materializes the Center will not be able to

function properly. In addition, the infamous
long-range plan has hinted at eliminating the

Southwest Residential Area College system
altogether If this plan follows through to

completion students will be lacking the

Malcolm X Center, not to mention the Black

Cultural Center These issues are very

serious Students must wake up or as the

students themselves like to quote "Go to

sleep and get beat!"

Noto; This article marks the bannnin^ol a siriisdealin^r with

Third World student organizations In the i*ioneer\ alley.

President Reagan is making fast moves to
change national policy under the guise of
tnmming-down an "inefficient" national
bureacracy by instituting the "new
federalism" by October of next year. The
highlight of the proposal is that in the initial
stage the states will fund the AFDC and
Food Stamps programs, while the federal
government will take on the cost of the
Medicaid program, temporarily Eventually,
all social programs are to be paid for by the
individual states, ending all national respon-
sibility for solving national problems like
unemployment and poverty. Many Black
Americans are already suspicious of this pro-
posal due to the history of the "states-
rights" policy in the south which institu-
tionalized this nation's racial oppression
rather than helping anybody (rather, it em-
bodied a racist "home rule ' mentality over
black people) The new federalism is par-
ticularly insidious because it follows so close
on the heels of the supply-side economics
controversy. We have yet to fully deal with
that issue The danger is that these debates
cloud the reality of what the Reagan Ad
ministration proposes. In short the new
federalism is the end of social welfare as we
know It.

The AFL-CIO Executive Cbmmitee session
last month declared the following problems
to be inherent in the new federalism:
Contrary to what the Reagan Administration
says, the swap of AFDC and Food Stamps
for Medicaid, by the federal government is

not an even swap The council estimated
that up to $20 billion dollars in losses could
be sustained by statw> in fiscal '84 Thq r*>s,,it

by Angela Brown

IS an additional, hidden budget cut since it

will be near impossible for the states to main-
tain currently slated levels of spending
States which have a primarily wealthy
population will be exempted from the costs
of social programs. Other states with large
poor populations will not have funds to
mairltain the programs. Some of these latter
states have populations that are almost 50
percent black Additionally, further cuts in
Medicaid are sought by the Reagan Ad-
ministration when It does take over the pro-
gram. The oil industries' "windfall" profits-
tax, which will temporanly provide part of
the trust fund helping the states at the initial
stages of providing for the survival of their
people, IS scheduled to be eliminated after
the trust fund is phased-out.
The problem is that the entire program is

geared to the interests of the corporations
which not only operate across the nation as a
whole, (rather than individual states!) but
also operate across the globe. At present
they hold no social responsibilty to the peo-
ple of their own country, financially or in
terms of employment.
Remember, this year's cuts in social spen-

ding were "only" $33 billion, while the up-
coming budget is slashing an additional $41
billion, including 33 percent of our financial
aid. To conclude, the Reagan Administration
has brought many political/economic
changes, as well as a dangerous social tone
to bear upon the people. Even among his
own, there ate doubts as to whether he
could, or should, last throughout his
presidential term.

Profesores Desaprueban

Miro Montilla
Los profesores del colegio de Ciencias

Sociales del Recinto de Rio Piedras de la

Universidad de Puerto Rico condenaron al

rector Antonio Miro' Montilla por tratar de
anular las funciones deljSenado Academico,
coartar la representacion estudiantil en ese
cuerpo y prolongar la inestabilidad institu-

cional en el recinto. La condena esta'con-
tenida en una resolucion aprobada en
asamblea de facultad el miefcoles 3 de mar-
zo.

La asamblea fue citada a instancias de los

senadores acade'micos de esa facultad Pablo
Garcia, Nilda Cordero de Gomez y Milton
Pabon para "considerar la impugnacion que
se ha hecho de la legalidad de la constitucion
del Senado Apademico del Recinto de Rio
Piedras", segun un memorando que circulo
el 1 de marzo.

El memorando firmado por los profesores
mencionados, indica que el Rector no ha
comparecido a las Jitimas reuniones de ese
cuerpo. Por tal razo'n. ha quedado pendiente
escuchar el informe de los mediadores que
ese cuerpo nombro para intervenir en el re-

ciente conflicto huelgario. El informe ha
estado en agenda desde el 22 de diciembre
de 1981.

Los profesores solicitan de sus represen-
tantes en el Senado que obtengan ayuda
legal para defender el unico organismo que
cuenta con la participacion de profesores y
estudiantes en la administracion univer-
sitaria.

Por otra parte, el presidente de la Federa-
cion de Universitarios Pro Independencia
(FUPI), afirmo' que "Miro' Montilla en su
obsesio'n de liquidar el movimiento de pro-
testa hacia su administracion esta llegando al

extreme de tomar medidas que en la practica
van desmantelando el recinto. AfTadio que el

Rector "esta dispuesto a llevarse de frente
todo lo que sea un obstaculo en su objetivo
de imponerse su estilo y sus fines politico
partidistas".

Senala que es interes«nte que el Consejo
de Educacjon Superior haya respaldado la in-

terpretacion ^ que la representacion estu-
diantil cadUv,o en octubre pasado. "Eso in-

dica que Miro Montilla no actuo' solo sino
que representa IqS intereses de los jerarcas
universitarios". Aseguro ademas que el plan
va dingido a socavar las ma's legitimas expre-
siones de la comunidad universitaha.

General Motors and

by Jimmy Wong
Toyota Plan Joint

News of discussion between the two
largest automobile producers about a possi-
ble joint production of approximately 500
thousand cars was disclosed last Monday.
The information was confirmed by officials

of General Motors (GM) and Toyota Motor
Company in a brief statement to the press.
Details revealed that Eiji Toyoda, president
of Toyota Motor Company, called on GM
chairman Roger B. Smith several weeks ago
to negotiate a deal that would benefit both
companies.

For the last several, years, American
automobile companies have felt the hammer
by the imports coming from Germany and
Japan. Germany, well known for their

engineehng excellence, has continuously
shown that they could do it again, with cars
like the Volkswagen Rabbit, Scirroco, Jetta
and the new Quantum. Japan, famous for
producing the best selling car in the world,
the Toyota Corolla, and the sporty Datsun
280ZX, has satisfied American consumers
and given endless frustration to Chrysler,
Ford, American Motors, and GM. Last year
American car sales went down for all four
companies causing losses in the tens of
millions of dollars. In a recent news update,
car sales for the four American companies
have already hit an all time low and are ex-
pected to drop even more. Needless to say,
the drop in sales has caused turmoil in the
economy as well as the unemployment lines.

Ford, Chrysler,- American Motors, and GM
combined have laid off more workers than
the number of cars that were sold in the last

couple of years.

"GM has not been so successful yet with
its small lines the 'J' cars," said Yukio
Kobayashi (an analyst for the Nomura
Securities Company). "If GM had full con-
fidence in Its ability to develop small cars by
itself, it would not talk to Toyota," added
Kobayashi MITI (Ministry of Internationa

Trade and Industry) minister, Shintaro Abe,
expressed his sincere concern to the United
States about its depreciating car sales, ex-

plaining the decision not to increase

Japanese exports to the U.S.
Last May, Japan and the United States

came to a agreement to limit the amount oi
exports after several hours of intensive
deliberation It would be quite inappropriate
to raise this limit while widespread layoffs are
still in effect.

The Japanese Trade officials are excited
about the negotiations "to demonsrate the
willingness of Japanese companies to con-
sider the plight of the US motor vehicle in-

dustry '. Six months ago, Toyota introduced
the same proposition to Ford Motor Com-
pany However, after months of conversing,
ti'^e talks terminated in disappointment

Toyota was impressed with GM's produc-
tion statistics in 1981 of 4,627,674 vehicles,
including 3,904,083 passenger cars, which

Production

was substantially higher than Toyota's
3,220,418 vehicles, including 2,248,171
passenger cars. They seemed far happier
uniting with GM, stating that GM appeared
to be a more "reliable" partner than Ford.

This combined venture with GM means
Toyota would not have to make nsks in a big

investment and start an independent produc
tion plant in the United States. Toyota does

have a small plant in California, but produc-

tivity has been 30 percent below that of the

plant in Japan said Toyoda. This reason

hinders Toyota from taking such gambles in

the United States. Both sides have asserted

that the plans are still tentative and further

discussions are necessary.

The production locations will probably be
the two GM assembly plants in California,

which was scheduled to close March 25.

Depending on how things will be run and
how successful this joint production will be,

the possibility of rehiring some ot the laid off

workers is hopeful.

General Motors sees an opportunity to get

out of the red and into the black for the first

time in many years. Having one of their big-

gest competitors as their partner will make a

considerable difference.

For the past decade, Toyota has been a

"hemorrhoid" to General Motors Now
Toyota will not only become their savior, but

also the biggest tube of preparation H in

history. Hey listen! the old adage still applies,

"if you can't beat 'em, join 'em."

.^:U/jfr

The Chinese- American
Relations

BY ANNE WOOD SPECIAL TO NUMMO
NEWS WITH COMMENTS FROM
FRANKLIN HOUN, PROFESSOR OF
POLITICAL SCIENCE IN UMASS

The developing crisis in Chinese-American
relations is due to the haste with which they
were normalized in 1978, says University of
Massachusetts/ Amherst political science
Professor Franklin Houn.
"They didn't work out details carefully,"

Houn said. "The haste, in my opinion, was
caused by false assumptions and unrealistic
expectations of both sides regarding the
others as to how their future relations would
be."

China, when it agreed to improved rela-

tions with the United States, did so in the ex-
pectation that its new ally would come bear-
ing the grfts of technology and credit that
would help China's economic development.
The U.S. government would offer this help
so that China could join the United States in

checking expanding Soviet power and in-

fluence globally.

The reality of American policy turned out
to be disappointing to the Chinese. U.S.
policy makers were ambivalent toward the
idea of conthbuting to the development of a
stronger, more industrialized China, since
this large and populous nation eventually
could pose a threat to U.S. security or at
least compete in trade and technology.
"The Chinese didn't know there were

limits," Houn said. "They were unrealistic

because they hadn't been working with
Americans long enough to know. Their own
fear of the Soviets made them think that the
United States would be willing to do
anything to assist China."

Not only were the golden expectations of
the Chinese not realized, but the problem of
Taiwan has never been dealt with, either.
The Chinese, in a hurry to improve their rela-

tions with the United States, agreed to go
ahead with the normalization process
without insisting that Washington give up
the practice of sending arms to Taiwan and
claiming the right to intervene should the
security of Taiwan be threatened by any
source.

"In this case, the only practical threat tc
Taiwan could be none other than mainland,"
Houn said.

Because the issue of the U.S. military sup-
port to Taiwan was not settled in 1978, it was
in effect encouraged to continue. U.S.
foreign policy makers continued to keep
Taiwan as a seperate entity by providing it

with arms and investments.

"Taiwan has been a place for very

lucrative investment and a major trade part-
ner of the United States since the early
1960's," Houn said. "Even today, the annual
trade volume between Taiwan and the
United States is more than twice as large as
the annual trade volume with the mainland."
The United States is unwilling to give up

its support of Taiwan because it is still uncer-
tain about the political situation on the
mainland, because an independent Taiwan is

easier to manipulate to support American in-

terests, and because Taiwan could be used
as a hostage against anti-American foreign
policy on the part of the mainland govern-
ment in the future.

Keeping Taiwan seperate from the
mainland is a policy fraught with danger,
however, Houn said, since it could arouse a
violent outburst of Chinese nationalism that
could rupture Chinese-American relations.
No Chinese leader can afford to compromise
too long on the question of the reunion of
Taiwan with the mainland.
"The Chinese people have been struggling

for territonal integrity and political in-

dependence for more than a century, and
the current attempt to detach Taiwan is

bound to arouse a strong feeling of anti-
imperialism," Houn said.

It would make better sense from the
American point of view, he said, to resolve
the Taiwan issue "sensibly," rather than
allowing Chinese-American relations to
reach a crisis situation. At present, the
Chinese have reacted to the problem by set-
ting a timetable to end arms sales to Taiwan.
What the United States will do m return,
Houn declined to predict.

"Reagan's interest in selling arms to
Taiwan continuously seems to have stemm-
ed from his close association with the
American business community that has an
enormous economic stake in Taiwan I don't
think that his so-called friendship with the
island is based on any personal feeling,"
Houn said. "The present administration's
continued interest in Taiwan's future does
not mesh with its condemnation of the in-
terference of the Soviet Union in the internal
affairs of Poland. How can we tell them not
to interfere when we are interfering?"

Professor Houn, who teaches courses in
Chinese politics and foreign policy, left the
Chinese mainland in 1948 and was naturaliz-
ed as an American citizen in 1962. He is the
author of books and articles on Chinese af-
fairs and on political science.

Rechazo a E.E.U.U.
en El Salvador

Una protesta masiva se llavarel'a cabo en
Washington DC el sabado 27 de este mes,
en apoyo al pueblo salvadoreno y en oposi-
cic^n a la intervencion del gobierno de
Estados Unidos que ayuda con centena^es
de millones de dolares a la Junta Militar de
Gobierno, culpable de la guerra civil que se
libra en ese pa's Centre Americano.
De prolongarse esa guerra civil que ya ha

causado 35 mil muertos, el gobierno
norteamericano gastara' 800 millones de
dolares en los proximos 18 meses, segi5n in-

formes de varies analistas. Actualmente la

administracion de Reagan ha escalonado esa
intervencion enviando helicopteros, asesores
militares y^una gran cantidad de armamen-
tos, ademas de 50 millones de dolares a la

Junta Militar para sostener el 'orden
publico"

Una coalicion formada por el Comite en
Solidaridad con^ el Pueblo Salvadoreno
(CISPES) y mas de 20 organizaciones
religiosas, pol'ticas, educacionales y
laborales, movilizarali gente de todo el pais

para tratar que esa demostracio'n sea mas
grande que la que se efectuo'el atTo pasado a
la cual asistieron 1(X) mil personas Entre los

issues que se presentara'n ante las

autondades federales estan: fondos para
crear oportunidades de empleos y servicios

sociales, no para la guerra en El Salvador,
umdad contra la pol'tica reaganista de opre-
sion en este pa's y no reclutamiento para el

servicio militar

Por otra parte CISPES intenta que la

manifestacio'n procure atraer la atencio'n del
publico sobre la "alianza " que los Estados
Unidos esta creando entre Argentina, Chile,

Paraguay, Guatemala y Honduras, buscando
que sean estos los que movili^en tropas en El

Salvador en caso que Washington lo con-
sidere necesario y no Estados Unidos direc-

tamente

La demostracion del 27 de marzo en
Washington cdincide con la enorme oposi-
cio'n a nivel nacional e internacional que se
esta levantando en contra del rol directo que
los Estados Unidos esta desempenando en El

Salvador.

En una encuesta realizada recientemente
por la revista "Newsweek" el 86 por ciento
de las personas consultadas se mostro'con-
trana al envio de tropas norteamericanas a E;

Salvador, siendo los partidanos del envic
apenas un ocho por ciento del total.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Concerned Black Students:

v*,L^®^tJ!^'" ^ ^ ^®'- '^P^^tant 5-College
Wide CONCERNED BLACK STUDENTS
ORGANIZATION (CBSO) mee^ ng. Tuesday
March 16th, at 730 p.m. ,n the Center for
Racial Studies lounge in the Southwest
Residential College Area of the UMass cam-
pus. The status of Black student enrollment
Black Studies Programs, Black Cultural
Centers, and a continued Black presence m
the 5 -Colleges, in light of the Reagan Ad-
ministration's "New Federalism" and the
King Administration's cutbacks and
rollbacks, will be the central topics of discus-
sion. What can we feasibly do to strengthen
ourselves and maintain the quality of ex-
istences in the Pioneer Valley? All Black
students from all the 5 -Colleges are en-
couraged to attend.

Duke Elligton Committee

Spring 1982

The Duke Ellington Committee presents
Its fourth annual "Solos and Duos" con-
cert series, an exciting program of Black
classical music concerts by major com-
posers/instrumentalists The focus of this
series will be to present solo and duet per-
formances in an intimate concert setting.
The artists are among the leading musicians
in the jazz idiom, instrumentation will be
varied, ranging from piano, to violin, from
voice to drums. The concerts will be held at
8:00 PM in the Cape Cod Lounge, Student
Union Building at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst Admission is

FREE! For futher information, call
545-2892.

April 2. Andy Bey
Vocalist/ Pianist

April 9, Abdullah Ibrahim
at a Dollar Band Pianist

April 16, Avery G.
Sharpe/John Blake
Bass/Violin

April 23, Clyde Criner/Bil-
ly Hart Keyboard/Drums

Photo Exhibit

Tribute to Women of Color

A photography exhibit by Bobby Davis in

celebration of International Women's Week,
has been extended to Friday, March ^9.
1982 The exhibit is currently on display at
the Augusta Savage Memorial Gallery in The
New Africa House at the University of
Massachusetts Davis, a 1981 graduate of
the University of Massachusetts, has clearly

captured the dignity and strength of Third
World Women in his photographic essay "I

tried to catch women in their own
moments," said Davis He sees his exhibit as
a tribute to women who have suffered much
because of their oppressed position m this

society

READ NUMMO

Afrik-Am Meeting

ATTENTION! Afrik-Am needs nBiixrs.
Meetings are held every TuBsday at 6pin
on the 8th floor of the Canpus Center.

The Rockers

The Jamaican cult classic "The
Rockers" will be shown at Springfield
Technical Community College on
March 20, Bgiiding 17 at 8:00 FREE!

Miles Davis win be
appearing at the Fine Arts
Center on April 2 at 8:00 PM
UMass students- $8.50 and
$9.00 General public $10.00
and $10.50

Third World Theater Series

The Third World Theater Series proudly
presents its fifth season of plays which ex-
hibit the theatrical works of African, Asian
Native American and Hispanic peoples as a
major contribution to contemporary theater
arts. The series seeks to broaden the ex-
perience of the entire community by pro-
viding a bouquet of cultural expressions
wvhich display both the beauty and the
diversity of people of color.

1982 Spring Season

49, An American Indian
Spiritual Musical by Hanay
Geiogamah.
Thursday, March 18 at 8
PM Bowker Auditorium,
UMass

DANCE BONCiO by Errol
Hill

Inspired by the unique
religious bongo rituals of
Trinidad and Tobago, this
tale examines a village in
the search for its cultural
identity. The play will be
acted, directed, and pro-
duced by 5-College
students and community
artists.

Thursday, Friday and
Saturday; April 8, 9, 10
and 15, 16, 17 at 8 PM
Hampden Theater,
Southwest, UMass

PAPER ANGELS by Gen-
ny Lin

A drama depicting the ex-
perience of Chinese im-
migrants arriving at Angel
Island.

Friday, April 30 at 8 PM
Bowker Auditoruim,
UMass

Tickets are $2.00 for
students and $3.00 for
general public. They will
be available two weeks
before the event at the
Student Activities Office
in the Student Union,
and at the door on the
evening of the perfor-
mance.

Orchard Hill Cultural Center

TTie Orchard Hfll Cultiral Centa- has
work-gtudy jobs avaflable If you have a
work-study award and would like to

?!2r ol^J***
Cultiral Center call Pat:

045-2882
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By STEVEN SEMPLE
Collegian Staff

A student Judiciary Tribunal is scheduled to rule at 6
tonight on a request for an injunction that would prevent
the University of Massachusetts Student Government
Association (SGA) from ratifying last week's election of
Jim Murphy as president of that body.
The request came after last night's session of a trial to

determine whether Murphy was eligible to run for the
presidency of the SGA. Murphy was elected president last
Tuesday with 33.8 percent of the vote.
Murphy's eligibility was challenged by plaintiff Paul

Domey, 21, a junior environmental science major, who
also was a campaign worker for the second-place Steve
Robinson/Harvey Ashman candidacy.

Murphy
Testimony m writing from UMass Registrar Ralph DJones could determine the outcome of the case. Chief

Justice Chns Cook last night told the court that although
Jones has not fully cooperated with legal advocates
representing both sides of the case, Jones indicated hewould supply evidence to the impartial judges
"We have a tentative agreement with Ralph" Jones thathewin provide us with the documentary evidence that is

!w?31 ^"^ '" scheduled to resume

Registrar's records state that Murphy was ad-
mmistratively withdrawn from Feb. 19 to March 8 Hewas reinstated March 9, the second and final day for
presidential balloting.

'

But, records obtained March 5 by SGA governmental af-
fau^ committee Chair Mindy Ordway indicate that Mur-

Roxana Bell

Donna Davis

Angela Brow n

Jim m y W ong

Jote L. Brow n

Barrington Henrj

M idori TaberJ

Erjrnne Clarke

pmball machine playing area yesterday.
Kui"»r uuisiae me

phy was listed as a student at that time. Another docu-
ment submitted last night states that Murphy is currently
withdrawn. That document also is from the registrar
Ordway said Jones refused to issue a signed statement

clarifying the procedure by which Murphy was withdrawn
According to Ordway, Jones agreed to respond to her re-
quest for clarification after he could check into possible
legal ramafications with counsel and after he could "cir-
culate the memo on the third floor" of the Whitmore ad-
ministration building. The offices of the chancellor and
vice chancellors are among those on the third floor
Bruce Levy and Arvid Muller, advocates for the

defense, contend that Murphy was retroactively
withdrawn on March 8. That, according to the defense
would have made him eligible throughout the campaign
which began Feb. 22.

SGA candidates
petition a recount
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association (SGA) presidential
candidates Steve Robinson and Harvey Ashman said they
petitioned for a complete ballot recount yesterday.
Although Robinson said the 125 signatures necessary for

a recount were handed in by yesterday's deadline.
Undergraduate Student Senate governmental affairs
committee chairperson Mindy Ordway said yesterday she
could not officially confirm that the petition containing the
signatures has been received by the SGA office.

Robinson said that because this was the closest election
in SGA history, with the top two finishers separated by 25
votes, there should be a recount. Robinson also said that
students were denied an equal chance to vole since, ac-
cording to his calculation, ballots were not available to
students 7.3 percent of the time the polls were open.
Ordway said, as stated in the SGA constitution, a

recount must be completed within 48 hours of the time that
a recount in requested. Also she said although she would
organize a committee under the direction of Senate
Speaker Ed Lee to retabulate the ballots, the results
probably will not be available for verification at the
Student Senate meeting tomorrow night. For that reason,
Ordway said, she could not speculate when the election
results will be officially known.
Ordway said Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Dennis

Madson has appointed Randy Donant from the Student
Activities office to oversee the ballot recounting
procedures. Ordway said that Donant was appointed
because of an alleged ballot-counting mix up. While ballots
for Board of Governors (BOG) candidates were being
counted last Saturday. Ordway said that Madson
miscontrued the BOG counting as the SGA presidential
recounting. Because of this confusion, Ordway said,
Madson appointed Donant to oversee further ballot
tabulation.

Robinson said the request for recount resulted largely
from an enormous discrepancy in the official ballot
tabulation. Robinson said that in the course of ballot
counting last week, he received four different official
tallies.

Ordway said this descrepancy began election night when
Continued on page 6
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Opposition to senate abortion stance finds life in Amherst
By MICHELLE MURRAY M..c r:.;,.„. r„. i :r • . .
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By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

Recent U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee approval of a
Constitutional amendment which would ban all abortions
prompted mostly dismay from professionals and students
in the Amherst area.

The Hatch Amendment, SJ resolution 110. received a
favorable nudge last Wednesday when the judiciary
committee approved it with a 10 7 vote. The amendment
will now proceed to the Senate floor where it will face
tougher opposition, according to amendment opponents.

Carolyn Osolinik, a staff aide to Sen. Edward Kennedy,
p Mass, said the amendment would ban abortion but offer
"an array of possibilities because different states would
have different bills."

Whichever law, state or federal, was more restrictive is
the one which would be adhered to, Osolinik explained.
The judiciary committee was "concerned that (the

amendment) would not take care for once and for all of the,
abortion issue" and "it (the committee) was not sure if a
constitutional amendment is the way to resolve the issue,"
Osolinik said.

Mass Citizens for Life, an anti-choice organization, could
not be reached for comment.

Rev. J. Joseph Quigley, chaplain director of the
Newman Center, said the Catholic Bishops of America
support the Hatch Amendment because "officially the
Catholic Church is right-to life."

Sheldon Goldman, professor of political science and
specialist in constitutional law at the University of
Massachusetts, called the resolution an "insidious
amendment."

"It seems to espouse the principal of home rule."
Goldman said, "when in fact, the issue is the constitutional
rights ol women."
Goldman said he was "dismayed" that people in this

country are concerned with human rights in the Soviet
Union and other totalitarian regimes but they ignore the
"invasion of freedom" represented by a resolution like the
Hatch Amendment.

"I honestly don't think it will pass the House." Goldman
said. But. because anti choice groups are the "most
vigorous and loudest." members of Congress might think it

a safe policy to vote for the amendment, he said.

"The truth of the matter." Goldman explained, "is that

surveys show the majority approve of women having the
right to free choice."

The amendment is "not very good at all for pro-choice
people." said Jane Zbyszynski. spokesperson for the
Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive Freedom
(CERRF).
Zbyszynski said her organization would be working

harder to lobby representatives and recruit people to fight
the amendment.
"Were not up against a wall." she said, but "the only

thing you can do is stronger lobbying of our reps."
Out of state students should especially petition their

representatives, she said.

"I do see it as a serious threat but I don't see it as a
defeat. I don't think it's hopeless. " said Deirdre Scott,
spokesperson for Isis. a reproductive rights group based in
the UMass Everywoman's Center.

Scott said the amendment would see a lot harder fight in
the Senate because the judiciary committee was stacked
with "New Right" anti choice senators.

Scott added the amendment contradicts the philosophy
to "get government off the people's back " because it is
getting government right into personal deciswns.
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^£f^^^' ^^^^"^ ^^^^* rearming, hints freeze is impossibleWASHINGTON (AP) - The SovK^t I In.- ., u„„ c :._ , ,. . .

^ ^ ^ •-'•^AlcrxV/
H V^^^SSVIV^^^ - T^^ Soviet Union now has

??^fon^^
S.S-20 medium-range missiles armed with a

total of 900 nuclear-tipped warheads, each capable of beine

oTd'als^LTeSay"^'^^^' ' ^^"^"^ '^^ ^^'^^^-"'

k^**'n c""''fPF development" is coupled with the fact
that U.S. mteUigence spotted five additional SS-20 sites
under construction inside the Soviet Union, said the of-
ficial, who briefed reporters on the condition he not be

Tr A lu''"'^-"'^^ ^^ concerned and somewhat
alarmed at the contmumg buildup." the official said.
Although the official did not say s6 directly, the in

Reagan asks TV reporters
'trust us' in sensiti^

formation he offered on the continuing expansion of the
Soviet mediumrange missile force appeared aimed at
countering a spreading move in Congress supporting a
worldwide freeze in the present levels of Soviet and U.S.
nuclear arsenals.

Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr. contends such
a step would be "devastating" because it would perpetuate
what he says is a 6-to-l Soviet advantage in nuclear
weapons in Europe.
The senior State Department official said that although

the United States has an advantage over the Soviets in the
total numbers of nuclear warheads world-wide, the Soviets

have the advantage in the number of launchers, megaton
destructive power and "throw weight." the actual weight
of the warheads they can deliver.

The official said, however, that the United States
believes the Soviet Union is negotiating seriously and in a
"businesslike fashion" at talks in Geneva intended to
reduce or eliminate intermediate-range nucleararmed
weapons.

He said this is true even though construction of some of
the five new SS-20 sites got underway after those talks
began last fall.

RADNOR. Pa. (AP) - President
Reagan, saying that television reporting
has become slanted against U.S in-
volvement in El Salvador, is calUng on
reporters to "trust" the administration and
put themselves in our hands."

"There has been a kind of editorial slant
that has something, almost, of the Vietnam
syndrome, which challenges what we're
doing there." Reagan said in an interview to
be published in the March 20 issue of T\'
Gtude magazine

.

Reagan said he wished reporters would
trust us. and put themselves in our hands
and call and say. 'I have this story' " when
deaUng with sensitive information.

"I could say to the press. 'Look. I will
trust you by teUing you what we're trying
to accompUsh. If you use that story, it will
result in harm to our nation, and probably

make it impossible to do what we're trying
to do.' But they just go with the story."
Reagan said.

The administration has had difficulty
getting across "the efforts we'd made in El
Salvador. V> try to convince the American
people that what we're having is an in
filtration into the Americas that is really
directed by the other superpower. " the
president said.

Television news always wants to say
were intervening" in the conflict, he

added.

The media covered the Vietnam War
from the perspective "that the war was
wrong." Reagan said. "Had that been donem World War II, in behalf of the enemy that
was kiUmg American mUitary men. I think
there would have been a revolution in
America."

SCHOOL BUS CRASH - Wakefield, Ma. police officer ^lUm
r/h«'2;iT"^%r^J'!;''^ uu^"^^"' *' "^ Wakefield to ambulance after herschool bus collided with auto in foreground. Four were injured in the

Digest
By the Associated Press

UX Army troops will travel
to Israel as "peacekeepers'

JnTx^^^^- ^^- - P^^troopers from the Army's
ffind Au-borne Division at Fort Bragg wUl leave for the
Mideast today to observe the last phase of Israeli with-
drawal from the Smai Peninsula.
The 808 soldiers represent the main U.S. contingent in

the 11- nation. 2.500-member Multinational Peacekeeping
I-orce which is monitoring the Israeli withdrawal The
peacekeeping mission was agreed upon in the March 1979Lamp Uavid accords.

"In this mission, we are not peacemakers, we are
peacekeepers, said 1st Lt. Mark Hafer. 24. coordinator of
cross-cultural communications.

Israel captured the Sinai Peninsula from Egypt in "TheSeven Days War" of 1967.

Black lawmaker walks out
on Reagan Alabama speech
MONTGOMERY. Ala. - State Rep. Alvin Holmes, who

had caUed on fellow black Alabama lawmakers to walk outdunng President Reagan's address to the Legislature

Remember...

When patronzing
our advertisers,
make sure to tell
them
that you saw
their ads
in the Collegian.

yesterday, got up from his chair and left 20 minutes into
the 30-minute speech.
Reagan received nine ovations, but the several black

legislators m attendance did not clap. However, they stood

Tf .1, If
"^^^^ <=o"eagues as the president entered and

lett the chamber.
Holmes who is from Montgomery, walked out com-

p ainmg about Reagan's "reverse Robin Hood proposal- his
plan to take from the poor and give to the rich

"

Holmes was the only one of the 16 blacks in the 140-member Legislature to walk out. but he said some of his
black coUeagues did not attend the speech
Reagan was here to give a pitch for his "new federalism"

HoXThamt" ' ^'^"^ ^^"'^^ °^ ^^^ '^^•^'^^"- ^ ^^«

General Motors asks UAW
for pay, holiday concessions

Au'^o^ Wo?kIrs~(lUw7'
^^'^" ^^'•P- ^'^'^ '^^ U"'^^Auio workers (UAW) union yesterday it wants hourlv

me cost-oi-living allowance for 18 months
Meanwhile, the UAW's American Motor Corp. councilmel^to ptepare a counterproposal to AMC's concessions

The GM concessions proposal also seeks elimination ofnine paid personal holidays a year and a December Sundavbonus payment for GMs 320.000 hourly workeTs
^

1
he proposal focuses on the realities of todav's

mutZ' untT h"'
^.^^'^ '"^ ^^^^'^•'^'^ ^ frameworkVfmutual understandmg," said Al Warren Jr GM vice

''Tilt"\'r^'''^""f'"d"«trial relations

proposal 'wf'"' ^""^'f ^- ^^'"^^^ <^^"«d the GMproposal very general" with "details lacking."
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Sexual harassment proposal discussed
Ru WITT I V »/r A T T ir.TrBy KELLY MALLEY
Collegian Staff

Terrence Burke. University of Massachusetts associate
chanceUor yesterday completed discussions of the third
dralt of the sexual harassment grievance procedure withmembers of various campus organizations whose input was
mvited by Chancellor Henry Koffler.

Koffler scheduled the meetings for yesterday and lastMonday for open discussion about the grievance procedure
proposal, which he has promised to have implemented
some time this semester, by groups such as the four
governmg bodies at UMass. each University union
btudents Agamst Sexual Harassment (SASH) the
Everywoman's Center (EWC). the UMass ombudsman, the
!< acuity Senate Committee on the status of women and
others.

All attendees contacted before the meeting agreed on
the necessity of a sexual harassment grievance procedure
which is mandated by state law. However, this draft'
based on an original by Janet Rifkin. University om-
budsperson. and others, has been criticized by students
faculty and staff on its policy, informal and formal
procedure.

Beta Alpha Psi to sponsor
income tax return

Koffler was not present at yesterday's meeting, but
Burke recorded the recommendations from attendees and
will pass them on to Koffler. who will soon write a final
version of the procedure. That final version wiU hopefully
be subject to a final revision based on another meeting
with the representatives from the organizations, said Lisa
Ziebel. a member of SASH who was at the meeting. She
said others also expressed a desire to review the procedure
agam before it is made concrete, and said Burke saw a need
for It also. Burke was not available for comment after the
meetmg.
The proposal is currently being reviewed by leeal

counsel to the chancellor.

Legally, the procedure is "weakened" because it holds
that during the hearings under the formal procedure it
states "neither party shall be represented by an attorney

"

said Kyle Hoffman, legal administrative coordinator atUMass Legal Services.

"It is not reasonable, not fair, not legal." not to have a
lawyer present during the hearings, she said, because
most of us do not know how to defend ourselves.

Members of unions have objected to a grievance
procedure that is outside of their contract.

Police clean up
after floor party

in John Adams
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

Three residents of John Adams Tower in the Southwest
Residential Area were arrested by University of
Massachusetts police at 3:02 a.m. Sunday after a night of
violent behavior including assault and battery on a police
officer and assault with a dangerous weapon, a broken beer
bottle, police said yesterday.

Police were called to the sixth floor of John Adams after
a resident attending a floor party reported being
threatened with a broken beer bottle, police said. The
responding officers were directed to room 615. assigned to
Robert Denofrio. where they found Denofrio. 22. and a
second alleged assailant. Steven B. Edelstein, 21. police
said.

Denofrio pushed one of the officers ^gainst a wall and the
officer grabbed him and they began wrestling, police said.
While both officers attempted to subdue him. Edelstein
jumped on the back of one of the officers, police said
Throughout the scuffle Denofrio and Edelstein were
shouting obscenities and threats at the officers, police said.
Also during the struggle a pair of trousers being worn by
one of the officers was torn, police said.

After Denofrio and Edelstein were handcuffed and while
they were being escorted to the elevators, police heard
several loud crashes on the opposite side of the hallway
pobce said Michael Zizza, 21, of 606 John Adams, wai
found to have repeatedly kicked a door resulting in a
mirror falhng to the floor and smashing, police said He
was arrested and charged with being a disorderly person
and mahcious destruction of property, police said.

Denofrio was charged with two counts of assault and
battery on a police officer, accessory after the fact of a
felony for hiding Edelstein in his room, being a disorderly
person, malicious destruction of personal property
resulting from the torn trousers, and disguising his
identity to resist execution of the law. which occurred later
during booking procedures at the police station, police
said.

'^

Edelstein was charged with two counts of assault and
battery on a police officer, assault with a dangerous
weapon, being a disorderly person and malicious
destruction of personal property, police said.

The trio was released on personal recognizance the next
day. police said.

By JUDY RUBIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Chapter
of the National Accounting Fraternity. Beta
Alpha Psi. is sponsoring a free tax return
assistance program for low income tax
payers.

These sessions are held from 2-5 p.m.
Tuesdays and Wednesdays until AprU 15th
on the ninth floor of the Campus Center.
The Volunteer Income Tax Assistance

(VITA) is sponsored by the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS), 'which provides
coursebooks and workshops for accounting
majors who wish to participate, said Steve
Caron, co-director of the program and vice-
president of Beta Alpha Psi.

VITA was established in 1969 and the
program is now in progress on campuses
across t he country.

The service has been reinstated this year
at UMass in hopes of building it up in the

next few years, Caron said.

About 35 students participate in the
student-run program and all have com-
pleted a semester in a federal taxation
course and have attended a training
workshop administered by a revenue aeent
of the IRS.

The service will aide people in filing a
1040 or 1040A tax form, but will not give
assistance to businesses.

If a question arises that one of the
volunteers cannot answer, there is a hotline
to the IRS specifically for this program and
they will answer the question.
Beta Alpha Psi is planning other financial

assistance programs.
'For example, if Recognized Student

Organizations need financial assistance,
we'd be willing to help them." Caron said.
Caron and Mark Touhey. co-directors of

the program, said they "want to keep their
chapter of Beta Alpha Psi healthy by doing
this community service.

Reply deadline for J.Geils
gets Indefinitely extended'

W7 n. pleasant st.. amherst

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

The Union Program Council (UPC) has
indefinitely extended its reply deadline to
the J. Geils Band for its proposed ap
pearance at the University of
Massachusetts spring concert in Alumni
Stadium on May 1.. UPC Talent Coor
dinator Frank Gironda said yesterday.
"We have talked to the talent agency that

handles J. Geils and they have asked us to
be patient." Gironda said.

Gironda said he thought the band had
their decision down to two out of the
original four sites they had to choose from
for the May 1 date, with UMass being one of

the remaining choices.

Because May 1 is the last scheduled date
for the band's U.S. tour it is very important
to them, Gironda said, and the band is

taking its time making a decision.

"The decision will be made directly by the
band." Gironda said, "and since they are on
the road right now. that complicates
things."

"It will be to our advantage to give the
band time to make their decision." Gironda
said. "We could have withdrawn our offer
but that would have given the band an easy
decision. We have nothing to lose but time
by keeping our offer in and a lot to gain."
Gironda said that if Geils should reject

UPC's offer, "it would be extremely dif-

ficult to use the stadium. " but there would
definitely be some sort of show.
"UPC will present a spring event no

matter what. " he said.

The Student Senate had approved the
underwriting of the concert pending the
signing of J. Geils. but has not yet said
what will happen if the band is not signed.
"We want to hang in there," Gironda

said.
,Jlt72^^}' ^^^ ~ Melinda Thompson, 5. oVAlThiTBVt^Mirth'e
recent Rubik's cube competition held in Amherst.
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Grant aimed at male miderstanding of violence to women
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By DIANA AJJAN
CoUegian Suff

A Boston based men's counseling group plans to workwith five local women s shelters on a counseling program
for men who abuse women in an effort to make clear thatdomestic violence against women is a male issue.

,h^T^'^^:
^
^u^"""

collective aimed at counseling women

S^toTi T''"'. "i'^
'^' Massachusetts Coalition of

• t^^n **""?" ^'^'^^^ Organizations, received a

FVu.'nT.^'"''"^ ^'T ^^^ ^^^ ^*'"y fteynolds Babcock
t oundation. according to the Springfuld Unim.

, The five women's groups involved in the men s coun

^tl r^T "u '^' "^'""" ^ ^"^ R^P^ «"d Abuse
(Spr.ngf.eld) Hegira (Westfield). Womanshelter-
Companeras (Holyoke). Necessities- Necesidades (Nor
Ujampton) and the New England Learning Center forWomen in Transition, or NELCWIT (Greenfield).

Steven Botkin a member of Men Against Violence
Against Women (MACAW), in Amherst, said Emerge will
use its portion of the grant to establish a counseling

SAP makes arrests,

credits fog for a rest
By SUSAN RING
CoUegian Staff

The Amherst police Speed and Alcohol Patrol (SAP)
made 24 motor vehicle stops, wrote 10 speeding citations
and made one arrest over the weekend. Drivers generally
traveled at lower speeds than usual this weekend because
of the fog, according to police.
University of Massachusetts student Dana M. Davis 23

vf ^1^^ ^"^' "^^ arrested at 2:1 1 a.m. on Saturday ori
North Pleasant Street for speeding and operating under
the influence of alcohol. Davis entered a plea of not guiltv
at his arraignment yesterday.
Davis is also scheduled to be arraigned tomorrow on

charges of failure to keep to the right, driving to en-
danger, two counts of assault and battery with a^gerous weapon, an automobile, and impeded opera-

HnK I ?
**''

''^t'^^^
'^"^ f'^"' ^ ^^^- 6 accident onHobart Lane in which two University of Massachusetts

students were injured.

Amherst police made four other arrests over the
weekend.
UMass student Stephen W. Hopkins. 22, of Springfield

was arrested at 3:58 a.m. Saturday on East Hadley Road
for driving while under the influence of alcohol, police
said. John H. Mathison. 20. of 520 Clark House, was ar-

S^^ f^ ^.li^^
^•"'- ^"^^i' ^" a 'default warrant out of

Westfield The warrant was for being a disorderiy person
police said.

'

Glenn A. Porter, 20, of Topsfield. was arrested at 7-37
p.m. Saturday on Main Street for being an improper per-
son in possession of alcohol and possession of a controlled
substance.

UMass student William Patrick Sexton. 21, of Scituate
was arrested at 2:18 a.m. Saturday on North Pleasant
btreet near Presidential Apartments and charged with
driving while under the influence of alcohol and disregar-
ding a red light.

^

In an unrelated incident, a Brandywine Apts. resident
reported that $200 in cash was stolen from her bedroom
sometime after 1:30 a.m. Sunday, police said.
A wallet was stolen from a woman at Poor Richard's

sometime after 8 p.m. Friday and returned to her without
a credit card and checkbook on Saturday, according to
police. The credit card was reportedly used at a local gas
station to purchase $26 worth of gas, according to police
Police have a suspect and will seek a show cause hearing in
connection with the larceny of the wallet.

Haig outlines new
Nicaraguan aid
NEW YORK (AP) - As President Reagan welcomed

Mexican efforts to "open some doors" toward easing
tensions m Central America. Secretary of State Alexander
M. Haig Jr. revealed yesterday that the United States is
prepared to resume aid to Nicaragua if it sUys out of El
5>aIvador and makes other concessions.

Mexican intermediaries wiU ask Nicaragua to reconsider
the U.S. proposals, which received a cool reception when
they were made last summer.
Haig approved the Mexican efforts Sunday during a

meeting with Mexican Foreign Secretary Jorge
Castaneda. who said there is "great interest" in Nicaragua
m a restoration of U.S. foreign assistance and in a nor
malization of relations.

Castaneda said he believes Nicaragua would be willing to
stop arms shipments to leftist rebels in El Salvador under
certain circumstances.
Speaking to reporters here yesterday. Haig refu.sed to

speculate on the outcome of the Mexican initiative but
nothing in his remarks indicated he shared Castanedas
'^ptimism. He characterized the Mexican's assessment of
."Nicaragua's attitude as a "subjective judgment."

Haig also made clear that Mexico is not authorued to
n€^-»tiate on behalf of the United States. He said Mexico's
1 ote is one of "faciliuting contacts.

'

program for men in western Massachusetts.

A three day counselor training program, tentatively
scheduled for May. will ideally consist of about 20 par-
ticipants, with men represented by a 3-1 ratio. Betkin said.

Joan Deely, a crisis intervention worker at NELCWIT.
sa.d there are several reasons why men may batter
women. In our society, men often view women as objects
rather than people, making it easier to abuse them. Deely
said. She also said the media depicts people as generally
being abusive to one another.

According to Botkin, the abuse of women is a
misdirected expression of frustration and anger.

"I think there are many messages men get in growing up
that It's all right to take out their frustration and ange. o.n
women, and one of the ways is beating (women). That's
just one of a host of forms," Botkin said.

FBr^tatistics show an incident of wife beating occurs
every 18 seconds in the United States and that 1.5 million
wives are severely injured each year by wife beaters.
Deely said there is a need for mens counseling programs

because without them, men may have nowhere else to
turn. Men need to relearn their relationships to women
children, and other people, she said.

'

According to "Men Helping Men Stop Woman Abuse "

an article written by Andrew McCormick, a social worker
Emerge, as a group, sees three basic conditions leading towomen abuse. One is that men believe they have the rLht
to abuse women. The second is they believe it is a
legitimate way to solve problems. Last, it is a way to
maintain their dominant position.

According to McCormick, Emerges goals are to offer
men alternatives to abuse, to increase men's awareness of
their emotions and to help men understand why women
abuse oppresses women.

"Their (Emerge's) goal is to end woman abuse and their
primary vehicles for doing that are group counseling and
community education," Botkin said.

According to McCormick, Emerge is" trying to make
abuse a public issue and encourage collective forms of
problem solving as men seek help from each other.
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Why I don't celebrate

St. Patrick's Day
By KEN JOHNSTON
Collegian Correspondent

Wednesday March 17, marks the day that the Irish apos-
tle s death, St. Patrick is celebrated worldwide among
Insh. Here m the United States St. Patrick will be
celebrated by parades of Irish and other Americans, in-
cludmg Blacks by the ceremonial wearing of "green " The
green represents the color of vitality and the emerald Isle
of the land. But who is St. Patrick and who'll be wearing
the green? ^

Top of the morning' and 'the luck of the Irish' are com-com quotes the Irish remember when they were
persecuted and oppressed because of their religious and
political beliefs.

^

However they are often unmindful of the role that thev
play in the continued persecution and oppression of other
people and races. A large portion of the Irish-American
immigrants who came to this country during the middle
period of the 19th century settled in Boston
Massachusetts. The significance of their settlement was
historic in that they were the first 'ghetto dwellers' of
America. The Irish, like Black Americans were often un-
favourably written about during the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. The Irish American immigrants
(without much luck) were stereotyped as a truant race
just like Afro-Americans are stereotyped today
Father John Quigley of the Newman Center, a native of

Ireland said, "St. Patrick who was born in c. 389 began his
work in c. 432." Patrick, a patron saint as Martin L Kine
Jr. and Malcolm X were to Black America, answered the
prayers of his people by "uplifting them from spiritual
slavery, according to Father Quigley, "he was a
liberator.

Although, the Irish today, have fallen victim to unfound-
ed stereotypes because of the misunderstandings of their
history and culture, they too have also perpetuated un-
founded stereotypes of others because of their
misunderstanding of the significance of the color of skin
Martin L. King Jr., although not officially decreed a

saint, was to his people a believer in what they believed I
believe just as other people that a man who gives his life to
social justice and equality for all deserves to be honored by
all, no matter his race, color, or religion. When the Irish
support Black Americans dreams in his birthday becoming
a national holiday, the first holiday in this country to
honor a Black person, then I will celebrate St Patrick's
Day.

LUTHER By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

Mitterand, Reagan political,

economic policies contrasted
Rv RAVAUn DITO'TTxiBy BAYARD RUSTIN
A. Philip Randolph Institute

The recent visit of French President Francois Mitter-
rand to the United States for discussions with President
Reagan resulted in an encounter between two of the
Western worid's most important leaders.
The Reagan-Mitterrand summit was likewise a meeting

of two leaders who took office under remarkably similar
circumstances. Both Presidents were elected a year ago
after having campaigned on the promise of increasing pro-
ductvity and creating new jobs. Both sharply criticized the
foreign and domestic policies of their predecessors. Both
defeated moderate incumbents by arguing that what was
needed was a radical change of course in government To
some degree, both have felt the need to decentralize the
structure and functions of government.
Here, however, the similarities end. For the recent sum-

mit of the French and American Presidents was a dialogue
betweent two leaders whose approach to quite similar
economic problems is based on fundamentally different
assumptions.

President Reagan's policies are based on a total faith in-
the functioning of the market system. For Reagan it is
government intervention in the economy which has been
responsible for high unemployment, a decline in produc-
tivity, and inflation. In Mitterrand's view, it is the govern-
ment's failure to play a leading role in the economy which
is at the root of his country's economic problems
Since coming into office the French President has:

'given hefty raises to France's lowest paid
workers;

'nationalized France's banks and nine large in-
dustrial corporations;

•has cut the work week from 40 hours to 39 with
an additional cut of 4 hours to follow;

•has increased the paid vacations of French
workers from four to five weeks.
The last two measures are intended not merely to pro-

vide workers with more free time and thus make them
more productive during the hours in which they work
These policies also have the effect of spurring further hir-
ing and thus serve to ease unemployment.
When Mitterrand came into office many conservatives

were suggesting that France would soon be transformed
into a "collectivist hell." In point of fact the changes that

have been implemented are far-reaching but entirely con-
sistent with democracy and individual freedom.

The overall goal of the Mitterand policies is to produce agrowth rate of three percent. Most experts predict that in
1982 France will achieve at least the level of 2.5 percent
growth, which would push it well ahead of its European
partners and the United States.
As a result of the Reagan Administration's policies

Americans have seen a decline in the annual rate of infla-
tion. However, this decline has been achieved at the cost
of a recession, high unemployment, and industrial decline
France continues to suffer from infiation. But under Mit-
terrand the inflation rate is no higher than it was under hismore conservative predecessor. Moreover, France is in

firui
^" impressive economic expansion

While President Reagan has been drastically cuttinji
government spending for scientific and technoloricd
research. President Mitterrand has announced an am-
bitious program of government-funded research in elec-
tronics, computer technology, and energy. The French
President recognized that only those countries which
spend money on science and education can hope to com-
pete in an increasingly technological worid.
President Reagan's policies are based on a blind reliance

on market forces and on a belief that government has no
ro e to play m securing social justice. President Mitterrand
believes that government must be an important partner in
industrial growth and must strive to create a more just
and humane society, a society which is concerned about its
poor and disadvantaged.
France's socialist and social democratic leaders reject

the view that the only way to control inflation is to bring
about a recession. One of President Mitterrand's closest
economic advisors has stated that such an approach is "ab-
surd. You can beat inflation only by increasing productivi-

No one can predict whether Mitterand will succeed
However, if his policies result in economic growth and
greater social justice for French workers, they will sug-
gest an interesting model for a way out of the Reagan Ad-
ministration's economic mess. Mitterrand's social
democratic experiment may eventually provide some
answers to developing a policy for combatting the high in-
terest rates, recession, and high unemployment which
have gripped the United States.

d^J'.^^T'^'Tl' "!J "m "' L"?
o"!*^ ""••' ** SPO-O"" by the Third iJ^rrd'?heX»«rie», 4f will be pUjring Thursday March 18 in Bowker Auditorium.

Ragtime: A film review
By SATYA GABRIEL

Haqtimt is an amazing movie for many reasons, not the
least of which is the major role given to its black charac
ters. The black characters of /fa^ijwe are real people not
stereotypes born of a white vision of what a negro is
supposed to be.

And yet Hagtime is a poem and its characters
metaphors. They represent the complexity of life in
Amen«i and the experiences of various social classes in
this land. The.se characters come to represent both the
passions and the struggles that have propelled America to
where it is today.

Rnqtimi is directed by Milos Korman who shows the
same talents and sensitivities that went into the making of
(h,i Fhw Ovtr the Cuckoos Nest. The acting, mood, and
cinemalqgraphy excel.

The movie tells several stories and delicately weaves
them together. But the central figure in Ragtime is
Coalhouse Walker. Jr.. played by Howard E. Rollins
Kollins portrays the black pianist with a dignity and power
thai IS rarely allowed of black actors on the silver screen
Rollins masterfully carries out the transformation of
Coalhouse Walker. Jr. from pianist to urban terrorist A
transformation caused by one too many acts of racism and
the lack of justice from Americas white run institutions
Walker thus creates his own justice. It is a decision that
most black Americans can find empathy for even while
dusagreeing with Walker's tactics.

Ragtiwii;, a rare motion picture. It is a masterpiece and
will probably be appreciated more fifty years from now
than It will be today. Nevertheless it is here for us now and
I would encourage you not to wait.
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Grant enligHtens
shade tree study
ByJOHNROLLINSON
Collegian Correspondent

A University of Massachusetts scienUst. Dr. George

iTrld , '5?n£!*"'
P*'*:°*°8^ department, has been

n^M K fiT. ^*"^ ^^ '•^^'•^^h i"to shade treeproblems by the Memonai Trust Fund of the International
Society of Arborculture (ISA) this spring

Agrios" work involved the control of virus symptoms

fH !k J!^'*" *"1 '^""^^« '" ^^""^^ ^^ ornamental
trees through the use of antiviral compounds
Agrios said the money will "help us to buy seedlings of

various kuids of trees."
"We innoculate the seedlings with a virus and then injectthem with various compounds, as a doctor would inject the

patient. We then observe to learn what chemicals will
protect against a disease. It has worked with apples andwe hope for results with other trees," Agrios said
The award was one of 12 made to researchers in 10

states from 51 applications. The trustees of the fund vote
on recommendations frMn the ISA's research committee
which IS made up of scientists from various regions and
interests.

Dr. Francis W. Holmes, director of the University of
Massachusetts Shade Tree Laboratories and chairman of
the lt>A s research committee, said that whUe $1000 won't
completely fund a research project, "it definitely
stimulates research and it can make it possible where it
might otherwise be abandoned and can sometimes impress
schools who may add their support.

"

ApplicaUons and information about the grants can be
obtained from the Shade Tree Laboratories which are a
part of the College of Food and Natural Resources

j]^^ay, March 16, 1982

^SGA recount
Continuedfrom page 1

a total of 47 votes were invalidated because the students
casting those votes were either part-time students,
graduate students, or were in Stockbridge.

Because of the problems thus far in this year's ballot
counting. Ordway said a task force will be appointed towork on the possibility of having a computerized voting
system by election time next year.

Under the computerized voting system, Ordway said all
votmg will take place in the Student Union Ballroom and
any improperly marked ballots wUl be automaticaUy spit
out by the computer.

Ordway said that a system such as this was proposed but
eventually overlooked within the SGA last year The
enure transition to this system would be conducted by a
completely separate, professional company, Ordway said
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Restaurant walkouts include students
By RONALD KENDALL
Collegian Correspondent

When a waitress must chase a customer into a

restaurant parking lot in order to collect the bill, it is often
a problem that reflects on both the customer and the
restaurant.

"The police come when we call about a walkout," said

Martha Day. assistant manager of Judie's restaurant
which is located on North Pleasant Street in Amherst.
Walkouts occur primarily during rush hours and peak

seasonal periods. Day .said. She declined to speculate as to
whether most walkouts were student-related but said that
young people constitute the majority of offenders.
Many restaurants in the Amherst area are affected by

people walking out on dinner checks.
"Usually you can tell if they're (customers) going to

bolt," said Harry (Chic) Delano of Delano's, located on
North Pleasant Street. His restaurant's policy is to
prosecute only if the customer refuses to pay. Delano said
that 98 percent of walkouts are students.
Sharon Kieras. temporary manager of Daisy's in North

Amherst, agreed, saying that 70 percent of her walkouts
are students.

Kathy Danek. manager of the Pizza Hut in Hadley. said

that she may have as many as two walkouts per week Sheadded hat waitresses usually "chase offenders down'' in
the parking lot.

"

The Hungry U on University Drive has instituted apolicy of prosecutmg customers who leave without pavimr
said owner Kevin McQuUlen. McQuillen said he hopes that
the new system wiU deter people from leaving unpaid biUs

Plumbleys off the Common has no problem with
walkouts, said manager Ed Stewart.
He said the reason is that tables at the Amherst

establishment are staffed at all times, and this policv
substantially cuts the danger of walkouts.
Amherst Police Lt. David Jankowski said the depart

ment responds to all calls but he has never been informed
of a serious problem with walkouts. He said that seminars
on crime prevention have been held by the police on other
subjects. If asked to address the Chamber of Commerce on
the matter. Jankowski said he would do so.

Unless there is an agreement between the customer and
victualer. the restaurant must swallow any unpaid bill
When asked how they would respond to a walkout, most
waitresses said they would chase the customer no matter
what the restaurant's liability.

A license plate number is usually taken down in order to
identify the non-paying customer.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
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More to ERA
than iequality
Ratification of the ERA would be a very important

symbohc victory for the women's rights move-
ment, but things must be kept in perspectiveEquality for women won't be achieved througrpas^rofone amendment; sexism is a deep-rootedToCThat

must be dealt with on a much larger scale. EspecidlJ! now

inrifl^'^^u^i ^r^^" '^ "^'"^ ^'^ rose-colored glasses to
look back fondly on the good old days, when men werehard at work making America number one at home and
abroad, and women were at home having babies and
testing new home appliances. Many seek a return to these
times of prosperity. Thus, the New Conservatism, and

t^uvMUk ^.- .M1/T%

With it, new and improved attacks on women's rights
One of these is a counter-offensive launched this fall

which threatens to virtually eliminate the only existing sex
discrimination law, Title IX. This would be an even
greater step backwards, and could stop the Equal Rights
tor Women movement right in its tracks.

..

Senator Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) has introduced a bill to
revise Title IX. That's a clever way of saying he wants

to trash It. Title IX was enacted in 1972 to protect women
from all forms of sex discrimination, in school and on the
job. Institutions receiving over a certain amount of federal
aid must comply with strict anti-discriminatory guidelines
with the threat of having all funding eliminated if viola-
tions are found. The law covers women students, teachers
and employees throughout the entire school or workplace.'

The Hatch bill seeks to make only those specific pro-
grams receiving Title IX funds responsible for compliance
narrowing the scope and coverage of the law bv an
estimated 96 percent.
But maybe the conservatives are right. We're in a reces-

sion, and such luxuries just shouldn't be afforded. Accor-
ding to a Hatch spokesperson, enforcement of Title IX
causes too much clerical and reporting work...and en-

Letters^

Freedom of choice is at stake
To the Editor:

On Thursday. March 11. the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee passed the Hatch Federalist Amendment.

!• ederahst because it would give the states, as well as
Congress, the power to decide the legality of abortion. In
effect, the amendment nullifies the Supreme Court
decision in Roe vs. Wade, which guaranteed the right to
safe and legal abortion under the Constitution.
The Hatch amendment was proposed in direct response

to the failure of the Human Life Amendment to pass one
year ago. It is an underhanded attempt to pass the HLA
piece by piece.

Once the Hatch Amendment is on the floor, it opens the
door for the Helms amendment, which states life begins at
conception. This essentially would make all abortions
murder. Considering the case of rape and the fact that no
contraception is 100 percent effective, this proposal is a
direct affront to our freedom of choice.

Within the past decade women have made amazing gains
in the pursuit of equal rights. If this amendment is passed
every freedom fought so hard to attain will be completely
eliminated.

The issue of abortion has the potential to effect each and
every one of us. Do you want decisions that dramatically
effect your life and future made for you? As shown through
recent polls. 80 percent of the populace is pro choice. If
these people do not make themselves heard over the small
vocal faction of anti choice, there will bo no more choice.
With the option of abortion eliminated, are you willing to

financially and emotionally support an unwanted child?
Are you willing to pay the cost and face the risks of illegal
abortion? Or is the only remaining choice celibacy?
The time to rally is now. It is urgent that something be

done. Committees are being formed and groups are taking
action. Stand up for your freedoms before they no longer
exist. Become i\^v:ire, enlighten others, be involved. This is

your struggle, it is your life.

Karen Stromberg
Tracy Mohv
Sunderland

Geologists not out for money
To the Editor:

We would like to comment on the article "Geology
professor says pay mounting" (March 4). We feel that it is

incoherent, disjointed, and on at least one important point,
inaccurate.

We are not disputing the main subject of Curioso's ar-

ticle, the fact that in the geosciences a growing number of
opportunities are opening up for men and women, wHh the

courages the possibiUty of extended investigation and
litigation against schools." And we all know what a waste
of time that's been in the past. The Justice Department
has only investigated one sex-discrimination complaint
with no conclusive results. As another Hatch aide said this
tall, when Washington gets into something, it often
screws It up." All complaints, he felt, should be registered
with the school in question or with the local newspaper if
anything is to be accomplished.

Senator Hatch and his cohorts are overlooking some
^'^

T^H^;^,"*^.
^y P^'Tx^seful neglect, not ignorance,

bmce Title IX s inception, great gains have been made in
sex equality, and women are finally getting a fair chance
in education and employment. Hundreds of women's
studies programs have been established in schools
Guidance counseling of high school students, a major
determinant in their eventual career choices, has just
recently become "sex-blind." No more blue vocational
tests for boys, and pink ones for girls - there's only one
test now. Since 1972 five times as many women are play-

ing college sports, and receive 22 times more athletic
scholarship money. Mens' college athletic budgets are only
five times higher than womens'. In 1974, they were 22
times higher. Changes are evident in other ways as well
There are eight times as many women engineers now and
tive times as many women in law school. Pregnant
students can no longer be expelled or suspended from
school, and married women are finally eligible for college
aid. Such was not the case fifteen or so years ago.

Of the 441 jobs classified in the 1980 census, only 60 had
a significant number of women. Studies show that the less
education a woman has, the better her chance of finding a
job. Women still earn only 59 cents on every dollar a man
earns, often for an equivalent job. So Title IX has not been
a cure-all. But it has been effective.

Keeping Title IX intact is as important and timely a
cause as the ratification of the ERA. We have to stand our
ground before we can move forward.

Joah Meyer is a UMass student.

potential of well-paying jobs. We do. however, resent the
implications that our prime motivation in majoring in
geology IS the idea of making "big bucks" in the oil in-
dustry.

The quoted Christine Fairneny may be here in the
geology department in order "to buy a Porsche." but most
ol us are here for reasons beyond high salaries. The ex-
cellent faculty and staff make worthwhile the amount of
time and dedication needed to fulfill the rigorous depar
tmental requirements.

In summary, we feel the Collegian has displayed poor
journalism by failing to publish an accurate cross-section of
the attitudes and goals of the geology majors here at
UMass.

Linda Reinen
and eight other
members of the

UMass Geology Dept.

Prevent axing of Clean Air Act
To the Editor:

This letter contains a message of substantial importance
to anyone who breathes.
Think back to the late 1960's and early 70's if you can

remember. Halo clouds of smog and soot rose above every
major city in the country until air pollution became an
environmental and health issue generating political ao
tivism second only to efforts against U.S. involvement in
Vietnam. Eventually, through the advice of en
vironmenlal. medical, and scientific communities, along
with the hard work of citizens expre.s.sing support for
legislation to control air polluticn, the Clean Air Act of
1970 was passed. This act has not solved the air pollution
problem completely, but it is responsible for greatly im
proving the nation's air quality over the last twelve years.

Presently the Clean Air Act is before Congress to be
reauthorized and amended. Industrial lobbyists and the
Reagan administration have openly launched a campaign to
gut the Act. The attitudes of the executive branch and
some congressmen in the past two years rcllect a lack of
concern for public health and environmental quality. It is

critical that the act is not weakened. Now more than ever,
our country needs to address the problem of acid rain by
strengthening regulations on industrial and auto
emissions. We need to continue striving for health stan
dards that were outlined, and partially attained, in the
original act. As a nation we need to support and fund
federal enforcement of these regulations.
Hope for an Effective Clean Air Act is in the hands of

Congress. Everyone who cares about clean air must write
letters to their senators and representatives immediately.
If this act is weakened the future will bring more cancer.

more heart and lung disease, more lakes and rivers killed
by acid rain, more smog, and the revision of our country's
air back to the poor quality of the past. "Speak now or
forever hold your breath." (NWF)

Christian Ricardi

Amherst

Letters Policy
Letters to the editor must include the

writer's name, address and telephone number
for verification. Please type triple spaced at 67
characters per line. Because of the large
volume of mail received, unpublished letters
cannot be acknowledged or returned. Submis-
sions are subject to editing for clarity and
grammar. Letters longer than 30 lines may be
condensed.
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The Smart Electronics Store

St. Patrick's Week.Wednesday-Saturdav
c^rpSK'raScSSSi:;-^^^^^^^ «t Tooh S'^-tf® ^ '^"^ °' ^^® ^P®^'^' St Patricks Sale values you'll find this weekat Tech H,f, There are many more unadvertised specials in all 75 Tech Hifi stores

v*******^*

'309 Computer

-.pr-^

^^-

All power ratings Into 8 ohms. 20-
20kHz Intermediate markdowns
may hiave been taken. Not respon-
sible for misprints At participating

Tech Hifi stores.

m\

Save $50! C» comrrvodorr
CommodOfe VIC-20 home compulef system
has what you oeed to efiter the computer age'
•ncludes best -selling Commodore VIC-20 pro-
grammabte color computer Commodofe 1 530
daU cassette. THI VIC PAK- 1 program sampler
(7 programs on one cassette) and introduction
to Prograrfmiing (manual plus 2 cassettes)
Connects to any TV

'29 Headphones
Save 25%! sont
Sony s super-light MOn-3 stereo headphones
started a trend Our low St PatrH;Ks Sate price
makes them sound even better' Save on otfier
models from AKG. Pioneer and Koss

'239 Tape Deck
Save $70! Tbchnks
^^ol":*

RSM-240X cassette deck has built-
in DBX tor the most noise-lree recordings of all<
Also has Dolby* LED meters, cue 4 review
i^er start, and more Great SI Patrick s Sale

'139 Cabinet
Save $30! JVC
Deluxe JVC audio cabinet protects your compo-
nents and displays them beautifully' Has hinged
gtass too (lor easy access to your turntable)
hinged glass doors and easy-roll casters
Harxteome walnut vinyi hnish

'169 Car Stereo
$Save $30! Misuam 00 pnNGEn
Our $169 St Patrick s Sale car system sounds
better than a basic factory system, costs a lot
leas, and fits almost all cars You get a
Mitsubishi RX-723 AM/FM stereo cassette^ay-
er plus a pair of Pioneer TS- 1 06 coaxial speakers
Save on other car stereo models from Sony
Pkxwer, Jensen. atKJ more Expert installations
IS available

^'?#

'519 System
Save $101!

Our $519 St Patrick s Sale system
combines breathtaking sound with a
$101 savings' Vou get a 30 watt per
channel Technics receiver a fully-

automatic Dual 1258 multiple-play
turntable (with an Audio-Technica 90E

cartridge) and high-outpul JVC SK-303
12inch 3-way fkjor-slanding speakers

Technics H JVC »!.».«,«.

^159 Portable
Save $30! XL:^

This couW be me best-sounding personal port-

c^.^Z I
"' ?*'"** "^^^ ^"^ Pocket-sized

f,r.K ^"n "^ '"e'al-'s'andard tape switch
talk-through feature, 2 headphone ,acks and
digital counter Comes with batteries super-

r-.rt,j!l T*'®'®,"
'^aclP^ies, and stereo TU

cartridge Top-of-the line at special St Patnck s
Sale savir)gs'

'369 System
Save $71! omit»cmi CPI Jvc %fyc^t,mc
Top-rated sound rock-bottom price' Our $369 St Patrick's

R P^c,*""
"""""^^ " " «^" P«' =''''""«' HitachiH-^000 stereo receiver with top-rated EPI A-70 sneakpr*and the best-buy JVC LA-21 turntable co,^(;^etl^imr

P^ckenng220E cartridge Othersalesystems'^ncedaslow

f\ «

,- --VA

ynsA"

„ ^ — —— ' -'—

-

tech
Better price. Better advice.

15 East Pleasant Street, Amherst 253-3100

s^;-sgsrr!K;-gj£'ag'sacag

.:'#*
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John D. McDonald
FREE FALL IN CRIMSON
By John D. MacDonald
Fawcett Creat Paperbacks 246 pp. ($2.95)

By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

John D. MacDonald has written over 60 books in his pro-
lific career as a bestselling author. Of these 60, 1 have read
at least 40. Although none of these hot little novels will
ever qualify as a literary classic, at least 90 percent of
Uiem can be regarded as fun diversions. His latest, Free
tall in Crimson is no exception.
MacDonald bases his technique on the followinir

premise: if you really have enough talent, you should be
a^le to write dozens of novels and hundreds of short
stones (usually found in Playboy and Cosmopolitan) and
educate, entertain and amuse millions of people without
making them stupid or shoving anything down their
throats that they won't be able to handle
With all of this quantity, quality sometimes does take a

back seat, but MacDonald isn't interested in re-writingWar and Peace. All he wants to do is provide his legions
of readers with a "good read."
However out of these myriads of paperbacks, there

have been at least some classics that continue to endure on
the bookstands: All These Condemned, The End of the
{ij9M,A Deadly Shade of Gold, Cry Hard, Cru FastThe Girl, the Gold Watch and Everythi^ and C^n-
cto/mniom. (Don't confuse these last two with the
abominable TV versions made of them last year )He has also had his share of bombs: The Deceivers
Area of Suspicion, The Green Ripper and Ballroom of
the Skies.

However, it's not just these scores of novels of crime
judgement and retribution in America's sunbelt that ha^
made him so famous, but rather the illuminated adven-

M^'^
^"^^ character, the indestructable Travis.

McGee is the realist's James Bond and the intellectual's
Mack Bolan. Through him, millions live vicariously as he

enters Florida s seedy underworld to do battle with the
evil creatures that he finds slithering around down there
Big, strong quick and smart, he lives aboard his trustv
houseboat The Busted Flush and discusses t£3
situation with his friend Meyer, a philosopher-economist
who lives aboard the adjoining houseboat. The JohnMaynard Keynes.
-These two have encountered an intense range of

frl/^"' ?
the twenty years or so that they have been

together. In their first adventure, The Deep Blue Good-
ie' ^u^^'^

^^^}^'^ of Junior Allen, a grinning sociopathwho killed for pleasure and beat on women for kicks Inthe landmark i?rii,/k/ Orange for the Shroud they trackeddown Boone Waxwell (the most famous of all MkcDonald
villains) a degenerate swamp rat who met his timely end
by jumping on and sticking to the pointy end of aMangrove root. y ^ i^ ui d.

To say that McGee and Meyers' adventures are colorfulwould simply be stating the obvious
Their new adventure. Free Fall in Crimson is good, but

ra her tame compared to MacDonald's usual standards
(but this too IS in character because Travis is becoming
noticeably older). It still has some excellent "McGee"
observations (this is significant because as far as socialcommentajy goes author and creation become the same
entity) and a final chapter that will satisfy regulars andknock newcomers out of their seats

.rt^^
^" ^^^^ adventures, all of the basic ingredients

are there. However, chapter five which contains the
book s token sex scene is pooriy conceived, improbably
and seems more like an afterthought than anything else
Its mam purpose seems to show that Travis has gotten
over the loss of his girifriend Gretal, who was murdered
by a group of killer cultists in the previous book
Chapter eight "the ass-kicking chapter" is also mildly

disappointing. Here Travis goes up against Mike andKnucks a pair of washed up renegade bikers who seemedmore like a pack of holdovers from a William Smith movie
than anything ese. I felt sorry for them in a way because

thPv TV^^ ''"''^ ^^^^ ^^^y ^^'•^ ^^"•"g '"to whenthey started messing around under the hood of "MissAgnes" Travis' trusty Rolls Royce pickup

John D. MacDonald, author of over 60 books in-
cluding Free Fall In Crimson.

Both of these scenes were merely reminders of things
j»st, but for MacDonald junkies who need their yearly fix
they fulfilled a need. "^

'

The plot of this little extravaganza (as if it matters) is a
bit more farfetehed than usual. McGee in seareh of the
killers of Elhs Esteriand, a cancer ridden millionaire
comes into contact with "The Fantasies" a group of right-wing bikers; Peter Kesner, a burned out hippie filmmierwho mysteriously comes into contact with the $3 million
that he needed to finance his latest box office disaster and

^L ?'" u^^i ^^^f^
^'^y ^^^>' ^ typical psychotic

bottom dweller who likes to settle his debt« with the
business end of a meat cleaver.
There is some tension here as well as a few laughs and

although It IS not exactly vintage MacDonald, \t does go on
to prove an old adage: Old heroes never die, they just
return m paperback. *

Children, Kcasso and
bikinis in Orlen book

W' ._ |. _« XT m J ... .. . .
f<»"*r«n photo by Vine, DeWitl

Minimalism? No, I don t call my music that. But journalists have to putthinp m words, so some call my music minimalism."
Whatever anyone chooses to call it, last Thursday's performance of four

piecea by avant-garde composer Steve Reich was one of the most exciting
and refreshingly original nights of experiemental music heard on thiscampus in a long time.
The four pieces were played by students from UMass, Amherst Colleee

Smith and Mt. Holyoke. "Usually I'm playing the music with my ensem'
ble. It was nice to just sit back and watch my music being played " Reich
commented.

'

Reich is seen here on the left, being congratulated by UMass Art oro-
fessor John Rory.

Reich's latest piece '•Tehillim" opened Monday at New York's
Metropolitan Museum.

A PLACE AT THE TABLE
By Steve Orlen
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 49 pp.

By ROGER ATWOOD
Collegian Staff

In recent years, several reviewers have
remarked on the infatuation of modern
American poets wiih the intensely per
sonal, the ephemeral and impressionistic-
reaction in verse that might encompass
anything from childhood memories to the
Hible to one's ancestors.
The trend continues unabated with this

slim collection of highly self-conscious,
provincial, successful poems. They are
sensitive, unaspiring, and mild mannered.
The danger in writing poetry like this is
that one might finish with a lugubrious
product too affectedly "touching." Orlen
avoids that pitfall, like in "Endless Love":

7'hr mom was darkening

And you looked at mv and shivered
Then looked once more at the tall white

fnes,

Leafless, the svow falling on a deja vu,
remarking

How endless and perfect its falling
setmtd.

He writes delicate and insightful pensees
on Degas, and Picasso:

Who toss( s up shapes, who fractures
Yourface and arms, your thighs.
Who knows what I'll do next.

The prose "Elegy for Robert Lowell" is an
imaginative piece from the first, punned
line, to the last chaotic image:

His [Robert Lowells] face reddened for a
moment, a puzzU'd, fallen aristocrat "s stare,
then h< ran after the pages scattering in the
grass.

Sadly, this is the only prose piece in A Place
at the Table.

_ '*•»»'« by Linda Fr> Povfrmon
bteve Orlen, author of A Place at

the Table.

Roughly half (too many) of these poems
dwell on some childhood memory, ranging
from why the cat ran away to bikini-clad
teen sweethearts in some neo-Summer of
42 vision:

When I hoked up again
Three teenage girls

In bikinis and sneakers
Were teasing the brothers. The girls'
Poor pitstares

Arrentuati d their breasts.
For all the skill Orlen possesses, the

childhood memory ultimately becomes a
restricting and tiresome subject. That, at
least, is my opinion. It is also my opinion
that Orlen is perceptive and original ano
could be more so if he expanded his
repertoire.
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Ar# you int^rMted in the

Student Judicial System?

Student Attoi

and come to a

Then get involved with the

ey General's Office

meeting on March 16th

at 7:30 in Mach W-13

If you are currently a trained advocate, or desire to becomeone please attend. Any questions feel free to call the Student

Rr;^%tr u "or "
^^^^ ^^^- ^ - -^ ^-^ ^v

Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black Students
and Other Minorities

TUTORS NEEDED
Tutors Needed For The Following Areas:

Chemistry Statistics

Physics Management

lA/i. Tu
Calculus - all levels

Who: The tutoring will be provided for minority undergraduates on aone to one or small group basis. The number of hours per we^wiH
W^;; Th ?' '""^'"^ ^°^ '"'°""9 •" V°"^ particular areLWhen. The tutonng will take place during the day and/or durinn thnevening (depending on the schedule of the tu?or and theIZs)Qualification.: Mastery of the subject area, prevSus tu^r pfl

desir^. '"'
''"'''"'" '"' ''^^"•^"^ «^P«"«"'« wi°h m!nS

Applications are available in New Africa House Room 217

MED/VET SCHOOL in ITALY
We offer 3 proven programs

I. M*d School - for senior pre-meds with 2l 2.

II Vot School - for all sophmores, juniors & seniors

(Feb 26 application deadline for I & II)

III Spociol Mod School Progrom - for all

college students regardless of index or
major. May 1 deadline.

call or write:

Italian Cultural Studies Assoc
225 Broadway

Providence, R.I. 02903
(401) 751-7599

s^a

-I

SPRING SPORTS
HEADQUARTERS

NEW SOFTBALL
&

BASEBALL EQUIPMENT
ARI M STOCK NOVI
TIME TO ORDER
UNIFORMS
BEFORE IT'S

TOOLATCI

FENTOH'S ATHLETIC SUPPLIES
377 Main St.

Amherst 253-3973

m PICK-UPm vam for

ON-CAMPUS S»TraTS!
46'HOUR5ERVICl (IF FARTS JIRE

IH STOCK!)

...ANP THEYW
mciwmtiT
BliCKFORHRftKr/

ONFRW!

UNDERGROUND SOUND INC.
7iH. PlMtont St., Amh«rtt

253-9507 (across from Fire Station)

Leave your busted
stereo with us

for vacation! 1

1
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EUROPE^ CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR SrUOtKTS. TEJCHEBS

EUROPE
BY CAR

45 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N.Y

10020
Phone (212) 581-3040

1

Mail this ad for

Special

Student/Teacher
Tariff

\a MNTAL O LIAM D PUNCNAMJ
aMMMLMM « VOWTN MIM

Symposium examines
women and education
Mount Holyoke CoUege will hold a

comprehensive symposium on "Women and
Education in America: The Ust 150
I ears," on April 2 and 3.

The symposium is the foundation of a
year-long lecture series, which is expected
to provide the material for a major work on
women and education to be published in
1987. 150 years after Mary Lyon accepted
Mount Holyokes Female Seminary's first
student.

The symposium will include five sessions
including Interpreting Women's Education!
Liberation or Social Controf?; American
Heromes and Women's Education; Should
Women Be Learned and Wise? Women's
Education Before 1837; The Legacy of

Collegian u

Good NewsTor UlVlass SuJdtem^!
jA Important Announcement I

from the
Jeffery Amherst Bookshop

Starting Monday, March 15
and every day thereafter (Monday-Friday)

All Semester Long. . .Not
Just at the End of the Semester

WE WILL DE BUYING
USED TEXTBOOKS

Current Editions Purchased Here or Not

ettery ^^ 5^^^^ pleasant Street Amherst
Amherst Massachusetts 01002 255-3381

BoOKsKop,

Women's Education: Coeducation and
Separatism; and Women's Education and
Feminism.
The symposium is made possible in part

by a grant from the Massachusetts
Foundation for Humanities and Public
PoUcy. which is a program of the National
Endowment for the Humanities.

Applicants sought for
Bryn Mawr seminar
The Summer Institute for Women in

Higher Education, at Bryn Mawr CoUege in
Pennsylvania, is a three-week residential
program for faculty and staff women, to
prepare them for further administrative
responsibUities. The program includes
mstruction on Academic Governance,
Finance and Budgeting, Management
Skills. Administrative uses of the Com-

puter, and Professional Development.
A $2,500 stipend is being offered to offset

expenses for one woman from any of the
University of Massachusetts campuses, to
attend the seminar. To qualify, women
faculty or professional staff must have been
employed by the University for a minimum
of one year as of April 1 , 1982. Applications,
which must be received by April 1, will be
reviewed by a three-person panel and the
recipient will be announced by April 14.

Information about the program and
applications are available in the Munson
Hall Publications Office. Completed ap
plications must be returned to Ms. Janyce
Napora, President's Office, via courier
mail. Receipt of the stipend is contigent
upon acceptance into the Bryn Mawr
Program. For more information, contact
Napora in the Presidents Office, 617-482-
8400, ext. 172.

^YDBBOBAH' STYLES BY IWBORAH • STYLES BY DEBORAH ntj

DESIGN HAIRCUTS
FIRST -A professionaf corisultatibn

SECOND - A precision style cut selected individually

just for you.
THIRD - our stylists will show you how

to take care of your hair.

All For $8.00
with this coupon only, expires 3/30/82 :

.•With personal style cut. shampoo, and blow dry - $10.50, long hair slightly-
more - with this coupon only. -^ :

. K'??"]^?!^. }?.[^ customers only. •

please call for an appointment

Styles by Deborah I & II
65 University Drive
Amherst. MA
549-5610

*'
Deborah • styles by deborah

62 Main Street
Easthampton, MA

527-2411

STYLES BY DEBORAH

OB

I

EL SALVADOR: Military Victory to
tho Loftlst Insurgonts
Slide Show and Forum

Featuring Tom Jonoto, last Peace Corps
worker to leave El Salvador

and Alison Sponcor, Spartacus Youth
I League, National Committee
I 6:00 PM, Tuosdoy 16, Hosbrouck 126
I AlC tickets for IVIarch 27 Washington protest
I available for $26.00
^^^For more info or tickets call: 549-1516

*>
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TIMOTHY'S SNAKE HUNTER

This Is impressionist

DAVID FRYE
Don't miss this chance to see brilliantly

incisive caricatures of America's best
loved politicians & personalities. A
night of comedy and satire to
remember.

Thurs. April Ist CCA
Tickets on sale at TIX

$3.50 UMass students $5.00 Gen Pub
Sponsored by:

Governor's Program Coun<:il

and the UMass Arts Council

An origfinal Hungry-U Specialty drink,
guaranteed to chase the snakes out of ^
your head. Rid yourself of this curse S
before, during and after St. Patrick's
Day.

Our cure contains Jameson's Irish
Whiskey, Irish Cream Liqueur, Kahula
and Green Pistasha Liquer artfully
blended together to create the
smoothest iced drink this side of
Ireland.

ONLY $1.50 5)^

THE
HUNGRY

U

^OPP^BWSi^WB^^y ^SWr^^^KA»*ite'^« '^^^^S'

Traditional Corn-Beef Dinner - All Day Wednesday

FPi
'^ « A«'.. « * *»«<^*<,v. ••'••" '>'.-*-*, ,i,,,^ ,, -..-fc***^ ^,*
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AWEE

GOESA
LONG
WAY

nSAVE4P
5-Pound Bag

When it comes to Savin' o' th' Green, you'll find your
F-ot o (jold Plus a rainbow of Variety at Big 'Y'WEDO

0RtmA9€R.m)HftS,JU5T
SKYB^INFKOM THe: QH^TD
urnm LATESTPOPSK
*veMmauiweKr: shar/ns

JpUiSPUfCaMTH-DS&ff&m"

Ff^T}€TOP. T'^OeTHTOUCH
Kfcm.uHm i^'rrHimi.BOPv.

7»£MeU0CU CMMPS, ACHING
MOTHBirTO-BS' B^CK- JUST157

I IT/UHAPPeNi

By Garry Trudeau
ON THB BI6 [MY irsaCF, 60
ORGANIC ANIMALSDOHruse
DRUGS, NSmiBR 5H0UU? YOU
rm dfRlMINGPROCES&IS Bcm
misNTANp BeAi/riFUL. ser
INTO im PAIN- aXPERJSNCa

ITFUUY/ \

AND YOUR
APVICSTO
JHBMeUOU
HUBSff

TAKBTHB
PAYOFF.
SHOUSOMa
CLASS.

\

Sale starts Monday,
March 1 5 thru

Saturday, March 20
1982

^SAVE10^3-lbCan
Crisco

_^^rtcning

THE
MOST...

AND WELL SAVE YOU 10% OFF YOURGROCERY BILL WITH 10 BIG Y'
<9 SAVINGS CERTIFICATES

64 OrSl 5>

Details in Store

Freirich Point Cut

Corned Beef
i\ Brisket

Cry-O-Vac
Package

v\> ^ Bch.

Fresh n' Tender

CaHf.
Broccoli

59'
nSAVE 20-=

Prego
Spaghetti

Sauce^^^k<t;
All Ml^^^^^l
l5!/2ozJar V^B^^W

DSAVE 20'

Bold
Detergent

288

With Backs

Fresh Chicken
^ LegQtrs.

USDA Choice Beef Chuck

London Broil
Steak

DSAVE 60*

Syiinute Maiid
ange Juice

SAVE40^ I60Z

Scaltcst
Cottage Cheese

84

USDA
CHOICE

f

X%"!i

DSAVE 40^ 100 Count

Bayer Aspirin
Tablets

BAYER
ASPl"'"

DSAVE si,20. All Flavor;

Hood Hood Ice
Creaim \L

Vanilla '
>.»

Halt

(lallon

DSAVE 20^ 2-Liter Bottle

Newport Club
Soda

69'\ .1

dgvoy^ " lTp^SAVE COU^^^^

'
'^ 'coupon
a^.^™,;Ilr«"j!^*J"''"'''''T '"•"'''•"''''" ''""o" -upon

,^ov^ CLIP -g? SAVE COUPON

^1TRIPLE
^ 'COUPON

i'n'H^.T.'^lT'""
•'""" *'"' *"> ""*• -"Anuliriurrr, ccn.s off couDon!"•'*" '"^,'^'

"r'"«' ^h'" yo., p„rch.« ,h, «,„ N« ,„ ,J,tX ^!T"

TRIPLE COUPONS PER CUSTOMER FAMILY"; PLEASE!

UNDER THE INFLUENCE
l-tO seE,..it06K S»^M..

CROSSWORD
Edited b\ Margarel Farrar and Trude Jaffe

l»H I u. «Bt'l«< lini»> <->nd»air

FAaoK ntTtKbOLUft^

By M. Joyce

IT'

THE UMASS ZONE

ACROSS
1 Good tnena
•b Part of a barbecue
9 Stone chests

14 Strip ot roadway
15 City on the Brazos
16 Indian of

NebrasKa
17 Ouechuan
18 Son of Aphrodite
19 Normandof the

siient screen
20 Tfevi and others
23 Sounds of amuse

meni
24 See 36 Across
25 a long *ay

from home
26 Those of great

courage
30 Weather condi

tion

33 Biblical verb
34 Colloid

35 Popular name in

Pans
36 Creator of

Hyperion
37 One of the

Bridges
38 Meal or cake
39 Abounds
40 Sew loosely
41 Puts on

43 Trouble

44 Covered with frost

45 LaKeof SVVCen
iraiUSSB

49 Landmark in

Rome
53 Part of Germany
54 Composer Singer

Paul

55 Lioness of iitera

ture

56 Rubinstein
57 Let It stand
58 King of Judah
59 Pries

60 Coal earners
61 PTA member

DOWN
1 Actor fvlonl

gomery
2 Capital of Viet

nam
3 Like some gems
4 During the inter

vai

5 Takes an oath
6 Site of

Napoleon s Tomb
7 Religious painting
8 Throw
9 Support

10 Turkish inn

1

1

Acts subversiveiv

12 Pronoun
13 Clearance
21 Head m France
22 Cachoiongs
26 Impostures
27 Strokes gently

28 Systematic
29 Whirl about
30 Field yield

31 Norman of TV
fame

32 Holdings
33 Kind of pearl

36 Safari country
37 The Royals
39 fviitigates

40 Tendency
42 Aggregate of cells

43 Buddhist priests
45 Invited

46 Lagerlof 1909
Nobelist (or

literature

47 and Ewell
Surrey

48 Position in Yogi
49 fVlore You

Know
50 Leander s love
51 Writer of whim

sical verse
52 Division word

LitSt (rO lNs,0£ THE
Police Station And
RAISE HC

U
IT t>0£SNl

SOUNt UK£

loeA...

THAT OoofK IS ioCKEQ .Ufa
HAVSTO ^AIT UNTIL A
Cop CONItS CKH^SO \NE cm
SNEAK IN

By Mark Rollins

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

WHAT HAPPENED?

S<f ^t u»4j ^ X k**t ifJ»tzi«>a

Jk4t'i All ^,^i,K.. ni J,e^

By Ethyl Octane

Vo-Uu-J^,^^ Ut, fti

WEATHER
Today increasing

cloudiness. Highs in the
40s. Rain tonight and
tomorrow. The rain may
be mixed with snow in the
Berkshires tonight. Lows
tonight 35 to 40. Highs
tomorrow in the mid 40s.

r WEH/mswrrn'mms

Need Cash?!
still

AROUND THE WORLD: sails
Sept. 8, 1982 from Seattle -

Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India, Israel,

Egyp*. Greece, Spain.

AROUND THE WORLD voyages are planned for 1983.
Apply early. Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh.

More than fill iiiiivcrsitv coiirvs with iii(X)rl and voyaije- related emphasis Faiully from
University i)( Pillstnirijh and other leadinij universities, augmented by visiting area experts

Optional lours, iiu ludiiig s()e<ial lours into the People s Republic ot China, available

Partinpalioii is oprii to qualified students from all accredited colleges and universities Semester
at .S<'a admits students without regard to color, race or creed The SS Universe is fully air-

coiidilioiie<l IH.(KK» Ions registered in Liberia and built in America

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of PIttaburgh,
Forbea Quadrangle, PIttaburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (tOO) 854-0IBS (In

I

buying*

Highest

Prices
Class Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry

Coins and Stamps

See Me When You

25 North Pleasant Street

JAmherst 256-0710
Mon - Fri 10 5:3o

Sat 10 2

DC MENU
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH
Barbecued Beef on Bun, Soybean Croquettes, ErksEggs Foo Yung/Due Sauce Fob Yung/Due Sauc;

BASICS DINNER
HAND-DIPPED ICE
CREAM WITH SAUCES
OR CONES. Szechwan
Style Eggplant with Tofu,
Baked Chicken with Spicy
Orange Glaze, Cranberry
Sauce

DINNER
HAND-DIPPED ICE
CREAM WITH SAUCES
OR CONES, Baked
Chicken with Spicy
Orange Glaze, Cranberry
Sauce, Swedish Meatballs,
Bacon-Onion Quiche

-J
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A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
R«ckadl8c DJs are for your party infer
mation available yyjth Randy 546-7013

APARTMENT WANTED FOR
FALL SEMESTER

Looking for 2 or 3 room apartment in
»'umon, Brandywine, Presidential. Will payup summer lease and pay finder's fee.
046-5985

AUDIO

rlr2S='^!?',^"¥ ^"^'"9 *586 like new
(.^11 666-7717 for info, will talk

Mirage SMI Loud.peakera. Good
sound, 6 months old. $170/pair. 323-5826

Nurse (RN/LPN), General Bunk Counselors
(males), and Unit Leaders. Good salries
-friendly atmosphere. Contact: Dr. Paul
Krouner - Camp Schodack 268 Mason Ter-
race, Brookline, Massachusetts 02146
277-7600, days 9-5

Wanted: An artist or cartoonist to col-
laborate with a writer in creating a comic
strip. 256-0769

HEY YOUIIII

The time has come to experience the
ultimate social and living experiencel YES
ALPHA EPSILON PI HAS ARRIVEDIIli
Discover it today by calling Jeff at 546- 1117
or John at 546-1114.

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
1974 Chevy Impala excellent condition
both interior and exterior, engine good no
work needed, $1000 negotiable call Kevin
e6&4362

Honda Civic sedan 1200 cc 5ok excellent
condition '79 call after 5 584-4309

70 Chevy depend, trans. AM/FM rad. gd.
tires solid car must sell 350. or BO Pete

BASS PLAYERS

I take the time to get the most music for
your money-Audio Consultants - 549-0720

BIKE TRIP LEADERS
Boke Trip Leaders Responsible, 21 -^
males females. Bike Touring experience,'
MTSt Aid & Lifesaving certification desired
Three to five trips. June 16 to Aug. 31
»1200-t-. (203)226-4221.

CAPE COD RENTAL
Seagull Beach, West Yarmouth, duplex
2 bedrooms, sleeps 4, May 25 thru Sept 2
includes all utilities $2,500. 253-7436

FOR RENT
One bedroom in three bedroom house
Northampton $126 -- call 586-5172

FOR SALE

Bonna 2200 Cross Country 190 CM Skis
^berglass poles, bindings & boots - like
Tew - price reasonable - Call 545-3500 or
after 5:00 549-3733 ask for Dan
1979 BMW R8D full fairing, luggage rack,
saddle bags - 'ed bike in excellent condition
J295.00 call nights 549-6961

Ladles Hi Frye Boots new 7 Y, 253-3329
Authentic Irish Rugby Shirts, rugged
team quality, vivid color combinations
>32.50 call 586 2041

FOUND
'iold bracelet circa 1946 near Meadow Stn North Amherst. Call 549-6949 to identify.

*>andra Chevalier,
ictebook bv mistake.

I picked up your
Call Dan 546-6347

GUITARISTS

'Martin Strings -

'3 75 set. Free
546-6684

acoustic and electric for
delivery. Guitar Magic

To the Editor:

You can be on top 100 percent since
various forms of sodomy are legal in MA.
M<S8. Lips

HELP WANTED

Counselors - Private coed camp in
Berkshires has openings for head and assis-
tant instructors in: Archery, Arts & Crafts
Gymnastics, Dance/Movement/Shovw
Choreography, Radio Station (AM)
Dramatics, Sailing, Puppetry, Tennis, Head
Waterfront Pool (WSI), Swimming Instruc-
tors (WSI), Waterskiing, Tripp-
ing/Backpacking, Model Rocketry, Musical
D|^gctor/Pian^ccompanist. Also needed:

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Division

LOST

Martin Roundwounds - S0% discount.WO stnngs for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BETTER AUDIO EQUIPMENT

Golden English Labrador goes by the
name Zeboriah lost Sunday Orchard Hill
Northeast Area Please Call 546-4670

Tan/ Mauve reversible Down Coat Fri
March 5 Delta Chi Call Kris 546-4031

Loat - Leopard Spotted Glaases (quite
uniquel) lost last Saturday. Need
desperately. Call 546-6676

Gold Bracelet rope style $100 reward.
Please call 54»4004 no questions

A plea for humanity: grey suitcase taken
from car at Brett Thurs 11th midnight. All
books from semester. Reward. Brett office
545-3945

MATT SAUNDERS
Thank you for a wonderful 6 months! I

love you I Patricia

MEN WANTED
The Amherst Companion Program is

seeking men volunteers as companions to
developmentally disabled adolescents living
in the Amherst area. Sharing interests and
learn from companion is necessary;
knowledge of sign language is helpful!
Training and supervision will be provided.
For more information call Maria Spears at
the Resource Center (253-2591) or Joanne
Lesse (253-7221)

MUNSON ANNEX THIEF

There's a witness. Bring my jacket to
Campus Center lost/found with contents,
and nothing will be said or done to you. I

can charge grand larceny if not returned.
Meanwhile, I'm catching pneumonia

NEED CASH?
Always premium pricesi! Class rings,
gold and silver in all forms. See the Manhari
Differencel! Manhan Precious Metals Ex-
change, 312 King St., N'hmptn 584-7000
anytime

PAUUUULIEEE!

How can a European family have any
fun if you're not here? We know - you need
it bad I By the way, what DO we like about
you? We'll miss you and we love you I

Patricia and Dunno

PERSONALS
Don't go down with just anyone

UMass Ski Club goes down
"A Touch of Class" -check ouT^Delta
Zeta the newest sorority on campus, at our

fJi-T/^^f^*y '^"'^ P*^' Wednesday,

ma'^^1^^"-^^^^'"^"^-^--^^--^'
Dear Willy, Happy Belated Sorry I'm late
get loaded for me on Wednesday huh?
You re a terrific friend, pal. Many more late
night talks about "them". Joe-Mama Dyke!
Love ya. Your Mylanta-Mate

Governor's Program Council invites you
I?.^«/rP/'' ^^^^ '^"V P«^ with RICHARD
NIXON & HENRY KISSENGER. . or is it

impressionist DAVID FRYE? Thurs April 1st

To the blond guy with the green army
jacket and pack in ENG 272-2-You have

the most charming
expressions! -Trippetta

facial

To the gorgeous brunette yeas LD you
Happy B-day almost

Val. Lets get physical Chickenlegs

People interested In working DAVID
FRYE show April 1st CCA security, etc call
GPC 5-2733 415A SU [^
Happy Birthday Peter! Your the beansi
Love, Killer

To my favorite yellow-haired Irish-
Catholic Happy 20th. Bests always! Mrs.
B.

To all concerned: Betsy Lipsky has the
nicest handwriting of anybody I ever saw.
(she's kind of cute, too) see Betsy I wasn't
kidding.

Campus Day Care Registration For:
Summer and Fall 1982: occurring now. In-
fants, toddlers, preschoolers. Call 546-1566
for applications to: Grass Roots, New
Worid, ICEC and North Village. Deadline-
for applications is April 15th.

Gray sweatshirt/brown hair: we noticed
each other at "I, Claudius" - can we meet?
The giri in purple

'There is nothing you can't do!" Teddy
knows but he won't know for long if you
don t send a message to let him know you
carelll '

2N Grayson Cr friends. I'm going to miss
you! Have fun til ! see you April 23rd. Love
usa

lyiy Sweetheart you bring so much hap-
piness to me where ever you maybe tonight
tooks bnght it will be very special love
Yvonne

They're back! Hot, fresh, French
croissants served daily. Monday-Friday 9

SalciSjsr-
"'^" ""' "°°^ '°^^v.

To Laurie In my HRTA 291B class: I really
Uke you ALOT and would like to get toknow you better. I hope to hear from you
soon. A fellow Garfield lover. Gar
Rorida Beach Party at Poor Dick's
Thursday 18th 8-1 Beat the Clock drinks $1
at the door

Y!l"*J'.^'Sy'^''» '-*<^ Wishes to thank allwho helped make the Grand Opening a suc-
cess Special thanks to Nancy Garrabrants
and Carol Steele

Paulino - "We are all in the gutter, butsome are looking at the stars." Oscar

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations. Papers - scientific
background, English/Spanish 256-6957

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates. Nancv
5-0392, 584-7924

RESUME/COVER WRITING

Resume/Cover writing quick/confiden-
tial/efficient available weekends 548-5727

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed for two to NYC on 3-19 will
share all expenses Please call aft 5 PM
665-2301

Ride needed to Pittsburgh 18. 19. 20 call
Mitch keep trying 6-4394

Chicago, a ride to and from Chicago over
Spring break is desperately needed by two
of us. We will gladly share driving and gas
expenses. Please help us out. Call Cris at
546-8150

Ride wanted to Georgia or vicinity for
spring break. Will share driving, expenses
etc. Call Steve 665-4758

Ride wanted to Newton or general area
on Thursday, March 18 sometime after 3
PM call Carol 253-9083 Thanks

RIDERS WANTED
Riders wanted to Framingham (area) on
Wednesday March 17. Please call 546-9623

ROOM WANTED
Female looking for room in apt. (Puffton
area) call 546-5966 or 546-4441

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

Housemate wanted for Ig 3 bdrm houmm
off Rte 9 Hadley, Ig Iving ?m, Z^g?^'^
kitchen, 4 acres, wood, fireplace $185
heat/hot H20 inc. Very comfortable on bS
route call Marie/Eric 584-2376 ev^ ^^^Rimale non-smoker 23-»- Presid^^^i
Apartments own room $ifin
549-6476/549-6984 (evenings) '

^°

SERVICES

Drafting Charts, graphs, tables, etc. for
papers & theses. Ronald Hult 586-1 534
Professional Research. Writing. From

^'oOO-C. 407 S. Dearborn. Chicago, IL 60605
Typesetting, layout & pasteup forresumes etc, quick service, reasonable
pnces, call 546-9623 '

''*"*°"^™®

Got those broken bicycle blues? Hank

Need someone to talk with? Call the Les-
bian & Gay Mens Counseling Collective M
Tu. Th, Fri 4-8 PM 546-2645 " ^'^«- 1^'

SKI EQUIPMENT
Hagen 200 cm racing cut akia. New,
never used, pnce negotiable. Call 549-5616
Excellent buy. Call now - will sell quickly

'

TO SUBLET
Summer sublet w/fall option,
l"2^'l«'2o °" **"• ^^ 2 bedrooms call after
o, tloo-4946

Squire Village 2 bedroom, pool, air cond.
fall option, negotiable 666-7590

Summer sublet w/fall option 1 bdnn in 2
bdrm apt call Helene 256-0659

Private room in two bedroom apt bus
route. Available June 1 fall option. A!!
utilities included. Kim 256-8017

Squire Village - June 1 to Aug 31. Must
see! 666-2840

Available April 1 with fall option 2
bedroom apt in Belchertown 5 miles from

SS^S^A ^^^ ^"* - fireplace, deck.
^53-3758 evenings

One bedroom in Cliffside for April 1st to
Aug 31st. $250 includes everything
665-4067

Sublet with fall option one bedroom
apartment at Cliffside $2e0/mo includes
utilities 666-3956

Summer sublet with fall option 4 bdnn
apt with all utilities $147 a month per person
in Amherst 253-7278

Summer sublet with fall option 2 bdrm
Col. Vllg. $275 -^ elec 253-2997 rug &
couch inci

Squire Village, summer with fall option
rent negotiable call 665-2718

~Z~ TRAVEL

% mile from R Laud Strip $80 perApt
person - 7 nights Spring Break - 4 spaces
and transportation available call 256-6905

Alaska summer salmon jobs '82 have a
lucrative adventure send SASE & $3 to 20
Renwick #7. NY, NY 10013

WANTED
Small Frig to buy or rent call after six
evenings 546-6830

WANTED TO B"uY

Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,
25 No. Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
Desperately needed 3 bdrm Puffton Apt
starting anytime from June 1. . .Please call
546-1469 keep trying

Woman needs houaing by April lat
Prefer same. Call 253-9677 eves

3 bedroom apt in Puffton Village Jun 82.
• Aug 83 call546^0e2 or 546-9412

WILDLIFE SOCIETY

Next meeting Is Tueaday March 16 at
7:30 in CC 174

WRITING SERVICES

Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Schneiddr MFA and Walker Rumble PhD,
a^ist in any writing project. Amherst
Wnters, Inc. 253-7764

Please recycle this Collegian

Tuesday, March 16, 1982

•!

Wednesday,
March 17
2pm -2am

Collegian 15

1^ ST. PATTY'S BLAST at ^HANGAR ONE
STARRING* ^•*^*^«^5 at dOOr 13.00

Dublin's SeamusWalker *"^*^^^'^ ^.^o

The Fantini Brothers ^^'' ^^^"'^

jg Jameson IrishWhiskey
•| Midori Fatty Harbors
I 16 oz. Drafts
^ dH dH dK Bass beer

5f

T

jOroOREB/OT
On your College Ring

BUSCH/^

I

See your Jostens' Representative.

March 15, 16

Beer

6TH ANNUAL

INDOOR PICHIC
AND DUSCH FEST

AT THE
DLUEWALL CAFETERIA

DATE: TUESDAY, MARCH 1 6TH

TIME: LUNCHEON:
11:15 AM - 1:30 PM

DUSCH FEST:

1:30 PM - 6:00 PM
MENU: FRIED CHICKEN

D-D-Q RIDS
FAT HOTDOGS
HAMBURGERS
POTATO SALAD
CHIPS
BAKED BEANS
APPLE CIDER
CUP CAKES

AND MORE . . .

•PRIZES EVERY HALF HOUR BEGINNING AT 100 PM
•LIVE ENTERTAINMENT! "RAGTIME OILL" i PM^ PMHEAD FOR THE MOUNTAINS . . . HEAD FOR THE DLUEWALL!

Hors d'ov«ur«s 6 Munchi«s ot 6 Poncing begins ot 5

BTIUE IIAn muE/omE ALTERnnTiVE .

.

UNIVERSITY DR./ RTE. g 256 - B605 PRCIPER ATTIRE
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BENDING OVER BACKWARDS - University of Massachusetts diver Jean Bushee «hnwn h^.^ - * . ....
c.n,Ki.„ ph„.«, by j„h„ B„„ti„K

one-meter board at the AIAW Division Two Nationals last weekend
' ^'* ** * "*^* **''*'*^'' **»»« «««««"- P'ac^d 19th on the

Swimwomen end season 36th at NationalsBy MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

It was a "turn around year" for the University of
Massachusetts women's swimming team.
Last year, the Minutewomen were 3-9 in dual meets,

placed eighth in New Englands and sent two swimmers to
the Nationals.

This time around, UMass finished the regular season at
7-4, made it to seventh place in the New Englands and
finished tied for 36th at last weekend's Association for In-
tercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW) Division Two
Championships at the University of Idaho.
"We got ourselves on the scoreboard," said UMass

coach Valerie Turtle, "We didn't have our best times, but
considering the competition, we did very well."
The best event for the Minutewomen was the 200-yard

freestyle relay. The squad of Elizabeth Feinberg, Jennifer
Nicolai, Debbie Chisholm and Lori McCluskey placed 14th

Sports-

overall, with a time of 1:42.25. Depending on the standing
of other teams which compete in the NCAA competition
the relay squad may receive All-American certificates

'

The coaches' asociation gives certificates to the top 16
teams, said Turtle, "And they consider the preliminarv
times. Our time for the relay was 1:41.60. We mav have
just missed - it's not official yet."
The 400-yard free relay of Feinberg, Nicolai, McCluskev

and co-captain Maura Sweeney finished 18th in 344 96

tK onn "^"^L?^"^'
^^•"be'-g took 25th place out of 43 in

the 200-yard freestyle, while Nicolai placed 23rd out of 49
in the 50-yard freestyle. Both Feinberg and Nicolai com-
peted among 57 swimmers in the 100-yard free, with
Feinberg placing 27th and Nicolai coming in 31st
The two UMass divers. Gina Perrone and Jean Bushee,

competed m Washington State University, about eight
miles away from the swimmers' site, in the one-meter
event, Bushee finished 19th and Perrone 28th- the three-
meter boards saw Bushee come in 29th out of 31 divers

while Perrone did not compete.
"Overall, we did pretty well," said Turtle, "Maura

Sweeney had her personal best in leading off the 400 free
relay, and all our times were still within the National
qualifier. While our placing doesn't seem impressive we
were beaten by tenths, hundredths of a second." In the
100 free, Elizabeth Feinberg had a time of 55.10, and Jen-
nifer had a 55.29. There were three places in between
Clarion State College (PA) repeated as champions, while

Northern Michigan University took second and Texas
Chnstian took third. The highest finisher from New
England was Boston College in tenth place. The Universi-
ty of Vermont finished 31st, and Northeastern University
did not score.

So ends the season for UMass, a team who will lose no,
one to graduation. The Minutewomen can look forward to
Its season next November with a band of experienced
swimmers, many with national experience behind them .

GQ III wins, Jones Boys fall in q^^^^^^^^-g
UREEN SULLIVAN ^ ^ ^^ M. m.nj%,M.KJBy MAUREEN SULLIVAN

Collegian Staff

The last six seconds seemed like an eternity for LosComemierd^ but even that was not enough, as they lost

^ 'I J ?u"?.^'.^'
^^^ quarterfinals of the Intramuralmen s basketball playoffs at Boyden gym last night

t oul shots, time outs and a technical stretehed those six
seconds into about five minutes, as both teams hustled ag-
gressively before a large crowd of onlookers
These spectators would become part of the post-game

activities, as they prevented a full-scale brawl from taking

I
place between these two teams.

1/ — Meanwhile, GQ III continued its quest toward the finals
as It squeezed out a hard-fought 33-31 victory over the
Poontangs. In a game that saw the lead change hands
several times, Wilbur Jackson was high man for GQ III
and the game with 12 points; Brian Murphy led the Poon-
tangs with 10 points.

Ted Flaherty's 30 points paced Theta Chi to a 44-42 win
over the Conquistadores in the third game of the quarter-
finals.

^

The final team to enter the semifinals was the Titans
who upset the Jones Boys, 73-66. Rich Wells led the Titans
with 17 points, while Morris Jones and Dwane Wilson had
14 apiece. The Jones Boys were led by Bob Seltzer and his
16 p<;ints; Peter DiPersia fouled out late in the game, but
not before contributing 12 points to the losing cause.
The men's quarterfinals were filled with its share of

close moments. As the crowd would gather around this
game or that, all eight teams did what they could to win
In three out of four games, the score was by less than five

K^H pp^^ T

^^^^"^«« - Theta Chi-Los Conquistadores
and FRY ed-Los Comemierdos - would end as it began
with close guarding and rebounding heroics on both sides'
those ^mes would also end in some controversy - the
Iheta Chi game with a complaint over a call, and therKY ed game with a near-brawl.
The GQ Ill-Poontangs game was also a tight game filled

with inside shooting and a near-constant battle on the
boards. GQ III. the surprise of the playoffs, neariy went
the way of the Jones Boys into the ranks of the defeated
but they hung on in the waning seconds to win
The four winners will meet each other tonight in the

semifinals, which will begin at 7 p.m.
In the first half of the women's semifinals, the

Hoopsters took a 17-6 lead into halftime and never looked
back, as they ran away from the Pretenders. 35-16. Pam
M017I led the winners with 16 points, with Elizabeth
Sullivan chipping in eight. Mary Beth Murphy and Cindy
Burke had four points apiece for the losing Pretenders
The other semifinals game, Hamstrings vs. the Mighty

Pequenos. will take place tonight at 6:00 p.m. at Boyden
The graduate/faculty finals will also take place tonight

beginning at 7 p.m. That game will pit Education against
Umbiguity. At last night's semifinals. Education, con-
sidered the number one team in the grad-fac league,
defeated S&M, 56-48. Ed Jefferson led Education with 32
points. Umbiguity got into the finals by getting by En-
vironmental Engineering. 66-54

Conway skis toward chance at Olumpics

of

Hv TIM LUCZKOW
('<)lk-j(ian Stall

Th.- number two racer on tht- University o
Ma.ssachus.-i|s mens .ski team, favshman Dan Conwav
«<.mprl.-d m ihi- Junior One Eastern qualifvinK races heldrcnnl y at Sunday River. Mainr and cam., away withMTond placf in the slalom and IKth plac»> in th.. irjant
slalom. '^

C.mv^ay piarwi sixth in the combined whirh qualifies him
Inr the .Junior One National Championships bcioK held this
week at Ml. Cranmore. New Hampshire.

•The.v were my biggest and best races ever," said

t ould stand a
I Ml team."
lor eventual

(<onway. "11 I H<. well at ihe nalumals ( h. n I

rhanc4- ..I makinK (he United SiaU-sdev,.|„|,rM
lh«- U.S. (Irvelopmenl leatn Hams ski.r--

World Cup and ()!> m()ic conipi 1 n,
"Mis smooth round turns rn.ike him l.,..k as if he is

''•nrunninK the course." s.ii.l n..,.!, Hill \!. ( ..nnell "He
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Anti-Semitic incident protested
By KELLY MALLEY
Collegian Staff

Jewish students at the University of Massachusetts are
seeking public condemnation from University officials and
an apology from the International Women's Week Com
mittee for "a despicable act of anti-Semitism which
manifested itself on this campus on March 8." they stated
in a letter released yesterday.
A panel scheduled as part of the celebration of Inter-

national Women's Week (IWW) at UMass prompted the
formation of an eight-member group to protest the in-

clusion of the speaker from the Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO).
The group, calling itself. "Concerned Jewish Students."
was against having the PLO representative speak without
representation from an opposing group during the panel,
"Third World Women as Liberators: Same Struggle, Same
Fight."

The students yesterday released a letter to local media
and the University community criticizing the outcome of
the panel discussion and University response to it. The
purpose of the letter was to show that a public forum
occurred under University sponsorship for anti-Semitic
purposes and nothing was done about it. said member of
Concerned Jewish Students. Debora Propper.
"That indicates Jewish rights are not a valid cause on

this campus.
" Propper said. The letter will help to make

sure Jewish rights are recognized on campus, she said.

The letter states that when the forum took place it

developed into an "anti Semitic hate session against
Israel." After the PLO speaker finished, the letter states,
a student who had apparently attended the discussion said
to members of Concerned Jewish Students, who were at a
table set up outside the auditorium, "Hitler made a
mistake, he left one million of you alive!"

Marea Wexler of the IWW committee said. "The
organizing committee is outraged at the statement."
However, she said. "We cannot be held responsible for it.

We cannot be held responsible for anybody who walks in."
She added. "To equate that statement with a PLO speaker
is unfair."

Laurie Kleinmann. an IWW committee member, said.
"People on the committee arc opposed to anti Semitism.

"

Dr. Dennis L. Madson. vice chancellor for student af
fairs, sad the University condemns such a prejudicial
statement. Two professional trainers have been hired by
the University this semester who are working primarily
against anti-Semitism, he said.

On February 11. three students attended a meeting of
the International Women's Week (IWW) Committee to
protest the PLO speaker, saying they felt it was
irresponsible of the IWW committee to invite a terrorist
organization to speak during Women's Week, and that an
Israeli woman might be an appropriate substitute. The
students were told by members of the committee that no
change in scheduling could take place at that late date.

Continued on page 6

Billy Graham will speak on April 16
ByPAULN.BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Rev. Billy Graham, the world famous
evangelist, will be giving a free lecture on
"Peace in the Nuclear Age" on April 16 at

the Fine Arts Center at the University of

Massachu-setts at Amherst.
The lecture, which is being sponsored

by area churches and various Christian

organizations on campus, is part of New
England tour that Graham is embarking
on during the months of April. May and
June.

Rev. Ian Montgomery. Epi.scopal

chaplain of the Ark. one of the hx-al

religious groups which is bringing Graham
to UMass. said he believes the Baptist

minister can say something of value to the

students of the area.

"We think he has something to say to

the campus." Montgomery said. "He has

quite an extended college ministry."

Rev. Edward Jaeger of the First

Baptist Church of Amherst agreed with

Montgomery.
"He feels the future of the country is

M' LuDprphiilo

Rev. BILLY GRAHAM

with the young people, and he wants to
make an impression on them." Jaeger
said.

"He's probably the best known chur
chman in the world." he said. "You
mention Billy Graham, and it's like

mentioning the President. He's made a
Christian impact on people."

Graham will be speaking free of charge,
Montgomery said. The organizations
which are sponsoring the event are
responsible for renting the Fine Arts
Center auditorium, printing and
distributing tickets, and advertising for

the lecture. Graham will pay for his own
travel arrangements..and his lodging.

Each group will be responsible for

distributing a certain number of tickets
for the event. Most of the campus
organizations will be setting up booths on
the Campus Center concourse to give
away tickets.

Montgomery said any seats that aren't
filled by 7:15 p.m. for the 7:30 event will

be given away on a first come first serve
basis.

Geils appearance
at spring concert

is 'highly doubtful'
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

"The proposed appearance of the J. Geils Band at the
University of Massachusetts spring concert on May 1 is
"highly doubtful." a spokesperson for Kragen and Com-
pany Co.. the talent agency which handles J. Geils. said
yesterday. t

Linda Brynan. an executive assistant for Kragen and
Co.. said yesterday that she had contacted the manager of
the J. Geils Band, who told her that any concert for the
planned May 1 date "looks highly doubtful."

Frank Gironda. the talent coordinator for the Union
Program Council (UPC), who is promoting the proposed
May 1 date in the UMass Alumni Stadium, had told the
Collegian that the band was originally considering four
sites — including UMass— for that date.

Brynan said yesterday that the manager of the J. Geils
band had told her that the band will most likely not play on
that date. A spokesperson for the Los Angeles office of
Kragen and Co. said yesterday that the band had no
confirmed dates past April 30 for their United States Tour.
The Undergraduate Student Senate voted on March 3 to

underwrite the proposed spring concert with the
stipulation that if UPC did not sign the J. Geils Band
withm one week of the approval. UPC would return with
another budget proposal. .

The Senate has taken no action, however, because of the
delays in the signing of the band.
The original reply deadline set by UPC for J. Geils to

return with a decision was last Thursday. Because UPC
had not heard by Thursday, the deadline was extended for
24 hours until Friday at 7 p.m. On Friday the deadline was
extended to Monday at 7 p.m". and on Monday the deadline
was extended indefinitely.

Gironda had told the Senate on March 3 that if a "big
name" talent cancelled and they couldn't get another big
name talent (like the Santana situation last year), the
spring concert in the stadium would be cancelled.

He said Monday, however, that if the J. Geils Band
cancelled UPC would still have some sort of spring event
"no matter what."

"It would be extremely difficult to use the stadium in
this situation." he said, "but there will definitely be some
sort of show."

Senate may ratify

SGA vote tonight
By STEVEN SEMPLE
Collegian Staff

Three judges from the University of Massachusetts Stu-
dent Judiciary deliberated for several hours last night
over whether they would issue a preliminary injunction to
prevent the Undergraduate Student Senate from ratifying
Jim Murphy as president of the Student Government
Association.

A decision had not been reached by press time this mor-
ning.

Murphy's election last week has been challenged by Paul
Domey. a campaign worker for the second-place Steve
Robinson/Harvey Ashman candidacy.

Domey. who is represented by judiciary advocate Craig
Sherwood, contends that Murphy was administratively
withdrawn from Feb. 19 to March 8. which is nearly the
duration of the campaign. The SGA constitution states
that only registered students in good standing are eligible
to run for office.

But Bruce Levy and Arvid Muller. advocates for the
defense, maintain that since the withdrawal wasn't pro-
cessed until March 8. Murphy was officially a student
throughout the campaign.

The senate is scheduled to ratify the election at tonight's
regular meeting, pending the results of a recount. The re-
count was requested Monday by Robinson and Ashman.
Once the tribunal decides whether to issue an injunction,

it still must continue proceedings to determine the final
outcome of the case.

Court is scheduled to reconvene March 31 in room W24
Machmer Hall.
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Von Bulow found guilty

on two murder charges
NEWPORT. R.I. (AP) - A jury

yesterday found socialite Claus C. von
Bulow guUty of twice trying to murder his
heiress wife with insulin injections that
plunged her into an irreversible coma.

Von Bulow, 55. could be sentenced to 40
years in prison, but he was allowed to
remain free on $100,000 bond pending an
April 2 hearing.

Gasps were audible in the courtroom,
packed with reporters and relatives of the
victim, as jury forewoman Barbara Connett
announced the two verdicts, which the
seven-man. five-woman jury reached after
deliberating for 36 hours over six days.

The Uil, balding defendant, seated at the
defense table with hands folded in front
him. gazed straight ahead with a worried
frown, but otherwise mainUined the stoic
poise he displayed throughout the nineweek
trial.

Superior Court Judge Thomas H.
Ncedham continued bond for the Danish-

born financial consultant and set April 2 to
hear a defense motion for a new trial. No
date was set for sentencing.

Von Bulow called his teen age daughter,
Cosima, immediately after the verdict and
left the courthouse to cheers and applause
as spectators chanted "Free Claus, Free
Claus." His cab. escorted by six sheriffs
deputies, cut a path through the crowd back
to his hotel.

Defense attorney Herald Price Fahringer
said an appeal was planned. Asked how von
Bulow took the verdict, he replied. "He was
very grave about it. He was obviously
saddened but he took it like a man. I had
told him in advance that I thought we would
utiimately prevail in the appellate court
should there be a conviction and I hope that
gave him some encouragement."

After the verdict. Fahringer said. "I
simply turned to him and said I was awfully
sorry. He said he knew we had done our
best."

l^^f^^u^^^ ^y^^^I - 0«^««<J»"t Claus von Bulow closes hiTeTesand folds his hands as the jury delivers its guilty verdict in his trial oncharges of having twice attempted to kill his wife with injections of in"

Digest
By the Associated Press

State supreme court rules on
retarded woman's sterilization
BOSTON (AP) - The state Supreme Court ruled

yesterday a mentally retarded person has the same right
as a competent person to seek sterlization and a Probate
Court can provide judicial authorization.

The lengthy decision by Justice Paul J. Liacos involved a
woman who sought permission of a Worcester probate
judge two years ago to have her institutionalized daughter
now 25, steriUzed. The names were not disclosed and
Mary Moe" was reported to function at the level of a 4

year-old.

"Massachusetts has never had compulsory sterlization
laws, the court said, adding: "Nothing we say today

condones or approves compulsory sterilization for any
purpose."

A summary accompanying the 5-1 decision explained the
role of the probate court in acting on sterlization petitions
from guardians:

"The probate court, in utilizing the doctrine of sub-
stituted judgment, must seek to determine, as accurately
as possible, whether the incompetent person, if competent,
would choose to undergo sterlization...The probate court
when substituting its judgment for that of the incompetent
person, should reject any state or parental interest
proffered in favor of the proposed sterlization because the
court acts only on behalf of the incompetent person."

Consideration must be given to alternative procedures
as well as medical, psychological and religious factors, the
majority said.

Justice Joseph R. Nolan dissented. He said the decision
gives a probate judge the "impossible Usk" of divining the
wishes of a severely mentally reUrded woman.

"The court seems to find support." Nolan said, "for its
positibn in the fact that competent men and women have a
statutory right to be sterlized...and that (the argument

continues) the government deprives the incompetent
person of a sacred constitutional right to be sterilized if it

denies the judge the power to approve such sterilization.

Gun dealer may be charged
in murder and suicide case
PITTSFIELD — A ctosed-door, show-cause hearing wfll

be held April 5 to determine whether a gun dealer will face
criminal charges in the sale of a handgun and buUets to a
woman who later shot her chUdren and herself to death
authorities said.

The weapon, a .22-caliber handgun, and the buUets were
used by Melinda Daniels to kiU her son Dale. 9. and
daughter. Lisa. 5. before commiting suicide, according to
autopsies.

Their bodies were found March 8 in a car in Pittsfield
Cemetery, where they were buried Friday.

Both Assistant Clerk Magistrate Joseph Barnini, who
ordered the hearing, and Berkshire County District
Attorney Anthony Ruberto refused yesterday to release
the identity of the gun dealer.
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TIMOTHY'S SNAKE HUNTER
An original Hungry-U Specialty drink
guaranteed to chase the snakes out of
your head. Rid yourself of this curse
before, during and after St. Patrick's
Day.

Our cure contains Jameson's Irish
Whiskey, Irish Cream Liqueur, Kahula
and Green Pistasha Liquer artfully
blended together to create the
smoothest iced drink this side of
Ireland.
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Koffler accompanies escort service
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Correspondent

Chancellor Henry Koffler last night accompanied a
group of student escorts between the Southwest
Residential Area on its designated route from the lobby
of John Quincy Adams dormitory to the Goodell Library
for the entire 2Vi hour early shift.

The service was developed by the SGA President's Of-
fice in conjunction with the "Year Towards Civility" (a
program funded through the Chancellor's office) in order
to facilitate the prevention of violence against students
walking across campus at night and to foster community
awareness of these problems.

Recently the pn^ram was i4)proved as a 2-credit
seminar with a budget of $1,980. The service is managed
by co-coordinators Jane Johnson and Anne-Marie
Maynard and 110 student escorts.

•To qualify as an escort, students must fulfill re-
quirements which include completing a nruindatory train-

ing session; attending 10 workshops wnicn address such
topics as public safety, rape and awareness, crisis in-

tervention, and values clarification; escorting at least one
shift of 2Vi hours per week; and keeping a journal. The
program is based on a pass/fail option and is offered by
the human services division of the School of Education.
"I think that the very fact that students volunteered

for this and organized it is enormously impressive
evidence that they are concerned with what happens to
their friends and colleagues, it shows in a very tangible
way that people care," Koffler said.

The primary focus of the service is to inform the public.
While on duty escorts "facilitate awareness rather than
to be aggressive," Maynard said.

While only about 7 students in each residential area
utilized the service each night last semester, this was due
to a lack of available escorts and advertising for the pro-
gram. Coordinators are now sending letters to pro-
fessors teaching night courses and asking them to inform
classes of this option. "People tend to be wary of new
things but awareness is the key," Maynard said.

Anti -paraphernalia
law effective Monday

Arms race debate

triggers lamich of

opposing opinions
By RICK ALMEIDA
Collegian Staff

W. Scott Thompson defended his argument that the
United States must not fall behind the Soviet Union in the
nuclear arms race during a debate with former Pentagon
arms specialist Daniel Ellsberg at Johnson Chapel on the
campus of Amherst College last night.
"The Russians are all over the globe, in places where

they weren't invited." said Thompson, a former AssisUnt
Secretary of Defense, and currently a consultant to the
Navy.
The debate, entitled "The Arms Race: Will there be a

nuclear war? Can we prevent it?" provided a forum for
listeners to hear theories on nuclear disarmament and
deterrence. Thompson took the side of striving for nuclear
parity with USSR, while EUsberg called for an immediate
freeze in arms build-up.

Ellsberg said the Reagan administration was reaching
for first-strike capability, claiming every president since
Truman has at some point contemplated a first strike
nuclear war. Ellsberg cited the Middle East as a prime
example.

Thompson rebutted this, calling the idea "ludicrous."
pointing to Soviet supremacy in that area. "The only area
first-strike capability has been proposed is in the European
theater." he said.

Thompson further explained the need for keeping
abreast of the Soviets, saying that the Russians are
spending 40 to 50 percent more on defense, despite having
only 60 percent of the American gross national product.
"We lived rather well in the Kennedy era. when we were

spending 10 percent of our GNP on defense, " he said. He
also claimed the United States now spends only 6 percent
of the GNP on defense.

Ellsberg. in calling for a freeze, mentioned the rising
number of arms available to either country, including a
massive Soviet buildup since 1964. "I do not trust the
Soviets to forego the course of action we are taking,"
Ellsberg said.

When comparing U.S. involvement in Latin America to
Soviet action in Eastern Europe, Thompson asked if 55
miliUry advisors were equal to the 80.000 troops the
Soviets had in Afghanistan. Ellsberg, addressing the same
issue, said "Convert actions are the surest way to get into a
murderous and endless cwjflict. " He also cited "uncanny
parallels to Vietnam" in American relations in iDentral
America.

Ellsberg was warmly received by the overftow crowd of
slightly over 1,000. During several parts of the debate, the
audience shouted political slogans, particularly dealing
with El Salvador.

Defense dept. official says
scientific education is vital

By MARK TEEHAN
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the first of a tioo-
part series examining the new anti-
paraphernalia law in Massachusetts.

A law that will make the sale of drug
paraphernalia in Massachusetts a criminal
offense is scheduled to go into effect next
Monday.

Phil Sorenson. an attorney for the New
England Accessories Trade Association
(NEATA) said last Thursday that he will

challenge the constitutionality of the law
before it is scheduled to go into effect.

Sorenson said he will seek an injunction
to stop the law from being implemented on
the grounds that the law is vague, that it

violates the First. Fourth, and Fourteenth
Amendments of the U.S. Constitution and
the potential for discrimination in en
forcement.

Dennis Couran. the assistant legal

counsel to Governor Edward J. King, said

the law establishes two new criminal of-

fenses. Under the law. the sale of drug
paraphernalia to adults wi!J be a
misdemeanor punishable by a jail sentence
of one to two years or a fine of $500 to

$5,000. The sale of paraphernalia to minors
would be a felony, punishable by a jail

sentence of three to five years or a fine of

$500 to $5,000.

Couran said the law is based on the Model
Drug Paraphernalia Act (MDPA) which
was drawn up in August. 1979, by the U.S.
Department of Justice and sent to the

governors of each state.

"The bill is designed to curb drug use by
eliminating the commercial sale of

paraphernalia," Couran said.

"It's not going to solve the drug abuse
problem, but it will cut down the instances

of drug use. especially among minors," he
said.

Richard Evans, an Amherst attorney
involved with the National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML).
said there has never been a single study or
even an informed assertion that curbing the
availability of paraphernalia will in any way
curb drug abuse.

"It's like trying to outlaw alcoholism by
outlawing the use of swizzle stickes." Evans
said.

Philip Cavanaugh. associate director of
operations for the University of
Massachusetts Department of Public
Safety, said the law is directed at

distributors, wholesalers, and primary and
secondary retailers.

Cavanaugh defined primary retailers as
so. called "head shops' and secondary
retailers as a store "such as a record store,
which carries a substantial amount of
paraphernalia."

Couran said the "key element of the law
is intent," and the burden would be on the
state to prove that the dealer intended the
object in question to be used with an illegal

substance.

The law contains several guidelines that
would help authorities determine if a dealer
intended an object to be used illegally, such
as national or local advertising describing
the use of an object, instructions that
describe how to use the object with illegal

substances, proximity of the object to
substances such as tobacco, and other
guidelines. Couran said.

Where the object is sold will aLso be a
factor in establishing intent. Cavanaugh
said.

If a small variety store is selling single

width rolling papers there is "no proximity
to prove it is being sold for an illegal

purpose." Cavanaugh said.

Continued on page 7

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

The United States Deputy under
secretary of defense for research and
engineering. George P. Millburn. yesterday
said the nation's academic community is "no
longer providing a robust basic core of
scientific and engineering talent." and in

correcting this "hiust develop a more
realistic view of national security."

Millburn's comments came in a speech
delivered to University of Massachusetts
students and faculty members, and
sponsored by the Graduate School Visitor's

Program.
Addressing the issue of research grants
given to the nation's universities. Millburn
lamented a perceived retreat from the
committment to science and technology at
both sefondary and university levels.

Millburn said there has been, since 1970.
a national trend toward t\\e reduction of
mathematics and science requirements in

high schools and colleges, and that by
comparison the emphasis on such areas in

foreign countiries. including Japan and the
Soviet Union, has increased.

"I suspect that the > most important
determining factor is the public attitude
toward education and toward science and
technology,

" Millburn said. "Symtomatic of
this state is the fact that an increasing
proportion of science and engineering
doctoral degrees granted in this country are
too highly motivated and competent foreign
students." Millburn explained.

Although he said "their (foreign
students') enthusiasm and diligence is

applauded," Millburn said that "until our
laws change," technical leadership in the
defen.se sciences must fall on the shoulders
of "American citizens."

In explaining the funding which the
Department of Defense (DOD) provides
universities and industry, Millburn termed

Collegian photo bj Jim Waldron

DEFENSE IS THE TOPIC —
George P. Millburn spoke yesterday
to interested university students on
the subject of U.S. defense.

the DOD a "mission agency," whose "ac-

tions must support our mission of national

security."

Millburn had some welcome news for his
audience, saying that since a main DOD
philosophy is "to maintain a strong base of
technology." the DOD budget request now
before Congress includes a 12 percent real
dollar increase in applied research, and an
11 percent real dollar increase for science
and technology. However, Millburn
proceeded to caution that such research
allocations, based or\ their being immediate
expenditures compared with long rar<e
projects, are usually among the first items
trimmed from a budget.
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Priest reportedly assaulted
at Newman Center Monday

,
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By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

A Catholic priest attempting to close the
snack bar in the Newman Center Monday
night was assaulted by a man after the
priest twice asked the man and a female
companion to leave, University of
Massachusetts Police said yesterday.

Police said the incident reportedly oc-
cured Monday evening at approximately
10:45 when the priest, not wearing a
clerical collar, was pushed and later hit in
the face by the man. Police said the priest
received five stitches on the chin, and
described the man as about 20 years old,
5'6". with dark curly hair and a cleanshaven
face.

In another incident, an act of vandalism
was reported to police at 6:14 a.m. Monday
when three state dump trucks parked at the
loading docks at the Campus Center

received punctured radiators. Police said
the incident reportedly occured between 3
a.m. and 6 a.m. Monday. There are no
suspects, police said.

A suspicious person was reported to
police at 12:45 yesterday when a man
reportedly pretending to be an artist ap-
proached a woman in the Campus Center at
3 p.m. Monday saying he needed models.
He and the woman proceeded to what he
called an interview in a room in the
Graduate Research Tower where he offered
her $50 if she would remove her clothes for
him, police said.

A larceny over $100 was reported at 4:42
p.m. on Monday when some items were
reportedly stolen from Hasbrouck Rm. 131
sometime between last Tuesday and
Wednesday, police said. The items, in-
cludmg a metal table, a small wooden blue
desk, and five air conditioners,
valued at $300 , police said.

I
ComrrCommittee for the Collegiate Education of Black Students

and Other Minorities

were

Dastardly

TUTORS NEEDED
Tutors Needed For The Following Areas:

Chemistry Statistics

Physics Management
Calculus - all levels

Who: The tutoring will be provided for minority undergraduates on a
one to one or small group basis. The number of hours per week will
depend on the demand for tutoring In your particular area.
When: The tutoring will take place during the day and/or during the
evening (depending on the schedule of the tutor and the tutees)
Qualifications: Mastery of the subject area, previous tutoring
and/or teaching experience and previous experience with minorities
desired.

Applications are available in New Africa House Room 217

WEDNESDAY
Ladies Night - Open Bar
$2 cover 6 free drinks

36 E. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-9285

S5?Trent
University

Canada's ^

outstanding

small university

in Ontario

To find out more about
higher education In Canada and

Trent's personal approach to
learning contact Marilyn Lentz

253-7943

CAN YOU
Identify this person?

'>'. s*

This is impressionist

DAVID FRVE striking one of his many
satiric poses. Identify this person
correctly and YOU become eligible to
win a FREE pair of tickets to see David
Frye on April 1st performing in the

Campus Center Auditorium
Fill out the form and return to

Governors Program Council Box 146
Student Union. Winner will be drawn
from correct responses rec'd by Mon.
JMarchJ»th.__
The correct answer Isni
Your name Phone

So Simple!! Enter Today
Sponsored by Governors Program Council

Enjoy your St. Patrick's Day with Us —
Traditional Food fi^ Drinic for a Great Day
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TWO FOR ONE DRINKS
GREEN BEER
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First 100 People —

A Bottle of MICKEYS MALT UQUOR
Starting at 9:00 p.m.
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CERRF criticizes proposed anti-abortion lawsDIANA AJ.TAN
WAVTAl. M.%At ^1 iDBy DIANA AJJAN

Collegian Staff

If the Hatch Amendment goes through the Senate and
the House, it w,U make it easier to pass the Human LifeAmendment and other anti-abortion legislations, said Lisa
Nazzaro. a member of the Committee for Equal Riifhts
and Reproductive Freedom (CERRF).
"Once the anti-choice movement gains control over yourbody you know they've won." Nazzaro said.
The Hatch Amendment, which was recently approved

by the Senate Judiciary Committee, gives the states and
Congress concurrent power to outlaw abortion. According
to Nazzaro. this amendment deals with states' rights to
pass theu- own abortion legislation instead of the issue ofwomen s constitutional rights.

N^zaro said the Hatch Amendment can be brought to
the Senate floor at any time. Once it passes through the
benate and the House, it must then be ratified by 38 states
Nazzaro said if the Senate and House do pass the Hatch
Amendment, pro-choice groups must work on the state
level to defeat it.

Nazzaro said the main goal of CERRF is to educate
students about anti-choice legislation. At a general
meeting of CERRF last night, she traced the history of
abortion legislation.

Abortion was made legal in 1973 by the Roe vs. Wade
decision, which said that a women's right to privacy was
constitutionally guaranteed. This meant that a woman had
the right to opt for abortion in the private consultation
with her doctor.

The Hyde Amendment, which bans Medicaid funding for

Jackson Katz Common S%T^
It is a myth that our generation is sexually

enhghtened. Although American popular culture is
saturated with sex. most of it is to sell products instead of
to help people form satisfying relationships and to make
responsible sexual choices.

We aU have valid questions concerning sex. Com-
monsense Sex. therefore, will respond to students'
questions and concerns about sexuality and sexual health
to provide students with useful, relevant information
important to their lives,

"What is the difference between sex and sexuality?"
N.L., Orchard HiU

^

"Sex" is a biologic term. It refers to differences bet-
ween males and females and their potential for
reproduction. It also refers to the biological act of sexual
intercourse.

"Sexuality" incorporates the biological facts, but goes
much further. Sexuality is a psychological term
describing the personal and social reactions to sex.

Some scholars believe that sexuality — as a highly
evolved awareness and reaction to the biological domain
of sex — is exclusively human.

"What contraceptive services are avaOable on cam-
pus? J.E., North Amherst

Mary Chaffee
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The University Health Services schedules con-
traception education sessions four times a week- at 3
p.m. Mondays and Thursdays; at 7 p.m.. Tuesdays; and a
special session for couples only at 7 p.m. Wednesdays.
AU Vh hour sessions are held in UHS Room 302 and

are open to women and men. No appointment necessary.
The Health Center Pharmacy fiUs contraception

prescriptions by UHS staff and participating consultants.
Ihe pharmacy also stocks a limited selection of over-the-
counter contraceptive products.

In addition, condoms are avaUable in vending macKines
in the Men's rooms in the Campus Center Concourse and
the Student Union BuUding next to the Hatch.
"What is TSE?" T.R., Central
TSE stands for testicular self-examination. Although

many people have never heard of it. about 3.500 cases of
testicular cancer are reported each year. It is most often
found in men aged 20 to 35. and it is the most common
tumor in men aged 20 to 25.

Testicular self-examination is a simple procedure
which allows for early detection of testicular cancer.
When detected early, treatment for testicular cancer has
a high rate of success.

For literature, a descriptive health film or other in-
formation about the procedure, contact the Health
Education Department at 549-2671, extension 181.

Mary Chaffee and Jackson Katz are trained peer
sexuality educators and students at UMass. Questims
are welcome and should be addressed to the authors c/o
the Collegian. Room 113 Campus Center.

abortions, was introduced in 1974 and upheld on thefederal level in 1980. Nazazarosaid.
f " "" ine

The Human Life Amendment and the Human Life BiU.
both mtroduced in 1981. are currently in the Senate and
the House respectively. Both sUte that life begins at

outW°" ^"^""^ ^^^^ °' ^^^ *'**"*'''' '^*"^^ ^

The University of Massachusetts's chapter of CERRFwas formed m the faU of 1980 at the urging of the Women^s

tTJTu T^ ''' "^^^"^ S^"^^"' Unifn. Both o^hesegroups felt It was necessary to address the issue of
reproduction rights through a separate organization.
Nazzaro said. CERRF is affUiated with the ReproductiveRights National Newtwork (R2N2).

wproaucuve

Professor will speak on
world malnutrition
By STEPHEN HOWE
Collegian Correspondent

"Changing Concepts on World Malnutrition" will be the
subject of a talk by Professor Peter L. Pellet to be held at
8 p.m. Thursday m the Campus Center Auditorium The
event is part of the Chancellor's Lecture Series at the
University of Massachusetts.

Pellet will discuss the many interrelated social, political
and economic factors at the root of the world malnutrition
problem.

Pellet received his early training at London University
and was awarded his Ph.D. by the London School of
Hytnene and Tropical Medicine. He taught at the latter in-
stitution and at the American University of Beruit
Lebanon, before joining the UMass faculty in 1971.
Pellet has had extensive experience in the Middle East

and is recognized as an authority on protein quality and
protein nutrition. His national and international reputa-
tion in his field has earned him a place on boards such as
the Committee on Dietary Allowances of the National
Academy of Sciences National Research Council and the
Committee for Combating Childhood Malnutrition of the
United Nations University.
The Chancellor's Lecture series serves as a means for

recognizing distinguished members of the UMass faculty
Each participant in the series is awarded the Chancellor's
Medal, the highest honor bestowed upon individuals who
have rendered exemplary and extraordinary service to the
University.
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SAP patrols for celebraters today
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

A Northampton man was arraigned Mon-
day m Hampshire District Court on a
charge of indecent exposure.

David A. Bumham. 34. of 70 Riverside
Unve, Northampton, entered a plea of not
guilty on the charge, according to Amherst
police The arraignment follows a show
cause hearing that stemmed from a Jan 4
incident m which a man reportedly exposed
nimself to a female jogger on Bay Road in
Amherst. Burnham's case has been con-
tinued to March 31 for a pretrial con-
ference, police said.

An assault and battery was reported at
11:37 p.m. Monday. A 30-year-old white

• Hillel

man closing up the Newman Center was
reportedly hit in the chin at 10:45 p.m. by a
white male with curly hair, according to
police. The assailant, described as being 5'

5" tall, was the last person in the study
area of the center. The man who was at-
tacked reportedly took himself to Cooley
Dickinson hospital where he reportedly
received five stiches on his chin and a
tetanus shot, police said. The incident is

under investigation.

A caution to all during Saint Patrick's
Day celebrations: the Amherst police
Speed and Alcohol Patrol (SAP) will be in
operation tonight, tomorrow night, and for
Its usual Friday and Saturday hours. The
weekend before Spring break has
historically been a weekend of many ac-
cidents and injuries, according to police.

Continuedfrom page 1

The statement released yesterday states
when news of the speaker was made public
there was "an immediate outcry of concern.
The University's Administration 'looked
the other way' as the International
Women's Week Committee declared that
'everything had been finalized' (in reality
this was not the case)."

The letter further sUtes that when the
objecting students later tdd the committee
they would arrange for an Israeli woman to
speak later during Women's Week to en-
sure equal representation, the proposal
"was flatly rejected and thus equal
representation was denied."
However. Wexter saki when they were

approached by the students, all the
paperwork for Women's Week had been
completed, and theirs was not the only
proposal that could not be accomodated by
the committee. She said Hillel and other
organizations were contacted earlier in the
year to be involved in the planning for
Women's Week but they did not express an
interest.

The panelists were chosen to represent
particular discussions going on in the world,
she said. To have invited an Israeli woman
to also speak during the panel discussion
would have changed the format into one of a
debate because of the controversial issues
involved. The committee did not have a
debate in mind, Wexler said.
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"But you put that same paper in a case
with hash pipes and coke spoons and it
takes on an entirely different meaning." he
said.

°

Stephen Kaplan, assistant district at-
torney for Hampshire County, said one
problem with the law as it is stated now is
that a 'tobacconist can seU rolling papers
but boutique operators can't."

Kaplan said he personally believes the
law IS an "attack on symbols and peoples
state of minds" and is therefore in violation
of the Fu-st Amendment.

Sorenson. who is representing stores such
as Phoenix Smoke, Gift and Novelty
formerly Changes, of Springfield. Boston
and Hyannis. and HeadUne stores of
eastern Massachusetts, said it is a myth
that the law is only directed at "head
shops."

It s also directed at variety stores, gas
stations, record stores and mom and pop
grocery stores, " he said.

"If a clerk in an Amherst store sold a pack
of E Z Wider double width roUing papers to
a UMass student who is under age 18. that
clerk could be facing three to five years in
Walpole," Sorenson said.

Both sides feel confident that the courts
will decide in their favor.
Sorenson said a recent Supreme court

decision, which he said "legitimized" the
sale of paraphernalia by registering it and
establishing licencing zones, is totally
different from the Massachusetts law.

"There are very serious problems with
the law on its face and as it is applied." he
said.

Couran said he believes the law will
withstand a legal challenge.

"We're running a streak of successes.
There have been 21 courts in the nation that
have upheld the MDP Act." upon which the
Massachusetts law is based. Couran said

every day
refreshed!

Th« Collegion
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TEACHERS WANTED

• U.S. Citizenship

• Age to 29
• BS or MS in any of the above or related areas
• Teaching experience not required

Qualified applicants may receive $900 permonth financial assistance during senior year
or last year of Graduate School.
For further information, write, send resume
or call collect:

r.
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Changes must be made
in individual attitudes

EDITOmAL/OPINION
Colle gj^jn 9

It was a fairly large outdoor party.
The faces weren't all familiar but
the beer was flowing, the weather

was warm and the music was blasting. Sud-
denly she was singled out by some drunken
man, roughly grabbed and thrown into the
woods. He proceeded to brutally rape and
beat her and in the process fractured her
cheek bone, tore her clothing and shattered
her very existence as a woman. It was well
over a year before she could conrvfortably
taJk to or be around a man. Even her
friends and relatives could not comprehend
the pain and suffering which she had to en-
dure beause of that tragic night.

John F. Hudson
dure because of that tragic night.
Most people, including myself, would feel

removed from her story, somewhat sym-
pathetic, but basically uneffected. Violent
acts have become so commonplace in our
society that many of us have become
callous in our view of brutal occurences. But
the woman in the story was not any "Jane
doe." an anonymous unrelated to myself in
any way - it was my friend! Recently she
told this story to me - after the initial
story, our conversation went something
like this.

"After that," she continued. "I could
barely talk to or look at a man for nearly a
year."

She spoke in hushed tones and uncomfor-
tably avoided my eyes. Fumbling around
for some sort of reply, I proceeded to allow
one of the most stupid thoughts I had ever
produced to slip through my lips.

"I understand," I remarked gather
hesitantly. -rtv '-» "»*' «' •

She looked up at me with disbelief and
said m a rather icy tone. "No you don't."

I struggled uncomfortably trying to
avoid the piercing look in her eyes and
realized how silly and tragic my last state-
ment had been. How could I. as a man. ever
hope to understand the trauma, pain or
longterm damage of a rape.

A few days later another woman friend
related a similar, yet less severe story con-
cening sexual harassment. She had been to
one of those typically loud, rambunctious
Friday night parties. Out of nowhere a
very drunk man confronted her. pinned her
against a wall and proceeded to kiss and
fondle her. much to her frustration. During
this struggle she spotted a person from her
dorm and called him over. Luckily the man
walked away and she was spared any more
hassle. Unlike the rape, this took place in a
room full of people who could have easily

helped. The incident in itself is infuriating,
hut the fact she had to search for help in a
crowded room is a sad comment on
awareness both inside and outside the
University.

Both of these stories affected me in the
same way. Usually I see most situations as
controlable or at least preventable. Yet
these stories left me with confused feel-
ings, unvented anger, and a feeling of total
helplessness. As a friend to many women,
a brother and a potential father, how could
I prevent rape or sexual harassment? How
would I react to a victim if that person was
my girlfriend or sister? Answers to this

- problem are neither simple nor numerous
yet the idea of awarness presents itself as a
starting point to solve this momentous

_ societal problem.

On a community level, awareness takes
many shapes and forms both publicly and
personally. Rape-awareness workshops are
held periodically at various locations
around campus. Basically they examine the
problems of rape and harassment and offer
resources and information on counseling,
advocacy and support groups. These ser-
vices help both the victim and the victim's
friend and relative to cope with and survive
the traumas accompanying rape and sexual
harassment. For both men and women
they serve as an eye-opening experience
and are a potentially helpful way of reduc-
mg incidents of rape and harassment in the
community.

Organizations such as the Everywoman's
Center. Health Services, the Department
of Public Safety, and the SGA Escort Ser-
vice all act as coordinators for information
resource outlets and specific program im-
plementation. Volunteers for these efforts
are always needed - even a few hours a
week is an effective way of helping to bat-
tle rape and harassment.
Only through the changing of society's

attitudes and values will the problems of
rape and harassment begin to slow on a
large scale level. Any changes must begin
on an individual level. As individuals we all
have the responsibility to examine our own
attitudes about women, men and their rela-
tion to one another.
My own view of rape and harassment

changed drastically after hearing the hor-
ror stories of two close female friends
Hopefully it will not take such tragedies as
these to motivate others to help in the bat-
tle against rape and harassment. It is a
high price to pay for social and therefore
human awareness on everyones' part.

John F. Hudson is a Collegian colum-
nist.

WE SUPPLY
THE eOVERNMENT

WE SUPPLY
THE DEAD
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Letters

Petitions are ineffective

To the Editor:

John Hudson's comparison of the Conte
protest and the financial aid lobbying effort
("Playing the political game." Collegian,
March 10) tries to convince us that round
pegs can indeed fit into square holes. The
lobby was a nationwide action framed in
terms of students' material interests and
the duty ol Iheir congress members to
represent them, all very well-known and
accepted themes in American politics. By
its very nature, however, the opposition to
Rep. Conte's stand on EI Salvador could not
take this path. Who among us has a direct
interest in U.S. withdrawal from El
Salvador? Those who will not be in school
next year because their grants went to buy
guns for the junta think they do. But this is

an interest Conte, like most U.S.
politicians, refuses to recognize. We who
find the deaths of 32,000 Salvadorans in the
last two years against our interest in justice
are also deemed illegitimate actors.
Petitions have no effect. Other, more
demonstrative actions are necessary to
change both the policy and the nature of
American politics itself.

I wish Hudson would think about these
questions: 1) How can anyone assess the El
Salvador protests, now, as a failure?
People marched, satin, and rallied for more
than ten years before the Vietnam War
ended, yet along the way they helped
prevent two presidents from escalating the
war even further, perhaps to the nuclear
level. 2) What do you propose to do about
the Reagan administration's unconcealed
attempts to overthrow the people's
government in Nicaragua and crush the
people's revolution in El Salvador and
Guatemala? 3) Is politics really a "game"?
Or is it a struggle over life and death,
oppression and freedom? Can we sit idly by
as the U.S. government robs the U.S. poor
to help Latin American dicUtorships
murder Latin American poor, all because
their "problem" doesn't go by our rules?

Dennis Fiachman
Amherst

No gratitude for grads
To the Editor:

As a longtime University of
Massachusetts basketball fan. I feel a great
disservice has been committed that should
not go unnoticed. Three men associated
with the team (two players and one
manager) will be graduating in May and got
almost no acknowledgement from the
athletic department or coaching staff at the
socalled "Senior Night Ceremonies"
Thursday night at the Cage. If coaches
really felt that the players couldn't be put
into their last home game at any point I
suppose that is a coaching perogative. but

Letters Policy

Letters to the editor must include
the writer's name, address and
telephone number for verification.
Because of the large volume of mail
received, unpublished letters cannot
be acknowledged or returned. Sub-
missions are subject to editing for

clarity and grammar. Letters longer
than 30 lines may be condensed due
to space limitations.

The minor

not even a handshake for jobs well done?
Dave Genis transferred here in his junior

year and for what? To have nothing more
than a seat on the bench? And what about
Mike Haverty who puts a lot of effort into
each game as manager — not an easy job to
do quite so well. Jeff Bierly is the only four
year man on the team and wasn't shown the
least bit of. gratitude for his hard work and
enthusiasm.

Come on coach, you can do better than
that! I have no respect for a coach who
shows no respect for his team.

Sue Finerman

Amherst

Put an end to violence

To the Editor:

In case you haven't looked at my name,
I'm Irish. Every year when Saint Patricks
Day rolls around I'm reminded of my
heritage by the wearing of the green. Each
time this happens however, I am a little

saddened. For many untold years,
Americans have been drinking green beer
and wearing "Kiss me. I'm Irish " buttons
and having a good old time, but what has
been happening in Ireland? Bombings,
gunfire, and unnecessary violence.
No one is free from the oppressive air of

hostility which has invaded the minds of the
Northern and Southern Irish people.
Buildings are bombed, the IRA and British

soldiers exchange automatic rifle fire,

innocent children are killed in the streets —
when will it end? How long will it be before
the bloody violence comes to a halt, before
children can play in safety? I'm not willinjj

to wait.

My countrymen, each and every one of

you, I beg you right now to please stop the
killing. My voice may not mean much to

you but it's all I have. Make an example on
this day of fun and merriment to stop this

senseless conflict. No more bombs, no more
guns, no more violence. Please listen to

reason. The children will thank you for it.

Michael Donoghue
Orehard Hill

Watching Americans celebrate Saint Patrick's
Day IS enough to make some of Irish descent
wish they were from Tanzania.

There are plenty of reasons in this worid to drink- you're
happy, you're sad, you're bored, you're busy, you hate
your Wife, you love your wife. But every March 17
Americans become drunken buffoons, wear little green
beanies and shout "Up with the IRA!" all in the name of
the great patron saint of Ireland.

As you sit in the Bluewall this afternoon lifting a few
pints, think of a city in Northern Ireland; think of a line of
tanks rolling down a busy shopping boulevard. Army
patrols, both on foot and in armored jeeps, hold awesome
black machine guns at ready as they scan the crowd of
Belfast housewives. Pedestrians automatically submit to
quick body searches by black-uniformed officers before
entering each downtown street or store.

After a period of watching the nightly Irish news, one
becomes used to the grim details. A man and his brother
are kidnapped and shot for dating a Protestant woman
The press interviews the grieving parents. The next night
Catholics retaliate and kill one of the men involved Six
Bntish soldiers are killed by a landmine in Armagh The
army sends the perfunctory telegrams; once again the
parents gneve.

Twenty-five people were killed by a bomblast in a
downtown Belfast pub one busy Saturday night in 1979.

"My brother was saved 'cause he was near the door
about to leave," the old man told me. "He had to have both
his legs cut off. My other brother was more of a drinker
He stayed and was killed."

There are real people being killed by real bombs in both
Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland. Children
are being taught to hate and to throw rocks at soldiers
without really understanding why. Uter, some decide ti
join special interest groups and learn the intricacies of
more complex weapons.

The number of dead has passed 2,000. All because agroup of people believe that because Ireland is an island it
should be one country. Although tradition supports a
united Ireland, most Northern Irish do not want to
become a part of the Republic of Ireland. In referendums
the majority voted to stay with the United Kingdom '

guns rule

Kathleen Howley

Some chose to stay with England out of a sense of
loyalty. Some consider the economic reasons: allegiance to

THE CHILDREN - Ireland's hope for a
peaceful future.

England means a higher standard of living for both
Catholics and Protestants, better highways, bigger
buildings and more welfare money.

Paddy's day for kissing rocks
Saint Patrick's is a wonderful day for those of us

who are tired of winter and get into kissing rocks I

think Its very nice that the Irish gave us this holi-
day, bean agrees with me.
No. I haven't assumed an alter ego named Sean. Sean is

a leprechaun I met at the T.O.C. a couple of weeks ago He
was very disappointed that they weren't serving green
beer so I bought him a Haffenreffer.

I was a little suprised to find myself conversing with a
leprechaun, but Sean was very patient in explaining his
presence to me. This task was doubly difficult, for not only
did he have a thick Irish brogue, but he kept on falling into
nis beer bottle and constantly needed to be fished out.
As Sean explained it, the people in his community got

together and decided they could make a great deal of
money if they started renting themselves out as authentic
Saint Patrick's Day paraphernalia. Unfortunately, no one
has been willing to believe their advertising campaign, so a
tew of the more outstanding citizens were sent out on a
free promotional tour. Sean was one of those lucky em-
missaries.

I asked Sean what he thought about UMass. His face fell
as he looked out the window at the Campus Pond
Memorial Airway. "There's not a whole lot of green
around here," he complained.

Poor Sean's green tinted face was beginning to turn
blue so I quickly changed the subject. I asked him what he
thought about the students here. He took a long sip of his
beer and fell in again. But I thought he seemed to brighten
up a bit as he shook himself off.

"I think they're just wonderful," he gushed. He went on
to note how many people tried to get him drunk so he
would tell them where he hid his pot of gold. He also notedhow many people used the words "pot" and "gold" inter-
changably and asked me if I could explain this linguistic
pecuhanty to him.

^

I was just about to reply when my friend Tom tapped me
on the shoulder.

"Hey M.B., is that a half full bottle of Haffenreffer next
to you?

Before I had a chance to answer, Tom finished off the
rest of the bottle.

"Gee M.B., I'm sorry. I'll go get you another one."
1 looked around for Sean, somehow knowing the worstMy fears were confirmed when I saw his little green cap

balanced precariously at the edge of the table. Poor Tom
he s never going to believe it.

Mary Beth Hebert is a Collegian columnist.

Dyslexia: an invisible disability
What did Leonardo da Vince, Nelson Rockefeller,

Woodrow Wilson, George S. Patton, Pablo
Picasso and Albert Einstein have in common?

Along with an estimated 10 percent of the population,
they were learning disabled.
Dyslexia effects about 1,700 students at the University

of Massachusetts to some degree. It's time for all of us to
become more aware of this invisible minority and give
dyslexic students the support they deserve.
The academic performance of learning disabled students

is hampered by problems with number sequencing and
reversals, spelling, and syntax and auditory discrimina-
tion difficulties that interfere with note taking. Many
dyslexic students successfully reach their potential,
however, and learn to cope with the debilitating effects of
the common myths about dyslexia that obfuscate the
facts.

There have not been any "cures" devised for dyslexia or
other learning disabilities, but with early detection and
proper treatment, one can usually expect to have fewer
academic problems later on in life. Recent researach sug-
gests that a learning disability may result from problems
m the left hemisphere of the brain, which controls
language and analytical functions for 94 percent of the
population. No such problem or abnormality can presently

be identified by medical tests, however, a learning disabili-
ty remains an invisible disability.

For learning disabled college students, the "invisibility"
of this handicap often produces reactions of disbelief
among friends and teachers, since there is no external
evidence of a disability. There is a growing number of
students around the country who are going to college
graduate and medical schools, despite their learning
disabilities. More and more schools are becoming aware of
this population and are admitting these students who are
in need of support services. Most of these programs are
designed to help students develop compensatory and cop-
ing skills. With the proper help, these students tend to do
very well, and like all students, usually major in areas
which mateh their interests and their academic strengths

In a February 21 New York Times Magazine article en-
titled "College for the Learning Disabled," the author
stated. "The hope is that as more college students cope
with learning disabilities successfully, more attitudes will
change and opportunities will open up for those who
follow " To the many college-age people with a learning
disability, college programs like the UMass Dyslexic Stu-
dent Organization (DSO) offer a glimpse of light at the end
of a long road full of discouragement and frustration
Rayna Siegler it a UMass student.

By way of comparison, the Republic of Ireland has a
lower standard of living, is very rural. lacks what
Americans would define as highways, and often runs out
of "the dole." or welfare money. Contraceptives have only
recently been legalized, and abortion and divorce are
banned by the constitution.

Regardless of their reasons, the Northern Irish must be
allowed to decide their own fate without pre.ssure from
Protestant or Catholic terrorist groups. Some Americans
Ignore this nght by supporting, verbally or economically
terronst organizations which use violence to impose the
will of the minority upon the populace.

What right do we have to interfere with Northern
Ireland's internal affairs? "U.S. out of EI Salvador'" we
chant during rallies against American intervention in
foreign countries, but "Up with the IRA!" we shout on
Saint Patrick's Day.

We protest the use of American funds to arm foreign
nations, yet monies from private Irish-American groups,
from people who suppose themselves to be "loyal to the
cause." are still being use to buy guns and bombs for the
Provisional wing of the Irish Republican Army.

What price must be paid for a united Ireland? How high
does the body count have to go? 3,000? 4,000? It will never
be enough.

The 800 centuries of English oppression of the Irishpeople must be put behind us. Vengence does not havTa

ot iZr atTh
""''*"• ?" " ^^P^'^"y ^-^-t -henone looks at the angry faces of Belfast children and

realizes that they are the next generation.

whItT T"'."? ^ ""^^'y ^"^h ^" Saint Patrick's day. do

Tn PnH r rAt"" ^""'^ 17 - go to mass and pray foran end to the killings.
^

Kj^JMeen Howley. the Collegiai. executive editor,worked m Ireland for more than a year.

Thought for today —
Parnell came down the road,
he said to the cheering man:

Ireland shall get her freedom,
and you still break stones.

— William Butler Yeats
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The DUKE ELLINGTON
COMMITTEE of UPC and

The UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL

Wednesday, March 17. 1982

Arts
OCUCTIOfJS^

proudly present (,-(,•£,(, ^•t.i.i.i,^^^^^^^^^^^^

THE MAN WITH THE HORN
APRIL 3, 1982

Fine Arts Center
UMass Students 8.50, 9.50

Gen. Public 10.00, 10.50

TIX AVAILABLE @
TIX UNLTD.

FAC BOX OFFICE

FOR THE RECORD (FACES)

ALL TICKETRON OUTLETS

OH SALE NOW

I

89
i MILES DAVIS F

'©""^ji^concsT'^jap

1

I J ^y^aeyo-^Mgac^'^a?^c^isr-nsegg-g.--»»

UPC PRODUCTIOBS &
GOVERNOR'S PROGRAM

COUNCIL collaberate to present

^'':i»«£^^n!ai5' «C3^<»'^tviP <ic^(S)

MARVIN "HANNIBAL" PETERSON
The Angels of AtlanU (Enja 3085)
By GREG GILES
Collegian Correspondent

There is no death,
in Spirit,

there is no death,
for an Angel,
there is only life,

for an Angel.

Ha««.K„i * .u —journal of Hannibfel

aS p *^ ^^T '*'**'"^" ^""^ ^^^ '^"ifi^d children ofAtlanta. Georgia about a year ago; and. they are
rnajestically sung on the title track by the Harlem BoysChoir directed by Walter TurnbuU. The Angels ofAtlanta, I am certain. wiU be rememebered as one of themost powerful and provacative Ip's of the 80's
The musicians - Hannibal on trumpet. George Adamson tenor sax Kenny Barron on piano. Diedre Murray on

cello Cecil McBee on bass. Dannie Richmond on drums,
i'at Peterson on vocals and the Harlem Boys Choir - havemade a statement that will not soon be forgotten. Writes
Hanibal on the back cover:

The children and eMers are the soul
of a country, and ultimately the world,
and this ongoing campaign of horror
colors the soul and future of this
country as well as this world, a brutal
red... again mankind falls short of what
IS sacred.

This is a very important album, particularly in the age ofthe mmdnumbmg media bUtz. Angels of Atlanta is a

ST^l/lf'Tf'' ^^''*'^^ ^^' ^°*"S through peoplesminds as the Atlanta slayings occurred, and as the media
covered the story next to Reagan's conservatism next to
welfare cuts (next to)... implying the Atlanta murderer was
white a striking example of the swing to the political right
and the rise of racism it propagates. But whether he or she
IS black or white seems less important than the way which
the media will probably exploit and, in its small way. affect
humanity by sensationalizing racism without condemning
It. Nothing will be resolved. Hannibal et a! cut through the
distortion and give some serious insight into human nature
through their own media.
Angels reaches gut emotion; compassion at every tune

Hannibal s trumpeteering rises beyond the call of duty on
this date and Pat Peterson, his wife, squeezes some very
pain ul as well as joyous vocals out on two cuts, both
highlights to these ears. Its exciting straight-ahead tradmusic with not an ounce of stale soloing. Purifying and
hard-hitting espresso tunes. / s ^

Ifs also refreshing to see an album with an impetus for
once, not just a new faceless Ip with a higher price. Angels

mT.Kf^^/r.'^'"^" ''"^ ^^^""^ ^ «P*^« that otherwise
might be difficult for some to make. Prepare yourself, and
play It in one sitting.

LOU REED
The Blue Mask (RCA)
By DENI CHAPNIK
Collegian Staff

"Take the Blue Mask down from my face and look me in
the eye.

Will the real Lou Reed please sUnd up. Who is this man
that famed record critic Robert Christgau aptly dubbed the
father of avant-punk? Is he the anti-hero of the 60's druir
culture.^ A prophet of doom and destruction from the TO's*Ur just a plain, ordinary average guy as he states on hisnew album. The Blue Mask?
Lou R«ed has certainly gone through many attitude

Changes m his career as a musical artist. But there finallycame a time when he had to give in to his own true valuesand become part of what used to be called the estabhsh-
ment. What .' Lou Reed - mature and civilized? No more
black iipstick and swearing at the audience like the good
old days? Well, he may still hate journalists (please don't
tell him I wrote this), but on The Blue Mask he shows how
he learned to accept some of some of the finer things in lifeeven love some of them, while stUI maintaining his

QoMgmi 11

'sDay
Green Sale

•ir-ir-tr-efer-ir

you talented?
Are you waiting to be discovered?

WEDNESDAY APRIL 7th s,;n u, for r.e
Bluewall Amateur Night • • • Your ticket to Fame. The grand prize

^ATrM'^"
^^j""'"^ '° '^''°"^ '" ^'^ <=°""'^V's #1 talent clubCATCH A RISING STAR in New York City, and will perform with

the club s touring company at their exclusive Bluewall appearance
on Wednesday April 14th.

D^wifJ^"" ^"'"*^^ ^° «^ DISCOVERED and TOPREVIEW THE NATIONS TALENT ON THE UP and UP and UPII

•tr-ir-tr-er-ic-tr

•tftftr-ir-tr-tt

SAVE $5.00
on

Green Hooded
Sweatshirt

Now Only $9.95

Regular $14.95

SAVE $3.00
on Matching

Green Sweatpants
Now Only $7.95

Reg. $10.95

^ Sale is only on
green hoods and sweatpants

Located in the Camous Center

'Di.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Pfioto by David Ga
renowned sarcastic outlook.
The album's decadent feel is comparable to the har-shness of h.s early 70'salbums Transformer and Berlin, butBin, Mask s intimacy is reminiscent of his live album TakeNo Prisoners. With the release of The Bells, it was evident

AWh*'"^K'r^?.^ ^^^ "^^ ^'^^'•^d t« a mellower stance.Although he claims only one instrumental overdub wasused on the album (the intro to 'Women'), the in-
tertwining electric guitars, bass, and drums provide a solid
pattern of background music, a wall of sound for Lou's
mastermind vocals.

Lou Reed stUI sings of perversion, sadomasochism,
drugs sex and death. But instead of advocating them ashe did in his ear ier Velvet Underground days, he nowwarns of their evils. On "Underneath the Bottle. " Lou lets
us know he doesn t approve of alcohol abuse by putting usm the shoes of an alcoholic. That's a far cry from previously
justifying the joys of shooting heroin. "The Gun" is arather frightening tale of a dememted man who's "carry a
gun. Lou apparently isn't too keen on the idea of guns
either. ° '

Death is still high on Lou Reed's list of priorities. Butnow he sings of it with tones of sorrow and bitterness
instead of the old amazement and curiosity. "Waves ofFear and "The Blue Mask" both display death as their
prevalent factors. These are also the two most intense
songs on the album. With Reed's fiery, searing guiUr and
gory, detaded lyrics he runs the gamut of describing ex-treme anxiety and sadomasochistic perversion to finally
death Lou says that lyricallly "The Blue Mask" is the best
song he sever done.
Lou doesn't want to tour anymore. He says it's too much

for him and he doesn't enjoy it. but he stil plans on
recording. He even started playing guitar again on thisalbum. He may be mellowing out as he grows older, and hisbark may be more subdued, but he hasn't lost any of his
original vicious bite.

^

A RMtQuront
with FLAIR

K
<^Rddc\^^

Ch««s« ond

Win« Sp#ciQls

2:00-5:00 PM

Also Sunday

DRUNCH

on the

Boltwood Walk
103 N. Pleasant St.
Amherst
2535927

^ Are you interested in applyingfor %
% a resident assistant position for ^

%1982- 1983?

Jr.a. information meeting?J}-
March 18, 1982

7:30 p.m.

Campus Center 917

4

[Si@DE)[i[Mir /s^ggogTT/^RJlT ^@g(Q)(gD^=u"0®R!]*
For further information, contact SCERA 545-0341

c?
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St.Patrick'sDay
Caids.

Send a bit o* blarney and
make someone's day!

">

Jk

Creative excellence is an American tradition.

Happy Persian New Year \
^HffBUAN,

THE AREAS GOURMET "*

AROOSAK
only Qt Hohjee's

Route 9, Hadley
Located nnidway between Amherst & Northampton

584-9797

^fy Tuesday -Thursday 5-11 - Friday, Saturday 5 - 12^ Sunday 4-12 - Closed Monday

^UNIVERSITY °'^^-^''-'
Sat 11-4

STORED '""'"'''
Campus Center

SHOE
BIN M7n.

*» ^-^

\:

^ % •4^

../*

.V.
<^/n*!i

^
•<«>ri?^ i

1^

ir

I %0i>"-''^

m^

show your
pride

Arrive in Florida in style.

T Shir!^""^^"'''! k' ^"T^^"^^ '-"Printed sportswear
T-Sh,rts - Sweatshirts - Shorts - Pants - Hats - Sweaters - Jackets

Clothing also available
in the Mini-Store

located in

the Student Union
Open M-F 7:30-10

Located in the Campus Center
Open M-F 9-5

iSgy^fl"-''
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DOONESBURY

"im M51L0UJ mrbkt; you
MAKB im POINT THAT 7H5
Biseesrp^O5f0iuA couna
MU, EVBi. FACe IS imBN
TO eeCOM^pAHeNB, RJ6HT?

/

'mAT'S RJGHT, MARK. JlMINe

^ TfeHOTSUBJBCT 70CW, espe-
CMUY TOMOMBNOVeR 30. MANY
OF mmARa mriN6 n build
C4^S<?S, BUT THe/HBAR. THeiR
BKkCeiCAL CLOCKS T1CKJN6

"'
AMAY. I

by Garry Trudeau

Colle ^iaji 13

1WMBLUW HUBBY SHOULD COM-
PSN^ma BY BeiNG ORCUMSPeCT
5VBN FHB Ifmws TOPARJiaPmB
PUUy, HB SH0UU?imcB5URBHIS
UJife ISUP TO 80THRAI5IN6A KIP
ANP 8RJN6ING HOMB THffTCRmO^

secoNPiNconia!

BUTHOIV
CAN MB
TBLL IN
ADVANCB?

SmRJHBROUT
ON A PUPPY.

see HouMUCH
IT BATS INTO
HBR TIMB.

CROSSWORD

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

l^J^COlAes OM6E AVE^fi'.

by M. Joyce

Edited by Margaret Farrar and
IMJ I 01 Aii|cl« rim« >tii4icr

45 Extinct Dird

46 In the Heat of
the Night"
awardee

50 Affairs

53 Ernie who played
Marty

54 Proper name
55 Ms Dunne
57 Kitchen need
58 Over there:

Poet
59 Pacific island

group
60 Dotted with stars
61 Social insects
62 Like the people

inthispuz2le
63 Baker s product

ACROSS
1 This year s grads
4 Oscar winner
from Tara

9 Elmer Gantry s

Lancaster
13 Despise
15 Begin
16 Collections
17 Slightly open
18 Entrances
19 First name in

Cabaret
20 -My Fair Lady

professor

22 Like one doing
this puzzle

24 The Divorcee
star

25 Dodger Preacher,
of yore

26 Child
27 Katharine and

Audrey
32. Work a web
34 Netherworld
35 Paulo
36 WWII gals
37 Less brilliant

38 Platform
39 Damage
40 The corn
41 Player s sport
42 Mildred Pierce

portrayer

44 Supply weapons

spot

DOWN
1 Titles in the
Middle East

2 Indian prince
3 Gawk
4 Taken for a time
5 Witch s abode
6 He

seventh heaven
1 feeling

(instinct)

8 Dame Myra
9 Cat .

Marvin film

Trude Jaffe
ii>

10 Not restricted
11 Tear down
12 Absolute ruler

14 Wandering
21 SW Asian country
23 Globes
27 Dragged
28 'Tempting
29 For each
30 Guileless
31 Tel Signal from

ship

j2 Moselle tributary
33 Supreme
34 Word before cut

and pm
36 WWII DC group
37 Arafat s org
38 Game pieces

involved in

politics

40 At a distance
41 Peck, to pals
43 Harms
44 Agamemnon s

father

46 Ship s apparatus
47 Contributor
48 No friend

49 Ms Adoree
50 Author Seton
51 Night sight
52 Little tastes
53 Bartok.

composer
56 Brother

THE UMASS ZONE

f^^' y^ ^0^ BmnEd 'oaf

*fZ CANT GO Our \
-TONIGHT

^ I'VE GOT ^

A Test TononRjov/.
T'f^ IRISH, AND J
CAnT CeUBRATE ST.

Parry's oAy:

AU SAINT P/TTRICK IS
AN IRISH SAINT . THIS
IS youR HERITAGE, OONl
^V»? fORGET IT THIS
IS youfK. NIGHT/

by Mark Rollirts

[cMMM/r /ccw/v, you R£ right!
\

2 CANT ARJGU£ WITH IHOO yBMKs\
OfTRADlT/ON*

N-

WHAT HAPPENED?
I jvif cAv'i UJi»vi iK... rvf
Ofjl>j kttM hll-t +U6 J^s* ti>f if

p»%'5 hkt Au »Mjl»ii MijjtifnMe,

>i/«K. k>l|iJi 1 ktVt No <.«nfk«]„,

0,.f'iJk^,„I

M-

<«mI .' Ji;*/ J»^ "It. A iiA^ktr f%

nAMi/ivUi't.- Hitif'rt /toihf (W m,

LAST 0N£
TO THE P06E
BuysiHEBURS

by Ethyl Octane

htJ A iTfki M iomtriiM s* ttt'i

/•ocA.vj thi c/.»j Au<, >)ij tloyij

K-^^Hmlu tww k«j4 v,^, l.jt-

7^
'

'•''';:;;«,.'( -'-'^o-»oj.w
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WEATHER
Snow western highlands

before changing to rain
today. Occasional rain
elsewhere. Highs 40 to 46.
Periods of drizzle and rain
tonight and torhorrow.
Lows in the mid 20s..
Highs in the low and mid
40s.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH
Cheeseburger, Liver and
Onions

TIME OUT
Always a
Friendly

Atmosphere

Two
TV's

DINNER
Simmered

BASICS LUNCH
Hungarian Noodle Bake.
Tofu Pattie/Sandwich Roll

Corned

Lotsa St. Patty 's

Drinks and Music at
The Right Price

Open 11:30 am - 1:00 am daily
37 N, Pleasant

St. Pat's
Day

Specials
Green Beer

a Bloody Molly
an Irish Screw

and More
Plus Regrular Two-Fers

and Happy Hours
Guiness Beer All Day

$1.30

57 N. Pleasant 253-5141
Proper ID a must

Beef/Cabbage, Turkey
Salad Plate with Saltines,
Fish Fry Plate/Tartar
Sauce, Cocktail Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Barley-Soybean Casserole
Fish Fry Plate/Tartar
Sauce, Cocktail Sauce

Summer Jobs

Upward Bound/

UMass Amhortt
Positions Available:

Instructors
(for College Prepratory Curriculum)

Counselor/Tutors
(for residential component)
Pick up applications at

205 New Africa House
Deadline: March 19, 1982
Internships akn av/aiiahio

«• n
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Tuborg u/Dk bot 6.95

Labatts Alei2ozNR's 9.50
Miller 12 02 c .IftSO

BuSCh 12 oz. N/R 7.50

Rolling Rocki2pk c 3.95

Pabst 12 oz. cans. 6.99 cs

Skol Vodka 175 8.20

SkolGin 175 8.20

Canadian Rare 1 75 9.95

Roberto Rum 1.75 9.29

Haig & Haig Scotch 1 75 16.99

Windsor Canadian 1 75 1 1 .99

InglenOOk Navetle, Byrg, Chab, Vin Rose, Rhine 1.5

3.59

Calif. Callers Burg, Chab, Rhine 4 L 6.99

Partager Red & white 1.5 4.59

Gallo 1.5 3.99

Trapiche Chardonnay (Argentina) 750 mi

;.... 2.49

PrincipatO Red & white (Italian) 1.5 3.99

BonifatO Red & WWte (Italian) 1.5. .

.' 2.99

Villa Lambrusco 1.5 2.99

Zaca Mesa Toyon Noir 750 mi 4.39

Los HermanOS Burg&Chab4L 5.99

not responsible for typographical errors

253-5595 1 a.m. til 1 1 p.m.

mmh
^•M^
^^i^

'W.siivmmmnnm
U^jBSpi^WflLi'/IJ f I •. iJMi'(*nn i-l-M
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Stadium wishes everyon^a
Happy St. Patty's Day

Wednesday, March 17, 1982

OL.LEGIAN*CLASSIFIE
. Come to Co«egian Office CC 111 • fl^c^o.c .._..- . . ^T ^^^^^i^^^ ^ i

Collegian is

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadlsc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-701a

ALAN EISENBERG
Its Alan Eisenberg's Bday today girts
give htm a call or a kiss 546-7742

APARTMENT WANTED FOR"
FALL SEMESTER

^ai^JP^a'*'^ °- ^ '^""^ »P»rtment in
Puffton, Brandywine, Presidential. Will pay

sfe-SSr^'
'«as« and pay finder's fee

AUDIO

rirSSJ^!?,*^-? ^^•^'"9 ^585 like new
Call 665-7717 for info, will talk

Mirage SM-I Loudspeakers. Good
sound, 6 months old. $170/pair. 323-5826
Great Sound For LessI Experienced DJ's
wiM play your favorite tunes: Rock, Disco,

^f • Call Steve 549-5845 or Roge

AUTO FOR SALE
AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
1974 Chevy Impala excellent condition
both intenor and exterior, engine good no
work needed, $1000 negotiable call Kevin
O0O-4362

Honda Civic sedan 1200 cc 5ok excellent
condition 79 call after 5 584-4309
70 Chevy depend, trans. AM/FM rad gd

Sa ,^*^ car must sell 350. or BO Pete
543-1255

VW Squareback good body, great
mecharMcally. new Michelen radiate, supermpg 666-3447

*^

71 Ford Wagon 6 cyl automatic, good on
gas, very dependable, $600 or BO 665-3447

19^ Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme runs
well, AM-FM cassette $650 256-0896

BASS PLAYERS
Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 stnngs for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BETTER AUDIO EQUIPMENT
I take the time to get the most music for
your money - Audio Consultants - 549-0720

BIKE TRIP LEADERS
Boke Trip Leaders Responsible, 21 -t-

males, females. Bike Touring experience-
First Aid e Lifesaving certification desired!
Three to five trips. June 16 to Aug. 31
$1200-1-. (203)226-4221.

CAPE COD RENTAL
Seagull Beach, West Yarmouth, duplex
2 bedrooms, sleeps 4, May 25 thru Sept 2
includes all utilities $2,500. 253-7436

ENTERTAINMENT
Cheap sex James Bond, Man with the
Golden Gun St. Patty's Nite 5. 75c; 7, 9, 11,
$1.00 in the CCA

'

Enjoy the new wave sounds of "The
Museum Direktors" at " Smith College's
TNC, March 18th. Davis Student Center
9-12, college ID required

FOR RENT

One bedroom in three bedroom house
Northampton $126-1- call 586-5172

Summer rentals on Cape Cod available
call Jean Sutton Realty 617-771-5502

Cape Cod West Harwich 2 bedroom cot-
tage seasonal rental call Bill 6-5890

FOR SALE

1979 BMW R80 full fairing, luggage rack,
saddle bags - red bike in excellent condition
3295.00 call nights 549-6961

Ladies Hi Frye Boots new 7 Vi 253-3329

Authentic Irish Rugby Shirts, rugged
team quality, vivid color combinations
$32.50 call 586-2041

POLICE TICKETS available for Providence
4/13 good seats. Call 253-7243

Gibson L6-S electric guitar $370 includes
hard case Paul 655-2351

Personal used albums for sale; Jazz,
Blues, and Rock. Call 586-9004 ask for Jon
Women's leather zodiac boots almost
new, size 7. Call 584-7903 evenings

FOUND
Sandra Chevalier, I picked up your
notebook by mistake. Call Dan 546-6347

Cash in advance • 5

45 Monday Friday • DeadIine I

consecutive days 5% discount • Pho

s 3 45 two days prior to publication day
ne number FREE

. GET A LICENSE TO MURDER
c/o James Bond Campus Center
Auditonum 3/17/82 5, 75c: 7. 9. 11 $1.00

GUITARISTS

Maitin Strings - acoustic and electric for
5d.75 set/ Free delivery. Guitar
546-6684

Magic

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
It 8 been 5 of the greatest months of my
I Te. r want you with me forever. I love you!
Jimmy P.S. Happy St. Patrick's Day

HAPPY ST. PATRICK'S DAY DIANE
Don't forget to wear your green gator
thanks Doc see you in NH love John

HELP WANTED
Counselors - Private coed camp in
Bert<shires has openings for head and assis-
tant instructors in: Archery, Arts & Crafts
Gymnastics, Dance/Movement/Shovv
Choreography, Radio Station (AM)
Dramatics, Sailing, Puppetry, Tennis, Head
Waterfront Pool (WSI), Swimming Instruc-
tors (WSI), Waterskiing, Tripp-
ing/Backpacking, Model Rocketry, Musical
Director/ Piano Accompanist. Also needed-
Nurse RN/LPN), General Bunk Counselors
(males), and Unit Leaders. Good salries
-fnendly atmosphere. Contact: Dr. Paul
Krouner - Camp Schodack 268 Mason Ter-
race, Brookline, Massachusetts 02146
277-7600, days 9-5

Wanted: An artist or cartoonist to col-
telwrate with a writer in creating a comic
stnp. 256-0769

Mobile Vending Truck drivers wanted
tor Cape Cod this summer. Pete 546-8186

HEY YOUmi
The time has come to experience the
ultimate social and living experience! YES
ALPHA EPSILON PI HAS ARRIVED!!!!
Discover it today by calling Jeff at 546-1 1 17
or John at 546-1114.

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Division

LOST

Lost - Leopard Spotted Glasses (quite
unique!) lost last Saturday. Need
desperately. Call 546-6676

A plea for humanity: grey suitcase taken
from car at Brett Thurs 11th midnight. All
books from semester. Reward. Brett office
545-3945

My Tan Coat disappeared from the Drake
last Thur 3/11.1 need my keys!!! Please call
546-6124 all is forgiven

Brown leather wallet between
Southwest and NOPE has California ID
please return to Mark 6-7690 reward

Lost purse Friday between Southwest/OH
Marti 6-6552 reward

MEN WANTED
The Amherst Companion Program is

seeking men volunteers as companions to
deveiopmentally disabled adolescents living
in the Amherst area. Sharing interests and
learn from companion is necessary;
knovvledge of sign language is helpful!
Training and supervision will be provided.
For more information call Maria Spears at
the Resource Center (253-2591 ) or Joanne
Lesse (253-7221)

NEED CASH?

Always premium pricesll Class rings,
gold and silver in all forms. See the Manhan
Difference! I Manhan Precious Metals Ex-
change, 312 King St., N'hmptn 584-7000
anytime

ANYONE MONTREAL BOUND?
I need a ride during spring break willing
to share expenses. Please call 545-2150, ask
for Gary. Merci

PERSONALS

Don't go down with Just anyone
UMass Ski Club goes down

"A Touch of Class"-check out Delta
Zeta, the newest sorority on campus, at our
St. Patty's Day Rush Party! Wednesday
3/17/82, 7:00p.m. 11 PhiHpsSt., Amheret,
MA 549-5312

To the blond guy with the green army
jacket and pack in ENG 272-2"you have

the most charming
expressionsl-Trippetta

facial

Val. Lets get physical Chickenlf>g«

?Kc'k^"****'.^**^ '" worklng~DAVib

^thoiT.
J»^o"te yeH^;;;:siii:iri7iih-

Cathollc Happy 20th. Bests always! Mre.

UNH Enjoy your stay and

Yogi - Meet you at the Pub as long as you^v^^^^^ming. Stinky beaSar/no

Carol from
hangover

^ol Thanks for making last Saturday thebe«n^ght Which I've had up here JS'/ar'

SIh'"^"!!."?! *'°P'"fl V«' Come down
SnnT ^^l:.^*"

^'^^ ^^« ^<^^ Gun Star

$1 00 ??f7/^°^'\*'
007 5 pm 75c 7, 9. 11»i.00 3/17/82 in the CCA

pHI^. JT""^ '" Massachusetts on St

^zi g;;; ?s?
^'^ ""' ^- -^'^ the

DID YOU SPONSOR KAREN SMITMOR JEFF TAYLOR IN THE m3 DANC?
ton^L'^h^^"?"/ ^^ "^ th« money
tonight or by 4 pm Thurs latestl Thanxl
Ann - Happy St. Patrick's Day! Meet you atthe Pub nght? You will be wearing your kel-
ly greeri pants and Irish knit. Very -im-
pressivel Don't worry I will spot you PS
please no raincoats. Love Francis

They're backl Hot, fresh, French
croissants served daily, Monday-Friday, 9
am-11:30 am. Herter 3rd floor tobby
DELICIOUS!

^

Florida Beach Party at Poor Dick's
Thursday 18th 8-1 Beat the Clock drinks $1
at the door

BooBoo and Yogi - Let's get together on
March 28th and discuss our trips and tans
over some real Pina Coladas. Love Teddy
PS Don't be too wild at Annapolis its temp-
ting

Run-around Sue fir Wham-Bam-Thank-
You Pam - It's ALL on video. Peter -

Thanks for spending the night. You need it

BAD - but six movies worth? - Linil

Heather and Donna You guys are the two
best friends anyone could ever have.
Thanks for everything! Love Heidi

SPECTRUM IS HEREI Pick up your copy
of the student literary and fine arts
magazine NOW. It will be available in

Bartlett lobby beginning March 15 through
the rest of the month or in the Campus
Center Concourse March 19

Is the rumor true that Christmas is not
celebrated in the state of Montana?Where is Montana anyway?

Kriatan - Happy 21 Kiddo. Let's never stop
laughing or enjoying. . .the dreamer

Hey Joan LaRochelle Happy Birthday
wish you were here love Dino and Feather

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Dissertations, Papers - scientific
background, English/Spanish 256-6957
Dissertations, theses, papers
gl^tTOd^JgJPtance, low rates, Nancy

jESUME/COVER WRITING

??!"i??'^°^«'' writing quick/confiden-
tiai/efficient available weekends 549-5727

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed for two to NYC on 3-19 will

iSrt^^l' ^'^P^fses Please call aft 5 PM

Chicago, a ride to and from Chicago over
bpring break is desperately needed by two
of us. We will gladly share driving and gas

I!l^o",'^*-
^'®^^ ^®'P "« 0"t. Call Cris at

Ride wanted to Georgia or vicinity for
spnng break. Will share driving, expenses,
etc. Call Steve 665^758
Ride wanted to Nawton or general area
on Thureday, March 18 sometime after 3PMcall Carol 253-9083 Thanks
Ride needed for 2 to NYC or Kennedy
Airport March 18th after noon Markjj44fi
Ride for 2 needed to North Carolina or
at least Wash DC leave 3/22-3/24 call Paul
or Roy 665-2351

We desperately need a ride to Colorado
can share expenses and offer places to stay
in exchange for ride for 2 call Mike 6-9655
or Laura 6-5146 ^^

ROOM WANTED
Female looking for room in apt. (Puffton
area) call 546-5966 or 54^4441

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

"«?'i**'!I"*
wanted for ig 3 bdrm house

off Rte 9 Hadley, Ig Iving rm, dining mi &
Kitchen, 4 acres, wood, fireplace, $186
heat/hot H20 inc. Very comfortable on bus
r^"tB call MAfk/Eric 584-2376 Awa«
Female non-smoker 23+ Presid^^iApartments own rnnrT fJi?.'

«?:6476^549W(?^r^^

?iCrS^,^^^^ Squire

Room w/own bath Puffton 2 bdr AoriM

Chowder
^'^'W'*, ask for Jon or

SERVICES

Drafting Charts, graphs, tables, etc. for
papers Er theses. Ronald Hult 586-1534
Professional Research, Writing. From
$4/page. catatog $1. Authors' Research.
feOO-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605
Typesetting, layout Gr pasteup for
resumes etc, quick service, reasonable
pnces, call 546-9623

Typing 4c a line. Some overnite service.
Call 549-4596

SKI EQUIPMENT
Hagen 200 cm racing cut skis. New,
never used, price negotiable. Call 549-5616!
Excellent buy. Call now - will sell quickly

TO SUBLET
Summer sublet w/fall option 1 bdrm in 2
bdrm apt call Heiene 2a

|
|0669

Private room in twi^&lroom apt bus
route. Available June 1 fall option. All
utilities included. Kim 256«17

^"'665^0 ' ' ^""^ ^ ^° ^"^ ^^- "^""^

Available April 1 with fall option 2
bedroom apt in Belchertown 5 miles from
campus^ Near bus - fireplace, deck.
^53-3758 evenings

One bedroom in Cliffside for April 1st to^^^Ist. $250 includes everything

Sublet with fall option one bedroom
apartment at Cliffside $260/mo includes
utilities 665-3956

Summer sublet with fall option 4 bdrni
apt with all utilities $147 a month per penjon
in Amherst 253-7278

Squire Village, summer with fall option
rent negotiable call 665-2718

Brandywine summer sublet 2 br poss fall
option 549-4122

Room In sabbatical home. Hadley $165
utilities included, fireplace, Ivg room, dining
room, garage, need car, leave name and
numer Chris 545-3595

Sublet one bedroom excellent for 2 peo-
ple. Like golf? Right on one with beautiful
\new. Furnished. Perfect summer location
Very economical. Call S or B at 253-7566
now. Keep trying

TRAVEL

Apt % mile from R Laud Strip $80 per
person - 7 nights Spring Break - 4 spaces
and transportation available call 256-6905
Alaska summer salmon jobs '82 have a
lucrative adventure send SASE & $3 to 20
Renwick #7, NY, NY 10013

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith
25 No. Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
Desperately needed 3 bdnn Puffton Apt
starting anytime from June 1. . .Please call
546-1469 keep trying

Woman needs housing by April 1st
Prefer same. Call 253-9677 eves

WRITING SERVICES
^

Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD,
assist in any writing project. Amherst
Writers, Inc. 253-7764



GQ III to battle Titans
for IM hoop honors

Wednesday, March 17, 1982

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

There is an easy way to determine
whether a winning team is either a flash in
the pan or a legitimate championship con-
tender.

Just take a look at the final score of a
game in which the squad in question stunk
out the gym because they played so badly.
If they still won despite of this, then you
are probably watching a bonafide title
hopeful.

GQ III demonstrated this point quite well
last night at Boyden in the semifinal round
of the intramural men's division playoffs.
The two-time defending champions played
perhaps their worst game collectively in
two years, but their performance was still

good enough to ensure them a 54-49 vic-
tory over Fry'ed and a chance to add some
meanmg to the Roman numeral affixed to
their team moniker.

If GQ III can take an unprecedented
third straight IM crown by winning
tonight's final, then the III will serve as a
pretty clear symbol of that feat.
GQ, which has not had it easy in any of its

three playoff tilts to date, found itself mat-
ched with another sparked-up opponent
last night in Fry'ed. After Garry Pearson
started GQ off quickly with two straight
jumpers, Fry'ed took over and scored the
next ten points when Bill Cavanaugh hit a
couple of inside jumpshots and Glenn
Holden made a 15-footer and two free
throws to give his team a 10-5 lead with
12:25 left in the first half.

Scott LaFond hit a turnaround jump
hook to give Fry'ed a two-point edge
14-12, at 9:08, but then GQ III got hot from
the outside, running off a 16-6 spurt on the
strength of Pearson's seven straight
pomts. LaFond hit Fry'ed next two baskets
and GQ led at the half, 28-22.
Apparently GQ felt comfortable with its

lead as three substitutes took over the se-
cond half starting chores. Dwayne Lopes,
who was ice-cold on 1 for 7 field goal
shootmg in the first half, began to heat up
and popped in two shots to put GQ up 34-22
to start the second half.

A layup by LaFond and three straight
free throws by Joe Graham, two free
throws and a technical foul shot, cut GQ's
advantage to 39-31 with 9:20 left to play.
Fry'ed was able to stay in the game in the

second half due to GQ's inability to find the
hole. As a team GQ shot a miserable 30 per-
cent from the floor (6 of 20) in the second
half. Lopes and Wilbur Jackson were the
key offenders, missing six straight shots
between them in one four-minute stretch.

Fry'ed was as close as 45-40 with 2:40 re-

maining, but GQ got its defense together
and forced two steals by Darryl Wood and
a GQ pilgramage to the free throw line.

GQ III seeks to make it three straight
championships when they meet the Titans
in tonight's title final at 8.

GQ will have its hand full with the Titans.
This team, an upset winner over the highly-
regarded Jones Boys in the quarterfinals,
have redefined the term "explosive of-

fense."

Last night against their semifinal oppo-
nent, Theta Chi, the Titans worked the in-

side game well for a 28-21 halftime advan-
tage. Fine. It looked like it would be a pret-
ty closely played second half.

Theta Chi would have none of it. They
burst out behind their floor leader Ted
Flaherty and ran off ten straight points to
take a 31-28 lead with 12 minutes 4eft to
play. The two teams traded baskets for a
minute or two and Theta Chi maintained a
33-32 lead.

Then the bomb went off.

The Titans put on an offensive show that
would have made the Denver Nuggets
blink. Behind Rich Jones and Joe Flaxman
the Titans went on a 21-6 run that left
Theta Chi in the dust and propelled the
giant-killing Titans into tonight's title shot.

TITANS (53) Wells 9-4-22, Flaxman
8-5-21, Wilson 2-1-5, Jones 2-0-4, Wim-
brush 0-1-1, Martin 0-0-0 TOTALS
21-11-53

THETA CHI (37) Flaherty 9-0-18, Berlo
2-1-5, Mansfield 1-0-2, Barsamian 2-0-4
Lombardo 3-0-6, Fitsch 1-0-2, White 0-0-0
D'Angelo 0-0-0 TOTALS 16-5-37

TVtV TID IXI rte\ www > w^
Collejrian photo by Kevin J. FmchettiTHE TIP-IN - GQ III guard Dwayne Lopes (right) tips in a two-pointer oyer Fry^ed's Glenn Holden (left) in last Sight's intramu^S

basketball playoffs at Boyden gym.
r-murai

UMass kickers place fifth at HartwicFToum^
vPAULHEALY ._.„_._ .,.,,._ «/By PAUL HEALY

Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's
soccer team playing in its first indoor soccer
tournament of the season placed fifth out of
16 teams in the Hart wick University Indoor
Soccer Tournament in Oneonta, New York,
this pa.st weekend.

After only two practices as a tournament
squad — due to the resignation of Head
Coach Russ Kidd — the team earned its

highest finish ever in the Hartwick tourney,
whose field included national powers such
as Hartwick. Syracuse and Lock Haven
Sute.
"Almost all of the other teams had played

in at least three tournaments already." said

interim Head Coach Tom Madaras. "We
have played as well as any team there, but
the lack of time to prepare really hurt us."
Madaras said that with another month of

practice time "we could have made the
finals, maybe even taken the whole thing."
He characterized the team's play as a "total
team effort." evidenced by the fact that
eight UMass players scored goals during
the two days of play.

Freshman Mike Rudd and junior Steve
Lucas led the team with three goals each
followed by juniors Mike Gibbons and
Bahram Emamizadeh with two apiece.
UMass opened the tournament on

Saturday with a 5 rout of East Stroud-
shurg State College, in a game which saw
five different players .score goals. The

victory was followed by a second shutout,
this time coming at the expense of Ulster
Community College. 2 0.

Oneonta State ended UMass' winning
streak in the next game, beating the
Minutemen 2-1 in a tough contest. The lone
UMass goal was scored by Simon Ostrov, a
native of Russia who transfered from the
Universityof Rhode Island in January.
With a 2 1 record, the Minutemen placed

second in their bracket and qualified for
Sunday's playoff round. They faced host
(and eventual champion) Hartwick in the
first game and held their opponent to a 2-1
lead for 18 minutes. The UMass defense
was beaten for three goals in two minutes,
however, and lost 5 1.

The team bounced back to beat the

University of Pittsburgh 5-2 in its last game
and clinched fifth place. Lucas and
Emamizadeh scored two goals each, with
Rudd tallying his third score of the
weekend.

Madaras said he was happy with his
team's performance, but felt they could
have taken at least third place if some
breaks had gone their way.
"Now we have to get ready for the

University of Connecticut tournament
March 27." Madaras said. "Its our last
tourney before we regroup for our spring
outdoor practices, and I think we have a
good chance to win."

"This was definitely a good start "for our
new progr,' i, and hopefully a new era in
UMass mens soccer." Madaras concluded.Yy 1^ 11 J L ^ 1
^fMass mens soccer." Madaras conclu

Baseball team breaks ' for San Dieffo todavBy JAMES WRIGHT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts 1982
varsity baseball season opens in San Diego
on March 19. and Coach Dick Bergquist has
high hopes for the up and coming season.

"I think we have excellent potential. Our
pitching staff could be a good one. our
overall defense is good, and our hitting
might surprise a feu teams." said the 15
year- veteran head coach.

"We will have great enthusiasm, and
after we get our feet on the ground out
west. I think we can have an excellent
team." Bergquist >.,Tid.

The team will travel west to San Diego.
California, to play a minimum of 11 gamrs
on eight dati-s. The first game is aKainsi the
University of California at San Diigo on

March 19. The Minutemen then play
Delaware before competing in the San
Diego Lite Classic which ends in a playoff
series on March 27.

Thr trip has been financed by the team
through a raffle that the plavers held
several weeks ago. Proceeds from this
ralfle went to defray the travel and ac
comodation expenses that were necessary
lor the trip.

Last sea.son the Minutemen went 5-6 on
their we.st coast trip, and went on to finish
th«' year at 22 17.

The Minutemen are in the Northern
Division ol the E,^ternAthl,.ticAss<H.K.t ion
K.AA). IheKAA is an eight team league

lh.it IS bn»ken into north and south Th.-
Northern Division is made upofonlv three
••^•ms. including UMass. Kutners
mvrrsity. and the University of Rhode

islanfl. according to Bergquist.

The mittmen play Rutgers and Rhode
Island four times each and the team with
th«' best head to head record plays the
Southern Division winner for the EAA
championship.

"We play as tough a schedule as anyone
m the p:asi. but we must point for the EAA
championship this year becau.se the winner
has an automatic qualification into the
NCAA (National Collegiate Athletic
Association) regional." said Bergquist.

If the team is successful in the regional
then they would go on to play in a tour-
nament in Omaha. Nebraska." That tour-
nament concludes in the NCAA College
World Series.

We are gearing ourselves to be ready for
the chalU-nge, " said Bergquist.

In trying to meet that challenge UMa.ss
will have five starting pitchers returning
from last year^ squad. Thev are I with last

years won lo.ss records in parenthesis):
Steve Cramer (6 3). Tony Presnal (4 3)
Vinny Todd (1-3). Dan Cook (2-2). and
Adam Grossman (10).
ALso returning is outfielder Keith

Lovellette and co captains Warren
McReddie and Dean Bennett.
Last year, as a freshman. Lovellette led

the team in hitting with a .355 average in
124 at bats. -

^

Si'cond baseman Bennett can hit as well,
and is also a threat to steal when he is on
the base paths. Last season his .;3;33 hatting
average was .second only to Lovellettes,
and he led the team in stolen ba.ses with 17
steals out olLM attempts.

First baseman McReddie also had a good
year at the plate last year hitting ..m and
It-ading the team in homeruns with eight,
lying a UMass single season nn-ord for
round trippers.
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Judges prohibit

Murphy's final

SGA approval
By STEVEN SEMPLE
Collegian Staff

An injunction prohibiting the official acceptance of last
week's Student Government Association (SGA) election
results was issued early yesterday by a University of
Massachusetts Student Judiciary Tribunal.

The decision, written by Presiding Justice Chris Cook,
cites the possibility of serious harm to the SGA if the
results were to be confirmed by the Undergraduate Stu-
dent Senate.

"The election of a student president/trustee is of such
crucial importance to the SGA as a whole that to allow
election results for that office to be accepted at this time
would be seriously detrimental to the well-being of the
SGA," the decision states.

Prosecuting advocate Craig Sherwood said yesterday
the court order would serve "the best interests of the stu-
dent body" in this case and in the long run.

"I think the senate should realize that they should get
their act together as far as elections go," Sherwood said.
"The senate has set down rules and they've got to live by
those rules.

Evidently there were a lot of problems with the elec-
tions, and there is a great deal of questions as to Mr. Mur-
phy's status during the elections," he said.

Sherwood represents Paul Domey, a campaign worker
for the second-place Steve Robinson/Harvey Ashman cam-
paign. Domey contends Murphy was not officially a stu-
dent during most of the campaign and through first day of
balloting.

Records from UMass Registrar Ralph D. Jones indicate
Murphy was administratively withdrawn March 8 retroac-
tive to Feb. 19, and he was readmitted the following day.
Murphy said the action was the result of an unpaid medical
bill.

Murphy said yesterday the judiciary is not empowered
to issue restraints on a legislative body such as the senate.
Murphy also criticized the fact that Sherwood works for
the Housing Assignment Office at UMass and that Clerk
of Courts Michael Cohen is under investigation by a senate
committee for "misrepresentation of power."

Defense advocate Bruce Levy said the injunction actual-
ly could be viewed as a conviction since it was called for in
the prosecution's original complaint. The complaint also
requested that Murphy's campaign be halted and that
Murphy repay the $250 worth of campaign funds provided
by the SGA.

The trial, which began March 10, is scheduled to
reconvene March 31 in room W24 Machmer Hall.

Thursday, March 18, 1982
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Konald Lipoff (below) participate in discussion
regarding the recent anti-Semitic incidents on
campus at last night's student senate meeting

Senate votes
to condemn
anti - Semitism
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate voted last night to
support a statement saying "we, the students of the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, condemn anU-
semitism on this campus." in a reaction to an incident
during an International Women's Week (IWW) panel
discussion.

The incident occurred March 8. when a Palestine
Liberation Organization (PLO) member, asked if she
agreed with a student attending the discussion in that
"Hitler made a mistake, he left one mUUon of you Jewish
people alive." declined to comment.

A second motion was made to ask for a formal apology
from IWW to a group caUed "Concerned Jewish Students."
When returned to the senate floor after tabling for precise
wording, a request was made to determine if there was
quorum at the senate meeting. There was not. and the
meeting was adjourned without finishing discussion on the
motion.

When asked why the students wanted an apology from
IWW for the actions of the speaker, senator Ron Lipoff
explained the situation was similar to a student being
responsible for the actions of his guests.

"A student is responsible for his guests. IWW brought I

the PLO member here and is responsiWe for the resulting
actions. They denied equal representation to an opposing
view. We offered to get a Jewish woman to speak further
down the line and the proposal was denied."Lipoff said.

"They ignored the first concrete move to recognize there
is a problem that has to be addressed," said Corn Got-
tesman of Concerned Jewish Students.
"We're just concerned that quorum was called on such a

controversial issue," said Martha Gumbiner.

In other senate business. Public Policy Chair Kenneth
Moore commended the efforts of last week's Registration
Drive.

"We had 700 students register over the two days of the
drive," Moore said. "I also want to remind students who
plan to vote from their home towns that they can register
next week during spring break."

Senate Speaker Edward Lee told the senate to begin
considering the organizations funded through the Student
Activities Trust Fund for the upcoming budgetary process.
"We are going to have to go over the budget for next

year shortly. I want the senators to prioritize the
organizations they wish to support," Lee said.

Police, retailers preparejointly fornew paraphernalia law
By MARK TEEHAN
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the second of a two-part series
examining the new anti-paraphemalia law.

Police and retailers are preparing for changes that will
result when a law banning the sale of drug paraphernalia in
Massachusetts goes into effect next Monday.

Lieutenant Dave Jankowski of the Amherst Police
Department said that officers were sent around to stores
last Friday and managers were notified about the law and
told which items were considered paraphernalia.

Items that are clearly not used for tobacco or items
which have markings, pictures or instructions which
describe the object's use with illegal drugs is parapher-
nalia, Jankowski said.

"Stores will be warned prior to March 22 about any
possible violations," he said.

Lois Van Sluke, manager of the Headlines Boutique in
Lynn, which carries records, tapes, jewelry and clothing,
as well as items which may be banned when the law goes;
into effect, said she is awaiting the result of an injunction

to block the law which wUI be filed by the New England
Accessories Trade Association.
Whether she will continue to sell any items which may

be considered paraphernalia after Monday "wiU depend on
what they say has to go." Van Slyke said.

Stephan Kaplan, assistant district attorney for Hamp-
shire county, said he believes the law encourages city
police to work things out with retailers through
negotiation.

The law will most likely withstand a legal challenge and
the court will describe further rules on how it is to be
apphed, Kaplan said.

Before he would be interested in getting involved with
it. Kaplan said he would like to see the law defined more.

Philip Cavanaugh, associate director of operations for
the University of Massachusetts Department of Public
Safety, said he would "have to wait and see what happens
with the injunction" before the sale of rolling papers would
be prohibited in campus stores.

Cavanaugh said there was a one day seminar held in
Braintree on March 1 during which police officials from
around the state were acquainted with the intent of the law
and actions they can take in enforcing it. He said he has
also been active in advising police chiefs in western

Massachusetts on what actions they will be able to take.
Mike Mahtani. an employee of Fashions Of India in the

Hampshire Mall in Hadley. said he is selling his entire
stock of bongs, pipes and other items which may be con-
sidered paraphernalia before Monday.

"It's not worth going to jail for two years for selling it
"

he said.

Mahtani said he doesn't think he will have any problem
selUng his stock even though he just recently received a
shipment. He has reduced the price of items which will be
banned.

"People are going to be stocking up," he said.
Van Slyke said she has only been ordering things in

demand and hasn't been keeping a back stock. She agreed
that people were stocking up before the law goes into
effect.

"People were buying five pipes where normally they
would have only bought one. or none at all. because they
are afraid they won't be able to get any," she said.
Dave Reardon. of Augies Tobacco Shop in Amherst, said

his .store sold all of their bongs, and other materials which
would be defined as paraphernalia, before March 1.

"I don't think we wiU have any problems with what we
have now," he said.
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Tax fraud may cost Treasury $70 billion a year
WASHINGTON (AP) - An increase in tax fraud and

unintentional errors may be costing the Treasury more
than $70 billion a year, an all time high, but the odds that
cheaters will be caught in an IRS audit will fall to a record
low this year, government officials told Congress
yesterday.

The General Accounting Office, the investigative arm of
Congress, complained before a House subcommittee that
enforcement efforts by the Internal Revenue Service are
not keeping up with the increase in the number of income
tax returns filed each year and with a noticeable rise in
cheating.

Preliminary findings from a new IRS study made
available to Congress estimates that lost Treasury
revenues from non-compliance with the tax laws now totals
$72 billion, up from $27 billion in 1976.
However, the number of individual returns audited by

the IRS for cheating or honest mistakes will fall from 26 of
every 1 ,000 in 1976. to 16 of every 1 .000 during the current
fiscal year, which began last Oct. 1, the IRS acknowledged.
The lost tax revenue is nearly as large as the record

budget deficits of $100 billion a year that Reagan ad-
ministration officials predict for 1982 and 1983.
"There is a trend toward contempt and abuse of the

system which seriously undermines the basic concept of
voluntary compliance on which the system depends."
William J. Anderson, director of the GAO's general
government division, told a House Government Operations
subcommittee.

American paratroopers
keep peace in Sinai
SHARM EL-SHEIKH. IsraeU-occupied Sinai (AP) - An

American paratroop battalion flew into the Sinai Peninsula
yesterday and marched across the desert to take up
peacekeeping duties between Israel and Egypt.

"Well done. I'm proud of you all," Lt. Gen. William
Garrison said as a long and sweaty column of his 82nd
Airborne Division troops entered their uncompleted base
overlooking the strategic Straits of Tiran and backed by
barren granite mountains.

Garrison, commander of the battalion of orange-bereted
troops, hiked nine miles himself, limping on a cane. He said
he was recovering from a broken ankle suffered in a
parachute jump, but he made the march along with his men
in the dry 80-degree desert heat.

The 670 troops, armed with automatic rifles, walked
along the asphalt highway past solemn Bedouins, busloads
of Israelis making a last visit to the Sinai coast, and groups
of European tourists on Red Sea scuba-diving vacations.
The paratroopers, who left cool, rainy weather in Fort

Bragg, N.C., marched non stop for over three hours along
the highway to reach their new base.
The peacekeeping force is called the Multinational Force

and Observers and will number about 2,650 men, 1,200 of
them Americans. The 11 -nation force will patrol eastern
Sinai and monitor observance of demilitarization
provisions of the Egypt-Israel peace treaty. The last
Israeli troops will withdraw by April 25 and Egyptian rule
will be reasserted after 15 years of Israeli occupation.
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Reagan continues to press
Congress for Caribbean aid
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan, asserting

that "extremist groups and violent minorities are ex-
ploiting" economic misery in Central America and the
Caribbean, said yesterday that El Salvador should would
get one-third of the $350 million in emergency aid he seeks
for the regfion.

"El Salvador's economy is in desperate straits," Reagan
said in the message which formally advanced his Caribbean
basin program to Congress, "The insurgents have used
every tactic of terrorism to try to destroy it."

As indicated when Reagan unveiled the initiative in a
speech to the Organization of American States last month,
there was no aid included for Nicaragua.

Von Bulow's lawyer has
new evidence on drug use
PROVIDENCE, R.I. - "CompeUing evidence" has come

to light that Martha "Sunny" von Bulow may have given
herself the shot of insulin that plunged her into a hopeless
coma, Claus von Bulow's lawyer said yesterday.

Meanwhile, the judge who presided at von Bulow's nine-
week trial rejected a request to set aside the guilty ver-
dicts returned Tuesday on two counts of attempted
murder.
Von Bulow's lawyer. Herald P. Fahringer, said, "A

person came forward who was very close to Mrs. von
Bulow and has indicated that she knew and had some
compelling evidence that she'd been injecting herself with
insulin."
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Rapists get 1 8 years in Concord state prison
NORTHAMPTON - Three Hyde Park men were

sentenced yesterday in Hampshire County Superior Court
on charges relating to the rape of a 19-year-old University
of Massachusetts student in the UMass Campus Center
Hotel on May 16. 1981

.

RobertJ. Smith, 19. and Paul F. Hackley. 18. were each
sentenced to serve 18 years in the Massachusetts
Cx)rrectional Institution in Concord on separate counts of
aggravated rape. Justice John Murphy also dismissed acount of mdecent assault and battery against the men and
sentenced them to one year probatk>n for assault and

chii!7 Q^*w^'." '^r '•***' imprisonment for the rape
charge. Smith also had a charge of being a disorderly
person which Murphy fded.

aisoraeriy

Arthur G. Pearce, 18, was sentenced to 2Vi years in the

Srr„t"^
County House of Corrections on 1 charge ofmdecent assault and battery.

Smith and Hackley will be eligible for parole after two
years and Pearce will be eligible after 15 months.

Smith and Hackley had no prior records and Pearce had
been previously arrested for receiving stolen property.

passession of burglary tools and masked armed robbery
Pearce's attorney, Peter Ruterford. said aU three incidents
occurred when Pearce was a minor and that he was under
the miluence of alcohol in all three incidents.

Although Brian Blackburn, the assistant district attorney
handling the case, had asked that Smith and Hackley be
sent to the correctional institution in Walpole (a maximum-
security prison) instead of Concord, (a medium security
prison), both Hackley s and Smith's attorneys pleaded that
the judge send them to Concord.

"Treat him (Smith) humanely." said Norman Zalkind
Smith's attorney. "Please send him to Concord, but don't
send him to Walpole."

Frances Collins, Hacley's attorney, emphasized a quote
recently made by the Hampshire County Sheriff saying
that "a sentence to Walpole is like signing a death
warrant."

ColUns also motioned for a pardon of Hackley because

the key witness for the prosecution, Joel J. Fagerberg 19was originally arrested on the same charges as the othe^men, but charges against him and two juveniles were
dropped. CoUms said he saw this as a vwlation of the rules
of cnmmal law. Murphy denied him the motion.

CoUins also blamed the incident on akohol because the
defendants and the victim had aU been drinking. The
defendants claimed to have had in excess of 40 beers.

. r^!.*^f.'
***** ***^ ^ *^®** yo""? boys and that young

U^y, Cdhns said. "It is a tragedy because of akohol.
Smith had been found not guilty of threatening to commit
murder and Hackley had been found not guilty of being a
disorderly person. Pearce had been found not guilty of
aggravated rape and assault and battery.

Another man, Stephen Butler, of Mattapan, was indicted
in November on charges of aggravated rape, indecent
assault and battery and assault and battery in reUtion to
the same incident, but a trial date has not been set.

,V M,.,,

THE LONG
RANGE PLAN

Departments fight

recommendations
with action plans
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Departments and programs affected by the recommen-
dations made by the Chancellor's Working Group on long
range planning have begun to take action both on and off
campus.

For most of the University of Massachusetts depart-
ments affected, letter writing campaigns to students,
faculty members and administrators, including the
Chancellor's Working Group, has been the first priority.

Professor David Lenson of the comparitive literature
department, which the Working Group has recommend-
ed be terminated, said that department's letter writing
campaign has taken "four battle fronts." He said
separate letters have been sent to UMass-Amherst facul-
ty members, the on-campus unions, national comparitive
literature groups, and the media. '

Lenson said since the release of the long range plan,
the entire comparitive literature department has devoted
all of its spare time fighting the recommended cuts.

The communication studies department has issued
several statements and letters to the press, faculty
senate, and the Chancellor's Working Group. The com-
munication studies department's campaign was organiz-
ed two weeks ago on the same day the academic affairs
document was released.

The faculty of the communication studies department
called the recommendation to merge that department
with the journalistic studies program "irresponsible,
malicious, and destructive."

Robert Gage, director of the division of Public Health,
said that departments faculty should have a developed
strategy drawn sometime over spring break. The
Chancellor's Working Group has recommended that the
undergraduate program in the division of public health
be terminated.

The Third Worid Cultural Center in the New Africa
House has also been cited for elimination, but chairman
Ernest Al'en said the W.E.B. Dubois Afro-American
studies department had planned to phase it out anyway
in an effort to better utilize their existing funding.

"The Cultural Center was a pioneer," Allen said, ex-
plaining its role in initiating black cultural awareness in

the Pioneer Valley in the early 1970's.

However, Allen said the center's activities have been
gradually taken over by the multitude of organizations
emulating it, and promised "black culture is not going to
stop."

"It's not as catastrophic as it might seem on the sur-
face," Allen said.

Officials with the Faculty Senate, the Student Senate,
the Graduate Student Senate, Massachusetts Society of
Professors, and the Professional Association at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst have said com-
mittees are now formed and are l)eginning the process
which could eventually lead to the rewriting of the
academic affairs document.

t,"n"!;f
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Southwest college joins foes of plan
ByJULIAMAYCOCK
Collegian Correspondent

Upper-level staff of the Southwest Residential College
and the Southwest Area Government (SWAG), are
detemuned to insure the continuance of the college since
the Chancellor's Working Group bn long range planning
has recommended its immediate suspension, said Melton
MUler, the Master Director of Southwest.
MiUer said the Long Range Plan suggested extensive

programmatic and personnel problems and sought to
alleviate such concerns with the following recom
mendations: curricular and personnel matters should be
controUed by the relevant department; credit courses
should be taught only by regular faculty or approved
graduate students; and courses not subject to depart
menUl curricular and personnel committees should be non-
credit.

Miller said such statements were simply erroneous
because there was confusion about what type of courses
were offered through the college.

As an example. Miller said the Working Group con
sistently referred to courses as colloquiums. Miller said
there is a distinct difference between 3 credit courses
which are affiliated with departments and the 1 credit
colloquia in which student instructors receive two credits.
He said colloquia range from such topics as the holocaust,
analysis of student empowerment programs, pre calculus,
and the death penalty in Massachusetts to racism, sexism,
dance, and alcohol awareness.

"I'm distressed on at least two different levels. The
published body of comments didn't really se?ln to
represent a reading of the documentation we presented.
(Also) I had prepared a status report in response to the

chancellor's directive, but was never called back to answei
questions," Miller said.

Earlier in the year an ad hoc committee of the Faculty
Senate had recommended that special programs be given a
home in specific departments.
"The residential college was re-organized ad-

ministratively as a division of the School of Education, and
was approved by the Provost and the Dean of that school.
but that was completely ignored." Miller said.
Steve Mazzola, co President of SWAG said, "There are

gross inaccuracies in the working group's document.bWAG wants to get the record straight and make students
aware of what they will actually lose."
SWAG plans to solicit active support from special in-

terest groups such as the tutorial centers and to launch a
letter writing campaign involving students taking courses

cx^J^a"^ n*"*
*'^"®^* Mazzola said. Currently, he said,bWAG aUocates about one-third of its budget, dr $17 000

a year to support the residential college.
MiUer said this facilitates the continued existence of the

1

centers (Malcolm X. the Women's Center, and theWomen s Self Defense Program), along with contributing '

to 9V2 course fees at about $900 apiece. Miller said he waa
committed to the maintainenfe of the centers.

"If they did it purely on a budgeUry basis, their figures
are way out of line.. I think there is a sense of professional
competition between the success of our programs and the
courses offered on campus. Shortcomings of (university)
departments (due to a lack of funding and overcrowding)
whose courses are (also) offered in Southwest are reflected
'n our successes." Mazzola said.

Richard Noland. the chairman of the Chancellor's
working group on long range planning was unavailable for
comment.

i
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Women's Service Center plans road race on May 23
By ROBIN MANDEL
Collegian Staff

For the 5th consecutive year, the Women's Services

Center (WSC) of Berkshire County will hold a women's
road race on Sunday, May 23 in North Adams.
The race, which begins at 1 p.m., will include both a 6.2-

mflc course and a 2.1 -mile course. The event will last about
two hours and is open to all participants, said Sue Mead,
public relations coordinator.

A University of Massachusetts exercise science major,

Eileen Furey, winner of the 2.1 -mile race last year,

commented, "The event was great! The crowd was huge
and the support from the women runners as well as the

audience, was terrific."

Furey, who said she is getting into shape for this year's

race, is an experienced runner. She said this is probably
one of the most exciting races she has ever competed in.

"You are out there running not just to win, but to have a
good time too. The crowd's cheering and applauding is

enough to make either winner or loser feel like a champ,"
she said.

Over the years, the number of participants in the race

has risen from 150 to 600, including a four-year old girl and
an eighty-four-year-old blind woman who ran last year,

said Sheila Barre, a counselor at WSC.
"While five years ago, women were not interested in

running and maintaining good physical condition, women
today are more attuned to their bodies and are great

supporters of the jogging craze," she said.

Mead expects approximately 1000 runners in this year's

event, which has become the largest single athletic event
in all of Berkshire County, she said.

Mead said although the prestige of the race is very im-

portant, the race itself generates a lot of spirit and ex-

citement.

"It's incredible not to have to undergo the pressures of a
competition like those in so many other races. I felt so alive

and so much akin to the other women. However, I felt the
most important thing about the race was that three

generations of my family were running. Having both my
mother and my four-year-old daughter participate in an
activity with me meant more to me than the competition
itself," she said.

The race serves as a major fundraiser for WSC, as the
entrants are sponsored for each mile they run. Last year,
Barre said, the event raised $4,500, enabling 1,463 clients
with emotional stresses and problems to receive help and
advice from the counselors at the center.

Because of Proposition 2V» and other budget cuts, it will
be harder to raise the money necessary to balance out 1982
budget, Barre said.

"Unless we get $12,000 necessary to balance our 1982
budget, the center may not survive," she said.

Persons wishing to register should contact Sheila Barrie
at the Women's Service Center, 33 Pearl St., Pittsfield,

Ma., 10021 (499-2425) or the center's Berkshire office at

663-9709. There is no fee for registration.

Professionals' opinion of MSG has controversial flavor
By DONNA MAGRATH
Collegian Suff

For many years, controversy has raged
over the controversial food enhancer
Monosodium giutamate (MSG), and many
questions about the chemical still exist in

the public mind according to University of

Massachusetts experts and local

restauranteurs.

While the high amounts used in tests

during the late 1960's showed MSG could be
toxic, no effects have ever been medically
shown from using small amounts in food,

said Fergus Clydesdale, professor of food
science and nutrition.

"There are some real problems associated

with MSG but (those effects are) limited to

s small percentage of the population,"

Clydesdale said.

However, abusing MSG by sprinkling

large amounts on foods is a more chronic
problem than its actual side effects, said

Tso-Cheng Chang, owner of the Amherst
Chinese Food restaurant on Main Street.

"Some cooks use too much (MSG), but a
small amount is good," Chang said.

Nine years ago, when the Chinese
restaurant first opened, his chefs sprinkled
"trace" amounts of MSG, said Chang, in-

dicating less than one-eighth of a fmger
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tip's amount, but said customers still

worried.

As a result, two years ago they decided
not to use MSG, said Chang pointing to pink
and blue signs posted throughout the
restaurant to assure customers.

He said he now cooks using Tamari soy

sauce, which contains MSG naturally,

rather than sprinkling the salt on food

directly.

Accent, the most popular flavor enhancer
on the market which contains mostly MSG,
is used by many cooks in both restaurants

and in the home. Originally, MSG was first

used by Oriental cooks who used a seaweed
called seatangle to make a stock which
added richness to the flavor of foods cooked

in it.

While MSG is present in both food and
the human body, the major use of it in food

processing or cooking is as a flavor

enhancer, rather than to add flavor of its

own.
Its use as a flavor enhancer has been

stirring debate among the consuming public

ever since 1960 when concern was voiced
over the possible effects of its use in baby
food.

Survey studies conducted by G.R. Kerr
of New York in 1979 showed that some
portion of the U.S. population will react
adversely to any of a wide variety of ethnic
dishes.

According to the study, one to two
percent of the gereral adult populaticm may
react negatively to MSG, compared to
earlifer estimates of 25 percent.

However, Caren Weiner, a nutritionist at
the University Health Services, said she
believes the actual percents are higher and
does, not approve of MSG.
"There is no purpose for it at all. It

should be wiped off of the market com-
pletely," she said.

There are many side effects associated
with the salt such as headaches, hot flashes,

puffiness and redness in the face, she said.

Weiner advised persons who are sen-
sitive to MSG to substitute other spices like

garlic seasoning or onions, but stay away
from salt.

But Clydesdale said he feels differently.

"If MSG is used as it is supposed to be
used (not in large amounts), then it is

okay," Clydesdale said.

"If it bothers you, then don't use it," he
said.
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By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Motherhood and being a student can complement eachother despite the financial and academic pressures ^dMaura Leonard-Sheehan. a hotel. restaurLt and trSel

Le^T.rH ^r T'""'
"^°^ ^^y '« ^"« ^' ^he eZomly.

hv SIT yf^^^*"'r^ ^^ ^^« th'-^ ^omen interviewedby the ColUgran, said, "I was brought up with the iS
mnth If "^^ ^ ^ "^"^«"^' ^ career woman, and amother and be successful.
She considers herself a high achiever with grades and

e,rtracurncular activities. Because of her fr^^ancy

sa^^'M^fK^^''"«^ "^u^^^
^'^^'' but I'm^ no^" shesaid. Motherhood is not the end of academia "

«hfrf^T^''^-7^..^" f^y adjustment in a strong relation-
ship, she said. "I don't know if I could do it if I w^

hJ^b^d^rrir^^^^^^^^^
^^--^^ ^- ^- -<i h-

"He's worried about the job situation," she said.Her husband said he feels great about the baby, but saidhe ,s under a lot of pressure at the moment. However. "Ithink we can handle it," he said
Nancy Stuart-Cahall, a 24-year-old English major in the

carrying
sixth month of her pregnancy, said she is keeping a journalof her pregnancy for her unborn child

ionil^K'^'!!
'^ "^"ft^ '^^'y "^^^ ^ '•^^ yo""- mother's

journal, she said. "It's a good feeling to know you'vewntten something that someone will be reading;- she

Stuart-^Cahall said she feels a little self-conscious in her

^To7her dS'i:.''
"''" ""^ ^''^^ P^^^^"^ ^«-- -

w^nV^'^tlTr^''?^'"^
dropping out," she said. "But Iwonder about fitting into the seats in a little while

"
She suggests that women who have just found out theyare pregnant should talk to the instructors
Don t be afraid to ask for a little consideration. Mostpeople are really understanding," she said

nr.!^;^f^i'^^^u'^^u^" '^^ ^'"^ f°""<^ o"t she was
pregnant, she thought she would be tied down

But the more I thought, the more fun I thought it

d^Hntll^r.^-XS.'^
^^^'^'^"^

' --^ '^ '- '-P'
Kathleen Sullivan, a senior political science major and a

hTs nrnhl
^ ^'^"'".^^^h-old son said as a student she alwayshas problems trying to spend enough time with the baby.

study!" The iid.'
"'' '"^^ '^ ''' °^^^ '^ ^^^ '^^-^ ^

Sullivan said she has had problems trying to find
babysitters. The day care center at the uniJerlity has avery long waiting list, she said, and it is very expensive ifyou are a student.

t^"»ive u

.n^ ^7u ^'Tl^^! f'"^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^'''"g her baby to class,and although he behaves. Sullivan said, "I get the feeling

clL"^'"
^""""^

""^ '^"^ by ^'"^ 'be baby to

th?.!' ^1 ^^^ "^ben she was pregnant was walking
through the campus center. "I felt like I was playing foot
bail, she said. "People slam doors and elbows into you."
"A pregnant woman is a very special person. She needs«)me sort of special treatment," Sullivan said. Instead.

v'e^riTtle^Selp '•
"^^ "^ '^^ ^' '"^^^ ^"^ ^'^"'-- but

sp^^al^'^S^nJantir- ""^^ "^ '"' ^"^""^' ^^
Sullivan said she and her husband had problems trying

to find housing. She said the family housing at the univer
sity kept them waiting for a long time. Economically, forthem it was a day-to-day existence, she said.

"1 couldn't enjoy my pregnancy, which was too bad. It
was probably the most exciting thing that will happen to
me, she said.

Objectivity is topic of tomorrow's journalism conference
By MARIA DYNIA
Collegian Correspondent

Journalism professors from various northeastern col-
leges will gather this week at a Conference on the History
of Journalistic Objectivity to examine the concept of objec-
tivity in broadcast and print journalism.

The conference is the first of this type to be hosted by
the University of Massachusetts journalistic studies pro-
gram, and will be held from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. tomorrow in
the Campus Center.

James Boylan, an associate professor of journalism at
UMass and organizer of the conference, said there is a
growing interest in the question of whether news is
reported objectively. Boylan said the conference will ex-
amine why journalists have been attracted to the idea of
objectivity and will trace the history of objectivity in
broadcast news, journalism education and in the press.

l.«^?''!L"'''^^''^.?*^^
^" beirin the program with akeynote address entitled "Orwell and Objectivity " The

issue of objectivity in broadcast journalism will be discuss-
ed by Da>nd H. Hosley of the University of Florida and
David H. Bennett of Syracuse University.
The agenda will also include an examination of "objec-

tivity as a value in early journalism education," by
Maurine Beasley of the University of Maryland, and a
report on Objectivity as a corporate style: the General

fnSfT fT'^: ^y ^^^^ ^- Ny^ ""^ 'be Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
"The conference will conclude with a general discussion

and summary and a talk by Boylan, defining the history of
journalistic objectivity.

^

The event is being sponsored by the Northeast Group
History Division and the Association for Education in
Journalism. The cost of the conference, which will cover
lunch and meeting expenses, is $20 and may be paid at the
time of the conference.
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HOUSING
INFORMATION

Housing Exemption
Applications

are available in the Housing Assignment
Office, 235 Whitmore. Applications are
due no later than Wednesday, March 31
1982. Late applications will not be ac-
cepted.

For further information, contact the
Housing Assignment Office at 545-2100.
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^ Student Commencement Speaker 1^
^ Each year a graduating senior is selected to deliver an1[
^ address at Commencement. Speeches are limited toJ^ roughly five minutes, and should focus on a topic ofJ
^ general interest. J
J Members of the Class of 1982 who are interested inj
^ delivenng the Commencement address should submitJ^ a draft of their speech by Friday, April 9, to Bryan*
^ Harvey, Student Affairs, 345 Whitmore (545-2334) *
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University of Massachusetts Imprinted sportswear
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in the Mini-Store

located in

the Student Union

Open M-F 7:30-10

Located in the Campus Center
Open M-F 9-5
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March

last class. All residence

close at 6pm . | March I!

reopen
|
on noon, Sunday,

March 28.

For further information call TIPS:

545-1540 & ask for tape #7000
or '# 7000S in Spanish.
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Black Affairs
The Black Consumer Market

PARTONE OFA TWOPARTSERIES.

Undoubtedly the greatest obstacle to present day black
economic development is the newly found interest of white
corporations in controlling and capturing the black con-

sumer market. Between the early l%Os to 1973 the
estimated amount of goods and services purchased by
black Americans increased from $30 billion to almost $70
billion annually. By 1978 the black consumer market was
the ninth largest in the world.

Twenty years ago, however, at the peak of the Civil

Rights Movement, few corporations seemed interested or
willing to make special efforts to appeal to black con-
sumers. Initial advertising strategies were poorly staged
and more appropriate to the racial ideologies of the 1890s.
In 1960, for example. Readers Digest decided to reprint Up
From Slavery, and invited the United Negro College Fund
to help it sponsor a creative writing contest to promote the
ideals of Booker T. Washington. In 1962 Greyhound Lines.
Inc., the world's most profitable transportation company,
hired baseball relief pitcher Joe Black as a special markets
representative in New York City, to "recognize, identify
and invite black passengers" to ride its buses. With much
fanfare in press releases to black -oriented radio stations
and to the black press. Black was promoted in 1967 to vice-

president of special markets for Greyhound, becoming the
first black vice president in the U.S. transportation in-

dustry.

The corporate transition occurred first with Pepsi-Cola
Company. In the early 1950s the vast majority of black soft
drink consumers purchased Pepsi, approximately three
times more frequently than they selected Coca Cola,

Pepsi's chief competitor. Overall profits for Pepsi sagged
from the black market throughout the 1950s. In early 1961,

Pepsi's management commissioned Elmo Roper and
Associates to complete a detailed breakout of black con-

sumer preferences and attitudes, (giving) Pepsi its first

overall picture of black consumer trends. The Roper study

revealed a number of surprising facts: 1) Blacks comprised
only 11 percent of the U.S. population, but made up 17

I>ercent of the soft drink market. Blacks purchased 300
milhon cases of soft drinks annually. White per capita

consumption of soft drinks was 120 bottles, vs. 163 bottles

for blacks. 2) Blacks were far more "flavor-conscious" than
whites. 49 percent of all grape soda and over 33 percent of

all orange soda sold in the U.S. was bought by blacks. 3)

Between 1951 to 1961, blacks' consumption of Pepsi had
remained constant, while Pepsi consumption among whites
had increased 300 percent. This lack of sales growth among
blacks meant a loss of 60 million cases per year to Pepsi-

Cola. Reacting quickly, Pepsi elevated Harvey C. Russell

as vice-president of special markets. Russell's ap-

pointment, well publicized in both white and black media,
made him the highest-ranking black executive of an in-

ternational business firm. In January, 1962, Pepsi bought
twelve four-color pages in Ebony, and ran advertisements
in virtually every black newspaper in the country. Pepsi
donated money to over 30 annual black conventions,
cosponsored a tournament for black golfers, and subsidized
the casting of a special medallion for the President of the
black National Medical Association. The company urged its

local bottlers to develop or expand programs for black
market development.
In 1963 Pepsi hired black historian John Hope Franklin

and other prominent black social scientists to develop an

elaborate series of films and records entitled "Adventures
in Negro History." By 1964, after spending several million
dollars solely in black oriented advertising, the "bottom
line" results were in. Pepsi-Cola's annual profits rose from
$157.6 million to $250 million between 1960 to 1964. Market
research indicated subsequently that after five purchases,
six out of ten black "heavy-user households" favored Pepsi,
compared to only four out of ten white households.

The Pepsi-Cola campaign not only reaped almost $100
million, but illustrated to the entire white corporate and
advertising world the enormous profits at stake in the
black consumer market. By the mid-to-late 1960s, ad-
vertisers produced exhaustive studies of black consumer
habits, finding key differences between blacks and whites.
Researchers discovered that black women purchased over
50 percent more home cleaning products, particularly air

fresherners, garbage bags, insecticides and oven cleaners,

than white women on a per capita basis. Nonwhite con-
sumers purchase 15 percent of all cereal; 18.5 percent of
the flour; 39 percent of the rice; 38 percent of the corn-
meal; 17.5 percent of the poultry; 26 percent of the smoked
sausage; 22 percent of the canned milk; 29 percent of the
green beans; 32.5 percent of the lard; 14.5 percent of the
molasses and syrup; 17 percent of the salt; 22.5 percent of
the wool blankets; 15.5 percent of the cooking utensils;

14.5 percent of the overcoats; and 28.5 percent of the hats
sold in the United States.

The list of black consumer preferences is, of course,
almost endless. The data collected by market analysis can
be interpreted in a number of ways, to promote greater
profits from black sales. This money leaves the black
community to benefit the white economic system, not us.

Civil Rights Act to be repealed
By SHERYL JOHNSON

This article is written to inform you that
President Ronald Reagan is "repealing" the
1964 Civil Rights Act. To "repeal" an Act
means to recall or do away with it. This is

illegal. Ronald Reagan is striking at our
voting rights. The Voting Rights Act of

1964 expedited the hearing of voting cases

before three judge courts and outlawed
some of the tactics used to disqualify Blacks
from voting in federal elections.

As you know, it was this 1964 Act that
"insured the right of citizens of the United
States to vote." The Fifteenth Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution declared; "the
right to vote shall not be denied or abridged
by the U.S. or by any State on account of

race, color, or previous condition of ser-

vitude." The President falls within this

jurisdiction as well. He must obey the "laws
of the land. " whether he likes them or not.

If we. the people "continue to allow" Ronald
Reagan to cut here and take away there,

we'll no longer have any basic fundamental
freedoms of liberty; let alone happiness or
life. I still haven't gotten my 40 acres and a
mule.

Therefore, in light of the above, we
concerned citizens ask that you come to The
Office of Third World Affairs/308 Student
Union Building/ UMass, Amherst to sign
this petition. This will enable our
Congressmen to speak out on our behalf so
that our voting rights are not tampered
with. For any further questions, you may
call 545-2517. Thank you for your par
ticipation.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Duke Ellington Committee
Spring 1982

The Duke Ellington Committee presents its fourth an-
nual "Solos and Duos" concert series, an exciting pro-
gram of Black classical music concerts by major com-
posers/instrumentalists. The focus of this series will be to
present solo and duet performances in an intimate concert
setting. The artists are among the leading musicians in the
jazz idiom; instrumentation will be varied, ranging from
piano, trj violin, from voice to drums. The concerts will be
held at 8:00 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union
Building at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
Admission is FREE! For further information, call
545-2892.

Truman Capote's devasting film about racia) separation
and unity, and life and death in prison will be shown at
Hampden theater at 8:00 tonight.

A photography exhibit by Bobby Davis in celebration of
International Women's Week, has been extended to Fri
day, March 19, 1982. The exhibit is currently on display at
the Augusta Savage Memorial Gallery in The New Africa
House at the University of Massachusetts. Davis, a 1981
graduate of the University of Massachusetts, has cleariy
captured the dignity and strength of Third World Women
in his photographic essay. "I tried to catch women who
have suffered much because of their oppressed position in

this society.

Poets Chase Twitchell, Andrew Salkey, and Dennis
Brutus will read with three Five-College students in a
poetry benefit for the Dennis Brutus Defense Committee.
The benefit, entitled, "Six Poets," will be held on Wednes-
day, March 31, 1982 at 7:30 p.m. in the Converse Red
Room. Refreshments will be served.

The Orchard Hill Cultural Center has work-study jobs
available. If you have a work-study award and would like
to work in the Cultural Center call Pat: 545-2882.

Miles Davis will be appearing at the Fine Arts Center on
April 2 at 8:00 p.m. UMass students - $8.50 and $9 00
General public $10.00 and $10.50.

BLACK MASS COMMUNICATIONS PROJECT
rr^^^7 "^i" ^ ^"'"^'"^ '^^ ^^"^'*' ^^y meeting today,
Thursday March 18. 1982 at 6:30 p.m. in room 119 of theNew Afnca House. All third worid students interested in
radio or television production are invited.

BMCP is now hiring for office positions, they are all non-
work study positions.

1. Promotions Director
2. Record Librarian: (2 positions)
3. Audio-video Coordinator
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Insult to injury
The founder and executive director of Vietnam

Veterans of America, Robert MuJler, spoke at the
Student Umon Ballroom last Wednesday night

Sitting along m his wheelchair in front of 900 silent
students Muller gave the most moving speech many of us
present had ever heard. His talk was entitled "VietnamWar Stories-What Really Happened? WUl We Make theSame Mistakes Again?" A film. "Heroes," about the menwho fought in Vietnam accompanied the presentation and
a question and answer period concluded the program.
Muller told the story of how he enlisted in the Marines as

a ^0 year old student at Hofstra University in 1967 He
talked about how proud he and other young men in his
generation were to serve their country, so proud that he

Jackson Katz

Helms Amendment limits freedom
The recent passage of the Hatch Amendment by the

Senate Judiciary Committee brings into view an
even more restrictive piece of legislation, the

Helms Amendment. The Helms Amendment is being joint-
ly sponsored by Senator Jessie Helms and representative

u'"^u"?^®'
"^^^ ^'" declared that human life begins not

at birth, but at the moment of conception. Under this law
abortion could be prosecuted as an act of homicide. Accor-
ding to a poll printed in Life magazine, ("Abortion:
Women Speak Out", Nov. 1981). "No one major group of
women believed that a woman should be legally denied the
nght to choose to have an abortion if she determines that
the procedure is necessary."

Linda McNeil
Before considering the new abortion statute, it must be

determined when human life actually begins, or more
specifically, when do we accord a fetus the rights and pro-
tection of a person? Since life obviously begins at concep-
tion, the question that people are trying to answer is when
does a fetus obtain the qualities of "humanness"? A fetus
wi behave like any of us in that if you poke it the fetus
will react. However, to most doctors a fetus is not con-
sidered to be capable of sustaining a meaningful life until
twenty-four weeks after conception. Since abortions can
not be performed after six months because of medical con-
sideration, having an abortion before that time can not be
considered killing a human life.

One of the most controversial issues surrounding abor-
tion IS whether or not, or to what extent, Medicaid should
pay for abortions. In 1973 a Supreme Court ruling led to
restrictions being placed on the Federal Funds used to pay
for abortions. This seems fair in that for Medicaid to pay
for a "convenience" abortion is an outrage to the
American taxpayer. However, a woman who is too poor to
pay for an abortion and medically has to have one should
not be forced to carry the child to term and to endanger
herself and the child.

Another aspect of abortion that must be taken into con-
sideration before illegalizing the procedure, is the fact that
in many cases a woman should not have a child because of
health reasons (92 percent of the women polled favored

abortion in this case). When a woman has been told by a
doctor that she should not have children, or if she is con-
fined to a wheel chair, or if she has been diagnosed as ter-
minally ill, an abortion may be absolutely necessary This
is because the mother's and/or child's life could be en-
dangered, and also the mother might not be capable of car-
ing for the child. In these cases to charge a woman with
homicide would be life charging a person with
premeditated murder in a case of self-defense.

In some instances for a mother to carry a child to term
could pose a serious threat to her emotional well being.
This is true in a case of pregnancy caused by rape or incest
(87 percent of the women polled favored abortion in this
case). To legally compel a woman or young teenager to
bear this child would force her to endure the terrible
trauma of the incident ever longer.

When a unmarried teenager becomes pegnant, she is

faced with two major consequences. If she carries the
child to term her future may be at stake because she would
be forced to leave school, and she also could be endanger-
ing herself and the child (72 percent of the women polled
favored abortions for unmarried teenagers). If a teenager
decides that it would be in her best interest to have the
fetus abortion, it would be unfair to force her to carry it to
term.

If a woman ever wanted or needed an abortion and could
not have one legally, she could have an illegal one. An il-

legal abortion could have some very serious consequences.
An illegal abortion clinic would not have to be clean or
sterile, the person performing the abortion would not have
to be a doctor, and if anything ever went wrong the
woman could be left there to hemorrhage. Is the life of a
fetus really worth more than that of a woman?
Every woman must decide for herself whether or not

she views abortions as morally wrong. But the fact re-
mains that 67 percent of the women polled, regardless of

'

their moral stance, felt that no woman should be denied a
safe and legal abortion if she sees it as necessary. When
the right to an abortion is removed your freedom is
limited. So why then do the Congressmen in Washington
still insist on trying to control women's bodies?

Linda McNeil is a UMass student.

A little more searching might be worth subsequent reward
To the Editor:

What's the story, UPC? Did you forget that the J.
Geils Band appeared here just a month ago? Granted they
are a top draw and you stand to make a profit on the deal
(especially when you're charging Umies six bucks), but
let's not make Geils the Bonnie Raitt of the year (you
remember her three shows on campus and one at Smith in
two years?). Maybe you can hire Geils a few more times so
their appeal will wear off and you'll have another financial
disaster like last year's Spring Concert (excuse me.

Community Day)?
I'm sure there is plenty of major talent that would

enjoy playing here. It might take a httle more searching,
but just think of the challenge and subsequent reward
when these acts are signed. Spring is a good time for
bands to tour so you might get lucky. Take a chance on a
new band—you never know, it might exceed your highest
expectations.

Robert Goss
Amherst

Let's be careful about how we speak of our friends

Malcolm X a great man born in 1925 died in

1965.

To The Editor:

In reference to the March 10 review of Bonnie Raitt's new
album "Green Light," I would like to say — Bonnie's good
stuff! Too often critics go off giving a slanted analysis of a
new album, drawing on years of experience in the
recording business, of course. This kind of attitude makes
me wonder if they really listen to the songs. When two
songs on "Green Light" are by a good friend of the
University's NRBQ, and aren't even mentioned, I wonder

if you rushed your decision.
I don't claim to be a critic, but I am a Raitt lover, and her
new album possesses all of her free but loving sentiments
that so characteristically get everyone as they .say. ball
and bogging. So I hope you're wrong about "Green Light

"

And in the future let's be a little more careful about how
we speak of our friends.

Brian Fiu Maurice

Amherst

actually "cried like a baby" when they played the Star
Spangled Banner at his Marine Officer's school gradua-
tion. He also mentioned how he knew at the time that 85
percent of all company-grade officers in the Corps, of
which he was one, were either killed or wounded. "We

I were cannon-fodder," he later said.
-^ His dreams of glory and his patriotic fervor were

sobered, however, the first day he arrived in Vietnam "I
got off the chopper, walked down the trail, and immediate-
ly saw bodies," he recaUed. "Suddenly, the reality of war
was driven home." Muller was struck by a bullet and
paralyzed from the waist down less than a year later
Upon returning to the United States and receiving the

shabby medical and personal treatment common to retur-
ning Vietnam Veterans, Muller joined the anti-war move-
ment as an active member of Vietnam Veterans Against
the War.
He is currently travelling the college lecture circuit talk-

ing to students about Vietnam and his experiences during
and after the war. Not surprisingly, what he has found in
talking to young people all over the country is an appalling
ack of information and understanding about the nation's
longest and most decisive war. While most high school
history courses thoroughly cover the early periods of
American history, few even reach discussion of the Viet-
nam era. Most high school history textbooks either don't
mclude Vietnam or deal with it in an inadequately super-
fiaal way. Today's younger generations are not learning
the crucial lessons our recent history has to teach them.
Muller told of one young man who recently asked him*
Whose Side were we on. North or South Vietnam?"
For the past few years, right-wing "hawk" politicians

neoconservative intellectuals, and various ri^t-wing
think tanks have been advancing the view that we've
entered the "post-Vietnam period, that our nation's
wounds have healed, and that America can look forward
to p. renewed era of global power and influence. Ronald
Iteigan called our involvement in Vietnam a "noble
effort" and summed up the reactionary right's view of the
war by promising to never "let our boys firfit in a war we
won't let them win." Muller related an anebdote about a
meeting with President Reagan where he told him that the
real problem of Vietnam Veterans was that we didn't let
them win that war and thereby earn the respect they
would have received if we had won.
In attempting to prepare this country for United States

military intervention all over the worid, Reagan, Haig
and CO. have been, in effect, trying to d^ny that the sixties
actually happened. Nothing could hurt their macho,
militanstic intentions more than in the current generation
of young people learned from Vietnam.
Robert Muller's message, therefore, is simple. He is try-

ing to make people reacknowldge that Vietnam and all its
horror did happen - and that it really can happen again if
we let it. With Reagan's policy in El Salvador looking
more and more like a morbid reenactment of U.S. policy in
Vietnam, what Muller is saying today has added impor-
tance and urgency.
Muller, permanently paralyzed in his wheelchair, has

another reason to keep people from forgetting about Viet-
nam, "...if we try to answer those questions...about what
went wrong and why we were there...maybe the service of
the Vietnam Veteran will not be in vain. The alternative is
to make believe the whole thing never happened. That
would be the ultimate insult to the injury."

Jackson Katz is a Collegian columnist.

^ : N
Letters Policy

Letters to the editor must be signed and
include the writer's address and telephone
number for verification. Please type
tripled spaced at 67 characters per line.

Because of the larg^e volume of mail
received, unpublished letters cannot be
acknowledged or returned. Submissions
are subject to editing for clarity and
jn"ammar. Letters longer than 30 lines may
be condensed due to space limitations.
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Marceau's mime spoke
to students of UMasss
MARCEL MARCEAU
Fine Arts Center
Monday, March 15

By SUSAN BARON
Collegian Staff

An interview with Marcel Marceau seem-
ed both a challenge and an irony to me at
first. Afterall, how many people have ac-
tually heard this man, whose art is

characterized by silence, speak? To my sur-
prise, Mr. Marceau was as well expressed
and articulate with his words as he was
with his movement on the Fine Arts Center
stage Monday evening.

He arrived at the FAC at 6:30, an hour
and a half left to showtime and not yet in

customary white face and leotard. He un-
fortunately had only a short while to share
with the press. Marceau spoke softly, with
a distinct French accent; he spoke of mime:
"It is a complete independent art but it has
a link with dance, music and other
disciplines. The gravity and weight of
mime is different. Mime is bound to the
ground."

Marceau also spoke proudly of the Inter-

national School of Mime that he established
in Paris. It is a three year school in which
all the disciplines are taught — music,
dance, mime. Of the 90 students who in-

itially enrolled, six graduated. One of those
six is Shawn Bryan, Marceau's current
partner.

After a slight reworking of the sequence
of acts to be performed, Marceau retired to
his dressing room to prepare for the show.
The absense of sound, set and props in

Marceau's performance was awkward at
first. Mr. Marceau appeared so very
vulnerable; all alone on the large, empty
stage. At times it was even difficult to

recognize what Marceau was enacting. Yet
as the show progressed and intermittent
mimes were accompanied by music, silence

became a natural state. There was no need

for words. Marceau conveyed all he
thought with what he called "the language
of the heart" — the art of mime.
During the first half of the show,

Marceau enacted five style pantomimes.
"The Amusement Park" featured
Marceau's meticulous talent at outlining
boundaries. One would swear he was truly
imprisoned by the walls of a maze. "The
Maskmaker" depicted a man who was
unable to remove a smiling mask from his
face. The anguish of Marceau's bodily
gestures were in complete conflict with the
estatic grin glued on his face. The two con-
tradicting emotions highlighted Marceau's
flexibility and humor. "The Seven Deadly
Sins" was comprised of seven separate
mimes, each with an identifiable statement
about the way people behave — or
misbehave. The seven sins included
laziness, lust, envy, gluttons, avarice, pride
and anger.

After an intermission, Marcel did five

Bip pantomimes. The Bip character, with
top hat, flower and pallid face, was created
35 years ago. He reflects the reality of
broken dreams. Marceau calls Bip the
romantic and burlesque hero of our time.
Each Bip pantomime pictured Bip in yet

another predicament. "Bip as a Soldier"
and "David and Goliath" were particularly

impressive, each respectively illustrating

that the mime is both a dramatic and comic
actor.

Marcel Marceau is an artist, and a
disciplined one at that. His ongoing tour
began on February 1 and has averaged six

shows a week; the tour will go on for ten
weeks. This is Marceau's seventeenth time
in America and his eighth time at the
University of Massachusetts.
Mime is an art that leaps over the harries

presented by language and misinterpreta-

tion. It's a universal art form that need not
be translated.

Marcel Marceau delivered a fine perfor-

mance Monday night, a beautiful reflection

of people and their inner souls.

Photo rourteny of Scott Newton

ONE REDNECK MUTHA - Jerry Jeff Walker will be in Boston at the
Hotel Bradford Ballroom this Saturday night. Also in Boston soon are
Pete Shelley, John Butcher Axis, Rickie Lee Jones and Asia.

Marcel Marceau performed at the Fine Arts Center on Monday, March 15.

Union Program Council is proud to
present Miles Davis, one of the original bop
superstars, on Saturday, April 3 at the Fine
Arts Center. Tickets are $8.50 and $9.50 for

UMass students. $10.00 and $10.50 for the
general public.

Trivia question — There were no correct
answers to last week's trivia question.
"Foot Foot" is the companion of the Shaggs,
immortalized on their album Philosophy Of
The World. Rumor has it that anew Shaggs
album is on the way.

This week's trivia question — CRANK IT
UP! This is the best fukin' weekend for

music I've ever seen! Special recognition to
the first person who can correctly identify

the clone bands appearing in the area this

weekend that imitate the following acts:

Janis Joplin, AC/DC. Led Zepplin, Lynyrd
Skynyrd, Steely Dan and The Doors. If you
know them all. drop a note in the specially

marked box on the Collegian Arts desk
between the hours of 2:30 and 5:00 today.
Masters & Johnsom will once again be

put to the test tonight at the Hangar One
with the appearance of Human Sexual
Response. Also coming to the Hangar One
is Jorma Kaukonen on March 30 and Black

Flagg on March 29.

There goes the neighborhood — David
Minehan and The Neighborhoods will be at

the Rusty Nail on March 26.

Wrestling is real! — Dallas, the newest
cultural Mecca in Northampton, bids a top
o" the mornin' to you with Irish green jello

wrestling tonight at 8 p.m. Next week is

Italian week with pasta-spaghetti wrestling
on Thursday, March 25.

The Police — April 10 at the Hartford
Civic Center and April 13 at the Providence
Civic Center. Tickets are available through
Ticketron at Platterpus Records in Nor-
thampton.

Remember The Buzzcocks? If you do,
you'll want to see Pete Shelley, the author
and singer of those wonderful songs, at the
Metro Club in Boston on April 15. Backing
up Shelley will be Pigbag.
Going to Boston? — Livingston Taylor,

James' brother, at the Paradise on March
20. At the Hotel Bradford Ballroom this

Saturday is Jerry Jeff Walker. Miles Davis
on April 1 & 2. and The Blushing Brides on
April 17. At Jonathan Swift's in Cambridge
on March 19 will be The Alan Estes Band.
Mr. Estes is following in the footsteps of
Rick Chicopee...er... Springfield as he
debuts on One Life To Live as a rock star
returning home. Also at Swift's will be Son
Seals tonight. John Butcher Axis (fresh
from the J. Geils tour) on Saturday. Albert
Colhns on March 24, Jamaican reggae with
the Mighty Diamond Band on March 28, and
J union Walker & The AH Stars on March
31.

Still no word — J. Geils for Spring Con-
cert?

At Boston's Orpheum — Rickie Lee Jones.
April 12. Asia (featuring Steve Howe from
Yes and John Wetton from King Crimson)
on April 29.

Edmunds most recent release less than original'

O Anheusef Busch Inc St Louis Mo

DAVE EDMUNDS
Subtle As A Flying Mallet (RCA)

By JUDD WARNER
Collegian Staff

For this review Dave Edmunds had no one to blame but

himself.

Subtle as A Flying Mailer, his latest release on RCA
records is nothing more than a rehash of some very old and

tired songs. The lyrics are tired. The beats are tired. The
guitar licks are tired. These tunes should be left to rest in

peace because if you've heard one version of the selections

on the album then you've certainly heard them all. Believe

me, Edmunds' versions offer nothing original.

Side one opens with "Baby I Love You," that sticky sweet

standard 1950's highschool piece which Edmunds has put

to bells a ^ Rudolph.

Second song side one, "Leave My Woman Alone." A

twangy western beat which was probably fairly popular
with the class of 1956 in Sweetwater. Texas. One can easily

imagine a beatup Dodge pickup loaded with six-packs and
young cowboys in Wrangler jeans snapping their calloused
fingers in synch with this one. Yeee Ha! Christ.

How seriously can a person take an album that uses up
2:17 with "Da Doo Ron Ron?" Shaun Cassidy has nothing to

fear in terms of competition by Dave Edmunds.
Side one ends with "No Money Down." which falls into the

mildly amusing category. You know a selection is dated
when Edmunds, his echoed vocals raving about a new
Cadillac, quotes insurance prices at $10 deductible and $35
for liability.

The torture resumes on side two. opening with "A Shot
Of Rhythm And Blues." This song is advanced enough to
be played by animal musicians on Saturday morning
cartoons or even Josie and the Pussycats.

It's flashback time with "Born To Be With You," which
sure sounds an awful lot like "Baby I Love You." It's those

damn bells again.

Another piece of unprofessionali-sm. "Let it Rock," ends
the album. This song could freely substitute the lyrics from
"Johnny B. Goode" and still sound exactly the same.

Technically speaking this album leaves the listener
somewhat disappointed. Pique Withers, borrowed from
Dire Straits via United Artists Records, puts in a rather
poor showing on drums. I suspect his beats may have been
done in his sleep. Nick Lowe on bass used to play with
Edmunds back in their Rockpile days, but even their
familiarity doesn't breed craft.

It seems any studio musician worth his/her contract could
have replaced the big names whom Edmunds probably
recruited to boost sales.

Overall this album is of the caliber that can be found
buried in a wire mesh basket deep in Woolworths'
clearance corner, and personally I intend to use my copy in

a solo game of od«-way frisbee.
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UM
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

Three larcenies, one over $100. and one act of vandalism
were reported to police at the University of Massachusetts
in the past two days, po' -e said yesterday.
A North Village Apa> lent complex resident reported a

Canon AE-1 camera stolen from an apartment in the G-
section between 10:20 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. Tuesday, police
said. The camera, valued at $180. was taken by a burglar
who fled the apartment when the sleeping resident was
awakened and then spoke to the burglar, police said. Entry

into the apartment was apparently gained through a
window, police said.

In the second larceny complaint, a pair of prescription
sunglasses, valued at $80. was taken from Worcester
Dining Commons between 7:08 p.m. and 7:10 p.m.
Tuesday, police said. The owner reportedly left the glasses
with his dinner tray on a table when he left the table
momentarily, and returned to discover them missing,
police said.

In the third larceny complaint, a grille was reported
stolen from a 1971 Chevrolet automobile parked in P Lot
near Alumni Sudium. police said. The vehicle's owner

reported the theft occuring between sometime on
Tuesday. March 9. and 1:30 p.m. on Saturday, March 13.
pobce said. The griUe's value was reported at $75, police
said.

^

A 1978 Volkswagen parked on the lower level of the
Campus Center parking garage was reportedly vandalized
between 11 p.m. Saturday and 9:30 a.m. Tuesday. poUce
said. The windshield wiper arms were reportedly bent out
from the windshield and the rear Ucense plate bracket was
reportedly bent, police said. There are no suspects in the
vandalism which caused an estimated $100 damage ooUce
said. ° '

*^

Chicopee woman injured in crash on 'notch' on Route 116
BvSUSANRINC ,.^i;„« o„:^ r^ u„ii ._ : .:.,... ... . . .. wBy SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

A Chicopee woman sustained head, neck and possibly
back injuries in a car accident late Tuesday afternoon on
the "notch" on Route 1 16, according to Amherst Police.
Marita Campbell. 38, of Chicopee, was travehng south on

the "notch" when she went off the road and into a tree.

police said. Campbell is in satisfactory condition in the
intensive care unit of Cooley Dickinson Hospital, according
to the hospital's nursing office.

In an unrelated incident, a Northampton man was
arrested after being stopped for speeding Tuesday night
on West Street. Dean J. Hamos, 22, of Northampton, was
arrested at 8:25 p.m. after a police check revealed an
outstanding warrant for his arrest for a traffic offense in
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Munson. police said. Hamos was turned over to state
police.

At 9:15 p.m. Tuesday, a clerk at a Main Street package
store reported $60 missing from the cash register. The
clerk went into a back room to get some champagne at the
request of two customers and when he returned the in-
dividuals and the money were gone, according to police.
The incident is under investigation.

University of Massachusetts student Dana M. Davis was
arraigned yesterday on charges of failure to keep to the
right, driving to endanger, two counts of assault and
battery with a dangerous weapon, an automobile, and
impeded operation. Davis was arrested Saturday by
UMass police. Davis entered a plea of not guilty to all

charges and the case was continued to April 8, according to
Lt. Clarence Babb of the Amherst police department.

UM, community groups head
toD.Cfor El Salvador rally
By PAULA HOYT
Collegian Correspondent

Several University of Massachusetts and
local community groups are endorsing a
demonstration in Washington D.C. and a
rally in Northampton next Saturday, March
27, to protest U.S. intervention in El
Salvador.

The Washington demonstration wiU begin
at noon with a march from Malcolm X park
to the White House. Several west coast
states are sponsoring similar protests and
groups from all over the country will be
present in Washington.

Carl Koechlin, a UMass senior and
member of the Northampton Committee on
El Salvador, said several hundred people
from this area are expected to attend. The
committee is attempting to get financial
endorsements from Five College faculty for
transportation and publicity expenses,
Koechlin said.

A rally at the Unitarian Church in Nor-
thampton wiU be held at the same Ume for
those who cannot travel to Washington.
The rally will include clergy and other local

speakers discussing the issues.
Local groups, including the Radical
Student Union, Western Massachusetts
Latin American Solidarity Coalition, and
The Smith Committee against repression in
El Salvador have joined in expressing their
"outrage" at the military activity in El
Salvador and throughout Latin America.
The groups condemn the March 28 elections
in El Salvador which. Koechlin said, are not
legitimate democratic processes and will
amount to no more than a smoke screen for
heightened brutality.

Tickets for buses and vans leaving for
Washington from Amherst and Nor-
thampton are available for $25 in Room 413
of the Student Union, or at the Smith
College Library.

C H O N A

Confemporory Fashion Thornes Market, Northampton
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Child-Free Choice group forming to focus on options
By DIANA AJJAN
Collegian Correspondent

With the increasing opportunities open to women today
the decision to have chUdren should be one of many od-
tions, said Lois Miraglia. a 35 year-old Amherst resident
who IS forming a group for women who decide not to have
children.

Miraglia, a psychotherapist with ten years of experience
working with women's issues, hopes to begin the Child-
Free Choice group at the end of March. The group will
meet one and a half hours each week for ten weeks at her
home.

The idea for the group, "Child-Free Choice," stemm^
from Mu-agha's research on the topic, she said. She found
there were no books on voluntary childlessness in the local
libraries and this lack of resources sparked her concern
about how women could obtain information on the subject,
Miraglia said.

Miraglia commented that there are many plausible
reasons why women decide not to rear children. For some
people, she said, financial difficulties can arise. It is

estimated by the Population Reference Bureau that the
cost to raise a child today is $80,000, Miraglia said.

Also, many women feel the effects of the dual respon-
sibility of having a career and being a mother. Miraglia
said younger women are questroning whether they want to
focus on their career or on parenthood, and they realize the
decision to have chiWren will affect their lives for the next
20 years.

STRIPES

SUD TIturs March 16

Sl.OO at 5 pm
$1.50 at 7, 9, 11
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37% larger KODAK Color
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incr\ KODAK Color Prints tor ftie same
price OS regular prints

Hurry, ttiis FreetMe ofter ends
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COLOR
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,.IU4ak^
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11-4 Sat

Located in the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Unfortunately, our culture argues against the choice not
to reproduce, claiming it's not normal, that motherhood is
the ultimate experience, or that you are not a complete
person if you do not have children, remarked Miraglia.

"I feel that for many women, having children is fulfilling
and I think that's great for them. But I feel that many
other women are not geared towards having children and
their choice should be considered equally as valid in society
as that'of women who decide to have children," Miraglia
said.

It IS very isolating to live in a culture that is pro-
parenthood, she said. She said she hopes that through
readings and discussions the Child-Free Choice group will
provide support and information for women who opt not to
have children.

Anyone interested in obtaining information concerning
optional child-rearing can write to: The National Alliance

l?*",.,
P,«°"?' Pa''«"lhood, 2010 Massachusetts Avenue

N.W., Washington D.C, 20036.

NeWSlineS... candidates Night

"^"SSSSSiS^SiiSJSi;^^ planned for March 25

MUA updates report

on El Salvador aid
WMUA radio (91.1 FM) wUl air an update report on

increasing local opposition to continued U.S. military aid to
El Salvador on the weekly "Focus" program at 6 p.m.
tonight.

The 60-minute program will include coverage of last
Friday's protest demonstration by the "February 11
Coalition" outside the Holyoke office of Congressman SUvio
Conte as weU as an interview with members of the Nor-
thampton Committee on EI Salvador, which is planning to
send a large contingent of protesters to a national
demonstration which will be held in Washington D C
March 27.

o
. •

-.

The League of Women Voters of Amherst is sponsoring
a Candidates Night at 7:30 p.m. next Thursday. March 25
in the Bangs Community Center on Boltwood Walk.

Candidates Night is open to the public and is intended to
enable the voters of Amherst to meet the candidates who
are running in the April 6th election for the 18 vacant seats
in town offices. The candidates will give short presen-
tations and the audience will have the opportunity to ask
questions.

Among the 18 seats are one Board of Selectman seat,
two seats on the School Committee, and 10 Town Meeting
seats in each precinct.

More information is available from the League of Women
Voters of Amherst at 253-7776.

-LISA REDMOND
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A comprehensive and provocative look
at the changing perspectives on intimacy sexuality
and commitment.
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We all stand at the threshold of

a new age of seesawing personal
values and relationships

New Images of Love is a
two week seminar whjch explores
our diverging values on love
and the choices we make that

sculpt our lives and the structure

of society Fresh insights from
psychology, sociology, literature,

rebgion, and the arts trace how
men and women seek fuUiliment

in romance family, and the

community Leading thinkers

examine forces that influence

sexual expression and sexual
responsibility

Alex Haley. Shere Hite, Rollo

May, Joyce Carol Oales. Gail
Sheehy and enriinent scholars from
major universities will join University

of Hartford resident faculty in

examining values that lead to

loneliness and commitment They'll

also explore emotional dramas
that unfold in the never-ending
quest for trustful sharing

I

I
Director of Summer Programs, The University of Hartford
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I

WeslHartford, CT06117
I

(203)243-4401

I

I
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groups, then attend aftemoon and
evening sessions led by visiting

faculty and distinguished speakers
FoUowing the two-week campus
program there will be a six-week
penod to complete wntten
assignments

Sponsored by the University

of Hartford s College ot Arts and
Saences, New Images of Lore
offers six credits toward graduate
and undergraduate majors and
electives in psychology, sociology,

and literature Enrollment on an
audit basis is also available

Interestedpersons should
reserve promptly as class size is

limited
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Soviet Union to shell out $2.5 billion to protect citizens from war
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Soviet Union plans to

spend more than $2.5 billion on civil defense in the coming
year. U.S. intelligence officials told Congress yesterday.
The information, given during a closed session of the
Senate Armed Services subcommittee on nuclear forces,
was released by Sen. John Warner, R-Va.. chairman of the
panel.

The subcommittee heard testimony on the Reagan
administration s proposal for a $46.2 million program, up
from $11.6 million this year, to prepare for a nuclear at-
tack.

Warner said the Soviets contemplate having more than

100,000 people working full time on civil defense. He said
as much as $60 million would be spent on a civilian shelter
program.
He said other funds would be spent for such things as

protecting military targets from nuclear attack.

Warner said that in addition to the $2.5 billion in direct

expenditures, the Soviets would spend an undetermined
amount in other "indirect" ways. These expenditures, he
said, would include streng^thening factories against nuclear
attack and providing for relocation of government
ministers.

"We learned that the coal industry has a very active civil

defense program and the minister of coal has a point of
relocation, which is hardened, to which he and his staff
could go and continue to operate the coal industry," he
said.

Warner said "many thousands" of Soviet civilians were
being trained in civil defense and the entire structure
would be militarized in the event of a nuclear attack.

"Blast shelters are presently in existence for protection of
12 percent of the key people in the Soviet Union," Warner
said. He said there were plans to "redistribute and to some
extent protect" the remaining 88 percent by other means.

TONIGHT
AT

TWOWAYSTREET
TONIGHT'S SPECIALS

IT'S HERE!!

BudweiserLIGHT
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50c Draughts

85c 12 oz. Bottles

9 til 1
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• Hats

lUkon
Jack
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• Klondike Kocoa $1 qo
Hot Chocolate, Yukon Jack, Whipped Cream

• Snakebite
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k

$1.00

•Turbulence Ahead
Irish Cream, Kahlua, Yukon Jack

$1.50

TO THE FIRST

Budweiser
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• MacKenzie Gold $1 25
Yukon Jack and fresh squeezed Grapefruit Juice
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D.C. MENU
LUNCH
California Quiche, Tacos

BASICS LUNCH
California Quiche,
Vegetable Taco

DINNER
Chicken Cacciatore, Ham
and Cheese Florentine,

Fruit Plate with Pumpkin
Bread

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Spinach Strudel,

Chicken Cacciatore

I

You ARC The eyes tkud cars

of The CoUeqiAN.

If you see a STORy,

Tell us AbouT iT.

Widest choice of programs --

Touring • Kibbutz • Study • Sports

TWs summer, program center
discover and

fve the Israel

tourists only see.

American Zionist

Youth Foundation
An Educational

Foundation
Over 50,000 students

have experienced "our" Israel.

Call or write for free brochure

Joint Israel Programs
72 Franklin St., Boston, MA. 021 10

(617) 542-3973

ACROSS
1 Sturdy fabric

6 Tall story

10 Dolls

14 Name meaning
iigrit in Italy

15 Zenith

16 Pearl Buck
heroine

17 Family

scapegrace
19 Cousin of

6 Across
20 Seafaring man
21 Primitive poem
22 Pampered pet
24 Berne s nver

25 Animation
26 Victor s award
29 Gauche
33 West Indian land

34 Swamp shrub of

the South
35 Racecourse

circuit

36 Each and every

37 Quarter

informally

40 Orel s river

41 de la Cite

42 Similar

43 Early French king
45 River in Asia.

1370 mi long

48 Potatoes, down
home

l IN2 Lot \af«let Tint* &)BtfMait

49 Hence 13

50 Sentry s i8

challenge 23
51 Largest State 24
54 Dispose of 25
55 Mil personnel 26
58 Electronic sound 27
59 Piece de 28

resistance 29
62 Game fish 30
63 First governor of 3i

Alaska 32
64 Everyday

language 34
65 Tableau 38
66 Capital of Yemen
67 Attack 39

44
DOWN 46

1 Liability 47
2 Entertainer 48

Fitzgerald 50
3 Contiguous
4 Business abbr 51

5 Be successful

6 Lake discovered 52
by John Fremont 53

7 Copies 54
8 Famed Virginian

9 Definite 55
10 Religious

message 56
' 11 When I was

57
• '12 Lake in Lorca 60

or Lodi 61

Stump
Active

Astern

Quick to learn

Ancient tongue
Massenet hero'ne

Rouse to action

Engineer s helper

Shinbone
Decamp
Old World falcon

Haberdashery
Items

Oriental capital

Military

maneuvers
Sea food
Barrister Abbr
Oppressor
Sacred chest

Soapstone
Egyptian beauty
aid

Rudiments of

learning

Culinary herb
Aviation prefix

Chinese city on
the Wei river

Cavern, poetic

style

What
rare .'

Witnessed
Eastern title

Yorkshire river
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE WEATHER

Sunny today with high
40 to 50. Clear tonight.

Low mid 20s to mid SOs.

Tomorrow increasing
cloudiness with high 45 to

50.
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Guerrillas ambush truck

Thursday, March 18, 1982

SAN VICENTE, EI Salvador (AP) -
Leftist guerrillas ambushed a national
guard truck and burned three other
vehicles yesterday in an area of San Vicente
province that the government claimed to
have cleared over the weekend.

Elsewhere, unknown gunmen shot a
prominent surgeon to death in Santa Ana.
the natimi's second largest city. The bodies
<rf five people killed in political violence
were found in San Salvador, judicial
authorities said, and another 10 civilians
were reported dead in fighting Monday in

three suburbs of the capital.

These and other scattered incidents of
violence were reported as the country

prepared for a March 28 constituent
assembly election. Leftists are boycotting
the elections and guerrillas are threatening
to disrupt them.

Shooting was reported early yesterday at
national guard and army patrols around the
city of Chaletenango, which is government
controlled.

Guerrillas hiding in the bush fired
automatic weapons on the truckbad of
soldiers on a road three miles south of San
Vicente, a national guard officer reached by
telephone said. He said the truck continued
on after a brief exchange of fire and no
casualties were reported.

Senate approves legislation seen
as 'direct attack on free press'
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate

cleared the way yesterday for approval of
legislation under which journalists and
government officials could be jailed or fined
for publicly disclosing the names of covert
American intelligence agents.

The proposal is strongly supported by
President Reagan as a means of preventing
terrorist attacks on CIA agents overseas.

Some senators, journalism societies, and
groups like the American CivU Liberties
Union condemned the proposal as a direct

attack on the free press provisions of the
Fu-st Amendment.

Enactment of the measure has been
delayed for months by disagreement over
how difficult it should be for a prosecutor to
build a case against a journalist who names
a covert agent in print.

The Senate resolved that issue yester-
day, voting 55 to 39 to approve a version
which would allow a journalist to be con-
victed provided that the jury has "reason to
believe" that the identification of an agent
would disrupt intelligence operations.

State universities forced to raise
admission standards, and tuition.

Financial pressures are prompting a
growing number of state universities to
stiffen admissions standards to hold down
enrollment.

At the same time, legions of bright
appUcants who in better economic times
would have chosen prestigious but ex-
pensive private schools are applying to
public colleges.

Because of the squeeze, many finan
cially pressed state universities contend
they are forced to to raise admissions
standards as well as tuition. Some are

demanding more high school math,
foreign languages and other "basics" from
applicants. Others are setting higher
minimum grade-point sUndards for
admission.

Even at state universities where ad-
missions standards aren't being raised
intentionally, the quality of entering
freshmen is drifting upward as highly
Ulented high school seniors are finding
state schools a bargain compared with
SlO.OOO-a year private colleges.

.^^•.f^\'S PARTY - Helen Madden, a i^ad r«d;^;r UMrss'sings "When IrJBh Eyes Are Smiling," at the Kb Iwt night
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Collegian is

Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3 45 Monday

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDcnT
Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor
mation available with Randy 546-7013

APARTMENT WANTED FOR
FALL SEMESTER

Looking for 2 Or 3 room apartment in
Puffton, Brandywine, Presidential. Will pay
up summer lease and pay finder's fee
546-5985

AUDIO

Stereo worth $1100 asking $585 like new
Call 696-7717 for Info, will talk

Mirage SMI Loudspeakers. Good
sound, 6 months old. $170/pair. 323-5826
Great Sound For LessI Experienced DJ's
will play your favorite tunes: Rock, Disco
Oldies. Call Steve 549-5845 or Roger
253-7125 ^

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $79
1974 Chevy Impale excellent condition
both interior and exterior, engine good no
work needed, $1000 negotiable call Kevin
665-4362

Honda Civic sedan 1200 cc 5ok excellent
condition '79 call after 5 584^4309
70 Chevy depend, trans. AM/FM rad. gd.
tires solid car must sell 350. or BO Pete
549-1255

VW Squareback good body, great
mechanically, new Michelen radials. super
mpg 665-3447

^

71 Ford Wagon 6 cyl. automatic, good on
gas, very dependable, $600 or BO 665-3447

1973 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme runs
well, AM-FM cassette $650 256-0896

75 4-door VW Rabbit w/76 rebiiilt reg.
fuel motor. Recently repainted bright
green. No rust. Rebuilt suspension. AC
AM/FM stereo-8 track. Asking $2800 call
Chris 253-5913

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BETTER AUDIO EQUIPMENT
I take the time to get the most music for
your money - Audio Consultants - 549-0720

BIKE TRIP LEADERS

Boke Trip Leaders Responsible, 21 -t-,

males, females. Bike Touring experience;
First Aid & Lifesaving certification desired.
Three to five trips. June 16 to Aug. 31.
$1200 -»-. (203)226-4221.

CAPE COD RENTAL

Seagull Beach, West Yarmouth, duplex,
2 bedrooms, sleeps 4, May 25 thru Sept 2
includes all utilities $2,500. 253-7436

ENTERTAINMENT

Enjoy the new wave sounds of "The
Museum Direktors" at Smith College's
TNC, March 18th. Davis Student Center
9-12, college ID required

FOR RENT

One bedroom in three bedroom house
Northampton $126 -t- call 586-5172

Cape Cod West Harwich 2 bedroom cot-
tage seasonal rental call Bill 6-5890

FOR SALE

Authentic Irish Rugby Shirts, rugged
team quality, vivid color combinations
$32.50 call 586-2041

POLICE TICKETS available for Providence
4/13 good seats. Call 253-7243

Personal used albums for sale: Jazz,
Blues, and Rock. Call 586-9004 ask for Jon

Women's leather zodiac boots almost
new, size 7. Call 584-7903 evenings

Guitar Aria (Gibson 335 style) semi-hollow
body $200 or best offer Rick 323-6404

FOUND
Gold Bracelet in Campus Center area, call

to identify 549-5893

FOXY BLONDE
~

I Just want to tell you how much I love
you. and that beautiful body of yours. Love
forever me too l

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings -

$3.75 set. Free
546-6684

acoustic and electric for

delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED
Counselors Private coed camp in

^. . ^ ''^"^^V • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication daycash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount

Beritshires has openings for head and assis-
tant instructors in: Archery, Arts & Crafts
Gymnastics. Dance/Movement/Show
Choreography, Radio Station (AM)
Dramatics, Sailing, Puppetry, Tennis, Head
Waterfront Pool (WSI), Swimming Instruc-
tors (WSI), Waterskiing. Tripp-
ing/Backpacking, Model Rocketry. Musical
Director/ Piano Accompanist. Also needed:
Nurse RN/LPN), General Bunk Counselors
(males), and Unit Leaders. Good salries
-tnendly atmosphere. Contact: Dr. Paul
Krouner - Camp Schodack 268 Mason Ter-

2Sf'~5'^°°'^''"®' Massachusetts 02146
277-7600, days 9-5

Wanted: An artist or cartoonist to col-

S^'^^^mBd
'^'^^' '" ^'®**'"9 a comic

HEY YOUini

The time has come to experience the
ultimate social and living experiencel YES
ALPHA EPSILON PI HAS ARRIVEDIili
Discover it today by calling Jeff at 546-1 117
or John at 546-1114.

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Perfomiing
Arts Division

LOST

Brown feather wallet between
Southwest and NOPE has California ID
please return to Mark 6-7690 reward

Medium size, short haired, black cat
with white "bow-tie" chest. No collar, very
affectionate. Gone from Kellogg Ave (next
to Amherst PO) belongs to 38 Kellogg Ave
253-2058

MEN WANTED
The Amherst Companion Program is

seeking men volunteers as companions to
developmentally disabled adolescents living
in the Amherst area. Sharing interests and
learn from companion is necessary;
knowledge of sign language is helpful.
Training and supervision will be provided.
For more information call Maria Spears at
the Resource Center (253-2591 ) or Joanne
Lesse (253-7221)

MUSIC GALLERY - USED EQUIPMENT

Used - Gibson acoustic 6 stg w/pickup
Epiphone Devon 1940's Guild D-35. Martin
6 stg small body. Fender super reverb
amps. Ampeg V-4 w/4-12" cabinet 475.00
Fender Strat 395.00 Fender twin head
586-2591

NEED CASH?

Always premium pricesll Class rings,
gold and silver in all forms. See the Manhan
Differencell Manhan Precious Metals Ex-
change. 312 King St.. N'hmptn 584-7000
anytime

ANYONE MONTREAL BOUND?

I need a ride during spring break willing

to share expenses. Please call 545-2150. ask
for Gary. Merci

PERSONALS

Don't go down with just anyone
UMass Ski Club goes down

To the blond guy with the green army
jacket and pack in ENG 272-2-You have
the most charming facial
expressionsl-Trippetta

People interested in working DAVID
FRYE show April 1st CCA security, etc call

GPC 5-2733 415A SU
Karri Happy B-dayl I only owe you one
more. OinkI Love Paul

Hi Johnlll We wish you the best birthday

ever and don't forget to get waaastedl Love
Christa and Faith

Dear Secret Admirer - Identify yourself

and a trip to Florida is yours - Buns

Karen Happy Belated Birthday - late as

usual - lets work on our interpersonal com-
munication MJS
Pat and Cindy. Sorry I couldn't be here for

your birthdays. I love you both. Have a

great day I Mary

Hilary of Biochem - You may be an island

on the distant horizon but the little I see

looks like heaven to me - non-BDIC admirer

Chuckyboy, I'm trying not to make a fuss

about your B-day, but I love you.

Show off your tan at Joey D's right after

Spring Break

Kitty Kat. . .6 months down an eternity to

go Love Dummy
Rorida Beach Party at Poor Dick's
Thursday 18th 8-1 Beat the Clock drinks $1
at the door

SPECTRUM IS HERE! Pick up your copy

Phone number FREE

of the student iTterary and fine arts
magazine NOW. It wilt be available in
Bartlett lobby beginning March 15 through
the rest of the month or in the Campus
Center Concourse March 19

Is the rumor true thet Christmas is not
celebrated in the state of Montana?
Where is Montana anyway?

Kristen - Happy 21 Kiddo. Let's never stop
laughing or enjoying. . .the dreamer
Happy 20th Birthday Sheera chill out!
Love, the giris from 2 East

To the gorgeous woman at party Satur-
day at 26 Riverglade. I have to meet you.
Please call 549-5958 Carey

Use. Tomorrow's the big day - 2011 We'll
really celebrate in Mayl Be happy. Love ya
always. Ann
Monday March 29. show off your tan at
Joey D's right after vacation

The Continuing Adventures of Fenster
Stowe. Tonite at midnite WSYL 97.7 FM
Kath. Happy Birthday to the love of my
life. Love, John

Looking for 2-3 roommates at the Cape
this summer. Call Mary at 256-6642

LISA MARIE HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! I

LOVE YOU! JOSEPH CHECK WITH ME
FOR SURPRISEI

K. Noelte's B-Day - she'll be interviewing
tall, gorgeous men for immediate positions.
. .was your B-day good for you "Gink "?

Luv Kimby

Governors Program Council invites you
to an April Fools Day Party with Richard
Nixon & Henry Kissinger. . .or is it impres-
sionist David Frye? Thurs April 1st CCA
Nancy Hegarty - Better eariy than never
(arar-bararhartxjr) Happy Birthday have a
great spring breaki Love Kris

To the 4th floor Van Meter thanks for a
fun year I will be back

Kellee, Happy 20th BD We love you! Love
Joy and Jeanne. PS You're the best
mother duck we've ever had!

Deano. Have a fabulous time in Florida
hope you don't get snowed in! Love,
Lauren

Happy Birthday To the two "gentlemen"
at Hamlin. With luv from ladies at "201

"

Barb - Hope you have a happy 21st. Don't
woory about the wrinkles. PS How does it

feel to receive your first personal Love ya
Rick

Suzanne - You are my Sweetie, and I love
you. Happy 3rd. Always, JMM
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICF

Dissertations, Papers - scientific

background, English /Spanish 256^3957

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates. Nancy
5-0392, 584-7924

REHEARSAL SPACE
~

Available soon at Music Gallery. Fostex
multitrac recording equip, available now
Music Gallery Rt 9 Hadley in the Carburs
Shoppes 586-6228

RESUME/COVER WRITING ~
Resume/Cover writing quick/confiden-
tial/efficient available weekends 5^5727

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed for two to NYC on 3-19 will

share all expenses Please call aft 5 PM
666^2301

Chicago, a ride to and from Chicago over
Spring break is desperately needed by two
of us. We will gladly share driving and gas
expenses. Please help us out. Call Cris at

546-8150

Ride needed for 2 to NYC or Kennedy
Airport March 18th after noon Mark 6-5445

Ride for 2 needed to North Carolina or

at least Wash DC leave 3/22-3/24 call Paul

or Roy 666-2351

RIDERS WANTED

To and from Florida Sat 20 returning Fri

night Nancy 665-3544

Returning from Florida Sat 27th morn.
call Anne 549-4758 keep trying

Do you need a ride to Philly or Lan-
caster Penn? Call 546-9789 round trip offer

leaving 3/19/82 returning 3/27/82

ROOM WANTED
Female looking for room in apt. (Puffton

area) call 546-5966 or 546-4441

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Ca ll 665-7519 keep trying

Housemate wanted for Ig 3 bdrm house
off Rte 9 Hadley, Ig Iving rm, dining rm &
kitchen, 4 acres, wood, fireplace, $185
heat/hot H20 inc. Very comfortable on bus

route call Marie /Eric 584-2376 eves

Female non-smoker 23-»- Presidential
Apartments own room. $160
549-6476/549-6984 (evenings)

Need people to share apt in Squire
Village call Annie 655-7578

Room w/own bath Puffton 2 bdr April 1
w/fall option $188 appr/month Miomir
545-2707 9 am-11pm
Roommate Sunderland bus available
now 135 plus call evenings 666-7006

Looking for friendly and politically
aware person to share Northampton
apartment call 586-9004, ask for Jon or
Chowder

SERVICES

Drafting Charts, graphs, tables, etc. for
papers & theses. Ronald Hult 586-1534

Professional Research. Writing. From
$4^ge. catalog $1. Authors' Research,
»oOO-C. 407 S. Deartwrn, Chicago, IL 60606
Typesetting, layout & pasteup for
resumes etc, quick service, reasonable
prices, call 546-9623

Typing 4c a line. Some overnite service
Call 54a^595

SKI EQUIPMENT
Hagen 200 cm racing cut skis. New
never used, price negotiable. Call 549-5616.
Excellent buy. Call now - will sell quickly

TO SUBLET

Summer sublet w/fail option 1 bdrm in 2
bdrm apt call Helene 256^669

Private room in two bedroom apt bus
route. Available June 1 fall option. All

utilities included. Kim 256-8017

Squire Village - June 1 to Aug 31. Must
see! 665-2840

One bedroom in Ciiffside for April 1st to
Aug 31st. $250 includes everything
666^067

Summer sublet with fall option 4 bdrm
apt with all utilities $147 a month per person
in Amherst 253-7278

Squire Village, summer with fall option
rent negotiable call 665-2718

Brandywine summer sublet 2 br poss fall

option 549-4122

Room in sabbatical home. Hadley $166
utilities included, fireplace, Ivg room, dining
room, garage, need car, leave name ar>d
numer Chris 545-3595

Sublet one bedroom excellent for 2 peo-
ple. Like golf? Right on one with beautiful
view. Furnished. Perfect summer location.
Very economical. Call S or B at 2^7566
now. Keep trying

Summer sublet w/fall option Squire
Village 665-2963

One bedroom apartment June 1 fall op-
tion 280 includes everything 2560191

TRAVEL

Apt % mile from R Laud Strip $80 per
person - 7 nights Spring Break - 4 spaces
and transportation available call 256-^06

Alaska summer salmon jobs '82 have a
lucrative adventure send SASE & $3 to 20
Renwick #7, NY, NY 10013

Fort Lauderdale condo available April
lOth-SOth plush, on beach, utilities included
$650 sleeps 4 666-2578 Paul

WANTED
Housemete to take Sth bedroom in our
North Amherst house. Available im-
mediately. Located across the street from
Townehouse Apts. Summer & Fall?? CaM
549-4118

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith.
25 No. Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTEO TO RENT

Desperately needed 3 bdrm Puffton Apt
starting anytime from June 1 . . . Please call

546-1469 keep trying

Helpl Two or three women need apartment
for fall call 546-7186

WORK/STUDY STUDENT

Work/study student needed as gallery
aide for secretarial v. >rk; 10-12 PM, M-F, at
the Augusta Savagi. Gallery, New Africa
House. Contact Diane Vanbuskirk 545-2498
from 1-3 PM

WRITI^ SERVICES

Writing Help: r

Schneider MFA h

assist in any w
Writers, Inc. 253-7 '«>•

Sessional writers Pat
Walker Rumble PhD.
ng project. Amherrt
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GQ III makes it three,
runs past Titans, 45-39

On Thursday, April 1, the University of Massachusetts
Court Club will sponsor a dinner for the 1981-82 men's
basketball team at the Hotel Northampton. Coach Tom
McLaughlin, his staff and the entire team will be present
Tickets are $11.50 per person. For more information or
reservations call Lisa at the basketball office at 545-2481

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

The rumor of the moment in Boyden gym
is that the intramural powers that be will

issue an edict today banning all teams en-
titled "GQ" from future play in the men's
basketball league.

Supposedly all present members of GQ
in will be enshrined in a new "IM Hoop
Hall of Fame" and forced to early
retirements along with their jerseys and
numbers.
While this grapevine gossip may in reali-

ty be sour, one quite factual statement can
be made: the GQ dynasty, be it GQ I, U or
III, has had the intramural men's division
in its back pocket for the last three years
and last night's 45-39 championship victory
over the Titans was just more of the same.

If such a comparison can be made, GQ
played as well as last night at Boyden as
they performed pooriy in the semifinal. Ex-
cept for a brief two and one half minute
stretch in the second half, GQ III owned
the gym from Garry Pearson's blaring box
at the end of the court to the rent-a-refs
who were patrolling the sidelines.
The imported referees, who were

brought in becaue "some players don't
respect their fellow students (namely the
regular refs)," according to head referee
Mark Thompson, must have been as im-
pressed as the 350 fans with GQ III, who
ran the disciplined end-to-end game they
are capable of running when their game is

"on."

GQ III threatened to turn this contest in-

to a runaway blowout in the first half,
sprinting out to a 17-7 lead over the Titans
with just under six minutes to go in the

period. Forward Wilbur Jackson, who
finished as GQ's high man with 14 points,
was a force in the half tipping in offensive
rebounds and popping from outside for 8 of
his team's first 10 points.
GQ increased its lead to 21-7 when Max

Jones canned two free throws and Pearson
stole a Morris Jones pass and went in for
an unmolested layup with 1:33 left in the
half. The Titans did cut the halftime edge
to 21-11 when Jones drew a roar from the
crowd with a double-pump underhanded
scoop with :19 to play in the half.
Titans' forward Phil Martin, held

scoreless in the first half, came out on fire
m the second, fueling a 10-4 Titan run with
three short jumpers from the foul line.
Martin, who finished with 12 points, hit
two free throws to make it 29-21 with 12:03
left to play.

Two more run, 9-3 by GQ and 10-2 by the
Titans made it 39-34, GQ, with 4:10 re-
maining, but, between Abraham Yateen's
boardwork (8 rebs) and Dwayne Lopes
ballhandling, GQ managed to hold the reins
for the rest of the game.
So, if the rumors of bans and hall-of-

famers turn out to be a crock, then maybe
Lopes' late-game chant of, "GQ IV, GQ
IV," just might be an accurate augury of
next year's championship race and one of
its leading horses.

GQ 111(45) Jackson 5-4-14, Lopes 2-6-12
Pearson 4-2-10, Fuller 1-0-2, Jones 0-3-3*

Yateen 1-0-2, Wood 1-0-2 TOTALS
15-15-45

TITANS (39) Jones 6-3-15, Martin
5-2-12, Flaxman 3-0-6, Wilson 1-1-3, Wells
0-2-2, Lopes 0-1-1, Brent 0-0-0 TOTALS
15-9-39.

LOPE^ LEAPING - Dwayne Lopes doesn't have thTban'aVheTumDs'

Hanlon leads Hoopsters to
women's IM hoop title

aw1v".™^T^rst™^
BALL - Lind. M.,«„.y figh.rtr-tXX'Miaway from Tish Stevens in last night's intramural final.

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

The championship game of the in-
tramural basketball women's division was
not exactly a statistician's delight. In fact,
it took Natalie Prosser's long range prayer
with no time left on the clock to knot the
contest at 8-8 at the halftime break.
Although the scorer was not too taxed in

this one, nothing can be taken away from
the quality of play as the game went down
to almost the last shot with the Hoopsters
hanging onto a 26-20 win and the IM
women's title.

Maureen Hanlon scored the Hoopster's
last nine points on a variety of layups, out-
side shots and free throws and finished as
the game-high scorer with 13 points in
leading her team to the championship.
The Hamstrings' Judy Guzi had a chance

to give her team the lead after tying the
game at 20-20 with 3:58 to play, but the
forward missed the foul shot of a potential
three-point-play and Hoopster Pam Moryl
grabbed the rebound.
The rest of the spotlight was on Hanlon

as she popped in a 12-footer with 1:50 to
put the Hoopsters ahead for good, 22-20,
and followed with a fastbreak layup off a
pass from Moryl with 1:11 remaining.
Tish Stevens scored an unmolested

backdoor layup off still another Moryl
--"ist to rIo«5P out thp game's scoring with

20 seconds left to play.

The first half was evenly played as the
8-8 tie at the break indicates. Neither team
could find the range and the first points of
the game were not scored until the
Hamstrings' Linda Maloney rang the bell
with an outside jumper with 14:10 to eo in
the half.

Moryl tied it 2-2 with a layup at 10:15 but
the Hoopsters' Liz Sullivan and Hanlon
each threw in a hoop to give the champions
an 8-4 edge.

The Hamstrings gave the Hoopsters a
scare early in the second half when Prosser
and Guzi combined for three straight
baskets and a 14-8 Hamstring advantage.
But, the Hoopsters came back with a 9-0
mn of its own on baskets by Moryl and
Hanlon and the Hoopsters held a 17-16 lead
with 6:40 to play.

Hanlon's three-point-play stretched the
lead to 20-16 at the six-minute mark and
from then on it was all Hanlon and
Hoopsters and championship photos and
plaques after the game.

HOOPSTERS (26) Hanlon 6-1-13, Moryl
^-1-5, Stevens 1-1-3, Sullivan 1-0-2, Bolger

'r^TAJro'tle
'''' '''-- ''''

HAMSTRINGS (20) Maloney 3-0-6,
Hounhan 1-0-2, Stukes 0-0-0, Weigel 1-0-2
Homstrom 0-0-0, Prosser 2-0-4, Guzi 2-2-6*
Barrett 0-0-0 TOTALS 9-2-20^

--^ »:,"'Mc .-, ov^wiing wan oarreit u-u-U TOTALS 9-2-20

Ultimate frisbee team tops in St Pattv's Dav tnnmoTrByJOELZL'CKERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

After losing he first game of {he
weekend, Zoo Disc, the University of
Massachusetts Ultimate Frisbee team,
bounced back to win four straight, and
captured first place at the St. Patrick's Day
Ultimate Classic held in New York City.
Their 4 1 record over the weekend upped

Zoo Discs overall season record to 13 2, as
they won the r second tournament of the
still young seasfid.

The first ouldoor game of 1982 was

against a strong club team, the New York
Heifers. (Club teams are usuaUy stronger
than college teams, because they are
generally older, have more experience with
the game, and are able to practice year
round.)

Zoo Disc couldn't really get on track, and
looked sluggish as the lead changed hands
several times during the game. UMass had
a chance to pull it out near the end. but
faltered, losing 14 12.

UMass rolled over their next two op
ponents. Bronx Science and Stuyvesant. by
scores of 15 10, and 16-3. respectively.

l.'am is immenselyTdenir c„mpri,S If Di^,,'"?Jf^ ^^T- " '"'"'"'• "«• ^
Middlebury College players. They make use
ot a zone defen.se. and their strategy proved
quite effective, as the day was windy.
UMa.ss gained a halftime tie of 5 5. and an
mten.se defensive effort in the .second half
provided the margin of victory, with Zoo
Disc winning. 119.
The final, played in oncoming darkness.

Heifers bounced back, and tied it right up.
The contest boiled down to a Schmidt

Rule game, as the score was tied when time
ran ran out. (The Schmidt Rule created a
sudden death overtime in Ultimate.) The
game ended as Zoo Disc freshman Jeremy
Seeger passed to "Cheesecake" Jake Foley
in the endzone, sealing up the 13-12 victory.
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Recounts show different SGA, BOG results
__^1 A • -u ^^_

Early April run-off planned
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

There will be a run-off election in early
April to determine next year's University
of Massachusetts Student Government
Association President. SGA Treasurer-
elect Lisa Potter said yesterday.
The Undergraduate Student Senate will

decide on the specifics of the election, which
wUl be between Jim Murphy and the team
of Steven Robinson and Harvey Ashman,
on March 31, said SGA Speaker-elect
Sharon Daives, and the runoff election will
take place soon afterwards.
Jim Murphy was initially reported as

having won the March 8 and 9 electwn over
Robinson/Ashman by a margin of 1472 to
1417 votes. However, a recount held
yesterday had Robinson/Ashman winning
with 1408 votes to 1399 votes for Murphy.
Because neither candidate received the

plurality level of 33 percent of the votes,
the decision to have a run-off election was
made. Potter said. Robinson/Ashman
received 32 percent of the votes and
Murphy received 31.8 percent, according to
the recount.

The official recount showed David Stone
and David Groom in third place With 708
votes, or 16.1 percent of the vote, and
Richard Nangle and Laura O'Shea in fourth
place with 459 votes, or 10.4 percent fo the
vote.

Potter said a total of 4394 votes were cast
including 206 write-in votes, 200 blank
votes and 14 votes which were considered
to be defaced.

Robinson said last night that he was "very
happy" about the outcome of the recount
and the impending run-off election.
"A run-off is the best situation we could

have at this time." Robinson said. "With all
the problems this election has had. I'm glad
we're having a chance to do it again."

"It's the best thing that could happen."
Robinson said.

Murhpy was unavailable for comment last
night.

Murphy's campaign eligibility had been
challenged by Paul Domey' who had
worked for the Robinson/Ashhman cam-
paign. Domey and Craig Sherwood had
taken the case to the student judiciary

Continued on page 11

New BOG tally shows 3 defeats
in original count may be reversed

Candidate names
for chancellorship

sought by June 1
ByKENBAZINET
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts President David C. Knapo
yesterday requested that the chancellor's search com-
mittee deliver to him the names of three to five candidates
for the chanceltor's position by June 1.

Knapp said he wants the chanceUor's position filled bv
next September. "'

Knapp addressed the chanceUor's search committee,
which met for the first time yesterday at the UMass-
Worcester campus. The committee opened the sean:h to
fill the position being vacated in late June by Dr. Henry

Members of the search committee said the deadUne for
all candidates to apply or be nominated for the chan-
cellorship IS April 29.

The committee determined yesterday that they will
advertise the opening in The Chronicle of Higher
Education and several other scholarly journals and
magazines, as well as the Boston Globe, New York Times
and Los Angeles Times.

The committee will also send letters to several faculty,
professional, staff, and student organizations on campus
requesting nominations of candidates to fill the position.

Several of the committee members said, after the
meeting, that the list should be delivered to Knapp on
time. They stressed that the quality of the candidate is
their first concern.

Members of the committee are from several
organizations on campus. Faculty members include Sylvia
Forman, anthropology department; Caxton Foster,
computer and informational science department; Ernest
Washington, School of Education; Arthur CarUsle, School
of Business Administration; and Charles Bestor, music
department.

Student members are Barrington Henry. Student
Government Association; Bruce Levy, Campus Center
Board of Governors; and Larry Levitts. Graduate Student
Senate.

The chair of the committee is Robert B. Hallock. a
representative from the Alumni Association. Dean
Frederick W. Byron is the administration's representative,
and Steven Wojnar is the representative from the
Profession Association at the University of Massachusetts.

Trustee members are Nancy J. Caruso. Andrew CKnowles, and Frederick S. Troy.

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

As a result of a recount of votes cast in
uie recent elections for members of the
Campus Center Board of Governors
(BOG), three candidates originally listed
by the board as having lost^their election
bid may have actually won.

Prior to last night's scheduled weekly
meeting of the BOG, which was adjourned
without reaching a quorum, BOG chair
Scott Cashman said he was informed by
Student Government Association (SGA)
governmental affairs chair Mindy Ordway
that a miscount had occurred in the March
8 and 9 election.

Ordway, whose committee coordinated
the SGA presidential election, said she
also agreed to supervise the BOG in their
election since it was conducted on the
same ballot.

Ordway said when she used a calculator
yesterday to check the results hand-
counted on Sunday, she said she

discovered the miscount.
"It was weird," Ordway said yesterday.

In making the original count, "we didn't
have a calculator, and we thought it was
close."

In the election results released last Sun-
day by the BOG, Ann McGlynn, listed as
having received 742 votes, and Michael
Buchsbaum, listed as having received 733
votes, were both recorded as having been
elected to "at-large" positions on the
board. Also, Susan Gamer, credited with
receiving 291 votes, was named as one of
the BOG'S Southwest Residential Area
winners.

However, yesterday's recount by Ord-
way as presented to Cashman revealed
700 votes for McGlynn, and 725 votes for
Buchsbaum. That result, combined with
the recount of votes for incumbent Susan
A. Repeta, from 726 to 816, and for Jane
Fitts. from 716 to 801. means Repeta and
Fitts would gain "at-large" election.
Also, a recount of Susan Gamer's votes

Continued on page 8

J. Geils won't play at UMass
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

J. Geils, the recent number one band in the nation, wUl
not play at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst onMay 1, according to Frank Gironda. talent coordinator of
Union Program Council (UPC).

"It was settled Wednesday night at about 7-30
Management (J. Geils') made the decision." Gironda said.

"There was a lot of poUtics and egos involved. It was a
very touchy situation complicated by the press." he told
the Undergraduate Student Senate Wednesday nijrht
before he heard the final report.
Gironda said he believed constant updates by the press

comphcated the managements decision making process
resulting in the choice to play at the Hartford Civic Center
on May 1 instead of Alumni Stadium.

Gironda said UPC will not do a Spring Concert, but wUl

discuss plans for some sort of event after spring break
""There is no suiuble talent to put in the stadium and

charge students $6 for. We (UPC) have had a good
semester, and will continue to do more shows," he said
Gironda emphasized that one of the main objectives of

this year's Spring Concert would have been to "make it
financially."

"We have made every effort to plan this out and make it
possible, but if we can't do a Spring Concert right wewon t do one at all," Gironda said.
Gironda had told senators there was still a chance that

Geils would appear here, but it looked very doubtful He
said he had been reasonably sure the band would plav herewhen UPC sent out its bid.

tT»7*^*
^*,"^ ^"^^ expressed interest in wanting to come toUMass. We were the only offer in the state of

Massachusetts, and it would be the last date of their
United States tour. " he said.
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Digest
By the Associated Press

Bogus FBI agents heist

S2 million cash from Purolator
BRENTWOOD. Pa. - Two bandits posing as FBI

agents overpowered an armed guard at an armored truck
coUection center and escaped with more than $2 mUUon in
cash, the FBI said yesterday.
The men. dressed in trench coats, snap-brim hats and

tinted aviator-style glasses, ducked into the Purolator
Armored Inc. building in this suburban Pittsburgh com
munity as an electric garage door was closing about 11-30
p.m. Wednesday, said Special Agent Jeff KimbaU.

t

"'^^'7 '<^«"^if»ed themselves as agents, showed some
lorm of ID. and were able to get close enough to the guard
to grab him." KimbaU said. "They did not show any
weapons."

Kimball said the bandits, who were apparently unar-
med forced the guard to an employees lounge and han
dcuffed his hands behind his back. His mouth and eyes
were taped, according to authorities.
The guard, who authorities would not identify, had been

armed with a shotgun and a handgun and was the only
person in the building at the time.

NASA says space shuttle

set to go for Monday night
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. - The space shuttle was

being buttoned up for flight" yesterday while NASA
readied two trainloads of machinery to equip a desolate
white sand desert runway in New Mexico for Columbia's
third landing.

NASA's goal: Launch on Monday, on time.
With the mid-countdown switch in landing sites, an

unusual preflight full dress landing rehearsal was set up in
Houston for astronauts Jack Lousma and C. Gordon
Fullerton.

... ^^P^^^ ?^^"*^y spokesman said flight controllers on the
landing shift will take part so they can "get smart on
White Sands - because it's going to be the real thing this
time.

^

Previously, the U.S. Army White Sands Missile Range
servedas backup site for the shuttle landing, but per-
sistent rains at Edwards Air Force Base in California
foreedNA&A to-shift iouchdowihto New Mexko.

Reagan, advisors consider

asylum for El Salvadorans
WASHINGTON - The Reagan administration is un-

dergomg what one official calls "an agonizing bureaucratic
struggle" over whether the United States should give safe
haven to Salvadorans fleeing the civil war in their country.
The ultimate decision could affect not only hundreds of

thousands of Salvadorans but the status of several
thousand Poles who have found temporary refuge in
America. Also hanging in the balance is the international
image of a humanitarian United States.
As it is. there is almost no legal refuge for Salvadorans

in the United States. In the 12 months ending last Sept. 30.
the Immigration and Naturalization Service caught 15.903
Salvadorans without proper papers. Only two were
granted pohtical asylum.
The overwhelming majority are deported, at a rate of

about 1.000 per month. The United States pays $333.65 per
person to fly them back to their homeland, where an
estimated 30.000 people have been killed in recent years in
civil strife.

Despite INS efforts, there is a growing, underground
community of Salvadorans who have slipped over the
border and settled in the Latino communities of California
Texas. New York and Washington.
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ByPAULBASKEN
Collegian Staff

As scientist and engineers throughout the country madefmal week preparations for Monday's scheduled thirdaunch of the space shuttle Columbia, professors at the
University of Massachusetts who have been involved withthe project spoke with concern for the future of both the
shuttle and the nation s space agency.
Former UMass Chancellor and current professor of

geology Randolph W. Bromery. a senior member of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA)
advisory council, said that whUe he supports the shuttle
program, he feels NASA should carefuUy analyze their
priorities with regard to the program.
"NASA should examine if they want to be in the tran-

sportation busmess." Bromery said, explaining that NASA
should, before continuing with the shutUe. determine a
rationale for the agency."
Bromery said NASA should realize beforehand the

implications that excessive devotion to the shuttle may
present, pnmarily a resultant de-emphasis of planetary
and other space exploration programs.
While the shuttle does not transUte into the end of such

programs as Voyager. Bromery said, it does mean the
postponement or reduction of these programs until the
shuttle becomes fully <^>eratioDal.
"The bugs are pretty well ironed out." Bromery said, and

Its practicality, which has been questioned Utely both in
and outside of NASA. wUI be demonstrated. The shuttle
will better enable space exploration to benefit all people
rather than pnmarily the scientific community, he said.

In the k)ng haul, it (the shuttle's potential for benefitting
aU citizens) is going to enhance NASA's ability to get
fundmg from Congress," Bromery said.
But, Bromery said that although the shuttle can save
some of the money sp^nt launching and maintaining themany sateUites placed annually in earth orbit by private
companies, NASA should be cautious of becomig a space
Amtrak NASA could "work itself out of a job" when the

tree market moves in on their unpatented "space truck"
business, Bromery said.

Professor K. Sigfrid Yngvesson of the department of
etectncal and computer engineering has also been involved

VM „
won't even cash
their own checks
ByM.W.MULCAHY
Collegian Staff

.Personal checks drawn on the University of
Massachusetts Student Federal Credit Union and made
payable to anyone not a member of that credit union are

,
virtually worthless.

1
According to Mitch Fischman. former president of the

credit union, when the board of directors first set the
policy on share drafts (personal checks) in October, they
determined they would not cash checks drawn on mem-
bers accounts and made payable to non-members.
In addition, John Tilley. Campus Center Business Office
manager, saki that as of a couple months ago. the Campus
Center cashiers have been instructed not to cash any
checks drawn on the credit union.
"We had trouble with the checks bouncing." Tilley said.

"It seems unusual that the credit union will not cash their
own checks."

These people who have enough money in a local bank
account to cover the check may cash the check at that
bank, but if the check holder does not have sufficient funds
to cover the amount then the only alternative is to deposit
the check.

Fischman. who was succeeded in a recent election, said
that he hopes to meet with Tilley on Monday or Tuesday
and hopes TiUey "wUl evaluate the situation and make a
further decision."

"He (Tilley) was under the understanding that we were
not cashing checks for our own members and this is not the
case," Fischman said.

Fischman said if Tilley still refuses to cash checks drawn
on credit union accounts the board of directors of the credit
union wUl have to meet and discuss possibly changing their
p<rficy.

According to Massachusetts Consumer Advocate Beth
Perlman. "there is nothing illegal about their policy, but it
is rather strange."

Perlman said she had never heard of a bank or credit
union following this type of policy, but speculated that it
was to "minimize their losses."

Fischman said. "It is our policy not to cash personal
checks drawn on member's accounts made out to non-
members because there is no assurance that the check in
the non-member's hand is a good check, even if there are
sufficient funds in the account at the time, because there
may be checks outsUnding throughout the system."
Fischman views the problem with the Campus Center

cashier cage as a matter of double standards.
"Any other bank outside the Amherst area, the ad-

ministration can systematically withdraw a student for
bouncing a check." Fischman said. "He (Tilley) wants us to
cover bad checks that we're not liable for. I'd like to guess
how many bad checks have been drawn off the Middlesex
Rank, but they aren't asking them to cover theirs."
The UMass Student Federal Credit Union is a Recognized

Student Orgsnization and received $10,169 from the
Student Activity Trust Fu-id this year.

r«i^»K™®^.f ^^^^^ - T*"* SP«" Shuttle
Columbia «t8 on its launch pad in Cape
Canaveral, Plonda awaiting its third launch inMonday morning.

with the shuttle program, having developed one of 40

VAC A
^P*^«'»b proposals selected for consideration byNASA in August 1979.

^
Yngyessons proposal, which was also developed bv

several other UMass faculty members, is called the

'VTa o A
^"te^'stellar Oxygen (SINTOX) Project.NASA provided funding for the project's "definHion

phase which was completed and submitted to NASA inFebruary, 1981 . Yngvesson said.
However Yngvesson said he has gotten Umited further

response from NASA concerning SINTOX. other thannews that budget constraints would necessitate delays
throughout the entire Spacelab program.
SINTOX consists of a short wave radio telescope carriedmto space with the shuttle which Yngvesson said would be

used to detect interstellar oxygen by characteristically
emitted radio waves. '

Professor Paul Goldsmith of the astronomy departmentwho assisted Yngvesson in the definition phase, currently
has a similar radk) telescope in operation at the Five
College Radio Astronomy Observatory located at the
vjuabbm Reservoir.
Goldsmith said clouds of oxygen molecules, light-years
wide m places, cannot be detected by land based radio
observatories due to oxygen in the atmosphere. He said
the clouds are often associated with forming sUrs. and
could be important in understanding stellar birth
Yngvesson, although he said he was disappointed by the

lYi^nv
"^"^

'"'I"
^^^^' '*^** ^^ remained hopeful forMNTOXs eventual realization, and continued to believe

the nations investment in the shutUe worthwhile.
Professor John Ritter of the mechanical engineering

department was also involved with the shutUe, having
served a a consultant with Rockwell International in
Califomui during their development of the heat resistant
tUes installed on the exterior of the shuttle.
Ritter headed a team which, in the summer of 1980.

evaluated the tfles prior to Cohratibia's first flight
Although no longer involved with the program. Ritter

said there are no more problems with the tiles, some of
which initially fell off the shutUe. He said the problem was
blamed on excess vibration of the shuttle during launch,
and said the problem, which was found to be a confirmatwn
of his predkted data, was subsequently correctedwwji|,.y- . ui Ilia preaictea gam, was suDsequentiy corrected .WMUA women's dept. starts issues program

By KELLY MALLEY
Collegian Staff

The Women's Affairs Department of the University of
Massachusetts student-run radio stoUon. WMUA is
producing a bi-monthly public affairs show devoted to
educating the UMass community about issues that affect
the Uves of women, according to Michelle Murray
women s affairs director.

The show wiU debut on March 31 from 6 to 7 p.m.. with a
panel discussion on sexual harassment in the workplace
and in academic haUs. The panel, made up of represen-

SSf."^,™ ^^^ Everywoman's Center. Legal Services
Offi^ LSO). and Students Against Sexual Harassment
(bASsH). will be mostly informational. Murray said the
panel will discuss what sexual harassment is and what
people can do if they are sexually harassed.
The public affairs show is Murray's brainchUd, who said

she does not know of any other show like it in the area. She
was elected by the station in February to fill the position of
women's affairs director which had been vacant since last
Juno. WMUA station manager. Heidi Christensen, an-
nounced the vacancy in February, and said she wanted a

much more active women's department because women do
not have fair representation at the steUon.

Other issues to be examined during the show are
reproductive rights. Third World women's affairs, eaUng
disorders among women, and reviews of women artists!
Murray said. Initially the show wiU be jured every oUiei
Wednesday night, but hopefully will be aired three Umes a
month, she said.

Murray has also assembled a women's affairs staff tobrmg more women to the statfen, she said. The staff will be
trained m all aspects of radio, and some will train as disc
jockeys and newscasters, because women need more air
time, Murray said.

Murray cited last week's radio coverage of Intematk>nal
Women s Week as evidence of increased attention towomen s news by WMUA. Women's news has not always
been covered by the station; it often tended to be pushed
aside, Murray said.

Also, there is a 15-minute women's news program every
Thursday night, during the all-women radio show
produced by the Women's Media Project at WMUA
Murray said the news is compiled mosUy from Her Say awomen s news service.

Residents petition against cluster coordinator
By LAURIE FISHER
Collegian Correspondent

Forty-six students living in the Webster/Dickinson
c uster m the Orchard Hill Residential Area at the
Umversity of Massachusetts have signed a petition
requestmg the resignation of their cluster coordinator
Paul Vasconcellos.

The resignation is being requested on the grounds that
Vasconcelkw is "ineffective and inadequate" as a cluster
coordinator, sud Abigail Johnston, a sophomore Dickinson
dormitory resident and leader of the student petitioners.
Paul Vasconcelk>s is not personally involved, nor is he

recognized by many of the students living in the cluster.We want his superiors to realize he's not filling the job

requirements and to stop putUng blind faith in their
employees." Johnston said.

An example of not being personally involved was when he
allegedly refused to put an end to noise and vandalism in
the cluster and told the complaining student to talk to their
CRA (cluster residential assistant) or to call the police,
Johnston said.

Vasconcelbs. a doctoral student in counseling
psychology, a member of the civility commission and
coordinator of a minority needs assessment project, moved
into the cluster in mid-October as tempwary cluster
coordinator and was permanently hired on January 24. He
said Wednesday the petition came as a surprise and denied
the charges.

"There are 650 students in the cluster and it » impossible

UPHILL BATTLE — Freshmpn rhrio n««oo »j u oi. . .
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UM police arrest one,

report thefts, vandalism
By EILEEN GALUGAN
Collegian Staff

«^r?5/- '^»««*<\husetts Police reported yesterdaytt arrest for driving under the influence of alcohol, several
acts of vandahsm, and two larcenies.

7i^ m' -^ *cf
•

^,f,*f^'''**y
P°^*^* arrested Jean D. Miller of

749 Main St. Wilhamstown. for driving under the in-

SL'Z? tT""*
*°.' '"'' ''^''^ ^« ^^ 0° ^he right side^f

N«^h P.O . 'Sf""^*"^
^^."""^ *^ 'h« intersection ofNorth Pleasant Street and Eastman Lane, police saidwhere she registered .18 when given a breathalj^er test.

'

-^J7 ""^^ ^^^^^""^ ^^'^ speakers were reportedly

Sin "^'^ aJ?^^ ^*^^ ^»«t^« between 3 pT
JjTsJ^tr^ !^ p P:^- W!d°^»y i° Lot 22 across fromthe Southwest Residential Area, police said. Along withthe car stereo, valued at $310. a toolbox with tools valued iat f100 was stolen, police said.

J[^^i'!™if'r*'L"''*°*''°"'''"*'^«^aJ"edat$80were '

reportedly stolen from a Mercury Cougar parked in Lot 44nw the Sylvan Residential Area, police said.
An act of malicious destruction was reported to police

'When a window on the first floor of Cashin Dormitory in
the Sylvan Residential Area was smashed between 4pm
•nd 7:45 p.m. Wednesday, poUce said. A snowball
reportedly caused the incident, which poUce beUeve was
thrown mtentionaUy. PoUce have three suspects in the
inadent. they said.

Eighty dollars in traveler's checks was reportedly stolen
from Goodell Ubrary at approximately 11:30 a.m. Wed-
nesday when a backpack containing the checks and owned
by a Hampshire College student, was left unattended,
police said.

-f\*o
^**^^°"* P*"®° *** P"***** "°<*®'" protective custody

«t 12:39 a.m. yesterday after reportedly being heavily
intoxicated and falling down, police said. The white, male
•tudent was found at the southeast end of Hasbrouck
Laboratory at the time of the arrest, police said
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Perhaps someone gave you a helping hand? Now, maybe
you can pass on that help to someone else.

In 1859, a chance meeting between a poor priest and a streeturchm resulted in a world-wide noovemant that is still alive
and well today - and still growing.

The priest, who later became St. John Bosco, realized there
were hundreds of boys who were hungry, homeless and
without hope. By giving them bread, he reasoned only a
temporary solution could be achieved. There had to be a way to
help them help thrnmfvM. Education or learning a trade
was the only answer.

I a method baeed on waaon. retlgton and kindness.
he crowded out evH through a program of ptay, (earn and pray
That he succeeded Is very evident today in the number of Fatlvers
Brothers, Sisters and Uy Volunteers who carry on his work

As the third largest Catho«fc order, the Salesians of St JohnBosco wort( in over 102 countries throughout the wortd In
boys' clubs, technical and academic schools, guidance oenterasummer camps and in foreign missions.

But for all its size, the Salesians are a closely knit
community with a warm family feeling. After all, a religious order
can only reflect the warmth and the greatness of Ito founder

your
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interest. For mora Information, use the coupon below.
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SAP held two for drunk driving violations

Friday, March 19, 1982

By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

A South Deerfield man was hospitalized early yesterday
morning fallowing one of four car accidents attributed to
icy road conditions between Wednesday evening and
yesterday morning, according to Amherst Police.
David V. Pratt. 27. of South Deerfield. was traveling

north on Sunderland Road when he lost control of his car
and struck a utflity pole. The car was totaled and Pratt was
taken to Cooley Dickinson Hospital for treatment of head
injuries, police said. Pratt is in satisfactory condition in the
intensive care unit of Cooley Dickinson, according to a
spokesperson for the CDH nursing office.

There were no injuries in the other accidents and no
citations issued to any of the drivers, police said.
The Speed and Alcohol Patrol (SAP) was in operation

Wednesday night and made 14 mr>tnr vehicle stops, cited

and took two people into
drivers for eight violations
protective custody.
The regular Amherst Police patrol airested two people

for dnving while under the influence of alcohol and took a
third person into protective custody Wednesday night.

Damian K. ReiUy. 19. of Ayer. was arrested at 11-50
p.m. Wednesday on Amity Street and charged withdnvmg while under the influence of alcohol, possession of
an altered operator's license, and not having a motor
vehicle registration in his possession. George A. Blatt 20
of Fairfield. Conn., was arrested at 1:33 a.m. yesterday on
College Street and charged with driving while under the
mfluence of alcohol, and having no license in his possession.

The larwny of $60 from the cash register of an Amherst

S^*^'*""^'
^P^rted in yesterday's Collegian, tumSout to be a misunderstanding between employees and not a

crceny.pohcesaid. ' -uunw.
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Harmonizing on the Mahar blues
Qj ittmg in Mahar auditorium reminded me of h#»incr ^ rpk. ...„_.* .. ......

itting in Mahar auditorium reminded me of being a

^

little kid in the back seat of dad's car. It wasn't too
comfortable, and I could never be too sure what was

going on in front of me. Unfortunately, I wasn't in Mahar
to sit back and relax in the decaying seat. I was supposed
to be takmg an exam. Good thing one can't get too
comfortable in there.

It seems that there is something definitely missing from
the more commonly used lecture halls, especially the ones

Lise Zeiger

that are the midterm favorites. I guess some people never
considered lighting an educational essential. After all, my
history course had kept me in the dark so far this
semester, so why should I be able to read the answer sheet
in Mahar?

The problem is not unique to Mahar. You can struggle
any where on campus trying to fit a calculator on those
slabs of wood that are supposed to be desks. Once you've
mastered that task, you can attempt to balance your exam
on one knee. If you're lucky, you get a desk that doesn't
have the entire gang from Natick signed in so that you
don't end up making craters in your answer sheet. My
personal favorite for the masochistic exam taker is the
Public Health Auditorium, it has no desks. Bring your
own.

The "isn't poverty chic" motif seems to be somewhat
prevalent at UMass. That's fine if you like taking your
exams in a place that has all the warmth and ambiance of
your basement. Bartlett is modeled after a New York City
subway station. It's cold, it's dark, and there is a twenty
five dollar fine for spitting. After all, who ever heard of an
auditorium without a blackboard?
You really haven't experienced midterm panic until you

drop your last number two pencil in Hasbrouck. You listen
as the falling graphite gathers more speed than a runaway
ski on Berkshire East. How about exams on flat land for a
change?

But the real beauty of exam taking doesn't begin until
you're all snuggled up in Thompson Hall. The rooms are
arranged so that you feel like you are sharing a small
elevator with three hundred of your closest friends. It's
not a matter of cheating, you can just shift your wrist and
end up writing on someone else's paper. If you lean too far
forward, you may end up in the next row. If you think it's
a joke, it's not.

Speaking from the back seat of the car, one can only
offer a few suggestions without ruffling the feathers of
the dnver. It seems high time that a little more
consideration went into exam room assignments than the
number of people that could fit in a room. If we're going to
have to bring a flashlight or a Coleman lamp, please let usknow m advance.
Dad's car wouldn't have passed inspection. I don't seewhy Mahar should.

Lise Zeiger is a Collegian dssociate executive editor.
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Student input should be sought Counter-rally needs support
To the Editor:

The residents of the sixth floor of John Adams are
displeased with the sensational and fictitious journalism
printed in the Collegian article "Police Clean up After
Floor Party in John Adams" (March 16).

The alleged occurrences that were described were either
distortions of the facts or a completely unfounded
fabrication of the events of that evening. For instance: the
suspect who allegedly threatened a fellow resident with a
broken beer bottle was not witnessed to possess a broken
bottle by any member of the floor that night; the other
suspect who allegedly grabbed and wrestled a police of-
ficer, was unmercifully beaten by the University Police
who were called to the scene. The third suspect who was
described as being drunk and disorderly was, in fact,
completely sober at the time. He did not repeatedly kick
his door, but simply pushed his door with enough force that
the poorly fastened mirror on the back of the door fell off
and broke.

It is our opinion that the University Police overreacted.
They blew a well diffused situation well out of proportion.
The problem had already been brought under control by
floor members. The police officers used harsh, excessive
and unnecessary force in dealing with the students.

We realize that the CoUegian got their facts from the
pohce reports for this article. These reports should not
have been the only source of information for this article.
Since the CoUegian is a student written and supported
paper we feel that equal student input should have been
sought for composing the facts for this article.

Galen Nagle
and 12 other members

of the sixth floor John Adams
Southwest

To the Editor:

The Anti-Racism Coalition of Connecticut (ARCC) hasextended an invitation to all people of conscience to par-
ticipate in a non violent, positive alternative to the racist
anti Semitic "White Christian Solidarity Day" sponsored
by the Ku Klux Klan. While the Klan is sheading its

tTTI^r n't
'" '^"*^^"' f'«""^ticut this Saturday.

J in • "^u ^f
sponsoring "Unity Day: Stand Against

the Klan in Hartford.
^

If you agree that the Klan represents a threat that mustbe publicly condemned then please join with this coalition
ot minority, community. civU rights, labor, women's andrehgous groups and say "no" to this re-emergence of the

frnt^'^^K^^c^i"
^;^«^'"» Saturday at 12 noon from in

front of the Student Union. For more information, call 545

Richard Morrison
Northampton

Analogy to be taken lightly

To the Editor:

aJ^^ *"f*'S'"
**' "Antichrist claim lacks evidence" (March

15), Frank Zabierek. tries briUiantly to convince the naive
individual that Dave McCarthy, author of "Reagan as the
Antichrist" (March 111 is serious in hisriaims. It is obvious
to anyone with the slightest hint of a sense of humor that
McCarthy is posing a purely sarcastic analogy I was
thoroughly amused by Uave McCarthy's creativity
(Thanks. Dave). And Frank, lighten up, don't take
everything so seriously.

Daniel Oster

Southwest

Reagan & King
differ in policy

It
appears that some supporters of Michael Dukakis

are trying to link Governor King with President
Reagan without giving the public the benefit of

understanding the entire picture. True, the two men share
conservative beliefs on certain social and economical mat-
ters. However, let us examine three areas of particular in-
terest to the voters in this area to show where the Presi-
dent and Governor King differ: the environment, energy
assistance, and public higher education
In environmental protection. Governor King signed intoaw the nation s toughest coastal zone management law

In sharp contrast. President Reagan has appointed James
Watt a man who abhors such laws, as his Interior
Secretary.

Steven P. Barrett

'The President apparently does not show any real desire
to help lower and middle income people pay their energy
bills. Governor King not only wanted to help these people
but he also became the first governor to establish a
statewide energy program designed to help the needy Did
Reagan or Dukakis show the same concerns and initiative
to help the needy pay their energy bills? No!
Public higher education is another area where Governor

King has distinguished himself from the President
Reagan wants to eliminate funding for lower and middle
income students, but King has taken the opposite path He
proposed more funding for public higher education The
University of Massachusetts has actually gained approx-
imately $10 million for increased enrollments in the
technical and health related fields. While Mr. Dukakis can
only reassure the Massachusetts Teachers Association
that he believes that public higher education is a good in-
vestment. Governor King has already invested heavily in-
to the growth areas of study in health and technical ser-
vices. Seriously now, is that Reaganomics?
In tontrast, what did Michael Dukakis dr Ronald

Reagan accomplish for the UMass or UCal systems while
they were governors of Massachusetts and California' Ad-
mittedly, Mr. Dukakis' record for parsimony in public
higher education spending does not match the President's-
however. Michael Dukakis was not as generous or truly
understanding as Governor King has proven himself to
be.

These are a few areas where actual differences between
the President and Governor King stand out. but they are
deliberately ignored. Isn't it strange when the more
outspoken 'advocates' for a cleaner environment, low-cost
energy assistance, and public higher education fail to
acknowledge the actual accomplishments of the Governor
primarily for their own political and intellectual gratifica-
tion? In their zeal of enthusiasm for Mr. Dukakis, his sup-
porters are misleading the public by suggesting that
Governor King and President Reagan are ideological
twins in every respect simply because Governor King
agrees with some of the President's plans and ideas. If a
'htmus test' for ideological purity of thought and action
within the Democratic Party of Massachusetts is ever
given, the supporters of Mr. Dukakis will be awfully sur-
pnsed and disappointed to see how close his actions as
governor resembled that of a Republican. Will a liberal
version of the Moral Majority arise with the Democratic
Party in this state if Mr. Dukakis is returned to the Comer
Office? If so, then liberal extremism will have reached its
epoch, just as conservative extremism has permeated the

If anyone is still interested in following the recent
Dukakis campaign pitch, he or she should seriously com-
pare the real differences and similarities between all three
men. Inasmuch as this is a campaign between two
Democrats, it is only fitting to apply Al Smith's famous
line: "Let's look at the record."

Steven P. Barrett is an Amherst resident.
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Springfield News reporter says

court coverage suits him well
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

Moving from a court system flow chart
drawn on the blackboard to a description of
his daily routine as reporter, it appeared
Edward Fogerty is still deciding what he
wants to be while he's grown up.
Speaking before a journalism class at the

University of Massachusetts Tuesday, the
32-year old veteran court reporter and
part-time student explained the advantages
he has had in learning the American legal
system by actually working in it.

Having worked for the Springfield DaUy

r

News for about six years, Fogarty said he is

not, sure he would leave his career in
journalism to become a lawyer. He said it

would be difficult to make the transition
"midstream" taking into consideration his
two children and other personal reasons.
However, with Fogarty occupied with

lawsuits from the moment he steps into the
news office, he said he has come to be well
recognized among his legal peers.
"Lawyers talk," Fogarty said. "Once

you've gained the respect of 10 lawyers
you've gained the respect of the other
lawyers in the community."

Continued on page 11

STARTS TODAY!

DEATHTRAP
MICHAEL CAINE CHRISTOPHER REEVE

DYAN CANNON

The trap is set...

For a wickedly funny

who'll-do-it.

BcsMr:.-

>>fin IRA LEVIN'S "DEATHTRAP
Executive Producer JAY PRESSON ALLEN
Associate Producer ALFRED de LIAGRE, JR.

Music by JOHNNY MANDEL Produced by BURTT HARRIS
Screenplay by JAY PRESSON ALLEN

Based on the stage play by IRA LEVIN

Directed by SIDNEY LUMET

[PGJPARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED ^^ ^ m^ r.. wvwtRBnos
[sOMt MATEWIAt MAY NOT Bt SUITABLE FOR CHIUDReTJ O '^ ^^"^^ ^ ''-'^MUNICAT iONS COMPANY

HOU-^E SS RIVEROALS nOAOWEST spniiMOFiELo Tsl^rman
CONTSMOWS SAT. sun:AND HOLIOAYS/MATirMKe OAlLYAP»0 MAT. FIRST BMOXA/OfMLY SB.OO

Friday, March 19, 1982

SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS

IF YOU ARE NOW RECEIVING SOCIAL
SS?^^^^^E'^'TS-YOU ShSulD BE

CHANGB IN
I ELIGIBILITY.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL TIPS:

SPAnVh^''^^^^'"^^^'0'^'^'^44ISIN

IDB^® TIPS

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS

Tvie/iTnEs

nniiTiSNow

^mnC HAMPSHIRE 4

^THARI^iE HEPSORM
HENRY FONDA

"lOiciof IS 'O" s' .C(ST^ 4 siN.i'P • .-. ss «•- .Mr MIC

34-7550 HAMPSHIRE MALL

)ncr

Fri (5:15 @ $1,75)7.30. 9:55

, ^^ Sat 2:15 (5:15 @ $175)7:30, 9:55
|Pg Sun 1:00(3:30 @ $1.75)6:00 8 30

RKHAiO)
PRYOR

LIVI ON THE
SUNSET STRIP

i^^fe.

Frj (5:45 (§) $1.75)8:00, 10:15, 12:15
Sat 2:45 (5:45 @ $1.75)8:00, 10:15

12:15
IR Sun 1:30(4:00 @ $1.75)6:30, 8:45

PORKY'S

Fn(5:30@ $1.75)7:45, 9:55
Sat 2:30 (5:30 @ $1 75)7 45,9:55
Sun 1:15 (3:45 @ $1 75)6:15, 8:30

^imCllOUIIWIII FARMS k

The
AMATEUR

[Kl

FrI Sat (5:15 @ $1.75) 7:45,9:55

Sat Mat @> 2:15

Sun 1:00 (3:30 @ $1.75)6:00-8:»

584-91 53 MOUWTAIWF ARMS MAH

A Riveting

and
Enthralling

RIm.

OJARlOTSOrnRF.
Fri(4:30(g) $1 75)7:15,9:56

Sat 2:00 (4:30 @ $1.75)7:15, 9:55
Sun 1:00(3:30 @ $1 75)6:00, 8:30

SISSY SF^^EK

missing.
BASED ON

A TDUE STOfnr

Frj (4:45 @ $1.75) 7:30. 9:55

Sat 2:00 (4:45 @ $1.75)7:30. 9:55

Sun 1:00(3:30 @ $1 75)6:00, 8:30

EVIL UNDER
THE SUN

Fri Sat(4:45 @ $1 75)7:30, 9:55
Sat Mat @ 2:15

Sun 1:15(3:45 @l $1 75)6:15, 8:45

in3 DU!
Fh(5:00<§> 01.75)7:45, 10:15, 12:15

Sat 2:30(5:00 @ $1 75)7:45, 10 15,

12:15

|(g Sun 1:15 (4:00 @ $175)6:15, 845

MIDmOHTMOVIi MADNESS
lEVER Y FRIDAY & SATURDAY 12 15 AM ALLSEATSwoo
^imCH»«rsHi«E<. t'ftir-Ml imr iTiiT i iiin^

50c Off to Everyone
in Costume!

tioHUK^ ^SS[D.

._ RKHARD uviONTHE
I® PRYOR SUNSET STRIP

umateful dead
MOVIE Oolby Stereo

Polyester
starring DIVINE

and TAB HUNTER
filmed In

s ODORflinfl

lt*s going to

B take eveiything

Monty Python and the
HOLY GRAIL

s
PARASITE in 3D

Friday, March 19, 1982

,

c4o4U2H (jo/iden

l(e4icujJuiKt

MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

"TbBesiCluKeseM"

Every Sunday 11:30-300
SUNDAY BRUNCH

A special selection of your favorite

Chinese foods
All for 4.95 per serving

8un.-Thur«. 11:30 a.m.-KhOO p.m.

Fri. A Sat. 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9, Amherst
256-0251 256-0252

WORK IN YOUR FIELD,

LEARN HEBREW & TOUR ISRAEL

Programs for Six Months and One Year
(Internships, Community Work And More)

For Further Information Contact:

SHERUT LA'AM

American Zionist Youth Foundation

515 Park Avenue. New York. NY 10022

Telephone (212) 751-6070

iCollegian 7

.e'

^ HOT L WARREN • '\
ALL THE DEEK \

%

YOU CAN DRINK!
(cold 12 02. Mugs - Draft)

with this ad and College ID
Vjr^South Deerfield Center 665-8757 /C

^/V# this oMa, — „ «-., . . ^^

''&

Amherst Chinese Food
"Family Style Cooking"

Mandarin & Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon Specials from $1.75

Beer & Wine License

Sunday Brunch all you can eat $4.95

|__ ^t/ ""softer e«pires April 1. 1982 ^^
i

62-64 Main St.
Amherst 253-7835

Closed Wadnsadays
Wa usa no WSG or

Artificial Food Coloring'"'"»""""»'»'»'m»m^mSmm»»,,i

An miE/OmE IILTEPnATIVE !

!

,
UNIVERSITY DR./ RTE. 3 256 - B605 " PROPER ATTIRE
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i^BOG
Continued from page 1

produced 279, which means
Laura Gamer, with 285
votes, an increase from 278
originally counted, would
represent Southwest with
David McCarthy, whose
vote count remained un-
changed at 355.

Ordway said she could not
explain why the vote tally

changes occurred only with
those six candidates whose
election hinged upon the
final count.

Cashman, when releasing
the amended results given
to him by Ordway, said both
those and the original
results released last Sunday
by the BOG are
"unofficial."

Cashman said the BOG
will not vote to ratify the
election results until he is

presented an "official" tally

by Ordway.

"That's what I don't
understand. They (the BOG)
just asked me to put them
on the ballot," Ordway said,
explaining it is the respon-
sibility of the BOG "to run
their own election."

While Cashman denied
the authenticity of the elec-
tion results, he also produc-
ed a letter he sent to Joe
Furtado, president of
Sylvan Area Government,
concerning a method of
resolving the tie which
resulted in the election for
the BOG's Sylvan represen-
tative, between two write-in
candidates, James Rioux
and Geoffrey Dangerfield,
who received four votes
each.

In t^iat letter, Cashman
wrote, "I am sure you are
now aware of the Board of
Governors' election out-

come..."

Summer
Employment

Camp Young Judaea.
Amharst. New Hampstiire

(Raaidant. Coed. \ hour from
Bo»ton) 18 in need of Department
Oirectori and Activitv Spec«lists
for ihi$ aummef m Athletics
Gymnaaticf. Swim Instruction
IWSI). Waterskiing, Sailing. Arts
b Crafts, Campcraft Israeli
Dance. Drama. Israeli Folk Song.
Riftery. Tennis. Photography. Of
fice Personr>e< and Nurses IR N I

Cacsllent Salaries and fringe
benefits Please contact Or
Charles B Rotman. Director. 81
Kingsbury Street, Wellesley MA
02181 617 237 9410

I

[

SOLVED?

Now anyone can master the

standard cube pui7le m less

than 3 minutes This is the

fastest, simplest. 100%
Guaranteed method ever
devised to get all the colors
on the right s*de NO MORE
hours of turning each side
only to be frustrated" NO
MORE complicated books'
You dont ever have to read
to do this AMAZE your
friends with the speed that

you are able to match the
colors

Before you throw that cube
away try this ONLY $2 00
plus tax (Money back
guaranteel Send your
check or money order to:

CUBE A MANIA
Post Office Box 3926
Grand Central Station

Now York, N Y 10163

Friday, March 19, 1982
Frichy, Blarch 19, 1982

UNIVERSITY OF MA<;SAr,HI|SFTTS AT ftMMFOST

An Invitation to Dance

ALVIN
AILEY

AMRRICAN 1)ANCK mKJVTKR

Tuesday,

April 6

Wednesday,
April 7

8 PM

FREE COCK I AIL PARTY(Apnl 6 or 7, 600-7 1 5pm)
for the first 350 tickets presented the night of the show

JOEY O'S/ 351 Northampton Rd., Amherst

Box Office. Noon to 4PM, M - F (41 3)545-251

1

1^

7—Y

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

^

A RestQuront
with FLAIR

Ch**s« ond

Win* Sp#ciQls

2:30-5:00 PM

Also Sunday

DRUHCH

on the
Boltwood Walk
103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-5927

DOONESBURY
DAH.mYOUfK
SOOKYOUCUm
IHATAMAJOH.

isoesieNeR.

JBANS. I

TMT^nwr.
MRK.PBS)6N
ERJBAN6
ARBTBAONG
ALOrOFfm-
lUBSARART.

/

BXAUSaOFBKOKBStmPS/W
ALLVeTy.APS. KKimfARe
ClAMOKINS FOR STATUS JEANS
iJNf^OKiwAiBiy.imyenuourdF
Tj€Ma]ICm,50MMYPARBm
l^ONTTHNKTHBnReUJOKJHTHE

MOfeY.\

by Garry Tnideau
coUsgiaa »

SOtUWH
905 OF
WtSSU^
00¥0U
COMBOOtH
ON, cm?

I'MfW-J&te,MARK.
fdOSUlKJUK&fON
TH^ JBANSAUTHOR

OHJMSemTHBR
CHIlPR£NASOCllU.fPW

ICAPi

Order theseT-Shirts for only$5.00.

r^

Proclaim yourself o "Famous Lite Beer
Drinker" or tell your friends the real def-
inition of Lite when you wear these new
T-shirts available from Lite beer for only
$5,00 Featuring Lite's popular blue
and white colors, these comfortable
shirts ore right for any time that you
want tp enjoy great tasting, less filling
Lite beer

V' %t^A

c

lite

fviaii this coupon and a check
or money order for the
total omount to

lite Bper T Shirt Otter
PC BOK 1153

iviiiwaukee Wi 53201

.OS

I'm a F

Drinker

(Cuantit

amous Life Beer
T^hirt ($5 00 each)

Small
V)

Medium

\

Large

X-Large

\
^h,

Life Befr Dicfionary T-Shirf ($5 00 each)

Small I nmo
iQuoniiiy) Large

Medium X-Large ' * —
p'oh.b.teq Dv >o» w.,cons,n -e.^aoni, oaa a, soies .o. Of-e- ^.p-es jone JO -oe?

Wisronsin

^ UNDER THE INFLUENCE

%r5^ PBtRjeRINHIS
^r^, LUNCHPAHCOULD
'"'^- MISS THB BOAT'

^ CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Tmde Jaffe

timim,

j!^^ LIKE OftY?

by M. Joyce

ACROSS
1 Refreshing place
4 Liability

8 The rabble

12 Spartan

accomodations
14 Lake city

15 Making more
sense

16 Vocal designation
17 Footloose
18 Star: Prefix

19 Winner take all

22 Wall Street

symt)ol

23 Social gattiering

24 Scantest
27 Psyctie

29 Speed
33 Sax players'

needs
34 Hay unit

35 Vamoose
36 Freshwater fish

37 Italian magis-
trates of yore

38 Flightless bird

39 Knotted
41 Shield border
42 Challenged
44 Protagonist
45 Formerly called
46 Daily

47 Deal with
49 Withered
50 I didn't hear

nothing." and
others

58 Bounteous
59 Ethereal

60 Before scope
or gram

61 Paired

62 Dagger of old
63 Prominent stage

personalit>

64 Offspring c
Aphrodite

65 Listen to
66 Single

DOWN
1 Cigarfish

2 Equestrian ganr>e

3 Near Island

4 Set down
5 Mistake

6 Berlin beverage
7 Numerical suffix

8 Portions of bacon
9 Contrary

10 Flowerless

plant
11 Leaping

amphibian

13 Cried
15 Please
20 Inferior

21 Musical

instruments
24 Stock
25 Abode of 27 Down
26 Allude (to)

27 Highflyer
28 Merriment
30 Bitter

31 Desert denizen
32 Musical

composition
34 Pierce with a

tool

37 Heir, in a way
40 Court game
42 Trifle

43 Verifies

46 Transported by
wagon

48 Toboggan
49 Coincide
50 English title

51 Tentmakerof
verse

52 nogood
53 Satirist Ogden
54 Gernrtan article

55 Overrule
56 Ven/e
57 Withered

THE UMASS ZONE

ems I n\^ICHACCO/<^\/lArtSt}l((i0£ATlSTAno\J^

OFcOMPOiMiOiSNffTnfaiSttttlLYTHfiPT^iKn^.

HoOf (''/^(Tsr/M/n>/).f yolii wtre^

by Mark Rollins

J WAS WRITING SO
FAST To KE£P UP WITH
OK. CLARKt^ 7}i/\T THE
FfijcrioN srr ny
PENCIL ON FIKE!

WHAT HAPPENED?

47 a

so SI s?

51 ~U
61 -m
64 m

AWSWEK TO PWEVWHIS PUZZLE
» E N I MMtIiIi IcWefa l i

by Ethyl Octane

BOBoo aaaa cman
nnnHaHntilla aana
DB nnuQi

ODD aOOD []nan nagnnnH aaa
Honnqaqn anaanH
„ BDHn tnannanoHnn Hann [laa
H^RH gnnnnnnnaa
0000 aana unnaa
i*iit|iii^siw|ii|a JSIEITIOIIII

WEATHER
Partly sunny today.

High 46 to 50. Cloudy with
a chance of rain or snow
developing over western
areas toward morning.
Low 30 to 35. Periods of
rain on Saturday, with •
possibility of some snow
over the Berkshires. High
35to40.

^

D.C. MENU
LUNCH
Torpedo Grinder, Tuna
Noodle Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Flat Bread Sandwich,
Tuna Noodle Cassenrte

I^lins

DINNER
Roast Turkey/Dressing,
Gravy, Cranberry Sauce,
Baked Cod with Crumb
Sauce

ACADEMY OF MUSIC

FRIDAY, APRIL 9
TWOSHOWS: 7«0 and 9:30 pjn

BASICS DINNER
Vegetable Hot Pot, Roast
Turkey/Dressing, Gravy,
Cranberry Sauce

"Sonny RoNin*
crttidsm."

saxophone playing defies

nob9rt Palmer Mmv York Tlima

'He is the graatest music malier we have."

- Gary Qiddins TMe WHag* Ve4e»

* Petition

TkfcetK S7J0O ki adwanoe. tSM lor Seniora,
^SOHieday ol the thow avaHable only at Hw box
office. Box office wNI open at 1«0 pjn.

Ttefcele available at: Beyond Words BooKshop,
Platterpus Records, Sound & Music, Iron Horse
Coffaaltouee - Morttiew|Hun; Sophia Bookshop.
Food For Thought Books; Union Records
AiMass) Amherst; Odyssey Bocicshop South

r. World Eye Bookshop Oreenlleld; iviaple

LAaf Music Brattleboro; Mam IVIusic Springfield;

Sonya Wetstone Books & Cheese Hertford.

For Information Call: 413-367-2617

ContinuedJrom page S

to know them aU by name. I am new and the situation
would have been different if I had begun the semester at
the same tune everyone else did," Vasconcellos said.

VasconceUos said he would not fight the petition, but thathe would contmue to "work hard with st udents and staff by
attending more floor meetings and floor functiais."

"I really care about the students and am coottnitted to the
University and to doing an exceUent job," VasconceUoa
said.

The petition is awaiting actbn by Dr. Joseph Zannini theexecutive director of Housing Services . who is out oltown. "*
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!
^ Student Commencement Speaker J^ Each year a graduating senior is selected to deliver an 1^

^ address at Comnnencement. Speeches are limited to?
^ roughly five nninutes, and should focus on a topic ofJ
^ general interest. J

^ Members of the Class of 1982 who are Interested InJ
^ dehvenng the Commencement address should submit

5

^ a draft of their speech by Friday, April 9, to Bryan*

^ Harvey, Student Affairs, 345 Whitmore (545-2334). M

spiqH^ &^A\i...

Begins Friday. March 19th 1 after

fast class. All residence halls

close at 6pm. I March 19. and

reopen | on noon. Sunday,

Ma-ch 28.

For further information call TIPS:

545-1540 S ask for tape ft 7000
or # 7000S in Spanish.

IDBm®TIPS
A Service of the Dean of Students Offke

show your
pride

Arrive in Florida in style.

University of Massachusetts Imprinted sportswear
T-Shirts - Sweatshirts - Shorts - Pants - Hats - Sweaters - Jackets

Clothing also available

in the Mini Store

located m
the Student Union

Open M-F 7:30-10

Located in the Campus Center
Open M-F 9-5

QjUmVERSITY
mSTORE^

.
Friday, March 19, 1982

I

I

I

atric

Green Sale

T

SAVE $5.00
on

Green Hooded
Sweatshirt

Now Only $9.95

Regular $14.95

SAVE $3.00
on Matching

Green Sweatpants
Now Only $7.95

Reg. $10.95

Sale is only on
green hoods and sweatpants

Save $8.00

^ on \

^complete*

outfit

•^j

'J^^\

Open 9-5 M-F

^ Located in the Camous Center

^UNIVERSITY
MSTORE^

-* -"• ^ ^ ^ TT"

Pi Kappa Alpha & the
Multiple Sclerosis Society

say thank you to:
Commercial Distributors
Old Storrowtown Tavern
Friendly Ice Cream
Coca Cola Northampton
The Chequers Saloon
Berkshire Ski Area
Willow Glen House
Sunnyside Up Inc.
Red Lobster Inns of America
Pepsi Cola Bottling
A. Simos & Co. Inc.
Lewis Beef Co.
John Martinelli Inc.
Pinecrest Produce Co.
Bailey Produce
Retailers Food Center
E & J Distributors
Amherst Deli
Swift & Co.
Witkin Provision Co.
Denver Beef Co.
Good Thyme Deli
Old Thyme Foods
Atkins Fruit Bowl, Inc.
Dunkin Donuts
Taylor Rental Center
Molitoris Orchards
Park Hill Orchards
Bloomin Balloons
Bess Eaton Donuts
Sandy's Chicken Kitchen
A & P Food Stores
Dannon Yo^rt
Wholewheat Pizza Factory

Your contributions and services

reciated

Seven Up
Stop & Shop
Pewter Pot Rest.
Jim Dandy Fried Chicken
Dandgelo Sandwich Shop
The Cookie Hut
Bagel deli

Louis Foods Inc.

Mt. Tom Ski Area
Russell's Liquors Inc.
J. Harris & J. Amacker
Record Town
Stadium Liquors
Four Seasons Liquors
Jeffrey Book Store
Fotomat
Dream Machine
John Delaria Salon
Mathews Shoe Store
C & C Liquors
Salt Box
Great Expectations
Dave Whitman Hairshack
Command Performance
Fashions of India
Plumbley's
Amherst Chinese Food
College Drug Store
Joey D's
Furnari Jewelers
Kay Jewelers
Walden Books
Price Chopper
Colchester Egg Farm

/

I

« .Ki :^ -^ji^.

1
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A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

" AUDIO

Mirage Sl\1-I Loudspeakers. Good
sound, 6 months old. $170/pair. 323-5826
Great Sound For Less! Experienced DJ's
will play your favorite tunes: Rock Disco
0^'es-^^Call Steve 549-5845 or' Roge^

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
1974 Chevy Impale excellent condition
both interior and exterior, engine good no
work needed, $1000 negotiable call Kevin
665-4362

Honda Civic sedan 1200 cc 5ok excellent
condition '79 call after 5 584-4309
70 Chevy depend, trans. AM/FM rad gd
tires solid car must sell 350. or 80 Pete
549-1255

VW Squareback good body, great
mechanically, new Michelen radials. suoer
mpg 665-3447 ^

71 Ford Wagon 6 cyl. automatic, good on
gas, very dependable, $600 or BO 665-3447
1973 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme runs
well, AM-FM cassette $650 256-0896

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BETTER AUDIO EQUIPMENT
I take the time to get the most music for
your money - Audio Consultants - 549-072

BIKE TRIP LEADERS
Bike Trip Leaders Responsible, 21-t-,
males, females. Bike Touring experience-
First Aid & Lifesaving certification desired!
Three to five trips. June 16 to Aua 31
$1200-1-. (203)226-4221.

CAROLE McGlLLICUDDY!

Happy Birthday Carole! I hope your 21st
is extra special. Love, Kim

EMT'S FIRE & FIRST AID UNIT

April Events, Spring Concert, & Elections
- Meeting 3/29 @ 10 PM - 407N IVIorrill

ENTERTAINMENT

Enjoy the new wave sounds of "The
Museum Direktors" at Smith College's
TNC, March 18th. Davis Student Center
9-12, college ID required

Lexington Christien Academy Chorale
in concert. Saturday, March 20, 8:00 P.M.
First Baptist Church (across from Newman
Center) Amherst

FOR RENT
Cape Cod West Harwich 2 bedroom cot-
tage seasonal rental call Bii! 6-5890

FOR SALE

Authentic Irish Rugby Shirt.\ rugged
team quality, vivid color combinations
$32.50 call 586-2041

Personal used albums for sale: Jazz
Blues, and Rock. Call 586-9004 ask for Jori

Women's leather zodiac boots almost
new, size 7. Call 584-7903 evenings

Guitar Aria (Gibson 335 style) semi-hollow
body $200 or best offer Rick 323-6404

Stereo Amp, Ttble, Spkrs, Deck. For info
call 256-6639

* Court coverage
Continued from page 6

Fogarty said he can usually depend on
this mutual trust between the lawyers and
himself. After working within the court
system for several weeks, Fogarty said he
learned which lawyers he could rely on and
those that he could not. Lawyers are
probably the single best source of in-

formation, he said.

Fogarty said after digesting the facts in a
case, he will often phone in the story to the
Daily News — dictating his entire story
without any outlining.

Because of pressure such as this. Fogarty
.said his job is physically demanding at
times, considering the push toward his noon
deadline and legal studies later at night.
Fogarty .said that when he arrives at the
Daily News office between 6:30 and 7:00 in

the morning, there's not even time to confer
with City Editor Frank Faulkner.

Cash in adva

113 • 8:45 3 45 Monday Fndav • DeaHlmp ic 7mk i ^

5 consecufve days 5% discount • Phone number FREE
ion day

FOUND
Gold Bracelet in Campus Center area, call
to Identify 549-5893

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings
$3.75 set. Free
546-6684

acoustic and electric for
delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED
Counselors - Private coed camp in
Berkshires has openings for head and assis-
tant instructors in: Archery, Arts & Crafts
Gymnastics, Dance/Movement/Show
Choreography, Radio Station (AM)
Dramatics, Sailing, Puppetry, Tennis, Head
Waterfront Pool (WSI), Swimming Instruc-
tors (WSI), Waterskiing, Tripp-
ing/Backpacking, Model Rocketry, Musical
Director/ Piano Accompanist. Also needed-
Nurse (RN/LPN), General Bunk Counselors
(males), and Unit Leaders. Good salries
-friendly atmosphere. Contact: Dr Paul
Krouner - Camp Schodack 268 Mason Ter-
race, Brookline, Massachusetts 02146
277-7600, days 9-5

Looking for 2-3 roommates at the Cape
this summer. Call Mary at 256-6642
Show off your tan at Joey D's Monday
March 29 right after Spring Break
ChrletianI Here's to six of the best months
of my life. Hey baby, wanna come home
with me tonight? Badjie S
Dan -Good Luck on the GMAT's! Catchme after the ordeal and we'll party "like
crazy"! If only the tiger could talk. Till then
" n

SKI EQUIPMENT
Haqen 200 cm racing cut skis. New
never used, price negotiable. Call 549-5616.
Excellent buy. Call now - will sell quickly

A.J You are the best little brother a sister
could ever have! Happy 19th Birthday
Weanzie! Love, Beanzie

S*»f,"
Jo Happy B-day! Polluted at Blue.

NaNaNaNo.
. .ok, you guys aren't listening

to me.
. .God love ya! Neiko. . .eat me

the pigs! Love M & E & S & M. . .PDDJ
Show off your tan party Monday, March
iS, at Joey D's, right after vacation

Russy Bear let's be frank! You've never let
me down and I adore you always be mv
Tuffle Ruff Growl

Happy 20th Carlos Sottawa, Have a six
man scorpion bowl for me II

Baby Fur I'm sorry. I have the notes. I have
a late nt tendency: sleeping. I love it and
you. JC
Hey Jane McCarthy - Happy late St Pat-
ty's Day! Love Uncle Gus
Happy ^9^h Birthday my dear crazy
strawberry in 2002! Con todo mi amor your
beagle eyed Snoopy

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

HEY YOU!!!!

The time has come to experience the
ultimate social and living experience! YES
ALPHA EPSILON PI HAS ARRIVEDmi
Discover it today by calling Jeff at 546-1 1 17
or John at 546-1114.

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancv
5-0392, 584-7924

RESUME/COVER WRITING

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction-
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Division

Resume/Cover writing quick/confiden-
tial/efficient available weekends 549-5727

RIDE WANTED

TO SUBLET

Summer sublet w/fall option 1 bdrm in 2
bdrm apt call Helene 256-0659

Private room in two bedroom apt bus
route. Available June 1 fall option All
utilities included. Kim 256-8017

Squire Village - June 1 to Aug 31. Must
seel 665-2840

One bedroom in Cliffside for April 1st to
Aug 31st. $250 includes everything
665-4067

Chicago, a ride to and from Chicago over
Spring break is desperately needed by two
of us. We will gladly share driving and gas
expenses. Please help us out. Call Cris at
546-8150

LOST

Would the person who took the wrong
notebook from the library 3-15-82 please
return it to Goodell or call 253-9302 I need it

for an exam

MEN WANTED
The Amherst Companion Program is
seeking men volunteers as companions to
developmentally disabled adolescents living
in the Amherst area. Sharing interests and
learn from companion is necessary;
knowledge of sign language is helpful!
Training and supervision will be provided.
For more information call Maria Spears at
the Resource Center (253-2591) or Joanne
Lesse (253-7221)

RIDERS WANTED
To and from Florida Sat 20 returning Fri
night Nancy 665-3544

Do you need a ride to Philly or Lan-
caster Penn? Call 546-9789 round trip offer
leaving 3/19/82 returning 3/27/82

Brandywine summer sublet 2 br poss fall
option 549-4122

Room in sabbatical home. Hadley $165
utilities included, fireplace, Ivg room, dining
room, garage, need car, leave name and
numer Chris 545-3595

Summer sublet
Village 665-2963

w/fall option Squire

ROpjyi WANTED
Female looking for room In apt. (Puffton
area) call 546-5966 or 546-4441

One bedroom apartment June 1 fall op-
tion 280 includes everything 256-019 1

Riverglade 1 bdrm, semi-furn, neg, 5/30
to 8/31 w/option - nice - 253-7566 B or S

TRAVEL

Alaska summer salmon jobs '82 have a

NEED CASH?

Always premium prices!! Class rings,
gold and silver in all forms. See the Manhari
Difference!! Manhan Precious Metals Ex-
change. 312 King St., N'hmptn 584-7000
anytime

PERSONALS

Don't go down with just anyone
UMass Ski Club goes down

People interested in working DAVID
FRYE show April 1st CCA security, etc call

GPC 5-2733 415A SU
Hilary of Biochem - You may be an island
on the distant horizon but the little I see
looks like heaven to me - non-BDIC admirer

SPECTRUM IS HERE! Pick up your copy
of the student literary and fine arts
magazine NOW. It will be available in

Bartlett lobby beginning March 15 through
the rest of the month or in the Campus
Center Concourse March 19

To the gorgeous woman at party Satur-
day at 26 Riverglade. I have to meet you.
Please call 549-5958 Care

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

Housemate wanted for Ig 3 bdrm house
off Rte 9 Hadley, Ig Iving rm, dining rm &
kitchen. 4 acres, wood, fireplace, $185
heat/hot H20 inc. Very comfortable on bus
route call Mark /Eric 584-2376 eves

Female non-smoker 23-»- Presidential
Apartments own room. $160
549-6476/549-6984 (evenings)

Need people to share apt in Squire
Village call Annie 655-7578

Looking for friendly and politically
aware person to share Northampton
apartment call 586-9004, ask for Jon or
Chowder

WANTED
Housemate to take 5th bedroom in our
North Amherst house. Available im-
mediately. Located across the street from
Townehouse Apts. Summer & Fall?? Call
549-4118

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith'
25 No. Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
Help! Two or three women need apartment
for fall call 546-7186

SERVICES

WORK/STUDY STUDENT

Professional Research, Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Research,
#600-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605
Typesetting, layout ft pasteup for
resumes etc, quick service, reasonable
prices, call 546-9623

Typing 4c a line. Some overnite service.
Call 549-4595

Work /study student needed as gallery
aide for secretarial work; 10-12 PM, M-F, at
the Augusta Savage Gallery, New Africa
House. Contact Diane Vanbuskirk 545-2498
from 1-3 PM

"writing services"

Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Sclineider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD
assist in any writing project. Amherst
Writers. Inc. 253-7764

"I'm on deadline the minute I step
through the door," Fogarty said. Faulkner,
who teaches the journalism class Fogarty
spoke to yesterday, said the schedule of an
afternoon news reporter makes for a more
independent reporter.

Fogarty agreed by saying."this gives a

reporter more professional status."

Hazardous waste firm waits

irSGA
Continued from page 1

because they maintained that Murphy was
allegedly not a student for most of the
campaign as a result of being ad-
ministratively withdrawn for non-payment
of a bill.

Potter, Davies and current speaker Ed
Lee agreed that they did not know whether
the recount would affect the case.

BOSTON (AP) - A hazardous waste
disposal company hailed the return of a
federal ban on dumping liquids but will
continue its wait-and-see attitude on
building a treatment plant in
Massachusetts, a spokesman said
yesterday.

The IT Corp. of Wilmington. CaUf..
wants federal and state governments to
"get settled on what the ground rules" are
before entering into agreements or making
financial commitments for such a plant, said
Greg Andrews, a Boston spokesman.

"Perhaps this action is the start of
something," Andrews said of the
Environmental Protection Agency's an
nouncement Wednesday that it was
reinstituting a ban on dumping liquid
hazardous waste in landfills.

The EPA had suspended those

restrictions, but announced a modified bar
after environmentalists complained.

"It would appear they are moving in 'he
direction we requested — reinstating"^ a
permanent ban on the burial of untreated
liquid toxic wastes — though we withh ild

final comment until we see the detailed uii

text of the regulation." John Schofield a;

IT vice president, said yesterday.

"Until such time, it would be unwise to
assume the EPA has returned completely
to the intent behind the RECRA — the
resource conservation and recovery act —
which encourages detoxification and
destruction of hazardous wastes rather
than landfilling." he said.

"We applaud their decision to r ul
their allowing the liquids in Ian.

Andrews said."However, it's still n
enough. They're still allowing liqu
come in."
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IM AXITir<1D A'nvr\«.T w. . .
t'ollein»i< photo by Vibm DeWiUIN ANTICIPATION - University of Massachusetts softball out-

fielder Mai7 Ann Lombardi waits her turn at bat during practice at theCage Lombardi and the rest of the UMass team hope to smile a lot more
after their South Carolina trip next week.

Hollowell 'tracks down
US orienteering honors
By BRYAN VARTABEDIAN
Collegian Correspondent

Orienteering. Perhaps you've heard
about It and said to yourself. "Oh yeah,
that's the new course they're offering in
Chinese Civilization." As it turns out.
orienteering is neither a matter of "touring
the Orient" or simply backpacking.
So what is orienteering? The sport of

orienteering Ukes on the endurance of the
cross country runner and combines that
with one's ability to think and reason under
pressured conditions. Technically,
orienteering involves cross country racing
in which each competitor is given a map
premarked with numerous checkpoints
each of which must be visited by the in
dividual competitors. The length of a course
can range from 7 12 km (4 8 miles) and each
runner must navigate his own route from
point to point in the least amount of time
possible. What results is a sport nationally
recognized by over 30 countries throughout
the world.

So why talk about orienteering? Well,
here at UMass. unknown to most students
IS the fact that the University of
Massachusetts has produced one of the
finest orienteers in the country.

20 year old senior Tom Hollowell, a
computer systems engineering major, has
held the title of United States orienteering
champion (mens' 19 20) for the past two
years. In the late 1970's he lived in Norway
where orienteering is one of the nation s
most popular sports (just after cross
country skiing). After moving back to the

United Sutes in 1980, he quickly
established himself as one of the. best
orienteers in the country and won both the
1980 U.S. and North American titles. In
1981, he was one of the 30 selected runners
invited to the U.S. team trials in Kansas
City. He finished within the top five and
earned himself a place on the United States
orienteering team.
At the world championships in Thun.

Switzeriand during September of 1981,
Hollowell was the youngest competitor of
the 24 countries to take part in the world
competition. The U.S. team finished 13th.
He again captured the national title in

Buffalo, N.Y. last October.
Hollowell is presently training for the

United States Intercollegiate Cham-
pionships to be held in St. Louis during the
first weekend in April.

Along with trying to keep up with his
studies. Hollowell trains at least 45 50 miles
per week. "UMass is an ideal place to train
since there are four or five local orien-
teering maps to train on and in ten minutes
I can be in Pelham Hills. Orienteering at
Harvard, for example, is close to im-
possible." he said.

Although he admits his mileage is low for
an athlete of his caliber, most of his running
is done through the woods on very hilly

terrain.

However. Tom Hollowell isn't the only
person associated with UMass to excel in

orienteering. Peter Gagarin, who teaches
orienteering here at the University, was
the United States orienteering champion
for four straight years from 1976 1979.

Depth to face tough test in SC
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The day was bright and sunny, and also
warm enough to open the doors of the
Curry Hicks Cage. Though the air did clear

the air a bit, the Cage still needed the
lights, and the ground that was once
covered by a basketball floor remained cool.

The day was yesterday, and the women's
Softball team had their last practice at the
Cage for the next three days. Today, the
Minutewomen will be driving to the
University of South Carolina at Columbia,
there to play some of the best teams in the
East.

From Sunday to next Friday night,
UMass faces the likes of South Carolina,
Adelphi, Rutgers University, Glassboro
State College and Trenton State Univer-
sity.

The Minutewomen will open their pre-
season trip Sunday night with a game
against the University of Michigan, then
play West Virginia University the next day.
According to ' UMass Coach Elaine

Sortino, the main concern that may affect
the team's performance is injuries.

"Gina Mantino, our number one pitcher,

hyper-extended her kneecap at practice
two weeks ago," said Sortino. "She was out
all that time, and her role will be limited to
being a designated hitter until she's 100
percent. It's a shame, because she's a good
batter and outfielder as well."

"Our number two pitcher. Missy Ohlman,
has been in and out with strep and a broken
nose. She hasn't played since Tuesday."

Despite the loss of her two top pitchers,
Sortino explained that one of the
Minutewomen's top assets this season will
be depth, especially in the infield and on the
pitcher's mound.

"Patty Masury is a freshman pitcher, a
recruit who'll do some great things for us,"
said Sortino. "And our number four pitcher
is AUyson Rioux, who's also our shortstop.
So when everyone's healthy, we'll be very
deep in pitching."

Depth in the infield will be augmented by
the return of three Division One All-Star
personnel — Jackie Gaw, Christine
Coughlin and Rioux.

"Jackie Gaw's a .400 hitter, Christine
batted .300 and Rioux's another .300 hit-
ter," said Sortino. "Tina Coffin wUl be back
for us in center field, and Mary Ann
Lombardi will also be back."

Senior Frances Troy wUl return to first
base, while junior Debbie Pickett is ex-
pected to return to second base as soon as
she's completely recovered from a knee
injury she suffered last fall.

This is not the first time UMass has gone
to South Carolina. Last year, the
Minutewomen posted a 5-2 preseason
record; they defeated two teams that will

be at Cdumb'la next week, Trenton State
and Adelphi, Cibhsidered to be a powerhouse
in its region.

"Last year was a rebuilding year," said
Sortino. "And I think we can do so much
more this year. We've got everything —
depth, good hitting, good defense —
everything."

The University of Massachusetts wUl host the
Massachusetts State Class I Women's Gymnastics
l^hampionships today and tomorrow at Boyden gym
The competition, which wiU feature gymnasts through

high school age who are one step away from international
class meets, will begin at 1 p.m. today and 2 p m
tomorrow. *^

kl^kU Qui ^4 Of. icf. G^ l*»xk.'

Hy MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Field hockey will take over Boyden Gymnasium this
weekend, a.s the Univfrsity of Massachusetts will host a
field of 12 teams participating in the Northeast Regional

L7S' -' '"' ""'"- •^-- f-W "-key

UMass. who was the runner up m last Novembers
^NCAA f)ivision One championships at the University of

Sports Notices

Fred Pilon ('67). aside from owning the
Runners Shop" in Amherst and Nor-
thampton, is presently the U.S. Masters
champion (age35-up).

So the next time they think you are
ta king about a foreign language when you
talk about orienteering, you might tell them
otherwise.

Connecticut, will have two teams (A and B) at the
competition. UConn. the national champions, will also
have an A and H squad in the tournament.
Other schools included in this weekends activities are

Spnngfieid ("olloge. Tufts University, Westfield State
College, a team from the New England Association a
teani from New York called Stars and Stripes and a
combination of Harvard University and Brown
I niviTsity players called Poison Ivy.

^-'nl'ke outdoor field hcx-kpy
. the indoor variety has

only six players per team (goalkeeper, two backs and
three forwards), with substitutions allowed at injury
time outs (and at other times without notifying the
umpires). There is no off side penalty and the ball may
not be lifted off the fioor or hit (only a push stroke is
allowed). When a penalty corner is awarded, no players
other than the goalkeeper can stay in the goal.
The tournament will run from 10 a.m. 5 p.m. on both

Saturday and Sunday.
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Allen will succeed Baritz as vice chancellor
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Harry T. Allen, dean of the School of Business
Administration at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst since 1978, wiU assume the vice chancellor for
academic affairs' and provost's duties on May 1, Provost
Loren Baritz announced Friday.

Allen, 53, will assume those duties when Baritz becomes
acting chanceUor in May. Baritz wUI replace Henry Koffler
who will assume the presidency of the University of
Arizona, July 1.

The vice chancellor's and provost's duties include

Apt. patrol formed
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Residents of the North Village apartment complex in
Amherst, tired of having their homes broken into and their
possessions stolen, have banded together to form a "crime
watch force" which patrols the complex grounds at night.

Mark Parent, last semester's manager for the
University run North Village and the crime watch's
organizer, said he designed the plan for the patrols after
many residents had spoken to him about the crime problem
at North Village.

"I was approached by the tenants and asked to do the
planning for it," Parent, a former University of
Massachusetts student, said.

Parent said the object of the patrols is for the residents
to try to protect their property by warding off potential
criminals and reporting any crimes they might witness.

Residents patrol the apartment complex nightly in their
free time. If they see someone who looks suspicious, they
approach him as they would someone who is lost and needs
directions. Parent said he believes the people who refuse
help are probably the ones who are contemplating com
mitting a crime. He said he has found that most of the
people who fit into this category are in their late teens or
early twenties, and he believes this procedure is successful
in scaring off the potential criminal.

If one of the crime watchers sees a crime being com-
mitted. Parent said they are told to refrain from getting
physically involved and to go to the nearest phone and
report the incident to the police.

Parent said those who volunteered for the crimewatch
were trained how and where they should walk on their
patrol.

"We showed them where to look for crimes. " he .said
"They should walk along the fences, but not behind
buildings, because walking behind buildings makes the
other tenants nervous. They should stay in the lit areas,
and just look into the less well-lit areas."

Parent said the patrollers' routes have been mapped out
ahead of lime, and it normally takes about a half hour to
patrol all of the 250 apartments in North Village.

Larry Holmes, the assistant director of the UMass
Department of Public Safety aided Parent with the
planning of the patrol. Holmes said he thinks that 'a good
portion of the residents" at North Village are participating
in the crime watch patrol.

Holmes also said he believes the crime watch patrol isworking to diminish the crime rate at North Village.

supervising UMass' seven colleges and schools.
Allen came to UMass as an associate professor in the

SBA in 1965._Pripr to this position he taught at the Illinois
Institute of Technology, and Oregon State University.

In 1970, Allen left UMass to assume his first ad-
ministrative position as dean of the School of Management
at Syracuse University. He became provost at Nor-
theastern University in 1976, and returned to UMass in
1978 to serve as dean of the SBA.

Allen has delivered several lectures and published many
articles on the topics of business and law. He is a graduate
of the University of Chicago Law School, and co-author of
the book Introduction to Law: A Functional Approach. He

has also edited several scholarly journals.
AUen earned a Bachelor of Arts degree from Washington

and Jefferson CoUege, a Bachelor of Sciences degr^ in
economics and engineering from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and a Juris Doctorate from
Chicago. Allen has also studied at Carnegie-Mellon
University, and the Graduate School of Industrial
Administration.

John Conlon, a professor at UMass for over 20 years
wUl become the acting dean of the SBA in May. Conlon has
served as an assistant to the dean, and as associate dean.He has also assumed the acting dean's position twice prior
to this appointment.

'11

UMass
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

Barrie Tan, a resident of Malaysia and assistant
professor of analytical chemistry at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst has been ordered out of the
country before March 31 by U.S. Immigration authorities.

Tan, 28. said yesterday he received the deportation
order March 1. after his exchange visitors visa, issued in

1979. had expired. Tan said he expects to return to the

U.S. sometime this summer with immigrant status and
intends to make his home in America.

"I have lived outside of Malaysia for more than ten years

and have oecome accustomed to the Western way of life."
he said.

Up until this week. Tan was teaching one class in
analytical Chemistry and two accompanying lab sections.
Tan said his teaching responsibilities, which include in
structing 30 students, will be taken over by a graduate
chemistry student.

Tan was issued an exchange visitor's vi.sa when he came
to Alabama to do his post -doctorate work in analytical
chemistry at Auburn University in 1979. he said. The visa
was good for only three years and when Tan recently
attempted to apply for permanent residence, he found he
had done so too late, he said.

A three-stage process must now be completed by Tan

and the University, his sponsor, before he will be allowed
back into the country, he said.

The University must show the U.S. Labor Department
that Tan is the best qualified person for the job for whk:h
he is being sponsored and that American citizens have
been included in the interviewing process, he said.

"UMass does not want to lose me because there are very
many analytical chemists around," Tan said.

The university next must apply to the U.S. Immigration
Department on Tan's behalf. The department will then
check Tan's background for any criminal activity. Tan said.
He will finally have to undergo a physical examination, he
said.
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Space shuttle landing today

may be earlier than planned
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP) - Columbia's

astronauts gave their space shuttle an encouraging once-
over yesterday and prepared for today s landing at a
makeshift spaceport on the white sands of New Mexico
Landing set for shortly after noon, could come early to
dodge midday desert winds.

A NASA forecast early yesterday evening caUed for
decent weather conditions in the morning but becoming
windier and dustier after noon, mountain time. Landing is
scheduled for 12:27 p.m. MST - 2:27 p.m. EST.

"We maintain an option to come home early," said flight
director Harold Draughon. v^o is in charge of Columbia's
descent.

A NASA news release, issued at White Sands, said.

nli n -l!^' ^''"'^^y '^'^^ ^««<1 fo»- landing" and
predicted vis.bihty of 10 to 40 miles. But the release added-By noon blowing dust may reduce visibility to less thanseven miles m some areas. Mission rules require a seven-mUe visibihty mmimum for Columbia's landing."

A decision on an early descent to beat the wind could be
made comforUbly as late as six hours before landing.
Columbia also could extend its stay in orbit by up to three
days because of the weather; fuel, power and food are
plentiful.

Astronauts Jack R. Lousma and C. Gordon Fullerton
wUl guide Columbia onto the White Sands Missile Range's
Northrup Strip, a barren backup site hurriedly equipped to
receive the billion-doUar space plane.

Walking to tlie Library?

Instead of walking alone, why not
be escorted by the S.G.A Escort
Service!!

Leaving all areas every hour, from
7:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m., Sunday
through Thursday.

Wk«tdldh«pp»

DelhieNnce
SW'^Q J'

t IO»— 00*MAM r

' -«>Ji
?^

Wednesday March 31
7, 9, 11 at CC Aud

Sponsored by Sigma Phi Epsiion

Pitcher of Deer
for the Best Ton!

Time

Always
Q Friendly

Atmosph*r*

Amherst's Digg^st Little Dor

Open 1 1:00 AM - 1:00 AM Doily

37 N. Pleosont St.

Georgia teen slays mother,

was distressed over divorce

ROSSVILLE. Ga. — A 13-year-old boy who threatened
to commit suicide because his parents were getting a
divorce has been charged with murdering his mother, who
urged him to "kill me" instead, police said yesterday.

Stella Brown. 35. of Rossville, was slain Friday night in
the kitchen of her home, said Capt. LeBron Howell of the
Catoosa County sheriffs office. She was shot once in the
head with a .357-caliber pistol, he said.

"From what we can understand, the husband and wife
were in the process of getting a divorce." sheriffs in-
vestigator Mike Card said. "The son was very upset about
it

.
He was despondent

.

"

Card said the boy received psychiatric treatment at a
clinic twice during the past week.

"Friday night, he and the mother were alone at the
residence." Card said. "They were in the kitchen. He
pulled a gun out. put it to his head and said he was goine to
kill himself.

Israeli cabinet backs action

to quell West Bank rioting

JERUSALEM — The Israeli military command said
three Arab demonstrators were shot in the occupied West
Bank yesterday in the 10th straight day of anti-Israeli
violence.

Prime Minister Menachem Begin's Cabinet, meeting
yesterday, endorsed the tough response the government is
taking to the demonstrations. Israeli officials also said they
have proof the Palestine Liberation Organization was
plotting a major uprising for May.
An Israeli official was stoned in a village called Jaabed in

the Jenin area, 40 miles north of Jerusalem, and a soldier
wounded an Arab when he fired his rifle to break up the
demonstration, the military command said.
Two Arabs were wounded by Israeli gunfire -kra riot in

Thethe same village two hours later, the command said,
village was placed under curfew.

Begin's spokesman Uri Porat confirmed a newspaper
report saying that Israel had uncovered a plan by the PLO
to call a civil uprising in the West Bank of the Jordan, to be
combined with an Arab political offensive against Israel.
He refused to give details.

Porat said widespread disturbances were planned for
May, after Israel completes its April 25 evacuation of Sinai
as called for under the 1979 U.S. sponsored Camp David
peace accords between Israel and Egypt.

The timing purportedly would have ensured that Israel
would not be able to threaten to delay its pullback from
Sinai if the West were putting pressure on Begin to resolve
the West Bank issue.

Porat said the tipoff of the plan was the background to
Israel's decision to fire the mayors of Ramallah, Nabius and
El Bireh. who he claimed were closely associated with the
PLO. He said the action had precipitated the street
demonstrations and "flushed the mice out of their holes
before they were ready."
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NEIVDIRECT1C»1S
INECONOA4IC POLICY.
A controversial and dynamic forum designed
to probe the economic policies of the '80s and their
impact on the public welfare.

June 7-June 18, 1982
AUr«dC.Kalui
rormw OKHrman Cml Aeronautics
Board

Thomas Sowall
Author oi Knowledge ^njcf Dposiom

Paul W McCrackMi
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Harvard Un/versity
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George M<Bcm University

Tola Broi*n
Unlversilv ol Chicago

Experts agree that the United
States is at historic crossroads
in terms of its economic policy.
Confidence in government
intervention, the strategy which
has dominated the economic
scene for the past 40 years, has
clearlywaned as Reaganomics
pursues a hard-nosed course
of deregulation

Did the old policies really
tail? Will the new ones actually
work? These questions form the
crux of this two-week seminar
sponsored by the Department
of Economics at the University
of Hartford's Barney School
of Business and Public
Administration

In addition to the speakers
pictured, there will also be
lectures by Bruce Bartlett

(Reaganomics). D T Armentano
(Antitrust and Monopoly), and
other policy analysts Issues
such as deregulation, antitrust

policy, money and interest
rates, supply-side economics,
the gold standard, and social
security reform will be discussed
New Directions in

Economic Policy features
small group discussion sessions
led by resident and visiting

faculty. Afternoon and evenina
lectures will give attendants
the opportunity to hear and
question some of the foremost
policy analysts and critics in
the country

Enrollment is open to qualified
undergraduate and graduate
students for six academic credits
or on an audit basis. Interested
persons should reserve
pronptly, as class size is limited

THE BARNEY SCHOOL
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S^S" •'«™ fire ignites 2 balconies
Coilegian .^

By EDWARD L. BIRK
CoUegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police yesterday reported
that a fire occurred in Grayson dormitory of Orchard HUl
residential area on March 19. the Friday before spring

A table and a guitar were set afire on the seventh floor
Dalcony of Grayson sometime between 1:45 and 2:15 a m
and then thrown off the balcony, police said
While the guitar and table were falling to the ground,

sparks Ignited a stuffed chair on the third floor balcony
police said. -^ '

The Amherst Fire Department responded to the third

loT Tiilf
extinguished the smoldering chair, police

said UMass police said they have charged several suspects
in the case with maUcious destruction of property and that
the suspects are requesting a show-cause hearing at the
Hampshire County courthouse tochaUenge the charges

An unrelated fire on March 18 resulted from a burnintr
candle left unattended in a Crabtree dormitory room in the
Northeast Residential area. poUce said. The fire, occurring
between 4:45 and 5:08 p.m.. burned a bureau and desk
tops scorched floor tiles and a painted wall and damaged
an electric shaver and cloth bedspread, police said. Totaldamage was estimated at $500. $400 for the UMass
property and $100 for the electric shaver and bedspread
police said. *^

'

Police responded to a call from Physical Plant employeeswho notified them of a fire alarm, and found residents
extinguishing the fire with pressurized- water ex-
tinguishers.

In an unrelated incident. Kenneth C. Curran. 25 of
Pufton ViUage. Amherst, was arrested and charged with
disturbmg the peace on March 19 after police investigated
a call concerning a person throwing rocks and snowballs at
wmdows in Grayson dormitory, police said." "-—""•'"• v.. «jauii uuiiiutury. poucesaia.

Women's history collected at Smith
Bv MARILYN T.FMT7By MARILYN LENTZ
Collegian Correspondent

The Sophia Smith Collection, founded in 1942 and housed
in the Smith College Library, is the oldest and largest
existing women's history archive.
The Smith Collection houses over 3000 boxes of

documents concerning such women as Susan B. Anthony,
Clara Barton and Margaret Sanger, as well as the Ames,*
Garrison and Hale family papers. Additional primary
sources relate to suffrage and women's rights, the birth
control movement, education, industry and other topics.
The collection also includes 90.000 books and hundreds of

periodicals and photographs. Some of the material dates as
far back as 1790.

"Women's history is in bits and pieces and in a lot of
places," Eleanor Lewis, the collection's research historian
said. "We sort, examine and organize papers,
correspondence, writings, speeches and miscellaneous
things, most of which are donated to the collection by

women or their families."

Preservation is a major concern with older materials,
and historians attempt to combat the problem by using
acid-free papers and folders and by microfilming certain
materials, Lewis said.

Lewis said she hopes these concerns will be alleviated
when the Smith Collection is moved in December from its
current location in the basement mezzanine of the Neilson
Library to the Alumnae Gymnasium where the
manuscripts will be housed in closed, fireproof stacks with
temperature and humidity controls.

Mary-Elizabeth Murdock. Smith Collection director said
interested scholars are invited to utilize the collection,
whether they are working on a short paper, or on a
master's or doctoral dissertation. Murdock said many
scholars come to Smith to use the collection and staff
members answer inquiries from around the world.
Although the collection materials are not circulated, they
may be consulted from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

Fewer accidents, SAP says
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

The streets of Amherst haVe been safer since the
Amherst Police Speed and Alcohol Patrol (SAP) was
established last October, according to statistics recently
released by the Amherst Police Department.
The statistics show that. the number of accidents and

mjuries during SAP hours thus far in the 1981-1982
academic year have decreased by more than 50 percent
from the same period in the 1980-1981 year.

''We are getting compliance; people are not getting
behmd the wheel and driving drunk. There has also been
an increase in ridership on the late night weekend buses

"

said Amherst police chief Donald N. Maia.
Between the hours of 9 p.m. and 3 a.m. on Fridays and

Saturdays the number of vehicular accidents decreased
from 68 in 1980-1981 (October-February) to 33 in 1981-1982
(a decreased of 52 percent). Accidents with injury went
from 28 down to 10 (a decrease of 64 percent), and the
number of persons injured from 43 to 12 (a decrease of 72
percent). During the 1980-1981 period. 36 persons were

hospitalized due to accidents. That figure decreased to 7
this year.

"The idea of the program is to reduce accidents, not to
arrest people. The program (SAP) addresses the problem
in a positive fashion." Maia said.

Contrary to previous reports. SAP hours wiU not be
extended to try and zap the "happy-hour crowd."
According to Maia the "happy hour" time period (4-7 p.m.)
has not been high in traffic accidents. SAP hours are
extended during times that have proven to be high in
accidents and injuries, such as the weekend beginning
Spring Break.

Making arrests may not be the primary purpose of the
SAP team, but stoppin cars and making arrests does slow
speeders and take drunk drivers off of the road. Since SAP
was implemented last fall (through March 13). the team
has stopped 1407 motor vehicles. They gave 625 verbal
warnings. 96 written warnings, 661 speeding citations. 51
equipment citations, and 77 other citations. They have
arrested 41 people for driving under the influence of
alcohol, made 18 other arrests and taken seven people into
protective custody.

SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS
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of The CoUcqiAN.
If you SCE A STORy,
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Index Cards,
Note Pads & Spirals
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A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
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Comnwrc*

Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid
Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleasant Street
Amherst Mort-Fri 10-5:30 Sat 10-2 256-0710

Planning to go to

Law School?
Consider Hofstra University's

School of Law
Pre-Law Summer Institute

The Hofstra University School of Law will again offer

^,.^.'®,"V-!*f
Summer Institute for five weeks fromJune 1 to July 1 tor the weekday section (Tuesdays

LL TK^^Jf^^ ^""^ '°^ '^e evenino section (Mondays
and Thursdays except (or June f) and from May 29
S.II t^®^.^^

°' ^^ Saturday sections The Institute
will be of value to those already planning to attend
\aw school or those still undecided Taught by theHots ra Law School faculty the Inshtute seeks todevelop analytical skills and to introduce the student
to the law library and legal writing techniques These
are essential tools (or competent performance in law
school The Institute will be conducted in the samemanner as regular law school courses and will include
case and statutory analyses and research techniques

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
Appllcantt must have auccMsfully compMMt at

iM«t two year* of collaga. For hirtfm InfomiaNon
and appllcatton. call S16-56a-3«36 or wrH*
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IDBm®TIPS

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS
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100%

? FREE TUITION $

JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS
NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE

3 100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further Infor nation Contact:

Sgt. Richard O'Connor
586-4110
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37% laig«r
KODAK
Color Prints
at no extra cost

I Special Ffeebee saving* processed by Kodak
I Ask tor MAGNAPRINT35 Service by Kodak and
receive big 4 x Wnch KODAK Color Prints tor
ine some price as regulor prints

I Vtoull get o handy print woHet
bock with every order, too

I Hurry, this Freebee offer ends
Apr« 21, 1982

COIOR
PROCESSING

Open M-F9-5S« 1M
Located in the Campo* Centar

The School of Education
in conjunction with

The University Placement Service
and The Alumni Office
invite all students to attend an

Alumni Skills Bank Program
Tuesday evening, March 30th,

8:00 p.m.
Room 163, Campus Center

Theme: * 'Business/Governmental Opportunities for
Educators*' Panelists will include representatives from
Wang Laboratories, Chase Manhattan Bank, New York
State Division for Youth,and the Executive Office of
Human Services (Boston).

For more information contact:
Floyd Martin, University Placement Service (545-0224)
Jean Weber, School of Education (545-0133)

^UNIVERSITY 1
MmSTORE^ I
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FREE PERSONALIZING
Specify letiets (30 ma. i

GrB«o blue wftile yellow pmli
XS S M L XL - shirl oi panis
St?»e* ppd - 30 Oay money

back guarantee
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LOOKING
GOOD!

f

eon thefuture in style!
Weara CollegeRing with

diamondsfrom ArtCarved,
On campus now, exclusively with your

ArtCarved representative, is the beautiful and
very affordable Designer Diamond Collection.

Don't miss it! You can choose from
three exquisitely crafted styles, all set

with diamonds, in 10K or 14K gold.
(All styles are also available in the

.
elegant diamond-substitute Cubic ZIrconia).

Your successes speak for themselves.
Let your college ring speak for you,
and eloquently, for all the successful

years to come.

- Tonight -
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Drink specials:

SomBrero^s

VodliA/JuicE

95C

95C

Located Qt th* corner of

I
Rt. 9 6 University Dr. I

DATE:

Mar. 31, Apr. 1, 2

iMt 10 - 3 PM

OErOSiT REQumED MASTERCARD OR VISA ACCEPTED

^^ PLACE: Campus Center

^/UNIVERSITY
STORED

Newslines...

Polish songs are presented
Recent underground songs and poems from Poland wUl

Thn^rlir^^/". Tif^f!'
*"^ ^"«^"'*' ^^ « P'"- tonight inThompson 104 at the University of Massachusetts

The performance wUl be presented by Paul Oleska. anEnghsh graduate from Warsaw University, Poland, who is
currently studying and performing opera and musical
comedy m New York.

Tonight's performance, sponsored by the Slavic
Department, is free and open to the public.

Presentation on civility given
The Resource Network is scheduled to meet Wednesday

at 12 p.ni. in the Campus Center, rooms 811-815. Dr. Ralph
G.H. Siu's presentation "Civihty as Pith and Mask." will be
followed by a discussion.

Siu is the author of "The Tao of Science." "The Craft of
Power," "Transcending the Power Game," and "The
Master Manager." His visit to the University in March was
sponsored by the Year Toward CivUity. Office of the Vice
Chancellors for Student Affairs, Academic Support
bervices and Counseling and Career Development Ser-
vices.

NJ trooper pinned
in 1200 foot cave
LAFAYETTE. N.J. (AP) - A state trooper leading

Boy Scouts on a spelunking expedition in this Sussex
County community fell, becoming wedged in a chUly
narrow crevice, and rescue workers drUled gingerly
through the rocks yesterday trying to reach him.
Paramedics who reached the legs of 48-year-old

Scoutmaster Donald Weltner yesterday morning were
unable to detect any sign of life from the trooper
sergeant, who has been jammed in the Crooked Swamp
Cave since 3 p.m. Saturday.
Rescuers managed to pull on Weltner's legs, bringing

him to a more level position. When he first fell into the
crevice, his feet were above his head, said Warren Hall
northeast coordinator for the National Cave Rescue
Commission.

Originally, state trooper Col. Clinton Pagano had said
Weltner was trapped upside-down.

Elaine DeLuca. a registered nurse from Morristown
Memorial Hospital, said she spent an hour crawling
toward Weltner. and was able to reach as far as his
knees. She said she detected no pulse.
"He was cold, very cold." she said. "There's one area

you can stand in. but the rest of the way you have to
crawl on your back or belly. We were down there for
about an hour and a half, but you lose all track of time and
e\'erything."

SUMMER
BETTER
THAN
OTHERS

At RIT
Rochester Institute of Technology is the place
with an international reputation for excellence
Enjoy upstate New York's beautiful Finger

Lakes region while you share the RIT
experience in

Fine and Applied Arts
Graphic Arts and Photography
Science
Applied Science and Technology
Business
Continuing Education
General Studies

nnore than 200 courses to choose from plus
special seminars and workshops.

Write today for more information.
Summer at RIT Begins June 2.

Name

Address

City State Zip-

Rochester Institute of Technology
Summer Session
College of Continuing Education
PO Box 9887
Rochester. NY 14623
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El Salvador guerrillas disrupt voting
CAM CAl \TKT\r\Tt mi r._i • , • ^. ... *—

'

SAN SALVADOR. El Salvador (AP) - Attacks by
leftist guerrillas, including rooftop snipers, made voting
impossible yesterday in Usulutan. El Salvador's fourth-
largest city. But people turned out in large numbers
elsewhere, sometimes casting their ballots within blocks of
street gunbattles.

They were choosing a 60- member constituent assembly
empowered to rewrite the constitution and name a
provisional administration as a prelude to representative
government.

Residents and the army said at least 24 guerrillas were
killed in the capital, which resounded with street battles.
Much of the fighting was near voting stations.
Two bomb explosions were heard in San Salvador in the

late aftefrnoon. but their location and nature were not clear
immediately.

Other guerrilla attacks were reported at various points
around this small Central American nation, but some cities
were quiet, and a brass band entertained the voters of one
town.

Centrists on the U.S. -backed ruling junta said general
elections could be held in a year if they won. Leftists
boycotted the balloting, calling it a farce.
Junta President Jose Napoleon Duarte's centrist

Christian Democrats and the ultra-right Repubhcan
National Alliance of former Maj. Roberto d'Aubuisson

were the major contenders, with four other rightist parties
possible coalition members if neither main party wins a
majority.

The last elected government — a right-wing regime
chosen ui 1977 and headed by Gen. Carlos Humberto
Romero - was overthrown in October 1979 by moderate
military officers.

About 1.5 million people were eligible to vote, and of-
ficials said they would be encouraged by a turnout of
500.000 to 700.000.

A spokesman for the Central Elections Commission said
voting hours around the country were extended to 9 p.m.
EST due to the large turnout. Polls in areas without
electricity had been scheduled to close at 5 p.m. EST, and
in other areas at 7 p.m.

Election officials said some places ran short of ballots
due to the unexpected turnout. At La Libertad, 13 miles
southwest of the capital, eight of the 20 voting booths were
set up in another location because thousands of people kept
pressing forward, disrupting the process.

• In Ayutuxtepeque. a suburb of San Salvador, Chilean
television cameraman Carlos Ruz suffered a serious wound
in the neck when he and others were caught in a crossfire
co-workers said. He was hospitalized in the capital

attZ'^rr?
"" ?"" Z ^rt' "-^""^ *""«' '""" »'"-"« '» - 1200-foot long cave'aft;;
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an
group of Boy

TOGETINTO
SUMMER.

If you have at least

two years of college left,

you can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp thissummer and earn
approximately $600.

And ifyou qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2-

Year Program this fall and
receive up to $1,000 a year.

But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That's when you receive
an officer's commission.

So get your body in
shape (not to mention your
bank account).

Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.

^ ARMYROTC.
BEAUYOUCANBE.
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You're RcAdy For SPRING. . .But
Is YoiiR Car (Better yET, will it MAkE It ThRouqli Winter)??

ChEck OUT NORTHAMPTON For aU youR
AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS!!

(It's oNly 7 mIIes From Downtown AmIierst)

^^ SERVICE
Wherever you go . . .we're ready to serve you!

TIRE and
CAR SERVICE
SPECIALISTS

Coast to Coast .T.

We service
what we sell!

Electronic ignition
Tune-up

$23.00

$29 $36

'Tte'icancjrs Toyota

We M install new
resistor spark
plugs. ad|ust idle

speeo set timmg
test battery and
charging system
inspect lotor distribulo' cap

• PCV valve ignition cables ait Imet
cranKcase vent filter and vapor canister filter

Lube. Oil& filter

$6.66
WoST American <.a'S

and itgtii IrucHs plus

Daltun Toyota VV«
and Honda

Our automotive
pros will lubricate

your car s ct^assis '
drain old oil and
add up to live Quarts \
ot new oil plus install

J
a new Firestone oil i,

filter Call tor an
appointment

m>f^j iW^*

MP.

,:^.'^^^'

tso*^

Northampton ™p -«^«
143 King St. 086-4»4U

Tirccfonc

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
on revolving charge at Firestone store s

and many Firestone dealers

I
Mipimurn monfhlv paymcnl required

^ • Ml nnancc Charges rcfundid. when paid asa^jncd.
Firestone national credit card honored at more than 2,500 location*

We also honcMF:
• \ isa • MasterCard

• Diners Club • Carte Blanche
• American Kxprcss

NO CHARGE
^. FOR MOUNTING .

Firestone tire parcnase

GOODfYEAR
Colonial Auto & Tire Service
10% Student. Faculty & Staff Discount

(with I.D. vou will be issued a Discount Card )

Prices and credit plans shown are available at Firestone stores. See vour independent Firestone
dealers for their prices and credit plans. Service o/fers not available at starred locaUons.

027 King St. - Northampton 566-4564

SERVICE
& TIRES
ACME

AuTGworivE Center
220 King St., N'hampton 584-3710

Disc Broke special

S55.00
Alignment special

$12.95
Tune-Ups

Si 9.95 plus parts

Disk PfQifs
Reg. Price $88.00

with discount $79.00

Front End Ali9nm»nt
Reg. Price $19.00

with discount $13.00

Drum PrQk»s (4 wh^^k)
Reg. $88.00

with discount $65.00

Lub» 6 Oil ChQng»
with discount $6.00

162 Kino St., Nofthomoton 566-4020

BODY & FENDER REPAIRS
LARGE
TRUCK

REPAIRS I

REFINISHIN6

WM
whrelj

• IMPORT AUTO BODY SPECIALISTS
• EXPERT REFINISHING
• PPG GLASS REPLACEMENT
• ADVANCED FRAME STRAIGHTENER

N» Waiting
Driv»^n

S»rvl€»

WE HONOR ALL
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

DIVISION or CAHILLANE MOTORS
OODGI/AMC/RtNAUlT/JftP

SINC£ l»M
33 DAMON to. NOtTHAlNPTON

URTOwTng 584-8351

MASTER CHARGE

AWAPD

CAHILLANE
MOTORS OF NORTHAMPTON

ESTABLISHED IN 1934

ir SALES SERVICE PARTS

if DEPENDABLE USED CARS

if NEW CAR A TRUCK LEASING

it AWARD WINNING SERVICE OEPT.

• COMPLETE BODY SHOP

• CAR t TRUCK RENTALS

ViSA

Oodge* n AMC • fi JMp* ORBIAUIT

NOW GET MP TO 50 MP6?
WITH FRONT WHEEL DRIVE

34 HOUR TOWINQ
AND ROAD SIRVICE

584^351

COMPLETE AUTO DODY SHOP 375 SOUTH ST
. RTE. 10. NORTHAMPTON ^^ 584-3792
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Collegign 7

Bilateral freeze

of nuclear arms
is the first step
There' is a growing international movement to end the

nuclear arms race In Europe, hundreds of thousands
of people have taken to the streets to express theiropposition to the arms buildup in Europe. Despite whatthe American media may convey, the bas^ for thS

sen"W " " ' '"'" '''' ^""'^^'' "«^ -ti-America"

HI! iMfA^PASHElL. /^Dl'M
^5iR^pi5Sw

hiCJr GONG TO TAKE IT ANV'mORE.'
'

Richard McNeill

Letters —
PLO must recognize Israel
To the Editor:
The liberation of the Palestinian people is a desired goalThe question is - what shall be the means and ends of pro-

viding such change? The Palestine Liberation Organiza-
tion (PLO), considered to be the spokesperson of the
Palestinian people, makes the answer to this question
clear m its covenant which is binding to every member of
the organization. As to the means of liberation: Article 9)-
Armed struggle is the only way to liberate Palestine.

''

A^^i i^c.f'Ji'
1^^^ liberation of the Palestinian people:

Article 15): The hberation of Palestine... is a NationSduty
to repulse the Zionist imperialist invasion from the great

P^estiliT*"^
^""^ ^"^ ^"^^^ ^^^ ^'"""'^^ presence from

mfj!!^ ''^^^^T
^^^^'T>ts from the covenant make themeans and ends very clear to us. Armed struggle will beused as the means to destroy the Jewish state

As quoted by Mark Breslow of the New Jewish Agenda
(CoUegian, March 2, 1982): "we believe there will be no
peace m the Middle East without Arabs and Jews being
willing to listen to each other, and without negotiations
fading to compromise between the Palestinians and the
State of Israel." If one read the PLO convenant, one
would realize that according to the PLO there is no com-
promise between the State of Israel and the Arab people
TTie aim of the annihilation of the State of Israel and the
liberation" of all its territory eliminates any possible

solution borne of compromise. Israel cannot discuss the
terms of peace with an organization that calls for its very
destruction only through the mean^, of armed struggle.

If it is true that the PLO is the only spokesperson of the
PaJestmian people, then this is a sad situation indeed

m n^rl^"*^
''^^"^ ^^^ ^ compromise between Israel and the

PLO. This IS made very clear in the covenant. The PLO

C^ sua
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must see that this is not a battle between the oppressedand the oppressors. The Jewish state was established as a
refuge after 2000 years of persecution, as the home of a
landless people. -^

We believe that the solution of the Middle East cannot
be found without changing the "means and ends" of the
goal of the PLO as stated in the covenant. When the PLO
officially recognizes the State of Israel and peaceful co-
existence between the Arab and Jewish peoples, com-
promise can be reached, and there will be more channels
for peace.

Corri Gottesman
Deborah Levoy

Amy Sweet
Amherst

Let's hear both sides of story
To the Editor:

I hesitate to interupt the propaganda machine operated
by Jewish/Israeli sympathizers in this community but I
have watched its operation for over 12 years and I am
finally disgusted with its one-sided reporting and obvious
attitude of self-righteousness.

Regarding the most recent media blitz concerning an

rp"^"'r'^' rV^'"' ^' ^^^'' ^ ^"^ curious why noreporter has bothered to find out why the comment about
Hitler s mistake " was made. I was there, and the youngman was verbally harassed by the Concerned Jewish

Students outside the Campus Center Auditorium' Ardnow they want the University and this community to con-demn his statement? Now, I'm concerned.

The same "Concerned Students" that advocate
democratic representation then promote blatant anti-
semitic acts such as the comment made to the young man
by one of the members of the Concerned Jewish Students-
You (the Palestinian People) have no right to exist " The

member continued by quoting Golda Meir, "There are no
such people as the Palestinian people." This propaganda is
an insult to the intelligent people of the community.

And to the local media: stop insulting my intelligence!
Let s have both sides of the story and/or incident fromnow on.

Kathryn Bridges
Amherst

Senate vote contradicts students

To the Editor:
On March 10, the student senate overwhelmingly voted

Fund7sATF.V^ Tl^ i"
'^' ^^"^^"^ Activities TrustFund (SATF

) fee. On March 8 and 9. students voted down

si^'fi'cant."^
"' '"'"' """' ^""^= '^' ^^'•^" ^^

I know I can only speak for myself on this issue, but Ithmk this represents a rather obvious contradiction The
student senate, in theory at least, represents the student
body at this University. Students voted down an SATF in-
crease; the student senate voted in favor of an even lareer
increase. *

1, for one, protest. I don't believe the senate can justify
this action with any argument. When a senate elected by
the people fails to serve its duty of representing those peo
pie, the people are betrayed and the integrity of the senate
IS blemished. There is no room for either in a democratic
society.

Jack Merrill

Southwest

taken fhp? %''
k'^

disarmament movement has

^nfn. li
""

u^
^^^ ^^''^"^^ ^'•««^« Campaign. Thecampaign began here in Western Massachusetts and now

freeze on^lrte^r " ''.^"'" '' '^^' - ^iht^ra"rreeze on the testing, production and deployment ofnuclear weapons by the U.S. and the Soviet UnLT
'Everyone is aware of what the results of an unlimited
nuclear war would be. Few would profess the possibility of
survival of such a war. Today some nuclear warheads are
A500 times more powerful than the bombs dropped on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The North Atlantic Treaty
Organization alliance nations and France possess 3 150

warheadl^^
^^'' '^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ "^"''"' ^^"^ ^'^40

Indeed, the nuclear arms race is the ultimate absurdity.
Ihe U.S., the Soviet Union, and other nations expend
great portions of their resources on their nuclear arsenals
In the generation since WW II, the U.S. has spent $1 75
trillion on the arms race with the Soviet Union. At the
same time, any sane person hopes these costly in-
struments of destruction will never be used. , .

tf

Ultimately, nuclear weapons work against their tended
purpose of national security. Americans may have felt
secure when the U.S. alone possessed atomic weaponry
but now with the knowledge that at least six nations
possess nuclear weapons, Americans are more insecure
than ever. According to one estimate, by the year 2000
one hundred nations may possess nuclear weapons. Thus
the likelihood of a nuclear war occurring increases greatly
with time. - ^ ^

While a nuclear war would be the ultimate horror and
the greatest tragedy in the history of humanity, the con-
tinuation of the arms race without a nuclear war ever oc-
curring would also exact a very high price.

The economic effects alone should be convincing IfAmenca s strength rests on its economy, then the nucleararms race is definitely a drain on the nation's strengthOne need only compare the military budgets of Japan andWest Germany with that of the U.S. Then compareeadmg economic dictators. While there may be other fac-
tors one cannot deny the detrimental impact of the
military budget on the civilian economy.

The priority of the military budget over social spending
has become greater than ever under the ReaSn ad-
ministration. We, as students, are one of man/grouDswho have just begun to feel the effects of cutbacks in sociaJspending while military spending is increased at an un-
precedented level.

In a recent speech at UMass Michael Manley, former
Prime Minister of Jamaica, used the phrase "enlightened
self-mterest" in reference to America's efforts in
rebuilding war-torn nations after Worid War II. American
must undertake another program of "enlightened self-
interest. We must negotiate a bilateral nuclear freeze
with the Soviet Union as a first step.
Richard McNeill is a UMass student.

I
Letters Policy

I

Letters to the editor must be signed and
include the writer's address and telephone
number for verification. Please type
tripled spaced at 67 characters per line.
Because of the large volume of mail
received, unpublished letters cannot be
acknowledged or returned. Submissions
are subject to editing for claritv and
grammar. Letters longer than 30 lines mav
be condensed due to space limitations.
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Armour Star
RIB HALF

Veri-Best Pork Sale!
\ \

SIRLOIN HALF

BLADE
BONE
REMOVED
LITTLE WASTE
UP TO 7 LB. AVG.
WEIGHT

LEAN

Country Style

Spare Ribs

39
LB.

SUPER
>-. QUALITY;
'/ EXTRA

LEAN;
JP TO A 7 LB
AVG. WT.

Loin Roast

2^ LB. AVG.

Boneless
Pork Roast
$239

LOIN

Center Cut
Pork Roast

$179
LB.

LB.

LOIN

Center Cut
Pork Chops

$179
LB.

• FREEZER SPECIAL*
USDA CHOICE WHOLE
CUT TO YOUR ORDER

Tenderloins

3 - 4 LB.
AVG.

FLUFFY WHITE

River
Rice
32 OZ. BOX

Snack
Crackers

99^ 9 0Z.
PKG.

SWEET LIFE

Frozen Foods

Orange Juice

79*
I MRS. PAULS 4 CT

Fish

t FiUrts

12 02.
CAN

8 OZ.
PKG.

$1091

SEALTEST

Fudge Bars

$129
MRS. PAULS

Fish

12 CT.

9 OZ.
PKG.

S J09

Dairy CaseCOLUMBO-ALL NATURAL ^ ^^
HOOD NOFORM

ALL
FLAVORS

3.

Yogurt

99*
OZ. CUPS

[

FROM DENMARK

Havaiti with

Cheese °'^'-

REG PRICE *3"

$069
LB.2

Cottage Cheese

89*
STONED
IMPORTED FROM CANADA

wiieac 10 6OZ
Thins "^°

1-LB.

CONT.

89
— Fresh Produce —

FRESH TENDER
FLORIDA

Green
Beans 59 <:

EXCELLENT QUALITY

Florida
Tomatoes

LB.

59C
LB.

^B 29*
*1

LB.

LARGE SWEET

Spanish Onions
FLORIDA NEW _

Green Cabbage 4
FLORIDA FRESH ^i^

Artichokes 2
FRESH CUT ^^
Watermelons ^b. 25
CORTLAND i^ a ^ -***3 >- ^ 1 39

FOR 99*
C

Apples BAG

Save
Double
Stamps

61001
S&H
Green

Specials Valid:

March 29 - April 3

FINE FOODS
y 76 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst, Mass.

rf . 1 . .

Health & Beauty Aids

FLEX

Shampoo or
Conditioner

ALL
VARIETIES

$1991 16 OZ.
BTL

DRY IDEA

Roll-on DEOD.
WUNDRA

Hand Lotion
LISTERMINT CINNAMON

Mouthwash
REG. OR GEL.

1.5 OZ.
COMT.

$199

10 OZ. ft
BTL.

1

1 79

18 OZ.
BTL

Colgate 25«OFF
•-4 OZ. TUBE

$199

$1^291
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U2, Brute? Arts
m
Bowker Auditorium, UMass
Tuesday, March 16

By DAVID WILDMAN
Collegian Staff

It would be hard to imagine a more
satisfying show than the one put on by U2
on Tuesday, March 16 at Bowker
Auditorium. The young Irish band per-
formed songs from their two albums Boy
and October with honesty and vigor, and a
touch of Irish magic.
The eeriest, most wonderful sounds in

the world seemed to swell out The Edge's
guitar, whUe lead singer Bono bounced
around manically, screaming through the
silent parts of songs, having what appeared
to be the time of his life.

The band was able to successfully re-
create their polished studio sound, and
every song sounded even better live,
especially the soaring, highly spiritual
"Gloria" which they opened with, and a
beautiful, moody version of "The Ocean,"
with fog covering the stage and Bono
shining a searchlight on the audience.

After their fourth song, "Day Without
Me" from the Boy album. Bono addressed
the packed audience, which had crowded up
against the stage, giving the impression
that Bowker Auditorium was an intimate
club.

"We've been opening for the J. Geils
Band... (he was interrupted by a chorus of
boos)...so that we could play in large
arenas. We'd almost forgotten how nice it is

to be here."

Throughout the whole night the 21 -year-
old Bono bounced around manically, often
gleefully reaching out to the audience, his
puffy hair blown back by electric fans. The
whole band was visually striking, with bass
player Adam Clayton's flowing blond mop-
top hair, whUe The Edge barely touching
his magic guitar, looked grizzled and
distant.

But the real high point of the night, and
the theme of the concert came midway
through, in the song "Rejoice." It's a song
that cuts to the root of everyone, and
throughout U2's darker. Northern Ireland-
situation inspired material about hatred,
alienation, and fear, the idea that we can
always rejoice within ourselves is a con-
stant theme. Bono made sure that the effect
of this was not lost on the audience, con-
tinuously calUng for UMass to celebrate and
dance, and introducing The Edge's guiUr
soU) by shouting "Rejoice, Edge!"
Bono did on occasion slip into silliness.

But his radiant goodwill and magnetic stage
presence made it all convincing and suc-
cessful. He is a sUck performer, but a
performer with substance.
U2 also proved to be quite a democratic

band. Drummer Larry and bass player
Adam each had their own feature spot, and
played their parts superbly. In one
beautiful change of mood The Edge sat
down at the piano by himself and played the
song "October, " quietly watching his hands.

It was reflective of how much U2 felt
relaxed and welcome at UMass that for
their final two numbers they played both a
song they'd never performed before and a
song they'll never perfM-m again.
Coming back for a heavily demanded

second encore, they ran through a new
song. "Celebration." Then Bono announced
"Here's a song we learned in Texas," and
taking everyone by surprise, including
probably the members of the band, he
grabbed a guitar and launched them into a
totally irreverent version of NeiJ Young's
"Southern Man." But Bono didn't know the
words so he canvassed the audience for
volunteers to sing it.

All night U2 showed a wDlingness to
communicate with and to enjoy their
American audience. It's doubtful that they
will be able to do too many more shows in
places as small as Bowker Auditorium.
Tuesday night was a treat both for us and
for them.

^ _ <«ii*|f»«B photo fcr Terri BvllafMr*
Casey Cameron, one of four singers fo» Human Sexual Response, at

The Hangar One two Thursdays ago.

Humans arouse the }Ianj>vr
HUMAN SEXUAL RESPONSE
Hangar One
Thursday, March 18

By JULIE GEANAKAKIS
Collegian Staff

There was a whole lotta convulsing going
on at Hangar One a week ago last Thursday
as Human Sexual Response seized the
throng of punks, preps and unclassifiables
by their eardrums, giving them their own
special blend of vocal-range-roaming rock'
n' roll interspersed with erotica.

The Humans, a seven-member band
stationed in the Boston area have four focal
points — vocalists Dini Lamot, Casey
Cameron, Windle Davis and Larry Bangor.
It's fortunate that concert goers have but
two eyes to watch the Human's four sets of
physical gyrations.

For openers, the Humans titillated the
audience with the spasmodic dance number
"Cool Jerk." they then worked their way
through "Land Of The Glass Pine Cones"
and into the climactic tune "What Does Sex
Mean To Me?" Later, Bangor introduced us
to "Jackie Onassis," a tune he says is
"playmg on the whole public image
mystique, the Enquirer mentality." The
Humans did two encores, "The Butt F-k
Polka" and "Hanky Panky," answering the
appreciative response from the crowd on
the dance floor. Do they enjoy the college
circuit? "I like colleges better then clubs"
said Dini Lamot. Bangor added. "Most of
our radio play is from college stations." And
with two encores and the central core of
groupies that awaited their appearance it
was evident that The Human Sexual
Response stimuli caused audience arousal.

An evening with tlie legendary

MILES
DAVIS
This Sat.

April 3, 1982

ON SALE NOW!
Students 8.50, 9.00

Gen. Pub. 10.00, 10.50

FAC Box Office

Tickets Unltd UMass
For the Record (Faces)

Tic:<etron

FINE ARTS CENTER • UMASS
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Monday
xat-S:

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE
MEETING - Help desperately needed for
April 15 FAST — anyone interested in
working toward solving the problem of
world hunger is welcome. 4-5:30 p.m. 428
Student Union.

Tuesday

BENEFIT POETRY READING - A
poetry reading to benefit the Daycare

Center at Hampshire College wUl be given/

bLv r77 'f^^' ^"'^ Goldenfohn!'
Barry Goldensohn. and several Hampshire

sefved%'i)"^'"'
P^'- «-fr-«hments

served. 7:30 p.m. at the Jones Library
Donation $2.00. ,

'"rary.

^^?r^ u o ^^^ ALLIANCE MEETING- Ihe P.G.A. wUl be discussing political
and social events scheduled for this
semester. A Gay May Day and March are
being planned. Room 902 Campus Center.
o:00p.m.

TELL ME A HIDDLE - A film which
portrays what it is to be elderly, to be
Jewish to be a woman. Sponsored by
Hillel. Campus Center Room 174-76 800

54r25^6^
^"'^^^'^ information call Shana at

Wednesday
:«:::::^:

REEFER MADNESS - Reefer Madness
and W.C. Fields together to celebrate
^P"J'S-^P<''^^ored by the CoUegiate Flying
Club. Mahar Auditorium, 7, 9. and 11 p.m.

r--

'^

presents. . .

y^ The New England
r;^rMhh\^fi^^ Collegiate

Radio Conference
April 17th & 18th

meet representatives from over 70 collegiate radio
stations and experience the inside workings of the

I
more progressive media r * u .4- nu

"-s^^.,-^.,-^^-^..^^^^.,^....^^,..^^.^"^^ Contact Heidi Christensen

$3.00 Registration I
at 545-2425

AQ r-n D .
J
^P°"S°^ed in part by UMass Arts Council

VO.OU BanCjUGt dinner/ student Government Association,

(optional RSVP April 1st) ' Dean of students

^ /\

$2.00 off

of list price

ens
J«« t^^ T(^

also available

at the

Mini-Store

V

New
Assortment

Just Arrived

Located in the Campus Center

ftjUmVERSlTYmSTORED
Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

SOUTH AFRICA FILMS - The Commuter
CoUective presents "South Africa Belongs
To Us and "You've Struck A Rock" - two
films- from South Africa examining the roles
women have played in the South African
Liberation Movement. Commuter Lounge
216 Student Union, 8:00 p.m.

PIPPIN - The UMass Music Theatre Guild
IS presentmg the musical comedy. "Pippin"
m Bowker Auditorium. Tickets on sale at
the box office or call 545-0783. April 1 2 3
and 8.9, 10 at 8:00 p.m.

THE PATTERSON HOUSE THURSDAY
NIGHT SERIES - This week's pro^t^
wUl feature the film. "Black History: Lst.
Molen. or Strayed." Narrated by Bill
Cosby. The University Community is in-
vited to attend. Refreshments will be
served. Patterson House Main Lounge, 8:00
p.m.

.:<•::. '::-.':

Friday
^:

COUPLE ENRICHMENT WORKSHOP -
fr!" ? J ^^^^y ^'" facilitate this lastfree workshop of the semester. For moremformation or to enroll call UCF 545-2661

SfnJ rr'r'^^^'
^P''" 1- ^t 5:00 p.m. 428Student Union. 9:30-4:30 p.m.

8 BALL
Billiards

— PocketTOURNAMENT
Tournament. $2.00 registration

fee: register Saturday between 12pm ingames room. Format to be decided by
enrollment. Campus Center Games Room
Saturday and Sunday. 1-6 p.m

Sunday

Thursday

PEACEMAKERS' DISCUSSION - Toni
Liversage. a leader in the Danish peace
movement, will speak about her experience
with interested students. Sponsored by
UMass Peacemakers - brown baggers
welcome. Campus Center 905-909 1130-
1:15 p.m.

MOVIE "NO NUKES" - Spanish Club of
UMass presents "No Nukes." Featured
artists Bruce Springsteen, Carly Simon.
James Taylor, Jackson Browne and CSN
Also an ADDED sound system. Admission
$1.25. SUB 7, 9. and 11 p.m.

LECTURE ON SCIENTIFIC
CREATIONISM - Duane Gish! Assistant
Du-ector of the Creation Research
Association wiU lecture on Creation vs
Lvolution. A question and answer period
will follow lecture. Mahar Auditorium.

VARIED VOICES OF JEWISH
MOTHERS - Brunch and discussfon
sponsored by Hillel. Panel presenting three
varied perspectives of mothering by Jewish
women: orthodoxy, feminism, and inter-
taith child rearing. Commonwealth Room,
Student Union, 11:00 Brunch (small fee);
11:45 Program and discussion (free). For
further information caU Shana Margolin at
545-2526.

THIS
WEEKS

SaW*

Vft!«?t!SS*

1.56
Reg
2.06

«flS^*

nditior
condition
HAMPO:

$1.89

"wanwj

SO%l

>^f^f^n'i,H

condition'
Shampoo

o^^conditioriH
Instant After Shannpoc

Treatment

Good News
6 pack

1.29
Reg 2. 11

K)

t2-H0UR
RELIEF

&KkA\

Contac
10 capsules

1.39
Reg 3.04

(.o<"s< )n Drier

1.09 Reg 1.92

Colgate Gel
1.49
Reg 2.27

Dry Idea 1.5 oz

Colgate^??^
DRY IDEA

nmiVERSTTY
STORED

Located in the Campus Center Open
M-F 9-5
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Open 24 Hours

'White Gem' Whole

Chickens
2¥2-3 lbs

.Collegian ii

7 am Moil, thru Sat. Ml«fnj^-A
Had!ey:Amherst and Pitlslield stores

»^<»t« 1111011110

Not just government in-
spected but Grade A.
Fresh, meaty and delic-
ious. And at a sensational-
ly low price!

•WhiteGem' Chicken Split ^v. 3 bs ,^55*
;WhiteGem; ChickenLegQuarters S .49*
JJuteGem'Chicken BreastWhole .1.19
wniteGem' Chicken Legs chcken wngs 59c b ,^59*
Fresh Chicken Livers, Hearts ° G'^^^ .59'

Perdue f
Chickens
.Whole 2V2-3 pounds
Special low price on Frank Perdue 's
famous ctiicken from Maryland! |||

PerdueChickenSpUt """ ^65
PerdueChickenBreastWhole .^1.29
PerdueChicken Leffs •^<^c'":t^'«i-v..Mtt. .^tq*
Swift Premfaun

^^ '"'''

ButterballTui^eys ':f:^'.jS9*

FifeshTurkeys <^»Poun« jQQf
ButterballTurk^r Breast "f-o^^'. ,a.39

DOUBLEMFG.COUPONlAMConn.&West. Mass. Stores
Last Week for Double Mfg. Coupons!

Offer ends Saturday, April 3, 1982

Film Developing Sale!

Color
PrintsColor Prints from 110.

128 or 135 only.
I( only one picture on
your roll turns out. you
pay only 15« no e« per
Ira charge tor process J,;_,
ipg Itie wtwle roll! Re P»'ni
prints 19* ea 15

SELF-SERVICE DELI SPECIALS

ExtraMild
FranksOA«
or Hot Dogs ^^^P^'^P
Stop & Shop 11b pkg .^^F^^

Meat 1 lb. pkg
Bologna £%g%^
stop & Shop ^<fl^«fl
Sliced

. . . ^7^7

BeefBottom
Rcmnd
Roast
Rump Roast BeefRound
BeefEyeRound Roast .^2.49
BottomRoimdSteak Beef ,b2. 19
CubeSteakBeefRound ,b2.59

USDA
CHOICE

up to 5 lbs lb

.bl,99

Sunshine
Crackers ^JCfe^Regular or Unsalted
16ounce package .

^ _> Star-Kist chunk Light
starKLst^ Tuna ^> m^<^

in oil or water
BV? ounce can

FRESH PRODUCE VALUES

Cheese
Stop & Shop 18o2 139

Maid Rite
VealSteak

159
SAVEON SEAFOOD!

Plain or Breaded
Chopped & Cubed 1 lb pkg

Fresh
Cod Scrod
Fillets 199
Ocean-fresh, delicious! ^L >*>

Fresh Pacific
Rock Cod
Fillets A59
Bake, broil or fry. ^^^

Cod Steak
Pier12 179
Frozen ^^ n,

CookedFish
Cakes 129

Pick what's perfect for you

!

Tender, green spears with delicate
' flavor. Delicious hot or in salad,

low in calories, too. Enjoy them
now. The season's short!

lb

Fresh California

^spaiagus

99
Grapefruit

Fresh Crisp Florida

Iceberg
iettuce59°
^ So nutritious, low in calories, heao^^^^ ^•^^

A C&C Cola Reg:
W or Diet OO'

2 Liter bottle-
*""

Plus Conn. DeposTf

if" -^ Jell-O Dessert
IjFitC Gelatin O ^1
mp^^^ Assorted Flavors ^^B for B
^^-""'^ Sounceoackaae ^^^ iflB

Indian River
Red or White

Size 36—Size 32

Pillsbury Phis
Cake Mix 'TIS
Assorted Flavors
18 V2 ounce package

_, iet Print^ Towels f$0'i»»«T5 2 ply sheet
"*'^'*"-

125sheetroll

EnglishCukes : f°°' ^°'^p: ,.79'

LargeTomatoes ... .'?
.s'*?ing ^59*

FreshAlfalfaSprouts ..\°f?^^,.49'

WaldenFarmsDressing
.
.'^? ??. .^ '1

DELECTABLE BUYS FROM THE STOP & SHOP CORNER DELL

Cottage Breakston

Cheese
JftCfe^Low Fat or Small Curd

16ouncecup

lUfftrUe

Fleischmann*s
MargarinejP^^'

1 V? lb. pkg
Stop & Shop Frozen

Hostess
49

Norwestem
ijTurkeyBreast

Save
$1 lb

»V«I1 ABU AT SIOHtS WltM StRVICt Of IIS

White's Brand

Corn Oil, RegorClnsalted
11b pkg. .quarters

Beef
or White s Meat
Bologna 1 591b

Bologna
179

lb

15oz. pkg ot10,

Colgate
STOP* SHOP GROCEBV COUPON 0,7ff ]

STOP. SHOP DA,Rr COUPON
| g f | £ '

> ,u- » .HOP UHOCfHY COUPON gj

I Save 25*
| | '3.00 OFF

Real Sharo Cheddar On » Rf>n»'>i r.f o

I

GreeixGiant

I

_. ^Vt M I Real Sharp Cheddar
Toothpaste srim^^irdj^ui;^? iS S

R^. 5oztube
^•cnMiRtmSun Md' n-tawj»tn3 i|htfi6!V«>'.<

^ZmZZm^^ I or Imported Jarlsburtf || | J^*^
^^MJM Wr RamloiiiWriKhl l'k»( stop & Shop j" " StOl
SH^L^H^^I I

j

WMh this coupon Good Sun M«' ?a fSauS I ' A>'r> 'h.s ujuiui

«^^P^^^^ , A& S»i *P' 3 l.imiTo(i«pf'Cu»lom«r IZQ |BMHa •; ^J>l Ap<j(/ i.,n

On a Rental of a
Carpet Magic
Steam Machine

' Good Sijo M«' ^8

t ,r. ffi owfcjBi reas, r^ioiei uorn o

^^!!^-'jj Mixed, Poly Bag, 16oz bag

Breyers
Ice Cream
Assorted Flavors
Half Gallon carton 229

'th

ill
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Sc^'JfE

The
(iarrcrt\\ad(.

b<K)kof

'vv^oodworkini

Tools

Karl
Marx

6.98
List 16 95
Karl Marx
by Raddatz

NOW
AVAILABLE
Exercisers and
Accessories

jchgHpul

.^sk
"•w» **a

The Complete (iiiiik to

Illustration

n
IcchiikiiKS uikI nuttcruls

*

A
Woodworking

Tools
by

Chinn £f Sainsburg'

9.98 .

list 17 50

' 'mm HI iil"i ^|^l~i

/

Illustration and Design

12.98
_J

\y

ShcycUf.|Jork cimcs

New England

Heritage

Cookbook

(The New York Times|
Mew England

Heritage
Cookbook

by Jean Hewitt

Jeanhc-vvit

INI
(lOi RMi:r

( |||\I:sI:
l«•l (.lowi

( ()()KIMK)K
.^

Cuts of Cloth

Cuts of Cloth

1.98
list 6 95

The Gourmet
Chinese
Regional
Cookbook

Located on Sale Tables

in the Tradebook Area

Quantities Limited

Hundreds of other Sale Titles

to choose from

K'lUl^ hiiiic^o

>l«>(iM-l*mil

V\IITHK

9.98
Being b Noth-ngness

by Sartre

Located in the Campus Center '-

^/UNIVERSITY „ „

Located in our Sporting Goods Department
Also available: Racquetball, Tennis, Squash, Swimming,
Fnsbees, Darts, Basketballs, Footballs, Baseball, Table Tennis,
Golfballs, Headbands, Wristbands

Open
9-5 M-F
11-4 Sat

^m

UNIVERSITY
STORED

*??*
^

the Limit
New HP-IL System
Demonstration

March 31. 1982 10 am - 2 pm
rd's New HP-IL

(Interface Loop) Products

Demonstration by Hewlett Paxk.. j- »
Demonstration located at th.r 1 ' "'P'^entative

Located in the Campus Cemer
'^"'"""'°' Counter

Open M-F 9-5

11-4

^^,UNIVERSITY
mSTORE-^

Monday, March 29, 1982.

DOONESBURY Collegian 13

by Garry Tnideau c

\^ 007(5 OFF
• TDTm/5-
° LANDS, BP..

\

HAVBA600P
RSSr.SIR..

GOSHKNOUiS
YOUDescRva

f ONF/

w ROSSWORD
TKyNOTTD

LerrmcRtsis
iNcmrRAL
AMGtlCAPlB
UHiLerneoNB
> \

DONTUCRKf,
SIR. UB'LL

miHB
OKUMS.

/

/NFACr.TONIG^UPRE
CALUHH/^EMBlGeNCf
i^'^^rmoFTNBseNAjB
fOnejoN iietArioNs oomm/t-
TB£W6IVeTHBMANJJmi.
NICARA6UAN5UPBSHOW'

MOIDONTO THfSBmER
YOUR POPCORN, Beeoop.
GemieM5Ni 6et4£RAL.

Ullcd by Mwfarei Farrar aad Tnitf« JafTe

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

DE-E? in THEDP^R.*^ PtCESbESJ
OF WHlT nioftt THERE:. IS

by M. Joyce

Bvot>\rVi ui-n^oax Q^tsrioH

lS^> ^°^'*t ^E£^ wu>p?to

THE UMASS ZONE

Koo
LOO
Ku
Ku

COOD^OVjW^C&ooooSy"
~li

To 77/f G/^EAT

OtJtK TOPIC fflW. r»OAY IS £H
COLLBGE NeviSPAKRS, s'o

'

Wf THOUGHr ME'O VISIT EH.
The UMASS bAHy COLiiCIAN

by Mark Rollins

\AWy OOON.EH, HES LYJ^TJ)

"~I
I
(MOSEHEAO H£A£~Jr^
\\J-UJT JEALOUi FAJ7

let's havc a co^jkc \
Qf COLOFROSTy (M£S.)

WHAT HAPPENED?

WlWt i»H, kilo nui Wf /t«<« /. ^-W-
'^•^'f

W-*/** '!

tW (foy'n Ufa, l»f-M\Ji.\\ ^^"'^ >^ •- ^* /».»

V'i ^'oA' N^ HuM^ w;, /« ^ Ki3kU/4ii?^

by Ethyl Octane

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSFTTS AT AMHFRST

An Invitation to Dance

ALVIN
AILEY

AMFJ<IC/\N I V\NC1 THFAn.R

Tuesday,
April 6

Wednesday,
April 7

8 PM

FREE COCKTAIL PARTY(April 6 or 7, 6:00-71 5pm)
tor the first 350 tickets presented the night of the show

JOEY D'S/ 351 Northampton Rd. Amherst

Box Office: Noon to 4PM, M -F(413)545-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

_,-,.-=>—, TILTH y PIKTV c=?r<_

JrlSTlIIFin ^^ f ">e Q««^iN Auto &cjy t, Glass Work
^Sfe'""'^^^ (fj ^

' 'a'
~ •"^"^"''^-^

' r

'

. . I
.

. .

.

L^v\ ^' '^"•••< '• ' • ...J (\

i/ili'I*-''»«V ;
unibody repairs refinishing,|

plastic parts weldingAUTOi . -^ . ^1.
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ACROSS
1 Bird of comic
lame

5 Capital of

Morocco
10 Oo«s, old style
14 Nickname lor a

child

15 Home
16 Glimmer
17 Adenauer, known

as Per
18 O NeiHs Ah.

20 It 'shines in a

naughty world'
22 The Good
23 Housewife's pride
24 Afrikaans

26 Lamours symbol
29 One of the

Churchills

33 Gooff to

GretQji Green
34 Companionable.

London-style
35 First name in

Norway
36 Selects
37 Straight edge
38 American

architect

39 Japanese apncot
40 a need
41 Kalfeekiatch

treat

42 Stove of a kind
44 Western locale

45 Symbolic birds

46 -eye

47 Figure of speech
SO Relating to the

structure of

organisms
54 She
57 Congo river

forming the
Ulbangi

58 American author
59 Espouse
60 Crake
61 Vocal Sound
62 Impish

63 Office copy Abbr

DOWN
1 Special social

affair

2 Port on E coast
of Hawaii

3 Wised up. Slang
4 Tears

5 Pickmeup
ingredient

6 Irish

Rose

"

7 Intrepid

8 Total

9 Letter
10 Portugal coin.

Var
11 River to the

Baltic

12 Try

13 Red flannel,

perhaps''

19 Slender
21 Mound
24 College in

Maine
25 Loner
26 Position of

balls in pool
27 Cottonwood tree
26 Famous

lexicographer

29 Banter
30 Truck, in Britain

31 Wise Greek
32 Stereotype male
34 Muslins
37 Watercourse
38 Outlines
40 Not so many
41 Firm
43 Fictional

shepherdess
44 Song on the

high seas
46 Suddenly gives

way
47 Outof fashion

ruler

48 Wrinkle

49 Poet talk lor

unlolds
60 Name meaning

a burden
51 Kindof loal

52 Pelvic bones
53 Scot's cousin
55 Existed

56 Scheherazade s

home
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WEATHER
Mass.. R.L. Conn. —

Partly cloudy today. Highs
from the mid 40s to the mid
50s. Clear tonight. Lows
from the mid 20s to the mid
30s. Mostly sunny
tomorrow. Highs in the 50s
and low 60s, but cooler
along the coast in the
afternoon.

lIjnch

Chicken a la King/Biscuit
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH

Grilled Cheese on
Sprouted Wheat

Chicken a la King/Biscuit

DINNER

Chopped Beefsteak
Special

Greek Style Skillet

Baked Ham/Raisin Sauce

BASICS DINNER

Fried Clams/Tartar Sauce
Greek Style Skillet

CABL5/vTdIO~],
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

Monday

10:30 - 11:15 Blondie - Her Eat to the
Beat Congert

11:1.5 - 12:.30 Rockworld - Assorted
Rrick and Roll Video

12:30 - 1:30 Reefer Madness - The
Truth About the Mari-
juanna Menace

1:30 - 2:00 Nam June Paik - Video
Artist Extraordinaire
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Come and celebrate the great
bicycle race

^

m.

/'

lor ck fiSte

in the Bluewall on
April 14th!

Try our French cuisine
and taste our wines.

Quickie Lunch
Coffee Shop

I

Monday, March 29, 1982

ATTENTION: FUNDRAISERS
Bring your club, association, league, coalition, federation
union, fraternity, sorority, troop, team or group to the Top of
the Campus Restaurant for dinner

1)

^-

and

Receive a donation
to your organization's treasury

equal to 10% of the total
food bill for the evening.

An Example:

Total Appetizer sales
. . .$150.00

Total Entree sales $600.00
Total Dessert sales. . . $100.00

TOTAL $850.00

Receive a check for: $85

TOC ReatauronI
llnn<rr,lly of Matutchutrllt
Murray D Limnin ( ompun Crnlrr
Amhrrii. MA

No 99

Mrrno

'^"
K""' Or^aniiatmn

Fighly flur DoUan
Oortotion

Tim LiHKh

For Reservations or a sample menu DlPa.;p r^U Ti,>, i

e:"^9 or '°r' •'^^l-P- «'-"-^ aT'5%9.^6"c^'oext bjy. Offer applies to Dinner only.

Hatch

Kluenall Cdfeleria

Campus Center Food Service
7 ways lo enjoy . . . why go anywhere else?

T.O.C Kestaurant

^ Louiiqc

Caterinq Dept.

BlucHall Bar

I

i¥

f

ft
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A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

AUDIO

Great Sound For Less! Experienced DJs
will play your favorite tunes: Rock Disco
Oldies. Call Steve 549-5845 or' Roaer
253-7125 ^

Good seats still left. Call 253-7243

Arts Division

LOST
SKI EQUIPMENT

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 197^ six cylinder
good condition, ha^^M^ssette deck $790
Honda Civic sedan 1200 cc 5ok excelent
condition '79 call after 5 584-4309

VW Squareback good body^^ great
mechanically, new Michelen radials super
mpg 665-3447 '

71 Ford Wagon 6 cyl. automatic, good on
gas, very dependable, $600 or BO 665-3447
5% of selling price to anyone that will
help sell my car. For information call
5469465

FOR SURE!!!!

Alpha Epsilon Pi has arTJvedmTT^l^n
more about the ultimate living, learning,

Rpm»mh'^ .

%^^:'^"^^ 9'^^ "s a can.Remember!! Tell a friend, tell your

HAb AHRIVED! Give us a call at 546-1117
and ask for Jeff. Do it today!

Lost antique diamond ring sentimental
value somewhere between Southwest and
CC, Reward 6-8193 or 6-8206

PERSONALS
Hilary of Biochem - You may be an island
on the distant horizon but the little I see
looks like heaven to mej_norvjnir admirer
Jack McHappy McBirthday McCurtirTti
IVIcLove, P.P. (or F.)

FOUND
Found Saturday Feb 26 or IVlarch 6 in
store in Amherst gold bracelet braided If

•^^
s yours, call Jim R. at 5-0056 during the

GUITARISTS

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar IVIagic 546-6684

BETTER AUDIO EQUIPMENT
I take the time to get the most music for
your money - Audio Consultants - 549-0720

EMT'S FIRE & FIRST AID UNIT

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for

54666M^^'
delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED

in

April Events, Spring Concert, & Elections
- Meeting 3/29 @ 10 PM - 407N Morrill

ENTERTAINMENT
Pair of tickets to Asia at the Orpheum
Ir^^^^r: ^'" ^^^^^ ^°^ ONE ticket for theDEAD, Saturday night in Hartford - or will
buy ticket David 549-1869 - evenings after

FOR RENT

N. Amherst house one bedrm avail with
fall option $130 -(- 549-2613

FOR SALE

Personal used albums for sale: Jazz,
Blues, and Rock. Call 586-9004 ask for Jon

Counselors ^ Private coed camp ir

Berkshires has openings for head and assis-
tant instructors in: Archery, Arts & Crafts
Gymnastics, Dance/Movement/ShovJ
Choreography, Radio Station (AM)
Dramatics, Sailing, Puppetry, Tennis, Head
Waterfront Pool (WSI), Swimming Ir^struc-
tors (WSI), Waterskiing, Tripp-
ing/Backpacking, Model Rocketry, Musical
Director/ Piano Accompanist. Also needed:
Nurse RN/LPN), General Bunk Counselors
(males

, and Unit Leaders. Good salries
-friendly atmosphere. Contact: Dr Paul
Krouner - Camp Schodack 268 Mason Ter-

o^®^cn^'^°J''^''"^' Massachusetts 02146
277-7600, days 9-5

Part time worker needed only yearround
workers please apply no selling 247-5801

WZZZ Mandatory General Meetinq
Monday March 29 7 :30all must attend .

Governors Program Council invites you
to ari Apnl Fools Day party with Howard
Cosell & Walter Cronkite. . .or is it impres-
sionist David Frye? Thurs April ist CCA
Happy Birthday to our loveable room-
mate, Laurie. Have a great day" Vicki
Derek, and Cathy

Susan Anderson: You looked great in the
Collegian. Can't wait to see you in
"Pippin"!

Hagen 200 cm racing cut skis New
never used, price negotiable. Call 549-5616
E^llent buy. Call now - will sell quickly

_SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION
Masterbedroom fits two - N.Wood Aots
ask for Paul 665-7523 after 5

THANK YOU

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Amherst Resource Center extends warn
appreciation to Panhellenic Council for their
help in the sucess of Great Groeryi
Giveaway '

TO SUBLET

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
5-0392. 584-7924

^

ROOM WANTED
Female looking for room in apt. (Puffton
area) call 546-5966 or 546-4441

ROOMMATE WANTED

Summer sublet w/fall option 1 bdrm in 2
bdrm apt call Helene 256-0659

Brandywine summer sublet 2 br poss fai
option 549-4122

Summer sublet w/fall option Squire
Village 665-2963

One bedroom apartment June 1 fall op
tion 280 includes everything 256-019 1

Amherst Center Apt June 1 w/fall option
$280 negotiable inc everything 253-5166
Summer North Amherst, 2 bdrm on bus
rte. pool, AC. 549-5416

WANTED
Housemate to take 5th bedroom in our
North Amherst house. Available im-
mediately. Located across the street from
Townehouse Apts. Summer & Fall?? Call
549-4118

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/ UMass Performing

One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

Looking for friendly and politically
aware person to share Northampton
apartment call 586-9004, ask for Jon or
Chowder

WANTED TO BUY

SERVICES

Professional Research, Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Research,
#600-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago. IL 60605
Typesetting, layout & pasteup for
resumes etc, quick service, reasonable
prices, call 546-9623

Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith'
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
Help! Two or three women need apartmen'
for fall call 546-7186

WRITING SERVICES

Writing Help: Professional writers
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble Pi
assist in any writing project. Amh
Writers, Inc. 253-7764

The UMass Music Theater Guild

now presents the "magic" of

PIPPIN
a DIFFERENT kind of musical - comedy

#

April 1, 2, 3 and 8, 9, 10
m'

< oMrnian photo by Krvin J. Karhrlli

HELLO DOWN THERE! — A high-climbing University of
Massachusetts resident makes the most of last week's good
weather by checking out the flora and fauna of the campus.

Tickets on sale NOW at

Bowker Box Office (545-0783)

or stop by the table

on the concourse
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Weight training class not just for big muscles
NANCY PARKS _

•^ €^ ^^^
By NANCY PARKS
Collegian Staff

Having an interest in the development of
the human body and helping people to learn
certain things about the body seemed the
perfect combination for Scott Geller to
decide to teach a weight training and
conditioning class, at the University of
Massachusetts.

^
"I Uke to work with people." said GeUer.

EspeciaUy things like that (weight
training), that people are in the dark
about."

Geller is a senior business major who
started training (lifting weights) in high
school for the track team. His attitude at
fir^t was one of disUke - he only did it to
gjet in shape But after keeping it up. it (andthe muscles) grew on him and he started toenjoy it.

"I enjoy teaching weight training and,
ney. if you do something you enjoy, and you
get something out of it, it's a good deal."

Gellers class in the UMass program is
non-coed women's weight training and
conditioning. He actually prefers working
with women over men because they are in it

for personal reasons.
"Most women who get into it are there

for personal reasons and they're truly
interested in learning. Whereas, guys are
doing it to look tough. They have their own
ideas about what they are doing so you can't
tell them anything."
"A lot. of the times, guys come with

friends and they think they know it all; they
all have ideas about how to lift weights.

'

Geller feels a lot of guys lift weights
wronjj. They handle too much weight and
don't do enough repetitions. But they feel
that if they got good doing it their way they
are going to keep doing it that way because
they can handle more weight.

''You have to have an open mind," said
Geller. "\ ou have to take advice."

s

When Geller himself started to lift he
worked out like most other people: he just
went through the motions. Most of what he
was domg was wrong. But as he got in-
terested, he started to read books about the
sport. (He is now a lifetime devoted Arnold
Schwarzenegger fan!). He also started to
talk to people who gave him some good
Ideas about the proper way to train with
weights.

"After about a year I knew the basic
exercises (I'm still experimenting). To suit
your needs, you always need to try to find ai
different angle and grip that suits you."

• Y ou really have to put an effort into it to
improve your body, and you can't do that
without the proper diet and training
routme. *

Geller would Uke to see a more
widespread acceptance of weight training
especially for women. But the first thing
that women have to do is to get past the
misconceptions that they have in their
minds.

"In the 1950's and 1960's women felt
weight training left them too immobile and
muscle-bound'." said Geller. "Eventually
women found this to be different. Weight
training is a more effective form of exercise
to prepare for sports."

It can be used for many sports, for
example: Tennis, builds up the shoulders;
Running, it gives extra strength to the
runner when the legs start to tire out;
Basketball, a better shot; SoftbaU
(Baseball), a better swing, etc.
Geller feels that if people are interested

in start uig a program of weight training
they should do a lot of reading on the
subject. There are a lot of informative
books on female weight training ("Arnold's
the best!... has been for about 20 years')
Once people get past the misconceptions

(bulky muscles like former Olympiads) they
should look at it as a means of shaping up
the body to a point where one can (com

1

'^^$

• !• rts

fortably) Uve with it. Visualize what you
want to look like, and then set up goals
"Weight training can be the most ef-

fective way to reach that goal of what you

want to look like. But your mind and body
have to be one. Know and feel what your
looking for: know what your muscle feels
like — get to know your muscle."

NCAA Championships: (Sie downrohe to ^
L^dyTechsJmmCheyney St. . . Tar Heels meet Hoyas tonight

7^
r

'> NV r#.
8t%^

'I

pw
^$

JtZ^V T'"^ - "^^r'r '^^^^ ^"^^^ «"" ^"'»^«> takes d^wn t
rf T^ f .L^'vf"

'^""
!.^' ^^^^ Women's Basketball Championsh ps

(rA), 76-62; Mulkey won most valuable player honors

NEW ORLEANS (AP) - James Worthy
ol North Carolina and Eric "Sleepy" Floyd
of Georgetown renew an old rivalry tonight
when their teams do battle for the national
collegiate basketball championship.

"I've known Eric since seventh grade
"

Worthy said. "We went to the same church,
and we sat together. We never thought
we d be playing against each other for the
national championship, though."

Worthy, a junior, and Floyd, a senior,
each represents a crucial part of his team's
chances tonight. They grew up about two
miles from each other in Gastonia. N CWorthy attended Ashbrook High School,'
Floyd went to Hunter Huss, eight miles
away.

, '"'^I'^y.^^^
"s four times one year,"

f loyd said of Worthy's high school. "Once in
a holiday tournament, again in another
tournament and twice in the regular
season, °

"We wound up in different brackets in
the state championships, though, and we
played for the state title. We beat them
with a shot at the last second." Flovd
recalled.

The shot. Floyd remembered, was not
his. but he would like to change that tonightwhen sixth ranked Georgetown meets No
1 North Carolina in the Louisiana Super-

rsT" iTcU" .scheduled for 8:12 p'.m.CST, with CBS televising the game.

In Saturday's semifinals, the Tar Heels
defeated unranked Houston 68 63, and
Georgetown beat No. 20 Louisville 50 46.

Worthy and Floyd wUl have to join their
coaches in setting aside personal feelings.

North Carolina Coach Dean Smith and
Georgetown's John Thompson have been
buddies since Smith began recruiting
players from St. Anthony's High School in
Washuigton, D.C., where Thompson was
head coach.

"We'll play as well as we can — that is
our goal - and our friendship won't affect
that." Smith said. "We'll probably sit down
some day and talk about this."

Starke in fhU^^^'"'
'^' '^^^ ^*^« ^ 'ot atstake in this game, particularly in trying toake the pressure off Smith, who hJukenSIX previous teams to the Finaf Fourwithout a national championship.

The matchup between Tar Heels guardJimmy Black and Floyd could play as im
portant a role in the championship as themore publicized battle between
Georgetown s 7 foot freshman center. Pat
Ewing. and North Carolina's Worthy andSam Perkins, both 6 9.

"We're concerned that Floyd will come
o'lt fu-ing because he didn't have a good
shooting percentage in the semifinals."
Smith said.

Thompson feels that Georgetown's
defense creates a lot of its offense, and in
that area, certainly, Ewing is the key.

"He jumps well and he's got great
quickness," Worthv said of Ewing. 'We'll
stick to our basic man to-man defense and
try to help each other out, but we have to
stay with what we do best."rpi^ 7 rj •

^ 4
-vu.e.^-^u. suy with what we do best,

Ihree tall people coming to help UMass basketball's cause
,
including two incoming freshmen and a -Wo f..„. !,„. t,_ :

" ^>^^Three players, including two incoming freshmen and a
transfer, will play for the University of Massachusetts
men s basketball team next year.
Tom P:merson. a 6'9" honorable mention All-American

high .school player from Nashville, has announced his in-
tention U) come to Amherst, making his choice from a field
of three: West Virginia, James Madison and UMass.

We feel tjiat Tom is our immediate answer for a pivotplayer, said UMass head coach Tom McLaughlin "Hecan shoot from the outside and is a fine passer • '

Emerson is a graduate of Mc(k)vock High Scho<.l in
Nashville and last season he saw action at For UnionMn^tery Academy in Fork Union. VA. His team had a 24-2

win 1^ A I w !!'" ^.r:^!*'"'"^ ^^^ Minutemen uniform

NY A 1h rf^'' \^K ^^'^ ^'"'^ ^'^"^^'l^ Center.

ovlrto^ ? '
'^'""^ ^^- ^^^' "'^^ ^^^^"'' ^^ averagedover 20 points per game.

wiuZ'e^S^si^T ^ ^ ^''^"'^"'' ^'"""^ Manhattan College
will Deb 8 Skip Connors, a native of Southboro.

r
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Amherst state

representatives

aiding students
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

In an effort to compensate for President Reagan's
devastating student aid cuts. Amherst legislators are
attempting to increase state student aid by $30 miUion

ben. John Olver. D-Amherst, is proposing in the "very
near term" a 5 percent sales tax on cigarettes which would
go into a special trust fund to be used for various forms of
state aid, said Olver aide Stan Rosenburg.

Rep. Jim ColUns, D-Amherst, yeterday said he had sent
a proposal to the House Ways and Means Committee that
would double the amount of student aid given by the
Commonwealth.
"There is a lot of sentiment (in the legislature) to help
blunt the devastating Reagan cuts," said Collins
ColUns aid he is proposing $23 million more in state

scholarship aid than was originally recommended by
Governor Edward J. King. Also, a state work study
program. initiaUy funded at $5 milUon. is being proposed
by Collins.

The additional state aid is not based on the "worst case"
scenario concerning Reagan's cuts, Collins said, but is
based on "what we expect to happen."
"Lobbying by students on the federal level has

minimized the degree of the cuts. It's a good example of
student lobby power," Collins said.
Rosenburg did not say what specific programs would be

^!'^*^^1^ '^^ ^ P*'"*'^"^ ^^' **^»ch ^o"'d generate about
$30 million.

"It's a very flexible situation. We don't know what is
going to happen on the federal level," Rosenburg said

Presently Olver is tenatively proposing a state loan
program for graduate students, a work study program
and an increase in the state scholarship program'
Rosenburg said. ^ r e>

At a Senate Ways and Means Committee hearing
yesterday.the committee expressed their support in the
concept that any Massachusetts resident that is
acadenriically qualified should be guaranteed admission to
public higher education, Rosenburg said.

•^fi SS^w*''
Chancellor of Higher Education John Duff

said 13,000 Massachusetts citizens were denied admission
to pubhc coUeges and universities last year because of lack
of funds.

The Ways and Means Committee asked Chancellor Duff
to prepare a new budget that would insure access for
Massachusetts citizens Rosenburg said.

Tuesday, March 30, 1982 J

UMASS GOES TO D.C. — Cindy Lembeck Rrnnk^ «5*»foo m i i ^ «•"-«•»» ph„.„ b> M.rh.ii, Marr.v

(I-r) were among the 75 students fr^rthfnnrv^r^H^
Malcolm Cook, and Kristy Kallander

Washington, D.I. Saturday at^roS t"" r'^"'^'
^ ^^"^ '"

Radical Student Union at UMass said neon p m«r^hJ *^ -
Salvadorans and protest the ZduIenfele^ti'onsO^^^^^^^^

'"'''^"'^ "•'*! '""^

ing a second march on May 1 in Washington
^a'vador). Protest organizers are plann-

Baritz announces Whitmore shuffle

UPC attempts to
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

Plans for an alternative to the failed J. Geils Band Spr-
ing Concert are in the works and will be finalized some
time this week, Jon Scott, production manager for the
Union Program Council (UPC) said yesterday.

Scott refused, however, to specify what type of event
indoor or outdoor, and what type of band UPC is trving to
attract. ^ *

The J Ceils Band, which played at the Fine Arts Con-
cert Hall on Monday, Feb. 15, was UPC's original choice
to headline Spring Concert. J. Geils refused all UPC offers
on Wednesday. March 17, after what Frank Gironda,

By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Several administrative staff changes will occur when
Vice Chancellor and Provost Loren Baritz becomes acUne
chancellor in May at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst.

Baritz, who wiU replace University of Arizona bound
Henry Koffler, last week named two administrators to new
positions, and increased the duties of two others.

Baritz named Deirdre Ling, dean of academic support
services, to the position of acting assistant chancellor

"In that role, she (Ling) will be responsible for coor
dination of the chancellor's office," Baritz said in a
memorandum.

Baritz said Assistant Chancellor Marie Reid. who was

appointed by Koffler. will maintain her duties as director
ot planning and budget, and supervisor of alumni relations

Ss*""^"^
P''°J^*^'^' ^*^"^' opportuity affairs, and public

^/^^^y
^^"f?,'*^^'

associate vice chancellor for academic
affairs, wiU fill in for Ling as dean of academic support
services, Baritz said.

*^^

Terence Burke, associate to the chancellor, who has
served as a Whitmore liaison to the various UMass
governing bodies, wiU now coordinate special projects as

Esther Terry, associate provost for faculty, will in
addition, handle faculty-librarian grievances
The changes wUl remain in affect until a permanent

chancellor is found, Baritz said.

UMass profession;
By SCOTT SACCO
Collegian Staff

The Union of Professional Employees (UPE), will hold
an election at the University of Massachusetts tomorrow
with the hope of establishing a union branch on the UMass
Campus.
The election will be held in Memorial Hall from 10 a m

to 4 p.m. and according to Leone Stein, director of the
University of Massachusetts Press, it is the culmination of
a five year effort to form a union for the professional non-
teaching staff at the University.
Stein said, "The greatest concern of the non-teaching

professional staff is job security. In a time of recession and
cutbacks professional staff members are alone, and on
their own, unless they have a union which provides for
them.

talent coordinator, termed a "very touchy situation com-
plicated by the press."

UPC has been recovering from last year's Community
Day which cost UPC a total of $109,095 in losses, SGA
Treasurer, Richard Goldman said. Since the SGA agreed
to underwrite that event the losses come out of the SGA
budget. After those losses UPC contracted with the SGA
to repay one-half of that, or approximately $55,000.
Goldman said.

It was with this financial history that UPC approached
the Student Senate this semester with its proposal for J
Geils concert. UPC assured the senate that J. Geils could
be secured and that the group had enough drawing power
to have the show break even financially.

f^^ .ni^ T^ '^ underwrite the project to the tune
01 $14^,800 only if Geils was indeed contracted. UPC fur-
ther sought to assure financial success for the concert by
planning a $6 admission fee for each student attending the
show. ^

"We feel that the talent will be strong enough to at-
tract a large number of people." Gironda said, when ask-
ing the senate to underwrite this year's concert. "Because
we are charging admission to this concert, we should make
enough money for the concert to break even," he said
After the decision was made by Geils not to play "at

UMass and to play at Hartford Civic Center instead
Gironda said he believed that constant updates by the
press complicated Geils' management decision making
process and resulted in the band's Hartford choice

(

Members of the professional staff are currently the only
UMass employees not represented by a union. The UPE is
a branch member of the Massachusetts Teachers Associa-
tion as is the Society of Professors and the University
Staff Association.

UPE Organizer Ralph Flynn said there are approx-
imately 520 employees at the Amherst campus who would
be affected by the formation of the union. Heads of
residence, construction and maintenance engineers ex-
tension specialists, accountants and technical workers areamong those eligible to join the union.

iTM^^ ^^ said they are hoping that once established atUMass they will be able to represent the professional
employees at the bargaining table on a wide variety of
issues. Among the UPE's major concerns is the establish-
ment of a collective bargaining agreement for its

on forming union
employees in negotiations with the state.
The UPE has said they are also concerned with

establishing a more uniform salary structure for al
university professionals, achieving collective protection
against layoffs, developing a more standardized procedure
for filing greivances and increasing opportunities for pro-
fessional development.
Stein said the major issues the union hopes to address

are the negotiation of the establishment of a financial pool
to help cover for professional staff members who arTon
sabbatical and the initiation of a tuition waiver in part-
time graduate study for professional staff members

Stein, who has been involved with establishing of the
union since 1977. also said she hopes to see the union push
for the formation of a retraining program which will allow
professional personnel who are layed off the opportunity
of being trained in another field.

^
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Shuttle touchdown delayed;
NASA will try again today

^Tuesday, March 30, 1982

WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE.
N.M. (AP) — Columbia, diverted from
landing and still in orbit, will try again
today in a suspenseful third-flight finale
that could force the shuttle to bypass
sandblown Northrup Strip and return
nonstop to Florida.

The runway there is 15.000 feet of
concrete surrounded by a moat.
Columbia has never made a paved-

runway landing, but the alternative is

another try at wind-whipped Northrup. and
NASA officials were pessimistic that
conditions would improve.

In space, 141 miles above Earth,
astronauts Jack R. Lousma and C. Gordon
Fullerton. were in fine fettle with plenty of
food, fuel and power.
"Sorry about that." Mission Control said

about the scrub.

"That's the breaks of space. I guess." said
Lousma.

It was the first time in 20 years of space
flight that a landing was scrubbed. Ken-
nedy Space Center, at Cape Canaveral, is

NASA's third-choice for Flight 3. The main
runway in California is waterlogged and out
of service.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Gregory vows fast until Williams' exoneration

West Bank fighting continues
TEL AVIV. Israel (AP) - Israeli troops

used tear gas to break up a Palestinian
demonstration in Nablus and an Israeli
settler fired his pistol to escape a road
ambush in the occupied West Bank
yesterday the military command reported.

It was the 11th straight day of clashes in
a wave of troubles in the occupied Arab
territories in which five Arabs have been
killed by Israeli gunfire.

Prime Minister Menachem Begin's

government, which said Sunday it would
not tolerate violence in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip, meanwhile was bracing for
trouble among Israel's Arab citizens on
Tuesday, the sixth anniversary of clashes
that killed six Israeli Arabs.
Many of Israel's Arab villages, where

one-sixth of the population lives, will be on
strike today and three marches are
scheduled to commemorate those killed in
1976 and also to protest government policy
in the West Bank.

BOSTON - Political activist Dick
Gregory said he will fast until there is a
successful appeal in the case of Wayne
Williams, convicted of killing two of several
black youths slain in Atlanta.

He said during an interview that he
would not eat "until this whole thing is

resolved."

Gregory, who has fasted for causes in the
past, was in Boston with WUhams' parents.
Homer and Faye Williams, who appeared

on a Boston television station.

Lynn Whatley. an attorney handling the
Williams' appeal, said Gregory's vow to fast
was "one of the biggest things for us...Dick
Gregory gets around. This is very
significant."

Williams, 23, was convicted of murder
last month in the deaths of Nathaniel Cater,
27, and Jimmy Ray Payne. 21, two of 28
black youths whose deaths in Atlanta had
been investigated by a special police task
force.

Colleges asked to reduce Soviet info access

Correction
The Peacemaker's discussion sponsored by the UMass Peacemaker's is happening

this h nday, and not Thursday as was printed in yesterday's paper.

WASHINGTON - Top inteUigence
officials, concerned about a "massive Soviet
effort" to acquire U.S. technology, told

Congress yesterday that American
scientists and universities should reduce
the flow of sensitive information to the
Soviet Union.

Unless the "outflow" is voluntarfly
halted, there may be pressure from the
federal government to block it. Adm.
Bobby Inman, deputy director of the CIA,
told two House subcommittees.

Currently, Soviet efforts to gain access to
basic research "is only a small part of the

problem" of the "outflow of technology,"
Inman said.

There has been "a massive Soviet effort"
by a "wide range of means" to learn about
U.S. research, particularly applied
technology, he said.

About 70 percent of the Soviet efforts to
learn about U.S. technology come through
inteUigence or legal and iUegal attempts to
purchase that information, he said, adding
that most of the efforts are aimed at finding
out about applied technology, such as
weapons systems or missile guidance in-
formation.
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PUPPET SHOW - Howdie Cantor represents a U.S. military man
while Kate Peck represents "snow" as part of three political puppet
shows about El Salvador performed yesterday in front of the Student
Union Building by the Bread and Puppet Theater of Glover, Vermont

Students hear drug charges
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

Two University of Massachusetts
students were arrested on drug charges
Saturday after two officers on foot patrol
observed them acting suspiciously in a car
on Amity Street, according to Amherst
Police.

John F. Muldoon. 23, of Stoughton. and
Richard K. Donahue, 22, of Lowell, were
arrested at 10:24 p.m. Saturday and
charged with possession of cocaine. Police
confiscated a mirror and a white powdered
substance.

The Speed and Alcohol Partol (SAP)
made 45 car stops, wrote 33 violations and
made three arrests over the weekend.
David L. Sheldon, 23, of Springfield, was

arrested at 10:58 p.m. Friday on West
Street and charged with passing where it is

prohibited, giving a false name to an officer,
and operating a motor vehicle after his
license had been revoked.
Mark E. Sklepowicz, 18, of South

Deerfield, was arrested at 11:30 p.m.
Saturday on the Route 116 bypass after a
high speed chase with police occurred.
Police estimated that Sklepowicz was at one
point traveling at speeds greater than 100
mph. Skelpowicz was charged with
speeding, driving to endanger, failure to
stop for a poUce officer, driving while under

the influence of alcohol, having no motor
vehicle inspection sticker and being a
disorderly person.

Barbara E. Allen, 28, of 34 Rolling Green,
was arrested at 2:51 a.m. Sunday on East
Pleasant Street and charged with driving
while under the influence of alcohol.

Keith R, Duda, 24, of Ludlow, was
arrested by the regular patrol at 2:46 a.m.
Saturday on West Street for driving while
onder the influence oif alcohol. Duda was
arrested after being observed operating his
vehicle erratically.

In other police business, a Brandywine
apartment resident reported at 8:48 a.m.
Saturday that a color television of unknown
value was stolen from their apartment
while it was unoccupied for a few days.
Entry was gained through sHding glass
doors which were forced open.

In an unrelated incident, it was reported
at 1:09 a.m. Sunday that a car parked on
Sunderland Road was broken into sometime
between 10 p.m. and 1 a.m. The driver's
window was smashed and a clarinet and 24
tapes were stolen. The total value of the
theft was over $100.

Police Chief Donald N. Maia also asked
that pedestrians in the center of town be
advised that they must press the traffic

signal walk button before crossing the
street and that they may cross only during
the walk cycle.
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IWW organizers clarify

anti-Semitic incident
By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

The Third World Women's Task Force
(TWWTF) of the Everywoman's Center
(EWC) and the International Women's
Week (IWW) Planning Committee have
issued a joint statement in an effort to
clarify the controversy surrounding the
IWW panel entitled "Third World Women
as Liberators: Same Struggle Same Fight."

In the statement, the two groups express
"our outrage at the blatantly anti-Semetic
comment made by a member of the
audience." They state they regret the
statement was not refuted that evening and
that more time was not provided in the
question and answer period.

"This does not in anyway place the onus
of responsibility for the comment on the
organizers of the panel nor the panelists,"
the statement said.

The statement said, "Providing a forum
for analysis of the Palestinians' struggle for
self-determination from a woman's per-
spective is, not in anyway the same as
denying Jewish women their liberation. To
place a woman with a Zionist perspective on
the panel would have...changed the nature
of the debate from an expression of Third
World Women's solidarity to a debate."
The IWW planning Committee and the

TWWTF went on to explain that the
proposals made by members of the

"Concerned Jewish Students," were
submitted too late to add to the
programming.

In concluding the statement the two
groups call for all people seeking
representation to participate in next year's
International Women's Week. "The theme
of the week was 'Adelante Mujer — Women
Moving Forward,' and we hope we can all

move forward together in the future."
In response to the statement Debbie

Proper, a member of Concerned Jewish
Students said, "I do not think (the
statement) totally deals with the issue."
She said a lot was left out of the statement,
and that she still does not understand why a
representative could not be scheduled to
speak during the rest of the week.
Proper said she wants to hear the IWW

Planning Committee and the TWWTF out
before commenting on the sUtement and
would like to work the issue out with them.

Nasir Zawiah, from the Organization of
Arab Students at UMass said he strongly
condemns the anti-Semitic comment and
sympathizes with Jewish people who have
been oppressed. Zawiah said, he felt the
panel itself was not anti-Semitic and that
the controversy is diverting from the real
issue of the speaker.
"The real issue of the speaker was clearly

that you don't end the suffering of a people
by creating the suffering of another
people," he said.

Town selectmen consider

parking, traffic improvement
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen
reviewed a variety of subjects last night,
including the scheduled reopening of
Watroba's Store, several late town meeting
articles, the report of the personnel board
and Police Chief Donald Maia's request for
more police officers.

The selectmen reviewed a proposal to
improve parking and traffic circulation at
the Watroba's store at Pine and Meadow
Streets. The selectmen postponed making a
decision because John Watroba and his
lawyer were not present.
The selectmen also unanimously ap-

proved the placement of eight warrant
articles for the town meeting. The articles
proposed by the town conservation com-
mission, requested $50,100 for the purchase

of various pieces of land, and the acceptance
of a $162,000 grant to repair The Puffer's
Pond dam and build a hydro-electric
generating plant there. The articles will go
before the town meeting beginning May 5
for approval.

,

'rtie 'pWsoniiefcikfetiftl^* presented its '

completed evaluation of pact and
managerial employee's salaries and position
titles. The purpose of the proposed plan,
according to Town Manager Louis
Hayward, is to establish equity between
positions of similar levels, and with
positions in other communities. The plan
would provide salary increases in many
cases, and would require an additional
$18,000 in funding to implement the plan.
Edith Wilkinson moved to vote on the
proposal, and the board unanimously ap-
proved it.

Frat brother vandals caught
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

John H. Burgess, 21, of 340 Beach St.,

Revere, and Douglas J. Dillon, 19, of Alpha
Delta Phi fraternity (ADP), were arrested,
at 1:53 a.m. Monday, University of
Massachusetts police said yesterday. Both
men were charged with five counts of
malicious destruction of personal property
and attempted breaking and entering into
motor vehicles, police said. Burgess was
additionally charged with possession of
burglary implements, a knife and pair of
pliers, police said.

The duo was first observed in lot 44, near
Sylvan Residential area, by officers on
routing patrol, police said. The officers
reported seeing the men looking into
vehicles and testing if doors were locked.
While the officers investigated the cars
that had been "cased" and found that each

car had a slashed tire, the pair proceeded to
lot 25, located across Governor's Drive
from the Physical Plant building.

A uniformed guard spotted the two in lot

25 and radioed their position to the police
station, police said. Officers that in-

vestigated the scene in lot 25 found more
slashed tires but the duo had moved on to
lots 21 and 22 near Southwest Residential
area, police said.

By this time police said they had traced
the license plate on the vehicle used by the
pair and then intercepted them on Clark
Hill Rd., which runs between Baker and
Butterfield dormitories in the Central
Residential area, and followed them back
to ADP in Fraternity-Sorority Park, police
said.

A total of five tires were slashed and
police were able to notify the owners of
three of those five vehicles.

THE WOMAN'S WEEK
The Woman 's Week is a calendar of local events for

women. To place your event contact the Women 's Depart-
ment of the Collegian by Friday.

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER (EWC)

TUE: Childcare is available from 7 10 p.m.
WEI): Men Against Violence Against Women (MAVAW)
will meet from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Till IKS: Childcare is available from 7-9 p.m.
FKI: Chhildoare is available from 10 a.m. to noon.
EVyC will offer a single-mother support group. The

meeting time is yet to be determined. For more info, con-
tact Suzanne Slater at 545-0883.

THE WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM
of the STUDENT CENTER FOR RESEARCH AND

ADVOCACY (SCERA)

THE: There will be a workshop on dealing with sexual har-
rassment at 2 p.m. in room 803 of the Campus Center.
The Women's Issues Team will meet at 7 p.m. in room 903
of the Campus Center.
WKl): The (Committee Against Sexual and Racial A.ssaults
(CASAKA) will meet at .'') p.m. in rooms 911-915 of the
Campus Center.

THl'RS: The Committee for Equal Right and Reproduc-
tive Freedoms (CERRF) will hold an informational
meeting to discuss future actions and to provide a

legislative update at 6:30 p.m. in room 904 of the Campu'
Center.

THE PROJECT ON WOMEN AND SOCIAL CHANGE
(SMITH COLLEGE)

'TUE: Deidre David, from the English department at
,

Smith College will speak on "Narrative Power and Sexuf*. •

Politics." at 7:30 p.m. in McConnell Auditorium. !

TUE: WMUA (91.7) will hold a Women's Affairs mv<-
at 4 p.m. in Marston Hall.

The Southwest Women's Center (SWWC) will meet f

3-4 p.m. at SWWC.
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Invasion of

the confusers
THE DIVINE INVASION
By Philip K. Dick
Timescape, 238 pp. ($12.95)

By JOHN-FORREST BAMBERGER
Collegian Correspondent '

It appears that Philip K. Dick, author of some 40-odd
science fiction books, is developing a distinct religious
streak. This is also very evident in his book just previous
to this, VALIS (which stands for "Vast Active Living In-
telligence System"), a rather convoluted, heavily
metaphysical tour deforce, very similar to a Thomas Pyn-
chon novel.

religious message, but it is hard pin down precisely what it

is. There's all kinds of obscure Jewish mysticism laced
with some weird futuristic take-off on the life of Jesus,
who is represented by the divine kid, Emmanuel. Herb
Asher is the main experiencer in the novel and it's hard to
tell at any point whether he's in actual reality or whether
he's still back in suspended animation in the cryogenic
ward dreaming about all this. If you have read any of
Dick's previous books, you would expect it to be the latter,
but this never happens. Zina's either from fairy-land or
she|s one of the Kabbalistic Sephiroth or both. Or maybe
she's even the same person as Linda Fox, for all we know;
Dick never makes it clear. To top off the general confu-
sion, there's a mishmash of two or three different alter-
native realities, and Dick's not letting on which one is the
real reality and which are the fakes. He starts one plot
line, abandons it, then starts another, then abandons that
too. All the characters keep going through various per-
mutations.

Maybe this book is deliberately confusing and enigmatic,
like Joyce's Finnegans Wake, which is referred to
several times in this novel. Maybe it's something you have
to read more than once before you "get it." My best guess
is that the central conflict in this novel is between Reality
and Fantasy. Coherence and Chaos, finally boiling down

. t» oWr^fashioncd Good vs. Evil. But the problem is, Dick
^.keeps switching things around so rtuch, you're never sure
who's supposed to be what.

"This is really disappointing, because normally this guy
writes hilarious, outrageous, serio-comic-type stuff, much
on par with Vonnegut. There are, admittedly, a few funny
scenes such as the soupy "Fiddler on the Roof
background music, while Asher is in the cryogenic ward,

Continued on page II

Walking to the Library?

Instead of v^alking alone, why not
be escorted by the S.G.A. Escort
Service!!

f^fdr^ from

Sunday

Leaving all areas ev^iy
7:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m.,

through Thursday.

CREATION
EVOLUTION
THE SCIENTIFK
EVIDENCE

Wilson unearths Machu Picchu
TREASURES ON EARTH
By Carter Wilson
Alfred A. Knopf, 243 pages, $11.95

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Correspondent

Carter Wilson's new book, Treasures on Earth, follows
a dual storyline. On the backdrop of a 1911 scientific ex-
pedition two discoveries occur — the unearthing of the lost
Inca city of Machu Picchu, and the revelation of a young
man's first love. Unfortunately, the book has little to say
about Machu Picchu, and rather too much to say about the
tragedy of unrequited love.

In this semi-factual story, Willie Hickler, a
photographer and long-time friend of archaeologist Hiram
Bingham, is persuaded into joining an expedition to Peru
of which Bingham is head. Almost immediately, Hickler is

captivated by the chief native guide, a man named Ernesto
Mena. Mena, a jack-of-all-trades, a wanderer, a deserter,
has an aura of mystery that is hard to resist. Hickler falls
in love, but Mena does not, and what follows is a ridiculous
tug-of-war, with Hickler following Mena like a puppy, and
Mena alternately leading Hickler on and snubbing him
cruelly.

Meanwhile, the scientists seem to be doing very little.

Instead of searching for an archaeological find, the expedi-
tion wanders aimlessly around Peru. When they finally
find Machu Picchu, it is almost by accident. In a similar
vein, Hickler's love for Mena is hazy and unspecific, and
veers from grand ^jassion to mere companionship. One
gets the feeling that Hiclcler does not quite know what to
make of his feelings, and neither do we.
Beyond plot confusion, there are some technical dif-

ficulties that further this book's dilemnla. Fantasy and
reality are intertwined but not outlined. At times one real-

Carter Wilson, author of Treasures on Earth.

ly cannot tell if something is happening or merely being
considered. Secondary characters are almost ridiculously
superficial. We see their actions but have not an inkling of
the causes behind them. Even major characters seem to be
missing vital parts.

This book is not a total loss. It illustrates the falseness,
the tiredness, of the world almost too well. Still, Treasures
on EaHh is a disappointment. What could have been a uni-
que view of life's important discoveries turns out, instead,
to be not much of a find.

WILD BLUEYONDER
Yes, your Army has more than 8,600
aircraft in its active, resei^'e and national
guard fleet—more aircraft, in fact, than
the Air Force!

If you truly want to fly with the brave
—seek out the Army's Air Cavalry. Out
front, leading the way— flying among
the trees, seeing without being seen—at
the controls of the world's most sophisti-
cated attack helicopter.

You must possess stamina, agility, and
resourcefulness to handle one of these
birds. Decisions must be quick when
dodging trees at 50 knots and orchestrat-
ing the movements and actions of the
other members of your team. Quickness,
decisiveness—this kind of experience is

what employers are looking for.

Get your future off the ground now!
Find out how Army ROTC can prepare
you for this or many other challenging
positions of responsibility. See the Pro-
fessor of Military Science on your cam-
pus.

BEAUHOUCANBE.

ARMYROIC
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HEAR
Dr. Duane Gish

Scientist, Lecturer, Author

sponsored by
Campus Crusade

for Christ

lECTURt

SUNDAY
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GETTiNG YOUR ACrt'OGETHER'
Management Skills for Campus Arts Presenters

Workshops for RSO groups, residential area coordinators, academic depts.

FIGHTING FINANCIAL FEARS: MANAGING YOUR MONEYWednesday, March ,31, 7 • »:,TO p.m., But.erneld Dorm "unge
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PEOPLE. PURPOSE PROCESS: ORGANIZATIONAL SURVIVALWednesday, Apr,) 7, 7 9:30 p.m., Butterfield Dorm Lounge
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^""^r^ "' y™^ P-P"-- Membership(uveiopmeni and organizing group members to work.

PLANNING. PRODUCTION. PROMOTION: COORDINATING ARTSEVENTS
Wednesday, April 14, 7 - 9:30 p.m.. Kutterfield Dorm Lounge
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

^RE-ARHIMO AMEWCB'

A threat to student trust funds

..i^f* .• 1
•-•••••

At the March 10 Student Government Association
undergraduate senate meeting students were ih-
formed that the administration had delivered an

ultimatum: either vote for a $12 increase in the Student
Activities Trust Fund (SATF) fee for the next five years to
further subsidize the transit system, or the administration
would add the fee to our bills anyway and take control of
the student's Transit Trust Fund. This is a classic example
of the administration's attitude towards us: do what we
say or we'll do it for you.
Students will be charged $12 a year for service they

won t be around to receive if they plan on graduating
within the next 3 to 4 years. The new fee is the result of a
Transit Task Force study spanning two semesters. The
task force consisted of both students and administrators
but the administration decided to focus on the feasibility of
a fare box or pass system - a system we all knew would
have been a failure. It is proper that we absorb much of
the nsmg costs of the transit system, as inflation increases
and as our beloved President Reagan proceeds to phase
out Federal funding for Mass Transit (the former being
logical, the latter being typical). However, it is not proper

Letters '.

-,--.

No rationale for anti-semitism
To the Editor:

I would like to respond to K. Bridges letter {Collegian
3/29). You claim. Ms. Bridges, that you were present when
the comment about "Hitler's mistake" was made. For the
record, I too was present and the Concerned Jewish
Student did not verbally harass anyone. My word against
yours? I think not, as there were many others there who
know the truth.

However, another more important point needs to be
made. You try to rationalize a blatantly anti-semitic
statement. There are no rationalizations for this type of
behavior. There are no circumstances under which a
statement condoning the horrendous genocide of the
Jewish people should have been made.
The Concerned Jewish Students have always advocated

representing both sides of the story. They are exactly
what their name says: concerned. They are concerned with
anti semitism, with human rights, and with negotiations
for peace. It is a fact that they were denied their
representation. So, what side hasn't been heard, Ms.
Bridges? Who spoke the night of March 8. and who
couldn't?

And for the record, who's being insulted?

I

Debora Propper
Amherst

Tone of article distorts theme
To the Editor:

I wish to take exception to the article in your newspaper
written by Michelle Murray on Gwen Benson-Walker
(March 8). I am she, and I abhor the portrayal of myself as
an angry, mao maoing black woman, who detests whites.
As a former school news reporter myself, I learned that

reporting is supposed to be unbiased and straight forward;
quotes are quoted verbatim, they are not interpretated by
the writer nor are they cut off at the point that would
explain what the speaker meant, without any indication

to threaten us with taking away control of SATF monies
nor should the classes of 1983, 1984 and 1985 pay for ari
operating deficit that will not be a reality until 1986 and
1987. Furthermore, having followed this issue for the past
5 months, I don't believe all other avenues of potential fun-
ding have been exhausted. This remains to be seen,
though, pending the release of the Transit Task Force
report, without which we in the Senate were still supposed
to vote on the issue.

If you thought the co-ed bathroom issue was something
to get excited and motivated about, consider hitching to
the Campus Center from Southwood every morning for
your 9:05 class.

It's not in the best interests of UMass to jeopardize stu-
dents' transportation to classes. But it's also not in our
best interests to let the power that we do have slip out of
our hands. The fourth floor of the Student Union Building
is the place to come to get involved. To pay our share is
one thing, to be given a short notice and an unjust
ultimatum threatening one of our trust funds is another.

Chet Kubik is a former SGA student senator.

Ihat there was more, (e.g., dots.. J,
'

.,

My presentation was one of love and caring. The tone of
this articles portrays my presentation as one of
debasement and accusation. When in fact, my opening
remark was "I did not come here to Ulk about your sex
hves or to beat you over the head with guilt, I came here to
talk about developing sisterhoods for change."
From there I went on to say that women must explore

the history of the women's movements, in particularlyNOW and the ERA so that past mistakes wiU not be
repeated. Quote, "the leaders of NOW have become elite
separatists, like white males, afraid to develop new women
leaders."

I could go on and on and reiterate my speech, but I do
not think it necessary. Suffice it to say that if ever I were
to hate white people, as this article infers, it wUI be
because of deliberate attempts on the part of whites to
devalue my concerns by misrepresentation and out of their
own anger and frustration, to continue to insult my very
person.

I quote, "Feminism today is almost synonymous with
lesbianism, but it is not. Feminism is the essence of black
women, feminism is Gwen Benson -Walker; Racism takes
my essence redefines it to fit white women and then denies
me my very existence."

Gwen D. Benson-Walker
Silver Spring, Maryland

Letters Policy
All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number,
which will not be published. Please tvpe
double spaced at 67 characters per line. Due
to space limitations and the volume of mail,
we regret we are unable to acknowledge
unpublished letters. All letters are subject to
editing for clarity and length.

Double standard
in U.S. policy
The events in Poland have sickened and distressed

many Americans. We wring our hands over the in-
justices beng committed against the Polish people

and Solidarity, their independant trade union. But the sad-
dest part of this is that oppression is taking place here in
our country, and nobody is noticing.
We cry about the Polish government destroying

Solidarity, but Americans were silent when the federal
government did the exact same thing to the Professional
Air Traffic Controllers Organization (PATCO). Ronald
Reagan deemed their walkout illegal, fired them from
their jobs, and locked them out of the control towers. Yet
Reagan was right, and the Polish government is condemn-
ed for doing the same thing the president did here at
home.

We are sending millions of doHars in aid to the Polish

Randolph T. Holhut

people with many contributions coming from the Polish
community here in the valley. We feel sorry for them but
what about the Steriing strikers. Thrown out of the com-
pany they helped to build and shafted by a greedy manage-
ment, they too are victims of the same repression that kill-
ed Solidarity. They are struggling to eat like their Polish
brothers, but where are the collections for these heroes?
We are distressed at the Polish government taking away

the civil liberties of the Polish people. Yet the Reagan ad-
ministration, with the unleashed FBI and CIA free to spy
on its own citizens, is preparing to sharply curtail the civil
liberties of Americans.

In short, while we condemn the Polish government, and
nghtfully so, for cruelly crushing the stirrings of freedom
in Poland, we turn a blind eye to the repression and in-
justices going on here in the "land of the free." We are
heading into the second year of an administration thatjs
based upon taking from the poor to take care c^tije
wealthy. We are seeing union-busting on a scale that
hasn't been seen since the first third of this century. We
are seeing the gains of the sixties being eroded by the
narrow-mindedness of the New Right.
Certainly, we are much better off than the Polish people,

and the tanks won't be rolling up your street tomorrow!
but there is plenty that is wrong with this country. The
biggest one is the hypocricy that praises the Polish people
and Solidarity for its fight for freedom, while denying
Americans the same rights the Polish people are fitting
and dying for. This double standard cannot be allowed to
exist if we are to call ourselves a free country. Repression
is repression, whether it be under the banner of Com-
munism or Democracy. Before we can credibly criticize
the wrong of the Reds let us get our own house in order.
To lift a line off of a railroad trestle in Northampton,
Solidarity begins at home.

Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian columnist.
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\TJVr.: ^y:^^';^^'' ^^^^^^^^^^ ^y -de numbers

COURLl SECTION PD. COURSE SECTION PD. COURSE SECTION

8 : OOam

10: 30am

l:30pm

4 : OOpni

COURSE

ACCTG
221

GERflAN

?30

FR!

MAY 21

1

2<-

3

4

SAT
MAY 22

ACCTG

SECTION

1.9

HON
MAY 24

9

10

11

1?

TUES
MAY 25

13

14

15

16

flKTG

425

I

WED
MAY 26

17

10

19

20

THURS
MAY 27

21

22

23

24

PERIOD

20

17

— 7

implies that sections 1 and 9 of
ACCTG 221 will be examined on
WED, MAY 26 at 4:00pni.

implies that GERMAN 230, section 1

will be examined on FRI, MAY 21 at
10:30am.

implies that GERMAN 230. section 2
will be examined on WED, MAY 26 at
8:00am.

-implies that only section 2 of MKTG
425 will have an exam, and it will
be on SAT, MAY 22 at 1:30pm.

WTl: a'HEW SECnOM WtlMSERS WITHIN A COURSE ARE LISTED A'JSUMf THAT AKivUHLISTEV SECTION IS NOT SCHEVULEV FOR AW EXAM

IZ ITu NSrhave°thIr,-'f'°""?'^°"K°?
''' P'^" °^ examination. He oririe will wi nave this information before MAY 10, 1982.

.11,1. CONFLICTS or MORE THAN TWO EXAMINATIONS IN ONE DAY. Students who haveconflicts in their examination schedule {as published in tMs schedull)or who have more than two examinations scheduled for one ca endar Sv
the^eToSl^^s''^

'''''''' ''''" ^''' "^^^°-) ^- "solulio^^f'''"

221

221H
222

222H
311

321

322

331

335

371

AN SCI

SO?

S06
S08
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311
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359
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412
420
430
432
590B
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II

lOOA
102A
103A
103C
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104B
204
233
281

371

376

AR PK

508

S12

ARABIC
146

220

,7,8

-12

,2

.2

,4

.3

,2

16

13

19

15
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18

19

II
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2

10

4

3
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19
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19

8

15

10

11
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1

9
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10

6

14

23

19
4

13

17
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5
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7

20
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536
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100

112
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497

BIOCHM
205
205A
211

420
524
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100

101

226

250
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397A
510
526
541

560
574

1

2

3

4

1

1-3,5-7,
9-12.14.
15

2.4
3

7,3

2

9

19

17

1

8
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12
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1
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CH E
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2^1
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1.2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

3

260
22 270
20 310

331

22 332

21 333
334

10

14

10

2

2

17

7

19

13

18
16

2

22

2

10
17

13

16
12

1

19

1

15

18

4

8

226
333
338
358
361

445
446
455

CHEM

102

108

110

111

112

114

241

250
261

26 2A

262B
264A
266
312
342
474

476
489
513
519
546
547
585

CHINSE
227

451

.2

-3

-5

-3

,2

COURSE SECTION

HIST (Cont.)
140
141

PD. COURSE SECTION

150

151

151A
201

231
280A
282F

283L
301

303
305
306
312
321

333
335
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354
360
367
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375
381

387
402
403

HOM EC

265

270
272
357

590E
590F

5948

595C

A

28

A.4

.2

HRTA (Cont .)

3 291A 1

14 291B »
A

13 301 1

I 310 2

15 330 1.2
16 345 1

10 367 1

9 391A 1

17 391B 2

23 391C 3

1 391D 1

16 391E 1

14 393A 1

4

23 I E

7 453 1.2
2 455 1.2

12 , 471 1

22 472 1.2
7 473 1.2

11 480 1.2
2 520 1

19 S22 1

7 S32 I

15 556 1

20 590G 1

15 590T 1

14

1 ITAL

8 120 1-4

1 126 1

9 140 1.2
16 146H 1

4 282H 1

15
JAPAN

uo 1.2
8

13 JS

9 297B 1

1

6 JUDAIC

11 102 1-3

1

11 LATIN

HRTA

100

202

211

220
221

.2

110 ,

120

10

11 130
14 140

2 146C

6 392A

13 530

1-3 20
1.3.5,
7-10 21

1 12
1-3 20
1 12
1 20
1 11

PD.

23

20

5

19
15

13

10

10

2

20

6

11

17

20

1

22

3

9

11

4

1

20

10

18

8

8

8

23

8

23

2

7

1

16

4

2

11

13

7

1

14

9

18

8

12

13

11

COURSE SECTION

CLSICS
100

103

106

228

COINS
201

250
287

320
502

535
577

583

591F
5916

COMDIS
314

315
540

COMLIT
105

110

COMSTU
121

150
221

226

234

250

1

1

1,3

2.4
1

1

2

3.6
4.5
7

250A 1

262 1

266 1

310 1

340 1

355 1

491J 1

546 1

590B 1

DUTCH

120 1

240 1

COURSE SECTION

PHYSIC (Cont.)
172

263

282
284

354

422
423
531

553
558

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

PLPATH

510 1

590A 1

590E 1

PLSOIL

S04B
S28

S30
S36

S38

105

120

250
545
560
565
570

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

POLISH

102 1
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POL SCI

101

lOlA
111

121

141A
151A

151B
161A

189A
208

214

219

248A
255

258H

lA

2B

3

1

1

lA

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

PD.

14

18
3

19

11

10
9
1

15

17

14

3

11

10
23

11

6

17

1

1

6

18

3

16

9

6
11

12
2

16

13

19

10
20
18

12

18

7

12

11

6

10
7

11

COURSE SECTION COURSE SECTION

COURSE SECTION PD. COURst SECTION PD.

POLSCI (Cent.)
302
320
333
3317

341
351
354

339
360
361
365
371
374
374A
378H
380
383
391H
392H
393H
394C
712A

2

1.2
1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1.2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

PORT

110

14

20
10
14

13

16

11

10
17

17

8
18

22
5

13

15

19

7

6

21

16

18

6

16

PSYCH (Cont.)
350H 1

360H 1

370A 1

480 1

23
23

13
4

PUB HL

123 1 19
2 4

301 19
322 18
360 -3
331 2
512 12
561 9
563 18
630 2

RUSS

PSYCH
SBA

lOOA
lOOC
lOOD
UOA
HOB
HOC
150A
150B
150C
1500
240A
2408
240C
280A
2808
290F
290G
310
315A
315H
320A
330A
330H
335A
350A

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

12

14

16

6

20
19

22

15
12

23

8
16

3

23

10

5

7

11

9

18

1

18

18

22

23

101

102

201

202
301

541

572
590B

SOCIOL
102
102H

103

103A
104

105

106A
107

107H
109
109H
no

llOH

201

221
221H
222
224

225

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

1.3
1-3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

lA

3

5

1

1

1

1

IA,2

1

1

21

13

10

II

2

6

6

14

18
4

14

14

19
15

6

9

14

6

6

20
20
1

22
13

1

7

11

11

18

17

5

COURSE SECTION PD.

EXCSCI (Cont.)
304
305
390F
474
478

FD ENG

SOS

281

381

497A
470

FOREST
212
316
324

329
334

392C
492A

FRENCH

110

120
123

126H
130

10

141

9

16

5.8.11,

3

18
17

14

7

22

11

9

18

22

15

14

18

17

21

6

14

8

19

11

3

7

22

6

18

16

9

15

3

11

1

4

5

21

21

13

6

21

13

8

19
18

11

20

15

COURSE SECTION PD.

SOCIOL (Cont.)
225H
241

242
242H
261

261H
282
311

311H
314
323
323H
325
327
327H
328
341
360
360H
382
383
386

397A
397B
397C
440
443
481

SPAN

110
120
126

130
140
146

1900
220
221

290C
365

SPORST
101

150

200
201

392A
397A
562
563

1

1

2

lA

lA

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

2

22

9

9

17

17

23
14

14

11

11

11

14

20
20
23

3

16
16

16

20
11

21

11

1

13

18

1

1-13 21
1-20 21

1 10
1,2.4-12 21
1-14

1

1

1

1.2
1

1

1

1

1

1.2

1

1

1

1

21

5

13

17

2

16

12

COURSE SECTION PD.

FRENCH (Cent.
142
144

145,
150'

151

211

221

222H
271

283H
341

359H
474

FSiN
101

102
130

230
261

465
467

467A
530
542
552
562
572
578
580
582

GB FIN

260

301

301A
302
303
304

310
320
330
333
340
362
370
412
472

22
20

6
22
20

21

15

19

11

8

3

18

6

19

16
3

22

3

1

7

13

10

17

17

14

8

10
1

7

12

17

13

21

7

7

14

14

6

4

20

19

8

16

7

1

22
23

2
18

COURSE SECTION PD.

SPORST (Cont.)
567 1

575 1

591A 1

691A 1

STAT IS

121

121N
140
415
416
451

461

1.5
2

3.4.6
1

1.2,13A
1.2
2

1

1

SHEDSH
246 1

THEATR
120

160
222H
262

WDTECH
404 1

ZOOL
101

102
103

190C
200
235
264
430
510
521

523
527

531

8

532
535

3 542
23 544

1 548
22 550
3 560
9 560A
6 568

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

14
20
5

3

16

4

23
18

1

23
5

6

10

20

6

23

19

4

12

18

11

11

7

H
19

20

7

11

)

22
10

20
14

10

4

6
6

10

17

19

19

23

Office will NOT assist in resolving problems unless they are

carefully.

COURSE SECTION PD.

GEOG
340
360

GEOL

101

103

107

280
310
320
449
516
560

GERMAN
110

120

120

120
230

240
242
246

248
261

275
297

320
324
411

585

1

2

1.2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

IA,2B.3C
4D
1A.2B.3C
5E,6F
4D
7G

1

2.3
1-3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.2
1

1

1

19

5

11

3

2

12

14

14

3

14

10

17

22

19

11

6

14

15

20

13

13

22

11

20
18

1

9

19

5

GREEK
296 1

HEBREW
102 1-3

I 202 1,2

HIST
100

101

111

120
121

131

140

1

2

lA

3

1

1

1

1

1

18

20

22

12

2

lO'
9

2

7

6

13

COURSE SECTION

ZOOL (Cont.)
570 1

571 1

PD.
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Attica film questions death penalty
By MOLLY BALDWIN [WmST nvwi=;^ »r,—,»__ -* •^By MOLLY BALDWIN
and WALTER SILRA

The film Attica will be shown tonieht
March 30. at 8:00 p.m. in Room #162 at the
Campus Center, free admission. As
brother Richard X. Clark, a leader of the
Attica rebellion, states in the introduction
of his book. The Brothers of Attica,
"On Thursday, September 9, 1971, 1200

inmates at Attica State Prison in upstate
New York revolted against the inhuman
conditions at the prison. They seized thirty-
eight prison officials as hostages and held
D-yard of the prison for four days, setting
up their own kind of self-government
withm the prison walls.
On Monday morning, September 13,

1971. an assault by State Troopers and
Corrections Officers of the prison on
D-yard resulted in the deaths of forty-three
men - thirty-two inmates and eleven
hostages. Eighty-three other inmates were
so severely injured in the assault that they
required surgery, making the magnitude of
the massacre on a scale with My Lai.

^^u^
Monday afternoon, after the yard

had been secured, prison officials held a
news conference. They announced that the

Prisoners at Attica State Prison showing support for equal rights

reason for the assault was to save the lives
of the hostages, whose lives they feared
were m danger. The reason for that fear

In memory of

Dr. M.L. King
On March 22. 1982 the streets of Boston again were

draped by banners in memory of another of its Black
residents murdered by racist white gangs. Newspapers
across the state blazoned the long banner that read "In

SS^-;^i I'k^"'
^- Atkinson,:: Jip,c}ie4ipth.at raciallydmae^ city that continues to take hVes because its

Covenant can t contain its racial violence. Racial conflicts
also flared at Charlestown High in Boston where on
September 28, 1979 Darryl WiUiams was shot and totally
paralyzed by a white youth. These events occur two weeks
before the anniversary of the death of Martin Luther King

Black communities and students all across the country
will be commemorating the April 4th assasination of theUvU Rights leader; unfortunately not here. There seems
to be numerous reasons that no confirmations, contracts or
publicity were prepared in time. Apparently, some folks
just had more important things to do than to let thosewiUmg to work know what needed to be done
More important than that however, is the fact that notenough of us are concerned about this annual event to

participate and insure that it is controlled to our best in-^rest. The Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial L^ture
Series was set up as a result of hard work and com-
mitrnent. It is only the worst kind of apathy that it is nothappening on schedule.

ria^h^hlfl^'%""^^"!!"^
condition came to our attention,

right before Spring break, we have taken steps to provide

wll.,ir^ "ir'lf 'r
^"'' ^'^^ ^^"^'^ ^^ nonviolence.We call o» the Black students of this campus to cometogether this Thursday at 4:00 PM in the New AfrkaHouse Lumumba Hut (Yvonne's) to reschedule andprepare a memorial worthy of its name. For further in-formation contact: Pete Woolridge at 5-0341 or TonvCrayton at 5-2517. If we can't honor his memory we lan'texpect someone else to. Come plan.

and the reason for such force in putting
down the riot, they said, was that during
the four days of the rebellion, the inmates

LUTHER

had slit the throats of six hostages and
castrated the seventh.

The following day a coroner's report
revealed that all the hostages that died dur-
ing the riot at Attica were killed, not by the
inmates, but by bullets from state troopers'
guns during the assault. No hostages had
been seriously injured by the inmates. In
fact, the hostages admitted that they had
been well treated.

Several months later Walter Dunbar, the
Deputy Commissioner of New York's
Department of Correction, who had been
at Attica druing the uprising, admitted
that "under the pressure of those days" he
had mistakenly imagined the atrocities the
state claimed were committed by the in-
mates.

The events at Attica and more recently
at New Mexico State Prison, and elsewhere
around the country on smaller scales, are
real today as they were in 1971. You can do
something about prison atrocities and
prison conditions. If you have never seen
this powerful film, this is your chance to do
so free. If you have, it's your chance to do it
again and to discuss what is happening in
Massachusetts prisons today.

By Brumtic Brandon, Jr.

Always Read

Black Affairs

Announcements
"DANCE BONGO" - Theater Event

The Third World Theater Series proudly announcesDance Bongo, a Trinidadian Play by Errol HiU as theorigmal production in its spring 1982 season

T.lInl^T-
\^^*/«^«'"onial dance from the Caribbean

Islands of Trinidad and Tobago. TraditionaUy, the Bongowas danced at wakes for the dead as a symbol of new Mrth

?ormTf'r''J^'
'''' '*!^ community. Later, apopuTariL^S

h^r.«/K^^ ^""^Z ^r^'^^ ^^'^^^ ^^ performed for thehighest bidder or the biggest prize
'Dance Bongo" is directed by Grace Cornish, a student

at Hampshu-e College. Choregraphy is by EnoWashmgton. Actmg. dancing, and design are all bvstudents of the Five College Area
^

EVENT: "Dance Bongo"

15^6 if
'^^"""^^y* ^"^^y- Saturday; April 8,9,10 and

Amh'el^^t^"
^*'"^*''^®^^ Hampden Theater. UMass.

TIME: 8:00 PM

FOR MORE INFORMATION. CALL 545-3604

wJ/lf
^*'."'^^*"^^' anniversary of Martin Luther King Jr 'sdeath wiU be commemorated at a Memorial Service onSunday. April 4. The Reverend Chester Freer^ >^llconduct the service which wUl feature ProfessorTndrea

Rushing, from Amherst College, as guest sneaker Thf
People's Baptist Church Choir from N^w YoSX luising special selections to honor Dr. King's memory

^
AmJem SStg:''

"^^"^ '' '-'' P'"- •" ^^^P- Chapel at

th.^«r A^'
^^''^•"^

H^?* ^^^""^ K^""«dy Ellington on

rh.n!i ^"r^"!ry °^ ^'' *^«*th. April 25. 1982 ChapinChapel Amherst College 4 p.m. The service wiU be in Jazzwith a tribute by J.R. MitcheU. percussionist and wi^
Fryman! jT^"

' ^"'^*'"' ^"^*^'"'"^^*«" *^°"^<^t Chester

Why - '
reckon

\\\ mosey on

down to the CCA

& see impessionist

DAV\D FRVE^J

j^^/nOieloor Tickets for DavidFrye & specliT
guest magician Peter Sosna in the CCA April l)

at 8:00 pm on sale at TIX
^^(bet. 12:00 & 3:00)

Sponsorecf^y' —
Governors Program Council

,

•»»<* th« UM«M Art! Council

f^

\H^
IPHOlOPATlOl

KODAK PAPER

KODAK
PROCESSING

I.
with this coupon

COFF
processing on your

next roll of film

COLLEGE
DWG
4 Main St. Amherst 253-2524
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE by M. Joyce
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by Mark Rollins

WHAT HAPPENED? by Ethyl Octane
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Drawing to be held:

April 20,1962

Tonight

WIN A JUKE BOX
at our

OLDIES NIGHT
This Week

Four Hours of Two for One
all Liquor Drinks

9-1

- register to win a Free Juke Box -

Collegian
Graphics

Staff

l.» Vmh\ PIfasant St.

There will be a
mandatory staff

meetine^ for the
night graphics
people on Thurs-
day, April 1 at
7:30 p.m. in the
graphics office.

The meeting will

cover important
topics. If you
cannot attend,
please contact
Marsha Bianchi
prior to April 1.

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffe

:•:•::•:•»:•!•»>: mm

ACROSS
1 Gaucho s

grassland

6 Compared to
10 France s silk

center

14 Louis, in

Germany
15 Architect

Saarinen
16 Plaything
17 Play at

horseshoes
18 North German
20 Symmetric
21 Allium .

the onion
22 Tried

23 Extras with IB

and 34 Across
25 Anoint

26 OSS successor
27 Arranged in

Succession
31 Panotmph
34 Supreme Court

Justice. 193»«7
37 Siouan tribe

39 Heading, m
Germany

40 Source ol

provisions for 4

Down
41 Fairy in A

Midsummer
Night s Dream

44 Wapiti

45 Penetrates

46 Corn carrier

4a in the

bag'
49 the r>ews''

54 Fra Liopo
57 Hurok name-

sakes
56 Little one. m

Oviedo
59 Facing dilficullies

6

1

Dihed at home
62 Very little

63 Hiio outing
64 Hub of activity

65 Wing Prefix

66 Bridge position
67 Genealogy items

DOWN
1 Document
2 Jacques Brel

IS
••

3 Inn s descendant
4 Meal of a sort

5 Leftover

6 Tittler

7 Junkyard
denizens

8 ' vtrumque
cano"

9 Hill above Golden
Gate Bridge

10 Passerine ol

Australia
11 Type of

exercise
12 and iermir>er

13 Sud s opposite
19 Ruark title

21 French cathedral
city

24 Thors wife

25 Mirrors, muses
27 Snow runner Var
28 To
29 Mention one by

one
30 CHIPS first

name
31 Circumstances

companion
32 Vanity case
33 Dawn shade
35 Helps
36 Biblical items

Abbr
38 Harvesting

machine
42 Pari ol a play
43 Parties,

informally

47 Lord Peter

Wimsey's valet

49 Drinks for 4 Down
50 Attu native

51 olcake
52 In the bag
53 Grandmas
54 Without strength

55 Beginning Abt>r

56 Fancy spread
57 Jaeger gull

60 Key. m Caen
61 Quantity, for

short

1 } 1 4 S

1
»1

i 7 1 1

1
11 11 17 13

M is It

17

I
11

»

1*

n

V

»

1P
1
31
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P
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IS 31
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n

I
31

ji U 34
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I
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41
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41 42
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ANSWER to nimbus InizZLE
"•'-•-''

'
r::u m.'.V \. v-^ >rn>r,!

WEATHERgariH narian iiriaaqqpa nnnnn nrinunnnn iTinnnrinnnHH
nnnnnnrin ritinnn
„„ nnnn iiridf.i
Honrinn iiuniKiruja

DDHH LlFintin (-IfltlZl
rann unnnfi iKiiJiin
nnnnr^nnn (•ir.innrin

[Hnrjr^r.i"i(i(ir.in [irifiri
nriN r.KKiuii iiunn

Sunny today but with in-

creasing high cloudiness.
Highs 50 to 60, cooler on
Cape Cod. Cloudy tonight.
Lows 35 to 40. Tomorrow
variable cloudiness, chance
of showers. Highs 45 to 55.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

•Tuna Boat
American Chop Suey

DINNER

SOUTH"SEAS NIGHT
Luau Roast Pork >

•

with Sauce
Chicken Hawaiian with

Hoomalimali Sauce
Polynesian Vegetables

with Tofu
Miniature Egg Roll

BASICS LUNCH

Spinach Noodle Casserole
Tuna Boat

BASICS DINNER

SOUTH SEAS NIGHT
Ghicken Hawaiian with

Hoomalimali Sauce
Polynesian Vegetables

with Tofu
Miniature Egg Roll

UVC & GPC '

Daily Programming Schedule ^

10:30 - 11:00 Martha's Vineyard - A
Documentary on the

%% Island
11:00 - 12:30 Katherine Brady - Talks

of the Social Problems of
Today

12:30 - 1:30 No One Here Gets Out
Alive - A Tribute to Jim
Morrison

1:30- 2:00 Rockworld - Rocking
Video

/«aJ^JV5»^ KXM. is^Mv.
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REEFER MADNESS
&

W C FiElds

ApRil 2Nd TiMcs: 7, 9, 11

MAHAR
AdMissioN SI.00

SUMMER JOBS
The Summer Conference Housing Office is now

mring students for temporary summer positions as
desk clerks, housekeepers, and student supervisors

There are limited full and part-time openings all
shifts, plus weekends.

'

Applications may be picked up in the University
Conference Services Office, Room 918 of the Cam-
pus Center.

Deadline for return of the applications is 5:00 d m
Friday, April 9, 1982. — '

Work-study students will be given priority. We are
an equal opportunity employer. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply.

BUYING
High School
Class Rings
HIGHEST "
PRICES
PAID! Also Golds Silver

Corns and lewelry

'DuHicI Sniitli

256-0710
25 North PleasonI Street

Amherst

Summer
Employment

Camp Young Judaea
Amh«f«, Now Hampshire

(ReiKjeni. Co ed, 1 hour from
Boiton) IS in nMd of Department
Directors and Activity Specialists
tor this summer in: Athletics

?X'^n"^^*- .^**'" '"M'uctloi;
n^SI), WaterskHng, Sailing. Arts

Y & Crafts, Campcrafi. Israeli
Dance. Drama. Israeli Folk Song
Riflery. Tennis. Photography Of'V fice Personnel and Nurses in N )e Excellent Salaries and fringe

I benefits. Please contact Dr
Charles B. Rotman, Director 81
Kingsbury Street. Welleslev MAS 02181. 617-237-9410.

I

I

A place called

Alpha
and what you can do there

Scientists t\aye recogniied that
there's a special functioning level of
the brain where the mind operates In
an extremely high, intuitive, creative,
and expanded capacity

They've called this level Alpha.

The goal of Alpha Awareness is to
help you learn to consciously
function m Alpha at will, wherever
and whenever you decide

So you can expand your talents, im
prove your skiits. develop your
psychic abilities, effect positive
changes m your personality, and cor
rect disturbing bad habits

In short, to allow yow to function as
a superior human being

We help you to learn basic tech
niques you can use to make virtually
any life situation easier to deal with
From handling your son's poor home-
work to handling your boss'
impossible deadlines to handling
your nose's allergic reaction to cat
hair.

We'tfelp'you <6;»«afn- to apply these
techniques to * irisomnfa, smoking,

"

headaches, poor memory and over-
weight.

With these techniques you can learn
to rule your body by controlling your
mind They are a means to becoming
healthier And more vital. And
happier

* TUESDAYS •
-#

iV

JEFF FORMAN Instructor

A course called

Alpha Awareness
and how it works

The course itseif takes four evenings
and one weeKend to complete Most
people take them back to back But
you can do it separately according to
your own time slots And once you've
graduated you can sit in on future
sessions as often as you like, free

If you're interested but not convinced
or want to know more, we run
seminars in this area for free where
you can find out )ust what goes on
here in more detail

And you re invited to get real tough
with us with your questions The
atmosphere is friendly and we can
take It

Dress IS informal and loose all the
time You wear whatever makes you
feel comfortable and relaxed

Are you ready for a place called
Alpha''

See you there

V

«'

Hove some fun with 4 for i

AHEND A FREE SPECIAL LECTURE

Wednesday March 31 Thursday April 1
7:30 p.m.

^^

DRAFTS
ALL NIGHT

Campus Center
room 905-909

7:30 p.m.
Campus Center
room 905-909

^oj^Further Information Call (413) 549-6370

VOOa
RICHARDS

Rt 9
AMHERST

••e^

'\U^^ JEFFERSON AIRPLANE

JORMA
IKALIKONEN
«#*M. .*•J^'^" GUESTS
ACOUSTIC MARTIANS

H/^

I

FIRSTSHOW STARTS AT
7:00 DOORS OPEN AT 6:30

SECOND show:
10:00 DOORS OPEN AT 9:30

s^

n ONe
r aori (i

• •

party

'"'^^^y

FEATURIINia:

[THE FABULOUS
SHITTONS'

(America's female v.SIOIM OP SHA-IMA>-IMA

contests! ^
aV dollar T
/; drinks! X
pover V^ price
»<Vitln coistume I

THE
RETUPIM

P^9TICH€
5^9TICH€

Bl m
\A/ITH

II »

ff

sct'ams
Arvio

KASPER HAUSER''

^3 ^O^ER

J

•I

1

I
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome to CnllAnian nHir-^ rr- in ^ o^.- -, -.- ..
" - ^^ ^^ ^^ ^mm^

Collegian 11

Come to Co«eg«n Off.ce CC 113 • 8:45 3 45 Monday Fnday • Dead ne IS 3 45 Two days prior to publication daycash m advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor
mation available with Randy 546-7013

AUDIO

Great Sound For Less! Experienced DJs
will play your favorite tunes: Rock Disco
^•es- Call Steve 549 5845 or' Roger

Roland touch-sensitive
call Steve 586-3877

electric piano

POLICE TICKETS for Providence 4/13
Good seats still left. Call 253-7243

LOST

FOR SURE!!!!

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
Honda Civic sedan 1200 cc 5ok excellent
condition '79 call after 5 584-4309

VW Squareback good body, great
mechanically, new Michelen radials suoer
mpg 665-3447

*^

71 Ford Wagon 6 cyl. automatic, good on
gas, very dependable, $600 or BO 665-3447

5% of selling priqe to anyone that will
help sell my car. For information call
546-9465

Alpha Epsilon Pi has arrived!!!! To learnmore about the ultimate living, learning,
and social experience give us a canRemember! Tell a friend, tell your

HAQ A°Db!wLlt'i®;^°"*^
- ALPHA EPSILONHAS ARRIVED! Give us a call at 546-1117

and ask for Jeff. Do it today

!

FOUND

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BETTER AUDIO EQUIPMENT
I take the time to get the most music for
your money - Audio Consultants - 549-0720

EMTS FIRE & FIRST AID UNIT
April Events, Spring Concert, & Elections
- Meeting 3/29 @ 10 PM - 407N Morrill

ENTERTAINMENT

Found Saturday Feb 26 or March 6 in
store in Amherst gold bracelet braided If
It s yours, call Jim R. at 5-0056 during the

Lost antique diamond ring sentimental
value somewhere between Southwest and
CC, Reward 6-8193 or 6-8206

SKI EQUIPMENT

PERSONALS

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for5J^5^t. Free delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED

Pair of tickets to Asia at the Orpheum
Theater - wtH trade for ONE ticket for the
DEAD, Saturday night in Hartford - or will
buy ticket David 549-1869 - evenings after
five

FOR RENT

N. Amherst house one bedrm avail with
fall option $130 -»- 549-2613

FOR SALE

Personal used albums for sale; Jazz,
Blues, and Rock. Call 586-9004 ask for Jon

Counselors - Private coed camp in
Berkshires has openings for head and assis-
tant instructors in: Archery, Arts & Crafts
Gymnastics, Dance/Movement/Shovv
Choreography, Radio Station (AM)
Dramatics, Sailing, Puppetry, Tennis, Head
Waterfront Pool (WSI), Swimming Instruc-
tors (WSI), Waterskiing, Tripp-
ing/Backpacking, Model Rocketry, Musical
Director/ Piano Accompanist. Also needed-
Nurse RN/LPN), General Bunk Counselors
(males

, and Unit Leaders. Good salries
-friendly atmosphere. Contact: Dr. Paul
Krouner - Camp Schodack 268 Mason Ter-

«^®i^ Brookline, Massachusetts 02146
277-7600,,xiays 9-5

Lesbian Counseling Collective gfeeks
counseling supervisor with MA or equiv for
10 hr/wk position. Send resume to PGA
Counseling Collective, 406F Student
Union, UMass/Amherst 01003. For more
info leave name and number at 545-2645
Summer Work, $1,240 monthly average
for hard workers. Box 251. New Haven CT
06511

Governors Program Council invites you
to an April Fools Day party with Howard
Cosell & Walter Cronkite. . .or is it impres-
sionist David Frye? Thurs April ist CCA
Go ape over Duane! Creation vs Evolu-
tion, April 4

Four hundred scores and seven years
ago were your forefathers apes? Creation
Vs Evolution April 4 7:30 Mahar Aud

Were you created or did you evolve -

come and find out - hear Duane Gish April 4

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Dissertations, theses, papers

5-"(^T5W-792r^""'
'°'' '^'^'' ^^"^y

Hagen 200 cm racing cut skis. New,
never used, price negotiable. Call 549-5616.
Excellent buy. Call now - will sell quickly

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTIOtT"

Masterbedroom fits two - N.Wood Apts
ask for Paul 665-7523 after 5

TO SUBLET

ROOM WANTED
Grad looking for room in Puffton dou-
ble next fall possibly summer. Call Donna
546-9974

ROOMMATE FOR THE CAPE
Person needed for bedroom in a 2
J^^JJ^Jttage 500 for summer call Rick

ROOMMATE WANTED

Summer sublet w/fall option 1 bdrm in 2
bdrm apt call Helene 256-0659

Brandywine summer sublet 2 br poss fall
option 549-4122

Summer sublet w/fall option Squire
Village 665-2963 ^

™^®"* Center Apt June 1 w/fall option
$280 negotiable inc everything 253-51 66
Summer North Amherst. 2 bdrm, on bus
rte. pool, AC, 549-5416

4 bedrm apt available for June 1 summer
sublet w/fall option call after 6 256-8459
Brandywine - 2 bedrooms, furnished,
pool, A/C. Available June 1 549-0425
Summer sublet w/fall opt. 2 bdrm. Col
Vllg. $275 -I- elec. 253-2997 rug & couch in-
cl.

WANTED

One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

Looking for friendly and politically
aware person to share Northampton
apartment call 586-9004, ask for Jon or
Chowder

One room avail in 4 bedroom Amherst
apt avail immed w/summer and/or fall op-
tion call Steve 549-1675

Housemate to take 5th bedroom in our
North Amherst house. Available im-
mediately. Located across the street from
Townehouse Apts. Summer & Fall?? Call
549-4118

Riders wanted to Framingham (area) on
Friday April 2. Call 546-9623

WANTED TO BUY

Stereo Amp, Ttble. Spkrs, Deck. For info
call 256-6639

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Division

SERVICES

Highest cash prices paid for class rings
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith'
25 No. Pleasrnt St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Professional Research. Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Research
»600 C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605
Typesetting, layout & pasteup for
resumes etc, quick service, reasonable
prices, call 546-9623

WANTED: Three bedrpqm aoartnMrUjJ.
Puffton Village. June f through. T^.
546-9412 or 546-6082

WRITING SERVICES

Writing Help: Professional writers F
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble Ph
assist in any writing project. Amhc
Wnters, Inc. 253-7764

SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS

IF YOU ARE NOW RECEIVING SOCIAL
SKURITY BENEFITS-YOU ShSulD B^

ChfANGB IN
I ELIGIBILITY.

~'

M5^I54?''
'NFORMATION CALL TIPS:

SPAN*lsH^'^^^''^'"^^'^'^'*'^44ISIN

* Invasion
Continued from page 4

or when he's stopped by the police in his
air-car & explains that he's God's legal
father. But most of his usual wit falls flat
here, because he's trying to be serious at
the same time. I guess it's the same kind of
situation as when Woody Allen was trying
to do a truly serious movie for once,
"Interiors;" you keep subconsciously
waiting for the punchline. It's hard for a
usually funny writer to be serious (or taken
seriously), & vice versa. Maybe if Dick had
made this all a fantasy in Asher's head,
that would have pulled it together. Or if

he'd made it either completely serious
completely absurd, it would work bett -

But this is such a muddy mixture of bot';
it's hard to tell where he's coming fron^

I guess you can't really expect a writi -

with so many books behind him to keep - :

top of it all the time. Maybe he need.s a
good, long rest and ought to come back U> it

later. If you want my honest
recommendation, read VALIS (it's ;in

affordable paperback, too), which
expresses his metaphysics a lot better, but
pass this one by.

I

IDB@\®TIPS

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS

presents.

The New England
Collegiate

*adio Conference
April 17th & 18th

meet representatives from over 70 collegiate radio

stations and experience the inside workings of the

jinore^progressive media contact Heidi Christensen

"'^S^Registrat'ion^^ at 545-2425

1 sponsored m uart by UMass Arts Cotinci

$8.50 Banquet dinner) Studem Government Assoaat.r

(optional RSVP April 1st) ' °®^" °' Students
V4

4
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NCAA crown
NLW ORLEANS (AP) - Freshman Michael Jordan hit

an 18-foot jumper with 15 seconds left and James Worthy
won the duel of dunks with Patrick Ewing to give North
Carohna its first NCAA basketball championship under
Coach Dean Smith with a 63-62 victory over Georgetown
Monday night. Worthy scored a career-high 28 points and
his steal, coming on a giveaway pass from Georgetown's
Fred Brown with 10 seconds left, insured North Carolina
the national title and finally lifted the monkey from
Smith's back.

The North Carolina coach had taken six previous teams
to the Final Four and came up empty-handed each time,
but this time it was Worthy. Sam Perkins and Jordan who
delivered the championship trophy into the hands of Smithm his 21st season as coach of the Tar Heels.
The battle between the front line of North Carolina -

6-foot-9 junior Worthy and 6-9 sophomore Perkins - and
the 7-foot Georgetown monolith, Ewing, produced one the
closest title games in recent history.
Not since 1959 had there been an NCAA championship

decided by one point. California won that title by beating
West Virginia 71-70, but the past 22 title games have, for
the most part, been blowouts.

This game was undecided until the very end. Eric
''Sleepy" Floyd had given Georgetown a 62-61 lead when
he worked into the land and fired up a 10-footer with 57
seconds to play.

North Carolina, already in a slowdown for the past four
minutes, called time out with 32 seconds left, then worked
the ball around the perimeter and Jordan threw up the
game-winner from the left side.

As Georgetown brought the ball down court. Brown
turned to his right and tossed the ball into Worthy's
hands. Worthy then headed toward the (Georgetown
basket, and was intentionally fouled bv Eric Smith with
two seconds remaining. Worthy mi.ssed^wo foul shots, but
the victory had been .sealed.

Smith, criticized as a coach who couldn't win the "big
one," finally ended all that talk. As fans and
photographers swarmed onto the court, first Worthy,
then the coach, were lifted onto teammates' shoulders to
begin the traditional cutting down of the net at the Loui-
siana Superdome, where a crowd in excess of 61,000 wat-
ched for the .secohd time in the past three days.
Smith finally won the championship with a team that

had perhaps the best starting five of his career and compil-
ed a record of 32-2, his l>est at North Carolina.
"I'm very grateful to my players. We played probably

the best team we've seen all year, along with Virginia
"

said Smith.

The loss ended Georgetown's best season ever with a
30-7 record, but the Hoyas were foiled in their first cham-
pionship game since 1943 when they lost 46-34 to Wyom-
ing.

No more points separated the two teams in the second
half and Jordan's winning basket produced the ninth lead
change of the half.

Jordan said his game-winning shot came on "set play If
I had an open shot, coach said '(Jo ahead and take it

'"

The show, however, belonged to Worthy and Ewing
both of whom brought the crowd cheering to its feet with
mammoth slam dunks. Worthy had four dunks in the se-
cond half, including one over Floyd, his junior high school
buddy, that produced a three-point play and pulled the Tar
Heels within one point with 11:.52 left.

Ewing anchoring the middle of Georgetown's compact
zone North Carolina was held without a clean field goal
for the first eight minutes. However, four of E wing's five

^?^'r^.SB^'^'-^^!-^'^^'^'^'^^-A!!^-
AP L«a«rphoto

away from

first-half goaltending calls kept the Tar Heels in the game
In the first five minutes, Ewing had four points, two re-

bounds and a steal. He finished the half with 10 points
four rebounds and a steal. He finished the half with 1()
points, four rebounds and the steal.
North Carolina's 6-9 James Worthy was the high scorer

for the first 20 minutes, getting 18 points. Six of those
points came on three of the goaltending calls against Ew-
ing as the two big men battled under the boards
Georgetown's Eric "Sleepy" Floyd, hitting from out-

side, also had 10 points for the sixth-ranked Hoyas

Georgetown opened a 12-6 lead in the first seven
minutes, the biggest margin for either team in the first
half North Carolina tied it at 22-all on a 15-foot jumper by
Worthy with just over five minutes to play
The Tar Heels took a 29-26 lead in the final two minutes

But they turned the ball over while trying to hang on for
one last shot after Georgetown had made it 29-28 on a
20-foot jumper by Floyd.
Ewing hit two free throws and a stuff shot to put the

Hoyas in front 32-29 before Sam Perkins hit a pair of free
throws to make the halftime margin 32-31

By PAUL HEALY
Collegian Correspondent

STORKS. Conn. — The University of
Massachusetts men's soccer team finished
its indoor sea.son this past weekend by
placing 10th in the University of Con
necticut Indoor Soccer Tournament in
Storrs.

The UConn tourney, one of the top indoor
soccer tournaments in the country, included
perennial Division I powerhouses Ix)ng
Island University and host UConn (the
defending national champion). Two top
Division II teams. Keene State College and
the University of Hartford, along with
Division Ill's Plymouth College were in
eluded in the 31 -team field.

"The team really showed its character
and versatility this weekend, " said interim
UMass head coach Tom Madaras. "We
played really well, especially considering
we had a week off right before the tourney
and we were missing two players due to a
transportation mix-up."
According to Madaras, the "biggest

feather in the UMass cap " was a tie

against the UConn varsity on Sunday.
"We made the national champs play our

gtLvae: slow, patient and controlled. They

tournament
wanted to play a quick, counterattacking
style, but we wouldn't let them," Madras
said. "If their goalie hadn't made some
great breakaway saves we would have
won."

UMass faced the UConn freshman team
in the opening game Saturday, and came
away with another scoreless draw. In the
next match the Minutemen were upset by
Fordham University, 3-1, with the only
UMass goal scored by Bahram
Emamizadeh.
The final game of the day saw the

Minutemen hammer powerful Hartford, 3
0. giving what Madaras called a "clinic in
total team soccer." Scoring the goals for
UMass were freshmen Nick Marciano and
Mike Rudd and sophomore Kayvan
Khatami.

Taking second in its division,

;
Massachusetts advanced to Sunday's games

^"ind faced tough New Haven in the opener.
UMa.ss wa-s shut out. 2 0. and was held to
less than five shots during the game.
The loss ended the teams hopes for a

playoff berth, but the Minutemen came
back to shut out Concordia (of Montreal) 2-

0. with the goals tallied by Emamizadeh and
Lenny Margoiis.

"The Concordia game showed the

potential our program has to become top
notch.

" Madaras said. "Only two juniors
played; the rest were sophomores and
freshmen."

He cited Rudd and sophomore Kevin
Flynn as examples of the versatility and
character of the young squad.

"Mike (Rudd) is an excellent forward, but
we had to play him at fullback because of
the mi.ssing players, and he did a great job

"

Madaras said. "Kevin (Flynn) injured his
leg a couple of weeks ago and we thought he
would miss the whole spring season, but he
really helped us this weekend."

Madaras also had praise for goalkeepers
Brett Olsher. a junior, and Jeff Smith, a
freshman. The netminders combined for
four shutouts in six games and "kept us
alive when our backs were against the
wall, according to Madaras.

With the indoor season over, the team
will be moving outdoors this week for its
annual spring practices and tournaments
and Madaras is very enthusiastic about his
squad s prospects.

"We've done really well indoor, and once
we get more experience together under
game type pressure you'll see some very
good soccer played her»."

Davis leaves

Boston College

for Stanford
BOSTON (AP)- Dr. Tom Davis, head

basketball coach at Boston College for five
years, is leaving to accept a similar post at
Stanford University, radio station WRKO
reported Monday.

The station said Davis will be named
formally at a news conference Tuesday in
Palo Alto, Calif

^

A Boston College spokesman. Sports
Information Director Reid Oshn, would
not confirm or deny the report. "Stanford
officials have asked BC not to comment
until after their press conference
tomorrow," Oslin said.

Davis, who attended the NCAA
semifinals Saturday and then left New
Orleans, reportedly was en route to
Stanford.

*

Boston College defeated San Francisco.
DePaul and Kansas SUte in this season's
NCAA tournament before losing to
Houston in the NCAA Midwest Regional.
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Senate will vote
tonight on runoff
By PAUL N. BELVAL
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate will vote tonight on
a proposal that the mandatory run-off election between
Jim Murphy and the team of Steve Robinson and Harvey
Ashman for the Student Government Association (SGA)
presidency be held next Tuesday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m at
the same sites as the original elections.
The Governing Affairs committee of the SGA is making

the proposal after working out the plans for.the elections
among themselves. Ed Lee. senate speaker, said.
Lee said the run-off is needed because SGA rules state

that if there is a difference of six votes or less between the
first and second place finishers in an election, a run-off
must be held. Robinson and Ashman defeated Murphy by
only three votes.

f J J

Lee also said the problems that had arisen questioning
the validity of Murphy's candidacy because he had been
administratively withdrawn for not paying a small fee had
been cleared up. and he said as far as he was concerned
there never really was a problem.
Lee said he thought the question was brought up

because "the second place finishers couldn't take losing
"

When the ballots were first counted they showed
Murphy beatmg Robinson and Ashman by 55 votes, but
Ashman and Robinson petitioned for a recount This
recount yielded a three vote victory for Ashman and
Robinson.

SPRING FEVER ^nnia R<>llor:,v.» 10 .. t«llejri»n photo bv TereM BelUfiore
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Murphy's eligibility to run
is still being questioned

Collef^ian file photo
bv Vinre DrWiK

ONCE MORE —
Students will be
voting for SGA
president, again, in

a run-off election.

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

Paul Domey, a former worker for the
Steve Robinson/Harvey Ashman campaign
for the University of Massachusetts"
Student Government Association
presidency, said yesterday that he will
continue to challenge candidate Jim
Murphy's eligibility to run and the recent
recount and possible run-off election has
"no bearing" on his case.

"Whether he was eligible to run in the
first election determines whether or not he
is elegible to run in the run-off," Domey
said.

Domey had challenged Murphy's
eligibility to run on Monday, March 9, after
he had allegedly seen a computer printout
which listed Murphy as administratively
withdrawn. Domey and Prosecuting
Advocate Craig Sherwood had brought the
case before the student judiciary, where no
decision has yet been made.
Murphy had originally been reported as

winning the election over Robin-
son/Ashman by a margin of 55 votes. A
recount held on March 18 listed Robin-
son/Ashman as the winners, however, by a
margin of nine votes.

Because neither candidate received the
plurality level of 33 percent of the votes,
the decision was made to have a run off
election between the two candidates. The
Undergraduate Student Senate will decide
tonight on the details of the election.
Domey said he would continue to press

charges because of his strong belief that
Murphy was not eligible to run.
Murphy campaign worker and Defense

Advocate Bruce Levy disagreed with
Domey. "Jim Murphy was, and continues to
be an active student," Levy said.
Levy also said he believes Murphy's civil

rights to privacy may have been violated
when his name was allegedly looked up on a
UMass computer.
"We have consulted an outside attorney

as to whether Jim's civil rights have been
violated." Levy said. "If we can prove this,
we will take Sherwood to real court."
Domey said that he had "nothing per-

sonal" against Murphy and he was "only
trying to make the information public."
"We will continue to oppose efforts by

individuals either from another candidacy
or from Whitmore to keep Jim from being
president," Levy said.

The hearing will resume tonight at 9 p.m.
in Machmer Hall at UMass.

Videotape Instructional Program gets grantBy JEFF ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts School of Engineering
recently received a $96,969 grant from the Bay State Skills
Corporation (BSSC) to expand their Instructional
Program, according to the office of Rep. James G. Collins
D-Amherst.
The Videotape Instructional Program of the Office of

Extended Engineering Education offers industry the
opportunity to retrain their employees in such areas of
chemical, civil, electrical, computer, and industrial
engineering, and in mathematics. Through the use of
yideoUpe, participants at indu.strial locations can enroll in
individual graduate or undergraduate courses and/or a
complete graduate degree program without having to
travel to the University's Amherst campus, said Harvey
Stone, director of extended engineering education at the
School of Engineering.
The Videotape In.structional Program offers students in

industry the opportunity to acquire "state of the-art"
education and training in a variety of engineering
disciplines. Stone said.

The program is ««">nip ,t ' ' -.^ '^Howv iTMnes

engineering faculty teach in front of video taping
machines. Students in class can view their instructor on a
television monitor which is located next to each student's
desk, said Stone.

Each student's video monitor has the advantage of being
wired to a computer graphics machine which is capable of
diagraming many elaborate geometric shapes. "The chalk
board is no longer used in class" (the ones that are being
videotaped). Stone explained.
At the end of each week approximately three hours of

taped class lectures including notes, homework and
examinations, are shipped to students and industry
nationwide. Stone said.

A copy of the tape is also sent to the UMass library
where engineering students can review class lectures that
they missed. Stone said.

"Undergraduate engineering courses also get shipped to
various community colleges free of charge. We become the
flagship campus. When they come to UMass they are more
in sync with college here," Stone said.

"The key to the whole program is faculty and they work
hard at it." Even though it goes through the School of
Engineering, the program has taped various classes for the
coon exnan«!ion chemistry department, and the depar-

tment of public health. Stone said.
The recent grant from the BSSC is the second such grant

that the School of Engineering has received to develop this
experimental program. The program was started six years
ago when the vice-president of Digital Computers in-
formed the school that there were people in industry who
needed to up date their skills in electronics and computers
Stone said.

'

At that time Digital contributed ^15,000 which was
matched by the University to develop the VideoUpe
Instructional Program. Another $200,000 was later in-
vested in the program to build three television studios on
campus. Stone said.

The Videotape Instructional Program has also helped to
alleviate a problem that had hampered the engineering
department in the past. Because of a lack of engineering
faculty the School of Engineering was unable to offer
courses dunng the summer. With the advent of videotaped
classes UMass was able to accomodate 140 students who
took several engineering courses last summer, said Stone.
The majority of engineering students appreciate the

video program. "It is a great learning experience," said
fcrnie Romeo, a senior industrial engineering major.
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World and national news
Columbia lands safely at White Sands
WHITE SANnS MTCOTT r DAXtott, », .-WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE. N.M. (AP) -

l-ramed by purple mountains and a brUliant blue skv
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Three down, one to go and Columbia fUes for hire
Weight on wheels came at 9:05 a.m. MST on an un-

familiar runway. 22 hours past due. The landing ended an
eight-day mission that demonstrated Columbia's ver-
satility and stamina in space.
The weather was as kind to astronauts Jack R. Lousma

and 0. Gordon Fullerton as it was inhospitable the day
before Skies were relatively calm - a stiff headwind
instead of the cantankerous sandstorm that made a returnMonday impossible.

"Everybody in America started breathing again when
you made that landing." President Reagan told the pilots in
a telephone caU. "Our thoughts and prayers have been

with you every second that you've been up there."
At a runway ceremony, a beaming Lousma said: "I

couldn't say it was a good flight, because it was a great
spectacular flight from where we sat. We had eight days of
a great time and a great spacecraft."
He added. "Columbia has flown our colors around the

world and all Americans can be proud of that."
Fullerton echoed those comments and said, "Everything

was better than my wildest dreams could imagine."
After the ceremony, the astronauts headed back to

Houston.
There, flight operations director Glynn Lunney said the

spacecraft survived its trip better than the two-day second
flight last November.
"STS-3 (flight 3) was a very powerful success," he said,

and added that nothing stands in the way of "flying
payloads for paying customers," beginning with the fifth
fught next November.

WELCOME BACK - Johnson Space Center director George Abbevastronauts Jack Lousma, left, and Charles Fullerton, right, after the Spacebia landed yesterday at the White Sands Missile Range
^

AP Lascrphoto

center, greets
Shuttle Colum-

Digest
By the Associated Press

VS to step up counterintelligence

Violence goes on
in the West Bank
KAFR KANNA, Israel (AP) - Israeli Arabs staged

marches and strikes yesterday to commemorate six Arabs
kiUed by Israeli soldiers in 1976, and to protest the
government s tough poUcy in the occupied West Bank

Police said at least 38 Arabs were arrested in three
violent mcidents in Israel. A wave of disturbances con-
tuiued for the 12th day in the West Bank.

Though most of the demonstrations in Israel were
peaceful, Israelis were shocked to see Arab citizens
flourishing four banned Palestinian flags at a march in
bakhnine in northern GalUee.

In the occupied West Bank, the military command said
two soldiers were hurt when their vehicle was stoned by
Palestmian youths at the Qalandia refugee camp on the
northern outskirts of Jerusalem.

A hand grenade was thrown in a busy street on the
Jewish side of Jerusalem, but no injuries were reported
Demonstrations were also reported in Arab East
Jerusalem.

Palestinians in the occupied territories, who have been
demonstrating against Israel's dismissal of three Arab
West Bank mayors, were on strike Tuesday and therewere expressions of sympathy with IsraeU Arabs on what
has become known as "Land Day."

The Land Day protest in 1976, in which IsraeU police
shot six Arabs to death, was over government ex-
propriations of land in Arab sectors of Galilee.
Five Arabs and one Israeli soldier have been killed in the

West Bank disturbances.
At Kafr Kanna. five miles northeast of the major Arab

town of Nazareth, about 2,000 Arabs marched to a rally by
a cemetery where one of the victims from six years aeo is
buried.

At a rally in -Taibeh, a town 20 miles northeast of TelAviv, Mayor Abdel Latif Habib said. "We are protesting
the expropriation of land in Israel and actions of thegovernment in the West Bank."

Israelis have long worried that Israel's 650.000 Arab
citizens one-sixth of Israel's population, might ally
hemselves with the 700.000 in the West Bank who have

lived under military occupation since the land was cap-
tured from Jordan in the 1967 Arab-Israeli war.

^Lll^ L^ fIlin;CjlingtorL
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WASHINGTON - The Reagan ad
ministration may propose making some
scientists restrict access to their work as
part of a plan to halt a "massive Soviet
effort" to learn about U.S. technology, a top
CIA official has told Congress.
Adm. Bobby Inman, deputy CIA

director, told two House subcommittees
Monday that the Soviet Union is con-
centrating on learning about applied
technology, such as weapons systems,
missile guidance, and lasers. About 70
percent of the effort is through spying and
legal or illegal purchases of various types of
technology, he said.

He reiterated the administration's in-
tention to step up counterintelligence to
block such efforts.

If the United States is successful, the
Soviets may shift their attention toward
trying to gain access to the basic research
done on many college campuses. Inman
said.

Unless researchers and academics work
out a plan to limit access to their work, the
administration may come up with some
type of proposal within a year or 18 months,
Inman said.

But he said he had no specific "proposal
on the table to control anything."

El Salvador aims for national unity

MILES
DAVIS
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SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador - The
five rightist parties leading in El Salvador's
election declared yesterday they will aim
for a "government of national unity, with an
eye to installing a regime of concord and of
peace."

Meanwhile, the Defense Ministry said
fighting continued in Usulutan but the
situation now was "controlled." It said 100
guerrillas and 15 government troops had
been kiUed since Monday in the battle for
the city.

The leftists, who had vowed to disrupt
Sunday's election, prevented the voting

only in Usulutan, a town of 60,000 people,
and five other towns in that area in the
eastern party of the country.

But voters turned out in massive num-
bers elsewhere, presenting the rebels with
theu- second biggest setback since their so
called "final offensive" in January.

The centrists gained a plurality of the
votes, but not a majority, and the rightist
parties were in a position to form a coalition
that could exclude the Christian Democrat
president of the junta, Jose Napoleon
Duarte.

Bottle law challenge is denied
RO.STOM _ TU« „*_.- n... . .BOSTON - The state Ballot Law

Commission yesterday denied a second
challenge to the referendum petition for
repeal of the new bottle law and directed
the state secretary to print the question on
the November ballot.

The four page ruling came a day after the
commission's hearing, at which lawyers for
both sides said the decision on this latest
objection would be consolidated with a
court appeal of the earlier ruling. The
appeal is due for trial in Suffolk Superior

Court April 6.

The commission, in the latest case, was
asked to throw out the petition because the
signatures of three original sponsors had
been invalidated.

The protestors were represented at
Mondays hearing by attorney Evans J
Carter, who said he was not chaUenging the
more than 70.000 certified names filed in
support of the repeal test, about 2V2 times
the required number.

Reasons to dismiss Cohen are determined

[Colleglaa 3

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The Underp-aduate Student Senate Ad-Hoc Committee
on Judicial Removal determined yesterday afternoon
there 18 reason to dismiss Clerk of Courts Michael Cohen
on the grounds of misrepresentation and involvement
beyond his duties in a judicial case last semester concern-mg misuse of senate funds, and will present the stated
causes to the senate tonight for official action
The Clerk of Courts position is the chief administrative

officer of the judiciary, but is not "a member of the stu-
dent judicial bodies for purposes of hearing cases, deter-
mining guilt or determining sanction," according to the
constitution of the Student Government Association
(OGA).
The charge of misrepresentation stems from a letter

written by Cohen to former Chair of Governmental Af-
fairs James Murphy. On the heading of the letter he in-
cluded the name of presiding justice Christopher Cook
with his own At the trial, Cook testified he was not aware
his name had been affixed to the letter, and he had not
seen the letter before it was submitted to Murphy.

It is against University Code of Conduct to represent
another "without the person's permission...not by error"
Assistant Attorney General Randy Chapman stated.

The second charge is one of abusing his position as Clerk
of Courts and being improperly involved in the judicial
hearing of Case 1002. Case 1002 concerned misuse of
senate funds, and the final decision not only determined
the treasurer innocent, but specified recommendations for
changes in the way referendum questions are handled.
Judge Debbie Feinstein, who was involved in the case,

said Cohen involved himself in the deliberation process ih
the case contrary to his job description, and wrote the
final decision, including in it several points the tribunal
never would have put in the decision." The tribunal later

overturned many points in the document.
"He (Cohen) definitely interjected his opinion in

deliberation. To the best of my knowledge we may have
asked about procedure in similar cases, but we didn't ask
his opinion," Feinstein said.

Feinstein also said the tribunal never asked Cohen to
write the decision.

She said she signed the document because the senate
was waiting for a decision in the case, and assumed the
other two judges did the same. She stated the document
contained points concerning referendums "we bounced
txack and forth," but never made any decision on The
three judges later repealed those decisions

r riXTj-i n t.t.j^r, .», . « ColleifiaB photo by Kevin J FsrhrtiiLONG RANGE PLAN - Kevin Carragee of the UMass Graduate
benate talks about the long range plan yesterday at the Campus Center.

G.S.S. passes resolution to

reject comstu termination
By LAURIE FISHER
Collegian Correspondent

The Graduate Student Senate (GSS) at
the University of Massachusetts
unanimously passed a resolution last night
to reject the termination of the com-
munication studies department as was
suggested by the ChanceUor's Working
Group in the Long Range Plan.
Jack Delmond, president of the graduate

senate, said, "Based on the Working
Group's admission of being unable to pass
informed judgement and other in-

consistencies in their report, such as lack of
uniform criteria, we feel the validity of the
recommendation to eliminate the com
munication studies department is

questionable."

Graduate representatives from the
communication studies department refuted
charges concerning the structure of the
department, the quality of the faculty
publications, and thequantity of enrollment
by stating that they find it difficult to
respond to the serious opinions of the
Working Group when the Working Group
admits their own lack of expertise.

Since 1970, four deans, five provosts, and
several executive rommittees have con

sented to over about 10 appointments,
reappointments, promotions, and tenure
recommendations.
"The cumulative weight of the informed

decisions made by the deans, provosts, and
executive committees is more trusted than
anything that was shown evident in the
Working Group's report. Also, the
evaluation is unsubstantiated, misleading,
and irresponsive to the communication
studies status report," said Kevin
Carragee, a mass communications graduate
student.

The long range plan calls for break up of
the communications department into the
following categories: mass communications
into the journalism department, in-

terpersonal communications into the
psychology department, and rhetoric into
the Enghsh department.
"The tendency in this country is to

combine areas of communications into a
single department. Here we are at UMass
splitting the department up." Carragee
said.

"Because journalism is a form of com-
munication and because communications is

more general than journalism, I do not see
communications as a subcomponent of
journalism." Carragee said.

Students running CC hotel

might not be a good idea
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

The opportunity for students majoring in
Hotel. Restaurant and Travel
Administration (HRTA) to operate and
manage the Campus Center Hotel may
seem to be an advantage on paper, but to
Steve Fletcher, HRTA department
chairman, the idea could cause problems.
The Chancellor's Working Group on long

range planning recommended in the
academic affairs document that the HRTA
department, with its 10 faculty members
and 632 undergraduates students, develop
a close working relationship with the hotel's
management. The Working Group states in
the document that this would serve as a
"training center" for HRTA students, and
save money by using the students as em-
ployees.

"We (the HRTA department) have no
burning desire to operate the hotel," said
Fletcher. He said the Working Group's
recommendation was not clear in its
description.

"My philosophy is that students should
have job experience, but only for fair wages
and not as free labor," he said.

Fletcher said calling a hotel "a training
center" crosses a fine line and can project
negative connotations.
"We're running an educational center,

not a training school." he said.
He also said the 116 room hotel is too

large a complex for the HRTA department
to manage if that department is expected to
follow its formal classroom procedure.

Dealing with a Campus Board of
Governors which changes annually could
also cause problems, Fletcher said. There

Continued on page 5
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Tube fix stated as virtually impossible

Wednesday, March 31, 1982

WASHINGTON (AP) - Weak steam generator tubes in
40 commercial nuclear units are "virtuaUy impossible" tonx and are causmg higher operating costs and radiation
exposure for plant personnel, according to a Nuclear
Kegulatory Commission staff report.

The report, dated February 1982. says the tube problem
in more than half the nation's nuclear units also is
responsible for about 23 percent of nuclear plant shut-downs that are unrelated to scheduled refueling.

^
The report raises the possibility - characterized as an

extremely low probabUity" - that tube ruptures in more
than one generator at a plant could cause inadequate
coolmg of the radioactive core, which could lead to melting
of the uranium fuel.

diJd*^^
^^ "^^ °"'^ '" pressurized water reactors, or

r^X*' ^*l'*iJ!*''*'
^^^^ ^*° ^ ^<*"'" steam generators with

3.000 to 15.000 tubes each. Another NRC study based on
lysi data reported tube degradation in 27 of the 47
licensed PWRs. but the new report states the confirmed
number is now "at least 40."

The nations 25 other nuclear plants use boiling water
reactors, which do not have steam generator tubes.
The report notes that faulty tubes have plagued the

industry since the early 1970s and are "due to a com-
bination of steam generator mechanical design, thermal
hydraulics, materials selection, fabrication techniques and
secondary system design and operation."

Several accident scenarios, such as multiple tube failures
and complications like the valve that stuck after a tube
rupture Jan. 25 at the Ginna plant near Rochester. N.Y..
have not yet been rigorously studied." according to the

report.

"There is a great deal of attention and sensitivity being
paid to steam generator tube leakage and degradation

"

Robert Szalay. vice president for the Atomic Industrial
Forum, an industry group, said Tuesday.

"I don't see that there is any serious threat to the publicm the near term. However, there is need for attention to
be given to this issue — and it is being given." Szalay said
adding that more than $50 mfllion is being spent by the
industry on tube degradation research.
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Placement questioned
BOSTON (AP) - The state education department is

citing five Massachusetts communities for placing minority

numbers"'
^^^"^' education programs in disproportionate

Letters to the public school systems in Salem. Cam-
bridge. Barnstable. Northampton and Leominster went
out Friday, citing them for "prima facie disproportionate
placement of special education minority children" adepartment spokesman said.
The citations are based on the departments review of

statistics for October 1981 supplied by the communities
themselves, according to a letter from Education Com-
missioner John H. Lawson.

It is the first time these communities have been cited for
the disproportionate placements of blacks and Hispanics,

Continued on page 7
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Press in China
treats news well
By ED LEVINE
Collegian Staff

While newspapers in the United States
and most other western nations usually
take an adversarial role toward their
governments, news organizations in the
People's Republic of China serve to further
the cause of the people and the govern-
ment, a veteran Chinese journalist said
yesterday.

Speaking to students in Professor
Lawrence Pinkham's press and Third
World journalism class at the University of
Massachusetts, Zhou Lifang, the assistant
head of political and diplomatic news of
Zinhua. the New China News Agency, said
the Chinese press focuses its attention on
analyzing and interpreting news, rather
than featuring news events of the day.

"If you view things in China from the
Chinese angle, you will see the majority (of
news coverage) is on the positive side."
Zhou said in fluent EngUsh. "The media
actually aims to encourage the people to
look forward, to unite, to build the country
more rapidly, rather than discourage
them."

Zhou said the press functions more with
the government of China because they are
all members of the Communist party and all
work toward the common goal of furthering
the revolution.

"They want the country to grow. They
want to buUd the country up as a powerful
and prosperous country so they can enjoy
life more," Zhou said of the Chinese people.
"It does not mean the press wants to create
a glowing picture of China by glossing
(things) over."

Often, Zhou said, the Chinese press will
discuss a policy the government is con-
sidering implementing, in order to create
feedback on the issue among the public. In
the event of a breaking news story, such as
a natural disaster, the Chinese press also
handles it differently than western jour-
nalists, he said.

"Our stories wiU tell (the readers) that
measures are being taken by the gover-
nment to fight and minimize the
damage... Also tell people to get ready and
not to panic." said Zhou, who was dressed
in traditional black drab Chinese uniform.

In addition, Zhou said, the Chinese press
also covers trials differently, usually just
reporting at the beginning and end of the
case and telling readers what lessons can be
learned.

"Most stories will explain what kind of
lesson can be drawn from the case," he said,
adding that once convicted, criminals are
usually given two years to "turn over a new
leaf and have their sentences lightened,
including the death penalty, which is often
imposed in the case of rape, murder or "bad
corruption."

The result. Zhou said, is that Chma's
crime rate recently has been lower than the
crime rate in New York City alone.

Zhou, who is married and has three
children, has been in the United States

Contintied on page 8
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confined to the human race as Major appears to have taken a likinjr to
the sport of roundball.

UPC to present plans to senate

Trustees to meet
and discuss fees

By TERRY HOFFMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
Board of Trustees is scheduled to hold a
Budget and Finance Committee meeting at
3 p.m. in Boston to discuss student fee
increases, building maintainance, and audit
recommendations.

The board is expected to vote on student
fee increases which include an 8 percent
increase of $200 for room and board a, a $9
increase for the campus center fee. a $16
increase for the student health fee. a $18
increase for student activities and a $6
increase for the athletic fee.

These increases will help to cover salary
increases, inflation, equipment upkeep, and
benefits for Physical Plant employees
said Student Government co- President
Larry Kocot.

"Housing has done a good job at keeping
the costs down," said Kocot.
Kocot said that "a lot of the costs are

legitimate," but he did not agree with the
Campus Center fee increase because it was
never approved by the Board of Governors.
He also said that the athletics fee should be
increased by only $4.

Building maintainance such as new fire
equipment and smoke detectors for dor-
mitories, renovations to the Curry Hicks
Cage and a new stairwell for Moore House
will be discussed said Kocot.
Audits from the Student Activities Trust

Frund and WFCR radio station wUl be
presented and recommendations on their
budgets will be made based on that in-
formation.

Other issues which will be discussed are a
patent policy, a plan to replenish the Barber
Scholarship Fund and a review of the
planning and operations trust fund.

* HRTA

By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Officials of the Union Program Council
(UPC) yesterday continued their refusal to
discuss their plans for Spring Concert at
the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst.
One UPC member said yesterday,

however, that there will be no concert in

Alumni Stadium as there has been the past
few years. Instead, UPC will be putting on
some alternative type of show.
Gironda told UPC last night the spring

show would probably be located by the
Campus Center Pond, be free to students,
and he said "talent at this point looks op-
timistic."

Gironda said instead of one "big blast,"
the program might consist of a number of

srrall shows throughout the weekend.
UPC will be presenting their plans for

the May 1 event at tonight's
Undergraduate Student Senate meeting,
Scott said.

Originally, UPC tried to sign the J. Geils
Band for an outdoor concert at Alumni
Stadium, but after negotiations between
the band and UPC fell through, Geils decid-
ed to play at the Hartford Civic Center on
that date instead.

The senate had agreed to underwrite
Spnng Concert for $142,800 with the pro-
vision that the J. Geils Band would play at
the stadium. UPC was also planning to
charge a $6 admission fee for the concert.
This was done in an effort to avoid the
debts that have plagued Spring Concert in
the past.

Contimied from page S

is also a question of whether hotels which
compete with the Campus Center will
understand the HRTA department taking
over its management. He said many of the
Campus Center's competition employ
UMass HRTA students after graduation.
"Of the 100 four year colleges offering

HRTA, only two operate their campus'
hotels," Fletcher said.

"The working group probably thought
they were doing us a favor." he said.

i^WLE
Contintied from page 6

affect the earth in order to be successful,"
said Hoffman.
There are currently women working for

WLE in Washington B.C., New York City
and Northampton. Hoffman said the group
in Washington distributes the conference
transcripts; the women in New York are
working on an eco-feminist bibliography
and a pamphlet series on eco-feminism.
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Eco-feminism is promoted
By DIANA AJJAN
Collegian Staff

station on Greenham Common in England
to protest the installment of cruise missiles
in Europe.

The Northeast coalition called Women A proposal for a women's protest at the
and Life on Earth (WLE) in Northamtpn is Pentagon was a result of the conference at
plannmg fund raising activities in order to UMass, said Hoffman. Two thousand
continue their work in promoting the con- women attended the Women's Pentagon
nections between feminism and ecology, or Action (WPA) to protest militarism and
^f/rT^I^'"'^"';

violence against women, the earth and itsWLE was formed in 1979 following the people,
accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear According to Hoffman, WLE's goal is to
power plant in Pennsylvania. A group of "provide the forms and resources to pro-women with a feminist perspective and mote the connections between women and

Utlc^N Y rip*! ^^r"'?."" ?^ ^"^***« ^"^'-^^'i'^^ Laundries in

rltln 'r-HU ^ ""*^ " ^^^ **"*y **"* *" ^ew York State licensed toclean radioactive garments used in nuclear power plants.

ecological understanding decided to stage a
conference in order to organize more
women concerned with the connections
between how the earth and women are
treated in our culture.

The two-day conference was held at the
University of Massachusetts in March,
1980. Six hundred women from New York
and New England gathered to attend
workshops and panel discussions on topics
including toxic wastes, genetic manipula-
tion, women and the food system and
nuclear weapons she said.

According to Hoffman, a group of
women from England who attended the
conference brought new information home
where they formed their own eco-feminist
group. Hoffman said these women are cur-
rently camping in front of a cruise missile

ecology." She said it accomplishes this by
publishing transcripts of the conference
and newsletters, which have ceased due to
lack of funds. Hoffman said WLE also
spent much time and money on organizing
the WPA. ^

Hoffman said she believes the attitudes
and power which plunder the earth are the
same as those which exploit women.

"I think that until feminists work for a
world that includes environmental quality,
and until environmentalists work for a
world where women have self-
determination, neither of us will come to
the end that we see. The environmental
movement needs to learn from the
women's movement and the women's
movement needs to learn how our actions

Continued on page 5
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By STEPHEN HOWE
Collegian Correspondent

AmhllTlT'''^'''^u^\^r^'^''y °f Massachusetts at

nrTw .T 7 '*'*'I!
^^ ^^^""8^ the effects of financialproblems that are threatening the Veterans assistance andcounsehng service and The Campus Veterans AssSion

^u^7?..*'^'"P"^ organizations for veterans
rhe VACS IS an administrative office which serves to aid

benefit? "Vh?nf"# '^'r,
'"''""^ educational and financial

benefits. The office helps on campus veterans throughsuch program* as tutorial assistance and emergency short

^"H ^^«^ ^ "^^^ ^ providing personal counseling.
This office IS currently facing a shortage of federal fundswhich could make it difficult to keep providing these

services The VAC on the other hand is a strictly socfal
organization serving as a lounge where veterans can get
together with other veterans to share what they have incommon. ''

.u^^^SV"^ financial crisis stems from a failure to get
their budget approved by the Student Government
Association.

AUen Gifford. director of the VACS office, said his office
and veterans in general are suffering from a reduced
commitment by the Veterans Administration of the federal
government to the on campus veteran. The current ad-
ministration. Griffin said, has followed the suit of many of
Its predecessors by making promises to veterans and then
faihng to follow through with these promises. An example
of this IS the fact that tuition wavers instituted by law are

currently being denied to thousands of veterans byevening schools and on this campus the question of evening
school tutition waivers is currently being debated.

While Gnffm said he is concerned about what federal
budget cuts mean to the future of his office and the ser-
vices It can offer to veterans here at UMass. he issomewhat optimistic about the prospect of state aid and
said Massachusetts and the UMass administration are not

""^r^^^,^^
the difficulties of an underfunded veterans

aiiairs office.

MeanwhUe the CVA is facing the prospect of an as yet
unapproved SGA budget. The budget, which was due to
be submitted to the SGA by Dec. 15. was not turned in
untU Feb.. 1 and according to SGA procedure could
therefore not be considered.

.u^^nt^'''^^^'
''•*=* president and business manager for

the CVA. attributes the late budget to a change in
leadership which the former president left without sub-
mittmg a budget. He added, however, that their budget is
turned m late every year.

r^^A^^u f'^
^^ ^^^^^ that a major factor in the denial ofLVA s budget IS that other organizations are pressuring

for the space in the Student Union Building the CVA now
occupies.

Charlene AUen. co-chairperson of the SGA Budgets

*K "y?JJ\^\^' i^^"'^**
this and insisted that the only reason

the CVA budget was denied was that it was handed in too
late to even be considered. They must now look to their
other options for funds. Allen said.

Walking to the Library?

Instead of walking alone, why not
be escorted by the S.G.A. Escort
Service!!

Leaving all areas every hour, from
7:00 p.m.- 12:00 a.m., Sunday
through Thursday.

Energy on radio Parachuting kills 4By GARY STARTA
Collegian Correspondent

/i.??n.H'!'''®r.f*ty
of Massachusetts radio station WMUA

E ., J
"^'^ P''^^*"t a new caU-in talk show entitled

Valley Community Energy Exchange" every Saturday
from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. beginning April 3.
The seven-week series wUl be hosted by Todd Clark aUMass senior majoring in public relations and appropriate

technology. Clark said the show wUl provide a forum for
exchangmg information between guests and homeowners
Clark said the public needs to understand the energy
problems before it can become active in the community

Clark became interested in the talk show through his
mvolvement with the Massachusetts Public Interest
Research Group (MassPIRG). Clark said its "critical to
raise (the) issue that energy use is poorly managed." Each
show will have four features on energy topics such as solar
power. The first show will focus on regional energy
planning. Guests will be Paul Newlin of the Franklin
County Task Force. Brenda Lowe and Jonathan Tucker of
the Energy Resource Center and Ed Caynor of the UMass
Water Research Center. Clark said. Upcoming subjects
include organic gardening yips, wind systems, solar
peenhouse construction and the making of community
bikepaths.

The program is modeled after a community resources
call-m talk show entitled "Chataqua" on WOUB radio in

»* ?fT«J?*"°'
^^^^ has been energy coordinator at

MassPIRG. IS a member of Wind MiU Homeowner's
Association, and has produced a videotape on the
Residential Application of Windpower for the community
of Martha's Vineyard. The VaUey Community Energy
Exchange number is 413-545-2876.

FORT IRW N. Calif. (AP) - Four paratroopers were
killed and at least 24 were injured yesterday as desert
winds blowing up to 40 mph wreaked havoc on a massive
mibtary parachute exercise, authorities said.
Lt Gen. Robert C. Kingston said two of the dead

paratroopers had malfunctions in their parachutes. A third
landed on heavy equipment already on the ground, he said,and a fourth apparently was dragged by the wind
Nearly 2.300 troopers participated in the jump.

StatisticaUy. according to Lt. Col. Ron Johnston of the
8-2nd Au-borne. the average injury rate when a unit makes
a jump IS 1 percent.

Kingston emphasized the toll of 24 injured was
preliminary but said winds on each of the five drop zoneswas below the 13 knots regarded as safe for peace^fme

* Placement'
Continued from page U

said spokesman Terry Zoulas. The department cited 13
communities last year.

In his letter. Lawson told the communities that the
citation only means that at a first look there appears to bea situation that warrants further investigation

"

Zoulas said officials determine that there may be toomany or too few minority students in the special education
programs by comparing their numbers with the numbers
of white students in the programs. The proportion ofmmonties can be up to 20 percent greater or fewer than
the proportion of whites in the programs, he said

mi..
Register with

CPR
A Computerized Listing of Seniors & Graduates

Looking for your first full-time job-? Now there

infor??r(
^"^ ""'^"®

)!!f^y
*° ^° '*• A new employment

nformation service. Career Placement Registry.
Inc.. IS available that will give you exposure to the
personnel recruiters of the top 8,000 businesses

fhT^'P®»°!?ir'f
^^'°"^ ^"^ industrial companies in

the United States and 55 foreign countries, whonow subscnbe to DIALOG, the nations foremost
information retrieval service.

No employment agencies are involved No
recruiting fees are charged. As an upcoming
CO lege graduate, you pay only $8 to be included
in this new national database.

CPR offers you exposure never before
available—you can be registered under any one ofover 400 occupational descriptions, from Accounting

Inur^'Ro* "c''^^^''^ °"'y '^ y°^ 'equest and return
your Data Entry form.

The database is copyrighted, and use of the fileas a mailing list is prohibited.
It costs nothing to find out more about CPR Just

complete and return the coupon.
For Faster Action:

Call Toil-Free 1-800-368-3093
mvbgMa (703)683-1085

Career Placement Regiitry, Inc
-—

302 Swann Avenue
Alexandria, Virginia 22301
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SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS

IF YOU ARE NOW RECEIVING SOCIAL
SECURITY BENEFITS -YOU SHOULD BE
AWARE OF THE FEDERAL LEGISLATIVE
CHANGB IN) ELIGIBILITY.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL TIPS'
545-1540

S ASK FOR TAPEI#l 2441 ORI#i 244IS IN

SPANISH.

DB @\® TIPS

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS

Attention

STUDENTS
The Textbook Annex will begin return-
ing unsold textbooks to publishers on
April 5, 1982.

De sure of your textbook requirements
for the remolnder of the semester to en-
sure thot you hove the books you
need.

Open Mon-Frl 9-4

LocQted In the Physical Plont Building

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

^yUNIVERSITY
STORED
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UMass police report

car fire and larcenies
By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Police reported yesterday
several incidents of larceny, a student being placed under
protective custody, and a car on fire.

A 1971 Chevrolet Malibu was reported on fire at 4- 13
yesterday in Lot 22 across from the Southwest Residential
Area, police said. When they arrived, police said the car-
burator had reportedly been stolen from the vehicle, caus-
ing the gasoline line to ignite when the vehicle was
started.

The carburator. valued at $60, was reportedly stolen
sometime tetween Sunday and Tuesday, police said, and
the vehicle was assessed totalled from the fire.
A breaking and entering and larcey over $100 was

reported to police Monday night when the front door of a

A »rSw '"^^ apartment was pried open, and a Panasonic
AM/F M cassette was reported stolen. The incident occur-
red sometime between 1 p.m. and 8:58 p.m when it was
reported to police, and the value of the cassette was
estimated at $135, police said.

In an unrelated incident, police said a small red and
white female calf was reported stolen from the UMass
dairy barns in South Deerfield. The calf, valued at $200
was taken sometime betwen 1 p.m. Monday and 1 p m'
yesterday, police said.

In another incident, police said they placed a male stu-
dent under protective custody when the student was seen
leaving Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity Monday night ap-
pearing to be drunk, according to police.
The incident occurred in Lot 62 across from the Fine

Arts Center at approximately 3 a.m. yesterday, police
said.

, Wednesday, March 31, 1982

Newslines

.

* China
Continued from page 5

since September, studying American news operations
through the Columbia Graduate School of Journalism in

New York and travels across the country.
While reporting from the White House several weeks

ago, a secret service agent was assigned to follow Zhou
around the building until inquiries were made by members
of the White House press corps. Reporters are not usually
guarded in the White House.
Pinkham, a journalism professor, spent a year in China

teaching and writing for Xinhua news agency, where he
met Zhou (in Chinese, a person's first name is their sur-
name, or family name, and they are informally called by
their second name).

Poland and the USSR
will be panel topic

This semester's final Great Decisions program, "Poland
and the USSR: Troubles in Workers' Paradise," will be
held at 8 tonight in the Noah Webster House Lounee in
Orchard HUl.

Panelists for the discussion are Pavel Machala of the
Amherst College political science department; Karl
Ryavec of the University of Massachusetts political science
department; WilUam Taubman of the Amherst College
political science department; and Laszio Tikos of the
department of Slavic languages and literature at UMass.

Lectures to be held
The Project on Women and Social Change is sponsoring

lectures on "Women and Power," "Women in Science
"

and "Focus on Women in the Arts," in the five-college
area this week and next week.
"Gender Ideology and the Formation of Modem

Science," will be sponsored by Women in Science at

on<^^c
^o"«&e on Friday frorp 12 to 1:30 p.m. in room

202 of the Cole Science Center at Hampshire College.
The lecture will feature Evelyn Fox Keller a visiting

professor of mathematics and humanities from Nor-
theastern University.

Focus on Women in the Arts will feature a work-in-
progress with Barat Ellman, entitled, "Raising the Cur-
tain on Women's Orchestras," Wednesday at 4:10 p.m at
Wnght Hall Common Room at Smith College. A lecture-
recital will be held that night with Ruth Rubin entitled
The Jewish Woman and Her Yiddish Song," at 730 p m

at the Alumnae House, Smith College.

On Thursday "Conversations with Women in Music
"

m\\ feature pianist Virginia Eskin at 4:10 p.m. in room 32
of Sage Hall. Eskin will perform a recital, assisted by
Phillipp Naegele on violin at 8 p.m. at the Dalyrymple
Gallery Museum of Art, at Smith College.

An Exhibition of drawings by Elizabeth Murray will be
on display from April 1-17 at the Hillyer Gallery, at Smith
College.

ACT members to talk
The president of Action for Children's Television ACTPeggy CharrenwiU lecture on "Children and T^vision "

Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in room 24 of Seelye Hall at SmRh

Charren wiU discuss ways of encouraging networks toprovide diversity in children's programmbg. strateSes forhome television viewing, and how to monitor the amount oftelevision children watch.
«»"'uuni oi

ACT is a national consumer organization founded bv

meX;."" ''f •
^""^ r P'-^^'^ organization has 15 000members workmg to eliminate commercial abuses f^omchildren s television.

Free childcare can be arranged through Joan Lamborn

Te^iTeT
^^'"'^"'"P^^"- At least 24 hours notice is

Admission to the lecture and discussion wUI be a $2donation (at the door) to benefit the Smith Child CareCenter at Sunnyside.

Police report theft
A woman shopping in Price Chopper Monday reported

that her wallet was stolen out of her pocketbook while left
unattended in a shopping cart, according to Amherst
Police. The wallet reportedly contained personal papers
and $50.

In an unrelated incident, a Brittany Manor resident
reported Monday that two windows in his Volkswagen
had been smashed.

- SUSAN RING
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Administrators saj
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

The high rating which the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst received in the New York Times Selective
(yuide to Colleges was welcomed by several ad-
mmistrative officials but at the same time it did not come
as a surprise.

Chancellor Henry Koffler said questionaires
distributed annually by the University show the same
data the Times survey did.

"I was very pleased by the survey," said Koffler, "but
I was not astonished."
Dennis Madson, vice chancellor for student affairs

said he was pleased because the survey contained student
mput.

"It gave UMass quite a superior rating," said Madson
It IS reassuring to finally see our UMass as a highly

rated public university," he added.
William Field, dean of students, said he has seen

ratings of this kind several times in the 31 years he has
spent at UMass, and has always considered UMass a first
rate school.

.,xw'J^®
'"^^'"^ '^ ^^^ ^ reasonably accurate," he said.

We re good."

By LEE MITGANG
AP Education Writer
NEW YORK — A guidebook that gives stars to col-

leges as if they were restaurants, that quips that
venerable Dartmouth College resembles the film
"Animal House," and that is written by The New York
Times's education editor, was bound to create a stir on
America's campuses.

It has.

"The New York times Selective Guide To Colleges," by
Edward B. Fiske, who has been on the education beat for
8% years, has sparked more comment and controversy
than any college guide book in memory.
The book, which provides impressionistic essays on 265

top colleges, and assigns fix)m one to five stars for
academic quality, social life, and overall "quality of life,"
drew praise from some colleges: "It gave a perceptive
and quite accurate write up," says Marion Kane,

Collegian 9

IJM
spokeswoman from the tiny College of The Atlantic in
Bar Harbor, Maine.
Even on some campuses rated favorable, there have

been less kind words. Objections have centered on the
book's occasionally wise-cracking tone, gripes with the
star rating system, the method of gathering information,
and occasional l£^)ses in accuracy.

The overall reaction, Fiske said in a recent interview,
has been very encouraging."
Although awarding Dartmouth five stars for

academics and social life, Fiske comments that the school
sometimes approaches the "Animal House" stereotype.
"The fraternities more than anything else set the tone of
the social life at Dartmouth; rowdy and just a bit obnox-
ious."

That image, Dartmouth spokesman Robert Graham
said, is "totally overdone and exaggerated."
For Brown University in Rhode Island, the book was a

sweet victory over its Ivy League rivals. Fiske gave the
school top "five-star" ratings for both academics and
"quality of life," and four stars for social life, edging out
Harvard University which got five stars for academics
but four for quality of life and three for social life.

Cornell University president Frank H.T. Rhodes was
so gladdened by Fiske's review of the Ithaca, N.Y.,
school, and the five-star rating for academics, that he
recently sent a mass-mail letter to "parents and friends"
to spread the tidings.

Tyler Resch, a spokesman for Bennington College in
Vermont, which Fiske says "takes a kind of perverse
pnde" in being the nation's most expensive school, says
the book was a "fair assessment," even though the
school got just three stars for academics.

Several schools felt they were short-changed by the
st^ ratings, but had no quarrel with the book itself.

"Basically I'd say the description of our school was ac-
curate," says Dick Conklin, a spokesman for the Univer-
sity of Notre Dame, although he felt it rated five stars in-
stead of the four Fiske gave.
Richard Cyert, president of Carnegie-Mellon Universi-

ty in Pittsburgh, said: "We felt he treated us nicely but
we should have been classified 'five' for academics rather
than 'four.' But I thought Fiske had a good feel for our
school."

UMass sponsors
H. S, science fair
By BOB WOLFE. JR.
Collegian Staff

The Region 1 Western Mass. Science Fair, which
featured over 120 science projects of students from area
schools, was held yesterday in the Student Union Ballroom
at the University of Massachusetts.

The fair was designed to encourage high school students
who have an interest in science by making available a place
where they can show their projects as well as learn from
other students in other area schools and their own.

There are six Massachusetts Regional Fairs in all. This
Region 1 fair was represented by Amherst Regional High
School. Belchertown Jr.-Sr. High School, Deerfield
Academy. Nessacus Middle School. Ralph C. Mahar
Regional School, Southwick High School. WiUiams Middle
School.

The fair consisted of two divisions, a junior division
made up of students from grades seven and eight and a
senior division of students in grades nine through twelve.

The senior division was broken down into four
categories: behavioral science, biological science,
engineering, and physical science while the junior diviswn
was broken down into three categories: biological science,
environmental science and physical science.

First, second and third place awards were given in each
category as well as any honorable mention awards that the
judges saw fit to give.

Chairman of the fair. Profesor Chris Emery of Amherst
College said that he could "see an increase in en-
vironmental and engineering related areas" over the past
few years which reflects the fair's objective of "promoting
Science,"

George Regid. who is a Junior at the Ralph C. Mahar
Regional School said that the fair was "very worth while
and provided a good learning experience." He said it gets
you prepared for projects in college.

Gail MacLean. also a Junior at Mahar Regional said that
"the projects are good and show all the work that people do
on them."

CREATION vs

EVOLUTIOI
THE SCIENTIFr
EVIDENCE

HEAR
Dr. Duane Gish

Scientist. Lecturer, Author

sponsored by
Campus Crusade

for Christ

LECTURE

SUNDAY
APRIL 4^ 7:30pm
MAHAR AUD. ouESTion flno posuuer'

PERIOD FOLLOUJinC

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
for

GRAPHIC DESIGNERS/LAYOUT
and

Typesetters

Workstudy and Non Workstudy Students

Please contact:

SGA Communications Office

423 Student Union
545-0341 ext 28

Besides studying for his degree
in management, senior Scott Bacon is

also learning what it takes to become
an officer through Army ROTC.

"I attended an Army ROTC
Day during my freshman summer ori-

entation. When I found out you
weren't obligated to anything your
freshman and sophomore years, I

decided to 07 it. I enjoy ROTC. I'm

learning things I normally wouldn t

learn in college. Like leadership

theories. And tactics. The manage-
ment training you receive is really

gcxxl, ttxv It helped me a lot with my
other management courses.

Tm pretty involved with the

University, so I'm glad ROTC doesn't

take up a lot of time. It's just a couple

of hours a week At the end (if your

junior year, you have to go to Ad-
vanced Camp. It s a lot ot fun. You got

introduced to everything the Army
has to offer Tanks, helicopters, you

name it

"In your last two years ofROTC,
you receive $100 a month. The way

I sec it, ROTC is paying you money

MOSTSniDENTSDONTKNOW THATARMY ROTC
UADSTOAN ARMYOFFrarS CG&£^

ATGRADUATION

Scott Bacon,

management major and
memSer of Armv ROTC

Contact: Cpt. Patrick Merryman 546-2321

and you just give the Army back a little

of your time. When I get out of the
Army, my experience should make it

easier to get a job. Corporations VyoV
for officers, because they have expje-

rience managing people and equip-
ment. And I think starting salaries

might be higher because of that

experience
'

For Scott Bacon, adding Army
ROTC to his college schedule has
really paid off. Because it actually

added another dimension to his col-

lege education.

And Army ROTC can do the
same for you.

For more information, stop by
the Army ROTC office on your cam-
pus ttxiay.

And begin your future as an
officer

ARMY ROTC.
BEAUYOUCANE
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Student Controlled Businesses

Savings - Convenience - Barg^ains

WHY PAY MORE?

BE A SPORT
AND COME ON DOWN AND CHECK
OUT THE

(JMASS
SPORTING
GOODS CO-OP
Rm. 322 Student Union
/next to Post Office)

Opmn 11-3 Mon. FrI.

For Info: 545-3867
SPECIALS THIS WEEK

^ Tennis Dolls (0.50 con

Kocqu^t Stringing - 24 hour sorvico

soo Soul for moro info

PEOPLE'S MARKET
743^-2060

Good Food ChEAp!

chEApEST bAqEls ON CAMpUS

FREsh FruIt juices & pRoducE

ROURS ANd qRAINS

LocATEd IN ROOM J28 IN tIie CORNER oF SrudENT UnIon
by tIie Campus PoNd.

OpENi^WEEkdAys 9;?0-y;00 WEdNEsdAys 9:50-7:00

Do your stoTTiach a -favor - visit

earthfoods
restaurant

UNION RECORDS/ TICKETS
UNLIMITED /UNLIMITED
tickets now on sale for

David Frye - April 1

'Miles Davis - April 3

Sonny Rollins - April 9
plus all RSO sponsored movies

April Fools Sales Days
50c off all albums

big savings on tapes, diskwash,
and Master Records now $9.99

save $5.!!

^your student-run record store"

yiRflD'
UNLIMITED

%h^

^WT^-'S!;

Commortytalth 7^., S. IL

EArthfbods a a ^Jtodent-run Ca||(B«<Sye/»Otc»jtn volunteers welcome.

UHASS BIGTCLE
CO-OP

201 Student Union Building
Monday-Friday 10-6

Tues.. Weds. & Thurs. Night 6:30-9:30
Saturday 11-3

546-0401

UNIVERSITY
PHOTO CO-OP

Post-Break Processing Sale

Kodacolor or compatible film

12*xp. S2.22
20 tfxp. $3.03
24 vxp. S4.44
36 tfxp. S5.55

Throught Friday April 2, 1982
M,F11-2 T,W,Th11-3 545-0670

SUB 321

We offer tools, space and advice for repairing bikes
Many new parts and accessories available, too!

WATCH FOR OUR SPRING

RE-OPENING
MARCH 15!

S.U.319

across from the post office

r
/ te^iifei^

en (»

<m'.

student Note Service
545-2271

Lecture Notes are
available for
FS & N 102

Student Note pg & N 130& Printing Service
Hours: M-Th 10-4

Friday10-2

Im Fuse - Zmf^ 6mi0( 6MMi

We also do copying and printing at lower prioes.

Room 403 Student Union
Building

Basketball player

sues professors

for disability
DETROIT (AP) _ An outstanding

basketball player at Detroit's Nor-
thwestern High School in the late l%Os,
Curtis Jones had visions of fame, a fat pro
contract and crowds of adoring fans.

Today he lives with his mother and
receives government checks for being
disabled by mental problems. The
problems, Jones says, are the direct result
of actions by the coaches and teachers who
filled his head with the original visions.

.
Jones, 33, is suing those people for $15

mUlion. He says that although he can't read,
he was pushed into North Idaho Junior
College in 1968 to exploit his basketball
talents and further the defendants' careers.

Jones has no career. During an interview
in his lawyer's office, he seemed to have
trouble responding to questions, often
asking that they be repeated. His hands
shook, his eyes darted nervously.

Jones seemed ill at ease with his body,
somehow uncoordinated — no longer the 5-

foot-9 guard whose deft ball-handling
brought college scouts to his high school
games.

One of the defendants named in the suit,
former University of Michigan Coach
Johnny Orr, now at Iowa State, will not
comment on the case, but once described
Jones as a "very clever ball handler ... a
talented player."

iCollegian ii

HAisic^n
tonite V^ED march 31

ATLANTIC RECORDING ARTISTS

# JAH>
MALLA

:jr>

AP Laserphoto

EX-HOOP PLAYER FILES SUIT ~ Former high school
basketball standout Curtis Jones has filed a suit charging
that his teachers and coaches are to blame since he couldn't
make it in college and is now living in a Detroit ghetto.

IN ASSOCIATION \A/ITH

wmua RADIO

1 ^^ \^C=a 2S3-228DI

Doonesbury
Drought to you •v^rydoy

by Gorry Trud^ou
ond th«

MossQchus«tts Doily Collvgion.

i«

Dance Craze 3.49

Mt s t at HNi t

-LEETWC79D iy\(

'A

m

All These
Plus Many
Other Titles

On Sale

Fleetwood Mac 4.99

Ml

WX ^'•-^

The Who Face Dances 3.991

?'l!fel-

Pete Townshend

^.UNIVERSITY ooen
MmSTORED MF9-5
Located in the Campus Center ^^t 11-4

i^^tje.

rusty nail
AVERAGE WHITE BAND

with Special Guests FIRST RATE
Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 666 4937

Wf/^l^y^

AND
^^ Ji
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News from Central America
Unless you've been closely following the news in the

past few weeks, you've probably missed a lot of
important things happening on the El Salvador

issue. Because of the sheer number of articles, news
broadcasts, and specials about Central America, the
defense budget, and the foreign policy team of Reagan-
Haig, many important facts, developments, events, and
statements tend to be inadvertently overlooked.
Among some of the important and interesting news

items of the past few weeks:
Secretary of State Alexander Haig, when asked about

the fact that the White House was receiving mail twenty-
to-one against current U.S. policy in El Salvador, com-
mented "We can't let the lowest common denominator of
American popular opinion determine foreign policy."
Here at UMass, only 73.5 percent of UMass students

Jackson Katz
votmg on a referendum question in the recent SGA elec-
tions voted against U.S. aid to El Salvador.
Some twenty-five thousand people, including several

dozen UMass students, marched in Washington, D.C. this
past Saturday to protest U.S. policy in El Salvador. If
you've ever been to a demonstration, you know that there
are a lot more people there than the mainstream press
reports. The protest was another visible part of the rapid-
ly growing anti-war/anti-U.S. intervention in Central
America movement.
As reported in the Boston Globe last week. Rev. Jerry

Falwell, head of the fundamentalist Moral Majority, told a
Cleveland audience he supports President Ronald
Reagan's policy in Central America. Falwell said that he
wouJd rather stop the communists in El Salvador, because
if not, they might reach Florida next.

Political analysts have said that if Reagan "has to" send
U.S. combat troops to EI Salvador, "hawks" in the Pen-
tagon and Congress will have added support for their pro-
posals for a resumption of a mandatory draft. Further-

more, for male UMass students who don't think they have
anything to worry about, this time around the Selective
Service guidelines have been rewritten to exclude
deferments for students. They will let you finish the
semester you're in when you're drafted, however (The
average age of U.S. combat troops in Vietnam was nine-
teen years old).

The official line of Reverend Moon's Unification Church
on U.S policy in El Salvador is typified by their slogan "no
more Vietnams " But what they mean is that the U.S.
should increase economic and military aid to the brutal
military-controlled government to prevent a popular, they
say Marxist, takeover similar to wha' they say happened
in Vietnam. It's really just a variation of the reactionary
view that we lost in Vietnam because we didn't try hard
enough to win.

The conservative Pope John Paul II, while calling for
justice in Poland, has denounced progressive political in-

volvement of Roman Catholic clergy. First, he ordered
Jesuits (read: Father Robert Drinan, one of the more pro-
minent progressive Catholics) out of political office. Then,
in the last few months he has increasingly criticized the
Catholic proponents of "liberation theology" who have
played a progressive role in the popular Revolutionary
movement in El Salvador.
Two new films are out dealing with U.S. foreign policy

and covert operations of the Central Intelligence Agency.
"Missing" and "On Company Business" are two films
which, by reaching mass audiences, may do for the
anti-U.S. intervention in El Salvador movement what
Jane Fonda's "China Syndrome" did for the anti-nuclear
movement back in 1979.

Finally, a nationally syndicated radio news program
recently reported that if the Pentagon receives what they
want to maintain Reagan's military build-up at projected
inflation rates, "defense" spending will increase from $31
million a day to $54 million a day. This figures out to be
about $1 million dollars a minute to build guns, missiles,
and nuclear weapons.

Jdckson Katz is a Collegian columnist.

The Marxists are everywhere'
Much has been said lately about the problem of "the

image of the University!' People feel that if we had
a better image of ourselves we would be able to

get more money to the University. Koffler has even
created a position for this role — the vice-chancellor for
Public Relations.

The discussion however has been lacking in one area.
Everyone agrees that we need to change the image of the
University but no one is saying exactly what that would
entail. In order to know what we should change our image
to, we must first look around and see what kind of things
the Reagan administration and a conservative governor

likely to fund. But therein lies the first problem — itare

seems that all the domestic educational programs are be-

ing cut back. Even if we had an academic reputation like
Harvard's it is unlikely that we would see much more
money.
But there is one area that Reagan loves to fund. It was

recently reported that Regan has allocated $10 million to a
project called radio Marti "which would beam propaganda
into Cuba despite the objections of our won diplomatic
mission in Havana and the fact that Cubans already have
access to US news programs from Florida on their own
radios " (Nation 3/20/82).We also know the willingness of
Reagan to give aid to the country of El Salvador and other
Latin American countries that are experiencing domestic
troubles. Since Reagan seems willing to give money only
to countries that are threatened by Marxists to one degree
or another it seems that our solution is clear. We must
portray the campus as a place that is about to be overrun
by communists controlled by Moscow, and will fall soon
unless aid is immediately forthcoming. The first thing we
must do is impress Reagan with the urgency of the situa-
tion. To accomplish this I suggest we send Vice-Chancellor
Madson and Dean Field as representataives of the UMass
junta. -If Field and Madson have done their homework
then the conversation might go something like this:

"Good morning Mr. Presdent, how good to see you. Yes
I'd love a jelly bean, thank you. Yes sir, I realize that you
probably got more support from the KKK for your
presidency then from the UMass campus but that only
shows how critical the situation is. The Marxists are
everywhere. There are Marxist professors in a number of

departments...and some of them even have tenure. What's
worse is that people are listening to them and there's no
telling where that will lead to. Why,we know for a fact
that some of the professors take trips to countries behind
the iron curtain, so we know they're commies, and the
head of the teachers' union specializes in labor history so
he must be a commie. We are presently in the process of
gathering evidence that they've being supplied with books
and other ammunition from countries such as Russia and
Cuba. We should have a white paper out on this shortly.
"And let me tell you Mr. President, the students are no

better. They're making all sorts of outrageous demands.
Why they're even demanding that everyone should be able
to afford to go to school. If that isn't communism I don't
know what is. To make it even worse the speaker of the
student senate is a black woman, which is almost as bad as
being a communist, and one of the top contenders for SGA
president is a known activist, which is worse than being a
communist. Why just the other day we tortured, er, I

mean talked to a member of the Radical Student Union
who admitted that he had been trained in Cuba and
Ethiopia.

"What's even worse, Mr. President is that we are afraid
that this is going to have a domino effect. We're already
seeing heavy Marxist influence in the surrounding towns.
We happen to have brought some aerial photographs
along. Here, look at this picture of a health food store in

Northampton. Do you see how similar it looks to Russian
health food stores? I know sir, the resemblance is uncan-

"It's a very bad situation Mr. President, and just bet-
ween you and us sir, the Junta is in trouble. We've had
people fleeing the government at an alarming rate, even
our Chancellor is leaving, and no one has seen the Presi-
dent in ages. Actually we think he's living in his office for
fear that if he leaves they'll try and take it away from him
again."

By this time Ronnie should have his checkbook in hand,
begging us to tell him how much we want. I leave the exact
amount up to the junta but I think we should make one
stipulation - that anybody but David Stockman present
the rationale to Congress.

Annd MuUer is a UMass student.
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Letters
/What's with the library?

To the Editor:

What in the world is going on with the
library? It's been almost a year since I

heard anything about the supposed
renovations that are being undertaken to

fix the crumbling bricks. Have the people
down at Whitmore forgotten that this is a
university of 25,000 students who at

sometime during their college career will

have to use a library?

During my four years at UMass I have
only been able to use the full resources of

that towering scandal for one year! This
limited access policy is bullshit! When
midterms and finals roll around where the
hell are you supposed to study? In past
years places like the Hatch wpre opened
at night and used for studying. Now even
these arrangements have been curtailed.

When I was a freshman I received a $30
rebate for being without a bureau for six
weeks. Well I've been without an
adequate place to study for three years.
Since the library is at least 10 times the
size of a bureau, I figure the University
owes us all about $300 for this in-

convenience. We must pay about $50 a
semester for library resources and yet we
allow the University to pack us like cattle
into a poorly lit, poorly laid out, and
understaffed library. I feel cheated and
also feel that the University has been
dragging its feet in trying to remedy this

problem. "I am mad as hell and am not
going to take it anymore!"

Philip H. Sartanowicz

Amherst

Media distorts facts
To the Editor:

I was astonished when I read about the
recent event on March 8 where a panel
enUtled "Third World Women As
Liberators" was held. I was also upset.

Was I at the same event these people are
raving about? I did not see any hate
sessions or thunderous applause or
welcome of the PLO speaker. There were
a few individuals who yelled "Long Live
the PLO" but it was a positive welcome
and not an anti-Semitic hate session as

claimed by the Concerned Jewish
Students. The people from this committee
are not only stretching the truth but
blatantly lying.

I do agree that the statement made by a

stray individual "Hitler should have
finished the job, etc." is disgusting and
must be condemned. But to blame the
PLO speaker, the International Women's
Week (IWW) committee, the University
or the Third World Women's Task Force
is perpetuating the habit of blaming the
wrong people (such as making the
Palestinian people pay for the holocaust)!
How can anybody monitor each in

dividual's action? Do I blame the
University for the countless encounters
with white racists on this campus that

have called me and my friends a nigger?
I, for one, am very grateful to the IWW

committee and Task Force and the
Distinguished Visitor's Program for

having a PLO speaker come to the
campus. I thoroughly enjoyed the
evening. If the Concerned Jewish
Students want a Zionist speaker (like

Begin's son who was here some time back)
they are welcome to have one. But do not
destroy the good work done by others. We
should all be committed to fighting anti-

Semitism and the holocaust should never
be allowed to be repeated (although what
is happening in El Salvador is as tragic)

but the Concerned Jewish Students has to

remember that other people are op-

pressed and have a sad story to tell and an
equal right to be heard, even if, as in this

case, the oppressor is the State of Israel

(and not the Jewish people).

Carol McLaughlin
Boston

Solution isn't easy
To the Editor:

In an appalling revelation of the
American status quo, recent public

opinion polls indicate that a great majority
of those polled feel a war involving this

country is in the near future. Has this

nation not been wracked by enough
violence and divisiveness? Will having a
scapegoat to shoot at truly unite us or
merely enhance the plague of
psychological numbness all too common?

Yes, America's prestige in the world
has declined. On a planet literally begging
for compassion and moral leadership, we
export fast food to the advanced nations,

machine guns to keep others oppressed.
The solution shall not be easy; yet, it is

getting late.

R. Jay ADain
Ware

Blame the wrong people
To the Editor:

In reference to the widely publicized
"anti-Semitic" event at UMass, we find it

necessary to respond and clarify the issue
at hand, which has been cleverly
manipulated to confuse people. Such
activities are aimed at misleading people
and diverting attention from the real
issue: the oppression of the Palestinian
people and the occupation of Palestine.
The panel on March 8 was exactly as its

title proclaimed, giving Third World
Liberation Movements the opportunity to

put forth their issues and platforms. The
strongest point of the panel was when the
South African and Palestinian speakers
related their struggles as a fight against
settler coloniahsm. That is not anti-

Semitic.

The Palestinian speaker clarified to the
audience that she was not a Palestinian
Liberation Organization (PLO) member.
But the "Concerned Jewish Students"

have chosen to ignore that fact and
continue to misinform the public. If the
alleged statement (by an individual) was
made, we condemn it. However, the
Concerned Jewish Students have chosen
to label the entire panel and its panel as
anti-Semitic, forgetting that Arabs and
Palestinians are Semites too. They have
put the Third World Office and IWW in

the awkward position of defending
everyone's right to free speech and of

fielding a demand for an apology when
that right was exercised. Are they to
apologize for someone they have no af-

filiation with?

As to demand for an Israeli woman
panelist, no greater offense could be made
than that of having a colonizer sitting with
the colonized under the heading "same
struggle, same fight." It is surprising that
an official of Hill«l who expressed her
satisfaction with the speech of Dina Abu
Lughod should also demand an apology!
We regret that the Zionist opinion was
expressed where there is no platform for

•Zionism.

We appeal to the University community
and concerned people to put a stop to such
methods of negative propaganda which do
not help solve differences, only cloud them
with confusion. We, the Organization of

Arab Students, have formed to promote
friendly relationships with the American
people, to inform them of the readity of our
situation and to present them with the
facts. This recent media blitz of an "anti-

Semitic" act at UMass shows the slander

we face at the hands of Zionist groups
hiding behind masks of fighting anti-

Semitism when they themselves are

guilty of racism, anti-Semitism and U.N.
condemned actions.

AbdaUah Tamimi
Nasir Zawiah

Organization of Arab Students

UMass for children
To the Editor:

As per usual, this weekend started off

with maybe a little more destruction than

last weekend. Beer bottles, chairs,

papers, and cans light up the motif, so

that one wonders maybe we are growing

trash instead of grass (the green kind).

And to all the "men" and "women" who
run through the courtyard at 2:00 in the

morning screaming to reach a high pitched

soprano tone, I can surely recommend a

good doctor who would be wiUing to have

their higher pitched voices made per-

manent. Maybe the University should

send parents a progress report as to how
their "child" is progressing in the field of

fulfilling their requirement of becoming an

addictive drunken bore. Pat Benatar has a

song out called "Hell is for Children," so

for all of you children in the Southwest

community, please be advised I dedicate

this song for you in the upcoming

weekend.
Ronn T. Lanski

Southwest

Meeting of the minds
T ypical of a Sunday night, the door to the Colum-

nist's apartment opened and three dwarves walked
in. They hopped on chairs, and waited for the col-

umnist to begin. After checking his note pad, the colum-
nist stood up and spoke. "Okay, guys, I appreciate your
coming over to help write this week's column. Before we
start tonight, I just want to take a roll call." The three
simultaneously groaned, for the columnist did that every
week. "Satire? You here?"
"Here." The dwarf shuffled in his chair.
"Sarcasm? What about you?"
"No, I'm not here," joked the second dwarf, "this is my

answering service!"

"And that leaves you. Cynicism."

Dave Cline
"Damn right it does," sneered the third dwarf, "you

know I'm here. Why ask in the first place?" The columnist
Ignored the remark, for it was typical of Cynicism to be
cynical. In fact, just like Satire and Sarcasm, that was all

the dwarf was capable of being.
"Now settle down, dwarves. With Parody on vacation

this week we're going to have to work extra hard if the
column is to be done well. Satire, I want good social com-
mentary on UMass. What do you have in mind?"

^
Satire cleared his throat, and made his first proposal.

"Mr. Bill leaves Saturday Night Live, and enrolls at
UMass, where he promptly joins the Student Government
Association."

Sarcasm considered the idea, and spoke up. "Could
work. 'Hey, Mr. Bill, here comes Chancellor Sluggo! He
wa^ts to take your co-ed riphts away! Oh noooo..."
The columnist broke in. "Uh, guys, it's a little weak.

What else?"

"Well," continued Satire, "just like the T.V. show,
Leonard Nimoy goes 'In Search Of the perfect UMass gut
course." Sarcasm jumped up. "Something like "Breathing
100 - Introduction to Oxygen Intake'."
Cynicism, unable to control himself, cut in. "Yeah, but

you'd still have to take it pass/fail!"

The columnist, suddenly forced to play referee between
the dwarves cut in. "Cynicism, stop being so cynical and
let's go on. Satire?"

"Another idea with good potential would be to have the
UMass Academy Awards. What do you think of that, Sar-
casm?"
"I Pike it!" Sarcasm jumped on the table, imitating the

awards ceremony, "May I have the envelope please? And
the winner of the award for Best Imitation of People at
Work goes to, Wow! A surprise winner, the Hatch

Renovation Crew! Yes, that's right folks, let's have a big
hand, they've really earned it. After all, all that work
that's gone on in there, and the coffee still tastes lousy!"
The columnist smiled, copying into his note pad. "Looks

great, guys, we're rolling now. What else do you have
Satire?"

"I see a funeral," remarked a visionary Satire, "It's a
big one, lots of people, and the funeral is for all the depart-
ments scheduled to die under the Long Range Plan.
They're all there, Com Stu, Fashion Marketing..."
"Are you kidding?" Sneered Cynicism, "The Fashion

Marketing majors will never show up, they'll claim they
don't have a thing to wear!"
Sarcasm looked at the dwarf next to him. "Cynicism,

will you shut up? You've got nothing to bitch about concer-
ning Fashion Marketing majors! You've never had to put
up with the clashing perfume on the inbound South
Amherst bus in the morning!"
"Hey, Sarcasm," noted the columnist, "neither did

you."

"I know. I was just being Sarcastic."
The columnist stood up, tired of the chatter. "How

about something nice for a change," he said, looking
straight at Sarcasm and Cynicism, "something about the
Frats and Sororities, for instance!"

Cynicism, incensed at the last remark, noppea on tne
coffee table, pointing a finger at the columnist.
"Something nice? Do I look like my brother, Poetry? And
about the Frats and Sororities, no less! If they disap-
peared overnight, do you think anyone else on this campus
would ever notice? Listen dummy, if you really want to
write a good column, write about us! After all, we write
your damn column for you week after week! And we're
not even union!"

The columnist, surprised by the outburst, slumped back
in his chair. "Write about you guys? No one would ever
believe what really goes on when these things get written.
Hell, they'd straightjacket me!"
Satire pulled Sarcasm and Cynicism out ot their cnairs,

and the threesome moved towards the door. "You've got
no choice, either your next column is about us, or we won't
help you write anymore."

TTie columnist sat back and thought, and finally spoke
up. "Okay guys, you win. I'll write about you tonight for
the next column. Hey, where are you dwarves going?"
Sarcasm, by now out the door, leaned back in. "Oh, I

think we're going to go out and make fun of Virtue and
Valor. They just moved into the neighborhood. One other
thing, from now on, we want credit in that little byline
underneath, or else!" And with that, the door shut.

Dave Cline is a Collegian columnist. Satire, Sarcasm and
Cynicism merely help out. Parody is on assignment.
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''Return of the Dragon''

7, 9, 11 PM
Friday, April 2

Eng.EastAud. $2.00

UMASS SKI CLUD

for oil those who worked
10 hours ot the Ski Snotch

Sot. April Ord

Pick up invitations ot th«
SIci Club Offic*

430A Student Union
545-0407

J HELD OVER
for 6th Smash Week

J
due to popular demand

Yearbook

Senior Portraits

starring

YOU!

Call now to make

your reservation

545-2874

4-
4> 2.

You're ready! For the biggest and
the best that life has to offer And for
the college ring that will speak vol-
umes about you—and your achieve-
ments—for years to come.

What's more—you can afford it!

Because now, for a limited time you
can order from the entire ArtCarved
collection of 14K gold college rings
and save $25. Come and see the
exquisitely crafted styles—from the

classic to the contemporary. And
choose the ring and custom options
that most eloquently express you.

Now is your time to get what you
deserve And remember—nothinq
else feels like real gold.

/IRT(7IRVED*^ CLASS RINGS, INC

Date: Mar. 31, Apr, 1,2 Time: lO - 3 Place: Campus Center

Deposit Required. MasterCard or Visa Accepted.
-•»^w»"^

1982 ArtCarved Class Rings, Inc.
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Boston tells Ozzy Osboum
no dead puppies allowed

1 ?-^l? u^ £ ^^^ ~" ^^^ performer Ozzy Osboume, who alleged-
ly bit the head off a bat during a concert in Des Moines earlier this year,
has drawn attention from Boston officials concerning his upcoming ap-
pearance there.

*^

BOSTON (AP) - City officials have put
rock musicians on notice: You can't kill

puppies, bite bats or throw beef liver at the
audience in Boston.
The warning came yesterday after

rumors circulated that rock star Ozzy
Osbourne planned to throw five puppies
into the audience when he appears at the
Boston Garden on Friday night and then
refuse to perform until the animals were
returned to the stage dead.
A spokesman for the artist denied the

rumors.

"The entire time he has been on stage
since Dec. 31, he has not maimed or hurt
any animal of any kind," said press agent
Michael Jensen. "Ozzy doesn't hurt animals
on stage."

But to make sure, Mayor Kevin H. White
instructed Joanne Prevost, the head of the

FDA approves drug to help

millions of herpes sufferers

city's consumer affairs and licensing office,

to withhold the performance license until
the rumors are investigated.
Ms. Prevost told a news conference she

was unable to find any case of animal abuse
in other cities visited by Osbourne's group.

In fact, Ms. Provest said. Osbourne was
described as "an angel" by an official in one
city he played.

"There was a report from the people in

Chicago that he threw beef liver into the
audience/' said Ms. Prevost. "We're going
to make it a stipulation of the license that no
beef liver will be thrown into the audience
here."

Ms. Prevost also said the the concert
promoter, Don Law, would provide extra
security outside the concert hall to make
sure no incidents against animals take
place.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Food and
Drug Administration yesterday announced
approval of the first drug to help sufferers
cope with genital herpes, the painful and
incurable veneral disease that afflicts up to
20 million Americans.

The FDA said the new drug, acyclovir
ointment, will shorten episodes of the
disease, but not cure it.

Dr. Arthur Hull Hayes Jr., the com-
missioner of food and drugs, said in a
statement, "This drug is not a cure for
herpes virus infections, but its approval
does represent a step forward in treating a
plaguing problem for which there has been
no treatment."

Last Friday, the federal Centers for
Disease Control in Atlanta reported that
genital herpes was spreading at epidemic
proportions, growing by 400,000 cases a
year.

The contagious disease causes genital
sores that can blister and form ulcers. The
sores heal but recur for unknown reasons,
and doctors advise people with active in-
fections to refrain from sexual intercourse
to avoid spreading the disease.
The United States is the first country to

approve the new drug for herpes, and
Hayes said his agency took only eight
months to approve it.

The manufacturer. Burroughs Wellcome
Co. of Research Triangle Park, N.C.. ex-
pects its ointment, which will be sold under
the brand name Zovirax, will be in drug
stores for physicians to prescribe in 30
days, the FDA said.

The FDA said the two most common
herpes viruses are called herpes simplex
Type 1 and Type 2. Type 1 usually causes
just cold sores, while Type 2 is the major
cause of genital herpes and is usually
passed on through sexual contact.

1 I I I I

e-9AKV!CK1JP
COULD YOUR CAMPUS GROUP USE A QUICK $500-$1 OOQ-?

IF YOU'VE GOT THE TIME. . .WE'VE GOT THE PLAN!
Miller Brewing Company and our local distributor are

conducting an exciting six week contest on your campus
Your organization could qualify for one of the three

$1.000 00 or three $500 00 cash awards Winners will

be determined at the conclusion of the contest So
remember, make your next pick up a Miller High Life.

Lite or Lowenbrau Quality pays off in many ways" Con-
tact your local Miller Campus Rep for more details

Contest Open to All Campus Organizations

KICKOFF MEETING
Thursday April 1, 101 Campus Center 7-9 pm

Refreshments will be served!

For more information contact: Craig Keenan BKO
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"Save This Poster"
|

do GORILLAS
GET

PSYCHED
FOR A
GREAT
SEASON

^t '%
tr

UMASS

Amherst Copy Corner Delano's co

I SCHEDULE E
> 3

Mar 31 at Connecticut 3:00 r-

- s
f Apr. 3 at Hobart i :00 9

7 at Cornell 3:30 3>

10 at Rutgers 1:30 3
14 BROWN 3:00 S"

17 at Boston College 7:00 »
21 HOFSTRA 3:00 „
24 NEW HAMPSHIRE. ..2:00 •
28 HARVARD 3:00 '

o
o

oJ

>
'(A
iu

>

The Merchants
of Amherst

are behind you.

(D

cm
^ May 1 ARMY 2:00
§ 4 at Dartmouth 3:00 ^^ 7 at Syracuse 7:30 C
® 13 at New Hampshire 3:00 ?
Underground Sound, Inc.Joey D's

:p€:iL,fli'n0

Two for 1 Happy Hours
57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

2854

• Sandwiches
• Cold Cuts

• Bagfels
• Salads

• Lex

Mon-Thur 9-8 pm
Fri-Sat 9-10 pm

Amherst
Carria^^e Shops

649-6314

Augtes
TOBACCO SHOP
108 No Pleasant St.

Amherst
MS 6:30-9 Sun 6-6

Open 7 Days

DOWN
IN THF

VALLEY
FACTORY OUn IT

197 N. Ptcasant St.. Amherst
Tu»s Sat 10-5:30

mmuEAMiiE
ALnPIMITIVE !!

UNIVERSITY DR/ RTE. 9

THE
PUB

?53-9507 71 No Pleasant Amherst

UNDERGROUND SOUND, INC.
Amherst

UNIVERSITY

v.

#
Special thanks to the merchants who have made thi

Open M-F 9-5
(Located in the Sat 11-4

Campus Center Mini-Store hours

University o. Mass, 3:^:; S«.™„„
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Arts

Triumph

TRIUMPH
Allied Forces (RCA)

By RICK ALMEIDA
Collegian Staff

AUied Forces, the fourth album by Triumph, a Canadian
heavy metal trio, is a rock and roll cliche. This is a band
that shamelessly aspires to reach the sales levels of such
faceless bands as Journey. Rush. REO Speedwagon. and
so on, and uses these bands' banal style to get there.
The band apparently suffers from an identity problem

On one cut they lurch, sputter and sound like MoUy
Hatchet. At another point the whining vocals make them
Journey clones. The low point of the album is achieved
early, on a song called "Ordinary Man." Any band that
draws mfluence from Styx has no business recording on a
major label.

^

Triumph has found a gimmick that may eventually give
them their own sound, as meaningless as those of their
mfluences. Each song opens with a sniveling acoustic
guitar, and then explodes (or fizzles) into a decidedly
unoriginal form of heavy metal. About half these songs
start out slow and suddenly speed up. ala "Freebird

"

"Stairway to Heaven" and other AOR staples. The band's
intent is clear.

In order to Ulustrate the stereotype this band fills, it
niay be best to let them incriminate themselves. These are
the principal lyrics to a song called "Magic Power." "I'm
young. I'm wild. I'm free/I've got the magic power of the
music in me." Simply stunning.
What this album is is a waste of vinyl. Any band that

calls itself "experimental. phUosophical. and inteUigent."
then goes on the radio claiming James Brown as an in-
fluence, and produces tripe such as this does not merit a
recording contract. In short, this album has nothing you've
never heard before, and nothing you've ever liked. When a
song features a guitar solo that is planned to sound like an
au- raid, it's a warning that we've all heard enough.

Sunday, April 4 will mark the fourth annual WMUA
Country, Blues and Bluegrass Benefit Festival. The
music ranges from traditional Irish-Scottish music by
Kincora, to the blues from J.B. Hutto and Koko Taylor.
Also appearing will be Rounder Records artist Rory
Block, pictured right.
The Festival, along with the radio program, has

grown each year and continues to enjoy considerable
community support and involvement. The program
boasts a large, responsive audience that is well
reflected by the diverse composition of those who at-
tend the festival; factory workers from Holyoke, col-
lege students and university faculty, senior citizens,
families with their kids, black and white.
The festival will be at the Hangar One, Route 9,

Hadley and will start at 2 p.m.
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Photo rourtesy of RCA

XTC
English Settlement (Epic)

By LAWRENCE HADDAD
Collegian Correspondent

This is no longer ecstasy. XTC's fifth
album, a double in the U.K. but released as
a single in the U.S. (and reviewed as such),
definitely does not burn with optimism's
flame, nor cause us to jump in Gomorrah.
There is something terribly generic about
English Settlement, a production model
replete with standard features, but devoid
of vim and vigor. Disgruntled readers are
already mumbling "So what's wrong with
that?" Well it's like blueberry muffins
without blueberries. For instance, what
good is a statement denouncing the use of
firearms ("Melt The Guns") without the
fatalism and humour of "Living Through
Another Cuba?" What use is a wholesome
conscience when it is delivered through a

chirpy armchair observation? Witness the
"Let's make a statement" song, "Ball and
Chain," one of the few Colin Moulding
comj)ositions.

Just as the resplendent wit of "Respec-
table Street" and "Making Plans for
Nigel" has diminished, so too have just
about any other positive sentiments
Moulding and main writer Andy Partridge
once expressed. Affairs of the heart, which
once dominated this duo's writing, are en-
countered on only one song, "Snowman,"
and even then are given a detatched treat-
ment. Pessimism prevails, and consumes
the bundles of joy released on "Jason And
The Argonauts" and "Senses Working
Overtime." the album's two highlights.
"No Thugs In Our House" addresses the
blinkered images parents can have about
their "Little Grahams." The accuracy of
observation is admirable, while the intend-
ed irony implicit in the lyrics is no. wasted
on us.

Ry Cooder
Photo rourtesy of Warner Rrotherii

By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

Ry Cooder's soundtrack to the Jack Nicholson film The
Border is every bit as good as his previous efforts with
Walter Hill - The Long Riders and Southern Comfort
Written with more than just fUIing dead space in mind hi«!
soundtracks work weU with. their specific films because
they add that little extra touch of background atmosphere
while at the same time directly relating to the action on
screen.

Beginning with his title cut. a baUad sung appropriately
by Tex-Mex recording star Freddie Fender, this album is a
good bet for fans of the film as weU as anyone con-
templating a tortilla festival.

Cooder is a talented musician and the various styles that
he has successfully blended into his soundtracks, (Ozark
folk melodies for The Long Riders, Louisiana Bayou Music
for Southern Comfort and Mexican guitar rifts for The
Border) suggest that he has a promising career ahead in
film scoring and adapting.

Original and off-beat scoring such as his is a welcome
reliel to John Wilham's symphonic posturing or Bill Conte's
brassy deramatics. Cooder's scores compliment his film's
visuals, not fight them.

By MARK WHARTON
Collegian Staff

s possible. Publisher.: James Alves. James Reznikoff
Jim Kerr, singer for Simple Minds

Welcome to a day in the live of a simple
mind. Since leather is no longer cool, this
mind will probably slip into an alligator
shirt and baggy trousers. Projecting the
image of being sophisticated, the artist
type, without the Lord Jeff preppy
overtones. The funny thing is that Simple
Minds' vocalist Jim Kerr, while dominating
the forefront.. comes from the same school
of thought that brought us Joy Division.
The Cure. U 2. and Echo & The Byun
nymen.

"In the old days rock stars got
photographed on stage with guitars, but,
not anymore, now its still Hfe time. Some
zittoid who hasn't sold a record is stuck
against a moody backdrop and made to look
like Einstein. You know, lots of shadow and

deep in thought, as if he has the meaning of
hfe in his back pocket." This accurate
description of our subject is from "The Lone
Groover" cartoon by Tony Benyon. in New
Musical Express.

Simple Minds have released four records
in Kurope. before this stateside collective
Themes For Crreat Cities. Jim Kerr, as
much as he made the star, is not the essence
of the group. The musicians weave a tight
web of modern Euro funk. They could be
compared to Talking Heads, if n were not
for the industrial rhythm that dominates
the mood.

Included in this package is the classic,
"Sweat As Bullet" and "30 Frames a
Second." With g<x)d promotion and elec-
tronics as elixers. Simple Minds and in-
dustrial disco could be the neo-wave of
music in America.
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BROOKE HONORED
— Former U.S Senator
Edward Brooke, center,

received the Hubert
Humphrey award from
the Boston University
School of Medicine
yesterday. Here he chats
with Luci Johnson (left),

daughter of the late I^yn-

don Johnson and Frances
Humphrey Howard.
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Many legislators not seeking new terms
BOSTON (AP) - With at least one of every eight

Massachusetts legislators, about 12 percent of the total,
not planning to seeking re-election, the next state House
and Senate will have a new look.
The actual turnover, depending on the results of the

September primary and the ensuing election, could be
higher.

According to data assembled by the House clerk's office
eight years ago there were 60 new House members, 25
percent of a 240-member branch that now is 160 members.
With some decisions not final, an unofficial sampling

showed 19 representatives and four senators with other
plans for 1983. Some are seeking higher office; others have
taken — or wi]| take — other jobs.
For the first time in about 40 years, there may be no

Asiaf in the House. Rep. Peter G. Asiaf. D-Brockton. said
he is not runnmg. He has had 12 terms, succeeding his late
brother who had eight.

The Republican hierarchy wiU be shaken up. On the
House side, two assistant minority leaders are not seeking
re-election - Andrew H. Card Jr.. Holbrook. a candidate
for the gubernatorial nomination, and Edward W ConneUy
of Agawam. Sen. Robert A. HaU of Fitchburg, an assistant
trOP whip, is leaving after five terms.

Rep. Leon Lombardi of Easton is a candidate for the
Republican nomination for lieutenant governor and Rep.
James T. Harrington. R-Holden. recently resigned for
private employment.

Rep. Deborah R. Cochran. R-Dedham. said she has
collected signatures for re-election but is also circulating
nomination papers for Congress. She has less than a month
to settle on one or the other.

luerance j

I Wednesday March 31 at7, 9, 11 CCAud I

sponsored by Sigma Phi Epsilon I•-»————-I—.—.i.^....!

ICELANDER INTRODUCES
NEW BARGAIN FARES TO

MORE OF EUROPE.
LUXEMBOURG

449
ROUNDTRIP
FROM NEW YORK

PARIS

S

499
ROUNDTRIP
FROM NEW YORK

r
2S sac ss sx: az

Tennis Balls
and Frisbees

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

2z: az =ce 32

ZURICH

$

539
ROUNDTRIP
FROM NEW YORK

$

FRANKFURT

499
ROUNDTRIP
FROM NEW YORK

All Apex fares: April I May 14. 1982. 7-90 day stay (7-60 days Luxem-
bourg) Jstopovers permitted in both directions. 14 day advance purchase
required. .Seats limited. Ask about our low cost Normal. Same Day andLfroupiares. loo.

ALSO LOW COST CONNECTING SERVICE TO NICE AND AMSTERDAM.
Icelandair from New York to Luxembourg. Luxair or Crossair connecting service
to other destinations.

Confirmed reservation. Free wine with dinner, cognac after
Bargain Stopover Tours of Iceland and Luxembourg. Bargain car

rentals. Purchase tickets in U.S. All fares subject to change and
government approval.

See your travel agent. In NYC call 757-8585. Elsewhere call 800/555-1212 for the toll freeIcelandair number in your area.

ICELANDAIRO^
•m:^'

the Limit
New HP-IL System
Demonstration

March 31. 1982 10 am - 2 pm
ifrd's New HP-IL

(Interface Loop) Products

oZZZlZ: lo^a^ed aTth'e car"? "'"—.ive
Located in the Campus Center

"""*°' ''°""""

A place called

Alpha
and what you can do there

Scientists have recognized that
there's a special functioning level of
the brain where the mind operates in
an extremely high, intuitive, creative,
and expanded capacity

They've called this level Alpha.

The goal of Alpha Awareness is to
^lelp you learn to consciously
function m Alpha at will, wherever
and whenever you decide

So you can expand your talents, im-
prove your skills, develop your
psychic abilities, effect positive
changes m your personality, and cor
rect disturbing bad habits

In short, to allow you to function as
a superior human being.

We help you to learn basic tech
niques you can use to make virtually
any life situation easier to deal with
From handling your son's poor home-
work to handling your boss'
impossible deadlines to handling
your nose's allergic reaction to cat
hair.

We help you to learn to apply these
techniques to insomnia, smoking,
headaches, poor memory and over-
weight

With these techniques you can learn
to rule your body by controlling your
mind They are a means to becoming
healthier And more vital. And
happier.

JEFF FORMAN - Instructor

A course called

Alpha Awareness
and how it works

The course itself takes four evenings
and one weekend to complete f^ost
people take them back to back. But
you can do it separately according to
your own time slots And once you've
graduated you can sit in on future
sessions as often as you like, free

If you re interested but not convinced
or want to know more, we run
seminars in this area for free where
you can find out just what goes on
yyere in more detail

And you're invited to get real tough
with us with your questions The
atmosphere is friendly and we can
take It

Dress IS informal and loose all the
time You wear whatever makes you
feel comfortable and relaxed

Are you ready for a place called
Alpha''

See you there ^
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Sale Starts

Monday, Mar. 29
thru Saturday,
April 5. 1982

WEIL SAVE YOU MORE

CLEANING?
WE CABBY A COMPLETE LINE OF ALL YOHB

FAVOBITE CLEANING^IDS...AND

C

^ON A WHOLE LOT MOBE...YES, WE DO THE MOST FOB YOO!

I

DSAVE 40^

Glass
Plus

Window Cleaner

22 oz

DSAVE 40*

Pantastik
Cleaoier

With Trigger

89'

DSAVE 50*

Glad
Trash Bags

1 Count

FINAL WEEK
TO COLLECT YOUR

SAVINGS
CERTIFICATES
You may redeem them
thru April 17. 1982.

D^AVE 38*

Sponges
6-Pack

Generic Label

Big Y'

Meat Franks
Plume De Veau
Fresh Veal

Cutlets

USDA Choice

London Broil
Steak

USDA
CHOICE

Beef
Chuck

i

DSAVE 58*, 14oz
\Heinz Ketchup

' DSAVE 77*. 8 oz

Btf-eyers Yogurt
Fresh Sno White

Cauliflovrer

^.

Jjogu" "

DSAVE 45*

Aim Toothpaste
6.4 oz lube

_^_ DSAVE 20*, 16 oz

ci»g? B&M Baked
BRiCK OVEN ^^

DSAVE 81*

White Rock Soda

Aim-

All Flavors
Rejs *S> Diet

Case of 24
I 2 oz Cans

Open M-F 9-5

11-4

^jVNIVERSITY
MmSTORE-^

ATTEND A FREE SPECIAL LECTURE

Wednesday March 31 Thursday April 1
7:30 p^m. 7:30 p.m.

CampusCenter '^"
Campus Center

room 905-909 room 905-909

^OfFurther Information Call (413) 549-6370

wmrmnmmWITH YOUR

' Vr COUPON
I VV

TRIPLE
COUPON

IIViMrvl lhl^ uiiiiion .ilonn urih xm tmr iK.iniilu liiri'r\ itnis i>lt n>ii|>ii|i iml Hrr
|lriplr ihr MvinKs uIh'ii you |iiirch<i»' ihr item Niil lo imlmlc Hin \' s own

rrlAiliT Urr oi iou|>»n\ ifrAKr ihAn tt)' Nul lo rxirrd ihi- \aIw of llir ilrm
i-xi i.i '. \ lotMtto proJiKts lottery tiikel^ And <in\ itrin prohihitrd b> Iah I irnil ixu-

liurn ,>» intinuffiilurt-rs coupon I imtt -^ triple litdptim per cu%tom<'r fAinil> pU'Av
iilion iliHxl Mon M.irih yflihru S%l April ' HW:

.:h .iDiiMi liirt'i \
, . .

lis utt . oii(.on .inj (»(
IripU- th.- viunu^ when you piirih^sr ih.- ili-m Not lo imltiJe hm Y\ own
retailer free or «>up«yn5 HreAler ihan !•!»' Not to exceed the value of the item

I ». Illde^ lolM.io pro<liKt^ lotliry tK^et^ and any ileiii prohiliited by law I unit one
ileni per m.inMfatturers coupon Limn .( iripU- .ou|«.ns p,-. . iisiotn. r l,„nily pKaxe
( oupon HikhI Mon Man h ifit thru Sat April ^ l!Wi?

Ml TRIPLE
\ / COUPON

>>'"l'«n aU.no With any one maniifa. hirers lenls off i oiipiin and ket I

I

triple the xavinny when you purchase the item Not to include hiM N s own
retailer free or coupc.ns Ureairr ihan >«t" Not to exceed ihe >alue of the Men,

l.xciudes lohacco producty lottery lirheiy and any item ,«-ohibited h> la« I iinii one |nem per manufanurery coupon limn .^ triple coupons per .uslomer family pleas
' oui».n Uocxl Mon March 2!> ihni Sat April T l!»MJ?

LIMIT 3 TRIPLE COUPONS PER CUSTOMER FAMILY PLEASE!
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Collegian
Graphics

Staff

Meeting
There will be a

mandatory staff

meeting^ for the
night graphics
people on Thurs-
day, April 1 at
7:30 p.m. in the
graphics office.

The meeting will

cover important
topics. If you
cannot attend,
please contact
Marsha Bianchi
prior to April 1.

You AKf The eyes Awd eAMs:

of The ColUqiAN.
IF you sec a SToiiy,

TCll us AboUT IT.
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Discover the Look of Spring and Save
at your nearest Q^UAL MALE

Levis

Knit Shirts
Short sleeve, stripes

Sizes S XL

$799
Regularly »15-»18

Need Cash?!
still

Buying

Highest

Prices ^^
Class Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry

Coins and Stamps

See Me When You Sell

§^vn^
25 North Pleasont Street

Amherst 236-0710
Mon - Fri 10 - 5:3o

Sat 10 - 2

located at the Grist Mill

Rt 116
one mile So. of Amherst Center

Hospital Drawstrings
Pants 4.00 ea

also lots of 40's style dresses,
Chinese bedpants, flannel shirts,

skirts and more

Western Denim Jeans $9^^
Regularly i30-$3813^/4 oz. stone washed or

stretch denim jeans.

Sizes 30-40

FAMOUS BRANDS

Belted Poplin
Casual Slacks
Poly-cotton. Sizes 29-38

Our Version of

the Baracuta®

Golf Jacket
Assorted fashion colors.

Sizes S XL.

FAMOUS LABEL

Western Shirts
Long sleeve, assorted plaids.

With pearl snap. Sizes S-XL.

(lOarcopolo

By Burlington

Tube Socks
Long length sport socks. Sizes 9- 15.

$1299
Regularly »22-J28

$1899
Regularly *40

$599
Regularly *I6

4pr./$599
Regularly <11

for 4 pair

Hampshire Mall Hadley on Route 9
between Annherst B Northampton,

just around the corner from U.Mass.
Store hours: 10-9:30 Mon-Sat

'^ ;\

4) © O O^O

Open Daily 11-5 253-5296

Agreeti^cardmakes
abirdi<&yhappi^!

Creative excellence is an American tradition.

mSTORE*
Located in

the Campus
Center .

M-F9-5
Sat 1M
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CROSSWORD
EtfiiH by Miffarrl Farrw ud Trade Jaffc

UNDER THE INFLUENCE
by M.Joyce

ACROSS
' Crafty Cunning
6 All ih« same
French style

*0 Baptismal
receptacle

'4 Queen lace
15 Retrain syllables
16 Parisienne
yy Clever action
18 In the distance
19 Lacoste
iO Creative Miriiers

device
23 Sea bird

2< too many
25 Royal initials

26 More milled
28 Secret

transaction
31 Where Lai
34 Former resident

of the White
House

35 Down under chap
37 lldroppelhas

the ram '

39 Swill slorte
40 Derivative ol

morphine
41 Court

proceedings
43 Aviation prelix
44 Hall Ola

able game
45 Beliel

47 Certain vowels

UmiVmK
49 Heart
50 Bric a

54 Alliteration and
similitude, e g

59 Puuleclue
Abbr

60 Racecourse
ligure

61 Australian

cockatoo
62 Unwilling

63 River to the
English Channel

64 Creator ol

The Kings
'

65 Dm herb
6f' >ally prelix

6? Pruites. Scottish
style

DOWN
1 Canadian
peninsula

2 den Linden
3 Enlomb
4 Camera gear
5 This Sp
6 Namesakes ol

Arthurian lady
7 Old leliows

8 Kirghiz mountain
range

9 Cone bearing
deciduous tree

10 Most distant
11 Chinese sacred

peat; near Loshan

12 Spanish child
13 Certain age
21 Noras cousin
22 Per astra.

RAF motto
27 One that pleases
29 Large land mass
30 Giovanna s

Currency
31 Eiciamationol

disgust

32 Radar soun(9
33 Japanese girdle

bo>
35 Fall lloweis

36 Poetic

contraction

38 Come
41 Bank reckoning
42 Small larmer

in Britain

46 Titania s

husband
48 Writer Anya
51 Aptly named

author
52 Bluer
53 Oriental detective

and namesakes
54 Onelime White

House pel

55 Hep
56 Hinged

opening
57 Fern features
56 Nobellst

Lagerkvisi et al
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WEATHER
Variable cloudiness,

windy and mild today and
tonight with a chance of
afternoon and evening
showers. Highs in 60s
except 50s south coast.
Lows tonight mostly in
40s. Tomorrow, mostly
sunny, windy and mild.
Highs 55 to 65.

I

uastoroiy
Dgns^

WEDNESDAY
LadiM Night - Op«n Bar
$2 covar 6 fre« drinks

36 E. Pl««««nt St.. Amhmtn SS-ttK

SUMMER JOBS
The Summer Conference Housing Office is now

hiring students for temporary summer positions as
desk clerks, housekeepers, and student supervisors
There are limited full and part-time openings all

shifts, plus weekends.
Applications may be picked up in the University

Conference Services Office, Room 918 of the Cam-
pus Center.

Deadline for return of the applications is 5:00 o m
Friday, April 9, 1982.

'

Work-study students will be given priority. We are
ari equal opportunity employer. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply

D.C. MENU
LUNCH DINfNER

rHOWIIItWIHIDIIIIIimiilOWIIIIIIIIIIOHIIHMIIIIOIIMHWIMIOmt

„ FREE ENVELOPES!!!
1 TYPE-RITE will word process your letters

§ -1 or lOO-and you'll get the envelopes
free of charge.

Reports, manuscripts, term papers,
theses, etc. typed. S

Same or next day service in many cases. a
TYPE-RITE, 321 R Main Street, Amherst S

L 253-5111 1

iioiNiHimiiaimHimiiaiiiNmmiatiiiiiiniiiatiiimniitaiiii

S

I
5

I

Roast Beef Grinder Veal Parmesan
Quiche Lorraine Baked Cod/Newburg Sauce

Ham and Turkey Cold
Plate/Saltines

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Vegetable Grinder Eggplant Parmigiana
Quiche Lorraine Baked Cod/Newburg Sauce

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

AUTHENTIC
SCRUB
SUITS

FREE PERSONALIZING
Specify lellers (30 mi« )

Green, blu*. while yellow pink
XS S M. L. XL - shut oi pants
|i?SOe« ppd -Xdey money

tMck guaiantee

10:30 - 11:30 Jimi Plays Berkley - Our
Main Man Wails his Ax

11:30 - 12:30 The One to One Concert
— John Lennon and
Friends

12:30- 1:30 Jazz With Spyro Gyra

1:30 - 2:00 Rockworid - I Know It's

Rock-Video But I Like It!
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome to Colleaian Offir*. rr in • Q.1C o^c .. ™ •^'^ ^"^" ^fc^fcHB*

Collegian 23

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJs are for your party infer
mation available with Randv 546-70 1

3

APRIL FOOLS PARTY
Lambda Chi presents it's first annual April

^^n^^r,^* *^°®V ^'s- Drink specials all
night 9:00 PM $1.00 cover~~~~

AUDIO
"

Panasonic System: Rec. Ttble SDker<8
$250call 546-4328 for more information

AUTO FOR SAL^

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
Honda Civic sedan 1200 cc 5ok excellent
condition '79 call after 5 584-4309

5% of selling price to anyone that will

546^9^ "^y car. For information call

1970 Oldsmobile Toronado. front wheel
^''y^^^y extras, runs well, asking $900.

1969 Triumph Spitfire completely recondi-
tioned & gorgeous, 37k, loaded, think sum-
mer! 413-337-4289

1973 Chevy Van 6 cylinder std. good con-
dition! Dave 253-5507

1972 Mercury Montego - excellent cond.
PS, new tires, new brakes. 546-6208
253-5702

>-r««o^uo

70 Montego runs great $700 or best offer
Kns 6-3206

Surplus Jeeps $65, Cars $89, Truck $100
Similar bargains available. Call for your
directory on how to purchase 602-998-0575
ext. 6501 call refundable

BASS PLAYERS
Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMSM
Delivered by experienced bellydancer

-iHtLaT^^^
unusual gift. Call Theresa

BETTER AUDIO EQUIPMENT
I take the time to get the most music for
your monev - Audio Consultants - 549-0720

CAPE SUMMER RENTAL
Females wanted for summer house on
Cape immediately. Call Nancy 546-9362
Martha 546-7442

COURSE PROPOSALS SOUGHT
Course Proposals Sought: Subjects in-
clude women and minorities, fine and per-
forming arts, human services. Funded as
single-course fees for 1982/83. Orientation:
entry-level students in residential context.
Send title, description, syllabus reading list

resume to Academic Affairs, J. A. Lobby,
Southwest, UMass, Amherst; Call
545-2803. Deadline: April 12.

ENTERTAINMENT
Pair of tickets to Asia at the Orpheum
Theater - will trade for ONE ticket for the
DEAD, Saturday night in Hartford - or will
buy ticket David 549-1869 - evenings after
five

B52's 4/10 Providence. Drummer wants
musicians for pre-concert jam. Nick
549-6227

Police Tickets for Hartford Saturday
April 10th call 549-4488

FALL OPTION

4 bedroom apt. Swiss Village on bus
route, available June 1st 256-6103

FOR RENT

N. Amherst house one bedrm avail with
fall option $130-1^ 549-2613

Room in Northampton near bus no lease
available immediately $105.00 584 ?ndQ

FOR SALE

Stereo Amp, Ttble, Spkrs, Deck. For info
call 256-6639

Roland touch-sensitive electric piano
call Steve 586-3877

80-200 mm Canon-mount 200m, con-
tinental brand, f4.5. Good condition, $75
call Dan after 7:00 665-4818

2x2 Fridge in very good condition, $90
firm, call Nancy at 256-6101. If not there
leave a message.

Sparta Moped - needs repairs best offer
Richard 549 4138

Memphis bass w/kustom 60w amp &
Selmener series 22 tenor sax 6-6270

• 8:45 3 45 Monday Friday • Deadhne is 3 45 two days pr.or toCash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE
publication day

Guild Starfire Guitar hollowbody electric
excellent shape, selling real cheap 546-3281
Scuba Gear - U.S. divers tank and
regulator, dive knife, depth gauge vest
dive bag, weight belt, mask, fins, snorkel,'
torm-fit backpack: sold as set for $300 or

SK^' ''^" '^•W- at 253-7430 (days) or
&45-3500 (nights) leave your name and
number if I'm not there

FOR SUREIIII

Alpha Epsllon PI has arrivedllM To learn
more about the ultimate living, learning,
and social experience give us a call
Rememberll Tell a friend, tell your
neighbor, tell the world - ALPHA EPSILON
HAS ARRIVED! Give us a call at 546-1117
and ask for Jeff. Do it today!~~~

FOUND
Jacket found in Thompson Hall Wed
March 17. Call546-6028 after 7 to identify

guitarists"

Martin Strings -

$3.75 set. Free
546-6684

acoustic and electric for
delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED
Counselors - Private coed camp in
Berkshires has openings for head and assis-
tant instructors in: Archery, Arts & Crafts,
Gymnastics, Dance/Movement/Show
Choreography, Radio Station (AM),
Dramatics, Sailing, Puppetry, Tennis, Head
Waterfront Pool (WSI), Swimming Instruc-
tors (WSI), Waterskiing, Tripp-
ing/Backpacking, Model Rocketry, Musical
Director/ Piano Accompanist. Also needed
Nurse (RN/LPN), General Bunk Counselors
(males), and Unit Leaders. Good salries
-friendly atmosphere. Contact: Dr. Paul
Krouner - Camp Schodack 268 Mason Ter-
race, Brookline, Massachusetts 02146
277-7600, days 9-5

Les/Gay Counseling Collective seeks
counseling supervisor with MA or equiv for
10 hr/wk position. Send resume to PGA
Counseling Collective, 406F Student
Union, UMass/Amherst 01003. For more
info leave name and number at 545-2645
Summer Work. $1,240 monthly average
for hard workers. Box 251. New Haven CT
06511

Wanted Butterfield accounted for co-
operative kitchen. Appl. available at S.B.A.
accounting office H.R.T.A. and Maclntire
available Weds 3-31 Questions? Call Kausa
546-9266

Student representatives - direct sales $8
per hour - serious inquires 584-1992

Mobile vending truck drivers wanted
for Cape Cod this summer Pete 546-8185

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Division

LOST

Lost antique diamond ring sentimental
value, somewhere between Southwest and
CC, Reward 6-8193 or 6-8206

Lost class ring Southwest 2/28 reward
546-8092

Samoyed looks like white husky missing
since Friday 3/19 Campus Center little girl

misses him 256-0689 545-2804

MOTORCYCLES

1961 Kawasaki KZ-SO excellent cond.,
well maintained $1775.00 call Dan 549-1700

NO NUKES

The movie No Nukes with James Taylor,
Bruce Springsteen, Carly Simon and more
will be sponsored by the Spanish Club Fri-

day 4/2 SUB 7, 9, 11 PM donation $1.25

PEOPLE:
SAVE YOUR EDUCATION

Make canceled classes, frozen majors
and waiting lists a thing of the past. WRITE
YOUR REPRESENTATIVE. DEMAND
ADEQUATE FUNDING FOR UMASS. Sup-
port increased student aid by
Massachusetts to compensate the Reagan
cuts. SEE TABLES IN DCs THIS WEEK
and TABLES in CC NEXT WEEK.
Remember - it is an ELECTION YEAR -

MAKE THEM RESPOND

PERSONALS

Governors Program Council invites you
to an April Fools Day party with Howard
Cosell Er Walter Cronkite. . .or is it impres-
sionist David Frye? Thurs April ist CCA

To all who worked on the Nangle &
O'Shea for SGA Co-Presidents Campaign!
Thanks to Dede Widrow, Rod Snelling
Bnan Osborne, Jay McCormack, Kevib
Coen, Dave Donovan, Andrew Dowd
Dave McCarthy, Dave Linton, Jane
Belanger, and most of all Frank (God)
Moore, without whom we'd never survive'
I t was fin. Rich & Laura

Is Bonzo. Ronald Reagan's long lost
cousin? Ask Duane Gish. April 4, Mahar
Aud. 8:00 pm
Mennino, Novak - It's a holiday in Cam-
bodia - so do us all. Love, Tina, Mary,
Danusia

Hip hop to whoever lives In 103 That-
cher - Your disco tunes always make walks
from the DC after dinner a gyrating ex-
perience. Thanks and keep on boggling -

Hoping to hear from you son. Hank and
Baby Bubba

BRUCE LEE IN ENTER THE DRAGON 7,
9, 11 pm Friday, April 2 Engineering East
Auditorium $1.(X)

Karen Spezzano have a very nice birth-
dayl C, D, L

Beth: Your special delivery spud has arriv-
ed. Come and get it!

Congratulations Wet Willy shone lucky
seven but we needed ten

8th floor Cashin to the best things in life. .

.friends!!! Love Nora

Mike Walsh, you have a fantastic smile
Your admirer!

UMass varsity football & basketball
cheerleading tryouts begin Sunday Ap 4
at 4:30 in Boyden gym
Attention Seniors: Due to popular de-
mand, the senior portrait photographer is
coming back - but for a limited amount of
time. If you have not had your senior por-
trait taken, now is your chance to do so.
Stop by Campus Center room 103 or call
545-2874

Chalet One - Great ski week, eh? Next time
we'll get the Golden Gondola Award, no?
Luv, Easy, and Scoopie!

Karen, Mary, everyone on the first floor
etc., Thanx for the party. You made it a
WICKED good birthday. Love ya, the
Moose

MEF: What a long strange trip its been! 4
years of friendship & my snaity is still in-
tact!(?) May happiness follow you always.
Happy Birthday love Freakes

Are you a swinger? It could be because of
your ancestors. Hear Duane Gish April 4

PETITION

To the thousands who helped petition
mv parents for a car: success! Allison

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE"

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
5-0392, 584-7924

ROOM WANTED
Grad looking for room in Puffton dou-
ble next fall possibly summer. Call Donna
546-9974

ROOMMATE FOR THE CAPE

Person needed for bedroom in a 2
bedroom cottage 500 for summer call Rick
at 549-1867

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

One room avail in 4 bedroom Amherst
apt avail immed w/summer and/or fall op-
tion call Steve 549-1675

Cape Cod - furnished Hyannis house
$556/season. First 3 get own bedroom.
6-8196 or 6-8206

One bedroom in 3 bedroom apt. perfect
Amherst location. $150 includes heat.
256-6150

Female roommates needed for S. Yar-
mouth summer rental near beach.
256-0719

SERVICES

Professional Research, Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Research,
^eOO-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605
Typesetting, layout & pasteup for
resumes etc, quick service, reasonable
prices, call 546-9623

Nutrilite - multivitamin-and-mineral-
supplements have been trusted for over 40
years find out why call 253-3174 after 3 pm
Need someone to talk with? Call the Les-
bian and Gay Mens Counseling Collective
M, Tu, Th, Fri 4-8 pm 545-2645

SKI EQUIPMENT
Hagen 200 cm racing cut skis. New,
never used, price negotiable. Call 549-5616.
Excellent buy. Call now - will sell quickly

SMITTY

Smitty what's a nice catholic girl like you
doing behind Mike's by the 2x4's on St Pat-
ty's Day?

STEREO SALE

Optonica tape deck - with advanced
placement location device, separate mike &
line input levels, Dolby, metal capacity
Perfect cond $200.00
Sherwood Stereo Amp 40 watts per
channel $100.00

F/fli'IL
' ^^^^ "" "letal mini-speakers

$150.00
Jenson two-way speakers 8 inch
woofers »60.00 call Ricky 546-7754

SUMMER RECREATIONAL EMPLOY-
MENT

for Boston area students available at
Nobles Day Camp Dedham MA 02026 of-
fers exciting opportunities to work with
children ages 6-13. Positions available:
General Counselors, Water Specialists,
Carpentry, Archery, Tennis for further in-
formation contact Wendy Brunswick 169 H
Brittany Manor 253-3054

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION

Masterbedroom fits two - N.Wood Apts
ask for Paul 665-7523 after 5

TO SUBLET

Summer sublet w/fall option Squire
Village 665-2963

.

Amherst Center Apt June 1 w/fall option
$280 negotiable inc everything 253-51 66
Summer North Amherst, 2 bdrm, on bus
rte. pool, AC, 549-5416

Brandywine - 2 bedrooms, furnished
pool, A/C. Available June 1 549-0425

Summer sublet w/fall opt. 2 bdrm Col
Vllg. $275 + elec. 253-2997 rug & couch in-
cl.

Summer sublet only 3 bdrm Puffton
Village call 549-6999

Summer sublet one bedroom apt in No
Amherst June 1st to Sept 1st 549-4448

Spaces in Southwood Apt. for summer
call 253-7529 try after 3 PM
3 bedroom Puffton apt. available for
summer call 549-6912

Four bedroom house, main St Amherst,
on bus rte, with fall option. Call Eddie
253-5947

Female wanted for summer, with fall op-
tion. 1 bedroom with private bath in large
Route 9 apartment, on bus route. $150/mo
including utilities Ann 256-6390

Summer sublet 275 Puffton Village large
downstairs bedroom price negotiable Brad
549-5981 leave number

Presidential Apts summer sublet 2
bedrms partially furnished, close to campus
549-1700

Before too late - 2 bedroom apt in
Sunderland on bus rte w/fall option call
after 8 665-4946

Summer sublet with fall option -4
bedroom apartment, $147 per person all

utilities included, call 256-610 1

Summer sublet with fall option-four
bedroom apartment, $147 per person all
utilities included, call 253-7430

WANTED
Housemate to take 5th bedroom in our
North Amherst house. Available im-
mediately. Located across the street from
Townehouse Apts. Summer & Fall?? Call
549-4118

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith'
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
WANTED: Three bedroom apartment in
Puffton Village. June 1 through. Call
546-9412 or 546-6082

WIN MONEY
Win money enter your delectable domicile
in the star-studded, big money beautiful
room contest. 7 winnei- - one from each
living area. Inquire at the Index Office CC
103 or call 5-2874 deadline April 15

WRITING SERVICES

Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD
assist in any writing project. Amherst
Wnters, Inc. 253-7764
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UM batters finish eighth
at San Diego tournament

FALL SOCCER — AH candidates for men's fall varsi-
ty soccer should be at a meeting today at Room 253
Boyden at 4 p.m. If there are any problems, please get in
touch with Tom Madaras.

By JANE WOLFSON
Special to the Collegian

Despite returning from the San Diego
Sun-Lite Classic with the dismal sounding
record of 3-9 1, the University of
Massachusetts baseball team is back
positive that it will retain its position as one
of the top teams in New England, according
to Coach Dick Bergquist.

"I'm a little disappointed with the team
record right now but not with the overall
purpose of the trip," Bergquist said.
"Everything is still in front of us. These
first five or sue games back in New England
will be very important."
Games most crucial to the Minutemen

will be those in the Eastern Eight League.
Winner of the Eastern Eight gains an
automatic qualifier into the Nationals.
The mittmen finished eighth overall in

the Classic. UMass failed to retain their
seventh place finish, dropping the final
game of the tournament to the University
of California at San Diego 6-1. UCSD took a
5-0 lead in the first inning and UMass never
came close. Second baseman Dean Bennett
scored the team's lone run.

Senior lefthander Steve Cramer picked
up his second win of the tournament and
third baseman Jack Perry had three hits
including his first homerun of the season to
lead the Minutemen past the same UCSD
team 7 2, the day before.

UMass ran into trouble in the middle of
the week dropping three straight to Lewis-
Clark, the eventual tourney winner. 3-0,
San Diego State University, host of the
annual Classic. 8-3, and Air Force 7-3.

During the tournament UMass also
defeated Cal State at Los Angeles with co-
captain Warren McReddie going 4-4 and
Cramer turning in a gutsy performance for
the win. The team's other win was over

Wagner College from Staten Island, N.Y..
where a fine overall team performance was
capped by a strong performance by winning
pitcher Tony Presnal and lefthander Dave
Murphy in relief.

The remaining games of the tournament
were: U.S. International College 7, UMass
7; Delaware University 6, UMass 1-

Delaware 4, UMass 2; SDSU 19, UMass 14-
Cornell 7. UMass 1.

Highlights of the tournament included:
First baseman Warren McReddie led the

tournament in hitting with a stifling .482
batting average, .465 for the West Coast
trip. McReddie was also named to the first
base position of the All-Tournament team.
Second baseman Dean Bennett hit

consistently well all week returing to New
England batting .315.

Pitcher Steve Cramer went 2-0 in
California including a 12-strikeout per-
formance, three shy of the tournament
record, against UCal.
Junior catcher Butch LeBlanc performed

well behind the plate to fill in for the injured
Brian Finnegan.
An overall good performance by fresh-

man infielder Larry Berg.
The Minutemen were able to play 13

games in 10 days, the most ever on a spring
trip, according to Bergquist. So many
games allowed the team, who lost five
starters to graduation, a chance to try
different line-ups for the best combination
to produce wins.

After enjoying a brief but much-needed
rest the Minutemen will open the East
Coast part of their season this Saturday
when they travel to the University of
Rhode Island, for an Eastern Eight
doubleheader.

EDITOR'S NOTE: This story was
compiled with the help of members of the
UMass baseball team.

Warren McReddie heads to third after hitting one of his two home runs at
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Four away games start season

Gorilla Watch begins,

UMass ODens on rf\f\i{

k: -^
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WELLER RETURNS - Senior tri-capUin iir^^M^Xt^iS^Z
UMass single season scoring record, is back to lead the Gorillas in their
season opener today at 3 p.m. against the University of Connecticut
The game will be played at Storrs, Conn.

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

The Gorilla Watch has begun.
Although there will not be any local

sightings until April 14. when the
University of Massachusetts men's
lacrosse team hosts Brown University
head coach Dick Garber's GorUlas begin
their 1982 version of the spring swing to
the playoffs this afternoon.
Massachusetts opens its season today

with a journey to Storrs to do battle with
the University of Connecticut Huskies
with a 3 p.m. faceoff.

Today's game is the first of four con-
secutive road contests on Massachusetts'
away-laden season schedule, with the
second coming right up Saturday when
they travel to Geneva, NY, to take on
Division ni powerhouse Hobart College

It IS perhaps fitting that the Gorillas are
starting theu- season in transit since they
have a long road ahead of them if they are
plannmg on equaling last year's marvel, aU ^ overaU record capped with a trip to
Virguna for the NCAA playoffs.
Although Massachusetts was defeated

16-12 m the quarterfinals by the
University of Virginia, it took nothing
away from their 13 1 regular season
steamroUer or their sucth New England
Lacrosse Association title in the past eight
years. *

The Gorillas, ranked in the top eight
teams nationaUy for much of the season,
finished the regular season at number four
and were picked as the fifth best team in
the nation when the playoffs concluded

In this years preseason United States
IntercoUegiate Lacrosse Association

(USILA) poll, Massachusetts was ranked
15th.

Last season's 13 victories set a new
Gorilla record and bettered Garber's 28-
year coaching mark to 222-96-4, a career
which includes only two losing seasons.

Massachusetts enters the season minus
two-thirds of both its attack and midfield
units of last year due to graduation.
Garber is ever-optimistic and said he is

pleased with the early season progress of
many of his players.

Garber has good reason to be thinking
positively as the players he has returning
this season are more than able to get the
job done.

At attack, senior tri-captain Jim Weller
IS back to give the Boyden Field faithful
some more lessons on how to rewrite
record books. WeUer set a single season
scoring mark last year with 62 goals and
36 assists good for 98 points.

Joining Weller up front will be senior
Morgan Mohrmann and junior Paul
Fogarty, a converted midfielder.
Sophomore Sean Dolan should also see a
lot of playing time.
Another tri-captain, senior Mike Lavin

returns to the Gorilla midfield along with
junior Tim Cutler. Two sophomores,
Peter Martino and Studart Orns, have
looked good in preseason play according to
Garber.

Senior tri-captain Steve Martino is a
returning starter on defense and senior
Ray Cozzi will join him in front of the goal.

A trio of juniors will minding the net for
the Groillas this year, including last
season's starter. Chris Benedetto along
with Dan Altachuler and Tom Curran.
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-, - Collepan photo by "Animal'
Newly appointed University of Massachusetts

Chancellor Henry Kissinger, during his in-
troduction to the campus community yesterday,
said he will "clean up the image of UMass the
way I cleaned up Cambodia.

THE LONG
RAUNCH PLAN
Fine arts school
faces elimination
ByPAULIEWALLY
Collegian Stiff

The Chancellor's Working Group on Long Range Planning
at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst announced
yesterday that after reconsidering the academic affairs
portion of the Long Range Plan, it is recommending the
entire school of humanities and fine arts in the College of
Arts and Sciences be eliminated.

In a special supplement to the academic affairs section of

•^ „o^
^'^^^ Planning document, the working group

said. Since the job market in the area of humanities and
tme arts is hmited at best, we recommend that the division
of the College of Arts and Sciences be eUminated, and all
the students enrolled in those programs be placed in the
engineering and COINS programs, because there are many
more openings in the Commonwealth in those areas."

Richard Noland, the chairman of the working group, said
the committee reached its decision after taking many
economic factors into consideration.

"We figured what the hell, humanities and fine arts are
nowhere job market-wise, so we might as well just wipe
out the whole damn program," Noland said.

The working group also announced the conversion of the
Fine Arts Center into a hockey rink and video game ar-
cade.

Noland said that by doing this, they will be serving two
purposes, namely getting rid of an obsolete building and
resurrecting the intramural hockey program.

"We felt an intramural hockey program is far more im-
portant than a bunch of dumb old pictures and concerts and
stuff," he said.

Noland said the proceeds from the 300 video games, that
will be placed in the area where the art studios are
currently located, will go to purchasing more computer
terminals for the enlarged COINS department.

Bartlett Hall, which now houses the Enghsh, Journalism
and other departments, will be destroyed and the ground
will be paved over to form a new parking lot.
By doing this. Noland said, the working group hopes tr

alleviate many of the parking problems that have plagued
UMass for years.
Jeremiah Allen, dean of Humanities and Fine Arts, said

the faculty and students in the eliminated programs are
organizing protests to the working groups's action.

"We wUl be putting a bomb in Noland's car and then we
will probably fire bomb the Chancellor's house. If that
doesn't work, we may have to get violent, " Allen said.

Former U.S. secretary of state
named as UMass chancellor
By B.C. WOODSTEIN
Collegian Staff

In a surprise move yesterday. University of
Massachusetts President David C. Knapp announced that
former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger has been
named the new UMass chancellor.

Kissinger, 58, wUl assume his new duties July 1 when
current Chancellor Henry Koffler, 59, departs for the
University of Arizona at Tuscon.

"I am looking forward to a very, very good working
relationship with people here at this university," said
Kissinger, who as secretary of state under President
Richard M. Nixon, was credited with numerous peace
efforts woridwide. Kissinger said he would continue his
diplomatic efforts at UMass.

"I intend to approach this job the same way I did my old
one, Kissinger said. "I wiU work for peace between
Amherst and Cambodia, two locations which have long
been at odds with each other."

Kissinger also said he may bring in some former
associates from his days in government to assist him at
UMass (see related story.)

When asked what he thought of his replacement, Koffler
said he was pleased.

"Dis is very, very good. H.K.. Uke me, H.K., is a good
man. He is a fellow Aryan, and almost as smart as me. I
voted for Nixon because of him," Koffler said.

In niaking the announcement, Knapp said he was lookintr
for forceful, powerful" leadership from the former
goverment official.

"I am confident that Henry K...Dr. Ki.ssinger. will be a
fine replacement for Henry K...Dr. Koffler," Knapp said in
an obviously prepared statement drafted by his staff. "His
expenence m government should prove valuable He'U
have an exceUent chance to use skiUs he acquired as
secretary of state. Anyone that can deal with Richard
Nixon should be able to put up wHh me, probably."
Acting Chancellor and provost Loren Baritz said he was

bewildered about the appointment.
"Does this mean I don't get the job?" Baritz asked, while

a recording of the commercial song "I Love New York"
played in the background.
Student leaders, too, were surprised.
"Wow. I don't believe it," said Student Government

Association co-President Kevin Mangan. "It sounds like a
good move, though. Maybe we can meet with him at Camp
David and get him to give in to coed bathrooms."
Members of the search committee established by Knapp

to mtervjew candidates for the job said they were taken by
surprise by the announcement.
"What about the search? We weren't even given a

chance. Now I guess we're finished. Damn... I was counting
on servmg on the search committee and using it as an
excuse to skip all my classes for the rest of the semester,"
said student search committee member Bruce Levy.

New Whitmore personnel announced
By RONALD S.

Anyone's Staff

MILLER

Newly appointed University of Massachusetts
Chancellor Henry Kissinger yesterday announced a major
reshuffling of the school's administration during his in-
troductory appearance on campus yesterday.
In a prepared statement, Kissinger announced a com-

plete overhaul of personnel in the Whitmore Administra-
tion Building and several other changes among university
academic departments.
Among the appointments, noted astronomer and media

personality Carl Sagan, author of the book "Cosmos" and
host of the television show of the same name, will become
the new vice chancellor for academic affairs and provost.
Sagan's son is a former UMass student.
Former Chrysler Corporation President Lee A. lacocca,

who, with the help of massive federal loans, saved his firm
from financial disaster, has been appointed vice chancellor
for administration and finance.
"Hopefully, he can do here what he did at Chrysler

That would indeed be a miracle," Kissinger said.
Skoal Hammarsvelt, former chief administrator of

bouth Afnca's Soweto region, will become vice chancellor
for student affairs.

Ron Ziegler, president of the National Truck Stop
Operators Association and former press secretary for ex-
President Richard Nixon, has been named Vice Chancellor
tor community and university relations
According to Kissinger, all three current vice

chancellors, Provost Loren Baritz. Jack DeNyse and Den-
nis L- Madson, are all looking for other jobs anyway and,
he said, they now have more free time to look around fornew work.

Kissinger said the new appointments would become ef-
fective with his on July 1.

House Speaker Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neil, who has an-
nounced he will resign from his Congressional seat, will
replace WUliam Field as Dean of Students

i^'^'^J'^i'^
younger," Kissinger said, adding that since

I-ield has tenure with the University, he will be transfer-
red to the pohtical science department where he will teach
a^course entitled "Political Subversion and Minipulation

Also appointed were Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and
Smith as Dean of the School of Business Administration;
An Wang as Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
Theolopolus Kojak as director of public safety; and Muam-
mar Khadafi as director of the Southwest Residential

dS^iS^~"„T.^*:*r' "i*" '"'r e"*""* Euge«.. Or.gon. Th.f. wh, the N.t*3 ^u-oent cMBance pragran • rach a popular item. Think about it.
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Official says, )jou're the only person on Earth
Associated PuU — Government officials

announced yesterday that you are the only
person on the Earth.

An unidentified U.S. government official
said tests run over a 10-year period have
determined you are the only person on the
planet. The official also said it appears that
everyone around you "is nothing more than
an elaborate holigram."

The official could not give any concrete
reason why you are the only person but said
"it appears you are the victim of a very
complex practical joke."

"Haven't you ever noticed how things

never seem to work out for you but the
other guy always seems to come out on
top," the official said.

As it stands now however there are no
plans in the works to make your life any less
difficult and. as a matter of fact, the
spokesperson said, "you can expect things
to get worse now that everyone knows that
they don't exist."

"You thought things were bad before.
well just wait." the official said. "Now that
we have found out that all of our other laws
and attempts at exploitation have been
wasted on lifeless specters, we're really
going to fix your wagon."

Doctor concerned for future King ofEngland
London A.P.I. — Following a scheduled

prenatal examination of Princess Diana,
royal obstetricians have expressed a deep
concern over the future King of England.

The problem seems to stem from the size
of the fetus' head, doctors said.

"You thought Dumbo had big ears." one
physician who wished to remain anonymous

said, "You should see this little blighter's."

A spokesman for the Court of Saint James
refused to comment on the report but in a
recent interview Prince Charles admitted
that the child might have to be brought into

the world by Caesarean section.

In an unrelated incident the doors of

Buckingham Palace have been widened by
three feet.

AP Hair-rmiMT photo

BOSTON, MASS — Channel five celebrity Frank Averusch, a.k.a.
Bozo the Clown, shows an enthralled audience the reason for his
longtime popularity. Averusch has been a big man in television for 20
years.

King issues decree against brownie mix

Nicaraguan government declares war on the

US, invasion forces head for Rorida, Carribean
of the industry based in Managua,
Nicaragua's capital.

Yesterday the government of Nicaragua
announced they have declared war on the
United States and that an invasion force
headed for Florida is now in the Carribean.
Generalissimo Ceasar Napolean De

Kahn. a spokesman for the Nicaraguan
government, said, "The Yankee Imperialist
Dogs leave us no other choice but to defeat
them the way the Japanese defeated them
in World War II."

De Kahn said such a defeat would mean
the end of United States capitalist im-
perialism in the automobile industry and
free the world for true socialist domination

"Then just watch what happens when we
don't sell them any more cars and slap an
embargo on them," De Kahn said. "Their
whole way of life will come grinding to a
halt."

Spokesmen for the Reagan ad-
ministration mumbled something about a
gnat and this would be a good time for an
increase in the Pentagon's budget due to
the mortal danger the United States now
faces.

^^

^«p • HOT-L WARREN
^>ALL THE DEEk**C
'^ YOU CAN DRINK! *

(cold 12 oz. Mugs - Draft)

^ with this ad and College ID

*<V/> South Deerfleld Center 665-8757 j'S'

TIP #49...

The Collegian can
be useful for
"potty-training"
your pooch!

By D. MOCRAZY
Collegian Subject

Gov. Edward J. King yesterday stepped
up his campaign against drug paraphernalia
by banning yet another drug-related item
from sale in the state.

Effective May 1, it will be illegal to seU or
obtain brownie mix except for medicinal
purposes.

King said the latest Illicit Substances
Task Force report indicates a strong in-

cidence of persons mixing marijuana with
brownies and ingesting them. The report
states eating the brownies gives one a
feeling of elation, or "high" in drug
parlance.

Reading from a prepared statement
today. King said the move is consistent
with his policies and the mood of the state
and of the nation.

"The conservatives will think I'm the
balls when they hear of this," King said.
"And don't think I won't hang every young
or poor person who tries to get the stuff.

Pot brownies can kill and so wiU I to
prevent their spread."

King said that since the law barring other
types of paraphernalia went into effect

Monday, there has been a marked decrease
in the number of hippies sighted from the
steps of the statehouse.

Among other things, the law forbids the
sale of double-width rolling paper, pipes
that don't appeal to persons older than 45,
and mirrors and razor blades when sold
together, but not when sold separately.

King said he would instruct aides to
prepare evidence supporting his brownie
ban after the program has been in effect for
at least a week.

Spokesperson for the Betty Crocker
Corp.. Donald Knutzen, said the law is "the
work of a power-crazy maniac." Knutzen is

expected to file a request for King's
committment to a mental hospital sometime
soon.

Duncan Hinds could not be reached for
comment.

Sorry about that, folks, it was a tough week

CORRECTION
Yesterday's Collegian incorrectly f/Mcws FisAiyrapper as reported yesterday

reported the date as August 4, 1961. The errors are not a reflection of the
Yesterday actuaUy was March 31, 1982. reporting skUls of the Collegian, but rather

Also the name of this paper is the the bad acid that has inundated the UMass
Massachusetts Daily Collegian and not the community (and our typesetters.)

TYPING & WORD PROCESSING
- Fast, accurate, low cost typing & word
processing of letters, resumes, term
papers, etc.

- Same or next day service in many cases

TYPE-RITE
32IR Main Street

(corner of Main & Dickinson Streets)

Amherst 253-5111
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6 Federal St , Betchertown, Mass 323-5010

We've got magic to do. .

."

join us

PIPPIN
a different kind of musical - comedy

ril 1, 2, San
Bowker Au
(Stockbridge Ha

ickets on sale NOW
Bowker Box Office

stop by or call 545-0783
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Senate plans coke-out
with full year's budget

iCollegi^Q 3

By TOOT SUITE
Collegian Snuff

The Undergraduate Student Senate
voted last night to spend every penny of
the 1982 fiscal year student fees budget on
pharmaceutical cocaine. The vote was
unanimous.

"Well, why not?" queried outgoing

T^^u.T^^^^ ^^ Lee. "Everyone
thought that was all the SGA did to begin
with. All we did was make it official."

Senate officials said that the $1.5 million
budget "would be good for about 62 Vi
pounds of the stuff, based on an open
market rate of $1,500 an ounce. We'll be
sending out notices to all the local area
dealers soon inviting them to submit com-

petitive bids to supply the coke."
According to current SGA rules, funds

^not be used for illegal substances.
However, Ed Lee was seen recently walk-
ing into the student activities office with a
large vial and a teaspoon. Asked to com-
ment, Lee said that "I'm confident that we
can show them that we mean well."

Lee was then asked why the SGA, also in
accordance with tradition, did not rent out
Campus Center hotel rooms to do the co-
caine in.

"Are you kidding?" Lee said. "Why do
you think we voted to raise the fee? What
do you think we're going to do with that?"

Lee also said plans to distribute the
powder to the rest of the campus will be
drawn up "as soon as we do half of it."

GOOD TOOT - SGA President elect (sort of, -^T^^'IZ"Noeebleed" Murphy licks his lips in ^itici^ation ovei the ^^h^yof partaking of student-bought cocaine, Mirphy said if th^Sict onmess IS ever figured out, the hassle will have been worth it—

^

—

—

• p ,., >..^ .M«»»n; Wil l nave Dcen worth it.

Professors' program attempts showing students some class
wiL>»;o.. Ci^.rr noses, Rhodes said. "But, t.h<>v aiiro Tnan<i<M><i ^» «:^j _:

By JUDD SPITZ
Collegian Staff

In an effort to limit student truancy at the University of
Massachusetts, professors this week used a two-iep
experimental program to ensure students would attend
theu- lectures and would not leave early.
A group of professors teaching introductory level coursesm astronomy, geography, economics, and aU rhetoric

courses, concerned that students were showing a reluc-
tonce to attend morning lectures, employed the services of
ttnkerton Detectives Agency to enter dormitory rooms
between the hours of 7:30 and 11 a.m. to guarantee that
students would get up on time and off to classes.
UMass Freshperson David Rhodes of John Adams

dormitory complained that the detectives treated him
roughly and arrogantly.
"Detectives? Ha! These guys couldn't fmd their own

Collection agent to

force students to

pay lab fees
By I. BROKE
Collegian Staff

In an effort to improve the collection process. Universi-
ty of Massachusetts officials yesterday unveiled yet
another lab fee payment procedure for students.

A new University official hired by the Bursar's office to
aid in the collection process, who identified himself only as
"Guido," said that he would coordinate a collection pro-
gram with the aid of soon-to-be-hired student employees.

"We're looking for students who want to break...emr...
help us with collections," Guido said yesterday. The
students, he said, will be recruited from the football and
wrestling teams as well as one infamous campus fraterni-
ty-

Operating under the slogan "Broken Promises Lead to
Broken Bones," Guido said the new procedure will be im-
plemented within a month.

Under the procedure, Guido said, students will be given
until May 1 to pay their lab fee bills. After that date,
students will be charged 40 percent interest, compounded
daily, until the payments are complete.

A Providence, R.I., accounting firm. C. Nostra and
Sons' Sons, has been hired to oversee the collection pro-
cess and maintain payment records, which will be stored
in a warehouse in an undisclosed New Jersey city.

"If we have any problems. C. Nostra and company have
assured us that they can aid us in filling our contracts,"
Guido said of the firm.

Once a students' payment is discovered to be delinquent,
Guido said, the student will be visited by a "collection
agent." The agent will "gently persuade" the individual to
make payments as soon as possible, Guido said.

noses, Rhodes said. "But they sure managed to find mine
I mean these guys just barged in. looked at my schedule,
slapped me awake, dragged me out of bed and hauled me
off to Eicon, where they threw me in a seat."
Prof, of Economics M. I. Borin said. 'Those Pinkerton

feUas are just sort of a persuasive alarm clock that are a
bttle more rugged than a Time."
Physical Plant Explosives Expert Joseph Btoseph. who
was responsible for the installation of the second part of
the anti-truancy system, explained his department's role
to concerned parents and students in an emergency
meeting held yesterday.
Bloseph said that in the large lecture halls such as Herter

229/231. Mahar auditorium, and SBA 120. aD seats were
mined with weight sensors, two-thirds of a stick of TNT
and a timing device that could be activated by the
professor.

Once aU students are seated at the beginning of a lecture.

the professor wouW then activate the timers, thereby
arming aU seats. The mines wouW remain active for a 50
minute duration on Monday. Wednesday. Friday schedule
and 75 minutes on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
"Any student dumb enough to try and leave early would

inadvertantly detonate the mine once they Ufted their

r**lr.
«"*^-?BBBBOOOOOMMMMM!!!!! Goodbyeeeee

truant! Bloseph said to his audience of 150, some of whom
were bandaged and on crutches.
UMass health services reported an increase in maimed

and shellshocked students as a direct result of the seat
mming. as well as a series of beat up students who refused
to attend classes.

Bloseph attributed some of the explosions as accidental
due to timers that were armed for the wrong days.
"Some of my boys from the double P were a little confused

during the first installation, but we straightened most of it
out right away." Bloseph said.

ESCORT RUNS AMOK - Three member, of the University of MassachusetrE^ort^^ekidnapped Polly Purebread, a sophomore Moore House resident, at gunpoint last ^ghtA^i^!som note demanded three Bud kegs and pretzels. Police are invisti^ting
^

Blue Wall stamps are linked to cancer
By AARON LIPZ
Collegian Stiff

"If the student refuses, then we'll take some action. If
they don't have the money, then we'll take something of
equal value. Arms and legs are worth quite a bit these
days," Guido said.

In announcing the plan, University officials yesterday
said they were optimistic about its chances for success.

"I think it's great," acting Vice Chancellor for Ad-
ministration and Finance Jack DeNyse said last night.
"When we were approached with the idea by C. Nostra, I

didn't like it at first. But then they persuaded me...,"
DeNyse said, before being whisked away by an uniden-
tified aide.

Student leaders, too, liked the idea.

"It's about time. It'll work. It's effective," said Student
Government Association Treasurer Rich "Lumpy"
Goldman. "Besides, I get a piece of the action."

Medical experts today announced what they claim is
proof that Blue Wall drinking stamps are directly linked to
cancer.

D»r. Sue Chur. a cancer research specialist out of Joes
Medical College said the correlation between frequent
patrons of the popular University of Massachusetts bar
and the number of UMies who were sticken with cancer
before graduation was too great to ignore.

"We discovered that only one person had escaped the
usually fatal disease." Chur said, "and that was George,
who is too old to be stamped anyway."
Blue Wall goers often are identified by a large black

stamp to certify that they are old enough to consume
alcoholic beverages. It is reported that the stamps
sometimes last weeks because they can't be scrubbed off.

"That's so we don't have to card customers everyday."
Biff Dummjock. a bouncer at the bar. said yesterday. "It's

almost like a fraternity with all the members sporUn*
black inkspots. I think it's neat."
Another researcher, P. Treedish. said scientists ar«

investigating rumors that ink for the stamps was suppUed
to the University free of charge by Raytheon Inc. in ex-
change for first crack at recruiting engineering majors.
An anonymous high University source who works in

room 369 Whitmore. said University Health service
personnel have been ordered to conceal statistics which
show that more than 200 students have been diagnosed as
having cancer in the past two years. Some have even been
found dead in the Blue WaU after closing, the source
whose initials are D.L.M. said.

There is apparently no connection with patrons found
lying comatose in the bar nearly everyday.

Blue Wall manager Mary Boutique said the bar wouW
consider changing the stamp policy only if it were allowed
to use tattoos instead.

"Otherwise, unauthorized students would be spending
their money here, and we can't have that," Boutique said.
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Whitmore continues to shake it up
By JUNE TAYLOR
Collegian Choreographer

Whitmore administrators recently
participated in a dance contest for their own
benefit, and according to the judges "some
of the UMass old timers really did it up."

Chancellor Henry Koffler won the contest
with he and his lovely wife Phylis doing the
"Bavarian Bop." The Kofflers bopped from
UMass to Arizona before collecting the first

prize of $82,500.

Second place went to Dean Harry Allen
of the School of Business Administration,
who did a solo step caUed the "Wall Street
Waltz." Allen performed this dance in his
three-piece suit just outside Mahar
Auditorium. To his surprise, when it was all

over, he was on the third floor of the
Whitmore Administration Building
drinking from the provost's water cooler.

"I'm thirsty," said Allen.

Loren Baritz, vice chancellor and
provost, rounded out the field of winners
after giving the crowd his interpretation of
"The Whitmore Soft Shoe Shuffle." Baritz
shuffled from the provost's office, to the
Chancellor's office while the sound system
blared Frank Sinatra's version of "New
York New York."
Some of the members of the audience felt

the judging of the contest was unfair.
Itobert Quinn, chair of the Bored of

Trustees said, "I don't think it's fair that so
many people from Whitmore enter this
contest every year. I get the feeling UMass
is holding back some real possibilities for
talent."

A special award was given to Randy
Donant, director of student affairs for his
one of a kind song and dance combination.
Donant did the "Funky Chicken" whUe
singing "I give Denny everything he
wants."

Madson repents: asks for trust
Thursday, April 1, 1982

ByK.B.
Collegian Farce

In an effort to become more responsive to

the needs of University of Massachusetts
students, the Vice-Chancellor of Student
Affairs office has created a program that
will give UMass students the correct time
of day.

"It has recently come to my attention that
many student leaders think I won't give

them the right time of day" said Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs Denny
Madson. "Today I want to prove them
wrong."

Under the new program, any one of the
17,000 undergraduate students attending
UMass may, between 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., call

545-2334 and ask 'What time is it?'

Student Government Association officials

were skeptical of Madson's program.
"Are they going to give Eastern Standard

Time or Mountain time," said a high-level
student government official who wished to
remain nameless but is 5'9", tall and weighs
160 pounds with baby blue eyes and blonde
hair and won't be kicked out of bed by any
chromosome combination.

Madson said he first became aware of
student discontentment during the coed
bathroom controversy when more than
1,000 UMass students booed and jeered him
as he explained the bathroom policy of the
University.

Madson said he knew for certain that
animosity existed between him and the
students when he found a horse's head at
the bottom of his bed one morning.
Students can approach him any time they

feel they have a problem, he said.

"I'm accessible. I'll talk to any student who
sees me," said Madson in an exclusive
interview after a high speed chase in the
corridors of Whitmore.

•o«««o««««a««

Bruce Lee in

''R#turn of the Dragon''

7, 9, 11 PM
Friday, April 2

Eng. EastAud. $i .oo
BBOOBaBPee

Bruce Springsteen

in

NO NUKES
(the movie)

(with added sound system) (1.25)
Friday, 4/2 S.U.B. 7, 9, 11 pm

>0ooooooeooooooooooaoooooooeoooooooool

Dosrardy
Dgns^
THURSDAY *^
All you can drink
$3. cover beer and 50c shots 9-11
36 E. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA 253-9285

K
^^RddeX'^^'

A R#stQurQnt
with FLAIR

CONTINENTAL
CUISINE

Win* Dor

and Ch«*s* Doords

Fr«sh Doked Goods
Doily

on the

Boltwood Walk
103 N. Pleasant St
Amherst
2535927

J

• r' shop
Unlike shoes, you can't buy new feet when they wear out.

That's why NIKE makes shoes for individuals. Shoes for the road,
the trails and models for both. For feet that are flat or arched, rigid or
flexible. Whether you churn out 125 miles a week or run a good ten.

So come tie one on at runner'shop. And avoid a run-in with your
feet.

runner'shop Annual Spring Giveaway
starts in Northhampton runner'shop

Thursday April 1st

runner'shop
159 N. Pleasant (bahind Faces)

Take
A Break
From Pizza!

-tax included-

Bean M.65 Refrito M.75
Beef 52.30 Chicken S2!40

Beef & Bean S2.25 Chicken & Refrito ^2.25

Extras: tomatoes - 10«, extra cheese - 15', sour cream - 10*.
jalapenos - 20*, sauteed peppers & onions - 25*

(Whole wheal fortiilas are available at no extra charge.)

Mlnimtifii Order of 2 Burritos
(Delivery ckarge of BO' per order.

whether you order 2 or lOI)

Fri. & Sat., 7pfii-11pfn

Boltwood Walk
Amherst

di^yfe'^-MlIf®

AC,
VILLA

Call:
liil

256-0838

m9,'m®mw>:M

Attention

STUDEKTS
Th» Textbook Annex win begin return-
ing unsold textbooks to publishers on
April 5, 1962.

De sure of your textbook requirements
for the remoinder of the semester to en-
sure that you hove the books you
need.

Open Mon-Fri 9-4

Located in the Physical Plant Building

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

^yUNIVERSITY
^ STORED

UPC
Collegian ^

By KATIE DANAHER
Collegian Staff

SAN FRANCISCO - The RoUing Stones wiU play at theUniversity of Massachusetts spring event on M^y 1 on he

haH*l!.rnf n
^^^- ^^i '^^^''y '^^^ ^he Collegian and

r^nno^nnpr^*""?
*^^ P'"^^'^"" the Union Program

iZllJ^^r ^t
^"-y fof„both UPC and the students ofUMass. Graham said. "Plus they heard that some ex-

cellent cocaine had been floating around the Amherst area
so they decided to donate their time."

Osbum heads off

at Spring Event
By PETER WOLF and J. GEILS
Special to the Collegian

Rock singer Ozzy Osboume made a special appearance
on the campus pond at the University of Massachusetts
yesterday, as part of the Union Program CouncU's Spring
Event on the Pond series.

Osboume and his six piece band played an hour and a
half long set, the climax of which came when Osboume
reportedly bit the heads off of several swans that had been
swimming in the pond during the show.

Osboume said "They wouldn't let me do it in Boston, so
I figured I'd come to a more progressive atmosphere,
where the rights of individuals are respected."

"Besides," Osboume added, "swans taste better than
bats and all the puppies were already dead."

When asked to comment on Osboume's bizarre
behavior. Vice ChanceUor for Student Affairs Dennis L
Madson replied, "Not a bad performance, but when I bite
the heads off of students I've found that they come off
easier if you bite further down on the neck."

Graham said the band has been in the studio recording a
followup to .their multi-platinum "Tattoo You" album and
will use the date to preview some new material before the
live audience.

The band will not have any other United States dates.
Graham said, but wUl embark in June on a tour of Cam-
bodia. Viet Nam and possibly China,
"These are about the only places where the boys haven't

peen braham said, "so they want to check them out. I
just hope they make it back."
UPC Talent Coordinator Frank Gironda said he was

surprised by the offer, but would make every effort to
secure the date for the band.
"I just wonder where I can find caviar and Dom Perignon

for their backstage meal." Gironda said.

UPC had originally been trying to sign the J. Geils Band
for a show in Alumni Stadium on May 1. but was unable to
after what Gironda termed " a very touchy situation
comphcated by the press."
"I didn't know that Mick Jagger read the CoUegian."

Gironda said, "I guess they (the CoUegian) are good for
something after all."

Security for the show wUl be no problem. Graham said, as
the KoUmg Stones have said they will provide their own
security for the event. Contrary to rumor, they do not use
motorcycle gangs for security any more. Graham said. Hehas been in contact with the Pittsburgh Steelers to provide
adequate security . said Graham.
"It looked pretty dark for a while." Gironda said, "butnow I guess we can close the spring out with a real bang "

CollcKian photo hj Icbabod Crmiw

Ozzies pal-Screamer-roek at it's best was
"topped ofr* with this swan sacrifice at the
campus pond yesterday.

Fashion department gets rave reviews
By CALVIN CLINE
Collegian Fashion Advisor

University of Massachusetts officials yesterday an-
nounced the fashion marketing department will not only be
reinstated, but will soon be recognized as a "Center of
Excellence," making it immune from budget cuts for the
next few years.

Bill Blass, a newly appointed member of the Chancellor's
Workmg Group, which decided to change its earlier
decision contained in the long range plan, said economic
realitites forced the change.

'|Let's face it," Blass said. "A top model like Brooke
Shields can earn millions of doUars a year, while business
and engineering majors can make a paltry 20 or 30 grand.
With the immunity from budget cuts, fashion marketing
wUl be able to offer its students much, much more.

"

In an immediate change, the department plans to move
much of its offices off-campus to Joey D's. Spokesperson
Muffy Johnson, when asked about the exodus to the
Amherst Xanadu, said. "It's a tough world out there.

Ed King praises

UMass students
By PHIL N. URSELF

Those parties at Studio 54 are brutal without the proper
upbringing, so we're trying to introduce our students to
life m the real world as soon as possible."

In another, related development, it was also announced
that a new program, the Farrah Fawcett Major, has been
established within the department. According to
University officials, the program is designed to ac-
comodate as many women as possible and offer another
option to fashion marketing students.

M(Hiica U. Bichee, chairperson of a 69 member task force
appointed by Chancellor Henry Koffler to study the
possible formation of the program, said that whUe final
admission requirements have not been established,
prospective applicants should possess at least a working
knowledge of chewing-gum snapping, pouty expressions
and 5.000 watt blowdryer repair.

Bichee is best known for her 1981 best-selUng book.
"How Tab and Garden Salad can meet all your Nutritional
Needs."
Bichee also said she expects potential students to "have

Men's centers,

majors formed
By KENNY MALLEY
Collegian Staff

Whitmore officials today announced the opening of
three Men's Centers and a Men's Studies program which
will begin accepting majors next fall at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst.

"Men are people too," said Robert Jones, vice
chancellor for administration affairs and relations with
important people. "It's time that UMass remember what's
what.

Jones said the Men's Centers will be located in
Southwest, the Campus Center and Whitmore.
"There are a lot of men we can reach in Southwest if we

just try," Jones said, "and the Campus Center always has
men walking through it."

The center in Southwest will be located in Thoreau dor-
rnitory, and tiie Campus Center branch will be housed in
uie Blue Wall Bar.

The Whitmore center will be tfiS largest, he said. It will
combine all the chancellor's and vice chancellor's suites.
"This will not cause any problems," Jones said. "The

chancellor is a man, the vice chancellor for administration
and finance is a man, the vice chancellor for academic af-
fairs IS a nian, the vice chancellor for student aifairs is aman and I m a man," Jones said.

Jones said he expects the Men's Studies program to be
deemed a Center of Excellence" next fall by those peoplewho deem things "Centers of Excellence."
"Men are pretty excellent," he said. He went on to name

about five million excellent men.

an extensive wardrobe," including "green, black and white
leather coats," own a Camaro or a Firebird, and "have the
ability to entirely recreate their faces with make-up so the
finished product bears no resemblance to the original."

Koffler said he would not speculate on potential delays in
mitiatmg the changes when he leaves for the University of
Anzona m July, but he said he would be wiUing to screen
applicants before he left.

T .?®f**^t*
**'* '**t*'®'' '^^^t* ^*^ '''« ^^a^'s and all that stuff.

1 thmk the girls ought to wear those silk stockings, the
kind with the Unes down the back, and those shoes, yeah
those shoes with the long thin tapered heel that makes
them stand on their toes." Koffler said. "Oh yeah.. .that's
nice and if you mail me pictures in Arizona. I promise to
look at them — carefully."

OTHER WORLDS — Ron Keefe (not his real name) claims to have been visited by members of a
foreign planet last weekend. Ron says that the aliens resembled humans but were much shorter
and spoke in funny hif^h voices. The hamanoids entered Keefe's apartment throiurh the T V but
diaappaarad when he tapped the k—Is of his raby slippers.
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Administration relents, officially makes Gorman a pool

Thursday, April 1, 1982

By IMA WETT
Collegian Staff

Gorman dormitory will close after this semester and be
turned into swimming pool facilities next semester, ac-

cording to University Housing officials.

"Gorman should have been condemned about three years
ago. We've kept putting students in because we didn't
know what else to do with the place. " said Director of
Housing James Zucchinni.

Gorman is one of the oldest unrenovated dormitories on
campus. This school year, the fourth floor was closed for
repairs as repeated flooding after rains made the floor

Whitmore, vacated by staff,

to be converted to dormitory

unlivable.

"We figured a swimming pool would be perfect. We don't
have to do much to change the building for that purpose,
and it would save on upkeep," said Zack Lee Nowerk-Dunn
of the Physical Plant.

"The building practically attracts water. It comes in

from the roof, the walls, everywhere, even when it barely
rains. Then the water just sits there," Nowerk-Dunn said.

"The students who live there even went surfing on the
fourth floor last semester. Why should they get all the fun?

Everyone else pays the same fees, so we figured we'll let

everyone use it now," Zucchinni said.

Physical Plant officials said the main project for their

staff this summer would be to board up all the windows and
'

doors on the basement floor. They see a completion date
for "sometime next semester."

"The place is great. We can use the rooms as changing .

rooms, and there are already showers on each end of each
floor," Nowerk-Dunn pointed out.

When asked what Housing will do with students who will

lose their rooms next semester, Zucchinni said he would
put them up in the Campus Center Hotel.

"With the money we'll make on the new swimming fee
required of every student now, we may even be able to
afford room service for those who choose to live in the
hotel," he said.

By I. NOAH TALL
Collusion Staff

An anonymous, but highly reliable source
today announced that the Philip E.
Whitmore Administration building has
been secretly converted into a dormitory.

Few people could have failed to notice the
stench that hung around Whitmore in the
early months of this past faU semester.
Inquiring students and faculty were told
that there was a slight problem with a
leaking roof and that the offensive smell
that pervaded the air surrounding Whit-
more was merely the tar being used to
repair the roof. This reporter has learned
that that was not the case.

Those few remaining University of
Massachusetts officials attribute the
surprise change to the large number of
administrators leaving.

"With UMass' critical housing shortage,
the conversion of the almost empty
Whitmore building into a dorm was a logical
step," another truly reliable source was
overheard to say.

"With all of them gone, we have more

room than we know what to do with," one
real important person was known to say.

The three-floored present administration
building will be converted into a coed dorm
housing approximately 500 additional

students. Instead of the predominant coed
by room policy, Whitmore will house two
floors consisting of all women, which will be
separated by one floor housing just men.

In a concilatory gesture toward Vice
Chancellor Dennis Madson, there will be no
bathrooms for either sex in the building,

thus eliminating the coed bathroom con-
troversy.

Those administrators remaining will be
dispersed throughout the university untU
their job applications at other institutions
are processed. Until such time as they find

gainful employment elsewhere, they will be
assigned to offices pertaining to their given
field of expertise.

Project Pulse will be moved to the biology
department, those who work in the bursar's
office will now be in the infirmary, the
admissions office will be moved to the Blue
Wall, and the Chancellor's office will be
moved to Arizona.

^'

Thursdays

New Rock ^^
Nite

with D.J. Dan

Tonight: BUD LITE NIGHT
Bud Lite's 75c all night long!

Free T-Shirts, Giveaways!

Buy 1

GET ONE FREE
8-11

DEST BARGAIN IN TOWN!

^^OP route 9

RICHARDS AMHERST

XTfTVEito »TT» n .
CcIle^Uui photo by Dandy Bo»bo»WUKL S UP — Recruiters for General Dynamics were on campus

again yesterday. The makers of the Trident submarine are shown here
surfacing on the campus pond.

SUBJECTIVE/OPINION
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Set 'em up again ,Joe, and did I ever tell you about the time,,.
ft

Letters ,

Co-ed bathroom confusion Marsha, does this headline

fit or will it be too long?
To the Editor:

What's all this fuss about co-ed bathrooms? Next thing
you know closets will be demanding an education too! How
about an International Bathroom Week? Or tuition waivers
for shower stalls?

Of course not! That's ridiculous! It's about time students
started spending their time studying rather than rallying
and plotting to overthrow the Whitmore administration.
Large Menn, I mean Marge Lenn, is just trying to protect
you. How'd you like to sit next to a toilet in your American
Realism class? Of course not. I'm sick and tired of
students...

Editor's note: Urn, Emily, that was a policy against both
sexes using the same bathroom.

Oh. ..well, nevermind.

Name withheld

New Jersey

This is the US of A, damn it!

To the Editor:

The time has come for a once-voiceless minority to be
heard over the din of social protesters and other commie
freaks. This is the United States of America, damn it, and
we have the God-given right to do anything we want.

Looking back through the annals of our history, we see
that the United States has always endorsed a policy of
Manifest Destiny. The &me vision that gave us the right
to cross the Rockies, slaughter thousands of Indians, and
discover Hollywood, gives us superb justification to get
involved with the Salvadoran controversy.

What we need is to show the rest of the world that the
good ol' U.S.A. still has it. We need to prove that we are
still willing to extend our arms out to underprivileged
countries and give them the same beneficient capitalism
that gave us the U.S. Post Office and Pet Rocks.

Ab-eady, El Salvador is getting more and more en-
trenched in the American life style. We see in magazines
and on the television the*flood of American business that
have established themselves there. What sort of person
wants to deny Little Juan his first "Big Mac"?

For years, the United States has been paying people to

serve in a military that sees no action. We spent billions of

dollars a year on guns, tanks, and other offensive

weaponry, yet many of these items never see active

service. A good display of "military advisorship" could

have a wonderful effect on our nation's economy. Have
Chrysler start turning out tanks instead of "K" cars. We'll

be sitting pretty soon enough.

This is not "just another Vietnam." Vietnam was too far

away to annex successfully. But- Central America, well,

that's just a hop, skip and jump away. We blew it with

Canada; let's not pass up this second chance. I'd rather

have a lusty Latin than a Canadian Mountie anyday.

BiU T. Oppression

Northampton

The University of Massachusetts has attempted to work
within the state funded expenses, and frustrations of go-
ing to a school with a minimum amount of money to work
with. Obviously the Board of Regents has been incapable
of completing their task, and its about time that we ceased
asking them to accomplish the impossible. For this reason,
it seems high time that students started paying a more
realistic tuition, on par with any private establishment.
The benefits will be immediate, and the Board of Regents
seems certain that students can manage to scrape up the
necessary finances. And when they can't, we're just as
happy to see them go. After all, poor students don't sub-
sidize campus events. And besides, they're not here to
study, they just protest financial aid cuts.

The utility of this program will far outweigh its cost. For
example, the plan would immediately cut the
student/teacher ratio in half. The number of students who
actually went to classes would reduce this ratio even fur-
ther until classes became smaller and more intimate, and
eventually ceased to exist altogether. Think about it. you
won't miss it anyway.

UMass would immediately join the elitist ranks of the
other prestigious institutions within the valley. University
men would feel much more co(nfortable when attending a
Smith College function. In no time, no Smithie in her right
mind would turn down a date with one of the UMass new
pedigree breed. In this Year Toward Civility, it is impor-
tant to remember that Smithies are people too. At least on
weekends, anyway. Let's work together to keep them hap-
py-

"The tuition hike would enable students to benefit from
an mcreased level of mediocrity on all levels at the Unive. .-

sity. WTiile the long range plan will still remain in effect,
we could afford to keep paying the unnecessary faculty.
After all, there will be money to throw around. Get psych-
ed, we could even afford another year toward civility.

LETTERS POLICY
In this Year Toward Civility, all letters

must be signed and include the writer's ad-

dress, telephone number, and
measurements, which will be published.

Please type spaced at 69 characters per line.

Does anyone really read this? Due to space
limitations, the volume of mail received, and
the laziness of the staff, we regret that you'll

probably never hear from us again. But just

in case, please make all checks payable to

Kathy Howley, Executive Editor. Master-
Card and Visa accepted.

Beer Toward
Civility Days
Because most students see the Chancellor's

"Year Toward Civility" public relations cam-
paign as total bullshit, we feel the name of the
program^ should be changed to "Beer Toward
Civility." This would present a more positive
image to students, and help relieve the $44,000
deficit at the two campus bars, thereby easing
the strain on the shaky Campus Center budget.
The Chancellor's depiction of students as

racist, sexist and anti-Semitic drunken bores
appalls us. The exploitation of students in

EDITORIAL

Civility Commission advertisements must be
stopped.

Chancellor Koffler must realize that students
are big boys and girls now, and do not ap-
preciate being lectured to and reprimanded for
what he deems to be uncivil behavior. Although
the Chancellor has compromised by allowing
students who procure a note from their parents
to be released from the Civility Guidelines, we
feel it is not enough.
Only by initiating "Beer Toward Civility" will

students gain recognition as mature human
beans who can hold their alcohol.
As Frank Gironda, talent co-ordinator for

UPC and winner of the Collegian "Best Imper-
sonation of an Immature Individual Threaten-
ing the Collegian Staff with a Chair Award"
once said, "Civility has nothing to do with
respecting other people's rights."
We wholeheartedly agree with Mr. Gironda.

In that spirit, we have decided to celebrate
"Beer Toward Civility," with weekly
Awareness Days to be held Thursday and Fri-
day afternoons in the Bluewall.
How about it, UMies? Can you see that Lite

at the end of the tunnel?

Unsigned Editorials represent the opinions of
whoever gives us the most money to express
them. Letters expressing opposing views will be
disected and ridiculed by the editorial depart-
m^t before being filed in the trash.
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APRIL FOOL'S SALE
Thur. - Fri. - Sat.

April 1, 2 & 3
Don't be foolish - come down and check our prices.

Bargains like these:

Mitsubishi DA~R20 receiver

60 watts per channel

was $500 NOW $329.95

Rotel RP-400 turntable

including cartridge

was $120 NOW $89.95

Cizek III speakers (demos)

were $200 NOW $139.95/pr

Mitsubishi DP-5 turntable

direct drive, fully automatic

was $180 NOW $139.95

All prices cut - plus tremendous values

on demo 6t discounted

equipment.

NAD 3080 integrated amp (demo)

90 watts per channel

was $500 NOW $339.95

I

A complete car stereo for

only $99.95

Majestic MCR 1500F + 2 speakers

(fits imports and GM X-cars)

Many more exceptional

values!

A name brand component system
for only $349.95.

Technics SA-203 receiver

Garrard GT-250 w/cartridge

Becker PA-101 speakers

Full In-Store

Repair Service

Store Open
10 AM - 9 PM Thurs €r Fri

10 Am - 6 PM Sat

/NNOVA T/ONS
259 Triangle St

Amherst
549-4883

t||ingtoa

''^''- ^n evening with the legendary

MILES
DAVIS

This Sat. April 3, 1982
ON SALE NOW!

Students 8.50, 9 00
Gen. Pub 10 00, 10 50

• F-AC Box Office

• Tickets Unlid UMass
• Fo( the Record (Faces)
• Tic ;etron

•FINE ARTS CENTER UMASS<

a Greeting Card for Every Occasion.

Open M-F 9-5, Sat 11-4
•-°^^*®^ '" ^^^ Campus Center. Univ. of Mass.

Cards also available in the ^ I/TNT/VF'RQfXV
Mini Store in the Student Union liMci^r^^^ JAMF 7:30-10. 8:3010 Sat & Sun f^nS^FOREw

Campus Center. University of Massachusetts, Amherst. MA 01003 (4 1.3)
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Senate funds substitute
for lost Spring Concert
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate
voted last night to allocate $12,500 toward a
free "Pond Series 1982" proposed by Union
Program CouncU (UPC) to replace Spring
Concert.

The Pond Series will bring Tocjts and the
Maytals, David Bromberg, and Taj Mahal
to the Campus Center Pond over the course
of three days, April 31, May 1 and Mav 2. It
has not yet been decided who will play on
which day and UPC said it intends to bring
five smaller groups to supplement the
major talents. There wUl be three shows on
two of the days and two shows the third day
of the event.

UPC said it wiU request about $8,000 in
additional funding from two other sources,
but added the administration supports the
proposal and the talent has already agreed
to play.

"We're looking for a better time at these
three days than if there was a stadium
show," said UPC Talent Coordinator Frank
Gironda.

"One day would undoubtedly attract too
many people. If it goes for three days.

people can study one day, or miss a show. It
will be a low key, enjoyable time," he said.
"We have the Cage in case it rains,"

added UPC Production Manager John
Scott. "That seats 3,500 people."
Gironda also said there will be no dor-

mitory security on for the weekend and
guests will be allowed up as usual.

"I would like to stress that this is not a
community day.' This is a UMass free
event. We are not trying to attract the local
high .schools or the rest of the Five-CoUege
Community," Gironda said.
Treasurer Todd Ziegelbaum told the

senate that UPC is "prepared to make
deficit liquidation payments" as agreed
upon, following Saturday's Miles Davis
show.

c l^^^^^
^^^^ ^® anticipate approximately

$17,000 which we would put toward the
series," he said.

Former Student Government Association
Treasurer Richard Goldman supported the
proposal, saying he admired the planning it

took for a three day event, and said the
senate should "think of the student body,"
after the "disappointing" loss of a stadium
Spring Concert., r--^.^. .. .., f^^^^ ,„, uiree aays, spring uoncert.

Clerk of Courts Cohen quits

after pressure for removal
By HANNAH HOSOM

i, i^ ^, .

judge Christopher Cooke as he announced Cohen's resignation as clerkand judge during last night's Student Senate meeting

Murphy declared (

will appear in run
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

A Student Judiciary Tribunal last night
decided Jim Murphy is an eligible candidate
for the Student Government Association
(SGA) presidency and is eligible to par-
ticipate in next Tuesday's run-off election.

"We have determined that if a student was
retroactively withdrawn, he can be
retroactively reinstated." the tribunal
decided at 10:30 last night.

After the hearing. Murphy, who was at
last night's Undergraduate Student Senate
meeting, said he expected the verdict.

"I feel it came out as it should have," he
said. "It was the only logical decision they
could have made."

The verdict came after plaintiff Paul
Domey attempted to withdraw his case on
the grounds that evidence presented by the
defense last night showed a lack of

cooperation from University of
Massachusetts Registrar Ralph Jones.

"I wish to withdraw my complaint in this

case in the best interest of the students in

the expediency of the student government
elections and the uncooperative nature of

the administration in dealing with this."

Domey told the court.

The evidence which defense Advocate
Bruce Levy presented included two letters
to Jones from Michael Pill, an attorney in
the student Legal Services Office, which
stated, "The administrative withdrawal
procedure is a device to gain student
compliance regarding a defect
enrollment."

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Michael Cohen, former clerk of courts,
retired his positions as clerk and a judge in
the University Student Judiciary System
last night.

In a statement before the Undergraduate
Student Senate, presiding justice
Christopher Cook made a few points "for
public record" concerning the resignations.

"We do believe in the judicial system. All
of the gains we've made have been the
result of Michael's hard work, no matter
what some of you personally fee!. I respect
him for his commitment," Cook said.

The announcement came after a special
order of business was called to remove
Cohen as clerk of courts, following a hear-
ing yesterday stating cause for his removal
on points of misrepresentation and abuse
of his duties.

"I think the hearing was a farce," Cohen
said last night.

Cohen said he felt it wa.s a violation of his
due procedural rights tha* the trial was

held in his absence.
The ad hoc committee hearing the case

had informed Cohen of the procedure, and
received no formal request for postpone-
ment. The committee members decided it
was within due procedure that he had
chosen not to be present or to bring forth
an advocate on his behalf.
In other senate business, co-President

Larry Kocot, student representative to the
University of Massachusetts Board of
Trustees, reported on their committee
meeting, saying "everything he had work-
ed on for the past four years had eone
through."

^

A Performance and Operations audit of
the Physical Plant was approved by the
board, "which in the long run will save us a
lot of money," Kocot said.

Some of the fee hikes before the board
for approval were sent back to campus for
further review, an action Kocot said he was
not aware of ever having occurred before.

"There was a bout before the meeting
about whether that would be included,"
Kocot said.

in

Because the letters were dated March 11
and March 17, Domey said there was ample
time for Jones to reply.

When Domey learned last night, prior to
the hearing, that Jones did not respond, he
decided to withdraw his case on the
grounds that the administration made no
attempt to cooperate or resolve the
jquestion.

The tribunal recessed for 10 minutes and
decided the case was "too important" to
accept Domey's withdrawal, and granted
Murphy eligibility in next week's election.

"We believe that the questions raised
were of such importance to the candidate
specifically, and in the university com-
munity in general, that we could not honor
the plaintiffs request to deactivate the
case," Christopher Cook, presiding justice,
said after the case was closed.

The run-off election between Murphy and
the team of Steve Robinson and Harvey
Ashman will be held next Tuesday.

FELIX THE CAT - You know it's spring when paintingsTke'thUone appear on the sidewalk. Felix was found between Herter and Alum-
ni Hall.
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Reagan hopes Social reform'

continues in El Salvador
WASHINGTON — President Reagan said yesterday

that "it would give us great difficulties" if a new right-wing
government took over in El Salvador and turned away
from social reform. But he declined to say what he would
do about it.

At his first prime time White House news conference,
Reagan put the emphasis instead on the turnout in El
Salvador's national elections held last Sunday. The divided
outcome of that balloting has raised the prospect of a right-
wing coaltion that might repudiate the policies of President
Jose Napoleon Duarte.
"We're watching this very carefully," Reagan said. "It

would give us great difficulties if the government turned
away from the reforms that have been instituted..."
Reagan then said all Americans should be inspired at the

way the people of El Salvador turned out to vote in the face
of threats and violence.

Yamit's 2,000 settlers leave,

Sinai land returns to Egypt
YAMIT, Occupied Sinai — Israeli troops tightened their

grip on the volatile settlements in northern Sinai
yesterday, the last day for civilians to depart before Israel
returns the territory to Egypt on April 25.

Soldiers with weapons patrolled the streets of Yamit as
truckloads of household goods, irrigation pipes and far-
ming gear headed north. The army closed off three other
settlements as soon as they were empty, and guards were
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posted to keep squatters and thieves from entering.
Most, but not all of Yamit's 2.000 settlers were leaving

before the midnight deadline.

"The army will have to take me by the ear and drag me
away," said a young bank clerk who the day before had
chased two visiting Egyptian bankers out of his branch.
The clerk said he couldn't bear the thought of Egyptians
taking over his office.

In addition, the army faced the daunting task of
manhandling more than a thousand ultranationalist youths
who have squatted in this six-year-old town and a dozen
surrounding farm villages on the Mediterranean coast.

THE FOOLS STRIKE AGAIN

This is the **true section" of the
annual Collegian April Fools edition.

We have included it in order to fulfill

our obligation to report the news. For
those who appreciate humor and detest
reality, this section can be pulled out
and thrown away.

In the past, questions have arisen as
to whether our self-parody, the Fools
edition, has any redeeming qualities.

Popular opinion and tradition have
prompted us to throw caution to the
wind and try it again. Reactions to this
issue should be addressed to the
Collegian office. Enjoy.

mtifs^

Duarte tells rightist parties

of his own % indispensability
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador - President Jose

Napoleon Duarte's Christian Democrat Party, struggling
to keep a share of power in wartorn El Salvador, told five
rightist parties yesterday that a government that excludes
it will be unable to function.

Incomplete returns from Sunday's election showed that
a rightist coalition could win 36 of the 60 seats in the
constituent assembly, and that Duarte's centrist oartv
would hold 24.

'

CORRECTION

It was incorrectly reported in Monday's Collegian that
the Spanish Club movie entitled 'No Nukes' would be
shown Thursday, Aprill. The movie will be shown Friday

I April 2 in the SUB at 7, 9, and 11 p.m.
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You're ready! For the biggest and
the best that life has to offer. And for
the college ring that will speak vol-
umes about you—and your achieve-
ments—for years to come.

What's more—you can afford it'

Because now, for a limited time you
can order from the entire ArtCarved
collection of 14K gold college rings
and save $25. Come and see the
exquisitely crafted styles—from the

classic to the contemporary. And
choose the ring and custom options
that most eloquently express you.

Now is your time to get what you
deserve. And remember—nothing
else feels like real gold.
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Professional union vote receives

Collegian 11

By SCOTT SACCO
Collegian Staff

Members of the professional non-teaching staff at the
University of Massachusetts came out in numbers
yesterday at the Amherst and Boston campuses to vote on
the possibiUty of joining the Union of Professional
Employees, with approximately 506 out of 640 eUjnble
voters going to the poUs to cast their ballots.

Results of the election wiU be available this afternoon.

Bing Carey, a union organizer for the Massachusetts
Teachers Association, said yesterday afternoon that the
Boston campus reported 91 unchallenged votes, out of an
ehgible 125 voters.

Labor Relations Examiner Steve Day said at 4:00 p.m.

turnout
yesterday afternoon that the Amherst Campus had
unofficially received 415 baUots out of a possible 525
voters.

Members of the professional staff are currently the only
UMass employees not represented by a union. The Union
of Professional Employees (UPE) a sub-group of the
Massachusetts Teachers Association, has been trying to
unionize at UMass since 1977.

Among those eUgible to vote were: heads of residence;
construction and maintenance engineers; extension
specialists; and accountants and technical workers.

Dale Melcher, a staff assistant in the Women's Studies
Program said yesterday. "The major issues are job
security and a sense of having input into the process of
reduction in force and layoffs, and the formulation of a

hom^fte^^e^eTda
^*^"""** '^^^rier barked ravenously from his picture window '^f^ls'^Hadll'y

grievance procedure which culminates in binding third
party arbitration."

Leone Stein, director of the University of Massachusetts
Press, said Monday she listed job security as having top
priority in the drive to unionize.

"In a time of recession and cutbacks professional staff
members are alone and on their own." Stein said, "unless
they have a union to provide for them."

Other issues the UPE would like to address are: the
estabUshment of a collective bargaining agreement; ob-
taining a more stablized salary structure; increasing op-
portunities for professional development; and the for-
mulation of a retraining program for employees who are
layed off so that they may havo the opportunity of beine
trained in other fields.

Cars collide after

one avoids jogger
At 1:48 p.m. Tuesday, a vehicle driven by an Amherst

woman south on South Pleasant Street coUided with
another car in order to avoid hitting a jogger, according to
Amherst Police.

Joanne Swanson. 35, of 21 Sunrise Ave., swerved over
the center line and hit a car driven by Baker P. Alkan, 18.
of New York City, police said. Swanson's car sustained
damage to the left side and Alkan's to the front bumper
and a door. Jill Swanson, 8, a passenger in the first car,
bumped her head and was taken for treatment of minor
injuries to the University of Massachusetts infirmary by
her mother, police said.

A Brandywine resident reported Tuesday that a cassette
deck valued at $250 was stolen from their apartment.
Entry was evidently gained through an unlocked door,
according to police.

At noon on Tuesday, police received a report from a
Pray Street business that a customer presented them with
an altered license. The customer reportedly fled fi-om the
establishment. Police have the license and are in-
vestigating the incident.

The Amherst Police Speed and Alcohol Patrol will run
Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights from 9 p.m. to 4
a.m. through May 28. police announced yesterday.

- SUSAN RING

Impressionist Frye

will perform tonight

Impressionist David Frye will be performing at 8 tonight
in the Campus Center Auditorium.
Tickets for Frye, who is weU known for his im-

personations of Richard Nixon, Howard Cosell, Jimmy
Carter and others, are $3.50 for UMass students and $5 for
the general public. The show is being sponsored by the
Governors Program Council.
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Coach optimistic

despite injuries

to key performers
By GERRY DESIMAS
Collegian Staff

Things looked very good when the University of
Massachusetts women's Softball team embarked on their
southern swing to South CaroUna earlier this spring. UM
head coach Elaine Sortino's 24 6 squad of a year ago only
lost two players and the team had great depth, especially
with four pitchers.

«- r j

How quickly things change - and not always for the
best. The team lost All-American shortstop Allyson Rioux
in the Minutewomen's first outing of the year due to a
broken leg. Rioux. also a pitcher, is expected to miss the
entire season.

Sortino had expected to replace Rioux with freshman
Mebssa Oman but Oman also hurt her leg against Rutgers
University sliding into home plate and is not expected to
return for at least 10 days. Oman. too. was a pitcher and
suddenly much of the squads depth has disappeared

Thursday, April 1, 1982 Thursday, April 1, 1982

UConn
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

STORRS, Conn. - Nevflle Smith stood under theoverhanging roof of the University of Connecticut's varsi-

his hSd^
" yesterday, trying to keep dry and shaking

"You know there are more lacrosse players in thedorms here than there are out on the field right now "
Smith the father of former University of MasLhuset'ts

mrnnnM"^" ^^T' l"^'^^'
"'"^d" "T^is program(UConn s) could have been a powerhouse, but look atwhat's going on out there. It's a shame."

Smith was referring to the debacle that was in progress

"Considering all of our injuries we did
pretty well, " Sortino said.

:-:::::::-:fx^Wx<>-->::X:>::X+:;K;>:-s.-.>:.

But the girls "adjusted very well" according to Sortino
The squad went 3-6 and one of the wins came over Adelphi
with the Minutewomen winning in the bottom of the
seventh inning. 4-3.

"Considering all of our injuries we did pretty well
"

Sortino said.
'

Some things did change for the best as was evident in
the emergence of pitchers Gina Mantino and freshman
Patty Masory. Mantino. a transfer, was outstanding as she
allowed only three walks in three games.

"She has good control and throws a lot of heat," said
Sortino.

This afternoon in Providence. R.I.. the Minutewomen
open theu- season in a doubleheader against Brown
University.

"They are a scrappy team and are well coached." said
Sortmo. UMass wiU send out Mantino in the opener and
Masory will throw in the second game for the
Minutewomen.

n V> A DFXTi". ^WT«,
Collepan ph«to by Vine. DeWittCLEARING OUT - UConn midfielder Tim

Higgins (white) battles with Massachusetts' Ken
t reeman (rear) for possession in yesterday's 26-2
faorilla victory over the Huskies at Storrs.

just 40 yeards beyond his gaze, behind the barbed wire-
topped fence which surrounds the Huskies' lacrosse field.
Massachusetts had just scored its 15th goal of the con-

test with 11:50 left to play in the first half and the curtains
were closed on this exercise, if not nailed shut.
The 26-2 final of this season-opening Gorilla victory lack-

ed relevance except for statistical purposes and the fact
that it was an opportunity to see, up front, the
degenerative effect on a collegiate sports program when it
is left by the wayside by its athletic department.
UConn lacrosse has been on a downward slide since day

one of its inception in 1967, and yesterday the local boys
were made well aware of this fact. Two other pertinent
items, last year's 0-12 season mark for the Huskies and
this year's preseason announcement that UConn lacrosse
will be knocked down to club status next year, are just so
much tasteless icing on a burnt cake.

All in all, Dandy Don Meredith could have sung early in
this one, probably after Gorilla tri-captain Jim Weller pop-
ped in the game-winning score off a dish from Paul Fogar-
ty writh just three minutes gone in the game to put the
visitors up 3-0.

Weller and the Massachusetts attack unit showed that
they were ready to play from the start, regardless of the
weather conditions which ranged from horrendous to
ridiculous to downright dreary through the course 6f this
Gorilla bombing mission to Storrs.
Before the shellshocked Huskies could catch their

breath with a timeout at the midpoint of the first quarter,
Weller and crew had already locked up the win by staking
Massachusetts to an 8-0 advantage. Weller, who is sure to
win a commendation for marksmanship in boot camp if he
is ever drafted, figured in seven of those goals, scoring six
himself on perfect 6 for 6 shooting and assisting on
another.

When Weller led the exodus of UM coach Dick Garber's
starters from the game with over nine minutes to go in the
first half, he had gotten his team and himself off to a
raucous start with eight goals and four assists on the day.
What could have followed might have been a painfully

extended garbage time, with Massachusetts leading 17-0
and starting goalie Dan Altshuler doing halfhearted wind-
sprints in front of his net to keep occupied.
But, UConn did show character by averting the shutout

when Huskie midfielder Tom DuPont zipped in a 15-footer
with five minutes to go in the half. UConn's Rusty Brand
closed out his team's scoring a minute later and the
Gorillas were up 18-2 at halftime.

It is doubtful that any of yesterday's winners are enter-
taining any grand illusions concerning the whitewash and
if any are apparent, they will be blasted from sight when
Massachusetts travels to Geneva, N.Y. Saturday
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barred, steel cage Texas Death match.
Tnvia question - Congratulations to John Folan of 38

!IrrJ5'"'!u**'°
'^"^y identified the^lone bands thatappeared in the area two weekends ago. The correct an-

Joplm is an Arabus clone. Led ZeppUn is a Black Dog clone.
Steely Dan is a Beau Bolero clone and The Doo« are a
t.rystal Ship done.
ms week's trivia question - Kaspar Hauser. will be at

wtrn?^" ^"f
tomorrow night. We wiU award the entire

!!H^
record collection to the first person who can

correctly identify the members of Kaspar Hauser. where
each is from what bands they have played in before, their
favorite food, their shoe sizes, and their mother's names
Iron Curiam i tribute to Boston's Berlin Airlift, will be

at the Yellow Floor this Saturday night. Featured in this
tribute are B. Toff on tambourine. Jack U. Hoff on ac-
cordion. Harry P. Ness on lead maracas. Eileen Dover on
backing vocals. Olga Fokyrcelf on sitar and mandolin. Eva
buia on synthesizers. Les Bean on accoustic guitar and
offensive lyrics, and Tommy Myers (formerly of the
Elevators) on drugs.
Our Ups are sealed - The GoGo's aU underwent sex

change operations last week at Mass General Hospital.
They have renamed the band The GuyGuy's.
Bob Dylan set a new record for the most religious

conversions of any rock star. Dylan, who was slated to
appear m the Fine Arts Center tonight for a surprise
appearance, violated his contact by accepting an invitation
to attend a weekend seminar on the evils of rock music
sponsored by CARP. The previous record was held byU^y Ozbourne. who was recently expelled from the
BHigh church. The church complained of sadism in
Uzbourne s new act. which includes the burial of six cats up
to theu- neck m sand and Ozbourne running them over with
a ndmg lawn mower.

Correction - Yesterday's story on the band Human
bexual Response included the headUne "Human Sexuals
Arouse the Hanger." We apologize to anyone who was
offended by the unintentional misspelling of Hangar.
Dan Fogelberg. author of the popular song "The Leader

of the Band." was arrested today for indecent exposure
during a promotional appearance. Fogelberg was showing
a reporter what he meant by the line "The blood runs
through my instrument" at the time of arrest.

Collegian photo b; Stirkman

THE COMPLETE RUNDOWN — Pictured
above are two shots from Bif Weathering^on's
photo exhibition called "ROADSIDE ATTRAC-
TIONS." Among photos of dead cats and dogs are
suGif\,rarities as dead beetles, snakes, and the
^sAson's first dead robin. The exhibition is open
every day at the Herter Art Gallery.

^?S^«n^ ^^""^
^•'**"i' ^'i^*>'
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Filming in Hadley can be hell
'I Ve made mnvioc all nvaw tWa <»».M »' „_;j r<i i__ ,^—,I've made movies all over the worid," said Charles

Bronson, bom Charles Buchinsky, who stars in the
Filmways Pictures release, "Death Wish 11." "But filming
in downtown Hadley at 3:00 a.m. is probably one of the
most frightening and dangerous experiences I've ever
had."

"Death Wish II," which takes up where the highly suc-
cessful "Death Wish" ended, opens at the Majestic
Theatre in Easthampton on April 1st.
"Death Wish 11" reunites Bronson and director Michael

Winner, the pair responsible for the original motion pic-
ture.

Also starring in "Death Wish II" are Jill Ireland, Vin-
cent Gardenia, J.D. Cannon and Anthony Franciosa. The
^ry revolves around a New York architect, now living in
Hadley, who becomes a vigilante to hunt down the killers
of his daughter, housekeeper and two cows.
"At one point," Bronson said, "we were in downtown

Hadley waiting to be called to work, when two shots rang
out. The production manager shouted, 'That's not us.
Thats the real thing.' That's never happened to me
before, not in all my years as an actor on any of the loca-
tions I've worked."
"Another time," Bronson added, "a man came up to me

carrying a stick with nails protruding from it. We talked
for about five minutes, then he went across the street and
bashed a total stranger. We could just look on in amaze-
ment as the Hadley police took him away."
Both Bronson and Winner were very impressed,

however, at the protection the company received from the
Hadley Police Department. "We had 20 off-duty members
of the H.P.D. acting as bodyguards. We had to pay them
$2/hour. but they really were conscientious," Bronson
said. As Hadley police chief Harry Buchowski said, "10
bucks is 10 bucks."

While picnicking virith his family on the Hadley
Common, Paul Kersey (Charles Bronson) is at-
tacked by a gang of vicious punk rockers from
Agawam, in Michael Winner's new Him Death
Wish 11.
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Reporter chosen for newly created Vice Chancellor post
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Kenneth Bazinet, a junior journalism major from Fall
River, has been seler^'Mi as the new Vice Chancellor
Working For Students u i administrative position created
recently by Whitraore officials.

Bazinet is presently the Collegian reporter covering
Whitmore and administration news.

"I deserve the job. I know a lot more about what goes on
in Whitmore than most people here," Bazinet said.

Chancellor Henry Koffler said he was pleased by the

choice.

"Ken is a good boy. He'll do a good job. It's just a shame I

won't be here to work with him." Koffler said.

The appointment follows a month of deliberation by a

special task force consisting of administrators, faculty and
students.

Member Edward Lee. former speaker of the
Undergraduate Student Senate, said the choice will be a

positive step for the Student Government Association

(SGA), and predicts a "beneficial year for the SGA."
"Bazinet seems to know what he's doing and he was

definitely the most qualified for the position. This should

get student input into administrative decisions." Lee said.

Lee noted he would like to see Third World or female
students in the positk)n in the future, and suggested the
Collegian consider that when assigning a new reporter to
Whitmore.
Reactions in the Collegian office were generally positive,

and the move was seen to be in the paper's interest.

"We should get some good information out of Whitmore
with a source like Baz," said News Editor Ed Levine.

"You mean he'll still be on the front page every day?"
asked a staff member who requested anonimity.

\

Earthfoods, fed up with nature, decides to junk image
By JEFF ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Earthfoods, the student run food service yesterday
announced their long range organization plans at a
specially called meeting.

After much debate. Earthfoods decided to alter their
present "all natural" image. Many workers said they were
dissatisfied with the present menu.
"Let's face it. UMass students love to pig out. Fried'

dough, greasy burgers. Doritos and Ring Dings are where
it's at." said Julie Jasmin, a senior majoring in Group
Games.

Many attending the meeting complained that after
several semesters Earthfoods so called "healthy" dishes
were tasteless, not very filling and definitely not sweet
enough.

"Sort of like Chinese food, you eat it and an hour later
you're ready for dinner." said Tommy Tofu.

At the meeting, a representative from the Univeristy of

Massachusetts Food Services explained the nutritional

value of "truly American food."

'"There is something about a deep fryer machine that
brings out the hidden nutrients in all food," said Dr. Jeanie
Meyerini, from Food Services.

After voting on several issues, it was also decided that

the present type of music played the Commonwealth room
would be changed. It was agreed that disco music,
especiaUy "Saturday Night Fever," would be played
constantly during lunch hours. The high cost of instaUing
Muzak or "elevator music," was also discussed at much
length.

Several students at the meeting became very irate when
the idea of installing Muzak was tabled until the next
meeting.

"I think I speak for the majority of students and dammit, I

think it would be a great loss to the school if Muzak was not
installed," said Holistic Helen, a student from Hampshire
College.

DVP sponsors "La Pue," the skunk
By JEFF N. MUTT
Collegian Staff

The Distinguished Visitors Program
(DVP) of the University of Massachusetts
announced yesterday that Peppy La Pue.
the "world's most eligible bachelor" will be
speaking at the Student Union Ballroom at
8p.m. Friday.

DVP officials said they were excited that
La Pue. the internationally famous skunk,
will be able to address what is expected to
be a packed auditorium, said Michelle
Cooker, the spokesperson for DVP.

La Pue will be speaking about his

memorable Hollywood career, world
travels and romantic interludes. Cooker
said.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis
Madson expressed sheer delight when
informed of La Pue's scheduled arrival.

"Fve watched Peppy on TV for years and
find him fascinating. The University can be
truly proud to have such a respected and
talented celebrity speak to our student
body," Madson said.

"Extra security measures have been taken
to insure the safety of La Pue while at
UMass," said officer BUI ReiUy from the
Department of Health and Public Safety.

New York, just like you pictured it. . .

Performing from the stage of one of

Manhattans hottest clubs. Join the ranks of

Steve Martin, John Belushi, Robin Williams

and Deui Akroyd, . .

Enter the talent contest on AprU 7th in the
BluewaU and treat yourself to the opportunity

of a lifetime.

For more info caU UPC at 546-2892
Ask for Fern or Emily

Campus swans get hit in the billBy WEBB D. FEET
Collegian Staff

Due primarily to drastic financial aid
cuts, the campus pond swans will be unable
to return to the University of
Massachusetts this fall.

According to Chee P. Skate
Spokesperson for the Financial Aid Office
the swans have been lying on their financial
aid forms for several years. The swans
claimed not only to be married, but to have
had numerous offspring in order to secure
tuition waivers. Skate said. The swans also
never reported owning a condominium in
Florida, which they alledgedly share with

two physical plant workers in exchange for
transportation south.
Skate said the investigation into the

swans fmancial need situation began after a
Whitmore secretary noticed the swans'
records indicated they were carrying only
one course each in advanced swimming and
lifesaving. UMass poUcy dictates that a
student must carry 12 credits in order to be
eligible for fuU financial aid, and therefore
the swans were immediately considered
ineligible for further aid.

Skate also said the swans might be
prosecuted for perjury.

onr'^'^H
^^"'^ ^^'^ comment, the swans said

.coiiegiaQ 15

»3n^Zt^^^\~ ^^^'^^'^'^ take to the air in search of trouble. Thisunfortunate mishap occurred when they were following too close.
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nu ' 7 ^"ig assigned to a
Chinook helicopter unit in Germany
as a test pilot and maintenanceofficer
and I m proud that I'll be the first
woman to have that assignment over
there. It s a real thrill for me.

"So was learning how to fly
a helicopter. It takes a lot more skill
than an airplane. Ifyou think college
IS demanding, flight school is even
tougher. It's not only academically
demanding, it's really mentally
demariding as well as physically

"In Germany, 111 have a chance
to use some of the leadership and
management techniques I learned in
KUl C. It s going to be a real challenge
having command responsibilities

I got into ROTC really just
to see what it was all about, for me. it
all couldn t have worked out better"

Army ROTCgotAnda Strauss
olt to a good Stan. Maybe it can do
the same for you. To find out, stop by
your Army ROTC office on campus

And begin your future as an
officer

Contact:

Captain Patrick Merryman
545-2321

ANSWER TO PWEVIOUS PUZ2LF
IGIUIIILIE :'|e|4l| rlnliiiTlSB aaaa auaa

aaaa hdh man
„ nnaiia aaaa

auiam aaaaui
gH0_Haa aaaa

aaaa odoio aaannmm ^aaa ranLioa
III II IH^ SINIEID|;

|

''"u^'
^"'^^ Strauss wasapoliticalsciencemaior

at Wake Forest and a member ofArmy ROTC ARMYROrC
BEAUYOUCANBE.

CREATION
EVOLUTIOi
THE SCIENTIFIC
EVIDENCE

You ARE ThE Feet ancI

TEETh of ThE
ColUqiAN. If SOMEONE
CRiTicizES us, kick

AMd bJTE ^EmI

Summer
Employment

Camp Young JudaM,
Amttar«t, New Han^whin

(RaMant. Co-ed, 1 hour from
BMtonI ia in naad of Dapartmant
DiratlLHa and ActMty Spacialiau
Jpf thii tummar in: AthlMiea,

SlTf?^''*' ^**''" Induction
WSII, Watareliiing, SaiHng, Arts
& Crafts, CampcratT, Itraali
Danoa, Drama, laraali Folk Song,
Riflarv, Tannii, PtHMography Of-
fica Paraonnal and Nuraaa (R.N.),
Excallant Salariaa and fringa
banafit*. Plaaaa contact Dr.
Chaiiaa B. Rotman, Diractor 81
Kingabory Straat, Wattaalev, MA
0B181, 617 237 9410

HEAR
Dr. Duane Gish

Sciantist, Lecturer, Author

sponsored by
Campus Crusade

for Christ

LECTURE

SUNDAY
APRIL A ^ 7:30pm
MAHAR AUD. ouESTion flno rosuuer

PERIOD FOLLOUJinG

Going Places?
Thmn f »ur» to go to

nmVM'9 Annual Spring SmM
Savo t$ on famoua namo bleyclaa auch aa Pougoot.
NIahlkl, nallmgh. Motobacaaa S Sagon. 17 modala
on aala, «o thora la a durablo, affordatolo
bieyela for avaryona.

Th« many p«rsonQliti#s of

Dt/yiD
FFW€

AAohommod AK • Robert DIoKe • Morten
Orondo • Or. Joyce Dtothers • Williom F.

OockleyJf. • JomesCogney • Trumon
Capote • Dilly Carter • Jimmy Corter • yiion

Carter • Howord Cose« • Waher Cronkite •

Rodney DongerfieW • Sommy Oovis • Kirk
Dougtoi • Henry Fondo • Gerald Ford • Ctork
Gable • Rex Morrison • Mary Hortmon • Dustio
Hoffmon • Huben Humphrey • Lyndon
Johnson • Ted Kennedy • Mortin Luthe'
Henry Kissinger • Karl Molden • Mo
*Aitchum • Rkordo Montolbon '

Richard Nixon • Peter OTo'
Gregory Peck • Anthor
Nelson Rockefeller

Scon • Tom Snv

Wallace

TsStataSt
Northampton 884-1016
1 e. Plaaaant St.

Amharat 549-90O4

Wa'ra opan
10-8 Mon.'Wad.,SFrl.
Tbura. 'til 8,

Sat. 'til 8.

TONIGHT see impressionist David Frye
8:00 pm CCA

with special guest magician Peter Sosna
Tickets $3.50 UMass Students $5.00 Gen. Public
Tickets on sale at TIX (12:00-3:00) and at the door
Sponsored by the Governors Program Council
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Forgotten fools sue over unrecognized ridiculousness
By JUDD SPITZ
Collegian Staff

Premature complaints with a new twist were formally
filed against the University of Massachusetts Daily
Collegian yesterday by various campus organizations that
resented not being considered important enough to satirize
in the paper's annual April Fools issue.

In an open meeting held in the Collegian offices,
representatives of the People's Gay Alliance (PGA). The
Lesbian Union, Peoples Market and the Collegiate
Association for the Research of Principles (CARP), using a
bullhorn, argued before CoUegian staff writers and
executives that their activities were important and silly
enough to have been included in the annual humorous
issue.

Ben Dover, a senior chemical engineering major, and

member of the PGA, said he felt his group was being
treated unfairly by not being considered.
"We do plenty of silly things every day," Dover said,

"like forcing the administration into adding more stalls to
the Herter basement bathroom, or how we get the student
government to give us $44,000 to fund us our Disco Par-
ties. Now how's that for funny?"
Mimi Lickami. a non-student member of the Lesbian

Union, said, "Well, why couldn't one of you geniouses
write something funny about why there's a need for a PGA
and a Lesbian Union, too?"

Peoples Market and Earth Foods both were represented
by Junior Wildlife major Erth E. Zmel, who said his
organizations deserved at least one page of funny stories.
"You folks could tell people that we began to sell Hostess

products and Snickers bars and Coca Cola and stuff and
changed our name to Junk Foods, right? " Zmel said. "Or

maybe that Peoples market was actually discovered to be a
branch of Stop & Shop trying to corner the student
market!"

CARP representative Goode Droid said he felt CARP
was a large enough organization to deserve special
recognition in the April Fools Issue.

"I think you could morally tell people in your paper that
CARP is buying out the Newman Center and converting it

to our own facilities. Maybe tell them that we're going to
use it for kidnapp...er recruiting and renaming it the
Cloneman Center and. ..urn never mind," Droid said.

The meeting ended at 3 a.m. when police, responding to
a noise complaint by Campus Center Hotel guests,
dispersed the representatives of the six organizations who
were involved in hand to hand combat for control of the
bullhorn.

TONIGHT
^TDCBORAB* 8TTLI8 BT OBBOKAH • STYLES BY DEBOKAH STr,

TWOVW

DRIIMK SPECIAL
1.00 Vodka Drinks

ts

i^J

OQ

00

DESIGN HAIRCUTS
FIRST - A professionaf cohsuitatron :

SECOND - A precision style cut selected individually

just for you.

THIRD - our stylists will show you how
to take care of your hair.

All For $8.00
with this coupon only, expires 3/30/82

jWith personal style cut, shampoo, and blow dry - $10.50, long hair slightly:

more - with this coupon only. ^ J

.m^|]^?5l .^. P^y* customers only. :

please call for an appointment

Styles by Deborah I & II
66 University Drive
Anf>herst, MA
549-5610

*'
Deborah STYLES BY DEBORAH

f^ Msin Street
Easthampton, MA

527-2411

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •

Commencement 1982

& Student Speaker
This year Commencement will be held on

Sunday May 30.
Each year a graduating senior is selected to deliver an ad-dress at Commencement. Speeches are limited to roughly
five mmutes, and should focus on a topic of general interest

Members of the class of 1982 who are interested in deliver-ing tne Commencement address should submit a draft of

DARSELOnrS
THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

Downtown Amherst

$1.00 off any name Pitcher of Beer
with this coupon

DONT FORGET ALL NEW FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR
MORE FOOD THAN EVER

T

W!::::r

4%::::%:

S^vS:-:

MS&

mM

^.;.;.;:;;;;;:
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'Contempororj/ fashions-

/Amherst /Ha, BratMcboro vr.

Buy ONE WhoppER, REqulAR

FrencIi FrIes, ANd ANy dRiNk,

ANd qET anotIier WhoppER

FREE

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

[

offer expires Monday April 5th
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DOONESBURY

MMIHA^THB
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by Garry Trudeau
TmiSANflBm. Vt£U0FJU5T0m

BfSeS 8BNG BUILTINNICAM6UA
^JioncB usoiffer-smsTRAjN-
M5dmUNPUmnOMAUAN-MCMW

SNMc£ies DOm QJBM-STfLe
PUSH-UPS.

CUBANSmARJNGOBCH-
INSPIRW FfimUES HAVING
LUUCH Uim CU0AN-TmNBP
NICARAf6UAN5INTheBUL

'
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GKAT PHOTOS,

GENERAL. MMm
THATTmYRB

UNDER THE INFLUENCE
by M. Joyce

THE UMASS ZONE
THE HOTuNEU WHAT
0O€S 8«£-2H/vfV W>Wr AT
THIS HOURI

by Harry's Son
THIS IS LEON)D . X
HAVE :JUST LAUNCHEt^
MASSJi^ NUCLEAR.
ATTACK. AT yoUR,

COUrfTRy.

WHAT"'

IHKTtlO
00 7>*/i.

Got no
CHOICE.

April fool's.
R.OS. .. ITS Mt ,AL HAIG.
QIOn't X SOUMO ZTUST UK£

WHAT HAPPENED?
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by Ethyl Octane
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Maifaret Farrar ud Trade Jaffc

ACROSS
1 Record
5 Toccin

10 Comedian Wilson
14 Hebrew dry

measure
15 Commt.njcation

science
16 Opera set In

Egypt
17 Punsters'

contest
19 Flight canceller,

at times
20 Inquired

21 Poe's "heart

"

23 Surely

24 Famous travel

account
27 Spotless
28 Something to eat
33 Southern writers

group
38 Mother-of-pearl

39 Mizzen or

spanker
40 Babble
42 Conceited
43 tight!

45 Spoke with

difficulty

47 Two-wheeled
cai.iage

CIMILmAi

49 • old

cowhand...

"

50 Muslim holy

month
53 Snake of literary

tame
56 Rodgers-Hart

musical
60 Demand
62 Place
63 String trick

66 Weave
67 Concert hall

68 Problems
69 Ages
70 Agreement
71 Not more

DOWN
1 TV show
2 Distract

3 Sneaks looks
4 Novelist Gardner
5 Sandys leit-

motif

6 Statute

7 Passages
8 Ceremonies
9 Islamite

10 Novelist Howard
11 Capital of

44 Down
12 Baal

13 Title

18 Perfume of a son
22 City on the Rhone
25 Trickle

26 Decades
27 Dimmed
29 Ominous symtx>l
30 Disfigurement
31 Iroquoian

32 Furnish
33 V P
34 Splendid event
35 Nothing, in

France
36 "King "Cole
37 Proper
41 Austen novel

44 Incas' home
46 Landed estate
46 Georgia's

bulldog, for one
51 Gettysburg general
52 Distort

53 Bewilder
54 Markets
55 Court strategem
56 Angel food
57 Tuscan river

58 Pull up
59 Dobbin fare

61 Scold
64 Entirety

65 Meas. abbrs.
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ACCU-WHETHER
Either partly sunny or partly cloudy today, depending

on perspective, highs between 5 and 65 degrees. Tonight
100 percent chance of darkness, possible meteor showers'
asteroids, space invaders or pac men and women. Tomor-
row 50 percent chance of showers, or 50 percent chance
of 50 percent cloudy, or 50 percent chance of being 50 per-
cent sunny. Highs depending drugs used.

D.C. MENU
Basics Lunch

Tomatoes in Light Dill Sauce
Braised Stuffed Mushrooms

Cold Poached Salmon in Aspic
Curried Sweetbreads a la Maison

French Cut Green Beans Vinagrette

Lunch Dinner
Spam Tuna Helper

Mustard Wax Beans
White Bread Rolls and Oleo

Hydrox Cookies Assorted Jello

Basics Dinner
Shrimp Madeleine

Zucchini en Brochette
Smoked Herring in White Wine Sauce

Squab Julienne

Swartzwald Torte

Basics: Black Tie, reservations required. Parties often
or more will receive preferential seating. Mastercard,
Visa, Diner's Club and American Express accepted.

!•••••«

,^^\^?^^¥r<<^.

tX. 0§R'£IKBB. H^-:.
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CayBPHftl P pnif^B MpoBTi lime!

tomorrow' frl

PASTICf^
THE 8CI-AMS & J^S

BIG
BAND
IPAR

^ I Walking to the Library?

Rte. 9 Amherst/Hadtey Nntif^lKM

Instead of walking alone, why not
be escorted by the S.G.A Escort
Service!!

*

Leaving all areas every hour, from
7:00 p. m.- 12:00 a.m., Sunday
through Thursday.

9 00pm.

TONIGHT
%i.oo admmcn
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Outrageous Sex
Jackson Dogz

OUTRAGEOUS SEX
Jackson Dodz Mary Chapstick

We all have valid questions concerning
sex. It is a myth that our generation is sex-
ually enlightened enough to shed tradi-
tional values and get really kinky. This col-
umn IS intended to explore the outer limits
of sexual possibilities.

"What is a 'Lacky Pierre* and do I have
to have a French forefather to try it
<»*7" N. Out, Southwest.
"Lucky Pierre's" roots lie in the Great

White North, where lonely trappers, tired
of sticking it in snowbanks or angry wild
animals, banded together fliterally) to ease
sexual frustrations. " .

It takes three males of any ethnic
heritage to participate in the deviant sex
act. All three strip nude and join forces, so
to speak, all facing in the same direction.
The middle gentleman is called "Lucky
Pierre" because he is both occupied and an
occupier of a lower bodily orifice.

Mary Chapstick

"Is it possible to have sex while thinking
ofyour parents?" Ed Opus, Orchard Hill.
Yes. It is even possible to have sex while

your parents are in the next room. Just ask
any promiscuous teenager. That's when it

even makes sense to think about your mom
and pop. Excessive noise or motion is likely
to arouse them and could lead to an end of
your own arousal. But it's best not to think
about them regularly during sex though,
lest you murmur "mummy" or "daddy"
and really bum your partner out.

"Is it unusual for someone to get sexual-
ly excited watching old Ozzic and Har-
riet reruns?" S.S., Sunderland.
Yes. And if it happens to you, you're ob-

viously a very sick pup, my friend. Seek
help for your pitifully disgusting lack of
morals through the UMass psychiatric ser-

vices. Wierdo.

Jackson Dogz and Mary Chapstick are
trained peer sex observers. Their voyeurism
is condoned by the UMass Health Services
office.

McLaughlin walks across pond
By MINNI HAHAHAHAHAHA
Confused Staff

AMHERST - University of
Massachusetts head basketball coach Tom
McLaughlin slam dunked a 2000-year-old
Biblical tradition yesterday, when he
waltzed across the barren waters of the
campus pond here at the University.
McLaughlin, who many believe was the

"second coming" after his team defeated
Duquesne University last December for its

first Eastern Eight victory in three years,
looked unconcerned about the sometimes-
choppy waters, as he wiped his shoes of the
shoreline's muck and gravel.

"Hell, I heard the previous recordholder
had to do this in a storm," said McLaughlin
beforehand, "Still, it will be nice to prove
that I could do this. It'll be fantastic for
recruiting."

He had no problem traversing the length
of the pond, though the coach did ex-
perience some difficulty with the
sometimes-voracious campus swans.
"Goddam oversized pigeons," he mumbled

as he leapt over the wall at the Fine Arts
Center, "Look what they did to my good

blue suit. They've shredded my pants legs!
Jesus (not meaning the previous recor-
dholder), they're worse than guard dogs!
Why don't they put those little bastards on
a leash?"

McLaughlin actually accomplished two
things while on the pond. He not only set^
the mark for disUnce (about 300 feet), but
also set the pace for future attempts by
walking the pond in 5:57.99.

This was not the first attempt by a UMass
coach to walk the waters. The last attempt
was made in 1975 by women's gymnastics
coach Virginia Evans, after her team won
the Nationals. According to records,
however, she managed only a couple of
steps before foundering.

An obviously happy McLaughlin said after
his miraculous walk, "I didn't need fins or
water wings or nothin'. If this is what I can
do after going 7-20, imagine the things
possible after we win the NCAA Cham-
pionships next year!"

The prevwus recordholder had no com-
ment about the feat, though sources close to
Him said that there could be a rematch very
soon.

COULD YOUR CAMPUS GROUP USE A QUICK $500-$1 OOO?
IF YOUVE GOTTHE TIME...WEVE GOTTHE PLAN!

Miller Brewing Company and our local distributor are
conducting an exciting sjx week contest on your campus
Your organization could qualify for one of the three
$1.000 00 or three $500 00 cash awards Winners will

be determined at the conclusion of the ccj^f^tesf So
remember, make your next pick up a Milleif^High Li/e.
Lite or Lowenbrau Qualify pays off in many ways'^Xon-
tact your local Miller Campus Rep for more details

"

Contest Open to All Campus Organizations

KICKOFF MEETING
Thursday April 1, 101 Campus Center 7-9 pm

Refreshments will be served 1

For more information contact: Craig Keenan BKO

Four bedroom house, main St Amherst,
on bus rte, with fall option. CaN Eddie
253-5947

Summer sublet 276 Puffton VHIege large
downstairs bedroom price negoti8t)le Brad
649-5961 leave numt)er

Presidential Apts summer sublet 2
bedrms partially furnished, close to campus
549-1700

Before too late - 2 t>edroom apt in

Sunderland on bus rte w/faH option call

after 8 666-4946

Summer sublet with fall option -4

bedroom apartment, $147 per person, all

utilities included, call 256-6101

Summer sublet with fa., option-four
bedroom apartment, $147 per person, all

utilities included, call 253-7430

Summer sublet w/fall option 1 t)edroom
in 3 bedroom apt furnished rent negotiable

air cond. inc. call Janet 549-6338

Eight room house in South Amherst

summer sublet with fall option on bus route
253-9638

Townhouse Apts 3 bedroom, furnished
start Jur>e 1 $300 549-6709, or 546-9592

3 bedroom Puffton apt available for um-
mer caH 549-6912

aiffside Apt. 2 bdrni available Jun 1
w/fall option call 666-2863

Northwood Sunderland 2 bedroom sum
2l?/cii!SI®4*®"

°P^'°" 666-4388 or Grover

Summer sublet w/fall option rent
negotiable 665-2525 Squire Village Apts
1 bedroom Cliffside Apts $240 mo. all
utilities included furnished living room avail
fall option call 6^ 7604 eves

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
terms available immediately Paul or Bill
665-4391

2 bedroom summer sublet w/fall option
Cliffside 665-3649

Puffton sublet w/faH option 2 bdnn avi
June 1 5494145

After 4/15 w/fall option 1 bed apt full-
bath. centraHy located Northamp, call Tim
546-2412 or 584-1493

3 bedroom Puffton Apt summer with
possible fall option 549-1683

TOWNHOUSE WANTED
3 bedroom apt. Summer sublet w/fall op-
tion. Finders fee offered. Call Scott
546-9617 or Lori 546-9578

25 No. Pleasant St.. between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

S^^f*^^*^- ^^®« bedroom apartment in
Puffton Village. June 1 through. . . Call
546-9412 or 546-6082 » v^"

WIN MONEY

WANTED
Housemate to take 5th bedroom in our
North Amherst house. Available im-
mediately. Located across the street from
Townehouse Apts. Summer & Fall?? Call
549-4118

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings
gold and silyer jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,

Win money enter your delectable domicile
in the star-studded, big money t>eautiful
room contest. 7 winners - one from each
living area. Inquire at the Index Office - CO
103 or call 5-2874 deadline April 15

WRITING SERVICES

Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD,
assist in any writing project. Amherst
Writers, Inc. 253-7764

I
• • I '

i
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5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

APRIL FOOLS PARTY
Lambda Chi presents it's first annual April
Fools Party at Joey D's. Drink specials all
night 9:00 PM $1 .00 cover

AUDIO

Panasonic System: Rec. Ttble. Spkers
$250 call 546-4328 for more information~~~

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
5% of selling price to anyone that will
help sell my car. For information call
546-9465

1970 Oldsmobile Toronado. front wheel
drive, many extras, runs well, asking $900
Call 549-6916

^

1969 Triumph Spitfire completely recondi-
tioned & gorgeous, 37k, loaded, think sum-
mer! 413-337-4289

1973 Chevy Van 6 cylinder std. good con-
dition! Dave 253-5507

1972 Mercury Montego - excellent cond.
PS, new tires, new brakes. 546-6208
253-5702

-^-^^y^

70 Montego runs great $700 or best offer
Kris 6-3206

Surplus Jeeps $66. Cars $89. Truck $100.
Similar bargains available. Call for your
directory on how to purchase 602-998-0575
ext. 6501 call refundable

VW Engine '67 rebuilt 100.00 527-3830

1971 Tdyota Corolla $725 runs good Dan
253-5943 evenings

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMSTi

Delivered by experienced bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
253-5491

BETTER AUDIO EQUIPMENT
I take the time to get the most music for
your money - Audio Consultants - 549-0720

CAPE SUMMER RENTAL
Females wanted for summer house on
Cape immediately. Call Nancy 546-9362
Martha 546-7442

COURSE PROPOSALS SOUGHT
Course Proposals Sought: Subjects in-
clude women and minorities, fine and per-
forming arts, human services. Funded as
single-course fees for 1982/83. Orientation:
entry-level students in residential context.
Send title, description, syllabus reading list

resume to Academic Affairs, J.A. Lobby,
Southwest, UMass, Amherst; Call
545-2803. Deadline: April 12.

DEAD TICKETS

Have tickets to both Hartford shows.
Want to switch for Providence tickets. Mia
25&8829

ENTERTAINMENT
Pair of ticketa to Ai(|a at the Orpheum
Theater - will trade for ONE ticket for the
DEAD, Saturday night in Hartford - or will
buy ticket David 549-1869 - evenings after
five

BS2's 4/10 Providence. Drummer wants
musicians for pre-concert jam. Nick
549-6227

Police Tickets for Hartford Saturday
April 10th call 549-4488

Professional DJ's for lessl Parties,
Semis, Greeks. Paul 549-4405 Campy
546-6771, Dave 665-3082

FALL OPTION

4 bedroom apt. Swiss Village on bus
route, available June 1st 256-6103

FOR RENT

N. Amherst house one bedrm avail with
fall option $130-h 549-2613

Room in Northampton near bus no lease
available immediately $105.00 584-2049

Summer rental Cape Cod - Harwich
4-bedroom ranch call 617-899-8654

3 bedroom apt available for the summer at

Rolling Green furnished $360. call 253-3071

FOR SALE
~

Stereo Amp, Ttble, Spkrs, Deck. For info

call 256-6639

Roland touch-sensitive
call Steve 586-3877

electric piano

80-200 mm Canon-mount 200m. con-
tinental brand, f4.5. Good condition. $75
call Dan after 7:00 665-4818

2x2 Fridge in very good condition, $90
firm, call Nancy at 256-6101. If not there
leave a message.

Sparta Moped - needs repairs best offer
Richard 549-4138

Memphis bass w/kustom 60w amp &
Selmener series 22 tenor sax 6-627

Guild Starfire Guitar hollowbody electric
excellent shape, selling real cheap 546-328 1

Scuba Gear - U.S. divers tank and
regulator, dive knife, depth gauge, vest
dive bag. weight belt, mask, fins, snorkel,'
form-fit backpack: sold as set for $300 or
separtely, call M.W. at 253-7430 (days) or
545-3500 (nights) leave your name and
number if I'm not there

Leaving the Planet Sale: REI Dome Tent
3 man 3 season $200 Jansport Olympic I

Backpack $65 Frye Horseback Boots $35
Books, Cassettes, etc. Dan 6-9331

For Sale: Technics RS-M45 cassette deck
just over 1 year old, ex condition $250 or
best offer call Gary 6-7435

FOR SUREIII!

Alpha Epsilon Pi has arrived!!!! To learn
more about the ultimate living, learning,
and social experience give us a call.

Remember!! Tell a friend, tell your
neighbor, tell the world - ALPHA EPSILON
HAS ARRIVED! Give us a call at 546-1117
and ask for Jeff. Do it today!

FOUND
Jacket found in Thompson Hall Wed
March 17. Call 546-6028 after 7 to identify

Found ring in Library call Jeannie
549-6657

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Maaic
546-6684

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Mary Congradulations on reaching
adulthood. We are finally the same age. Be
seeing you - again and again and again.
T.A.F.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY RHONDA
You're getting better with age you sexy
devil. Have a great birthday. Love ya. Ning

HELP WANTED
Counselors - Private coed camp in

Berkshires has openings for head and assis-
tant instructors in: Archery. Arts £r Crafts.
Gymnastics, Dance/Movement/Show
Choreography, Radio Station (AM).
Dramatics, Sailing, Puppetry. Tennis, Head
Waterfront Pool (WSI). Swimming Instruc-
tors (WSI), Waterskiing. Tripp-
ing/Backpacking. Model Rocketry. Musical
Director/ Piano Accompanist. Also needed:
Nurse (RN/LPN). General Bunk Counselors
(males), and Unit Leaders. Good salries

-frier>dly atmosphere. Contact: Dr. Paul
Krouner - Camp Schodack 268 Mason Ter-
race, Brookline. Massachusetts 02146
277-7600. days 9-5

Summer Work. $1,240 monthly average
for hard workers. Box 251 . New Haven CT
06511

Wanted Butterfield accounted for co-
operative kitchen. Appl. available at S.B.A.
accounting office H.R.T.A. and Maclntire
available Weds 3-31 Questions? Call Kausa
546-9266

Student representatives - direct sales $8
per hour - serious inquires 584-1992

INSTRUCTION
~

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction:
Group and private. Adult and children.

Classical and p>oputar. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Performing
Arts Division

LEGAL ASSISTANT ^
INTERNSHIPS

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Fall 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Aid attorneys of LSO with
client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearings in Distnct and Superior
Courts, and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain
continuing caseload under attorney super-
vision. For advice on arranging an intern-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building. For further in-
formation, contact LSO, 922 Campus
Center. Applications due Wednesday, April
21, at Office of Internships. Writing sample
required.

LOST

Lost class ring Southwest 2/28 reward
546-8092

Samoyed looks like white husky missing
since Friday 3/19 Campus Center little girl
misses him 256-0689 545-2804

MISS L. O'SHEA

Laura - We love you with a passion - John,
David, Ed, Bob, et. al. Happy April Fools
Day?!

MOTORCYCLES
1981 Kawasaki KZ-560 excellent cond
well maintained $1775.00 call Dan 549-1700

MUSIC GALLERY USED EQUIPMENT
Used Gibson acoustic 6 stg w/pickup
Epiphone Devon 1940's Guild D-35, Martin
6 stg small body. Fender super reverb
amps. Ampeg V-4 w/4-12" cabnit 475.00
Fender Strat 395.00 Fender twin head
586-2591

PEOPLE:
SAVE YOUR EDUCATION

Make canceled classes, frozen majors
and waiting lists a thing of the past. WRITE
YOUR REPRESENTATIVE. DEMAND
ADEQUATE FUNDING FOR UMASS. Sup-
port increased student aid by
Massachusetts to compensate the Reagan
cuts. SEE TABLES IN DCs THIS WEEK
and TABLES in CC NEXT WEEK.
Remember - it is an ELECTION YEAR
-MAKE THEM RESPOND

PERSONALS

Governors Program Council invites you
to an April Fools Day party with Howard
Cosell 6- Walter Cronkite. . .or is it impres-
sionist David Frye? Thurs April 1st CCA
Mennino. Novak - It's a holiday in Cam-
bodia - so do us all. Love. Tina. Mary,
Danusia

BRUCE LEE IN ENTER THE DRAGON 7.
9, 11 pm Friday, April 2 Engineering East
Auditorium $1.00

To my precious commodity, oh! he's go-
ing to the Chapel and he's going to get mar-
ried.

Bruce Lee in Return of the Dragon 7, 9,
11 PM Friday. April 2 Engineering East
Auditorium $1.00

Nominations are open for all officers
for Orchard Hill Area Government
Anyone interested pick up papers at 101
Webster or call A|ix 6-6792

Scott Foti Here's your very own F>ersonal
(finally) I'm glad you've been around for the
past 6 months - I hope you stick around to
see what YEARS are like. Love. Annie

Are you related to Australopithecus
Africanus? Ask Duane Gish

Debbie - Happy Birthday Bootsie! You are
no FOOL to stay next year. May your day
be full of ONS. Luv. Chris

We horrified Florida w/our tainted love,
.the Bad Girls from Boca

Don't monkey around with Duane!
Duane Gish speaks on creation vs evolution

Twigg, didn't do any skiing over break but
I heard the snow will be good this weekend
REM
UMass varsity football Cr basketball
cheerieading tryouts begin Sunday Ap 4
at 4:30 in Boyden gym
Attention Seniors: Due to popular de-
mand, the senior portrait photographer is

coming back - but for a limited amount of
tinrie. If you have not had your senior por-
trait taken, now is your chance to do so.
Stop by Campus Center room 103 or call
545^2874

Karis Holt thanks for remembering! Happy
20th Birthday! lOU some Mint CC. Love
Nancy

Happy Birthday Lisa. It's only 19 but we'll
find a place that doesn't care. Looking for-
ward to this weekend Love, Rich

D Williams - Tomorrow watch out Its no
fool Get Psyched!

Renee. you're the love of my life, will you
be my wife? I'll feed you M&M's and tell

you you're thin. XOX your Doctor no fool-
ing

Dead bus to Providence 4/15 $8 great
trip call Steve 6-9017

Open Rush Party Chi Omega sorority in-

vites all university women to attend our
rush party on Monday April 5th at 7:00 PM.
Located on Orchard Hill bus route or call
545-0162 for ride

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
5-0392, 584-7924

REHEARSAL SPACE
Available soon at Music Gallery Fostex
multitrac recording equip, available now
Music Gallery Rt 9 Hadley in the Carburs
Shoppes 586-6228

RIDFRS WANTED
Riders wanted to Framingham (area).
Fnday April 2. Call Sheryl 546-9623

ROOMS FOR RENT
Available immediately one or two
bedrooms in beautiful 3 bedroom house
located between Campus and Amherst
Center call 253-3470 or 617-879-5427 keep
trying

*^

ROOM WANTED
Grad looking for room in Puffton dou-
ble next fall possibly summer. Call Donna
546-9974

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

One room avail in 4 bedroom Amherst
apt avail immed w/summer and/or fall oo-
tion call Steve 549-1675

One bedroom In 3 bedroom apt. perfect
Amherst location. $150 includes heat.

Female roommates needed for S. Yar-
mouth summer rental near beach
256-0719

SERVICES

Professional Research. Writing. From
$4/page, catalog $1. Authors' Research,
#600-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605
Typesetting, layout & pasteTip for
resumes etc, quick service, reasonable
prices, call 546-9623

Nutrilite - multivitamin-and-mineral-
supplements have been trusted for over 40
years find out why call 253-3174 after 3 pm
Typing-professional quality, reasonable
rates, experienced independent -Debbie

SHR CANDIDATES
Leah. Scott, Danny and Janet - Good
Luck on your interviews this weekend.
SHR's live on - Mike K
Cathy M. Cathy L. Zach - Good Luck this
weekend! Mike K

SKI EQUIPMENT
Hagen 200 cm racing cut skis. New.
never used, price negotiable. Call 549-5616.
Excellent buy. Call now - will sell quickly

SOPHOMORES/JUNIORS
Student Note/ Printing Service a co-
operative student run business is accepting
applications for Financial Manager apply rm
401 SUB deadline 4/7

STOWE SKIING

April 16th - 19th 3 days skiing, 3 nights
lodging. 3 Lite breakfasts $68.00 due April
13th Bob Collins 665-4720

SUMMER RECREATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

for Boston area students available at
Nobles Day Camp Dedham MA 02026 of-
fers exciting opportunities to work with
children ages 6-13. Positions available:
General Counselors, Water Specialists,
Carpentry, Archery, Tennis for further in-
formation contact Wendy Brunswick 169 H
Brinany Manor 253-3054

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION~
Masterbedroom fits two - N.Wood Apts
ask for Paul 665-7523 after 5

TO SUBLET

Amherst Center Apt June 1 w/fall option
$280 negotiable inc everything 253-5166
Summer North Amherst. 2 bdrm. on bus
rte. pool. AC, 549-5416

Brandywine - 2 bedrooms, furnished
pool, A/C Available June 1 549-0425

Summer sublet w/fall opt. 2 bdrm. Col
Vllg. $275 -f elec. 253-2997 rug & couch in-
cl.

Summer sublet only 3 bdrni Puffton
Village call 549-6999

Summer sublet one bedroom apt in No
Amherst June 1st to Sept 1st 549-4448
Spaces In Southwood Apt. for summer
f^all 253-7529 try after 3 PM
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Dome will be built over
Alumni Stadium soon

Thursday, April 1, 1982

By WOODROW WOODPECKER
Collegian Tree Surgeon

The University of Massachusetts
Alumnidome is not dead.

Plans were outlined and presented to the
UMass Board of Trustees in a closed
meeting Tuesday night and the board
unanimously approved a decision to go
ahead with the construction of a dome over
Alumni Stadium.
The highlight of the recently devised plan

and the smglemost determining factor in
the board's approval was the fact that the
dome wUl be constructed of plywood
planks, according to David Bischoff. dean of
physical education.
"They (the trustees) really liked the idea

of buildmg the dome out of wood. " Bischoff
who designed the plans and presented them
at the Tuesday meeting, said. "Of course

fartor
'^'^ 'ow cost was a determining

Construction of the new dome was slated
to begin yesterday (see accompanying

Plans to construct an Alumni Stadium
dome were first presented by Bischoff to

the trustees in 1976 and the idea underwent
a feasibility study. After consulting with
various contractors and officials of stadia
around the country equipped with domes,
the board decided that the University could
not afford a domed stadium at that time and
the plans were shelved.

Bischoffs original "dome plan" was based
on the premise that a standard concrete
cover would be constructed. The cost of
labor and materials would have surpassed
$15 million, according to Bischoffs figures.

"By making it (the dome) out of plywood,
we're saving about $14.5 million." Bischoff
said. "We're planning on using the Physical
Plant workers to do most of the work and
we're getting a lot of the wood by chopping
down some trees right here on campus and
cut the cost to about $500,000. tops."

Bischoff would not comment on how using
university trees would affect the campus
aestheticaUy, but said "There are too many
(trees) around here anyway. Who needs
them?"

Included in the dome planning were
suggestions of new safety regulations to be
implemented inside Alumni Stadium once

WORKING ON THE DOME - University ofMJ^W,, mVic^PlMit workers cut tree, into plywood plank, for «seZth^ons\r^'u^^the^ew Alumnidome which w„ .pp™v«, Tuesday by* thebS of

the Alumnidome is completed. A ban on
smoking inside the dome and a rigid control
on excessive flatulence were two major new
regulation changes suggested, as each could
potentially cause damage to the dome.
Outgoing Chancellor Henry Koffler

expressed approval of the new dome, but
cited one minor problem.

"I think it is an excellent idea," Koffler
said. "But I guess I will have to forego
eating beans for breakfast on the mornings
of football games."

Ewing to come to UMass in fall

McLaughlin happy, skeptical
By BEAU KNERR
Stiff Staff

University of Massachusetts basketbaU fans wiU be glad
to hear that Georgetown University standout Patrick
lowing has changed his mind and wiU be enrolled as a
freshman at the Amherst campus next fall.

In order to retain his freshman status. Ewing has
promised an elated coach Tom McLaughUn that he wiU
flunk his courses this spring, even basketweaving.

"I came to see the campus last week and it just got me all
fired up. • said Ewing in the first five minutes of his speech
last night at Alumni Hall.

"Besides." he added. "Coach Thompson never let me talk
to the press and here anybody can talk to the press Thev
even ran a picture of Horace Neysmith once."

McLaughhn had wanted to keep the visit as much of a
secret as possible until the 7' big BIG man made his
decision. In order to do this the ever crafty coach dressedt.wmg up as junior guard Ron Washington.

"The jacket was a little tight but the pants were just riirht
to wear as gym shorts." said Ewing as he polished off his
fifteenth chicken cutlet at the Hampshire Dining Com-
mons. °

[

Pat Ewing at Cage workout last week. Ewing led the Georgetown Hoyas to the NCAA finals this

past season but his team came away empty-handed in the

"Don't worry though." he quipped. "Fred Brown isn't
transferring anywhere. Coach Thompson sat on him afterthe game, he's only 4'2" now."

Current center Edwin Green didn't seem to be too upset
when he heard that his position in the middle was in
jeopardy.

«Z^f!.'^ ''^'^\: ^
'^^l

^''^^y^ ^^^ * Jo^* «« a "lovie star orsomethmg he said as he jostled for a position at themirror with Donald RusseU and Keith Whitt (with Whitt
getting the top spot).

McLaughlin was obviously pretty happy to be adding
Lwing to the Minuteman cause but said that he was a Uttle
skeptical about the way Ewing was treating him.

"I'm not too used to having my players pat me on the head
and say There, there little feUa calm down.' And I'm not
too sure whether the Eastern Eight allows Neanderthalmen to play either." McLaughlin said.

Ewing didn't appear to be worried about either of these
problems though, because he had one of his own.

"Ronny's shoes are too small and I didn't bring any with
me. I either have to get a size 18 pair of shoes or I can't go
to Joey D's tonight! Damn!"

New soccer coach
for UMass this fall
By THERA NOBAHTS
Collegian Asian Correspondent

NEW YORK - Pele. the most acclaimed soccer player
in the history of the game. wUI arrive in Amherst today to
assume the duties of head soccer coach at the University of
Massachusetts.
A nationwide search had been underway for the past sixweeks for a replacement for former head coach Russ Kidd

fiM
'^

?'l!!'"*^^l
yesterday in the announcement byUMass Athletic Du-ector Francis Mclnerney of Pele's

appointment.
'^I undertook this task (finding a suitable coach) myself

and I ve been aU over the country looking." Mclnerney said
at an impromptu press conference held at the Ramrod Club
on 42nd Street yesterday. "I was here having a few drinks
last night and who walks in but Pele. I sat him down, filledhim up with a couple of double shots of JD and he was
ready to agree to anything."

Pele. between sips of a Bloody Mary, expressed pleasure
at his new appointment.

Hey. I think it's great. I've always wanted to coach and
1 rn sick of doing those zipperhead oommercial.s." Pele said
At least Frank (Mclnerney) included a real American
hxpress card iii my contract instead of a fake one Uke the
company used to make me flash on TV."
Along with the unlimited use of the American Express

and 10 other unnamed credit cards. Pele will receive a
Silver Shadow RoUs Royce (for recruiting purposes), a $1 5
million annual salary and his pick of the secretaries who
work at the University.

According to Mclnerney, the Athletic Department will
fund Pele's unprecedented contract by discontinuing aU
sports except football.

'That (football) is the only sport pe<^le give a shit about
anyway." Mclnerney said.

WHAT IS THIS MAN DOING? - UMa7«

walking on the v aters of the Campus CenterPond late yenierUy afternoon. To hei^ the .^oTyof hn accompliahment turn to imge 18.

New practice

site for football
By JOEY DEE
Collegian Disco Analyst

Spring practice began this week for the University ofMassachusetts football team, but not at its usu^ site
"^

at A umnfs^^H "'"k^ '^
Minutemens annual spring rite

trinT
^^^^'""'•j'^ad coach Bob Pickett decided to hold

Kir'^S"'","' ^r""
"'^^^'•*^'« disco on Route 9.

in^ thatTh/ ' «^P'-""JnK had gone into this decision

players
'"^"^ ^^' ''^^" ^^"''y '^^^^^^^ ^y his

Jywly'^tcti ^'^.''J.r '^"^^ practically live here

worSou^ in! '^r-
^' "^ ''"'^^ ''^'P '^^^^ ^'^^^'^ ^y

..!ru ^ °"' '" * famihar atmosphere "

evel h!,5"r
''*'! ''•" ^''''^" continued. "Now they don't

them ^n h ^?u^^'^^
'° '^^^"^^ ^^^^' practice. We just tell

Pt? Dick's"^
'"" ''"^

f.'"'^"^
^*^»^ '^'"^ ^« P'-actice and

rcZ Thpv r T "'''*""^ " ^^«^«'' "Kht i!, the men's

th^ night afreldy''''"^"^^
^"' ''^^'^^ "^'' ^-«- -^ ^-

bLtto r'''
'^.^' ^' ^^"' "^' '^^^ '^'^ the players wiU

Phwne f^TJlf'" fi''"*^
^''^^^ *"d P'^'^'"^ "P ^irls with

o the rr^l • P^".''
^"'^^'^ ^^ ^^^'' ^'"'^^'^ "^t the scene

could ariT!* /.f^".^'^ "^'"'t '^^' the potential for this

Sal b!^,!
a"d that players might run into the stands and

^e sa^ To
" '^T^?"'" '^' ^^^'^^ ^«^ '" September,

tha^ npv. V
'"^''^

^''f
possibility he has recommended

locd Snnlc^r'' ',^tru
^^ P'*>'^d ^«'de Dastardly Dan's, alocal drinking establishment.

shT's^^rlfSw "^u^^'
•^*'*'^**^ *"<^ 'f « '^'^^ goe^ i" there
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RAs voice their opposition to

plan for dorm reorganization
By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

In a aeries of meetings with Executive
Director of Housing Services Joseph Zacn-
nini, resident assistants (RAs) from the five
residential areas voiced their opposition to
a plan that calls fqr the reorganization of
the administrative composition of the dor-
mitory system on the basis that it will

result in a curtailment of the quality of stu-
dent living.

The draft was designed by 2^annini in
what he called an effort to respond to stu-
dent needs and to assure the delivery of
social services in the face of "inevitable
cutbacks of funds coming down the road."
"As executive director, I need to make

some realistic predictions about the future
and to have the organization ready to res-
pond," said Zannini.

Under its present scheme, the plan calls
for the division of the campus into a west
side, consisting of the Southwest Residen-
tial Area, and an east side, compromising
all other residential areas. Zannini said the
partitioning of the campus lends itself to an
increased level of staff accountabUity and
allows for the initiation of programs that
have not been consistently offered campus-
wide.

Within these two sectors, the proposal
calls for a restructuring of staff positions
through the "redefinition" of job descrip-
tions. Zannini said by upgrading re-
quirements and expectations of the posi-
tions, the staff itself will be upgraded.
The re-establishment of staff positions

would result in the elimination of the posi-
tion of head of residence and assistant head
of residence. Alternatively, each sector
would be under the supervisionof an assis- •

tant director of residential education who
would have a staff trainer and a social

issues coordinator as assistants.
In the west area, Melville, Thoreau,

James and Emerson dormitories would be

organized under one residence director,
who would have three assistants. Cramp-
ton, Mackimmie and Patterson dormitories
would also be grouped in addition to Cance,
Moore and Pierpont dormitories. Each
group would have one resident director and
a graduate assistant living in each dor-
mitory.

Each of the five towers would be directed
by one resident director, with one graduate
assistant living in each tower.
On the east side, dormitories in the nor-

theast residential area would be as follows:
Thatcher, Lewis and Johnson dormitories
would form a cluster, along with Dwight,
Mary Lyon and Leach dormitories, and
Hamlin, Knowlton, and Crabtree dor-
mitories. Each cluster would be run by a
residence director, with two graduate
assistants.

Because Central and Orchard Hill
Residential Areas are presently clustered,
the only change would be the addition of a
program director for each cluster and the
replacement of cluster coordinators with
residence directors and assistant cluster
coordinators with graduate assistants.
Each of the three dormitories in the

Sylvan area would be supervised by
residence directors.

Stemming from a lack of communication
between the staff and Housing Services,
Vicky Gabijel, an RA in Lewis dormitory
said the issue of reorganization has spark-
ed a wave of concern among RAs. The focal
point of contention voiced at the meetings
with Zannini has been whether the
establishment of new positions will in fact
enhance on-campus living.

"Mr. Zannini's reorganization frightens
us. It removes the professional staff from
the residents' view and access and places
virtually the entire responsibility of the liv-

ing environment on the RA, who is a full-

time undergraduate student. It will result
in the plummet of quality of residential

Continued on page U
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HATS OFF —
Tom Clayton loses
his lid to
yesterday's blustery
weather in Nor-
thampton. March
winds apparently
are reluctant to give
way to calmer April
conditions as they
wis expected to con-
tinue until today,
according to the Na-
tional Weather Ser-
vice in Boston.

WTV«:« r\w n. a »t»v ....^ ..^_ CollefiM photo by Kevin J. FachvttiTHE OLD AND THE NEW - Two UMass buildings form counterac-
ting angles and display their architectural differences with the tradi-
tional style of Draper Hall in the forefront, and the more modern
Graduate Research Tower in the background.

UM non-teaching professionals

vote to reject unionization
By STEVE SEMPLE
Collegian Staff

Members of the professional non-
teaching staff at the University of
Massachusetts Wednesday voted down
joining the Union of Professional
Employees it was announced Thursday.
For the second time since 1977, the

group rejected the offer to become an af-
filiate of the Massachusetts Teachers
Association and the National Education
Association. Of a possible 640 voters, 269
opposed the union and 219 voted in favor.
That makes the professional staff the on-

ly bargaining unit at the University not
represented by a union. Instead, the Pro-
fessional Association of the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst (PAUMA) is the
group's official voice. PAUMA is a gover-
nance unit, similar to the Faculty Senate or
the Undergraduate Student Senate, that is

recognized by University trustees but has
no legal bargaining power.
"What it turns out to be is a company

union against a real union," MTA
organizer Sheridan Carey said. "PAUMA

came out and won the election."
"There fs a perception that PAUMA will

be able to do what a union is supposed to
do," Carey said.

Carey charged that PAUMA officials
waged a telephone campaign to urge
members away from the union.
The claim was refuted by PAUMA

spokesperson Richard Taupier, a coor-
dinator for the UMass Division of Continu-
ing Education.

"Our official position on the union is that
we are completely neutral," Taupier said.
"The only thing PAUMA did at all was to
encourage everyone to vote."
Supporters of the union and union of-

ficials are expected to meet Tuesday in
Amherst to decide the future course of ac-
tion. The union is required by law to wait
one year before attempting another vote.
Director of the UMass Press and union

supporter Leone Stein said the narrow
margin by which the union was defeated is

"encouraging for the next election." The
last election resulted in a 66 percent vote
against the union. Yesterday the margin
was 55 percent opposing the union.

Student S.S. benefits will be cut in

the fall and phased out by '85
By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

Many University of Massachusetts
students, in keeping with the Reagan
Administration's cutbacks in educational
aid. will face cuts in Social Security
educational benefits this fall.

Arthur Jackson, associate director of the
UMass Financial Aid Office, said that 400 to
500 UMass students will be affected by the
cuts.

Beginning in September, students
receiving Social Security education benefits
will face a 25 percent cut in their monthly
checks. Additional yearly cuts of 25 percent
will continue until the program is com
pletely phased out in 1985.

Students receiving Social Security
benefits are those with parents who are
deceased, retired, or disabled. Jackson
said.

From three to four hundred thousand
students nationwide receive such benefits.

Jackson said.

"We hope that no student will have to

drop out." Jackson said.

He said the Financial Aid Office will be
taking the Social Security cuts into account
when calculating students' financial aid

packages for the next academic year and
will try to make up the difference with jobs
and private scholarships.

"All of the cuts are part of the same
theory of education cuts," Jackson said,
even though they are found in different
government programs, from Social
Security to grants and loans.

Jackson said this two-fold reduction in
student money will force many students to
re-prioritize their finances.

"Students are going to have to budget
their money very closely next year. Those
expenses that don't deal with education will
have to become secondary priorities."
Jackson said.

"The students that will face the most
drastic effects will be those not enrolled
before May 1: incoming freshmen. Those
benefits will be cut to zero. We'll never see
that effect because they will never come to
the University." Jackson said.

Under the new guidelines for Social
Security education benefits, students not
enrolled in college full time before May 1
will not be eligible for any benefits at all.

"Hopefully, it (the cut in benefits) won't
make the difference whether a student will
attend UMass or won't attend UMass,"
Jackson said.
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Benefits may be late

unless Congress acts
WASHLNGTON (AP) - Social Security wUl be unable to

pay retu-ees and survivors' benefits on time starting in
July 1983 unless Congress Ukes corrective action 'in the
very near future." the system's trustees said yesterday

But the trustees. aU members of President Reagan's
Cabinet, made no recommendations for bolstering the
system's sagging Old Age and Survivors Insurance Trust
Fund. They said they are waiting for Reagan's National
Commission on Social Security Reform to complete a
report due by the end of this year.
The trustees forecast that beneficiaries will get a 7 6

percent benefit increase this July based on the consumer
price index. Reagan has opposed congressional caUs to
reduce the size of that increase.

Despite benefit cuts enacted in 1981. "the short-range
fijiancial sUtus is significantly worse than was estimated
last year. "the trustees said in their annual report to
Congress.

"A series of economic downturns more severe than
ajnticipated have led to the current financial crisis. " said
the trustees - Treasury Secretary Donald T Regan
Labor Secretary Raymond J. Donovan and Health andHuman Services Secretary Richard S. Schweiker.
Congress passed a stopgap measure last year to tide theoW age fund over through 1982 by allowing it to borrow

from the healthier disabUity reserve. Reagan set up the
commission after withdrawing his own controversial
proposals for cutting eariy retirement and other benefits.
For the seventh straight year, the combined old age and

disability trust funds paid out more than they took in in
calendar 1981. the trustees said. Those two funds dropped
by $1.9 biUion to $24.5 biUion - enough to pay benefits for
only two months - at the end of last year, they said.
But the hospital, or Medicare, trust fund rose by $5

biUion. Consequently, the three combined funds finished
the year m the black, taking in $178.2 bUlion in payroll
taxes while paying out $175.1 bUlion in benefits and
medical bills for 36 million people.

Social Security operates on a pay-as-you-go basis with
the trust funds serving as a buffer or contingency reserve
during periods when outgo exceeds income. If the old age
fund were depleted, there would be delays in the system's
ability to send out checks on the third of each month, the
trustees said.

The old age fund fell from nearly $37 billion in 1975 to
$21.5 biUion currently. Congress previously shifted
revenues from the disability to the old age fund in 1980-81
to keep it from running dry then.

Reagan is tested for

urinary inflammation
WASHINGTON - President Reagan underwent

uT^\"\TTl^'' '''' ' P'-^^'^"^ infiammation oTthe

Zf^UyZl^T'' "^^^" ^^^^-^^^^' "^-^''-^ -

wlVfS ^^"^i ^^*" ^^"^ "P°" ^*5 ^"val back at the

fhp N»r°"7M .T."^!""^"'"^
^^"^ ^ "^""tes of tests atthe National Naval Medical Center in suburban Bethesda.

wlf^''i"^
^"^ reporters on the South Lawn at the White

!nH f!\^T." '^^ ""^ medication was prescribed for himand that he did not expect to have to return to the hospiul
Please I m not hiding a thing," he said. "I can ridehorses and keep on doing everything."

Reagan said he experienced discomfort in his urinary
tract for several days foUowing what he described as a "flyaround the country trip" a few weeks ago
Deputy White House press secretary Larry Speakes

saad that when the pain began it was presumed toTan
inflammation and was treated with antibiotics

tJ Xl^.l"^'''^
disappeared within a few days but it was

felt that the matter should be checked out just in casesomethmg more was wrong. Speakes said
They were trying to determine what caused it and ifthere was some cause that remained," he said. "There was

The White House issued a statement saying the resultsof aU tests administered to Reagan were normll. "There isno evidence of malignancy and no further evaluation i^
anticipated," the statement added.
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FALL RIVER FIRE - The second Hoor of the Fall River Packing Corp.. a meat ot^^SZcompany, was guttered by a rtubborn morning fire. Hampered by string windtThe three .farm
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IRA guerrillas kill more British soldiers
LONDONDERRY, Northern Ireland (AP) - IRA

giierrillas waiting in ambush in an apartment they seized
shot and killed two British soldiers in civiUan clothes ridingm an unmarked van outside a Roman CathoUc cathedral
yesterday.

"They were the fourth and fifth soldiers murdered from
ambush in a week.
The Irish Republican Army claimed responsibility for

the atUck, caUing the soldiers "plainclothes undercover
agents." The IRA said it also was responsible for setting
off a 600-pound bomb under a railroad bridge near Newry
that closed the main Belfast- Dublin rail line Thursday
morning.

The attacks came as British Prime Minister Margaret
•Thatcher's Cabinet approved a plan to set up a 78-member
elected assembly in Northern Ireland this fall as a first step
toward restoring partial self-rule.

On March 25. three British soldiers were shot and kCled
in a crowded West Belfast street by an IRA gang that took

over a house, held a family hosUge and waited for their
prey.

The IRA also murdered police Sgt. Norman Duddy last
Sunday as he left a Presbyterian church in Undonderry
The wave of violence is apparent retaliation for lastweek s claim by Chief Constable Sir John Hermon that "the

terrorists are reeling" from defections and nearly 200
arrests. "^

Yesterday's kiUings brought to 350 the number of British
troops slain m 13 years of sectarian strife. The overall
death toll IS 2,185 including 283 other members of Ulster's
security forces.

The Irish Republican Army is fighting to unite the
Protestant majority North with the Catholic Irish
JtvepuDlic.

To restore a measure of selfrule to the 1.5 mUlion people
of Ulster Mrs. Thatcher's cabinet approved a pliT putforward by Northern Ireland Secretary James Prior for
election of a 78-member assembly this fall.

Dig^est
By the Associated Press

Logan officials request

information on accident
Aifn^ort^^fL" ^p ^ ope'-ators of Logan InternationalAirport filed a Freedom of Information Act request

on'tt t''
^^^^'•'^^/tate officials to surrender informaUonon the Jan. 23 accident involving a World Airways DC-10

Po?^Sk^T"' ^^P«'^eswoman for the MassachusettsPort Authority said the request was filed with theMassachusetts Aeronautics Commission to learn what ed

Iccide'nr''"'"
'' "''''^' ^""^P"^ "P^'-^"'^"^ i" thi

.JAf^^rf^t
Airways flight with 210 people aboardskidded off the runway and smacked into Boston HarZ

Lo'S 0^0!^;
""''"''• ''• *"' ''•^ ''- year-old X'L^o. both of Dedham. remain missing and are presumed

in DeTaT.'
"""" "^" ^'^""^ ''' '^' ^^- Saturday

Ms. Brown said Massport wanted to know the basis ofseveral commission conclusions, including one charge thatthe airport operator failed to take a "comprehensive" look
at runway 15R m the hours before the jetliner landed

during a storm.

saiU
^ commission must respond in 10 days, Ms. Brown
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cordially invites you to the
Amherst Wine Tasting Club for a
tasting of fine French Wine at the
Lord Jeffery Inn.

Monday April 5th
7:30 p.m.

For reservations £53 5384
$10.00 for sinKles $18.00 a couple

NO NUKES
(The Movie)

* Bruce Springsteen * Carly Simon
* Jackson Browne * James Taylor

*CSN
(with special sound system)

$1.25

Friday April 2 SUB 7, 9, 11 R.M

Run-off SGA elections
to be held on Tuesday
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Run-off Student Government Associa-
tion (SGA) presidential elections between
Jim Murphy and the team of Steve Robin-
son and Harvey Ashman will take place
Tuesday.

Commuter and Greek students can vote
outside the Hatch between 9 a.m. and 5
p.m. Students living on campus ciin vote at
the dining commons between 10 a.m. and 6
p.m.

Central and Orchard Hill area residents
can vote at Franklin Dining Commons;
those living in Northeast or Sylvan will
vote in Worcester D.C.; and those in
Southwest should vote in the dining com-
mons nearest their dormitories.

In the vote count of the original election,
Jim Murphy won with 1,472 votes to Robin-
son/Ashman's 1,417. In the recount held
the following week, Robinson/Ashman won
with 1,408 votes to 1,399 votes for Murphy.
Neither candidate received a 33 percent
plurality and according to the SGA con-
stitution a run-off election must be held.
Robinson, 21, a junior math and

economics major from Beverly, has been
involved v^rith campus politics for the past
three years. Harvey Ashman, 19, is a
junior business and economics major from
Brockton and has been involved with cam-
pus politics for the past year and a half.

Robinson has been an SGA senator for
three years and has worked as president of
Central Area Government for three
semesters, as well as vice-president for
three semesters. Ashman has been involv-
ed in Orchard Hill Area Government for
four semesters, has worked on the SGA
Public Police committee and the University
Presidents Council. He has been involved
in the Massachusetts Public Interest
Research Group (MASSPIRG), and was an
editor for the University publication Direc-
tions.

Jim Murphy, 21, is a junior psychology
major form Weymouth. He has been a
senator for two years and worked as the
chair of the Governmental Affairs Commit-
tee. He has been a registrar of Recognized
Student Organizations.

Murphy said he is concerned with the
future of the SGA, and has suggested pur-
chasing a bond on the Campus Center. This
would make students legally involved in
any decision concerning the building and as

a result, bring more power to the student
body, he said.

Murphy said he is also concerned about
higher education in Massachusetts, inten-
ding to address on and off-campus issues
such as fees, student representation, im-
plementing a sexual harassment grievance
procedure and a "Police Misconduct
Review Board."
Robinson and Ashman have said they in-

tend to strengthen the position of the SGA
on campus by increasing communication
between both the student body and the
senate as well as the SGA and the ad-
ministration. They have said they vnW con-
tinue with many of the policies of Larry
Kocot and Kevin Mangan, fighting for
financial aid, against increases in fees and
tuition and working on other financial
measures such as the Physical Plant audit.
Election procedings were delayed with

charges that Murphy was not a student at
the time of filing nomination papers, as he
had been retroactively withdrawn. Charges
were dropped at a hearing held Wednesday
night, but the judiciary board hearing the
case decided to continue. The board found
Murphy innocent of the accusations, as he
had also been retroactively reinstated.

"If he had not been reinstated, it would
be a different matter, but we feel that Mr.
Murphy should enjoy the benefits of being
retroactively reinstated," said presiding
Justice Christopher Cook.
Mindy Ordway, chair of the Governmen-

tal Affairs Committee of the
Undergraduate Student Senate, said the
differences between Tuesday's election and
the election held March 8 and 9 is because
"there is nothing detailed in the Constitu-
tion" on how a run-off election should be
conducted.

"The elections will be held only on one
day. The polls will be open all day so we
don't have to worry about recollecting the
boxes, as well as to make up for the number
of hours on the original two days," Ordway
said.

The Governmental Affairs Committee
will not be working with the Department of
Public Safety as it usually does, because of
"the shortage of manpower and the in-

convenience" in picking up the boxes from
the polling areas, Ordway said.

"Members of the committee will deliver
the boxes in private cars. They (Public
Safety) will be storing the boxes," Ordway
said.

__. Collefimn file pkoto

SPRING FLING — Johanna Linnehan eases into the frisbee season
with a couple of easy tosses at Orchard Hill yesterday.

CQUegi^I13

PHONY FACADE - Bricks lay at the foot of the University Tower
Librai7 yesterday after some prankster celebrated April Fools Dayby making light of structural problems which have plagued theseldom-used UMass building.

h k «^u me

Children need more T.V. programs
not more censorship, speaker says

J

UM AFSCME chapter president
outlines goals for next two years
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

Brian Walker, a two-year employee of
the University of Massachusetts, who was
recently elected president of the Univer-
sity's 1100 member chapter of the American
Federation of State, County, and Municipal
Employees (AFSCME) union, yesterday
ouUined his goals for the next two years.

Walker, a janitor at Worcester Dining
Commons, defeated incumbent Jonathan
TutUe. 295-203, in the election held March
22.

As head of AFSCME Local 1776, Walker
said he would work to remedy a "distinct
lack of communication " within the union
and to correct a "bad image" the union has
in both the view of employees and
University administration officials.

"People don't know what's going on,"
Walker said of the employees who he
believed were apathetic about the union
due to its previous "closed mouth"
leadership.

VValker said the two meetings per year
whkh the union now holds for employees is
insufficient to properly inform employees
and said an immediate objective for him will
be the circulation of a newsletter to im
prove such communicatk>n.
The "bad image" was due not only to this

lack of dialogue. Walker said, but was also
the result of the union's prevwus leadership
which "took an overly antagonistic role in
settling grievances."

"The grievance wasn't as important as
verbal warfare between administration and
union officials." Walker said of the
degenerate relationship he perceived
between Tuttle and University Labor
Relations Director Harold Overing. "Those
personalities clashed to such a degree that
the issues were lost."

Walker said he made little campaign
effort, other than asking employees if they
desired "a change" and promising they
were "going to know what was going on."
Walker also spoke of long range goals for

Continued on page 18

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

I

The quality of television for children can
be improved only through an increase in
programs aimed at children, and not
through an increase in censorship, said
Peggy Charren, president of Action for
ChUdren's Television (ACT) during her
lecture "Children and Television" last nijrht
at Smith College.

''We have to do something about children
and television without saying. Take that off
the air.'" Charren said. "T.V. used
carefully can be an advantage for families.

"

The average child watches 27 hours of
television a week, she said, and eighty
percent of what the child watches are adult
programs. There are no daily or even
weekly children's programs on the three
major networks except "Captain Kangaroo

"

which appears at six thirty in the morning.
Charren said.

"What you watch on T.V. makes a dif-

ference just as what you read makes a
difference." she said.

"Children's television should be more
than cartoons. " she said. "There is nothing
wrong with a cartoon on a Saturday. It's

just that all of the cartoons look alike."
One of the accomplishments of ACT is the

reduction of advertising on children's
programs on Saturdays. During 1968-1970.
over one third of advertising? for children
was for vitamins, Charren said. Now over

half the advertising aimed at children is for
products containing sugar. Expensive toys
are also greatly advertised. ACT is trying
to get the Federal Trade Commission to
regulate advertising directed towards
children. Charren said.

"But the Reagan Administration has
decided that regulatory commissions should
be a thing of the past." she said.

"Children love the advertising." she said.
"It is the best produced part of their
programs."
Charren also said that programming for

children is decreasing because advertisers
are realizing that they can make more
money appealing to older age groups to buy
their product.

"Children are entitled to television
programming." she said. "If the
programming is there, a parent can pick
and choose and a child can pick and choose."

Parent responsibility is important, she
said. "We must pay attention to the fact
that a parent controls the amount of T.V. a
child watches. One of the reasons children
watch T.V. so much is because their
parents watch so much T.V.," Charren said.

"It matters how much parents get in-
volved with their children's viewing." she
said.

Four hours a day of television is too much
for anyone, she said. "But children have as
much a right for their own programs as
adults do."
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Cris Williamson

to perfonn at Smith
Cris Williamson, singer, songwriter and recording artistm women's music will perform a benefit concert for WomenMd Life on Earth. Sunday in John M. Greene HaU. at

&nith College in Northampton. Appearing with
Wifliamson will be musician Jackie Robbins.

Variations, a non profit organization for the feminist
arts 18 sponsoring Williamson. She wiU perform material
from her esublished repetoire. as well as s<Higs from her
fourth album with (Mivia Records to be released this month
entitled Lvmxere, a children's science fantasy fable.
Women and Life <m Earth is an international anti-

militarist organization concerned with exploring the
connections between feminism and ecology. Ruth
Davidson, co-founder of Variations, said thev ha%'e already
•old 1.400 of the 2.000 tickets and they are expecting a sell-
out crowd for WiUiamsoo's peKormance.
Growing up in the wildemess of Wyoming gave

Wiliiamson a reverence for life whkh is reflected even in
ber earliest compositions, such as "A Step at a Time"
(Avanti;. 1965, according to a press release from Olivia
Records.

Olivia Records is the first national women's recording
company. Williamson released her first album with them in
1975. called The Changer and the Changed.
A year ago, in a review of her performance in New Yorkw^ Jackie Robbins. Stepbeo Holden sai4 in the New York

7]fy*= "AoeompaBying bersetf on piano and guitar and
l*dted on cdSAMui bass by ladde Robbins, William8c»
4eijvered an in|Kes8ive 2Q-aoag set whose principal idiom
was the earnest folk-pop style of eariy Joni Mitchell.
WiUiamsoo's best songs - "Strange Paradise" and
"Leviathan" — are reflective ballads that exaJt spiritual
nplift in dear, precisely dev^oped images."

Tickets are %1. 17.50 and $8.50 (reserved seating),
available at Womonfyre Books and Country Comfort in
Northampton, and For the Record (FACES) in Amherst.
The halJ is wheekhair accessible, the restrooms are not.

Therewfllbe interpreUtion for the hearing impaired.

Crii Williamson

Tickets for the disabled, hearing impaired and their friends
aj^ available by calling 545-0892. or by contacting the
Office of Handicapped Student Affairs in 231 Whitmore
Admmistration Building Tat UMass.
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Jobless rate still up
and still increasing
WASHINGTON (AP) - Unemployment figures to be

released today could show the nation's jobless rate "just
slightly higher" than 9 percent. Treasury Secretary
Donald Regan .said last night.

If so, that would be a the highest unemployment rate
recorded since World War II. The Bureau of Labor
Statistics began compiling the figures more than 40 years
ago.

The unemployment rate for February was 8.8 percent,
tying the record set in December of last year. The rate
dipped in January to 8.5 percent.
Regan, interviewed on public television's "MacNeil-

Lehrer report," said he was "positive they're (the
unemployment figures) not going to break 10 (percent)."
An increase in unemployment would not mean that the

administrati(Hi's forecast of an economic recovery this
summer was wrong, Regan said, because hiring does not
pick up until business is firmly on the upswing. Employers
tend to assign longer hours to existing workers before
hiring new ones, he noted.

The secretary said the administration !iad no criticism of
Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M.. chairman of the Senate
Budget Committee, for starting to work up a budget in-
dependently of what President Reagan submitted.
Congress has by and large rejected the administration's

budget and economic forecasts and caUed on the ad-
ministration to compromise.
Congressional sources said last night that administratnn

negotii^rs were discussing vPtth congressional coun-
terparts from both parties a proposed oil imporC^fee and
cutbad( in scheduled Social Security increases tp close a
projected budget deficit estimated by the administration at
about $96.5 billion and by the Congressional Budget Office
at $121 billion.
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U.S. attorney in San Diego has been asked to resign
WASHINGTON (AP) - William H. Kennedy, U S

attorney m San Diego, has been asked to resign because he
confuTned the identity of a CL\ source. Justice Depart-
ment sources said yesterday.

The sources, who asked not to be identified, said the
request was conveyed to Kennedy in a telephone call late
Wednesday night from Deputy Attorney General Edward
Schmults. Kennedy's response was not known.
Kennedy was caUed to Washington on Monday and given

a dressing-down by his superiors. Department sources said
Wednesday they expected Kennedy to resign.

Last week. Kennedy was quoted in the San Diego Union
as saying the CIA and top Justice Department officials had
blocked the indictment of Miguel Nassar Haro. who headed
Mexico's federal security agency until January, despite a
recommendation from Kennedy that Nassar be prosecuted
for aDeged inv(rfvement in a ring that stole $8.4 million
worth of cars in CalifOTtiia and smuggled them into Mexico.
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Renovations planned for Whitmore
offices to better accommodate staff
Rv KRN nA7rwc"f.

Collegian 5

Two minor programs,

one master's added
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

BuSdinl?; tLX?'\'l;\^'''*'"^'" AdministrationDuiiaings thu-d floor which houses the three vice ohan

ttX: L^Arn^^'dV'^'-^^^^^^^
»•- beei^TubTht^dt

sZ^n P ^ to determine its feasibility and cost.

unSp^fK '^°' ^"^^"^ °' ~=«^«'»i<= adminbtration

ywterday that it is designed to accommodate the threepresent vice chanceUors as well as the new vice chi^ceSrr
for umvemty relations and development. The seairh forthe new vi« chanceUor concludes this month, but no one inWhitmore has said definitely whether that position will be
filted before the close of the semester.
Pearson said the present office arrangement isinadequate because the vice chanceDors liJTpi^.tJS

the^J^^f
ChanceUors moving into the same suites as

_,. By RICHARD MARTIN
1 he renovations should include only the relocating of a Collegain Staff

few walls. Pearson said. The walls on the third Zr ofWhitmore are temporary and made for readjustment, she
said.

<5i,"^'' •!!if**°"^** ^ °***'^« ^ purchase." Pearson said.She said the costs for the project should be minimal
Pearson said the plan has been discussed for nearly ayear and a half, with most people involved agreeing that amore sensible physical arrangement should be made The

decision to mitiate the plan came after Chancellor Henry
Koffler announced the new vice chanceUors position . she

Several drafts of the plan have been developed since
January. Pearson said. The final approval for the
renovations came from the executive staff which includes
ChanceUor Koffler. Loren Baritz, provost: Jack Dcnyse.
vice chancellor for administration and finance; Dennis
Madson. vice chancellor for student affairs and Marie Reid.
director of PUnning and Budget.

the7.mp«J Ce„U,V«tiT 'J'''^ "f
'"'''"' *"" '"""" »""• » ".omen" inhr.rrtrd:me uampug tenter yesterday where early-searon sunbathers often relax.

SWAG plans strategy

to keep SW college
ByJULIAMA^COCK
Collegian Staff

Co-Presidents of Southwest Area Government (SWAG)
Steve Mazzola and Andrew Prescott are planning
strategies to insure the continued existence of the
residential college and are meeting with Dr. Joseph

Zannini. executive director of housing, to discuss his plans
to restructure the residential staff.

Tomorrow Mazzola and Prescott wUl meet with other
area government leaders and Zannini to evaluate the
program which would eliminate heads of residence and
replace them with residential directors in a cluster system

Steve and I have already had a series of meetings with
Zannmi while other areas have not. We're going along
with them to insure that the progress ah-eady made in
conjunction with Dr. Zannini is not reserved," Prescott
said.

At 8 p.m. next Monday the SWAG issues committee wiU

You ARE The CyES ANd EARi

of tIie ColUqiAN.

\\ you SEE A STORy,

TeU us AboUT IT.

The Faculty Senate approved yesterday the formation of
minors programs in journalism and botany, and a masters
program in public health and nutrition.
The Senate also overwhelmingly approved a resolution

caUing for a mutual nuclear arms freeze between the
United SUtes and the U.S.S.R.
The botany minors program is designed for students

who are currently involved in plant and sofl science, plant
pathology, biochemistry, wUd Ufe and forestry, zoology,
and other plant sciencerelated fields, according to the
Academic Matters council report.
Among the stipulations imposed on the botany program

was that students must take at least 15 credits.
According to the report, the new journalism minor wiU

reduce journalistic studies majors by 50 to 75 students
because they wiU switch to the minor's program and take
another major, and wiU also increase the number of
students from other majors who take journalism classes.
Requirements for the minor include 15 credit hours

including two mandatory classes "Introduction to
Journalistic Writing." and "Introduction to Journalism."
The pubUc health nutrition masters program wiU not

require any additional funding, according to the Graduate
Council s report;, because it wiU be a coUaboration between
the Division of Public Health Sciences, and the Depart-
ment of Food and Nutrition.
The masters degree is designed for students who wish to

work in community health agencies, health and famfly
planning programs, and nutrition programs at the local and
national levels.

The nuclear arms freeze resolution prompted discussion
from the senate floor.

"Although I agree wholeheartedly with the spirit of the
resolution, I just have to question whether or not this is a
proper item that should be on our agenda," said T.O
Wilkinson, dean of the College of Social and Behavioral
Science.

Otto Stein,professor of Botany, disagreed.
"This is an issue that goes beyond the Hadley-

Belchertown line. We should expand our horizon and
agree with the rest of the world by passing this
resolution," he said.

History Professor Jack Tager said that the senate
during the 1%0's did not pass a resolution against U.S.
involvement in Vietnam, on the grounds that the issue was
not relevant to the senate.
However, Tajjer pointed out, when the U.S. invaded

Cambodia the UMass campus became embroiled in
protests and stnkes against the U.S.' position.

meet with Maurianne Adams, academic coordinator for the
residential college, to gather information and plan strategy
to support the continued existence of the residential
college. This meeting is open to aU residents. Recom-
mendations will then go to the faculty senate where SWAG
will lobby on behalf of the college.

Adams' contract has not been renegotiated and thus no
provisions have been made to facilitate the operation of the
coUege in the fall. "This is significant because it is the first
step m the eradication of the residential college," Mazzola
said.

In other business $9,945 was proposed as funding for the
Southwest Days to be held from May 4-9th. Some of the
events planned for the week include a folk concert, gallery
opening, a production of "Godspell" to be performed on the
pyramids Tuesday and Wednesday evenings, a health fair
sponsored by the Women's Center, movies, a parachuting
demonstration, and a play in the Hampden Theatre

Take
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jalapenos - 20*, sauteed peppers & onions - 25*
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Earthfoods offers an alternative
By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

Any vegetarian on the University of
Massachusetts campus between 11 a.m.
and 3 p.m. can enjoy nutritious meals at
Earthfoods, a lunchtime alternative
located in the Commonwealth Room in the
Student Union Building.

The purpose of Earthfoods is threefold,
said Fern Spierer, a UMass student and a
collective member at Earthfoods. It pro-
vides nutritious vegetarian meals at
mmimal cost to the customer; informs and
educates students on the preparation and
consumption of vegetarian meals and the
virtues of democratic or collective manage-
ment; and provides an alternative working
and learning method of dealing with
vegetarian diets and cooperative manage-
ment, she said.

Earthfoods, a Recognized Student
Organization (RSO), is a revenue
generating business, which receives no sup-
port from the state and salaries and sup-
plies are funded out of profits, Spierer said.
The Earthfoods staff consists of 20

salaried collective members who are non-
work study students, Spierer said. Collec-
tive members work a minimum of 10 paid
hours, plus two hours of committee work
and a two hour mandatory Monday night
meeting. All decisions are made by concen-
sus at these meetings, she said.
Many volunteers who are important to

Earthfoods success receive a free meal for
an hour of work, Spierer said. Musicians
are also invited to play during lunch in ex-

change for meals, she said.

The business is run by committees. For
instance, there are committees for hiring,
ordering, bookkeeping and menus. The
operation runs Monday through Friday
from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. People on various
committees are assigned chores on a volun-
tary basis, such as baking bread or clean-
ing, and all production and ordering takes
place during these hours, said Pauline
Uchmanowicz an Earthfoods collective
member.
Earthfoods purchases their supplies

from different co-operatives. Squash
Trucking supplies produce, Western Mass
Co-op supplies dry goods, Fairwinds Cof-
fee supplies coffee and Frontier Herbs and
Spices supplies seasonings.

Students who are interested in becoming
involved should volunteer, Spierer said.
They may then apply for one of the job
openings at the beginning of the semester,
she said.

Earthfoods has been on campus for
seven years, but Spierer, who has only
been working there for three semesters, is

one of the oldest members. She said she
has noticed an incredible change in efficien-
cy and organization and said the operation
is continuing to grow.
Uchmanowicz rejoined Earthfoods after

taking a semester off. She said she sees a
very strong, positive atmosphere where
everyone pulls their own weight.
"Earthfoods is an incredible learning ex-

perience. It is not just the atmosphere I

like, but the people. They are my family,"
Spierer said.
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Students are compromising their

career goals, a study shows
By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

The recent results of a seven-college
study showed that almost 30 percent of the
students polled consider their career goals
to be a compromise to the careers they
would really like to pursue.
Students from the seven-sister colleges

of Barnard, Bryn Mawr, Mount Holyoke,
Radcliffe, Smith, Vassar, Wellesley, and
male students from Vassar and Harvard
stated: pressure from parents and other
family members; financing; general incom-
patability with social expectations, and too
much schooling as reasons behind the com-
promise.

The study which is a five-year project
funded by the Josiah Macy, Jr., Foundation
of New York will examine responses from
eight to nine thousand students at the
seven colleges in the classes of 1981
through 1985. The study is being directed
by Dr. Diane Zuckerman of Radcliffe Col-
lege.

"The purpose of the study is to learn
more about the goals and interests of
students enrolled at the seven colleges, and
to assess how college influences these goals
and interests," Zuckerman said in a Smith
Ck)llege Press release.

The study showed 92 percent of 200
students surveyed in the class of 1984 at
Smith College, intend to further their
education after obtaining their bachelor's
degrees. Zuckerman said the results ob-

tained from Smith students were similar
for women from all of the schools.

If given the choice to work while raising
cildren, 94 percent (of those who answered
that they wanted children) said they would
prefer to work when their children are bet-
ween six and twelve years old. Zucker said
most of the women surveyed would prefer
to be able to spend more time with pre-
school children, but by school-age the vast
majority of the women want to work. Ann
Piaget, a Radcliffe research assistant for
the study, said most of the men questioned
also showed a preference to work less
when their children are small.

Of the Smith College students surveyed,
32 percent are planning on degrees in

medicine, dentistry, or veterinary
medicine; 10 percent plan on law degrees
and 14 percent are planning for careers in
business.

Zuckerman did research on students at
the University of Massachusetts in 1976
and found results at state and private in-

stitutions to be very similar. Women at
private colleges are not as interested in
traditional careers (which programs are
not offered by the private colleges
surveyed) as are students at state schools
like UMass, she said.

Piaget said it is difficult to say what dif-

ferences occur between students at state
and public colleges and that most of the dif-

ferences are a question of personality.
Referring to the study she said this is cer-
tainly a very priveleged group.

__ Photo br Paal HubbMtl

FLIGHTY DUCK - A duck from the Campus Pond soars over
water battling: the hig^ winds of yesterday.
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U.S. has too many "Mr. Klunks'' in

overseas diplomatic relations
WASHINGTON (AP) - Former am

bassador Malcolm Toon says the ranks of
U.S. diplomats overseas are so overloaded
with politically appointed and
professionally unqualified "Mr. Klunks,"
that the conduct of American foreign policy
is threatened.

Toon, who was serving as ambassador to
the Soviet Union when he retired, says
nearly 50 percent of the 100 U.S. am-
bassadors appointed by President Reagan
got their jobs for political considerations
and not because of any professional
qualifications.

ac-His criticism of the system was „
companied by stinging comments on some
ambassadors, including actor John Gavin in
Mexico and former Federal Reserve Board
chairman Arthur Burns in West Germany.
He said the solution may be for some top

level career Foreign Service officers to
"resign with a bang, slam the door."

"Obviously we disagree," said State
Department spokesman Dean Fischer. "If
the president did not think his ambassadors
were qualified, he would not have ap-
pointed them in the first place."

In the interview in the April issue of the
Foreign Service Journal, published by the
American Foreign Service Association,
Toon said the Reagan administration has
been more concerned with satisfying the
demands of congressional conservatives,
notably Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C, than in
placing qualified diplomats in sensitive
slots.

Toon, who served as U.S. ambassador to
Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and Israel,
retired from the career Foreign Service in

1979 while serving as ambassador to the
Soviet Union.
He is reported to have been angry that

his replacement was Thomas J. Watson, a
former board chairman of IBM, and not a
career Foreign Service officer.

He complained that some of the most
sensitive U.S. posts abroad have been filled

by non-professionals. He singled out:

—Mexico: "We have a Hollywood actor
and a not very good one at that." Gavin, a
Spanish-speaking actor, is a friend of
Reagan.
—Great Britain: "We have a man in

London who owes his place in life to the fact
that his parents founded a furniture polish
dynasty. His only qualification" for the job is

that he speaks English." The U.S. am-
bassador in London is John J. Louis Jr.
whose family is linked to the Johnson Wax
Co.

—France: "We have a man in Paris, a
highly proficient banker, whose main
qualification for the job is that he speaks
French and is a friend of Giscard d'Estaing

— who is out of power and is considered the
arch enemf of the man (Socialist President
Francois Mitterrand) who is running the
country." The U.S. ambassador to France is

Connecticut financier Evan Griffin
Galbraith.

—Germany: "We have a very eminent
economist (Burns) in a country where the
problems are not really economic but
political,"

—Italy: "We have an equally eminent
lawyer who speaks no Italian in a country
where the ambassador must speak the
language to have an impact." Ambassador
Maxwell Rabb is a New York Republican.

Amherst cops report four arrests,

a one car accident, one larceny
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

Three University of Massachusttts
students were arrested early yesterday
morning in connection with the theft of a
television from an Amherst College
residence, according to Amherst Police.

David B. Laird, 21, of Cance Dormitory,
Scott M. McQuaide, 19, of Butterfield
Terrace, and Curtis A. Linn, 20, of Brittany
Manor, were arrested at 4:35 a.m., a short
distance from the scene and charged with
breaking and entering and larceny over
$100.

In an unrelated incident, UMass student
Mario A. Moitoso, 19, of Taunton, was
arrested at 11 p.m. Wednesday in a
University Drive parking lot and charged
with being a person under the age of 20
transporting alcoholic beverages.

A 49-year-old Wendell man was injured
Wednesday when a physical problem

caused him to lose control of his car and
swerve across Lincoln Avenue into a tree.
Frank R. Judice suffered head injuries and
was taken to Cooley Dickinson Hospital,
police said. Judice is in satisfactory con-
dition, according to the hospital's nursing
supervisor's office.

Af 10:35 a.m. Wednesday, police
received a report of a leather jacket valued
at over $100 and $20 in cash stolen from a
car parked overnight Tuesday at Poor
Richard's.

It was reported yesterday that a car
operated by Joanne Swanson ran into a car
operated by Baker P. Alkan on South
Pleasant Street to avoid hitling a jogger.
Police have corrected their report. The car
operated by Baker P. Alkan swerved into
the car operated by Jeanne Swenson in
order to avoid hitting a jogger. The in-
correct spelling of the latter's name
resulted from use of a typewriter that does
not type the letter "e" on the accident
report, police said.
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SGA starts hotline

beginning on Monday
By BOB WOLFE, JR.
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association (SGA) at the
University of Massachusetts will start operating a hotline
service for all undergraduates next Monday.
The "SGA Hotline" has been designed to give students

a way of expressing their opinions on such matters as the
Chancellor's Long Range Plan, what should be done with
the Student Activities Trust Fund, or any opinion on any
topic concerning students.
The Hotline will also provide the students with a way of

voicing any complaints they have about the University or
any problems that the student might have.
Mark Welch of the SGA Hotline said the hotline will

•^ve students someone to talk to and then they will be
better educated" as well as providing "output (that) will
be used by the senate" in deciding on such matters as the
Long Range Plan.

How the Hotline works is fairly simple. Students can call
545-0343 and the phone will be answered by one of the
hotline volunteers. The volunteers are members of one of
the SGA committees and have experience in areas of in-
terest to the students. They will have a copy of the SGA
budget, a University directory and other information that
could pertain to questions or problems stated.
Questions or comments on the Long Range Plan will be

sent to the Academic Affairs Committee, calls pertaining
to the dorms will be referred to either the Residential
Team of the Student Center for Education Research and
Advocacy (SCERA) or the SGA Rents and Fees Team.
Calls about other problems will be passed on to another
appropriate agency or committee of the University, but
the thing to remember is that the hotline will do all the
research and will try to find a solution or answer to every
problem that they get, Welch said. They will return the
call by phone or mail usually within a week.
"We want to make sure everyone gets an answer, even

if It s a difficult answer, or something the caller won't
like." Welch said.

Some problems that are simple or that the operator
knows the answer to could be answered over the phone,
but for the most part the questions and comments will'
have to be sent through the proper channels.
According to Welch every caller has the option of re-

maining anonymous or of having either the hotline call
them back or them calling the hotline back at a later date.

"If the students didn't get a response within two weeks
I would hope that they would call us back anyway " Welch
said He also said that "if we don't get an answer in a
week, or five business days, we will start our own in-
vestigation into the matter."
The hotline is funded through the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate and will be running on a "test basis" for the
rest of this semester. It will be operating from 1 p.m to 7
p.m Monday through Thursday and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. on
Friday.

John Hall Band will perform benefit at FAC
By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

The John Hall Band will perform in the Fine Arts Center
on April 15 for the benefit of the Mass. Nuclear
Referendum Campaign (MNRC) which is sponsoring a
statewide binding referendum on the election ballot this

November.
MNRC fundraiser Jim Spencer said the referendum is

not anti-nuclear but democratic in its nature.
"It says people should have a choice to decide if they

want a nuclear waste dump or nuclear power plant in their
back-yards," Spencer said. "It's the first real thing that
anti-nuke activists have been able to get behind electorally
and it has the potential to register vast new constituencies,
such as the entire student population."
The referendum needs only simple majority to win,

Spencer said, and it could have "a traumatic effect on all

the politics of the state. (People) can vote on a law for

once.

Newslines...

EWC offers counseling

to victims of assault
Victims of sexual assault can seek help through the

counselor/advocates at the Everywoman's Center (EWC).
The counselor/advocates are trained to provide free
counseling services for residents of Hampshire, Franklin,
and Hampden counties, which includes helping victims sort
out their feelings, as well as providing medical and legal
information.

A counselor/advocate is on call 24-hours-a-day and may
be reached by calling 545-0800 during the day, or549-2671
weekends, holidays, and late nights. For more information
call Catherine Roach or Amy Harper at the EWC 545-0883.
According to the counselor /advocates in 1980, 82,088

forcible rapes were reported to the police, in addition to
other forms of sexual violence: physical and emotional
battering, incest and harrassment. It is not unusual for
victims and their families to need help and information.
Counselor/advocates say they are trained listeners, to help
victims deal with emotions of fear, guilt, frustration and
anger.

If the referendum passes in the Nov. 2 election,
statewide elections would be held for citizens to vote when
proposals for new nuclear power plants or low level
radioactive waste dumps in Massachusetts are made.

Cliff McCarthy, a member of Student Coalition Against
Nukes Nationwide (SCANN), said in a press release,
"Governmental agencies and industrial lobbying groups
have already earmarked $850,000 toward promoting a low
level nuclear waste dump in Massachusetts. They are
developing a slick advertising campaign to convince
citizens that nuclear waste is a good neighbor.
McCarthy added that the six low level radioactive waste

dumps in the United States have failed and taxpayers are
paying millions annually to clean up sites.

Ken Briggs, a volunteer working for the referendum
said that Governor Edward King has volunteered
Massachusetts to be a waste dump site for nine states.

Continued on page 12

S. Africa will be topic
The Southern Africa Solidarity Committee will be

sponsoring a lecture by Ben Maguban on the liberation
struggle in South Africa and the international year of
sanctions against South Africa at 8 p:m. Tuesday in the
Student Union Ballroom.

Maguban, a well know speaker and professor at the
University of Connecticut is the author of "The Political
Economy of South Africa."

Childcare is available by calling 586-4278 or 545-3161.

-LAURIE FISHER

1981 Index delayed
Due to unexpected production delays, the 1981 issue of

the Index, the University 'of Massachusetts yearbook, will
not be available to undergraduate students until Sep-
tember.

Managing Editor Stepanie Porter said that members of
the class of 1981 will receive their book by maU sometime
in June.

The 1982 Index will be available on campus in November
and 1982 graduates will receive their book by mail around
the same time, Porter said.

BSO cancels show
following controversy
BOSTON (AP) - The Boston Symphony Orchestra

announced yesterday it was canceling a program featuring
actress Vanessa Redgrave. foUowing reports the sym-
phony received complaints and threats over Ms
Redgrave's support of the Palestine Liberation
Organization.

Ms. Redgrave was to narrate the BSO's upcoming
performance of Stravinsky's opera-oratorio "Oedipus Rex"m Boston and New York's Carnegie HaU. Svmphnnv
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director Thomas W. Morris issued a statement announcing
the program would be replaced with performances of
Berlioz' "Requiem."

"It is with reluctance that the Boston Symphony has
decided that due to causes and circumstances beyond its
reasonable control the all-Stravinsky program has been
canceled." Morris' statement said.

BSO spokeswoman Judith Gordon confirmed that Ms.
Redgrave had been hired to narrate the opera. But she
declined to say if the performance was canceled over the
actress' politics.

"I can't say anything except what's in the statement,"
she said. Ms. Gordon declined to say if BSO officials had
received complaints over the choice of Ms, Redgrave.
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Search for candidates

to be honorary degree

recipients in '83 is on
By SUSAN HENNING
Collegian Correspondent

The Advisory Committee on Honorary Degrees is cur-
rently accepting nominations from faculty and students
for candidates for 1983 honorary degrees.

Eunice Barlow, staff assistant in the Chancellor's Of-
fice, said that candidates should have achieved pro-
minence in a special field or endeavor in connection with
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Former winners
have included Speaker of the House Thomas P. (Tip)
O'Neil, Sara Caldwell, law professor Archibald Cox and
former Massachusetts Governor Michael DuJcakis. Barlow
said many previous recipients of honorary degrees have
been alumni who went on to attain distinction after
graduation.

Honorary degrees have been granted by the University
since 1927. The awards have been presented to statesmen
scientists, poets and others of outstanding achievement.

'

Barlow said the committee issues a letter to the chosen
candidates. The candidate must then send pictures and a
biogn^)hical sketch along with his or her acceptance.

The recipients of honorary degrees for this year's com-
mencement will be announced in a week or two, pending
the arrival of this information, Barlow said.

The significance of receiving an honorary degree is the
recognition and the glory and also the chance to speak
before the graduating class of the University, Barlow said.

Names of exceptional candidates, along with
biographical information to support them, should be sub-
mitted by May 3 to Eunice Barlow, Chancellor's Office,
301 Whitmore Building.

Barlow said the committee, which is not yet selected for
next year, will include three representatives from the
Faculty Senate, two representatives from the Profes-
sional Association of the University of Massachusetts
(PAUMA) and two or three people personally selected by
the Chancellor.
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Jazz trumpeter Miles Davis is back with -

a new band, new album and an FAC show

Friday, April 2, 1982

By BRIAN FITZMAURICE
Collegian Staff

Jazz trumpeter Miles Davis will perform at 8 p.m.
tomorrow in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall at the

University of Massachusetts.

Back in the music world, and on the concert trail, Davis
recently ended his five year silence with a new album, Man
and the Horn (Columbia) and a new band. Prisoner of his

New York apartment from 1976 to 1981, due to continual

Davis is also known as an originator of bebop, fusion and
funk. Continuing in this tradition, this prolific trum-
petist/stylist's most recent album, Man and the Horn,
which displays a freshness indigenous to his form, boasts
"Shout," a song which hit the top 40s on the rock charts
upon its release in 1981

.

As in his return performance at the New York Kool Jazz
Festival last summer, a large turnout of musical proteges,
as well as arrr friends of the living legend, tomorrow's
performance is expected to be a well attended event.

physical ailments, some stemming from a 1972 automobile
accident. The controversial jazz innovator described the
trudgery in an early "Musician" interview, not as
depressing but, in his own words, "boooring."

In the past, Davis has been acclaimed as a "directionist"
in the jazz world and many of the top creators in rock also
admit watching his work for future trends. Davis is also
seen as one of the focal points in the combination of jazz
and rock in the early 19708.

But even that is recent in his 40 years of contributions.

FIUArACTOlT

"To have Miles Davis perform on our campus is an op-
portunity few schools attein. Tomorrow night his horn will
permeate the FAC and for a time we can pretend he's
ours," said Yat Man, talent coordinator of the Duke
Ellington Conmiittee of the Union Program CouncO, (UPC)
*^hich is presenting the concert

.

Tickets are available at Union Records Unlimited, the
FAC and all Ticketron outlets for $8.50 and $9.00 for
students and $10 and $10.50 for the general public. Tickets
wiU also be avaflable at the FAC the day of the show and
wuie and champagne will be sold during the performance.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Collegian 11

Supporting a

bilateral freeze
Officials in the Reagan Administration have

said that it would be feasable to fight a
"limited" nuclear war in Europe. Civil Defense
administrators estimated that about 80 percent
of the U.S population could survive an all-out
confrontation with the Soviets. And plans are
being developed to pour millions of dollars into
civil defense programs, including one which
would bring all 6,000 residents of Hadley to the
University of Massachusetts' Boyden gym-

EDITORIAL
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Liberalism - ghost of a chance?
As they rushed me to the hospital in the ambulance,

I found myself being lifted out of my body
floatmg down a long, brightly lit tunnel. A satisfy-mg warmth surrounded me and I found myself pleasantly

surprised by its enveloping sense of serenity. Suddenly my
journey of sorts ended and I found myself face to face witii
an eene, black shrouded figure. I tried to speak but the
words became choked in my throat, caught in the terror
which I so deeply felt.

"1 am the ghost of liberalism," the mysterious figure
said. I once permeated the government of your land
helping the poor, the needy and the oppressed. My goals
were to help those unable to help themselves, to feed the
undernourished, to educate the illiterate, to advance the
goals of those who had been trampled and unrecognized

John F. Hudson
for hundreds of years in the name of progress, prosperity

and the American way. My own demise came about in the
fall of 1980 at the hands of a man called Reagan."
"But wait," I interrupted, "you're not dead - at least

not yet. People all over the United States still hold your
phDosophy, Me, for example. I support the Democratic
party, I have a subscription to "Mother Jones," I, uh, well
I guess I really don't qualify as a liberal — do I?"
"Talk is cheap, Mr. Hudson," the ghost said. "Your per-

sonal ideas do nothing for the welfare mother losing
ah-eady meager benefits, the student leaving college
because of cuts in financial aid or the woman shut out of a
job because of her sex. The conservatives which now con-
trol your government are attempting to roll back all those
advances which have been achieved in the past 20 years.
Civil rights, the right to an education, women's rights,
minority advances, alternative energy, mass transit, abor-
tion rights — I could go on and on. Do you want a future
for your children like this?"

He handed me a black book, its cover cold and slimy, and
as I grasped it I felt a sense of foreboding, a scary chill
running down my back. I opened it and began to examine

Letters ^

An oppressed people fight back
To the Editor:

Everyone, we feel, wants to end the violence which
plagues Northern Ireland ("The majority's guns rule" Col-'
legian, March 17). We cannot forget, however, that Nor-
thern Ireland is a colony of Britain. Britain took this col-

ony by violence without the consent of the people who
were living there. Much of Ulster, belonging to the native
Irish (who happened to be Catholic), was confiscated &
given to settlers from Scotland & England (who happened
to be Protestant). Britain today maintains this colony with
the force of armored tanks & thousands of army person-
nel. As early as 1960, the United Nations proclaimed the
necessity of bringing a speedy & unconditional end to col-

onialism in all its forms (Resolution 1514, enacted
12/14/60). In 1970, the General Assembly further declared
colonialism a crime in violation of the UN Charter
("Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial

Countries & Peoples" ') and specifically affirmed the right

of colonial peoples to struggle by all means at their

disposal against colonial powers which suppress their

aspirations for freedom & independence. Virtually every
subsequent resolution by the General Assembly concern-

ing colonialism, independence, and self-determination has
reaffirmed the right of colonial people to use all means

its contents. The title page read "America-2000 A.D.-The
Shape of Things to Come." Inside, the pictures depicted
an America of vast pollution and poverty. The air hung
like a gray pall over such formerly beautiful sights as the
Grand Canyon and Yellowstone Park. The page described
how the Clean Air Act had been repealed in 1984 to lift the
burden of government off the backs of big business. The
next page pictured a tremendously long line of young peo-
ple, crowding their way into an employment office in
hopes of finding work. Apparently all federal aid to
students had been cut off by 1986, creating huge numbers
of unemployed young people. The next picture startled me
— there lay Amherst in ruins, with dead and dying people
wandering aimlessly around the rubble, their bodies smok-
ing and burnt, with hair singed and lifeless eyes staring
blanky at the unsympathetic camera.

"Wwt!" I screamed, "Is that me?" I tried to look closer
at the book but he grabbed it away and pointed an ominous
finger.

''What is that?" I said in disbelief.

"Well," he said, "it seems that in 1992 your leader
President Falwell, decided the Russians had gone too farm their efforts to control Europe. One thing led to another
and...

"You mean in 1992 we're going to have an all out
thermo-nuclear war with the Soviets!"

"All I mean to say is that this could happen, Mr. Hud-
son. It is you and others like yourself, the young of
America who can change your government, gain a nuclear
freeze, truly help the poor and needy. But it takes more
than talk, it takes work, lots of it. Are you willinj? to do
this or settle for this?"

He opened the book to the page showing the earth as
seen from outer space. It looked like one black smoldering
ash, lifeless, devoid of color or even shape.
"Mr. Hudson!"
I awoke with a start.

A doctor leaned over and said, "Your a very lucky young
man. You only suffered a minor concussion. Be glad
you're alive."

"1 should be," I said, "I have a helluva lot of work to
do!"

available, including particularly, armed struggle. It is ab-
solutely insulting to expect people to believe that a col
onizer can go into its colony as a "peace-keeping force"
between "warring natives" (which Britain claims), as if it
were somehow neutral.

800 years of British oppression is not a thing of the past
which could be forgotten; it is still going on today in the
streets of Northern Ireland. The privileges given to Pro-
testant loyalists & discrimination against Catholic na-
tionalists in the areas of employment, housing, education,
are defended by the guns of the British Army. Unemploy-
ment in Catholic areas, reaching 50 percent, is 3-4 times
that of Protestant areas.

When an oppressed people finally decided to fight back
against oppression, this is termed terrorism, whereas the
terrorism of colonialism, discrimination & supremacy are
swept under the carpet. The American colonies won their
independence from "Mother England" by fighting for it.

So next St. Patrick's Day, let's join our voices in a call for
British withdi-awal, true self-determination & true peace
with justice for Ireland's people.

Dennis Anello
Jeanne Kelley

Amherst

nasium in the event of an attack.
Many groups and individuals, including large

numbers of people in Europe, have begun to
question the saber rattling and are calling for
an end to nuclear weapons production and
deployment.

The Western Massachusetts Coalition for a
Nuclear Weapons Freeze, based in Northamp-
ton, is one such group which as called for a
bilateral freeze by both the United States and
the Soviet Union. Their proposal, which was
also featured as a question on the recent Stu-
dent Government Association elections at
UMass and passed overwhelmingly by
undergraduate voters, calls for both the U.S
and the U.S.S.R. to begin negotiating "an im-
mediate halt to the nuclear arms race" and to
"adopt an immediate freeze on all further
testing, production and deployment of all

nuclear warheads, missiles and delivery
systems."

In addition, the proposal calls upon the
Reagan administration to transfer funds saved
from the nuclear freeze into civilian use to
"convert the nuclear arms industry to civilian

production, thus protecting jobs and
strengthening our national economy."
The United States government must begin

listening to such calls and look toward ending
this nuclear madness. The people in Europe
have spoken out against nuclear weapons.
UMass students have also spoken out, calling
on the American government and the Soviets to
end nuclear escalation. Now is the time for ac-
tion, before it's too late for anyone to do
anything about it.

Unsigned editorials represent the views ofthe
Collegian Editorial Board. Opposing viems are
welcome.
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^Hall band—
C(nUinued from page 8

"Thirty seven percent of aU low level radioactive waste
(m the country) would end up in Massachusetts," he said.

According to McCarthy's statement, "the passage of the
Mass. Nuclear Referendum will mean a complete change in
the decision making that is dominated by the commissions,
the utilities and the vendors, and will set a nationai
precedent of the utmost importance."

The rock band Crocket will appear with HaU. who is best
known as one of the members of Musicians for Safe Energy
(MUSE). Tickets go on sale today at the Fine Arts Center
Box Office for $5.50 and $6.50.

Poor face worst times
since the depression
BOSTON (AP) — The poor of Massachusetts face the

worst times since the Depression due to the combined
losses of more than $350 million in aid proposed in state

and federal budgets, a human service advocate said

yesterday.

Dale Mitchell, lobbyist and analyst with Meredith
Associates, said the poor have not faced a loss of that
magnitude since the Depression. He estimated the com-
bined loss from state and federal cuts at $358.1 million.

Meredith Associates coordinated a coalition of human
service and legal service organizations in preparing an
analysis of Gov. Edward J. King's proposed new state

STUCK FINGER - One-year-old Jessica Barry is comforted by her mother PameuTneft

whfl^*'
Pf^-^'^^dic Terry Bridges tries to free her from a laundromat vending Sne inwhich her finger was lodged. Rescue workers spent an hour trying to free the chiW by cuUingthe machine apart, but she remained stuck. In right photo. Bridges carries Jessica to^Jthp?with a portion of the machine to a waiting ambulance. She wasT«Sce"tTa loca emergeL^^^room, where her finger was later freed.

emergency

budget, including the impact of proposed federal cuts.
King's proposed budget is "his worst budget yet," Jo

Anne Leppanen, president of the Coalition for Basic
Human Neieds, said at a news conference. "King's state
budget will require drastic reductions in state services to
poor people, insure the automatic pass-abng of almost
$300 million in proposed federal cuts, and threaten a state
fiscal crisis during the next administration," she said.

Gerard Morris, King's press secretary, responded, "No
other governor has been more sensitive to the needs of the
Commonwealth's poor than Gov. Edward J. King... In each
year of his administration, Gov. King has increased
benefits to welfare recipients. In this year's budget, Gov.
King has recommended a 5 percent cost of living increase
for welfare recipients ... As long as Edward J. King is

governor he wUl insist that the needs of the com-
monwealth's poor are met."

Mitchell said a deficit of $95.1 million will confront the
state if proposed federal cuts in Medicaid and Aid to
FamUies with Dependent Children programs go through.
That deficit wUl have ta.be made up in even more cuts in
services to the poor or there will be pressure to generate
tax revenues to make up the difference, he said.

But, commenting on King's proposed surtax cut, he said,
"This is no time to start talking about reducing state
revenue" — especially if the benefits of a tax cut are gmng
to the wealthy.

Murray Frank, president of the Massachusetts Human
Services Coalition, added that the statement King's budget
is making is "The poor people are not important."

Democratic candidates
finalize debate plans
BOSTON — Final arrangements for a debate April 20

were agreed to by the three Democratic candidates for
governor yesterday.

Representatives of each candidate and the
Massachusetts Young Democrats signed an agreement at a
news conference at which details of the debate between
Gov. Edward J. King, former Gov. Michael S. Dukakis and
Lt. Gov. Thomas P. O'NeUl were announced.
The hour-long debate will be aired live starting at 8 p.m.

on WBZ-TV, channel 4 in Boston, WBZ radio, and WWLP,
channel 22 in Springfield.

The Massachusetts Young Democrats, which is spon-
soring the debate, said WBZ was the only television station
to submit a formal proposal to the negotiators.
The proposal stipulated that WBZ and WWLP carry the

live debate exclusively, although other broadcast outlets
can carry it afterward, it was announced.
A panel of reporters to question the candidates, picked

by lottery at the news conference, include Brian McNiff of
the Worcester Evening Gazette, Morgan Broman ofWWLP and Owen May of WRKO radio in Boston. The
moderator will be John Henning of WBZ-TV.

QDUQIVN^ An evening with the legendary

MILES
DAVIS

Tomoi-row Night
ON SALE NOW!

Students 8.50, 9.00

Gen. Pub. 10.00, 10.50

• FAG Box Office

• Tickets Unltd UMass
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• Tic ;etron

FINE ARTS CENTER UMASS-
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Candidates in Mass.
favor waste plant here
o.Z?3^^ - Massachusetts major gubernatorial
candidates said they favor locating a hazardous waste

Kr!lV"c°i"*^P^^. P**."^ '" ^^^ state, according to the
North Suburban Chamber of Commerce.

Several saw education as a key to overcoming local
opposition to such faciUties.

*

Chamber spokesman Mike Fenlon said questionnaires on
the subject were maUed in the middle of February and
returns began coming in about two weeks ago.

Candidates polled were: Gov. Edward J. King, former
Gov. Michael Dukakis, Lt. Gov. Thomas O'Neill HI
Westwood businessman John Lakian, Rep. Andrew Card
of Holbrook. Boston City CouncUman John Sears, and Guy
Carbone of WaterttfWn

.

Fenlon said Sears did not send back his response but said
by telephone that he favored locating a plant in
Massachusetts.

Candidates were asked how they would overcome the
siting impasse and balance industrial and environmental
needs in the state.

King said he would continue briefing sessions in com-
munities and taking local officials to visit facilities. He
favored a $375,000 public information campaign to give
residents "accurate information" on waste treatment
facilities.

King said he fears industry may leave the state if sites
are not established.

Dukakis said he would make residents aware of the size
of the problem. He said the state should help communicate
negotiating on such facilities, and that companies that
would benefit from them should acknowledge their need.
He said he would focus as much attention on reducing

waste as on disposing of it and suggested the state en-
courage research into waste reduction through grants.

Coliegian 13

BANK ROBBERY SUSPECT - North Adams Police Department patrolman JohnM^^otcocovers Wa% Wolfe, 32. Waltham who was arrested following the afternoon aJmed rob^ry ofthe South Adams Savings Bank in nearby Cheshire. Police recovered a .25 caliber automaticweapon from the suspects auto along with $635. The pair have been charged with armed rob-bery with more charges possible following an investigation by State Police.

O'NeiU would focus on enforcing sUte regulations on
treating hazardous waste and would make more money
available for enforcement.
Lakian said the state needs a better understanding of

the nature of mdustrial processes that generate waste. He
said the state may need smaUer. more specialized sites as
industry generates less and different kinds of waste
Carbone. a former engineer, thinks changing

manufactunng processes is the best way to reduce
hazardous waste in the long run. He said he believes people
wiU not fear hazardous waste faciUties if they understand
better what the faciUties do.
Card said establishing and monitoring sites is more

economical than cleaning up waste. He would emphasize
educatmg the public about the seriousness of the situation
and has called for a New England summit meeting to
discuss the problem <mi a regional basis.

Sioux camp refuses

to leave federal land
YELLOW THUNDER CAMP (AP) - They live in

tepees in an isolated section of the Black Hills National
Forest, neariy 40 Indians who for a year have refused to
leave federal land taken from their ancestors more than
100 years ago.

The community, called YeUow Thunder Camp, Ts model-
ed after a traditional Sioux village.

The federal government has filed a lawsuit seeking a
court order to evict the Indians and several white sup-
porters, who arrived April 4, 198L

"We're not here for a publicity stunt but because we're
seriously committed to developing the Indian traditional
life in the Black HUls," said Bill Means, 35, who helped
found the community about 12 miles southwest of Rapid
City.

^
The Djdcota American Indian Movement has filed a

countersuit, seeking permission to set up a permanent In-
dian village on 800 acres of the federal land. A trial is ex-
pected later this year.

"The Black Hills is the Jerusalem of the Upper Great
Plains, the center of the Lakota Nation, historically and
spiritually," Means said.

"Here we are Indian people who have control over our
own land and destiny," said Bill Means' brother, Russell, a
veteran AIM activist and another camp leader.

Sitting on a worn picnic bench in the wooden geodesic
dome that serves as a combination meeting hall, dining
room and school, Russell Means called the camp a major
development in Indian history.

"For 100 years we've been forced to live in those con-
centration camps they call reservations," he said. "Here
we've shown what we can accomplish when Indian people
are left to their own resources."

REEFER MADNESS
&
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Apml 2Nd Times: 7, 9, 11
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Bruce Lee in

iUMMER JOBS
The Summer Conference Housing oiffice is now

hiring students for temporary summer positions as
desk clerks, housekeepers, and student supervisors.

There are limited full and part-time openings, all

shifts, plus weekends.
Applications may be picked up in the University

Conference Services Office, Room 918 of the Cam-
pus Center.

Deadline for return of the applications is 5:00 p.m.,
Friday, April 9, 1982.

Work-study students will be given priority. We are
ari equal opportunity employer. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply
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7, 9, 11 PM
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Exploding volcano in Mexico
leaves thousands still stranded
PITCHUCALCO. Mexico (AP) - The

rich farmlands of Tabas'-o state lay under
ao inch of volcanic • yesterday and
authorities said about . 00 people have
been stranded for four days by the deadly
eruption of EI Chichonal.

Fifteen people were known dead.
Hundreds were injured when the volcano
spewed rocks, hot sand and ash early
Monday, accordiog to Mario Morillo,
commander for the military zone of the
area. A second eruption Wednesday slowed
rescue work and the volcano continued
coughing up ashes yesterday.

Chiapas State Gov. Juan Sabines
Gutierrez told reporters late yesterday that
about 10,000 people in villages on the flank
of the volcano have been isolated since the
first eruption.

Sabines Gutierrez saw U\e final death toll

would not be known until the isolated
villages were reached by rescue workers.
Twofoot-deep hot ash prevented the
movement of equipment designed for alpine
rescues, he said.

Local authorities said that even under
normal conditions the trip over rugged
mountains paths from the villages to
Pichucalco, the nearest large population,
takes up to 10 hours.

The ash, which El Chichonal continued
discharging yesterday, is known to clog
engine turbines and would make any at-

tempt to fly into the villages by helicopter
highly risky, army spokesmen said.

They said, however, that air force planes
and helicopters have been able to drop
packages of food and medicines.

Half the charges are dismissed

in Church of Scientology suit
BOSTON (AP) - A federal judges

partial-dismissal of a $200 million class
action suit against the Church of Scien-
tology was hailed yesterday as a "victory"
by both sides in the case.

Judge W. Arthur Garrity, Jr.. last
Friday issued a 34-page ruling in which he
dismissed seven of 14 counts in the suit
brought by former Scientologist La Venda
Van Schaick of Boston. The judge con-
ditionally dismissed two other counts and
set four others for further consideration.

The seven dismissed counts involved
allegations of racketeering.

One count, the plaintiffs allegation that
she was harrassed by the church after she
quit the group last year, contained enough
merit to be argued in a federal trial, ac-

cording to the ruling.

Harvey Silverglate, attorney for the
church, said the ruling was "unquestionably
a victory for our side." He said he was
particularly pleased that Garrity dismissed
charges alleging the church had engaged in
racketeering.

"We find it extremely humorous" that
Silverglate would claim victory, responded
Boston attorney Michael Flynn, who is
representing Mrs. Van Schaick.
"We call it a victory because the primary

claims of the defendant...were upheld by
the court. After two years of litigation, the
defendant has won the first major round,"
he said.

Flynn said he did not know when the
remaining issues would be settled or when
the case might go to trial.

* Housing
Continued from page 1

life," said Gabriel.

Zannini said because this was the initial
reaction from the RAs he met with, he
recognizes the need "to provide clear
definitions of where we are going," and to
attend to the concerns being expressed by
students before any forward action is
taken.

David Milstone, head of residence in
Lewis dormitory, said a special task force.

the Reorganization Communication Task
Force, has been formed among the profes-
sional staff in an effort to close the com-
munication gap between staff members
and Zannini. Its members will be meeting
with Zannini to discuss the dynamics of the
positions being offered and their likely im-
pact on student development.
Zannini said the model is in its blueprint

stage and will therefore evolve according
to the issues that are now a source of con-
cern.
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Best Actor Best Actress
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RICHARD
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UVI ON THE
SUNSET STRIP

Fri & Sat(5:30 @ $1.75)8:00-10:15
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and James Garner
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Reagan's appeal falls,

poll shows new low

The nationwide telephone poll, of 1.603 adults in ascientrfic random sampling on Monday and Tuesday foCndthat 43 percent think Reagan is doing a goid or ex^eUen^

Nuke plant protestors'
convictions affirmed
BOSTON (AP) - The trespass convictions of 11 men andwomen who tned to shut down the Yankee Atomic Electric

sutTA^pl^isS^^n""^
'' ''''' '^'^ ^^" ^«-«^ 'y '^^

The decision yesterday said the defendants might be
well mtentioned but did not have to violate the law
The mdividuals. arrested when they ignored police

orders to move on "sought to force the plant to shut down,
because of the hazards it presented to people in the
vicinity the decision reported. Each was fined $40. plus a
$10 surfme a spokesman for Franklin County District
Attorney Thomas Simons said.
The decision said the group was aware of a U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission requirement that the plant shutdownif unauthorized people remain indefinitely within 20
feet of its fence.

Two defense experts testified that radiation released by
the plant that day exceeded levels from a fallout of nuclearweapons testmg and polluted the air so that area residents
were being subjected to harmful dosages of radiation the
court said.

Defendants were identified in the opinion as Jeb E
Brugmann. Peter K Bergen. Andre W. Brainard. George
C. Combs, Daniella Liebling. Edna F. McGlynn. Eileen P
Murray. David P. Detmold. Kristen Nelson. Alan

g"

Su^enant and Anne Pittman. Their hometowns were not

They argued the protest was justified under the
competing harms" doctrine which, the decision said,
exonerates one who commits a crime under the 'pressure

of circumstances' if the harm that would have resulted
from compliance with the law significantly exceeds the
harm actually resulting from the defendant's violation of
the law.

The court decision rejected those arguments and said
the protesters had not exhausted federal and state
remedies for dealing with emissions.
"The defendants' efforts to focus public attention on the

general hazard* of nuclear power, and the particular

iown'^^rf
''*^*'".' ~ *^°.*" ^"«'" 4^ P^'-^*'"^ in January anddown 20 percentage points from last August

recessfoT l^^A^""''^
'" '^^ P°" ^'^ *^«^lined in the

ITl^T' ^ A"i^"<^ans showing less enthusiasm for his

SS T^^""' "' ^'^^ unemployment, federal buLetdeficits and interest rates persist.
r«i ouagei

Thirty-four percent said he is doing good or exceUent on

IZZJ:- ^M "^'^^ Reagan's statements that theeconomic problems would be worse today if his economicplan had not been adopted. In January. 54 percent sSdthey agreed with that position.
percent said

Twenty-five percent said their famUies are worse off

Colle gi^jl ^5

financially today than a year ago. while 20 percent said
theu- families are better off. 54 percent said their famUies
are about as well off and 1 percent were not sure. Such
divided sentiment is consistent with AP NBC News poll
results over the past four months.
Twenty-three percent in the latest poll, however said

they think their families wUl be better off financially
during the next year, compared with 21 percent who said
they would be worse off. The rest said either they were not
sure or that their famUies would be about as weU off during
the next year. *

As with aU sample surveys, the results of AP-NBC News
poUs can vary from the opinions of all Americans because
01 chance variations in the sample.

>

^
yeSXTe 'p^p'er 7n^^Cs''oJ^:.T,7^^^^^^^^^

''''' staff of tHJ,,,,,„ ^
—

-

sold to tile Gannet Co Inc
^ Hederman family in Mississippi liave been

danger aUegedly posed at the Rowe plant were doubtlessweU mtentioned," the court said.

aplil^nr wL***^
^''\''^ ^'^'P^' ^y ^^'•^^h they chose toaccomphsh those goals wUl not give rise to the competingharms defense where estabUshed legal alternatives havebeen ignored.

The court reported that Dr. Ernest J. Sternglass, a
defense witness and an expert on nuclear radiation effects,
testified: ...that on the day of the trespasses, radiationwas escaping from the Rowe plant and was appearing in
the area around the plant at levels which exceeded that of
laUout from the testing of nuclear weapons. He testified
that radiation at these levels caused an increased incidence
ofcancer and also significantly heightened mortality

^
45i*i£*'

Amherst Chinese Food
"Fam/7y Style Cooking"

Mandarin & S2eci>yen Cuisine
Luncheon Specials from $1.75

Beer & Wine License

Sunday Brunch all you can eat $4.95
62-64 Main St.
Amherst 2S3-7135

CREATION
EVOLUTIQi
THE SCIENTIFfs:

EVIDENCE

Closed Wadnmdayt
W« use no MSG or

Artificial Food Colorir>g

HEAR
Dr. Duane Gish

Scientist, Lecturer, Author

LECTURE

SUNDAY
APRIL W^ 7:30pm
MAHAR AUD.

sponsored by
Campus Crusade

for Christ

pUESTIOn flno flOSUJER
PERIOD FOLLOUJIOG
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BEER

WINE
^TAratftv,

KEGS
% /

// T*.

UMass

LIQUORS *K . y

'/.I erst

UQUORS
LabattAle 9.50
St. Paul!.. 12.95

BuSCh 12 0ZN/R 7.50
Miller 12 02 cans. 8.50
Tuborg 12 oz n/r 6.95
Rolling Rocki2ozc 3.95 12 pk

Genesee Cream Ale i2ozc 3.50 12 pk

Pabst 12 oz cans loose 7.20

Black Velvet nter 6.99
Salignac Cognac 750 ml 9.95
Canadian Rare 1.75 mi 9.95
SkolVodka 175 8.20
Skol Gin 1.75 8.20
Roberto Rum 1.75 9.29
Jim Beam Bourbon 1.75 .11.99

Canadian Windsor 1.75 1

1

.99

Partager Red & white 1.5 4.59
Ga"o3L 5^99
Almaden 4 l 6.99
Cella Rose 1.5. ... 4.29
Villa Lambrusco 1.5 2.99

not responsible for typographical errors

253-5595 10 a.m. till 1 .m.
fK>t '••Ponsibte for typographical erroTB li

Arts
!£oii£giaai7

WTWWWW

CHARIOTS OF FIRE - directed by
Hugh Hudton and atarring Ian
Charleaon and Ben Crou.

By CARLY HUTCHINSON
Collegian Correspondent

Victory at all costs, victory inspite of
terror,

victory however long and hard the road
may be;

for without victory there is no survival.
— Winston Churchill

This is not a film about running, it is a
film exploring the reasons behind a victory
by analyzing the intimate lives and feelings
of the victors. TTiese reasons are personal
- close to the victor's hearts - reasons
thit give them a special drive to win that is

m(^e powerful than the desires of their
competitors.

Chariots of Fire received the Academy
Avvard for best picture of 1981 and was
nominated for six other academy awards,
three of which it won: best supporting ac-
tor Ian Holm, best score, and best costume.
This film was produced, directed and per-
formed by a primarily British crew, thus it

seems that director Hugh Hudson was
ri^t when he exclaimed as he accepted his
Oscar, "Watchout...the British are
coming!"
The film has strong religious themes. It

is a true screenplay based on the running
careers of two athletes who became cham-
pions in the 1924 Olympics held in Paris.
One is a Scottish minister, the other a first
generation anglo-jew. Eric Liddel (Ian
Charleson) is the minister, recently return-
ed from a misaon post in China, who
believes that Go^ has a divine purpose for
^is running >«J>-nmcl winning. Harry
Abrahams (Berr Cross) is battling with the
anti-semitism of English society and feels
an obsessive need to prove his equality as
an Englishman through his running vic-

tories.

The film revolves around the parallels of
these two men. Both Abrahams and Liddel
were burning up England and Scotland in
the 20s with a steady stream of running
records and racing victories.

Parallels can be drawn between these
men m their many confrontations and con-
flicts with men of power and prestige who
tned to influence their decisions about run-
ning Abrahams is discouraged from runn-
ing by the leaders of Cambridge Universi-
ty, where he is a student, because they feel
that his drive to win the games is becoming
vulgar-«nd creating, a bad name for the
school. The British Olympic Committee,
made up of an intimidating aristocratic set,
try to influence Liddel to run on Sunday
regardless of his sabatarian beliefs. Both
Liddel and Abrahams prove their strength
of character by standing up to these men of
power for what they believe are honorable
causes.

The actors all play their roles as athletes
well, and vividly project the agony of
defeat and the ecstasy of victory with
realistic emotion. An athlete will not feel
cheated by these actors, who are not run-
ners m real life, for they must all be
athletes at heart judging by their excellent
performances.
This film will make its audience gulp

down lumps in the throat and applaud each
victory with heartfelt enthusiasm. The pur-
pose of this film is, perhaps, to offer a
positive perspective to a pessimistic society
- it suggests that incredible victories can
be achieved through self-belief and simple
motivation. Or possibly this film is based on
two very unique men who achieved victory
because they had something to prove, not
only to the rest of the world, but to
themselves. Their motivating drive went
beyond that of their opponents because it

was attached to a sensitive chord in the
depths of their beings - a chord that could
only be severed by either a final victory or a
final defeat.

Christie
EVIL UNDER THE SUN - Directed
by Guy Hamilton
and starring Peter U»tinov
and Diana Rigg

By f)AVID SPENCER
Collegian Correspondent

Evil Under the Sun is the fourth of the
modern adaptations of the Agatha Christie
novels, and as far as I'm concerned, they
can make forty! The Christie estate is very
selective about who purchases screen rights
for Dame Agatha's 80 stories, and as a
result, no trash gets produced. Director
Guy Hamilton (of the James Bond epics) has
created a light, entertaining whodunit that
pleases both the hard-boiled Christie fan, as
well as the average fflm-goer.

The plot is typical Christie fare, a group
of British-American elites are vacationing
on a secluded island when the token corpse
pops up. The assortment of characters is as
delightful as the cast portraying them:
Peter Ustinov is a very hammy Hercule

Pint Ustinov

AP Lascrphoto

Diana Rigg

^f' l.aMTphnlii

Poirot, Maggie Smith is exquisite as usual
as a hotel proprietor, and Dianna Rigg
makes a delightful chorus girl (who dubbs
as the corpse!) The rest of the cast includes
Roddy McDowell, James Mason and Sylvia
Miles. All work well under Hamilton's light

direction, and together they pull off one of
the finest ensemble performances I've seen
in a long time.

Unfortunately, fine acting, lush scenery,
clever plot twists and a super Cole Porter
score doth not a great film make. The fault

lies with screenwriter Anthony Shaffer.
Shaffer is by far one of the best writers in

the business. His Sleuth is one of the classic

films to come out of the 1970s. In EvU
Under the Sun his dialogue is bland and
wistless, far from the superior quality that
he is capable of. The bitchery between
Smith and Rigg could have been hilarious,

instead it's a let-down. Shaffer seems to
think if poorly written lines are delivered
with a British accent they'll be funny.
Surprise! It doesn't work.

Shaffer's screenplay does not cripple Evil
Under the Sun. I recommend the film, if

only to see a truly skillful cast at work. The
pacing is quick, and over all the film is

almost as fun as one of Christie's novels.
Evil Under the Sun is playing at the

Hampshire Mail Cinema.

I of the year bums
with emotion and energy

•.•.'..•.•.•.•.'.

Coming Attractioins 1

_______^ Stephen Murphy I

AP l^aiirrphnto

Ted Turner, President of Cable
News Network

Fidel Castro has recorded a commercial
for Ted Turner's 24-hour Cable News
Network (CNN) and it is not about Havana
cigars.

For those viewers unfamiliar with any of
the lead characters on the business/
production end of cable television, Ted
Turner is one of the most influential and
well-known media entrepeneurs today.
Robert Edward "Ted" Turner 3rd. a lean

j

42, is the president of Turner Broadcasting
'

Company (from which CNN developed),
owner/mastermind of the Atlanta-based
television station WTBS (Superstation),
owns 97 percent of the Atlanta Hawks, all

of the Atlanta Braves, and is one of the top
yachtman in the country. He is known as
the "mouth of the south" and rightfuUy so.

Fidel Castro needs no introduction.
How ironic that it has taken a commercial

to bring these two neo-insurgents, each
with their own respective brands of
communism and capitalism, together.
The commercial, which runs three

minutes, promotes the CNN of which
Castro claims to watch regularly. In it he
states "News is not anyone's property.
Space is universal and so is news."
Simply put, Castro and Turner are saying

"screw the system," the system in this case
being the one which has separated the
capitalist and communist ideologies from
coming together on media-based ground.

Inevitably the question arises as to what
end this venture serves. If one adheres to
Marshall McLuhan's belief that "the
medium is the message" then this

j^
medium/message can be viewed from two
perspectives.

First, if the move is strictly of a political
nature, mud is cast in the faces of both the
U.S. Government and Network (ABC. CBS,
NBC) News. Network News reportage has
been criticized the world over for falling
short of its watchdog governmental fun-
ction and for not presenting or following-up
enough news stories. As a respected Third
World leader. Castro, by coming forward
and endorsing Turner's Cable News
Network rather than those of the Big
Three, sets a precendent that is guaranteed
to be noticed by other world leaders.
Turner alienates himself from the bosom of
corporate television he has so boldly en-
tered.

Secondly. the Castro-as-commercial
endorser can be viewed in business terms.-
broken down into two possible functions.
The first is perhaps the least realized:
Turner, by being a legitimate U.S.
businessman and by attaining the support
of a communist leader, may open up a new
avenue of East-West dealings.
On the other hand this business per-

spective may not be that idealistic.

Fidel Castro is bound to attract attention,
attention is bound to attract a greater
audience, a greater audience is always good

Continued on page 18

KAPELYE
Future and Past

By JULIE GEANAKAKIS
Collegian Staff

Although I'm a shiksa, I can fully ap-
preciate Jewish humor — you know, the
dark kind that makes merriment of misery.
Future and Past is infused with such
humor. And why not? Kapelye is a klez-
morim, a Yiddish folk band comprised of
tuba, piano, clarinet, accordian and fiddles.
Kapelye is modern-day musicians reviving
the music of their Yiddish heritage.
Future and Past is an encapsulation of

Yiddish culture and history on one album.
The music is a hybrid of polka and folk made
exotic with wailing, trembling vocals and
clarinets. All the songs are sung and
written in consonant laden Yiddish with
translated lyrics.

The songs are deceptive. The music is
light and happy in contrast to the grim
lyrics. "Motl der Operator," a poignant,
melodramatic labor song, bears the facade
of dance music but the story is about poor
Motl, a good Union man who is killed by a
gangster while in a picket line. On the
opposite pole there is the chant "Vi Azoy
Trinkt a Keysor Tey (How does the Czar
drink tea?)." a humorous song which sounds
like it could be sung in shul: "...How does
the Czar drink tea? - They take a cone of
sugar. And they make a hole. And they
pour vn the tea. And they mix and they mix
and they mix! That's how, that's how the
Czar drinks tea."

Future and Past is a good probe into the
psyches of the Jewish people; stories within
songs that span the river of time. Kapelye
unfolds the past for us, but never hints
about the future of klezmorim.

..^i^^u*"
"^USER (I to r) The F.ce. Steve. D,»e. and Ted, will .ppe«-
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Continued from page 17

for business.

And CNN could use the business. ABC
and Westinghouse recently have put their
corporate brains together in order to offer
their own 24-hour cable news service. This
has prompted Turner to come up with CNN
r^" wu^"^-^ ," "'"** " repackaging of

iQon ViJ^ " '^ "* '^*"* **" ^^® ^^ i" June
1980. CNN had a subscriber audience of 1 5
miUion. today the figure is 8.5 miUion. CNN
loses $1 miUion per month without com-
petition.

Whatever his reasoning or motives may
be, Ted Turner has accomplished the im-
possible. He has atUined the support of
Fidel Castro, a leader misunderstood by
many, in a matter which should not have
any political boundaries; the news.

Discover the Look of Spring and Save
at your nearest Q^L^ MALE

Levis

Knit Shirts
Short sleeve, stripes

Sizes S XL

$799
Regularly »15-»18

BAtrmmA®
Western Denim Jeans $9^^

Regularly >30-$38

icPAUMA
Continuedfrom page S

the union, particularly the "very vital'' role
It has in lobbying for and otherwise sup-
porting higher education.
He said he realized his union's depen-

dence on student enrollment and recognized
the accompanying responsibility, which, he
said, was therefore at least as important as
any other union issue.

"The most vital thing in the 80's is
keepmg qualified representation in Boston
from a local level," Walker said, explaining
the emphasis he will place on higher
education lobbying efforts.

Gardening not

easy in space
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) -

Plants grown in space for eight days aboard
space shuttle Columbia never could decide
which way was up, two scientists say.
A variety of plants in two miniature

gardens in the sky returned to earth
Tuesday healthy and vigorous, but
scientists conducting the experiments said
many were distorted in shape and obviously
confused by the lack of gravity in orbit.

Dr. Joe R. Cowles, a Unversity of
Houston biologist, said his preliminary
findings show it is possible to grow plants in
orbit, "but it's not as simple as a lot of
pe<^Ie thought."

Cowles' experiment used pine, oat and
Chinese mung bean as specimens and all
three had difficulty adapting to the
weightlessness of space.
"The mung bean seemed to be the most

confused," said Cowles. The plant, whk:h is
often eaten as bean sprouts, twisted and
turned in several directions instead of
growing toward the light.

i2ozbt8 10.99
12 oz bts 7.99
12 oz cans 8.99

16 oz cans 8.99

FOUR SEASONS
Molson Golden
Busch
Miller

Rolling Rock...
"'""*»°''g

gold or dark. . . . . . . . . .

.'

7.99
Skol Gin & Vodka ,75 8 49
Smirnoff Vodka 175 1299
Clan McGregor Scotch.

. . . ,75. . . . 12.99Old Crow Bourbon ,75 12 99Canadian Rare Whiskey. ... ,75. ... 11.79

13% oz. stone washed or
stretch denim jeans.
Sizes 30-40

FAMOUS BRANDS

Belted Poplin
Casual Slacks
Poly-cotton. Sizes 29-38

Our Version of
the Baracuta®

Golf Jacket
Assorted fashion colors
Sizes S XL.

FAMOUS LABEL

Western Shirts

$2299
Regularly »22-»28

$1899
Regularly »40

Long sleeve, assorted plaids.
With pearl snap. Sizes S-XL.

(lOarcoW

By Burlington

Tube Socks
Long length sport socks. Sizes 9-15.

$599
Regularly $16

Regularly *1

1

for 4 pair

Hampshire Mail Hadley on Route 9
between Amherst & Northampton,

just around the corner from U.Mas^.
Store hours: 10-9:30 Mon-Sat

Taylor Brut Champagne..
Monbellio Lambrusco..

750.

.1.5...

Open 10 AM to 11 PM
in front or the Malls

Wines/ Licjiiors
rtp.9, hadfe>;may584-8174

Attention

STUDENTS
Th» Textbook Annex will begin return-
ing unsold textbooks to publishers on
April 5, ^982.

De sure of your textbook requirements
for the remainder of the semester to en-
sure that you hove the books you
need.

Open Mon-Frl 9-4

Located in the Physical Plant Building

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

^UNIVERSITY

i

4
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UNIVERSITY OF MA.^.;Ar>..,cc... .^™FRST

"An Invitation to Dance

Ji

ALVIN
AILEY

AMERJCAN DANChTHFATER

Tuesday,

April 6

Wednesday,
April?

8 PM

, J^^^ y^'i'i TASTING (April 6 or 7, 6 00-7 1 Som)
for »^5^%350t,cke,s presented the nigh, of the shSiv

«>Ofcy D S / 351 Northampton Rd.. Amherst

BoxOffice^Noon to 4PM, M- F (41 3)545-251

1

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

\ m

HAPPY HOUR
7 days and 7 nights

4-6

Hors d'oevres

& Twofers

10-Midnight

Twofers

. TWOFERS
I '

on all -rail liquors and drafts

I
plus discounts on all

liquors and beers

57 N. Pleasant St. 253-5141

Proper ID a must

WORK IN YOUR FIELD.

LEARN HEBREW & TOUR ISRAEL

Programt for Six Months and One Year

(IntomthlfM, Community Work And Mora)

For Further Information Contact:

SHERUT LA'AM

American Zionist Youth Foundation

515 Park Avenue. New York NY 10022

Telephone (212) 751-6070

iQQMg'mai9

"J

«*-;

DESTROYED SKI HUT AFTER AVAI AKrwp w^.i, • •< .... APu«rphoto

.-ati , .** . Jkti- .
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Top of the Qimpus
I^8taurai\t ai|jd Ipunge

Every Friday Night ^ //

at the Top of the Campus Restaurant

Dinner for Two - 312.95
Come and enjoy our new menu

and spectacular view!

pick any two entrees, includes
salad bar and non-alcoholic beverage

• 10% discount with valid UMASS I.D.
• Validated parking in the Campus Center Garage
• Call 549-6000 ext. 639 for further information

^^:^-\

IPOKING FOR A
SKINNY lyNCH

r->

TRY --^

N")

aUICKJE lyNCH
- S^lad Specials!

- Horoenxade goups and
Fr^§h S^odwicheg

- Quicl^Sel/ SeiVice

Frida3ri6 ClanxChovvdefDay
- Quiet Atrnpspher^

Tenth Floor

Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center

MONDAY thru FRIDAY i
^

<r-

"b

V

11:30 A.M. - 1:30 P.M. ^/.

t)\

-V,

<jl
'S:^

c<-i-

-~7
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DOONESBURY
ANPlHMYOPtNCN,
THO^'SONLYONB
THlN6THArCANPR£-

J VENT THeSMETSFROM f56WMs. 5eNAm.rr

FORBAHD
ncmuioRK
A6AIN.

by Garry Trudeau
iColle gia22

21

^/MW^ BLOCKADBftStOUHDHICA-
M6UA ANQ eive. wa Soviets

^ HOURS TO PACKUPANP66T
0in.iA^<BN0UR.D&mmi5iuRj^
UP. ne RUSSIANS see uek^AN
BUSINess, BACKDOm. ANDIIA^
NICAM6UAR1R.600P- ^

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

OUR COMMANPEfl-
IN-CHiePRETURNS
ffiOM BAR0APQ5
IN 7RMJMPH.

CROSSWORD

by M. Joyce

\l fOlAMD OHE OF WOaR.^

THE UMASS ZONE
VATKHwory

by Mark Rollins

WHAT HAPPENED?
by Ethyl Octane

^ov fAkm 4 fuM^ Any Mtn f

Hb UMis MaU hi Ih.

^<«jf>t»i All icllAl aFPa0», W>K

A ^A^icylAt ^W,

hi lift'i ifnoj^k, itl6uci,A llACi

QAI A L>^^A f^tJ, A^Jjn^

i^tcHj «ye*//»e^^/ ^^^^

BRING A
FRIEND

• FREE 16 oz. SODA
with the

STEAK SANDWICH SPECIAL

A broiled choice sirloin steak on a
grilled Italian Roll, lettuce, tomato and
french fried potatoes

Expires May l, 1982 r
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ACROSS
1 "What Ihe country
needs is a good
five-cent "

6 man
(Pitriecanthropus)

10 He loves. I^t.
14 Take for

15 Literature course
subject

16 Bundle
1

7

Quebec university
18 Project, as rays
20 Battlefield

lineups
22 Parts of bird

wings
23 Please, in

Baden-Baden
24 Siderite. e.g.

25 The Red
27 Sounded like

castanets
29 Deface
30 desist order
34 Ballplayer's

equipment
36 Hatfield-McCoy

et al.

38 Prominent name
in fashion

39 Partisan
41 195, for one
42 Those in silent

agreement
45 Large number

Mar(aret Fanvr aod Trade Jaffe

46 Piles up
49 Enliven

51 Office machine
52 Contributor to a

cause
55 Keeps at a

distance
58 Emcees l^ad-in
59 Wings
60 Tractable
61 of action
62 Light phenomena
63 City in

Oklahoma
64 Architect

Saarinen
and others

DOWN
1 Gypsies
2 Modern Persia
3 Have young
4 Louis

;

"A Nation of
Nations " author

5 Ignited again
6 Toastmaster of
renown

7 Imitator

8 Part of some
German names

9 " ..as black as
hell, night ":

Shak.

10 Was large in number
11 An acting Thomas
12 Lead to the
13 Titter

19 Arctic sights

21 Relative of et al

24 Kind of tea
25 Bovaryor

Lazarus
26 the icebox
28 Shrewd
31 Special kind of

mail
32 Word with worthy

or book
33 Attracted
35 Decagon feature
36 Bring together in

a league
37 Odds' companion
40 Symbolic flowers
43 Changed a

changed color
44 Shortened road

advice
45 Attitude
46 Pickle or relish

of India

47 Oof, eg
48 Make on

words
50 Licorice flavorirwi

53 Yes
54 Deer
56 Pale
57 Mon Pierrot

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLEi
a

A rmBfIlIiTp

R^FI^R. aBBaaann
,,«r^HSf3B ataaaaa

, ,„ aaaaacia aaa
HaaonjHHra aaaaaaoan wauaariaanaqa (jaaaa oooa

LlMlSJ^LJEJSJSJ

WEATHER

Sunny today high 50 to
55. Fair tonight. Low in
the 30s. Tomorrow cloudy,
a chance of showers. Hiirfi
45 to 50.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Farmer's Omelet
Pizza

DINNER

Roast Top Round of Beef/
Jardinere Sauce

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

BASICS LUNCH

Farmer's Omelet
Pizza

BASICS DINNER

Colache
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

•J

s

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

VIDEO EXUBERANCE TODAY!

10:30 - lL-30 No One Here Gets Out
Alive — we love you Jim-
my M!

11:30 - 12:15 Blondie - Debby Harry
eats to the beat of a dif-

ferent drum
12:15 - 1:00 May the Farce be With

You & other video humor
1:00- 2:00 V lueos-yncrasy — just

another band in the Wall
(three of them, in fact!)
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Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Monday

^^ISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJa are for your party hifor-
PTation available with Randy 546-7013

AUfoToR SALE ' ~

BASS PLAYERS
Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount
930 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BEI. ER AUDIO EQUIPMENT
I take the time to get the most music for
your money - Audio Consultants - 549-0720

CAPE SUMMER RENTAL
'

Females wanted for summer house on
Cape immediately. Call Nancy 546-9362
Martha 546-7442

^^

COUNSELORS
Association of Independent Camps
seeks qualified counselors for 75 accredited
camps located northeastern U.S. July and
August. Contact: Association of Indepen-
dent Carrips -^157 West 57th Street. New
York, N.Y. 10019 (212) 582-3540.

COURSE PROPOSALS SOUGHT
Course Proposals Sought: Subjects in-
clude women and minorities, fine and per-
forming arts, human services. Funded as
angle-course fees for 1982/83. Orientation-
witry-level students in residential context
Send title, description, syllabus reading list
resume to Academic Affairs, J. A. Lobby

IS^^®?^ UMass, Amherst; Cal'l
546-2803. Deadline: April 12.

DEAD TICKETS

Have tickets to both Hartford showsWar^switch for Providence tickets. Mia

ENTERTAINMENT
Pair of tickets to Asia at the Orpheum
Theater - will trade for ONE ticket for the
DEAD, Saturday night in Hartford - or will
buy ticket David 549-1869 evenings after

B52's 4/10 Providence. Drummer wantsmu^ns for pre-concert jam. Nick

?°"P?«.r'^'**^ '<*' Hartford Saturday
Apnl 10th call 549-4488

Professional dJ's for le^l Parties
g^^- Gwks. Paul 549-4405 Campy
54^^771. Dave 665-3082

'

FALL OPTION

4 bedroom apt. Swiss Village on bus
route, available June 1st 256-6103

FOR RENT

r^K ^ ^^'^^^ • Deadline .s 3 45 two days prior to publication davCash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE
^"^"""°" *^^^

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
6% of selling price to anyone that will

54^9^' "^^ "^" ^°^ 'n*or"iation call

1989 Triumph Spitfire completely recondi-

*'°"f*i,^92?®®"''' 37k, loaded, think sum-
merl 413-337-4289

1973 Chevy Van 6 cylinder std. good con-
dition! Dave 253-5607

?• ^**™*® ^"^ 9"»«^ TOO or best offer
Kns 6-3206

VW Engine '67 rebuilt 100.00 527-3mo~

STJfo^**** ^•'°"» *^ ~"s flood Dan
253-5943 evenings

JO Chevy depend trans AM/FM rad 250. orBO Peter 549-1255

WDatsun 240Z 6 cyl. runs well, looks nice
needs little work $1900$ 666-777 1

$750.00/80 Chris 549-4600 ext 330

separtely, call M.W. at 253-7430 (days) or
545 3500 (nights) leave your name and
number if I'm not there
Bass Guitar, fretless. Fender-style very
custom excellent looks, sound, action
$175. firm, Andrew 665-7182

FOUND
P^in^ring in Library call Jeannie

weii maintained $1775.00 call Dan 549-1700

NO NUKES

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
93^5set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DROID

Tonight No Nukes the movie with
special sound system SUB 7, 9, 11 pm ad-
mission $1.25 Bmce Springsteen, Jackson
Browne. James Taylor, CSN and many
more. Sponsored by the Spanish Club

PEOPLE:
SAVE YOUR EDUCATION

RIDERS WANTED
Riders wanted to Framingham (ar^
Friday Apnl 2. Call Sheryl 546-9623

ROOMS FOR RENT
"^

To you there Andy - Hope your 21st is the
best ever! Remember Spring Break '82-

beaches, pool, beer (Miller's O'mun!)
Francine & Jenny, The Virginia Connec-
tion, the mute button, D.C.. Rutger's
(gak), dancing, Backstreet (oh hi therel)
and of course - MAGIC!—To you there life
tong friend HAVE A GREAT ONEI • OBE -

HELP WANTED

Make canceled classes, frozen majors
and waiting lists a thing of the past. WRITE
YOUR REPRESENTATIVE. DEMAND
ADEQUATE FUNDING FOR UMASS. Sup-
port increased student aid by
Massachusetts to compensate the Reagan
cuts. SEE TABLES IN DCs THIS WEEK
and TABLES in CC NEXT WEEK
Remember - it is an ELECTION YEAR
-MAKE THEM RESPOND

Available immediately one or two
bedrooms in beautiful 3 bedroom house
tocated between Campus and Amherst
Center call 253-3470 or 617-879-5427 keen
trying *^

ROOM WANTEDr
Grad looking for room in Puffton dou-
ble^ngxt fall possibly summer. Call Donna

ROOMMATE WANTED

PERSONALS

Counselors - Private coed camp in
Berkshires has openings for head and assis-
tant instructors in: Archery. Arts & Crafts
Gymnastics, Dance/Movement/Show
Choreography, Radio Station (AM)
Dramatics, Sailing, Puppetry, Tennis. Head
Waterfront Pool (WSI), Swimming Instruc-
tors (WSI). Waterskiing, Tripp-
ing/Backpacking, Model Rocketry, Musical
Director/ Piano Accompanist. Also needed-
Nurse (RN/LPN), General Bunk Counselors
(males), and Unit Leaders. Good salries
-fnendly atmosphere. Contact: Dr. Paul
Krouner - Camp Schodack 268 Mason Ter-
race, Brookline, Massachusetts 02146
277-7600, days 9-5

Suinmer Work, $1,240 monthly average
for hard workers. Box 251. New Haven CTOtom

Wanted Butterfield accounted for co
operative kitchen. Appl. available at S B A
accounting office H.R.T.A. and Maclntire

^c™ ^^^ 3-31 Questions? Call Kausa
04O-9265

Student representatives direct sales $8
per hour - serious inquires 584-1992
Les/Gay Counseling Collective seeks
counseling supervisor with MA or equiv for
10 hr/wk position. Send resume to PGA
Counseling Collective, 406F Stuent Union
UMass/Amherst 01003. For more info leave
name and number at 545-2645
piving/Swimteam Coach for summer in
Newton MA. Send resume to Carol Con-
nors 319 Brooks

Wanted Butterfield Accountant for co-
operative kitchen. Appl available at S B A
Accounting Office H.R.T.A. and Maclntire

546^9»|
^"^^ Questions? Call Kausa

INSTRUCTION

Music, theater, and Dance Instruction-
Group and private. Adult and children
Classical and popular. Beginners through
advanced. Old Chapel/UMass Perfonning
Arts Division

LEGAL ASSISTANT
INTERNSHIPS

N. Amherst house one bedrm avail with
fall optwn $130 -f 549-2613

Room in Northampton near bus no lease
available imnrwdiately $ 105.00 584-2049
Summer rental Cape Cod - Harwich
4-bedroom ranch call 617-89»«64
Intereated in living on the Cape this
summer? We are looking for 3 people to
share West Yarmouth rental near Seagull
Beach. Call Ed 6«84 or Jeff 6-8682

FOR SALE

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-
tions available for full-time legal assistant
interns for Fall 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Aid attorneys of LSO with
client interviewing, investigations, legal
research, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-
dance at hearings in District and Superior
Courts, and participation in administrative
heanngs and federal litigation. Maintain
continumg caseload under attorney super-
vwon. For advice on arranging an intern-
ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-
ships, Curry Hicks BuiUing. For further in-
formation, contact LSO. 922 Campus
5f"IT/^*^'?!^' **"• Wednesday, April
^1, at Office of Internships. Writing sample
required.

*^

Mennino. Novak - It's a holiday in Cam-
bodia - so do us all. Love. Tina, Mary
Danusia

BHUCE LEE RETURN OF THE DRAGON
7, 9 11 pm Fnday. April 2 Engineering East
Auditonum $1.00

»* »'

Bruce Lee in Return of the Dragon 7 9
11 PM Friday. April 2 Engineering East
Auditonum $1.00

a »»

We horrified Florida w/our tainted love
the Bad Giris from Boca
Twigg. didn't do any skiing over break but
I heard the snow will be good this weekendncM

m^S!^"'-^^ Although you think you

? oJLT'..X°"
*^'^"'^- '^ "^e one more

time. SQUIRMY IRMY
Happy Birthday Karen and Barbara
nerds hope your nineteenth years are
livelier than Max and Cousteaus
Happy Birthday Suebeel! To my favorite
roommate!! Have a terrific day love Kim
Open Rush Party Chi Omega sororitTi^-
vites all university women to attend our
rush party on Monday April 5th at 7:00 PM
k?c n^^°" Orchard Hill bus route or call
t?4b-0162 for ride

A.H here it is - To the cute curiy brown
haired giri in my lee. I must have you!
Johnny Boy

Amherst College Gay and Lesbian

2".?«? ^'"^^^ ^P"' 2 10 Pf" Fayenveather
Hall $1.50 admission

Happy 19th Dave - but what's the big
deal? I mean what can you do that I can 't?

Nutbar - Happy Birthday!! We'll have fun
fonggt. I II love you forever. Love, J-Bar

Happy 20th Birthday Sam! Love. Leslie
To all you DOUBLE D women out there;
that s right, the sisters of Tau Beta Sigma

-

congradulations for earning the 1981-82
Distnct Award. We worked hard and
deserved it. Job well done!!

fil!!r*lr~^'"'°"= °"« »o pop^^teTd^-mand, the senior portrait photographer iscoming back - but for a limited amount of

St!t^°"
have not had your senior por-

trait taken, now is your chance to do so

l^2S74
^^'"''"* ^®"*«' ^oom 103 or call

There is scientific evidence to support

U?JiZ-. "^ip
^'- -^^^ P^° '" BioChern

A ?r5'^- ^® y"* '" research this SundayApnl 4 7:30 pm Mahar free

D Williams - This is it. be alert
a toast its been a whilel

One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

One bedroom in 3 bedroom apt. perfect

^®1» '°^^*'°"- *150 includes heat.

Female roommate* needed for S Yar-mouth^ summer rental near beach.

Male non smoker on Sunderland bus
05-757^'""'"^ June first fall option

j| roonrimates wanted, female pref, sum-mer w/fall option. Swiss Village $147/mth
utilities incl. On bus rte. 253-^ '

SERVICES

Professional Research. Writii^^TF^

J^r^^^?c^'^« V- ^"*^°^' "^search.
<^600-C, 407 S. Deari3orn.J2h»^»_^ftOffl5

Typing-professional quality, "reasoi^e

SL-W^"®"*^®*^ independent-Debbie

Ne^da^ap^^^

SKI EQUIPMENT
Hagen 200 cm racing cut skis. New
never used, pnce negotiable. Call 549 5616
Excellent buy. Call now - will sell quickly

"

SOPHOMORES/JUNIORS
Student Note/Printing Serxri^ a co-
operative student run business is accepting

STOWE SKIING

April 16th - 19th 3 days skiing. 3 nights

rS,^'l\ ?^'-!f.®
breakfasts $68.00 due April

13th Bob Collins 666-4720

SUMMER RECREATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

M K.
1*°"^"''®" students available at

Nobles Day Camp Dedham MA 02026 of-
Ters exciting opportunities to work with
children ages 6-13. Positions available:

rl^. Counselors. Water Specialists.
Carperitry, Archery, Tennis for further in-
formation contact Wendy Brunswick 169 HBnnany Manor 253-3054

SUMMER SUBLET

Let's drink

2x2 Fridge in very good condition. $90
firm, call Nancy at 256-6101. If not there
leave a nr>etsage.

Memphis baas w/kustom OOw amp 6
Selff>ener series 22 tenor sax 6-6270
Guild Starfire Guitar hoUowbody electric
excellent shape, selling real cheap 546-3281

Scuba Gear - U.S. divers tank and
regulator, dive knife, depth gauge, vest
dive bag, weight belt, mask, fins, snorkel!
form-fit backpack sold as set for $300 or

LOCAL BAWDS
If you would like to tell the world about^^'^ it through April's music issue
of the Other Vok:e -the Collegian's Arts
Magazine. Call John Brobst at the Col
legian Arts Desk -546^3500. Call direct, call
collect, but call TODAY!

LOST

Samoyed looks like white husky missing
since Friday 3/19 Campus Center little giri
misses him 256-0689 545-2804

Sue Who Have a very nice birthday onemore year tii you're legal Planet Claire

S2^^rK°"l^^''"r' ' "^ vou and yourfrier^ Chucky at the Button. Remernber
our beach party at Ft Lauderdale. I would

SmL "^.'^WESHMENTSI And a SPEC-

tTS.7 M°"5'"*' ^^'^ ""^ P^ose reading
tool Monday April 5th 8 p.m. Corr?
monweaith Room (Earthfoods) See you

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY SMITTYI

^ch'/!? "
^'^^ ^••'- '°^ y°"-

Susan Anderson: "Pippin",
should be great. Can't waitl

Ill!?;/r*o?iy*'«'"**®' pool, tennis. AC.

pm 253-2o4 ""' "^ '" ''^"^'' ^^^' ^

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION
~

Masterbedroom fits two - N.Wood Aotsask for Paul 665-7523 after 5

TO SUBLET

t^n2} ?^?'' '^P* •^""« ^ ^/*a" option$280 negotiable inc everythino 2S^-R1i»i

P^^^/C. Availabte June 1 to Aug 31

SiV^JiSI
•"'*'•* ^^**^ opt 2 bdm) CoiVllg. $275 -K elec. 253-2997 mg &Zcht

Summer sublet only 3
Village call 54»^990

bdrm Puffton

•with you.

MOTOROrCLES
1981 Kawasaki KZ-660 excellent cond

Happy 20th Birthday Stevel i love you.

S"'"5^n'1*''**"'
^°" '°*"'*^ ^"'^ '» O'*"^

Dead bus to Providence 4/15 $8 J^ili^
tnp call Steve 6-9017

_PROFESSJONALTYPING SERVICE
Dissertati^T^T; theses, papers

5^2 *
564

792?'^''"''^' '""^ '*^^' '^^"''^

aJJZIS'i*"**'?*
""• »»«<*^oo'" -Pt l^oAmherst June 1st to Sept 1st S49lLd«

^;^^uthwood Apt. for dimmercan 253-7529 try after 3 PM

S"i.^'®°'"- t^i"**' "«*" St Amherst.

^59j7 '

"^^ ^"" °P**°"- ^" Eddi^

SJ^i^mer sublet Z75 Puffton Village laroe

l^aiaentlal Apts summer sublet 2
bWlrmspartially furnished, close to campus

?^S^V^° '*• 2 bedroom apt in

#
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Reagan's defense

budget wins approval
WASHINGTON (AP) _ TiiP San=f» ^ «

In Its version, the Senate panel made a M 9 Km-

Apache helicopters, chairman 'johi; W. R^x^' tddreporters yesterday. "lexas, told

Late in the day, the House panel also votwl t<^ ...ik •

about $180 MUon for the tJal y.T.l^^C'TZ

.467.5 mUhon for ^sea^h^Va^CuU ^ SZ^'i:^that would protect the MX missile
system

K-.?'wi®"^i^ P*"^l completed three days of work on itsbiU Wednesday night, passing it by a 16 1 vote at a do^Hsession. Sen. Carl Levin, D-lSich., was the dtseler TheHouse committee approved its measure, 39-3 Xr onedays consideration, °"®

The PenUgon. virtually alone among federal agencies ingetting big spending increases from Reagan Xs bi^targeted for cuts by members of CongresfS;uggUng toreduce a budget deficit for the 1983 fiscal year oroiSl^H 1?
between $96.4 biUion and $150 bilhoTwTwm^kerhave called for defense cuts of up to $10 biUion

'*'^'"*''^"

The Armed Services committees were dealing only withweapons purchases, operations and maintenance Tndresearch and development. In aU categories Reaeansought a total of $263 biUion in spending aSri'tysS
?9SScXr^ -^ '''' ^^"'- - -"^ outla^^sE;^

Reagan's $4 2 billion, multiyear program to bolster CivilDefense by relocating mUlions of people from target ar^as
to the countryside before a nuclear attack also was dealt a

?or f'^.P^'^n*'"
Senate committee. His first-year reques?

ZnTL r?Jt^ i^"^^^ ^"^ ^^^ ™"'0" because the

Towi .^''u^*'"'''
the money could be spent efficiently.

f'u7(5;irDtfe"nrrr;u;^^
"^"^^ ''^'' ^^'-^ ^-^^'^^

Both committees voted full amounts for two new
Nimitzclass nuclear aircraft carriers and two Trident

ITprf \r ir?"l''
P'"' *"**=^ submarines, B-IB bom-

bers, KC-10 tankercargo planes. C-5 cargo aircraft
guided-missile cruisers and anti-sulimarine helicopters'among other items. .

'c"v.upierb.

Jury awards $1 million
in triple death case
BROCKTON. (AP) - A jury has awarded more than $1miUion in a civU suit brought against the Boston Gas Coand a Taunton landlord in connection with the carbon

monoxide death of a mother and her daughter and injuries
to a man stemming from an alleged faulty gas stove
l-ollowmg a two-week trial in Brockton Superior Court.

plamtiffs claim that the two deaths in 1973. along with the
injuries to the man. were caused by asphyxiation due to^complete combustion of a stove which created carbonmonoxide m an East Boston apartment.
The judgment, with interest, amounts to $1,250 000

according to attorney Robert G. Clark 3rd of Brockton'who represented the family of the mother and daughter aswell as another tenant injured in the incident.
The defendants have 10 days to file a written appeal of

1 uesday s verdict.
Killed in the Jan. 10 incident were 12-year-old Wendy

McI3owell and her mother. Bella Stimpson. occupants of a
third-floor apartment owned by Basil Costa of Taunton. Eli
Norton Gonzales. 38. currently of Brockton, was
hospitahzed for six months, suffering from 63 percent
cartwn monoxide in his blood stream, according to Clark

CM£gi2n23

Millertimes
starring Miller High Life

Summer sublet with fall option -4
bedroorn apartment, $147 per person, all
utilities inciuded, call 256-6101

Summer sublet with fall option-four
bedroom apartment, $147 per person, all
utilities included, call 253-7430

^"-TI!"*'
•"*>let w/fall option 1 bedroom

in 3 bedroom apt fumished rent negotiable
air cond. inc. call Janet 549-6338
Eight room houae in South Amherst
!y2^"}5Lsublet with fall option on bus route
253-9638

Puffton sublet w/fall option 2 bdrm avi
June 1 549-4145

After 4/16 w/fall option 1 bed apt full-
bath, centrally located Northamp, call Tim
545-2412 or 584-1493

"Townhouse Apts 3 bedroom, furnished
start June 1 $300 549-6709, or 546-9592

^'J?!'*** ^P*- 2 bdrm available Jun 1

w/fall option call 666-2853

Summer sublet w/fall option rent
negotiable 666-2515 Souire Village Apts
1 bdrm Cliffaide inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
!Sr"^savailable immediately Paul or Bill
065-4391

2 bedroom summer sublet w/fall option
Cliffside 666-3649

3 bedroom Puffton Apt summer with
possible fall option 549-1683

Sublet with fall option. Room in two
bedroom apt. Very close to campus and
bus stop. Energy-efficient, call Reoina
549-0112 ^

One bedroom apt June 1 thru Aug 31 on
Sundedand bus rte corner apt totally fur-
nished call 665-3178 keep trying

WANTED TO BUY

Summer sublet w/poss fall option Bran
dywine 549-5331

Summer sublet 3 bedroom Puffton apt
Call Kerry at 546-8088

2 bdrm apt Cliffside $330 all utilites &
pool & tennis court 665-4720

Room available immediately w/fall op-
tion on entire 2 bdrm Brittany Manor apt
bus rt heat inc call Maura 546-4095

Highest cash prices paid for class rings
gold and silver jewelry, coins. Daniel Smrth'
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-0710

WAMTED TO REMT

2 bedroom $350Amherst Center
negotiable 253-7584

Summer sublet w/fall option
Southwood apts call 253-5054 after 10 PM

Summer sublet w/fall option 1 bdrm apt
Col Vllg $235 -t- elec very quiet area on bus
route 253-7105 after 5

TOWNHOUSE WANTED
3 bedroom apt. Summer sublet w/fall op-
tion. Finders fee offered. Call Scott
546-9617 or Lori 546-9578

S'.SIil^^i.
^^'^. ^^'<^^ apartment in

P.Sl?T^""*
•*"* *°' '" ^ P^ Bran Brit

Pufft Towm or vicin Shari 546-1449

WANTED

Northwood summer sublet w/fall option
fully fumishedl 665-4744

Housemate to take Sth bedroom in our
North Amherst house. Available im-
mediately. Located across the street from

STTfll?"*® ^^^ Summer & Fall?? Call

WIN MONEY
Win money enter your delM:table domicile
in the star-studded, blg|rioney beautifulroom contest. 7 winneiif one from each
living area. Inquire at thefiMex Office CC
103 or call 5-287^ -sadlinHprii ir

^^

WRITING SERVICES
Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD

\nT '"i
*"^^"*'"0 project. Amherst
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UM mittwomen sweep Brown
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

PROVIDENCE. R.I. - The University of
Massachusetts women's Softball team sUrted off their 1982
season yesterday with a rousing success as they swept
their opening day doubleheacler with Brown University 7-0
and 3-2.

Lead by the stifling pitching of senior Gina Mantino and
the heavy hitting of catcher Jackie Gaw and freshman
Patty Masory, the Minutewomen were in firm control all

afternoon.

In the first game, the Minutewomen wasted no time
unveUing their offense and scored centerfielder Tina Coffin
to take a 1-0 lead in the first inning.

In the second inning. UMass exploded and scored four
runs.

"It was our big inning." said head coach Elaine Sortino.

Sports-

Co-captain Frances Troy led off the inning with a double
and then Masory, the designated hitter for Mantino.
slapped her first of two triples in the game scoring Troy.
The bases were loaded two batters later after Crista
Jensen and Mary Ann Lombardi were hit by pitches.

Three straight singles by Chris Coughlin, Karen
Laverdiere. and Gaw scored three more runs to up the UM
lead to 5-0.

That was more than enough for Mantino who limited
Brown to three hits and struck out seven lady Bruins.
Mantino went the full seven innings for Massachusetts.

"Gina throws a lot of heat and she throws hard," said

Sortino.

In the second game. UM scored one run in the first in-

ning and two in the second, the latter coming from two
consecutive singles by Laverdiere and Gaw, and a Lom-
bardi double for a 3-0 lead.

CRAMER READIES FOR DELIVERY - UM.»s Hurler SUve Cr.m« is seen du'^g^oi.Tofhtstints during the baseball team's San Diego trip. Cramer will be hoping to pi ch well th s

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Pam Hixon begins her fourth year as women's lacrosse
coach at the University of Massachusetts with a team
made up of two seniors and lots of youth this spring.
The Gazelles will be going into their opener against

Boston University tomorrow (1 p.m., NOPE field) with
uncertainty as to which player will be playing where, and
whether these players can come together as a team.

"It's a whole new team this year," said Hixon, "And in
the teginning, we'll be switching around. Our positions
are a little unsure at this time, especially in the offense."
The only sure thing about the offense is senior Marjie

Trackmen ready for

their running season
By CHARISSE FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's track team will
be competing in a dual meet along with Boston College,
this Saturday at Derby track at 1 p.m.
Tom Pirrow will be competing in the hammer, discus,

and shotput in the throwing events. Joining Pirrow in the
throwing events will be Bill Marcin. and Ron Farber in the
shot and discus, and Steve Hyder and Kirk Skinmer in the
hammer and the shot.

Mark Grassow, who has won the New England title in

the long jump and triple jump for the past three years, will

be aided by teammates Pat Ryan and Tim Gorman who will

be competing in the high iump. Dennis Buckley will be
reaching new heights in the .vaulting competition.

Bill DeVarney.who finished second in the 100 yard dash
in the New Engiands, and Gary O'Neal who was fourth in

the indoors 60 yard dash, will be running as fast as they
can possibly run to bring UMass a win. Brian Osborne,
who finished third indoors in the 600 yard run in the New
Engiands will be running the 400 yard race this weekend.
Running longer distances will be Paul Beaulieu. John

Keelan, Rick Dorion. and John Caffrey.

re uncertain at
Anderson. Last year, she scored 47 goals and had 18
assists, a career high for the Needham native. Anderson
will be helped on the attack from Tish Stevens and Pam
Moryl, who played on the field hockey team last semester
(that team finished second in the NCAA Championships).

The defense, according to Hixon, has a little more ex-
perience; leading UMass in that category is senior Holly
Jennings. Two more members of last semester's field
hockey squad, Ro Tudryn and Carol Progulske, will assist
Jennings on the defensive chores.

Rita Hubner comes back to mind goal for the Gazelles;
that position seems to be the most secure on the team'
Backing up Hubner will be Debbie DeJesus, a freshman

SPORTS SCHEDULE
There will be a buffet of sports served up to UMass

athletic fans this weekend as most of the spring sports
team k)ck off their seasons. The following is a capsulized
schedule of this weekend's activities:

SPORTS AT HOME THIS WEEKEND:
Women's Lacrosse • vs. Boston University, Saturday at
1 p.m. ^

Men's Track - vs. Boston College, Saturday at 1 p.m.

Women's Tennis - vs. Yale University, Saturday at 1 p.m.

Women's Track - vs. Boston College, Saturday at 1 p.m.

SPORTS ON THE ROAD:

Men's Lacrosse - vs. Hobart College, Saturday at 1 p.m.
Baseball - vs. University of Rhode Island, Saturday at 12
noon (a doubleheader)

Men's Tennis - vs. Boston College, Sunday at 1 p.m.

But Masory. pitching in her regular season debut, got
into some trouble in the Brown fourth as she gave up three
singles in a row and two runs.

Mantino came on in relief and paralyzed the Bruins just
as she had in the first game. She made the Massachusetts
one run lead stand up striking out six batters over the last
three innings.

"We played some aggressive ball," said Sortino. "But,
we left too many runners on base." The Minutewomen left
the bases loaded twice during the afternoon.

"We gained some poise and confidence and that was very
good after the week we had last week (injuries)." said
Sortino.

UMass' next game is a doubleheader against Providence
College Saturday here in Amherst. Game time is 1:00 p.m
at NOPE.

Trackwomen host

Boston College
By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's track team
will be a slight underdog due to lack of depth in field
events when coaoh Kalekeni Banda's team take on Boston
College Saturday afternoon (1:00, Derby Field).

"We have more quality runners, but depth is not our
strong point, and right now BC has more numbers than
us. The field events will be where we lose points. But. if we
run as well against them as we did during the indoor
season, we could make a go of it," said Banda.

The dual meet will feature a head-to-head confrontation
between the twc schools' most versatile athletes —
UMass' Micki Callahan and BC's Leanne Supple — in the
long jump.

"Supple is a definite threat for them. She could place in
the top three in seven different events. We'll try to
counter her in the field with Micki Callahan in the high
jump and long jump. The hurdles will be a real run for the
money," Banda said.

Because of UMass' lack of depth the emphasis in dual
meets is to tune up and qualify for the New England and
national invitationals, according to Banda.

"If we win, it won't be by much, it'll be close. We have a
shot at them if we run like we did in the winter (UM lost by
one event). If we're going to win a dual meet this year, this
will be the one." he said.

Banda is hoping that both Judy McCrone and Tricia
Moores, both distance runners, will be able to return from
tailbone (lower back) injuries. Both qualified for the na-
tional cross-country championships in the fall, and good
return performances from them would be an integral part
of an upset victory.

season's start
who was a standout goaltender at Lincoln-Sudbury High
School.

DeJesus and Moryl are among several freshmen
starters on the team. On offense, Linda Haytayan joins
Moryl and Anderson, while Linda Beveiander and Andrea
Muccini will try to help out the UMass cause.

"It's definitely a building year," said Hixon, "Our goal
is to play as best we can, and not to worry too much about
the win-loss record at this time. We'll be strong, but we
might be inconsistent, especially in the early part of the
season."

After the BU game, UMass will go to Springfield Col-
lege next Thursday to challenge the lady Chiefs.

Women's tennis looks

towards its best season
By ELISE RUNSDORF
Collegian Correspondent

"This is the strongest squad UMass has seen since I've
been here," said women's tennis Coach John Beal about
his team which is currently ranked 8th in the east.
The netwomen finished with a 7-3 record last fall, andB^ feels they have the potential to go to the nationals.
The two top seeded players are veterans Barbara Mills

and Elizabeth Sullivan. Mills is returning to the squad
after a senous ankle injury that prevented her from play-
mg in the fall.

Joining the team are two new transfers; Nancy Bolger
from Purdue University and Ariel Fowler from Flagler
College. They rank third and fourth on the team.
Co-captams Helen Najarian and Carolyn Tarbell are key

players who provide depth to the team.
During spring break the team competed in four

preseason matches - including one against the nation's
numl)er one ranked team. College of Charleston.
Though UMass was defeated by Charleston 8-1, Beal

said the score was not indicative of the team's play.
"Despite the loss it was one of our best matches," said

Beal.
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Run-off will be held tomorrow
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Undergraduate students of the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst and Stockbridge School of
Agriculture will vote tomorrow for the dual position of
president of the Student (iovemment Association (SGA)
and student representative to the Board of Trustees.
Voters in the run-off election will decide between the

tickets of Jim Murphy and Steve Robinson/Harvey
Ashman, the top two votegetters in the elections held

March 5 and 6, when neither received a 33V3 percent
plurality.

Commuter and Greek students may vote outside the
Hatch Cafeteria between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. On-campus
residents can mark their ballots in the dining commons
between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.

Central and Orchard Hill residents can vote at Franklin

Dining Commons, those living in Northeast and Sylvan at-

Worcester D.C. and those in Southwest in the dining com-
mons nearest their dormitories.

Robinson, 21, a junior math and economics major from
Beverly, has been involved with campus politics for the

past three years. Harvey Ashman, 19, is a junior business

and economics major from Brockton, and has been involv-

ed with campus politics for the past year and a half.

Robinson has been an SGA senator for three years and
has served as president of Central Area (jiovemment for

three semesters, as well as vice president of that organiza-

tion for three semesters. Ashman has been involved with
Orchard Hill Area (jovemment for four semesters and has
worked on the SGA Public Policy committee and the
University President's Council. He has been involved in

the Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group
(MASSPIRG) and was an editor for the University

publication Directions.

"We want the system to work first, then we can address
the issues. There is no student input, no student involve-

ment," said Robinson.

Reorganization is coming along now. We are helping
area and house governments get together. When we have
small groups organized under the senate, it will be more
effective," he said.

Nancy Rosenthal, Central Area treasurer, said the
area's Council and Presidents Council are "much
stronger, more dedicated, and more productive than in the
oast" because of Robinson's influence.
Jim Murphy, 21, is a junior psychology major from

Weymouth. He has been a senator for two years and serv-

ed as chair for the SGA Governmental Affairs Committee.
He has also been a registrar of Recognized Student
Organizations.

"I feel the issues I have brought up are down to earth
and winnable," Murphy said, "and my level of experience
exceeds my opponents."
Murphy has stated intentions to purchase a bond on the

Campus Center with existing student money. He said this

would make students legally involved with the decision-

making processes concerning the building, bringing more
power to the student body in the process.

Murphy emphasizes his committment to such campus
issues as student representation, implementing a sexual
harassment grievance procedure and a "Police Miscon-
duct Review Board."
Charles Nealy of Governors Program Council said Mur-

phy is able to "touch base with the students," as well as be
effective as a result of his past experience with the SGA.
"Jim Murphy is a typical student. He is on financial aid,

he has to work to stay in school. He understands what is

going on," Nealy said.

Town election polling places listed
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

The polls will be open from noon to 8 p.m. tomorrow for

the annual Amherst town election which will decide
several races.

Amherst is divided into eight precincts determined by
population. University of Massachusetts students living in

Orchard Hill, Central, Northeast, and Sylvan residential

areas are in the 3rd Precinct. Students living in Southwest
residential area are in the 4th Precinct.

The polling places in Amherst are: Precinct 1, the North
Amherst Parish Hall (opposite the old Watroba's store);

Precinct 2; North Fire Station on East Pleasant Street;

Precinct 3; Immanual Lutheran Church on North Pleasant
Street; Precincts 4 and 5, Bangs Community Center on
Boltwood Walk; Precinct 6, Fort River School on
Southeast Street; Precinct 7, Crocker Farm Elementary
School on West Street and Precinct 8, Munson Library on
Southeast Street.

. Running for the one open seat on the Board of Select-

men are Barbar Griffith and Richard Johnson. (See

Town gov't explained
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Suff

The government of the town of Amherst consists of the
representative town meeting, the Board of Selectmen, the
town manager, and a variety of other boards and com-
mittees.

The town meeting is the legislative branch of the town
government. It makes rules, passes laws and appropriates
money for the town. In Amherst, only by a vote of the
town meeting can money be raised and appropriated. The
town meeting also has the authority to change or adopt
new bylaws.

The annual Town Meeting is held on the first Monday in

May and usually runs for several nights. Special town
meetings may be called at any time, but as a matter of

policy, the selectmen call a special town meeting in the fall

of each year.

Town meeting members are chosen from each of the

eight Amherst precincts, and serve staggered three-year

terms. Town meeting members total 256 when all the seats

are filled, including 10 members from each precinct, the

town moderator, the town clerk, the town manager, the

chairman of the Finance Committee, the members of the

Amherst School Committee, the Board of Selectmen, and

the state senator and representative (when they are

residents of the town.)

The Board of Selectmen is considered by the Con-

stitution of Massachusetts to be the town's titular chief

executive, the counterpart of a city mayor. The selectmen

set overall policy for the town and generally supervise the

town government.

Continued on page 15
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related story.)

The three candidates running for two seats on the
School Committee are Thomas McGuire of Rolling Green
Drive, Alice Swift of Pondview Drive and the incumbent,
MaryLoo Theilman of Valley View Drive.
Running for the two seats as a Jones Library Trustee

are Cheryl Wilson of Pomeroy Lane and Eugene Worman
Jr. of Montague.
One candidate, UMass Dean of Students, William F.

Field, of Hills Road, is running for the position of Town
Meeting Moderator.
Fifteen candidates are running for the three ten-year

terms of town meeting member in Precinct 1. The can-
didates are: Leigh Andrews, Virginia Bastable, Elizabeth
Benton, Pricilla Dernotas, Herbert Bryan, William
Grossman, Kathryn Ewald, Nancy Gillis, Karen Lederer,
Arvid Muller, Joyce Munroe, Ronald Silberstien, Frances
Van Treese, Frank Wattenberg, and Ellen Wolf. Running
for the one two-year term is Joanne Kuzmeski and for the
one-year term. Vice O'Conner.

In Precinct 2 there are 10 candidates running for the 10

Continued on page 14

Two vie for selectman
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

Voters go to the polls tomorrow to decide which of two
candidates on the Amherst Ik>ard of Sekjctmen will be
elected to the single seat available (see related story).

In contention for the seat are Barbara Griffith. 40, of
Jeffery Lane, and Richard 0. Johnson, 43. of South
Pleasant Street.

Griffith, an 11-year Amherst resident, is a masters
degree candidate at the University. She has served the
town in a variety of capacities: as executive director of the

Council on Aging, a founder of the Valley Health Plan and
later as the vice-president of the Board of Directors.

Griffith is also a former town meeting member.
Johnson, a 15-year resident of Amherst, is the co-owner

of the Carriage Shops on East Pleasant Street, the Echo
Hill Swim and Tennis Club and a section of Echo Hill

condominium complexes. He is a former registrar of voters
and describes himself as a "fiscal conservative."
Both Griffith and Johnson said they favor the economic

development of Amherst. Johnson said he thinks the town
has the means to broaden its tax base by nurturing small-

scale business, without straining the present level of town
services.

"I believe that orderly growth will help fill the gap as
state and federal funds shrink. I don't believe with slow
orderly growth that we"ll overtax our existing water and
sewer systems," Johnson said.

Griffith said she is more cautious. "Some development is

important to us. I want to stress that we want to be very
careful, that we want to protect our environment, that we

Continued on page 15

JIM MURPHY

STEVE ROBINSON
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Committee For The Collegiate Education of

Black and Other Minority Students

Family Day

April 3, 1982

Student Union Ballroonn

Shirley Graham DuBois Service To Communi-
ty Award

Barrington Henry General Business/ Finance

ACADEMIC HONORS Class of 1985

3.0-4.0

Lee C. Castro

Lok San Cheung
Wendi Daugherty
Keith Dennis
Jeffrey T. Fitzgerald

Antonio P. Gomes
Thomas R. Quertin

Peter G. Gunn
Deborah Jones
Kai C. Loo
Jayne C. Mar
Maria Ng
Jeffrey R. Roche
Valerie Singleton
Ricky Tang
Ha T. Tang
Catherine L. Weston

Engineering

Home Economics
Psychology
Business Administration
Bachelor of Fine Arts

Business Administration
Engineering

Engineering

College of Arts and Sciences
Engineering
Business Administration
College of Arts and Sciences
Engineering

Psychology
College of Arts and Sciences
Engineering

Psychology

2.5 - 2.99

Craig Bolden
Conrad Boone
Kimberly A. Brannon
Suk K. Chin
David Chow
Maria R. DaLuz
Abigail Farris

Robin Fernandes
Linda F. Graham
Thelma L. Hamilton
Myra Hemingway
Jennifer L. Kirby

James K Kometani
Pauline M. Lawrence
Theresa A. Mitchel

Karen Mita

Hoo Nguyen
Kristi A. Roberts
Voncille Ross
Donald J. Russell

Yen Yen L. Sookoo
Marguerite M. Springer

Snow J. Tanner
Michael A. Taylor

Lemlem Tesfai

Michael Ward

Engineering

Business Administration
Engineering

College of Arts and Sciences
Business Administration
Engineering

Theatre
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Arts and Sciences
Engineering

College of Arts and Sciences
Economics
College of Arts and Sciences
Political Science
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Arts and Sciences
Engineering

Chinese
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Arts and Sciences
Business Administration
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Arts and Sciences
Engineehng
College of Arts and Sciences
Food and Natural Resources

CCEBMS Scholar

Donna Castleberry Bachelor of Fine Arts/ Dance

ACADEMIC HONORS Class of 1984

First Honors 3.8-4.0

Ho Ng
Electrical Engineering

Second Honors 3.4-3.7

Jean Pierre Bayard

Cho Chau Li

Charmaine Martin

Tin Yau Ying

Engineering

Electrical Engineering

Microbiology

Electrical Engineering

Third Honors 3.0-3.3

Patricia Cassell

Shirley Chan
Stephen Haynes
Pauline Lee
Clara Lima
Willianl Lopes
Darryl Ruffen

Wendy Ward

Connmunications Studies

Home Economics
Electrical Engineering

College of Arts of and Sciences
Afro-American Studies/ Sociology
College of Arts and Sciences
Communications Studies
College of Arts and Sciences

Significant Improvement

Robin Bolles

Yuen Chan
Pierre Bushel
Russell Cheung
Leslie Correia

Barbara Curtis

Daniel Harris

John Harris

Annette Hines
Carte James
Jeflyn Johnson
Sylvia Kinn

Salvatore Lamattina
David Li

Tammy Mak
Phillip Martin

Wilhemina Samuel
Richard Thorpe
Lance Wallace
Jimmy Wong
Kent Woolridge
Linda Wright

Communications Studies
Microbiology

Microbiology

Business Administration
Business Administration

Communications Studies
Public Health

Mechanical Engineering
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Zoology

Chemistry

Electrical Engineering
Psychology
College of Arts and Sciences
Hotel, Restaurant and Travel Administration
College of Arts and Sciences
Home Ec

Communications Studies
College of Arts and Sciences'
College of Arts and Sciences
Hotel, Restaurant and Travel Administration
business Administration

page 3

ACADEMIC HONORS
Second Honors 3.4-3.7

Class of 1963

Wynette Garnett

Jacklyn High

Robert Smith
Monita U
Michael Williams

Food Resource Economics
Communications Disorders
Bachelor of Fine Arts/ Dance
Management
Accounting

Third Honors 3.0-3.3

Priya Bahl

Thomas Brady

Angela Brown
Raymond Chambers
Donna Davis

Cart House
Joan Hudson
Yvorine Lai

Lan Pham
George Roth
Dana Scott

Glenn Silva

Calvin Simons

Hotel, Restaurant and Travel Administratior
Political Science

Economics
College of Arts and Sciences
General Business Finance
Accounting

Communications Disorders/ Psychology
^Accounting

General Business Finance

Environmental Design
English

Legal Studies

Accounting
Scholarly Achievement in Major Field

Significant Improvement

Joanne Allen

Shelley Duarte

Terrasita Duarte
Hung Goon
Jennifer Hardy
Wilbur Jackson
Dorothy Roberts

Charles Robinson
Mark Semedo

Wynette Garnett

Jacklyn High

Robert Smith
Monita U
Michael Williams

Food Resource Economics
Communications Disorders

Bachelor of Fine Arts/ Dance
Management
Accounting

Pre-Education

Spanish

Psychology

Geography
Journalistic Studies

Physical Education
Legal Studies

Chemical Engineering

Communications Studies

^

ACADEMIC HONORS
Second Honors3.4-3.7

Donna Castleberry

Sarah Chen
Vickie T. Cheng
Patrick Kei-Bouginard
Jane L. Leong

Class of 1982

Bachelor of Fine Arts/Dance
General Business Finance

Hotel, Restaurant Travel Administration

Industrial Er>gineering

Communications Studies

Scholarly Achievement in Major Field

Wanda Alestock

Donna Castelberry

Sarah Chen
Vickie Cheng
Luciel Clark

Hannah Gray
Patrick Kei-Bouginard

Jane Leong
Maxine Small

Irene Srethabhakti

Spanish

Bachelor of Fine Arts
General Business Finance
Hotel, Restaurant Travel Administration
Education

Public Health

Industrial Engineering

Communications Studies
Marketing

Chemical Engineering

Third Honors 3.0-3.3

Wanda Alestock

Earnestine Brown
Luciel Clark

Gary Eynatian

Jennifer Fortes

Hannah Gray
Lai-Wah Hui

Kenneth Mahan
Olive McNeil
Teresa Ryan
Maxine Small

Irene Srethabhakti

Jeanine Tyson
Ronald Azevedo

Spanish

Psychology

Education

Russian

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Public Health

Computer Information Sciences
Accounting
Marketing

Physcial Education
Marketing

Chemical Engineering

Public Health

Theatre

Significant Improvement

Stacey Allen

June Anderson
Pamela Bulgar

Janet Butler

Jomaria Coleman
Barbara Covington
Gail Crichlow

Darwin Davis

Claudia Donald
Tracey Gillens

Barrinton Henry

Pamela HenruM||^

Asa Grant Hil^a
Loretta V Jenkins

Ashford Jones
Felicia Smith

Cynthia Williams

Math
Marketing

Economics
Psychology

Nursing

Journalistic Studies/ English

Public Health

Zoology
Horr>e Economics
Legal Studies

General Busir>ess Finance

Animal Science

Hotel, Restaurant Travel Administration
Communications Studies • > .

."

Hotel, Restaurant Travel Administration
Psychology

Sociology

B m
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Here's your chance to be discovered at the BLUE WALL Amateur Night
Wednesday April 7. Solos, duos, comedians, jugglers, mimes are all welcome
to compete. The winner will receive $50.00 and the golden opportunity to per-
form with the touring company, April 14, at the BLUE WALL as well as appear
live on stage at New York's hottest club. Catch A Rising Star. Sign-up the night
of the show, April 7, from 8-9 pm with Bruce or the MC.
Join the ranks of John Belushi, Robin Williams, Pat Benatar, Steve Martin.

For more information call UPC at 545-2892 and ask for Fern or Emily.

AHEHTION FOOTBALL FANS
DOHT DESPAIRn

e

THE FOOTDALL SEASON IS JUST KICKING OFF AT
THE DLUEWALL

ON MONDAY, API\IL 5TH

EYEBALL TO EYEDALL
THE GIANTS WHO WAGED WAR IN THE FRONT TRENCHES OF THE NFL
MERLIN OSLEN DEACON JONES DOD LILLY AND WILLY DAVIS DE
FEND AGAINST THE OFFENSIVE CHALLENGE OF DOO DROWN RALPH

Itl^lt^^
^^^^ HICKERSON IN EYEBALL TO EYEDALL COMOAT IN

THE DiKT

MOVIE KICKOFF: 9KX) G 10:30 PM

::^ .(mvcoiwctsI

t

.<^

&>

d^
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Quickie Lunch
CofTec Shop

Hatch

Blucwall Cafeteria

Campus Center Food Service
7 ways to enjoy . . . why go anywhere else?

'.O.C. Restaurant

8l Lounge

Catering Dept.

Blacwall Bar

.Collegian 5

Panelist speaks on being a Jewish mother
By LAURIE ZUCKER
Collegian Staff

The rigid stereotype of the Jewish mother who has no
lile outside of the home is a misconception, said Shifre
Deren m a panel discussion sponsored by Hillel yesterday
on the experience of being a Jewish mother.
Deren is the mother of five, an assistant principal at the

Yeshiva Academy of Longmeadow, MA. and a speaker and
writer on the role of Jewish women.
"There is no conflict between home and career. You can

be a Jewish mother, and teach advanced math, if that's
what you love," Deren said.

In Hebrew school Jewish women receive an intensive
education to prepare them for their role as Jewish
mothers, said Deren. Inherent in the role of a Jewish
mother is to act as a Jewish teacher, in the home and in the
community, Deren said.

"You should honor the father and mother in yourself. It's
a creative role worth developing and worth your respect

"

said Deren.
'

The traditional Jewish mother emphasizes goodness and
morality in her children through the daily rituals of Jewish
life, Deren said.

Newslines

.

"The lighting of the Shabbos candles signifies that there
should be light; that we know not to stumble over wooden
stones. This means that we will not worship ideas foreign
to us, such as worshipping money or power," she said.
The traditional Jewish father is very involved' and can

impart the rituals usually done by women, such as lighting
the Shabbos candles. Deren said.

"His success as a person is measured by what he ac-
complishes as a father." said Deren.

Defining women in men's terms, or Jewish life in
Christian terms leads to a distorted and diluted version of
Judaism and women's key place in it, she said.

Shoshana Zonderman, a UMass mental health therapist,
said during the sixties, women felt they had a second-class
status in Judaism, and they began following the same
rituals as men, and writing new prayers celebrating their
lives.

Zonderman described the pre-birth ritual she created to

celebrate her daughter's birth and to commemorate her
rite-of-passage from being a single person to being a
parent. A group of her friends sat in a circle, and recited
their matriarchal lineage as far back as they could

remember. They all brought egg shaped candles to light
and fruit to eat a blessing, sang Hebrew songs, chanted t he
hostess s name, did breathing exercises, and made a wish
tor the future child. Zonderman said.

She showed the audience a symbolic picture called a
Mendallah she created to give her something to focus on
during her labor contractions.

Ihe Mendallah is made of twelve interlocking circles
representing the lunar months and the twelve tribes of
Israel. In the center is a picture of Jerusalam which ap-
pears at the crown of the picture. Underneath are her
parents names, and their parents names. The chUd's viUl
statistics are entered around the side, and a tree with
wings sprouts up towards Jerusalem.
''I want to give my daughter roots and wings." said Zon-
derman.

Shoba Fischer, a mother of two who lives with a non-
Jewish man, spoke on the difficulties of raising Jewish
chiJdren in a mixed setting. Fischer reported trouble
finding Jewish necessities for rituals in the area, and that
she felt estranged from the Jewish community because no
rabbi would consent to marry her fiance and herself.

I think we have a problem facing the fact that we live in
a mostly non-Jewish society. My fiance is not going to
convert, said Fischer.

Colleges feminism models ?

mm^

Writer to speak on black literature
Paule Marshall, a writer, critic and

visiting professor at the University of
Massachusetts at Boston, will speak on "I

Yam What I Am: My work in Relation to

Black Literature of the Fifties," at 8 tonight
in the Main Lecture Hall in Franklin
Patterson Hall at Hampshire College.

Marshall, who wUI speak in the last
seminar sponsored by Five College Black
Studies, is the author of two novels.
"Brown Girl. Brownstones" and "The
Chosen Place. A Timeless People." as well
as Soul Clap Hands and Sing, a selection of
short stories.

Philippine labor leader to speak
Ernest Arellano, secretary general of
Kilosang Mayo Uno (KMU). the largest
federation of labor unions in the Philip-

pines, will speak Tuesday at the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst.

The talk, "U.S. Multinationals in the
Phillipines — A Labor Viewpoint," will be
held in room 805 of the Campus Center.
Co-sponsored by the UMass Labor

Relations and Research Center (LRRC), the
talk will feature guest speakers such as
Jose La Luz from the Conn. State
Federation of Teachers — AFL-CIO, Steve
Kirchbaum of the United Steelworkers of
America, and Chris Snow from the
International Union of Radio. Electrical and
Machine Workers.

Arellano will discuss conditions faced by
Philippine workers who are today the most

exploited in Asia, earning a wage of $2 per
hour and less in many industries. He will
also discuss the ongoing struggle for the
right to organize, the right to strike, and
the right to employment and better wages.
The KMU acts on the behalf of two million
workers and is a powerful voice for the
workers.

In a recently distributed publicity leaflet

some of the following labor conditions in the
PhOippines were outlined: all unions are
controlled by the government; strikes are
forbidden in industries defined by the
regime as "important;" the right to
organize unions and to engage in coUective
bargaining are non-existent; and there now
exists the highest unemployment rate since
the 1972 declaration of martial law by
President Ferdinand Marcos.

— KEN LUNDBERG

By CHRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Although women's colleges have become
models of higher education, there is a fear

that they might be becoming models of

feminism, said Nannerl Keohane. president
of Wellesley College, during a panel
discussion at Mount Holyoke's two-day
symposium "Women and Education in

America: The Last 150 Years."

"Women's colleges belong at the
forefront of women's education." Keohane
said. "Feminism is not something which
women's colleges are ready to go out front

and commit themselves to."

During the same panel discussion, entitled

"Women's Education and Feminism."
Professor Catherine Stimpson from
Rutgers University said. "Much of what we
learn about and from feminism takes place
outside our formal education institutions."

"Women's institutions are timid about
violating conventions in committing
themselves exclusively to feminism,"
Stimpson said.

"There is no easy relationship between
feminism and women's education." she said.

"However, if women's education forgets its

debt to feminism, it will be forgetting the
proudest part ofits history."

Keohane said, "Women's educational
institutions must be bold and brave enough
to look upon the past experiences of

women's lives to educate both men and
women."
Although there is both educatk)n for and

by women, colleges have not yet begun to
really teach about women, Keohane said.

However, women's colleges have been
important in the education and in the

employment of women, said Patricia
Palmieri, assistant professor of education at
Dartmouth College during the panel "The
Legacy of Women's Education: Coeducation
and Separatism."
Using Wellesley College as an example,

Palmieri said, "Many of the faculty would
not have any sort of career without
women's educational institutions."

There has always been a higher per-
centage of women as teachers, especially
since the late 1900's. Over 80 percent of
black women who went to college up until
1950 were employed as teachers, said^Linda
Perkins from Radcliffe College who spoke
at the panel discussion on racism and
separatism.

"The education of blacks cannot be
separated from the history of blacks in this

country." Perkins said. "The history of
black women has been one of exclusion as
well as limited opportunites."
For example, she said. "By the end of the

19th century, employment at all levels had
increased for white women but not for black
women."
Women, both white and black, were

discriminated against when colleges first
began to turn coeducational in the 1870's.
"Coeducation was preferred because it was
believed that it put women on par with
men, " said Lynn Gordon, lecturer of history
at Princeton University. "But male faculty
discouraged women from attending certain
classes."

Women were accused of voting for the
handsome men in elections and of trading
good looks for good grades, Gordon said.
Those accusations showed "access atone to
co-educational institutions was not enough
to promote the success of women," she said.

uasrordiy

TONIGHT Pool Tournament
2 person taams $10

CASH PRIZES sign up at bar
Starts at 7 pm

36 E. Pleasant St.. Amherst, MA 253-9286

I

rSUMMER JOBS
The Summer Conference Housing Office is now

hiring students for temporarv summer positions as
desk clerks, housekeepers, and student supervisors.

There are limited full and part-time openings, all

shifts, plus weekends.
Applications may be picked up in the University

Conference Services Office, Room 918 of the Cam-
pus Center.

Deadline for return of the applications is 5:00 p.m.,

Friday, April 9, 1982.

Work-study students will be given priority. We are

equal opportunity employer. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply.

1

You don't have to be
an'W'student

to know you should
always be prepared.

I an
I min(

I

AUTHENTIC^
SCRUB /
SUITS

FREE PERSONALIZINQ
Specify lellerj (30 m»> i

Grmn blue wn>t« ytlio* pink

XS S M L XL - »ri"t O' p»nt»

tUSOM ppd - 30 diy money

back guarantee

IN A HURRY
CALL

(413)538-7800

Daisy Hospital

Prod. Co.

560 Dwight St.

HolyoKe, MA
01040

You don't need a 4.0 to

have a perfect record. And
perfect records are what
Sheik'condoms are all about.

Measuring a thin three

one-thousandths of an inch.

Sheik condoms offer the per-

fect balance of strenj^th and

sensitivity.

If they were any thinner,

you wouldn't feel cjuite so

safe. Any thicker and you
wouldn't feel all there is to

feel.

^m

In fact. Sheik condoms
are actually tested up to

seven different times by
advanced scientific tech-
nujues— includmj^ individual

electronic testing.

Vet. with all their
strength, they feel so natural

you'd swear you weren't
wearing a condom at all.

.Always be prepared with
Sheik condoms. .After all.

wouldn't you like to graduate
with a perfect record?
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BARBARA GRIFFITH
FOR SELECTMAN

• Former Executive Director, Amherst Council
on Aging

• Past President, Hampshire Council of

Social Agencies
• Former Vice-President, Valley Health

Plan Board
• Candidate, Masters in Public Administration

University of Massachusetts

Barbara is an experienced and progressive leader who
will represent ALL of Amherst's citizens.

Vote Tuesday, April 6, 12 to 8 p.m.

Paid for by the Committee to Elect Barbara Griffith

Bernard Moreau, Treas., Sunset Ave., Amherst
"'""" ' " .

^
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WOMAN'S WEEK
The WOMAN'S WEEK pm. in room 802 of the Campus Center.

Tke Woman's Week is a calendar of local THURS: The Committee for Equal Rights

events for women. To place your event con- and Reproductive Freedom (CERRF) will

tact the W(ymen's Department of the Col- meet at 7 p.m. in room 904 of the Campus
legian by Friday. Center.

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER (EWC)
TUE: Chiidcare will be available from 7-9

p.m.

WED: Financial Aid counseling will be

available from 3:30-6:30 p.m.

THURS: Free drop-in chiidcare will be

available from 7-9 p.m.

FRI: Chiidcare will be available from 10

aim. to 12 p.m.

The WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM
of the STUDENT CENTER for

RESEARCH and ADVOCACY (SCERA)
WED: The Committee Against Sexual and

Racial A-^saults (CASARA) will meet at 5

HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE
MON: Cora Kaplan will lecture on "Reap-
praising the Culture of Feminism," at 7:30
p.m. in East Lecture Hall of Franklin Pat-

terson Hall.

TUE: Paule Marshall will lecture on
Feminism and Literature in the 1950's, at 8
p.m in Franklin Patterson Hall.

WED: A symposium on "The Sexual Abuse
of Children," will be held at Amherst Col-

lege, at 7:30 p.m. in the Converse
Assembly room. The public is invited.

I

I Looking for a meaningful |

I SUMMER JOB?

MASSACHUSETTS
FAIR SHARE

a Statewide citizens' action organization

Has fulltime and summer openings on the
canvass staff. Position involves both fun-

draising and community outreach. Hrs are

2:00 - 10:00 PM; pay $175-225 per week;
will train.

I

i
call: 586-8713
HfiiiaHiNiNHiiaiiiiiiNiiiiaiiiiHNiiiiamilAwmiNiiiaiiiiNiiiiiiaiiiHiHiiipHimim

UM cops report two arrests
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police made
two arrests and placed one person under
protective custody over the weekend, Sgt.

David Grader said yesterday.

William H. Lecount, 22, of Littleton, Ma.
was placed under arrest at 3:09 a.m.
Sunday on Sunset Avenue and charged
with being a disorderly person, police said.

Officers first observed Lecount lying

unconscious on a lawn on the east side of

Sunset Avenue. Lecount was assisted to

the police cruiser where he was searched by
officers, police said. During the search,

police reported, Lecount pushed both of-

ficers, punched one in the shoulder,

threatened to kill both officers and tried to

kick a third officer. A fourth officer, who
arrived after the suspect was handcuffed,
was also threatened, police said.

Lecount was taken to the UMass Health
Services after requesting medical at-

tention, where his handcuffs were taken
off, police said. Lecount then became
verbally abusive to the officers and the
nurse, and, poHce said, caused another
scuffle when officers attempted to replace

the handcuffs.

An unrelated arrest involved Charles G.
Abramson, of Main St.. Amherst, police

said. Abramson was placed under
protective custody Friday morning after he
was observed by patrolling officers to have
stepped into the south bound lane of North
Pleasant St. and narrowly avoided being hit

by a passing car, police said. Abranvson was
found to be under the influence of alcohol
and bleeding from a cut on his left hand
sustained after falling, police said. During
an inventory search at the UMass police
station two bags of marijuana were found
on Abram.son and he was charged with
possession of marijuana, police said.

Police reported placing a Connecticut
resident under protective custody at 4:17
a.m. Sunday after he was discovered
climbing into a window in the Northwest
corner of Prince House in the Southwest
Residential Area. The man was found to be
under the influence of alcohol and said he
was looking for a place to sleep for the
night, police said. Police placed the man in

custody after he said he would drive his car
back to his Connecticut home if released,
police said.

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Collegian 7
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Letters—
We cannot take at face value
claims made by state or media
To the Editor:

In a March 28 telephone interview with the WMUA
radio station your reporter, PhU Plante, cited two
estimates of the size of the March 27 demonstration in
Washington against U.S. intervention in El Salvador:
50,000 given by the organizers of the demonstration; and
8,000 given by the police. Because the police offered the
lower figure, and the Boston Globe apparently accepts that
estimate, the reporter indicated that he would accept that
number, despite his opinion, from first-hand observation,
that 23,000 was probably a little low.

As a participant in the demonstration I have little doubt
that the total number of people is much closer to the 50,000
figure. However, the important point is not the exact size
of the demonstration. What particularly concerns me is the
reporter's acceptance, of the information provided by the
police and an "establishment" newspaper.

Time and again the government and its defenders have
misled and even lied to us when they have considered their
interests to be at stake. If one believed government figures
of "enemy" military casualities during the Vietnam War,
reported without challenge by the press, one would have
concluded that over half the population of Vietnam had
been killed in combat! The "attack" against a U.S. ship by
the North Vietnamese, which was claimed by President
Johnson, turned out to be a bare- faced lie to gain public
support for massive mUitary intervention. Only several
years after the fact did the government admit to the CIA's
leading role in the violent overthrow of Allende's
democratically elected government in Chile. The list goes
on and on.

We cannot take at face value the claims made by the
state — especially its overtly repressive arm, the police —

BM.
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or the media, both of which serve to defend corporate
interests.

Richard Rabin
Northampton

Editor's note: A police crowd estimate was not included in

the demonstration coverage [March 30] because the
reporter, Phil Plante, doubted the authenticity of the
figure.

Tou can make the difference!'
To the Editor:

Hey you — yes you, student at the University of
Massachusetts! What would you do with a million dollars?
Right now, you are probably thinking of several ways to
spend it. The Student Government Association has $1.5
million allocated to it every year. Do you care what hap-
pens to it'.^ Obviously, every student on campus cannot be
directly involved in how it is spent. However, your vote
can be an important influence on how the money is spent.
Tuesday is the runoff election between Jim Murphy and

Harvey Ashman-Steve Robinson. The turnout for the
previous election was pretty disappointing — a little over
4,000 votes. This is a sadly realistic indication of the
apathetic disposition of the student body.
We urge you to vote and make an impact on your future.

But most importantly, vote with discretion. Consider the
qualifications of the candidates — not just whose poster
looks better. Who has been actively involved in the senate,

i.e. attending meetings, concerned with issues on campus,
etc? Who has worked hard on committees and other
Recognized Student Organization (RSO) groups? Who is

open minded to different political opinions, sensitive to

issues of oppression? Lastly, who is really qualified and has
new, innovaive ideas? Make your voice be heard and your
vote intelligent! You can make the difference!

Tom Ahearh
Barbara Brodley

Governmental Affairs Committee

Don't revert to FDR economics
To the Editor:

It honestly made my stomach turn to read one of your
columnist's glorification of the very economic policies that
have been responsible for the undermining of our economy
since the FDR years (Liberalism — ghost of a chance?
April 2).

Whereas I couldn't agree more about defending the
rights of our citizens — that is, abortion, minorities,

women, and civil rights — the idea of feeding, clothing,

educating and housing the poor through governmental
channels is economic as well as moral doublespeak. I often
wonder when you "social hberals " will reahze that wealth
is not created out of thin air, and never will be. Both
Ronald Reagan's excess military spending and your social

spending cause the same economic problems. To claim to

defend civil rights, and then to endorse the government's
power to steal money (taxation) for a "higher moral ideal"

(namely collectivism) is an obvious contradiction. It is

exactly these misguided thoughts which brought the in-

flation of the seventies and the massive government
bureaucracies of today.

We must fight Ronald Reagan on issues such as the arms
race, his Red xenophobia, and his laughable (however
scary) endorsement of the Moral Majority, but let's not

revert to the dangerous economic ideals of the New Deal.

Neil Gitkind

Southwest

Everyone loses out
I wonder how often the CoUegian prints the word "shitT*

Although It may seem like an unprintable obscenity to
some, the United States Supreme Court has upheld that a
word must be considered within the context of the entire
writuig to be judged obscene, not just the specific
language. TechnicaUy, censoring "dirty words" is by itself
unconstitutional.

Under the First Amendment, we have a right to freedom
of speech and all other forms of expression, including the
right to read "morally objectionable" material. Obscenity
is the very tip of the iceberg; the expression of all poUtical
and ideological concerns is the more important, yet less
visible aspect of free speech. The free exchange of ideas is
a fundamental aspect of any democracy, yet recently it has
come under serious attack in America.

Josh Meyer
Censorship is more severe now than at any time in the

last 25 years, and all signs indicate that the problem is

getting worse. A recent study on censorship done by the
American Library Association reports that censorship
pressures in public schools and libraries are "real,
nationwide, and growing." Book banning in schools has
increased five-fold since the Reagan takeover, but First
Amendment experts agree that the real scope of the
problem is unknown. Only about one in 25 incidents are
publicly reported. While most of the censorship con-
troversy centers around elementary and high schools and
public libraries, colleges and universities aren't safe
anymore either.

Classics, movies, and contemporary novels and
magazines are being removed from school curriculums and
libraries left and right, or simply not being ordered for
future use. Many other educational materials are altered
or edited. The American Heritage Dictionary and others
have been banned from all schools in several states for
containing explicit definitions for words like "bed,"
"horny," and "ball." While things Uke this might be good
for a chuckle or two, they can have serious implications for
students.

Oddly enough, most challenges are initiated by con-
cprned parents, teachers and community members. Fewer
than 20 percent of the complaints come from organizations
like the Moral Majority or the Parent Teacher Associations
(PTA). In one-third of the cases of censorship, challengers
had not even read the materials in full. In 95 percent of the
cases, challengers sought to limit rather than expand the
points of view and ideas available to students. On the local
level, objections were mostly to references to sex and
"objectionable language."

On the larger scale, things get more controversial. The
majority of state level challenges focus on ideological
concerns like secular humanism, evolution, atheistic or
agnostic religious views, and moral relativism. Many God-
fearing members of the communities around the country
feel that these "anti-American" qualities are destroying
the moral fiber of today's society.

As a cure, many seek a return to a more traditional type
of education. This has given many "concerned parents"
cause for a crusade. One couple. Me! md Norma Gabler,
have even incorporated themselves as the Educational
Research Analysts, Inc., in order to purge America of evil

influence. They have been one of the greatest single
censorship forces for the public school system, making
recommendations as to whether or not books are
"suitable."

"Allowing students to come to their own conclusions
about abstract concepts creates frustration," says Mel.
"Ideas, situation ethics, values. anti-God humanism —
that's what schools are teaching today. The main problem
is that children are taught to question everything."

Well, 1 for one think it is good to question everything. I

am totally in favor of allowing students to be exposed to all

ideas, not just the ones certain concerned community
members thing are acceptable. People are capable of
deciding for themselves what they think is right, and if the
information they receive is censored, they are getting
intellectually ripped-off. The foundation of a democratic
society is the open exchange of ideas between opposing
viewpoints. If one set of viewpoints prevails, and succeeds
in censoring the ideas of others in any way, everyone loses.

Josh Meyer is a UMass student.
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Letters Policy

Letters to the editor must be siji^ned and
include the writer's address and telephone
number for verification. Please type
tripled spaced at 67 characters per line.

Because of the larji^e volume of mail
received, unpublished letters cannot be
acknowledged or returned. Submissions
are subject to editing for clarity and
grammar. I^etters lonper than 30 lines may
be condensed due to spare limitations.
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Specials Valid

April 5th -10th

LOWERS
COME SEE OUR COMPLETE
DISPLAY OF BEAUTIFUL

EASTER FLOWERS
6" POT; 6 BULBS
ASST'D COLORS

Tulips
$369EA.

I

6" POT

Easter Lilies
EXCELLENT QUALITY

California
Asparagus
JUICY SWEET

California
Cantaloupes
FRESH

Horseradish
Root
FROM FLORIDA

Fresh
Watercrest
FRESH

Bean
Sprouts
CALIFORNIA FRESH

Carrots

$^79

$149

$-139

59*

3, .LB. 9 l
PKQ. J^

GREAT IN

SALADS

Frozen Food & Dairy
HOOD FAMILY VALUE LOWFAT

Cottage
Clieese
HOOD

Sour
Cream
SEALTEST

Ice
Cream
3 VARIETIES

Lenders
Bagels

24 OZ.
CONT.

PT.

CONT

ALL FLAVORS
HALF QAL.

$169

2 99<
120Z.
PKGS.

Health & Beauty Aids

$}39

$J59
269

89^

ENHANCE-ALL VAR.

Conditioner
or Shampoo
MISS BRECK

Hair
Spray
FLINSTONE

Multi-
Vitamins
SOFT, MED.. OR HARD

Colgate
Toothbrushes

8 OZ
BTL.

9 OZ.
CAN

REQ OR 9
IRON

60 CT BTL.

2
FOR

Shop for all your Easter Menu
needs at Louis Foods

GEM FULLY COOKED

Whole Hams
13-20 LB.

AVG;
SHANK BONE

& SKIN
REMOVED

SIRLOIN

Half Hams
SHANKLESS

Half Hams
CENTER

Hajm Slices

EASTER KIELBASA
MADE BY CHICOPEE PROVISIONS

Blue Seal Kielbasa
FULLY COOKED

Janik Kielbasa

Essem Kielbasa

Hillshire Kielbasa

r
OCEAN SPRAY

OR CRANGRAPE
DRINK

FINEF
DOWNTOWN AMHERST

• f i S.
COTTAGE

\ CHEESE

ALL VARIETIES
18.5 OZ. PKG.

Cranapple
SWEET LIFE-ALL FLAVORS

Soda
WISHBONE FAMILY SIZE

Salad Dressing
DUNCAN HINES DELIXE II

Cake Mixes
PURE DIGESTIBLE ^ ^^ ^

CrisGo Shortening i, M,
MOUNTAIN GROWN-ALL GRINDS

4ft «fl AA
Folgers Coffee •- 1'*''
70* OFF LABEL EXTRA ACTION ^^
TS^^^ LAUNDRY 3bS99I IOC DETERGENT ^^^^OZ ^^^ ^
20* OFF LABEL AUTOMATIC DISHWASHING -^^^
20' Off Cascade "^^2*^
VIVA ^^ _

Jumbo Towels Vot? 79^
llLU-711

(
I

ONLY AT LOUIS' FOODS s s

I ^?.n^L^u^'^^^
COUPONS I S ^irS^ASrsRowNAND S&H GREEN STAMPS S DOMINO

I THAT'S WHY LOUIS' VALUES! | QTTri AID
MAKES THE rucccDCM/^m I i oUirAlt

.U-73II
WITH THIS COUPON & A '7.50 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING COUPON ITEM & CIGARETTES

LIMIT 1 PER CUSTOMER

HOOD LOW FAT
FAMILY VALUE

I I EXCLI

24 02

CONT.
I

SWEET LIFE

ALL FLAVORS

VAUD APRIL 4-10 AT LOU'S FOODS

Arts
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A shadow of his former self
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David Frye marred
by bad material
DAVID FRYE
Campus Center Auditorium
Thursday, April 1

By ROB CROWLEY
Collegian Staff

"The less the poor man eats, the clearer he thinks and
the smarter he wUl become" — Ronald Reagan, as im-
personated by David Frye.

I wish David Frye's political satire was as witty as his
impersonations. He has an exceptional ability to mimic
celebrities — especially politicians. But much of Frye's
brilliance in impersonation was weakened by disappointing
material.

l-'rye's show presented a melange of characters, from
Muhammed Ali to George Wallace. Most of his imitations
were flawless. Frye does a terrific Ronald Reagan and a
superb Richard Nixon. But he repeatedly let the audience
down with limp, unsatisfying, and sometimes juvenile
humor. For example, one skit revolved around which
character (Jimmy Carter, Rodney Dangerfield, Henry
Kissinger, William Buckley, George Bush or Richard
Nixon) would be willing to "take the boogie" out of Ronald
Reagan's nose during the 1980 presidential candidate
debate.

After the show, Frye talked about his current favorite
impression. Reagan — people are shocked when they hear
me do it. I like to get a big laugh more than anything, but I

don't want to have to rely on Reagan. Because then, God
forbid, if something should happen to Reagan, I'd have no
act," Frye said.

The opening act, fire-eating magician Peter Sosna,
nearly stole the show from Frye. Fresh from a tour of the
Harvard Square sidewalks, the blade-happy Sosna cut a
woman in thirds, ran a Black and Decker power saw
through an audience member, and guillotined Jim Murphy
(SGA presidential re-candidate). "This is what happens to
people who don't pay their bill," Sosna said, in reference Lo
recent controversy surrounding Murphy's election.

MILES DAVIS
Fine Arts Center
Saturday, April 3

By PHILLIP PLANTE
Collegian Staff

Maybe it's just a part of growing up, those times when
you realize things are not as ideal as you wish they would
be. Jazz legend Miles Davis and his band put on a mediocre
performance at best to a near capacity FAC crowd.

Early on, as Miles* band went to the jazz- rock-funk
which characterizes Miles' new album Man With A Horn it

seemed as if the fusion sound might work. The band at
times was tight. The instrumentation of the band —
electric guitar, electric bass, drums, saxophone, congas,
and Miles' horn was a combination of various elements
from within and without the traditional jazz band.

But fusion turned to confusion as the band members
tried to compensate for the total lack of character in the
sound.

Miles, when he played, seldom displayed the fine tonal

^fcifc^. ^^^fc,
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DAVID FRYE

quality and style of fewer and finer notes he made famous
and influenced the likes of John Coltrane with.

Though Miles has always been a laid-back performer, his

performance Saturday night had a semi-conscious quality
about it. As he leaned on his piano or sat wearily, he looked
almost out of place next to the younger band members who
tirelessly tried to give some identity to the music.

Miles' horn mostly worked a reference melody that each
piece was built around. Miles seldom went beyond this
simple melody. His horn at times was weak and inaudible.

Band members often seemed confused, as they looked to
Miles for cues.

During their solos they each showed they were fine
musicians, but lacking direction in the overall context of
the band.

Guitarist Mike Sterns probably has every Mahavishnu
Orchestra record ever made. Sterns copied Jeff Beck, John
McLaughlin and, yes, Pete Townsend as he tried
desperately to fuse rock and sometimes heavy metal into
the jazz idiom. At times he tried to take the place of a
traditional jazz piano, chopping chords to Miles' occasional
playing.

At times Sterns wailed out incredibly heinous power
chords and dragged his pick down the bass string on the
guitar. This is fine in an AC/DC tribute band, but
ridiculous in contrast with Miles' horn. Sterns, throughout
the performance tried to make his playing unpredictable
but it nevertheless fell into cliche after cliche.

Al Foster did not try to complicate the rhythm in a jazz-

like fashion and was fine enough. Bass player Marcus
Miller looked indifferent to everything while the sax player

was so far to one side of the stage I had to wonder if he was
in the band at all.

And yet — and yet — at times Miles' horn would rise
above and beyond all the modernistic, fusionistic, con-
fusionist trappings of his band and reveal some of the old
Miles. The lights turned down low and blue and Miles'
sound echoed throughout the FAC. a simple and majestic
tonal quality, haunting and beautiful. Yet these moments
were so few and far between it made one sad in spite of
them.

1 11 never dispute the musical genius of Miles Davis in the
past. But his new band (himself included) atUins only an
overall mediocrity comparable to Pat Metheny on an off
day.

I want to remember Miles Davis as a genius. A man who
inspired, not compromised, with mediocrity and com-
mercialism. Maybe I was expecting too much.

EUROPE »' CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE
BY CAR

45 Rockefeller Plaza

New York, N.Y.

10020

Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad for

Special

Student /Teacher
Tariff

G RENTAL G LEASE O PURCHASE
a IMAiLMS* « VOUTN WAM

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

THIS YEAR COME TO OUR HOUSE
FOR PASSOVER
Passover Seders

Wednesday, April 7, 1982 8:00 p.m.
Thursday, April 8, 1982 8:00 p.m.

'Full traditional Passover meal
*A seder service inspiring and
Joyous as only CHABAD can

Each Seder $5.00
Call 253-9040 by April 6 for reservations

or write: CHABAD NOUSE
30 N. Hadley Rd.

Amherst, MA 01002

AN OPEN JEWISH HOME

PUT YOUR
SCIENTIFIC OR
ENGINEERING
DEGREE TO WORK

If you're a deTcr candtdate

who Miould like lo cmbarV on
a hjhsT orlcnied sdcntlftc or

cndnacrlrK) career, then con
tider the United States As
Fare* It t one of the finest

apponivutic& In the natnn
Completion of our thcer

month Officer Training
School neti you an officer's

commission and launches

uDu tnto a caraer that s geared

tor tomonxff Oir aqk^inwnt

IS among the finest, our
worVmg conditions are en

celleni, and our benefits

package unmatched Find

out about a space aop service

from sraur nearest Ajt Force

recruiter Call

TSgt Art Courtrrvanche

413737 1305
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Wanted Summer '82

CAMP NATCHEZ
Fine Co-ed Camp

located in the Berkshire Mtns.
Is looking for exciting active people with
abundant energy for the following posi-
tions:

General Counselors, Backpacking,
Campcraft, Sailing, Boating, WSI,

Environmental Ecology, Soccer, Sports,
Photography, Ceramics

We will be on campus April 7th in room
801 of the Campus Center from 10 am to

5 pm. Please drop in or call the Student
Employment Office for an appointment.

e^HAR\ARD
^ this summer

Tradition and the future meet at the f-farvard Sum-
mer SthfKil, the nation s olde-4 summer session, featur-

ing open enrollmeni in a diverse otferuig o( day and
evening libera] arts courses and pre - professional pro
grams The varied curriculum includes courses appropn-
dle (or fuliilling college degree requirements as well as

programs designed tor career devekipmeni and profes-

sional advancement The international slucient body has
accevs to the University s .lutstanding libraries, muse-
ums, athletic facilities and calendar of cultural activities,

as well as the many events availabk> outside the Univer-
sity in IHai-vard Sc^uare Cambridge, and nearby Boston
Housing IS available in Harvard's historic resielences

LIBERAL ARTS
Undergraduate and graduate courses in more than

30 liberal arts (lelds oKered at convenient hours Inten
sive foreign language and wnlmg programs are available
Among the mai\y areas represented are AnthmpoU>gy.
Computer Sciences. Fuie Arts. Mathematics. fNychol-
ogy Musk, and Visual and Fnvironmenlal Studies

PRE PROFISSIONAL AND EDUCATION
Harvard Summer Schcxil offers all basic courvs

necessary for pre-medical preparation. Of interest lo
pre- law students are classes in government ancieconom
ics Business courses include computer programming,
financial accounting, statistics, and a business writing
workshop Non credit review courses for tf>e GMAT.
LSAT ind MCAT are offered draduate level courses in

Education and in manaf^ment ifieory and applxation
meet the needs ot professionals seeking to improve man
agemeni skills or work toward advanced degrees

SPECIAL PROGRAIS^
Programs in expository artd creative wntmg. dra-

ma. daiKe. and Fngiish as a Foreign Language Instruc-

tion in 11 foreign languaf^. including ifie Ukraoiian
Summer Institute

w

A

Ml

ACADEMIC CALENDAR
JUNE a - AUGUST U, NR2
FcM- (ufther infonnation, return Ike coupon below
or contact:

HARVARD SLIMMER SCHOOl
rVpvlmml
20 Cirdm Si

. (.ambndnc MA OZUa
(6171 49S-29ZI WonMtnn
(617) 49S 2494 hnr npm 24 houn a day inr rMaloipir iT<|iinn

PIraw trml Harvard Summrt Schori '-•^•yf— aid
applkalinn for:

Arts k Virnres and Fdixalmn
(nttJrJi as a Frae^m I lining
SnofKlary School Sludml IVngiair.

Oance Critter

Name _

AddiesA
.

(Hv .Sial*. ^V

HARVARD SUMMER SCHOOL
0>p«ip«ia ?V'

"-•-•'"••'» - •• -*.*«>»:•.» •«imj^ . i.^.Cwi*..
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Monday

MASSAGE COURSE - Learn how to relax
tense muscles, reduce stress and relieve
headaches. CaU 549-6362 for information.
Sponsored by the T'ai Chi Chuan Club. CC
Room 178. 7:3© p.m.

A SPECTRUM READING - of original
student prose and poetry. Come hear some
fabulous fiction and poetry and enjoy the
cider and cheese. FREE! Commonwealth
Room (Earth Foods) 8:00 p.m.

EARLY CHILDHOOD STUDENTS -
Mandatory Meeting for students doing
Student Teaching II, Fall 1982 semester
7:00 p.m.. Room 455 Hilis So. If you cannot
attend, please see Cathy Fosnot, HiJls So
350 or call 545-2085.

PLANNING SESSION - Planning
Sessions are held daily at the Office of
Internships for students thinking about a
summer or fall placement. Call or stop by 16
Curry Hicks. 545-0727 for more

'

in-
formation.

DYSLEXIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION
MEETING — Very important meeting
tonight for all dyslexic students and in-
terested persons. 7:00 p.m., Rm 68 Bartlett
Hall. This is your chance to be heard. Call
549-6690 for further information. (R.
Siegler)

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING -
study, planning and action toward nuclear
disarmament. All are welcome to get in-

volved! CC Rm 805-09. 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday

MEETING FOR 5-COLLEGE JEWISH
NEWSMAGAZINE - Come to the
organizational meeting for the Jewish
Newsmagazine, Shofar. We need editors,
writers, photographers, designers,
typesetters, production and business
people. All welcome. Babbott Room of the
Octagon Building. Amherst College 7:30
p.m. For more info call Josh Basseches 542-
4225.

Wednesday

MASSPIRG BOTTLE BILL MEETING -
Help save Massachusetts' bottle law from
the bottling industry, by coming to this
important meeting. All interested are
encouraged to attend. CC Rm 904-908. 7:00
p.m.

KENNEDY RE ELECTION MEETING -
Organizational meeting. CC Rm 905 at 6:30
p "1 We need your help. Be there!

PASSOVER SEDERS - Will be held on
April 7 and April 8. starting at 5:15 p.m. in
Hampden D.C. Everyone must sign up in
advance by April 5 in Franklin D.C.

PEOPLE. PURPOSE. PROCESS-
ORGANIZATIONAL SURVIVAL - Why
does your organization exist? Looking at
your purpose. Membership development
and organizing group members to work
Butterfield Dorm Lounge, 7-9:30 p.m.

Thursday

FILM: "LIES MY FATHER TOLD ME" -
The Commuter Collective presents this fine
film which narrates the story of a small
Jewish boy growing up in the depression
years learning about life from his wise old
grandfather. Commuter Lounge. 216 SUB
at 8:00 p.m.

UMASS PARACHUTE CLUB - Will be
holding a First Jump Course at 7:00 p.m. in
CC Rm 168. Please bring an ID and come
early.

MASSPIRG'S ENERGY WOODLOT
MANAGEMENT MEETING - With the

growing need for firewood as an energy
source, woodlot management is in-

creasingly in>perative. Find out how you
can get involved. All interested persons are
welcome. SU 423 at 7:00 p.m.

WINE AND CHEESE PARTY - The
Commuter Collective presents a mid-week
break wine and cheese party. Come and
meet other commuters in a relaxed social
atmosphere. Eat, drink and be merry.
Commuter Lounge, 216 SUB, 6-8:00 p.m.

Friday

THE UMASS THERAPEUTIC HOR-
SEBACKRIDING PROGRAM - has a
critical need for volunteers to work with
disabled individuals from the United
Cerebral Palsy Foundation on Friday
mornings. Training will be provided. Call
Candy Dixon. 323-6649 for further
formation.

m-

Sunday

EASTER SUNRISE CELEBRATION -
Sponsored by ECUM (The Ecumenical
Council of UMass). Music, balloons, in-
cense, and a brief homily — vigil to be held
rain. snow, or earthquake! Campus Pond. 5-
5:30 a.m.

Top of the Campus l^^staurant

featuring a festive buffet

from 11:30 a,m. to 6:00 p,m,

on Taster Sunday

$8.50 for Mults

$4.95 for Children

under 12

'Murray D. Lincoln

Campus Center

nthfioor/f

Oi£f now for reservations

at 549-6000 ext, 639

LIQUORS
Old Milwaukee... ...3.49/12 pk cans

MiUer 4.99A2 pi. <««,

Budweiser (cans or bottles). . . . 9.99/case

BlatZ(12 oz NR-s) 6.75/ca-e

Molsons beer. ale. golden 2.99/6 pk

Dragrone i«n.bru«» & bianco 3.25/1.5 L

Alihaden Mt Wines (all). 4.79/i.6 l

Gin & Vodka 80° 5.45/l

Hiram Walker Amaretto
WhUe they last 1.99/l2oz

All Beer and Wine Specials

ICE COLD at aU times!
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22ZZ
We don't build

them to last.

Colle giari n

fe^S^^

OnlyoneOfthesepens
^ IS thinenough
todrawthellneoelow.

It's the extra-fine rolling ball of Pilots rennarkable new Precise Ball Liner
Pen. (Ifyou haven't guessed which one it is. look at the top photo again
It s the trinn beauty on the bottonn left.)

But unlike the others, the real beauty of Pilot's Precise Ball Liner is
the extra-fine line it puts on paper. It glides smoothly across the page
because its tiny tungsten carbide ball is held securely within a needle-like
stainless steel collar. A collar that makes the Precise Ball Liner the most
durable, trouble-free rolling ball pen you can buy.

Its letter-writersjoy An artist's dream
A scribbler's delight.

One more fine point: the Pilot Precise .
'

Ball Liner doesn't have a big, fat

price. It'sjust a skinny

$1.19.

[pjidf

Ballliner
The rolling ballpen that revolutionizes thin writing.

BULKIE ROLL

LETTUCE
ONION
TO/AATO
SWISS CHEESE
I/APODTED HA/A

DIJON /AUSTAUI

But we do build each one to exact specs, so you'll enjoy every bite.
The next time your appetite contracts for a real sandwich, visit
the engineers at

THE

AMHERST

DELICATESSEN

Amherst Carriage Shops 549-6314

,^^f^^^^^^ <^ 4^ 4^

THE HAYMARKET
SPRING

SMORGASBORG
$8.88 All You Can Eat $8.88

soups hot breads salad bar
steamers chicken wings

stuffed clams

Featuring: Seafood Newburg
Roast Beef

Teriyaki Chicken
Ham Dijonnais

Introducing: fruit & ice cream table

A Fall Line of

TillStB'E'ES

Served
Monday
thru

Thursday
5:00 - 10:00 pm VBA

MASTBICAJID
AMERICAN EXPIteaS

529 Belchertown Rd. (Rt.9), Amherst • 256-8551

2 miles east of Amherst Center

Many new styles to choose from

including the all new stained glass frisbee

Located in the Sporting Goods Department

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY SrSTORED -M
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Hours 7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnite
in HadleyAmherst and Pittsfield stores. —•^i^

.Qlarval Fresh
Turkey

U.S. ^^^%fi
irade A f^^L^B

SwiftBvtterballTurkey M: «.B9'
SwiftLi'lButterbaUTurkey ""r.^^T"'' .^gg-
ButterballTurkeyBreast ""'&'''"'

„i 39
Perdue "Oven Stuffer" Chicken «">^= ,.79'

USDA Choice

Shoulder Roast
BeefChuck
BeefRound
^^l2—. W% ^ j^ m^-M- "Great Beef"

I

I

99
lb

99
lb

Shoulder
LondonBroil
LarfieBnd "''<" '^">»

BeefRibRoast

Beef
Chuck 1

2

99
lb

29
lb

r

Truly, a season for rtgoicing...

l?*PpyABappy
Passover

Shop our circular
of 390 values!
Pick up a copy in
your Stop & Shop

MOST PLANTS AVAIL. BEG TUES ">.

)
Glorious
flowers

for

Easter
giving

!

Beautiful

Lilies 099
4 to 6 Buds
SVj" foil wrapped pot ea

Mum
Plant
Assorted Colors
Foil Wrapped 5" pot

Beautiful

99

Country Club
Soda
Assorted Flavors
32 02 btl.Ct. deposit

SpiingPotted
Tulips ^99
Large Asst d Colors ^^
6" foiled pot ^^ «•

Flowering
Azalea009
4'/? "foil potted plant ^^^ ea

Hydrangea
_^^ Sno-Ball"

Plant £2^^
Assorted Colors ^^B
5 inch foiled pot ^^^ ea

Cymbidium
Orchid - -°

Corsage €%99
Single Orchid ^^^
Gift boxed Xhouu M^ ea

7 ounce can

^Colonial
CookedHama _ ._Semi Boneless pS[i^„s i59
Extra lean and savory for a nnemorable _^B
Easter feast. Special savings all week! ^^" lb
MasterCarveHam .q'???"~ed, „,l,9g
Skinless &ShaiiklessHam s^aWL ,^1.59
CookedHam Rump Portion i'^'n^'est

,b 1 39
Boneless CookedHam °-,^r°l5;;^'^ ib2'39
Wilson BonelessHam *a.e?ire'5tsn^ -^ - ib2 39
ColonialCooked GlazedHam -^^^h ib2.49
More and more hams to choose..^! Stop & Shop!

Swift Premium {599
3lbCannedHam9
'-'Xira ArunuanM ^lae/.^.wBu^ppoM.onvAgib n^l fl[jj

MorrellEZ Cut BonelessHam cooned
,^,3 49 _ ^ .

ArmourBonelessCookedHam "r ,,2.89 I W Rntl^AnvRath 3 lbCannedHam "^rev^S°a5l3 ° 7,49 I H *^OIlZOni

Z99
Solid White Tuna
in Water ^09
Stop & Shop H

Royal RegorInstant
Pudding^% ffvpHK:
Asst'd Flavors
3ouncepkg 275

IBetty Crocker
Mix

Super Moist
18 V2 ounce package

"75
produce Pick our freshest values for your holiday table!

MUGgdr Flowering

Begonia O^^
4 inch pot ^BP ea

<^:s^j. J]

i> c

comer dpii a**"- ** *^°^^

Bv the- stick

Margherita
Pepperoni

99
lb

Carando brand

HardorGetioa
Salami

Thin or Reg. Spaghetti or
Mezzani llbpkg 59

si(ce<J

Pineapple

^ r:

pole Pineapple
in Juice ^^^^<'
Sliced, Crushed or Chunk
20 ounce can 69

^99
lb

I

Fresh Califomia - ^%^^,
Brcx^coli .nJ89
Fresh4 Quart Basket jb>.o
Mushrooms4.:
Fresh California 36 s.ze ^^cm
Artichokeso -X
Jet Fresh Hawaiian «aa
Pineapples l^f
C^ifomia Navel ^% $^
Oranges «? O^l

» " '"'"••'••'""•••'ItOWmcM.IOUOtlOOllW.aMl.t.ot

"k

,
, .. Great Shape 1%

,)

7.f\
Low Fat MOk^6

f'lMl "
i Protein Fortified

One Gallon Container

Calabro Ricotta
Cheese A 29
Whole Milk or Part Skim
48ounce container . . . .

Save 25 i

'l
CheddarCheese !
!jHARM WHITE OH YFI 1 niAJ RAO ^, '

Broccoli

Stop & Shop
lOouncepkg ^'»X
All Natural
Ice Cream
Assorted Flavors
Stop & Shop Half Gallon carton I99

'.opyfigni igg; (!» Slop > SHOP Supirmtrlltll
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DOONESBURY Collegian i3

OKAY, N0UJ.7H/S

UlLlBbiOURSTA-
VON.TDNK.YOUlL

i BaWOmNGFOR.
• TH5CUh50F
' '42. ^

by Garry Trudeau
lemALivu.
urmmMfiRK,
I'MAmtm.-

NaiHINeiOfT.NOU,
TUBms AND CHIPS
f^l^ DOUNTieRt. Also
yOUR MIXERS -WNC
UIAmi.,SOQA.ANP

DOiOU
KsePTie

I

NO DOPB.ZONK.im
mmfsnYCANTAF-
FORD IT. NOU, H5Ra
IN FRONT IS THEUm
ANPAISOTH^VOPKA.

\

iFCReer,
lAJHAT^

^WKA?t5
THATA
MD&l.,T00f

KIPCW6
Me..

iiou?
YOU. MARK.
THISISNT
MYSONa'

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

^' VCH MlLX, UtoKT bA^

by M. Joyce

THE UMASS ZONE by Mark Rollins

WHAT HAPPENED? by Ethyl Octane

ATTENTION!
100%

$ FREE TUITION $

JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS
NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further Infornation Contact:

Sgt. Richard O'Connor
586-4110

SOLVED?

::W

Now anyone can mastin the
standard cube pu/fle m less

than 3 minutes This is the

fastest, simplest, 100%
Guaranteed method ever

devised to get all the colors

on the right side NO MORE
hours of turning each side

only to be frustrated' NO
MORE complicated books'
You don't evet have to read
to do this AMAZE you'
friends with the speed that

vou are able to match the

colors

Before you throw that cube
away try this ONLY $2 00
plus tax (Money back
guarantee) Send your
check or money order to.

CUBE A MANIA
Post Office Box 3926
Grand Central Station

New York, NY 10163

CROSSWORD
Edited by Mar^arel Ftrrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Word vMiih dream
5 Stationer s units

10 Unwise
14 named

Sal '

15 Arctic haven
16 Former Governor

Grasso
17 Stability symbol
20 Bridges of a kind
21 Feel a loss

22 Spread hay
23 Dressed a la mode
24 Unsteadiness
28 In the manner of

a curmudgeon
32 Not commonplace
33 Water channel
34 Paulo
35 Overlook
36 Altos or Gatos
37 Sounded
38 Twitch
39 Mennonjte
41 Third Reich

member
42 Popular art

subiect
44 Free-tor all

46 Noted 41 Across
47 Road sign
48 Avow

51 Place of

destruction

56 Absolute
minimum

58 Insect repellent

source
59 Wore than mad
60 Love, personified
61 Rose or Orange
62 Challenges
63 Strong wind

DOWN
1 Separate
2 Stravinsky

3 Set a rhythm
4 Majestic

mammals
5 One who pilfers

6 Urged (with "on )

7 MacGraw and
others

8 Unruly group
9 Cereal grass
10 Widow
11 Old one, in

Osnabruck
12 Croatian
13 Big rodent
18 Hapsburgname
19 Begin a new day
23 Suppress, as a

revolt

J4 Goshen contests
25 Plant of the

nettle family
26 Writer Jong
21 Welcomed
28 Juxtaposed
29 Violinist Stern
30 Singer Mario
31 Ascetics
33 Egg drinks
37 Protein-forming

substance
39 Tarl

40 Bone near the ear
43 Biblical money

unit

44 Burns brighgly

45 Cut didoes
47 Young hog
48 Bedouin
49 On one's own
50 Clumsy craft

51 Successful
performer

52 Toot one's own
horn

53 Andean
metropolis

54 Environmental
sci

55 Sapless
57 Musical

syllable

\
i^^^M

1
I J 4

1
S 6 7 1 9 10 11 12 13

ts ii~
"" "^"

II
19

'^~

?1
"~ ~~"

pH|^^^H22

r """MhI
<D II

-.
~~'^Hni » 3« Isi

II
33

34
"^^

3S
36 IF— ^^

F 40
41

^~'

42

_Jn ~ 45]
^^^™

'

Iwk\ ~l 47

3* 51 5? 53 54 55

57 mi^^m

.

SI

—

*

—
1

S9

6?"

1
S0~

wa^^m

\ 1

S3

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ71 F

LS-'
Q A R 1

1

1

JJAiVlAHA'MlAlTl
A H ID E iSlOlSHBlAklEl 1

L Al i/Ia l S EiNlD F R T Hi
t N .IMIIII-l<i^Alil..l. Ulcl 1

L,„iJ iurT,Ei IiIrIoInIoIrIe! 1

t H IcUc tfllrlKlFln^lHI 1

paa Q E A^EpT N

fMijita F EtJ
N T

sWd 1 r
AID \I^E R

In
E I (naBl

H ,'^ ^H C 1
1 p hu I

A M k

COP
s s E E L 7t niH
1 E R N A tMHgt.OS TwlAlYHllNlTlRrol 1

u t'.DIllAiMlEHllclErN-^ 1HAYIM UNil DHFlFlRlhlsj

WEATHER
Monday, windy and cold

with mostly sunny skies.
Highs 35 to 40. clear skies
early Monday night with
increasing cloudiness late
at night. Lows in the 20s.
Tuesday

, cloudy with a
chance of snow. Highs in

the 30s.

D.C. MENU
DINNER

LUNCH

Stuffed Pepper with

Tomato Sauce
Jack Hammer Sandwich

BACIS LUNCH

Pineapple Yogurt Stuffed

Pepper
Egg- Salad on Bun

Stir Fry Beef and
Vegetables

RoastPork/Gravy,
Applesauce

Turkey Salad Plate with

Saltines

BASICS DINNER

Mexican Vegetable Bake
Baked Cod with Lemon

Slice

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

r
Today. Sober Video

10:30 - 11:15 Senate Watch - The week-
ly Student Senate meeting

n:15 - 12:00 Last Drop of Bkx>d - The
Trials of South Africa

12:00- 1:00 Jazz with Spyro Gyra.
Wild jazz juxtaposed with
crazy video

1:00 - 2:00 Video: Un Pas Par Dela
•Video crazyness
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Continuedfrom page /

7) What do you like mostabout working with your
organization(s)?

8) What do you dislike?

9) Do you think there is unity
among Third World organiza-
tions?

10) Do you think there is need
for unity?

NUMMO Monday April S. 1982

NOTES FROM A

FLORIDA COUNTY

KKK IN MERIDEN
On March 20, the Ku Klux Klan held a

rallv on the steps of the City Hall in

M«riden, Connecticut. The main speech
by the KKK's Imperial Wizard Bill Wilkerson
began "Welcome white people...". From
the beginning the demonstration was
characterized by strong objection by the
hundreds of counterdemonstrators who
shouted throughout its 45 minutes. Thirty-

one Klan members were present.
The date of the rally fell on the aniversary

of last years Klan rally held in support of a
white police officer accused of the shooting
death of a young Black man. The previous
Meriden Klan rally marked the beginnir>g of
a vocal Klan presence in many areas of
New England. It was also the scene of
violent outbreaks between coun-
terdemonstrators and Klan members. The
March 20 rally and counterdemonstration
was a peaceful one of about a thousand
partictpants and spectators. Organizations
such as the International Committee
Against Racism and the New Haven-based
Committee for Education in Defense
Against Racism were among the cour>-

terdemonstrators at the rally.

Increasing Klan activity in Connecticut of
late includes the rally of more than 250
Klansmen in 1980 in Scotland, Ct. Since
then there have been a number of smaller
rallies and an increase in leafletting by
robed members. The highly-publicized
Connecticut activities appear to be an
effort on the part of the Klan to expand
beyond its traditional Southern setting to
communities in the Northeast which it

considers viable. "This is the Klans' new
plan for the 80's" said James Patterson,
director of Connecticut's NAACP, who
linked the current development to the
climate created by the economic crisis.

Following last years Klan rallies, the
Meriden City Council passed an ordinar>ce
requiring groups of 10 or more people to
aquire a permit before having a public
activity. Due to the implementatioo of the
ordinance in the March 20 rally, the
Connecticut Civil Liberties Union has fitec

suit in federal court for both the Klan arn:
or>e of the counterdenr>or^trating group:
charging violation of the First Amendment.

leprinted from the Guardian

One of the negative aspects of living in the
so called "Happy Valley" is that we exist in

a microcosm devoid of many of the
problems that our people face in the
"outside world". As a result we, as Third
World people suffer from a tendency to
forget what really goes on out there.
Recently, I had the opportunity to witness

the situation in the state of Florida. I found
the racism there to be of a very different
sort from that which we suffer from here.
Duval County, in the north of Florida, was

once very small in size, encompassing only
part of the largely white city of Jackson-
ville. A few years ago, the black com-
munity of the county began to grow.
When it reached the point where the
proportions county were almost half black
and half white the white-comroiled political
apparatus expanded the county line in
order to insure the maintainance of a
majority white vote. Duval county now
encompasses all of Jacksonville, the
second largest city in Florida, as well as
some neighboring towns. The black
community, once nearly half the
population, now constitutes a small
segment of the county. It has, for the most
part, become a slum.
This information was aquired a young

black lawyer who said it was relatively
common knowledge. In fact, it seemed to
be accepted anwng blacks in the area that
whites now have, and will continue to hold,
all the power. During my short stay I heard
several people refer to the Jacksonville
Police Force as "the local KKK".
Why are black people so readily accepting

of such a blatantly oppressive situation*
Two days in the county courthouse told me
that the answer is fear. The Police received
their nickname as a result of the tendency
for one to arrest black people for the most
insignificant of charges. Moreover, Florida
state law allows long tenm prison sentences
as punishment for minor offenses. Orw

biaek woman I spoke with was facing six

years in the state penitentury for three

counts of petty theft. A black nr>an was
awaiting sentence on e charge of driving

while under the influence.

. ^ very common charge against blacks in

the county, according to a source in the
public defenders' office, is that of in-

terfering with an officer while actirtg in the
line of duty. This crime is ger>eraily

charged when a civiWian witnesses some
sort of police brutality. The result is two
arrests instead of one. It is believed that
this particular charge is so commonly made
because it is easily fabricated by police
officers. The only real proof is the officers'
word. The charge of "interfereiKW" can be
punishable by a prison term, deper>ding on
the cicumstances. ^•

The pMcture is bleak. The poRce depar-
tment, the public defenders' and state
attorneys' offices, in fact the legal and
political systems as a whole are vastly
comprised of whites. Black members of
these offices accredit their institutions with
racial predjudice. The Justices were said to
be the most guilty of all.

The few black people within the system
are, for the most part, trying to create
change. But most ofthe black people
suffering from the effects of racism and
poverty seem to be too caught up in the
struggle for survival to help in the fight.

Without a greater "fighting force" the
situation in Duval county and others like it

are not likely to change.
It is be left to us, as the "educated" black

people of the future, to lend our efforts to
the struggles going on in our honrte
comnrHinities across the country. In order
to do so we have to remain aware of the
problems occuring there. It is our
responsibility to focus on this rather than
allowing ourselves to get caught up in. or
fooled by the apparent safety of our little

valley.

by Chartene ANen

RAFAEL CANCEL MIRANDA

r,S5''"^*L'^''..'"'^ *'^ °" '°"' '" 'f« Massachusetts areaTn

thS«lnVa'n1«1Se" Stales""'"'
"'""'°" °' "' '"^"° ""='" ^""'^ '"

————.--• *^"

Puerto RIcan nationalist receiving presents from
Lumunnba school.

the chiiaren ot the Lne-

CHINATOWN IS
On March 19, 7982, I was doing what

everyone else was doing. I finished my
assignments, attended my last classes,
cleaned up my room, packed my clothes
and books and headed for the bus circle.
My joy of going back to Boston was in
describible; after all, I haven't been there
for over a month and it feels great just
going home again.

Following my two days of relaxation, I

decided to take a walk downtown to
"shoot the breeze" for one more day
before returning to my studies. As I was
walking along Washington St., I suddenly

DYI^IG, BUT WHO IS TO BLAMEremembered the artiri* i ^,^.-. -*-_.. ^ "^ ^ AMVI C

Am

remembered the article I wrote a^out
Chinatown and decided to go there for a
closer look.

I didn't have to go very far to see the new
medical wing being built over Washington
St resembling the George Washington
Bridge over the Delaware River. In the
corner of Washington St. and Kneeland
St., the new Tufts Medical Library and
Lecture Hall was under construction. It was
all like a nightmare happening right beforemy eyes; the only difference was that this
was real.

When I first immigrated to Boston from

Hong Kong, i lookeo rorwa.u to me un.«swhen my parents would take me to
Chinatown. I enjoyed the excitement ofwatching a dragon dance, a martial arts
exhibition and other Chinese people

^f the"day°.
'"' ''° '° '"^ ^'* "^'^ ^«^9«'"

Today, the thrill of it all has passed The
spirit of togetherness that once lived
amongst the Asian people has died, and if
the spirit dies, so will the community itselfThe cause of this lack of enthusiasm lies in
the issue of the Tufts-New England Medical
Center. Every year, that institution seems

r By Jimmy Wong

to grow larger and larger and contributes to
the problems that already exist within the
community. "Why hasn't anything been
done ?" I asked myself. Then it occurred to
me that there was something done, except
I was too lazy to get involved.
As I slowly strolled home, I realized that I

was as much to blame as the rest of the
others who didn't do anything. Many
mistakes were reversible, but this was by
far the most costly of all because this one
can not be amended.

•(«- t'.

>
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LATIN AMERICAN
WEEK

DEDICATED TO THE • PEOPLE OF CENTRAL AMERICA
THRUSDAY APRIL 15th
WORKSHOP

"Latin American
United States"

by Son/a Nieto and others

Campus Center, 8 PM

Women in the

FRIDAY APRIL 16th
LATIN DANCE
Live music with "Conjunto Libre"
and "Orquesta Libre"

Student Union Ballroom
8 PM - 2 AM
Tickets $3 in advance, $5 at door
For more information call
or 545-0676

545-2479

MONDAY APRIL 19th
CONFERENCE
"El Salvador"

Main spea/(er Gerry Studds, Represen-
tative for illassachusetts

Phil Wheaton and James Cheek, State
Department Representatives

Student Union Ballroom 7 PM

TUESDAY APRIL 20th
FILM

"El Enemigo Principal"
(The Main Enemy)

Fi/m by Grupo Ukamau of Bolivia deal-
ing with the issues of proverty, exploita-
tion and U.S. intervention in Bolivia. It
will be followed by a brief exposition of
current situation in Bolivia.

Campus Center 168 8 PM
Free admission and refreshments.

APRIL 21stWEDNSDAY
CONFERENCE
Isabel Letelier

Will talk about Human
theSouthern Cone, current
Chile, actual status of the
case and women in Latin America.

Campus Center 168 7:30 PM
Child Care will be provided.
For more information call:545-0883

Rights in

situation in

Letelier-Moffit

THURSDAY APRIL 22nd
CULTURAL EVENING

Members of the community in general
will perform dances, theater and music
from different, Latin American countries.
There will also be a potluck food tasting
of tipical dishes. Bring your favorite
dish!

Arts and crafts will be on display.

Student Union Ballrnnm 7:30 PM

SATURDAY APRIL 24th
FIELD DAY AND PICNIC
Karate demonstration by Dionisio Perez
Soccer demosntration by
The Sandinistas
Softball, Volleyball and other
be played. Food will be available at
student prices.

For more information call 545-0883
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Rain washed out two home openers at the University of
Massachusetts last weekend. The softball doubleheader
against Providence College will take place today at 2:30
p.m. at the lower NOPE field. The women's tennis
opener vs. Yale University has yet to be rescheduled.

Gazelles bombard BU,
take home opener easily
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Mrs. Kosloski stood alone in a part of the
upper NOPE field last weekend, seeing her
daughter Susan play her first game of
intercollegiate women's lacrosse for the
University of Massachusetts.
Mrs. Kosloski watched in perhaps the best

spot during the first half — the Boston
University end of the field. There, the
Gazelles dismantled the BU machine for
seven first- half goals, then went on their
way to an 18-0 humiliation of the lady
Terriers.

Effective passing was the key to the
Gazelles' opening-season victory, as they
scored its first goal with only 16 seconds
gone in the game. Pam Moryl scored that,
and the second Ully a minute later (with
help from senior co-captain Marjie
Anderson).

When not scoring, the Gazelles used their
speed and passing tactics to strip BU of any
chances to advance to the UMass goal; in
the first ten minutes of the game, the
Terriers crossed into UMass territory
twice, then to lose possession to a tight
UMass defense led by senior co-captain
Holly Jennings and Ro Tudryn.

The worst thing that happened to UMass
occured when Moryl was hit in the face by a
ball about midway in the half. After a few
minutes, however, she was up and back into
the game.

Mrs. Kosloski's daughter Susan got her
first assist as a Gazelle when she fed fellow
freshman Linda Haytayan a pass up the
middle at 14:42 of the half. 12 seconds later,
Tish Stevens and Moryl (who scored)
teamed up on a "give and go" (a quick pass
as soon as the ball is caught) to make the
score 4-0. Anderson got her first goal of the
season when she managed to get right in
front of battered BU goalie Carol Tercyck
and found net. The score became 6 on

another exchange between Haytayan (who
scored) and Kosloski. Anderson and Moryl
helped to conclude the first half with a tally
at 6:03, to make the first-half score 7-0 in

favor of UMass.

The second half saw UMass begin right
where it left off. with the only difference
being the threat of rain becoming more
obvious. While Jennings, Tudryn. Andrea
Muccini and company kept BU away from
UMass goalie Rita Hubner (she had five
saves on the day), the UMass offense
continued its relentless drives on the
Terrier net. Linda Thayer scored her first

of two at 21:58. with Haytayan getting the
Gazelles' ninth 23 seconds later with an
assist from Moryl. Thayer and Moryl scored
the next two within the 16-minute mark to
bring the GazeUes into double digits.

UMass went up 12-0 when Haytayan took
a pass from Stevens and scored from the
left. Haytayan would assist on Anderson's
third and UMass' 13th at 12:44 of the second
half. Moryl scored again about a minute
later with help from Stevens. Haytayan got
her last of a productive afternoon when she
received a pass from Thayer and hit from
the center. Anderson scored the next two.
and Moryl completed the rout witR a strike
from the center at 1:31. The last three were
unassisted.

The win is the first for the Gazelles, while
the Terriers go down to 3-1; BU had
defeated Boston College and Northeastern
University, two teams UMass will be facing
during the season.

"I was very pleased with everything."
said UMass coach Pam Hixon. "We played
very well."

"I was very surprised at how well UMass
played." said Mrs. Kosloski. who had
dnven from Suffem, NY. to see the game.
"The freshmen are great."

The Gazelles and their junior varsity
counterparts will head to Springfield
College Thursday at 3 p.m. for a game with
the lady Chiefs.

IN POSSESSION -- University of Massachasetts women's lacrosse
player Holly Jennings cradles th ball in Saturday's game against Boston
University. The senior co-capUin played a major role on defense, as the
Gazelles hammered BU, 18-0.

By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

Tolerating adverse weather conditions has become
something of an art among New England college baseball
players and the University of Massachusetts baseball team
ran into the most feared conditions of all last weekend:
bitter cold.

In conditions UMass coach Dick Berquist labeled
ndiculous". the Minutemen basebaU team dropped an

important Eastern Athletic Association game to the
University of Rhode Island. 8-4. Saturday afternoon in
Kingston.

In fact, so intolerable was the weather that the umpires
were forced to cancel the second game of the scheduled
doubleheader. which will be played at a later time if need
be.

Bitter cold winds swept over the field all the entire first
game and according to Berquist. "It was getting colder."

UM batters; URI

UM

No doubt the numbing temperatures dictated the course
this game would eventually take. Walks, singles and
stmging hands were the highUghts in a game that Mother
Nature forced to be slow moving and at times, boring.
Lefty Steve Cramer was the first to succumb to the cold

weather in the opening inning. The UMass senior sUrted
erraticaUy, walking the first four men he faced. A
strikeout settled down Cramer momentarily, but an ad-
ditional walk and a bloop single prompted Berquist to lift
his ace.

"I was surprised that he was so wUd because Steve is a
control pitcher." the 16-year head coach said. 'We think
he sour ace."

With the ace on the bench junior lefthander Adam
Grossman entered and induced an important double play
ball and the Minutemen emerged from a five-walk inninjr
traihng only 3-0.

*

Grossman breezed through the second inning but the
heaviest hitting of the entire afternoon would take place in
the Rhody thu-d. Five singles surrounded bv two walks

By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

Driving, freezing rains did not dampen
the spirits of the University of
Massachusetts women's track team as they
sloshed and slogged their way to their first
dual meet win in three years, a 67-54
conquest of Boston Cx)llege Saturday af
ternoon at Derby Field.
The Minutewomen were led by Micki

Callahan (19 points), a pinch hitting Sally
Anderson (11 points) and frosh flash Leah
Loftis (two sprint victories) as they
defeated a BC team that was without the
services of field event star Leanne Supple.

Points were awarded on a 5-3 1 basis,
while the 4 X 400 relay at the end of the
meet was cancelled becau of the weather.
In addition, there was no third place in the
high jump because the dangerous slippery
conditions caused the event to be called off

early.

Yeah, it's nice to win one for a change, it

sure has been awhile." said head coach
Kalekeni Banda. "Sally (Anderson) really

came through for us and picked up some
points in the Javelin (second) and discus
(first), which we weren't prepared for.

"Leah Loftis had an unbelievable time in
the 400 meters, considering this weather.
Judy McCrone looked very strong in the
1500. Micki Callahan picked up a lot of
points for us too, which was easier without
Supple competing for them. Banda said.

With Supple out of commission with a
sprained ankle. Callahan was able to clean
house in the field events. She won the long
jump (16' 13-4"). and the 110 meter high
hurdles (17.1), while finishing second in the
high jump and shot put.

Callahan's roommate, Anderson, sur
prised everyone by accumulating eight
unexpected points in the javelin and discus
(90' 41 4" on her last toss).

Other first-place finishers for UMass
included McCrone in the 1500 (4:44),
Maureen O'Reilly in the 800 meter (2:19).
and Cindy Coronato in the 400 meter in-
termediate hurdles (1:11.30.

accounted for four more Rhode Island runs and theMmutemen found themselves at a discouraging 7-0 deficit.

UMass would answer right away with what turned out tobe their only scormg of the afternoon. Again bases on ballswere directly involved in run production. UMass scored
four runs on five walks, a hit batsman and a bunt single "Itwas that kind of game." said Berquist.

'

Senior righthander Vin Todd relieved Grossman in the
thu-d and fmished strong for UMass. surrendering just one
run over the final four innings.

But when the Minutemen travel to take on the Huskies
of Northeastern University Tuesday Berquist made it
perfectly clear that Cramer wUI get the start. After a fine
junior year, when he went 6-3. Cramer was the
Minutemen s most successful pitcher in this year's West
Coast tnp compiUng a 2-1 record including a 12-strikeout
performance.
"We think he's our ace and Steve will start on the mound

against Northeastern." said Berquist.

\
Weller nets 6 in 12-9 victory

Gorillas get by Hobart
GENEVA. N.Y. - The University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team, down
7-3 after the opening period, rallied on
both ends of the field to outscore Hobart
College 10-2 in the final three quarters
and go on to a 12-9 victory in Geneva,
N.Y. Saturday.

Head coach Dick Garber's Gorillas im-
proved their season mark to 2-0 with the
win while Hobart dropped to 2-1.

Massachusetts senior tri-captain at-
tackman Jim Weller kept up his torrid
scoring pace with six goals and two
assists and was instrumental in keeping
the Gorilla offense alive in the late stages
of the contest.

Weller, who scored eight goals and
handed out four assists in Massachusetts'
season-opening 27-2 conquest of the
University of Connecticut at Storrs last
Wednesday, now has 20 points in just byo
games.

Midfielder-turned-attackman Paul
Fogarty contributed four goals and an
assist to the Gorilla cause.

Sunday's victory was the .second of four
straight road games for the Gorillas who
will be traveling to Ithaca, N.Y. Wednes-
day for a matchup against Division I rival
Cornell University. Saturday
Massachasetts is off to New .Jersey to bat-
tle Rutgers University.

- STEPHEN FREKER
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NEWS
HALF

NUMMO NEWS' only connection
with the Collegian is for distribution.

by Donna Davis
A random survey conducted by NUMMO

News indicated that half of the Tfiird World
population at UMass has membership in
Third World organizations.
The statistics indicated that 51%of those

who filled out a questionnaire parycipate in

organizations geared towards Third World
Students. A breakdown of the results show-
ed that 52%Df the men and 5C%Df the women
are involved.

The organizations that were noted most
frequently were CCEBMS, Afnk-Am, BMCP
and Ahora. One student who likes working
with his organization said, "I like the involve-
ment and experience I'm getting." Others
pointed out that organizations promote
"contact with some interesting and caring
people." The implementation of "social pro-
gress" and the organizations' sensitivity to
the needs of Third World students were
other positive comments reported by
students.

Third World organizations were criticized
for having "too many meetings" and "petty
personal squabbles which disrupt serious
progress." Students were also frustrated by
"others' non-involvement", "lack of
members" and "lack of organization's [abili-
ty! to get things accomplished."
The leading reasons for student non-

involvement were tight academic schedules
and lack of knowledge of what Third World
organizations do.

Students were also asked if they thought
there was unity among Third World
organizations and if there was a need for uni-
ty. Less than a thtrd of those polled believed
there was unity and 77% said there was a
need for unity. One student said there is uni-
ty "sometimes for celebrations or crises but
not so much in everyday life." A need for
"better communication" was also believed
to be necessary "f think there is a need for
the organizations to get out and explain their
exact function, besides supporting the Third
World," said another, verbalizing the action
that leaders of Third World organizations
should take.

In addition to the aforementioned points,
the statistics showed that 85% of the
respondents reads NUMMO News, with 81%
of the men and 90% of the women reading
the publication. One reader found the ideas
in NUMMO too "60-ish "

Students' hobbies and interests included
sports, music, art, reading, radiobroad-
casting, sex, partying, martial arts, magic,
politics, chess and travelling. These extra-
curricular activities show that the Third
World community at UMass has a very
diverse and interesting population.

AND WOMEN ARE

Sample
The following is a survey be-

ing conducted by NUMMO
News to try and assess the im-
pact of Third World Organiza-
tions on campus.

Male
Female
Age

Year of
Major ^

graduation—

1) Do you read NUMMO
News?

Survey
2) What are your hobbies and
interests?

3) Approximately how many
Third World organizations are
there on the UMass campus?

4) Do you belong to any of
them?

5) If so, which one(s)?

6) If no, why not?

Continued on page 6

ARE WR ON THE PFFENSrVF ?

by Angela Brown

NM?»°.?11°'
'^® '®^^^'^ "^^y ^^^ »^e question "Why isNUMMO conducting a survey about Black, Latino

Asian-American and other Third World students"?"
'

The reason lies in the strange silence that lurks about
this campus not that we lack a concern about the
ongoing crisis and the response by policy makers
which includes the educational budget cuts Like
unemployment, the cutbacks have a racist edge tothem and Third World students are undoubtedly talk
ing to each other about them. However, there are
other people who should know how we feel about
what s going on and what we're going to do about it
Are we going to sit back and watch as our numbers
decrease on this, and other, college campuses? The
fact IS that it is time for our organizations to grow m
strength and influence Yet, many of them suffer from
the inconsistent participation of the members. At this
time an organized and unified voice is needed from the
students who will be the first to feel the financial aid
cutbacks as well as the decreasing quality of our
education (i e decisions to cutback Liberal Arts
notably the Afro-Am Dept., in the Long- Range Plan
here at UMass).

abn.?t th ? ^r^' '°" ^^'^ P^9«> ^«^«3'ed much

UM^c '^^H"'°°'^ °'. '^" "^^'^^ ^°^'^ ^'^dent body atUMass the number of students who conside
themselves members of organs.zations, and their f^Tings about it

Many students, including younger ones, say thatthey are pnmanly concerned with keeping up withschool work and starting out on the nght foot Thiswas a popular reason for non-participation morganizations (usually phrased as "no time ')However, the schoolwork is certainly NOT goinq to

if true' TrlZ
'" ''^'"""^ '"'"'^ "^'^^^' the opposite

•s rue. Freshmen and sophomores seem to be in theearly stages of checking-out the organizations or don't
eel comfortable making a commitment to their group
O^is early ,n the game. The problem is that these commitments are needed ,f organizations are to avoid theproblem of having their leaders graduate every yearGroups of course suffer as a whole when there is noconsistent participation. Something ,s wrongsomewhere if so many people can claim to bemennbers of organizations (50 percent) and still have
so little going on compared to what these organiza-
tions would realistically like to have happening

Perhaps there is a misconception of the goals orhow to promote unity. I say this because so manypeople cited sports, music, partying, photography andtravel as their "hobbies and interests" These are 'neways to occupy ones' spare time, but there seems tobe a focus on the individuals' development rather thanhe community s development. A grand total of onerespondent cited politics as an interest, although two
thirds of the respondents said that there is an need for
unity Another common response under "hobbies and
interests was "reading" It wou'd be of great in
teres? to the editors of NUfviMO to know what kind ofreading is meant.

NUMMO wants ^ know what you
would like to re«J about. Our office

A^r ^ Mondays and Wednesdays

c;.r;L%T '" ^09 ^^ Africa House.
&45-0061 62. Fridays 7pm 9pm, Satur-
days 11am-9pm and Sundays 11am-
7pm we are in the Campus Center
uraphics room.
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World and national neivs
Royal Navy prepares

to fight over FalJdands
LONDON AP - Defense Secretary John Nott said

yesterday that BriUin is ready to fight Argentina over the
Falkland Islands, and the Royal Navy prepared two air
craft carriers to lead a 40-vessel armada on a two-week
journey to the remote colonial outpost.

Nott, calling a peaceful solution "unlikely" said Britain
couM mount a blockade in the South Atlantic "without any
assistance from our allies" and would storm the Falklands
"if it is the only and necessary course."
Asked in a television interview if Britain wouW atUck

the Argentine mainland. Nott said, "I am not closing any
options, but I would not wish to discuss that particular
•one."

Argentine President Gen. Leopoldo F. Galtieri told
journalists in Buenos Aires that 'if the Argentine people is

attacked by military forces, be it land, naval or air forces,
the Argentine nation in arms will do battle with aU the
means at its disposal."

An Argentine government communique said Argentine
forces suffered at least six casualties in Friday's takeover
of the Falkland. South Georgia and South Sandwich
islands. The British suffered no losses, it said.

Argentine naval sources denied reports from London that
22 British marines destroyed an Argentine helicopter and a
warship before being overwhelmed.

APLsMrplMto

OCCUPATIONAL FORCES - A detachment
of Argentine troops g^athers on a road on the out-
skirts of Port Stanley, Falkland Islands follow-
ing the occupation of the islands by Argentine
military forces April 2.

Newly elected rightist

shot in El Salvador
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador AP - The bullet-riddled

body of an elected deputy from the far- right Republican
Nationalist Alliance was found in a waste dump yesterday
police and friends said.

Officials said the bodies of three other men were found
yesterday in the capital. •-, '.t^rK-

The politician, identiHed as David Joaquin Quinieros,
died in a hospital several hours after the attack by
"unknown persons" in ManooA, less than a mile north of
San Satvaaor. Police gaid H(p^as liit by «t least four
bullets.

Quinteros was elected March 28 to the Constituent
Assembly. He was from Cabanas province, north of the
capital.

Earlier yesterday, the acting Roman Catholic archbishop
said the massive election turnout a week earlier was a plea
for leftists to lay down their arms.
Rivera y Damas, in his Palm Sunday message, also said

the five rightist parties that together won a majority of
seats in the constituent assembly must not read the vote as
support for rolling back reforms started under U.S.-
backed military-civilian junta.

He called on the rebels "to accept the dictate of the people
in the vote in favor of peace, of democracy and of justke
sent massively by the people last Sunday."

Digest
By the Associated Press

Nuclear attack plan assumes

Soviets won ? hit big cities

WASHINGTON — President Reagan's ambitious civil
defense program — intended to assure the survival of most
Americans in a nuclear war with the Soviet Union — is
based on the belief that this country will have a week's
warning before the attack comes.

The plan also assumes the Soviets won't target big cities
for destruction, civil defense spokesmen say. But, if there
is an imminent threat of attack, it recommends the cities
be evacuated because they are often near nailitary bases
and other likely targets.

The $4.1 billion, seven-year program anticipates 80
percent of the U.S. population could survive a nuclear war
if it is followed.

The plan calls for evacuating all U.S. cities with more
than 50.000 residents and relocating people away from
missile sites, bomber bases and ports. Up to two-thirds <rf

the population would be moved from 380 such "high risk
areas" into k)wer risk areas — "farms and hamlets."
Evacuees would be expected to bring food.

A 1978 study performed under contract by Systems
Planning Corp., a consulting firm, predicted 10 percent of

the population would leave without waiting for orders 14
percent would have to sUy behind to perform essential
services.

Four nuns sue their bishop to

save their teaching jobs
HAMPTON, N.H. — Four nuns who sued their bishop to

save their teaching jobs say they're just standing up for
justice, but the church says the bishop's authority comes
from Jesus Christ and can't be challenged in civil court.

The four sisters filed suit in Rockingham County Superior
Court, charging that Bishop 06ore Gendron, the Diocese of
Manchester and the Sacred Heart School violated their
contracts and their constitutional rights by firing them
without a hearing.

The issue has angered hundreds of New Hampshire
parishioners and the parents of the school's 235 pupils. The
nuns' supporters formed a group called "Save Our Sisters"
to lobby for a hearing, and group members have been
witholding their Sunday church donations until the issue is

settled.

Church lawyers argued in court in Exeter last week that
the entire matter is an internal problem that comes under
canon law and is out of the jurisdiction of a civil court.
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Att#ntion

STUDENTS
The Textbook Annex will begin return-

ing unsold textbooks to publishers on
April 5, 1962.

De sure of your textbook requirements

for the remoinder of the semester to en-

sure thot you hove the books you
need.

Open Mon-Fri 9-4

Locoted in the Physicoi Piont Building

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX
UNIVERSITY
STORED

THEWOK

SPRING DINNER SPECIAL
MON., TUES. & WED. 310 P.M. ONLY $3.99

1" o 'J^"»'«»»ChicKen Breast with fresh Broccoli & Pork-fried Rice
2. Porfc Chop (2 pieces) with fresh Broccoli & Pork fried RiceX Choice Rib-eye Steak with fresh BroccoM & Pork fried Rice
4. |ea^<><xJ Special (fried Shrimp. Scallops & Fish) with fresh Broccoli &

rorK-iried Rice
5. 3eef with Mixed Vegetables with 2 fried Shrimp & Porkf r.ed R.ce
6. Chicken with Mixed Vegetables with 2 Teriyak. Beef & Pork fried R,ce
7. Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables with 1 Egg Roll & Pork fried Rice
8. Scallops with Mixed Vegetables with 3 Chicken Fmgers S
Pork fried Rice

9. Sw9et & Sour Dishes (choice of Chicken. Pork or Snnmpi /i

Pork-fried Hicj

FO l nESElVATIONS. PLEASE CALL 586 1202

48 J^»iS^,>i I. ST., HADLEY. MASS.

Williamson entertains full house
during benefit concert at Smith

iCollegian 3

Women and education
examined in lecture

By CHRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - A combination of talent, en-
thusiasm, and teamwork made Chris Williamson's benefit
performance last night at Smith College an overwhelming
success. °

WUUamson. performing before a full house, had the
audience singing along with her after only the first song
Accompanying herself on the guitar and piano, she proved
to be a very talented musician.
In between songs. WUliamson talked to the audience

explaining why she wrote the songs and how she felt about
them. She performed a variety of songs including baUads.
rock, and a song in Portugese. •

"It is a great thing to be involved in a concert that is
right up my aUey." WUliamson said, referring to the
sponsor of the concert. Women and Life on Earth. "They
call us damned environmentalists but I don't know what is
so damned' about us," she said.

Accompanying WiUiamson on the bass guitar and cello
was Jackie Robbins. Robbins. an equally talented
musician was a perfect backup singer as weU. Robbins'
and Wilhamson's voices mixed weU, giving the baUads
Williamson sang more power.

In her songs, WiUiamson often mentioned the en-

yu^nment and women. During her introduction to
Leviathan one of her best songs. Williamson said.Women hold the key to the future. The Cheyenne have asaymg that a nation is finished when the heart of thewomen are on the ground."
"Leviathan" was a song she wrote about the beaching of

over 40 female whales on the coast of Oregon two years

^^wn"^*^^ ^''^"^ ^^^ ^*'*^ "^^^ ^ "<^««P experience."
WUbamson's piano accompaniment during her song

Renagade" which she dedicated to the Old West and
Lrazy Horse, gave the impression an entire tribe of Indians
was smging with her. Her Indian caU at the end gave the
song more meaning.
Most of the audience did not understand WUUamson's

words during "Azulo" a song which she sang entirely in
Portugese. The audience did not seem to mind though
because WilUamson's facial expressions told them what she
was saying. Other than "Azulo." WUUamson's clear voice
left the audience without any doubt about the messages
she was trying to convey.
"I'm trying to infuse your heart with hope," she said
because I know you have your work cut out for you in the
next year. If we can just live through these next few days
we can consider ourselves great warriors."

After an enormous outburst of applause foUowing her
song "Native Dancer." WiUiamson said jokingly. "Goshwe re good." The audience certainly agreed with her

WILL YOU MARRY ME? - Scott NieUon. right, a UMass graduate student nXat^^^o^^^ tooka different angle in asking for Elinor Levine's (left) hand in marriage last week Son nnlSpHeight signs on telephone poles along North Pleasant Street on the way to Tampus frimPufftonVillage. On the signs wasa rhyme composed by Nielson that said: ElinVr deaTLfsteHnd JearThere once was a knave Who liked Burma Shave, Who asks with sincerity. Please wHUou marryme. Then my heart I will save, for you and Burma Shave. She said ve«
«»8e win you marry

Researcher Gish discusses creation

By DIANA AJJAN
Collegian Staff

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

Dr. Duane Gish, associate director of the Association for
Creation Research in San Diego, last night told a capacity
Mahar Auditorium audience that "Life could not have
arisen spontaneously, it had to be created
supematurally."

Gish's speech, his first in the northeast, was sponsored
by the Campus Crusade for Christ.

Investigating creationism is "outside the limits of ex-
perimental science," Gish said, as "science deals with the
real world, the here and now."
That really takes the whole subject of origins outside the

worlds of science," Gish said. However, "we can establish

a credibility" for the belief that man was created as man,
Gish said.

Gish began his presentation, which was supplemented
with a slide show, with a photograph of an arrowhead
among stones on the ground.

"The arrowhead had a creator, there was an arrowhead
maker," Gish said. "We have never seen that arrowhead
maker and will never see that arrowhead maker, yet we
assume he exists. ..without religion. We assume the same
is true for our origins."

"We can't see the arrowhead maker, but we can see the
arrowhead, and we can draw some conclusions," said

Gish, explaining his belief that fossil evidence for evolution
IS not, out •sneuifUpe picnwwH, rf troe .

—».^—>«•»
i n u.-..

Considering the amount of fossils they contain, "our
museums should be overflowing with transition forms,"
Gish said, yet they have "not one single intermediate bet-
ween an invertebrate and a fish."

As further evidence of his claim, Gish displayed a
diagram of the arrangement of the 124 amino acids re-
quired to produce one particular protein, and analogized
the probability of its random occurence as equal to the
picking of one electron out of a universe full of electrons.
While evolutionists believe, "In the beginning,

hydrogen...! believe, In the beginning, God," Gish said.
Although a question-answer period which followed his

speech revealed many persons disagreeing with many of
Gish's contentions and views, he received much applause,
particulary in reaction to his use of humor. Gish displayed
one slide of a small monkey for which he apologized for as
an accidental inclusion of a picture of his grandson, and in
another, displayed a drawing of a half cow-half whale
animal which he described A artist's attempt at represen-
ting a form in evolutionary transition.

However, members of the audience later expressed
disagreement with perceived distortion of facts.
By one audience member, Gish was informed of the ex-

istence of "intermediate" forms of life as required by the
theory of evolution, and of the manner in which ozone was
originally formed in the atmosphere, the process whose
lack of knowledge Gish had earlier stated as further proof

The importance of education in women's achievements
and struggle for equaUty was the focus of a lecture en-
titled. "American Heroines and Women's Eklucation," at
Mount Holyoke College Friday.
The lecture was part of a symposium held this past
weekend on women and education in America to celebrate
Mount Holyoke's 150 year anniversary.
Mary Lyon, founder of Mount Holyoke College, was never

an activist fighting for suffrage or property rights, but she
'sensed the urgent need of education for women at a low
cost." said EUzabeth Green, professor of English at Mount
Holyoke CoUege. Lyon felt a sound coUege education was
necessary for middle-class women "who would move the
wheels of the world," Green said.
According to Green, Lyon told each new class of students

to "go where no one else wUl go and do what no one else
wiU do."

Leslie Wheeler, a Southfield, Ma. resident who is
researching a historical novel set at Mount Holyoke, spoke
of suffrage leader Lucy Stone. Wheeler said schools
became, for Stone, the first battlegrounds for equal rights.
Mary Lyon served as a role model for Stone who shared

her sense of mission. Stone attended Mount Holyoke
College but rejected the "separate and unequal education
of female schools lUte MHC," Wheeler said. Then. Stone
transferred to Oberiin College where she challenged policy
concerning women and public speaking, Wheeler said.
Wheeler said Stone was valedictorian of her class but was

not permitted to read her own speech. She organized a
secret debating society at Oberiin which held its first
meeting in nearby woods.
WhUe colleges did not train women to become heroines

or great individuals, there was a "tradition to equate
greatness with social service," said Kathryn Sklar,
professor of history at the University of CaUfornia in Los
Angeles.

Joyce Antler, assistant professor women's studies at
Brandeis University, said in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries, the emphasais was on domestic and social
education for women. By the end of the 19th century.
Antler said, men's educational goals were redefined to
include greater diversity and electivity of courses. But,
Antler said, women's coUeges remained conservative,
prescribing over half of each woman's curriculum.

Antler said there was not enough connection between
women's education and women's work. Gender roles were
reflected in education for women and men. and this limited
the coUeges' ability to fully prepare women for the working
world.

Antler also noted the conflict of raising a famUy after
coUege. She said women's "natural occupation" is

motherhood, but this does not utUize the learning and
training a women receives in college.

Cops say frats violate
I

town liquor laws
The Amherst Police Department wUl seek criminal action

against several University of Massachusetts fraternities
foUowing an investigation of Uquor law violations that has
been underway for more than a month. Lieutenant David
Janowski said Friday.

"The investigation stems from complaints from local

businesses and individuals," Janowski said. ,

The most recent incident of Uquor law violations took
place early Friday morning at a UMass fraternity where
alcohol was being sold and provided to persons under the
age of 20, poUce said. PoUce asked the fraternity's
president to close the party at 2 a.m., and the president
complied with the request.

More information concerning the investigation wUl be
released when the court action is taken, police said.

Three students are

arrested two times
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

Three University of Massachusetts students who were
arrested early Thursday morning at Amherst CoUege and
charged with breaking and entering and larceny over $100
were arrested again Thursday afternoon and charged with
trespassing on Amherst CoUege property, according to
Amherst PoUce.

David B. Uird. 21, of Cance Dormitory, Scott M
Mcquade. 19, of Butterfield Terrace, and Curtis A. Linn.
20. of Brittany Manor, had been given a trespass notice
late Wednesday night. They were observed at 1:15 p.m.
Thursday in the vicinity of Jenkins Dormitory and
arrested by an Amherst College security officer.
UMass student Daniel W. Petrie. 22. of Townhouse

Apartmehts, was arrested at 1:35 a.m. Friday and charged
with driving whUe under the influence of akohol. operating
a motor vehicle without a Ucense and faUure to stay in
marked lanes. Petrie was observed traveling on
Belchertown Road without headUghts on and was stopped
on College Street, police said.

The Speed and Alcohol Patrol operated Thursday night
on West Street, East Pleasant Street, Sunderland Road
and the Rte. 116 bypass. The patrol made 26 car stops,
wrote 12 speeding citations, one stop sign citation and gave
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If You Get Up Some
Morning

NUMMO

by Eduardo Lolo

/f you get up
some morning
and hear

on the radio

of more children's deaths in Vietnam
or in Venezuela
or in whatever country
and hear

as we//

of more fighter-pilots' deaths
by error

a worn out part
a screw perttaps

and the dead bodies
checked
in the air raid

a mistake

that wasn't a war zone
at aH
and hear

of the ship that went down
with five hundred passengers
crew included

because its radar blinked out
and it rammed an iceberg
ami why not
arul of tfte infants

deformed by one drug
or another

and you hear
and understand
and see

war in thirty countries
where one man kH/s another
where people are afraid

to go into the streets

and to stay in their houses
afraid for their sons overseas
and the sons for their mothers at home
and if you get up
some morning
and hear

on the radio

and understand
that at any moment
the bombs nvght fall

don't be frightened
go to breakfast

as usual

Just as it was
for us
some years ago
and know that

it's nothing

but the end of a grotesque
and pathetic world
and end
in which
you yourseff

have ttad

a hand

'Translated by Stephen Schwartz from
Writing ,n Cuba Since the Revolut.r,n"l

LA UNITED FRUIT CO.
por Pablo Neruda

Cuando sono la trompeta, estuvo
todo preparado en la tierra

y Jehova repartio el mundo
a Coco-Cola Inc., Anaconda,
Ford Motors y otras entidades:
la Compania Frutera Inc.

se reservo lo mas jugoso,
la costa central de mi tierra,

la dulce cintura de America.
Bautizo de nuevo sus tierras

como "Republicas Bananas"
y sobre los muertos dormidos,
sobre los heroes inquietos
que conquistaron la grandeza,
la libertad y las banderas.
establecio la opera bufa:
ena/eno los albedrios,

regalo coronas de Cesar,

desenvaino la envidia, atrajo

la dictadura de las moscas,
moscas Tru/Ohs, moscas Tachos,
moscas Caries, moscas Martinez,
moscas Ubico, moscas humedas
de sangre humilde y mermelada,
moscas borrachas que zumban
sobre las tumbas populares,
rrtoscas de circo. sabias moscas
entendidas en tirana.

Pablo Neruda (1904-1973), era poeta chileno

que recibid el Premio Nobel en 1971. Critico

a los Estados Unidos, senalando como las

grandes connpanias como La United Fruit

Co. explotaban los indios de la America
Latina y corrompian los gobiernos En anos
reclentes La United Fruit Co. ha hecho
algunos esfuerzos por cambiar de estilo.

Ahora paga salarios bastante altos y da
beneficios a sus trabajadores. Sin embargo,
sigue como una fuerza poderosa en Hon-
duras, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Costa Rica,

Panama y Colombia.
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On October lO. 1917, m Rocky Mount
North Carolina, Barbara Batts Monk and
Thelonious Monk Sr gave birth to their first
son, Thelonious Sphere Monk From an ear-
ly age, young Thelonious emanated
brilliance wherever he went When the Monk
family moved to New York Citv in 1923, the
Fire Department of New York recogriized

.
this brilliance and appointed him mascot of
Engine Company 35 Thelonious remained
proud of the appointment for his whole life,

long after he gained fame for his great
musical accomplishments

Thelonious was educated in New York Ci-
ty and attended Peter Stuyvesant High
School He began studying music at the age
of twelve when he and his sister Marion
studied piano under Mr Wolf During his
teens Thelonious was an organist for St
Cyprian's Episcopal Church, and he later
returned to the Church to play for holiday
programs. In 1934, seventeen year old
Thelonious became a gospel band leader,
traveling with an evangelist throughout the
nation. Contrary to the popular rumor that
he was a "self taught" musician. Thelonious
studied theory, harmony and arranging at
the Julliard School of Music while he was in
his late teens

In his early twenties, Thelonious wofked in
Polish beer parlors, playing polkas for the

TRIBUTE TO A LEGEND the proceeding is from the eulogy of
TheJonious Sphere Monk

world-wide, and received extensive radio
and television coverage throughout the
world He wrote the musical score for the
movie "Les Liaisons Mangereuses " He was
one of the few black lazz artists to appear on
the cover of Time Magazine He recorded for
maior recor(J iabete, including Blue Note,
Prestige, Columbia, Riverside and Atlantic as
well as smaller labels

He received the following honors The
Downbeat International Critics Award, 1959
The Edison Award (Holland). 1959, The Pro-
digal Son Award from the Governor of North
Carolina, 1962, Downbeat Jazz Leaders Poll
Awards; Member of the Downbeat Jazz Hall
of Fame; the Schaeffer Award, 1977 The
Prez Award, 1978, and the Guggenheim
Award

His name and accomplishments can be
found in Who's Who in America, The En-
cyclopedia Britannica. The Random House
Dictionary of the English Language, and Col
Her's Encyclopedia. His works are m the col
lection of the Smithsonian Institute in
Washington,DC
He is survived by his loving wife, Nellie;

two children, Thelonious Jr. and Boo; «
s»ster, Marion B White; a brother, Thorna*
Monk, other relatives, scores of cousins, anc
a host of dose friends and fellow musiciar
ar>d fans worldwide

patrons He was then hired by Lucky
MiHinder, bringing his spirited and rhythmic
style to Millinder's dance band. He later went
on to play with Coleman Hawkin's band He
joined the house band of Minton's Playhouse
along with Joe Guy, Denzil Best and Al
McKibbon This band, led by Kermit Scott,
was very popular with musicians such as
Charlie Parker, Charlie Christian and Dizzy
Gillespie, and they often dropped by to sit in.

Thelonious succeeded McKibbon as band
leader.

In 1945 he made his first recording date
with Coleman Hawkins In 1946 he made his
first recording with his own group, for Blue
Note Records.

In 1947 Thelonious joined Nellie Smith in
holy matrimony. In that same year
Thelonious' rapidly progressing career was
abruptly interrupted by the loss of his
cabaret card The next ten years of his music
career were filled with difficulties, yet he
continued to compose and occasionally
recorded his music for Prestige and River
side In 1954 he performed one European
concert and .n 1955 he played Town Hall in
New York City

Harry Colomby, a local teacher and friend
^«came Thelonious' manager in 1956 His
dearly beloved friend. Baroness Nica de
_Koeni9Swartef, was able to obtain the

reinstatement ot his cabaret card in 1957,
and Thelonious began to play the Five "oot
Cafe on a regular basis. Due in part to the
persistent efforts of Harry and Jutes Colom-
by, Thelonious' career began to take shape.
He made his television debut in 1959 on the
Steve Allen Show. In 1962 he toured con-
tinental Europe, where he was greatly ad-
mired and respected. In 1966 he traveled
behind the iron curtain where he performed
in East Germany, Poland, Romania,
Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia and Hungary.

During the period from 1964 to 1970,
Thelonious performed on several world tours
which were arranged by George Wein. He
continued to perform throughout the United
States in night clubs, music halls, concert
stages, and colleges and universities. The
Monk sound became one of the cor-
nerstones of the Newport Jazz Festival, a
primary show-place for jazz, and Thelonious
appeared m the 1964 film docunr>entary, the
Festival His last two concerts were in 1975,
at Avery Fisher Hall, and in 1976 at Carnegie
HalL At both performances he performed
brilliantly for capacity audiences.
Thelonious Sphere Monk's ac-

complishments are many both as a man and
as a musician. He wrote approximately
seventy musical compositions, m6de hun-
dreds ofrecordmas that were released
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y^/hat is a Woman?
by Wilhemina Samuel

What is a woman?
They say every girl

becomes a woman
But not every woman can be
What is a woman?
A woman knows how
to treat her man
With just the touch
of her gentle hand
A woman is sensitive

and shares her feelings
She is there for support
and knows how to be
a sport

What is a woman?
A woman is the inner
strength of her man
sfiaring his misery and pain
as weH as his joy and fame
What is a woman?
It's cool to Take a chill pHI
and lay on the hUl
It's live to think you're
getting the best
laying inthe west
But let's face reaHty

*

What is a woman?
You tell me

LIVE

a lady

LOVED HIM
AND

LOST HIM
by Joan Hudson

They hated him
We loved him
Dr. Martin Luther King
April 4th, 1968
They killed him
We lost him
Dr. Martin Luther King
April 10, 1982
They've forgotten him
We will honor him*

'Orchard Hill Cultural Center Rededication in

nonor of the late Dr. Martin Luther King,

7pm 112 Dickinson

TREASURE ON THE
HILL by Brynne Clarice

The Orchard Hill Third World Cultural

Center is sort of a hidden treasure. It has a
history of being well used. Then suddenly it

was forgotten. Maybe because no one
wanted to run it or even because most of the
folks moved down the hill into Southwest.
What ever happened the Cultural Center was
closed.

Last year we began again to chill on the
Hill when someone remembered that we had
a center in Dickinson. Well we got the keys
and cleaned it out. The Cultural Center's first

semester back in action, was in the Spring of

1981. The "Chillbillees" began mostly study-
ing together. Every low and then the
Cultural Center would have a 'Bluelight'. But
now as always, the Chillbillees are culturally

and politically aware. We are NUMMO,
BMCP, DVP, and so on. With this

awareness we just could not deal with being
called "Third World". So the name of the

Center had to be changed.
On Saturday Apnl 10, 1982 the Orchard

Hill Third World Cultural Center will

rededicate itself in the name of Dr Martir

Luther King. A man of peace and upwarc
mobility. By rededicating we are pledginc

the Center to help ourselves.

SAVE CHINATOWN
by Jimmy Wong

The Asian American American Student
Association (AAASA) presented their se-
cond film of their five-part film series on
March 17. It was titled "Save Chinatown"
The film summarized the effort of Asian

people in Philadelphia to save their com-
munity. In the latter part of the 1960's
Philadelphia's Redevelopment Authorities
proposed that a highway be built on the out-
skirts of Chinatown This action caused
many families to relocate and businesses to
shutdown. The Asian people that were in-

truded upon complained vehemently, but to
no avail. The Redevelopment Authority
helped resettle the families and reopen some
businesses in another area.

After destroying an entire block, the
redeveloping officials changed their mind
and decided that the piece of land was not
right for that particular project
The Asians were outraged when they

discovered that the revised plan for the
highway ramp was going to run right
through the heart of Chinatown. If this plan
had been approved, numerous Asian
businesses and the underlying community
would have been destroyed This arrange
ment by the Philadelphia Redevelopment
Autfiority also meant the demolition of the
Holy Redeemer Church, located near the
middle of Chinatown. This church is par-
ticularly important to the Asian community
It is not only for religious services, but also

furnishes educational servces for the
children after school The church gives the
children a safe place to play and meet friends

durir>g post-school hours. It was like a

daycare center tor parents who work.
The film was in documentary form and

showed how old, young and middle-aged
Asian American citizens came together and
demonstrated what unity can do. The young
children stood out on the street everyday,
come rain or shine, gathering petitions. The
teenagers made signs and took their
demonstration to City Hall where people of
all races participated in the rally. The middle-
aged and older people did what they could to
help the cause.

Their story was heard by the Mayor, the
city council and the Governor of Penn-
sylvania. After several months of delibera-
tions, the Asian people won its battle against
the Philadelphia Redevelopment Authority
and saved their community.
The movie was crudely made, but the

message was clear to all that watched. The
unending struggle and surprising victory
over their adversaries is truly an inspiration
and a perfect example for any Asian com-
munity that IS facing this situation right now.
On a scale of 1 to 10, I'll give it an 8!

ON THE

It takes a unique individual to transform
personal tragedies into humorous anecdotes
- that individual is Richard Pryor.
Pryor has earned the title of the world's

funniest man with his comic insights into the
human condition. He has the gift of being
able to pinpoint situations in which people
find thenr«elves and retell them so that
everyone is consumed with side-splitting
laughter.

In previous film appearances Pryor re-
counted the joys of making love, although he
uses a more colorful verb, growing up black
and the difference between white character
and black character. In his latest stand-up
comic act Pryor talks about the mafia, sex.
criminals and drug addiction.

Pryor also discusses his most recent per-

SUNSET STRIP
by Donna Davis

sonal tragedy which almost cost him his life.

His jungle scenarios animate the members of
the wild kingdom, such that we find
ourselves siding with the cheetah or gazelle.

Pryor's visit to the motherland causes him
to expel a word from the English language
that has been used since slavery. His deci-
sion to refrain from calling black people "nig-
gers" IS a refreshing and surprising addition
to his skit Pryor also expresses a comraderie
with black people everywhere that instills
pride in the race.

The Pryor paradox lies in the fact that if he
were not involved in so much illicit behaviour
he would not be so funny. Nonetheless, he is

a combination masterful storyteller, mime
and impressionist. And in answer to the
question, "is he still funny?", I can only say
go and see for yourself!

Keeping
Black Music Alive

Photos and text by Chris Hardin

Although it was the middle of Spring
break, Jaki Byard and Major Holley con-
tinued music education in The Valley
with a performance at Westfield State
College on March 24th, which was
sponsored by The Springfield Jazz
Society.

The Music covered a wide span, from
"St. Louis Blues" to "How High the
Moon" to Jaki's very beautiful and sen-
sitive composition "Family Suite". Also
included was a moving tribute to
Thelonius Monk with "Round
Midnight" and "Blue Monk". During
the second set they were joined onstage
by Charles Greenlee, trombone, the
president of the Jazz Society. Both Jaki
Byard and Major Holley took turns lec-
turing the audience on the serious
nature of this music and the dedication
of its performers and teachers. That
evening firovided a memorable addition
to the Black Classical resources here in

The Pioneer Valley.
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Elections
Continued from page 1

three-year terms: Raymond Babb. Pearl Claunch. Karen
French Robert Joy. Sandra Knightly. Jeanne Potash. Ar-
thur Qumton, Duma Souza. Patricia Wagner and Robert
Wagner.
In Precinct 3, there a> six candidates for the 10 three-

year terms: Elame Doni-ghue, Mitchell Gaslin. Eric Grele
James MacDonald, Warren McEwen and Steven Pineo

'

In Precmct 4 there are 11 candidates for the 10 three-
year terms: Mary Andrews. Michael Basile, Epi Bodhi
Manlyn Clevenger. Laura Gallant. Vincent Gillen'
Douglas Home. Robert McClung. Robert McGrarrah
Harriet Shapiro and Mary Sidney Treyz.

In Precinct 5 there are seven candidates for the 10
three-year terms: Patrick Brock, Robin Dizard. Richard
Foglesong. Frederic Hartwill, Robert Romer, David Ross
and William Thompson.

In Precinct 6 there are eight candidates for the 10 three-
year terms: Safiyyah Abdullah. Joan Golowich, James
Jackson Man Kellogg, Patricia Niedzeilski. Stanley Nied-
zielski. Morton Sternheim and Paul Valach.

In Precinct 7, there are six candidates running for the
10 three-year terms: Steven Barrett. Elizabeth Cramer
Harrison Gregg. Robert Griffith. John Hewitt. Donald
Koss. There is one candidate. Pamela Collins, running for
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LOSE WEIGHT
IMPROVE STUDY HABITS

STOP SMOKING
Hypnosis can help you nake it

PERMANENT
Hampshire Ethical Hypnosis Center

Call or Write for Free Brochure
Milton H. Askinoss, Member A.A.E.H.
Available for Lectures/Oemonstrations

o/,n
TheJ^a'^'^'ck Building, Rte. 9 Hadley, MA

3/10 mile Hampshire Mall {next to Rocky's Hardware)
' 584-1919 by Appt. Only

There's Always o

Friendly Atmosphere

Qt

Time
•^ r

Fr*«

Popcorn

Amherst's Biggest Little Dor
Open 1 1:30 AM - 1:00 AM Doily

37 N. Pleosont St.

ICELANDAIR INTRODUCES

"^ISP^VN FARES TO
MORE OF EUROPE.

LUXEMBOURG

S440
ROUNDTmP
FROM NEW YORK

ROUNDTRIP
FROM NEW YORK

ROUNDTMP
FROM NEW YORK

-FRMKRIRT-

400
ROUNDTRIP
FROM NEW YORK

A^l Ap*x Fare. April 1 May U. 1982. 7 90 day itay (7-60 day. Uxem-bourgj Slopovrr. permitti-d in both direction., U day advance purchase

Grnu"fare,'''ri
*'* '^"" *"" '"" '''"' '^"'"'*^- ^""•' "*'' '"^

ALSO LOW COST CONNECTfNG SERVICE TO NICE AND AMSTERDAM.
I. elandau- from New York to Luxembourg. Luxair or Crossair connecting service
tr other destinatwns.

Confirmed reservation Free wine with dinner, cognac after.
Bargain Stopover Tours of Iceland and Luxembourg. Bargain car

rentals, • Purchase tickets m U.S. All fares subject to change and
government approval

See , our trivelagent In NVC call 757-8585 Elsewhere call 800/555-1212 for the toll free
Ictlandair numl)er in your area

ICELANDAIRM
WWMORf THANfVlK YOUR 81Sr mUl W iUROPl

the two-year term.
In Precinct 8 there are eight candidates runnning for the

10 three-year terms: Norman Brown, Claire Fortier Inez
Hegarty, Loren Howell. Constance Leslie, Louis Man-
nhiem, Nathaniel Reed and Dorothy Robinson.

* Selectmen
Continuedfrom page I

need to be particularly concerned about the quality and
quanity of our water." she said.

Griff and Johnson said they are in favor of the town's
support of the Pioneer Valley Transit Authority (PVTA)
bus service, but differ on the issue of a fare-system,

p '.'J*'^
^^^^ system is the very last thing we would do."

Griffith said. "Fares can have a negative effect, in fact do
in a mass transportation system."
Johnson said he thinks the town may have to consider a

fare system.

"I would Uke to see it (the bus system) fare-free as long
as possible. When the crunches come, then I think
alternatives may have to be looked at," he said
On the issue of rent control. Griffith said she agrees with

Its intent.

"I think we need to find a way in our society to cope with
rismg costs, so that people don't end up homeless with too
high rents and unavailability of housing.

Johnson said he needed to see more facts.

"I haven't seen the preparation of the warrant article

and the proponents of it and their particular arguments for
it. Nor have I seen the arguments against it completely."

To improve communication between the town and
UMass Johnson said he would like to see a selectman on
the Board of Trustees.

"I think it's very important that we (the town) connect
up on a higher level to see what some of the University's
long range policies are going to be," Johnson said.

Griffith said she thinks it is necessary for the town and
the University to have an on-going relationship.

"I see it as having connections on several levels, the
town hall staff all need to have regular and ongoing con-
tacts. We need to have a permanent and ongoine oolicv
relationship," Griffith said.

f> f> v y

* Town Gov't
Continued from page 1

The town manager is the chief administrative officer of
the town. The manager is responsible tor the execution of
town policies and the administration of town affairs. The
manager is also responsible for the appointments of boards
and commissions such as the Council on Aging, the
Planning Board, and the Recreation Commission.' The
manager must also prepare a comprehensive annua,
budget in advance for each fiscal year.
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SGA PRESIDENTIAL
RUN-OFF

To be held on Tuesday
April 6, 1982
Open 10 - 6 p.m.

Franklin, Worcester,
Hampshire, & Berkshire

Open 9 - 5 p.m.
Commuters and Greeks
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Collegian i5

Come to Collegian Office CC 113

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc DJ« ara for your party infor-
nfiation availabte with Randy 546-7013

AUDIO

Baaa Amp Traynor 60 watts excellent
cond. $200 call 253-9484 after 6:00

AUTO FOU 8AU
AMC Homat wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM caaaette deck $790

nat Triumph Spftfira oomplately racondi-
tioned & oorgeous, 37k, loaded, think sum-
nieff 413-337-4289

70 Montago runs great $700 or best offer
Kris 6-3206

1971 Toyota Corolla $725 runs good Dan
253-5943 evenings

70 Chevy depend trans AM/FM red 250. or
BO Peter 549-1256

72 Datsun 240Z 6 cyl. runs well, looks nice
needs little work $1900$ 665-7771

1973 VW Beetle AM/FM cassette
$750.00/BO Chris 549-4600 ext 330

Surplus Jeeps $66, Cars $89, Truck $100.
Similar bargaina available. Call for your
directory on how to purchase.
602-996-0675 ext. 6601 call refundable
"80 Rat X2/9 13000 miles exc con sunroof
w/snows $6200 call evenings 666-4619

1974 Honda Chrtc 1977 engine, runs
perfect, regular gas, 30-»- mpg, $1495.00
253-7967

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - S0% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELATED BIRTHDAY THANKS
Thanks to everyone who made my 19th
so special. I really appraciate your caring.
Jaimee

BETTER AUDIO EQUIPMENT

I take the time to get the most music for
your money - Audk) Consultants - 549-0720

COUNSELORS
~

AaaociatkNi of Independent Camps
seeks qualified counselors for 75 accredited
can>ps located norttieastem U.S. July and
August. Contact: A8sociatk)n of Indepen-
dant Campa - 157 Weat 97th Street. New
York. N.Y. 10019 (212) 582^640.

FOR RENT

Summar rantal Cap* Cod • HaoMch
44>adroom ranch call 617-89»8664

Room in Balchartown house $60.
availabie invnediateiy through August, bus
route 323^^404 Rfck

2 bedroom Brittany MaruMr Apt for rent
new carpet caM 256-0966

2 bdrm apt on bua rtopooi lease starts
June 1st call ranee 253-3378

Summer auMot w/faN option 3 bedrms
in 4 bdrm apt 147.00 ea inckistve 253-2204

FOR SALE

2x2 Fridge In very good condition, $90
firni, can Nancy at 256-6101. If not there
laavea n>eaaage.

Mamphia baaa w/kustom OOw amp b
Selmener series 22 tenor sax 6-6270

Guild Starfira Guitar hollowbody electric.

excellent shape, seHing reel cheap 546-328 1

Scuba Gear - U.3. divers tank and
regulator, dive knife, depth gauge, vest,
dive beg. weight belt. mask, fins, snorkel,
form-fit backpack: sold as set for $300 or
separtely, call M.W. at 253-7430 (days) or
546-3500 (nights) leave your name and
number If I'm not there

Guitar, fretless. Fender-style very
custom excellent looks, sound, action.
$175, firm, Andrew 666-7182

Guitar - Hondo II, also Amer. Aud.
cassette deck, BO 549-4441

auto

Yaahica QSN 36mm Camera good condi-
tion telephoto and wide-angle lenses incl.

$120. call Sue after 3 PM 253-9414

Now Queen or King aiza Waterbed
never opened. 10 year warranty, walnut
stained pine frame, headboard, deck,
pedeatai, mattress, liner, heater plus padd-
ed sMerails, 199.00 complete

Paavey artiat VT series black widow equip-

ped 1 yr old best offer call Paul 546-8669

FOUND
~

Found 8WA tinted glaaaas tan caae pk:k

up at CC Info booth

845 3 45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day
Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings -

$3.75 set. Free
546-6684

acoustic and electric for
delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED
Summer Work, $1,240 monthly average
for hard woricars. Box 251. New Haven CT
uObi I

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.
Europe, S.Amer., AustraHia, Asia. AllMs. $G00-$12O0 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free kifo. Write IJC Box 52-mX. Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625 '

Las/Gay Counseling Collecthre seeks
counseling supervisor with MA or equiv for
10 hr/wk po8itk>n. Send resume to PGA
Counseling Collective. 406F Student
Union. UMass/Amherst 01003. For more
info leave name and number at 546-2646

LEGAL ASSISTANT
INTERNSHIPS

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-
tions available for full-time legal assistant
interns for Fall 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Aid attorneys of LSO with
client interviewing, investigatkjns, legel
research, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-
dance at hearings in District and Superwr
Courts, and participation in administrative
hearings and federal litigation. Maintain
continuing caseload under attorney super-
vision. For advk:e on arranging an intern-
ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-
ships, Curry Hk*s Buiklir>g. For further in-
formation, contact LSO, 922 Campus
Center. Applications due Wednesday. April
21, at Offrce of Internships. Writing sample
required.

LOCAL BANDS
If you would like to tell the worid about
yourself, do it through April's music issue
of the Other Vorce -the Collegian's Arts
Magazine. Call John Brobst at the Col-
legian Arts Desk -545-3500. CaH direct, call
coMect, but caN TODAY!

LOST

3/30 kaya 546-1466 reward

Brown backpack in the Campua Cantor
any info caM 549-3689

White aki jacket at Poor Richarda 3/16
need keys in pocket no questions asked
54&«107

Medium aizod dog shepard/beagle nr>arfc-

ings Lenox medal 256-8901 or 637-0694

MOTORCYCLES

1981 Kawaaaki KZ-660 excellent cond..
well meintained $1775.00 call Dan 549-1700

Kawaaoki 1980 KZ760E exceNent condi-
tk)n 7000 miles $2300 256-0170

PERSONALS

Open Ruah Party Chi Omega sorority in-

vites all university women to attend our
msh party on Monday April 5th at 7:00 PM
Located on Orchard Hill bus route or call

5460162 for rkie

Meg Mappy B-dayt Enjoy it to the max.
Love your Little Sis

Snake Happy Birthday I Do it up I An en-
core performance of last month with your
"mysterious study buddy" is more than
welcome. I didn't forget

.

Snake Happy B-dayl Don't do anything
we wouldn't do. Love the Chi O's. MM,
PM, SW & LH

Anne. Welcome to your new home! See,
you finally got a personal ad! Love. Jim

FREE REFRESHMENTS! And a SPEC
TRUM original poetry and prose readir>g

too! Monday April 5th 8 p.m. Com-
monwealth Room (Earthfoods) See you
there!

Got a favorite picture? I bet I have the
poster, i have over 1500 posters in stock.

Call Matt at 6-6768 318 FieM

The deadline for the Beautiful Room
Contest is approaching - April 15 - and
Southwest is leading in entriesl Call nowll
545-2874

Sandra Mallot Te amoite amo. Te quiero
mucho Jim

Squed you finally did it! Do you think SBA
is ready for you? Love Mlatch •

PROFESSIONAL TYPIIW SERVICE

Olaaertationa. thaaoa. papers
guaranteed acceptance, kyw ratea, Nancy

5-0392,584-7924

PUFFTON VILLAGE

Will take over part of 3 bedroom apart-
ment's lease plus added bonus! 549-1377
between 11 pm and 8 am Fall optk>n
necessary

RESUME WRITING

Quick/confWiontlal/afficiem caN after 5
PM or weekends 549-5727

RIOEIIS WANTED
Ridora wanlad to l^mingham (oroa).
Wednesday April 7. CaM 546-9623

ROOMS FOR RENT

Available immediately one or two
bedroon>s in beautiful 3 bedroom house,
k>cated between Campus and Amherst
Center call 253-3470 or 617-879-5427 keep
trying

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

Male non smoker on Sunderiand bus
route beginning June first fall option
665-7575

Needed immediately males for summer
house on Cape (W Yarmouth) call
Jonathan 549-4630 leave message
Female roommate wanted for
Southwood next fall. 256-8868 best
betwen 4-7

Female to share 1 of 2 bedrooms at Roll-
ingGreen $115/month. everything included
253-2887

2 women non-smoker, quiet, summer
sublet one fall optkjn N. Amherst 549-0319

SERVICES

Professional Research, Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Research,
#600-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago. IL 60605

Typing~professk>nal quality, reasonable
rates, experienced independent-Debbie
549-0237

SKI EQUIPMENT

Hagen 200 cm racing cut skia. New,
nef\m used, price negotiable. CaH 549-6616.
ExceHent buy. Cail now - wiM sell quk:kly

ONn Mark IV Skia, excellent condition
with Maricer M4-15 bindk^ga $175 Ca«:
Mark 546-8986

SOPHOMORES/JUNIORS

Student Note/Printing Service a co-
operative studam run buairMas is accepting
applk:etk>ns for Financial Manager apply rm
401 SUB deadline 4/7

8TOWE SKIING

April 16th - 19ch 3 days skiing, 3 nights
kidging, 3 Lite breekfasts $68.00 due April
13th Bob CoNina 666-4720

SUMMER SUBLET

Two bedroom apt Rolling Green June 1 -

August 31. $250/nx>mh fumiahed. inc.
utilities and air conditior>ir)g. pool, laundry
facilities, on bus route. 253-2887

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION

Maaterbedroom fits two - N.Wood Apts
ask for Paul 666-7623 after 5

Sunderiand. 3 bdrm. $270 & utH. ask for
Jeff 666-3900, keep tryir>g

TO SUBLET
~

Amherst Center Apt June 1 w/fall optk>n
$280 negotiable inc everything 253-5196

Brandywine - 2 bedrooms, fumished,
pool. A/C. Available June 1 to Aug 31
549-0425

Summer sublet w/fall opt. 2 bdrm. Col.
Vllg. $275 -»- alec. 253-2997 rug & couch In-

d.

Summer sublet only 3 bdrm Puffton
Village call 54»^999

Summer sublet one bedroom apt in No
Amherst June let to Sept 1st 549-4448

Summer auMet 276 Puffton VIHage large
downstairs bedroom price negotiable Brad
549-5981 leave number

Preaidential Apta summer sublet 2
bedrms partially furr>ished. ck>8e to campus
549-1700

Before too late - 2 bedroom apt in

Sunderland on bus rte w/faN optran caN
after 8 666-4946

Summer auMet with fall option --4

bedroom apartn>ent, $147 per person, all

Witiea included, call 256^101

Summer sublet with fall option-four
bedroom apartment, $147 per person all

utilities included, call 253-7430

Summer aublet w/fall option 1 bedroom
in 3 bedroom apt fumished rent negotiable
air cond. inc. caM Janet 549-6338

Townhouae Apta 3 bedroom, fumished
start June 1 $300 54»^709, or 546-9682

Cliffai4e Apt. 2 bdrm avaiiable Jun 1
w/faM optwn caM 666-2863

Summer aublet w/fall option .,

negotiable 666-2515 Squire Villaga Apta

1 bdrm Ctlffaide inc al utilities pool tennie
directly across from bus wi« negotiate
terms availat>te immediately Paul or BiH
666-4391

2 bedroom summer sublet w/fall option
Cliffside 666-3649

After 4/16 w/fall option 1 bed apt fuH-
bath, centraHy located Northamp, call Tim
546-2412 or 584-1493

3 l>edroom Puffton Apt summer only
549-1683

Sublet with fall option. Room in two
bedroom apt. Very close to campus and
bus stop. Energy efficient, call Regina
549-0112

Amherst Center
negotiable 253-7584

2 bedroom $350

Summer sublet w/fall option
Southwood apta caM 253-5054 after 10 PM
Summer sublet w/fail option 1 bdrm apt
Col Vllg $235 -f elec very quiet area on bus
route 253-7105 after 5

Northwood summer sutilet w/faM option
fully furnished! 6664744

One bedroom apt June 1 thru Aug 31 on
Sunderiamj bus rte corr>er apt totatty fur-

nished call 665-3178 keep trying

Summer sublet w/poss fall option Bran-
dywine 549-5331

2 bdrm apt CliffsUie $330 aM utilKes &
pool & tennis court 666-4720

Room available immediately w/faH op-
tion on entire 2 bdrm Brittany Manor apt
bus rt heat inc call Maura 546-4096

Sublet 2 bdrm apt 1 month free 300 per
month Squire Vtll call 666-4828 w/fa optkw
Summer aublet fall option four bedroom
apt Swias ViMage chaiet apts tel 25»0796
Summer suMet fall option 4 bedroom
everythkH) inckided $147 or best offer
253-2247 or 256^)862

For aummer large or>e bedroom apartment
on bus route caW for mon info 6-6614

4 bdrm apt Jur>e 1st sublet with fall optkxi

To aublet fall opt 1 bd in 2 bd Brandywine
549-5961

Amherst Center 2 bedroom $400/month
avaaa June 1 w faH optk?n 253-9429 after S

6 bedroom house avail June 1st w/faM op
caH 586-6493

WANTED
HoueemMe to take 8ch be*oom \n our
Nor^ Amherst house. Available im-
mediately. Located across tt>e street from
Townehouae Apts. Summer & FaM?? CaN
549-4118

WANTED TO BUY
Higheet cash prices paid for clase rings,
goW and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,
25 No. Pleasant St.. between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256^710

WANTED TO RENT

3 giria want apt for fall 82pref Bran Brit
Pufft Towm or victn Shari 5^1449

Looking for Townehouaa or Bran-
dywine apartmem for faN will summer
sublet call 256-8774

2 bdrm In Puffton starting June 1 w/faN
optk>n caN 548-1496

WINOOSKI

Looking for ride to St Mikee College or
vk:inity (Buriington VT) P-day weekend -

April 24. Will share gas, beer & converaa-
tk>n. Yahoo, spring has sprung, let's ool
CaN 253-2424

WRITING SERVICES
Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD

JS^*". ")U'*^'^ P"^^^ Amherst
Wmers, Inc. 253-7764
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hv^N^O PRE St IN r^

DlSOQ i ^MT WITH hsii iMMn-r-cMn?-r

Li^-^Dat^i^XlQlNL_

ThE TkiRd Would TIicater

ScRifs pRoudly AMNovNccs ^^Damce

BoNqo'\ A TRiNidAdiAN pUy by

ErRoI Hill AS Tkc ORiqiNAl pRO-

Afrik-Am Meeting

M«*ii«8 are hdd every Tuaday at 6pin

ducTioN In its SpRiNq 1982.

EVENT: '"DANCE BONGO"

DATE: TkiiRsdAy, pRidAy, Satur-

dAy; ApRil 8,9,10 AMd ^'i^b^^

TIME: 8:00pM

FOR MORE INFO. CALL

$4!^-7604

Duke Elligton Committee

Spring 1982

The Duke Ellington Committee presents
Its fourth annual "Solos and Duos" con
cert series, an exciting program of Black
classical music concerts by major com-
posers/instrumentalists The focus of this

series will be to present solo and duet per-
formances in an intimate concert setting
The artists are among the leading musicians

PROGRESSIVE THEATER CROUP
NEEDS MFMBERS

''MtiSTAiid Seed", A Mcwly fo«Mcd

qiioup scckiNq to cducATf Wistemn Mass
RESidCNTS Ai>OUT Thc MUcUaII ARMS RACE

ANd ITS EFFECTS OM OUR COMMUNITIES, IS

SCEklNq blAck ANd kispANIC PERFORMERS.

TliE qRoup will perForm a show on six

CONSECUTivE WEskENds bE<|iNNiN<| iN Mid-

MAy For AudisNCES \h SpRiNqFisld,

HolyokE, WESTfiEld, LoN<«MEAdoW, PiTT-

sFiEld ANd NoRTk AdAMS. All perFormers

ARE ENCOURAqEd TO AUdiTiON wIlETlfER OR

NOT TkEy CAN TAkE pART iN aU six skoWS.

For more iNFoRMATioN contact RANdy

OR LesUe at 984-8611 or 729-7604.

in the lazz idiom, instrumentation will be
varied, ranging from p^ano. to violin, from
voice to drums. The concerts will be held at

8 00 PM in the Cape Cod Lounge, Student
Union Building at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst Admission is

FREE' For futher information, call
545-2892

April 9, Abdullah Ibrahim
at a Dollar Band Pianist

April 16, Avery G.
Sharpe/John Blake
Bass/Violin

April 23, Clyde Criner/Bil-
ly Hart Keyboard/Drums

Brett Presents
A RaciaI Awareness WoRkskop

FEATURiNq rkf MoviE
BlAck HisTORy

STARRINq

BUI Cosby
Ap«H >Tk AT 8pM

Brett Lobby
Disci/ssioN aFter tIie movie on TkE issues
of RACISM

/

As PART oF tIie AnnuaI BUck Miwi-
ciANS Conference, HAMpdcN CAllcRy,
loCATEd iN TkE SoUTkwEST REStdcNTlAl
ColUqE Area, presents an ExkibrrioN by
TfcREE Hne area ARTisTs: FRsd BccksR,
RicbARd YARdE ANd NeIson StepIkns.
Hie woRks FcATUREd iN Tkis cxbibfr
ReFIeCT VARioUS ATTTTUdES ANd INTER-
pRETATioNs oF tKe BUck Music TRAdr-
TION, pARTiculARly iN Tks AREAS oF JAU
ANd TkE bluEs.TkE ExkibiT will be on view
From Apail 18 TkRouqk Apail 29 wiTk
AN opeNiNq/RecepTioN on SuNdAy, Ap«il
18 From ^-^dm. REFREsbMENTS will bE
sERVEd ANd TkE public is iNviTEd to at-
TENd. CAllERy koURS ARE MoNdAy
TkRouqk FRidAy 4-8pM ANd SuwdAy
2-$pM. For more iNTo. contact Tbe
diRECTOR AT $4y-2789.
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14 UMass students in

today's town election
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

Voters will gfo to the polls today to select

which canidates they want to fill the 10

available positions in each precinct for the

annual Amherst Town Meeting.

Polls will be open from noon to 8 p.m.
today for the annual town election which
will only decide the race for town meeting
positions, but the race for selectman, school
committee, Amherst Housing Authority.
Jones Library Trustee, Amherst
Redevelopment Authority, and Town
Meeting Moderator.

Fourteen University of Massachusetts
students are running for town Meeting
positions.

Many of the students said they are
running because they are concerned about
the issue of rent control.

Elizabeth Benton, a sophomore Social

Thought and Political Economy (STPEC)
major, feels that rent control is an im-
portant issue. "The main issue is rent
control. It is the issue which effects
students to the greatest degree" Benton
said.

Another student canidate, James
Macdonald. a junior STPEC major said that
he got involved through his membership of
MASSPIRG. Td like to help out." Mac-
donald said. "The rent conrol issue is the
one I'm most concerned about."

Another canidate. Epi (Sheryl) Bodhi. a
master's degree candidate in health
education, felt the same. "I think it's im-
portant that town meeting be progressive
especially with so many financial con-
straints because of Proposition 2 V2."

Several students thought the Town
Meeting needed student representatives.
Ron McEwen. a senior history major, felt

that there should be student input into the
Town Meeting. "It would be good if there
was some representation from the
University, I don't intend to just sit and
listen. I intend to do some talking too."

In Precinct One. the student canidates
are Elizabeth Benton of Pufton Village.

Herbert Bryan of Pine Street. Kathryn
Ewald of North Village, Arvid Muller of
North Pleasant Street. Ronald Silbersten of

Summer Street, and Ellen Wolf of
Berkshire Terrace.

In Precinct Three, the student canidates
are Elaine Donoghue of Harlow Drive,
Mitchell Gaslin of Brett Dormitory. Eric
Grele of Cashin Dormitcwy James Mac-
donald of Greenough Dormitory, Warren
McEwen of Greenough Dormitory, and
Steven Pineo of Field Dormitory.

In Precinct Four, the student candidates
are Michael Basile of McClellan Street, and
Epi (Sheryl) Bodhi of Lincoln Apartments.

In precinct Five, there is one student
canidate, Patick Brock of Dana Street.

There are no student canidates in

precincts two, six, seven and eight.

Dorm residents now can be
tucked into bed at night
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

Students living in the Orchard
Hill/Central Residential Area of the
Unviersity of Massachusetts are now able

to enjoy more of the comforts of living at

home as the result of a tuck-in service

started this week by the Grayson House
Council.

The tuck-in service began Sunday night,

said Bill Clary, a sophomore communication
studies major and co-chair of the service.

A table has been set up in the Franklin
Dining Commons to take requests. Clary
said, and an ad will be run later this week in

the Collegian to alert- people to the new
service.

Anyone living in Orchard Hill or Central
can pay $1 to have either themselves or a
friend tucked in. Clary said, and friends will

be charged $.50 to find out who paid to tuck
them in.

"We haven't had anyone pay to have
themselves tucked in yet. but anyone is

welcome." Clary said.

(>>llcinan photo bv Trrraa B«llariorr

NIGHTY NIGHT — Robert Leu, a senior Business major tucks in

Peggy Reilly, a junior Psycholog^y major both of Grayson Dormitory,
and adds a story and a lollipop as part of the Orchard Hill Tuck-In Ser-
vice, now in operation.

and is turning into a tremendous success.

"We did 14 people on Sunday night.

"

Clary said, "and are planning to do at least

six a night this week."
The tuckers work in couples, explained

Clary, and when they receive a request to

tuck someone in. they arrive late at night

and read the person a story, give the person

a lollipop and tuck them in.

"If the customer is a male, the female

tucker usually does the tucking and vice

versa," Clary said.

The object of the service is to make a
little money for the House Council and to
have some fun also. Clary said.

"About 25 people have volunteered to be
tuckers." Clary said, "and since we have
virtually no expenses except for the ad in

the Collegian, we should be able to make a

good bit of money for the dorm."
"So far it's going over well." Clary siad.

"and the more we do. the more publicity we
get. so if we can get it going for a couple of

weeks I'll be satisfied."

PlMto by Drew Uxiri

AVID READERS — Sisters Amy-Jo (left) and Brendy Wales enjoy a
little light reading at a downtown Amherst bus stop today despite the
gusting winds.

Run-off election is today:

m decide SGA presidency
ByK£NDtmJ>SlSa«
Col1egi*o St«ff

lertr«4«iM« Mtidents At ihe

Mt -^^^1^ 1^1^ iiotlay «t « mn-^if
eleetkm hr the president of the Student
Ck^er^mtli^ As«R>cklttot)i (SGA^
'"^.tl^tl^Mls'tp fmm»tm the foaSot ue
J^^imepkf^tmi'B^e H&b^)9«(m/H«rvey

fktmm-^ prt^ms in the baHot
«<^bsl% p^mim, am} the raet that neither

Murphy <tt KcAaaatM/Ashman rec<Mved a
{plurality v«te ^ S^ *h |>er«!efti in the first

^l«e£»oft held ll»reh 8 «nd 9, students will

b^go^$ tbthe poUs again,

0»;<iQa{|Qipus resideaU may vote at their
T^!^|^i{^«y»e„ dtnii^ commons between 10
*.»; im6 $ p.m. Centml a<h} Orchard Hill

resnWteBt» «*n mwk their ballots at

^PrankKn Diaing Common, those in

Northeast aQ4i%lv»R st W(jrce»ter D.C.
«ad Sooth<^ 'Af«»^ )«yedent« at those

Votmg for (semamter aad Greek
stttdenis wit! he hekf outside the Haieh
Cale^^a between 9 a,m, and & p.m.
Murphy. 21. fe a junior psyflfcojogy

ma^r from Weymouth who has been an
SGA senator for two ye«r$ and h«ts serv«(dl

as chair for the SGA Governmental
Affairs Committee,

Hobittson. 21, b a juntor mjih and
ecrtfmmlca major from Beverly who has
been an SGA senator fer three year* a»<jt

ba« served at preaiiJent of Central Area
Government tor three aemesters.

Asfawtaa, 10. ia a Junior bwjtness Ind
economics major from Brockton who has
been mv^ed with Orchard Hti! Area
Government i&c three a^ne«ters and has
worked on the SGA FtMk Policy Co«p
mittee, J

Thirty openings still remain

for Oxford summer seminar
By SCOTT SACCO
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Oxford
Summer Seminar program has ap-

proximately thirty openings remaining for

students interested in studying in England
this summer, according to Program
Director Professor Ernest Hofer.

Hofer said he will be accepting ap-

plications for the program until he has
reached his quota of 120.

Hofer said the Oxford Summer Seminar
offers American college students the op-

portunity of studying English literature

with distinguished British educators in an
ideal setting.

"Students benefit from the whole ex-

perience." Hofer said, "the ambiance of

England and the excellent instruction of an
Oxford education."

"You get the best of both worlds becau.se

you recieve American credit with British

instruction." Hofer said. He also said that

students have a special relationship with

their instructors because class size is

hmited to 12 people, and that courses are

taught in seminar fashion.

The seminar is scheduled for Monday
July 5, through Saturday August 14, at

Trinity College in Oxford.

Hofer said the program is an excellk^nt

opportunity for students to study abroad,
and that the culture that they will be ex-
posed to will be as much a learning ex-
perience as the courses they will be taking.

Hofer said he has directed the program
for 17 years since its inception in 1966, and
that the future of the program is in

jeopardy due to economic reasons. He said

that more and more students are being
forced to work during the summer because
of financial aid cuts and that this may kill

the program.

Hofer said the seminar usually "costs
$1,850 for the summer but that UMass
students pay only $1,650. which includes
tuition, course fees and room and board at
Trinity.

Students interested in applying shouk)
have a B average in their field of study, and
have completed at least fifteen hours of
English and humanities courses by June of
1982. Hofer said that these requirements
are flexible and that the program is not
strictly for English majors.

Hofer said that the Oxford program
accepts candidates from over fifty schools,

and that last year nearly 42 percent of those

students participating were from the Five

College area.
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Reagan gets mixed reaction

to speech attacking Russia
WASHINGTON - President Reagan yesterday

denounced the Soviet Union for attacking innocent people
in Afghanistan and said Americans "will condemn these
crimes and work for international repudiation."

In a speech to a convention of union leaders, Reagan also
declared that Americans will "not accept martial law" in
Poland. "They demand that Lech Walesa and the political
prisoners of Solidarity be set free,"

Reagan was greeted with applause mixed with loud boos
from dozens of people in the audience when took the
podium at the Washington Hilton Hotel to address the
opening session of the AFL-CIO's Building and Con-
sstruction Trades Department legislative and political
conference.

In his speech Reagan also asked for backing from the
construction trades for his economic plan. There was only
sporadic light applause during his speech and little hand
clapping afterward.

/ million in Mass. could die

in nuke attack, official says
BOSTON - From 500,000 to one million people would

die in an all-out nuclear attack on Massachusetts even if

the state's "minimal" nuclear protection program worked
at its best, a state Civil Defense official estimated
yesterday.

"It's survivable, " Douglas Forbes, director of planning
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Digest
By the Associated Press

for the Massachusetts Civil Defense agency, said of an
attack. "The survivors wouldn't like what they come out
to. It would be grim."

He did not explain how he arrived at his death toll

estimate. Massachusetts has a population of about 5.7

million.

40 ships sail to Falklands
LONDON — A British fleet primed for war sailed for the

Falkland Islands yesterday and Britain's foreign secretary
resigned, bowing to national outrage and humiliation over
Argentina's seizure of the islands.

After Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher said, "We have
to regain the islands," the aircraft carriers Invincible and
Hermes put to sea with a send-off from tens of thousands of
cheering, flag waving Britons — some of them in tears.

APOLOGIES
Careful readers of the Collegian may have noticed

that yesterday's edition was somewhat inconsistent
with our usual format. Due to a printer's error, pages
from Nummo News were mixed among those of the
Collegian. We will attempt to prevent that problem
from recurring.

CORRECTION
Paule Marshall, writer, critic, and visiting professor

at UMass-Boston will be speaking tonight at the Main
Lecture Hall in Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire
College and not last night as incorrectly reported.

COLLEGIAN STAFF
There will be a seminar held tomorrow night on

"Covering the UMass Campus" given by Ed Levine,
News Editor and Steve Semple, Managing Editor, in rm.
811-815 of the CC from 6:30-8:00 p.m. All staff members
are encouraged to attend. Any questions c?.ll Eileen
Galligan at 545-3500.

Night Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Technician

Asst. Photo Editor

Composition

Today's Staff

Eileen Galligan
John DiPalazzo

Brad Eden
Teresa Bellafiore

Mary Grady, E.E. Winters
Liz Ward, Sheryl Silver, Laura Shanahan

Barbara Van Nest, Scott Hills, Doug LaRosa
Scott Stockwell, Gail Tanzer, Lynn Eisenberg

Subscription Rates
The ManHachuHellH Daily Collegian (USPS .'{;{;j-220) is

published daily Mondav throuji;h Friday excluding
vacations, exam periods, or holidays. Subscriptions are
available for $18 at Ii:{ Campus Center. University of
Massachusetts. Amherst. Massachusetts. Postmaster:
Send address chanf^es to the .HaHsachiiseltH Da'.li/

Collegian, 1I.{ Campus Center. Universitv of
Massachusetts. Amherst. MA OlOO.'i.

SOLVED?

Now anyone can master the
standard cube puzzUt in less

ttian 3 minutes. This is the
fastest, simplest, 100%
Guaranteed method ever
devised to get all the colors

on the right side. NO MORE
hours of turning each side

on»v to be frustrated! NO
MORE complicated books'
You don't ever have to read
to do this. AMAZE your
frier>ds with the speed that

you are able to nrwtch the
colors

Before you throw that cube
away try this ONLY $2.00
plus tax (Money back
guarantee). Send your
check or nr>oney order to;

CUBE A MANIA
Post Office Box 3926
Grand Central Station

New York. NY. 10163
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Homemade
ICE

CREAM
Emporium

Espresso Sr"

Cappuccino

Fabulous
Baked Goods

ISOmiAMPTON
" AMHERST

BREAKFAST
Served Daily

r
Wanted Summer '82

CAMP NATCHEZ
Fine Co-ed Camp

located in the Berkshire Mtns.
Is looking for exciting active people with
abundant energy for the following posi-
tions:

General Counselors, Backpacking,
Campcraft, Sailing, Boating, WSI,

Environmental Ecology, Soccer, Sports,
Photography, Ceramics

We will be on campus April 7th in room
801 of the Campus Center from 10 am to
5 pm. Please drop in or call the Student
Employment Office for an appointment.
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FlRST - A professional' 'consultatioh :

SECOND - A precision style cut selected individually

just for you. j

THIRD - our stylists will show you how
to take care of your hair.

All For $8.00
with this coupon only, expires 4/30/82 :

With personal style cut, shampoo, and blow dry - $10.50, long hair slightly-
more - with this coupor only. ^ *
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*o "®^ customers only. :
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please call for an appointment

Styles by Deborah I & II

^

66 University Drive
Amherst, MA
549-5610

*' ^ERORAH STYLES BY DEBORAH

62 Main Street
Easthampton, MA

527-2411

STYLES BY DEBORAH
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the DIFFERENT musical-comedy
BOWKER AUDITORIUM
^. ,

April 8, 9, 10
Tickets available at the
Bowker Box Office
(Stockbridge Ha

or call 545-0783

Islamic office in

Student Union
vandalized
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

The office shared by the Islamic Society, the Iranian
Student Association, and the International Student
Association in the Student Union at the University of
Massachusetts was vandalized sometime in the past three
weeks, Antar Shakir, president of the Islamic Society said
yesterday.

The vandals spray-painted anti-Iranian slurs on the
walls, desks, doors and cabinets of the office, covered the
posters and announcements on the walls with black x's
and stole the phone that was shared by the three organiza-
tions.

Shakir said there is "at least a few hundred dollars"
worth of damage to the office and the repairs will include
repainting the walls and doors, recovering the cabinets
and desks and replacing the telephone and posters.
Shakir said the incident occurred some time in the last

three weeks, but he was in the hospital during that time
and only discovered the vandalism last Friday. Shakir said
he is one of two people who have keys to the office.
The office is separated from both the Massachusetts

Public Interest Research Group (MASSPIRG) office and
the student printing office by partitions. Shakir said it is

possible that the vandals got into the Islamic Society Of-
fice by going around one of those partitions. He said they
could also have gained entry by prying the office door
open.

Shakir said he was upset when he returned to the office
and found it vandalized.

"I was shocked and I felt really angry," he said. "I've
always been annoyed by people who do things secretly. I

find it much easier to deal with people who will come up to
me and say 'I don't like you,' instead of being sneaky."
Shakir said the attack on the office was "probably due to

what is happening now politically in Iran."
"There's been a lot of harassment of Iranian students in

this country," he said.

Shakir said he caHed the UMass police to investigate the
vandalism last Friday, but the police officer never arrived
because he could not find the office.

Phillip Cavanaugh, associate director of the UMass
Department of Public Safety, said that Shakir gave him a
non existent room number and that there has been no
follow-up since then.

Shakir said he will meet with an officer tp^y to discu)96'
the incident.
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Selectmen hear 4
warrant proposals
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen heard last night the
presentation of four articles of town warrant to be voted on
at this year's annual Town Meeting beginning May 3rd.

The Campus and Community Committee for Rent
Control represented by Mary Wentworth, presented its

arguments for the Rent and Eviction Control Act.

The act would set up a rent control board, which would
be the regulating body. The board would set maximum
rents, and make adjustments on maximum rents by a
hearing process.

The act would also require landlords to show cause to
recover possession of a controlled rental unit.

Wentworth stressed that the rent Control Article would
not discourage the construction of new housing because
newly built housing will be exempt under the provisions of
the article.

Wentworth also stressed the importance of rent control
at this time. "I think that with some of the proposed
policies of the Reagan administration, the housing; market
may get even tighter." she said. "We can't look to the
federal government for an alleviation of our housing
problem."

The Board of Selectmen also heard a proposal from
Amherst Emergency Shelter, Inc. The proposal requests
$10,000 from the town to furnish part of their $32,000
budget.

Amherst Emergency Shelter Inc. is planning a shelter
for the homeless in the area. The shelter would be run on a
temporary basis and would include a staff person to make
referals.

Emergency Shelter Inc. is hoping to make up the rest of

their budget from contributions from individuals,

businesses, the United Way, and from Amherst churches.

The Selectmen also heard from the Child Care Com-
mittee. The Committee is requesting funds from the town
for a child care specialist, and the subsidation of several
child care programs.
The Hampshire County Nuclear Referendum Campaign

represented by Clifford McCarthy and Kenneth Briggs-

Bamford presented its article requesting town support for

nuclear referendum. According to McCarthy, if passed,
the referendum would require a statewide voter approval
before low-level radioactive waste dumps or nuclear power
plants could be built in the state.

\T A XTT\ A T 1CS1LM rwti. w l"olle(fian Photo bv Term* KclUriorrVANDALISM — The Islamic Society office on the 3rd floor of the Student Union Building after
being vandalized (and trash was removed) Monday.

IWW controversy goes to mediation
By KELLY MALLEY
Collegian Staff

Members of "Concerned Jewish Students." and the
International Women's Week Planning Committee of the
University of Massachusetts are using the Mediation
Project to attempt to resolve differences that arose when
the planning committee scheduled a panel speaker from
the Palestine Liberation Organization during International
Women's Week in March.

Instead of talking without a written record, mediation
will allow an agreement, because the planning committee
still does, not understand the objections made by the
Concerned Jewish Students, said Debora Propper. a
Jewish student.

The group calling itself "Concerned Jewish Students"
was formed in February to protest the inclusion of the PLO
speaker during the annual week-long celebration of
women's events, calling the PLO a "terrorist
organization." The group has stated publicly they are
upset with the planning committee because they refused to
sponsor an Israeli woman to speak for "equal represen-
tation" at the request of the Jewish students.
They also claim the planning committee is responsible for

an anti-semitic comment made during the discussion, just
outside where it was held, because they sponsored the
event. Propper said a man who identified himself as a

('ollrKian Photo bv l>rrw Oicifr

yREETOP VIEWING - Gary Lawrence
enjoys a cold frosty during spring break in the
comfort of a tree at his home in Groton, Ma.

Palestinian attending the speech by the PLO member, told
Jewish students, "Hitler made a misUke, he left one
million of you alive."

She also said when a member of the audience asked the
PLO's opinion on the comment, the PLO speaker and the
moderator said it was not relevant to the discussion.

Although the Concerned Jewish Students have asked the
planning committee for an apology, the committee has not
apologized for the incident. However, on March 23 the
planning committee and the Third World Women's Task
force issued a "response to the charges of anti-Semitism."
They state they are outraged at the "blatantly anti Semitic
comment," and regret that it was not refuted during the
evening.

Marea Wexler. planning committee member, said she
doubts they can resolve differences of opinion on the PLO
through mediation, but they might be able to resolve some
questions and make an agreement that will impact future
International Women's Week Planning.

The Mediation Project, located in Munson HalJ. is an
alternative to the legal system for solving problems. Its
purpose, according to Mary Shuffleton. an intern. is'^"To.

provide an atmosphere in which parties can decide for
themselves what the outcome is." All processes are con-
fidential, and when an agreement or compromise is

reached it is written, signed and sealed. ,

Women's literature

is discussed by
a British lecturer
By SARAH RUSSELL ^>. .. '

Five-College Staff

Women's involvement in culture, particularly literature,

has had negative as well as positive effects on feminism,
said Cora Kaplan, a lecturer from Sussex University in
England, at Hampshire College last night.

Kaplan began her lecture with a brief description of her
past experience as an actress in left-wing radical theater
groups. Her involvement with radical or alternative
theater made her aware of the difficulties in applying
feminist theory to everyday life and to cultural practices,
she said.

Women novelists and poets dominated popular culture
in the 19th century, and their readers were often middle-
class women. During this time, women were only allowed
to express themselves through fiction, and they were not
encouraged to write historical or political work, Kaplan
said.

"Women's experience of reading was very different
from men's experience of reading," she said.

Among the most prominant women authors of the 19th
century were Jane Austen, and the Bronte sisters. While
Austen concentrated on the ordinary middle-class
lifestyles of her heroines, the Brontes wrote vivid Gothic
novels that tried to integrate passion and romanticism
with a single woman's autonomy. The Bronte novels were
radical in their time and aided the feminist cause, Kaplan
said.

The vast numbers of middle-class women reading 19th
century novels also positively affected feminism. The suc-
cess of any literature of the time was dependent on the ap-
proval of its largely female audience. Kaplan said.

Some of the effects of women's literature were not as
positive in helping the feminist cause. "This investment of
women in culture did not go along with women in educa-
tion," Kaplan said. Women were supposed to have culture
in order to reproduce it in their children, she said.
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BARBARA GRIFFITH
FOR SELECTMAN

• Former Executive Director, Amherst Council
on Aging

• Past President, Hampshire Council of
Social Agencies

• Former Vice-President, Valley Health
Plan Board

• Candidate, Masters in Public Administration
University of Massachusetts

Barbara is an experienced and progressive leader who
will represent ALL of Amherst's citizens.

Vote Tuesday, April 6, 12 to 8 p.m.

Paid for by the Committee to Elect Barbara Griffith
Bernard Moreau, Treas., Sunset Ave., Amherst
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SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

t;he sub
t1 A.M. TO I AM. I 1 DAYS
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BIG SAVINGS
50% - 70%
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Your
Item and Description Sugg List Price

Travel Bags. . .Llama skin, .metal zippers, .shoulder strap., ideal

for many uses 64.95 20.00
Shoulder Bags. . several compartments. . uni-sex. ,. leather
crafted. . great! 74.95 23.00
Garment Bags . .ideal for men or women 84.95 25.00
Magic Bags. . folds from travel bag to tote bag. . 59.95 20.00
Leather Wallet. . great gift idea 13.95 5.00
Digital Pen Watch. . very unique 24.95 12.00
Digital Butane Lighter. . super gift! 45.00 19.00
Backgammon. . delux model. . felt lining. . fully padded

59.00 15.00
40 piece Socket Wrench Set . .industrial quality. . 62.95 18.00
Industrial Plier Set. . many, many uses 49.95 15.00
Luggage. . shoulder bags, tote bags, gym bags, garments

• SAVE - 70%

I

I

I

1.

Location: Campus Center Concourse
Mon April 5 - Thurs April 8

;
' 9 AM -3 PM

I

I

FREE
16 oz. soda

with the purchase of any sub.
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10 YEARS IN AMHERST
Come celebrate with us!

Bring in this ad and we'll give you 10%
off anything in our store!*

Two big days — Tuesday and Wednesday, April 6th and
7th with super specials on these new releases all week
long!

9

CAROLE KING
ONE TO ONE

(LOVE IS Uk'c A) BOOMERANG^ -o. /»
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FOR THE RECORD
B 62's on sale $3.87
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(Located in FACES, downtown Amherst)
We also carry a complete line of Classical, Country.
Traditional. Jazz, Soul, Cutout and Used Records.

.00
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SAP issues 61 driving citations,

arrests UM student over weekend
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Speed and Alcohol Patrol
(SAP) made 93 motor vehicle stops over the
weekend, noted 61 violations and arrested
one University of Massachusetts student,
according to Amherst Police.
John J. Cox. 21, of Springfield, was

arrested Saturday and charged with
driving while under the influence of alcohol,
and speeding. In a non-SAP arrest. Marco
Manzanares, 23. of 225 Licoln Ave., was
arrested at 11 p.m. Friday on Belchertown
Road and charged with driving while under
the influence of alcohol and possession of a
dangerous weapon, a belt knife.
At 3 a.m. Saturday, an officer observed a

suspicious man trying to open the front

door of a Main Street establishment. When
approached by the officer, the man reacted
in a violent and abusive manner, police said.
Robert S. Brown. 20, of Shutesbury. was
arrested and charged with being a disor-
derly person and possession of a class D
substance, marijuana.
At 2:30 a.m. Sunday, a Village Park

resident reported that a friend kicked in her
front door and assaulted her. Police said
that the woman sustained head injuries but
did not seek medical treatment. She was
advised to seek a complaint against her
assailant.

A Puffton Village resident reported a
break-in Saturday night between noon and
10 p.m. Nothing was reported stolen but a
window and a lamp were broken and
several items were knocked over.

Ronald McDonald statue found
after weekend theft, police say
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

A Ronald McDonald statue which was
taken from the Hadley McDonald's
restaurant sometime between Friday and
Sunday, is being held for possible use as
evidence by the University of
Massachussetts police in a case involving
that statue's theft, Sgt. David Grader said
yesterday.

The six-foot statue, valued at $1800. was
first seen in Cashin Dormitory in Sylvan
Reidential area on Sunday at approximately
10:00 p.m. by a Cashin resident who
notified UMass police. Grader said. Police
reported that the caller identified two
individuals who were accompanying the
statue in a Cashin hallway.

Two officers responded to Cashin and
mterviewed the individuals but found no

Summer
Employment

Camp Young Judaea,
Amherst, New Hampshire

(Resident, Co-ed, 1 hour from
BostonI is in need of Departmenl
Directors and Activity Specialists
for this summer in: Athletics,
Gymnastics, Swim Instruction

_ (WSI), Waterskiir>g. Sailing. Arts
» & Crafts, Campcraft, Israeli

Oance, Drama, Israeli Folk Song,
Riftery, Tennis, Photography, Of-
fice Personnel and Nurses (R.N.).

8 Excellent Salaries and fringe
A benefits. Please contact Dr

Chartea B. Rotman, Director. 81
Kingsbury Street, WeKesley, MA

A 02181, 617 237 9410.

uastardiy
Dan<;-#t

TONIGHT 25c DRAFTS
8 pm til Closing No Cover
35 E. Pleasant St.. Amherst; MA 253-9286

THIS YEAR COME TO OUR HOUSE
FOR PASSOVER
Passover Seders

Wednesday, April 7, 1982 8:00 p.m.
Thursday, April 8, 1982 8:00 p.m.

*Full traditional Passover meal
*A seder service inspiring and
joyous as only CHABAD can

Each Seder $5.00
Call 253-9040 by April 6 for reservations

or write: CHABAD HOUSE
30 N. Hadley Rd.

Amherst, MA 01002

AN OPEN JEWISH HOME

I STAR TREK
LIVES! i

Q
CLUB MEETING |

APRIL 7 i
TIME 7-10 pm |
ROOM 901 s

CAMPUS CENTER I
S

FILMS, INFO FOR g
ST. & S.F. FANS s
ALL WELCOME! |
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statue, Grader said. Four street signs,
with a total value of $125, were found in a
room asigned to one of the individuals and
then confiscated. Grader said.

Police returned to Cashin and recovered
the statue shortly after midnight Monday
after an anonymous caller phoned the
Cashin head of residence with the statue's
location. Grader said.

Police said they have suspects and are
tentatively planning to charge each with

Newslines...

two counts of possession of stolen property
worth over $100, a felony complaint.

Sgt. Grader said that the statue may not

have to appear in court if the District

Attorney allows photographs to serve as
evidence.

The manager of McDonald's restaurant in

Hadley refused to comment on the theft,

citing company policy as his reason for
silence. The company's regional office in

Belchertown, responsible for 14 area
stores, was not open at press time.

Philippine labor leader speaks here tonight
Ernest Arellano, secretary general of

Kilosang Mayo Uno, the largest federation
of labor unions in the Philippines, will
speak on "U.S. Multinatinationals in the
Philippines-A Labor Viewpoint" tonight at
7 p.m. in room 805 of the Campus Center

at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst.

The speech is being co-s()onsored by the
UMass Labor Relations and Research
Center.

Czech poet reads work tomorrow
Czech poet Miroslave Holub, the author

of 13 books of poetry and four books of
essays, will give a reading of his poetry
tomorrow night at 8: 15 in the Memorial Hall
lounge at the University of Massachusetts.

The reading is the second of the
UMass/Hampshire College Visiting
Writers series and is free and open to the
public.

Tonight

WIN A JUKE BOX
at our

OLDIES NIGHT
This Week

Four Hours of Two for One
all Liquor Drinks

9-1

- register to win a Free Juke Box -

Drawing to be held

April 20,1982

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
2 Eggs
2 Pancakes
2 Strips Bacon
2 Sausage

Coupon Good thru

IVIay 1, 1982 Please

present coupon when

ordering.

Reg. Low Price

$2.25
Served All Day
Open to Close

WITH THIS
COUPON

2 1» $2.95

ROPE PULL

TOURIMAMENT

* FREE 16 oz. SODA *

with the Steak Sandwich Special
A broiled choice sirloin steak on a grilled

Italian Roll, lettuce, tomato and french
fried potatoes. i

I
C expires May 1, 1982 $3«25 !

San.-TlMUV.

7 a.ni.-3 ••.
Pri.-8at.

OpMXlHevB

ntiigplaif :;

UMOMCmXtN
OlSCOWMTt 2-S PM.

tUhmt Mwtl leH

klhe Rope Pull is Revivpr!!

APRIL 18

Noon -'5:00 P.M.

Across Campus Pond
Sign up your teams
on the Concourse
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By SATYA GABRIEL
Special to the Collegian

I heard the following Reagan joke while drinking pep
permint tea at the Iron Horse in Northampton: "Haig
tells Reagan we've won the war in El Salvador. Reagan
says how did we do it. Haig says we wiped out all the
guerrillas. Reagan laughs with glee, but then his laughter
is interrupted when Haig tells him that the remaining
Salvadorans want to come to the United States just like we
promised them they could. Reagan frowns and asks how
the hell we can bring the rest of the Salvadoran population
to the United States. 'Well,' Haig answers, there are only
a couple hundred of them left.'

"

The cat that told the joke laughed a short nervous laugh
then smiled at me. His name is Charley and he's an

unemployed veteran of the Vietnam War. He was in the

special forces. They taught him to kill people efficently

and quickly and now he can't find work.
And I sense that his reaction to El Salvador is something

deeper than deja vu. The system failed him and is still

failing him. He went off to the jungles of Asia to fight for

Commentary
truth, justice, and the American way and discovered that
it was all a lot of cow dung. The freedom he fought for was
not the freedom of the Vietnamese or even the freedom of
Americans. It was the freedom of corporate monoliths to
exploit wherever they please, that was what the war was

fought for.

"They've got all that money tied up in El Salvador and
they want us to die protecting it," Charley said waving a
sandwich loaded with sprouts. What he said next was
mostly expletives.

Charley acts a little crazy at times and tells me about his
not so secret dream to bomb something (he isn't sure
what). He was trained in demolitions, you see. Charley
was visited by the FBI once because of his talents.

"Next time I off somebody it ain't gonna be no poor
peasants," he told me once as we walked through Look
Park.

It seems that despite everything else Charley learned at
least one valuable lesson from his days of employment with
the U.S. government. He discovered who the enemy
wasn't.

Third World Caucus supports Jim Murphy
By TONY CRAYTON
Office of Third World Affairs

Today's run-off election between Jim Murphy and
Robinson/Ashman for S.G.A. president may mark a turn-

ing point in the future of funding for Third World
organizations. Participation in Student Government is

dramatically low in all areas and the Third World Caucus
can only deliver what you now enjoy if we have a viable

S.G.A. The large turnouts for the Michael Manley lec-

ture. Third World theater series and Miles Davis concert
are just a minute indication of the valuable services pro-

vided through Student Organizations and funds. The Of-

fice of Third World Affairs has worked diligently with

numerous Student Government leaders for years. We
have through the Third World Caucus developed a
critical eye for its effectiveness and failures. Since we
have eyed the election March 8th and 9th, and now the

run-off, it's clear to us who will work for the interest of
Third World students as well as the campus-wide majori-

ty-

The Robinson/Ashman team are literally unknown to
any Third World organization which is a point that one
should keep in mind. It's almost as if they planned their
campaign as Ronny Ray-gun, who totally wrote off the
minority vote in America. Reagan however, was not
unknown to Third Worid people; his attitudes towards
racial minorities was obvious. So we have to wonder how
much cooperation we could expect from candidates for
the S.G.A. who never wanted or solicited our votes. They
claimed to support the "ideas of the Year Toward Civili-

ty" yet, to our knowledge, they have not worked on any
committee of the Civility work groups. The statements
most distressing however, were made in yesterday's Col-
legian. They said: "We want the system to work first,
then we can address the issues." Given the constant
racial harassment throughout the areas that they are
credited with influencing; such as Orchard Hill and Cen-
tral this past year, it doesn't look good to have people
representing the S.G.A. who declined to do something
about such "incivility." To be fair, no more questions can
be raised about two people that we don't know.

Voting Rights Act to resolve conflict
To help win passage of the Voting Rights Act, the

American Jewish Congress this week proposed new
language for the legislation aimed at bridging an impasse
between the Reagan Administration and civil rights
groups.

The suggested wording was requested by Senator
Edward Kennedy, a member of the Senate Judiciary
subcommittee on the Constitution, after hearing testimony
by the director of AJCongress' Commission on Law and
S<Kial Action.

The legislation, which originated and was passed
overwhelmingly in the House of Representatives, awaits
action in the Senate. It has been attacked by
Admini-stration officials as authorizing a quota system in

the electoral process. Senators and civil rights groups
support ing the current version reject t his contention

.

The amended language advanced by the AJCongress
would specify that there is a denial of the right to vote
whenever any element "integral to the political process"
interferes with a citizen's opportunity to exercise voting
rights, such as a past history of voter intimidation.

Basis of Controversy
The controversy centers around the standard by which

voting discrimination is to be proved. The Administration
maintains that complainants should be required to prove
actual intent to discriminate. It charges that under the
House bill a simple statistical analysis showing un
derreprtsentation of a minority group would of itself be
considered sufficient proof of discrimination.
The bill's supporters argue that any practice resulting in

"a denial or abridgement" of the right to vote because of
race or color should be outlawed without requiring direct
pro<jf of intent.

Williani B.radford Reynolds. Assistant Attorney General
for civil rights, told the subcommittee on the constitution
of the Senate Judiciary Committee that if intent is to be
deduced on the basis of voting results alone, the "logical

terminal point" would be a system or "proportional
representation" — "quota system" — of Blacks and other
minority groups in elections.

The House bill does contain a disclaimer stating: "The
fact that members of a minority group have not been
elected in numbers equal to the group's proportion of the
population shall not, in and of itself, constitute a violation."
But the Reagan Administration says this language is not
strong enough to prevent the introduction of "proportional
representation" in the electoral process.
The AJCongress' proposal for remedying the dispute is

contained in a letter to Si^nator Orrin G. Hatch, chairman,
and Senator Edward Kennedy, ranking minority member,
of the subcommittee, by Nathan Z. Dershowitz, director of
AJCongress' Commission on Law and Social Action. Mr.
Dershowitz recommended amended language that would
change Section 2, the disputed portion of the bill, to
contain the requirement that the actual process by which a
right to vote has been denied must be shown in order to
demonstrate a violation of the law. rather than statistical
voting results alone.

The complete suggested wording of Section 2 is as
follows:

No voting qualification or prerequisite to voting, or
standard, practice, or procedure, shall he imposed or
applied by any state or political subdivision in a manner
which results in a denial or abridgement of the right ofany
itizen im account of race or color, in ctrntrav^ntion of the
guarantees set forth in 1973, \f\\2] of this title. A practice
results in the denial of the right to vote only upon a
showing that elements integral to the political process
have operated to deny a fair opportunity to influence the
political process. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to
require a system of proportional representatwn; provided
further, that the absence of elected officials of a particular
race may be evidence of a practice illegal under this sec-
tion.

The Duke Ellington Committee presents its fourth an-
nual "Solos and Duos" concert series, an exciting pro-
gram of Black classical music concerts by major com-
posers/instrumentalists. The focus of this series will be to
present solo and due perfoi • nces in an intimate concert
setting. The artists are amor he leading musicians in the
jazz idiom; instrumentation l)e varied, ranging from
piano, to violin, from voice U> ms. The concerts will be
held at 8:00 PM in the Cape Cc... Lounge, Student Union
Building at the University of Massachusetts at Amher.st.
Admission is FREE! For further information, call
5452892.

The Third World Theater Series proudly announces
"Dance Bongo," a Trinidadian Play by Errol Hill as the
original production in its spring 1982 season.

"Dvux Bongo ' is directed by Grace Cornish, a student

Announcements
at Hampshire College. Choregraphy is by Eno
Washington. Acting, dancing, and design are all by
students of the Five College Area.
EVENT: "Dance Bongo "

DATE: Thursday, Friday, Saturday; April 8. 9, 10 and
15, 16, 17

PLACE: Southwest Hampden Theater, UMass,
Amherst
TIME: 8.00 PM

*

On Tuesday, April 6th, Five College Black Studies will

present the final lecture of its 1981-82 Seminar Series.

We can however, note a peculiar move to discredit Jim
Murphy by attempting to draw the inference that he
misrepresented himself as a student. The charges
brought to the Judiciary were initiated on election day
(March 8) and under seemingly sneaky circumstances.
One of Robinson/Ashman's campaign workers claimed to
have "accidently" discovered Jim Murphy's registration
status; that can only be a.scertained by computer. Mur-
phy has since been proven eligible, but the accompnaying
bad press could hardly have contributed to his run-off
chances. If these types of tactics are to be expected from
Robinson/Ashman's workers, one must wonder about
their judgement as well.

Principles have to be part of any representataive of a
student government officeholder. No one can say that
Robinson/Ashman don't have them. The problem is, not
one of them have tried to convince the Third World
students and Women's Issues Team that they care about
it. This election is important and voting doesn't t^e too
long. Don't run off tomorrow and not vote; and when you
do — vote Murphy.

Miles Davis, performing at the Fine Arts
Center Saturday, April 4.

Paule'Marshall, a well-known writer, critic and Visiting
Professor at the University of Massachusetts, Boston will
.speak on "I Yam What I Am: My Work in Relation to
Black Literature of the Fifties."

Professor Marshall, a second generation Barbadian who
grew up in New York City is the author of several books.
Her first novel. Brown Girl, Broumstones, explores the
lives of the transplanted community from Barbados. She
has also published a book of short stories, Soul Clap
Hands and Sing, and a second novel. The Chosen PUvce, A
Timeless People. In all of her works she successfully por-
trays the struggle of black women characters with the
harsh realities of racism and sexism.
The Seminar will be held in the Main Lecture Hall,

Franklin Patterson at Hampshire College at 8:00 p.m. The
lecture is open to the public and will be followed by a
reception.

EDITORIAL/OPINION

Point:

Video game madness
Mary Beth, there's no need to argue

whether or not video games are
here to stay; of course they are. All

the evidence you need is the fact that video
games took in over $5 billion nationwide
last year (depending on whether or not you
can trust Time magazine), and it's suppos-
ed to increase this year. That figure doesn't
even include revenue from the home video
games. It's obvious that being the
moneymakers that they are, video games

Dave Cline

have now become a full-fledged member of
the American Way, taking their place

alongside such time honored favorites as
Mom and Apple Pie. Only an unpatriotic

communist like you, Mary Beth, would
dare speak against them.
As any fanatic knows, video games pro-

vide a necessary diversion to life. If you
want to forget about your problems for a
few minutes and live out your wildest fan-

tasies of saving the galaxy, video is the way
to go. But I know that you can't identify

with that — there's no telling what your
wildest fantasies are. Besides, you
wouldn't be interested in saving the
galaxy, Mary Beth, for after all, you can't

even save your own souffles in the oven.

Video games have now become an in-

tegrated part of this campus. The prolifera-

tion of the machines has increased the
revenue going back to the students (depen-
ding on how much the Campus Center ad-

ministration takes out for Uieir own use),

and, in addition, the games provide a
healthy alternative to killing time. The
games don't get in the way of anyone else,

and the length of time you want to play is

your own business. The best part of it all,

Mary Beth, is that the games provide a
chance to avoid talking with you and your
preppie friends in the Hatch. I'd tell you
about the sheer joy of playing the games
themselves, but it would do no good. After
all, Mary Beth, your idea of "Pac-Man" is

to see how many people can fit on the

Sunderland bus.

Critics have seen the games as a waste of
time, a waste of quarters, and a waste of
youth. They argue that the poolhalls of
years gone by have become today's video
parlors. Nothing could be farther from the
truth. The ones who play video all day are
the same ones who would have stayed at

the now-defunct pool hall all the time.

Juvenile deliquency is juvenile deliquency,
Mary Beth, no matter what form it takes.

You should know that better than anyone
else.

Dave Cline is a Collegian columnist

Counterpoint:

They are rooted in the subterranian
depths of the Campus Center. Eyes
glazed over, bodies slumped and

emaciated, they are barely distinguishable
as human beings. The only sign of life is the
constant twitching of those worn and
bloody stubs that used to pass for fingers.

No wonder you're so impressed with video
addicts Dave; they look lots better than you
do.

There's no doubt that America has

Mary Beth Hebert

become the victim of yet another senseless
craze. The anarchy that started with the
hoola-hoop has blossomed into the billion

dollar video game industry. We see in the
warped corpses of video addicts a living

embodiment of the phrase, "There's a
sucker bom every minute."
The invention of one of these games is

pretty simple. First, a manufacturer comes
up with some sort of goal for his mark to

get hooked on. Remember, he's dealing
with simple minds like yours Dave, the ob-
ject doen't have to be that complex. Eat the
dots. Destroy the worid. Save the world.
It's all the same to you mindless creatures
manning the controls.

An enginneer throws in some lights and

stimulated lasers and an infinite number of

quarters starts flowing. That's right Dave,
with the money you spend re-enacting your
greatest childhood fantasies, you could be
feeding a Third World country for a month.
And what do you get for this self-

indulgence? A new sweater? A Qupie doll

to give to your girlfriend? Noooo. If you're

lucky you get your initials emblazed on the
magical video screen along with your sitore.

You know what I have to say to that? Big
deal. As far as I'm concerned, you've got
nothing. Absolutely nothing. You have
stood, alone for hours, pumping money and
exerting energy into a machine that g^ves

you nothing. Congratulations Dave, you're
just given the word "stupidity" new mean-
ing.

Have you ever asked a video person to

explain the game rules to you? 'They have
their own vocabulary. "First, you have to

hit this Purple Fitzsnort with this XZ-11
ray gun.. .NO! That's the XZ-12! Now you'll

be blown into hyperspace for sure!" It's

like having Big Bird explain nuclear

physics. But then. Sesame Street was
always more your speed, wasn't it Dave?
Don't you think it's time you and your

mindless friends start growing up? There's
real trouble brewing out there in the uni-

verse, we don't need Atari causing more.

Mary Beth Hebert is a Collegian columnist.

Vote for student integrity
Today all University of Massachu-

setts students should vote in the
Student Government Association presiden-

tial elections to insure the integrity of stu-

dent government.
Three of the last four SGA elections have

been shrouded with controversy and ended
with either invalidated results or judicial in-

junctions. Fortunately, today's run-off elec-

EDITORIAL
tion is not the result of improper balloting

procedure, but, rather, was necessary

because none of the candidacies could claim

one-third of the student vote.

But memories of this election will not

center around lack of a student polarity;

students will remember the suspicious cir-

cumstances in which the eligibility of one

candidate was questioned.

The controversy was resolved last week
by the student judiciary. Through logic and

common sense, three student judges deter-

mined that the candidate should not be
prevented from running for office. The
system set up and run by students succeed-

ed despite administrative stonewalling.

Why didn't the administration aid the
student government in their attempt to

resolve the controversy? Not only did the
administration deny information to the two
involved parties, but also to the impartial

student judiciary judges.

Unfortunately, these questions cannot be
answered before students vote today. By
their silence, the administration displays a
lack of respect for the concept of student
empowerment. We, the students must
show our support for an autonomous stu-

dent government by voting in today's elec-

tions. .

Unsigned editorials represent the views of
the Collegian Editorial Board. Opposing
views are welcome.

Letter

Column reveals state rhetoric

To the Editor:

In his editorial entitled "Double Standard in U.S. Policy"

(March 30) Randolph T. Holhut attempts to compare the

Polish crisis with the firing of the air traffic controllers as if

the two were interchangeable examples of governmental

repres.sion. Yet on closer examination this ill thought-out

comparison resembl'js more an example of stale anti

American rhetoric than what Mr. Holhut attempted to

show.

In Poland what we have is an unelected, totalitarian

government able to exert its control over almost every

aspect of society ranging from economic to educational to

judicial. In the United States, however, we have a freely

elected democratic government based on the ideas of both

checks and balances and limited government

The martial law crackdown was a statement to the fact

that workers in a Communist country do not have the right

to form an independent union. In America, on the other

hand, almost all workers are given the right to unionize.

Admittedly thi* '• "ot always easy, nevertheless the

government of the United States is not ruled by an
ideology that justifies the crushing of all independent union
activity in the name of some mythical proletariat. You may
like to believe there is^ Mr. Holhut, but your paranoia is

notour problem.

In the case of the air traffic controllers, the issue was not

whether PATCO had the right to exist, but rather if it,

being an essential government service, had the right to

strike and thus endanger public safety by its actions.

President Reagan did not fire the controllers for

unionizing, but instead for breaking a law that all of them
had sworn to uphold when they were hired.

Having thus presented this pathetic comparison Mr.
Holhut then proceeds to end his editorial by unearthing all

the favorite whipping boys of the left in order to end with

just the right touch of self-righteous hysteria that all good
progressives love and cherish. However, hysterical, un-

substantiated charges against the CIA, greedy
businessmen, and the ever hissabie New Right is hardly an
example of a well thought-out, intelligent editorial.
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Michael Brewster : he defines space with/sound
BACK TO FRONT
An Acoustic Sculpture
by Michael Brewster
Fine Arts Center
March 30-June 6

By LINDA BESHARATY
Collegian Correspondent

For those of you who have never heard
or been exposed to "Acoustic Sculpture" —
be ready for a surprise, maybe even a
shock. You see, Michael Brewster's version
of sculpture is unique in that he does not
use stone, wood, plastic or any other
materials for his sculptures. His radical,
and novel perception of sculpture points to
the importance of sound (wave lengths) as
opposed to sight in creating a sculpture. In
other words, it is our hearing that actually
"sees" the sculpture.

Why then does Brewster, a thirty-five

year old Califomian who has been working
with sound sculptures for twelve years, in-

Photo by Bill BarklMrt

Michael Brewster Back to Front (An Acoustic Sculpture) on view at
the University Gallery through June 6.

sist on calling his audial inventions
sculptures? First of all, the whale-call-like
sound waves are produced in two

generators which are located in the main
and west galleries of the University
Gallery.

In this "Synchromesh," — a combination
of sound wave and space — the sculpture
becomes alive. The sound waves create
three dimensions; they surround us at 360
degrees and we are located within the
sculpture. To experience every aspect of
the Acoustic Sculpture, it is better to move
around the space of the sculpture.

Brewster explains his Acoustic
Sculpture: "Unlike vision, which is suc-
cessive and frontal or flat, hearing is most
like sculpture in that it also is simultaneous
and round."

When I asked the artist why he chose to
redirect our senses in regard to sculpture,
he replied that he felt "normal art is

static." Brewster seeks to push visual arts
a step further by reinterpreting our senses,
and our ideas of what sculpture should be.

The rest is up to the viewers or, in this

case, the listeners. They are left alone with
the decision as to whether they not only
like, but can understand this artist's

Acoustic Sculpture. By all means, drop into

the Gallery — if nothing else, Michael
Brewster's sculptures are an experience.

Change your plans, go see Pippin
PIPPIN
Bowker Auditorium
April 8, 9, 10

By HUGH MACKAY
Collegian Correspondent

We've got magic to do
Just for you
We've got miracle plays to play

From 'Magic to do'
These three lines fully sum up the production of Pippin

being presented by the University of Massachusetts
Theatre Guild, it is really something magic. Pippin is a
wonderful musical fantasy filled with incredible dancing,
beautiful singing, and great acting. Pippin is not just
another college play to be passed up for an evening of

drinking, this is one college play you should see. Pippin is

an easy play to see, there are no deep philosophical or
religious meanings to worry about, unless you want to try
and find some, you can just sit back and enjoy the show.

Pippin is the story of the first son of Charlemagne, a
smger, lover and total loser. Pippin just can't seem to do
anything right and the play follows him as he fails at
school, war, sex and politics. Along the way Pippin sings
and dances with different friends and relatives, each of
whom sends him on to something different. Helping and
encouraging him are a group of 'players' who. with their
leader, try to lead Pippin to a finale, both his and the
plays'.

The first couple of numbers in this production seemed a
little slow but the entire show switches gears during "War
Is A Science" and "Glory." After those, the pace never
slowed again. Each number seemed to be better than the

next, until the entire cast virtually exploded with a truly
grand grand finale. The show was beautifully cast, and the
only problem was that some of the best characters only
had one number. Among those were Veronica Smith as
Bertha, Pippin's over-sexed grandmother. Scott Cunn-
ingham as Lewis and Breffny Rouse as his too affectionate
mother, James Paul as Charlemagne and the fabulous Jodi
Leong as Catherine. Two other outstanding performers
were Robert Smith as the lead player and Gary Trahan as
Pippin.

Pippin is an exceptional production and is ever more ex-
ceptional when you consider that everyone involved was a
student, from the cast and crew to Russell Greene the
director, choreographer Kathleen Marshall and house
manager. If you have nothing to do this weekend, even if
you do have something to do, skip it and go see Pippin.
The show is only $3. If you miss it, you will have missed
something really special.

Commencement 1982

& Student Speaker
This year Commencement will be held on

Sunday May 30.
Each year a graduating senior is selected to deliver an ad-dress at Commencement. Speeches are limited to roughly
five minutes, and should focus on a topic of general interest

Members of the class of 1982 who are interested in deliver-ng the Commencement address should submit a draft oftheir speech by Friday, April 9, to Bryan Harvey Student
Affairs, 345 Whitmore -545-2334
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SGA PRESIDENTIAL
RUN-OFF

To be held TODAY,
April 6, 1982

Open 10 - 6 p.m.

Franklin, Worcester,

Hampshire, & Berkshire

Open 9-5 p.m.

Commuters and Greeks

vote at the Hatch

CROSSWORD
Edited by Manaret Farrar aod Trade Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Fear, for one
5 Important fiber

9 Wild hog
13 Give access
14 Character in

As You Like It"

15 Distinctive air

16 Tyrannize (over)

17 Secretary

19 Important food
producer

21 Hay fever

symptom
22 Besides
23 By means of

24 Fauns
26 NASA standout
31 Go astray

32 Exploits

34 Milk: Prefix

35 Harness pan
37 Aegean island

39 Deer's tail

40 Beginning
42 Sample
44 Mineral deposit

45 Barge owners
47 Wilson of

literature

49 Hither's

companion

Martaret Farrar
OIMI Lm K^ftm nmm
50 "And never the

shall meet'
51 Heat: Prefix

55 Tailor

58 Frequenter of

libraries

60 Arrived

61 Circle parts

62 African oxiike

antelope
63 One
64 One who is

"born not

made"
65 Former

Algerian rulers

66 Diminutive suffix

DOWN
1 Wood measure
2 Capital of

Western Samoa
3 Doctor of a kind

4 Power
5 Western hero

6 Dash
7 Opposite of max.
8 One who

hesitates

9 Woe
10 Yorkshire River

totheHumber

11 Sun Belt state:

Abbr
12 Tear down: Var.

14 Tunics

18 Register

20 Building grounds
23 Money of a kind

24 Goat antelope

25 Sports theater

26 Writer of a sort

27 Nat'l Scientific

tx>dy

28 Bookkeeper
29 Driving maneuver
30 Carried

33 Consumed
36 Born
38 Shipboard aide
41 Fruit of walnut

or hickory

43 Dutch cheuse
46 Anchored
48 Slip

50 Age group
51 Ensnare
52 Model
53 Verb suffix

54 Remainder
55 Chaise
56 Throw off

57 Network
59 Diminutive suffix

1 2
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WEATHER
Winter storm watch for

today, with snow, possibly

beginning before morning
in the West. The snow
could be heavy at times.

Highs 25 to 35. Snovr>en-

ding tonight. Lows in the

upper teens to 20s. Tomor-
row, partly sunny, windy
and cold. Highs in the 30s.

................................

D.C. MENU
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH
BASEBALL SPECIAL BASEBALL SPECIAL
Double Burger on Sesame Tofu Burger on Sesame
Roll, Steamed Frankfurt Roll, Chicken Cutlet on
on Roll, Chicken Cutlet on Sesame Roll

Sesame Roll
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BASICS DINNER
Golden Carrot BakeAVhite
Sauce, Cheese Lasagna
with Tomato Sauce

DINNER
Cheese Lasagna with
Tomato Sauce, Fried
Shrimp Dinner/Tartar
Sauce, Cocktail Sauce,

Fruit Plate with Banana
Bread
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CABLE/ VIDEO
^B UVC Er GPC 2
IHl Daily Programming Schedule w

,r N
A Video Grab Bag Today

10:30 - 11:00 Meatloaf and Journey

-Our favorite sleazy pig,

once agam
11:00 • 1:00 Sean Sands talks of the

troubles in Northern

Ireland

1:00 - 1:45 May the Farce be with

you - Stars Wars a la

mania
1:45 - 2:00 Short Shots - Itty Bitty

Videy
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Co«6g«in Off.ce CC 113 • 8:45 3 45 Monday Fnday • Deadhne .s 3 45 two days prior to publ.cat.on day

Cash m advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor
mation available with Randy 546-7013

AUDIO =

Bass Amp Traynor 60 watts excellent
'x>nd. $200 call 253-M94 after 6.00

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790

1969 Triumph Spitfire completely recondi-
tioned & gorgeous, 37k, loaded, think sum-
mer! 413-337-4289

70 Montego runs great $700 or best offer
Kris 6-3206

1971 Toyota Corolla $725 runs good Dan
253-5943 evenings

70 Chevy depend trans AM/FM rad 250. or
BO Peter 549-1255

1973 VW Beetle AM/FM cassette
$750.00/BO Chris 549-4600 ext 330
1974 Honda Civic 1977 engine, runs
perfect, regular gas, 30 -^ mpg, $1495.00
253-7967

1971 Cutlass Supreme rdls. So. Carolina
car, stereo, rally whis $1000. also 1970 Opel
GT nds wk $300 or BO 549-0380

1967 Cadillac Hearse 429V8, 60,000 miles,
heavy duty suspension, runs well but even-
tually will need transmission work. $400 or
80 546-8432

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELATED BIRTHDAY THANKS
Thanks to everyone who made my 19th
so special. I really appreciate your caring.
Jaimee

ENTERTAINMENT

Get your team formed for the pull.
Limited space. Go to our table on the con-
course tomorrow. Prizes, food, fun

FOR RENT

Summer rental Cape Cod - Harwich
4-bedroom ranch call 617-899 8654

Room in Belchertown house $80.
available immediately through August, bus
route 323 6464 Rick

-

2 bedroom Brittany Manor Apt for rent
new carpet call 256-0866

2 bdrm apt on bus rto pool lease starts
June 1st c^ll renee 253-3378

Summer sublet w/fall option 3 bedrms
in 4 bdrm apt 147.00 ea inclusive 253-2204

FOR SALE

2x2 Fridge in very good condition, $90
firm, call Nancy at 256-6101. If not there
leave a message .

Memphis bass w/kustom 60w amp &
Selmener series 22 tenor sax 6-6270

Guild Starfire Guitar hollowbody electric,

excellent shape, selling real cheap 546-328 1

Scuba Gear - U.S. divers tank and
regulator, dive knife, depth gauge, vest,
dive bag, weight belt, mask, fins, snorkel,
form-fit backpack: sold as set for $300 or
separtely, call M.W. at 253-7430 (days) or
545-3500 (nights) leave your name and
number if I'm not there

Bass Guitar, fretless. Fender-style very
custom excellent looks, sound, action.
$175, firm, Andrew 665-7182

Guitar - Hondo II, also Amer. Aud. auto
cassette deck, 80 549 4441

Yaahica GSN 36mm Camera good condi-
tion telephoto and wide angle lenses incl.

$120. call Sue after 8 PM 253 9414

Peavey artist VT series black widow equip-
ped 1 yr old best offer call Paul 546-8569

See the Dead I Live! 1 pair for each show
in Hartford BO 253 9672

Lyrlcon Reed Synthesizer $1500 or best
offer will deliver 617-696-0068 Steve

FOUND

Found SWA tinted glasses tan case pick

up at CC Info booth

Black zipper key case found on April 2
contact Maura at 6-6796

A very friendly male chocolate point
Siamese cat has been making our home
his. We don't want to take him in if he's

yours. Pl«"»se call 549 2857 if you've lost

him.

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for

$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic
546 6684

HELP WANTED
Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.
Europe, S.Amer., Austrailia, Asis. All
fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

We want you! To work for Ted Kennedy's
Re-election Campaign Meeting Wednesday
April 7th, Campus Center Rm 905

Mobile Vending Truck drivers for sum-
mer on Caoe Cod 546-8185 Pete

LEGAL ASSISTANT
INTERNSHIPS

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-
tions available for full-time U lal assistant
interns for Fall 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Aid attorneys of LSO with
client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-
dance at hearings in District and Superior
Courts, and participation in administrative
hearings and federal litigation. Maintain
continuing caseload under attorney super-
vision. For advice on arranging an intern-
ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-
ships, Curry Hicks Building. For further in-

formation, contact LSO, 922 Campus
Center. Applications due Wednesday, April

21, at Office of Internships. Writing sample
required.

LOCAL BANDS
If you would like to tell the world about
yourself, do it through April's music issue
of the Other Voice -the Collegian's Arts
Magazine. Call John Brobst at the Col-
legian Arts Desk -545-3500. Call direct, call

collect, but call TODAY!

LOST

3/30 keys 546- 1 456 reward

Brown backpack in the Campus Center
any info call 549-3589

White ski jacket at Poor Richards 3/16
need keys in pocket no questions asked
546-8107

Medium sized dog shepard/ beagle mark-
ings Lenox medal 256-8901 or 637-0694

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud.
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Please! Call
546-7338

Opal Ring lost in Tower Library if found
please contact Julie at 546-6131 sentimen-
tal value

Pair of keys with brass keychain that
clips onto belt loop. Please call Lynne
6-6515

If you have black-gray wallet taken from
N.O.P.E. locker please return soa>ehow.
No questions. Important! Thanks, Scott
209C McNamara $46-4262

Silver Unical Wristwatch with silver

Speidel band lost on Friday 4/2 in

Worcester Commons or GR Tower. This
watch has incredible sentimental value. If

found please call 546-5351 reward!

MOTORCYCLES

Kawasaki 1980 KZ7G0E excellent condi-
tion 7000 miles $2300 256-0170

1981 Kawasaki Ltd 750 for quick sale gloss
black, only 2000 miles so its like new buy it

for 2000 dollars call 256-0754 today what a
deal, goshi

PERSONALS

Anne, Welcome to your new home! See,
you finally got a personal ad! Love, Jim

Congratulations Sully! Chico State better
get ready for you! Good Luck from your
best buddy and the rest of us.

SCANN presents the John Hall Band at the
FAC on April 15 to benefit the Mass
Nuclear Referendum Campaign
Be a part of the traditiortal rope pull
April 18. Maybe your team will be II

Nominations are open for all Orchard
Hill Area Government Officers Pick up
papers outside 101 Webster or call Alix at
6-6792

Wendy (Tyler) Happy Birthday finally 20
Love, Red & Mess

Have a heart! Donate blood it's easy and
worthwhile, the American Red Cross will be
at the CCA April 6, 7, 8th

He not only looks like a loser - he is a
loser

Jane Johnson, Mark Gray, and Liza
Gingras are voting for Robinson and
Ashman - the only choice

Hey Bruce, There's nothing to be
suspicious of!

Hey Mark want to have kids! 7

"Killing us Softly" coming soon. Monday
April 12, 7:00 pm Be there.

FREE REFRESHMENTS! And a SPEC
TRUM original poetry and prose reading
too! Monday April 5th 8 p.m. Com-
monwealth Room (Earthfoods) See you
there!

Got a favorite picture? I bet I have the
poster. I have over 1500 posters in stock
Call Matt at 6-6768 318 Field

The deadline for the Beautiful Room
Contest is approaching - April 15 - and
Southwest is leading in entries! Call nowli
545-2874

Sandra Mallot Te amoite amo. Te quiero
mucho Jim

Mark Welch isn't voting for Jim Murphy -

but you should!

THE SHINING THurs April 8, at 6, 9, 1:30
Engineering East Auditorium

Kocot and Mangan are voting for the only
candidtaes - Robinson and Ashman
Cape Cod Party with Two Way Street to
benefit Rep Jim Collins 8 PM Thursday
April 8 SUB full bar

Hey, UMMB!!! Ken Moore is voting for
Steve Robinson and farvey Ashman for
SGA Co-Presidents!!!

Karen - Are the toilet seats any cleaner in
Montreal Chinese restaurants

Happy Anniversary Tony and Kyra, with
lots of love always, Robin

JOHN NOSEK- your choice
undefinable! Your wit is inestimable!

IS

Nora, on the 8th floor "you're the best".
Admirers from the 4th

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
5-0392, 584-7924

PUFFTON VILLAGE

Will take over part of 3 bedroom apart-
ment's lease plus added bonus! 549-1377
between 11 pm and 8 am Fall option
necessary

PUPPY WANTED
Soft, cuddly dog-child wanted to round
out a household. I would prefer a medium
to large, short haired male. Ethnic heritage
not important. Contact Steve Semole at
545-3500

RESUME WRITING

Quick/confidential/efficient call after 5
PM or weekends 549-5727

RIDE WANTED
Need ride to Boston for Police concert
April 12. I have obe extra ticket for sale
also. Call 546-5968 Kim

RIDERS WANTED
Riders wanted to Framingham (area).
Wednesday April 7. Call 546-9623

ROOM WANTED FOR THE SUMMER
In Northampton preferably, but will take
any clean single in attouse or apartment at
a reasonable rate; call Terri at 546-6282

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

Male non smoker on Sunderland bus
route beginning June first fall option
665-7575

Needed immediately males for summer
house on Cape (W Yarmouth) call
Jonathan 549-4630 leave message
Female roommate wanted for
Southwood next fall, 256-8868 best
betwen 4-7

Female to share 1 of 2 bedrooms at Roll-
ingGreen $115/month, everything included
253-2887

2 women non-smoker, quiet, summer
sublet one fall option N. Amherst 549-0319

Roommate summer w/fall opt Colonial
Village $130 mth own Ig bdr 256-0179 Nina

3 roommates wanted summer with fall

option 147/mth, utilities inc. Swiss Village
253 5937

**

Inexpensive 2 bedrooms in 3 bedroom
apt. females preferred summer w fall opt
walking distance to campus 549-4849

SERVICES

Professiorifll Research, Writing. From
$^age^ catalog $1. Authors' Research,
^OOO-C, 40/ S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605
Typing-professional quality, reasonable
[3tes, experienced independent-Debbie

Typing 4c a line. Some overnite service
Call 549-4595

Need someone to talk with? Call the Les-
bian and Gay Men's Counseling Collective
M. Tu, Th, Fri 4-8 PM 545-2645

SKI EQUIPMENT
Hagen 200 cm racing, cut skis. New
never used, price negotiable Call 549-5616!
Excellent buy. Call now - will sell quickly

Olln Mark IV Skis, excfellent condition
with Marker M4-15 bindings $175 Call-
Mark 546-8985

SOPHOMORES/JUNIORS
Student Note/Printing Service a co-
operative student run business is accepting
applications for Financial Manager aoolv rm
401 SUB deadline 4/7

mm y m

STOWE SKIING

April 16th - 19th 3 days skiing, 3 nights
lodging, 3 Lite breakfasts $68.00 due April
13th Bob Collins 665-4720

SUMMER JOBS
Have fun in the sun of the rolling green
hills of the Berkshires. YMCA ACA ac-
credited summer camp for boys & girls has
the following positions open: Art/Craft
Director, Asst H20 Director (WSI) Riding
Direct, Girls Unit Direct, Music Direct, In-
dian Lore/ Nature Instrc, Kitchen Staff &
Trip Leaders. Director positions must be 20
For more info call John at 546-1113

SUMMER SUBLET
Two bedroom apt Rolling Green June 1

-August 31. $250/month furnished, inc.
utilities and air conditioning, pool, laundry
facilities, on bus route. 253-2887

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION

Sunderland, 3 bdrm, $270 & util. ask for
Jeff 665-3900, keep trying

TO SUBLET
Amherst Center Apt June 1 w/fall option
$280 negotiable inc everything 253-5166
Brandywine - 2 bedrooms, furnished,
pool, A/C. Available June 1 to Auo 31
549-0425

" **

v^J;""!^'
•"**'•* ^/'" oP<- 2 bdrm. Col.

Vllg. $275 + elec. 253-2997 rug & couch in-
cl.

Summer sublet only
Village call 549-6999

3 bdrm Puffton

Summer sublet one bedroom apt in No
Amherst June 1st to Sept 1st 549-4448
Summer sublet 275 Puffton Village large

^^l^^^*^ bedroom price negotiable Brad
549-5981 leave number
Presidential Apts summer sublet 2
bedrrnspartially furnished, close to campus
549-1700

before too late - 2 bedroom apt in
Sunderiand on bus rte w/fall option call
after 8 666-4946

Summer sublet with fall option -4
bedroom apartment, $147 per person all
utilities included, call 25&^101
Summer sublet with fall option-four
bedroom apartment, $147 per person all
utiltnes included, call 253-7430

Townhouse Apts 3 bedroom, furnished
start June 1 $300 549-6709, or 546-9592
Cliffside Apt. 2 bdrm available Jun 1
w/fall option call 665-28S3

Summer sublet w/fall option rent
negotiable 666-2515 Squire Village Apts
1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
terms available immediately Paul or Bill
665-4391

2 bedroom summer sublet w/fall option
Cliffside 666-3649

After 4/15 w/fall option 1 bed apt full-
bath centrally located Northamp, call Tim
545-2412 or 584-1493

Lo^iS"'" '*"'*'*>n Apt summer only
549-1683

Sublet with fall option. Room in two
bedroom apt. Very close to campus and
°y| f|op. Energy-efficient, call Regina

Amherst Center
negotiable 253 7584

Summer sublet w/fall option
Southwood apts call 253 5054 after 10 PM
Summer sublet w/fall option 1 bdrm apt
Col Vllg $235 -t^ elec very quiet area on bus
route 253 7105 after 5

Northwood summer sublet w/fall option
fully furnished! 665-4744

One bedroom apt June 1 thru Aug 31 on
Sunderland bus rte corner apt totally fur-

2 bedroom $350

iCollegian u

Jack Nicholson in

The

''SHINING"
Thurs. April 8

6,9,11:30 PM $1.50
Eng East Aud

LETS GET PHYSICAL...
ISRAELI STYLE!"

V
\t,
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^m
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Introducing

ULPAN MARVA
Two unique programs ot three or

six-months duration combining
physical fitness training.

Hebrew, touring, university lec-

tures, seminars and more

Open to young North American
men and women (18-28) who
have a Knowledge o) basic

Hebrew and are in good physical

condition

Participants will live m a camp in

the Galilee

Coat: Alilare

Oepartiira: June. 1962

For lufltwr Inlormatton conUcI:

•7X-|ty7,T'7U.TtDTn"

31 St. James Ave.
Parl( Sq. BIdg -

Suite 450
Boston, MA 02116

(617) 423-0868

or. outside Ne« York, call

1-800-221 1251

The Haymaxket
Spring Smorgasborg

$8.88 All You Can Eat $8.88
soups hot breads salad bar

steamers chicken wings stuffed clams

Featuring: Seafcx)d Newburg
Roast Beef
Teriyiki Chicken
Ham Dijonnais

Introducing: Fruit & ice cream table

Served

Monday thru Thursday
5:0U - 10:00 pm

VSA
MASTBtCARD

AMBUCAN EXnteSB

m
529 Belchertown Rd. (Rt.9), Amherst - 256-8551

2 miles 'east of Amherst Center

£

WE ARE OPEN
FOR ALL OF YOUR
TEXTDOK NEEDS

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

9 om to 4 pm
Located in th« Physicol Plant Duilding

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

^VNIVERSITY
STORED

THEWOK
9T'

SPRING DINNER SPECIAL
MON., TUES. & WED. 3-10 P.M. ONLY $3.99

1. !4 lb. Boneless Chicken Breast with fresh Broccoli & Pork-fried Rice
2. Pork Chop (2 pieces) with fresh Broccoli & Pork-fried Rice
S. Choice Rib-eye Steak with fresh BroccoM & Pork-fried Rice.

4. Seafood Special (fried Shrimp, Scallops & Fish) with fresh Broccoli &
Pork-fried Rice

5. Beef with Mixed Vegetables with 2 fried Shrimp & Pork fried Rice
6. Chicken with Mixed Vegetables with 2 Teriyaki Beef & Pork fried Rice
7. Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables with i Egg Roll & Pork fried Rice
8. Scallops with Mixed Vegetables with 3 Chicken Fingers 8.

Pork fried Rice
9. Sweet & Sour Dishes (choice of Chicken. Pork or Sh^mp) H

Pork-fried Rice

FOR RESERVATIONS. PLEASE CALL 586 1202

48 RUSSELL ST., HADLEY, MASS.

nished call 665-3178 keep trying

Summer sublet w/poss fall option Bran-

dywine 549-5331

2 bdrm apt Cliffside $330 all utilites Er

pool & tennis court 665-4720

Room available immediately w/fall op-

tion on entire 2 bdrm Brittany Manor apt

bus rt heat inc call Maura 546-4095

Sublet 2 bdrm apt 1 month free 300 per

month Squire Vill call 666-4828 w/fa option

Summer sublet fall option four bedroom
apt Swiss Village chalet apts tel 256-0766

Summer sublet fall option 4 bedroom
everything included $147 or t)est offer

253-2247 or 256-0862

For summer laroe one bedroom apartment

on bus route call for more info 6-6614

To sublet fall opt 1 bd in 2 bd Brandywine

549-S061

Amherst Center 2 bedroom MOO/nrranth

availa June 1 w fall option 253-9429 after 5

5 bedroom house avail June 1st w/fall op
call 586 6493

2 bedroom Puffton apt A/C pool utilities

included summer and fall option 549-4797

Summer sublet Puffton Village 3

bedrooms very reasonable 549-6765

Squire Village townhouse: 2 bedrooms,
pool, AC $275 month available June 1

665 2840

DONT WAITI Summer sublet fall option

4-bedroom heat-electric included $147 ea

2537625

Two bedroom apt with fall option all

utilities included. Tennis, pool, opt. air con-

ditioning, nice location 665-4605 keep try-

ing

Townehouse sublet 1 bedroom in three

bedroom apartment furnished rent

r^egotiable call Janet 549-6338

Squire Village 2 bedroom w/fall option

665 3154

WANTED TO BUY

Highest cash prices paid for class rings,

gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

3 girls want apt for fall 82 pref Bran Brit

Pufft Towm or yicin Shari 546-1449

2 bdrm in Puffton starting June 1 w/fall

option call 549-1495

Looking for Townehouee or Bran-
dywine apartment for fall will summer
sublet call 256-8774

WINOOSKI

Looking for ride to St Mikes College or
vicinity (Burlington VT) P-day weekend -

April 24. Will share gas, beer £f conversa-
tion. Yahoo, spring has sprung, let's got
Call 253 2424

WRITINQ SERVICES

Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD,
assist in any writing project. Amherst
Writers, Inc. 253-7764

CAT PAGE

Happy Birthday to a purrfect kitten.

Hope you have a great day. I'll give you my
presence later. Love, Doug
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Track team drops

Boston College

in season opener
By CHARISSE FEINERMAN
Colkgain Staff

Despite agonizing delays because of the cold and
freezing rain at Derby Field this past weekend, the
University of Massachusets men's track team pulled out a
big win over Boston C/oUege, 86-71, and got their season off

to a very promising start

.

Taking first place for the Minutemen in the javelin was
Charles Marselend, with a throw of 172'3". Other first

place spots for UMass were taken by Dennis Buckley in

p©i» ^rmiiting with a vauh of ISV*. Bill Marcin in th€
shotput with a throw of 50'1 Vi". and senior Mark Grasso in

the triple jump with a45'7*4" leap.

Showing some good potential for the future of the team
in this meet were freshmen Ron Farber and Gary O'Neal.
Farber brought in still another first place for the
Minutemen when he won the discus with a throw of 153'6".

O'Neal made his presence felt by taking second in the 100
meter race and running a leg of the victorious 440 relay

team.

Bill Devarney turned in another consistent performance
for the locals by winning the 100 meter in 11.1 seconds.

Devarney also ran the second leg of the 440 meter relay,

which earned five points for the tracksters.

Reliable trackman. Chris Omeltchenko, won the

SUff photo b> M. MarKolu

WAIT BILL TAKE THIS WITH YOU! — Dennis Buckley is about to hand the baton off to Bill

Devarney during the 440 yard relay portion of the Boston College meet. UMass won the relay and
the meet by a score of 86-71.

steeplechase for UM, with a time of 9:31.49. The rain was
a big part of the meet, and most probably accounted for the

slower than usual times that the competitors received.

Boston College took the 400 and 1500 meter runs, and
the 110 meter hurdles. UMass lost their footing in the high

jump due to the rain and the cold, and also gave that event
toBC.

The trackmen swept the discus and the javelin, taking
first, second, and third places. Overall, the team per-
formed very well, despite the poor conditions. Last
season's relay against BC ended in a BC victory, 96-99.

Coach Ken O'Brien stays at home with his team, when
UM hosts the Umass Relays on Saturday April 10, at 10:00
am, at Derby Track.

Rugby team's A and B sides dominate Yale
By NANCY PARKS
Collegian Staff

Defending champions can be imposng opponents and the
New England Champions are looking forward to a second
season as number one.

The University of Massachusetts Rugby Football Club
split the weekend with the A- and B-side teams pulling off

wins against Yale University, 18-4 and 24-3, respectively.

The C- and D-sides, however, were downed at the rugby
fields of Southern Connecticut State College.

Team advisor Doc Lawrence thought the games would
be hard against the Elis', but one factor that was in

UMass' favor was the weather. Lawrence knows his

players and they are used to wind and other adverse
weather. Ehiring the first half the A-side scored in the first

three minutes against the wind. And despite the wind,
UMass kept the ball in their own half and had three tries

called back because the rain and mud made it difficult for

the players to keep their hands on the ball (in order to

score, the players must have their hands on the ball).

Forward George Economo scored the first try. The se-

cond try came with Economo in good position about 40
yards out. Kevin Lyohs had possession of the ball and
made a pass to Economo who, in turn, gave the ball off to
Robbie Rhodes who went in for another three-pointer. The
try at goal, a kick at goal for an extra two points, was sue-

Men's crew has troubles against BU
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The University of Ma.ssachusetts men's crew team
travelled to Boston to race against Boston University and
the University of New Hampshire on the Charles River
this past weekend with the end result being a showing of
the distinction between divisions 1 and 2.

Unfortunately for the local oarsmen, it was the division

1 BU crew which handed out the lessons as every BU boat
defeated every UMass boat.

The varsity eight was downed by a two length margin in

the feature event, but did manage to finish in second place

ahead of UNH (another division 2 school) by the same
margin.

"We learned a lot in that race," said coach Dave
Kumlin, "We rowed as good a race as we could but they
(BU) are a very fast school."

In the junior varsity race, UNH did not have an entry

and so Harvard University's third varsity boat entered the
contest. Once again, the UMass boat had trouble keeping
up with the division 1 schools and finished in third place,

one length behind second place BU and two lengths behind
the winning boat. Harvard.
A new rule in the men's category has brought some

changes to UMass racing. The new rule states that any
person who is rowing in his first year of competition can
race under a newly formed novice label. This has changed
the freshmen team into the novice team which contains a
few upperclassmen.

In the novice race, both BU and UNH were able to beat
the UMass oarsmen to the finish line at the end of the 1000
meter course. BU finished in first place, followed by UNH

^

and the UMass. *

The team will be competing in two races this week. The'
first will be on Friday when the crew travels to race
Wesleyan. On Saturday, the team will be at home on the
Connecticut River to face Trinity College.

cessfully made by Joe Kennedy, and the half ended with
the UMass Ruggers in the lead, 8-4.

After kickoff in the second half, Yale never left their

side of the field. Additional trys in this half were made by
Mike DeCampa and Captain Brent Goldstein. The game
ended with the A-side sweeping the field, 18-4.

The Elis' B-side never had a chance against the UMass
team with Rick (joudas and Phil Croasdael scoring twice
and Ted Hilley scoring once. The final score of this war
game was 24-3.

The UMass Ruggers play at home this weekend hosting
the Worcester Rugby Football Club and Mass Maritime at
the lower Boyden playing fields.

Women's crew
wins first race
By ELLEN HASKINS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts' women's varsity crew
opened its spring season with a double victory as they
defeated Amherst CoUege and Worchester Polytechic
Institute Saturday morning on the Connecticut River at

Hadley.

The UMass women took the lead of the 1500-meter race
after the first 30 strokes and pulled to win with a time of

7:01. Amherst College finished second, crossing the line at

7:32. followed by WPI with a time of 8:33.

'The varsity eight did exactly as I expected them to do,"

women's coach Barbara Roche said. Roche also commented
that she was glad the first competition was not a tough
one.

The UMass women's novice eight proved stronger than
their competition, beating Amherst College with the time
of 7: 18. Amherst finished at 8:26.

"The Novices did a g^eat job, they should be very ex-

cited and hopeful for the season," Roche said.

Both crews have been training since early September,
rowing until late October, then, with the inclement
weather, moving on land for their workouts. The off-the-

water practices included weightlifting, long distance
running, calisthenics, and circuit weight workouts. Roche
said that she concentrated her practices toward the
strengthening of "legs and lungs."

In early March the crew moved back on the river, rowing
six days a week. Double session workouts were held over
Spring break.

The team will race at home the next three Saturday
mornings at their Hadley boathouse by the Northampton
bridge with races against Trinity College, the University
of New Hampshire, Smith College and Northeastern
University.

Surr plioln hr M. MarRolin

UP, UP AND AWAY — UMass sophomore Dennis Buckley heads skyward during last Satur-
day's competition against Boston College. Buckley took first place in the pole vault with a iump
ofl3*0".

Sports Notice
The Softball doubelheader between the University of

Massachusetts and Providence College was cancelled
yesterday due to the cold weather. A make up date has not
been rescheduled yet; UMass will try again to open at
home against the University of Rhode Island Thursday.
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By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Jim Murphy defeated Steve Robinson and Harvey Ashman
for the presidency of the Student Government Association
(SGA) with a margin of more than 1000 votes, giving him
63 percent of the total count.

"I'm glad. This makes it official, definite and final," said
Murphy of his victory of 2545 to 1461 votes.
The run-off election was held following a recount of the

original election, in which none of the candidacies recieved
a 33.3 percent plurality. According to the SGA con-
stitution, a run-off election must then be held between the
top two candidacies.

Murphy, who was reported as winning the first election,
until a recount was held, said the victory "feels as good as
it did last time."

Mindy Ordway, chair of the Governmental Affairs
Committee, announced early yesterday afternoon the
election would take place despite blizzard conditions which

forced the University to close early and buses to stop
running at 2 p.m.

"This is a public election. The one in Amherst is still
being held, too," Ordway said.

Both candidacies agreed to accept the results of the
election despite the weather before the ballot boxes were
opened for counting.

"I wish more people could have shown up, but especially
given the weather, I want to thank everyone who did
vote," Murphy said.

"I'm glad this many people at least turned out to vote,"
Ashman said.

Credit was given by both sides to Ordway, who coor-
dinated the staffing of boxes and the counting of the
ballots.

"She ran a good election," said Paul Domey, campaign
coordinator for the Robinson/Ashman campaign.
"We are setting all kinds of precedents in this election,"

Ordway said, commenting on the need for a run-off election
and the decision to hold the election despite the University

closing.

The difference in voter turnout between the elections
was smaU, despite predictions by student officials the
election would be postponed. A total of 4043 students
voted in the original election, as compared with 4013
yesterday.

Voter turnout was strongest in Southwest, where 1644
people marked their ballots, favoring Murphy by 1072 to
470 votes. The strongest single ballot box was in Franklin
Dining Commons, where residents of Orchard HUl and
Central voted 530 to 506 for Robinson/Ashman.

Totals at the remaining ballot boxes were in Murphy's
favor. Berkshire D.C. had 592 for Murphy, 289 for
Robinson/Ashman; Hampshire had 480 to 181, Worcester,
377 to 282. Commuters and Greeks made the results at the
Hatch 511 for Murphy to 154 for Robinson/Ashman.

"I hope as many people get involved in the issues as didm the campaigns, both voting and working on the different
campaigns," said Arvid Muller, campaign manager for
Murphy.

Yesterday's snowstorm
worst April storm ever

\

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

One of the worst snow storms in recent
years, and the worst ever to strike in April,
hit Amherst as well as most of the northern
part of the nation yesterday, a Springfield
meteorologist said.

"No doubt about it," said Channel 22 staff

meteorologist John Quill in labelling it as
the most severe April blizzard he had ever
seen in his 29-year career with the station.

Quill said the day's weather broke many
records throughout the Pioneer Valley for

snowfall and temperature lows, for both the
month of April and for any single day in the
month.
Temperatures will remain "well below

normal" at least until the weekend, Quinn
said, but declined to speculate when spring-
like weather would resume.

"You never can tell," said Quinn, ex-
plaining that he could not even definately
rule out the possibility of any further
snowfall.

Quinn said this snowfall was predicable,
but that circumstances can often indicate
such weather, and then fail to materialize
due to various factors such as an unex-
pected temperature rise and shifting wind
currents.

Quill said although the snow will have
ended by today, the weather will continue
"very cold and very windy," with a high
temperature of about 35 degree* ,

Blizzard snowblinds UMass

•-i***,

( ollPKian photo by Micharl MarKolia

SLIP SLIDING AWAY — Horace Ling from Hamlin Dormitory in-
dulges in the slipperiness of the stairways in front of the Northeast
quadrant yesterday.

UMass students v
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Barbara (Jriffith defeated Richard Johnson by 156 votes
in the race for selectman in Amherst last night.

Griffith, 40, an 1 1 year resident of Amherst who cur-
rently resides at Jeffrey Lane, collected 1004 votes, while
Johnson, 43, of South Pleasant St., received 848 votes.

Griffith is a masters candidate at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst. She has served as director of

By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts at

Amherst closed its doors at noon yesterday
after being hit with at least 10 inches of
snow which dropped on Western
Massachusetts.

Jack Denyse, acting vice chancellor for

administration and finance, announced at
10:45 a.m. yesterday that UMasss would be
closed down due to the "near blizzard

conditions" for Western Massachusetts
reported by the National Weather Service.
Denyse said only "essential services"

personnel remained on campus after noon.
Those workers included telephone
operators, physical plant crews, food
services staff and health center personnel.
The decision to open the University

yesterday morning was made at 6 a.m.
when snowfall in Amherst was light,

Denyse said.

"At 6 (a.m.) the conditions were such that
it did not warrant the closing of school,"
Denyse said.

Denyse said he made the decision to close
down after he was advised by George
Norton, director of the Physical Plant, that

the parking lots should be cleared before
cars were snowed-in. Denyse also received
a report from the Massachusetts State
Police that roads were becoming slick and
hazardous to motorists.
The UMass Transit Service reported that

they were only able to keep buses running
until 2 p.m. yesterday. Additional out-
bound buses were used between 1 p.m. and
2 p.m. to get students off campus, the
transit service reported.
The physical plant put a 24 hour "snow

desk" into affect at 8 a.m. yesterday. The
physical plant snow crews used seven plows
to keep roads clear with strong winds
causing snow drifts on many of the streets
surrounding the campus. The snow crews
roDorted they did not begin to clear parking
lots until midnight because of the bhzzard
conditions.

Last night's performance by the Alvin
Ailey American Dance Company has b>een
rescheduled for tonight at 8 p.m., and will
be followed by a second performance at 9
p.m.

Despite the inclement weather,
University Health Services last night
Stan Ziomek, superintendent of the

Continued on page :i

the Council on Aging, was a founder of the Valley Health
Plan and was vice-president of the Board of Directors.
William Field, the Dean of Students at UMass. got 1334

votes in his unopposed election as town meeting manager.
Alice Swift won the race for the opt^n position on the

School Committee, defeating Mary Lou Talman and
Thomas McGuire. Swift collected 1246 votes, Talman
1002, and McGuire 514.

Rosemary Sprague was unopposed in her race for Elec-
tor of the Oliver Smith will. She had 1272 votes.

In the election for Library Trustee, Eugene Woman had
1061 votes and Cheryl Wilson had 1040 votes.
The race for the open position on the Housing Authority

was also uncontested. Joan Ross Logan had 1 136 votes to
win that election.

Carol Norris will be taking over the op)en position on the
Redevelopment Authority. She Iwat Frank Decker bv a
score of 620 to 521.

There were fourteen UMass students running for posi-

Continued on page 19
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Commando keep in trim on the deck ofTh:

Force.
"ERMES as it heads south for the Falkland Islands with the British Naval Task

Blizzard hits southern New England
BOSTON (AP) — A "very dangerous" April blizzard

virtually shut down Boston and much of southern New
England yesterday with inch an-hour snow and 75 mpli
gusts that choked traffic and closed schools and businesses.
The Boston Red Sox went back to Florida to wait out the

storm.

Highways were treacherous; 50 vehicles were involved
in a single chain-reaction collision.

State officials sent government workers home at noon
and urged private employers to do the same. Logan
International Airport closed "indefinitely" at 11:35 a.m.
because of near-zero visibility. Most schools in the state
were closed by noon.

By midday, Boston was a city of empty office buildings,
vacant parking lots and streets clogged by drifting snow.
The Boston Red Sox. their Tuesday and Thursday games

in Chicago canceled as the storm passed through the
Midwest, were ordered back to their spririg training camp
in Winter Haven. Fla. George Sullivan, a team spokesman
in Boston, said the Red Sox would remain in Florida if their
scheduled game in Baltimore Friday also was snowed out.
The storm, the same one that carved a path of late

winter white across the nation's midsection before pum
meling the Northeast, was expected to leave up to 14
inches. By midafternoon Great Barrington in western
Massachusetts already had a foot of snow. Worcester 6V2
inches and Boston 4 inches.

Gov. Edward J. King was out of the state on a Florida
vacation, but cabinet members met yesterday morning to
plan their handling of the blizzard.

"It is a very dangerous storm." said Tony Gregory, a
meteorolgist with the National Weather Service. 'It is one
of the worst storms of the season in that the strong winds

are making for horrendous driving conditions."
Winds wJ ped the snow with steady gustsof 35 mph. A

75 mph gust was recorded at the Blue Hills Observatory in
Milton, south of Boston. Gusts of 54 mph were measured in
Boston.

Massachusetts Public Safety Secretary George Luciano
stopped short of declaring a state of emergency, but placed
the state under "alert conditions," activating an
emergency plan to coordinate efforts against the storm.

David Bartley, secretary of administration and finance,
sent state employees home at noon and urged employers to
do the same.

Boston officials declared a snow emergency, limited
parking on designated thoroughfares and also urged
businesses to close early.

The storm hit at the height of the morning commuter
rush, snarling major roads with dangerous, chain-reaction
accidents.

The southbound lane of Interstate 495 near Marlboro
was closed for a time after a chain collision involving 50
vehicles.

"Have you ever played pool? It was like someone
breaking a rack of balls. Cars were sliding all over the
place." said one driver. He was unhurt and declined to be
identified.

Haig rejects halt

in nuclear buildup
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of State Alexander

M. Haig Jr. yesterday rejected as a "leap into the
unknown" a freeze of nuclear weapons at current levels,
saying it would perpetuate a strategic tilt favoring the
Soviet Union.

Haig's reaffirmation of the administration's drive for a
major U.S. weapons buildup came a day after President
Reagan urged Soviet President Leonid I. Brezhnev to join
him in June at a United Nations disarmament conference in
New York.

"Arms control's central purpose must be to reinforce the
military balance upon which deterrence depends, at
reduced levels of weapons and risk," Haig said in a speech
here.

Haig said the United States and its allies must strive to
avoid both nuclear catastrophe and nuclear blackmail. "By
maintaining the military balance and sustaining
deterrence, we protect the essential values of Western
civilization," he told the Georgetown Center for Strategic
and International Studies.

Rejecting calls for a global nuclear arms freeze at
current levels, Haig said "it would reward a decade of
unilateral Soviet buildup and penalize the United States
for a decade of unilateral restraint."

During the 1970s, Haig said, the Soviets introduced an
unprecedented array of new strategic and intermediate
range nuclear weapons, including several types of in-
tercontinental missiles, the Backfire bomber and the
Typhoon submarine.

In the same decade, he said, the United States exercised
restraint, adding only the Trident missile and submarine
and a cruise missile as major nuclear weapons.
"A freeze at current levels would perpetuate an unstable

and unequal military balance," Haig said. "The stakes are
too great and the consequences of error too catastrophic
for a leap into the unknown."
Haig strongly supported Reagan's program for building

up U.S. nuclear forces before agreeing to any freeze with
the Soviet Union. "As President Reagan stressed last
week." Haig said, "such a freeze would remove all Soviet
incentive to engage in meaningful arms control designed to
cut armaments and reduce the risk of war."

Haig said arms control cannot substitute for a U.S.
defense effort in restoring a balance with the Soviet Union.
But, he said, once a balance is achieved, arms control can
stabilize it — and at lower levels of risk andeffort.

Thatcher won't resign

amid rising criticism
LONDON (AP) - Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher

told shouting opposition members of Parliament yesterday
she would not resign over the Falkland Islands crisis, and
put an embargo on Argentine beef and other products.
But with mounting criticism of her failure to avert the

Argentine seizure of the islands, panic gripped the London
Stock Exchange and the pound tumbled amid fears the
crisis could force the Conservative leader out of office.
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Legal Assistant Interns Wanted
The Legal Services Office has eight positions
available for fulltime legal assistant interns for the
Fall 1982 semester. Up to fifteen credits may be
received from academic departments. Legal
assistants aid attorneys of the Legal Services Office
with client interviewing, investigations, legal
research, negotiations, giving advice and referrals,
preparation of court forms, and attendance at hear-
ings in District and Superior Courts of Hampshire,
hampden and Franklin Counties, and participation
in administrative hearings and federal litigation.
Legal assistants maintain continuing caseload under
attorney supervision. For advice on arranging an in-
ternship and credit, contact Office of Internships,
Curry Hicks Building. For further information, con-
tact Legal Services Office, 922 Campus Center. Ap-
plications due Wednesday, April 21, at Office of In-
ternships. Writing sample required.

Birth control seemed safer * Blizzard
By SARAH KUSSELL
Five-College Staff

There are several new forms of birth con-
trol being developed that may be safer and
more convenient than those presently
available, said Dianne Taylor, the coor-
dinator for the contraception Education
Program at the University of
Massachusetts.

The cervical cap, though it has been used
extensively in Europe, is one of the
methods of birth control still considered ex-
perimental by the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration (FDA). It is available through
some clinics in the country, provided any
woman using it agrees to participate in the
FDA study, Taylor said. The cervical cap is

similar to the diaphragm, because it acts as
a barrier lo sperm. If fits directly over the
cervix, but unlike the diaphragm it requires
less spermicide, and can be kept in place
for longer periods of time than the
diaphragm, she said.

Hampshire College Health Services
dispensed cervical caps to 60 students who
participated in the associated study, and at-

tended the follow-up meetings on the caps'
effectiveness between the spring of 1979
and January 1981, said Rita Hirsch, the
Hampshire College Health Educator. She
said the data on this study has been col-

lected but it has not l)een analyzed yet.
There was substantial interest in the cer-

vical caps at Hampshire College during
that time, according to Hirsch.
"Those interested were often diaphragm

users trying to avoid the inconveniences
associated with the diaphragm," Hirsch
said. She said because the sizes available in

the U.S. are limited, only one in three
students could be fit with the cervical cap.
Most of the students who used it expressed
satisfaction with the effectiveness and con-
venience of the device, Hirsch said.

In January 1981, the FDA tightened the
regulations on the cervical cap, requiring
lengthy applications from clinics interested
in dispensing the device, which forced the
Hampshire College Health Services to stop

dispensing the cervical cap Hirsch said.

All the information gathered on the cer-
vical cap is sent back to the FDA, but it will

be a while before the definite findings are
reported, Taylor said.

Another experimental alternative to the
standard diaphragm is the non-spermicide
fit-free diaphragm (NFFD). This method
consists of two small-sized diaphragms
which are worn alternately for two or three
days at a time, without spermicide. Honey
is used with diaphragms because it kills

bacteria and prevents odor, Taylor said.

The NFFD is only dispensed through one
doctor in New York, and as yet there are
no documented results on its effectiveness,

she said.

The World Health Organization is work-
ing a computer that will register
temperature changes in a woman's body
and determine periods of ovulation. The
computer would indicate the "safe" times
in a woman's cycle, but as yet it can not
distinguish between temperatures due to

ovulation and those due to fever, said

Taylor. Further testing on this method is

going on in England and Florida.

Scientists are researching possible male
contraceptives pills using gossypol, a cot-
ton seed derivative, and a hormone being
tested at Vanderbilt University in Ten-
nessee. In both cases, the substances have
been found to cut down on male sperm pro-
duction in experimental studies, Taylor
said harmful side-effects have been observ-
ed, such as impotency and hot flashes, and
it will be a long time before any conclusive
results come from this research, Taylor
said.

Information on currently available birth
control methods can be obtained at the
University Health Services at educational
sessions held Monday through Thursday.
All information and controversies concern-
ing such methods as the Pill and lUDs are
discussed openly. Students are allowed to
consider all methods objectively, and to
consider the best one for their lifestyles,

Taylor said.

Continued from pngp 1

Amherst Department of Public Works, said

the storm was "the messiest" he had seen in

10 years. Ziomek said the Amherst DPW
had 22 sanders and plows on the roads
throughout the day and night.

State Police in Northampton last night
said there were several "fender-benders" in

the area, but reported no traffic fatalities.

At 5 a.m. today Denyse and Norton
decided on the fate of today's classes.

Denyse said last night that the University
would open today only if all the parking lots
were cleared.

"I do not expert school to be cancelled at
this time," Denyse said last night.

Students should tune into area radio
stations today for a complete list of can-
cellations in the area. On the AM dial: WH-
MP, 1400 and WTTT, 1430. On FM:
WMUA, 91.1; WFCR. 88.7; and WHMP.

346 apply for police jobs
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

An extensive recruitment program by
the Amherst town police force, which in-

cluded an affirmative action effort,
produced a large turnout of applicants for
the four available positions.

The recruitment effort drew 346
potential canidates. Lieutenant David
Jankowski of the Amherst Police Depar-
tment said the police were happy with the
response.

"We were very pleased with the turnout
for the test. It's the largest turnout ever,"
Jankowski said.

In an affirmative action effort, the police
department contacted the Everywomen's
Center at the University of Massachusetts,
the Black Cultural Center at UMass, the
Black Students Alliance at Smith College,
and a variety of other organizations.
The recruitment program also included

placing advertisements in a variety of

newspapers including the Boston Globe, the
Hartford Courant, the Worcester Telegram
and many others. Public service an-

nouncements were sent to radio stations
across the state.

An affirmative action questionnaire was
distributed at the examination that all the
applicants were required to take. 346
applicants took the exam and 339 returned
the questionnaire.

Out of the 339 respondents, 75 percent

were male Caucasians, 17 percent were
female Caucasians, and 4 percent were male
black/Afro American. Only one female
black/Afro-American responded.

There are no women police officers on the
police force at this time. However, there
are two female Community Service
Officers, Jankowski said.

One hundred forty three of the 346 ap-

plicants taking the test passed it. These
143 people will now undergo an in-

terviewing process. First they will be
interviewed by a five-member screening
committee consisting of two police officers

and three citizens.

The interviews which are tentatively
scheduled to begin Annl J3, will be 15 to 20
minutes in length.

Jankowski said the purpose of the in-

terviews is to try to measure the qualities

and traits that the written exam did not
measure.
The canidates that pass this initial in-

terview will then be interviewed by the
Chief of Police Committee. Then Police

Chief Donald Maia will make a final

recommendation to the town manmger.
The town manager makes all police ap
pointments.

Once a police officer is hired, the officer

must attend an approved training academy
before being assigned to police work.

The starting salary of an Amherst police

officer is $13, 174.

LOME ON BESSIE — The inclement weather cause a number of cars to malfunction yesterday. Police reported a number of minor car accidents
but no fatalities in the area.

MASSPIRG program gives consumers legal advice
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By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

The new MASSPIRG Small Claims Court Advisory
Service, providing citizens with advice in legal redress and
consumer protection, has been a success thus far. program
coordinator Amy Yohn said.

The advisory service, inactive untfl its revival last

March 15, is presently working in conjunction with
University of Massachusetts Student Legal Services and a
Hampshire County consumer protection group in Nor-
thampton.

Citing the relative effectiveness of consmer advisory
services at Boston College PIRG and Tufts University
PIRG chapters, Yohn said. "Massachusetts is looked at as
having the best consumer protection."

Yohn said one of the primary reasons fpr setting up the

advisory service was to help UMass legal services with the
overflow of small claims the office was being presented.

Because it has no real legal bargaining power in small
claims court, Yohn said it's useless for citizens to continue
filing their claims with UMass legal services.

"We don't represent anyone in small claims court," Yohn
said.

In an informal small claims court where cases are usually

decided in weeks as opposed to years, legal advice instead

of legal representation is more important, Yohn said. Most
often only judges and plaitiffs are involved in small claims

under $750, not lawyers, she said.

The phone in and walk in small claims that MASSPIRG
receives are handled by about 25 members, trained in legal

and consumer advice.

Some of the plaintiffs' small claims might concern leases
anu iciital agreements, small business consumer rights,
shopping rights, and auto repair information.

In a recent consumer case handled by MASSPIRG, a
woman who had already gone to small claims court was
ordered to pay her January rent, although she claims that
there was not an active lease when her roomate kicked her
out in December. The woman is presently in small claims
court for the right to her belongings left at the residence.

In this case MASSPIRG has recommended that the
following action be taken: First, after being heard in

Hampshire County District Court in Northampton, the
woman should make an appeal. Second, if the woman had
in fact paid her rent, then she should sue to regain her
possessions. Third, the lawsuit should be made provided
the former decision did not give the roomate a right to hold
the woman's possessions until payment is made.
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Salvadoran

army fight

with rebels
SAN SALVADOR. El

Salvador (AP) — Gover-

nment troops yesterday
repelled guerrillas who
attacked San Vicente, a

provincial capital 37 miles

east of the capital, a local

military commander said.

The commander, who
asked anonymity, said three

soldiers were killed and an
undisclosed number of

troops and civilians were
wounded in the midnight-to-

dawn fighting. He said he

did not know if any
guerrillas were killed.

Authorities in San
Salvador said several utility

poles were destroyed by
dynamite blasts early
yesterday and that
guerrillas had tried un-

successfully to blow up a

bridge at nearby Ciudad
Delgado.

A local newspaper report
said nine government troops

were killed, 11 wounded and
12 captured by the rebels in

fighting at an estate near
Tecoluca, about 43 miles

east of the San Vicente.

Military spokesmen had
said that about 800
guerrillas using bazookas
and mortars took over the
estate early Saturday
morning. A government
counterattack Monday
drove them back toward the
Chinchontepec volcano, a

rebel stronghold a few miles
away.

Previous Christmas and
Easter seasons in El
Salvador have seen a
relative lull in the fighting in

this largely Roman Catholic

nation. At least 33,000

people have been killed in

the past 29 months of the
political violence from the
left and right.

Beaches already are full

this year as Salvadorans
celebrate the Holy Week
holiday. Government offices

have closed for the week,
and most stores were
scheduled to shut down
starting Wednesday.
Radio Venceremos, the

guerrillas' clandestine
station, said Salvadoran
priests would broadcast
Holy Week ceremonies
Thursday through Satur
day. The clandestine leftist

radio is calling for people to

prepare for intensified
guerrilla action as of May 1.

The Central Elections
Council that oversaw the
March 28 voting for a new
constituent assembly closed

for vacation before handing
out credentials to the
deputies-elect.
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JOIN US IN THE LITE BEER
SUPERSTARS COMPETITION

J

ENTER THE LITE BEER SUPERSTARS SWEEPSTAKES
6 GRAND PRIZES
Pair up with Lite Beer Celebrities in our special Lite Beer
Superstars Competition and see a television taptng of

The Superstars program. Six days and five nights for two
in Key Biscayne, Florida.

6 riRST PRIZES
Af^F Whitely Electronic Exercise Machine. Measures
body responses as you exercise Features: pulse rate

and work load monitors, timer and more

20 SECOND PRIZES
Backyard Game Set. A complete
assortment of backyard sports
games. Includes badminton,
volleyball, croquet and
horseshoe sets by Sportcraft.

1000 THIRD PRIZES
A Lite Beer Superstars tennis visor

THE OFFICIAL BEER OF THE SUPERSTARS A'

OFFICIAL RULES
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED

HERE S HOW TO ENTER:

1. On an ofticial entry torm or plain piece of stamped envelope to Lite Beer Superstars
paper riand print your nanne ana Sweepstafces Winners List PO Box 6621

3- X 5

address

2. Mail your entry in a hand-addressed en-
velope no larger tnan 4V8 x 9'/? (#io enve-
lope) to Lite Beer Superstars Sv^ieepstakes
PO Box 3038 Biair NE 68009

3. All entries must be received by April 30
1982 Enter as otien as you wish, but each
entry must be mailed separately Winners
will be determined m a random drawing from
among all entries received under the super-
vision o( the L BLAIR CORPORATION, an
independent ludgmg organization whose de-
cisions are final on ail matters relating to this

offer

4. This sweepstakes is open to residents of

the United States who are of legal drinking
age m their state at time of entry The Miller

Brewing Co Philip Morns. Inc their dis-

tributors aftil.ates subsidiaries advertis-
ing and promotion agencies retail alcoholic
beverage licensees and the employees and
families of each ARE NOT ELIGlBlF This
sweepstakes is void in tne states of Mis-
souri. Texas and Virginia and wherever pro-
hibited by law Limit one prize per family
Taxes on prizes are the sole responsibility of

the prize winners All Federal State and
local laws and regulations apply The odds of

winning a prize depend upon the number of

entries received For a list of maior prize

winners send a SEPARATE self addressed

Blair NE 68009

5. Each of the six (6) Grand Prize tnps for 2
to Key Biscayne Florida includes round trip

airfare to and from winners nearest maior
airport 5 nights hotel accommodations and
meals Grand Prize travelers must agree to

depart from and return to their home on the
dates specified by the Miller Brewing Com-
pany We estimate that the 5-day trip will

take place between December 1 1982 and
April 30 1983 Grand Prize travelers will

attend a taping of The Superstars Competi
tion Grand Prize travelers must agree to pan
up with Lite Beer Celebrities and compete m
light sporting activities m Florida such as
tennis, swimming soccer and basketbSli
skills a sprint run a distance run bowling
rowing golf and an obstacle course Grand
Prize travelers must be 21 years of age or
older at time of trip No substitution o( prizes
is permitted Prize winners wiH be obligated
to Sign and return a Release of Liability and
an Aifidavit of Eligibility withm 30 days of

notification In the event of noncompliance
within this time period an alternative winner
will be selected Any prize returned to the
sponsor or to the L BLAIR CORPORA-
TION as undeliverable will be awarded to
alternative winners

THE LITE BEER SUPERSTARS
SWEEPSTAKES ENTRY FORM

(Please Hand Print)

Name,

I

I

I
Telephone.L

I

Address.

City -State.

-Age—

-Zip.

6. The celebrities depicted m promotional
materials will not necessarily be persons
competing in grand prize competitions

The celebfrlies depicted in promolional materials *ill not necessatily De persons competing m Grand

I State that I am of legal drinking

I

age in my state of residency and
hold no interest in an alcoholic

I

beverage license

Mail this entry form to

I

Lite Beer Superstars Sweepstakes
PO Box 3038

I Blair NE 68009

* 6 Grand Prizes-An expense paid

I

trip for two to Key Biscayne Flor-

ida to pair up with a Lite Beer Celeb

Irity in a special Lite Beer Super-

stars Competition and see a TV

I
/Vo purchase rhouired Void \,vhere

Prize competition

taping of The Superstars program

6 First PrIzes-AMF Whitely
Exercise Machine Measures
bodv responses as you exercise

Features pulse rate and work load

monitors timer and more
20 Second Prizes-Backyard
Game Set A complete assort-

ment of backyard sports games
Includes badminton volleyball

croquet and horseshoe sets by

Sportcraft

1,000 Ttiird Prizes-A Lite Beer

Superstars tennis visor

prohibited by /a* OllicutI Rules on bKk

1982 Miller Brewing Co Milwaukee Wis

A Restouront

with FLAIR

CONTINENTAL
CUISINE

Win* Dor

ond Ch*«s* Doords

Fr«sh Dok^d Goods
Doily

on the

BoltwoodWalk
103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
263-5827

J Seniors: You still have*
% time to have your senior J

% portrait taken! The Index %

t will be making appoint- %

^ ments through Friday,
« April 9. Call now - before ^

* it is too late! 1 78 Campus «

t Center - 545-2874
*

^t

I
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County commissions expand services

Collegian 5

By ED LEVINE
Collegian Staff

While county government has not enjoyed a particularly
dean and respectable image in Massachusetts, Hampshire
County has been working to improve services to its
residents and the image it portrays, the chairman of the
Hampshire County Board of Commissioners said yester-
day.

Speaking before Professor Irving Howard's political
science class in state and local government, Bob Garvey,
45, said that in the past few years Hampshire county has
initiated programs to provide better service to local
residents which do not overlap with local and state ser-
vices.

"Counties traditionally in Massachusetts have been an
area of a great deal of patronage. . .they have not enjoyed a
very good image," Garvey said, adding that although he's
heard of cases of gross patronage, he has never been ap-
proached for favors in his six years as a county commis-
sioner.

In the past, Garvey said, Massachusetts' 14 county
governments, were open to corruption because of
legislative control over the budget process. Until last year,
county budgets were submitted to the state legislature's

uosrordh

TONIGHT*
Ladies Night - Open Bar
$2 cover 6 free drinks

35 E. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-9285

committee on counties which would hold hearings and set
the budgets. Often, Garvey said, department heads within
counties would be pressured by legislators to hire certain
individuals for county positions or funds would be added to
the budget to create positions for specific people.
This proces.s also removed the control of county govern-

ment from the hands of the local people and communities.
"My own feeling is that counties should be an extension

of local government," Garvey said, adding that counties
should become "more responsive" to the people.
Currently, the county commissioners put together a

budget which then must be approved by representatives
from the towns within the county, with votes determined
by how much money each community pays into the county,
Garvey said. The result, however, was not entirely
positive to county government.
"In many counties, budgets were, in fact, cut

dramatically. There were selectmen drooling to get their
hands on the county budget," Garvey said. "Our relation-
ship with the towns out here is much better than with the
state legislature. Why should they be determining the
budget, not the people who pay for it?"

In an attempt to help provide better services to county
residents, Garvey said the commissioners have instituted
several new programs in the past few years, including an

office to coordinate and fund all human services pro-
grams; a department to purchase supplies and equipment
for all towns in the county, enabling them to get goods at a
lower price; an office to coordinate county-wide planning
and zoning; a county housing authority, which can apply
for grants to construct public housing for the elderly and
low-income residents in the smaller county towns; and a
county fire training program, which centralizes training
especially needed in the 15 Hampshire County com-
munities which operate with volunteer firefighters.
Garvey, whose family has lived in Amherst since the

1800s, served for five years on the Amherst Board of
Selectmen before becoming a county commissioner.

Exposure investigated
At 4:30 p.m. Monday a 10-year old female reported an

incident of indecent exposure to Amherst Police.
The girl was on the second floor of the Jones Library

when a man exposed himself to her. Police have a suspect
in the incident and are setting up a show cause hearing.
Also on Monday afternoon, a juvenile recently arrested

in connection with the theft of a cassette deck escaped
through an air conditioning duct from Belchertown State
Hospital. The youth was apprehended in Northampton and
returned to the hospital, according to police.

- SUSAN RING

TYPING & WORD PROCESSING
I

- t ast, accurate, low cost typing & word
processing of letters, resumes, term
papers, etc.

Same or next day service in many cases

TYPE-RITE
321R Main Street

(corner of Main & Dickinson .treets)
Amherst 253-5111

„, ^ MUSIC GALLERY
Tox Revolt Midnight Madness Sole"
Wednesday April 14th, noon - midnight
Free door prize: Electra-Working Man Guitar

Free Music Gallery T-shirts

with every purchase over $99.00
Free Sticks and Strings with this ad.

See our new recording studio facilities & rehersal space.
No tax charged on all items purchased day of sale.

Up to 60% off selected items in stock.
Special deals in our pro-sound room

Music GoIItv Rt» 9 Hodl»y 506-6226

April 8, 9, 10

BOWKER AUDITOR
at 8 pm

Tickets available at the

Bowker Box Office

or call 545-0783

DON'T MISS IT!
SB

THIS YEAR COME TO OUR HOUSE
FOR PASSOVER
Passover Seders

Wednesday, April 7, 1982 8:00 p.m.
Thursday, April 8, 1982 8:00 p.m.

*Full traditional Passover meal
*A seder service inspiring and
joyous as only CHABAD can

Each Seder $5.00
Call 253-9040 by April 6 for reservations

or write: CHABAD HOUSE
30 N. Hadley Rd.

Amherst, MA 01002

AN OPEN JEWISH HOME

Sponsored by
S.C.A.N.N.

INuclearlx
^ in cooperation

with U.P.C.

uclear Ixefeiendum
L f\ G N

A Benefit For The People

Donations ^
$5.50 - $6.50

FINE CHOCOLATES AND CONFECTIONS
Over 100 kinds of candy

Easter Baskets
Easter Gifts & Gift Certificates

Quality Chocolate
Gourmet Jelly Beans

253-5589

Downtown Amherst
across from the fire station

APRIL
15th

Fine Arts Center
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Amherst area radio stations' formats
reflect many varied listening tastes

©IF

SIhhit & Lowq Sleeves, 100% cottom
AvAiUblc Wed, Tliun, Fri CC Concoursc 9-J
Zoo Dmc UtriMATC

AUTHENTIC
SCRUB
SUITS

FREE PERSONALIZING
Spccily Wlltrs 130 mai j

Gra«n b)u< wnitc y«llo«> pink

XS S. M. L. XL - shirt o< panit

(tJSOu ppd -30(l«yman«y
IMCIi guaiant**

IN A HURRY
CALL

(413)538-7800

Daisy Hospital

Prod. Co.

560 Dwight St.

Holyoke, MA
01040

1

Cards for Easter
April 11th

at

A.J. HASTINGS

L
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst |

By RONALD KENDALL and
KATHLEEN BRUNEI
CoUegian SUff

Representatives of several area radio stations say there
is a sharp difference between AM and FM station formats,
as a result of what they believe to be prevailing trends
among their listeners.

"Music is dead on AM radio, we're not going to give you
much music." said Donald Freeman of WTTT of Amherst,
1430 AM.

In response to what they believe to be their audience's
preference, AM radio stations have developed a news and
public service format.

WTTT, which is on the air from 6 a.m. to sunset, is

geared to the working public.

Tim Ashwell, news dirf-ttor of WTTT, said that because
of a lack of current sut^iey information, knowledge of the
demographic audience is vague. Each station, he said,
gears its programming loward what they perceive as their
listening public, but there is no assurance that those needs
are being fulfilled.

Station WPOE, 1520 on the AM dial, located in

Greenfield, has the largest output power of any station in

the Pioneer Valley. At 10,000 watts, WPOE gears itself to
the 25 to 39 age group, which in broadcast jargon is called
an Adult Contempory audience.

WHAI, 1240 AM and 98.3 FM, transmits simultaneous
programming on both bands. WHAI's programming is live

as opposed to the majority of stations which use tape
broadcasts. Ann Banash, general manager at WHAL said
that the trend on AM was away from music.
WHMP broadcasts on both the AM and FM dial, 1400

AM and 99 FM. Unlike WHAI. WHMP does not simulcast.
"Emphasis is on music on FM and news on AM," said Joe

Fennessey, station manager of WHMP. "AM is news and
public service oriented, whereas, due to the better quality
of sound offered by FM, FM remains music oriented,"
Fennessey said.

FM is transmitted in stereo and unlike AM reception is

not lost by passing under obstructions while driving. FM
waves travel along the ground as opposed to AM which is

transmitted atmospherically.

"Our FM station," Fennessey said, "is automated, live

DJ's are used on our AM station. AM 'jocks' are required
to follow what is called a 'hot clock'. The 'hot clock' tells the
DJ what he or she is to play at what time.

"Disc Jockeys today," Fennessey said, "are given very
little choice in the selection of the music that is aired."
WMUA. 91.1 FM, is a UMASS based station. A college

and community oriented station, WMUA considers itself to
be an alternative, said Michael Briggs, programming
director.

"We are here to inform and educate," Briggs said said.
Besides show geared to the college community, WMUA

offers shows such as polka, latin, gospel and reggae which
appeal to people not serviced by other area radio stations,
Briggs said.

WFCR, 88.5 FM, is also located on the UMass campus.
WFCR is a non-commercial station, partially funded by the
Five Colleges. The majority of funds are obtained through
listener fund drives.

"Our format is different from other FM stations," said
General Manager Bob Goldfarb. "We offer our audience
folk, classical, jazz and ethnic programing," he said.

The Five College radio station WAMH at 89.3 FM,
operates out of Amherst College. WAMH, unlike com-
mercial FM stations, give^ freedom to its broadcasters.
"Amherst College believes in giving students respon-

sibility and this is reflected in the station's broadcast
policy," said General Manager Margaret Fulton.
As a Five College station, WAMH is able to draw

volunteers from all campuses. This allows them to
maintain a staff of more than 90 people, resulting in varied
programing.

Located on 95.3 FM, WRSI in Greenfield provides live
programs of local artists. Robert Cartledge, co-owner of
WRSI, said, "people listen to our station, it's not just
background music." He said WRSI has a listening audience
covering a five-state area.

Old building structure defies explosive blasts
MOBILE, Ala. (AP) — Depression-era laborers may

have done too good a job when they built a five-story brick

storage facility on the waterfront. Three attempts to blow
it up with dynamite have failed.

Officials at the Alabama State Docks huddled with
engineers and demolition experts yesterday to determine
whether to use wrecking balls, more dynamite, or picks

and shovels to raze the windowless structure, which con-
sists of 1 million bricks.

Contractor Jerral Parris said after the meeting that a
fourth assault, probably with explosives, would be made,
perhaps Friday.

"We will bring it down," he said.
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hrKINb/ — The sub-freezing weather and accumulation of snow
didn t stop Cornelia Kichler, Pam Rice, Sue Smith, and Sue Hoteling,
all from second floor Gorman from enjoying the beginning of spring.

Collej^ian photo by Jim (iaduc

HELP! — Student and faculty members found it hard to walk yester-
day in the snow storm that dumped over ten inches of snow on the
region.

THEWOK

SPRING DINNER SPECIAL
MON., TUES. & WED. 3-10 P.M. ONLY $3.99

1. Vt lb. Boneless Chicken Breast with fresh Broccoli & Pork fried Rice
2. Pork Chop (2 pieces) with fresh Broccoli & Pork-fried Rice
3. Choice Rib-eye Steak with fresh BroccoM & Pork fried Rice
4. Seafood Special (fried Shrimp, Scallops & Fish) with fresh Broccoli &

Pork-fried Rice
5. Beef with Mixed Vegetables with 2 fried Shrimp & Pork fried Rice
6. Chicken with Mixed Vegetables with 2 Tenyaki Beef & Pork fried Rice
7. Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables with 1 Egg Roll S Pork fried Rice
8. Scallops with Mixed Vegetables with 3 Chicken Fingers ^

Pork-fried Rice
9. Sweet & Sour Dishes (choice of Chicken. Pork or Shnmp) ^

Pork-fried Rice

FOR RESERVATIONS. PLEASE CALL 586 1202

48 RUSSELL ST., HADLEY, MASS.
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"Food Fright" dramatizes
women's eating disorders
By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

"Food Fright," a play about eating
disorders, was created "because women
need to hear other women's stories about
similar disorders,'* said Barbara
Harrington, one of the authors of the play.

The play, which is sponsored by the
University of Massachusetts Fine Arts
Council, was created by Harrington and
Sue Clement, and will be performed this

weekend.

Harrington, a sociology/theatre major
said she became interested in doing the play
as part of a research project on bulimia,
when she noticed a lot of theatre and dance
majors with eating probliems. Harrington,
along with Sue Clement, who was writing
on anorexia nervosa, decided to create a
play about women and food.

Clement said women feel isolated and
think that eating disorders are their own
problems. She said the play was creataed so
women can share information and emotions
and learn to open up to people. "We are
trying to tell women the way they eat is not
crazy, and that things don't get better by a
new diet but by looking hard at why they
hate their bodies," Harrington said.

Food Fright will focus on a number of
issues related to women and food. The play

will be performed as a series of skits on
dieting, women who hate their bodies,

women who do not like eating in front of
men, and adolescents and the way they feel

about their bodies.

The play takes place in the Hungry
Mouth Diet Center, "where no one gains or
loses a pound and that is okay," Harrington
said. Clement said the play is structured in

a way that they hope people will have a
good time. She said they hope to plant
thoughts in peoples minds to take away the
feelings of blame that many women ex-
perience.

The play will feature music entitled

"Food is the Mood," by Gisell Litalien and
directed by Susan Baxtresser.

"Food Fright." -will be performed on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday at 8 p.m., at

Present Stage theatre, 19 Holly St.,

Northampton, and on April 13 and 14 at

7:30 and 9 p.m. at Hampden Theatre,
Southwest Residental Area, UMass.

•

Admittance is one dollar for UMass
students, two dollars for others. Everyone
who attends the play is required to bring a
piece of food, "part of the show is that
everyone must eat," Harrington said.

The play is open to everyone and
Harrington said she hopes men will attend
so they can see what women are going
through.

Commencement 1982

& Student Speaker
This year Commencement will be held on

Sunday May 30.

Each year a graduating senior is selected to deliver an ad-
dress at Commencement. Speeches are limited to roughly

,

live minutes, and should focus on a tqpic of general interest.

Members of the class of 1982 who are interested in deliver-
ing the Commencement address should submit a draft of
their speech by Friday, April 9, to Bryan Harvey, Student
Affairs, 345 Whitmore -545-2334

Nowyou can buy the original
Basque-country espadrilles

forjust $10.00.^

This simple, handcrafted shoe
has gone unchanged for nearly 200 years.

In the isolated mountain provinces ot

northern Spain and western France, the

proud and independent Basques have been
making and wearing this remarkable shoe
tor more than 2(X) years.

It IS the original espadnile. Made of
tightly-woven cotton duck cloth and braided
hemp rope, it has remained popular with
men and women since its emergence as a

peasant shoe in the mid-eightecnth century.

You will rarely find this shoe in a
store. Now, 1,'Hspadrillc is offering the

classic Basque espadnile directly to you at a

verv reasonable price, so that you may come
to discover its unusual comfort for yourself.

ITie flexible cotton fabric lets your feet

breathe and, after a little wear, thev stretch

to conform with the shape of your feet. The
rope hemp soles are son and flexible, too,

and rubber reinforced for extra long wear
I"hey're perfect for shopping, boating,

long walks, parties or |ust Hanging around
And they'll last a goixl long while, tix)

*IMus postage and handhng.

Take your pick of six colors, in
men's or women's sizes, for just $10.00,
plus postage and handling. Genuine
Basque-country espadrilles, handcrafted in

France, are available to you for just $10.00
per pair, plus $2.00 per pair to cover
shipping and handling.

Order yourself a pair or two, in your
favonte colors, by using the coupon below.

In about three weeks, you'll be on your feet

in one of France's proudest traditions: the

original Basque-country espadrille.

Iy
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SPRING IS HERE! People are heading out. Just the perfect time for
the annual Portable and Car Stereo Sale at THE SOUND COMPANY!

SANYO SANYO
A super valufi for inported cars, featuring the
Sanyo CI AM/FM stereo in-dash cassette
player, plus a pair of Sanyo 709 4 inch dual
cone speakers with 5.4 ounce
.•nagnet. $84.91

SANYO PIOIMCECf^
A great system for imported cars featuring
the auto-reverse Sanyo FTC6 AM/FM
Stereo Cassette with sensitive FET FM
Radio, matched sonicalty
with a pair of Pion«»er
TS121 excellent 4" speakers. $144.82

ROAx>sn:AR JENSEN
A super system for a full size car featuring
the in-dash Roadstar auto-reverse AM/FM
Stereo Cassette Player and a pair of the
Jensen 45 watt 6x9" 20 &^^ nn A^ounce coaxial speakers. ^ | MM M |

JENSEN JENSEN
This superb car stereo system features the
Jensen JR105 10 watt in-dash AM/FM Stereo
Cassette with separate bass & treble controls,
matched perfectly with the ^ .-»..«, _.
Jensen 1065 50 watt 20 S24Q 91ounce Triaxial Speakers.

SANYO piorvieen
A super system for compact cars featuring the
high power Sanyo C16 AM/FM Stereo Tape
Player with Dolby, metal tape & auto reverse,
matched sonically with the
Pioneer deluxe 20 watt 4" C9R^ Ql
coaxial speakers. ^^UHaW I

SANYO SANVO SANVO
Super system! The Sanyo FTC 18 AM/FM
stereo & cassette, the Sanyo PA6050
50 watt RMS stereo power amp; and the
Sanyo 778 3 way 6x9 30 oz. speakers!
Dynamic sound,
installed FREE!

SAVE 50%
On All Car Stereo Installations

With the Purchase of Any In- Dash
Car Sterpo Unit and Two Speakers.

$459.91

(Reg.

S39.90 )

SONY
WALKMAN I

Portable Stereo Cassette
Player with Dual Head-
phone Jacks. Metal
tape capability.
Great sound.

$79.91

SONY
WALKMAN II

The Compact
Portable Stereo
Cassette Player
with HiFi sound
supplied with
superb miniature
stereo headphones,

$109.91

SANYO
MX 320 K

$1 69.91
Portable AM/FM Stereo Radio and Stereo
Cassette Recorder with 5 watts per chan-
nel, soft touch, multi voltage and Auto-
matic Music Search System.
(Save $20.04.)

SANYO
MX 620 K

$249.91
Deluxe Portable AM/FM Stereo Cassette
Recorder vyith 6 watts RMS per channel.
Two 6 3/8" woofers and two 2" tweet-
ers. Metal tape and dual voltage, short-
wave radio. (Save $30.04.)

SONY
CF343

$99.91
AM/FM Stereo
Cassette Portable
with two 4 inch

,

speakers for great sourtd.
Works on battery or 110 volt A.C.
(Save $20.04.)

SANYO 6060
Deluxe "Walkman"
type Portable Stereo
Cassette player
with auto-reverse,
metal tape, and
great sounding
stereo headphones.
(Save $30.04.)

$109.91

Panasonic
TravelVision
Battery/AC operated
1.5 inch diagonal
screen pocket
size TV with
rechargeable
batteries and DC
car cord. The gift

for the person who
has everything.

$199.91

TR-1010P

Panasonic
5250

$289.91 _
The great sounding deluxe AM/FM port-
able Stereo Cassette with Dolby, four
speakers, soft touch controls, multi
voltage, metal tape, soft eject, full auto
stop. (Save $30.04.)

Ah,:
Mon

.RST 201 \ Pleasant Street 256-0744
•«.W»dl17pm Thuf r,i IIBpm Sat 10-S 30p m

CHICOPEE Faitiieid Mall near CakJors SM-S3M
Optn E»»ry Cvtning |>I 9 30 p m

SPR'^^CFIELD Sumner Ave at the X 736-3626
Mon

.
r. Fri til tp m Tutt li Wad 105 30p m S«t 9 30-S 30p m

WESTFIELO Westfieid Shops near Food Man $66-1160
Op«n Eoarv Oiy l.t 9 00pm Sal 10 lil 5 30pm

Not r»ipon»ibfe for typographical errors. Picture* o» items may f>ot bt of exact models on sale

VISA nmrr ( *<nqii

Free Layaways
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3 DAYS LEFT!

JEWELRYSALE
SAVE ?o 5OX

earrings from 1.99

Also
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Um H « a DOUBLE
STflANO iMCklaca
and r«c*tv« nottiing

but compllm«ntal

Or wrap It around
your wriat. proatol
il booomosa auoArb
rniPLE bracaWf

Oeing sold on the Concourse
in front of the

Open M-F9-5 Sot 11-4

^jUNIVERSITY
STORED

SIGMA ALPHA MU
sponsors

BIG SAVINGS
50% - 70%

Arriin0«fn«nts t\mm bmn mad* ttW« yaar wMh wtioliMH owdal.
r^fi*9 ua draMcMy ftduoatf phcM on luooag*. bag*, aiid vartoua fMI Mmm.

Your
Item and Description Sugg List Price

Travel Bags. . .Llama skin, .metal zippers, .shoulder strap., ideal

for many uses 64.95 20.00

Shoulder Bags. . several compartments. . uni-sex. . leather

crafted. . great! 74.95 23.00

Garment Bags . .ideal for men or women 84.95 25.00

Magic Bags. . folds from travel bag to tote bag. . 59.95 20.00

Leather Wallet. . great gift idea 13.95 5.00

Digital Pen Watch. . very unique 24.95 12.00

Digital Butane Lighter. . super gift! 45.00 19.00

Backgammon. . delux model. . felt lining. . fully padded

59.00 15.00

40 piece Socket Wrench Set . .industrial quality. . 62.95 18.00

Industrial Plier Set. . many, many uses 49.95 15.00

Luggage. . shoulder bags, tote bags, gym bags, garments

SAVE - 70%

Location: Campus Center Concourse

Mon April 5 - Thurs April 8

9 AM - 3 PM

Wednesdays
are

LAdiEs NicliT

FREE CHAMPAGNE
for the Ladies

s/a5o NO COYER

75c Drinks All Night

Tostest Service in Tov/n"

^^Ofi Bt9
RICHARDS AMHERST

^f^^
Outrogeous Eoster Sole

50% off oil full price merchandise

storts Thurs. April 6

PAvilioN. HAMpskiRE MaU HAdUy store Iioviis 10 - 9:70
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J. Geils Band contract

is a major news event
In recent weeks, the Massachusetts Daily Collegian has come

under attack by the Union Program Council (UPC) for the
paper's coverage of the recently aborted spring concert plans.
Members of UPC have charged that the Collegian interferred

with the selection of a band for the show by its "constant
prodding" and, they claim, ultimately prompted the J. Geils band to
play at another location by placing a telephone call to the band's
management.

It is indeed unfortunate that this incident occurred, but we
believe we have acted in the interest of the student body. Spring
concert, which has traditionally been a major social and cultural
event of the school year, is of interest to nearly every
undergraduate student and therefore a major news event.
When UPC first presented their concert proposal to the

Undergraduate Student senate last month. Talent Coordinator
Frank Gironda said he was counting on the J. Geils Band to play.
Usually, names of bands are not revealed until a contract is signed,
but Gironda said he was revealing Geils' name in order to justify
the show's budget and secure financial guarantees from the senate,
necessary for the show to go on.

Once UPC raised Geils' name, and based the whole concert on the
signing of the band, we felt it was our responsibility to follow any
developments leading to the signing of the band. When we ap-
proached Gironda, he said he would be able to confirm the band's
decision "tomorrow." For several days he continued to assure us
that he would know "tomorrow."
Eventually, suspecting something had gone wrong, we called

Kragen and Company, the band's management firm. A represen-
titive from their press office told us the J. Geils Band would not be
appearing at UMass on May 1. At our request, they checked that in-
formation and called the Collegian to confirm their statement. We
reported the story the following day.
Gironda's assertation that our telephone call disrupted the

negotiations and prompted the band to play elsewhere is unfound-
ed, since the Kragen press office exists to handle enquiries from
the media and could have chosen to issue a "no comment" state-
ment. The fact that they told us Geils would not play at UMass in-

dicates that problems existed before we made the telephone call.

While we understand the restrictions placed on UPC in presen-
ting the show — tight security, a ban on alcohol, no visitors in the
dormitories, no general public ticket sales and others imposed on
UPC by the administration - UPC must also recognize their
obligations to the students to produce a financially secure and safe
show.

The past four spring concerts have not been financially successful
- last year's concert lost $1 10,000, and the collective deficit for the
three previous concerts was $180,000.
As the public's watchdog over University student and ad-

ministration organizations, it is our obligation to hold groups and
individuals accountable for their actions. While we passed no judge-
ment on UPC's concert plans in our news stories, we did attempt to
present as much information on the show as completely and objec-
tively as possible.

"Pond Series 1982," three days of free music along the campus
pond* is now being planned. We applaud UPC's decision to forego a
costly and risky stadium concert.

Unsigned editorials represent the opinions of the Collegian
Editorial Board. Opposing views are welcome.
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Alternatives to defense industry
Defense spending and the astronomical

increases proposed by President
Reagan are currently being attacked

from all sides. Clergy, teachers, blue and
white-collar workers, students and politicians
form an unlikely coalition that has lambasted
the proposals as unfair, inequittable and un-
justified. Here in Massachusetts the outcry
has been among the loudest, with students
and oui- liberal federal representatives
leading the charge against devestating social
service cuts and exorbitant defense in-

creases. Ironically, though, it is this state
which would hk among the hardest hit if

defense spending levels were drastically
reduced. .Recently released figures by the
Department of Defense and the
Massachusetts Division of Employment
Security portray the Bay State as a leading
recipient of Defense Department financial
outlays.

Since the end of conventional warfare as
we know it, and the advent of the nuclear age
at the end of World War II, the Armed
Forces have become increasingly dependent
on high-tech gadgetry and its role in contem-
porary warfare. Massachusetts, a pioneer in

the area of high-tech industry, has
economically prospered, in part because of
this change in defense-related policy. Accor-
ding to the Department of Defense,
Massachusetts ranked from seventh to
fourth among the fifty states in dollars
received for federal military prime contracts
from 1970-1979. Within this period, the
share worked out to 4.5 percent of the total
outlay. In 1979 alone Massachusetts received
$3.7 billion dollars-this also accounted for 5.3
percent of the Commonwealth's totjil per-
sonal income. 621.000 workers, or 23 percent

of the states total work force were employed
in defense related industries by 1978. By ex-
amining these figures the economic impor-
tance of defense-related outlays to the well-
being of Massachusetts cannot be disputed.

Let us suppose the defense well ran dry
and Massachusetts no longer received any
federal monies in the area of high-tech
military contracts. The state's tax base,
already severely damaged, because of Pro-
position 2V2, would again receive a stagger-
ing blow. Also the loss of thousands of jobs
would cost the state both in terms of
unemployment benefit outlays, social-service
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funding and personal-income tax revenue.
The University of Massachusetts, already
operating on a shoe-string budget of sorts,

would be forced to cut even further the level

of quality and availablility in the area of
public-higher education. All state agencies,
big or small, would have to take huge cuts. It

would seem the Massachusetts economy is a
defense "junkie" of sorts, financially depen-
dent on military contracts and heavily

susceptible to any political winds of change in

Washington.
Luckily, Massachusetts does have ways of

dealing with this problem. It is the implemen-
tation of these proposals which would be
most difficult. Firstly, the state should en-

courage non-defense related industries to

locate here in Massachusetts. By way of low-
cost loans, tax breaks and heavy promotion
the state could lure these companies in, this
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translating into more jobs, a larger tax-base

and an overall prosperous economy. Digital

Corporation, a largely non-defense related
industry, is a good example of the type of
company the state should seek. The company
has boomed both nationally and interna-

tionally in the past few years while using
New England, primarily Massachusetts, as a
base for its economic expansion.

Other areas of expansion should also be ex-
plored. Education and health-related in-

dustries, already a large part of the state's

economy, should be helped by the state in

areas of expansion, capitol-development and
relocation. They should be assisted financial-

ly, if necessary. Tourism, long considered a
potentially large-growth industry in the
state, should also be developed as a
"substitute" of sorts for defense-related in-

dustries. Most importantly, advances in

areas such as communications and informa-
tion processing which are developed for the
Defense Department are often applicable in

consumer-related applications. By switching
emphasis to market-oriented products and
services the state guarantees a relatively

stable long-term economic outlook. This, in

change, encourages other industries to
relocate and "MaJ<e it in Massachusetts."
Our addiction of sorts to federal-defense
outlays must be examined and changed if we
are to prosper as a state and as a peoples.

Massachusetts cannot afford to become the
Michigan of the Northeast with Boston as its

Detroit. This vision is really not all that im-
possible — just ask an unemployed auto or
steel worker from the Midwest.

John F. Hudson is a Collegian columnist.

Stop monkeying around

To the Editor:

Duane Gish's presentation "Evolution vs.
Creation" reeked of propagandic slander
and greasy religious dogmaticism. His talk,

though very humorous at times, consisted
of a series of blatant misrepresentations.
Among these misrepresentations were: an
inaccurate definition of evolution, an
oversimplified picture of the primordial
conditions from which life may have arose,
and an unscientific interpretation of the
second law of thermodynamics.

Additionally, his use of misleading
argueiin-i.v..*.'''^n, such as quoting certain
scientists' person^; ooinions, and quoting
out of context noted evoiv-'^onists, indicates
that Mr. Gish was not giving ^-^ objective
view of the facts. Instead, he attempieu l-*

invalidate evolution without adequately
supporting creationism. by a concentrated
treatment of some anthropological blunders

and a casual glance at the fossil record. To
summarize, hoping that he had an in-

nocently unknowing audience. Mr. Gish
deliberately constructed a strawman model
of evolutionary thought, which he then
easily refuted, seeking to impress the
audience with the authenticity of
creationism.

So, folks, let's cut with the monkeying
around, ok? Creationism originates from
the Bible, and no matter how much it is

"made up" with scientific cosmetics, it is

still strictly a Christian allegory.

Scott Stockwell

Orchard Hill

Cartoon's humor offensive

To the Editor:

I can generally put up with a fair amount
of baa I'ste in newspaper cartoons, but in

the case ol Dan DeBellis' editorial page

cartoon of March 31st, I find myself angry
enough to write you a letter. The cartoon
depicting a woman speaking in favor of
abortion rights and one man in the audience
saying to the other "She's lucky her mother
didn't know her rights!" is offensive not
because it depicts a political position on
abortion with which I disagree, but because
the imphcation is that the women speaking
out on behalf of their own rights should be
silenced.

I find nothing humorous in a cartoon
which suggests that individual rights
should be curtailed and certainly nothing
humorous, given the macabre humor that
was used. I believe that the Collegian
should show opposing political perspectives
in its cartoons and articles, but I think an
apology to your readers is in order.

Robert Sherry
Assistant Professor

Labor Relatioas and Research Center

Potential
Young people, as we ail know, don t

vote in numbers anywhere near
proportional to their numbers in the

population. Since 1972, when the Twenty-
Sixth Amendment to the United State Con-
stitution gave 18-year-olds the right to vote
for the first time, young people have failed
to -develop any kind of electoral political

clout. Not surprisingly, this has resulted in

an appalling lack of political representation
for young people.

Why has this happened? Why haven't
young people become involved in the
political process? Why don't young people
vote?

These are crucial questions, but they
don't lend themselves to the kind of
simplistic answers you often hea^ when
people talk about our generation.
Statements such as "young people today
are apathetic" or "all the Me-Generation
cares about is designer jeans and getting
rich" do not adequately deal with the com-
plexity of the issue.

Rather, there are a number of related
phenomena that, when taken together, can
help explain why young people for the most
part have foregone their potential political

power and chosen instead to accept the
consequences.

For one, young people share with the
rest of society the stifling feeling of
poweriessness. "You can't fight city hall"
is a slogan deeply imbedded in the national
consciousness. My vote means nothing, the
logic goes, so why bother?

Also, today's younger generation of
potential voters came of age in the era of -

Vietnam, Watergate, and ever-more-
froquently occurring economic crises.

When Jimmy Carter spoke of a "crisis of
confidence" in government, he articulated

the concern of millions of Americans old

and young who share the view that our
government is inherently corrupt, burden-
soniely bureaucratic and unresponsive to

individuals' needs.

Another reason for the lack of younger
voter participation is the absence of serious
candidates who speak openly and honestly
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neglected

to issues that young people are particularly
interested in. Most candidates for major
political offices are middle-aged and older
(white) men. How can young people feel

their interests (i.e. those interests they
share as a special-interest group, such as a
potential war/draft, abortion rights, cuts in

education spending, etc.) are going to t-;

adequately represented by people who
grew up in the thirties and forties?

The failure of the two-party system can
also account for the current lack of
youthful political involvement. Republicans
have never met the needs of any substan-
tially large group in society, much less

young people, and the Democrats have fail-

ed to provide adequate leadership, (eg. Jim-
my Carter) It is no wonder that the
younger generations have not followed the
traditional pattern of embracing political

parties as they grow olcier.

Recently, more and more progressive
people have begim to realize that while the
vote is not the final solution to the myriad
problems plaguing our country, it is essen-'

tial that young people and progressive peo-
ple of all ages begin to make their voices

heard and demand that their needs be met.
We've all too clearly seen what happens
when we don't, and special-interest coali-

tions like the New Right subsequentially

acquire disproportionate political in-

fluence.

If we do get our acts together and begin
to exert the political muscle that our
numbers alone give us (seventy-five million

Americans were lx>rn in the "baby-boom"
generation of 1946-1964) we have a lot to

look forward to in terms of progressive
leadership in the troubled times to come.

In fact, if we had become actively involv-

ed sooner, we wouldn't even have some of
our present worries. Remember, Ronald
Reagan was elected president with the sup-
port of only 27 per cent of registered
voters. And right here in Massachusetts,
we wouldn't have had to suffer through
four years of Ed King if we had mobilized
young voters back in 1978. King beat
Dukakis in the Democratic primary by
57,000 votes. In the Massachusetts public
higher education system, there are over
120,000 students, more than 400,000
students in all. And this is just students!
Think about it.

Jackosn Katz is a Collegian columnist.

Invasion: ajoke or threat ofwar?
Oh, how the mighty have fallen. The

Argentine take-over of the Falkland
Islands confirms that Great Britain

is barely even a second-rate world power.
But Britain has been able to muster up
some dignity and courage, and they are
sending a massive armada of 40 ships to
the Falklands to take back what they feel

rightfully belongs to Britain. The rest of
the world is hanging back and watching,
unsure whether this is all a joke or if this

might be the spark that could ignite a ma-
jor war.

The United States hopes that the dispute
can be settled without a fight. But a tug-of-

war for the Falklands seems inevitable, for
they are important to both countries.
But first, lets start with a little

background on the islands themselves. The
Falklans are a chain of about 200 wind-
swept islands 450 miles off the coast of
Argentina inhabited by 1800 people and
700,000 sheep. In 1832, a British military

force took over the islands and claimed
them for the British Empire.
Nothing happened in the ensuing 150

years until last month, when a group of

Argentine scrap merchants landed on one
of the islands, hoisted the Argentine flag,
and began dismantling a unused whaling
station. Britian protested and sent a naval
ice-patrol ship to expell the Argentines.
Argentina then reasserted its claim to the
Falklands, saying that they were illegally
seized by the British. Warships were sent

Randolph T. Holhut

in to defend the scrap merchants. On April
2nd, a force of some 4000 Argentine troops
invaded the islands. An 80 man detach-
ment of Royal Marines was the only British
force to defend the islands. After a three
and a half hour firefight, which killed 5
Argentine soldiers and wounded 17, the
Royal Marines surrendered and the Argen-
tine occupation force took the islands over.
The 1800 British subjects on the island

were placed under martial law, as a angry
Britain seethed over the defeat.

Why did Argentina take the islands? The
primary reason is that a large oil reserve

was found in the vicinity of the Falklands.
The oil field, which might even be bigger
than the North Sea fields off the coast of
Britain, could be worth as much as $60
billion at current prices. Another reason is

that the military junta that rules Argentina
is in trouble. Beset by a inflation rate of 130
percent, and pressure to initiate
democratic reforms, the junta needed
something to divert the attention of the
people. What better way to keep the peo-
ple's minds off of domestic problems than
to start a war?
The biggest factor that could keep the

Falkland dispute from turning into a war is

that it will take about two weeks for the
British fleet to arrive at the islands. That
might be enough time for the crisis to be
settled in a diplomatic matter. But for now,
neither side shows sig^s of backing down.
With each day that the fleet steams
towards the Falklands, the woHd gets that
much closer to a war that no one can afford
to let take place.

Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian colum-
nist.
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Ihin Lizzy has released its latest album, Renegade.

JOHN KLEMMER
Solo Saxophone II-Life
(Electra Records)

irrrn
SouNd / / / Advies

4RlKi^«

By PHILLIP PLANTE
Collegian Staff

It's not easy to be serious about John
KJemmer's new album Solo Saxophone II-

Life.

Klemmer's saxophone, which is modified

by an "echoplex" has the kind of sweet,
soft, and safe, echo sound you can {X)ur

over pancakes in the morning.
Klemmer's album in general seems to be

a kind of tribute to mellowness. The song
"All I Ever Wanted Was My Life" features
the vocals of Clint Holmes with such
"deep," "meaningful" lyrics as...

A chance to run and roam
A place that I'd call home
A woman and a child my own

Just be me
Just be free

One finds it difficult not to laugh at such
misty-eyed attempts at profuj)dity.

Klemmer's technical ability, though soft
and soapy, is considerate and allows him to

explore a kind of modal lyricism made
famous by the late, great John Coltrane.
Judging from .some of Klemmer's lyrics,

though, it sounds as if his saxophone is pro-
ducing the same mushed-out sentimentali-
ty.

Coltrane was able to be mellow (without
an echoplex in an artistic way, more fKd'g-

nant and realistically than KJemmer could
dream of.

The raspy, gutteral, humanesque quality
of the saxaphone is also lost in Klemmer's
echoed mufflings.

What is left in this album is nothing le.ss

than easy listening; Music to fall asleep by.

It could very well be that John Klemmer
is the Barry Manilow of the saxophone.

THE JAM
The Gift

(PD-1-6349)

By MICHAEL SLINSKY
Collegian Staff

The new Jam album is quite a change of
direction from their last offering. They
have added a two-man horn section for a

funkier but still confusing overall .sound.

This band has consistently made good

Who giving "Precious" that manic feroci-

t.v.

The remainder of the band, Bruce P^ox-

ton, bass, and Rick Buckler, drums, grew
up with the onslaught of new wave while
keeping their distance from punk. This" br-

ings about their obvious identity problems
and lack of personality. The new music is

more accessible and not as angry as past ef-

forts. Weller's refusal to be(,"ome for-

mulated or commercialized may cost him
and his band a contract cancellation if U.S.
album sales don't match the showing of the
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The Jam

music although they haven't caught on

here as they have abroad.

The leader of the group Paul Weller, 23,

writes vague lyrics that tend to over-

intellectualize. Music with meaning is one

thing, but self-indulgence is another. This

doesn't mean that the music is passive or

uninteresting — quite the opposite. Cuts

like "Happy Together," and the dd stan

dards oriented "Just Who Is The 5 O'Clock

Hero" show some signs of AOR directions.

This band idolizes the early works of The

Htiolo roartenv of Holvdor rerordu

recent "Sound Affects."

Actually rock needs the idealist whose
resistance to current musical trends allows

for creativity. If Weller could openly
acknowledge the blatant commerciality of a
lot of Pete Townshends' material, the com-
parisons of the two might really mean
something. Basically, this is a competent
band waiting for the right oppurtunity to

become a little more than just an imported
curiosity. The big^^st problem being they
p>ay rot have the time to spare.

THIN LIZZY
Renegade
(Warner Bros.)

By MIKE RIFF
Collegian Correspondent

Thin Lizzy has always come across as the
definitive'macho" rock n-roll outfit,- the
kind of guys that don't take no for an an-
swer. Their double layered guitar attack
has consistently been a force to be reckoned
with. Guitarist and newest recruit Snowy
White (of Pink Floyd touring fame) puts out
some wild soloing alongside second
guitarist Scott Gorham.
Renegade does very little as far as

breaking new ground. Straight up rock is

the dominant force of the Ip. The FM
airwaves are pushing "Hollywood " as the
single. It is a distinctive tribute to making
it in the music business.

Bringing Snowy White into the band has
given bassist/vocalist Phil Lynott a more
creative edge. He is writing more for rock
guitar. They've penned some excellent

rockers like "Angel of Death." and "Leave
Thi.s Town". Lyrics arc still an occasional
weak point with these boys. The themes on
the funky "Fats" and the melodramatic
"Mexican Blood" are quite laughable but
maybe they're meant to be.

The drumming of Brian Downey has
never sounded better. His part time
touring duties with blues guitar great Rory
Gallagher has paid off in many respects,
giving him the flexibility to play the jazzier
percussion parts along with the solid rock
bests. The singing of front man Phil Lynott
is well up to par. He comes across like a
heavy metal Springsteen. His bass playing
aptly shines on the title cut "Renegade."

Real and lasting success has always
seemed to elude this band. For the past 11
years and 10 albums only once have they
seen the fruits of their labors. In 1976 they
struck gold with the hit "The Boys Are
Back In Town, " from the JaUbreaklp. The
band is currently producing themselves
with the able aid of Chris Tsangarides. I

give this one a solid B.

rollripan photi) bv Jim Waldrnn

J.B. Huttle at the Country, Blues, and Bluegrass festival last Sunday.

Existentialist drama
PIECES AT EIGHT, conceived
by Peter Cantwell
Hampshire College
April 1-4

By JAN GIRGAN
Collegian Correspondent

Hampshire Theater's presentation of

Pieces At Eight, a play consisting of a
series of scenes from Calderon de la

Barca's Life is a Dream, Eugene O'Neill's

Moon for the Misbegotten and Pirandello's
Henry IV, made for a thoroughly
stimulating and thoughtful evening. The
production, the first of Hampshire's spring
1982 season, was conceived, compiled and
directed by Peter Cantwell, a division III

student at Hampshire.
The main concern of the play is with the

existential survival of the individual in an
often maddening and insensitive world,
along with the developement and preserva-
tion of personal ideals. Each of the
characters have visibly developed his/her

own unique way of coping with the reality

of their lives. The fundamental message of
the play is that in a life that is often so tran-

sitory and irrational, ihi best that we can
do is to live in the present and to appreciate
and enjoy the moments of happiness and

serenity that we are given.

The scenes were movingly acted by Cant-
well and Debbie Flics. The professional

maturity and competency of each per-

former cannot te overemphasized, as they
succeeded in bringing a vibrant inner life to

each of the scenes as well as in stepping in

and <'ut of a series of characters in n matter
of seconds. I was especially impressed by
Flics. Her emotional range and confident

stage presence is really quite extraordinary
in such a young performer. She proves
herself to be a very gifted comedienne as
well as dramatic actress. She is equally as
convincing as Jose, O'Neill's haggard far-

mgjrl in Moon for the Misbegotter,. as she is

as the glib, sarcastic Marie, in Wallace
Shaw's Mane and Brure.

This was the first time that I have been
to a production at Hampshire's Performing
Arts Center and I must say that I would
recommend it very highly. The theater's

small, intimate size makes for a theatrical

experiences much like that found in off-off

Broadway productions. The poignant
message of the play, along with the fine ac-

ting of Cantwell & Flics, provkled for an
extremely moving and personal evening.
Cantwell should be commended for this in-

sightful, touching glimpse into the anguish
and ecstasy of being human.
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Hayloft Lounge
Happy Hours This Month

Featuring hors d'oeuvres
and Drink Specials:

I
3 pm - 1 am Crab Quiche/All imports $1.25

*^ >»
>> «

^ CD 4 pm - lam Manicotti/Pitchers 2-for-l $3 50

I 4 pm - 6 pm Chicken Wings/Schnapps $.75

I
10 pm - 1 am

^4 pm - 6 pm BBQ Ribs/ Zonkers $1.00

£ 10 pm- 1 am
3

ayn\ar1{e
RESTAURANT

g 4 pm - 6 pm Steamers

Entertainment Friday& Saturday nights
. 9 pm - 1 am

AMERICANl

529 Belchertown Rd. (Rt.9), Amherst • 256-8551
2 miles 'east of Amherst Center

CEoster 5iwi^tiy

"Buffet
at the

Top of the Ccvmpxis "^gstcvurant

featuring a festive buffa
from 11:30 a,m. to 6:00 p.m.

on Taster Snnday

iS.50 for Mwits

$4.95 for Children

under 12

'Murray T>, Lincoln

Campus Center

11th floor

Cad now for reservations,

at 549-6000 m. G39

«-",

SPECIAL VALUE
FOR SPRING

WOMENS KNEE - HI
Fashion Spring Colors

$1.50
values to $2.50

W I

MENS TUBE
and ATHLETIC SOCKS

$1.25
values to $2.25

Quantities Limited

Located in the Campus Center
Open

MF 9-5 sat 11-4

^UNIVERSITYmSTORED

^f re^'liiij (5j \f6ur U^^n^^ ^

W«rjr A ,Tc .

^* ^"'^^^^^^^ at the BLUE WALL Amateur Night

t?comoetJ Thl ^°'°''',f
"°''' ^^^^^^iar^s. jugglers, mimes are all welcometo compete^ The winner will receive $50.00 and the golden opportunity to oerorm w,th the touring company. April 14. at the BLUE WALL as weH II ao^arlive on stage at New York's hottest club, Catch A Risina sVar l^nn !l tl !

of the show, April 7, from 8-9 pm with Bruce or thTMC ' ' " "'^'^

Join the ranks of John Belushi. Robin Williams. Pat Benatar. Steve Martin.

For more information call UPC at 545-2892 and ask for Fern or Emily.
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Polish workers face unemployment
mmym:miimm::i

Benefit for Rep. Collins tomorrow
A benefit party will be held in honor of

State Representive James Collins, D-
Amherst. at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the
Student Union Ballroom.
Along with a cash bar, the live music of

"Two-Way Street" wUl be featured, as weU
as a special appearance by Jim Weaver
playing the harmonica.
The event is being sponsored by the

Massachusetts Society of Professors. The
University Staff Association and the
Students for James Collins.

Judy Gagnon of the Recognized Student

Organization office said that Collins has
done a lot for the welfare of the community.
He worked hard for the preservation of the
student health plan and has spoken out
against rising tuition rates. In general, he
has worked diligently for the school and the
community. Gagnon said.

There will be a donation fee of $3 for
students and $5 for the general public.
Money raised will go toward Collins" re-
election campaign.

-SHARI SOLOMON

Anti-war movement film is shown
The film, "The War at Home," documen-

ting the U.S. antiwar movement in the
1960s, will be shown at 7:30 and 9 p.m.
tomorrow in the Campus Center

Auditorium.

The movie, which is being shown free of
charge, is being sponsored by the UMass
Peacemakers.

WARSAW. Poland (AP) - A Warsaw
newspaper said yesterday that nearly
300,000 Poles face unemployment because
factories are shutting down due to shor-
tages of raw materials and power.
"Nearly 300.000 people will have to

change their jobs this year." Zycie War-
szawy said.

Changing jobs is a euphemism for being
fired in Poland, which has a work force of
about 15 million. Unemployment is

technically not permitted under Com-
munism.

"Directors will have to make uneasy
decisions. The lack of raw materials and
shortage of power limit production, ' the
paper said.

"Some employees will have to be dismiss-
ed," the article said. "Will they find other
jobs? How will they fare further on?"
The article indicated that unemployment

would not be confined to the industrial sec-
tor, citing the case of a tour guide who
translated for foreign tourists. There are
expected to be fewer tourists this year due
to the restrictions of martial law.

The government says it can provide
enough vork but it needs time to restruc-
ture the job force and retrain workers for
jobs such as mining, which is based on us-
ing domestically available raw materials.
Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski, the Polish

leader who declared martial law Dec. 13
and suspended the independent union
Solidarity, returned Monday from another
visit to a Soviet bloc partner to discuss in-

creased economic aid.

Jaruzelski discussed strengthening
economic ties with Hungarian leaders Mon-
day, just as he did with Communist leaders
in East Germany last week and in the
Soviet Union March 1. All three nations
have pledged to help Poland solve its

economic troubles.

Official reports last weekend said such
increased aid in the form of raw materials
and contracts was the "last chance" for
Polish industry, made heavily dependent
on Western raw materials by economic
decision-making in the 1970s that led to
Poland's estimated current $26.5 billion

debt to the West.

Professor talks on China *s news
University of Massachusetts journalism

professor Lawrence Pinkham will speak on
"News in a Revolutionary Society," draw-
ing from his experiences working in China,
at 8 p.m. tonight in the East Lecture Hall
at Hampshire College.

Pinkham is scheduled to deliver a second
f

speech, "Conventions of Reportage," at
7:30 p.m. next Wednesday at Hampshire.
Pinkham, who has been at UMass since

1972, spent September 1979 through
August 1980 in China, where he taught
journalism and worked for the New China
News Agency.

Student judiciary judges will meet
A mandatory meeting of all judges in the

student judiciary system will be held at 8
p.m. tomorrow in room 177 of the Campus
Center.

Judge Christopher Cook said the
meeting, which will be "brief is being held
to organize the judges in the system.

Trucker killed in turnpike crash;

rig plunges 125 feet down bank
WILBRAHAM, Mass. (AP) - A

Caledonia. N.Y. trucker hauling an empty
tank trailer died yesterday when his tractor
burst into flames after the rig plunged 125
feet down an embankment off the
Massachusetts Turnpike, police said.

State Police Sgt. Joseph Bruneau of the
Weston Barracks said the body of Vernon
E. Offen. 30, was taken from the tractor to
Ludlow Funeral Home near this western
Massachusetts town east of Springfield.

Investigating officer Richard Burn said

Offen apparently fell asleep at the wheel as
he drove westbound sometime before 3:45
a.m.. when a motorist spotted the burning
wreck about 3.000 feet from liquid natural
gas tanks about 1,000 feet off the highway.

The accident occurred before a snow
storm struck and crippled Massachusetts
roads.

Bruneau said Offen was hauling an empty
trailer for hydrochloric acid for Caledonia
Lines Inc.

UVESI
CLUO MEETIHG
APRIL 7, 1962
TIME 7-10 pm
KOOM 901

CAMPUS CENTER
FILMS, INFO FOR
S.T. & S.F. FANS
ALL VELCOME!

INVITATION. . .
TO YOUNG Catholic men with idealism
and courage to join over 800 Columbian
Fahers serving the poor and needy in eight
Third World countries. For more informa-
tion on the missionary priesthood, write:

COLUMBIAN FATHERS
310 Adams Street, Quincy, Mass. 02169
or call (617) 472-1494

THEWOK LOUIVrGE
. n<i oivcr.

E\ ERT WEDIVESDAT THE SOC HOPS
-n<» cover-

THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Utc CHi«rUilaai«at with

FIRST RATE
EVERT sr.vDAr. DJ CRA2rGEORGE -.v<mov»:k
»»• BAR DRIxYKS (TRIVIA COiVTE.ST«» O.V

MrSIC & SOAP OPERAS)
HAPPT HOUR 1-7 EVERT DAT*9S' DRINKS

RTE. » HADLEr«IISe.l«OS

OPEWmxt A.M. WEEKC.VnS. I A.M. WEEKDAYS

Jack Nicholson in

The

''SHINING"
$1.50

Thurs. April 8

6,9,11:30 PM
Eng East Aud

Located at the Grist Mill Rt 1 16

one mile South of Amherst Center

40*s Style

Open Daily 11-5

from

$8.00 to $25.00

Also lots of hospital

draw string pants,

Chinese bedpants, flannel

shirts and more.

253-5296

Wanted Summer '82

CAMP NATCHEZ
Fine Co-ed Camp

located in the Berkshire Mtns.
Is looking for exciting active people with
abundant energy for the following posi-
tions:

General Counselors, Backpacking,
Campcraft, Sailing, Boating, WSI,

Environmental Ecology, Soccer, Sports,
Photography,- Ceramics

We will be on campus April 7th in room
801 of the Campus Center from 10 am to
5 pm. Please drop in or call the Student
Employment Office for an appointment.
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Student Controlled Businesses

Savings - Convenience - Barg^ains

WHY PAY MORE?

fi>i

BE A SPORT
AND COME ON DOWN AND CHECK
OUT THE

UMASS
SPORTING
GOODS CO-OP
Rm. 322 Student Union
'next to Post Office)

Op»n 1 1 -

For Info:

3 Mon. FrI.

545-3867
SPECIALS THIS WEEK

Inventory Clearance
of oil Hockey Equipment

New Spring Inventory Just Arrived

PEOPLE'S NiARKET
$49-2060

Good Food ChEAp!

chcApcsT bAqcls on CAMpUS

fREsb fRuir juicES & pRoducc

FloURS ANd CjRAiNS

LocATcd In room 528 in iht corner of SrudcNT Union

by tIie Campus PoNd.

Op^NjWEEkdAys 9:J0-5:00 WsdNEsdAys 9:JO-7.00

Do youR STOMAch A Favor visit

EARTHFOODS
CAFE

WkoUsoME & DeIicjous

VcqETARiAN Fare

nK
/

All pREslfly pREpAREd llERE

In tIie EARTliFoods KitcIien

COME ON IN!

M-F 1 1 AM - 7 pm
CommonwcaItIi Room

SrudcMT Union
EARThPoods 15 A SrtdcNT Run CoIUctive KitcIicn voIunteers weIcome

ea^>Ki»
B B

C=] ( o

e^:
C3

^J5\ FlooC - C>tM(VS (JMCK 6«UiiC

\\s}mm K
UNLIMITED

l^.iv^ *AXH <J>SSfVft

maxelli[i[LC90

SA-C90dTDK.

reg. 4.29

NOW 3.49

iiiiiitiiitilMiiiitrt

aiiiUlt

reg. 4.29

NOW 3.79

Weds, Thurs & Fri ONLY
Why Pay More!

201 Student Union Building
Monday-Friday 10-5

Tues., Weds. & Thurs. Night 6:30-9:30
Saturday 11 3

545-0401

UNIVERSITY
PHOTO CO-OP

Why Go Anywhere Else!

We have the LOWEST
prices in Amherst for Photo Processing

Film and Darkroom Supplies

V

M,F 112 T,W, Th 113
SUB 321

545-0670

UHASS BICYCLE
CO-OP

We offer tools space and advice for repairing bikes.

Many new parts and accessories available.too!

WA TCH FOR OUR SPRING

RE-OPENING
MARCH 15!

S.U.319

across from the post office

Student Note Service
545-2271

Lecture Notes are
available for
FS & N 102

Student Note FS & N 130& Printing Service
Hours: M-Th 10-4

Friday 10-2

We also do copying and printing at lower prices.

Room 403 Student Union
Building

Wednesday, April 7, 1982

DOONESBURY
.Collegian 17

UJULPONa,
BAIUBNPBR!
YOUMAPS
600PVM5!

m^. I COULD
seamueRa
INAHURFyjO
HAVBFUN,
5/R I

msAion.KiD-
poiimrsi^i
AimyS FIRSTIN
UHeiNTHBBAR
CflRB/BRyUieHTi

lUORKHARP,
ANPinAYHAf^l

6000F0R
YOU, SIR.

eNJOY

HeY! THIS

ISmSCOTCH!
TORpeRBP
ANCJTWR.
scotch!

YOU
DIP?

by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
0RWA5
IT6IN?

ICOULDfTJ
RBMEMBeR
emBR,5or
PUT IN BOTH.

THE UMASS ZONE

SHOW

it's oo to the

TONIGHT j- &w, Atcx you aer A m^ktini ;

THAT'i All Fok

Science clau

by Mark Rollins

" IMHH^ yesi . Yo\)

rtACHeR. RON lUAMH.

V-VOW Boys ANO OlAL£. £MT youH CHOSi]
Mto KtrcHup yuM^yuM, wh/n a delicious

School lu^ch this is!

ACROSS
1 Frtnzy

5 Senate employee
9 Sellers aiid Lorre

11 Flickers

13 Merit

14 Artist s milieu
16 Origin: Suffix

17 Delusions
19 Hue and
20 Seafarers
22 At no time
23 of the

realm"
24 Jewlsfi month
26 Gentleman, in

Verona
27 Worked diligently

28 Ethopian title

30 Fills again
32 Mohammedan

title

34 Popular film

about Russia
35 Stuck together
38 Railroad station
41 come

eleven"
42 Legume
44 Cut apart
46 Anthony

Edited by ^largaret Farmr ind Trude Jaffe
6mi I.M Aa(t<n Mmn Sra4tcai>

47 More knowing
49 Mabel"
50 Mongrel
51 Climbed. Scottish

style

53 Soak
54 Sloppy painter

56 lssu« forth

58 Comes to terms
59 Comparison
60 Watched
61 Relate

DOWN
1 Keep in store
2 Consumed
3 Microorganism
4 North Carolina
VIP

5 Latin father
6 Birds

7 Coagulated
liquid

8 Heathlike

9 Vichy government
name

10 Chars
11 Gambling man
12 World

13 Dashes
companion

15 Piece of spindle
iron

18 Assert

21 Large female
grouse

23 Fastened together
25 Divine spirit

27 Feet: Suffix

29 Honorary title

31 Guided
33 Mends
35 Certificate, in

Spain
36 Not eligible for

children's rates
37 Magistrate in

Venice
39 Generally
40 Like many plant

stems
41 Timeabbr.
43 Obliterates
45 Network
47 Hurry along
48 Send back
51 Graf
52 British title

55 Use a lever

57 Nothing

UNDER THE INFLUENCE by Ethyl Octane

ANSWEHTO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

I
PBHHIIIMIE

[HAM A N U
IIYIM A nIIs

Please recycle

this Collegian

BaaaoB aBcioiciaQifL

BDD (laciEiB aauia
QciBBa oaBoii mam
anHaaatMa aaaaam
^^^J^^^ onaaa

OBB [inacin] aciaa
BHHO BBOB BDDB

WEATHER
Partly cloudy, windy

and cold today. Highs in

the 30s. Clear and cold
tonight lows in the 20s.
Fair tomorrow highs in the
40s.

TONIGHT

PUD MUG NIGHT
with

JIM PLUNKETT
— 35c Beers —

Pub IMugs

$1.00 Cover with this ad

D.C. MENU
LUNCH
Gold Cut Grinder, Shrimp
Egg Roll/Soy Sauce, Due
Sauce

DINNER
Junior Club Sandwich,
Roast Top Round of
Beef/Au Jus, Chili Cheese
Puff

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder,
Shrimp Egg Roll/Soy
Sauce, Due Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Fried Clams/Tartar Sauce,
Cocktail Sauce, Chili
Cheese Puff

April 7, 1982 mm
CABLE/VIDEO

UVC& GPC
Daily Programming Schedule

Third World Video Today
"N

10:

11:

12:

1

30

15

15

15

11:15 Last Dr6p of Blood - The
Story of South Africa

12:15 Bill Russell The Ex-
basketball champ talks on
racism

1:15 Max Roach The Famous
jazz drummer Ulks and
plays

2:00 Jimmi plays Berkeley
-Action from the worid's
greatest guitaristi
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome to Co..e««in OH.ce CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Monday Fr,day • Dead.-n. .s 3 45 two days pr.o^ to
Cash .n advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

publication day

ABED TUCKING IN SERVICE

Oo you miss your mommy? Grayson
House Council is offering a tuck in and
story telling service. If you have someone
you would like tucked in call 6 6902 or
6-7013 Sorry limited to OH and Central

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor
mation available withlRandy 546 7013

ATTENTION GRAD^STUDENTS
Alpha Chi Omega is looking for a house
mother. FREE ROOM AND BOARD PLUS
SALARY in exchange for limited services
Please call 545 2152 and ask for Renee or
Emily

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
1971 Toyota Corolla $725 runrgood^Dan
253-5943 evenings

70 Chevy depend trans AM/FM rad 250. or
BO Peter 549 1255

1974 Honda Civic 1977 engine, 7uns
perfect, regular gas, 30 -^ mpg, $1495 00
253 7967

1967 Cadillac Hearse 429V8, 60,000 miles,
heavy duty suspension, runs well but even-
tually will need transmission work. $400 or
BO 546 8432

1976 Honda hatchback excellent condition
32 mpg $1500 or BO 549^1418 after 6 PM
68 VW Camper rebuilt sleeps Tour sink ref
$1500 Bob 586 5827

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

7T BELLYGRAMS!!~

Delivered by professional Bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
253 5491

*^°^-^AJ[[f^J^ejm:heese^arty
The Commuter Collective and the Older
Student Service Network present a mid
week wine & cheese pany before the show
ing of the film "Lies My Father Told Me."
Come and meet other commuters in a relax-
ed social atmosphere Commuter Lounqe
216 SUB, 6 to 8 pm, free

"^^AD HEADS
Want to switch floor seats of Vro-
vidence show, Thurs April 15 for Hartford
show, Sunday April 18 Call Joe 6 7705 or
68357

DONNA THE KID

Mona hasa little bzz. It's always on the
go With thrusting drives, between her
sighs. It quivered to and fro. Happy 20th
(legal) Bardley P.S. I bought you a battery'

~~T^*^Akis
Meeting for all interested m working on
the Dukakis gubernatorial campaign Thurs
day night 7 pm rm 901 CC

Tntertainment^'^^^^
It promises to be a wild, wild time with
"West at Smith College's TNC on April
8th. Davis Student Center 9 12, College ID
required

Entrance forms and information
available at our table on the Concourse
now and in RSO mailboxes Sign up now

FOR RENT

Summer rental Cape Cod Han^^ich
4-bedroom ranch call 617 899 8664

Room in Belchertown house MO.
avarlable Immediately through August bus
route 323 6404 Rick

2 bedroom Brittany Manor Apt for rent
new carpet call 256-0865

2 bdrm apt or. bus rte pool lease starts
June Ist call renee 2S3 3378

Summer sublet w/fall option 3 bedrms
iri 4 bdrm apt 147.00 ea inclusive 253 2204

Available June 1 2 bdrm apt in SquTre
Village rent neg fall option 666 7132

Four bedroom apt 147 00 each everything
included summer sublet with fall option
2535756

CHEAP apt on bs rt $300 for entire sumr
w/fall opt avib 6/1 cant go wrong 665 7574
aftS

FOR SALE

Guitar Hondo II, also Amer Aud. auto
Gazette deck, BO 549 4441

Yeshica GSN 36mm Camera good condi-
tion telephoto and wide angle lenses incl.

$120 rail Sue after 8 PM 253 9414

Peavey artist VT series black widow equip-
ped 1 yr old best offer caH Paul 546 8559
Lyricon Reed Synthesizer $1500 orbest
offer will deliver 617-896-0088 Steve

3 PC Kent drum set good condition $235
or best call 2560285
Authentic Irish Rugby Team Shirts
bright colors rugged construction all si^es
cal l 586-2041

New AKAI cassette (Walkman^tyle) with
FM cassette and shoulder strap. 549-0119

FOUND
Found SWA tinted glasses tan case pick
up a t CC Info booth

Black zipper key case found^n April 2
contact Maura at 6-6796

A very friendly male chocolate point
Siamese cat has been making our home
his. We don't want to take him in if he's
yours. Please call 549-2857 if you've lost
him.

Pair of glasses at Southwest bus stop on
Sat, even. April 3rd 546 7994

GOOD^STUFF^iCKED^HEAP
For sale: single bed w/mattress box-spring
and frame price negotiable also: pair of
Rossignol exp-ss and Sanmarco boots $40
for skis $50 for boots

GREAT FACE

Siarl Marsha it's been a hell of a week
great face

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings -

$3.75 set. Free
546 6684

acoustic and electric for
delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED
Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.
Europe, S Amer., Austrailia, Asis All
fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52 MA, Corona
Del Ma r, CA 92625

Mobile Vending TrucJTdrivers for sum
mer on Cape Cod 546 8185 Pete

Les/Gay Counseling Collective seeks
counseling supervisor with MA or equiv for
10 hr/wk position. Send resume to PGA
Counseling Collective, 406F Student
Union, UMass/Amherst 01003. For more
info leave name and number at 545-2645

LEGAL ASSISTANT
INTERNSHIPS

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-
tions available for full-time legal assistant
interns for Fall 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Aid attorneys of LSO with
client interviewing, investigations, legal
research, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten
dance at hearings in District and Superior
Courts, and participation in administrative
hearings and federal litigation. Maintain
continuing caseload under attorney super-
vision For advice on arranging an intern
ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-
ships, Curry Hicks Building. For further in
formation, contact LSO, 922 Campus
Center Applications due Wednesday, April
21, at Office of Internships. Writing sample
required.

LOCAL BANDS
If you would like to tell the worid about
yourself, do it through April's music issue
of the Other Voice the Collegian's Arts
Magazine. Call John Brobst at the Col-
legian Arts Desk 545 3500. Call direct call
collect, but call TODAY'

LOST

Medium sized dog shepard /beagle mark
ings Lenox medal 2562g01^r 637 0694
Opal Ring lost in Tower Library if found
please contact Julie at 546 6131 sentimen-
tal value

Keys on Kathy chain Southwood Apts
caH 6 7245 lost March 28

Two tickets to WesTside Waltz lost
Friday near Student Union and Chapel
reward call Doug 6 4617

Lost on 3/31 white beaded necklace great
sentimental value! Please call 546-6254
reward offered!

MOTORCYCLES
Kawasaki 1980 KZ750E excellent condi
tion 7000 miles $2300 256-0 1 70

1981 Kawasaki Ltd 750 for quick sale gloss
black, only 2000 miles so its like new buy it

for 2000 dollars call 256 0754 today what a
deal, gosh!

Classic Honda 750 1976, jet biiack7r7,000
miles Lots of chrome many extras. A 1

condition, includes 2 helmets. $1595 -
takes it away. Call Dave 549-6802.

MUSH HEART
Mush-Haart Happy 22nd Birthday. What
do you say? I love you too! Missy

PERSONALS

John Hall Band Benefit Concert for
Mass Nuclear Referendum Campaign April
15 FAC with Crockett don't miss it!

POLICE CONCERT
Tickets for Boston on Monday 4/12
Great seats call Rob 549 6342

^O^ESSIONA^^^^^^yi^
Dissertations, thesesT papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates Nancv
5-0392, 584 7924

Anne, Welcome to your new home! See,
you finally got a personal ad! Love, Jim
Nominations are open for all Orchard
Hill Area Government Officers Pick up
papers outside 101 Webster or call Alix at
6-6792

Have a heart! Donate blood it's easy and
worthwhile, the American Red Cross will be
at the CCA April 6, 7, 8th

"Killing us Softly" coming soon. Monday
Ap ril 12, 7:00 pm, Patterson, Be there.

Wanted for research project: non-visably
handicapped chronically ill individuals that
use the Health Services for primary care.
Call 549-6496 after 6:00

Pam Moryl: See? I got your name right!
About time, right? Seriously, good luck to
you and the rest of the Gazelles. One who
should know better

New Right wants Ted out. Kennedy
Campaign meeting tonight. 6 pm Campus
Center Rm 903

Barry S. Happy 20th Birthday to the best
looking red-kid I know love Emily

i Danbacita i Thanks for helping me and
being there last week. "Koolwalah" "i
Kimbacita !

Used Head of Residence for sale, cheap
inquire second floor Knowlton
Fitzy. Being my usual late self: I hope your
20th Birthday is one of the best. Surprised
this time huh?! Happy Birthday Buddy! Fitz

Got a favorite picture? I bet I have The
poster. I have over 1500 posters in stock
Can Matt at

6-6768J18 Field

The deadline for the Beautiful Room
Contest is approaching - April 15 - and
Southwest is leading ir entries' Call now"
545 2874

THE SHINING Thurs April 8, at 6, 9, 11:30
Engineering East Auditorium
Cape Cod Party with Two Way StreetTo
benefit Rep Jim Collins 8 PM Thursday
April 8 SUB full bar

JOHN NOSEK- your choice is

4r.^?!i"^^!J^oiJ!L5^»^llisjnestimable!

Everyone wish Andrea Fialitosky Happy
Birthday today! Her number is 546-6359!

Bradley Shay Happy Birthday to us! Pub
tonight? ooooo I'm sooo sorry you're only
19 well you can always go drinking in
Se^aucus O^OqxXXX Donna
To Scott of Belchertown (Arcadia) Just !

thought I'd send you a personal to say Hi, i

& good luck in your exams. Gail
|

Fight Reaganomics! Come to the Ken
nedy Re-election Campaign Meeting
Tonight 6:30 Rm 905 CC
Happy Birthday Renee, hopethe Easter
Bunny is good to you. Love and kisses,

Sigma Kappa open rush Wed April 7^t
6^30 please RSVP at 256 6887
A benefit concert for the Mass Nuclear
Referendum Campaign John Hall Band
and Crockett April 15 FAC donations 5.50
6.50

ROOM WANTEDfOR^THE SUMME^
In Northampton preferably, but will take
any clean single in a house or apartment at
a reasonable rate; call Terri at 546-6282

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keepjryinq

Male non smoker on Sunderland bus
route beginning June first fall option
665-7575

Female roommate wanted for
Southwood next fall, 256-8868 best
betwen 4-7

Female to share 1 of 2 bedrooms at Roll-
ingGreen $115/month, everything included
253-2887

2 women non-smoker, quiet, summer
sublet one fall option N. Amherst 549-0319
Roommate summer w/fall opt Colonial
Village $130 mth own Ig bdr 256-0179 Nina
3 roommates wanted summer with fall
option 147/mth, utilities inc. Swiss Village

Inexpensive 2 bedrooms in 3 bedroom
apt. females preferred summer w fall opt
walking distance to campus 549 4849
Puffton female wanted for threebedroom
apartment Summer with fall option

One bedroom available mYbr Puffton
apt for female graduate student, June 1

call Allison 549 1739

SERVICES

Professional Research, Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Research,
<^600-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605
Typing-professional quality, reasonable
rates, experienced independent -Debbie
549j0237^

Typing 4c a line. Some overnite service
Call 549-4595

SKI EQUIPMENT
Hagen 200 cm racing cut skis. New,
never used, price negotiable. Call 549 5616!
Excellent buy. Call now - will-sell quickly

Oljn Mark IV Skis, excellent condition
with Marker M4-15 bindings $175 Call-
Mark 546-8985

SOPHOMORES/JUNIORS
Student Note/ Printing Service a co-
operative student run business is accepting
applications for Financial Manager apply rm
401 SUB deadline 4/7

STOWE SKIING

April 16th - 19th 3 days skiing, 3 nights
lodging, 3 Lite breakfasts $68.00 due April
13th Bob Collins 665 4720

SUE RING DAY!

Wednesday is Sue Ring Day! In honor of
Henry 0. Ring, who 69 years ago today in-
vented the onion ring in Peabody, MA.
UMass students named Susan Ring will be
entitled to FREE admission to the Bluewall,
and 100% discount ona pitcher of Miller
Lite. Proceeds to be donated to the
Alcoholics Unanimous Foundation in Puff-
ton Village

SUMMER JOBS
Have fun In the sun of the rolling green
hills of the Berkshires. YMCA ACA ac-
credited summer camp for boys & girls has
the following positions open: Art /Craft
Director. Asst H20 Director (WSI) Riding
Direct, Girls Unit Direct, Music Direct, In-
dian Lore/Nature Instrc, Kitchen Staff &
Trip Leaders. Director positions must be 20.
For more info call John at 546-1113

SUMMER SUBLET

PUFFTON VILLAGE

Will take over part of 3 bedroom apart
ment's lease plus added bonus! 549 1377
between 11 pm and 8 am Fall option
necessary

RESUME WRITING
~

Quick /confidential/efficient call after 5PM or weekends 549-5727

RIDE WANTED
Need ride to Boston for Police concert
April 12. I have obe extra ticket for sale
also. Call 546-5968 Kim

RIDERS WANTED
Riders wanted to Framingham (area)
Wednesday April 7. Call 546-9623

Two bedroom apt Rolling Green June 1

-August 31. $250/month furnished, inc.
utilities and air conditioning, pool, laundry
facilities, on bus route. 253-2887

Puffton Village summer sublet 1 bdrm fuj
ly furnishedj)ricejTegotiable 549-6715
Two bedroom furnished apt Puffton
Village rates negotiable call 549-6249

6 minute walk from campus fully fur-
nished 2 bedroom apt 275/month + ut
549 0857

Summer sublet only Three bedroom Puff-
ton apt. Call 549 69112jskJofavnn
Summer sublet one bedroom furnished
in 3 bedroom apt Puffton Village $130 -k

elec 549-0621

SUMMER SUBLET FALL OPTION
Sunderland, 3 bdrm, $270 & util. ask for
Jeff 665-3900, keep trying

Wednesday. April 7, 1982

* Elections
Continued on page 1

tions as Town Meeting members. Eiehty
positions were open altogether.
Marty of the students who were running

said they did so because of a concern for
the issue of rent control.

In Precinct 1 Herbert Bryan of Pine
Street and Ronald Silbersten of Summer
Street won positions as town meeting
mernbers with 142 and 103 votes respec
tiyely Ellen Wolf also won with 103 votes
Elizabeth Benton had 99 votes and Arvid
Muller had 34 votes in losing efforts.

In Precinct 3, no UMass students won
Elaine Donoghue had 58 votes; Mitchell
Gaslin had 31; Eric Grele had 32; James
MacDonald had 32; Warren McEwen had
32; and Stephen Pineo had 33 votes.

In Precinct 4. Michael Basile of Mc-
Clellan Street and Epi (Sheryl) Bodhi of
Lincoln Apartments both won. Basile had
85 votes and Bodhi had 62 votes.

In Precinct 5, Patrick Brock of Dana
Street had 114 votes, but the rest of the
results had not been tabulated, so the
police were not sure if he won or not.
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Brand Names, Spring Fashions, Real Savings
at your nearest CASl^ MA1£

FAMOUS BRANDS

Belted
Casual Slacks
Poly Cotton. Sizes 29-38

Remember
when patronizing our
advertisers tell them you
saw it in the Collegian.

$2299
Regularly '22-»28

EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR SIUBEtlTS. TEHCHERS

EUROPE
BY CAR

45 Rockefeller Plaza

New York, N.Y.

10020
Phone (212)581-3040

Mail this ad for

Special

Student/Teacher
Tariff

|D rental O lease a PUItCHASE
I

[^UMAN.MWS K VOWTN PAM

Summer suDiet w/raii option one room
in three bedroom Puffton apartment

^o'™® ^*^®'' graduation call Steve
549-5981 anytime

FAMOUS FIFTH AVENUE
DEPARTMENT STORE

Dress Shirts
Long sleeve Oxford button
down. Stripes and solids.

FAMOUS BRANDS

Silk Ties
In traditional, solid

and stripe patterns.

Our Version of

"MEMBERS ONLY'
Jackets
Assorted fashion colors.

Sizes S XL.

$899
Regularly *18

$650
Regularly '16

$1899
Regularly *40

Short Sleeve

Knit Shirts
Arrow's version of the

Alligator Shirt.

Sizes S XL

$799
Regularly »15-»18

Izod Belts
with Alligator

$599
Regularly »135o

Sunglasses
^^Swtfcmor $^99
^^r lenses tn* change Regularly * 10

HAMPSHIRE MALL, Hadley,
on Route 9 between Amherst
& Northampton, just around
the corner from UMass. Store
hours: 10-9:30 Mon-Sat

THE HARTMUT PILTCH
VARIETY SHOW

Tonight Jim Neill and Pat Rumble bring
you yet another entertaining evening of
great music on WMUA 91 . 1 Fl\/I from 10 pm
- 2 am

L?^^"*" Puffton Apt summer only

Sublet with fall option. Room in two
bedroom apt. Very close to campus and

^1 stop. Energy-efficient, call Regina

2 bedroom $350

TO SUBLET

Summer sublet June 1 w/fall option
Amherst 1 bedroom apt $250 inc everything
253-5166

Brandywine - 2 bedrooms, furnished
pool, A/C. Available June 1 to Aug 31

Summer sublet w/fall opt. 2 bdrm. Col
Vllg. $275 + elec. 253 2997 rug & couch in-
cl.

Presidential Apts summer sublet 2
bedrms partially furnished, close to campus
549-1700

Before too late - 2 bedroom apt in
Sunderland on bus rte w/fall option call
after 8 665-4946

Summer sublet with fait option -four
bedroom apartment, $147 per person, all

utilities included, call 253-7430

Townhouse Apts 3 bedroom, furnished
start June 1 $300 549-6709, or 546-9592

Cliffside Apt. 2 bdrm available Jun 1

w/fall option call 665-2853

Summer sublet w/fall option rent
negotiable 665-2515 Squire Village Apts

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
terms available immediately Paul or Bill

665-4391

After 4/15 w/fall option 1 bed apt full-
bath, centrally located Northamp, call Tim
545-2412 or 584-1493

Amherst Center
negotiable 253-7584

Summer sultTet w/fall option
Southwood apts call 253-5054 after 10 PM
Northwood summer sublet w/fall option
fully furnished! 665-4744

One bedpoonv^pt June 1 thru Aug 31 on
Sunderland bus rte corner apt totally fur-
nished call 665-3178 keep trying

Summer sublet w/poss fall option Bran-
dywine 549-5331

2 bdrm apt Cliffside $330 all utilites &
pool & tennis court 6^-4720
Sublet 2 bdrm apt 1 month free 300 per
month Squire Vill call 665 4828 w/fa option
Summer sublet fall option four bedroom
apt Swiss Village chalet apts tel 256-0766
Summer sublet fall option 4 bedroom
everything included $147 or best offer
253-2247 or 256 0852

For summer large one bedroom apartment
on bus route call for more info 6-6614
To sublet fall opt 1 bd in 2 bd Brandywine
549-5951

Amherst Center 2 bedroom $400/month
availa June 1 w fall option 253-9429 after 5

5 bedroom house avail June 1st w/fall op
call 586-6493

2 bedroom Puffton apt A/C pool utilities
included summer and fall option 549-4797

Summer sublet Puffton Village 3
bedrooms very reasonable 549-6765

Squire Village townhouse: 2 bedrooms,
pool, AC $275 month available June 1

665-2840
.

DONT WAIT! Summer sublet fall option

4-bedroom heat-electnc included $147 ea
253-7625

Two bedroom apt with fall option all
utilities included. Tennis, pool, opt. air con-
ditioning, nice location 665-4605 keep try-
ing

Townehouse sublet 1 bedroom in three
bedroom apartment furnished rent
negotiable call Janet 549-6338

Squire Vitlage 2 bedroom w/fall option
665-3154

On rumpus Souse - summer 2 bdrm, fully
furnished, rent negotiable - 549-1414

Brittany

WANTED
Housemate to take 5th bedroom in our
North Amherst house. Available im-
mediately. Located across the street from
Townehouse Apts. Summer & Fall?? Call
549-4118

rentManor 2 bdrm apt.
negotiable, fall option 253-5956

On bus route furnished apt one bedroom
swimming pool tennis optional AC JUne 1

to Sept 1 $200 a month 665 2064
Rolling Green 2 bedroom apt to sublet for
summer. Furnished all utilities air cond in-
cluded rent neg 256-0435

Lease beginning June 1 2 bedroom
Southwood Apt $295.00 256-8464

Summer sublet fall opt - large 2 bdrm
hrt/nhse, Sunderland, bus rt, pool. 335-1-
call 665-2955

Amherst Center Apt 3 bedroom avail
June 1 fall option $127.50 ea 253-5298
Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bdrms
$275 near Col Vil 256-8604

Puffton 3 bdrm summer subet 2 bdrm/fall
option 549-0095

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-07 1

WANTED TO RENT

Summer sublet 3 bHrm Puffton
549 6912 bus route utilities included

apt

2 bedrooms available in Swiss Village
summer/fall option $147 includes
everything 256-8209

Save $200 this summer on practically fur
nished Sunderland apt w/fall option bus rte
call after 8 665 4946

Inexpensive summer sublet with fall op-
tion Colonial Village 1 bedroom 253 9246

3 girls want apt for fall 82 pref Bran Brit
Pufft Towm or vicin Shah 546- 1449

Looking for Townehouse or Bran-
dywine apartment for fall will summer
sublet cal l 256-8784

Wanted summer sublet with fall opt. one
bedroom apt at Brandywine or Puffton
546-5584 or 545-0783, Duncan
2 bdrm apartment in Puffton for sum-
mer and fall call 253-516 or 546-9974

Wanted apt furnished summer poss fall in
Puffton call 546-8181 John

winooskT
Looking for ride to St Mikes College or
vicinity {Burlington VT) P-day weekend
-April 24. Will share gas, beer & conversa-
tion. Yahoo, spring has sprung, let's go!

WRITING SERVICES

Writing Help: Professional wi iters Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD.
assist in any writing project. Amherst
Writers, Inc. 253-7764
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UMass
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Yesterday's blizzard threw a monkey
wrench into much of the sports activity
here at the University of Massachusetts.
The UMass baseball team may have to

wait until Monday to open its season at
Lorden field. The Minutemen's original
opener against Fairfield University.
scheduled for today, has been cancelled.
Saturday's doubleheader against the
University of New Hampshire is in doubt.
Yesterday's game at Northeastern
University was also cancelled. The
cancelled games have yet to be
rescheduled.

Ed Vlach's men's golf team may also
have to cancel its home opener, which will
be held tomorrow at the Hickory Ridge
Country Club. UMass wiU host
Providence College, Amherst College and
Dartmouth College. Also doubtful is the
team's match against American Inter-
national College on Friday.
As for men's lacrosse, Garber's Gorillas

have called off its game with Cornell
University due to bad ocnditions in New
York. Saturday's game at Rutgers
University is still up in the air.

The Softball team may not see its home
field at NOPE unta later this month. Not

n/AWTTXT^ II . .. Co"«in«n fi»« plwto by Ter*M B«ll«riore

WAITING — University of Massachusetts baseball players Dan Cook,
Tony Presnal and Adam Grossman (1-r) wait out the rain during a game
last year. The baseball team, as well as most of the other UMass squads,
has had its season thrown into near-chaos because of the bad weather

only was last Saturday's doubleheader
against Providence College called off (not

once, but twice), but the game against
Keene State University, scheduled for
yesterday has been cancelled.
Doubleheaders against the University of
Rhode Island (Thursday) and the
University of New Hampshire (Saturday )

are in doubt at this time.

There is no word yet on the women's
lacrosse game between UMass and
Springfield College. That game is at
Springfield on Thursday afternoon.
Thurday's game between the Umass

women's tennis team and the University
of Connecticut has been cancelled; the
Minutewomen will face Springfield
College in a previously unscheduled meet,
then will face Mount Holyoke Colleire
April 15.

Yesterday's women's golfs opener at
Springfield was cancelled. The
Minutewomen's next meet is against
Dartmouth and Amherst tomorrow at
Hickory Ridge. Both the men's and
women's track teams have scheduled the
UMass Relays for this Saturday. As of
this writing, the Relays will go on as
scheduled.

NOTE: This report toas compiled unth the
help of the Collegian Sports staff.

...While ungodly weather tests the UM faithful
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

Dear God,
Hi. My name is Jim Floyd and I am

writing to you to help clear up a terrible
error which you made yesterday.

Yesterday was April 6 and you weren't
supposed to let it snow on that particular
dav.

Commentary

You see, God, the Red Sox were sup-
posed to have their season opener on April
6. You however, made it snow and that
mean* that the game was cancelled.

Don't you realize how many sports fans

wait for the Red Sox season opener? I'll

tell you. People all around this UMass
campus plan entire kegs of beer around
that game. With no game to watch these
students will be forced to drink without
any real excuse.

And beyond the Sox game, the sports
desk at the Collegian has been scraping all

over the place to find anything that could
keep the page full until spring sports
finally got underway. We finally get to
the spring sports schedule and thing
should be getting real easy with all those
games to cover and all those nifty photos.

But, noooooooo! You have to drop snow
all over the place and cancel all our
sporting^ events. I don't find this par-
ticularly amusing. Lord.
The baseball team was going to Nor-

theastern University yesterday and was
to host Fairfield today in their home
opener. But, noooo!

The lacrosse team was supposed to jfo

to play against Cornell University this
afternoon in what was sure to be a very
big contest. Unfortunately, the ball is the
same color as this Winter Wonderland
stuff that You dumped all over the place.
So do You think we'll have any lacrosse to
report".' Noooooo!

I won't even begin to mention the
Softball games that were already put off
due to bad weather since You know that
we lost those. But, did You have to snow
out the other game?

In short, Lord, You've left our golf,
tennis, track, baseball, and lacrosse
games all in limbo.

My only question is : why?

Why? What has the sports stafff ever
done to You. True, Maureen Sullivan did
come up with that McLaughlin walks on
water story but, did you have to retaliate
by ruining all the UMass spring sports.
Why couldn't you just strike her with a

bolt of lightning or something?
We don't need this snow storm! We

have enough problems to deal with.
Between exams and papers anfd confusing
projects, do You really think any of us
found a white April 6 amusing.

Well, we didn't and I don't care whether
Bing Crosby could have come up with a
good song for it or not.

I demand that the next six months be
warm and sunny and perfect for sporting
events.

I mean, come on Lord, You've done just
about everything You've could to make
me mad.

But, You know, I still can't be too mad
at You.

The Celtics play indoors.

NOTE: Jim Floyd is the co-sports editor

for the Collegian and needed to fill space

due to the blizzard.

Sports
Women's rugby squads
face tough competition

Ji\;'^LT'''V^i'''c-
y^""^'' ^^*^'""' •" New York sit;c<;;;T;dwith snow on the Yankee's opening day yesterday. Four other seasonopeners, including the game between the Boston Red Sox and theChicago White Sox m Chicago, were called due to the bad weather.

O

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

It's one of the few teams that feature
members from the Five-College area. It's
already played half its season, and it's also
one of the few college teams playing in the
New England Women's Rugby Union.

The 30 members of the University of
Massachusetts/Smith College women's
rugby team (made up of an "A" and "B"
squad) include a smattering of players from
Hampshu-e College and non- collegiate
members. Whatever the school, however
this team has done well this season in a
schedule predominant with some very
tough competition.

"There aren't a whole lot of colleges
competing in the union," said Peter Bates
one of the club's organizers, "the city teams
provide much stiffer opposition. Teams like
Beantown and the Hartford Wild Rose
Rugby Club are a lot tougher than most of
the college teams we face. But it's good for

oports Notices

us. becuase we play the better teams."
The club's season began with a southern

tour in late March, which was highlighted
by the Eastern Carolina Tournament.
There, UMass/Smith lost in the opening
round, but came back to win in the con-
solation rounds and took third place overall
in the tournament.

Last weekend, the club split two mat-
ches, as the club's "A" squad blanked the
University of Connecticut "A" team, 16-0,
while the "B" squad lost to the "A" squad of
Princeton University, 4-6. The games were
played at the lower Boyden field.

. "^f'^'^
done pretty well, " said Bates,

We II be playing all the major city teams in
this part of the schedule."

UMass/Smith will host the Albany Law
Ms. Demeanors this weekend at the lower
Boyden fields. Beantown, considered one of
the union's strongest teams, may also be
there. The game will be played regardless
(or near regardless) of the weather.

"We can play in the snow," Bates said.

WOMEN'S SOCCER- All candidates
and those interested in playing women's
varsity soccer in the fall should go to a
meeting Thursday at 5 p.m. in Boyden
225. For more information, please contact
Coach Banda at 545-2759.

RUGBY TRYOUTS Tryouts for the
University of Massachusetts Rugby
Football Club are still being held. The
tryouts are at the lower Boyden playing
fields today and tomorrow at 4 p.m.
There are no cuts - everyone plays!

Hollowell wins US orienteering title
Tom Hnllnwpll a c<in;^. ..4 ti._ it -Tom Hollowell, a senior at the University

of Massachusetts, captured the United
S ates Intercollegiate Orienteering title inM. Louis, MO. this past weekend

Hollowell ran the 16.8 km two-day
competition with a toUl time of 149-77

overtaking 20 year old Mitch Bently of Ohio
University (157:20) v%ith a wide margin of
seven minutes. Hollowell plans to attend
the student world championships to be held
in Czechoslovakia this coming August.

-BRYAN VARTABEDIAN

f

Basketball coach delivers bouncing baby bov
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

While most members of the University of Massachusetts
community were sleeping soundly with visions of a day off
dancing in their heads early yesterday morning, head
basketball coach Tom McLaughlin was busy delivering a
baby, his own.

Thomas John McLaughlin was bom at 6:05 a.m. in the
home of his parents because the same storm that left the
entire campus paralyzed for the past two days had blocked
the roads leading to the McLaughlin's 350-foot driveway
which was, itself, covered with two-feet of snow.
"At about 4:30 a.m. she (McUughlin's wife Debbie) felt

some pain. By 5:00 a.m. they had turned into regular labor
pains. We called the doctor but knew that he couldn't
make it m time in this weather," said the proud father at
the Cooley Dickinson hospital last night.

Both of the parents said that they didn't really feel ner-
vous when it became apparent that the baby would be bom
in their own house without the aid of a doctor.

"I knew Tommy would do a good job," said Debbie
McLaughlin, "you really don't have time to think."

It was a normal birth, but when Tom McLaughlin need-
ed to find a shoelace to tie off the baby's umbilical cord he

"naturally got one off his basketball sneakers, uebbie
McLaughlin said.

"It was the only thing that was there," laughed Tom
McLaughlin, "You don't go running around the house
looking for particular things at a time like that, you just
use whatever you can."
Shortly after the baby had been bom, perhaps 10

minutes according to Tom McLaughlin, snow plows,
followed by the doctor and an ambulance reached the
home.
The baby weighed in at 8 lbs. 11 V4 ozs. and was 21" long

when he was brought to the Cooley Dickinson Hospital in
Northampton.
Both, the parents and young Thomas John were up for

pictures late yesterday aftemoon at Cooley Dickinson.

The birth seen^ to be the biggest news in the area as
several reporters and photographers visited the
McLaughlins during the course of the day yesterday.

"I've gotten more publicity from this than anything that
happened all year and I didn't even have to do anything,"
grinned Tom McLaughlin.

After the last picture taking session of the aftemoon,
Tom McLaughlin kissed his wife and took his other son'
three-year-old Corey, by the hand and started for the
door.

"Let's go Corey," he said. "We'll go home and have
sorpe junk food, pizza maybe. It's been a long day."

Coltefian pkoto by Jin Waldron

THOMAS JOHN ~ UMass Basketball coach
Tom McLaughlin (right) delivered his own
baby early yesterday morning.
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Battle with unseasonal snowstorm continues
Physical Plant
buried in work
By SCOTT SACCO
Collegian Staff

Compiled with reportsfrom Ken Bazinet and Scott Hersey.

Classes at the University of Massachusetts may be
cancelled again today if high winds continue to blow the 10
inches of snow which fell on the Amherst area Tuesday into
high drifts, acting Vice-Chancellor for Administratu>n and
Finance Jack DeNyse said yesterday.

"Everything seems to be going against them (the
Physical Plant)," DeNyse said. "If the wind comes up to 70
(miles per hour) or so, we will be hassled because of snow
drifting."

Classes were cancelled yesterday, DeNyse said, because
of the Physical Plant's problems with clearing all of the
parking lots.

Physical Plant Director George Norton said yesterday
that high wmds have become a major obstacle to snow
removal crews.

"We have had to plow streets and lots over and over
again because the high winds have caused the snow to
drift, Norton said.

Norton said the Physical Plant had all of its equipment
ready for the storm, "but nobody expects a storm of this
magnitude in April."

Norton also said fatigue of his workers has slowed down
the cleanup effort as well.

"AU available Physical Plant workers have been out and
some of them have been working for 25 or 30 hours straight
and they re starting to get run down," Norton said.

Norton said that as of yesterday afternoon the crews
would be working eight to 10 hour shifts untU the job was
completed.

Norton also said all main roads and the 10 commuter
parking lots scattered across campus were cleared as of 3
p.m. yesterday. He also said that as soon as enough of the
campus is sufficiently cleaned up for classes to resume, the
plows will concentrate on doing a better job on the parking
lots surrounding all of the residential areas.

Norton said he could not give an estimate as to how soon
the campus would be completely plowed, but he did say
that if nature cooperates and it gets warmer, it shouldn't
take very long.

He said the University would not be hurt financially by
the storm and that his department has enough money
available to complete the job.

"We allocated enough money last fall to pay for any
overtime hours we would incure in the event of a stormy
winter," Norton said, "so we should break even on our
expenses for snow removal."

April showers

bring back plowers
By MIKE MAHONEY
Collegian Staff

"The Pioneer Valley, which is often spared the grief of
major snow falls that bury surrounding areas, spent
yesterday digging out from underneath a blanket of snow,
the likes of which have not been seen since the infamous
"Blizzard of 1978."

Although Tuesday's storm struck in the midst of the
third week of spring, snow removal crews in the town of

Colleifimii photo hy Jim G«due
TYPICAL — Snow plows cleared campus

yesterday following Tuesday's unseasonable
snowstorm. This plow was plowing in front of
Goodell Library.

D,C emphyees keep
cooking despite cold
By JUDI JASUREK
Collegian Staff

Even though (he snowstorm shutdown services across
the campus at the University of Massachusetts, the Dining
Commons remained, open forcing a number of employees
to find a place to stay on campus.

All four of the operating commons. Franklin. Berkshire,
Hampden, and Hampshire, remained open Tuesday and
yesterday under their normal hours, said Marie Cap-
tadona. Director of Food Services.
She said a few emptoyees had to spend the night at Errtt

Dormitory and a couple workers stayed at the Campus
Center, while some found places to sUy with friends that
live on campus,.

"It has been quite a challenge for us," Captadona said.
She said the managers transported employees back and

forth throughout the past few days.
'"The people here are really terrifk:. They did a good

job," she said.

She said most of the employees showed up for work
inspite of the conditions and they ran shuttles, especially
in southwest, where traveUing seemed to be the worst.
Other food services that remained open on the UMass

campus were the Blue Wall, the Top of the Campus
restaurant, and the Hatch Cafeteria.

Captadona said she thought today would produce less of
a problem and as of yesterday did not anticipate anyone
being snowbound overnight.

The average cost of snow removal to the
town is $500 to $700 per inch, Ziomek said,

but the 10 inch accumulation of Tuesday's
storm was more costly because ofhigh winds
which caused continued drifting.

Amherst did not encounter major problems caused by the
calender. According to Stan Ziomek, Amherst's Depar-
tment of Publk Works (DPW) superintendent, necessary
equipment was readily available. Such was not the case for
some Northeast communities which had packed away their
plows for the summer.
"The fact that the storm was coming was no surprise but

the volume (of snow) and wind velocity were," Ziomek
said.

The average cost of snow removal to the town is $500-
$700 per inch, Ziomek said, but the 10 inch accumulation of
Tuesday's storm was more costly because of high winds
which caused continual drifting.

Ziomek said this season's $100,000 snow removal ap-
propriation was spent before Tuesday's first flake fell. He
said he expects the cost of this storm will be covered by
other accounts in the DPW budget.D That matter will be
discussed at a future town meeting.

All roads m Amherst had been plowed as of 3:30 p.m.
yesterday, Ziomek said, and two sanders were in operation
through the dinner housrs. Ziomek said, however, that
plows would hit the road again by 11 p.m. yesterday and
run through early this morning in an effort to clear away
drifts which developed on east-west roads throughout the
town.

Tuesday's storm may not be the last, though, as area
meterorologists yesterday sakl a storm system originating

in Colorado is headed eastward. The storm is expected to

bring a little more snow into the New England area by
tomorrow morning but meteorologists made no estimate of

accumulation. Sunny skies and cold temmperatures are

forcasted for today, and the snow already here is expected
to stay long enough for a white Easter.
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World and national news
><mim

Britain draws war line around Falkland Isles;

Haig plans travel to London, Buenos Aires
LONDON (AP) - Defense Secretary John Nott

declared a 200-mUe war zone beginning next Monday
around the disputed Falkland Islands in the South
Atlantic. He said any Argentine ships found in the zone
"wiU be treated as hostile and are liable to be attacked by
British forces."

Nott told the House of Commons last night the war zone
would be effective at 4 a.m. Monday — 10 p.m. Sunday
EST — and "our first naval action will be intended to deny
the Argentine forces on the Falklands the means to
reinforce and re-supply from the mainland," he said.

Britain's new Foreign Secretary Francis Pym warned
Argentina's military rulers earlier that BriUin "does not
appease dictators," but warmly welcomed U.S. efforts to
defuse the Falkland crisis, which began when Argentina
invaded and occupied the crown colony on Friday.
Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr. prepared to fly
to London and Buenos Aires in a bid to defuse the crisis.

In Buenos Aires, Argentina's interior minister said his
nation would defend the Falklands "to the last Argentine

Digest "
By the Associated Press

Holyoke man stuck in blizzard

traffic jam dies of heart attack
CHICOPEE, Mass. — Despite the rescue efforts of a

snow-bound ambulance crew, poUce and a Jeep-riding
doctor, a 70-year-old Holyoke man died of a heart attack
during Tuesday's blizzard.

Chicopee Paramedic ambulance No. 43 was staUed in amassive traffic jam on Meadow Street at 4:30 p.m at the
height of the storm when paramedic June Nash looked out
the wmdow and saw Armard Dansereau, 70, of Holyoke.
Dansereau's car had just colUded with another, and as itshd alongside the ambulance, Nash recaUed saying "I thtkthere IS something wrong with that guy."
She jumped out and found Dansereau, unconscious onthe seat, suffering from an apparent heart attack.

Nash, her partner, Joann Desrochers, and Mary Anne
Siron, a registered nurse riding in the ambulance, loaded
Dansereau into the ambulance and began administering
Oxygen and cardio-pulmonary resuscitation.

An hour later, police and fire rescue trucks arrived in
response to their radio call, but the traffic jam had gotten
worse and the ambulance stUl could not move. It took
another half-hour for the way to be cleared.

A doctor and nurse were dispatched from Springfield
Hospital, normally a few minutes' drive. Using a four-
wheel drive Jeep, they got to the stranded ambulance in an
hour and b«gan more sophisticated life-saving techniquesmdudmg electric shocks.

By the time police had cleared a path for the ambulance.
Dansereau stil had a faint pulse, but he died 15 minutes
after the ambulance fmaUy arrived at Springfield Hospital
at D p.m. '^

CORRECTION
It was incorrectly reported in yesterday's Collegian

that the student judiciary system meeting would be
held at 8 p.m. today. The correct time is 10 p.m. in room
177 of the Campus Center.

Remember..,
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All you can drink
$3. cover beer and 50c shots 9-11
36 E. Plaasant St., Amherst. MA 253 9296

soldier" and Britain could not threaten Argentina into

making concessions .
'

'

The British dispatched a flotilla of ships led by two
aircraft carriers from Portsmouth to the Falklands on
Monday. But Nott said last week that "a substantial
number of Royal Navy ships" were at sea, declining to give
their number or position.

Officials gave no indication of whether any British
warships or submarines would be within the war zone by
Monday, but Britain has a naval base at Ascension Island
about 4,400 miles away and port facilities at nearer islands.

British officials said last weekend it would take 10 to 14
days for the Portsmouth flotilla to arrive.

Nott's announcement came at the end of the second
emergency Commons debate in four days on the Argentine
invasion of the South Atlantic Falklands colony.
Pym accused Argentina of "the rape of the Falklands,"

and declared to the Commons: "We intend to see that the
...islands are freed from occupation and returned to
British administration at the earliest possible moment."

Rebels mount attacks

to capture San Vicente
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) - Uftist

guerrillas have mounted their second attempt in less than a
week to capture San Vicente, a strategic transit point 37
miles east of here, a military official said yesterday. He
gave no casualty figures.

A U.S. congressional delegation headed by House
Majority leader Jim Wright, D-Texas is expected here
today to assess ways to end the civil war that has cost more
than 33,000 lives in the past 29 months.

A statement by Wright's office in Washington said the
eight-member delegation also wUl visit Costa Rica,
Panama, Nicaragua and Jamaica to gather "in depth in-
formation for the congressional leadership about the
political, military and economic problems confronting these
countries."

San Vicente, a provincial capital that links the Pan-
American and coastal highways, has been a focal point for
guerrillas fighting the U.S.-backed civilian-military junta.

They attacked it on Saturday and maintained a tenuous
hold on the city until army troops drove them out Tuesday
morning. The rebels returned Tuesday night to attack San
Vicente and the fighting was still going on yesterday, said
the military official, who asked anonymity.

from the exp^^^^^^^^^
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Alcohol and aspirin may deter

heart trouble, or cause bleeding
BOSTON — Mixing alcohol and aspirin makes the blood

clot more slowly and may explain why people who drink
have less heart disease, a study concludes. But researchers
caution that the combination may cause spontaneous
bleeding in some people.

Aspirin alone will slow the clotting time, but researchers
have found that aspirin's effects are substantially
heightened if people drink.

Doctors from the Boston Veterans Administration
Hospital said the strength of this effect varies from person
to person, but they said in some people it might cause
spontaneous bleeding.

The study, directed by Dr. Daniel Deykin, was
published in today's New England Journal of Medicine.
They found that alcohol had no effect if it was drunk 12

hours before the aspirin. But drinking alcohol with the
aspirin or as long as 36 hours afterward had a significant
impaft, on bleeding.
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President-elect Murphy prepares to take office

TZlti ^^ ''a"<>«ng is 'finally over with'By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

New University of Massachusetts Student Government
Assocation (SGA) President Jim Murphy said yesterday
that he is happy to have the election finally over with''

orde^
^"^ ^ "^""^^ immediately on getting the office in

"The amazing thing about yesterday's election is that all
these people came out to vote in the snow." Murphy said
Murphy, 21 a junior psychology major from Weymouth

said he would immediately start work on a project to pur-
chase bonds on the Campus Center in order to gain more
student control, along with other long-range plans, assoon as he takes office next week.
Murphy, who ran alone for an office traditionally oc-

cupied by two people, said he would designate the duties of
the other job to a number of separate assistants, each
working on different projects.

^_
really have a lot of options there right now." Murphy

Losing candidate Steve Robinson, 21, a junior math and
economics major from Beverly, who ran on a co-presidents
ticket with Harvey Ashman, 19, a junior business and
economics major from Brockton, said yesterday he did not

OT^^ww^.T^ .,.,
Co"«r«n photo by Kerin J. Fachetti

STOCKING UP - (from left to right) Butch
Creston, a freshman, Bruce Monroe, a
sophomore, and John Geary, a senior start to
celebrate the day off yesterday with a visit to
c^tadium Liquors.

Researchers probe
Soviet nuke blast
NEW YORK {AP) - Western beUef that a nuclear dump

explosion created a "vast barren wasteland" near the Ural
Mountains has been challenged by a new study that blames
the contamination on decades of careless Soviet air and
water pollution.

For years, the "Kyshtym disaster" in the winter of 1957-
58 has been referred to in the West as the worst nuclear
accident ever. Dissident Soviet scientists claim that the
blast left hundreds dead from radiaUon and leveled as
much as 1,000 square miles of land.
But a Los Alamos National Laboratory team, using

classified CIA and military documents, now contends that
there was no nuclear explosion, that the Soviet govern-
ment caused the contamination by "carelessness and
blatant disregard for their people or their surroundings."
The researchers said that the explosion theory needed to

be "examined impartially" because Kyshtym was "no
longer merely an intriguing enigma; the- allegatwns
surroundmg it bear heavily on the whole question of
nuclear waste disposal in the United States."
The Soviet government has never commented on

Kyshtym.
The report said that contamination east of the city of

Kyshtym in the southern Urals is due chiefly to many
years of discharging polluted water from nuclear reactors
and chronic "acid rain " produced by a mix of high humidity
and nitrogen oxide emissions from a plutonium enrichment
plant, which would explain reports of dead trees and grass.

If the Soviets, in the rush to produce plutonium. did not
adequately cool irradiated fuel elements, "the off gases
would also contain appreciable amounts of radioactive
iodine." the researchers added.

think the snow hurt his chances, as the turnout was so
lai^e that it did not really matter.
Paul Domey. who had been involved with the Robin-

son/Ashman campaign, had challenged Murphy's eligibili-
ty to run in the first election and had taken the case l^fore
the student judiciary.

The judiciary had ruled in favor of Murphy, and Robin-
son said the publicity gained by the hearing had hurt his
candidacy.

.-. Ii^^^'^t.'u**
^^^ publicity changed certain people's at-

titudes," Robinson said.

Mindy Ordway, the chair of the SGA Governmental Af-
tairs Committee, said yesterday the run-off election went
well, considering all the problems involved."
Ordway said the election yesterday drew a total of 4 013

voters in one day, while the original elections held on
March 8 and 9 had drawn only 30 more voters
'The election was a typical 'Murphy's Law' situation

"

Ordway said. "Everything that could have gone wrong
with the election process did."
_^am looking fonvard to a great year," Murphy said.What made the difference this time was the hard work

wSks^"
^^^" ^"^ '" ^"""^ '^^ P^^ ^^"P'® *^^

Parking ban instituted
till snow removal done
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

A modified version of the winter snow removal parking
ban, has been instituted by the University of
Massachusetts' Department of Public Safety as a result of
Tuesday's unseasonal blizzard.

Under the modified parking ban any vehicle parked in a
roadway, blocking thp road or not, and any vehicle causing
a road hazard wUl be towed, Sgt. Frank X. Mazzei said
yesterday. Vehicles parked in surface lots without proper
parkmg stickers wUl not. however, be towed in the next
few days, Mazzei said.

"We probably won't tow the lots untfl after the holiday,"
Mazzei said.

In accordance with the standard winter parking ban
overnight parking of vehicles at parking meters is not
aUowed and those vehicles wiU be towed. The ban, under
normal conditions, is Ufted on April 1 and instituted on
December 1, Mazzei said.

UMass police reported two snow-related vehicle ac-
cidents yesterday, both which occurred Tuesday at the
intersection of Massachusetts and Commonwealth
Avenues. Vehicles driven by Carol E. Heins and Paul A
Marquis colUded at 8:00 a.m. due to "sUppery road con-
ditions." Mazzei said. There were no reported injuries
resulting from the collision.

A second collision occurred at 2:27 p.m. and involved
two Pioneer VaUey Transit Authority (PVTA) buses and
one privately owned vehicle. Mazzei said. According to
police reports, one bus was travelling west on
Massachusetts Avenue, and when the driver attempted to
make a right turn onto Commonwealth Avenue, the driver
faUed to negotiate the turn. The bus ended up on the island
in the middle of the intersection, knocking down a traffic
sign. While the bus was caught, a car, travelling in the
same direction on Massachusetts Avenue, rear-ended the
bus. There was little apparent damage done to either
vehicle.

The car was extricated and driven away moments before
a second bus came down the hill and collided with the first
bus. Sgt. Mazzei said the road had to be closed to traffic for
about an hour. •

The UMass Geology Department and the Five College
Radio Astronomy Observatory four-wheel-drive vehicles
had been donated to the police department for use around
campus where the standard police cruisers weren't able to
navigate through the snow, Mazzei said. The standard
cruisers were patrolUng the main roads and the smaller
ones which have been cleared, he said.

Officer Cheryl Sponburgh said she would like to thank
the six to eight students who helped push her stuck police
cruiser out of a snow bank near the intersection of
Massachusetts and Sunset Avenues yesterday afternoon.

Collegian 3

Despite low turnout,

town election leave

UM student pleased
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

Despite blizzard conditions Tuesday, 15.8 percent ofAmherst voters turned out for the annu'al towndXn
welJher hL" ^\"?\^'\f'

^"'"^^«' ^^'^ the inclementweather had a definite effect on the election.

toJiXi^".^^rtS^^^^^^^^^

^^Mr£S.S^, -en you consider^hT^.^

ask^if th'A'iffr
'",*"y Pe«P'e had called during the day to

uJl. ® election had been cancelled.
There is no legal remedy for such situations

"

Gnffrth rece,v«^ 1,004 vrtes. 156 more than JohnZ",

L^ed^^-.h pS"".?"
" ™'""™8 *'""°> Atkins, wh^

r t^ 'he foard tor two three-year terms.

the badwei ' "" '""" """• "" '"""" «-?««

Barbara Griffith, Selectman

Griffith, an 11 -year resident of Amherst, is presently a
masters degree candidate in public administration at the
University of Massachusetts. She now coordinates the
marketing of the Valley Health Plan (VHP), a health
insurance organization.

Griffith's campaign stressed the importance of
preserving the quality of Amherst's environment and
mauitainmg good public services in Amherst.

Griffith said the town and students should work
together to solve problems in the areas of housing and
transportation. She support,s the fare-free bus service

(PVTAf
^^ ^^^ ^''*"^'" ^*"^^ '^""''* Authority

"The PVTA bus system is one of the finest in the
country, and it shows what students and townspeople can
do when they work together." Griffith said. "I wiU work
hard to maintain this excellent system."

Griffith, a supporter of rent control, said. "I agree with
the intent of rent control. I think we need to find a way in
our society to cope with rising costs so that people don't
end up homeless, with too high rents and unavailabUity of
housing."

Griffith WiU begin her three-year term as selectman at
Monday night's selectmen's meeting.

f, J

Doctors urge halt of

nuclear weapons race
LONDON (AP) - Prominent doctors from 31 nations

yesterday urged President Reagan and Soviet President
Leonid I. Brezhnev to cease production, testing and
deployment of nuclear weapons, saying there is no "ef-
fective medical response" to a nuclear catastrophe.

"Ultimately nuclear weapons must be destroyed before
they destroy humanity," the International Physicians for
the Prevention of Nuclear Weapons said in a letter to the
two leaders.

Copies were distributed at a news conference in London
after the group's second international congress at Cam-
bridge University. About 130 doctors and medical
scientists from 31 nations, including the United States and
Soviet Union, attended the five-day meeting.

Dr. H. Jack Geiger. professor of community medicine at
City CoUege of New York, said it was the first time
representatives of both nations agreed in a public
document to urge a nuclear freeze.

Amherst Police report

multiple car accidents
Amherst PoUce reported five motor vehicle accidents

resulting from the snowstonn Tuesday.

* ^I ^?'^f uP'"- '^^^s^^ay- University of Massachusetts
student Mohamed Talbi. 25. of 364 A Crown Point
apartments, was traveling north on West Street when he
skidded into the left lane and colUded with a car operated
by Rose A. Beaulieu, 55. of 19 Smith St.. Granby Talbi
sustamed facial cuts and head injuries and was taken to
Cooley Dickinson Hospital where he was treated and
released. Bealieu sustained a scraped knee and back andneck pam and will see her own doctor police said

1QT1* I;
^'"- '^T'^ay- a tow" P'ow reportedly slid into a

1971 Mercury parked on South Pleasant Street. The car
sustamed heavy damage, police said. The three other
accidents were minor, according to police.
At 1:32 am yesterday, it was reported that someone

had smashed the window in the door of the Chamber of
Commerce booth in the center of town.

CORRECTION
It was incorrectly noted in yesterday's Collegian

stury about the Amherst Selectmen elections that no
UMass students were elected in Precinct 3. All six
UMass candidates of Precinct 3 were elected

• ••
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by John Brobtf

Spnng ts here! Spring is here! - Union Program CouncU
has a great set of area shows coming in early May.
SylvM/Northeast present rockabiUy rebel Robert Gordon.
Bev Rohlehr. Tornado Valley and The Orbits on May 8
bouthwest wiU present Commander "My pappy said 'Son
you re gonna drive me to drinkin' if ya don't stop drivin'
that hot rod Lincoln" " Cody. Hypertension. Planet Street
and local geniouses The Valentines on May 9. Orchard HUl
and Central will wrap up the area shows with Papa John
Creach (ex-Jefferson Airplane. Hot Tuna fiddler). Mitch
Chakour. One People and The Tom Tracy/Linda CuUum
band.

Catch A Rising Star! - Here's your chance to be
discovered at the Blue Wall Amateur night. Tuesday April
Id. bolos. duos, commedians. jugglers, mimes, all are
welcome to compete in this talent contest. The winner wUl

J^.^K ^^ o
•*"'^ ^^^ ^°'*^^" opportunity to perform with the

catch A Kising Star touring company the following day.AprJ 14 at the Blue Wall. They wUl also be in the running
for a live onstage appearance at New York's comedy club!

^nn. o^'"^ ^^^- ^'^" "P ^^* ^'Kht of AprU 13 from
8:00 to 9.00 p.m. with the emcee. Catch A Rising Star
alumni include John Belushi. Robin Williams. PatBenetar
Steve Martin. Rodney Dangerfield. Chevy Chase and Bill
Murray.
The dB's! ViUage Voice critic Robert Christgau calls

them New York's greatest pop band." The dB's (stands
for decibels

)
wiU be at the Blue Wall this Friday night.

V%i!^''^''^ ^PJ^^^^ Private Lightening tonight
and The Shaboo All-Stars Friday night.

Sonny Rollins — The great contemporary of Miles
Davis. Thelonious Monk, John Coltrane and Max Roach in
the 1950's and (most recently) appearing with George
Duke. McCoy Tyner. Larry CoryeU...wUl be at Nor-
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thampton's Academy of Music tomorrow night. There are
two shows. 7:00 and 9:30 p.m. Rollins is a giant in jazz.
Don't miss this show!
Bhie Wall - The Effects and The Time Beings tonight.

BC/3 tomorrow night.

Trivia question - The Scientific Americans will be at
Northampton's PoUsh Hall on April 17. A free prize to the
first person who can correctly indentify the band
guitarist/synthesis/vocalist Jett Lagg played in before
joining the SciAms'. If you know, drop by the Collegian
Arts Desk between the hours of 2:30 and 5:00 today!
The Name Of This Band Is Talking Heads. The best new

wave band's new 2-record set of live material contains cuts
from three separate eras, and is well worth your while.

Read the other
voice in next
Thursday's
Collegian.
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Commencement 1982

& Student Speaker
This year Commencement will be held on

Sunday May 30.
Each year a graduating senior is selected to deliver an ad-dress at Commencement. Speeches are limited to roughlyfive mmutes, and should focus on a topic of general interest

Members of the class of 1982 who are interested in deliver-ing the Commencement address should submit a draft of
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
CollegiaQ 5

Starve a cold,

feed a sneezer
I

don't need any television commercials to tell me about
the signs and symptoms of the common cold. I eo to
UMass. Believe me, I know those symptoms.

It seems like everyone I run into these days is into
runmng. Or at least their nose is. Most classrooms are
tilled with people who are afflicted with post-nasal drip
tsome remeber to bring kleenex. Those who live in dorms
carry around large rolls of toUet paper. Sometimes I
wonder if it's a cold that's their problem. Then there are
those that just choose to sit and sniff. The cacophony of
these stncken students is somewhat akin to the sound of
your best friend's Chevy overheating. It's sad, but you're
glad It snot you.

So Ed King's paraphernalia law is upon us. I for one
applaud this diligent effort to ban pipes, bongs
roach clips and even double width papers The

message he sends out is loud and clear - if you haven't
learned to roll with single width papers by now then you
don t deserve to be smoking.

The new paraphernalia laws will be easy to get around
This is understandable since King Edward and the state
Legislature probably don't have the expertise to ferret out
some of the more subtle implements of destruction. So in
the spirit of cooperation with the forces that are trying to

explode

Arvid MuUer
rid the youth of America from the evil influence of
Marygeewanna, I suggest that the foUowing items also be
banned from sale since their use is closely tied to that of
the evil weed.

Topping off the hst is hemostats. Now I understand that
hospitals occasionally need them in such minor capacities
as clamiping blood vessels to keep people from bleeding to
death during operations, but I feel this is no excuse. Why
can't they use tweezers? After all nobody said this was
going to be a picnic!

Chemistry equipment of all kinds is going to have to be
banned from public sale as well. Beakers, screens and
rubber hoses, though also useful for chemistry ex-
periments, just cury out to be made into a waterpipe, and
It is our duty to remove such temptation. Perhaps a
system could be worked out whereby people who have a
legitimate need for such equip.ment get permits, just like a
permit to carry a handgun.

The next item that must go is plastic baggies. (Per-
sonally I can't see how they overlooked this one.) Where

Letters —
Conflicting views on abortion

To the Editor:

We "girls" here at UMass are highly insulted by Dan
OeBellis's cartoon concerning abortion rights (March 31).
We find DeBellis's stereotypical depiction of Ms.

abortion rights feminist erroneous, offensive, and in poor
taste. As if all of us who respect our right to choose glare at
the world behind oversized glasses and resemble ogres
complete with fangs!

Cartoons depicting anti-choice views are legitimate.
Insolent jabs that depict women concerned about attacks
on their rights in a derogatory fashion are not. Whatever
your views on abortion may be, have a little more respect
for those who speak out. We hope you don't feel personally
threatened by your mother's rights.

Lisa Breslow
Amherst

Cruisers nab wanton drivers
To the Editor:

A police cruiser hidden in the shadows, nabbing people
wantonly driving by. Some are lucky, and are ingnored;
others get their unfortunate attention.

Cause? Driving at 35 mph on a dark rainy night on an
Amherst road with a posted speed limit of 30 mph and with
virtually no traffic.

Result? The driver is crestfallen. The policeman smiles
smugly, another citatran under his belt- The police chief

would a drug dealer be without his/hpr supply of plastic
baggies? Can you imagine buying your dope in a paper
lunch bag. or wrapped in a newspaper like they used to
wrap fish? The banning of baggies would probably slow
down the use of dope more than the entire Drug Enfor-
cement Agency has been able to do with the hundreds of
millions of dollars it gets every year.

We're aloso going to have to ban DC trays and album
covers. These two items are agreed by most to be the most
efficient way of cleaning dope and the inabUty of the dope
tiend to use these will make smoking much less
pleasurable. After all, who wants to take a puff of a joint
not knowing if there may be a seed hidden inside just
waiting to explode.land on your lap and start a fire on your
crotch. Maybe that way people wiU think twice before
succombing to the sin of smoking the herb. I realize that if
you ban album covers you might have problems selUng
albums, but that's okay because we all know that listening
to that noise you kids caU music just leads to smoking done
anyway! ^

There are several items which I may have missed, such
as hcences and alligator clips, but I hope that my
suggestions will encourage others to be civic minded young
citizens and make the authorities aware of other poten-
tially dangerous items.

There is however another problem that the powers thatbe have overlooked. What does one do with aU the pipesbongs etc. that are ab-eady in peoples' hands? WeUE
S^ih^ .'^^'u'"^ ^ '^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^' P'-oblem calls forsomebody to make a great personal sacrifice, and thus I amwUhng to accept all your paraphernalia which may teZyou m a moment of weakness. ^

As for Ed King. I expect some high praise from you for
my dUigence in fighting this destroyer of youth next time
you come around.

Arvid Muller is a UMass student.

dreams happily of the day he can say Amherst PoUce. Inc.
and the community heaves a collective sigh of acclaim —
"Our champions have triumphed again! The public
defenders have defeated the forces of evil." The local voice,
the Collegian, announces the number of citations given by
these keepers of the peace.

It feels safe to know that while I stand a slim chance of
regaining a stolen amplifier, a ticket is assured if I shouW
dare to momentarily take my eyes off the speedometer.

Isn't it time the people of Amherst were taken more
seriously? Shouldn't the resources we have be used more
productively than in senseless citation generation? Or does
this delineate the abilities of our police force?

Vivek Paul

Amherst

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor must include the

writer's name, address and telephone
number for verification. Because of the large
volume of mail received, unpublished letters
cannot be acknowledged or returned. Sub-
missions are subject to editing for clarity and
grammar. Letters longer than 30 lines may
be condensed due to space limitations.

Mary Beth Hebert
A species of student often heard around these days is the

Sbghtly Abashed Cougher. This poor person has decided to
brave the elements and the sympathetic glances of his
classmates so he won't faU behind. There he is, in the back
of your French class. Every once in a while, he stuffs a hat
into his mouth, shakes a Uttle, and turns slightly red
Nobody pays much attention. They just figure he's
someone pledging a frat. Dictation time comes. The room
is m total silence as the class tries to discern what language
thai guy m front of the class is speaking. Then suddenly
IT happens. Right at the moment when the professor is
reading for the last time that one sentence you didn't quite
get, the hat doesn't make it to the mouth in time. You turn
around to stare and curse, but the culprit is heavily in-
volved with figuring out what time it is.. ::-.',

There are always going to be some students who try to
get better by going to the infirmary, or Our Lady of
Orchard HiU, as it is affectionately called. Little do they
know that the infirmary prescribes to the, "The Lord helps
those who help themselves" school of thought and
medicinal practice. This is why the University Health
Services established the "Cold Self-Care Clinic." This is a
system especiaUy designed so you, personally, can figure
out what's wrong with you and not bother any doctors who
are busy learning the latest new patient-care techniques on
General Hospital. First, you fUl out this questionaire that
lists a pile of symptoms. Then, logically, you are instructed
to refer to the section on "Relief of Symptoms." What
these mformative references do is prescribe reUef for iH of
your sUght maladies. They will, for example. teU you to
take aspunn if you have a headache. Ah. the miracles of
modern science. Once you figure out what sort of treat-
ment you should have, you get to fUl out your very own
prescription form. This is great fun as well as providing
exceUent practice for those of us who aspire to someday
become doctors.

Well-equipped with his "home" rememdies. the suffering
student lies back in bed. affectionately remembering the
days when Mom would make homemade chicken soup, and
he could spend all day in bed with his favorite stuffed
animal.

Where are they when you need them?

Mary Beth Hebert is a Collegian columnist.
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE By M. Joyce

ACROSS
1 Tribunal

6 Door position
10 Mater
14 clock

scholar"

15 Bait

16 River duck
17 English author
20 Indian weight
21 Flight formation

of birds

22 Finger or number
23 Swerve
25 Clean, as a slate
27 Newspaper

addition
30 Loafer
31 Sine non
34 State founder
36 Prefix with form

or cycle
37 Hatchets
38 Suffix with magic

or music
39 Incites to attack
40 Noah, in the

New Testament
41 Legendary

bowman
45 Explosive
46 "War is "

47 Part of a
Van Dyke

48 Kind of straits

49 Cut
50 Lowest point
53 Intention

54 Handy herb
58 Island capital

62 Porker prattle

63 "
in the

course.
"

64 Space in an
amphitheater

65 Fr. holy women
66 Home
67 Append

DOWN
1 Certainty

2 Roman emperor
3 Authentic
4 Solves a

mystery
5 Flat, in music
6 Vary

7 Cordage source
8 Common verb
9 Maverick, for

short

10 Make reparation
11 lease
12 Spouse
13 Author Haley
18 Culp Hobby
19 Mature

and Trude Jaffe

24 Silkworm
25 " was a

lad..."

26 Electrified

particle

27 "All for..."

28 McGovern's rival

29 Weather word
30 Stone splinter
31 Still

32 Sam or Remus
33 Bridal path
35 Parisian distance
39 Customary
41 Gyrate
42 Comparative

suffix

43 Capital of Guam
44 Harvest
48 Daggers
49 Italian cathedral

city

50 Mil. abbrs.
51 "Its !•

52 Borge, for one
53 Solar disk
55 " Three

Lives"
56 Prefix before type
57 Incline

59 Snowy or Ijam
60 Frequent

sentence-starter
61 Barnyard sound
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WHAT HAPPENED?
by Ethyl Octane

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE WEATHER
Mass., Conn, and R.L —

Sunny today, not so cold or
windy, highs in the 30s.
Increasing cloudiness
tonight with a chance of
snow or rain on the south
coast and snow elsewhere.
Friday, becoming windy
with highs in the 30s to low
40s.

D.C. MENU

TONIGHT

MOXIE
- SPECIAL -

$1.00 Vodka Drinks
9 til 1

LUNCH
' California Quiche, Sausage
Grinder

[DINNER
[Baked Chicken/Supreme

I

Sauce, Cranberry Sauce,
.Reuben Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel Pocket Sandwich,
California Quiche

BASICS DINNER
Stir Fry Vegetables and|
Tofu, Baked
Chicken/Supreme Sauce,
Cranberry Sauce

$1.00 Cover

^» \r 15B.n«MMtSl.. ^^

I

CHANGE OF SEASONS - Sip, in d^^
rtor. on Bromfield Street in Bo.ton «em, o» „fM«on yesterday ., unidentified woman walks
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Colie gi^jn 7

Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3 45 Monday

A BED TUCKING IN SERVICE

Do you miss your mommy? Grayson
House Council is offering a tuck-in and
story telling service. If you have someone
you would like tucked in call 6-6902 or
6-7013 Sorry limited to OH and Central

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

ATTENTION GRAD STUDENTS
Alpha Chi Omega is looking for a house
mother. FREE ROOM AND BOARD PLUS
SALARY in exchange for limited services
Please call 545-2152 and ask for Renee or
Emily

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
1971 Toyota Corolla $725 runs good Dan
253-5943 evenings

70 Chevy depend trans AM/FM rad 250. or
BO Peter 549-1255

1974 Honda Civic 1977 engine, runs
perfect, regular gas, 30-1- rapg, $1495.00
253-7967

1967 Cadillac Hearse 429V8, 60,000 miles,
heavy duty suspension, runs well but even-
tually will need transmission work. $400 or
BO 546-8432

1976 Honda hatchback excellent condition
32 mpg $1500 or BO 549-l4l8 after 6 PM
69 VW Camper rebuilt sleeps four sink ref
$1500 Bob 586-5827

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic ^)46-6684

BELLYGRAMSJ!

uelivered by professional Bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
253-5491

COMMUTER WINE & CHEESE PARTY
The Commuter Collective and the Older
Student Service Network present a mid-
week wine & cheese party before the show-
ing of the film "Lies My Father Told Me."
Come and meet other commuters in a relax-
ed social atmosphere. Commuter Lounge
216 SUB, 6 to 8 pm, free

DEAD HEADS
Want to switch floor seats of Pro-
vidence show, Thurs April 15 for Hartford
show, Sunday April 18. Call Joe 6-7705 or
6-8357

DONNA THE KID

Mona hasa little bzz. It's always on the
go. With thrusting drives, between her
sighs, it quivered to and fro. Happy 20th
(legal) Bardley P.S. I bought you a battery l

DUKAKIS

Meeting for all interested in working on
the Dukakis gubernatorial campaign Thurs-
day night 7 pm rm 901 CC

ENTERTAINMENT

It promises to be a wild, wild time with
"West" at Smith College's TNC on April
8th. Davis Student Center 9-12, College ID
required

Entrance forms and information
available at our table on the Concourse
now and in RSO mailboxes. Sign-up now.

FOR RENT

Summer rental Cape Cod - Hanwich
4-bedroom ranch call 617-899-8654

Room in Belchertown house $80.
available immediately through August, bus
route 323-6404 Rick

2 bdrm apt on bus rte pool lease starts
June 1st call renee 253-3378

Summer sublet w/fall option 3 bedrms
in 4 bdrm apt 147.00 e» inclusive 253-2204

Available June 1 2 bdrm apt in Squire
Village rent neg fall option 665-7132

Four bedroom apt 147.00 each everything
included summer sublet with fall option
253-5756

CHEAP apt on bs rt $300 for entire sumr
w/fall opt avib 6/1 cant go wrong 666-7574
aft 5

FOR SALE
~

Guitar - Hondo II, also Amor. Aud. auto
cassette deck, BO 549-4441

Yashica GSN 36mm Camera good condi-
tion telephoto and wide-angle lenses incl.

$120. call Sue after 8 PM 253-9414

Peavey artist VT series black widow equip-
ped 1 yr old best offer call Paul 546-8559

ra*h m »Hw,r, ...
^''"^^^ * Deadline .s 3 45 two days prior to publication dayCash m advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE .

Lyricon Reed Synthesizer $1500 or best
offer will deliver 617-696-0088 Steve

3 pc Kent drum set good condition $235
or best call 256-0285

Authentic Irish Rugby Team Shirts
bright colors rugged construction all sizes
call 586-2041

New AKAI cassette (Walkman style) with
FM cassette and shoulder strap. 549-0119

FOUND
Found SWA tinted glasses tan case pick
up at CC Info booth

Black zipper key case found on April 2
contact Maura at 6-6796

A very friendly male chocolate point
Siamese cat has been making our home
his. We don't want to take him in if he's
yours. Please call 549-2857 if you've lost
him.

Pair of glasses at Southwest bus stop on
oat, even. April 3rd 546-7994

GOOD STUFF WICKED CHEAP
For sale: single bed w/mattress box-spring
and frame price negotiable also: pair of
Rossignol exp-ss and Sanmarco boots $40
for skis $50 for boots

GREAT FACE

Shari Marsha it's been a hell of a week
great face

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar
546-6684

Magic

HELP WANTED
Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.
Europe, S.Amer., Austrailia, Asis. All
fields. $500-$ 1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Mobile Vending Truck drivers for sum-
mer on Cape Cod 546-8185 Pete

Les/Gay Counseling Collective seeks
counseling supervisor with MA or equiv for
10 hr/wk position. Send resume to PGA
Counseling Collective, 406F Student
Union, UMass/Amherst 01003. For more
info leave name and number at 545-2645

LEGAL ASSISTANT
INTERNSHIPS

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-
tions available for full-time legal assistant
interns for Fall 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Aid attorneys of LSO with
client interviewing, investigations, legal
research, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-
dance at hearings in District and Superior
Courts, and participation in administrative
hearings and federal litigation. Maintain
continuing caseload under attorney super-
vision. For advice on arranging an intern-
ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-
ships, Curry Hicks Building. For further in-

formation, contact LSO, 922 Campus
Center. Applications due Wednesday, April
21, at Office of Internships. Writing sample
required.

LOCAL BANDS
If you would like to tell the world about
yourself, do it through April's music issue
of the Other Voice-the Collegian's Arts
Magazine. Call John Brobst at the Col-
legian Arts Desk -545-3500. Call direct, call

collect, but call TODAY I

LOST

Medium sized dog shepard/beagle mark-
ings Lenox medal 256-8901 or 637-0694

Opal Ring lost in Tower Library if found
please contact Julie at 546-6131 sentimen-
tal value

Keys on Kathy chain Southwood Apts
call 6-7245 lost March 28

'

Two tickets to West Side Waltz - lost
Friday near Student Union and Chapel
-reward - call Doug 6-4617

Lost on 3/31 white beaded necklace great
sentimental value I Please call 546-6254
reward offered I

MOTORCYCLES

Kawasaki 1980 KZ750E excellent condi-
tion 7000 miles $2300 256-0170

1981 Kawasaki Ltd 750 for quick sale gloss
black, only 2000 miles so its like new buy it

for 2000 dollars call 256-0754 today what a
deal, gosh!

Classic Honda 750 1976, jet black, 17,000
miles. Lots of ^chrome many extras. A-1
condition, includes 2 helmets. $1595.-
takes it away. Call Dave 549-6802.

MUSH-HEART
Mush-Heart Happy 22nd Birthday. What
do you say? I love you too! Missy

PERSONALS
Anne. Welcome to your new home! See
you finally got a personal ad! Love, Jim
Nominations are open for all Orchard
Hill Area Government Officers Pick up
papers outside 101 Webster or call Alix at
6-6792

Have a heart! Donate blood it's easy and
worthwhile, the American Red Cross will be
at the CCA April 6, 7, 8th

''Killing us Softly" coming soon. Monday
Apnl 12, 7:00 pm, Patterson, Be there.

Wanted for research project: non-visably
handicapped chronically ill individuals that
use the Health Services for primarv care
Call 549-6496 after 6:00

Pam Moryl: See? I got your name right!
About time, right? Seriously, good luck to
you and the rest of the Gazelles. One who
should know better

New Right wants Ted out. Kennedy
Campaign meeting tonight. 6 pm Campus
Center Rm 903

Barry S. Happy 20th Birthday to the best
looking red-kid I know love Emily

i Danbacita i Thanks for helping me and
being there last week. "Koolwalah" "i
Kimbacita I

Used Head of Residence for sale, cheap
inquire second floor Knowlton
Fitzy, Being my usual late self: I hope your
20th Birthday is one of the best. Surprised
this time huh?! Happy Birthday Buddy! Fitz

Got a favorite picture? I bet I have the
poster, i have over 1500 posters in stock
Call Matt at 6-6768 318 Field

The deadline for the Beautiful Room
Contest is approaching - April 15 - and
Southwest is leading in entries! Call now!!
545-2874

THE SHINING Thurs April 8, at 6, 9, 11:30
Engineering East Auditorium

Cape Cod Party with Two Way Street to
benefit Rep Jim Collins 8 PM Thursday
April 8 SUB full bar

JOHN NOSEK- your choice
undefinable! Your wit is inestimable!

IS

Everyone wish Andrea Fialkosky Happy
Birthday today! Her number is 546-63591

Bradley Shay Happy Birthday to us! Pub
tonight? ooooo I'm sooo sorry you're only
19 welt you can always go drinking in
Secaucus OOOOXXXX Donna
To Scott of Belchertown (Arcadia) Just
thought I'd send you a personal to say Hi,
& good luck in your exams. Gail

Fight Reaganomics! Come to the Ken-
nedy Re-election Campaign Meeting
Tonight 6:30 Rm 905 CC
Happy Birthday Renee, hope the Easter
Bunny is good to you. Love and kisses,
N.K.

Sigma Kappa open rush Wed April 7 at
6:30 please RSVP at 256-6887

A benefit concert for the Mass Nuclear
Referendum Campaign - John Hall Band
and Crockett April 15 FAC donations 5.50 -

6.50

John Hall Band Benefit Concert for
Mass Nuclear Referendum Campaign April
15 FAC with Crockett don't miss it!

POLICE CONCERT
Tickets for Boston on Monday 4/12.
Great seats call Rob 549-6342

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
5-0392, 584-7924

PUFFTON VILLAGE

Will take over part of 3 bedroom apart-
ment's lease plus added bonus! 549-1377
between 11 pm and 8 am Fall option
necessary

RESUME WRITING

Quick/confidential/efficient call after 5
PM or weekends 549-5727

RIDE WANTED
Need ride to Boston for Police concert
April 12. I have obe extra ticket for sale
also. Call 546-5968 Kim

RIDERS WANTED
Riders wanted to Framingham (area).
Wednesday April 7. Call 546-9623

ROOM WANTED FOR THE SUMMER
In Northampton preferably, but will take
any clean single in a house or apartment at
a reasonable rate; call Terri at 546-6282

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

Male non smoker on Sunderland bus
route beginning June first fall option
665-7575

Female roommate wanted for
Southwood next fall, 256-8868 best
betwen 4-7

Female to share 1 of 2 bedrooms at Roll-
ingGreen $115/month, everything included
253-2887

2 women non-smoker, quiet, summer
sublet one fall option N. Amherst 549-0319

Roommate summer w/fall opt Colonial
Village $130 mth own Ig bdr 256-0179 Nina

3 roommates wanted summer with fall

option 147/mth, utilities inc. Swiss Villaoe
253-5937 "

Inexpensive 2 bedrooms in 3 bedroom
apt. females preferred summer w fall opt
walking distance to campus 549-4849

Puffton female wanted for three t>edroom
apartment Summer with fall option
549-5896

One bedroom available in 2 br Puffton
apt for female graduate student, June 1

call Allison 549-1739

SERVICES

Professional Research, Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Research,
#600-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago. IL 60605
Typing-professic-^ quality, Reasonable
rates, experien independent-Debbie
549-0237

Typing 4c a line. Some ovemite service.
Call 549-4595

SKI EQUIPMENT

Hagen 200 cm racing cut skis. New,
never used, price negotiable. Call 549-5616.
Excellent buy. Call now - will sell quickly

Olin Mark IV Skis, excellent conditron
with Marker M4-15 bindings $175 Call"
Mark 546-8985

SOPHOMORES/JUNIORS

Student Note/ Printing Service a co-
operative student run business is accepting
applications for Financial Manager apply rm
401 SUB deadline 4/7

STOWE SKIING

April leth - 19th 3 days skiing, 3 nights
lodging, 3 Lite breakfasts $68.00 due April
13th Bob Collins 66&4720

SUE RING DAY!

Wednesday is Sue Ring Dayl In honor of
Henry 0. Ring, who 69 years ago today in-
vented the onion ring in Peabody, MA.
UMass students named Susan Ring will be
entitled to FREE admission to the Bluewall,
and 100% discount ona pitcher of Miller
Lite. Proceeds to be donated to tf>e
Alcoholics Unanimous Foundation in Puff-
ton Village

SUMMER JOBS

Have fun in the sun of the rolling green
hills of the Berkshires. YMCA ACA ac-
credited summer camp for boys & girls has
the following positions open: Art/Craft
Director, Asst H20 Director (WSI) Riding
Direct, Girls Unit Direct, Music Direct, In-
dian Lore/Nature Instrc, Kitchen Staff &
Trip Leaders. Director positions must be 20.
For more info call John at 546-1113

SUMMER SUBLET

Two bedroom apt Rolling Green June 1

-August 31. $250/inonth furnished, inc.
utilities and air comlitioning, pool, laundry
facilities, on bus route. 253 2M7

'

Puffton Village summer sublet 1 bdrm ful-
ly furnished price negotiable 549 6715

Two bedroom furnished apt Puffton
Village rates negotiable call 549-6249

5 minute walk from campus fully fur-
nished 2 bedroom apt 275/month -(- ut
549^3867

Summer sublet only Three bedroom Puff-
ton apt. Ca!' "19-6912 ask for Lynn

Summer sublet one bedroom furnished
in 3 bedroom apt Puffton Village $130 +
elec 549-0621

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION

Sunderland, 3 bdrm, $270 & util. ask for
Jeff 665-3900, kaep trying
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Marlene Susienka: hoop player and
All-American golfer rolled into one

Marlene Susienka

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Correspondent

Marlene Susienka came to the University of
Massachusetts in the fall of 1979 on a basketball
scholarship, but it has been her golf playing that has
brought her the most recognition.

And that is a very big statement in itself, since Susienka
has been a steadily improving guard for the Minutewonien
basketball team over the past three seasons.

The Ail-American golf player has been playing
basketball since sixth grade, and golf since seventh and
admits that in high school she was "better in basketball
than in golf."

Last June before the Nationals in Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
UMass golf coach Jack Leaman told Susienka, "don't
embarrass yourself, work at your game."

She didn't embarrass herself as she played exceptionally
well with scores of 80, 84, 83. and 78, She came in fifth

place, only seven strokes away from the national cham-
pionship.

Susienka also placed second in the long driving contest

:with 238 yards. She missed first place by only two yards.

She was chosen for the Ail-American golf team by
coaches throughout the division. This is an honor bestowed
on the top 10 golfers in the division.

UMass golf coach Jack Leaman said of Susienka, "She
was an outstanding player when she was young. She was
taught extremely well."

Susienka was the New England women's champion in
her freshman year and came in third in her sophomore
year, and then came the Nationals last year.

Susienka says she is looking forward to this season being
an even better one than the last.

She also credits much of her success to the guidance she
has received from Leaman.

"Jack (Leaman) has been a big help, always there en-
couraging me. He's been a big factor, giving me help when
I need it," said Susienka.

The exercise science major said she would like to do
something in the sports field after she graduates. She
plans to continue playing golf both in tournaments and for
recreation.

April snow is just another hole-in-the-head
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

Snow in April? Who are they trying to kid? Exaj on the
after-the-fact unnecessity as if we didn't have enough
hole-in-the-heads.

One of the many incongruencies about spring snow,
besides the zippy joggers who insist on running past us as
we're hanging onto the steering wheel for dear life while
careening straight into oncoming zombie I ke drivers or
friendly snowbanks, is that there are plercy of items in

the world that have the same effect as April blizzards.

The list of things we need as much as spring white stuff
is virtually endless.

Spring snow is like the a-hole on the other team down
at Boyden who grabs the ball right after his teammate
has scored a basket, thereby negating your team's fast

break...April snowstorms are like the glass of swill you
conned the bartender into selling you after 1 a.m. down
the Drake. You'd be better off pouring that beer right in-

to the hole in your head than in your mouth. It would pro-
bably do you more good. ..it's like winning the album in a
raffle that you already have two copies of, the one that
your brother scratched the shit out of and the one you

just bought yesterday to replace it... it's like getting a $5
gift certificate to McDonald's in your Christmas stocking
when you know the sight of a Big Mac would make you
puke since you ate enough of them in high school to feed
the city of Medford for a week. ..spring blizzards are like
finding this month's issue of Penthouse on the bus on

April snow is like Muhammed Alt com-
ing out of retirement Again. After-the-

fact. Unnecessarily...

::-:-:*>::-:vx

your way to class some morning. The class is definitely
going to put you to sleep, but now you have something to
read at last. You open the magazine and find all the pic-

tures and Forum have been ripped out. Figures...

Tuesday's storm was like Muhammed Ali coming out of
retirement. Again. After-the-fact. Unnecessarily... It was
like finding your license in your coat pocket a half hour
after you got shut down at a club you really wanted to get
into, like Joey D's (Yah!!!), for not being able to prove you

were 20.. .For that matter, it was like turning 18 in 1979
only to have the tipping age jump up to 20 two weeks
later. Of course. After-the-fact once again.. .It's like spen-
ding $10.75 on a 100-page paperback Siat will be "includ-
ed on the first exam" and finding out that you're only
responsible for chapter 6. This one isn't even that bad,
though, since you know you can get at least a buck for it

when you pawn it for beer money at the end of the
semester at the Textbook Annex. What a joke...getting
snowed under in April is like thinking you got a great
deal when you get a case of Lites on sale for $6.99 a case
and then you start drinking them they taste like a
melted-dcwn skunk. You keep drinking them anyway of
course since after about nine, even the cobwebs on top of
the cans don't phase you. ..it's also like robbing a Child
World store. You bypass the small change in the register
and get the "big stuff" from the back room money bags.
You get back to some remote area and open the bag and
discover that you have $28,000 in Monopoly money...

All in all, early April snow is a lot of fun.

If you agree, you were probably one of those joggers I

almost mashed into a snowbank on the way to campus to-

day.

Stephen Freker used to be sports editor. Today he's just
helping Jim Floyd fill space due to the blizzard.

Summer sublet w/fall option one room
in three bedroom Puffton apartment
available after graduation call Steve
549-5981 anytime

THE HARTMUT PILTCH
VARIETY SHOW

Tonight Jim Neill and Pat Rumble bring
you yet another entertaining evening of
great music on WMUA 91 . 1 FM from 10 pm
- 2 am

TO SUBLET

Summer sublet June 1 w/fall option
Amherst 1 bedroom apt $250 inc everything
253-5166

Brandywir>e - 2 t>edroom8, furnished,
pool, A/C. Available June 1 to Aug 31
549-0425

Summer sublet w/fall opt. 2 bdrm. Col.
Vllg. $275 + eiec. 253-2997 njg & couch in-

d.

Presidential Apts summer sublet 2
bedmns partially furnished, close to campus
548^1700

Before too late - 2 bedroom apt in

Sunderland on bus rte w/fall option call

after 8 666-4946

Summer sublet with fall option-four
bedroom apartment, $147 per person, all

utilities included, call 253 7430

Townhouse Apts 3 bedroom, furnished
start JuHe 1 $300 549-6709, or 546-9592

Cliffside Apt. 2 bdrm available Jun 1

w/fall option call 666-2863

Summer sublet w/fall option rent
negotiable 666-2515 Squire Village Apts

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
terms available immediately Paul or Bill

666-4391

After 4/15 w/fail option 1 bed apt full-

bath, centrally located Northamp, call Tim
545-2412 or 584-1493

3 bedroom Puffton Apt summer only
549-1683

Sublet wttti fall option. Room in two
bedroom apt. Very close to campus arnl
bus stop. Energy-efficient, call Regina
549-0112

Amherst Center 2 bedroom $350
negotiable 253-7564

Summer sublet w/fall option
Southwood apts call 253-5054 after 10 PM
Northwood summer sublet w/fall option
fully furnished! 66&4744

One bedroom apt June 1 thru Aug 31 on
Sunderland bus rte comer apt totally fur-
nished call 666-3178 keep trying

Summer sublet w/poss fall option Bran-
dywine 54a-5331

2 bdrm apt Cliffside $330 all utilites &
pool & tennis court 666-4720

Sublet 2 bdrm apt 1 month free 300 per
month Squire Vill call 666-4828 w/fa option

Summer sublet fall option four bedroom
apt Swiss Village chalet apts tel 256-0766

Summer sublet fall option 4 bedroom
everything included $147 or best offer
253 2247 or 256-0862

For summer large one bedroom apartment
on bus route call for more info 6-6614

To sublet fall opt 1 bd in 2 bd Brandywine
549 5951

Summer sublet Puffton Village
bedrooms very reasonable 549-6765

Squire Village townhouse: 2 bedrooms,
pool, AC $275 month available June 1

665-2840

Amherst Center 2 bedroom $400/month
availa June 1 w fall option 253-9429 after 5

5 bedroom house avail June Ist w/fall op
call 586-6493

2 bedroom Puffton apt A/C pool utilities

included summer and fall optk>n 549-4797

DONT WAITI Summer sublet fall option
4-t)edroom heat-electric included $147 ea
253-7625

Two bedroom apt with fall option all

utilities included. Tennis, pool, opt. air con-
ditioning, nice location 665-4605 keep try-
ing __^
Townehouse sublet 1 bedroom in three
bedroom apartment furnished rent
negotiable call Janet 549-6338

Squire Village 2 bedroom w/fall option
666-3154

On campus house - sumnwr 2 bdrm, fully
furnished, rem negotiable - 549-1414

Brittany Manor 2 bdrm apt. rent
negotiable, fall option 253-5956

On bus route furnished apt one bedroom
sv^mming pool tennis optional AC JUne 1

to Sept 1 $200 a month 666-2064

Rolling Green 2 bedroom apt to sublet for
summer. Furnished all utilities air cond in-

cluded rent neg 256-0435

Lease beginning June 1 2 bedroom
Southwood Apt $295.00 256-8464

Summer sublet fall opt - large 2 bdrm
twnhse, Sunderland, bus rt, pool. 335 +
call 666-2956

Amherst Center Apt 3 bedroom avail
June 1 fall option $127.50 ea 253 5298
Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bdrms
$275 near Col Vil 256-8604

Puffton 3 bdrm summer subet 2 bdrm/fall
option 54&-0095

sublet

2 bedrooms available
summer/fall option
everything 256-8209

in Swiss Village

$147 includes

Save $200 this summer on practically fur-
nished Sunderland apt w/fall option bus rte
call after 8 665-4946

Inexpensive summer sublet with fail op-
tion Colonial Village 1 bedroom 253-9246

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Summer sublet 3 bdrm Puffton
54»6912 bus route utilities included

apt

3 girls want apt for fall 82 pref Bran Brit
Pufft Towm or vicin Shari 546-1448

Looking for Townehouse or Bran-
dywine apartnnent for fall will summer
sublet call 256-8784

Wanted summer sublet v«th fall opt. one
bedroom apt at Brandywine or Puffton
546-5584 or 546>0783, Duncan

2 bdrm apartment in Puffton for aum-
mer and fall call 253-516 or 54^9974
Wanted apt furnished summer poss fall in

Puffton call 546-8181 John

WINOOSKI
"

Looking for ride to St Mikes College or
vicinity (Burlington VTI P-day weeker>d
-April 24. Will share gas, beer & conversa-
tion. Yahoo, spring has sprung, let's go!
Call 253-2424

WRITING SERVICES

Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD,
assist in any writing project. Anrtherst

Writers, Inc. 253-7764
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Lobbyists unite against
looming education cuts

SNOWTAN CITY - "Mi«ni" Steve Men«d rece^,;r«m"e f;!!^

old Political Science major from Moore house.

Tom and Tip will

speak at UMass
about education
By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

Thomas P. "Tip" O'NeiU Jr., D-Mass.. Speaker of the
U.S. House of Representatives, along with his son. Lt
Gov. Thomas O'Neill IH, wUl speak on education at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst this Wednesday.

Both O'Neflls are seeking election this year, with the
Speaker seeking re-election to his House seat, and the
younger O'Neill running for the Democratic nomination for
governor against incumbent Governor Edward J. King and
former Governor Michael Dukakis.

By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

The possiblity of state and federal cuts in
financial aid has caused several student
and administrative organizations at the
University of Massachusetts to cooperate
in securing adequate funding for next year.

Art Jackson, associate director of Finan-
cial aid, yesterday said since the fmancial
aud rally held last month in Washington
D.C., the UMass fmancial aid office has
maintained its lobbying efforts through the
National Association of Financial Aid Of-
fices. Jackson said UMass depends on the
National Association of Financial Aid Of-
fices, located in Washington D.C., to keep
abreast of the facts on financial aid funding
while Congress debates the budget propos-
ed by President Ronald Reagan.

"It looks like the lobbying efforts have
been successful," Jackson said, "but we
will not know for sure until the budget is
released in June or July."

David C. Knapp, UMass president, has

begun a letter writing campaign to parents
of students requesting they contact state
and federal legislators and ask their sup-
port for increased financial aid. At a
UMass-Amherst faculty senate meeting in
February, Knapp said his first priority is

establishing an increased financial aid
package for the University next year.
The Student Center for Educational

Reasearch and Advocacy (SCERA) yester-
day released a 12-page report titled
"Preparing for the Story" which will be
presented to the Massachusetts Board of
Regents of Higher Education prior to their
meeting next Tuesday.
An estimated 1,500 Pell Grants (formally

known as Basic Educational Opportunity
Grants) and 3,600 Supplemental Educa-
tional Opportunity Grants will be lost to
students enrolled in the Massachusetts
state colleges and universities, the report
states.

"The sad fact remains that a 'victory' for
student aid advocates will probably mean a
$50 million loss of aid instead of a $250
million loss," the report states.

Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill, Jr.

APLaatfkoU

The appearance was arranged by Students Advocating
Financial Aid (SAFA) and the UMass Democratic Student
Association.

James Shaw, co-president of SAFA, said the appearance
IS being biUed as a "rally for educaUon", and that it wiU be
part of a series of appearances.
The Speaker's Washington office said O'Neillwas invited

to take part in a student rally to protest the Reagan ad-
ministrations' cuts in financial aid spending.
Speaker O'Neill will discuss education on the federal

level, and the Ueutenant governor will speak on state
education policy at the rally.

"The O'NeiUs are supporting education. It's a family
affair," Shaw said. "They need more input froip students."
Speaker O'Neill has given his support to SAFA's efforts

before, having met with students in October and in March
when they were in Washington D.C. tobbying against the
federal financial aid cuts.

The event will be held at the Student Union Ballroom at
noon Wednesday, and will be open to students and to the
public.

Prof explains Argentina's motivations over Falklands
By ROGER ATWOOD
Collegian Staff

World opinion was aroused on April 2 when Argentine
troops occupied the Falkland Islands, a wind swept

1 *1i;j° ? penguins, sheep and 1.800 British residents
only 300 miles from the Argentine coast.

A^ntina has laid claim to the islands since 1833 when
the British first occupied them. Last week's actron has
caused a fury in BriUin. directed as much against
Argentina as against London's startled political and
military estebhshment. causing the resignation of Foreign
Secretary Lord Carrington and other officials.

Argentina, meanwhile, has met strong criticism in in-
ternational circles. The United Nations has called for with-
drawal of the troops and six west European nations have
banned arms shipments to the South American nation, in
solidarity with Britain.

Britain's Tory government has broken relations with
Argentina, frozen its assets and yesterday imposed a 200-
mile war zone around the islands, vowing to retake them
by force if necessary.

"Clearly, the Argentinians are committed," said Robert
Potash, a history professor at the University of
Massachusetts. "They would be very reluctant to with-
draw without some concession of sovereignty from the
British."

PoUsh, one of the country's leading authorities on
Argentina, is the author of the two-volume MiUtary and
yolttics m Argentina, a current bestseUer in Argentina.

and numerous articles.

"The Argentinians have gone far in asserting them-
Mlves. said the Harvard-educated professor in his Herter
Hall office. "They've even appointed a governor (for the
islands). If they xp forced to withdraw, it's difficult to see
the (President Leopoldo) GalUeri government survivine
There s that much at stake."

Potash said the possibility of oil in the area has been
overstated.

"Proven oU reserves are so small, and it's such a difficult

News Analysis

area for offshore driUing," he said, "that I can't believe it
was a major consideration. It's altogether too irrational.

"One option for the British is to blockade the islands and
starve out the Argentinians." he said.

"Unfortunately, they're pawns. They live like Britons
They drive on the left and drink dark ale. The Argen
tinians know that the risk of injury to them will deter the
British from making a frontal assault.

"And if they (the British) seize the islands, they're going

to have to garrison them, and this would be felt on the
British economy. War is not cheap."

The professor has Uved and researched in Argentina and
IS a friend of many of the country's politicians, he said.

"From the Argentine viewpoint." he said, "the islands,
which they call the Malvinas. were seized by the British
who do not possess the islands by any treaty. Sovereignty
IS the issue to Argentina and self-determination for the
residents is secondary to that.

"This is not a new issue," Potash said. "Every decade
since 1833, the Argentinians have renewed their claim to
the islands, and the British have not taken them seriously.
I don't deny the Argentine government was seeking
domestic political advanUge. But this is not a mere
distraction from domestic problems. The Argentine people
are very unified. We do reaUze that. Some of Galtieri's
strongest critics have given support (for the occupation).
Britain clearly miscalculated Argentine feelings."

By allowing the naval fleet to take so long in getting to
the Falklands, Potash said, the British could be buying
time.

"This permits time to negotiate. The British can say
'Here comes r r armed might, and we can blow you out of
the water. So let's negotiate,'" he said.

As for the United States. Potash said. "Our reaction
should be quiet and assume the situation will solve itself
Since we are friends of both, the role of mediator is ap-
propnate."
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Israeli soldier kills Arab icoman nearing base
TEL AVIV. Israel - A 50 year old Arab

woman was shot and killed by an Israeli
soldier yesterday as she approached a
military base in the occupied West Bank of
the Jordan, the military command said.

The soldier, a guard, called out to the
woman to stop and identify herself as she
neared the Beth El mUitary training camp
nine miles north of Jerusalem. When she
failed to do so. the soldier shot her, the
command said.

Local Arab sources said the woman,
Azizah Hussein Issa of the nearby viUage of
Ein Yabroud. was working on land adjacent
to the base when she was shot. An in-
vestigation is under way.

Five Palestinians and two Israelis have
been killed in a recent spate of violent
clashes on the West Bank and in the oc-
cupied Gaza Strip that died down a week
ago. However, the womankUled yesterday
was not part of a protest.

U.S. doubts Britain's ability to block Falklands
WASHINGTON - Some senior US

military officers questioned yesterday
whether BriUin can sustain an effective
blockade around the Falkland Islands
especially since its fleet must operate at the
end of an 8,000 mile supply line.

.k^n^^P^ ?'" ""^^'ear powered submarines,
the British armada must rely almost ex
c usively on fuel from home to remain on
station. There is also the problem of
assurmg food for the thousands of British
sailors and marines aboard at least 40 ships

"Where will the British find a country in
the area to give them a base to support that
n-?et?" asked one high-ranking military
officer. "None, that I know of."

The British do have the right to land
supply planes on a 10,000-foot U.S.-
operated runway on Ascension Island,
about 3,500 miles from the Falklands. But
U.S. officials said it is highly doubtful that
Britain could haul enough fuel and other
bulk cargo by air to satisfy its fleet's
continuing requirements.

Correction

The headline of an article on page five of lawyers
Wednesday's CoUegian sUted that the
Massachusetts Public Interset Research
Group (MASSPIRG) provides legal advice
to consumers. Under state law, only

\iA\^x>xoT^ ^""^ '^^' *^^'^^- The
MAbbi'iKG program provides counseling
on legal issues, according to member Amy
Yohn. •'

Women's Department

The women's department will be holding ment staff members m.mt utt^r.^^ u

A Restaurant
with FLAIR

,—y CONTINENTAL
CUISINE

Wine Dor
and Cheese Doords
Fresh Doked Goods

J

Doily

on the
Boltwood Walk
103 N. Pleasant St.
Amherst
253-5927

J

Subscription Rates
The Ma»^hu^tt, DaUy CoUegian (USPS 333-220) i. published daily Monday through

." .V,"^'"''"'*^
vacation., exam period., or holiday.. Sub«rription. are available for 818

pJl.^rr\ ^A^"^''
1:'"*^*"**^ «' Ma..achu.etti,. Amher.t, Ma.sachu.etUPo.tnust«r: Send address changre. to the Ma*m»€husett, Daily CoUegian 113 Camno.Center. University of Massachusetts. Amherst. MA 01003.
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Take
A Break
From Pizza!

BURRITOS
-tax included-

Bean M.65 Refrito $1.75
Bee^ '2.30 Chicken $2 40
Beef & Bean ^2.25 Chicken & Refrito «2.25

Extras: tomatoes - 10«, extra cheese - 15*. sour cream - 10*
jalapenos - 20«, sauteed peppers & onions - 25*

{\Nho\e wheat tortillas are available at no extra charge.)

Minlmiini Order of 2 Burrltos
(Delivery charge of *0« per order.

whether you order 2 or 10!)

Fri. & Sat., 7pfn-llpfn

Boltwood Walk
Amherst

VILLA

Call:

256-0838

mf^.mmmmt

THEWOKLOHHTGE
. no cover

.

EVERY WEDHTESDAY THE SOC HOPS
-nf) cover-

THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY
I
Utc Ea(«rUiii,aeB( with

FIRST RATE
ETi:RTsi»»«r. DJ CRAZT «EOR«E .«„,„. h9S- BAR DRI.\KS (TRIVIA COVTEKTS 0\

Ml'SlC & SOAP OPERAS*
HAPPTHOIirRS.7EVERrD.\r«M- DRINKS

RTE-SHADLEr.Me-ltO*

OPElVnu.«4..H. WEEKENDS. I AM. KEEKDATS
J

It's REALLY Spring

Qt

Time

Popcorn

Amherst's Biggest Little Dor
Open i 1:00 AM - 1:00 AM Doily

07 N. Pleosont St.

MANOA.iH SZECHUEN CUISINE

"TIteBesiauwioeFtHul''

Every Sunday 11:30-300
SUNDAY BRUNCH

A special selection of your fav.orite

Chinese foods
All for 4.95 per serving

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10:00 p.m.

Fri. « Sal. 11:30 a.m.- 11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9. Amherst
256-0251 256-0252
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Folice nearly disabled as phone calls storm office
BASKEN

Coii^giaQ 3

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

This week's spring snowstorm caused not only in-convenience for many persons, but created a potentiaUy

^h5*'"°"/.u'*"*^'''"
^^^ ^^* University of MasSchusett^

police and the community they serve.

#?"k?*''c*T^'''
^^^^^"'te director for the Department

Tniii^ T-^^^^ 5*^""^ ^*''* "besieged with calls-
Tuesday and Wednesday from students and facultymembers asking if the University was open those days

It was such a problem that it took away key people thatwe needed for other business." said Cavanaugh. explaining
that three persons were occupied answering such phone
calls Tuesday night.

Cavanaugh said the problem was compounded by an

innundation of weather related emergency calls, and the
problem, previously manageable, will now need to be
remedied.

"It's been tolerable in the past, hut the last two nights
have been virtually intolerable." Cavanaugh said. "We wUl
address the issue (to university officials)."

Acting Vice ChanceUor for Administration and Finance
Jack DeNyse yesterday said his office, which made the
decision to close the University this week. wUl discuss the
problem with the police department.
DeNyse said a snow policy was issued by the University

ast faU in which the University community was directed to
bsten to radio stations for such information, and not to

""oMf ^T ® '^*"'' *•"* ***** P®°P*® "**y 'lave forgotten it
The University operator, as weU as the police depart-

ment, received many calls during and after the blizzard

^a^mSj*^''*

i„7hi^Jnw ^if" ~ ^r^^-\f^^-^^^^-^^X^ Students wait in front of Hasbrourfor'bus":
Sti™Z *h T'"5

**** ^cancellation of classes Tuesday afternoon. With forecasts of snow thisafternoon, the situation may be repeated today, (see weather, page 9)

UMass . .^.^^ x^o^x^c*^
planned to combat world starvation
By BILL THOMAS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Hunger Task Force, in
conjunction with Oxfam America, is seeking to help
alleviate world hunger by sponsoring a "Fast Day" on
Thursday.^

Students interested i'l fast ng are asked to skip dinner
on Thursday evening. Or Tuesday and Wednesday,
students on the meal plan who wish to participate should
tell the Dining Commons cashier 'I want to fast.' before
giving the cashier their student identification. The $1.05
cost (which does not include payroU, facilities, and other
fixed costs) of Thursday night's meal wUl then be donated
to Oxfam America.
Hungef Task Force advisor Rev. Peter Sabey said it

does not matter whether a student on the meal plan is on
campus Thursday evening; as long as the student has
completed the sign up procedure and does not eat at the
dining commons that night, the donation will go to Oxfam
America.

In the 1980-81 academic year, UMass students gave up
7,000 meals and raised $8,500 to help starving people to
provide 170,000 meals for themselves.
Task Force member Javier Gil said their goal this year is

to collect $6,000. According to Gil, "your one meal can buy
20 meals or food for seven days in Zambia."
For those individuals who wish to participate in the fast

but are not on the meal plan. Sabey said there will be
tables set up to collect donations. The tables will be at the
Student Union, Campus Center. Earth Foods and The
People's Market. There wUl also be donation cans at the
Campus Center Coffee Shop, The Blue Wall, Whitmore
Coffee Shop and other convenient places throughout the
campus. Sabey said.

In the five years the Task Force has been organizing the
fasts, the most successful year has been the 1980-81
academic year. There was a low participation level of 1.800
recorded in the Dining Commons for the November 19 fast

Governor King calls

for more student loans
BOSTON (AP) - Saying no qualified student should be

denied a college education due to a lack of loan money.
Gov. Edward J. King has proposed the floating of addi-
tional bonds to supply extra loan money.

King's proposal, announced yesterday, calls for the New
England Education Loan Marketing Corporation to raise
extra revenue through the bonds to help students cope
with cutbacks in the federal government's college loan
program.

Nr, specific dollar amount was proposed.
King's office annuunred the filing of the loan legislation

ysterday while the governor vacationed in Florida. The
proposal still faces a long road in the Legislature before
being approved.

last fall. This was attributed to confusion over the sign up
procedure and to the belief among some students that the
Dinmg Commons was taking a disproportionate share of
the donations for their own expenses, said Peter Panaeore
of the Task Force.
Panagore said "people are not being ripped off." He said

the Dinmg Commons can only donate to Oxfam what they
paid for the food itself. $1.05. The rest of the $3.95 paid by
each student must be used to pay for salaries and utiUties
Panagore said.

The philosophy behind the fasting for worid hunger is an
educational one. Sabey said.

"If being human is recognizing that you. yourself, are
part of humanity, then being part of humanity is to know
that a lot of our brothers and sisters are hungry aU the
time and dying every day."
On days that Sabey fasts, he said he deliberately walks

through a place where people are eating. He said this helps
him to identify with the feeUngs Third World nations have
toward the United States.

"When I do this I get angry toward the people who are
eating thoughtlessly," he said. "And I realize that I am
expenencing a little tiny piece of what people in Asia.
Africa and Central America are experiencing every day!
They look at this island of plenty and they hate our guts.We ought to understand this if we want to live in this
world."

Oxfam America is a non-profit, international develop-
ment agency that funds self-help programs in Asia, Africa
and Latin America. Food and economic self-reliance are a
major emphasis in each program. In its last fiscal year
Oxfam America received over $4 million in contributions.'
mainly from churches, colleges and high schools. The
organization is funded entirely by private donations,
receiving no funds from government agencies. Last year
Oxfam America reported spending 77 percent of its funds
on program expenditures to assist the world's hungry
whUe 23 percent went to the support services of fund
raising and general administration.

Dedham parents protest

menstruation book
DEDHAM. Mass. (AP) - Educators in the Dedham

public school system are wrestling with the question of
whether boys should be able to read about girls' men-
truation.

The question arose when a mother with two sons in a
Dedham school objected to the fact the school library has a
copy of "Are You There God? It's Me Margaret," a novel by
Judith Blume.
The book includes a chapter about girls having their first

period.

Dedham School Superintendent Dr. Harry W. McKay
said the woman did not object to the way a girl's first

menstruation was presented. McKay agreed.
"It wa.s done in a very nice way."
But the educator said the book, donated to the library,

has sparked questions about what is proper reading for
fourth and fifth grade boys.

June McCullough. a University telephone operator, said
when she arrived for work at 7 a.m. Wednesday, "the
board was ab-eady lit up."
"Our lights (indicating telephone calls) never went out

all morning long." McCullough said, and "very, very few"
concerned other than requests for storm cancellation in-
formation.

"People have been programmed" to call the operator for
such information, and "a lot of them don't Usten to the
radio or don't have a radio." McCullough said. "Many
people don't even think of it.

"

"There is no way that the University operator would be
able to cope.

" DeNyse said, and although he recognized the
unique nature of this storm, said he would begin an
"educational mission" among students and faculty to
prevent the situation's future reoccurence.

SW gov't favors
new cluster system
to old HR method
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Staff

Co-Presidents of Southwest Area Government (SWAG)
Andrew Prescott and Steve Mazzola met with other area
government leaders from the President's CouncU last
Friday to draft a response to Dr. Joseph Zannini's
proposed reorganization of the residential system.

In Southwest, tower coordinators and head of residences
would be replaced by a cluster system with one resident
director who would coordinate the cluster and one
graduate assistant in each building, according to the
proposal. Graduate assistants would become part-time
staff working only 20 hours a week, whUe resident
directors would become full-time staff.

Mazzola said he feels the basic motivation for this
restructuring is financial consideratrons. Instead of three
HR's and one tower coordinator in each tower, for
example, there would be one graduate assistant and one
resident director. Therefore, professional staff hours
would be cut from 120 per week to 60 hours per week.
"SWAG favors the cluster system because we know there

will be fiscal problems in the residential system in the
future, so money has to be saved. We want an organized
plan to accommodate the inevitable institution of part-time
staff." Mazzola said.

The SWAG executive staff favors the cluster system
because they feel there are many advantages including: a
grouping of resources from each dorm into one central
point, a consistency in policies, established hours when
professional staff can be found, opportunities for more
student involvement in both the clusters and House
Councils, more communication between House Councils,
and room for advancement of student staff.

But, SWAG has also outlined a group 0f proposals they
feel should be implemented before the plan can function
effectively. SWAG feels strongly that, the Southwest
Residential College should remain intact and that the
Center for Racial Studies, the Southwest Women's Center,
and the Malcolm X Center should continue in their present
form with the Social Issues Coordinator as a liason.
The SWAG response also demands the area government

be consulted in any policy changes that affect Southwest
residents and that Resident Directors provide SWAG with
a monthly report on House Councils.
Other proposals by the SWAG executive staff include a

suggestion that each cluster needs more part time staff to
pick up slack in administrative areas, and that there be a
Cluster Coordinator to provide upper level structural
support for the plan.

In other business, it was announced that nominatran
papers for all offices will be available in the SWAG office
located in Hampden Dining Commons on Monday.
Nominations will close Friday and elections will be held
April 22 and 23.

Cops report arrests
and pilfered pizzas
By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Police yesterday reported
the arrest of a man in connection with a carburetor stolen
Tuesday, March 30, from a car parked in Lot 22 across
from the Southwest Residential Area.
Hadley Police arrested Robert Gatta, 17, of 57 Shum-

way Street. Amherst, at the Bess Eaton Donuts Shop in
Hadley at 4:12 a.m., yesterday, on a warrant issued by
UMass Police and later turned him over to UMass police,
they said. Charges pending against Gatta include breaking
and entering, larceny, possession of stolen property, and
default on a warrant issued by the Barnstable. Mass,
Police Department, police said.

In unrelated incidaits, police reported two separate in-

cidents of larceny against Domino Pizza delivery men. At
1:22 a.m. Tuesday, a delivery man reported an unarmed
robbery and assault occurring against him outside
Washington Tower in the Southwest Residential Area,
|K)]ice said. Two suspects reportedly approached the man,
struck him, and grabbed the pizza he was attempUni. ..)

deliver, police said.

Continued <m ]< • '
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GREAT GIFTS-GREAT PRICES 1
Winter Clothing Clearance '

30% off selected jewelry

TKY ONE ON FOR SIZE

RICHARDS
ROUTE 9

AMHERST

INDIA
PRINT

BEDSPREADS
RUGS
CARDS

INDIA
PRINT T-Shlrts

Short sleeved 5.95

Long sleeved 8.00

„, .
MUSIC GALLERY

Tox Revolt Midnight Madness Sole"
Wednesday April 14th, noon - midnight
Free door prize: Electra-Working Man Guitar

Free Music Gallery T-shirts
with every purchase over $99.00

Free Sticks and Strings with this ad.
See our new recording studio facilities & rehersal space *
NO tax charged on all items purchased day of sale ZUp to 60% off selected items in stock. J

^ . ^ Special deals in our pro-sound room. iMusic Soll^f

V

Rt» 9 Hodl*y 566-6228 I

AiCCCANTILE
AMHEJrST CARRIACC SHOfS

Open Daily 10 «m - 5:30 pm

)>jlVCO.-|Tv f-,p viAS.'.Ar.HUf.FTTS Al AWHFP'^1

Try the Fine Arts
this Spring

The Big Six

''Jazz
DIZZY GILLESPIE ILLINOIS JACQUET
MAX ROACH RICHARD DAVIS
BILLY TAYLOR LEON tHOMAS

MONDAY, APRIL 26, 8 PM

FINE CHOCOLATES AND CONFECTIONS
Over TOO kinds of candy

Easter Baskets
Easter Gifts & Gift Certificates

Quality Chocolate
Gourmet Jelly Beans

253-5589
Downtown Amherst

across from the fjre station

Leonard Rose
Springfield Symphony

Orchestra

Friday, April 30, 8 PM

Box Office: Noon to 4PM. M-F (41 3)545-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

HAPPY HOUR
7 days and 7 nights

10-Midnight

Twofers

4-6

Hors d'oevres

& Twofers

TWOFERS
on all rail liquors and drafts

plus discounts on all

liquors and beers

57 N. Pleasant St. 253-5141

Proper ID a must

WEEKEND DRINK SPECIALS
Lowenbrou. . .I.IOc Sombrero's 95c

UNIVERSITY DR./ RTE. 9 2^6 - " 05 TORe'r ATTIRE

EDITORIAL/OPINION
COllggtaQ 5

PanDM75

Whitmore style

is CAR sick
There exists on this campus a double standard of

such astounding proportions as to stagger the
imagination. Presently practiced behind the closed

doors of Whitmore Administration Building, this double
standards's victims are student organizations, who in the
eyes of the University administrations, do not contribute
to a flashy image. However this is no problem for
students. To get Whitmore's support for a student group
simply set up an organization that services the administra-
tion and makes them look good.

Now I'm not saying that these groups don't contribute
to the Umversity. They do. I'm only saying that there is a
hypocritical standard in Whitmore which determines what
groups will stay in existence and which ones will die.

Scott Cashman

'SPRINGTIME IM NEW ENGL ANb

Basketball and bouncing
First he walks on water, then he delivers an IIV4

ounces baby boy, without the help of his wife! A
toUegtan front-page story announced yesterday in

ite headline, "Basketball coach delivers bouncing baby

The first paragraph read, "While most members of the
Umversity of Massachusetts community were sleeping
soundly with visions of a day off dancing in their head!
early yesterday morning, head basketball coach Tom
McLaughlin was busy delivering a baby, his own."
Apparently, the Collegian article would have us believe

that the coach had finally done what no man can do - give
>

Kelly Malley
birth. Congratulations Coach, now we can say that men
and women are truly equal.

If the reporter's assignment was how-to-cover a birth
without mentioning the mother, he succeeded. Wait! Ex-
cuse me, she was mentioned, parenthetically, as
(McLaughlin's wife Debbie), and was quoted praising the
efforts of the^proud father.

Of the "normal birth," (Debbie McLaughlin) said, "I
knew Tommy would do a good job," presumably because
he's a good athlete - just had to stand below the basket
and catch, so to speak.
But as a woman, I cannot help believing the lead should

have read, "AMHERST - Local woman gave birth to
bouncing baby boy, in blizzard with only a basketball coach
to attend her."

Worse than a kick in the groin. We called the doctor, but
knew that he couldn't make it in time in this weather "

said the proud father at Kooky Dadandson Hospital lakt
night.

Both the parents said they did not really feel nervous
when It became apparent that the baby would be borne by
Lone Hooper, without the aid of a doctor.

"I knew Lonnie would do a good job because he's so
strong, such a good athlete, as long as he didn't have to
take the time to think," said (Dribbly Hooper, his wife).

Lone Hooper said proudly, "Aw, what do I need a doc-
tor to coach me along for? I'm a coach myself and a damn
good one. Giving birth is just like basketball - just gotta
sink It through the hoop. So I did!"

It was a normal birth, except when Lone Hooper leaned
down and removed one of the shoelaces of his dirty basket-
ball sneakers to tie the umbilical cord.

"I needed a new pair anyway," he said.
Shortly after Lone Hooper gave birth, snow plows,

followed by the doctor and the ambulance, reached the
home. ^

Both big and little Hoopers were up for
pictures last night. The birth seemed to be
the biggest news in the area, because men do
not normally give birth.

Apparently, the Collegian article would
have us believe that the coach had finally
done what no man can do — give birth. Con-
gratulations Coach, now we can say that
men and women are truly equal.

Instead, it read like a late-night re-run of the Lone
Hooper and his sidekick, Tonto. Keemosabe bore the
future dribbler without the aid of a woman or a doctor.
This is the Lone Hooper story after being edited by the

Collegian Women's Department:
"At about 4:30 a.m. I felt some pain," the Hooper told

the Women's reporter. By 5:00 a.m. they had turned into
regular labor pains, or at least I assumed they were,
'cause they were not like anything I had ever felt before.

"Too late. Doc. You missed my star performance!
Should have seen my buzzer-beating shot!" the elated
father said.

The future dribbler weighed in at a bouncing 13 pounds,
and measured 30 inches.

Both big and little Hoopers were up for pictures at
Kooky Dadandson last night. The birth seemed to be the
-biggest news in the area, because men do not normally
give birth.

"I've gotten more publicity from this than all the games
I've played in and coached together, and I didn't hardly do
anything! I've had tougher times just keeping track of the
game score."

After the last picture-taking session of the afternoon.
Lone Hooper kissed his (wife) and took his other son,
three-year-old Wilt, by the hand and started for the door.
"Come on son. Let's check out of here, get a magnum of

champaign, and have ourselves a cigar. We earned it!"

Letters. Keliy Malley is a UMass student

Definition of *anti-semitism'
To the Editor:

Anything can be proved by logic, but that doesn't prove
it's right.

PLO sympathizer, Kathryn Bridges, defends a "young
man" who made a genocidal remark directed at Jews by
claiming that he (presumably a non-Jew) was the victim of
"blatant anti-Semitic acts" (March 29).

Perhaps, the "young man" was a Palestinian Arab, and
thus is classified, by those who identify people that way, as
a Semite. But, to say that he was a victim of anti Semitism
is inaccurate. The word "anti-Semitism" was first used, in
1879, by a German, Wilhelm Marr. in an attack on the
Jews published as a pamphlet entitled, "The Victory of
Judaism over Germanism. ' The lies in the pamphlet were
usri] ,s ,,,irce maierial. ^tO years ,;iter, hy Joseph
Goehbtlf. Nazi nropaganiia m nisf^r. i:vpr <mcp Marr
coine<: ' .ie word, 'anti-Semitism" las been defined as

. showing prejudice again^L Jc.vs. uisiiking or

fearing Jews; discriminating against or persecuting Jews"
(Webster's New World Dictionary).

PLO propagandists, and their supporters, seize upon the
fact that some dictionary definitions include antipathy
toward "Semites" (implying not necessarily Jews) as a way
to generalize the word "anti-Semitic" by applying it to all
"Semitic" people. Given that new definition, PLO in-
tellectuals disguise their genocidal covenant to annihilate
the Jews of Israel with self righteous innocence: "How can
we be anti-Semitic? We are Semites too."

The PLO, and its misguided friends, may attempt to
steal a word, but they cannot steal the souls of Jews filled

with the sad awareness of the brutalizing t ffects of
European and Middle-Eastern anti Semitism f an
awareness that Ms. Bridges, and the person she excuses,
are numbed to bv hate.

Louife Golden

^^ab»n

Case m point: Recently, Whitmore has given both finan-
cial and staff support to the Recycling Project while allow-
ing the Student Auto Workshop (CAR) to bleed to death
financially.

The Recycling Project was initially going to collect com-
puter paper from Whitmore, certainly a noble project that
would make any university look good. The bottom line,
however, reflects the selfish attitude prevalent in the
University administration today. That is, CAR benefits
students directly while the recycling project benefits Whit-
more. The result is that the organization which in all prac-
ticality helps students the most, CAR, is left to die, while
the organization which helps the Whitmore image the
most, the Recycling Project, is not only allowed to survive
but IS given all knds of financial assistance to do so.

How is Whitmore providing aid to the Recycling Pro-
ject? (1) The Recycling Project was given state license
plates by the administration for their trucks which saves
them $2,500 in insurance costs. (2) The project was given
an advertising budget of $100 in order to publicize their ef-
forts m the Collegian. (3) The project was also given $750m subsidized gasoline costs, bringing the total amount of
financial assistance awarded to the Recycling Project to
$3,350, enough to cover CAR's rent for three years Wait
a minute. I almost forgot how much $1,400 means to a
building with a deficit of over $250,000. Its about the same
as half a cent is to $100. But even if the garage breaks
even this year, the deficit will be $251,000 next year
because CAR will be just another trivia question, such as-
during the Year Toward Civility what relevant student
organization was boned to the tune of $1,400, or the ap-
proximate cost of one row of lights in the Mini-Store?

In reality, I support the Recycling Project and I also sup-
port the College Auto Repair. I am therefore deeply
fi^strated at the hypocracy shown by the administration
in helping one group while ignoring the other when both
could be allowed to stay in business for what amounts to
pennies.

Scott Cashman is a UMass student.
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THE HUNGRY U
• Hoppy Hour Today*

(& •vty day)

2:00 - 4:30 pm

\ . I
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X
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FREE PIZZA

• Miller/Miller Lite drafts .50c

• Mixed Drinks .99c

• Specials $1,50
(Orgasms, Pina Colada, etc)

THE HUNGRY U

featuring a festive buffet

from 11:30 a,m, to 6:00 p.m.

on "Easter Sunday

iS.SO for Muits

$4.95 for Chiidren

under 12

Murray D. Lincoln

^us, Center

Cad now for reservations,

at 549-6000 ext. 639

JAMES lAyLOR
Siveet BabyJames

Includes the Hits

Fireand Rain
CountryRoad
Sunny Skies

Blossom

Grateful Dead
WORKINGMAN'S DEAD
Contams Uncle John s Band Cas«y Jones
New Speedway boogie Cumbertand Blues

m

EAGLES
On The Border

$0.99 «
All Th*s* Plus

Hundreds of others to
choose from

Top Artists

Top Titles

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
locQfd In th* Campus Center Unlv of Moss

VAN MORRISON
TUPELO HONEY

Includes WiWNieht Ok) OW Woodstod.
I Wanna Roo You Vbu re My Woman

Z/UNIVERSITY
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Women's Studies conference
will examine * Melting Pot '

By MARILYN LENTZ . .By MARILYN LENTZ
Collegian Correspondent

Arlene Avakian and Mary Ruth Warner
University of Massachusetts Women's
Studies staff members, and Judith Toyama
Du-ector of Minority Recruitment at the
University, will discuss "Myth of the
Melting Pot: The Relationship of Non-
Dominant Cultures to Mainstream
American Culture" at the New England
Women's Studies Association (NEWS)
sixth annual conference this month.
As an Armenian-American, Avakian said

she will be addressing the concept of the
melting pot. Warner wUl speak about the
blues as a cultural form and Toyama will
speak about growing up as a Japanese-
American within the mainstream culture,
Avakian said.

"Consciousness Raising for the 80's: Race
and Class Consciousness" will be the focus
of the conference to be held April 16 and 17
at Salem State College.
The conference participants wUl have an

opportunity to explore and discuss aspects
of racism and classism through lectures.

workshops and group sessions, said Pat
ijozemba. conference organizer.
By consciousness raising, the conference

organizers hope to have an impact on the
strategies used by educators at both formal
and informal levels in the community,
according to a NEWS press release.
Gayle Lauradunn, another staff member of

the Women's Studies Department at UMass
will give a presentation on "Using the Arts
to Develop Race and Class Consciousness:
becondary and Post-Secondary Levels."
The conference's keynote speaker will be

June Jordan, a nationally acclaimed Black
poet and activist. The fUm, "Soldier Girls"
an antiwar satire wiU be shown on April 16.
The conference is open to the public. The

April 16 activities are free of charge The
charge on AprU 17, including lunch and
refreshments is $25.00 for non members
$15.00 for NEWS members, and $10.00 for
students and unemployed persons. After
April 8 there wiU be an additional $5.00 fee.
For further registration information

contact Dr. Alice Stadthaus, Inter-
disciplinary Studies, Salem State CoUeire
Salem, MA., 01970.

'

CoUggi^

Friday Afternoon

HOUR
e aing along with

Steve Spellman
Special Penny Afternoon

3 for 2

Sexual abuse meeting rescheduled

Amherst College has been rescheduled for

Students arrested in barroom brawl
Three University of Massachusetts

students were arrested Wednesday night
for beuig disorderly in a downtown
Amherst bar.

Robert Ingham, 21, Steven Michael Piro

lok^^
^''"""^ '^**^P*' ^*«'® J*"- 21. aU of

8^ Mam St., were arrested at 8:24 p m
and charged with being disorderly persons"
Police said they were caUed to the bar
because of a disturbance and found a fight
in progress when they arrived.

At 3:21 p.m. Wednesday, a downtown

*Cops

Amherst grocery store reported that
someone had shoplifted a steak worth
$4.81. The shoplifter, reportedly a UMass
student, was served a trespass notice,
police said.

Police reported three accidents Wed-
nesday and one early yesterday morning.
All were of a minor nature and resulted
from poor road conditions.

- SUSAN RING

In the other incident, a pizza warmer was
report^ stolen at 2:44 a.m. yesterday
from a delivery man's car while he was
delivering a pizza to Brett Dormitory in the
Central Residential Area, police said. The
delivery man said he saw footprints in the
fresh snow leading to and away from his
vehicle and he reported following them
where they ended at Brett. He then told
police he saw a man wearing a long green
army coat, approximately six ffet tall,

Pope recreates

Last Supper on
Holy Thursday
ROME (AP) - Pope John

Paul II, wearing a simple
white-hnen gown, washed
the feet of twelve old men
and bent low to kiss each
foot yesterday, re-enacting
the Last Supper of Jesus
and his Apostles.

"I have given you an
example, that you should do
as I have done to you," the
pope said in Italian,
repeating the words Jesus
told his apostles the night
before he was crucified.

An estimated 10.000
faithful filled the Basilica of
St. John the Lateran. the
pope's cathedral as bishop of
Rome. Deacons chanted
passages from the Bible
describing Passover and the
Last Supper in Greek and
Latin.

The old men. chosen from
nursing homes in Rome,
were helped onto wooden
chairs on two platforms in

the nave of the church.
Each took off one shoe and

one sock and the pope
passed by. washing the feet
n a gold basin in water
poured by an assisting priest
from a gold pitcher, drying
them with white towels and
bending down to kiss them.

observing him ^rom behind a tree. Police
are-hivestigating the incident.
An act of vandalism was reported to

police at 8:03 a.m. yesterday when a Coca-
Cola machine in the lobby of Pierpont Dor-
mitory in Southwest was broken into
sometime between 4 p.m. Wednesday and
the time it was reported, police said. Police
said the machine was destroyed beyond
repair with an estimated damage of $1,500.
All the money in the machine was taken
police said.

'lii^mmsim^^^^mm^m^m^m
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Viciou8 rumors dept. —
Rumor has it that Pat Metheny
will be playing guitar with
Sonny Rollins tonight at Nor-
thampton's Academy of
Music. Tickets are still
available for both the 7:00 and
9:30 shows.

AMATEUR is amateurish

5 'i ¥S.v:':yftaf
I"!

!•"* :• :

MISSING: political passion
MISSING. Btarrinir Jnk>. GL. o. ranitolcapital.

Lemmon appears all the more pitiful -
and we the more deceived - as it becomes
clear that his own government is behind the
war The counter-revolution appears as a
Washmgton-bred contrivance, ruthlessly
designed to protect U.S. business interests.An announcer says the film is based on a
true story." with some names changed to

protect those people "and to protect the
film. The Allende parallel is unnamed but
obvious.

At Missing's emotional core is the in-
terplay between Lemmon and his
belbgerent daughter-in-law. At first im-

MISSING, rtarring John She., Siwy
2j^«jJ.^^^J*c«' Lemmon. Directed by

By ROGER ATWOOD
Collegian Staff

For the first time, the Greek Director
Costa-Gavras has made a film with
Hollywood, and the result is Missing. Its a
supei^t) film, pointed without being preachy
political without being polemical. Almost
without variation. Missing is weU-acted and
directed with passion.

plrL^H^trrjlhT staT^inrra S.-^/aughter-in-law. At "fi^^t /m!
Latin American country (intended to b^ Sl^t^

.^^''*"^^'^'' ^^^ ^^^ P-^^ually
Chile, though the locaUon shots a^: t ^s eVse^Sdlv" 1^' '"'

l'^" ^'"'"°"
Mexico) when a revolution and counter- TaJA c ^.. ^ ^^'"^ character as in

revolution occur. Caught in the maelstrom wlLlli^ ^^""T^ ~ earnest, clear-
Horman learns early on that AmTAcansre pfeas are^ ^tTr'''"

^"' '" ^«*'"^' "^"^

not exempt from the violence when he is EL!I a T'*''®
impassioned, his

kidnapped from his apartment. appLntly Xtic lissT'lnk'^r""''""'"*"'
"^''^

by the army. ^ paineuc. bissy Spacek gives an affecting
His wife (Sissy Spacek) begins searchin*. P^'"^<"'"'f

^e. too. but she is from time to
for her husband.'finlg httleTul^ZTZ tt'Sf\?fh^?r"-/" ?^' ^^^""^
uniformly uncooperative U.S embassv .w^ * . I

^^^ ^'^'^' '^* ^»<^"s shifts
officials. After two weeks. Hormar^s father vZ T^ ^'•**"1 ^P^^^^* ^o Lemmon.
Ed (Jack Lemmon) com^s toX squahd ^"!^T^' "T '^fj^^^'' ""^^h. Spacek

and
. .eU.. .e„e „, w.^u^-^S J^ ^.^:^Sl^^^'^.

,

-^--..^ wi naiitun sireei
Violence, gunpoint curfews, bodies strewn
on sidewalks, and vast warehouses of dead
torture victims.

"It looks Uke there's a war going on
Here, says Lemmon on arrival.

'."^^e'"e '«•" says the slick embassy of

"^^^^^^^^-^lEiLi^^^^^t^S^^

maybe fifteen minutes shorter. The
estabhshment shots dawdle, and a few
scenes, like one in which Spacek and
i^emmon reminisce about old Cape Codseem completely extraneous. StiU, I know
of no better film in the area than the

FOUR SEASONS
Old Milwaukee.
Busch
Rolling Rock....
Krakus....

12 pk cans $3.49
12 O' bts $7.99

16 oz cans $8.99
. bottles $8 99

Labatts Ale bottles $ii.'99

'^a'^'ua 500 ml $7 99
Smirnoff Vodka 1.75 , $12 99
Calvert Whiskey ,75 1. .. . $1399

Sebastian! Table Wine 151
Premiat Wines 750 „,
Taylor Brut Champagne. .750 ml.'

Open 10 AM to 11 PM
in front of the Malls

Wines/ Liquors
I

rx^.9 hadiev' ma. 584-8174

.$3.99

$2.49

$4.99

THE AMATEUR - starring John
Savage and Marthe Keller
Directed by Charles Jarrott

By TOM DI MARTINO
Collegian Correspondent

7%€ Amateur is a new espionage thriller
starring John Savage and Marthe Keller,
and true to its title it is indeed an unprofes-
sional attempt at filmmaking.

John Savage stars as a computer exptrt
and proficient cryptographer working for
the Central Intelligent Agency. When his
girlfriend is killed by terrorists in Germany
he becomes an unpolished assassin seeking
revenge. Using his computer expertise he
devises a clever scheme and blackmails the
CIA into letting him search for the ter-
rorists who have retreated to communist
Czecholslovakia. It is a mission that the
CIA does not want him to accomplish for
reasons which we discover during the
film's final minutes.

The problem with this film lies with
screenwriters Robert Littell and Diana
Maddox who introduce too many
characters that confuse the audience with
unclear motives. Richard Hasley's fast-
paced editing adds to the confusion. Also,
Director Charies Jarrott does little to add

to the realism of the film. This film has dif-
ficulty using profanity in dialogue. Perhaps
this is a throwback to Jarrott's Disney days
when he directed such films as The Littlest
Horse Thieves and The Last Flight ofNoahs
Ark.

John Savage turns in a hopeless perfor-
mance aa.Th4i Amateur. His emotional
scenes are somewhat handicapped by his
mability to move his teeth throughout the
whole movie. His most emotional scenes
are not with Marthe Keller but with the
father of his dead girlfriend, played by
John Hadley.

Decent supporting performances were
turned in by Marthe Keller as Savage's
companion appointed to him by the CIA,
and Ed Lauter as an ill-natured CIA ter-
rorist trainer. Lauter is best remembered
as Kowalski, the cruel head prison guard in
Th^ Longest Yard.

These supporting performances,
although good, do not save the film. We are
led to believe that there is going to be an
exp osive climax, but the climax is less than
explosive and the surprise ending is verv
much predictable.

If you like films that are fast-paced, con-
fiising, and bloody then The Amatuer may
befor you. Otherwise don't bother

TMEATREB TIMf » FOn TOOAV ONLY
gif* TWILITE SHOW Reduced pncw tor wudents b tonior citizens with AMC card
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Fri-Sat (5:00 @ »1. 75)7:30-9:56

Sat Matinee 2:15
Sun 1:00<3:30 @ $1.75)6:00-8:00

I
^Gj Mon-Thur (6:00 @ $1 .75)8:30

Death
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PRYOR
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SUNSET STRIP
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Sat Matinee 2:15

Sun 1:00(3:30 ^ 1.76)6:00-8:30

g Mon-Thur (6:00© $1.76)8:30

|YouU be glad
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./^
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JACK LEMMON
SISSY SPACEK

Fri-Sat(4:30 @ $1.75)7:30-9:56

Sat Matinee 2:00

ll^ Sun 12:46(3:30 @ $1.75)6:0^8:30
'^^^ Mon-Thuf (6:00 © $1.75)8:30

missing.

Richard Pryor in

SOME KIND
OF HERO

Fn Sat(5:00 @ $1.75)7:46-10:15
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Sun 1:00(3:46 © $1.75)6:15-8.46
Mon Thur (6:15 @ $1.75)8:46

lASEOOIt
A TRUE STORT

Fri-Sat(4:46 $1.75)7:30-10:15

Sat Matinee 2:00
Sun 12:46(3:30 @ $1.75)6:00^8:45
Mon-Thur (6:00 @ $1.75)8:46
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By M. Joyce

THE UMASS ZONE
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ACROSS
1 Vote in

6 Beanery brew
10 Poolers
14 Truman's

birthplace

15 Functions
16 Passover
17 Saunter
18 Eld

20 Teacheid'org.
21 Peter de
23 Kitchen need
24 Skippers'

licenses
27 Really CO for

28 "From to

Mobile..."

30 Rouse
32 Repulsive
33 Random

collection

37 One of the Grants
38 Matron
41 Words on a menu
42 With 56 Across,

dominated
44 Neighbor of

N. Mex.
45 Opponent
46 Guess
49 Mideast title

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Tnide Jaffe
i>mi Lm Aaaita TIM* SnttcM,

52 Fasteners
54 Set up a tent

56 See 42 Across
57 Food fish

60 Greedy person
62 Sierra

64 Theaters
65 Support
66 Oust
67 Plies the needle
68 Song by Cohan
69 Steel plow man

DOWN
1 Verve

2 Luxurious fabric

3 Fortified

4 Neighbor of Nev.
5 Irrigation

channel

6 President of

Mexico (1857- 72)
7 Like

(probably)

8 Old pro
9 Quasi

10 Based
1 1 acid
12 Chilean export
13 Mode
19 A Friend

22 ODE

25 Arctic

26 Guzzle
26 Invalid

29 American author
and film critic

31 Hewer
33 First name in

film lore

34 Atmosphere
pressure device

35 MacGrawand
Baba

36 Contemplate
38 Forceful person
39 Baseball's Mel
40 Expert
43 Abaco, Exuma,

etc

44 Spring mo.
46 Inconsistent
47 Bullish times
48 Stripped
49 Rio Grande feeder
50 Battery terminal
51 Propeller

53 tube
55 Nanny's Item
58 Lulu

59 Strikeout

61 Lawyers' org.

63 Devonshire
stream

L

yHESE TREis
THAT PHySiC/\L
Plant Put in
NZfi^R THE CAt^Pu
CENTER SURE
LOOK NICE.

by Mark Rollins
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WEATHER

WHAT HAPPENED?

Clouding up this morning.
Snow developing from the
west during the afternoon.
Highs in the 30s to low 40s.

by Ethyl Octane

Occasional snow tonight,
ending tomorrow. Lows
tonight 25 to 30. Highs
tomorrow 35 to 40.

LUNCH
Fishburger on Roll/Tartar
Sauce, Turkey Divar

DINNER
Savory Beef
Strudel/Mushroom Sauce,
Eggs with Sharp Cheese
Cold Plate, Baked Cod
with Crumb Sauce

HALiOWEEt^ II

D.C. MENU

BASICS LUNCH
Herbed Soybean
Casserole, Fishburger on
Roll/Tartar Sauce

I^lins

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Spinach Strudel,
Eggs with Sharp Cheese
Cold Plate, Baked Cod
with Crumb Sauce

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
TONIGHT

TWO SHOWS: 7M and 9:30 p.m.

AUTHENTIC
SCRUB
SUITS

FREE PERSONALIZING

"Sonny Rollins'

criticism."

saxophone playing defies

Robert Palmer New Yot* Time*

"Me is the greatest music maimer we have."

Gary Giddms The Village Voice

Tlcfeets: $7.00 In advance, $5.00 for Seniors,
$*-50ttieiiay of tlie sfww available only at tfte box
oWtee- Box office «*NI open at 1«0 p.m.

Tickets avmUaUlm at: Beyond Words Bookshop,
Ptatterpus Records, Sound & Music, Iron Horse
Coffoaftouae Nortfiampton: Sopt>ia Bool(S»)op,
Food For Tfwught Books, Union Records
(UMass) Ainl«erst: Odyssey Bookshop Soutti
Hadtoy, World Eye Bookshop Greenfield; Maple
Leal Music Brattleboro; Main Music Springfletd;
Sonya Wetstone Books & Cheese Hartford.

For Infonnation Call: 413-367-2617

Specify letters (30 mai

)

Gieen, Mue while, yellow, pink
XS. S M L, XL - shirt or pants
Sl2S0ea ppd -Xd«y money

beck guarantee

Amherst Chinese F<^d
"Family Style Cooking"

Mandarin ff Szechuen Cuisi
Luncheon Specials from $1

Beer & Wine License

Sunday Brunch all you can eat
62-64 Main St.. closed Wedneed»yi

»»mm*l^J*^ *rilflci.t Food Coterinp

1

I

«

I

«
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BEER 0-rADfu^
WINE

KEGS

LIQUORS

Tuborg 12 02 nr's 6.95

Pabst 120ZC 7.20

Rolling Rocki2pkc 3.95i2pk

Labatt Beer 9.95
Beck 1395
Moosehead 1 1 .95

/mM I

^rh-y^
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N.
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LIQUORS
Canadian Mist 1.75 1 1 .95
Canadian Rare 1.75 10.29
Windsor Canadian 175 11.99
Catto Scotch 1.75 11 ^99
Leroux Irish Cream 750 mi 9.95
Jim Beam 1.75 11.99
Salignac Cognac 750 mi 9.95
Skol Vodka 1 75 g^20
Skol Gin 1.75 8.20

Cartier Blanc de Blanc 15. 4.25
Bishop of Reisling 750 mi 3.89
Martini & Rossi Asti 750 mi 7.75
Italian Swiss Colony 3 liter 4.99
Gallo 1.5.. 3 QQ
Jadot Beaujolais Village '81 750 mi 4.59

not responsible for typographical errors

253-5595 10 a.m. til 11 p.m.
not responsible for typoqraphKvjl errors
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A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor
mation available with Randy 546-7013

ATTENTION GRAD STUDENTS
Alpha Chi Omega is looking for a house
mother. FREE ROOM AND BOARD PLUSSALARY in exchange for limited sen/ices
Please call 545-2152 and ask for Renee or
Emily

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
1976 Honda hatchback excellent condition
32 mpg $1500 or BO 549-1418 after 6 PM
89 VW Camper rebuilt sleeps four sink ref
$1500 Bob 586-5827

80 Fiat XI /9 13000 miles exc con sunroof
with snows $6200 call eves 665-4519

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

DEAD HEADS
Want to switch floor seats of Pro-
vidence show. Thurs April 15 for Hartford
show, Sunday April 18. Call Joe 6-7705 or
6-8357

ENTERTAINMENT

Instead of towing the line, you can pull
the rope. Sign up your team now on the
Concourse. Spots are limited.

Have you entered your team for the rope
pull yet? Join now. Teams are limited.

FOR RENT

Summer rental Cape Cod - Harwich
4-bedfoom ranch call 617-899-8654

2 bdrm apt on bus rte pool lease starts
June 1st call renee 253-3378

Summer sublet w/fall option 3 bedrms
in 4 bdrm apt 147.00 ea inclusive 253-2204

Available June 1 2 bdrm apt in Squire
Village rent neg fall option 665-7132

Four bedroom apt 147.00 each everything
included summer sublet with fall option
253-5755

Cape Cod Summer Rentals W. Yar-
mouth & Dennis; 2, 3, 4 bedroom units.
Rent direct from owners. Call (617)
528-0404 or 771-2233

FOR SALE

Guitar - Hondo II, also Amer. Aud. auto
cassette deck, BO 549-4441

3 pc Kent drum set good condition $235
or best call 256-0285

Authentic Irish Rugby Team Shirts
bright colors rugged construction all sizes
call 586-2041

New AKAI cassette (Walkman style) with
FM cassette and shoulder strap. 549-0119
TV Sylvania Black /White 19" works well
$85 call evenings 253-7374

' FOUND ^~~

Found SWA tinted glasses tan case pick
up at CC Info booth

FURNISHED APARTMInT
Furnished one bedroom Colonial
Village $260/mth. Availablw June 1.
256-6413

GUITAR

Yamaha Acoustic Guitar FG335 perfect
condition w/case asking $140 call 545-3500
after 6:00 549-3733 ask for Dan

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic
546-6684

HELP WANTED
Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.
Europe, S.Amer., Austrailia, Asis. All
fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA, Corona
Del Mar. CA 92625

Les/Gay Counseling Collective seeks
counseling supervisor with MA or equiv for
TO hr/wk position. Send resume to PG^
Counseling Collective, 406F Student
Union, UMass/Amherst 01003 For more in-
to leave name and number at 545-2545

LEGAL ASSISTANT
INTERNSHIPS

Happy Birthday Ellen - J &W (the group)
Sorry it's a day late. Enjoy your 22nd

"PPV B-Day Michelle April 11th. Love
V.r.L.R.M.S.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-
tions available for full-time legal assistant
interns for Fall 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Aid attorneys of LSO with
client interviewing, investigations, legal
research, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-
dance at hearings in District and Superior
Courts, and participation in administrative
hearings and federal litigation. Maintain
continuing caseload under attorney super-
vision. For advice on arranging an intern-
ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-
ships, Curry Hicks Building. For further in-
formation, contact LSO, 922 Campus
Center. Applications due Wednesday, April
21, at Office of Internships. Writing sample
required.

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancv
5-0392, 584-7924

PUFFTON VILLAGE

Will take over part of 3 bedroom apart-
ment's lease plus added bonus! 549-1377
between 11 pm and 8 am Fall option
necessary

RESUME WRITING

Quick/confidential/efficient call after 5PM or weekends 549-5727

LOCAL BANDS
If you would like to tell the world about
yourself, do it through April's music issue
of the Other Voice -the Collegian's Arts
Magazine. Call John Brobst at the Col-
legian Arts Desk -545-3500. Call direct, call
collect, but call TODAY!

ROOM WANTED FOR THE SUMMER
In Northampton preferably, but will take
any clean single in a house or apartment at
a reasonable rate; call Terri at 546-6282

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOST

Medium sized dog shepard/beagle mari<-
ings Lenox medal 256-8901 or 637-0694
Keys on Kathy chain Southwood Apts
call 6-7245 lost March 28
Two tickets to West Side Waltz - lost
Fnday near Student Union and Chapel
•reward - call Doug 6-4617

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Please! Call
546-7338

One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

Male non smoker on Sunderiand bus
route beginning June first fall option
665-7575

Female to share 1 of 2 bedrooms at Roll-

I2S, .I2S?
^"5/month, everything included

2 women non-smoker, quiet, summer
sublet one fall optk)n N. Amherst 549-0319

3 roommates wanted summer with fall
oPj'on 147/mth, utilities inc. Swiss Village
253-5937

Puffton female wanted for three bedroom
apartment Summer with fall option
549-5896

MOTORCYCLES
Kawasaki 1980 KZ750E excellent condi-
tion 7000 miles $2300 256-0170

1981 Kawasaki Ltd 750 for quick sale gloss
black, only 2000 miles so its like new buy it

for 2000 dollars call 256-0754 today what a
deal, gosh!

Classic Honda 750 1976, jet black, 17,000
miles. Lots of chrome many extras. A-1
condition, includes 2 helmets. $1595 -
takes it away. Call Dave 549-6802

SERVICES

Professional Research, Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Research,
#600-C, 407 S. DeartJorn, Chicago, IL 60605
Typing 4c a line. Some overnite sen/ice
Call 549-4595

Research Consulting and statistical com-
puting service. Robert Alexander, Ph D
psychologist 253-5262

SKI EQUIPMENT
Hagen 200 cm racing cut skis. New
never used, price negotiable. Call 549-5616
Excellent buy. Call now - will sell quickly

PERSONALS
Have a heart! Donate blood it's easy and
worthwhile, the American Red Cross will be
at the CCA April 6, 7, dth

"Killing us Softly" coming soon. Monday
April 12, 7:00 pm, Patterson, Be there.

Wanted for research project: non-visably
handicapped chronically ill individuals that
use the Health Services for primary care
Call 549-6496 after 6:00

"

Go to our table on the Concourse. Find
out about the revival of the rope pull. Do
not miss out. Form your team.

|

TO INCH LONG - Here's looking at you.
Your secret admirers.

CLETUS You are my favorite DOG. Happy
twentieth, see you at Carbur's.

Got a favorite movie? I bet ,1 have the
poster. I have over 1500 posters in stock.
Call Matt at 6-6768 318 Field

A benefit concert for the Mass Nuclear
Referendum Campaign - John Hall Band
and Crockett April 15 FAC donations 5.50
-6.50

STOWE SKIING

April 16th - 19th 3 days skiing, 3 nights
lodgfhg, 3 Lite breakfasts $68.00 due April
13th Bob Collins 666-4720

SUMMER SUBLET

John Hall Band Benefit Concert for
Mass Nuclear Referendum Canr\paign April
15 FAC with Crockett don't mies it!

DEAR SPARKY.
It is hard to let you go we had so much but
we must move on Love Denny

Two bedroom apt Rolhng Green June 1

-August 31. $250/month furnished, inc.
utilities and air conditioning, pool, laundry
facilities, on bus route. 253-2887
Puffton Village summer sublet 1 bdrm ful-
ly furnished price negotiable 549-6715

lyf.^
*****'°°'" furnished apt Puffton

Village rates negotiable call 549-6249

6 minute walk from campus fully fur-
nished 2 bedroom apt 275/month -f- ut
549-0867

Summer sublet one bedroom furnished
in 3 bedroom apt Puffton Village $130 +
elec 549-0621 *

ou -^

Neg. Rent Riverglade pool, tennis, AC,
bus route, 2 bdrm, laundry in cellar, after 6
pm 253-2069

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION
?""^«f'»nd. 3 bdrm. $270 & util. ask for
Jeff 665-3900, keep trying

Summer sublet w/fall option one room
in three bedroom Puffton apartment
available after graduation call Steve
549-5981 anytime

TO SUBLET

Summer sublet June 1 w/fall option
Amherst 1 bedroom apt $250 inc everything
253-5166

Summer sublet w,'fall opt. 2 bdrm Col
Vllg. $275 -(- elec. 253-2997 mg & couch in-
CI*

Before too late - 2 bedroom apt in
Sunderiand on bus rte w/fall option call
after 8 665-4946

Townhouse Apts 3 bedroom, furnished
start June 1 $300 549-6709, or 546-9592

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
terms available immediately Paul or Bill
665-4391 \_
One bedroom apt June 1 thru Aug 31 on
Sunderland bus rte corner apt totally fur-
nished call 666-3178 keep trying

Sublet 2 bdrm apt 1 month free 300 per
month Squire Vill call 665-4828 w/fa option
Summer sublet fall option four bedroom
apt Swiss Village chalet apts tel 256-0766
Summer sublet fall option 4 bedroom
everything included $147 or best offer
253-2247 or 256-0852 ^
for summer large one bedroom apartment
on bus route call for more info 6-6614
To sublet fall opt 1 bd in 2 bd Brandywine
549-5951

Amherst Center 2 bedroom $400/month
availa June 1 w fall option 253-9429 after 5
5 bedroom house avail June 1st w/fall oo
call 586-6493

DONT WAITI Summer sublet fall option
4-bedroom heat-electric included $147 ea
253-7625

Squire Village 2 bedroom w/fall option
665-3154

On campus house - summer 2 bdrm, fully
furnished, rent negotiable - 549- 1414

Brittany Manor 2 bdrm apt, rent
negotiable, fall option 253-5956

Rolling Green 2 bedroom apt to sublet for
summer. Furnished all utilities air cond in-
cluded rent neg 256-0435

Lease beginning June 1 2 bedroom
Southwood Apt $295.00 256-8464

Amherst Center Apt 3 bedroom avail
June 1 fall option $127.50 ea 253-5298

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bdrms
$275 near Col Vil 256-8604

Puffton 3 bdrm summer subet 2 bdrm/ tall

option 549-0095

Summer sublet 3 bdrm Puffton
549-6912 bus route utilities included

apt

Save $200 this summer on practically fur
nished Sunderiand apt w/fal! option bus fip
call after 8 665-4946

Inexpensive summer sublet with fall op
tion Colonial Village 1 bedroom 253-9246
Available immediately large single room
Puffton $140 month summer available Alan
584-7615 __^
Summer sublet with fall option female 1

bedroom in 2 bedroom Brandywine all

549-4854

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith'
25 No. Pleasant ^\., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for Townehouse or Bran-
dywine apartment for fall will summer
sublet call 256-8784

Wanted summer sublet with fall opt. one
bedroom apt at Brandywine or Puffton
546-5684 or 545-0783, Duncan

2 bdrm apartment in Puffton for sum-
mer and fall call 253-5116 or 546-9974

Wanted apt furnished summer poss fall in
Puffton call 546-8181 John

WRITING SERVICES

Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD
assist in any writmg project. Amherst

SATURDAY

- D.C. WEEKEND MENU
BRUNCH
Scrarr.bled Eggs.
Breakfast Sausage,
Ft^rich Dip Sandwich,
Waffles/Maple Syrup

DINNER
Chicken Cutley/Suprfni"

Sauce, Cranberry Sauce,

Meatballs/Romano Sauce,

Ratatouille

#%$>
(S^^®^
e^^

BRUNCH
Omelet. Tuna Bo.u
ed Beef Hash
Cheese F'ondut

SUNDAY

DINNER
Corn- EASTEFt DINNER:
Swiss Ro-i^f Lamb with Lujj,'

Cherry Sauce, Ba' d
Ham/Orange Glaze, Egg
and Che(ldar Florentint'
( 'as.seroU'

I
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AHEAD OF THE PACK - University of
Massachusetts runner Chris Omeltchenko pullsaway from the competition durine the
steeplechase event of the UMass-BC meet last
week at the Derby Track. Both Omeltchenko and
UMass won, but due to bad field conditions.
UMass will not be hosting the UMass Relays this
weekend.

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The aftermath of Tuesday's blizzard continues to hamper
nearly all of the spring sports scene here at the University
of Massachusetts. The weekend slate, both home and
away, has been wiped out.
BASEBALL - The doubleheader against the

University of New Hampshire, to have been held here
tomorrow, has been called, along with Monday's game
against Boston CoUege. According to co-captain Warren
McReddie. the games wiU be made up sometime in the next
two weeks. This period may include the games with
Northeastern University, which was canceUed on Tuesday
and the original home opener against Fairfield University'
which was scheduled for Wednesday.
SOFTBALL - The last time UMass played was its

season opener last April i at Brown University. Since
then, the Mmutewomen have a total of nine games post
poned. including yesterdays doubleheader against the
University of Rhode Island and tomorrow's doubleheader
against the University of New Hampshire. Also called is
next Tuesday's doubleheader at Westfield State College

UM
as weU as last Tuesday's game at Keene State CoUege. All
of these games have been rescheduled: April 14
ProWdence CoUege. home; April 25. Keene. home; April
28. Rhode Island, home; April 29. UNH. home. (AU home
games are played at the lower NOPE field )

MEN'S LACROSSE: Garbers GorUlas had their second
game in a row postponed when the contest against Rutgers
University, which would have been held tomorrow at New
Jersey, was canceUed. Wednesday's game at Cornell
University has been tentatively rescheduled for May 10.
The Gorillas' next home game is April 14 against Brown
University.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE: Pam Hixon's Gazelles are stiU
undefeated at 1-0. They've been that way since last
Saturday. Games against Springfield College (scheduled
for yesterday) and Northeastern University (slated for
tomorrow) have been postponed, with Tuesday's game
against Smith CoUege in doubt. The Springfield game wUl
be played AprU 29 at Springfield, while the Northeastern
game has been rescheduled for May 9 in Boston
MEN'S TRACK: The UMass Relays, scheduled for

tomorrow, have been cancelled. No date has been set. The
Mmutemen's next meet is at the Boston CoUege Relays.

WOMEN^S TRACK: Scratch the UMass Relays for them
too Its next meet a home tri-meet against the University

in doTt
*"" Springfield to be held next Tuesday, is

MEN'S TENNIS: The Minutemen are still holding out onUs home debut against Holy Cross next Tuesday at theBoyden courts. Wait and see.
WOMEN'S TENNIS: Yesterday's match against UConn

has been rescheduled for AprU 19 at UConn. UMass wUl
''1i^£.'!L"fSfil^°"^8:e

next Tuesday at Springfield.

• ^^I^^?®^'^= "^^ '^ ^^'^^'^ <^«"'d be in the drain-
pipes by Monday. Yesterday's opener against Providence
College, Amherst College and Dartmouth College was
cancelled; no word on a new date. In doubt is today's
meeting at American International College, as well asMonday s home matches against Boston CoUege and Holy

WOMEN'S GOLF: No word yet on when this week's
matches wiU be rescheduled. The opener against
Spnngfield on Tuesday and the home opener against
Dartmouth and Amherst were called off. Jack Leaman's
squad may have to wait untU the Rutgers Invitational nextweekend ui order to represent UMass on the greens

Despite cold and injuries/] Maxwell's 22 lifts Celtics
mittwomen keep playing
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

It began, maybe, last Saturday, when
the field maintenance crew roped off the
diamond at the lower NOPE fieW.
Something was up. for Providence CoUege
had just arrived to play a doubleheader
against the University of Massachusetts
softbaU team; yet. no one was warming
up. throwing, running or whatever.

Five minutes later, it was apparent: the
scheduled doubleheader was caUed due to
bad field conditions.

"Bad field conditions" would soon
become a common watchword for not only
the softbaU team, but for every other
outdoor squad in UMass and the rest of
the Northeast. The sudden and severe
blizzard put a damper on nearly everyone,
causing teams to revamp entire schedules
and praying that nothing else could
happen to screw things up yet again.

To the UMass softbaU team, "bad field
conditions" is just another little problem
that it has taken into its long Ust of ad-
versity that has become longer than its
interrupted season.

Take the South Carolina exhibition trip,
for example. Before that week in March
was over, the team would lose AU
American infieider AUyson Rioux for the
season.

In the course of the season opener
against Brown University last week, the
Minutewomen lost pitcher Missy Oman
for the season, due to a leg injury.

And now the weather. UMass has to
make up nine games, seven within a week-
long period in late April.

Despite all that has happened in this
young season, the team has managed not
only to overcome these obstacles, but to
stay together in such a way that has
UMass coach Elaine Sortino talking lUte
her team's in the World Series.

"If a group was ever more united to
conquer adversity the way it has, it wouW
be this team," said Sortino, "We've had
injuries, nothing has gone right for the
last two weeks as far as the weather is
concerned, and yet the intensity is stUl
there at practice. It's incredible."

According to Sortino. the left side of the
infield, the side most plagued by injury,
has played like never before.

"Christine Coughlin has been incredible
at third base." said Sortino. "And Frances
Troy, the other co-captain with Allyson.
has Uken over aU responsibiUties. She's
been a real leader. With a team like this
you gotta be lucky."

Troy, a senior who plays first base, said
that practicing at the Cage instead of
outside is not as frustrating as what the
weather would have them (or us) believe,
and that she too can't believe the spirit of
her team.

"The morale's reaUy up." said Troy,
"We're ready to play."

So the Minutewomen. ranked second to
the University of Connecticut in the latest
New England poll, will try to get its
season underway next Wednesday with
that doubel header against Providence.

NEW YORK (AP) - Cedric MaxweU led
a balanced Boston scoring attack with 22
pomts as the Celtics pushed the New York
Knicks to the brink of elimination from
NaUonal BasketbaU Association playoff
contention with a 110-106 victory
yesterday.

The Knicks are six games behind sixth-
place AtlanU in the race for the final
Eastern Conference playoff spot. Both
teams have six games left, so one loss by
New York or one victory by Atlanta would
extinguish the Knicks' playoff hopes.

Boston. meanwhUe, has the best recordm the NBA at 59-17 and has a five-game
lead over Philadelphia in the Atlantic
Division. The Celtics have won 22 of the last
24 games.
Urry Bird and Kevin McHale scored 19

points apiece for Boston. whUe Robert
Parish had 17 in only 19 minutes of play.
Parish was in foul trouble most of the game
and fouled out with more than three
minutes remaining.

The Knicks' Michael Ray Richardson led
all scorers with 24 points. Maurice Lucas
and Paul Westphal had 16 apiece and BUI
Cartwright and Marvin Webster each had
15 for New York.
After the game was tied for the 16th

time. 71-71 with 5:58 left in the third
quarter. Nate Archibald gave the Celtics a
73-71 lead with a field goal and Boston
never was caught again. The Celtics led by
as many as eight points six times in the
fourth quarter, but never could puU away.

Parish scored 14 points in the first 10
minutes of the game, but the Celtics led
only 28-27 at the end of the opening quarter
after 10 ties and nine lead changes in the
period.

Boston then scored the first nine points of
the second quarter for a 37-27 lead as Bird
hit one field goal and twice threw long
passes to Maxwell for breakaway baskeU.
But a 16-6 spurt by the Knicks in the next
3 /i minutes tied the score 43-43 before the
Celtics took a 57-53 halftime lead.

Bruins send Sabres to brink
BOSTON (AP) - Rookie Barry Pederson

scored three goals, all in the second period
and veteran Rick Middleton connected for
a pair as the Boston Bruins stormed to
their second consecutive victory over the
Buffalo Sabres 7-3 Thursday night for a
commanding lead in their National Hockey
League playoff.

Pederson. who tied a league record with
his three goals in one period, and Middleton
also had two assists as the Bruins took a20 lead m the best-of-five Adams Division

sITiIrdT^
^"«s which moves to Buffalo

The Bruins who beat Buffalo 3-1 in theWednesday night opener, broke away from

*
J w*?!.°"

power-play goals by Pederson
and Middleton in the first 1:04 of the se-

cond period. Buffalo was shorthanded as a
results of penalties carried over from late
in the first period.

The Bruins, who edged Buffalo for se-
cond place behind Montreal in the divi-
sional race during the regular season,
scored again with the new young sensation,
Mike Moffat in goal. Moffat, just 20, made
hi.s NHL debut last Saturday and has won
four games without a defeat.

With his three goals and two assists for
five points, Pederson fell one goal short of
the NHL playoff record for most points in a
game.
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SCERA bills are
up for vote Wed.
By PAUL BASKEN
CoUegian Staff

Three biUs drafted and supported by the Student Center
for Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA) and
sponsored by Rep. James ColUns. D-Amherst, are now in
the Massachusetts State Legislature's Joint Committee on
Education, awaiting the committee's recommendation.
The three biUs. which wiU be voted on by the legislature

Wednesday, all concern the Board of Regents. One bill

outlines provisions for the overseeing of the Board whUe
another deals with student representation on the Board
and a third concerns budgetary procedures for public
higher education.

Ken Moore, chairman of the PubUc PoUcy team of
SCERA. said one bUI would create a "student advisory
committee." which would be made up of each of the student
representatives to the respective Board of Trustees of each
of the Commonwealth's public institutions of higher
education.

This committee. Moore said, would then be empowered
to annually elect one of its members to a full voting
membership on the 15-member Board of Regents. The
duties q{ the commission, according to the bUl. would also
include making recommendations to the Regents regar
ding: all matters of student concern brought before it; aU
tuition and fee increases and the Regents' five-year master
plan for public higher education."
The commission would also make recommendations to

the governor concerning appointments to the Boards of
Trustees, and on the nominations of members to the Board
of Regents, according to the bUl. The governor currently
appoints aU 15 members of board, each of whom serve for
five years.

Moore said an alternative bUl is also pending in the
legislature which specified a different procedure for
selecting the student representative. That bUI. Moore said,
would not be preferred because students would only
submit three student names for nomination, and the actual
representative would then be selected by the governor.
While Moore said only one student on the Board of

Regents could not necessarily prevent actions that would
otherwise be taken by the Board, the student would be
influential. hopefuUy gaining the respect and credibility of
Board members, and would also allow students to gain
access to various type of information otherwise made
unavaUable to them

.

The second biU would establish a procedure for over-
seeing of the Board of Regents, primarily through review
by the Joint Committee on Education, and include a bi-

annual public hearing.

The committee, according to the bUl. would regularly
review all minutes of the Regents' meetings, and would be
empowered to submit any Regents' decision they deem
deserving consideration for veto to the state legislature
where a two thirds majority vote in both houses would
overturn a polity of the Regents.
Moore said such supervision is needed since the Regents

do not necessarUy directly represent the pubUc interest,
whereas members of the legislature must answer directly
to its constituents.

The third bUl. Moore said, would reverse a policy
adopted by the Commonwealth in the budget acts of 1980
which addressed the procedure for distribution of state
public higher education funding among the individual
campuses.

Collripan photo by Jim Waldron

GUEST APPEARANCE - Pat Metheny made
a special ^est appearance as a backup guitarist
at Friday nig^ht's Sonny Rollins concert at the
Academy of Music in Northampton (see story
page 11). -

CollcKiaii photo by MirhacI MarKolia

GO FLY A KITE! — Naresh Durvarsula, a
UMass student and a native of India, takes ad-
vantage of yesterday's balmy weather to launch
his kite in front of Marston Hall.

New housing plan
meets opposition
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Student leaders across campus have said they oppose
the new housing system proposed by Dr. Joseph Zannini,
director of Housing Services.

The proposed housing system reorganization would have
aU campus Uving areas operating on a "cluster system" Uke
that used in the Central and Orchard HUl residential areas.

In these systems, dormitories are grouped into
"clusters" headed by one resident director, and one
graduate student who lives in each dormitory.

Zannini's proposal would eliminate all heads of
residences as well as the tower coordinators in the South
west residential area. All graduate student assistants
would become part-time staff, paid for a 20-hour week.
These measures would leave most buUdings without a fuU-
time residential staff.

"We do not see it (the housing plan) being at aU
beneficial for the people in the housing system." said
Southwest Area Government (SWAG) co-President Steve
Mazzola.

According to a fact sheet drawn up by representatives of
several University student government groups. Zannini's
plan wiU "reduce the number of professional Uve-in sUff by
one-third."

Mindy Ordway. Undergraduate Student Senate
Governmental Affairs chair and a resident of Southwest,
expressed concern over the possibiUty of understaffing.
Buildings which are presently divided into two or three
dormitories, such as Van Meter and the Southwest towers,
will be considered single dormitories under Zannini's plan.
The sheet states the administration's reasoning for the

plan is to "streamline and upgrade the professional staffs."
but points out instances of staff downgrading and
elimination in areas with larger populations.
"A cluster of dorms in the Northeast residential area

which houses 360 students wUl have one fuU time Resident
Director plus two graduate assistants whereas, a Sylvan
residential area dorm with 450 students wiU have only one
Resident Director." according to the sheet.

The Area President's Council sent a letter to Zannini
Friday outlining some of the changes it felt necessary if the
plan were to be implemented, but some members said they
felt the letter was incomplete.

"He (Zannini) gave us an AprU 6 deadline to submit
input. We had to respond in some way." Mazzola said. A
letter from SWAG should be sent early next week
specifying the area students' position, Mazzola said.

Collegian charged with sexism
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

CoUegian Women's Editor Kelly Malley resigned Thurs-
day night after the editor-in-chief of the University of
Mas.sachusetts student newspaper refused to allow
publication of a satirical editorial column Malley had writ-
ten.

The column criticized CoUegian new^s coverage of
Thomas John McLaughlin's birth to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
McLaughlin. McLaughlin is the UMass head basketball
coach.

Malley objected to the perspective of the previous day's
page one CoUegian news story and called the story "a
symptom of bad treatment of women."
"She (Debbie McLaughlin) was treated as a passive

observer. She was ignored and he (Tom McLaughlin) was
glorified," Malley said yesterday.

Collegian Editor-in-Chief Jeffery P. Bianchi, made the
decision not to allow publication of the column about 10
p.m. Thursday after much discussion between six other
Collegian editors and Malley at a closed meeting. Last
night, Bianchi said if each time there was a disagreement
between staff members or editors and they used the
newspaper to express their arguments then there would
be "precious little space for outside input."
After Malley resigned as women's editor, she submitted

her editorial as a student unattached to the CoUegian. She
said that "by forcing her to resign," the other editors
were "not willing to admit opposing view.s."

"The opposing editors were trying to protect the image
of the Collegian; I think they damaged it," Malley said.

The Daily Hampshire Gazette and other media printed
charges by Malley that the Collegian practiced blatant sex-
ism. Managing Editor Steven Semple responded to these
and other charges by Executive Editor Kathleen Howley
such as: the CoUegian managing editor is sexist and the

editor-in-chief practices censorship (reported by
Associated Press) by saying these charges were "first, lies

and second, they (the charges) damaged the credibility of
the paper."

"Every time an editor makes a decision it's censorship,"
Editor-in-Chief Bianchi said.

Howley, who is responsible, according to the executive
editor's job description, for deciding what comprises the
opinion/editorial page, said she plans to make a motion at
tonight's CoUegian Board of Editor's meeting. Howley
said the motion will state the executive editor is solely
responsible for the decision to publish the letters and opi-
nions that are printed on the Op/Ed page. According to
Howley, this would reaffirm that no other editor has the
power to block publication of editorial material approved
by the executive editor.

"I am responsible for the editorial department and I

cannot run the editorial department while these attempts
at censorship are going on," Howley said.

"Nobody at this paper has absolute control of
anything." Semple said. A staff majority can overturn any
decision of the Board of Editors and the Board can over-
turn any editor's decision. The editor-in-chief has in-
dividual veto power. Semple .said.

Malley said that it was important to realize that the Col-
legian has a recent history of less than acceptable at-
titudes towards women. She went on to say that she did
not think the McLaughlin news .story's bias was inten
tional.

"It (the bias) wasn't that obvious to a lot of fHHipk- and
that's what's dangerous about it," Malley said.

Bianchi said he felt that the article neglected the woman
(Mrs. McLaughlin) and that he 'felt the same way (as

Malley) about the article." Bianchi said that because the
article was recognized as neglecting the woman's point of
view, the issue was not one of sexism.
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Jewish gunman kills two in Jerusalem spree
JERUSALEM (AP) - A Jewish gunman

shot his way into the Mosque of Omar, one
of Islam's holiest shrines, sniping at
bystanders and sparking riots that turned
Jerusalem's Easter Sunday into a day of
bloodshed with at least two dead and
dozens wounded.

After a 30-minute shooting spree on the
hallowed Temple Mount, the bearded
assailant was captured by the chief of
Jerusalem police who described the man as
being of American extraction. Police said
the man was Jewish.

State run Israel Radio identified him as

an American immigrant, 38-year-old Alan
Harry Goodman. The police would not
confirm that information, but said the
assailant apparently was an army reservist,
dressed in military uniform and fired an M-
16 automatic rifle.

The attack occurred within a few hun-
dred yards of thousands of Christian
pilgrims celebrating Easter, and Jewish
worshippers crowded at the Wailing Wall,
Judaism's holiest shrine, for Passover.

The assault on a holy site revered by
Moslems and Jews alike shocked the nation
and sparked the bloodiest Moslem riots in

Dig^est
By the Associated Press

Argentina may want
nuclear arms soon
WASHINGTON - Argentina's con-

frontation with Britain over the Falkland
Islands may result in accelerated Argentine
efforts to produce South America's first

atomic bomb, U.S. specialists on nuclear
proliferation say.

"This gives the Argentines something
they've thus far lacked and that is a
plausible excuse for needing nuclear
weapons," said one source concerned about
the potential longterm implications of the
London -Buenos Aires showdown.

The specialist, who declined to be
identified, said the Falklands crisis "may
satisfy some of the political requirements of
going ahead to a nuclear weapons
capability. But that doesn't necessarily
mean they're going to do it."

Britain's modest nuclear arsenal, four
Polaris missile submarines targeted against
the Soviet bloc, is not expected to play any
du-ect role in the confrontation.

However, U.S. officials and experts
outside government argued that the
Falklands affair — particularly if Britain
forces a withdrawal by Argentine troops —
could prompt Argentina to push more
rapidly toward achieving its own nuclear
capability, for the sake of international
prestige as well as military deterrence.

PoUtical fallout from the South Atlantic
crisis, they said, may boost nuclear am-
bitions already fueled by Argentina's
k)ngstanding rivalry with neighboring
Brazil.

^

Suspect in slaying

found dead in car
LOWELL - A 40-year-old Lowell

man being sought in connection with the
death of a 13-year-old girl was found dead of
apparent carbon monoxide poisoning in his
car yesterday afternoon, police said.

Dennis Baker was found in a remote area
of Groton, about 20 miles from Lowell, said
Lowell Police Lt. James Gookin.

A swimming pool hose was hooked up
from the exhaust pipe into the car. said
Gookin. He said a note was found with
Baker s body, but police declined to disclose
its contents.

Baker was sought in connection with the
investigation of the death of Janice
Filamond, of Lowell, whose decomposed
body was found in a shallow grave on April
3 in a wooded area on the Lowell

-

Chelmsford town line. The arms and legs
had been severed from her body. She had
been missing since August.

Baker and the girl Uved in the same
Lowell apartment complex. Gookin said.

Eatons Corrasable Bond
Typing Paper, 4 weights

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
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Try the Fine Arts
this Spring

The Big Six

^Jazz
DIZZY GILLESPIE ILLINOIS JACQUET
MAX ROACH RICHARD DAVIS
BILLY TAYLOR LEON THOMAS

MONDAY, APRIL 26. 8 PM

Leonard Rose
i.t ih.

Sprirififu'ld Symphony
Orchestra

Friday, April 30, 8 PM

Box Omcr Noon to 4PM, M-F (41 3)545-251

1

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

Sponsored by
S.C.A.N.N.

years.

The shooting quickly took on political

significance at a time of conflict on the West
Bank and growing tension with Palestinian
guerrillas in Lebanon. Jerusalem's Moslem
Supreme Council called for a week-long
general strike in occupied Arab territories.

Cmdr. Yehoshua Caspi, the police chief,

said the gunman declared upon surren-
dering: "So many of my family and friends
are being kilJed. I had to take revenge."

Police and witnesses said he entered the
compound at 9:30 a.m. through the
Ghawamneh gate and shot two guards who

challenged him. He ran into the golden

-

domed Mosque of Omar — where Moslem
tradition says the prophet Mohammed
made his leap to heaven — and shot another
guard and sniped at bystanders until his
ammunition ran out.

Anguished Moslems hurled rocks at the
Israeli anti-terrorist squad of border
policemen as they tried to reach the
mosque.

Caspi said he and his men dragged the
attacker out a side door and ran to safety
pursued by a mob wielding knives, rocks
and sticks.

THE y^oK

SPRING DINNER SPECIAL
MON., TUES. & WED. 310 P.M. ONLY $3.99

1" o I? A?K°"®,o*!
Chicken Breast with fresh Broccoli & Pork-fried Rice

z. Pork Chop (2 pieces) with fresh Broccoli & Pork-fried Rice
3. Choice Rjb-eye Steak with fresh BroccoM & Pork-fried Rice
|e3J^.d Special (fried Shrimp, Scallops & F.sh) with fresh Broccoli &
rorK-Tried Rice

5. Beef with Mixed Vegetables with 2 fried Shrimp & Pork fried Rice

7 ?K;f^r *Ji .."'!^, Vegetables with 2 Teriyak, Beef & Porkfried Rice
7. Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables with i Egg Roll & Porkfned Rir..
Scallops with Mixed Vegetables with 3 Chicken Fingers K
Porkfried Rice

9. Sweet & Sour Dishes (choice of Chicken, Pork or Shnmp) /i

Pork-fried Rice

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL 586 120?

48 RUSSELL ST., HADLEY, MASS

in cooperation
with U.P.C.

luclearlXefeiTendnm

Make a stand with

• Donations
$5.50 - $6.50

"Take all your
atomic poison
power away"

John Hall

Thursday

APRIL
15th

NOW is

the hour to
STOP nuclear

power!

Fine Arts Center
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i^ampus Center site is considered for WMUA
>HNR0LLINSONBy JOHN ROLLINSON

Collegian Correspondent

After 33 years of broadcasting service to the PioneerVaUey from Marston HaU. WMUA will move to a newhome and update some vital equipment by next fall, ac-cordmg to Bill Stepchew. chief engineer at the student-run
radio station.

A Campus Center area opposite the Collegian offices is
being considered as a likely candidate for the new site,
btation members said the Campus Center is a good location
because it would offer access to Campus Center activities
be more accessible to station members and visitors, enjoy
the Campus Center's 24-hour guard service, and make
possible a sharing of resources with the Collegian.
The move is as yet undecided according to Scott Cash-man of the Board of Governors, who oversee the use ofCampus Center space.

"WMUA hired a consultant to develop a work order we
need to see what the project wUl cost. It wUl be significantm determining the decision. I think there's a good chance
they 11 get it," Cashman said.

*Reds' inspires a
history course
By PAUL BASKEN ^_
Collegian Staff

A history course based on the characters and events
depicted in the award-winning film. Reds, will be offered
next fall to University of Massachusetts students.

Professor Milton Cantor, who will coordinate the in-
struction of the three-credit course, said different
professors will teach various aspects of the people and
times portrayed in Reds.

Cantor said the course's instructor's, including many
from outside the history department and some from
outside the University, wiU lecture on such topics as: the
family (based on the family of John Reed, the main
protagonist of the fUm); feminism (based on the fUm's
character of Louise Bryant); the Russian Revolution of
1917; and the Mexican Revolution.

Cantor said he expects to lecture at about eight classes
and that he is trying to secure speaking engagements by
some of the real-life "witnesses from the villages" who
were portrayed in Reds as Russian Revolution par-
ticipants.

One "witness" has been contacted in Maine. Cantor said,
and the witness promised. "If he's stUl alive he'U show up."

Cantor said the idea for the course was initiated one
evening when the history department gave a presentation
for faculty members and friends simUar to the format now
planned for the course.

Although such a course has had little precedent at the
University. Cantor said. "Perhaps the students would be
interested.

Cantor said this departure from standard classroom
textbook fare is innovative, but said it is also legitimate
smce it "wouldn't compromise on scholarship and in-
tellectual discipline."

Meanwhile, groups which currently occupy the ollices
that may go to WMUA are waiting to hear official word on
the potential move. Those contacted, the Lesbian Union.
Panhellenic Council and Spectrum Magazine, offered
various comments on the significance of such a move.

A spokeswoman for the Lesbian Union said the move
would hopefully "put us closer to the People's Gay Alliance
up in the Student Union and it would put them (WMUA)
closer to the CoUegian. I don't feel any kind of negativity, it
makes sense.

Sandy Schortmann, secretary for the Panhellenic
Council said the move "would be a great inconvenience,
but we 11 have to cross that bridge when it comes. We
haven t heard anything."

Spectrum production editor Sandra Hutchinson said "Ifwe find a place more suitable than this, that's fine."
A representative of the Handicapped Students

Collective, which has an office in the area, could not be
reached.

Of the upheaval the move might cause, Stepchew saidWe fee! bad about making other people move but beUeve
that they have greater mobility than the radio station."

The station, which relies on the efforts of 60 to 150 core
and part-time members to broadcast 24 hours daily, has
also purchased some new equipment.

"In 1978," Stepchew said, "we were informed by RCA
WMM a""^**^*"''*'"

**^ ^^^ broadcast consoles now in use atWMUA. that our equipment would be obsolete by 1980,
and they wiU no longer manufacture or stock replacement
parts.

The station received $29,000 for the updating from the
Undergraduate Student Senate.

Stepchew said he closed a deal with Lake Systems of
Newton for the two $11,000 consoles and other purchases
wUl include a signal processor, a broadcast cartridge
recorder, a mixer, an equalizer and several microphones.

"We hope to stay on the air throughout the move." said

iiiiM P^
a communications studies major.

VETERAN TAPPER - Steve Telgra taps pure maple syrup from a boUi^g'll^^'^ippli^atus
yesterday in a sugarhouse on the Hubbard Farm on Route 116. Telga has been producing maplesugar products for almost 30 years. ^ ^

Dogs attack twelve sheep, one killed
ByEDWARD L.BIRK
Collegian Staff

Twelve sheep housed in the animal barns on Com-
monwealth Avenue were attacked by dogs sometime
between 4 p.m. Thursday and 7 a.m. Friday, University of
Massachusetts police reported yesterday.
The sheep, members of the Dorset breed, carry and

estimated value of $200 to $300 each, Sgt. David Grader
said.

One of the sheep had to be killed after its throat was
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LOOMING ON THE HORIZON - The Campus Center looms in the horizon and cuts a strikTng
effect in this photo taken from a spot at the rear of Gocssman HaU.

seriously damaged by a dog or dogs. Grader said. The
remaining 11 sheep may have injuries serious enough to
necessitate their destruction but officials will not know for
several days. Grader said.

Grader said that the barns are being watched by police
to prevent a repeat attack.

In other action, police placed a 20 year old male in
protective custody at 11:44 p.m. Friday after he was found
by police lying with a bloody face and under the influence
of alcohol in Infirmary Way, which runs between Wheeler
dormitory and the New Africa House in the Central
Residential Area, Grader said. At least three telephone
calls were received by police from motor vehicle owners
complaining of an individual kicking automobiles in the
Brett Wheeler area, Grader said.

One of the complaining owners identified the man to
police at the scene. Grader said. The man was taken to the
UMass Infirmary where he was treated for minor facial
cuts, cuts which he said he did not know how he had
sustained. Grader said.

Friday at 9:02 a.m. police received a call from a Campus
Center Concourse vendor complaining that a competing
vendor had grabbed her and threatened her daughter
while the pair was unloading goods from a car. Grader
said. The complainant also stated that a table was later
pushed into her daughter by an associate of ihe alledged
assailant, Grader said. The complainant was advised of
procedures for filing assault complaints with the Hamp-
shire County Courthouse. Since no police had witnessed
the acts, no direct police action could be taken. Grader
said.

Curtis Bradford Thorne, 19, of Western Avenue,
Amherst, was arrested at 2:16 a.m. Sunday near the
entrance to John Adams Drive in the Southwest
Residential Area and charged with driving while under the
influence of alcohol following a motor vehicle too closely
and failure to stay within marked lanes. Grader said.
Thorne was first observed travelling South on North

Pleasant Street riding a black motorcycle within three feet
of the vehicle in front of him and weaving in and out of his
lane. Grader said. Officers chased him west on Fearing
Street and when he finally stopped and approached by
police, he was found to smell strongly of alcohol. Grader
said.

Thorne was later charged with possession of marijuana
when a small amount was found on his person during a
search included in the booking procedure, Grader said.
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TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
PreRegistration's just around the corner-

are you satisfied with your major?
The Bachelor's Degree with

Individual Concentration (BDIC)

Program will give you the

opportunity to create your

own program of study.
INTRODUCTORY MEETINGS:
Monday, April 12 Wednesday, April 14

Brown Main Lounge Crabtree Music Room
7:00 pm 7:00 pm

ATTENTION!
100%

^ FREE TUITION $

JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS
IMATIOIMAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further Infor -nation Contact:

Sgt. Richard O'Connor
586-4110
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r WOMAN'
Collegian 5

The Woman's Week is a calendar of
heal events for women. To place your
event contact th^ Women's department of
the Collegian by Friday.

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER (EWC)

TUE: Counseling walk-in hours are 10
a.m. to noon.

Childcare is available from 7-10
p.m.

WED: Childcare is available from 3-10
p.m.

Counseling walk-in hours are 5-7

p.m.
THU: Childcare is available from 7-10

p.m.

The WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM
of the STUDENT CENTER FOR
RESEARCH AND ADVOCACY

(SCERA)

MON: A lecture on "Changing Legal
Context from Rowe vs. Wade to

TUE: The Women's Issues Team will

meet at 7 p.m. in room 805 of the
Campus Center. A study group on
the family will be featured.

Newslines...

WED: The Committee Against Sexual
and Racial Assaults (CASARA)
will meet at 5 p.m. in room 802 of
the Campus Center.
Lectures on "The Middle Perod
Following Rowe," and "A Minors
Right to Abortion," will be held at
11:15 a.m. in Machmer W17.

THU: The Committee for Equal Rights
and Reproductive Freedoms
(CERRF) will meet at 7 p.m. in

room 904 of the Campus Center.

FRI: A lecture on "Funding Decisions
on Abortion," and "The Present
Context Again the So Called
Human Life Amendment," will be
held in Machmer W17.
A conference on Reproductive
Rights will be held Friday, Satur-
day and Sunday at Oberlin, Ohio.
For more information call the
Women's Issues Team at the
SCERA office at 545-0341.

Education report

will be given
The Division of Instructional Studies in

Higher Education of the University of
Massachusetts School of Education will

present a report on "Developments in

Undergraduate Education: Reports from
Recent National Conferences," at 4 p.m.
tomorrow in room 151 of Hills South.
The talk, by Charles Adams and Bill

Lauroesch, will focus on reports from the
national meetings of higher education
assoicates held in Washington, D.C., last
month.

Disarmament in

Europe is topic
Dan Smith, chairperson of the European

Disarmament Committee, will speak on
"European Nuclear Disarmament:

/f

\

ANNOUNCEMENT
Undergraduates interested In EXPLORING HUMAN SERVICES

SOCIAL WORK OR SOCIAL WELFARE
*IS THERE LIFE AFTER UMASS IN HUMAN SERVICES?*

Come hear a panel of five alumni who lived to return

and tell about It.

WHEN? -- Tuesday, Apr 13, 1982 8:00 P.M.
WHERE? -- Room 163 Campus Center
WHAT? -- Panel and discussion plus

- refreshments
- Members of Faculty of Social and
Behavioral Sciences available for

informal discussion

Sponsors: Alumni Affairs

University Placement Office

Ad Hoc Committee on Social Work/
Social Welfare Advising, FSBS

information: 545-0577

=^
PUTYOUR
SCIENTIFIC OR
ENGINEERING
DEGREE TO WORK
M snu'rc a de^w candidal^

ufho would hke to embarh on
• future <]rtenled jcientihc or
cndrwETlngcAreer, then con
fidcr the United States Air
Fore« It » one oi the finest

opporturuties ki the nation
Completion of our tfvee

month Officer Training
School nets you an officer's

commission and launches
^rau Into a careo^ thai s gearai
lor tormrrou' Our equipmeni
IS among the finest, our
working conditions are ex
cellent. and our benefits
package unmatched Find
CMt about a space age service
from your nearest An Force
recruiter Call

TSgt Art Couamanche
413 737 1306

Rebellious Actors in a Macabre Theater" at

7:30 p.m. tomorrow in room 904-08 of the
- University of Massachusetts Campus

Center.

The talk is being sponsored by UMass
Peacemakers and the F'ive College Lecture
Fund.

Labor organizer

will speak tonight
Puerto Rican labor organizer Jose La Luz

will speak on "The Puerto Rican Labor
Movement" tonight at 7:00 in room 811-15
of the University of Massachusetts Campus
Center.

La Luz, who currently works with the
Connecticut State Federation of Teachers,
has been an organizer With the United
Farm Workers and the Farm Labor
Organizing Committee.
The talk is free and open to the public,

Childcare is available by calling 545-2893.

WOMEN'S STAFF MEETING
There will be a mandatory meeting for all

women's staff reporters Tues.. April 13, at

7:00 p.m., in the Collegian office. All
women's staff reporters must attend. If you
cannot make it please contact Lisa PeduUa
or Judi Jasurek prior to the meeting.

« «*»«i «Mv •* Me

Today's Staff

Night Editor Stephen Freker
Copy Editor Anne Kirby
Layout Technician Judd Warner
Assistant Photo Editor Jim Waldron
Composition Edie Eppich, Nancy Gallo

Susanne Erikson, Mike Meagher, Lise Zeiger

Gail Tanzer, Scott Stockwell
Carol McConville, Adrianne Dufour

Subscription Rates
The .'ytas.tarhusells Daily Collegian (USPS 333-220) is

published daily Monday through Friday excluding
vacations, exam periods, or holidays. Subscriptions are
available for $18 at 113 Campus Center. University of
Massachusetts. Amherst, Massachusetts. Postmaster:
Send address changes to the ManHachunettn Dally
Collegian, 113 Campus Center. University of
Massachusetts. Amherst. MA 01003.

UMYYOU TOGET INTO
SHAPETHB SUMAIER.

Dostcv
Dgns^

1

TONIGHT Pool Tournament
2 person teams$10

CASH PRIZES sign up at bar
Starts at 7 pm

35 E. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA 253-9285

If you have at least

two years of college left,

you can spend six weeks at

our Army ROTC Basic

Camp thissummer and earn
approximately $600.

And ifyou qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2-

Year Program this fall and
receive up to $ 1 ,000 a year.

But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.

That s when you receive

an officer's commission.
So get your body in

shape (not to mention your
bank account).

Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,

contact your Professor of
Military Science.

ARMYROTC
BEAUYOUCANBE.

TYPING & WORD PROCESSING
- Fast, accurate, low cost typing & word
processing of letters, resumes, term
papers, etc.

- Same or next day service in many cases

TYPE-RITE
321R Main Street

(corner of Main & Dickinson Streets)

Amherst 253-5111
V^^^t^-^-^*

It's REALLY Spring

Qt

Time

Contact:

Captain Patrick Merryman
545-2321

Fr**

Popcorn

Amherst's Diggest Little Dor

Open 1 1:30 AM - 1:00 AM Doily

07 N. Pleasant St.
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AHENTION FOOTBALL FANS
DON'T DESPArR

THE FOOTDALL SEASON IS JUST KICKING OFF AT '

THE DLUEWALL
ON MONDAY, APRIL 1 2TH

THE NFL SYMFUNNY
A UNIQUE LOOK AT THE HUMOROUS SIDE OF PRO FOOTDALL SETTO THE MAGNIFICENT SOUNDS OF THE MASTERS: DEETHOVEN
DfUHMS, TCHAIKOVSKY THE PROGRAM INCLUDES ALL YOUR
FAVORITES THE SOUL SPIKE SONATA'. THE OROKEN PLAY POLKAAND THE CONCERTO FOR CROOKED PLACEKICKER5

MOVIE KICKOFF: 9:00 & 10:00 PMy

.^l^

tA-

rxKV^lv^

v<*^'

(J^

Quickie Lunch
Coffee Shop

Hatch

Bluewall Cafeteria

Campus Center Food Service
7 ways to enjoy . . . why go anywhere else?

T.O.C. RcKtauraiit

S, Lounge

C'aterinq Dept.

Kluewall liar

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Collegian 7

^AS WE STCRM «HORE ON THE FALKLAMK, LITS HEAR TV€ SHIRS BAND PUY SOMCTWl«^

Smile! We've made Ronnie Reagan
After a hard week's work, the advisors to President

Reagan slip off to a small bar in Arlington, Virginia
to let their hair down and assess the presidency. On

this particular Friday, the image makers are discussing
the recent slippage in the President's popularity.

''Sure he is slipping Cap (Casper Weinburger)," said
David Gergen, acting Press Secretary, "but its not
because of the policies; it's the image! The Grandpa
Walton act is wearing thin."

Dave McCarthy
"We know the man is all style and no substance," said

Stockman. "So all we have to do is change his style, and he
will be popular again."
(To the waitress) "Miss, another J.D. and water for me.

Cap's drinking gin and tonic. Stockman and Meese want a
beer and fill up Brady's intravenous bottle.

''Haven't you had enough, Mr. Haig?"
"Just mind your own business. I'm in control here."
"So as Stockman was saying, we must find Mr. Rej^n

a new image that all Americans can identify with. For in-
stance, if Reagan were only Art Linkletter, we could get
him out of the jam he keeps getting himself into with his
big mouth. Everytime he makes one of his stupid remarks
.like, "Those against abortion have already been bom" I

could signal him to turn to the cameras and say, "Don't
Presidents say the darndest things!"

"That s o.k. for domestic policy, but it just won't work
for foreign policy," said Weinburger to Meese. "Foreign
leaders aren't taking the President serious enough. Now,
if he had only been a game show host instead of an actor in
the early years, the El Salvador thing could be easily
resolved. Instead of trying to justify supporting a loser
like Duarte, we could just have a press conference from
the set of "The Price is Right," and say, "Salvador
Napoleon Duarte, President of El Salvador, come one
down!" Even the reporters have seen that show. If Bob
Barker can do it, why can't the President?"
"No good. Al."

"Why not Cap?"
"I like the game show idea, but we have to combat the

non-compassionate rap he's getting. We have to make
Reagan belligerent, but lovable. Kind of like that Richard
Dawson guy. You know the one who kisses the enemies
and then tells them to feud. Reagan could do the same
thing with the leftists and rightists in El Salvador
Couldn't he Jim?"
(Stockman relays the whispered answer) "Brady says he

doesn't have any opinion, but he's keeping an open mind."
It is now 7 p.m., and happy hour is ending. But before

the image makers file out, they sing their secret drinking
song that has kept them together over the last year.
(To the tune of Candid Camera) "Though we're least

respected, we're elected, we're the stars of today. Smile!
We've made Ronnie Reagan."

Dave McCarthy is a Collegian columnist.

Letters
Effort won't be compromised Where are the open ears?
To the Editor: To the Editor.

I would like to make a clarification regarding the article

of Friday, April 9, 1982, entitled, "Southwest Govern-
ment favors new Cluster Systems to Old HR Method."

First, the Southwest Area Government does not en-
dorse Dr. Zannini's dorm reorganization plan over the cur-
rent Head of Residence system. We are in favor only o/im-
provements conceived by students, staff, and ad-
ministrators together: not just from one person in Hous-
ing Services.

The positive aspects cited in the article were in regards
to the present cluster system in the Orchard Hill/Central

system. They were not in regards to Dr. Zannini's Plan.

Lastly, the Southwest Area (jovemment fully endorses
a combined student effort that is now taking place to op-
pose any plans that do not guarantee essential services on
all levels. We will not allow this effort to be compromised.

Steven N. Mazzola
Co-President

Southwest Area Govemoient

I'm disgusted — at two things. First, the Miles review.
Anyone who wishes only to hear the same familiar tunes
and type of music doesn't know what listening to a "genius"
is all about. Miles' genius lies in his ability to change his
playing along with the times, that is, in different contexts.
Plante's review showed no respect for a man who has given
the world an inconceivable amount of insight and in-

spiration. OK, the concert wasn't the best Tve seen in

years, but it worked. Bands are crossing genres and
combining new techniques at a more dizzying rate than
usual. Miles et al were right there.

Disgust number two. Where are all the so-called "Jazz"
lovers in this valley? Betty Carter. Arthur BIythe, Andy
Bey and Kelvyn Belle and Clarice Taylor have all played
the area to embarrassingly sparce crowds. In this great
bastion of progressive open minded folk, where are all the
open ears?

Greg Giles

Amherst

What's going
to happen next?
Now that the dust has settled and the Salvadoran

elections are history, a new chapter in this long
sad story is beginning to unfold. The big winners:

the far-nghtists led by Roberto D'aubuisson. The big
losers: the moderates, led by the junta's president, Jose
Napoleon Duarte.
Although Duarte's Christian Democrats won a 41 per-

cent plurality in the popular vote, they did not gain the 31
seat majority needed to control the newly-created parle-

/TdfktR'^"^"'^^^"'^
Nationalist Republican Alliance

AKLNA) party, an extreme-right group supported most-
ly by the wealthy land owners, finished second in the
voting, followed by the other right-wingers. But they have
enough support to form a coalition government that will
unseat Duarte. The propsect of the rightists taking con-
trol, led by D'aubuisson (who has been called "a
psychopathic killer" in some State Department circles)
has the U.S. feeling quite uneasy.
Whether D'aubuisson will lead the coalition remains to

be seen. But with the Reagan Administration's promise of
support to whomever got elected, they could be left
holding the bag, supporting a government that
Washington does not want. Another major question mark
IS the Farbundo Marti National Liberation Front (FMLN).
"The rebel forces made a serious tactical error by not get-
ting involved in the elections. Between their loss of
legitimacy by not running a candidate, and their ineffec-
tive campaign to keep the people from voting, they are
now m bad shape. Add the threat of a major blood bath byD aubuisson (who thinks that anyone who does not sup-
port him is a Communist, and thus should be shot), and the
sum total is that the rebels are also big losers in the elec-
tions.

Most amazing was the sight of the people risking their
very lives to turnout and vote, with long lines outside the
polling places and people climbing fenses and dodging
bullets to get to the voting booths. The courage of the
voters were common sights last Sunday. If this much en-
thusiasm was seen for voting in American, we would have
no problems at all. But the long lines were a confirmation
that the people of El Salvador are hungry for change. The
death and destruction that has plagued their country for
so long has taken a frightful toll and the people sent a
clear message — we want peace now.
What is Washington going to do now that the elections

they have wanted are over? Wait and see is the prevailing
attitude, as well as continuing to push for a negotiated set-
tlement to the hostilities. They are hoping that the slow-
but-steady path of reform initiated by the Duarte govern-
ment is continued by the rightist coalition. D'aubuisson is
not anxious to do this, but if the coalition wants continued
U.S. support, it will have to be done.
What is going to happen next? There are two ways that

the situation will go. Either the coalition government will
seek a settlement with the rebels, and continue the
reforms; or the situation will deteriorate further, the civil
war will rage more intensely, the army will start losing
control, and U.S. troops will be sent in to keep the ruling
government in power. Unless FMUN shows a v*rillingness
to seek peace with the government (which looks highly
unlikely at this point) I see the situation in El Salvador
getting worse, with the strong possibility of the U.S. sen-
ding in troops to prop up the government.
About the only sure thing that can be said about El

Salvador at this point is that there are more questions
than answers. It's future remains very much up-in-the-air
as the fighting continues, as the worid watches and waits
for something to happen.

r
Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian columnist.
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Hypercurricula. .

.

Monday

WCLA - WCLA, Washington Center for

Learning Alternatives, offers internships in

Washington. D.C. Their application

deadline for Fall is April 15! Attend a
Planning Session for more information.
Contact the Office of Internships, 16 Curry
Hicks 545-0727.

MOVIE: THE EVENT HORSE - Free
movie by the USET, sponsored by the
Horsemasters Club. A brief meeting
regarding our Open Horse Show, April 25,
will follow. All are welcome! 311 Stock-
bridge, Mon. 12th.

"LIBERATING OURSELVES: A
PASSOVER WORKSHOP" - Come to a
workshop to talk about liberation and
oppression — of yesterday and today, of
here and now. CC rm. 802, 7 p.m.. Monday

'

April 12.

NEW MEMBERS WELCOME - UPC
Productions General Meeting, CC Rm 101,
AprU 13. 6:30.

ymm

Tuesday

COMBATTING JEWISH OPPRESSION
AT UMASS — An organizational Action
Planning meeting for everyone who is

concerned about Jewish oppression on
campus. CC rm 902. 4 p.m.. Tues. April 13.

THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY - wiU meet on
April 13th at 7:30 p.m. in CC 168. Feature
speaker will be wildlife biologist John
Lanier from White Mountain national
Forest. "Wildlife Management in WMNF"
will be discussed. Also trip plans to White
MounUin National Forest on April 16-18
will be discussed. AU majors welcome.

"ACID RAIN UPDATE" A community
discussion sponsored by the Valley Health
Plan. This program is open to the public at

no charge. Tues., April 13, 7 9:00 p.m.. The
Gallery, Jones Library, Amherst. Dr. Paul
Godfrey, Acting Director of the University

of Massachusetts Water Resources
Research Center will be speaker. For more
information contact Health Education at

549-2671, Ext. 181.

BASIC MARXISM STUDY GROUP -
Spartacus Youth League sponsored study
group meets every two weeks. This weeks
topics are "The REvolution Betrayed.

Trotskyism vs. Stalinism" and a presen-

tation on the March 27th El Salvador

Demonstration. Thompson, 3rd floor lounge

(Room 321), Tues. April 13, 8 p.m.

BICYCLE CLUB - This meeting wUl focus
on upcoming day and overnight trips. Our
main focus is a Martha's Vineyard trip.

Come bring your ideas, or listen to ours.
New members welcome, CEQ rm. 306 S.U.,
Tues., April 13 at 7:30 p.m.

DAN SMITH LECTURE - "European
Nuclear Disarmament: Rebellious Actors in

Macabre Theater" is the topic of this event
sponsored by UMass Peacemakers, UCF,
and the Five-College Lecture Fund.
Everyone welcome! CC 904-908, Tues.,
April 13, 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday

DEMONSTRATION PARACHUTE JUMP
— The UMass Sport Parachute Club will be

holding a demonstration jump Wednesday,
April 14 at noon into the mall between SBA
and Whitmore. In case of rain, the jump will

take place Thursday, Haigus Mall, Noon,
AprU 14 (15 or 16).

HUNGER BANQUET - Come and ex
perience for yourself the unequal
distribution of the world's food resources.

$2.00 per person at door. Call 545-1554 for

more information. Sponsored by Earth
Foods and UMass Hunger Task Force, Cape
Cod Lounge, Wed., April 14, 7:00 p.m.

PLANNING. PRODUCTION,
PROMOTION: COORDINATING ARTS
EVENTS — An organized team approach
to presenting arts events. Development of

total publicity and promotion. Butterfield
Dorm Lounge, April 14, 7 9:30 p.m.

MASS PIRG IS GOING TO TRUSTEE
MEETING - UMass PIRG wUl provide
transporation to the Board of Trustee
Meeting, Wed. April 14 in Worcester.
Those wanting to attend should meet in
front of the Student Union, at 12:00.

EARLY CHILDHOOD STUDENTS -
Mandatory Orientation Meeting for

students doing Student Teaching I Fall 1982
Semester on April 14, 4:00 p.m.. Skinner
Auditorium. If you cannot attend, please
see Carolyn Edwards. Skinner Lab School
or 359 Hills So., or Mary Johnson, 353 HUls
So.

Thursday

FAST FOR A WORLD HARVEST & Fast,
skip a meal or just eat less and contribute
the difference to OXFAM. Money collected
at People's Market, Earth Foods, and
concourse or at Hunger Task Force office,

428 Student Union, all day Thursday, April
15.

WORK IN BRITAIN, WORK IN
IRELAND, ENCOUNTER IRELAND
PROGRAMS — Representatives will meet
with students interested in working with
students interested in working abroad this

summer. Slide presentation and question-
and-answer session. CC 903 7-9 p.m.,
Thurs. April 15.

UNDERSTANDING AND COPING WITH
STRESS — University Health Services is

offering a three-hour workshop,
"Understanding and Coping with Stress",
for students and their dependents. The goal
of this workshop is to help people recognize
and manage the stress they face in their
everyday life. Several techniques for

dealing with stress wUl be explored. It is

scheduled for Thurs. April 15, UHS Trailer,

6:30 9:30 p.m. Pre-registration is required
by contacting the Health Education Office
at 549-2671, Ext. 181.

CAREERS IN THE BANKING IN-
DUSTRY AND IMPRESSIONS OF THE
CORPORATE WORLD" - A lecture on
career opportunities in banking and the
transition from college to the corporate
world will be delivered by Mr. Mike Winer,
Financial Analyst- Assistant Manager,
Citibank, N.A., New York. All are invited
to attend. Sponsored by Undergraduate
Business Club. SBA Rm, Thurs., April 15, 7
p.m.

COFFEE HOUSE FOR SOVIET JEWRY
— A special coffee house for Soviet Jewry
featuring musical performances, guest

speakers, munchies, and much more. For
more information call 545-2526, Com-
monwealth Room, Student Union, April 15,
Thurs., 8-11 p.m.

mm
Sunday

COLLEGE BOWL TOURNAMENT —
Tournament of several 4 person teams
which compete to answer questions for this
game which was on TV during the 1960's,
168 Complex, Sunday, April 18, 1 p.m. to
finish.

April 14

T?.^J?.^J"
original & exciting evening of comedy

THIS WED. NITE. 3 leading comics from NY's CatchA Rising Star will perform the best of Catch as well
as the lucky winner from THIS TUESDAYS Amateur
Night ONLY $2.00

Duke Ellington Committee presents

and ihe

mM^
SuM'

A combinat.rin ofJAZZ
FUNfK, & U TIN textures

Teruo - bass
Bill Washer - electric guitar
Bob Metzner - flute and sax
Gerry Niewood - saxaphone
Brian Brake - drums
Chuggy Carter - percussion
Jay Byalick - keyboard & synthesizers

produced with the Asian American Students Association

April 15

BLUEWALL $2 00~
with th« Museum Direcktors

April it

T THE BLUE WALI

Monday, April 12, 1982,

Distinguished Visitors Program presents

John Dean and

rtfllllllllll

'

Collegian 9

Bob W( • Itif ward
Thursday, AprU 22

FAC
Tickets on sale

Available at FAC box office or TIX
$2.00 UMass Students
$4.00 general public

8

'
!

1
1 n I inrim ii n n u » n u y

I

Looking for a meaningful
SUMMER JOB?

MASSACHUSETTS
FAIR SHARE

a Statewide citizens' action organization

Has fulltime and summer openings on the
canvass staff. Position involves both fun-
draising and community outreach. Mrs are
2:00 - 10:00 PM; pay $175-225 per week;
will train.

Bruce Lee & Karem Abdul-Jabbar
in

Gome of Death
Tuesday, April 13

CCA
$1.00at 7, 9 8 11

Special 75c at 5 PM show!

!fawiiiimiiaiiiiMNmiaiiiiiimii»Miiim
lianiHINNIIOIIIHIIfNIIC3IIIINNIU

r
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LOSE WEIGHT
IMPROVE STUDY HABITS

STOP SMOKING
Hypnosis can help you nake it

PERMANENT
Hampshire Ethical Hypnosis Center

Call or Write for Free Brochure
Milton H. Askinoss, Member A.A.E.H.
Available for Lectures/Demonstrations
The Farrick Building, Rte. 9 Hadley, MA

#3/10 mile Hampshire Mall (next to Rocky's Hardware)" 584-1919 by Appt. Only

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
MUSIC GALLERY

"Tqx Revolt Midnight Modn^ss Sol*"
Wednesday April 14th, noon - midnight
Free door prize: Electra-Working Man Guitar

Free Music Gallery T-shirts

with every purchase over $99.00
Free Sticks and Strings with this ad.

See our new recording studio facilities & rehersal space.

Up to 60% off selected items in stock.
Special deals in our pro-sound room.

j^
Muiic 6oll*f

y

Rte 9 Hodl*y 566^228

The Haymarket
Springy Smorgasborg

$8.88 All You Can Eat $8.88
soups hot breads salad bar

steamers chicken wings stuffed clams
Featuring: Seafood Newburg

Roast Beef
Teriyiki Chicken
Ham Dijonnais

Introducing: Fruit & ice cream table

Served

Monday thru Thursday
5:0U- 10:00 pm

ayrt\ar\{(i
RESTAURANT

VBA
MASfERCAItO

AMSUCAN EXPIteSB

^••••••••••••••••••^^^^^^^^^^^

529 Belchertown Rd. (Rt.9), Amherst • 256-8551
2 miles 'east of Amherst Center

J

OFF THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.
A

»5 m2 Off The Walt Street J,mrmal. Imr. AU Rigku Reten-ed.

\^RO/>^^_
$2.00 ;-
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Upward Mobility

Executive Mistresses

I'lfliien^e Mounting

^n U.S. Boardrooms

'n Particular. Knhhie.s,

'uins Ills. Outs I''

^•mii.s of ''

What! News?

4 Business and Finance

REAGAN APPOINTS NEW WIFE.
The President Tilled the White

"ap, which has been empty since

'•ran stepped down over a

The first first lady ad-

$1,000 fee f-

'•"f inflr

WorU-Wide

CKO GolfScores

HAIG FOUND A NICARAGUAN
cent under ' deali. Haij; said this prmcs
T»7or>H ;• -bl*- rata of » doubt Ihm
HiF c ncrs in Kl Salvador
an'' -nt HaiK said the

' almost misspd
wwlute the

Mlp-

2()0(;enis

Death &l^xes "^ ''^^*^"l ^'^i'ttim,

rinistiimsSeck

A Special Report
on \ low 1\>

A\'oid Both

EXTRA!! EXTRA!! EXTRA!!

«)!>- .SCORES of top L S executives
mae diinn); the final quarter of 1981 to a
medun of '• nvrr par. the worst perfw
"*-»» • ->rted Leisure Clash
**' •vmiic condi

'•lOO'i

EXTRA!!

PI^YBOY finds Hugh Hefner is
more trouble than he's Wfirth - which
means about $2..1 milKofl to a Ne» Jer-
sey dentisL

Mon-

Controlling Interest

In Jewish Faitli

OflfrS«'« ill SHV, |.<i .;,.«

Ill Stotk. (oVtllJIIlts.

Jtwi'Jn . I iin! Moi-ii

thrv*

"* Orange
r

<o Ihe

EXTRA!! EXTRA!!

NOW AVAILABLE
Located in our Magazine Section

Created by the National Lampoon

at the

^jUNIVERSlTY
STORED
Op«n M-F 9-5 Sot ^1-4
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V

^AX BtAHS\

GREEN BEAW

swmiH

7.^

SWUTIIH

III 1 1 1 mil

TOWELS

SWKT LIFE

LABELS
for

FITNESS.
SWEET LIFE GREEN & WAX

Cut Beans

15 5 0Z
CANS

SWEET LIFE JUMBO

Paper
Towels

Save the labels & save money at a
' Riverside Park entrance ticket*

(*SEE DETAILS IN STORE)

CU[ OH r.llCF

125 CT
ROLLS

FINE FOODS
JUICE

SWEET LIFE

Bath
Tissue
SWEET LIFE PINK 0« LEMON

Fabric
Softener gal

SWEET LIFE LIGHT

Chunk Tuna

\k
SWHTUH

SWEET LIFE
UNSWEETENED

Grapefruit
Juice

59*

I8UCE0 BSTSj

SWHTlin

CANS

SWEET LIFE

Liquid
Bleach

/,

46 OZ
CAN

SWEET LIFE

Peanut Butter

h^CH

GAL

BRINE
6.5 OZ
CAN

SMOOTH
OR

CRUNCHY 18 OZ
JAR

SWEET LIFE

Mayonnaise

o9 j^/r

WHITE. YELLOW
DEVILS FOOD.
DARK FUDGE

PKQ

SWEET LIFE

Cake
inixes 18.5 OZ

SWEET LIFE

All Purpose
Flour

Dry Roasted Peanuts
SWEET LIFE

SWEET LIFE
REG OR SALT FREE 8 0Z

JAR

Fruit Cocktail
SWEET LIPE YELLOW CLING

Sliced Peaches

17-02
CANS Pineapples IN

JUICE

SWfcfcT LIFfc

SLICED
CHUNK, OR
CRUSHED

20 OZ
CAN

*Sweet Life Dairy*
SWEET LIFE ^. ^^ _ ^^
Orange $949
Juice GAL 2

Specials Valid April 12-17, 1982
* Sweet Life Frozen Foods'^
SWEET LIFE

Ice
Cream

SWEET LIFE

Margarine
SWEET LIFE

Cream Cheese

ALL
FLAVORS

1 LB
OTRS

PKG

39*
69*

* Sweet Life Cookies*

Snack Crackers Vk°g' 69^
Honey Grahams p%°g' 79^
Cheese Crackers V°k°g' 69^
Animal Crackers '$.°i 79^

$J29JIL half gal
^^^^ '"'^ mtt M^^ SWEET LIFE FRENCH OR CUT
Orange 7Q^ Green TAt
Juice c*°N^ # T Beans .oz 7zl^

* Sweet Life Health & Beauty*
SWEETLIFE BANDAGES
Plastic
Strips
SWEET LIFE

Baby
Shampoo

ASSTD
WIDE

r

USDA CHOICE SHOULDER CLOD

London Broil
$219

LB

I
I

I

LU-77

SWEET Lj/E JUMBO

Paper Towels

29* 125 CT
ROLL

WITH THIS COUPON*
A 7 bO PURCHASE EXCLUOINQ CICARFTrES ACOUPON ITEMS LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
VALID APRIL 12-17 AT LOUIS FOODS

USDA CHOICE

Bottom Round
Roast

$1891 LB

-FREEZER SPECIAL-
,

USDA CHOICE BEEF

Whole Shoulder Clod
CUT& PACKAGED
TO YOUR ORDER
20-22 LB AVG

159
LB

SWEETLIFE

Apple Juice

89*
FARM FRESH PRODUCE from LOUIS FOODS
CELLO PACK I «.« ¥»• ^w>/PPT i

'^.^^* Large Pineapples 'o^of/ ea
^

LU-76 m S ^^^ ' 64 OZ
STL

WITH THIS COUPON*
*:^M PURCHASE EXCLUDING CIGARETTES «COUPON ITEMS LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
VALID APRIL 12-17 AT LOUIS FOODS

Tomatoes

4 COUNT
PKGS

Celery Hearts cal.fori

Green Peppers s't'u^f^

Green Grapes seedless

CALIFORNIA

_ LARGE-FOR
5 STUFFING
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Arts
Rollins fans watch magic show

Collegian ii

SONNY ROLLINS AND CO.
Academy of Music, Northampton
Friday, April 9

By JUDD WARNER
Collegian Staff

It's a shame that there weren't more witnesses to the
magic of the Sonny Rollins and Co. concert Friday night.
Playing to a "Vi's full Academy of Music in Northampton at
his 7 p.m. show (a 9:30 show reportedly sold out), Rollins
casually but deliberately jammed the socks off his spell-
bound audience.

Actually, it would be fair to speculate that the audience
felt more like specially invited friends than paying guests,
because of the intimate atmosphere of the Academy and
the band. It came off like a gathering of immensely and in-

tensely talented musicians gathering in a propless base-
ment to share each other's music and company.
And what special company. It was a viscious rumor

come true with the great Pat Metheny on guitar. Dressed
in blue sweatpants and basketball shoes he looked as if he
had been recruited while dribbling through downtown

Northampton. It was Bob Cranshaw sitting on a highback
stool with his omnipresent bass and it was Al Foster
beating his drums into submission, while Sonny Rollins on
his tenor sax squatted to stage right leading the four of
them through his wonderful worid of jazz.
Their opening number provided opportunity for each ar-

tist to solo, which is always a treat, but synchronize the
tour and these folks can jam. From his latest album "No
Problem" Rollins made a professionally polished delivery
of "Coconut Bread." Metheny, his fingers flying over
strings, looked like he would jump right out of his
jockstrap, as Rollins cruised smoothly through his
business with minimal effort yet maximal results.
To wateh and listen to Sonny Rollins play sax is an

endearing experience. Alternately blowing waves of roll-
ing lows leading to a flurry of squeals, he talks to his fans
through his sax. He treats his instrument as an extention
of himself, as comfortably as if he had been born with it.

The comradery between those on stage and those in seats
was obvious when between songs Rollins, talking into the
microphone on his sax would nod his head and grin,
graciously accepting the applause, whistles, and hoots of
approval.

Collepaii photo by Jim WaMrva
Sonny Rollins woes a thrilled crowd at the

Academy of Music in Northampton^ on Friday
night.

It was over all too soon at 8:45 when they waved good-
bye and exited after one encore, but even with the brevity
of the performance, I'm certain Sonny Rollins and Co.
disappointed no one.« ^ A • " ^"^t
aisappointea no one.

Alvin Alley Company dance up a storm FAC
ALVIN AILEY DANCE COMPANY
Fine Arts Center
Wednesday, April 7

By JULIE PROCOPIOW
Collegian Correspondent

The audience loved 'em and why not? The very per-
sonable Alvin Alley Dance Theater enthralled the full-

house audience Wednesday in the Fine Arts Center with a
simply exuberant modem dance performance.
The dance company, consisting of thirty members,

displayed its renowned ability to dance by treating the au-
dience to three beautifully and creatively choreographed
dance sequences.

One of Alvin Alley's (the artistic director) most popular-

ly acclaimed arrangements, "Blue Suite," started off the
show with the song "Good Morning Blues," a combination
of jazz and blues music, penetrating from the curtain-
hidden stage. When the curtain rose, the stage was im-
mediately enlivened by the ornamentally-dressed dancers;
the women were apparelled in spring-like, white, flimsy
dresses, black shawls, and headdresses while the men
were clothed in black leotards and pants, donning top hats
as well.

The arrangement consisted of ten individual dance
scenes that were accompanied by blues music. The
costumes and dancers varied as different performers
dramatized their dancing in a series of cute, skit-like acts.
After a brief intermission, the next arrangement was

performed, consisting of one male dancer and one female
dancer. This breath-taking duet was titled "Treading."
The starkness of this performance was attributed by the

performers' simple appearance in natural-colored
leotards, and by the lulling of the liquid music that accom-

panied them. With each move being beautifully executed
and expressed by the performers' compatible movements,
the dancers held the audience spellbound and were shown
approval by a standing ovation.
The final arrangement, "Revelations," involved the

whole company in a spiritual exhibition of modern dance
accompanied by American Negro religious music. The
spirituality was accomplished by the gospel-like music the
dancers performed to, and by the dancers' significant
moves.
The popujar soul song, "Rocka my Soul in the Bosom of

Abraham" brought the last sequence to the stage, where
the vibrance' in the dancers' expression provided a
refreshing contrast to the earlier, more melancholy dance
sequences.

Unfortunately, the show had to come to an end, but not
before the audience insisted on an encore to treat
themselves to a final, delicious taste of life that the Alvin
Alley Dance 'Theater provided for them Wednesday night.

--^H

v:S^ifti^?-:K-::^"i^

Distinguished Visitors Program presents

Father Bruce Ritter
\

speaking on

**Children in the Streets -

Victims of a Victimless Crime"

T 8:00

Tuesday, April 13

SUB
P'REE with UMass I.D.
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7 Bone Beef
Chuck

USDA
CHOICE

Roast _
UnderbladeRoast BeefChuck Bonem ,,1.59
BeefBottomRound Roast uposbs ,,1.79
BeefRoundTip Roast usda choce Great Beet ,bl.99Rump RoastBeefRoimd usDAcoce ,,1.99
BeefEJyeRoundRoast USDA Choice Great Beef ,b2 49
CenterCut BeefBottomRoimd "oast ,,1*99

BeefTop
Round A49
Steak
TopRoundRoast, BeefRound ,bl.89
CubeSteakBeefRoimd usda choice

,^,2 69
Boneless BeefChuckSteak ,.1.99
BeefTopRoundLondon Broil .b2.69
FreshGroimdBeef 351b package ,.1.29
FreshLeanGroundB^f 35 ,. pKg ,^1*69

No other store
offers you more

Shop our 12-page circular of values! Copies in store.

White Gem* with Ba<

Chicken Leg
duarters jm ^^0

Corned Beef

1.89lbAi
Point Cut
Flat Cut

gk Prego Spagh<M Sauce mn^
Plain, Meat or Mushroom
15 Va ounce jar

99* Sale! s«.f-s^tc.D«ii

Extramod
99'

Stop & Shop's own special
brand of chicken, meaty and
delicious. Enjoy it this week

Franks
or Hot Dogs
Stop & Shop 1 lb pkg

Stop & Shop Sliced

BoloAia
MeatQQ'
1 lb package ^^W^^^

Thin SUced
Bacon OO*
Slop&Shop12o2pkg ^^^^^V

'WhiteGem' ChickenLegs „69'
Chicken Breast ' -~

,^ White Gem' ibl.l9
ChickenWings white Gem ,^59*
Chicken Livers,

.
""'^e^^''

'

' ',^59*

Chicken Breast '''i^ni^r ,^2 29

Tomatoes

Chicken Noodle

Cream A^'^JV^I
Mushroom IX*^^cans^^P^^y

2 Liter

Assorted Flavors
Stop & Shop Plus Ct. deposit 79

Cooked
Stop 4 Shop
8 O! pkg Frozen

Weaver

99^
Cifiicken
Roll QQ^
SlicedGozpkg ^^F^^F

Chicken
FranksQQ^
Weavenibpkg ^^W^^^

Weaver
Chicken

|99

Fresh
Cod ScrcKl
Fillets 199

W\ Lay*s Potato
roiAiD
tHIPS

I'^u'geRipe
For Slicing
Firm and flavorful. Only

7 calories per oz.
^Km lbs B

Chips
Regular
8 ounce bag 99

Cucumbers
FreshCrtap ^-^>^ -.<;€;*>) 4 calories i^^

^^*^p —^ peroz. ^^H for ^M^

in water
7 ounce can

laTuna
White

Rondelets
All Vaneties
12 ounce package Frozen

5 ""\

Whole
Wheat

*"ii69

Fresh Florida

SweetCom _ _
Fresh Spinach wck yout own* ,^^59*
TenderBoston Lettuce "o-Lne J'59
Onions, WhiteorSpanish "2 -1
Walden Farms 'D7eif!n^g'"f2^o^.ir loo
Corner Deli AII the famous names in delicious deli foods'

Deutschmacher
^ Cello Franks

|69

119

Hi-Dri
Towels
2 ply sheet
lOOcountroll 21
HalfGaUon
Orange Juice^C
from concentrate
Stop & Shop carton

^^^^ Glazed ColonialK^ Chopped Ham
ry. ^ Sliced fresh ' ^49^i^ Makes a very tastv ^|

Sliced fresh'
Makes a very tasty
sandwich Try it JHi lb

Available in stores with Sfrviif Delis

bi yp * bhop
iif07Dkgof6

Bic Razors
Disposable jD^^^
5 count \..^. ^9S7

BiGBI!RO*S ^^

DKnOHARY n'o'\^,%e
^'^-

An Ideal first Ihiokol
Worrls f (inipletr wiUi

•Miines. I>ii Iiirr I1it/j«-s
.limjlnr twislrrs-Oames

Volume 1

f»<

68:

14-K Gold- ^
Filled Jewelry^
Cubic Zlrconia V ^^y-

'

SoUtalre:
. 'AsTPendanta

•ch with 14 K Cold
filled Chain.

Earrings
All have 14 K Gold _
Ollad Post ••» S*0 ••rik •!

>af fgl«t«f lay

%99

Sundae Style
Yogurt A $^
Assorted Flavors ^^K for I
Stop & Shop 8 oz CUD

French Style

Cut Green
Stop & Shop 9 oz pkg O'o'l
Sealtest
Ice Cream
Assorted Flavors
Half Gallon carton

<^iCM •IlKl.,* Mon *(x.i 1?S«I Apr.l If '•^—^—^— »> r««l«>«f ••. J
s^W S«e,.m«l,«, Not r„Bon..bl. to, t,poB,.p^,e« „,orT
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WtCOM-

<< ztSI^M CHAIN

by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

Ediird by Marggrct Farrar and
l«U L« A^pla nmm Sr

57 Greek group in

WWII
59 Vexed
60 Actress Adoree
61 Puts with

62 Court dividers

63 starting point
64 Amer. backup

troops

By M. Joyce

THE UMASS ZONE

MAN. I K/tfOW^ 71/00 AND

KARAU. I CMN SREAK
B^RDS U/iTH

MY HEAD. ^

lct's go ouTsioe^
LAren y.

SHiUM, ARf you
OMV? U/H4T
HAmNfO
our THEf^C'^.

WHAT HAPPENED?

by Mark Rollins

NOT /iVCH ,W£ Jv«T
9ACKC A fiW BOARDS .

^iTH HIS HKMHj^

by Ethyl Octane
Tk
I

ul,«** eJji t/kaiJ wA* <« ^il|.

J.,4M of 'I '^'» '-c^:^

You dont have to be
an"A"student

to know you should
always be prepared.

You don't need a 4.0 to

have a perfect record. And
perfect records are what
Sheikcondoms are all about.

Measuring a thin three

one-thousandths of an inch.

Sheik condoms offer the per-

fect balance of strenj^th and
sensitivity.

If they were any thinner,

you wouldn't feel quite so

safe. Any thicker and you

wouldn't feel all there is to

feel.

,>---«f—*i|

In fact. Sheik condoms
are actually tested up to

seven different times bv
<i(lvanced scientific tech-

niques-including individual

electronic testing.

Yet. with all then
strength, they feel so natural

you'd swear you weren't
wearing a condom at all.

•Always be prepared with
Sheik condoms. After all.

wouldn't you like to graduate
with a perfect record?

ACROSS
1 Barries captain
5 Saying

10 Profits partner
14 Ibiza or Mallorca
15 Childhood

companions
16 Recordeo

proceedings
17 Ladder-back chair

component
18 Writer NIn
19 Patricia of

films

20 Maugham's
masterpiece

23 "Suddenly,
Summer

"

24 Kleine
(little one)

25 Basket twig

28 Foot followers
31 Anagram for rope
32 Made tea

34 fi novels
37 Fifty years old
40 Carriers: Abbr
41 Pressing

42 Korbut
43 Homophone for

beetle
44 Some slippers
45 Frightful fiend
47 Mythical warrior
49 Thomas Paine's

treatise

55 Poona princess
56 Orals

DOWN
1 Pronoun
2 Frogner Park city

3 Popular name in

2 Down

5

6

10

Mavourneen"
JohnO.
Robert of "Mr.
Chips" fame

7 King

6 Loquacious
9 Corporation
acronym
Kenesaw Moun-
tain

, first

commissioner of

baseball
11 The bounding

main
12 Shakespeare's

world
13 Property transfer
21 Former Mideast

initials

22 "I Pagliacci"

heroine

Trade Jaffe

25 Alphabetic
quartet

26 Like some grapes
27 Rainbow
28 German

philosopher
29 Glendower,

Welsh leader
30 Solemn season
32 Lancaster from

New York City

33 Tantrum
34 Threshold
35 Certain container
36 much as
38 Captain of the

Caine
39 French

philosopher
43 Hairdo
44 culpa
45 Midwest terminal
46 Jean , French

dramatist
47 French fighting

force

48 Change the
course of

49 One of triplets

50 Architect

Saarinen
51 Yokemates
52 Strikes out
63 Early car man
54 Nothing r

Navarre
58 Part of a UN

monogram

1 t 3 4 S 6 7 a 9

1

10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 w 19-

1

10 21 F
Bl 23 ^^^VzT"

1
ib 26 27 29 30

31 32 33

I
!^ŜT !P

it 31 3F

t i
41

I
42

1
H| 44

"~

45 4(>

l^^l 47 U m
49

1

50 SI 52 53 54 I"56

1

57 IF
&!l U sT"

b^ 73 84-

nyo.ocinoranc] nnn

Bgoononna noiciaB
§SP^P ODBD BQaHD

WEATHER
Becoming partly sunny

Monday with highs in the
40s to near 50. Increasing
cloudiness Monday night
with snow developing late

at night. Lows around 30.

Considerable cloudiness
with rain showers Tues-
day. Windy and milder.

Highs in the 50s

D.C. MENU
BASICS LUNCH

Caponata with Pocket

LUNCH Bread
Fanner's Omelet

Swiss Turkey Sandwich
Farmer's Omelet BASICS DINNER

DINNER

Salisbury Steaky

Onion Rings
Manicotti with Sauce

Fruit Plate with Saltines

Garden Medley Casserole
Manicotti with Sauce

Fruit Plate with Saltines

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

Video Art Today

10:30 - 11:45 Rockworld - Rockin'
Rollin' Reelin' Video a la

David Bowie among
others

11:45 - 12:45 Kregeloh Masters -
Homegrown Avente
Garde Video

12:45 • 1:45 Nam June Paik — Avante
Garde Video — By the
Best

1:45 - 2:00 Short Shots - Various &
Sundry Video
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Now thru Saturday
M.L. Carr - and three million other music-

lovers - got a better price and better advice
on their stereo at Tech Hifi. And. this week,
there's a special reason to visit Tech
Hifi. Were having- a g-igantic car stereo
sale, featuring top-quality Pioneer
AM FM stereo cassette players,
power boosters, and speakers.

Tech Hifis Pioneer Carr Stereo

*129
morvjeen Save 820'

Our PioriHfr Mu|{iiM(ly!i.- m,|,.
system sdunds belter than « hnMi (jn
tiiry FM stereo radid But it ulsr. ^ives
yi.u lussette And it (ffnerally i .,sts!• The Pioneer KP 1 .loo AM KM
stereo cassette player has loi kinj. last
forward, a stereo mono switch mutiiiK.
am) more The speakers are slim
mount. S Magnadyne S .'SOS s Fits
most vehicles includinK imports

Sale includes expertly-matched
systems (to fit practically any car, truck,
or van), plus popular accessories. And,
this Monday through Saturday (Sunday
in NH and Warwick. RI) everything's

priced to move!
So what are you waiting

for? If you like the idea of
really great car stereo at a

really low price, make a fast
break to the Tech Hifi store near

.
<<*'«>' you this week!

$269
Save $50! i>Kjnuctj» .||-:NSK\

The Pioneer KP SSOO AM FM
stereo cassette player features Super
Tuner II for better sound from difficult
stations And it has pcshbutton tuninjf
mutiny auto replay and more The
speakers are new. top of the line
Jensen 8xB J ao.l,} Triax Ills, with
;) midran)(es and solid state tweeters
Fits medium and full-sized cars and
most trucks

$369
r>ioo»ccn ^^ony Save $86!

Luxury sound at a surprisumly
low price' The Sony XK .-sr. AM FM
stereocassette player has Dolby no:.~(.

reduction (to eliminate annoyioK
tape hiss), h metal tape switch un
usually hi(fh power auto reverse and
more You also gel a pair of .1 way
TSieHs. Pioneers best «'•. door
mount speukerK. Fits almost all cara
and trucks

$199
Save 826! morvieen

Handsoff operating ton
venieiice at a low sale price! The
Pioneer UKP 4a0O AM FM stereo
cassette player has both auto reverse
and music search for less fumbling
while youre drivinR. And it has locking
fust forward & rewind, a loudness
control (for rich sound, even at low
volume) a stereo mono switch and
more The speakers a re 4 door-mount
Pioneer TS 107 s Fits virtually all
vehicles.

I

1

-» .ssBar-.

t*!*
'x.*-—

'

Our Pioneer Jensen sale system
features a Jensen R aio AM FM stereo
cassette player with automatic stereo mono
switching, so you net better FM sound over
irreater distances You also get pushbutton
tuning, automatic loudness, a fadercontrol
for four speakers, and more Includes two

$179 $229
Save $39!

rnotvieen JENSEN
Pioneer TS-iai s%

. thin mount door speaker.. Pit. virtually all vehicle.

Save $31!
r^NjftueEn IMTSUBISHI

Our Pioneer Mitsubishi sale system
boasts unusually good power and bass for
the price. The Mitsubishi RX 728 AM FM
stereo cassette player has auto-reverse, a
metal tape switch, locking fast forward
and rewind, and more. The speakers are
B'/,\ door-mount Pioneer TS 1878 with 2"

coaxial tweeters Fits almost all cars and trucks.

'ioneer BP 520 20 watt power $99
booster with 7 band equalizer. Save SlO!

'ioneerTS M2 add on tweeters $39/pr.
for any car system. Save 810!

Car Stereo Specials.
BASF car box, includes 8 BASF $12.99

C-90 cassettes with case. Save 87
TDK HD-01 head demagnetizer

for all car stereos.

Allsop head cleaner for all car
stereos.

r'

rtirislpr chrfTge

tech hifi
Better price. Better advice.

15 East Pleasant Street, Amherst 253-3100
stores throughout Massachusetts, Rhode Island. Connecticut. New HamoshireVermont. New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania. Michigan, OhioTlNo Carahna

$19.95
Save 86!

$4.95
Save 83!

Limited quantities, so please be early
for best selection No dealers, please
Not responsible for misprints.
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Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3 45 Monday Fr

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days

iday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day
5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

AMYKINS

Amy oh Amy
When will you learn

The way to a man's heart
Is not through his . . .

OOOOXXXX JBM3

ATTENTION GRAD STUDENTS
Alpha Chi Omega is looking for a house
mother. FREE ROOM AND BOARD PLUS
SALARY in exchange for limited services
Please call 545-2152 and ask for Renee or
Emily

AUDIO

New and used speakers - limited quan-
tities, excellent prices. Peter 546-71 27

Great Sound For Less! Experienced DJ's
will play your favorite tunes, rock, disco
oldies, etc. Call Steve 549-5845 or Roger
253-7125 ^

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $79

80 Fiat XI /9 13000 miles exc con sunroof
with snows $6200 call eves 665-451

9

Surplus Jeeps $65 Cars $89, Truck $100.
Similar bargains available. Call for your
directory on how to purchase
602-998-0575 ext. 6501 call refundable

1971 Toyota Corolla $625 runs excellent
Daniel 253-5943 usually evenings

1971 Cutlass Supreme So. Carolina car,
rdls, cass. stereo, rally whis, A/C, $1000 or
BO 549-0380

1971 Toyota Corolla runs superbly, 30 +
mpg, regular, $1295.00 Bob 253-7967

69 Ford Van California vintage excellent
condition rebuilt engine bed cabinets $1750
or best Chris 369-4602 Hadley

1972 Toyota Carina, good condition $1500
call Leslie 665-2578

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546r6684~~

BELLYGRAMSI!

Delivered by professional Bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
253-5491

CAPE COD RENTALS

Female wanted for house on Cape, So
Yarmouth. Call Deb 546-8018

CAST & CREW OF "PIPPIN "

Pippin" People: Thanks for a wicked
good time. It was an extraordinary ex-
perience. Kevin

CHI OMEGA RUSH
Chi Omega Sorority invites alt university
women to attend our rush parties Monday
7:00 Tuesday 5:00 take Orchard Hill bus or
call 545-0162 for more info

ENTERTAINMENT
Have you entered your team for the rope
pull yet? Join now. Teams are limited.

Party with the "Incredible Casuals" on
Tuesday, April 13th. Follows the Smith Col-
lege Rally to Protest Financial Aid Cuts -
those attending rally admission free, others
$1. Davis Student Center, 9-1, college ID
required

FOR RENT

Summtr rental Cape Cod - Hanwich
4-bedroom ranch call 617-899-8654

Four bedroom apt 147.00 each everything
included summer sublet with fall option
2535755

Cape Cod Summer Rentals W. Yar-
mouth & Dennis; 2, 3, 4 bedroom units.
Rent direct from owners. Call (617)
528 0404 or 771-2233

5 bedroom house avail June 1st with fall

option $100 per room 586-6493

1 bdrm apt Col VII Amherst bus pool
starts June 1 2S3-2017

4 bedroom apt In Amherst 147 per month
per person all utilities included summer
sublet fall option 253-7278

1 bdrm Cliffside Apts Sunderland
$235/mo all utilities incid available May 1

call 545-0683 ask for Wendy
2 bedroom summer sublet w/fall option
^A mile Amherst Center bus route $300
irK:luslve

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bdrm Col
Villaoe on bus route, pool $280 before 1

1

il

FOR SALE
TV Sylvania Black/White 19" work^^li
$85 call evenings 253-7374

FURNISHED APARTMENT
Furnished one bedroom Colonial
Village $260/mth. Availablw June 1.
256-6413

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic
546-6684

HELP WANTED
Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.
Europe, S.Amer., Austrailia, Asis. All
fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

HEY D.B.!

Drink much? Have some beeeer with your
beeears on your 20th, love all the D.B. 's

HOUSEPARENTS WANTED
Houseparents needed for UMass,
Amherst sorority for 1982-83 school year.
Please contact Donna Mc at 545 0527

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
The brothers and associate members
invite all university men to an open rush
Tues April 13th and Wed April 14th at 9:00
P.M. for more info call Bob Solis at
253-9032

LEGAL ASSISTANT
INTERNSHIPS

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-
tions available for full-time legal assistant
interns for Fall 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Aid attorneys of ISO with
client interviewing, investigations, legal
research, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-
dance at hearings in District and Superior
Courts, and participation in administrative
hearings and federal litigation. Maintain
continuing caseload under attorney super-
vision. For advice on arranging an intern-
ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-
ships, Curry Hicks Building. For further in-
formation, contact LSO, 922 Campus
Center. Applications due Wednesday, April
21, at Office of Internships. Writing sample
required.

LOST

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Please! Call
5467338

MOTORCYCLES
Honda SL350 motorcycle 4000 miles, ex-
cellent condition, $550 includes two
helmets 549-5071

PERSONALS

Have a heart! Donate blood it's easy and
worthwhile, the American Red Cross will be
at the CCA April 6, 7, 8th

'"Killing us Softly" coming soon. Monday
April 12, 7:00 pm, Patterson, Be there.

Wanted for research project: non-visably
handicapped chronically ill individuals that

use the Health Services for primary care.

Call 549-6496 after 6:00

TO INCH LONG - Here's looking at you.
Your secret admirers.

John Dunfey: A belated birthday wish and
a very belated happy Valentines day to our
top-notch hoser. Love, Two North

Register now for the April 24th Run For
Ritter 6.2 mile Campus Road Race. See
our table at CC or Newman Center office

Ring of sucess. Your Josten's college ring

is featured at the University Store. Special

promotion April 20 and 21. Have a look.

Undergraduate Business Club guest
speaker: Mr. Michael Winer, Financial

Analyst - Citibank N.A., New York will

speak on "Careers in Banking and Impres-

sions of the Corporate World", Thursday
April 15 @ 7 p.m. in SBA room All invitedl l

Today is Kristin's B-day. Give her a call at

6-5331

Kristin • I love you. - R.S.

WZZZ mandatory station meeting 7:30
Mon April 12 all must attend

A benefit concert for the Mass Nuclear
Referendum Campaign - John Hall Band
and Crockett April 15 FAC donations 5.50
-6.50

John Hall Band Benefit Concert for

Mass Nuclear Referendum Campaign April

IS FAC with Crockett don't mm iti

Nominations are available for all offices
in the Northeast area government thru April
14. Papers may be picked up in 202 That-
cher

See Bruce Lee's Game of Death with
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar Tues April 13 at CCA
shows at 5, 7, 9, 11

Lacross Party at Joey D's April 14 to
celebrate the first home game. Snow or sun
the party is on

ATTENTION SENIORS: You have
another chance to have your senior portrait
taken. This offer has been extended for a
limited time only. Stop by CC 178 or call
545-2874 for an appointment

Kate Hodge: Mirror, mirror, who's the big-
gest DB? XXXO WGFF
KIMBECITA Congratulations! We've AR-
RIVED one step closer. Your support is

"koolwalah ". Get psyched for the first OH
DB party! DANBECITA
Party with the Sig Delta at Joey D's
April 13 Tuesday ID req

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, papers
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
5-0392, 584-7924

RESUME WRITING

Quick/confidential/efficient call after 5
PM or weekends 549-5727

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to Philadelphia PA (area)
on either April 15 or 16th. Will share driving
& expenses. Call 546-9623 keep trying

Ride needed to Poughkeepsie April
15-19 call Amy 546-7978

RIDERS WANTED
Riders wanted to W. Peabody April 16
call Gail 546-1256

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

Male non smoker on Sunderland bus
route beginning June first fall option
665-7575

3 roommates wanted summer with fall

option 147/mth, utilities inc. Swiss Village
253-5937

Puffton female wanted for three bedroom
apartment Summer with fall option
549-5896

3 roommates wanted, female prf summer
w/fall option Swiss Village $147/mth
utilities inci on bus rte 253-2653

Female roommate wanted to share
bedroom in Brandywine for summer Patty
549-6588

I am looking for one or two female
roommates for fall for Brittany Manor apt
call 253-9236

SERVICES

Professional Research, Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Research,
#600-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605

Research Consulting and statistical com-
puting service. Robert Alexander, Ph.D.
psychologist 253-5262

Typing 4c a line. Some overnite service.
Call 549-4595

Freelance Typing, editing, tape transcrib-
ing. Reasonable rates, top skills. Profes-
sional executive secretary. Amherst center.
549-0518

SKI EQUIPMENT

Hagen 200 cm racing cut skis. New,
never used, price negotiable. Call 549-5616.
Excellent buy. Call now - will sell quickly

STOWE SKIING

April 16th - 19th 3 days skiing, 3 nights
lodging, 3 Lite breakfasts $68.00 due April
13th Bob Collins 665-4720

SUMMER ROOMMATE
~

Female roommate wanted on Cape
(Yannouth) call Laurie 546-6799 or Lynn
546-6088

SUMMER SUBLET

Puffton Village summer sublet 1 bdrm ful-

ly furnished price negotiable 549-6715

Two bedroom furnished apt Puffton
Village rates negotiable ca ll 549-6249

Summer sublet one bedroom furnished
in 3 bedroom apt Puffton Village $130 -f

elec 549-0621

SUMMER 8UBLET-FALL OPTIOM

Lantern Ct. Sunderland 2 bedroom par-
tially fumished 605-2387

TO SUBLET

Summer sublet w/fall opt. 2 bdrm. Col
Vllg. $275 + elec. 253-2997 rug & couch in-
cL

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
terms available immediately Paul or Bill

665-4391

Sublet 2 bdrm apt 1 month free 300 per
month Squire Vill call 665-4828 w/fa option

DONT WAIT! Summer sublet fall option
4-bedroom heat-electric included $147 ea
253-7625

Squire Village 2 bedroom w/fall option
665-3154

Brittany Manor 2 bdrm apt.
negotiable, fall option 253-5956

rent

Rolling Green 2 bedroom apt to sublet for
summer. Furnished all utilities air cond in-
cluded rent neg 256-0435

Lease beginning June 1 2 bedroom
Southwood Apt $295.00 256-8464

Amherst Center Apt 3 bedroom avail
June 1 fall option $127.50 ea 253-5298

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bdrms
$275 near Col Vil 256-8604

Puffton 3 bdrm summer subet 2 bdrm/fall
option 549-0095

Summer sublet 3 bdrm Puffton apt
549-6912 bus route utilities included

Save $200 this summer on practically fur-
nished Sunderland apt w/fall option bus rte
call after 8 665-4946

Summer sublet with fall option female 1

l>edroom in 2 bedroom Brandywine call
549-4854

Pufton Village3bdrm ' mmer sublet with
fall option for 1 Ig bdrm I person) and 1 sm
bdrm 549-5487.

5 Bedroom House on Bus Route 1/4 mile
from campus, large br yard,and garage.
Approx 120 per montt Juding utilities call
Rick at 549-1867.

For Summer Brandywine for details call
Leslie 549-6180 or Laurie 549-4113

Brittany Manor 2 bdrm summer Wl fall op-
tion, poo, air cond, bŵ Rt call 253-5339.

Summer in Sunderland 6/1 2 bdrm in 3
bdrm apt lg-$100 sm-$75 (neg) on bus rte
pool, garden fall option on apt Kathy
Karen. 665-3855.

Cliffside Apt. 2 bdrm. available Jun 1

w/fall otpion call 665-2853.

MAKE US AN OFFER!! big 2 bedroom,
pool fall option squire, 665-7590.

4-bedrm apt. Swiss Village. 147$ ea. incI
until, on bus rt, part, furn, avail Jun 1st
w/fall opt! 253-6103

Squire Village -summer with fall option
large two bedroom townhouse. Rent
negotiable 665-2718.

Summer 2bdrms in 3 bdrm furn. apt $150
telec. 1 mile from campus 546-1118
546-1103

Two bdrm S Amherst apt summer sublet
w/fall option 2 per room $75 per mo. call
Joanne or Diane 253-5012.

Summer Sublet with possible fall opt sully
funished Brandywine 2 bedroom apartment
air cond pool after 4 549-4018 (253-2642)

10 MIN WALK TO CAMPUS. Have your
own room for $150/mo. call Todd 549-5613

Female to share Amherst Center apt June-
Aug 115 mo. 253-5309.

3 bedroom Sunderland Apt. for Sumrner;
1 t>edroom fall option. $270/month + util!

665-3900 after 5.

Summer Sublet 2 bdrm Townhouse apts
ac furnished $225. 549-6416

Brandywine apt: A/C, pool, furnished, on
bus route, available June-Aug will
negotiate rent call 549-1405.

GUITAR

Yamaha Acoustic Guitar FG335 perfect
condition w/case asking $140 call 545-3500
after 6:00 549-3733 ask for Dan

WANTED TO BUY

Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst. 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

2 bdrm apartment in Puffton for sum-
mer and fall «. il 253-5116 or 546-9974

WRITING SERVICES

Writing Help: Professional writers Pat
Schneider MFA and Walker Rumble PhD.
assist in any writing project. Amherst
Writers, Inc. 253-7764
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All-American soccer honors come to UMplayer
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

A large poster is displayed on the wall behind University
of Massachusetts women's soccer coach Kalekeni Banda's
desk. Prominently featured on it is a soccer ball em-
blazoned with the Golden Arches of McDonald's.
The poster lists those soccer players (male and female)

who had been chosen for the 1981 AH American soccer
team, which was sponsored by the fast food chain. Listed
on that poster is Nina Holmstrom, a UMass junior and a
member of the UMass women's soccer team for the last
three years.

Holmstrom, a native of Huntington, NY, attended Walt
Whitman High School. However, the school had no
women's soccer team, so she played for the North Port
Soccer Club. Her club took the New York State Cham-
pionship in her junior year 1978.

Holmstrom chose to come to UMass because "it's good
academically and has one of the best soccer teams on the
East Coast."

In her freshman year, the women's soccer team made it

to the Eastern Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (EAIAW) Championships, placing fourth.
The next year, the team again played in the EAIAWs,

and Holmstrom was selected to the All Eastern first team.
This year, the women's soccer team placed fourth in the

East and seventh in the nation. Holmstrom had her share
of the honors — she was selected for the All-New England
Team and made All East.
When the Minutewomen traveled to Chapel HiU, North

Carolina, for the AIAW Championships last November,
she was selected for the All-Tournament team.

Sports-
Collecimii photo by Vine* DcWitt

Nina Holmstrom

Holmstrom then earned the highest honor that a
collegiate soccer player can receive — the National Soccer
Coaches' Association of America AU-American soccer
team.

Last year. Holmstrom's teammate Maddie Mangini
received the same honor.

.
Holmstrom gave a lot of credit to her coach and her

teammates.

'Banda is a really good coach. A lot of games we won
because of his inteUigence," she said, "If it weren't for
them (her teammates), we wouldn't have been in North
Carolina in the first place."

Banda summed up his thoughts about Holmstrom in a
phrase: "There's no one else like her."

"Nina is very dedicated. She puts a lot of work in on the
side. She's five steps ahead of everyone else. Her per-
serverence on the field makes a difference; she's always
being marked by the other team." said Banda.

Banda feels that Holmstrom is one of the top players in
the country.

"At the Nationals, other coaches praised Nina's play,
saying she was the best half-back they'd ever seen."

Injuries have been the only hindrance in Holmstom's
career, according to Banda.

"I've never seen her play without injuries. I'd like to see
her play without them, I'd like to see how far she would
go."

Holmstrom is looking forward to next season. "We've
got a lot of good recruits. We're going to be tough."

This spring, Holmstrom is concentrating on soccer; she
has been playing on the UMass indoor team since
February.

The UMass Hang Gliding Club meeting is tonight at 7
p.m. Check with the Campus Center Information desk for
room number. Any new member wishing to sign up for
lessons are urged to attend.

Celtics keep rolling

with OT win over Philly
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Cedric

Maxwell says he "just had that feeling" that
the ball was bouncing his way.
Maxwell scored 25 points and Larry Bird

tapped in a field goal with 55 seconds left in

overtime to lead the Boston Celtics to a 110-
109 National Basketball Association victory
over the Philadelphia 76ers Sunday.

"I just had that feeling today where
everything was falling in for me," said
Maxwell, who scored 17 points in the third
quarter and four more in each of the fourth
and the overtime periods.

"I've been trying to get more involved in
scoring more points," Maxwell said.

Boston Coach Bill Fitch said it was no
coincidence that the Celtics seemed to be
looking for Maxwell.
"He was so hot in the third quarter that

we just called his number and got the ball U)
him," Fitch said.

Bird, who finished with 20 points coming
off the bench, said he's growing more ac-
customed to not starting.

"One good thing about is I don't get
tired," Bird said. "I used to go 40 minutes a
game, now I'm going 32."

The 76ers led until late in the third
quarter when a seesaw battle began in

which the lead changed hands 15 times until

Bird's winning basket.

Regulation play ended with the teams
tied at 99-99.

Boston raced to a 108 103 lead on a field

goal and a three-point field goal by Chris
Ford and a basket by Maxwell for his 25th
point of the game with 2:19 left to play.

The 76ers surged back to lead 109-108 on
a field goal by Mike Bantom and two field
goals by Maurice Cheeks with 1:15 left. But
Bird's field goal cUnched the win.

Boston and Philadelphia ended regular
season play with Boston ahead 4-2 in the
series.

In the first period Lionel Hollins scored
nine points and Julius Erving had seven as
the 76ers, ahead from the start, finished the
period 26-22.

With Erving scoring 16 points in the
second quarter, the 76ers led by 15 points
five times and led the Celtics 58-45 at
halftime.

But the Celtics got back in the game in
the third quarter behind Maxwell's 17
pomts. Rick Robey's seven and Bird's six.

Late in the fourth quarter, the 76ers
scored six straight points on field goals by
Andrew Toney and Cheeks to go ahead 99-
95 with 1:40 left.

Boston then tied the game at 99 on two
free throws by Bird and a field goal by
Kevin McHale with 30 seconds left.

With two seconds left. Bird missed an
attempt to break the tie on a long jumper.

Erving led the scoring for Philadelphia
with 31 followed by Hollins with 24 and
Cheeks and Bobby Jones, each with 16.

Maxwell was high for Boston, followed by
Bird and McHale with 20 each and Robey
with 13.

Tudor shuts down Orioles
BALTIMORE (AP) - John Tudor held

the Baltimore Orioles to six hits and
Carney Lansford drove in four runs to
lead the Boston Red Sox to a 6 victory
Sunday.

Baltimore starter Mike Flanagan
yielded seven hits and seven walks in 5 2 3
innings. The Red Sox got to Flanagan for
two runs in the first inning after the first

three Boston batters reached base.
Dwight Evans and Glen Hoffman each
^gled and Jirr Rice walked to load the

bases. Evans scored on Carl Ya.str
zemski's forceout. and Lansford drove in
Hoffman as Cal Ripkin hobbled a grounder
to third.

Flanagan walked the first two Bo.ston
batters in the third and Lansford followed
with a run-scoring single.

Boston got two more runs in the sixth,
on ba.ses loaded walks to Yastrzemski and
Lansford.

Lansford drove in another Boston run in
the eighth with a sacrifice fly.

bliik ^^L R?^ r*u "
o"* ^""^'Jt^^

**' **»« Philadelphia 76er8 tries to

B^rd cii^Tif? h k' **lf
»««*«" ?»ti" in action earlier this season.

55 seconT«tuT ^^^ ***

r"'*
20 points, including a field goal with

Stadler wins in sudden death
Stadler. a front-runner over the first 17

holes of the final round, had a chance to win
it outright but three-putted for a bogey on
the 18th. -setting up the playoff.

J

AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) - Craig Stadler,
after blowing a six shot lead, won the 46th
Masters golf title in a sudden death playoff
Sunday by beating Dan Pohl with a routine
par on tfae first extra hole.

The chunky Stadler. called "The Walrus"
by his fellow touring pros, and Pohl. a
career non winner, finished the regulation
72 holes with matching scores of 284, four
strokes under par on the 6.905 yards of
testing, rolling hiUs that make up the famed
Augusta National Golf Club course.

There will be a mandatory meeting for
all candidates for the UMass women's
soccer team (spring and fall) tomorrow at

5 p.m. in Boyden 225B. Please bring your
practice gear. For more informatwn,
contact Coach Banda at 545-2759.
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^^^l^MeverJIappened To
Martin LutheFKing?

In The Interest
Peace

Of
Part I

by Johnnetta B. Cole

Prnfocf® 7 a''^!^
^°' Undergraduate Education andProfessor of Anthropology

Remembering Martin, which is to sav
^ wi^ef'^^'''^^ ^^^ ^«^°^ that has made us what^
^ Fnr w^ ^^ 'T^^'' ^^^ ^^^^ important th^ now
^nHT^^iJ^IS- ^^^ Martin's eff^ to go for^^d-and by Martm we mean that whole host of known

IsTcS^x ^th^^^i^re "^^^iriL^^^r^^
;

drive to go Sackwa^d'so apt^'s^l^JIIS'bTS^
aream of hfe and justice and freedom against theReagan-Haig nightmare of death. injustiSfandnuclear madness. For in the final aii^sis iUs^ly. through us that Martin's dream c^ be kent

f>.^^® ™°^^ °^. *h® campus it seems. NUMMO letthe assassination date of Martin Luiher ^n^ Jr

^'Idtv^nTr^-^' ''^"^^P^ '^ ^^« thl fist be^ii:
^fustomed t^"*"?.^'

.P^^h^PS ^e have become t^accustomed to relymg upon others to ioe our
^o^iT^^ ^"^ ""^^^^^ ^s of those thinii^that
t.?^ oi

he miportant in our lives, perhaps v^ weretoo caught up m our private universes^F^S
a^lo^le."^"^" ^"^ ^°"^ ^^ ^^ blew°'it.''^e

jniere is. however, a lesson involved in this lapseof memory. It should remind us of how ealilvyesterday's sacrifice becomes today's f^rgot^en

W^^V^'^'^ ^^^ ^.^«* significant t^hLgs fn ourhistory fade out of our awareness i^der thepressure of everyday life; how each ofTs must
f^aS^^llof'i^if^^^^S?-^' °^ ^^«^^^ ^d'hold Us

At this moment in history when all Black Ar^ricansare experiencing heightened racism and economic
hardships, and when Black students face In attackupon educational opportunities gained over recentyears, why concern ourselves with the war gardes ogorwn men, debates over whether or nouhe?e^an hi
a limited nuclear war, and the U.S. gove nment's plan

ove?Th«
^" iJ^P/^^^d^^^d ^1 -5 trilhon onThe m li?^ryover the next five years? There are two definitive

h!«c 'tk^
°*^®' ^^"'^ ^P^^l^s to the quality of ourlives. The weapons available to those who da^eengage ,n the insanity of a nuclear arms race cannot

rLr °?["";"®'^ ^° ^®'^^oy according to a "cobcode. Nuclear war IS an issue for all of us for it is the

sTs'tLkl^'i^'
"' " '"' ^"^^^^ °^ hCmank^nd --'that

bombJi in tho"'^'"'^
^^[!"°^ ^^^^ 9^"^ <a"d nucleabornbs) in he quantitiy being called for and sufficientbutter for all of its people - and Black AmerVans havea disproportionate need for the butter of life thanlfood, jobs, decent housing, medical care and'educi

Several key points are inherent in this response Let

t^on^rSL^s^o'ns^.^^"^'^
^^^°^^^ ^^^^^^ ^' - ^^^'

WHAT IS THE LIKELIHOOD OF A NUCLEAR WAR?

ril^^ ®^ ^^^^^^ "°^ ^^s enough nuclear arms to

and hi r^\rfi°^ Soviet city some 40 times over

SS?/ l^'^y^^
^"'°" ^^" do the same to us 19 timesWhile the U.S. and the USSR, are the nationsZhthe largest number of nuclear weapons, they are notthe only ones. The United Kingdom, France Ch^a^nd India also have nuclear arsenals, and it is possiSI

IS ILo on .Tht^S':' ^J^'^^
^'^° ^^^^ such'arsS' tIS also possible that other nations are in the process ofdeveloping nuclear arms. Global military expensesnow amount to about 500 billion dollars a year andthus the world is placed on the kind of powde kea

uch a^fo^afp'^H*'"'''
°^

'S^^^°^'"9
^uman'k^d and

'

such a total end were avoided, nuclear weapons could

and fhpT;"^'^ ?^^^^'" ^^^^^^^ °" ^he env°ronr^em

sTcknesrandS.'^'^^" "'"^ ^^^^'"^ ^'^-P-^
The United States and the Soviet Union havedeveloped nuclear weapons which have a combined

explosive power equivalent to a million H°roshrr^aA-bombs. The United States has 31 Poseiden submannes^just one of them can deliver more explosive

.n°w!! ih^a"/ "^^P
^^tonated in all of Europe and Japann VVorld War II, The horrifying facts are that in 1^5

i/n.
"' f ^^^'^' ^°^^^d Hiroshima and Nagasaki mJapan, thus using the most terrible weapons that had

far mnrrrf"^^ ''°'^^' ^'^^ ^^^^^^^ which arefar more destructrive, and with an arms race that

tTLo c^^f^^ T'^ ^"^ ^°^e o^^'-'^*" possibilities,
there is a clear danger that they will be used Oncesuch weapons are in place, the pressure to use them
especially in a crisis, is intense: each side rriovTsowards the button as it fears that if it does not push

ThI?.T^^''®^ ^'" ^® destroyed before it can attack
I he U.S. considered using nuclear weapons in Korea
in Vietnam, and on at least five other occasions There

AfMr^f'Jn?.'';*'?
A

'" ^^^ '^*^^'^ ^^^»' '" southern
ATrica in Central America, in Europe and in Asia -

it isindeed possible that one of these crises can escalate
to the point where a nuclear armed nation dares to usenuclear weapons. In addition, we must understand

ind thnc ?k1
^e^Pp"S

f
^e complicated instruments,and thus they involve the risks of accidents

rMo !t® ^? ^omhs prior to October 1979, for exam-

rpnnr pH i^T'^'h^"
'"'^^*'! ^^'"'"9 system falsely

reported 151 indications of a Soviet attack. Four ofhese reports resulted in orders to our nuclear forces
to increase their state of alert ^- that is, to prepare for
retaihation. According to the New York Tiroes one othe most serious of these fase alarms, on November 91979, was caused by a "computer error." Six minuteswent by before the error was discovered Nm|
;^hPd^^r'[T H ^a"^

2"' ?*^'*'®' ^°^'d have been laun-ched
( Lend A Hand to Halt the Arms Racp "

We|tern Mass. Coalition for a NucreaT Weapon

Continued on page s
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Artists Discuss Cultural
Boycott of South Africa
"TK« -... .i__ . ... ...

Monday April 12,1982

"The art, music, the poetry and the drama of South
African people are an expression of their defiance in the face
of oppression," South African poet and US college pro
fessor Dennis Bruts declared at the recent United Nations
program marking the "Week of Solidarity" with the
southern Africa liberation movement.

"Their creativity is an assertion of their determination to
defend their dignity and achieve their freedonn m spite of the
crushing weight of oppression imposed on them by the
genocidal Pretoria regime," Brutus continued He was one
of three South African speakers who answered the ques
tion, "Why a cultural boycott" of their native land?
They spoke on the first of a two-day program com-

memorating the anniversary of the Sharpeville massacre. It

was coordinated by the U.N. and Non-Governmental
Organizations through the International Defense and Aid
Fund for Southern Africa.

Moderated by the Fund's director, Wilfnd Greenville-
Grey, the March 18th program focused on the cultural and
sports boycott of South Africa. It sought to rally writers
musicians and artists against apartheid in the spirit of the
U.N. General Assembly's proclamation of 1982 as the "Inter-
n«ional Year of Mobilization for Sanctions Against South
Afnca."

South African singer Sathima Ibrahim recalled that Duke
Ellington had told her and her husband Abdullah about
repeated requests he had received to play in South Africa all
of which he refused

"I want to make a special appeal to all artists in the inter-
national community, and in particular to our black American
brothers and sisters," she stated Ibrahim urged them to
support the struggle against racism in South Africa and not
succumb to the lure of fat purses the regime and its backers
offer.

Musician Hugh Masakeia pleaded with American artists

not to go to South Africa, including Sun city, a major enter-

tainment complex built in an area even more deprived _than

an Indian Reserve here. In Sun City, he said:

"All the leading concert promoters and certainly all the

record companies and distributorships are run and owned by
prominent white businessmen, all of whom have made their

money through the South African government's racist

system of apartheid that bars non-whites from participating

in any enterprise other than providing cheap labor."

Besides the economic exploitation of Africans, Masakeia
pointed to the "hundreds of political pnsoners incarcerated

on Robben Island," some, like Nelson Mandela, for 20 years;

the "diseased and starving black children" of the largely bar-

ren "so-called" homelands; "the millions of homeless
women separated from their husbands" toiling in mines
under enforced celibacy.

"It is inconceivable to think that given the conditions and
circumstances that exist in South Africa today, any self-

respecting artist would agree to go down and perform there

without feeling any kind of remorse or shame," Mr.
Masakeia stated.

The program at the Dag Hammarskojold Library came
after the U.N. Special Committee Against Apartheid releas-

ed a "Register of Sports Contacts with South Africa;" and a
list of "American entertainers who performed in or visited

(business related) South Africa in 1981."

Frank Sinatra, who sang at Sun City July 24 to August 2
for a reported purse of $1.79 million, was among the most
prominent. But the list included well-known blacks like:

Lovelace Watkins, the Variations, Candi Staton, Joe
Henderson and Isaac Hayes.

Millie Jackson. Curtis Mayfield, Village People, Dakota
Staton, the O'Jays, Lou Donaldson, Willus 'Gator' Jackson,

by Simon Anekwe
reprinted from the Amsterdam News

Tina Turner, James Moody, Ray Charles, Shirley Brown,
Sha Na Na, the Platters and Brook Benton were also on the
list.

Having heard the three South African speakers reaffirm
the call for the boycott which had originated from blacks in
South Africa itself, the audience listened to a panel discuss
the question, "What Can We do?" The speakers were
Richard Lapchick of the Phelps-Stokes Fund, Jean Carey
Bond of Freedomways Magazine, Elombie Brath of the
African Jazz Art Society and Studios and Jean Sinbad of
the Washington Office on Africa.

Their suggestions ranged from the extensive to intensive,
from forming or broadening coalitions to getting at the in-
dividual black artists. Thus it was suggested that those ar-
tists who entertain in South Africa should be boycotted
when they come to Madison Square Garden.
The cultural boycott has already won support from artists

like Bill Hutson and Dumaile Feni, who contributed their
works to the program; Archie Shepp and Amiri Baraka
(Leroi Jones), who addressed the forum; Ben Vereen,
Gladys Knight. Phyllis Hyman. Max Roach and Roberta
Flack, all of whom turned down offers to perform in South
Africa, among others.

According to Vknor Mashabela of the African National
Congress (ANC): "Culture is very much a pan of politics.
And especially now that we have made the request interna-
tionally that people not paritcipate, to participate is no
longer a question of art for art's sake or just entertaining."

Nigeria's Deputy U.N. Representative, Ambassador
Oladapo Fafowara addriassed the U.N. gathering. The next
day his superior, the Permanent U.N. Representative, Am-
bassador Alhaji Yusuff Maitama-Sule, took the message of
the cultural boycott to blacks in Harlem.

/
photos by Jofwi Wright

The Currents of Change
by Roxana

Kwame Ture. formally known as Stokely Car-
michael spoke at the campus of Amherst College as
part of a nationwide recruitment for the All African
Peoples Revolutionary Party, (A.A PR.P). The
native Trinadadian was one of the leading organizers
in the Civil Rights and Black Power movements of the
60's.

"It is assumed that humans are here to serve
humanity", stated Kwame. We all need each other in
every form of life. People were not meant to be profit-
ted from. Nor can one human take profit from another
human soley for their own benefit.

Capitalism uses human labor in the pursuit of pro-
fits. Kwame exposed the immense contradition bet-
ween capitalism and the basic assumption of humans
serving humanity. He stated that capitalism is so
powerfull that, it keeps us in a state of ignorance,
thereby making us irresponsible and arrogant. We are
conditioned not to think, not to use our brains and our
sense of rationale. In the everyday life, we are brain-
washed with commercials and slogans making us
react and not think logically When we see a sign of a
particular place to eat we think and say we are hungry
without feeling the hunger pangs. We are only reac-
ting to the stimuli This conditioning is reflected in
many aspects of our daily life. Capitalism has us in a
state of numbness.

But, "based on the nature of humanity, capitalism
will fall", exclaims Kwame The most obvious reason
IS the natural instinctive love for justice inborn in
humans For example, all societies have some sort of
religion, such as monotheism, polytheism
agnosticism etcetra. According to Kwame, this shows
a quest for a higher plateau of morality. Instinctive
love for justice is reflected in the history of the op-
pressed rising up against the oppressor. We saw it in
the uprisings in Miami, we saw it in the uprisings in
Boston, and we continually see it in the uprisings in

Bell and Curtis Haynes

South Africa and Central America. The real, honest
history is that of the oppressed in the struggle to be
free, and not that of the oppressor. In the history that
is learned in this country, we are cheated out of the
benefit of learning about ourselves as a people;
cheated out of the benefit of knowing the valuable
contributions that we made to this country.
We are in need of knowing all of these contribu-

tions, we are in need of knowing the truth The truth is

not easy to arrive at. yet the difficulty only nses in the
implementation of the truth. Once the truth Is known
about ourselves, about our history, about our culture
we must live it. Once we live out the truth, we knovv
what our obligations are.

We all have a duty, and specially those ofus who are
students. We are the motor that can bring about bet-
ter changes. But as Kwame very rightfully stated
"We will never be able to defeat anything until we are
organized!" In the past we have made quantitative
changes. We have achieved many things in terms of
numbers but virtually nothing in terms of qualitative
changes. It is important to understand that we are
able to make qualitative changes if enough people are
involved.

One of the major changes has to come within us.
The bettering of our society is our responsibility. It is
our responsibility to make sure that we are organized
A leader is not what we need Because, " no leader
can lead .the people to freedom It is only the organiza-
tion of the people which can lead the people to
freedom", said Kwame, "We have to be as serious as
our enemy", he added As a good example he men-
tioned the Ku Klux Klan, how well they are organized
and how long they have been in existence, as well as
the influence it has on many of the governmental
bodies in this country
Changes can occur in many forms and the best is to

ORGANIZE

EVENT: ''DANCE BONGO''

DATE: ThuRsdAy, FRidAy, Satur-

dAy; ApRil 1^,16,17

TIME: 8:00pM

FOR MORE INFO. CAU
M$-7604

Continued from page 1

WILL WE SURVIVE A NUCLEAR WAR?

There is increasing talk in Washington about a
limited nuclear war" staged in Europe. As the

distinguished historian E. P Thompson has com-
mented, Europeans do not consider such a scenario
funny - they live in Europe. For those of us who live in
other parts of the world, it is imperative to remember
that a so-called limited war in Europe would involve
the strategic forces of the USSR and the U.S.. and
thus the idea that it would remain limited is criminally
absurd.

Let us imagine that a 20 megaton bomb (the
average size Soviet long-range nuclear weapon) hits
Spnngfield- not an unlikely possibility in a nuclear war
because Springfield is a city of over 100,000 people In
such a case, all people within a 6 mile radius would be
killed; within a ten mile radius at least 50 percent
would be killed and 50 percent of the people injured
Twenty miles from Spnngfield. which includes the en-
tire Five College area. 50 percent of the people would
be killed or injured by the direct thermal radiation and
blast pressures (IBID).

But there is a major effort in some Washington
circles to convince us that we can survive a nuclear
war. In a speech to the Italian Senate on December
10, 1979. Senator Nino Pasti. retired NATO general
and former Allied Supreme Vice-Commander in

Europe for Nuclear Affairs put it in these words:
The terrifying aspect of the involution of U.S. military
policy (since 1973) is the attempt to convince U.S.
public opinion that it is possible to wage a strategic
(nuclear) war, that it is possible to win it and that the
price of 20 to 30 million U.S. dead, leaving aside the
hundreds of millions of dead in other countries, is an
equitable and acceptable price to pay for the destruc-
tion forever of the Soviet Union and communism in
the world.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) in Washington puts our fate in these terms:
"Everyone agrees that a nuclear war could be an un-

Asian
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for Yourselves

paralleled disaster, but it need not be an unmitigated
disaster," And so we should be reassured by the
preparations being made for us in case of a nuclear
war. The President of the U.S., once there is a warn-
ing of attack, would board a specially shielded, $250
million version of the 747, which sits on permanent
alert. Once there is a nuclear attack on the US., theUS Postal Service plans to distribute to distribute
Emergency Change of Address cards. The Postal Ser
vice explains that "this postage free card would be us-
ed by displaced survivors of an attack to notify the
Postal Service of their emergency mailing addresses

"

In giving examples of completed cards, the Postal Ser-
vice manual offers this illustration: Miss Mabel Jane
Butler's pre-emergency address is Upton Street in
Washington, DC; her present address reads
Deceased. Morturary number 10. Falls Church
Virginia 22040 (Esquire March 1982: page 37). But it is

possible that Miss Butler's pain in her final hours
would be eased by a stackpile of opium reserrved by
the U.S. government for use during a nuclear attack,
for opium is included among the sixty-one items rang-
ing from aluminum to opium to zinc stored by the Na-
tional Defence Stockpile of Strategic and Critical
Materials.

We should also be reassured that, according to the
Department of Agricuture's emergency plans,
relatively more food will survivie a nuclear attack thari
will people to eat it. So if you can get to some food.

\

you will be allowed three pounds of meat, six eggs!
seven pints of milk, four pounds of cereals, and one
half pounds of fats and oils per week (IBID. p. 39). And
the Department of Housing and Urvan Development
has recently revised its manuals on the post-attack
housing problem. Indued are procedures for requisi-
tioning private homes whose owners haye disap-
peared, firm rent guidelines, tenant priorities and
grounds for eviction. There are elaborate plans to
keep the Federal Reserve and other banks operative in
case of a nuclear attack. Citizens are warned that if

they are relocated, they should be sure to carry their
credit cards, cash, cheks, stocks, insurance policies
and will, because every effort will be made to clear
trans-nuclear attack checks, including those drawn on
destroyed banks. Citizens are also encouraged to buy
U.S. Savings Bonds (IBID, p. 39).

Join Afrik-Am
byWilhemina Samuel

The Afrik-Am society exists to serve as a political and
cultural outlet for black students on the Umass campus. In
addition, to add to the general enli^^htenment of the rest of

the Umass community, as to the rich and full heritage of
the Afro-American culture. Afrik-Am serves as an
educational tool outside of the classroom by providing
practical application to some of the materials learned in the
class room.

We the members of the Afrik-Am society feel we are
providing a valuable service to the Umass community, by
providing an outlet for the expression of Afro-American
life. In sharing these experiences Afrik Am hopes to
alleviate some of the questions or reservations others may
have about our culuture. Participation in the Afrik-Am
Society and its sponsored events will lead to a process of
self growth for all involved, and lead to a better living and
learning environment, easing some of the tensions found
within the University and society.

Spotlight
Presently Dee Robinson (Acting President). Carla

James and Sylvia Kenn. (Co-treasures), along with major
acting members such as Dianne Higgenbottom, yours
truly, and many other participating members are hokling
up the fort. We seek to accomplish our goals by promoting
and funding organizations which have and will sponsor
such events as lecture and film series depicting the
struggle of Third Worid people, and various concerts and
programs dealing with several musical and cultural aspecU
of the lives of our people.

Afrik-Am meets every Tuesday evening at 6:00 pm in
the New Africa House. Lack of participation and non-
mvolvement wUl not show support. Are you concerned
aboutthe continuing exisUnce of your Third World
organizations* JOIN AFRIK-AM

by Jimmy Wong

As most of you know, I have been the Asian Affairs

Editor in Nummo News for almost two semesters. The job
of the Asian Affairs Editor is to inform the UMass Asian
population weekly of any Asian news that have occurred
the past week and activities coming up in the near future.

It has been quite apparent to the Nummo staff, to many
of the Asian readers of Nummo and to me that the only pen
representing the Asian community on campus is mine. This
disturbs me a great deal. Although there were occasssional

contributions here and there, it was always written by the
same people. I'm particularly trying to reach the under
classmen of this establishment. I feel that they are the
ones to carry on the legacy of the Asian American Student
Association (AASA).

E^arly last semester Sai Ikemoto, the previous Asian
Affairs Editor, announced that he would be resigning his

position and was looking for a replacement. I accepted the

position partly because I was in a financial fix and was
looking for a part time job anyhow. This position was an
opportunity for me to improve my writing, to get involve

with AASA and earn some money on the side.

Ikemoto percieved my inexperience and began to teach

me the tricks of the trade. He referred me to sources

provided by the AASA file cabinet, magazines and
newspapers for my material. He continued to give me the

criticism, the advice and the support I needed. What
burdened me the most was realizing that anything I wrote
would affect the entire Asian population in the University.

Nevertheless, I soon learned the full k)ad of my respon-

sibility with help from my my dedicated colleagues Donna
Davis and RoxanneBell.

Unlike last semester, I'm busier with my studies;

therefore I feel I've neglected my duties as the Asian
Affairs Editor and for that, I apologize. Even so, the blame
should no', be laid on my shoulders alone.

As I perused through issues of Nummo News from
several years back, I noticed the various contributions of

poems, articles of personal experiences, movie reviews and

even announcements written by members of AASA.
Foolish as I was, I thought I would get the same type of

support from my peers. However, to much of my
disillusionment, it has yet to happen. Although I admit I'm

not exactly Joe Pulitzer, I am trying to do my best.

It is true that I haven't demanded for any articles from

anyone, but it is impossible for me to ask each of you in-

dividually. My job, as a member of AASA, is to suggest

that you voice your opinions. The choice of doing it or not is

up to you. I strongly advice you to wake up, because I am
not going to be your editor for long. I feel it is time for me
to move on to something else and let someone else just as

worthy of this position to replace me.

Nummo News is a newspaper for all third world people,

not just for black and hispanics. It is to voice your concepts

about different issues. Hey listen ! you have a pen, some
white line paper and the mind given to you by the "Great

Creator", so use it ! Like the commercial says, "a mind is a

terrible thing to waste."

Poets Corner

IF only}COULD
If I were a prophet I would
understand
I would have the power to lead
people hand in hand
If I was a god, I would
show love and peace
There would be no anger
for that is my belief

If I were a follower I would
cry in the night
For I'd have too many decisions
I wouldn't know which was right
If I were a leader I would show
the way
Then people would believe
in love some day
But I am only one in this

world of pain
So I cannot do anything, so
all will remain

by Michelle Duda

SOCIETY
Alone in a world where love
turns to pain

But why does this happen,
who is to blame?
The bleakness one feels with an
empty heart

is from all the challenges to

conquer for we must play our heart
But how do we handle all that

comes to us?
There is alot of negative such as
anger, greed and lust

When people talk should we
believe what we hear?
People always seem to black-out
when they feel fear

If only we could learn how
to really love

Then we could clearly see
the majestical powers of true love
But we are still too shallow to understand
But everything that happens
to us has been planned
For everything happens for a
reason, but the reason is hard
to see

It's too bad we all can't live

as one in peace and harmony

by Michelle Duda

NUMMO PRESENTS

A WAKENING
The dream ofa prophet was the fantasy of

you. Dying a slow death, falling burnt
embers eliminate the dream of reality. The
concept of illusion is merely just a game of
fantasy, in which all becomes one. Yet
everyday is still full of pain and joy. We just
cannot feel the intense powers of the
awakening soul. For so long we have been
held captive by our conscience. Maybe now
that the shattered fragments have vanished
we can enjoy the light and glory of freedom.
Yet within our soul there is still love. Maybe
someday if the will of man is strong enough
we'll be able to accept others and ourselves.

by Michelle Duda APRll 30 .qiiT^ ir^ -
y,i
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L ATI IM AMERICAN
WEEK

DEDICATED TO THE PEOPLE OF CENTRAL AMERICA

APRILTHURSDAY
WORKSHOP
"Latin American Women in the United States"

15th

by Sonia Nieto and lleana Orterga

Campus Center, 8 PM

FRIDAY APRIL 16th LATIN DANCE
Live music with "Conjunto Libre"
and "Orquesta Tiempo"

Student Union Ballroom
8 PM - 2 AM
Tickets $3 in advance, $5 at door
For more information call: 545-2479 or 545-0676

TUESDAY APRIL 20th FILM
"El Enemigo Principal"
(The Main Enemy)

Film by Grupo Ukamau of Bolivia dealing with the issues of
poverty, exploitation and U.S. intervention in Bolivia. It will
be followed by a brief exposition of current situation in
Bolivia.

Campus Center 168 8 PM
Free admission and refreshments.

SUNDAY APRIL 18th FIELD DAY
AND PICNIC

Farley Lodge, Southwest Area
Karate demonstration by Dionisio Perez
Soccer game by The Sandinistas
Softball, Volleyball and other sports will be played. Food will
be available at
student prices.

For more information call 545-0676 or 545-2479

WEDNE|DAY APRIL 21st CON

T Isabel Letelier

Will talk about Human Rights in the Southern Cone, current
situation in Chile, actual status of the Letelier-Moffit case
and women in Latin America.

Campus Center 168 7:30 PM
Child Care will be provided.
For more information call:545-0883

Sponsored by Third World Women Task Force andAHORA

MONDAY APRIL 19th CON-
FERENCE
"El Salvador"

I

Main speaker Gerry Studds, Representative for
Massachusetts
Phil Wheaton and James Cheek. State Department
Represen tafives

THURSDAY APRIL
CULTURAL EVENING

22nd

<;tiiHf»pt Union Ballroom 7 PM

Afrik-Am Meeting
ATTOmON! Afrik-AmiMds iwrfHrs.
Meetinpi are hdd everv Tiwday at 6pin

Duke Elligton Committee

Spring 1982

April 16, Avery G.
Sharpe/John Blake
Bass/Violin

April 23. Clyde Criner/ Bit
ly Hart Keyboard/Drums

Members of the community in general will perform dances
theater and music from different Latin American countries
there will also be a potluck food tasting of typical dishes Br-
ing your favorite dish!
Arts and crafts will be on display.

Student Union Ballroom 7:30 PM

MALCOLM X CENTER PRESENTS
"Reaganomics and Afro-Americans:
Problems and Solutions"

Featuring:

-Satya Gabriel

"Reagan and the Afro-American Com
munity"
-Steve Coons
"Reagan and Afro-American Students"
-Preston Smith
"Black Conservatives"
TUESDAY, APRIL 20 7 00 pm
Refreshments and discussion to follow

DEC Presents:
TERUO NAKAMURA AND
' IE RISING SUN BAND
L itin, Jazz and Funk textures
Thursday, April 15 at the BLUEWALL
'Be There or Be Square.."

Ktrold Melvin and the
Bluenotes

th^m^
up Everybody!" Harold Melvin and

iqI9 r T°^^'
""" ^^ ^^^ ^«^^"^e artists at the

tKo A u '^^V^"
^"""3' ®vent sponsored by

Thl^"'Mt^^ ^°"^9^ ^'^^k Student Union

Jt ql^ ^M -^^Kf^T^
on Saturday, April 17

at 9.00 PM in the Annex in Valentine Hall.The general admission price is $7. Come outand hear them. You will enjoy their own
special brand of Afro-American music.

Also
We cordially invite you to attend Souls
Release on April 16 at 8:00 PM in Valentine
Annex, a talent show highlighting Amherst
College students, and the Ujima Five College
Basketball Tournament In the new gym-

?^r^'"S^?"
.^""day, April 18 beginning at

.. ^\i! P''0"i'ses to be an exciting
weekend. We hope that you will share the

^°.?K. P®''"?/
^'^^ "^- ^^^ "^ore Information

call Milton Williams at 542-2944.

NDel Pointer
is HERE

Saturday April 17 at 8:00 PM

Chapin Auditorium, Mount
Holyoke College

Tickets: $6 Available at Faces
and MHC Box Office

As PART of xlii AnnuaI BUck Musi-
cians CoNrcRENcc, HAMpdcN CAlUiiy,
loCATCd IN Tki SouTbwcsT RfsidcNTIAl
ColUqc Arca, presents an ExhibiTioN by
tMree Fine area artists: FrecI BsckER,
RichARd YARdE ANd NeIsON STEpkENS.
TkE WORks FEATUREd IN TklS ExkibiT
ReReCT various ATTITUdES ANd INTER-
PRETATIONS oF TkE BlAck Music TRAdi-
TKIN, pARTKulARly IN TkE AREAS oF JAM
ANd TkE bluES.TkE ExkibiT will bE on visw
From ApRil 18 TkRouqk ApRil 29 wiTk
AM ODENiNq/RECEpTiON ON SuNdAy, ApRil
18 From J-Jdm. REFREskMENTs will bs
SERVEd ANd TkE publk is iNViTEd TO AT-
TENd. CAllERy koURS ARE MoNdAy
TkRouqk FRidAy 4-8pM ANd SuNdAy
2->pM. For more {nFo. contact rkc
diRECTOR AT $4»-2787.
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Whitmore personnel uncertainty repels

potential Vice Chancellor candidates
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst has been
without a permanent Vice ChanceUor for Administration
and Finance smce July 1. 1981. and wUl remain without one
until a permanent replacement is appointed, the acting
Chancellor Dr. Loren Baritz. said yesterday.

Baritz. said he has received negative reactions from final
candidates for the position of Vice Chancellor for
Administration and Finance. He said the candidates are
concerned with knowing who their chanceUor will be
The primary candidates could not make a permanent

life decision without knowing who the chancellor is." Baritz
said.

Another Whitmore administrator closely involved in the
search said several final candidates have withdrawn their
names from the search. Those candidates have since
secured positions at other universities, the administrator
said.

The search for the permanent vice chancellor began in

Augiist. 1981. when the committee met for the nrst timeA Collegmn article dated November 24, 1981. said the
search committee was down to eight candidates.
The first week of this semester. Dr. Carl Swanson

chairman of the search committee, presented ChanceUor
Henry Koffler with the names of seven final candidates.
Those candidates were: Jack DeNyse. acting vice chan-
cellor for administration and finance at UMass-AmherstWiUiam Louis DiUon. vice president and treasurer atChatham College; Gary Gabriel Goetz. assistant chancellor
at the University of Wisconsin; Joseph D. Hamel. assistant
vice president for finance at Washington State University;
John J. Stevens HI. assistant to the president at Baylor
University; and Jack C. Weiner. dean of administration at
the City University of New York-Bronx.

ttP^
Vice Chancellor for Administration and Finance at

UMass-Amherst is responsible for campus construction
overseemg grants and contracts, managing the tran-
sportation and mail services, coordinating the food ser-
vices and Campus Center, and operations at the PhysicaJ

Proposed contraceptive law opposed
By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

A proposed federal regulation, which would require
federally funded clinics dispensing prescriptions for con-
traceptives to persons under 18 to notify the parents of
the minor within ten days after giving the prescription
(the Parental Notice Regulations), has initiated student
response at the University of Massachusetts.
The Real Majority, a student group advocating sexual

rights at UMass, is conducting a letter writing campaign
to "urge a retraction of the propsed guidelines." said
Jackson Katz, spokesperson for the group.

"It is important for students to take an active role in
this issue because of its implications for the rights of
young people," Katz said.

Alwin Schimdt of the Family Planning Council of Nor-
thampton said the regulation, which was published in the
Federal Register last February by the Department of
Health and Human Services (DHHS), can be implemented
without Congressional approval because it is based on
previous legislation.

Schimdt said the 1982 budget reauthorized the family
planning program, and that the DHHS is using that as the
rationale for the Parental Notice Regulations. Schimdt
said that according to the budget, federally funded family
planning programs should only encourage family par-
ticipation, but the regulation mandates it.

Ronald Mazur. Health Educator and Coordinator of the
Peer Sexuality Education Program at UMass called the

regulation a "highly ineffective measure" because it
would penalize people who already have inadequate
recourse to contraception and counseling. He said the
measure is contrary to the New Right goal of reducing
abortions in this country and he predicted implementation
of the regulations would result in an increase in the in-
cidence of legal abortion.

Mazur also said the regulations are inevitably gender
specific and therefore discriminatory.
Sharon Whitman, another Northampton Family Plann-

ing Council staffer, said her organization is encouraging
people to wnte letters expressing their opinions to Mar-
jory Mecklenburg, Acting Deputy Assistance Secretary
for Population Affairs, who made the proposal.

"It (the regulation) is supposed to encourage parental
involvement which is unlikely to happen," she said.
Whitham said the regulation will not discourage sexual ac-
tivity but result in more pregnancies.
Both Mazur and Whitman agreed the regulation would

prove very expensive for taxpayers l)ecause they will have
to pay the bureaucracy required to notify parents or guar-
dians and keep records of verification.
Katz called the regulation part of the New Right's anti-

sexual framework. Any way they can curtail female and
adolescent sexuality, they will because autonomy under-
mines male parental authority. Because the constituency
which the regulations effect most is disenfranchised, Katz
•said this IS a good opportunity for college students with an
enlightened social consciousness to stand up for their
younger brothers and sisters.

Trustees will

vote tomorrow
on PIRG fee
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

J^Lf'^T ^^ -^^'"^ University of Massachusetts
students pay the optional Massachusetts Public InterestGroup (MASSPIRG) fee may be changed by the Boa^of
irustees tomorrow despite opposition from MASSPIRG
members.

J^t ?^l
students at the University of Massachusetts

at both Amherst and Boston have had the option of waiv-
ing the fee (now $2) which is totalled into the tuition and
fees bill each semester. Meeting in Worcester tomorrow.

MASSPIRP 'f
'^'"

^^u'"^^'' .

'•«'"«vi"g the optionalMASSPIRG fee from the total tuition and fees bill and
force students to add the fee to the bill if they want to con-
tribute to the organization.
Students at both UMass Amherst and Boston voted to

keep the MASSPIRG fee in the bill's total earlier this
semester. At UMass-Amherst, 89 percent of the voters
were in favor of the fee being included in the total, and 87
percent were in favor at the Boston campus

"It IS an insult to the students for the trustees not to
consult or give the opportunity for input," Elise Jacques,
UMass-Amherst chapter coordinator said yesterday
Jacques said members from both UMass Amherst and

Boston chapters will attend tomorrow's meeting, and seek
to crush the trustee's proposal. She said the trustees made

SA^s^iprP"'*^^ '" ^^'^^' ^"t lobbying efforts byMAbt>FlKG members succeeded in swaying the trustees
to deny the motion at that time.
Supporters of MASSPIRG at UMass-Amherst will

depart from the Student Union Building at noon tomor-
row, carrying about 75 letters opposing the change, and a
signed statement of support from a cross section of deans
faculty members and administrators, Jacques said
Mitch Gaslin, a member of the MASSPIRG board of

directors, said MASSPIRG was not notified of the pro-
posal by the trustees. Gaslin said he heard about it while
on other business in the Whitmore Administration
Building.

"The proposal is totally out of thin air," he said.
MASSPIRG is a non-profit, non-partisan group with a

10-year history of involvement in educational research and
advocacy, and has 12 chapters statewide.
The UMass-Amherst chapter has 100 active members
Gaslin said.

MASSPIRG's lobbying was instrumental in securing the
legislative override of Governor Edward King's Bottle Bill
veto last November. The Bottle Law is scheduled to go in-

SaIco^o/^^^^
January, and would then conclude aMAbbPIRG lobbying effort which began in 1972 after

Hampshire College students recommended Massachusetts
follow the precedent set in Oregon.

Fraternities called

to pre-trial hearing
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts fraternities Beta Kappa Phi
and Theta Chi will be called to appear at a show cause
hearing as a result of their being charged with operating
unlicensed bars and supplying alcohol to persons under the
age of 20, Amherst Police Lt. David Jankowski said
yesterday.

Jankowski said the hearing had been applied for on
V riday, but said no date had been set thus far.
The possibility of bringing additional charges against the

fraternities is being discussed with the district attorney's
office Jankowski said.

Following a meeting last Thursday with Greek Affairs
Director Leslie Chambers. Jankowski referred jurisdiction
of minor offenses" committed by BeU Kappa Phi. and a
third fraternity. Kappa Sigma, including supplying alcohol
to persons under 20. to Greek Affairs.
The charges stem from a month long investigation of the

violation of liquor laws by UMass fraternities that has been
conducted by plain clothes policemen. The investigation
began as a result of complaints from local businesses that
the fraternity parties were competing for their business,
and from residents, some of whom were UMass students
who complained of noise and about the fact that persons

ContirfuM on page U
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Palestinian riots follow

Arab mosque shooting
JERUSALEM (AP) — Palestinians rioted throughout

the occupied territories yesterday enraged by a Jewish
gunman's attack on the hallowed Temple Mount. Israeli
troops and police used rifle fire, rubber bullets and tear gas
to battle the worst Arab rioting in years.

Israel Television counted 30 disturbances in Arab East
Jerusalem, the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip, and
said 30 people were wounded — 16 Palestinian Arabs hit
by Israeli gunfire in four separate riots and 14 Israelis or
foreign tourists mostly injured by rocks hurled by Arab
rioters. One soldier, hit by a rock in Nablus in the West
Bank, was among the Israelis injured. A television
cameraman suffered a bullet wound in the shoulder, ap-
parently from a ricochet in the narrow lanes of Jerusalem's
walled city.

Police sources, meanwhile, said the suspect in the
Easter Sunday shooting would appear before a magistrate
today. Police have imposed a news blackout on the suspect
on orders of Interior Minister Yosef Burg, but sources in
the investigation confirmed state radio reports that he is
Alan Harry Goodman, 38. an American immigrant.
A rooming house manager in Baltimore, Md., saw a

photo of the suspect and told The Associated Press that he
"definitely" recognized the man as a former tenant. "He
wasn't much of a person to Ulk to. He was sort of a loner,"
said Emory Martinez.
The gunman shot his way through the gates of the

Temple Mount Sunday and burst into the golden-domed
Mosque of Omar, spraying bullets from an M-16 automatic
rifle. Police said two Arabs were killed and nine wounded
before his ammunition ran out and he was arrested inside
the mosque, also known as the Dome of the Rock.
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A WINNER — Columnist Art Buchwald poses
in his Washington office Monday after it was an-
nounced that he won a Pulitzer Prize. Buchwald
was honored for his distinguished commentary
for columns for the Los Angeles Times Syn-
dicate.

Haig, not encouraged,

returns to Argentina
LONDON (AP) - U.S. Secretary of State Alexander M.

Haig Jr. said after 11 Vz hours of talks yesterday with
British leaders that "time is slipping away from us" in
averting a South Atlantic war between Britain and
Argentina over the Falkland Islands.

He said "substantial difficulties" remained between the
two sides despite "some progress" and that he was Hying
back to Buenos Aires for a second round of talks with
Argentina's leaders.

"There is no truce or hesitation or pause in any of the
military preparations, as I understand them, that are
under way." he said. Asked if he was more hopeful after
his second trip to London in five days, Haig replied: "Not
at all. Not at all."

Yesterday, Britain carried clamped a naval blockade
around the South Atlantic islands seized by Argentine
forces on April 2. Britain's 149- year sovereignty over the
islands is disputed by Argentina. Four British hunter-
killer submarines are at the Falklands with orders to sink
any Argentine ships violating the 200-mile war zone,

Argentina, apparently at Haig's urging, called its navy
back to port before the zone went into effect at 11 p.m.
EST Sunday, but it has made clear it considers the
blockade aggression that would have to be removed by
force if Haig's efforts failed.

British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher announced
she was recalling the House of Commons from Easter
recess tomorrow afternoon for a one-day session to brief
lawmakers on the outcome of Haig's shuttle diplomacy.

Obviously tired, she shook hands with Haig at the door
of No. 10 Downing Street and then went inside her
residence without comment.

Dukakis says slate crime rate

increased under Gov. King
BOSTON — Violent crime in Massachusetts has in-

creased during Edward J. King's first two years as
governor at a dramatically higher rate than in the nation,
former Gov. Michael S. Dukakis charged yesterday.

Dukakis. chaUenging King for the Democratic
nomination for governor this year, said violent crime in
Mas.sachusetts increased 30 percent from 1978 through
1980. compared with 19 percent nationally. King, who
succeeded Dukakis as governor in 1979. has made plans to
reduce crime a major effort of his administration.
"Gov. King's crime program is a failure." Dukakis said in

announcmg a four point plan of his own. emphasizing a
need to put more police on the streets.
Dukakis did not cite figures for 1981.
The King campaign didn't dispute Dukakis' crime

figures, but the office of Public Safety Secretary George
Luciano did. An aide, Chariey Manning, said Luciano's
office calculated the increase at about about 16 percent in
Massachusetts.

Peter Y. Flynn. King's campaign manager, said the
figure announced by Dukakis was "more a reflection of
previous administrations, including the four years of
Michael Dukakis.

Digest
By the Associated Press

House considers cigarette tax

for education; Knapp to testify

BOSTON — The Massachusetts House admitted for
consideration yesterday a bill imposing a 5 percent sales
tax on cigarettes to raise $28 million annually for
scholarships and education loans.

A briefing on the proposal, previously admitted by the
Senate, was scheduled for today at the Statehouse.

Participants will include college presidents, Derek C.
Bok. Harvard; Kenneth G. Ryder, Northeastern; the Rev.
J. Donald Monan, Boston College; and David C. Knapp,
University of Massachusetts: ranking legislative sponsors;
and David Beaubien of the Board of Regents.
The tax would be in addition to the 21 -cent per pack

excise imposed on cigarettes, Michael Capuano, chief
staffer for the Legislature's Taxation Committee, said.
Capuano said the bill also would repeal the fair trade

law, which sets a minimum price for cigarettes.

The CoUegian's womens department will

be holding a mandatory staff meeting
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Collegian office. All
women's department staff members must
attend! If you can not, please contact Lisa
Pedulla or Judi Jasurek.

The New York Times, AP
win two as Pulitzer's awarded
NEW YORK (AP) - The Associated Press and The New

York Times each won two 1982 Pulitzer Prizes yesterday.
The Kansas City Star and the Kansas City Times won the
Pulitzer for general local reporting and a Times staffer was
cited for national reporting.

The gold medal for public service went to the Detroit
News for a national investigation that t)roduced five dozen
stories on "a pattern of deception and unresponsiveness" in
the way the U.S. Navy reported shipboard deaths of
sailors to their families.

In the arts and letters categories of the 66th annual
Pulitzer awards. Sylvia Plath. a poet who became an idol of
feminists some years after her suicide two decades ago.
was awarded a P»ulitzer for the posthumous volume. "The
Collected Poems."

Novelist John Updike won the fiction prize for his best-
seUmg "Rabbit is Rich." and Charies Fuller's "A Soldier's
Play" received the drama prize.

The prizes, most of which carry $1,000 cash awards,
were announced by Michael I. Sovern. president of
Columbia University, which administers the competition.
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MUSIC GALLERY
''Tox Revolt Midnight Madness Sol*"
Wednesday April 14th, noon - midnight
Free door prize: Electra Working Man Guitar

Free Music Gallery T-shirts

with every purchase over $99.00
Free Sticks and Strings with this ad. w

See our new recording studio facilities & rehersal space. J
Up to 60% off selected items in stock. if
Sp)ecial deals in our pro sound room.

Mu»icGoll*ry Rt*9Hodl*y 5d«-«226 *

Wl&

m cooperation with Governors Prograrn Council
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"CATCH" an original & exciting evening of comedy
THIS WED. NITE. 3 leading comics from NY's Catch
A Rising Star will perform the best of Catch as well
as the lucky winner from THIS TUESDAYS Amateur
Night ONLY $2.00

Duki- F:iliny;t(>n Committi-i- prcsinls

TEIIM
.ind the^ gi^ SoW

A combination of JAZZ
FUNK. & LATIN textures

THKI

Teruo bass
Bill Washer electric guitar
Bob Met/ner flute and sax
Gerry Niewood saxaphone
Bnan Brake drums
Chuggv Carter percussion A riril 1 C^
Jay Byalick keyboard & synthesizers ^F*^** -^ ^

produced ^„h ,h, Asiar, Amencn S,uder„s As,oc,.,.on B LUEWA I .1 . $2.00

dBS
-AT THE BLUE WALL

with th* Mus*um Dirvcktors
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planned as Graham lecture seats are filled
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By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

A closed circuit television wUl be set up in the Newman
Centers Seat of Wisdom chapel for people who were
unable to get tickets for Rev. BiUy Grahams lecture on
Peace m the Nuclear Age" this Friday night at the Fine
Arts Center at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst.
Al Wrisley, the president of the coaUtion of student and

area religious groups which is sponsoring Graham's
speech, and also a professor in the Hotel. Restaurant and
Travel Dept. at UMass, said the chapel wiU seat "at least
500 people for the event,

Wrisley said the free tickets to the lecture which were
distributed by the orgazinations that are bringing Graham

Amherst selectmen consider
federal grant application

to UMass. were gone within days after the groups began
givmg them out.

ore
He also said the coalitions plans to open the doors to the

*ine Arts Center Auditorium fifteen minutes before
Graham's 7:30 p.m. speech and give away any unfilled
seats on a first come, first serve basis.
Wrisley said the coalition is sponsoring the speech as a

part of UMass* "Year Toward Civility."
"We want to fit this into the 'Year Toward CivUity'

idea, he said. "We think he really represents the idea of
civiuty.

At most of Billy Graham's crusades in cities, a collection
is taken to help defray the cost of the event, but Rev. Ian
Alontgomery. Episcopal Chaplain of the Ark. a local
religious group, and the treasurer of the coalition spon-
sonng the lecture, said he did not think it is appropriate to

do so at his speech here.
"We don't feel we should charge people to hear the

Chnstian message." Montgomery said.

Wrisley said there wiU be pre-trained student counselors
whom students can speak with after the speech is they
would like to get more involved in the k)cal Christian
community.
"The whole thrust is to get people who want to make a

commitment into a local church." Wrisley said. "He
(Graham) comes in and reaUy helps the local churches and
organizations."

Among the student groups sponsoring Graham's lecture
are the Navigators, the Inter Varsity Christian
FeUowship, the Campus Crusade for Christ, the Newman
Club and the New Testament Fellowship.

By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

The Board of Selectmen discussed a
variety of topics last night, including a
proposed application for the Small Cities
Community Development Block Grant
Program, and several proposed articles for
the Town Meeting Warrant Article.

Town Planner Paul Mazzarella outlined a
proposed application for the grant, which
he said may be used by communities in
providing decent housing, or expanding
economic opportunities.

The proposed application would use the
grant funds in a revolving loan fund for
economic development. The town could
receive up to $700,000 in funding, if the
prc^osal is met. The funds would be used
by new or expanding businesses and loaned
at below market interest rates, according to
the proposal.

Town Manager Lou Hayward endorsed
the proposal.

Jaymie Chernoff. representing the
Amherst Eiconomic Development Cor-
poration, also endorsed the proposal.

"The proposal would be effective in
aiding businesses to start up and in con-
vicing them to start up in Amherst."
Chernoff said.

The selectmen also heard a prqsosed
town meeting article to change the zoning
of 3.7 acres of land on Belchertown Road in
Amherst from neighborhood residential to
Village Center Business zoning.

Another proposed town meeting article
was presented by Stanley Niedzielski to
ammend the Town Manager Acts to provide
for the recall of elected officials.

"We, as voters, must have a legal access
to recall public officials." Niedzielski said.

The proposed article would allow voters
to petition the town clerk for a removal
election. The petition would require 10
percent of the eligible registered voters
signatures.

If the official is removed, an election
would be held to elect a qualified successor
If the incumbent is not removed, the in-

cumbent would continue in office for the
remainder of his term.

These proposed articles wfll be voted on
by Town Meeting beginning May 3.

C^l.^A_ nji>^L nr... .
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Selectwoman Edith Wilkinson (left) and Chairperson Francesca
Maltese hear varioas proposals at last night's Amherst Board of Select-
men's meeting.

Selection process nears end
for Amherst town manager

Rent control will be sought
agftin at next Town Meeting
By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

Rent control, possibly the most con-
troversial issue on the Town Meeting
agenda, will resurface for another bid at the
next set of Town Meetings, which bejrin
Mays.
Spearheading the struggle for rent

control are Town Meeting member Mary
Wentworth, who is active in the Campus
and Community Committee for Rent
Control, and University of Massachusetts
students Mitch Gaslin and Ron Silberstein,
both of whom are recently elected Town
Meeting members.
Wentworth explained the rent control

measure would provide for a rent control
board of five people, appointed by the board
of selectwomen, and roll back rents to those
of the Spring of 198L The measure would
set a ceiling on rents, and landlords who
wanted to increase their rents would have
to appeal to the board. Taking a formula
into account, the board would decide if the
landlord was entitled to a rent increase.
New buildings would be exempt from

rent control, Wentworth said. This is

because rent control opponents have
argued that no one would build new housing
in an area with rent conrol.

"Nobody's building new housing,
anyway, in the country," Wentworth said.

"Rents are getting higher and higher and
peoples' incomes aren't going up."
Former bids for rent control in Amherst

have been unsuccessful Wentworth at-
tributes this partly to the large numbers of
students in the town who do not register
and vote for rent control.

"Unfortunately", Wentworth said,
"landlords can take advantage of this
transient population".

Silberstein said, "It (rent control) is going
to free up money in students pockets to
spend on other things".

"In Amherst there's less than a one
percent vacancy rate in rental units",
Silberstein said. "It's a virtual paradise for
landlords because they can charge just
what they want and get away with it in
Amherst. Rent control would put a check
on runaway rent".

"Rent control is the one thing that will
affect all students at one time or another at
the University. That's why they should
have input into it", Gaslin said.

If Town Meeting votes in favor of rent
control, the measure still has to be ap-
proved by the Sate LKegislature.
Wentworth said the Legislature is

subject to "a lot of lobbying from the
housing industry". The Massachusetts
Tenants Organization will also lobby, she
said, "and there are a lot more tenants in
Massachusetts than landlords."

By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

The town of Amherst has narrowed the
field of candidates for the open position of
town manager to three people, the
chairper^n of the board of selectmen said
last night.

Francesca Maltese, chairperson of the
Amherst board of selectment and of the
town manager selection committee said the
three finalists for the job are Michael
Donovan. Alan Edmond and Richard
Kobayashi.

Donovan is currently the city manager in
Berlin. N.H.; Edmonds is the ad-
ministrative assistant to the city council in
Durham, N.H.; and Kobayashi is with the
Massachusetts Department of Communities
and Development in Boston.
Maltese said the committee should reach

a decision sometime this month, but she
said it "is unlikely that the new manager
will be here by May 1."

A. Louis Hayward, Amherst's present
town manager, will be leaving that post on
April 30. He has not as yet announced

where he plans to go.

Maltese said Stanley P. Ziomek, the
superintendent of public works in Amherst,
will assume the position of acting town
manager from May 1 until the new town
manager arrives. Ziomek will also continue
in his duties in the Department of Public
Works.
This month, the selection committee will

be investigating the towns where Donovan,
Edmonds and Kobayashi are now working.
They will be speaking to residents of those
towns and the superiors of the three men in
order to discover which is most competent
for the job, Mary Yarrows, the secretary to
the selectmen, said.

The town manager is appointed by the
board of selectmen. The duties of the full-

time job include administering the business
of the town, and seeing that the policy made
by the board of selectmen is followed by the
various departments and agencies in the
town.

The town manager selection committee is

comprised of the five selectmen, five
Amherst residents and three members of
the town staff.
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DANCE BONGO —
The Third World
Theater Series Pro-
duction of Dance
Bongo by Errol Hill is

being performed this

Thursday, Friday and
Saturday at Hamden
Little Theatre in
Southwest. At left is

John Llewelyn Rud-
dock, III as Jeremy.
..•.v.!-:-!-!.|-!.!-:.-.-.-.-.-.U'.-.-.-.-.-.v.-.-.-.

Above, drummers Bamidele Osumurea and Tony Finlayson create
some bongo music, while above right, Eno Washington, choreographer
displays some fancy moves.
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While some students fight it, others find ROTC beneficial

Tuesday, April 13, 1982

By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

In an educational atmosphere marked by
the presence of a budget axe that is likely

to cut into funds now available to college
students, the Reserve Officer Training
Ck)rps (ROTC) is providing alternative
forms of financial aid to students par-
ticipating in its advanced course program.
"America at its best.. .Be all you can

be.. .Learn what it takes to lead." Such
advertising slogans are focusing attention
on what it means to be involved in ROTC
and the benefits it has to offer. These
benefits are part of an effort to bandage
anti-militaristic sentiments of the Vietnam
era, said Major Thomas R. Rozman of the
Military Science Department.
Those participating in the advance

course program, consisting of four years of
academic and camp training in such areas
as land navigation and cold weather sur-
vival, receive up to $1,000 in living ex-
penses and have the opportunity to apply

for local and state ROTC scholarships that
pay for full tuition, books and fees, and
other educational expenses. In return, ad-
vanced cadets are required, to fulfill a
military obligation after graduating by ser-
ving in one of the three branches of the
military: the active army, the army
reserve, or the national guard.
Abbe Bjorklund, a member of Students

Against Militarism (SAM), said the group
sees the reallocation of financial aid as be-
ing "disgusting," because while the
government is decreasing funding for
liberal arts programs, it is increasing aid to
ROTC and other military programs.
"^ye see academic institutions and the in-

tegrity of academic institutions, where
students learn to question and form ideas
freely, being threatened by the army,
which concentrates on discipline and obe-
dience," Bjorklund said.

The purpose of ROTC, both nationally
and locally, is to "provide a pool of citizens
who, in times of emergency, would be able
to provide competent leadership for the
people. The name Reserve Officer Training
Coips implies this," Rozman said.

Bjorklund said according to a March edi-
tion of The Philadelphia Enquirer, the
Reagan administration has cut $450 million
in student loans during fiscal year 1982 and
has since requested more than a $3 billion
decrease in all areas of financial aid. At the
same time, she said, the federal govern-
ment is paying 30,000 full ROTC scholar-
ships, compared to 17,000 three years ago.
The government profits from its student

investment in the sense that individuals
develop leadership skills concurrently with
academic skills. Rozman said this combina-
tion provides the country with a "pool of
competent military leaders of the future."
From a speech given last summer by

Thomas W. Carr, Director of Defense

Education for the Department of Defense,
Bjorklund quoted Carr as predicting that

by "1984, given the involvement in such a
large proportion of young people with
military service, the military will have
become a major instrument for youth
socialization, assuming a large portion of
the role once dominated by the family, the

church, the school, and the civilian work
setting."

Although the financial motivation to join

ROTC is present, Rozman said the main
stimulus should come from the person ap-

proaching service. Patriotism has its place,

he said, because pride in one's country is

necessary, but more importantly, "in-

telligent patriotism, based on a full

knowledge of issues at hand" is essential.

Bjorklund said members of SAM have
formed a task force calling itself Project

Counter-recruit in an effort to educate peo-
ple on campus about the military through a
literature campaign.

"Our patriotism is for support of a

United States we'd like to see, which is not
a militaristic society," she said.

Rozman classified anti-militaristic feel-

ings as part of a traditional concern about a
military establishment that is rooted in our
country's past connection with England,
and said it is a "healthy" part of our cur-
rent society.

"Soldiers are sworn to defend the Con-
stitution," he said, "and this means the
protection of your right to voice anti-
military sentiments. That sentiment has
always been there and I don't think it

should be any other way. It reflects the
health of society."

Although members of ROTC are "super-
assessed to the point where you begin to
wonder if you are still yourself," Rozman
said the valuable personal product of
ROTC is "the expansion of the self." The
personal developement of individuals in the
areas of management and leadership, he
said, provide cadets with career oppor-
tunities.

Summer
Employment

Camp Young Judaea,
Amhant. New Hampshire

(Reaident. Co-ed, 1 hour from
Boston) is in need of Department
Orectors and Activity Specialists
for this summer in: Athletics,

Gymnastics, Swim Instruction
(WSII, Waterskiing, Sailing, Arts

L&

Crafts, Campcraft, Israeli
Dance. Drama, Israeli Folk Song.
Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Of-
fice Personnel and (Curses (R.N ).

Excellent Salaries and fringe
benefits. Please contact Dr.
Charles B Rotman, Director. 81
Kingsbury Street. Wellesley, MA
02181. 617 237 9410.

ostan
Dan

TONIGHT 25c DRAFTS
8 pm til Closing No Cover
36 E. Pleasant St.. Amherst. MA 253-9286

GOOD MORNING FOLKS - Denise Descoteaux. a frerhmanlour":
nahsni major, works the D.J. seat at WSYL 97.7 FM. a student-run
radio station in Cashin Dormitory, at one of her Tuesday morning
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ANNOUNCEMENT
Undergraduates interested in EXPLORING HUMAN SERVICES,

SOCIAL WORK OR SOCIAL WELFARE
*IS THERE LIFE AFTER UMASS IN HUMAN SERVICES?*

Come hear a panel of five alumni who lived to return

and tell about it.

WHEN? -- Tuesday, Apr 13, 1982 8:00 P.M.
WHERE? -- Room 163 Campus Center
WHAT? -- Panel and discussion plus

- refreshments
- Members of Faculty of Social and
Behavioral Sciences available for

informal discussion

Sponsors: Alumni Affairs

University Placement Office
Ad Hoc Committee on Social Work/
Social Welfare Advising, FSBS

Information: 545-0577
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jUnbelievable

Book now -
^^"'"^^^ Bargains to Europe!

London $398.00 Rome $498 00
Paris $498.00 Milan $498.00

SAME DAY service for rail passesand hostel memberships too!
CaU CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

413-545-0500

^i^l'"'^ ^'•^ates Ombudsboard after censorship cha^S
'teP" Staff ^ '^^."7^™-"*!?' "-- W«l- of a thild toThomas -, ,hi„u .... ..... ..X "^.^^^^By EDWARD L. BIRK

Collegian Staff

crriieVan o'rih. I^'
^'^''"^ ^^^''^ °^ ^^^'^^' '^^t nightcreated an Ombudsboard in an effort to work out internalproblems such as the controversy sparkedSw^k bvthtresignation of Women's Editor KeUy MaUey

n!l7' f'^'^u.^^
^^^^^' ^^° co-authored the boards

proposa With Managing Editor Steven Semple. read the
proposal to an audience of 20 staff members, stating thatthe Ombudsboard s purpose wiU be "to investigate news
coverage, pohcy decisions, or other complaints against theCollegmn initiated by staff members or a large volume of
complaints received from the readership."

Womi?: EdltrJcX M^^^^^^
'"'

^i""-^^^^
"'^ht when

Collegian Edltlt'^hi^ftekTyT^^^^^ f^'aUow publication of her sat^^il ^colu^ tlc^l'th^S

stdem""''
'"''^"'^ ^'' P°''''°"' ^"*^ '•-^"bmitted it as a

Levine said during the debate on the proposed
Ombudsboard s function that the policy (creating the
Ombudsboard) was not designed solely for this particular
issue, but for other issues and people with different
motivations that wiU be involved with the CoUegian in the
future.

Executive Editor Kathleen Howley. who is responsible
for what material is published in the editorial/opinion
pages of the Collegian, said she supported the proposal
except for Section VI, which provided that the Ombud-
sboard will be the only means by which a Collegian staffmember or editor "may question, criticize or otherwise
raise issues about the Collegian poUcies or coverage within
the pages of the paper."

*

CERRF stirs up oppostion to
Senate anti-abortion ruling

"I think what they have proposed could be very good forthe Colleg,an' Malley said about the Ombudst^rSMaUey also said the Board of Editors had "misinterp^t^i
the role of a paper in the community" and that theCollegmn should be leading the community toward morepositive attitudes toward women.
The Ombudsboard. which wiU be voted on for

ratification at tomorrow night's staff meeting. wiU b^

which includes the editor-in-chief, the executive editor the

f^rSL 7^%^"^^ ^**'*°''' ^^'^ ••^^^•"K "»«"»»>ers from thethe Board of Editors, and two rotating members from thestaff except those regular members that are involved inthe dispute under investigation.
Thj Ombudsboards response to complaints would takethe form of an unsigned editorial appearing in the

editorial/opinion pages of the CoUegian after a majorityopmion of the Ombudsboard is reached, according to ?heaccepted proposal. *

SAP arrests two last weekend
Dm, OTTO A KT T^ V^ T J^

By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

Members of the Committee for Equal
Rights and Reproductive Freedom
(CERRF) has recently expressed concern
over the decision by the Senate Judiciary
Committee to pass the Hatch Federal
Amendment.

The amendment would nullify the Rowe
vs. Wade decision and make a ruling that
life begins at conception. As a member of
the Reproductive Rights National Net-
work, CERRF is an organization united to
defend abortion rights and end sterilization
abuse.

Linda Cohen, a CERRF member said,
"This is scary. It is the first time legislation
to outlaw abortion has come to the Senate
floor to be voted on."
Cohen said CERRF is working on a

letter-writing campaign and is trying to in-
ternally educate the UMass community, by
providing legislative updates on the direc-
tion of current anti-abortion legislation.

Lore Alper, a CERRF member, said the
nriajor problem is that the issue is not get-
ting enough coverage by the press, and
their major task is "getting the word out."
Student response has been slow, but people
are starting to become more involved, said
Rick Bibeault, another CERRF member.

women who have abortions each year could
be tried for murder, under this legislation.

Present legislation allows states, under
the Hide Amendment, the right to decide
whether Medicaid funding can be used for
abortion. Cohen said there are race and
class implications in these decision, which
mostly affect poor women. Poor women do
not have as much access to birth control,
said CERRF member Nancy Fish.

CERRF members encourage people to
write letters to their congressional
representatives. For every five letters a
representative receives, they really begin
to take notice, Cohen said.

Alper said anti-abortion groups are try-
ing to change legislation "bit by bit" if need
be and are using methods which override
Supreme Court decisions. They are slowly
turning the clock back on social issues, said
Bibeault.

CERRF was started in the fall semester,
1980, as a coalition of students, involved in
the Women's Issues Team of the Student
Center for Research and Advocacy
(SCERA) and the Radical Student Union
(RSU) who considered abortion rights to be
an important issue. At present CERRF has
a phone list of over 70 people and holds
weekly meetings every Thursday night.

By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

The Amherst PoUce Speed and Alcohol
Patrol, operating Friday and Saturday
nights this weekend, arrested two people
wrote 25 citations, 23 for speeding and
stopped a total of 40 cars.
John P. AlUson, 35, of Framingham, was

arrested at 1:30 a.m. Saturday on
Southeast Street and charged with driving
while under the influence of alcohol. Half an
hour later, David S. Merker. 31, of Floral
Park, New York, was arrested on East
Hadley Road and charged with driving
while under the influence of alcohol.
A University of Massachusetts student

reported, at noon Saturday an incident of
indecent exposure. The female student was
jogging on Bay Road when a man in a car
stopped her to ask for directions. When she
approached the car the man reportedly
exposed himself to her. PoUce are in-

vestigating the incident.
In an unrelated insident, Brian E. Shea.

32, of Chicopee, as arrested at 2:12 a.m'
Saturday at Price Chopper and charged
with shoplifting. Shea was stopped by a
Price Chopper security guard and frisked
by an Amherst police officer, police said.
The search reportedly revealed $16

worth of razor blades and cigarettes on
Shea's person.

February staUstics for Amherst Police
activity were announced yesterday In
February 1982. police received and
responded to 980 complaints, 67 accidents
wrote 271 motor vehicle violations'
arrested 55 people and took 11 people into
protective custody. There was a total of
$23,500 m property stolen and $5 400
recovered. Last February, police in-
vestigated 1,037 incidents, responded to 50
accidents, wrote 120 motor vehicle
violations, made 40 arrests and took 15
people into protective custody.

Dogs caught may have killed sheeo

Cohen said since over one million had
abortions in 1980, the real majority is pro-
choice. In national surveys, 80 percent of
those who responded said they favor a
women's right to choose, she said.

"The Human Life Amendment (HLA)
has nothing to do with the quality of life

"

Alper said.

Bibeault said there are not many options
open to women in that birth control is not
100 percent effective and abortions would
still be sought. This could lead to an in-
crease in back room abortions and the

The group is presenUy organizing a
coalition on April 29 to address the issues
of sexuality (reproductive rights, lesbian
and gay rights), and will hold a planning
meeting at 4 p.m. on April 13 in room 805
of the Campus Center. CERRF members
will be attending a conference on
Reproductive Rights on Friday, Saturday
and Sunday at Oberlin College in Ohio'
Anyone who is interested in these events

?-r^D^^ '''*® "^^^^ information about
CERRF, can contact the group through the

545^341^
^^"es Team of SCERA at

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegion

By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

Three Husky dogs were taken yesterday
from the sheep barns on Commonwealth
Avenue to the Hampshire Veterinary
Hospital on University Drive by University
of Massachusetts police at approximately
noon yesterday.

The dogs were transferred to the
veterinary center after Alan Parker, a
university employee working out of the
Farm Shop, and a UMass police officer
captured the three dogs near the sheep
bams, Sgt. Paul Ominsky said. The barns
were the scene last Thursday of an attack
on twelve sheep by dogs that resulted in the
death of one of the sheep.
Ominsky said it was not known if the

three dogs were among the attacking dogs,
and said they would be later transferred to
the Amherst Animal Pound.
Parker said he was replacing windows in

one of the barns when he saw two dogs
chasing horses nearby, and saw another
dog exiting from a sheep barn. Parker next
called police and then returned to catch two

of the dogs, he said.

Parker, who has livestock of his on a local
farm, said a Massachusetts statute allows
for dogs "messing" with livestock to be shot
on sight. UMass police Sgt. Donald Zidik
verified that law. but said that since no one
except law enforcement officials is legally
allowed to possess and carry firearms on

campus, the law would not apply here.
Amherst Dog Officer Jim Lenox yesterday

said the law also applies to deer under
attack by dogs. Lenox, who became the
part-time dog officer in January when the
new dog pound was opened in South
Amherst, said the owners of the three
Huskies will have to pay a $5 impoundment
fee and possibly storage fees before they
can recover their dogs.

Sgt. Paul Ominsky said if the dogs are
found to be the ones which atUcked the
sheep last Thursday, the owners may be
liable for the damages caused by their dogs.
Ominsky said instructions were left at the
veterinary center and at the pound for the
owners to contact UMass police before the
dogs would be released.

««i^.'OHNMORREUMDNt
BECOMEATRAINEEAnCROMJlCE,

HE BECAMEAMANAGERT^
"As Executive Officer of the

Army's Defense Language Institute at

Monterey, California, I'm responsible
for the housing, feeding and well-
being of 500 students. And that's no
small task. I manage an annual food
budget of over a million and a half
dollars. And I'm accountable for five

million dollars worth of property.

"On top of managing money,
I also supervise a staff of 24 people
And each one has unique problems
that I have to handle on a daily basis.

You better believe the leadership
and management training I received
in Army ROTC is paying off."

There are other gtxxl reasons
for taking ROTC, too. Like scholar-

ship opportunities. And financial

assistance- up to $1,000 a year for

Ist It John Morrell was a business majorat
'"lU^'versitv of Iowa and a member of Army
ROTC

your last two years of ROTC.
If you want a job after college

that offers real challenge and real

responsibility, do what John Morrcll
did. Take Army ROTC.

And begin your future as an
officer.

Contact:

Captain Patrick Merryman
545-2321

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.
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Black prisoners, "criminal injustice"
In recent months there have been numerous articles

pubhshed which advocate different strategies and
programs which are termed "prison reform." Many of
these proposals include the expansion of existing penal
facilities, and the building of new prisons throughout the
country. Few if any of these programs include a critical
evaluation of exactly who is behind bars, and why.

In 1982. over 500.000 men. women and youths were
incarcerated in more than 6500 penal institutions of various
types. Despite the growing recognition of scholars and
some corrections officials that mass imprisonments had not
lowered the U.S. crime rate, many conservative white
Americans pressed their elected officials and courts for
increased jail terms for persons convicted of violent crime.
A desire "to inflict severe punishment and to seek revenge
and retribution." combined with the tradition of racism,
sent the number of state prisoners soaring in the 1970s and
1980s. Between 1972 and 1978. for example. Florida almost
doubled its state prison population. In the same six years
period, Delaware's prison population increased by 260
percent. Critics noted, without avail, that one fourth of all
persons imprisoned were alcholics. One half miJlion
American youths every year spent some time locked away
in a state reformatory or prison. Annually another 600.000
mentally iU persons are arrested and imprisoned for
periods of months or even years, and few receive any
psychiatric care. By the early 1980s the annual national
incarceration rate of 250 per hundred thousand was the
third highest in the worid. Not surprisingly, the leader was
South Africa, with 400; but projections for U.S. prison
growth could exceed that figure within a single decade.
Like fascist South Africa, the American prison profile

reflects the brutal reaUties of class exploitation and racism
inherent in a modern racist/capitalist state. Almost half of

all prisoners in the U.S., at any given time, are black. 51
percent of the entire prison population is 29 years old or
less; and 30 percent is between the ages of 20 and 24;
several thousand convicts are not even old enough to vote.
56 percent of all prisoners never completed high school,
and over one quarter have an eighth grade education or
less. The great majority of prisoners are from the working
class: craftsmen (23 percent), operatives (29 percent),
service wwkers (11 percent), nonfarm laborers (17 per-
cent), and clerical emptoyees (4 percent). Almost one third
of these men and women (31 percent) were unemployed
during the four weeks prior to their arrest. Most inmates
had difficulty finding steady employment, with 46 percent
working at their last job for less than six months tenure.
Only 14 percent of all prisoners had earned $10,000 or more
annual incomes, while 60 percent earned under $6000.
Such a large pool of "idle" workers did not escape the
notice of many corporations and politicians, who put
forward a prison "reform" program of "rehabilitative
work" in the early 1980s. Prisoners would be hired to work
at manufacturing jobs while still serving their sentences
behind bars. Businesses would produce commodities at
lower than normal wage rates, thereby saving money.
Chief Justice Warren Burger, among others, endorsed the
program to convert prisons into "factories with fences."
The American criminal justice system operates ef-

fectively as the conduit for enlargening the nonwhite
prison population. Every year, over 8 percent of aU Afro-
Americans are arrested. As Lennox S. Hinds, former
National Director of the National Conference of Black
Lawyers, has observed, "someone black and poor tried for
stealing a few hundred dollars has a 90 percent likelihood
of being convicted of robbery with a sentence averaging
between 94 to 138 months. A white business executive who

has embezzled hundreds of thousands of dollars has only a
20 percent likelihood of conviction with a sentence
averaging about 20 to 48 months." Blacks comprise over 25
percent of all Americans arrested in a given year.
Although whites are charged with about 72 percent of all

criminal offenses, the criminal justice system tends to
"punish" them for certain less serious crimes moreso than
blacks and other national minorities. For example, in 1975
whites constituted 87.8 of all persons arrested as runaway
youths. 84 percent of all charged for driving while under
the influence of alcohol. 88.6 percent of those who violated
state liquor laws, and 83.3 percent of all vandals. Blacks
comprised more than half of all Americans charged with
murder and nonnegligent homicide (54.4 percent),
prostituin (53.6 percent), robbery (58.8 percent) and
gambling (72 percent). Blacks also accounted for 45.4
percent of all Americans arrested for forcible rape. 39.5
percent of aU aggravated assaults, and 41,4 percent of
those carrying and/or receiving illegal weapons. The
pattern of American "justice" that emerges is obvious:
white Americans are arrested generally for relatively
minor property crimes, whereas blacks are arrested for
violent crimes which carry substantial penitentiary sen-
tences.

In a racist society, the penal system is only one of
several institutions which perpetuate black exploitation in
both political and economic relations. Until we understand
that the American penal system is one of "Criminal
Injustice", piecemeal attempts at prison reform only make
an intolerable condition worse.
Dr. Manning Marable teaches political economy at Cornell
University,^ and writes a syndicated column, "From the
Grassroots", which appears in over 135 newspapers in the
United States and United Kingdom.

The Reagan Press Conference That Wasn't
A n ADDTT7<TBy SATYA GABRIEL

The following interview will never take place. I would
bet on that. This is a hypothetical interview of President
Ronald Reagan by America's ghettos.
Ghettos: Mr. President, man. how can you be sitting

there telling us you're not racist when your government
has done more to hurt the cause of social justice than any
government since Andrew Johnson ended reconstruction"?
Reagan: Did I ever teU you the story about the womanwho used food stamps to buy a Cadillac?

"

Ghettos: You're not answering the question.
Reagan: You people aren't giving my program time towork.

Ghettos: How is it you say your program hasn't startedwhen you re asked about unemployment and yet you
always take credit for bringing down inflation?

Reagan: Did I ever tell you the one about the negro
who,,.

Ghettos: Listen, man. you're not answering our
questions,

Reagan: I'm not a racist.

Ghettos: Why did you grant tax exemptions to a racist

Commentary
school?

Reagan: The democrats did that.
Ghettos: That's a bald-face lie!

Reagan: But we have high moral standards. We don't lie.
Ghettos: Do you know how much black and latino

unemployment has increased under your government?

By GUS MARTINS

Problems of the American Society

Reagan: No. But I can get back to you on that.
Ghettos: Do you know what the infant mortality rate in

the ghetto is?

Reagan: The what?
Ghetos: Mr. Reagan, the people of Cuba have free health

care and low infant mortality rates, full employment, and
no ghettos. How do you explain how a poor country like
Cuba can achieve so much more than this very rich nation"?
Reagan: We'll nuke them.
Ghettos: That didn't answer our question,
Reagan: Yes it did.

Ghettos: And how will you deal with the angry young
blacks, latinos, native americans. and others who feel they
have been cheated by the capitalist system you stand for?
Reagan (smiles): That's a national security question. Let

me just say that if the American people can just let us do
our job we can find a final solution to all our problems.

Recently whUe talking to someone very close to me who
shares basically the same color and homogeneity as myself
I became aware of how modern history, as taught to the
mainstream of society, has done a particularly good job of
twisting mmds and shaping the socio- poUtical thinking of
non-Europeans.

This all came about while the two of us were watching a
special news program aired during the spring break
concernmg the epidemic of violence, particlarly in the
larger cities, that keeps everyone of the defensive. Up
came the incident that took the young Ufe of Levi Hart in
the summer of 1980. After voicing my apathy towards that
whole ugly matter this someone who we'll refer to as Mr
X. told me that I seem to have a chip on my shoulder and
that I happen to view all act of this nature as racist.

My immediate reaction was to refute this charge and
point out to Mr. X that Hart was only 14 years of age and
was said to have weighed in the area of 120 pounds. The
officer that shot Hart said that the victim waged a struggle
and therefore was shot. It makes Uttle sense to me that if a
police officer could not handle a 14 year old who weighed
about 120 pounds, that he should be on the police force in

aM Laiin AsxerkMi miiitaW

ad-lnns acSairst Maca^ aid.
counter-liosuijjcncy

the first place. It should make one wonder what these
police hopefuls are being taught during their training
periods.

What infuriated most people about this incident was the
fact that the policeman involved was suspended without
pay and was later acquitted of any wrongdoing. Moreover
after the trial the Boston Globe ran a front page photo of

Editorial
this officer and his wife rejoicing with a couple of glasses of
whatever could have been appropriate at that moment,
while the famUy of the victim and the rest of the Black
community wondered what it took to get justice in
historically racist Boston. Mass.
Now Mr. X went on to say that this was probably an

isolated incident and that it was a coincidence that it had
occurred. So I took upon myself to ask him if he thought
that the shooting of Darryl Williams was also a coin-
cidence, and if the murder of Arthur Macduffie was also
coincidental? I also asked him if it was a coincidence that
the police officers involved in the Macduffie murder are
still on the force, and that the three Black young adults
who were charged with the murder of a white man in the

Campus honors MLK
By JOAN HUDSON

THANKS! from the bottom of my heart to the lop of the
hill.

'^

I just would like to write that I had a nice time Saturday
night, the hill was in elation for the MLK rededication.
People came from the east and the west. The folks from the
hill welcomed their guests, we had speakers, a vigil and a
champagne toast it was a bad event, and I have to boast. I
would hke to thank. Mitch and Bracey our speakers and all
the UMASS curosity seekers. But most of all I would like
to thank all the folks on the hUl. You know what - you are
definitely chilled and I am sorry I cant mention everyone s
name but I'm damn glad that you all came!
THANKS!

aftermath of that madness are neatly tucked awaysoemwhere in the Florida Penal Institution, was also the
result of some coincidence?

FinaUy Mr. X came to the point that he should have
made m the first place. He told me that I shouldn't get to
fu-ed up about such matters concernig Black people in this
country because it could only work against me later. This
attitude had been carried along, though fortunately, to a
small degree by some bourgeoise Blacks who felt that in
order to make it one had to abandon contact with the Black
race.

Henceforth I told Mr. X that I was not toUlly upset to
hear these words come from his mouth, especially when
considering the fact that he has had little education in
Black American History, and the education that he did
recieve focused on Europe's conquest of Africa. In other
words it was a very narrow education concerning black
history.

I told Mr. X that I wasn't suffering from any form of
racial paranoia, it's just that I've had some exposure to the
real history of this country, and how it has affected Black
people to his very day.

Finally I mentioned that I was sorry that he was
deprived of this same exposure.

KiPM(^ MI>IU«y
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Truth reveals
the hypocrite

,

As I walked into the Hatch, attempting to avoid the
lunchtime rush and find a seat, I thought of my
fnend Lenny, and our impending argument

Lenny s what you would call the epitome of left-wing
politics at UMass. Along with wanting to save the whales,
the seals, the elephants, the snail darter and european red-
teiled anteater, Lenoy was the founding member of
Students Apinst Everything Possible (SAP) and editor
for the Workers Daily Socialist Vanguardfor the Ojmress-
ed Protetanai and Working Class of Imperialxstic
America. I admired his dedication-it's just that sometimes
he seems to get slightly canned away. He sauntered over
to the table followed_ by his bandana covered dog,

John F. Hudson
^m^9^msm^m}<m tom^m- wmy.son.onedav au TWism^youRi^

A case of misplaced feminism
TotheEdHor-

I am writing in regard to last Friday's article "BasketbaU
and bouncing baby" by Kelly Malley. I think Ms. MaUey is
suffering from a case of misplaced feminism. In attacking

r!\S^^FT'^ ^P""*^ ^ *'^'^'« ^'n the birth of Tom and
Debbie McLaughlin's son she not only invents insults that
arent there; she adds a few of her own and makes Ms.
McLaughhn look like a "dizzy broad."

The story was covered by area television stations as weU
as the CoUegtan and in all cases it was presented as ahuman interest story. Ms. Malley. however, would rather
believe that it was just another sexist plot to oppress a
woman. She screams that the mother was not mentioned
well I not only saw her name I read her quotes. Later, she
adds insult to her ridiculous idea by suggesting that all
assumed Ms, McLaughhn and her husband were worry-
free because Tom is a good athlete, I'm sure the woman

"'

knew her husband did not have to "stand below the basket
and catch so to speak." (Yes KeUy. she had faith in a man.)

Granted, the Collegian's use of the word "own" was a
mistake, (his wife's would have been appropriate.) and
more credit should have been given to Debbie's efforts,
but. Ms. Malley it is insulting to all to suggest that the
Collegmn and it's readers are taking a human interest
story and using it to promote "man"-kind.

Edith Shillue

Northeast

Doubts in understanding the Law
To the Editor:

This letter is to point out an unfortunate incident which
displayed ignorant behavior by the Amherst Police. Satur-
day night. April 3, we were having a party; nothing heavy,
just a couple of kegs and friends. It was a very mellow par-
ty until 12:30 when there was an outrageously loud bang
at the door. We knew instantly that it was either a drunk
friend or the police. Tim went to the door and two
policemen asked who lived here. He told them, even spell-
ed out our last names. They proceeded to tell Tim that we
had 10 minutes to clear out this party and if, in 10

minutes, when they returned there was anyone in the
house who did not live here, we would all be arrested. Sup-
posedly there had been 6 noise complaints.

We thought that clearing the party was harsh punish-
ment considenng that we did not receive one complaint
So, I went outside to ask the officers why we were not
given a warning. I was very polite and they responded
very rudely. They said, that was our warning; now clear it
out. When I realized that we were not communicating on
the same level and that I was not going to get an in-
telligent answer, I asked for their names and badge
numbers. Coincidentally, they had the same name-
Sullivan 28 and Sullivan 22. I asked 28 for his first name
and he grunted, "Sullivan 28". What an unusual name.

What disturbs us most about this incident is that fact
that these policemen tood advantage of our ignorance of
the law. Since when is it a crime to have people in your
home? These policemen told us that they would arrest us if
the apartment was not emptied; not if the music was not
lowered, but if we had company.

What ever happened to the honesty and integrity of our
public servants? How could we allow these policemen to
represent the law when they don't even know it?

Laura Weissman
Ed Butts

Tim Schonman

PVTA pulls in a lifesaver

To the Editor:

Due to the recent storm, another person and I were
stranded here at UMass. Since we had missed the last bus
to Belchertown before they stopped running at 2:00 we
were indulging in every sort of speculation on our immi-
nent deaths that afternoon. In short, we were discovered
by a PVTA official and the next scheduled run was made
at 2:10, apparently, just for the two of us. The least I can
do IS commend the PVTA for such exceptional service and
thank them from all UMass commuters who rely on them
for their ongoing dedication.

Claude Curtis
Belchertown

Bolshevik.

"Where you been?", I asked.
Taking a long haul off his clove cigarette, he pondered

the question and answered, "Like where have we all been
where are we now, where are we going?"
Seeing I was getting nowhere, I tried another question

about his recent imprisonment. "I heard you got arrested
for pouring pigs blood on some Japanese guy,"
Yea," he answered, "As a whale slaughterer, he had to

pay for his sms against the earth and all its precious in-
habitants,"

''Wasn't he just a Xerox salesman?" I asked.
"Hey, he symbolizes corporate America, the epitome of

the class struggle, an oppressor of the proletariat,.."
"Wait," I interjected, "how's your classes going?"

Hopefully this would not be as controversial.
"Well, my class at Hampshire, 'Psycho-sociological op-

pression through the colonialistic mass media is far out
Grade on the first test was 'intense' and I think I got a
heavy-duty' on my midterm."
Was I missing something by not belonging to the

organizations which he so enthusiastically supported - was
the real world just passing me by? Was I guilty of apathy,
uncaring and cold toward people worse than myself??
Trying to avoid this futilistic soul-searching, I casually

asked, "How was your Spring Break?"
"Aw, just great. Me and four of my friends drove down

to Florida in this kid's Lincoln Continental. Luckily my
father lent me his American Express Card and Mobil
Credit card. When we got there Joe, one of the kids, let us
use his father's private villa in Palm Springs, all the coke
and booze we couJd handle, and then..."
His voice trailed off in the distance as I thought of the

hypocrisy of this kid. This upper-class, spoiled brat bitched
about how I should save the worid and here he is at school
getting a check every weekend from Mom and Dad, driv-
ing a new car and having the gall to claim corporate
America oppresses the workers. Unlike me who has to
work to go to school, this kid gets to devote all his free
time to any group he may be into that day. I turned to con-
front him but found him walking away.
"Hey, " I shouted, "where you going?"
Turning around, he yelled, "I gotta get dressed. I have

an interview with Exxon in 45 minutes..."

John F. Hudson is a Collegian columnist.
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MANDATORY STAFF MEETING
for Collegian members tomorrow night at 8 in the
newsroom. All should attend. Important matters to be
discussed.

There will be a seminar entitled "News Reporting" given by News Editor Ed
Levine and Managing Editor Steve Semple Thursday night from 6:30 to 8 in rm.
803 C.C. Any questions call Eileen Galligan at 545-3500.

^TDK
TDK 2 pack

Special Offer

<>
_•_•

tickets available at: Sound In Motion and Faces
in Amherst - Main St Records & Platterpus

:•:•:• Records in Northampton - and Belmont Records
•;;•;•. JP. Springfield.

):•:•:•
!;•!•!•
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FREE DRAWIN
(1 winner only)

Phone
Winner receives choice of any $8.98 list

album in stock - Drawing 4/20/82 No
purchase necessary Leave entry in
Record Dept.

SA-C90
3 pack

$11.00 Reg $12.57

QnmVERSITY
mSTQRE^

*Sale items
located in our
Record Dept

OPEN
M-F
9-5

THEWOK

Tonight

WIN A JUKE BOX
at our

OLDIES NIGHT
This Week

Four Hours of Two for One
all Liquor Drinks

9-1

- register to win a Free Juke Box -

Drawing to be held
April 20,1982

STYLES BY DEBORAH • STYLES BY DEBORAH • STYLES BY

SPRING DINNER SPECIAL
MON., TUES. & WED. 310 P.M. ONLY $3.99

I'o*
•^^0"«'««sCh^c»<en Breast wJth fresh Broccoli & Pork fned R,ce

2. Pork Chop (2 pieces) with fresh Broccoli & Pork fried R,ce
3. Chotee Rib-eye Steak with fresh BroccoM & Pork fried Rice
4. Seafood Special (fried Shrimp, Scallops & Fish) with fresh Broccoli &

Pork-fried Rice
5. Beef with Mixed Vegetables with 2 fried Shrimp & Pork tned R.ce
6. Chicken with Mixed Vegetables with 2 Tenyaki Beef & Pork fried R,re
7. Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables with 1 Egg Roll A Pork fned Rice
8. Scallops with Mixed Vegetables with 3 Chicken Fmgers /i.

Pork fried Rice
9. Sweet & Sour Dishes (choice of Chicken Pork or Shnmp) ;4

Pork-fried Rice

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL 586 1202

48 RUSSELL ST, HADLEY, MASS.
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DESIGN HAIRCUTS
FIRST - A professional co'nsuitation

SECOND - A precision style cut selected
individually just for you

THIRD - Our stylists will show you how to
take care of your hair.

All for $8.00
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^'^^ '^'* coupon only, expires 4/30/82 :

With personal style cut, shampoo, and blow dry - $10.50 i

long hair slightly more
-^' .^^^•?.?9.WP. ?n'y,.l>rni.ted to new customers only C !

Please call for an appointment

65ur,
Styles by Deborah I & II65 University Drive eo Jt c

Amherst, MA °^ "^'"" Street

549 5610 Easthampton, MA
o%^ 527 241
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Arts
Death oFC^tainlSri^-
A new step in comix history

Collegian 9

The Death of Captain Marvel
A Marvel Graphic Novel
$5.95, Marvel Comics Group

By STEPHEN MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Change implies movement
movements determine change.

whil

ships, love, life, and death.
Captain Marvel is, or was, a fine exam-

ple. He is quite dead. He won't pop up next
month in Spiderman.
Artist/writer Jim Starlin has taken the

good captain on a ten-year cosmic
rollercoaster-ride through inner and outer
experiences, physical and philosophical
confrontations with Marvel's ultimate
yilhan, the hitleresque Thanos, culminatingComicbooks have changed >/t* Death of Tn^nfl
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super hero comics during the past decade
- changes in style, attitude, and purpose.
Maturation.

No longer generalized solely as prepubes-
cent entertainment, comics today make
one feel as well as think. And while there is

a more or less even distribution of those
comics aimed toward children and those
toward adults, the latter (primarily Marvel ...a.„, wnue unique unto itself ex-Comics) deal with concepts ambivalent and emplifies the world of graXc art todayinherent m our society: The gray area bet- where talented visual ^toiyteUersTve

:rno^^L':LTJl^-r-^^ changed comic^ok standard^X^;:

Violence is minimal. Characterization
and the interaction between characters as
they confront the circumstances of
Marvel's death is where Death's true power
lies. At times the story is quite moving.
Several pages in particular, where wor-
dage is minimal, convey more feelings than
words ever could.

Death, while unique unto itself, ex-

the noble villian and the unrighteous ques
tioning hero; violence, the omnipotence of
corporations and other social ills; and the
exploration of the real, with characters
who, through the soap opera format of con-
tinuous plot lines, change through relation-

magic too often lost through other visual
media.

(The Death of Captain Marvel is the first
in a series of proposed Marvel Graphic
Novels. The price may be steep but the in-

vestment is worth it.)

'Surrender yourself to their cold embrace. Mar-Veil. It is your fate.
Fut an end to this childish myopia of reality. Make it easy on yourself.

"

From Death Of Captain Marvel.
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Author ofLORD VALEHTIWrS CASTLE

$i.95 You too might enjoy this scifi

J

CtiRONIClfS

Mqfipoor Chronielea, written by scifi veteran
Robert Silverberip.

THE SECRET POLICEMAN'S OTHER BALL
Island Records

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

Benefit albums have traditionally been plagued with
many problems over the years. Not only must all recorded
performances be taken from one show (as opposed to an
extended tour) but the album must attempt to live up to
the joyusness and sometimes legend of the event.

All too often these benefit albums have suffered. The
personal electricity of such an event is extremely hard to
capture on tape as the thrill of an all-star performance
comes more often from seeing the different performers on
stage together than from the actual music.
This is not true, however, for The Secret Policeman's

Other Ball. Like it's predecessor, The Secret Policeman's
Ball, the album is a well crafted collection of songs which
truly captures the magic of the event.

The six different acts in this 1981 benefit for Amnesty
International throw away their heavy instrumentation to

perform solo or with minimal instrumental backing. The
sound is extremely clear, creating room for the listener to

sit down and really listen to these musicians play.

Jeff Beck and Eric Clapton (in their first recorded per-

formance since the Yardbirds in the middle sixties) duet
on an instrumental version of the old Stevie Wonder song

MAJIPOOR CHRONICLES
By Robert Silverberg
Priam Books, 314 pages, $5.95

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Correspondent

We know they are out there. Growing smaller by the
day, this group is still an influential force. They are the
people who fell asleep during Star Wars. Most of them
never even saw 2001: A Space Odyssey. Poul Anderson
Ray Bradbury, Ursula K. LeGuin - to them, these are just
names m a phonebook. In fact, so misguided are these peo-
ple, they would rather watch the news than see a Star
Trek repeat. Again.
These people are of course the non-lovers of science fic-

tion. From the strongly against to the mildly uninterested
these anti-scifi buffs have their gripes, and many of them
are justified. It can be difficult to sustain interest in a full-
length science-fiction novel. The novelty or motif wears
thin, and to compensate, authors may progi«M to suc-
cessively outlandish, quasi-spiritual trappings that over-
power plot and theme and leave less dedicated readers
groping for the storyline.

This does not have to be the case. In his new book, Ma-
jipoor Chronicles, scifi veteran Robert Silverberg has
sidestepped most of the problems of the genre. Here is
science fiction for everyone. The book is written as a
series of episodes (short stories) built around a central
theme, and, (remarkable) succeeds as both a novel and a
group of short stories.

Essentially 'soft core' science fiction, Majipoor

Cause We've Ended as Lovers," the much covered blues
standard "Crossroads" and Clapton's signature "Farther
On Up the Road," and really show that although both of
their glory days are far behind them, they can still put on
an awesome display of guitar virtuosity.
Bob Geldof and Johnny Fingers from the Boomtown

Rats perform a precise, piano backed version of their hit
"I Don't Like Mondays," and Donovan plays two of his
sixties protest classics "The Universal Soldier," and
"Catch the Wind," but the real stars of the show are
Genesis' Phil Collins and Sting from the Police.
Collins plays a quite, almost haunting version of his 1981

hit "In the Air Tonight" and his own "The Roof is Leak-
ing," backed only by his own piano and guitar and banjo
from auxilliary Genesis member Daryl Stuermer, while
Sting, playing a soft electric guitar accompanies himself
on the eariy Police hits "Roxanne" and "Message in a Bot-
tle."

On these songs Collins and Sting show why they have
already become two of the premier songwriters of the
eighties. While many rock musicians must hide their songs
behind bellowdng electric guitars and wall-of-sound mixes,
these two bring their songs down to the bare minmal
elements while losing none of their effect.
This is the test of a truly great musician. On the first of

the "Ball" albums Pete Townshend of the Who showed
that his songs could pass this test and now Collins and
Sting have joined the ranks of the truly great by showing
that their songs could stand up to this test and win.

Chronicles carries on where Silverberg's last book Lord
Valentine's Castle, left off. On the planet Majipoor, a
young man named Hissune delves into the Hall of
Records, where individuals have telepathically stored
segments of their memories for posterity. Each visit
Hissune makes unlocks another portion of both individual
and planetary history. Hissune "becomes" a thief, a soul-
painter, a knight - and with each new identity comes a
new lesson to prepare Hissune for the day he will become
Coronal, the chief ruler of Majipoor.

Silverberg has done very well. While the episodes are of
vaiying quality, all could stand up as short stories of in-
dividual merit. Most of the protagonists are human
another feature that will set the uninitiated at ease'
Though living in a vastly different environment, they
behave much like Earth/dwelling humans might.
Engrossing and well-written Majipoor Chronicles is

worth a try, even for those who would not ordinarily be
drawn to a science-fiction novel. It could be the start of a
beautiful obsession.

Pkoto coartM; of IiIcmI RttvtM
Guitar power backstage at The Secret

PoUceman'B Other Ball — Eric Clapton, Stinr
and Jeff Beck.

'
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Hayloft Loung^e
Happy Hours This Month

qS 00

Fefc iring hors d'oeuvres
and Drink Specials:

3 pm - 1 am
Crab Quiche/All imports $1.25

4 pm- lam
Manicotti/Pitcher8 2-for-l $3.50

4 pm - 6 pm 10 pm - 1 am
Chicken Wings/Schnapps $.75

4 pm - 6 pm 10 pm - 1 am
BBQ Ribs/Zonkers $1.00

CARBtFR'S
RESTAURAirr& LOUi^GE

jp 4 pm - 6 pm
Steamers

ayniari{e
RESTAURANT

Entertainment Friday
& Saturday nights
9 pm - 1 am

FROZEHf
BLElUn^ER
DELIGHTS

• Strawberry Kiss
• Plna Carburlada

- Marguerita
- Banana Bucky
- Peachy Keeno

ALL DURIAfG APRIL
MOKDAT-THVRSDAT

YOU CAN SPRING
OVERTOCARBUR'S

AND BUY ANY SANDWICH
OR SALAD PLATE AND
ENJOY A DELICIOUS
BLENDER DRINK

FOR 50'

MASTHRCARD

529 Belchertown Rd. (Rt.9), Amherst • 256-8551
2 miles east ofA mherst Center

PVTA STOPS
HERE

RT.9,IIADLET 586-1978

^^«*^ s* ^ ^«*> : P-<<^»< «W',<.vV<>, JwaXl

Distinguished Visitors Program presents

Father Bruce Ritter
speaking on

*'Children in the Streets -

Victims of a Victimless Crime"

8:00

Tuesday, April 13

SUB
FREE with UMass I.D.

Tuesday, April 13, 1982
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Tnide Jaffe
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ACROSS
1 Ems and Evian
5 Beverage
9 Caesar, e.g.

14 Beds
National

Monument,
California

15 Jest

16 Official In

old Rome
17 Org. In the

headlines
18 Western Native

Americans
19 Night, In

Naples
20 Overseer
23 Lightweight

t>oat

24 Presidential

nickname
25 Pronounces
27 Ruth and Rose
33 Table spread
34 Community in

old Russia
35 Writer St. Johns
40 Like a julep
42 culpa
43 Carouse
44 Use a sauna
45 Hgt.

46 Menu choice
47 Port on the

Foyle River

51 Outcome

iSrWkatt

THE UMASS ZONE

55 Part of 17

Across
56 Character In

"The Good
Earth"

57 Upset
64 Mystery writer's

ploy

66 Powdered cartxin
67 Turn follower

68 The Purple Heart
69 Unless: Lat
70 Star of "Harper

Valley"

71 Carroll creature
72 Sandy's friend

73 Part ot a pedestal

DOWN
1 Notch
2 Family VIP
3 Mad. and Penn.
4 Coarse garment
5 Sailor's concern
6 On the

7 Count calories

8 Part of a
t>asllica

9 Title in D.C
10 Espouse
11 Metric unit

12 Church area
13 Thinks
21 Make a survey
22 Play by Capek

26 Ruler

27 Long pass in

football

28 Inter

29 Period of fasting
30 Capital once

called

Philadelphia
31 Sign on the

highway
32 Muse of love

poetry
36 Matured
37 and anon
38 Stratford role

39 Associate
41 Stadium sound
48 Baseball great
49 Based on the

intellect

50 Accomplished
51 Rambles
52 Actress Burstyn
53 Chief city of

Phoenicia
54 Open
58 Annapolis initials

59 Stir up the

dregs
60 Kind of dive
61 Blue of baseball

fame
62 Supplemented

(with "out")
63 City NNE of Lake

Tahoe
65 Sort

bo you KuevB M/y op \
THE STOCKS ABOUT Mrs J
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by Mark Rollins
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Legal Assistant Interns Wanted

The Legal Services Office has eight positions available for
fulltime legal assistant interns for the PaU 1982 semester.
Up to fifteen credits may be received from academic depart-
ments. Legal assistants aid attorneys of the Legal Services
Office with client interviewing, investigations, legal
research, negotiations, giving advice and referrals, prepara-
tion of court forms, and attendance at hearings in District
and Superior Courts of Hampshire, hampden and Franklin
Counties, and participation in administrative hearings and
federal litigation. Legal assistants maintain continuing
caseload under attorney supervision. For advice on arrang-
ing an internship and credit, contact Office of Internships,
Curry Hicks Building. For further information, contact
Legal Services Office, 922 Campus Center. Applications due
Wednesday, April 21, at Office of Internships. Writing sam-
ple required.
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WEATHER
Cloudy and breezy today

with showers developing.
Highs in the 50s. Clearing
tonight. Lows in the 30s.
Sunny and mild tomorrow .

Highs near 60.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Barbecue Burger
Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER

Roast Turkey/Dressing,
Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Frank Reuben

BASICS LUNCH

Oatburgers
Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS DINNER

Roast Turkey/Dressing,
Gravy Cranberry Sauce
Brazilian Rice Casserole

>:

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

Today, Chemical Video

1:30 . 11:30 Doors - Morrison Blows
our Minds

:30 . 12:30 Reefer Madness - Drugs
a la 1930's

!:30 - 1:30 National Lampoon Com-
edy Hour — John Belushi
and friends freak out

:30. 1:50 Meatloaf howls at the
moon

:50 - 2:00 Straight talk on dope -
Toby talks on joint roll-

ing.
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THE WOMAN'S
WEEK

TUE: SMITH COLLEGE, the Project
on Women and Social Change will
sponsor a discussion by Smith
Women in Science entitled "Per-
sonal Choices," at 7:30 p.m. in
Burton 101.

The SOUTHWEST WOMEN'S
CENTER will hold a staff meeting
at 3:30 p.m. A Gay AlHance
workshop will follow the meeting
from 4-5 p.m. at SWWC. The
workshop will be followed by a
showing of the film "Women Lov-
ing Women."
"FOOD FRIGHT," a play about
women and food will be presented
Tuesday and Wednesday at the
Hampden theatre in Southwest.
Admittance is $1 for students, $2
for others. Everyone is requested
to bring food.

THE COALITION ADDRESS-
ING IMPORTANT ISSUES OF
SEXUALITY will meet at 4 p.m
m room 805 of the Campus Center
to plan for an event to be held
April 29. All are welcome.

FRI: The New England Women's
Studies Association is holding its

sixth annual conference on Friday
and Saturday. For registration in-

formation contact Dr. Alice
Stradhaus, Interdisciplinary
Studies, Salem State College,
Salem, Ma., 01970.

WED: THE WOMEN'S AFFAIR SHOW
on WMUA will feature a discus-
sion entitled "Women of Color and
the ERA" from 6-7 p.m.

FRI: A workshop on "Coping with
Stress for Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC)
Mothers," sponsored by the Work-
ing Women's Task Force will be
held from noon to midnight.
Counseling walk-in hours are 10
a.m. to noon

SAT: Childcare is available from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m.

The Birthmother Support Group is

sponsored by EWC at 545-0883.

Newslines . .

.

Long Range Plan

effects to be discussed
A meeting with Dean Mario Fantini wUl

be held tomorrow for any students in the
School of Education interested in discussing
the possible influence of the Long Range
Plan on the future of education at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
The meeting will be held at 2 p.m. in

Room 122 at the School of Education. For
more information, contact Sara Pekor at
549 0752. or at the Inquiry Program office
at 545 0871.

Tuesday, April 13, 1982
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Distinguished Visitors Program presents

John Dean and
Bob Woodward

Thursday, April 22
FAC

Tickets on sale
Available at FAC box office or TIX

$2.00 UMass Students
$4.00 general public

Tuesday, April 13, 1982

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Collegian 13

Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3 45 Monday Fr

Cash in advafnice • 5 consecutive days

•day • Deadline .s 3 45 two days prior to publication day
5% discount • Phone number FREE

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

ATTENTION GRAD STUDENTS
Alpha Chi Omega is looking for a house
mother. FREE ROOM AND BOARD PLUS
SALARY in exchange for limited services
Please call 545-2152 and ask for Renee or
Emily

AUDIO
New and used speakers - limited quan-
tities, excellent prices. Peter 546-7127

Great Sound For LessI Experienced DJ's
will play your favorite tunes, rock, disco
oldies, etc. Call Steve 549-5845 or Roger
253-7125

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
80 Rat XI /9 13000 miles exc con sunroof
with snows $6200 call eves 665-4519

1971 Toyota Corolla $625 runs excellent
Daniel 253-5943 usually evenings

1971 Toyota Corolla runs superbly, 30 -h

mpg, regular, $1295.00 Bob 253-7967

89 Ford Van California vintage excellent
condition rebuilt engine bed cabinets $1750
or best Chris 369-4602 Hadley

1972 Toyota Carina, good condition $1500
call Leslie 665-2578 '

Pinto 75 VS. automatic, power steering,
power brakes, sunroof $2000 BO 253-5622

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professional Bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
253-5491

CAPE COD RENTALS

%

Female wanted for house on Cape, So
Yarmouth. Call Deb 546-8018

CHI OMEGA RUSK
Chi Omega Sorority invites all university
women to attend dur rush parties Monday
7.00 Tuesday 5:00 take Orchard Hill bus or
call 545-0162 for more info

ENTERTAINMENT

Party with the "Incredible Casuals" on
Tuesday, April 13th. Follows the Smith Col-
lege Rally to Protest Financial Aid Cuts
-those attending rally admission free,
others $1. Davis Student Center, 9-1, col-
lege ID required

FOR RENT

Summer rental Cape Cod - Harwich
4-bedroom ranch call 617-899-8654

Capo Cod Summer Rentals W. Yar-
nrwuth & Dennis; 2. 3, 4 bedroom units.
Rent direct from owners. Call (617)
528-0404 or 771-2233

6 bedroom house avail June Ist with fall

option $100 per room 586-6493

1 bdrm apt Col Vil Amherst bus pool
starts June 1 253-2017

4 bedroom apt in Amherst 147 per month
per person all utilities included summer
sublet fall option 253-7278

1 bdrm Cliffside Apts SundeHand
$235/mo all utilities incid available May 1

call 545-0683 ask for Wendy
2 bedroom summer sublet w/fall option
% mile Amherst Center bus route $300
inclusive 253-6943

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bdrm Col
Village on bus route, pool $280 before 1

1

PM 253-3651

Northampton large bedroom available im-
mediately thru summer and fall 118 +
584-5143

FURNISHED APARTMENT ~
Furnished one bedroom Colonial
Village $260/mth. Availablw June 1.

256-6413

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for

$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic
546-6684

HELP WANTED
~

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.
Europe, SAmer., Austrailia, Asis. All

fields. $500-$ 1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free Info. Write IJC Box 52-MA, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Drivers for mobile vending trucks on
Cape Cod this summer Pete 6-81 85

HOUSEPARENTS WANTED
Houseparents needed for UMass,
Amherst sorority for 1982-83 school year.
Please contact Donna Mc at 545-0527

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
The brothers and associate members
invite all university men to an open rush
Tues April 13th and Wed April 14th at 9:00
P.M. for more info call Bob Soils at
253-9032

LEGAL ASSISTANT
INTERNSHIPS

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-
tions available for full-time legal assistant
interns for Fall 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Aid attorneys of LSO with
client interviewing, investigations, legal
research, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-
dance at hearings in District and Superior
Courts, and participation in administrative
hearings and federal litigation. Maintain
continuing caseload under attorney super-
vision. For advice on arranging an intern-
ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-
ships. Curry Hicks Building. For further in-

formation, contact LSO, 922 Campus
Center. Applications due Wednesday, April
21, at Office of Internships. Writing sample
required.

LOST

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Pleasel Call
546-7338

MOTORCYCLES

Honda SL360 motorcycle 4000 miles, ex-
cellent condition, $550 includes two
helmets 549-5071

Honda 1976 CJ360 ex. cond. 6,000 mi. BO
Jim 467-7054

PERSONALS

Register now for the April 2/fth Run For
Ritter 6.2 mile Campus Road Race. See
our table at CC or Newman Center office

Undergraduate Business Club guest
speaker: Mr. Michael Winer, Financial
Analyst - Citibank N.A., New York will

speak on "Careers in Banking and Impres-
sions of the Corporate World", Thursday
April 15 @ 7 p.m. in SBA room All invited! !

Happy Birthday J.R.! You're the one that
I want! Love Gwen P.S. You better believe
ftU

Scott Cunningham - As usual, you were
great in PippinI Aren't you getting even a
LITTLE curious about who I am? AST
Photographer looking for models for
glamour photography. For your time and
work, payment is a portfolio of yourself.
Call Russ 6-7542 Steve 6-7544

Hey Barl Humpnr>e (for your) Burfday
StoneheT>ge - sh - sh

Laurae wo hen I nil Ni che fan wo ma?
Wheat Germ

John of Squire Village - Let's share some
digital logic with wine. T.

World Hunger Banquet Benefit Oxfam
Int'l tickets $2.00 April 14 7 pm Cape Cod
Lounge info at Earthfoods

A benefit concert for the Mass Nuclear
Referendum Campaign - John Hall Band
and Crockett April 15 FAC donations 5.50
-6.50

John Hall Band Benefit Concert for
Mass Nuclear Referendum Campaign April
15 FAC with Crockett don't miss it!

Nominations are available for all offices
in the Northeast area government thru April
14. Papers may be picked up in 202 That-
cher

ATTENTION SENIORS: You have
another chance to have your senior portrait
taken. This offer has been extended for a
limited time only. Stop by CC 178 or call

545-2874 for an appointment

Party with the Sig Delta at Joey D's
April 13 Tuesday ID req

Open Rush: Alpha Chi Omega invites all

university women to dinner on Tues, Wed
&/or Thurs night at 4:30. For more info,

please call Cyndi 549-2780

Fast for a world harvest Thursday April

15

Bruce Lee in "Game of Death" Tues April

13 75c at 5, $1 at 7, 9, 11 CCA
Fast for a world harvest Thursday April

15

Ring in Spring. Another season, a timely

reason to own a college ring. Order yours
from Josten's at the University Store April
20 and 21.

Fast for a world harvest Thurs April 15

RESUME WRITING

Quick/confidential/efficient call after 5
PM or weekends 549-5727

$60 REWARD
Lost April 8 men's Longines watch bet-
ween CC and Southwest sentimental value
546-5327

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to Philadelphia PA (area)
on either April 15 or 16th. Will share driving
& expenses. Call 546-9623 keep trying

RIDERS WANTED
Riders wanted to W. Peabody April 16
call Gail 546-1256

ROOM WANTED
Room needed in furnished apartment
on bus route. Summer only. Tom 546-6207

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

Puffton female wanted for three bedroom
apartment Summer with fall option
549-5896

3 roommates wanted, female prf summer
w/fall option Swiss Village $147/mth
utilities inci on bus rte 253-2^
Female roommate wanted to share
bedroom in Brandywine for summer Patty
549-6588

I am looking for one or two female
roommates for fall for Brittany Manor apt
call 253-9236

Single room in Southwood Apts 125 a
month no butts please call Lisa 253-9453

Rogpimate wanted to share apartment
W. Hatfield, reasonable rent Cindy
247-5815

Female wanted to share 1 of 2 bedrooms
at Cliffside Apts. beginning June call Deb-
bie 665-4371

SERVICES

Professional Research, Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Research,
#600-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605
Research Consulting and statistical com-
puting service. Robert Alexander, Ph.D.
psychologist 253-5262

Typing 4c a line. Some overnite service.
Call 549-4595

Freelance Typing, editing, tape transcrib-
irig. Reasonable rates, top skills. Profes-
sional executive secretary. Amherst center.
549-0518

Need someone to talk with? Call the Les-
bian and Gay Mens Counseling Collective
M, Tu, Th. Fri 4-8 om 545-2645

SKI EQUIPMENT
Hagen 200 cm racing cut skis. New,
never used, price negotiable. Call 549-5616.
Excellent buy. Call now - will sell quickly

STOWE SKIING

April IBth - 19th 3 days skiing, 3 nights
lodging, 3 Lite breakfasts $68.00 due April
13th Bob Collins 665-4720

SUMMER ROOMMATE
Female roommate wanted on Cape
(Yarmouth) call Laurie 546-6799 or Lynn
546-6088

SUMMER SUBLET

Two bedroom furnished apt Puffton
Village rates negotiable call 549-6249

Summer sublet one bedroom furnished
in 3 bedroom apt Puffton Village $130 +
elec 549-0621

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION

Lantern Ct. Sunderland 2 bedroom par-
tially furnished 665-2387

Large modern 2 room apt kitchen, prvte
bath, 5 min walk to Amherst Center, on
both Rte 9 and Main Str bus rte contact
David 253-9459 eve

S.W. POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Nomination papers are available for the
following Southwest Area Government of-
fices: President, Vice-President, Treasurer,
Communications Coordinator. Nomina-
tions ckise Friday, April 16 at 5:00 PM pick
up papers at the Southwest Area Govern-
ment Office

TO SUBLET

Summer sublet w/fall opt. 2 bdrm. Col
Vllg. $275 + elec. 253-2997 rug & couch in-
ci.

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
terms available immediately Paul or Bill

665-4391

Brittany Manor 2 bdrm apt. rent
negotiable, fall option 253-5956
Rolling Green 2 bedroom apt to sublet for
summer. Furnished all utilities air cond in-
cluded rent neg 256-0435

Lease beginning June 1 2 bedroom
Southwood Apt $295.00 256-8464

Amherst Center Apt 3 bedroom avail
June 1 fall option $127.50 ea 253-5298

Puffton 3 bdrm summer subet 2 bdrm /fall
option 549-0095

Summer sublet 3 bdrm Puffton apt
549-6912 bus route utilities included

Save $200 this summer on practically fur-
nished Sunderiand apt w/fall option bus rte
call after 8 665-4946

Pufton Village3bdrm summer sublet with
fall option for 1 1g bdrm (2 person) and 1 sm
bdrm 549-5487.

5 Bedroom House on Bus Route Vimile
from campus, large back yard.and garage.
Approx 120 per month including utilities call
Rick at 549-1867.

For Summer Brandywine for details call
Leslie 549-6180 or Laurie 549-4113

Brittany Manor 2 bdrm, summer Wl fall op-
tion, pool, air cond, bus Rt call 253-5339.

Summer in Sunderland 6/1 2 bdrm in 3
bdrm apt lg-$100 sm-$75 (neg) on bus rte
pool, garden fall option on apt Kathv
Karen. 665-3855.

Cliffside Apt. 2 bdrm. available Jun 1

w/fall otpion call 665-2853.

MAKE US AN OFFER!! big 2 bedroom
pool fall option squire, 665-7590.

4-bedrm apt. Swiss Village. 147$ ea. incI
until, on bus rt, part, furn, avail Jun 1st
w/fall opt! 253-6103

Squire Village -summer with fall option
large two bedroom townhouse. Rent
negotiable 665-2718.

Summer 2bdrms in 3 bdrni furn. apt $150
telec. 1 mile from campus 546-1118
546-1103

Two bdrm S Amherst apt summer sublet
w/fall option 2 per room $75 per mo. call
Joanne or Diane 253-5012.

Summer Sublet with possible fall opt sully
funished Brandywine 2 bedroom apartment
air cond pool after 4 549-4018 (253-2642)

10 MIN WALK TO CAMPUS. Have your
own room for $150/mo. call Todd 549-5613
Female to share Amherst Center apt June-
Aug 115 mo. 253-5309.

3 bedroom Sunderiand Apt. for Summer;
1 bedroom fall option. $270/month + util'
665-3900 after 5.

Summer Sublet 2 bdrm Townhouse apts
ac furnished $225. 549-6416

Brandywine apt: A/C. pool, furnished, on
bus route, available June-Aug will
negotiate rent call 549-1405.

Summer sublet 4 bedroom apt. price
negotiable, bus rt 546-6648, 546-6596

Summer sublet 2 bedroom Puffton fur-
nished, tennis, pool, AC rent negotiable

Summer sublet/fall option 3 bdrm apt
neer town and campus call Tom 253-5767

Summer sublet w/fall option 1 bdrm apt
Col Vllg $235 & elec pool on bus route
253-7105

To sublet fall option Cliffside Apts
240-month everything inc 1 bdrm furnished
living room call eve 6(55-7604

Sunderland 2 bedroom on bus rte
available May 1 666-4991

Brandywine 2 bdrm, completely furnished
apt pool, AC June 1 to Aug 31 549-4181

Two bedroom Brittany Manor June only
or have your own lease June thru school
year call 253-2014

Puffton Village 3 bdrm furnished~apt sum-
mer sublet 546p5054 546-4043 549-1901

Lantern Ct summer sublet w/fall option 2
bedroom $300 bus rte 665^7569

Northwood Sunderland 2 bedroom
summer sublet fall option 665-4388 or
Grover 549-4930 x284

Arnherst 3 bedroom house on bus rte
available June 1 rent negotiable! 253-5237

1 bdrm Cliffside inc ail util pool tennis bus
rt call betw 5-6 11-12 pm Jack Shaun
665-4898
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* Fraternities
Continued from page 1

under 20 were being served
alcohol. Jankowski said. He would not
comment as to whether the investigation is
still underway.
"The fraternities will be treated the same

as any other students who have violated
university rules." Greek Affairs Director
Leslie Chambers said yesterday. There will
be a pre-trial hearing and possibly a student
hearing. Such cases usually are heard by
the Greek Affairs Board. Chambers said.
She said hearings will probably be
scheduled within the next few weeks.
In light of past instances of questionable

behavior involving Theta Chi. if they are
convicted of the charges being brought
agamst them, they could lose their status as
a campus organization. Assistant Dean of
Students Robert Brooks said yesterday.
"They could lose their social privileges and

become, in effect, a boarding house."
Brooks said last night. Brooks also noted
that every case involving a fraternity or its

members is considered separately
A spokesman for Theta Chi who wished to

remain anonymous said they would be
meetuig with members of the Amherst
Police Department today to discuss the
situation.

"We don't know everything that's going
on. he said. "So it's impossible for us tomake any other comment.
"We haven't even had a party this year,"

he said.

Officers of Kappa Sigma and Beta Kappa
i'hi refused to comment on the situation.

Gubernatorial nominee
will discuss education

John Lakian. Republican gubernatorial
I

candidate, will speak on "The Role of Public
Higher Education in the Commonwealth "

today m the Memorial HaU at the
University of Massachusetts.
Lakian will meet with students from 2 to 3

o'Z'
^"^

J!!''^*'
faculty and staff from 3 to

J:JU p.m. The speech will be at 4 p.m.

Tuesday, April 13, 1982
Tuesday. April 13. 1982

S^:i::S=:-:

ft:S:::S:sS:;g*i::;;:;::

Spring Photo
Recruitment
Meeting

Good weather
means lots of
photos! Thursday
night, April 15,

7:30 in Rm. 177
Campus Center.

EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or Buy

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE
BY CAR

45 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N.Y.

10020
Phone (212) 581 3040

I

Mail this ad for

Special

Student/Teacher
Tariff

|D MNTAL D LIAM D niRCMAU
|OMRIHmM«VOWTNMU«
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HIGH TECH AND JODS
FOR THE INNER CITY
THE PUDLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP

This Friday, 16 April, 1962 - Mount Holyok* Coll«g»
participants include:

George Kariotis, Secretary for Economic Affairs,

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Franklin Thomas, President, Ford Foundation
and representatives of three high tech firms

with inner city operations

(Digital, IBM and Control Data)
^90i\%t*t%i For further Informotion contoct:
Urbon Studies Fro9rom ond Pot Morton
Doportm*nt of Economics, Doportmont of Economics
Mount Hoiyolio Collogo Mount Holyoko Collogo

330*2261; 33«-24d2
conforonco porticipotion is froo of chorQO

LCllliegi^Ui ^^

SPRING SPORTS SCHEDULE

A Pocket Computer
withPersonal Conmuter
Capabilities.

BRUCE

GANE
OFDEATH

'*^ O ,.j^- \v,
j

KAREBVI ABOU-JAflBAR
I .•Haktm"! «^bb^^_
>_, tu*s April 10 75c ot 5

Into pocket computer dimensions,
Sharp packs real personal computer
like capabilities— speed, memory
capacity and peripheral connect-
ability. Ideal for beginners, a
versatile tool for experts.

Ct 150 Printer Cassette

$219 9R Interface

/fcE^ List $250.00

PC 1500 Computer

$269.95
List $300.00

^ NOW OPEN
10% off tfie purcfiase

of any fish bowl
\

with this coupon, offer expires 4/25/82 I

Wanted Summer '82

CAMP NATCHEZ
Fine Co-ed Camp

located in the Berkshire Mtns.
IS looking for exciting active people withabundant energy for the following position

General Counselors. Backpacking,
Campcraft. Sailing. Boating. WSI

Envronmental Ecology. Soccer, Spo'rts.
Photography. GermanicsWe w^ be on campus Wed. April 14th inroom 802 of the Campus Center f'om 10 amto 4 pm. Please drop in or call the StudentEmployment Office for an appointmen

Superior Features
• 8 bit C MOS CPU for highspeed processing
with reduced power consumption

• Powerful BASIC with versatile commands and
statements

• Huge memory capacity with 16kbyte ROM
and 3 5kbyte RAM expandable to 7 5kbytes
with Memory Module CE-151 or to 1 1 5k bvtes
with CE 155

' 4color data/graphic pnnt-out capability with
Graphic Pnnfer/Cassette Interface CE-150
7 X 156 dot display with graphics
Typewriter key arrangement
Six user-programmable keys
Wide range of applications for business
engineering and hobbies

PC-1500

MENS VARSITY LACROSSE

Mar 31 at Connecticut 3 go

Apr 3 at Hobart ,00
7 at Cornell y^O ^^^

10 at Rutgers 1:30
14 BROWN 3 00
17 at Boston College 700
21 HOFSTRA 300
2-* NEW HAMPSHIRE

. 2 00
2& HARVARD .300

^^y ' ARMY 200 May
4 at Dartmouth

3 qo
7 at Syracuse

7 30
13 at New Hampshire ... 3:00

Coach; Dick Garber

Apr 4

MEN'S J.V. LACROSSE I5

Apr. 14 BROWN 300 20
20 NAVAL ACADEMY PREP 3 00 23
22 at Dean j C 3 30 26
28 HARVARD ;....

.3,00 30-May 1

May
1 at Williams 2OO
4 at Dartmouth 3 qq

' Coach: Len Caffrey

WOMEN'S VARSITY TENNIS

I ^V"^^ 100
at Connecticut 300

15 at Mount Holyoke 4 qo
17 at Boston College noo
i\ SMITH 3:00

24 25 at Seven Sisters Tournament - Smith
27 PROVIDENCE 300
29 at Brown

2 30

1 at Rhode Island 100

Coach: John Beal

MENS VARSITY TENNIS

at Boston College
HOLY CROSS

at Ml T

at Central Connecticut
SPRINGFIELD
N E MISSOURI STATE

at Tufts

New Englands at Yale

Coach: Bob Szlosek

1 00
300
300
1 00

3 00

2 00
3 00

WOMEN'S VARSITY LACROSSE

3 BOSTON UNIVERSITY 1:00
8 at Springfield 300

10 at Northeastern
1 oo

13 SMITH .3:00
17 at Harvard iqC
20 RHODE ISLAND ......2:Q0
22 at Dartmouth 300
24 NEW HAMPSHIRE .VOO
25 at Yale vqo
27 BOSTON COLLEGE ...A.OO

Coach: Pam Hixon

\

WOMEN'S J.V. LACROSSE

8 at Springfield

SMITH '.

SPRINGFIELD
17 at Harvard
20 RHODE ISLAND... ..

22 at Dartmouth
25 at Yale

MOUNT HOLYOKE

Coach: Charlyn Robert

.4:15

4:15

.3:00

.2:15

4:15

3:00

2:30

3:00

V(Kli*l Compular

Located In the Campus Center
Open M-F 9-5

Display may be seen
at the Calculator Counter

^UNIVERSITY
STORE*

Brandywine - 2 bedrooms, furnished, pool

^-0425
^"""^

^
^"^ ^^ ^«"

Beautiful Brandywine~T~b^di;^^
available for sublet immediately i Fall ont
pool^_walk to campus 549 1229

2 **.**""« Hollistar for summer with fall
option 295 per/month partially furnished
pool, balcony, 256-8782

2 bed^oms in house 1 mi from Amherst

Townehouse Apts 2 bedrooms^Ilj^^r
l^^vailable June 1st $365 negoS
Brandywine sTimmer sublet 2~bed^;;^

GUITAR
Yarnaha Acoustic Guitar FG335 perfectcondition w/case asking $140 caH 545 sS
aftef_6:00 549-3733 ask for Dan

WANTED TO RENT

^WANTEbjOBUY"

S No ^le^s^nf^fT'
''''''' °«"*«' Smi?h:

,

^° Pleasant St., between Fotomat and^ggo8|Amherst, 256-0710 "'"'"*^ «"a

2 bdrm apartment in Puffton for sum-
'^i[!li?icall^M^5n6jor^4^
Rolling Green Apt wanted beginningJmie _year^ound^3_bedrooms sS SSI

?v11hi!**K°T '", P"'ftorrB^i;;^d^^;;;jrre
available by June 1 546 9681

^^l^od for summer with fall sublet call

VARSITY BASEBALL

Inl ^""^T^
'^''y (cancelled) 5/2 Maine (at Portland) (2) away 1 :00

J.,1 ^r?^*"*^ (2) away 3:00 5/3 Rhode Island away
4 7 RUTGERS (2) home 12:00 5/4 Conneticut away 3:00
4 18 Northeastern away 5/5 Holy Cross away 3:00
4/19 American Int. away 3:00 5/7-5/8 EAA at Rutgers
4 20 Vermont (2) away 1 :00 5/11 Dartmouth (2) away 1 :00
4/24 Rutgers (2) away 12:00 5/12 AMHERST home 3:00

J^t
CONNETICUT home 3:00 5/13 NEW HAMPSHIRE home 100

4/28 RHODE ISLAND (2) home 1:00 5/14 SPRINGFIELD AT HOLYOKE 7 30
4/29 BOSTON COLLEGE home 3:00 Coach: Dick Berquist

VARSITY SOFTBALL

4/13 Westfield (2) away (cancelled) 4/28 RHODE ISLAND t2) home

fnt f
ROV'DENCE (2) home 3:00 4/29 NEW HAMPSHIRE (2?home

4/16-4/17 Vermont Tournament away 5/1 Rutgers (2) away 200
4/19 Springfield (2) 2:30 5/4 Lowell away 4:00

till S^I^M^'^iol 1^^ '"*'*^ ^^^ ^'^ BRIDGEWATER (2) home 3:00
4/25 KEENE (2) home 5/8 Adelphi away 2:00
4/26 CENTRAL CONNECTICUT (2) home 3:00 Coach: Elaine Sortino

WOMEN'S VARSITY TRACK
Apr. 3 BOSTON COLLEGE 100

10 UMASS RELAYS 10 00
13 CONNECTICUT/

SPRINGFIELD 2:00/3:00
16 17 at Boston College Relays
23-24 at Penn Relays

27 VERMONT 3:00

Coach: KaleKeni Banda

Apr.

9

12

15

18

2930

at

MEN'S VARSITY GOLF

PROVIDENCE/AMHERST/
DARTMOUTH

i 30
American Int 1OO
BOSTON COLLEGE/
HOLY CROSS

1 30
Mass State Tourn — Stowe
Salem State 12 30
N E Div. I Champ — Pleasant Valley

Coach: Ed Vlach

1

MENS VARSITY TRACK

Apr 3 BOSTON COLLEGE
10 UMASS RELAYS
17 at Boston College Relays
24 at Penn Relays

1 00
1000
10 00
10 00

May
1 EASTERN INTERCOLLEGIATE A A

CHAMP
8 at Springfield

1 qo
15 at New Englands at Boston Coll 10 00
22 IC4A S at Princeton 10 00

Coach Ken Bnen

WOMEN'S VARSITY GOLF
Apr. 6 at Springfield -Oak Ridge 100

8 DARTMOUTH/AMHERST
, . .1:30

16-17 at Rutgers Invitational

23 at Mount Holyoke Orchards 1:00
24 New Englands -Orchards . 11 00
25 New Englands -Hickory Ridge 12:00

May
1 StateChamp. — CrestviewCC 9:00
4 at Dartmouth 100
8 at Sprmgfield/Mount Holyoke

Oak Ridge 100

Coach Jack Leaman

Can we build one for you? I

*^—r—=3 - DTuaFCCKLE
LlSKTOyE

I/ADOOTED SWIPP.

COLE SLAW
COQNEDBEEi^
DUSaVM DQESSIN&

t'p»<gn vou' favo'iT* sandwich jnd t>' ^q us rhe tHu^pr.o- ^^ ^.tf^ ,|

.. ''irfcl speri We rp ^'^# ^andwB.r'^ pignee** Jl

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEn
Amnefst Cdirage Shops 549-6314

Here's to a nice cold ipring!

(

I

I

Where we've always emphasized
|

ICE COLD beer and wine '

M Jt » m> M ^ y ITTTTT
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Sports
Tuesday, April 13, 1982

Baseball team to start

'post-snow' season

*^likm Z
BACK IN ACTION AGAIN: UMass outfielder Kelly McDonald and

the rest of the Mmutemen ballplayers will return to action today when
they travel to Providence Colleg^e for a doubleheader today.

By BILL SHEA
Collegian Staff

While the effects of the now famous
snowfall of April are behind most of us, its

impact on the University of Massachusetts
baseball team has yet to be determined.

Cancelled games, rescheduled games,
and the first Easter weekend off since "as
long as I can remember," (according to 16
year head coach Dick Bergquist) are the
present results of the recent winter
weather.

But, bigger problems may loom ahead for
Berquist and the Minutemen, pitching
problems.

With the weather wiping out most of last
weeks games (UM lost to URI 8-4 in the
only game played) Berquist sees a shortage
of pitchers sometime in the near future.
"There are going to be pitching problems,

but I don't know how many teams have 6 or
7 quality pitchers to get them through the
season. We didn't show the pitching depth
I hoped we would on the California trip but
I told the guys if we can get hot we can have
a sucessful season."

While fatigue may be the problem in the
future, inactivity seems to be Berquist 's

and the teams major concern right now.
"We want to keep everyone sharp." said

Berquist, "We try to do some live hitting
everyday and have the pitchers throw live
every three days."

In addition the team has been scrim-
maging with Amherst College in the Curry
Hicks Cage and at the Amherst College
indoor facility. According to Berquist,
more games with Amherst may be
scheduled if the Minutemen are unable to

play this week.
With the positive effects of the West

Coast trip long since dissolved, the
Minutemen will have to rediscover their
timing and rythym indoors at the Cage
rather than be in full swing as far as the
regular season is concerned.

"They have been geared up to play since
the first day of practice (Feb. 7)," said
Berquist, "We had a good trip to California,

playing 13 games, but now we come back to
the Northeast and we play one game, which
shouldn't have played because of the cold,

and now all these cancellations. We are
very anxious to play."

The Minutemen may very well get a
chance to play today, weather permitting of
course, against Providence College in a
doubleheader originally scheduled for

Wednesday at Lorden Field. Because of

numerous schedule changes among all

Northeast schools Berquist consented to
take the Minutemen to Providence.

Probable starters for Massachusetts are
senior lefty Steve Cramer and lefty Tony
Presnal. Cramer had a successful stint in

California (2-1) but experienced wildness in
his first start against Rhode Island.

Presnal, however, has not pitched in
nearly a month. Presnal 's last start was
way back in California so the senior lef-

thander should be at full strength against
Providence.

Berquist is offering no excuses for
whatever effect the layoff wUl have on his
team.

"It will affect everyone the same. It's

unfortunate it happened but it's the same
for everyone in the Northeast."

Red Sox
drop home
opener, 3-2
BOSTON (AP) - Steve Kemp, Tom
Paciorek and Carlton Fisk had two hits
apiece and combined for a pair of runs in the
sixth inning Monday as the Chicago White
Sox spoiled Boston's 70th home opener in
Fenway Park with a 3-2 victory over the
Red Sox.

Richard Dotson, Lamarr Hoyt, Kevin
Hickey and Salome Barojas combined for a
nine-hitter in outdueling Boston starter
Mike Torrez and pitching the unbeaten
White Sox to their third victory.

Chicago broke a scoreless tie in the sixth
as Kemp led off with a double off the
scoreboard in left field and took third after
Greg Luzinski flied to center. Paciorek
singled through the middle, scoring Kemp,
and one out later scored on Fisk's double off
the wall in left-center.

The Red Sox got one run back with two
out in the sixth when 42-year old Carl
Yastrzemski lined a shot into the right field

stands for his second homer in four games
this season and No. 428 of his career.

Chicago added the winning run in the
seventh on an infield hit by Bill Almon, a
forceout by Ron LeFlore, who stole second
and came home on Tony Bernazard's
double.

Dotson allowed five hits in six innings and
was the winner, while Barojas earned the
save, his second in as many major league
appearances. Hickey and Barojas each
retired one batter after the Red Sox scored
a run in the ninth on Glenn Hoffman's in-

field hit, a throwing error b third baseman
Jim Morrison and Rich Gedman's second
double of the game.

Smoky Joe Wood, who had a 34 5 record,
plus three World Series victories, in the
Red Sox' first season at Fenway in 1912,
threw out the first ball. Wood will be 93 in
August.

th. ..^„V.i ** ]^L',* ^' shortrtop Bill Almon go«> high to finish

Crew team hits

rough water
By ELLEN HASKINS
Collegian Correspondent

Despite the adverse weather conditions
which postponed most the University of
Massachusetts athletic events last week,
the women's crew competition against
"Trinity College was held on the Connec-
ticut River in Hadley on Saturday morning.
The races resulted in victory for the

UMass varsity four but defeat for the varsi-
ty and novice eights.

"We had a bad start and couldn't regain
composure," said coach Barbara Roche in
regards to the varsity eight race. Roche
also said that the referees began the race
before the UMass coxswain had given the
ready signal.

Trinity took the 1500-meter race from
the start, pulling out ahead by three
quarters of a boatlength after the first fifty
strokes. In the choppy Connecticut River,
Trinity increased their lead and had gained
open water by the 1250-meter mark. The
Trinity women finished with a time of 8:57,
UMass crossed the line at a 9:10.
The UMass varsity four crew, which

never raced together prior to this competi-
tion, rowed to victory over their Trinity
competitors. The UMass four pulled out
strong from the start and gained open
water on Trinity after the first 250-meters.
By the 1000-meter mark, UMass had mov-
ed out to a two and a half boatlength lead
and Trinity never threatened after that.

"This was a very ironic win. We had not
practiced together in a four to prepare for
this match and we were still able to beat
Trinity," Roche said.

The novice eight crew was more evenly
match with Trinity, but lost by a two se-

cond margin.

"The novices pulled a strong race, they
were more inexperienced than Trinity in

rowing in rough waters," .said Roche.
"We hope to redeem ourselves against

the University of New Hampshire and
University of Rhode Island this weekend.
Like Trinity, they are also tough crews,"
said Roche.

Gorillas host Brown in home opener (p. 20)
MASSACHUSETTS DAILY
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Students gather for financial aid rally
By KEN BAZINET
and STEVE SEMPLE
CoUegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - A rally to support increased
funding m financial aid to college and university students
drew nearly 1,500 students from western Massachusetts
schools to a Smith College auditorium last night.

Entitled "RaUy for the Right to EducaUon," the event
was intended to promote awareness into proposed federal
cuts in various financial aid programs. Participants were
also encouraged to circulate petitions calling for increased
funding which would be sent to federal legislators.
Proposed Reagan administration cuts include decreasing

funding for Pell Grants (formerly BEOG grants).
Guaranteed Student Loans and college work study. The
cuts would also eliminate Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grants and the National Direct Student Loan
Program.
Although rally organizers had expected members from

several Boston area colleges including the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and Harvard University, the vast
majority of the audience was from Smith.

Colleges which did participate were Smith, University of
Massachusetts, Mt. Holyoke College. Hampshire CoUege.
Amherst College. Greenfield Community College.
Wellesley College and Springfield CoUege.
Seated among banners, placards and hundreds of red.

white and blue balloons, all bearing pro-aid slogans.

students chanted "We need aid " and "No more cheese.

"

Students were sUent as Smith President JUI Ker Con-
way spoke beneath a massive array of balloons. Conway
held a plastic clown's head which she called BEOG
(pronounced bee-og).

'I hope by all our efforts she (BEOG) wUl be kept alive,"
she said.

Conway said the government has a threefold respon
sibility m providing students with financial aid. "It is the
federal government's responsibUity to ensure that people
of talent are allowed to undertake graduate study, to
provide equal opportunity to everyone to have access to
higher education, and must subsidize loans to families in
need," she said. "These are the proper concerns of the
federal government."
Conway said aid cuts also would force students out of

expensive private institutions and into state-funded
schools, thereby increasing the burden on taxpayers.
Anne Keppler. director of financial aid at Smith, said

federal legislators already are responding to earlier
student efforts to stop the cuts.

"The proposals for 1983 are disastrous — keep fighting.
You already ahve the president on the defensive." she said.
Lynn Santner. acting director of financial at UMass. who

attended the rally, said he was pleased with student
participation at the event.
"The thrust now has to come from students and

parents." he said. "I'm impressed with the crowd and its
enthusiasm tonight."

- wv Q ... -,, . * m w, -» tolleitian photo b» Vinr* D«WiU
umn bmith Chairperson of the European Disarmement Committee spoke at the UMass campus

last Biflit.
^

Alcohol is banned
at lacrosse games
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

There will be a sharp contrast apparent at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team's home opener
at Boy<len Field today.
While the playing fieW and the adjoining "Boydenmi may still be damp from melting snow and yester-

day's rain, Uie fans in attendance are likely to be
unseasonably dry as a result of the statement released by
Chancellor Henry Koffler Tuesday banning alcohoUc
beverages from "such facilities as Boyden Field."
"This is not a new policy," John Volpe, associate direc-

tor of athletics for facilities said yesterday. "It's just a
continuation of the alcohol policy Chancellor Koffler in-
stituted last fall."

Although alcohol has never been condoned at Universi-
ty sportmg events, it has never been outlawed until Kof-
fler s fall announcement. Tiwaday's statwnent was a
reiteration stipula'ang that the poKcy would be followed
this spring.

"We started the policy in the sprir^, continued it
throuj^i basketbull season at the Curry-Hicks Cage and
by canning itthrough the spring season, we'rejustkwsy,
mginlHiewitbUB|v«^p<3^/»V<%e8i^ •

^Gerrid O'Neill, <«reetor of public sa^.wM wi^lc
tiiere have not \Mm any majoi^aleQboNf^i^^^ i^obktns
duTOg recent Boyden«i£n>8se f^mm, thete has been a
pw^wn with erif^bev«;r^eemmmmmiU^mM
bjr^torg^^^rowdbi^mm said that Mtttrl^ t^ans for tocby's games and I

ratuTB oonteirts would be sanilar to thow employed at ]
football games last fall ineJuding posted si^ amxHinc-
mg the alcohol ban and "a few extra officers on liand."
"The officers at the game won't be there to create a

problem, but to keep things running smoothly," O'Neill
said. "We've had a lot of positive feedback concerning
our policy at Alumni Stadium last fall and I see no reason
why there would be problems at lacrosse games."
Richard Garber, 28-year head men's lacrosse coach,

praised the Boyden Field fans and could not recall any
major alcohol-related problems at the field during his
tenure.

"Our fans are loud, supportive and well-behaved,"
Garber said, "not loud and obnoxious. Many opposing
coaches and referees have expressed wncem alxKJt the
glass bottles around the field, but that's about the extent
of any problem."

I O'Neill said that while fans will not be searched at the

[
entrante to the field, they will be asked to leave alcoholic

Hjeverage containers outside.

Speaker says military

thinking 'nonsensical'
By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

"Most military thinking is utterly nonsensical" with
respect to nuclear weapons and nuclear war, said
chairperson of the European Disarmement Committee
Dan Smith to a group of about Zh people in a speech at the
University of Massachusetts Campus Center last night
which was sponsored by the UMass Peacemakers.
Americans must "put a brake on Reaganism" and

organize a massive disarmement movement in order to
decrease the threast of nuclear war in the near future.
Smith said.

"Things will only change if and when the people get up
and force them to change," he said.
Smith discussed the Eunipean movement for world

disarmement which he said has prompted two and one half
million people to attend demonstrations across western
Europe. He also explained why he believes the actions of
Ronald Reagan are a primary reason for the movement.
Smith said Reagan and his staff suffer from many delu-

sions and do not view the world in a realistic manner. He
cited Reagan's recent off-the-cuff remarks that limited
nuclear war is a possibility and also his lx;lief that the
Unit^ States must achieve military superiority over the
Soviet Union before advocating an arms freeze, as exam-
ple of Reagan's misconceptions.

Reagan, Smith said, was indirectly a catalyst in the

Continued an page 6
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World and national news
27 killed in A.F. plane crash
ANKARA. Turkey (AP) - A U.S. Air

Force transport plane exploded in the air,
burst into flames and crashed in eastern
Turkey yesterday, a Turkish military
spokesman said. He said all 27 Americans
aboard were killed.

First reports from U.S. officials said the
plane carried 28 people. The discrepancy in
figures was not immediately explained.
The military spokesman, from the

Turkish third army based in the east, said
the plane blew up in the air, caught fire and
plummeted 55 miles west of the city of
Erzincan. near the village of Gevencik.

All the victims were American and all

were believed to be military personnel, he
reported. U.S. officials first said civilian
Pentagon employees were aboard.

An American military spokesman, from
the NATO airbase at Incirlik in southern
Turkey, said there were 10 crew-members
and 17 passengers, but made no specific
mention of civilians. He said the plane was
on a supply run to U.S. military personnel
in eastern Turkey. It had taken off from
Erzurum and was to stop at Erzincan, 280
miles east of this capital city before
proceeding to Incirlik, the spokesman said.
An American rescue team dispatched

from Incirlik to the crash site, the
spokesman said. It was not immediately
clear whether the plane would be able to
land in Gevencik after daylight.
The C-130 cargo plane was taking its turn

on duty in Europe from its home base at
Dyess Air Force base near Abilene. Texas.

Haig heads for Washington
LONDON (AP) - U.S. SecreUry of

State Alexander M. Haig Jr. ended two
days of talks with British leaders yesterday
on the disputed Falkland Islands and
departed for Washington to brief President
Reagan on "some new ideas" to avert war
between Britain and Argentina.

He said he would return to Buenos Aires
soon.

Talking briefly to reporters at London's
Heathrow Airport, Haig did not specify the
ideas, and stressed "the whole situation in

the region is dangerous and increasingly so,

and therefore there's a great urgency in

finding a political solution."

Haig was expected to arrive in

Washington at 7:30 p.m. EST and it was
considered unlikely he would meet with the
president tonight.

Haig left on a U.S. Air Force jet alter six

days of shuttling between London and
Buenos Aires in his bid to settle peacefully

the dispute over Argentina's seizure of the
British colony — which Argentina calls the
Malvinas.

'We have now received some new ideas,"
he said. "While the parties are considering
these ideas, it'll provide an opportunity for
me to return to Washington to report to
President Reagan prior to proceeding to

Buenos Aires shortly."

Earlier, officials reported unspecified
"new difficulties" in the peace effort. Haig
canceled plans to return to Buenos Aires on
Monday night and held new but apparently
unproductive talks with Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher and Foreign Secretary
Francis Pym.
A British government spokesman said

the difficulties arose in telephone con-
versations Haig had with Argentine
Foreign Minister Nicanor Costa Mendez
after Haig's talks with Mrs. Thatcher
Monday.
Pym said Haig "is now considering hqw

best to handle these difficulties."

The British Broadcasting Corp. quoted
British government sources as saying "the
Argentine government has reneged on
assurances it gave Mr. Haig when he was in

Buenos Aires." It didn't elaborate.

AP Laaerphoto

LONDON — U.S. Secretary of State, Alexander Haig, leaves
London's Churchill Hotel, Tuesday for London's Heathrow airport for
a flight to Washington, where he will brief President Reagan on the
latest developments in the Falkland crisis.
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INVITATION. . .
TO YOUNG Catholic men with idealism
and courage to join over 800 Columbian
Fahers serving the poor and needy in eight
Third World countries. For more informa-
tion on the missionary priesthood, write:

COLUMBIAN FATHERS
310 Adams Street, Quincy, Mass. 02169
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Wanted Summer '82

CAMP NATCHEZ
Fine Co-ed Camp

located in the Berkshire Mtns.
Is looking for exciting active people with
abundant energy for the following positions:

General Counselors, Backpacking,
Campcraft, Sailing, Boating, WSI,

Environmental Ecology, Soccer, Sports,
Photography, Germanics

We will be on campus Wed. April 14th in

room 802 of the Campus Center from 10 am
to 4 pm. Please drop in or call the Student
Employment Office for an appointment.
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Fr. Ritter talks about Covenant House
Colle giy^n 3

ByPAULBELVAL
Collegian Staff

Covenant House, a non profit agency in the Times
Square area of New York City, tries to help and
rehabilitate the more than 10,000 child prostitutes who
frequent that area. seUing their bodies for organized
arime. Rev. Bruce Ritter. the founder and executive
du^ctor of convenant House, said last night in a speech at
the Student Union Ballroom.

Father Ritter said the children come to thTstiTX^^e
house for refuge after running away from home or the
pimps that they work for.

Fr. Ritter said most of the children who come to
Covenant House are young runaways who have two
choices in life, prostitution or jail. He said his agency offers
them a third alternative, a safe place to live, away from the
pimps and mobsters who expfoit them for their bodies.

Fr. Ritter said most of the chUdren in Covenant House
are runaways whose parents refuse to take them back
after their careers as prostitutes.

"We try to get them to go home." he said. "Usually when
we caU home we're told by the parents. 'We don't want
them back. If you send them home, well have them

arrested." The saddest day of the year is not ChrLitmas or
Easter. It's Mother's Day. A lot of my kids cry on Mother's
Day.

Fr. Ritter said medically, the biggest problem he con-
fronts with children is venereal disease.

"Most of my kids have V.D. When one of the kids has a
sore throat, we give him a throat culture for strep and
gonorrhea. Half the time, it's gonorrhea." he said.

Fr. Ritter said the state of New York has told him that
Covenant House reports the greatest incidence of V.D. of
any hospital clinic or agency in the state.

Fr. Ritter said a quarter of the children in his agency are
under the age of fifteen, and another quarter are between
15 and 16. The last half of the people served by Covenant
House are 17 to 20 years old.

Last year, he said Covenant House handled 12,000
chUdren. and he expects to handle another 15,000 this
year.

Of the children who come to the agency. Fr. Ritter said
he is able to rehabilitate 30 percent of them by either
finding them jobs or sending them home to their parents.
However, the other 70 percent go back to prostituting
themselves on the street.

CHILD PROSTITUTION - Rev. Bruce «it.-
ter, founder and executive director of Covenant
House, a New York City agency which deals
with runaways and child prostitutes, talked
about his experiences in New York's East
Village last night in the Student Union
Ballroom.

QUACK QUACK — Jeremy Stevens takes a break to feed the ducks

Cigarette tax will be discussed

. J I—nT 1 • »T .

.

* ollegian photo by Drew Ogitr
at Look Park in Northampton, before the arrival of the blizzard of 82.

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

A proposed cigarette tax which would
provide approximately $28 million in loans
and scholarships for higher education will
be discussed by Senator John Olver (D-
Amherst) at tonight's Undergraduate
Student Senate meeting at 7 p.m. in room
163 of the Campus Center.
The proposal, supported by Democratic

members of the state senate, would make
cigarettes subject to a 5 percent sales tax
in addition to the 21 cents ah-eady taxed
per pack. .-T

The fair trade law applied to cigarettes*
requiring that they be sold at least 12.4
percent above the state wholesale cost of
72 cents would be repealed. Supporters of
the bill have said the repeal might
maintain cigarette prices at the present
level, as it would increase manufacturer's
competition.

Presidents of colleges throughout the
state told senators yesterday they would
support the bill, especially with the rising
costs in tuition predicted for next year.
Over 10,000 students at UMass-

Amherst face cuts in aid between
projected decreases in federal aid due to
President Reagan's proposed budget cuts.

and the results of Proposition 2 Vi. a tax-
cutting measure passed by voters in 1980.

University of Massachusetts President

David C. Knapp said parents "can't keep
up" with tuition increases of about 500
percent over the past ten years and plan
for their own futures too. "especially with
social security weakened."
According to the Associated Press, "the

proposal has been admitted for con-
sideration in the House and Senate, and
passage appears certain."

Student Government Association Public
Policy Committee Chair. Kenneth Moore,
said the excise tax bill is a "very bold,
innovative step toward meeting a very
serious problem."

"It will be a difficult proposal to argue
against," Moore said.

Those supporting the bill said it has not
yet been determined how the funding will
be divided between sources like loans,
scholarships and work-study programs.

"I can't imagine any year when a state
initiative like this would be more im
portant," said Harvard President Derek
Bok in an AP wire story of the proposal.

"This may be the most beneficial use of
cigarettes since the invention of tobacco,"
Northeastern University President
Kenneth Ryder said in an AP story.
Moore added that Representative

James Collins (D-Amherst) will speak to
the student senate on April 21 about the
present state of the budget and how it will
affect higher education in Massachusetts.

UPC announces acts performing
at the three day Pond Series
By ROB CROWLEY
Collegian Staff

The Union Program CouncO (UPC)
yesterday released the names of seven acts
that will perform at the three free Pond
Series concerts to be held April 30. May 1.
and May 2 by the Campus Center Pond.
The bands that have confirmed are David

Bromberg. Billy Cobham, Johnny
Copeland, Rick Danko and His Band of
Friends. Taj Mahal. Toots and the Maytals
and The New Grass Revival, according to
UPC talent coordinator Frank Gironda.
UPC will announce the band lineup for

each show just prior to the event, according
to Gironda, to discourage people who are
not University of Massachusetts students
from attending.

"We don't want people calling their
friends and telling them to come up

Saturday because so and so is playing,"
Gironda said. 'This is for UMass students
and not the community."
According to Gironda UPC will distribute

handbills around campus prior to the Pond
Series that will list the date and time each
act will perform. Gironda is not yet sure if

one handbill will be distributed listing all

three concerts or if UPC will hand out
separate flyers for each concert.
Gironda said that additional acts of

similar caliber to the bands already booked
may be added to the Pond Series, but that
none have yet confirmed.
"As you see all the entertainment is

about the same caliber. We do have other
offers that have not been confirmed yet,"
Gironda said.

The Pond Series concerts are being held
instead of the traditional Community Day,
usually held at the University Stadium.

MANDATORY STAFF MEETING
for Collegian members tomorrow night at 8 in the
newsroom. All should attend. Important matters to be
discussed.

r
Schedule booklets for the Fall 1982 semester will be distributed

in the Campus Center Concourse from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Friday
and Saturday. After that date, they will be available in the Schedul-
ing Office, 168 Whitmore.
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Dean and Woodward to speak on
their involvement in Watergate
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Tuition advance fund suggested

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

Ex-presidential aide John Dean and
newspaper reporter Bob Woodward will
speak next week at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst on their ex-
periences and involvement in the
Watergate scandal.

Former North Carolina Sen. Sam Ervin,
originally scheduled to speak at the
Distinguished Visitors Program (DVP)
presenution. cancelled due to illness and
was replaced by Woodward.
Dean is the author of Blind Ambition, a

book detailing his experiences as counsel to
President Richard M. Nixon in the
Watergate scandal.

Dean wants to impress upon the audience
the personal and professional lessons to be
learned from his own unique vantage point
in Watergate, according to DVP. Dean will
share personal insights into how the scandal
could have happened, according to DVP,
and will discuss how "even for a person of
modest ambition, it is so easy to be carried

away."

Woodward, currently the metropolitan
editor of the Washington Post, won national
acclaim after his participation with Carl
Bernstein in the investigation of the
Watergate scandal. Their coverage of this
and subsequent scandals in the Nixon
administration resulted in a Pulitzer Prize
for the Post and two best-selling books, All
the President's Men and The Final Days.
Woodward is also co-author of The
Brethren, a best-seller about the U.S.
Supreme Court.

Tammy Leibowitz, co-chairperson of
DVP, said Dean's appearance cost $2,500
and Woodward's cost Sis.OOO.

The event is scheduled for 8 p.m.
Thursday, April 22 at the Fine Arts Center.
Admission is $2 for UMass students and $4
for the genera! public.

Sue Chiocchio, DVP co-chairperson, said
the film All the President's Men will be
presented by DVP two days prior to the
lecture to inform and promote interest
about the upcoming speakers.

FRAMINGHAM (AP) - A tuition ad-

vance fund to help finance higher education
and putting some students in debt for 20
years after their graduation was suggested
yesterday by Dr. John Silber, president of

Boston University.

New ways must be found to help students
finance their educations if the "freedom of

choice" to attend high-priced private

colleges is to continue, Silber said in a
speech to the New England Associated
Press News Executives Association.

Silber proposed replacing the current
federal student loan system with a tuition

advance fund in which all students,
regardless of their parents' income, would

be able to borrow up to $7,000 a year or a
maximum $28,000.

Once they were working, students would
be required to pay back 50 percent more
than they borrowed through a payroll
deduction system administered by the
Internal Revenue Service.

Under the proposal, it would take most
students 20 or more years to repay the
money they borrowed plus the surcharge.

""There is no way that a recipient of the
tuition advance fund could fail to repay
what had been advanced to him except by
death, disabUity or unemployment, and
those are three singularly unattractive
options," Silber said.

Campus Pond rope pull is revived
By JOHN IGO
Collegian Correspondent

Tau Beta" Pi, the engineering honor
society, is reviving the traditional rope pull
across Campus Pond at the University of
Massachusetts on May 5 from 1:30 to 5:00
p.m.

The engineering students are trying to
recapture the past "UMass spirit" by
holding the event which used to be a
popular campus activity. The Physical
Plant has approved and encouraged the
event although the date has iot yet been
fmahzed and may change, said society
spokesperson Deborah Page.
"The rope pull is open to all students and

faculty and prizes will go to the winning
teams." Page said. "The first place team
will have their names engraved on the
'Annual Revival Plaque," he said.

The large mural in the Campus Center b>

Phyllis Gardner depicting the rope pull in
the 1920s is what gave the engineering
students the idea. Page said. The event was
started in 1907 at what was then the
Massachusetts Agricultural College. It was
a regular event at UMass until it was
discontinued in the early 1960s due to
lopsided teams and such practices as one
team tying the end of their rope to a jeep.

The rope pull will be held as a 32-team
tournament. Each single-elimination match
will be five minutes long and teams will be
given a short time to rest between matches.
The maxinfum weight limit is 1700 lbs. per
team to ensure fairness. Page said. There is
an entrance fee of $20 per team.

Teams may register today and Friday of
this week and Tuesdays and Thursdays of
the remaining weeks before the event at
the rope pull table on the Campus Center
Concourse.

TONIGHT

PUD MUG NIGHT
with

JIM PLUNKETT
— '35c Beers —

Pub Mugs

$1.00 Cover with this ad

AP Laacrf»hoto

SHE LIFTED A CAR - Angela Cavallo. a
grandmother of two, poses with her son, Tony,
right, and a visitor from the neighborhood,
Johnny Edwards at her home in Lawrenceville,
GA. Tony was knocked unconscious when the
jack dropped the car he was repairing and it

fell. She says prayer helped her lift the car as
Johnny ran for help. Neighbors replaced the
jack and pulled Tony out.
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Graduate student senate vote
in president by acclamation

Collegian 6

By LAURIE FISHER
Collegian Correspondent

The Graduate Student Senate (GSS) at
the University of Massachusetts voted 19 in
favor with one abstention by acclamation to
re-elect Jack A. Delmond as president and
voted unanimously to elect Sanjive Dugal
as vice president of the GSS, last night.
The decision to vote by acclimation was

made by members on the basis that since
Delmond and Dugal were running unop-
posed an election would be a waste of time
and money. Last year the same pair ran
unexposed and the election was held
because of referendums, Dehnond said.
Delmond, elected for his third year, said

he planned to work for graduate student
representation on the research council.
Currently, there are no graduate students
on the council.

"We are also trying to unionize teaching
assistants (TAs) on the UMass campus,
they are one of the only groups not covered
by a union contract and are the first af-
fected by budget cuts," Delmond said.

Delmond said he hoped to work on
"external contacts," improve relations with
the Massachusetts legislature, the board of
trustees (UMass), and to reorganize contact

with the Legal Services Office (LSO). which
is presently functioning without the input of
the GSS.

Dugal, working on his Ph.D. in food
resource economics, said he wiU continue to
devote a lot of time to unionizing the TAs
and a GSS response to the Long Range Plan
is forthcoming.

Delmond and Dugal agreed that this year
was a success for the GSS, they were able
to work together to attain their goals. The
graduate forum, a series of lectures
presented monthly by well known people,
will begin this Sunday. The forum has
received funding from the graduate school
and will expose graduate students to
subjects outside their own discipline,
Delmond said.

This year the GSS sent five graduates led
by Terry Szold, executive officer, to
Washington D.C. to protest and tobby
against the proposed budget cuts and for
the guaranteed student loans. The trip was
a success, Szold said last night.

Nominations closed for executive officer
last night with Gregg Graham, Jim Wilson,
and Barbara Baker running for the position.
The GSS will vote on executive officer and
treasurer on April 27. Paul Weiss, the
current treasurer, is running unopposed.

Governor's canidate Lakian
supports higher education
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

The future of higher education in

Massachusetts wUl depend on the im-
plementation of a permanent, tax-based
funding program. Republican gubernatorial
candidate John Lakian said yesterday at
the University of Massachusetts.
Lakian said his long range "funding

mechanism" is in contrast to the proposed
cigarette tax now being supported in the
state legislature. This sales tax would help
finance a $28 million higher education
scholarship and loan program.

Lakian called the tax an "off the cuff
proposal stemming from more of the same
election year rhetoric.

With present funding allocations being
decided on a yearly basis, Lakian said,
college presidents are forced to persist in
lobbying the state legislature like "serfs
begging their owners."

Lakian, an investment counselor from
Westwood, said that as private colleges and
universities become "prohibitively more
expensive" in the 1980's, over half the
student population will be moving into the
state higher education system.

Continued on page 13

Lakian outlines the issues
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

John Lakian, canidate for the Republi-
cian nomination for governor said his main
concerns if elected are improving the finan-
cial situation of Massachusetts, fighting
crime and improving the quality of life in

the state.

"I will centrally computerize the state
budget accounting system so we have ins-

tant access to the state's cash flow," he
said during an hour and a half long news
conference at the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst yesterday.

Lakian, who was endorsed by the
Republican State Convention for governor
last month said the computer accounting
system was necessary because the Com-
monwealth has no accurate count of the
number of state employees.
"When we know exactly when, where,

and how our tax dollars are being spent, we
can intelligently isolate and cut the fat,"

Lakian said.

Lakian commented on other issues. He
said the death penalty should be reinstuted

to deter crime. Other societies do not need
the death penatly because "their socties

Continued on page IS^

Sanjive Dugal
Collepan photo by Vine* DcWitt
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Jaclc Delmond

THEWOK

SPRING DINNER SPECIAL
MON., TUES. & WED. 310 P.M. ONLY $3.99

I' n'
'^,?on»»«8S Chicken Breast with fresh Broccoli & Pork-fried Rice

2. Pork Chop (2 pieces) with fresh Broccoli & Pork-fried Rice
3. Choice Rib-eye Steak with fresh BroccoH & Pork-fried Rice
4. Seafood Special (fried Shrimp, Scallops & Fish) with fresh Broccoli &

Pork-fried Rice
5. Beef with Mixed Vegetables with 2 fried Shrimp & Pork-fried Rice
6. Chicken with Mixed Vegetables with 2 Teriyaki Beef & Pork fried Rice
7. Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables with 1 Egg Roil & Pork-fried Rice
8. Scallops with Mixed Vegetables with 3 Chicken Fmqers 8.

Pork-fried Rice
9. Sweet & Sour Dishes (choice of Chicken. Pork or Shnmp) 4

Pork-fried Rice

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL 586 1202

48 RUSSELL ST., HADLEY, MASS.

Spring Photo
Recruitment
Meeting

Good weather
means lots of
photos! Thursday
night, April 15,

7:30 in Rm. 177

Campus Center.

Start
every day
refreshed!
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nRST YEAR OUTOF(DLilGE

BUIWNaWORKE^ DAMtRAVEDAROAD^
AND BUILTmo CHOPPER RADS.

"Most of the engineers I grad-

uated with probably wound up as an
assistant engineer to somebody else.

Maybe doing the details for somebody
else's design or supervising some
small aspect of construction.

"But my first year as an
Engineer Lt., I've designed many of
my own projects and supervised the
construction on everything from
baseball dugouts to the concrete work
on a dam. Earthmoving, grading, fill-

ing, paving, concrete work, masonry
—you name it, I've supervised it.

"Whether I stay in the

Army or go into civilian construction

work later, I've got experience that

st)me engineers won't have when
they're 30!"

2nd Lt Frank Quackenbush ma)ored in civil

engineering at the Universiry of Arizona and was
a member of Army RCTC

Army ROTC got Frank

Quackenbush off to a good start in his

field. It can do the same for you
whether you're a civil engineer or an
English major. For more information
stop by the Army ROTC office on
campus.

And begin your future as

an officer.

Contact:

Captain Patrick Merrynnan
545-2321
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Thesis Paper
& Thesis Binders

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

Dieting outlined in SW play

VORK IN DRITAIN

WORK AND STUDY
IN IRELAND

COME TO THE PRESEMTATION
7:00 PM. THURS APRIL 15

CAMPUS CENTER 900

THE
WOK

LOUNGE

FOOD FRIGHT

By ROBIN MANDEL
Collegian Staff

Mocha mm cake, chocolate mousse, and creamy
chocolate eclairs are just some of the foods which one
should not be afraid to include in a daily diet because of the
high calorie count, according to actresses in a play who
performed last night at the Hampden Theater in

Southwest.

Food Fright, scripted and performed by Barbara Harr-
ington, a University of Massachusetts student and Susan
Clement, a member of the Northampton Present Stage
theater, was an appetizing account of the do's and don'ts
of dieting. Harrington and Clement performed about 10
skits with the accompanying pianist Gisele Litalien.
The play opened up with Litalien singing "Food is the

Mood," using lyrics like eating like a pig and bringing
home the bacon, to set the ri^t atmospheric conditions
for the audience. Harrington and Clement then, proceed-
ed to show the audience how media influences one's eating
habits by bringing on "Shiriey Shapely," a lifesize model
to give the scoop on the stars and their inneundos about
weight control.

Through the descriptions of various, dangerous diets —
the Beverly Hill Diet and the Rita Hayworth Diet - Harr-

mgton and Clement try to point out that this path to
dieting is a dangerous one. In another skit, they point out
that even though to some people, dieting may mean a gain
of self-control over one's body, it can get out of control
when one becomes obsessed by the food one eats. The
possibility of side effects like digestive disorders, loss of
sexual desire and just plain physical exhaustion might take
place if one maintains these diets for long lengths of time.

The best part of the play was realizing that everybody
has this fear of being overweight at some time or another.
Harrington and Clement relayed experiences that cwild
have hi4)pened to any person in sooety. The important
thing is that one should not feel guUty about eating food.
When one sees a fat lady walldng down the street, one
shouldn't snicker or lau^ but instead notice the proud
way in which she carries her body. When one has a desire
for some kind of fool, go out and buy something and share
it with a friend, maldng the whole eating process a fun
thing to do.

To view eating in this manner is a healthy way to live
and that is why the audience seemed to enjoy this presen-
tation so much. The acting was good and the theme was
presented in a clear manner. The soft flow of the piano
was just enough to create a relaxing effect upon the au-
dience. The idea of sharing food makes one want to run
home and share a Boston cream pie with a roommate.
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University of Massachusetts Police reported yesterday
an arrest on a default warrant, an incident of malicious
destruction, and two acts of larceny over $100.
Mark D. Polin. 19, of Pierpont Dormitory in the

Southwest residential Area, was arrested at 5:04 pm.
Monday on a warrant issued by Hampshire District Court
for default, police said. Police said their report did not in-
dicate what the default was for.

In other areas, an act of malicious destruction was
reported to police Monday when a 1976 tan Plymouth
parked on Infirmary Way reportedly had received damage
to the front grill, sometime over the weekend police said.
The owner said he remembered reading an article in the
Collegian where someone had been kickmg cars near Brett

Dormitory in the Central Residential Area and this pro-
mpted him to call them, police said.

The police are investigating the incident.
In an unrelated incident, police said the owner of a

Plymouth parked in P-lot near Alumni Stadium reported
two rear tires and rims stolen from the vehicle. The inci-
dent, reported on Monday, occurred sometime between
Sunday April 4, and Monday, police said, but wasn't
reported sooner because the owner hadn't seen the vehicle
during that time period.

There are no suspects, police said.

Police said they received a report of clothing reportedly
stolen from a room in Webster Dormitory in the Orchard
Hill Residential Area. The incident was reported Monday
and included various types of clothing valued at $430,
police said.
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European movement because of his statements to the
press since he has taken office.

"Everytime he opened his mouth you could hear the
footsteps as another 10,000 joined the demonstrations,"
he said.

American government is "moving toward more hawkish
standards on almost every conceivable issue," he said.
Although we are led to believe just the opposite, the

United States actually has more nuclear warheads than
the Soviet Union, Smith said. He added, however, that
this does not necessarily mean the U.S. is militarily
superior to the Soviets.

He said 20 large nuclear weapons would destroy
England, and that less than one tenth of the Soviet arsenal

would wipe out the United States. He said that since there
are weapons in both countries to destroy the world many
times over, there is no need to continue the arms buildup.
The reason the United States government is not con-

sidering a nuclear arms freeze is because they want to
bargain from a position of strength. Smith said. He added
that this attitude is not conducive to promoting world
peace and stopping the arms movement.
He said nuclear war would probably be fought in Europe

because most of the missiles of both countries are there. A
European nuclear war between the Soviets and the United
States would be, in Smith's words, a "theater nuclear
war" in which the Europeans would be the actors and the
United States would be the directors and the audience.
The audience would eventually be forced to participate, he
said.
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One arrested on default warrant
At 1:30 a.m. yesterday a Greenfield man

was stopped for speeding by an Amherst
policeman and subsequently arrested on a
default warrant out of South Hadley.
Jose L. Pacheco, 24. of Greenfield, was

stopped on North Pleasant Street by an
officer radar-clocking the speed of
motorists, and arrested after a routine
police check revealed that there was a
default warrant for speeding out of South
Hadley on him. Pacheco was picked up by
South Hadley police a short time after the

Speech on the computer age
imtr^°^ll^"fi"prriTM^'^'"" ^i ^' *"«^«^ "-^^ q^e^tion; -Willputer Age will be given by UMass Pro- machines be intelligent'" The talk is the

pT'in i'e^'ai^ou^^L'^'A^r '' ' jast in the Chancellor's I^ll^^e Sries1p.m. m the Campus Center Auditorium. is free and open to the public.

arrest, Amherst police said.
In other police business, at 8 p.m.

Monday the manager of an Amherst cinema
called police to report a disturbance in
progress at the cinema. The man causing
the disturbance left when asked to do so by
police. He later arrived at the Amherst
police station, became abusive, refused to
leave and was taken into protective
custody.

management, demographics and
programming.
The goal of the convention is to network

New England college radio.

Heidi Christensen. WMUA station
manager, said "the grandiose lecture
format found at large national conventions"
is being carefully avoided. She said the "ask
the expert" approach is being put aside in
favor of discussions and information
sharing. Discussion leaders will be drawn
from the professional sector as well as
several of the participating college

Karate demonstration

representatives.

The convention is financed in part by
grants received from the UMass Student
Government Association, the Arts Council
and the Dean of Students.
Walk-in registrations will be accepted.

The registration fee is $14 and can be paid
on the ninth floor of Campus Center from 9
a.m. to noon Saturday. The fee includes all

workshops, banquet at 6:30 p.m. Saturday,
and closing brunch at 1 p.m. Sunday.

-MIKE MAHONEY

SUSAN RING

There will be a demonstration of karate
and kobudo Thursday at 11 a.m. in the Stu-
dent Union Ballroom at the University of

Massachusetts. The demonstration will be
free and open to the public.

Tip O'Neill and Lt. Gov. O'Neill

to speak at education rally

Historian to speak
Local historian Jim Smith will speak

tomorrow night on "Blacks in Amherst,
1728-1880" at a meeting of the Amherst
Historical Society at 7:30 in the Burnett

Gallery of the Jones Library. A question
and answer session will follow the speech,
which is free and open to the public.

Thomas P. "Tip" O'NeiU Jr., D-Mass..
Speaker of the U.S. House of Represen-
tatives, and his son, Lt. Gov. Thomas
O'Neill III, will speak at a rally for
education at noon today in the Student
Union Ballroom.

Both O'Neills are seeking election this
November, with the Speaker seeking re-
election to his House seat, and the younger
O'Neill running for governor.

Speaker O'NeiU wUl discuss education on
the federal level, and the lieutenant
governor wiU speak on state education
policy.

The event, arranged by Students
Advocating Financial Aid and the
University of Massachusetts Democratic
Student Association, is free and open to the
public.

Course on karate offered Federal fraud witness found dead
Kimo Wall, a sixth degree black belt with

over 30 years of experience in karate, will
offer a special course on basic Okinawan
weapons for the remainder of the

semester. The first meeting will be held
April 19 in the North Physical Education
Building Room 153 and all interested
pesons are welcome to attend.

UMass will host New England
collegiate radio convention

the University of Massachusetts Amherst The convention, which will be heldcampus this weekend as WMUA-FM and Friday and Saturday. wUl feature a variety
the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System of workshops such as station marketing

NEW YORK (AP) - A witness in a
federal fraud probe was found shot to death
in an aUey yesterday, one day after she was
abducted from a rooftop garage by a
gunman who killed three CBS employees
when they tried to help her.

Police also said a friend and co-worker of
the dead woman had been missing for more
than three months and was possibly a fifth
victim of the killer.

The dead woman, Margaret Barbera, 34,
of Queens, and the missing woman, Jenny
Sue Chin, 46, of Teaneck, N.J., both
worked at the Candor Diamond Corp. at 15
W. 45th St. in Manhattan. The firm, owned
by Irwin Margolies of Scarsdale, was forced

into bankruptcy last year.
In a court deposition filed last November,

Margolies' lawyer, Henry Oestereicher,
said Margolies owned four pistols and had
once threated to "kill her (Miss Barbera) or
break every bone in her body."

Police spokesman Lou Roesman said he
did not know if Margolies was considered a
suspect at this time.
Miss Barbera's body was found Tuesday

morning face down in a lower Manhattan
alley with a gunshot wound to the back of
her head. Police said she had been abducted
in a van from the West Side parking lot
where the CBS employees were chased
down and executed one by one Monday
evening.

April 14 in cooperation with Governor's Program Council

"CATCH" an original & exciting evening of comedy
TONIGHT 3 leading comics from NY's CatchA Rising Star will perform the best of Catch as well
as the lucky winner from THIS TUESDAYS Amateur
Night ONLY $2.00

"Catch" Alumni

John Pat
BELUSHI, BENETAR,

Chevy David
CHASE, BRENNER,

Robert
KLEIN

Duke Ellington Committee presents

and the

«i*<^

$UM

A combination ofJAZZ
FUNK, & LATIN textures

Teruo - bass

Bill Washer - electric guitar

Bob Metzner - flute and sax
Gerry Niewood - saxaphone
Brian Brake - drums
Chuggy Carter - percussion(^nuggy uaner - percussion . • i ^ _ ^
Jay Byalick - keyboard & synthesizers April 15 $2.00

produced with the Asian American Students Association

"The most impressive pop-rock debut
since the emergence of E/vis Costello five

years ago. .
.

"

NY Tinies 5/17/81

AT THE BLUE WALL
With th« Mus«um Dir«cktors

April 16
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BILLY GRAHAM
The Man Behind the Message

Away from the limelight with the world's best known evangelist.

From the glass towers of Manhattan to native
villages In Nigeria, people of all ages and every walk of
life come to hear Billy Graham. For more than thirty
years he and his team have preached face-to-face to
nearly 100 million people, with hundreds of millions
more receiving his message through television, radio,
and films. 1,100,000 attended the closing session of
his Seoul, Korea Crusade, one of the largest gather-
ings of Its kind in history of Christianity. Why do they
come? Who is this man?
Growing gp on his father's dairy farm during the

Great Depressiorl; Billy Graham had no Inkling that he
would becme the world's best known evangelist. His
P9rents were deeply comitted Christians, but "Billy
Frank" was not particularly religious and was thinking
of becoming a professional baseball player. Then, at
age 16, he took the step he now asks other people
around the world to take; he accepted Christ as Lord
of his life. A few years later while attending Bible Col-
lege he sensed the call to preach. It was perhaps the
most difficult decision of Billy's life for it meant being
willing to go anywhere for God at any time. Then,
too, he had reservations about some aspects of
evangelism, particularly an emphasis on emotionalism
and the prevailing view fostered by the film "Elmer
Gantry" that some evangelists were in the ministry for
financial gain. But after much prayer he said yes, and
the most widely publicized evangelistic ministry of our
time was born.

Bible College had given Billy a solid foundation in
the Scriptures but he was then, as he is now, an avid
reader and enthusiastic learner, and the added
academic background to his Biblical knowledge by
enrolling at prestigious Wheaton College in Illinois.

Wheaton gave him more than an education. It was
there that Billy fell In love - at first sight, he says - with
a beautiful fellow student, Ruth McCue Bell, daughter
of a missionary surgeon in China. Ruth had many
other admirers but there was something special
about the tall, serious young preacher from North
Carolina, and in 1943 they were married. After
graduating from college, Billy joined "Youth for
Christ," an organization designed to bring the Gospel
of Jesus Christ to youth and servicemen during the
World War II. With "Youth for Christ" he preached
across the United States and Europe, steadily emerg-
ing as an evangelist.

In 1949 he conducted such a meeting in Los
Angeles and with this he unknowingly set in motion
the events that would make him famous. The Los
Angeles meetings opened in September, scheduled
to run for three weeks. Eight weeks later they came to
a triumphant conclusion. It was generally agreed that
there had been nothing like the crowds that flowed in-
to the tent at the corner of Washington Blvd. and Hill

Street since Billy Sunday's New York Crusade three
decades earlier.

The Los Angeles Examiner gave the meetings ban-
ner headlines v hich were picked up by other papers
across the cour> y as well as by the Associated Press.
Sparked by Loo Angeles, a very successful Boston
meeting followed and invitations began coming to Bil-

ly from cities across the country and the world.
Today Billy Graham Is perhaps at the height of his

ministry. An international Christian leader, he is the

f'x

Billy Graham at Cambridge England
confidant of royalty and presidents, yet the comforter
of the poor, the oppressed, the prisoner and the
unknown. Famous people have come to Christ
because of his ministry, as have multitudes of not-so-
famous men, women and young people who have
recognized in Billy's message the answer to their own
deepest and often unexpressed needs. His ministry
and influence have been recognized by a broad spec-
trum of the religious community. The American
Jewish Committee honored Billy with Its first Inter-
religious Award. Many of the public meetings during
his tour of Poland were hosted by Roman Catholic
churches and cathedrals. The Most Reverend Robert
Runcle, 102nd Archbishop of Canterbury, invited Billy
to his enthronement at Canterbury Cathedral in ex-
press appreciation of Billy's Impact on his life and
ministry. The Gallup Poll finds Billy Graham year after
year among the top ten of the world's most admired
men. He has preached in crusades on every continent
and In almost every major country on earth. At an
age when most men begin gearing down for retire-
ment, this man presses vigorously ahead in a work
that takes him hundreds of thousands of grueling
miles around the globe each year.

Billy Graham goes "home" to a small town in the
rriountains of North Carolina where he and his wife
live. At home, the Grahams attend the local
Presbytenan church where Mrs. Graham Is a member
Billy IS an ordained Baptist minister but he frequently
attends churches of other denominations In his
travels. The Grahams, who are often away, still find
time to be active In theif hdmetown affairs; they have

'^BXi''n'^'Rnthr 'k^"^
everybody knows them.

Billy and Ruth Graham are parents of five children
and grandparents of fifteen. Muhammad Ali, a recent
visitor best describes Billy's life away from the
limelight: "I thought he'd live on a thousand acre
farm, but (with Billy driving) we drove up to this
house made of logs. No mansion with crystal
chandeliers and gold carpets, but the kind of house a
man of God would livt? in."

Collegian 9
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Billy Graham at Cambridge England

Seven Campus Tour
When the New England Billy Graham Crusade Is

held this spring, it will not be limited to one city or one
week of meetings. Instead, It will involve many cities
and universities throughout the New England States.
Beginning In April, Billy Graham will give evangelistic
lectures at seven New England colleges and univer-
sities; and, during April and May, seven major New
England cities will hold Crusade meetings before the
Crusade in Boston, Massachusetts, May 30 through
June 6 at Boston University's NIckerson Field.

After the original Planning Committee made clear
to Dr. Graham that the invitation to New England in-
cluded a unique sweep of college campuses, 17 for-
mal invitations were received from colleges and
universities across New England. While the number of
lectures had to be limited to a few campuses, eight
actual lectures have been scheduled with Billy
Graham speaking at Northeastern University In
Boston on April 15; University of Massachusetts In
Amherst on April 16; Yale University In New Haven,
Connecticut, on April 19; at the Harvard-Kennedy
School of Government in Cambridge on April 20; Har-
vard University in Cambridge on April 21; Boston Col-
lege in Boston on April 22; Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (M.I.T.) in Cambridge on April 28; and at
Dartmouth College in Hanover, New Hampshire on
May 26.

The lectures are the result of invitations by student
groups on the campuses. The foremost criteria was
the commitment and coalition of the Christian com-
munity on campuses that issued the invitation. Dr.
Graham desires for his ministry to complement what
is happening on campus already, where It will be a
constructive part of an ongoing ministry.

When Dr. Graham addresses the seven major New
England college campuses, his approach will reflect
the milieu and mindset of these potential future
leaders of our country. Crusade officials explained.
Because of the climate in the academic institutions,
the evangelistic mesage will be tailored to reach the
students.

It's more the Idea of free Inquiry, where Dr.
Graham presents what we know and believe to be the
truth, and Invites students to consider it and respond
to it. So, it is just a free exchange of ideas. That's
what we're shooting for. Dr. Graham and the General
Committee felt that students need a direct approach,
a one-on-one encounter with him", according to Greg
Strand, Collegaite Coordinator for the Billy Graham
Evangelistic Association.

In this evangelistic lecture format. Dr. Graham will
not be offering the conventional invitation to come
foHA/ard that he does for the city Crusades; rather, he
will present a challenge for students and faculty to
seriously consider the message especially in view of
current world situations and nuclear tension.
Thomas Hawkes, Assistant Collegiate Coordinator

stated about the collegiate campus, "It's a different
place. There are different people who have different
ways of responding. Students are much more critical
and cynical, and less church-oriented than people
who attend the city Crusade, They won't respond as
well to those things in a typical Crusade setting, that
are geared to people who are familiar with the
church." Strand added, "What Dr. Graham wants to
do is make sure that people understand what the
Gospel really says and that they have an opportunity
to respond in a way that is not threatening. His pur-
pose in coming to New England campuses is to serve
and help students and faculty by clearly com-
municating the Gospel of Christ, of hope, and of
peace."

Billy Graham Invited to
Address Peace Conference

In Moscow <

Billy Graham has just accepted an invitation to pro-
claim the Gospel and to address a conference of
religious leaders in Moscow in early May, 1982. Prior
to his Moscow trip he will be speaking on the same
topic on university campuses across New England.
He has been invited by Patriarch Pimen of Moscow

to attend a worship service on May 9 at an Orthodox
Cathedral In Moscow and to proclaim the Gospel to
the congregation during the morning liturgy while ex-
tending fraternal greetings.

At the evening service Dr. Graham will be
preaching at the Moscow Baptist Church, which has
5,500 members.
On Tuesday, May 11, Billy Graham will address a

conference convened by Patriarch Pimen. Interna-
tional religious leaders representing many major
religions will be there; it is not just a conference of
Christian leaders. He will be attending the conference
as an observer. Dr. Graham will be speaking from the
Bible on the Christian's understanding of peace in a
nuclear age. The official title of the conference is

"World Conference: Religious Workers for Saving the
Sacred Gift of Life from Nuclear Catastrophe."

In a recent news release Dr. Graham said, "It is my
sincere prayer that this visit will make at least a small
contribution to better understanding between the
peoples of the Soviet Union, the United States and
other countries of the world. We trade with each
other, we have cultural exchanges, and we have con-
tinued political negotiations in spite of our dif-

ferences. I think It is now time that we move into a
spiritual dimension as well. My purpose in going to
the Soviet Union is spiritual, and It is not my intention
to become involved In political or Ideological issues."

Thit it an advertlMment for Billy Qraham This an advortitement for Billy Graham.
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Letters
EDITORIAL/OPINION

cojjsgian u

The Ombudsboard is a diversion from the basic issues
To the Editor:

The CoUegian erroneously gave my endorsement in an
article today to an ombudsboard created by the board of
editors last night by quoting me out of context.
As a staff member who had to resign her position asWomen s Editor of the CoUegian to gain access to the

editorial/opimon pages to expose a sexist attitude in a
CoUegian news story. I see the ombudsboard as a diversion
from the two basic issues involved in my forced
resignation.

One. that it is in the interest of the CoUegian and the
community that every sUff and board member have access
to the editorial/opion page for responsible criticism of a
substantive issue to the public.

And two. that it is in the best interest of the CoUegian
and the community that the Women's Department be

allowed to expose sexism in the CoUegian as well as in the
community. If this function is denied, male bias in the news
will not be overcome. The Women's Department of the
CoUegian was created in 1977 in response to charges of
sexism from CoUegian staff and the UMass community.
The events of the last few days prove the CoUegian

management's commitment is to maintain a false image of
the ideals of the paper, rather than actually examine their
own biases and weaknesses that are apparent to readers
every day.

Tonight, the CoUegian staff has the opportunity to
overturn the decision of the board and promote responsible
journalism.

KeUy Malley

Amherst

Editorial lacks understanding of present political dilemmas
To the Editor

My letter is in response to an article which appeared in
Monday s CoUegian entitled. "Smile!. We've made Ronnie
Reagan," written by Dave McCarthy. Mr. McCarthy truly
outdid himself in a satirical anecdote of our executive
branch's power elite and it certainly warrants some
feedback. Aside from the fact that the story had no basis in
reality, it was also written in very poor taste. The dissent
and helplessness of Dave and his foUowecs rings out loudly
in his liberal diatribe and, like so many other editorials
previously published, it lacks comprehensive un-
derstanding of the present intriguing political dilemmas.

In his article Dave criticized President Reagan for an
occasional mistatement and for having been an actor (six
times elected president of the Screen Actors GuUd), but he
failed to mention the President's time spent as Governor of
CaJiforhia. Regardless of the President's infrequent
mistakes, the Reagan team is top-flight. Mr. Haig. Mr,
Weinberger and Mr. Stockman together are slowly

stabilizing Africa and Eastern Europe and the U.S. is
backing a civilian-junta government in El Salvador.
For the second month in a row. the Consumer Price

Index has dropped by 1.7 percent. Unfortunately, because
of bracket creep and an expanding Social Security tax
base, some people will experience a tax increase instead of
the ten percent tax cut implemented by Mr. Reagan. This
increase is made possible by a reluctant Democratic
controUed house, who wouldn't mind watching the
Republicans bomb, so they could regain control in the
Senate.

Statements attacking the authority are good for balance,
but sarcasm and ridicule of prominent figures (James
Brady), especially when they are taking necessary steps is
unprofessional and should have appeared on a "Fantasy"
page.

Bamaby Page
Orchard Hili
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Some drivers endanger others

Board of Editor*
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Soaaa Baron
JohnBrobat

Phillip JenningB
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Maureen Solliran

Vince DeWitt

Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editor
Production Manager
Business Manager
Executive Ekiitor

News Editor
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Arts Editor
Arts Editor
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Sports Editor
Sports Editor

Photo Editor
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To the Editor:

I am constantly amazed at the attitude of people like
Vivek Paul (April 8) who recenUy expressed his
dispkiasure with the Amherst PoUce Dept. The cause? For
doing their job which includes insuring the safety of
drivers and pedestrians in Amherst. It is my opinion that
as he sutes. "driving at 35 mph on a dark rainy night on an
Amherst road with a posted speed limit of 30 mph and with
virtually no traric" is not only obviously an "Uksgal" act
but under these conditions it is also a potentially hazardous
one. Under these conditions visibUity is obviously hindered
and It IS vital that a driver be alert and sensitive to what is
going on around her/him.
Why do I write this, you may be wondering? I was hit by

a car under somewhat similar weather conditions over a
year ago and it was an experience which changed my whole
life; and I expect that of the driver. For me, being in a
hospital when I expected to be in classes was quite
traumatic. Being injured and having to rearrange your
way of living either permanently or temporarily can be
devasUting. I don't expect there are many people who'd
feel good about having been responsible for such an "in-
convenience."

It is my opinion that it is people with an attitude Uke
Vivek Paul's who endanger others and should not be
allowed on the roads. So if I were you Mr/Ms Paul I
wouldn't be angry at the police dept. for doing their job
instead Id be angry with myself for the potential danger
you put yourself and others in. Think about it.

AadreaFox

^PA(A^?tM^aKrK>ii<}tKs. ^^mk^^cuKOimc^:

The rehabilitation of a terrorist
The Reagan Administration seems to have a short

memory. Since becoming a major political figure

^^
the man who was as of past weeks characterized as

a pathological killer" (N.Y. Timet) is now pardoned
because he "denied the rough stuff." (Boston Globe) Ac-
ojrding to U.S. Ambassador to El Salvador, Dean Hinton.
Roberto D Abusson should be "...judges on his actions and
performance and not on his past."

This past includes such actions as an aborted coup at-
tempt (ideal preparation for a future "parlamentarian"),
the suspected assasination of Archbishop Oscar Romero'
and the establishment of the F.A.N. , one of Salvadors
right wing death squads.

The sudden amnesia on the part of the Reagan Ad-
ministration is part of a larger effort to legitimate the new
government in El Salvador. The press has contributed by

The smiden amnesia on the part of the
Reagan Administration is part of a larger
effort to legitimate the new government in
El Salvad/yr.

portraying the elections as an open and representative
process: a "victory" for democracy. Yet just a week
before the press asserted that elections in an atmosphere
of violence could not be truly democratic. What has really
changed in this week?

The press is now saying that the long lines at the polls on
March 28 prove that El Salvador is suddenly an example
of democracy at work." This claim is made despite the
fact that the elections took place in a climate of fear,
brought on by threats, assasination attempts, and other
forms of coercion and violence. One of the institutionalized
forms of coercion was the stamping of ID's at the polls.
iTieae Klentification cards are necessary in all aspects of
daily life: to move about, to shop, to receive medical care,
pay or employment. TTius, any official or private citizen
can easdy discern who has voted, or more importantly,
who has not voted. Those who did not vote fear being sub-

r^ *?/T?^=,^ '^®" " ^°^^^ ^'^^ to function in
daily We. ORDEN, the largest of the parm-iiUtary groups.
IS made up of many petty-officials, and off-duty soldiers
rMponsible for chedring these cards on a day to day basis.
The sense of fear is further exacerbated by the military

fn'^"f *" ^"""^ streetcomer, in every marketplace, andm front of every polling station.

Furthermore, the Administration and the American
press, in portraying the elections as free, fails to examine
several important reasons for the turnout. Long Ifties,
without any further analysis, convince the press that these
elections pnumely represent popular will. In order to
evaluate the significance of the elections, however, other
ractors must be examined. For instance, there is pervasive
censorehip m EI Salvador. The government controls ac-
cess to all media, including television, radio and
newspapers, m the areas under its authority. Information
concerning opposition strategies, international diplomacy
and government machinaUons is kept from most of the
population. Indeed. Americans have more access to this
kind of information than most Salvadoreans.

Anicncana have always considered an inforroed populatwn and a iMKlia unimpeded by cenaorahip to be e-ential

components of a real democratic process. Yet, the Ad-
ministration seems to foi^t this principle when it con-
flicts with American foreign polkiy "imperatives."

Finally, the El Salvadorean vote must be considered a
vote for peace; an attempt by the people to simply say
something Because of the pervasive coercion and censor
ship, the election cannot be considered a legitimation of a
particular candidate or a rejection of the guerillas With
over 33,000 dead in less than three years, people are ex-
hausted by violence and the continuous struggle for sur-
vival. They thus viewed the election as a chance to express
their desire for change; for an end to the destruction and
terror. The tragedy is that, as a result of their action, the
violence is bound to increase.

The New York Tim^ reported that 14 percent of the
voters cast blank ballots, and that Duarte admitted that
the guerrillas would have polled 15-20 percent had it been
possible for them to participate. In addition, many of the
dO percent not voting were probably boycotting the elec-
tions in support of the guerrillas. This alone shows that
the election in El Salvador could not result in a represen-
tative government. Elections excluding a group with such
strong support (or any group for that matter) can have no
legitimacy.

The question then is why the opposition didn't par-
ticipate. Here again we must return to the problem of
widespread violence and coercion. Had any represen-
tatives attempted to run for office, they would have been
required to lay down their weapons, providing the right
wing para-military squads a marvelous opportunity for
target practice. For example, the previous leader of the
opposition forces died at the hands of D'Aubusson's
gunmen when he returned to the country to work legally
with the Salvadorean people. In addition, the government

Had any representative attempted to run
for office, th^y would have been required to
lay down their weapons, pnyviding the right
wing paramilitary squads a marvelous op-
portunity for target practice.

censored press would have been doaed to the guerrillas;
the combination of lack of media coverage and assasina-
tion attempts against them would have made it impossible
to canripaign. This is especially clear when we consider
that threats of violence kept Duarte out of the coun-
uyside. and D'Abusson s campaign was extremely well
financed thanks to the help of wealthy Miami "expatriots"
and indigenous oligarchs. If we are looking for a solution
including all of the people, we need to remember that,

fK
^

n.
8"®"^'a8 have a standing offer to negotiate with

the Duarte regime, the possibility of negotiations and par-
ticipation of the opposition forces in the political process is
now severly compromised. For, when D'Abusson, the
dommant figure in the new government, was asked how
he would deal with the guerrillas and the guerilla controll-
ed areas he replied. "Napalm is indispensible."

Madeline Jtmi$ and 5am MaJUau are memben of tke
J-^itnU Amariean Solidarity Committee ofAmheni Col-
I^Ve- A vertitm of this appeared in the Amherst Student.

Fight for Freedom
Have you seen the headlines for the Moonies' latest

campaign: "No More Free Sex"? If you haven't,
you probably don't come on campus much'

because for the past few weeks the Campus Center/Stu-
dent Union has been literally saturated with this anti-
sexual slogan.

To their credit and regardless of what you think of
them, the Moonies (a.k.a. CARP) are a sincere and hard-
working group of people. When they take up a cause, they
really do it up and they aggressively publicize their posi-
tions on various issues. Their latest efforts on behalf of op-
posmg the "sexual revolution" are no different.
TheyVe put up posters, held discussions, and handed

out leaflets bemoaning the emptiness and alienation of
sexual liberation. If you've walked through the Student

Jackson Katz
Union Building in the past few weeks, chances are you've
been approached by one distributing a leaflet entitled
How free is 'free sex'?" The Campus Center Coffee Shop

has also been a favorite target of their publicity ef-
fort, with several Moonies carrying signs and discussing
the issue with students. They even wear tee-shirts with
the slogan "No More Free Sex" on the front and "True
Love Does Exist" on the back.
Why are the Moonies taking up this issue now? In the

last few months, they have concentrated their efforts on
supporting Solidarity in Poland and urging students to
support massive U.S. military aid to the ruling right in El
Salvador. And isn't the "sexual revolution" old news?Why are the Moomes only now choosing to decry sexual
freedom?

Whatever the motives of the Unification Church leader-
ship m promoting this campaign, the phenomenon of in-
creased anti-sexual propaganda in times of economic
depression and political instabUity certainly has historical

PiT^o^.^"^- J"
^""any in the late 1920's, and tiirough

the 1930 s, the Nazis conducted a well-planned anti-sexual
campaign to mstill in the masses an attitude of sexual fear
and repression - which was used to pave the way for the
lower middle class's acceptance of.»an ultra-right
authoritarian political leadership.

'

In his book The Mass Psychology of Facmn, Wilhelm
Keich articulately explains how the suppression of sexuali-
ty - specifically female and adolescent sexuality - plays a
major role in the rise of reactionary right, fascist political
structures (Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary defines

political reaction as a "tendency toward a former and
usually outmoded political or social order or policy" i e op-
posing progress). The primary mechanism through which
the repression of sexuality is used to support right-wing
politics originates in the make-up of the traditional nuclear
family. It is Reich's view that the primary function of the
traditional family is to control female and adolescent sex-
uality. He says that the male-dominated, authoritarian
family reproduces itself in the political organization of
society - hence a strong authoritarian family paves the

^^\ .,
-^ ^^""^"^ authoritarian government. The

f uhrer is society's authoritarian father.
The New Right political movement in this country also

has numerous characteri.stics analogous to the National
bociahst (Nazi) movement in post-World War 1 Germany
Most clearly viewed as a reactionary backlash against the
progress of the recent Women's Movement, the Civil
Rights Movement, and the general radical undermining of
traditional authority in the 1960's and 1970's, the New
Right s social agenda is overtly anti-sexual. Opposition to
legal abortion is only one of their issues along with opposi-
tion to sex education, conti^eptive access of young peo-

I t' Pr'"if^ ^''' homosexuality, easy divorce, ete.
Like the Nazis, the New Right is spending millions of
dollars attempting to stem the tide of sexual progress.
Although the Moonies and the New Right have different

(but often overlapping) agendas for social change, the tiic-
tic they re both using is one that people concerned with
sexual freedom and progress must deal with. Through
clever campaigns such as "No More Free Sex" they^
attempting to exploit the insecurities and unfulfUled ex-
pectations that promises of a "sexual revolution" have
given today's younger generations.

For people who don't want to regress with right-wing
social policies and instead want to move through the
eighties continuing the never-ending sexual revolution,
the response is clear. We have to emphasize that tiiere is
not nor has there ever been such a thing as "free sex"
bexuality IS an enormously complex aspect of human per-
sonality. Reducting it to false dichotomies such as morSi-
ty vs. immorality or playing on people's sexual fears and
problems is a reactionary right strategy.

^^

We have to answer this backlash and those sexual
counterrevolutionaries" by fighting for sexual freedom

and reaffirming that witii all its problems and it's growing
pains, the ongoing "sexual revolution" is ulitmately a
revolutionary attempt at achieving real human freedom.

Jaekson Katz is a Collegian columnist.

What is going on here? Plenty.
Well, the traveling circus more commonly known

as the 1982 Stiident Government Association
presidential elections has taken down it's tents

and moved onward. And make no mistake about it, this
year's version was one hell of a circus, staying in town for
an extended run of thirty days.
We started with seven candidates, and by the time it

ended, we went through three days of balloting, two elec-
tions, one recount (not including several shift in vote
totals), one administrative withdrawl (retrocative), one
judicial hearing because of it, and one administrative re-
instatement (retroactive). When you put on a show like
this, there's only one way you can end it, in a April bliz-
zard. Yep. there's no doubt about it. For fun, thrills, and
excitement, this years election had it all.

The problem is, the circus analogy doesn't end there. As
kids, we would go to the circus to see magicians, ju^ers
ti-apeze artists, and all sorts of other seemingly mysticai
arts. We would watch the show, seeing the performers
work their craft, but we would never really understand
how they did it before our very eye*. That's pretty much
how this election went.
Even faithful readers of the CoUegian had trouble deter-

mining exacUy what was going on with the election. The
easiest way to deal with it was to call it a "^ical SGA
election - full of bMddHting, petty wimpering. and above
all, confusion." But the "confusion" rtally boils down to a
number of questions, frequently asked by many students
who read or hear about what happened and have trouble
putting the pieces together. Some of the questions deserve
straight answers, something that was in short supply
throughout the whole campaign.

• Is Jim Murphy a student, or what?
On February 2nd, Health Services initiated the paper-

work for an unpaid health bill, with a withdrawl to be ef-
fective on February 19th. For reasons yet to be determin-
ed, the bill was not processed by Whitmore until March
8th, coincidentally (?) the first day of the elections. At
12:31 p.m. that day. Murphy was withdrawn retroactively
to February 19th. Murphy first learned of the bill around
midnight that night, when Paul Domey, working on behalf
of Robinson/Ashman, another candidacy, filed an ir\junc-
tion. The ir\}unction said that since Murphy had not paid
the bill and was withdrawn, he was not a student, and
therefore not eligible to run. That brought on the judicial
hearing, where the mess was somewhat straightened out
(More on that later.)

• If the judicial hearing only concerned Murphy's
status as a student, why did it drag on for so long?
The prosecution presented only one piece of evidence, a

memo from the Registrar, Ralph Jones, that said Murphy
was withdrawn on February 19, 1982, and reinstated

March 9, 1982. He is thus in good standing as of the 9th."
Conspicuously absent is the word "retroactively", which
changes the meaning of the document. Domey attempted
to withdraw his case because the evidence "showed a lack-
of cooperation from Jones."
• Why did the Registrar, asked to give a simple ruling
on a procedural matter dealing solely with his office, need
toconsuU the "third floor of Whitmore" (the trfficee oftop
administrators) before issuing that ruling?
Good question. You'll have to ask the Registrar about

that one.

• What was the special assistant to the director of
housing, student Craig Sherwood, doing viewing computer
terminals cotuseming Murphy's status in Whitmore dur-mg the evening when the building was officially closed?
That's a good question, too. Aak Sherwood the next

tune you see him.
In fact, there are k)ts of good questions that can be ask-

ed. What's bothemg many studenU. though, is a fifth
question:

• What's going on that we don't know about?
In my opini<Mi, plenty.

Dave Cline is a Collegian columnisL
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TYPING
* Reports
* Manuscripts
* Theses &

Dissertations

WORD
PROCESSING
of resumes &
cover letters

Same or next day
service available in

many cases.

TYPE-RITE
321 R Main St, Amheret
(cornw of Main & Dickirwon St)

253-5111

: „, ^ MUSIC GALLERY JTqx Revolt Midnight Madness Sol*" \
Wednesday April 14th, noon - midnight
Free door prize: Electra-Working Man Guitar

Free Music Gallery T-shirts
with every purchase over $99.00

Free Sticks and Strings with this ad.
See our new recording studio facilities & rehersal space

Up to 60% off selected items in stock.
Special deals in our pro-sound room.

J
Music 6oll»ry Kt*9Hodl*y 5A6-6226

,Wednesday, April 14, 1982

Getting Your Act Together:
Management Skills for Campus Arts PresentersPeople Purpose, Process: Organizational Survival
Wednesday, April 14, 7-9:30 p.m., Butterfleld Dorm Lounge

M«mh«?H'
y°"^°^9anl2atlon exist? Looking at your purpose.Membership development and organizing group members to work.

Planning, Production, Promotion: Coordinating Arts EventsWednesday April 21, 7-9:30 p.m., Butterfleld Dorm Lounge

of"tot«f"'^K? ^f""
approach to presenting arts events. Development

of total publicity and promotion.
«M'i«om

Workshop for RSO groups, residential area coordinators academir
departments, potential student art programmers

academic

EdSon
""'' ^'''' °' ''' ""^^ '''""'*°" ^^^'^«' ^'^'^'O" °' Continuing

Workshops are made possible thmn^^ , „.p. .,^^ .u, . ,^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^
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\, Program ^%
Council xo"^ LOOK OUT for the

I
x<^•* TERAPIN

U*** PLAYERS
SERIES

featuring Live
MUSIC MIME ENTERTAINMENT

in the Campus Center/ Student Union Complex

coming

TODAY: our fovorlt* strMt musician
STEPHAN DAIRD

noontimo Studont Union Lobby

^®-^L^P"'.22nd MIME
with Mark Morrison

entertaining diversions to get you through the rushhh
Sponsored in part by the UMass Arts Council
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SUMMER WORK

Looking for hard working, responsible
university students who have the entire
summer free. Job involves travel. No car
required. Great $, experience.

interviews TODAY
Campus Center room 502
at 1:00, 4:00 and 7:00
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HIGH TECH AND JODS
FOR THE INNER CITY
THE PUOLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP

- Q conf*r*nc* -

This Ffldoy. 16 April, 1962 - Mount Holyok* Colltg*
participants include:

George Kariotis, Secretary for Economic Affairs,

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Frankirn Thomas, President, Ford Foundation
- and - representatives of three high tech firms

with inner city operations
(Digital, IBIVI and Control Data)

.For furth«f InformotiOA coAtocttUrbon Studi*i Progrofli ond
0»p«rtn»<it of Economics.
Mount Holyoko Collog*

Homemade
ICE

CREAM
Emporium

Pot Norton
Ooportmont of Economics
Mount Holyoko Collogo
30e-2261; 506-2432

confofonco portlclpotion Is froo of chorgo

^^MAURICE BUCHANAN .^™«DOWNA BASKEtIaLUCHOLAMHIP
TORANARMYlSl^^HO^

Fabulous
Baked Goods

NORTHAMPTON
-AMHERST

iAEAKFAST
Served Daily

"I knew I needed to go to
college I needed to get that ticket
punched to be successful." says
Maurice. "UTiydid I select an Army
ROTC scholarship over a basket-
ball scholarship? Because I knew I'd

haveaiobafter graduation. And that's
more than a lot ofmy peers could say

"1 may stay in the military.

But if I decide to get out, I've got the
best job reference in the world -a
commission in the United States
Army"

Army ROTC can do the same
for you.

Qualify, and you can win
an ROTC scholarship, as Maurice
did. Each scholarship covers tui-

tion, bcK>ks, and more

Contact:

Captain Patrick Merryman
545-2321

But even if you don't win one.
as an ROTC cadet, you'll still receive
financial assistance. Up to $1,000 a
year for your last two years ofROTC."

If you'd like a job waiting for
you after college, do what Maurice
Buchanan did.

Apply for an Army ROTC
scholarship. Tcday.

And begin your future as an
officer.

Capt Maurice Buchanan was a math major at

ROTc"""'^
"^ ^^'^''' '"'^ a member of Army
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* Education
Ccntintiedfrom page 5

Whh permanent, long range funding,
Lakian said, academic standards at state
universities such as UMass would be raised
to a degree of excellence that would be
competitive on a national level. He cited the
success attained by the University of
California at Berkley in implementing a
similar funding system based on petroleum
taxes.

"You must look at the entire tax struc-
ture then look back at other revenue
sources," Lakian said.

The better facilities and faculty at state
universities resulting from his program.
Lakian said, should be open to as large a
percent of the qualified, student population

.Collegian 13

as possible.

Concerning the recent cuts in financial
aid proposed by the Reagan administration.
Lakian said, "the state has to provide
students with a way of paying for higher
education."

Lakian said he would not comment on the
stoppage of grants given to students
because he hasn't looked at that aspect of
financial aid yet. He did say. however, that
all student loans sponsored by the federal
government should be based on "real need."
There should be sUndards developed,

Lakian said, that would deny aid to those
students who can actually well-afford their
educations or are fraudulently using loans
for private purcha.ses.

* Issues
Continuedfrom page 5

are not as violent as ours," Lakian said.
Lakian said he does not favor new gun

control laws because if the state "enforces
the ones we have now" a great deal of the
crime commited with guns today would
decrease, he said.

Lakian, who has loaned or has given over
$60,000 to his campaign committee is op-
posed to public financing of political cam-
paigns.

"Public financing of campaigns retards
the democratic process. It deters private
sector people from running for office," he
said.

Political Action Committees and in-
dividuals should not be limited in the

amount of money they can give a canidate
he said.

Lakian said he felt the biggest asset he
posseses over the other gubernatorial
canidates is the new ideas he brings from
outside of the government.
"One can't help but have a new perspec-

tive coming from the business
community," he said.

Lakian said the long term solution for
cities and towns to cope with the spending
limits of Proposition 2'/» is to allow them to
impose local taxes on such things as
motel/hotel guests.

"There is no reason for local govern-
ments to come begging to the state every
year for more local aid," Lakian said.

A ,. COLLEGIAN STAFF
taugrtrNews E^^^^^ ^T'^'^'fj'^^

^ held tomorrow night from 6:30 to 8 in Campus Center rm. 803. It will be
roo^. fo'/i^^r^^^^^^^^^^^ ^" -Po-^- ^^ouid attend. There is always

:
Distinguished Visitors Program presents

John Dean and
Bob Woodward

Thursday, April 22
FAC

Tickets on sale
Available at PAC box office or TIX

$2.00 UMass Students
$4.00 general public

WC STILL L140^ THE LAW5COT
C^tNCE LM^CK IN ITIHN-

k9

NCW—HT LAVE LCWNSTAII^>

Ll\/E
JiPRiL ifcn

J

Mtural
Jihythm

1 Rccr
2 CLUBS
2 rtJLLE4K$
2 SOUNDS
I COVER CU/4E0C

.rCC THE ALTCI2NATIVE WITUM
TUE ^iLIECNAIIVE

Seniors: You still have %
time to have your senior %

portrait taken! The Index t

M will be making appoint- *

ments through Friday, J
M
^

J
April 16. Call now - before %

% it is too late! 178 Campus %

% Center - 545-2874 *

SPECIAL VALUE
FOR SPRING

WOMENS KNEE - HI
Fashion Spring Colors

$1.50
values to $2.50

MENS TUBE
and ATHLETIC SOCKS

$1.25
values to $2.25

Quantities Limited

LocctwJ in the CannHM C«ntar
Op«n

M-F9-5sat 11-4

WjUNIVERSITYMSTORED
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LESTER BOWIE
The Great Pretender
(ECM Records)

FREDDIE HUBBARD
Ride Like The Wind
(Elektra-Musician Records)

By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

nuLtT ^'^°.u"^'^
^*'""^' ^^^^^ ^^'^ and FreddieHubbard span the extremes of modern jazz Bowie (no

relation to Ziggy Stardust) is usuaUy known for hTs ^terpretations of free jazz ( music with'no pre set score or
pattern and usually made up on improvisation and spon-

b^estfenttS jazT""
"'° ^ "^"^'^ '^^"^'^^^ ^^'^ Pop'

Both Bowie and Hubbard have been playine iazztrumpet or at least 20 years. It is interestingKeaf Jh^divergent paths they have taken with their careers

it^TJ "*"" ^bum on the German based ECM Label

hicrl it . T^^^ ^^^^ '^^''^^^ P«t Metheny) soars to

£ufit ai^'h^
^'^""'1'"" ^ '''!''''"^ ^«^ ^^"'^ «f 'ts music!Dut It also bottoms out m fits of self-indulgence

195^'! hett""5^ « 'V"' ''^ '^' ^'*^ ^'^ ^PP^'- hit of the
1^0 s. he IS most effective in punching out the melody on

thllZ "'
^T^' •' ^''""' '"^^^^ °f re-interpreting the

hZI Rr."^""^"?;
**"'• ''^ ^*^ ^^'•'^'^^^ saxaphone playerHamiet Blu.ett collapse into an irritating cacophoniousmess that sounds like Doc Severinson warmmg upKeencommercials on the tonight show. However dL usuLwknows what key he is playing in (drunic or soSbometimes Bowie doesn't even play recognizable notes.

t.i:Tr '"^ ^"'y ^^""^ ^^'^ ^'*'"'" is the pitiful at-

SpI 7^;g."'ade by vocalists Fontella Bass andDavid Peaston during a slow spot in "Pretender "

^iVi!'!S^ ^^KT
°'*'*''

^r*^''' °" ^^'^ ^'^""^' Bowie shows flair

sTde mZ^T"^" *""* '^^^'^ ^'•°P" ^'^^ fi"t two cuts onside B) but loses something in a silly and unnecessary
cartoon of the old "Howdy Doody Theme." Thdr veSbelongs more as background for the original SaturdayNight Live's - "Ricky Rat" skit than anything else.

^
Although never intended as a chartbuster along the lines

ii"^TX ''f^'^'^'
''''' ^"''•^^ ^'^""^ -'" "« doubt pleie

nZif aT. ^*" ^^"'^^ ^"^ ^^^ complicated joys,
qualities and defeats wiU probably fall silent on the tone

w^teS.^'
''' '"^"^^^^ '^^^^^^ ^' ''^ -«^-n pop

Hubbard's new album, on the other hand, should be

Jazz trumpeter, Freddie Hubbard and friend.

Photo courtesy of Elektra/MMkian

infinitely more successful. commerciaUy. His RidiLike themnd IS one of a dozen or so new albums on the exciting
new Elektra-Musician Jazz series and it is quite effective in
mixing traditional jazz with modern pop music
music.

In his versions, songs Uke Kenny Loggins' "This Is It"and Joe Zawinul's "Birdland" pack an eSting new punchdue to an excellent horn by Hubbard and the tight back-up
of a highly professional group of 30 or so musicians whoenter in and out of the music.
Unlike Bowie's loose style of spontaneous interpretation

Hubbard relies heavily on AUyn Ferguson's hot scoring.With such a large group, control is imperative and it isachieved here. However, it does not go totally pop and it
stiJI mamtams a jazz context.

This group is so successful in fact, that they even make
Christopher Cross sound good. In their title track, the
usually tedious "Ride Like the Wind." they eliminate
Cross irritatmg mumbbngs and ramblings and take themelody to its Lmits and beyond.
Along with these pop interpretations, some originalnumbers bke "Two Moods for Freddie" should do much tospan the gap separating some of the divergent groups thatmight want to buy this album (pop-rock fans on one handand free jazz enthusiasts on the other).
You won't have to work hard to understand this albumnor wiU you have to pretend to like it to please othersaround you. It's a fun album and what's more, an excellent

introduction to an uneven but often intoxicating brand of

KIHNTINUED
Greg: Kihn Band
Berserkley Records

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian Staff

Greg Kihn has been stumbling around on
vinyl for quite awhUe now (this is his
seventh LP) churning out a brand of tasty
though somewhat limp. West Coast pop-
rock. Heaven knows he tries hard, and
Kthntmued (icky pun. Greg) is doubtlessly
slotted as the LP that will catapult him into
that never-never land of commercial
success. The band is a bit tighter. Matt
Kaufman s production more polished, even
the art-deco cover has a distinctly con-
temporary feel to it. But no dice Greg It
doesn t quite make the mark.

The material is what does him in. Despite
a mfty cover of the Jackie Wilson standard
Higher and Higher," the rest is

to be blunt, pretty trashy. Kihn's singing is
pleasant, though he has no range to speak
of. It s just that the darn song list reads like
the cast of some inane morality play-
Dedication." "Testify." "Family." Sound

pretty trite? You should hear them all the

way through. Ennui city.
If there existed a Grammy for the har-

fS Tu / r^^^""'' ^'^S Kihn would^ke It hands down. But you can beleive
Kthntmued will be cropping up in the
bargain bins next to Sha Na Na's Greatest
in no time at all.

Comedy at Blue Wall

p£mU^S:r:^J^''- "'''''• "^ ^^^'- ^-.Tk^i^Va^

By ANDREW GORDON
Collegian Staff

The winner of last evening's amateur
night at the Blue WaU (still unknown at
presstime) wUl perform tonight with the
national touring company of "Catch a Risinir
Star. Again at the Blue Wall, tonight's
show should prove to be most entertaining
1 his kind of show is always a crowd pleaser
In addition to the college act. three
comedians and an emcee wUI perform The
company's talent pool is consUntly
changing and. again, at presstime. who willappear ,s not known; But among those
performers appearing at recent dates havebeen Steve M.ttleman. J.J. Wall. MichaelCam, Hiram Kasten and Marjorie GrossThere is also a strong possibility that

Richard Belzer will appear as the master ofceremonies, which would be a real treatBelzer should be known to most uSs
He'^ai^e":^'" T' ^ '^'^^•^'- -d f"-

Some of the world's greatest comedianshave appeared with "Catch a Rising Star
"

Such notables as Robert Klein AndyKaufman David Brenner. Rodney
Dangerfield. Robin Williams and FrHdie

^X^frpt^^^"^^^^^"^----^^

i«;i::^inr^^--^-!-^

r„Hn^ T.^^u'^
^*' Showered with insultsand possible humUiation

.
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Student Controlled Businesses
Savings - Convenience - Bargains

WHY PAY MORE?
BE A SPORT
AND COME ON DOWN AND CHECK
OUT THE

UMASS
SPORTING
GOODS CO-OP
'Rm. 322 Sludenl Union
(next 10 Post Office) ow, „.,„.„,.«

_ , _ For Into: 545-3897

Frisb**s, Frisb**s, Frisb«*sl
HDX-eO $6.75

World S*rl«s 165 9 {6.50
Zlpp»r and Hoodvd Pullov*r Sweatshirts $12.50

HUH DEVELOPING

:\SALE!

S3^
aa

.0^^^^"

April

19-24

PHOTO CO-OP
M,F11-2 T, W, Thn-3 545-0670

SUB 321

PEOPLE^S MARKET

Good Food ChEAp!

ctlEApCST bAqEls ON CAMpUS
pREsk Fruit juices & pRoducE

FIOURS ANd QRAINS

LoCATEd IN ROOM J28

IN ThE CORNER oF SjudENT UnION

by ThE Campus PoNd.

WEdNEsdAys 9:?0-7:00

Open: WEEkdAys 9:70-9:00

yij^o@[ift^itg®[^[D)!
UNLIMITED

3rd Aniversary Sale
Wednesday April 14th

10 am - 9:30 pm
all 8.98 albums 5.99

all buttons . 75c
plus big savings on tapes, posters, accessories and

exotic fish

''your student run record store"

TICKETS UNLIMITED
M-F 12:30 - 3:30

317 Student Union
545-0400

em^m&

S?'ia-^

Do youR STOMAch A Favor

VISIT EARTHFOODS
CAFE

Thursday 4:00 - 9:00
Friday 2:00 - 5:30
Saturday 10:00 - 4:00
Sunday 12:00 - 4:00
Call 546-0673

Xii^ Now Open on Thursday to serve you better

We offer tools, space and advice for repairing bikes.
Many new parts and accessories available, too!

WkolESOME & DeIicious

VEqETARIAN FaRE

All FRESkly pREpAREd kERE

In TkE EARTkFoods KiTckEN

COME ON INI

M-F 11 AM - 7 pM
CommonwcaItIi Room

SrudENT Union

EARTkFoods is a StucIent Run ColUcTivc/KirckEN voIunteers weIcome

Ch«ck Out This W*»K's Specials

WED April 14th - Durrito, Sm Solod, Sm Cid#f $2.00
THURS April 15th

-Hung#r Awor^n^ss Show your Support!
FKI April 16th - Spaghetti, Sm Soup, Sm Cid#r $2.00

U HASS BICYCLE "•"^"'s from the post office

CO-OP

student Note Service
545-2271

Lecture Notes are
available for
FS & N 102

student Note FS & N 130
& Printing Service

Hours: M-Th 10-4
Friday10-2

We also do copying and printing at lower prices.

Room 403 Student Union
BuildiniT
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Bounty Towels
Jtitn

RoU
asAVE 40*^

Not More than 28% Fat

Fresh Ground
Beef

3 lbs or More

Hormel Fresh

Pork Loin
Lots O Chops
CHEZZDl

Kvy^i

3 Rib, r3 Loin and
3 Center Cut Chops

DSAVE 40*

Listerine
Mouthwash

32 oz Bottle

SAVE 90*

Wisk Liquids
- Detergent

64 oz Bottle

«if»ffy%iyr^iN if^^t%<fciirii«i,yj^y< i jj wjT.'ii i <'j!'n.\«i<vii^^

WE DO THE MOST! , ,
Sale Starts Mon., April 12 thru Sat., April 1 7. 1982 ^^

Perdue

Oven Stuff

e

Roaster
With Bird Watcher

Pop-up i'irner
MSS'

SAVEoO'.CiramiUied

Donuno
Sugar
ri Pound Bag

Kl

DSAVE 52^

Chef Boy-au^'dee

1 1 ^4 OZ Cheese. 12 oz Sausage. Pepperoni or
Mamburg. or 13 oz Sausage® Peppe

SAVE 80'

Hood Orange
Juice

>ers Half Gallon
•i(

too- "UW

i;;^-! onnnci
•' juict

SAVE 10*

Quaker State
Motor Oil
Deluxe 10W40, Quart

QUAKER
STATE

SAVE 50*
IL iter Botilf

Newport Club
;> Soda

• J All Flavors

4
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DOONESBURY
Collegian n

OKAi.HSieSm SCENARIO. ITS
I [Wfom.BamsupeapomFSAK:
Moaiuzm. so/mwopsmmi

\ IN60NV€6&»mB0atf(. MIK5,
' umts youn^fjONseAs cnm-

JONTCmfS

I'MPunm
MYTACTKM,
NuaiARim
PON^ONFUtM
AL£fa-A6m

RBASAN'S

0RPeF5\

OOOP/MR.
PR£SIP£m, I'M OUT

^OUR.P0- BUT I'M
SrnONT UJURING

UH-OH! ThB
scMmnm
JUSTHRSPA
mUNDOF

INJOAFm-
u/vapuNrr'

COUU? BBA MISTAKB.

l^BmM8Bi..TENSI0N9

ARB VERiHieH!

TRfTOBe
CARBH^,
MIKB!

I

by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
m'.yarRBCMSR

_ KAcrmirrs
rrSA JUSTABORVBi.
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Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffe
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE
<^^^&S^_

by M. Joyce
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.•.„^^
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THE UMASS ZONE

ACROSS
1 Points of

convergence
5 Cut drastically,

as prices

10 Hassock
14 Nerve-ceil

process
15 Place to "wive

it wealthily"

16 Upgo
17 Peewee
18 Not trained

20 Gentry memt)er
22 Closet gadgets
23 Jardiniere

24 Misdoes
25 Poker holding
29 Leporid

31 excellence
32 Breeze
34 Wellerand

namesakes
38 At any time
40 Symtwilc material
41 Area meas.
42 Relinquish
43 Gift

45 Rossini aria,
" voce poco
fa..."

46 ".. beauty is

forever"

48 Moving suddenly
50 Part of a wail

52 Away
53 Practice magic
56 Airport aides

60 Solemn charge
62 Metric weight
63 Cars of yore

64 Musical leap

65 Chemical ending
66 Deer's tail

67 Acknowledge
68 Start over

DOWN
1 Transit unit

2 The Amu Darya
3 Subdued
4 Alternately

5 Stimulate

6 Highway sector

7 Commercials
8 Whatever
9 Certain fence
10 Ongo
11 Texas athlete

12 Customers
13 T-men
19 Corker

21 Don Juan's
mother

25 Oil cartel

26 Macadamize
27 Righthand page
28 Atomize
29 Used hoopla
30 Sports place

33 Holbrook of the

stage
35 Historic region

of SW France
36 Neighbor of Wise.
37 Hold-up
39 Calibrate again
44 City on the

Hudson
47 Soupdu
49 Best bib and
50 Twelve; Prefix

51 Delicious pear

53 Sedans
54 Tabula

(clean slate)

55 List-ender, for

short

56 speak
57 Be aware of

58 Walk, in a way
59 Concert feature

61 Neighbor of Ken.

by Mark Rollins

WHAT HAPPENED?

1 ?
3—

4

1

5—
i 7
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9

1
io 11 12
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14 15 16-

17

— :

19

2t ?P 22"

!" 24

26 ir^ 30 ^^^H
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P
sr 33

1
u- 35 5r 37

1

TT 41

4» 43 44 45-
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1
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1
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by Ethyl Octane

A MSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
S P ASHS C AHS A L A p,LA vaBou 1 pHe 1 L E

P icMu T| SPiN p T T e1
T A s kImIa s t.EIRHP R A Ml

. Bon ciaDfiDni
IHIAILIIIPIIIAIVIPIRIC^^^I
poBC] ana aaBaai
pODmil DOD [lEial

Lp^lIO QN " gim"iYi
H E S UlL tMI Mrrriiii

L ANllTfulR N EIPJO V E R
A L IIBIIHSIO tIBP 1 K E
ME S ||e DEN
S N aIhIkBaIl E cHd ado

WEATHER
Sunny and windy today.

Highs in the 50s and 60s.

Clear tonight. Lows most-
ly in the 30s. Sunny tomor-
row with highs in the 50s
along the coast and 60s in-

land.

2 Eggs
2 Pancakes
2 Strips Bacon
2 Sausage

Coupon Good thru

Mayl, l982.PI«Me

present coupon when

ordering.

Reg. Low Price

$2.25
Served AH Day
Open to Close

WITH THIS
COUPON

I

I

I

I

I

I

2 for $2.95
I

^—

I

'^fi^tHiF^FfrrwTwrf^r^^v^tnsA-'^

Sn.
7 a.oi.-S a.ai.

Pri.-«at.

Otmunmrnt
eatii|ph(» :;

cmaM
t-C PM.

mm.%t

Our engineering officers are planning and
designing tomorrow's weapon systems today.
Many are seeing their ideas and concepts
materialize. They have the finest, state-of-
the-art equipment to test their theories. The
working environment is conducive to research.
And Air Force experience is second to none.
You can be part of this dynamic team if you
have an engineering degree. Your first step
will be Officer Training ^hool. Help us shape
our future as we help you start yours. Be an
engineering officer In the Air Force. Contact
your Air Force recruiter at 413-557-3898.
Captain Kevin Reinert. Call Collect.

A ycolwavoll

CABLE/VIDEO
|[

UVC & GPC
Daily Programming Schedule

r Hump-Day Video

10:30 - 11:15 May the Farce be with
you — Video Madness

11:15 - 12:00 Blondie - Yes. Folks
once again she's eating to

the beat

1:00 Jazz With Spyro Gyra -
The Musicians and their

Music
2:00 Jimi plays Berkeley —

Can't get enough of this

tape either

12:00
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Louis Lyons, 1918 graduate dies
University of Massachusetts graduate

Louis Martin Lyons, one of the nation's
foremost journalists whose career en-
compassed the fields of newspapers and
television radio, died Sunday at Harvard
University's StUlman Infirmary of lym-
phoma after an illness of several months.
Born in Ddrchester, Lyons attended

public schools and graduated from Norwell
High School in 1913. Lyons was the first
^.udent to go on to college from NorweU
High and in 1918. received a Bachelor of
Science degree from the Massachusetts
Agricultural College, now the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst.

After a seven-month stint in the Army
following graduation, Lyons began working

for the Boston Globe. After one year at the
Globe, Lyons returned to the Pioneer
Valley and served as the supervisor of
correspondence courses and editor of
agricultural bulletins for Massachusetts
Agricultural College for three years.
Lyons worked for the Springfield

Republican for two years and returned to
the Globe in 1927, where he worked first as
a general assignment reporter and then
various other jobs for the next 20 years.
In later years. Lyons served as a member

of the University of Massachusetts Board of
Trustees from 1964-1971 and the
Massachusetts Board of Highei' Education :

from 1968-1971. _
\

-STEPHEN FREKER

Judge says court has no authority

to overrule bishop's decisions
EXETER, N.H. (AP) - A judge

yesterday ruled against four dissident nuns
who filed an unprecedented lawsuit against
their bishop in an effort to save their
parochial school teaching jobs.

Rockingham County Superior Court
Judge Joseph Nadeau said his. court had no
authority to overrule the decision by Bishop
Odore Gendron and other church officials

not to renew the nuns' teaching contracts.

Nadeau noted that the nuns can appeal
their case within the church, saying, "The
issues ... at the heart of this unfortunate
controversy are matters of religious doc-
trine and policy which are not proper

subjects for further judicial inquiry."

The nuns' lawyer, John McEachern, said

he would appeal the decision. He also said
he is "very pleased" that Nadeau found the
contract between the nuns and the board a
proper subject for a lawsuit.

Nadeau's decision extends civil authority
in church disputes by saying the nuns can
sue a parochial school board over its

decision not to renew their jobs.

The church argued the nuns' teaching
contract was protected under separation of
chureh and state. But Nadeau said the
document is a civil agreement subject to
civil law.

Wednesday, April 14, 1982
11:15 am - 1:30 pm

at the

BLUEWALL CAFETERIA
Take a "Tour" of French Provincial Cuisine! Our special
event will take you on a delectable tour of French cuisine &
wines, featuring:

MENU
Entrees will include 2 vegetables

Soupea L'oignon Au Gratin $ .50 & $ .70
French Onion Soup with cheese

Quiche Lorraine $2.50
Bacon and Cheese Pte "

Beouf Bourguingnonne $2.75
Braised Beef in Burgundy Wine

Pommes De Terre Nicoise $ .40
Potato Casserole with Olives

Salad Americaine (Vinaigrette)

Tartes aux Cerise $ .50
Cherry Tarts

Mousse Au Chocolat $ .55

Chocolate Mousse

V-

$ .40

Choux Brocolis Polonaise $ .40
Brocoli in Lemon-Butter Sauce

WINES*
'One complimentary glass of wine

served with each entree.

Crustaces ITAIsace

Rene Louis Savin Beaujoiais Villages

Summer 2bdrms in 3 bdmi fum. apt $150
telec. 1 mile from campus 546-1118
546-1103

Two bdrm S Amherst apt summer sublet
w/fall option 2 per room $75 per mo. call

Joanne or Diane 253-5012.

Summer Sublet with possible fall opt sully
funished Brandywine 2 bedroom apartment
air cond pool after 4 548-4018

10 MIN WALK TO CAMPUS. Have your
own room for $150/mo. call Todd 549-5613

3 b«droom SundertarKJ Apt. for Sumnr>er;
1 bedroom fall option. $270/montfi + util.

66&-3900 after 5.

Summer Sublet 2 bdrm Townhouse apts
ac furnished $225. 54S-6416

Brandywine apt: A/C, pool, furnished, on
bus route, available June-Aug will

negotiate rent call 549-1406.

Summer sublet 4 bedroom apt. price

negotiable, bus rt 546-6648, 546-6S96

Summer sublet 2 bedroom Puffton fur-

nished, tennis, pool, AC rent negotiable
549-1934

Summer sublet/fall option 3 bdrm apt
near town and campus call Tom 253-5767

Summer sublet w/fall option 1 txlrm apt
Col Vllg $236 & elec pool on bus route
253-7106

To sublet fall option Cliffside Apts
240-month everything inc 1 txlrm furnished
living room call eve 665-7604

Sunderland 2 bedroom
available May 1 66&4991

on bus rte

Brandywine 2 bdrm, completely furnished

apt pool, AC June 1 to Aug 31 549-4181
Two bedroom Brittany Manor June only
or have your own lease June thru school
year caw 253-2014

Puffton Village 3 bdmi fumhhed apt sum-
mer sublet 546p5064 546-4043 549-1901
Lantern Ct summer sublet w/fall option 2
bedroom $300 bus rte 666-7569

Northwood Sunderland 2 bedroom
ummer sublet fall option 666-4388 or
Grover 548^930 x284

'~^^-'^«» w
Amherst 3 bedroom house on bus rte
available June 1 rent negotiablel 253-5237
1 bdrm Qiffside inc aH util pool tennis bus
J^Mjgbetw 5-6 n-12 pm Jack Shaun

Brandywine - 2 bedrooms, furnished, pool
A^^vailable June 1 - Aug 31 caH

"•!I"u."*lL
Brandywine 1 bedroom

avaUable for sublet immediatelyl Fall opt
pool, walk to campus 549-1229

2 bdrm at Hollister for summer with fall
option 295 per/month partially furnished
pool, balcony, 256-8782

Summer sublet 3 bedroom furnished
Puffton apartment negotiable 549-4874

Townehouse Apts 2 bedrooms summer
•"J'Slavailable June 1st $365 negotiable
549-2662

Brandywine summer sublet 2 bedroom
w/terrace overlooking pond 201 per month
call 546-8766

Puffton Village one bedroom furnished,

AC 549^869

Two Bedroom Apt. Brittany Manor Need
2-3 roommates. Partially furnished. Price
negotiable. Fall option. Call 253-7397 even-
ings.

Summer Sublet Townhouse, AC cable.
Lg. living room 3 bedrooms call 546-6668 or
546^672 anytime.

Southwood Apt Summer sublet only 2
bdrm furnished with AC, pool, on bus route
rent negotiable call after 5 PM 253-7123

2 bedroom townhouse Rolling P-
June 1 - Aug 31 furnished , AC. pc
route, utilities included, rent nr
253-9431

Squire Village summer sublet /fall op-
tion 2 bedroom on bus rte, mC. pool
666-7149

*^

Summer sublet fall option 2 bedroom
pool air conditioning utilities included, $310
bus route call 66&-792S

Brandywine summersublet two bedroom
air cond pool call 549-6440

Three bedroom apt Puffton Village fur-
nished $325/month negotiable Jamie
546-3235 or Gordon 546-3231

3 bedroom apt Puf?ton Village summer
sublet only 549-6999 last chance
Lease beginning June 1 2 bedroom Col-
onial Vill $270 256^660

Summer sublet/fall option 1 room in
large tiouse close to campus 549 0796
Partially furnished summer sublet
w/fall option 2 bedroom in So Amherst on
bus route poo[ tennis courts 256-6662

Southwood Apts 2 bdrm summer"8Mblet

with tall option $250 -»- 2S6-0429

Summer sublet w/fall option 1 or 2
bedroms Belchertown, non-smoker on bus
rt 323-4991

Make us an offer 11 Big 2 bedroom, pool,
fall option. Squire 666-7590

Bdrrn in 3 bdrm apt small quiet complex
y* mi from campus on bus rt summer w/fall
ootion 549-6823 Liz

GUITAR

Yamaha Acoustic Quitar FG335 perfect
condition w/case asking $140 call 546-3500
after 6:00 549-3733 ask for Dan

TRAVEL

New York City Day Trip spend day on
your own Sat April 24 leave from Camp
Center Circle at 7:00 am leave NYC from
the Whitney Museum at 6:00 pm pay
$19.00 to Rm 462 FAC Tues 11:00-1:00.
Thurs 1:30-4:30 inlcudes wine cheese
donuts coffee

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
goW and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith.
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
2 bdrm apartment In Puffton for sum-
mer and fall call 253-5116 or 546-9974
Rolling Green Apt wanted beginning
June - year round. 2/3 bedrooms 549-3843
One bedroom in Puffton, Brandywine

' "* *•«»*• •^^^mm ^•«%«ri^«j«««<M*tf •««• -, ^,^ •*-•-,
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
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Come to Collegian Office CC 113

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

ATTENTION GRAD STUDENTS

Alpha Chi Omega is looking for a house
mother. FREE ROOM AND BOARD PLUS
SALARY in exchange for limited services.
Please call 545-2152 and ask for Renee or
Emily

AUDIO

r^ew and used speakers - limited quan-
tities, excellent prices. Peter 546-7127

Great Sound For Less! Experienced DJ's
will play your favorite tunes, rock, disco,
oldies, etc. Call Steve 549-5845 or Rooer
253-7125

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790

1971 Toyota Corolla $625 runs excellent
Daniel 253-5943 usually evenings

1971 Toyota Corolla runs superbly, 30 +
mpg, regular, $1295.00 Bob 253-7967

69 Ford Van California vintage excellent
condition rebuilt engine bed cabinets $1750
or best Chris 369-4602 Hadley

1972 Toyota Carina, good condition $1500
call Leslie 665-2578

Pinto 75 V6, automatic, power steering,
power brakes, sunroof $2000 BO 253-5622

1974 Chevy Impala good cond, runs fine,

QO work needed, $850 Kevin 665-4362

1976 Cadillac runs excellent loaded 2500 or
best offer 546-1448

72 Datsun 240Z 6 clym reg gas, 26 mpg,
runs excell, looks nice $1800$ 665-7771

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professional Bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
253-5491

CAPE COD RENTALS

Female wanted for house on Cape, So.
Yarmouth. Call Deb 546-8018

COLIN AND SPIDER

To Colin and Don Juan-Ahue in Brooks
318 - The least you could do is say thank-
you for the Easter-baskets. . .

ENTERTAINMENT

A valley favorite the Pleasure Dots, will

be at Smith College's TNC on April 15th.
Davis Student Center, 9-12, college ID re-

quired

FOR RENT

Summer rental Cape Cod - Harwich
4-bedroom ranch call 617-899-8664

Cape Cod Summer Rentals W. Yar-
nx>uth & Dennis; 2, 3, 4 bedroom units.

Rent direct from owners. Call (617)

528-0404 or 771-2233

5 bedroom house avail June 1st with fall

option $100 per room 586-6493

1 bdrm apt Col Vil Amherst bus pool
starts June 1 253-2017

1 bdrm Cliffside Apts Sunderland
$235/mo all utilities incid available May 1

cal l 546-0683 ask for Wendy
2 bedroom summer sublet w/fall option
^ mile Amherst Center bus route $300
inciuaive 2S3-6943

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bdrm Col
Village on bus route, pool $280 before 11

PM 253-3661

Northampton large bedroom available im-

mediately thru summer and fall 118-«-

584-5143

Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood. 1 V4

baths, carpeting, pool, tennis courts 330 -»-

253-5759

Chic cheap 2 br apt on bus rt fully furnish-

ed for June-August 253-9389

FOR SALE

Moped Honda 8 mo. old mint $300 Chris

549-1006 after 6 pm
Alvarez, Classical Guitar with hardshell

case. Excellent condition asking $275 Joyce
253-7178

Tape Deck Vector Research, Music
Search, the works, perfect condition. Con-
tact Guy 546-9013

For Sale Advent 201A Cassette Deck ex-

cellent condition $125 Rossignol St Comps
195 cm need work with Solonrwn 566 comp

r«K -.

8:45 3 45 Monday Fr.day • Deadline .s 3:45 two days prior to publication dayCash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount -

bindings $75 Turkish lamb skin coat never
worn brown ladies sm kids medium $125
542-3296 call late

FOUND
Gold watch between SU and Campus
Center Garage early April call 549-0319

Found male Siamese cat in Townhouse
Apt area If yours please call: 546-7985 or
549-4788

FURNISHED APARTMENT
Furnished one bedroom Colonial
Village $260/mth. Availablw June 1

256-6413

FURNITURE FOR SALE

VVe've got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go. Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

G.P.

Greg - Thank you for a wonderful six mon-
ths. Happy Anniversary! Love J.M.

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic
546-6684

^

HELP WANTED
Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.
Europe, S.Amer., Austrailia, Asis. All
fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA, Corona
Del Mar. CA 92625

HOUSE FOR RENT

3 bedroom on bus route $425 plus.
Washer/dryer, quiet neighborhood. Call
253-9476 eves

HOUSEPARENTS WANTED
Houseparents needed for UMass.
Amherst sorority for 1962-83 school year.
Please contact Donna Mc at 545-0527

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
The brothers and associate members
invite all university men to an open rush
Tues April 13th and Wed April 14th at 9:00
P.M. for more info call Bob Solis at
253-9032

LEGAL ASSISTANT
INTERNSHIPS

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-
tions available for full-time legal assistant
intems for Fall 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Aid attorneys of LSO with
client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-
dance at hearings in District and Superior
Courts, and participation in administrative
hearings and federal litigation. Maintain
continuing caseload under attorney super-
vision. For advice on arranging an intern-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building. For further in-

formation, contact LSO. 922 Campus
Center. Applications due Wednesday, April

21 , at Office of Internships. Writing sample
required.

LOST
~

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Please! Call

546-7338

Light blue knapsack. Bluewall Fri April 9.

Book and notebooks crucial for graduation.
253-2078

Wallet lost last Thursday near GRC
library, reward, call Joe 566-3406

Blue nylon wallet from Boyden locker

room 4/10 no questions. I need ID's please
call 546^43
Gold wishbone ladle's room near Col-

legian office please call 253-7224

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

Wanted two females share house with
other college students. June 1 to Labor
Day. Call 6-5445

MOTORCYCLES
~

Honda SL360 motorcycle 4000 miles, ex-

cellent condition, $550 includes two
helnf>ets 54a-5071

Honda 1976 CJ3eO ex. cond. 6,000 mi. BO
Jim 467-7054

81 Suzuki 8G0SG shaft drive 2700 miles
mint cond loaded 2660 or best offer

413-589-9407

PERSONALS
~

Register now for the April 24th Run For

Phone number FREE

Ritter 6.2 mile Campus Road Race. See
our table at CC or Newman Center office

Undergraduate Business Club guest
speaker: Mr. Michael Winer, Financial
Analyst - Citibank N.A., New York will
speak on "Careers in Banking and Impres-
sions of the Corporate World", Thursday
April 15 @ 7 p.m. in SBA room All invited! I

John of Squire Village - Let's share some
digital logic with wine. T.

World Hunger Banquet Benefit Oxfam
Int'l tickets $2.00 April 14 7 pm Cape Cod
Lounge info at Earthfoods

All University Women are invited to
find out what Sorority life is about

Sigma Delta Tau Has It All!

Party Dates
Fri. April 16 Pizza party 4-6
Tue. April 20 Cook-out 6-7

Wed. April 21 Greek Fashion Show 6:30-7
We are located at 409 N. Pleasant St.

For more info, call 545, 0527
Estelie Happy 21st to the greatest roomie
and friend ever! Love, Laurie.

To Karen Happy Belated 21st. Lets go out
for a drink Thursday, Love Don xox.

Julie Farrington - Happy Belated 20! We'll
have to celebrate. . .someday! Love, your
future roomie? Erika

Dear Kite Rescuer: We'll be back today.
Bring a friend! We'll bring a cooler.

CRS I want you just the way you are! Love
smiles and kisses! MEA
Sigma Kappa Open Rush Thurs April 15
at 6:30 located behind BKO RSVP at
256-6887

"Senator Fitz" call 6-1088 for a vote!

A benefit concert for the Mass Nuclear
Referendum Campaign - John Hall Band
and Crockett April 15 FAC donations 5.50
-6.50

John Hall Band Benefit Concert for
Mass Nuclear Referendum Campaign April

15 FAC with Crockett don't miss it!

Nominations are available for all offices
in the Northeast area government thru April
14. Papers may be picked up in 202 That-
cher

ATTENTION SENIORS:
You have another chance to have your
senior portrait taken. This offer has been
extended for a limited time only. Stop by
CC 178 or call 545-2874 for an appointment

Open Rush: Alpha Chi Omega invites all

university women to dinner on Tues, Wed
&/or Thurs night at 4:30. For more info,

please call Cyndi 549-2780

Fast for a world harvest Thursday April
15

Fast for a world harvest Thursday April
15

Fast for a world harvest ThOrs April 15

Louise remember I'll always be by your side
no matter what, because I love you with all

my heart JMH
Pukettes 1 fr 2 Happy Belated B-days I

love you both. You knew I'd do this. Keep
away from purple bookbags & shoes
Daffney- -Field P. Bysemen, GoGo,
& Horse

GLP of LeBrittany - Have a super 22nd
birthday. Tie-one-on! That You'll never
remember. See ya in Beantown on the
Rrst—Slevy-Lewy

Dear Geoff Happy 22nd from the one you
never forget! I hope to see you. before it

get's too hot!! Have a super day! Forever Et

Always Karen

Tom and Kara - Thanks for a fantastic
weekend you're both too much! Love Mike

Congratulations Coach and Mrs
McLaughlin Brothers and Pledges of Pi

Kappa Alpha

Save $10 on the Josten's college ring of
your choice. Se^ the Josten's represen-
tative at the University Store April 20 and

2J^

Leslie Picard - Here is your personal. Let's
get persor>al. Bring Terry. Menage a trois.

You cook she cleans. Ron

RESUME WRITING

Quick/confidential/efficient call after 5
PM or weekerKls 548-5727

IGD REWARD
Lost April 8 men's Longines watch bet-
ween CC and Southwest sentimental value
546^5327

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to Philadelphia PA (area)
on either April 15 or lOth. Will share driving

& expenses. Call 546-9623 keep trying

RIDERS WANTED
Riders wanted to Maford area April 16
caH Diane 256^062

ROOMS FOR RENT

One or two rooms available immediate-
ly and/or summer in beautiful house
located between Campus and Amherst
Center 253-3470 keep trying

ROOM WANTED
Room needed in furnished epertment
on bus route. Summer only. Tom 546^6207

A Chinese lady would like to stay with an
American family near GRC. TN 549-6406

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

Single room in Southwood Apts 125 a
month no butts please call Lisa ^-9453
Roommate wanted to share apartment
W. Hatfield, reasonable rent Cindy
247-5815

Female wanted to share 1 of 2 bedrooms
at Cliffside Apts. beginning June call Deb-
bie 665-4371

Cape Cod - Two females wanted to share
duplex in Hyannis - close to beach and
town - Irene 549-6322

SERVICES

Professional Research, Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Research,
#600-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60606
Typing 4c a line. Some overnite service.
Call 549-4595

SKI EQUIPMENT
Hagen 200 cm racing cut skis. New,
never used, price negotiable. Call 549-5616.
Excellent buy. Call now - will sell quickly

SPRITE

Utopia ExistsI The past six nronths with
you is proof. I love you deeply. Code X and
tropical paradise or bust. You are the pret-
tiest woman ever! Love, Compartment man~~~

SUMMER JOB

6 weeks cook and care on Vineyard call
Walter. 914 JA, 546-8720

SUMMER JOB OPENINGS
Camp Becket-in-the-Berkshires has
several openings for male counselors and
program specialists. Also music, graphics
woodworking, office. Situated in the
mountains of Western Massachusetts, the
camp offers an extensive camping program
emphasizing personal development. For ap-
plications write promptly: State YMCA, 6
St. James Avenue, Boston. MA 02116
(617) 426«02

SUMMER SUBLET

2 bedrooms in house 1 mi from Amherst
Center behind nature center nice on bus
route 256-8079 after 6

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION
Lantern Ct. Sundariand 2 bedroom par-
tially furnished 666-2387

Large modern 2 room apt kitchen, prvte
bath, 5 min walk to Amherst Center, on
both Rte 9 and Main Str bus rte contact
David 253-9469 eve

S.W. POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Nomination papers are available for the
following Southwest Area Government of-
fices: President, Vice-President, Treasurer.
Communications Coordinator. Nomina-
tions ctose Friday. April 16 at 5:00 PM pick
up papers at the Southwest Area Govern-
ment Office

TO SUBLET

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiete
terms available immediately Paul or Bill

6664391

Rolling Green 2 b,Tdroom apt to sublet for
summer. Furnished all utilities air cond in-
cluded rent neg 256-0436

Pufton Vlllaga3bdrm summer sublet with
fall optfon for 1 lg bdrm (2 person) and 1 sm
bdrm 549-5487.

5 Bedroom House on Bus Route Jimiie
from campus, large back yard.and garage.
Approx 120 per month including utilities call
Rick at 549-1867. '

For Summer Brandywine for details call
Leslie 549-6 180 or Laurie 54»4113
Summer In Sunderiand 6/1 2 bdnn in 3
bdrm apt lg-$100 sm-$75 (neg) on bus rte
pool, garden fall option on apt Kathv
Karen. 666-3866.

Squire Village -summer with fall option
large two bedroom townhouse. Rent
negotiable 666-2718.
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There will be an important sports staff meeting tonight
at 7:30 p.m. in the Collegian office. This will be before the
general staff meeting at 8 p.m. All staff members and
correspondents are urged to attend.

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

If you have ever wondered what would
happen if you let loose a pack of 30 gorillas
after they had been caged up and unfed for
11 days, then you should drop by Boyden
Field at 3 p.m. today for a first-hand look.

Usually when a starving wild animal is

set free, it makes a meal of the first thing it

sees. If this holds true today, then the
special of the-day should be bear meat as
the University of Massachusetts men's
lacrosse team kicks off its home season by
hosting the Brown University Bears.
UM head coach Dick Garber's Gorillas

have not played a game since April 3 when
they defeated Hobart College, 12-9. in
Geneva. N.Y. Last week's road games
against Rutgers University and Cornell
University were postponed due to
ridiculous weather conditions and have
since been rescheduled for mid-May.
A March 31. 27-2, obliteration of the

University of Connecticut on the Huskies'
home turf makes Massachusetts 2-0 going
into today's encounter.
"Not playing those two games was a

mental disappointment more than anything
else," Garber said. "We had been
working outside up until Tuesday's storm
and we were right on schedule for that
prnnt in the season.

"The snow forced us to practice indoors
(Boyden Gym) for most of last week and I

gave the team Easter weekend off," Garber
said, noting that it one of the few times he
has been able to do so in his 28-year
coaching career.

The Gorillas practiced on Boyden Field
Monday and for a brief time in yesterday's

rain. Garber said the squad appeared "a bit
rusty" but they are ready to play.

Today's game looks to be a good early
season test for the Gorillas, more so than
last year's UMass Brown matchup in

Providence when the Gorillas ran over the
Bears to the tune of 25-11.

This will be the Gorillas' first legitimate
defense of their New England title as
Brown is ranked second in the region going
into the game while Massachsetts holds the
top spot.

"They're (Brown) a good team and they
play a tough game," Garber said. "They
have some excellent players back from last
year and they are the best in the Ivy
League along with Cornell."

Hopefully the 11-day hiatus has not
cooled Gorilla, attackman Jim Weller's
scoring pace. The senior tri-captain pumped
in 20 points in his first two games (14 goals,
6 assists) and will start at attack with junior
Paul Fogarty and Rich Messina. Sean Dolan
and Perry Scale should also see action at
attack today.

At midfield, junior Tim Cutler will take
the Gorilla faceoffs and will be joined on the
wings by senior tri-captain Mike Lavin.
Two sophomores, Peter Martino and Stuart
Orns will also play at midfield.

The Gorilla defense is headed by two
seniors, tri-captain Steve Martino and Ray
Cozzi.

Dan Altshuler and Chris Benedetto will
share the goaltending chores for
Massachusetts.

After today's game, Massachusetts plays
Saturday against Boston College at
Chestnut Hill with a 7 p.m. start, before
returning to Boyden for four straight home
contests.

SNOW, SNOW. GO AWAY!!! - The snow from last wee*?: bl^'z^d'may be leaving at places like the NOPE courts, but some UMass teamshave to wait a little longer before they can begin their seasons again.

First it's snow, now it's rain
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Last week, it was awhiteout. Yesterday,
games and meets at the University of
Massachusetts went through a washout.

The UMass women's tennis team had its

match against Springfield College called off
oecause of wet courts. No new date has
been set; the Minutewomen will try to get
its season started up again Thursday at
Mount Holyoke College.

Wet courts also cancelled the men's
tennis match between UMass and Holy
Cross. It was to have been the home opener
for the Minutemen, who will play tomorrow
at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in Cambridge.

The UMass women's lacrosse game
against Smith College was pushed from
yesterday to today. That game is stiU being
held at the upper NOPE field at 3 p.m.
The UMass women's track team saw its

second home meet in a row wiped out
because of poor weather. The
Minutewomen were to have faced the
University of Connecticut and Springfield
College in a tri meet at the Derby Track
yesterday. Kalekeni Banda's team wiU head
to Chestnut Hill for the Boston College
Relays this weekednd.
Todays sports schedule features the

men's lacrosse home opener against Brown.
It also features the twice-delayed home
opener for the women's Softball team. That
will be against Providence College at the
lower NOPE field beginning at 3 p.m

Batters sweep Providence
Steve Cramer threw a fi\ .-hitter in the

first ganr.e. and Warren McReddie smashed
a home run in the second, as the University
of Massachusetts baseball team swept a
doubleheader over Providence College, 2-1,
6-2, in Providence yesterday.
In the opener, Cramer went the distance,

striking out one batter and walking none.
Jack Perry had two hita. and the

Minutemen defense turned over a double
play.

In the second game, Presnal struck out
two and scattered eight hits. In addition to
McReddie's homer, Bruce Emerson smack-
ed three hits for UMass.

For more details, see tomorrow's CW-
Itgian.

GORILLAS OPEN HOME SEASON AT BOYDENTODAY Jl^sS?
triHcaptain Jim Weller (aboTe) «id the Univeraity of Maaaachuw-ttamen a lacrosse team hoata Brown Univeraity in the Gorillas' homeopener today at Boyden Field with a 3 p.m. atart. Masaachuaetta ia 2^
Sf Connecticut*^"**

"*"*"' **'''" "*'*'*^ ^**"*^ *"** **** Univeraity

Despite losing four races

UM oarsmen improving
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
crew team raced against Trinity College
this past weekend on the Connecticut
River. Though four out of five boats were
defeated. Coach Dave Kumlin feels that his
team is improving steadily as the season
progresses.

Kumlin pointed out that the seasonal
record of a team has no bearing on the
team's status for entry into the New
England and national championships and
for that reason, teams gear their training
towards those particular races.

In the varsity-eight race. Trinity pulled
out to a narrow lead at the outset of the
race and held on for a victory margin of only
1.6 seconds.

"The race was a definite confidence
builder," said Kumlin. "Each year the three
boats to look for at the Vail (the Nationals)
are Trinity, Coast Guard and UMass. This
race shows that it's going to be another
dogfight at the Vail again this year."

The junior varsity had a little more
trouble than the varsity since they were
matched up against two varsity lightweight

boats. Trinity and Dartmouth College.
They fell behind at the outset of the contest
and finished in third, with Dartmouth
taking the top position.

"The JV boat is improving steadily and
should make a very good showing at the end
of the year," said Kumlin.
The number one freshman boat had

troubles throughout its race and finished
several lengths behind its Trinity coun-
terpart. Freshman boats, however, are the
most unpredicatable since it oftentimes
takes the whole season just to put together
a consistent lineup.

In the only Minuteman win of the day,
the second freshman boat pulled ahead
early in its race and never trailed as they
defeated a Dartmouth freshman boat.
A junior varsity four was put together at

the last minute to race the Trinity varsity
four and was also defeated.
The waters of the Connecticut will be

churning once again this Saturday when the
Minutemen host Temple University, the
University of New Hampshire and the
University of Rhode Island. Races will
begin at 10 a.m. and go until shortly after
noon.

On Sunday the oarsmen wUl travel to
Wesleyan University for a make-up race.

Sports Notices
The University of Massachusetts

Karate Club is hosting a tournament this
Saturday at NOPE gym from 15 p.m.
UMass will be competing with teams from
around the Northeast, among them
Temple University. Cheyney State
College and the University of Penn
sylvania. Competition will be in Kata
(forms) and Kumite (sparring). The
tournament is free to all and spectators
are welcome.

ADVANCED FIRST AID IN
STRUCTORS: Any Red CroM Instructors

of Standard First Aid who would be in-

terested in teaching a course immediately
should contact the General Physical
Education Office at 545-2338.

RUN FOR RITTER: The third annual
Run for Rittcr road race will be held April
24 at 10:00 a.m. at the Stadium Track.
The entry fee is $4.00 is you sign up early,
and $4.50 on the day of the race. Sign up
either at the table on the Campus Center
Concourse from April 14-23, or at the
Newman Center. Remember — the first

300 finishers get free T-shirts!
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u o.r ^P****®' ®^ ***« House Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill spoke to a capacity crowd yesterday at
the SUB about federal financial aid cutbacks. O'Neill urged students to support his efforts to
defeat these cuts.

Tip says *the president won't budge'
By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

The Speaker of the United States House of Represen-
tatives, Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill Jr., addressed questions
concerning the continuing negotiations over the federal
budget yesterday in an interview before his speech at the
University of Massachusetts.
O'Neill also talked about federal Hnancial aid cutbacks,
and a Reagan administration proposal to allow tax credits
for private school students.

O'Neill said that there has been no compromise on the
budget yet, and that more meetings between Republican
and Democratic leaders were scheduled for Monday and
Tuesday.
"We haven't been able to come to any consensus," O'Neill

said. "The president won't budge on his tax program."
"The president must learn that the art of politics is

compromise. He feels that compromise is retreat," O'Neill

said.

O'Neill said he opposes all Reagan's proposed cutbacks
down the line.

"I oppose the president's proposals in regard to student
loans." O'Neill said, pointing out cuts in Social Security
educational benefits, in Guaranteed Student Loans, and in
the other loan and grant programs.
"In all programs, he (the President) wants to cut them

further in the future," O'Neill said.

O'NeiU also said he opposes Reagan's plan for tax credits
to parents of students attending private institutions.
"I don't think he's doing it to destroy the public school
system," he said. O'Neill said he has "grave doubts" about
the proposal.

When asked what he would urge students to do in op-
position to the financial aid cutbacks, O'Neill said, "if the
students of America react to the cuts as the golden agers
and senior citizens reacted to the Social Security cuts,
there will be no problem."

Olver explains cigarette tax to senate
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The cigarette tax bill, which would provide about $28
million for higher education in Massachusetts, was
discussed by Sen. John W. Olver, D-Amherst. at last

night's Undergraduate Student Senate meeting.
Sen. Olver. sponsor of the bill, said education is "a

resource in Massachusetts worth getting attention."
"(The bill) creates this new $28 million fund by ear-

marking four cents of the 21 cent excise tax per pack of
cigarettes for financial aid," according to a statement by
Olver.

Passage of the bill would make cigarettes subject to

Massachusetts' 5 percent state sales tax, as well as
eliminate the minimum pricing law. This law has "ar-
tificially" kept prices at their present high cost, according
to Olver.

"Increased competition generated by eliminating this
fixed pricing would substantially offset any consumer price
increase due to sales tax," Olver said.

Olver said it is increasingly important to view "the
concept of higher education as an investment." In response
to a question as to whether the bill would be a temporary
measure, he said there will always be a need for

educational funding and the measure would be long-range.
"Even without federal cuts, financial aid programs are not
what they should be. If federal cuts end up being slim, all

Corfdinued on page 8

Objectionable alma mater altered
By JUDI JASUREK
Collegian Stafk

In response to an "objectionable section" in the alma
mater, it has been suggested that the first line of the song's

chorus be changed, according to a memorandum released

by the Office of Planning and Budget at the University of

Massachusetts.

The reason for the change of the verse, "Sons of

Massachusetts, devoted sons and true." to "Sons of

Massachusetts, devoted daughters true," is because it

"implied that the University's graduates and supporters
are only males," according to the release.

The release stated that the alternative retains both the
cadence and the rhyme of the song and acknowledges both
sexes.

At the Alumni Board's last meeting the board voted to

recommend the change. The release stated that this was

the appropriate time to change the alma mater. Chancellor
Henry Koffier has also endorsed this wording, and the
action does not have to go to the Board of Trustees, the
memorandum stated.

"The change is better than the original. We are really

pleased to see the University now recognizes that it serves
both men and women in the commonwealth," said Dale
Melcher, Staff Assistant of the Womens Studies depar
tment.

Lisa Falkenthal, Administrative Coordinator of the
Everywomens Center at UMass. said "we support any
action on the part of the Univeristy to recognize the im-
portance of women on campus and in the society."

According to the release, this action is in accordance with
the Year Toward Civility campaign. The campus, through
formal workshops, course offerings, and special events, as

well as informal channels, has dedicated itself to reducing

Continued on page 8

Speaker O'Neill

asks UM help

to fight aid cuts
By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill Jr.. D-Mass.. speaker of the
U.S. House of Representatives, told an overflow crowd of

University of Massachusetts students at the Student
Union Ballroom yesterday that he supports the efforts of

students to fight federal financial aid cuts and that he
needs student support in the effort.

"I'm here to ask your help." he said.

"Nobody knows the president better than I do." O'Neill
said. "I like Reagan, to be perfectly honest with you. but
I don't agree with his principles, and I don't agree with
his policies...as a matter of fact. I think his policies are
the worst ever in this country."

O'Neill was the final speaker in an hour-long rally for
education. Other speakers were John Hite. of the
University Alumni Affairs office; James Shaw and
Howard Blue, both co-presidents of Students Advocating
Financial Aid (SAFA); Kevin Bowe of the Student Center
for Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA); and
Speaker O'Neill's son. Massachusetts Lt. Gov. Thomas P.
O'Neill III. currently a Democratic candidate for
governor.

"I was more than pleased in October when your SAFA
group came into my office." Speaker O'Neill said. "I said
then that you were the first college group to come t9' me
in protest.

"I've come here because I saw the light in the eyes of
SAFA and I knew that a movement could be started."

Speaker O'NeUl said.

O'Neill told of his recent meeting with President
Reagan concerning the federal budget and said he told
the president he was wrong in increasing the military

budget while cutting student aid.

"In my opinion, tht greatness of this nation never was
because of our defense, it was because of our economic
stability and our ability to move...that is because of the
education of students in this country.

"This is the first time in the history of this country that
the present generation will have less education than their
parents. This is wrong." O'Neill said.

"Education is this country is the greatest resource we
have." Speaker O'Neill said. "This is not the time — nor
is any time the time — to cut financial aid for students."

O'Neill concluded by saying that students could turn
the tide against the aid cuts.

"You can save the future of America, because the
future of America is...education."

Lt. Gov. O'Neill, in introducing his father, said the
speaker was at UMass "not to sign autographs.. he's here
to enlist your support. He's asking you to mobilize to
support higher education."

The younger O'Neill also criticized the Reagan ad-
ministration's position regarding financial aid.

•

"The cutback in federal assistance to students of
America is a question of values." the lieutenant governor
said. "This is 1982 — we have a president of the United
States who believes in an old world. 2 caste system."
Only the rich would be able to afford higher education
under the Reagan plan, he said.

The lieutenant governor told the students "clearly one-
third of you will have your education jeq>ardized for

1982-1983. Greater numbers of students will be turned
away."

Hite. in his introductory remarks, said the speaker led

the opposition to Reagan's budget cuts last year.

"If his (Reagan's) cuts go through Congress, students
will lose their financial aid. We're talking about two
million students," Hite said.

Blue and Shaw echoed criticisms of Reagan's cutbacks
and urged action to oppose them.

"It's important that we take a look at what he's cutting
and why." Blue said. "Let your congressmen know that
these cuts in financial aid programs just will not do."

Shaw said that financial aid was the product of hard
work by legislators for many years.
"The Republican administration will take progress in

education and push it back twenty years. " Shaw said.
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Dlg^est China protests planned US-Taiwan arms deal
Roi tho 4oo/./.V/,/o^ D^^„^ PEKING (AP) - China issued a "strong protest" Last year. China downgraded relations with
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By the Associated Press

Nuclear power plants warned
about possible radiation leaks

WASHINGTON - The Nuclear Regulatory Commission
has warned operators of 47 atomic power plants that bolts
in some of their plants may be corroded and could cause
leaks of radioactive water.

"In the last few years there have been a significant
number of incidents of failed or severely degraded bolts
and studs" in the primary coolant systems of pressured
water reactors, the NRC said.

It is the latest in a series of corrosion problems that have
cropped up in the 47 similar reactors. The 25 other
operating atomic power plants are boiling water reactors,
which use a different system.
The NRC has told Congress that corrosion problems are

widespread in a number of pressured water reactor
generator tubes.

Congress says Pentagon

pursues too many programs
WASHINGTON — Government auditors said yesterday

that the Pentagon is driving up costs by pursuing too many
weapons programs and other projects.
"The problem is simply one of too many programs for the

available funding." the General Accounting Office, the
mvestigative arm of Congress, said in an 86-page report.

After analyzing the Reagan administration's handling of
$72 billion in defense budget increases in fiscal 1981 and
1982, the GAO called for a tightening of Pentagon
management practices to solve what it called "major
problems."

The GAO criticisms come at a time when President
Reagan and Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger are
under increasing pressure from Congress to reduce the
record high fiscal 1983 defense budget totaling $258 bUIion
in spending authority.

Weinberger says he has put into effect a wide spectrum
of management improvements, which he predicted vill

yield major savings.
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PEKING (AP) — China issued a "strong protest"
yesterday over the proposed $60-million U.S. sale of
military spare parts to Taiwan, and warned of the con-
sequences of any new arms deal.

The Foreign Ministry, however, noted U.S. ex-
planations that the spare parts sale did not include
weapons.
A ministry spokesman also said talks continue on China's

demand for a total halt of U.S. arms sales to Taiwan. China
has indicated it will downgrade relations with Washington
if the United States does not agree to set a date for

stopping the sales.

Last year, China downgraded relations with the
Netherlands to the charge d'affaires level in retaliation for
the proposed sale of two Dutch submarines to Taiwan.

The U.S. spare parts sale and China's reaction ap
parently left unchanged the position stated in an
authoritative Chinese press commentary last week-
"Whether Sino-U.S. relations will retrogress or not
depends on whether the United States earnestly respects
China's sovereignty and makes up its mind to settle the
issue of arms sales to Taiwan."

It said U.S. -China relations were gravely threatened.

Reagan voices confidence in Sinai withdrawl
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan said

yesterday he had confidence in the pledge of Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin that Israel would turn over the

remainder of the occupied Sinai territory as scheduled on
April 25.

At the same time, Reagan described as "a tragic affair"

the unrest that has swept through the occupied territories

in the wake of a shooting spree in the Dome of the Rock
Mosque in Jerusalem, for which an American-Israeli

immigrant is being held.

A 7-year-old boy was killed Tuesday when Israeli army
troops opened fire on Arab rioters in the Gaza Strip who
were protesting the shooting rampage in the Jerusalem
mosque.

The peace treaty requiring Israeli withdrawal from the
Sinai was negotiated between the United States, Egypt
and Israel.
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Student regent approved
by education committee

Representative Jim Collins
('i>llc);ian pholo In \ inic llcW ill

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — A consolidation of aspects of
several bills introduced by Rep. Jim
Collins, D-Amherst. concerning higher
education, and specifically the Board of
Regents, was yesterday approved by
executive session of the State Legislature's
Joint Committee on Education.
The proposal by Collins, who is the House

vice-chairman for the committee, included
components of two bills drafted and filed by
the Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy (SCERA).
One of the bills filed by SCERA would

have created a "student advisory com-
mittee" which would be made up of each of
the student representatives to the
respective Boards of Trustees of each of
Massachusetts' public institutions of higher
education. That committee, according to
the bill, would then be empowered to elect
one of its members to a full voting mem-
bership on the Board of Regents.
The education committee, rather than

voting on recommending that bill's passage.

decided to incorporate the student regent
provision into a consolidation of bills,

eliminating the student advisory com
mittee.

Collins said the deletion of the student
advisory committee would increase the
student regent provision's chances of
passage by removing potential argument
from opponents that the advisory com-
mittee would be sufficient student input on
the board.

Also included by the education committee
for inclusion in their composite bill, the
exact wording of which must now be
drafted by the committee, was part of
another bill filed by SCERA concerning
budget appropriations.

That bill, said Ken Moore, chairman of
the Public Policy committee of SCERA.
would reverse a policy adopted by the
conrimonwealth in the budget acts of 1980
which addressed the procedure for
distribution of sUte public higher education
funding among the individual campuses.
Moore said the terms of the bill, which

would cause state budget allocations for

Continued on page 8

Trustees delay vote *till June
on optional MASSPIRG fee

Collegian staff votes to adopt
ombudsboard to settle disputes
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

With a majority vote the Collegian staff
decided at last night's staff meeting to
reject an Ombudsboard tentatively created
Monday night by the Collegian Board of
Editors and instituted a modified form of
that Ombudsboard.
The vote at the 90-minute meeting's

chmax included only one opposition and one
abstention from the more than 100
Collegian staffers.

Entering last night's meeting were two
factions with opposing ideas of what an
Ombudsboard's purpose should be headed
by News Editor Ed Levine. who co-
authored the original board's proposal, and
Executive Editor Kathy Howley. who
offered an alternative proposal seeking
unbiased personnel not working in the daily
production of the Collegian and allowing
public criticism of the Collegian in the pages
of the Collegian by staff members.

Levine's package forbade any staff
member from criticizing the newspaper

through the editorial/opinion pages of the
Collegian and instead provided for the
Ombudsboard to write policy editorials
addressing the charges.
The new proposal offered by members of

the tentative Ombudsboard provided what
Levine called "the best of both worlds."
Under the new board, complaints would be
investigated for accuracy and assessed for
public relevance. If the board adjudged the
charges as valid then the complaintant
would write an editorial to appear in the
pages of the Collegian addressing the
problem(s) and offering possible solutions.
The board would also review the editorial to
insure accuracy.

The component of the plan which the
Howley faction was working most diligently
for was the issue of staff access to the
editorial pages.

"The staffs right to expression is

guaranteed." said Howley of the new plan.
The modified Ombudsboard proposal was

accepted from a plan submitted by mem-
bers of the first board created Monday

Continued on page 8

By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER - The University of
Massachusetts Board of Trustees met here
yesterday and decided to table until their
June meeting a motion to change the pro-
cedure by which the optional
Massachusetts Public Interest Research
Group (MASSPIRG) fee is collected at
UMass' Amherst and Boston campuses.
About 30 students from the UMass-

Amherst and Boston campuses attended
the meeting hoping to muster the trustees'
support for the present system in which the
MASSPIRG fee is collected. The students
met with opposition from Trustees Robert
H. Quinn, chairman and Einer P.
Robisham, before the motion by Larry
Kocot, UMass-Amherst student trustee, to
table the fee was passed.
Dan Malarkey, the UMass-Amherst

representative to the MASSPIRG Board of
Directors, spoke before the Trustees and
called the present procedure "the most ef-
fective way of raising money."
Robisham said the procedure was "a

relatively deceptive way of collecting
money." Both sides presented contradic-
ting evidence in the debate.
In other business, $25,000 was allocated

for the Chancellor's search committee to
pay for travel expenses for candidates and
advertising costs. Some 26 UMass-
Amherst faculty members were awarded
tenure, while seven others were approved
for overscale wage increases.
Former UMass President John W.

Lederle, currently a professor in the
political science department, was named
"President Emeritus" by the Trustees, and
will receive the University Medal for his
service to UMass. The Trustees also of-
ficially renamed Memorial Hall to Alumni
Memorial Hall.

At least $94,000 will be allocated by the
Chancellor for each of the next four years
for transit fees, and $60,000 will be
allocated for the area of University Rela-
tions and Development. The Barber
Scholarship fund, which provides UMass
athletes with tuition aid, was increased by
$144,000.

McLaughlin says coverage
of her son's birth non-sexist
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

Debbie McLaughlin yesterday said her
view of the University of Massachusetts, its

students, and the Collegian will not be
negatively affected by the recent con-

troversy sparked by last week's Collegian

news story covering the birth of her second
son.

The 29-year-old, six-year-veteran
elementary school teacher, who left her job
at an Amherst nursery school and kin-

dergarten one week before her son was
born, said in a telephone interview that she
did not see the news story, written by
Collegian staff member Jim Floyd, as

sexist. She also said a few more personal

questions asked of her would have rounded
out the news story but that after having
given birth to a baby and already answering
questions from 14 or 15 newspaper
reporters and several television reporters

she was "not at her best."

"Jimmy (Floyd) was really polite," she

said.

Describing the birth of her child as

traumatic, draining and a beautiful ex-

perience. McLaughlin said, "that's

something males, unfortunately, don't

experience."

McLaughlin, a 1974 graduate of UMass's
Elementary Education program, said she
assumed the Collegian was interested in her
son's birth because it was a blizzard birth
and because of her husband's position as
UMass's head basketball coach.
McLaughlin said she was upset with the

satirical column written by former
Collegian Women's Editor Kelly Malley and
wondered "what she (Malley) was looking
for me to say."

"Some of her comments weren't at all

appropriate." McLaughlin said. She said
she felt Malley's actions were "at our ex-
pense" but she acknowledged Malley's right
"to stand on her convictions."

McLaughhn. who taught school in Indiana
before coming to UMass and beginning her
teaching career here last fall, said she
planned to return to her Amherst teaching
position in September of this year.
"I'm definitely a working woman," she

said.

McLaughlin's husband, Tom, said, "If the
controversy is about sexism, then every
paper in the country is sexist. I can really

understand her (Malley) point of view and
Jimmy's (Floyd) point of view, so how can I

be upset?"

__^____ Collrxian photo by Vinrr rvWitt
SPRING (?) FLOWERS - Tracy Robbins. a freshman CASlkc major

Ukes time out yesterday to smell some daisies in front of the New
Africa House yesterday.
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Haig develops new Falkland plan;

demands Soviet Union 'butt out'
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of

State Alexander M. Haig Jr. said yesterday
he has developed new proposals for
averting war between Great BriUin and
Argentina and will carry them to leaders in
Buenos Aires today.

Haig spoke to reporters hours after
President Reagan said the Soviet Union
evidently is providing military intelligence
to Argentina in the Falkland Islands crisis

and, in blunt terms, told the Kremlin to
"butt out."

Haig called the Falklands dispute "ex-
ceptionally difficult and exceptionally
dangerous" but said he had received
assurances from the leaders of both
countries yesterday they are prepared to
continue to work with him toward a
peaceful solution.

Haig's announcement came on the heels

Millions rush to

of an Argentine coast guard statement that
two of its gunboats had broken the British

blockade of the Falklands and were
patrolling the shores of the archipelago.

Capt. Victor Badini told The Associated
Press in Buenos Aires that the two vessels,
each carrying a crew of 30, crossed from the
mainland to the islands on Tuesday. It was
the first word of Argentine naval activity in

the blockade zone imposed by Britain
before dawn Monday.

Haig said a solution "will require
flexibility on both sides — not abandonment
of principle — but responsible and
defensible adjustments." The secretary
spoke at a hastily-arranged appearance
before State Department reporters.
Haig said he has developed "new ideas

which I have described to the Argentine
government."

pay taxes tonight
that they won't earn until May 5
WASHINGTON (AP) - Millions of

couples and individuals are waiting until the
deadline tonight to settle their 1981 federal
income taxes. But it will be May 5 before
the average American earns enough money
to pay this year's U.S., state and local

taxes.

The Tax Foundation, a Washington-
based research organization, calculates that
"Tax Freedom Day" will arrive three days
earlier this year than it did in 1981, due
mainly to individual tax cuts enacted by
Congress last year. That reverses a long-
time trend in which the date had gradually
moved later each year.

Meanwhile, the Internal Revenue Service
is waiting to receive the usual last-minute
flood of personal tax returns, which must be
filed by midnight tonight.

Larry Batdorf, an IRS spokesman, said

yesterday that in a typical year, 20 million

to 22 million personal returns are received
on April 13, 14 and 15. Most of those are
from couples and individuals who owe
taxes; those due a refund generally file

earlier.

Most of the $300 billion in personal in-
come taxes the IRS expects to collect on
1981 income is already in hand, thanks to
withholding.

IRS received 94 mUhon personal returns
last year and expects about 96 million this
year. About seven out of every nine tax-
payers gets a refund and this year's
average check from IRS is $703, compared
with $635 last year.

Because they can't locate records and
other necessary papers, many taxpayers
will be unable to meet the April 15 deadline
and will have to ask for an extension. A 60-
day extension is automatically given any
taxpayer who files a Form 4868 requesting
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Outrageous Easter Sale

50% off all full price merchondise
starts Thurs. April 6
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Thursday, April 15, 1982
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Anti-racism workshop to be held
The Southwest Women's Center (SWWC)
wUl sponsor an anti-racism workshop on
April 22 at 3 p.m. at SWWC. The workshop
will feature the showing of the fUm "Black
History: Lost, Stolen or Strayed."
The film is described as a guided tour

through a history of attitudes (both black
and white) and their effect on black

f?if"k?- l^^f
^'^ presents the stereotype

of the black American perpetrated by radio
television and other forms of media. The
film is narrated by Bill Cosby.

Fall schedule books available now
wm''^''iwht!i?','''Vl" "-^ «'"'^'" ^»"'"8 "«' »«k. the book, wUI be

Panel talks on children's literature
On Saturday April 17th the University of

Massachusetts Bachelor's Degree with
Individual Concentration (BDIC) in
Children's Literature program and Society
of Children's Book Writers will sponser a
conference on "Perceptives in Children's
Literature" in Stockbridge Hall from 8 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m.
The confernce's purpose is "to have

people recognize how complex and wide
ranging chUdren's literature is." said Masha
Rudman. a professor of education and co-

coordinator of this program with Dianne
Daplan. a teaching assistant in BDIC.

Julius Lester, professor of Afro-
American Studies at UMass and Newbery
Honor Book author will give a lecture.
Other conference participants are Jim
Bruce, editor at Delacorte Books; Eric
Carle, author-illustrator; Gareth B.
Matthews, professor of philosophy at
UMass; and Jane Yolen, an author who
teaches children's literature at Smith
College.

Murder and arson charges dropped
LOWELL. Mass. (AP) - Two brothers

accused of murder and arson in a tenement
fire that killed eight people were freed
yesterday when a judge dismissed the
charges against them because a third man
has refused to testify.

The third man charged in the case. Victor
Rosario, 24, was committed to Bridgewater
state hospital for psychiatric, evaluation to

determine if he is competent to stand trial
according to Terrence Downes, first
assistant clerk at Lowell District Court.

Judge Arleen Hassett granted defense
motions calling for the dismissal of eight
counts of murder and one of arson each
against Felix Garcia. 31. and his 19-vear-old
brother, Edgardo J. Garcia, both of"Lowell.

Maverick Jeans
Save $4.00 with coupon

Sale ends 4/23/82

Your Choice
any Maverick Jeans

in stock

SAVE $4.00 OFF Reg Price
with coupon

SAVE $4.00 off Reg
w/coupon

Sale ends 4/23/82

price

on Maverick Jeans in stock

Open M-F 9-5

Located in the
Campus Center mMstore^
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Week 2nd livestock loss
gets department's goat
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

The second incident of loss suffered within
a week's time by keepers of livestock at
UMass involved a goat reported stolen
yesterday from the young-stock barn on
Commonwealth Avenue, said Sgt. Paul
Ominsky of the University of
Massachusetts Department of Public
Safety.

The two-month-old, mixed-breed goat is

believed to have been taken sometime
between 6:00 p.m. Tuesday and 8:00 a.m.
Thursday, Ominsky said. The caller from
the UMass farm department who reported
the loss described the goat as "salt and
pepper colored", according to the police

report. No dollar value was assigned to the
goat. The first loss of livestock occurred
last Thursday when dogs attacked twelve
sheep in a Commonwealth Avenue barn
resulting in the death of one sheep.
In other police action, a 1969 Chevrolet

automobile reported stolen from Lot 22
near the Southwest Residential Area at
3:00 p.m. yesterday afternoon was
recovered by Springfield police at ap-
proximately 5:30 p.m. yesterday, Ominsky
said. The car has an estimated value of
$3,000 and is believed to have been stolen
between Monday and Wednesday, Ominsky
said.

Ominsky said 80 to 90 percent of the
automobiles stolen from this area are

Continued on page 8

Cops arrest disorderly driver
A Ludlow man was arrested Tuesday

night for being a disorderly person after his
car ran off the road and, according to
Amherst Police, he responded to the efforts
of police officers assisting him by yelling
and swearing.
Mark Timothy Askew, 25, of Ludlow, was

arrested at 11:19 p.m. Tuesday on East
Pleasant Street near Clark Hill and charged
with being a disorderly person. Police said
Askew's car went off the road and into a
snow bank, and when he was offered
assistance by police officers he became

disorderly.

At 1:14 a.m. yesterday, police received a
report that a car left overnight in the
parking lot of Poor Richard's sustained
damage to its right front and right side as
the result of an apparent hit and run ac-
cident. The incident is under investigation.

At 2:36 a.m. yesterday police received a
report that an unknown vehicle had
damaged the lawn of the South Amherst
Common.

- SUSAN RING

Springfield men arrested for heist
BOSTON (AP) - FBI agents said

yesterday they have arrested three
Springfield men in the March 4 theft of
$630,000 from the Old Colony Bank in

Holyoke by bogus armored car couriers.
At the time, police said a man dressed in

the uniform of the Berkshire Armored Car
Service Co. walked into the bank, told
tellers he was there to pick up the money,
and walked out with bags containing
$630,000. The theft was discovered about

15 minutes later when the real courier
appeared to take the money to the Federal
Reserve Bank in Boston.

Larry GUligan, a spokesman for the FBI's
Boston office, said one of the three men,
Craig M. Chernack, 26, worked for the
Berkshire Armored Car Service Co.

Also arrested were Chernack's brother.
Lance M. Chernack, 22, and Dale G.
Veratti, 23. aU of Springfield.
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Have we become aware of political lies
Thursday, April 15, 1982

By SATYA GABRIEL
Special to the Collegian

Are U.S. military personnel involved in direct combat
activities in El Salvador? Will the Reagan administration
send troops to join the American special forces soldiers in
that Central American nation? Ronald Reagan says no.
But is he telling the truth?

The Reagan administration has taken extraordinary
steps to prevent information from "leaking" to the press
and thus to the American people. This is not so extraor-
dinary vhen you consider the backgrounds of the in-

dividuals running the Reagan government.

Let's take the top cabinet official of the Reagan govern-

ment for instance. Alexander Haig is a veteran of the Nix-
on years. Haig took part in the decision by Nixon and Kiss-
inger to bug the telephones of both government employees
and press reporters. Haig's distaste for leaks goes way

Commentary
back.

And with good reason. When the Nixon leadership
ordered the buggings they were in the midst of a massive
and iUegai night bombing of Cambodia. Cambodia was, at

the time, a neutral nation. Neither Haig, nor his president
had any qualms about violating the U.S. constitution
which requires that Congress approve such an action.
Most congresspersons knew no more than the average
U.S. citizen about the clandestine bombing.

Thousands of Cambodians were dying. Billions of dollars
in U.S. taxpayers money was being burned up. The U.S.
constitution and international law were being violated. Al
Haig, as chief of staff at the National Security Council,
played a key role. He is now secretary of state.

Thus, the questions asked at the beginning of this piece
are quite legitimate. I only hope the answer comes before
it is too late to do anything about it.

Death chair unfair to poor, uneducated
By MOLLY BALDWIN
and WALTER SILVA
Special to Collegian

The film "Sacco and Vanzetti" will be shown at Hampden
Student Center, Southwest Residential College, at 8:00
p.m., Thursday. April 15, free of charge.

Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti were executed in

1927. allegedly for robbing and killing a paymaster in

Braintree. The trial of the two Ilalian-born anarchists was
poised with a double bias, at a period when anti-immigrant
and anti-radical feelings raged. The trial judge himself
cursed the defendants as "anarchist bastards."

Eyewitness testimony, unreliable of itself, was peppered
with allusions to these "dark-skinned foreigners." (Shades
of the "identification" of Earl Brown and Craeman Gethers,
two Black UMass undergraduates, as the robbers of a local

fast- food restaurant a few years ago.) A confession by
Celestine Madeiros. sentenced for a different murder, was
coldly dismissed even though he admitted to his own part
in the Braintree crime and swore that neither of the two
defendants were at the scene. And fifty years later,
ballistic "evidence" at the trial was found to have been
falsified.

In 1977. Governor Dukakis officially cleared the Sacco

The Florida chair, where John Spenkelink died in
May 1979

and Vanzetti names in a proclamation. A fluke in the
history of Massachusetts? Jack Jones was hanged in
Shelburne Falls in 1898 for a crime confessed to by a
soldier dying on the Cuban battlefront in the Spanish-
American War. George Taylor was electrocuted at
Charlestown Prison in 1929 after another had confessed to
the crime for which he would die. Herman Synder was
executed in 1934 after four dissenting U.S. Supreme Court
Justices found that he was denied a fair trial.

Today we must ask: Is our justice system so infaUible we
can be sure there will be no equally shameful sequels to
these cases?

Governor King is attempting to override a
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court ruling that the
death penalty violates the state constitution, deeming it

"cruel and unusual under contemporary standards of
decency.

"
If the Governor has his way, we can expect a

constitutional amendment passed this year to allow
executions, and we can expect the electric chair at Walpole
Prison to receive its first guests as early as 1983. We must
question why, in this political year, the Governor wants to
reintroduce capitol punishment in the Commonwealth
when we have survived without it since 1947. Today,
Death Rows across the country are populated by the poor,
the Third World, and the uneducated. We can expect our
own Death Row at Walpole to be no different.
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Is Brezhnev
in decline?
Is

Leonid Brezhnev as sick and senile as the press has
made him out to be? Is he babbling loud, incoherent
utterings at important meetings of the Politiburo, and

drooling on the shoes of foreign diplomats? Does he have
reservations on the Next Flight Out?
No one knows for sure, but all indications are that

Brezhnev, the leader of the Other Superpower, has not
been well for some time, and has gotten much worse in the
last few weeks.
Last week, rumors of his apparent stroke and hospital

stay prompted every major news agency to pick up on the
story, and do some investigation into the whole political
cliniate in the Soviet Union. Papers and newsmagazines
have speculated on Brezhaev's health and competency.

Josh Meyer

Letters
Narrow-minded students
To the Editor-
John F. Hudson's cynical column, "Truth reveals the

Hypocrite", is ironically hypocritical. In his attempt to
epitomize a "left-wing" political supporter, he did a fine job
of epitomizing a supporter of another group called Narrow-
Minded Students who Stereotype (NMSS).
Watch out everybody! You better not listen to the cries

of millions of starving people, and then join the Hunger
Task Force, which seeks to feed them, because if you do
you are sure to be attacked by the NMSS as an "upper-
class, spoiled brat" who hates aU technology, capitalism,
rules, and morals. You better not join the Umass
Peacemakers or the Sierra Club or any other organization
that has the insane idea that technology might be harmful
to people and the environment if it is not guided by moral
precepts. Don't think for yourself, just listen to anyone
who works for the government or who seems to be im-
portant or who wears a badge or who carry's a gun, and do
what they tell you to do, don't, I repeat, don't try any "soul
searching", because you might find out that you actually
are human!

Evidently, since John says his soul searching has been
futilistic, he has yet to discover who he is. But in the
meantime, he wiU lash out at anyone and everyone who has
the least bit of concern for anything, and lump them all

together as an "epitome." "Lenny" may have been the
founding member of Students Against Everything
Possible, but John is the current president.

Stephen Cieiger

Northeast

Biting the hand that feeds
To the Editor

-

I represent the Spanish Club of UMass. which began last
October. Like all clubs on campus one of our main problems
is funds.

We as a club decided to show a movie on a seemingly
exceUent date and location. To show a movie a group needs
to have funds upfront before the event. We don't have the
total amount to show the movie, so we petitioned the

Student Government Association finance committee for a
short term loan to cover the costs. We were turned down
for this loan.

I see this as a totaUy unsensitive move on the part of the
committee toward the smaller student organizations on
this campus. We have approximately 35 members, all of
whom have paid their SATF fees. We financially support
groups such as the SGA and other SATF organizations.
Yet we recieve no support in return.
There are definite problems in an organization that was

willing to throw thousands of dollars into a project (spring
concert) to underwrite its activities, a project that may
have turned into a white elephant, yet this very
organization won't grant a short term loan to a club that
tries to enrich the campus both culturally and socially. You
can bite the hand that feeds you and get away with it af-
terall.

Tim GaOagher
UMass Spwiish Club

Katzian morality is a curiosity
TotheEdkor-

Prli"*'"^ ^'il^*'"/
^**'' ^^^ '^*^* ^«« ("Fight forFreedom April 14) of your continuing crusade against

traditional morality.

Your revelation that discouraging pre-marital sex "plays
a major role in the rise of fascist political structures" was
especially enlightening. I never would have guessed that
sexual morality was a fascist plot.
I was also very interested in your refusal to accept the

reduction of sex to "false dichotomies such as morality vs.
immorality"; why anyone would want to make sex a moral
issue is beyond me.
As curious as I am with Katzian morality, I am afraid that

I cannot subscribe to your way of thinking. Nor can I share
your belief that "the 'sexual revolution' is ultimate^ a
'revolutionary attempt at achieving real human freedom."
No, Mr. Katz. I am not a fascist. Fm just someone who

finds "real human freedom" in virtue and morality.

Kieth Jackson
Northeast

and tried to predict who will succeed him. As usual,
they've been crammed with conflicting statements and
observations made by "high-ranking officials" (you know,
the guys right down the hall fi^m the "confidential inside
sources"). Why in just one day, we heard that Brezhnev
was in a special Kremlin hospital recovering from a
stroke, at home in ill health, and speeding through
Moscow in a motorcade, with business as usual. For all we
know, he could be dead.
Despite the fog of confusion surrounding the issue,

there are several facts hinting of something wrong within
the U.S.S.R. Since Brezhnev's return from a "grueling"
four day trip to Tashkent, Uzbekistan, there haven't been
any of the customary press photos of his arrival. Rumors
circulated that he was carried off the plane into a waiting
ambulance, but whatever the case, Brezhnev did not
return in usual fashion. A scheduled visit to Moscow by
the President of South Yemen was cancelled, as was an
important meeting of the Central Committee, the ruling
body of Soviet government. Brezhnev's personal physician
has also cancelled a scheduled trip overseas. The list goes
on.

If Brezhnev does indeed pass on to that Great
Fatherland in the sky, or is put out to pasture, our rela-
tionship with the Soviets would then be completely up in
the air. At 75-years-old, Brezhnev has almost single-
handedly ruled the Soviet Union for 18 years, as General
Secretary of the Soviet Communist Party and President.
Some say that "leaders for life" like Stalin and Chairman
Mao, never really got old, they just slobber away into
obscurity while others control operations from behind the
scenes. These leaders and their health are one of the best-
kept secrets from the press, so no one really knows the
scoop. But when Brezhnev goes, so does all existing
policy.

Since Brezhnev wields such authority, he has not needed
any powerful, close allies within the Soviet Politiburo.
There is no obvious successor to the throne. Two of the
most eligible contenders are Konstantin Cherenko, age 70,
a loyal supporter of Brezhnev for thirty years and Andrei
Kirilenko, age 75, the Communist Party Secretariat and
all-around Number Two man. Then there is Yuri An-
dropov, chief of the KGB secret police, still a young whip-
persnapper at 67.

Many suspect an intense power struggle between these
and other leaders in the Kremlin for a leading role in an in-
terim government, and subsequent long-term govern-
ment. Even if Brezhnev remains in some semblance of
consciousness, he is expected to retire at the next meeting
of the Central Committee in late May. In anticipation of
this, all contenders for his position have been scurrying
around to gain loyal supporters and brownie points.
At a time when the Soviet Union is as economically and

diplomatically unstable as it is now, the death or demise of
The Leader (as he is so affectionately called) would be ex-
tremely unsettling, to say the lea^. At a time when poten-
tial crises are escalating in all comers of the globe, a game
of political "musical chairs" behind the Iron Curtain
would have tremendous repercussions for us and the rest
of the world as well.

Once again, our perceptive President has fully grasped
the crux of the situation, remarking that "they're in a
more desperate situation than 1 had assumed." For once,
he's prolMibly rig^t.

Josh Meyer is a UMass student.
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Letters Policy
Letters to the editor must be signed and
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number for verification. Please type
tripled spaced at 67 characters per line.
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received, unpublished letters cannot be
acknowledged or returned. Submissions
are subject to editing: for claritv and
grammar. Letters long^er than M) lines ma\
be condensed due to space limitations.
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* SCERA
Continued from page S

higher education to be distributed to each
institution, will be included by the
education committee in their composite bill

basically unaltered. Under the "lump sum"
law adopted in 1980. the entire budget
allocation for Massachusetts higher
education is distributed among the in-

dividual institutions by the Board of
Regents.

A third bUl fUed by SCERA. which would
have established a procedure for oversight
of the Board of Regents, was not accepted
by the committee.
"The main items that we were looking

for.. .we got." said Moore, who called
SCERA's efforts "very successful."

* Omhuds
Continued from page S

night. The submitted plan was authorized
by Assistant Managing Editor M.W.
Mulcahy. Associate Executive Editor
Nemat Shafik and staff reporter Kevin
Bowe. The original board, under the
proposal accepted by the Board of Editors,
was to include the editor-in-chief, the
managing editor and the executive editor
but since these three people were directly

involved in the controversy they were
excluded.

The original Ombudsboard was created
to address charges of journalistic
wrongdoing or malfeasance in other areas
of social pertinence voiced from within the
Collegian or from the reading public. The
controversy borne of the Collegians news
coverage of the McLaughlin baby's delivery
during last Tuesday's blizzard and sub-
sequent charges of sexism practiced by the
Collegian were the motivating forces

behind the board's genesis.

*Alma Mater
Continued on page 1

racism, sexism, anti-semitism and all forms
of oppression wherever possible.

The song's copyright expired in 1963.
The song is now in public domain. This
nuikes the verse change legal according to
the release.

Thursday, April 15, 1982
Thursday, April 15, 1982

* Goat
Continued from page 5

recovered. He said most of the vehicles
reported stolen in this area are probably
taken by people simply for transportation
and not for resale or "chopping" into parts.
A call received from the head janitor in the
Campus Center resulted in police visiting
the Campus Center Auditorium where they
discovered four people sleeping on a walk-
way above the stage area at 7:21 a.m.
yesterday, Ominsky said. The four in-

dividuals were taken to the UMass police
station for identification and three were
subsequently served with trespass notices,
Ominsky said. If any of the three in-

dividuals violate the trespass order, they
will be subject to arrest, Ominsky said.

A4um-iM)-j-a-»-a- -IUl-VUMMMUMt4a

2 FORI
NIGHT

* Olver
Continued on page 1

The better," Olver said.

The senator said he was "confident" the
bill would pass, saying legislators have
received support from the business com-
munity. He said the combining of efforts of

private and public colleges is "something
we have not seen for years."

The student senate passed two motions,
one supporting the excise law, the other
commending Olver for his efforts. The
senator told students to write their

legislators supporting the bill, saying it will

be before the Tax Committee next Wednes-
day.

"When students contact their legislators
and their parents, suddenly there is an
awareness of the University of
Massachusetts that wasn't there before,"
Olver said.

In other business, the senate passed the
Student Government Association presiden-
tial election results. Former president
Larry Kocot swore in Jim Murphy and
presented him with a bottle of champagne.

Kocot said the champagne was a symbol
of victory, the "cheap price" a symbol of

what Murphy will need to get him through
the coming year. The speech and Murphy's
acceptance was greeted with applause.

All Vodka, Gin, Rum and
Whiskey drinks -

ALL NIGHT

Also: 3 Rocks - .95o

DVP presents

John Bob
Dean Wood^vard

"The Legacy of

Watergate
Thursday. April 22, 1982
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall
Tickets on Sale

Now at $2.00 UMass Students
FAC Box Office $4.00 general public

Tickets Unlimited (TIX)
^ i^uuui.

»»
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A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat.

Arts
iCollegian 9

live wir

John Brobst

"Take all your atomic poison power awaiy.
"

— John Hall
The John Hall Band (complete with the bald keyboard

player) will perform a benefit concert for the
Massachusetts Nuclear Referendum Campaign tonight at
the Fine Arts Center. Tickets are $5.50 and $6.50 and are
available at the FAC Box Office, Main Street Records in
Northampton, The Green River Cafe and all Ticketron-
outlets.

Clarence Clemons and the Red Bank Rockers will appear
at the Hangar One in Hadley on April 24. Tickets are
available at For The Record, and Sound In Motion in
Amherst, Main Street Records and Platterpus in Nor-
thampton and Belmont Records in Springfield. Tickets are
$7 in advance and $8 the day of the show.
This weekend - The Incredible Casuals, The

Neighborhoods and Kaspar Hauser Friday night at the
Hangar One, Harold Melvin and the Blue Notes Saturday
mght at 9:00 p.m. at Valentine Hall, Amherst College, The
dB's and the Museum Direktors at the Blue Wall Friday
night, and Boys Life at the Wall on Saturday night. The
Hamptones at Sheehan's Cafe Saturday night, and The
Scientific Americans at Northampton's Polish Hall on
Saturday night.

Vicious rumors dept. - The Roches and Squeeze at
Smith College in May. Huge Genesis tour this summer,
following the release of a live album.
Trivia question — Congratulations to Lisa DeAngelo,

who correctly identified Puppet, as the former band of
Scientific Americans' guitarist Jett Lagg.
This week's trivia question — R Complex will be perfor-

ming tomorrow night at Sheehan's Cafe. A free record to
the first person who can correctly identify the nicknames
of R Complex's singer/guitarist and bass player. If you
know, stop by the Collegian Arts Desk between the hours
of 2:30 and 5:00 today!
Wrestling is real' - Live female jello wrestling tonight

at Northampton's most exciting ni^t spot, Dallas! The
bouts begin at 8 p.m., and will be followed by dancing from
10:00 to 1:00. Whether you dance in the jello with the live
females was not known at presstime.
The Spinners! — This great soul vocal group will appear

at Chapin Auditorium, Mount Holyoke College on April
24. Let them make you feel brand new!

Drummer Redd Rich
of the Scientific
Americans, who will be
performing at Nor-
thampton's Polish Hall
on Saturday night. Also
in the area this
weekend are the dB's,
the Neighborhoods,
Boys Life, Harold
Melvin and the Blue
Notes and R Complex.

Movie on homosexuality breaks the ice
Rv AMnPir.A MTT T CTIT'TMBy ANDREA MILLSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

Arthur Killer's provocative movie. Making Love, which
is based on screenwriter's Barry Sandman's own personal
experience, is one of the first films to break the ice on the
subject of homosexuality.

Making Love is the story of a triangle love affair
between a husband and wife (played by Kate Jackson and
Michael Ontkean) and his lover (Harry Hamlin). When the
"once perfect" marriage of this loving couple begins to
crumble, Kate Jackson suspects that her husband Zack, a
doctor, is involved with another woman. She is devastated
when she learns it is another man.
Although this movie had enormous potential to display

the many facets of homosexuality, the treatment of the
issue is presented in an unrealistic manner.
One of the most frustrating aspects of this film is the

overly civil manner in which all three parties deal with the
break-up of the marriage. For such a complicated situa-

tion, everything is resolved too easily. Only positive and
warm feelings are conveyed to the audience, and it is as if
both Jackson and Ontkean completely forgot the past
chapters of their lives. Director, Arthur Hiller, paints too
pretty a picture of a situation that should have been
replete with much more anger, confusion, and grief.
In addition to lacking a sense of realism. Making Love

also lacks a sense of organization. Too often, details of im-
portant scenes are omitted and a new situation is quickly
flashed across the screen. An orderly sequence of events is
missing, which confuses and frustrates the audience.
Although all the actors look good, the acting is phony.

Kate Jackson is too understanding and Michael Ontkean is
too insensitive toward his wife's feelings. Harry Hamlin
shows no real concern toward anyone but himself. This all
contributes to the unrealistic theme that dominates the
story line.

Although Barry Sandman's film is certainly revolu-
tionary, it lacks the authenticity that would have made it
an effective and powerful movie.

Ian L. McHarg

Landscape Architect & Ecological Planner

will be speaking before

The Grad Forum

Sunday April 18, 7 P.M.

in Memorial Hall

Free Tickets are available at the GSS Office, 919 CC

one per person on a first come - first serve basis

wine & cheese reception following the lecture
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THURSDAY
AU you can drink
$3 cover beer and 50c shots 9-11
36 E. Plaasant St.. Amherst. MA 253^8286

Summer
Employment

Camp Young Judaea
Amherst, New Hampshire

(Resident. Coed. 1 hour from
Boston) IS m need of Department
LUrecfors and Activity Specialists
|0f this summer m Athletics

?J!,TP,"\'"'
^*"" Intl'uction

_ WSII, Waierskiing, Sailing, Arts
» o Crafts. Campcraft, Israeli

I ?^"- ^'•"'•- '«'•*' Folk Song
Hiflerv, Tennis. Photography Of

W nee Personnel and Nurses IR N )

E«cellent Salaries and fringe• benefits Pleas* contact Or
1 ^"•'*" 8 Rotman, Oirmnor, 81

f ^T^*"^ ^"^' Welleeley. MAA 02181. 617 237 9410
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THE BIG ONE
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TACKLE
*>.
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j ^^
MUSEUM DIREKTOR?

fti f6 from Boston

th» NEIGHOORHOODS
INCREDIBLE CASUALS
KASPAR HAUSFR

Homemaile

ICE
CREAM
Emporium

Coming. . .1. Willi* Smhh.
fool*. Eitvators

"^

i^^\.

r

ursdays 8-11

NEW ROCK NITE
with DJ DAN
ALSO: The Big One
every Fri & Sat 8-10

Apr. 24

Clorence Clemons
& th« Red Dank Rockers
Adv«7
Doy of Show (S

fldwlous
Baked Goods

NC^THAMPTON
-AMHERST

BREAKFAST
Served Daily

I

Jkfcfarc/s

HIGH TECH AND JODS
FOR THE INNER CITY
THE PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP

- o conf»r*nce •

This Fridoy. 16 April, 19S2 • Mount Hoiyok* ColLo,
participants include:

George Kariotis, Secretary for Economic Affairs,

c . . ,..
Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Franklin Thomas, President, Ford Foundation
- and - representatives of three high tech firms

with inner city operations
(Digital, IBM and Control Data) .

sponsors: r a. .. . -fo* further informotion contoct:

Take
A Break
From PlaEza!

Urboo Studies Program and
Ooportment of Economio,
Mount Nolyoke CoHege

PotHorton
Deportment of Economics
Mount Holyoke College

_ a_ 50«-226l; 536-2432
conference porticipotion is free of chorge

/^^
-tax included-

l^''\'-'
'2.30 Chicken sg^

^^' * «®«" '2.25 Chicken & Refrito ^2:25
Extras: tomatoes - 10V extra cheese - 15*. sour cream - 10*

jalaper)os - 20*, sauteed peppers & onions - 25«

(Whole ^heat toruilas are avanable at no e.Ua charge ,

iWninmni Order Of 2 Burrltos
CDcllverjr cfcarge of SO* per order.

whetker joa order 2 or I0!>

Fri. & Sate, 7pin-Upin

VILLA

LAMIA
, ^ PIZZA

"We've got the LOWEST PRICES.
AND the LARGEST PIZZAS!"
SPECIAL

Spogh*ttl

and

MoQtbolls

$2.^9

Boltwood Walk
Amherst

tsimsmmm

Call:

2560838 549-1880
9 E. Pleasant St., Near the Pub, Amherst

Ask about our FREE Delivery

rusty nan
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A combination ot JAZZ
FUNK & F.ATIN icxiuTcs

Toruo bass
Bill Washer - electric guitar
Bob Metzner flute and sax
Gerry Niewood saxaphone
Brian Brake drums
Chuggv Carter percussion
Jay Byalick keyboard & synthesizers

produced with the Asian American Students Association April 15 $2.00

THE
y "The most impressive poprock debutsmce the emergence of EMs Costello five

yeers ago. . .

"

Ny Timet 5/17/81

THE BLUE WALL

with th» MuMum Dirvcktori

April 16

START THINKING ARDllT SUMMER...

I

REGISTRATION FOR ALL
SESSIONS BEGINS MAY 11

Min.TIPLE SUMMER
SESSIONS

DAY, EVENING & WEEKEND CLASSES

S-WEEK SESSIONS;
• SESSION #1- JUNE 7-JULY 9

•SESSION #2 -JULY 12-AUGUST 14

6-WEEK SESSIONS:

• SESSION #1 - MAY 21-JULY 9

• SESSION #2 - JULY 12-AUGUST 27

WEEKEND COLLEGE COURSES:
MAY 21-AUGUST 9

SPECIAL
PROGRAMS
(Credit and Non-Credit)

•SUMMER MINI-SESSION
• SPECIAI, INTEREST WORKSHOPS
• SPECIAL INSTITUTES
• HELD WORK
• SUMMER THEATRE FESTIVAL
• STUDY, TRAVEL SEMINAR
• COMPUTER DAY CAMP

(Educational and Recreational Activities)

FOR BULLETIN, APPLICATION, AND INFORMATION, CALL:
DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL SESSIONS • (914) 636-2100, exi. 592
lONA COLLEGE, New Rochelle, New York, N.Y. 10801

RTE 9 HADLEY 9B6-M02
OPEN TILL 2 AM
WEEKENDS

1 AM WEEKDAYS ,

IJIKir ioK Oh\SPK(^^ VI SKSSIONS . |()N x (()l.l.K(.l . 715 North Wcnm \cu \ork. N .^ mm
\

\I)1)RI SS.
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UMASS SKI CLUB

SAT SKI TRIP

to

SUGARDUSH
Vermont

Experience the Finest

Spring SItiing in Vermont
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^^*
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ACROSS
1 Cook's choice
5 Kind of extremity

10 Pace or trot
14 Words of

understanding
15 " New York

'

16 Aware of

17 Molded*and
ctiilled, treat

20 Understanding
21 Privilege in some

countries

22 Certain photos
23 Fruit used in

cookies
24 British plane

of old

26 Wading birds

28 Whore the old

waterwheel
turned

32 Super
33 Jai

34 Mild season
35 Brown sugar, corn

syrup concoction
40 Source of food
41 Make of
42 Good eating, for

some
43 Approves
45 Sunday sounds
47 Certain sauces
48 Denomination

49 See 34 Across
52 Cake decorator
53 Beverage
56 Custard-filled

cakes
60 Ancient Gauls
61 SWNew

Hampshire city

62 Layers
63 Lambs' mothers
64 Forces
65 At

DOWN
1 and choose
2 Tennis great

3 Type of light

4 Dry, as wine
5 TV tryouts

6 Pep up
7 Overdo affection

8 Prayer

9 Gulliver's

nickname
10 Decorative seed

pods
11 Handle, Latin

style

12 Bitsys

companion
13 On one's
18 Room shape
19 acid

23 of Worms,
1521

24 Barn adjunct
25 Part of a land

map
26 City on the Sefne
27 Fattened the pot
28 Symbols of

authority

29 Force
30 White tie

and
31 Red or black?
32 Secular cleric

36 Sign up
37 Like an

optimist's outlook
38 Holy women: Fr.

39 Put the on
44 Egyptian god
45 Took a look

46 Off-white

48 Make the
49 "God's Little

50 Branch
51 Rant
52 Short essay
53 Not in hart>or

54 Microscope
part

55 Being
57 Orel's river

58 Three times,

in Latin phrase
59 Ship's

designation
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WEATHER
Sunny today, highs in the

60s inland and in the 50s
along the coast. Fair
tonight, lows in the 40s.
Mostly sunny tomorrow,
highs around 70 inland and
near 60 along the coast.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce
Grilled Ham and
Cheese Sandwich

DINNER

BREAD BUFFET
Fried Chicken/Cranberry
Sauce, Supreme Sauce

Grilled Steak

BASICS LUNCH

Soybean, Com, Tomato
Casserole

Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER

BREAD BUFFET
Cheese Spinach Squares
Fried Chicken/Cranberry
Sauce, Supreme Sauce

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

10

11

11

L

Today, Intellectual Video

:30 - 11:15 May The Farce Be With
You — funny video

15 - 11:45 Harry Chapin - the man
who brought us sniper
and other love stories

:45 - 1:45 Abbie Hoffman - the
60's radical in a talk
given at UMass

:45 - 2:00 Short Shots - A Video
Grab-bag
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DRINK SPECIALS
1.00 Vodka Drinks

Pitchers of Miller
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1 .00 cover with

this ad
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TO SUBLET

1 bdfm Cliffslde inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
temis^available immediately Paul or Bill

Rolling Green 2 bedroom apt to sublet for
sufTimer. Furnished all utilities air cond in-
cluded rent neg 256-0435

Pufton Village3bdrm summer sublet with

S °^L°o i?lJ '9 ^'"^ <2 person) and 1 smbdrm 549-5487.

5 Bedroom House on Bus Route '/^mile
from campus, large back yard,and garage
Approx 120 per month including utilities call
nick at 549-1867.

Summer in Sunderland 6/1 2 bdrm in 3bdrm apt lg-$100 sm-$75 (neg) on bus rte
pool, garden fall option on apt Kathv
Karen. 665-3855.

^'

Squire Village -summer with fall option
large two bedroom townhouse Rent
negotiable 666-2718.

Summer 2bdrms in 3 bdrm furn. apt $150
telec.

1 mile from campus 546-1118

Summer Sublet with possible fall opt sully
funished Brandywine 2 bedroom apartment
air cond pool after 4 549-4018

3 bedroom Sunderland Apt. for Summer-
i«^i^"'J^".°P^'°"- ^270/month -h util.'
665-3900 after 5.

Sum"^r Sublet 2 bdrm Townhouse apts
ac furnished $225. 549-641 6

Brandywine apt: A/C, pool, furnished on
bus route, available June-Aug will
negotiate rent call 549-1405.

Summer sublet 4 bedroomT apt. pTJ^e
negotiable, bus rt 546-6648. 546-6596
S" f" f"er sublet/fall optiorTXbdr'^^rapt
near town and campus call Tom 253 5767
Sij^i^r sublet w/fall option 1 bd^7pt
S -7^'^ ^^^ ^ ®'«*= poo' o" bus route

J°
»"*>'•* '»" option Cliffside Apts

240-month everything inc 1 bdrm furnished
living room ca ll eve 665-7604

Sunderland on bus rte2 bedroom
available May 1 665-4991

Brandywine'2 bdrm, completely furnished
apt pool, AC June 1 to Aug 31 549-4181
Puffton Village 3 bdrm furnished apt sum
nTef^subletJ546p5054 546-4043 549 1901

Lantern Ct summer sublet w/fairoptiori 2
bedroom $300 bus rte 665-7569

Northwood Sunderland 2 bedroomsummer sublet fall option 665-4388 or
Grover 549-4930 x284

Amherst 3 bedroom house on bus rte
available June 1 rent negotiable! 253-5237
1 bdrm Cliffside inc all util pool tennis bus
J^^betw 5-6 11-12 pm Jack Shaun

Brandywirie - 2 bedrooms, furnished, poolA^^ Available June 1 - Aug 31 call

Beautitui Brandywine 1 bedroom
available for sublet immediately! Fall oot
pool, walk to campus 549- 1229

'

L^^""o^*
HollisterT^r summer with fall

option 295 per/month partially furnished
pool, balcony, 256-8782

Sii^i^^^r^blet 3 bedroom furnishedrumon apartment negotiable 549-4874
Townehouse Apts 2 bedrooms summer
suble^vailable June 1st $365 negotiable

A?^^"^^ °"* ^^'"^"^ furnish^.

Two Bedroom Apt. Brittany Manor Need
^-3 roommates. Partially furnished. Price
negotiable. Fall option. Call 253-7397 even

Surrimer Sublet Townhouse, AC cable
Lg^ living room 3 bedrooms call 546-6658 or
046-6672 anytime.

^»itM/i^od Apt Summer sublet onir2Mrm furnished with AC, pool, on bus routeremn^egotiable call after 5 PM 253-7123

^ bedro^rTTTownhouse Rolling Green
June 1 Aug 31 furnished

, AC, ?ool bus
route^utihties included, rent negotiable

tl^^K^If^® summer sublet w/fall op

e&5-7?49
°°'" on bus rte, AC, pool

ST^' sublet fill option 2 bedr^^
pool air conditioning utilities included $310busj^utecal[6^-7925

"u, ^oiu

Br^ridTi^^hiri;;;^^;;^^]^^^^
bedroom

air cond pool call 549-6440
"«"'^oom

T^r^b^^^^Ti^pi^HWvl^^
S^^:??„

^325/ month negotiable Jamie»*6 3235 or Gordon 546-3231

^ J«*'foom~i^rpuffton viiiii^r^;;;;;;;;;!,
subjet^nly^549-6999 last chance
Lease beginning June 1 2 bAHmnrr. r^\
onial Vill $270 256-6660

'^^oo'" Col

large house, close to campus 549-0796
in
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Jazz and Classical Series
many titles and artists to choose from

FREE DRAWING 1

Name
Phone _

(1 winner only)

I
Winner will receive choice of any $8.98 list
album in stock. Drawing 4/20/82 Drop off en- I
try in the Record Dept. i

%UmVERSITYi
mSTORE* i

OPEN
M-F 9-5

'*»r\'""y. turnlshed summer sublet
w/fall option 2 bedroom in So Amherst onPUS route pool tennis courts 256-6662
Southwood Apts 2 bdrm summer sublet
with fall option $250 -t- 256-0429
Summer sublet w/fall option 1 or 2

S^323^1
°''"' "°"-'''"oker on bus

f'^.^o^"'' "o
°"^'" ^'9 2 bedroom, pool,

fall option. Squire 665-7590
Barm m 3 bdrm apt small quiet complex

o^^Srr '"' ^ ^"""" ^"''

iT""" »"blet w/fall option in twobedroom Colonial Village Apt. 270-1- caMeves 253-7313

S'!!!."*°,"I?!"*" ^""*««* summer with
tail option 147/month utilities inci 253-5937
BeacJi^ul Brandvwir;;r2'b;5;^^;;r^

Sfe'-M24^'
^^^"^'^'e June 1 call 546-5029 or

N^Tdean 4 bdri^TTpt available for^i];;^-mer e fall $147 everything, bus route andl/i m\ from campus 256-6101

ln*'*R°^'"
sum^i^^^ublet with fall op-

Summer sublet w/fall optl^^iTb^^;^

ej^jgj^;;;;;^"^ ^^^^ ^^^"-o^th

Summer sublet. Puffton 2 bedroom, fur-

5^-1934^°°'' ^®""'^' ^^' '®"* "«flo^«ble

Puffton Village Apt. summer sublet 2
bdrm, furnished, directly across bus stop

5^990?""'^' "^^"^ negotiable 546-1471

?.T^'' '"•*'"* ^"ni'shed one bedroom
Uiffside pool $200 monthlv 665 2064
Townhouse 2 bdrm com^etely furnishedAC w/possible fall^ption 549-4788

bdrm

Puffton 3 bedroom furnished summer on-
ly call 549-451

1

2 bedroom townhouse Southwood Apts
on bus route fall option 256-6697
Large furnished room 10 minute walk to
campus $150.00 per month 549-5519

2 bedroom apt Northwood to sublet
June 1 with guaranteed fall option bus
route call 665-4994

2 people wanted to share large master
bedroom in Puffton for summer $75 amonth each call 549-1703

4 bdrm apt Swiss Village 147$ each
utilities included on bus route partly fur-
5^®^j^va"able June 1st with fall optionll!

Echo Hill house 2 bdrms June-Aug on
bus rt beau locat call 253-55 1

1

Rolling Green 2 bdrm apt June 1 - Sept 1
furnished, AC, utilities incI, swimming
pool, quiet, call 253-5986 after 8 pm keep
trying

*^ ^

I

GUITAR
Yamaha Acoustic~GUJ^ FG335 oerf^t

TRAVEL
New York City Day Trip spend day on
your own Sat April 24 leave from Camp
?" f.',^"'^'®

^* ''•^ am leave NYC frorri

i*]®
Whitney Museum at 6:00 pm pay

$19.00 to Rm 462 FAC Tues 11:00-1:00
Thurs 1:30-4:30 inlcudes wine chees^
donuts coffee

Sublet w/fall option
665-4751 after 5

250-1-

WANTED TO buy"

Northampton 2 bedrooms 115-h each
near downtown June-Aug eve 584-5143
One bedroom University Park Apts sublet
June 1, with fall opt rent negotiable, in-
cludes, on bus route 253 3389
Cliffside Apt 2 bdrm available JUn 1 w/fall
option call 665-2853

Summer sublet fall option spacious 2
bedroom apt on bus route 665-7726
4 bedroom apt Swiss Village $147/mth,
util incI on bus rte some furn fall option

WANTED TO RENT
2 bdrm apartment in Puffton for sum-
fliei^andJalUall^Ba^SVi^^

fn'r'lSl' I??'*'"?
'°' BrandywinT;^^

for fall call Lisa 546-fl?M4
Looking for townehouse or Bran-

^StSi"''*
^°' ^^" ""*" '"'""^^ ''"blet call
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECom.toC<^^C^CcjU
,5^^^^^^ • Deadline IS 3:45 two^tTpn^Tpu"^^^^Ca«h .n advance • 5 consecufve days 5% discount • Phope number FREE

''"°"*^''°" ^*^

iCol]e giaj2 J5

A BETTbH WAY TOBUY KHF^
Sonlcally Superior Audio. The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720

A DISC JOCKEY NCPnpn? "

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

AMHERST CENTgR
~~

Amherst Center - five spaces available forsummer sublet in four bedroom Victorian

^9487^^'°"" ^^ '^" ^^^®®" '^"^ P'^

APT^AVAILABLE
Room in Cliffside Apt available for sum-
mer and fall. Contact Dave in Room 411
Student Union, if interested. Leave
message. $160.00 a month includes
everything

Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
tovvnhouse apartment in Southwood. 1 Vi

ofo l4J^«^'^P®^'"9. pool, tennis courts 330 -(-

^t>o-o759

Chic cheap 2 br apt on bus rt fully furnish-
ed for June-August 253-9389

Apt sublet w/fall opt 2 bdrm 256-8829 on
bus rte

Belchertown Lakefront winterized cot-
tage available now for couple $235.00,

2 bdrm Apt Col Vil bus pool $280 available
June 1 w/fall option 253-3089

Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood 1%
baths carpeting, pool, tennis courts
253-5759

FOR SALE

APARTMENT WANTED
I desperately need a two bedroom apt
in either Brandywine. Puffton or CrestviewAm wiling to take Over lease on August 1
Please call Scott at 546-8925

Moped Honda 8 mo. old mint $300 Chris
549-1006 after 6 pm
Alvarez. Classical Guitar with hardshell
case. Excellent condition asking $275 Joyce
253-7178

AUDIO
New and used speakers - limited quan-
tities. excellent prices. Peter 546-7127
Great Sound For LessI Experienced DJ's
will play your favorite tunes, rock, disco
o^ies etc. Call Steve 549-5845 or Roger

Fender Bassman Amp with preamp out
mid 60's $150 256-0215

Epicure 2.0 Speakers for sale $660 list
yours $350 or BO call 549-1451 anytime '

Biamp Electronic Crossover, adjustable
frequency, essential for clear sound $100
256-0215

Tape Deck Vector Research, Music
Search, the works, perfect condition. Con-
tact Guy 546-9013

For Sale Advent 201A Cassette Deck ex-
ceMent condition $125 Rossignol St Comps
195 cm need work with Solomon 555 comp
bindings $75 Turkish lamb skin coat never
worn brown ladies sm kids medium $125
542-3296 call late

3 pc Kent drum set only $235 or BO call
256-0285

Siamese Cat Blue point. Show quality. 2
year old altered male. Playful. Asking
$50.00 549-5519

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
1971 Toyota Corolla $625 runs excellent
Daniel 253-5943 usually evenings

1972 Toyota Carina, good condition $1500
call Leslie 665-2578

1974 Chevy Impale good cond. runs fine
no work needed, $850 Kevin 665-4362

1978 Cadillac runs excellent loaded 2500 or
best offer 546-1448

72 Datsun 240Z 6 clym reg gas, 26 mpg,
runs excell, looks nice $1800$ 665-7771

66 Bug good condition, runs excellent
$150 call 6-6341 or 6-6332

Chevy Van: 1976 6 cylinder, runs well,
carpeted interior, best offer 1-533-5216

1973 Nova SS low mileage, immaculate,
$2000, call Ed. 256-6763

FOUND
Gold watch between SU and Campus
Center Garage early April call 549-0319

Found male Siamese cat in Townhouse
Apt area If yours please call: 546-7985 or
549-4788

Pair of gold rimmed eye glasses in SW
pick up at Collegian Office

High School ring - Maiden High with 3 in-
itials - call to identify 545-0484 J. Ortiz

At CCC ring April 12 617-544-7613

FURNISHED APARTMENT
Furnished one bedroom Colonial
Village $260/mth. Availablw June 1.
7«)6-6413

FURNITURE FOR SALE

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684~~~

BELLYGRAMSI!

Delivered by professional Bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
253-5491

We've got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go. Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

GUITAR

CAPE COD RENTALS

Females for house on Cape, So. Yar-
mouth call Deb 546-8018

Studio one acoustic guitar ex cond. with
case $140 253-7125 Brad

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic
546-6684

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JOYCE

COLIN AND SPIDER

To Colin and Don Juan-Ahue in Brooks
318 - The least you could do is say thank-
you for the Easter-baskets. . .

ENTERTAINMENT

May your imagination set the limit.
Have an excellent day! Love the Kellogg's
Clique

HELP WANTED

A valley favorite the Pleasure Dots, will
be at Smith College's TNC on April 15th.
Davis Student Center, 9-12, college ID re-

quired

All The President's Men movie Tuesday
April 20 Mahar Aud 7 & 10 PM $1.25

FOR RENT

Summer rental Cape Cod - Hanrt/ich
4-bedroom ranch call 617-899-8654

5 bedroom house avail June 1st with fall

option $100 per room 586-6493

1 bdrm apt Col Vil Amherst bus pool
starts June 1 253-2017

1 bdrm Cliffside Apts Sunderland
$235/mo all utilities incW available May 1

call 545-0683 ask for Wendy
2 bedroom summer sublet w/fall option
Vi mile Amherst Center bus route $300
inclusive 253-5943

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bdrm Col
Village on bus route, pool $280 before 11
PM 253-3651

Northampton large bedroom available im-
mediately thru summer and fall 118-1-

584-5143

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.
Europe, S.Amer., Austrailia, Asis. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Summer work, find out how 5000
students last year averaged earning $2,300
to $2,500. Send self-addressed, stamped
envelope. Box 251 New Haven CT 06502

HEY GUILD MEMBERS
Important meeting in Stockbridge 201
Thursday at 7 pm! ELECTIONS!!

HOUSE FOR RENT

3 bedroom on bue- route $425 plus.
Washer/dryer, quiet neighborhood. Call

253 9476 eves

LEGAL ASSISTANT
INTERNSHIPS

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-
tions available for full-time legal assistant
interns for Fall 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Aid attorneys of LSO with
client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-
dance at hearings in District and Superior
Courts, and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain
continuing caseload under attorney super-
vision. For advice on arranging an intern-
ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-
ships, Curry Hicks Building. For further in-
formation, contact LSO, 922 Campus
Center. Applications due Wednesday, April
21. at Office of Internships. Writing sample
required.

LOST

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Please! Call

Light blue knapsack. Bluewall Fri April 9.
Book and notebooks crucial for graduation
253-2078

Wallet lost last Thursday near GRC
library, reward, call Joe 586-3406

Gold wishbone ladle's room near Col-
legian office please call 253-7224

At 171 Brittany Manor on 4/3/81 a
burgundy handbag. Please return - no
questions asked. Sentimental value Reward
Heidi 6-8177

Lost Psych Text: Psychology by Lefran-
cois please return call Sue 6-6465

MARTHA'S VINEYARD
Wanted two females share house with
other college students. June 1 to Labor
Day. Call 6-5445

MOTORCYCLES
Honda SL350 motorcycle 4000 miles, ex-
cellent condition. $550 includes two
helmets 549-5071

Honda 1976 CJ3eO ex. cond. 6,000 mi. BO
Jim 467-7054

81 Suzuki 8S0SG shaft drive 2700 miles
mint cond loaded 2650 or best offer
413-589-9407

79 Yamaha 750 shaft drive, clean, fast
many extras asking $1950 665-3447~~~~

PERSONALS

Register now for the April 24th Run For
Ritter 6.2 mile Campus Road Race. See
our table at CC or Newman Center office
Undergraduate Business Club guest
speaker: Mr. Michael Winer, Financial
Analyst - Citibank N.A.. New York will
speak on "Careers in Banking and Impres-
sions of the Corporate Worid". Thursday
April 15 @ 7 p.m. in SBA room All invited! !

All University Women are invited to
find out what Sorority life is about

Sigma Delta Tau Has It All!

Party Dates
Fri. April 16 Pizza party 4-6
Tue. April 20 Cook-out 6-7

Wed. April 21 Greek Fashion Show 6:30-7
We are located at 409 N. Pleasant St.

For more info, call 545, 0527
Sigma Kappa Open Rush Thurs April 15
at 6:30 located behind BKO RSVP at
2566887

"Senator Fitz" call 6-1088 for a vote!

Boom Boom and Hippo ready for
tonight? Happy B-day's Have a good time.
Joel

Musicians, Singers, etc. Interested in
performing in a Jazz Cofeehouse' Call
Carol 6-1268 today!

People's Gay Alliance Spring Dance
Party April 16, 1982 9 pm - 2 am cash bar
10th floor CC $2 admission further informa-
tion 545-0154

VICKI - Looking fon^^ard to a good Cape
summer? How about Brax Landing Sun.
night to start! Or Newport? Its up to you.
See you soon dear - BT
Happy Birthday Cosmic Muffin!
Remember meeting at Isaiahs, bottle of
red, bottle of white, kissing on Main St.,
goodbyes, Luv ya, BIL

A benefit concert for the Mass Nuclear
Referendum Campaign - John Hall Band
and Crockett April 15 FAC donations 5.50
-6.50

John Hall Band Benefit Concert for
Mass Nuclear Referendum Campaign April
15 FAC with Crockett don't miss it !

ATTENTION SENIORS:
You have another chance to have your
senior portrait taken. This offer has been
extended for a limited time only. Stop by
CC 178 or call 545-2874 for an appointmen t

Open Rush: Alpha Chi Omega invites all

university women to dinner on Tues, Wed
&/or Thurs night at 4:30. For more info,
please call Cyndi 549-2780

Tom and Kara - Thanks for a fantastic
weekend you're both too much! Love Mike
To friends? of Christopher Lang wish
h^ a happy birthday today 6-7964

UMMTG members: Important meeting
Thursday at 7pm Stockbridge Halll!

enjoy it love PamVal. Happy 21st roomie

Free Vegeatrian Feast, mediatation
yoga, philosophy. Krishna Yoga Society
tonight 7:00 pm Suffolk Room
The golden years come together in your
Josten's college ring. Keep the memories.
Order your Josten's ring at the University
Store on Aoril 20 and 21

RESUME WRITING

Quick/confidential/efficient call after 5
PM or weekends 549-5727

$60 REWARD
Lost April 8 men's Longines watch bet-
ween CC and Southwest sentimental value
546-5327

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to Philadelphia PA (area)
on either April 15 or 16th. Will share driving
& expenses. Call 546-9623 keep trying

Ride needed to Boston this Friday, April
16. Will share expenses. Call Diane at
665-3571

RIDERS WANTED
Riders wanted to Meford area April 16
call Diane 256-6052

Driving to Texas in June. Looking for so-
meone to share driving and expenses. Call
Joel 256-0435

ROOM WANTED
Room needed in furnished apartment
on bus route. Summer only. Tom 546-6207

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

Roommate wanted to share apartment
W. Hatfield, reasonable rent Cindy
247-5815

Female wanted to share 1 of 2 bedrooms
at Cliffside Apts. beginning June call Deb-
bie 665-4371

Cape Cod - Two females wanted to share
duplex in Hyannis - close to beach and
town - Irene 549-6322

SERVICES

Professional Research. Writing. From
$4^age. catalog $1. Authors' Research.
roOO-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago. IL 60605

JVP'"9 ^ a line. Some overnite service.
Call 549-4595

SKI EQUIPMENT
Hagen 200 cm racing cut skis. New
never used, price negotiable. Call 549-5616*
Excellent buy^all now - will sell quickly~~

SUMMER JOB

6 weeks cook and care on Vineyard call
Walter, 914 JA, 546-8720

SUMMER JOB OPENINGS
Camp Becket-in-the-Berkshires has
several openings for male counselors and
program specialists. Also music, graphics
woodworking, office. Situated in the
mountains of Western Massachusetts, the
camp offers an extensive camping program
erriphasizing personal development. For ap-
plications write promptly: State YMCA, 6
St- -James Avenue, Boston, MA 02116

SUMMER ROOMMATE
Female roomate wanted on Cape (Yar-
mouth) call Laurie 546-6799 or Lvnn
546-6088 ^

SUMMER SUBLET

2 bedrooms in house 1 mi from Amherst
Center behind nature center nice on bus
route 256-8079 after 6

Brandywine 2 bedroom w/terrace
°''.?1^2''i^LP°"^ ^^ poo' 290 per month
call 546-8765

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION
Lantern Ct. Sunderland 2 bedroom par-
tially furnished 665-2387

Large modern 2 room apt kitchen, prvte
bath, 5 mm walk to Amherst Center on
SP^^^"oIo«^"'^ '^^'" Str bus rte contact
David 253-9459 eve

Four bedroom apartment in Swiss
Village $147 per person with all utilities in-
cluded. Act now and get a free couch
Available June 1 and fall option is yours
Call 253 7430

SW. POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Nomination papers are available for the
following Southwest Area Government of-
fices: President, Vice President, Treasurer
Communications Coordinator. Nomina-
tions close Friday, April 16 at 5:00 PM pick
up papers at the Southwest Area Govern-
ment Office
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Gorilla "D" shuts down Brown, 9-2
^ STEPHEN FREKER P ll^r^ 9m ^M '"^M ! <i

—-^ -^ -^^ A B.^ ^^ ^irfBy
Collegian Staff

Dk-k Garb^r sat on a table outside of his Boyden office

jntroTd^riT"^' ^" ^^^^^^^'"*'"
^^ ''-'--'^^

"I told our guys before the season that our defense wouiriw.n a lot of ballgames for us this year." Garber head coa 2of the Ln.vers.ty of Massachusetts mens lacrosse team
said. W.th Corin (Chris) and Vosburgh (Lee) gone. I toTdthem we were go.ng to have to rely equally on othe^ partsof our game besides a flashy offense

- ^

The Boyden Field faithful might have sensed there wassomething riussmg from yesterday s 9 2 GoriUa victory

stTed bT ^ ""7"^^- '''^'^P^ ^^^>- ^"P-^-d blitzkrieg'
styled barrages of scores reminiscent of the play of lastseasons Conn-Vosburgh Manhasset Connection, as thsgame was pointedly un offensively-oriented
If they happened to be of this incUnation. then all theywere missing was the fact that Massachusetts wa5demonstrating the art of controlling a lacrosse JnSthrough hardnosed. multi-maneuvered defense

^

of the ^ff^r
'^"''''^ ^^ ^°"*" ^^'•y f^«hy on both endsof the Held in recent years," Garber said. "Sure it looks

looks terrible. What we played today was a good fun-damental, defensive game." " KooQ. lun

The Gorillas opened the home season with their first

tX ri.t f '^'"l'
'^ ^^'^ ^^" E"^'^"d Intercollegiate

title nght from the source: team defense. Instead of thegoalscorers and assist-kings being in the Umehght it wasplayers Uke Ray Cozzi. Chris Bennedetto and^John Mincone, the core of the UM defense, who were the keys tokeeping Massachusetts unbeaten at 3-0
^

It . w '^ '""^^^^ ^^^ ^«'"'"g ^to the game) anddominated on our end o^ th^ field." Gorilla defensive coach

si^ dL^e." '
'"'• '^'

' J"^^ ^^"'^""^ ^-^ -•' -"on
"They have a good club and their defense did a good iob

s"id"' W?h •
''''''' ^"^'" ""''' ^^-^^ Cliff Ste'enion

S h ^\ I
^ ^?""^ '^^"^ '^^o freshman starters onboth attack and midfield) and they were able to force usinto a lot of costly misukes.

"

While Brown did have its offensive opportunities (tRevwere outshot by a slim 33-27 margin on the game) thecombination of a tough -checking GoriUa defenseTnd hegoaltending of Bennedetto (15 saves) kept the Bears o^the

was'a^'I tie J t iTo' ?^r"/°"^'
^'' '^ Massachusetts

JimVn ,.h lifV^'^^ ""^ P^"o*^ ^hen midfielderJim Coughlan scored off of a pass from Gib Brady.

MIDFIELD BATTLE — Gorilla midfiplHpr Po*o, m n ^. '. "'"^^^•' p""'" ".* jL widron

he Gorilla offen.se was nnt cfo«^; :ji.. t-_ . .. . ,,
offense.

Sports

The Gorilla offense was not standing idly by while thedefense was takmg all the bows. Tri-captain Jim WelLr (2
goals. 2 assists) and crew were maintaining a steady
stream of fu-e on Bear goalie Marchus Woodring.
Junior attackman Paul Fogarty opened the scoring to

give the Gorillas the lead for good and WeUer followed withtwo more, scoring the gamewinner at 5:11 of the first
quarter after leaving two Brown defenders in his wake.
"We should have scored a few more goals and I was a little

disappointed that we didn't Uke advantage of some good
scoring opportunities." Garber said. "We weren't as sharp
as we have been, but we still have a potentially explosive

Goals by Peter Martino and Ernie Shapiro and Fogart v'ssecond of the game assisted by Morgan Mohrman, put theGorillas up 6-1 at halftime. while the Massachusetts "D"

71 r ".? 'uT ^ ["'* '^'•^^ ^^o^« ^ th« ««<^ond period,

lead in t^ tT- / ^l^^u ^° '^on^id^rably increase their^ad m the third quarter, but could not capitalize on Brownmiscues, including two missed open net shots
Mohrman closed out the GorUla scoring with an

X'r'1,^"*\*''*'
three minutes left to play in the game

thVfiS^^ p ^ *^ T"",
Saturday under the Ughts againstthe^ston CoUege Eagles at Chestnut Hill with a 7 p m

H!!!?'**'"®" sp"t doubleheader>vith Friars
Collegian Staff ^^*ss scored the winning run in thp fifth ^k»„ ^;_-u __... ...

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

M
'^/^.^^^"'^^'•s'ty of Massachusetts softball team Split adoubleheader with Providence College at loweT NOPEyesterday, takmg the first game with% close 2 1 vicVorybut dropping the second game 6-3 in 10 innings

»fi
'*'*^,7;.*''t "P^f ^'th the way we hit. We didn't goafter anything or do anything." said head coach ElaineSortmo. We are a better hitting team than we show^

In the opening game. UMass hit and played well enough
U) pu

1 out a hard fought 2-1 victory over the Lady Friars ateam that is currently ranked third in New England
Providence hit UM ace Gina Mantino for Two hits andone run ,n the u-st inning to take an early one run lead. ButMajtmo quickly settled down and the Lady Friars did not

rl"X7 T""'' ^i
""' '"" '°^ '^' '''' «f t»'« ^-'"e- Mantino

registered six stnkeouts in the first game

a.s'^p/n'if'M '^'^'T*"/"^ ^" '^^ ^'•^ '" ^^^ f«"rth inning

France?T^'-"^''L T^ t
^^^ '^^'" ^^ '^«^' ^^'^ scoring

t ranees Troy, who had been hit by a pitch.

run^ern^Z^ r"
"'""^^ ''"" '" '^' ^'^'^ ^^en pinchrunner Barbara Cameron scored from third (with basesloaded) on a Jackie Gaw fly to right field.

In the second game. Providence, now 3-3-1. struck fastscoring two runs off of freshman Masory. Su; Altieri Ted

jacktGz;i:s:ed'.'
^'' - ^^^ -^ ^- ^

-'^-''

tn1n!w ^.^."^ ^^n, ^"^ ^"" Lombardi enabled Altierito make it home^ Glady scored the second run when aTncia Lyons pop fly fell between three UM infielders.

T'.^'i'^*/''"'^
^^''^ ^** •'^""t y«"-" said Sortino.

Tin. r ff f '*"!f
"^^^ ^^'•^ •" ^^^^ ^"d of the inning

n St on 1? ^^^ r'^'^l'
'"^ ^^^" Laverdiere reache^d

IvlrH
^''''"- ^^^ ^'^ ^ '^^ d"^« to second andLaverdiere was out. with Coffin on 3rd and Gaw on 1st.

Then Gaw made things happen. She stole second andProvidence pitcher Judy Yarnschelt tried to batTowntJe

hobbled the ball and an alert Coffin raced home as Gawproceeded to run to 3rd.
^AChristine Coughlin single to right field sent Gaw home

and the Minutewomen had tied the game 2-2
UMass scored again in the third when Lombardi sluggeda shot up over the middle scoring Gaw for a 3-2 lead

.i^rr^ Providence came up with the equaUzer in thesixth due to a confusmg call. Karen Byrne reached first onan error by third baseman Elaine Tedesco. o"e bat er anSa stolen base later. Byrne was on third

.f^T?rn/T^^i '"
^T'*^""^"'^

^'^^" «"d the pitch got

The^hlll
• uT'^ ^^^ ^^^ ^'^ »"d hit th^ batter.The ball was called a dead baU and the runners on base

thtgame '

'^'"'" "^''^*^ *'°'"^*"'^ '^' ^'^^^^^

kertThlT,?"'^*
^" ^

'^i'^^
°^ ^^'"'y '*te in the sixth and

nofLn^ I

^ ?""' *' ^^^' ^"' Th« Minutewomen couldnot capitalize and score.

FriL-ItaThr'l'"""" ^^ '™^'y ^''' P'-^P^''^^ the Lady

"wp s«f I V '"" explosion and the 6-3 victory margin

SortTnn K ?"'^
''" ^"^ '**^ ^^ y°" <^a"'t do that." saidSortino, whose team's record now stands at 3-1.

UMass travels to BurUngton, Vermont for theUniversity of Vermont TournLent. Along with UVMLowell and the University of New Hampshire^ bl there!-p^
^»«»uu.e.jniversityof New Hampshire wiU b«

Baseball team sweeps Providence in 'real thing'JILLYSHEA
^^A VAl.j.j.t^By BILLY SHEA

Collegian Staff

^PROVIDENCE. R.I. - R was if they had been playing all

After two weeks of drills and fabricated game situationsm the confines of the Curry Hicks Cage, th^e University o

D^avT •W-' '""''"
'r"" ?^">' '^^^ '"^^ opportunity toplay a real game and made the most of the chance

P^Ee ""'^"" '''''''' ''• ^"^ «2 Tuesday fn

fiplHTn?"
^'^^^"''^^

^^yf «"« <^ould expect a walkathon or

rWh^.Tu'''^"' °^ '^^ ^^'^ ^^^' Bears. Instead.Coach Dick Bergquist was treated to two fine pitching
performances to complement a sound defensive effort bythe Minutemen. ^

Lefty Steve Cramer shook off (or forgot about?) his five

walk, first inning two weeks ago at URI and went the

openTT^hr
""''''''"*^ '''P'^^ ""' P'^»''"» <=«"trol ii he

HCTn-r IV f""" '^^ttered five hits, struck out one anddidn t walk a better while raising his season record to 3-1
Cramer also had considerable help from the UMassdefense. The Mmutemen were errorless the entire day a^dcame up with the big play when Cramer needed iT

Presnal
""^ ^'" ^'^^ ^^'^^'' ^"^ lefty Tony

Presnal hadn't pitched in nearly a month but the trickylefty went out and spread out eight hits, struck out two

and walked only one batter over the course of his seven

7i7AT\ ""' ')\''^''' ^'^^- «- rolled by he out

kept Fr!ar h?r'
'

f k '.
'^'""temen infielders Is Presnalkept Friar hitters off balance the entire gameBruce Emerson collected three hits in game two eoine3for 3 and co ertina an rri o • r-

'^.^ •'*^"' Jfoingd

MrRpHH;^? f ^ C? ^^^- ^®"'<*'' f""st baseman WarrenMcReddie nailed his third home run of the young season asolo shot over the right field fence
ng season, a

standinTfn N^'t'^'T ^^^ '' ^^' *^ Massachusetts'

ttat dHo t? t
"5'*"*^ ?""»^ ^^'^^^^ •« concerned is

ranked hL ^^m '^ ' doubleheader Providence was

rankingl
^^ '" ^"* ^^"^'""^ Coaches College baseball

Jine'ltnTh'" t" ''V" ^""^ ^" ^^'•'y ««*««" ^i" streak

Athletic A
^^^y^.'^^^t Rutgers in an important Eastern

This issue of the other voice was made possibleby a grant from the UMass Arts Council
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Gary Trahan. here, plays Pippin as a boyand Veronica Smith as his grandmother.

By ANDREW GORDON
On Saturday, April 10, the University of Massachusetts

Music Theatre Guild presented their last performance of
Pxpptn and it finished with a bang. It is generally agreed
that each show improved upon the performance before it
and. when you consider that opening night was close to
flawless, it foUows that what nearly 700 people witnessed
on closmg night was not just "special," as previously
reported here, but spectacular. The energy was at peak
level and the excitement it generated was felt by both the
actors and the audience.

"It was definitely the best performance of the run and
the level of energy added to that." said Kathleen Marshall,
the show s choreographer. Marshall, a sophomore at
Smith College and better known to UMass audiences as the
title role m last semester's Sugar, has done an outstanding
job It s a near impossible task to follow in the footsteps of
Bob Fosse. Marshall's idol and the choreographer of the
origmal Pippin on Broadway, but she has done just that.
The movements are Fosse to a tee and if there's any one
reason why Pippin succeeds it's because of Marshall
However, I cannot discount the other positive impacts

on the show. Director RusseU Greene and vocal director
Marcy Praskin were equally fantastic and the other artists
and technicians involved did more than their share of
work. David Gaines conducted the top-notch orchestra.
Jellrey Hubbel s lighting was inventive and the multi-level

r T^^}1 "^*'^" Saltonstall. was the most expensive
(over 1.000 dollars) and by far the most impressive in
Theatre Guild history.

The casting for the show was impeccable. Gary Trahan
starred as Pippin, the title character and son of Kintr

Et^RYM^M u
^^' P'°' ^ ^''"P'^- PiPP'" is anfc^VERYMAN character: empty and searching for somemeaning to bfe. Afraid to get trapped by routine and the

mundanity of everyday Ufe. he runs from everything

Gary Trahan and Robert Smith arecrowd pleaser. **" *^« ri«ht track" in this^i^^^^d^^^
Photoa by Barry J. 8«ino

Robert Smith turns in a powerful nerfor.manoe as the leading pUyer.
Then he meets Catherine, a young widow, who shows himthat everyday life is not all tedious and flat, or that if it is

aTd
' I'tr " ''.? "^ ^' ''*'• ^"^'^ P^^« ^he confise'dand restless character in a thoroughly warm andbehevable manner, a very important element to ^esuccess of the show.

As Catherine, Jodi Leong was. for lack of a strongerword, great She has a wonderfuUy controUed calm on-stage and a beautiful voice. As Pippin's idiot brother and
stepmother, respectively. Scott Cunningham and BreffnyRouse are ako outstanding. Cunningham is hilarious asthe narcissistic warrior and his facial expressions can beread from the back of the auditorium as eksily as from the

h» «k
sustams the character excellently throughoutthe show, even durmg scenes in which he is not the focalpoint Rouse is wonderfuUy wicked and catty and hersecond act solo is tremendous. These four performers

f hp^'Irr? .r""?"*
^""^ '^ ^°"'*^ ^ ^ the best interest oftheatre for them to pursue their talenl

.

The dancers, too. were fantastic. Robert Smith as theleading player has a strong stage presence and the dance

Heffler. in particular, were standouts (actuaUy. knockouts
is a more appropriate word)

^nocKouts

sl^vlessZ^nf^""*
"""^' 1 production and countless

s eepless nights, it is over. It can be hard. At Saturdaynight s cast party, director Greene was going through a

fe^ bT'TnT '^«P'--fr" ^"^ ^ ^^"-^ s^adneL wasfelt by aU Drummer Lloyd Henley explained "It's in-

Td JhlVh' 'T"' "' ""'•'^ ''''' ^^« i"to a productionand then bam. it s gone. There's no time to bum out about

Ln^^ '
'*^ ^"'"'^ °" ^^^P'^ tomorrow." Indeed

^dGodspeU which wiU be performed earirnext month in

even or\;:tr
''"""P;'

^T^^^ People's'minds If it i^even one tenth as good as Pippin, it wiU be well worth
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Truth a
By ROB CROWLEY

JP<^r misconception abmU UPC - Sunday 417 a m&)mewhere m the bowels of the Student Union fiJldi^eseveral unsavory characters with pasty skin sit crossegged around a small, broken end ^ble^ % candlelShT

^l 'thev Zl'^'"'^-'
°' ^^'^•"^ -d i/da is fheypeak, they pull small pieces of paper randomly out of a hat

Sii 'trng itr/s^' ^^ "^'"^^ "'^ "^- ^'^ ••
"^'"

One unsavory character turns to another "Start animor that we've got the Stones, then try to Lk B^le

The consensus of the four major
talent agencies in the country is thatUPC Productions has the best spring
talent lineup in the country.
"But what about THE BOSSl"

if Z^^f^ !!™- Y«?«''day's papers," said the first. "Leak
rt to the Collegian that we just signed the Doors for Spring
Conc...uh...Community Day."

*
Well it's not quite that primitive. In fact, the Union Pro-gram Council is a well-organized RSO group with 300members, eight committees and three officers. Their our-

pose, according to talent coordinator Frank Gironda, S to
try and bnng the best possible diverse entertainment for

the lowest pnce to students." It's an admirable goal, and
probably about as easy as standing on your head and
reciting the Gettysburg Address. •

UPC like the University Massachusetts, owns a dual '

reputation. The further you travel from Amherst, themore favorable the reputation becomes. Local notoriety isS n^^"^"^ ^r^K ^r ^""'^ ^^"^ ^^"^*^«' ^ho con-
sider UPC one of the finest and most reputable student-
run booking agencies in the country
According to Gironda, "The consensus of the four major

fK ^^T"""-^^ '" *.^^ '^''^^^ '^ ^hat UPC Productions has
the best spnng talent lineup in the country - excluding

So^"
"^ professional promoters to book theS

ST^t ""'w^^'i^
of Colorado does the Rolling Stones

and Stevie Wonder, but they have a huge facility. You
can t compare that to what we do because they use a pro-
fessional promoter. It would be the same as if Don Law
booked all our shows. Students really have nothing to do
with those," Gironda says.
As talent coordinator, Gironda's job is to book dates in

the t ine Arts Center, Bowker Auditorium or the Student
Union Ballroom, then get on the phone to talent agencies
to find out who IS touring. Depending on where the band
wil be tounng at the time and the price of the show, hemakes bids on available acts. After the bid is made, it is up

u 1 fu
^ ^H'^y ^** ^^ ^"<^'s management to decide

whether they will accept the date.

• •

-..--, .
Colta|[tan photo b, Soott Burk.

FrankGironda is talent coordinator of theUnion Program Council, one of the most
reputable student-run booking agencies in
the country.

AREA SHOWS
May 8 Sylvan and

Northeast

May 9 Southwest

Robert Gordon
Bev Rohlehr Band
Tornado Valley
The Orbits
Commander C^ody
Hypertension
Planet Street

, ^ ^ The ValentinesMay 15 Orchard Hill, Papa John Creaoh
Central Mitoh Chakour

. One People
The Tom Tracy &
Ldnda Ciillum Band

UPC
Gironda says there are "almost standard prices for cer-

tain people, although supply, demand and overnight suc-
cess cause the prices of shows to fluctuate like gold prices
in London. According to Gironda, the price of an act like
Joan Jett or the GoGo's can increase eight to ten times due

S the mtlc'^t.
'^'^ ^"' °"' "^'''''^" ^^^' " ^-^^

"I got a call from an agency about Elvis Costello."
Gironda says, and I put in an offer immediately. I guess Iwasn t the only one. because the price more than doubled
the next day. They got flooded with offers and it brought
up the pnce. It can work the other way too. Some ^ts
quote high prices, put out feelers, and people aren't in-
terested so they have to lower it. It makes sense - de-mand justifies price."

One problem Gironda has with the University's lareest

datS' S^^'Ar' ^% ""H^'T"' '^ ^^^ -Jlabl^'J
unTn ^

f^AC usually books dance companies, operasand Broadway shows a year in advance. "But th^ nZ^eof the music industry is not like that of a dance company,'^

tTo^?riVolrarnS.^^ ^^-^^^'^ ^^^ ^^^

Another problem with the FAC is its size. According to

tharttfrTR^'^H^'fiP'-^^'y^^--^"^^^^^^^^^that the J. Ge Is Band played on their recent U.S. tourMany schools have eight to ten thousand seataud.t«nums. We're still able to bring in acts that norm^ty
play four thousand or more seat shows due to our reputa-
tion. Gironda says.

^

Ticket prices according to Gironda, are based on totalexpenses and the number of seats in the venue "We'renot out to make a profit," he says, "and tickets for actsthat we know are going to sell-out real fast we offer tostudents on a first-come first-serve basis. J. Geils and

stuXntl^'
^'^ ^"^"^ examples of shows that sold-out to

fU^^^/t^^'^L^' !^-^^ ^''''" ^^^'^ UMass undergraduate
through the Student Activities Trust Fund. It also getsmoney from the Arts Council, and from the Campus
l^enter Board of Governors to program shows in the Cam-
pus Center.

The last UPC sponsored production this semester will be
the Pond Series - three free shows to be held by the Cam-
pus Center Pond, pe dates of the Pond Series are April
SO, May 1 and 2. Some of the acts scheduled to perform
are -Toots and the Maytalls. David Bromberg and Tai
Mahal. ••

,

Any students can become a UPC member Weekly
meetings are held every Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. "Everyone
IS welcome to come," Gironda says. "We explain what it iswe do, and what the different committees are." Attending
three consecutive meetings automatically makes you a
member.

^^
Involvement is really up to the person," Gironda says.

"UPC is a training grounds for a lot of people who are in-
terested in learning more about the music industry."

Photo oourtaaj of Athaaa Artlata

The Pond Series wiU be the last UPC sponsored production
this semester. To appsar at the series will be 1^ m^k^i

T\«.jj D »- ..
Photo oourt««T of lU«ii« Arttat. Corp.David Bromberg wiU perform at the UPC Pond Series (above)Toou and the Majrtalls WIU also bs among the acts at toTclS:
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By PHILLIP PLANTE
As a musician, saxophonist Marion

Brown became well known during the
1960's jazz revolution. He has played with
such jazz greats as Chick Webb. Ornette
Coleman. John Coltrane. Archie Shepp, and
has played in Sun Ra's Arkestra. He
became one of the leading jazz avant-garde
musicians, and has done experiments with
the nature of musical improvisation.
As an educator. Mr. Brown has taught

courses in Afro-American music.
Introduction to African music, as well as
musical improvisation at such prestigious
universities as Bowdoin. Brandeis. Colby.
Amherst, and Wesleyan University.

Currently Marion Brown plays one
Wednesday every month at Sheehan's Cafe
m Northhampton and is exploring
possibilities concerning a teaching position
at the University of Massachusetts.
The following interview took place on

March 30. The Other Voice: The question of
what to call Black music seems to be more
than just a problem of semantics. The
various labels that are attached to the
music such as "jazz;; or "black classical" or
"black contemporary; are they signi ficant

I've experimented
enough to a certain extent.
I'm not just sitting around
doing nothing either. But
in terms of experiments I
have nothing going at the
moment. I may find
something later.

to you? Do you think this is a problem"'
Marion Brown: I don't have any problems
about what it's called.

O.V.: Music is Music...
M.B.: That's right. I know about the

word jazz, and I undersUnd it has negative
connoutions. But I know what I am and I
know who I am. and so they don't apply to
me.

0. v.: You've said that the blues underlies
your music, as have many other black
musicians. Do you think that the blues
uifluences contemporary black music forms
such as funk?

M.B.: Most Ukely. You know the blues
and gospel are what you call "folk forms of
music - "focal music." These folk musics
developed. So Fm black. I grew up in the
black community, and I went to a black
church I've been mostly exposed to that.
Therefore, since I've grown up in it and
have been exposed to it. that's what un
derhes my music. It's not a "girder" I look
for to say "well my music is based on the
blues and gospel." Ifs not a sword that I
carry nor is it a stick, it's the truth. The
fact that you have to keep Ulking about
these things over and over again is really
sUy. you know what I mean? I don't feel
siUy at the moment. What I'm trying to say
IS If you grow up in an environment, that
envu-onment has to have some effect on theway you are. I grew up in the South and
went to church every Sunday until I was 17

I don't think jazz is dead
and neither do I think John
Coltrane exhausted
everything. He did a lot,
there's no question about
that but you know
somebody's coming.
Somebody may already be
here.

years old. so I heard the gospel and I heard
the blues all the time. I discovered jazz
later.

O.V.: How has you music changed since
the sixties?

M.B.: I've taken a lot of directions
because I ve been trying to find the right
way to reach as many people as I can. I've
played experimental music. I've played in
the different quartets, trios, duos, solos,
and big bands, so all those things have
given me some elasticity.

O.V.: Do you think jazz has lost some of
its dynamic character since the sixities?

M.B.: You know the jazz scene doesn't

fbano tty Edward Cohan

"So I'm black. I grew up In the black com-munity, and I went to a black church. I'vebeen mo«Uy exposed to that. Therefore,
since I ve grown up in it and have been ex-po«»d to it. that's what underUes my music

music is based on the blues and gospel " It's

SSl^r '^* ' *'*^' ''^^ * " * '^**^' **'•

really change. New names come and
everybody gets the new names and they
forget the old. It's a status quo situation.

O.V.: That's interesting. I was in Archie
Shepp's class here at UMass. and once
Archie said that Coltrane had exhausted all

melodic possibilities with his playing and
that jazz in effect was dead. What do you
think of this statement?
M.B.: Archie Shepp is a superb musician

and a great person. But what he thinks is

what he thinks, and what I think is dif-

Coltrane was great.
That's all I can say. His
playing was great. I loved
it, and I'm sure some of it

has rubbed off on me. But I
don't think he exhausted
everything, cause he was
searching. And when a
man tells you he's looking
for something he's also
telling you he hasn't found
it.

Local Jass legend Marion Brown.
"»o*o by Bnrloo Rom»o

ferent. We agree on many things but I don't
think jazz is dead and neither do I think
John Coltrane exhausted everything. He
did a lot, there's no question about that but
you know somebody's coming. Somebody
may already be here.

O.V.: Who's going to revolutionize...
M.B.: No. that has already.
O.V.: What do you mean by that?
M.B.: It's quite possible that there are

people who are already around who have
gone into things that Coltrane didn't get to.
simply because he came from somewhere
else. I don't know. man. Coltrane was
great. That's all I can say. His playing was
great. I loved it. and I'm sure some of it has
rubbed off on me. But I don't think he
exhausted everything, cause he was
searching. And when a man tells you he's
looking for something he's also telling you
he hasn't found it.

O.V.: You've worked alot with the avant-
garde m your music. What do you think is
the connection between classical avant-
garde and jazz avant-garde. Alot of people
have made comparisons between people
like John Cage and Ornette Coleman.

M.B.: The connection is probably that on
both sides of the picture the people who do
this thing (avant-garde) have a lot of things
in common. They don't want to conform to
•rules of "classic" music, that is classic
western music or classic black music. Not
only do they not want to do it (conform),
they can't.

O.V.: You mean they don't have the
musical ability?

M.B. : Nope.
O.V.: Would you elaborate on that?
M.B.

:
I can elaborate in that I kjiow some

people don't have certain abilities.
O.V.: Ornette Coleman was accused of

this...

M.B.: Ornette's got 'em. He 's got the
abilities. He can write. He can do
everything, and he's got ideas. Not a lot of
people can understand them. 'but they're
right. Alot of people don't have those
abilities and to cover up for this they get
into becoming "great pretenders."

O.V.: With the avant-garde....

-
M.B.: Yes. You know the way it is, the

avant-garde, things and ideas, it has a great
big gate with no door on it.

O.V.
: You mean...

M.B.: I mean there's no admission
charges. No matter what you do. you tell
people this is it and what can they say? It's
something you take for what it is.

O.V.: Do you still pursue a lot of ex-
perimentation in you music''
M.B.:No.

O.V.:Whyisthat?
M.B.: I don't feel like it right now. I've

experimented enough to a certain extent,im not just sitting around doing nothing
either. But in terms of experiments I have
nothing going at the moment. I may find
something later.

0. v.: From what I've noticed in some of
you re albums and your performance at the

children
'"*'"^' ^*'"''"* '"^** entertaining

M.B.: No. no. I'm not into entertaining
Children I m into working with children. I

childrei ""'^ ^^^^ ®"^°^ '"*•
'

'°''®

M^^^ •^c oiner voice—^
Profs who perforin

By VICKI GERVICKAS

hJ.?" ^1^'"'"? '" y°^ ^^^orite bar, enjoyine a few

itLt Ah H"'".1f'
"^*t*"^ Patiently for the bandfobe^n

n-f^ n^f
^^
^^J

'^'""- ^^^' CouJd it be? It is - yo^
i!e pia'no

""' ''"" '^'' P'^^^^^'' °" ^^e bass'an^

Sotmd implausible? Not if you are a music major. Con-

r^-^ff I •'^*''''^."' '^'"^ Other than teaching themusic faculty in particular.
<»^"iiig, me

If you are a regular at Plumbley's in Amherst, the scene^ve may be familiar. The Fred TiUis Quintet Fred SlTsSaJ Macchia, Jeff Holmes and Rob FaiUteer^were reSjSperformers at several area clubs, including PlubS'TThe Iron Horse Cafe. Rahar's and Packard's Andalthough their nights may be spent in bars. Fre^Til is' a^d

studfnte''''
' '""' ^' 'P'"' ^^^'"^ '"^'^ to Ks

Rumania. The band's focus, like the old Quintet, will bejazz.

Tillis is also an active composer and is currently at workon a piece designed for the trumpet and an orchestra This
spiritual fantasy one of six pieces, has been comSloned
t^l^f S^nTn-^

^"''^': ^.^"'^ '^^' ^^edule a bit h^
t^c? Well, said TiUis, it certainly is "a balancing act." Andwhile his administrative duties come first, he f^ls that hiscomposing and performing act as a funnel for his creative
energies.

»=anvc

Salvatore Macchia, bass player for the old Fred TillisQuintet and the new Tradewinds, is an Assistant Pro

ter^t'J" ?' ?"''" ^^^^y- ^^^hia is primarily in-terested in contemporary new music." How does he likepaying m clubs? "It's really alright. The atmosphere isrelaxed and different, as compared with that of an or
chestra performance, and there is a small, but very vocal
jazz following in this area."
Area clubs are not his only arena, however. Macchia hasbeen the principal bass in the Springfield Symphony Or-chestra for the past four years. Also, the S^phony willbe featuring one of his compositions next month AndMacchia was a principal composer and performer in theJordan Hall series. "On a given day. I'll play jazz at 10a^m. classical at 11, on to baroque in the aften!,oin and or

chestra m the evening. It keeps me busy."

depart:

A performing faculty benefits the
students, said Estela Olevsky
Associate Professor of music. "We
can reaUy advise our students onhow to gear up for performances
smce we do it so often ourselves "

Robert Stern, music professor at UMass
concentrates on composinfir. He has receivedmany awards for his work.

In fact, the members of the music faculty are per-
formers of international stature. Forty commercial recor-
dings have been made by UMass professors and upcoming
tours include trips to Latin America and the Soviet Union
Not to mention the 150 campus-based concerts given bv
faculty members and the acclaimed Jordan Hall series
performed in Boston's prestigious Jordan Hall.

Dr. Fred Tillis, founder of the Fred Tillis Quintet, is the
Director of Afro-American Studies in the Music Depart-
ment. He IS also the Director of the Fine Arts Center, part
of the Provost's Staff. In this capacity, Tillis supervises
the pro-ams given in the Fine Arts Center. These include
the Performing Arts Series. Technical Production Ser-
vices, which include commencement programs and stu-
dent productions given in Bowker Auditorium, and The
University Gallery. Enough? Not quite. Tillis is also put-
ting together a new band. The Tradewinds, which will
take part m the upcoming tour to the Soviet Union and

A performing faculty benefits the students, said EstelaOlevsky, Associate Professor of music. "We ckn reaSy ad
vise our students on how to gear up for performances
since we do It so often ourselves."

"nances

Olevsky. a pianist, is currently planning a tour to Latin

^"^^ ^.'^ ^''
tf"^^' ^""^" O'^^^ky, violinist andUMass professor. Other recent tours included trips toAustralia and New Zealand. These tours promot4 the

nZTll ^*^ ^j^^^y ^"^ indirectly, said Olevsky. Notonly do these performances showcase the work done byUMass faculty and students, paving the way for grantsand fellowships, they also encourage foreign students tocome here. Very often students will want to study under a
particular teacher, especially if they have seen thatteacher perform.
Also keeping Olevsky busy is the first piano competition

sponsored by the University. The competition, which will
hopeftdly be an annual event, will be for 13-18 year-olds
and will be supervised by the music faculty. Again, this
contest will increase the visibility of the department.

f.?""^"'^'!?"
'' '""'•'^ Professor Robert Stem's primary

focus. My being a composer feeds into my teaching Pe7formers peform." Stern has received awards from the Na-

R^^'f^."'^^^"'!"/ ?'' *^^ ^^' the Martha Baird^kefeUer Fund for Music, ASCAP, and most recently a
1982 Artists Fellowship in composition, given bv the
Massachusetts Council on the Arts and Humanities. In
light of the economy, and increasingly diminishing fimds
a no-stnngs-attached fellowship is a particular honor. '

The impetus for Stern's composition comes from two
«)urces. Either he will be commissioned to write a piece
for a performer and will reserve the rights to the first per-
formance, or he will have "a vision." Such a vision was the
result of a 1976 trip to the Dead Sea area of Israel and
Yani Hame ach or "the Dead Sea." an orchestral piece.

Unfortunately, this piece has yet to be performed. This is a

(left) Estela Olev-
sky. a pianist, is cur-
rently planning^ a
tour to Latin
America. She is one
of the nuuiy talented
and performing
members of the
UMass music facul-
ty, (right) Charles
Bestor is Depart-
ment Head of the
music department.

Photoa bjr Vlnoa DaWItt

Fred TlUis Quintet and the new Tradewinds.
!• an Assistant Professor on the music
faculty.

problem faced by composers of orchestral music and notby other composers and performers. Because of the ex-pense of staging orchestral music, such pieces are not con-
sidered saleable commodities.
But Stem is not only a composer. Also an accomplished

pianist he is currently working with Sal Macchia on three
pieces designed for a double bass and piano. Jazz is a new
merest. He also designed and set up the electronic studio
in the Department.
And this is only four of a faculty of forty-five. With suchan involved and creative faculty, one would think that the

University s Music Department would have quite a reputa-
tion. According to Charies Bestor, Department Head, the

Other recent tours included trips
to Austrcdia and New Zealand. These
tours promote the University both
directly and indirectly, said Olevsky.

UMass music program stacks up against any school of its
size. A small student-faculty ratio and a full-time faculty
assure students of a quality education. And although amusic major could conceivably choose between two
oboeists or 15 pianists at another school, these teachers

Tfh fh^'^^K ,
Pa^'^t"?]!?'^

^"^ *«"^^ h^^^ "« connection
with the school. At UMass, the teachers are all committed
members of the University with a full-time interest in the
school and its students.
So, on your next evening out. or your next trip to

Boston, or even your next trip to Russia, you may just run
into that favorite professor.
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So you wanna be a rock & roU star

^e AUle. (I to r on both photo.) - Crispta Wood. John Doucette. Tom Greely. Ed

o„^ -J •.
:
—'""'^">- F«o^i^»»;e space 10 iraternity

and dormitory parties and area club dates, are presently
awaiting whatever is fated to happen to them next.

"I play the bass." says Allies bass player John Doucette.
1 play the drums." says drummer Tom Greeley.

Combined with the guitars of Crispin Wood and EdBeen. The Allies have arrived at their own mixture ofcover and original rock and roU tunes. "Not Foolin' You"and Dirty Little Natalie" have received quite the ovation

The AUies recently recorded two new songs
Everybody Got One" and "All The Action" at an ex-

pensive, plush, "all the coke you can snort" Boston studio.
The next two public performances for The Allies will be

on April 29 at the Blue WalJ and May 6 at Southwesfs
i yramids.

Says drummer Tom Greeley about his success. "I don'tmmd the sex and the drugs, it's just the money I can't
handle.

AtUc (1 tor) - Ertc Nordln. Doren Berge.Dan Greenberg. Soott Nordin

Attic is an Amherst based band consisting of five young
musicians, all of which attended Amherst Regional High
bchool. They have been together for about a year
begmning by playing high school dances and parties.

Their first major performance was with the Ernie BuckBand last July at the Hangar One. and since then Attic hasbeen performing regularly at local bars and fraternities.
Ihey frequently perform at the Hangar One and can be
seen there appearing with Fountainhead on April 30.

Attics original music is high energy, good time rock and
roll with a strong emphasis on crowd participation. "After
all. explains lead guitarist Doren Berge. "we're not
special people. We're just an extension of the party, out
to have a good time with everyone else. We're not trying to
prove anything, and we're not trying to push any politicalviews either. We're just having fun."

^

BC/3 is an original band which features the keyboardsand compositions of Bob Cummings. BCA3 pn^sthemselves on eclectic and diverse instmmental tdSS

Cum^miL'T""^ ""J

^^"^ rnuiti-talented musicians. BobLummings (keyboards, vocals) began studvine formal

14 with twin brother Bill. Cummings has worked wkh

urlTio^y '"'""' ^^' ^' ^"^ ^^^"^ ^"«- -^^

Chris Devine (violin, guitar, violectra. flute, vocals) is amulti-instrumental of great talent. Devine s udS viilinv^th JulianOlesky. and has performed with all the area or

SrfSf r^^'L^'^'^
^^^^ ''^ -«^^ ^- ^he motiorp-;

Douglas Plavin (drums. lead vocals) has toured with tooNew England attractions including Festival andlnTide-InPlayin is a former student at the Berklee College of MusicGlen Jubilee (ba^s. vocals) was a founding member of he

!?d dTd n f"! ^^" ?"^^"^ ^«''" and piano at^e 6and did not take up the bass until his early 20's He

^^3 (1 to p) - Plavin. Jubilee. Cummin^..

Pwik (1 to p) - Breen. BliUer. Gere.
Callahan

,ijf Time Bangs' musical style can be described asIl*b0s psychedelic, garage-oriented rock and roil In-

(^r^'!^f<^^^^lTK^^ '^^ °"^"^ P""k movementT ^^^'^^^' ^f ^'"^^ ^^^ P'ay in the same vein.

c Sf'"^ ^° '"^"y rocking originals as well as

^^Z ""'

nu-^.
^^'^ '''^^ Elevator?. The Sonics,

Thursday s Children, Love and many others. By sticking
to a basic, rockin' out formula, the band intends to plav ex
t^nsively throughout this coming summer of love
The Time Beings' goals are:
1. To become the top garage band in the nation
2. A number one AM hit on Boston's WRKO
3. To have more screaming groupies than the Beatles

I he Time Beings' hobbies include record collecting
patriotism, si^ng drag racing, riding Harley Davidson
motorcycles, Beveriy Hillbillies and psychedelics

Jer^CaTahinTa'd'"T "'^1 ^"^ ^^-" <^-^> -^

Ban/.^£^i!^-/;^--p^s-c!:;:SJ^s
bL^ed^'i^i :ns'.trttrpe^i^ri

originals written by Callahan ^ ^^^ ^^^'"'"^^

You have to hand it to local bands.
They put in seemingly endless hours

rehearsing, promoting, lining up club
dates, trying to make a name for
themselves. And always for little or no
money.

It's an uphill battle, to say the least.

Club owners like to hire bands that bringn people. No people, no more gigs. It

tavorable
reputation.

5,Ji'!/^."^'^'"^
's a Pa''t'a' 'ist>"& of area

acts that presently play the club circuit.

The material about each act is reprinted

ttms^rvTs'^
^"'^''"^ ^^°" '^^ b-d^

So if you know of a local act appearingm the area go see it! You never know
1 here may be a Picasso among all those
color-by-number paintings.

Martian Highway is a concept concern-mg the coordination of untapped, sub-
conscious energy with mundane conscious
energy. The Highway is the next evolu
tionary step from the bands of the 1960'sthat were aware of music and its symbols.
Martian Highway was started by Carl

Mayfield and Peter Mitchell after both quit
s'h"ol. In earlier manifestations, they
relied on the music of their mentors (ie The
Gratefd Dead. Jefferson Airplane, etc.) for
material and inspiration.

AU photo. oourt..y of tho b«d. «o,pt BpoUbound.

The surrounding area was full of people
ready to make the next evolutionary step.
They soon had a large following of hyper-
aware beings. They have laid back for thel^t few months due to changes in person-
nel. They are also writing more tunes.
The new lineup of Martian Highway con-

Mitchell (guitar, vocals). Mike Barrows
(bass), Joe Eno (drums). Rich Guarneiri
(percussion) and D-Rock Cheek
(soundman).

Various opinions about the Scientific
Americans second EP, Beyovd Fiscal
JLhstress.

Real Paper (Boston): Number 1 Single of
the year..."gurgles and pulses its way
across an indeterminate landscape of
destruction...! haven't stopped playing
this since I got it. It's music of the mind
that agitates the body as well."

Trouser Press: "Flexi-descs are always
neat, and if the music happens to be good,
so much the better. . .worth getting."

Crank of the Scientific Americans
Boston Rock: "I'd never have guessed it,
but these guys just got down and got
funky... (,t) has lots of good grooves, and
since Its a flcxi, it's pretty cheap. I like

Take It!: "There's hope left!...This FAB
flexi-disc is fiUed with mangled synthi-
sounds sitting on top of very "wobbley"
bass lines. 'Call Home' has the best sense
ol martam invasion tension I've heard in a
while."

Slash: "Johnny Guitar is dead, and
Chuck Berry is forgotten...yesterday an

erector set, tomorrow the world..."
The Scientific Americans are now

working on an album -cassette to be en-
titled Load And Go. It should be released
mid-June.

The Sci-Ams are Luthor Maggot (syn-
thesizers vocals). Ranking Crank (bis.
vocals

. Jett Lagg (guitar, synthesizers

rTJ p- uf^^^
^"°* (saxophone) andRedd Rich (drums).

JvX^^'u"'^
w'U be at the Northampton

Polish Hall on April 17.

The Fantini Brothers bring to con-
temporary music a freshness of appearance
and expression appropriate for the 1980s
Cleancut in looks and delivery, the group is
one of the most talked about in the region.
While they are young in years, their appeal
with audiences of all ages has made them a
last nsing attraction, drawing record
crowds wherever they appear.
Thirteen year old lead guitarist Marc

1 antini is a major part of the attraction.
Marc has acquired a reputation for amazing
audiences, including musicians, with a
technique usually reserved for guitarists
well beyond his years.
Todd Fantini (bass). Steffan Fantini
keyboards, vocals, songwriter) and Scott
Lambert (drummer and adopted Fantini)
make up the rest of the band.
Together, this group of young musicians

represent something different, fresh in
sound and attitude.

Cardiaxi Kids Oeft) is a professional 5-piece oritrinal rookband from Western Massachusetts. ThoSgTthTyTmeS^
with their current name and repertoire oSy one'^year 4^all of Its members are experienced musicians and 2r
oJ^myl^r '' ''' "'"'^" '^^^ P'^y^^ togeTher^or

oinreri^rtTIi^''' i^^
^^"^ ^"^"y '"^'"^«« ^^"t a dozen

oldies, bu their extensive repertoire is comprised mainlyof original material in their own distinctive pop-rock vein
Cardiac Kids has quickly become one of the area's most

popular bands. They have appeared alongside Steve

Srt^BandT'^^r:; "^'"i-
^^^^"^ ^"^ th": FouS?;'

Sc^rentiUed ^l^^'"" '^'^^ ^ '' ^ ^"^^-

RiI'J\^^'^^¥'^^ ^^ ^^P^^" ^^««'' (keyboards, vocal).
Rich Adelson (drums), David MacDonald (guitar, vocalKe^n G'Hare (flute, vocal), and George Lenker (bS

Coltajton photo by Vlnoe Dewltt

Spellbound, an Amherst based band per-
forms original material with a unique blend
of blues, rock, jazz and folk. The music is
composed by every member of the band
Influences range from Joni Mitehell, Billie
Holiday and Bonnie Raitt to Weather
Report, the Crusaders and Miles Davis
Spellbound also performs such songs as

George Gershwin's "Summert;ime," Rickie
Lee Jones' "Dannie's All-Star Joint" and
Santanas' "Flor d'Luna."
Spellbound, which is Susan Downer (lead

vocals, flute), Mike Connors (vocals, piano)
Jay Downer (guitar). George Ownes (sax,
flute), M&rk Lyons (bass) and Gary Kendig
(drums have been performing regularly in
the Valley since September. Members have
performed since the late sixties with jazz

DUM /?*'i'
**"^^'^^ ^'•o'" Boston and

Philadelphia to Santa Cruz.
Spellbound has recently recorded a

single, which should be released in April

The Cardiac Kids

The Museum Direktors have played 20 gigs in the oastthree months, both headhning and backing^up such wetknown acts as The Neighborhoods, The Trademarks

?he M^ant^""'^- ''\ '^'^ ''^ ^^^^^^'e Casuals:^:]

In an effort to help a local organization which they believeP^ays an important part within the University TheMuseum Direktors played a benefit for the lljewma^

'

Center (the UMass Roman Catholic center) raising ov^r

The Museum Direktors were the winners of last year'sSouthwest Battle of the Bands. They are also coUaborSg

release Thev'
^'^^,^.^'-^'<=«« ^^ P-'oduce a Upe for locirelease. They are working on a 45. to be released on anindependent label in May. WBCN in Boston regul^y I^The Museum Direktors' original "No Way." WAAF L

DiZTV^'^i' t''
'^"^^ ^P« -^^^^ MuseumDirektors during their Bay State Rock special.

«n?'"Tu-^°"'^'"'
'"""'* ^«"^^i"s traces of psychedeliaand synthi-pop. and dancing is at a premium The band

itridiitsr
^"^ '''''' '^ -p'- "- -'-S

Kaspar Hauser is a very new hanH ^,^a n,

^^^mXTj: '"''•' ^^^ """'"« '- "-'i'^'.e and

K*«papHauaep

The Ifueeum Direktors
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By PAMELA PRESTON

For late night T.V. addicts and Saturday
morning cartoon afficionados trying to
recharge their batteries after Friday night
bashes, K-Tel record commercials have a
famUiar ring. However, the company
behind the commercial remains an enigma
What is K-Tel. anyway?

K-Tel International merchandises several
types of products including a tracing tool
for children, a multi-purpose fishing ac-
cessory and a device that shapes ground
meal into patties. Another popular item is
the Miracle brush which is used to remove
dust and Unt from fabrics. It sold 30 million
units last year. K-Tel is also involved in oil
and gas well drilling, and devloping real
estate ventures. But music products ac-
counted for 94 percent of K-Tel sales in
f^cal year 1981. A few of those items are
albums, Upes. and .a record selector for
storing and displaying albums.
Jerome Bowie, director of K-Tel's

Creative Management Department, said he
subscribes to mi-sic industry trade
magazines such as BiUboard and Radio and
Kecords to ascertain which singles are
receiving the most airplay and to keep an
eye on the current trends in music. K-Tel
works with individual record labels to
measure the amount of promotion they are
putting behind certain artists. K-Tel seeks
out the recording company's gut reaction
toward songs, trying to predict future hits.
Bowie pays attention to the tastes of the

record-buying pubUc. He asks. "What is Joe
consumer buying" and record retailers
across the United States answer by keepine
K- Tel informed of best-seUers.
When asked about promotion efforts

Bowie said, "Any place Mom or the kids go
we want to be." The albums are sold m
record stores, discount stores, food stores

record departments, and in some cases,
drug stores. For instance. K-Tel does
business with Lucky Food Stores, a large
western chain. According to Bowie the
Lucky Food Store chain is "a food store that

Onphle by Brad Eden

likes to sell anything but food."
Bowie explained how K-Tel obtains

permission to use songs controlled by other
labels. "We Ucense a track. This means we
go to the record company, say R.C.A.. and

say we'd like to use this track on a K-Tel
record." After explaining what type of
record K-Tel is marketing, they offer the
record company a rate per record. K-Tel
then works out a publishing deal through
which the composers, singers, artists, and
all others involved with the original record
are paid.

K-Tel puts out^ a variety of records of
which he mentioned two types; compUation
albums and single-artist records. A com-
pUation album takes the top singles of today
and puts them on an album. "This is aimed
toward teen audience," Bowie said. Single-
artist records are composed of the best
tracks of specific artists. ABBA and
Creedence Clearwater Revival are two
groups K-Tel has produced compilation
albums of in the recent past.
"We recently published 'Hooked on

Classics which has sold five million units to
date. Bowie said. "In some countries we
distribute it ourselves. But this time we
gave U.S.A. distribution toR.C.A."
K-Tel uses the same mastertapes as the

original company, and they press the
records at the same plant that the in-
dividual record company uses. "For in-
stance, Bowie elaborated, "we press
Columbia records at Columbia's CRP
pressing plant. We even use the same
vmyl.

"We make less on a record than most
record companies. Most record companies
wiU be happy with a gold record hut that
doesn t cut the mustard with us," Bowie
said.

So, if you are interested in spending some
time this spnng in the great outdoors, you
can get a K-Tel multi-purpose fishing ac-
cessory, some K-Tel tapes and a tape
player, and cook yourself some hamburgers
made with K-Tel's device for shaping
ground meat into patties. Go wUd! With K
Tel,

By DAVID WILDMAN

/

The following is the first part of an interview with Bono
lead singer for U2, taped after their March 16 show atBowker Auditorium.

Q. In your first album. Boy, you were singing primarily
about the transition of '

» «>
f j-

/I. First of all. Boy was not written as a consciods
decision. I didnt sit down and say, "Hev. I'm going to write
about the violence of adolescence" or something, it wasn't
like that at all. I write autobiographically. I write about the
things that effect me. Writing fioz/. I was writing about the
thing surrounding me at the time, the fact that I was an
adolescent. I was 18 years-old.

Q. So you were that young when you wrote the songs on
Boy'!

A. Yes. "Out of Control" was written on my 18th bir-
thday. I was thmking that the two most important events
ol my life. i.e. being born and dying, I had no say over. I

was kind of figuring out. well, is this out of control? Is this
out of my hands? And wondering about who is in control.

Q. How about the lyrics for October?
A. There was a completely different person writing the

lyrics for October. I'd been upped and thrown across
Kurope. thrown across the U.S., and my view had become
much more universal.

Q. It seemed that there was a >'hange in '

thought about.

A
.
Yes. it's odd being 21 and being a director in what has

amounted to a very large business. Also, to be creatively
involved in U? »" ^"^ """» _._l. • ,.... '

city, it's ,

! thinking about—• "'"it was going down there,
.. .._ ,.„ t person writing

lyself, so I was
irtf no/mooQ,.:).,

• "f '" '^'^'^ I'lu lou, even spiritual areas.

Things came out of me that I didn't
even know were in there, I was say-
ing things I didn't realize I even felt.

Q. There seems to be a feeling of Irish tradition and
Lhristianity on the album.

A. Well, we're Irish. It's funny. Ireland is known as a
Christian nation yet it's torn in two by a religious
strugg e. I don t beheve God has any part of that kind of
struggle. I m not religious, I dont like religion because I've
seen what its done to my country. But I do believe in God
and I ma Christian. But it's the way The Edge plays the
guitar. It s the way the band is Irish, and it just comes
out quite naturally. I believe the same thing would happen
in other bands except that they are caught up in imitation
and fa. to create, whereas in U2 we just let it happen. TheLd^e Diays the way he wants to play, I sing what I want to

sing. It's sort of in the romantic tradition.

Ji. I understand that some of the songs, such as
I the studio?

It song. When I listen to

•jin-o iiau ut-vii sioien in rortland.

;

worth of writing and 300 dollars were in a suitcase. Two
giris came up smiling and laughing .^- ^ • • • •

eyes. I must have been blinking my »,
them because I didn't notice ther

challenge. We could have put off the album, but I said noWe just went mto the studio and improvised. Things came
out of me that I didn't even know were in there I was
saymg things I didn't realize I even felt. The trutn came
out as It will. In October we didn't put any confinements
on the songs. It s a dangerous way to make a record
October is a harder record to get into than 5o]/. but I think
It lasts longer. You're in there and there's a lot of levels to

Q. How did U2's sound develop?
A. It's a very natural thing. We tend to write a lot in an

improvised way. We'll work off of a drumbeat, work off a
line, work off a sentence or a feeling. A lot of people take

instrument. That's the way we work.

Q. Did the early U2 have a rougher sound?
A. We are a garage band. A garage band from a garage

land, as the song goes. We did a lot of shouting and
banging and thrashing when we got together, but even in
1976 when people were calling us a

|

The Rooster clan
By MARY KINNEAVY

The factionalization of rock 'n' roll into a half-dozen or
so subcategories over the last decade has severed a once
unified following. Now, it seems, disco, new wave, heavy
metal, rockabilly and the rest act more as opposing forces
than complementary ones. This pigeon-holding makes ma-
jor record companies less willing to take the risks that
cleared the way for controversial acts like Buddy Holly
Elvis Presley, and the Beatles. Artists who don't fit snug-
ly into a limited category become marketing problems-
since It IS hard to predict which targetted sector will buy
the record. Many deserving acts find that small corporate
or independent labels are where they should be, especially
in terms of artistic freedom.
Among the best of independent labels is the small Red

Rooster Record label in upsUte New York, whose accep-

tan(^of quality in all genres of music provides for some ofthe greatest listening to be found.
Red Rooster was started in 1976 by Don Badgley amusic lover with the desire and means U> do something fo?musicmns whom he felt deserved more flexibility than major labels were willing to offer. An avid NRBQ fan the

of waiting. NRBQ was given charge of the artistic
aspects of the label, serving as talent scouts to Jgn o her
artists. A band that understands the unity of anmusic

NR^O's'brett?"?
'" ''• '^ P'"^^ '" '--d store

;NRBQs breadth of appreciation and respect for artistautonomy is what makes the label so specialHndividual ar

tIsTis vrryTpSll""
''"' """'• ^'' ^"^^'^y- '^' -

Undeniably, ^ ^ .*' CoTUinued on page 10

By JULIE PROCOPIOW

Not for punkers
V !fI^ m'^^ Z'^^^ ^^^ P^'P"'^'- and charming Faces OfEarth on North Pleasant Street in Amherst lies a paradiseof Its own For The Record. For the Record, as ?he ti bsuggests, furnishes a great retreat for music bv^rs where

w:ntriistrtJ:"'
^^^"^^^'^ -^ ^^^ «^ ^-^^'^^e/^e

WyUe Smith, the manager of For The Record seemsenthusiastic about the 10 year old record store's successOur price, are low being in a college town,'' Smith savsand claim that For The Record is now the oldest recordstore in Ameherst. recora

For those of you who are aware that this commodity ofbusmess is slightly set back from the hustle andTus e otown life, you have probably questioned at some^t or

WtK^'
^^i^h,\«ff^ts are on For The Record's hZmlssSmith feels that his store, being situated in the renownSFaces Of Earth m Amherst, is awarded a great de^ of

foXes a^w:;.^"'^
''' ^^^"^^ ^^-'^ -'- ^"^ ^-ines:

Th^Vi'^ ''a^V ^^j'u
• '

n^
''^"'^^y «f '•^'^^'•ds inhabiting ForThe Record should be aUuring to even the most stubborn ofstrictly on-the-s.dewalk shoppers. Although the storeXsnot sell Country or Western music. For the Record sellTapeat deal more classical music than other record storeslocated in the Pioneer Valley.

^
Soul, rock, reggae, jazz music, and a great many other

types of music can be found here, along with the con-
ventional constituents of record stores. The variety ineludes music from France, Europe. Brazil. Chile. South

inXn" a/'' "^'i^'' ^!fV
'^' ^^"•^b-"' ^he American

Indian. Africa. India, and Japan. What can also be found is
gospel music, music for the nostalgic (i.e. Bing Crosby andThe Andrews Sisters), and other miscellaneous genres ofmusic varying from records that teach Jazzexercise and
Aerobics to records that read poetry. Because of WyUe's
personal interest in English, Irish, and Scottish music, the
store has quite a large stock of these too.

Fnr Thl'^R^^'^T ^'^ """^ ^^^ ''"^^ '^^"^ «"« <^«n ^uy in

hZf n ? '
^""^ '^^ ^^''^ •^^ additional articles like

buttons posters, and even cassettes is contributing to the
store s busmess.
As far as sales go, new wave and rock albums are the

Te^lntT'the^h^"^'' V""'
''''''' '^'^'"'"^ 35 to 45percent of the busmess. Classical music is the next inpopulamy. which sales induce 15 to 20 percent ofthestore s business. Smith also says disco albums Te selHng

obL^'eTs3h''r" ^T."'^"'"
'^"'•^ ^^'•^^

'" t^« ^ea is

rivalsTs Un,?n R T n^l""^ ^^ ^'^ '"^^t detrimental of

ShrnLf n ^^^?'*^' Unhmited. the record shop in theStudent Union Building at the University of Massachusetts

"re Suvl'c'E'''
"'''

''f l'^
"P"^«^ ^' UnTon R^rd

"We have low prices, but obviously not rock bottombuymg prices." says Smith, who feels that "in this areayou can't compete on prices" with For The Record
Smith also says "if you go to the different record stores

(in the ^ea you wUl see that they) offer various things
"

just as For The Record specializes in certain produS;.
Another detriment to the record store is the arrival ol

rdrt^siress.'
'^^^^"^^ ^^ ^^"^^"^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^-^« h-

trade used albums for one of the store's, or sell them to ForThe Record for cash. The store charges less for used

c^rS'tr^es'"^^
'''"' '-- -^-— «^- than^t

Cutout records are an additional product of the storeWhen a record company decides that a record is not selling
well. It wUl take copies to of cutout records to wholesalers
records that are to be discontinued. Stores like For TheRecord buy these cutouts and sell them at a slightly lower
price than the regular albums.

^

Smith buys the records for the store from about 30
different places. The store's buying policy is "direct

"

meaning that if a buyer buys a Columbia record, forexample, he/she will be buying directly from Columbia.
For the Record also sells tickets, but only for local

Un'/r^"'^'- o ' "^' * Ticketron." adds Smith, but

frl th
2^"™ S""""^

^'"'" ^^"^^ ^"<^ correspondents
from the Hangar One m Amherst, for example, have comeand brought tickets to be sold here.

Smith says he would like to enlarge the store, but feelsexpansion is unrealistic. "We can't add anything w thousubtracting something." he states, and feels theb- moWng

pre •i«

punks
^s alike

better stick with one of the tamer, more
commercial outfits at the local mall. But if
an import LP by the Clash is what you're
^ter or the latest single from the
Psychadehc Furs, Main Street is the place
to fmd it. As far as new, more progressive
music is concerned. Main Street has a
reputation as "the only record store that
matters."

Ken Reed, the owner, manager and

Wylie Smith is the manager of For The

Of the record store in August. 1976 from the front of Faces
to the back helped somewhat in their expansion.
For those who find it necessary to escape from the trial

and tribulations of everyday life, I suggest you pay a visit
to Amherst s For the Record. You will undoutedly find
relief as you rnierse yourself into this musical haven

By DOUGLAS MUISE

With its garish, mock-neon sign and
artsy-trashy window dressing. Main Street
Records faces the main drag of Nor-
thampton with gritted teeth.

Mainstreet Records, sits defiantly, a
shocking contrast to the prudish store
fronts adjoining it. Inside the clatter of an
obscure new wave band rips from the

Main Street is unique to the area in that it is the on-
ly place where, on a given Saturday afternoon, youc^ find punks in black leather obviously rubbing
elbows with preppies in pink oxford cloth.

loudspeakers overhead as people miU about
the cramped confines of the store. Some flip
through record bins, other persue the latest
issue of an underground comic book. Main
Street is unique to the area in that it is the
only place where, on a given Saturday
afternoon, you can find punks in black
leather obliviously rubbing elbows with
preppies in pink oxford cloth. The records
are the main attraction here. If you're
looking for the latest release by Journey,

resident guru of Main Street, first hit upon
the idea of opening a record store while
working as a clerk for one in Amherst that
IS now defunct. He felt there was a need for
jazz oriented record shop in the area, so he
opened Main Street in October of 1977. The
records sold sluggishly, so Reed expanded
his inventory to include disco, which was
then coming into its own. Sales improved
somehwat, but with the release of Elvis
CosteUo's debut LP in mid-1978. Reed went

Main 8tr«,t R«„rd. f«». u.e miUn drag SnKrl^^^^r"

Ken Reed (left) has
Beoorda slBoe 1977.

CoUagten pHoto by Jin Waldtoa

the owner and manager of Mainatreet
T^ouadale (right) is aaalatant manager.

new wave. "New wave," said Reed, "first
hit this area in 1978 with the appearance of
the Sex Pistols. At that time, we were the
only store selling new wave stuff in the
area. We were very strong and had a very
large following." New wave, punk, in-
dustrial music—whatever you prefer to call
it— has since remained the dominant genre
at Main Street. It is what attracts the
majority of Reed's patrons.
Main Street does stock a limited number

of more commercial rock records, and then
there is the used record bin. But as Reed
states: "I've never really paid much at-
tention to the Top Ten or Bilboard. I just
try to stock what the people want."
Aside from records (which is a pretty big

aside). Main Street peddles a whole slew of
really bizarre underground comic books and
slick rock magazines, most of which are
unavailable this side of Boston's Newbury
Comix; anyway, you won't find them tucked
in next to Reader's Digest in the University
Store. And, for you button freaks who
already bought up the five or six pushed by
UMass' Union Records Unlimited, Main
Street has one of the most diverse and
fascinating collections I've seen anywhere,
with everyone from the Go-Go's to Bow-
Wow-Wow represented. Looking for a gift
ior someone with a slightly nihilistic bent?
How about a "Never Mind The BoUocks,
Here's The Sex Pistols" t-shirt in screaming
fluorescent yellow? Main Street un-
doubtably has one in the just right size.

I've always been curious as to where

Main Street gets a hold of some of the more
obscure, less commercial vinyl they stock.
Reed replied, to my surprise, that most of it
IS relatively easy to get. "I've made a few
trips overseas, but most of it comes through
New York and New Jersey. We just have to
order it. The really weird stuff we get in
from California."

What is Reed's opinion on the ck)sing of
Rahar's? "I can't reaUy say I lament it or
anything. I really didn't feel too bad about
It. The club was associated with a lot of
cliches and its closing was just a sign that
peoples tastes are going in different
directions. It hasn't hurt business in the
least."

And what about the state of new music?
"There really is not too much happenning. I
like Urang Otan. I think they are really
very good." Reed went on to say that the
term "new wave" is becoming more and
more ambiguous and now can be used to
describe a whole range of musical types. He
said he listens, along with new wave and
show tunes, to a lot of disco. In fact. Reed
said that new wave-disco fusion music
produced by the likes of Soft Cell and the
Tom Tom Club, is what he is selling the
most of at the moment.
Maybe "the last foothold of the

Underground in the area" is a bit of an
overblown description for Main Street, but
unlike Rahar's, Main Street seems to have
carved itself a niche in the area's musical
community. Punk may be a short-lived
phenomena, but Main Street endures.
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Rasta Men
-the other voicei April 15. 1982 April 16. 1982

By JULIE GEANAKAKIS

Rastafari has its roots in Africa. An off-
shoot of the Rasta faith thrives in the
Valley. It forms the foundation of the reg-
gae band Loose Caboose whose home soil ism Wendell, Massachusetts. Through the
couphng of Rasta faith with music. Loose
Caboose gives us an interpretation of life
through the eyes of a black man who was
once a slave. The message and the music
are one.

The progenitor of the Rasta faith, Ethio-
pian emperor Haile Selassie is the far-
sighted prophet who foretells of the
downfall of Babylon (Western Civilization)
and the cessation of black oppression. The
predicted end result will be the unification
of all peoples. Jonathan Dorr, guitarist and
vocalist for Loose Caboose explains the
fundamental message of reggae. "It's
realizing that we're all children of the
Creator so there is no division between
people or a person's love or their destiny
One Heart, One Love, One Destiny; that is
the message."
The color of the Ethiopian flag (red, gold

and green) are symbolic of the black libera-
tion. Red represents the blood of the slain
slaves, the gold represents the wealth that
has been taken from them and the green
symbolizes the earth that will one day be
returned to them. Rastas wear the colors
to stay mindful of the emancipation.
Ras Jahn Bullock, vocalist and conga

player for the group encapsulates the
history of reggae music; "It is a poor peo-
ple's music that came up out of the trench
towns of Jamaica. It serves as a way of uni-

*Red Rooster
Continued from page 8

The artists currently signed to Red
Raster mclude a range of talent: The
^liags. There's the unique charm of The
ahaggs, the Wiggins sisters from New
Hampshire who put out the album
Philosophy Of The World in the mid '60s
uiat was resurrected and reissued by Red
Rooster when hearing it immediately won
them over.

.

The Shaggs played their own rock 'n' roll
in their rural hometown in the '60s, not out
of rebellion but simply for love of music
Try as they might, no punks have rivalled
ihe bhaggs positive primitivism in music-
making nor have been as unabashedly
sincere m songwriting. The music on this
album IS incomparable because it is all
theirs, from the inside out to the worid -

tying tribes of people in Jamaica." Reggae
is worids apart from other musical forms,
Ras explains, "Disco became mechnical, as
people predicted, but reggae is a live form
of music involving live people and dancing.
In reggae, dancing is free expression, not
stylized like disco." Reggae uses the
rhythms remembered from African tribes
and mystical, meditative, repetitive chan-
ting which makes an impact upon the
deeper levels of consciousness. Ras says,
"Reggae works as a music form, not only is

It popular, but it makes people feel good
No bad after or side effects."
Loose Caboose has been feeling reggae

influences since 1975. They sprouted from
a four man, two guitar band to the present
SIX man band, whose members include
Allyn and Johnathan Dorr, Ras Jahn
Bullock, Ras Randy Clunes, David Boat-
wright and Bob Pearson. Together they
make music that Ras says, "is free from
'isms,' commercial ism, money ism, all
sorts of 'isms'. He continues, "Money can't
be the motivation, later on you'll find
something else you'll make more money on.
Doing reggae music and standing up for
my rights is the most important thing."
Reggae is potent spiritual music and
Rastafari is the unreckoned force that
forms the bedrock of the music. Rastas live
pure lives. In devotion to their faith Rastas
don't eat processed foods or meat, they in-
gest only food and herbs of the highest
quality, often growing their own to insure
healthfulness. They don't smoke cigarettes
or cut or comb their hair. Instead of going
to a church or worship, Rastas meditate
with herbs by sharing a smoking chalice

Loo« C«boo« p to r) - Jonathan Dorr feSlIiirV^li:Randy Clun«. drum.). Ra. Jahn Bullook(voSta^iil^n^

wisdom. Her arrangements of country
classics rejuvenate them; her enlivened in-
terpretations are thrilling whether the
song IS familiar or not. Of her many
previous albums (64, by Badgley's count)
some soar with her original touches, whUe
others are bogged down with contem-
porary covers. The prospect of her now do-
ing albums her own way all the way
through is indeed exciting.

TTie Incredible CaaualB. There is the
confident, optimistic rock 'n' roll ex-
huberence of The Incredible Casuals, who's
second single "That's Why" b/w "Saw ItComing All Along" is hot off the presses.
Iheir music incorporates the roots of rock
with ska and pop into a sound that is all
their own, weaving fresh and inventive

uack utHge with Red Rooster gurum NRBQ ^^
every note is original - and the songs do
re.ay a natural philosophy based on their
environment.
Not stopping there, NRBQ compiled

more Shaggs tapes from the band's playing
days and put together an upcoming album
aptly titled The Shaggs' Oum Thing.
Jake and the Family Jewels plays a mix

of graceful reggae-rock and pop. Their in-
strumentation includes organ and exotic
percussion creating a richness of sound
from this musically tight, relaxed and con-
genial band. Their first single on Red
Rooster is being completed and will be
available soon.

Gary Windo, tenor saxophonist who oc-
casionally joins the Whole Wheat Horns
with NRBQ for some wild concerts, has
recorded a solo jazz Ip on which NRBQ
joins him. The opportunity to hear more of
all of their jazz virtuosity is a guaranteed
treat. Windo was formerly with the Carla
Bley Band, touring and recording.
Skeeter Davig, all-pro country and pop

star, has recently been signed to the label
and has collaborated on an album with
NRBQ (she sings, they play) scheduled to
be released this summer. One of the most
appealing vocalists of any genre, Davis
sings with grace, vitality, and heart in a
tovely, littleiriri-lik«» voice that spouts adult

guitar patterns over an often traditional
framework. Bringing a folk element into a

.
j.."^ '^" context their voices harmonize

to add dimension beyond the expectation of
ordinary rock vocals, and their playing can
be delicate as well as driving.
The Incredible Casuals play the Amherst

area frequently and their concept provide
for an exhilerating dance party, while a
dose of their intelligent humor is a
prescriptive uplift.

The Casuals are looking toward an EP to
be released this summer that will be in-
dicative of their various playing styles My
pick for best new rock 'n' roll band, we can
expect a lot to come from them.
And there is, of course, NRBQ, whose

sensational merits are known and loved by
most of the area (and the country) already.
A band that defies categorization, they've
developed a label that has little need for it
The connecting quality of the talent on Red
Rooster is the quality of the talent itself.
Ihey are most importantly, says Badgley,
artists that remain true instead of selling

out. Each has a considerable unique
talent. Special, also, according to NRBQ
bassist Joey Spampinato, because "they
know who they are and they are
themselves...because you can't find that
any place else."

among brethren. This, for them, is
elevating. Ras comments, "Everyone sear-
ches for elevation on Earth, we have to
make our heaven right here. Life should be
of the highest quality."

Caboose went to Jamaica to record an
album of seven to eight original works, a
venture that was guided by the late Bob
Mariey. The material is based on the band's
own revelations. "Bob Mariey gave us a big
push," says Ras, "I'm still involved in go-
ing to Jamaica to finish it." Hounded by
top record companies that have their own
ideas about promotion, he says, "We're in-
terestd in promoting the vibration." And
they fare well with no outside in-
terferences. Loose Caboose remains un-

signed with any company. They book their
own gigs and only play places they want to
play, rejecting the tiny smoke filled clubs
for the holistic dinner concerts they
smglehandely arrange.
The Rastafari mentality is elegantly sum-

med up m Johnathan Dorr's words, "Peo-
ple don't see the oneness. A flower grows
every year a little differently, that's pro-
gression, but they don't see humans as hav-
ing one root and that's creation." Dorr
says that this realization is liberation for
the person that opens up to the message.
We re trying to be a musical organization

and progress as people," says Ras Jahn.
This IS the seed of an idea that Loose
Caboose is sowing.

The man to wake up with
By DAVID HOWES
Collegian Staff

Listening to music on the radio is
serious business for most people, who rise
early each day. This is why a disc jockey's
job is not taken lightly by radio personnel.
A morning DJ must be informative, in-
teresting, and entertaining enough to
grab the listeners' attention. One such DJ
is Charles Laquidara of WBCN in Boston.
He was named the most popular morning
rock DJ by the Boston Magazine reader's
poll. And it reflects that he cares how
people feel in the morning.

"I like to make people feel they are in
the same mattress (his long standing logo)
every morning," Laquidara emphasises.
Every morning he introduces himself
differently to the morning audience. This
morning he tells the listeners to "Get your
socks on and roU out of bed." This attracts
a listener's sense of responsibUity to get
up and get going.

Laquidara has been in radio about
sixteen years, spending the first two at
KPPC in Pasadena, California. For the
last ten years he has been on and off at
WBCN. He was born and raised in
Milford. Ma. He attended the Rhode
Island School of Design, and upon
graduation went to Hollywood to become
an actor. There Laquidara studied acting
at the Pasadena Playhouse. When his
acting wasn't going weU. he took a job
announcing classical music at KPPC. The
station turned to underground rock music
a year after he began working there.

"It was one of the first underground
rock stations in the country." he said. He
took the job, because, "I needed the
money." he says sympathetically. He later
moved to Boston in late '68 or early '69. "I
don't exactly remember when," he con-
fesses.

The morning show, whrch he first did
from '73 to '76, then starting agaui from

-iresent^egins with three wake-up

calls to people, whose birthday is that
day. The names of three people are
selected three days in advance to prepare
for the calls.

The music he plays is upbeat rock
music. The albums are selected by
Laquidara or his assistant, Paul Slouso
They have to be marked by time and date.'
The program director checks the list to

see if you have a good mix of songs, from
contempoary to modern." he adds.
Since he has been doing the morning

show, he has held his long running
Mishegaas contest, which allows a listener
to be quizzed on the air. The contest is
written by BUI West, and edited by
Laquidara. A contestant is screened by
the radio stations personnel who answer
the station's listener line. When one is
found suitable, they call him back at the
time of the contest. Prizes for winning (or
losmg) vary from a hit album to gift I

certificate to a local store. If you lose you '

are given aconsulation question, and have
to do the funky chicken, (a gimmick taken
from a Blues Brothers song.)
Laquidara records his show, and listens

to It after a few days. "This is the only
way to get feedback of the things that go
wrong. Then I hate myself for a few days
after something goes wrong," he said
somberly.

Duane Ingels Glasscock, Laquidara's
former Saturday morning character is in
limbo. Duane, better known for his
running for president, taking over the
WBCN studios, and being a clone that will
never get older than eighteen, might or
might not be back.
The morning show drains him of his

energy and he is ready to leave. With the
end of Mishegaas he give his ending
motto: If the creek don't rise, and the
good Lord's willing, and there ain't no
melt down, we'll see you tomorrow

^^i^^.tf"
^''^ *"^ ^®" ''^ ^^^ b'« mattress.
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Neiv Jazz
Labels expand offerings

ie other voice

By GREG GILES

For those interested in researching the
newest in creative and improvisation^
music, here is a selected sampler of three
new jazz labels and some of their artists.

I'm about the miUionth person to talk
about the new Musician/Elektra label, but
that s what happens when someone gives
you free albums, so I'll talk. They're the
biggest of the newest and getting the best
press coverage for just that reason. Bruce
Lundvall. former CBS president, is at the
he m. glassy-eyed and ready to make a
kUUng with his something-fw-everybody
approach. The first seven albums, which
are being distributed through Warner Bros
ab-eady-estabUshed ECM distribution
channels, were just released.
One Night In Washington is a never

before released (or bootlegged) date at
which Charlie "Bird" Parker unexpectedly
showed up as guest soloist with THE
Orchestra in 1953. It's a top quality
recording considering the date, and Bird ism top form on a plastic alto saxophone. For
Bird fans it's a chance to catch some newly
unearthed material not generaUy associated
with him. For new listeners it's an in-
troduction to the "catalytic creative force
behind bebop," and the man who did so
much to lay the foundation of modern jazz.
The Griffith Park Collection is another Ip

of good music. It features Return To
Forever alumni Chick Corea, Stanley
Clarke and drummer Lenny White (the
album's instigator), as weU as Freddie
Hubbard and Joe Henderson, the only
"pure jazz" musician on this date. It's
refreshing to see these funksters playing
straight-ahead trad once again. "People
don't know Stanley can play upright
acoustic bass as well as the electric bass

"

said Lenny White. "They don't know I can
play drums in a straight-ahead jazz context.
Griffith Park is a chance for us to show that
we have some roots, and that those roots
come from the great tradition of American
classical music — jazz."

Another Musician release worth having is
the highly acclaimed John McLaughlin Ip
My Goals Beyond. This reissue from 1972
was the first all-acoustic album by the
British-bom guitarist and a spiritual
turning point according to McLaughlin.
Side one is short solos, and side two has two
selections with musicians Jerry (Goodman,
Billy Cobham, Dave Liebman. Charlie
Haden. Airto. Badal Roy and John's former
wife Mahalkshmi on tamboura.
My favorite release is Memory Serves,

by a band called Material. "Garage funk
punk jazz electronic communist white
noise ,s how band member Michael
Bemhorn described the music to New
Musical Express. The band's core is bassist
Bill LasweU, synthesizer player Beinhorn
and soundman/engineer Martin Bisi. Theyown their own recording studio, which
gives them more financial and creative
independence.
On Memory Serves, Sonny Sharrock and

u
Frith provide the guitar sounds,

Henry Threadgill from AIR, and Olu Dara
are on horns George Lewis, music director
of New York s Kitchen Center on trombone,
and violinist BUly Bang, on drums Fred
Maher and Charles Noyes. "For each record
we take a different approach and a different
group of people to work with." says
LasweU. "It's a flexible group structure
with three people at the center and the
option to add any number of people to that
For "Memory Serves" there are people with
a background in jazz and improvised music
so a lot of the record takes on those aspects'
But It IS centered essentiaUy in rock music
"The New York rock scene is Uking a

more non-traditional approach to rock
lately," Charles Noyes drummer on two
Memory Serves cuts, told me. "I wouldn't
caU It experiemental, but a lot of im-
provised material is being worked in. It's an
interesting scene, if it stays fresh. A lot ofNYC music houses are into 'what's in.' So if
they feel this guy might be in, they sign him
up. That's not so bad. because that's how a
lot of us get gigs. But it's a consumer type
attitude; what's today's fad might be
tomorrow's dog." said Noyes.
On Memory Serves "there are parts I can

live without," adds Noyes. "The loud
fusioney parts. I'm not too keen on the
vocals either. But I like the ones I'm on
especially "Silent Land." I really like that
one It's different. I'd say 85 percent of the
stuff I play is improvisational."
Henry Cow, a band headed by Frith, is a

good reference point as far as the present
New York City scene, according to Noyes
Bands like James "Blood" Ulmer and
Ronald Shannon Jackson and the Decoding
Society come under the category of having

Noyes is on a double Ip coming out under
guiUrist Henry Kaiser's name, and on
Elbot Sharp's ISM, which features BiU
LasweU and Olu Dara as weU. "It's more
rock than Material." said Noyes. "more free
too." Other names to check into include Kip
Hanrahan's Coup de tete, with the same
LasweU crowd plus serious jazz musicians

The late CHiarUe 'Bird' Parker.
hke Chico Freeman. Carla Bley, CecU
McBee, Golden Paleminos, Tony Fier and
Arto Lindsay of DNA, bands Bario Two
Curlew.

"Fred Frith is organizing a band I'm
gomg to be in to go to the Moers Festival in
Germany the last week in May," said
Noyse.

The Moers Festival is a four day event
which has turned out one of the new labels
showing up in new release bins lately.
Moers label releases are a spin-off of the
festival, but not necessarily recorded from
the festival. (The first releases were on the
Ring Records label.)

The other Musician releases? Well, the
polished, commercial releases are by
Freddie Hubbard, Lee Retinour and Red
Rodney & Ira Sullivan, and since I simply
can't say anything good about them I won't
say anything at all. There is also a
Musician/Elektra specially priced sampler
with a track from each release.
Some of Moers live recordings are by the

World Saxophone Quartet, John Surman
Anthony Braxton and Phillip Wilson. There
are also releases by Gunter Christmann,

Pboto oourtMy of BWktn/MuaiaiaB
father of bebop

Michael JulUch. Leo Smith, one by James
Newton and Anthony Davis, and a Evan
Parker/Paul Lytton duet, not to mention
new James "Blood" Ulmer and Ronald
Shannon and the Decoding Society
releases, both highly recommended. The
only drawback is a high import price and
the fact that you'll probably have to order it
from a record store.

Island Records' AntUlies affiliate label
has come up with a new jazz line It's
executive producer Rob Goldstein's idea
and includes Ornette Coleman's much
acclaimed Of Human Feelings with his
Pnme Time band, on which his son Denardo
plays drums, a Joanne Brackeen release
with Eddie Gomez and Jack Dejohnette
called Special Identity. Both are digitially
recorded. Ben Sidran has come out with Old
Songs For The New Depression (check him
out, Mose Allison aficionados) featuring
trumpeter Richie Cole and Marcus Miller,
of Miles Davis new band, among others!
Anthony Braxton's release is called Six
Compositions Quartet, Heath Brothers
recently released Brotherly Love, and Phil
Woods and Air releases are due.

(left) Michael
Beinhorn, syn-
thesizer and
vocals, and Bill
LasweU (rig^ht),

bass fi^uitar for
Material. Also in
Material are Olu
Dara, Fred Frith,
Billy Ban^ and
Charles K.
Noyes.

Photoa by Thl-Uha L*
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Trustee board
lifts transit fee
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

The rise in transit fees, which was approved Wednesday
by the University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees
coupled with a funding increase from the administration'
means campus bus service will at least remain at present
levels Director of Transportation William Barrett said
yesterday, and it may possibly increase.
The transit fee, which all undergraduates pay, was in-

creased to $22 per year as part of a total of almost $200 in
on-campus fee hikes voted in by the trustees
The vote by the trustees to raise fees to $2,718 means an

undergraduate student living on campus at UMass will
adding in the Board of Regents' newly approved $1 029
tuition rate, pay $3,847 next year.
Barrett said the approximately $450,000 raised from the

increased fee. added to an additional $78,000 from the
UMass budget, will not only cancel the effects of expected
cutbacks from other state and federal sources, but means
the system will at a minimum be able to resume all of the
nine percent cut in bus service required this year
While -Barrett said the depth of the imminent state and

lederal cuts were unknown, the University's planned in-
crease from $16,000 to $94,000 "will be enough."
Undergraduate students living on campus paid $12 this

year to supplement the system whUe off campus students
paiu $1 /

,

The Undergraduate Student Senate last month voted to
recommend the administration, rather than increase the

fJT'^S. i^'u*^'**®
^^^ Student Activities Trust Fund

(bATF ). Richard Goldman, then treasurer, said the addi-
tional student funding required to maintain the transit
system could then be paid for from the SATF, thus retain-
ing student control.

^^^*L'1.^r^^^^
approved for next year by the trustees

are a $76 hike in the dormitory fee, $73 in the board rates,
$18 inthe student health fee, $9 for the Campus Center
fee, $6 for the athletic fee, and $2 for the performing arts
fee. A motion to eliminate the optional $2 per semester
Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group fee was
tabled.

Former Student Government Association co-President
Larry Kocot, who was also the UMass-Amherst student
representative to the Board of Trustees, said most of the
increases, added to help cover increases in salary, infla-
tion, and equipment upkeep, were justified.
A $10 per semester fee was also approved by the

trustees for users of the University Computing Center
However, the trustees, following expressed concern by
students that the fee, once established, would quickly rise
voted to prohibit any increase in the fee for the next three
years.

A BIRD'S EYE VIEW
snow and sludge.

Ao «kA k:.J« - 4. •^L . .
t:o»eKi«n photo by Sv»n(e LindahlAs the birds return with spring, so does the view of a campus free of

Financial aid spot still vacant
By MIKE MAHONEY
Collegian Staff

"Dean of Academic Support Services Deidre Ling wUl
meet with Vice ChanceUor for Student Affairs Dennis
Madson to make plans to replace Financial Aid Director Ed
Apodaca who wUl be leaving for the University of
California next week."

That paragraph opened an article by Sally Kerans which
appeared in the September 11, 1981 issue of the Collegian.

Now, over seven months later, the University of
Massachusetts Amherst campus is stiU operating without a
financial aid director. It is not known when the position wUl
be filled.

The plans that Ling and Madson decided upon were to
form a search committee to hunt for a replacement for
Apodaca. That search committee was disbanded after
failing to agree upon any of the approximately 30 can-
didates for the position. Madson said that a new search
committee will be formed in the near future.

Since Apodaca's departure, the Financial Aid Office has
operated under the guidance of Lynn Santner, assistant

director of financial aid.

Art Jackson, associate director of financial aid, wa.T
among the candidates considered by the first search
committee. Madson said that Jackson "has some concerns
regarding his candidacy. When asked if Jackson had filed
an affirmative action suit Madson replied. "No suits have
been filed." Jackson was unavailable for comment.
The financial aid director is responsible for the ad-

ministration of the Financial Aid Office and the handling of
some $45 million in financial assistance to UMass students.
Madson described the position as "the voice of the
University" with regard to financial aid.
Madson said that the new search committee will be

looking for a person with high credibility in administering
the FAO and handling external relations.
Before his departure Apodaca said that he "did what
needed to be done" in operating the office, which he
described as "understaffed" upon his arrival. The FAO had
gone without a director for three years prior to Apodaca
taking the reins.

Apodaca now works in the office of the President of the
University of California. He is in charge of admissions and
the recruitment of minority students.

Salvador discussion set
By TERY HOFFMAN
Collegian Staff

The Coalition on El Salvador will sponsor
a panel discussion on "American strategy
in El Salvador — prospects for success" at
7:30 p.m. Monday in the Student Union
Ballroom at the University of
Massachusetts.

The panelists wUl be Rep. Gerry Studds,
D Mass.; James Creek, former deputy
assistant secretary of state under
President Jimmy Carter; and the Rev.
Phillip Wheaton, director of the
Ecumenical Program for Inter-American
Communication and Action (EPICA).
Carmen Diana Deere of the UMass
economics department will be the com-
mentator, and the moderator will be
Bruce Laurie of the history department.

Kristi Kallander of the Radical Student
Union said "we think it's more important
than ever to educate people about what is

going on in El Salvador." She said that the
recent elections there did not show the
true feelings of the people in El Salvador.
She also said that "people will pay more

attention to what people from the
government say."

Prof. Anne Ferguson of the UMass
philosophy department, a member of the
concerned Faculty on El Salvador

(CONFES). said "the faculty group felt
that there were some important
statements to be made about the situation
in El Salvador. A lot of faculty and
students didn't seem to know much about
El Salvador."

Ferguson also said that she hopes the
discussion will "bring in people who are
apolitical or undecided." The group
wanted a "general event that would be
informational for people to come and make
up their minds," she said.

Ferguson said the panelists represent
opposing viewpoints and will discuss a
range of ideas. The discussion is expected
"to raise people's consciousness," she said.
Studds authored a resolution to suspend

mUitary aid to El Salvador in February.
1982. He also headed a factfinding group
of representatives on a trip to Central
America in January 1981. They were not
allowed into El Salvador, but they talked
to government representatives and
political dissidents.

Creek was charge d'affairs in El Salvador
from February to March 1980. He has
been involved in diplomatic relations
between the U.S. andCentral America
since 1962. He is now on leave from the
Fletcher School of Diplomacy at Tufts
Universiy.

Ccmtinwd on page ti

Ground Zero Week events
address nuclear arms race
By GARY STARTA
Collegian Correspondent

Faculty and students in the Pioneer
Valley concerned with the dangers of the
nuclear arms race have coordinated a series
of free lectures, meetings and public rallies
to coincide with the nationwide Ground
Zero Week, April 18 to 24.

Professor James Matlack, director of
cultural affairs at Hampshire College, said
it is neccessary to make the public aware of
the nuclear arms race, which has been a
problem because people think the issue is

"complicated" and "just plain too scary to
think about." Matlack said it will "take a
united action of citizens to comDei the
government leaders to change policies ' to
stop the nuclear arms race.

Committees from Amherst. Northamton
and South Hadley have already planned
various events this spring, but decided to
have the "Pioneer Valley Ground Zero
Week'' when the Union of Concerned
Scientists and the Ground Zero Committee
announced a nationwide week of teach-ins
and public meetings.
A convocation entitled "Witnessing the

Nuclear Threat" will be held from 12:30 to 2
p.m. Sunday oh the common itt (NMit of

Amherst CoUege. Opening statements will
be given by Rev. George Cadigan. Rev.
Chester Freeman, and Rabbi Saul
Perlmutter of UMass.Arthur Westing
dean of natural sciences at Hampshire
College, will describe "the impact of nuclear
explosions". Joel Covel. the director of
psychiatry training at Albert Einstein
Medical College in New York City and
author of "The Age ol Desire." wih speak onHow to Think About the Unthinkable."
The convocation will rlose with a brief v\ri\
at the Amherst CoUege War Memorial
On Monday AprU 19. Pmfe.-sor Tom

Riddel 1 of the Smith College economics
department wdl speak on "The- Economic
Consequences of the Arms Race," at 7-30
p.m. in room 1.5 of Steely HaU at Amherst
(. ollegp.

At 7 p.m. on Tuesday, in Woolsoy Hall at
Mount Holyoko College, Frances Crowe, of
the American Friends Service Committee,
will speak on "What Can I Do Ab«iut the
Nuclear Arms Race.

'

Terry Provence, national coordinator of
the disanr.ament and conversion project of
the American Friends Service Committee,
will speak on "Freeze or Perish: Why
United States Should Endorse A Nuclear

CofUinMed <m page tt
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Haig in Argentina
for renewed talks
P> the Aspooiattnl Press

Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr.. returning to
Buenos Aires yesterday for a second round of talks to avert
war between Argentina and Britain over the Falkland
Islands, said "the stakes are so great they demand the
ultimale effort " by all participants.

His Air Force jet landed at Buenos Aires' Ezeiza airport
hours after the official Argentine news agency. Telam.
reported Argentine warships were sailing south toward
the British declared war zone around the Falklands.

Haig. who has been conducting intercontinental shuttle
diplomacy between Washington. Buenos Aires and
London, arrived here at 10:30 p.m. — 8:30 p.m. EST. He
was met by Foreign Minister Nicanor Costa Mendez and
they will resume talks Friday.

In his arrival statement. Haig called for a "flexible
approach by both sides, not an abandonment of principles"
in the search for a peaceful solution to the crisis that
erupted two weeks ago when Argentine forces occupied
the Falklands — a British colony.

Telam had reported units of the Argentine navy sailed
out of Puerto Belgrano heading "presumably to the south."

British officials in London had said earlier a task force of
Argentina's 31-ship navy might try skirting the 200-miJe
war zone around the Falklands. which Britain had ruled
since 1833 and Argentine forces seized April 2.

Telam did not say how many ships sailed from Puerto
Belgrano. the major naval base 425 miles south of Buenos
Aires and 850 north of the Falklands. or give any indcation
they might try to challenge the British-declared zone.

Britain's Independent Television News broadcast what it

said were Argentine television films showing nine war-
ships leaving Puerto Belgrano and heading south. They
appeared to be destroyers and frigates.

Secretary of State Alexander Haig
L4Wcrphoto

US optimistic on
Israeli withdrawl
JERUSALEM (AP) - Deputy Secretary of State

Walter J. Stoessel said yesterday he was optimistic about
his mission to ensure Israel's withdrawal from the Sinai by
the April 25 deadline.

In Cairo, where Stoessel is due to arrive today, Egyptian
Foreign Minister Kamal Hassan Aly also expressed
confidence that the Israeli pullout would be completed by
the date set in the 1979 peace treaty between Israel and
Egypt.
Prime Minister Menachem Begin complained during a

two-hour meeting with Stoessel that Egypt was not fully

honoring its peace treaty commitments. Begin presented a
list of alleged political and military infractions, Israeli
officials said.

"We undertook to consider these (complaints) very
seriously as a full partner in the peace process," Stoessel
said. "I am optimistic for a good outcome."

Stoessel was sent by President Reagan to resolve the
last-minute problems after Secretary of State Alexander
M. Haig Jr. found himself too busy with the Falkland
Islands crisis.

In a parallel mission, Israeli Defense Minister Ariel
Sharon made a quick trip to Cairo to take the Israeli

complaints to President Hosni Mubarak and discuss a
dispute over the precise demarcation of the new border.
The Egyptian optimism was expressed after the

meetings with Sharon, who said after his return from Cairo
that Egypt has agreed to scale down its Sinai troop
deployment and will send an official to Israel to discuss
how to curb Palestinian arms smuggling.

Israeli officials, in newspaper interviews this week, have
stressed that Israel intends to carry out its treaty
obligations but that it expects Egypt to do the same. Egypt
was not given ultimatums, they said.

But there has been an implied threat to delay the Sinai
evacuation untU Israel is satisfied that Egypt is honoring
the treaty.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Harvard reports entering freshman class

will include fewer blacks , more women

NATO study indicates US and USSR
weapons gap isn Y as big as Reagan says
BRUSSELS, Belgium - The Soviet

Union has a 4-to-l advantage over the West
in intermediate range nuclear weapons in
Europe but the gap is smaller than the
Reagan administration claims, according to
NATO sources.

Informed NATO sources said yesterday a
nearly completed study scheduled for
publication in the next few weeks says the
Soviet Union has an estimated 3.080 in-

termediate range nuclear missiles and
atomic bombers compared to about 800
comparable European -based weapons for
NATO.

In recent months, the Reagan ad-
ministration has asserted there is a 6-to-l
Soviet advantage — 3,825 compared to 560
for NATO.

The administration figures do not include

British aircraft on the NATO side and give
higher figures than NATO for the number
of Soviet aircraft available for nuclear
missions against Western Europe.

The NATO-U.S. discrepancy is nowhere
near as great as the one between both sets
of figures and those given by the Soviet
Union.

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - There wUl be
fewer blacks and Hispanics but more
women and Asian-Americans when the
Class of 1986 begins classes at Harvard
University this fall.

The Harvard Crimson reported
yesterday that the school mailed out 2,192
acceptance notices Wednesday after
university admissions officials processed

13,158 applications to the freshman class —
the third largest number of applicants in
the school's history.

But while the number of applicants was
up, the number of "non-affluent" applicants
were down, according to William R. Fit-
zsimmons, acting director of admissions and
financial aid.

r

State health officials investigate deaths

of seven in Fairhaven within five years
FAIRHAVEN. Mass. - Health officials

say they will try to find out why seven
children have developed leukemia in the
Fairhaven area in the past ::ve years. All
but one of the children lived near the same
public park or plaved there.

Official* of the state Department of Public
Health said yesterday they will go to the
Fairhaven area next week to interview the
chiJdrens parents.

The department said that at least four

cases of leukemia have been diagnosed in

Fairhaven children who lived near Cush-
man Park. Three additional cases of
childhood leukemia were found in the
surrounding towns of Acushnet, Mat-
tapoiselt and North Dartmouth, and two of
those youngsters frequently played in the
park.

The 20 acre park, which contains a
playground and ballfields, is located about
Lvvo blocks from New Bedfore Harbor.
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Police brutality suit dismissed

iCollegign 3

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

A two-year-old lawsuit filed by two former University of
Massachusetts students against the Amherst PoUce was
dismissed this week after attorneys for both sides agreed
on a cash settlement.
The students had filed the $300,000 class action law suitm Springfield Federal Court after what they felt was an

lUegal and unconstitutional abuse" of the state protective
custody law by the Amherst PoUce.
The suit settled Wednesday for approximately $6,000.
The students. David Legor. 23. of Lincobi. and David
Kegan. 22 of Natick. charged that on November 10, 1979
they were in the lobby of Codidge Tower in the Southwest
Kesidential Area at approximately 1:15 a.m., when they
were approached by a number of UMass Police officers
The students claim they were questioned and said although
they were cooperative with the officers, they were
viciously and bruUlly spread against the wall."
The students, who were represented in the case by
UMass Legal Service Office Attorneys Steven Baumohl
Mark Eckstein and Charles DiMare. also claimed they
were tightly handcuffed" and taken to the UMass poUce
station m Dickenson Hall. They were then reportedly

booked and fingerprinted despite their claims that they
were not drunk.

The suit claimed that they were refused permission to
make the customary telephone call and to seek the service
of an attorney.

The students then claimed they were taken to the
Amherst police sUtion where they were held for "at least
10 hours" in a "cold. fUthy cell" and were not given toilet
paper, blankets, water or food.

The suit claimed that the actions of the officers from both
departments caused them "severe emotional distress.
mental anguish" and "damaged their reputation,"

DiMare said he was "extremely happy" and "very please*
with the results of the case."

"The reason we chose to bring the case to the U.S. Court
is because we believe the federal courts to be more sen-
sitive to police misconduct litigations," DiMare said.

A second suit which had been filed against the Amherst
Police by Attorneys Alan Katz and Arthur Serota of
Springfield had recently been settled against the Amherst
Police for $17,500.

The suit against the University of Massachusetts Police,
named as co-defendants in the Legor and Regan suit, has
not yet been settled.

BOTH FEET ON THE GROUND — Yesterdav tho ITM... Po—i. * ^x
c*!'***- Pfc«^ by H.id* un.,

B»88on and Josh Wolfe, also UMass almnnus. demonstrated a canopy stack transkionj^
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Economics minor
program revised
By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

The Faculty Senate approved a revision in the
economics minor program yesterday as the economics
department attempts to restrict the flow of students into
Its crowded classes, according to members of the
Academic Matters Council.
Key additions made to the present requirement include

completion of a two-semester course in either History 140
and 141 or History 150 and 151.

Also, students wanting a minor in economics must com-
plete one of the following two-semester math courses -
Math 120 and 121, or Math 127 and 128, or Math 131 and
loZ.

The senate also approved a newly-formed minor in Afro-
Amencan Studies. Students must have 15 credit hours
nine of which must be at the 200 level or above. Studenti
were allowed a wide range of minors classes from the ma-
jor of literature, Afro-American history, art, music,
The senate also gave its nod to a new graduate program

in molecular and cellular biology.

Contimied on page 2 2

Charged rapist

gets probation
By JUDI JASUREK
Collegian Staff

Steven W. Butler was given a six-month suspended
sentence Tuesday after he pleaded guilty to a ch^ge of
indecent assault and battery in connection with the rapeof a 19-year-old University of Massachusetts woman atthe Campus Center Hotel last May

ul^ J8-year-old Hyde Park man was sentenced byHampshire Superior Court Judge John F. Moriarty, who

c3v H
'^'

fr'"^"'^.
^"^"^^ *" ^he Hampshire

County House of Correction and placed Butler on two
years of probation.

th^S^f ^^,^Sf^v?ted rape and assault and battery,
that Butler also faced on Tuesday were dropped

Butler and four other persons were involved' in therape of the woman in the Campus Center Hotel after themen and the victun attended a party at Farley Lodge atUMass on May 16, 1981.
He was indicted in November on charges ofaggravated

rape, indecent assault and battery, and assault and bat-
i»ery.

Charges were dropped against Joel J. Fagerberg, 19,

Continued on page 25

Committee seeks
more candidates
for dean position
By JOHN ROLLINSON
Collegian Correspondent

The search for a new dean of Faculty of Humanities and
Fine Arts, originally an effort to fill the resigning Dr.
Jeremiah M. AUen's post by Fall 1982 has been extended
until August 1, after the first attempt at soliciting can-
didates failed to draw a diverse enough response, ac-
cording to Dr. Charles Bester. chairman of the FHFA
Search Committee.
"We didn't see a large enough, diverse enough pool

because there wasn't enough time." said Bester. who heads
the department of music and dance. "There was just under
a month of seareh. you write bac and forth and these
things don't get done in 29 days, but wo were trying to fill

the job by September."
Advertisements were run in the New York Times, Los

Angeles Times. Chicago Tribune, Washington Post,
Amsterdam News (a Harlem publication) and El Munde iii

Puerto Rico. AdditionaUy. 800 letters went to deans of
humanities and fine arts across the country. Bester said.
The advertisements ask for candidates who have "ad-

ministrative experience at least at the level of department
head or its equivalent, and scholarly accomplishments
which would justify appointment to a professional
position." Hester said he now hopes to see the position
filled by January. 198;}.

When asked if he thought applicants might have
hesitated to come forward while efforts to replace
Chancpllor Henry Koffier conlinuf. Pester noted 'our
search opened and clo.sed before the chancellor announced
he was leaving."

The division, largest of nine on campus, consists of the
departments of Afro American studies, art, Asian
languages and literatures, ci4ssi(s, comparative literature.
English, Fremh and Italian, Germanic languages and
literatures, history, journahstic studies, linguistics, music
and dance, philosophy, Slavic languages and literatures,
Spanish and Portuguese, theatre, and women's studies.

•snot
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EWC reviews
its objectives
By LAURIE FISHER
Collegian Correspondent

The Everywoman's Center (EWC) is taking inventory.
They want to know if their programs are reaching the
needs and concerns of area women. An in-depth question-
nare will be distributed through mailing lists, bulletins and
by request, and should be returned by April 23.
The questionare addresses basic issues, such as:

• Which of the programs or services are vou familiar
with?

• Are there programs, services, or events that you
would not refer to others?

• Which women (poor women, third worid women,
working women, single parents, lesbians, or older women)
are best served at EWC?
• Which women are least well served by EWC?
• Which roles (such as spokesperson for women's
issues, supporter, service provider, community educator)
does EWC effectively play at the University of
Massachusetts and in the community, and which role does
it need to improve?
The EWC is nearing its 10th anniversary and is in-

itiating a critical review of its goals and objectives. The
original goal as adopted in final form in 1978 states that
the EWC wishes to foster social and political change by
challenging the foundations of racism, sexism, heterosex-
ism and classism. And, as a means toward this end, work-
ing for the empowerment of women.
The goals of today have not significantly changed from

those that EWC had 10 years ago. 10 year's ago EWC was
trying to make it easier for non-traditional students (lower
income, older, working, and single parents) entering the
University, Aquila Ayana, the public relations out reach
coordinator of EWC said.

"It is not any easier for women to negotiate with the
University today than it was 10 years ago. If it was easier
today why would we need supportive services? We get
aproximately 600 calls and walk-ins a month, our services
and programs are increasingly needed as financial aid is

being cut back, tuition increases, and the price of childcare
and housing rises. Women need information and direction,
EWC will refer them, directly service them, and show
them what their alternatives are," Ayana said.

<'oll«Kian photo by Heidi L«vin*

TUNING UP — Donald Freedman of WTTT is

just one of the many DJs who entertains people
over the Amherst airwaves.

Seminar held on
shoplifting laws
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

The Western Massachusetts Chiefs of Police Associa-
tion will sponsor a shoplifting seminar Wednesday at the
Northampton Hilton to explain the new shoplifting law im
plemented March 10 and to inform retailers i)f th«'ir rights
to protect their property from theft.

"The new law addresses shoplifting, the switching of
price tags, and employees in concert with friend - under
charging them at grocery stores," Lt. David Jankowski of
the Amherst Police Department said yesterday.
Accoding to Jankowski, the old law covering shoplifting,

the larceny law. did not allow fK)lice to arrest a person for
shoplifting unless the officer had seen the crim'- commit-
ted. Under the new shopliftmg law, police have the power
to arrest after a crime has l)een commitU-d. Police have
this fK)wer in several types of instances such as when deal-
ing with a drunk driver or apprehending someone who has
violated the family abu.se law.

According to Police Chief Donald N. Maia. experts in
the fields of retailing, loss f)revention. and law will speak
at the semmar and be available for sf^ecific questions. All
Amherst retailers will be notified by the department about
the seminar.

The seminar will be held from 9:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Wednesday in the New England Room of the Northamp-
ton Hilton. There is a $5 fee for the seminar. No registra-
tion is necessary. Coffee and danish will be served.

Friday. April 16, 1982.
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ROCKY REMNANTS — A disarayed formation of rocks in Orchard Hill Fields set off the
observatory in the background.

Holocaust series begins today
By SUSAN HENNING
Collegian Correspondent

A conference on the Holocaust will be sponsored by the
Jewish Student Union at Mount Holyoke College, April 16,

17 and 18.

The conference will begin on Friday, April 16, with the
film "Kitty Revisits Auchwitz" in Wilbur, Mary WooUey
Hall from 3 to 5 p.m. and Rabbi Norman Klein from New
York Hebrew Union College will lead a Shabbat evening
service from 8 to 10 p.m. in Abbey Chapel along with Ann
Zibelman, Cantor, followed by an Oneg Sabbath. The
Mount Holyoke Glee Club will be directed by Richard
Sparks.

On Saturday, April 17, Rabbi Klein will lead morning
services from 10 to 11:30 a.m. A brown bag lunch will take
place from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. on the ampitheater
green. Bradley Kline, a Mount Holyoke instructor of
politics will lecture at 1:30 p.m., followed by Mount
Holyoke's Assistant Professor of History Michael Burns,
who will discuss "The French Solution: State Anti-
Semitism and Popular Indifference" in Room 302
Psychology/Education. From 6:45 p.m. to 7:15 p.m. p.m.
a Havdalah service will be held in Ham Hall.

Professor Raul Hilberg will be the keynote speaker on
"The Origin of the Final Solution" from 8 to 10 p.m. in

Gamble Auditorium. Following this, a reception will be

held in the Elliot House Lounge.
The Conference will continue on Sunday, April 18 with a

workshop led by Robert Davis, Instructor of German at

Smith, Sidonie Cassirer, Professor of German at Mount
Holyoke, and students Amy Mauser, Jollie Cohen and Liz
Goldenberg. The workshop, beginning at 10 a.m. is titled

"Speaking the Unspeakable: Reflections of Literature in

the Holocaust." Short readings and discussion of the
literary resonance of "The Final Solution" and questons
will later be answered in the Eliot House Lounge.
"Am I a survivor of the Holocaust" is the tc^ic of

Psychologist Alan Liberman's workshop at 10 a.m. in

Willits-Hallowell, room 1922. Another discussion will be
given on "American Diplomatic Policy' at 10 a.m. by David
Wyman a Professor of History at the University of
Massachusetts in the Andreola Room in Willits-Hollowell.

The Eliot House Lounge will have a bagel brunch from
12:15 to 12:45, with a $1.00 admission fee.

UMass Professor of Psychology Ervin Staub will give a
workshop on "Oppression and Oppressors, Psychology of
Perpetrators and Bystanders" in the Eliot House Lounge
at 1 p.m. Julius Lester, professor of Afro-American
Studies and Judaic Studies at UMass wUl discuss
"Holocaust and Racism" at 1 p.m. in Gamble Auditorium.
The Holocaust Conference will conclude with a workshop

on "Present Day Germany" by German Student Bettina
Warnke from 2:45 to 3:15.
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i^S!5"»*»onal students plan week of events
Colleirian Staff l!*"^".^

*^"'^"'"«s- It's a great educational exnerienp*. - coi^ «,_^_.... • .. ^
By JUDY RUBIN
Collegian Staff

wiI?'the"Fo'^fJ^"li H'^t"""
Association in conjunctionwitn tne l-oreign Student/International Programs Office

5^k':;Zl?
''' rM^P"' ^^-^S asKnaSweek at the Umversity of Massachusetts.

Ihe piupose of this annual event is "to permit an exchange of culture between international sSdS^J^m-
IZll '^t^'H'

^'^ ^^ handle, a coordinator oTl^.ternational Week and Fair '82.

„ y^'"®^..^ integrate a greater awareness betweenstudents of all cultures," said Mandle.

f>iT'*
^"^/"^^'«"al Week, presentations concerning

tiol?r^^°-
^^^'^^^ programs of the week is the Intema-

5™ f^ ^^T y*"" ^^ ^ ^^' ^«'' ^e country through
dress, food and entertainment," Mandle said.

^
w»nf ?!.

^presentation or enter a certain country, onewent through a non-selective application process with theonly cntena being that the presentation had toLe an in
ternational interest.

"One can come away from these programs with agreater grasp of the differences and similarities of dif

Cashman solicits

BOG restructuring
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

Scott Cashman, who as a senior will leave the Campus
Center Board of Governors (BOG) this year, last night
presented the board at their weekly meeting with a
proposal for major restructuring of the organization of
which he has been chairman for the past year.
The motion for the changes, which was tabled to a future
meeting to allow time for BOG members to review it
would repUce most of the present committees and their
chairpersons with hired "coordinators" and reassigned
areas of jurisdiction.

The current system of six committees is similar to that
proposed since their chairpersons are also paid, but the
difference, Cashman said, is that while the chairpersons
were elected, the coordinators wUl be hired. This wouW
faahtate oversight since the coordinators would be em-
ployed by the board, rather than elected represenatives of
It, Cashman said, and should make the BOG "more ef-
ficient."

Cashman has on occasion throughout the semester
questioned the commitment members have displayed to
the board.

Under its present structure, the BOG has committees on
Buildmg Operations. Economic Development, Finance
Food Services. Space, and the University Store.
Cashman's proposal would retain only the Space Com-

mittee and would create a Vendor Certification Com-
nruttee. It would also dictate the hiring of coordinators for
the areas of PubUc Relations, Conference Services. Food
Services, the University Store. Finance, Display,
Space/Economic Devetopment, Vendors, Building
Operations, and Special Projects.
The proposed coordinators, as do the present com-

mitteechairpersons. need not be BOG members.

.
Continiied on page 27

Se'"'^"'"^""
^^'' ^ ^*' educational experience," said

One of the special types of programs that take place dur-ing the week is mdividual foreign country nights The

SS^ChfiL!^^'''""'^
^"" Spain-Portugal. Indif, France

"During one of these nights, one receives a total at-mosphere of that country," Mandle said
To start off the week, William H. Pritchard will give apiano recjtal at 3:30 p.m^Sunday at the Buckley igcit^

Hall, Amherst College. There will also be a Third Worid
worship service at 4 p.m. in the Chapel
Jeny Studds and George Wald will speak on El

Salvador at 7:30 p.m. Monday in the Student Union
Ballroom. (See related story.)
Dr. Dietmar Lohman will present a slide show entitled
Dresden: A City of Culture and Science" at 7 p m Tues-day m the Campus Center room 805-09.
On the same night, the film "The Main Enemy" will be

1 "IT
^17'-^^ P"™- '" '•^"^ 165-68 Campus Center

Another film will be presented that evening entitled "A
Night to Remember" at 8:15 p.m. in Herter Hall, room

A lecture on the worid history of the Yiddish theatre and
surrealism wil be given by Nahma Sandrow at 9:20 p.m.

Wednesday in the Green Room of the Theater Building at
Smith College.

*

Also, Isabel Letelier will speak on Chile that evening at
7:30 p.m. in room 165-68 Campus Center.

A Spanish-Portuguese Night will take place at 7 p.m. in
Bartlett Auditorium that night.
Laurie Nisenoff will lecture on "Worker Management in

China" at 4:30 p.m. Thursday in Wright Hall at Smith Col-
lege.

A cultural evening will take place at 7:30 p.m. in the
UMass Student Unoin Ballroom that evening.
The same night, the film "Man of Marble" wiU be shown

at 8 p.m. in Thompson HaJl, room 102.

India night will be the sole event next Friday evening
This program will be held a 6:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center Auditorium.

The International Fair will be held from 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. next Saturday in the Campus Center Auditorium
The final day, there will be a "Third World Jazz Service

to Duke Ellington" at 4 p.m. at Chapin Chapel, Amherst
College.

At night, there will be a French night from 4 to 10 p.m
at Fariey Lodge and a China night at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center Auditorium.

SWAG, after heated debate,
gives Malcolm X center $800
By JULIA MAYCOCK

/ Collegian Staff

In a heated debate, last night, the Southwest Area
Government (SWAG) passed a controversial bill
allocating $800 to the Malcolm X Center by a narrow
margin of eight to seven, with nine abstentions.
The Malcolm X Center requested the money last

Thursday, but their proposal was tabled to the finance
,

committee for a recommendation. This is the usual pro-
cedure. The money vrill be used to fimd a picnic on Mav
8th.

^

During the pro/con debate co-President Andrew
Prescott gave up his position as chair of the meeting to
Fran Hegeier, co-Vice President, so that he could par-
ticipate in the discussion.

Steve Mazzola, co-President of SWAG, voiced some of
the major opposition to the bill.

"Since many of the families of students who will attend
the event sponsored by the Malcolm X Center have not
paid any money into the Student Activities Trust Fund
(SATF), the assembly should not allocate monies to be
used for the benefit of non-students because it is un-
constitutional." Mazzola said.

Mazzola also said that SWAG budgets money for the
center in the fall (about $3,000) and that he felt the $800
was not being used to its fullest potential (refering to the
budget submitted by representatives from Malcolm X).
"Not enough alternative sources of funding have been

tapped, which results in the assembly bearing too much
of the responsibility," Mazzola said.

Prescott disagreed with Mazzola stating that because
the event was part of Southwest Days the assembly

should fund it.

"$800 is not an exorbitant amount considering the
money we're spending on the Southwest Concert alone
(about $5,000)." Prescott said. He also pointed out the
significant contributions to the residential college that
the Malcolm X Center has made.

"It's a shame we (center representatives) had to fight
this hard just to have an event in our own residential
area." Enolia Harris, academic coordinator for the
center, said.

Harris felt that the crucial issue at stake was that the
picnic is included in SW Days and "gWAG's attitudes
don't support the idea of unity when it comes to dealine
with Third Worid students."
"This event is supposed to be a part of SW Days

benefiting all, not just minority students," Harris said.
Co-coordinator of the center, Neil Grant, said "A lot of

people vote without really paying any attention to the
issue and they go along with what the executive commit-
tee feels instead of critically examining the issue in-
dependently. When this happens you cannot have an ef- i

fectively run student government."
f

At a crucial point near the end of the pro/con debate,
parlimentary procedure broke down, due to confusion.'
Prescott resumed his position as chair of the meeting and
called the bill to question. Thus, the body voted on the
question b^ore all modifying proposals had been con-
sidered. One proposal to allocate $500 rather than $800
was ignored.

Last night, Prescott and Mazzola also clarified the posi-
tion of the SWAG executive staff concerning Executive
Director of Housing, Dr. Joseph Zannini's. plans for the

Continued on page t5
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Cops nab 2

for violations
By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

Two men, reportedly not University of
Massachusetts students, were arrested
yesterday on motor vehicle violations,
according to UMass police.

Police said they arrested Milton Dawes,
21, of 31 Rockwell Street, Boston, and
Anthony D. Perkins, 21, of 102 Uvermore
Street, Boston, on Massachusetts Avenue
at 12:08 a.m. yesterday.

Both were charged with operating
without a license, operating an unlicensed
vehicle, operating an uninsured vehicle,

and attaching improper license plates,

police said. In addition, Dawes was charged
with failure to wear eye protection, police

said.

In an unrelated incident, an act of van-
dalism was reported to police at 2:30 p.m.
Wednesday when a smashed door was
found at the Observatory located in the
apple orchards behind the Orchard Hill

Residential Area, police said.

There was no other damage reported
other than the door, with an estimated
damage of $100, police said. The incident

reportedly occurred sometime between last

Friday and Saturday, police said.

^ In other areas, two vacuum cleaners were
reported stolen, one from Patterson
Dormitory, and the other from Crampton
Dormitory, both in the Southwest
Residential Area, police said.

The items were reportedly stolen
sometime between Monday and Tuesday,
both from locked janitor's closets, according
to police, and have an estimated value of
$99.00 each. There are no suspects, police
said.

,
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OUTSTANDING PERFOR-
MANCE — Members of band
Crockett played for a crowd stan-
ding outside the Student Union
Building yesterday afternoon. Last
night, the band played with the
John Hall Band at the Fine Arts
Center. Due to a small turnout, the
band let people in free ignoring
their previous fee of $6.50 for the
benefit concert.
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Amherst police reported
two thefts from cars
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student

woke up early yestersay morning to find a

rock thrown through a window in his car

and his cowboy hat stolen, according to

Amherst Police.

The student, a North Pleasant Street

resident, was woken up by his housemates

at 1:10 a.m. when the alarm in his car went

off. He told police that he saw a group of

people running off and and found a large

rock in the driver's seat of his car. The

stolen tan felt cowboy hat is valued at $80.

At 2:45 a.m. yesterday, a UMass student

reported that a casette deck and tapes were

stolen from his unlocked car while parked at

Brandywine Apartments. The casette deck

is valued at $30, the tapes at $50.

At 4:02 a.m. yesterday, officers on patrol

discovered a car parked in the Brandywine

discovered a car parked in the Brandywine
lot with a door open and wires hanging from
where a tape deck was apparently torn out
of the car. Police had not spoken to the
owner of the car at press time.
A UMass student reported early Wed-

nesday night that he had been woken up in
his Brandywine apartment by an intruder
who shined a flashlight in his face. The
intruder fled when the student yelled at
him, police said. Entry was gained through
an unlocked sliding glass door. Nothing
was taken.

At 12:45 a.m. yesterday police received a
report Ihat a large brawl was in progress at
Poor Richard's. Upon their arrival police
were informed that a person who hit
someone with a pool cue had just left in a
car. The victim had several cuts and welts
on his face, police said. Suspects were
stopped by police. Both parties said that
the other party started the fight. All were
refered to the clerk of courts.

Landscape architect talks
about ecological planning
By DAVID FABRIZIO
Collegian Correspondent

Landscape architecture Prof. Ian L.

McHarg of the University of Pennsylvania
will speak on ecological planning at 7 p.m.
Sunday in Memorial Hall at the University
of Massachusetts.

McHarg, the founder of ecological plan-

ning and the author of "Design with
Nature," will explain how the environment
can be managed to preserve the ecology and
still serve man.

McHarg wiU be the first speaker in a series
called the "Graduate Forum." sponsored by
the graduate school and the Graduate
Student Senate.

"The purpose of the Graduate Forum is to
expose graduate students to researchers at

the forefront of many different fields," said

Jack Delmond, president of the Graduate
Student Senate.

Tickets are available from the GSS Office.

Room 919 in the Campus Center. A wine
and cheese reception will follow the lecture.

Legal Notica
Notice of Application

Notification is hereby given by
the First National Bank of
Boston, 100 Federal Street.
Boston. Massachusetts that an
application was filed with the
Comptroller of the Currency on
April 13, 1982 for permission to
establish a CBCT Branch at
Louis Foods, 76 North Pleasant
Street, Amherst,
Massachusetts

Any person wishing to com-
ment on this application may file

comments in wnting with the
Regional Administrator of Na
tional Banks, 470 Atlantic
Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts
02110 Any person desinng to
protest the granting of this ap
plication rrwy do so upon written
notice to the Regional Ad
rmnistrator within 21 days of the
date of this publication The
nonconfidential portions of the
application are on file with the
Regional Administrator as part
of the public file This file is

available for public inspection
dunng regular business hours
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"The most impressive pop-rock debut
since the emergence of Elvis Costello five
years ago. . .

"

NV Tinttea 5/17/81
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iTTHE BLUE WALI J

FOUR SEASONS
Molson Golden 12 bts $10.99
Rolling Rock « oz cans $8.99
'^'^'<"S 12 bottles $8.99
Old Milwaukee 12 pk. ...... . $3.49

Calvert ,75, $1399
Gilbey's Gin 1.75, $8 49
Cossack Vodka 1.751 $11.99

Premiat Cabernet Sauvignon
aPinotNoir... 750 ml
Sebastiani Table Wines 1 5

1

Yago Sangria 1.5 ,

(Bl Open 10 AM to 11 PMA in front of the Malls

Wines/Lic|uors
rte.9, hadfe>;ma./584-8174

$2.49

$3.99

$4.99

.Collegian 7
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«rif5«^

WINES&
LIQUORS—^ SPECIALS<

Saronno Amaretto $3.89/2oomi

\ Bacardi Rum $5.79/750mi

Montezuma Tequilla. .... $7.49/iitre

Mount Gay Rum $8.45/750mi

Skol Vodka $8.39/i75iitre8

SkolGin $8.39/1 75 litres

Molson $2.99/6pk.

G"«ness $3.25/4pk.

Sass $4.99/6pk.

Dortmunder Kronen $3.75/6 pk

Carlo Rossi $5.99/4ntres

HOUSE SPECIAL
Porto Palo (white)

. .
wfth

Luigl Pompom' (red)
non vintage table wines

1.5 liter $3.59 ea. 6 for $19.50

^4

Take
A Break
From Pizza!

253-5384 Route 9 East
^ot^sponsible for typographical errors

2568433

BIJRRITOS
-tax Included-

f®^"
*1-65 Refrito ^ms

°®®' '2.30 Chicken »2 40
Beef & Bean $2.25 Chicken & Refrito ^2.25

Extras: tomatoes - 10«, extra cheese - 15«, sour cream - 10*
jalapenos - 20«, sauteed peppers & onions - 25* '

(Whole wheat tortillas are available at no extra charge.)

Minlflnam Order of 2 Btirritos
(Delivery charge of «0« per order,

whether you order 2 or 10!)

Fri. & Sat., 7pm-llpfn

Boltwood Walk
Amherst AC,

VILLA

Call: la
2S60838

^nmC THEATHES TIMES FOR TODAY ONLY

HliTWILITE SHOW ntOUCEO PRICES fOR STUDENTS t SENIOR CITIZENS WITH *MC CARD

^mC HAMPSHIRE 4

IKATHARJNE HEPBCIRN
HENRY FONDA

84-7550 HAMPSHIRE MALL

^ rm^

*:...

Fri-Sat (5:00 @ $1.75) 7:30 9:55

I

Sat Matinee 2: 15

[
PPGI Sun 1:00 (3:30 @ $1.75)6:00-8:30

THEY ARE SOMETHIMG MORE THAM
LOVERS WHO ARE ABOOT TO BECOME
SOMETHIMG LESS THAM HUMAN.

NASTASSIA KiNSKI in

FriSat (5.00 @ $». 75)7:30-9:55
Sat Matinee 2:15

Sun 1:00(3:30 @ $1.75)6:00 8:30

^fClW5flW's

DCATH IyouII be glad

Fri-Sat(5;30 @ $1 75)8:00-10:15

Sat Matinee 2:30

Sun 1:15 (4:00 @ $1 75)6:30-8:45

^nmCWOUIITAIN FARMS 4

Fri-Sat(5:15 @ $1. 75)7:45-10:15-12:15

Sat Matinee 2:»
y Sun 1:15 (3:45 @ $1.75)6 158:45

584-9153M0UNTAIN FARMS MALI

fiff A A Riveting

and
Enthralling

Film.

CHARIOTSOF nRF.
Fri-S«t(4:» @ $1.75)7:30-9:55

Sat Matinee 2:00

Sun12:45(3:30 @ SI 75)6:00-8:30

iRSBiiy;

H90D
Fri Sat(5:00 @ $1.75)7:00 9:00

_^ Sat Matinees 1 :00 & 3:00
|C|Sun12:30 2 30(4 :45@> SI 75)6:45^8:45

Uficha/id DLAKE EDWARDS'

-yi<TOR^«sft5
of Hera

Fri Sat(4:46 @ SI 75)7:45-10:16

Sat Matinee 2 00
Sun 1:00(3:45 @ $1.75)6:15 845

^rs:!!"'! t/coonta.
JULIE ANDREWS
JAAi^ GARNER

Fri Sat (4:30@S1 75)7:15 9:55 12 15
Sat Matinee 1:45

[g Sun 12 30(3 15 @ SI 75)6:00 8:30

M»DMi®MTMOVIB MADNESS
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY 12:15 AM ALL SEATS^mc HAMPSHIRE* Pnroa^mM ^mc wouiiuliiliiiirrE^gTBM

™}-i>LyG^^lL

AIRPLANE
omichightmare.

VICTOR. VICTORIA
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Union Records, still growing, celebrates third year
By LORNA LAMANA
Collegian Correspondent

Union Records UnUmitef the University of
Massachusetts student-run recod store, marked its third
anniversar/ Wednesday with specials throughout the
store.

URU. located at 201 Student Union Building, offers
students the lowest prices in the vaUey, according to
manager Ron Keefe.
"We run as close to cost as we can." Keefe said.

The store operates with a staff of 25 work-study
students and Keefe said. "Pride keeps the store going.
There's a real comradery. People enjoy working here."
URU was started three years ago with a loan from the

Student Government Association, and has since expanded.
It has recently taken over TIX (Student Activities Ticket

Office) to form 1 ickt ts Unlimited.
Keefe said URU t x)k over TIX when it ran into trouble

because "we knew we could handle it." Tickets Unlimited
handles concert tickets and RSO (Recognized Student
Organizations) movie tickets.

Keefe said URU plans to open another record store nr,
campus as weU as to expand their media budget in an effn^
to increase their business volume.

^"un

"More volume means lower prices," he said
*'We don't have the advertising budget of the University

Store, but we can beat their prices," Keefr- said In J
dition, URU wiU order an album if they doVt have it in
stock. " '"

RECORD SALES — Ron Keefe manmrprftf 1T»5«- » j wt i- .. ^
coiieri.- photo by vince oewut

of the co-OD.
'
"**"*8^«' »' Union Records Unlimited, stands proudly in frontco-op.

SmitIi ColUqE Rec CouncII

PRESENTS

THE ROCHES
IN CONCERT

ApRil 25Th, 1982 8:00

JMC

OpENINq ACT MichAEl JolflNSON

TICKETS ON SALE NOW at
Faces in AmIierst

PlATTERpiiS RECORds

IMoRTkAMpTON
SeeIxe Basement SmitIi

9:1^-12 WEEkdAys
SI SMITk STUdENTS

$4 OFF Campus
S9 NiqkT of skew

r

TODAY
IN

THE OLUEWALL
Celebrate the end of the week

with the

ARMSTROMQ MOTHEKS
Irish tunes, oldies, and the lotest!

HAPPY HOUR 0-6 p.m.

TONIGHT
AT THE

TOP OF THE CAMPUS RESTAURANT

Dinner for Two
only $12.95

Pick ony two entrees, Includes solod bar
& non-olcoholic beveroge.
Coll 549-6000 ext. 639
for more informotlon.

Arts
Collegian 9

L N.t..suKin,l.isU» in C^PeoWe. which opens t«i.y .t .he Ha:;^;:"^:;^.;:;'"'"

Also out of the ordinary
By ANDREW GORDON
Collegian Staff

Out of the Blue-directed by Dennis Hopper,
starring Hopper. Linda Manz and Sharon Farrell

I'm sure I am not alone in feeling that commercial
American films are often too tame. Since everything is
based on profits, the movie companies are overly cautious
about what kind of films they make or release. The films
must be easy to label and have nothing that might confuse
or offend an audience. Films come out unrealistically
upbeat, predictable and sanitary; even sex and violence
lire cleaned up so as not to disturb the audience. Don't getme wrong, a lot of great films come out of Hollywood but
just as only hke variety in their music or in their food
alternative filmmaking is very important, the makers of
such excellent offbeat films as The Stuntman, Inside
Moves and Cutter and Bone (Cutter's Way) had to fight like

means an enjoyable film; which raises some interesting
questions about the purposes of film. Does film necessarily
have to entertain its audience? I don't think it does. Out of
the Blue is an important film for reasons other than enter-
tainment. It is a much more affecting film than most com-
mercial ventures could ever be; the film engraves itself in
one s mind.
Hooper, who also directed the film, turns in an intense

performance which may very well go unappreciated
b«^use of the character he portrays. Like Robert
l>eNiro s Jake La Motta in Raging Bull, the hero of the
film IS, to put it mildly, a real jerk. Tfie other characters
aren t much more likable; and they're all pathetic to the
point where empathy is impossible. Hooper's character is
an akohohc, Sharon Farrell as his wife is a heroin addict,
nis best fnend Don Gordon is a lecherous creep and C B
well, she s so screwed up she's spooky. As unpleasant and
unhappy as these characters are, however, the perfor-
mances are flawless. One is rarely aware that what they

Linda Manz plays the troubled CeBe in Out
hell to get their films released independently after being
shelved by the studios.

Out of the Blue has had a similar problem. No studio
would touch it and it had to be released independently. Out
of the Blue is a hard movie to categorize. It is basically the
st«)r>- of a relteliious 15 year old tomboy and what goes on
among her and her parents and the characters she meets
up with. This h. of course, a trite and simplistic synopsis
of what is a very complex and disturbing movie. Disturb-
ing is, in fact, a perfect adjective to describe the film. The
precredits sequence, for example, sets the bizarre tone
that the rest of the film will follow: Don (Dennis Hopper),
a trucker, is driving down the road with his daughter C.B.
(Linda Manz), who i.s in full clown makeup {?), they are jok-
ing and laughing together when he looks up and sees a
packed school bus stalled out in the middle of an intersec-
tion. At seventy miles per hour, the truck tears through
the bus and the screen goes black.

Believe it or not, this is only a slight indication of the
horrors that the rest of the film has to offer. It is by no

Photo courtMv of llisroverv Kilms
Of the Blue, a tragedy of an American family.

are watching is fiction. The only performance in the film
that is not realistic is Raymond Burr's as some sort of
authority figure, and this is only because his face is so easi-
ly recognizable.

Out of the Blue is as bizarre a film technically as it is ar-
tistically. The cinematography varies greatly throughout
the movie. Some scenes are shot documentary style with a
jerky hand-held camera, others with complex camera
movement and a steadicam. Certain camera angles used
are wildly disorienting and the film contains virtually no
establishing shots. The editing is also curious. Scenes run
on longer than one would usually have them and there is a
weirdly placed flashback of the opening accident But
Hooper (who made Easy Rider and played the photojour-
nahst in Apocalypse Now) must have known what he was
doing. He is considered by many to be a genius.
Out of the Blue is one of the most powerful and intense

movies ever made, but it is also bizarre, frightening and,
as I said, very disturbing. It's definitely not for everyone.
It is rated R.

Coming Attractions
____^ Stephen Murphy

NS|

It took many people years to recognize film as being a
basis for art and not just a duplication of reality. This had a
lot to do with the mechanical nature of the medium. Both
still and motion photography are art forms based on the
creative manipulation of technological devices. People
sometimes have difficulty in accepting technology, never
mind an art based upon such developments.
And, if film can be a basis for art, why not computers

and computer-created imagery?
The creativity inherent in programming, in addition tothe actual visuahzation of these processes, have yielded

interesting ,f not aesthetic results, as witnessed in anyexperimental computer-graphic film (such as Per-
mutations),

oa xcr

Video games, too. would be included within the realm of
computer-generated art. if taken outside of their mass
appeal entertainment function. And one does not have to
be a video addict to realize this. The fascination lies not
only withm the realm of competition - the fascination lies
with the acceptance of a new technology and the potential
artistic qualities it holds.

Art. like beauty, should remain in the eye of \he
beholder, free from confines dictated by any definition
attempting to epitomize what is or is not art. The concept
of art. like the creation of art. is a personal construct. Art
should not be as much a measure of creativity as it should
be recognized simply an act of creation. The camera is no
different than the video screen. Measuring (the placing of
confines) takes place when the individual decides what
he/she is attracted to (as art).

Cat People, the new erotic/surrealistic film with this
year's media-hype model, Nastassia Kinski, opens today m
Its New England premiere. Advance stiUs look fascinating
as does the storyline— that of an incestuous brother-sister
who turn into black panthers whenever they make love to
someone other than each other. Malcolm McDowell co-
stars in this Paul Schrader directed fUm. The soundtrack is
by Giorgio Moroder, the title song by David Bowie.

I

Riot at Blue Wall
By ANDREW GORDON
Collegian Staff

Well, despite unfounded rumors (started here and by
me) that Richard Belzer would emcee the national touring
company of "Catch a Rising Star" at the Blue Wall still
turned out to be one of the best and funniest nights one
could ever hope to spend on, or off, campus. Wednesday
nights show was a virtual non-stop comedic ex-
travaganza.

The show was opened by UMass student Chris Wills,
winner of Tuesday's amateur night. WUls came off better
on Tuesday but shows promise nevertheless. Last week's
winner, Paul Manton, would have been a better choice to
open the show, though.
After Wills, master of ceremonies J.J. Wall came out

and got the ball rolling. The laughs didn't subside once
during the next two hours. Wall warmed everyone up
with a little audience participation and then went on to
comment on everything from Ronald Reagan to "fucking
moonies." He was fast, funny and handled hecklers
impressively.

Next on the biU was Steve Sweeney, who did great
impressions of his parents, his uncles, his grandfather
and people in general from just about everywhere in the
world. In one section, members of the audience called out
places and Sweeney became a native of that place. He ran
the gamut from Maine to Los Angeles to El Salvador.
Then, just when you thought it was okay to stop

laughing, Mark Wiener came out and really brought the
house down. Wiener, who has appeared on Saturday
Night Live and is a regular at New York's Catch a Rising
Star, is a maniac with a wild, hysterical cackle and a
crazy imagination. He achieved a strong rapport with the
audience and included many people in his act. One of the
highlights of his hour- long set was a hilarious puppet
show in which a Mick Jagger puppet sings "Start Me
Up."

Just as I had warned in my Wednesday preview, the
front rows received an abundance of abuse. Even the
bouncers, bartenders and waitresses got abuse. One poor
guy in an ugly plaid flannel shirt got comments fi-om
everyone. The first comedian turned to him and said. "I
can tell by your shirt you've got a sense of humor." 'The
next looked over and said, "Great shirt, you look like a
fucking lumberjack." and the last comedian just asked
him to leave.

All in all. it was a wonderful, hilarious, if slightly short
performance. All three comedians are polished and
professional. I spoke with them backstage after the show
and asked how much of the show was improvised. "Most
of it," Wiener said, "I just get onstage and pick up on
whatever hits me." "Like flying bottles." Wall added.
J.J. Wall explained that his bit about moonies was in-
spired by a Collegian editorial (by Jackson Katz) that he
read before the show. Do they mind hecklers? "Nah."
Wall said, "assholes make the show more exciting." He
continued to say he liked UMass and would like to come
back. "But not as a student" he added. Either way, wt
hope they do.

nn
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Your

College Ring

By JOSTENS
Now
At

at the University Store
on Tues & Wed Apr. 20 & 21

1

$10. deposit June delivery!
Last ring days this year

^jUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian StAff

Judith Edwards' idea and talent should have made her
one-woman show a success last night at Mount Holyoke
College, but instead her failure to make the show en-
tertaining prevented it from it being one.

Edward's show "Parrot in a Cage: The Woman of
Ibsen and Strindberg" was a comparison of th* views on
women on the part of the two well-known playwrights.
Using monologues from their plays, letters, and using her
own knowledge of the playwrights's lives, Edwards tried
to point out to the audience that "the message they shout
about women are centuries apart," she said.

Unfortunately, while Edwards was pointing out those
differences, she made the audience feel as though they
were listening to a teacher lecture about the playwrights.
Between her dramatizations of Ibsen's and Strindberg's
plays, she talked to the audience explaining what the
playwrights had gone through and why they had developed
the opinions they had. However, it was only after an hour
of performing that she got to explaining exactly what a
stuffed parrot was doing hanging above center stage.

Before Edwards came on stage, there was a single
spotlight centered on a stuffed parrot. What a parrot and a
one -woman show about women in Ibsen's and Strindberg's
plays had to do with each other was anybody's guess. Once
Edwards explained the comparison George Bernard Shaw

made betwee women and a parrot in a cage.things became
much clearer.

Edwards made her point clear about how Ibsen felt
that women who, like trapped parrots, should be let out of
their cages. Strindberg on the other hand, she said, could
not understand why women would even want to be let out
of their cages. Where women in Ibsens plays are strong in
will and temperamental, "the women in Strindberg's plays
usually are about to do the men in," she said.

The ease with which Edwards talked with the
audience must be commended. Although the conversation
was entirely one-sided, she made the audience feel as
though they were a part of her show. Edwards casually
talked to the audience, giving them background while at
the same time casually changing her costume and the set
She used very few props, only those necessary to give the
idea and to stir the imagination. The lighting helped dif-
ferentiate the times when she was performing a scene and
when she was being herself.

Perhaps if Edwards had changed the order her
presentation things might have been less confusing and
more entertaining. If she had begun quoting Shaw's
comparison between women and parrots, the audience
would not have had to concentrate its efforts on the stuffed
parrot and instead enjoy the show. Perhaps a little more
humor and a little less lecturing would have aLso helped. It
was too bad that the original idea was not followed up by
less lecturmg and better organization.

FIND THE CORNER - Susan Day. .junior psychology major, ha, 17 n,onti.°Sjo;h^'stod*dard going ar6und in circles in a vent near the Campus Center Garage.
Joshua Stod-

I'h;

END OF THE WORLD GOING OUT OF
DUSINESS SALE and CELEBRATION

EvtRYThiNq Must Be Sold by 6 PM, S*TURd»y, ApR.l 24x1.
ONLY (. .OR qold, sUver & jeweIs)NO ChEcks OR CREdir CftRds

CLOSE OUT PRICES
Technics SLB-202 belt drive TT $89.95

SLD-202 direct drive TT $99.95
SA- 104 receiver $129.95
SA-203 receiver $169.95
RS-M205 cassette deck $109.95
RS-M218 cassette deck $129.95
RSM-240X cassette deck

w/DBX
$199.95

SL5 linear track TT $139.95

Ortofon cartridges

LM20 was $155
LM 10 was $90
FF10XE was $35

now $77.50

now $45.50

now $19.95

NAD 3080 integrated amp (demo)
90 watts/channel

was $550 now $249.95

EVERYTHING
Morked Down

F/rst Come, First Served

Quantities Limited

GLI 10-band equalizer was $350

now $149.95

Yamaha TC511S cassette deck (used)

Now $99.95
Spectro Acoustics 220R digital tuner

(demo) now $149.95

Philips 572 preamp (demo) now $99.95

Thorens TD115 turntable (used)
now $199.95

Epicure 1 .0 speakers now $199.95/pr
2.0 speakers now $359.95/pr
3.0,speakers now $574.95/pr

Electrostatic Research speakers were
$240 each now $69.95 each

AM/FM digital clock radios $10.00 up

O'ympus^Pearicorder w/AM/FM
now $50.00

All audio cabinets - >^ price

CAR STEREO
6x9 three way spkrs

5%"coaxspkrs
Majestic 4015 minibox spkrs

Roadstar 45 watt booster/EQ
CarFi 100 watt booster amp

Metrosound AM/FM /cassette

values to $280 now $49.95

$19.95/pr

$9.95/pr

$29.95/pr

$49.95

$49.95

was $250

INNOVA TIONS

AM/FM /cassette indash units

demo and used from $10.00

ReMEmBeR. . .STORE
CLOSES SATURdAy

AT 6 PM
S»fvic» D«pt. Customers:

Pick Up Your Ropoirs
NOW

549-4883 ^^ Triangle St.

Amherst
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Letters-

Stay off booze, enjoy reality

To the Editor:

197tTq«^^Qn^
^ T"^ consumer survey taken fromm5-1980, 90 percent of the UMass student populationconsumed alcohol to some extent. Nine UMasrstudente

(1981-82). From October 1, 1981 to February 28, 1982 41peop^ were arrested for DWI (driving while intoxicated)

^tTr^!v^^"l T"^ ^^" ^^^^ P'-^tective custody
It s time UMass took a serious look at its drinking habite.
How many parties do you go to where the keg is the

your hand? How m^y times do you see someone getting

cTr. HM *^,^^ted, thinking they won't make it home?Can UMass have a good time without booze, or^ wedependent on having to drink?
«^. or are we

^^
Parties can be planned without having alcohol as themam attraction. Costume parties, dancing and mun-

chies are all ways to make parties fun without relying on
^cohol. If you think UMass has a drinking problem, next
fame your floor holds a party plan it with a theme, good
faines. and soda and juice as additional beverages. Have awiW weekend, but be around to remember it on Monday.

Q* J * m .. Bill Pavan
Students Teaching Alcohol Responsibility

OKI' IfOW
1RIAL a)up g/ii

Liegalizing dope
weeds the law
Now that police manpower is limited because of bud-

get cuts, It would seem a prudent time to consider
legalizing marijuana. But with a recent parapher-

nalia law passed, and each gubernatorial candidate trying
to out la^y and order" the other, the prospects for niari-
juana legalization are dim. But a pragmatic look at the
issues reveals the futility of prohibition.

dr!?r.,!l!^" '^PP'u^ marijuana is futile concerns thedrug culture m which we live. From Levin, Roberts andHersch m the essay, "The Persistant Poppy/^^e Tm-phasis of the mass media, form television t^r^Kik recoSS.

Dave McCarthy

their rights of self-determination, nationhood and
sovereignty by an alien, oppressive military occupation.

Over 1.3 million Palestinians in the West Bank and Gazahave^n bearing the brunt of these conditions for S
Kii^T^^'V^^ "^5"* °"^^^ «^ '"^si^e oppositionn these Israel, occupied territories has been trig^^red bythe recent dismantling of the Palestinian-elect^M^

mr^W^^ ''^^' ^?r ^^ ^-^^^^ '^^ refusal of S-Bireh s mayor to collaborate with the newly created ciWl
administration was the Israelis' pretext for their^tJ^n

I^^arilTr''^''^" i^
^''^^"^ ^y '^' Palestiniansas an attempt to impose the Israeli version of autonomyAutonomy, in principle, is rejected in its entirety by the

inSir P^iJ^-Jhe Palestinians, as a nation.Ce^
inalienable nght to self-determination, statehood and

omSTrghr'
''"' '"" '"''• ^"^"^'^^ Provi^rZi

Israel's relentless and oppressive occupation machinery
have caused the cold-blooded murder of five PalestinS^
youths and scores of wounded in the past few days.

pJ!!^^' °" T- ^ ^f^ ^""«^ ^'^o'n and justice to the

r ress"r'
^""^^^^ ^ ^"'^" brutalities and constant

__ Mike Osseyran
The OrganizaUon of Arab Students

-n^e right to self-determination ^!!"l"''
'*'" "^''^ '' ^' ^^"^

To the Editor:

Jr^'iS^pf ?^ '^^"Z
incidents in the occupied WestBank of Palestine^we feel that the following points need

to be stressed. The people are living in a place where
soldiers and pnvate citizens fire on unarmed civilians
educafaon institutions are "occupied" and often indefinite-

^ shut down, people are imprisoned for long periods of
fame without charges ever being brought against them
curfews are constantly being imposed, harassment and
humiliation are part of evetyday's experience, houses are
demohshed and families are uprooted, collective punish-
ment IS the norm rather than the exception, travel restric-
tions house and town arrests are common, lands are con-
fanually confiscated, elected officials are replaced by the
opposition party," not to mention people's deprivation of

r

To the Editor:

thL^ a **k*^
'^'''"*" "^^"^ ^ ^e students here at

UAlass. As the semester rapidly comes to a close and sum-mertime work and fiin replace calculus and art history Ihope everybody will remember the monumental battles
against oppression we are fighting. UMass can seem like a
ven^ progressive and open minded place, but it is impor-
tant to remember that unfortunately the rest of the coun-
try IS not,

Miile many of you have probably done your share, andmore, to combat racism, sexism, and heterosexism on thiscampus, there is still much more to be done. As you eniovyour summer off, think about what you can do in youJtown to eliminate these social problems.

Debbie Hoffman
Orchard Hill
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lis so oriented toward drugs, that the resultant massodture IS Itself drug oriented." An example o^he w^
men by the FBI that past drug use will not disqualify pro^spective applicants. This decision was made in nar^

S?r 5 ôf'""' ^^ ^«"^^« «t"d«"ts have trieS mari!

J?^t
^'"'"^ °^ '^°'" ^^° *«"'^ VietnT smok-

fh«t"?io^'*f^? marijuana laws are a waste of energy isthat they do not deter addicts. From the Law Refon^Commission of Canada, "...rates of relapseamongSSdrug addicts tend to show that criming sanSS do^have any demonstrable special deterrent effects.
''

"Marijuana arrests are rising. Last year, over 400,000

E^nrli^fo ^^^ were made and over 1 million lbs. ofcannibus was confiscated. But cracking down on users isnot working. Again, Levin. Roberts tnd Hirsch "At amaximum, only 20 to 30% of the narcotics supply ik a com

Se^eSTrt^
eliminated even with intensive and skillful

police effort; So if an intense effort can only stop 1/5 ofthe supply IS It worth the time, money, and poii« nmn-power used? Professor Richard Bonniefof the'un^e^
of Vii^nia Law School thinks not. "The polwe enerSZ^nsumed by more than 1000 marijuana"^sts^S^
they make each day are diverted from detection and ap-
prehension of persons who have committed serious crimes
against person or property.

The reasons for legalization are numerous. The first
reason is that states are already moving that way. Accor-
ding to Robert DuPont of the National Institution forDrug Abuse, "...many jurisdictions have gone even far-
ther from the Federal Government in reducing penalties
for the possession of maryuana." States like California
and Oregon have liberal dope laws in which the violation
would be akin to a parking ticket. As an argument, just
because they have liberal laws does not mean that they are
working perfectly, but a precedent has been estiiblished
without the sky falling, as some conservatives said would
happen.

A second reason to legalize marijuana concerns its
medicaJ uses. According to the National Organizatin for
the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML), the success of

S^iTSJ"
^^^^"^ glaucoma warrants reclassification

Not to be forgotten are the arguments put forth by civil
libertarians. While admitting that marijuana is harmful
(recent evidence suggests a more lasting harm than
alcohol or cigarettes), they feel that a person has the in-
alienable nght to screw up his or her head. Fears of driv-
ing while under the influence can be allied, due to the face
that legalization would not negate the laws against smok-
ing and driving.

Lastly, legalizing marijuana is in the interests of govern-
ment. Not only will it free up police to fight violent crime,
but It would take organized crime out of the pot business'
According to Representative Sam Steiger of the House
select committee on crime. "Organized crime bankrolls
the largest importation of drugs." Practically speaking, if
the government supplanted the mafia and taxed weed in
the same way they tax alcohol and cigarettes, they could
balance the budget faster than you could say "roach clip."

In disputing the link between marijuana and youth cor-
niption IS Fortune Magazine. "...There was an anticipa-
tion of a generation of marginallay ftmctional marijuana
smokers. It hasn t happened. " The way to stop marihuana
and, in general, drug abuse is through education. From
the Congressional White Paper on Drug Abuse "Pro-
grams which address the broad developmental nUds of
children and youth are the most effective in preventing
and reducing drug abuse." Legalizing marijuana is not a
carefree idea steeped in social progress!vism. but a
pragmatic proposal based upon a recognition of human
nature and sound economic poicies.

Dave McCarthy is a Collegian columnist.
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Every Sunday 11:30-3:00

SUNDAY BRUNCH
A special selection of your favorite

Chinese foods
All for 4.95 per serving

Sun.Thurt. 11:30 a.m.-IOrOO p.m.

Fri. « Sat. 11:30 •.m.-11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd.. at Route 9, Amherst
256-0251 256-0252
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East Chicago bridge

collapse kills at least 9
EAST CHICAGO. Ind. (AP) - A partly completed high-

way bridge coUapsed yesterday as construction workers
were pouring concrete, killing at least nine workers and
injuring up to 30 others, authorities said.

The accident happened at about 10:30 a.m. CST at the
Chne Avenue EUension, an overpass spanning the Indian
Harbor Ship Canal between East Chicago and Hammond.

"All I remember was there was a loud noise and then it

started coming down." said Robert Gilbert of Gary, who
was working nearby. "People started to holler and then I
ran."

Twenty-five to 30 construction workers were working on
or under the bridge when it gave way and many were
reported missing, according to the Hammond Times.

Gene Hallock, director of the Indiana Department of
Highways, said he was told by a department engineer that
at least nine people were dead.

Evening students will honor nineteen
Alpha Sigma Lambda, the honor society for part-time

evening students, will induct 19 new members on Friday.
April 23 at 7 p.m. in Room 1001 of the Campus Center. The
event is open to the public, and refreshments will be
served after the induction.

Alpha Sigma Lambda is the oldest national honor society
for part-time evening students, and it strives to bring
together students and faculty who have achieved high
standards of scholasticism, and encourage those people to
develop their individual interests.
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YOU CAN DRINK! *
(cold 12 oz. Mugs - Draft)

with this ad and College IDW South Deerfield Center 665-8757 a,*

^ Mahar Aud ^
-li

M Tuaaday April 20 ^
7 Cr 10 pm $1 26 ll

FREE

Chicken

Wings

&
PizzQ

2:00 - 4:00'"

FRIDAY
HAPPY
HOUR

Mill*r/Mill*r Lit*

Droits .SOc

Dor Drinks .99c

Hous* Spcciols $1.50
Includos Doquiris, PIrto Colodos,

Orgosms

THE HUNGRY U

Nursing Graduates:

idcnlily ytNi'vc*

Jiwl imriUHl.

Now that you've successfully earned your
nursing degree, you're anxious to establish
yourself as a professional In an environment
where you wont be lost In a crdwd

That's Carney Hospital Where your
nursing career is given the chance it

deserves. You'll participate in an
onentation program that'll get you off on the
right start And get clinical training and con
linuing education that includes exposure to
every facet of nursing.

Carney vvas established in 1863 as a small,
health rare center. Today, our facility is a
sophisticated, }76bed teaching hospital
rtt'dicaled to serving the community We
provide our patients with the full spectrum of

,

wt.K T
'<?'• ^f^'C^ aid have major affiliations

M^icin^'
" Unive^si^ys' S< hoots of '

woTl"°'*"'^' °^^"' """^ - ^'"nulafingwort, environment, close to the city most

P^^slULT''"^;"* ^""-""H'ty of medical

S^H>m he iL^^' "'*"" '"^ competitive

WW^kenH ^^J'?^'^* '"^ **« OffeT shift,

b^^ef^?
'"? '^''?'>' «<'««''«-"'ials as well as a

mem i^r^i**"
'^'" '"^''«^" "reer advance

r^fr^Lir^^ T1^'^^ education and tuition

You've earned the right to be recognized as a
highly qualified (xofesstonal nurse Carney can
make it easier for you to establish that tdentity

Conl«rl: Barbara Huggnty, Nune RerruHer.

Carney Hospital

*" E««»t Optiortuniir employe

2100 Dorchastar Avanua
Boaton, MA 02124
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FALL 1981 DEAN'S LIST
".

. . The Dean 's List is reserved for students earning
a semester grade point average of3.5 or better on at
least twelve graded credits. Fewer than 15% of the
campus' students meet this high standard, . .

''

-Chancellor Koffler

.CoJiegigj2 IS

AHFR\',<VNTPMFTTA F,
AMI cpc ,KAt>FM,
ArKFN.nPNAin f,

ALPPPniNG,MAPK J,
ALREPT<:3V,M4?GAi?FT c
Al FX,MrCHAFL J,
AL^XANnFP,PACHFl LCfGH,
^LLFN,l rV'DA ^MO IF,
ALLOY, LAiiPF^J n,
AMFStOPNNJA MARJF,
AMpMP.ANNF MAPTF,
AMDEPSnN^STFDHFN A,

AMOFP<;nN,Tt:D f A,
ANPP^AS, '^nW'^TF I ,

AMDPFW*;, JAM«^S n,
ANG»^L !NF,KAPFN F,
AMGF! INF,FArHFl A,
APP<:tpj n f,AP"^MijD p,
APrHAMn4iiLT,FLl«=N J,
APCHir^ALn,MATTHFW F,
APFNTlK,ALFPcn a,jp
APSP^^AUL'r,MAPTf M J,
tPTHnP,SHFPP f F i^FNVA,

.,.,TAMIAN, WILLIAM T,jo,
fi^FDP4(^H,A!7^f•= -fAPA,
AVFNIA,F1 rZA^^ETH A,
AVFPY,S'.rANi M,
AVIK.ROPFPT H,
BACMMAN, TMA P ,

'^ACHMAN, JFAN A,
RACKFR^AVNA M,
«AnEN, TPEMF VAOFLVN,
?^AILEY,<;CPTT WAVPPLV,
R^ ILLAPCFnNj, j.^ro(fcj^ r mc aF'
PAKEWELl ,WI|. L lAM w^
RALRACH,f>ATPrCTA AMM,
BALOASSAPFtJHHN A,
PAI. lINr,KFVIK' J,
RALnwiM,MAOY) YNM,
QAPKFO, jAMfPF MAPt«=,
RAPNF^T,j(,,_ TEANV,
RAPPATT^HAVrn J,
B4PPY,KFVTN J,
PAPPY, I IMOA r,
RAPTLFTT, A^'OPEW C,
PATrHFLDFP.lFSl IF A,
PA'.IMr,ARTF^^PH^NOA K,
RAYL t^S,MAPTHA J,
PAYMC,CA"fHY

I ,

BEACIENSKt.KARFN t,
R»=AOLE,L AUPFFN »«,

R'^ATTIEfRLAKP P,
B«=L AMCPPfKANOvrF MAPIF,
RFI KNAPfPORFaT ^ ^ '

PELL ,FLI7ABETH v,
BPLSKY.PICHAPO 0,
BFLVAl fPAiJl N,
BENJAMIN, nPMAin Et
B«=NNFTT,FLIZAB«^TH I ,

BFNSONt GAVIN P t

BENTON, ELIZABETH CASPN,
P'^PGPP,PAPBAPA M,

BEPGEPfPlCHARO K,
BFPKELHAMMER, PA'JL t

PFPKPWITZ.S^I'APT A,
BFPI. TN, AOAM,
BFPMANfAMORFA m,

BPRMANfPATPirF L,
BFPNAPDOfLQPf Jf
BFRNATfSCPTT m,

3E«»NHAP0,rATMcp-ftMF C^

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
BERNS-^FlN.nEPPA,
BERNSTEIN, EPIC M,
BFRRIP,MAMPCPM^
BEST, MARGARET i ,

BETHFA,MnMRnF f , JR
PFTPPS,AN-^MPNY F,
RTLLARD, JEFFpcv m,
BIPS,JPHNATHnN D,
RF SHPP,GP'^GnPY M,
RrS'^ANY,KATH| PCN,
PLAGOFN, SCOTT m,
BLAKF,c/rpnL A,
RIAKNEY, CAROL J,
PI ANK, JEFFREY ALLPM,
BLAZIS, DIANA F J,
Bl ElWFISS,SrnTT j^
BLOCK, ALISON,
RLO0MFP,KAVIN f,
SOLANO, R rCHAPn M,
ROLnuCCMFRYL ANN,
BnNINA,JOSFPH L,
RONNrVtLLF,MAPK L,
BPNSIGNOPE, JOAN C,
BPNSIGNORP,jnMN T,
BOP TON, JAMES C,
BOUCHER, PATR ICIA A,
BOUTHELLIEP,PAUL PAYMpis^n
BOIJT IN, MICHAEL G,
BOWOENfRPETT H,
BOWLEPfKATHlFFN T,

BOYLE, GATHER INF M,"^

ROZVCZKO.OONNA,
BRADSHAW,PATPTCIA J,
BRADY, KEVIN B,
BRAIOT, JOSEPH E,
BRAINE, JONATHAN C,
BRA INEPO.OAVIO ^,
3RASWELL,LE0N M,
BPECKEP,AMY L,
BREEP,OAVfO N,
BPELL,CARL 0,JP
BRENNER, STEWART WAYNE,
BRFSLOW,LISA FLLEM,
BRIDGES, AOAM m,
BP I GGS-BAMFOPD, KENNETH
BR IGHA»»^ ALISON A,
BROCHETTI, STEVEN ALAN,
BRODER, FRANCINE
BROOY, ALISON,
RP'^NSONjPOBIN C,
BROOKS, SUSAN O,
BRP'JGH,HFATHcp (_,

BPOtfGHtHcini A,
BROWN, CAROLYN S,
BPPWN,DO'JGLAS P,
BROWN, EARNESTINP,
BROWN, GEOFFREY F,
BFOWN.KPISTCM t,
BROWN, L ISA L,
BROWN,MATTHEW W,
BRUNI,FILFPN,
RRUNT,KATHLFrN,
BUCK, PON ALD J,
BUCKLEY, RICHARO F,
RIJNTTNG, JPHN DAVID,
BljRHOE,WINSf OW P,
BURKE, CYNTHIA A,
BifRKF, KELLY H,
BURNS, JOHN LEONARD JP ,

PURR OUGHS, LAURIE K,
BUPWFLL,LISA A,
RJSH, STEPHEN P,
BU<:hEF,GAPY W,
B'iTLEP, SANDRA t.

BUTLER, SUSAN L,
BYRNE, FRANCIS J,
CABRAL, RICHARD E,
CAHALL, CRAIG A,
CALLAHAN, DENTSE M,
CALLAHAN, JAMES M,
CAMPRELL,MAI COLM A,
CANNON, RPIAN K,
CANTPR.RPiAN S,
CANTOR e,RFMEp 5^
CAPLAN, ALL ISON T,
CARL SON, OARLFNP D,
CARMEN, MICHAEL J,
CARNEY, ROBERT m,
CARPENTIER, CAROL A,
CARR,MFLINDA S,
CAPRTEPO, SUSAN M,
CARPNS,ANN C,
CARROLL, JAMFS W,
CARROLL, ROBERT S,
CARVIN,BFTH N,
CASH, TODD T,
CASHMAN, DIANE ^APIE,
CASTLEBEPRY, DONNA JEAN,
CATCHEPAUGH,tFIGH F,
CAUL EY, BRIAN M,
CAULEY, DIANE E,
CAULEY, ROBERT F,
CAVANAUGH,JDSEPH A,
CENEDELLA,JOANN,
CHALIFOUP, SUSAN LFF,
CHALMERS, ROPERT t,
CHANDLER, ANNE MARIE,
CHANDLER, CHARLES M,
CHANG, SIDNEY S,
r.HAPIN,TRACEY ANN,
CHAPMAN, ANNP C,
CHARBONNFAU,FOWARO A,
CHENEY, ANNE D,
CHENG, JIMSON J,
CHERNAIK,MAPK I ,

CHICKERINGfKATHFPINF L,
CHICOINP, JANICE H,
CHIOCCHCO, SUSAN ELATNE,
CHOI,CHAE C,
CHPfST, CLAIRE F,
CHRISTFNSEN,HFIDI A,
CHRISTIAN, ROSFMARTF P,
CHUSLP, STEVEN L,
C!RILL"),JULIP A,
CISZFWSKI,KARFN A,
CLAPP, CYNTHIA G,
CLARK, FPANr-ES A,
CLARK, MICHAEl H,
CLARK, ROBERT MICHAEL,
CLAYMAN, DANIEL E,
CLAYTON, JAN f,
CLFAPY,FRANCFS M,
CLEMENTF,VALAPIF A.
^i IMO, PATRICK F,
C0PP,JMI I A S,

COFFEY, DIANE P,
COFFEY, FELICIA A,
COFFEY, KELLY L,
COGAN,J0HN A,
COHEN, JACQUELINE,
CPHN,AimPFY F,
COHN, ILENE,
COLBY, LARRY J,
COLEMAN, SHEILA A,

COLLIER, MELANIE ANNE,
COLUNS, CAREY F,

COLLINS, CAROL INE E,
Cn( LINS, PATRICIA ANN,
rPlLINS,OATPiciA N,
C^LL INS, WILLIAM J,
COL TPN, KATHARINE H,
CnMCAU,RnRFRT L

,

COMOcprHlO,MICHAPL J,
CPNCANNON, KEVIN C,
CONLAN, ROSEMARY,
'"'^NSENTlNP,CYNTHlft N,
CHNTI, LAURA B,
CnNVFPY, BRIAN FDWAPP,
COnK,JOF MARK,
CnpK,MALCPlM F,
CPHK, RICHARD W,
CnpNS,CftNDArc j^
COnPFRSTFI^',STEVE^• P,
CPPN,LTSA H,
C^SSPPOOM, MICHAEL J,
COHNTRYH AN, SHERRY I ,

CPUNTFYMAN, SUSAN M,
CPUTUPE,DAVin JPSFPH,
COUTURE, JAMFS A,
CPUTUPF,KAPFN A,
COUTURE, MirHFtlF A,
CPYNF,PORIN F,
CPAIG, JOANNE F,
CRAMt>,nAVID MrLlARD,
CPANF, CHRISTOPHER P,
CPAWFppo,LYNNF A,
CPEELMAN, ANDREW B,
CRIS^ALDI, KEVIN Af FRFD,
CRONIN, MONICA thEPESE,
CP0WE,JOMM L,
CPOWI EY, DONNA MARIE,
CPPWLEY, ROBERT F,
CUCCHISSI,GR«CF M,
CUDDIHY, ROBERT m,
CMLL ITON, DENNIS j,
Ct»LLITnN,LIN'>fl y,

CUNHA, RHONDA JEAN,
CUOMO, ROSALIND S,
CUROA,KATHERINE A,
CURIOSO,NORA E,
CURLEY,JEANNE M,
CORLEY, MICHAEL T,
CURRAN, KATHLEEN C,
CZARNIAWSK I, PAMELA J,
CZERNIAK,LOIS AUDREY,
OAGOSTINO, SUSAN R,
OAK IMf GORDON A,
DAL TON, LYNN L,
OALY,OANIEL P,
DAL V.STEPHEN C,
DANDLEY,SEAN M,
DANTOWITZ,DAVID M,
OARGAN,RICHAHO S,
OAUTREMONT,RUTH E,
DAVENPORT, SHARON MAE,
DAVIDSON, NICHOLAS H,
DAVIS, CHRISTOPHER A,
OAWKINS,KIM LESLEY,
DtACKOFF, STEPHEN 0,
DEAN,CHRISTOPHER M,
OEBLIEUX,OON^ALO 0,
DECAPUA, DAVID P,
OECOSTE, JANINE,
DELANEY,SEAN FLETCHER,
DELIA, LAWRENCE,
OELISIO,CAROL M,
DELISLE,LISA M,
OFLLO RUSSO, KERRY L,
DENLINGER,CARLEY E,
DESHAIES, JULIE A,
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OESJARLAIS.ROQERT R,
OEVINE.PAUL FRANCISf
OEVLTN.LISA A,
OEXTER.OANIEL A,
DIAHONO, STEVEN A,
DICKSON, SUSAN 0,
OlORIKSENfLlZBETH HOEPLI
DILLON, KRISTINE L,
DIMITRIADOU, STELLA,
DION, CHRISTINE ANN,
OIPIETPOfKIM L,
DIXON, JAMES E,
DO BE S,K AT ERIN A,
OOBKINS, REBECCA J,
OOERPHOLZ, BRIAN K,
OOMINGUEZ, HEIDI I ,

DONAHUE, TIHOTHY PATRICK,
OO^^OHUF, ROBERT L,

DONOHUE,SARA M,
DORFF, PETER H,
DOPFMAN, DIANE E,
OORFMAN, JACQUELINE FAITH
DOWO, JENNIFER ANN,
DOYLE, KATHLEEN MARIE,
DOYLE, MICHAEL P.
ORESSLER,LISA ALIX,
DROLLETTE, DANIEL 0,JR
ORUKER,JANE B,
DUBOW, HOLLY A,
0U8Y,LYNNE M,
DUFFY,MAUREEN A,
OUGAN,JILL C,
OUGGAN, PAULA F,
DUPLISEA, STEVEN P,
DUPUIS^JANINE M,
OUPUY,DAMIAN E,
OUSEAU. MICHAEL JAMES JR,
DaSZA,JANE E,
OWYER,JOHN MICHAEL,
DZIALO,ANN FPANCINF,
EARLE, KEITH AITON,
EASTMAN, TRACEY ANN,
EDEY,LISEtOTTE,
EO«ARDS,LYNNE K,
EICH, EDWARD K,
FINIS, SARA B,
EL IAS, MARK RAMSfS,
ELKINS, DAVID G,
ELLIS, MATTHEW D,
EMAMIZADEH,BEHROUZ,
EMERY, JOANNE M,
FMERY,WILLIAM JOSEPH JR,
ENNEN, WILLIAM P,
ENSLIN,OEIRDRE,
EPSTEIN, LESLIE G,
EPSTEIN, SftNDPA L,
ERICKSON, PETER S,
ER|CKSON,RITA A,
ERNEST, KYM H,
ESILE,NINA GIOVANNA,
ESTABROOKS, DONNA E,
ESTES, JONATHAN,
EVANS, JENNIFER C,
EWEN,MARK E,
FACHETTI, DAVID J,
FAIGEL,NEIL FRANCIS,
FAIRBANKS, LISA 0,
FALK,ROBERT R,
FANTOZZUCARHL ANNE,
FARBER, PHOEBE,
FARBER, SHARON P,
FARIAS, RANDY J,
FARMER, DAVID R,
FARRER, REBECCA A,
FAUSCH,CYNTHIA C,
FEOER, DANIEL E,
FELDMAN,KATHRYN J,
FERAGEN, MARTHA M,
FERGUSON, MICHAEL A,
FERNANOeS, ROBERT ALAN,
FERRANOINO, KAREN ANNE,
FERRIS, OAK IN N,
FIBIGERf KAREN R,
FIELDMAN, JONATHAN P,
FIELOSTEEL, JAIME S,
FINEBERG, ROBERTA A,
FINGOLD/OIANE R,
FINGUERRA,JOHN E,
FINNEGAN, PATRICK M,
FISHER, JUDITH BARD,
FI$HERtLAUR IE S,
FISHER, TOPRIN 0,
FITZGERAtOvCLAIRE A,
f ITZGERALOvCORINNE TERESA
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FITZGERALD, ELAINE N,
FITZGERALD, LYNN A,
FITZGIBBON, MATTHEW JAME
FITZSIMMONS, JULIA P,
FLEISCHMANN,GUSTAV,IV
FLEMINCMELISSA A,
FLYNN, NANCY E,
FOGELIN,FRIC S,
FOLEY,COLLEEN ANNE,
FOLEY, MICHAEL E,
FOOKS, TREVOR G,
FORD, JUL I A E,
FORMAN, MARTIN LEWIS,
FORREST, DEBORAH M,
FORTES, JENNIFER LYNN,
FORTIER, DEBORAH LOUISE,
FOWLER,KEVIN PORTER,
FOWSK|,KIM Y,
FOX, ANDREA B,
FOX, JEFFREY D,
FRANCIOSE,MARGO L,
FRANK, JOSHUA S,
FRANKEL, EILEEN M,
FPASER,EVE,
FREDERICK, BETSY ANN,
FREOETTE.ERir N,
FREOK|N,ELLA ROZAWNE,
FREORICKSON, JEAN E

FRFE0MAN,JFROMF,JR
FPESIA,ANNE E,
FPFY, DIANE FLORENCE,
FRIEDMAN, JULIF ANN,
FRIEDMAN, KENNETH B,
FRIEL,MARCELLA J,
F^ITZLER, LINDA A,
FRYBERGER, SARAH JANE,
FULGINITI, JOSEPH J,
FULLER,CLAIRE F,
FULLER, LISA A,
GABR|ELSON,VICKI B,
GALLAGHER,MICHPLLE A,
GALLANT, JUDITH A,

GANSON, LINDA P,
GARDNER, ANN C,
GARIEPY, CHRISTOPHER P,
GARRETT, CYNTHIA JANF,
GARPITY, JAMES M,
GAPRITY,PAUL J,
GASLIN, MITCHELL K,
CASPAR, LISA M,
GAUGHRAN,LAURA,
GAUTHIER, KATHLEEN M,
GAVRILLES, ARTHUR P,
GELLER, JESSE,
GEOFFRION,KATHRYN A,
GEORGE, DANIEL E,
GERLACH, PETER H,
GERONIMO, MARIANNE,
GERSTEIN,LEE Dl
GESSEP, RICHARD M,
GETZEN, GREER M,

*

GTEL IS.MICHELE K T,
GILFEATHEP,MARGO M,
GILLESPIE, MARIE E,
GIILIS, CHRISTINE M,
GILLIS,JON| G,
GILLIS, MARGARET E,
GIUIS, TIMOTHY E,
Gil SON, CHRISTOPHER H,JR
GINER,ANA S,
GINGRAS,MARK J,
GIORDANO, LISA K,
GIUSTI, STEVEN G,
GLADWIN, SUSAN F,
GLAV IN, THOMAS J,
GODDARD, KEVIN P,
GODDARD, MICHAEL J,
GODDARD, TIMOTHY DONOHUE,
GOLD, LISA K,

GOLDSAMT, LLOYD A,
GOLDSTEIN, DEBORAH AMY.
GONET,J|ll,
GONICK,AMY B,
GONSALVES,LISA M,
GOODMAN, PAUL IN E,
GnnDWIN,LYNNF R,
GnnN,HUNG T,
GnoDON,BETH ANNE,
GORDON, JEFFREY S,
GORGES, KEVIN W,
GOPHAM, EILEEN M,
Gnss,KELLIE L,
GOSS. MARGARET ELEANOR,

GPLfGEP, DONNA R,
GOVONI,CAROLYN R,

S, GOW, ELIZABETH G,
GRADY, MARY E,
GRAF, JOANNE LISA,
GRAHAM, JAMES MICHAEL,
GRANT, PATRICIA A,
GRAVELL,JOHN E,
GRAVE>!AN,JOAN A,
GREELEY, LOIS E,
GREEIY, CHARLES B,
GREEN, SOPHIA,
GREENRERG,HAYLEY B,
GPEENBERG, NANCY H,
GREENBFRG,TAMI LEE,
GREENE, LAURIE T,
GREENSTEIN,GAIl E,
GREKULA,JFAN ARLENE,
GRENON, LARRY F,
GRIFFIN, DANIEL W,
GRIFFIN, PAULA,
GRIFFIN, TEPRf M,
GRINLEY, THOMAS R,JR,
GRISWOLD, MARTHA "ALICE,
GRIVAKIS,JOHN T,
.GROSSMAN, ADAM 0,
GRZYBOWSKI, IRENE,
GUEST,PAUl F,
GUMBINER, MARTHA C,
GUNDEPSEN,ERIC G,
•GUNNEIL, JENNIFER L,
GUSCOTT, JULIE A,
GUSTAFSON,ANNA LALUMIA,

, GUTTER Y, PAUL G,
;YSAN, MICHELLE K,
HAGEMAN, HEIDI L,
HAIGHT, AMORY F,
HALPER, ELLEN S,
HALTER, ROBIN J,
HAMILTON,CHARLES H,
HAMILTON, KIM S,
HAMMOND, THOMAS P,
HANAM, PAMELA A,
HANKE, LAURA E,
HANKS, JOEL W,
HANNUM, MARGARET A,
HANRAHAN, AMANDA M,
HARDINA, DIANA L,
HARDY, DAVID,
HARMON, BRUCE L,
HASKINS, ELLEN L,
HASSIOTIS,PETER N,
HAWKEY, KIMBPP L,
HAY,KATHY M,
HAYDEN, DIANE M,
HAYES, WILLIAM J,
HAYTAYAN, HARRY M,JR
HAZEN, ROBERT L,
HAZLEHURST, ABIGAIL N,
HEALY,PAUL F, #

HFALY,THOMAS P,
HEARD, CYNTHIA L,
HEARN, DAVID C,
HEBERT,CHARLrTTF MARY,
HEBERT,JACOUFLYN E,
HEESPEL INK, CHRISTOPHER
HFGFLFR, FRANCES S,
HENRY, HALLY A,
HERMANCE,LISA J,
HERMES,CRAIG G^
HERRON, JONATHAN S,
HERSH, HEIDI L ,

HFSSION, ANDREW E,
HEXTER, KAREN L,
HIGGINS,AIEXANDER,
HIGGINS, ELIZABETH K,
HIGGINS, JENNIFER L,
HIGGINS, PATRICIA E,
HINGORANI, SHEILA R,
HOBBS, WILLIAM W,
HODGES, SCOTT W,
HOFFMAN, DFBRA J,
HOL IAN,BARBARA J,
HOLLAND, JOHN A,
HOLMES, CORNELIUS FRANCIS
HOLMES, KARIN L,
HOMET,JAMES L,
HOOD,KENNETH E,
HOPKINS, WILLIAM S,
HOROWITZ,LAUR|E Elf EN.
HOSTETLER, DONALD P,
HOWARD, ANN L,
HOWARD, MARK M,
HOWARD, TARA KATHLEEN.
HOWEU, ROGER W,
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HOYT, PAULA J,
HUANG, DAVID E,
HUBACZ,LnRI A,
HUFFMAN, KARL 0,
HUGHES, AMY K,
HUGHES, HILLARY A,
HUGHES, TIMOTHY A,
HUMMEL, VERONICA G,
HUMPHREY, PAUL R,
HUNTER, SUSAN E,
HURLEY, Ell FEN E,
HURWITZ, EDWIN 0,
HUSE, NANCY J,
HUTCHINGS,TARA M,
HUTCH|NS,CONSTANTINE,II

I

HUTCHINSON, ELLEN F,
HUTCHISON, SANDRA LEIGH,
HYDE, MICHELLE A,
ICETON,JANE A,
ILGOVSKY, KAREN L,
IRWIN, DON J,
IRWIN, NANCY H,
ISHIWARI,KEITA,
ISOTTI, NANCY J,
JABLONER, PAULA R,
JACKSON,JENIFEil A,

' JACOBS, BARRY RUSSELL,
JACOBS, CHRISTOPHER J,
JAC08S,DAVID M,
JACOBS, EDWARD,
JAIN,SUDHIR,
JENNINGS, DEBORAH A,
JENSEN, BPITTA W,
JICK, ELIZABETH A,
JILLSON, JENNIFER L,
JOHNS, MICHAEL P,
JOHNSON, NANCY K,
JOHNSON, WENDY ANN,
JONES, EDMUND A,
JONES, MICHAEL P,
JORDAN, STEVEN J,
JUDGE, VALENTINA M,
JUSSEAUME, MICHELLE D,
KACZMARCZYK,M MARGARET,
KAGAN,LYNN A^NE,
KAHAN, VICTORIA S,
KAINE.MAUREE"^,
KAISER, KENNETH G,
KAMOSKI, EUGENIA A,
KAPIN,LAUREEN D,
KARP, SUSAN PAULA,
KASMIR,SHARRYN M,
KATTAN,LYNN,
KAUFFMAN, MICHELLE P,
KAUFMAN, DANIEL H,
KAUFMAN, KENNETH N,
KAULENAS,GEDAINIS S,
KAVANAUGH,LEO E,JR
KAYE, PETER S,
KEARNEY, DONNA M,
KEARNS,JOHN E,JR
KEEFE, ANGELA J,
KEEGAN, KATHLEEN ANN,
KEEGAN,STEPHPN M,
KEEN, TIMOTHY S,
KEILLOR, FREDERIC M,
KEITH, PAMELA A,
KELLEY,GAIL R,
KELLY, FREDERICA H,
KELLY,MAUREEN P,
KENDALL, OOREEN M,
KENNEDY, JOCELYN A«
KENNEDY, PHILIP M,
KENNEY, JONATHAN PAUL,
KENNY,DE BORAH A,
KEYES, ROBERT L,
KHUNG, MAUREEN A,
KIELBASA,LUANN JAN^t
KIESZEK,LYNNE A,
KIM,SU JEON,
KING, RHONDA LYNN,
KINNEY,CHRISTINE L,
KIRCHICK, WENDY I,
KIRKPATRICK, CHRISTINE
KIRLEY, SHIRLEY J,
KIPSCHEN, RICHARD E,
KLEIN, STEPHANIE,
KLINGEl»ER, ALICE R,
KNEELANO, TANYA M,
KNIGHT, THOMAS P,JR
KOECHLIN,CARL D,
KOKANSKY,K|M A,
KOPEl, AMY L ,

KORAB, MARGARET J,
KORDtANTHONY,

•^OS, HELENA S,
J^°|i"SKI,SUSAN L,
•^nSTYLA.MICHA^L J
'^OURTIS,NlCHxis F
KOVACS,LORNA M, '

Knl^kLV^"""^^ JOSEPH,
KOZL0WSKI,LOUISF A,
•<«AFT, BETSY D,
KRAMER, RICHARD S.
KRAVETZ, RICHARD |,
KRET,PHILIP E,
KRISTOPIK, ANDREW V.
KROL, MICHAEL T,
KROLL, PATRICK B,
KROPEWNICKI, CAROL
KRUITHOFF, KEITH L,
KWIATKOWSKI,LYNN M,
KYLE, CAMERON,
LABONTE,DALE M,
LACEY,DANA P,
LAFOND, DAVID J,
LAMANA,LOPNA J,
LAMPRFY, PAMELA M",

LANAHAN, MICHAEL B,
LANCELOTTA,GARY X,
LANCIANI,LOPT JEAN,
LANOINI, KRISTINE M,
LANDIS, DONNA L,
LANDRIGAN,ELIZABFTH A,
LAPENSE,GERALOINE E,
LAPLANTE, SHARON ANN,
LARKIN, CATHERINE M,
LAPOCHE. MARIANNE F,
LAPRABEEtO REDFERN,
LASKFR,JFNNIEER ^UE,
LEAHY, RICHARD S,
LEANDRES, MARIA A,
LEBEWOHL, JANET E,
LFBLANCGUY R,
LEBREC-HT,NANrY c,
LECH, KAREN E,

• LEE, DEBORAH A,
LEE, GREGORY P,
tEE, PHILIP,
LEFEBVRE,CHANNING W,
LEIGHTON, JEFFREY C,
LEMERE, BRIAN C, /

LENNON, DAVID B,
LENNOX, JAMES P,
LEONARD, MICHAEL
LEONARD, WILLIAM
LEONDAKIS, MARIA
LEONG, JANE L,
LEPAGE, LINDA A,
LEPLER, JAMES B,
LEPPERT, RICHARD JAMES
LERNER, JOSEPH,
LESNIKOWSKI , NICHOLAS
LEVI, HEATHER J,
LEVIATIN, DAVID,
LEVINE, JONATHAN E,
LEVINE, JONATHAN L
LEVY,OANia E,
LEVY, DOUGLAS A,
LEWIS, TEOFORO P,
LEWY,MARK A,
LIEBERMAN, SUSAN A,
LIEBMAN,PAUL F,
LIMA, CLARA R,
LIMONT,LISA J,
LINNEHAN, EDWARD 0,JR
L IPSETT,JUL IE B,
LIPSKY,MARK ANDREW,
LIPSON,LISA G,
LISSACK,L INDA J,
LITTERID, FRANCIS P , JR
LITTLE, TODD P,
LITTON, KEVIN S,

LOCKE, STEPHEN J,
LOPES, MARIA f,
LORO,CATHEPTNE I ,

LORENZINI , LORRAINE,
LORRAINE, WENOY K,
LORY, CARPI F,

LOVETT, ANDREW MICHAEL,
LOVFTT,LAURI«= A,
LOWY, DAVID Al LAN,
LUCAS, ANITA F,

LUCAS, MARK RONALD,
IUCKEY,K APEN L ,

LUCZKOW, TIMOTHY
LUNOOUI ST, PETER
LUNN, JEFFREY R,

L UP IE,HOWARD A,

LUSTBERG, RONALD

K
B
L,

P,

D,

LYNCH,EOWARD D,JR
LYONS, ALAN 0,
LYONS, WILLI AM THOMAS, JR
MACARTHUR, WILLIAM C,
MACDONALD, BRIAN A,
MACKENZIE, ALLYN J,
MACKENZIE, LORRAINE,
MACKENZIE, MARK D,
MACKS, ROBIN L,
MACLEAN, MAXWELL C,
MACLEISH, MARTHA C,
MACLELLAN,NANCY J,
MACLUPE, HOLLY H,

^ MACMILLAN,DAWN M.
MACMILLAN, DOUGLAS B,
MAGRANFP, GABRIEL A,
MAG'HPE, SHEILA FAY,
MAHOAVYfMARYAM,
MA^nrjFV, DANIEL M,
MA INZER, EDWARD ABRAHAM.
MALHNE, BARBARA A,
MALONEYtCATHFRlNE L,
MANASIAN,PAUL E,
.MANCEVICE, JEREMY S,
MANDEL, ROBIN A,
MANEWICH, WILLIAM P,
MANNERS, KATHER IN 0.
MANNINCJOHti F,
MANNING, ELIZABETH n,
MANSEAU, CHRISTOPHER J,
MANZI , CAROLYN M,
MARCHAND,MARY P,
MARCHI,DUOL^EY M,
NARCUS, KAREN L,
WARINI, CHRISTINE D,
^ARISSEAU,MEDORA A,
MARKS, PETER A,
MARONEY,KATHLEPN A,
MARQUIS, DOUGl AS V,
MARSHALL, NANCY LFE,
MAPTEL,GREG E,
MARTIN, DEANNA ELIZABETH,
MARTIN, GARY JOSEPH,
MARTIN, GEORGES P,
MARTIN, HEIDI E,
MARTIN, MARY LOfJISE,
MARTIN,RICHARD J, .

MARTINI, ANGELA F,
MATHIEU,JEFFRFY S,
MATSON,JOHN MICHAEL JR.
MATTHEWS, CHARLES E,
MATTHEWS, STEPHEN JOHN,
MAY, NANCY E,
MAYNARD, DANIEL STEPHEN,
MCCARRY.CALEB C,
MCCARTHY, RICHARD J,
MCCARTHY, STEPHEN P,
MCCLUNE, MARTHA P.
MCCLURE, RICHARD P,
MCCORMACK, DAVID M,
MCCRACKEN, JEFFREY LYNN,
MCCRORY,ANNE L,
MCDADE,MICHELE M,
MCDEiRMOTT.JOAN MARIE,
MCD^VITT,MARK J,
MPGAPRY, TRACY A,
MCGFJP, THOMAS K,
MCGLiYNN,ANN V,
MCGOLDPICK, STEPHEN E,
MC3niRTY,PUTH P,
MCGOWAN, MAUREEN,
MCGRiATH, ANNE C,
MCGRATH,ANNP MARIE,
MCGRATH, SCOTT y^,

MCKAY, DONALD R,
MCKEtHNIE,W SCOTT,
MCLAIN,GUY A,JR
MCLEAR,MARY JO,
MCNAMARA,JOHN,
MCVEY,JOHN R,
MEADER.H SAMUEL,
MEAGHER, MTCHAFL T,
MEALEV, MARIE W,
MECHAM, WALTER J,
MFFHAN,LTSA J,
MEEKER. KAREN L,
MEHL HORN, HER PERT P,
MERCIER , DAVID J,
MERCURI,LISA AMELIA,
MERNIN, KEITH D,
MEPRIAM, STEPHEN FRANCIS,
MERRIHUE, JEFEERY
MERRILL, JACK K,JP
MESSINA.KATHEP INF M,
METAXAS, LEWIS E,

MICHEL, VICTORIA S,
MICHEL SON, ROBIN,
MICZEK, ELIZABETH TERESA,*
MIFRZEJEWSKI,BRENDA JEAN,
MIGNAULT, PAMELA A,
MIGNOSA, JANICE,
MILLER, BARBARA B,
MILLAR, CASSANDRA,
MILLER, JEFFREY B,
MILLER, JOYCE CHRISTA,
MILLER, JUDITH S,
MILLER, RUSSEHL G,
MILLS, BARBARA JO,
MIILS,JAMES E,
MILLS, JOHN C,
**TLLS, TIMOTHY IGNATIUS,
MIILSTEIN, JEFFREY H,
MINTZ,FRANCINE R,
MI SKELL, THERESA CLARE,
MISSERT,NANCY A,
MISTRETTA, RICHARD,
MITCHELL, DEAN S,
MITCHElL,THOMA<; E,
MITCHUM, KATHLEEN M,
MOINEAU, JAMES A,
MOTNEAU, PHILIP J,
MOL INE, JUDITH A,
MOLL, STEPHANIE A,
MOLOTSKY, DANIEL R,
MONACO, CAROL M,
MONAGHAN, JENNIFER M,
MONTFPOS,MARCFLA A,
MONTG0MERY,jnHN P 3RD,
MO0N,LAURELLF M,
MOORE,CAROL S,
MOORE, KEVIN R,
MOORE, LESLIE FRANCES,
MnRFlPA,DULCF N,
MORGAN,MICHELF,
MORIN,GUY C,
MORRELL, SARAH A,
MORSE. SALLY A,
MOP TON, DAVID K,
MOSES, CAROLYN SUE,
COSHER,LAUREN MAPIE,
MOSKOWITZ,MARCIE L,
MOSS, JANE B,
MOTLEY, DONNA L,
MUEHL, DANIEL W,
MUELLER, MARK WILLAM,

•

MULHERN, PAMELA M,
MULLER,ARVID C,
MULLIN,KATHERINE G,
MULLINS,KATHLEEN M,
MULVIHILL,ANNMAR|E,
MULVIHILL,LORI ANNE,
MURPHY, GAIL M,
MURPHY, GARY J,
MURPHY, JANE D,
MURRAY, KATHLEEN A,
MUSE, JOHN F,
MUSE, RICHARD A,
MUSHINSKY.JANE M,
MYERSON, PATRICIA J,
MYLES, LOPING,
NAGLE, RICHARD P,
NAHLOVSKY,JOANN,
NANGLE,DANA SARAH
NAPOIAN, NANCY A,
NEBEL,FR*EO,
NEILSON, KATHARINE
NFILSOM, KATHARINE
NEITZEL,LAJPA L,
NELSON, JAMES L,
NELSON, JOHN PICHARD,
NELSON, JON f^f

NEUMANN, FRANCES M,
NEWELL, PAMELA S,
NFWFIELD,L ISA S,
NITENSON, NANCY CAROL,
NIXON, fHRISTPPHEP D,
NPRTPN, JFANMF 0,
NPVAK,RnNNIF M,
NPYFS,TFPRI A,
NJNPS, ELLEN F,
NUNES, STEVEN JAMES,
NYHAPT, ANDREW G.
NVl FN, SUSAN F,
OBRIEN, DANIEL M,
ORRIFN, LAWRENCE F,
OBSTFELD, CAROLYN P'Un<,
OCONNELL,JOHN D, I

OCONNOR, ROSEMARY LOUISF,
OOOUGHERTY, MICHAEL W,
OKUN.JILL J,

£Qli£gma IS

M,
B,

CHRISTIAN,

A,

E

OLIN,lEE M,
OLMSTEAD, CHARLES
OLOUGHL IN,SHARON
OLSON, SUSAN,
DMALLEY, DONALD E,
ONE IL, JOHN C,
ONEILL, ELIZABETH A,
ORFF, JENNIFER I,
ORKIN,CARL J,
OSBORN, ELIZABETH CLARA,
OSHEA, JAMES M,
OSHEA, MARGARET EUNICE,
OSKOWSKY,ALAN M,
OSTENDARP,ANNELIESE M,
OSTER, DANIEL P,
OSULLIVAN,MAPY MARGARET,
OVERMAN, JOANN T,
PAGE, DIANA R,
PALAIMA, DIANE MARIE,
PALECKl, MICHAEL A,
PANZICA, EDWARD M,
PARENT, LISA A,
PARK, BARBARA J,
PARKER, GARY A,
PARSIGNAULT, JENNIFER C,
PATRICK, ROBIN RFNEE,
PAULEY, JOHN ADAMS,
PECK, RICHARD A,
PEDERSFN, ROBERT
PFDULLA,LISA A,
PEGNATO,LISA A,
PEITAVINO, NANCY
PELKEY, KATHLEEN
PEL<EY,RnPPYN J,
PELLETIFO,DENISE J,
PELTON,KATHRYN I,
PENDOLEY,PATR ICIA M,
PENZO, WILLIAM R,
PER I FANAK I S,KONSTANTT NO S,
PERKINS, LORRAINE ALl ISDN,
PERR, ANDREA LEE,
PETERS, CYNTHIA A,
PETERS, ELIZABETH ANNE,
PETRULAV AGE, JOANNE,
PETTER, TIMOTHY S,
PFOHL. CHRISTOPHER S,
PHILBIN, ELLEN K,
PHILLIPS, DITTE G,
PICARD,LINDA R,
PIECZ, LAURA A,
PIETEPSE, CHARLES W,
PIETRAS,EPIC ANTHONY,
PIKE,BRENDA L,
PILIFPO,SUEANNE,
PIRO, ANTHONY J,JR
PISCIONERI,LEE 0,
PIZZOTTI, LINDA A,
PI ATH. SCOTT D,
PLEAS, KEVIN M,
PnCOST, JULIE B,

PORCARO, STEVEN A,
POTTER, LISA M,
POULOS, WENDY K,
POWERS, JAMES E,
PRESCOTT, ANDREW B,
PRUM,KATHER|ME,

JACKSON, PUGATCH,«ARRY S,
QUAIL, BRIAN THOMAS,
QUEEFELECL ISE A, .

0UTRION,TERFSA E,
RABBITT,PILEFN MARIE,
RADOVSKY, StjSAN 0,
RAMIREZ, DIANA M, !

RAMIRFZ,MAPIA F,
RAMOS, MARIA A,
RAYMOND, JACQUES L,
RFAO,JPDT L,
PEAPirK,ANN ELIZABETH,
RFDUKEP,JFAN ANM^,
RFFD,MAPYANNP ,

REE MAN', !l "NT «
,

OPID, NANCY P,

RFILLY, THOMAS K,
REINER, HELAINE S,
REIS,PFTFP 0,
RENOA,GINO,
Rf^CH, JEANNIE S,
"ESTIVO, MARIA C,
RFUTTEP, PICHARD H,
REYNOLDS, FELICIA C
REYNOLDS, WILLIAM N,
RICHARD, SHARON A,

B,
B,
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PIEHN. DAVID
WIGALIf DAVID M,
RIOlEStMTCHAEL M,
RIOROANf BPMCF K,
PIOS, CHARLES,
RIVK!N,LAUPA M,
RIX.HARY T,
ROACH, DAVID Lt
ROBERTS, PAUL J,
ROBINSON,LYOIA S,
ROBY,TY T,
ROCHE, STEPHEN J,
ROELL,ANNA G,
ROGERS, ANN T,
ROGERS, OEBR A A,
ROGERS, STFVFN S,
RONAfNE, BARBARA S,
ROMANO, CHARLES PAUL,
ROMFLL .DIANE E,
ROOT,HARLAN C,
ROSE,OEAN«A,
ROSE, LAWRENCE J JP

,

ROSENBERG, ANN L,
RnSENKPANTZ, CRAIG M,
RnSENTHAL,DAVP N,
ROSENTHAL, STUART DAVID,
ROSS,CHRISTOPHER A,
ROTH,GISFLA A,
ROTTER, ALICE E,
ROYCE, NANCY A,
RUBENSTEIN, STUART ROY,
PUBIN,RONALO B,
RUBLEV, DEBORAH L,
RUOICH,FPAN L,
RL>FFNER,VICKI A,
RUTH, JULIENNE L,
RYAN,I SABFLLE P,
SABLE, ELISSA G,
SAFFRON, MICHAEL ALEC,
SAIOEL, BENJAMIN A,
SALEM.GEOPGE, JR
SAMARA, AUDREY J,
SAMUEL SON ,MFLANIE L,

SANDEFUR,MAPIA C,
SANSnuCY,OENlSE MARION,
SANTANA, EDISON,
SAP3ENT,MARY F,
SATHER.MAPGARF^ K,
SAUERWEIN, ANTHONY G,
SAXON, KATHRYN A,
SCANNELL, DEBORAH A,
SCHAFfMAN, KAREN H,
SCHEIN, DONNA ELLFN,
SCHER. LINDA R.

SCHEURER, CATHERINE E,
SCHIPELLITI, JAMES,
SCHNEIDER, CATHERINE A,
SCHOFlELD,MAPK H,
SCHONZEI"*", MICHAEL A,
SCHUSTER, JOHN J,
SCHWARTZ, IRWIN BFNNFT,
SCHWARTZ, JUDITH W,
SCHWARZKOPF, JOHN B,
SCIACCA,PAUL A,

SCOTT, JENNIFER E,
SCRENCI , MAPI ANN,
SCUDERE,RUTH ANN,
SCULLY, MARJORTE A,
SEAPLES,ROBIN A,
SECONDO,JOELLEN,

SEDER, KATHEPINE A,
SEEGFP,JPRFMY,
SFELEY, PAMELA J,
SEIFEP, JUDITH A,
SEIGAL, LESLIE F,
SELESNICK, PETER ANTHONY,
SELKE,EDWARD D,
SERAFIN, TERESA J,
SFSSIOJ^S, NANCY,
SHAFFER, DEBBIE A,
SHAFIK,NEMAT T,
SHAW, ROBERT A,
SHEEHAN, DANIEL D,
SHEFHAN, MICHAEL K,
SHEFF, ANDREA,
SHEIN, PAMELA B,
SHEINGOLO,MARK J,
SHELBY, KATHY A, "

SHELTON, WILLIAM T,
SHIELS,MAUPFFN A,
SHLOSSEP, LINDA A,
SHOCKRO, KATHLEEN MARY,
SHOREMAN, JOHN M,
SHUFFLETON,MARJI J,
SHUGRUE, TIMOTHY JOHN,
SHULMAN, KAREN M,

SI EGFL, JULIE A,
SIEGLER,RAYNA B,
SILBEPSTEIN, RONALD C,
SILVER,KARYN L,
SILVERMAN, KENNETH D,
SIMON,LISA E,
SIMON, STANLEY P,
SIMPSON, STEVEN J,
SIMPSON, TEPESA ELIZABETH
SINCLAIR, LEANNF,
SINGER, LILLIAN L,
SI-NGSTAD, CHARLES P,
SISITSKY, RICHARD A,
SKPIBISKt,CHERYL E,
SIOSEK, JEAN,
SMITH, BECKY F,
SMITH, DAVID F,
SMITH, DOUGLAS LESLIE,
SMITH, FELICIA ANN,
SMITH, JOHN B,
SMITH, JUL I El IZABETH,
SMITH, KAREN J,
SMITH, KEVIN C,
SMITH,KIi?STEN J,
SMITH, ROBERT T,
SMITH, SUELLEN J,
SNEEDEN, RALPH G,
SOC0LOW,JEFF SUMNER,
SOUSA,JOHN A,
SPARKS, ANDREW W,
SPEARS, ELIZABETH BLAIR,
SPENCER, PETER G,
SPENCER, SARAH B,
SPENNER,ANNA M,
SP0SITO,LORFTTA ANN,
ST ANNE, MARGARET M,
STANTON, MAUREEN P,
STARR, LOPIN BARISSA,
ST ATHOPO'fLOS, JAMES W,
STEINER,MARK FRANCIS,
STFINFIELO,ANNP CFLIA,
STEPHENS,KENTON E,
STEPHENS, KYLE A,
STFWART-CAHALL. NANCY F,
STEWART, AGNES A,

STILES, WAITER GILBERT,
STONE, PAMELA ELLEN,
STONE, ROBIN,
STOREY, DOUGLAS E,

STREAMS, KUPT W,

STRIDE, NANCY L,
SUGERMAN, DOUGLAS I,

SULLIVAN, JACQUELINE A,

SULLIVAN, KATHLEEN M,
SULLIVAN, MARK D,
SULLIVAN,MONIQUE V,
SULLIVAN, NEAL C,
SUVAL,JANE ABBIE,
SWANSON, DAVID C,
SWARTZ, NANCY ELLEN,
SWFET,AMY J,
SWIFT, AMY L,
TA6EPY, MIDORI K,
TAGEN, APRIL S,
TAGGART, GREGORY A,
TALAYCO,NINA F,
TANNEPT, KATHRYN M,
TARNAUSKAS, DONNA M,
TAYLOR, BRYAN C,
TAYNTOR, GREGORY HASTINGS
TEEHAN,MARK J,
TEEL,CYNTHIA A,
TENNEY, LESLIE J,
TEPLOW, DEBORAH P,
TEXEIPA, JOSEPH A,
THATCHER, REBECCA L,
THATCHER, SANDRA L,
THE ILIG, SALLY PUTH,
THOMA,^ICHAEL A,
THOMAS, JODY PAULINE,
THOMPSON, DANIEL W,
THOMPSON, JOHN E,
THOMPSON, WARREN P,
THORNE, VANESSA J,
TILLES, CYNTHIA S,
TINEP,WEND»r M,

TOBIN, ALAN S,
TOBIN, COLLEEN M,
TOBIN, PERRY A,
TOCHER, INGA,
TnMS,R'JTH H,

TOPGOVE,ANORPW J,
TOUPAL,JAMIF E,
TOUSIGNANT,NINA J,
TRAHAN,RICHAPD J,
TPAYWICK, CHRISTINE LOUISE
TPENOUTH, JULIA E,
TPESSLEP, CLYDE F,
TPICKETT,jnHN D,
TRIER, STANLEY B,
TPOKFL,DANA P,
TUCK, LAURA BFTH B,
TUCKERVANDREA J,

TUCKER, ELLEN J,
TURCOTTE, KAREN J,
TURNER, El IZABETH W,
TURNER, JENNIFER A,
TU SON, CLARE,
UBERBACHER, RICHARD,
USMAN,MAHMOOD A,
VALVFRDF,FMILIF A,
VAN WILLIGEN/,FIA P,
VARNEY, LEIGH ANNE,
VARTABEDIAN,ALAN RICHARD
VAZQUEZ, MONICA,

VICTORY, BERNARD C,
VIN^HFSI , PATRICIA A,
VOILES, ROBERT K,
WALKOWIAK, THOMAS,
WALSH, JAMES MICHAEL,
WALSH, JANICE L,
WALTON, DAVID J,
WARNER, JOHN JUSTIN,
WAR SHAW, JANE E,
WARSHAW, ROBIN L,
WASLICK, BRUCE D,
WASMUND, RICHARD D,JR
WATERS, CATHERINE M,
WATSKY,JAY G,
WATT,JEFFREY T,
WATTERS,KATHIEEN E,
WATTS, LISA ANN,
WAYSTACK,BERNADETTE C,
WEAVER, DANA D,
WEBER, PETER J,
WEIN, KAREN L,
WEINBERG, BETH L,
WFINBEPG,LORYN B,
WEISS, CINDY E,
WEISS, ELIZABETH L,
WEISS,WILLIAM S,
WEITZrFRANK C,
WELCH, KATHLEEN A,
WELCH, TIMOTHY E,
WELSH, LISA V,
WELSH, RICHARD E,
WEREN, SANDRA J,
WEPST,KENT A,
WESTERMAN,ANN M,
WETMORE,ADRIENNE M,
WHITE, DANIEL P,'
WHITE, DAVID A,
WHITE,GERALD M,
WHITE, KEVIN B,
WHITE, LAURA I,
WHITE, MARGARET M,
WHITENETT, DAVID G,
WHITMAN, LYNNE A,
WHITNEY, JOANNAH L,
WILLIAMS, AMY,
WILLIAMS, DI ANNA,
WILLIAMS, NANCY E,
WILOCHKAr KATHEPINE L*

WING, RACHEL,
WINGFIEl D, TERESA D,
WINNERMAN,LYNN B,
WIRTH, GREGORY D,
WISTREICH,ADRIENNE M,

'

WOLFF, CHARLES R,
WONG,YAT M,
WOOD,CATHERINE A,
WOOD,FRANCES A,
WOOOS,CAPOLYN R,
WORKMAN, GARY B,JR
WPIGHT, HAZEL K,
WPIGHT,KPISTEN L,
WPIGHT, LISA T,
YANKEE, BRIAN S,
YANKELL, MORRIS HARRIS,
YOFFE,SAUL DOV,
YUDOW, LAURA J,
ZECHEL,MAPK A,
ZIFF, ELLEN J,
ZIMANY,MARY C,
ZONA, MICHAEL A,
ZUCKER,CAREN B,
ZYWAR, JOSEPH F,

CATANO, JOSEPH NICHOLAS, GELLPR aitchk. .CATON. LAWRENCE WILBUR ITI rc»o .««**-^ ^"^ "^ *

CHARBONNFAM.pnRCDT o ^
^ '• GERR lOR , GLENN EDWARD,

GILLIS,BETSI JEAN,
B

COLLEGE OF FOOD & NATURAL
ABERT, CHARLES F,
ABRAMS, ELEANOR D,
ABRAMSON,ARLYNE SUE,
ADELSON,SHARI A,
ALBERS, CATHERINE A,
ANDERSON, BR IAN F,
ANTONIUK,KRISTINA H,
APLAN, MIRIAM BETH,
APMSTPONG,THERESE M,
AUGER, JUOITH A,
AUSTIN, SHEILA A,
BACH,ELLEN ELISABETH,
BACHINI,JOAN MARY,
BAKF»,PATRrrr A P,
BALKAN, SHARON H,

RESOURCES
BAMBFRG,KimT C,
BAND, SUSAN,
BARANOW, GAYLE F,
BARNARD, MARC R,
BASEMAN, SUSAN L,
BAUM, DIANE CELE,
BELL, CHERYL M,
BERGSTPOM, MARTHA LYNNE,
BERKEL,JOHN W,
BERTINUSON, CATHERINE T,
BFPTSCH.I AUPPN L,
BIGFinw HASTINGS, WAPPEN K
BIGGS, VINCENT M,
BIMBO,ANNEMAPIE,
BITZ,WILLIAM ARTHUR,

BLACK. ROBIN ANOPFA,
BLAIR, DONNA MARIE,
BLAZON, JOHN EDWARD,
BLUESTEIN.RANDI B,
BOASS, HEIDI,
BOHEN, EL IZABETH THERESA
BOL-AND, MICHAEL,
BONTTA, ALISON M,
BONZEK, VALERIE A,
BOUDPEAU,PAUL A,
BOYACK,TONIA,
BPAOSHAW,MArfY T,
BRANDT, JANET L,
BRFNNAN.MARK WESLEY,
BPIGGS-BAMFOPD,TA»A F,

BRIGGS^TIMOTHY L,
BRODER I CK, THOMAS MICHAEL
BROOKNER,MARK,
BROWN, GATHER IN At
BRU8AKER,AMY J.
BRUMMITT,MARK L,
BUCKLEY, CATHERINE A.

BURCHELL, MAUREEN ELIZABETH
BYMAN, KENNETH W,
CAMERON, L AURA A,
CAMPBELL, SUSAN M,
CANAPin, STEVEN M,
CARLSON, MARION A,
CARLSON, NINA I,
CARLSON, SANOPA ANN,

CHARBONNEAU, ROBERT
CHENETZ.RUTH E,
CHLUP, BARBARA J,
CIMINI,CAROL A,
CLARK, ELAINE MARIE,
CLARK, WALTER RANDAL,
CLEAVES, SEAN FRANCIS,
CLEMENT, KEITH W,
CLOUGH, THOMAS G,
COBURN,RUtH L,
COEN, MARGARET,
CONNORS, DIANE LYNDA,
C0NWAY,LORI GAIL,
COOPERSTEIN,ILENE E,
CORBUT,MARVENE A,
CORIGLIANO, NORMAN J,
CORMAN, STEVEN M,
COSTELLCLYNN A,
COUNIHAN,PAUL G,JR
COVENEYf ELAINE M,
CRAIG, DANA D,
CRAIG,KIMBERLY A,
CROSSLEY, CYNTHIA A,
CROWLEY, JANE,
OAHLE,OOREEN J,
DAIGLE,OENISE M,
DALTON.PATRICIA A,
DARVICHF,JANE R,
DAW,LEFSA A,
DEBER.AROINIS, SUSAN E,
DEEMS, SHERYL A,
DELED, DAVID D,
OELONGCH AMP, DAVID L,
OELUCA, CYNTHIA L,
DENE HY, MICH A EL J,
DEPEW^DIANE M,
OEPICOLZUANE, NANCY KRISTIN
D^SLAURIERS,SUSAN A,
DETUCCI, DIANE ELIZABETH,
OOLAN,SEAN C,
nOREY,PETER FRANCIS,
DOYLE, DEBRA T,

CLEASON, PAMELA,
GOLDSTEIN, SUSAN LYNN.
GOLNER, JANICE ROSE,
GONET, RICHARD WALTER,
GORDON, VIVIAN GARCIA,
GOTTESMAN,CORR| B,
GREANEY, ALL ISDN H,
GREEN,PAULA,

GREENE, JUOITH LOUISE,,

DRAPER, JOHN P,
DRUKER, JULIE ANNE,
DW I NEIL, SCOTT t,
EASLEY, PAMELA M,
EDWARDS, ROXANNE ELIZABETH
EICHFNLAUB, MATTHEW M,
ELLIS, ANN MITRON,
ELLIS, STEVEN E,
ELLIS, TRINA A,
E MONO, RONALD G,
ENGLEMAN, SUSAN L,
ENGLER, DONNA L,
ENRIGHT, PATRICIA A,
ETHIER, ROBIN MARY,
EVERETT, EILEEN F,
EVERETT, GLEN ARTHUR,
FAIRCHILD, VICTORIA MARY,
FARRELL, LAURIE A,
FARRELL,MARK R,
FELL, JOSEPH G,
FERRANTE, CAROLYN A,
FIEGENBAUM, EPIC N,
FINE,GARY L,
FINNEGAN, TERESA A,
FISCHBACH, LINDA H,
FISHER, PATRICIA L,
FITZGERALD, EL IZABETH
FLEISHEL LEWIS, BETTY
FLYNN, DENNIS W,
FLYNN,JOHN C,
FLYNN, MARY ELLEN,
FOLAN, CHRISTOPHER R,
FORD, MEREDITH V, ,

FRIEDMAN, PENNEY MICHELE,
FUSCO, ELLEN M,
GABOR, HOWARD,
GAPABEDIAN,PAUL A,

GARIEPY, ELIZABETH A,
GARRON, JENNIFER L,
GATLEY,JEFF M,

MARIE
R»

GRIFFIN, BRUCE S,
GROSSMANN, ELIZABETH 0,
GROVER.KARL J,
GUNDAL, SANDRA J,
GWOZDZ, DIANE L,
HABFR, CATHERINE G,
HAGAN, MARGARET M,
HAHN, WENDY L,
HART, GAIL A,
HASTINGS,L CHRISTY,
HASTINGS, SUSAN H,
HAYOEN, ANTHONY M,
HESSE, BARBARA L,
HEttlNGFR,JOANN,
HIGGINS, DONNA M,
HIGGINS, TIMOTHY D,
HOKANSON,DFfi^RA L,
HOLM,DAVlD L,
HOPKINS, VIVIAN NOGGLE,
HOST,LAWRENCE A,
HOULE, DANIEL T,
HUGHES, ELIZABETH ANN,
HUNNEFELb,BETH A,
HUNT, MAUREEN T,
JABLONSKI,SAlLY E,
JACK SON, KYLE E,
JiCOBY, ELIZABETH N
JESSUP, BENJAMIN K,
JOHNSON, NANCY L,
JOHNSTONE, GARY I,
JONAS, DANIEL R,
JONES, JONATHAN M,
JOYCE, PATRICIA M,
KADISH, JEFFREY L,
KAHN, LINDA R,
KAKLEY, SUSAN M,
KAPLAN, FRANCES G,
KATZ,MARCY LINOA,
KAU,MEI CHUM,
KIRKL AND, KEITH P,
KLEIN,HOLLIS JANE,
KLENOSKY, DAVID «,
KNEIP,JOSFPH T,

KOPPTTA, PATRICIA H,
LAHTEINE, BETSY 4,
LAMB, BARBARA l ,

LANKARGE,STFVPN P,
LAPLANTE, JOSEPH A,
I AW, PETER A,

LEAVITT,BETH CHARLPTT'^
LFBLANCLEONi L,
LEBLANCPHNIAI OP,

LEBLANC, SANDRA J,
LECOUNT,WILLIAM H,
LESSE, JOANNE PnSALIE,
LESSER, MARK R,
LEVIN, ANDREW,
LEWANOOWSKI.LYNN G,
LEWISON, ELAINE C,
LHEURFUX, DIANE J,
LIVINGSTON, BRUCE E,
LIZOTTE, MICHAEL PETFR,
LOHRFR,JANE E,
L0NG,SHARON C,
LUC I AND, MARGARET LOUISE.
LUFT, FELICIA G,
MACOONALD,ANN E,
MADER, GREGG P,
MAOSEN,W CHRISTIAN JP

,

MAHONY, SUSAN C,
MALL OY, MARY ANN,

MALONEY, JAMES MATTHEW,
MANCHESTER, DONALD RICHA
MANDEVILl E,PAUl J,
MAPLE, KATHLEEN A,
MAR ION, JULIE LFP,
MARTIN, ROBERT E,
MAURO, RICHARD PAUL,
MAURTUA, MANUEL,
MAZROLLE, SUSAN A,
MAZUKINA, ELLEN A,
MCCALLUM, TRACY A,
MCCARTHY, PATRICIA L,
MCCARTHY, TARA VICTORIA,
MCCARTNEY.DEBORAH J,
MCCORMACK,MARJORIE,
MCKITTRICK, MARTHA T,
Mf^AHON, ROBERT PHILIP,
MCM ANUS, KATHLEEN P,
MEYERS, KIMBERLY J,
MINAHAN, NANCY ELLEN,
MONTEIRO, KAREN M,
MORIN, WILLIAM L,

MOPRA,MARISA A,
MORRELL, SUSAN F,
MORRIS, AMY E,
MORPISSEY, JOSEPH M,
MOTT,PETER C,
MURPHY, MARY BETH T,
MURPHY, PATRICIA A,
MURRAY, JOHN R,
<^UR RAY, ROBERT M,
MUSNICK,JOAN E,
NATTEPSTAO, GREGORY M

NELSON, JOHN ANDREW,
NFW3Y,CAROLYN LESLIE,
NOLAN, KATHLEEN W,
NORELLI, WILLIAM J,
NOVAK, LINDA A,
NOWELL, CYNTHIA L,
OnONNELL, BRIAN D,
OHNEMUS, STEPHEN J,
DLSFN, RONALD J,
OLSON, LYNDA A,
OMELIA,MAPYANN T,
OPDWAY,PAUL A,
ORGAN, ANDREA L,
OPT, DIANE L,
PAL ARDY, ROBERT D,
PANACCIONE, DANIEL G,
PANCIOCCO,CASS G,
PARATOPE, KAREN M,
PAUL,CARYN S,
PFARMAIN, ELISSA D,
PETERS, MARK R,
PETRAUSKAS, ELAINE MARIE
PFISTFR,KIPK ALAN,
PILLOW, SUZANNE L,
PINKER TON, DON C,
PITKIN, BARBARA H,
PIXLEY,LORA M,
PI ZZANO, STEPHEN M,
PODRAZA, ROBERT J,
PRINCE, JACQUELINE M,
PROKOS,JANE A,
PUTNAM, ELLEN CADY,
PUZAS, LINDA JEAN,
PYOTT, CHRISTOPHER J,
OUACKENBUSH,ANNE B,
OUIGAN, HEATHER A,
OU INN, MAUREEN A,
QUIRK,LAUREN ELIZABETH,
QUIRK, PAULINE M,
RACETTE, SUZANNE ESTELLE
RAGL AND, ROBERT E,
RAKOUSKAS, DAVID A,
RAKOWER,DENA,
RANDALL, ALIDA L,
RANDALL, SUSAN E,
RAVITZ, ELLEN J,
REBEIRO, DEBORAH A,
REECE, JANET F,
RHEAULT, YVETTE L,
PnBERT,MARY JOSEPHINE
ROBERTS. KENNETH J,
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ROCK WOOD, JOHN P,
RD ROMAN, EDWARD JOSEPH,

ROOT, BRIAN G,
RDSEMAN, LAURA B,
ROTH, GEORGE G, 1 1

1

RUKAVINA,MARK A,
RUSSELL, PATRICIA A.
SAMPSON, EL IZABETH P,
SAMPSON, NICHOLAS W,
SANTILLI,JOHN JOSEPH,
SAVARD, VALERIE F,
SCANNELL, ROBERT E,
SCHAFF,GLEN D,
SCHR|EVER,GAIL MARIE,
SEARLE, BARRY L,
SEARS, LEANNE MARIE,
SEYMOUR, ANDREA B,
SHAPIRO, MICHAEL S,
SHEA,CHRISTINA H,
SHE AHAN, ROSEMARY E,
SHEARY, AVERY A,
SHECHTER, STACY A,
SHECTER,AMY LYNNE,
SHELLMER, JANET M,

SIFF, COLLEEN C,
SILVER, BETH L,
SKOLE, LINDA SUSAN,
SMALANSKAS, JAMES G,
SMITH, BARBARA E,
SMITH, KIMBERLY ANN,
SMITH, ROGER S,
SNYDER, JOANNE,
SPND IK, SUSAN DEBORAH,
SOPRANO, SUSAN V,
SPADEMAN, SARAH C,
SPIELMAN,BARI L,
SPINNER, ROBIN GAYLE,

STEINBERG, SUSAN E,
STIMSON, STEPHEN C,
STRONG, ALICE C,
SULLIVAN, RHONDA ANNE,
SYKES, DEBORAH GAY,
SZANTO, ANTHONY,
TAYLOR, JAMES E,
TEDFORD,FRIC CRAIG,
TFRPIEN,JAMFS P,
TESTA, GRACE-MARIE,
THALER, ANDREA M,
T^40MPSnN,JENA K, ,

THORN, SARAH R,
TOMICH. CHRISTOPHER J
TOU S I G(«NT ,-neWH^A
TREMFR,JANE J,
TPIFONE, LINDA PMILOMENA,
TPUDEAU.MAPY E,
TPUF6FNBACH,KRISTY,
VAN DEN BROEKE, ODETTE J,
VANNI, LEILA,
VETRONF,JAMFS L,
VINCENT. JOYCE
WALLACE, ANNE H,
WARNER, KATHEPINE MARY,
WARY, LISA E,
WASNEWSKY,MARK E,
WEIG,LISE A,
WEINBERG, JOAN C,
WELSCH,ANNA CAROLINA,
WENTWORTH, ANDREW D,
WEST,CYNTHIA L, _
WHELIHAN, RAYMOND,
WHITE, CYNTHIA L,
WHITLOCK, ALISON
WIEDEPGOTT, TERESA L,
WIELAND, WENDY F,
WILMOT, ALLISON MARY,
WINGLFR, BARBARA J,
WITUNSKI, LORRAINE CAROL
WOERNER, DIANE, •

WOODBURY, AMY H,
Z IEVE,JArALYN B,
ZIMMERMAN, JEAN E,
ZIMMERMANN, ROBERT n,
ZUCKER,KARYN f.

'ABBOTT, AL EX ANJDER 0,
ANOFPSON.CYNJTHTA J,
AN'tELONE ,ANN M^RIE,

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
ANSEl ,JODI E,
A»^PFL,HOWAPn MILLFP,
APFANO,SHAPYN,

ARSENAULT, JAMES H,
ARSENAULT, STFVFN J,
A JGUSTO, ARTHUR,

AUTERY,DAMI AN PAUL,
BACHRACH,JOFL,
BALDUCC I, JOSEPH M,
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BALLATO, BONNIE L,
BANNFRfHICHAFL At
BARKER, SCOTT EtlfOTT,
BARONtSUSAN E,
BAUM, POLLY A»
BAUH^NN.JOHN MORTON,
BEALS, KELLY MARfE,
BEJTLICH, MICHAEL Lt
BELANGER, GLORIA MARIE,
BELL, JOHN REGINALD,
BELL, STEVEN J,
BELL IN I,CHRISTOPHER J,
BENOIT, CHRISTOPHER M,
BEPMAN,SHERRT S,
BERNSTEIN, jnOY L,
BERNSTEIN,MARTIN A,
BEST,RISA J,
BIOLOS, JAMES M,
BISSONNETTE, FRANCIS LAWRENCE
BLOOM, BARRY C,
BLOOM, LISA A,
BLOOM, MANCY FtLEN,
BOAS, GAIL C,
BOGART,RORERT J,
flOLOTIN,MITCHEL J,
BOUOREAU, ELAINE M,
90URG0!N,RRT AN P,
BRAUNTHAL, STEPHEN 0,
8PEG0L*P,ANN MARIE,
BPENNAN, MICHAEL A,
BROWN, EDWARD B,
BUCK, SUZANNE D,
BUKOVICH.JOHN {,
BURA5, JENNIFER R,
BURKE, SHARON B,
CALLANAN, NANCY L.
CAMPBELL, JAMES D,
CANAVAN, PATRICIA A,
CANC ILLA, SANDRA A,
CAPONIGPO, JOSEPH STEPHEN.
CAR ITHERS, ROBERT PAUL,
CARLSON, CHRISTINE ELLEN,
CARNEY.PAUL J3SEPH,
CARPENTER, MARK J,
CAPR, DAVID GERARD,
CASSIOY, MEGAN M,
CEORnNE,MARy At ICE,
CFLLUCCI ,ROBFRT 0,
CFRRUTI,HFLAYNF P,
CERVANTES, JEANNE ELIZABETH
CHAN, MONICA M,
CHAPMAN, LAWRENCE S,
CHAPMAN, RANDY S,
CHAR^TTE, JACQUELINE A,
CHAVEZ, JOSE T,

I

CHEN, SARAH, I

CHIAVACCI,ANNE T,
CHlPM^v^, STEPHEN HENRY,
CH0UINARD,KIM Sf j

CHOW,OANIEL,
CLEMFMTS,GARY M,
COAKLE^, BRIAN THOMAS^
rpHEN,HARC E,
CnHEV',5ifHAR0 MURRAY,
COL G'^'JSSO, CLARE P,
CONN&LLY, THOMAS J,
CHNN-CS, JENNIFER M,
COPIS. CHRISTIAN C,
COTTHN, LINDA ElIZARETH,
CnTTPCLL,MARY F, 1

COUl -^Ea, JOHN M,
rOUOTvcy, THOMAS J JP,
Cnwic,-HFRYL A,
CRnWLEV,PAUL M, '

CUMMlNr,s,HAPV E,
•"URT^ -,JANICF M,

;

CZFPW-N< A,DIANNE EllEN,
OALE^.^RUCE 0,

i

DAVEv, MICHAEL A,
OFLSA^rn, ROLAND ANTHONY JR
O^^MPP, LAURA J,
nPNNT-,KPITH E,
OFSA^'rS, DONALD JOHN JR ,

OFVI^i, SUSAN JANE,
ni AMnNn,ALYSF H,
OIMADE, DAVID J,
0INGWFLL,POPFRT WARD,
DHDYK, LAWRENCE NFAL,
DPHEPTY, SHAWN MTCHAFl,
DONOIAN, STEPHEN ARA,
DOWNEY, JOANN MARIE,
DOWNING, FILEFM H,

DOWNING, KATHLEEN HAYES,
'>UBROW, JEFFREY BLAIN,

Friday. April 16, 1982
Friday. April 16, 1982

nffOMAN,DAEDRA E,
D'JFFY,L1NDA A,
OUGAN, FRANK R,
DU3AN,LYNN F,
DUMANOSKI,HOLLY J,
DYMEK, TIMOTHY J,
DZAUGIS,JOHN E,
EC ONOMDU, GEORGE,
EGGERT,VICKI SUE,
ELLEFN, JUDITH A,
ELLISON, KATHLEEN A,
ELNEKAVE,IZZFT R,
EMMONS, THOMAS R,
ENG, WENGLONG, "

ENGEL, MICHAEL K,
ERICSON,FRIC J,
ETTER, GREGG M,
EVANGELIDIS, LEWIS G,
EYGFS,MAPCY E,
FAPNSWnpTH, DAVID WAYNF
FARRAR, CRYSTAL L,
FEINSTEIN,Tnno A,
FELDMAN, RICHARD MARK,
FTORINI, CAESAR HENPY,J
FLANIGAN, ELIZABETH ANN
FLETCHER, FRANK L,
FLOMENHOFT,SHERYL A,
FLUG, JEFFREY S,
FLYNN, JANICE P,
FRABOTTA, CYNTHIA ANN,
FRANKLIN, PETFR P,
FRIEDMAN, MARK F,
FRIEDMAN, MITCHELL S,
FPIEDSON, RUSSELL K,
FRITZ, MARTHA J,
FUCHS,JACK K,
FUSCO, RICHARD ANTHONY,

JAHN,KIRSTIN M,
JANCSY,TERESE A,
JEPSEN, STEPHEN J,
JOLDA,DEBPA A,
J'>SIAH, WALTER ROBPRT,
ICAC0YA^INAKIS,CHR 1ST m
KANDELL, PAMELA J,
KAT?MAN,MITCHCi ( ,

KAUFMAN, MAR JOPIE A,
KEARNEY, MICHAEL J,
KEELFY,MAPK J,
KENNEDY, KAREN,
KENNEDY, LEANN,
KENNEY,MARK S,
KFRMAN. JOYCE F,
KEYES,MAPY ELI EN,
KICHLINE, STEPHANIE,

M

KIL,LEO,
KING, LAURA ANN,
KIRMES, JFANNF MARIE,
KOFMAN, ANDREW T,
KnHL,KRlSTTNA GIFFEN,
KOLLER, JEANNE M,
KOOCHFR,DEAN F,
KOPMANN,L AURI C,
KRAJEWSKI,WALTER E,
KPANTZOW,DFQRA F,
KRASON, CAROLYN M,
KRAUS, ROBERT JAY,
KRAySE,PA!IL M,
KUO, NUAN F,
KUSNIERZ,ANN T,
LANIA,MARK R,
LAPIERPE, KENNETH J,
LAPRADE, EDWARD 0,
LARKIN, JOSEPH ANTHONY
LASHWAY,LANCE L,FUTTERMAN,NED MATTHEW, LAVIN, WTM I AM MirHAP.GAFFNEY, PETER A, rPAMAi . iho*\ *^^

GALLAGHER, KEVIN THOMAS tpSDriu^lKTf^P .GAM Ar,HPP.TMnMAc A. LPDDY, AUGUSTINE J,GALLAGHER, THOMAS
GALLO, NANCY,
GALVIN,JOHN PAYMOND,
GARDNER,MICHAEL A,
GARIBOTTO,MARK B,
GEARY, JOHN F,JR
GFR^ANO,MARIA A,
GIBSON, DAVID R,
GILMAN, STEPHEN M,
GINSBIIPG, SUSAN DIANE
GITTELMAN, CHERYL A,
GLOTT, CYNTHIA SUSAN,
GOBRECHT, LAURA

LEEDS, JODI I,
LEPIKSAAR,KALLF,
LESHNE,JODY D,
LEVENSON,G DAVID,
LEVICK, AMANDA R,
LEVIN, DAVID F,
CCVINE, JEFFREY M,
Lf^WIS, BARRY R,
LICCIARDFLL0,R0SFMARIE
LICHTENTHAL,ELANA T,
LIN9FNAUFR, CATHY FRAN,
LIPKA,JAN§ D,
LIPMAN, ANOPEA JUDITH,GOLDFAPB, EDWARD ROBERT l IZPTTF . LT SA I

GOLDSTEIN, GREGG S, LOGAN, TRACI ANNE,GOODMAN, RICHARD MTCHAF LOGUE, ERNEST P.
GORDON, DFBRA NAN, LOONEY,C AROLF J.GORDON,KENNETH C, LOUGHNANp , JOSEPH P.GORDON, RICHARD STE VFN, I OWENSTF IN, LOU IS D,GOULD, JEFFREY
GRAFF, ELLEN S,
GRANT, VIJAYA F,
GRAY, GUY T,
GRIFFIN, EDWARD F,
GPOSS,FLLEN B,
GUZOWSKI,DANTELLE C,
HALEY, ROBERT L,
HANDFLMAN,STFVPN H,
HAR! TON, GAIL L,
HARRINGTON, EDWARD S,
HART,VALFPTE K,
HARTSHORN, SHFLLFY S,
HECHT,KATRIN ORIANA,
HFIMANN,GEOPGI A M,
HELGASON.JON HALLDOP
HELLER,ELIZABETH D,
HENNF^SY,RTCMARO F,
HENRY, EMILY P,
HERDER, JOSEPH J,
HFROLD, JFFFOCY M,
HERSHBFPG, JEFFREY A,
HTIMER, JAMES W,
HOCH, RICHARD pFrpP,
HniF,GUNNAR K,
HOOKER, DEBORAH L,
HOOVER, DAVID 0,
HOWLAND, JFPRV,
HURL R'JT, MARGARET PyTH
HIJSID, ALISON L,
HYMAN, PAMELA,
I^^AACS, DIANE B,
IZRAELI , DANIEL MORPT^
JACK, KEVIN J,
JAC0BS3N,PHIl IP AlAN,

LOZAW, KEVIN JAMES,
MACHADO, ANDREW KFITH,
MACMILLAN, HEATHER LEF,
MAKOWIECKI, PETER FRANCIS
MALESTA,MICHAFL S,
MAf^IANO,KIM FLLEN,
MARL EY, BRIAN W,
MA^OUEDANT, JOSEPH PETER
MARSHALL, DONNA J,
MARSHALL, JANICE ANN,
MARSHALL, JUNF A,
MARSHALL, LINDA E,
MARTIN, WILLIAM E,
MA»TIS,MARY JANE,
MATATHIA,MATHEW P,
MATUl IS, RICHARD J,JR
MAYSFR, ROBERTO,
MCCARTHY, JUDITH A,
MCCARTHY, MARK LAWRENCE,
MCCLUPG,LONI JOHFLFN,
MCDONALD, KATHIFFN ANNE,
MCDONALD, KELLY A,
MCDnNALn,«rLLIftv THGMA-
MCDONOUGH, BRIAN P,
MCELLIGOTT, MARGARET L,
MCGINTY,GWFNN,
MCGPATH,nEIRDRF RFGINA,
MCGRATH, JAMES G JR,
MC3UIGAN, SUSAN A,
MCGUIPK, STEPHEN PETfR,
MCLAUGHLIN, SUSAN MARGARET
MCMANMON, DONNA M,
MCMANUS, DONNA M,
•MCNEILL, OLIVE M,
MCQUILLAN, SUSAN M,

MEALEY,JOHN J,
MEANY,RfTA M,
MERLONI, SUSAN M,
MEYER, CORINNE JANET,
MIKULA, DONNA M,
MILANESE, SUSAN J,
MILLER, ALISA S,

. MOLIN, KAREN A,
MOORE,CYNTHIA ANN,
MPRLEY, ROBERT CURTIS,
MORRISSEY, ELI EN R,
MOSELEY, SUZANNE ANITA
MOSER, WILLIAM R,
MOSHER,WILL lAM J,
MOY, DAVID T,
MUDGETT,JUDY C,
MULDOON,JOHN F,
MULLEN, DAVID K,
MULLEN, JAMES MICHAEL
MULLIGAN, BARBARA J,
MULL IN, HUGH H,
MUSGROVE, LINDA M,
NATHANSON,ALAN MONSEIN
NEKOS, ATHENA,
NEVILLE, PAULA A,
NEYLON, THOMAS F,ITI
NIEMIEC, DAVID JOSEPH,
NOVAK, SUSAN E,
NOVAK, SUSAN ELLEN,
NYE, LAURIE E,
OCHS,RISA L,
OCONNOR, PATRICIA A,
OHAR A, KATHLEEN M,
OLANS,ALAN MARK,
OLIVER, JUNE M,
OL SEN, PETER C,
OLSHER, BRETT A,
ONEILL, MICHAEL J,
ORIOL A, DEBORAH A,
OXLEY, SUSAN E,
PAILLE,NOPA J,
PARKER, JOHN T,
PASCHAL, ANDREA M,
PFCK,ADAM L,
PFRCHIK, JACQUELINE G,
PERDUE, SONJA L,
PERROTT-BAKER,BONNI W,
PICKERING, SHAWN P,
PITKIN, LAUREN RUTH,
PLUM, JOHN DAVID,
POPOVICH, GREGORY A,
PORTER, PATRICK J,
POTTER, RICHARD W,
PUZZANGHFPO,MAP ISA P,
OUA,JAYNE Y,
QUILL, JEREMIAH C,
QUINLAN, MICHAEL F,
RAIFSTANGER,PETEP J,
REICH, DANA S,
REIDY,MARY,
REILLY,REGINA ANN,
RFISTER, SUSAN ELIZABETH
PFSNICALAN D,
PEZNIKOFF, JAMES C,
RTCHTER, MICHAEL J,
RINALOI, ELLIS F,
RIORDAN, ELLEN J,
ROBERTS, LYNN B,
RnBINTON,LISA GPACE
ROMANSKI, SHARON F,

ROSENBAUM, BRUCE C,
ROSENBERG BOTFLHO, KAREN W
ROSENBERG, JOSFPH,
POTHMAN, RHONDA J,
RUBIN, LAURENCF M,
PUSS«=LL, BARBARA ANN,
SAIA, STEPHEN VINCENT,
SAPArFN0,LFO r>,

SAUNDFPS,JE AN,
SAUNDEPS,PATP ICIA M,
SAUNDERS, VICTOR! A LCUT^^E
SAVOY.'" a PCI .'

.

SCHAPFtMfPIAM T,
SCHINDLEP.SCPTT L,
S^HNFPP,POBEPT FRANCl<;,
SrHnEN,AMy F^
SrHPNZFlT,nAPTN CAPLA,
SCHUBArK,MAPC G,
SrHiJLMAN, SCOTT y ,

SriARAPRASI,MARCIA,
^CPRZIPLLO,GPFG0RY,
SELLFW,GPORGF M, '

SFRBAGI, RUSSELL C,JR
SERRA, MICHAEL S,

SHANE, JOHN E,
SHAREK,TODO E,
SHFEHAN,FDWARD WILLIAM
SHETTLEP, DONNA M,
SHORES, ARTHUR W,
SHOSTFK,TODD L,
SIEGEL, RONALD J,
SILVERSTEIN, LAWRENCE N,
SIMONITSCH,KIRSTFN M,
SKLAR, STEPHANIE 0,
SMITH,GAIL A,
SOBEL, JONATHAN A,
S^USA, CATHY ANN,
STENBERG, LAURIE G,
STEWARD, BRYN C,
STJEAN,OAVID PATTERSON,
STOLIER, SUSAN M,
STORVICK,BRENDA ANN,
STRONGIN,ROBERT HOWARD,
STRUGLIA,KENNETH S,

SULLIVAN,MICHAEL E,
JP SUMMERS, KATHFRINE F,

SURKES, STUART M,

SW0TINSKY,LISA J,
SZCZEBAK,RICHARD ALLEN
TARQUmo, ANDREW,
TAUBE, PETER DAVID,
TEICHMAN,JACK,

TENCZAR, DANIEL R
TOBIN, FRANK F.

TODARO, NATALIE M
TONNER, RUSSELL STUART •

TOPELBERG,MICHELE,
TOROSIAN, JANET R,
TORRES, JAMES LUIS,
TREACY.TOOO E,
TUNG, EILEEN F,
TWIBLF,JACQUELYN L,
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U,MONITA W,

VAILLANCOURT,JOHN JOSFPH
VARELAKIS,DESPINA A,
VERCELl T, SUZANNE G,
VILARDI, MICHAEL ALBERT,
VINER, MICHELLE R,
WADOEN, SUSAN M,
WAGNER, CYNTHIA A,

WALKER, LYNDA L,
WALL, KAREN A,
WALSH, MICHAEL S,
WALSH, ROSEMARY,
WEENER, JEFFREY SCOtt,
WEISSMAN, LAURA ANN,
WELLS, KATHRYN ANNE,
WEILS, MARGERY L,
WENNETT, DEBBIE S,
WFRSCHLER,MARIE B,
WEXLER, LAUREN F,

WHALEN, STEVEN J,
t WHITE STONE, STEPHEN TAGGART
WHITING,LAUREL A,

WHITNEY, GWEN,
WIFDEPHOLD, CONRAD N,
WIJEYESINGHE,ROCHFN,
WILLIS, ROBERT M,
WISH, DIANE SHFRYL,
WONG,BERNICE CELINA,
WOOOrMARTIN F,
WYMAN,DEBRA F,
WYSK, LAURIE A,
YACU7Z0, LAURIE A,
YELLE, ROBERT R
YOUNG, ELIZABETH LYNN ,

ZANETTI, REGINA M
ZANTINGA, JAN T v
ZAPATA, O'lANA M, '^
ZIEVE, ELLEN ROCHELLF,
ZUCKFRMAN,LESLIE A,

ARONSON, DIANE CAROL,
BAGGE RYNER«:ON, BARBARA
BAPSOMIAN, PAULA ANN,
BAYNO,MARY S,
BEARY,M ELIZABETH,
BFAURFGAPD,GARY E,
BERUBE,KAPEN E,
BOTELHO, MARIA J,
BROWN, PAMELA W,
BROWN, ROBIN I ,

BUTLER, DAWN E,

CARTER, MFLOnv F,
CROMPTON, CHRISTINE M,
DICKINSON, VALERIE A,
OOHFPTY,PAULA L,
DONAHUE, PATRICIA M,
nORAN,AOFLE KAThlfFN,
OOJCETTF, BARBARA J,

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
DUNN, MARK J,
FLWFLL,DEE,
FMOND, MARY-ELIZABETH,
FITZGERA! 0,MARY E,
FONSECA,NANCY J,
FPAENKFL,NINA,
FRANKLIN, JO ELLEN,
GAITAN,GUIL4.FRM0,
GALLANT, DARLENE A,
GLIMCHER,MAUR INE P,
GOBIFL, NORMA LOUISE,
GRASSO, CHERYL P,
GREENE, WINNIE,
GROSS, MARK L,
HANDMAN,SAM L,
HANMER, SUSAN B,
HERRFRA,MIPEYA,
HrWATT,SARA L,
HYMAN, LESLIE CAREN,
JOHNSON, KATHRYN ANNE,

KACMARCIK, MARY
KAIT7, SUSAN M,
KAUTZ,KIMBFRLY JEANNE,
KEREN, MICHAEL S,
KLAIN, DONNA L,
KRANTZ,SHARI A,
IAFLFCHE,J0HN A,
MAHANEY,KERRI L,
MARGnLA,ANN M,
MARTIPOS,CAROLYN,
MCKINSTRY, MARGARET E,
MCOWEN,PAUL A,
MTELE, JOSEPH V,
•*'TCHELl ,KEITH GEORGE,
OSlN\Jf,MARCIE RUTrfT
PAINTER, IVY,
PASTERCZYK,HFIDI ANN,
PIAZZA, ROBERT A,
RICHARDSON, KIMBEPLY ANNE
ROBBINS, HILARY,

ROGERS, EDWARD G,
RPTHBARD, JANICE H,
SCATA, JUDITH FRANCES,
SEGELMAN,SHEFRA T,
SIEGEL, JANET S,
SLOVIN,MICHELLE,
SNYDER, HEIDI K,
SUNSHINE, BARBARA,
SUSSER,MINOY G,
TAYLOR, CHERYL L,
VAILLANCOURT, PATRICIA M
VALLTERES,CONSTANCE,
WECHSLEP, JESSICA L,
WIGGIN, SUSAN RUTH,
WILLIAMSON, LAURIE B,
YONCE,EILEEN M,
YOUNG, GAPPY L,
ZASKEY,JOAN M,

AHEAPN,PAUL At FRED,
AHL ADAS, STEVEN J,
ALBONFSI

,

DAVID HFNPY,
ALF ANO, ANTHPMV F,
AMBS, JEFFREY LAWRENCE,
AMINI,AMTP A,
ANDERSON, CARPI A,
ANDERSON, NANCV JEAN,
ANTHPNY,ROBFCT c,jR
APPl EBAUM, MARTIN a,
PAGGE, KATHLEEN ANNF,
BAKER, ANNFMARIP M,
BAPTELMANN,KARINA G,
BATES, DE^^ORAH A,
BATES, RICHARD ATWPOD,
BAYARD, JEAN PfFRRF,
BENNETT, ALLEN S,III
BENNETT, PETER
^^OWICZ,nANIFL,
BORDEN, ROBERT B,
POROWKO, STEPHEN M,
BPULAIS,WAVNr t^
BREDA, DEAN J,
BRENNAN, THOMAS E,
BROCKFLBANK, DAVID F,
B«»DOKS. BELINDA JOYCE,
BROWNING, GLENN A,
B'TCK, MICHAEL FlfGFNF,
CALLANDER, MICHAEL ANTHONY
CARR, SCOTT A,
CARTER, PAIJL S,
CATL IN, ROBERT A,
CHAJES, MICHAEL J,
CHANCEY, FRANK J,
CHFN, DANIEL KWAN TING,
CHFN,ERIC YUF HUNG,
CHIN, WENDY T,
CI ARK, PETER ^,
CI FMFNS, KEITH H,
CPCUZZP, DAVID L,
C"»rFFY, RICHARD T,
cot FMAN, JEFFOPY m,
COL ICCHIO,^^T^HPLAS DA^I'^L
CONLIN,KFlLY A,
Cnfnf.po«<»,Nn c,
CPOPEP ELLIS, OFTFR A,

SCHOOL OF EIMGIIMEERIIMG
COYNE, KAPFN m,

Ct>AWFOPD,RANnAl L CHAP! «=«;

CROWTHFP , JOHN B,
CUPTTN, GLENN PAVID,
DAHLEN,NEAl J,
DAILY, SU*^AN E,

DASSATTI, JAMES T,
DFNSMORF, DENNIS J,
DEVINCENTIS, JAMES M,
DIMITRIOM,JOHN E,
0OB8S, KENNETH J,
DODIER.BRENDA J,
DOOLITTLF, ROBERT A,
DRAKE, STEVEN R,

DUQUETTE, JO ANNF PATRICIA
DURVASULA,BHANU P,
EARLS, JAMES P,

EBERT, LAWRENCE I,
FNGELS,ROBFP'^ J,
FEENEY, BRIAN P,

FENNFSSFY,NFTL M,
FLYNN, SUSAN L,
FOWLE,LUCY M,

FUR TADO, PUS SELL,
GAVRON, STEVEN THOMAS,
GELDART,RODEP ICK W,
GFRVASI , MICHAEL L,
GHADO0SHAHY,FARZAD H,
GHAYOUR,BABAK,
GIFFORO, RALPH ^ANFOPD III
GITKIND,NFIL A,

Gl IDDEN,SHERR ILL A,
GORDON, JASON H,
GORMAN, STEPHEN FRANCIS,
GRAY,LARRY B,

GREEN, KENNETH,
GRFENE.PHILIP D,
GRIFFIN, KAREN M,
GRYGORCEWICZ, SOPHIE L,
GUMDFRSFN,JOHN NORMAN,
GUST AFSON, GEORGE H,
HAMMER, DOUGLA«;S A,
HANNIGAN,JAMFS F,JR
HANSON, SUSAN I,

HARACKIEWICZ, FRANCES J,
HARRINGTON, PAUL FITZ,
HARRIS, JEFFREY B,

HART"^, KEITH D,
HATHAWAY, FDWAPD W,
HATHAWAY, PICHAPD K,
HUMPHRIES, PAJL D,
INTOPCIP, JOHM MARSHALL,
JABIONSK I, JOHN E,
JAMFStRONAl D M,
JOHNSON, JFFLYN,
JPWHARCHI, JAHANGUIR,
KAISER, GEOFFREY W,
KALLTN, SCOTT F.
KFI BOGUINARD, PATRICK,
KESSLER, WENDY J,
KIMBALL ,ot!SSELL DREW,
KLETT,MICHAPL FORD,
Kl OUDA, GPEGORY R,
KPASOFSKI, JEFFREY G,
KULPA,STPVFN P,
KUSHNER, RICHARD G,
KUZEJA, JAMES E,
KtlZFJA, THOMAS M,
LAFLAMME, THOMAS EDWARD,
LAGASSE, MICHAEL J,
LAPIDUS,GARY R,
LARCOMBF,JOEl W,
LEARY, KEVIN J,
LFSSFR, MICHAEL D,
LEVIN, STEVEN R,
LI,CHO CHAU,

, LING,HOP ACE C,
ITZAK,PAUL S,

L0M3ARDI,RICHAPD J,
LOVFLL, JAMES T,
10W,KAH KUEN,
LYNCH, DAVID PETER,
MACHADO, MICHAEL F,
MACHLIN,CHARl FS DAVID,
MAGUIRE, TIMOTHY J,
MAHAPA©N,WITIT,
MAHONFY, TIMOTHY W,
MAKSIMOSKI, RICHARD C,
MALLALIF»I,MAPK R,
MANS lUS, GREGORY A,
MARCUS, DANIEL L,
MARKS, EVAN L,
MAR«JK,PE''FR M,
MATHISEN,PA'!L P,

MATONI S,oiCHARn A^VIPAS,
MCPRIDF,RETEP ^,
MCDYEP,J>f| IE L,
MCLAUGHLIN, PA VII J,
MCNUL^Y.CHPIS-^OP T,
MEGA, CHRISTOPHER A,
Mt^TSKY, ALLAN J,
MIPNTS.ROPFP"' A,
MOLES, PFTFP A,
MPLLPY, NICHOLAS JAMc<;

,

MtlLLIN, ROBERT i,
MURPHY, KEITH PAVID,
M"PPHY, MICHAEL T,
MUPPAY,MTrHAFL P,
MURRAY, STEVEN M,
NAUGHTON, KATHLFFN ^Aor,'\prT
NP ILL, JOHN T,
NG,HP,
NG,'>UI FPNG,
NPBLF, BRIAN P,
NOBLE, CRAIG P,
OPRIFW, CHPISTPPHEO J,
OPRIEN,RPBF»T VI,

0CONNPR,MICHAFL J,
OLIZAPPWICZ,«^TEPHFN V,
ORMISTON,GARY C,
PANDISCIO,ALFRPD A,
PAPPAS, JAMES L ,

PA0UFT,nONAL0 A, JP
PAR SONS, ^"»^UAPT F,
PEL ISSIFR, GARY LEIGH,
PENNY, NICHOLAS T,
PERKINS, THRISTOPHER A,
PICCIPILLO,PETFR A,
PIFDRA,G JILLFPM p,
PIFRMAPfNI, JAMES I,
PI UNKFTT, RICHARD B,
PPGPDA,GORppN «,
PPENTICE, SUSAN B,
PUKK,NrLS E,
PUPINTPN, SCOTT R,
0U!GLEY,JPHN P,
R HE AUME, THOMAS,
»»IESF,r»aviP o,
PIVEOA, PABLO,
RPGAlS<I,JAMrs HOWARD,
RPLL,STFPHFN M,
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PnY,f>A'JL J,
P'lPfJPHN j,jp

SAl ATFMO, PPYAM t ,

SA^OLFP,«:cnTT A,
SftVTMA.^APKKii J,
SAPHAM'^TFtME'roAO,
SAS«^AMAN, pnnN'CY ^
srHi.cDMAM,rAPL p,

*

^CHMITT^rMO jsrrvA r,
'?rHNAll tMAPTINf F,
SrHPnFOFP,rLAroc D,
*^r»^n, PAPPY J,
*^Fus,jnHN 0,
SMAvp.nAvro c.

^TFWfFP<;Ki,STFVt=N L ,

'^IMON, JFMMTFFP A,
^TMHNFl LT.^^VTO F.
SMITH, MICHAEL F '*

1

snPGnsHN|jAn,MnHSF>j
SPINMEY,r^r<;TPPHEo
*^PPING,GAPV <;,

ST PNGF ,r,APY p,
STAID, MfCHAF? P,
5TAMFP,DAVTn t,
STFVFNS.WTLLfAM l.,

S'^t AWPFNCF,MTrHAFt F
STHWFLLtKFNNPTM CtJP
STPZFPA,PFTFO,
SMLl rVAN,PA'H F,
SMLLIVAN,PFTPP L,

Friday, April 16, 1982 Friday, April 16, 1982

SWANSON.FPTC A,
SWOFFHROtNAWrv JA^•Ef
TflRAr7YN<JKI,PirHAPn J,
TAMFP,PHTL TPPF F,
"^HIBFA'IL^, JOHN L,
THnMPsn(^,r,APv a,
TTRFCfD,! AWPFMfF M,
^•J^STALL,MrCHAFl A,
T'IPMFP, STANLEY r.»»

TYSF.FFIK L,
''TS^EIMtCt fFFPPO ^,
VAinKfF,MAPK «;,

VOL 7,BFPNiAPn P,
WAl I ArE,MiCHAFl P,
WALSH, MATTHEW K,
WAPOpMAPTTN P,
WApPfNiFP, p J :i ^^^J

APICOtSANORA J,
AUBINfSlJSAN A,
BAPKEP, WENDY J,
BASO'JE,fDENE,
BERNIER.CARLA A,
BFPONtJPAN OTANc,
Bl AKE.PATptcrA E,
RnHN,PHPNDA LEE,
BP'J J OMKnSjVAl FPTF ^-

BPWENfPATPfrrA ANN,
RPOOKSfLnPRAINF p,
BRUNSWICK, WENDY MARA,

SC*19% PF HEALTH SCIENCES'J'' J»'Y,JAYNF T, HMMPHRCV-CliC AM u TT^TT TT

WFRBEP,MfCHAEL ROBERT,
WPPSTFP.GFPPr.F HENRY,
WFINSTEIN, SCOTT p^
WFLLSPFAK,KATHE«>rNE ANN
WTlLrAMS,PRurF A,
WOl EJKP, VICTPfl MrcHAFf
Wnf^^,,nAVlO A,
WnviGtKING, •

WonOTM, JOSEPH J ,

ypPSFN,BRljrF A,
YTNG.TfN YAU,
VfNG,TiM YI A,
YPifNG,DEROPAH JEAN,
Vn, ROBERT C,
7FGGEP,PA«JL J, ^
ZIMMER, PAUL VICTOR

Collegian 21

rHlJLLr.LAPAPF-,,rATHFPrNP^/ns?FR
rHRFTIFN,CLAIPF A, ^J^^l

DP'JRY,JAYNF T,
PHRLICH, SHARON
EIDEIMAN,AMY f,
EI SNFR,MAOIE,
F'^rNGnLD,LISA,
FFMIMD, LOUIS A,
FEPRFIPA, PAMELA
FO^J5,DFPPY,
FPIFOMAN, KAREN I

GAPDNFR,DIAMF M,
GARTNFR,LOPT
GFNGRAS,L I7A

CHRFTfFN.CL AIPF
CnHFN,BFNJAMrN,
rPNWAY,LYNN F,
CPURTNEY,JlfLIA A,
CULLEPTON,MICHFLL«^ D,
DAL TON, KATHLEEN H,
DAUTEN.MELINDA S,
0=LI <:LF, S'JSAN m,
ogetluck, nancy,
donigian,chrt<:tinf a,
dnnpvan,eltza'?eth ann,
DRAKE, DONNA MAP IE,

A.

ANN,
MAUREEN,

GOULD, LTNDA K,
GO AY, HANNAH,
GRAY, MARY LOUISE,
GPAZUL r <:,ANN P,
GPTS<FVirH,L ISA ANN,.
GRnCHMAL ,1 ISA A,
HAMMANN, CATHERINE,
HFMF^JWAY,Pnqf^J j,
HFWDPICKS,LESL IF A,
Hi^NRY, CONSTANCY M,
HtGH,JACKLYN J

,~

HrPKINS,c>RISrTL» A Fl LFN

HI iMPHR^y, SUSAN M,
JARLONSK r, JOANNE L

,

JONES, HEATHER JANINE
KIRK, CAROLINE E
KNOWL TON, SANDRA L,
KOSAKOWSKf, JANICE M,
KULIS,ANN E,
LANTZ,TFPRf JOLFNE,
LEIRnwiT?,HELENE S,
LEONARD, JANET M,
LINFHAN, BARRY F,
LOBACK, NANCY C,
MANKO, DEBORAH ANN,
MANTART AN, JOYCE LYNN
MA STON, DIANE 0,
*<CA!ILIFFE, DONNA M,
MCCUFN,CANDFNCF i,
MCL AUGHL rN,BApPAPA Af
WEIJER,ANNE A,
HIDUPA, DONNA M,
MURATOPF,CHEPYI I,
NAUGLFP,ELAINF T,
OHNEMUS.FLIEN M,
OWFN,STArFY A,
PALMER, CATHCRINF V,

ALIBER , NANCY
AMOROSO, CAROL FRANCES
BONTEMPI,llSA,
BUEGLER, DAVID A,
CHRISTOPHER, KATHLEEN M
COLLINS, SHERRY ANN,
OELANEY, BRIAN C,
FASSLER, AMY 0,
FINOCCHIARO, JOSEPH,

^^ YUUNGBLC

SCHUUL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATIO
FRANrP. !«:!!C'"?.«-SANDRA L, MC f NTO^.!?. .7^ r; "^^ ' '^

PERRY, LEEANNE,
PETRpS, HELEN M,
PHILLIPS, CLAUDIA,
R t VERS, ANGEL A G,
ROBERTS, LINDA J,
ROSA, DAVID A,
SArKnS,JlLL ANN,
SALFTNIK,KIM M,
SAMOLIS,ANN FRANCES
SHEA.PATRirF ANN,
STM0NEAU,1 ISA M,
SMITH, LI^A A,
SDTIR,PAMEIA A,
STEACIE, DEBORAH,
STICKLFR , NANCY S,
SUSSMAN,S»fSAN T,
SWEET, HOLLY I,
THPMAS, CHERYL A,
TRISTAN, MARGAPETA A,
VARF ICHIONF, VIRGINIA
WALLACE, SHFRT A,
WARREN, AMY E,
WINN, NANCY E,
WPODWAPO,MJP^PTH,
YOUNG, BEVERLY
YOUNGBLOOD. SHARON

Tickets available at: Sound In Motion and Faces in Amherst - e:*:Mam St Records & Platterpus Records in Northampton - and Bel- W^mont Records in Springfield

•>»C«K*S

FLETCHER, SANDRA
GARDINER, INOPA,
GPEENBERG,TGBY A,
5UZAJ,J0SFPH A,
HAC<WORTH,LISA A,
JOPASKIE, NANCY,
KPPKA,LnRI J,
MANGlNT,MAOEL INE AOELE,
MANNION, DENNIS M,

MCINTOSH, WILLIAM S,
MFAD,KTMBEREl Y L

,

MOOPES, PATRICIA MARTE,
NORTON, JUDITH A,
O'JINN, JEFFRPY A,
READY, MARTHA C,
RYAN, TERESA BEPNAOETTE,
SARATO, KAREN ANNE,
SANCLEMFNTE, DAVID,

ART, JACKIE M, .

AVRES, CAROL INE F
BERKOVITZ,NINA R
CANTU.HELINDA C,
CARPENTER^RFCHAR
.CHUN,CVNTHIA Y,
COLATOSTI,CAMTtL
OAHLKE, GREGORY M
DASSO,HARY C,
nAVIS,BEVFRLY L,
OAVIS,NrKKI G,
DAVIS, SUSAN C,
t)FJANF,OANITA A,
OEL'ICA,ALAN R,

^''^9JAL ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
i^i T ucu II>IUA ^j t ktM.teunw ljmm/> bah.... ....

SATTLER,tAURrF FRANCES.
SAVAGE, JOHN R,
SHEA, PATRICIA A,
SMITH, PATRICIA A.
SOTIR, CATHERINE L,
STCNF, MICHAEL B,
THAYER, CRAIG C.
WATTERUO,KIMBERLY A

IS THISYOUR LUCKY DAY?

THE NATURAL LOOK - An unidentified volun^elTwtrkrnrti'IilSpassage of the nuclear referenda,, hides behind k mLkJfmL^^^

D H,

F L,

DOYLE, LINDA M,
EGENER.MAPK H,
FISH,HELANTE W,
GERSHMAN,ERfC W,
GEPVICKAS, JEFFREY G,
HAGGEPTY,JOHN T,
HELGESON,MARK K,
IKEHARA,R00NFY J,
IRVIN, PAMELA L,
JOHNSON, KATHEP INE M,
KEVES,DENISE L,
KILLFFN,KARFN MARfE,
KINDLU>ID,JILL M,
KLASSEN, SUSAN M,
KVIDEPA.RFNFF M,

LAH,KWOK HUNG,
LEABNAN, SCOTT H,
LEONARD, EILEFN M,
LEVTN,JDOI L,
LEVOY, DEBORAH L,
LOOK,LIN,
LURIE,^RACEY S,
•lAHER, JUDITH A,
NALARKFY,DANTFL J,
MCMILLAN, MARK A,
MCNENNY, KATHLEEN 0,
MEAKY. MARIE
MURAKAMI, MARK K,
ONORATO,LISA F,
PANDORF.ANGF l A A,

ABBOTT, HEIDI L,
ADAMS, LESLIE A,
ANDERSON, CHRISTOPHER
ANDERSON, MATTHEW A,
BARNETT, GREGORY J,
BOWRY, PETER H,
BRAZELL, MICHAEL T,
BUTTERFIELD, ELIZABETH
CLEVELAND, SARAH G,
COYLE, CHRISTOPHER A,
CREELMAN,MARK A,
CROWELL.PAUL E,
DICKSON,NEAL A,

STOCKBRIDGE STUDENTS
ODNnX/AM .D ATO Tr r . .

PARLIN,ANnPFW S

,

»>ETEPSON, BYRON J,
PfZZOTTI, VICTOR M,
POLISE,jnHN S,
REINKE, DANIEL J,
ROBINS, REBECCA L,
RUBIN, JULIE A,
RUSSELL, MICHELLE M
SMITH, DAVIJ2 "f
SOUERS, JAMES
TAYLOR, JFB S,
THAYFR, ROBERT
WANG, WALTER J.
WINDER, JEAN m!
WOnD,LrONFI t

• • ^
^ M ^

^ i( ik^ ^ }t

• ^

• ^ • 4 *

DONOVAN, PATRICIA J,
FERRIS, JOSEPH E,
FITZPAtRICK, THOMAS P,
FOULKES, JONATHAN P,
FRVDEL, STEPHEN S,
GOUCHER,ELAINF T,
HERFURTH,RICHARO A,
HOUSTON, JEFFREY ,

HUSKA, STEVEN F,
JOHNSON-WILBY,LISA M,
JURALEWICZ,JON MARIE,
KILBURN, JAMES W,

LEGROS, CHRISTOPHER G,
MANNAR I NO, DOMINIC J,
MASTROIANNI

,

RICHARD A
MCNABB, MARGARET F,
MELICAN, DAVID T,
MONIZ,GARY K,
MGRGADO,PAUL J,
MORGAN, SUSAN R,
NEDOROSTEK,GARY F,
NELSON, HEIDI L,
NEWELL, ERIC E,
NOEL, CAROL A,

PADUCH, JAMES B,
PEARV,JAMES S,
PIANTEDOSI,MARK A,
SAZAMA, NANCY M,
SCOTT, JEFFREY M,
SENSER, SUSAN L,
SLOSSER,KATRIN F,
STERLING, JEFFREY L,
TALMAGE, SHIRLEY A,
TRUITT, OSCAR R.
VALLILLO, FRANC INE L
WHITE, DAVID A,

CAUJEAIK DnNrSHOROSCOPES-Br-PIIOIK:
You never know what might happen today. But you can always ask the
stars. Jeane Dixon's latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away -24
hours a day. It's always fun to call, and if you check the rate chart, you'll find
out when you can call for practically nothing. And who knows. That one call
might just make your day.

Aries (.March 22-Apnl 20)
Taurus (April 21 .Mav 21)

.

Gemini (Mav 22-Jurte 21).

Cancer (June 22 Julv 23) .

Leo (Julv 24-.Aug. 23)
Virj{o(Au« 24-Sept 2.1) .

1-212 976-5050
1-212-976-5151

1-212-976-5252

1 2129765353
1-212-976^5454
1-212 976-5656

Libra (Sept . 24-Oct .23) 1

Scorpio (Oct. 24- Nov. 22) . . 1

Sagittarius (Nov. 23 Dec. 21 ) 1

Capricorn (I>ec.22-Jan. 20) . 1

Aquarius (Jan. 21 Feb. 19) . 1

Pisces (Feb 20-.March 21) . . 1

212 976-5757
212976-5858
212 976-5959
212976-6060
212976-6161
212-976^6262

.Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm
Sunday-Friday 5 pm- 1 1 pm
Sunday-Fnday 11 pm-8am
.All Day Saturday
Sunday 8 am-5 pm

1st -Min. Extra ,Min.

58C
34C
23c
23c
23c

39c
24C
16C
16c
16c

These rates apply on calls you
dial yourself, no operator
involved, from the .Amherst-Northampton
area. Tax not included.

.A MTvhr iTurk i4 H<jr»x<ip(r>-Hv'HhiiiH-. Im

.

@ NmvEnglandlMephovM -i- :lC-iA^i.-^l*^1k .^

n„*?if,*^ H^
CRUSADE-GOERS - Rev. Billy Graham sits cross-lT^S

™*1 !?^ "'V**P *? *** ^^^^ "^'^^ P**»P*« ^»'« •ttended the first of a

to Btottoi.
*"" ^^ "^ " Thursday at Northeastern University
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* Ground Zero
Continued from page 1

Freeze at the United Naions Special Session
on Disarmament." on Wednesday April 21
in Thompson HaU at UMass a 8 p mOn Thursday AprU 22. at 8 p.m. in the
Frankhn Patterson Lounge at Hampshire
College Carla Johnston, director of New
.r^"^H!;y .P^l'^^'f 'n Boston. wiU speak about
^The > aliacy of Civil Defense in the Nuclear

The fUm "Dr. Strangelove-Or How I

o ^".?*^
.1?

Stop Worrying and Love theBomb will be shown on Friday April 23 at
7:30 p.m. m Room 3 of Merril HaU at
Amherst College.

Friday, April 16, 1982

Ground Zero Week wiU culminate on— -- ..^^« „.u «.uuiiuiaie on
Saturday Apnl 24 with a gathering on the
Amherst Common from 1 to 4 p.m.

at the rally wiU be Nobel
and Professor of Biology at
George Wald; Johnetta Cole.

FViday, April 16, 1982

^i^Mi/u^

Speakers
Laureate
Harvard

^Faculty Senate

associate provost of UMass; Claire Mar-
shall, a psychiatrist and member of
Physicians for Social Responsibility: and
Leo Marx, a distinguished professor of
humanities at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.

The rally wiU feature solidarity
statements, information tables, and music.
Additional speakers from the Third World.
Labor, and community groups are ex-
pected.

ROPE PULL
PASS IN YOUR

ENTRANCE FORMS

Continuedfrom page 3
The new degree-granting program was

supported by the molecular and cellular
biology task force, which cited many prac-
tical advantages for the interdisciplinary

itPanel—
Continuedfrom pa^e 1

Wheaton founded
EPICA, a non-profit project
to inform U.S. citizens
about the humanitarian pro-
blems in Central America.
He was a missionary in the
Dominican Republic for 10
years and now is a member
of the National Advisory
Committee of the Commit-
tee in support of El
Salvador. He supports an
end to U.S intervention in
Central America.
Deere is a professor of

economics at UMass. She is

an expert in economic pro-
blems of underdevelopment
and agrarian reform. She
has visited Peru, Nicaragua,
and El Salvador.
Each panelist will have 20

minutes to speak. Com-
ments will be made about
their talks by Deere, and an
audience question and
answer period will follow.
The event is paid for by
donations from the Coali-
tion groups.
The Coalition on El

Salvador, which is sponsor-
ing the event, consists of
CONFES, AHORA, the
Radical Student Union, the
Western Massachusetts
Latin American Solidarity
Committee, the
Venceremos Brigade and
the Commuter Collective.

program.

Among them were improved course of-
tenng. more efficient utilization of faculty
encouragement of Five-College collabora-
tion, and centralized research facilities

This Week at our
Table or 132 E Lab

on Tuesday & Thursday
FORM TEAMS NOW

prizes for winning teams

D.C.

MENU
Saturday

BRUNCH: 10:00-1:30

Scrambled Eggs
Bacon Slices

Deli Ham on Pumpemickle
Quiche Lorraine

DINNER: 4:00 - 7:00

Veal Parmesan
Chicken Shortcake

Garden Chili

Sunday

BRUNCH: 10:00 -1:30

Boiled Eggs
Omelet

Breakfast Sausage
Clam Roll/TarUr Sauce
Vegetable Fried Rice

DINNER: 4:00 - 7:00

Roast Top Round of Beef/
Au Jus

Shells in Cheese Sauce
Turkey Salad i'late with

Saltines

BAli^ANDBSR.
BOOC POWELL (Former American
Baseball Great): Koichi here has
been giving me a new angle on
basebaJI. It seems the games a
little'different in Japan
KMCMNUMAZAWA (Former
Japanese Baseball Great);

J 2' ^ ^ tt' 7 >f -;u K i)<']^$. iti

B099: That's right. The field is

smaller over there.

KOICHI:-::)^ (J, >>a-hT,h^ih

BOOC: Well, now that you men-
tioned It, I guess you guys are
kinda smaller Does that mean
yo'fi^clrink Lite Beer cause its less

KOICHI: L^'f*-, litx t \.^/,^ bW:C

BOOC: Tastes great? That's why I

drink it, too! I guess we have a lot
more in common than I thought
KOICHI: ^<7)iiij f ^Txr, B:*:

BOOC: Me? I'm too big to play on
a Japanese team
KOICHI: ^^4'-^:^J:L^T'r<t,
3-hCC«iiTtJ:o
BOOC: Shortstop?! Very funny

V
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HolocAusT Memorial

Day Lecture

PETER HELLMAN -
AutNor oF

^^AvENUc of The RiqhTEOus''

Will bE UcTURiNq on: '^QuiET Heros of t^e HoIocaust"
- Non-Jews who RiskEd rhEiR Uves to save Jews

TUESDAY - APRIL 20Th - 4:00 P.M.
CAMPUS CENTER 16? - UMASS

SPONSORED BY: B'N*i BRirli HilUl, Lutheran Campus MiNistRy,
CHRISTIAN FoCNdATioN, NeWMAN CeNTER, YeAR ToWARds Civility AMd

DisriNquisiiEd VisiroRs Program

!

»TniVrr' a XTT\ nr^v ¥ ¥«.t<-. ,.r. .. _,
fo'I«Bi«n photo, by Michael MarRolisRIDING AND ROLLING - While Kenny Ledwitz of Butterfield Cen-

tral gets where he wants to go by skateboarding in front of the Fine
Arts Center Becky Thatcher uses the more traditional form of
horseback ridmg by Grad Tower.

V.

ii|iiiiiiiDiiHiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiHifiaiiiiiiiimiDiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiia9iii

I 1982-83 Undergraduate I

I Catalog/Course Description Guide I

I
will be available to students on f

I
Friday, April 16, in the Campus |

I
Center by the Information Desk §

I between 10 am and 3 pm. After
j

I Friday the Catalog will be
|

I available in the Registrar's Office, I

I
Whitmore. These are the new 1

5 Catalogs, for use in pre- |

I registration this spring AND next B

i fall. I

Honor Your Secretary
with lunch at

The Top of the Campus
Restaurant

during
National Secretary's Week

All secretaries will receive
lovely carnations as our gift!

Please call 549-6000 ext. 639
for reservations.

»»^^»»'
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First Annual

Massachusetts Daily CoUegian Photo Contest
OPEN TO: All part and full-time 5 college students ,

DEADI I\F- Tu'^^l
P^^ Collegian photographers)

rATP-rnPT^e' J**""***^'
M»y 6 at 12 noon

CATEGORIES: Feature - human interest
Feature - landscape/nature
Art

Frrst, second and tkrrd pia.e in each category (top honcyroJbU mentions cmly)

AWARDS: A $15.00 gift certificate to each first place winnerDonated by THE CAMERA SHOPS
98 N. IMeasant St.. Amherst

Name
Address
School
Phone #_
# of photos

CoUegian Photo Contest Entry Blank

— X $2.00 = (entrance fee)

I

•May be picked up beginning May U at the ColUyxar^

Friday Afternoon
^js^j^. HOUR

••In case of insufficitnt entries, entrance tees and photos will l>e returned

All winntTs will be published in a photo supplement on .Mav 13
Ail winners wii" receive letters of reco^ization
All winners will be dispiayefl in the Stude::t Union Building. UMass

ENTRIES: 8" x 10" black & white (any surface) unmounted'
I nlimited amount of entries per photoirrdpher
Entrance fee of $2.00 per photo^rraph * •

Mail entries (or bring them) to the Collegian,
113 Campus Center. Amherst, MA 01003

On the back of each photograph thefollomng ymist be included:
category
film type
ASA

Shutter speed
f/stop

lens size

comments (optional)

entry blank

:;-« .'v

with
5teve Spellman
Special Penny Afternoon

3 for 2

DVP presents

John Bob
Dean ^^ Woodward

'*The Legacy of
Watergate"

Thursday, AprU 22, 1982
^i^e Arts Center Concert HaU

$2.00 UMass Students
$4.00 general public

Tickets on Sale
Now at

FAC Box Office
Tickets Unlimited (TIX)

Please Read Carefully

Lml^o^m i^rh^'n
^

"

'^" '•"''^"•^ ^''° ^'""^ « '^'"ain i" thesame room .n the dorm must sign up with thair House Staff.

iHuniniiim„M„„„„„„
iiinmiiMiiuMiiiiiiiiiiii„H,„,

,^f^'^"?*^K*'''"'- 21 All Students wishing to remain in

•••iiimHnHHn.,..Hn.........,„„„„„„„
,„„„„„„,

m.rft^'"'^!'!^^
"^'^^'"^ ^° ^^^^ ^^^''' Present dormitory assign-

MUST^on ""% '''^'^"^ ' ^°"^'"9 P^eferer.7e Form,

T?iccnAS T ^°' ^ '"^'^ '" ^h®'^ current dorm on eithe

Your oldVo
^.^^•^^SD.AY night, and use the "check' boxYour o d dorrDitory assignment is guaranteed ONLY ifyou follow these procedures.

iiifiii«iiiimiiimiii„„„M,„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„,,,,||

THURSDAY, APRIL 22 - Students wishing to move toanother dormrtory with a student already assigned there
together must complete and return a Roommate Requesi

"•Mii.iimiMMiti.mi.nii»i.Hi.iiiiii„„„,„„,„a,„„,„„„„^

IMPORTANT - The Housing Contract and Housing ContractCa^d wni oe ma./ed ,0 you as par, ot the room choosing process. The Housing Contract Card must be signed and returned
to the Assignment Office by the well advertised due date.

BBL^

TUESDAY. APRIL 20 - FRIDAY. APRIL 30 - Students

Houln *P T"^ '°
T"**"" """"'ton' must complete aHousing Preference Form. List only those dorm/areas

sJarnrT :r""'.*° ""»• Fo^-"" are available from House

nirt n« » .! u"^'"? Af'g"'"^"^ Office. Forms can be drop-ped off at the Housing Assignment Office or at the AMC Of-
fices (NE/Syl-Leach, CE/OH-Baker, SW-JFK Lobby)

rn^r^^
Students submitting Preference Forms requesting

togeTer """'' '""'"" '""'^ ^^"'«'«"" Forms stapled

lZl°f'^n^^°°u'"^
^"'^^ ''"'^^y' April 30. Housing PreferenceForms will not be accepted late. Only one Preference Fom, l^Mbe accepted per student. An non-exemp, student who doJsnot sign up for, or request a dormitory will be Vando^vreassigned. Foreign students may request Prince Hnf« a

^
student Who has not signed a Housing Confractwi" be deniedhousing dunng room choosing or will be randomly "eassSnTd

fic°;,'23t w;;'~5:5-2^s;"*
"^^ "°"^'"« ^^^'^-- °'-

iiimMiiiiiiiiiiiiii„,„„|„,„„H,„„„„,,|||^^

,Jh. i

Friday. April 16. 1982

Newslines .

.

.

students must register
for summertime now
done by phone. maU or in person. Mrin^itmioTe'nSon May 19 for credit courses and on May 14. for credft freeworkshops In person registration for credit courses m^be made at the Canipus Center Auditorium June Ifrom 9a.m. to 1pm. and from 5 to 7 p.m. Registration for cr^it

Thursday from 8:30 a.^. to^. ^d Sys^n^utp ^
tr^ivti^o^^c^rui"^^^^^^^^^^^ - ---^^

-

Fall schedule books
available in CC today
HW^'^K'l'i^

books for the Fall 1982 semester wUl be .i^ C^lWr A d^distributed to students today on the Campus Cente^ *OWAG
.^ ?hTi'h^^r^"n«-^

""'^^ '^^^^' '^^ ^«ks will avaSable
^ '^ ^^^^^

m the Schedulmg Office, room 168 Whitmore.

Rep. Collins to speak
on selection of career
from^^TlO^-^^r^'T^^ ^/'^' ^"'^^'°"" ^»" be held

cZJrinfi^f Fu""- Jn^'^1^ ^ ^^« Hampden Studenttenter m the Southwest Residential Area
The forum will feature short presentations on career

Colhns. D-Ahmerst. and representatives from theplacement office and the CoUege of Arts and Sciences.
following the presentations, students wiU be given an

opportunity to complete their pre-registration with the aid
01 advisors.

Prof, will talk
on mathematics
Professor Louis Michel of the Insitut Haut Etudes

bcienUfiques in Paris. France, wiU give three talks on

""MtTf^''
n^ the Five-CoUege area next week.

Gene r'o^e vrw^ - Physics: V

GraduateVsIai^h Toter aIs'dt' wJ^'^i'^V^
'''^

speak on 'Topolog^c^ aL^siffcl?i<^-:f s'^ymmeSy^DetTs"in McConnell Hall at Smith CoUege. The final tal^

DrilrTi''*
Mechanisms of Symmetiy Breaking "

SSc^nSfr^r' ^ ^^'^ ' ' p.- Thursday^in

A^'j-^i^l'*.*'"® ^^"K sponsored by the Five CoUe^P

Mafh^t '^'''''Ti'''.
P'""^*'"' 'he Center or Ap^SfJMathematics and the Commonweath Lecture Series

Workshop is held on
third world women
A workshop on Third Worid women artists will be SDon-sored by the Northeast/Sylvan area Sexism Aware^LZT Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Johnson Housing?The workshop will feature a short film entitled "Keno-juak, about an Eskimo craftwomen; slides on the worksof a variety of women artists; national and international

tr^^lf7rAi^s'--."i^^^^^^

can 545S0.'
'^^''°'"^ "^ ^"^"*^- ^^^ '"^'^ information

Colle gi^an ^5

• Trial
Continued from page 3
of West Roxbury. because the prosecution arrived at a
decision of nolle prosequi (will not prosecute) in
November of 1981.

Robert J. Smith. 19. and Paul F. Hackley, 18. were
each sentenced in March to serve 18 years In the
Massachusetts Correctional Institution in Concord on
separate counts of aggravated rape.
Arthur G. Pearce. 18, was sentenced to 2»/i years in the

Hampshire County House of Correction on a charge of
indecent assault and battery, also in March.

Amherst Chinese Food
"Family Style Cooking"

Mandarin & Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon Specials from $1.75

Beer & Wine License

Sunday Brunch all you can eat $4.95
62-64 Main St..
Amherst 253-7835%mmmmmmmHzrl ^'^* Artificial Food C

I * -
II ^ >> ^ * I

Closed Wedneidsys
Wa uta no MSG or

Artificial Food Coloring

Continued from page 5

reorganization of the residential system.
"We (SWAG) are going to continue to work with Dr^nnini to modify the reorganization plan to meet the

essential needs and services of the Southwest communi-
ty At present, we're trying to prolong the period of in-
put by students, staff, and administrators by circulatine
a petition." SWAG presidents said.

circulating

Mazzola said that the statements made earlier, which
strongly opposed Zannini's proposal, were aimed at
preventing an immediate implementation of the plan un-
til a proper review could be achieved.
''We realize that this is a fiscally motivated proposal

and our goal is to obtain enough changes to guarantee a
plan that will benefit the residential system." Prescott
SalQ.

"If the proper changes are made we will support the
modified version of the reorganization>lan, but, at this
time we don t feel that enough changes have been im-
plemented, the co-presidents stated.
"The major advantage to the restructuring of the pre-

sent system is that it will be an attempt to eliminate in-
consistencies in the residential areas," Prescott and Maz-
zola said.

JOIN THE FUH CROWD ]

AT

Amhvrst's Dlgg*st LittI* Dor

\
Opvn 1 1:00 AM 1:30 AM Doily i

I

' 07 M. PiMsont
i

All Greeks prepare for.

.

GREEK WEEK
April 18th - 24th

Monday
Greek Sing, CCA 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday
Coffeehouse, KKG 8:00 p.m.

Wednesday
Awards Banquet, rm 1009 CC
Entertainment & Dancing

8:00 p.m.

Friday

Bar-B-Que, AXO 3:00 p.m.

Saturday
Greek Olympics, maze field

12:00 p.m.

All University members invited to attend

SEE YOU THERE!

^koi
If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 careerK)riented job. American
bxpress wxjld like to ofifer you the American Express* Card.

What are we.'

Crazy?

No, confident. Gmfidei f yixir fijoire. But even nrKwe than that. We're
confident of y()u ntw. And wt .e pnn/ing it.

A $10,000 job pnMnise That's it. No strings. No gimmicb. And this offer is
even gtxxi for 12 numths after yuni graduate.

But why should you get the American Express Card now.'
Well, if yiMj're planning a mn acnws country or anxind the wwrld, the

American Express Card is a real help Get plane tickets with it. Then use it for
hotels and restaurants all cwr the wdd. And, if yini shtnild need any help while
you re away, just go to any American Express Travel Service Ofifice* wherever you
are-and they II help out.

'^
Of course, the Card also helps you

establish your credit history. And it's great
ft)r restaurants and shopping right at IxMne.

So call 800-528-8000 f(»r a Special
Student Application or k)ok for one at your
college b(K)ksroreoron campus bullerinhoartk

The American Express Card. Don't leave
sch(K>l without It.

r.

rtlVl|l.l|Cafsl I >»»>«/ISS

Look for an application on campus.

.'.I ^.-..t*ifc. Ht«-.««.t.ri,„i ..,.,.,., .•..*.,>„. .«ji<.T».,„„„ »*"•• •« (ifna ( .aa^vi, I*.

rrnt< » ••'!•*» •.•*'-«M .»•» » -.'.»•» s •. « a ..>!'.•• • ,, .•«t,<.,M«jiii»ij|/»»»»M'»rw»«Hi6«#»i»«MrMtT'ni»Ml#tin'»''iH«M»iii#»fI3PW
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Start a love affair . .

.

"\

M
ji-Hifci

f ,^^

"TktPF

with awprini s
JL greeting cards

' VV allact Tripp

Open

M-F 9-5

r* •!

Located in the Campus Center Univ of Mass

UNIVERSITY
STORED

mfsimBi
Thurs., April 15 -Sat., April 24

iWGL^SSES
reg5;9S- 3.95

DEPT. of PEACE
100^ COTTON KNIT TOPS

FASHION

Specialpurchase:^ PYLOM
jROLL
BAG

4495

WOK

20% OFF

»

18"x 15~x K)"

OLASSWARE
SETS RFr; Kjnw

NOW

reg/

tftQg and
IT.T3 up

14.95
and up

SETS REG. NOW

42;9lr

PAPEH"^ POU]

STATIONERy

envelopes
4.50 NOW2.95

PKG25
REG. ^W^ NOW^5W NOW ^m^^J

•n 16 glorious colors,
mix & match...by the pound

casual wear for women & men .jewelry
cosmetics • soap cart • accessories . gifts
home furnishings • kitchen • housewares
glass & china • prints • cards
totes & soft luggage Downtown Amherst

BARRE15
UJin« S Beverage

end up

Friday, April 16, 1982

* Cashman
Continued from page 5

In other business, the board voted to aUocate $2,000 from

! TP^r?^^ '^T^r^^ ^** *»>« U"»on Program CouncU

member ToHh' 'J" '\^^^^^« ^f the PondSeries UPCmember Todd Zeigelbaum said "unanticipated costs-forced his group to seek the additional financing.

The board also heard a question from newly electedOrchard H,U representative. Adam Peck, concerninTa
student he represents to the BOG who asked why shehavmg pa.d her Campus Center fee, is because of her agetotaUy disaUowed access to the Blu6wall at night.

"It is operationally easier to exclude the underage rather
than have someone caught being served iUegaUv

"

responded Campus Center Director WUliam Harris, who
said the Playpen system used last year was perceived by
students as demeaning" and "really didn't work"However Harris and other BOG members agreed a system
to accomodate such students wishing to attend the
programs presented inside the Bluewall is needed, and
should continue to be investigated.

IRS prepares
for tax cheats
ANDOVER. Mass. (AP) - Watch out

for the "funny box." special agent
Ronald B. Johnson of the Internal
Revenue Service warned yesterday as
time ticked toward the midnight federal
income tax filing deadline.

In an IRS collection center the size of
five football fields and bristling with
state-of-the-art computers, calculators
and other electronic wizardry, the funny
box is what personnel here have labeled
an ordinary cardboard carton that is
Stop No. 1 in the IRS battle against tax
cheats.

Clerks fishing through the mail —
400.000 pieces arrived yesterday
morning — toss suspect returns into the
"funny box" for inspection by the dozen
members of Johnson's Questionable
Refund Detection Team.

Their immediate job is to prevent
refund checks being mailed on the basis
of fraudulent returns, such as one filed
several weeks ago by a taxpayer who
altered his W-2 wage statement and
claimed a $100,000 refund, said Johnson.

That catch alone justified the unit
which operates on a $120,000 budget,
said Johnson.

"They must think the IRS is stupid
"

said Johnson. 33. "Because of the
volume, some think we let returns get
by. But we don't let anything by. Sooner
or later, we get to them."

"The Andover center, one of 10
nationwide, this year will receive about
12 million returns from the six New
England states and New York state
north of Westchester County. It will
collect about $30 billion of the IRS an-
nual revenue haul of $606 billion, said
Joseph H. Cloonan. 50. the grey-bearded
Derry. N.H., center director and father
of five daughters and two sons, who.
with his wife, give him nine deductions
on his $58,000 annual salary.

"We'U collect $60 miUion, without a
probem," Cloonan said of the center
deadlme day collection.

Mail is about 3 percent behind last
year, said Cloonan. but he expects a
deluge of 3.5 million returns by Tuesday,
when the mail posted by midnight should
reach Andover.

Cloonan expects his 3.600 employees,
about half of them temporary em-
ployees, will handle the crush in a
smooth, virtually noiseless procedure in
time to deposit the money by April 30
and mail refunds within in the 45 days
mandated by law.

Trucks hail cash and checks daily for
deposit to the Hartford National Bank,
which holds a Treasury Department
contract for deposits.

Clerks receiving returns detect
suspicious items from clues such as
altered W-2 forms and oversize refund
or deduction claims, said Johnson.

Johnson's team examines 700,000 of
the 12.5 million Andover returns, he
said. While the team has detected 28
fraudulent refund claims worth
$250,000. he said he has no way of
knowing how many taxpayers are
cheating.

Noting the IRS will fully audit no more
than 1 to 2 percent of nearly 90 million
returns nationwide, Johnson said. "It's

like looking for a needle in a haysUck."

Massachusetts Legislature
passes $36 million budget

l>rl?e^?%J:^l ~7r" Massachusetts Legislature ap-

bS Lfn?orr *^'''""'^ ^"^^"' y^^^^'-d^y that wasDogged down for hours on procedure more than details It

EdwLifk^tJh 'Tr"^ ^'^^^ ^^^^- going'to ^v
ri K A .

-^ "T^?
'"'^'^"y ««"8ht $19 mUlion.

control of^wVichl^^' ^'n'
""""" '""''^ ^"'^ ^"«- ^^ icecontrol, of which $3.5 miUion was blamed on the April 6

The bUl is up nearly $12 miUion from the version theHouse approved six weeks ago.
version the

Man fights for former job
after exposing illegalites

^^S^^^^ ^^^^ Z ^^^""'"^ McKenzie, a Bureau of IndianAf^rs employee, blew the whistle - and says it got him

McKenzie who worked for the Indian Technical
Assistance Center, contends his dismissal was the result of

iCollegig[Q 27

his reporting $20,000 in irregularities involving travel pay
advances to fellow employees. He fought it and eventually
won reinstatement.

The bureau has appealed the ruling, the legal bUls are
mounting and McKenzie's battle with bureaucracy grinds

State criticizes federal cuts
'BOSTON (AP) - A state senator says the proposed state
budget "silently accepts the deepest federal cuts in
history" — cutbacks that two Massachusetts congressmen
contend will hurt the poor.
State and federal elected officials yesterday denounced

the proposed federal cuts in human service programs that
Sen. Jack H. Backman. D-Brookline. Senate chairman of
the Legislature's Committee on Human Services, charged
total about $300 million in lost aid for the sUte.

u7^ t'^'^^*^"*'^'^ ^ *^'°*® *'"' ^y®* ^ ^•^at ^* go*"K 0" in
Washmgton." Backman said, pointing to proposed federal
cuts of 22 percent in education aid. 25 percent in services
for the handicapped, 18 percent in social service programs.
26 percent in winter heating aid and 74 percent in housing
assistance.

Miller timessou u..

«1901 B«er Brewed by Miller Brewing Co.. Milweukee. Wis
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BEER 0-rADfu^
WINE

KEGS

LIQUORS

Tuborg 12 oz nr-s 6.95

Pabst 1202 c 7.20

Rolling Rock 12 pk c 3.95 12 pk

LabattBeer 9.95
Beck 13.95
Moosehead 1 1 ^95

/N»
.uj

^
„*t

\

s><'

Ui

fir::

^'

>^^

-^'i

-|^<:

^^ J*

/

X

//.

LIGIUORS
Canadian Mist 1.75. 11.95
Canadian Rare 1.75 10.29
Windsor Canadian 1.75 1

1

.99
Catto Scotch 1.75. 11.99
Leroux Irish Cream 750 mi 9.95
Jim Beam 1.75 11.99
Salignac Cognac 750 ml 9.95
Skol Vodka ,75 .8.20

Skol Gin 1.75 8.20

Cartier Blanc de Blanc 1.5 4.25
Bishop of Reisling 750 mi 3.89 1

Martini & Rossi Asti 750 ml 7.75
Italian Swiss Colony 3 liter 4.99
Gallo 1.5 3 99
Jadot Beaujolais Village '81 750 mi 4.59

not responsible for typographical errors

253-5595 10 a.m. til 1 1 p.m.
not responsible for typographical errors

Friday, April 16, 1982.
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE

by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
MHATTfe
HBLLirS
ALUBAI^A
GHOSTTOUN
ANYium..

fm.Bemte, COULD
iajmM5UPF0R
PAC-hiMU^ILe
)W6Cr/5HNI5H
OFF -ne PLANer?

by M. Joyce

Edited by

ACROSS
1 Hoosegow at sea
5 Handles clumsily
9 Babylonian god
13 Peruvian

metropolis
14 City on the

Missouri

16 many words
17 Greek letters

18 Nut pine
19 Editor's marking
20 Friends

23 Inveigle

24 Ghostly sound
25 First-aid item
28 Do well

32 Scottish groups
33 Forays
34 Lea sound
36 Yorkshire rtver

37 Horserace
38 Barnyard dwellers
39 Accelerate
40 Change
41 Zaire, formerly
42 Perfumed packets
44 Immigration point
45 Reign, in India

46 Winged
47 Enemies
55 ••

Bede"

Margaret Farrar and
•^im U» Aatatn Tka

56 Wish for

57 Hillside in the
Highlands

58 Artful trick

59 Compact
60 Swedish singer

Jerlny

61 Atomic particle
62 Congenial
63 Irritable

DOWN
1 Ran, as Madras
2 Singer Coolldge
3 Moslem priest

4 Product of 'blacll
gold"

5 Lichtenstein and
Warhol medium

6 Nitrogen

compound
7 Conjurer's rod

8 Look for bargains
9 Chess piece

10 Not friendly

toward
11 On a cruise

12 Subdivision units

15 No special person
21 Sisters

22 a coin

Trade Jaffe

25 Ev nee of an
inj' >

26 Krit;t.-oerKls, in

ballet

27 Animal life stage
28 Aud'tion results,

pe ips

29 Jc s

30 C< ot

31 Al toror>e

33 Pii of the

ovfc, nead
35 Old instrument
37 Radio performers
38 Aw< .1

40 African land
41 Ember
43 Peninsula of

Black Sea
regton

44 Towheaded
46 Farm subj.

47 Knockout
48 Together, in

music
49 Extensive

50 Garish light

51 Surrealist

52 Said of desert

country

53 Sharp taste

54 Lamarr

'
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WHAT HAPPENED? By Ethyl Octane
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UMASS SKI CLUB

SAT SKI TRIP

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSFTTS AT AMHF

Try the Fine Arts
this Spring

SUGARDUSH
Vermont

Exp#ri#nc» th» Finest

Spring Skiing in Vermont

&19(S9 Deoosit)

The Big Six

DIZZY GILLESPIE ILLINOIS JACQUET
MAX ROACH RICWARD DAVIS
BILLY TAYLOR LEON THOf^AS

MONDAY, APRIL 26, 8 PM

Leonard Rose
.1 ;h,

Springfield Symph any
Orchestra

Friday, April 30, 8 PM

Box Office: Noon to 4PM. M - F (41 3)545-251

1

D.C. MENU
LUNCH '

,

Pizza BASICS LUNCH
Tuna Noodle Casserole

Pizza

Tuna Noodle jserole

DINNER

Beef Stew/Biscuit
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Fruit Plate with Saltines BASICS DINNER

Garbanzo Vegetable Bake
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

CABLE/VIDEO

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

UVC & GPC
Daily Programming Sthedule

Foot Loose and Fancy Free Video f* a

liong Weekend

10:30 - 11:30 Jazz with Spyro Gyra -
jazz interviews and far

out video

11:30 - 12:45 Rock World - crazed,

rockin' video

12:45 - 1:30 Blondic - what, agaii
"'

yes!! I love this tape!

1:30 - 2:00 Meatloaf, Journey, and
Homegrown Comedy with
Dave King
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A BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDIO
Sonically Superior Audio. The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

mediately
64-5143

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

APT. AVAILABLE

APARTMENT WANTED
I desperately need a two bedroom apt.
in either Brandywine, Puffton or Crestview.Am wiling to take over lease on August 1
Please call Scott at 546-8925

AUDIO
New and used speakers - limited quan-
tities, excellent prices. Peter 546-7127
Great Sound For Less! Experienced DJ's
will play your favorite tunes, rock disco
^•«' etc. Call Steve 549-5845 or Roger

Fender Bassman Amp with preamp out
mid 60's $150 256-0215

Epicure 2.0 Speakers for sale $660 list
yours $350 or BO call 549-1451 anytime

'

Biamp Electronic Crossover, adjustable
fluency, essential for clear sound $100
256 0215

AUTO FOR SALE
AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
1971 Toyota Corolla $625 runs excellent
Daniel 253-5943 usually evenings
1972 Toyota Carina, good condition $1500
call Leslie 665-2578

1974 Chevy Impale good cond, runs fine
no work needed, $850 Kevin 665-4362
1976 Cadillac runs excellent loaded 2500 or
best offer 546-1448

"^^""r

72 Datsun 240Z 6 clym reg gas, 26 mpg,
Oins excell, looks nice $1800$ 665-7771

•6 Bug good condition, runs exceflent
»750 call 6-6341 or 6-6332

Chevy Van: 1976 6 cylinder, runs well
carpeted interior, best offer 1-533-5216

2fIL'"'°^" ^^ '°^ mileage, immaculate,
$2000, call Ed, 256-6763

Toyota Celica - 1972 good shape not runn-
ing $180 or BO 546-9356

73 Pontiac Ventura coupe mags 3 speed
«ick cassette wixh equalizer $1350 Andy
665-7596

BASS PLAYERS
Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.

^ »30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMSM
Delivered by professional Bellydancer
for a most unusual gifi. Call Theresa
253-5491

CAPE COD RENTALS
Females for house on Cape, So
mouth call Deb 546-8018

Yar-

CAROL
You are a very special friend, especially
to me. Happy Birthday Love, Patty

EDWARDO S BIRTHDAY!

25 years old! For every bus there's an Ed. .

•Happy Birthday! Love & kisses! -Kimmie

ENTERTAINMENT
All The President's Men movie Tuesday
April 2<' Mahar Aud 7 & 10 PM $1.25

Rope >''ull:

fun. f

quickl

Ropt'
on ti

the c

Prizes, food, entertainment,
a part of tradition Form a team

jII. Pass in your forms at our table
oncourse today or next week on
urse

FOR RENT

Sum
4-be

1 \

call

2be
V4 r

inci'

Sun
Villa

PU .

Hon

'ental Cape Cod - Harwich
^nchc^i 61 7-399 «6f>4

Cliffside A^pts Sunde7larid
»ll utilities incid availftble May 1

t83 ask for Wendy
n summer sublet w/fall option
mherst Center hus route $300

^253 5943

sublet w/fall option 2 bdrm Col
bus route, poo: $280 before 11

551

thru summer and fall 118-f

Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood. 1 V4
baths, carpeting, pool, tennis courts 330-1-
253-5759

Room in Cliffside Apt available for sum-
mer and fall. Contact Dave in Room 411
Student Union, if interested. Leave
message. $160.00 a month includes
everything

pton large bedroom available im-

Chlc cheap 2 br apt on bus rt fully furnish-
ed for June-August 253-9389 •

Apt sublet w/fall opt 2 bdrm 256-8829 on
bus rte

Belchertown Lakefront winterized cot-
tage available now for couple $235.00,

1 2 bdrm Apt Col VII bus pool $280 available

I

June 1 w/fall option 253-3089

Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 '/4

baths, carpeting, pool, tennis courts

Summer rental Cape Cod Han^rich 4
bedroom ranch call 617-899-8654

Northampton - 4 bedroom houses June
thru Sept and thereafter $450-475 plus
Utili* V 4 bedroom with 2 baths in Amherst
for • .imer^600 plus util. monthly. Call 6-7
prp Skibiski Reeito '84-3428

FOR SALE

Moped Honda 8 mo. old mint $300 Chris
549-1006 after 6 pm
For Sale Advent 201A Cassette Deck ex-
cellent condition $125 Rossignol St Comps
195 cm need work with Solomon 555 comp
bindings $75 Turidsh lamb skin coat never
worn brown ladies sm kids medium $125
542-3296 call late

Siamese Cat Blue point,
year old altered male.
$50,00 549 5519

Show quality. 2
Playful. Asking

For students only closeout tag sale Sat
April 17 10:30 am - 2:00 pm Hope Com-
munity Church 20 Gaylord St Amherst
Designer's skirts. 2 piece outfits exotic
tops by Norma - selling at % price Friday
Apnl 16 - Campus Center Concourse

FOUND
Pair of gold rimmed eye glasses in SW
pk:k up ^t Collegian Office

High School ring - Maiden High with 3 in-
itials - call to identify 545-0484 J. Ortiz

At CCC ring April 12 617-544-7613

A watch in the field between Brooks and
New Africa House - describe it and it is

yours. Call Teresa Betlafiore at 545-3500

Found calculator in Student Union BJda
call Scott 6-9605 to identify (4/14)

The perfect guy. Garf, I love you I lOve
you.

FURNITURE FOR SALE
We've got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of

^
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go. Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

GUITAR

Studio one acoustic guitar ex cond. with
case $140 253-7125 Brad

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3^75set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
Lordy, Heppy Anniversary! 4 years is just
the begining. I'm psyched to celebrate in
N.H. this weekend. I love you more than
ever. Love, Lambchop

HAPPY DOOHOORAMBUS DAY~
to everyone! Especially to Stargy, Face
and my roomie Wilks. Nyar, KEG

HELP wanted'
Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round
Europe, S.Amer , Austrailia, Asis. All
fields. $500 $1200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info Write IJC Box 52-MA, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Summer work, find' out how 5000
students last year averaged earning S2,300
to $2,'>0C. Send self addresseO, stamped
envelope. Box 251 New Haven CT 06502

HI SEXYI

Yes you! I'm looking fonrt/ard to a very
romantic evening. I love you with all my
heart honest injun! Love Cues Who

HOUSE FOR RENT

3 bedroom on bus route $425 plus
Washer /dryer, quiet neighborhood. Call
253 9476 eves

KILROY IS HEREl

Kllroy is herel And I'm sure glad he is.

Thanks for your encouragement and sup-
port. Good luck on your DAT's. I love you.
Laureen

LAMBCHOPI

Happy fourth anniversary. May our 40th
be as pleasant. Let's play hooky again, xx-
xO Teddy

LEGAL ASSISTANT
INTERNSHIPS

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-
tions available for full-time legal assistant
interns for Fall 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Aid attorneys of LSO with
client interviewing, investigations, legal
research, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-
dance at hearings in District and Superior
Courts, and participation in administrative
hearings and federal litigation. Maintain
continuing caseload under attorney super-
vision. For advice on arranging an intern-
ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-
ships, Cuny Hicks Building. For further in-
formation, contact LSO, 922 Campus
Center. Applications due Wednesday, April
21, at Office of Internships. Writing sample
required.

Greek system to beat them m the rope pull
Sign up your Teams by Thursday.
Rope Pull: Have the sport teams form theirown rope pull team yet? show the student
body that your team is the best. Enter the
rope pull.

Louise Gollob, just because I hardly ever
see you doesn't mean I can't wish you Hao-
py Birthday! Have the best ever. Love
Chris. '

Carol- Happy 2l8t to a very special friend
and roomate. I hope I can make Saturday
as special for you as you have made somany days for me. Love you Kim

ATTENTION SENIORS:

LOST

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Please! Call

Light blue knapsack. Bluewall Fri April 9.
Book and notebooks crucial for graduation.
253-2078

Gold wishbone ladle's room near Col-
legian office please call 253-7224

At 171 Brittany Manor on 4/3/81 a
burgundy handbag. Please return - no
questions asked. Sentimental value Reward
HekJi 6-8177

Lost Psych Text: Psychology by Lefran-
cois please retum call Sue 6-6466

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

You have another chance to have your
senior portrait taken. This offer has been
extended for a limited time only. Stop byCC 178 or call 545-2874 for an aopoin^t

Toni and Kara - Thanks for a fantastic
weekend you re both too much! Love Mike
Happy 20th Birthday Jimmy!! It's been a
great 14 year. There will always be
something special about the 16th. 1 love
you!! Eileen

"T^'**' '
^l?'*' ' ^"^ y°" "^o'® than the

M»^* ^'"^•^ ^."*^ ' P^ot>ably always will.

Loi? bT ^^ ^^'^ *° '"^"^ '^'®'

Congratulations Karen and O.B.! From
Joanne and Bruce

Kevin - Happy Late Birthday. . .thoughts
and promises always. . .Love Me
Need credit? Information on receiving
Visa, Mastercard, with no credit ckeck
Other cards available. Free brochure. Call
Public Credit Service 1602) 949-0276 ext 912

SERVICES

Wanted two females share house with
other college students. June 1 to Labor
Day. Call 6-5445

MOTORCYCLES
Honda SL3G0 motorcycle 4000 miles, ex-
cellent condition. $550 includes two
helmets 549-5071

Honda 1978 CJ360 ex. cond. 6,000 mi. BO
Jim 467-7054

81 Suzuki 8G0SG shaft drive 2700 miles
mint cond loaded 2650 or best offer
413-589-9407

Professional Research. Writing. From
!f;iS*J?®:^^'°fl ^^- Authors' Research.
feoo-C, 407 S. Deariaorn. Chicago, IL 60605
Typing 4c a line. Some ovemite service.
Call 549-4595

Research Consulting and Statistical
Computing Service. Robert Alexander,
Ph.D. psychologist 253-5262

Tuck-in Service call 6-7013 or 6-6902

Need a hair cut call PILA 546^15 for a
complete cut

SKI EQUIPMENT
Hagen 200 cm racing cut skis. New
never used, price negotiable. Call 549-5616.
Excellent buy. Call now - will sell quickly

SUBLET-FALL OPTION

79 Yamaha 7B0 shaft drive, clean, fast
many extras asking $1950 665-3447

PERSONALS

Register now for the April 24th Run For
RItter 6.2 mile Campus Road Race. See
our table at CC or Newman Center office

All University Women are invited to
find out what Sorority life is about

Sigma Delta Tau Has It All!
Party Dates

Fri. April 16 Pizza party 4-6
Tue. April 20 Cook-out 6-7

Wed. April 21 Greek Fashion Show 6:30-7
We are located at 409 N. Pleasant St.

For more info, call 545, 0527
"Senator Fitz" call 6-1088 for a votej

Musicians, Singers, etc. Interested in
performing in a Jazz Cofeehouse? Call
Carol 6-1268 today!

People's Gay Alliance Spring Dance
P?^y April 16, 1982 9 pm - 2 am cash bar
10th floor CC $2 admission further informa-
tion^545-0154

ATTENtTon^AII scopes if you can't meet
ou r standards we 'll lower them!

Class of '82, you've done it, and your
Josten's College Ring lets the world know
order now at the university store on April 20
and 21.

Mill Hollow Apts one bdrm upstairs
$240/nK) inc all costs cats permitted
borders Puffers Pond, Mill River, and con-
servation area - quiet, waterfall, swimming,
skMr>g, fishing avail June 1 2 mi from cam-
pus bus 549-5633

SUMMER JOB

6 weeks cook and care on Vineyard call
Walter, 914 JA, 546-8720

SUMMER ROOMMATE
Female roomate wanted on Cape (Yar-
mouth) call Laurie 546-6799 or Lynn

SUMMER SUBLET

2 bedrooms in house 1 mi from Amherst
Center behind nature center nice on bus
route 256-8079 after 6

Brandywine 2 bedroom w/terrace
°\?

'1^2'^i!i5
P°"^ AC pool 290 per month

call 546-8765

2 bedroom Riverglade AC, pool, bus
route, furnished, rent negotiable 253-7148
Summer sublet w/possible fall option. 3
bdrm (4 people) 2 level tnhse 6/10 mile
from campus 549-1 377

summerTublet-fall option

SBA Student-Faculty Wine n Cheese
social on Wednesday April 21 (S 3 30 5 30
in faculty lounge, SBA room 319. Spon-
sored by Undrgraduate Business Club All
SBA people invited.

You RAHB LEPRECHAUNy^Tror^r
row is the big 1

'/. Congrats to us both
S agapo more than ever. Your Greek Dodo
Brain.

Lantern Ct. Sunderiand 2 bedroom par-
tially furnished 665 238/

Large modern 2 room apt kitchen, prvte
bath, 5 mm walk to Amherst Center, on
both Rte 9 and Main Str bus rte contact
David 21:^ 9459 eve

Four bedroom apartment in Swiss
Village $147 pei person with all utilities in-
cluded Act now and get a free couch.

C n 2M°
"^""^

'
^""^ ^^" "^^'°" '^ ^""""^

Squire Village Tar^e 2 bedroom

f£r"^^
beginning June 1 w/fall op-

Rise Miller Look no further, Here it is"
Happy Birthday!!

^jgPPJL^ir^^^^y Zuko! Love yourUsa
Rope Pull: Tau Beta Pi Challenges the

_S^ POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Nomination papers are available for the
tollowing Southwest Area Government of-
fices: President, Vice President, Treasurer,
Lommunications Coordinator. Nomina
tions close Friday, April 16 at 5:00 PM pick
up papers at the Southwest Area Govern-

I
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By JIM FLOYD and NANCY PARKS
Collegian Staff

It was with high hopes and great ex-
pectations that the University of
Massachusetts Rugby Football Club began
their season this spring.

After a total domination of Yale two weeks
ago the team looked to be as strong as all

the preseason rumblings that could be

journey to tourney
Coliegiap'si

heard in the Boyden locker room after each
practice.

pJn!
1^'*'^^ ")^" ^'" ^^ traveUing to

Coast 'r,T ' t '' '° '"'"P^^^ ^ '^^ EastLoasi Rugby Tournament and are con-sidered to be one of the favorites to win
The tournament wUl be very important to

the team smee a win wUl send them to the
national championships which will be heldm Colorado on May 9.

Wadkins putts into lead
at MONY-Tournament
RANCHO LA COSTA. Calif. AP -

Lanny Wadkins beat gusty winds with a 5-
upper-par 67 and opened up a 2-stroke lead
over the winners-only fie 1({.arrayed for the
$350,000 MONY-Tournament of Cham-
pions.

"I putted extremely weU. for me." said
Wadkins. who qualified for the elite field-
winners of PGA Tour titles from the last 12
months — with a victory in the Phoenix
Open earlier this season.

"It was a solid enough round for a 69. The
difference was the two long putts."
Wadkins said.

A pair of 30-footers. each for birdie, lifted

him ahead of Tom Watson. British Open
champion BUI Rogers and Hale Irwin, tied
at 69. 3 under par on the 6.911-vard La Costa
Country Club course.

But neither Watson nor Irwin were
particularly thrilled by their efforts.

"I got away with murder." said Watson,
who won this event in 1979 and 1980 before
Lee Trevino interrupted the string last
season.

"I turned a 76 into a 69. It was like a
painting that was so ugly you hate to look at
It — but it sold." said Watson, who 3-putted
twice, one-putted for par-5 on two occasions
and scrambled for par on four other holes.

* Men *s Lacrosse
Continuedfrom page S2

Broadwell.

One area where the Gorillas are ex-

tremely deep this season is goaltending.

Four goalies are available for the starting

nod and Garber said that each would see

playing time this year in the cage. Junior

Dan Altshuler started the first two games
against Connecticut and Hobartand put in a

good performance with relief help from

RESUME WRITING

QuIclc/confidential/efficient call after 5PM or weekends 549-5727

960 REWARD
Lost April 8 men's Longines watch bet-
wron CC and Southwest sentimental value
«)^0"53Z7

RIDERS WANTED
Driving to Texas in June. Looking for so-
meone to share driving and expenses. Call
Joel 256-0435

ROOMS FOR RENT
One or two bedrooms available im-
mediately and/or summer in beautiful
house located between UMass and
Amherst Center 253-3470 keep trying

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

Roommate wanted to share apartment
W. Hatfield, reasonable rent Cindy
247-5815

Female wanted to share 1 of 2 bedrooms
at Cliffside Apts. beginning June call Deb-
bie 665-4371

1 female roommate to share West Yar-
mouth rental. Call Sue 6-8684

Male roommate wanted on Cape Yar-
mouth 6-6661

TO SUBLET

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
terms available immediately Paul or Bill

665-4391

Rolling Green 2 bedroom apt to sublet for

summer. Furnished all utilities air cond in-

cluded rent neg 256-0435

Pufton Village3bdrm summer sublet with
fall option for 1 Ig bdrm (2 person) and 1 sm*
bdrm 549-5487.

Squire Village summe- with fall ootior
large two bed'oom townhouse Rent
negotiable 665-27 1

8^

Summer 2bdrms in 3 barm furn. apt $150
telec. 1 nniie from campus 546-1118
546-1103

Summer Sublet with possible fall opt suMy
tunisr^d B••a^d>'\^';•^e 2 beo'^oom apa-^^en*
aii^conrt p-\r\t 8fte' 4 .s>49-4'>l3

3 bedroorri Su'ider.anr; Api for SjfTtmer

1 t»earoom fall ontion. 6270- mont^ ^ ivtii.

rT6FK390C after '
'

Summer Sublet 2 bdrm Townhouse apts

ac furnished $225 549-6416

Chris Bennedetto in the Hobart victory.
Bennedetto was the winning goalie in

Wednesday's win. drawing praise from
both Garber and opposing coach Cliff

Stevenson for his efforts. And that's not all.

Garber said that a third goaltender, Tom
Curran would probably start against EC
tomorrow night and that Gerry Moreau. a
fourth, has been "the toughest guy to get
the ball past in practice."

Brandywine apt: A/C, pool, furnished, on
bus route, available June-Aug will
negotiate rent call 549-1405.

Summer sublet 4 bedroom apt. price
negotiable, bus rt 546-6648, 546-6596

Summer sublet/fall option 3 bdrm apt
near town and campus call Tom 253-5767

To sublet fall option Cliffside Apts
. 240-month everything inc 1 bdrm furnished

living room call eve 665-7604

Brandywine 2 bdnn. completely furnished
apt pool, AC June 1 to Aug 31 54»4181
Puffton Village 3 bdrm furnished apt sum-
mer sublet 546p5054 546-4043 549-1901

Summer sublet, Puffton 2 bedroom, fur-
nished, pool, tennis, AC, rent negotiable
549-1934

Puffton Village Apt. summer sublet, 2
bdrm, furnished, directly across bus stop,
pool, tennis, rent negotiable 54e-1471
546-9901

Summer sublet furnished one bedroom
Cliffside pool $200 monthly 665-2064

Townhouse 2 bdrm completely furnished
AC w/possible fall option 549-4788

Sublet w/fall option 2 bdrm 250 -i-

665-4751 after 5

Northampton 2 bedrooms 115-I- each
near downtown June-Aug eve 584-5143

One bedroom University Park Apts sublet
June 1, with fall opt rent negotiable, in-

cludes, on bus route 253-3389

Cliffside Apt 2 bdrm available JUn 1 w/fall
option call 665-2853

Summer sublet fall option spacious 2
bedroom apt on bus route 665-7726

4 bedroom apt Swiss Village $147/mth,
util incI on bus rte some furn fall option
253-2653

Puffton 3 bedroom furnished summer on-
ly call 549-451

1

2 bedroom townhouse Southwood Apts
on bus route fall option 256-6697

Large *urnishe;J rjom ]0 m.nure walk tn

'smrus $1 50.0o per -^ont.h 549-5513

2. bedroom apt Northwood to sub'et i

June 1 with tjuaran'se-' ta!! option bu> I

route call 565-499^

i

2 people wanted to share large master
bedroom .n Pj'-f^on fo- summet $75 ?

mont'^ each call W9-i703

4 bdrm apt Swis? Village 147$ each
utii't'-ji ipckriy . /(. ;jus rau;e part;^ f^.t-

ni.3he<i 3vai|abiti Jjne I.?! with *an optionii'

Townhouse 3 bornt sommer sublpt air

cond front door bus rent negotiable days
Pate; B 549-1255

'••^M'Hr" "^'"^•it^'f^^^ -iS-sijCW^aL Jf '•'w'^

.

tJsC'

GORILLA DEFENSE - Midfielder Tim Cutler 8h:iS::sTBro;n^ponent m game held last Wednesday. ^

Two Bedroom Apt. Brittany Manor Need
2-3 roommates. Partially furnished. Price
negotiable. Fall option. Call 253-7397 even-
ings^

Summer Sublet Townhouse, AC cable
Lg. living room 3 bedrooms call 546-6658 or
546-6672 anytime.

Southwood Apt Summer sublet only 2
txlrm furnished with AC, pool, on bus route
rent negotiable call after 5 PM 253-7123

Summer sublet fall option 2 bedroom
pool air conditioning utilities included, $310
bus route call 665-7925

Brandywine summersublet two bedroom
air cond pool call 549-6440

Three bedroom apt Puffton Village fur-
nished $325/ month negotiable Jamie
54G-3235 or Gordon 546-3231

3 bedroom apt Puffton Village summer
sublet only 549-6999 last chance

Lease beginning June 1 2 bedroom Col-
onial Vill $270 256-6660

Summer sublet/fall option 1 room m
large house, close to campus 549-0796

Partially furnished summer sublet
w/fall option 2 bedroom in So Amherst on
bus route pool tennis courts 256-6662

Summer sublet w/fall option 1 or 2
bedroms Belchertown, non-smoker on bus
rt 323-4991

Make us an offer!! Big 2 bedroom, pool,
fall option. Squire 665-7590

Bdrm in 3 bdrm apt small quiet complex
% mi from campus on bus rt summer w/fall
option 549-6823 Liz

Summer sublet w/fall option in two
bedroom Colonial Village Apt. 270 - call

eves 253-7313

Three roommates wanted summer with
fall option 147/month utilities incI 253-5937

Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom, pool,
AC, cable, available June 1 call 546-5029 or
546-5024

Nice clean 4 bdrm apt available for sum- |

mer & fall $147 everything, bus route and
2

',4 mi from campus 256-6"! 01

2 bedroom summer sublet with fall op-
tion. Bnttany Manor new carpet, heat in-

culded 253-2016

Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond
summer sublet cf>eap ori bus route nights
Doug 549-1256 ^
Double room available June - August
$187 Southwood apts 253-7529, call after 3
PM
Swiss Village 3 bedrooms with fall option
$147 each all included call John 253-2011
refrigerator for sale $75

Townhouse Apartment 2 bdr for summer
good deal 54^4648

Brandywine summer sublet 2 bedroom
w/terrace overlooking pond 290 per month
call 546-8765

Colonial Village 2 bedroom $275 lease
starts June 1 fall option 253-2642

Lantern Ct summer sublet w/fall option 2
bedroom $300 bus rte 666-7569

Northwood Sunderland 2 bedroom
summer sublet fall option 665-4388 or
Grover 549-4930 x284

Amherst 3 bedroom house on bus rte
available June 1 rent negotiable! 253-5237
Brandywine - 2 bedrooms, furnished, pool
A/C. Available June 1 - Aug 31 call
549-0425

Beautiful Brandywine i bedroom
available for sublet immediately! Fall A)pt
pool, walk to campus 549-1229

2 bdrm at Hollister for summer with fall
option 295 per/nr>onth partially furnished
pool, balcony, 256-8782

Summer sublet 3 bedroom furnished
Puffton apartment negotiable 549-4874

Echo Hill house 2 bdrms June-Aug on
bus rt beau locat call 253-561

1

Rolling Green 2 bdrm apt June 1 - Seot 1
furnished, AC, utilities incI, swimming
pool, quiet, call 253-5986 after 8 pm keep
trying

GUITAR
Yamaha Acoustic Guitar FG335 P<^rrect

^S^^'I"^ vv/case asking $140 call 5^-3500
afTP' S.OO 549- .?TV? a^k for Den

Summer sublet w/fall opt*on 2 bedroon
3rd floe Northwood Aprs $295 'n.-»r>tr-,

eiec 66fv-3655

iouinwooc 2 OQ, bus, uoi^v ,^. 3 -jz June
''_g^^gpt « &25C' - eier o- sen n«»r 256-f>228

One bedroom. .'• ..«n)v>orT. ;,r.7'~ onZ
preferably two people summer w/fali od-
tion 665-3587

WANTED TO BO'

Highest cash prices paid for cla*..

gold snd silver lewein/, coins. Daniel
25 No. Pleasar* ?! bprween FotO'-
Logrs Arnherst 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

iV^PV^

•"emfl.e •ooK.'-.- fo' Brand'^'w'
fo' '=' rail LJsg Si6-3Kc.^

Lori- -;n for 'rwnehousa or ; --^n-d^ -t apt for tali wii. summer sut*»" call
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Gorillas, Gazelles on tap tomorrow
Women's team
appears ready
for Crimson
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Pam Hixon surveyed the upper NOPE field Wednesday a
whistle around her neck and observed whatever in-M °"^' ^'""^ ^'"^ ""^"^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^'"^ scrambling on the

The varsity women's lacrosse coach for the University of
M^sachusetts and her junior varsity counterpart. Charlyn

VmT' T^ ^""Jn'u^^
refereeing two games betweenLMass and Smith College. Hixon caUed the JV game, whileKoben took over the chore for the varsity's scrimmage.

It had only been a week and a half since the varsity had
taken to the practice field, and the Gazelles were without
the services of senior co-captains Marjie Anderson andHoUy Jenmngs. Still, the GazeUes had little trouble with
ismith. as they walked away with an unofficial 13-1 victory.

While the young varsity played. Hixon and Jennings
stood on the sidelines commenting on this bad pass or that
good check. Both they and the team on the field knew that
this scrimmage was just a preparation for their first im-
portant match of the season - tomorrow's game against
Harvard University at Cambridge.

"This weekend will be the first time our defense wiU be

^Mea^-rS; '^- '"•' «'^°"' " ""' "- "^ '-^
According to Hixon. Harvard has lost a good deal of its

defensive punch and is expecting a show of offensivepower on both sides.

^^!lu^
* goal-for-goal matchup." said Hixon. "Our

strength lies in our offense."

rJX ''^''T
'^***^^'' ^^ *=*"***^ ^«'"« problems for the

Gazelles. Two games. Springfield CoUege and Nor-

K^*^ ^.^T^"'^^" ^^ ^" cancelled (since
rescheduled): the game against Smith was converted to ascnmmage because of the weather and the lack of time forimding officials.

u-^* "?,t?^*^
*" opportunity for the team to play." said

Hixo We had to do something to prepare for Harvard
oesK s scnmmage among ourselves."

Las- year. Harvard defeated UMass twice. During theregu season, the Lady Crimson handed the GazeUes

Around
the

Crease

I t\rkC31? n * w w , .

t^oll*ri«n photo by Vinee DeWittLUObE BALL — Lisa Tackas tries to get to the
ball in a game held earlier this season. Tackas
hopes to get to the ball a lot this weekend as the
Minutewomen take on powerful Harvard Univer-
sity Saturday.

their first loss at home ever. 6-5; in post-season play

ll"ZS ^'' '^T "^^"' ^^' ^ '^^ Eastern Associ^S
for Ath et.cs of Women (EAIAW) Championships. In the
Nationals. Harvard finished fifth and UMass sixth

After the game in Cambridge, the Gazelles will get set for
another New England rival on Tuesday, when theUmversity of Rhode Island will come to call.

As for the JVs. Charlyn Robert's squad scored its first
shutout of the season, when it blanked Smith. 13-0. The
JVs wiU travel to Harvard with the varsity and play the
Harvard JVs immediately after the varsity match

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

did^nnf^V,"'''^"''^ 1 Massachusetts men's lacrosse teamdid not have very long to relax in the home confinesVfBoyden Field. Head coach Dick Garber's GorUlas Z\tthe road again tomorrow for a game under the liirhtsagains the Boston CoUege Eagles at Chestnut HUl with a ?p.m surt. TraditionaUy. BC has not exactly bJen a Ne

J

England lacrosse powerhouse, usually finding themselveTa^ong the ceUar-dweUers in this division. At firstXcethey seem to have improved this season. WitnessT? 5early season loss to Brown University, a team rankednumber two in New England going into Wednes^y's gameagainst Massachusetts. The Eagles nearly beat tlUniversity of New Hampshire as weU a week and one haU

cond tiZ: ^ ^ ; " P""^ ^^ P'^y^^ ^ monsoon-Uke

UM^ S f
^'' rf '^^ E^^^«» ^^'•^ trounced byUMass-Boston. a school fielding a team in its premier

"IT"-ur^'uV ^^^ ^^'"^ ^«"ld ^^ interesting

BTontrr^^yrM?y L^""'
"^^^^ University^T^

n

K?^ Z"*^^
*^ Wednesdays 9-2 GoriUa victory seemed a

bit subdued at times. The 3.500 on hand mav be a bit rusty
cheenng-wise, but a few departing boosters rould be heard
labehng the victory as "boring." The defensive-oriented
win may have appeared that way to some, but according toGarbers strategy, that was the way the game was sup-
posed to be played.

*^

Garber had nothing but praise for his defense corps after
the game and for good reason. In three games to date, theGonUas have aUowed only 13 goals, a remarkable feat
considenng the current shoot-em-up style of lacrosse in
Division One. Against Hobart CoUege, a recognized
national powerhouse. Massachusetts found itself down 7-3

.fl.l/f?^
<l"arter. From then on. the GorilUs dug in'

^riodl '°
^'"** '"^ ^"^^ '" ^^^ remaining three

Garber attributed this early defensive success to the play
of veterans Ray Cozzi and tri-captain Steve Martino. who
he caJ ed legitimate All-American prospects." as well as
the efforts of sophomore John Mincone and the infusion ofnew talent m the persons of John Schroeder and Bradley

Continued on page St

^ Minutemen ready bats

HENNET STEPS UP TO BAT - Minutemen C::::;;t:irD;7nT;',ett steps up to the plate in a game last season. The junfor infielS^r wiHhe. at a second base when the Minutemen host Rutgers in a douhljheader at Lorden Field sUrting tomorrow at noon
*"

By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

With an impressive doubleheader sweep
of Providence College behind them the
University of Massachusetts baseball team
will try to continue their winning ways
when they host Eastern Athletic Associa-
tion rival Rutgers University in the
Minutemen "s home opener Saturday at
Lorden Field.

The doubleheader is slated to «tart at
noon and according to UMass head coach
Dick Bergquist the Minutemen could be in
for a tough day against the Scarlet
Knights.

'They won two out of thret uame.s
before the snow hit. One of those wins was
over St. John.s. one of the best teams in the
P.ast and this itiLs me that Rutgerj. s mi .«.

a nne start.'" said the veteran 'Mas-;
coach.

In the doubleheader sweep - vcr Pro
vidence Bergquist was pleased vifh the
overall play oi the Minutemen.

"iX'fensively. wi- went 14 innir.r's wth
only one error in -lifficult conditions, and
that one error was a wind-blown Hv ball Iwas especially pleased with the play of the
infield. They UK.ked solid." Bergquist said
Bergquist has received promising Lilaround play from two players who a^

final y gettmg their chance to show him
^;;hattheycan do on the baseball fielT

Knight
Third baseman Jack Perry and catcher
Butch LeBlanc have impressed Bergquist
both offensively and defensively already in
the young season.
Perry, a senior, played behind the

talented Barry Bennet at third the last two
years and is making the most of his oppor-
tunity at the hot corner.
"Jack really started hitting the ball hard

at the tail end off the California trip and it

seems to have carried over. He has also
been playing some solid defense at third,"
said Bergquist.

In addition to collecting four hits against
Providence Tuesday, Perry came out sting
mg the ball in a scrimmage Bergquist ar-

^ ranged against the Holyoke Millers at Lor-
don Field Thursday.

•fack nailed a double and a home run
igainst ,.ie Miliers and that s against Dou-
ble A pitching. He looks confident qt the
plate and is hitting the hail the way I know
he can," .said Bergquist.
LeBlanc was a junior varsity catcher last

year and wasn't expected to start this year
hut his aggressive play behind the plate has
caught Bergquist's eye.
LeBlanc will be handling the same duo

who were .so impressive against the Friars.
The four day layoff has allowed Bergquist
to look to lefties Steve Cramer and Tony
Presnal once again. Cramer will go in game
one and Presnal will start the second game
for the Minutemen.
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Congressman says war
in El Salvador 'tragedy'
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

Congressman Gerry E. Studds,
D-Massachusetts, last night told a Univer-
sity of Massachusetts audience that the
civil war in El Salvador is "an absolutely
numbing human tragedy," and eventual
U.S. military involvement will result if

President Reagan truly believes, as he has
repeatedly stated, that our national securi-
ty is at stake.

Studds, who as a member of the House
Foreign Affairs Committee, has filed

legislation to eliminate aid to El Salvador,
debated U.S. policy toward the Central
American country before an audience of
around 300 people at the Student Union
Ballroom. Also participating in the debate
were James R. Cheek, Deputy Assistant
Secret».ry of State for Inter-American Af-
fairs during the Carter administration, and
Philip E. Wheaton, Director of the
Ecumenical Project for Interfaith Com-
muoication and Action.
"There is a revolution in El Salvador

because there ought to be a revolution in El
Salvador," Studds said, countering his
assertion that the Reagan administration
believes the war is due entirely to Soviet
and Cuban influences.

"A country bom in revolution such as
ours should know that," Studds said,
"even if that was longer ago than the
Secretary of State can remember."

Wheaton described the history of
"agrarian reform" in El Salvador beginn-
ing in 1932 when "10,000 to 30,000"
peasants were murderd by the ruling class
and power was turned over to the military.
He said the military has ruled since, and
that the U.S. has created an "artificial
reality" to a "polarized situation" by view-
ing the war as other than a conflict bet-
ween the peasants and the ruling class.

"This is not something that developed
from outside El Salvador," Wheaton said
of the war, but is "a long-term process."
Cheek, who is currently on leave from

the State Department, said the country's
external Cuban-Soviet threat is "very
real," and the "U.S. policy must address
this issue."

Cheek also spoke of the recent elections
in El Salvador in which the rightist ruling
parties gained the majority of the vote.
Cheek said the results showed "no political

reform" in El Slavador, with "traditional
parties" winning, and said the elections
helped "bring our government out more
specifically about what its program was in

El Salvador."

The administration stance is "a fun-
damental distortion of what their country
stands for," Studds said, which, if con-
tinued, will lead to a situation "from which
we can extricate ourselves with only enor-
mous humiliation, or enormous bloodshed,
or both."

O-.. r> 0.1 jj /*x .. V . - 'oHfrw" pfcolo by Terew B»ll«ri«»f»Rep Gerry Studds (D-Mass), left, and former Carter Administration
official James Cheek listen last night during a panel discussion on El
Salvador m the Student Union Ballroom.

Graham speaks on nuclear

annihilation , hope for peace

rt^T A «.T^^. «<^.or. ^.^^ _ t'olleirian photo by Viiir* llcWitl

EVANGELIST SPEAKS - Billy Graham speaking at the Fine Arts
Center Friday night expresses his concern with the current dispute
over the Falkland Islands, in front of approximately 2,000 spectators.

By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Rev. BUly Graham, the world reknowned
evangelist, told a packed house at the Fine
Arts Center at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst Friday that the
human race cannot afford to allow the
Falkland Island crisis to escalate into
another world war because "we would
have no survivors."

Graham spoke about the excitement the
crisis has generated among the people of
Argentina and said, "This time, we cannot
afford a war. History cannot repeat itself.

We would have no survivors in a nuclear
exchange."
Graham also told the audience of 1900

that war and murder are not new, but have
been around since the beginning of
mankind. About 50 people viewed
Graham's speech over closed circuit televi-

sion in the Newman Center.

"Death came about as a result of man's
disobedience to God," he said. "Cain killed

Abel, and since that time, we've been a kill-

ing, warring, envying, lusting world."

Graham said that because of this
historical context, even if the world could
do away with nuclear weapons, there
would not be peace.

However, Graham said there is hope for
peace in the modem world.

"Yes, we can be changed," he said. "The
Bible teaches us that we can be changed
from the inside out. God has given us a
guidebook for peace which is the Bible. We
are not condemned to work it out on our
own.

Graham called the current world situa-

tion "a gigantic Titanic that seems to be
plunging right toward an iceberg" and ask-
ed the audience to consider "what can be
done to stop the annihilation of the human
race."

He said the answer is to believe in Jesus
Christ and to make a commitment to Him
in everyday life.

"If Jesus Christ is who he claims to be,
the only way out of this mess, is a total
commitment from us," he said.

Graham called for "SALT 10," where all I

nuclear weapons, biological weapons and
weapons capable of mass destruction"
would be eliminated. He said worid leaders
should strive toward this goal instead of
the slower disarmament which they are
now working on.

However Graham said the trouble is not
the fault of just a few world leaders, but
rather, he said, "the problems lie in our
own hearts."

Toward the end of his speech, Graham
led the crowd in prayer, thanking God for
his love and asking him to help the world
out of its difficulties.

"We can find the solution this night by
saying, 'Lord, help me'," he said.

Graham's UMass appearance is part of a
New England tour that started on Thurs-
day at Northeastern University and will

end with a week long crusade at Boston
Univeristy's Nickerson Field from May 30
to June 6.

Graham will also be giving lectures at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the
University of Vermont, Dartmouth, Har-
vard and Yale. He will be holding crusades
in Providence, Burlington, Portland, Spr-
ingfield, Manchester, New Haven and
Hartford.

Behind the scenes with SAP shows more than statistics
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

Loathed by some and lauded by others, the Amherst
Police Speed and Alcohol Patrol (SAP) is a well recognized
force in Amherst. The following is an effort to go beyond
the statistics and into the philosophy behind the program
through a firsthand account of a night with SAP.

Spring had finajly asserted itself that day and the af
ternoon had been one of beer drinking and frisbee
throwing. As a cool breeze is kicking up around 9:30 p.m.
motorists are cruising down North Pleasant Street at a
pretty good clip. Officer Tim Sullivan is parked in a SAP
car in the driveway of the University-owned Wysocki
House, He's holding a K15 radar unit out his open window
and singing along with the radio, "Let it be."

"This is a posted 30 mUe per hour zone and we're not
stopping anyone going less than 41. I think 11 miles an
hour (leeway) is more than fair." Sullivan says.

He relays the speeds of oncoming cars by walkie-talkie

to officers Mike Kotarba, Mike Sullivan, and Frank
Holcomb, who are stationed up the road across from
Presidential Apartments. The speeds he is registering are
caught as the northbound motorists round the corner

between the School of Education and the Wysocki House.
"It doesn't matter to me if I write 10 tickets or 100

tickets. The idea is just to slow them down" says Sullivan.
This feeling is to be echoed by several officers during the
course of the night.

The three officers down the road are pulling speeders
over with the aid of red flare flashights. It is a sight known
to send chills down the spines of motorists.
The officers are being kept busy by the number of

speeders but are careful to explain the situation fully to
each driver they pull over. It is explained to them that
they have been stopped for speeding and that they may
either pay the $25 fine, contest the citation in a non
criminal proceeding within 10 days or in a criminal
preceeding within four days.

"There are few excuses that prevent an officer from
writing a ticket for someone who has been clocked
speeding. The classic excuse turned up that night.

"That guy in the black Corvette Stingray (traveling 41
mph) was taking his wife to the hospital to have a baby."
says SuHivan. Can a pregnant woman fake labor and get
away with it?

"There's pregnant and then there's pregnant; this
woman looked a little green. " Sullivan says.

At the end of the first shift of SAP they have written 22
tickets for speeding and have advised several motorists to
have their equipment checked. They are not writing
citations for faulty equipment until the inspection period is

up. They have checked each car stopped for open bottles of
alcoholic beverages, pills and illegal weapons in plain sight.
They have found none. Neither have they encountered
any drunk drivers.

At about 12:30 a.m. the second shift of SAP sets up on
South Pleasant Street near the Hitchcock Center. Sgt.
Dick Buckley is talking about fuzz-busters (radar alerters)
and people who flash their car's high beams to warn other
motorists that there is a radar set-up in the area.
"You can look at flashing high beams as a violation,

which it is, or as their doing our job for us. If it slows them
down that's the name of the game," Buckley days.
A speeding car looks as though it may hit the officers

pulling it over. The operator is asked to step out of the car.
(oextend his arms to either side and to walk a straight line.

He is then asked to touch tlie tip of his nose with each
index finger. Next he extends his arms, tips his head back
and stands on one foot, then the other. He is asked to say
the alphabet, and to repeat it. He is arrested for driving
while under the influence of alcohol and read his rights.
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Israelis evacuate opponents to Sinai withdrawal

Tuesday, April 20, 1982

YAMIT. Occupied Sinai (AP) — Israeli troops removed
23 families from a Sinai settlement yesterday starting a
large scale evacuation of ultra-nationalists opposed to the
Israeli withdrawal from the desert peninsula.

Israel is to hand the last sector of Sinai to Egypt on
Sunday. While soldiers finally began tackling the Sinai

squatters, top Egyptian and American diplomats conferred
with Prime Minister Menachem Begin's government in

Jerusalem about problems between Israel and Egypt.

The army clamped down on reporters in Yamit, the main
settlement in sand-dune country on the Mediterranean
coast. But reports on the squatters' two-way radios in

dicated that a handful of families were evicted from other
settlements as soldiers removed the 23 squatter families
from Talmei Yosef, five miles east of Yamit.

"There was some weeping and everybody is in

depression, both us and the army," Menachem Granit, who
was evicted from Talmei Yosef, told AP correspondent
Marcus Eliason by walkie-talkie.

Granit said some settlers who had retreated to rooftops

resisted troops arriving with a bizarre contraption — a
steel cage suspended from a big crane. The soldiers forced

them into the cage. Once on the ground they were put in

buses to be taken away, Granit said.

The soldiers were unarmed and behaved gently, and
there was virtually no violence, the Israeli said.

"Everything is being done in slow motion," he added.
Troops had to break down doors in Talmei Yosef because

the settlers refused to respond to police eviction orders.
Granit said the settlers told the police: "You have no
authority to expel Jews from the land of Israel."

Economist says balanced budget possible by '85
WASHINGTON (AP) - Former President Carter's

chief economist said yesterday the federal budget could be
balanced by 1985 if President Reagan and Congress
compromise on a combination ot tax increases, military
spending cuts and scaled back cost-of living increases in

Social Security.

Without a compromise, Charles L. Schultze warned, the
deficits under Reagan's proposed budget will swell to
about $145 billion by 1985, driving up interest rates and
preventing sustained economic growth.

Schultze, chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers
from 1977 to January 1981, said the deficit will become
even more serious because the government's credit

demands will be mushrooming at a time when the Federal
Reserve Board is committed to slowing inflation by
restricting the growth of money for which borrowers will

have to vie.

Congressional leaders and Reagan aides are trying to

negotiate a compromise in which the president would go
along with higher taxes and cuts in his record military
budget and Democrats would support smaller cost-of-

living increases in Social Security.

Schultze outlined his deficit- reducing proposals in a
paper published by the Brookings Institution, a "think
tank" filled with policy makers from previous Democratic
administrations.

Digest
By the Associated Press

ilue
I

New station WNEV-TV seeks

fresh start' in broadcasting
BOSTON — Officials of New England Television Corp.,

their goal of a "fresh start" Boston TV outlet now within
reach, say they expect to begin broadcasting at the earliest
m 30 days, but no later than September.

President Edward Fredkin told a news conference
yesterday the new station will be innovative and com
munity oriented with substantial minority ownership and
input. And he said the new call letters will be: WNEV-TV.

Earlier Monday, the U.S. Supreme Court without
comment refused to intervene in rulings which took away
the broadcasting license held by RKO General Inc forWNAC TV. the channel 7 outlet in Boston.
Fredkin joined Chairman David G. Mugar and Senior

Vice President Bertram M. Lee at the news conference,
and said, "The three of us would like to say the dispute
over channel 7's license has been a long and arduous battle.We are glad it now appears to be over."
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Mrst American woman joins

crew of space shuttle flight

WASHINGTON - Dr. SaUy Ride, an astrophysicist,
will become America's first women in space next year as a
crew member for the seventh flight of the space shuttle,
NASA announced yesterday.

Ms. Ride, 30, is to fly with three male astronauts, all

military officers, on the second mission of the second
shuttle, the Challenger. The flight, scheduled for six days
is set for liftoff April 20, 1983.

She will serve as a mission specialist, working with three
satellites that are to be placed in orbit from the ship's cargo
bay. They are a West German scientific satellite and
communications satellites for Telesat of Canada and the
Indonesian government.
Commanding the mission will be Navy Capt. Robert

Crippen, 44, who flew on the maiden flight of the first
shuttle. Columbia, a year ago. The pilot will be Navy Capt
Frederick H. Hauck, 41. Air Force Lt. Col. John M.
Fabian, 43, wiU work with Ms. Ride as a mission specialist.

Justices sort out question
of future mail rate hikes
WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court agreed

yesterday to decide, in essence, how fast the cost of
mailing a letter will rise.

The justices said they will determine, probably
sometime next year, whether future ratemaking decisions
should favor bulk mailers or people who send first-class
letter.

The court also refused to free virtually all-white Parma,
Ohio, from publicly welcoming blacks and from trying to
attract more low -cost housing.
Without comment, the justices let stand broad remedial

orders issued after the Cleveland suburb was found guilty
of violating a 1968 law aimed to increasing housing op-
portunities for blacks and other minorities.

"Sounds of Freedom", a photographic exhibit honoring
the nth annual Black Musicians Conference, and featur-
ing the works of Robert Davis, Edward Cohen, and
Chester Davis, will appear in the Student Union Gallery
beginning today through Sunday. An opening reception
will take place today from 4 to 6 p.m. in the gallery.
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Museum curator examines
women's role in industry

rhoto bv Brad HammerIX/lTmC'DTXTi"' \-iX^tr^fwrw\ct Hammerw LJ
1 "t-KING HEIGHTS — Melting snow produces many of these water-

falls found at Chesterfield Gorge, approximately 20 miles from UMass as seen
Ihursday.

Littering, larceny, malice
reported by Amherst police
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

An angry citizen took the law into his
own hands Friday and doled a painful
punishment to a litterbug.

At 5 p.m. Friday an Amherst resident
told police that after he threw some paper
on the ground on Northampton Road a car
stopped and a man got out and punched
him in the mouth for littering, according to
police.

In other police business, over $2,000 in

stereo equipment was stolen through forc-

ed entry into two cars and two residences
over the weekend. In an unrelated incident,
a College Street mechanic reported Thurs-
day that four tires, a battery, and a brake
pump were stolen from a car parked at his
garage sometime during the middle of the
week. The total value of the loss is

estimated at $500.

A University of Massachusetts student
was arrested by the Speed and Alcohol
Patrol at 2 a.m. Saturday on South Plea-
sant Street. Matthew W. Brown, 22, of
Sunderland was arrested and charged with
driving while under the influence of alcohol
and speeding.

i\\. 6:m) a.m. Sunday police received a

report that someone was tearing up the
lawn with a jeep at Puffton Village. An-
drew J. O'Connor, 21, of Auburn, was ar-
rested and charged with driving while
under the influence of alcohol and
malicious injury to property.
A UMass Police cruiser was involved in a

three car accident at 4:30 p.m. Friday on
North Pleasant Street by Phillips Street
Officer Robert Hawkins, 34, of Greenfield,
was stopped in southbound traffic on North
Pleasant Street. Lucy Kiermaier, 23, of
Westport, Conn., was stopped in a car
behind Hawkin's cruiser. A car operated by
James Girard, 22, of Winchester, was turn-
mg onto North Pleasant from Phillips when
it hit the back of Kiermaier's car. Kier-
maier's car in turn hit the cruiser. There
were no injuries and minor damage to the
cars involved. Girard was cited for failure
to use care in stopping.

At noon on Friday a Rolling Green resi-

dent reported that her 14 year old

daughter was missing. It is believed that

the girl ran away with a friend, police said.

Early Saturday morning police radar
clocked a car traveling at 108 miles per
hour, in a 40 m.p.h. zone on Rte. 9. The
driver was cited for speeding.

Woman's Week
The Woman n. Week is a calendar of

Utcal ei'ents for womm. To place your
event contact the Women s department of
the Collegian by Friday.

The WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM
of the STUDENT CENTER FOR
RESEARCH AND ADVOCACY

(SCERA)

TUE: There will be an important
meeting of the April 29 Coalition

at 4 p.m. in room 902 Campus
Center. Final plans will be discuss-

ed.

WED: The ('ommittee Against Sexual
and Racial Assaults (CASARA)
will meet at 5 p.m. in room 802 of

V the Campus Center

TUE: WMUA will hold a women's af
fairs meeting at 4 p.m. in Marsten
hall.

WED: There will lie a program on family
planning from 6-7 p.m.

TUE: THIRD WORLD WOMEN AR
TISTS will be featured at 7:30
p.m. in Johnson House lounge.

WED: ISABEL LETELIER will speak
in conjuncture with Latin America
solidarity week at 4 p.m. at Mt.
Holyoke College and at 7:30 p.m.
in room 168 of the Campus Center.

THU: The Committee for Equal Rights
and Reproductive Freedom
(CERRF) will meet at 7 p.m. in
room 162 of the Campus Center

By LAURIE ZUCKER
Collegian Staff

Most women have worked outside and
mside the home because of economic
nece.s.sity, and their work has been gender-
specific, said Debbie Warner, a curator at
the Smithsonian Institute.

Warner presented slides from the exhibit
she created for the National Museum of
American History, called Perfect In Her
Place: The Role of Women in Industrial
America. The slides and Warner's lecture
depicted women's work between the Civil
Warand Worid Warl.

In the 19th century the home was
transformed from a place where work was
done to a refuge from work, said Warner.
Preparing and serving food, nursing,
spinning cloth, sewing, cleaning, and
raising children were tasks consigned to
women and were fomerly considered work,
said Warner. Marriage was and is an
economic partnership, said Warner.

In the 1820's Massachusetts women were
lured into the Lowell Mills with promises of
concerts, lectures, and good working
conditions, said Warner. By 1840. there
were no more concerts, work had been
mereased. and wages had been lowered and
area women left the mills to be replaced by
mimigrants from Ireland and Canada, said
Warner.

The so called mechanization of industry
often meant breaking labor up into in-
finitesimal parts that women could do
because they required no skill, said
Warner. Women's labor was unskilled,
whereas men's was skilled. Even when they
worked at machines, they were considered
to be lending them, versus operating them,
said Warner. Men went to extreme lengths
to make work gender-specific, she said.

Black women did not work in indu.stry
until WWII. There are no pictures of the
work they did that are not gross
characatures, said Warner.

Trio of lamb thieves arrested
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

Three University of Massachusetts men
were arrested Saturday at 5:19 a.m. after
they were observed by UMass police run-
ning across the Southwest Area Mall carry-
ing a two-month-old lamb while police were
responding to a call complaining of the trio,

Sgt. Paul Ominsky said yesterday.
The trio spotted a police cruiser

aproaching them in the Southwest Area
"horseshoe" roadway, dropped the lamb,
started running from the Coolidge Dor-
mitory area toward the Washington Dor-
mitory area and were finally cornered near
John Adams and John Quincy Adams dor-
mitories by UMass officers and uniformed
guards, Ominsky said.

The men, Anthony C. Fonzi, 19, Peter P.
Harney, 19, and Chester F. Hayes, 20, all

residents of Pierpont Dormitory in

Southwest were arrested at the scene and
charged with larceny over $100, a felony
offense, Ominsky said.

While other Department of Public Safety
personnel rounded up several sheep at the
Youngstock barn on Commonwealth
Avenue, set free when the lamb was taken,
Assistant to the UMass Farm Superinten-
dent Richard Bamicle picked up the lamb
at Dickinson Hall, the UMass police sta-

tion, Ominsky said.

Bamicle said yesterday the lamb was "a

Newslines.,.

couple of months old" and "just taking a
stab at it" the lamb was worth about $80.
Estimating the lamb's weight at 40 pounds
and using a "loose" value of $2 per pound
on the hoof, Bamicle reached the $80
figure.

Bamicle said livestock thefts occur each
year from an estimated 300 animals on this
campus. He remembered an incident a
"few years back" when a cow was found on
the twenty-second floor of a Southwest
tower.

"We don't want the animals to get hurt,"
Bamicle said.

Peter Harney said yesterday that "I was
a victim of circumstance," but would make
no other comment. Chester Hyes said the
incident was "just a prank," and was not
fraternity related. Anthony Fonzi was not
available last night for comment.

In an unrelated incident of malicious
destruction of property, police reported
damage to a 1981 Dodge UMass cruiser oc-
curring between 12:20 a.m. and 1:53 a.m.
Friday while it was parked near Brooks
and Brett dormitories in Central Residen-
tial Area, Ominsky said. Officers returning
to the cruiser from a larceny investigation
in Brett found a block of reinforced con-
crete on the back floor and the cruiser's
rear window smashed out, several rocks
and small dents were found on the roof and
the side view mirror had been ripped off
the driver's door, Ominsky said.

Hellman to speak
on Holocaust
Petec Hellman. author of The Avenue of

'the Righteotis, will speak on "Quiet Heroes
of the Holocaust: Gentiles Who Risked
their Lives to Save Jews" at 4 p.m. today
in room 163 of the Campus Center.
Hellman, whose book focuses on four

people who helped Jews during World War
II, is speaking as part of Holocaust
Memorial Week. His lecture is being s{:)on-

sored by Hillel. the Ignited Christian Foun-
dation, the Newman Center, Lutheran
Campus Ministry, the Distinguished
Visitors and the Year Toward Civility.

Author to speak
on gay liberation

Dennis Altman. author of the book The
Americanization of the Homosexual, will

speak at Hampshire College at 8 p.m. today
on "The Culture of Gay Liberation; The
Americanization of the Homosexual.

"

Altman is an active member of the Gay
Liberation Movement and has written
many books and articles on the subject.

Black Thursday
shown tonight
The film "Black Thursday. " about the day

French police rounded up 13,000 Jews, will

be shown at 7:30 tonight at Amherst

College Mcrill and at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow at
Wright HaU at Smith College.

The film is part of the Five College B'nai
B'rith Hillel's Remembering the Holocaust
week. Admis.sion is free.

Human rights in

Chile speech set
Isabel Letelier will speak on human

rights in Chile and women's lives in Latin
America on Wednesday at 4 p.m. at Mt
Holyoke College and at 7:30 in room 168 of
the University at Massachusetts Campus
Center.

Letelier's speech is sponsored by the
Third World Women's Task Force of the
Everywoman's Center (EWC) and AHORA.
Childcare will be provided for the lecture.
For more information contact Panna

Putnam at the EWC 545-0883 or .545 0913.

North Sea Oil

topic of speech
British geographer and energy expert

Gerald Manners will speak on "North Sea
Oil: Benefits. Costs. Uncertainties" at 8:15
p.m. tomorrow at the University of
Massachu.setts School of Business Ad
ministration.

Manners is a professor of geology at
University College in London. England, an
advisor to the House of Commons Select
Committee on Energy and the author and
editor of several energy hooks.
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Open 24 Hcmrs—7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnite
in HadleyAmherst and Pittsfield stores.

Hsf
warehouse Store offers

super cotqxMis like theseI
Over^ in coupon

Just clip the 17 coupons on this page!

Warehouse Values!
We've made special purchases and passed the savings on to you!

Chicken
Split with Back

BonelessBeef|^f69Cnu<^ Roast z:X lb
3 TO 5 LB. PKG. - r\i^
Fresh Ground Beef ibl.^y

CookedHam
Shank mm^%^
Portion

USDA CHOICE BEEF CHUCK - g^g^
Shoulder London Broil ibl.yy

White Gem'

'WHITE GEM' WITH BACK ^^
Chicken Leg Quarters ib49'
'WHITE GEM' -*<-».,

Chicken Wings ,^53

Colonial Water Added

RUMP PORTION WATER ADDED -^^^ ,

Colonial CookedHam ib99
Devault BeefWafer Thin Colonial Meat Bologna or

Sandwich Frozen 0^9 EstTa Mild ^%^%<
V!".^?:.O Franks J.'.^.^9.. SfSf

Weaver All Varieties

Chicken i2ozPkg

Rondelets ^ °!^" 189

CORNER
^ DELI

Tender. delicKXJS
beef cooked in our
own kitchens' Sliced
to order in our deli

Roast
Beef

Available in stores wrth Sennce Deli

Another Stop& Shop acdusivr'

Chai^eable
SUde Chain
A*•emon TV

With The Purchase of

14-K Gold-
FinedJewehy

U.S. No 1 Bag Maine All Purpose

5 lb Potatoes

each with its (jwn ({enuine

Cubic Zirconia Solitaire:

Pendants ^'^^'*^°<«

Earrings S^S^r^^

Stop & Shop Sliced White Big

Daisy Bread^^
stop & Shop Grade A Dozen Large

WhiteE^s
Nabisco 12 Ounce Package

Ritz Crackers
stop & Shop, Can

1 lb Coffee ^^

20 Oz.
Loaf

STOP g, SHOP PRODUCE COUPON A 3^
ijj^^^0 Maine All Purpose q |

%M%9 SlbPotatoes i^^^^ U S No 1 Bag ,„ !

With Coupon •>J^|

STOP & SHOP BAKERY COUPON A-2^

^^^^^kC Stop & Shop Big !

Z£3M DaJt^Bread c !

> GoadApMl

f ST0P4SH0PG»WcSv'c0UTOirTq

I
,— - -

A9

I
On one 1 lb Can C

• Sanka Coffee
I

Regular of Automalt Dnp

118

N A 9Y sTOPr»w.3^«x55I 7a^"^opT5I.5v'S<rs?^'::^-r.%^""••"""""—

STOP « SHOP DAIRY COUPo"*""!^

I

H" ^^^^ ^'°^ * ^^°P Dozen Large |

lOSf WhiteEgfis^!
With Coupon It""

"" ^^«:S I

79
With Coupon ^ '^l

STOP 4 SHOP GROCERY COUPON"".^

1
^»^> Stops Shop I^^ llbCoffee ^

j

,
ReyjIarDnp. Automate Drip I

WithCoupon
"^^'^'^"^ ^ '1^1

STOP* SHOP GROCERY COUPON. A-27

(* Nabisco C I

RitzCrackers "
i^Oince Package I

Now at Stop & Shop... . ^ .

On Sale For The First Time' !^«_?L°!I'l°''^fL,

Wy,Wy^ I
Inatant Coffee

I 'S!!!^''SSflit's „^ SolaI •W'»»c<M»nu«lp« 1'^. „^^ ,5o' I

I SaimAn* Clovr^otf^^i cs ^-j;^^, T^^*'=-"--cot^
I
Save30'r

cuvlantv (jootf J^irt IS ?4 198?

STOP» SHOP MEAT COUPON a 30~*
I*

DKnONARY I o '^^ffirW"

Volume 1 ^2^^^ ' OnonelBozpKgorLarger

%9Sy Stop ft Shop Piszaea^^^^ 3"ops suiop nszai Aqua-Fresh
Volume 2-8...0nly 2.69 ea I

SoW^o.*Fr«»,Me«Dep. I Too.hp.„«

PncM •ff«cliv« Sunday, AoriMS thru Salurdav AorU 94 1M} uu u... u^., i»i..ae' . ..^... ...

Save 50
On any pkg p

FreshFish
So^rtlnc»JrFlS^Dep«

; Save30
On one 2 lb pkg

Mama Roaie
CavateOi

Save 20
On any 1 lb pkg C

Taste O* Sea FUlets
Sole Whiiifig, ^Y)llock, Haddock.

Flounder or Cod
WVti ttvt coupon UM1 1 p«r

STOP* SHOP GHOCERY COUPON a^

Save 50'
Onone64ozTut)e C
Aqua-Fresh

Save20
I

Ononeokgot20 ^
HeftyTrashBa^

F«si«Xcialoncam IF«si<jX Baton cans

Mg- amaym CoailliXKM IHB B^S^^^™^^*^a^a«"^a^ai^j*^^Mai^ •(np
STOP* SHOP GROCIRY COUPON A 14

Save 20°
OnoneSozBag C '

Potato Chips
StacAShop

STOP* SHOP MEAT COUPON ~7a^ gV^T~~~"™™"y.%^^» »§»»»—Wf -.-.^- . - «^1 STOP*»«PFROZENCOUPON A I llT STOP * SHOP GROCERY COUPON X^JW
' Save 25V i

OnonellbCan *- |

Savaiin Coffee !
Regular or Automatic Drip |

Save 20'
i

On one36 oz pkg of 12 p '

Hendrie's ^
Sundae Cups !

'»»«o»Mi Gooai^rtia M. I9a>

154

Pr»«.,^,^S^.Apr.M...r.S«ur^Y.Apr«„.,«„ w M..s Mor,
.
Apr.M^,

.
Ap.. ,4 W. raaarv. ,t. rK,. .0 «..,,„JtrN^lZL^^rj"-

ly^ STOP* SHOP DAIRY COUPON »,.,,.

Save 25'c i
Stop » Shop Random Weight Pkg

Real Sharp Cheddar i

I o>lmoo»1««rir)«™sHH;w»<1i a

I IMMXa cowon Un« 1 par _ ^i
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Editorial/Opinion

fj Disagreement
on disarmament

W NOW CROS? To THE BALLPM^K FOR TX^iW REAGAN'S tilRECT ON-THE-«;PnT RAnio Ticc
CRiPTiW OFM SAME IN W^RKS, ADMiNlSTOlONrA6Wg ^DgTffS^^^^^

UMass grass has the potential
Spring IS widely regarded as a time for jubilation

and quasi-euphoric bliss. It's time to re-introduce
the winter woolies to mothballs and replace skis

with a good frisbee. The agony of frostbite has been
replaced by the status of an impressive sunburn. Our cozy
blanket of winter snow has finally melted (Hell, it's only
April), and UMass is now a prime example of Terra Infir-
ma.

Terra Infirma, or "dried mud" as it is known in the
venecular, has reached epidemic proportions at the

Mary Beth Hebert

University of Massachusetts at Amherst. The region sur-
rounding the Campus Center Pond has been declared a
local eyesore and, frankly, we're making the mudslides in
California look like baby's first mudpie.

It shouldn't seem implausible for a school which began
as an argricultural land-grant college to have colected one
or two people who know something about grounds
maintenance. I know we have the Physical Plant people. I

have seei\them drive their trucks across our lawns rather
than waste an extra three millilitres of gas traveling on
the nearby pavement. It seems the only reason they cross
over the lawns is to begin surveying for a new sidewalk. I

think they would just as soon have the whole campus tar-

red over; that way they'd just have to worry about
sidewalk graffitti or someone starting a petition to install
Astroturf.

Students also have to take responsibility for the mud
mess we are in now. While those spiked heels cause a sen-
sation at Joey Di's, they are just adding a couple extra
holes for the earthworms to crawl into at UMass.
Likewise, walking across the University lawns will rarely
make a substantial difference in how late you arrive for
class. Even Alumni Stadium looks better after a fall foot-
ball game than some of the other lawns on Campus.
While the finger can be pointed at numerous sides for

causing this problem, it is nothing compared with the
potential disaster we are currently facing.
With the Pond Concert Series rapidly approaching, we

must pull together to do something before an irrectifiable
mistake occurs. With only one side of the Campus Center
Pond actually able to host people at this time, it is the stu-
dent's responsibility to try to preserve the potential for a
lawn on the other side. Should the Physical Plant people
deem it proper to implant sod or even to raise rope bar-
riers, it is in everyone's best interest to heed the reccom-
mended precautions.

UMass-Amherst has the potential to have one of the best
spreads of beautiful lawns in the country. Let's live up to

Mary Beth Hebert is a Collegian columnist.

Letters
A lack of self criticism can only prevent a lack of insig-ht
To the Editor

It is unfortunate that Kelly Malley should have to resign
from the Collegian staff to. protest publicly editorial deci-
sions she felt were compromised by a sexist bias. It is also
unfortunate that the McLaughlins should find themselves,
during a joyful time, at the center of a controversy not of
their making. Agreed, Tom McLaughlin's position as
basketball coach did add some news value to the story of
the McLaughlins' child being born at home during a bliz-
zard, but Malley's objections - that the mother's role was
ignored while the father's was glorified in the paper —
were wellfounded.

Kelly Malley should have been allowed to point out the
bias of the article on the Collegian's editorial page. The
fact that Kelley Malley, a member of the staff, was not
allowed to publish her criticism in the paper suggests that
women have a ways to go before getting the full, fair, and

objective coverage we expect from a student newspaper.
With Kelly Malley's resignation, the likelihood of attaining
that coverage looks even dimmer.
The article itself was a relatively minor incident among

the many that women encounter on a daily basis; many
readers may not have recognized it immediately as reflec-
ting a male-oriented point of view. Yet if criticism of that
stance is ignored, and as a matter of policy suppressed,
the Collegian editorial staff loses an opportunity to
develop greater sensitivity to these issues themselves and
to counter in perhaps a small way the systematic
discrimination of women.
We believe the Collegian should reconsider its policy

prohibiting public self-criticism and we regret the loss of
Kelley Malley as Women's Editor.

Victoria Jacoby and 7 others from the Southwest
Women's Center

Cartoon's insults to the Pope are uncivil and unnecessary
To the Editor:

I wish to protest your cartoon of (April 2) "The UMass
Zone" by Mark Rollins. It is not within the spirit of the
UMass Year Toward Civility. The cartoon is insiflting to
the Pope, who is one of the few truely world leaders, a
true peace advocate.

The cartoon was insulting and set a stereotype on
priests, presenting them as thugs, mobsters and
hoodlums. These are people who minister to the people,
they should not be labeled as people who are to be feared.

TTiis cartoon projects the stereotype that Catholics have
no birth control policy and are ignorant of sex and birth

control. On the contrary, the Catholic Church has a birth

control policy — birth control as long as it is not life

destructive.

This as also insults Italians by using broken English in

the punchline. Also the joke was made using the broken
Italian/English to mock the pope, yet today we have a
Polish (x)pel

This joke was used by former secretarty of Agriculture,

Earl Butz, who in stating it at the Rome Food and

Agriculture Conference, of 1974, shocked the delegates by
his ignorance ignorant and insulting joke. This "joke"
helped force his removal from this office.

This nonsense must end. When you attack or project a
stereotype on one group, you hurt and insult all

humankind. Would the Collegian dare to insult Third
World people, gay people, women or the handicapped?
Then don't do it to other minorities. Yes, Catholics are a
minority in this country.

Yet, besides, if we are to truely let oppression abate,
then we must respect all groups, their religious leaders,
their variety of ideas and cultures. Appreciation of dif-

ferences must be all or nothing. Don't allow this travesty
of a cartoon continue to inject the.se insults and
stereotypes on Catholicism, which spans the globe and all

races of humankind.
I formally rerjue-st an apology by the Collegian for such a

derogatory cartoon.

Lawrence F. Roberge
Sylvan

^ ~ s

uclear disarmament has now become respectable.
Last fall, anti-nuke protests in Europe were in full
swing, and the Reagan administration dismissed

them as subversive activities by communists. Six months
later, you cannot pick up a magazine or newspaper, or
watch the news without hearing or seeing tons of informa-
tion on the disarmament issue. The American people are
concerned as never before about the threat of imminent
nuclear destruction. But still there are people who are try-

Randolph T. Holhut

ing to brand the people involved with nuclear disarma-
ment as subversives.

The College Republican National Committee has been
distributing posters around college campuses of Soviet
soldiers marching under pictures of Lenin and Stalin in
Red Square. The poster reads "The Soviet Union needs
You - Support a US Nuclear Freeze." The implication is
clear, people who support disarmament are doing the
Kremlin's dirty work. The chairperson of the College
Republicans, Jack Abramoff, says that he wants to shock
students out of an "irrational and emotional reaction."

I don't know about you. Mister Abramoff, but most peo-
ple do not think that it is being irrational or emotional to
be concerned about nuclear destruction. Those people
would also agree that you are not a commie pinko pacifist
fool for supporting a nuclear freeze.

Polls show that 72 percent of the American people are in
favor of a nuclear freeze. I guess this means there are an
awful lot of communists in this country. But these people
are not subversives. They are Americans who feel that the
Arms Race has gone on long enough. Our government
spends about 100 million dollars a day, every day, for
nuclear weapons. This is a enormous amount of money be-
ing earmarked for something that we hope is never used,
but has the power to destroy the planet if we do. In every
sense of the word, it is indeed immoral to spend this kind
of money for weapons so terrible in their destruction that
it boggles the mind.

The campaign for a nuclear freeze is building momen-
tum. But the Reagan administration still believes that
disarmament is not in the national interest. But with each
day that passes without action being taken to halt the
arms race, we edge that much closer to nuclear war.

If being concerned about the worid going up in a
mushroom cloud qualifies you to be a communist, than
there are a lot of commies out there. If the College
Republicans or the Reagan administration have enough
audacity to call three-quarters of America communist, let
them try it.

Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian columnist.
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Jazz and Classical Series
many titles and artists to choose from
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FREE DRAWING
(1 winner only)
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I

Winner will receive choice of any $8.98 list
|

album in stock. Drawing 4/20/82 Drop off en- I

try in the Record Dept.
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TONIGHT 25c DRAFTS
8 pm til Closing No Cover
35 E. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA 253-9285

Summer
Employment

Camp Young Judsea,
Amhefst, New Hampshire

(Resident. Coed. 1 hour frorr.
Boston) IS in nsMl of Oepartment
Directors and Activity Specialists
tor this summer m Athletics
Gymniistics, Swim instruction
^Sll, Waterskiing. Sailing. Arts
& Crafts. Campcrafi, Israeli
Dance. Drama. Israeli Folk Song
Riflery. Tennis. Photcgraphy Of
fice Personnel and Nurses (R N I

Excellent Salaries and fringe
benefits Please contact Dt
Charles B Rotman, Director 8)
Kingshury Street Welleslev MA
02181. 617-2379410
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College Ring

By JOSTENS
Now
At

at the University Store
on Tues & Wed Apr. 20 & 21
$10. deposit June delivery!
Last ring days this year

ll^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

HolocAusT MemorIaI

Day Lccturc

AutIkmi f»f
PETER HELLMAN -

*^AvENuc of rkc RiqIiTEous''

Will be UcTUfriNq on: '^QuUt Hcros of rlif HoIocaust'^
- Non-Jews who Risked rhciR lives to save Jews

TODAY - APRIL 20tIi - 4:00 P.M.
CAMPUS CENTER 16? - UMASS

SPONSORED BY: B*N*i BuiTl. HilUl. UrlifRAf* Ca«i|h« MiNHTKy,
CifRISTUN FoUMdATION, IHcWMAN CcNTCR, YeAR ToWARds Ciwiliry Awd

DiSTINquisllEd VkITORS PROtjRAM

DVP presents

•^^^"^ and Bob
Dean Woodward

"The Legacy of
Watergate"

Thursday, April 22, 1982
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Tickets on Sale
Now at

FAC Box Office
Tio\"'*s Unlir-ied (TIX)

ATTENTION!
100%

$ FREE TUITION $

JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS
NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further Infornation Contact:
Sgt. Richard O'Connor

586-4110

CORRECTION
Due to an error in the
Collegian, The drink
specials listed on April
1(), 1982 are incorrect.
Our most sincere
apologies to the staff and
patrons of Joey D's.

NOTICES

There will be a man-
datory meeting of all Col-
legian news staff members
at 6:30 p.m. tomorrow in
the newsroom. Reporters
who cannot attend must
notify Ed Levine in
writing prior to the
meeting. If you are unsure
of your staff status in the
department, check with
Ed. Remember, atten-
dance is mandatory.

The women's depart-
ment at the Collegian will

hold a mandatory staff

meeting for all womens
staff writers Wednesday
at 7 p.m. in the Collegian
office.

"..a sp«llt>inding

detective story_»

-VINCEMT CANBV.PtY TIMES

1lKMostOeNBta(i«

MKtM Story Of TIsCMto^

Mahar Aud
Tuesday April 20
7 & 10 pm $1.25

, •,-<5cyy) <s^:^<;5-"?c»is> ctc^o-^^sip <S£5^c5-"^3i9

ALL YOU

ROCK
DISCO RICHARDS

ROUTE 9
amnerst

HAVE SOME FUN WITH 4 FOR $1

CAN EAT!!

Dinner Special

Mon - Wed 5:00 - 9:00 ^

i

I • Chicken Wings J

I

^ * Homemade Soup

f
9 * French Dreod
8

I
* Solod Dor

\
— only S0.95 |

I
eot-up Qt

|the hungry ui

Besides studying for his degree
in management, senior Scott Bacon is

also learning what it takes to become
an officer through Army ROTC.

"I attended an Army ROTC
Day during my freshman summer ori-

entation. When I found out you
weren't obligated to anything your
freshman and stiphomore years, I

decided to n>' it I cnj^y ROTC I'm

learning things I normally wouldn t

learn in college. Like leadership

theories And tactics The manage-
ment training you receive is really

g(x>d, tiHi It helped me a lot with my
inhcr management courses.

"Im pretU' involved with the

Universirv, so Im glad ROTC doesn t

take up a lot of time. It s just a couple

of hours a week At the end of your

junior year, you have to go to Ad-
vanced Camp It sa kKi>t tun You get

introduced to everything the Armv
has to offer Tanks, helicopters, you

name it

"In your last two years ofROTC,
you receive $100 a month The way

I see It, ROTC is paying you money

MOSTSTUDENTSDONTKNOM THATARMY ROIC
LEADSTOAN ARMYOFFKEItSGOMI^I^

AT graduation:'

Stdtt Bacon,

man.idomont ma)(ir and
iTifmhor ot Armv ROTC?

Contact: Cpt. Patrick Merryman 545-2321

and you just give the Army back a litde

of your rime. When I get out of the
Army, my experience should make it

easier to get a job. Corporations look
for officers, because they have expe-
rience managing people and equip-
ment And I think starring salaries

might be higher because of that

experience."

For Scott Bacon, adding Army
ROTC to his college schedule has
really paid off Because it actually

added another dimension to his col-

lege educarion.

And Army ROTC can do the
same for you

For more information, stop by
the Army ROTC office on your cam-
pus today.

And begin your future as an
officer

ARMY ROTC
BEAUYOUCANBE.
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Louis Foods gives you only Quality Meats

FAMILY
PACK

ASSORTED ARMOUR VERI-BEST

Pork
Chops
LEAN CHUCK

Stew
Beef
BABY

Beef
Liver
ARMOUR

Sliced
Bacon

$

$

169
LB.

ARMOUR

Beef
Franks '""

t Louis Foods,
We make ttie

difference!
PKG.

OSCAR MAYER

1QQ Beef orReg g\£% c I
usda choice

|
" ^}^r-^^ iTop RoundRoast I

1-LB.

PKG.

00< Ground $ 1 fioOlf ,7 Beef ' 1 "^
FAMILY PAK

$ 1 69 Ground ^ $^95
^~ jseer lb. pkg.

99
LB

•FREEZER SPECIALS* CUT & PACKAGED TO YOUR ORDER
USDA CHOICE BONELESS

Whole or Half <

Rib Eyes 5 LBS. OR MORE
CUT INTO
STEAKS OR ROASTS

USDA CHOICE

PERDUE CHEFS PRIOE

Cornish
Game Hens

Top Round Steak

49
TWIN
PACK

LB

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

2nd Big

—Week-
Sweet Life

QUALITY FOODS
Sale!

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.

PURE DIGESTABLE

CrisGO Oil
NABISCO

Snack CrackerS
15« OFF LABEL

99«
ALL

VARIETIES REG.
SIZE

'Siskii

24 OZ.
BTL.

SWEET LIFE TENDER
CUT WAX OR GREEN

Beans or 4 $Beets CUT OR
SLICED

SWEET LIFE
WHO. KERNEL OR CREAM

Corn or
Peas
SWEET LIFE
QUALITY

16 OZ.
CAN 1

SWEET LIFE KFLORIDA
UNSWEETENED

Grapefruit
Juice
SWEET LIFE
16 02. PKG.

GLAD

46 OZ.
CAN 59

Trash Bags

3 $^ Saltine CAt
16 OZ. CAN A CraclKers le oz. 3 rv

PKG. ^ "^

20 CT.
PKG.

SWEET LIFE
1-LB. CAN

COTTONELLE

Mayo-
nnaise 32 OZ.

JAR
89**?"^°" *1«9

Bath Tissue
4 $•

ROLL
PKG.

Frozen Foods & Dairy Case Fresh Produce
BREYERS-ALL NATURAL

Ice Cream

ALL
FLAVORS

$1991 HALF
GALLON

HOOD 100% PURE

Apple Juice

$1^79ALL
NATURAL GAL

MINUTE MAID

Orange
Juice
$1109

AXELROO

1 12 OZ.
CAN

Cottage Cheese

FRESH FLORIDA

Sweet Com
5$

EARS
FOR 1

GRANNY SMITH

Apples
IMPORTED
FROM
CHILI 59 LB.

5$
FOR

SUPER
SELECTED

Cukes
FLORIDA SMALL SIZE
RED BOILING m j^ mM
Potatoes "^ L^ 1

1
MARIE'S LOW-CAL
BLUE CHEESE

SNOW WHITE FRESH
12 OZ. PKG.

Mushrooms 99

Dressing '];^^
^ J 39

CRISP AIRE
MAC 3

Apples ^^o «129
COMPLETELY VEGETARIAN
MADE FROM SOY BEAN ^^^^ .

Tcmpeh '"I 89^
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER

NABISCO

Ritz Crackers

69 12 OZ.
PKG.

! LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER

ROYAL

Gelatin Desserts

FREE
^^ ALL FLAVORS - 3 OZ. PKG.

WITH THIS COUPON ft A $7 50 PURCHASE

s.

! J1r,„n\^l ^«V.^^^ * * ''^° PURCHASE . . w,.n m,a ^uur-un . a ,a so PURCHASE
I u^,°.^?S?^^°** '^^**S ft CIGARETTES | | EXCLUDING COUPON ITEMS ft CIGARETTES
^ VALID APRIL 19-24. AT LOUIS FOODS J " VALID APRIL 19-24. AT LOUIS FOODS

LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER

SWEET LIFE

Facial Tissues

29
2 PLY

200 COUNT
PKG.

LU-B2

FINEP tlf I

WITH THIS COUPON ft A $7.50 PURCHASE -
EXCLUDING COUPON ITEMS ft CIGARETTES |VA LID APRIL 19-24, AT LOUIS FOODS _

Specials Valid
April 19th-24th

Tuesday, April 20, 1982

DOONESBURY
Collegian 9

miBRITANNM!
dmAHHIARULBS myC5R-mmmi TAmAR^

A NOISY
/, ,.->-> LOT. SIR.

OKAYBYM^.HONeY. TH£y)!£mm
PY^SSeNGeRS, TWOOMNPA H£APi
AU lie eOlTADOlS GET 'O^DOUJN
TO The FALKLAND ISLANPS IN

TIMe FOR 7H3 FIR3W0RKSV

ILL TBU YOU, H0N5Y, THIS
INVASION fS PUR5 OOLDINOT
TOOMANYMARS TmSB P»Y5
kiH5R5 Youeer Tu/ou/eej<s-
NOriC5, YOUKNOW

by Garry Tr»deau CROSSWORD
Y5S>.SIR,U

U/ASQUm
ABR5AK.

FORONCB.m
HADFNOUSHTIMB
TO 6eTA Decern-
BROCHURE OUT.

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

^^.^^ ^v^^ SToft>,

Ht^

i:^!lJ:^^ comics?

^Ht G^MtcS RRt Sop.

by M. Joyce

THE UMASS ZONE

OP ft Tva.E ft<^

Tv\e. MtXT Ti(\^

OH You..

DO C>CCu<^

TtAe, INFLUEXte

ACROSS
1 Afujlnoi rianio 'ot

f) Box
9 - - inein

f3 Provence O*

SE China
15 Band on a shield

16 Tcsr asundf.T

17 Ropcfibpi
18 MinnuAb and eels
19 Honu'fic works
20 Cousin o(

9 Across
22 Not at school
24 SileofUkf
25 Papal name
26 Makeup remover
29 Short qalosh
3J Period

34 Opera bit player

36 Valley —
37 Pro

39 Public places
41 City on the Donau
42 To any degree
44 Writer s problem
46 Social qatheiinq
47 Acts like a

termagant
49 Entertainer

for instance

'j' l(j A<-'l inscnptuji!

52 Mineral tar

53 VVordol caution
56 Dupes or tools

60 Bedouin
61 Tender sounds
63 Pertaining tf) neap

and rip

64 Coins in Comr,
65 Country lellow

66 Clerical item
67 Track event
6H Fraternal group
69 Cast oft

DOWN
1 In style

2 Silence

3 Run — (meet)
4 Crustacean
appendage

5 Serious

6 En'real

7 Famous ring

name
y Typeoi business
9 Obsolete weapon

10 Conceal
11 Symbol ol heat
12 ForiTier vamp

14 Ceniaui ol

Hercules legend
21 Consume
23 Enthusiastic one
25 Winter gaimpni
26 Father ot

Abraham
21 Very anriovc'l

28 Eden invadi-r

29 Some men
30 Small antpio(ii-o(

Africa

31 Curved moldini)',

32 Part ot a dogma
35 Readies a sat<;hel

38 First grade
Subject

40 See 1 Down
43 Sidelong glance
45 Illusionist s viori)

48 Christmas
tableau

50 Rhinoceroses km
52 En|oys the rays
53 Soothing stutl

54 Oneot a great five

55 Merchandise
56 robin

57 Esau s wife

58 Corduroy
59 Tireless vehicle

62 Part of OPEC

THIS V/£eK IS OCOiCATFO TO TMC
AnnglKsr SAP fifirrRoL - TWoSE
lW6lAi£D OUMROiMS or THE LAW
WfTWOin- WHOM liF£ IH AMMSRSr

'

MOHT ACTVAUy Be PL0kSAMr.

OUTTfii THC CAR,

^NO.Vil Sfofi ANYONE THAT Wf~ '
OON T LIKE me LOOKS OF. ItLL

?

by Mark Rollins

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

jNv

WHAT HAPPENED?
Ol^ * P««|)4, V»1L 7Z

N-7 Je. ii6-,<;6<, I

by Ethyl Octane

...J ...f l>. . ../..,_ . ^

B

1 M A|
LpJa'w s « A Ail

L M ah'
P4.l>*0

7
N1

'nIs
.E Ta $ Il[e""t'
:OiA{MlO N aTn o^p Y T ym U R Eip B C l^^l
TjJ lXI N tHpir S:FjF m
,C|L AjN SPIR ATI ^ im a"
^.Llmmoh.m r; Vhe N S

1
liVMCiiNIISB CIO H gTo
sIaIc h e t sBTBlnlBlnlFlB

wiiA iiini MrH
A V I^A!NlDlGfOTl IT A nH

A u A turn
RlU S EH
BjElT AU

UiAiiNHB R AiE
S^O LI PiNio:
INIIJC

WEATHER
Cloudiness increasing to-

day with chance of
showers in the afternoon.
Highs in the 60s. Showers
tonight. Lows in the 40s.
Mostly cloudy with chance
of showers tomorrow.
Highs from the mid 50s to
the mid 60s.

D. C. MENU
LUNCH
Hamburg on Roll, Liver and
^'^"^ BASICS LUNCH

DINNFR
Golden Burgers, Colache

Jack Hammer Sandwich,
Fish Fry Plate/Tartar
Sauce, Cocktail Sauce,
Macaroni and Cheese BASICS DINNER

Fish Fry Plate/Tartar
Sauce, Cocktail Sauce,
Macaroni and Cheese

Remember...

When patronzing
our advertisers,
make sure to tell

them
that you saw
their ads
in the Collegian.

TYPING
* Reports
* Manuscripts
* Theses 8-

Dissertations

WORD
PROCESSING
of resumes &
cover letters

Same or next day
service available in

many cases.

TYPE-RITE
321 R Main St, Amherst
Icorrwr of Main ft Dickinson St)

253-5111

Tonight'

WIN A JUKE BOX
at our

OLDIES NIGHT
This Week

Four Hours of Two for One
all Liquor Drinks

9-1

- register to win a Free Juke Box -

UNIVFRSITY OF MASSACHUSF^^f^tMHF

Try the Fine Arts
this Spring

Drawing to be held

April 20,1982

The Big Six

"'Jazz
DIZZY GILLESPIE ILLINOIS JACQUET
MAX ROACH RICHARD DAVIS
BILLY TAYLOR LEON THOMAS

MONDAY, APRIL 26, 8 PM

Leonard Rose
f ih.

Sprirxfifield Symphony
Orchestra

Friday, April 30, 8 PM

Box Offic«: Noon to 4PM. M-F (41 3)S45 2S1

1

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall
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A BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDIo"
Sonically Sup«rior Audio. The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720

A DISC JOCKEY NfFncrTr^^^

Rackadlsc DJs are for your party infor
matton available with Randy 546-7013

ALTERNATIvrHIGHS
Alternative Highs Workshop 7:00 pm
lues Brooks Dormitory

APT. AVAILABLE
Room in Cliffside Apt available for sum-
mer and fall. Contact Dave in Room 411
Student Union, if interested. Leave
message. $160.00 a month includes
everything

AUDIO

^w^' ?!?^'"«" Amp with preamp out
mid 60s $150 256-0215

Biamp Electronic Crossover. adjIj^tabTe
l^uency, essential for clear sound $100
256-02 15

^n'oJ?? speak^ 250^iF^x pd. 600
sell 300 546-5841

AUTO FOR SALE
AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder
good^ondition, has FM cassette deck $790
^^^* Chevy Impala good cond, runs fine
no work needed, $850 Kevin 665 4362
Chevy Van: 1976 6 cylinderr runs well
carpeted interior, best offer 1-533 5216 '

^°^f,*^^*"*^^
• ^^^2 good shape not runn-

ing^180orJ^^46-9355

73 Pontiac Venturacoupe mags 3 speed
^•^^^ssette with equalizer $1350 Andy

"?,^ excellent condition new paint
549-1007 must be seen

1973 VW Beetle great conditio^T^^
transmission must sell only $1300 call eves
0O52392

1971 Toyota Corolla, r^jnsTuperbly 30 -i-

"TPg>_regularj$ia5.00 Bob 253-7967

BASS PLAYERS
Martin Roundwounds 50% discount
»jOjtringsJoT^T5^uitar Magic 546-6684

entertaTnment
A" J^*e'PrBsident^s'M^i^ov\e Tuesday
Apri[jO Mahar Aud 7 & 10 PM $1.25
The RoT^TUiTi^ack: beTTThe pull ^dyou can be part of tradition. Prizes for the
winning teams.

Rope ~Pl^i^Chili^n^^^l^^ thTc^^k
system answered our challenge to the rope
pull yet? Form your team now!

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bdrm Col

PM 253°365r
'°"^^' ^°°' ^^ ^^"^^ "

NorthampWte^^^^room available im-

^-5)S^
^"'""'®' ^"'^ ^^" "8 +

SummV^ublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 '/i

gJ^I^^^^Peting, pool, tennis courts 330 -i-

Chic cheap 2^b7^:^;rbJ^^i^^i;ji77—^.
ed^^Jun€^AugustJ53^9^^

blTs*

*"'*'**^^»" optybdrm 256 8829 on

BelchertownTi^k^?;int winteriz^d"^-

S9V45^
"ow for couple $235.00,

^.J'rl'T^P"^^" ^"'^ P°o' ^280 av^bleJune 1 w/fall option 253-3089

f^JP^'*'
»"^i^^~^i«r^ption 2 bedroom

townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 >i

253
5759*'^'^®''"^' ^°°'' '®""'' ^°"^=

summer~r^ritirci^;rcid~H^;;;,;ic7r4
bedroom ranch call 61 7-899-8654

Northampton - 4 b^^^^nTh^us^Tji^^^e
thru Sept and thereafter $450-475 plus
utilities. 4 bedroom with 2 baths in Amherst '

for :iummer $600 plus util. monthly. Call 6-7 '

pm Skibiski Realtors 584 3428
'

FOR SALE
Siamese Cat Blue point. SfW^J;:^ii^2

brands of bicycles repaired. Free estimatesand free wfety checks. Peloton Sports 1 E
Kleasarn St.. NorthamptorW584 1016)'

Pair of tri-axial car speaker8~$40^rb«t

Bad - bottom rolls out lifts up tiTmake

Casf^r^dvance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount

single a double. Call 549-0861; Wendy

2565)285"*
**'"'" "* °"'^ ^^^ °^ ^° *^^"

Almost full scuba outfit excellent condi
tion around $300 256 6336 must sell

Phone number FREE

to publication day

PERSONALS

FOUND
A watch in the field between Brooks andNew Africa House - describe it and it is
yours. Call Teresa Belieflore at 545-3500
Found calculator in Student Union BIdg
call Scott 6-9605 to identify (4/14)

rif,^ "^®rf^ ^^^ ^°""<^ '" Lot 34. Enquire at
UMass_P^liceDept.

Lose something outside the Hatch?
Wednesday afternoon. Call 546 5354

~FURNITURj FOR~SALF

GREEK WEEK
Today s Greek Week event is the Cof
teehouse at Kappa Kappa Gamma 8:00 All
University members invited to attend.

GUITAR
~

Studio one acoustic guitar ex cond. with
case $140 253-7125 Brad

Martin Strings -

$3.75 set. Free
546-6684

GUITARISTS

acoustic and electric for
delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED
Summer work, find out how 5000
students last year averaged earning $2 300
to $2,500. Send self-addressed, stamped
envelope. Box 251 New Haven CT 06502
Student Child Care Positions open for
summer & fall - apply now. Introductory
courses in day care - 3 credits listed in Or-
chard Hill, Southwest Residential Colleges -

Student Internships, 9 credits - 23 hrs/wk
fall semester, 30 hrs/wk summer $500 sti-
pend; Student hourly & workstudy posi-
tions, teaching & cook's assistants $3 65
hr

- $4.00 10-40 hrs weekly. Sumer
workstudy positions: part & full time
teaching, and administration, office work'
Summer babysitting list: pari & full time
listings. Apply: Child Care Office- 213
Berkshire House

HOUSE FOR RENT
3 bedroom on bus route $425 plus
Washer /dryer, quiet neighborhood. Call
Z3J-9476 eves

LEGAL ASSISTANT
INTERNSHIPS

The Legal Services Office has eight posi
tions available for full-time legal assistant
interns for Fall 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Aid attorneys of LSO with
client interviewing, investigations, legal
research, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms atten-
dance at heanngs in District and Superior
Courts, and participation in administrative
hearings and federal litigation. Maintain
continuing caseload under attorney super-
vision. For advice on arranging an intern-
ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-
ships, Curry Hicks Building. For further in-
formation, contact LSO, 922 Campus
Center^Applications due Wednesday, April
i?l, at Office of Internships. Writing sample
required.

LOST

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud
atter Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need

sJe^T-SM^'^
^°' classes. Please! Call

5"^'^oi^«''*'
^g^id~8~silver coloTTall

^53 2921 25$ reward or ask for Pam at 423
Arnold House days

MOTORCYCLES
Honda SL360 motorcycle^OOO miles, ex-
celent condition. $550 includes two
helmets 549 5071

81 Suzuki 860SG'7h^frdh\;r2700 mites

J||5y^^
loaded 2650 or best offer

79 Yamaha 750"lh^frdrive, cte^i^^t
m^any extras asking $ 1950 665-3447
80 HondTcBTSOFlIjp^rsp^; silver 3500^
$2200 or BO Kris 546 6022

We ve got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go Prices
reasonable. 549 3733

OLDER STUDENTS SOCTaT
Coma meat other older students in a
relaxed atmosphere on Thurs. April 29 4-7
pm at the 10th floor Campus Center free
hors d'oevres, music, cash bar. Sponsored
b^^h^lder Students Service Network

Ragister now for the April 24th Run For
Ritter 6.2 mile Campus Road Race. See
our table at CC^i^NewmanJTenter office

All University Women are invited to
fmd out what Sorority life is about

Sigma Delta Tau Has It All!
Party Dates

Fri. April 16 Pizza party 4-6
Tue. April 20 Cook-out 6-7

Wed. April 21 Greek Fashion Show 6-30-7
We are located at 409 N. Pleasant St.

For more info, call 545. 527
Musicians, Singers, etc. Interested in
performing in a Jazz Coffeehouse? Call
Carol 6-1268 today!

SBA Student-Faculty Wine-n Cheese
social on Wednesday April 21 @ 3-30-530
in faculty lounge, SBA room 319. Spon-
sored by Undrgraduate Business Club. AllSBA people invited

.

Rope Pull: Have the sport teams form theirown rope pull team yet? show the student
body that your team is the best. Enter the
rope pull.

"I Will Fight No More Forever" Dwight
Lounge 9:00 p.m. Wednesday April 21st
^onsored by NE Anacaona Cultural Center

Have you completed at least 6 credits of

ETA SIGMA PHI National Honorary
Classical Society If interested, come to
Herter 520 on Wednesday, April 21 at 330
p.m.

Happy Birthday Joey D. You Probably
guessed this too. Huh? Have a great one
Love Charlie.

Karen-would you Dance if he wasn't there?
Steve

Tom arid Kara - Thanks for a fantastic
weekend you're both too much! Love Mike
To the men of Delta X - Thank you for ex-
change 4/8 The women of JQA Lower
Rope Pull: Have you passed in your forms
yet? Do It immediately or you won't be in
the annual rope pull

Suiu - Happy Belated 19th! Let's blow off

fyj.T^.'y. ^ 9®^ <^^""k N.P. for sure. Your
^ a f rommie

RESUME WRITING

Quick/confidential/efficient call after 5PM or weekends 549-5727

$50 REWARD
Lost April 8 men's Longines watch bet-

^c®2oo^ ^"^ Southwest sentimental value

RIDERS WANTED
Driving to Texas in June. Looking for so-
1!^®°"®^° share driving and expenses. Call

ROOM WANTED
Rice a Ronni the San Francisco treat sign-
©Q r.n.

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665 7519 keep trying
R^ornmate wanted to share apartment

-vi, cSi^J
'®'^' reasonable rent Cindy

247-5815

''f^i® wantedl^^are 1 of 2 bedrooms
at Cliffside Apts. beginning June call Deb
bie 665-4371

1 female roommate to share West Yar
mouth rental. Call Sue 6-8684
Male roommate wanted on Cape Yar-
mouth 6 666 1

Neat, clean & quiet Puffton Villager-
June 1 $130 per month & small electric call
Mike or Ron 549-0073 betweeri 4-10 pm

bdrm Southwood

SUBLET-FALL OPTION

One bdrm in 2
townhouse 253-3497

Puffton two bedrooms in three bedroom
sujrnner with fall option 549-1616 7A IIP
2 rooms for rent in ArnherstYbedroom
apartment 1 rm furnished available im-
mediately 1 rm unfurnished available June 1

central location fall option 256-6150

Mill Hollow Apts one bdrm upstairs
$240/mo inc all costs cats permitted
borders Puffers Pond. Mill River, and con-
servation area - quiet, waterfall, swimming
skiing, fishing avail June 1 2 mi from carn-
pus bus 549-5633

SUMMER RECREATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES

Professional Research, Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Research,
#600-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, I L 60605
Tuck-in Service call 6-70lTor 6 6902
Freelance Typing, editing, tape transcrib-
ing. Reasonable rates, top skills. Profes-
sional executive secretary. Amherst Center

Need someone to talk with? Call the Les
bian and Gay Mens Counseling Collective
M. Tu. Th, Fri 4-8 pm 545-2645

For Boston area students. Men needed
to work with children ages 6-13. Positions
available: General Couselors. Nature and
Carpentry Counselors. For further informa-
tion and applications contact: Wendv
Brunswick 253-3054 '

SUMMER ROOMMATE
~

Female roomate wanted on Cape (Yar-
mouth) call Laurie 546-6799 or Lynn
546-6088 '

SUMMER SUBLET

2 bedroom Riverglade AC, pool bus
route, furnished, rent negotiable 253-7148
Summer sublet w/possible fall option 3
bdrm (4 people) 2 level tnhse 6/10 mile
from campus 549-1377

Rolling Green 3-bedroom summer sublet
furnished all utilities air cond included pool
rent negotiable 549-6096

2 females for Southwood Apts $105 00
per month /per person. Cable TV, fully fur-
riished, pol, tennis courts, air cond op-
tional, on bus route. Available May 28 -

Aug 31 Call 253-3810 or 256-0892
Brittany Manor 1 bdr price negotiable call
Jeff or Paul 253-9448
Centrally located $117 month room in~3
bedroom apartment fall option 253-9717

SUMMERSUBLET FALL OPTION
Large modern 2 room apt kitchen, prvte
bath, 5 mm walk to Amherst Center, on
both Rte 9 and Main Str bus rte contact
David 253-9459 eve

^^umdci

Four bedroom apartment in Swiss
Village $147 per person with all utilities in-
cluded. Act now and get a free couch.

CttiSi^
J"ne 1 and fall option is yours.

Squire Village large 2 bedroom
townehouse. beginning June 1 w/fall op-
tion 665-3154

*^

S.W. CONCERT
Anyone interested in working security,
hospitality, or stage crew contact the SW
Area Government Office in Hampden or call
545-0960 all workers will receive a tee shirt
and munchies. Positions limited

TO SUBLET

dif^ecr 1cr?J.*'V"' ^"k"'"'''^
pool tennisQirectiy across from bus will neoctiata^[^available immediately PauT?? flS

Rolling Graan 2 bedroom apt to sublet for

Sr?'- ^r''^^^ «" "»"**'«« air cond n-cjuded rent neg 256-0435
Summer sublet/fall option 3 bd^^^T^tnearjov^mjnd^ampu^ call Tom 253-5767
To sublet fall optl^^TciiffiiSrA^s
240-month everything inc 1 bdrm furnished
living room Mll eve &5-7604

'"'^""'"^d

f^r*°^^F^bd^^^^
":??L^M^!?l546p5054 54^-4043 549-lil
Brandywirie - 2 bedr^^;TiM;;;;;i^h^;d:^|AA:^ Available June 1 - Aug 3/caH

^J roommates. Partially furnished Prirp
negotiable. Fall option. Call 2S 5^7 even

sU^m^^^TsUbi^n^;;;;^^
L^ Irving room 3 bedrooms call 546-6^8 o^340-00/Z anytime.

S^iith;;^^^d~A^T^ni;;;^^
bdrm furnished with AC, pool, on bus "oute
rejiuiegotiable^all^fter 5 PM 253-7i3
Brandywine summeriiibterh;^;^~b^5;^;^
airjcondpoo[call 549-6440

'^^'^oom

i^sh?d ^l^lT^^^l^'^^^
sSsMfinrr "i°"^t.o"®9°^'«ble Jamie5w-JZ35^r^ordon 546-3231

3 bedroom apt Pufft^iTvfii^^^^;;;^^,
sublet^nly^49^6^9jast_chancr
Laase beginning June 1~2 bedrr>om r«7
onialVil[«70 256 6660

^^^°°^ Col-

^rnimr aubiM w/fall option I or 1b^m|^B,lch,now„. non-,Ue,'o„'';i

I
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Arts
John Hall tried hard
JOHN HALL
Fine Arts Center
Thurs., April 15

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

There seems to be something missing
from John Hall's concerts. His professional
credentials remain unquestioned, founding
and leading the band Orleans for five years,
sessions for Bonnie Raitt. Little Feat and
Jackson Browne and numerous production
duties. He is a fine, tight rhythm guitarist
(listen to his long guitar intro on Little
Feat's "All That You Dream") and he has an
adequate singing voice. But there is still

something missing.

The John Hall Band's benefit show for the
Massachusetts Nuclear Referendum last

Thursday night is a good example of this
problem. Hall and his three-piece backing
band played an hour and a half long set of
extremely uneven, and sometimes boring
music. What would start out as a somewhat
interesting song (a mock reggae version of
"Still the One" or his song that he wrote for
Janis Joplin, "Half Moon") would
degenerate quickly as Hall would drag them
out with what seemed to be interminably
long guitar solos.

Collegian photo bv Jim Waldron

This is not to say that the concert was
entirely boring. The band seemed to warm
up as the evening went along, ending with
an inspired version of Hall's classic nuclear
protest song "Power." Hall kept both this
song and the entire concert surprisingly
free of anti nuclear rhetoric, later ex-
plaining his reasoning as "People know my
position. The song is my statement."

It is possible that the band had trouble
performing to such a small amount of
people, an original crowd of maybe 50 grew
to possibly 200, as people were let in for
free. But it's also possible that that
something which John Hall lacks prompted
people to stay away.
Maybe that something is imagination and

the ability to inspire an audience.

THEWOK
> ^

:iof»'TAiu»,

SPRING DINNER SPECIAL
MON., TUES. & WED. 3-10 P.M. ONLY $3.99

1. Vi lb. Boneless Chicken Breast with fresh Broccoli & Pork-fried Rice
2. Pork Chop (2 pieces) with fresh Broccoli & Pork-fried Rice
3. Choice Rib-eye Steak with fresh BroccoM & Pork-fried Rice.

4. Seafood Special (fried Shrimp, Scallops & Fish) with fresh Broccoli &
Pork-fried Rice

5. Beef with Mixed Vegetables with 2 fried Shrimp & Pork fried Rice
6. Chicken with Mixed Vegetables with 2 Teriyaki Beef & Pork fried Rice
7. Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables with 1 Egg Roll & Pork-fned Rice
8. Scallops with Mixed Vegetables with 3 Chicken Fingers 8,

Pork-fried Rice
9. Sweet & Sour Dishes (choice of Chicken. Pork or Shnmp) ^

Pork-fried Rice

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL 586 1202

48 RUSSELL ST., HADLEY, MASS.

Collegian ii
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DVP
Outside Proposal Meeting
May 3, 1982 - 7:30 p.m.

(Room to be announced)
Proposal forms available in 415B
Student Union. These MUST be
returned by Wednesday, April 28,
1982. Proposals considered for
Fall 1982 ONLY and this will be
the ONLY time proposals for Fall
will be considered.

MWBWB;wn;ww^LWiWBWffiWB;uAJ.nj.Aj.w.i^

Honor Your Secretary
with lunch at

The Top of the Campus
Restaurant

during
National Secretary's Week

All secretaries will receive
lovely carnations as our gift!

Please call 549-6000 ext. 639
for reservations.

«^»>.^X^H^^«^^<.^^«^V^^<.^V.^V.^.

Summer sublet w/fall option in two
bedroom Colonial Village Apt. 270+ call

eves 253-7313

Three roommates wanted summer with
fall option 147/month utilities inci 253-5937

Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom, pool,
AC, cable, available June 1 call 546-5029 or
546-5024

Nice, clean 4 bdrm apt available for sum-
mer & fall $147 everything, bus route and
2]/i mi from campus 256-6101

2 bedroom summer sublet with fall op-
tion. Brittany Manor new carpet, heat in-

culded 253-2016

Southwood 2 bd, bus, conv to 3 bd June
1st Sept 1 $250 + elec or sep neg 256-6228

One bedroom, 3 bedroom apt to one,
preferably two people summer w/fall op-
tion 665-3587

Townhouse 3 bdrm summer sublet air

cond front door bus rent negotiable days
Peter B 549-1255

Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond
summer sublet cheap on bus route nights

Doug 549-1256

Double room available June - August
$187 Southwood apts 253-7529, call after 3
PM
Swiss Village 3 bedrooms with fall option
$147 each all included call John 253-2011
refrigerator for sale $75

Townhouse Apartment 2 bdr for summer
good deal 546-4648

Colonial Village 2 bedroom $275 lease

starts June 1 fall option 253-2642

Spacious 3 Bdrm apt next to Hadley
green on bus route $425 negotiable avail

June 1 584-9312 after 6.

2 bedrooms, furnished Rent negotiable
Pool, tennis, bus route, dinner or after 10

best 665-7581

House Sublet 5 bedrooms 100 room 2
minite walk campus Fearing St. 545-0244
Pete or Joe

Pufton Village one bedroom, furnished
AC- summer only 549 6854.

Summer Sublet Brandywine 2 Bedroom
A/C- Pool Fully furnished 549-4018

Summer Sublet Furnished 3 Bedroom
Townhouse Apt Rent negotiable. 549-6693

One Bedroom in 5 bedroom house Fall

option. Bay road 256-6336. Ask for Andy.

Pufton Willage Sublet 1 bedroom in 3
bedroom apt completely furnished pool.

Tennis, AC 549-1816

MAKE AIM OFFER! Ispacious 2 bedroom,
pool A/C, fall option squire 666-7590

Townehouse Summer sublet w/fall option
3 bdrm call after 6 p.m. 549-5995

Two People needed to sublet rooms in

Leverett house June- Aug 549-6846

Summer w/Fall option-female 2 bdrm
Brittany Manor $110/mo. 253-5941

Live in Townhouse 3 bedroom rent

negotiable call 549 1588

RivarGlade 3 bedroom pool air-

conditioning courts Rent negotiable
2537009.

Beautiful Three Bedroom house 10
minutes from campus availabel for next fall

call 549 5440

Puffton Village Apt. summer sublet, 2
bdrm, furnished, directly across bus stop,

pool, tennis, rent negotiable 546-1471
546-9901

Summer sublet furnished one bedroom
Cliffside pool $200 monthly 665-2064

Townhouse 2 bdrm completely furnished
AC w/possible fall option 549-4788

Northampton 2 bedrooms 115+ each
near downtown June-Aug eve 584-5143

One bedroom University Park Apts sublet
June 1, with fall opt rent negotiable, in-

cludes, on bus rou. e 253-3389

Puffton 3 bedroom furnished summer on-
ly call 549-4511

2 bedroom townhouse Southwood Apts
on bus route fall option 256-6697

2 bedroom apt Northwood to sublet
June 1 with guaranteed fall option bus
route call 665-4994

Echo Hill house 2 bdrms June-Aug on
bus rt beau locat call 253-551

1

Rolling Green 2 bdrm apt June 1 - Sept 1

furnished, . .C, utilities incI, swimming
pool, quiet, call 253-5986 after 8 pm keep
trying

WANTED TO BUY

Highest cash prices paid for class rings,

gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat ar>d

J-pgos, Amherst. 266-0710
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Gorillas
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By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

CHESTNUT HILL- A door to door Ben
Gay salesman would have had a field day
Sunday if he made the rounds peddling his
wares to the members of the University of
Massachusetts men's lacrosse team who
participated in Saturday night's skirmish at
Boston College.

If area pharmacies had a run on Mer-
curochrome. it would not be too difficult to
pinpoint the astro-turf burned Gorillas as
the purchasers of the stuff.

In a game that seemed more a cross
between Rollerbail and professional
wrestling than collegiate lacrosse at times,
Massachusetts kept its season mark
spotless (4-0) with a 15-10 decision over BC
at Chestnut Hill.

"They (BC) were psyched to play us."
junior Gorilla attackman Paul Fogarty said.
"This was their big game of the season and

they came out hitting."

Fogarty. the reciepient "of a few good
pops" himself, did not seem to mind this
style of play at all as he turned in a game
and career high scoring output of seven
points (5 goals. 2 assists.)

"Like Jimmy (Weller) always says. I was
in the right place at the right time,"
Fogarty. a Burlington. Ma. native who
played perhaps the best game of his career
before many relatives and friends, said.
"We should have had more goals in the
game but we did show improvement on our
offensive movement."

In what could have easily been a game
with a 10 or 12 goal victory margin, the
Gorillas did show visible signs of a breakout
form the somewhat sluggish offensive
tendencies displayed in last Wednesday's
win over Brown University. The passing
around the opposing cage was much
sharper and more accurate while the
midfield play, led by sophomores Peter

Martino and Chris Schmitz. was often
overwhelming.
A goal scored by Weller with 1:40

remaining in the third period was indicative
of the caliber differential between the play
of Massachusetts and the Eagles. Weller
took a pass from fellow attackman Morgan
Mohrman behind the BC cage, whirled in

front with his back facing the Eagle
goaltender, faked a return pass to Mohr-
man and then flipped a shot over his right
shoulder for this 18th goal of the season.

Weller's shot served two purposes. It

made the score 12 6 in Massachusetts' favor
and ably demonstrated the level on which
Weller and the Gorillas are capable of
playing. The instant replay worthy shot
also brought 1199 of the 1200 fans in at-
tendance to their feet howling in approval.
The father of Eagle goaltender Jeff Keith
remained stoic and seated.
Weller finished with goals and two assists

to up his season's point total of 28 points

over four games.
The Gorillas appeared in firm control of

the contest with an 8-2 halftime advantage.
Starting goalie Mike Curran (7 first half
saves) and the Massachusetts defense kept
the BC attack at bay while the Gorilla of-

fense was having its way in Eagle-land.
Peter Martino had an exemplary first

period scoring effort when he took a pass
from Curran at midfield. drove the rest of
the field and zipped a 15-footer past Keith's
ear.

The home team made it interesting in the
opening minutes of the fourth perknl,
scoring two goals in the span of two minutes
to cut the Gorillas lead to 13-8 with 9:02
remaining. Massachusetts came back with
goals by David McEntee and Fogarty (off a
nice assist from freshman MikeFiorini) to
make it 15-8 Gorillas.

BC created the final tally with two more
scores, but these goals were strictly of the
garbage variety.

THE VICTOR! - Alberto Salazar of W^yl^nZ
Ma. crosses the finish line of the 86th annual
tSoston Marathon in record time (2:08.51). It was
one of the most excitine Boston Marathon
finishes ever with Salazar just beating out Dick
Bew-dsley. The first woman was Charlott Teske
or West Germany who finished in 2:29.33.

Men's tennis

swings by HC
By DAN WELSH
Collegian Correspondent

The UMass mens tennis team opened their home
schedule m impressive fashion this Sunday by crushing
Holy Cross 9-0 ui a match originally scheduled for April 13.
Leading the Minuteman onslaught were singles players

Nick Juhan. Rick Lindgren. Wayne Peterson. Paul Holt
Fred Metcalf. and NeU Westerman. The doubles teams of
Dave Kim Jeff Clark. Mark Gelinas Earl Small, and Craig
Turner Chris Allire aU swept their opponents to complete
the whitewashing.

Last week the netmen returned to post snow action and
split two matches, dropping a close 6 2 decision at M.I.T
then rebounding to thump Central Connecticut 7 2.

Against M.I.T, los.ses in four matches that were decidedm the third set proved to be fatal for the young UMass
team.

"Expen-nce is a pivotal factor in close matches." ex
plained <. ich Bob Szlosek. "And because we are very
young an still inexperienced it is going to cost us some
matches.

Against Central Connecticut the Minutemen clinched the
match eariy. picking up win- -n five of six singles matches
Julian. Holt. Gehnas. Lindgren. and Earl Small were the
victors that staked UMass to an insurmountable lead
Doubles victories by Peterson Turner, and Lindgren Holt
widened the final victory margin.
The netmen hope to improve on their 2-2 record when

they entertain Springfield today at the Boyden courts. On
Friday the team will play host to Northeastern Missouri
SUte, one of the top division 2 teams in the country.

The UMass hang gliding club will be holding a meeting
toni^t at 7 pm in room 903 of the Campus Center.
Attendance is highly suggested for anyone planning to

attend the May 1-2 lesson program. Please bring the $25
deposit to the meeting sense space is limited.

Softball team wins five

.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - A Mary Ann Lombard! inside-the-
park home run was all the help Patty Masory needed as the
University of Massachusetts Softball team nipped
Springfield College, 2 1 to sweep yesterdays doubleheader
and wm their fifth straight game.

In the afternoon's first game. Debbie Pickett hit a triplem the top of the sixth inning which scored Barbara Coman
and Frances Troy as UMass scored three runs and broke
open a close 4-3 ballgame.
Gina Mantino went the distance in that game and struck

out four. Outstanding defensive and offensive per-
formances by Jackie Gaw. Chris Coughlin, Karen
Laverdiere and Pickett helped UM to a 7 4 win the first
game.

viZ^^V^^ ^*" "^^^ ^ ^^^ «^^'"««'" said head coach
c.laine Sortino.

Over the weekend. UMass captured the University ofVermnnt s Catamount Invitational by winning three tough

games.

Massachusetts ace Mantino pitched every game for the
Minutewomen. Masory couldn't make the trip because of a
personal committment.
Mantino threw a no-hitter in the first game, striking out

the last seven batters in a 4-0 win over host Vermont. TheUM pitcher retired 21 straight batters in that game
Against New Hampshire. Mantino struck out 12 white
giving up 4 hits in an 8-0 victory.

"Gina is a strong pitcher." said Sortino. "We had no
problems with tiredness this weekend."

In the championship game against Lowell, UMass came
from behmd to earn a hard-fought 4-1 victory. Gaw stroked
a home run in the sixth to break a 1-1 tie and UM scored
two more in the seventh for the 4-1 victory margin.

It was the UMass defense that sealed the wins. Gaw and
Coughhn were both stellar players in the tourney. Crista
Jensen had a hot bat in the tourney. The sophomore went
3 3 vs Vermont (single-double-triple) and she hit a grand
slam vs UNH.

... ditto for UM baseball
By STEPHEN FREKER AND BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

BROOKLINE - If the University of Massachusetts
baseball team can be said to be on a roll, winners of five
straight games going into yesterday s contest against AIC
then Sunday's 22 1 meltdown of Northeastern University
would have to be construed as a Minuteman bulldozing
expedition. "

The Minuteman batting arsenal turned the Huskie
pitcher s mound into a veritable revolving door, blasting
through five NU meatballers for 22 hits, including two
three run homers, one an inside-the park job in the eighth
inning for Justin Brown.
While Massachusetts was battering the Huskie batteryUM junior righthander Dan Cook was taming the NU

offense and throwing a five-hitter for his first victory of the
season.

The Minutemen started the weekend with an important
doubleheader sweep over Eastern Athletic Association
(LAA) rival Rutgers University Saturday at Lorden FieldA big sixth inning propelled the Minutemen to a come-
from- behind 5 3 win in the first game. Down 3-1 entering
the sixth. UM shortstop Bruce Emerson brought the

Minutemen within one with a solo homer over the left field
fence to start the comeback.
Joe Larkin then walked with one out. Next. Dean

Bennett hit a one-hopper right back at losing pitcher Bob
Applegate. Instead of coming away with the double play.
Applegate threw the baU into centerfield sending Larkin to
third.

With runners on first and third Jack Perry lifted a
sacrifice fly to tie the game at 3-3. Warren McReddie
stepped up and blasted an Applegate fastball over the
centerfield fence for the game- winner. Steve Cramer
picked up the win raising his season record to 4-1.
Lefthander Tony Presnal held on after being staked to

an early 2-0 lead and posted his third win against two
losses as UMass took the second game from the Scarlet
Knights. 2-1.

Presnal was sharp Umiting Rutgers to just three hits, aU
of the ground ball variety. HustUng co-captain Bennett
won the second game for UMass. After doubling in the
thu-d. the speedy second baseman tagged up on a Perry
foul baU. outran the throw from Rutgers first baseman
Tom Shapley. and scored what proved to be the winning
run when Chris Waszczuk beat out a potential double play
ball.

Gazelles leap past Harvard 5-3
Bv MAURFFNSTTI.T TVAM i .By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Col legain Staff

began their comeback
"We had tied the game, then we scored again about a

Tight defense and a little help from the wind helped the ^ fo^r minutes Ih.^'h"' 'Z"
"" " ''^'•^*^'' "^"' '^'^

diversity of Massachusetts women's lacrosse team to ll^n'T^K?' '•:." "^'T^.?^ ^^^ P«.^^«««'«"- They were
..." ^ ..^.^ wvriii nic TTiiiu iicipcu ine
University of Massachusetts women's lacrosse team to
overtake Harvard University. 5 3. last weekend at
Cambridge.
Winds gusts of up to 50 miles per hour left both teams

from capitalizing on scoring chances throughout the game
"It was reaUy windy." said UMass coach Pam Hixon, "In

the first five minutes, five good shots (by UMass) hit the
post. It was really difficult to pass and clear in the wind

"

Despite the wind, the Gazelles had 24 shots on goal
while the Lady Crimson peppered UMass goalie Rita
Hubner with 21 shots.

"Both goaUes were very good." said Hixon."It was a
very close game, and a big win for us. Everyone played
very well.

k / "

At the half. Harvard led, 3-2. During the second half
with the Crimson attacking into the wind, the Gazelles

playing to the wind, and they made a mistake in our
territory. We got the ball back, and Tish (Stevens) scored
our fifth goal. Harvard never really got back in it

"

Overall. Stevens had two goals and an assist, and Pam
Moryl .scored twice. Senior co-captain Holly Jennings
tallied one goal for the Gazelles, while Marjie Anderson,
the other senior co-captain, had one assist.
The Gazelles begin a busy schedule (four games in five

days) this afternoon when they face the University ofRhode Island on the upper NOPE field beginning at 3 p.m.
1 hey re a relatively inexperienced team." said Hixon,

But you never know. We've always had close games

Ti? fV5
' '^'"'' ^^'^ K*'"* *'" ^ "o exception."

1 he UMass junior varsity will play the Lady Rams'
junior varsity immediately after the varsity game at 4:15
p.m. "
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In The Interest Of Peace

"*?iiiipiiii

WHAT ABOUT OUR NATIONAL SECURITY?

Admitting that nuclear weapons give human kind
the power to destroy itself, some go on to argue thatwe have no choice but to engage in a military buildup
of nuclear armaments for the sake of our national
secunty. The problem is that military security isamong other things, a relative concept. Greater
nuclear capacity in the context of a nuclear arms racedoes not make us more secure. On the contrary, the
nstabihty of such a situation makes us less secure Onthe other hand, security could be enhanced by a
nuclear freeze and by a negotiated roll back in military
capacity. ^

Arid what other ingredients make a nation secure?bure y these include a fully employed, well-educated
people, living in a nation with a strong economy and
a safe environment. In addition, our own "national

T»i!'^ ^ If
'"creasingly influenced by events outside

tho v!/ "/"^^'L^^
the United States. A statement from

the Western Mass. Coalition for a Nuclear Weapons
Freeze reads as follows:

World hunger, growing rivalries among the developed
countnes over access to scarce resources, the in-
stability o the world monetary system, and other in-

,

ternational problems all contribute to instability in theworld and therefore threaten our own national secun-
ty. We will not be able to deal effectively with these
complex problems so long as we insist upon seeing
the Soviet Union as the only threat to peace, and a
military buildup as the only way to achieve stability

SS^?.^"'' ^^^ A^'^S RACE HELP OUR ECONOMY?DOESN'T MILITARY SPENDING PRODUCE JOBS?

There is a fairly wide-spread myth that military
spending is necessary to create jobs, that the military
budget is, in fact, a gigantic public works program
I he tact IS that a war economy is a poor bargain for
military spending creates few jobs, it accelerates infla-
tiori, and it hinders the development of peacetime
technology.

Today's defense industry is capital-intensive and
necessitates highly skilled, highly paid workers; and as
military production becomes ever more capital-
intensive, the volume of employment has dropped In
Call ornia, defense spending is at an all time high but
total aerospace employment has dropped from a 1968
high ot 750,000 to appproximately 440,000 today In a
study by the International Association of Machinists
the point IS made that every billion dollars spent on the
military creates 14.000 fewer jobs than a billion spent
in the private sector and 30,000 fewer jobs than a
billion spent in the non-military public sector

Despite these facts, the Reagan administration con-
tinues to plan on spending $1.5 trillion on the military

Part II

t'll^'nUl^ f H ^'y® y^^'"' ^^'^^ ^eans a cost ot$15,000 in Federal taxes for the average American tax-

Srv^o"' :r^"^
^^^

V^- P«°P'^ ^o "°t benefft from
military production, a few do-the corporations whichproduce armaments receive a high prof?t returnMoreover military production is part and parcel of a
distorted Reagan administration plan for power andsupremacy in the world.

But imagine what our country would be like if

N^^r!7 hSff f^ T'^ "^'^^'^^^ ^° domestic needs.S^ w^^ u°^^' scientists and engineers areemployed in the defense sector-suppose they turned

WhL <f1!'?"
^° ^^''''"S Problems of human needs?While $1 bilhon spent on the military creates 75 710

jobs, innagine spending that same $1 billion on 'ourdesperate domestic needs;

187 2^ Ob
^'"'°" ^^^^^ °" education would create

138 939 ^obs'"'°"
^^^"^ °" ^®^'^^ ^^'® ^°"'^ ^^®^^®

100 072 fobs'"'°"
^^^"^ °" construction would create

crea'te l2,07no"br"'
°" "'''' transportation would

And who are among those most in need of lobseducation, health care, housing and decent mass
transportation? Black Americans!

yVHAT IS BEING DONE AND WHAT SHOULD EACHOF US DO ABOUT THE ARMS RACE?

ctole®/®
'^ ^ growing world movement calling forsteps to prevent nuclear war. Our university comr^uni-

Zuri^^l^r ^ ^^ n^overr.ent. At the recent University

tiln .
Government Association presidential elec-

pp;«
1""^^"^'

""T"^ ^° ^^" ^°^ ^ bilateral nuclear

qT .l?'^®"'^^^
between the United States and the

Soviet Union. At the April 2 meeting of the Facultybenate a similar resolution was endorsed. This makesus a definitive part of the dominant sentiment in the

th.^ tho^i^^^^"^
'" ^''''^' ^^^' ^ G^"^P Poll showed

that the American people favor nuclear disarmament
by a 2 to 1 margin; 72 percent of the American people
tavor a total ban on creating new nuclear weapons

dest^oye^^"^
''°''''^ '*''^ ^" ^'"^^'"^ '^"'''^^' weapons

.rJJ'l
^^^

V
'®9islatures of Massachusetts, Oregon

Zt^Tn^""'^ ^^^^ ^"^°^^«^ ^ ""olear weapons
freeze and in our area of Western Massachusetts the
I rap Rock Peace Center in Greenfield initiated the call
for a nuclear freeze in 1979. Mobilizing to add areferendum question to the 1980 presidential election
ballot in Hampshire, Berkshire, Hampden and Franklin
counties, the Trap Rock group spearheaded the 60
percent positive vote for a nuclear freeze. This group
IS presently sponsoring nuclear freeze initiatives in 4C
other states.

Continued on page 2

SCIENTIFrC BREAKTHROUGH ENDS OPPRESSION

Modem science has invented an apparatus that will end
racism, sexism, and the various "isms" that have been aq-
gravatmg humankind for years. This apparatus is commonly
referred to as nuclear war, but henceforth it shall be
euphemistically termed atomic attrition
Atomic attrition is merely the use of high-powered

weapons to wipe out your opponent, his family and even his
entire country if you are feeling particularly vindictive It is
similar to a galvanized version of Pac-Man, except that you
cannot put another quarter in and start the game all over
again. The stakes are real and the damage is irreversible
The prospect of atomic attrition has become an increas

ingly popular subject Students, professors, black people
white people, straights and gays are constantly talking aboui
It. I he New York Times, Boston Globe and ABC's 20/20
have givenit "expanded coverage " Recently there was talk
or having limited atomic attrition overseas However the
European version of garden variety homo-sapiens did not
think much of the idea. They shouted, "NO way you bloody
oafs!

Adding insult to injury, a U.S. governmental agency
issued the following sardonic edict: "The winner of a nuclear
war [pardon me for letting that slip) will be the country that
recovers first." Perhaps h- - ,<;o America has not had a war
on her soil in years that such a foolhardy statement could
even have been uttered.

by Donna Davis

First of all, the impact of atomic attrition does not affordany winners. If thousands of people die. thousands more are
eft horneless, thousands die of radiation sickness andthousands of square miles of vegetation will never evengrow a peanut, how can either side be arrogant enough topronounce itself the victor?!
The government has drawn up elaborate strategies to

relocate entire communities and has instructed the populace
to carry its credit cards. The advertisers of Amencan Expresswere serious when they said, "Don't go out without it

"

However, these plans unrealistically assume that humanswho tend to be quite emotional during wartime, will relocate
in an orderly fashion, when the Paul Revere of the '80's
shouts. "The bombs are coming!" The death toll from panic
alone will be horrendous.

Science, prodded by sadistic moguls has contrived a
method to end all forms of human oppression. Racism sex-
ism, anti semitism, ad infinitum will not be given a second
thought dunng the throes of a nuclear war The trade-off
however, is definitely not a fair one The elimination of social
dilemmas at the expense of human lives is not exactly a con-
structive solution but It IS an imminent possibility

by Johnnetta B. Cole
Associate Provost for Undergraduate EducatProfessor of Anthroooloov

^ion and

In the US. there is widespread activity by orouossuch as Physicians for Social ResponsibHit? thi

chTch °InH °T^""' ^^•^"»'^^^' as well as laborchurch and education groups. In town meetinosacross the country, the issue of the nuclear aTr^s a?l

he WaVstrePt'1'
'"

1 ''T °^ '^"«^^ ^° ^^^ ^^'tonn

Wflr k ! mI V°^'"c' ^"^^^ ^^^ h^ad'ng o^ "NuclearWar Is a Mainstream Fear", one individual described atown meeting in Winnetka, a wealth/ tSonallvconservative suburb of Chicago's north sho e Theauditoriunn was packed with 1,100 people youna andold, RepublK^ans and Democrats, we^thy and not so

tTon ha't'h'^^^if'^'l"'-
""'"^ ^'"9'« common mo ,va-tion that brought this unusual coalition together wasconcern over the growing possiblity of nudear w^''
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The New International

by Satya Gabriel

r^ ^^ ^^L^^^^
^^ ^^^ '^^^ ^**'" * ^^"^ Internationa Economic

Order (NIEO) is the conviction that the world has become
so interdependent that development of the economy of one
nation is dependent upon development in the economies of
all nations. The economic problems of individual nations
can not be solved in any long term sense without the
concomitatant solution of world economic problems.
The decline of the automobile industry in the United

States, for example, might have been avoided if rapid
«;onomic growth were taking place in the Third World
But so long as many Third World nations find it difficult to
feed their populations it is unlikely that their thoughts will
turn to purchasing new Chryslers.
The economic crises in the nations of the northern

hemisphere are intricately intertwined with the economic
problems of the South. For example, when U.S. multi-
national firms gain substantial control over the economic
policies of a nation such as Guatemala they can use this
new-found power to exert greater influence at home This
may impair democracy in both the U.S. and Guatemala
This may also create the conditions for the multi-nationls
to move jobs from profit making factories in the U.S. to
super profit making enterprises in Guatemala. Only the
multinational wins. The Guatemalans end up working for

Economic Order
slave wages in a repressive, environment (which is

essential if slave wages are to be possible) and U.S.
workers lose jobs and control over their enviroment. Often
U.S. workers are duped into blaming the Gualemalans,
who like themselves are victims.
The proponents of the NIEO call for new playing rules in

this international economic game. They call for greater
democracy in the control and administration of the
International Monetary Fund, which is largely controlled
by the U.S. at the present, and for the termination of
contracts and leases signed by Third World governments
and multi-national corporations that allow the exploitation
of the resources of these Third World nations wit" out
recompense.

Supporters of NIEO contend that the nations of the
South can act as an "engine of growth" for the nations of
the North and that both can benefit. This argument is only
partly made on economic grounds. It is also argued that
economic prosperity requires a world that is free of the
kinds of tension that prevaU today and that the solution to
the relaxation of tensions is equitable and global economic
developement. the abolition of gross extremes of wealth
and poverty, and the spread of literacy and health to all
humankind.

The call for a nuclear weapons treeze is so loudly
voiced by American people that the Reagan, Haig,
Weinberger coalition feels connpelled to respond. The
call for peace is echoed throughout Europe and other
parts of the world. Recently, I was priviliged to attend
an international conference in Athens, Greece
organized by the World Peace Council in preparation
for the Second Special Session of the United Nations
General Assembly Devoted to Disarmament. The con-
ference participants came from 25 countries, including
Greece, Algeria, Ethiopia, Zimbabwe, Brazil, Mexico,
India, Japan, the United States and several easterri
and western European countries. Among these scien-
tists, professors and local and national government of-
ficials were a number of in ternationalty distinguished
individuals: James Lamond, a member of the Labor
Party and British Parliament; Nino Pasti, a senator in
the Italian government and former Deputy Supreme
Commander of NATO; and Jozef Cyrankiewicz,
former Prime Minister of Poland. We met to prepare a
statement which will be presented to the Special Ses-
sion on Disarmament of the United Nations, schedul-
ed from June 7th to July 9th, 1982. In bnef summary
statements, the document calls for the followinq:
Ensuring the implementation of United Nations deci-
sions on disarmament (especially those outlined in the
First Special Session of the U.N. on Disarmament in

19781.

Cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear disar-
mament.

A comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty.

Effective international arrangements to insure non-
nuclear weapons states against the use or threat of
use of nuclear weapons.

Continuation of the Strategic Arms Limitation
Negotiations (SALT) between the U.S. and the Soviet
Union.

The establishment of nuclear weapon-free zones and
peace zones.

The conclusion of a convention on chemical weapons
and all other new types of weapons of mass destruc-
tion as one of the urgent tasks of multilateral negotia-
tions

The reduction of military expenditures and the use of
such funds for social and economic development, par-
ticularly for developing countries.

The convening of a World Disarmament Conference
at the earliest appropriate time.

The dissolution of military blocs and alliances, in-

cluding the simultaneous dissolution of NATO and the
Warsaw Treaty Organization.

The initiation of a world disarmament campaign to
mobilize public opinion on behalf of disarmament and
the promotion of that effort by governmental as well
as non-governmental and information organs of the
U.N. system. /

Mass media throughout the world should exert their
influence to make world public opinion aware of the
dangers of the arms race, and the necessity for disar-
mament.

All governments, governmental and non-governmental organizations whould undertake ?odraw up programs for education at all levels oromoting the objectives of disarmament.
^

These declarations do not differ substantially from
those put forth in the Final Document of the First
Special Session of the U.N. on Disarmament. What is

different is the level of urgency for implementing these
calls, for "never before has the threat of nuclear an-
nihilation hung over humankind so ominously as it

does today. The war danger has escalated to un-
precedented proportions" continues this statement.

In addition to preparing the document which the
World Peace Council will present to the Second
Special Session, representatives from peace
movements around the world shared their plans for
the mobilizing that will build towards the special ses-
sion this summer. A massive .demonstration for
nuclear disarmament is planned for June 12, at the
U.N. in New York City. In preparation for that activity
the Greek Peace movement is planning to pull from
the eternal flame at Mt. Olympia, and to carry that
torch for peace to the various European cities where
major peace demonstrations are being organized. The
torch for peace will then be brought to Canada, and
finally, to the United States. The Japanese peace
movement is planning on sending one thousand
delegates to the demonstration at the U.N. , carrying a
message that reminds* the world of the holocaust at
Hiroshima and Nagasaki—and the potential for an
even more horrifying holocaust should nuclear war
become a reality. Preparations for the demonstration
connected with the Second Special Session of the
U.N. are also taking place all over the U.S. Here in the
Amherst area, a series of events, teach-ins, cultural
activities, walks and other activities are being organiz-
ed in support of this call for nuclear disarmament.

As Black Americans, we must join in this motion
and do what we can to add to the movement for
nuclear disarmament, for what we lose is ourselves
and the rest of humanity, what we gain is peace, and
within that context the responsibility to continue to
struggle for justice.

;>

PUBLIC
EDUCAT

I

N
by Donna Davis

It uDcnecked, Reagan's systematic attack against public
education will make it impossible for the non-wealthy to gain
access to better socio-economic positions.

The President began his blitzkreig by proposing cuts in
social welfare programs in the name of balancing the
budget. These cuts manifest themselves in the proposed 100
percent decrease in the Supplemental Education Opportuni-
ty Grant, the 100 percent decrease in the National Direct
Student Loan program, a 25 percent decrease in the College
Work-Study Program and increased interest rates on Help
loans. In an effort to outdo himself he has asked that the
Department of Education be abolished.

Reductions in finanical aid are particularly devastating to
black students who are trying to live the Amencan dream by
using education as the path toward socio-economic mobili-
ty How will these students, and the ones to follow, be able
to get ahead if all roads have been blocked and no alternate
routes have been built.

Aside from threatening public higher education Reagan is

chipping at the foundations of the elementary school school
system. This system is of crucial importance because it

nourishes the minds of the majority of black children in

America. By antagonizing the school lunch program (im-
agine serving ketchup as a vegetable substitute!) our Presi-
dent IS reducing the government's responsibility to ensure
the intellectual and physical well-being of the children.

These types of attacks are not unbiased. The proposals by
Reagan and the political machine supporting him exemplify a
callous disregard for the people born without rich daddies,
estates in trust and bonds yielding to maturity. The govern-
ment's tacit support of racially discriminatory secondary
schools, in the form of tax credits, proves that one segment
of America will benefit at the other's expense.

While indirectly buttressing institutions like Bob Jones
University the administration has not proposed any legisla-
tion to support ailing black colleges. Ironically, these col-
leges are in trouble because of the announced decreases in
financial aid. Almost 100 percent of the students attending
black colleges depend on federally -nsured aid.

Reagan's defense for his plans to revise the student loan
program is questionable, to say the least. According to the
administration the volume of loans is increasing while the
estimates of a spokesman for the Office of Management and
Budget indicate that the total number of undergraduates
receiving loans will decrease by 100,000. The rationale for
reorganizing the student loan program is that the taxpayers
will have a lighter burden to carry.

The temperament of Capitol Hill thus far will not sanction
the new loan plan. Nevertheless, caution is advised before
trusting in Congress because several months ago it was
doubtful that the President's budget would pass - but it

did. Alternate plans are being drawn up by states to
counteract financial aid cuts, however, an education is
something that should be guaranteed, not proposed and
voted upon.

Let's Be Positive

About Reagan
by Satya Gabriel

It is time to be positive. Yes, positive. It may be true that
President Reagan's big government is doing irreparable
harm to the U.S. and endangehng world peace by a massive
military build-up, but so what? It is more decent than what
Nixon, Kissinger, and Haig did to the people of Vietnam,
Cambodia, and Laos. Isn't it? President Reagan has not
dropped napalm on any children. Has he? President Reagan
has not defoliated the agricultural land of any small country,
or bombed the capital of another country. So, why not look
at the bright side?

Yes, It may be true that the decision of the Reagan ad-
ministration to drop all regulations on chemical dumping will
create more Love Canals. But is that really so bad? After all.

It IS estimated that the U.S. only has between 30,000 and
50,000 waste dumps and only about 2.000 are hazardous to
human health.

Only 2,000

President Reagan is the most righteous president this
country has had in a long time. This is not a man who lusts in
his heart (or at least he hasn't admitted it). He is determined
to free big business of its shackles and has gone a long way
towards that goal.

People criticize the President for being heartless, for not
caring about the poor. This is not true. Reagan is the first
president to love the poor for just being what they are, poor.
He doesn't want to change them He loves them for what
they are. As others have said, he loves the poor so much
that he is willing to create more of them. And his love (at
least in this respect) seems bountiful.

Reagan has caused many of us to look deep within
ourselves, to examine our self-worth, particularly those of us
preparing resumes.

In any event we cannot change Reagan. We have no
means for getting rid of him Only nature can turn that trick.
I assume that even Al Haig has no powers over nature, but I

could be wrong. So we must adjust ourselves to the
dismantling of civil rights and civil liberties, to the destruc-
tion of the environment, and to schemes of limited nuclear
war (that means only Europe gets nuked).
The only alternative would be to join with those who op-

pose the Reagan administration and the capitalist policies
that he stands for. But to do that would be as foolish as Viet-
namese peasants standing up to the greatest military power
the world has ever known. How could you hope to win?
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Interview with Betty Carter by Arthur Grossman

Q. How has the music industry changed since you began
your career?

^

A. Everything has changed, the technology is different and
the way they record is different. When I first entered the
business it was really about talent and what connections you
had. You had to have something to stay in this business It

was necessary for me to work hard to record my music
because jazz was not a big seller in many major companies in
the late sixties.

0. Why wasn't jazz a big seller in the sixties?
A. What really set back jazz musicians was being overtaken
by rock and roll music, primarily the Beatles, that turned the
industry around. New rock and roll music captured the
hearts of the listening public which was pnmanly white Peo-
ple began to imitate the Beatles in hairstyle, dress and
music. Amateur musicians thought that they could come
out with a hit record by copying the Beatles. Even jazz musi-
cians were overwhelmed by their music.
0. Why were record companies so hesitant to record your
music?
A. I was a real pure jazz artist. A lot of pure jazz artists didn't
have labels. If it wasn't for Pablo a lot of jazz artists wouldn't
have had labels at all, especially on the state side. But I did
ny own thing, I recorded live at the Vanguard one day. It

was all I could do and I sent it out to college radio stations
and people began talking. Now, I feel that I may be falling
behind the present public taste in music. I'll try to go further
if I can. I'll do my best to stay on top of it until I am outdated
When I feel that I'm outdated I'll stop. But even when I feel
I've been out a long time, I still feel like I have kept up
Q. How do you feel about Motown?
A. Motown saved the black music industry from going
down. Motown saved black music by recording artistis like
Smokey Robinson, the Supremes and Stevie Wondor. Their
style of music catered to many diversified groups and that is
another reason why Motown stayed on top.
Q. What kinds of places did black jazz artists play in?
A. Duke Ellington and a lot of the jazz artists had the chance
to play for white colleges. I've been doing white col-
legessince 1970 and I've yet to do a black college I wanted
to play at Howard University but they did not invite me
because I was playing white colleges. I had my concert at
Howard filmed so that the black students would be exposed
to black contemporary music. Just recently a promoter in
Chicago told me that in order to reach black people, I would
have to do funk. What really appalled me about that state-
ment is that it came from a black man.
0. How do you relate today's music
A. I'm saying that I would like to add on and open it up so
that black students can learn more about black music, along
with the innovators who have been creating it. L ike I've been
creating it for the last 30 years and I believe that black
schools should have this music available for the students.
Today the music industry is suffenng because of technology
which created cassettes that can easily record music from
the radio. Thus, consumers do not purchase many albums
Q. What about the business?
A. Greed, money, the whole thing is about money. There's
no way to escape it. Most young kids want to make money,
everybody wants to make money, and they feel why spend
all this time, like I did doing this. No one wants to wait, no
one has panence anymoie.

IMOEL POINTER

by Wilhemina Samuel
Noel Pointer, the dynamic electric violinist and jazz

performer appeared at Mount Holyoke College last

Saturday night. Born in Brooklyn, N.Y. Noel learned to
play the violin at age ten. He later switched from the
standard acoustic violin to a five string, amplified violin.

He referred to it as a "five string bunch of toys."

Pointers' back-up consisted of Abdule Wah on the lead
guitar, Rick Cutler on keyboards, John Cooksey on drums
and Gary Hase also on guitar. Together, the group proved
that a powerful musical presence had arrived.

Although it was the first time that Wali and Cooksey
performed with Noel, both agreed that it was no problem
at all to catch on to his style of performing.
-f-The auditorium smelted of fresh flowers which were
hanging from the balcony. The set up in the auditorium and
on stage stage showed the great effort that the Mount
Holyoke sisters put into making the night a success.

Poised, articulate, and possessed with an almost flawless

technique, he played the violin with his fingers and his

bow. When Noel performed "Mirobclla", a song from his

album Phantazia that was written by Earl Klugh, the
audience responded with a standing ovation.

In addition, Noel also sang and played the piano, an
instrument he learned to play at age four.

Noel Pointer continues to grow. Presently Noel has five

albums out on the market; Phantazia. Hold On, Feel It,

Calling, and All My Reasons. In the near future Noel
Pointer hopes to return to the pioneer valley.

With special thanks to DRUM Magazine
It's fast food time, technology is all over the place. So, it

IS really difficult for a young person to deal with jazz because
there's no place for him or her to to get better, to learn.
When I came up I had the opportunity to go and get a job. I

didn't have to record as long as I sang pretty good and the
man knew I was learning. All the clubowners knew when the
people were learning and if performers had something going
for them, the owners would give them a job. So you're get-
ting better the more you work. If a young girl today wanted
to sing jazz, where does she go to work? Who does she play
with? They don't know enough about music, just about the
guitar or the chords or listening to records, and learning off
of the records.

Even with jazz it's the same thing because free music
didn't educate musicians either. You have the other side of
not educating musicians and not giving them any real stabili

ty. Then you have the commercial music.

Neither commercial nor free music was doing anything
new so you had a whole lot of musicians who wanted to
create something new. Creativity happens. You tell me I got
something new. I just do my thing and you say, "that's
something new that you're doing." But it's what I've boon
doing all the time. But I've grown and tned to learn more
about me and I've had that opportunity because I've been
able to work. But a young kid today doesn't have that op-
portunity. At this moment you can name on both hands ten
black giants in both white and black music; ten blacks who
are considered big, who've been in the business 21 years like
Johnny Mathis, who's been ir there forver, from day one.
There's nobody like him 3./t you can't name ten really good
singers in either race who've been in the business over 25
years. You can name Stevie Wonder, who hasn't been in it

20 years which shows just how hard it is to get there.
You have to take the music to the people and then make

them realize that they like it. They don't know they like it un-
til they hear it. It's like me going to Howard. I thought I'd

shake up a few other schools around the country, but it

hasn't worked so far. I haven't gotten any real offers.
I do believe that I can be a bridge to the mind of a young

black. I can give them something that they can relate to
becuase it's also a miracle and it's also improvising. It's all

that in one shot. It's all a bit of theater, show business, the
whole kit and kaboodle. The young blacks I have been able
to approach who have come out seem to like that. This is

their first time too. And they didn't have any idea of what it

would be like. They were dragged out by somebody. But
when they got there, it was what they wanted. It was what
they wanted and they didn't even know that they could deal
with it. It's about exposure.
What should be taught is not the negative stuff, but what

came out of that whole jazz environment, the music itself,

not the person. Charlie Parker was the biggest dope addict
in the whole business, but look what his music did. That's
what you teach to the kids. Then you say he's an example
too that can be taught to kids. See what happened to the
man who created this. Yet he's dead at a young age. A lot of
the black schools are church schools, theological schools
and they don't want the Blues and jazz and street music in
their thing.

Q. If you could be any place nght now, where would you be?
A. Right here!

photo by Brynne Clarke

Class of 1982 -

CONSIDER THIS!
As we are about to exit froni our four years

of pursuing the capitalist knowledge,
wisdom, and phenomena, now on Reagan
Boulevard, let us not be discouraged by the
current economic situation.
The unobstructed tunnel. Institution

Highway, which we've just traveled on has
prepared us for the trafficjam betterknown
as the "outside world". Have you pedd your
toll?? Some of us plan to continue our educa-
tion, while many of us will be exploring the
dense job market. Whateveryour personal
goal may be, I wish to extend the BESTOP
WISHES to everyone.
Hold your head and profession up high-

Let your limit be the sky!
We've all accomplished the goals that

were initiated in 1978. Although my expec-
tation of leaving Institution Highway and
merging onto Legal Avenue have succumb-
ed to the trafficjam, with faith and potential
success can be ewhieved.
Class of 1 982, have faith in your esteem

and let your heart guide you!

Tracey Gillens

HAROLD MELVIN
AND THE

BLUE NOTE.S

by Wilhemina Samuel
photo by Brynne Clarke

' f.^mjf*

Harold Melvin and the Blue Notes performed at the

Vat„re£;l"*'
'"'"'' "'"">" ^P-" ""• ^

They performed in front of an audience of roughly ahundred or more responsive people. Harold Melvin. theBlue Notes and the band entitled the Million DoUarMovement played until three in the morning
As Harold sang, the Blue Notes stepped to the musicw.th every movement totally on time. Dressed to the bone

in light blue tucks and bowties. the group was hooked from
theu- heads to their toes.

wfru'^'?/*'^ T'""^
'^^ """ ^y "^8^'"» "Reachirt^ for theWorld

.
the audience put their hands together to par-

ticipate in a fun and dynamite evening. David Ego. the lead
singer of the night, had the ladies excited from the start of
the show to the finish. His handsome appearance and sexymovements made an exciting night for many young ladies.
Dedicating a song entitled. "I Miss You" to the "Bear "

better known as Teddy Pendergrass. the group prayed foi^
nis recovery.

In addition. Harold also dedicated a song to Nat King
Cole s daughter who was a member of the audience
Harold talked about how he always envied her father, andthanked her for attending their performance
He continued the show by asking."How many came withsomeone? How many came looking for someone?"And hedid not forget to ask. "How many came with somebody

else s someone? • When Harold asked if the audience wasenjoying the show it responded with an overwhelming

They completed the first half of the show with their oldiebut goodie. ;•! Should Be Your Lover", sung by Har^^^d
David. David added. "I wish I could just touch that bigTofyours just one more time."

^
During the intermission, which consisted of music anddancing. Harold and the Blue Notes came out in jeans andt-shirts to join in on the dancing.

•"

fh.^i? ^aV^u
^"*^,^»'\Blue Notes returned to completethe second half of the show, they were dressed in whitetucks and bowties. A positive song was dedicated to thebrothers and sisters in the audience as well those in the

ft' n^f-'S*^ T'^^^'
" """^ ^" ^" 'T^'*'*' We Can Work

L»K u *=*''«'"f
7*s definitely a night to remember

for those who attended.

> »;<tjm9*WW1> - -:»-.•*
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Know your history, check out the courses that Afro Am has to offer.

*• ArtO-AM 101

•* AFtO-AM lOi

*• AFXO-AM 111

** AFRO-AM 112

•• AF^O-AN 115

** AFRO-AM 132

•* AFRO-AM 133

•• AFRO-AM 134

•• AFRO-AM 157

•• AFRO-AM 161

•• AFRO-AM 190B

•• AFRO-AM 190F

•• AFRO-AM 190C

•• AFRO-AM 211

•• AFRO-AM 212

••,>AFRO-AM 217

•• AFRO-AM 23*

COU«»l DUCtlTTIOIlS

IHTtODUCT IOW TO BLACK STUniKS T (n) D«vl.TUTB l:00-2:lsyRAB 315

BLACK RHETORIC (B)
MWF '

^

:20-l:10/NAH 110

SURVt OF AFRICAB ART (C)
lUTH 11:15-12:30/HAH 114

IMTRODUCTIOH TO CLAT AMD PLASTRB
MWF 10:10-12 :05/NAH 01 Section 1

MWF 12:20-2:15/NAH 01 Section 2

MWF 8:00-9:5S/NAa 01 Section 3

TUTH 8:00-10:45/rAR 01 Section 4

AFRO-AM DANCE WORKSHOP I
MWF ll:15-12:05/Cott«ge C

AFRO-AM BISTORT; 1619 TO
CIVIL WAR (C)
MWF 11:15-12:05/HAH 315

AFRO-AM BISTORT; IBfcO-lQSA (c\
TUTH ll:15-12:30yNAH 315

REVOLDTdOMARY COWCEPTS IW
AFRO-AMERICAN MUSIC II (C)
MWF 12:20-1:10/HAH 315

RESEARCH 4 BIBLIOCRAPHT IW AFRO -

AMERICAN STUDIES ~ "

TUTH 11:1S-12:30/NAH 110

INTRODUCTION TO AFRO-AMIRICAW
POLITICAL SCIENCE (D)

M ia;00-20:00/NAR 114

COMPOSITION: STYLE AND
ORGANIZATION (B)
MWP 1;25-2;15/NAH 315 Section 1
MWF 1:25-2:15/NAH 114 Section 2

Eugene Terry

Rlcharde

Milea/Hlll

BLACK LITERATURE II
MWF 2:30-3:20/NAH 114

RACISM: THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE
MWF 1:25-2:15/NAH 315

TEXTILE DESIGN AMD FABRIC PRINTING
TUTB 2:30-5:15/NAH 415

SCULPTURE; WELDED SHEETMETAL
TUTH 11:15-2:15/HAH 01

Greshaa

Strickland

Bracey

Shepp

Allen

Puryear

Maade/Thelwell

Kugana rtrry

Meade

Richarda

Mllca

' •* AFRO-AM 254 INTRODUCTION TO AFRICAN STUDIES Richard.
W 19:00-21:30/NAH 109

• * AFRO-AM 264 FOUNDATIONS OF BLACK EDUCATION IN
THE U. S. (C) D.vl.
TUTH 9;30-10;45/NAH 110

** AFRO-AM 290D RACISM IN AMERICAN TELEVISION;
1950 - PRESENT Davla
W 2:30-4:25/NAB 315

** AFRO-AM 318 BLACK MUSIC AND THE THEATRE Sh-p-
TUTH 19:00-21:30/WEB LOUNGE (Rooa 104)

** AFRO-AM 354 MODERN AFRICAN HOVll. <r> Thelvell
MWF 10:10-11:00/NAH114

Th.lw.ll

** AFRO-AM 345 SOUTHERN LITERATURE: BLACK AND
WHITE (C) Leatar
TUTH 9;3a.-10:45/NAH 315

*• AFRO-AM

•

391A BLACKS AND RADICAL MOVEMENTS IN
THE U. S. Bracey
TUTH 1:00-2;15/NAH 114

** AFRO-AM 391B READINGS IN RED AND BLACK POLITICAI.

MWF 12:20-l:10/NAH 114
Strlckland

*• AFRO-AM 391C BLACK AMERICANS AND THE LAW "iirv^ar
TU 18;00-20;00/nAH 114

"ryear

** AFRO-AM 391D RACE AND SEX IN HIGHER EDUCATION lath.r TerryM 19:00-21;00/nAB 315

** AFRO-AM 392A CREATIVE WRITING: PICTIOM Th.lw.^
W 19:00-21:00/MAH 315

-AM 196

•INDEPENDENT STUDY COURSES

AFRO By Permission Only. DO NOT PRE-REGISTER. Three
credits maxlnua. Staff

(3)

AFRO-AM 296 By Permission Only. DO NOT PRE-REGlSTER. Threecredits aaxiaua. Professor Miles
(3)

AFRO

AFRO

-AM 396

-AM 4^6

By Peraisslon Only. DO NOT PRE-REGISTER. Three
ccredlts Baxiaua. Staff

AFRO-AM MAJOR!! nut T cvuTnoe nni « ..^ -

(3)

•\

One (1) to Six (6) credita. By arrangement. Staff.

•ALL INDEPENDENT STUDY COURSES REQUIRE A CONTRACTBETWEEN THE STUDENT AND HIS/HER ADVISOR. STUDENTSARE HOT ALLOWED TO PRE-REGISTER FOR INDEPENDENT
STUDY COURSES WITHOUT PRIOR CONSENT FROM THE COURSE
p»lmywI2^ ''^^ INDEPENDENT COURSES ARE OP LIMITED

CONTEMPORARY BLACK IMAGE MAKING (C) Stevena
TU 19:00-21 ;30/NAH 109

HARLEM REWAISSAHCR (C)
TUTH 1:00-2;15/MAH 315

Lester

L ATI IM

A A/l E R I CAN
WEEK

DEDICATED TO THE PEOPLE
OF CENTRAL AMERICA

TUESDAY APRIL 20th FILM
"El Enemigo Principal"
(The Main Enemy)

Fi/m by Grupo Ukamau of Bolivia dealing with the issues of
poverty, exploitation and U. S. intervention in Bolivia. It will

be followed by a brief exposition of current situation in

Bolivia.

Campus Center 168 8 PM
Free admission and refreshments.

WEDNESDAY APRIL 21st CON-
FERENCE
Isabel Letelier

Win talk about Human Rights in the Southern Cone, current
situation in Chile, actual status of the Letelier-Moffit case
and women in Latin America.

Campus Center 168 7:30 PM
Child Care will be provided.
For more information call:546-0883

Sponsored by Third World Women Task Force and
AHORA

NUMMO PRESENTS

Uo^^ iiifv- —r
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Illustration by Midory Tabery

THURSDAY APRIL
CULTURAL EVENING

22nd

Members of the community in general will perform dances,
theater and music from different Latin American countries.
There will also be a potluck food tasting of typical dishes. Br
ing your favorite dish!

Arts and crafts will be on display.

Student Union Ballroom 7:30 PM

Any 3RD World Student in-

'erested in Radio program-
ing, there will be a WMUA
meeting on April 28th, in the
Campus Center.

AFRICA AND THE SUPER-
PO WE R S
Lecture by Ghanian Ambassador to

U.N.

Thursday April 22nd

7:30 PM

Converse Red Room
Amherst College
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THE LONG
RANGE PLAN

Reviewslows final draft

/ 8 H -^

of?K.^art l!i^7,;;„r
'''"^" '™" '^-^^

By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Students, staff and faculty at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
wiU not see a final copy of the academic
affairs document on long range planning
this semester, members of the Faculty
Senate. Student Government Senate
Associate (SGA), and Graduate Student
Senate (GSS) said yesterday.
Those governance bodies along with the

Professional Association at UMass-
Amherst (PAUMA) have been reviewing
the academic affairs document since its
release March 1, and were asked by
Chancellor Henry Koffler to submit written
responses to the Chancellor's Working
Group by April 30. Only PAUMA will be
ready with a response by that date.
Glenn R. Brown, chairman of the

department of food science and nutrition
and chairman of the Academic Priorities
CouncU in the Faculty Senate, said first
response to the long range plan will not be
presented to the Faculty Senate until its
May 13 meeting.
Brown said the Chancellor did not allow

the governance bodies enough time to
review the long range plan.
"These are decisions you just don't make

off the top of your head," Brown said.
Academic matters is another Faculty

Senate committee expected to review the

long range plan. That committee has not
begun its review. Peg O'NeU. a junior
sociology major, and member of the
committee, said.

O'Neil is also co-chairperson of the SGA
Academic Affairs team reviewing the
document. O'Neil said the SGA's review
should be ready before the end of the
semester.

"We're not really in a rush to turn in our
response considering the change in ad-
ministration." O'Neil said.

The GSS may meet the deadline if the
erjtire senate accepts the proposals sub-
mitted by the committee on long range
planning at its meeting next Tuesday.

Sanjiv Dugal. GSS vice president and
chairman of the committee on long range
planning, said that the committee has
finalized its proposals.

Last month the GSS passed a resolution
opposing the termination of the com-
munication studies department.
GSS is the only governance to date at

UMass to make a formal resolution on the
Working Group's recommendations.
Richard Taupier, PAUMA ad-

ministrative officer, said that group will
have a response by the deadline.
Taupier said PAUMA has made eight

resolutions concerning the long range plan.
He said, however, the resolutions may not
be what Koffler expected.r^f^ Jk 1 ZZ~Z

^enaie committee expected to review the be what Koffler expected.

E.4 releases $L7 million budget outlay plan
i^„:o^o*„ff were mandated bv the state " shp saiH .,

^ m.
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association (SGA) at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst yesterday
released its budget recommendations for the 1983 fiscal
year, and fhe Office of Third World Affairs. WMUA the
Legal Services Office, the Student Activities Office and the
Economic Development Office were among the groups
receiving the largest increases over last year.

Lisa Potter, the SGA treasurer said this year's total
budget is $1,755,693. There wUl be a public hearing on the
budget on Tuesday night, and the Undergraduate Student
Senate wiU vote on it on AprU 28. Potter said. She said any
group can appeal the budget committee's decision at either
of these hearings.

Potter said most groups were level funded, that is they
received the same amount of money this year as they did
last year. Most of the groups that did receive an increase
had to use the extra money to pay for cost of living raises
and increases in fringe benefits for their professional
employees, she said.

"Most of the groups were either level funded or were
increased because of the fringe benefits increases which

were mandated by the state." she said.
The failure of the referendum question, placed on this

year's SGA presidential election baUot. seeking a $6 raise
in the Student Activities Trust Fund (SATF) hampered
the efforts of the budget committee. Potter said.
"We didn't get the $6 increase, and that hurt the whole

budget process," she said.

Potter said she expects "a great number of sections" in
the budget to be passed by the senate.
Senate Speaker Sharon Davies agreed with Potter's

assessment of the budget's chances.
"I think it has a good chance to pass," Davies said.
Davies also had praise for the work done by the

budgeting committee.
"I think the budget committee did a good job. con

sidering the fiscal restraints they had to work under
namely that they didn't get the SATF increase." she said.

'

Tony Crayton. director of the Office of Third WorW
Affairs, said most of the $16,977 increase his office is
scheduled to receive wUl go to hiring a full time secretary
at $9,000 a year and increasing the funding for the Third
World Theatre Series.

"Most of it is for my secretary." Crayton said. "Fve
never had a secretary, and the volume of work we do is

outrageous."

•^^o?'-^"^^*^"^*"' S^"®""*! manager of WMUA, said the
$7,420 increase that the radio station is scheduled to
receive IS necessary because the group has been level
funded for the past three years while prices in the industry
have skyrocketed. Up until now, Christensen said, the
station was using fund raising to meet expenses.

Chuck DiMare. director of the Legal Services Office
said 90 percent of his group's $24,485 recommended in-
crease m funding will go to a five percent cost of living
raise and a 12 percent fringe benefit for the six
professionals that work in the office.

No representative from the Student Activities Office
could be reached for comment.

$J'S^^*T^T."f ^*''^ CoUegian, which was given
$39,343 by the SGA last year, did not request any money
from SGA this year because they made a $50,000 profit lastyear and anticipate a profit this year also.

Jeff Bianchi. Editor in Chief of the Collegian, said the
newspaper requested no money from the SGA because
last year we showed a $50,000 profit, and were projecting

the same for this year. We felt it was wrong for us to ask
for money."—^ ^ , — ^...>, V,. „^m TTc uu u> tor money.

FAC director will listen before using balconies
y SCOTT KERSEY . fn«f=fo«„.; j -i___.__ ..^ . . . ....By SCOTT KERSEY

Collegian Staff

Because reports from structural engineers investigating
the balconies at the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall are still pending, a mechanism has
been created to determine whether the balconies will be
used during certain concerts.
According to Fine Arts Center Director Fred Tillis,

what will happen is once an act is signed to play in the
Concert Hall, other halls where the act has played would
be called and a decision would be made on the basis of their
testimony as to what the audience reaction was to the
band.

If the general audience reaction was loud, with a lot of

footstamping and clapping, the balconies would be closed
Tillis said, while if the audience was more quiet and
passive, the balconies would remain open.
The balconies have been undergoing a series of struc-

tural tests since the rhythmic stamping and clapping of
students attending a J. Geils Band concert on February 15
caused enough vibration of the support rods holding the
balconies to force the removal of approximately 200
students from those balconies.

Since then Tillis announced a ban on balcony seating for
certain concerts. The ban affects all five balconies
although only the first two were suspected of vibratimr
during the concert.

Tillis has stressed that the balconies are "perfectly
safe" throughout the controversy and that the only reason

why the balconies were closed at all was purely an extra
safety precaution.

Union Program Council (UPC) Talent Coordinator
t rank Gironda said yesterday he agrees that some sort of
mechanism must be developed but the current one takes
place much too late in the process."
"The amount of money we guarantee an act depends on

how much we expect to take in," Gironda said "If we
can t tell whether it will be a 1,500 seat hall or a 2,000 seat
hall, It will be a definite problem."
Jon Scott, Production Manager for UPC, agreed with

Gironda.

""The decision must be made earlier," he said.
Tillis said he expects final reports from the structural

engineers to be in soon.
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News Department
There will be a mandatory meeting of all Collegian

news department staff members at 6:30 p.m. today in
the newsroom. Any reporters who cannot attend
must notify Ed Levine in writing by 6 p.m. today.
Any problems or questions, see Ed. Remember, the
meeting is mandatory.

Multimillionaire Oiler owner
held for ransom by gunman

AP oNe
*«''

with

"MOSTLY SWING"

%3 cover

2 fori drinks
till 11:00

5 mixed couples

tomorrow THURSapril2i emi recording art isls

FRI- ' THE ELEVATORS* REUIMIOIM
SPECIAL CONCERT WITH

S^ \J^ BRUCE SPRIIMGSTEEIM'S SAX PLAYER

l|BL>l/Z£WIQ

EDMONTON. Alberta (AP) - An
unidentified gunman seized Edmonton
Oilers hockey team owner Peter
Pocklington as a hostage in his own home
yesterday and demanded a ransom, city
police reported.

They said the gunman also was holding
two of Pocklington's household servants.
The intruder, also armed with a knife and

described by city police as extremely
dangerous, had released Pocklington's wife,
Eva, to obtain the ransom money, police
said. The amount demanded could not be
learned immediately.

Members of a police emergency force
ringed the area of the National Hockey

League team owner's home, on the edge of
the University of Alberta campus near the
downtown section of this western Canadian
city.

Mrs. Pocklington was seen standing on
the house's front lawn in her bare feet,

crying and talking with police.

A police negotiator was trying to make
telephone contact with the intruder. An
ambulance stood by and traffic was
diverted from the neighborhood.

Pocklington, 40, has amassed business
holdings with combined annual sales of
more than $1 billion and has put together a
personal fortune estimated at more than
$100 million.

Town looks for lost teenager

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT

*7
advaiinc«

FACES and SOUND IN MOTION AMHtRST

inNorthoiTploo PLATTER PUSS RCRDiwidMAIN ST RCRDS-

nSPKlNGFItlD BELMONT RECORDS
day

of show

FLORIDA (AP) - About 70 people
trudged through mud and snow yesterday,
looking for a quiet, teenage woman who
vanished from a family store in this
mountain town Saturday night, leaving
behind an empty cash drawer and a dog.
"They don't seem to have much to go on."

Gary Burdick said between customers at
Barefoot Peddlers Country Store, the
town's only general store, where
authorities theorize Lynn Burdick, 18, was
seized less than an hour before its 9 p.m.
closing.

About $187 was missing from the cash
drawer, and a dog kept at the store was
found tied to a leash, there, unharmed.

"This type of thing just doesn't happen
here." said Burdick, 31, a cousin of the
missing woman. "I've always lived here.
And that's a reason why, nearly everybody
is related."

The town of about 800 residents is located

in the Berkshire Mountains in western
Massachusetts.

As Police Chief Charles Briggs led a
ground search, which was aided by a
helicopter from WFSB-TV of Hartford,
Conn., state police detectives assigned to
Berkshire County chased tips reported
from West Stockbridge at the New York
border to Phillipston, a Worcester County
town 60 miles east of the store on Route 2.
Nothing panned out, James Overmyer, a

spokesman for Berkshire County District
Attorney Anthony Ruberto, said yester-
day.

"We're assuming the worst, though we'd
be delighted to find out otherwise,"
Overmyer said, describing the worst as an
abduction.

Burdick, who runs the store with his
wife, Suzanne, said they are cousins to
Lynn, the daughter of Rufus and Dorothy
Burdick.

Women's Department
The women's department at the ColUgian will hold a mandatory staffmeetmg for all womens staff writers at 7 p.m. tonight in the Collegian of-

}mjmjmjm]mji^\j^mmmm \^Mf^M\>9M<i^M\^M\)mM ll»^lk«^ll»ij*»AkV»A(Ul»jga!»Ail.»^iv»^..»4,ti»^y.«^^.i^.

DVP presents

John Dean and Bob Woodward

The Legacy of Watergate"

Thursday, April 22, 1982
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Tickets on Sale
Now at

FAC Box Office
Tickets Unlimited (TIX)

'•'_^«^"•'"•"•»•»•*"*»«•<%»i»%i'>»,>»,.->,,.
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Financial director candidate unsure of statusBy MIKE MAHONEY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Associate Director of
financial Aid Art Jackson said he is undecided on his
candidacy for the post of director of financial aid which has
been vacant for seven months.
Jackson was one of about 30 applicants who were

deemed to be lacking in qualifications for the job by the
search committee charged with finding a replacement for
former Du-ector Ed C. Apodaca. Apodaca ended his term
as UMass director of financial aid in order to assume duties
as an admissions officer at the University of CaUfornia

"I have some questions about the first search and I'll
have to examine those questions." Jackson said.
Whether or not Jackson's questions include an af-

^Heroes of the Holocaust'
remembered, told by author

firmative action grievance against the search committee is
not known.
When asked if he was aware of any affirmative action

disputes regarding Jackson's candidacy. Vice Chancellor
for Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson replied, "he has
some concerns about his candidacy.

"

Jackson would not say whether he has filed a grievance
but admitted "there are other proceedings in the works."

A spokesperson for the UMass Equal Opportunity
Office, which would handle such a grievance, declined to
comment on the matter.
Jackson is a doctoral candidate with a masters degree.

He has served as a financial aid officer at UMass for the
past five years. He maintains that his qualifications match
those m the job description which include the attainment of

a masters degree and five years experience in college
iinancialaid.

The P^inancial Aid Office was without a director when
Jackson took his current post and continued to operate
without one until Apodaca joined the staff two years later

Having a director is crucial." Jackson said. "It sets
direction for years to come."

Jackson said he was the only candidate considered by
the first search committee who was drawn from the FAO
at UMass.
A new search committee is being formed under the

direction of Madson and Dean of Academic Support
Services Dierdre Ling. When the committee goes to work
they will attempt to reach a consensus which will result in
the hiring of a director for an office which has spent nearly
half of the past six years without one.

By JEFF ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Hundreds of people whose individual acts
of heroism in saving Jews during the
Holocaust have gone unnoticed by the
world are being investigated, documented
and publicized said Peter Hellman. author
of "The Avenue of the Righteous", in a
speech at the University of Massachusetts'
Campus Center yesterday.
Hellman spoke on the "Quiet Heroes of

the Holocaust: Gentiles Who Risked their
Lives to Save Jews". In his book, Hellman
tells the story of four individuals who are
responsible for saving I^undreds of Jews
during the Holocaust.
Leokadia Jaromirska was responsible for

rescueing an abandoned infant by a Jewish
family who had placed the child in the
Polish woods in the hope someone would
find It and take care of it, Hellman said.
After an investigation into this particular
case Hellman described how Jaromirska
put her own life in danger by raising the
child with "body and soul," he said.
After taking care of the Jewish child, two

German soldiers who had occupied Poland
mterogated Jaromirska about the childs
true identity.

"It is not a Jewish child", she said. "It is
my child. If you take the child you take me
and if you kill the child you will have to kill'

me".

This is just one example of the bravery
that individuals displayed during the
Holocaust who, when questioned about it

thirty years later, act extremely modest
about their actions, Hellman said.

Another unknown hero Hellman in-
vestigated was related in the story of Raoul
Laporterie. a "little Frenchmen who
literally saved hundreds of Jews through
his position of mayor of a small German oc-
cupied village in France.

Laporterie was able to smuggle hundreds
in danger of their safety by issuing them
forged documents and phony identification
cards that all Frenchman were required to
carry, Hellman said.

The Israeli Knesset (parliament) through
special legislation authorized that an of-
ficial memorial to the Holocaust be erected.
The Yad Vashem foundation, which was
founded in 1963, also had the responsibility
to document and honor those non-Jews
who risked their lives to save Jews during
the Holocaust, he said.

Police report thefts, increase
crackdown on auto violations
By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Police
reported yesterday several incidents of
larceny and a crackdown on campus for
motor vehicle violations such as speeding.

Police announced a major crackdown on
motor vehicle violations. expecially
speeding, as part of their "normal spring
precautions." Police said they would use
radar to combat the failure of motorists to
stop at the flashing lights at the in-
tersections of Mass. Ave. and Com-
monwealth Ave., and Massachusetts Ave.
and University Drive.

Officials also reported at 9:22 a.m.
yesterday a couch valued at $500 missing
from a lobby in the UMass Infirmary. The
incident reportedly occurred sometime
between Sunday. AprU 11th. and Tuesday
April 13, police said.

In other areas, police reported
discovering three fire extinguishers valued

at $150 in Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity
while conducting an investigation in
another case. It is unknown where the fire
extinguishers belong, police said, and won't
be known until inventory is taken at various
places on campus at the end of the
semester.

Police also reported a fire Monday night
when someone lit a mophead and threw it

out of the third floor window in the
Graduate Research Tower. Police said the
incident was reported at 8:21 p.m. There
were no injuries, and police said they had
no suspects.

An act of destruction was reported to
police at 12:20 a.m. yesterday when a 2x3
foot pane of glass was reportedly smashed
at the greenhouse next to French Hall near
the Franklin Dining Commons. Nothing
was taken from the greenhouse, according
to police, and the object used in the incident
wasn't found. The smashed pane, valued at
$45. was discovered by a foot patrolman,
police said.

MIRRORED REFLECTIONS - This tranquirsttrrof Tie^rd
across the street from Tilson Farm is a nice relaxation spot to eo to
after ones studying is done.

Anti-nuclear benefit concert
a financial bomb for SCANN
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AH bFRING! — A group of Field Dormitory residents enjoy the
warm weather that the long weekend heated.

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

The Campaign for the Massachusetts
Nuclear Referendum will be footing the bill

for the approximately $3,500 lost at the
benefit concert held last Thursday night at
the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts
Center, Concert Promoter Jim Spencer
said Thursday.
The concert, which featured the John

Hall Band and Crockett, was presented by
the UMass chapter of the Student Coalition
Against Nukes Nationwide (SCANN) in
order to gain funding for the referendum.

Because such a small amount of tickets
were sold - $48 worth - an original crowd
of approximately 50 people swelled to
almost 300 as people were let in for free,
the concert lost aproximately $3,500.

Cliff McCarthy, the Hampshire County
coordinator for the referendum confirmed
the concert lost over $3,500 but said
SCANN did the concert knowing they
would lose money.
"We ran into a lot of problems," Spencer

said. "We had a very short lead time in

which to promote the concert, the
snowstorm slowed us down, and we really
didn't account for the fact that the issue
didn't inspire the students to come out and
support us."

Spencer also said the Union Program
Council (UPC), which had helped SCANN

in producing the concert, had been very dif-
ficult to deal with.

"We had to fight them every step of the
way," Spencer said.

The reason that UPC would not officially

support the concert, according to UPC
Talent Coordinator Frank Gironda, was
because they knew John Hall was not a
strong enough act to fill the Fine Arts
Center.

"They originally approached us with a
talent package of Arlo Guthrie and Shenan-
doah and we voted to help them if they
were presenting this talent," he said.
Gironda said when he was told Arlo

Guthrie could not play, he repeatedly advis-
ed Spencer to move the concert to a
smaller hall, or cancel it altogether.
Gironda said although UPC withdrew all

official support after SCANN signed John
Hall to play in the Fine Arts Center, they
continued to offer unofficial support in pro-
duction, security and the approval of con-
tracts.

"They asked for our advice, ignored it

when we gave it to them and still wanted
our help Gironda said.

"Our main problem was that no one had
heard about the referendum," Spencer
said.

The Massachusetts Nuclear Referendum
is a state-wide, binding referendum in
which the citizens of Massachusetts will be
able to vote whether to ban nuclear power
from the state.
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Doctor has
new birth

control pill
PARIS (AP) - Two

decades after the first

contraceptive pilJs went on
the market, a French
researcher has announced
development of a birth
control pill that a woman
would need to take only two
to four days a month.
The pill is designed to

cause expulsion from the
uterus of any egg fertilized

that month, inducing
abortion in earhest stages of
pregnancy. The pills now on
the market prevent
ovulation and therefore
fertilization of the egg.

Dr. Etienne Baulieu said
it should take about three
years for the new pill to
reach the market and that
he expects further testing
will prove it safer and more
popular than present oral

contraceptives.

Testing of the new pill

began several years ago and
has involved both animal
and human subjects, Baulieu
said. He said the pill did not
apear to have the side ef-

fects that can occur with
present oral contraceptives.

"One of the pill's main
advantages is that a woman
needs to take it only two
days a month instead of
three weeks," he said. "So
she is exposed to a much
lower amount of chemicals."

Baulieu said in an in-

terview yesterday, "It will

give a woman more
freedom. A woman will be
able to decide at the end of
her monthly cycle whether
she wants or needs con-
traceptive protection."
The new oral con-

traceptive is based on a
hormone described as an
anti progesterone named
RU-486 that regulates the
final stage of the menstrual
cycle. Instead of preventing
ovulation, the anti-
progesterone pill brings on
menstruation, thus ex-
pelling an egg fertilized

during the cycle.

Tests also have shown
that the pill can induce
abortions later in the first

stages of pregnancy.
Birth control pills

currently on the market are
taken for 21 consecutive
days and guard against
conception with hormones
that prevent ovulation —
the process by which an egg
is released from an ovary.

EUROPE^' CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE
BY CAR

45 Rockefeller

York,

10020

New
Plaza

NY.

Phone (212) 581 3040

Mail this ad for

Special

Student/Teacher
Tariff
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El Salvador- Vietnam film updated

Collegian 5

An updated version of the film "El
Salvador: Another Vietnam" will be shown
at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, April 22 at the
Bangs Community Center in Amherst.
Child care will be provided, as well inter-

EWC begins new services today
The Everywoman's Center EWC will

sponsor a number of programs and services
beginning this Wednesday, through April
ol

.

Educator/advocates at EWC will sponsor
network forming-response to sexism in
local advertisements and displays.
An assertiveness support and training

group is now forming. The group will meet
weekly for eight weeks beginning the week
of May 17. Free childcare will be available.
The program is sponsored by the coun-
selor/advocate group at EWC.
The Violence Against Women program

will sponsor a Survivors of Rape support
group.

A Career/Life Planning support group

Dr. Elias Schulman, a noted Yiddish
writer and scholar, will speak on "Yiddish
Literature in the Soviet Union" at 7:30

p.m. on Thursday, April 22 at the National
Yiddish Book Exchange, Old East Street
School, East Street, Amherst.

Film details Poland under Stalin
^
Andrzej Wajda's prize-winning film

"Man of Marble" will be presented at 8
p.m. on Thursday, April 22 in Thompson
Hall, Room 102.

The film is in Polish with English sub-
titles and tells the story of a filmmaker
reconstructing the story of Poland under
Stalin.

Film chronicles German emigrants
The film "Voyage of the Damned" will be

presented at 8 p.m. on Thursday April 22 in
the Campus Center Room 903. The film,
which is being sponsored by the Hillel, tells

the story of the flight of 937 people from
Germany in 1939. Faye Dunaway, Orson
Welles, Julie Harris and Ben Gazzara star
in the movie.

IA»AI 11»AJ A»A. k),»U lk»4. J»4, .

LAST DAY!
To have your

Senior Portrait

taken!

Call: 545-2874

or

stop by

178
Campus
Center
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Nucleararms freeze lecture tonight

pretation for the hearing impaired. The
film is being sponsored by the Western
Mass. Latin American Solidarity Commit-
tee.

Terry Provance, the national coordinator
for Disarmament and Conversion of the
American Friends Service Committee in
Philadelphia, will give a lecture entitled
"Freeze or Perish: Why the United States

Should Support a Nuclear Freeze at the
UN Second Special Session on Disarma-
ment" on at 8 p.m. tonight in Room 104 of
Thompson Hall.

EWC offers counseling, childcare
The Everywoman's Center (EWC) will

offer counseling walk-in hours from 5-7
p.m. Wednesday and from 10 a.m. to noon
Friday.

aimed at women interested in entering or
reentering the job marked is sponsored by
the Working Women's Task Force at EWC
EWC.
A Rape Awareness Group will start at 10

a.m. Monday in the fifth floor lounge of
Washington Dormitory in the Southwest
Residential Area.
Coping with Stress for Aid For Families

with Dependent Children mothers will be
held from 10 a.m. till noon every successive
Friday for six weeks. The program is
sponsored by the Poor Women's Task Force
at EWC.
More information on any of these groups

can be obtained by contacting EWC at 545-
0883.

Childcare hours will be from 3:30 - 10
p.m. Wednesday, 7-10 p.m. on Thursday.
10 a.m. to 12 p.m. on Friday and 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. on Saturday.

Stewart Udall will speak at Smith

Author to discuss Yiddish literature

Selectmen suspend liquor license
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff ^ "* ^u-ed of penalizing businessmen

The Amherst Board of Selectmen voted
^^.^^^^^^ '"'^j^^s." hesaid.

last night to suspend DastardlyTanslIq or est^^^^^^^^^
^*"' .^^^^

license for one day as a result of an after- suspension
""^ ^'""^ '^'^

hours liquor violation. Tn«f»,«>u • .u ,

Patrons were inside Dastardly Dans prlsa^ bv^'^h^"' AmhVrt n""'"
^'""^ '

consuming beverages and playing coin KS .
^ the Amherst Disarmament

^r,«»„. J u- .
""" P"»J"'S coin- <^oalition to support a nuclear arms frf»P7«.operated machines when officers entprpH tk« o •

i
»^r" ,

'
,

*'^"'^ '"^^^ze.

"Th„rps„'ni he „. „„de. the rcMhUt:""'''
'""^'' ""^ '"^ ™''-

assumption the clock was set ten minutes Steinbeck expressed concern about theahead. g,v,ng h,m leeway to clear out Boards jurisdiction in such mMters

However \;rrht''irhL' I" ,'r ""'; ';? ''""" "^' - -^ allsympathetic

ahead he slid * '" "" ^".'"^ P^P"'^'' "'" '' "» B»ard of

The' bar received a warning stemming plteTn"atla^rst"rs'^L's'al,^™^"

corTing^Mai:'""'' " '^'' ''*"• ^'^ The Board of Selectmen prop:s:itticles

stJi fd^'T ™'«' '' '""^ ''«'p°o„rT^,e;''vrsirir:<rrit°/,P*vTx!
Steinbeck dissenting, to suspend the license bus routes

umoniy trv iaj

on Monday AprU^. ^^^^^ ^^^^ requested to subsidize the

Northampton, and Bay Road routes.

Whole Wheat Pizza Factory presents

SPMNG FEVER

fKs the temperature goes up

our PRICES GO DOWN!
* 256-6567 *

S^pll 2 topping pizzo —
Their Whole Wheat
Price Keg Price

S5.90 $5.20

Spring

Fever Price

$0.99

Smoll deluxe pizza —
Their Whole Wheot
Price Reg. Price

S7.61 $6.56

Sprir^g

Fever Price

S4.99

Large deluxe pizza —
Their Whole Wheot
Price Reg. Price

$11.24 $9.62

Spring

Fever Price

$7.99

No coupons or checks please!

SODA .20c
Wholewheat or White Dough
WHOLEWHEAT PIZZA FACTORY
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Whole Wheat Pizza Factory presents

SPRING FEVER

As the temperature goes up
our PRICES GO DOWN!

* 256-6567 *

Smell 2 topping pizxo —
Their

Price

S5.93

Small

Their

Price

$7.61

Large

Their

Price

$1i.24

Whole Wheot
Reg Price

S5.20

deluxe pizza

Whole Wheot
R^g. Price

S6.56

deluxe pizza

Whole Wheot
Reg. Price

S9.62

Spring

Fever Price

S0.99

Spring

Fever Price

S4.99

Spring

Fever Price

$7.99

No coupons or checks please!

SODA .20c
Wholewheat or White Dough
WHOLEWHEAT PIZZA FACTORY

If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job do vouknow what s stopping you from getting the American Express* Cad
°

You guessed it.
w.

Nothing.

behev^Tn ru n^^AnH
"^""^'^"^ ^^^^^' *" ^^' ^^^"- ^' '"^^^ '^^^ ^^at. Weoeiieve in you now. And we re proving it.

A $10 (XX) job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks And this offer
IS even gcxxJ for 12 months after you graduate.

K™micKS. And this otter

But why do you need the American Express Card now?

kn.>w';£V/iml;j;tant'"^
^' '" "^^^ ^" "^^'•*^' '^"^^ ^'^''^ ^^^«^- ^^^ you

rK n
^,"'"'^' ^^^ ^^^^ ^i^iso good for travel, restaurants, and shopping for

things hke a new stereo or furniture. And because the Card is recognized andwelcomed worldwide, so are you.
S. fill in the coupon below and American Express will send you a SpecialStudent Application right away. We'll also send along a free handbcx>k that has

everything you need to kncTw about credit.

The American Express Card. Don't leave school without it:

L. Please send me a Special Student Application

_^ for the American Express" Card
C And the free Credit Handbook.
Mail this coupon to:

American Express Cpmpany
P.O. Box 923, Madison Square Station
New York, New York lOOlO

Hi mc AJJrfM

Cil\

t nlleitc of I nnvr-
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EMD OF THE WORLD GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE ond CELEBRATION

EvERyrkiNq Must Be Sold by 6 PM, $ATURdAy, Apnil 24tIi
CASH ONLY (. . .OR qold, silvER & jeweIs)

NO ChEcks OR CREdlT CARds
CLOSE OUT PRICES

Technics SLB-202 belt drive TT $89.95
SLD-202 direct drive TT $99.95
SA- 104 receiver $129.95
SA-203 receiver $169.95
RS-M205 cassette deck $109.95
RS-M218 cassette deck $129.95
RSM-240X cassette deck

w/DBX
$199.95

SL5 linear track TT $139.95

Ortofon cartridges

LM20 was $155
LM10 was $90
FF10XE was $35

now $77.50

now $45.50

now $19.95

NAD 3080 integrated amp (demo)
90 watts/channel

was $550 now $248.95

EVERYTHING
Marked Down

First Come, First Sensed

Quantities Limited

GLI 10-band equalizer was $350

now $149.95

Yamaha TC511S cassette deck (used)

Now $99.95
Spectro Acoustics 220R digital tuner

(demo) now $149.95

Philips 572 preamp (demo) now $99.95

Thorens TD115 turntable (used)
now $199.95

Epicure 1 .0 speakers now $199.95/pr
2.0 speakers now $359.95/pr
3.0 speakers now $574.95/pr

Electrostatic Research speakers were
$240 each now $69.95 each

AM/FM digital clock radios $10.00 up

Olympus Pearlcorder w/AM/FM
was $250 no^ $50,00

All audio cabinets - Yi price

CAR STEREO
6x9 three way spkrs

5%"coaxspkrs
Majestic 401 5 minibox spkrs .

Roadstar 45 watt booster/EQ
CarFi 100 watt booster amp

Metrosound AM/FM /cassette

values to $280 now $49.95

$19.95/pr

$9.95/pr

$29.95/pr

$49.95

$49.95

/NNOVA TIONS 549-4883

AM/FM /cassette indash units

demo and used from $10.(X)

ReMEmBeR. . .STORE

CLOSES SATURdAy
AT 6 PM

S*rvic* D«pt. Customers:
Pick Up Your Ropoirs

MOW
259 Triangle St.

Amherst
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TIMES OF OUR LIVES
Judy Collins
(Elektra Asylum Records)

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian Staff

Electra/Asylum Records is touting Judy
Collin's Times ofOur Lives as her "come-
eback" Ip. It's not just advertising hype
though; they are partially right. Lives

Judy Collins
Photo b; Jin HoaKhton

follows a series of rather lackluster albums
that marked Collin's transition from Folk
to MOR Pop singer. Most were artistic as
well as commercial flops. Lives though,
presents us with a revitalized Judy Collins!
Her vocals here are stronger and more

self-assured than ever. Collins always did
have decent range, and on Lives she pushes
her pipes effortlessly. She has even loosen-
ed up a bit, exchanging the attitude of
dead-pan romantw seriousness in previous
records for one of earnest good-humor.
Collins has included a generous portion

of ongmals m the fare; six in all. But aside
from "Mama Mama," a gritty soft-rocker
about welfare mother strife, and "Gran-
daddy," a nifty stream-lined folk tune with
lots of orchestral trim, most are disappoin-
tingly banal. They just don't provide Col-
lins with the solid base she needs for her
flighty vocal departures. "Great Expecta-
tion" would make a lovely hit single
though, a brisk rolicking pop ballad that
perfectly showcases Collins' spirited croon-
mg. Unfortunately Collins didn't write it

"Memory" is the black sheep of the Ip.
Here, pretentious over-wrought lyrics are
topped with a huge dollop of gushy string
arrangements. Yuck!
Oddly, everyone from the designer of the

gown Collins wears on the cover, to each of
the members of the backing orchestra, is
given credit on the liner notes. Perhaps
Collins is a bit insecure about how the Ip
will fare critically and commercially. This
way, if it sinks, maybe the blame will not
rest entirely on Collins' shoulders. Who
knows?
Along with Lewis Hahn's crisp, fluent

production, it is Collins' vibrant singing
that keeps the album afloat. Too bad it suf-
fers for really good material. Nevertheless,
Collins seems to be aging gracefully and
rolling with the punches. Lives does turn
out to be a "comeback" ip alright, but is is
only Collins' voice that is "back." The
material has yet to follow suit.

Good weekend
at the Wall
THE dB'S
The Blue Wall
Friday, April 16

BOYS LIFE
The Blue Wall
Saturday, April 17

By DAVID BULL
Collegian Correspondent

The Blue Wall hosted an exciting line-up
of bands this weekend, highlighted by The
dB's and Boy's Life. The dB's are currently
one of New York's most popular bands and
their brand of fast-paced, semi-sixties
sound was well received by an enthusiastic
crowd Friday night. The four member band
displayed impressive technical ability over
a wide varied of music.
Chris Stamey and Peter Holsapple trad-

ed off vocals and economically effective
guitar leads, avoiding the monotony of a
single focal point some bands are prone to.
The dB's combination of lively sound and
broad musical appeal makes for good danc-
ing which was demonstrated by the
vigorous crowd.
Boys Life continued the fast tempo with

two lengthy sets Saturday night. Boston's
favorite adolescents continue to improve
and their music belies the fact that the
band began two years ago in Maiden High
School.

^

Like the dB's, Boys Life has a versatile
repertoire panning from their own singles
"More Problems For Modem Man," "Two
Doors Down," and their most recent hit
"Keep The Edge," to an unexpected array
of covers including Roxy Music's "Just
Another High," and a quick shot of disco

r*!. • a^ VhaXa hj David Ball
Chris Stamey of the dB's
with Rick James' "Super Freak."
The band consists of the standard guitar

bass, and drums with the interesting com-
plement of a saxophone that readily adapts
to the different types of music. Most of
their songs have a fast, strident quality
that IS restrained just enough to avoid
becoming frantic. The audience loved the
band, and after dancing through two hours
of energetic rock, demanded several en-
cores.

The Dangerous Birds, also from Boston,
opened the night for Boys Life and
threatened to upstage them with their in-
credibly strong performance. The four
women have been playing together for a
mere seven months but delivered a tight,
powerful sound that is reminiscent of the
Mo-Dettes and Patti Smith but, thankfully,
not the Go-Go s. The ever-popular Museum
Direktors opened for the dB's Friday.

Bly's new collection of poetry shines inwardlyMILES GORDON ^^^
A a/ ^ --^^ «^^ XAXJBy MILES GORDON

Collegian Correspondent

Robert Bly writes poetry that is func-
tional, selfless and universal, fUled with
feelings we all have. He defines for us the
events that confound us, and targets in on
the problems of our times with which we
must contend. He presents our social
dilemmas and virtues in a personal manner,
dealing with the issues in an introspective
fashion.

With this new collection, Bly succeeds in
finding the balance between what is "in
here" and what is "out there" with poems
that are musically original, that present
subtle conflicts so honestly that they are
magical and haunting. He brings out into
the open how we turn away from each other
for no apparent reason, how love merely
ends and how difficult it is to face our own
mortality:

The boy gets out of high school and reads no

more
books;

the son stops calling home.
The mother puts down her rolling pin and
makes no

more bread.
And the wife looks at her husband one night
at a

party, and loves him no more.
...The father grieves for his son, and loill
not leave the

room where the coffin stands.

These are thoughts we often wish to
repress. They are valuably brought to the
surface m these poems so that we learn to
accept them, as we are constantly ex-
periencing them.
These poems calm us in our futile

searches for antedotes to life's traumas.
Indeed, "there are no solutions," and Bly
reminds us that to exist at all is blessing
and labor enough.
On the same note. Bly approaches the

struggle of men, who "...look around, and
do not see/those they love most/and call
out/the sound the porcupine does not
make..." These poems present an un-
solvable conflict; they present men as the
victims of the machine of modern society,
and also as the controllers of the machine.
He includes himself in this category and
writes of his inability to liberate himself
from it, being able only to escape to a
beautiful valley.

Even there, he is taunted by the land-
scape:

All the failures of the stone are perfectly
clear-

spoken —
how it gave way to pressures, bent between
humps,
as when a man lets his hands
climb over his head, and says, "It 's true. It 's

true,

why say it isn't?"

By accepting such struggles, Bly has

gained the ability to praise, and in doing so
he transcends the struggles. He writes to
his son "... So /am proud only of those days
that pass in/undivided tendemess,/when
you sit drawing.../, and in a poem
dedicated to poet Richard Eberhart:

Blessings... on the man who labors
in his tiny room, writing stanzas on the
lamb;

blessings on the woman who picks the
brown
seeds of solitude in afternoon light
out of the black seeds of loneliness.
And blessings on the dicitonary maker,
huddled
among his bearded words. .

.

Bly's poetry floats life's currents whUe
contaminating none of its waters. He
defines our times and takes note of the
details that elude us. In our fragmented
lives, he submits the frame, the links, and
the missing pieces.

Lowenbrou's.
. .$1.fO Sombrero's, . .95c

. .M.V.O.,^ ^^ WIIE/OmC ALTEPnnTIVE !
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J. Geils Band contract
is a major news event

Editor's note: This is a reprint ofan editorial which appeared
in the Collegian on ApHl 8 - the day of the blizzard. Because
classes were cancelled, and because the Collegian circulation was
more than halved, the Editorial Boardfeels it is necessary to re-
run this important editorial.

EDITORIAL
T n recent weeks, the Massachusetts Daily Collegian has comeA under attack by the Union Program Council (UPC) for the
paper's coverage of the recently aborted spring concert plans.
Members of the UPC have charged that the Collegian interfer-

red with the selection of a band for the show by its "constant pro-
ddmg" and, they claim, ultimately prompted the J. Geils band to
play at another location by placing a telephone call to the band's
management.

It is indeed unfortunate that this incident occurred, but we
believe we have acted in the interest of the student body. Spring
concert, which has traditionally been a major social and cultural
event of the school year, is of interest to neariy every
undergraduate student and therefore a major news event
When UPC first presented their concert proposal to the

Undergraduate Student senate last month, Talent Coordinator
i^ rank Gironda said he was counting on the J. Geils Band to play
Usually, names of bands are not revealed until a contract is sign-
ed, but Gironda said he was revealing Geils' name in order to
justify the show's budget and secure financial guarantees from
the seante, necessary for the show to go on.
Once UPC raised Geils' name, and based the whole concert on

the signing of the band, we felt it was our responsibilityto follow
any developments leading to the signing of the band. When we
approached Gironda, he said he would be able to confirm the
band s decision "tomorrow." For several days he continued to
assure us that he would know "tomorrow."
Eventually suspecting something had gone wrong, we called

Kragen and Company, the band's management firm. A represen-
titive from their press office told us the J. Geils Band would not
be appearing at UMass on May 1. At our request, they checked
that information and called the Collegian to confirm their state-
ment. We reported the story the following day
Gionda's assertation that our telephone call disrupted the

negotiations and prompted the band to play elsewhere is un-
founded, since the Kragen press office exists to handle enquiries
trom the media and could have chosen to issue a "no comment"
s^tement The fact that they told us Geils would not play atUMass indicates that problems existed before we made the
telephone call.

While we understand the restrictions placed on UPC in presen-
ting the show - tight security, a ban on alcohol, no visitors in the
dormitories, no general public ticket sales and others imposed onUPC by the administration - UPC must also recognize their
obligations to the students to produce a financially secure and
safe show.

The past four spring concerts have not been financially suc-
cessful - last year's concert lost $110,000, and the collective
aeticit tor the three previous concerts was $180,000
As the public's watchdog over University student and ad-

ministration organizations, it is our obligation to hold groups and
individuals accountable for their actions. While we passed no
judgement on UPC's concert plans in our news stories, we did at-tempt to present as much information on the show as completely
and objectively as possible.

"Pond Series 1982," three days of free music along the campus
pond, is now being planned. We applaud UPC's decision to
torego a costly and risky stadium concert.

Unsigned editorials represent the opinions of the Collegian
Editorial Board. Opposing views are welcome.

EDITpRIAL/OPINION
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Letters
Let's not make drug use appealing
To the Editor:

Arvid Muller, in his sarcastic diatribe of
the new Massachusetts anti-paraphenalia
drug law (April 8), left a few words unsaid
about drug use. I. as do others, feel
Governor King is the epitome of demagogy
but the anti-paraphenalia bill Ed signed into
law is perfectly just and valid. Our society's
espousal of drug use has gone too far.
America's drug habit has insidiously
arrived on our nation's front doorstep.

I turn on the radio and what do I hear? A
sleazy D.J. who is extolling drug use: "We
got a double shot (or a 'sixpack') of rock and
roll comin' up from the cocaine realty
building...' Any intelUgent person does not
equate rock and roll with drug use so why is

it marketed that way? It is also now vogue
to wear T-shirts advertising drugs.
Drug use is a vice not a virtue. Should we

expect the Commonwealth to condone drug
use by allowing "head shops" to remain in
business? Certainly not! I believe the in-
dividual has a right to do bong hits and
snort cocaine as well as imbibe alcohol, but I

do not want to see America's drug habit
advertised, commercialized and capitalized
on. If someone wishes to destroy his liver
drinking booze then he should also be able
to ruin his lungs and nasal septum with pot
and cocaine but please let's not make drug
use appealing and accessible for our
children's sake.

Timothy S. Leach
Southwest

Condemnation of destructive attitudes
To the Editor:

Chancellor Koffler has pronounced this
year to be the "Year Towards CivUity" here
at UMass, Amherst. But his lack of
response and action in dealing with the
angry, anti-Semitic comments and often
fictitiously based arguments has in fact
created a wave of further anti-Semitic
propaganda flushing throughout this
community.
Because of his empty "civUity" promises

of publicly condemning this type of slan-
derous and insensitive behavior, he has
created an unbearable atmosphere of anti
Semitic sentiment for Jewish people who
work and attend school here. He has also
placed the burden of vulnerability on to
those Jews who rebut such vicious com-
ments such as "Hitler's Mistake" and who
argue that the International Women's
Week's (IWW) purpose of inviting a
Palestinian woman was not solely for the
purpose of "Same struggle, same fight" of
women's rights, but rather to influence this
community on a Palestinian's view of the
Arab/IsraeU conflict with the incorporated
aspect of being female.

Unfortunately for aU who live in this
community, little is being done by the
administration to those who attack a
group's civil rights. This is a sad realization
for all of us because by the lack of con-
tmuous, strong action by the University
itself, the process of one's civil rights is left
to the group of attacked people. This
creates a very intimidating fight, for when
Jews asked the IWW for equal time they
were refused. When they asked for an
apology for not being able to express their
side of the Arab/Israeli conflict they were
denied with the excuse that IWW has

nothing to do with what the Palestinians
believe and advocate.
When the Jews try to alert the UMass

community through the Collegian of this
obvious lack of sensitivity to their civil

rights, they are attacked back with fac-
tually incorrect and highly misleading
letters which seem to promote certain
highly regarded political values and social
morals. These are appealing to the unin
formed person who innocently reads these
letters, agrees with what these people
appear to advocate, but also believe their
fictitious rhetoric of history with which
these letters are based. And when the Jews
appeal to the University to be adament
about their "civUity" statements and
procedures, the University becomes wishy-
washy and leaves the investigation and
condemnation work to those affected and
now isolated people.

This recent violation of people's civil
rights due to the prevailing anti-Semitic
attitude is a golden opportunity for the
chancellor and his administration to prove
to our community that his "civility"
program is not a package of superfluous
promises, lack of committment and inef-
fective actions. For without the ad-
ministration's help and power. anti-
Semitism will continue at UMass.
Condemnation of attitudes such as anti

Semitism, racism, sexism and others which
place heavy, psychological burdens on these
minorities must be made with vigor. For
with the ability to continue here,
destructive attitudes such as these create
for themselves a breeding ground, firmly
planting their roots.

Jennifer Golden
Amherst

Letters Policy

nnmLr "T ^"^n ^ V^^^ »"<* '"<^""**« '^e Writer's address and telephone

^^^l' n ^ '^'" "•?' ^ published. Please type double spaced at 67 chai^cters
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But it^beats
It IS late Saturday night. You've been out partying

but now you're back on campus to visit a friend!
You knock on the door in the lobby of your friend's

dorm, and the woman on security answers.
"Are you here to visit someone?" she asks, figuring that

if you had a key, you would have used it.

"Yeah. I'm here to visit a friend."
"Could you please call your friend?" She asks. "He or

she will have to come down and get you." She explains
that that is the rule, and so you call. But there is no answerm your friend's room.
You stand there and argue with the woman on security

for ten minutes, trying to convince her to let you go up
anyway. Your friend is definitely around, you tell her, pro-
bably down the hall somewhere. And you're a UMass stu-
dent, you're not going to terrorize the dorm.
But she doesn't budge. She says she is sorry, but she

can t let yoU go up. You tell her you can't believe what a
jerk she's being, and you turn and walk out. Locked out,
you decide to go around to a side door and try to sneak in.
However, after a few minutes of unsuccessfully waiting
for someone to come by and let you in, you decide to forget
It, and you walk back to your dorm. "Dorm security
sucks. You think to yourself. "What an inconvenience "

A common story? Perhaps. But the benefits in terms of
increased safety and security, and the primary crime
prevention that an extensive and highly visible student-
operated system offers far outweighs the occasional un-
fortunate situations. And there is a lot more to the dor-
mitory security system than students sitting behind desks
asking people to sign in.

The Office of Housing Security monitors student and
guest access to 41 dormitories housing approximately
11,000 students. The UMass residence hall system is one
of the largest in the country, and the dorm security system
one of the most extensive. In a school this size, with
thousands of people living in a few square miles, security
requirements are bound to cause problems occassionally.

home
The system itself, however, is quite a benefit to the Ui
on-campus community.
Employing more than 500 students. Housing Security is

the second largest student employer (the dining commons
are number one). Students work as dormitory recep-
tionists, dorm coordinators, roving supervisors who travel
around campus looking for open doors and checking in
with the receptionists, dispatchers, who keep in radio con-
tact with the rovers and phone contact with the recep-
tionists, and security assistants, who supervise the entire
operation during evening hours. Practically a completely
student-run operation, the Office of Housing Security has

Jackson Katz
only one full-time professional staff person.
Carol Radzik, a 1973 UMass graduate who has been a

Head of Residence in Southwest for five years and an
Assistant Area Director of Orchard HUl/Central, is the
director of Housing Security. Her office, and the entire
Office of Housing Security, is located in Dickinson Hall,
across from the UMass police offices. From her office she
coordinates the huge UMass dormitory security system,
and she has a lot to say about UMass and campus security
in general.

For instance, Radzik points out that contrary to popular
opinion, most reported external dormitory vandalism oc-
curs not in Southwest, but in Orchard Hill/Central. The
all-female dorms, she says, generally have the most effec-
tive security, because residents of those dorms tend to be
more conscious of security. She is also proud to point out
that women and minority students comprise 47 percent of
the student employees of Housing Security.
Radzik also says that the raising of the legal drinking

age in 1979 has had a profound impact on campus life, and
consequently dorm security. "People are buying alcohol

ana cumug oacK 10 uie uuniiH *miu ujiiuung and th
caused problenrw in terms of increased vandalism,'^ !?.^
said. 1:00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m., when students come back
from bars and off-campus parties, is the time when most
incidents occur, and intoxicated white males, not surpris-
ingly, are the prinmry offenders.
Despite the inconveniences that dorm security can

cause, and in spite of the fact that if someone really wants
to get mto a dormitory he or she can probably find a way,
the Housing Security system plays a major role in the
overall safety and security of the UMass campus. Working
with residential staff, the police and the Department of
Public Safety, dorm security people work as mediators in
late-night conflicts, report burglaries and vandalism, and
contact the appropriat people in various emergency situa-
tions.

Most people feel the present system is adequate, and a
high percentage (73 percent) of students responding to an
October 1981 Project Pulse survey felt that student securi-
ty IS generally effective.

However, the system has its problems. Inconsistent en-
forcement of security regulations by dorm security per-
«)nnel is something most of us have had to deal with
Some people follow the rules strictly, and others don't,
and this can confuse students and occassionally cause
hassles. Also, in many dorms security effectiveness is
limited due to the number of entrances. Security can't
possible cover all the doorways. This, according to Radzik,
underscores the importance of a total community effort
toward good security. "We can do ?. lot," she said, "but
the other fifty percent has to be done by the residents
themselves. They have got to be thinking about security
They have to realize that they're not living in suburbia
with mom and dad. This place is a city."
Radzik also has something to say about the inconve-

niences security can cause. "Security might not be conve-
nient," she says, "but it beats living at home."
Jadcson Katz is a (Collegian columnist.

New housing plan cuts, chomps, obliterates
ri ip. Slash. fhn^,,,^, „n *k„„ t._ . .Rip.

Slash

Oh, hi there. I didn't hear you turn the page. Don't
mind me, I'm just going through all my University

publications and bringing them up to date. You see, I hear
that there are going to be some changes around here, and
I just want to make sure I'm prepared and my files are up
to date.

Cut. Splice.

Yep there it is, Directions magazine. I've been looking
for that. Let's see now. Flip through the pages
and...there it is! The section on the individuality and
strengths of each residential area - you know, how each
area offers its residents something different, and how no
two areas are alike. I'm just tearing it out for, after all, it's
an old and dated concept that has no place at this universi-
ty anymore.

Gash. Tear.
Ah! The Irulexl Look at all those pag«s exaulting the vir-

tues and glones of each residential area. No good
anymore. Just rip 'em right out, and throw them into the
trasn.

Chomp. Mutilate.

Why am I doing this? That's a silly question. You heard
about the dorm housing re-organization plan, didn't you?
That s the plan where they're going to take the five hous-mg areas and make them into two areas. What's that, you
say? Who are "they"? Why, the person behind it all is Joe
Zannmi, the director of Housing Services. If his plan goes

through, all these pages I'm tearing out will be worthless
relics of an era gone by.
Snip. Trim.
Hey, look! It's a picture of me and my buddies atfreshman orientation, walking around on a campus tour aswe re shown the different residential areas so we can

make a choice. \Vell, I won't be needing it anymore, butcome to think of it, neither will anyone else. Out into the

Dave Cline

trash.

Cleave. Saw.
Wow, I don't believe I still have this. Here, look over my

rfioulder. It's the "UMass Horrors" article, published in
Boston magazine two years ago. Look inside - there it is
the quote from the Southwest head of residence who said
that "just like rats, when you stack people on top of one
another, they're going to get violent. (Refering to the
fc)Outhwest towers)" And look over there, it's a statement
from the University condemning that quote. Hmmm
That s weird. I'm doing all this chopping and trimming
be<»u8e of the plan, which is based on Zannini's
philosophy statement for the division of housing services
Do you see that line, human "development can be modified
by the environment." Right, that one. Here, look at this
psychology textbook. You know who perfected that
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modification dieory? B. F. Skinner. You know what he us-
ed to perfect It? Rats. It makes you kind of wish that the
administration\would decide how they feel about us.
Let me stop tearing my files apart for a moment, and

show you some Wher stuff out of the philosophy state-
ment. When Zannlni talks about behavior modification, he
sets a goal. "Early rebellious independence, skepticism
and condemnation tof parents are replaced by a more
realistic evaluation Und incraesed understanding and
warmth." Someday, Br. Zannini, I want to introduce you
to a friend of mine. He^was screwed by his divorced father
who promised him tuition help and never came throu^,
going so far as to try to deny him other sources of financial
help. He's not thrilled about being told what his values
should be, especially when those values don't work for
him. And he's not alone either. There are a lot of people
out there in the same boat. It gets frustrating when you
think that there are people out there who are determined
to run our lives for us, all in the name of "Maturity "

Cut. Snip.
'

You know, if the administration is determined to carry
through with the plan (using the same efficiency that they
used to implement coed bathrooms), then I'm equally
determined to cut out all references in University publica-
tions to the quality of life up here. The way I look at it, I'm
just doing them a favor. After all, if they don't mean it,
then it shouldn't be in the official publications in the first
place.

Cut. Chomp. Obliterate.

Dave Cline is a Collegian columnist
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Oramge Juice

100% PURE
FLORIDA

ORANG€
JUICC

FROM CONCENTRATE

DSAVE 60^
Big Y^

Half Gallon
Carton

1 Strictly Fresh
Lajrge

White or Brown, Doze

For Savings, Service
and Variety, there is only
One place to shop...
We do the Most for You!

Sale starts Mon.. April 19 thru Sat., AprjJ 24, 1982

DSAVE 19'

Libby's
Vegetables

Whole Kernel or Cream Style Corn
or Peas. I 7 oz

«2&2&A.

DSAVE 27' Half Gallon

Big 'Y' Tni-Form 1%
Low Fat
Milk

TRUFORM

LOWFATMILK

Mircuimnii

.

Breaded or kalian

Maid-Rite
Veal Patties

DSAVE 10'

Big •Y' Potato
Chips

Reg. ® Ripple. 8 oz Bag

DSAVE 20'

Chunk Light
Tuna in Water

Pacific Seas, 6V2 oz Can

K' TUOJA *'

Perdue

Boneless
Chicken Breast

Lean c^ Meaty

V

DSAVE 40
2 Liter

C&C Cola
Regular "3? Diet Quart Jar

DSAVE 60'

Mrs. FUberts
S^ad Dressing

14 Kso'at Gold Jewelry
At A Special Price. .Only at Big Y' Supermarkets
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Hypercurricula
Collegian ii

Wedinesday

"FREEZE OR PERISH" - "Why the
US should endorse the Nuclear Freeze at
the UN Special Session on Disarmament"
Talk by Terry Provence, AFSC Disarma-
ment and Conversion Coordinator, as part
of "Ground Zero" Week. Thompson 104.
Wed., April 21. 8:00 p.m.

SBA STUDENT-FACULTY WINE-N-
CHEESE SOCIAL - All SBA students
aijd faculty are invited to attend a wine-n-
cheese social. Come meet professors and
students in a relaxed, personal at-
mosphere. Sponsored by the
Undergraduate Business Club. SBA Facul-
ty Lounge, Room 312 SBA. Wednesday.
April 21, 3:30 - 5:30

KENNEDY CAMPAIGN ORGANIZA-
TION MEETING - Wednesday, April
21st, at 6:00 pm Campus Center Room 175.
The first one was cancelled due to snow!
Hope to see you there!

NORTH SEA OIL: BENEFITS, COSTS
UNCERTAINTIES - Gerald Manners^!
Professor of Georgraphy at University Col-
lege in London, England and advisor to the
House of Commons will lecture on the
management of Britain's North Sea oil
resources. FREE! School of Business Ad-
ministration Room 120 Wed., April 21,
8:15 p.m.

PRE-MED CLUB MEETING - There
will be a PRE-MED Club meeting on Wed.,
April 21 at 7:00 in the Campus Center Rm!
174-176

WORKSHOP ON JEWISH
RESISTANCE DURING THE
HOLOCAUST - There will be a newly
released slide show on Jewish ghetto
fighters and partisans during Worid War
II. A guest speaker will also be present. All
are welcome! Campus Center - Room 803
April 21, Wed. 4:00

Thursday

FIRST JUMP COURSE - The UMass
Sport Parachute Club will be holding a first
jump course Thurs., April 22 in CC room
905. For more info., come to the club office.
Rm. 309, SUB

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
CEREMONY — A brief ceremony in
memory of those who died in the
Holocaust. Sponsored by Hillel. In front of
the Student Union, Thurs., Aprill 22, 7:00

INFORMATION SESSION ON SUM-
MER COASTAL PLANT DISPOSAL
PROGRAM — Find out how you can earn
credits in botany while exploring the
beaches and dunes of Cape Cod and Nova
Scotia, and sailing in the 144-foot Barhen-
tine R/V Regina Maris. Machmer W-24,
Thursday, April 22, 7:30 p.m.

DYSLEXIC STUDENT ORGANIZA-
TION - The Dyslexic Student Organiza-
tion will be having an important meeting on
Thursday, April 22 7:00 p.m. room 68A
Bartlett Hall Basement. All dyslexic
students and interested persons are en-

couraged to attend!

JAZZ CONCERT - The Foxboro High
School Jazz Ensemble, winners of the 1982
All-State jazz band competition, will pre-
sent a free concert open to all. Bezanson
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center April 22.
11:15 a.m.

THE LAST GREAT AMERICANS -
All those interested in script writing,
technical work, acting and fun come to this

Thursday's meeting...our comedy show is

soon to be seen on Amherst Cable Televi-

sion! Campus Center Room 101, April 22,
7:00 p.m.

COMBATTING ANTI-SEMITISM AT
UMASS — Do you want to take action
against Jewish oppression on campus?
Come to an Action Planning meeting. CC
801. April 22. Thurs. 4 p.m.

LIGHT-A BIBLICAL MUSICAL - An
original Christian look at the Bible through
song, drama and dance to benefit Worid Vi-
sion, a hunger relief charity, will be
presented 8:00 p.m., April 22, April 23 and
24 m Hamden Commons Theater. Tickets
are $1.50 donation and can be reserved on
the Campus Center Concourse, purchased
at the door, or call 546-1016. LIGHT is
sponsored by the UBIass Arts Council.

Friday

PLANNING SESSIONS - Now is the
time to plan for your Summer or Fall 1982
Internship. The FINAL PLANNING SES-

SION will be on Friday, April 23. Contact
the Office of Internships, 16 Curry Hicks,
545-0727. Planning Sessions are held daily
at the Office of Internships.

47th ANNUAL BAY STATE
LIVESTOCK CLASSIC - The Uvestock
show features two year Stockbridge and
four year UMass students showing seven
classes of farm animals. Includes: special
events such as, the annual baby parade and
a hand milking contest. Grinnell Arena
April 23 and 24.

Saturday

THIRD ANNUAL NEWMAN CLUB

RUN FOR RITTER - A 6.2 mile road race
to benefit Covenant House, runaway
shelters for teens in New York. Registra-
tion fee is $4.00. Registration at Campus
Center April 21, 22, 23 or at Newman
Center. Trophies and prizes. UMa.ss Alum-
ni Stadium Track Sat. April 24th at 10 a.m.

COLLOQUIUM: UNDERSTANDING
RACISM - This one credit weekend coUoq
is offered to Southwest residents and other
students. The purpose of this coUoq is to
help the participants better understand the
impact of racism on the U.S., their own
lives and careers. Call to preregister
5-0472, keep trying. At the Center for
Racial Studies Moore House, Southwest.
April 24-25 begins 9:00 a.m.

AND OTHERIABU NIANNERS.

I'm gonna teach you
coupla things that'll 1) { ..

press your fnends, and 2) m
tose some friends.

All you need is good eyesight,
a little dexterity, and three essen-
tials: a pool table, pool cue, and
some Lite Beer from f^iller.

OKAPSHOn
Here's a goodie. I call it the

"Cheap Shot." Place a ball on the
edge of the comer pocket. Then,
take a half-dollar and lean it

against the side rail at the other
end of the table. (If you don't have
a half-dollar, you can always write
home to your parents: they'd love
to hear from you.)

Tell your friends you're gonna
sink the ball in the comer, using
the half-dollar as a cue ball. It's not
hard. Hit the coin solidly on the
edge, just above the center, and it

willroll along the rail knocking the
ball in the pocket. But don't forget

to scoff up the half-dollar. Be-
cause you're not supposed to
lose money doing trick

shots-just win Lite Beers.

This one drives people nuts. Place
a ball on the head spot. With the chalk,
make a circle around it, approximately
8" in diameter. Then put a quarter or
half-dollar on top of the ball. (Yes, you
can use the same one from tiefore, or
you can write home to your parents
again.) Place the cue ball behind the
foot line and have your friends try to

by Steve Mizerak

knock the coin out of the circle.

Chances are, they won't be able
to (this is a good time to work on
your Lite Beer and act smug).

When you shoot, do one of two
things: hit the object ball head-on
with follow-through so the cue ball

knocks the coin out, or hit the cue
ball very, very slowly so the coin
rolls off the object ball.

rABUMANNERS
Now for simple table etiquette.

After you've "hustled " your
friends, you gotta keep em. So do
what I call "Clearing the Table"
Simply offer to buy the next round
of Lite Beer They'll all clear the
table fast and head for the bar (or
to your room or apartment). Then,
once they all have Lite (just one
apiece-you're not too rich, re-

member), tell them with Lite in

hand and a smirk on your face that
your shots were no t)»g deal-you
were just showtn' off.

EVDnrTNMGYOU AUMnrS MMITED
MABBR.AND LESS.

\,,.^.*,...,,,.....,...,,,,^.^,,.,,^,,,,,,,^^^^^^^
..^.....,....,,,,,,^,., _,.
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Symmetry series continues tonight
Professor Louis Michel, a theoretical

physicist from the Institut Haute Etudes
Scientifiques in Paris, is presenting a three
lecture series on Symmetry and Symmetry
Breaking this week in the Five College
area.

According to Professor Michel, diverse
phenomena such as variable crystal for
mation, uneven molecular structure and
changing forms of objects at high rotational
speeds have recently led scientists to doubt
the time-honored notion that symmetry is a
self-preserving characteristic. Prof. Michel
said that nothing is perfectly symmetrical,
although he adds, "if you love someone, you
will love his defects."

The lecture series is being sponsored by
the Five College Applied Mathematics
Program and the Center for Applied
Mathematics at the University of
Massachusetts. According to Professor
M.S. Berger, director of the center, the

first lecture, which took place yesterday
evening, covered what is understood of
symmetry in nature and its importance to
the fundamental properties of matter.
The creation of new types of symmetries

is the topic of tonight's talk. "Topological
Classification of Symmetry Defects," which
is publicized as a survey accessible to
undergraduates. The talk will be held at 8
p.m. in McConneU Hall at Smith College.
Refreshments will be served.
What happens when symmetry spon-

taneously disappears is the subject of the
third lecture, a research colloquium entitled
"Mathematical Mechanisms of Symmetry
Breaking." Michel will address the
possibility of studying a structure once
certain symmetrical properties have
disappeared. This talk is at 4 p.m. Thur-
sday in the Graduate Research Center
Room 1634..

- SUSAN GLADWIN

Remember...
When patronizing our advertisers,
make sure to tell them that you saw
their ads in the Collegian.

Getting Your Act Together:
Management Skills for Campus Arts Presenters

Planning. Production, Promotion: Coordinating Arts Events

Wednesday, April 21, 7-9:30 p.m., Butterfield Dorm LoungeAn organized team approach to presenting arts events. Development
of total publicity and promotion.

Workshops for RSO groups, residential area coordinators, academic
departments, potential student art programmers.

Presented by: Staff of the Arts Extension Service,
Division of Continuing Education

Workshops are made possible through a grant from the University Arts Council

Looking for a meaningful
SUMMER JOB?

MASSACHUSETTS
FAIR SHARE

a Statewide citizens' action organization

Has fulltlme and summer openings on the
canvass staff. Position involves both fun-
dralslng and community outreach. Mrs are
2:00 - 10:00 PM; pay $175-225 per week-
"'"'"

call: 586-8713
^^" 9 am - 2 pm Monday thru Friday

IMMNHMIIOtillllWMiOHMWMMjiQMlllHiwwuiWii^

GrtSU^ MALE' BRAND NAME SAVINGS

^FAMOUS MAKER

Pres|($hirts $8^9
Lona^lcPVP 5inrinn crkli/^c JPr f^w^r^ir^^ \ i->_ .,^ .,>^Long sleeve, Spring solids & /anciesy Reg. »15 »20

Hampshire Mall, Hadley
on Route 9 between Amherst
& Northampton, just around

the corner from UMass
Store hours: 10-9:30 Mon-Sat

Rejuvenate your bicycle
this season with my
mechanics specials/'

Bicycle Re/uvenation Saie
Part 1

Tires, Tubes,S Accessories
Aprii 22TU^ES

27x1 1/4
26x1 3/8
20x2.125
24x1 3/8
27x1 1/4 Micheiin
27x1
700c

Beg.

3.25

3.25

3.25

3.25

3.75

3.75
4.45

7.95
10.95

10.95
8.95
8.95
8.95
14.95
14.95
9.00
e.95

All other sizes in standard valve 3.25
TIRES
27x1 1/4 85lbs.
27x1 1/8 95lbs.
27x1 Raleigh lOOIbs.
MX 20x2. 125 Full knobby
MX 20x1.75 Full knobby
MX 20x2. 125 Knobbys (colors)
MX 20x2. 125 Comp III (colors)
MX 20x1.75 Comp III (colors)
27x1 1/4 MIchelln
26x1 3/8 Gum wall
TUBULAR TIRES
Wolber 333
Clement 250gr. Cotton
Raleigh 300gr. Nylon
Raleigh 270gr. Nylon
Raleigh 230gr. Nylon
Clement 260gr. Cotton
Clement 250gr. Silk

Wolber 260gr. Cotton
TIRE ACCESSORIES
Raleigh Patch kit

Cycle Pro set of 3 Tire Irons '

Silca Frame Fit pump (colors)
Cycle Pro pump with gauge
Tubasti rim cement
Cycle Pro thin patch kit

Rim strips

Spoke wrench Hex Key
Zefal HP pump
Zefal Solibloc pump
Primus Frame Fit(presta)pump
Raleigh foot pump(standard)
Raleigh foot pump HP
Tire Savers
Tire pressure gauge 1101b. max.

6tii ANNUAL B.R.S.
1 E. Pleasant St..

Sale

1.99

1.99

1.99

1.99

2.15
2.25
3.50

2.25

3.99
7.95
7.95

4.99
4.99
5.95

70.95
10.95
5.95
3.99

19.50

40.59
18.95
20.95

21.95
34.95
38.95
28.95

.75

2.10

15.00

21.95
1.20

1.25

.60

,60
17.95

6.95

14.95

8.50
10.95

1.95

4.50

25.00/pr.

34.00 ea.

27.95/pr.

29.95/pr.

32.95 /pr.

24.95
29.95
21.00

.49

1.49

9.95

13.99

.99

.99

.39

.39
13.95

3.95

11.95
4.99
7.99

.99
3.99

Amh«rtt
S49.6904
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NOTHING AT ALL.

by Mark Rollins

Wis nASK WOULD
cone /A/ HANoy

WHAT HAPPENED? By Ethyl Octane

cjIib^j we Nevej^ see Shck...

L

INVITATION. . .
TO YOUNG Catholic men with idealism
and courage to join over 800 Columban
Fathers serving the poor and needy in eight
Third World countries. For more informa-
tion on the missionary priesthood, write:

COLUMBAN FATHERS
310 Adams Street, Quincy, Mass. 02169
or call (617) 472-1494

Please recycle

this Collegian

PREPARE FOR

MCAT.LSAT.GMAT_
SATvACT.DAT.GRE .CPA

Permanent Centers open gaysevenings and weekends

ti°me slaf'f''
"*' ^eaicaUa full-

'

^°T*^* TESTnTAPE5«faeiii|ie$

.M^
?*""*."* '^'*« lessons and

supplementary materials
• Classes taught by skilled
instfuctors.

• Opportunity to make up missed
lessons.

• Voluminous ttome-sfudy materials
constantly updated by researcti-
ers expert in ttieir field.

• Opportunity to transfer to and
continue study at any of our
over 85 centers.

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE
GRE PSYCH & BIO • MAT • PCAT • OCAT • VAT • TOEFL
MSKP^MB . VQE • ECFMG • FLEX . NOB . NIE

NIPLIIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTEfl

TESTPBEBMUnON
S»«IAU8T8aMaE1W8

264 M. n«OMnt St
250-5 106/5260
In Springfl^ldi

Ids Stot* St.

The

GREAT RACE
from the Hot-L
to Packards

Free Video Showing

at the DLUEWALL
all day Thursday.

Registration Form & T-Shirts also

available for this years race

on Sunday May 2nd

665-8757

ACROSS
1 Hot Spnngs

lor one
4 machine
8 Watch parts

'3 Indescenl gem
'4 Rush headlong
15 Sprite

16 Pierce

18 Sulficieni

19 Truth personified

20 Carrotlop

22 Graceful shade
tree

23 Frustrate

25 Ship area
27 Tot)e Sp
30 Russian or

Texan city

33 Mackerel s bright

cousin

35 Symbolic animal
37 Word with desk or

limits

38 Primates

39 100 make a pound
40 Heating chamber
41 Knee Lai

42 We Forget
43 Tallow source
44 Highlight of

a meal
46 OeValera

I»I2 1 <is ^ii|«ln limt\ NtiidKl

48 Monkshood and
boneset

50 Set on
54 Paulo Brazil

56 Most orderly

59 Affirmative

60 Bonnet decor
62 Blackmail type

letters

64 Happy sight in the
desert

65 Pertaining to

66 Cassini
67 Pick up the tat)

68 Altered the color

69 Neighbor of Md

DOWN
1 Went on a shop
ping spree

2 Visayan island

3 Pub quaff

4 Wall or Wimpole
5 Pencil element
6 Promise
7 Arboretum items
8 Tilled

9 Tiny -

—

10 Quite costly

11 I he on the
Floss

12 Appear to be
13 Musical work

17 Actress

Van Devere
21 Make up lor

24 Use a ruler

26 Election after

math at times
28 Away from the

wind
29 Rid ol soap
31 Let It stand
32 Novelist Rand
33 In plain style

34 Rooftop ad|unct
36 Prefix meaning

eight

38 Years acquired
39 Rookie at

West Point

43 — voce
45 Hemingway
47 Assembled as

troops
49 Very flavorful

51 Tell s target

52 Angler s basket
53 King
54 Name lo' a

dalmatian
55 Wing shaped
57 Award of a kind

58 Green land

61 Mama
63 Grow sleepy

1 7 3

1
17

4 5 6 7

1

8 9 10 II 17

13 14 15

16

1
18

~"

19 ?C

II
?1 22~

31

23

34

?4 2b 76

1|P 21

39

?8 ?9 ^H30

36

3?

I jj

1
37

M

1
45 ^

40

4) 4?

19

46

57

43

5?

I44 1 r~ 47

51
I41 SO 53

33 bb

1

58 59

bl 2

i

53

t4 5 >6

I
hi 4 |9

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

QQoa_aaaaB naa

pgga bdqb ooaai

WEATHER
Showers, possibly a

thunderstorm ending
today midday. Becoming
partly sunny in the af-

ternoon. Highs 60 to 65.
Winds southerly 15 to 20
mph shifting to westerly
by afternoon. Fair tonight.

I IH t^M I g KMDII
'I' I'M' |i I'll M

D.C. MENU
LUNCH
Deli Beef Sandwich,
Spinach and Mushroom

t

I

Quiche

DINNER
FAR EAST NIGHT
Beef Strips with Mange-
Tout, Shrimp Chow
Mein/Chow Mein Noodles,
Sweet and Sour Chicken

BASICS LUNCH
The Salad Sandwich,
Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

Fingers BASICS DINNER
FAR EAST DINNER
Tofu Shen, Shrimp Chow
Mein/Chow Mein Noodles,
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Fingers

t
t

e
e
•

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

r
Hump-Day Video

"N

10:30 - 11:15 May the Farce be with
you — Video Madness

11:15 - 12:00 Blondie - Yes, Folks
once again she's eating to
the beat

12:00 - 1:00 Jazz With Spyro Gyra -
The Musicians and their

Music
1:00 - 2:00 Jimi plays Berkeley -

Can't get enough of this

tape either
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A BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDIO
Sonically Superior Audio. The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

APT. AVAILABLE

Room in Cliffside Apt available for sum-
mer and fall. Contact Dave in Room 411
Student Union, if interested. Leave
message. $160.00 a month includes
everything

Room for rent in centrally located
Amherst apt. preferably male grad student
n7/mo June 1 253-9717 James or Mark
Pi Kappa Alpha summer room rentals
reasonable rates 5-2150, 5-0047

Southwood Apts 2 bdrm summer sublet
fall option call 253-5493

FOR SALE

pm at the 10th floor Campus Center tree
hors d'oevres, music, cash bar. Sponsored
by the Older Students Service Network

PERSONALS

ARTISTS

Pierpont Art Exhibition and Competi-
tion, open to all Five College
undergraduates, Mayday May 1st. Cash
prizes, coffeehouse, barbecue. Call
546-4572 or 546-5286 for more info

Pair of tri-axial car speakers $40 or best
offer A refrigerator 2x2'9"x1'9" $75 or best
offer 256-0874

Almost full scuba outfit excellent condi-
tion around $300 256-6336 must sell

Electric typewriter Smith Corona super
sterling $100 call Tom 253-3187

FOUND

AUDIO
Fender Bassman Amp with preamp out
mtd 60's $150 256-0215

Biamp Electronic Crossover, adjustable
fluency, essential for clear sound $100
256-0215

Avid 330 speakers 250 watt max pd. 600
sell 300 546-5841

Stereo AM/FM Tape Deck. 200w max
$190 4 air suspension speakers Bob
256-8653

Stereo Amp SAE 40 w $140 Bob 256-8653

AUTO FOR SaTe"

^^tT' '^o®'*
'^•y ^°""<^ '" Lot 34. Enquire atUMass Police Dept.

!;?*? something outside the Hatch?
Wednesday afternoon. Call 546-5354

FURNITURE FOR SaTf

We ve got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

GREEK WEEK

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
1974 Chevy Impala good cond, runs fine
no work needed, $850 Kevin 665-4362 '

Chevy Van: 1976 6 cylinder, runs well
carpeted interior, best offer 1-533-5216

^°^?,*^^®''*^^ " ""^^^ good shape not runn-
ing $180 or BO 546-9355

73 Pontiac Ventura coupe mags 3 speed

S!c -,iil^"® ^'^^ equalizer $1350 Andy
W)b-7596

2?P„y^ excellent condition new paint
549-1007 must be seen

1973 VW Beetle great condition new
transmission must sell only $1300 call eves
OTO-2392

1971 Toyota Corolla, runs superbly 3Q +
mpg, regular, $1295.00 Bob 253 7967

??^^®^y Impala convert. 99,000 miles
$1000. Bill 546-4574

Today 8 Greek Week event is the Awards
Banquet in room 1009 CC at 8:00 pm enter-
tainrnent and dancing all University
members invited

^*"**i^.«"o
«co"«'c guitar ex cond. with

case $140 253-7125 Brad

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings -

$3.75 set. Free
546-6684

acoustic and electric for
delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED

BASS PLAYERS
Martin Roundwounds 50% discount
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMsTl
~

Delivered by professional Bellydancer

23-5497°^^
"""sual gift. Call Theresa,

E.M.T.'S

Come to an important meeting of the
UMass Fire & First Aid Unit. Work at cam-
pus shows, concerts, & athletic events
Earn recert credits, CPR recert MOnday
Apnl 26 7 pm CC 906

Summer work, find out how 5000

fo^lr^^^i^^f'
averaged earning $2,300to 52,500. Send self-addressed stamnod

envelope. Box 251 Newjjavenfrrnfi»^9

f
^"^®^hiid cWip^iiii^;,r^^i;rfor

summer & fall - apply now. Introducton.

k"T!. 1" '^^^ ""^'^ - 3 credits listed in Or-chard Hill Southwest Residential Colleges
-S udent Internships, 9 credits - 23 hrs/wk
^1 semester, 30 hrs/wk summer $500 sti-pend; Student hourly & workstudy posi-
tions, teaching & cook's assistants, $3^65
hr - $4.00 10-40 hrs weekly. SumSworkstudy positions: part & full time
teaching, and administration, office work'Summer babysitting list: part & full time

Sh- u^P'^^ ^^*'^ Care Office: 2^§
Berkshire House

Register now for the April 24th Run For
Ritter 6.2 mile Campus Road Race. See
our table at CC or Newman Center office

SBA Student-Faculty Wine-n-Cheese
social on Wednesday April 21 @ 3 30-530
in faculty lounge, SBA room 319. Spon-
sored by Undrgraduate Business Club AllSBA people invited.

,"' Will Fig^iMo More Forever" Dwight
Lounge 9:00 p.m. Wednesday April 21st

F?toT'^
*>y NE Anacaona Cultural Center

rll i^c"^^
^"' ^^^^ona\ Honorary

SSi;^R-x?°^'^7 . '^ interested, come to
Herter 520 on Wednesday, April 21 at 3:30

Vangham - card magician who dki tricks at
Separate Enterance. Sat. April 10. Please
contact Virginia 586-0802

AnSV^o**"' "^"«"' ^'*^ JQA Mon.Apnl 26, 8 pm to 1 am. Drink Special D J

John Winters: We really loved your ver-
sion of" Gilligan's Island'' - youToX "
Green Acres is the place to be. .

"
the

giris in the stainA^ay Thursday night
Uz. Gloria or Jackie? No its only Terry
-you aass - only 2 left (OK)

Tom and Kara - Thanks for a fantastic
weekend you're both too much! Love Mike
Happy Birthday, Alan Woodruff. Sur
pnsed to find your name in the personals?
You shouldn't be. We would never forget a
fnend like you. Happy Birthday. Love
Robin, Kyra (and Tony too)

Rick. Late Lunch April 22? Around 2:30?
R.S.V.P. May
Today is the day - the last Josten's Ring
Day this year. Order today at the University
Store for June delivery

Scott Happy Belated 21stl Thinking of
you from across the sea. With love and af-
fection XO JEZ in Angers

2 *>erfi'oom Hiverglade AC ni^^^T^iT'

S'r!!!")!''
•"**'"* w/possibiiiiir^^^i^^Ts

f^r *^ ^^^^^ 2 level tnhse 6/10 milefrom campus 549-1377

^^^T^^J^^^^''"' ^"'"'"er siJbtetfurnished all utilities air cond included dooIrent negotiable 549-6096
'"*='"°®° P^o'

2^female8 f^Ts^Uih^od Apts $105 00

tional 'on^K '

*®""'^
f°"'^5'

a'^ cond op-

rcii,°^'"i;r^^«^^^^-^"«

SUMMER SUBL£rFAMj2gTION"

Squira Village large 2 bsdroom

4 bdrm $147 per mo all util 253-7278

s.w. concprF
Anyone interested in working security
hospitality, or stage crew contact the SW
S[I5)SJ'T"'^"J

°^'^« '" Hampden or call54&^ all workers will receive a tee shirtand munchtes. Positions limited

S.W. ELECTIONS

Nomination papers are still available for
President. Vice-President. Treasurer and
Communications Coordinator. Nomina-
tions Will close Thursday at 5:00

RESUME WRITING

TO SUBLET

Quick/confidential/efficient call after 5PM or weekends 549-5727

HOUSE FOR RENT
3 bedroom on bus route $425 plus

^filf'i^^®''
^"*et neighborhood. Call/od-9476 eves

RIDERS WANTED
Driving to Texas in June. Looking for so-

T®*?"^!!® ^^^^ driving and expenses. Call
Joel 256-0435

ROOM WANTED
Rice a Ronni the San Francisco treat sign-

LEGAL ASSISTANT
INTERNSHIPS

ENTERTAINMENT

JJiey ve got what you need - see "The
Medicine Band" at Smith College's TNC on
April 22nd. Davis Student Center, 9-12. col-
tege ID required

Join the Rope Pull. Spaces are running
0"< Pass in your forms now.

FOR RENT
Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood. 1 Vi

^o^*-;^^'^^'^P®^'"9' P°o'' tennis courts
253-5759

Chic cheap 2 br apt on bus rt fully furnish-
ed for June-August 253-9389
Apt sublet w/fall opt 2 bdrm 256 8829 on
bus rte

Belchertown Lakefront winterized cot
tage available now for couple $235.00,
549-0245

2 bdrm Apt Col Vil bus pool $280 available
June 1 w/fall option 253-3089

Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 Vi
baths, carpeting, pool, tennis courts
253-5759

Summer rental Cape Cod Hanwich 4
bedroom ranch call 617 899-8664

Northampton - 4 bedroom houses June
thru Sept and thereafter $450 475 plus
utilities. 4 bedroom with 2 baths in Amherst
for summer $600 plus util monthly. Call 6-7
pm Skibiski Realtors 584 3428

The Legal Services Office has eight posi
tions available for full-time legal assistant
interns for Fall 1982 semester. Up to 15
credits may be received from academic
departments. Aid attorneys of LSO with
client interviewing, investigations, legal
research, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-
dance at hearings in District and Superior
Courts, and participation in administrative
heanngs and federal litigation. Maintain
continuing caseload under attorney super-
vision. For advice on arranging an intern-
ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-
ships, Curry Hicks Building. For further in-
formation, contact LSO, 922 Campus
Center. Applications due Wednesday, April
21, at Office of Internships. Writing sample
required.

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

Male roommate wanted on Cape Yar-
mouth 6-6661

'^•*' clean Cr quiet Puffton Village
-June 1 $130 per month & small electric call
Mike or Ron 549-0073 between 4-10 pm
One bdrni in 2 bdrm Southwood
townhouse 253-3497

Puffton two bedrooms in three bedroom
summer with fall option 549-1616 7A-11P
2 rooms for rent In Amherst 3 bedroom
apartment 1 rm furnished available im-
mediately 1 rm unfurnished available June 1
central location fall option 256-6150
Looking for 2 females to share one
bedroom in Southwood Apts cheap sum-
mer sublet with fall option 256-0659
Looking for person to share Brittany
Manor apt for info call 546-9827 or 253-9005

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate

^Tl^orf,^^''^^'®
'"ifned'ately Paul or Bill

000-4391

Rolling Green 2 bedroom apt to sublet for
summer. Furnished all utilities air cond in-
cluded rent neg 256-0435

Brandywine - 2 bedrooms, furnished, pool
^^Available June 1 - Aug 31 call

Summer Sublet Townhouse, AC cable

^2; yja^ ^°°^ 3 bedroonr« call 546-6658 or
546-6672 anytime.

Southwood Apt Summer sublet only 2bdrm furnished with AC. pool, on bus route
rent negotiable call after 5 PM 253-7123
Brandywine summersublet two bedroom
air cond pool call 549-6440

Three bedroom apt Puffton Village fur-

^j^^lE"
*325/month negotiable Jamie

546-3235 or Gordon 546-3231

3 bedroom apt Puffton Village summer
sublet only 549-6999 last chance

'-•??r.^«fli""i"fl June 1 2 bedroom Col-
onial Vill $270 256-6660

in

LOST

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Pleasel Call
546-7338

SENIOR FINALLY GIVES UP

MOTORCYCLES
81 Suzuki 860SG shaft drive 2700 miles
mint cond loaded 2650 or best offer
413-589-9407

Amherst Center Apt. summer w/fall op-
^0-^-1°°""* ^®^ "'^^^ ^ quiet $350 +
<KX>-7841

SERVICES

79 Yamaha 750 shaft drive, clean fast
many extras asking $1950 665-3447

f^Jj?"**" CB750F supersport, silver 3500m
$2200 or BO Kris 546 6022

OLDER STUDENTS SOCIAL
Come meet other older students in a
relaxed atmosphere on Thurs. April 29 4-7

Professional Research. Writing. From

^T^7^i^n^ i^
^"^^°"'' Research,fWO C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago IL 60605

Tuck-in Service cail 6-7013 o76^2
SUMMER RECREATIONAL

EMPLOYMENT
For Boston area students. Men needed
to work with children ages 6-13. Positions
available: General Couselors, Nature and
Carpentry Counselors. For further informa-
tion and applications contact: Wendv
Brunswick 253 3054 ^

Summer sublet/fall option 1 room
large house, close to campus 549-0796
Partially furnished summer sublet
w/fall option 2 bedroom in So Amherst on
bus route pool tennis courts 256-6662
Summer sublet w/fall option 1 or 2

-®?^"?L^®'^^®^°^"' non-smoker on bus
rt 323-4991

Summer sublet w/fall option in two
bedroom Colonial Village Apt. 270+ call

Three roommates wanted summer with
fall option 147/month utilities inci 253-5937
Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom pool.

e..^' JiS?'®'
available June 1 call 546-5029 or

546-5024

Nice, clean 4 bdrm apt available for sum-
mer & fall $147 everything, bus route andIn mi from campus 256-6101

2 bedroom summer sublet with fall op-
tion. Bnttany Manor new carpet, heat in-
culded 253-2016

Southwood 2 bd, bus, conv to 3 bd June
1st Sept 1 $250 + elec or sep neg 256-6228
One bedroom, 3 bedroom apt to one
preferably two people summer w/fall op-
tion 666-3587

Townhouse 3 bdrm summer sublet air
cond front door bus rent negotiable davs
Peter B 549 1256

Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond
summer sublet cheap on bus route niahts
Doug 549-1256

^
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Golfers emerge from extended winter
By MARK P. BUCKLEY
Collegian Correspondent

After two weeks of delay due to bad weather, the
University of Massachusetts men's golf team opened their
spring campaign at the Mass. State Tournament last
Thursday and continued it in East Providence on Monday
with a quadrangle match with Providence CoUege. Salem
btate College, and Merrimack College.
UMass finished 13th out of a field of 18 at the Mass.

State Tournament at Stowe Country Club.
"Not too bad for the first competition of the spring," said

UMass golf coach Ed Vlach. "Most of the teams in the
tournament had played there before."

It is no coincidence that Amherst College, the winner of

the tournament, had spent eight days in Florida this sprinir
competing and practicing.

Only five Minutemen took part in the season opener and
for two of them it was their first round of the spring.

The Minutemen did have some biright spots. Senior Jay
McConnell posted a score of 80 for the 18 holes which was
in the top 10 scores out of 90 eolfers.

On Monday at the Metacomet CC. in East Providence.
UMass did not fare well in placing fourth. Sophomore John
Peterson had an 87 for the Minutemen whUe his steam-
mates carded scores in the nineties.

"It was very windy. The greens were elevated, hard,
and small, said Vlach. "AH the scores were high only 3
out of the 28 golfers broke 80."

^

Trackwomen impress at BC Relays
By TIM LUCZKOW
Collegian Staff

Despite last week's canceled meets which would have
given them the chance to sharpen their skiUs, the
University of Massachusetts women's track team put on an
impressive performance at the Boston CoUege Relays held
last Saturday at Boston College.
"The weather was ideal", said UMass coach Kalekeni

Banda "and the competition was stiff."

Indeed, some Olympic class competitors and many top
Easterners were at this invitation.

;

Margaret Callahan, just recovering from a bout with
lUness. placed third in the long jump with a personal best
leap of 17 feet 6 inches. In the 800 meter run, also taking
third place was freshman Maureen O'Reilly. She put on a
strong performance against heavy competition finishing
with the time of 2:15.0. A mere three and a half seconds
behing O'ReiUy was Minutewoman Sally Anderson, who
finished sixth.

The 400 meter hurdles saw freshman Cindy Coronado
take a sobd fifth place with the time of 68.4 seconds.
Representing UMass in the 400 meter dash was another
freshman. Leah Loftis. Her time of 61.1 seconds did nothnd her a place in the results; it was her slowest race of the
year.

Four Minutewomen qualified for the 1500 meter run.
Finishing in sixth place, with her best time yet of
4:42.3 seconds, was Judith McCrone. Behind McCrone
were Carohne Gardiner with the time of 4:45 Patricia
Moores at 4:46. and Iris McDonough at 4:50.
The Minutewomen's best finish of the day came in the

3200 meter relay, a race they in which they placed second.
The team of Gardiner. McDonough. McCrone. and O'ReUly
tinished with the time of 9:26.5 seconds.
The Minutewomen compete this weekend at the Penn

Relays and then return for a home meet at UMass on
Tuesday the 27th. The season will be complete for the
tracksters on May 2 when the New England women's
championship is held here at UMass.

The Department of
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE

i
s?

'•a

I

Is alive and well and will offer these glimpses into other realms this fall:

201 B Avant-Garde Film: Levins.
Tu 2:30 - 5:30*

202C Literature & Disease: Meyers
TuTh 4:00

202D Celtic Realms: Tymoczko.
TuTh 2:30

203 Madness in Literature: Levine
TuTh 1:00

204 Women, Men & Myth: Petroff
TuTh 1:00

302 The Artist Novel: Moebius.
MWF 10:10

491A Women in the Middle Ages:
Petroff. W 2:00 - 5:00
Taught at Mount Holyoke College

101A Good & Evil: Petroff. TuTh 1:00
101 B Visions for the Future: Lenson.

MW1:25*
101 C Ghosts & Apparitions: Anderson.

MW 1:25*

lOlE Contemporary Literature of the
Americas: McCraken MWF 1:25

102 Comedy: Lawall. MW 12:20*
105A Short Story: McCraken.

MWF 11:15

105B Short Story: Meyers. TuTh 11:15*
110 Myth, Fairy Tale, & Children's

Literature: Moebius MW 12:20*
171 Fantasy & World Literature:

Tymoczko TuTh 11:15*
201A Cinema & Psyche: Portuges

Tu 2:30 - 5:00*

Preregister April 20 - 28 in South College 303
All courses listed above, except 491A, carry C-core credit

These are lecture times. Each student must also choose one discussion section from thetimes listed in the Official Schedule Book.
This advertisement has been paid for by the members of the Department of Comparative Literature.

:%

Double room available June - August
$187 Southwood apts 253-7529, call after 3
PM
Swiss Village 3 bedrooms with fall option
$147 each all included call John 253-2011
refrigerator for sale $75

Townhouse Apartment 2 bdr for summer
good deal 546-4648

Coloniaf Village 2 bedroom $275 lease
starts June 1 fall option 253-2642

Spacious 3 Bdrm apt next to Hadley
green on bus route $425 negotiable avail
June 1 584-9312 after 6.

2 bedrooms, furnished Rent negotiable
Pool, tennis, bus route, dinner or after 10
best 665-7581

House Sublet 5 bedrooms 100 room 2
minite walk campus Fearing St. 545-0244
Pete or Joe

Pufton Village one bedroom, furnished
AC- summer only 549-6854.

Summer Sublet Brandywine 2 Bedroom
A/C- Pool Fully furnished 549-4018

Summer Sublet-Furnished 3 Bedroom
Townhouse Apt Rent negotiable. 549-6693

One Bedroom in 5 bedroom house Fall

option. Bay road 256-6336. Asl< for Andy.

Pufton \^illage Sublet 1 bedroom in 3
bedroom apt completely furnished pool.
Tennis, AC 549-1816

MAKE AN OFFERMspacious 2 bedroom,
pool A/C, fall option squire 665-7590

Townehouse Summer sublet w/fall option
3 bdrm call after 6 p.m. 549-5995

Two People needed to sublet rooms in

Leverett house June- Aug 549-6846

Summer w/Fall option-female 2 bdrm
Brittany Manor $110/mo. 253-5941

Live in Townhouse 3
negotiable call 549-1588

bedroom rent

RiverGlade 3 bedroom pool air-

conditioning courts Rent negotiable
253-7009. ^__
Summer townhouse 3 bdrm furnished
rent neg 549-4155

Two bedroom apart fall opt. Colonial
Village $150/mo partially furnished
256-8686

Puffton summer sublet furnished room
pool near bus $85/mo 549-5921

2 bedroom summer sublet possible fall

beautiful location 1 mile campus bus route
furnished $125/rm 253-2628

3 bedroom apt Amherst Center $575 in-

Icudes heat, hot water tall option 253-7405
Townehouse Apts 2 bedroom summer
sublet rent negotiable call 549-2694

Partially funished apt w/fall option in
Sunderland on bus rte call after 8 (S65-4946

4 bdrm Squire summer sublet w/fall op-
tion (5) people AC pool bus route rent
negotiable 665-3003

Puffton Village 1 bedroom w/fall option
rent negotiable for summer 549-3677

1 room across from Puffton in private
house: $100/mo call 549-5917

Southwood Apts 2 bedrooms summer
sublet $250-1- 256-0429

Cliffside Sunderland 1 bedroom furnish-
ed 665-3480

Summer sublet 2 or 3 bdrms in Puffton
apt rent negotiable call Dru 549-0127 or
Holly 546-8854

Cliffside Apt 2 bdrm available June 1 with
tm^0BAry 665-2853 rent negot

Puffton Village Apt. summer sublet, 2
bdrm, furnished, directly across bus stop,
pool, tennis, rent negotiable 546 1471
546-9901

Summer sublet furnished one bedroom
Cliffside pool $200 monthly 665-2064

Townhouse '£ bdrm completely furnished
AC w/ possible fall option 549-4788

Northampton 2 bedrooms 115-1- each
near downtown June-Aug , eve 584-5143

Puffton 3 bedroom furnished summer on-
ly call 549-451

1

2 bedroom townhouse Southwood Apts
on bus route fall option 256-6697

Echo Hill house 2 bdrms June-Aug on
bus rt beau locat ca ll 253-551

1

Rolling Green 2 bdrm apt June 1 - Sept 1
furnished, AC, utilities incI, swimming
pool, quiet, call 253-5986 after 8 pm keep
trying

2 bedroom townhouse Rolling Green
June 1 - August 31 Furnished, AC, pool,
busroute, utilities included rent negotiable

Two bdrm Northwood apt sublet June
1st definite fall option 290 month plus util
665-4994

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-0710
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The University of Massachusetts women's tennis

l^lt /f^,,^^'"^
season this afternoon, when it hostsSmith College on the Boyden courts at 3 p m

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

While the defense played a key role, the offense of the
University of Massachusetts women's lacrosse team buried
the University of Rhode Island. 17 1. at the upper NOPE
field yesterday.
The Gazelle defense, led by senior co captain Holly

Jennings and Carol Progulske. checked the lady Rams
aggressively, especially in the first half; URI could only gettwo shots at UMass goalie Debbie DeJesus
Accompanying this effective defense was a show of shotmaking through the URI zone. Pam Moryl put the Gazelles

on the board at 23:18 of the first half when she nicked themside part of the post. Tish Stevens came around the left
about 90 seconds later with the Gazelles' second tally
After about ten minutes of attempts (UMass had 23 shots
on goal in the first half). Moryl struck again to make it 3-0
Linda Haytayan. a junior transfer from Arizona got

Rhode
UMass fourth goal when she managed to scoop the ball
past URI goalie Sarah Porter, at 7:34. Moryl scored the
last two of the half, number five with the help of Stevens
Both teams began to open up in the second half but it

was a UMass freshman that made the most trouble for theRam defense. With just 18 seconds gone in the half. Fabia
Closson got her first of four goals to make the score 7-0
After Moryl scored her fourth of the game at 20-43
Uosson found the inside post 15 seconds later. Senior
Marjie Anderson zipped up the middle to put the Gazelles
into double digits at 17:21. Closson got her third a minute
later with the help of a shell-shocked Porter, who tried to
grab the ball and missed.

Stevens had a hand in the next three tallies, assisting
Moryl s effort at 12:38. scoring her own with the help of
Closson five minutes later, and assisting Closson with four
minutes left to lift the score to 14-0.
The Rams finally broke through with three minutes left

after bemg shut down by the UMass defense and DeJesus.'

AlUogether. the Rams had nine shots at goal while UMass

Gazelle Michelle Boyer got her team's 15th with Stevens

iTn?^^
Stevens also helped out on Anderson's S

Lto;?20 feTndTfa'tef
'''' ^ ''' ^^-^' ^'^ --<^ ^

coaJh Pam^H^nl"'"Tl''P''^,
'^^^'' ' ^«"«'' ^^^ UMasscoacn l^am Hixon. This is only our third game so we havp

t : TJrVL^rTh: Zt ''^ ^^^^^^ of playmg. we did

possime - it was a very aggressive game, but I think weplayed a clean game - and we made the trans t on (fromoffense to defense) very weU."
'^''^''lion

\
irom

In the junior varsity game. Kristen Fury and JenKupper helped give the Gazelles all the scorrg theyneeded as they roUed past the URI junior varsity. 8-1.

Both the varsity and JVs travel to Dartmouth CoUeeetomorrow to challenge the Big Green.
'^"'^"^" ^^Uege

UM splits with Owls,
face UConn tomorrow

University of Massachusetts men's tennis ^aver Rirk T \r.A^

.hh**."' «" "*'• "''^ °" ^"^'y rftwnoon when they host Nor

Vermont ends batters' streak
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

BURLINGTON. VT. - The University
of Massachusetts baseball team is tem
porarilyon hold.

After banging their way through the
Patriots Day weekend for 47 runs and four
victories to run their winning streak to six
games, the Minutemen travelled to
Burlington. Vermont and came away losers
in both ends of the doubleheader 8-7. and
10 9. to the University of Vermont.

After the impressive weekend the
previously unranked Minutemen vaulted
into third place in the New England
Coaches college baseball poll and were
looking to solidify their place among New
England baseball schools, but lackluster
late innings speUed the UMass doom in
Burlington.

In game one. Vermont singled UMass
losing pitcher Bruce Emerson (0 20) to
death, punching out three consecutive
singles handing UMass their first loss since
Aprils.

Minutemen pitchers surrendered 25 hits
on the day including 15 in the first game
Warren McReddie. Keith LoveUette. and

Bruce Emerson each collected two hits a
piece for the Minutemen.

Lefty Steve Cramer (4 2) was the hard
luck loser m the second game. Cramer, who
was the beneficiary of a come from behind
win against Rutgers in a game in which
t ramer "struggled"' according to coach Dick
Bergquist. was the victim of a crucial error
this time.

After UMass had tied the game in the
seventh Vermont took it away in the
eighth. Cramer opened the extra inning
surrendering a walk and Vermont moved
the runner over with a bunt. An error by
first baseman McReddie put runners on
first and third and all that was left for
Vermont's John Goddette to drill a single to
complete the Vermont sweep.
Dean Bennett collected two hits in the

second game as did third ba.seman Jack
Perry. Perry has continued his torrid
hitting pace going 4 4 Monday in the
Minutemens 18 13 win over American
International College on Monday and also
blasting his second home run of the season
against Vermont.
The Minutemen are idle until Saturday

when they travel to New Jersey to take on
Rutgers m an Eastern Athletic Association
doubleheader.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

WESTFIELD _ University of
Massachusetts women's softbaU head coach
Elaine Sortino Ulked with her players
between games at yesterday's
doubleheader with Westfield State CoUege.

"Westfield is a team that you have to be
very careful about." Sortino told her
players in a serious tone, "because they
want to beat you really bad. They have
nothing to lose."

It was the Minutewomen who ended up
losmg in the second game as Westfield's
Diane Hatch stifled the UMass bats for a 2-0
,T^°7.>^Mass gained a split, toppling
Westfield 5-2 in the opener.

Massachusetts got on the board in the
first inning as Jackie Gaw hit in Tina Coffin
for a short lived 1-0 lead. Although Gina
Mantino quickly retired the side in the first
mning. Westfield scored two runs in the
second and third innings for a 2-1 lead.

In the fourth inning, the slumbering
Minutewomen bats exploded. Chris
Coughlin beat out a throw from Westfield
shortstop Jackie Heher to open the frame
with a single. Crista Jensen attempted a
bunt and was thrown out. but Coughlin
advanced. Outfielder Mary Ann Lombardi
ripped a shot over second base for an RBI
double.

Next, pitcher Mantino. batting in her
first game this season, then blasted a hit
that rolled to the fence for an in the park
home run and a 4 2 UM lead.
Mantino got another RBI in the fifth as

she slapped a bases loaded single scoring
Karen Laverdiere.

Laverdiere. Coffin, and Lombardi each

had two hits in the first game. Mantino had
three hits and two RBI's and was the
winning pitcher.

However, in the second game, the UMass
bats fell silent. Patty Masory. who pitched
her first complete game, pitched well but
not well enough.

"Patty did a good job." said Sortino
except when the runs scored."
Westfield scored both of their runs in the

fourth. Heher led off with a walk and Donna
Coombs laid down a bunt which Masory
threw at Deb Pickett in .second, but UMass
didn t get the runner. Now there was two
players on with no outs.

Five batters and three hits later,
Westfield ended the frame with a 2-0 lead
From that point on. Hatch worked wonders
as UMass could only hit two singles.

"If you don't hit the ball, you don't score
any runs." said Sortino. The
Mmutewomen's best opportunity came in
the second inning. Lombardi got the first
lor UM. a smgle and moved to second on a
Frances Troy single. Masory then hit a line
drive to the third baseman who tagged out
Lombardi leaving two on.
Both Troy and Masory advanced on a

wild pitch, and with two out Pickett was up
But the rally died with the empty third
swing of the junior shortstop.

"Teams Hke that (Westfield) make me
nervous." said Sortino. "We weren't
physically or mentally prepared."

With the split. Massachusetts now has an
82 record. Westfield is now 8-5. The
Minutewomen's next game is against arch
rival Connecticut at Storrs tomorrow. The
Huskies are ranked second in New England
right behind the Minutewomen.

Gorillas-Hofetra at Boyden
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

Just when they thought they had seen
he last of the Jekyll and Hyde opponents

lor the season, the University of
Ma.ssachusetts men's lacroosse squad
finds Itself hosting another enigma this
afternoon (at 3 p.m.) in Hofstra
University.

Boston College was small time com-
pared to the unpredictable and un
pretentious team from the shadow of Long
Island. What else can one say about a
team like Hof.stra which lost 8 5 to Brown
University one week and then beat the
University of Maryland (currently ranked
seventh in the nation) in overtime in its
very next game.

Actually, this sort of play has become
commonplace in the higher echelons of
Division One lacro.sse thus far in the
season. Two weeks ago John Hopkins took
defending national champion North
Carolina to overtime before bowing in

I sudden death and just last Saturday.
I Army toppled Hopkins 11-10 in a mini
I upset.

Army will probably exchange spots
with Hopkins in this week's United States

mcTrJl*'^'''^''
^^^"«sse Association

(UbILA) national poll (John Hopkins was
number two in the latest tally and Army
third.) Massachusetts was slotted at
number nine nationally in the most recent
poll.

Hofstra probably should relocate their
campus closer to Atlantic City as they are
a gambling group on both offense and
defense. UM head coach Dick Garber's
GoriUas should get their first look at a
zone defense in today's 3 p.m. encounter.

Massachu.setts showed flashes of
what Garber has termed a "potentially
explosive offense" in last Saturday's win
over BC and with the gradual recovery of
scoring ace Jim Weller from a two game
old ham.string pull, the sparks should be
flying today at Boyden Field.

Today's game is the first of four straight
home dates for the Gorillas. Saturday
they host the University of New Ham
pshire. followed by Harvard University
next Wednesday and the Army showdown
on May 1

.

Surr pkoto b7 Hckii LcTinc

CHANGE OF PACE - Tonia Bajack. a
UMass aniraml science major, takes advantage of
thg wrm w—tliw for stii4yiMg.

UU i,h..:.. hT Nutrj AiMicrw>a
Nikki Crooks. 8. and Dwalin May. 7, both 3rd ^aders at

Wildwood Elementary School, decided the best thing to do
on « warm spring afteraooa was to just **haiig aroiiad

•*
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Popularity of ballooning, suppressed for years
after the airplane, is now 'up, up, and away'

April 21, 1982

JAKING IT ALL IN - f^lTS.'i'^^,
Half month old kitten surveys his surroundines

Sllf Jlf**^
*** **? ***"* exploring outside his

Puffton Village residence.

This year's Spring Special is coming at you!

By ANNE KIRBY
Collegian Staff

The sport of baUooning, which peaked in popularity in
the early 1900's. is alive and well, and it appears more and
more people are getting "hooked" everyday.
Tom Carhart, a North Amherst resident, got "hooked

about four years ago and has been flying every sunrise
when the weather is calm and clear.
Carhart said his wife and he participate in six or eight

balloon festivals a year. His wife is part of his chase crew,
the people responsible for foUowing the balloon by road,'
sometimes no easy task.

At a baUoon festival held March 20, Carhart was the
hare m a "hare and hound" race. The object of the race is to
be the hound to land closest to the hare. His balloon, the
Silver Eagle, Ufted off first and the other balloons foUowed
about 10 minutes later.

At the end of the festival, which was held on the lawn by
the University of Massachusetts stadium, the winning
hound landed 27 feet from where Carhart had landed the
Silver Eagle. Since you can't steer a baUoon, Carhart said
to come as close as 27 feet was "fabulous."

In the last 10 years the art of ballooning has really come
around, but like everything else, it too has been affected
by government regulations. A minimum of 10 hours of
night instruction is required to be able to fly a balloon The
Federal Aviation Administration inspects balloons and
registers them. A pilot must have a Ucense to fly a Ughter
than air vehicle, and must take a written exam as wellA balloon is usually flown at an altitude of one or two
thousand feet, and somewhat higher if the baUoon is beinir
flown for distance. The altitude is checked by the
altimeter, one of two meters on board. The variometer
monitors the rate of climb or descent.
"Two or three hundred feet a minute is a nice rate of

?r /irSf
^"^

^i^-
^^^ '^^^ °^ ^««^«"t is decreased to

about 100 feet as the baUoon nears the ground, he said.A balloon always flies upwind to take off. Carhart said heusuaUy takes off in the Sunderland-North Amherst area or
the stadium area.

The heyday of baUooning may be gone but a bottle ofchampagne is broken out after all of Carhart's flightsChampagne for the crew and passengers leads back to a

-.•^C!»_

-y
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French tradition that began in 1783. Carhart said
Carhart charges $100 for a ride in The Silver Ea^rle Asecond passenger can ride for $75 and a third for $50 Healso gives lessons.

a
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TAKETWO

Th€ DAYBREAK By NIKE °" '** '•9*" *°<^

rUnner'shop m N. Pl,a..nt (behind Face.)

Get A Great "X" haircut or perm
for a new arid exciting loola for Spring!

^

FENTON'S

ANNIVERSARY SALE
10% - 30% off everything

in the store!

April 20th - April 30th

Parking Lot Sol*

71

Photograph by Quentin Stewart

Shampoo, Cut & Bio-Dry Styling
Perm (not including haircut)

...$12.50

. . . $35.00

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA
Mon - Sat

10:00 - 9:30

NO
AffONTMENT
NtrisSAtre

PHEOaON HAROJTTEHS

»,. . . . , , ,

Jogging season
springs eternal

Collegian 3

By JUDD WARNER
Collegian Staff

Picture this; a buzzing in your ears
confirms what your mental alarm already
knew. Sitting up in bed you swing your lean
and smuous legs to the floor. A look out the
window as you change the aUrm to musk
on your dockradio and the sun, which is
only a few feet above the horizon, presses
warmly against your face. You rise and slip
into a roomy pair of gym shorts and pull on
a hooded sweat-shirt over your favorite t-
shirt. A fresh pair of white cotton socks
msulate your feet from the secure grip of
your snugly laced running shoes.
You step outside where the still cool air

greets your lungs with just the hint of a
pmch. You stretch easily and steadUy
fedmg the limberness return to your lees
arms, and torso.

' » •

Time to go. Each leg leads the other as
you glide silently under the trees of the
empty streets. Your toned body responds
perfectly to the famMiar movements with a
relaxed and effortless strength. You know
you re sharing this moment with only those
who can appreciate the tranquility of the
morning run.

Was this you? Or maybe this wiU be you
tomorrow morning, because now that
spring has officially arrived, accompanied
by the traditional spring fiowers and
showers (occasionally snow), the streets of
Amherst can be expected to fill up with an
array of runners.
Some of these people are the diehards.

They ve been out there since last year this
time, regardless of the weather. They're
tough, they're dedicated. You couW have
seen them except you never took your scarf
off long enough to look around.
Some of these people are the quasi-

diehards. They've also been out there since
last April, but for them weather is an
inhibiting factor. Let it be a |aid too wet or
windy or wintery and they hibernate. It's

not uncommon for these people to disappear
for months. But they can be sure to roll out
again, just like the following group when
spring is in the air.

The next group of people, which most of
us feel comfortable around, are the seasonal
runners When the sun's shining unin-
terupted, the breeze is warm with the scent
of an approaching summer, and the heavy
layers of winter clothing are buried deep in
their trunks, they're ready to move. They
want to fly through Amherst center, toes of
their brightly colored running shoes just
barely grazing the sidewalks. They want to
burn up those country miles in Hadley
They want to transform their lumpy
sagging flesh covered by pasty epidermis
mto a rock solid mass of well defined muscle
and even Un. What ambition.

Sneakers are important

Chet S. Gladchuck. director of general
physical education at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst has been
teaching a "Jogging and Conditioning"
course at UMass for over eight semesters.

"Jogging for me is where it's at," said
Gladchuck who began to jog in 1972 as part
of a conditioning program. He says mor
mngs are the most beneficial time for him to
jog one of his five mile courses.

"I wiU gather my thoughts for the day
dunng my jog," Gladchuck said. "Its an
enjoyable experience for me .

"

Gladchuck said that the most important
piece of equipment a jogger needs is the
correct pair of shoes.
"Shoes are a major factor. Faulty, im-

prq)er, or seconds, and basketball or tennis
shoes are a jogger's worst enemy. A
property fit quality shoe is worth its weight
in gold," he said.

It would seem that a running enthusiast
would therefore be a sneaker enthusiast.
Such IS the case with UMass freshman
J*9»« D„MacPhee. a 19-year old en-

'

SLOW AND EASY - Chet Gladchuck. director of generiri/^c^

I
Abel said th

Gorilla-watching 'real thing'
at Boyden lacrosse games

vironmental science major who currently
owns at least four pairs of running shoes.
MacPhee is a member of UMi»s' varsity

outdoor track team, and can run the two
mile event in about 9:20. He uses two pairs
to train in, one pair to race in, and also owns
one pair of spikes for certain tracks.
MacPhee said he usually wears out one pair
of training shoes every three months.
MacPhee has come a long way from when

he started running as a freshman in high
school. "All my friends had a sport. I was
too whimpy for football, and too un-
coordinated for basketball," MacPhee said,
explaining his introductbn to running.
He now runs between eight and ten miles

every day as part of his regular track
practice, but says beginning runners would
do best to start slower and not overtax
their bodies.

Go Out and Enjoy

"Everyday runners shouldn't even step
on a track, they should just go out and
enjoy their run as best they can." MacPhee
said. "Go out in the woods and see places
you haven't seen."

Dr. James R. Abel, a 44-year-old
physician at UMass Health Services began
running in 1968 as part of a new year's
resolution to lose 50 pounds he had gained
as a result of quitting smoking.
Noting that running didn't become

popular untU the mid 1970's Abel said, "I
don't know if I was a pioneer but I was the
only one on the road. It was a lonely sport."
Abel said when he first began he couldn't

cover more than a quarter of a mile. "I was
afraid I was going to die, then I was afraid I

wasn't going to die," he said.

Since that occasion he has entered and
finished the Boston Marathon seven times,
most recently in 1979.
Abel said that running is a "...good

grapiiic hj StcTC AMicnoa
general all around exercise" as well as being
one method of controlling weight provided
it is done properly.
He recommends that runners stretch

their legs and other parts for ten to 15
minutes before a session and not hyper
stress their bodies. Also imporUnt is a few
minute "walk-down" foUowing a run, he
said.

"People start out too fast, too far, too
soon," Abel said. "They suffer.

"

One of the more popular stores for
running equipment in Amherst Center is
the Runner's Shop.
Part-owner and manager of the "Run-

ners Shop" Gary E. Petroff, a 28 year-old
graduate of the University of Vermont, sakl
he and his partner opened their store to
serve the needs of Amherst's "large run-
ning population."

Petroff is a regular runner, covering five
to six miles in the morning and seven to ten
in the afternoons following work.

"I've probably been on every street in
Amherst, " Petroff said.

He said that a jogger should expect to
pay in the mid $30 range for a decent pair of
running shoes, although there are models
available costing upwards to $80 and more.
When buying a pair of running shoes

Petroff stressed that fit is one of the roost
important elements.
"Most companies make an adequate shoe

so go for the comfort," he said.
Any runner will tell you that their

workouts make them think more clearly,
sleep more soundly, breathe more easily,
and study more effectively as a result of the
first three. So tomorrow morning beat your
alarm clock to the draw. Get up, get out,
get gone. Take the time to take a trot, to
breathe the fresh spring air, to whistle with
the robins. It's a beautiful season, this
spring is, and if you're planning on seeing a
lot of it, you'd better get running.

• .'.'.V«v^<*'v\v,'

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staf^

A telltale sign that spring has sprung at the University
of Massachusetts occurs in early April of each year when
the upper Boyden playing field assumes its rightftil
posture as the lacrosse mecca of the Northeast.
Boyden Field is the spring home of the UMass men's

lacrosse team, otherwise known as head coach Dick
Garber s Gorillas, and attendance at their late afternoon
encounters is virtually a given for members of the Univer-
sity community.

I

The numbers will always be there at Alumni Stadium for
I

the fall sports giant, but when April roll around, the guys
with the netted sticks are the ones who turn out the
UMasses.
You see. attending a lacrosse game here is much more

than your basic trudge down to the field, watch the game
and then go drink affair. Taking a Uberal dose of Gorilla
fever is an event.

Sure you'll get your share of football fantics who will
argue that their weekly excursions to the stadium con-
stitute nothing short of an all-weekend blowout, but, for
UMass laxophiles, Gorilla-watching is like the jingle- the
Real Thing.

Whole weekends are plamied around UMass lacrosse
games and the hardnosers go in for the weekday primers
as well. If you are planning to hold a party in the spring
more than likely you will plan it around the lacrosse
•chaduia.tftha game iahddduriiy the wwk, it ia pretty

hard not to plan to go out somewhere afterward to
celebrate the usual Gorilla victory.
The majority of the Boyden attendees usually don't wait

until after the game to celebrate, but instead start tipping
their preferred liquids before and during the affairs
although this season may be quite different as a result of
the new alcohol ban policy.
Stories reverberate around the Pioneer Valley concern-

ing the longstanding tradition of partying through UMass
lacrosse games. Kegs, coolers and six-packs are often on
an almost one-to-one ratio with the number of Gorilla en-
thusiasts "on the hill."

"The Boyden hill is a leading contributor to the general
feeing of joviality and the "let's have a good time"
outlook of UMass lacrosse fans. Since Boyden Field is not
blessed with traditional seating arrangements for its
sports fans, the hill is the next best thing.

•Though Gorilla fans might leave the field at game's end
with sore backsides or crimps in their knees, the show
they have received from the team on the field and realiza-
tion that everyone else is in the same boat washes away
any negative about the situation.
With Gorillas firmly ensconced in the National Lacrosse

Assocmtion top ten this season, you can expect more of
the same. So, if you are strolling through campus this spr-
ing and you hear cheers and banshee cries, you will know
the noise is coming from Boyden Field.
Check out Gorilla fever at Boyden. A guaranteed good

tune awaits you.

COUNTING THE MILES-H^M^^
19. joft daily to keep in akapc for the UMua var^
ity oatdoor trtck torn.
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Henty of new fashions for women this spring

, . _ .
^^ff plwto by Jim Waldron

Judy Cuinmings shows here that spring
fashions can be worn anywhere — even on top of
cars! Cotton-lycra dress by Bettsy Johnson
courtesy of The Lodestone.

r"

By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

The unstructured jacket with sloping sholders. Cropped
pants above the ankle. Skirts of all shapes and lengths.
These are characteristic of the adventurous fashions for
women that will be parading streets and boulevards this
spring.

Contemporary designs of warm-weather assemblages
resound a redefinition of style this year with clothing ideas
that are colored with sassy and declarative attitudes and
have a liberating effect on women's wardrobes.
Eva Traver, manager of Country Comfort in Northamp-

ton, said this season's new look is directed toward a
woman who wants to create her own environment and
refuses to be dictated to. The result: people seem to be
having more fun dressing because there is less initmida-
tion and many alternatives.

The new sort of freedom and ease in today's clothing is
extending beyond surprising combinations of garments
and mto the area of playful accessories. Traver said
fashions are even hitting stockings and socks with the in-
troduction of lively new twists. Perry Ellis stockings with
honzontal stripes and traditional opaques with interwoven
glitter reflect the sensory enjoyment of clothing she said.
Traver said hats are becoming a big attraction. Country

Comfort offers hats from a wide spectrum: big brim
romantics, masculing panamas and short crowns that
summon up echos of the 1940's.
''Now you can take something old and something new

and create something completely new," she said.
Robert Velinsky, manager of The Lodestone in

downtown Amherst, said there are no definite re-
quirements for todays fashions. Designers are aware that
shorter lengths and brighter colors are not suitable to
everyone's physique, he said, longer lengths and earth-
tones are therefore still in vouge.
"Everyone has to make up their own mind on what is

comfortable and what they should wear," Velinsky said
but your clothing shouldn't make you feel too self-

conscious."

Co-manager of Northampton's Chona, Erica Tannen,
agrees that fashion is no longer narrowly defined and said
the attitude is playful. Fashion is very much a matter of
the moment, Tannen said, and what can be seen right now
IS a line of short skirts, slim skirts and fat skirts, full and
floppy shorts, cnsp sailor tops and a lacy prarie look

I- ashion is celebrating high-noon colors with wittiness
and wildness. Tannen said crayon brights - red, yellow
turquoise, wjite and black - are making the statements in
the field of fashion.

"^'^Si?^.^^ evolved into something you can use for
yourself, she said, "because there is no structure or

definition right now.
In the line of shoes, Mina Lussier, manager of The Shoe

Bin in Amherst, said "flats are the watchword for the snr
ing." ^

Lussier said the selection of foot-wear for the season
ranges from pancake flats to little heels and is spirited by
a femenine design, allowing for symmetrical coordination
with such fashion spectaculars as walking shorts.
As in clothing, Lussier said there is an emphasis on high

fun color. She said The Shoe Bin is offering bright colored
jelly bean bags to complete the spring outfit.

Lussier summed up the lively art of contemporary
fashion: "It's fun that makes fashion what it is."

« ..
, ,

SUff photo by Jim WaWron
* or those lazy, hazy days of summer, the

sailor look and the prarie look are great ways to
beat the heat. Pam Gleason is shown lounging in
white jump suit. Judy Cummings hides from the
sun in a country skirt and petticote topped off by
a lacy blouse. Outfits courtesy of FACES. Shoes
courtesy of The Shoe Bin.

Good Things For\!bu

NATURALLY!
Drawstring Skirt
•mid-calf length

•pockets in side seams
•machine wash
made by a w^orkers' cooperative in

Northampton

Drawstring

Pants
•deep front cargo pockets

•lightvkreight or heavyweight
•pre-shrunk, machine wash

AH Cotton!

A WORKER'S COOPERATIVE • 52 Main St.. Northampton 5416-5403

Stepping out in ruffles and stripes is the elegant wa^ioTe\VZrh;:
Sr S;i„tTrrz'w"7 p'"'^ '''""^ ^ ^^''^^'^ «'"^ outfit'by^clTe UtUe
^?i /oJiSfiJ! *

P*7^«»'» • two-piece cotton outfit by GoodieGoodie for the Lodestone. Dreases courte.y of The Lodettone.

The 'right look
for fashionable
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff i

lJ\hi!^!!^- ^Tif* ^"^^ ^^^ *^*'"*fi^« ^Mass male is trying

siiT
" ^^^ '"'''^ traditional three-piece

J^^lt^XT^ '7^"^' ^''*''*'"' °" '^^ *>'»'«'• hand,wui most Ukely feature fatigues, elastic waist band pantsand almost anything made of terryctoth.

And finally, cotton material and cotton sweaters k>ok tobe^the hottest thing in male fashions that this springTa« to

When selecting clothes to wear, the student should

rfoi^'L" "^' "^ ^^'''^ '"'^ ''•™ ^''' either ca^S
When looking at formal wear for men. two of the topshops m the Amherst area are the House of Walsh iSAmherst Center and Jonathon Reid Ltd. in the Hampshir^

The House of Walsh is a traditional type of mensclothmg store according to manager Scott Patten. As such.Patten says that styles have stayed basically the same withthe commg of spring, though the emphasis wUI center on
brighter, more sinking colors.

«Jl?r ^i\ '*''°"^ '"*'^* ^»" ^ towards cottonsweaters. Patten said. "This is because they are a d^
ferent approach than that of the traditional heavy wools."

According to Patten, cottons should become theprevalent materials seen around campus during the

bui;s;:^d^arcLr'
-^"-'^^ -'-^^ "-^^ "- » »'-

Over in Northampton. Sid Lancto of Jonathon Reid Ltd
sees the year round suits as the continuing big sellers. He
said he attributes this to the cost of suits and thenarrowing of their wearability by buying a suit for one
particular season.

"Pinstripes stiU dominate the suit sales, but there is aniove by the manufacturers that is a change from the
three-piece to the two-piece suit, probably because they
arehghter. Lancto said.

'

Lancto also says that leather is very popular lately and

t^^e
'''*"*'" sweaters are going to move very weU

In the casual department, pastels and vibrant colors are

Hadlly "' ^^ ^^"*' '^^'^ ^ ^^^ Hampshire MaU in

"Terrycloth also seems to be very big especiaUy in
reversible jackets." said manager Lynn Whitaker. "Andyou U see a lot of elastic waist band pants because they are
casual and comfortabale and the material moves with you."

According to Whitaker. there wUl also be a lot of
fatigues around the area during the coming months due to
their leisure appearance and feeL

CUff Allen, proprietor of Cliff AUens. a clothing store in
Amherst, is running just about the same Une that he
usually runs except that the emphasis will, once again, beon bnght colors.

Collegian 5

is essential

spring men
lunb. said AUen of the notion of keeping styles traditional.

camous'^UTh'^*^
'^""^ ^^ ""'"* "P*>" ^^^ "Masscampus, the fashion conscious wUl be flocking to the localclothing stores to put together their "look/' LookV^e

individual and individual stores are out there for e^hperson to choose.

Fashionable men get ready, the eyes of the pubUc arelooking at you this very day to set the trends!

THE CREW NECK LOOK - Billy Mack
models two of the new fashions of the sprinr
season. Crew neck jerseys and elastic waistband
pants are "in" this spring.

Jortothart Refd

Le Tigre by Campus
shortsleeve knits

ALL SPRING COLORS

n.m? K ^^S ~ Christopher Vollmar
(left) a sophomore Botany major, and Billy Mack
(ngrht) a sophomore Engineering major, model
two-piece 8uit», the new spring fashion

ODssiesv

It's hard to believe

thatanythins

this tiny

and shiny

and sassy

could hold you
and shape you
more than any bra

you've ever worn.

CMV

20% off London Fog
All Weather Coats
Hampshire Mall ^ ,. , ,,How 'bout thati!
Rte 9 Hadley

5.00 ""pinii
Five DoUar Coupon

Valid towards the purchase of one pair

J^I!G0_MiGJ10CC^^
Now in stock at: The Cowboy Corner

Hampshire Mail

Hadley, Mass

Regular price Men's $55.95 Ladies $53.95

%

%
*
%
%
%
»

%

/ coupon/purchase - suppfies limited
vaiid through April 30, 1982 ^ -^^^

"—
'L"
—— ..;5?9,

5.00

FREE
PANTYHOSE
OFFER

MVfvn you buy any two
Glossies" (bra and bottom)
between April wand
Aon; TO you H also get

a pair of Evan-Picone

pantytiosc In a choice o'
colors Absolutely free

So your legs will look as

5?ood as the rest o' you

Chofxa contempofary tashion . Thomgs Martet. I^orthompton

I

!!

«
%

SHo:
U7ii* st^amherst



Spring picnics

and good food
go together
By DEBBIE WHITERELL
Special to the Collegian

What's a four letter word that everyone dreams of... is
legal in Massachusetts...can be presented in any
way...anywhere... minors can indulge.. .and the subject
has sparked the writing of many "Joy Of books...FOOD
mais oui!

For those who are stQl interested, the following recipes
are easy to prepare and weU suited for springtime picnics
and cookouts.

Marinated Fresh Vegetables

Marinade: (For approx. 10 cups vegetables)
1. 1 cup olive ofl or other salad ofl

2. Vt cup red wine vinegar
«. 1 tblsp. Dijon mustard or other spicy mustard
4. 1 tsp, soy sauce
5. 1 clove garlic

6. 1 1^. sugar /

7. 1/4 tsp. white pepp^
8. 1 tsp. salt

9. 1/8 cup chopped firesh parsley
10. Vx cup grated parmesan cheese

Vegetable Optioru
Carrot sticks

Celery sticks

Cauliflower pieces
Bkoccoli fk>wers

Mushrooms
Radishes
Zuechini spears
etc.

In a large bowl combine aU the ingredients for the
mannade. Stir well. Wash and cut fresh raw vegetables
Hace vegetables in a large casserole dish, pour marinade
over vegetables from time to time.

Freah Pumpemickle Bread stuffed with Chicken Salad
with Aknonds

Chicken Salad
1. 1 (1-1 Vi lb.) loaf of unsliced pumpemickle bread
2. 3 cups chopped cooked chicken meat
8. 3/4 cup slivered almonds
4. 3/4 cup mayonnaise
5. 1 clove garlic minced very finely
6. IVttsp.diD
7. Vt tsp. white pepper
8. Vz tsp. salt

In a large bowl combine aU of the above ingredients.
Take the loaf of bread and slice one end off approximately 2
inches in, or to the point where you are able to hollow out
the inside of the loaf. Hollow out the inside leaving a Vi
inch border around the inside crust area. Spoon in the
chicken salad, pressing a bit as you go. Continue until the
entire loaf is filled. If you find that you are not able to fill

the entire loaf, cut the other end off of the load, pushing
the salad in. Wrap tightly, and chill. SUce into 1 inch sUces
to serve.

Frosted Wahiut Squares 350°

Ist layer:

1. 1 stick butter and 1 stick margarine
2. V» cup brown sugar
3. 1 cup flour

Cream butter and margarine, add brown sugar and flour
and mix well. Spread mixture in a 9x13 inch cake pan and
bake for 10-15 min.

tApril 21, 1982 April 21, 1982

WHAT'S COOKIN'? - Deborah Whiterell, a junior HRTA major, whips upMrnSdng^delic'
table in her kitchen. Here she chops up onions to add a special flavor to her meal.

2nd layer:

1

.

beat 2 eggs slightly

2. add: 1 cup brown sugar
3. 2 tblsp. flour

4. Vt tsp. baking powder
5. Vz tsp. salt

6. 1 tsp. vanilla

7. 1 cup wabiuts
Mix all ingredients and pour over Ist-layer. Bake for 15-20
minutes.

Frosting

1. 1 stick softened butter or margarine
2, 1 Vi cups confectionary sugar
3. 1 tsp. vanilla

Beat at high speed until mixed well. Add 1/4 cup of hot
milk slowly while beating at slow speed.

Frost cooled bars and sprinkle with finely chopped nuts.

Cranberry Nut Torte 350*

InPan:l. 2 cups whole fresh cranberries
2. Vz cup chopped walnuts
3. Vi cup sugar

Batter:

1.1 cup sugar
2. 2 eggs
3. 1 tsp. vanilla

4. 1 cup flour

5. 3/4 cup melted butter or margarine

Into a 9 inch pie pan, place the cranberries, top with nuts
and sugar and set aside.

In a medium bowl, combine sugar and eggs and stir untfl
smooth. Add vanilla, melted butter and flour and stir until
well blended. Pour mixture over the fruit and nuts. Bake
for 50 minutes to 1 hour or until lightly browned. Garnish
with ice cream or whipped cream.
Variation:

Substitute cranberries with 2Vi cups of blueberries.

KeAiauAcKt
MANOARiN SZECHUEN CUISINE

"TheBesiOuiieoeFoed"

Every Sunday 11:30-3:00

SUNDAY BRUNCH
A special selection of your favorite

Chinese foods
All for 4.95 per serving

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

Fri. a Sat. 11:30 •.m.-11:00 p.m.

iP-^fi^^®"^®^" '^^- 3^ Route 9. Amherst
256-0251 256-0252

Jl DC//^

Barrels, loz, quaUty
meats and iuuidwiches

AmherM CarriMe Shopa
233N PtaZwit
549-6014

^Vy LAMIA
PIZZA

"We've got the LOWEST PRICES. . .

AND the LARGEST PIZZAS!"
1 FREE QUART of Coca Cola
with the purchase of any large pizza

and this ad.

Good through Sunday, April 25, 1982

549-1880
9 E. Pleasant St., Near the Pub, Amherst

Ask about our FREE Delivery
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Hiking: another spring alternative
wn!ll?f..f''*

weather Starts to change from woeful towonderful and the thermometer begins to rise com-mensurately the usual modt« opera:ndi for members of the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst community is to

Umes
'°'"^^*'«'"^ »°d ^"^ "P the sun and good

I.fl7v/''?f
^^"^ ^'"^"^ ^ accentuate their usual spring

Ufestyle. there are many alternatives to the blissful art of
hanging out." And although the best ones involve a

certain degree of physical exertion, you certainly do not

.wrK Au*^o •
?"t/^«>"y type with the "yah! let's goclimb one of the Berkshires!" incUnation to partake andenjoy these alternative activities

nf ?ll!!i°n.!iTl"V* * ^^?^^^^ attempt at a guide to a few
of these outlets for sprmgtime enjoyment.

Hiking in the Amherst area
Probably the two best hiking routes which are coin-

cidentally the two with easiest access are the HolyokeRange and Mt. Toby.
'

The Holyoke Range makes up the southern boundary of

Tu !u u^"? "^'"Z^"
^'''"^ ^^^ "^»®« of "lany smaU peaks,

with the highest being Mt. Norwottuck with an altitude of
1106 feet. Norwottuck and the hiking trail which follows all
around the Metacomet-Monandnoc TraU offers a fine
panoramic view of Amherst and many surrounding areas
and towns. The traU is easy to follow as it is marked in
whitewall along the way with rectangular blaze marks.
Access points to the Holyoke Range can be quickly

reached by automobile or bus. The Mt. Holyoke summit is
the closest point and can be reached by taking Route 47
and entering at Skinner Park. Harris Mountain Road, off of
Bay Road and the Notch on Route 116 are two other ways
to reach the Holyoke Range.
The Metacomet-Monadnoc Trail is well-kept by the

Appalachian Mountain Club's Berkshire chapter and is
outUned and described in a booklet. "The Metacomet-
Monadnoc Trail Guide" available at A.J. Hastings in
Amherst center.

One particular point of interest on the traO is Holland
Glen in Belchertown and the most accessible path to this
part of the traU begins less than a mUe from the
Belchertown Center PVTA bus stop. Backtrack atong
Route 9 after getting off the bus for about one half mile and
the beginning of the trail is marked in white.
Located in Mt. Toby Forest, on Route 63 north of

Amherst is another hiking alternative in the area. A fire
tower at Mt. Tobys highest point, about an hour's hike
along the trail offers an excellent view of the area as well
as Sugarloaf Mountain, the Green Mountains to the north
and Mt. Menandnoc.
Mt. Toby reservation is also easDy accessible by bus.

Take the Sunderland bus and get off at Cliffside Apart-
ments and you're right there.

Swimming
Puffer's Pond, in North Amherst, is probably the area's

most well-known "swimming hole." Clean water, high cliffs
and a chaUenging rope swing are some of the features of
this spring gathering spot.
Mt. Toby Reservation's Cranberry Pond is another

aquatic alternative and if you are of the inclination, fishing
is another Cranberry Pond activity.

"These are just a few of the other things you can do this
spring besides sunbathing and imbibing away the hours. If
you take the time, you can probably think up some ad-
ditions and innovations of your own as well.

r 20% OFF
All Women's Sandals

Thursday, Friday, Saturday

April 22nd - 24th

SHOE STORKSHOE STOR
THIRTYNINE SOUTH PLEASANT STREET

Amherst, Massaihutrtls TELEPHONE 256-6374

initially hers

for Mother's Day.

Sunday, Moy 9fh is a very special day. Ifs
the day fhot is set aside especially forMom
and this year we'd like to help you moke it

extra special for her.

Come to the House of Walsh onytime be-
tween now and Wednesday, April 28fh,
select a gift from our Ladies Shop and we will
personalize it with a three letter monogram
free of charge. You'll be able to choose from
a variety of monogram styles that ore avail-
able in practically ony color. We'll even gift,
wrap your purchase too.

Pton now to showMom how much you
appreciate her by ordering her personalized
Another's Day gift by April 28th.

t^unuir uf fflahih. fur.

=3.ii!r •V\-'h

Nobody does

BRUNCH
like our bunch!

Relax sit down and be served—
• Eggs Benedict
• Eggs Florentine
• Omelets (you pick the fillings!)

• Quiche dujour
• Baked Scrod
• Our famous frehch toast

ALL UNDER

• !•

For heartier appetites try our steak and eggs...
and of course we offer our usual 26-page sandwich

and salad combinations...

SATURDAY AND
SUNDAY 11:30-0

CARBUR'S
Route 9 The Elmwood Shops. Hadley (413)686-1978
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Spring brings

the good life

to UMasses
By MARYBETH HEBERT

. Collegian Columnist

UMass is coming alive again.
You can see it in the grass that's starting to peep out of

this winter's mud. It's heard from stereos blasting behind
open dorm room windows, and it's that strange smell
emmanating from huddles of students sitting around the
Campus Pond in the sun. Spring has arrived, and UMass is
doing it up.

For most of us. it was a long, hard winter. It snuck up on
us m early October and was stiU with us in the first weeks
<rf Apnl. For months we've dealt with bitter cold tem-
peratures and missed PVTA's. The arrival of spring
heralds in that surge of independence we've been itching to
assert. In spring, we find an excuse to thumb our noses at
the rest of the world in open defiance.

People are starting to discard clothes like players in a
fixed game of strip poker. Turtlenecks go quickly-t-shirts
are in. As each garment hits the floor, inhibitions leave
and people get silly.

The monsoon-like rain that typically hits Amherst this
time of year provides the first in a series of excuses to
frolic outside. The little kid within us comes out as we
build mudslides and collect earthworms that will be put
under our roommate's pillow. We splash Gene Kelly-Iike
through the puddles outside the library after a night at the
Blue Wall.

With the rising temperatures people begin to make
voluntary appearances outside for the first time in months.
The athlete in us wakes up to discover ten extra pounds
while our inner student suddenly discovers that his 1:25
has been cancelled for the rest of the semester. This
combination of symptoms often results in a sudden burst of
physical activity.

One out of every two people can pass a frisbee with some
degree of competence. Some people resurrect three cans
of dead tennis balls and take to the courts. Others squeeze
into as many layers of shorts and sweatpants as is humanly
possible, defumigate last year's sneakers, and start lying
about how many miles they've been running. The in-
tramural Softball and soccer teams provide an outlet for all
those jaded high school jocks that just "don't have time for
a varsity sport," whUe others fly kites, and some par-
ticitpate in midnight croquet.

Spring brings welcome relief to winter's socially ac-
ceptable "wiggle tiU you puke" mentality. Discos are
abandonned for outdoor keg parties. Instead of putting
sweat stains on your ritziest regalia, you can spend an
evening talking with friends under the oftentimes clear

April 21, 1982

IT'S THAT TIME OF THE YEAR - Flowers are aesthetically pleasing any time°'of the veTr,
but when spring rolls around, they look and smell that much better.

ple^nt^iunfRL^^rr
"'' ""' *- di'«cult a task to find a good spot to relax whenThe ri^JarlplenUful and Randy Chapman, a UMass junior, found out that the hood of his car is as good a spot

and starry Amherst skies. Nostalgia fans and freshman
are waiting for the mud to dry so they can check out the
maze. Some hardy and adventurous people will spend a
weekend camping in the Pelham HUls or at Puffer's Pond
The arts gain visibiUty. Of course, the most obvious

event is the much talked about Pond Series next weekend
While certainly nothing wUl ever be able to compete with

(T^ Pulsar.Quartz=^
Travel /DeskAlann

Qualityand value.Anywhere you go.

the Spring Concerts of old, this new program should
provide a few days of good music, as well as a freedom of
mobihty and consumption never before seen in Alumni
tjtadium. Street performers are scheduled to start doing
their thing and there always seems be be a musk major
practicing somewhere within hearing range.

Yeah, UMass is coming alive again. It's time.

"\

Compact "pocket" Size
•Chirp Alarm
• Snooze Button
•Light-Up
• Front-Set
• Easy-Stand

Personalized Nameplate
• Travel Pouch

The Pub 40 is Here!
ORDER MILLER OR MILLER LITE

/eKA04

Pulfor Quartz.
Alwayi a b«at beyond. In technology. In value.

. Member American Gem Society

^^1

rtediHoutk
Jewelef

26 Main Street 253-7615

$3.S0
HOiiK££Pthe\\m?m

Muei
MO OUNCES

THE
AMHERST
PUB SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
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Bicycles can rival autos in problems, repairs'ByPAULBELVAL
Collegian Staff

^.^ D„„g Bale. „.„„ „r ^^n ^lULlJpt

Miyata bikes, which are Japanese models
Univega was the best selling brand last year he saidbut this year. Peugots seem to be most popular

'

The bicycles m Bales shop range in price from $99 foroff brand models to $2000 for the bette? racing bles and

;;^o^:;LtTh::rL^-^^^^—

^

Chelyrt T^t^ " ^^o'^Parison' between a Ferrari and a

Jaoatan'JV''"
*"'""^" '''^^^^'"^ ^^ '"^'^^ '" factories in

dS ^ffJpn^'f" ^"l^'" ''"P^'^^^ '« '^^' ^^""t'-y withdecals different from the top of the Une models made inthose plants. For example. Raleigh and Schwtn m^Vb

are marketed in the United States under the names ofSaxon. Camel and AHS.

iJ^TZ Z'lf^^^r l""u*^"
'"^^^' **« «^'d' ^d he thinksthey are better than the brands sold in "discount stores

"

HA.
with

"MOSTLY SWING"

^3 cover

2 fori drinks
till 11:00

r»XT 'TMi:^ F»^ * ^ r^
Collejian photos by Will Hopkiii.ON THE ROAD -Ted Williams, a freshman wood

technology major, bikes along in a race for the
Massachusetts Bay Road Club. Williams works for
the UMass Bike Co-op.

bikJs^IVh f^'' "n\'
in quality, but they are still betterbikes than Huffy or Columbia," he said

Bale said business in his shop has been about averageth^year. and he expects it to stay that way
^

an area exclusrve.-

Dior's full-treatment

tomorrow THURSapril

5 mixed couples

"em^ecordin^fRs!?

FRI- ' THE ELEVATORS' REUMIOM

S^ yj^ BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN*^ SAX PLAYER

CLEMONS

I

complete complexion care_.

>9

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT^ FACES and SOUND IN MOTJON A^AHiRST

inNofthompton PIATTERPUSS RCROS.<nd/MAIN ST RCRDS.

ft-SPRlNGFtEtD BELMONT RECORDS 1
.*»y

of show
Cosmetologist

on premises

COLLEG
DWG

«'»VM r.%'.5 I ,^.M ,^,, , ,,^,, , /i»^>« !#!».. f#,^.M

9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun. «^_,,_
4 MAIN STREET AMHERST Phone 253-2523

{
vihLL£^

t

CYCVĴ?

Check Our Everyday Low
Prices on Repairs & Accessories
Zefal H.P. Pump $14.95
Specialized

Toe clips & straps $6.95
Kryptonite Lock. . . . .$32.95

Plus: in April, g^et 10% off aU accessories
with the purchase of a new bicycle!

89 Main St., Amherst
(behind VaUey Farms Dairy Store)

266-0880

AUTNORIZEO

OIAIEKgTs^

I

I

I

I

\

I

I
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vS^'^^f ?^\- !C
•"" r""" "" «*•"*"' ""«" Building i, where /"«' ^n'^n'd m^y

Baseballs ^'^ Wiffle Balls

Tennis Balls Softballs

Ping Pong BaUs

Frisbes

A.J. HASTINGS
45 South Pleasant Street
Newsdealer & Stationer

Fuman's Celebrates
its First Anniversary

withi 20% off
all merchandise

DIAMOND l-ENTEP

586-8222 Rt 9 Hampshire Mall, Hadley, MA
J^^^^^ of^ly good with this coupon

Lee Riders

Levi

Wrangler
Woolrich
Le Tig re

Converse
Reds
Timberlands

H iM ttnk Levi's are

JKtoiwIwdofjeai...

Cmm ii ami see bow

«l styles of lews «e
cany!

TIereare

Sstylesof

stn«bt less aloM

including one original

'Shrink-to-fit

'

with button fly.

Levi's
JEANSWEAR

Plus Levi's jackets

& shirts.

FINE'S
Selling what you wear for less

36 Main St.,
Downtown

Northampton
Op»nThurs. night til 9

<<

S&CueuMOl
'PIHPCCHIO

1177 N. Pleasant St.

Amhermt, Mas:
549-3669

OPEN WEEKDAYS It a.m..2 a.m.
SUNDAYS 4 p.m.-2 a.m.

Spring Specials"

75c OFF
on any large pizza

one coupon per order

j 50c OFF
jon any small pizza

^^ one coupon per order
j

I 50c OFF
I

on any large sub
I

!
J>ne coupon per order

I

I

I

I
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flP^f^^ng down the perfect flavorByM.W.MULCAHY
Collegian Staff

It was Friday afternoon; my tastebuds were ready for
true enjoyment The search was on for which establishment would hold the true taste of spring behind its doorsNo. I was no ranng up for an afternS,n of Happy Hours

ijJhTri^J?f^ ^'"f
"'"^ "^ ''^''''' '^' taste that giswith spring hke pimples go with adolescence. Ice Cream

While others enjoyed the indulgent pleasures of Happy
Hour. I searched through the various parlors to fmd the
perfect spnng flavor.

So. with spoon in hand and pants that would soon be two
axes too smaU I entered Bart's Homemade Ice Cream
Parlor on Boltwood Walk in Amherst. Among the oS
favorites bke Vanilla. Chocolate, and Strawberry were
spnnkled names of new creations of creamy deliirht I
ventured a taste of such flavors as Strawberry
Cheesecake, which uses the good old Uste of strawberry
and adds the extra zing of cheesecake for a distinct taste
and Oreo Crunch, which mixed oreo cookie fragments
amongst vaniUa ice cream for those who yearn for that
added crunch.

But. I was looking for a spring flavor and these were just
not springy enough. Suddenly. I glanced over at the board
and saw the flavor that epitomized spring. Mud Pie
Unfortunately, it was just coffee ice cream with an extra
dark chocolate flavor, nothing Uke the mud pies I enjoyed
as a kid. A woman named Francie Usher also let me sample
such treats as Malted Chocolate. Espresso. Banana Fudge
Dutch Chocolate and Gingersnap. but the perfect sprinu
flavor just wasn't there. Still, the flavors I did taste were
unique and are made daily at the Bart's on Main Street in
Northampton, which also featured some culinary
masterpieces. "^

A journey down to Main Street in Amherst revealed the
presence of another parlor of indulgent pleasure, the in-
famous Baskin-Robbins. Although they are known for
advertismg 31 flavors. I was only aUowed to sample one.
Baseball Nut. WeU. not only was that not the perfect
spnng flavor, but if I were a baseball nut I would prefer
Fenway s warm beer and gaseous hot dogs to this blend of
rasberry ripple and cashews. I was also told there is a

D u .?x°T^^'"^
*t ^^^ Hampshire Mall, but one gram of

Baseball Nut was enough for me.
Also at the Hampshire Mall is a Friendly Ice Cream

Parior and Restaurant. But instead of confronting the
muzak of the mall, I went to the Friendly on Route Nine
next to Eastern Montain Sports.
Here I tried such greats as Burgundy Cherry, for those

of you that hke cherries; Pistachio Walnut, the same old
pistachio, but with a crunch to it; Rocky Road with
I'eanuts. for the combination of chocolate, marshmallow
and nuts; and my favorite. Toasted Almond Fudge
Unfortunately, none of these flavors made the snowmelt.
So after a treacherous walk across Route Nine. I entered

James H. McManus Eating Place where manager NeU
Cassidy uitroduced me to such treats as Bubble Gum Ice
Cream, ideal for the Uck and blow crowd, and Frozen
Pudding, a tutti-fruity blend with a strawberry zing For
those attracted to fruits, there was orange pineapple ice
cream with chunks of both fruits in a delicious blend of ice
cream and a taste that doesn't go one way or another
McManus's Strawberry Cheesecake was sUghtly cheesier
than Bart's, but then again it isn't homemade. Although I
even found two of my favorites there. Heavenly Hash and
Peanut Butter Swiri. I was resigning myself to the fact
that the perfect spring flavor was just not to be found in
the valley.

In a last ditch effort. I head out of Hadley toward Steve
HerreUs Homemade Ice Cream in Thome's Market.
Northampton. WhUe muddling through flavors like
banana, which tastes hke the creamy fruit that some go
ape over, and rum. perfect for aU you lushes, I hastUy tried
two flavors at once and discovered the flavor that would
bring the sparrows back to San Juan in a second.
By mixing Steve's Cinamon Nutmeg and his Nuts. I

found the flavor that would give visions of blooming
flowers, baseball games and outdoor barbeques to even an
eskimo. Asking the parlor's "jerk" Dave Meuser. for'

a

scoop of each on a cone. I succumbed myself to licking the
creamy delight and preparing for afternoons on the front
lawn and other pleasures of spring.

A COOL CHANGE
cone in front of Bart

— John O'Keith, a Montag^ue resident, devours
's Ice Cream shop in Amherst.

CollcKiui photo by Heidi Lcvinr

an oreo cookie ice cream

HAVE A SPRING FLING ^

Timeftout

<>^23^ICE CREAM t^gS^
Homemade ke Cream Emporium

T«»miAMPT0N-Maii7«f Ma?onic-A?»tHERSTBolnTOod Vfelk

Fabulous Baked Goods ' Breakfast

I

Amherst's Diggest Little Dor
OPEH <i:00 AM - 1:00 AM Doily

aZJiJttMsont Sj^
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TAKING IT EASY - D::TCciTjj'm:;
junior, (left) and Ruprat Stein, also a junior, stop
to chat on their way home after classes.

First Annual
Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Photo Contest
OPEN TO: All part and full-time 5 college students

^„ (except paid Collegian photographers)
DEADLINE: Thunday, May 6 at 12 noon

CATAGORIES: Feature - human interest
Feature — landscape/nature
Art

First, second and third place in each category (top honorable mentions only)

AWARDS: A $15.00 gift certificate to each first place winner
Donated by THE CAMERA SHOPS
98 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

All winners will be published in a photo supplement on May 13
AJI winners will receive letters of recognition
All winners will be displayed in the Student Union Building, UMass

ENTRIES: 8" x 10" black & white (any surface) unmounted*
Unlimited amount of entries per photographer
Entrance fee of $2.00 per photograph*

*

MaU entries (or bring them) to the Collegian,
1 13 Campus Center, Amherst, MA 01003

On the bax-k of ea/;h photograph the folUnving must be included-
category, film type, ASA, shutter speed,
_f/8top, lens size, entry blank, comments (optional)

Name
Address

School

Phone #_
# of photos

CoUegian Photo Contest Entry Blank

X $2.00 =

|May be picked up beginning May 14 at the CoUegian
Incaseofinaufficient entries, entrance fees and photos will be returned

For Gentleman
and Gentlewomen

Fine wool blends in classic

styling will always reflect your
good taste.

We look forward to showing
you the complete collection.

^4 ... V

CaKill ^ Hods[es
31 Main St. — Northampton Q

.Visa - Mastercharge -Amer. Express

-(entrance fee)

O Puch Roll 'em
Out SALE

21 PI^Qiont St. N'hompton

UMass Favorite Pizza"

SUPERIOR PI^ERU
Open Daily 11 AM till 7

* SPECIAL
Buy 5 pizzas, get 6th FREE

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
Starting at 5:00 pm Sundays at 2:00 pm

|

CJl 549-0626 "

GRINDERSPIZZA

5e«-3eio

Puch Pathfinder — ^ ^
olloy hubi, quick r*l*as« front, alloy cottorlou wtiki

Suntour dmollloun, high prossur* 95 lb. tIrM

$199.95

Pepp«roni

Anchovies

Hamburg

Horn

Sausage

Plain

Onions

Peppers

Bacon

Olive

Mushrooms

Salami

Two-way Comb.

Three-way Comb.
Four-way Comb
Super Special

Extro Meot

Whole Half
oalomi $3.}0 $2.>5
Meatless 2.50 1.65
Genova

3. 10 2.15
Meatball 3.>0 2.>5
Sausage 3.»0 2.>5
Tuna Fish 3.50 2.40
Ham 3.>0 2.)5
Italian 3.>0 2.}5
Roast Beef 3.50 2.40

Ham & Egg 3.50 2.40
Pepper & Egg 3.50 2.40

Pastrami 3.50 2.40
Turkey 3.50 2.40

Also:

STEAK GRINDERS

Frisbee love
By KEN BAZINBT
Collegian Staff

The campus of the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst is a haven for
people who enjoy playing frisbee. The open
lawns naturally allow playing room for a
more energetic game, unhampered by un-
popular obstacles — sometimes.
The other day, after the snow from the

spring blizzard finally melted, there were
two men engaged in such play on the lawn
on the east side of the Student Union
Building near the statue of Metawampe.
The frisbee floated past one of the

players, whom I heard called "Finny," by
his partner. Intent on grasping the disc
Finny made a chase for the frisbee.

Justjsjhefijsbeejvas^bout to hit the

CoJlegjan 13

ground, he must have decided that he had
worked too hard to give up then on cat-
ching the disc, because he dove for it. He
laid his body parallel to the earth and ex-
tended his right arm until his shoulder
touched his head. His hand met the frisbee
and began to pull it back towards his body
as his face smashed into the steps of the
Campus Center.
Finny sacrificed his teeth on the concrete

for the same reason that 1000 UMass
students gathered last December to throw
snowballs at each other despite final exams
begmnir^ the next day. It is a sign of the
season Frisbees fiying at UMass can only
mean that it is springtime again.

It doesn't take a college education to

«^ ^ ^^^ "'^ ^^^w a frisbee. As

inH«?*?P
^^^

T*"'***^
Zuckerman, a member of Z^'DTwfthi UMaw

t^il stimrge"""'
^""^^ '"'""^

"" '^' ''^" * *^"»"*** - • --"*
a matter of fact, most people - like Finny, fields below Southwest, and Darticioate inwill master throwing a disk in three or four tournaments each wee^d zS, Si2days. Many skilled frisbee players agree spends much of its pl^Sg timeTn toS^this ease adjusting to the basic throws and naments throughout Se E^L^Lf tocatches keeps a persons interested in the determine its Sik among Se^oliS
tT7^^i!;i^uT'^J^^'^^'""^^^"»^^'- ^^«"^ teams. This^Zament cirSSthe fnsbee sblls almost immediately looms eventually leads to a na™ 'TnS^over everyone who picks-up the basics. At Frisbee" championship toZamentSUMass anyone that wants to go one step in the late Fall Zoo Wsc hasTever won ateyond just playing cateh with the frisbee trip to the Nationals in i^ thr^ yeaJcan enroll in ma genera^ physical education history, but is now rated among U^e fo"class which offers students the basics of top college teams in thrSn Pete"Frisbee Golf," and "Ultimate Frisbee,"
two frisbee sports that have adopted a
standard set of rules.

"Frisbee golf," like regular golf is played
from hole to hole. There is even an eighteen
hole "Frisbee Golf course surrounding
Alumni Stadium.
Ultimate frisbee is a seven-man sport

which is played by moving the disk up and
down a field by passing from player to
player. Points are scored by passing the
frisbee to an open player in the end zone.
The most popular lawns for "Ultimate"
play are those below Southwest.
Stodents like Finny can enroll in either

the general education course which offers a
little of each of the two sports, or students

Holchuh, founder at the club said.

Not long after the Zoo Disc club was
founded in 1979, interest in starting a
women's Ultimate club at UMass began to
grow. Before long, about twelve women
frisbee players were participating in their
own organized tournaments.

Donna Levine, a junior communication
studies major, founded ZULU and said the
club has improved with age.

"The game looks good for women,"
Levin said. She added however, that the
ZULU club lacks attendance by all its
members at practices, and is not as com-
petitive as the Zoo Disc club.

While the ultimate teams do hold

».•»» . ^ ....... ... Collepmn photo by Drew Orier
FRISBEE FIDDLER - Chris Bonas, a UMass freshman, particpatesm his favorite sporting activity last week on the banks of the Campus

Pond.
"^

^imiiiaiiiiHMiniaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiNiiiHianHiiiiiiiiaiiiiHii

' •-
~r » "• ""-^-^-w« »»uuc uie ujumate i«ams ao noidcan taJce a class offenng play m only organized practices, they have a reputation

Ultimate Fnsbee. of being an informal group which assists iniwo groups that are past the getting more players like Finny out every
classroom level of "ultimate fiisbee" semester. It is a tWie sign the spring hasJ

play are the men s and women's "Ultimate rived only when the Finnys at UMass are
Fnsbee clubs. Zoo Disk and ZULU. The throwing frisbees on the lawns near the
players which make up the two clubs are Campus Center Pond, around the pyramids
probably the most accurate players as far in Southwest, the quad in Northeast, the
as catehing and throwing a frisbee at Bowl in Orchard Hill, or the orchards bet-

m^^: * ^^" Van Meter and Field dormitories in
Ihe two teams practice every day on the Central.

iiiiiaiiiiiiiiinicsiiiiimmiaiiNiiiiniiaiiniiNmDiiiimitiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiDiniiiiiii
iiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiai|„„„„„Q,„„„„„„

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER - THIRD LEVEL _ UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSEHS - AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 01002 _ TELEPHONE 413 545-0500

IUnbelievable
I
s

g
i

Book now -

London $398.00
Paris $498.00

SAME DAY service for rail pj

CaU CAMPUS

Summer Bargains to Europe!

Rome $498.00
Milan $498.00

413-545-0500
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Slt?*« *^"d to multiply with arrival of spring
llegian Staff afternoon of sun and music. a, a, ,, . , „ ^By SCOTT HERSEY

Collegian Staff

Ahh. spring in Amherst. The sun comes out of its winterhiding, tennis shorts are dug out of the closet pmiel
HS^torS^h'

*"**• '"^^ ^"^ ^' "«"• t'^^^ of'at^'Mt to all the spnng events.

^Il?f/!i *^ *T^** P*"^*^' «<»ft*>aU ?ames and local•vents dunng the next couple of months in Amherst to

iJk'L*'L'f/hp^r'^;»."^°" ^^ * '""^•'^ '*»• Amherst isrock and roU heaven m the spring. There are concerts h<rf hm.de and out. but it is the outd^oor shows whTchTaw^ebiggest crowds and characterize Amherst in the spring

j^:ciSL^u^-Sd"":s^^
begmmngofMay. These shows are flwTys a b^'favori':with UMass students, as they give everyone a numZ?lt
opportunities to bring a blankefand aSr anS en^/^

afternoon of sun and music.

a -^SDHn.^^''^''
^P?

^i*
^*y 1 "d 2. UPC will presenta Spruig Event on the Pond Series •82". in place of the

^'l^rt^dr?/..'""'"^
^ ''•^ '•^''^^^ These'Sl^wflm

reportedly feature bluesman and UMass alumnus Taj

Wues an^gr '"*"
^V'' ^** '^^ ^'^y^'^' and coiLtryblues and bluegrass rocker David Bromberg. atonir with anumber of supporting bands. ^ ^ *

These shows should be a lot of fun. as all of therestrictions that have characterized the ^ast few sprtae

a good time along with enjoying the music.

mth the Northeast/Sylvan Residential Area presenting
Robert Gordon BevRohler. Tornado VaUey and the Orbits

CommanH '^r^^
Southwest Residential Area presentingCommander Cody. Hypertension. Planet Street and theValentmes on May 9. The Central/OrchaJd HiUResidential area wiU present a show on May 15. featuringPapa John Creach. Mitch Chakour. One Peopie and thf

Tom Tracy/Linda Cullum Band.
While attending the Central/Orchard HiD show oneshould take tmie out to check out the AmherstCoin^y

iri'sL^te."^"
"'"' °° ''^ ''"^*"* CommonTSij:

The fair will feature some of the newest thriU rides
available, according to a spokesperson for the AmherS
h/^-^^ •

Coinmerce. atong with games, food booths andthe traditional "Dunk a Jaycee" attraction.

The Downtown Merchants Association wiU present asidewalk sale to go along with the carnival on MayW iJand 15 These sales wUl reportedly feature some of thebiggest bargains of the year, so they are not to be missed

An^wi^InJ^M
'°'

SL**°
^" ^"»*>«"* ^'^g the months ofApril and May. The Red Sox season has begun and the

Celtics are in the playoffs, making the temptation to stay inand watch television great. But take the time to get outand hit some of these events and really catch the flavor ofspnng in Amherst. «» ui wi

Tce
LONDON (A

VaW^^ebs
(413)2X^2500

JB

Come and see our fine selection of soaps, toiletries,
potpourn, preserves, honeys, tea and much more.
71 N. Pleasant

253-9661

presents

1r)e •fFnest

collection a^ ^
gijre nofturol -fibers

•ITiohair • cotton • linen
•Wool 'hovelty yams

4&<^i«wwciar«m«

Mmw\

'^JTM.^im^

TM?^^«^ ^&^fi^um

CM IT UP ^

m4

KSTPRia^o
UStPEOimNT!

UNDERGROUND
SOUND INC.

253-9507 71 No. Pleasant
(across from Fire Station) Amherst

y
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By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

While his two buddies were moving
faster, breaking between rocks and over
foamy ledges toward a section of flat water
they didn't notice he had fallen back nearly
100 yards. After jerkUy paddling from one poweriui «

rushmg current to the next, he hit a steeoer hvn^ti,
^

t •

the nose of his canoe being pulled under.
Trapped in a tumbling hydraulic, his voice
couldn't compete with the loud pounding of
water. The orange bottom of his canoe
repeatedly hit the surface and went down
again. A single oar popped out of the
hydraulic and vanished downstream.
The above narrative is fiction — the fact

that white water canoeing accidents like
this occur isn't.

With rivers and streams that wind
through the Pioneer Valley presently being
filled with winter melt water, more and
more canoeing enthusiasts will be taking to
the rapids.

Dick Irving, 20, a wildlife biology major
at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst said that despite the warm, blue
sky days spring provides for the sport,
there are countless dangers in white water
canoeing. Usually, Irving said, accidents
occur because canoeists are ill-prepared or
ignorant of safety precautions.

Irving, who chairs the UMass Outing
Club canoeing program, said a canoeist
should "learn respect of the river, knowing
what your limitations are."
He said one of the biggest dangers —

hypothermia — can result when a canoeist

goes without wearing wool clothing or a
wetsuit when the conditions call for it. If
not halted immediately, hypothermia can
cause death within two hours; stealing body
heat and replacing it with brain-reachirttr
cold. *

Along with the threat of hydraulics
powerful streams of water, and

said, there are
primary dangers

thrills

canoeists wUI face and should know how to
deal with.

Entrapment is one hazard where canoeist
or canoe can be swept away in a down

problem. Irving said. Even guidebooks
aren't always accurate, he said.
And finally. Irving said, one of the most

important but still overlooked dangers in
canoeing is the weather. Canoeists for
example who haven't checked wind speed
before going out wiU find themselves being
blown aU over the river, he said.
Because of all the problems that do exist.

Irving said, a good white water canoeing
training program, preferably 'taught by
professionals, is a must.
"You can read a book but it won't give

staffed. Thomas Foster, Founder and
Director of The Outdoor Centre of New
England and Jim Abel an ACA instructor
and physician with UMass Health Services
are among those who lead expeditions.

Irving said that it was with Dr. Abel last
summer that he was first inspired to pursue
the sport of white water canoeing. After
taking part in one of the Arctic expeditions
that Dr. Abel directs every year into the
Northwest Territory, he said he became
more absorbed because of the difference in
paddling technique necessary to move
through tougher rapids. Defense paddling,
he called it.

Irving said the canoeing program
currently used in the UMass Outing Club
takes beginner canoeists through four

stream current after being l^g^d ber;een S nt^l.^Zvilig^^Ji"^"^
"^ '""'"^ ^^"

(stSrorTn the' 'r^V 'k'.''"'" YV "^ ^^'^ '""^ P^^^^'" "^^ ^^^'^ ^^- to see

riverSf ^ """" °^ ^^^ ^^ "^ ^'^^'^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^"ting Club is

Not havmg the knowledge beforehand of JnTEnSLrot'lffh?",^^^^^^^ 'f'"
^^^""^^ *^^"°«'«ts through" Fou^

what dangers exist on thfriver orVh^t asp^ts of these WhkeW^^
"''"'""

f.
''''^''^ ^^^^ ^'" eventually

path it WiU actu^ly take . another he^t^^^ "Z:r^^^^^^^^' ^^

Training begins in the classroom and then
moves to pond sessions where canoeists
basically get a feel for the boat and fun-
damental strokes. In the third phase
canoeists are taught how to ferry their
boats on a river. Moving the canoe across
the river without pointing it downstream is
ferrying. Irving said.

And in the final phase of training,
canoeists are taken to a Class 1 or 2 river
for practice in fundamental paddling around
some obstructions but no technical
maneuvering.

Irving said that if his program can be
even better developed, by next year the
UMass Outing Club can "boast one of th^
best white water canoeing clubs in the
area."

CANOEING PLEASOHE - C«.o.i„g in . lie. ,^St^K^,
plewnnble gpnng experience u demonatrated above.

FITWESS
THROUGH
SCIENCE

SPRINGTIME SPECIAL

Now Offering

1 Month Memberships

GET IN SHAPE
TONE,
SHAPE,
REDUCE
OVER 20
NAUTILUS
MACHINES

Rte. 9 - Mtn Farms Mall - Hadley -584-1880

K^Rddd^^

A RMtouront
with FLAIR

COKTINENTAL
CUISINE

Win* Dor

and Ch««s# Boards
Frosh Dok^d Goods

Doily

on the

BoltwoodWalk
103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-5927

SpRJwq SpcciAl

Jumbo Icecream Sundaes I

Hot Fudge \ .

Strawberry L"«^°^«d

Pineapple J*°PP<"9S

expires May 2, 1982 (with coupon) C

Large Double Scoop

Cone for: 70c
with coupon

[__ expires May 2, 1982 C

featuring over 25

flavors of ice cream

eating place

ZAYRE CAMKUS
SHOPPING PLAZA

RTE. 9, Hadley 256-6889

Hours:
7 - 3 Sim - Thurs

FRI& SAT NITE OPEN 24 HRS

^ «Cw<».-<:y& tfSt^^Oa^rfSft tffC^^<«>.,^3^ «v^^(»,^5^«

[

I

Antiques Corner
We Buy & SeU
Used Furniture,

Antiques & Collectables
1 Market St.. N'hampton, MA

684-8939
We're on the comer of

Bridge St (Rt 9) & Market St.

^AMPSHIRE4
cimc

584-7550

Wcdnoday ft

^J^^^^ -.y..H.».p.H.,.4

How you can chooie rrom 4 (real fllmt cvtry W.dncidiy
•1 Ipm •! ihc Hampthlrc 4 Thtalrea Wc tcrvc you fre«
coffee It 1230 and Iharc are door prit«. ,»,,y „,,|,.
And adolailan la only SI $ho«ln| ihia weak
wnwMrc wnum

MTJIUVFOfllM

Q", % IB
I l>-.rt«lc_a trmlm

""""

«MltMfi)t
Amherst Chinese Food

"Fam/fy Style Cooking"
Mandarin & Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon Specials from $1.75

Beer & Wine License

Sunday Brunch ail you can eat $4.95
62-64 Main St Oo%»6 w«dn«.d»vi
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Hidden dangers may lurk to spoil spring fun
ByPAULBELVAL
Collegian Staff

The sun is bright and warm, the food is delicious and the
picnic seems to be going perfectly. But wait. There are
hidden dangers lurking everywhere that threaten to spoil
the memories o( t his fun filled day

.

Food poisoning from poorly prepared food, and sun-
burns, or even worse skin cancer, from the sun's harsh
oltraviolet rays are two of the problems that plague
tuauner picnickers and sun worshippers.

Dr. Fergus Clydesdale of the Food Science and Nutrition
department at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst said the problems of food infection and food in-

toxication confront many people when the weather
becomes warmer, spoiling a well planned picnic.

"It is often a problem with picnickers." Clydesdale said.
There is usually a tot of food to be prepared for a lot of
people. Large amounts of food are hard to cool down, and
any bacteria in the food subjected to heat will very likely
grow and may cause food poisoning.
According to the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta,

nwst cases <rf food poisoning are caused by mishandling of

the food at home or in a restaurant.

"Bacteria in hair or on a pimple or cut could easily infect

food. People should apply the basic rules of sanitation

when preparing food," Clydesdale said.

The growth of these bacterial does not change the taste,

smell or appearance of the food, and most food poisoning is

passed off as a virus or stomach flu, he said.

The symptoms of food poisoning are diarrhea, nausea
and vomiting.

"The way to prevent bacteria from growing in food is to
practice sanitation and refrigerate food," Clydesdale said.

"Interestingly, mayonnaise or vinegar will increase acidity

a little and might inhibit bacterial growth somewhat."

Besides food poisoning, there are many other dangers to
warm weather frolicking. Among these are sunburns and
skin cancer.

Prolonged exposure to the sun not only dries and ages
skin, but it can also cause first and second degree burns,
and even worse, skin cancer, said Dr. Berman, physician at
the University Health Services at UMass.

The problems caused by sunbathing can be worsened by
tetracycline, an acne medication which creates

photosensitivity and intensifies the sun's damaging effects
Berman said. He said people Uking this drug should avoid
exposure to the sun between the hours of 10 a.m and 4
p.m., the hours which the sun's ultraviolet rays are
strongest.

Sunscreens such as presun, pabanol and blockout should
be applied before a person exposes himself to the sun for an
extended period of time. Berman said. These products are
available in most drugstores, he said.

Excessive exposure to the sun is also a factor that causes
skin cancer. This disease is more common among fair-
skinned people, people who spend a good deal of time
outside, and those living in the southern part of the United
States.

Drinking plenty of fluids, maintaining a low fat. well-
balanced diet, and dressing in light clothing are
precautions that should be taken by people who plan to
exercise outside in warm weather, Jim Laughnane,
athletic trainer at UMass, said. J

"If a person drops a lot of weight from sweating, that
mdividual is prone to heat stress where body temperature
becomes unusually high," Laughnane said.

r

ALL HEADS ARE TURNING TO THE

IAD

UARTERS
A FULL SERVICE 0» FAMILY SALON

>f pjeasant surprises

'

and savings...

CUT and BLOW DRY
Children $5.00 to $7.00 Women $9.00
Students with ID. Men $8.00
_^ 10% discount

Perms (Haircut mduded) $25^®
BETTY
MAZUCH

V_^
584-7784 SANDY

CONNELL

115 RUSSELL ST.. HADLEY. MASS.
Rt. 9(0NTHEflUSR0UTE)=

TONIGHT

PUD MUG NIGHT
with

JIM PLUNKEH
— 35c Beers —

Pub Mugs

$1.00 Cover with this ad

$1.00 Cover
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WE BUY USED
TEXTBOOKS NOW AND ALL

SEMESTER LONG.

We're the only bookshop in this area that buys used text-
books (current editions, please) ALL SEMESTER. (Monday-
Friday) - not just at the end of the semester...so, you can

have that extra cash whenever you need it!

i»,

,

~t»>

Jeffery

Amherst

BooksKop

55 So. Pleasant St. Amherst, 253-3381

SUMNER
LANGUAGE
INSTITUTE

ON THE CAMPUS OF HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE
IN AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS

cxim^V,w^'i'-.i^'i^^^^^C^ "^ ^ RELAXED &STIMULATING INTERNATIONAL ATMOSPHERE!
A unique program offering 13 languages including English as a Second
Language which focuses on developing oral language skills and cross-
cultural awareness. Our experienced, professional instructors use
modern, creative teaching methods. Class size: 4-8 students- 5 class
hours daily. All ESL teachers have Master's degrees in the Teaching of
English as a Second Language.

'=^'^^'"^" FOREIGN LANGUAGES
June 14-July9$400 June 21-July 16 $400
July 1 9-Aug 27 $6a) Aug 2-Aug 27 $400

Residential: $75/wk-single room; $57.50/wk-fuII meal plan (optional)
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE, ARABIC, MANDARIN
CHINESE, FRENCH. GERMAN, MODERN GREEK HEBREWITA^AN, JAPANESE, PORTUGUESE, RUSSIAN, SPANISH.

'

neuiEiqlDnd Unguogelnit^
25 Mam Street, Northampton, MA 01060; (413)584-3956

rusty nail
ROMEO VOID ma:

Friday, April 30 r, .-,*
. ^ . . .-.

cyrvTL.

VUID MAX CREEK
Rt^7, Sunderland MA 665 4937 Saturday, April 24

.M t f . •. ^ \ t A,» t f .»«.%«! !^*.\.\A /-•."
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Racquets sick?

Call the doctor
By LORNA LAMANA
Collegian Correspondent

JtX^?;frsro'fLS^^^^^^
racquetsback into shape fortheTp^^^^^^^^^^^^
The doctors. Martha Kimball. 25. a University ofMassachusetts graduate student and Dustin Burke aUMass alumnus, started the service this year after thevbegan re-stnngmg their own racquets to avoid waSn^

iirctr7s.'^^^^^^'^^^^^^^^^"^'--^--<^^
With their experience in re-stringinR thev becamp T>,<»

best suit their particular needs ^^ "
Kimball said racquets should be re-strung after everv60-80 hours of playing time.

every

"A person playing three times per week should have the

July, she said. Strings do go dead and lose their

by removmg the puddles.
^^

The Racquet Doctors' services are particularly con-venient for UMass students since racquets can be lefHtthe Sports Co-op located in the Student Union Building andcan be picked up there after servicing.
^

The "doctors" can also be reached by calling 256-0769
Although the snow storm a couple of weeks ago dam-pened the start of The Racquet Doctors busings th^^

anticipate it wUl improve as the weather gets w^r
^vTn«f /'''^K'*'fr.""''"P"'^ '^"^P^"^ "^^ business gXgeven after school lets out.

6"'»s

£oiiegia£ii7

RACQUET SURGERY — Two raraupf w<w.*a..<. ««-* ^""•'^•" •***• " •>'•* o<f«'

,«.t with the r«,.ir,d i-striTXJwt^^r/rd'll^itr,'"^'^ °" ' "'""*" "'""•"»" '«"

''Springtime
at Mike's"

|
Thursdays -

2 FOR 1 NIGHT
All Vodka, Gin, Rum and

Whiskey drinks
— ALL NIGHT —
Plus: 3 Rocks - 95c

Friday Afternoons -

HAPPYHOUR
Stroll on down to sing with

Steve Spellman
Drink Special Penny Afternoon

3 FOR 2
* There's never a cover at Mike's

Rediscover Romance
Our poly/rayon

linen sundress

features a tucked

bodice with lace

trim. White.

\ 16 Main St., Amherst 253-9800
r»

*
Daily 9:00-5:30 j-—-—

' Casual Openers c___

from Across the Sea! y>
You've found it in the Marilou. Criss-

cross open-toed canvas over a
woven rope wedge.

In a variety of fashion colors.
Another Jacques Cohen®

classic.
If it is not labeled
Jacques Cohen®

it is not the
original

Marilou.

m

m
BOLLES SHOES 8 Main Street
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Spring sports'

'True Fans'

sense arrival
By DAVE CLINE
Collegian Columnist

The first rites of spring.

Everyone has that one special indicator, the one that
eonvinces them that, after the long, hard winter, spring
has finally arrived. For some, it's spring break, and the
chance to take in a breath of warm weather down south.
Others feel it's the first day warm enough to keep the
heavy winter coat in the closet, end even though I've never
met one, someone out there must stUl be waiting for the
annual appearance of the red-breasted robin and/or the
Good Humor ice cream truck.

And as far as Tm concerned, they can have it.

As any True Sports Fan knows, the passage of seasons
are not measured by any type of weather change. There's
ao way that they can. for the True Sports Fan never
ventures outdoors, except for an occasional daily trip to
the packie to stock up on some frosties for the evening's
games.

For the True Sports Fan. the seasons are measured
tfcrmigh the television, the appearance of all the local
apcRls teams the only indicator needed. For the Boston
True Sports Fan. it's the Patriots in the fall, and the
Celtics and Bruins in the winter. No. the True Sports Fan
is not oblivious to the coming of Spring, it's just that we
have our own way of announcing it's arrival.

The Boston Red Sox.
Born with an innate instinct, the True Sports Fan can

sense the approach of the Sox. Tantalizing hints can be
found in the Boston Gk>be. where during halftime of the
pro wrestling on channel 27. the True Sports Fan can savor
every morsel of the spring training gossip from Florida.
Who cares about El Salvador? Why get upset over co-ed
hathrooms? The True Sports Fan knows the priorities of
life. Jim Rice's spring training average. Pitcher's ERA's
in exhibition games. Its all there, waiting for the True
Sports Fan to savor it all.

And now. as the Sox move north, the True Sports Fan
moves his empties to one side of the room in the process
known as spring cleaning, dusting the old. stale potato
chips out of the chair.

Let the games begin. Spring has finally arrived.

April 21. 1982

SIEREO

MUM

•FM STEREO
•LED STEREO INDICATOR
•BALANCE CONTROL
•WEIGHT SIX OZ.
•INCLUDES HEADPHONES

39.95

JOGGER TAPE PLAYER
• M4430

•TALK THRU
•SHOULDER STRAP & CASE
•COMPLETE WITH
HEADPHONES

69.95

RQJ33 RECORDER/
STEREO PLAYER

•DIGITAL COUNTER
•MONO RECORDER
HEADPHONES INCLUDED

79.95

•MIC/TALK THRU
•PAUSE CONTROL
•2 LED INDICATORS

89.95

MG-1
•METAL TAPE CAPABILITY
•EXTREMELY SMALL
•SOFT TOUCH CONTROL
•2 STEREO JACKS

149.95

The Electronics Center
32 Pleasant St., Northampton 586-2270

Hrs: MS 9:30 - 5:30

Thura. til 9 PM

April 21, 1982

^
STYLES BY DEBORAH . STYLES BY DEBORAH • STYLES BY

CQjj£gi2Xli9

ui
O

The Whole is Greater

than the

DESIGN HAIRCUTS
&ECOIMD - A precision style cut selected

'"drvidually just for you
THIRD - Our stylists will show you how to

take care of your hair.

All for $8.00
\Ar*u

^'^^ *^'^ coupon only, expires 4/30/82With personal style cut. shampoo, and blow dry - $10 50
K u-

'°"3 ^®"' *''9htly more
.... yy'tn St^}?ooupon only^Jimited to new customers only C

Please call for an appointment

Styles by Deborah I A u
65 University Drive

^ ^^UUfan OD II

Amherst, MA ^ ^^*" Street

549-5610 Easthampton, MA
_.^ 527-2411
STYLES BY DEBORAH • STYLES BY DEBORAH • STYLES BY

\

1^^

LODEa"OJF

Sum off its Parts.

This past winter, Boston State College joined the University of
Massachusetts at Boston. Now UMass/Boston offers you one of
the most comprehensive selections of summer courses avail-
able in the greater Boston area.

You can choose from over 500 undergraduate and graduate
classes representing 50 disciplines. Classes are scheduled at
the Harbor. Downtown, and Huntington Avenue campuses.

At $43 per undergraduate credit ($55 graduate): UMass/Boston
makes academic excellence affordable. You can even charge
your fees to your MasterCard or VJSA account.

Classes begin June 7 and at several other convenient dates dur-
ing the summer For information and a summer bulletin, call
731 -2470 or send in the coupon below.

Kit

^

Kmherst Ma

L Beyond Contennporary

Brorrieboro y\ STRETCHING OUT — Rnb Rnrrf.» . irm* .
^^^^'^'^ ^ "•'* ^^-^

HEW^K
UMass/Boston

[ii.
TH(

^ #

s t

^ o
E i
a, f

%
!

Summef; 1982

University of Massachusetts at Boston n^
Division of Continuing Education iXt625 Huntington Avenue Box A
Boston MA 02115

"jjp f \

*»m
WINES&
LIQUORS

HOUSE SPECIAL
Porto Palo (white)

. .
with

Luigi Pomponi (red)
non vintage table wines

1.5 liter $3.59 ea. 6 for $19.50

V_pj—-*

Name

Address

City
State Zip

A4-82

SPRING DINNER SPECIAL
MON., TUES. & WED. 310 P.M. ONLY $3.99

I'poArh^l*/'?*?^*"*;''®" ^/*"* ^^^^ *'«^^ ^^o^^o'* * Porkfried Rice
2. PofH Chop (2 pieces) with fresh Broccoli & Pork-f ried Rice
3. Choice Rlb^ye Steak with fresh BroccoM & Porkfried Rice

pSJk^hSd Sfce**
^'"*** ^^"'"*'' ^^*"°P* * ^'^^^ ^*'^ '^esh Broccoli &

5.'Beef with Mixed Vegetables with 2 fried Shrimp & Pork-f r.ed R.ce

7 ^Hrf^T
7*;^^^*'*ed Vegetables with 2 Teriyak. Beef & Porkfr.ed R.ce

7. Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables with 1 Egg Roll & Pork fried Rice
• o J*?P'J*l!^^

^*'*«^ Vegetables with 3 Chicken Fingers 8.
Porkfried Rice

9. Sweet & Sour Dishes (choice of Chicken. Pork or ShnmD) S
Porkfried Rice

FOR RESERVATIONS. PLEASE CALL 586 1202

48 RUSSELL ST., HADLEY, MASS.

case

^ SPECIALS.
^
Busch Beer $7.99/

J
Bacardi Rum $5.79/750mi

} Montezuma Tequilla $7.49/iitre

Mount Gay Rum $8.45/750mi

I
Skol Vodka $8.39/1 75 litre.

jSkolGin $8.39/1 75 litre.

JMolson $2.99/6pic

|Guiness $3.25/4pk

J
Bass

$4.99/6pic.

t Dortmunder Kronen $3.75/6 pk

Carlo Rossi $5.99/4 iitre.

t

-It'll I M I tt
2S3-53S4

J

Route 9 East

iI£llggPg!Jgibje for ^typographical errors
256-8433
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Federal officials discuss local impact of issuesHNDIPALAZZO .r t>„.„„.. r. . , ^ .
^ *»<-'»^%*X-/k^By JOHN DIPALAZZO

Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - More than ninety
Western Massachusetts business and
government leaders, including many from
the Amherst and Northampton area, heard
a group of Reagan Administration officials
speak on national issues and answer
questions on their local impact yesterday.
The officials spoke at a seminar, sponsored
by Congressman Silvio 0. Conte. R-Mass.,
consisting of six cabinet secretaries in-
cluding Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr., and other top federal officials.
Conte represents the western one-third of
Massachusetts, including Amherst.
In addition to Haig. Cabinet members

speaking at the seminar were the Secretary
of Defense, Casper Weinberger; Secretary

of Treasury. Donald Regan; Secretary of
Interior, James Watt; Secretary of Health
and Human Services. Richard Schweiker
and Secretary of Transportation. Drew
Lewis. Also, the Undersecretary of
Housing and Urban Development. Donald
Hovde; Chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board. Paul Voiker; Administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency. Ann
Gorsuch; and Deputy Director of the Office
of Management and Budget. Joseph
Wright, spoke at the seminar.
"This has got to be the most superb line-up

of speakers I've ever seen at an issue
seminar sponsored by a Congressman,
Weinberger said. Weinberger said he was
in Washington representing Sam Conti.
UMass Graduate School Dean, to coor-
dinate federal relations with the Amherst
campus.

Letelierimpels human rights

The seminar was "more helpful for
background rather than specific in-

formation." said Weinberger. "I ju.st wish
there were more people from the
University here to learn and get first hand
experience in these events."
Secretary Regan addressed the issue of

federal education aid cutbacks saying,
"every place I go I get picketed on thi.s

issue."

"We don't have the money, and what
money we do have isn't being paid back to
us," said Regan about federal student loan
cutbacks.

Northampton Mayor David Musante asked
Secretary Lewis how the Reagan
Administration budget cutbacks would
affect federal transportation programs such
as the Five-College bus system. Lewis .said

such programs would still be economically

By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

Concern about human rights should ex-
tend to more than one country or one
area, said Isabel Letelier, whose husband,
the Chilean ambassador to the United
States prior to the 1972 overthrow of the
Allende government, was assassinated in
Washington in 1976.

The position of women in Chile, the
crisis in the Falkland islands, and U.S. in-

tervention in Nicaragua were some of the
subjects on which Letelier briefly spoke.
She said despite assertions to the con-

trary by the U.S. ambassador to the
United Nations, Chile's economy is doing

poorly. Unemployment is up and produc-
tivity IS down, Letelier said, referring to
reports in the Wall Street Journal which
predicted unemployment in Chile could
double by the Spring of 1982.

Women are particularly hard hit by the
failing economy, according to statistics
quoted by Letelier. Women comprise 29
percent of the workforce, but constitute
53 percent of those workers who are paid
less than $33 a month.

The military government under
Pinochet, head of the Chilean military
regime, has done away with all legislation
for workers and employers can fire
workers for being pregnant, Letelier said.

feasible even in light of the budget cuts.
Secretary Haig, in a 30 minute appearance

Conte requested be kept off the record,
outlined current U.S. foreign policy iri

general. He discussed the arms race, Latin
American relations and U.S. relations with
developing countries more specifically.
When asked what the U.S. po.sition

would be if a war broke out between Britain
and Argentina in the Falkland Islands, Haig
said, "you'd have to put me in an iron boot
and start twisting before you'd get me to
answer that."

Haig rejected the notion of a freeze in
nuclear weapons deployment saying it

poses a far greater risk than the present
U.S. strategy.

The present strategy, Haig said, would
leave the Soviets "uncertain" of the type of
U.S. response to any active aggression.

Committee asks for extension
in search for Chancellor
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

The Chancellors search committee,
seeking a permanent and qualified
replacement for Henry Koffler, last night
voted unanimously to extend the search to
May 28, Profesor Robert B. HaUock.
chairman of the search committee said.
The committee's decision is being

cosidered today by University of
Massachusetts President David C. Knapp.
Hallock said. Knapp requested at its first
meeting last month that the committe close
the search on April 30 and submitt a list of
three to five candidates by June 1. The
committee last night voted to submit the
candidates names by July 30, pending
Knapp's approval.

Hallock .said the committee is concerned
about filling the Chancellorship with a
permanent candidate from a wide field of
nominees.

"We think there is a real need to establish
permanent leadership on this campus,"
Hallock said. "We don't want to either miss
or discourage other canHidates.

We would hope the person we select,
would make a reasonable time commitment
to the campus," he .said.

Hallock said he is confident Knapp will
approve the committee's decision.

"Knapp feels strongly about our concerns
too, Hallock said. "He wants us to find
what IS the best field of candidates."

Hallock said the extended deadline wll
help to assure potential candidates that an
honest search is being conducted. He said
the search is independent from any outside
influence.

"We are sensitive to the fact that we have
a very big role to play for the University

"

he said.
•''

Hallock said the search committe may
still meet the fall deadline set by Knapp for
having a Chancellor named.
"The committee feels it is crucial for the

candidate to be identified by the fall
"

Hallock said.

The Chancellor's search committe is
seeking to replace Chancellor Henry
Koffler. who will assume the presidency at
the University of Arizona on July 1.

Funding uncertainties mean limbo
for Belchertown-Boltwood Project

HUMAN RIGHTS - Isabel Letelier. „f ,Ke irUuVeXXr;

Women have been organizing to fight
the "brutal repression" of the Pinochet
regime, Letelier said. They run church
sponsored soup kitchens, workshops for
the unemployed and committees to aid or-
phaned children. They are active in
F)olitical parties and labor unions and do
not have power, Letelier said, but are at
the forefront of "dynamic resistance."

After the as.sassination of her husband
in the streets of Washington, the Letelier
family and the family of another
as.sassination victim filed a civil suit
against the Chilean government and were
awarded $4.9 million, which Chile "has
not volunteered to pay". Letelier said.

"It is the duty of the American govern-
ment to enforce the decision of an
American court," Letelier said.

Military and economic aid to Chile is in
the projected budget for next year and a
prop<:)sal is now pending in Congress that
Chile receive no U.S. aid until proof is

given that all efforts to bring the Letelier
assassin to justice have been exhausted.

Of the Falklands crisis, Letelier .<;aid the
"problem did not start when the
Washington Post and New York Times
reported it — it has been happening for a
long, long time". She called it a "the
typical heritage of colonialism."

By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of
Massachusetts might be denied further
participation in the only volunteer human
service program available to them if the
Belchertown State School doesn't receive
es.sential state funding within the next
three days, Boltwood Student Project
Coordinator Sandra West said yesterday.
The Belchertown Boltwood Project field

practicum, in which education students
from the entire Five-College area earn
academic credit, would be one of many
eliminated programs \i the Joint Ways and
Means Committee of the Massachusetts
State Legislature does not approve a
$500,000 bail out plan.

'I can't fathom the program ending."
West said. "I don't think there's another
program in the Valley like this."

West said, however, these voluteeer
students are not among tho.se 448 paid
employees at the school expected to be lose
their jobs.

UMass psychology department interns
working at the school are. in fact, those
paid employees that will be laidoff first,

unlike students working in her practicum.
West said.

According to the Belchertown State
School Assistant Superintendant Joseph
Correia, these layoffs will hurt normal
operations at the school and to a large
extent reduce the level of patient care.
West a«rr»H.H hv saying she was not so

much concerned with the politics of the
whole situation as she was with the amount
developmcntally disabled clients at the
school would suffer.

Next year, if the project is not saved.
West said, there will not be a program that
"provides a wide variety of educational
experience for students by working directly
with the developmentally disabled."
The 138 students currently working at

the school from UMass and their four
supervisors can earn up to two credits for
the field practicum. One credit is for
working directly with the school and the
other is for attending a .seminar on the
mentally retarded and writing a paper.

If the project is eliminated. West said,
students will still earn their academic credit
so long as they finish the required seminar
and complete the paper.

The project, now in its 12th year, is

sponsored by Dr. Alfred Karlson, a
professor at the University. Karlson is the
liason between the Belchertown State
School and UMass who oversees the credit
received by students working on their
required practicum final.

As compared to various intern programs.
West said, the Belchertown Boltwood
Project is more cost efficient. Paying only
four students to supervise up to 150
students the project's yearly cost is nor-
mally less than $13,000.

From now until next year. West said, she
and other .supervisors will continue to run
the project.
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Israeli bombers explode truce with PLO

.Thursday, April 22, 1982 Thursday, April 22, 1982

BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) — Dozens of
Israeli jets thundered into Lebanon in
waves yesterday, blasting guerriUa bases
and downing two Syrian MiGs in a fiery raid
that shattered a nine-month-old truce with
the Palestine Liberation Organization.

First official reports said at least 20
people were killed and 40 wounded in two
hours of bombing, rocketing and strafing
along a 50-mile stretch from Beirut's
southern edge to the fishing towns of
Damour and Saadiyat and the port of Tyre.

Throughout the raid the jets dropped
balloons to decoy heatseeking missiles.
Beirut reverberated with the thuds of
exploding bombs and the wails of am
bulance sirens and fire engines racing to put
out blazes that sent columns of black smoke
billowing into the air.

The jets went in after an Israeli soldier
was killed by an anti-tank mine in southern
Lebanon and as Undersecretary of State
Walter J. Stoessel was in Jerusalem trying

to restrain the Israelis and see to it that the
last third of war-conquered Sinai is

returned to Egypt on schedule Sunday.
Both the United States and the United

Nations, which help mediate the truce last
July, urged restraint.

But Israel's military intelligence chief.
Maj. Gen. Yehoshua Saguy, told reporters
in Tel Aviv the raid followed nine months of
PLO truce violations capped by the mine
blast that killed the Israeli soldier
yesterday, and that its aim was "to warn ...

that we are not going to be restrained."

The mine blast was in the Christian
enclave along the Israeli border. Israeli
troops often patrol the area and the cease-
fire prohibited hostile action in the strip
controlled by Israeli- backed Christian
militias.

The PLO, in a statement issued in Beirut,
vowed revenge against Israel, claiming that
densely populated civilian centers were
struck under "false enemy pretexts to
break the cease-fire .

Search for woman continues
FLORIDA, Mass. (AP) - Relatives of a young woman

feared abducted from the family general store Saturday
night are stUI combing the woods and ravines around this
rural western Massachusetts town, hoping for some trace
of the teen-ager.

The family of 18 year-old Lynn Burdick went to the
Barefoot Peddlar's General Store between 8 and 8:30 p.m
Saturday after the store's telephone didn't answer."They
discovered the store was empty and $187 had been taken
from the cash drawer, and a family dog was tied up out-
side.

Although no ransom note has been received, police say
they are investigating the case as a possible abduction
And they re looking into the possibility that the incident
was related to an attack Saturday night on the Williams
College campus, about 10 miles away in northwestern
Massachusetts.

"Everybody is confused. They don't know what to
thmk.

'
said Rufus Burdick. father of the missing teen-

ager, described as a quiet person who raised money for
handicapped people.

Burdick said he and relatives and neighbors searched
ravines around the 4'Am Ue railroad tunnel that runs
under Florida Mountain from the Deerfield River to North
Adams.

LIQUORS
18 Main St^Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Almaden Mt. Wines. $4.79/i.5 l
MolSOn beer. ale. golden. . . . $2.99/6 pk
Dragone
lambrusco & bianco iS=49r3.25/l.5L
Gin & Vodka 80° ....$5.45/l
Hiram Walker Amaretto

$ 1 .99/12 oz

THURTOnV
TonlghtJr/peclol

CORRECTION
In yesterday's Collegian, it was incorrectly reported

that the Massachusetts Nuclear Referendum Campaign
would attempt to place a binding referendum on the state
election ballot to ban nuclear power from the Com-
monwealth. The purpose of the campaign is to place a
referendum on the ballot requiring voter approval before
nuclear waste dumps can be constructed
Massachusetts.
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DVP
Outside Proposal Meeting
May 3, 1982 - 7:30 p.m.

(Room to be announced)
Proposal forms available in 415B
Student Union. These MUST be
returned by Wednesday, April 28,
1982. Proposals considered for
Fall 1982 ONLY and this will be
the ONLY time proposals for Fall
will be considered.
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Provance explains need
for nuclear arms freeze

**r>Xtf\1TK11\ rvrm^tt r„ „ Collejti«n Photo by ScoK Burh*GROUND ZERO" - Terry Province of American Friends Service
Committee speaks on behalf of UMass Peace Makers last night at
1 hompson Hall.

Quorum call disrupts senate
in the middle of discussion

By BILL WALL
Collegian Staff

The necessity of an immediate nuclear
arms freeze was the subject of a talk given
by Terry Provance last night before an au-
dience of approximately 100 people in
Thompson Hall as part of "Ground Zero
Week" in the Pioneer Valley.

Provance is the national Disarmament
and Conversion Coordinator for the
American Friends Service Committee and
has been active in various peace and disar-
mament movements since 1969. In his
speech, Provance said he believed the
U.S.S.R. would be amenable to a freeze
because "there is a rough equivalence" in
the U.S. and U.S.S.R. nuclear "overkill
capability" but the U.S. desires an edge
before a possible freeze.

Provance said the U.S. is attempting to
qualitatively and quantitatively improve its

arsenal. "We must not let the new weapons
and missiles be built" because the U.S.S.R.
would feel an imbalance and the arms race
would be escalated, with no hope of near

future freeze, Provance said.

"We (the U.S. government) are
systematically trying to make it easier to
fight and with a nuclear war," he said.
Provance spoke of the economic conse-

quences of the arms race and how a freeze
also "makes sense" because "we could use
our resources for other purposes." He said
he believes the Soviet Union wants a freeze
because their defense spending exacts a
much heavier toll on its people because
"the U.S.S.R. has half of our Gross Na-
tional Product" yet attempts to spend as
much as the U.S. does.
He also said the Soviet Union has

historical reasons, such as the millions of
Russians killed in World War II, for halting
excess defense spending and avoiding a
nuclear holocaust.

Provance said the Reagan Administra-
tion has given a "cosmetic response" to the
nationwide nuclear freeze movement. He
urged the audience to attend a demonstra-
tion June 12 during the Second Special Ses-
sion on Diarmament at the United Nations
in New York City.

By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

Senator Morris Wheeler sent the
Undergraduate Student Senate into con-
vulsions last night as his call for quorum
forced the weekly meeting to an early con-
clusion, after just one hour of conducting
business.

Wheeler's call for quorum came during a
discussion of a proposed amendment to the
Public Police committee's by-law changes.
Senate "quorum", according to Senate
Speaker Sharon Davies, is half the
senators on the roll call, plus one. Since
there are 88 senators on the roll, 45 must
be present in order for quorum to be met.
There were 42 present.

"I think it's really important, especially
with all the flak that the senate's been get-
ting about not representing the students,
that something as important as this should
have a quorum, Wheeler said. "Personally,
I don't completely agree with the amend-
ment that they're trying to make, but
that's not the issue here."
Other senators, however, said they felt

the call for quorum was merely a delay tac-
tic with political motivations behind it.

Wheeler lost his bid for senate speaker to
Davies earlier in the semester.

"I think he called for quorum because he
didn't want to see the thing (amendment to
the by-law change) passed," said Senator
Mimi Turchinetz.

"I think it was malicious. It's one of the
more important meeting of the year. What
he did is obstructionist. It is a procedure.
You're not supposed to conduct business
without quorum.
The conflict with the amendment in-

volves whether the Public Policy Commit-
tee should be involved with coordinating
student coalitions at other state univer-
sities through the State Student Associa-
tion (SSA).

The Public Policy Committee unanimous-
ly approved by-law changes that do not
bind them to involvement with the SSA.
The by-law changes were then sent to the
Governmental Affairs Committee to be ap-
proved, where Chairperson Minday Ord-
way then proposed an amendment on the
senate floor that would obligate the Public
Policy Committee to involvement with
SSA.
Public Policy Chairperson Ken Moore,

who left near the beginning of the meeting,
said he has not yet seen Ordway's proposed
amendment.

"I think that public policy's present
charge (by-laws) is ambiguous. I think that
the SSA should be the responsibility of the
president of SGA because by dealing with it

at the Board of Regents level, we are
overstepping our charge. As I understand
It, we should be dealing mainly with the
State Legislature," Moore said.'"I think it

(calling quorum) was unfortunate."

Reproductive rights explored
By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

The Reproductive Rights^Jonference, held
at Oberlin University, Oberlin, Ohio on
April 17 and 18, was constructive in
bringing students together from around the
country, said members of the Committee
for Equal Rights and Reproductive
Freedom (CERRF) from the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst who attended.
The conference, which was sponsored by

the Reproductive Rights National Network
Organization, the Oberlin Pro-Choice
Organization, and the Kent States'
Women's Organization, consisted of a series
of workshops exploring issues such as third
world women and reproductive rights,
working women and reproductive rights,
sterilization abuse, and self help.

Students from Yale, Johns Hopkins,
Barnard and Kent Colleges as well as non-
student groups like the National
Reproduction Network attended the
conference which was conducted as a series
of informal open workshops aimed at letting
groups work together. CERRF member
Christopher Sullivan said the conference
was made up of "small groups open to ideas
and suggestions."

The conference was attended by about 100
participants, mostly students who were
housed in Oberlin University dormitories
for the weekend. Sullivan said 14 women
and five men from UMass. mostly CERRF
members, attended the conference.
They explained how we can Uke more

control of our bodies, said CERRF member

Linda Cohen.
Jane Zbyszymski. a CERRF member, said

the conference also taught them how to deal
with anti-abortion groups on campus, and
how to help sustain the women's groups on
campus. It explained student organizing
and how to steer our strategies at school,
Cohen said.

"The conference was a positive experience
for a lot of groups. The unity of it gave a lot
of hope, support and ideas for what to do in
the future." said Sullivan, who said he got
involved in CERRF because he feels it is

important to take immediate action because
of the Hatch and Helms amendments.
Cohen said the conference also helped
them to tie the Progressive Student
Network together. The network is made of
various progressive student groups across
the country. Bringing the network together
helps us to link up issues and work
together. "It gives a face to the Student
Network." Cohen said.

One of the major topics for discussion at
the Conference was the anti abortion rally
planned for July at Cherry Hill. New
Jersey. Cohen said plans were discussed for
the pro choice counter demonstration to
take place on July 17.

Zbyszymski said the conference was very
well organized but she wished it had dealt
more with action, instead of just having
workshops which rehashed many of the old
issues.

Students have the ability to reach a larger
population and to do a better organizing
job. The conference gave us an access to
each others ideas. Sullivan said.

( olleician photo bv Jim WaldronRISE AND SHINE - Early morning musician, Joe DeBeasi plays the

P.l!i I I.'"!!.?""'"'* ^l'"^
laboratory Tuesday morning. DeBeasi, ofRandolph, MA is a student at Berklee College of Music. Boston

Recession produces revisions in

job market, but not reductions

J

By CHARISSE FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

Despite the recent economic recession,
there has not been a decline in the number
of job opportunities available to students
who find themselves coming into the job
market, said Arthur Hilson, director of the
University of Massachusetts Placement
Service.

There has been a trend, however, in the
area of concentration in which jobs can be
found, Hilson said.

The University Placement Service (UPS)
has access to 527 employers who come to
campus to interview students. Sbcty-three
to 67 percent of these job opportunities,
however, are offered to engineering
majors, Hilson said. The average starting
salary for students who graduate with
undergraduate degrees in engineering is

$21,500 $22,000. he said.

Jobs for students in business, marketing
and liberal arts majors are available, but
are nowhere as plentiful as those jobs
available for engineers. Hilson said.

It seems the trend toward engineering
has been here for quite a while, Hilson said,
sUrting with the space-boom and hoMing

steadily through today with the surge of
videogames, the international race in space
and increased defense spending. With all of
these engineering related opportunities on
the rise, it seems as if it will remain
profitable to be an engineering major for at
least the next decade, he said.
"The student is a product, the employer

is the consumer, and a smart consumer
always wants the best product", Hilson
said.

It is not a bleak picture for those who
aren't planning on a career in engineering,
however, "one must identify their skills and
then they must make them marketable.
You have to package yourself, Hilson said.
UPS runs an extensive network of offices

that are able to find jobs for students who
are eager to get out into the 'real world.'
"Our system can only work if students

come down and ask for our help". Hilson
said.

"We are wilUng to go to the students and
make them aware of all the pathways that
are available to them. If we get a call that
there are ten students at the Blue Wall who
are interested in learning something about
job placement opportunities, we'll send
someone down there to talk to them."
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WMUA to replay O'Neill talk
The speeches given at the University of Massachusetts

last week by U.S. House Speaker Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill
Jr.. D Mass.. and others will be broadcast on the "Focus"
program at 6 p.m. today on WMUA. 91.1 FM.

'Sacco and Vanzetti' tonight

ai^fiL^n'"K?^'"u^ »
Vanzetti" wUI be shown free of charge

tI rT^^ u
^^^ "^'"Pden Center in Southwest.

Ihe fiJm showing, sponsored by the Southwest Human
iTT ^iT""" '"^ '^' ^'^*«'«" «f Instructional StuTesn Higher Lducat.on in the School of Education, documents

IrdeH^1927 ''"*^"' ^^""^'^" ^^ ^^« -^ convicted of

Filmmaker to

Police warn fraternity

over outdoor activities
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts fraternity house received
a visit from Amherst Police early yesterday morning.
At 6:49 a.m.. police warned the house president of a

fraternity on the corner of North Pleasant and Fearing
Streets to keep the fraternity members in the house, not to
throw things at buses and to put out the small furniture
fire on their lawn, police said yesterday.
In other police business, a resident of Puffton Village

reported Tuesday that their apartment had been
burglarized sometime between Friday afternoon and
Sunday evening. A total of $890 in stereo equipment and
lamps was reported stolen. The apparent point of entry
was an unlocked rear window.

w^rffrvfrtwrmm LLIiliiiiiiiiilMiii. nmj

Accepting Applications

for positions in:

SGA TREASURER'S OFFICE

speak at show
The films "Union Maids"

and "Rosie the Riveter" will
be shown at 4 and 7:30 p.m.
on Monday, April 26. in

Lecture Room 2 of the
Merrill Science Center.
Amherst College.

Lucy Massie Phenix. one
of the makers of "Rosie the
Riveter." will introduce the
films at the 4 p.m. showing.
At 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday.
April 27 in Alumni House,
she will di.scuss "Rosie the
Riveter" and speak on her
experience as a documen
tary filmmaker.

Continued on page 9 *"''" t'™

Jobs offer excellent experience in

budget analysis, acctg, £f finance

Applications available in 407 SUB

Deadline April 30, 1982

GET INVOLVED
I iirmm-n:

ATEAR OUTOFCOLLECE^
—

Summer
Employment

Camp Voung Judaea.
Amherst, New Hampshire

(Resident. Coed. 1 hour from
Boston) « ,n need of Depanmeni
Directors and Activity Specialists
or this summer m Athletics
Gymnastics. Swim Instruction
(WSII. Waterskiing. Sailing. Arts
& Crafts, Campcraft, Israeli
Dance, Drams Israeli Folk Song
RiHery, Tennis. Photography Of
fice Personnel and Nurses (R N I

Excellent Salaries and fringe
benefits Please contact Or
Charles B Rotman. Director 81
Kingsbury Street, Wellesley, MA
02181,617 237 9410

'm being assigned to a
LhimK)k helicopter unit in Germany
as a test pilot nnd tnaintenanceofficer
;ind I m proud that I'll be the first

woman to have that assignment o\-er
there. It s a real thrill for me.

"So was learning how to fly
a helicopter It takes a lot more skill
than an airplane If ycu think college
is demanding, flight schcx)l is even
tougher It's not only academically
demanding, it's really mentally
donuifiding as well as physically,

"Ifi Germany I'll have a chance
to use some oi the leadership and

Co'^l^'T'*'"^
ft-^^-hniques

1 learned m
KL) i G Its going to be a real challenge
ha\ ing command responsibilities.

"1 got into ROTC really just
to sec what it was ail about. For me, it

ail couldn't have worked out better."

Army ROTC got Anda Strauss
off to a gcxxi start. Maybe it can do
the same for you. To find out, stop by
your Army ROTC office on campus.

And begin your future as an
officer

dL
''^"^l''^'r''U»>w,.s,ip,,|,t,c;,iscioncem,ii,.r

.11 VV.ikf h.rcsr ,inj ,i mctriK-r ..f Armv RC^TC ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

VmuLm^s^^
Thurs., April 15 -Sat, April 24
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mmmm>mmmm jn 16 glorious colors,
mix & match...by th« pound
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every-

^^^

casual wear for women & men .jewelry
cosmetics • soap cart • accessories . gifts

home furnishings • kHchen • housewares
glass & china • prints • cards

totM & soft luggage
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PERCENT,
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Shades
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A Store-full of Ideas
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B?Sr* ^^^'•ds recognize GreeksBy JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The Delta Chi fraternity and Sigma
Mgma soronty received awards for the
most improved Greek houses at the annual
C^reek Area Awards Banquet held last
night at the Campus Center.

The banquet, which is held in conjunction
with Greek Week, honors both houses and
individuals in Greek area for their contribu-
tions to academics and services to the
university community.

Mary Kacmarcik of Alpha Chi Omega
and Joanne Graff of Iota Gamma Upsilon
were honored as co-Greek Women of the
Year, while Bob Schnepp of this Sigma
Kappa was chosen Greek Man of the Year.
In the category of best president, an

award given to the presidents of a fraterni-
* Y Y\ • -M

"' "'*^ iraLerniiies and soi

ALF provides an alternative

ty and a sorority, the winners were Mark
Peterson of Lambda Chi Alpha and Laurie
Johnson of Alpha Chi Omega.
Another individual award entitled the

Brad Rmquist Award, in honor of the lateUMass student, was presented to LeslieHymen of Iota Gamma Upsilon This
award was of special significance since itwas presented to the Greek area student
who performed outstanding service to the
Greeks and te the rest of the UMass com-
munity.

Sixteen other students were also
presented with Gamma Gamma awards
signifying their contribution to the com-
munity.

The award recipients were chosen
tnrough a selection process involving the
members of the Interfraternity and
Panhellenic Councils, the governing bodies
ot the fraternities and sororities.

By SCOTT SACCO
Collegian Staff

It is one of three little cottages sitting on
the hiU beside the Worcester Dining
Commons at the University of
Massachusetts, small and rundown.^ and
ooks about as much like a high school as a
log cabin.

But it is an alternative high school.
Cottage B is the home of the Hampshire
County Alternative Learning Program

The ALP < aters to students who are not
able to benefit from a mainstreamed
program at the high school level, according
to Maura McGill, a teacher in ALP.
"The students are sent here because they

have learning problems and need sub-
stantially separate programs with the
emphasis placed on tutoring" she said.
McGill said ALP was started six years

ago by Edward Suglia, the coordinator and
head instructor.

The goal of the program, McGill said, is,

"to insure that each student receives a high
school diploma."

McGill said ALP is supervised by the
Hampshire County Educational
Collaborative in Northampton and is

strictly for students residing in Hampshire

County. She said at the present time ALP is
working with students from Northampton,
South Hadley, Granby. Belchertown and
Williamsburg.
She said students in ALP receive in-

struction in language arts, social studies
mathematics and basic computer
technology.

Students also receive prevocational
training to prepare them for entrance into
the workforce upon leaving, according to
McGiU. She said Vocational Supervisor
Brian Minor coordinates the vocational
training facet of the program and often
assists students in finding work upon
graduation.

McGill said she expects three students to
graduate this spring. She also said students
who earn a diploma through the ALP are
allowed to participate in graduation
ceremonies with the senior class of their
local high school.

McGill said the graduation rate for
students in ALP is not exceptionally high
and that some students leave to enter other
alternative learning programs. But, she
said, many students enter the workforce
upon leaving and some go on to further
their education.

McGill said a graduate of last year's class
IS presently a student at UMass.

J
film

Voyage of the Damned
1939 Germany.

. .937 people board an ocean liner for C.„h.

Starring

Faye Dunaway Orson Welles
Thursday, April 22 8:00 CC903 FreeCo-sponsored by Hillel and the Year Toward Civility

Part of Holocaust Memorial Week

Puch Roll 'em
Out SALE

mmtM
21 Plvosont St. H'hampton

366-3610

Puch Pathfinder SI 99.95
oiloy hubs, quick release front, oiloy cotteriess cranl(s

Suntour deroiiieurs, high pressure 95 lb. tires
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Explosion damages dormitory
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

Complaints of a loud explosion and a
brilUant flash of light followed by thick
clouds of smoke phoned in by several
Chadbourne Dormitory residents in the
Central Residential Area prompted in-
vestigation near midnight Tuesday by
poUce at the University of Massachusetts,
Sgt. David Grader said yesterday.
Pohce reported finding fragments of

what the Ordnance Disposal Unit at Fort
Devans in Ayer classified as a "Ml 15 A2
Simulator Projectile Ground Burst " The
device, which is used to simulate han-
dgrenade explosions in military training
exercises, was originally seven inches long
constructed of heavy cardboard tubing and
fiUed with photo flash powder. Grader said.
The explosion, described by one Chad-

bourne resident as a "loud whistling noise
followed by a loud bang." shattered the
glass covenng an exit door light at the
south end of Chadbourne. Grader .said No

suspects are sought at this time. Grader
said.

In a separate report, a University of
Massachusetts Transit Authority bus
driver complained of an automobile driver
"cutting off the bus three times Monday
while making turns at intersections on the
way back to campus after a field trip.
Grader said. The automoble's license plate
number was obtained by the bus driver and
if enough passengers of the field trip bus
are available to testify in court the suspect
may be charged with driving as to en-
dans:er, Grader said.

In another separate action, sawdust in a
Stockbridge Hall kUn at the University of
Massachusetts caught Are shortly after 3:00
p.m. yesterday resulting in minor damage
to the kiln. Keith Hoyle. university Are
prevention officer, said yesterday.

The Amherst fire department was called
to the scene and extinguished the fire,
which caused no damage to the building but
"wiped out the experiment," Hoyle said

DVP
Orientation Meeting

April 26, 1982
7:00 pm Rm 904 CC

All students interested in
becoming members welcomed and

urged to attend.

Refreshments will be served.

2 FOR 1

NIGHT
All Vodka, Gin, Rum and

Whiskey drinks -

ALL NIGHT
Also: 3 Rocks - .95c

ui ^iiiCA^4^^^ i ar'Wi 4fc.(

ROPE PULL TOURNAMENT
'across campus pond;

Prizes • Food • Fun • Entertainment

^l^epull has been delayed

''^^until early Mav^^ZJ*

PASS IN YOUR TEAM ENTRANCE
FORMS NOW SO YOU WILL
DE GUARANTEED A SPACE!
Go to our table on the Concourse
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Salvadoran's use vote
as promise for future
No recent issue in foreign affairs has

aroused as much heated controversy as
the American role in El Salvador. A
number of critics of the Administration's
policy toward that tiny Central American
country have argued that we have no
business backing what they assert is a
ruthless, murderous junta. Others have
argued that the Salvadoran military is the
only force capable of preventing the
victory of anti American Marxist-Leninist
guerrillas who threaten the stability of the
entire Central American region and our
own national security.

The American labor movement has taken
a middle position. It has indicated that it is

willing to endorse continued U.S. financial
assistance to El Salvador so long as that
country's leaders remain committed to
pursuing a policy of authentic land reform,
the cornerstone of social justice.
American labor has argued for a peaceful
solution to this tragic country's pHght and
therefore viewed elections in El Salvador
as a potentially important step in a
peaceful transition to democracy and
stability.

In calling for such a policy the AFL-CIO
has reflected the views of the leading
peasants' and urban workers' trade
unions, believing that they represent the
sentiments of the vast majority of Ei
Salvador's working people.
When elections were called for late
March many critics argued that they
would be an unmitigated disaster.
Opposition left wing parties had urged a
boycott of the elections and the Leninist
guerrillas had boldly predicted that they
would conduct a military offensive that
would paralyze the country and make the
elections impossible to carry out. Some
American newspaper pundits suggested
that in a country as poor as El Salvador
people are more interested in bread and
land than in casting a vote which may not
affect their lives in the slightest.

Opinions on the voter turnout were
offered from all circles. Some predicted
that 15 percent of El Salvador's 1..5 million
eligible voters would take part. The
optimists predicted a turnout of no better
than 35 40 percent. In the midst of a
dangerous war, the argument went, most
people would stay at home. There could be
no legitimate election.

All of these opinions and analyses were
made by outsiders. RegretUbly no one
had bothered to consult the Salvadoran
people.

For on March 28th they delivered their
own verdict on the electoral process. And
that verdict was for democracy and
peaceful change.
I traveled to El Salvador to witness the

elections as part of a non governmental
delegation organized by Freedom House.

a highly respected U.S. human rights
organization. I was able to witness the
electoral process in numerous polling sites
and to speak with many ordinary
Salvadorans. From most of them I heard
the same message: what they wanted
above all was an end to the bloodshed.
They, were voting, many told me. to
register their support for peace.
The outpouring of voter participation

astounded even the optimists. When the
counting was completed approximately 80
percent of the country's adults had
exercised their franchise, and this despite
Central America's history of electoral
fraud and military coups which denied
ordinary people a say in determining their
country's future.

The outpouring of voters was a
tremendous boost for the democratic
process. These ordinary people, many of
them illiterate or uneducated, were
asserting that they wanted to determine
their destiny.

The results of the voting indicate that
the moderate Christian Democratic Party
continues to be that country's most
popular political group. The electoral
strength of the anti-democratic, right-
wing Arena Party surprised many. But in
the Salvadoran context that party's
demagogic promise of bringing order to
the country by wiping out the guerrillas
exerted a great deal of appeal to people
victimized by three years of devastating
and bloody civil war.
The Arena Party is indeed anti

democratic, but if it seeks to act in an
undemocratic way, it will lose most the
significant support it won through the
ballot box. For the very process of
democratic elections has created an un-
written code of conduct to which Salvador
political leaders must respond. Even the
anti democratic guerrillas must confront
the reality that the Salvadoran people do
not desire to take up arms to change their
society, but prefer to turn to an orderly,
democratic and peaceful process for
resolving political differences.
For Americans, particularly for the fifty
percent of eligible voters who did not vote
in the 1980 Presidential elections, the
fervor and perseverance with which the
Salvadoran people participated in their
own elections stands as a shining example
of how precious is the right to vote.
No one can predict what El Salvador's

ultimate fate will be. One can. however,
assert that if the people are allowed to
have their say they will opt for peace and
democracy.

By Bayard Rustin
A. Philip Randolpj Institute

Announcements
WHEN: April 25th. ..this Sunday
DUKE ELLINGTON MEMORIAL
"Service will be done in jazz"
WHERE: Chapin Chapel; Amherst College
Campus
TIME: 4:00 P.M.
GUESTS: Walter Davis; pianist from New
York and percussionist from U. Mass; J R
Mitchell

SPONSORED BY: Reverend Chester
Freeman
COSPONSORED BY: Black Muscians
Conference & the Amherst College Third
World Cultural Committee

THIS EVENT IS OPEN TO ALL
STUDENTS. FACULTY & STAFF AS
WELL AS GENERAL COMMUNITY
THIRD WORLD PARTICIPATION IS
ENCOURAGED.

The Northeast/Sylvan Racial Awareness
Program is sponsoring a weekend
colloquium "VOICES OF THE CIVIL
RIGHTS MOVEMENT' which wijl focus on
the Civil Rights Movement in the late 1950's
through the mid 60's. Films, music and
recorded speeches will be used to explore
this struggle for civil rights and equality
Meeting time: Saturday/Sunday. April
24/25 and May 1/2 from 15 p.m. in Dwight
House lounge. For information and/or
registration, contact Sally Jean Majewski
106 Johnson House, 545 2090/546-4567.

Clyde Criner BUly Hart Duo Friday. April
23. 1982 Cape Cod Lounge/SUB UMASS
8:00 pm
Keyboardist Clyde Criner and drummer
Billy Hart wUI perform a duet concert of
contemporary black music on Friday, April
23. 1982. This unique performance will
feature a slide presenUtion with original
compositions that focus on the urban ex
perience/lifestyles of Third World peoples.
A tribute to the great pianist and composer
Theionious Monk will also be performed
during the evening's program.

N
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Multi-keyboardist Clyde Criner, and drummer Billy Hart will per-formin duo fashion at the Cape Cod Lounge tomorrow at 8:00 p.m

The Afro-Am department has added five new courses to theirfall semester's course
listings. These courses pos.^ to be some of the most interesting and educationally
enlightening courses that have been offered anywhere. CHECK THEM OUT!

AFRO-AM 190G RACISM: THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE
MWF 1:25-2:15/NAH 315

Meade

This course will distinguish between
what are felt to be attitudinal and
philosophical expressions of 1) individual
racism within a culture, and 2) social and
governmental policies of institutional
racism. The central focus will necesarily be
racism as found, witnessed, and ex
perienced within the United States. An
important component of this course will be
an examination of racism as reflected within

media, e.g. newspaper. literature, sermon,
letter, legal document and policy
statement, radio, television, film, ad-
vertisement, magazine, elemen-
tary/secondary/ higher education text-
book. Also important to this course will be
issues which revolve about the question:
Black Women: Victims of Racism, Sexism
or Both?

AFRO-AM 290D RACISM IN AMERICAN TELEVISION
1950 -PRESENT

'^viaiuw.

W 2:30-4:25/NAH 315

Davis

Through a viewing of selected television
programs from 1950 to the present, this
course will examine and analyze the
characterization of Black people in a variety
of types of shows from situation comedies
(sitcoms) to news reporting - from Amos
n Andy to Tony Brown's Journal — in-
cluding both commercial and public
television. Also included will be movie films

which are shown on television such as
Tarzan and Shaft. Our purpose is to trace
the historical development of the charac
terization and participation of Blacks in
television within the context of both the
development of the medium itself and the
racism which exists in American society at
large.

AFRO-AM 391B READINGS IN RED AND BLACK
POLITICAL ECONOMY
MWF 12:20-1:10/NAH 114

Strickland

This seminar attempts an understanding
of the individual and collective impact of
Africans and Indians upon the development
of the American colonial economy (1607-
1807). It is especially concerned with the
role of African and Indian slavery in

American capitalist development both as a
mode of colonial production and as mode of
capital accumulation, f^or analytical pur-
poses the exploitation of Africans and
Indians will be contrasted with that of
white bond servants, both female and male.

AFRO-AM 391C BLACK AMERICANS AND THE LAW
TU 18:00-20:00/NAH 114

Puryear

This course reviews the elements of
American law that grant or deny rights and
protections to Blacks in the United States.
Court deci-sions involving such subjects as
education, voting, housing, criminal justice
employment, welfare and social services
will be analyzed utilizing both case and
textual analysis. Whi'p the primary focus

will be upon the decisions of federal courts,
state court deliberation will be treated
selectively, particularly as they relate to
police behavior and sentencing practices.
fte^quirements: Selected readings and two
take-home essays.
I^ote: Same as POLISCI 394C.

AFRO-AM 391D

mVo^SI^ J/s""""
"'"«^*™~ ^^-^^"y

Exploration of the significance of mop Gi.n.^^.4
^d sex to higher educaUon in the Uni^^ TfTl '^'''"^'' ** ^*" *^ '*>« """i^^ ««"«ls
States. Course wUl fea^Sre ,^viJl3 ? a'I^

"P^" ^*'**=*' ^'«^^'' education is

speakers with expertise in admissions a^ p ""

recruitment policies, pedagogical practices exZT'^''^'''
attendance, papers
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Hidden costs

of 'cheap' gas
With spring finally upon us, many an ecstatic car

owner takes his own little beauty out of storage,
lovingly washes and waxes it and prepares for

the long hot days of summer cruising. What's this? Is that
a '67 Cadillac, the one that gets five miles-per-gallon? He
assures me that with gas going down to a buck a gallon
tanks like his will once again rule the road. The current oil
glut though beneficial in the short run, may severely hurt
the U.S. and woHd economies in the long run.
Since 1979, "free woHd" consumption of oil per day has

dropped from fifty-six million barrels per day to just
under 48 million barrels per day. From highs of $1.75 to
$2.00 per gallon, gas has now dropped to as low as $1 10
per gallon for regular gasoline. Just as the skyrocketing

John F. Hudson

Armenians
1981 has passed, and we, the Armenian people are

still away from our homeland, amongst the nations
which are deprived of their national rights For

over 60 years, peaceful attempts by the Armenian people
for the just resolution of their cause remain unanswered
by government, international courts and the United Na-
tions.

Turkey continues to distort the history and deny the fact
of the genocide of 1.5 million Armenians that was planned
and executed by the Turkish governments between 1915
and 1922. The genocide was the attempted annihilation of
the Armenian people and is commemorated annually on
April 24th by Armenians throughout the world
More than 80 percent of the Armenian homeland is oc-

cupied by Turkey. The remaining one sixth, Soviet
Armenia, is presently a part of the Soviet Union. Turkish
occupied Armenian lands have remained mostly barren
and and deserted, in spite of Turkish efforts to repopulatt^
them. Successive Turkish governments have destroyed
and continue to destroy all the historical monuments
which attest to the Armenian ownership of these desolate
areas.

Today, about 55 percent of the Armenian people are
forced to live outside their homelands, and are condemned
to lose their national identity. The same Turkish govern-
ment which refuses to recognize Armenian rights is
persecuting, imprisoning and torturing Turkish political
dissidents and ethnic minorities in Turkey. The Kurdish
people in Turkey are presently subjected to the same op-
pression that the Armenian people have been subjected to
According to Amnesty International the Turkish

military regime, which seized power in September 1980 is
practicing "widespread and systematic torture" and as
one official put it, "the number of arrests is mi'nd-
boggling." The official cited a report in a Turkish
newspaper that more than 120,000 individuals have been
taken into custody since martial law was imposed.
The Reagan administration, however, has been improv-

mg Its relations with Turkey with visits and warm words

of national rights
of friendship from both Secretary of State Alexander
Haig and Defense Secretary Caspar Weinburger. An of-
ficial of the respected human rights group Freedom House
noted that although the administration has expressed
deep concern about the martial law in Poland "there has
been no similar outpouring of rage" over martial law in
Turkey.

The United States has long been supplying successive
Turkish governments with arms and munitions. The
United States this year alone will be giving the Turkish
military dictatorship $850 million worth of military aid
and the administration is advocating an increase in this
amount for the future. And, in order to "legitimize" these
shipments, the State Department, as in the past, has tried
to cover up the tarnished image of its ally by giving it
"good marks" in its yearly report on human rights
Armenia citizens of Turkey are severely discriminated

against and are threatened with cultural genocide. Arme-
nian religous, educational, and cultural institutions are
subjected to restrictive laws which cripple their ability to
function.

The Armenian struggle is only directed against the
repressive regime in Turkey, and not the Turkish people.
The Turkish government must accept responsibility for
the 1915 Genocide of the Armenian People. It is the failure
to obtain such an admission of responsibility through 60
years of peaceful attempts that has caused some
frustrated Armenians to resort to terrorist attacks
against the Turkish government's representatives. The
responsibility for the continuing acts lies with the Turkish
government and its position of ignoring the Armenian
question. The genocide of the Armenian people cannot be
explained or justified either by logic or morality. Justice
must be rendered to the Armenian people and the Turkish-
occupied Armenian homeland must be returned to the
Armenian people.

Dikran M. Kaligian and Kenneth Maranian are UMaxs
students.

Letter-
Committee should discuss ideas with students
To the Editor:

The Long Range Planning Committee proposed to
eliminate the Community Service Program within the
Division of Home Economics. We object. It has been pro-
posed by the Committee that we return to the Faculty of
Social and Behavioral Science. We would like to politely
decline this invitation. We came to Community Services to
get individualized faculty direction, relevant professional
training, and an opportunity to have a supervised intern-
ship.

We are majoring in Community Services because we
know that our professional training will give us a com-
petitive edge in an extremely tough job market.
The majority of us are women in the Community Service

Program and we would like to affirm our belief that this
university should strongly support opportunities for
women to compete in the marketplace. This also applies to

those women m fashion marketing. That program has also
been cited as one to be eliminated. Those in fashion
marketing have also found a home where they can find
relevant professional training within the Division of Home
Economics.

We suspect that the members of the Long Range Plann-
ing Committee may have some very old-fashioned and er-
roneous ideas about what kind of studies take place within
the Division of Home Economics. It is a pity that the Plan-
ning Committee did not choose to discuss their new ideas
with the people who really count. Namely, the students

Ultimately, we hope that good sense prevails, and that
the mistake in recommendations by the Long Range Plan-
ning Committee will be appropriately considered and re-
jected.

Marcia Grasso
Southwest

petroleum price increases of 150 percent between January
ly/y and 1981 sent consumer prices spiraling at an
average of 12 percent per year, plummeting prices have
directly affected our current rate of 2.4 percent average
annual increase for the current year. Low inflation-bravo'
Cheap gas-wonderful! Yet as with all issues in our com-
plex, interdependent world economy, the downfall of
crude oil prices could toll the death knoll for U.S economic
recovery and our nation's goal of future energy in-
dependence.
The auto industry, one of the hardest hit during the cur-

rent recession, views the fall in gasoline prices as a cruel
Latch-22. Currently in the midst of an $80 billion dollar
retooling program to switch over to smaller, more fuel ef-
ficient cars, the industry may have trouble selling those
cars, with gasoline now so cheap. Over 25 percent of allUS. autoworkers are currently employed; any drastic
cnange in U.S. consumer car buying habits could throw
even more of these beleaguered laborers out of work
Chrysler Corporation's Chairman Lee lacocca whose
company has been the hardest hit among the Big Three
automakers, sums it up this way: "If the price goes to $1
per gal on, I am going to go out, buy a gun and shoot
myself.

Another victim of recession economics, the construction
industry, would also be drastically affected by an even
larger drop m oil prices. Back in the early and mid-1970'sOPEC countries, then filthy rich with oil money, con-
tracted out multi-billion dollar construction contracts
many awarded to U.S companies. Now, with their once
swelled coffers shrinking quickly, many of the nations
have been forced to half or cancel outright numerous con-
struction agreements, most of these with U.S -based
firms.

With current deficit estimations running dangerously
high any drop in projected revenues from federal oil taxes
would dramatically lessen the chances for any type of
reasonable" federal deficit. A $10 per barrel drop in

price could cost the government as much as $40 billion
dollars in lost revenue.
This projected loss would add billions to the already

staggering estimate of $120 billion. All of this adds up to
higher interest rates, further cuts in social program and a
stagnant "dead in the water" economy.

Finally, and perhaps most tragically, the impetus, name-
ly profit, for the discovery and exploitation of new energy
sources has been removed by the oil glut. Companies
which just a year ago had planned ambitious exploration
projects are now retreating cautiously, worried over a
lower rate of return on investment. With the attitude of
the Reagan administration towards energy being one of
naivete and shortsightedness even the public has begun to
slow the decline in overall consumption of energy per
capita. The attitude of conservationism, which only a few
years ago permeated the countries psyche, would seem to
be fading like a distant memory along with
rememberances of long gas lines and exorbitant heating
bills. Research in areas such as wind and solar power has
gone from an inadequate level to one of virtual nonex-
istence. As a country we are slowly drifting back to the
dreamworld of abundant and cheap energy, the path of
which is littered with the equally realistic visions of limited
nuclear war, the bootstrap theory of economics, and the
ever popular eighteen minute tape gap. Go ahead and buy
that that $20,000 dollar Cadillac - in ten years it will
make a perfectly lovely planter.

John F. Hudson is a Collegian columnist.
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Open

M-F 9-5 Located in the Campus Center Univ of Mass

UNIVERSITY
STORED

AUDIO
lost minute final doys rocif bottom

ARMAGEDDON

SA-104
SA - 203

SA-222
SA - 424

SA - 626

SLB202
SLD202

SL5

- Technics -

Receivers
200.00

260.00

325.00

435.00

585.00

Turntables
135.00

160.00
NEW! Linear Tracking

200.00

Cassette Decks
RSM205 165.00
RSM218 200.00
RSM260A 390.00
RSM 240X with DBX noise rediTctbn

350.00 199.95

Pro-Rack System
ST 9030 Tuner

SU 9070 Preamplifier

SE 9060 Power Amp
SH 9010 Paragraphoc Eq

SH 9020 Metering Unit

SH 999 Audio Rack
total man. sugg. retail value $2560.00

129.95

169.95

229.95

299.95

399.95

89.95

99.95

139.95

109.95

129.95

239.95

CLEARANCE SALE
Mitsubishi DA-R20

60 watt/channel receiver

560.00 349.95

All Celestial, Epicure
Koss and EPI speakers
at COST OR BELOW!

Advent 350
50 watt/channel receiver

599.95 349.95

everything must go
<'

DDQ650
DDQ550
GT250

Garrard
269.95

239.95

200.00

149.95

119.95

79.95

CASH ONLY - quantities limited and
subject to prior sale - no trade-ins
or lay-a-ways - all new and demo
Items carry full factory warranties

ALL SALES FINAL

$999.00
.» invemonr. fixture .„„ „„,„„,„, ,„ „„

INNOVATIONS
29 Triangle St. 549-4883

- Panasonic -

PV1275 VHS Video Cassette Recorder
NEW MODEL compare at $995.00

$599.95
PK 700A Color Video Camera
orig price $10.95.00 $499 95
TDK SA-C90 3 for 8.88

Maxell UDXLIIC-90 3 for 9 99
Maxell UDXLISC-90 3.99 ea

RCA SFT 100 Videodisc Player
orig sugg retail $499.95 $199.95

Nagatronics 175IS
Integrated headshell/cartridge

79.95 9.95

Ortofon FF 10XE
48.00 $9.95

DBX 110

239.95 69.95

Fri April 23 10 am - 12 midnite
Sat April 24 8 am - 3 pm

DONT DELAY - DOORS CLOSE
FOREVER SATURDAY AT 3 PM

Thursday, April 22, 1982

* Cops—
Continued from page 4

A larceny from a motor vehicle parited on
Montague Road was reported early
yesterday morning. The owner told police a

AM^PM I
^^'^^ ^*'"^^ *t 5^ ^"d anAM/FM Panasonic digital radio valued at

$40 were taken from his car sometime
before 3 a.m.
A Colonial ViUage resident reported

Collegian 9

luesday that a man at the Colonial Village
bus stop was annoying her and making
unwarranted advances towards her
Accordmg to the woman, the man had
bothered her and her roommates on
previous. occasions. Police have spoken to
the man. If he continues to bother her the
woman could seek a court order to keep him
away from her, police said.

iot»»"^i

WIf /^E museumfnPLSamdireKtor?^^^^wm^m

*3S0
COMER

K--^
SPECIAL CONCERT WITH

. ^^^- BRUCE SPRIIVIGSTEEIM^ SAK PLAYER
1^ *7tN ADVANCE ^g DAY OF SHOW

CLEMONS
TlX; SOUND IIM MOTION FACES
WAIL. PLAT1BIPUSS RECORDS « MAIN ST RECORDS
^' BELMONT RECQPPS SRINGFIELD

Ht STILL iif^ THE flNLfT
SCUND IN 1(MH

'M8O VUATTB QUALrTY
MUSIC

P>>iEST J'S >1V8eUI.ABLE

• ixrrs

'4MHERSIS LN?GESr DKNCE
FUDOI?

NCW WC H/»t IT LIVE
DCMNfTAICf.

WKrm THiuKesv

M
spMlal people''

2 CLUII

2 ULMRS
2 iQunos

1 COUER

fCR ILiE ALTEI^ATIVE WHLilN
THE ALTEI^NATIVE /

AMHERST
534 Main St.

256-6414

HADLEY
Rt. 9

586-6464

BELCHERTOWN
9 Main St.

323-7887

Gas and
Money! Amalle
Imperial 2 saves gas—

And that saves
I

you money!>AMALIE

ii^' Efiiaeni

During

Inspection Period

pick up your Free
Purolator

Baseball Hat
Pays for Itself. And then some.

5 QUARTS

OF

AMALIE 10/40

FUEL EFFICfENT

MOTOR OIL

RECEIVE

PLEWS H.D,

SPOUT

FRiEl
Offer expires May 15. 1982

SWALLOW
OUR PRIDE

FREE PIZZA

\. , I

>

'^^

^
i' ^'^

.

Gppropricite dress

PQSitiM id Ptqured ct tne camr of uniuersitg dr /n6«.9«ant«rst<

Thursday Night - Buy any pitcher of beer,

get one small plain pizza free

9:00 - close

Pina Colada special 1.50

Mixed Drinks 99c

Miller/Miller Light draft 50c

THE HUNGRY U
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The Roches Photo bv Irene YounK~ *•"*••«='' rnoio By Irene YounK

A book that will scare you with facts

THEIATE
O^THE

JCNATHAN

THE FATE OF THE EARTH
By Jonathan Schell
Alfred A. Knopf, 231 pages. $11.95

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Correspondent

bo^k'ofTh?'"-
^:;!^^^"'"^- P^-'-ibly the most important

Fn, f^ I f Perhaps don't deserve them. But The

K^f "'''''*' *^'"' deserves both the highest oraiseand the deepest consideration of its contents.
'^

Jonathan Schell originally published TAf Fate of theEarth m three issues of The New Yorker magazine Sincethen It has sparked comment and concern from all whoread it. for no one could read this book and not be affectedby Its grim recitation of the truths of potential nuclear war
The format of The Fate of the Earth is remarkablysimple. It IS divided into three sections - the physTca^extent of a nuclear war. the human significance of suchand the practical dimensions of this problem on the worldwith some Ideas on its disposal. Of These thr^ the flitpart entitled "A Republic of Insects and GrTs's "

isThe

reading Schell s factual, unemotional, horror oroseprepares the reader for what is to follow, n '"A Republic ofInsects and Grass" Schell examines exactly what wShappen if nuclear weapons are unleashed. The terriblefacts speak for themselves. Any misty iJIus^ons of "a(nuclear) holocaust, (where) various rescue operations aredescribed, with unafflicted survivors bringing foSclothes and medical care to the afflicted... "^arf bownaway There would be no "unafflicted." Everybody an

S

everything loses over and over again. These are excursionsmto the real nightmare, wherf fallout sheUers becTme

anTbr^^rsk.^"'
''' ^^"^ '''^' '^ --^^ ^- ^ ^eTd

Although "A Republic of Insects and Grass" is the mostVKscerally significant part of the book, the other twosecuons. aimed toward the intellect, are no less cruc al TnThe Second Death." Schell discusses the pending exmction - of the world, of humanity - and poTders how

X'Thfrt--^'""^^
''' "^'"^^^"^ sou?: of'pl pTtoddy The Choice summarizes the content of the bookand attempts to find a way out of this •no-win' s tuatiSchell s proposals are dramatic (but. he asks, is it "rad caT''to chcx,se life over death?) and his appeals are moving

I hese later essays tend to linger in the mind long aTter thefactual information is forgotten.

f h!"n3i
*" ^""^^ t '^^

^f'^^" ^'^^" d^'^«« '"to the soul ofthe nuclear problem. As he often states, we still do noknow the full potential within nuclear weapons, and 'Wecannot run experiments with the earth, because we on^yhave one earth...we are not in possession of any spareearths that we might blow up...in order to discover tEtolerence of nuclear holocausts."

. I^^ P?^*'"^'f'/^: ""^'*^^'- ^ar casts a shadow over everyaspect of life Its high time that we faced the facts Ind did

Smith CoUege has a fine pair of acts coming to their John

of on.vTTh p '2 ^^^ T^ r^'"
^"^"'•^- ^'''^^' the queens

onlvTs fJr ^^^' wJI perform on April 25. Tickets areonly $3 for Smithies $4 for non-Smithies and $5 the night

Rrnf h.r' l/^'
^'"^'' "°*^^ ^'^"^ '^^' =^'de of The MUls

Rnhln F • ^"""i '^^"S^*'
'^"^^ '"«'-^' ^heck out theirRobert Fripp produced album Nurds

Jjt '^7
~c

^'"'''^ ^"' ^^'"P^ ^«" ^'th the fruit of

for S^mifr r/'^l'^^f. ?P^^" «" ^^y 4. Tickets are $6

l^^h^ Ak "u^"^'^^^
'"' ^^^ 8^^"^'-^' Public and $8 thanight of the show. Tickets for both shows are available atFaces in Amherst. Platterpus Records in Northampton andthe Seelye Basement at Smith College. The only on

Tnyta question: There were no correct answers to lastweek s trivia question. The correct answer was ErnoidT

rXlSpTcrpTe^ ^'^ ''-' ^'- ^- ^- ^'^ '-^
This week's trivia question - Lou Miami and theKozmetix appear at the Blue Wall Friday night A freerecord to the first person who can currentfy complete thisfamous line from Lou Miami's recently released ht singleFacist Lover" "A facist lover made my mother, andifien... If you know, come to the Collegian Arts Deskbetween the hours of 2:30 and 5:00 today to claim your

The University
Ensemble Theater gave
a consistently well
peformed presentation
of Bertolt Brecht's
brilliant comic fable,
^an is Man, last
weekend. It will be per-
formed again on April
22-24 at 8 pm in the
Rand Theater of the
UMass Fine Arts
Center.

Pictured above are
(L-R) Dennis Wemm,
Letitia Ord. and
Michelle Couture.

.
,T»^%^-'« will play at the n7:^rOnT^^;{:t

win appear "^"' '" ^"***^ "*^''* ^*^« E'--^«-

Abo appearing y,iih Lou Miami will be The Valentines

Zl'^T^^'r^
of demented pop is not to be missed?Clarence Clemcms, the charismaic saxophonist from

Sne'L ';'"?o?"'^- ?
^''''' «^"'^' '^^^^ to the HangarOne on April 24 with his band The Red Bank Rockers

S^/ ^'^
l^

'" '*^^*"^^ ^"^ ^« '^^ day of the show
J-M/ recorrftn^art/sfs The FooU play at the Hangar Onetonight, followed by the first bi-annual reunion of Arista

T,r//'f''^*'"^'""^^«''^«"™^y night.Much Chakour - 1981 Grammy award nominee and

This'^F IhT' R 'V-
'^ '''^}'' ^PP^^'-^ '' the Rus^ NaUthis Frday^ Backing up Chakour will be SyncopationStation (with former members of the Pleasure Do"s)One more time - Bonnie Raitt makes her only areaappearance at The Palace Theater. 19 Clinton Ave Albany

,h. h fr"^^^'
>''' ^^- ^''^^^' ^'•^ $9-50 in advance al

MuldaTr.
"'' ^PP^^""^ "'^^ ^-tt -'' beTar!!

Soap opera stars Floyd and Nola from The Guir/inn T ;r.h,come to Springfield's Symphony Hall tL Sunday /prf

2

at 3:00 p.m. Reserved seats are $5 $6 "SO anrl t7 ^^n J
available through Ticketron oullet^

^ "^^ '"^ ^'^

Ihe BtgSijc of Jazz - Max Roach. Dizzy Gillespie BiUvlay lor. II mois Jacquet. Leon Thomas and RichSi Dav^perform at the Fine Arts Center en Monday. April 26

Audlr;ro7satu-;darCi/2^:.'^^^^ '^'^^'^ ^"^^P^"

Read the other
voice onMay 13

<

O
O

Colle ^jian ii

The Five College B'nai Brith Hillel Foundation
presents

"^

CO

CO

03

HO

so

'^

•a

iO

so

Wednesday. April 28, 8 p.m
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall, UMASS

Tickets: $6. 7. 8 gen pub/$5. 6, 7 students w/ID & Senior citizens
Available at: Fine Arts Center Box Office

Downtown Sounds, N'hampton; Food for Thought, Amherst
more info call: (413) 545-2526

ii*jimim^mV^ii,^*******^^*^****\nRSTYEAROUfOFCOLLECE

"Most of the engineers I grad-
uated with probably wound up as an
assistant engineer to somebody else.

Maybe doing the details tor somebody
else's design or supiervising some
small aspect of construction.

"But my first year as an
Engineer Lt., I've designed many of
my own projects and supervised the
construction on everything from ^
baseball dugouts to the concrete work i
on a dam. Earthmoving, grading, fill-

ing, paving, concrete work, masonry
-you name it, I've supervised it.

"Whether I stay in the
Army or go into civilian construction
work later, I've got experience that
some engineers won't have when
they're 30!"

2nd Lt Frank Quackenbush majored in civil

engineering at the University of Arizona and was
a member of Army ROTC

Army ROTC got Frank
Quackenbush off to a good start in his
field It can do the same for you
whether you're a civil engineer or an
English major For more information
stop by the Army ROTC office on
campus.

And bogm your future as
an officer.

Contact:

Captain Patrick Merryman
545-2321

•••••••••••••^^^^,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^ ARMY ROTC.

4-

*

""-^-""-""^-"
iVTV'nijfyTViyT!

DVP presents

i John Dean

44The Legacy

and

Thursday, AprU 22, 1982
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

« I'W'^w&saM.im,,)^ 1 »..it«iit jtsa, 1. .kH.,! tyw.
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Student Controlled Businesses
Savings - Convenience - Bargams

WHY PAY MORE?
BE A SPORT
AND COME ON DOWN AND CHECKOUT THE

^r,cK,i\

UMASS
SPORTING
GOODS CO-OP
'Rm. 322 Sludenl Union

» . — '"ext lo Post Oflicel

More Spring Inventory '"""

HAS JUST ARRIVED!!
Concept Leather Lo $23.50

i£!l.:2!L?'L!''0'*s fr shirts

For Info:
3 Mon. FrI.

545-3867

RLM OEVELOPINB

April

1924
*6:66

PHOTO CO-OP
M,Fn-2 T,W,Thn-3 545-0670

^ SUB 321 1

PEOPLE'S MARKET

545-2060

Good Food ChEAp!

chcApEST bAqEls ON CAMpus
fREsh Fruit juices & pRoducE

Hours Awd qrai'ns

i-OCATEd IN ROOM J2S

IN tJie corner of SrudENT Union

'>y tIie Campus PoNd.

WEdNEsdAys 9:?0-7:00

Open: WEEkdAys 9;JO-5:00

Do youR STOfviAch a Favoi

VISIT EARTHFOODS
CAFE

WNoIesome & DeUcious
VEqETARJAN FarE

All fREsllly pREpARcd llERE
IN TkE EARTllFoods KJTcllEN

COME GIN IN!
M-F 1 1 AM - 7 pM

CommonweaItIi Room
SrudENT Union

EARThfoods is A SrudcwT Run CoIUctive KirclffN vol

WED ApH, 14.h - D„„,.o. S. So.odrs. Cd*, i2.00
THURJ April 13th

r.. . :"r«*f
A.^*"*"*" Jhow your SupportI

2.00

UNLIMITED

IMew Secret Policeman's Ball II

New Asia
plus Geils Freeze Frame

Go-Go's
reg 6.54 now 5.99

plus savings on tapes UOXUI's & TDKSA 90's
"your student-run record store"

TICKETS UNLIMITED
M-F 10-3

317 Student Union
545-0400

SUN 1 2'. oo' 9:00

mt^anii/.

QfMl S^S'O^lZ ±^r
iTioOR^cCG

:4

1?

We offer tools space and advice for repairmg bikesMar^y rjew parts and accessories available, too!
'

U MASS BICYCLE ^^''^^^ ^'^^ the post office
GO-OP

Student Note Service
545-2271

Lecture Notes are
available for
FS & N 102

Student Note PS & N 130
& Printing Service Hours. M-Th 10-4

Friday10-2

Room 403 student Union
Building

Thursday, April 22, 1 982

DOONESBURY Collegian 13

iH^QIf^!! fmsTiHAVBA

1*^1^A Lrm£miH[)somu.soitBU
8B CRUISINGffTFULL ThKULafROMNOU
ON. msBUHomwuKB TDumm^u
BeHWIUBBm, Pl£ASe. 5I6NIPIN

by Garry Trudeau
ommm down, sononbwpoop
FROMm BBC. I KNOWA LOTOF YOU
HOPE mBfUlBimi BEATm STUFF

-

iNeomoFmmm,mmmdER.
THEFa
AR3N0
WiNNEftS

INUARi.

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

N0NEn€t£S5,m HE' SIR I
PURSBR UIILL BE -'ANT. I'VE
ACCEFTm BETS yjT TO PUN
AFTER Pimm.. -HE MOVIE.

CROSSWORD

by M. Joyce

Edited b>

ACROSS
' Ptite Lit;

6 The shot —
found Ihe AOfki

10 Darling

14 Necjdlivp ofif

'5 Mutate
16 Each 10 Bobbie

Burns
17 Porgy
18 Bed linen

20 Rope fiber

2\ HaAdiian menu
olfering

22 Expressionless
23 Attack

25 Son or daughter
26 Muslim ruler

28 Spendthrift

32 Ibsen tharactei
33 Abdicate
36 Gape
36 1492 discovery
38 Perry Mason s

secretary

40 Historic e»ile

island
41 European family

of arms Aorks
43 Inclination

4f> Spanish article

46 New World or

Jupiter

48 Antique cowering
50 Plant —

(aphidsi

Margarel Karrar an

51 Famous Eva
52 Owedhriji^

55 Heart of Duie
Abbr

56 Kind of happy
59 Capsi.-e

61 Unique
62 Jai —
63 Kinship group
64 Eye part

65 Sharpen
66 Put in the bank
6/ Partner of hunt

DOWN
' Liquid assets
2 Grimm story

opener
3 Inept bo«er
4 Fur piece

6 Came to pass
6 Creator of

Prufrock
7 Gudrijn s

spouse
8 Electric unit

9 Large numbers
on the move

10 Separate
11 Pit.-geraidotthe

stage
12 Related
13 Lost in thought

d Irudr Jaffr
I*

19 Times between
acts

24 See 26 Down
26 Cartoonist of

They II Doll
Every Time

26 Clumsy service

men (With ?4

Downi
27 Money l(<ndei s

excess
28 West Germany s

Brandt

29 Take a fancy to

30 Popular papal
name

31 Charter

34 Iritermediate

37 Symbol of perfect
order

39 Showed up
42 Type of bottle

44 Gram spike
47 Music combos
49 Heads Of tails

51 The Point fresh

nian

52 Location of

Briqham Young
settlement

53 — contendere
54 Bridge an h

56 Tel —
57 Scotsman s name
58 The very top

60 -- pro nobis

THE UMASS ZONE
by Mark Rollins

ITJt^
ARE iMtiSe CASiS ^fiOf^ TWf SAP

PftrnfiL Flus WHICH ne/en Afrenn m -we
LOCAL /V£W5MP£/?S -WSHySHeO UPCf\SES
yHAr FOLLo's^s IS ovf svcH iiKw&rr vi-ny
TUe rt^rn£S CHANa£0 TD PKOTEcr the AUWOR

Police cHiEF tA/^yoi;
In soKiKy.SiR.".:
I DIOA/T RtALIZEH

GET OUT OF THE CM.Si/DOy
W£"«£ WEARING- ^LL

WASH 0K.,50N. I'D
LIK.E you TO I^EET
My . ..UH My

NieCC! I WAS
SHOWING HE(Ki,HKk

AROUNO Af^HERSr

WHAT HAPPENED?

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

By Ethyl Octane
'^
SfoRtjoF/nj/iPe Se«,6-s •#: 7 8 \Of course, t^ouoMn ^oyR //«»f i^^

WEATHER
Mass., R.I.. Conn. —

Clear and cool tonight.
Low ranging from near 30
in the western hills to the
low 40s at the shore.
Mostly sunny and windy
today. High in low 50s to
low 60s. Sunny again
tomorrow. High 60 to 65.

Please recycle this Collegian :

•:•;•. ••:•:•.

.•.•. -•;
•;•:• :•:•

••• ••«"." .".".•

Hpt-L Warren
w^^tAVJ- THE DEER *^.
*^ YOU CAN DRINK **

(your choic* of ko cold drafts)
with this ad and College ID

South Deerfield Center - 665-8757

Bar Drinks $1. ALWAYS

<V

<5^ \ %,
%

sign Up How 2nd Annual Greot IVqc«
Hot-L to Pockofds

coming at^

The Separate Enterance
Fri April 23
Lost in the Shuffle

Thurs. April 29
Pam Bricker

Fri. May 7

P-town Jug Band

Sun. April 25
Transatlantic

Fri. April 30
Bev Rohleher and
Maria Growes

REWMD 7> ^t!)?,5!l<!^V^"^'»M'*Gl3$sWork
^^ V \n_Arrhtrsi- &<HcJvrto>yn Ared

^^ .

'"'"••-'•"•• ..-.7 ly,

,,i/i| '|*^'»"Vi
I
unibody repairs reflnishlng.j

r ^m I ITTO !

plastic parts welding '

'c/ii.f^
I iVii'-^**«n--^^^«*^^'«^<^

I 'llllll/fl.Ml/.h.,tl..l//|llf 7,7^^,,., ;. „,.,/,..., .*>!

D.C. MENU
LUNCH
Turkey Divan, Reuben
Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Humus Vegetable Pokcet

DINNER
Sandwich, Turkey Divan

Spaghetti/Tomato Meat
Sauce, Roast Pork/Gravy,
Applesauce, Egg Salad
Plate with Saltines

BASICS DINNER
Corny Sandwich Squares
with Sauce, Hi-Protein
Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

CABLE/VIDEO

116 Federal St., Belchertown, Mass. 323-5010

UVC & GPC
Daily Programming Schedule

r
Artistic Video Today

10:30 - 11:30 National Health - A Fu-
sion/Jazz Concert

11:30 - 12:30 Marion Brown and Dave
Burel — Music for a good
life

12:30 - 1:30 Third World Theater
Series — Performances
from last semester

1:30 - 2:00 Martha's Vineyard - A
UVC Documentary on
that Island^
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_A_BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDIO
Sonically Superior Audio. The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?"
Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Rgndv 546-7013

APT.^AVAiLABLJ
^^

Room m Cliffside Apt available for summer and fall. Contact Dave in Room 411
Student Union, if interested. Leave
message. $160.00 a month includes
everything

ARTISTS

Apt sublet w/fall opt 2 bdrm 256-8829 on
bus rte

Belchertown Lakefront winterized cot

^Q®m«^''^^'® "°^ ^°^ couple $235.00,
!>49-0245

2bdrm Apt Col Vil bus pool $280 available
June_1_w /fall option 253-3089

Summer 7ublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 Vi

Sf-l^*4r«*^^'^P®*'"9' P°°'' tennis courts
253-5759

Campus Center. The Collegian is an equal
opportunity employer

HEY! NIMRODJ

Pierpont Art Exhibition and Competi-
tion, open to all Five College
undergraduates, Mayday May 1st. Cash

rL'^I^o '^°t^®J?^°"se, barbecue. Call
54to-4572 or 546-5286 for more info

ATTENTION
FRUSTRATED MUSICIANS

Drummer is looking to form a competent
Pop/ Rock Band - guitar, bass, and vocalist
needed I am looking at this situation as only

^^^^'^f ''^'^^"'^ "°* 3 c^^eer call Mike Riff
I<2)t>-b454 or leave a message on the Col
legian Arts Desk

AUDIO

^®r^'
Bassman Amp with preamp out

mideO's $150 256-0215

Biamp Electronic Crossover, adjustable

o.^no?f^'
essential for clear .sound $100

"auto for sale
AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790

^°^°*JL^«"^« - 1972 good shape not runn-
ing $180 or BO 546-9355

1973 VW excellent condition
549 1007 must be seen

new paint

1973 VW Beetle great condition new

68 Chevy Impala convert
$KXX). Bill 546-4574

99,000 miles

Surplus Jeeps $65, Cars $89, Truck $100
bimilar bargains available. Call for your

^7^^^-,^°" JIS^ '° purchase.
TO2 998-0575 ext. 6501 call refundable
68 Mustang best offer 549-5022

3672049*'°"' '"""'"9 condition $550

BASS PLAYERS
Martin Roundwounds 50%~di^^i;j;i^
9JU strings for $15 Gu itar Magic 546-6684

BELLYG^j^
Delivered by professional Bellydancer

253-5497°*^
unusual gift. Call Theresa,

butterfield"

Interested in living in a dorm with its

D^r ^ L .^ ^° information sessions in
Butterfield lounge 4/26 - 4/27 at 7 pm

DELTA UPSILON

Come down and see what fraternity life is
allbout arid what the benefits are! Tonight
8:00 all university men invited.
Hefieshments served.

Come to an important meeting of theUMass Fire & First Aid Unit. Work at cam-
pus shows, concerts, & athletic events

?nri.
^''7'^ ""'^^LJ^^^ ^«<^ert Monday

April 26 7 pm CC 908

"entertainment

SIh^ • S°* ^**"* y°" "••** - see "The

AnHi'99 ^^ n""^
^l

^""'^ College's TNC onApnl22nd. Davis Student Center, 9-12 col-
lege ID required

India Association
presents

INDIA NIGHT
CC. Aud. Fri. April 23

7:00 PM Free
Happy Hour at Smith College with the
music and contests of DJ Dr. Bop! Satur
day, April 24th, 4-6, Davis Student Center
25c beers with ID

Rope Pull. Only a few slots are left for theRope Pull. Pass in your forms as soon as
possible.

FOR RENT
Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood. 1 Vi
baths, carpeting, pool, tennis courts
253-5759

Summer rental Cape Cod Hanwich 4
bedroom ranch call 617-899-8654

Northampton - 4 bedroom houses June
thru Sept and thereafter $450-475 plus
utilities. 4 bedroom with 2 baths in Amherst
for summer $600 plus util. monthly. Call 6-7
pm Skibiski Realtors 584-3428
Room for rent in centrally located
Amherst apt. preferably male grad student.
117/mo June 1 253-9717 James or Mark
Pi Kappa Alpha summer room rentals
reasonable rates 5-2150, 5-0047

Southwood Apts 2 bdrm summer sublet
fall option call 253-5493

F^^^^^ wanted for summer house in
Falmouth $750 from Memorial Day to LaborDay call Shah 545-2152 or Julie 549-4482
Two people wanted to share large Puff-
in*"

•i^^f^'n'^"'' ^^ ^3^=^' ^leat included.
Avai^lable9/1 call 549-5184

F^il^i^i^anted to shaT^ house on Lower
County Road in W Dennis $350.00 for the
whole summer call Cindy 6-5699

Yes you! End of the semester (year) get-
ting you afrazzel? Disipate your anxieties
crunch your veggies; get liniar and know
TDI awaits! Call "the great fall" three diving
boards so there is never any waiting. Free
champagne to the first patron who shows
us evidence of three failures or more'

RESUME WRITING

Quick/confidential/efficient call after 5PM or weekends 549-5727

RIDE wanted"
Ride wanted to Florida at end of
semester. Will share driving and expenses
Call Barrie 5-0527

LOST

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
cfHo^i!®'y ^°^ classes. Please! Call
b4o-7338

Keys lost 4/10 huge safety pin and leash
clip on nng with 2 keys 546-6267

MOTORCYCLES

RIDERS WANTED
Driving to Texas in June. Looking for so-

]^®*J"tio
share driving and expenses. Call

ROOMMATE WANTED

FOR SALE

^u" °J
t^j-a^ia' car speakers $40 or besto^er^^^rato^^^

Afmost full scuba outfit excellent condi-
tion around $300 256-6336 must sell

Electric typewriter Smith Corona super
sterling $100 call Tom 253-3187
Pre-strung with Ashway G^ld PRINCEPRO Tennis Racket - only '^ year old price
negotiable contact Debby at 546-5079
Concept 1 sneakers Hi- Leathers $26 Lo-
Leathers $24 Suede $22 call Mike 549 1233

^I'^f
*** '"'*• ?P'"* '»"*« 3 years excellent

^^S, l^-^^T
°''^''"'^ ""''' °^«^

Almost brand new women's leather
g^l^size 12 zip out lining $75 or best offer

King size watted incl.~h^^^^;~f^^

^o^'^^o^"""'' '=°^«' 'ess than year old
$200or^BOj^all^46^9^

ES?^*'u *° J^Ge"s"o;^oor, May first at
MartTord best offer call Douo 546-6089
Used^Bik^TB^U^t and Sold. AlT^r
brands of bicycles repaired. Free estimatesand free safety checks. Peloton Sports 1 Eneasant St., Amherst (549-6904) and 15
atate St., Northampton (584-1 016)
Ladies Sh^^T^bi^Tbljy in towrTT^i^d^y
!°^ To^^ ''^'"®s up to $30.00 on salefrom $8.(X)

. .$15.00 see Lisa in CC. today or call 665-2578

r°M T? ^°o^o°o*^
**®y "«'** »o Skinner Hall.

Call Dave 323 5183

A fine pen
253 5240

on PVTA 4/13/82. Doug

FURNITURE FOR SALE
We ve got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of

f^L
""

a'.?*^®^
^°' ^°"'' ^°"^e Call and we'll

talk. All our furniture must oo Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

GUITAR

tl'^m'2^^^'%T" " ""^ "^'^

guitarists"

Martin Strings
$3.75 set. Free
546 6684

acoustic and electric for
delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED^
Summer work, find out how 5000

fl^^rSn'^^c ^®f '
averaged earning $2,300

to $2,500. Send self-addressed, stamped
envelope. Box 251 New Haven CT 06502
Looking for qualified artist and craftsmen to display original work in gallery on

«^o°o^ Send SASE, 5 slides to ART EF
^JbLl_SJRt^J^arwichport, MA 02646
The Collegian Business Dept. is accep
ting applications now for position of Assis-
tent Business Manager and the position of
Business Manager. Applicants need be
University students with considerable
business experience. Please apply at 113

79 Yamaha 750 shaft drive, clean fast
many extras asking $1950 665-3447
aOHonda CB750F supersport, silver 3500m
$2200 or BO Kris 546-6022

1976 Honda 750, black, 17,000 highway
miles^ custom paint, exhaust, extras - now
$1400.! Must sell call 549-6802

1981 Kawasaki K2550 - excellent cond
helmet and fairing included. 1775$ or BO
*J^v" I /uu

OLDER STUDENTS SOCIAL
Come meet other older students in a
relaxed atmosphere on Thurs. April 29 4-7
pm at the 10th floor Campus Center free

K ?u
oevres music, cash bar. Sponsored

by the Older Students Service Network

PARTY
Denise Maria Cindy Er Amy are having a
party Sat 24 BBO 3 till ? all friends a must!

PERSONALS
Register now for the April 24th Run For
Ritter 6.2 mile Campus Road Race. See
our table at CC or Newman Center office

A^'^.V^*^® Hangar with J.Q.A. Mon.
Apnl 26, 8 pm to 1 am. Drink Special D J

^"Si^oTe-^^^ '' °° "^^^^ '"'° ' '=^''

Kitten Happy 20th. Speak French? Love
Bunny and Mousy
Susan Hope everything works out with the
flowers Deb Conn Col

To the man at Goodell Library 6th floor
Sun^ April 18. We talked about Judaic
btudies. Would you like to talk more? Call
Elizabeth 546-4956

Men! Come down to DU Open Rush and^e the best alternative to the dorms'

Sfo'^liTf"^^
served! 9:00 PM start!

549-4620 for ir.fo, rides

Renee, you are my shadow on a sunny
day. I will make sure cloudiness never oro-
liferates. Todd

Help I need a recertification for CPR &
Basic First Aid please call if you have any
info regarding classes 6-8243 keep trying

Newport R.I. - housemates to share fur-
nished 3 bedroom house on Thames St

6S-2^^^
and town available June 1st

Watch for the Cosmic Wimpout Tour-nament coming soon!!

! Danbeclta ! Congratulations we have ar
rived. Purple Er DB Parties!^ Kimbecita
Kel, Happy 1st Let's make it same time.same channel each month I love ya, GM

Today!

One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

Male roommate wanted on Cape Yar-
mouth 6-6661

"^1®°*',*',®^" * *»"•«< Puffton Village
^June 1 $130 per month £^ small electric call
Mike or Bon 549-0073 between 4-10 pm
One bdrrn in 2 bdrm Southwood
townhouse 253-3497

Looking for 2 females to share onebedroom in Southwood Apts cheap sum-
mer sublet with fall option 256-0659
Looking for person to share Brittany
Manor apt for info call 546-9827 or 253-9005
Housemate wanted for 4-person
Leverett house. Close to UMass, in the
woods relaxed available now. 549-2839
Female wanted to sh^re 1 bedroonT^t
in Puffton Village $125 starting fall 549-0773
One or two nonsmoking females to
Share one of two bedrooms at Brittany
Manor fall and spring 253-526 1

2 female roommates wanted for Brittany

5Jl"-?4/P^^ ^^^"^'"9 '" the fall. Call
/53-2284

One bedroom available in 3 bedroom
Puffton. Female only 549-5896

2 females for 2 bedroom furnished
townhouse on bus route starting June 1
vy/fall option rent negotiable 665-7923
nights

_SENIOR7iNgLYGTVES~U^
Amherst Center Apt^^^^i^^mer w/fall op"-

2^-7841°°""'' "^"^ "''''^ ^ ''"'^^ ^350 +

SERVICES

Professional Research. Writing. From

^gJ^SigLSjgarbom, Chicago. ILffgOB

SUBLET/HOUSE ~~

foT'^ml"'* ^
''^L'^"

°P«"' 2 bdrmTf^ii

?e;er'J^r34£^^
'^"^' ^-' ^-b'«' P^-^

SUMMER SUBLET

n K?A
^P"*"*®'' Today! Investment

Club/Aurura Partners technical analysis &the stock market L.E. Dwight frmly ofbhearson Leob Bros 7:00 PM SBA 112
To the Cloud man. I love: the memJh^we have the times we've shared, and you!Happy Birthday, Mrs. C
To the guys in 165C BTutany Manor
th» nPAr??A,^"*!.^y^- "^^^""^s for making

wa^bStl^a^gartrn^^^"
^"^^ ^^ ^-'

Your Hubby-to-be

Sh' V«?etarianlFii8t. meditation, yogaand PhHosophy. Krishna Yoga Society
tonight 7:00 pm CC 802

^ocieiy

PHOTO CONTEST
AH soon-to-be-great and soon-to be^ .h« r^^i°'°«'^?^«^^ «^« '"^*»ad toenter the Collegian 1st annual photo con

S^ '[!"*" """ ^^®*^« 9*^ certificatesame and notenety. Ansel Adams standi
this way. Watch the Collegian for detaHs

?o.!;!**f°°'"K
^'"^'S'"**" AC, pool, bus

route, furnished, rent^^egntiahi^^y^^^fj
Summer sublet w/possible fall option 3bdrm (4 people) 2 level tnhse 6/10 mile
from campus 549-1377

U^rniSl^T'iJ^^^^^^^^ summer sublet
furnished all utilities air cond included poolrentjiegotiable 549-6096

2 females for Southwood Apts $105 00per month /per person. Cable TV, fully fur-

^nn^' ''k''
*^""'" '^°"^s, air cond op-

rc^iilT53'-"i;r 2^^ci^«
^^V 28 -Aug

Brandywine 2 bedroom w/terrace
overlooking pond, pool. AC $:S) pe'month call 546-8765 ^
Simimer sublet Puffton 2 bedroom ACpool cable rent negotiable 549-1526

•Two^b^d^^^^ir^^^Tif^bly furnished Puf

XJblL^'^ '^" '" ^-^^ -^-

ThTee oarm Puffton apt. furnished pool

SS 7?^?' ^T?,
"®9°»'able call 549-6912 or

o'to-fv^z no fall option

SUMMER SUBLETFALL OPTION
~

V^i^nSS^^"^^^"^"'*'"*"* •" ^"^^
H ?i. A

^^ P®' P®''so" ^'^^1 all utilities in-

Awfrl. ^? """^ «"^ 9et a free couch.

tl^^5r^^^^I^fl^~i^^ae 2 bedroom

tion^°3ll4
^^'""'"9 J""a

1 w/fall op-

4 bdrm $147 per mo all util 253-7278

?^\Z^' •"•*P»n«lve 2 bedroom
^°"^^«|jAmherst apartment on bus route

S.W. ELECTIONS

Nomination papra are atill avallaMa for

f
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* Gorillas
Continxied from page 16

The cage switch bode well for the
GonUas' fortunes as Altshuler provided a
steadying influence at backstop and set the

CollegiRQ 15

scene lor ihe Ma.sj,achusells w.peoul
barrage early on in the third period. After
Hofstra scored its "calm before the storm"
goal to make it 9 7 with just under 14
mmutes to go in the quarter. WeUer. Paul

C3ood Things For\lbu

NATURAUY!
Summer Top

•short sleeves

•v-band neckline

•shirt-tail hem
•available in: natural, white,

plum, sea green, comnower blue

AU Cotton!

Fogarty et al began to orchestrate the
Massachusetts onslaught.
The 11-0 run should probably have been
named the Ontario Onslaught as Weller
figured in eight of the goals, scoring six
himself and assisting on two others. Weller
finished with a season high seven goals to
go along with the two assists.

Sharing the conductor's pit. located right
in front of the Hofstra cage, was junior
attackman Paul Fogarty, who duplicated
his game-high performance of five goals
against Boston College last Saturday by
pumping in live more yesterday.

He (Fogarty) wasn't too sure he would
be able to perform as well as attack as he
did at midfield last season." Garber said of
the converted midfielder.
"Back to back games like he's played are

great for his confidence and for us."
The victory makes the Gorillas 1-0 on their

current four-game home stand. Saturday
Massachusetts hosts the University of New
Hampshire and next Wednesday Harvard
University makes the journey to Boyden.
Army, the Gorillas' May 1 opponent and
ranked second in the nation, is just around
the corner.

Bermuda
Shorts
•inside front pockets
•front pleats

•zipper closing

•cuff-finished bottoms
•9 vibrant colors

A WORKER'S COOPERATIVE • 52 Main St., Northampton • 586-5403

Honor Your Secretary
with lunch at

The Top of the Campus
Restaurant

during
National Secretary's Week

All secretaries will receive
lovely carnations as our gift!

Please call 549-6000 ext. 639
for reservations.

TO SUBLET

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
terms available immediately Paul or Bill

665-4391

Rolling Green 2 bedroom apt to sublet for
summer. Furnished all utilities air cond in-
cluded rent neg 256-0435

Brandywine - 2 bedrooms, furnished, pool
A/C. Available June 1 - Aug 31 call
549-0425

Southwood Apt Summer sublet only 2
bdrm furnished with AC, pool, on bus route
rent negotiable call after 5 PM 253-7123

Summer sublet w/fall option in two
bedroom Colonial Village Apt. 270 -(- call
eves 253-7313

Three roommates wanted summer with
fall option 147/month utilities inci 253-5937

Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom, pool,
AC, cable, available June 1 call 546-5029 or
546-5024

Spacious 3 Bdrm apt next to Hadley
green on bus route $425 negotiable avail
June 1 584-9312 after 6.

House Sublet 5 bedrooms 100 room 2
minite walk campus Fearing St. 545-0244
Pete or Joe

Nice, clean 4 bdrm apt available for sum-
mer & fall $147 everything, bus route and
2Vi mi from campus 256-61 01

2 bedroom summer sublet with fall op-
tion. Brittany Manor new carpet, heat in-

culded 253-2016

Southwood 2 bd, bus, conv to 3 bd June
1st Sept 1 $250 + elec or sep neg 256-6228

One bedroom, 3 bedroom apt to one,
preferably two people summer w/fall op-
tion 665-3587

Townhouse 3 bdrm summer sublet air

cond front door bus rent negotiable days
Peter B 549-1255

Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond
summer sublet cheap on bus route nights
Doug 549 1255

Swiss Village 3 bedrooms with fall option
$147 each all included call John 253-2011
refrigerator for sale $75

Colonial Village 2 bedroom $275 lease

starts June 1 fall option 253-2642

Pufton Village one bedroom, furnished
AC- summer only 549-6854.

Summer Sublet Brandywine 2 Bedroom
A/C- Pool Fully furnished 549-4018

Summer Sublet-Furnished 3 Bedroom
Townhouse Apt Rent negotiable. 549-6693

One Bedroom in 5 bedroom house Fall

option. Bay road 256-6336. Ask for Andy.

MAKE AN OFFERIIspacious 2 bedroom,
pool A/C, fall option squire 665-7590

Townehouse Summer sublet w/fall option
3 bdrm call after 6 p.m. 549-5995

Two People needed to sublet rooms in

Leverett house June- Aug 549-6846

Live in Townhouse 3
negotiable call 549-1588

bedroom rent

RiverGlade
conditioning
253-7009.

3 bedroom
courts Rent

pool air-

negotiable

Summer townhouse
rent neg 549-4155

3 bdrm furnished

Two bedroom apart fall opt. Colonial
Village $150/mo partially furnished
256 8686

Puffton summer sublet furnished room
pool near bus $85/mo 549-5921

2 bedroom summer sublet possible fall

t}eautiful location 1 mile campus bus route
furnished $125/rm 253-2628

3 bedroom apt Amherst Center $575 in

Icudes heat, hot water fall option 253 7405

Townehouse Apts 2 bedroom summer
sublet rent negotiable call 549 2694

Partially funished apt w/fall option in

Sunderland on bus rte call after 8 665 4946

Puffton Village 1 bedroom w/fall option
rent negotiable for summer 549-3677

1 room across from Puffton in private
house: $100/mo call 549-5917

Cliffside Sunderland 1 bedroom furnish-
ed 665-3480

Summer sublet 2 or 3 bdrms in Puffton
apt rent negotiable call Dru 549-0127 or
Holly 546-8854

4 bedrm apt Swiss Village 147$ each
utilities included on bus route partly fur-
nished available June 1st with fall option!

M

256-6103

One bedroom available immediately in
South Amherst apartment summer and/or
fall option call 546-7028 Gail

Summer sublet townhouse apt furnished
3 bedroom rent negotiable 546-9616 or
546-9618

Puffton summer sublet, own bedroom and
bathroom, furnished, pool, tennis 549-1934
Fall option 2 females to share bedroom
Southwood 256 8379 after 5:30

Sublet 4 bedroom apart $147 a month for
the summer w/fall option call Ann 253-2052

1 bedroom apt In Puffton Village semi
furnished AC pool tennis courts can share
with your friend June 1 August 31 549-0773

Southwood Apt for summer sublet with
possible fall option 253-2957 ask for John
Summer sublet with fall option one
room in 4 bedroom apt 5 minute walk from
campusand town call Craig or Dave
549 5519

2 bedrooms available for summer/fall
$147 /month includes everything 256-8209

1 bdrm Cliffside bs rt pool tennis all util

rent neg fall op 665-4998

Summer sublet Puffton Apt 3 bedroom
rent negotiable call 548-6739

Summer sublet with fall option Universi-
ty Park apt, 1 bedroom rent negotiable in-
cludes heat and utilities 253-5030

Cliffside Apt. 2 bdrm available Jun.l
w/fall option rent negot. call 665-2853

Puffton Village Apt. summer sublet 2
bdrm, furnished, directly across bus stop

5^*990?""'*' ^^"^ negotiable 546-1471

Townhouse 2 bdrm completely furnished
AC w/ possible fall option 549 4788
Northampton 2 bedrooms 115-^ "each
near downtown June-Aug eve 584-5143

2 bedroom townhouse Southwood Apts
on bus route fall option 256-6697

Echo Hill house 2 bdrms June Aug on
bus rt beau locat call 253-55 1

1

Two bdrm Northwood apt sublet June
2ll *^^?^® ^^" °P*'°" 290 month plus util
000-4994

•- —
Amherst Center Apt, summer sublet fall
option cal l 256-^95
Sublet w/fall option 2 bdr furnished on
bus route 665 2081

Rolling Green 2 bdrm apt June 1 Sept!

:^-^ AC util incI pool quiet call

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings

?c?.^"«,^''''^''®^®'^' ^0'"S' Daniel Smith'
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Col Village summer sublet w/fall option
2 bedroom 285 -i- next to pool 253 3406

Summer sublet Puffton real cheap 6-6663
For Sept on - 1 to 4 bedrooms, dogs allow-
ed, within Vi mile of campus, 140/person
please keep trying 546-6267

Wanted to rent Belchertown /Amherst
area small house or conage 782 2666 bet-
ween 5-7 PM

WONDERFUL
Sharl Thank you for a great 24 hours -

guesswhat from who?
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Fogarty nets five in UM victory

.Thursday, April 22, 1982

Weller, Gorillas blitz Hofetra. 18-10
BvStephp:nfrf.kpr c^»w i n 7 ^^ "* ^-^By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

Several times in the past few weeks, Dick Garber. head
coach of the University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse
team, has referred to his squad's offensive attack as
"potentially explosive."

After yesterday's 18-10 shellacking of Hofstra
University before 3,000 at Boyden Field, you can forget
the 'potential." Down 9 7 with two minutes gone in the
second half, the Gorillas proceeded to put on a performance
which must have jolted the Geology department's seismic
wave meter.

Led by tri-captain Jim Weller's six goals, the
Massachusetts attack unit buried Hofstra in an 11
scoring blitz, turning a two goal disacjvantage into a one
touchdown plus victory.

The win keeps the GorUlas undefeated at 5-0 while
Hof-stra falls to 2-6.

"Our fastbreak offense just took off," Garber said. "In the
second half we picked up the important ground balls and
took the good shots."

Things were not quite so rosy for Ma.ssachu setts in the
first half. Behind the iron curtain backstopping of
sophomore goallender Bill Els (14 first half saves), and the
faceoff prowess and overall play of senior Joe Corcoran,
Hofstra was able to go up by as much as three goals (7-4,
midway through the second quarter) and stave off a late
Go.illa charge to take an 8 7 lead at halftime.
Mas.sachusetts cracked the scoreboard first when

defenseman Ray Cozzi bounced in a goal at 10:45.of the
first quarter. Cozzi. who, along with "D" mates Steve
Martino and John Schroeder. made things happen all game
along, broke up a Hofstra scoring play, drove the length of
the Held past five HU defenders and stuck in his first score
of the season.

After this initial marker, the rest of the period and most
of the half was all Hofstra. The fired up visitors controlled
play on both ends of the field and led 5-3 at the end of one
on the strength of Corconran's two goals. This was only the

Sports-

TIGHTENING UP THE nFFFMQP T1.« r-^ n U u t. ,
<""'-Ki«n photo bv J.m W.ldron

nothing mattered) duTIi^ IfZf^ Tal^o^f y sl"^^ T'^^r.^^directs traffic as the defense prepares to wardTff the ^ofltra all^^^^^^^
"'''' ''*" ^ItschuIIer

second time this season the Gorillas have trailed an op
ponent (shades of Hobart.)

. r^.t^'Jw ?°7".Tr'^ l!''
^^''^ "^ ^^^ 8:ame, an early hat

trick. Hofstra led 7-4 with eight minutes left in the half andbarber decided to change goalies.
"We had a similar situation against Hobart (UM down 7-3

after one quarter) when our goalie was just having a bad

day, Garber said. Today the roles were reversed We
brought, in (Dan) Altshuler to replace Bennie (Chris
Bennedetto, yesterday's starter.) Against Hobart, Bennie
came in when Altshuler wasn't doing that weU With the
bench strength we have, we'll always make a change in net
if we think it s going to help."

Continued on page 15

Track team ready
for Penn Relays
By CHARISSE FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

This weekend the University of Massachusetts men's
track team will be traveling to the Penn relays, where the
Minutemen will be competing wiih .some of the top athletes
in the country.

"It is very important and exciting. It is one of the bigge.st
meets m the country," said trackman Chris Omeltchenko
Competing for UMass will be John Wright in the hurdles

and Bui DeVarney in the 100 meters. John Keelan. Brian
Usborne. Paul Beaulieu, and Rick Dorion will, in all
probability, be running in the di.stance medley for UM this
weekend, as they did last weekend in the Boston College
Relays. *

"The top runners in the country are going to be there, it
should be really exciting," said Omeltchenko.
The tracksters competed in the BC Relays last weekend

after remaining dormant for two weeks because of the now
famous April blizzard. The BC relays are unique in the way
that a participant need not be on a team to compete
therefore, there were no cummulative team scores
-Taking first place in the 400 relays was Wright
DeVarney, Clayton Carlisle, and Gary ONeal with a time
of 41.9 seconds. O'Neal, a freshman, performed in high
style for the tracksters on the third of April against BCwhen the Minutemen hosted their first meet of thesea.son

'

Wright also garnered another first place, an individual
one, in the 1 10 hurdles with the time of 14.4 seconds.
At the BC relays the distance squad earned .second placem that event, only 3.1 seconds behind Boston Universily
Coach Ken O'Brien hosts the Eastern Intercollegiate AAChampionships on May 1.

Junior Midshipmen
sink JV's 9-5
By SCOT COOPER
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts Junior-varsity lacrosse
coach Len Caffrey's undefeated club saw their three-game
streak .stop Tuesday when they were stung by the Junior
Midshipmen from Navy, 9-5.

After victories over the Trinity varsity, Longmeadow
(their first loss in two years), and Brown, the jayvees
succumbed by "playing a bit disjointed, and having no
sustained attack," according to Caffrey.
"We weren't very selective in our shots, and we spent a

lot o time in our own end. We also had a problem with
penalities. Caffrey .said.

The general consensus before the match was that it would
be a physical game against a well-conditioned, disciplinedNavy unit Umass showed no lack of energy and came out
spirited. The Gorillas played a physical game from the
start and the resulting pressure in the Navy half of the
field al owed Greg Fahn to slither free and score thegame s first goal on Navy goalie Curt Linn
The lead lasted all of two minutes as Navy's Bob

Mc(.ulIough brought his side even when he dashed through
the UMass defense, hung a quick U-turn around the net.and beat goalie Steve Zito.
From that point on, UMass couldn't get enouehmomentum to pull even or pull away from Navy
Ihe close.st UMass would get was down by two whenShamus McGovern won a key faceoff and got the ball toBrad Nolan, whose tally made it 7-5. Navy denied thehimps any more offense and added two late goals for the

linal lour goal margin of victory.
Coach Caffrey looks for his team to rebound today whenthey travel to Dean Junior College for a match at 3:30 p.m

Netwomen drop
Smith College 6-3
By ELISE RUNSDORF
Collegian Correspondent

Despite the early morning rain and strong winds thewomen s tennis team defeated Smith College 6-3 yesterday
bringing in their first win at home.

"It was what we expected," said coach John Beal. "We are
a stronger team than they are."
First seeded Barbara MUls beat Wendy Irwin 6-1 and 6-2

Elizabeth Sullivan and Nancy Bolger were also successful
in the number two and three spots for the Minutewomen.
In the first set, Ariel Fowler pulled off a close 7-5 victory
and dominated the second set winning 6-2. Patricia
bullivan, seeded fifth, and first doubles team - Helen
Najarian and Wendy Scheerer were also winners.

Although this was the first home game the team has been
successful against Mt. Holyoke (7-2) and Boston College (5-

; ir . .:T^^''*'
^^^"^^ ^**^^°" College was a reversal of last

tail s 4-5 loss.

Earlier this season the team wa^ upset by the University
ot Connecticut 5-4.

"^

"We should have beaten UConn," said Beal.
The netwomen played a strong match against division

-one Yale, but were defeated 7-2.
This weekend the women will play in the Seven Sister's
lournament for what will probably be the last time.

"We are too strong for the teams, but we will have
another chance to play UConn - our biggest competition
there, said Beal.

The next home game is against Providence College. The
match IS scheduled for 3.00 at the Boyden Courts.^ ^^.p.....

I

n.aiLM l.^ scneouieo lor d.uu at the Boyden Courts.

Women's jayvee and novice crews victoriousLEN HASKINS ,^„ ^t thirtv «,..... .rr .u

V^XV^ffO VAVl/Ul lliUABy ELLEN HASKINS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
Women's crew team met with the ( Iniversi-
ty of Rhode Island and the University of
New Hampshire Saturday morning on the
Connecticut River in Hadley to mark the
halfway point of its .season. The home crew
gained victories in the junior varsity and
novice events, but were defeated in the var-
sity eight and lightweight four competi-
tions.

In the feature event, the UMass varsity
crew pulJed out ahead by a boatlength in

the first thirty strokes off the start and
secured this lead for two thirds of the
1500-meter race. At the 1000-meter mark
UNH l)egan to threaten with a power ten
stroke piece and then pulled even. The
UMa.ss women, rowing at a lower cadence
f)ulled back strongly to re-capture the lead
At the 1250-meter mark, UNH moved out
again to gain a three quarU^rs of a boat
length lead within 200 meters of the finish.

In the final spring, the home crew had
moved quickly on their competitor but
were unable to close UNH's remaining
three seat lead. UNH crossed the line at
7.28.7 with UMass at 7:30.2.

We had a strong start and were rowing
smoothly but when UNH started to move
on us we just got psyched out. In the spring
we were able to gain on them, but we
challenged them too lat^," commented
Coach Barbara Roche in regards to the var-
sity race.

In the junior varsity competition, the
UMass women proved stronger than their
UKI competitors, defeating them with a
time of 7:.58.2. URI crossing the time with
a 0.0,3.

The UMass lightweight four placed .se-
cond to URI and UNH followed for third.

The UMass novice women were never
threatened, taking a full boatlength lead
from the start and holding off the other
crews to win with a time of 7:54.6: URI
crossed .second with a 8:01. followed bv
UNH with a 8:27.

"The novices are getting stronger and
are improving with each race. They and the
varsity are going to meet some of their
toughest competition next weekend
against Smith College and Northeastern
University," said Roche.
UMass will host these races next Satur-

day at its Hadley boathouse by the Nor-
thampton Bridge.
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^^£? ^"** Woodward candidly discuss scandalBy PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

John Dean, former counsel to President
Richard M. Nixon, last night told a Univer-
sity of Massachusetts at Amherst audience
"nothing was really new with Watergate,
the only difference was you got caught,"
while Washington Post Metropolitan
Editor Bob Woodward, whose investiga-
tion helped uncover the scandal, said a
similar abuse of responsibility could occur
in the media, as "any concentration of
power is inherently unsafe."
Dean and Woodward, who said they were

making their first and final appearance
together, discussed "The Legacy of
Watergate" before an audience of 800 at
the Fine Arts Center.
Woodward and Carl Bernstein, while

both reporters with the Post, achieved na-
tional recognition following their investiga-
tion of the burglary of the Democratic Par-
ty headquarters in the Watergate office
building in Washington which lead to the
1974 resignation of Nixon, and the im-
prisonment of several of his aides, in-

cluding Dean.
"Virtually everything had happened one

way or another during a prior presidency,"
Dean said of activities which "were the ex-
ception to the rule" under prior ad-
ministrations, but became a "standard way
of operating" under Nixon.
"Had it not been discovered where it

was, there would have been a lot more
down the road," Dean said.

Dean also spoke of a "post-Watergate
mentality," under which he said elected of-
ficials were subject to intensified scrutiny.
He labelled the added attention "a very
heavy burden," which he said often
detracted from an official's ability to per-
form their job.

Woodward, however, warned of the at-
titude he perceived in which citizens believe
any improprieties engaged in by govern-
ment officials will be revealed by the

media.

"I think that is, in fact, not the case.
Disclosure is unusually rare," Woodward
said. He estimated 10 to 20 percent of what
stories should get covered actually do.
Woodward told the audience of one occa-

sion during the Watergate investigation
when his colleague di.scovered a note on his
typewriter upon entering the office in the
morning which warned, "Bernstein, watch
yourself, you went too far." After what
Woodward described as a lengthy search
for the note's author, whom he suspected
as being involved with the Nixon Ad-
ministration, responsibility was claimed by
a staff member Bernstein had dated.
Woodward recalled "how exhilerating it

was to be threatened," and said "that is
what happens in the press all the time,"
resulting in "distortion" and "exaggera-
tion."

"We in the media have got to realize we
have an awful lot of power, too much
power, and we've got to be self-conscious,"
Woodward said. "The capacity for self
delusion. ..is limitless."

Woodward also questioned Dean on his
personal recovery from the events, asking
if he had "made peace with himself."

"I felt tremendous shame, embarass-
ment, a degree of disgust," Dean said of
the product of his "careless
ambitiousness."

It was not until several years after
Watergate, Dean said, that he was through
"getting over that hurdle of really worry-
ing about what people thought of me."
Dean also spoke of Nixon, saying "he'd

like to have the totality of his presidency
viewed, rather than just the negative."
Dean, looking into the audience, com-

mented on the interest he believed it

displayed in a relatively old issue, saying,
"I think it is a symbol.
"As long as there is a curiosity, as long as

there is any interest in finding out what
happened at all...I think it will be a long
while before we have another Watergate."

WHAT'Q TUP Cr<r\f\TV% v . ^ <'nll«IP»n photo by Kevin Fachetti

fri^hnHi«lJ .^ ^w .
^ ~ •'*»*»" ^«»" (»«ft) and Bob Woodward(right) discuss the Watergate scandal and answer questions from theaudience last night at the Fine Arts Center.

Knapp approves search
extension recommendation
n., irrM DA'7TXTt?>rnBy KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

David C. Knapp. president of the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst,
yesterday approved the recommendation
by the chancellor's search committee to
extend the search until May 28.

Knapp said he also would accept the
search committee's final list of 3 to 5 can-
didates on July 30.

Knapp agreed with the committee's
concern for a permanent chancellor to fill

the position being vacated by Henry Koffler
in July. Koffler will assume the presidency
at the University of Arizona on July 1.

Knapp also said he wanted the search to
reach as many potential candidates as
possible.

"I am in agreement with the search

committee that the amount of time may not
have been enough to attract a sufficient
number of candidates," Knapp said.
He also said the search committee's

meetings have remained closed, and
without any interference from any outside
source.

Knapp's decision follows a unanimous
vote by the chancellor's search committee
Wednesday to extend the deadline by one
month.
The search committee said the original

deadline for the search to close on April 30
was insufficient because of the lack of time
for qualified candidates to be nominated.

Professor Robert B. Hallock, chairman of
the chancellor's search committee said he
expected Knapp's approval on the search
committee's vote. He said he believes the
chancellor's position will be filled by the fall

semester.

Sj?±^i? ^^^^* site for symphony of the stars via radioBy KATHLEEN BRUNET if oie u ^
,

Collegian Staff ^ " ^^ makes more sense to have a radio observatory in

rp. r * *u- .• , -
^^ t-ngland, Huguenin said. The New England climate

woT^'. n?a KK^
^""^

""T^ f^'! ^'^"
'"'"^f"^^

'^''«"«^^
T*^ '^^ "'«"^y ^^y« ""^'^ ^^e amount of observationTimewoods of Quabbm p,ne forests and stone walls is the large through optical telescopes, whereas radio waves t^netrrtewhite radome wh.ch hou^s the mammoth radio telescope the atmosphere and are not as limited by weather cond^of the Five College Radio Astronomy Observatory tions. he said.

at the FCRAO with observatories in Boston. Maryland
and Sweden.

(FCRAO).
Connected to each side of the radome are buildings con-

taining the computers, receivers and other apparatus used
to gather the information received by the telescope.
The Director of FCRAO, Richard G. Huguenin, came to

the University of Massachusetts in 1968 to build the obser-
vatory. While at Harvard, Huguenin and a student sighted
one of the first pulsars (dying stars). At the time there
were no facilities exclusively for the researching of pulsars
and when the University of Massachusetts expressed a
desire to build a radio observatory, Huguenin and a staff
of engineers left Harvard to begin work on the obser-
vatory.

Quabbin was the ideal site because of its isolation and ac-
cessibility, Huguenin said.

"Radio telescopes are sensitive to interference from
automobiles, radio stations and even home jqjpliances such
as washing machines. And we wanted a site accessible to
students working on research," he said.

Funds for the building of the $2 million facility came
from private foundations. The design and construction of
the largest millimeter wave radio telescope — 45 feet wide
— and its surrounding facilities were largely carried out by
faculty and students, Huguenin said.

Radio Astronomy is one way of gathering information
from the stars. Optical astronomy gives astronomers one
part of the information needed in understanding the work-
ings of the universe, while radio telescopes give additional
information not obtainable through optical telescopes.
"This does not mean optical telescopes have lost any of

their importance, rather understanding the stars is like
listening to a symphony," Huguenin said. "The informa-
tion gained by optical telescopes ^s like the flute section
and information gained from radio telescopes is like ad-
ding the string section," he said.

"Quasars are very puzzling," Huguenin said. "Typical-
ly, stars turn small fractions of their mass into energy, but
the energy given off by quasars calls for a much greater

FCRAO has since moved away from its original studv of JI^^ ^'l^"
^^^^ ^P.^^'' ^" ^^''^- ^^ ^^^ simultaneous

Jsars, and the telescopes i^VZZ^Zf^Ttll ?.^ :!^'"" "^:_T'
thus, networking all the telescopes inP"^^''s. and the telescopes for researching pulsars which

Geoff Goldberg sUnds on top of the 5-College
Radio Astronomy Observatory.
were constructed in addition to the radio telescope inside
the radome were take down last year.

"It was a budget move," Huguenin said. "We had learn-
ed all we could in 10 years about pulsars and it was a
choice of enlarging the facilities or moving on to other
areas," he said.

A whole new area of astronomy has become important
since emissions of molecules were detected for the first
time in interstellar clouds where stars are formed.
"All the molecules that man and Earth are made of have

been found in these interstellar clouds, and a lot of our
energy is now being devoted to the study of the birth of
stars in these molecular clouds," said Robert Dickman,
astronomy manager of the Radio Observatory.
Research is also being devoted to the study of quasars

and last week simultaneous observations of quasars began

to a large one in hopes of discovering what powers these
quasars," he said.

This summer a remote sensing program, sponsored
mainly by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration (NOAA), for receiving information from
Earth Resources Satellites will be installed at the obser-
vatory. The data received will tell researchers where to
locate fish, crop yields and off-shore oil in addition to
monitoring pollution.

The Five College Radio Astronomy Observatory is
financed through the National Science Foundation and
salanes for professors on the FCRAO staff are paid by the
University. Although FCRAO has suffered no cutbacks,
they have received no increases in the amount of funding
to keep pace with inflation.

Co-lHnued on page 10

FCRAO working on
missile detection radar
By KATHLEEN BRUNET
Collegian Staff

The Five College Radio Astronomy Observatory is
presently working in conjunction with Lincoln Labs of
licxington on the construction of a radiometer, which is to
become part of a radar system for the detection of missiles
reentering the atmosphere.
The project is being funded by the Army Ballistic Missile

Defense Advance Technology Center, Melven Herlin,
assistant to the director at Lincoln Labs of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, said Tuesday.

Continued on page 6
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Digest
By the Associated Press

Radicals call for reprisals against Israel
BEIRUT, Lebanon — Radical

Palestinians clamored yesterday for violent
reprisals for the Israeli bombardment of
south Lebanon but PLO chief Yasser Arafat
and his dominant Fatah faction appeared to
have reined in the extremists.

Palestine Liberation Organization of-
ficials said privately no military action will
be undertaken against northern Israeli
towns from southern Lebanon.

Israeli jets flew over Beirut on three
reconnaissance flights yesterday, drawing

anti-aircraft fire and sending local residents
running for shelter.

The United States, meanwhile, strove to
re-establish the cease-fire that was broken
when Israeli jets blasted Palestinian
strongholds near Beirut and downed two
Syrian MiG-23 fighters over eastern
Lebanon.

Latest police figures show 23 people
killed and 60 wounded in the attacks
Wednesday afternoon.

Explosion during I^ris rush hour kills one
PARIS — A time-bomb exploded in a

rush-hour crowd near the Champs Elysees
yesterday morning, kilUng a pregnant
woman and injuring 63 other people in a
fireball that sent chunks of a car soaring
eight stories high.

The bomb also soured French-Syrian
relations and raised speculation that the
terrorist Carlos had struck again.

Police said the bomb went off at 9:02 a.m.
under a rented orange Opel parked in front

oi an anti-Syrian, pro-Iraqi Lebanese
newsweekly, Al WaUn Al Arabi. The blast
shattered storefronts and windows and
sprayed glass shards and twisted metal in a
radius of 150 yards along the crowded Rue
Marbeuf.

"I had just gotten to work when I heard a
deep explosion and saw a tremendous ball
of fire rise right up outside my third-floor
office window." said Charles Torem, senior
partner for Coudert Freres. an American
law firm.

Israeli withdrawal from Sinai brings tears
YAMIT, Occupied Sinai — Israeli

soldiers wrestled 300 shouting, weeping
Jewish squatters from the roof of an
apartment building yesterday, clearing the
way for bulldozers to raze the town before
Israel withdraws from the Sinai Desert.

Soldiers backed by riot police swarmed
up ladders and struggled with the squatters
for half an hour. Three days before Israel
withdraws from the Sinai, it was another

skirmish in what has been an un-
precedented spectacle of Israeli soldiers in
conflict with Jews.

There were no casualties.

The squatters, who had moved into
Yamit in recent months hoping to stop the
withdrawal from what they regard as
Israeli territory, set tires afire, threw sand
and tried to topple the ladders with poles.

Run for Ritter will Weekend colloquium
be held on April 24 on awareness offered
A road race to benefit the Covenant

House, an organization which provides
shelter for runaways in New York City, will
be held on Saturday April 24. The 6.2 mile
(10 km) race is being sponsored by the
Newman Club at the University of
Massachusetts and is open to all ages. For
more information contact the Newman
Center at 549-0300.

A weekend colloquium entitled "Voices of
the Civil Rights Movement" will be held
from 1 to 5 p.m. on April 24-25 and on May 1
and 2 in the Dwight House Lounge in the
Northeast Residential Area. The forum will
be sponsored by the Northeast/Sylvan
Racial Awareness Program. For more
information contact Sally Jean Mejewski at
545-0290.
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Freedom of Information Act limits

part of 'momentum toward secrecy'
BOSTON (AP) - The Reagan ad-

ministration wants to limit the Freedom of
Information Act that has allowed the public
to learn more about such subjects as Three
Mile Island, the My Lai massacre and
unsafe car tires, two participants in a
symposium on government secrecy said
yesterday.

The proposed changes are part of a
"momentum toward secrecy" in govern-
ment. Sherman Teichman, a mass com-
munications professor at Emerson College,
said before the opening of the two-day
symposium.

Amendments to the act pending in the
Senate could make it impossible for the
public to know what its government is

doing, he said.

The act allows members of the public to
seek specific information from the federal
government, requires refusals to be ex
plauied. and provides appeal from reiec
tion. •'

The proposed amendments, coupled with
a recent executive order issued byPresident Reagan, would increase
exemptions and would repeal schedules forreleasmg certain information every six 12and 20 years, Teichman said.

'

Such changes could have prevented the
public from learning about unsafe Pinto
cars and Firestone 500 tires, plus details
about the Jonestown deaths, the Three
Mile island nuclear incident and the My Lai
killings in Vietnam, he said.

Great Britain reveals final plan

for peaceful Falkland settlement
WASHINGTON (AP) - With her

warships nearing the Falkland Islands and
already poised to recapture the dependency
of South Georgia, Great Britain handed the
Reagan administration yesterday a plan
seen as a last effort to avert armed conflict
with Argentina.

As Foreign Secretary Francis Pym
outlined London's latest proposal to
Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr.,
British destroyers and troops were
reported virtually within striking range of
South Georgia, the Falklands outpost
defended by an estimated 140 Argentine
soldiers.

South Georgia is 800 miles east of the

Falklands, and about 1,100 mUes off the
coast of Argentina. It was captured by
Argentine forces a day after the invasion of
the main islands April 2.

British defense sources said the entire 61-
ship armada in the South Atlantic would go
on full war alert tonight when it came
within range of Argentine aircraft.

Pym said that Britain "will do everything
we can to try to find a peaceful settlement
to the dispute." After four hours of
meetings with Haig and other State
Department officials, he declared "We have
made, I think, a useful start, but there is
much work to be done and we are dealing
with a very difficult probletn."

CORRECTION
In yesterday's ColUgian, the article concerning Congressman Silvio 0. Conte's

Snf •" ^^'^•"i^"' D.C. incorrectly quoted Caspar Weinberger, the secretary of

fairTft' ?K ff'
"^^T^ ^.^ ^^"^'y ^'^^^' Weinberg, director of Research Af-

Wedne d
^""'^'"^'^y «^ Massachusetts at Amherst, who attended the seminar
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Orientation Meeting
April 26, 1982

7:00 pm Rm 904 CC
All students interested in

becoming members welcomed and
urged to attend.

Refreshments will be served.
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Students will receive GATE forms by mail

iCollegjan 3

By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

The nation's only student-produced evaluation of pro-
tessors and courses began this week as the Undergraduate
Student Senate's Academic Affairs Committee mailed its

"When we were doing research on this we
found out that the number of responses
dx)esn't have to he very high in order to he
statistically significant, " O'Neil said.

Course and Teacher Evaluations (GATE) to 19,000
University of Massachusetts undergraduates.
Approximately 10,000 on-campus students will have

a^^'^^r'^^'''
^^'^^ ^""^^ ^y ^ay- while the roughly

y.UOO off-campus students will get their forms by the end
of next week, according to GATE coordinator Joanne

Kafiper.

The GATE project, which costs about $25,000, accor-
ding to Academic Affairs Chairperson Peg O'Neill, is uni-
que in that it does not rely on any faculty cooperation or
funding.

"Last year was the first time this was tried and the
forms got mailed late in the semester. Some people got
theirs during finals week, and others got them after they
had already gone home," said Kasper.
"We're hoping that more people will return them this

time because we got the forms out so early," she said.

The deadline for returns is June 1. At that time the
Academic Affairs Committee will begin compiling the data
and will publish the findings in On the Other Hand IX,
which is scheduled to come out some time in November.

'

On the Other Hand IX, the only publication of the
Undergraduate Student Senate, will have the student
responses on classes and teachers. It is designed to
facilitate the selection of courses, for spring and fall 1983.
"When we were doing research on this we found out

that the number of responses doesn't have to be very high

in order to be statistically significant," O'Neil said.
"Once we determine the lowest number of responses per

class we'll accept, then we'll decide what will or will not eo
in.

*

"We want to polish the book a lot more. There may be
some changes, like whether or not TA evaluations will be

"We want to polish the book a lot more.
There may be some changes, like whether or
not TA evaluations will be printed," she
said.

printed," she said.

Both Kasper and O'Neil stressed the importance of
students filling out and sending back the forms.
"There's been a lot of work and money put into this. It's

for the students' own good. We're counting on them to
send back the forms," O'Neil said.

Feminist editors,

critics talk to 250
White, heterosexual, class-bound feminist criticism

must develop an awareness of the limitatwns of literary
criticism, feminist editors and critics Elly Bulkin and
Barbara Smith said yesterday in a dialogue before an
audience of 250 at the Campus Center.
Moving forward beyond what accepted values are in this

economy can be a dangerous thing but it is necessary,"
Smith said.

Academic feminist critrcism provides rewards and
recognitions but regardless of how activist literary
criticism might be, it must be connected with political
activism to be effective criticism, she said.

Smith said activist criticism takes the differences
between women seriously but it does not broach the
subject in an "inflammatory way."

It is not enough to cite oppression, she said. One must
discuss such things in a way as to inspire people and
motivate them to action.

Sniith and Bulkin also discussed conceptual feminism, or
"feminism of the mind," as a way of approaching literature
and reality that has pitfalls. Opposed to an activist stance,
conceptual feminism is focused on language and theory
about language, they said.

"When you talk about things only on paper you can
simplify them," Smith said.

Bulkin said when we look at criticism we have to find out
whose perspectives are not there and find a way to put
them there. The perspectives usually missing are those of
women of color, lesbians, and working class women, she
said.

Academic criticism can be useful but it is criticism
outside academia that can make the difference in real
terms. Smith said.

Women who are writing do not write out of one single
tradition and there is not enough awareness in the
criticisms of white women from academia of that being
true.

When the audience was invited to comment and ask
questions, one woman pointed out that Bulkin and Smith
had stressed the importance of recognizing the tradition of
lesbians, working class women and women of color, but
had made no mention of older women.
"Every woman I have ever spoken to has had a great

fear of being criticized," Bulkin said. "The issue of raising
some of these criticisms is very important I think, is very
difficult." If more women wrote more criticism it would
become something that would be expected, she said.
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SWAG candidates running unopposed
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Staff

On Thursday April 29 from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. elections
for all offices in the Southwest Area Government (SWAG)
will be held in Berkshire and Hampshire Dining Commons.

Currently, candidates for the positions of co-president,
co-vice presidents, treasurer, and communications
coordinator are all running uncontested. Nomination
papers which require 25 signatures are available in theSWAG office located in the Hampden Student Center. The
deadline for submitting nominations is at 5 p.m. today.

Fran Hegeler, co-vice president, and Jenny Schofield
chairperson of the Social and Cultural Committee are
running for the co- presidency.

"Generally, I don't want to see SWAG as a reactionary
body. I want to be well enough informed so that we can
work on things as they come along rather than having to

P>f^, ^^^^^^^'''
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react to them." Hegelar said.

Schofield stressed the importance of communication
between the assembly and the Southwest community.
"We have numerous immediate goals as well as long

range plans for making SWAG more cohesive. A key
element in this is involving house councils a lot more than
they have been in the past. I think this will serve to im-
prove communication between the area government and
the students and may serve to generate more interest in
the opportunities available in Southwest itself," Schofield
said.

Chairperson of the finance committee, Steve Oster, and
Jeanette Maillet, a second term representative, are
running for the position of co-vice presidents. Treasurer
Peter Weber and Communications Coordinator Beth
Cooney are on the ballot for those respective offices.
There will be a referendum question on the ballot asking

students if they support the continuation of the Southwest
Residential College.

On April 15 three, representatives of the eight member
black caucus from the Malcom X Center were expelled
from the assembly. This was done in accordance with
constitutional provisions which state that if a represen-
tative has three unexcused abscences from the meetings

^K r-'"-*Cx-:» /

"The decision tonight was not based on
rational reasoning. I feel that there are
some hostilities towards the allocation of
$800 to the Malcolm X Center last week,

"

Prescott said.
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Converted lobster boat sets out for aome sprinftime fighing.

they will be terminated. However, such persons may be
reinstated the following week upon approval by two thirds
of the assembly.

Last night, Neil Grant, co-coordinator of the Mafcom X
Center, reappointed himself, Phillip Pasley, and Alex
Murkinson to the body. SWAG members cast their votes
by secret ballot to determine whether these individuals
would be allowed to serve as representatives for the
remainder of the semester. Grant, Pasley. and Murkinson
were terminated by a vote of 18 to 13 with no abstentions.
Andrew Prescott. co president of SWAG said, "This is

the first incident that I know of, where an individual or a
group has not been allowed to reappoint themselves and it

is inconsistent with SWAG's past policies. The decision
tonight was not based on rational reasoning. I feel that
there are some hostilities towards the allocation of $800 to
the Malcom X Center last week."
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Commuter collective to sponsor mime, music and dinner
. ICCIT' r>/-VC<T?<XTl-«.-.r^y-iBy JEFF ROSENBERG

Collegian Staff

The Commuter Collective at the University of
Massachusetts will be sponsoring several "innovative pro-
grams deahng with political issues that are basically a lot
of fun, Jose Tolson, program coordinator said yesterday.
The first program will feature Barbara Anger and Anne

Rhodes from the Mischief Mime Company who will per-
form mime with an "underlying political attitude," said
Lisa Nazzaro, an active member of the Commuter Collec-
tive.

"What makes this program unique is that the women
will be encountering people, rather than people having to
come for the encounter," she said.
The Mischief Mime Company will be appearing from 1

1

to 11:30 a.m. April 29 in front of the Student Union mini-
store, 11:45 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. outside of the Student
Union Building on the campus pond side of the building
and from 12:30 to 1 p.m. on the Campus Center Con-
course, Nazzaro said. This event is being co-sponsored by
the Governor's Program Council and the UMass Arts
Council.

In conjunction with the Older Students Service Network
there will be a get together from 4 to 7 p.m. Thursday
April 29 on the 10th floor of the Campus Center.
"The social is an opportunity for non-traditional

students to meet in a relaxed, festive atmosphere. There
will be free hor d'oeuvres, music and a cash bar," Nazzaro
said.

L
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SPECIAL TOPICS

COURSE
SOC. 297A

TECHNOLOGY & SOCIETY
Lecture and discussion of ideas about
the fornn of society as related to

technological developments.

No prerequisites.

For More Info Contact:

Gordon Sutton 545-0617
j

Hove A Spring Fling!

Qt I

Amherst's Biggest Little Dor
Open 1 1:00 AM - 1:00 AM Doily

i
07 H. Pleasant

Another event is entitled "Dinner On Us" which is

described as a "free night out" for undergraduate couples
and singles living off-campus. The free dinner which is l)e-

ing catered by "Yvonne's" from the New Africa House
will also include a cash bar, music and dancing, she said.
The dinner and dance will take place from 7 to 11 p.m.

May 1 in the Student Union Ballroom and reservations are
required.

On May 7th, the Commuter Collective will be traveling
to the Meiha Shrine's Circus at 133 Long Hill, Springfield.
The $2 fee covers transportation costs to Springfield and
admission to this typical "big top" circus, Nazzaro said.
Jim Harney, an ex-priest, who made two trips to El

Salvador will be speaking about his impression of the
political situation in that country. Harney spent four and
one-half months in El Salvador in 1979 and just returned
from a month long stay with the FMLN, the military

branch of the opposition party in El Salvador, Tolson said
The talk will also include a slide show presentation and

will be held at 8 p.m. May 12 in the Student Union
Ballroom.

Feminist singer-song writer Meg Christian will be per-
forming at 8 p.m. May 9 in Bowker auditorium. Tickets
may be purchased from the Commuter Collective office
Room 404 Student Union Building. The event is being co-
sponsored by the Variations Womens Production Com-
pany in Northampton, Nazzaro said.

The Commuter Collective is comprised of about 6,500
students and serves as the off-campus area government
The collective meets every Thursday at 4 p.m. to plan
events for off-campus students, Tolson said.
"We encourage all off-campus undergraduates to attend

meetings and participate in many of these programs "
he

said.

The Best Ycni Can Bi^!
Lodge Painter Pants & Carpenter Jeans

$12-95
Regularly $15.95 & $16.95

These carefree pants for men and
women are built to last. They are

triple-stitched for strength and
feature a hammer loop and ruler

pocket. Made in U.S.A.

Painter Pants: 100% natural
cotton & lightweight, white
poly/cotton blend.
Carpenter Jeans: prewashed,
100% blue cotton denim.

Special runs thru 5/1.

Route 9, Hadley. 584-9690. Monday to Saturday, 10:00-9:30.

LIQUORS
Almaden Mt. Wines $4.79/1.5 l
MolsonS beer. ale. golden $2.99/6 pk
Dragfone
lambru.co& bianco W^3.25/l5L
Gin & Vodka 80« $5.45/l
Hiram Walker Amaretto$1.99/i2 oz
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EASY RIDER - Andy Gould of W.yland, M«. get. . tow from hi. brotl»er^SS:;S^hS;';^^
ticing a variation of water .kiing, concrete stjle.
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^Ground Zero Week' to end with rally
By TERRY HOFFMAN
Collegian Staff

As a grande finale for "Ground Zero Week'* there will
be a Solidarity for Survival demonstration, Saturday from
1-4 p.m. at the Amherst Common, sponsored by the
Pioneer Valley Ground Zero Committee.
A rally will also be held Saturday at noon at the

Fayweather Social Center at Amherst College sponsored
by the Amherst College Disarmament Study Group. All
are invited to the rally which will end in a march to
Amherst Common for the demonstration.
The four speakers for the demonstration are Nobel

Laureate George Wald, Professor Leo Marx of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Professor John-
netta Cole, associate provost at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst and Dr. Claire Marshall of
Physicians for Social Responsibility.

Music will be provided at the Common by "Songs of
Freedom and Struggle," a folk group which will play no
nuke and protest songs. The musicians are Tom Juravich,
Julia Burrough, Doc lacovelli, and Sam Bowles.
Balloons will be given out at both the rally and the

demonstration. The balloons will be in four colors, each
color representing a different level of destruction which
an atomic bomb would create if dropped in the Springfield
area. The colors are red, blue, yellow and white. Red
signifies the most destruction an atomic bomb could
create, instant death, and white signifies the least harm,
radiation poisoning.

Maria Vita, an Amherst College student and member of
the Amherst College Di^rmament Study Group said she
hopes the rally and demonstration will "get people out to
be active in the disarmament issue and wlucate them."
Vita will be speaking at the rally before the demonstra-

tion along,with other Amherst College students.

UM students needed for Five College Board
By GARY STARTA
Collegian Staff

The Five College Student Coordinating Board will try to
recruit students from the University of Massachusetts for
membership at their next meeting Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. on
the third floor Converse Hall at Amherst College.
The lack of representation of University of

Massachusetts students on the board may result in
UMass' inability to pay for Five College transportation
services in the future.

Two years ago the lack of UMass representation on the

BOG to allow

for new positions
By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors (BOG) voted
after a lengthy debate last night to change a section in
their bylaws which says committees are responsible for
certain aspects of Campus Center government. The new
bylaw involves hiring board members as coordinators for
these positions and in turn cutting down on bureaucracy.
Ron Keefe said he supported the new bylaw because

each coordinator would be motivated to keep up to date
with the department or be subject to dismissal from the
position. He said by making these salaried positions there
would be incentive to do a reputable job.
The new positions include coordinators for: University

Store/RetaU Services. PubUc Relations, Conference
Services/Accomodations, Food Services, Special
Projects. Finance. Display. Space/Economic Develop-
ment, Vendor Certification and Building Operations.

Chairperson Scott Cashman said he supported the
change because he didn't think the Board was
representing the students as effectively as it could.
Arguments against the reorganization said the plan

would stifle board input into decision making because
only one person would be responsible for each position.

Vice Chairperson Paul Bruno said people who are not
hired as coordinators would still be obligated as board
members to get involved in the decision making process
for any department they chose. Keefe said the new plan
would simply guarantee that at least one person on the
board would be sufficiently knowledgeable on any par-
ticular item of concern to the Board as a whole.
The motion was passed by an 18 to 5 margin.
In other business. University Store manager Win

Cummings and Assistant Textbook Annex manager Dean
Scudder explained the operations of their outlets to the
board.

Cummings said the reason the University Store carries
some of the same items as student-run co-operatives is
basically because the store was carrying the items before
any of these co-ops actually existed.
He said his first priority is to provide a service to the

University community, which includes offering a wide
variety of merchandise.
Scudder said he could not cut prices of textbooks in the

Annex because the administration has the final say over
textbook prices. Cummings said towering prices would
"jeopardize the toUl store operation." by leaving it

without enough surplus money to repurchase textbooks
efficiently.

board resulted in misunderstandings as to the University's
obligation to pay a sum of $36,000 a year. The sum is col-
lected from students for Five College programs. UMass
agreed to pay $23,000 for programs because it was not in-

formed that UMass is "contractually bound" to pay a fix-

ed percentage with other schools in the Five College
system, said Jeff Bleich, chairman of the Five College Stu-
dent Coordinating Board.

Through the work of last year's Student Government
Association co-presidents, UMass has paid the $13,000
deficit for this year but the budget has already been set for

the next two years at $23,000, Bleich said. He said there is
a need for UMass representation because "a unified state-
ment from five schools" is necessary to propose reduc-
tions in service costs.

Bleich said UMass students do not need to be elected to
the board, they just have to volunteer. Last year, UMass
had representatives on the board but they have graduated.
Although money for buses is the main concern for the
University, the Five College program also provides
residential exchange. Five College telephone service, cof-
fee houses and the Five College booklet, Bleich said
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C & C LIQUORS
Behind the Police Station

For Off Campus Delivery 253-3091
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*Radiometer
Continued from page 1

"The Advance Technology Center works on unclassified
technology. Research is contracted out to various places,
with open publications of the technology developed,"
Herhn said.

"The radiometer is part of a detector being built for an
experimental radar." he said.

One of the main motivations behind the design of the
radar, he said, is that it could be used to detect the reentry
of missies into the atmosphere.

"That may be the use," said Richard Huguenin, director

of the Five College Radio Astronomy Observatory
f'CRAO). "I assume it is, but I really don't know.

"This is the first time we have done something like this,"
Huguenin said.

The system Lincoln Labs is working on is based on
antenna and is almost identical to the one at FCRAO, he
said.

The FCRAO has received approximately $700,000 from
Lincoln Labs to build the radiometer, Huguenin said.

"We have been working on the radiometer for 18
months," Huguenin said, "and are now heading down the
home stretch."

He added that the radiometer should be finished in the
next couple of weeks.

WILD BLUEYONDER.
Yes, your Army has more than 8,600
aircraft in its active, reserve and national
guard fleet—more aircraft, in fact, than
the Air Force!

If you truly want to fly with the brave
—seek out the Army's Air Cavalry. Out
front, leading the way— flying among
the trees, seeing without being seen—at
the controls of the world's most sophisti-
cated attack helicopter.

You must possess stamina, agility, and
resourcefulness to handle one of these
birds. Decisions must be quick when
dodging trees at 50 knots and orchestrat-
ing the movements and actions of the
other members of your team. Quickness,
decisiveness—this kind of experience is

what employers are looking for.

Get your future off the ground now!
Find out how Army ROTC can prepare
you for this or many other chalknging
positions of responsibility. See the Pro-
fessor of Military Science on your cam-
pus.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
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Sexism inside

the military
All right you college students, I don't care how

qualified you are - you simply can't hold this
job! Can you imagine the uproar if any privateemp oyer publicly advocated this policy? Yet the largest

employer m the United States, the Army, can and does say
this in regard to women. Its high time to end this foolish
injustice and grant full combat status to women in the
military.

Many had thought we had laid to rest the issue of in-
feriority of women. But today we are compelled to resur-
rect and finally destroy this myth as we note that women
are unfairly restricted in the military. Present law and
militaiy practice deny women of equal combat status,
combat pay, and subsequently chances for career advance-
ment in both the military and as veterans in the civilian
sector.
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Letters

Dave McCarthy

Proposed contraceptive regulations won't solve any problems
To the Editor:

The Reagan Administration has proposed new federal

rSlTr i:*'''^,
^^'"'^ '"^"^^ organizations that receive

federal family planning funds to notify the parents ofclients under the age of 18 who receive prescription
contraceptives. The proposed regulations are iU adS
axid would have the dire consequences of increasi^
teenage pregnancy and teenage abortion. The proposed
regulations have not yet taken effect. The public haTthe
opportunity to comment on the proposed regulations until

nTL '

. r ^/t
"^"^'"^ *•* M^Jo'-y Mecklenburg,

Department of Health and Human Services. 2MIndependence Ave.. S.W., Washington. D.C. 20201. The
fr!;^'^'"^fP*'"^*

""^ '*** proposed regulations wUl have an

LnH.^IJf.rr'''" Z^^'i^'
'^^ Department of Healthand Human Services decides to promulgate, chanire orcompletely withdraw the regulations.

^
The proposed regulations are poorly conceived, and beUe

a complete misunderstanding of the problem of teenage
pregnancy and how famUy planning programs provide
medical care to young adults. The regulations clearly
violate client confidentiality. Poor clients would be
discriminated against if the regulations were promulgated
since only those who use subsidized care through family
plannmg programs would be effected. Women who are able
to see a private physician wiU stiU be able to receive
confidential medical care, since private physicians wUl not
be affected by this regulation. There would be an added
cost of administrative reporting required by the
regulations at a time of limited doUars for needed services.

The FamUy Planning Council of Western Massachusetts,

P;;o^»des comprehensive family planning services to
over 10,000 clients annually within the four Western Mass
counties. Fanuly planning programs have long sought to
promote family involvement. All teenage cUents served by
the I-amUy Planning CouncU see a counselor at the
beginning of each medical visit and are encouraged by that
counselor to involve their parents in this aspect of their
health care.

Most young adults who utiUze the services of the Familynannmg Council come with the fuU knowledge of their
parents. Since 1973 the CouncU has conducted hundreds of
educational programs, which have included parents en-
couraging parental involvement in family life education
These programs have been held at churches, schools, and
community organizations throughtout Western Mass
However, there remain some young adults who for
compeUmg reasons choose not to involve their parents in
the decision-making about contraception. By denying
family planning services to these young people, the
Reagan Administration will certainly not curtaU adolescent
sexual activity in the nation. Instead, the result will be
rises in the epidemic of teenage pregnancy and abortion.
Moreover, it is ironic that an administration which has
consistently opposed "excessive" government regulation
should be so desirous of regulating such a personal decision
as seeking contraceptive services.

I would strongly encourage people who are concerned
about these proposed regulations to comment by April 23
1 he health of our young lie in the balance.

Leslie T. Laurie
Family Planning Council

of Western Mass. Inc

A committment to liberation is found to only be repeating itself
To the editor

Jennifer Golden is absolutely right that UMass (like the
U.S. in general) is rife with anti-Jewish bias, and that the
Year Toward Civility did nothing to address the situation.
On the other hand, when she classifies the International
Wonrien's Week invitation of a Palestinian speaker as anti-
Semitic, she perpetuates the false and ultimately anti-
Jewish notion that criticism of the state of Israel means
hatred of Jews.
As the IWW presented their program, they made a

conscious decision to invite a Palestinian woman as a
representative of an oppressed people. As a Jew, I believe
that decision was correct. Even as I type this letter, the
radio brings the news of an Israeli air attack on refugees in
Lebanon. Because I live in the U.S., the media do not even
report the closing of Bir Zeit University on the West Bank
to me, and I have to search vigilantly for mention of West

Bank residents killed by Israeli troops or of elected
Palestmian officials deposed by the occupying authorities.

All these things did happen and are happening never-
theless. Progressive Jews in Israel like the Peace Now
movement have denounced them. Over 50,000 Jews rallied
in Israel last month to protest the iniquitous poUcies Begin
perpetrates in their name. If the IWW had invited a
speaker to rebut the claims of the Palestinians, they would
be betraying their commitment to liberation. When Jews
in the U.S. blindly support Israeli policy to the point of
documented torture and exploitation, they betray their
Jewish moral heritage and the dream of Israel itself.

We were slaves in Egypt. Did we learn nothing from the
experience?

Dennis Fischman
Amherst
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committment to the equality of rights, the

United States should adopt the following plan: Eliminate
all combat restrictions on women in the military, and In-
sure adequate training and education of all enlisted per-
sonnel and officers in pertinent areas of all military func-
tions. This plan will reap one significant advantage: It will
strike yet another blow for equal opportunity for all

It w^ initially noted that women are denied equal
status Because women are denied combat status they are
denied 75 percent of the job positions in the military

1 he result of this unfair treatment is not enhanced pro-
tection of women, but rather preservation of their second
class citizenship.

The impact of such discrimination is found in three
areas: First, women's status as second class citizens is
perpetuated by the single largest employer in the United
states, thus sending a strong undesireable message to the
nation - it is, as far as the government is concerned, okay
to diacrumnate against women. Secondly, women are
denied the chance of equal pay and benefits, better pay
and benefits that are accrued with combat status
Womens careers are forever harmed. Lastly, women are
forced to serve their nation at a greater, but unnecessary,
risk to themselves. Judy Goldsmith , noted: Women in
combat-related categories have been in combat, wounded
and killed. But they have served at greater risk to
themselves because they have not had adequate combat
training.

The army has simply played a name-game by allowing
women to be subject to the front lines of battle but labeling
them as non-combatants and therefore not adequately
training, paying, or promoting them. There is no justifica-
tion for sexism in the military and it is therefore the
military s burden to prove why we should continue to ex-
clude women from combat status.

All studies indicate that women have no negative effect
on military effectiveness and readiness. One such study
the Army Research Institute Study, was described in theNew Republic in March of 1980. It found: the number of
women in an army unit has no impact on its performance
in field exercises. One must conclude as did Richard
Hunter the Assistant Director of the U.S. office of Person-
nel Management in March of 1981 that: Units with
military women have been tested extensively under train-
ing conditions as near to combat as is possible in
peacetime. No significant differences were noted in the
performances of these units and those with men only.
Women have been involved in the military for a long

time and granting those who are already serving in essen-
tially combat positions combat pay will not alter the effec-
tiveness of the military. One should remember that today
women work in traditionally high risk, high danger all-
nriale jobs such as police and fire work, construction jobs
that require considerable strength and other jobs in socie-
ty that no one would have dreamed women could do 50
years ago.

Society has been steadily changing while the military
has stood stagnant. Let us knock down this last archaic
and unjustified barrier. Give women full combat status
aiid pay. Let us enhance societies committment to equal
rights and opportunities.
Dave McCarthy is a Collegian columnist.

Letters Policy
Letters to the editor must be signed and
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received, unpublished letters cannot be
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grammar. Letters longer than 30 lines mav
be condensed due to space limitations.
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Twelve license plate thefts reported
An Amh*»rst man i>,«o i.j nr . o -„ a i . ...An Amherst man was arrested Wed

nesday night for speeding and for operating
a motor vehicle after his license had been
suspended, according to Amherst Police.

Louis Hasbrouk. 32. of Fearing Streetwas arrested at 6:40 p.m. Wednesday onBelchertown Road.
'

At 7:30 p.m. Wednesday police received

Newslines...

a report ol the theft of 12 license platesfrom motor vehichles at a University of
Massachusetts sorority house on Nutting
Avenue The incident is under in
vestigation.

Pnt,L^ v^.,*'"-
^«<^"esday a resident of

K Mu^'u*^^ "^^P*""^^*^ ^^^^ a <^ar wind-
shield had been smashed by a rock.

- SUSAN RINGJ

ISFRPIl WritPr in .^';''P^'"
America." Silberman win speak onXOXd^ll WlltCl lU "Before the Day They Change Their Minds:

1 1 J
?^''^' Poverty and Crime." at 4 plm. in the

SDeak on CUltnrP ^^"^^^^ Assembly Room at Amherst0|^V.C*«. Vll VUliUlC College. At 8 p.m. Brimmer wUl discuss
loverty and Crime: and Economic Per-

spective." The speeches are part of the
third annual Charles Houston Forum at
Amherst College and are free to the public.

Amnon Shamosh. Israel's leading
Sephardic writer of fiction will be speaking
on "jsrael as a Cross roads of Culture" at
11:45 a.m. Sunday in the Commonwealth
Room of the Student Union Building.

Shamosh's many books deal with the
character and culture of Oriental Jewry. He
us also the winner of the Jerusalem Agnon
Prize for Literature and the Prime
Minister's Literary Prize. The event is
being sponsored by Hillel.

Poverty and crime
will be topic
Authors Charles Silberman and Andrew

Brimmer will speak Friday on "Poverty and

EI Salvador
event scheduled
"An evening of Solidarity with El

Salvador" will be presented at 8 p.m. on
April 23 at the First Congregational Church
on Mam St. in Amherst. The event is jointly
sponsored by the Committee in Solidarity

with the People of El Salvador and the
Western Massachusetts Latin American
Solidarity Committee. The event is open to
the public.

FITNESS
THROUGH
lSCIEMCE-

SPRINGTIME SPECIAL

Now Offering

1 Month Memberships

$94100
GET IN SHAPE

TONE,
SHAPE,
REDUCE
OVER 20
NAUTILUS
MACHINES

Rt>. 9 - Mtn Farms Mall - Hadley -SB4-1880
"

The Pub 40 is Here!
ORDER MILLER OR MILLER LITE

^3.50 l|^|

MUG! .-*^
MO OUNCES

^m R£flU$^l.95PUB SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

F'riday, April 23, 1982

FOUR SEASONS
Molson Golden bts $10.99
Schaeffer cans. $6.99
Rolling Rock le oz cans $8.99
Krakus bottles $8,99
Sebastian! Table Wines.... 1.5. ...$3799
E & J Gallo Wines 1.5 $3.99

Chenin Blanc, Rose, Fr. Colombard
Premiat Cabernet Sauvignon
& Pinot Noir 750 ml $2.49
Taylor Champagne Brut. ...750... $4.99
Marque De Caceres. Red & white 750. $3.99
Cossack Vodka 1.75 $8.49
Skol Vodka & Gin 1.75 ...... $8.49
Cordon Bleu Peppermint Schnapps
-•. 1-^ $9.99
Kahlua 750 $9.99
^« Open 10 AM to 11 PM
J| in front of the Malls ^^

L Wines/Liqtiors '

^
rte.9, hadfe>;ma./584-8174 ^

4imc
WTWILITESHOW

THEATRES TIHES FOR TODAY ONLY

amC HAMPSHIRE 4

XeOUCEO PBICES KM STUOCNTS t SENlOD CITIZENS WITH *MC CARD

|KA7H\RINE HEPBURN
HENRY FONDA

584-7550 HAMPSHIRE MAL L

THEY ARE SOMETHING MORE THAM
LOVERS WHO ARE ABOUT TO BECOME
SOMETHING LESS THAN HOMAM.

NASTASSIA KINSKI In

Fri Sat(5:00 @ $1.75r7 30-9:55
Sat Matinee 2:15

Sun 1:00(3:30 @ $1.75)6:00-8:00

A Science Fantasy
. Adventure

I

Quest
forFire

Fri S8t(5:00 @ $1.75)7:30 9:55

Sat Matinee 2:15
Sun 1 (3:30 @ $1.75)6:00-8:30

^m0^
]YouTI be glad
you camel

Fri-Sat(5:15 @ *' 75)7:45-10:15-12:15

Sat Matinee 2:X
§ Sun 1:15(3:45 @ $1.75)6:1S-8:45

,nmCW0UNTAINFARIIIS4

Fri S»t(5:16 @ $1.75)7:46-10:15
Sat Matinee 2:30

Sun 1:15(3:45 @ $1.75)6:15-8:46

f»tf •*

584-91 53 MOUMTAIN FARMS MALI

A Riveting

and
Enthralling

Film.

ctisBiOTSornRF
Fri-Sat 2:00(4:30 $1.75)7:3^9 56

l|^5. Sun 12:46(3:30 ^ $1.75)6:00-8:30

IF YOU COULD
SEE WHAT

I HEAR
Fn Sat 2 00(4:45 @ $1.75)7:45^9 56
Sun 1:00(3:45 @ $1 75)6:15-8:45

Fn Sat 1:00-3:00(5:00
$1.75)7:00-9:00

ll?S
^"" 12:30-2:30(4:45

IM $1.75)6:4&^:46

%^ DLAKE EDWARDS'

:yi<TOR<B.p

JuuE ANOi^Evs CFBgm
JAMES GARNER '^^

Fn Sat 1:45(4:30 @ $175)7:15-9 55
ig Sun 1:30(3:15 @ $1.75)6:00 830

MipwieWTMOVilt MADNESS
^mC HAMPSHIRE

50c OFF
>*'hen dressed in costume

TSpityLyOia^iiL

iM AMERICA IM WEBEU^Lfr.

Quest fop Fjre I "^onty pythons
y^ LIFE Qg BPlA^i^

IsamgflVgSADDLES
l[PG*QUTLaND

_^ay, April 23, 1982

Arts
Wrong Is Ijog- 'y^^^lgin?

Sean Connery stars as
Patrick Hale, a televi-
sion superstar reporter
in fl'ron^ is right, a
comedy about interna-
tional conflict that
transforms intrigue in-
to hilarity and truth in-
to terror.

WKONG IS RIGHT - D rectedbTmchard

By JOHN BROBST
Collegian Staff

"I think what we have here is director Richard Brooks[Looking M Mr. Goodbar In Cold Rlnn^\ J

Yn7 ^""^^"^
^i'"'"!'^'

^^"^'•^1 Wombat in Wronq Is Riaht

Problems like Third World terrorism, impendingeconomic collapse. White House corruption CIAassassmations and other symptoms of our diseased worldare packaged daily for the afternoon newscasts by rovfngtelevision news journalist Patrick Hale (Sean Conneryf

takeovers, political riots, terrorist training camps secretWhi e House meetings, human bombs tha? parachu e ouof^pl^anes. and brings it aU to you at home in ti^^ for

Director Brooks is saying (among other things) that thetelevision news industry has turned away ffom factualreporting and into a three-ring circus. "Were n^t ^thenews business." Hale tells his boss, "were in he en

at 4.00. What you missed at 4:00 you can see again at 5:00They cut away to New York and you see it again at 6:00;

Personal

Finnally. you get a recap at 7:00. If you can get a clip ofsomeone blowing themselves up to make a poliUcd
statement, as Hale does, that's big bucks'
The beauty of Wrong Is Right is that it has something

for everyone. » ""s

If you're anti-nuclear disaster. Arab terrorists plant apau- of nuclear bombs somewhere in New York CitvNuclear activists can say "See! I told you so! Look at what'sgoing to happen!"
If you're pro-military, the picture ends with GeneralWombat (Robert Conrad) parachuting out of a plane saying

Let s go kick some ass! The United States isn't going to

Icfron"""^

'"'""^ "^'' ^'*"" terrorists. We're taking some

If you're pro-National Enquirer, you might think weshould put cameras in aU of our government offices
especially during the scene where the Presi^nt (Seorge
Grizzard) asks the CIA director (G. D. Spradlin ^oassasinate an Arab leader.

P'<i«inn to

"If you place the ultimate weapon in the hands of an
irresponsible person; a terrorist, a lunatic, someone who
hust doesn t care, or someone who wants to perform on t v
by committing suicide to make a political statement, what
do you do about it? We'd better know what the truth is.Wed better know who our leaders are. We'd better find
out who we are. What is it we really want in this world''"
nrook says.

The intensely fast-paced Wrong Is Right is as important
a JUm as any that have come out in recent years It'smessage (i.e. think for yourself) is one we can never getenough of.

*
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Coming Attractions 1
Stephen M urphy J

TA^Om'^
LINES- COMICS AND COMIC ADAP-

Comicbooks resemble storyboards (graphic shot-byshot

pXesT.
*'' ''"'" impressions of a story's

But the similarity ends there.

ar.^'^wl't^'''T '^P^^'f ^^ ^^« '""'•^ '"«'•«' And most
are. Wr, ers and artists of distinct stylo leap from a page interms of their difering opinions and form. Some^Je
ubiquitously articulate, others straightforward. Time andspace can often be disregarded. Where else can a thirty-second conversation take place within the duration of athree-second jump from one building to the next'''
Only m comicboooks. Which lends thought to the

?h.'r '? '^
^i"'.'^'^

'"'^^•^•«" adaptationf of comiccharacters and why they so often fall short of expectationl-ew adaptations capture the intensity, mood orcharacter development of comicbooks. The old fla^rZ andrecent Wonder Wonutn TV shows, as well asThrTVmovies of Spidermnn, Doctor Strange and CaplLAmenca, were not much more than simple reductions ofthese figures mto cardboard caricatures'. Their commonbond was one-dimensionality: their exploits forever tteHp

mlddlltou";^""'^^'
^''' ^'^^^ '^ -^ -•• ^-ws n'o

reh^iTh SIkpT'''
^""'^ "^ '^''^'' " "^^ ^ P«"i«tentrehash of the man-as-monster-(or alien)-entering-town-to-

Arnold Schwarzenegger, as Conan the
tsarbarlan. v

mgway and Patrice Donnelly.

By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

Personal Best is one of the more controversial films out
today Because of its sensitive subject matter and the way
that It IS brought to the screen; it has been both condemn-
ed and praised by various social awareness groups
throughout the country.

^
In short, it covers four years in the life of a young female

athlete and her various relationships with the male and
female lovers in her life. What Personal Best tries to do
(according to the film's writer-director Robert Towne in a
recent Playboy interview) is to examine the life of a young
runner who trains and competes for the sheer joy of it a!s
opposed to recent films about those who run for G^d
country or anything else but personal satisfaction.
Obviously, the film is not controversial for this reason

but rather for the method in which it treats its sub-plot of
esbianism. Here, the central character. Chris Cahill
(Manel Hemmingway) enters into a lesbian relationship
with teammate Tobby Skinner (Patrice Donnelly). I was
mildly confused as to how a giri of 17 could enter into such
an open relationship with another woman after only know-
'"?"«•' for about three hours and subsequently move in
with her with absolutely no visible means of support and
with no apparent objection from her formerly protective
parents.

Aside from the fact that these two women are sefiarated
in age by at least 10 years (How many 17 year olds are the
emotional equals of a thirty year old?). Donnelly's
Straightforward character appears to have literally
nothing in common with Hemmingway's; because Cahill
seems to have the mind of a turnip and the personality of a
Stale fig newton. Any type of mature relationship between
these two seems strictly outside the realm of reality.

If these inconsistencies may confuse heterosexuals, then
certain other points are bound to irritate "gays." For in-
stance, Mariel conveniently goes "straight" halfway
through the film due to a peptalk-seduction by her coach
(Scott Glenn in the film's best performance) and a chance
meeting with a water polo player (Kenny Moore). Also, the
film's numerous steambath scenes have also garnered the
wrath of certain New York feminist groups. For instance,
the women with the best bodies are all nude and conve-
niently close to the camera, while the obese women are
casually wearing towels and quietly hidden in the back cor-

Mariel Hemmingway in Personal Best.
ners. It s^ms that these scenes are shot entirely with the
Idea of a Playboy pictorial in mind. This might be okay for
something like Porky 's but this is hardly the art of filmAs an actress in her first major starring role, Hemm-ingway IS a good athlete. I'm sure she will have a promis-

I'^S^^^^ ^n
^^' "r ^^^^ •'*" St. John is more or

less retired. Donnelly is effective but mildly irritating Sheseems to do her best to hit every lesbian cliche in the bookand neariy succeeds in presenting the total "butch"
stereotype. The rest of the cast fares a little betterhowever and they do try hard to bring off their smalle;

u!Z^ »K "^/T^-
"^'^^ sensitivity and accuracy. Unfor-

tunately the dubbing was rather poor and a lot of impor-
tant dialogue was inaudible.

^
On the whole, this highly uneven film will be seen andtalked about for quite some time. Towne obviously did put

Uie b^x office"'^
'^'' """"^ ^""^ ^'"^ '"'" ''

'' P^^"« ^^^ *^

make-profound-statement theme. The new PAoenu: seriesalthough unadapted. is the same. Character development
takes a backseat to backseat moralizing.
Such television adaptations are the products of in-

dividuals unconnected with the comics field. Their versionsare much different from the customary approach given the

H.Xir''''".n'^" '^' P""*^^ P*^«- But at least theHulk was green. (Unless you have a black and white set )But these productions are not hindered only by thisshallowness of depth and imagination. They are also

Tf ."J "l "i"
?""""^ ""^ T^ ^^ realism: A realism

defined by both electronic media where the viewer isswept along with the screens fleeting images - with
little or no time to ponder unfolding events - and becomes
a passive receptor constantly moving at fast forward, and
the physical restrictions dictated by money. Special effects
are costly. The Superman films have proven it takes
miHions of dollars to convincingly portray a man as flying
Heavy Metal, at the other extreme, worked because itwas animated by many of the original artists on whose

I ui^'f
Wms "chapters" were based. Yet this didn'tkeep HM from falling victim to the fleetingness of images

described above. The power of the film instead rested
primarily upon fast-paced action and near mindless heavy
metal rock. ^

,, ^^"^""'f
^^*" mention the recent dim-witted Flash

(tordon film.

It appears that comicbook creations, if they are to be
truly realized, should either be treated in a manner
benefiting theu- original magic or remain, unadapted in
comicbook form.

Yet. with the exception of the Superman films, theyhave not. At least at present.
Two new film adaptations of comic characters will be

released later this month; Universai's Conun the Barbarian
and Avco Embassy's The Swamp Thing
Conan features Arnold Schwarzenegger in the title role.

Sandahl Bergman as his bve. Valeria. Queen of Thievesand James Earl Jones as the sorcerer Thulsa Doom Thenim is du-ected by John (writer/director of The Wind and
the Lion and co- writer of Apocalypse Now) MUius. who
also CO wrote the screenplay with Oliver Stone. Stone won

Exp!^Z
^'^"'^ ^*"' *'*" ^'•^"P'^y of Midnight

Swamp Thing is being distributed by Avco Embassy
I-ilms. a company generally known for the rather drab or
exploitative films it usually handles. Thing boasts Michael
Ulsan on the production end. a one time writer for DC
Comics.

In the distant future. Superman will appear arain
(summer of '83) as will The Batman, this time in a mSlti-
milhon dollar format, reportedly set in the 40s and focusing
on Batman's detective abilities. There was talk of a Silver
Surfer film but that has since been shelved due to a lack of
financmg. Rumors have it that The X Men will be treated
in some TV or fUm format. The latter two are both
creations of Marvel Comics, which recently opened a
multimedia center on the west coast.
Time and creativity will tell.
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Two trespass notices issued

Friday, April 23, 1982

Friday, April 23, 1982

By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

Two trespass notices were issued by
University of Massachusetts Police
Wednesday night, and several larcenies
were reported, police said yesterday

It was reported to police at 7:40 p.m
Wednesday that a man described as ap-
proximately 5'9" with blond hair and a
beard was acting suspiciously in thetampus Center Concourse. Police
responded and escorted the man off-campus
after receiving reports of him approaching
women sitting alone and saying obscenities
to them, police said. Police said the man.
dd. was not a student or an employee of the
University.

In a separate incident later Wednesday
police responded to a call at 11:00 p m of aman verbally abusing people in the con-
course area, police said. The man had

* Telescope --

Contimied from page 1

Many of the devices developed byFCRAO are one of a kind and unavailable
conr,rnerc.ally^ The astro-physics depart-ment has. thus, created a company inAmherst called Millitech. The company willmake available commercially the equip-

muT^S^l^
been shut off earlier from theBlue Wall, and then went to the Top of theCampus Lounge where police found him.

1 ohce described the man as 22 years old.
6 2 and weighing 175 lbs., and as neither a
student or an employee of UxMass

In other areas, police said a woman
watchmg the men's lacrosse game Tuesday
afternoon had a Canon AE-1 camera worth
$350 stolen from the van she had traveled
in, which was parked nearby.

Police also reported a theft occurring in
the fifth floor lounge in McNamara Dor-
mitory in the Sylvan Residential Area. A
Magnavox color portable television worth
$400 was reported stolen sometime bet-
ween 1:10 a.m. and 1:30 a.m. yesterday
along with an Intellevision home computer
game, police said. The television belonged
to a student living in the dormitory, police
said.

Tf TCRAO^^
^^" developed by the staff

The company will also offer the FCRAO
staff of engineers and technicians the op-
portunity of consulting and of increasing
their salaries which have remained at a
level way below what they would be paid by
commercial companies, Huguenin said.

Suyone Miiffin Bivakfast
(sandwich, get another
SMiiffin samhvich fi«e. KINGi

BURGEft e

Please present this coupon before ordering. Limit one coupon
per customer. Not to be used with other coupons or offers Void
where prohibited by law. This offer expires April 28, 1982.

Good only during breakfast hours. 7;30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
BGood only at Rt. Q Hadley. MA.
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iRP.Vt.Warren
KiAhJffi BEER •^
YOU CAN DRrNK

(your choic* of ic* cold droits)
with this ad and College ID

South Deerfield Center - 665-8757
Bar Drinks $1. ALWAYS

<!>«

Sign Up
^<>^^f

^\nnuol Greot Roci
Hot-L to Pockofds

coming at^
————_

The Separate Enterance
Anril 97 ^ .Fri April 23

Lost in the Shuffle
Thurs. April 29
Pam Bricker

FrI. May 7
P-town Jug Band

Sun. Aprik25

Transatlantic

Fri. April 30
Bev Rohleher and
Maria Growes

THE
WOK

LOUNGE

EVERT Tl'ESDAT-RETl'RX
or THE IfES. SITE
SPECIAL WITH
DJCRAZT
GEORGE

7B- DRISIKS ALL XITE

EVERT WED.VESDAT
SO€ HOPS

no cover

THIRSOAT APRIL 81
SIGiVAL

"\ »LHiHTKE:Tl'R.VC ABAKET"

r.r.fc.,..^.A.fc.^^;i. ,,^.,«;;nm RE»EH%'ATIO.V% OR IVFO

FRIDAY & SATl^RDAY

wmm

EVERT SriVDAT • no cover

DJCRAZT
GEORGE

9B' BAR DRI.\KS

RTE 9 HADLEY ^86-1202
OPEN TILL 2 AM
WEEKENDS

1 AM WEEKDAYS

Singer Millington

has crowd dancing

and singing along
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

There is something about June Millington s music that

2oZrV' ^' ''' "P ^"' ^^"^- The clear Tocals and

LltT r "^T P'?^"^ '" ^*^'' '""^i*^ ^hen she performed
last Friday night at Mount Holyoke College, and over^nehundred people in fhe audience got up and danced duringher encore performance. '^

hJTh^^ ''^''^ beginning of the concert MUlington andher band encouraged the audience to have fun. Theycertamly acted as if they were having fun

aDoilt^H^^
'"^^''"^ '

"^"'"^l''
'^^^''" Millingtons musicappealed to everyone m the audience. She utiUzed adiversity o themes. She tried to reach everyone and never

tried to exclude the men in the audience

said^-mnr.^l
^"^

^r^ ^ ^"^ ''"'^' ^" "S^ht?" MUlington
said, buig along if you want to.
She asked the audience to help out with the percussiondunng "Coconut Mentality." Hand clapping and f^tstomping accompanied many songs.
MiUington captured the audiences attention regardless

of whether she was accompanied by a band. Her love ofperformmg before an audience was clear from the start

f.]lZT ^.f^^^i"^^ "atural throughout the concert. Shetalked to the audience as if they were old friends
Milbngton said that she and her band love performing so

CoUc^ian n

K'lTXTir n^/-.ir ,
f»"'»««" photo by P,tMc(.rthyFUNK ROCK - June Millington played to an

enthusiastic audience at Mount Holyoke CoIIeee
last Friday night.

'^

much that, "sometimes I wonder why we even bother toget off the stage.

The comraderie between Millington and her band was
evident in Friday nights performance. During "I'll Keep

.'"? ?."•„• ^'"'^f
^'^^^' ^•'° ^"^ «""g the backup

""I^M v.".,
'""'^^" ' °^^^'" '**"^«' l^^^^^e the lead singer

while MiUmgton sang the backup vocals. TilJtery performed
the song brilliantly and MiUington smiled encouragingly at

Both the singing and the music were performed
faultlessly It seemed as though MiUington and her bandwere good friends jamming together with other friends
looking on. There was too much audience involvement for
it to be termed a formal concert.
Only the word "fun" could accurately describe

MilUngton s concert. She had fun. Her band had fun The
audience had fun. Those who got up and danced had funLven after the concert was over, the audience had fun
MiUington came out on stage with the drummer. Bernice
Brooks, and had an informal jamming session with
MiUmgton playing the drums and the drummer dancing
Millington invited anyone to come up on stage and join

ITn P'^ "^^""^ dancing on stage and in the aisles.
Milhngton's drum playing helped confirm what was

evident from the start: she is an outstanding performer
with charm and a great desire to entertain.

tRiversicfe
Has a GREA T NEW DA Y For You!

1st ANNUAL

SP^IIJGFeST
APRIL 24 • 25

• Sky Divers (4/24)

• German Band (4/24)

• Tang Drinking Contest

• Cellabration

• Meet Hockey Great
Bobby Orr (4/24)

• Polish Band (4/25)

• Frisbee Contest

• l\1oose Calling Contest

Grape Stomping with Aldo Cella

WversicTe
ROUTE 159 . AGAWAM, MA

WIN PRIZES
FORM YOUR TEAM NOW

For Reservations and Inforrm

Call (413) 789-199'"

V.

— ^ivjm
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KEGS

LIQUORS

Rolling Rock i2pkc 3.95 i2pk

Moosehead 11 .95
Beck 1395
Labatt Beer 9.95
St. Paul! 13.95

^ >%^-»j:

b'«t.

N^.'-^

^<^'

u^

A^^l

Sfe::

•*-•> -^^gsl

/

Gilbey Gin 1.75 1

1

.99

Catto Scotch 1.75 11.99
Skol Vodka 1.75 8.20
Skol Gin 1.75 8.20
Canadian Rare 1.75 10.29« • • •

Parma Vino Rossosl 4.29
B & G Partager 1 5 4.59
Almaden 3 l 6.95
Inglenook 1.5 3.99
Giacobazzi 3l 6.95
Martini & Rossi AstI 750 mi 7.75
BuratI Chianti niter 3.49
Principato White 1.5 3.99

not responsible for typographical errors

2Dj-bM95 10 a.m. til 1 1 p.m.
not responsible for typographical errors
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by Garry Trudeau
HMM..IO0UU?USeA m.I'M
BKAKMfSElF.mKa SOm SIR.

memeLFOR/tmi£, icmiaT
UKlYAJjOtmi you6010

INBUmiHAT.

uooKim
UKBumr?

I IS BLACK
veoNiy,
SIR.

rr'SMY
BOAT,
DAMMIV

THerRB PAvm
GooPMoter,
SIR. I'll TRY TO
SNM/OfXIOP

UNDER THE INFLUENCE
by M. Joyce

ACROSS
1 "The Oivine

6 Calchholdof
10 Desserts
14 Geographic com

bining (orm
15 Beaut
16 Sea bird

17 Minute groove
18 Leave out
19 Drudge
20 Eloquent archer,

in a way
22 Waits upon
24 That IS, in Latin
26 To IS

human .

"

27 English character
actor George

30 Queen on
Olympus

32 Dapper one
35 Money at interest

36 Ovid's gold
37 track mind
38 Dancer s gestures
42 de Ij^pite

43 Is lacking
44 Night in 47 Across
45 Kind of curve
46 Roman wings
47 City on the Loire

49 Holyabbr

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

xni In Aatiln IIimi S|ra«<cu>

50 Beatles name
52 Place o( learning

56 Male hawks
60 Highlight of

Fausf
61 Wing, in Calais
63 Like a foggy nighl
64 Short distance
65 Shipshape
66 Leave in a will

67 Hence
68 Teleost types
69 Musialand

Kenton

DOWN
1 Largest number
on a die

2 Lawyer Abbr
3 Unusual
4 Offering excuses
5 Puts away in the

cupboard
6 Shines

7 Grogs cousin
8 Inter

9 Backslap. in

a way
10 Actor Ustinov
11 A will of

1? Oklahoma city

13 Salts, in Soissons

21 Masonic aux
23 Hobo
25 Storm accom

paniment
27 Michael Came

role

28 Upsets

29 Slow and last

31 Important periods
32 Coffee

companion
33 Actress Dickinson
34 Ornithologists

concerns
36 On the waves
39 Growing out
40 Banish
41 Naive
47 Direction

48 Nods
49 Noises
51 Particulars

52 thy

bread "

53 Straight Prefix

54 In of

55 Innislail

57 Earth goddess
58 Jungle king

59 Uses a long-eyed
sharp

62 Diamond

THE UMASS ZONE by Mark Rollins
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PHOTO CONTEST
Watch the Co\\eg\2,n for further details

WEATHER
Sunny today, high 60 to

65. Fair tonight and
tomorrow. Low in the 40s.
And high tomorrow in the
mid 60s to mid 70s.

Dastardly
Dgns#^

Saturday Night
6 til Closing

TICKET NIGHT 3 tickets for $1
Draft ona tickat. Domastic Baar

and Bar Liquor 2 tickats,

_ ^ ^ Top Shaif 3 tickats.
36 E. PI—Mnt St.. Amhfw. MA aB3-«a«

UNIVERSITY nr MASSACHUSFTTc; A^MH^ST

Try the Fine Arts
this Spring

Accepting Applications

for positions in:

SGA TREASUKER'S OFFICE

Jobs offer excellent experience in

budget analysis, acctg, &• finance

Applications available in 407 SUB

The Big Six

S'fJY GILLESPIE ILLINOIS JACQUETMAX ROACH RICHARD DAVIS
BILLY TAYLOR LEON THOMAS

MONDAY, APRIL 26, 8 PM

D.C. MENU
LUNCH
Torpedo Grinder, Tuna a la

King/Biscuit

BASICS LUNCH
Summer Salad with Syrian
Bread, Tuna a la

King/Biscuit

DINNER
Roast Top Round of
Beef/Au Jus, Baked Cod
with Crumb Sauce, Fruit
Plate with Saltines

BASICS DINNER
Creamed Vegetable Cro-
quette with Sauce, Baked
Cod with Crumb Sauce,
Fruit Plate with Saltines

Leonard Rose
in.l ih.

Deadline April 30, 1982

GET INVOLVED
ggMH^I

Springfield Symphony
Orche.stra

Friday, April 30, 8 PM

Box Office: Noon to 4PM, M-F (413)545-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

r
Today, Breakloose Video

10:30 - 12:00 RockWorld - Assorted
Rock and Roll Video

12:00 - 12:45 Blondie, Eat to the Beat
- Oh Boy!

12:45 - 1:45 No One Hear Gets Out
Alive — Jim Morrison
Plays it Again!

1:45 - 2:00 Short Shots - Video Tid
Bits

^
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome to CoJIeaianOffici. rr in • Q>.c ^^e ..
^w^^' w^^ ^^i^ ^i^^diCome to Cotleguin Office 00113 • 8 45 3 45 Monday

A BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDIO
Sonically Superior Audio. The word ISyreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

A REAL GOOD TIME

Come see Lou Miami and the Kosmetix
tonight at the BlueWall. If you haven't seen
Lou before you don't know what you've
been missing.

ARTiSTS

Pierpont.Art Exhibition and Competi-
tion, open to all Five College
undergraduates, Mayday May 1st. Cash
prizes, coffeehouse, barbecue. Call
546-4572 or 546-5286 for more info

ATTENTION
FRUSTRATED MUSICIANS

Drummer is looking to form a competent
Pop/Roci< Band - guitar, bass, and vocalist
needed I am looking at this situation as only
a creative venture not a career call Mike Riff
256-6454 or leave a message on the Col-
legian Arts Desk

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
1973 VW excellent condition new paint
549-1007 must be seen

1973 VW Beetle great condition new
transmission must sell only $1300 call eves
665-2392

68 Mustang best offer 549-5022

1972 Toyota Corolla 1600 automatic
transmission, running condition $550
367 2049

1974 Chevy Impaia good cond, runs fine
no work needed, $850 Kevin 665-4362

BASS PLAYERS
Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMSi!

Delivered by professional Bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
253-5491

BUTTERFIELD

Interested in living in a dorm with its
own DC? Come to information sessions in
Butterfield lounge 4/26 - 4/27 at 7 pm

E.M.T.S

Come to an important meeting of the
UMass Fire & First Aid Unit. Work at cam-
pus shows, concerts, & athletic events
Earn recert credits, CPR recert MOnday
April 26 7 pm CC 908

ENTERTAINMENT

India Association
presents

INDIA NIGHT
CC. Aud. Fri. April 23

7:00 PM Free

Happy Hour at Smith College with the
music and contests of DJ Dr. Bopi Satur-
day, April 24th, 4-6, Davis Student Center.
25c beers with ID

FOR RENT
Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood. 1 Vi
baths, carpeting, pool, tennis courts
253-5759

Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 Vi
baths, carpeting, pool, tennis courts
253-5759

Summer rental Cape Cod Harwich 4
bedroom ranch call 617-899-8654

Room for rent in centrally located
Amherst apt. preferably male grad student
117/mo June 1 253-9717 James or Mark
PI Kappa Alpha summer room rentals
reasonable rates 5-2150, 5-0047

Southwood Apts 2 bdrm summer sublet
fall option call 253-5493 ^

Females wanted for summer house in
Falmouth $750 from Memorial Day to Labor
Day call Shari 545-2152 or Julie 549^1482

Two people wanted to share large Puff-
ton bedroom, $99 each, heat included
Available 9/1 call 549 5184

Femaio wanted to share house on Lower
County Road in W Dennis $350.00 for the
whole summer call Cindy 6-5699

Large 4 bedroom house w/yard on =
Coll. bus rte, Rte 116 S. Hadley summer
sublet w/fall option $475 532-3953

Cash .n advanrp • .; .« '. ''"f^^
* Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication dayi-asn in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount

2 bdrm apt on bus rte pool, lease starts
June 1 call Renee 253-3378

Crestview one bedroom apt 549-1369
Summer sublet with fall option Brittany
Manor 2 bedroom $195 ea bedroom or $390
whole thing call 253-5375 available June on
bus route

FOR SALE

Almost full scuba outfit excellent condi-
tion around $300 256-6336 must sell

Electric typewriter Smith Corona super
sterling $100 call Tom 253-3187

Pre-strung with Ashway Gold PRINCE
PRO Tennis Racket - only 'A year oW price
negotiable contact Debby at 546-5079

Concept 1 sneakers Hi-Leathers $26 Lo-
Leathers $24 Suede $22 call Mike 549-1233
10 speed Free Spirit bike 3 years excellent
condition completely overhauled best offer
253-9423, 253-5814

Almost brand new women's leather
jacket size 12 zip out lining $75 or best offer
6-3255

King size waterbed incl. heater, frame,
mattress, liner, cover less than year old
$200 or 80 call 546-9399

Pair of tix to J. Geils on floor. May first at
Hartford best offer call Doug 546-6089
For Sale: Roland Cube-60 Guitar Amp very
versatile, mint condition $250 call Tom
253 2982

Kingsize waterbed, heater, pedestal
wave dampened mattress, good condition'
$150 256-0170

Clay Drums - handmade, unique. Special
orders. Betsy McGurk 549-0107

FOUND
Found Toyota key next to Skinner Hall.
Call Dave 323-5183

A fine pen on PVTA 4/13/82. Doug

Found - necklace. Describe, give where
and when lost and it's yours. Call Lisa
546-4682

Piece of jewelry approx 2 wks ago in Or-
chard Hill area call 546-5422

Found Hewlett-Packard calculator
Must identify, call Mike 253-9987

FURNITURE FOR SALE
We've got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go. Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

GIVING IT AWAY
Almost - '81 Hitachi cassette deck w/metal
E Dolby $75 Dual turntable w/shure car-
tridge $50 Akai (barely used) 8-track deck
w/fast fonward $35 call 6-9723

GREEK WEEK
Today's Greek Week Event is the Bar-B
Que at Alpha Chi Omega at 3:00 Tomor-
row's event is the Greek Olympics at the
maze fields from 12:00 - 2:00. Bring your
Softball gloves! All university members in-
vited.

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
g_75set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED
Summer work, find out how 5000
students last year averaged earning $2,300
to $2,500. Send self-addressed, stamped
envelope. Box 251 New Haven CT 06502
Looking for qualified artist and craft-
smen to display original work in gallery on
Cape Cod. Send SASE, 5 slides to ART EF-
FECTS Rt 28 Han/vichport, MA 02646
The Collegian Business Dept. is accep-
ting applications now for position of Assis-
itant Business Manager and the position of
.business Manager. Applicants need be
«fvecsity students with considerable
business experience. Please apply at 113
Campus Ceojer. The Collegian is an equal
opportunity eiYiptoyer »

Bottle Bill, Cortsurner Issues, safe
energy, and ecology. Slimmer jobs pro-
moting social dtrnqge. MASSPIRG. the
states largest public fmerabi etganization, is
hiring sumnwr staff for pubWc ^ucation
and fundraising. Will train. $135 - 200/ivk
and $160 - $225/wk. Positions available in
Amherst, Boston, Cape Cod ami
Worcester. Interviews April 27. Contact
student employment at 545-1951

HEY! NIMROm ~

Phone number FREE

crunch your veggies; get liniar and know
TDI awaitsi Call "the great fall" three diving
boards so there is never any waiting. Free
champagne to the first patron who shows
us evidence of three failures or more!

LINDA CASEY

Yes youl End of the semester (year) get-
ting you afrazzel? Oisipate your anxieties.

Happy Birthday Lindal Go wild! -
Courtesy of your fabulous friends on the
8th - P.S. Big surprise huh?!'~~~

LOST

Thm small calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
^fi'^S^*®'^ ^°' classes. Please! Call
546-7338

MOTORCYCLES
79 Yamaha 750 shaft drive, clean, fast
nfwny extras asking $1950 665-3447

?JiS"***o^^J^^ supersport, silver 3500m
$2200 or BO Kris 546-6022

1978 Honda 750, black, 17,(XX) highway

Ti'l^
custom paint, exhaust, extras - now

$1400.1 Must sell call 549-6802
1981 Kawasaki KZ560 - excellent cond.

Df« ™"^ ^^'""9 included. "1775$ or BO
549- 1 700

OLDER STUDENTS SOCIAL
Come meet other older students in a
relaxed atmosphere on Thurs. April 29 4-7
pm at the 10th floor Campus Center free

K ?u'^
oevres music, cash bar. Sponsored

by the Older Students Sen/ice Network

PARTY
Denise Maria Cindy & Amy are having a
party Sat 24 BBQ 3 till ? all friends a must!

PERSONALS

Register now for the April 24th Run For
Ritter 6.2 mile Campus Road Race. See
our table at CC or Newman Center office

Party at the Hangar with J.Q.A. Mon.
April 26, 8 pm to 1 am. Drink Special, D.J
bus trans, tickets $2.00 More info ? call
6-8312 or 6-8500

Karen Friends don't discipline, only tyrants
do
Happy Birthday Linda you sultry thing
802

Hilary S.W. Hope you have a super time
this weekend. We better not get stuck in
any mud!! Happy early graduation! LAW
Happy Birthday Linda, Have a super day
and year Love Courtney

JEFF from NEWTON or NATICK???
Thanks for being there! Hope we're as
great as you were (are). We'll miss you next
semester! You're invited to the first Donna
Summer/Purple O.H. Party KIMBIES and
DAN
Human Services applications rm 479 Hills
South due 4/30

Squid Happy 20th love Mlatch and OC
This weekend - warm your dice up for the
Cosmic Wimpout Tournamnet - May 1st

EE-O. EE-0! We're having (another) party!
Our setond (and maybe our last) "Ghost in
the Keg Party. Don't miss it! Saturday

jIic^^^Tv^^
Carol - Happy Birthday! Do you want me
to help you with your zipper? - Sheila
Karen, Welcome to UMass
John

I love you.

?ridfToS ^*^ psyched for AXO BBQ on

Help I need a recertification for CPR &
Standard First Aid. Please call if you have
any info regarding. classes 6-8243 keep try-

Need credit? Information on receiving
Visa, Mastercard, with no credit' check

S-hh'. ^p^'S.
available, free brochure. Call

Public Credit Service: (602) 949-0276 ext:

Clinton Kleciak
bloop love Sue

Welcornfe to UMass

Linda H. Happy 20th. You're legal now,
let's go out & celebrate. Gail

PHOTO CONTEST
All soon-to-be-great and soon-to-be-
mediocre photographers are invited to
enter the Collegian 1st annual photo con-
test. Winners will receive gift certificates,
fame and noteriety. Ansel Adams started
this way. Watch the Collegian for details.

RESUME WRITING ^

Quick /confidential/efficient call after 5
PM or weekends 549-6727

RIDE WANTED

semester. Will share driving and expenses
Call Barrie 5-0527

To NJ (George Washington Bridge) on
Fri or Sat 4/24 - 25 & back Mon AM call
Carol 546-6343

RIDERS WANTED
Driving to Texas in June. Looking for so-
meone to share driving and expenses. Call
Joel 256-0435

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

Male roommate wanted on Cape Yar-
mouth 6-6661

Neat, clean & quiet Puffton Village
-June 1 $130 per nrwinth & small electric call
Mike or Ron 549-0073 between 4 10 pm
One bdrm in 2 bdrm Southwood
townhouse 253-3497

Looking for 2 females to share one
bedroom in Southwood Apts cheap sum-
mer sublet with fall option 256-0659
Looking for person to share Brittany
Manor apt for info call 546-9827 or 253-9005
Housemate wanted for 4-person
Leverett house. Close to UMass, in the
woods relaxed available now . 549-2839
Female wanted to share 1 bedroom apt
in Puffton Village $125 starting fall 549-0773
One or two nonsmoking females to
share one of two bedrooms at Brittany
Manor fall and spring 253-5261

2 female roommates wanted for Brittany

^%"2L ^^^^ starting in the fall. Call
253-2284

One bedroom available in 3 bedroom
Puffton. Female only 549-5896

2 females for 2 bedroom furnished
townhouse on bus route starting June 1

w/fall option rent negotiable 665-7923
nights

3 ROOMMATES WANTED Brittany
Manor - next fall & spring - at least 1 male -

call Steve @ 256-8573 - leave message &
number

LS'li^J?'""*®*^ ^°^ ^a" Brittany Manor call
546-8339 or 546-8342

SENIOR FINALLY GIVES UP
Amherst Center Apt. summer w/fall op-
tion 2 rooms very nice & quiet $350 -(-

253-7841

SERVICES

Professional Research, Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Research,
#600-C^407S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605
Tennis & Racqlietball next day stringing
service call the Racquet Doctors 256-0769
anytime

SUBLET/HOUSE

Sunderland 3 bdrms open, 2 bdrms fall

opt. 112-^, near bus, pool table, porch.
Peter 665-3463

SUMMER SUBLET

2 bedroom Riverglade AC, pool, bus
route, furnished, rent negotiable 253-U48
Summer sublet w/possible fall option. 3
bdrm (4 people) 2 level tnhse 6/10 mile
from campus 549-1377

Rolling Green 3-bedroom summer sublet
furnished all utilities air cond included pool
rent negotiable 549-6096

2 females for Southwood Apts $105.00
per month/per person. Cable TV, fully fur-
nished, pol, tennis courts, air cond op-
tional, on bus route. Available May 28 -Auo
31 Call 253 3810 or 256-0892

Brittany Manor 1 bdr price negotiable call
Jeff or Paul 253-9448

Brandywine 2 bedroom w/terrace
overlooking pond, pool, AC $290 per
month call 546-8765

Summer sublet Puffton 2 bedroom AC
pool cable rent negotiable 549-1526

Two bedroom comfortably furnished Puf-
fton Village call Yat 549-6249 rates
negotiable

Three bdrm Puffton apt. furnished, pool
bus route, price negotiable call 549-6912 or
546-7042 no fall option

2 bedroom apt in Rolling Green utilities
inc. pnce neg, some furn call 546-9824
anytime

3 bdrm furnished Puffton Apt rent

2??*i^J2^'®
^^" 546-4435 546-4441 or

546-4433

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION

\n!f'
'^•^'•'oom apartment In Swiss

Village $147 per person with all utilities in-
cluded. Act now and get a free couch
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Susienka leads golfwomen
into New Englands tomorrow
Rv .ITIW VT n\/T\By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The women's golf team heads into the
first round of the New England cham-
pionships tomorrow with high expectations
qi success, although coach Jack Leaman
knows that one school will be pretty toueh
to beat, namely Amherst College.

"Amherst will be very tough." said
Leaman, "They have some very good
players and are a weU-coached team."

The New Englands are a two-day event,
the first day being hosted at the Orchards
and the second day being held at the
Hickory Ridge Country Club.

If the UMass Unksters are to do well they
must have good play from their two top
players. Marlene Susienka and Robin
Hayes.

"Marlene Susienka is playing very well
and is hitting the ball very sharply." said

Sports Notices
RUN FOR RITTER - The Newman Club's
third annual Run for Ritter wiU be held
tomorrow at 10 a.m. at the Stadium Track.

Leaman. "She's got a chance to repeat asNew England champion."
Susienka. a junior, was New England

champion as a freshman and was third in
l^t year's New England championships.
She was also named to the AU-American
squad on the basis of her performance in
last year s nationals.
The team pulled out a victory over

Springfield College on Wednesday by a
score of UM 368, Springfield 394 to up their
record to 4 3.

Leading the way for the Minutewomen in
that contest was Susienka who finished in
first place with an 86.
Hayes tied for second place just one

stroke behind the leader with an 87 The
next UMass golfer was Judy Guzzi who
linished fifth overall with a 95.
The team will have one match prior to theNew Englands when they take on cross

\ .!^^"''f'
^**""^ ^^^yo^^ this afternoon

at the Orchards at 1 p.hi.

Chimps
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Correspondent

CoJle gj^in 15

IM BASKETBALL FORFEIT FEES - AU
intramural basketball teams should please
pick up the IM forfeit fees as soon as
possible. If not coUected before classes end
they will be used to purchase intramural
equipment.

The University of Massachusetts JV
lacrosse team, aided by four timely third
period goals, overcame a good effort by
Dean Junior College and raised their record

^""t'u "^'^t^
^^-^ ^''^^^'y ^t Franklin. Ma.

rhe Chimps were led by Chris Fierro
with three goals and three assists and Greg
Fahn s one goal and three assists. Mark
Lewis and Bob Gormley chipped in with two
goals apiece. Dean was led by Mark Bogart
with four goals.

^

JV coach Len Caffrey felt it was a good
victory due to the fact that the squad was
missmg some key players due to injuries."
"The midfield and attack groups played

well, but the defensive effort was not up to

* Jennings
Continued from page 16

the most improvement is
offensive production, because "I'm too
defensive minded."

"I've found that every year you learn
something new - this year I have to learn
to take advantage of defenses that mark our
offense too tightly." she said.
Two goals against arch-rival Harvard

University — including the game-tying

par. "Caffrey said.

However, said Caffrey. Steve Zito. Brian
Gonye. and Jim Kenny all played solid
sphtting the time in the nets.
The JVs needed this victory after their

tough 9-5 loss to Navy last Wednesday.
Caffrey s Chimps were able to hold Dean in
that decisive third period, similar to the
varsity's showing over Hofstra on Wed-
nesday.

The Chimps take their 4-1 record to
Newton North High School for a game on
Saturday at 10:30 a.m. in a previously
unscheduled match. Their next (and last)
home match wiU be this coming Wednesday
when they do battle against Harvard
University. Their last two matches wiU be
on the road, on May 1 at WUliams CoUege
and on May 4 at Dartmouth College

tallv en route to a UM win - attest to the
feet that HoUy Jennings is a fast learner
For the opponents of the UMass women's
lacrosse team, there could hardly be worse
news.

Jennings and the rest of the UMass team
will try to keep the winning momentum
going when it hosts the University of New
Hampshire tomorrow at the upper NOPE
field beginning at 1 p.m.

.5^

Jor\athar\ (^eic!

SALE
Men's Clothing Dononzo

20% .« -.
*-*

'^^.

off o^
on everything

'o»

eo^*^

l-«Ulf£'iX_l:!?[iPi'^'? Mall

InternationaI StucIents Association
presents

INTERINATIOINAL FAIR
foUowEd by A DANCE PARTY!
FAIR - ApRil 24, 1982 CCA. (UMass)

1 1 AW - 5 PM (FREE)
DISCO- 9 PM - 1 AM

(AdMissioN)

Everyone is WeIcome

Can 2M^7^"® ^ ^""^ ^^" °''**°" '^ y°"'^-

Squire Village large 2 bedroom

tS?I"^°31^
beginning June 1 w/fall op-

4 bdrm $147 per mo all util 253-7278
Quiet, inexpensive 2 bedroom

Sir253^loffi'*'*'^
apartment on bus route

"THE INVISIBLE BATTLE"
The Boltwood-Belchertown Project is
sponsonng a seminar entitled "The Invisible

* •". *^® P''9^^ °^ ^^^ mentally retarded
on Apnl 25th at 7:30 pm in the Com-
moriwealth Room in the Student Union all
are invited

TO SUBLET

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will • negotiate
tenns available immediately Paul or Bill
665-4391

Rolling Greeri 2 bedroom apt to sublet for
summer. Furnished all utilities air cond in-
cluded rent neg 256-0435

Brandywine - 2 bedrooms, furnished, pool
A/C. Available June 1 - Aug 31 call

Southwood Apt Sumn>er sublet only 2
bdrm furnished with AC, pool, on bus route
rent negotiable call after 5 PM 253-7123
Summer sublet w/fall option in two
bedroom Colonial Village Apt. 270 -»- call
eves 253-7313

Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom, pool,
AC, cable, available June 1 call 546-5029 or
546-5024

Nice, clean 4 bdrm apt available for sum-
mer & fall $147 everything, bus route and
2 Vi mi from campus 256-6101

Southwood 2 bd, bus, conv to 3 bd June
1st Sept 1 $250 •»- elec or sep neg 256-6228

One bedroom, 3 bedroom apt to one,
preferably two people summer w/fall op-
tion 666-3587

Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond
summer sublet cheap on bus route nights
Doug 549-1256

Swiss Village 3 bedrooms with fall option
$147 each all included call John 253-2011
refrigerator for sale $75

Colonial Village 2 bedroom $275 lease
starts June 1 fall option 253-2642

Spacious 3 Bdrm apt next to Hadley
green on bus route $425 negotiable avail
June 1 584-9312 after 6.

House Sublet 5 bedrooms 100 room 2
minite walk campus Fearing St. 545-0244
Pete or Joe

Summer Sublet Brandywine 2 Bedroom
A/C- Pool Fully furnished 549-4018
Summer Sublet-Furnished 3 Bedroom
Townhouse Apt Rent negotiable. 549-6693
One Bedroom in 5 bedroom house Fall
option. Bay road 256-6336. Ask for Andy.
MAKE AN OFFERIIspacious 2 bedroom,
pool A/C, fall option squire 665-7590
Townehouse Summer sublet w/fall option
3 bdrm call after 6 p.m. 549-5995

Two People needed to sublet rooms in
Leverett house June- Aug 549-6846
Live in Townhouse 3 bedroom rent
negotiable call 549-1588

RiverGlade 3 bedroom pool air-
conditioning courts Rent negotiable
253-7009.

Summer townhouse 3 bdrm furnished
rent neg 549-4155

Two bedroom apart fall opt. Colonial
Village $150/mo partially furnished
256^8686

Puffton summer sublet furnished room
pool near bus $85/mo 549-5921

2 bedroom summer sublet possible fall

beautiful location 1 mile campus bus route
furnished $125/rm 253-2628

3 bedroom apt Amherst Center $575 in-
Icudes heat, hot water fall option 253-7405
Townehouse Apts 2 bedroom summer
sublet rent negotiabie call 549-2694

Partially funished apt w/fall option in
Sundedand on bus rte caH after 8 666-4946
Puffton Village 1 bedroom w/fall option
rent negotiable for summer 549-3677

1 room across from Puffton in private
house: $100/nw call 549-5917

Cliffside Sunderland 1 bedroom fumish-
ed 666-3480

Summer sublet 2 or 3 bdrms in Puffton
apt rent negotiable call Dru 549-0127 or
Holly 546-8864

4 bedrm apt Swiss Village 147$ each
utilities included on bus route partly fur-
nished available June 1st with fall option! II

256-6103

One bedroom available immediately in
bouth Amherst apartment summer and/or
fall option call 546-7028 Gail

Summer sublet townhouse apt furnished
fbedroom rent negotiable 546-9616 or
D*fO~yDlO

Fall option 2 females to share bedroom
Southwood 256-F ~"3 after 5:30
Sublet 4 bedror
the summer w/f

apart $147 a month for
jption call Ann 253-2052

1 bedroom ap n Puffton Village semi
furnished AC pool tenuis courts can share
with your friend June 1 August 31 549-0773
Summer sublet with fall option one
room in 4 bedroom apt 5 minute walk from

sSkS"^
tovvn call Craig or Dave

2 bedrooms available for summer/fall
si4//month includes everything 256-8209
1 bdrm Cliffside bs rr pool tennis all util
rent neg fall op 665-4998

Summer sublet Puffton Apt 3 bedroom
rent negotiable call 549-6739

Sumrner sublet with fall option Universi-
ty Park apt, 1 bedroom rent negotiable in-
cludes heat and utilities 253-5030
Col Village summer sublet w/fall option
z bedroom 285 -i- next to pool 253-3406
Cliffside Apt 2 bdrm available Jun 1 w/fall
option rent negot caMj65-3853
Live In a townhoWe~3 bedroom rent
negotiable call 549-1538

3 bedroom apartment summer sublet
townhouse call Karen 546-9588 Linda
54O-5240

4 bdrm apt for summer 3 rooms w/option
One block from campus Responsible in-
dividual(s) for summer. Non-smoking semi-^ c^Q T/52:^'®^®'''®^

^^' **"• l^ontby rent
^xXj i>Hy- locio

Fantastic location 5 minute walk to town
or campus summer sublet fall option
bedroom m three bedroom apartment

256-^70^*"*'' ^"^^ porches $150 +

Surnmer only Puffton 2 bdrms swimpool
available June 1 call 549-3607 or 546-6952
Summer sublet w/fall option 3
bedrooms in 4 bedroom apt $147/mo
utilities included 253-2218

2 bedroom townhouse Southwood Apts
on bus route fall option 256-6697

Echo Hill house 2 bdrms June-Aug on
bus rt beau locat call 253-551

1

Two bdrm Northwood apt sublet June
1«de^ite fall option 290 month plus util

Amherst Center Apt, summer sublet fail
option call 256-8095

Sublet w/falfoption 2 bdr furnished on
bus route 665-2081

Rolling Green 2 bdrm apt June 1 - Sept 1

253"-M«
'^^ "*" *"''' ^' ''"*^' ^"

'/.mile to UMass Presidential Apts 2
tiedroom furnished negotiable 549-0896
$100 sublet plus utUJties, nice apt owb
room, pool, responsible person, Riverglade
Apts call Tom 253-3 187

Colonial Village 2»- - bedroom 280
starts June 1 fall b|)tion 253-3169

lease

Desperately needed summer sublet on-
ly in Presidential Apts 1 or 2 people rent
negotiable call 546-9874 keep tryino

Farmhouse for the summerv possible fall
option bus route 75.00 per month 665-4721
ask for Heidi or Gay
4 bdrm $147 mo all util 253-5142 after 10rM
Puffton Village summer only 1 bedroom
fully furnished 549-5821

Fully furnished apt great locationM 2b^l^^s next to campus $250 BO

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith'
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst.. 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
Summer sublet^Puffton real cheap 6-6663
For Sept on -

1 to 4 bedrooms, dogs allow-
ed, within % mileof campus, 140/person
please keep trying -546-6267

Wanted to rent • Belchertown/Amherst
area small house Or cottage 782-2666 bet-
ween 5-7 PM

WONDERFUL
Shari Thank you for a great 24 hours
-guesswhat from who?
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UMass "loses"!
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

ON DECK: Umpires aren't such bad guys aU the timeSome even admit when they have made a bad call Suchwas the case as the University of Massachusetts oftbaU

prid:rsne%;^''^^'^' ^^^^ '' ^« --^"^ -- ^o

"The umpires talked about it." said head coach ElaineSort.no. and they realized that they were wrong."
• iffJ

'" ^"««''0" occured in the top of the sixth in-mng UMass was on top 3-2 with Providence up a baj

Ld Pan?M
-"'"' "': "" '^''^ ^^'^ ^'^^^ Sue Altieri upand Patty Masury p.tchmg. Masury had one of her pitches

Altie'r?Th''°'"
'''" '"^

'I
^""^^' '"'« '"^^ ^^' -"^ then hiAltien. The umpires ruled it a dead ball and advanced thebaserunners one base. So. Byrne came home and the gam:

deldbXTaldSonilfo"^'
''^' ^'^^"^^' '' ^"- '' -- ^

According to Sortino. the umpires will write a letter tothe selection committee explaining their mistake.
With the winning of the appeal the Minutewomen 'lose-

Both the University of Massachusetts men's and
women's crew teams will be competing on the Con-
necticut River tomorrow at the Hadley boathouse.

The UMass tennis team wUl host Northeast Missouri
State University today on the Boyden courts at 2 p.m.

loss, faces tough schedule
one of their losses and stand 8-1 prior to yesterday's
doubleheader with Connecticut.
The Providence game, as it stands now. is incomplete.

I" or the game to resume. Providence would have to drive
back here to Amherst and pick it up from where the call
was made.

*

Junior shortstop Debbie Pickett has filled in very well at
shortstop for the Minutewomen. She has done a
remarkable job getting her ready to play after getting a
broken leg last fall during the soccer season.

x.ru^^^/*'*'^^'^'^^^''''
^^''^ '^K ^^^""y day." said Sortino.

When the team went down to South Carolina. Pickett went
along with her weights to strengthen her leg. Pickett also
ran up and down stairs.

"No one asked to do that." said Sortino. "she did it on her
own.

Chris Coughlin has been doing a fine job at third base.
Chris IS like a vaccum cleaner over there (3rd base)

"

said Sortino.

Pitcher Gina Mantino batted and got her first hits of the
season against Westfield State Tuesday. One hit was a

"lax

home run and the junior coUected two RBI's in the first
game.

"Gina swings a very big bat." said Sortino. "She was
very frustrated that she couldn't hit (before the Westfield
game).

Sunday the Minutewomen travel to Keene, N.H for adoubleheader that will be the start of a long week for themittwomen. UMass will play 10 games in the next seven
days, starting Sunday.

^y^n

^J^!l^T^7'
.^^^^^^^'^"^^"s oP^'ns a six-game homestand

against Central Connecticut in a doubleheader at NOPEGame time is 3:(X) p.m.

I
1^^^^^

n.?
«"J^ed"^sday is the University of Rhode

kland. The WRams will also play a doubleheader. TheWRams were ranked fourth in this week's New England

ProtlSnTe^T'
^"" ^^^'"""^ ^^^'^ ^^' ^^^"" ^^^^""^

On Thursday, the University of New Hampshire visitsAmherst for two games. UM defeated UNH 8-0 in theVermont tournament last weekend.
Then, on Saturday, the Minutewomen travel to Ruteers

for a very tough doubleheader. Massachusetts endurLe
will get a stiff test next week.

Holly Jennings
(«li«rian photo by Brad Hammer

Around the Crease

By PAUL HEALY
Collegian Correspondent

Upon first meeting Holly Jennings, senior co-captain of
the University of Massachusetts women's lacrosse teamyou may be struck by the absence of the stereotypical
behavior of a team captain.
You won't see her constantly shouting to her teammates

or argumg with referees; rather, you'll see aTuiet

Z ofThrL^f'^T^'^^"^
^°'"^" ^^'^ j"^' happens to be

thecln'ry '
''"'^ " ""'" ^"^'^"*^' ^"^ P^^^'^'^

"Holly's been the cornerstone of our defense for fouryears, said UMass coach Pam Hixon. 'Her intensity is acoach s dream and she takes every practice as if it were agame. Holly is the kind of player every coach wants
"

No one can argue with her success: in the three previous
years, the Hamilton Mass. native helped lead the squad tofmishes of second, fourth and sixth nationally. Personal
recogmt,on has also come along with team accomphshments. including being chosen team MVP lastseason and earning a spot on the New England "One" All-btar Team, composed of the very best players in the

region.

"I had a lot of fun at the aU-star game last year." saidJennings after a 17-1 victory over the University of Rhode
sland a game in which she contributed several in-

uTlTtaTk
'" ""^ '^"^ ^^^'' "^^ ^ ''^^'p ^'"«^^«'- ^^^

thaJ*;2nU" '7r*^'^l^
experience playing with players

that talented - I hope I can go back this year." she said.
Ihe way Jennings and her teammates have started thisseason, she seems a sure bet for a return trip. In threegames the UMass offense has scored 30 goals; while theJennings-led defense has allowed only four
The soft-spoken zoology major (who plans to attend

veterinary school at either Tuft^ University or the
University of Pennsylvania) cites her checking, aggressive
defense and team-oriented style of play as her f^es, anopinion echoed by her teammates.

"She's our leader on defense; she's quiet, but we allknow that Holly wiU be there when we need her." saidsophomore defender Carol Progulske. "When we're under
pressure she keeps us poised."
Jennings said she feels the facet of her game that needs

Continried on page 15

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

Although Wednesday's Boyden Field
crowd was a bit smaUer than the turnout
at the mens lacrosse home opener, they
were much more vocal and receptive
Even when Massachusetts had the first
half doldrums, the fans were behind them
and they were rewarded in the second half
when the GoriUas shifted into high gear to
ensure the 18 10 victory.

Gorilla watchers will get another
chance to excercise their vocal chords
tomorrow when Massachusetts hosts the
University of New Hampshire at 1 p m
According to UM head coach Dick Garber"UNH IS a strong ballclub that should gi\e
his team a tough game. Likewise. Garber
said the Wildcats' coach (Garber's son
red) has scouted the Gorillas and was
impressed with the quickness of the UM
rmdfield and the strength of the GorUla

D

How strong is Massachusetts' schedule
this season? Four of the Gorillas'
remainmg nine regular season opponents
(Army. Cornell. Rutgers. Syracuse) are in
the top 12 in the United States Inter-
collegiate Lacrosse Association's (USILA)
national poll and have a combined record
of 17 6. Hobart College, an early season
victim of the Gorillas, is a unanimous
selection for the Division III number one
slot with a 5 1 overall record. Army is
ranked number two nationally in Division
I while Massachusetts is rated number
nine. Defending national champion North
Carolina copped all first place voted in the
latest poll and is unbeaten at 70.

What makes senior tri-captain Jim
Weller s present scoring pace all the more
remarkable is the fact that he stiU is
recovermg from a hamstring pull he in
curred last week. In the three games since
the injury Weller has scored 11 goals and
dished off 6 assists. On the season, the
Ontario native has 25 goals and 12 assists
good for 37 points over the five games the
Gorillas have played to date. Weller is not
the only Massachusetts attackman on a
scoring tear. Junior Paul Fogarty a
converted midfielder, has 10 goals and
three assists in the last two games.

WhUe many goals in lacrosse turn out to
be of "the right place at the right time"
variety, several scored against Hofstra
Wednesday were decidedly not. Weller
scored on several blistering screen shots
after faking out a few Hofstra defenders
on his way to the cage and on one shot, in
the midst of the Gorilla second half 11
scoring binge. Fogarty scored a goal when
he flipped the ball in from a parallel to the
ground position using one hand.

D

D

,,,^"^ P«rt of the 11-0 GoriUa run
Wednesday should not be overiooked: the'0

"
half of the score. The Gorilla "D" in

this sequence was outstanding and forced
Hofstra into many costly errors on both
ends of the field. WhUe Massachusetts
was cleaHy outplayed in the first half
both offense and defense came out in the
second half and performed much more
aggressively. On several occasions, senior
defensemen Ray Cozzi and tri captain
bteve Martmo spurred the GorUla offense
by breaking up Hofstra offensive plays
and taking the ball aU the way upfield to
pass off to a would be Massachusetts
scorer. Cozzi ended up with a goal and an
assist on the game.

^i t h'olt'in^^^^^ »>y Navy. 18-6. lie men
Bridgewater S afe Cnull^ n IVv^'K ^"S^by/Football Club and
fieldf .Tl p m *' ^**"*«^' Rugby/Football Club at the lower Boyden
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UM
with lump

EQUESTRIAN - Teresa Thomoson of * I!'!,""" f""
"^ ''*'''•" ""'f'"»

the 4H horse jumping eompeS at TllTon^FaJr-"?^^termediate level yesterday.
*'^™ '" '*»« »"-

Northeast representatives
talk about dumpiner waste
By STEVEN SEMPLE ru ..

By STEVEN SEMPLE
Collegian Staff

Representatives of seven northeastern
states showed that the development of a
regional low-level nuclear w^ste dump
could be a long, complicated process andwould rely heavily on convincing the public
that dumping is safe, even in ones own
back yard.

Politicians and radioactive waste
specialists spoke at the University of
Massachusetts Campus Center on Friday toabout 150 health physicists, whose jobs are
to monitor radiation-producing facilities for
health risks, about a proposed nine-state
effort o estabhsh a shared waste dump.
Federal law requires that every state have
access to a facility by January. 1986.
Those considering entering the Nor

theast Compact are the New England
states. New York. New Jersey and Pen
nsylvania.

Currently, radioactive waste and many
other hazardous wastes are shipped
primarily to Washington and South
Carolina waste treatment sites.

Calling the establishment of the compact
and the designation of a site "purely a
political problem." New Hampshire Rep
Arnie Wight said the public must accept the
lact that nuclear waste dumps must be built
and that they would pose minimal health
hazards.

"I feel that what concerns the public is
that the public doesn't know very much
about radiation." Wight said.

But not all states favor a pact where
every member would stand an equal chance

of being chosen as host state.
Vermont Rep. Mark Condon said his

state may adopt a wait-and-see attitude

.al^""^ ^V^ technological developments by
1986 could affect the need for dump sites.
"Vermont won't sign a compact unless

we re sure we're going to get a fair break.
"

Condon said. "A fair break for us means
well ship the stuff somewhere else and
they 11 take it."

Massachusetts, the largest generator of
low level nuclear waste in New England
also may have a referendum that could
complicate joining the compact.
Approximately 190.000 signatures now are
on a petition that would require a developer
to spend millions of dollars obtaining
building permits and various licenses before
the legislature could approve construction
according to Frank Masse, chairman of thJ
Massachusetts commission of .NELRAD. a
consortium or radioactive materials users
In addition, more than 70 communities have
passed by laws that would forbid con-
struction of a dump within city or town
limits.

Masse said the possibility of dumping
wastes in the ocean "certainly needs to be
considered" but would not be a practical
approach within 10 years.
"The likelihood of any of the actions

we ve discussed here today being ready by
1986 is next to none." Masse said. "But
there's no reason why we shouldn't be close
enough to be safe."

Possible members of the compact are
scheduled to meet Thursday in Newark.
N.J. to develop a first draft of the
agreement.

ByPAULBASKEN
and KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Dli'ldT'i
"' ^^^''^'^^'"^^tts Presidentuavid C. Knapp said yesterday he isconcerned with the possibUity the

State Legislature accepts the budget
recommendations of the House Ways andMeans Committee.
Knapp said according to the language

included m the committee's report iSaSmay need legislative approval befo;e hirfng
or promoting its employees.
"We didn't expect the restrictive

anRuage. Knapp said. "It places more
restrictions on managerial nexibility than
the University has had in 37 vears

"

According to the committer's bill released
last week its recommendation for the 1983budget for the Commonwealth's 28 in-
stitutions of higher education is $374 2

hdward J. King s recommendation.
Ihe bill also states, in referring to the

fiscal outlay for higher education. That ''allsums so approved shall be allocated andexpended in accordance with the bill's
provisions."

Since the bill provides that the Board of

ol 1980. distribute the funds among the

spt!.!f-.lV"'l
•'"''?"' ""^ ^'^^^' education.

sum. $174 million of the committee's

UMass three campuses. The Amherstcampus will require $110 million Knapp

e^eive"$i3 mir
''^^^"". ^^'"P- ^^'^

Son rtt
""" ^"^ Worcester $20

^sed hv .! T^"'"^ ^^^^'000 would beused by the Institute for Governmental
J-rvices and the president's office. Knapp

Bruce Laurie, president of the
Massachusetts Society of Professors, theUMa.ss faculty union, called the lump sumformat a "disgrace" to a "first rate s at^
institution." as it does not aUow UMass thenexibil.ty and time needed for properplannmg and operation.

^

Ken Moore, chairman of the Public PolicyCommittee of the Student Center or
Ldi.c^tK>nal Research and Advoci:;SCLRA). said although he considers the
legislative approval requirement serious itmay have only been included in the 3getas a bargaining chip" to be compromised inuure political dealings, possibly to enab eretention of the "lump sum" provision

. .....ongtne retention of the "lump sum" proVisfon

Weekend rally draws 300ByKENBAZINET •^..^
,

.

^ ^^ ^ ^\J\I
Pnll^rri^., c*_rr A business Mfiminicfi-^f.V.r^ i;i... II

_

By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Ceorge Wald. recipient of the 1967 Nobel
prize in medicine told some 300 people
gahered at the Amherst Commons on
Saturday that now is the time for an
organized political opposition to grow in
the United States.

Kr w in

Wald was the keynott^ speaker at the
Solidarity for Survival" rally which con-

eluded the "Ground Zero Week" program

"A business administration like Reagan's
will not only go on stockpiling nuclear

stockpiles." he said
The focus of Wald's speech was on ac-

tivating a political movement to oppose
what he called a one party sysU'm
"We have not had an organized political

do il'-! w"u '^"i"^''""
f"^y^'^'-^ -^^^'^ndo It, Wald .said. "I think we have to take

back (»ur country.

Cole said the anti-nuclear weapons move-

^.uwcu t.ie v^'round /^ero Week" nroyram rvj -^Tl.
"'

in Amherst. .Joining Wald were Johnnett^ ^ .
'"'', "" a"t'-nuclear weapons move-

CV,le. associate provost and prcv^Tssor S R
" ''7"^: ""^^ ^'"^ ^^^'^'"^'y ^^^"^^1 the

the University of Massachusetts « ^.^r?u
" administration.

Amherst; Leo Marx, proftsso,^ It the U ""^ 7' '^' WeinlK^rger. Haig.
Massachusetts Institute of Tethnolcl am fZ^^'''''

^^^''^'^"•: "^^e said. "The nuclear
Dr. Claire Marshal of Physicians for Socm A7 "^"7"^^"^ has jammed them."
Responsibility. ^

^Kr social Cole said she opposes the build-up of

int'u?i'^d's^^f'^"rr""^'^''^^^^"^-^ prtfution^"^ "^""^ '^'^'
^ ^-'^^

in me united States will not cease as lontr "m,., i

as the Reagan Administration is in office h«s,\ for
' ^'"'.^"'^"ts are scarcely the

.

"-^- "^'^'-^ "'r anyone s security." she .said.

Two
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

Amherst Police are seeking two men in
connection with the assault and rape of a
Hampshire College student last Monday
and are asking for the assistance of area
residents in their search.

The 19 year old student was reportedly
studymg on the west side of the Hamp
shire College Campus at about 3 p.m
when she was approached by two men in a
dark chocolate colored van. The men
asked for directions and left. The men
returned, asked for further directions
forced the student into the van and
allegedly hit her on the head with a metal
pipe, according to a statement relea.sed
P riday by Amherst Police.

The van then traveled south on Route

i l**,.^^.^
intersection of Route 47 in

South Hadley. at which point they made aU turn and proceeded south to the
Bachelor Brook area on Woodbridire
Street. After a total of about two hours
the van returned to Amherst and the
victim was dropped off near Hampshire
College.

Ihe victim was treated and received
stitches in her forehead at the University
of Massachusetts Infirmary, police said.
Une of the men sought is described as a

white male. 35 to 40 years old. about 6'1"
tall, of medium build, with bright blue
eyes and short, collar length black hair
with grey strands. He has acne on his face
and an acne scar to the right of his mouthHe was reportedly wearing a silver
wedding band and smoking Camel
cigarettes.

^ *"

The other man is described as a white
male 30 to 3,5 years old. about 5'8"

tall
weighing about 200 pounds, having a fat'
round face, with a beard and mustache'
collar length dirty blonde hair and pale
blue eyes. He has a pot belly and was
wearing work clothes and work boots
The van is described as in good condition

about SIX or seven years old. with a sliding
door on the passenger side and two rear
doors with windows. The van has
Massachu.setts license plates and a CB
radio.

Police said they withheld information
concerning the incident for three days in
order to protect their ongoing in-
vestigation.
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World
British troops recapture Eoeor^
_ FALKLAND ,AP, - Helicopter „or„. RH„ 7,., ...... ,_

^ ''^

-.es east of .he F^kland Islands, .he Bri.' h'^^e^

wXl"" "?."" '"'"'"'iMe commenl from ArKentina

mZI lZ°T,
,"'"'"" '" 1™"""""'''"'' '-"edlJ^BuenosAres that is forces on Soulh Georgia wei.. "resislin^

nre?r:n,tl"at-^™-
""''"''' """^' ""'^ -< ^^'^^Z

British Defense Minister John Not* n=,nt<.^ k
beaming Prime Minister Margare That" erou side her 10

h:: 'sLelSlv-flf
"'' '"

"I'""-'
-i" British forU

port:„ru:hSg'if:n^s™'ti^[^'"""-'-' "- ™'"

BUbash bringspolice
50 face arraignment
BOSTON - About 50 youths and a band member face

stuiTnt w'k'pl^y.'"
'" •""" " ""'"^ B-'O" U"-ersity

and Three s,T,d "f"^
"""^ "P'''''"'" ''^ ""-"I"' and cans

etal^rfoCr.h^Tartirrrut^sXd^^i^

rrrMay^D^yrtr"" '""^"' '" ^"°"'' ^""- « '^'

The bash is an annual sprine- ritp ai th^ r. .

^""^
.

-"^ ^.^^ Kl' South Campus Student Government

.r"d Vhe'^-ir.E,trVt&?,-
andSp m

'"^" ^'^ ^'^""' ^^^^^^" ^^^^ p.m.

He said Argeniuie iroops ran up the white flae ofsurrender and that no British casualties had bee^ reputed

ArWntVn. .. ^T''"^ ^^ ^^""^ "« information on the

had landed by hehcopter. were supported by Britishwarsh.ps. and had met "only limited resistance" fn anoperation that lasted two hours
=>isiance m an

According to Nott. the commander of the South Georgia

Llea el to'^^f'" n""V;*'"
''''^''"^ '^ London: "Bepleased to inform Her Majesty (Queen Elizabeth II) the

JackIn'S r'
^^^.«7^lNavy) flies alongside [he Un onJack in South Georgia. God save the Queen "

At the end of Notfs announcement, broadcast live onBritain s major television channels. Mrs. Thatcher urnedto reporters and said. "Rejoice at that news and

hZ"'"''V7"'"
^.'''''' ^"'^ '^' '"^""««-" She said earnerhowever. "There is no declaration of war."

Negotiations halted
Nicanor Costa Mendez. reacting sharply to the Britishm.I.tary operations in the South Atlantic, said yesterdayha efforts to achieve a negotiated settlement wilh GreatBritain over the Falklands Island crisis are being te,^porarily suspended. ^ ^ "^

iZl'i
"^'

^^n
'"^^/'^ "•" negotiations with Britain for thetime being. Costa Mendez told reporters hereHe accused Britain of violating the U.N. Security Councilresolu ion on the Falkland Islands dispute and what hecalled the basic principles of negotiations."

attack nn" T ^'"'^"' ^^^ ^"'^ ^^^ B'-'t-'^h helicopterattack on an Argentine submarine in the South Atlant inand the landing of British military forces ontuth Georg aLsland would have "grave consequences for peace
"^

Costa Mendez arrived here at mid-day yesterday to at

h\" crirT'h t'r'"L""
^' Americanyates- meeting onme crisis. 1 he meeting begins today.

Monday. Aprj] 26. I9S?

Vermont Yankeeplant
shutdown for 19 hours
MONTPELIER. Vt. (AP) - An unexplained drop in thereactor core water level triggered a IQ-hour shutdown a!the Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant this weekendThe plant was returning to full power yesterday, officials

The shutdown was ordered early Saturday when acontrol room mdicator registered the water level drop in

iL-rfuer
^""'' "''^' '^ ^'^ ^°"^^-- ^'--^ the

Plant spokesman Stephan Stoll said the water level "hadnot dropped to anything crucial" when the alarm soundedThere wa« no danger of the core drying out." Stoll saidThere are three separate moiiitoring systems that alprt
the operators to any drop in the reactor wateHevel Stosaid. Each system is set for a different water level- andthe^alarm that sounded Saturday was for the highest level

Stoll said he did not know whether technicians h;,Hdiscovered any problem with the feed-water system h^he said the reactor was restarted at 8-06 d m sI^h
^

19 hours after the plant shut down ^
'
^^^urday.

"••-^^•^-^ •.^» t,^«,

Hove A Spring Fling
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Israel returns eastern
Sinai Desert to Egypt
RAFAH. Egypt (AP) - Israel returned the easternS.nai Desert to Egypt yesterday, ending nearly 15 ye^rs ofoccupation in emotion-charged ceremonies that brou'h

( heers. tears, riots and vows of eternal peace
^

Shouts of "Allah Akbar" _ "God is Great" - went ,mfrom a throng of 2.000 Arabs watching as a huge rerwhiteand black Egyptian flag was unfurled over the new S^i^alborder checkpoint outside Rafah

thJ^kTT i^'"'''^-
'^'""^^ ^^^'"^d- «''^^«'-ks puffed intne sky. Bedouin men on camels cheprf^H ^„^ n a

women trilled in high-pitched uTnlat.on" fheir ^radltiStongue warblmg outpouring of deep feeling
'

A few hours before the evacuation abom 7n r. i,

™;.r*ts opposed to the withdrawal cam"e „" „7 he

g o nd":'nd'"reni "I^"
"' ^»"''- ^"^^ -"'• "-"f '

Siuon.""' ™' """• «''™""'» '" J-^h funeral

I

Amherst's Diggest Little Dor )

i

Open 11:00 AM -i:00 AM Doily
|

\ 5L!?:,.y^i?nL^ J

sCome with uTto'the

SHRINE
l^IRCUS

tonly $ 2.00

I

ALL YOU

DINNERoWusll C^N EATff
f'— Dinner for Two

^i^^ *.• ^ i^

Friday Evening

May 7
: ACT NOW!
:RESERVATIONS WILL GO

The Commuter Collective Office, Area
Government for Undergraduates that live
Off _Campus, IS sponsoring a night out for
Undergraduates, living Off-Campus with
or without children. This dinner .s on usand free Childcare, by experienced people
will be available for all who need it

This event is another service provided byhe Commuter Collective for Off-Campus
Undergraduate Students.

BRING THE KIDS

TIME:
PLACE:
DATE:

7 to 1 1 pm
Student Union Ballroom
May 1, 1982

>>

$2.00 includes

transportation & admission to circus

• Sponsor

CASH-BAR MUSIC DANCING
c.te„d by Yvontic John; who specialize^; w

West Indian Cooking.

Deadline April 27, 1982

. COMMUTER COLLECTIVE
1 area government^for off- campus students
• for more information call 545-2145 545 2,^^ ' ^^.....u.er uo,.ect.ve at z
••SSi'^iaiM?^ \ 1982 ,'

^^^-^'^^ O' come by 404 Student Union Bu.ld.ng J
•••••••

i

'A' # Reservations are on a

First Come First Serve Basis
Space is very limited;

545-214^ « "'?" "" *''* Commuter Collective atl545 2145. or come by 404 Student Union Bu.ld.ng J

Dinner Special

Men - W»d 5:00 - 9:00

• Chicken Wings

• Homemade Soup

• French Dread
|

* Salad Dor «

i

— only $0.95
eot-up ot
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Writer speaks
on Sephardim
By JEFF ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Annon Shamosh. Israel's leading Sephardic writer
spoke to a small audience yesterday at the University of
Massachusetts about the long and historic process in which
Sephardic culture is finally gaining acceptance and ap-
preciation by the Ashkenazim of Israel.
The term Sephardim refers to those Jews who emigrated

to Israel from Arab countries and have in the past assumed
a second class position in Israeli society. The Ashkenazic
Jews, on the other hand, are of European extraction and
are responsible for founding the state of Israel, Shamosh
said.

Born in Syria, Shamoshs many award winning novels
short stones and poems illustrate the uniqueness and
special qualities" to be found in Sephardic music

literature and art.

For many years, the Ashkenazim. who have historically
comprised the power structure in Israel, were not open to
other cultures and looked down on it as being backwards
with a certain European snobbishness up until the 1960's
Shamosh said.

"They (the Ashkenazim) closed the windows, curtains and
shutters from anything that came to them from other sides
otthe worid. hesaid.
Shamosh said he views the cultural differences as giving

rise to a clash where something new and special is born.We live m a unique period and place of a dozen of
cultures meetmg together, not on the shelfs of a library butm the streets," Shamosh said.
To cite an example of the benefits a society can gain by

being open." Shamosh referred to the artist Picasso and
his willingness to appreciate African and Japanese art he
said.

"Picasso would not have been Picasso if he did not see
African cuhure and mysticism and study Japanese art,"
Shamosh said.

There is a challenge put before Israeli society that will
bring forth a new trend in Jewish culture. People are
finally learning to "tune" their ears and eyes differently in
order to really appreciate and understand Sephardic
culture, Shamosh said.

The acceptance of other cultures in Israel that are not
Ashkenazic are real and visible. For example, the top
Israeh rock group today can attribute their success to their
very original music which combines both Eastern and
Western influences. Shamosh said.
In the field of literature. Sephardic Jews are now
becommg the most prolific writers in Israel, something
that would have been unheard of several years ago. The
Eastern influence inside their literature makes for "very
good poetry and literature on a neutral level." he said
Shamosh is the Five-CoUege Hillel Israel scholar in

residence. He is also the winner of the Jerusalem Agnon
Prize for literature and the Prime Minister's Literary
Prize. •'
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Sap patrol makes 3 arrests, cites 18
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

Amherst Police arrested three people between Thursday
night and Friday morning for driving while under the
influence of alcohol.

^nlT
^-

^^J^,^''"'' 24. of South Iladley. was stopped at
10:60 p.m. Thursday on South Pleasant Street and
arrested for driving while under the influence of alcohol
and operating to endanger, according to Amherst Police.

At 1:30 a.m. Friday. University of Massachusetts student
Joseph S. Less. 23. of RolUng Green, was arrested on
College Street and charged with driving while under the
influence of alcohol, possession of a Class B substance
believed to be quaaludes, and possession of a class D
substance, marijuana.

After a short chase up College Street and Boltwood
Avenue the Speed and Alcohol Patrol (SAP) arrested
I eter S. Lawrence, 19. of Woodstown N.J. at 2-58 a m
iTiday on Spring Street. Lawrence was charged with

/^ Woman's Week
The Woman's Week is a calendar of local events for

women. To place your event contact the Women's
department of the Collegian hy Friday.

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER (EWC)

MON: A Rape Awareness Group will begin at 10 a.m.
in the 5th floor lounge of Washington Tower,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

TUE: Personal counseling walk-in hours are 10 a.m.
to 12 p.m.

Childcare hours are 7 to 10 p.m.
WED: Personal counseling walk-in hours are 5 to 7

p.m.

Childcare hours are 3:30 to 10 p.m.
THU: Childcare hours are 7 to 10 p.m.
FRI: Coping with Stress for Aid For Families with

Dependent Children mothers, will be held from
10 a.m. to noon, sponsored by the Poor
Women's Task Force at the EWC.
Personal counseling walk-in hours are 10 a.m.
to noon.

Childcare hours are 10 a.m. to noon.
SAT: Childcare hours are 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

The WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM
of the Student Center for Research

and Advocacy (SCERA)

MON:

TUE:

The first Women's Leadership Project meeting
will be held at 7 p.m. in room 176 of the Campus
Center.

The Women's Issues Team meeting will feature
a study group on "Women's Sex Roles and the
Family," at 7 p.m. in room 81 1 of the Campus
Center.

WED: The Committee Against Sexual and Racial
Assaults (CASARA) will meet at 5 p.m in room
802 of the Campus Center.
"Sex. Our Rights and Rock and Roll - An
afternoon devoted to defending our sexual
freedoms..." will be sponsored by the Real Ma-
jority and the Committee for Equal Rights and
Reproductive Freedom (CEERF), from 12 to 3
p.m. in front of the Student Union. A celebra-
tion of the afternoon event will be held at 9 p m
at the Top of the Campus (TOC).

THU:

Newslines . . .
*c<>>"Ji»& out' is topic

^^'ii>^^s^
'^-^3^ «fC^<».,*c5^ tf?C^<5

Corps to hold meeting
Representatives of the Peace Corps will hold an in-

formation session for interested students at 8 p.m.
tomorrow in nwm 122 of Draper Hall.

During the meeting, recently returned Peace Corps
volunteers will di.scuss tlieir experiences and a movie and
slide show will be shown. The meeting is open to people
from the Five College area.

More information is available from Mary Taylor Peace
.Qorp? representative, at 545-2105.

Chris Snow, a trade unionist from Lynn, will speak on
"Coming Out on the Shop Floor - Union Strategies and
Sexual Politics." discussing trade unionism, sexism,
homophobia and politics, at 4 p.m, today in room 803 of the
Campus Center.
Snow, a union organizer and gay rights activist, is a
member of the Lesbian and Gay Focus of the All Peoples
Congress. Childcare is available by calling 545-2884.

Professor to speak
University of Massachusetts philo.sophy Professor Vere

Chappell will speak on "Reflections on Seeing" at 8 p m
tomorrow in room 120 of the School of Business
Administration.

The lecture is being presented by the Institute for the
Advanced Study in the Humanities.

driving while under the influence of alcohol, speeding and
disturbing the peace. At one point officers clocked
Lawrence at 90 miles per hour, police said.

SAP also made 27 car stops and wrote 18 citations.

At 11:43 p.m. Thursday, an Amherst man lost control of
his car on Belchertown Road and damaged 75 feet of guard
rail, according to police. John McLaughlin. 23. of North
Whitney Street, was cited for failure to stay in marked
lanes and taken to Cooley Dickenson Hospital where he
was treated and released.

At 4:40 p.m. Thursday, it was reported that $200 was
stolen from a University Drive establishment. According
to police, two men entered the business, one distracted the
clerk, and the other stole the money from the register The
incident is under investigation.

At 1 a.m Friday, a UMass student acting suspiciously
was apprehended by an officer and asked to show iden
tilication. According to police the student pushed the
oUicer to the ground and started to run away He was
apprehended by a cruiser and put into protective custody

Bomb threats top
weekend report
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

Two false bomb threats and an incident of protective
custody were included in weekend action reported by
University of Massachusetts police yesterday.
John Quincy Adams Tower in the Southwest residential

area, the site of a bomb scare Friday at 9:50 p.m. was not
evacuated but resident assistants and residents were
notified of the threat. Sgt. Paul Ominsky said. Ominsky
said all public spaces were checked and nothing unusual
was found.

The second threat was received by phone at the Campus
Center Assistance Desk Saturday at 1:40 p.m.. Ominsky
said. Police, were notified by building supervisor Mary
Morin. who said last night that the deep voice "somewhat
of a mideast accent" indicated the bomb was on the
eleventh floor. Police responded to the scene and initiated

[

a search of that floor, she said. Morin. a 22 year-old
political science major, said she. announced the threat over
the Campus Center intercom. Police did not evacuate the
building at that time. Morin said. Minutes later at 158
p.m. a second bomb threat call was received at the
assistance desk apparently from the same caller The
police then cleared the building. Ominsky said. He said thesearch was completed at 2:15 p.m. and no suspicious devicewas found.
Making a false bomb threat is subject to serving up to 10years m state prison, up to two and a half years in counv

/ntr^:S:.^^
"^''^ ^^^" ^ ^^^« «- - ^^ a fin:tj

While on routine patrol Saturday mornintr officer.,

S^^neTr MW e^mf ^-
^''''''' -toLbileTarked'fnT

J
near I\U1 h gymnasium saw that the passenger side

ttTr ::i:r
'"' ^"'^ '-^^^ ^^^^ ^^'^^-^ -'

'

-^^^^^^^^^

Officers found a subject unconscious in the vehicle alonir

test ani" bohf'h
'""^ '"''^"^*^' ^^''^^ ^ ^'^'^ -»>ri' tytts and behaved in a manner described as "argumen

Orsky^lll.^^^
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Policy

The Collegian provides Hypercurricula
as a public service, for the purpose of
publicizing meetings, events, etc. held bv
University organizations.

Hypercurricula is published every Mon-
day.

'

Announcement forms can be picked up at
the Collegian Office, 113 Campus Center
and must be submitted to the Collegian'
Business Office by 3 p.m. on the Friday
before publication.

No announcements will be printed more
than seven calendar days prior to the
event.

The Collegian will make every effort to
print your announcement on time but in-
complete or improperly completed forms
•nay result in delays.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE
POTLUCK - end of the FAST assessment
and celebration. Bring some food to share
and your thoughts about the FAST 428
Student Union. 4:30 p.m.

Tuesday

Monday

DVP ORIENTATION MEETING - All
students interested in becoming members
are welcomed and urged to attend.
KeJreshments will be served. 904 CC 7
p.m.

I^^]7^ '""^^ TOURISM CLUB GUESTSPEAKER - Ms. Arlene Wahl will
present a lecture on the travel industry to
all interested students. Refreshments will
be served. Flint Lab 103. 7 p.m.

STPEC COLLOQ _ Joan Cocks. Asst.
Prof, of Politics at MHC. will be speaking
on -Reason and Emotion: Some Critical
Reflections on "Radical Feminism" in Herter
bth floor lounge at 4 p.m.

BICYCLE CLUB MEETING - This
meeting will finalize the Martha's Vineyard
trip. Descriptions of officers duties will be
available. See board across from post office
for more info. New members welcome SU
Rm 306 at 7:30 p.m.

FIVE COLLEGE PEACEMAKERS
MEETING - Join those planning area
activities for the Peace March, arriving
May 8 in Amherst - the world needs your
attention! 428 SU at 7 p.m.

"SEX. THE FAMILY, AND THE
RELIGIOUS NEW RIGHT" - Professor
Roger Libby. nationally known author
speaker, and sex educator (and co-author of
"Sexual Choices," a leading sexuality -

textbook) wUI be speaking about sexuality '

the Moral Majority, and the New Right.'
Everyone interested in the quality of their
sex lives should attend. CC Rm. 904-908 at
7:30 p.m.

COMMUNICATION STUDIES CAREERDAY - Nine guest speakers focusing on
careers m the communications industry
incompassing marketing, mass media and
communication education. A luncheon
• $4.50) with guest speaker from 1-2:00
Make reservations in 317 Machmer CC
Rm. 805-809. 811 815 from 10 4:30 p.m.

CONSUMER ECONOMIC CLUB
MEETING - Guest speaker: Northampton
lawyer Susan Ritter will discuss landlord-
tenant rights. All are welcome to attend
Relreshments will be served! Skinner
Lounge in Skinner Hall, at 7:30 p.m

UNION VIDEO CENTER GENERAL
MEETING - There will be a general
meeting of the Union Video Center tonight
at 7:30. This meeting is open to aU. Focus
will be on upcoming events in video. UVC- 216 SU (near Hatch).

FIVE COLLEGE STUDENT COOR-
DINATING BOARD - Semi-monthly
meeting of students representing 5-
colleges' student governments. AU students
are welcome. Representatives needed now
for '82 '83 school year. Topics include buses
and residential exchange program 3rd
Joor. Converse Hall, Amherst College at
7:30 p.m.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY - Will be meeting
at 7:30 p.m. in CC 165. Feature speaker will
be NAREST senior Roy Brown talking on
internship at Yellowstone N.P. Elections of
officers wiU be held, aU members urged to
attend. Banquet tickets will be sold.

MASS PIRG'S CONSUMER MEETING -
Mass Pirg consumer group will have a guest
speaker. Susan Ritter (Landlord-tenant

lawyer, Pres. of Tenant Assc). Anyone
nterested IS encouraged to attend. SkinnerLounge at 7:30.

"."iner

Wednesday

MOSTLY MIME - A mime performance
produced and directed by Jody Scalise
performed by UMass students. Free ad-
mission. Hampden Theater at 8 p.m.

MEETmr'^''
GENERAL STAFFMEETING - Attendance is mandatory!

Call Hazel if you cannot be there. (549-5184)
Bartlett 207 at 6:30.

'
^ -»io«;

KENNEDY CAMPAIGN MEETING _
want ff r'''"^ ^^ '"^^ ^ «"^<^««s «^ewant to keep up the good work. Arealeaders and officers wUl be chosen. Please

RrfT^T-r'"^'*''"
P^P^'"'- ^^^ y«" there. CCKm 175 6-7 p.m.

TYPING
* Reports
* Manuscripts
* Theses &

Dissertations

WORD
PROCESSING
of resumes &
cover letters

Same or next day
service available in

many cases.

TYPE-RITE
321 R Main St, Amherst
(corner of Main & Dickinson St)

253-5111

'I "" "Bi'n

Accepting Applications

for positions in:

SGA TREASURER'S OFFICE

Jobs offer excellent experience in

budget analysis, acctg, & finance
Applications available in 407 SUB

Deadline April 30, 1982

GET INVOLVED
"""'-"'"""" ^SB^^B^sam^^^^

ATTENTION FOOTBALL FANS
DONT DESPAIR

THE FOOTBALL SEASON IS JUST KICKING OFF AT
THE DLUEWALL

ON MONDAY, APRIL 26TH
"THE NFL'S DEST EVER RUNNERS."

WHO WAS THE GREATEST RUNNING DACK OF ALL TIME 6 WHY:> FINDOUT IN THE NFLS DEST EVER RUNNERS' FROM RED GRANGE TOEARL CAMPDELL, THEY'RE ALL HERE, THE DAZZLING ORILLIANCE OFGAYLE SAYERS THE FLUID GRACE OF O J SIMPSON G THE
RELENTLESS POWER OF JIM DROWN - ^

mk^UN b THE

6:
i-

MOVIE KICKOFF: 9:00 G 10:00 PM
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Coiiegjan 5

Regents budget
spells trouble
If

the Massachusetts House of Representatives gets
their way, the budgeting process for all thirty public
colleges and universities will be radically changed and

will possibly adversely affect the education of students at
the University of Massachusetts.
Currently the Legislature allocates money directly to

UMass and the other public institutions of higher educa-
tion. Last week the House budget recommended to
allocate the entire $360 million appropriation for public
higher education to the Board of Regents. The Regents
would then be able to allocate the money to the different
campuses as they see fit.

Kevin Bowe

Letters

Hazardous waste issue reveals ignorance of obvious problems
To the Editor
As an environmentalist, I feel it is my duty to soeak out

in support of hazardous waste disposal facilities The ''not
.n my backyard- attitude seem^ to be a twisted outcome o
irn.ted environmental awareness. It is destructive ratherthan protective^ The outcome of opposition to the con-
struction of these facilities is prolonged inadequate
storage and increased unsafe and illegal dumping. For ex-ample much low-level radioactive waste is now stored in-
side the institutions and plants where it is produced whilea new facility ,s awaited. So. whether we like it or not it is
in our backyard," and our environment
We have seen inadequate hazardous waste dumping

cause serious environmental problems. Improved drinking
water testing methods are showing us just how .serious
these problems are. The answer is obviously not to ban
disposal sites and pretend the waste will go away Unlessno one in a certain town has ever used products or services
that have radioactive or toxic chemical wastes as a
byproduct, how does that town have the right to zone

against disposal facilities? Zoning by-laws should be up-

solSio
"^'^^ '^'^ '^"^ "^^' ^"^ ^ P^*"^ ""^ ^ positive

The energies of those concerned with this issue could be
applied to working toward such a solution. Planners en-
vironmentalists, environmental engineers, and other
knowledgeable citizens need to become involved in the
siting and design of safe disposal and storage facilitiesWe must demand that facilities be sited in the most
suitable place, rather than the place with the least political
power.

We must all share the responsibility for seeking a safe
solution to this serious problem we have created. "Not inmy backyard" means in .someone else's soil and water Ifwe do not support a positive solution, we will be suppor-
ting the "midnight dumpers" and enhancing the
deterioration of our environment.

Tara E. Briggs-Bamford
Amherst

Suspects were the unfortunate victims of an unfair headline
To the Editor:

n^T'^
headline, "Trio of lamb thieves arrest^'d," (April

20) has forced us to pose this question: Since when do
editors and columnists determine the guilt, implied by the
word "thieves," on the basis of an arrest? We have always
been under the impression that people are innocent until
proven guilty as is expressly stated in The Constitution of
the United States of America and the Constitution of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. This right should be
protected by the free press, not violated.

At a University that is thought to be progressive, it
amazes us that you and your columnist. Edward L. Birk,
can declare these men to be thieves regardless of their
guilt or innocence for that has yet to be determined. If all
three of the men have been convicU'd of larceny then your
term thieves would be appropriate - for further clarifica-
tion, if they have been convicted of stealing lambs then
your sensationalist headline would have justification. It
seems to us these men have grounds for a strong case of

libel slander, and defamation of character based on vour
headline against The Massachusetts Daily Collegmv and
Mr. Birk.

nZl lT"'r I'"*^
^"^ ''""^ *^«^ ^^^ happened to the

neutrality of the press? Since when has the press becomejudge and jury? For such a headline to apj,ear in tTenewspaper of a traditionally radical IJnivers ty ?eales uswondering when the editors have become membeS of themoral njajority^This type of unwarranted sensationalism
IS what fueled McCarthyism in the fifties, and we cringeTtseeing it in our newspaper in the 1980's.

James A. MacDonald IV
Sunderland

W. Martin McEwen
Central

Edilor^note: Hendl,ws „re not u'riltn, h,, „„r„re (het, the

To understand the adverse ramifications of this onemust examine who the Regents are. what they want to ac-
complish and how they have acted in the past. In sum, if
the Regents gained budgetary control of the system of
public higher education the results would be disasterous

in recent interviews in Massachusetts Teacher's
Association the MTA Today members of the Board of
Regents spoke candidly of their goals and intentions for
public higher education. Perhaps the most enlightening
comment made regarding how decisions are undertaken
by the Regents came from the Chairman of the 15 member
board, James Martin.
"To manage something on a democratic basis as we are

required to do by law, I find difficult. I'm not accustomed
to It and It doesn't fit my style," said Martin, who is also
the president of the largest insurance company in
Massachu.setts.

The worse .suspicions concerning the Regents is that
they will reallocate funds from traditional liberal arts pro-
grams and expand high technology programs which will
benefit the members of the Board of Regents who own
nigh technology companies.
And the Regents make no attempt to ally the fears In

tact their comments tend to confirm the worse suspicions
about them. ^

Ray Stata, who was a founder and first president of the
High Technology Council and Chairman of the Board of
Analog Devices said in the MTA article that his primary
goal as a Regent is "to identify the manpower needs and
the issues facing our industry (high technology) and to trv
to do something about them."
"When I was growing up, everybody who could, always

went to college, ' Martin said in the MTA interview "I
don't think that's the case anymore. I don't think its' for
everybody...

I think a lot of what we're doing in trade high
schools, at STCC (Springfield Technical Community Col-
lege) for example, is just super," he said.
"They're really turning out good, well qualified people.

Auto mechanics, things like that," Martin said in the arti-
cle.

So you see. if the Regents get control of the budget
allocations UMass may institute a program in auto
mechanics in place of English.
But thats if we're lucky. Since taking power, the Board

ot Regents has proved to be totally inept in almost
everytning they have tried to do - be it merging Boston
State College with UMass/Boston, raising tuition or deal-
ing with the Legislature.
Martin understated their problems when he said the

Regents have "worked on a learners permit for the most
of the first year.. .We were reinventing the wheel each day
as we went along."

''

Well I don't want to give them the keys to the car of my
education. I'm calling my state representative and tellinir
her to oppose the idea of the Board of Regents controlling
my education. I urge others to do the same.
Keinn Bowe in a iJMn,ss student.
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Letters Policy
All letters must be

signed and include the
writer's address and
telephone number,
which will not be
published. Please type

double spaced at 67
characters per line.

Due to space
limitations and the

volume of mail, we
regret we are unable
to acknowledge
unpublished lettcrN.

All letters are subject
to editing for clarity

and length.
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Open24 Hours—7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnite'—
^

in HadleyAmherst and Pittsfieiri Qinmc
wr»«^ AVAA^aAlA^t?

BeefChuck
Steak
l^'CutsBonein
We trim away excess fat and bone to give
you nnore lean beef for your money.

7 BoneBeefChuckSteak ..1.39
UnderbladeSteak eeet chuck Bone m

,^^2 gg
Boneless BeefChuckSteak .,1.99
Boneless BladeSteak Beef chuck

,b2.49
ShoulderLondon Broil ^eet chuck

^^
j'gg

Ground
Fresh, 3-5 lb pkg

Fresh 3 to 5 lbs
LeanGroundBeef ,.1^®
'WhiteGem* ^T
ChickenLegs

.
5 to e ib.pkg.

.
.,59*

5 to 6 lb pkg.
^**'

CounteystylePorkRJbs .P®
5 to 6 lb pkg.

CenterCutPorkChops -l®®

Shop our circular
full of values!
Pick up a copy at yourStop& Shop.

Stop & Shop Sliced

Bologna
MearQCI^
1lb package ^^W^^^

Phunrose
Bacon 1 79
'Itjpkg ^^^

Cheesie^^ssp'

Pizza 2^®
Family Size 32 oz ^^Bf

Weaver
Chicken
Rondelets fSS

Pork Loin^g)
Roast Rib^QQ
Portion '*^
PorkLoinSirloin Portion .^1.49
Boneless Pork Sirloin ^'^'.^2.29
Boneless VealRoast s^o '^- ib2 .59
Boneless Veal '°^ caccatoe

,^2.69
Fresh Calves Liver s, «, ,,2.69

s_, --- I.

Betty Crocker
Brownies f^f%'

1^
All Varieties

12 Oi: pkg Frozen
PRODUCE Del

SteakUmm
Sandwich

399All Beef
24 oz pkg Frozen

Fresh
Cod Scrod
FiUets 199A lb

Fresh Bay

O lb

licious, nutritious, low in sodium! Pick your own!

Fresh Te
Asparagus

Brownie Mix
ISounce package

Hawaiian
Punch
Red, Grape, Wild Fruit or
Low Sugar 46 02 can

,

Coronet
Tissue
Bathroom
2 ply 400 ct 4 pack 99
Del Monte mjuice

PineappleA ^Sliced, Chunk or Crushed
8 ounce can

Delicate tasting
green spears...

enjoy!

Florida

Calico

Matlaw's stuH.d

Clams 189
?pkg I

Drakes Creme
Shortcakes
Strawberry. Marble. ^OO
Banana or Plain I ^^5J
10ozpkgof6 ^L

Silkience
Shampoo or

Conditioner Tt49
I 7 ounce bottle JL

I SOOFFc
Ion purchase of any pkg.

Pre-cut St«>p & Shop
I VermontCheddar

Fresh Crisp
Cucumbers

U^ Scott Big Roll
Towels
Assorted
1 ply 119 count roll 69
Shasta

Cola, Ginger Ale, Root Beer
or Orange 2 liter btl., CT dep89

Fresh Cut sweet

WatermelonlS
FreshGreenSquash "r ^e''""' 2 "-"1

FreshRomaine Lettuce „..S9
GrannySmithApples ,.79
Hydroponic Lettuce

, , ,„59

Minute Maid
Orange Ju
from concentrate
Half Gallon carton

!cj|:39

Nu Form Low Fat
Yogurt tf^ $
Assort^^iavors
Hood 6 ounce cup. 0""X

Su' »!•

^^. FREE KITE.
with the purchase of

one pound or more of our
Hiqh Quality Stop & Shop Mpals

'. PASri**M^" •CORNED BEEF
Whtl. SUpplt.. I.,.. ., ,..„ 400 „,. "n'!fJ. °f

^"^

Pastrami s.op*s,op ^^2 69
J (Turkey Breast -^,b4.99

.

^ Availah i« at store

Wilson
Honey
Glazed
Ham

Orange Juice
12 oz. canOA*
Frozen concentrate
Stop & Shop

Hendries
Ice Cream
Assorted Flavors
Half Gallon carton

P-.c.,..,.,„«|„, *.,,,»s., M.,, "" - -

^""""'e at Stolen >„r,serv,ced.l,
—

J ^^^ -u o«„ lUM I69
'•P'licat^rrofi

I
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Spinners top |j^^^—jj^—
—

~

THE SPINNERS
Chapin Hall. Mount Holyoke College
Saturday, April 24

by ANDREW GORDON
Collegian Staff

Chapin Hall at Mt. Holyoke shook Saturday ni^ht like I

ttid'hT '
''^^i?''

^""'^ ^^^'^^ The Spinrrs performed before a w.ldly enthusiastic capacity crowd with

albums''
'"'"" "^ '^'''' "'^^'' '' "^" ^ '"-^ '•-^-"t

shJw'and lo^^T"' J*^*'^
^''^' '^' ^P'""^-"^' «P-"-d the

Under .hJ i- r'
"?'" '"^" ^^" ''•^^1 frame of mind.Under the direction of conductor Maurice Kin^ theoverture roused everyone and when the Spinners finallvcame on they received their first of over a doz^n starnHn^ovafons. without even singing a note TheTv" meSergroup opened with "Working my Way Back to YorThilfrom their From Here to Eternally album several" yearsback and continued on through "Now That YouVe S"

came when they performed an oldies medley whichbrought down the house. Included were such dassL as

aL "r ^r ^'"J .? " ^ ^'"""^•" "G^'"- P^oP'e Play"and Rubbermaid Man." By the end of this number therewasn t a seat occupied; everyone was dancing "One of a

and ken?', h"^'"'
V^ ^' '"" ^^"'"^ *" ^-^" -«" ^oUol'edand kept the excitement going. Unfortunately, just when

had "iTl^Vn,^''''''^
P^'*^ '^^^'' '^' ^^hausied grouphad to back off for a breather (which is reasonable con

sidering that they energetically danced in three-piece suitsunder hot lights), while lead singer John Edwards stoppedforward o do a solo. He sang "Lady." a non-original andcompletey inappropriate choice. The Spinners havedozens of great original ballads ("Sadie" or "How Could I

K^nn S ^"^.^^ "^^"'"^ ^^^*^ ^^^" P^'-f*^^^) ^nd thisKenny Rogers dud was the low-point of the evening.

Pervis Jackson explained after the show. "But we sure feltat home tonight. We had a great time."

The Spinners (I - r) Billy Henderson, John Ed-

birSmit"^"*"^
Fambrough, Pervis Jackson, Bob-

John Edwards has been with the Spinners for five yearsrhe other members of the group. Jackson. Billy Hen-derson. Henry Fambough and Bobbie Smith have been

fX 7 ''""'^^'^^ .««hool days in the mid-fifties. In 1975Edwards was brought in as a stand-in for ailing lead singerPhil.pe Wynn and ever since their Yesterday Today!ndTomorrou, album has been a regular member I told hfm
I ve been a Spinners fan since before high school. "Yeah,me too. he said. "I still can't believe I'm a n^n ^r iUnow. I have to oinch mv^plf " Th c ^ ^ ^ ^' ^^^^
a„..»u

" ^/^" F'ncn mysell. The Spinners manaeer saiHanother performance in the area is very possible and ifthis IS true It is true it is not to be missed.

Elevators rise again
THE ELEVATORS
Hangar One, Hadley
Friday, April 23

By ALICIA MARQUIS
Collegian Correspondent

Members of the now defunct but ever popular Elevators
joined together and played to a capacity crowd of fans on
t nday night at the Hangar One. As soon as the band got
on stage, it was like old times.
The band stormed through an arrangement of old and

"n"^ "".flT^'*
'"^^'uding "Trapped." the Clash-like

Uance. Frontlme." and the classic "Stickball Kid " The
band seemed at ease. They blended their talents naturaUy
especially during guitarist/vocalist John Clark's work with
the other band members in "She Lied To You."
The band's recent, more highly developed material

shows a marked progression from tne work on the band's
debut album. Frontline, and was well received by the
crowd They were called back on stage for two encores and
played for as long as time permitted.
Its puzzling how these musicians play together so well

and draw the unique response that they did. yet the
Elevators remam split. Guitarist/vocalist Zonder Kennedy
cited a number of factors contributing to the split. Thealbum FrontUve, although received well locally, met with
inadequate promotion and distribution, as is common in the
record industry. The band also felt hindered by the basic
confinement to the Western Massachusetts area andwould have enjoyed expanding their following by plavinemore to outside audiences. Although there were no per
sonality disputes it was decided they should disband and
pursue individual efforts.

Members of the Elevators can still be seen performing
locally: drummer William Benjamin and bassist Jerry EuS
appear regularly with Jim K. and Co. at Sheehan's Cafe in
Northampton, and John Clark contributes his talents toanother great local band. the Soc Hops.
Vocalist/keyboardist Tom Myers played recently with
Peter Tork and the New Monks. He and Zonder Kennedy
are doing studio work and are pursuing individual efforts
in New York City.

The concert was billed as a "bi-annual reunion." and the
closing remark on stage from the Elavators was "We'U see
you in the fall." The band backstage remarked that they
will do another show together when the time seems right
Starting the show at 9:30 was 1-800. a 6-man New Wave

band from Cambridge. Following at 10:30 was Redline
from Providence, a band overshadowed by the anticipation
ot the Elevators, but nonetheless received well.

<Msf"'
c^

^6*
.et^"

Morning Union ^
Gay Community News %

%
Ar.

Ur..oi

S^.ttVtvg

St^

^Hr

JOA^^
9^ Nieivv

^'•^

'"'^D^ii

oe

o^t

National Business Employment Weekly

^^^^M \o

Available

Daily and Sunday

Located in the

Student Union

Convenient Hours
M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Sat and Sunday 8:30 am to 10 pm

the

mini Store

Dear Students,
Child Care was given a "hearing" by the Budgets Committee of the

for Child Care funding to assist undergraduate student parents The sT
studentrrhe Studentr ?'? T'^ ^° "'^^^^'^ ^«"«'^ undergraduate

used for" JhNd r.rp t t

^'^ ^""^'"9 ^"^'ch Child Care receives is mainlyused tor Child Care tuition assistance for undergraduate parents The
^ M-^l^"°.^'''l?\''''^^"^

employment to operate the Child cire Systempublishing the Babysitting List, part of the Campus child carelnformafior;and referral service, and the Toy Loan Library in North Village Apts

t^Hc vfr;!r'7^^ f^If^ ^° ^^"^ ^"^'^ ^°^ t^'^'o" assistance only sayingth^ was the level of last years appropriation. We have several points which

nffllZ^^H '? '^^ Committee and would now like to bring to the attentionof the student community at large:
auenuon

^ ^^^
^J}'^y ^®"^^® allocated $5,775 to Child Care last

year. .$4,000 initially in the Fy82 budget, and $1775 frombenate Sponsored Events.

2 Support for low income students from the Federal and
btate Governments has been cut by 44% in tuition
assistance and 33% in food program assistance. The Student
benate is also cutting aid to student parents at a time when
they desperately need an increase to stay in school.

3. Child care meets the needs of low income student parents
especially single parents, struggling to become self suppor-
ting and avoid the welfare trap. These non-traditional
students are unable to take advantage of the many other
studnt sponsored events because of schedules and family
needs. Child care is the one place where SGA funds can ef
fectively benefit these students.

4. This year the Child Care System employed 85undergraduate students who will have taken home in their
pockets $60,000 by July 1982.

5. Over 100 undergraduates were signed up to this Spring's
Babysitting List and make an unknown amount of money

As student parents struggling to get our own education we know a«: xa.oIi »eanyone the value of education and the opportunity ?t provides We^^11striving to get that education, not only for ourselves but to h^nirt ^ f. ffor our children. Without child care we cannot succeed
^'^

The Undergraduate Family Organization
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Less than 22% Fat
ground fresh several

times daily

Ground Beef
5 lb. pkg. $7.65

($1.53/lb.)

^.>&

^ •. \

Armour Veri- Best

Pork Sale

!

at Louis Fine Foods

CENTER CUT

Pork Chop:
or Roast

BLADE BONE REMOVED

Rib Half
Loin Roast
EXTRA LEAN-EXCELLENT QUALITY

Sirloin Half
Loin Roast

PRODUCE DEPT.

j(^ FRESH CALIFORNIA

fif. Asparagus

99 *
FLORIDA SLICING

%xTomatoes

59 <=

FBBSH CUT Ofl WHOLE

Watermelons
MAOE FROM SOYBEAN

Fresh Tofu

LB

1-LB
PKQ

LB

99*
FROZEN FAVORITES

SEALTEST

Sherbets

ALL
FLAV 99 C

QT
CONT

SEABROOK-3 VARIETIES

International Vegetables

99*16 OZ
BAG

-DAIRY CASE'

FLEISCHMANNS

Corn Oil
Margarine

89*1-LB
QTRS

I

HOOD 2%
BETTER TASTING

Milk HALF
GAL 89

SPECIALS VALID APRIL 25-MAY 1

;^^

FINE FOODS

r LU-83
I

WITH THIS COUPON* A »7.50
PURCHASE EXCLUDING

I COUPON ITEM 4 TOBACCO
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

L

SWEET LIFE 6 PK
Englisli
Muffins
FREE

LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
VALID 4/26-5/1, AT LOUIS

LU-294 ^
WITH A PURCHASE |
OF 55.00 OR MORE IN I
OUR FRESH

PRODUCE DEPT
100 Bonus

Stamps
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
VALID 4/26-5/1. AT LOUIS

S&H
GREEN

WITH A PURCHASE
OFMO.OOORMORE
IN OUR FRESH

MEAT DEPT
200 Bonus

GREEN Stamps
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
VALID 4/26-5/1, AT LOUIS

9 CoiJc iJiHn
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5ff?, I'</E£B5NP/CK/m UP
SOMS 5HIPB0ARP 6RUMBLIN6
S0Ma0F-l}€f¥tS5&JGefi5
ARe BeemiNe TOuoNpeR
UHYUBHAmrrAmvBP

by Garry Trudeau
MIAT PO -mevmHTt IT'S
A 6,O00MlLe VOYAGB 70
The FALKLANPS! THEyCAUr
exPBCTMe: TOBeRjemoN
THeMONeV' /

HON^' I'AI 60INS
DOUNTDsermse
PBOPLasimeHT!

I

UM.miT
A MINUTE..

SIR. Mm
couRsa
5H0ULDI
5TB5R'

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

CROSSWORD

VoOlR^SV/c rtavKfes uR-rtl
j
Hey. M5U U*5RTMi.ESSaAfAt\(ie.T

BBTTtRy AHC>\*iffeUMVullNOSMlEU>.

by M. Joyce

I
YEPiv^. \ FEUT c*EiVr^

THE UMASS ZONE

Edited b>

ACROSS
1 Miller

& PartolUSMA
9 Poultry entree

'4 Serpent PrefiK
15 Ranch shelter
16 Eiffel Tower level

'7 Oyster s creation
19 t^isses

20 Predx with dent
or pod

21 Gudrun'smale
22 Site of a 1598

edict

23 Sil"erdome. e g
25 Bit of stage

business
27 Meadowlands

team
29 Like a well worn

path

33 Orchestras wood
winds

37 Stark jf

Hollywood
3a Letters tor Plato
39 Family member

Abbr
40 f^^able

41 Litchi

42 Embroidery
46 Emulate an

ecdysiast
48 EPA concern
49 Prefigurations

51 Turgenev heroine

MarKsrcl Karrar and

54 Port ol N
Australia

57 are called

Out

59 Regulatory agcy
61 Colorless

glyceride

62 Dilettante s

garden perhaps
64 Tropical vine

65 River into the
Rhine

66 Pierre s pater
67 Clitf

68 Word with iron

69 Cable car

I rude Jaffe

DOWN
1 Majority

2 "Live from
Lincoln Center
special

3 "This was
finest hour

4 Covered
5 Synthetic liber

6 Lignite

7 Open areas,

favored by
architects

8 Neighbor of Md
9 Gray-green of

Chinese porcelain
10 Expiated
11 Tense
12 Molding

13 Loch
Ifl Gia/ier s slorf

fronts

22 Robert Dp —
of films

24 Liriemen

26 Certain pictures
28 Sift

30 Three in

Dortmund
31 Deserve
32 UN refusal

33 Cleave
34 Handy case
35 Picnic cry

36 Toss timothy
40 Adriatic ruler

of yore

42 Candidate
43 Nickname for a

Dickens character
44 Corrected
45 Jellyfish

47 Competing at

Henley
50 Political ploy

52 Saltpeter

53 Ghana s capital
54 Toy
55 I cannot toll

56 J>can

58 Air Prefix

60 Sci

62 Joker
63 Pertinent

O-Uldo SARDc/CCI. Tl^y
JU5T-/\ Visiting fof^
TODAY, so X CAN-

A

CLEAtl UP A LITTLE

_

CONFusiOfsj.
.

J you KMOW^ LAST A
^\^EeK Sot'rtONe. SA'i-A

^ CAfCTOON FlATUk^iNO-
HIS-A EMlf^SAiCE THE
fope, ,vjas

^UL.L£T/^7ru-A \
you S0M£7»//VC. . HISA
EMin£ajce

^ HE REAbS
THE COLLEOtM AnD-A
HE i/JW THE CAHTOON
ABOUT'A HlhSELF

by Mark Rollins

JUST 8eTVJE£N-A you
^ANOA t^E'.HE LAUGHED'

A

SO W/HD, H£ Air^OST
SNAPPiO HIS -A

f^OSARy;

(ARK ))/EKOeRCi

PA'SAiMO.
'

- W:

S4

61

64

67

55 56 157

165

168

58

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

59 60

63

66

69

WHAT HAPPENED?
by Ethyl Octane

^= "^^E ^e/IW RollJ Ly„.
P^*5iy<6i of ^yJ</.«3..,,

;-^V,Sr-f ex.y,.5 .e^
I

,„ ;. :^;, '"S^
^^^^^^^^^

WEATHER
WEATHER _ Mass..

R.I.. Conn. — Clouding up
today with rain spreading
east across the area during
the day. Highs in the 60s.
Rain tonight with lows in
the mid 40s to low 50s.
Showers tomorrow. Highs
in theGOs.

D.C. MENU

Thesis Paper & Thesis Binders
the best paper is Crane's
100% rag and acid free

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

SCHOOL OF MEDICIIME
• CIFAS UNIVERSITY •

"CLASSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH"

The Universily ,s located ,n Santo DommqoDmT„n,can Republic Our Medical Program ,s tailored
.

er (he raditional U S Model of Me.Hcal Eduralionand IS fully accredited

OPENINGS AVAILABLE

uur school IS listed in Vol J^, No 4 of Ihe WHOChronicle published by the World Health OrgamJalVon

For More Information and Applical.on Form please write to
CIFAS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

DEAN Of AOIMISSIOIMS
178?0 WHITTIER BlVD SUlIt JO • WHITTICR CAIIF 9060;

IMPROVE STUDY habits'
STOP SMOKING

Lose Weight Self Confidence
Insomnia Sexual Problem.
Nail Biting Bed Wening

Hypnosis can help you nake it

PERMANENT
Hampshire Ethical Hypnosis Center

Call or Write for Free Brochure
Milton H. Askinoss, Member A A E H
Available for Lectures/ Demonstrations

-Kim .^^J^'^'c"^ Building, Rte. 9 Hadley, MA
^

3/10 mile Hampshire Mall (next to Rocky^ Hardware)
584 1919 by Appt. Only

SPECIALfoPicS

COURSE
SOC. 297A

TECHNOLOGY & SOCIETY
Lecture and discussion of ideas about
the form of society as related to
technological developments.

No prerequisites.

For Mor* Info Contact:

Gordon Sutton 545-06 i 7

LUNCH

Open Face Ham and
Swiss Sandwich

Southern Beef and
Noodle Casserole

BASICS LUNCH

Hi-Protein Spaghetti/
Tomato Sauce
Tuna Melts

DINNER

Barbecued Chicken
Chopped Beefsteak Special

Squash Bake

BASICS DINNER

Barbecued Chicken
Squash Bake

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

r A
More Political Video

10:30 - 11:15 Senate Wat<>h - The
Weekly Student Senate
Meeting

11:15-12:15 Tip O'Neil & Friends

-

lo .r „
Talking at the SUB

12:15 - 2:00 John Dean & Bob Wood-
ward - their talk last
week at the FAC
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome to Colleaian Otfir*. rr 1 in • o^c o .. .- . .
^^ •• w^^- ^fc ^fc ^kd^^

Col]e grRj2 ^0

CcXIeguin Off.ce CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Monday Fr.day • Dead
Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5

t'ne IS 3 45 two days prior to publication day

SonkaiiTsi^perJor Audio. The word ISspreading. Audio Consiiltant^Q,n77f^

mationjvailablej|v^^

ARTISTS
Pierpont Art Exhibm^ and Com^-
tlon, open to all Five Colleqe
undergraduates, Mayday May 1st. Cash

Ki^!c^ *^°cfo®^°^^®' barbecue. Call546-4572 or 546-52̂ for more info

ATTENTION
FRUSTRATEDijyiUSICIANS

Drummer IS looking to form a competent

nX^H?^ ^f"^.:
guitar, bass, and vS^alisneeded I am looking at this situation as onlyacreat^e veriture not a career call Mike Riff

iS^Arts DeT ' ""'^'^ °" ''' ^°'-

Crestvievv one bedroom apt 549-1369

Manor 2 bedroom $195 ea bedroom or $390whole thing call 253-5375 available June onbus route

2 females to share room in Puffton apt

S!iin^?Pl^ 110/mon each includes heat
549-4450 Tish and Linda

lO^rninute walk to campus - 2 bedroom
apt (fits 4) call 549-4353

4 bedroom house for faculty family or 4
graduate students. Available June 15. Walk

(2^T674'2426"''"*
''"'''' ""'' ^^«"'"9S

% discount • Phone number FREE

aner tcon jn exam Ihursday 4/1 need
?f!PefA^ely for classes. Please! Call

Eyeglasses lost between Brown and GRC
brown frames tan case call 546-5850

SENIOR FINALLY GIVES UP

MOTORCYCLES

Amherst Center Apt. summer w/fall od-

FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE

^rl?^." wT®* '^^^°" ^^^ Six cylinder,
g?2lEondition^Jias^^

SJ^ ^®®*'® 9'®^^ condition new^nsn^ssion must sell only $1300 call eves

1974 Chevy ImMa good cond, rur^Tfii^
nojrt^ork^^ed, $850 Kevin 665-4362

s^p^'i^T^^P^^arc^^
Similar bargains available, call for your

mi^c^°n^^.°" ^°^ »° purchase
®^:^:0575^^<r^501_calUef^

BASS PLAYERS

Almost full scuba outfit excellent condi-
t'on^roundj300256^6336 must sell

Electric typewriter Smith Corona suoer
sterhng^lOOcall^Tom 253-3187

pon^e^tT^;;^k^;r^.Leathersl26T^-
Leath^fsj24Suedej22 call Mike 549-1233
King size waterbed incl. heater, frame

«^'^^^A^'"®'' ^"^^"^ 'ess than year old$200 or BO ca ll 546-9399

Kingsize w^i^^b^^li:^^^^;^-^^^^^

$';i^T7r
"^"""' ^°°^ ^°"'^'^'-'

S'iI^"**oS^J^''®"P®'^sPO'^' silver 3500m
$2200 or BO Kris 546-6022

1981 Kawasaki K2550~^xcellent cond

ST7OO
'"^ included. 1775$ or BO

rS^ °K^
750 Suzuki excellenT condition

2^2874^'^ ^"®®" ^^^ """^^ ^®"

1977 Honda 360T excellent condition 9000
miles Tom 253-5435 keep trying $800
~ OLDERSTU^i^fsSOCIAL
Come meet other older students in a
relaxed atmosphere on Thurs. April 29 4-7pm at the 10th floor Campus Center free

hv 1 oe^i^es "lusic, cash bar. Sponsored
by the Older Students Service Network

IIZZIZ PERSONALS

Professional Research, Wrliu^^Tp^

ywo-C, 407 S. Dearborn. Chicagnnfin^
Tennis Er Racquetball n^iTd^T^^frii^-Ta
service call the Racquet Doctors 256 07!^anytime

"SOUTHWEST ELECTIONS
Get out and vote for your fuuJ^^~te^5i^!
Have a say in how your money is spentYou can make a difference.

subletThouse

foT'^ml"** ^ ^"^r^ °P«"' 2 bdrrr^Tfi^^l
opt. 112 + , near bus, pool table norrh
Peter 665-3463 P^"^"'

Martin Roundwounds - S6%di^^^;^t

BELLYGRAMS!!

Delivered by professional Bellydancer

253-549?°^^
"""sual gift. Call Theresa,

TnH
"**

"
"«^'*'«*^«- Describ^r^i;;i~i;;i^eand^en lost and it's yours. Call Lisa

chard Hill area call 546-5422

Must Identify, call Mike 253-9987
Jacket - Umass Athletic 4/16 NOPE GvmRm 101 call 546-4658 ^

ToCarol Happy 20th have a blast. Chris
Maiden Voyage: Lead singer -

I like your
tune. Please reply. Maiden-in-waiting
KImbecltal get psyched for the move It's
gonna be "koolwalah"! Danbecita

Myleet still don't touch the groundwhen I m with you Bobbie
Repeat after me -

1 will be going to the 7t"h
annual Cosmic Wimpout Tournamnet this
Saturday at the Hangar One! Say it overand over and over.

SUMMER SUBLET

RnZn I 9""^^ ^° mformation sessions in
^y!I?[!!5!li£u:}ge4/26 - 4/27 at 7 pm

FREE RENT

PHOTO CONTEST

T^TWh^I.^ '°°'^ *" ^"'^^ 2 bedroom
apt at Cliffside immediately and receive

CHEAP APARTMENT

baTsTkPho^If' ^'^^ bedrooms, twooatns take both rooms or only one $140 ea

YoiTca^blameTnyone els^lfWd^t

ZlM^LOYMENTOPPORTUNifY

business experience helpful, but notnecessary. Cajlj46j051/546-7654

^^H'Z
^°*

V®''"*'*^
vacuum cleaner that

will do wonders for your carpet. Lots oother p,eces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go. Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

All soon-to-be-great and soon to-be-

tTi w^ ^°"^9'r ^^' ^"""al photo con-

f«mp h"^''
'^"' '^^«'^« 9*^ certificates

h^
and notenety. Ansel Adams started

^^lii^?!^?y:J(Vatch^^

RESUME WmflNG"

PM or weekends 549-5727

2 females for Southwood Apts $105 00per month/per person. Cable TV, full/fuV^
nished, pol, tennis courts, air cond op-

rciiiT53'"iror2^-ci^^'^^^^^-^'^

B^^^wine alb^dToom w/terrace
overlooking pond. pool. AC $290 oeTmonth call 546-8765 ^
Summer subl^TPuffton 2 b^d^^^^^TAC
pool cable rent negotiable 549-1526

IlJ'rf Kli'"""'
comfortably furnished Puf-

negotia^ble^^
^^" ^^^ ^'^'^ -tes

fJ^droo^^T^^Ti^TR^^

anytime
*°"'^ ^"'" ''^" ^46-9824

nT^'T. '"'^"'sh^^d^pimt^^rA^rT^t
ggotjable call 546-4435 546-4441 ol

Amherst Center summer only sunnv &
furnished $300 253-7584 ^

GEILS TICKETS

M:rka^'5^*^'*^"*"^'^-'^-^Vlca.l

GIVING IT AWAY

E Dolby $75 Dual turntable w/shure car

w/'ff.t'f'^
^•^^^ 'Rarely used)ttree deckw/fast fonft/ard $35 call 6-9723

RIDE WANTED
^'^^ wanted to~Fi^Hd^ at end of

Caro°:^!^^-^^^^-^^-AVc°a;

^%'^'\fy'"l^^ - !.^?."«*'c and electric for

546©6W
'^^''^^'^- ^"'^^^ "^agic

Driving to Texas in June. Looking for so

J^2U°0:S5"
'"""^ ^"' ''''''^'- C^"

l^OOM WANTED
Male wnats h"^^;i;i;;^~Vround NFalmouth June through Aug call Seth

\/ii *r.-r— apartment in Swiss

duded' aV7
^'^

^"^^r
^'^^ ^" "^'"t^^ineluded Act now and get a free courh

Ca7i^^-^7^"^^-^^^''oPtion^isX5:

"THE rNVISIBLE BATTLpT

E.M.T.'S

Come to an important meeting of the

ou?shn
"" ^ ^-^^ Aid Unit. Work^at campus shows, concerts, & athletic events

i^;;.2T;rciV'"--^°"^^v

HELP WANTED

Entertainment

"^^^pJD^PRYORTivFlirco^
^CA Apr. 29 5 pm $1.00 7. 9. 11 $1.50

FOR RENT
Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 Vi

Sfo^c^co'^^'P®^'"^' P°°'' <e""'S courts
253-5759

Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood 1

'/?

S^o^™o^^'P®^'"9' P°°'' tennis courts
253-5759

Southwood Apts 2 bdrm summer sublet
fall option call 253-5493

Females~wanted for summer house Tn
Falmouth $750 from Memorial Day to Labor
Day call Shan 545-2152 or Julie 549 4482
Two people wanted to share large PTiff
ton bedroom, $99 each, heat included
Available 9/1 call 549-5184
Large 4 bedroom house w/yard on =
Coll. bus rte, Rte 116 S. Hadley summer
sublet w/fall option $475 532-3953

2 bdrm apt on bus rte^ol, lease starts
June 1 call Renee 253 3378

The Collegian Business Dept. is acceo

tarn ffinf''°M "°^ ^°^ P°«'^'°" °^ Assis-

Bu^irfp/cM^
"^^"^^er and the position ofBusiness Manager. Applicants need beUniversity students with considerabll

business experience. Please apply at ni
nnZT' ?"'^^ ^^^ Collegian is an equal
opportunity employer

^°***«~Biiir'c^i;^i;,^,^7niij,^^7-^^
energy, and ecology. Summer jobs promot.ng social change. MASSPIRG thestates largest public interest organization ishir^g summer staff for publil: education

and lTm"'l7ik,T I'''''
^^35 200/wk

imhJ .
"

^^S/^"^- Positions available inAmherst, Boston, Cape Cod and
Worcester. Inten/iews April 27. Contactstudent employment at 545- 1 951

fl^!T®^ *'°**" Aai;;iti^r~c"ounselor
^male; music camp, Lenox, Mass.; June
20 to August 30. $1250, plus room and

^^t A H^'l"'!'
'^'^ American Red CrossMrst Aid and Emergency Care, CPR WSIQua ifications: leadership, organizational

SlrR:,th"i^^'">''°'?^ ^"«^9V' ethusiasm.

aner 8 PM
^"^^ Director, (203) 523-7215

Experlen^^d~i^[ij;bir^,^^g-^^—

^

for toddler part/full time thru summer ?alCarolyn Lester 253 3162
Models

- past^^e^^nT^ndhJ^tiTrneeded
to be intervievved for womens studies pro
ject. Please help, call 772-6886

ROOMMATE WANTED

J^^~^^t^ii^^^d^B^M^oy„„ project is

Battl?""tSp ^7"^^ ^"titled "The Irivisibll

Te'^ZZ'
'"^"^ '" ''' Studen/'jnio'n°Tll

TO SUBLET

LOST

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud

One bedroom available in tv;;^"b^d^^;^
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying _

^

'^i®''*'i^'f-2r * *»"'«* Pu'fton Village
^June 1 $130 per month & small electric call

Looking for 2 females to share onebedroom in Southwood Apts cheap sum-mer sublet with fall option 256-0659
Looking for person to share "iTIS^yManor apt for info call 546-9827 or 253-9005
H^^mate want^d^f^TT^^T^n
Leverett house. Close to UMass in thewoods relaxed available nnw^Q.?ffy^

S^„ °' ^° 'i^^^^^T;^ki^>Ff^;i^^i^r7o
share one of two bedrooms at Brittany
M522L[?Lai^d^Pr!lig2M-5261
2 female ro^^i^r^i^i^^jin^^^, Brittany

^^84 starting in the fall. Call

jT^O "^^^iATESn^^^l^^
Manor - next fall & spring at least 1 ma"e

n?l'er ^ '^^^ -- --^9et

S^JmJT^^riijbi^;;,7fir^ ji in coed^nd^ine Apt Anne 549-1934 or Je«

Brar)d^;;,i;;7~Apt8 two bedroom AC

One bedroom in Colonial ViliarTa

direrr
^'•^»'^« '"^ ^11 utilities pool tennis

directly across from bus will negotiate

SSy/^ '"^"'e^^iately Paul or BiS

Rolling ^ii;r2^droom apt tTi^ibteTfor
surnmer. Furnished all utilities air cond in-cluded rent neg 256-0435

Bra^ywlrie - 2b^d;^^;;iMi;^^;ii^i^57^,A^C^ Available June 1 - Aug 31 call

sTuthwood 'A^rs^i^i^;^^^r^^;ti^r^;^2

rPn^nl^T M^^
^'!^ ^^' P°°'' «" ^us route

'^?[^LQ?9otiable^alljfte(^5^M2^

5?^^5P^^«nd^vvi^^
AC,^We, avaHable June 1 call 546-5029 or

mer & fall $147 everything, bus route andZ/i m\ from campus 256-6101

f^'^^^^^^lbs:^^
^ll^?P!JJ250j^elec^rjep^ieg256^^

^^^m^i^^^^l^ bus route nights

L^Ln'??' "?^®*^ ^° ^"'^'^^ ^°oms inLeverett house June- Aug 549-6846
Puffton summer sublet hii^hed roompooUTearjusj85/mo 549-5921

Su;^h;hLh""''k'** "P' ^/^«" option in
^underland or^jius ne call after 8 665-4946
Puffton Village 1 bedroom w/fall option
rent negotiable for summer FM-Irtj

h/°°"l,^'°" '•^°'" P"'ton in privatehouse: $100/mo call 549-5917

M

11 Collr siinr^

M'>"<^ay. April 26, 1982

Thpr.
.„^"™«n's staff Meeting

All ^toff rn^K ^ ^' ^ P""- '" *e Collegian officeAll staff members are requested to try and attend

^''^^^^^^isiFa^^^i^^i^^
presents

Wednesday, April 28, 8 p.m

Tickets 'iT®?^'*^ ^^".?/ C°"«^e''t Hall, UMASST.ckets. $6, 7. 8 gen pub/,5, 67 students w/ID a Senior citizens
Available at: Fine Arts Center Box OfficeDowntown Sounds, N'hampton; Food for Thought. Amherst

more info f:a||: (413) 54B-9.R9fi

ATTENTION!
100%

FREE TUITION $

JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS
NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further Infor.nation Contact:
Sgt. Richard O'Connor

586-4110

Holly ^-SgS'"'''^
'^"" °^" ^-0127 or

4 bedrm apt Swiss Village 147$ each
utilmes included on bus route partly fur

Se^O?'^"^^'®
June 1st with fall option!!!

?o.?tK**A*'?°'"
»va"able immediately inbouth Amherst apartment summer and/or

fall^ption call 546^28 Gail

simmer subi^fl^;v;;^ouse apt fumi^d
546-9618°'" ^^"^ negotiable 546-9616 or

Fall option 2 females to share bedroom
^g!J!^l^!^ggdj56j3^after 5:30
Col Village summer sublet w/fall option2 bedroom 285 f next to pool 253-3406
Live in a townhouse 3 bedroom rent
negotiable call 549-1538

3 bedroom apartment summer
townhouse call Karen 546-9588
546-5240

sublet

Linda

4 bdrm apt for summer 3 rooms w/option
One block from campus Responsible in-
dividual(s) for summer. Non-smoking semi-

J^-^°'JJJ^
preferred for fall. Monthy rent

Fantastic location 5 minute walk to town
or campus summer sublet fall option
bedroom in three bedroom apartment

256^70
^^"^'' ^"^^ poaches $150 +

Surnmer only Puffton 2 bdrms swimpool
available June 1 call 549-3607 or 546-6952
Summer
bedrooms

^

utilities included 253-2218

sublet w/fall option 3
in 4 bedroom apt $147/mo

Furnished bedroom in 3 bedroom house
f-all option. So. Amherst on bus Route
June 1. Rent negotiable. 256-0609
Puffton Summer sublet, 2 bdrm, furnished
directly across bus stop, pool tennis, rent
negotiable. 546-1471 or 546-9901 anytime

AMHERST CENTER Large 1 bedroom
apartment. Available June 1 256-8845.

Brandywine apts Summer sublet with
possible fall option. One male roommate to
live in co-ed apt. $1.10/month plus elec-
tncity. call 546-4141

Summer sublet of one bdrm fall opt for
both. Lg Twnhse Sunderland bus Rt 168 -t-

neg partial furn 665-2955

LIVE 100 YARDS FROM CAMPUS at the
red house next to Pike this summer price
negotiable, call 546-9102

Southwood 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apartment includes spotlight 253-9235.
Townhouse 3 bedroom apt fully furnished
rent negotiable call 549-5968
Brandywine 2BR, furnished, AC, pool
rent negot, 549-4122 '

Summer Sublet w/definite fall option 2
bdrm cliffside Avail June 1 $335/mo all
utilities inc call after 6: 665-3233
Surnmer Sublet w/fall option 4 bedroom
apt $147.00 inclusive 253-2204
One room in Swiss Village for summer
with fall otpion $147 per month includes
everything, call anytime 256-6432

2 bedroom apt summer sublet w/fall
option pool, on bus route $290 but rent
neg 665-4494

Riverglade townhouse 2 bedrooms, 2
bath, AC, pool, bus route available 6/1 fall
option is yours call 256 8836

4 bdrm Swiss Village sublet fall option
bus rt 256-8459

One large bedroom In three bedroom
apartment in house Amherst Center
253-7074

Summer Sublet Fearing St. 3 bedroom
apartment large backyard available June 1

549 5044 Moira or Janis 546-8369
Summer sublet 2 bdrm Southwood apt
rent negotiable call 253-9083

I
Looking for a meaningful

f

I SUMMER JOB?

I
g

MASSACHUSETTS
FAIR SHARE

a statewide citizens' action organization

g
Has fulltime and summer openings on the

2 canvass staff. Position involves both fun-

I ff!f'"9 ^"^ community outreach . Hrs are

I
2:00 - 10:00 PM; pay $175-225 per v.eel<-

I "^"7; call: 586-8713

THE V^OK
III.

Ttit

.tOfKTAlU'

««.. SPRING DINNER SPECIAL
MON.. TUES. & WED. 3-10 P.M. ONLY $3.99

r Shrimp with Mixed Vealfihiitl, ,k ,i 1,'^'" ^'"" * Po"> 'ried Rice
8. Scallops With Mixed vlgetabies*^..^

EM Roll « Po-h l„ed R,ce
Porklriea Rice

"»9«'«0les with 3 Chicken Fingers s

aIZ I'f
"^'^^•°NS. please call 586 120.

48 RUSSELL ST., HADLEY, MASS.

iTT . f
"'''^* '^^*«" °Pt'o" Cliffside

apts Ideal location one bedroom all utilities•ncludedopt^AC^ after 5 665-77^
One bedroom University Park Aotslur-
n«hedJune1^fall option; rent n^o^abte
mttmttttltlmmLJM bus route 2S3-3389

2 bedroom townhouse Southwood Aptson bus route fall option 256-6697

Two bdrm IMorthwood apt sublet June

Amherst Center Apt, summer sublet fall
option call 256-8095

Sublet w/fall option 2 bdr furnished on
bus route 665-2081

Rolling Green 2 bdrm apt June 1 - Sept 1

ocTlf^ ^^ "*'' '"c' pool quiet call
^53-5986

V4 mile to UMass Presidential Apts~2
bedroom furnished negotiable 549-0896

$100 sublet plus utilities, nice apt owb
room, pool, responsible person, Riverglade
Apts call Tom 253-3187

Colonial Village 2 bedroom 280 lease
starts June 1 fall option 253-3169
Desperately needed summer sublet on-
ly in Presidential Apts 1 or 2 people rent
negotiable call 546-9874 keep trying

Farmhouse for the summer, possible fall
option bus route 75.00 per month 665-4721
ask for Heidi or Gay

4 bdrm $147 mo all util 253-5142 after 10PM
Puffton Village summer only 1 bedroom
fully furnished 549-5821

Fully furnished apt great location!! 2
bedrooms next to campus $250 BO
549-0857

Towne House own room, 3 bdr 1 mi to
campus, 2 bus routes 549-6834 nights

Colonial Village one bedroom w/fall oo-tion lease can start from June 1 partially
furnished for summer after 6 253-5316
Two bedroom in Brittany Manor $1%
on bus route 256-6321 Eva

546-5267
^ 546-5052 or

ISF^""^' ^"^"'^hidl^irTri^Ji^Tf^
^bA JOO ^eg phone, elec 549-0106
2 .^t*;''oorTr~bi^;i^jf;;;ii7i^j7—

^

towlfSr'?^^""""^ ^' "^''"^ s» ^«"»«^ Sf

Ir'^uo?."'*® '^P** 3 bedroom, furnished

546'96&4
^""^"^®^ ^"^'®^ ^=3" 546-9703 or

TYPING SERVICES

Freelance Typing, editing, tape transcrib-
ing. Reasonable rates, top skills. Profes-

IS'oS^r''''^'''^
secretary. Amherst Center

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith'
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
Surnmej^ubletJ>uffton real cheap 6-6663
Clean Apt or sm^home forT^^^^ri^e
retired couple for July and Augus? inAniherst or Deerfield vicinity. Will cut lawnand keep apt immaculate. References ex-changed. Call collect 1 305-723-0920

WONDERFUL
Sharl Thank you for a great 24 hours
-guesswhat from who?
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Gorillas run away with sixth straight victory.
By STEVE FREKER
Collegian Staff

Watching the game between the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts and the University of
New Hampshire men's lacrosse t^ams
Saturday at Boyden was akin to reading
through a back issue (»f Sports Illustrated.
The subject matter was predictably old

hat. and you did not have to read the
"whole story" to be able to determine the
event's outcome. The 13-4 victory over
UNH was all but decided midway through
the first quarter, and the segment of the
6.000 Gorilla watchers on hand who stuck
around for the finish merely stayed to soak
up more of the Imuntiful rays.
Tough defense, timely scoring and a

superb first half in net by Gorilla goalie
Tom Curran were the key to this one.
Massachusetts offense found the

Wildcats' defensive machinery no mystery
and had it pretty well dismantled by the
end of the second quarter.
Curran's bid for his first shutout was

shot down with just 16 seconds left in the
first half when Wildcat Mike Fitzpatrick
drilled one off the top of the Massachusetts
cage. This goal sent the Gorillas into the
locker room with a 9-1 lead and a nice
headstart on their sixth straight win of the
season.

While Curran was playing catt-h with the
Wildcat scorers, the Massachusetts attack
unit was making life miserable for UNH
gf)alie Ed Schwab.

Senior tri-captain Mike Lavin started the
9-0 first-half run with a score at 13:16 of
the first quarter. Another UM captain, Jim
Weller, kept up the pace by netting a goal
at 7:35 with a Wellerlike (how el.se can one
describe his shots) lightening move to the
cage, followed by a side-arm flick past
Schwab.
Not to be outdone, junior Paul Fogarty.

who now has 15 goals over the past three
games, popped in a one-hander three
mmutes laWr. P\)garty led all scorers with
four goals while Weller finished with two
goals and two assists.

In addition to the proficient scoring was
the tight "D." The hustling and consistent
way of the Gorillas' midfield was an in-
tegral factor in keeping the now 6-0
(Gorillas unbeaten.
The UMass midfielders also chipped in

their share on the scoreboard. Defensive
middle John Schroeder put Massachusetts
up 4-0 in the first quarter with his first goal
of the season off a pass from Chris
Schmitz. while Peter Martino and
freshman Mike Fiorini stretched the
(Jorillas' lead to 8-0 with successive scores
at 3:27 and 1:28 of the second quarter.
Lavin scored his second of the game at 4:19
of the third period, assisted by Tim Cutler
to put UMass up 11-1.

Massachusetts wraps up its home season
this week hosting Harvard University
Wednesday at 3 p.m. and Army on Satur-
day. SPEARED?? - University of Massachusetts tri:c;Vtin J.rVeXr

(2), tries to prevent his UNH opponents from reaching the baU.

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

It was a battle ofdefen.se. of aggressive checking and. as
the game drew to a close, it became a battle of nerves. But
in the end. the University of Massachusetts women's
lacro.sse learn held off a late rally by the University of New
Hampshire to win. 5-4. at the upper NOPE 'field on
Saturday.

Leading 5 1 at halftime. the Gazelles saw the momentum
go New Hampshire's way in the form of three straight
goals. UNH was always after the Gazelles, going three or
four onone to make its opposition turn over the ball As
the game progressed, both teams u.sed the zone defen.se to
the hilt UNH to shut down UMass' usuallv effective
ollense. UMass to prevent UNH from using a breakaway
to lie the score.

The battle between the.se two undefeated teams began
from the opening whistle, as UNH tried to set up around
the UMass crease. The UMass defen.se. led bv senior co
captain Holly Jennings. Ro Tudryn and Carol" Progulske
passed the tir.st of many tests they would endure that

Wildcats
afternoon by gaining possession.

Sophomore Tish Stevens got the Gazelles on the board at
19.22 of the first half when she found daylight and shot
past the right side of UNH goaltender Debra Cram The
.score became 2 when Pam Moryl scored her first of ihree

mmules later""*""
''*''" '^' ^'' *"'"'''" '^^ '^^' ^^""^^ '^'^

As the teams became more aggressive, the referees'
whLstles sounded off more frequently. Twoof UMass' goalscame as a result of penalties due to rough checking. Moryland senior co captain Margie Anderson took advantage offree pos.sess.on and clear lanes to the UNH net to scoreAnderson s goal, at 1:24 of the half, turned out to be thegamewinner. It came one minute after UNH's LaurieLeary put her team on the board, and five minutes afterMoryl scored the Gazelles' fourth goal on a breakaway at

came'ooTI^h'^ t''^ "'"V^"
'""'^" accelerate, as both teams

ZThZ '^7'^;"Sf"d marking clo.sely. After UNH .scored.ts three goals (by Leary. Ellen Foster and Linda Neilson)

both teams went after the ball more fiercely. One of thesechases resulted in a collision between Anderson and Learylate in the game. The two went after a ball that was cleared

hnihT" V^^ l'"'^
^^"^ "J'' ^^^y ^""ided. sending themboth down for about five minutes. Leary got up the^Anderson; both played the re.st of the game

^'

Both goalies saw much action. Cram and UMass goalie
Rita Hubner spent the afternoon stopping several goodshots and trying to help set up their team's offense. It wasHubner who saved the game when she stopped abreakaway attempt with four .seconds left in the game."We played a good first half." said UMass coach PamHixon. But I dont think we played our best game of-fensively in the second half. UNH put all their players ondelense. which made it very difficult for us to.set up. Afterthe nine-minute mark, the game got pretty fierce."

The win was the fifth for UMass. Win number four came
at

1 anover N I. Thursday, when the Gazelles defeatedDar mou h College. 13-3. Moryl had five goals on the dayto lead the Gazelles, who face Boston College tomorrow
afternoon on the upper NOPE field beginning at 4 p m

The UMass Hand Gliding Club wUl meet tonight at 7
|

P_ m. in Campus Center 903. For those wishing to attend '

the lesson weekend on May 1-2. this is your last chanceSee Hang Gliding Club bulletin board for detaUs con-cerning time, payment, etc.

By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

When the starting units hits for a
combined average of .321 in weather
conditions not particularly condusive to
heavy hitting, one might expect an of
fensive massacre on a day that was un
doubtedly a "hitters" day.
Not only didn't the UMass hitters take

advantage of the summer like conditions in
New Jersey in their double header loss to
Rutgers, but they al.so let two very average
college pitchers escape virtually un
marked and walk off with 6 2 and 3 2
victories Saturday.

"Both games were a question of us not
hitting the ball the way we have."
Bergquist said, but added. "We're still in
the race (for the EAA East division top
spot) and our fate is still in our own hands
and all we have to do now is go out and do
it.

"

In game one. loser Steve Cramer (4 3)
was hit hard in the first inning by the
Scarlet Knights but escaped surrendering
only one run. But Rutgers banged the
senior lefty out in the third, scoring five
runs to give Rutgers a 6 2 lead that they
would not relinquish.

Knight
( ramer didn't have real good stuff and

they really teed off on him in the third
"

said Bergquist. Despite some control
problems. Vin Todd came on and held the
Scarlet Knights scoreless the rest of the
way but the UMass offen.se came up dry
again.st winning pitcher John Gandolto.
While the first game was decided by on-

innmg outburst by the Scarlet Knights ihe
homesters came up with single runs the
ourth and fifth inning again.st loser Tony
resnal (3 3) and came away 3-2 winners

boosting their EAA record to 3 2.
The only bright spots for the Minutemen

ofiensively were Todd Comeau and Keith
Uvelette. Comeau. who blasted his firsthome run of the year last week against
Rutgers at Lorden Field, rocketed his
second of the year his first time up in the
first game to bring UMass even with
Rutgers at 11.

Lovelette cranked out three hits in the
•second game finally getting, according to
Bergquist. "the production we expect from
Keith, especially after the great year he
had last year."

UMass will take on the University of
Connecticut today at 3 p.m. at Lorden
Field. Adam Grossman will get the nod for
UMa.ss.

Hy MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

ON DECK; The University of
Ma.ssachusetts women's Softball team heads
into Its busiest part of its schedule thisweek The Minutewomen play five
doubleheaders. including three at home
over the next .six days.

'

The schedule began yesterday at KeeneMate (.ollege and it continues today at thelower NOPE field against Central Con
necticut State College (game time 2:30
P_ m . After today's game. UMass will host
he University of Rhode Island Wednesday
the University of New Hampshire Thur-
sday, then head to Rutgers State
University on Saturday for an important
douhl^eheader against the lady Scarlet

Part of the reason why UMass is playingso many games can be attributed to thespring blizzard which dumped two feet ofsnow m the area earlier this month. That
blizzard moved the URI and UNH games to
this week.

I'v iV iV

As of Sunday. UMass was on a threegame losing streak. After splitting with
Westfield State College last week, the

"Or mittwomen
Minutewomen dropped a pair to New
England arch rival University of Con-
necticut on Thursday, 2-1, 3-0.
According to UMass coach Elaine Sortino.

the team's hitting has not been up to par in
recent games.

"We did not hit well at all in the first game
(at UConn)," said Sortino. "We got our run
in the first inning, and that was it. We hit
the ball harder in the second game, but the
ball just didn't drop. Also, we got caught
swinging at their riseball. We could'vedone
much more down there — they weren't
hitting either - but we were more the
reactor than the actor."

The loss could drop UMass from its first-
place standings in the New England
coaches' poll, .something they've enjoyed for
the past week. UConn could take over the
top spot this week. •

'It'll be a Hip fiop between us and UConn
for the next couple of weeks." said Sortino.
rhis sea.son isn't over yet - not by a long

shot. We have 15 games in the next two
weeks. UConn has 14. It'll be a close race.

"

In order to remain a contender for the
New England poll's first place spot. Sortino
said that her team will be concentrating on
hitting. For the week ahead features twoof
the Minutewomen's toughest opponents
this season - Rhode Island and Rutgers.
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by Angela Brown

LETELIER:
US.-CHILE RELATIONS

by Angela Brown

As part of the "Latin American Week" activities, Isabel
Leteher spoke here last Wednesday night. Letelier is the
outspoken wiJow of Orlando Letelier who was the Chilean
ambassador to the U.S. at the time of the Allende gover-
nment m Chile. Orlando Letelier was assasinated in
Washington, D.C. shortly after the military coup which
installed Agusto Pinochet who still remains in power by wav
of adictatorship. ^

Letelier spoke about the problems of Latin America and
stated that the U.S. media has a need of fuller development
of the reasons behind events which occur there and "not
just sensationalism" as is currently promoted in media
coverage. She said that these events have nothing to do
With the foreign policy of the Soviet Union, Cuba, etc buti
rather, directly result from the conditions of life within Latin
American countries. For example, El Salvador has the lowest
average caloric intake in Latin America. At the same time 2
percent of the population owns 60 percent of the total land
in El Salvador. 200,000 people live in "cardboard houses".
Yet, the only thing given consistent coverage are the military
conflicts within the country.

Regarding U.S. destabilization attempts in Latin America
Leteher summarized what happened in Chile as the
destruction of democracy, done ironically "in the name of
democracy", such that Pinochet has extended his own term
in office until! the year 1999. She made the point that while
there was little or no forewarning of the overthrow of the
Chilean government, that "we have the evidence of what
the United States is doing in Nicaragua". Sources such asDan Rather and Mike Wallace have confirmed on major
network television that the U.S. government has allocated
$16 million dollars to the CIA for the purpose of intervention
in Nicaragua.

The situation in Chile is one of political repression ac-
companied by economic exploitation. Workers earn roughly
§33 dollars a month, with a price levsl at least as high as that
of the United States. She noted the special activities of the
Mapuches Indians who number about 800,000 in Chile

They have organized cultural centers for their people as aresponse to the situation where Pinochet as..erts that "thereare nothing but Chileans" in his country
Leteher disdussed the role of women, who are vital to theorganizing attempts against the dictatcrship. She said thather countrywomen were in the process o, iea, ning that theyhave social problems" that cannot be resolved c r'^r JloZ

efUs afthr'n^'s
''°"^" '^^^ ^^^" central t^ suTh

chiSenlnChtle
""' '"^""^ "'*^^ ^^^ ^O.OCO

She also noted the brutal assasination of the A N E Flabor leader Jimenez who was critical of the mihtarvgovernment. He argued that it does not represent wooers

of rL? AM T"^'
""^^ °''9'"""^ *" ^"PP°^^ °^ »he overthrow

ot the Allende government, but recently made a call for a

whll^h ipHt h'.'°"'''°"
*" opposition of the dictatorship,which led to his demise. This event led to a response by LaneK.rkland of the AFL CIO of the U.S. who calleS for an end toReagan s support of Chilean repression

Letelier went on to discuss the status of the Letelier- Moff itcourt case regarding the above mentioned murder ofOrlando Leteher and Moffit who was an American aide to the
Chilean government. She said that the case, being a liability
Of the American government as well as of Chile, is the onehmg at present which holds the U.S. back from extending
full relations to Chile. She said that even though Reagan has
lifted the sanctions imposed by the Carter administration he
cannot go beyond this because if he did it could be easily
pointed out that "he is not as serious about fighting in
ternational terrorism as he says".

However, according to Letelier, Pinochet and Reagan are
c ose to having friendly relations. She noted the extreme
efforts of the corporate lobby for economic relations bet-ween the U.S. and Chile. Most recently there was heavy
lobbying around a major airshow in Chile to which the U S
corporations wanted to be able to direct sales of airplanes
The status of the court case of the Letelier-Moffit murders

IS embodied in two seperate trials, the criminal case and the

The continent of Latin America is a great mystery to most
Americans yet every day it takes on increasing importance in
the affairs of the United States. Indeed, while the average
American is largely uninformed about Latin America, the
region has long been, and is becoming of more, importance
to U.S. corporations and the American government. From
the Monroe Doctrine to the current furor over El Salvador
Nicaragua and Cuba, American political and economic
interests have been involved in Latin America.
The mainstream press tends to highlight the transient and

sensational aspects of the ongoing social changes which
occur there, i.e. the "crisis" of the day. However, the
strategic relationship of the U.S. to this region of the "Third
World" IS an important reason for concern of all Americans.
The hp-service paid to the beauty of democracy by American
officials on the one hand combined with concrete support of
regimes such as those of Somoza and Trujillo on the other
can be quite confusing.

There is a question as to the real interests of the American
people in the events of Latin America, for the wholesale
export of American dollars to prop up undemocratic regimes
at the cost of the American people is an example of a
distortion in somebody's thinking concerning the real needs
of Latin American nations. Whose thinking is responsible is a
question that leads to the question of the accountability of
the U.S. government to the American people, especially
since the current foreign policy toward Latin America
doesn't benefit Americans in general. Black and other Third
World people, for example, subjected to the "last hired-first
fired" syndrome have wonder how U.S. -based corporations
can open and operate plants in Latin America while closing
down plants in the U.S. A look at the living standards and
wages may provide an answer. What is clear is that the
U.S. -based corporations operate in conditions wholly unlike
the market model typical of Economics 104.

CONDITIONS IN LATIN AMERICA

The reality is that the vast majority of Latin Americans live
in poverty conditions as shown in the per capita income of
less than $200 for 50 percent of the continents' population in
1965, based on a U.N. report. The World Development
Report for 1981 shows that in the countries from which
figures were available, 50-68 percent of the national income
went to the wealthiest fifth of the populations, leaving the
rest to be distributed to the 80 percent of the people who are
non-wealthy. In some countries close to 50 percent of the
income went to the wealthiest tenth of the people. Unlike
the United States, there is no substantial "middle-class" in
these countries. The United States' wealthiest fifth holds 42
percent of the national income.
The Political conditions which accompany the economic

are known to be brutal in many countries. An example of this
is the case of Argentina where over ten thousand "disap-
pearances" occured over the past decade.

THE ROOTS OF INEQUALITY

Conditions in Latin America are said to be remnants of the
harsh Spanish colonial era when semi-feudal land relations
were set up more than 200 years ago. However, it has been a
long time since the end of Spanish colonial domination andi
the same land relations (Latifundias,etc.) are still evident in
many countries. Agricultural producers such as Ecuador,
Guatemala and Honduras employ 50-60 percent of their
labor forces in agriculture. In addition, they are among the
poorest countries in the continent. However, Honduras also
had the highest share of national income going to the
wealthy, a share of 68 percent goes to 20 percent of the
people. The poorest 20 percent of the people get less than 4
percent of the national income. The inequality of wealth in
this country is related to the fact that it is one of the poorest
in Latin America, as well as its emphasis on agriculture.

.Continued on page
The criminal case has already put Michael Townley and

three Cubans (expatriates) into jail. However, two otherCuban expatriates are still at large while the three Chilean
military officers involved in the murders have yet to be
extradited^ A congressional bill calling for full respect ofhuman rights and the surrender of the military officers to the
U.b. Justice Dept. has been introduced by Senator Percy of
Illinois and is still pending. Letelier said that although thisseems like a simple action and constitutes a compromise for
those who would hk^ further action (i.e. the Kennedyamendment which has already been killed by Sen Helms) it
IS unlikely to be carried out. This is because of the conflicts
that would be initiated in the internal structure of Pinochet's
government if he attempted to do so. According to Letelier
the nature of Pinochet's military rule will not allow this tohappen because it could cost him his office
The civil suit ruled that the Chilean government must pay

S 4.9 million dollars in compensation to the relatives of the
deceased. The U.S. government has yet to do a thing tc
enforce the ruling. On the contrary, Letelier said that the
U.S. government is in a hurry to certify Chile since it ha?
already allocated aid to Chile in the upcoming budget
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Latin American countries, as producers of either
agricultural goods or other raw materials (ie. mineral
products), arp subject to competition with each other due to
their small size. They compete in what resembles a buyers'
market, the market being the U.S. The resulting tendency
to cut costs, as much as possible, targets wages (or their
equivalent) to be cut first. Economic exploitation is

preserved through whatever power structures are available
for the individual country. The world power structure
becomes the determining factor when the domestic power
structure becomes threatened. Thus, the historical use of
American "gunboat diplomacy", and its possible revival
today, have influence over the very nature of other coun-
tries. Part of this arguement is that some force has to be at
work maintaining these systems because otherwise, they
would've faded away long ago. Tct argue contrary to this is

to say that the Latin American people are backward by
nature. The fact is that a climate which allows economic
exploitation is attractive to the profit seeking multinational
corporations, as evidenced in statisics about some of the
largest economic agents in the world. Some of the largest
U.S. based corporations, General Motors, Ford, General
Electric, IBM, Chrysler, and IT&T, employ from 24 to 72
percent of their laborers in foreign countries. In addition to
the idea that Latin American countries are inherently back-
ward and "unstable" is the attempt to write-off liberation
movements as part of the "world terrorist movement" based
in Nicaragua, Cuba or the Soviet Union. While one notion
states that these countries are problematic, the other is
based on the assumption that nothing is really wrong within
these countries and that outside agitators cause the
uprisings.

Felicidades
AHORA

Es mi deseo el expresar a viva voz nnis felicitaciones
a todas aquellas personas que de una forma u otra
participaron en las actividades que se llevaron a cabo
para la celebracidn de La Semana Latino Americana
auspiciada por la organizacidn AHORA.

Con la sinceridad de un buen amigo les deseo a
todos buena suerte y para la proxima celebracion
tengamos otro rotundo exito como hasta ahora lo
hemos tenido.

Ademas, quiero en general darles las gracias por las
contribuciones de los bailes, canciones, poesias y en
general por el ambiente de amistad.

Deseo tambien enviar un saludo especial a nuestro
buen amigo y compatnota Argeo Quinones quien con
vel^ocidad

, pasta y aguja alegra los corazones. Tam-
bien sin dejar atras otro compatriota y contribuyente al
logro y progreso del bienestar de la comunidad
hispano-parlante que con su arte poetico nos recitara
la poesia La Brecha y otras mas, Ie doy mis mas gratos
saludos al Dr. Benjamin Rodriguez.

Este ha sido un corto resumen dedicado
especialmente a felicitar a todos los contribuyentes en
la celebracidn de La Semana Latino Americana.

Siga adelante AHORA, ahora es que esta'bueno.

Ismael Martinez

rAirctrs urges
PARTICIPATION

This Wednesday night a meeting will occur which may
determine the future of Third World existence on this
campus. It IS the undergraduate student senate meeting
during which the student activities budget for 1983 is
decided. The budget recommendation, as it now stands is
favorable towards Third World groups. At Wednesdays'
meeting however, that can and will change if the funding is
not supported by a large turn out of Third World students.
A recent Nummo survey suggested that half of the Third

World students on campus are members of organizations
This doesn't mean that these groups only meet the needs of
students who ar9 in the groups. Third World organizations
are responsible for activities and programming which directly
affect the entire Third World community. A few examples
are outreach and recruiting of new students, bringing up
speakers to address Third World issues, organizing groups
and rally's to lobby for Third World interests and sponsoring
parties, concerts and other forms of entertainment.
Wednesday nights' meeting requires that both group

rriembers and non members be there, in order to maintain
this level of programming, funding must be available The
budget for all RSO groups is in excess of 1.7 million dollars
Third World allocations are only a small fraction of that but
widespread support is needed to prevent it from diminishing

STANDARD SOLUTIONS TO INEQUALITY-

The dominant American belief is that Latin American
countries have higher inequality of income because they are
underdeveloped and lack a modern industrial capacity.
However, the whole of the continent is more industrialized
and has a higher per capita income level than the rest of the
Third World. In addition, it has the most unequal average
income distribution compared to Asia and Africa. The
question is whether these factors are related. Latin America
is certainly not characterized as being an industrial region.
However, what industrialization there has Been has not
helped the poor. There is evidence that the poor in countries
such as Mexico and Brazil are worse off now than before the
recent development programs took place, even with the
higher per capita income levels than before. Mexico and
Brazil are examples contradictory to the view that
development alone is the instant cure to the problems of
inequality and poverty.

PROBLEMS OF DEVELOPMENT

The reasons behind the ongoing problems of Brazil and
Mexico, as well as other more developed Latin American
countries, are multifaceted. Continuing dependence upon
the United States even after industrialization programs is
highly possible since large portions of the industrial assets
are U.S. owned in both Mexico and Brazil. In 1969, U.S.-
based multinationals owned 42 percent of Brazil's
manufacturing assets and 34 percent of its industrial assets.
Indeed, manufacturing has become a popular form of
foreign investment from the U.S. into Latin America.
Manufacturing accounted for fully one-third of this foreigri
investment in 1972. In times past, this investment was
concentrated in agriculture and mineraJs. Another notion of
why development hasn't helped most people in these
countries is that increasing economic exploitation was used
to finance industrialization. Whether or not it will help in the
future remains to be seen.

OPR 5ENr5

Will El Salvadoi's Elections

Stop The Bullets ?

Slide show / Lecture with

JAMES HARNEY
Recently returned from El Salvador
3 weeks behind lines with the rebels

In El Salvador during assasination

of Archbishop Romero

Also Holly Marden Quartet
Vocalist: Eshu Elegba

Wednesday May 12
S.U.B. 7:30pm

Sponsors: Radical Student Union, Commuter Collective, AHORA, CONFES, WMLASC.

it TC Of WNDR in Doston^

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION - STUDENT SENATE

BUDGET ACT COMPARISON
Fiscal 1981-82 vs. 1982-83

Account Numlyi Account Name FY '83

3-28238
:>-28687

5-28678
3-28682
3-28244
3-29456
3-28816
3-28228
3-28301
3-28297
3-28454
3-28321
3-2 3285
3-28214
3-28329
3-28222
3-28456
3-28253
3-28742
3-28459
3-26207
3-26266
3-28544
3-28751
3-28756
3-28810
3-28201

3-28211
3-26676
3-28461
3-28100

3-28249
3-28225
3-26317
3-28310
3-28242
3-28695
3-28465

3-28469

Academic Affairs $
Afrlk-An
Ahora
Asian American Student Assoc.
Attorney General
Black Mass Comnunlcatlons Project
Boltwood-Belchertown
Campaign Fund
Collegian
Deficit Liquidation
Drum-Literary Magazine
Economic Development Office
Finance & Budget
Finance / Conference
Five College Stu. Coord. Bd.
Governmental Affairs
Index
Legal Services Office
Mass. Assoc, of State Stu. (MASS)
Nuinno News
Office of Communications
Office of Third World Affairs
Outing Club
People's Gay Alliance
Radical Student Union
SAFA
Senate Operations
Senate Sponsored Events
SCANN
Spectrum
Student Actlvities/RSO
Students Against Militarism
SCERA
SGA President's
UMass Credit Union
Union Video Center
University Judiciary
W.Mass. Latin Amer. Sol. Comm.
WMUA
Women's Leadership Project
Women's Media Network
Young Worker's Liberation League
Environmental Organizations

FY '82

29.273.40
18,896.19
8,047.70
4,605.00
5,181.50

10,564.20
2,000.00
1,500.00

-0-

10,000.00
15,590.00
27,764.00
9,250.40

27,000.00
35,500.00
2,916.00

28,168.79
111,761.00

1,348.00
16,923.00
17,325.17
37,477.00
1,710.00
2,942.00
1,665.00
450.00

61,708.42
29,095.20

435.00
11,375.00

349,901.00
100.00

87,683.09
19,325.00
9,573.00

22,650.00
1,722.75

285.00
51.192.00
1,909.50
875.00
350.00
495.00

$ 25,409.00
14,690.00
7,600.00
5,510.00
5,646.00

10,082.00
2,000.00
1,500.00

39,343.00
40,000.00
13,371.00
24,036.00
7,550.00

20,000.00
23,868.00
2,857.00

25,910.00
87.276.00

-0-

15,445.00
13,830.00
20,500.00
2,435.00
2,950.00

350.00
-0-

53,816.00
32,460.00

468.00
11,350.00

317,640.00
-0-

91,002.00
20,554.00
10,169.00
22,650.00
1,179.00
285.00

43,772.00
-0-

1,082.00
-0-

(CEQ) 290.00

+

(

(

+

Difference

$+ 3,864.40
+ 4,206.19

447.70
910.00)
464.50)
482.20

-0-
-0-

(39,343.00)
(30,000.00)

( 2,219.00)
+ 3,728.00
+ 1,700.40
+ 7,000.00
+11,632.00
+ 59.00
+ 2,258.79
+24,485.00
+ 1,348.00
+ 1,478.00
+ 3,495.17
+16,977.00
+ 725.00

8.00)
1.315.00
450.00

7,892.42
( 3,364.80)
( 33.00)
+ 25.00
+32,261.00

100.00
( 3,318.41)
( 1.229.00)
( 596.00)

-0-

+ 543.75
-0-

7,420.00
1,909.50

207.00)
350.00
205.00

The occurence of such an event would do more than
decrease activities for a year. The organizations in question
are the backbone of unity on campus. They are not onlv
responsible for the events which bring the community

L°nMMn Iv?
""^^^ " '"^o^'^ed through such sources asNUMMO News, they also provide such vital functions as

representing Third World interests before faculty and ad
ministration.

If funding were allowed to drop it would be a serious blow
to the ability of Third World organizations to function and

would destroy the alot of the cohesiveness and unity bet-
ween organizations and "students at large". This un-
speakably vulnerable position has obvious repercussions for
the continued Third World presence on campus
Wednesday Night, at 7:00 pm in the Campus Center will

be the time to maintain Third World funding. A large tum-
out will provide insurance of this as well as providing op-
portunity to see how the Student Senate works

l-O^^ \\^

^Lody D»Q -A-

APRI I

—

30 .^^iVK \r,

^2 -T)orNiAT-ioi\i

^- Drynrw—"C— ffom th» Dig Appl»-^
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^ Lody Mohogony^
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Legends and Youna
Giants'' — ^

photo by Adger Cowans

Eleventh Annual
with Amh^.t ""^i^lfi^^'y

of MMsaohusetts in cooperation
oelebr^?he luh^u^BWu^SP^'"'^'' CoUegVe will

legends^f the?utu?e^?n'!?
'^"^^^i^'^s ^ho will be the

raSge of actlJ^ties have L^^^^^^^'S''- "^J^^ ^^^ ^^^'^^ ^
films, twrph^to eSi^ L^i^^'^K-K^^"^"^ concerts,
video exhibitions

^"^'^'^^^ ^ ^ exhibit, a lecture, and

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28

THURSDAY,

PHOTO EXHIBIT;

Lecture. George Butler, Vice President of Jazzand Progress.ve Music, Columbia Records
Music, Musicians & the Reocrding IndustryCape Cod Lounge, UMass, 8pm FREE

'

Mr. Butler is the highest ranking black ex-ecutive at CBS records and has produced m every

ded "alerhisr ''' '' ^'^^^•^^'— ^e hasdedicated his life to insuring the black artist'spresence in the commercial market vy.th integ ityand respect. His lecture will be of special interesto musicians and people interested in commun ca.ons and media. He will be accompanied by CBSrecordmg artist. Wynton Marsalis, a 20 year oldiaz and classical trumpeter who will discuss thetop ic from the artists' perspective

Citv V.i'
M°' '''

^'o'
'°^""''" '^^ Great KansasOty^Jzaa Musicians Reunion, SUB, UMass. 8pm,

FRIDAY, APRIL 30
Crum Clinic & Concert "TLC 6 the Professors "
featuring Terry Lyne Carnngton on drums, wiih
Professor Ray Copeland on flugel horn. Professor
Fred THUS on sax, Charles Greenlee on trombone

andT)pl rr '''^°"^'' ''^"^V S^^^P^ °n bassand Dean Carbone on vibes
SUNDAY MAY 2
Film: "Imagine the Sound," film of concert and

^omIT? ^'^^^;^^'e Shepp. Wright Hall, Smith
t-ollege, 2pm & 4pm, FREE
"Some of My Favorite -

Things." The photographic works of Charles

by Chariene Allen

This week the University community, particularly its Black
students, is honored by the presence of the annual Black
Musicians Conference. The week-long celebration will in-

clude a series of concerts, films, and events through-out the
Five College area. One highlight of the conference, the
theme of which is "Legends and Young Giants", is an art

exhibit located in the Hampden Commons in Southwest
residential area. The showing features the work of professor
Nelson Stevens, of the Du Bois Dept. of Afro-American
Studies, who focussed his contributions on the lives of
artists Stevie Wonder and John Coltrane.

Stevens said that he thinks the exhibit, and the con-
ference itself, are important events because they help
to"strengthen student participation in the cultural activities

derived from their own rootage. All an artist can ask for are

eyes" he said "and a musician, ears". But if the audience
isn't participating the week is useless. "An artist is supposed
to be more in-tuned to what's out there" Stevens stated, but
if the week is not taken advantage of by the public, then "it

cuts off the full circle".

When asked why he chose to center his material on Stevie
Wonder and John Coltrane, Stevens' response was
"because they are both genius contributors to the music
form". The ability to see culture in many different ways, the

level of invention, as well as the commitment of the two
men, were noted by Stevens as an inspiration to him as an
artist, as they have most probably inspired others.

The exhibit also includes the work of Fred Becker and
Richard Yard who offer paintings and photographs in tribute

to Black Music. The display ends April 28th. The works on
display are a worthwhile break from everyday life.

Black Musician's Conference
MONDAY, APRIL 26
Reception: For photograpner Charles Stewartfeaturing a sUde show on John Coltr^e If^^e
UMass

^^'^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^' ^^^ Africk House

v^ot^^K^^^^^^^P^^^ works of Charles Stewardhave become synonymous with Jazz Music his

sSi^'O^'ll^'^ °' musicians have appeared on
kn^^^' ? ^u^"^ ''''''^''^ worldwide. He is mostknown for his monumental work on theprestigious jazz recording label Impulse. As their

theTnlS'r'r^F^''''^''I'S ^^ y^^rs he chronicled

en^iss iS n^^^^^
Enc Dolphy years, and his

?S T?f vT?^
of photographic subjects includesBen Webster, Charles Mingus, oike ElUnirtonand Count Basic. His most r^entaw^KK

York^X.1f ^i^S,f9f«
Club award, tl^ New

tionat^?fok^''il^ ^""^ ^'^^^' ^^ ^he Interna-tional Black Photographers Outstanding •

^""^^^^^SSfl^^^^- ^^- ^^^^^^ wiU l^ p?esen?

Stewart, Augusta Savage Memorial Gallery New
Africa House. UMass, Apnl 18-May 1, Monday
thru Friday, 10am-3pm
ART EXHIBIT: "A Celebration of Black Music "

agroup exhibit by Fred Becker, Nelson Stevens and
Richard Yard, Hampden Gallery, Southwest Area
UMass, Apnl 20-May 1, Monday thru Fnday'
4pm-8pm ^'

VIDEO SCREENINGS Continuous showings of
live UMass performances by Max Roach Sun Ra
Oscar Brown Jr

. Marion Brown, Dave Burrell and
Hamiet Bluiett, April 25 May 2. 10;30am - 2pmCampus Center Complex, UMass

pages

A Film Review
by Roxana Bell

^^•The Main Enemy" ,s a rare type of film ,n many

It II '! V^'^
combination of drama and documentary

community in the Peruvian AohTc ^ farming

Which actually occurr:S^rhet"ctmr;t"n^^"
^^^"^^

The film is spoken mainly m Quechua (their nativP

Quechu'l nd^anJ'nJ,""'"^
^?°P'^ who'act it'^u^ |uuechua Indians, naive people of the Andes.

film -'Tho m"^ \ '^^^ Q^^c^^^ name of the

Tuesday as Dar"t nMh'7
^as shown at UMass last

sored aVorA^ ° ^'" '"'" ''"^"^•^^" ^^^^ ^Pon-

-n the'l9^'s'
'^" "^" °^ ' '^^" 9^^-"a n^ovemem

The Indian's Perspective
This drama/documentary is meant to give the pointof view of the Indian. In fact, it is oriented prmna ,lltowards an audience made up of the kind of peoplewho ac out m the film; the Indian camSo(farmers) of the Andean highlands

^^mpesino

Yet this film has been seen in many parts of the

of^^r^^S^^^S^r:;^;x^v
BoTvT^^ld^^C^.^-^'^^

--- P-- Of EcsZXt

delcendam?n?'th
""^

^^"^V^^ °^ ^°^^V ^'^ ^he directdescendants of the original inhabitants of the South

coTuest 'jT''''
'"^"^' ^°'^"^^"^ ^"^ '^^ Span' hconquest. The vast majority live in farming com-

asTlfL'"'
''"' "°"^"^"^ ^^^'^ ^"^^^t^3' 'anguag^as well as many aspects of their ancestral culture

I he Indian campesinos are not only a highly im-poverished people, they are a marginalized peopSThey have little contact with the cities, where thedominant Spanish-speaking culture ,s centered Theyare also largely cut off from national politics and the

.n t^^rZ^a^rLrs^
—V. which ar^e also cTn'j'el

^(Ib»

The Mojii £ng>vii.< '*

CC:^^

Why the film was made
The members of the UKAMAU group went into the

countryside and filmed "The Mam Enemy" with the
intention of providing a means of expression to a
marginalized and oppressed people.
The film was made with the active creative par-

ticiapation of the community which acted in the filmThe people helped to develop the script and the inter-
pretation of the events. The UKAMAU film-makers
provided the technicals skills and equipment as a
vehicule for the campesinos to describe their ex-
periences in their own words
The motivations of the UKAMU members are

defmitey political. Their intention is to provide the
rrieans for a community to describe its experiences so
hat another community can learn something from
them. ^

"The Mam Enemy" points out to campesino
viewers, clearly and concretely, who are the peopleand what are the mechanisms responsible for their op-
pressive conditions of life.

This is done in a collective effort between the com-
munity and the film-makers. This sharply radical
aspect of this type of political art; the oppressed peo-
ple themselves are the agents of political education
and consciousness raising.

What is the Main Enemy

LA LUZ RAPS ON THE MOVEMENT
Times are bad The present program of tax cuts, deep

slashes in fundamental social programs coupled with
escalating defense spending constitute a relentless attack,
particularly on working people and people of color If condi
tions are that bad here what are they like for a colony of this
country - and what kind of resistance is being organized?

It was on this issue, specifically the state of the Puerto
Rican labor movement, that Jose La Luz spoke last Monday
night La Luz is an activist in both the labor movements here
and in Puerto Rico The essence of his talk is that the Puerto
Rican labor movement, like the labor movement here, is now
facing a very difficult period

In Puerto Rico the rate of unemployment stands officially
at 21 percent with wages approximately one third of com-
parable wages )ob here in the US These statistics are a
good indication of whycorporations relocate or 'runaway' to
the island At the same time inflation is on the increase Put
all this in the context of Reagan's Canbbean Basin Proposal,
which calls for,among other things, drastic cuts m the food
stamp program that over 70 percent of Puerto Rico is eligible
for and it becomes clear that these are not good times for

organizing. Simply to have a job is an achievement. Their
fight for better wages, working conditions and benefits
when there are many waiting to replace them at lower wages
is an immediate threat their survival.

As La Luz pointed out, the fact that the labor movement
in Puerto Rico exists at all is no small miracle He also stress
ed that rather than focusing attention on individual leaders
or on the labor movement it is more important to understand
the context in which it has developed. As a form of organiz
ed resistance to the social, economic, and political condi
tions of colonization the development of the labor move
ment has thus been tied to the development o* political

movements in Puerto Rico. Not only did the moverrtint have
to deal with 'economic' issues on the job. but dt the same

by Midori Tabery

time with the 'political' issue of Puerto Hicos existence as a
colony of the US. These factors have has caused fac-
tionalism wiffiin the movement

Beginning in the early 1900's with the Free Federation of
Workers (FLT) which had founding links to the Socialist Par-
ty and then with the General Cofederation of Workers
(CGT), with Its links to the Communist Party, there has been
an understanding of the need to organize struggle for both
economic gams and national independence. However, in

both cases the movement was also tied to the ruling political
parties of the time. This collaboration often worked directly
against the interests of labor, (such as the negotiation of
lower wage contracts by the FLT), causing internal splits
and eventually the break up of both the FLT and the CGT,

La Luz stressed that since the dissolution of the CGT in
the mid 40's the labor movement has not been able to
recover such a level of unity The time since then has been
characterized by the domination of U S based international
unions operating essentially to the benefit of the multina
tionals located on the island. Though the movement has not
been able to re establish itself as a collective whole it has
made a presence again as independent unions Disparity in

funding and numbers between these independent unions
and those affiliated with US based internationals makes
their existence very difficult. In addition there are the recent
decertification attempts towards the most progressive of
these independent unions and the use of Grand Jury In

vestigations to indict the more militant leaders within the
movement. La Luz also also called attention to the fact that
there is very little ongoing education through the unions and
thus very little prospect of leadership arising from {he rank
and file The Puerto Rican labor movement as well as the
quality of existence of Puerto Rico as a whole is at a critical
stage La Luz also spoke of the need to bring this situation to
the atten tion of progressive trade unionists in the US.

The film opens with a view of Machu Pichu the an-

Ppr? t'h"' ?' H^^
'""^" civilization, m present day

Quecha ma7 " ""^"^^ ^^ '^^ "^''^^°^' ^" ^'^

The story begins with the brutal murder of acampesino by a landowner and his overseer This is

c°omm°unity
"'"' '''^^^ '''''''' ^^ ^^^ ^-P^^-^

Their efforts to seek justice from the courts and thepolice on y resulted in futher injustice and abuse

ilr^V^ "i?"^ ^T.^'^^^^
^^^^' ^^^ 3^^'^3' O^ a group of

leftist guerrillas. They (the guerrillas) capture the lan-downer and the overseer, they set up a public tnafmthe village, and the two men are collectively ser^tenced to death by gunfire. The guerrillas teach the com-munity people how to take better care of themsekTs

the%7Zg '^^'^''''"^' ^"^ ^''° ^^^y ^^'Pe^ with

When the situation in the village starts to aetsomewhat better, the national government's armedforces enter the picture. Aided by the U.S. military ad

village iS '" '''"'"' °" '^^ guerrillas and the

nnl!!^ ^?!i
^°."' ^^ ^^^ campesinos on film clearly

point out the elements of the oppressive system thecourts, the police, the landowners, the arr^y thi

hr^T^JV, ^""^ ^^^ 'mperialists.The film also shows

^r« ni f f^^'l^\
elements are mter-connected andare part of a whole system.

At the end of the film, the narrator concludes thatimperialism is at the head of the oppressive systemand
.

IS the mam enemy of the people. He says that allpeople oppressed by imperialism must struqqie
against it and its domestic allies
He closes the film with the words; "Siempre hasta

la Victoria!", (Always until victory!)

CRUISIN'J TOWN by SUSAN UYETAKE

Los Angeles' Japan town or J town is the setting for the
opening scenes of this documentary, one of a series of film
sponsored by the Asian American Student Association

Hiroshima, a California based group of primarily Asian
American musicians, is the subject of J Town and produced
an album by the same name.

Hiroshima has a unique sound; by combining ancient
Japanese instruments with modern ones, the group creates
an interesting blend of jazz music. The members are
composed of mostly third generation Japanese Americans
who are proud of their heritage and want to express their
attitudes toward being Japanese and Japanese Americans
through their music. This mixture of traditional and modern
music, east and west, symbolizes a common dilemma
among Asian Americans. Am I first Asian, American or
need either of the two come first? need a choice be made?
Although the movie was filmed several years ago J town

presents ideas that are still relevant today. Cultural pride
Third World brotherhood and artistic encouragement are
supported. People of all races and backgrounds will iaentify
with the message in Cruisin' J town.
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POETS' Corner

WHEEL ALONG UNBROKEN GROUND bv SCOTT
HUNTER ^

Ahora, brothers and sisters, I feeL...

Ahora, the rustle of bushes along the trail.

Ahora, voices of whispering people along the trail.

Ahora, the strength of the offense to bring the junta
down. ' '

Ahora, the moonlight lights the trail.

Ahora, hope inside the people; one voice along the trail
Ahora, the strength of the offense to lead the people on.

Ahora, the pleasure of shared bread along the trail.
Ahora, the love of the people growing along the trail
Ahora, the strength of the offense that will bring the junta

down.

Joan de Arc-

Ahora, the tears of sadness along the trail.

Ahora, the love of fallen people coming through along the
trail.

Ahora, the strength of the offense this love to lead the
people on.

Love

Love
is a feeling that you let grow

Love
is a feeling all of us know

Love
is the question of should I

Love
is the hurt that makes us cry

Love
is the feeling you know is true

Love
is the feeling I feel towards you

by Stray

To Learn is to Fall

As we condradict ourself,

we soon learn what we
really feel.

To survive

we must understand
the way of life.

And even then
you will never be sure.

People will talk to you
but how do you know its not a lie.

When I think of all the choices in life

my mind closes
to all that would not satisfy me.

I've learned alot but
really nothing at all.

For I am just

accepting and playing
my part.

The dragon days of war wore on.
Brave warriors had gravely fallen.

Midst death, destruction, no light shone,
Ashen grey the countryside.

Council had met, no courses charted.
The state, a ship adrift.

The enemy advances on all sides.

The homeland brewed revolt.

Then one, a rose, her kingly crown
rags and barest feet.

Took the charge and boldly spoke,
"One love and unity."

She scorn the council; on her own.
Went out and gathered people round.
"You are all one people,
Peace is love, drag the tyrant down."

A witch she is, the ways she stir the crowd.
Her dance, a chant: One love and unity.
"All people, all people, all people.
One love and unity."

"All love. One people.
Feed the people. Feed the people.
The people united will always be victorious.
One love. All love and unity."

Through all the world the cry went out.
"Free the people from the tyrant's grasp.
The rage of war plagues us
To keep the rich's coffers full."

"Give us libery. Self determination.
Stop the killing. Feed the people.
Unite Jah Children. Feed the people.
One love. One love and unity."

Her vision became the word.
The people rejoiced.

"Look at the people. Look at the people.
They free themselves with love.

One love, the people and unity."

"All love. All love. One people unite.
Peace is love.

One love. All people and unity."

by Stray

MY THIRTY THREE GENERATIONS AT SA RYONG
By Walter Kwy sun Lew

Reprinted from Bamboo Magazine, Spring 1981.

^>%
I went in white pants
To the ancestral mounds.
When I fell into a paddy
My brain changed.

Soft eyed oxen raised me
To a thatched roof to dry.
At dusk, the farmer's wife fed me
In strips to her children.

That evening, down at the makkoli house*
The farmer stood up in the middle of a song
And bet his hill and three daughters
That no one could guess
What had been dug up from his fields that day.

*Makknli is a VRrv <iUn.^n •ro >A,hi.>L».^,

The Third World Theater Series is pleased to announce the
fourth production of its 1982 season: "Paper Angels", an
Asian American drama.

This drama, written by Jenny Lim, portrays the experience
of Chinese immigrant held in the detention center on Anqel
Island. Angel Island detention barracks, a two-story wood
building located on a hill overlooking San Francisco Baywas opened January 12, 1910. It held Chinese immigrants
waiting to be questioned by immigrant officials who decide
whether or not they could enter the United States Some
detainees were held there for as much as two years while
immigration decideed their case. During that time, they
suffered many indignities such as: lack of privacy, poor diet
lack of exercise, and inability to communicate with relatives
and friends.

Communique tothe

The Angel Island detention center was closed in 1940, but
inscribed on the walls inside the barracks were Chinese
characters - writings left by immigrants once detained there
for questioning: Poetry, written during a thirty year period,
by inmates who sought to impart their experiences to
countrymen following in their footsteps. Their feelings of
anger, frustration, uncertainty, hope, despair, self-pity,

homesickness and loneliness filled the walls of the detentiori
barracks. Most of it written in classical Chinese style.
More than 135 poems from Angel Island have been

recorded and from these, Jenny Lim, a second generation
Chinese American, has created "Paper Angels."

"Paper Angels" - Friday, April 30 8:00 PM - Bowker
Auditorium, UMass. $2.00 for students - $3.00 for general
public. For more information, please call 545-3604.

Third World Community
We, the members of the Third World Caucus of theUnder-

graduate Student Senate, are writing this important com-
munique to the people of the Third World community The
past two years have been totally depressing for Third World
people. The election of Ronald 'Hollywood' Reagan to the
office of President of the United States of America has in-
itiated a conservative and dangerously oppressive mood
against the non-traditional and the non-white. This danger is
clearly seen in the attitudes held by this administration on
education. Govenor Ed King and his Board of Regents have
contributed to a decline in Third World enrollment at this
university. Half of the students who will be unable to attend
the university this fall will be Third World students This
situation will make it harder for the Third World community
to grow and flourish on this campus. Thus support for Third
World students on this campus by their peers will become
obsolete, and Third World people will be considered less fre-
quently for professorships and other important positions on
camnu.s

There is a need for unity amoung all Third World people.
The Third World Caucus of the Undergraduate Senate is the
embodiment of this unity, which the community needs. All

year long we have worked to support all Third World groups
and their dealings with the Senate, If a group needed money
for a cultural event, we helped lobby support for that event
in the Senate Whenever there was a need for Third World
representative on a committee or an issue we volunteered
our time to make sure our viewpoint was not ignored. The
Third World Caucus , in conjunction with the Undergraduate
Student Senate, is sponsoring a voter's registration drive
and a mock election for Govenor of Massasschusetts. This
event will be held on May 4th.lt is one of the many events
which the Caucus will sponsor in the future.

The Third World Caucus would like to extend an invitation

to all ot our community to get involved with cultural events
and Third World sponsored events. Our group consists of

active members of the Third World community The upcom-
ming event we urge you to attend is the Undergraduate
Senate's public budget hearings, on Wednesday, April 28,
at 7:00pm. Be there and let our voice be heardi

A Dream Deferred
Fourteen years ago, on April 4th, 1968 America murdered

Martin Luther King, Jr. The civil rights activist had a dream
of an America where all people are equal, and as the bullets
rivited his life away we had to ask: "What happens to a
dream deferred...where do we go from here'i"
§The conditions that led to the famed Montgomery Bus
Boycott of 1955 seem to have reappeared in the 1980's. We
are living in a decade that has already been referred to as the
end of "the Second Reconstruction". We remember the
children of Atlanta, but were not told that 35 Black women
were also murdered there during the same period. We saw
America open its arms to Poland while Reagan sends the
Coast Guard to clean up scores of Haitian bodies washed up
on Florida shores. The time is long overdue for us to answer
America, but we have to first answer for ourselves where do
we go from here"'.!

Tuesday, April 27th in the Student Union Ballroom, the
Rev. Herbert Daughtry, Chairman of the National Black
United Front, will speak on "the Direction of King's Dream".
Rev. Daughtry has been the leading Black activist in New
York confronting Police murders and a host of other criminal

acts by the rising racist tides over the years. A week from
Wednesday James Steele will address "King's Dream vs.

Reagan's Nightmare ". Let these be the beginning of your
decision to make a commitment to change America's face
around. Come out, strong in numbers, before a crisis forces

you to. Support the Martin Luther King Week Planning
Committee.

THIRD WORLD UNITY BY SADANABU IKEMOTO
Reprinted from Bamboo Magazine Spring 1981

It is often mentioned and talked about. But what does it

actually mean?
I grew up in a suburb of Boston in which residents are

pretty much entirely white, mostly Irish-Catholic. I was a
minority. Through my experience growing up, it was always
my perogative to fit into the white society. To "fit in," I had
to think in many ways be more white than whites them-
selves. By doing so, I began rejecting my Asian heritage, not
only rejecting it but even despising it. Why couldn't I be like
everybody else? there were other Asians in the school I went
to but all acted and thought as I did. Thus I came in very little

contact with them. Looking back, I actually avoided them.
They reminded me of what I am, which I did not want to be.
Coming to college and being away from my hometown

environment, I grew to realize my heritage and to hold to it in
pride for the unique place it has had in American society and
history. Many other Asians felt and experienced the same
things I did. Despite our differing nationalities, there was a
bond that tied us all together. To understand other Asian's
experiences was to ultimately understand myself.

Being Japanese, what tied me to others who were
Chinese, Korean and Phillipino? it was probably having
shared the same experience in a heavily white society.

Third World Unity: it is not based on similarity of cultures,
languages or traditions. Asian culture is uniquely different
from African-American and Hispanic culture. Each can hold
in Its own accomplishments and traditions. It is our mutual
struggle against the same institution of racism, our search
for dignity and rightful place in American society that is the
universal factor of all Third World people. It is brotherhood
and sisterhood based on our shared experiences that makes
us unique.
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DINNER ON US
Free Dinner for Two

The Commuter Collective Office, Area
Government for Undergraduates that liie Off-
Campus, is sponsoring a ni^ht out for Under-
graduate Couples, living Off-Campus, with or
without children. This dinner is on us and tree
Childcare, by experienced people, will be
available for all who need it

This event is another service provided by
the Commuter Collective for Qff-Campus
Undergraduate Students.

TiME: 7 to ^ 1 pm
PLACE: Scudent Union Sailroom
OATE: Msy 1 ^iS3>

CA3H-SAH..^^JSIC... DANCING
Catered „y: Vc'c'-/.' /;';/;., u //( >.''( . i.7//Zt'S ifl

** Reservations are on a First Come First Serve Basis
Space is very limited; please cal! the Commuter Collective at

545 ? 145. or cume by 404 Student Union Building.

miBem mxiin rmvcrms
Pn£blNT5 US

rim WEST iHum-^^vim^Mr

aou yilXXMSf ^f.

TEATURING-

CARIBBEAV mjVKlT ^nd HiA

viLHtrs AWiuBiE AT TASTE flfcoRDs mvm
THimmwm xxdiauWpmu bet

bERVFbr

Black Mass Communications Project Present
Bingo Long and the Travelling All-Stars & The Harlem
Globe Trotters Friday. April 30 at the Malcolm X

^^What Happens to a
Dream Defierred^\ . . .

Where do we go from here?
The Martin Luther King Week Planning Committee

Presents:

Tuesday, April 27

Student Union Ballroom

I
7:00pni New Hope Choir

8:00pm Mr. Mitchell Smith
(Director of A, B.C. (A Better Chance) Inc Home)

8:30pm Rev. Herbert Daughtry
(Chairman of the National Black United Front)

Speaking on: "The Direction of King's Dream"

10:00pm Sensual Performers

Wednesday, May 5

Campus Center rm. 162-175

8:00pm James Steele
(National Chairman ofthe Young Workers Liberation League)
Speaking on: "King's Dream vs. Reagan's Nightmare"

J^. I UIIIVf»S« CICTUHi'TfCHtHCOlOl

jBmGOLoVG
<&5M0T0R.'

BILLY DEE WILLIAMS • JAMES EARL JONES
RICHARD PRYOR

open O Free to the Public
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Sl.^®^ ^^^•ancelfo'* «1 January, Knapp says
r.nii«.o^»nSt«rf

nesaid. ^By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Despite a new Chancellor for the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst probably being named in
August. UMass President David C. Knapp does not expecf
him or her to arrive on campus until January at the
earliest.

"The earliest we will have a ChanceUor will be about mid
year." Knapp said while on campus over the weekend.
"You just cannot expect a person who is at a fulltime job

to just and pick up and leave on the spur of the moment."

he said.

Knapp said the Chancellors search committee's original
timetable was too tight for a practical search to be con-
ducted. The original schedule which was arranged byKnapp called for Chancellor Henry Kofflers replacement
to arrive by the Fall semester.

Professor Robert HaUock, chairman of the search
committee, said he expects the commitee to present Knapp
with 3-5 names by July 30. The extended search is
scheduled to end on May 28.

The search committee, which met for several hours
yesterday, discussed how the primary interviewing

process of the candidates will be conducted. Hallock said.
The process for reviewing the candidate's files was also
discussed at yesterday's meeting, he said.
HaUock said, however, the committee did not finahzethe

format for reviewing the files and conducting the
preliminary interviews.

Hallock would not disclose the number of nominations
the search has drawn so far, but called it a "very large
number." He said because of the search's extended
deadline the number of candidates will probably double.
The search committee has scheduled its next meeting for

May 10. Hallock said.

GOOD CLEAN FUN? - Students from the Central Residential Area eneaiSdli: Diud "f^^^

UMass ^ Theta Chi fraternity faces
reorganization or closure this June
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

Having been on probation for the past three years, the
Theta Chi fraternity at the University of Massachusetts is
now being considered for reorganization or closure, presi-
dent of the Theta Chi Alumni Corporation Harold Lewis
said.

A decision should be reached sometime this June, Lewis
said, whether the Theta Chi house would be put up for
sale, leased privately, or filled entirely with new members.
Lewis said his alumni group, which was called in a few

years ago to save the UMass chapter, will no longer
tolerate what he called the worst group of Theta Chi
members that has occupied the house within the past 40
years.

The 20 members now living in the house, which has the
capacity to hold 40. are "more tenants than anything,"
Lewis said. These members have been refused their right
to buy stock in the Theta Chi Alumni Corp., I^wis said.

Also, these same persons would not be allowed member-

ship in Theta Chi for next year. Instead, Lewis said, he has
30 students in mind that could possibly move into the
house and reorganize.
Lewis described the unidentified men as "good"

students in their sophomore and junior years here at the
University.

Dean of Student Affairs William Field said he
"presumes" the questioning of Theta Chi's status is due to
the alleged violations of liquor laws brought up by the
Amherst Police Department this month.
Field also said that Theta Chi has recently had an abnor-

mally large amount of problems with other fraternaties.
"No disciplinary action has been taken (by the Universi-

ty) thus far as far as Theta Chi is concerned." Field said.
Dale Slivinski, associate executive director of the na-

tional Theta Chi organization, said he believes the UMass
Theta Chi chapter owes the grand chapter a "considerable
amount of money."
However, Lewis said he wasn't aware that any money

was owed to the grand chapter.
Director of Greek Affairs Leslie Chambers refused to

Cops arrest man,
charge him with
rape and assault
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

A Holyoke man was arrested early yesterday morning in
connection with the assault and rape of a Hampshire
CoUege student last Monday, according to Amherst Police.

Lawrence H. Manning. 30. of 15 Shawmut Ave.
Holyoke was arrested at 3 a.m. at his home by Amherst
Police Detectives John Burns and Steve Zahn. Sute
Trooper Daniel Jamroz and officers from ihe Holyoke
Police Department. Information from the Beclchertown
Police Department was instrumental in leading to the
arrest, according to Amherst Police Chief Donald N. Maia.

Manning was charged with kidnapping, rape, and I

assault and battery with a dangerous weapon. He plead
not guilty to all charges at his arraignment in Hampshire
District Court yeaterday. Bail was set at $100,000 surety
or $10,000 cash. Manning was placed in Hampshire County
Jail in lieu of paying bail, according to police. A pre-trial
conference has been scheduled for May 5.

Police are still searching for a second person in the in-
cident which occurred last week.

The 19 year old victim was reportedly studying on the
west side of the Hampshire College campus last Monday
afternoon, when she was approached by two white males in
a dark chocolate colored van. They reportedly asked for
directions, left and returned asking for further directions
according to an Amherst Police statement.

When the men returned they allegedly forced her into
the van, and hit her on the head with a metal pipe, police
[stated. The woman was kept in the van for about two
hours as it traveled to South Hadley, the Bachelor Brook
area on Woodbridge Street, and back to the Hampshire
College area, police said. She was treated and received
stitches in her forehead at the University of Massachusetts
Infirmary, police said.

disclose or confirm any information concerning Theta
Chi's current status while on probation. She said matters
involving Theta chi and the University are strictly private
and concern only those individual involved.
Bob Hartie, a current Theta Chi member whom Lewis

referred to as being the most responsible .senior left in the
fraternity, said that he and other members feel they've
been singled out for violations other fraternities have also
committed but have not been accused of
"We're concerned." Hartie said, "We think they're out

to get us but we're just going to wait and see what hap-
pens.

*^

?„^£^^^ ^^"s® ^^ children discussed at AmherstBy SARAH RUSSELL
Five-College Staff

The sexual abuse of children, recently exposed as a sur-
prisingly widespread problem, and that its effects on its
victims, was the subject of a symposium at Amherst Col-
lege last night.

Dr. Suzanne Sgroi, a medical doctor, Dr. David
Finkelhor, a sociologist, and Dr. Denise Gelinas, a clinical
psychologist, participated in a panel discussion presented
by the Amherst College psychology department. Each
panelist addressed the issue from their field of experience.

Dr. Finkelhor, assistant director of the Family Research

Laboratory at the University of New Hampshire, said he
"felt there was a need for more sociological studies on the
sexual abuse of children." Even though it is not a new pro-
blem, there are many reasons for the recent concern about
the sexual abuse of children, said Finkelhor. The new
openness about sexuality, the rise of the feminist move-
ment, and the increasingly professional studies of the
family, have contributed to the rising concern, Finkelhor
said.

"Sexual abuse of children is almost entirely committed
by men." Finkelhor said. "Women a*; the care-givers in
society know the distinction between sexual and affec-
tionate^ relations better." he said. "Women are more

disturbed by the contest in which sexual abuse occurs." he
said.

To decrease the incidence of sexual child abuse, men
need to learn more about nonsexual affection, Finkelhor
said.

There are women who sexually abuse children. Dr.
Sgroi, coordinator at the Institute for the Treatment and
Control of Child Sexual Abuse at St. Joseph's College,
said. Because it is more socially acceptable for women to
handle children, a sexually abusive women is less obvious,
she said. Dr. Sgroi first became concerned about the issue
while working for a clinic for venereal di.sease, where she
treated many ^mall children with the disease.
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Sinai withdrawal causes jitters
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B. U. partygoers arraigned:
'police brutality ' protested
BOSTON - About 50 student age people arrested on

charges of disorderly conduct at a noisy outdoor Boston
University rock party were arraigned yesterday while
speakers at a school rally protested what they alleged was
police brutality.

Officials at Roxbury Municipal Court said some pleaded
innocent and were granted continuance, while others paid
stipulated $30 fines.

Some arrested students claimed police used too much
force in breaking up the student party on the Buswell
Street campus area Saturday afternoon.
About the time of the arraignment. 300 people gathered

in front of Marsh Chapel on the BU campus to listen to
several speakers who alleged brutality by police at the
block party.

Members of the crowd carried signs proclaiming
"Support The BU 50. It Could Be You." "Mace Is Not
Humane" and "Animals Belong In Cages."

Doctors announce possible
cure for multiple sclerosis
NEW YORK (AP) - Doctors in Texas have reported

finding a virus in patients with multiple sclerosis, a
discovery that could help explain the origin of the disease
and possibly lead to a way to prevent it.

The virus has also been found in patients with two other
diseases of the nervous system, the researchers said.

In an article in the current issue of The Lancet, the
British medical journal, the researchers said they have
spent 2V4 years verifying their results, because many
previous similar reports have not held up under scrutiny
by other scientists. They said "extensive further work"
would be required before the virus could be said to cause
multiple sclerosis.

A quarter of a million Americans have multiple sclerosis,
and it strikes 10,000 new victims every year, according to
the National Multiple Sclerosis Society.

EILAT. Israel (AP) - Israeli troops withdrew tem
porarily from a disputed Red Sea beach in the Egyptian
Sinai yesterday but a missing rubber stamp prevented the
new border checkpoint from opening to tourists.

The confusion caused jitters in Eilat. which is counting
on an Egyptian pledge to keep the border open and
maintain the tourist flow.

On the occupied West Bank of the Jordan River. Israeli
troops shot two Palestinians after one of them brandished
a knife, the military command said. A 9-year-old bystander

was the other person wounded.

Israel's Sinai withdrawal has heightened tensions among
Palestinians who fear Egypt and Israel will now grow
closer to agreement on autonomy for the 1.3 million Arabs
on the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip — a plan they
reject.

Although Israel technically completed its withdrawal
from the Sinai peninsula on Sunday, the Israelis are eager
to keep the Eilat beach because it includes a luxury 354-
room hotel under construction and a popular holiday
resort.

Psychiatrists say Hinckley is not psychotic
WASHINGTON (AP) - The government's psychiatrists

are prepared to testify that John W. Hinckley Jr. had no
•serious mental problem at all" when he shot President
Reagan last year, the chief prosecutor said yesterday.
"No government psychiatrist thinks this man is

psychotic," Assistant U.S. Attorney Roger M. Adelman
said at a pre trial hearing.
The 26-year old Hinckley's trial was to start today with

jury selection, but U.S. District Judge Barrington D
Parker indicated he might yet call another hearing
possibly meaning a further delay.

Hinckley was moved into a basement cell in the federal
courthouse over the weekend, but he was not present at
Monday's hearing.

Tightened security was in evidence at the courthouse, at
the foot of Capitol Hill, where the Watergate trials were
held in the mid-70s.

Everyone entering the building, court employees in
eluded, had to go through metal detectors. Additional
screening devices were in place outside the triple-size
ceremonial courtroom where a 90-person jury pool will be
assembled once the trial begins.
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LEARN ALASKA "I
This summer the nations foremost wilderness traming
center. THE NATIONAL OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP
SCHOOL, will offer a unique backcountry educational
program—The Summer Semester m Alaska.

Learn and practice an extensive curriculum of wilderness
skills while exploring the remarkable backcountry of
Americas last frontier. This
intensive 75-day course

includes:

One month kayaking
among the remote
islands and glaciers of
Prince William Sound

• A full scale fiiui week gla-
cier expedilion which in-

cludes thorough instruction in
snow and ice climbing,
route finding and glaciology

• A twi).week bai kp.ick-
ing fxpediiion studying
the ecology und biology
of the urciii tundra

This rigorous wilderness experi-
ence IS open to men .ind

women IN yea. , and older.

SUMMER SEMESTER IN ALASKA
M units of college credit (optional)

June I — August U June 8 — August 21

June IS — August 28

Friday Evening

May 7
ACT NOW!

RESERVATIONS WILL GO
^. txl QUICKLY!

^nD ^ ^ BRING THE KTOS

$2.00 incJudes

transportation & admission to circus

Sponsor

COMMUTER COLLECTIVE
area Kovemment for off-campus students
for more information call 545-2145
Deadline Mav 3 1982

Fra« Dinnar for Two

The Commuter Collective Office, Area
Government for Undergraduates that live

Off-Campus, is sponsoring a n/'ght out for
Undergraduates, living Off-Campus, with
or without children. This dinner is on us
and free Childcare, by experienced people,
will be available for all who need it.

This event is another service provided by
the Commuter Collective for Off-Campus
Undergraduate Students.

TIME: 7 to 11pm
PLACE: Student Union Ballroom
DATE: May 1, 1982

CASH- BAR. MUSIC. DANCING
Catered by YvoTine JoHti; wHo Specializes in

West Indian Cooking.

Deadline April 27, 1982

'A"A' Reservations are on a

First Come First Serve Basis

Space is very limited

please call the Commuter Collective at
545-2145, or come by 404 Student Union Building.

For mon' informalion write:

'S^(Q)]L,S

Have you tried
Daily Features yet?

Senior Citizen Day MedalUon Salisbury 2 89Monday or Chop Sirloin

Family day
Tuesday

Child dinner .49
Ribeye or Chop Sirloin 3.89

Wednesday All the fish you wish 3.99

Sirloin Tips or
Chicken Terriyaki

^'^^

NOI.S
P.O Box AA. Dept U.82
I andor. Wvoming SZ.MO
or call (.W7)332-6973

Shopper Day
Thursday

Friday

Sat. & Sun
Rt. 9 Hadley

All the Fish you wish 3.99

Sirloin Strip
Child's Steak

Theft of pizzas
results in arrests
of four UM men
By EDWARD L.BIRK
Collegian Staff

The theft of three large Whole Wheat pizzas early
bunday morning and the related arrests of four men were
reported yesterday by police at the University of
Massachusetts.
A Whole Wheat Pizza Factory deliverywoman reported

to police that sometime during the fifteen minute time span
between 1:55 a.m. Eastern Standard Time and 3:10 a.m.
Daylight Time she was approaching McNamara Dormitory
in Sylvan Residential Area to deliver a mushroom a
ground beef and a pepperoni pizza. Sgt. Paul Ominsky
said. Whole Wheat's owner said last night the value of the
three pizzas was $20.65.

In her report, the deliverywoman stated that a white
male confronted her near the buUding and grabbed the
pizzas and pizza bag from her. The report gave a combined
value of $46 for the pizzas and bag.
Taking the merchandise back she ran toward the front

door of McNamara, entered the outer lobby and banged on
the door in hopes that student security personnel would let
her into the lobby Ominsky said. No one was on duty in the
lobby to open the door, and when a second white male
followed her mto the outer lobby he said. "I'm going to take
the pizzas from you," and did, Ominsky said.

After police were given a description of the two males
they proceeded to the address in McNamara from which
the pizzas were ordered. Ominsky said. Investigating a
suite of rooms they found four males in one room, two who
fit the descriptions given by the deUvery owman. and three
pizza boxes with order slips attached. Ominsky said.

Police arrested Peter M. Conn<Jr. 18, and Kevin P
Belanger. 19, and charged both with unarmed robbery
Ominsky said. After police found a bayonet and a set of
nunchakus in the room they arrested David M. Thomas HI,
18, who claimed ownership of the weapons, and charged
him with two counts of possession of dangerous weapons
and one count of being an accessory after the fact of an
unarmed robbery, Ominsky said. The fourth man, John A.
Sanchioni, 19, was also arrested and charged with one
count of being an accessory after the fact of an unarmed
robbery, Ominsky said.

Carol Radzik, director of housing security, said last
night that security personnel should have been on duty in
McNamara untU 4 a.m. DST and th&t the individuals who
left their posts early will be reprimanded.

British marines
take S. Georgia
from Argentines
NEW YORK (AP) - British marines seized a second
harbor from defiant Argentine holdouts yesterday to
complete the recapture of the frigid and desolate South
Georgia island, British officials reported.

London's strategists next turned their aim on the
Falkland Islands, and one report said a prehminary British
landing on the well-defended archipelago might be only a
day or two away.

But British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, cheered
by her supporters in the House of Commons, declared
Britain still hopes to end the South Atlantic crisis by
negotiation.

"As the British task force approaches closer to the
Falklands, the urgent need is to speed up the negotiations,

not slow them down," she said.

In Buenos Aires, the Argentine government maintained
mostly official silence on the reported defeat and capture of
its small fwce at South Georgia, 1,100 miles east of
Argentina's southern tip. Military sources were quoted as
saying some troops retreated into the icy back-country of
South Georgia and "resistance continues."

Outwardly at least, negotiations appeared at a stand
still.

Argentina's foreign minister, Nicanor Costa Mendez,
said Sunday Britain's attack on South Georgia meant peace
talks were out of the question "for the time being." He
presented his nation's case Monday before an Organization

of American States meeting in Washington, where the

members unanimously called on Britain and Argentina to

avoid using force in the dispute.

But, President Reagan said the U.S. mediation effort to

defuse the explosive confrontation would continue.

U.S. Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr. has been
working to make peace between the two sidtts since soon

after Argentine forces seized the Falklands and its usually

uninhabited South Georgia dependency April 2-3.

Argentina has long claimed the Falklands. which were held

by Britain for the past 149 years.

In the British House of Commons, Michael Fool, leader

of the opposition Labor Party, urged that the United

Nations be asked to help settle the conflict.
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.o^.'}!?t''IIS'j'i™T'' r^'^'.'T^^- ^T»»^" ^' '*** »»*"^ Communique. jrB^eVirir.3ocaust, and Jim Kometani on keyboards performed as part of Central/Orchard Hill Day, that in-cluded enterUinment and community events under the sunny skies of Saturday.

Two positions draw no candidates
in todays Northeast Area Elections
By GARY STARTA
Collegian Staff

Students living in the Northeast Residential Area will go
to the polls today to elect candidates to positions in the
Northeast Area Government.

Sophomore Penny Holmes, the current vice president of
Northeast, will be running for the presidency unopposed.
Holmes said she is trying to "get area governments to
work as a unit, no work against change." Holmes cited the
need for evaluation of each area, because she feels the
treatment of the areas as a single unit has led to un-
neccessary spending. Plans to fix security costs at a single
amount, and to eliminate coed floors and full time resident
assistants (RA's). are going to bring unneccessary costs to
students because each area of the University has not been
considered separately. Holmes said.

No candidates are running for the position of vice
president in Northeast as of yesterday. Sophomore Diane
Spagnoli, a representative of Knowton dormitory, will be
running for treasurer. No students are running for the
postition of secretary because Northeast plans to hire a
secretary on work study. Spagnoli said.

Central and Orchard Hill area government elections
were held earlier this semester. On March 4, junior Chuck

NaUy won the presidency of Orchard Hill in a low turnout
of about 100 voters. Nally, president of Field house and a
member of Orchard Hill Council, said he will try to increase
student involvement in Orchard Hill's woman's and cultral
centers, photography lab and ceramic room.

Freshman Cara Milks, a member of the Orchard Hill
Area Government councU, won the vice presidency.
Freshman Kim Milinazzo, treasurer of the Field House
Council, was elected to the position of secretary. Freshman
Mike Altnew, a business major from Connecticut, won the
position of treasurer.

New Central Residential Area President Paul Domey
ran unopposed on April 14 and 15, collecting 295 of 555
votes. Domey is a junior who was formerly vice-president
of the Central Area. He said he is working to get students
more involved with programs such as the academic center,
woman's center and craft shop. Domey said "there hasn't
(been) a flow of information from government to students
and vice versa."

Freshman Kathy Mahoney defeated Jane Holtz for the
Central vice presidency by 15 votes. Treasurer Nancy
Rosenthal, a sophomore accounting major, ran unopposed.

The Sylvan area government elections will be held
sometime in the first three weeks of next semester. South-
west Area Government elections are Thursday.

Amherst cops arrest 2 over weekend
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

Amherst Police arrested two University of
Massachusetts students for driving while under the in-

fluence of alcohol and received 38 calls related to parties
causing disturbances over the weekend.

At 1:36 a.m. Sunday UMass student Sharon M. Pan-
nozzo, 21, of Pittsfield, was arrested by the Speed and
Alcohol Patrol (SAP) on College Street and charged with
driving while under the influence of alcohol, according to
Amherst Police.

SAP made a total of 49 car stops, wrote 28 citations for
speeding and two other citations over the weekend.

Michael B. Fenn, 22, of 211 Chadbourne Dormitory, was
arrested at 3:01 a.m. Sunday on South Pleasant Street
near College Street and charged with driving while under

the influence of alcohol.

In other police activity, the burglary of a North Pleasant
Street residence in North Amherst was reported at 10:44
p.m. Saturday. Jewelry boxes containing an estimated
$3,000 in jewelry were reportedly stolen sometime after 6
p.m. A window screen was cut and entry was apparently
made through an unlocked south window, police said. An
additional list of stolen jewelry may be furnished to police.

In another incident, it was reported at 9:30 a.m. Sunday
that the car of a South Amherst resident was stolen from
West Street during previous night. The car is a 1971 green
Chevrolet Camaro with a Massachusetts license plate
U7171, police said.

At 11:16 a.m. Sunday a burglary was reported to have
occured in a Townhouse apartment sometime the night
before. Stolen from a second floor bedroom was a 3x6 red
and black rug, resembling an Oriental, valued at $500.

Police cite student in motorcycle accident
A University of Massachusets student riding a

motorcycle was involved in a traffic accident Saturday
night at the intersection of Triangle and North Pleasant
streets, according to Amherst Police.

William S. Mogerly. 19, of 704 Dickinson Dormitory,
was reportedly spotted just after 10:30 p.m. speeding and
weaving in and out of cars in traffic in the Orchard Hill
area, according to UMass Police. A UMass Police cruiser
was reportedly pursuing Mogerly south on East Pleasant
Street, but sjjut off its blue lights when he puUed <ihead of

police by passing cars.

At the intersection he reportedly ran a red light and
struck a car operated by Jeffrey R. Schapiro. 22, of
Weston. Schapiro was traveling west on Triangle Street.
The motorcycle and car sustained extensive damage,
UMass Police said. Mogerly was brought to the UMass
Infirmary, treated for bruises and released.

UMass Police cited Mogerly for failure to stop for a
police officer and speeding. Amherst Police cited him for
failure to stop for a red light and operating to endanger.

i/,.v
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ELECTION NEWS...
I
NOBONATIONS: Nominations have been extended
|Unta tonight at 7 p.m.

I

CANDIDATES' NIGHT: Candidate's Night wiU be
(held tonight at 8:30 in CO Room 168.

[

INFORBfATION SESSION: There will also be an in-
formal information session held in the business of-
fice tonight at 7 p.m. Board members are welcome to
attend.

ELECTIONS: Elections will take place tomorrow
from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. in the CoUegian newsroom.

Remember to vote!

\ ATTENTION ALL
\

\
SGA STUDENT 3

\ SENATORS: \

\ %

* The Senate Meeting of J
J Wednesday, April 28, at 7:00 p.m.

*

J is MANDATORY J
X No excuses accepted! •

SUMMER
WORK

Looking for hard working,
responsible university students

who have the entire summer free.

Job involves travel. No car re-

quired. Great $, experience.

Intervie^ivs

TODAY
Campus Center room 175

at 12:30. 3:00, 5:30 and 7:30

ROCK
DISCO

POOR
RICHARDS

ROUTE 9
amherst

HAVE^OMi_ FUNJA/lm^ $ i
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Denim Jeans or Corduroy Pants

Save $4.00 with coupon
a tr Harvard Summer School

t(;e dance, center
10th Season June 21 — July 30, 1982

Modern Terhniquc • HdlU't • I,.r, • i ,,. • m i ,,

Be,mr.ers Program introduct.or. ,0 Dar.ce Therapy • Choreographers Workshop

Concert Series • (Xmc e f ,lms •
I ec ture Series

Student Certormnnc e Workshops

Tred M th^ T • "^'"^ ^^'^^" • «'" ^ '°"^^ • Garv MastersFred Mathews • Bu// Miller • Beth Soil • Wendy Stone
Christine Temin • Arnold Wengrow • Arnie Zane

Uiredof IfisM danger
49S 2494

ur Choice
any Denim Jeans or Corduroy Pants

in stock

Sale ends May 19, 1962 SAVE $4.00 OFF Reg Price
with coupon

SAVE $4.00 off Reg price
w/coupon

Sale ends May 19, 1982
Any Denim Jeans or Corduroy pants

rZ7;r ^UNIVERSITY
I c^pri".r mSTORE*

ICE CREAM^
•JwjMM-Ie ke Cream Emporium"OimiVWON

• Mau, «f Masonic - AAtHERST • Bolh«xxl Vfelk
p,K..«— 3jJj^ Goods -Breakfast
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Middle class"
feels the pinch
It

was a cool, spring night, the type perfect for a cool
drink with an old friend. As with every other Sunday

"'t^ ''i^^
racking my brain in hopes of finding an

original idea for a column.
^

"What do you think Jim?". I asked my friend, "what's agood idea for an editorial?".
"Well", he began, "it seems to me that no one is givingReagan c)r any of his programs a chance to workEveryone s bitchin' about how tough it is, but no one is

willing to sacrifice. Why don't you write about that'"

fhe A^fr^ "^^^' "^^^^ ^ "^^'^ ''^^^- The rich man inthe White House expects us to sacrifice while corporations
sell tax credits for millions of dollars, unemployment hit^
nine percent, and military spending hits one trillion dollars

John F. Hudson
^I'NiPRgPAKEpTQ GOM g^RA Mlli... ^ SAIDM H^IKNT

Letters
The fine line between Judaism and zionism must be clarified
To the Editor

-

I am a Jew and I have been amazed by the letters I haveseen in the Collegian about the talk by the Palestinianwoman at International Women's week. I was there I
heard the talk. And I heard nothing anti-Semitic. I cer-
tainly heard no "anti-Semitic hate session." What I did seeand hear was a small goup of people attempt to prevent a
legitimate Palestinian protest of Israel by trying to smear
It lalsely as being anti-Semitic.

I listened carefully for 20 minutes, and I listened to hear
11 anythmg anti-Jewish would be said. I want to know what
t alestinians think of what is going on in the Middle East I

rpfn^^^L r ^'^^U*'^
Palestian Liberation Organization

PLO) has to say. They represent the Palestinians. The
talk was anti-Zionist; it was not anti Jewish. It was against
the state of Israel's laws and actions again.st non Jews and
against its continuing denial of justice to the Palestinian
people. It was never anti Jew. I watch my Jewish friends
in the audience and on the stage. They didn't act as if thev
were hearing themselves called names or villified.

It was a charged atmosphere, less because of anything
the speaker said than because of the fierce opposition of

the anti-PLO agitation that preceded it. which accused

Tor PLo'f"'"' "5' ''' ^PP^^'-^"^^ '' - ^P--'^- -" edto the PLO of supporting terrorism.
I think the Palestinian woman made a political mistake innot disavowing the anti-Jewish statement that was supposedly made, and that she was being accused of sup-

porting. But what she did was not anti-Jewish It wL
ThT^l

^« accept as reasonable an incredible accusation
hat had nothing to do with her talk. I know how I would
eel. If I were to talk for 20 minutes about the Middle Eastand someone who I knew to be protesting my right tospeak, ook five minutes to demand that I disavow the
International Jewish Conspiracy. I'd feel insulted, notquestioned. The 'question' was in bad faith
To continue calling that speaker or that event anti-Semitic IS not only a falsification of what happened, it is aterrible disservice to the Jewish Community Real Aitisemitism is our enemy, not Palestinians, not Dena AbuLoughod. International Women's Week or the Third WorldWomen s Task f orce.

Gary Michael Tartakov
Amherst

Students must unite tx) exercise political power, extend rights
'I ;»

' he Flditor,

l>ue (o the rising infiuence of the New Right on the
coriemporary political scene, we feel the need to educate
and organi7.e against intended limitations of our own civil

?!?oiVon
^^''"a' f'-«^«^doms. On Thursday. April 29th from

1^:00 .1:00. a rally/educational fair will be held entitled
Rock and Rally for our Rights-an afternoon devoted to

delending our civil rights and sexual freedoms " The
purpose of this political and cultural event is to brine
t<.gether UMass students, through music, mime, in
lormation booths, speakers, skits, ect. and educate our-
selves on how our rights are being threatened. We are
organizing this event to affirm our support of these issues
sonrie of which concern sexual freedoms such as abortion
rights, the right to safe, effective, and accessible con
traception. gay and lesbian rights, the right to com
prehensive and accurate sex education, and opposition to
sterilization abuse. Some of the other issues we have
organized around concern our civil rights 'such as equal
rights for women; opposition to cutting funds for

education, censorship of literature and education and
violence against women and Third World people: and the
right not to be discriminated against on the basis of one's
sex. race. age. or sexual preference.
We fee! that now. more than ever, we as students must

unite and exercise our political power if we are to suc-
cessfully counter the undemocratic and repressive at-
titudes of the New Right. Students can have an impact ifwe take an active stand. To facillitate this end. the afternoons event will have a voter registration table,
petitions and a letter writing table.
The event will take place in front of the Student Union

Building from 12:00-3:00. It will be an enjoyable way for us
to take a stand and reaffirm our committment to defending
our civil rights and sexual freedoms. WE WON'T TAKPANOTHER STEP BACK!

Lisa Ziebel for the
Committee for Equal Rights

and Reproductive freedom and
The Real Majority

'"
^i%"f^•!!''^ y^^"'- '^^^"^^ ^'^ 'dea hit me as rather ab-

surd, I decided to goad him on.

MJ^ir ' ^^^^^^l";^' >ve me an example of those people
unwilling to sacrifice."

f^k^
"Take welfare recipients, for example. They collect

their checks, sit at home drinking beer, watching T.V. and
then drive to the store in their Cadillacs and buy steak
with their food stamps."
"Jim," I countered, "thats absurd. Do you really believe

most public-assistance recipients do this'"
"Well...not really. But I bet alot of them do

"

Instead of feeling mad at him, I felt sorry for him. He,
like myself, had the middle-class syndrome. Its a state ofmmd where you get so frustrated by the government, by
Its collossal mistakes, and by its insistence on constantly
shafting the middle-class. In some sort of perverse
deference to the rich, economic problems are blamed on
the welfare Cadillac lady, the student who uses his college
loan for a new Camaro. and the union members who ask
tor too much, too soon, too often. These ficticious
characters come out in numerous arguments in living
»-ooms and legislative halls, scapegoats for any and everv
problem which besets the U.S.

p "•^'"^"•^asked. "who's really getting hurt right now byReagan. Didn t you get turned down for your loan for next
year? Your girlfriend Kathy got layed off at the V.A
hospital, right.

'

"Yes." he answered, "but we'll pull through all right
I I just work nights and Kathy will look for another job

"'

We sat in silence and I thought of how everyone wi be-
ing hurt in one way or another because of the downturn of
the economy. Some of my friends were dropping out of
college to work for tuition money only to find long job-
lines, fewer help wanted adds, and sympathetic rejections
from personnel managers. One of my friends lost her
whole social-security benefits package - Reagans idea of
necessary budget cuts. I had just finished reading an arti-
cle describing the toughness of finding summer work for
college students in my own home state. Overall it looked
as though It may turn out to be a long, hot summer
Jim and I walked silently out in to the darkness, lx)th in-

n?^M T- T r" thoughts. A spring thunder shower
rumbled in the distance, ominously warning of the comintr
storm. Or wasn t it already here?

'^'^^^ ^'- Hudson is a Collegian columnist.

MM
Warnings of the future created out of anger over the oast
To the Editor

Dennis Fischman, of Amherst, you had better sit back
and read this very carefully. I am writing in response to
your letter which appeared on April 23rd. (A commit
tment to liberation is found to only be repeating itselO
Man. do you have a lot to learn.

First, you said the following: "as the IWW presented
their program, they made a conscious decision to invite a
Palestinian woman as a representataive of an oppressed
people." Well, you seem to be overiooking the fact that the
PLO IS the one who is doing the oppressing. The PLO has
openly called for the destruction of Israel, and as far as I

am concerned, they are nothing more than an admitted
terrorist organization.

Second, you feel that: "When Jews in the U.S. blindly
support Israeli policy... they betray their Jewish moral
heritage and the dream of Israel itself." Let me tell you
something, as long as Israel implements any kind of
policy. I will (and every Jew should) support their policies
100 j)ercent.

Read Jackson Katz in
Thursday's editorial page

Lastly. I too am aware that we were enslaved in Egypt
I am also aware of the Holocaust. I further know that if all'
Jews everywhere stick together, nothing on this earth
could destroy us. We must do anything and everything in
our powers to support Israel. If that means fighting, then
so be It I am bitter about being enslaved, and even more
angered by the holocaust.

Stick with your people. Dennis Fischman. for if you
don t you could .someday be branded and sent into a
mercedes oven.

Ronald C. Lipof
Southwest

Board of Editors

Letters Policy

Letters to the editor must include the
writer's name, address and telephone number
for verification. Please type triple spaced at 67
characters per line. Because of the large
volume of mail received, unpublished letters
cannot be acknowledged or returned. Submis-
sions are subject to editing for clarity and
grammar. Letters longer than 30 lines may be
condensed.
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UMass Grads rap Reag
By PHIL JENNINGS
Collegian Staff

UMass A panel discussion on the af
Jects of Reaganomics on was held last
Thursday at the Malcolm X center to
boost the consciousness of Blacks and
other people of color, regarding cuts in
social programs.
Satya Gabriel, a graduate student in

economics here at the university,
discussed the dismal affects on American
children and society as a whole due to the
lieagan Administrations cuts in social
services.

"We are witnessing cuts in school lunch
programs. CUTS IN FOOD GOING ONTHE TABLES OF CHILDREN. A lot of
these childern come from families who
cannj.t afford to give them money for
lunch, said Gabriel.
"Wo arc wimes.sing cuts in nutritional

programs for poor and pregnant women
which has a disproportionate affect on the
Black and Latino community." said
Gabriel.

Gabriel went on to say that "in the
present administration we are witnessingms in immunization for school children
-..) million children will not be immunized
bfx-au.M. of the Reagan Administrations
programs."

The monies cut from these social
programs are now being funneled into the
nations military.

"The Reagan Administration has set
forth a $1.6 trillion miliUry buildup. This
is the biggest military buUd up in the
history of human civilization." said
Gabrid.

"This miliUry 'BOONDOGGLE* wUl be
financed by the working people of this
country, and as usual the Black com-
munity which has been paying for the
development of America since the days of
slavery will pay a disproportionate
share." Gabriel said.

"The relationship between the United
States government and the Black com-
munity is at a crisis point, said Gabrial.

By GUS MARTINS
Collegian Staff

Steve Coons, a graduate student of

Political Science and a member of the
Center for Racial Stidies. spoke on the
declining Black student enrollment and
recruitment practices that are currently
taking place, last Thursday night at the
Malcolm X center.

"Although there's been no significant

decline in Black student undergraduate
enrollment, this is not true of Black
graduate students, as of yet Black student
enrollment should be set against the Black
enrollment and matriculation to colleges
and universities that have existed in the

Panelists discuss Reagranomics at Malcolm X. L to R - Steve Coons"Satya Gabriel and undergraduate Angela Brown.

past two decades to evaluate presently
what we can expect for the future." said
Coons.

"Black student recruitment under
Reaganomics is another matter.
Imperatively we musf consider the
economic shifts under the historical
periods under review, the 1960's to the
1980's. the cycles that reflect the shifts,
and what the implications for the current
period are, and what can we anticipate
and infer from the current national
economic trends in relation to higher
education and what this means to Afro
American students," said Coons.
Economics and other social scientists

have long held to the popular notion t hat a
college education and the sheepskin is one
of the surest avenue out of poverty.
However, this is oversimplified and even
incorrect if we do not take into account the
specific historical, parenthetically, the
period we are talking of, vis avis the
period of Reaganomics," said Coons.
Coons concluded by saying that the

meager gains of the sixties cannot be done
away with in the eighties, "this is a real
struggle and to view it in an overall
historical context is key, where we were,
where we've come and where we're going!
We must have some active, principled,

and rational and tactical resistance. We
must organize ourselves to employ
ourselves as our best resources," stated
Coons^Z^ f.-»«»».^^^..K«:i«orown. Coons.

Republicanism, Reagan, the end of civilitv
By SATYA GABRIEL '

^.
^* AMA^ T

Cr»«„;„l .„ Dl.._i. » rr • ManV are out of wnrlf al*«frQH,„- IP - .. .

^^
By SATYA GABRIEL
Special to Black Affairs

What can you buy without money?
A fundamental law of economics is that people with no

money don't buy. They may steal but they don't buy.
Republican economic policy, as currently practiced by

the Reagan administration, has consistently taken money
out of the pockets of the poor and middle income groups
and funneled it into the coffers of the rich (few that they
are). So what's wrong with that?
One of the problems with this brand of government is

that rich folks don't buy enough Cadillacs to save DetroitAnd they sure as hell aren't investing. Wall Street can't
even make up its mind whether it wants to just stagnate or
go for a full fledged collapse.
Soa lot of people have found their incomes slashed.

Many are out of work altogether. Even more are so afraid

h!v .. i!
"^''^

""T "" ^^^ unemployment lines thatthey aren t buying. Spending deflates. Businesses can'
sell their goods Bankruptcies among the smaller
businesses first then rippling towards the medium sized
lirms as time goes on. Investment slows. Layoffs More

Commentary

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28
'

"^

LECTURE: George Butler, Vice President Jazz &
Progressive Music. Columbia Records. "Music, Musi-

r^Ss^ PM.^rREE""
'"'"'^'' ^^^ ^^ ^^'""^^•

THURSDAY. APRIL 29
FILM. '-Last of the Blue Devils". The Great Kansas

City Jazz Musicians Reunion, Student Union Ballroom.
UMass, 8 PM - FREE

FRIDAY, APRIL 30
DRUM CLINIC & CONCERT: "TLC & The Pro-

fessors
,
featuring Tern Lyne Carrington - drums, with

Prof. Ray Copeland - fluglehorn; Prof. Fred Tillis - sax
Charles Greenlee - trombf)ne; Art Matthews keyboard'
Avery Sharpe - bass. Dean Carbone - vibes.

SUNDAY. MAY 2
FILM: "Imagine the Sound" film of concert and

discussion with Archie Shepp, Bill Dixson and Cecil
Taylor;

"J^'
ted guest: Archie Shepp - Wright Hall, Smith

College. 2 PM & 4 PM - TREE

PHOTO EXHIBIT:
"Some of My Favorite Things"; The Photographic

Works of Charles Stewart; Augusta Savage Memorial
Ga ery. New Afnca house, L'Mass. April 18 Mav 1
Gallery house; M - F. 10 - -i PM.

PHOTO EXHIBIT. "Sound. - Freedom"; Photographic
Works by Edward Cohen, » ester Davis and Robert
l>avis Student Union Galler, Campus Center. UMass
April 19 - 25, Opening Mon.. Apr. 19, 4 - « Pm'. Gallerv
house: M- 12 - 5; T- 10 5; W 12 - 5; Th 10 5; Yrv \\\
PM.

ART EXHIBIT: "A Celebration of Black Music", group
show by Fred Becker, Nelsr)n Stevens and Richard Yard
Hamfxlen (Jallery, Southwest, UMass; Apr. 20 - May \

Opening Sun., Apr. 18, 3 - 5 PM. Gallery hrs: M F, 4 8
PM

declines in spending. And we end up in a vicious cycle withthmgs getting worse at each turn. That's how the UnitedStates slipped into the Great Depression. The Republicanswere pursuing the same economic policies then
'"'^P"''""'""

It seems to me that the right to education, health care^ndajobare basic human rights that should be provided

Announcements "^^

by every society, much less the wealthiest on earth But
It s been a long time since I've heard anything about full
empolyment or national health insurance from any of our
corporate or political leaders. Instead we have policies
designed to put people out of work, cut the wages of thosewho are working, make education more expen.sive and
ell ist. funnel money from the poor to the rich and the
military, and destroy the natural environment
The future of the United States is best served by

protecting basic human rights, including those I have
named, and providing for a more just distribution of the
wealth ot this society. If these rights are forsaken then the
price may be a high one. This is reflected in the rebirth of
discussions in the black communities about the need for
armed struggle. People who have been denied access for
oo long eventually seek .solutions to their problems that in
limes of civility would never have been considered

^.
•

, MAY 1 ,

MARCH ON
WASH., D.C.

JOBS, EQUALITY
HUMAN NEEDS-NOT WAR
Join the National days of Resistance, May 1 Bustickets available Cost: $2.^.00 (Scholarships ^availabledepending on need) Bus departs at 11:00 p^n April 30from the Campus Center Circle it also will stoo in Northampton and Springfield.

^ ^'

BLACK MASS COMMUNICATION PROJECT
SPRING FILM SERIES

April 30 Bingo Long & tl,,. traveling All .stars plus TheHariem GlolK'tr otters- M;.ln.lm X Ct^iter

HousI^''"
^*''''' ^'^"' ^ ^ '^'''" "' ^^^ ^"" New Africa

l^l^'^HV ^'^^i';'^
N''^^*"^' b"^ ^ sandwich plus Corn-

bread. Earl, and Me Martin Luther King Jr. Center

Ne'w Afrfcrno^sf" '' ^^^' ^'"^ "^^'^^ ^^^ '^ "^

On Wednesday, April 28.p.m. 1982 at 8:00 p.m.. The
1 ith Annual Black Musicians Conference presents a lec-
ture by George Butler, vice president of Jazz and Pro-
gressive Music at CBS Records. Mr. Butler is the highest
ranking Black executive at CBS Records, and has pro-
duced in every music idiom from fK.p to jazz to classical
music. He has won over 27 gold records and is producer
ot over a hundred jazz recording artists including: Max
Roach, Bobby Humphrey, Freddie Hubbard, Hubert
L^ws, Carmen McRae, Count Basie, and Lena Home.
Educated at Howard with graduate degrees from Yale
and Columbia Universities, Butler has dedicated his life
to insuring the Black artist be presented in the commer-
cial market with integrity and respect. His lecture.
Music, Musicians, and The Recording Industry" will be

ot special interest to musicians and people interested in
communications and media. He will be accompanied byCBS recording artist, Wynton Marsalis. a 20 year old
jazz and classical trumpeter who will discuss the topicirom the artists perspective.

As part of the Annual Black Musicians Conference.
Hampden Gallery. located in the Southwest Residential
Area ot the U Mass campus, presents an exhibition by
three area artists. Fred Becker, Richard Yarde. and
Nelson Stephens. The works featured in this exhibit
reflect various attitudes and interpretations of the Black

Rin""" Tu u"?'
Particulariy in the areas of Jazz andKlues The exhibit will Ik" on view from April 18 and April

tr p'ir
^""f^^'P'^K/reception on Sunday, April 18 from

wii' Vr 'V.
'"*'!^'"*'"^« ^'" ^'^^ ^^rved and the public is in-

vited to attend.

.
^'"j'^ry hours are Monday through Friday 4 8 PM and

^i'L.
'^"^

,
?*• ^'^•''<'<i on Saturday. For more informa-non .-oniact the director at 545-2783.
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Arts
Collegian ?

Dinner more of a circus

! DINNER
[ HOMESICK
RESTAURANT
A\XE 7YL1-R

DINNER AT THE HOMESICK
RESTAURANT
By Anne Tyler
Alfred A. Knopf, 303 pages ($13.95)

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Correspondent

Dinner at the Homesick Restaurant
begins and ends with the death of an old,
embittered woman. In between these
episodes, Anne Tyler has written the tale
of a lifetime of loving, suffering, and sur-
viving in a family that doubts its own sanc-
tity and its own right to exist.

This sounds very interesting, and in the

beginning, it is. The first chapters are
engrossing, fascinating - Tyler at her
best. But ultimately, the book is a letdown.
Tyler tries to make all of her characters in-
to interesting, wacky, quirky people, and
ends up with a jumbled circus. While trying
to give her characters extra dimensions,
Tyler sometimes forgets to provide the
essential information about them. Thus,
the book lacks concrete form; the results is

often sloppy and amateurish.
The story delves into the lives of the Tull

family - a mismatched group whose blood
bonds are not always reinforced with love.
Pearl TuU is the mother. An orphan, once a
spinster, now a deserted wife. Pearl loves

Ensemble's Man well done

and hates her children, and is alternately
very wise and very foolish. Her three
children - Cody, the eldest, "trying to get
through life a a rock," Ezra, Pearl's
favorite, "trying to g:o through life as a li-

quid," and Jenny, trying to stay skinny and
married (to anyone) all of the time, are
friends only when banded together against
the maniacal, sadistic rages of their
mother.

As they mature, all of the Tulls become
successful in a superficial sense, but all

bear the scars of a lopsided upbringing.

Cody is restlessly driven from one place to
another, his fury at his parents mingled
with his almost f)atholf>gical jealousy of his
brother. Jenny becomes a pediatrician who
cares for childern yet, at one point,
smashes her own baby's face into her plate.
Ezra, gentle and diffident, pours his life in-
to his restaurant (the Homesick), trying to
make it a place where people can come to
eat "just like at home". Ezra stages fre-
quent dinners for the family at the
Homesick, but these meals are broken by
fights and tears, and never finished. It is

clear that the Tulls are all homeick, not for
their own past, but for the past as it could
have been.

Dinner at the Homesick Restaurant is

fast-paced, even at its worst. Anyone who
has ever felt cheated by his own family
might want to read it just for the ending,
when a family dinner at the Homesick
restaurant is finally finished, and the Tulls
at last come to terms with the good and the
bad of the past. Tyler is a gifted writer, and
Dinner at the Homesick Restaurant, too
colorful and a bit overdone, is nonetheless
an engaging book.

MAN IS MAN By Bertolt Brecht
Rand Theater
Saturday, April 24

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian Staff

Bertolt Brecht's Man is Man is a contradiction in terms
Simutaneously comic and didactic, the play is on one hand
a bawdy and boisterous comic-fable about war, sex, and
the fickleness of human personality. But on the other
hand, it is a heavy-handed diatribe on man's dehumaniza-
tion by the war machine; the baseness of his instinctual
urges; and the mutabilty of his identity. Maintaining the
proper balance between these polarities is a delicate
undertaking for any repertory group, yet the University
Lnsemble s production, though a bit long-winded, proved
success.

The setting for a better part of Man's action is Kilioa, In-
dia - derived by Brecht from Kipling's Barrack Room
Ballads. Our protagonist is Galy Gay, a poor Irish docker
whose overriding concern is simply to buy a fish for dinner-
and get home to his wife. But Gay is side-tracked from his
mission suddenly. A four-man machine gun unit of the

British occupying forces, having mislaid an inebriated
member of their group in a batched break-in of a local
pagoda, needs Gay to fill in. He is bribed with l)eer and
cigars dispensed by Widow Begbick, the "madame" of a
mobile massage parlor, to stand in for Jeremiah Jip, the
lost gunner. Yet Gay refuses outright; he is proud of his
identity and l)esides must get home to dinner. He is then
offered a fake army surplus elephant and when he accepts
It and sells it to Widow Begbick, he is promptly arrested
and threatened with execution. As it turns out. the only
way Gay can save his skin is to declare once and for all that
he IS Jip. He does thie hesitantly, but the process by which
the transformation finally takes place is bizzare tosay the
least. Gay eventually rises as the new Jeremiah Jip, now
an efficient battle-machine, and goes on to single-handedly
destroy the enemy fortress of El Dschur.
Brecht stated himself that the comedy "concerns the

technical dismantling and reassembling of a human being
into another kind for a particular purpose." Indeed Gay is
phant putty in the hands of external forces he h^ little
control over. "Mr. Brecht asserts Man is Man," proclaims
Widow Begbick to the audience iterating Brecht's
message that man is ultimately a changeable entity; his
sense of identity and individuality is feebly constructed,
thinly spread.

NOW BACK
IN STOCK

Exercisers and
Accessories

dmpoi

^r \^.

Open
9-5 M-F
11-4 Sat

Dennis Wemm was perfect as a stout, muss-haired,
though slightly hoarse Galy Gay. The Tommies responsi-
ble for Gay's metamorphosis were played with remarkable
depravity and good humor by Charles Lynch, Michael
Conner, John Eisner, and Jay DiPucchio. And you might
remember Alan Arenius as Morose in the University
Ensemble's Production of The Silent Woman. Here, as in
Wotnan, Arenius' vibrant performance - this time as the
lecherous but much-feared Bloody Five - provides many
of the play's more hilarious moments. Arenius has an un-
canny sense of the comic and his lusty convulsions and
groin-grabbing at the sight of Widow Begbick brought
tears to my eyes. Finally, Letita Ord's Widow Begbick
was performed with just the right amount of saucy but
sinister detachment.

Jeffrey Fiala's set was complex yet cohesive - full of in-
tricate cubby-holes, trap-doors, and hidden passage-ways.
Though director Greg Lemming has done a remarkable
job staging the play, the pace perhaps could have been
picked up slightly. The scene where the pagoda pro-
prietors discover the drunken Jip really could have been
condensed a bit.

Man is Man, though quietly acknowledged to be one of
Brecht's masterpieces, is rarely if ever staged as popular
drama. One must applaud the University Ensemble for

Rr!^f'"^
I'ttle-known works by playwrights such asbrecht and hope they will continue to bring more long-

forgotten treasures to light in the future.

CnuidiyCottons
Good Things has brought together

beautiful colors and stylish designs to
create an outstanding collection of
100% Cotton Sweaters - for Men and
Women - The Natural Fibers breathe
to keep you cool and comfortable
and the sturdy cuffs, collars and
waist-bands are rib-knit to hold their
shape.

flashback
Textured scramble stitch of this

puffed sleeve, scoop netk sweater
makes for cool comfort and fun.

NEW
Line of

Dumbell
V»/eight Sets
Now Available

Located in our Sporting Goods Department

Also available: Racquetball, Tennis, Squash, Swimming,
Frisbees, Darts, Basketballs, Footballs, Baseball, Table Tennis,

Golfballs, Headbands, Wristbands

Colorful stripes or solid colors. Match
or coordinate with our pants, skirts
and Bermuda shorts.

]d50
placket front

This classic flat-knit sweater
features a three button placket front
and stand-up collar.

2&50

UjUNIVERSITY
STORED

boatneck

3dOO
L

Heavy, double knit favorite with saddl
shoulders make for perfect fit

A nautical look that s

right, on shore or off

A WORKER'S COOPERATIVE • 52 Main St., Northampton • 586-5403
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MDA benefit is Saturday
By ROBERT STACK .,r. . .... ^

.Tuesday, April 27, 1982

By ROBERT STACK
Collegian Correspondent

A 12 hour "Swimathon and Kite Festival"
will be held from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Saturday at the Amherst Swim and Tennis
Club to benefit the Western Massachusetts
chapter of the Muscular Dystrophy
Association (MDA).

F'articipants in both events are asked to
obtain pledges for their efforts. Each
participant will receive a free T-shirt and

Newslines...

MDA key chain, and several prizes are
offered as incentives, like a trip for two to
Ft. Lauderdale, an Atari video game, and
Speedo swimsuits.

Spectators will be entertained with
carnival games, door prizes, a raffle
drawing, a fashion show and food and drink.
200 Swimmers and 50 kiteflyers are

desired. Swimmers from area swim teams
and swim clubs have been re^-ruited and the
Northampton Kiteflyers Association

Continued on page 11

mmmmm
Women and nationalism is topic

$5.00
OFF

The Amherst College political science
department and the Project on Women and
Social Change will sponsor a lecture on
"The Participation of Women in the
Struggle for National Liberation in

4:30 p.m Thursday.
Urdang. who is the author of Fighting

Two Colonialisms: Women in Guinea-
Bisseau, will speak at the Alumnae House
at Amherst College. Wine and cheese with

Coupon valid through 5/8/82

w/coupon

Staedtler 7 Pen

Set
Reg price 29.95

1 coupon per set

Located in the Campus Center

Open ^.UNIVERSITYt
M-F
Sat

Mozambique." with Stephanie Urdang. at be served at a reception foUowing the talk

Hillel holds fund-raising concert
F^nnH r'^'^'^'^nt^M

^,'"^1 ^'"*^ ""'*' discount, $1), and are available at the FineFoundations wUl hold a fund-raising concert Arts Center Box Office, Food for Though!

tTZ^ ^.T
^^''*" and Bernice Reagon in Amherst, and Downtown Sounds^m

Sen Hal Ck.;"''.'!"''^'^^'"!^/
Northampton. For more information ca^i^oncert Mall. Tickets for the show are $7, 545 2526.

$6. and $5 (student and senior citizen

Sex and the new right discussed

^^--j-^

H-Tn.
'v.*

Professor Roger Libby, nationally known
author, speaker and sex educator, will
speak on "Sex, the Family and the Religious
New Right" at 7:30 tonight in Campus
Center room 904-908.

Libby is the author of Sexual Choices, a
leading sexuality textbook for college
students.

A question and answer period will follow
the lecture.

:^^r'-r

EWC seeks group facilitators
Group facilitators are needed by the women, single mothers, and separa-

Everywoman s Center (EWC) counseling tion/divorce groups,
program. Women who have experience in For more information contact Susan
faciltating are sought for the following Slater, coordinator of counseling services
potential groups: women coming out as EWC, Wilder Hall, UMass. DeacUine for
Lesbians, unemployed/underemployed applications is May 6.

SUMMER
LANGUAGE
INSTITUTE

ON THE CAMPUS OF HAMPSHIRE C OLLEGE
IN AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS

^^.wi^J?^'^'^ ^ LANGUAGE IN A RELAXED*
STIMULATING INTERNATIONAL ATMOSPHERE!

A unique program ottering 13 languages including English as a Second
Language which focuses on developing oral language skills and cross-
cultural awareness. Our experienced, professional instructors use
modern, creative teaching methods. Class size: 4-8 students; 5 class
hours daily. All ESL teachers have Master's degrees in the Teaching of
English as a Second Language.

^f^^'* <^" KORKICN LANCUAGKS
June 14-July9$400 June 21-.lulv 16 $400
July 19-Aug 27 $600 Aug 2-Aug 27 $400

Residential: $75/wk-single room; $57.50/wk-tull meal plan (optional)
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE, ARABIC, MANDARIN
CHINESE, FRENCH, GERMAN, MODERN GREEK, HEBREW
ITALIAN, JAPANESE, PORTUGUESE, RUSSIAN, SPANISH

'

^•11new Enghmd Longuoge
25 Main Street, Northampton, MA 01060; (413)584-3956

Campus Center/Student Union
Board of Governors

acirepting applications for the
following coordinator positions:

»

University Store/
Retail Services

Food Services
Space/
Economic Development

Finance
Special Projects

Public Relations
Conference Services/

Accomodations
Display
Building Operations
Vendor Certification

Jobs begin Sept. 198^
Applications available in Campus Center 817

Deadline May ll, 1982, 4:00 PM
Informational Meeting Wed. May 5, 1982, 6:00 PMAffirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

'~
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DOONESBURY

7HIS IS YCm CAP-
TAIN SPeAKlNO..

by Garry Trudeau

Ilolle^ian 9

Wfiee^ BeiH a ujtof irrespon
SIBLB TAUC6aN6 AROUND TDTte

(^B^M0R^Ml5i£APm. UB'Ra

SJAHDfm^ON
Ae/xxmus

uj^RB If you'll cnecKiouK
AinAL^f OONTRAClS^mutlSEa

Tuneiws TXATACTUALHosnum

UNDER THE INFLUENCE
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CROSSWORD

13E,R:fe- tfe CAAl>E. To tA|y^(^

w
>J

by M. Joyc^

ACROSS
1 SouthtMest *incl

5 Famous con
sumer advocate

10 Knaves in cards
14 Raton
16 Harden
16 So be It

1

7

Work tor

18 Corrupt
19 Sophia s country

woman
20 Floodgates
2? Finished

24 Colony dweller

25 Airport info

26 Throw
29 Part ot some

Chinese names
33 Scenic waters
36 Volatile liquid

39 Giant red star

40 Results (from)
41 Saint

42 Welshmen from
a rhyme

43 Milit org on
campus

44 At the hori?on
45 CooKing meas
46 Danse
50 Card game
54 Small streams
59 Latin poet
60 Bill addition

Edited b> Marxarrt larrir and I

62 Source Of ar
invention

63 L'on s pride

64 Pointed arcri

66 Thai product
66 Astronaut Bean
67 Pan
68 Far Prefm

rudr Jaffr

or

DOWN
Namesakes ot a
president

' Paddock new
comer

• Off white

Ruler, in India

Hollywood s

David

Sir we are
of singing birds

and Brad
street

Takeout
Like some apart
ments
Leaf

In the thick of

12 Restaurant

handout
13 Photo
21 Features of the

Nile

1

8

9

10

11

23 Bridal Veil

enampip
26 Certain chair

restorer

27 Kind ot dome or
turf

28 Meagei
30 Starchy
31 Region of

Mt Helicon
32 Actress Stevens
33 Vehicle
34 Alte

35 Bible bk

36 One connected
with Suffix

37 Audit expert

38 Feature of a wind
ing road

46 Sharpener
47 Satchel of

baseball
48 Alia

(musical sign)

49 Frame lor drying
50 Trancelike state
51 Grandparental
52 Ship of 1492
53 Arabian Sea gulf
55 Slate

56 Songstress
Adams

57 Recount
58 For land s '

61 On (gossip)

5P(v\
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by Mark Rollins
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

WHAT HAPPENED?

"/lef^esTiig^ HEW scenes

By Ethyl Octane

FooJ SC6'»6

5^0 fieri AkcumJ MeURof.c STraic^iT |
SfoneJ a..,fcn„j<, foj

DINNER

WEATHER
Occasional rain today,
tonight and Wednesday,
possibly tapering to
scattered showers in
western portions during
tomorrow. Becoming
gradually cooler through
the period. High tem-
peratures today 60 to 65.
Lows tonight in the 40s.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Pork Fried Rice

P'^^a BASICS LUNCH

^^^^^'^^ND SHERBET Vegetable Fried Rice

FRUIT AND SHERBET
SPECIAL

Roast Top Round of Beef/

Au Jus
Turkey Club Sandwich da£ji<-.c. r^»*
Beans and Rice with BASICS DINNER

SofritO rr r ,r . , ^Tofu Vegetable Casserole
Fried Shrimp/Tartar Sauce

I
Th«i

pffODuc r/( )r.,-,

Th«r» will b« Q mondotory
m*#ting for oil UPC m«mb«rs
working on th» Pond Sori«s

TONITE

Compus C#ntor Room 160
ot 6:00

Lots of fun for oil

De th*r* or. . . J

S2.00cov«r .75 pints

Tomorrow Night -

Room Full of Diues

Thursdoy 29th -

Southwest port/
Fridoy -

Fountoin Hood

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

10

12:

1:

1

1

Today, Avante Guarde Video

30 - 12:30 Un Pas Par Dela -
Homegrown Avante
Guarde Video

:30 - 1:00 Suite (212) - Nam June
Paik's View of New York
City

;00 - 1:30 Edited for Television -
Nam June Paik distorts

Marshal! McCluen
30 - 1:45 Works of James Nelson -

Real hot Stuff
45 - 2:00 Short Shots - Bits of

V^idMO
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome to Co<legian Office CC 113 • ft 4^ T At; ikii ^ r
^^ '-" ^-*^ ^" ^" ^fc ^^h^

Cash ,n advan^PV. '' ^'^'' * °""^'"" '^ ^ '^ ^° ^^^s pr.or ,o pubhcat.on daycash ,n advance • 5 consecut.ve days 5% discount • Phone number FREE
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A BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDJO^
Sonically Superior Audio. The word IS
spreading_Audio Consultants 549-0720

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor
mation available with Randy 546-701 ."^

Pierpont Art Exhibition and Competi
tion. open to all Five College
undergraduates, Mayday May 1st Cash

^lif^lv, *^°l^^®^°"^®' barbecue. Call
546-4572 or 546-5286 for more info

ATTENTION
.FRUSTRATED MUSICIANS

Drummer Is looking to form a competent
Pop/ Rock Band - guitar, bass, and vocalist
needed I am looking at this situation as only
acrMtn^e venture not a career ca'l Mike Riff^64&4 or leave a message on the Col
legian Arts Desk

Concept 1 sneakers Hi-Leathers $26 Lo-
Leathers $24 Suede $22 call Mike 549^1^
Kingsize waterbed, heater, pedestal
^^3ve (^mpened mattress, good condition,'

Peavey Amp Backstage 30 new $50 call
John 665-7752

Used Bikes Bought and Sold. All major
brands of bicycles repaired. Free estimates
and free safety checks. Peloton Sports 1 E
Pleasant St., Amherst 1549-6904) and 15
State St., Northampton (584-101 6)

^^oijn for sale $175.00 nice tone call Wade
253-9760

Tape Deck the VCX-300 by Vector
Research. Versatile, attractive, mint condi-
tion, negotiable price. Contact Guy
546-9013

OLDER STUDENTS SOCIAL
Come meet other older students in a
relaxed atmosphere on Thurs. April 29 4-7
pm at the 10th floor Campus Center free
hors d'oevres, music, cash bar. Sponsored
by the Older Students Service Network

PERSONALS

FOUND

AUDIO
Speakers Clarke Systems $650. new
yours for $325, ZAdvents $240 lew yours
fof $120 Ed 253-9924

AUTO FOR SALE

FREE RENT

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790
1974 Chevy Impala good cond, runs fine
no work needed, $850 Kevin 665-4362
19W Triumph Spitfire convertible ex-
cellent must sell 413 337-4289

Male to share room in quiet 2 bedroom
apt at Cliffside immediately and receive
August's rent free. $100/month including
utilities 253-5676

FURNITURE FOR SALE

BASS PLAYERS

We've got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go. Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

GEILS TICKETS

Martlri Roundwounds - 50% discount
gJO stnngs for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMSH
Delivered by professional Bellydancer

Za-loT^*^
"""sual gift. Call Theresa.

Cells Tickets for sale Hartford may 1 call
Mark at 253-5385

GIVING IT AWAY

BUTTERFIELD

Interwted in living in a dorm with its

aJ^ ^ L ,^ *° information sessions in
Butterfield lounge 4/26 - 4/27 at 7 pm

CHEAP APARTMENT

Almost - '81 Hitachi cassette deck w/nnetal
E Dolby $75 Dual turntable w/shure car-
tridge $50 Akai (bareiy used) 8-track deck
w/fast forward $35 call 6-9723

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic
546-6684

Summer sublet two bedrooms, two
oaths take both rooms or only one $140 ea
hiHy^nished utilities included call John
549-1586 available June

HELP WANTED

CHECK-IT OUT
Tovvnhouse two^bidroom apartment
with air-conditioning, wall-to-wall
carpeting dishwasher, 1 !6 baths, fall op-
bgi, unfumished. Call Eric or Scon at
549-2811, keep trying.

DONTCOMPLAIN

^°" *^""'» Wame anyone else if you don't
vote. Elections are Thursday! Vote at thePC nearest you.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
Help wanted full and part-time needed
business experience helpful, but not
necessary. Call 546-7051/546-7054

ENTERTAINMENT

?r^"^'"^«r?^°'' "-'^^ "^ CONCERTCCA Apr. 29 5 pm $1.00 7. 9, 11 $1.50
Meg Christian Tickets: See Meg perform

r2)'eLn'2J[L*^°^'^ """^o ^'^^^ available.
Call 549-5796 eve or 256-6296 day. Ask for
Jane or Bruce

The Collegian Business Dept. is accep
ting applications now for position of Assis-
tant Business Manager and the position of
Business Manager. Applicants need be
University students with considerable
business experience. Please apply at 113
Campus Center. The Collegian is an equal
opportunity employer
Bottle Bill, Consumer Issues, safe
energy, and ecology. Summer jobs pro-
moting social change. MASSPIRG, the
states largest public interest organization is
hinng summer staff for public education
and fundraising. Will train. $135 200/wk
and $160 $225/ wk. Positions available in
Amherst, Boston. Cape Cod and
Worcester. Interviews April 27. Contact
student employment at 545-1951

Experienced reliable childcare sought
for toddler part/full time thru summer call
Carolyn Lester 253-3162

Models - past present and future needed
to be interviewed for womens studies pro-
ject. Please help, call 772-6886

FOR RENT

LOST

Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
tovvnhouse apartment in Southwood 1 V,
^^^'^^^fP^^rig, pool, tennis courts
253-5759

Two people wanted to share large Puff-
ton bedroom, $99 each, heat included
Available 9/1 call 549-5184

2 bdrm apt on bus rte pool, lease starts
June 1 call Renee 253-3378

Creetview one bedroom apt 549-1369
10 nnlnute walk to campus - 2 bedroom
apt (fits 4) call 549^4353

4 bedroom house for faculty family or 4
graduate students. Available June 15 Walk

(212)'^^?2426"'^*"'* ^*"^^ ^^" ^^^^^^O''

Southwood Apt for rent av June 1 call
Mike, 253-5618

5 bedroom house summer sublet fall op-
tion bus rte $500 avail 6/1 586-6483~~~

FOR SALE

Thin amall calculator in Eng East Aud
after Ecori 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need

^Se^X
'°' classes. Pleasel Csij

Eyeglasses lost between Brown and GRC
brown frames tan case call 546-5860
Small green pockatbook lost near
Southwood Apts April 18. Rainbow
keychain and ID wanted call Val 6-8382
My beautiful orange, yellow and blue
striped hammock "disappeared" the night
of Fri Apnl 16. I can't replace it -- it's from
brazil, has great sentimental value. Reward

549'2ff79
"*^ and no questions asked. Lisa

motorcycles"

Almost full scuba outfit excellent condi
tion around $300 256^6336 must sell

1981 Kawasaki KZGGO - excellent cond
^!« ,^^"*^ ^'''"fl included. 1775$ or BO
549-1700

1978 GS 750 Suzuki excellent condition

S^o'lL,. "^ *""8 ^"®«n s«a^ must sell
253-2874

1977 Honda 380T excellent condition 9000
miles Tom 253 5435 keep trying $800

NORTHEAST RESIDENTS

Jacket - Umass Athletic 4/16 NOPE Gym
Rm 101 call 546-4658

Vote Vote Vote Northeast Area Elections
will be held April 27 from 8 - 10 PM in your
dorm lobby

Maiden Voyage: Lead singer -
I like your

tune. Please reply. Maiden-in-waiting

On this day ANNA gave birth to her
moonbeam. Now that she's 19 and
graduated Dicks course, she's ready to
meet her Tom Dollie. Happy Birthday
Caroline girl! Love Cousin Kim G.
Happy Birthday Rex. Hope this day is
memorable. Love always. Nika
Are you tired of your dorm? Want to try
sornething new? The social awareness floor

!a/l.
?"' *^® °'^®'^ students corridor in

Wheeler, and the fine arts music hall in Gor-man are looking for you! For more info or toagn up contact the Brett cluster office at
5-3945

Caroline happy Birthday tonight's your

LovJ 71?"^
explore the Alaskan Pipe-Line?

Caroline - There once was a girt from
Brookline whose name was sweet Caroline
her birthday was her so I gave her a cheer
cause her friendship would always be mineHappy Birthday Love Ray-Man

^j^»^o|^A^^^

Undergraduate Business Club general
meeting and elections, Thursday April 29th@ 7 p.m. SBA room 112. Attendance man-
datory!

Need $5007 Win the grand prize at the
cosrriic wimpout tournament Saturday at
the Hangar! '

Happy Birthday Shinny wish I was there
to help you celebrate Love Sitek

Northeast Area Elections will be hekt
Tuesday April 27 from 8-10 pm in yourdorm lobby - remember to vote
Weenie Happy Early B-day! Hope this

l^'^T^K^J^^ '^ P'««»« do"'t die onme. 143 Midget

KENNY HARTUMQ

Tennis €r Racquetball next day stringing
service call the Racquet Doctors 256-07ra
anytime

Spring Tune-Ups all makes & models in-

^^^^o",^®
^^^ professional call Mark

253-3168

Need sorrieone to talk with? Call the Les-
bian and Gay Men's Counseling Collective.
M. Tu. Th, Fri 4-8 pm 54&-2646

SOUTHWEST ELECTIONS
Get out and vote for your future leaders!
Have a say in how your money is spent
You can make a difference.

SUMMER SUBLET

2 females for Southwood Apts $105 00
per month/per person. Cable TV, fully fur-
nished, pol. tennis courts, air cond op-

o?'^^''n°o"
^"'^ •**"*«• Available May 28 -Aug

31 Call 253-3810 or 256-0892 "

Brandywine 2 bedroom w/terrace
overiooking pond, pool. AC $290 permonth call 546-8766 ^
Surnmer sublet Puffton 2 bedroom AC
pool cable rent negotiable 549-1526
Two bedroom comfortably furnished Puf-
fton Village call Vat 549-6249 rates
negotiable

2 bedroom apt in Rolling Green utilities
inc. pnce neg. some furn call 546-9624
anytime

«"«-*»o*t

3 bdrrn furnished Puffton Apt rent
gJQOtgble call 546-4435 546-4441 or

Amherst Center summer only sJ^ii^
furnished $300 253-7584

Li^wIT^^'^^"^""y burnished apt

fowl?^'?;^""^ ^' '^*" St center Sf

Kenny: What's the definition of a J.A.P.?

PHOTO CONTEST
All soon-to-be-great and soon-to-be-
mediocre photographers are invited to
enter the Collegian 1st annual photo con-
test. Winners will receive gift certificates
tame and noteriety. Ansel Adams started
this way. Watch the Collegian for details.

RESUME WRITiMn

SUMMER SUBLET FALL OPTiON
~

\n!!L^I?^"' apartment in Swiss
rJ! 22. A^^^ ^''^^ "^^ a" utilities in-
cluded Act now and get a free couch.

«""!!• ^"L"»» '«^9« 2 bedroom

tk>n"^3^
beginning June 1 w/fall op-

4 bdrm $147 per nw all util 253-7278
Brandywine 2 bedroom
palace!! 549-4911

a student's

2 BDRM COLONIAL VILLAGE 280+ on

SJ'm'SS^^*'
**''°*' *'°"' conservation

SUMMER WORK

Ouick/confldential/efflcient call after 5PM or weekends 549-5727

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to Rorida at end of

Great money, travel, experience inter-

5^a!3^7-30^
^oo"> 175 at 12:30. 3:00,

RIDERS WANTED
Driving to Texas in June. Looking for so-

jS'SeS)?^'*'
^"'''"^ *"** expenses. Call

THE INVISIBLE BATTLE"
The Boltwood-Belchertown Project is
sponsoring a seminar entitled "The Invisible
Battle - the plight of the mentally retarded
°"

^-JP"' 2^ at 7:30 pm in the Com-
moriwealth Room in the Student Union all
are invited

TO SUBLET

BOOM WANTED
Male wants hosuing around N
^Tffig"

'^""* through Aug call Seth

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

Looking for 2 females to share onebedroom in Southwood Apts cheap sum-mer sublet with fail option 25^0669

Ir^-Tn"**' "" A** rr^'"" 0P*'0"« in coedBrand^ine Apt Anne 549-1934 or Jeff

1 bedroom with fall option bus route
pool. AC eves 253 3873
One bedroom in
Available 6/1, fall
253 3228, late

Colonial Village
option 137.50 +

SENIOR FINALLY GIVES UP
Amherst Center Apt. summer w/fall op-

1^0 -.Lr®®'"* ^®^ "'c« ^ qu'ot $350 -^

«>J-/o41

SERVICES

Professional Research, Writing. From

!c^^J?^«^*o^'°9 *^ Authors' Research,
raJO-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago. IL 60605

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
temrw available immediately Paul or Bill
twb-4391

Honing Green 2 bedroom apt to sublet for
surnmer. Furnished aU utilities air cond in-duded rent neg 256-0436

Southwood Apt Summer sublet only 2bdrm furnished with AC, pool, on bus route
rent negotiable call after 5 PM 2^-7123
Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom, pool,

S^Szi
*^*'"**'* -^""^ ^ ^" 546-5029 or

I^*^*^,'^? *AS**"" "P* available for sum-
mer & fall $147 everything, bus route and^» mi from campus 256-6101

S'?!l^?'li^'^' ^»' *^°"^ »° 3 W June
l8t Sept 1 $250 -h elec or sep neg 256-6228
Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond

SiuS'sii"^
'^'"'^ °" ''"» '°"»« "*9f^»»

Spacious 3 Bdrm apt next to Hadley

sri^te^r^^:;^^^^
One Bedroom in 5 bedroom house Fall

option. Bay road 256-6336. Ask for Andy.

qH^H!'!^ I""''.^***
"P* ^/^a" option in

bunderland on bus rte caj[afteivB6fiR-AQdfi

Puffton Village 1 bed^^i^rTT^Tf^iT^^n
rent negotiable for summer 549-3677

h/°''"l,"r5.?"
''""^ P"'*ton in private

house: $100/mo call 549-5917

Summer sublet 2 or 3 bdrms in Puffton
apt rent negotiable call Dru 549-0127 or
Holly 546-8854

t
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irMDA
iCollegJap ^^

Continued from page 8

Interested participants can caU Marie at 256-6446betw^n 9 am^ and 3 p.m. or Linda at 732-7464 conect'rem 9 a^m. to 5 p.m. Registration packets are avaUab e ai

loL^"? r'' ^^•'".'"u'
''^""'^ C'^b. Peleton, and theJones Library in Amherst. In Northampton thev are

?^tlt '' ''; "^w ' 'I ' "^""^ "^'^^ stofe. across from

wSld'st' '" Spnngfield at the MDA office. 20^

U.S. radioactive waste policy is criticized
WASHINGTON (AP)_Th^f„f„.^„f„..„i .-.. ....

»K n ^*Tc^^^^ ^^^^ - '^^^ ^"^"'•^ °f ""<='ear energy in
the Un.ted States is threatened by lack of a waste policy
although the elements of such a plan are available if
Congress pulls them together, a government report said

The federal government, which is legally responsible for
ultimately disposing of high level nuclear waste, does not
have a plan to do it after more than 20 years of commercial
atomic power, the report said.

Past delays in tackling the waste problem and un
certainty about the commitment to solve it have damaged
the government's credibility on the issue, said the Office of
lechnology Assessment report.
People are concerned whether the government will stick

with a policy for decades through changing ad-
mini-strations. And they wonder whether it can be trusted
to respond adequately to the concerns of states and others
directly affected by a waste program, it said.

ATTENTION STAFF

There^will be seminar offered by Ed Levine. news editor
and hteve Semple. managing editor, on newswriting
tornorrow at 6:30 in rm. 805-809 in the Campus Center. AU
ColU'gian staff writers are strongly urged to attend this
inlormative workshop.

Tonight

OLDIES NIGHT
- Two for One -

All Liquor Drinks

9 til i
and the

--w4ATOife & Heublein, Inc.
present

YukjD JadcNighliS
WIN

ALSO WIN

No cover

charge

Ji

Yikoojack T-Shirts,

Key Chains & Posters

JVC/250 Portable AM/FM Cassette Radio.

^r. A/ 15 E. Pleasant St <>^15 E. Pleasant St.

4 bedrm apt Swiss Village 147$ each
utilities included on bus route partly fur-
nished available June 1st with fall option!!!
256-6103

One bedroom available immediately in
South Amherst apartment summer and/or
fall option call 546-7028 Gail

Summer sublet townhouse apt furnished
3 bedroom rent negotiable 546-9616 or
546-9618

Col Village summer sublet w/fall option
2 bedroom 285 -t- next to pool 253-3406
Live in a townhouse 3 bedroom rent
negotiable call 549-1538

3 bedroom apartment summer sublet
townhouse call Karen 546-9588 Linda
546-5240

4 bdrm apt for summer 3 rooms w/option
One block from campus Responsible in-
dividual(s) for summer. Non-smoking semi-
veg. women preferred for fall. Monthy rent
450 549-1005

Fantastic location 5 minute walk to town
or campus summer sublet fall option
bedroom in three bedroom apartment
garage, cellar, two porches $150 -t-

256-0170

Summer only Puffton 2 bdrms swimpool
available June 1 call 548-3607 or 546-6952
Summer sublet w/fall option 3
bedrooms in 4 bedroom apt $147/mo
utilities included 253-2218

Furnished bedroom in 3 bedroom house.
Fall option. So. Amherst on bus Route
June 1. Rent negotiable. 256-0609

Puffton Summer sublet. 2 bdrm. furnished
directly across bus stop, pool tennis, rent
negotiable. 546-1471 or 546-9901 anytime

AMHERST CENTER Large 1 bedroom
apartment. Available June 1 256-8845 .

Brandywine apts Summer sublet with
possible fall option. One male roommate to
live in co-ed apt. $1.10/month plus elec-
tricity. call 546-4141

Summer sublet of one bdrm fall opt for
both. Lg Twnhse Sunderland bus Rt 168 +
neg partial furn 665-2956

LIVE 100 YARDS FROM CAMPUS at the'
red house next to Pike this summer price
negotiable, call 546-9102

Southwood 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apartment includes spotlight 253-9235.

Townhouse 3 bedroom apt fully furnished
rent negotiable call 549-5968

Brandywine 2BR, furnished, AC, pool
rent negot, 549-4122 '

Summer Sublet w/definite fall option 2
bdrm cliffside Avail June 1 $335/mo all
utilities inc call after 6: 665-3233
Summer Sublet w/fall option 4 bedroom
apt $147.00 inclusive 253-2204
One room in Swiss Village for summer
with fall otpion $147 per month includes
everything, call anytime 256-6432

2 bedroom apt summer sublet w/fall
option pool, on bus route $290 but rent
neg 665-4494

Riverglade townhouse 2 bedrooms, 2
bath, AC, pool, bus route available 6/1 fall
option IS yours call 256-8836

t ^^^L"^^^.^ ^'""9" «»"*''e^ ^a" option
bus rt 256-8459

0"« large bedroom in three bedroom
^fnJ!^f"^ '" ^°"s« Amherst Center
253-7074

Summer Sublet Fearing St. 3 bedroom
apartment large backyard available June 1
549-5044 Moira or Janis 546-8369

Summer sublet 2 bdrm Southwood apt
rent negotiable call 253-9083

Summer sublet w/fall option Cliffside
apts, ideal location one bedroom all utilities
included opt AC call after 5 666-7769
One bedroom University Park Apts fur-
nished June 1, fall option, rent negotiable
includes utilities, on bus route 253-3389
Beat deal yet. . .2 bdrm Brandywine Apts
on bus route, pool, tennis. Summer sublet

cViX-.Jor'
^"9 31st. rent negotiable, call

546-7625 or 546^5026 (keep trying)

2 bedroom Brandywine furnished, pool
rent neg. call alte Greg 548-4772 Jeff 6-6625
Brandywine 2 bedrooms w/patio pool
AC. bus route, rent negotiable 549-5127
Summer sublet /fall option one bedroom
'" 3^room Puffton Apt AC, pool, heat inc.
$130 non-smokers, quiet call Ricahrd
549-6194

Great opportunity: fully furnished, AC
cable TV, pool, tennis courts, 2 bedrooms'
cheap. Brandywine Apt 549-6588 after 6

2 bedroom townhouse Southwood Apts
on bus route fall option 256-6697

««« SPRING DINNER SPECIAL
MON., TUES. & WED. 3-10 P.M. ONLY $3.99

'
PoTM^i'ed Tee

'^'^^ ^^^°'^^ °' "^'^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^P' ^

FOR RESERVATIONS. PLEASE CALL 586 120?

48 RUSSELL ST., HADLEY, MASS.

Sublet w/fall option 2 bdr furnished on
bus route 665-2081

% mile to UMass Presidential Apts 2bedroom furnished negotiable 549-0896
$100 sublet plus utilities, nice apt owb
room, pool, responsible person, Riverglade
Apts call Tom 253-3187
Colonial Village„- 2 bedroom 280
starts June 1 fall option 253-3169

lease

Desperately needed summer sublet on-
ly in Presidential Apts 1 or 2 people rent
negotiable call 546-9874 keep trying

Farmhouse for th^ summer, possible fall
option bus route 75.00 per month 665-4721
ask for Heidi or Gay

J
brfrm $147 mo all util 253-5142 after 10

Puffton Village summer only 1 bedroom
fully furnished 549-5821

Fully furnished apt great location 1 1 2
bedrroms next to campus $250 BO
o4i»-tJo&/

Towne House own room, 3 bdr. 1 mi to
<^g!!?gMg.j.b^;sroi!!^549-6834 nights

S*n°io
' ^'"*'' °"® bedroom w/fall op-tion lewe can start from June 1 partially

Turnished for summer after 6 Zta-tMift
Two bedroom in Brittany Manor $195

.

on bus route 256-6321 Eva

?v"aT6ni»/7i**!:'''°°'"
'" Townhouse

^52B7 ^ ^"^' ^®" ^^5052 or

0!J^°'"'' *""^»^'«d apart, 2 min fromaoM juu nea ohone eler 549-0106

I^^r.««"** ^P** 3 bedroom, furnished,

^R'^°^' summer sublet call 546-9703 or
546-9654

Colonial Village fall option 1 bedroom in a
2 bedroom apt $110/mo one person, $75
each for two. On bus route, pool 253-7482

2 bedroom at Cliffside m Sunderland on
bus route all utilities included definite fall
option I 6 sumemr sublet call 665-4706

Summer sublet Southwood 3 bdrm
I^IS'^^?"*® *P* "^^"^ negotiable call
546-8564 or 546^5353

St^'SSB-Meg***'^
with fall option of Main

Best offerl Takes townhouse 3 bedroom

apt. A/C call 6-5223 or 6-5222

Colonial Village 2 bedroom apartment
summer sublet with fall option 256-8233
evenings

Two-bedroom-Southwood-apartment
with fall option great location call Lisa for
details 253-9453

Squire Village 2 bdr townhouse, AC
pool, near stores, bus. Available June 1
with fall option $295 negotiable 665-2127
2 bedrooms above convenience storeMam St 1 mi from Amherst Ctr $120/rm call
John 546-9538 or Scip 546-4967

Four bedroom apt for summer with fall
option 17 per month utilities inci 253-5937
Two bedrooms available in Puffton sum-
mer sublet 549-5487

Summer sublet fall option 4 bedroom
Swiss Village $147/month everything in-
cluded 256-0824

Puffton Village 1 bedroom,
sublet w/fall option 548-6495

summer

Summer only one room in 3 bedroom apt
Puffton Village 105.00 negotiable? 548-5184
keep trying

Summer with fall option. 2 bedroom
Lantern Court on bus route 666-3997 niahts

TYPING SERVICES

Freelance Typing, editing, tape transcrib-
ing. Reasonable rates, top skills. Profes-
sional executive secretary. Amherst Center

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
goldand silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst. 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

r?tTr!2
^ T"' *''""• ^°' responsible

retired couple for July and August inAmherst or Deerfield vicinity. Will cut lawnand keep apt immaculate. References ex-changed. Call collect 1-305^723-092

Rolling Green Apartment wanted June
first. Call 549-3843 after five.
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Baseball team loses to Mother Nature again
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

When it comes to New England weather,
there simply is no justice. This is especiaUy
true if you are a member of the University
of Massachusetts baseball team.

Yesterday's victim was supposed to be
the University of Connecticut Huskies
(Yukon Huskies, get it).

The Huskies were the number one vic-
tims when the contest was cancelled due to
rain since they had travelled to Lorden
Field to play but the UMass Minutemen
were also once again on the receiving end of

another raw deal handed out by Mother
Nature, bringing her total of stolen games
to four.

"Baseball players really enjoy playing the
game." said head coach Dick Berquist. "I
think if they had the chance they would play
every day."'

The game was to be the first of four
consecutive home games for the mittmen
and it constitutes the fourth game that has
been lost to the weather since, according to
Berquist. it will not be made up.

The remaining games of this homestand
will be big ones in terms of any chance for

post season play for the I'Mass team,
especially tomorrow's doubleheader against
the University of Rhode Island.

A half hour prior to game time the
players appeared casual, the way one might
act when given some sort of psychology test

that doesn't count for a grade. It was just
as if the players knew Mother Nature would
not let them play that afternoon.

When the team bus arrived from UConn
and all of a sudden the protective fences
were being carried from the field, the
umpires weren't there.

It took about five short minutes for the

umpires to return.

That was all the time it took though.
Mother Nature, realizing that sparse
drizzle to light rain would not be enough,
increased the volume of the rain just as it

was time to remove the tarp.
And that was all, there would be no hits,

no runs, no errors, and no baseball on this
afternoon.

Something did get to have fun anyway,
though' because what might very well have
been the first mosquito of the year found
the neck of a certain Collegian sportswriter
as he tried to hide from the rain under the
pine trees behind home plate.

Softball team
splashes past
Central Conn
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Correspondent

Despite the pouring rain yesterday, the University of
Massachusetts varsity Softball team did play its game
against Central Connecticut and won by a 16-7 margin
after 5 Vz innings.

Central Connecticut got on the board right away in their
half of the first. Central scored two runs when Debbie
Kelo walked and t len scored on a Tammy Hude blast to the
gap in center field Hyde later scored on a sacrafice fly.
The Minutewomen answered with five runs in their half

of the innning. Tina Coffin, who was on base with a walk,
scored on a Christine Coughlin single. Karen LaVerdiere
scored on a fielders choice. Later in the inning, after the
bases had been loaded. Patricia Masury hit a triple and
collected three RBIs.

Connecticut scored a run in each of the next two innings.
Kelly Hynes scored on a sacrifice bunt in the second and
Denise Brough singled home Debbie Logan in the third.
The UMass offence then tagged Central for 10 runs over

the course of the next two innings.
In the third. Karen LaVerdiere walked. Jacqueline Gaw

singled up the middle, and Christine Coughlin bunted
safely to load the bases. A wild pitch scored LaVerdiere.
Gaw came home when Frances Troy hit safely and the
floodgates were open.
Mary Ann I^ombardi hit a sacrifice fly to score Coughlin

and Troy scored when a throw was hobbled by the Con
necticut first baseman. Before the inning came to a close
Coughlin (yes. the same Coughlin who had already been at
the plate and scored) hit a double sending two more UM

There will be an intrmural track and field special April
28. Sign in at the Derby Track 3:30-4 p.m. for field events-
3:30 4:20 for running events. The meet is open to all
UMass students (men and women divisions). For more
information, drop by the IM Office at 215 Boyden or call
them at 545-2693.

.ft« uZs^'XI^VAr - ^" ^r *?*•"• "'*^«"*"' Connecticut .Hde'.tto^'conTb^after UMass shortstop Allj-son Rioiu has already stepped on the bag. UMass won the game 16-7.

baserunners home.
The Minutewomen added another run in the fourth

mning and the question became, how long before the game
is called as the rain increased in intensity.
Gina Mantino, who went the distance for the mitt-

women, gave up gave up a series of singles in the Con
necticut half of the sixth inning but after Patti ReiUy was

thrown out trying to stretch out a double the game was
called.

The team played Keene Sate away on Sunday and won
by a score of 12 7.

The next game will be a doubleheader at home against
the University, of Rhode Island on Wednesday with the
first game scheduled to begin at 1pm.

uazelles stay unbeaten by thumping: Yale
MAUREEN SULLIVAN p,^ „. ..^ ,, „,

^ MT O ^^
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's lacrosse team
continued its unbeaten ways Sunday when it leveled Yale
University, 11-2, at New Haven.
The victory was the sixth in a row for the Gazelles; who

play Boston College this afternoon at 4 p.m. on the upper
NOPE field (weather permitting).
Against Yale, the Gazelle defense rose to the occasion

again, allowing just 10 shots on UMass goalie Debbie
DeJesus.

"The defense has been so consistent," said UMass coach

Pam Hixon, J'Yvette Rheault, Linda Bevelander,
ludryn and Holly Jennings have helped us win all
games. They've been great."
As for the offense, the Gazelles got out its minislump

from Saturday s game against New Hampshire (when
they were shut down the entire second halO and took 36
shots at the Yale goal. Pam Moryl was high scorer for
UMass. while Tish Stevens and senior co-captain Margie
Anderson also scored for the Gazelles.

"I was really happy with the way they played." said Hix
on, I was worned that the UNH game, which was pretty
physical, had taken something out of them. But they
played two strong halves. I was really pleased."

Moores in nationals

Today's game against the Eagles will be the last home
game of the season for the Gazelles, and the last home ap-
pearance for senior co-captains Anderson and Jennings
as well as senior goaltender Rita Hubner and attack wine
Lmda Thayer.
After the BC game, the Gazelles go to Springfield Col-

lege Thursday afternoon for a game originally scheduled
for April 8, but was called due to snow.
The UMass junior varsity lost to Yale's JVs Sunday, 5-2

The loss drops the JV Gazelles' record to 2-3. Yesterday's
game against Springfield College was called due to rain.
Charlyn Robert's team will host Mount Holyoke Aoril 30
on the upper NOPE field.

Oarswomen lose one, win one
By TIM LUCZKOW
Collegian Staff

Several members of the University of
Mas.sachusetts women's track competed in
the Penn. State Relays this past Thursday
and came away with fairly good results.

Three team members ran in the 3000
meter event. Patricia Moores turned in the
best Minutewomen performance with a
time of 9:46. a time good enough to quahfy
her for the Nationals later this spring.

"She was running very well. " said coach
Kalenka Banda. "And she will probably run
the longer 5000 meter event at the
Ea.sterns."

Also running the 3000 were Judy
-McOone, who ran a 9:53. and Iris

McDonough, who finished in 10:23.

The only other race which contained
members of the UMass team was the
distance medlety. This is a relay race which
has uneven intervals of 1200. 400. 800. and
1600 meters, in that order.
Running the first leg of the race for the

UMass group was freshman Maureen
O'Reilly. She ran the 1200 meters in an
impressive 5:40.

Following O'Reilly was Leah Loftis who
turned in a 58.4 second 400 before handing
off to Sally Anderson. Anderson covered
800 meters in in 2:24.

Caroline Gardiner anchored the team and
ran (he final 1600 meters in 5:04 and the
UM contingent finished in tenth place
overall.

The Minutewonn'n host Vermont today
and will al.so play hoM to the New England
championships this weekend.

By ELLEN HASKINS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
women's crew hosted competition again.st
Smith College and Northeastern University
Saturday morning in optimum rowing
conditions. The home crew finLshed first in
the novice race and third in the varsity
race.

The ideal weather proved to be an asset
for the Smith team as it captured the
varisty victory. Thirty strokes off the start
in this feature competition. Northeastern
was ahead of Smith by a boatlongth. with
the UMass crew trailing in third place.

After 500 meters. Smith moved by
Northeastern and took a boallenglh lead. In
the final 250meter sprint, the UMa.ss
women gained on Northea-stern to close the
race for second place to a three seat margin,

but the home crew was unable to pass the
challengers before the finish line. Smith
crossed with a time of 5:16, Northeastern
placed with a 5:22, and UMass followed
with a 5:26.

"This was a definite turning point." said
coach Barbara Roche. 'Although we didn't
wm. we rowed smoother and with more
control than we have been rowing."
The UMass novice crew proved its

competitive prowess as the women came
trom third place to win in the final meters of
t heir race.

Rowing into the final 250-meters with
Smith leading by a boatlength. UMa.ss
increased its cadence and held the power
steady to move even with Smith. With less
than 50 meters to go. the home crew pulled
by Smith to win with a time of 6:19. Smith
followed with a 6:22. and Northeastern
placed third with a 6:43.
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Profs attack
state budget
ByPAULBASKEN
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Society of Professors (MSP), the
faculty union at the University of Massachusetts,
yesterday said the recommended state higher education
budget, on which voting starts today in the State House,
could mean as many as 72 faculty layoffs next year at
UMass.
The House of Representatives will today begin con-

sideration of the Commonwealth's budget bill, approved
last week by the Ways and Means Committee, which
would allocate a "lump sum" of $374.2 million to the 28
public in.stitutions of higher education.
Bruce Laurie, president of MSP. yesterday said the

budget bill would not only cost the university faculty

positions, but would also continue pressure on majors
which are already oversubscribed and delay the
replacement and modernization of scientific equipment and
laboratories which will otherwise "continue to
deteriorate. " An MSP report released yesterday said these
estimates were based upon recommendations of financial

need from the UMass Board of Tru.stees, which were
repeated this weekend by I'Mass President David C.
Knapp. The trustees' recommendation, which cannot be
compared directly to the committee recommendation due
to the "lump sum" format, calls for $174 million for UMass.
with the Amherst campus receiving $1 10 million.

Ken Moore, chairman of the Public Policy committee of

the Undergraduate Student Senate, yesterday said his

committee members have visit€?d about 15 to 20
representatives this week in an effort to both improve the

Continued on page 5

CAMPUS REFLECTIONS - As ^aduation and finals approach, the studenTb^'dT at' theuniversity can relax at various spots on campus. Like this spot which reflect the Fine Arts CenterBuilding m the Campus Pond.

Ex-prisoner breaks out into the classroom
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Correspondent

After spending 18 years in every correctional institution

in Massachusetts and fighting for prisoner rights. Gerald
Sousa has brought aU his exprience and knowledge to the
University of Massachusetts as a teacher. Sousa. 40. is fast

becoming a household word as the man who was able to
totally rehabilitate himself despite so many hardships and
oppositions in his life.

For 11 of those 18 years in prison, Sousa fought back
against prison injustices which led to major courtroom
victories and his subsequent release from prison in 1981.

Considering prison to be "the greatest learning experience
anyone could have", he now relates all his knowledge to the
University in a very popular course called "Prisons as a
Microcosm of Society."

Sousa grew up in Fall River, living in poverty, where
merely surviving was the main goal, even more important
than education, which led to his quitting school in the 10th
grade to work. Jobs, though, were highly competitive and
very hard to hold. Crime was the natural extension of this

environment and. as it turned out for many young kids, the
only alternative.

Sousa's calling came in 1963 when he and a friend were
caught holding up a bar. The bar owner was shot and killed

in the process and Sousa was convicted of first degree
murder and sentenced to life in pri.son. although he did not
actually pull the trigger.

Sousa's career in prison was marked by many ups and
downs but one thing was sure: he was very dismayed at

the amount of corruption in the system and the lack of

p«M)ple being rehabilitated.

"I started opening my eyes and seeing what was going
on all around me. How people were just being
dehumanized and tossed back onto the street only to be

brought right back on a worse charge. " Sousa said.
In an attempt to counteract the horrors of their life.

Sousa and the other prisoners began to organize against
the administration.

"They were suppressing our human rights and so we
started demanding to be treated as normal human beings."
he said. "We started demanding that they have educational
programs, safety mechanisms for the machines and work
programs that would be beneficial to us when we got back
onto the street" Sousa said.

Feeling threatened by any ideas of change, the ad
ministration took the demands very harshly and moved in

on who they felt was the leader. It turned out to be Gerald
Sousa. Termed as a troublemaker by the warden, he was
dragged out of his cell, beaten severely and thrown into
the segregation unit in 1970. Confined to a cell for 23 hours
a day. beaten, gassed and threatened with years more, any
prisoner taken to block 10 of Walpole knows the message:
bend or be broken.

But Sousa would not bend or let the administration get
the best of him.

"I always had my pride while I was .struggling aginst all

those inhumanities." he said. Although he spent eight
grueling years in .solitary confinement, being beaten,
harassed, .set up and lied to repeatedly, it gave him serious
testimony against the administration. In the following
years. Sou.sa sued the Massachu-setts Department of
('orrections for the many injustices he had received.

The case created widespread attention all over the state
supported and rallied around him. Sousa also came into
contact with a group of young lawyers, namely Max Stern,
who became devoted to getting Sou.sa out of solitary and
hopefully prison.

In 1978. Sousa won his $27,000 lawsuit in the U.S.
District Court of which the Department of Corrections

appealed to the U.S. First Circuit Court of Appeals in 1979.
Sousa won that case and then the appeal went on to the
U.S. Supreme Court. The Supreme Court, however,
refused to hear the ca.se and gave him total victory on
January 18, 1980. On that same day. Governer Edward J.
King denied Sousa's petition for commutation of sentence,
which showed that King was angry about the court case.
Sousa said. But this created a renewed effort in the
community to get him out of prison and one year late,
under inten.se pressure by his supporters and some white
collar busine.ssmen. King commuted Sousa's sentenced on
January 16. 1981.

With Sousa on the outside, people are now able to see
the prison .system from an inside point of view.

"The whole system has to be rethought." he said. "It is a
monster and it eats up good, strong and beautiful people.
You have to transform it by taking the positive and
working with it."

His UMass course introduces .students to the cultural
forces interacting within prisons and how it compares to
.society as a whole.

"Prisons are simply a microcosm of our whole society.
People get caught up in crime, sexism, racism and drugs in
order to survive in their environment. This becomes a
pri.son around them without steel bars, because they can't
escape it." Sousa .said.

For the future. Sou.sa said he wants to keep on teaching
and go for his masters degree in anthropology through
creating a new field of Anthropology dealing with the
"Culture of Penology." As for life in general, he relates his
current success to the fact that he never gave up.

"Struggle has been my whole life. " he said. "(From)
shining shoes when I was a kid to all the way up. I am not
one to quit. That's why here I am teaching, that's pretty
good."

Grad senate calls Long Range Plan unfair
By LAURIE FISHER
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate (GSS) at the University of
Massachusetts voted unanimously last night to accept the
response to the Long Range Plan (LRP) drawn up by the
GSS subcommittee, and elected Greg Graham and Paul
Weiss to the positions of executive officer and treasurer
respectively.

Jack Delmond. president of the GSS. said that the GSS
response to the LRP was based on the facts that the
statements and recomendations of the Working Group
(WG) are inconsistent, and that the criteria for judging the
departments is not fair, correct, or consistant.
The 19 page respon.se included several specific aspects for

reconsideration;

The 19-page resfwn.se included .several specific asj)ects
for reconsideration;

,
• The Department of communication studies should be
brought together, not dispersed.

• Combining a Ph.D. degree programs in foreign
languages and comparative literature department seems
unworkable.

• A 16.3 percent reduction in the size of faculty in the
School of F]ducation seems unjustified, and the decrease in

13 positions is abritary and without rationale.

• Recommendations as regards graduate study in both
comparitive literature and foreign language studies would
serve neither adequately, and is therefore altogether
unacceptable.

• While the use of centers of excellence is recognized.

use of centers of excellence in the LRP is inappropriate
and should be droppetl.

"The WG set out to do an important job. to evaluate and
compare the departments and ended up doing a poor job.
which should be redone with attention paid to accurate and
thorough data gathering, relevant and logical use of
statistics and argument, supported claims, and consistency
of a fixed set of criteria across departments." said Sanjiv
Dugal. vice president of GSS and head of the LRP response
subcommittee.

Graham, a graduate student in sociology, was voted 25-7-

1 to the position of executive officer. He ran for the second
year in a row. this year against Barbara Baker. Weiss was
elected by acclamation, and will be treasurer for the
second time.
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World
Falklands invasion reportedly set for today
WASHTMr.THM t\Xi\ A .. ^ . ... .

•'WASHINGTON (AP) - Argentine Foreign Minister
Nicanor Costa Mendez said yesterday his government has
received information that British naval forces may attack
the t aJkland Islands within the next 24 to 48 hours

Costa Mendez, in a brief statement to a meeting of
Organization of American States foreign ministers, urged
the OAS to speed its deliberations on the crisis in view of
the gravity of the situation.

He offered no additional information about the alleged
British plans.

Earlier in the day, British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher told questioners in the House of Commons that
time IS fast running out" for a peaceful settlement of the
dispute and added:

We have Uken and continue to take the view that
unless we bring military pressure to bear, the Argentines
are unlikely to withdraw from the Falklands."

Press Association. Britain's domestic news agency, said
government sources indicated commando teams would be
landed on the Falklands for reconnaissance missions by
today.

But British military experts told The Associated Press
they did not expect a major landing for at least two weeks,
until the 1 .500 Royal Marines aboard the British task force
are reinforced by some 3.000 commandos and paratroopers
en route to the area aboard backup ships.

British submarines have enforced a sea blockade around
the Falklands since April 11

Plane crashes, 112 people aboard are killed
PEKING (AP) — A Chinese jetUner reported carrying

foreign tourists crashed near the scenic southern city of
Guilin. and China's official news aganecy Xinhua said
yesterday that all 112 people aboard were kUled.
Xinhua said the British-made Trident jet crashed

Monday but gave no reason for the delayed report and did
not mention whether any foreigners were aboard. But
unconfirmed reports from Hong Kong said two Americans.
50 Hong Kong Chmese and several Japanese tourists were

on the plane.

China's government rarely discloses news about
disasters and there was no immediate way to obtain details
of the crash until authorities released them.
Xinhua said flight 3303 of China's CAAC airline was

carrymg 104 passengers and eight crew when it departed
Canton's Baiyun White Cloud Airport for Guilin but radio
contact suddenly was lost 35 minutes later. The plane
crashed 28 miles from Guilin. Xinhua said.

Dig^est
By the Associated Press

Oil rig crew rescue
criticized by captain
BOSTON (AP) — A sea captain who tried to rescue

crewmen from the capsized drilling rig Ocean Ranger told
yesterday of finding 20 dead men still strapped into their
overturned lifeboat, its hull caved in by mountainous
North Atlantic waves.

The captain and another ship's master criticized rescue
equipment that proved inadequate in the hurricane-force
blizzard that sank the massive oil rig. killing all 84
crewmen.
The Coast Guard and National Transportation Safety

Board are holding a joint inquiry into the sinking of the $50
million drilling rig 175milesoff Newfoundland Feb. 15.

Capt. Baxter Allingham. master of the Norditor. a
supply ship, told the panel that his vessel discovered a
capsized lifeboat from the drilling rig about six hours after
the Ocean Ranger issued a distress call.

"It had a large hole in the bow and seven or eight bodies
came floating through the hole." said .

After attempting to raise the lifeboat from the water.
Allingham said, he could see about 20 bodies "strapped in
with lifebelts."

Recovery efforts failed when a cable broke.

Another captain. James Davidson, told investigators
"It did appear to me the actual hulls of the lifeboats werJ
just not made to absorb the kind of weather conditions
they experienced."

SP^?^}^"^^^ "^""s were breeched, it must have been very
difficult for the men aboard." Davidson testified

Northampton woman found dead

accusedofpitting
SPRINGFIELD - An agent for the state

SPCA said yesterday he went undercover
for two months before arresting a martial
arts instructor accused of pitting stray dogs
as "practice fodder" against fighting bull
terriers.

Richard LeBlond. of the Massachusetts
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals. aUeged yesterday the arrested
West Springfield man took stray dogs from
the society's pound by using an alias.
LeBlond arrested Timothy Sicard. 25.

late Saturday at a Springfield karate school
and charged him with cruelty to animals.
LeBlond alleged he blew his cover after
witnessing a fight stayed by Sicard bet-

terrier and a stray Germanween a bull

shepherd.

Sicard pleaded innocent Tuesday in
Hampden County District Court and was
released pending a hearing in June.

He made no comment on the charges.
"We were waiting for a real fight." said

LeBlond. "But I couldn't justify watching
this pet dog get ripped up. I had to blow my
cover even though we made only one
arrest."

WilHam Curran. chief of the society law
enforcement division, said conviction of
cruelty to animals carried a $1,000 fine and
five years imprisonment.

NORTHAMPTON - A 29-year-old
woman was found dead in her apartment
yesterday, the victim of "an obvious
homicide." according to State Police Sgt.
Thomas O'Connor.

Eileen Bonneau found the body of her
daughter. Sylvia M. Callahan, when she
went to the young woman's apartment in
the city's Florence section about 11 a.m. to
have coffee with her. police said.

The woman's husband, Joseph P
Callahan, had left the apartment about 7
a.m. to go to work, authorities said. The
dead woman was an employee of the New
England Telephone Co. in Greenfield.
Another state trooper said there was a

considerable amount of blood found in
several rooms of the apartment. Police
would not say how she died or whether
there are any suspects.

Hospital drugpolicy challenged
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MONTPELIER. Vt. - A former patient
at the Vermont State Hospiul in Water-
bury has filed a class action suit to try to
prevent mental patients from being given
drugs against their will.

It is the first court chaUenge to the state's
pohcy on the use of drugs, seclusion and
physical restraints to control unruly mental
patients. Mental Health Commissioner

Richard Surles said yesterday.
Under Vermont's rules, patients can only

be drugged involuntarUy in an emergency,
Surles said.

"Generally, patients are in the state
hospital because they are violently mentally
ill. and are too ill to be handled elsewhere,
and sometimes certain medical decisions
have to be made," said the commissioner.

Son of Tip 's foe falls to death
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BOSTON - The 3-yearold son of a
politician who plans to run for U.S. House
Speaker Thomas "Tip" O'NeiU's seat fell to
lis death yesterday from the second floor of
an elevator shaft, authorities said.
The child, identified as Frank L

McNamara III. was pronounced dead on
arrival at 2:15 p.m. at Boston City Hospital
according to hospital spokesman Michael
Euele. He suffered multiple head injuries.
The boy apparently fell down the

elevator shaft in his Beacon Hill residence

at 94 Beacon St.. according to Boston Police
spokeswoman Mary Killeen.

The- McNamara
second floor.

apartment is on the

He was the son of Kay and Frank L.
McNamara Jr.. 34. a Republican candidate
who has announced he will seek the 8th
Congressional District seat held by O'Neill
according to Maureen Cavanaugh,'
executive secretary of the GOP State
Committee.

Stolichnaya Night
(top shelf Russian Vodka)

Stoly A mixer. . .1.2S Stoly A one liquor. . .1.95
Free T-shirts A prizes throughout the night
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Coll«inan photo by Kevin J. Fachetti

WAVING HER FLAG — Laurie Curtis, a freshmen from Cashin,
practices with her flag with other members of the UMass marching
band flag group yesterday in front of the Old Chapel.
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Referendum campaign
picks up $3,500 bill
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Nuclear Referendum
Campaign will foot the bill for ap
proximately $3,500 lost at a benefit concert
held at the University of Massachusetts on
April 15, campaign member and promoter
Jim Spencer said yesterday.
Campaign member Cliff McCarthy had

previously told the Collegian that the
Student Coalition Against Nukes
Nationwide (SCANN) had promoted the
concert knowing they would lose money. At
that time, he said the concert would be
underwritten by an unnamed source.
Spencer said yesterday the source is the

Nuclear Referendum Campaign.
The concert, which featured the John

Hall Band and Crockett in the UMass Fine
Arts Center Concert Hall, lost the money
after only $480 worth of tickets were sold
for the 2.000 seat hall.

There were other gains from the concert,
however. Spencer said. These gains in-

cluded publicity for the referendum,
training for future concerts ?nd a "sense of
accomplishment for those who worked on
the concert."

"Outside of the attendance, the concert
was a great success," Spencer said.

John Hall agreed with Spencer.
• Tm very encouraged by the effort these
people put into the show," Hall said.

Spencer said the choice of John Hall as
the major act may have had a bearing on
the lack of attendance at the show. He also
said a short lead time in which to promote
the concert, the early April blizzard and a
lack of student knowledge about the
referendum had hurt the show.
The lack of knowledge about the

referendum has "consistently hampered the
campaign," Spencer said.

The campaign is attempting to raise
enough signatures to put a binding
referendum on the November ballot, which
will require voter approval before any
nuclear waste dumps are built within the
state.

Ex-gov. to talk to senate
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Former governor of Massachusetts
Foster Furcolo, the only member of the
Board of Regents who, according to stu-

dent leaders, actively supports student
issues, will speak at the Undergraduate
Student Senate meeting at 7 p.m. tonight
in the Campus Center room 163.

Furcolo will speak on the state of higher
education and "how it is deteriorating due
to monetary constraints." according to

Chariene Allen of the Senate Third World
Caucus, sponsor of the event. Furcolo was
the only regent to vote against tuition

hikes.

A member of the Massachusetts State
College System said Furcolo is nationally
recognized as "the author of the program
for loans to needy students throughout
the United State and the father of the
Community College system in

Massachusetts."

The government report on Furcolo's
two terms as governor, from 1957 to

1961, states "progress under the Furcolo
administration has been so spectacular
that Massachusetts now (1960) ranks in

its health programs as one of the first

states in the nation; first in programs of
the care of the aged; first in the nation in

Civil Rights; and in education, the
greatest progress in the last 50 years.

'

A graduate of Yale College and Yale
Law School, Furcolo was a member of
Congress from 1949 to 1952, named the
"outstanding member of the 81st Con-
gress," and was chosen as one of the 12
best members by the National Radio-
Press Gallery.

As a lawyer, he received appointments
from district, probate. Superior and
supreme courts. He has been a United
State Administrative Law Judge since
1975, and the author of the book "Law for
You," "13th Juror." and "The Lawyer's
Creed."

Filmmaker discusses her
film on WW II on women
By ROBIN MANDEL
Collegian Staff

Lucy Massie Phenix. editor and film-

maker of "Rosie the Riveter," a film depic-

ting women industrial workers during
World War II. spoke on her experiences as
a filmmaker and how she became in-

terested in the field of communications,
yesterday at the Amherst Alumni House at
Amherst College.

Phenix said that by getting together with
peers who share common experiences,
minorities have realized that they, too,

have the right to question and to fight for
their individual equal rights.

After graduating from college, Phenix
became concerned with history. "I became
interested in why some people's histories

were more important than other people's
histories. Why was the history of blacks
unknown to so many people before the mid
1960's?" she said.

Her film, "Rosie the Riveter," finished in

1980, centers around the theme of history
which Phenix is interested in. "In 1977,
three women that I knew went to a
meeting in California which discussed jobs
for older women. We then saw the poten-
tial for interviewing these older women
and the roles that they played in World
War II. We sifted through the histories of
people and selected five women who were
geographically distributed throughout the
country," Phenix said.

According to Phenix, the stories that
were told by these women were contrary to
the traditional views of a woman's role dur-
ing the war. "The women during the war
weren't just housewives sitting home
waiting for their husbands, boyfriends or
relatives to return from the fighting. In-
stead, these women were important during
the war and were the dominant figures
that held the country together. They
became strong and grew with their newly
acquired confidence," Phenix said.

Fulbright Fellowships are available to students
By TERRY HOFFMAN
Collegian Staff

The Fulbright Fellowship, which allows students to
study in a foreign country, will be presented next year to
enterprising students at the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst.
A meeting to discuss the Fulbright Fellowships for next

year will be held Thursday at 7:30 in the 6th floor lounge of
Herter Hall at UMass.
Nina Scott, Fulbright program advLsor and professor of

Spanish at UMass, said the fellowship was "very
prestigious" and that "in the past UMass students have
done very well."

Scott said the meeting will be of importance to juniors,
seniors and graduate students interested in the scholar-

ship. Eligibility requirements, the deadline and how to
design a sound proposal will be discussed, she said.

About 500 Fulbright awards are given each year
nationally, Scott said. Last year 4 UMass students
received the scholarship and the year before 9 received it,

she said.

"In general we have very respectable results. " she said.

Scott said the proposal, due in October, is an explanation
of what the student wants to study, where and why. The
student needs to be proficient in the language of the
country he or she wishes to study in. she said.

The chances are better of getting into a foreign language
speaking country where the student can take language
courses in that country she said.

The spring meeting is to help students write the
proposal over the summer, Scott said. Orientation and an

on campus interviews will be held in the fall, she said.

A fellowship can be given in any area of study, she said.
It pays for transportation to the country, living expenses
for one year and a little support for dependents. Scott said.
"The grant is adjusted to the cost of living in the

country. You can live on the money but you are not going
to live luxuriously." she said.

The Fulbright Fellowship, named after former senator
J. Williams Fulbright. began after World War II. Scott
said. The senator obtained some profits from seUingarms
to Europe and began the study program, she said.

"Fulbright was more far seeing than others." Scott sain.

"It is wonderful to make money from selling arms a iH

use it for something peaceful." Scott said.

Because of this fellowship, generations have been ai'e ' o
obtain cultural awareness at a low cost* Scott said.
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Continued from page 1

funding to UMass. in-

cluding elimination of the "lump sum"
format, and remove a provision on the bill

which, according to a statement by UMass
President David C. Knapp. may necessitate
legislative approval before the hiring or
promoting of University employees.
Moore said Rep. Jim Collins, D-Amherst,

is planning to introduce a budget bill

amendment, the final draft of which will

continue to be revised in order to maximize
both its benefits to public higher education
and its likelihood of passage.

"He's not going to make an amendment
that is going to get blown out of the water,"
Moore said of Collins' attempt to assure
that UMass receives the $174 million the
trustees requested.

Although he "can't call it right now,"
Moore said student and faculty visits and
phone calls have been a "very effective"
influence in the State house.
The state budget, which includes the

funding appropriation for higher education,
is determined by a process in which final

Newslines...

approval is required by both houses of the

legislature and by the governor on a bill

which is usually based on the recom-
mendations of all three.

According to MSP, the original $110

million recommendation by the trustees to

the regents was reduced by $2 million in the

recommendation the regents made to

Governor King, who in turn recommended
a $107.1 million allocation.

Although the total committee-
recommended higher education budget of

$374.2 million is around $1 million higher

than the governor's total figure, MSP said

the amount may be less than the governor's

recommendation.
"It's guesswork," Laurie said of attempts

to deal with a budget which is both
threatened with cuts and unspecified by
"line item."

Laurie also termed as "absurd" the

provision which would require legislative

approval for certain administrative actions

within the University. Laurie called it a

"make-work program" designed to hold

"closer reins" on the University.

Woman's Week
WED:WOMEN'S FORUM AGAINST
MEDIA VIOLENCE (WFMV) will hold a
"Women's Body Image," workshop at 7:30

p.m. at the First Congregational Church,
Main st., Amherst. Childcare is available, a
small donation is requested. For more
information call 247-9557.

Thursday

'ROCK AND RALLY FOR OUR RIGHTS"
— "Rock and Rally For Our Rights"— an
afternoon devoted to defending our civil

rights and sexual freedoms — will be held

from 12:30 to 3:00 p.m. in front of the SUB.
All are encouraged to attend.

Smith to hold dance, film series
On April 29 the International Student

Association at Smith College will present a

West African dance at the dance studio of

Scott Gymnasium, followed by a sale of

African food.

A series of fUms will be shown the week of

May 2 to May 5 as part of the Smith
International Film Festival. On May 2 the
film "The Harder They Come" wUI be
presented, followed by "Black Gire" and

"Panthar Panchali" on May 3. "The Battle
of Algiers" on May 4 and "Hair" on May 5.

All films will be shown at 7:30 p.m. in the
Wright Hall Aluditorium at Smith.
Admission will be .free except for "Hair"
which will cost $2.

The reggae band "Warieka" wiU play on
the Smith Athletic Fields on May 8.

Admission will be $3 for Smith students and
$3.50 for others.

SPRING DINNER SPECIAL
MON., TUES. & WED. 3-10 P.M. ONLY $3.99

1. y» lb. Bonetoss Chicken Breast with fresh Broccoli & Pork-fried Rice
2. Pork Chop (2 pieces) with fresh Broccoh & Pork-fried Rice
3. Choice Rib-eye Steak with fresh BroccoM & Pork-fried Rice.

4. Seafood Special (fried Shrimp, Scallops & Fish) with fresh Broccoli &
Pork-fried Rice

5. Beef with Mixed Vegetables with 2 fried Shrimp & Pork fried Rice
6. Chicken with Mixed Vegetables with 2 Teriyaki Beef & Pork fried Rice
7. Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables with 1 Egg Roll & Pork fried Rice

8. Scallops with Mixed Vegetables with 3 Chicken Fingers F,

Pork fried Rice
9. Sweet & Sour Dishes (choice of Chicken. Pork or Shrimp) &

Pork-fried Rice

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL 586 1202

48 RUSSELL ST., HADLEY, MASS.
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The Hatch opens May 11
By GARY STARTA
Collegian Staff

Final renovations to the Hatch cafeteria
in the Student Union Building were com-
pleted Monday after a renovation period
that began late last year, said Dick Ellis,

Campus Center food service director.
ElHs said the renovations will mean

"better facilites for customers."
The newest additions to the Hatch are an

Italian restaurant and bar. The Hatch has a
fast food area, full service deli, salad bar,
Italian Food Area and Wine bar, Ellis said.

The Italian restaurant will feature
spaghetti, pizza and other Italian foods,
said Phyllis Kessler, an employee of the

Hatch. The new bar will be open from 11
a.m. to 11 p.m.

The pizza bar will be open from 11 to
11:30 a.m. for lunch and 5 to 10 p.m. for
dinner. The deli will be open until 6 p.m.
with take out service after 2 p.m.
Renovations of the Hatch began late last

year on two different halfs of the cafeteria.
The first half was completed in February
and the second half, featuring the Italian
Restaurant and bar, opened Monday. The
Hatch had been operating in the Student
Union Ballroom while renovations were
being completed. Ellis said.

The Hatch is composed of three service
areas and a bar. The grand opening of the
Hatch will be held on May 11. Kessler said.

UM police report 3 thefts
By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Police
yesterday reported an arrest for motor
vehicle violations, along with three lar-

cenies over $100, and a report of property
damage caused by a commercial vehicle.

Operating without a license, operating
without a registration, and failure to stop
for two red lights were the charges brought
against Dale J. Coberly, 39, of the Lord
Jeffrey Apartments in Belchertown, at
12:20 p.m. yesterday, police said.

Coberly was traveling on Commonwealth
Avenue when he failed to stop at the
flashing red light at the intersection of

Commonwealth and Massachusetts
avenues, according to police. He then

proceeded left on University Drive, and
again failed to stop at the flashing red
lights, police said.

He was pulled over by police but when he
could not produce either a license or a
registration for the vehicle he operated,
police said, he was then arrested.
Police also reported two bicycles stolen in

separate incidents from the recreation room
in Grayson Dromitory in the Central
Residential Area. The first bicycle was
reportedly stolen sometime between
Saturday and Monday while locked up in

the recreation room. Police described it as a
silver Fuji 12-speed valued at $325.
The other bicycle, described as a blue Ross

lO-sjjeed, was also reportedly locked in the
same room when it was taken sometime
between Thursday and Sunday, police said.

Its value was estimated at $179, they said.
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Save ^20 ormore on SILADII7M''
CoUege Rings ...now only 1^9.95.

SILADIUM rings produce the
brilliant lustre ofa finejeweler's

stainless.

Men's and women's Siladium
rings are on sale this week
only through your
ArtCarved representative

A visitrto the ArtCarved

College Ring table will give you
the chance to see the full

collection ofrings for the fall.

But hurry on over. . . this sale

runs for a limited

time only.

^O AKKm/H)
^CLASS RINGS INC

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

Deposit required .MasWiChaiige or \'lsa uccepled )19ei AnCar\ed Class RlngK

u^i^^

Tonight April 28

NATIVE
TONGUE

Thurt. April 29

CARDIAC

rust.> nail /Tyi'

FrI. April 3d Sat. May 1

ROMEO VOID POUSETTE- DART
KlP3 "N«v«r tay ntv^r^

Rt. 47, Sun derland, MA 665 4937
BAM»>
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ATTENTION ALL
SGA STUDENT
SENATORS:

The Senate Meeting of
Wednesday, April 28, at 7:00 p.ni

is MANDATORY
No excuses accepted!

j

WWII'IIIIIIIUlllllMMillllllllllllllllllllllld lWM^^
I Patttrten Hohm and JA Lomr

A Southmrest Party
at Hangar One

Thurs. April 29* X982 9 ^m - 1 am

The Fantini Bros.
& Rack-a-Disc as DJ^s

^2.00 admittion Drink SMeiab tickets told at door

Free T-Sliirt Give Awaf

18 year oldt & over welcome, Valid ID Required For All

Sotttkiirett & other Areas welcome

{

1
l

ii 'iMMlNMIIIIlnillWllMlRllil

A Full Line of

T'RISIB'E'ES

Many new styles to choose from
including the all new stained glass frisbee

Also available: Racquetball, Tennis, Squash, Swimming,
Darts, Basketballs, Footballs, Baseball, Table Tennis,

Golfballs, Headbands, Wristballs, Exercise Equipment

UNIVERSITY
STORE -»

Open

M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Campus Center/Student Union
Board of Governors

accepting applications for tlie

folloMTing coordinator positions:

University Store
Retail Services

Food Services
Space
Economic Development

Finance
Special Projects

Public Relations
Conference Services/

Accomodations
Display
Building Operations
Vendor Certification

Jobs begin Sept. 1982
Applications available in Campus Center 8x7

Deadline May II, 1982, 4:00 PM
Informational Meeting Wed. May 5, 1982, 6:00 PM
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

SOUTHWEST
VOTE?

Elect YOUR new student leaders
President

Vice-President
Treasurer

Communications Coordinator

Vote In Hampshire & Berkshire DC's
Elections are tomorroMr

April 29 10 - 9 PM

The Five CoHege B'nai Brith Hillel Foundation
presents

Wednesday, April 28, 8 p.m.
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall, UMASS

Tickets: $6, 7. 8 gen pub/$5, 6, 7 students w/ID & Senior citizens
Available at: Fine Arts Center Box Office

Downtown Sounds, N'hampton; Food for Thought, Amherst
more info call: (413) 545-2526

CMJAL MALE BRAND NAME SAVINCS

Long Sleeve PLAID

Sport Shirts $499
Rich plaids, great values Reg.

[

European or regular fit » 16-22

FAMOUS MAKER

Dress Shirts $8^^
Long sleeve, Reg
fabubus values *16 22

Light Weight V-NECK

Cotton Sweaters
Assorted colors. $ I 1 QQl
Designers, too. Wear **^ X A I

with or without shirts. Reg. »22-40

BETTER Neckties
(Regularly »8») or $ "I 99
LO-RISE Famous Logo -• '

Fashion Briefs
3lnitial MONOGRAM on Any Shirt H^^

Poly Cotton. Iwifl or Chintz Fabric
'

Elastic Waist Active Slacks *19^^uper style, assorted fashion colors Reg. »22 24

MALE
Sfylif^. Service. KfiQJ Sovlngs

HAMPSHIRE MALL,
Hadl«y, on Route 9 between
Amherst & Northampton, just

around the corner from
UMass. Store hours: 10-9:30

Mon-Sat

Newslines...
Talk on design set
A slide lecture on "New Directions in Design and
Lnviornments wilJ be pre.sented at 8 p.m. on Thursday in
room 106 Thompson HaU at the University ' of
Massachusetts The lecture will be presented by Beverly
Russell, editor-in-chief of Intenors Magazine and author
and photographer John Naar, and is free and open to the
pubuc.

Sometime between noon and 9:57 p.m. M6nday a burglar
entered the apartment, apparently by popping a window
screen and forcing a sliding window "off of its track, and
stole a stereo amplifier, tuner, and turntable.

In another burglary Monday night, someone entered an
Eaton Court residence and stole $150 in clothing. The
bedrooms of the residence were ransacked and two bathing
suits, underclothing and others garments were stolen,
police said. Entry was apparently gained through a sliding
glass door.

- SUSAN RING

SBA to hold debate

EWC seeks interns ^^ ^'^' i^anagement
--i Vy 0\^^1VO llll/Cl llO The School of RllsinPv.. AHminictr.H^^ ot .K. !.;„„_„:...

The Working Women's Task Force at the Everywoman's
Center (EWC) is seeking volunteers and interns to work
during the summer. Qualifications include, a broad sense of
commitment to the women's movement and an ability to
work with a diverse population. Credit is available for
students.

The Task Force was designed to identify and try to meet
the needs of working women. It addresses issues of
discrimination in employment, flexible hours and job
sharing, daycare, occupational health and safety, and
sexual hara.ssment in the workplace.
For more information, contact Myra Hindus at the
Working Women's Task Force. EWC, Wilder Hall, UMass,
545-0883. Applications are due by the end of May. and
interviews will be held as applications are received.

Amherst cops report
2 burglaries Monday
Stereo equipment valued at $600 was stolen from a

Puffton Village apartment Monday night, Amherst Police
reported yesterday.

The School of Business Administration at the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst will be sponsoring a faculty
debate entitled "Failures in Management of American
Institutions" at 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday in Room 120 of the
School of Business Administration building.
The six speakers will be debating the resolution that
"gaps between promise and performance of American
institutions grow wider because of the education and
practice of their managers." Speaking in favor of the
resolution wiU be Johnetta Cole, professor of an
thropology, Robert McGarrah, professor of management,
and Leonard Rapping, professor of economics. Jay
Demerath. professor of sociology. Joanne Hill, professor of
finance, and Fern Johnson, professor of management, will
debate on the side opposing the resolution.
A. Elliott Carlisle, professor of management, will
moderate the debate.

Doonesbury
Drought to you •v^rydoy

by Gorry Trud^ou
and th«

Mossochus^tts Doiiy Coll^gion.

Interested in Student Rights?
Applications for

STUDINT ATTeRNlY eiNIRAL
are now l>oing accoptod.

for job de8oriptionN and more information oonie to:

Rm 420 Student Union Bldg.

applioation8 are due by 5:00 Friday April 30
the S.G.A. \» an affirmative action employer

^•^^c oe.

Every "S^\-\l'/

Wednesday

LADIES NIGHT

Barrels, loz, quality
meats and sandwiches

Amherst CAirUwe Shop*
233 N Ple«wnt
549-6014

FREE
CHAMPAGNE

For the Lodios
6 - 10:00

75c DRINKS
For Evoryono

AIINIte*

I

I

I

Located Downstairs at the

Grist IVIill Antique Shops

Route 116 South Amherst
1 mile south of Amherst Center

10% OFF with this ad

?i

o •

RICHARDS
Rt. 9
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COLLEGIAN STAFF
Remember to vote today!
The polls will be open between 10
a.m. to 7 p.m. in the newsroom.

Resume Paper and
envelopes to match

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

THE
WOK

LOUNGE
i:VERY TI'ESDAT-RETl R\

OFTHETIT:*. XITE
^iPEtlAL WITH
DJ CRAZY
GEORGE

7S' DRIXKS ALL \ITE

EVERY WEDAESiDAY

SOC HOPS
no cover

THIJRSDAT,
FRIDAY&
SATURDAY

fIRST
RATE

EY'ERT SLWDAT - no cover

DJCRAZT
GEORGE

9S* BAR DRL\KS

RTE 9 HAOLEY ¥86-1202
OPEN TRL 2 AM
WEEKENDS

1 AM WEEKDAYS

*
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Preserving responsible

criticism and expression
Events at the Collegian the week of April 8-14 have been the

source of a great deal of controversy both in the community and
withm the Collegian itself. Issues have been obfuscated, the battle
Imes have been drawn, and there is a real need for a thorough ex-
amination of what occurred.

The coverage of the birth of the McLaughlin baby triggered the
disagreement. Overall media coverage of the event was decidely
sexist. The vast majority of the Collegian staff was in agreement
with the criticism offerred by the Women's Editor, Kelly Malley,
that the story was sexist in neglecting to mention the mother's
crucial role in the entire episode. However, there was fundamental
disagreement as to how the Collegian would handle this internally-
generated criticism.

Kelly Malley, Executive Editor Kathleen Howley, and others felt
that since the mistake was made publicly, it must be rectified
publicly, i.e. on the editorial page of the newspaper. More impor-
tantly, it was felt that regardless of Malley 's position on the staff of
the Collegian, her right to express her opinion on the editorial page
(contingent only on its meeting normal criteria for publication)
should not be violated.

The remaining members of the Board of Editors and others felt
that internal criticism should be channeled through the
newspaper's internal mechanisms. The editorial page was not seen
as the appropriate place to sponsor inter-staff bickering.

At a Board of Editors meeting on April 13, an Ombudsboard was
established to act as that internal mechanism to investigate com-
plaints of Collegian staff members. The Ombudsboard was to con-
sist of the editor-in-chief, executive editor, associate executive
editor, and two members of the Board of Editors and the staff on a
rotating basis. The Ombudsboard would research staff complaints
and issue statements on the editorial page reporting its findings. In
theory, this would channel internal criticism through an impartial
body that could analyze the problem and make its conclusions
public.

As that Ombudsboard, we feel obligated to discuss some of the
problems we have encountered. Firstly, since the Ombudsboard
must act as an "impartial" body, it necessitates the exclusion of
anyone involved in the disagreement to be investigated. In this
case, only three members of the board remained. The problem
seems obvious - in an organization the size of the Collegian it
seems unlikely that a substantial number of people would not be in-
volved to some degree in any major issue.

Secondly, the Ombudsboard can only act as the amalgamation of
the viewpoints of its members; it is difficult to see how it could ade-
quately replace an individual expression of opinion.
Consequently, we recommended the establishment of a grievance

procedure within the Editorial Board which should only act to
determine whether or not the facts of any complaint are accurate
and of public interest. This would eliminate the possibility of inter-
nal problems within the Collegian using up valuable space on the
editorial page, which was meant for student concerns.

On the other hand, the individual who reports a complaint has the
right to express his/her point of view on the editorial page in any
manner they see fit. Establishing limits on the fundamental right to
self-expression is problematic, especially in a "free and responsible
press." After a complaint about the Collegian from a staff member
has been determined to be accurate and of public interest, the staff
member would submit it to the Editorial Board who would evaluate
It based on the normal editorial criteria and its adherence to the
topic originally agreed upon. Accuracy, public interest, and normal
publication requirements would be the only criteria used to
evaluate the submitted criticism.

This would insure that the Collegian had a mechanism for respon-
sible self-criticism as well as preserving the individual writer's
right to self-expression.

The views expressed are those of the members of the Editorial
Board who investigated the complaint.

EDITORIAL/OPINION
CoHegian 9

Letters Policy
All letters must be siRmed and include the writers address and telephonenumber, which will not be published. Please type double spaced at 67 characters

per line. Due to space limitations and the volume of mail, we reirret we are unable
to acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters are subject to editing for claritvand length. ^
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Letters
Cutting fiscal corners
To the Editor:

I would like to comment on Gary Stratas'

misrepresentation of my statements in his

article "Two Positions Draw No Candidates
in Todays Northeast Elections" (April 27).

First of all. I'd like to clarify the subject of
my statements. During the interview I was
addressing the current unified area
government stand opposing the im
plementation of Dr. Zannini's Housing
Reorganization Plan. Before any drastic
change in the housing system can be made,
I, as well as other area government
members, feel there should be an
evaluation of Dr. Zannini's Cluster Plan,
the current housing system and other
alternatives. We have suggested to Dr.
Zannini that such an evaluation be done by
a group composed of resident students
(selected by Area Governments), ad-

ministration, and resident professional staff
(Selected by the Area Directors).

It seems illogical that Dr. Zannini has
only been at UMass Housing Services since
last August yet is reorganizing the total

housing system without evaluating the
present system. Each residential area is

structually different; the new plan assumes
that each area can operate efficeintly when
forced to adhere to a plan that neglects each
areas unique characteristics.

Although forcing a square peg into a
round hole may cut some corners, the
corners in this case will not be financial.

Instead, valuable services to students will
be cut and actually cost students more
money.

Penny Holmes
Vice-President

Northeast Area Government

Claim is absurd
To the Editor:

Lately, a series of articles have appeared
in this paper as part of a campaign waged
by so called "Concerned Jewish Students"
to discredit the Palestinian struggle for
self determination. A Palestinian woman
who spoke recently on this campus (March
8) has been accu.sed of anti Semitism and
the organization she supports, the PLO. of
terrorism. In an article, "the University,
the International Women's Week Planning
Committee and the Student Senate" (March
9) have been held responsible for the fact
that a person has expressed an anti Semitic
viewpoint. Even though the claims made in

that series of articles are so preposterous
that they do not even deserve to be taken
seriously. I would like to clarify some

points.

The Zionist case if very simplistic: The
Jews are an historically oppressed people
with ancient roots in at least part of

Palestine. The Zionist aspiration to

reconquer that original homeland coincides

with the best interests of the world Jewry.
Israel is the underdog in the conflict, an
outpost of democracy pitted against back
ward, primitive, narrow minded and fanatic

Arab countries. So, in order to prevent
another holocaust of Jews, we have to

support the state of Israel.

Every one of these premises with the
exception of the first is false. Before WWII,
the Jews of the diaspora (whatever
religious attachment they may have
retained for Palestine) displayed no in-

clination to return to Palestine. Zionism is

not a timeless aspiration of world Jewry.
Rather, it is a distinctive product of the

19th century European colonialism. It is

similar in its essentials to the Boer
colonization of South Africa, which only

could be carried out with the brutal and
perpetual repression of the indigenous

peoples. The very land on which the state of

Israel was built was taken over by force

from the indigenous population (i.e. the

Palestinian people) who had already been
living there for thousands of years. But
unlike apartheid. Zionism would even deny
the existenceof the indigenous Palestinian

population. The hypocrisy of screaming
against so called "Palestinian terrorism" is

clear when one knows about historical facts.

Since the very creation of the state of Israel

in 1947 and the subsequent expulsion of

hundreds of thousands of Palestinians, the

Israeli military machine has been carrying
out frequent bombings and massacres
against the Arab people. And yet the

Zionists have the temerity to claim

(Collegian, March 29) that "in the Middle

East conflict there is no such thing as an

oppressor versus an oppressed situation!"

In sum, while condemning any form of

anti-Semitism, not only do I not think the

International Women's Week Planning

Committee owes an apology to a group of

right wing fanatic Zionists, but I would also

like to point out that the PLO's national

convention has repeatedly announced its

project for a democratic secular state

"where Jews. Moslems, and Christians

would live together peacefully." So the very
idea of accusing the PLO of anti Semitism
and racism, at a time when the Israeli war
machinery is waging a campaign of brutal

repression against the Palestinian Arab
population of the occupied territory, is an

absurdity.

Foad Vafaei

Amherst

Our right to g^ ^,q||—-^^^^^
David Stockman, director of the federal Office of

Management and Budget, and one of the prime
movers in the formulation of federal budgetary

policy, has stated that he does not believe the government
has the responsibility to provide grants to financially
needy college students.

"I do not accept the notion that the federal government
has an obligation to fund generous grants to anybody that
wants to go to college. It seems to me that if people want
to go to college badly enough, there is opportunity and

So what to do? Get more work-
study you say? Don't count on it.

That's cited to be cut by $86 million.
This amounts to a 29 percent reduc-
tion in the number of jobs, and in-
volves 250,000 students.

responsibility on their part to finance their way through
the best they can," Stockman said.

Stockman's attitude has seemed to prevail so far during
the negotiations between the White House and Congress
over revision of President Reagan's 1983 budget.

"These proposals may return us to an educational era
characterized by crude elitism and (they) will create many
social problems in the process," to quote one university
president who testified before Congress on the proposed
cats in financial aid asistance.

Proposed cuts in federal financial aid assistance are part
of an effort to bring the federal deficit down to $45 billion
in the 1985 fiscal year. This process of negotiation involves
tax cuts, cuts in defense spending increases, and cuts of
nearly $40 billion in non-military spending and another
$80 billion in cuts in welfare, food stamps, and retirement
and health benefits. Compared with these figures, the pro-
posed savings due to financial aid cuts amount to a paltry
$232 million in 1982-3, and $762 million in 1983-4. And all

done just to try to balance the federal budget, something
that hasn't been done since before I was born.
Overall, the proposed 1983 budget would cut federal aid

to campuses by an estimated 50 percent. A total of 2.3
million awards to needy students, including one million
Pell Grants, would be eliminated. Funding for the Pell
Grant program would be reduced from $2.18 billion to $1.4
billion. Another move, which narrowed eligibility re-

quirements for Pell Grants from a maximum earning level
of $27,000 to $14,000 was retracted, but only after strong
and continued opposition from both houses of Congress.

Other proposed cuts have reinforced convictions that
the Reagan team just doesn't like students. The second
largest federal grant program (after the Pell Grants) is the
Supplementary Educational Opportunity Grant program,
or SEOG. This would be completely axed as well, and
615,000 students wouldn't get one in the 1983-4 school
year. Another casualty would be the State Student Incen-
tive Grant Program, which encourages states to match
funds with the government in providing scholarships to
needy students. So any of you who have these now, you'd
better start looking elsewhere.

A bad place to start would be the banks and other credit
agencies, because they're being cut or eliminated too. The
largest federally subsidized loan program, the National

Josh Meyer

Direct Student Loan program is up for elimination. Under
the proposed regulations, institutions could still lend and
collect money from prior loans but the federal assistance
would be cut from $193 million to $2 million. Of the
students who already have loans, 266,000 out of 790,000
would no longer be eligible. Those who are lucky (or
destitute enough) to get loans might have to pay a 10 per-
cent origination fee immediately upon receipt of a loan, as
well as the full amount upon graduation.

So what to do? Get more work-study you say? Don't
count on it. That's cited to be cut by $86 million. This
amounts to a 29 percent reduction in the number of jobs,
and involves 250,000 students. Perhaps the best thing to
do would be to graduate as quick as possible and join the
work force. Due to the deepening recession and high
unemployment rates, you might consider graduate or pro-
fessional school. This may not be such a good idea either;

the budget ax has set its sights on these realms of higher
education too.

Proposed policy changes include the elimination of
graduate and professional students from the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program, which is by far the largest and
most important factor in paying for these extremely costly
schools. One half of all graduate and professional students
will be directly affected. Those students would then have
to borrow at 14 percent interest rates instead of the cur-
rent rate of nine percent, and payment would start 60
days after the loan is taken out. At maximum lH)rrowing
of $8,000 per year and $40,000 total, this will increase stu-
dent indebtness by 67 percent. During their final year of
study, these students would have to pay $375 a month in
interest fees alone.

The budget has not been reconciled yet, so these
changes are not official. Unless Reagan can get Congress
to act quickly enough, the changes won't go into effect un-
til the 1983-4 school year. However, the decisions are go-
ing to be made soon. So far. the proposed changes have
met with large-scale opposition within Congress and by
university deans, presidents, admissions officers, and
financial aid agencies.

College students have the right to access to a college
education. If these cuts go through as planned, this right
will become a privelege. So far, thousands of concerned
students have sent letters to their representatives urging

College students have the right to
access to a college education. If these
cuts go through as planned, this right
will become a privilege...If there is
ever a more important time for
students to speak out, this is it.

them not to endorse the cuts. Believe it or not. these let-

ters can, and do, make a big difference. And if there is

ever a most important time for students to speak out, this
is it.

JoHh Meyer is a Collegian columnist.

Time for old-fashioned gunboat diplomacy
With proper execution, the Falkland Island crisis

presents the opportunity to see the most tidy

and cleancut route since the Spanish-American
war. The British, with their nuclear powered submarines
and modern machinery, have struck the first blow by mak-
ing mince meat of the World War II surplus the Argen-
tines were using at South Georgia. But the Argentines
were, for all practical purposes, conceding the tiny island.
The hard part comes when the British try taking the
Falkland (Malvinas) Islands, just 300 miles from the
Argentinian mainland.

Argentina, with 43 warships, and 5,000 soldiers on the
island, easily outnumber the British task force. They also
would control the seas with 223 combat aircrafts. But the
British have one of the most well-trained armies on earth
with top-flight equipment and battle experience. So a

struggle at the Falklands would come down to quantity
and fervent nationalism-vs-quality and a proud past.
So where does this leave America?
We could pull a bonehead move and stay neutral in fear

of the Organization of American States and a moth-eaten
treaty with Argentina. By staying neutral, we would be

Dave McCarthy
placating an anti-Semetic country in which dissidents
disappear in the night. Neutrality would help the country
which stabbed our back during the grain embargo against
Russia.

On the other hand we could side with our mother coun-
try; a country that provided the basis for our political and

economic system, originally helped to enforce the Monroe
Doctrine, and sides with us in most of our ridiculous global
adventures.

President Ray-Gun has been itching for a war. Let us at
lea.st find one with some type of justification. We must
close the curtain on Kissinger mania. Al Haig's incredible
simulation of shuttle diplomacy must stop and we must
decide who our friends are! Some commentators say that
siding with England will cost the friendship of Central and
South America. Hell, we lost that friendship long ago. It is

time to start regaining some lost respect.

Whatever it takes — a lend-lease policy, air cover, or
even a brigade — now is not the time for shuttle
diplomacy. It is the time for some old-fashioned gunboat
diplomacy.

Dave McCarthy w a Collegian columnist.
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Arts
The Ode in Plutonian Ode

Poet Ginsberg attempts to reunite poetry and music
PLUTONIAN ODE AND OTHER POEMS
1977-1908
By Allen Ginsberg
City Lights Books
San Francisco 1982 $4.95

Allen Ginsberg's most recent book of poems, released in

January, is yet another effort in the poet's "en

couragement of the return of oral tradition" to con-
temporary poetics. The title poem, Plutonian Ode, comes
full circle to an end which is and was a beginning, the
"prajna paramita Highest Perfect Wisdom mantra/sutra,"
for it was this Buddhist chant which led Ginsberg to sing
his poetry nearly two decades ago.

With PlutoT'-'an Ode, Ginsberg is singing louder than
ever. Plutonian Odi is more of a Homeric hymn than a
protest song, "appea-sing underground millionaire Pluto
Lord of Death ' and unmasking the evil of plutonium.
.Addressed rhetorically to Walt Whitman, a sobering
update to Wh 'man's Democratic Vistas, the poem is ac
tually addressing you and me, the people of America and
the Congress, urging us to breathe freely and pacify the
nuclear menace threatening the future of humankind.
Inhaling the truth in the words of Ginsberg's warning and
exhaling "Gone out. gone out. gone beyond, gone beyond
me. Wake space, so .Ah!" Highest Perfect Wisdom, we can
confront the arms race as the negative extreme of troubled
minds, and then we can resolve it for good, what (iinsberg
refers to as aspokalasiasis." the transformation of the
Satanic (o tht celestial.

To w rile in addition to a book review an ariicit about the
influence of music on Ginsberg, one must emphasize the
ode in Plutonian Ode rather than its political significance.

Suttice it to say that the messages of Ginberg s poems are
all the more effective by dint of their meiwiies. and that
this can be said for all poetry. It is only since modern
printing that how a poem appears on the page has
superceded the former regard for how a poem sounds,
leading William Carlos Williams "to seek a language which
will not be at least a deformation of speech."
Ginsberg, as Williams' disciple, was exposed by him to

speech prosody. But it wasn't untiJ he met Jack Kerouac
that the actual sound came to him. what Kerouac called
beat and Williams recognized as the mystical beat he too
was seeking — the beat of bebop, of Charlie Parker and
Thelonius Monk, of spontaneity and improvization. And
out of 'contemplating jazz" came the poem which made
Allen Ginsberg an American institution. Howl, composed
in the Whitmanic voice, line, and breath, which is actually
Biblical. For all extensive purposes, Plutonian Ode is

composed in the same manner twenty- five years later.

Yet Ginsberg didn't fully realize "the tone reading of
vowels" (Ezra Pound) until he began Hindu and Buddhist

PLUTONIAN
ODE

AND OTHER POEMS
1977 - 1980

ALL£^' GINSBERG

chanting in the early sixties. As Robert Duncan observed,
when Ginsberg performed he "got into chanting more than
reciting." It was this comment whieh struck Ginsberg as a
major revelation on the use of tone in his poetry.

^ Acquaintances with Bob Dylan, Ed Sanders (of the
Fugs), and Mick Jagger resulted with enough musical
insight that Ginsberg was able to cOtV's first album. Wm.

"

Blake's Songs Of Innocence And Experience, on which.
Ginsberg sings Blake. It is of note that Ginsberg was the
first person to make the public aware that these Songs are
indeed songs meant to be sung and not merely print on the
page to be sipped with tea. Not long after this album.
Dylan and Ginsberg got together for a blues session since
Dylan was impressed with the spontaneity of Ginsberg's
performances. Soon after, Ginsberg recorded his First
Blues album for John Hammond, which has just now finally

been released. During the mid-seventies he was travelling
hard with Dylan's Rolling Thunder Revue. During this
tour, Dylan helped Ginsberg develop confidence in his own

Allen Ginsberg (right), seen here receiving a guitar lesson from Robert Zimmerman (also
known as Bob Dylan). Ginsberg's recent musical contributions include "Birdbrain," recorded
with the Glluon and a forthcoming album with the Clash.

singing voice.

Since then. Ginsberg has emerged as "a maker of music"
as well as "a maker of dreams" (William Wordsworth's
two fold definition of a poet), drawing from many different
sources from aborigine to avant-garde. Now his written
works always include musical notation for a few poems,
usually done by guitarist Stephen Taylor whether it be
classical or rock and roll. (Ginsberg plays harmonium.)

"Unbelievable!" proclaims the doubting professor eyes
popping out of his head. All I can say is "Birdbrain."
Birdhrain is the name of a poem in Plutonian Ode which has
been released as a single by a new wave band, the Gluons,
featuring Ginsberg on lead vocals. (Wax Trax Records. 638
E. 13th Ave.. Denver, Co. 80203) Birdbrain is a list poem
in that each line begins with "Birdbrain is..." and line-by-
line creates an overall impression of Birdbrain by con-
trasting different identities. Who is Birdbrain? Hitler,
Stalin, and Reagan. Ginsberg, you, and I. "Birdbrain runs
the world." It is a hit with wit.

But, if a little known band from Denver is unconvincing
to die hard punkers, Ginsberg's recent work with The
Clash, performing and recording with them in New York
City, might be the move to groove. The song which should
soon be released is the concluding poem to Plutonian Ode
"Capital Air":

America and Russia want to bomb themselves Okay
Everybody dead on both sides Everybody pray
All except the Generals in caves where they can hide
And fuck each other in the ass waiting for the next free

ride

No hope Communism no hope Capitalism yeah
Everybody's lying on both sides Nyeah nyeah nyeah
The bloody iron curtain of American Military Power
Is a mirror image of Russia's red Babel Tower

Not that the Nuclear Freeze Campaign would readily
adopt this as their anthem; only that there be poets like
Allen Ginsberg with guts enough to confront the military
establishment at a time coinciding with a public movement.
Meanwhile, Ginsberg has been working on Joe Strummer's
lyrics and singing bass on background vocals and mantras.
What's next in the Ginsberg repertoire'.'* Recently

playing Passim's coffeehouse in Cambridge, he sang
revolutionary ballads, refugee reggae, and a rock and roll
Do The Meditation, with instructions on how to meditate
for anyone who can carry "a chune in is ead" (Y. B. Yeats'
essential dynamic for creating a poem). It's not surprising
that Ginsberg recorded it with Dylan in L.A. a couple of
months ago, since they have had such a strong mutual
influence, but it should be .said in retrospect that the
strongest influence on each lyrically was Jack Kerouac, the
Jfuk of Hearts and. as (iinsberg points out in Plutonian
Ode, the "noble Poet."

Personalities play a crucial role in Ginsberg's books,
making them historical documents. His blunt manner of
speaking has been his major contribution to American and
world poetry. The //oW obscenity trial decision in favor of
the poem liberated the American press. Today we can all

enjoy this freedom. His contributions to the gay rights,
anti-war, and anti nuclear movements are renouned. His

expose of drug enforcement corruption deserves a
Pulitzer. So often such distinction makes it difficult to find
the heart within, not so with Ginsberg. Diane Wakoski
oxplains that she likes Ginsberg because he writes "about
serious, passionate, doleful concerns.... poetry which has
historical and archetypal themes, which can be described
as representing a culture and which tries to present,
through a prescribed set of imagery and a stylized
vocabulary, a whole mode of perception." Plutonian Ode
proves more than ever that it is precisely the heart that
determines Ginsberg's mode of perception, and, in accord
with mind and ear, lungs and larynx, produces so fine a
poetry.

Because of the political content of his poetry, Ginsberg
will always have his detractors. So be it. Perhaps, as the
judge in the Howl trial cited, "it is well to remember the
motto: Honni soit qui mal y pense (evil to him who thinks
evil)." I believe his poem's politics are a credit to the poet.
Neither does over statement bother me. But judge for
yourself. Read Plutonian Ode.
The only criticism I would level upon Ginsberg's poetry

to date is that 1 ) he has yet to contribute a distinct poetic
innovation of his own. a la John Berryman's dreamsongs;
2) he has yet fully matured to the extent of accommodating
the female dynamic, a la his mentor, W. C. Williams'
"femina practa;" and 3) he is not truly at ease with nature,
a la Gary Snyder. But this criticism must be qualified by
the fact that Ginsberg is making considerable effort in all

three areas. Yet Ginsberg has acheived two critical goals in
his poetry: first, a breakdown of authoritarian restrictions
on personal freedoms, and second, a return to the oral
tradition as discussed above. His contemporaries should
take their fingers out of their ears and applaud.
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PRE-REGISTRATION FORMS

PRE-REGISTRATION FORMS
DUE THURSDAY

, APRIL 29,
AT THE REGISTRARS' OFFICE,
WHITMORE, ROOM 213.

A SERVICE OFTHE DEAN OF
STUDENTS

7th Annual Spring Tournament
May 1, 1982

At Hangar One, Rt. 9. Hadley. Mass.
nrst round begins 12:00 noon - 2 p.m.

admission (all day): $3.00
First Prize: $500.00

music by: Lost Time

dancing • games
• movies

• prizes • video

START PRACTISING NOW
All size games available BaSIC Game $1.99

JjmVERSlTY
MmSTORE^

Located in the Campus Center Unlv of Mass

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
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Puch Roll 'em
Out SALE

21 Pleasant St. N'hompton

566-0610

Puch Pathfinder — $199.95
olloy hubs, quick releos* front, olloy cotterless cronks

Suntour deroilleurs, high pressure 95 lb. tires
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TODAY
WAIXM UP FOR THE

LACROSSE GAME!
AT THE

DLUEWALL DAR

2 FOR i

LIQUOR DRINKS
FROM 1 PM TO 3 PM

REGULAR
HAPPY HOUR
AFER 3 PM
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Student Controlled Businesses

Savings - Convenience - Barg^ains

WHY PAY MORE?

m

BE A SPORT
AND COME ON DOWN AND CHECK
OUT THE

UMASS
SPORTING
GOODS CO-OP
Rm. 322 Student Union
(next to Post Office) op»,.,.,».».f„.

For Into: 545-3867

10% off all women's Adidas
or Saucony Running shoes

Good quantity of small sizes AVz - sy^

UNLIMITED
"your student-run record store"

All Jazz 75c OFF
UDXLIIC90

3.69

TDK SA 90

3.49

nUR DEVELOPING

oP [O^^
t%p

April

1924

PHOTO CO-OP
M,F11.2 T.W.Th11.3 5450670

. SUB 321 J

PEOPLE'S MARKET

94!»-2060

Good Food ClfEAp!

chEApEST bAqEls ON CAMpiiS

FresIi Fruit juices & pRoducE

Hours ancI qrains

LoCATEd IN ROOM J28

IN tIie corner of SrudENT Union

by tIie Campus PoNd.

WEdNEsdAys 9:?0-7:00

Open: WEEkdAys 9:J0-J:00

TICKETS UNLIMITED
M-F 10-3

317 Student Union
545-0400

Squeeze Tickets

May 4

Gen Adm $7.00

HOURS

i«^ iiai

RHR4lf?

THU/?J H-<?

SUN l5-4f ^

^{/)ll SHS-OilS

\\

hx it Youneif
m

Do youR STOMAch A Favor

visix

i r

EARTHFOODS
CAFE

WkoUsoME & DeUcious
VEqETARIAN FarE

All FREslfly pREpAREd llERE

IN tIiE EARTlfFoods KlTcllEN

COME ON IN!

We offer tools, space and advice for repairing bikes
Many new parts and accessories available, tool

M-F n AM - 7 pivi

CommonweaItIi Room
SrudENT Unjon

EARTkfoods isASrudENT Run CoIUctive KItcIiem vol

;
Ch^ck Out This W##k's Specials

Wed 28th - Burltto, sm salad, sm cider $2.00
Thurs 29th - Broccoli Quiche, sm salad,

carob brownies $2.25

U MASS BICYCLE across from the post office

CO-OP

Student Note Service
545-2271

Lecture Notes are
available for
FS & N 102

student Note FS & N 130
& Printing Service

Hours: M-Th 10-4
Friday 10-2

We also do copying and printing at lower pricesRoom 403 Student Union
BuUding
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DOONESBURY
tColJegj^n 13

IJHINKieOT
Tfe PA95eN65R5
Quiejwam.siR
I 6AVB THEMALL
PRJNK5 ON THe
HOUSE.

IMNPeRFUL.
Tha?B60e5
OUR PROFIT
MARGIN.

IT'SBerm THAN
A FULL-SCALE RIOT.

SIR.ANP.HBY!
LOOK OUT FOR.

THfiJRBeFI
UHEKB?

by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
CRUNCH/ uli

^ AKW irS THESE

uimr ^'^ ^^f^i^

Oji< y SIR! CHARTS' i ^

Edhed by Maffurct Farrw ud Trade Jaffc

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

T*^E*A,OK THE Of^-V l<£ ^«6uA-ttO

by M. Joyce

THE UMASS ZONE

ACROSS
1 Pol base
5 Sharp sounds
9 Sled
14 Pearl Buck

heroine
15 Bide
16 Object of Moslem

worship
17 Dearth
18 Standard
19 Gaucho's lariat

20 Cabaret
22 Violinist's need
23 Son of Aphrodite
24 Minstrel's ballad

26 Explosive powder
27 Ancient mariner,

eg
30 South Pacific

island group
32 Annexed
33 Desk supplies
37 Ukrainian capital

38 Mountain spinach
39 Palm of the hand
40 Unfeeling
42 Botanical leaf

43 Medieval jousting
field

44 Woolly
45 River in Russia

48 Symbol of

welcome
49 Tobacco kiln

50 Office clerk

52 Revolving tray

57 Parlor game
58 Biblical kingdom
59 City of seven hills

60 to the wise
61 Verse with hidden

meaning
62 Island off

Tuscany
63 Eases off

64 Witnessed
65 Source

DOWN
1 Hamlet
2 Kirghiz mountains
3 Sounded out

4 Fair and square
5 Bitter enmity
6 Military truants

7 City on the

Wabash
8 Likertess

9 Persevere

10 Salmagundi
1

1

As resort

12 Wedding gown
material

13 Former UN VIP
U

21 Set foot on
25 Oriental

nursemaid
27 Well-known pen

name
28 Tennis score
29 Roman calendar

date
30 Arena prizes

31 Fortune hunter

33 Garrulous ones
34 Scintilla

35 Mapabbr
36 Headless cabbage
38 Mountain in

Thessaly
41 Huntsmen
42 Mountain defile

44 Non-protes-

sionals

45 Court
46 Oklahoma Indian

47 City near St Louis
49 Fresh air

51 Basic French verb
53 Together: Mus.
54 Concert numtier
55 Greek or Balkan

pulpit

56 Adroit

VECCHf THIS CHAf^PAOHB
PVNCH TASTZS UUST UK£
CHER^y COLA!

WOULD
D>WCE?

you LIKE ToJ

SLOW SOhlQ...

But, OKAy.

by Mark Rollins
g* M*H Www WDK{

TALX ABOUT

OejA VUf I
THINK I /-I

Big iKoueis^

1 2 3 4

21

s; 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 IS 16

17 IS 19

2a

430

22

31

^^^^^23

I
33

24 25 26

34

Tl 21 29

I
3S

I
32

I
41

36
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39

40

I
47

II 43

I
51 53
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45 40

52

49 ^^^^^^^^H
M S4 55 56

57 SO

i

59

60 11 6?
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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WHAT HAPPENED? by Ethyl Octane
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WEATHER
Mostly cloudy with

chance of showers this

morning. Highs 50 to 55.

Clearing and cooler
tonight. Lows ranging
from the mid 30s western
hills to the mid 40s at the
coast. Mostly sunny
tomorrow with highs in the
50s.

Postardy

•^ TONrGHT
3 drinks for the price of 2

36 E. Pleasant St.. Amherst, MA 2S3-9286

Accepting Applications

for positions in:

SGA TREASURER'S OFFICE

Jobs offer excellent experience in

budget analysis, acctg, &• finance

Applications available in 407 SUB

Deadline April 30, 1982

GET INVOLVED

Tonight W«d April 2%

Jumpin'ii Swingin'

the Blues with

Reem Full eff Blues
S|>«cial Cov«r PrUm only $1.S0

MI4«ri nivkf special

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Diplomat Sandwich
Quiche Lorraine

BASICS LUNCH

Garden Sandwich
Quiche Lorraine

DINNER

Veal Parmesan
Seafood Supreme
Fruit Plate with
Date Nut Bread

BASICS DINNER

Eggplant Parmigiana
Seafood Supreme
Fruit Plate with

Date Nut Bread

A

Nl«hf A|»ril a* TlMTsday

PIrst AniNpal

Sowfhw«st Spring Party
f«afvrliig

TIf Pantiwi eroth#r>

Friday 4/30 PoipiifaiiiliMid A Attic
S/1 all dmy

Cosmic WlM|M«t T4

CABLE/VIDEO

It A ovor w«lc'

t f Ainli«rtt/lkidl«y•y U— J

UVC er GPC
Daily Programming Schedule

Varied Video - Mostly Music

10:30 - 11:30 Reefer Madness - Drugs
from the 30's

11:30 - 12:30 No One Here Gets out
ALIVE Jim Morrison et

al

12:30 - 1:30 .Jazz With Spyro Gyra -
The Musicians and their

Music
1:20 - 2:00 Meatloaf - Bat out of the

Video Center
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OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Cotlegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3 45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

ABETTER WAY TO BUY AUDIO
Sonically Superior Audio. The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

ADOPT-A-QRANDPARENT

Woud you like to adopt-a-grandparent?
Find out how on the Concourse Thursday

ARTISTS

Pierpont Art Exhibition and Competi-
tion, open to all Five College
undergraduates, Mayday May 1st. Cash
prizes, coffeehouse, barbecue. Call
546-4572 or 546-5286 for more info

ATTENTION
FRUSTRATED MUSICIANS

Drummer is looking to form a competent
Pop/ Rock Band - guitar, bass, and vocalist
needed I am looking at this situation as only
a creative venture not a career call Mike Riff
256-6454 or love a message on the Col-
legian Arts Desk

AUDIO

Speakers Clarke Systems $650. new,
yours for $32'i, ZAdvents $240 new yours
for $120 Ed 2t3-9924

Peavey Pacer Amp brand new great price
Pete 549-1255

AUTO FOR SALE

AMC Hornet wagon 1973 six cylinder,
good condition, has FM cassette deck $790

1974 Chevy Impala good cond, runs fine,
no work needed, $850 Kevin 665-4362

1989 Triumph Spitfire convertible ex-
cellent must sell 413-337-4289

Work on cars? Selling cheap 1970 VW
fastback. Good body, exc. mechanics ex-
cept needs trans, work $500 or BO 253-5703

1976 Lancia 1800 front wheel drive four
cylinder 5 speed, leather interior, stereo
$3200 call 253-5183

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMSI!

BOOK SALE

Eta Sigma Phi Used Book Sale
Wednesday 4, 28 through Friday 4/30

in the Herter elevato r lobby, 9 am - 4 pm
CAPE RENTAL

Two people looking for one bedroom in
house /apartment in Hyannis area for the
summer. Call Steph 6 8357 or Joe 6-7702

CHEAP APARTMENT
Summer sublet two bedrooms, two
baths, take both rooms or only one $140 ea
fully furnished utilities included call John
549-1586 available June

CHECK-IT OUT
Townhouse two-bedroom apartment
with air conditioning, wall-to-wall
carpeting, dishwasher, 1 'A baths, fall op-
tion, unfurnished. Call Ehc or Scott at
549-2811, keep trying.

DONT COMPLAIN
You can't blame anyone else if you don't
vote. Elections are Thursday! Vote at the
DC nearest you.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
Help wanted full and part-time needed
business experience helpful, but not
necessary. CaH 546-7051/546-7054

ENTERTAINMENT

RICHARD PRYOR LIVE IN CONCERT
CCA Apr. 29 5 pm $1.00 7, 9. 11 $1.S0

Meg Christian Tickets: See Meg perfonn
May 16 in Hartford. Two tickets available.
Call 549-5796 eve or 256-6296 day. Ask for
Jane or Bruce •

Rope Pull. May 3. Pass forms in at 132
Er>gir>eering East or on Concourse .

Get your dancing feet to Smith College's
TNC on April 29th for the music of "Danc-
ing With Henry". Davis Student Center.
9-12, college ID required

FOR RENT

Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom ,

townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 '/^

baths, carpeting, pool, tennis CQurts

Delivered by professional Bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa i

253-5491 I

253-5759

Two people wanted to share large Puff-
ton bedroom, $99 each, heat included.
Available 9/1 call 549-5184

2 bdrm apt on bus rte pool, lease starts
June 1 call Renee 253-3378

10 minute walk to campus - 2 bedroom
apt (fits 4) call 549^4353

4 bedroom house for faculty family or 4
graduate students. Available June 15. Walk
to UMass or Amherst Center. Call eveninos
(212) 674-2426

Southwood Apt for rent av June 1 call
Mike, 253-5518

5 bedroom house summer sublet fall op-
tion bus rte $500 avail 6/1 586-6493

Summer sublet with fall option Puffton
Village 2 bedroom 2 bath $160 ea bedroom
utilities inci call 549-1586 John available
June

Summer sublet fall option 2 bedroom
Southwood townhouse ww carpeting sun-
ny quiet 256-0873 or 253-3176

Why take a chance on a waiting list?
Available June 1st one bedroom large
Southwood apartment 253-9269
Townehouse Apt for rent fall summer
neg. 549-6974 3 bdrm

FOR SALE

Almost full scuba outfit excellent condi-
tion around $300 256-6336 must sell

Concept 1 sneakers Hi- Leathers $26 Lo-
Leathers $24 Suede $22 call Mike 549-1233
Kingsize waterbed, heater, pedestal,
wave dampened mattress, good condition
$150 256-0170

Peavey Amp Backstage 30 new $50 call
John 665-7752

Violin for sale $175.00 nice tone call Wade
253-9760

Tape Deck the VCX 300 by Vector
Research. Versatile, attractive, mint condi-
tion, negotiable price. Contact Guv
546-9013

Ohaus triple beam scale $36 good cond

5 cubic ft frig perfect condition $150 call
546-4595

FOUND

FREE RENT
Male to share room in quiet 2 bedroom
apt at Cliffside immediately and receive
August's rent free. $100/month including
utilities 253-5676

FURNITURE FOR SALE
We've got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go Prices
reasonable. 549 3733

GIVING IT AWAY
Almost - '81 Hitachi cassette deck w/metal
E Dolby $75 Dual turntable w/shure car-
tridge $50 Akai (barely used) 8-track deck
w/fastforward $35 call 6-9723

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3^75set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED
The Collegian Business Dept. is accep-
ting applications now for position of Assis-
tant Business Manager and the position of
Business Manager. Applicants need be
University students with considerable
business experience. Please apply at 113
Campus Center. The Collegian is an equal
opportunity empkayer

Experienced reliable chHdcare sought
for toddler part/full time thru summer call
Carolyn Lester 253-3162

Models - past present and future needed
to be interviewed for womons studies pro-
ject. Please help, call 772-6886

Reader, typist, driver wanted for legally
blind faculty member. Applicants may re-
quest an application at PO Box 318
Amherst. Mass

IDEAL LOCATION

Three bedroom apt summer sublet fall

option $450/month, heat included 256-61 50

LOST

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud

Bifocals? Reading glasses? Beats me,
but I found 'em at the bus stop by Police i

Station in Amherst. They're brown plastic
"Rodenstock" frames with black clipcase.
Identify the name they answer to and
they're yours. Call 256-0754 before I

graduate.

after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Please I Call

546-7338

My beautiful orange, yellow and blue
striped hammock "disappeared" the night
of Fri. April 16. I can't replace it - it's from
Brazil, has great sentimental value. Reward
- big money and no questions asked. Lisa
549-2879

Lost Dog female black lab, red collar, last

seen in vicinity of Univ. A/2S. Dog answers
to lady, family misses greatly. $50 reward.
Call 549-2668 or 542 2164

Pulsar watch black band lost during Or-
chard Hill concert sat. PLEASE call 6-8530

LOST HACKEYSAC
i lost my red and blue hackeysac on last

Saturday afternoon (4/24). It was dropped
either near the N. Village bus stop or by
Whole Wheat Pizza. It's a small lether ball

(golfball size) if you've never seen one.
Please call Mark at 549-1869 if you have
found it or know someone who has.

MOTORCYCLES

1981 Kawasaki KZ5G0 - excellent cond.,
helmet and fairing included. 1775$ or BO
549-1700

1978 GS 7B0 Suzuki excellent condition
crash bars king queen seat must sell

253-2874

75 Kawasaki 175 enduro good cond 450$
Bob 546-8779

MOVIE

Brooks House presents:
"Casablanca"

April 30 at 7, 9, 11 pm
$1.(X) admission

OLDER STUDENTS SOCIAL

Come meet other older students in a
relaxed atmosphere on Thurs. April 29 4-7
pm at the 10th floor Campus Center free
hors d'oevres, music, cash bar. Sponsored
by the Older Students Service Network

.
PATTERSON PEOPLE

We're voting for the man with REAL ex-
perience; join us and vote for STEVE
OSTER for PRESIDENT on April 28 and
291

PERSONALS

Are you tired of your dorm? Want to try
something new? The social awareness floor
in Brett, the older students corridor in

Wheeler, and the fine arts music hall in Gor-
nrwn are looking for you! For more info or to
sign up contact the Brett cluster office at
5-3945

Women's Softball Team needs players
for league, tournament play. Available now
thru Mid-August, call Ben 323-5708 Keep
trying.

M. Joyce I have a crush on you. Call soon
about next weekend (if you haven't
already). B.

Nemat Shafik for Editor-in-Chief! vote
for experience and ability -vot for Shafik in
today's Collegian elections (sponsored by
the committe to elect Nemat Shafik as
Editor-in-Chief

To my favorite roommate Finally we are
20! Happy B-day Robin Lots of Love Anna
Why Just read about the Cosmic Wim-
pout Tournament at the Hangar One
Saturday when you can find out more at
the table on the CC Concourse. C'mon
Down I! _^^^^
Rock and Rally for our rights- an after-
noon devoted to defending our civil rights
and sexual freedoms. Be there 12:00-3:00
p.m. In front of student Union Thursday
April 29

MassPirg Party- Joey D's Two Bands.
DJ, Drink specials-May 4.

Enola Gay- Andrew Howard's 21 Today!
Kiss. Kiss, Chariie's Daughter

Ed Happy four years with all my love Lori

Southwood Apt for rent, av June 1 call
Mike, 253-5618

Undergraduate Businesa Club general
meeting and electk)ns, Thursday April 29th
@ 7 p.m. SBA room 112. AtterKlance man-
datory]

Rope Pull. May 3. Pass fonns In at 132
Engir>eering East or on Concourse
All University Women are invited to
Rush lota Gamma Upsik>n. Rush Parties -

Wed April 28, BBQ, 6-7. Thurs. April 29,
Sundae Party, 7-8. Tues. May 4 Oreo Party,
7-8. For further information contact Beth or
Nancy 256-6874

Sarah Simpson Happy 20th B-day love
your friends and VM floonnates

Oris. I suggest a double bed don't listen to
Liz I Love Kevin

To the person(s) who robbed my N.
Pleasant St apt Sat 4/24. many of the
items you took have great sentimental
value to me. If you can find it in your heart
to return any items no questions will be ask-
ed. 549-0156 __^
To Delta Chi's Super Pledge - Thanks for
a wonderful birthday. Love, Karen P.S.
Can you fix a shower?

Cocktail Party and Syd and Carta's Fri-

day, April 30th 6:00 PM $4.00 per person -

open bar all night RSVP by Thurs 549-6760
ail friends please attend

PHOTO CONTEST

All soon-to-be-great and soon-to-be-
mediocre photographers are invited to
enter the Collegian 1st annual photo con-
test. Winners will receive gift certificates,
fame and noteriety. Ansel Adams started
this way. Watch the Collegian for details.

RAYBANS
Rayban metal Sunglasses for sale save
$15.00 or more off retail prices call Bruce at
546-9711 or Neil at 546-9613 or Andy at
546-7939

RESUME WRITING

Quick/confidential/efficient call after 5
PM or weekends 549-5727

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to Florida at end of
semester. Will share driving and expenses
Call Barrie 5-0527

To NYC area April 29 to May 2 share ex-
penss Lisa 546-9158

RIDERS WANTED
Driving to Texas in June. Looking for so-
meone to share driving and expenses. Call
Joel 256^)435

ROOM WANTED
Male wants hosuing around N.
Falmouth June through Aug call Seth
6-7829

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

2 giris wanted for fall Brittany Manor call
546-8339 or 546-8342

1 bedroom with fall option bus route,
pool, AC eves 253-3873

One bedroom in Colonial Village
Available 6/1, fall option 137.50 +
253-3228, late

We are looking for 2 nonsmoking
females to share a room in a Brittany
Manor apt in fall. Call Sheila 546-7011

Female wanted for summer sublet
w/fall option in Brandywine coed apt Anne
549-1934

SERVICES

Professional Research. Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Research,
#600-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605
Tennis & Racquetball next day stringing
service call the Racquet Doctors 256-0769
anytime

Spring Tune-Ups all makes Er models in-
expensive but professional call Mark
2533168

I will do your typing: Royal SE5000C
typewriter self correcting: price negotiable
after 6 665-7/31

SOUTHWEST ELECTIONS

Get out and vote for your future leaders!
Have a say in how your money is spent.
You can make a difference.

SUMMER SUBLET

Two bedroom comfortably furnished Puf-
fton Village call Yat 549-6249 rates
negotiable

2 bedroom apt in RoNing Green utilities
inc. price neg, some fum call 546-9824
anytime

3 bdrm furnished Puffton Apt rent
negotiable call 546-4435 546-4441 or
546-4433

Amherst Center summer only sunny &
furnished $300 253-7584 .

2 min to campus fr town 4 bedroom $425
5494)646

2 bedrooms. Col Village on bus route,
pool, $280 a month, call 546-7186

Furnished 2 bedroom apt laundry, pool
tennis. Hot water incl. Brittany Manor price
negotiable call preferably after 1 1 253-2408
Brittany Manor two bedroom furnished
apt, rent negotiable call 253-5096
Brit Man 2 bdrm/fall opt AC, pool, bus
rte. availa6/1, call 256-6192 (Laurie)

''-^/yy/J? .^

•!
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Brandywine 2 bedroom furnished
pool negotiable 549-4018

Summer sublet N. Amherst house ~2

H^T ni?7"^
• 'ti ^L '"^ ^"^P"s garden

dogs OK furnished 549-0469
Rolling Green three bedroom apt in-

ivlgs 253^3108""®
'^"^ negotiable call even-

?"M.t**""
'" ^ bdrn%house. Ten min walk

call »?S»6*"^*^'
^*^^ ^°"^® available 6/1

Amherst Center 5 spaces available for
sumrner sublet in 4 bedroom Victorian ideal
tocation 95 + call between 4-7 pm 253-9487
Fully furnished fall apt in Northwood rent
nego on bus call eves 665-4744

Amherst Ctr apt~2 br. ptiy furnished avail
June 1 to Sept 1 call Scott 253-7107

Brittany Manor 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm apt for 1

^c'T^Sq''®
"^"^ nagotiable call Paul or Jeff

Colle gijin 15

Summer sublet 2 or 3 bdrms in Puffton
apt rent negotiable call Dru 549-0127 or
Holly 546-8854

4 bedrm apt Swiss Village 147$ each
utilities included on bus route partly fur-
nished available June 1st with fall option!!!
256-6103

One bedroom evailable immediately in
South Amherst apartment summer and /or
fall option call 546-7028 Gail

Summer sublet townhouse apt furnished
3 bedroom rent negotiable 546-9616 or
546-9618

Col Village summer sublet w/fall option
2 bedroom 285 -^ next to pool 253-3406
3 bedroom apartment summer sublet
townhouse call Karen 546-9588 Linda
546-5240

SUMMER SUBLET FALL OPTION

w?iV' f,/4*°'" »P*rtment in Swiss
Village $147 per person with all utilities in-
cluded Act now and get a free couch.

Call'!^^7430
* 1 and fall option is yours.

Squire Village large 2 bedroom
townehouse, beginning June 1 w/fall od-
tion 665-3154 ^

4 bdrm $147 per mo all util 253-7278
Brandywine 2 bedroom, a student's
palace!! 549-4911

2 BDRM COLONIAL VILLAGE 280+ on
^"^

?ri®J*°°'- across from conservation
area 256-6279

sublet w/fall option 3
in 4 bedroom apt $147/mo

"THE INVISIBLE BATTLE"
The Boltwood-Belchertown Project is
sponsonng a seminar entitled "The Invisible
Battle" - the plight of the mentally retarded
on April 25th at 7:30 pm in the Com-
monwealth Room in the Student Union all
are invited

TO SUBLET

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
terms available immediately Paul or Bill

665-4391 '

Rolling Green 2 bedroom apt to sublet for
summer. Furnished all utilities air cond in-
cluded rent neg 256-0435

Southwood Apt Summer sublet only 2
bdrm furnished with AC, pool, on bus route
rent negotiable call after 5 PM 253-7123

Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom, pool,
AC, cable, available June 1 call 546-5029 or
546-5024

Nice, clean 4 bdrm apt available for sum-
mer Er fall $147 everything, bus route and
2 '/4 mi from campus 256-6101

Southwood 2 bd, bus, conv to 3 bd June
1st Sept 1 $250 -»- elec or sep neg 256-6228

Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond -

summer sublet cheap on bus route nights
Doug 549-1256
One Bedroom in 5 bedroom house Fall

option. Bay road 256-6336. Ask for Andy.
Spacious 3 Bdrm apt next to Hadley
green on bus route $425 negotiable avail
June 1 584-9312 after 6.

Partially funished apt w/fall option in
Sunderiand on bus rte call after 8 665-4946

/T

Fantastic location 5 minute walk to town
or campus summer sublet fall option
bedroom in three bedroom apartment
garage, cellar, two porches $150 +
256-0170

Summer
bedrooms
utilities included 253-2218

Furnished bedroom in 3 bedroom house.
Fall option. So. Amherst on bus Route
June 1

.
Rent negotiable. 256-0609

Puffton Summer sublet, 2 bdrm, furnished
directly across bus stop, pool tennis, rent
negotiable. 546-1471 or 546-9901 anytime
AMHERST CENTER Large 1 bedroom
apartment. Available June 1 256-8845.

Brandywine apts Summer sublet with
possible fall option. One male roommate to
live in co-ed apt. $1.10/month plus elec-
tricity. call 546-4141

LIVE 100 YARDS FROM CAMPUS at the
red house next to Pike this summer price
negotiable, call 546-9102

Southwood 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apartment includes spotlight 253-9235.
Townhouse 3 bedroom apt fully furnished
rent negotiable call 549-5968

Brandywine 2BR, furnished, AC, pool
rent negot, 549-4122

Summer Sublet w/definite fall option 2
bdrm cliffside Avail June 1 $335/mo all
utilities inc call after 6: 665-3233

Summer Sublet w/fall option 4 bedroom
apt $147.00 inclusive 253-2204

One room in Swiss Village for summer
with fall otpion $147 per month includes
everything, call anytime 256-6432

2 bedroom apt summer sublet w/fall
option pool, on bus route $290 but rent
neg 665-4494

Riverglade townhouse 2 bedrooms, 2
bath, AC, pool, bus route available 6/1 fall

option is yours call 256-8836

One large bedroom in three bedroom
apartment in house Amherst Center
2537074

Summer Sublet Fearing St. 3 bedroom
apartment large backyard available June 1

549-5044 Moira or Janis 546-8369

Summer sublet 2 bdrm Southwood apt
rent negotiable call 253-9083

Summer sublet w/fall option Cliffside
apts, ideal location one bedroom all utilities
included opt AC call after 5 665-7769

One bedroom University Park Apts fur-
nished June 1, fall option, rent negotiable,
includes utilities, on bus route 253-3389
Best deal yet. . .2 bdrm Brandywine Apts
on bus route, pool, tennis. Summer sublet

l^'i^y^L' ^"9 31st. rent negotiable, call
546-7625 or 546-5026 (keep trying)

TONIGHT

PUD MUG NIGHT
with

JIM PLUNKETT
— 35c Beers —

Pub Mugs

$1.00 Cover with this ad

$1.00 Cover

2 bedroom Brandywine furnished, pool
rent neg. call alte Greg 549-4772 Jeff 6-6625
Brandywine 2 bedrooms w/patio pool,
AC, bus route, rent negotiable 549-5127
Summer sublet/fall option one bedroom
in 3-room Puffton Apt AC, pool, heat inc.

c]fl,r?""*"^°*^®'^*' ^"'«^ ca" Ricahrd
549-6194

Great opportunity: fully furnished, AC,
cable TV, pool, tennis courts, 2 bedrooms
cheap. Brandywine Apt 549-6588 after 6
Puffton 3 bdrm summer fully furnished
price neg call 549-4874 Jacky
Colonial Village 2 bedroom $275 lease
starts June 1 fall option 253-2642

One bdrm available June 1 w/fall option
in Northwood 665-3925 rent neg
Townehouse Apts summer sublet with
fall option 2 bedrooms available June 1st
$365 549-2652

House in Belchertown to sublet w fall op-
tion 5 bdrms call 323-6029 after 1 1 :30 PM
Save $200 this summer on partially fur-
nished Sunderiand apt w/fall option call
after 8 665-4946

Brandywine - 2 bdrm, completely furnish-
ed, pool, AV, availaJune 1 - Aug 31
549-4181 ^
2 bedroom townhouse Southwood Apts
on bus route fall option 256-6697
Sublet w/fall option 2 bdr furnished on
bus route 665-2081

% mile to UjMass Presidential Apts 2
bedroom furnished negotiable 549-0896

100 sublet plus utilities, nice apt owb
room, pool, responsible person, Riverglade
Apts call Tom 253-3187

Colonial Village 2 bedroom 280 lease
starts June 1 fall option 253-3169

Desperately needed summer sublet on-
ly in Presidential Apts 1 or 2 people rent
negotiable call 546-9874 keep trying

Puffton Village summer only 1 bedroom
fully furnished 549-5821

Fully furnished apt great location 1 1 2
bedrooms next to campus $250 BO
549-0867

Towne House own room, 3 bdr. 1 mi to
campus, 2 bus routes 549-6834 nights

Colonial Village one bedroom w/fall op-
tion lease can start from June 1 partially
furnished for summer after 6 253-53 1

6

Beautiful 3 bedroom in Townhouse
avail 6/1-8/31 cheap rent! Call 546-5052 or
546-5267 ^^^
2 bedrooms, furnished apart, 2 min from
SBA 300 neg phone, elec 549-0106

Townhouse Apts 3 bedroom, furnished,
AC, HBO, summer sublet call 546-9703 or
546-9654

Colonial Village fall option 1 bedroom in a
2 bedroom apt $110/mo one person, $75
each for two. On bus route, pool 253-7482
2 bedroom at Cliffside in Sunderland on
bus route all utilities included definite fall

option! & sumemr sublet call: 665-4706

Summer sublet Southwood 3 bdrm
townehouse apt rent negotiable call
546-8564 or 546-5353

Summer sublet with fall option of Main
St. 256-6469

Best offerl Takes townhouse 3 bedroom
apt. A/C call 6-5223 or 6-^700

Colonial Village 2 bedroom apartment
summer sublet with fall option 256-8233
evenings

Tvyo-bedroom-Southwood-apartment
with fall option great location call Lisa for

details 253-9453

Squire Village 2 bdr townhouse, AC,
pool, near stores, bus. Available June 1

with fall option $295 negotiable 665-2127

2 bedrooms above convenience store
Main St 1 mi from Amherst Ctr $120/rm call
John 546-9538 or Scip 546-4967

Four bedroom apt for summer with fail
option 17 per month utilities incl 253-5937
Two bedrooms available in Puffton sum-
mer sublet 549-5487

Summer sublet fall option 4 bedroom
Swiss Village $147/month everything in-
cluded 256-0824

Puffton Village 1 bedroom, summer
sublet w/fall option 549-6495

Summer only one room in 3 bedroom apt
Puffton Village 105.00 negotiable? 549-5184
keep trying

Summer with fall option. 2 bedroom
Lantern Court on bus route 666-3997 nights

Guaranteed fall option 2 bdrm Nor-
thwood 290jTionth^^

Lease beginning June 1 Col Vill apt 2
bedroom 275 per month 256-6660

Summer only Philips St apt 125 mon
semi co-op living (food and cleaning)
549-1114 eves

Summer sublet one. two. or three
bdrms in Puffton apt rent negotiable call
Dru 549-0127 or Holly 546-8854

Looking for one or two people
(preferably females) to share one lerge
bedroom in a two bedroom apt in
townhouse apartments summer sublet with
fall option 549-6306

2 bedroom townhouse furnished AC
convemient location $225/mo nea'
546-9795, 546-9797, 546-9807

Sublet Amherst one bedroom
325/month 10 minute walk to campus on
bus route 549-6113 256-8553

1 bdrm summer sub fall opt Univ Pk Apts
pay June July get Aug free 253-5030

Brittany Manor 2 bedroom apt summer
sublet w/fall option 253-7724

TO SUBLET/FALL OPTJOfT

Squire Village 2 bedrooms 2 baths AC,
pool, townhouse-style apt dishwasher bus
route great place to live 665-3066

TYPING SERVICES

Freelance Typing, editing, tape transcrib-
ing. Reasonable rates, top skills. Profes-
sional executive secretary. Amherst Center
549-0518

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith'
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
Clean Apt or small home for responsible
retired couple for July and August in
Amherst or Deerfield vicinity. Will cut lawn
and keep apt immaculate. References ex-
changgd. Call collect 1-305-723-0920

Rolling Green Apartment wanted June
first. Call 549-3843 after five.

2 females want rooms or room in Puff-
ton will summer sublet 549-4886
Female desperately needs room for
summer on Cape/Dennisport area please
call Noel 256-6379

Three graduate students need apart-
ment within walking distance of GRC for
summer with fall option call 546-1033

Southern Avant-Garde

Independent Film Showing

Thurs(day, April 29

7:30-9:30 p.m.

Room 231, Herter Hall

UMass/Amherst
Admission: SI. 00

A program of 7 films hy Southern independent
filimp.dkers with Jan Millsdpp-., filmmaker and
coordinator of Southern Avant-Garde
made possible by South Carolina Arts Cormiission
and National Endowment for the Arts
presented by Division of Continuing Education
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
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Garber's Gorillas continue its four game homestand
this afternoon when they host Harvard University on the
F^oyden field at 3 p.m.

UM ruggers
win two more
By NANCY PARKS
Collejfian Stuff

The Iniversity of Massachusetts Rugbv Football Club'sA side came up against the Boston University B side and
thrashed them. 16 0. at the lower Boyden fields last
weekend.

C.eorge Economo. at alternate center, led the attack
with two tries lor the A side.

"George has been doing most of our scoring," said Doc
Laurence, tean advisor. He has been running very hard."

The third try of the game, which brought the score to 12-
0. was accomplished by tly half Dave Brown. Team captain
Brent Foldstein added to the scoring by completmg the
try-algoal kicks tor an additional four pomts (Trv-at
goa^s are take., after a player scores on a trv; the kicks aremade Irom the 2o yard line and must go through the en
aposis m order to count . t

Passing was done with great ease between Economo andwmg Robby Rhodes, as both would get out of the
scrummage, i.-^ scrummage is the formation where all the
lorv^anis close around the ball. As soon as the ball is put
betw-een the opposing front ranks, it is dribbled bv the feet
until one of the backs may secure it and run, kick or pass
the hall. I

The ne.xt game of the day brought the UMa.ss B-side
agamst the Aside of Bndtrewater State College. UMass
kept the hall and BSC out of their end zone for most of the
i^ame for a 17 whitewash.

"I thought the B side played weU overall. Bridgewater
was not really in the game," said Laurence.

Halfback Larry Hunt scored the first try coming out of a
scrummage. The score became 7-0 at halftime. as wing
Johnny Savage made a three point conversion kick.

Fairly early in the second half. UM rugger Phil
Croasdael ran a breakaway and scored another four points
tor nis team. II 0.

Things were really rolling now for the Ruggers as
another try by .Jim Nagle was successful, followed by atwo point kick after the try by Savage.
The Ruggers- standing" for the sea.son overall is 4-M

( .Mass comes up against Brown University this weekend
at Providence.

fr<»¥¥^ i.rw^T^,.^.. to||,,fi,n photo hv Rick V.ldivi.THE WINNER - University of Massachusetts
women's track member Maureen O'Reilly crosses
the finish line in the 800 meters at the Derby
Track yesterday, winning the event in 2:14.6.
Despite strong performances in this and other

running events, UMass fell to the University of
Vermont, 80-45. UMass will host the New
England Championships on Sunday.

At Penn Relays

Trackmen set UM record

UMass golfers

travel to links

ofNE Champs
By MARK P. BUCKLEY
Collegian Correspondent

Legendary golfer Bobby Jones only needed to reach for
his famed putter Calamity Jane to lift him out of troubles
on the green.

The University of Massachusetts men's golf team may
have to come up with something similar if they expect to
challenge for the New England NCAA Division One Tour-
nament to be held tomorrow and Friday at Pleasant
Valley Country Club in Sutton, MA.
The Minutemen did not fare well in their New Englands

tune up on Monday at Pleasant Valley. UMass posted a
team score of 446 to finish fourth in the quadrangle match
Providence College won the match with 399. Holy Cross
and Brown tied at 402.
Senior Jay McConnell was just one shot off the day's

best score as he carded a 79. Other UMass scores were
John Peterson 87. Charles Scavone 90, Eric Enroth 93
Scott Holmes 97, Tyler Shearer 98 and Thomas Gomez

The weather and course conditions were not to blame
for the Minutemen's troubles.

i.^^Vn^^'^"^
^^^^ uncomfortable." said UMass golf coach

hd Vlach. "*he course was in nice condition. The greens
were dry and very hard. Everybody had trouble on the
greens."

The short game was the major downfall of the
Minutemen.

xn ^l"'"
^^"^ '"^^ "" ^^^ chipping and the putting." said

Vlach. "The boys just have not played enough this spring
to pick up any feel."

The forecast is not bright as the Minutemen prepare for
the New Englands.
"I'm not at all optimistic. There are some very strong

teams in our division," said Vlach. "I'm just hoping we ad-
just to those hard greens. I hope the boys do a little better,
they're beginning to get demoralized."

After the New Englands, the Minutemen travel to Dart-
mouth Col ege on Saturday to challenge the Big Green.
UMass will conclude the season May 6-7. when the
Minutemen play American International College on the
bth, then host Stockbridge on the 7th.

By CHARISSE FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Ma.ssachusetts men's
track team brought home from the Penn
Relays last weekend a new school record in
the 800-yard relay.

Th«- relay, made up of John Wright, Bill
DeVarney. Clayton Carlisle and Gary
<)'N«'il. finished wiih« a r<.mhjn»'d time of
12»X< seconds. This lime breaks the old
school re<f»rd by 1.3 se<onds.

Th»- same relay ran t he 4(X) relay, earning
a combined lime r)f 4 .'<2.

On 1 hursday. the iracksters competed in
the distanci- medley. For UMa.ss was Paul
Beaulieu. Brian Osborne. John Keelan and
Rick horion. Their fombined lime was
10: U,: this was the same srjuad that finished
ser(,nd al the Boston College f{e|ays the
w»*-k«-n(i before last.

Running the .5000 meters (3.1 miles) for
UMass was senior Chris Omeltchenko. who
finished with a lime of 1.5:01. He was
followed by soph«)more Rod LaFlamme with
a Lime of 1.5:17.

In the sprint medley was Osborne.
DeVarney. Carlisle and Beaulieu. who
finish«'d w iih a total time 2:m.H.

In I he 4x«H0 relay. I he squad of Keelan,
Beauli<u. Omellchenko and Dorion came in
wiih limes of 1.54.5. 1.55..5. 201.0 and 1.58.H.
respectively.

John Wright competed in the high
hunllis and finished fourth in the qualifying
heal with a lime of 14.3 seconds. Ron
Farber l.xtk «'ighlh place in the di.scus
lhn)w with a toss of 1.5.3.1.

This Saturday, thi- Iracksters host the
Kasd-rn Intercollegiate Athletic
Ass«Kialion ("hampionships at the Derby
Track.

Zoo Disc number two seed
at this weekend's tourney
Zoo Disc. the , University of

Massachusetts Ultimate team, captured its
second consecutive Western New England
Championship this pa.st weekend. Its five
victories raised its season mark to 30-9, and
qualified them for the number two seed in
this weekend's Northeast Regional
Championships. The Regionals will be held
on Saturday and Sunday on the Southwest
playing fields here at UMass.

Last weekend's championships marked
the d<'but of the Zoo Disc "B" team. The
team surprised nearly everyone there by
placing fifth in the 14 ii-am field, and nearly
qualifying for a berth in this weekend's
compel ili(»n.

Despite not having the services of
Iranchis*' player Jeremy "Pete" Seeger.
/«K. Disc defeated Worcester Polytechnic
Instil utr. the University of Connecticut,
Ihr Hartford Tourists and the Connecticut

r

Dukes(twice)by a combined score of 66 35.

Eight teams from New England and eight
fr<»m New York comprise the field at this
weekend's championships, and t he top seed
belongs to the Boston Hostages, a club team
currently ranked third in the country.

Eight of the 16 teams competing this
weekend will advance to the Eastern
National Championships, to be held on May
Hth and yih near New York City. Zoo Disc is

concentrating not so much on winning a
berth to the Easterns, but to win the
Regionals this weekend, something they
have never done.

"The higher we place in the Regionals.
the better seed we'll get next weekend at
the Eiisterns." said Marc Berenson. a
member of Zoo Disc.

- JOELZUCKERMAN

IM BASKETBALL FORFEIT FEES - Intramural
ba.sketball Hams should pick up their forfeit fees as .soon
as possiblr. If nol roll«Tt«-d hefon- classes ••ntJ, they will
be used for purchasing intramural equipment. Pick up
f««s at ihf LVI Offirr m Itoyden.

«

All CoUfgmn sports staff members are urged to vote in
today '.s Board of Editors elections.

fMTRA( K A.\'D FIELD SPECIAL There will be an
intramural irark and fi.ld special al the Drrhy Trark
today. Sign in al the trark 3:.'}0 4 p.m. for fiel.l i-venls;
3: W) 1:20 for running ev.-nts. The meet is open to all
UMass students (mi-n and women divisi<.ns). For mon-
information, drop by the IM Offici- at 21.5 Boyden or rail
at .54.5 26?>.3.

V.

Sports Notices
IM LIFEtiUARD TEST1N(; - IM Lifeguard Testing

or on campus .mployment this summer and/or fall will
begin Ihursday. April 29. 7:30 9:30 p.m. at the Boyden
p<»ol. Applicants may also test on Saturday. May 1, 9;«)
11:00 a.m. at Boyden. Test requirements include a .500
yanl tiniifj swim, written test and water rescues
Apphrants must bring current corlificates in (PR
Standard First Aid and Advanci-d Lifesaving. If there are
any quesii«ms. c«»ntact Valerie Turtle at 545 009:1.

NAIADS Dress rehearsal for the NAIADS" annual
show IS this aflermKjn from 5:.30 7 p.m. in NOPE pool
The swimming synchronization team will be p<'rforming
from May 5 «. For more information, pleasr contact
Wendy Winfrey al .546 46«H.

rhe women s lacrosse game between the University of
Massachusetts and Bo.ston College has been moved to
^ riday afternoon at 4 p.m. on the upper NOPE field.

For today, men's lacrosse hosts Harvard University
wofTien s s<,fiball faces the University of Rhode Island in a
doubl..h,'ader al the lower NOPE field beginning at 1

p.m. and baseball has a doubleheader against URI at 1
p.m. in Lorden Field.

(()RRK(TI()N ~ In yesterday's Sports page, we made
a mistake in identifying the .short.st..p for the University
«»f Massachusetts' softball team. The person shown in
yesler.lay s page was Debbie Pickett, not Allyson RiouxWe regret the error.

M

students, faculty lobby State House for budget
By DIANE KADZLS „n_-_..._ „.. .. „ . ._ OBy DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

Students and faculty members at the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst have launched a lobbying
campaign is an attempt to maintain the University's fiscal
autonomy now being threatened by a proposed "lump sum"
budget for the state system of pubUc higher education
Kevin Bowe. aide to Student Government Association

co-President Jim Murphy, said a one-on-one lobbying
effort has been underway between students and legislators
at the State House since Monday. Bowe said the response
from state aides and legislators has been supportive of
UMass.

Efforts in Boston are being conducted to secure UMass's
requested $110 million budget in the form of a direct

allocation. Because the Board of Regents are not prepared
to match the request, Bowe said the University will
requisition the legislature for an additional $5 mUIion for
the entire UMass system. Amherst's share of this amount
will increase the possibility of receiving an adequate
budget, he said.

Bruce Laurie, president of Massachusetts Society of
Professors (MSP), the UMass faculty union, said
preliminary signs of the lobbying campaign point to
support for UMass. but the leadership on Beacon HUl is in
favor of the lump sum budget. Therefore, he said, efforts
must be directed to members of the House and Senate who
are easily swayed by the leaders.
"There is a lot of hostility in the legislature against the

Regents." said Bowe. "We are trying to use this hostUity to
defeat the lump sum budget.

r

Although personal lobbying is essential in the fight
against the new budget format. Bowe said it is only a
component of it. A letter writing campaign has been
organized in front of the Hatch to provide students with
the opportunity to make their state representatives aware
of the dangers a lump sum budget pose for UMass. he said.

The areas most likely to be effected, said Laurie, would
be staffing, building maintainance, equipment moder-
nization and campus morale.

In addition to the letter writing campaign, a phone-a-
thon organized by the MSP is in operation on the second
noor of Memonal Hall. Laurie said its strategy is to open a
direct hne of communication between students and their
state representatives and to urge parents and alumni to
support the efforts of students and faculty.

Continued on page 12
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Fureolo stresses
view of education
as an industry
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The importance of viewing education as an industry
when dealing with politicians was the topic of former
governor Foster Furcolo's presentation to the
Undergraduate Student Senate last night.
"Education is an industry that has one of the largest

payrolls in the United States... we ought to regard
education not as some sort of charity for young people, but
an investment in the state," Fureolo said.

Fureolo is a member of the Board of Regents noted by
student leaders for his consistent support of student
issues. He was the only Board member to vote against this
coming year's tuition hikes.

When he served as Governor of Massachusetts from
1957 to 1961, progress was " so spectacular that
Massachusetts now (1%0) ranks... first in the nation in
Civil Rights; and in Education, the greatest progress in the
last 50 years," according to the official government report
on his double term in the office.

For his work in the Massachusetts State College System
Fureolo was recognized nationally as "the author of the
program for loans to needy students throughout the
United States; and the father of the Community College
system in Massachusetts."

Fureolo urged students to become knowledgeable in the
issues which face higher education and society, then to
register to vote. He said in this way elected officials know
"you have taken the first steps to make a statement at the
ballot box.

Collagiaii photo b; Drew Ogior

HANGIN' AROUND — Union Program Coun-
cil workers set up the staging for this
weekend's "Pond Series" at the Campus Center
pond.

, 1982 I

» TVw« ., ^ ^ Collegimn photo by Thcreu Bcllanori

ADDRESSING THE EDUCATION IN-
DUSTRY — Foster Fureolo, former governor of
Massachusetts and Board of Regents member
spoTce politics and higher education before the
Undergraduate Student Senate last night.

"As people get away from government, government
tends to get away from the people, and as education gets
further away from the government, so government tends
to get away from the education." Fureolo said.
When asked how an education can be important if people
are finding it difficult to find jobs. Fureolo told his audience
"education isn't the answer to everything, but if education
isn t the key, it is a way to a better life."

Fureolo was invited to speak at the meeting by the Third
World Caucus of the senate, which is also partially
sponsoring a mock election on May 4. Tony Crayton of the
Office of Third World Affairs said the election should
enthuse students with the concept of being able to

organize ourselves."

SGA's *83 budget
passed last night
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association budget for Fiscal
Year 1983 was passed last night by the Undergraduate
Student Senate.

The entire process took about an hour as the senate
decided to vote on the budget act in its entirety instead of
analyzing each organization's account separately.

Accounts with the greatest differences between la.st

year and this year were the Student Activites Office
Recognized Student Organizations which received an
increase of $35,761. the Legal Services Office with an
increase of $24,485. and the Collegian, with a reduction of
$39,343.

The Student Activites Office received its increase with
the understanding that as professional jobs in the office
become available, students will take over the positions
they can qualify for. Money was also requested for
equipment, which will be returned to the senate if it is not
used by the office.

The Legal Services Office received an increase to cover
fringe benefits for its employees. The University formerly
paid these costs. The payments must now be covered by
the Student Activites Trust Fund money to maintain the
level of services, according to Bill Fitzgerald, co chair of
the budget committee.
The Collegian showed a surplus of about $70,000 last

year and therefore did not file a budget form. According to
an executive summary, the senate "agrees to continue to
insure the cash flow position to the Collegian...and does
not preclude future funding requests."
New organizations' to receive money are the

Massachusetts Association of State Students with $1,348.
Students Advocating Financial Aid (SAFA) with $450.'

Students Against Militarism with $100. Women's
Leadership Project with $1,909.50 and the Young
Worker's Liberation League with $350.

Proposals to divide some senate accounts into new ac-
counts, in order to make the public more aware of what the
senate fund does, failed. For example, the Course arid
Teacher Evaluation Guide is listed under the Academic
Affairs Committee budget, and therefore not obvious to a
student reading the budget summary.

Man turns himself over to police

in conjunction with Hampshire rape
By SUSAN RING
Collegian Staff

A second man was arrested in connection with the rape
and assault of a Hampshire College student last Monday
when a Belchertown man turned himself over to the
Belchertown chief of police and a detective from the
Amherst Police Department early yesterday morning, ac-

cording to Amherst Police.

Robert L. Manning, 26, of 185 Metacomet St.. Belcher-
town. met Belchertown Police Chief Robert A. Knight and
Aniherst Police Detective John Burns at 7:30 a.m. on
Amherst Road in Belchertown. Manning was transported
to the Amherst Police station where he was arrested and
charged with kidnapping, rape, and assault and battery
with a dangerous weapon, a metal pipe. Manning is the
brother of Lawrence H. Manning, who was arrested Mon-

day in connection with the same incident.
Robert L. Manning pleaded not guilty to all charges at

his arraignment in Hampshire District Court yesterday,
according to Amherst Police. Manning was committed to
Franklin County Jail. Bail was set at $10,000 and a pre-
trial hearing has been scheduled for May 5.

A May 5 pre-trial hearing has also been set for the case
of Manning's brother Lawrence. Lawrence H. Manning of
Holyoke was arrested at his home Monday and charged
with kidnapping, rape, and assault and battery with a
dangerous weapon. He pleaded not guilty to those charges
at his arraignment Monday.
The two brothers were arrested following the investiga-

tion of the alleged kidnapping, assault and rape of a
Hampshire College student last Monday afternoon. The
19-year-old student was reportedly studying when she was
asked for directions and abducted.
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World and national news
Reagan, O'Neill talk budget;
president ready to compromise

Thursday, April 29, 1982

WASHINGTON (AF) - President
Reagan, declaring he is "always ready" to

compromise, faced House Speaker Thomas
P. O'Neill Jr. in a budget summit yesterday
on Capitol Hill.

With negotiations to find a compromise
on Reagan's 1983 spending plan apparently
at an impasse, the president and O'Neill
met along with other congressional leaders
in an ornate setting just off the Senate
floor.

During a picture taking session at the
start of the meeting, Reagan said in
response to reporters' questions that he
was "always ready" to compromise.

O'Neill quipped, "We're in Reagan's
stockade."

For the picture taking session. Senate
Majority Leader Howard H. Baker Jr.,

Reagan and O'Neill sat side by side along
one end of the rectangular table.

Rut, as reporters and photographers
were ushered out, the group switched
positions so that the president and the
speaker sat directly across from each other.

On Tuesday, Reagan telephoned O'Neill
and proposed the rare session. The call was
placed about an hour after the latest of 13
sessions between White House and
congressional negotiators broke up without
agreement.

AP laaerphoto

BUDGET SUMMIT — President Reagan went to Capitol Hill yester-
day to meet with congressional leaders on the budget impasse. The
president is flanked by House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill.

Polish rulers announce release of prisoners, lifting of curfews
1 /SI •

^""'^"^ <^P> - The government wiU release
1,000 Poles from detention in May and lift most martial law
restrictions mcluding the nighttime curfew, Polish
television said yesterday.
The broadcast said the decision was approved by the

Military Council of National Salvation, established Dec 13
when Its leader. Communist Party chief and Premier
Wojciech Jaruzelski declared martial law.

It made no mention of the military council's stand on
revivmg Solidarity, the independent union suspended
since the start of martial law. Nor did it say if Solidarity
leader Lech Walesa would be among those released.
The announcement represented the most sweeping

easing of martial law curbs since the military decree ended
16 months of labor upheaval and social reform in Poland.

It coincided with Archbishop Jozef Glemp's statement in

Rome yesterday that Polish-born Pope John Paul II was
postponing a planned August visit to his homeland.
Glemp, Poland's Roman Catholic primate, is in Vatican

City this week for talks with the pope about church policy
opposing martial law.

Earlier this month he called on the government to
release the women who make up about 20 percent of the
3,100 people still detained under martial law.

Pope delays plans indefinitely

to revisit Polish homeland
VATICAN CITY - Pope John Paul II's plans to visit

Poland in August have been postponed indefinitely, three
years after his return home fanned nationalist and
religious fervor. Poland's Roman Catholic primate said
yesterday.

"I believe the pope's trip must be postponed for a little
while." Archbishop Jozef Glemp said in an unusual session
with reporters in St. Peter's Square. Despite Glemp's
cautious remarks, Polish sources at the Vatican said the
primate clearly meant the visit was off.

Digest
By the Associated Press
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Just a few weeks before the Dec. 13 martial law crack-
down on Poland's church-backed Solidarity labor
movement, John Paul had accepted an invitation from the
Communist government and Polish bishops to make the
trip.

Asked if the pope would visit Poland next year. Glemp
replied: "No, unless the situation (in Poland) calms down."

State holds spring inspection until ob-
taining stickier stickers

BOSTON — The state is suspending the spring car
mspections until June 1 while a manufacturer produces a
new, stickier batch of 4 million inspection stickers a
spokesman said yesterday

.

Charles Manning, spokesman for Public Safety
Secretary George Luciano, said an unknown number of the
first batch of stickers were simply not sticking. He said the
private suppher of the gum paper stock on which the
stickers are printed admitted a manufacturing error and

will produce a new order at its cost.

The state is temporarily suspending the spring in-
spection "so as not to inconvenience the public," Manning
said. The inspection period will begin again June 1 and run
until June 30. The period usually runs from April 1 to Mav
15.

^

"We can't see giving out stickers if we think that they're
faulty." he said.

*

Israeli demonstrators battle

with Jews on West Bank
NAHAL TELEM. Occupied West Bank - Israeli peace

demonstrators scuffled with Jewish settlers yesterday
while Defense Minister Ariel Sharon dedicated a new
settlement in the occupied West Bank.
Nine Arabs were shot and wounded in clashes earlier in

the day with Israeli troops in the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip. The military command said five Israeli soldiers were
hurt in the clashes with Palestinian demonstrators.

Israel's 34th Independence Day brought anti-Israel
demonstrations by Palestinians in the occupied territories
and the Israelis themselves used the occasion for
nationalist outpourings.
This year marked the centennial of Jewish settlement in

the Holy Land, and the dedication of new settlements set
the theme.

^*=
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Family day
Tuesday

Child dinner .49
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Rt. 9 Hadley
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3.99

All the Fish you wish 3.99

Sirloin Strip
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4.89
2.49

Dormitory ^ests
i^CoWe.Ql^^ 3

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

No additional restriction on guests in the dormitory
system are planned this weekend, Director of Housing
Services Joseph Zannini said yesterday, although 24-hour
security and "strict" rule enforcement will be im-
plemented.

Zannini said his office had previously informed the
Union Program Council (UPC) that no guests would be
allowed at the University of Massachusetts this weekend
but later decided to reconsider after UPC had failed to

Tests to check
what holds
library together
By BRIAN FITZ MAURICE
Collegian Staff

Further testing of the brick facade of the University of
Massachusetts Tower Library is scheduled to begin
sometime next week. UMass Director of Planning Jack
Littlefield said yesterday.

This part of a series of investigations which stems back
to the Tower's 1979 closing is to determine the "as built"
conditions of the brick facade and to aid in the later
decision making as to what methods wUI be used in its
subsequent repair. Littlefield said.
The investigation wUl consist of tie testing through the

use of a technique called fiber optics, which will allow the
researchers to visually gather information about the
condition of the facade from behind it without removal or
damage to it. Photographs wUl be taken and studied.
There will be four specimen locations studied: the second

floor west side, the 13th floor south side, the 18th floor east
side, and the 24th floor north side. The investigation will
take place within the structure by removing particularized
bncks from the columns which rap around inside the
buildmg, and sUpping the optic fiber between the two
exposed surfaces.

The major focus of the study consists of the brick facade
adjacent to the windows and between columns. Of par
ticular importance in the research investigation will be the
numbers and locations of header bricks, masonry anchors
and ties, all of which are crucial to the support of the
facade. Bill Marren. coordinator of the -Physical Plant
said.

The basic structure of the Tower's facade is a series of
sections of brick facing, supported by corrugated metal
tabbing secured to the face of the building, with the mortar
to support, aline and stabilize each section. The closing and
consequent investigations are reactions to the fear and
need for a reassessment of these ties' abUity to handle the
load safely.

The main thrust of the present investigation, as seen by
Marren. is to see and make sure the initial contractor used
the correct requisite brick ties in the construction and if
they were installed properiy. Marren said the Tower's
Facade situation is "certainly solveable" and it's now a
question of which construction method available will
prevent the bricks from falling.

assemble a Spring Concert and instead planned the Pond
Series.

"We don't have anything to warrant it," Zannini said of
the no-guest policy which was originally planned for Spr-
ing Concert weekend.
Zannini said current plans are based on Housing Ser-

vice's estimate that while less visitors are expected for the
Pond Series, students may be in an "extra festive holiday
mood." However he said a different situation could result
in a change of plans.

"Should the festivities escalate in any way, we would
consider putting into effect a no guest policy," Zannini

said.

The 24-hour security will begin in all dormitories at 5
p.m. Friday, said Carol Radzik. director of Housing
Security. She said the additional security is scheduled to
end at 5 a.m. Sunday, but may be extended "if things get
rougher. ^ '^

No additional policies will be implemented, Radzik said
although security personnel will be placed at additional
doorways, and will receive reinforced instruction to assure
the registration of guests.

^^^^^ estimated security this weekend would cost
$4,000, while a normal weekend costs around $800.

HEADING TO THE CENTER - D.,id Geddry. . sophomore Chemic.1 Enid'n^Cm.Tor^plores the nooks and crannies of the Fine Arts Center last weelcend.
'""«'""""K ""J"' •"

UMass professor warns threat
to freedom posed by New Right
By JACKSON KATZ
Collegian Staff

Dr. Roger Libby, sociologist, UMass Home Economics
professor, and nationally known sex educator and author
gave a talk entitled "Sex, The Family, and the Religious
New Right" Tuesday night in the Campus Center.

Libby, wearing a button saying "I read banned books,"
talked to an audience of sixty-five people about the impor-
tance of recognizing the real threat to freedom groups like
the Moral Majority represent.

"It's clear that the Religious New Right is attempting to
impose their views on all of us through law," he said.

To illustrate his point, he quoted Gary Potter, head of

MY BRAN IS BEST - Dude' McD«ii«l .«11. fresh muffin, .t hi. muffin .'SSJi'TdoWMo^'

Catholics for Christian Action.
Potter had said, "After the Christian Majority takes

control, pluralism will be seen as immoral and evil, and the
state will not permit anybody the right to practice evil."

Libby began his talk with a vignette about what this
country would be like if the New Right succeeded in its
goal of running the country. In the scenario Libby envi-
sioned, Moral Majority leader Jerry Falwell had been nam-
ed Minister of Truth by President Reagan (in his second
term) and had instituted a law requiring Bible readings
daily in public buildings.

"This kind of thing sounds incredible," Libby said,
referring to the scenario he had just described, "but half
of this stuff is already true." Libby pointed out how the
New Right has made an impact on the American political
scene through backing conservative candidates and sup-
porting and sponsoring legislation such as the Family Pro-
tection Act and the Human Life Amendment. He also
mentioned other New Right-backed legislation including
the Adolescent Family Life Act of 1981, commonly refer-
red to as the "teenage chastity bill."

Libby noted the New Right, which is a broad-based coali-
tion of conservative special-interest groups, has been able
to exert disproportionate political influence due to their
considerable finances and the lack of a strong progressive
movement in this country.

"There is just no way that the left has the organization
and the money that these few people do," he said.

Dr. Libby also emphasized the anti-woman, anti-youth,
and anti-sexual nature of New Right philosophy.
"The goal of the New Right is to confine sex to the tradi-

tional heterosexual marriage," he said.

Discussing the New Right's opposition to the Equal
Rights Amendment he added that it is "less the equality
than the independence of women that is feared" by the
male-dominated New Right.

In the discussion following Dr. Libby's talk, several
members of the audience asked what could be done to
combat the repressive trend led by the New Right. Libby
responded that writing letters-to-the-editor, articles, and
signing petitions were helpful. He also said young people
have to become involved in the political process by
registering to vote and voting.

One man in the audience, Jim Brassert, a visiting
scholar from Germany, commented on the difference bet-
ween attracting people to progressive movements rather
than reactionary conservative movements.

"It is more difficult to get people together for things
that will make them more happy (sex in this case) than it is
to get them to organize against things they fear." he said.
Libby was asked if he thought young people today take

for granted their sexual freedoms and don't realize that
they are being threatened.

"I think that young people can't take these rights for
granted," Libby said. "If they don't fight to defend these
nghts, they're going to lose them. I think they've already
lost some of them."
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Britain declares

'total' war zone
By The Associated Press
Britain yesterday declared a "toUl" war zone 200 miles

around the Falkland Islands. Argentina's navy was
reported in the zone ready to fight and the United States
warned the situation had reached a critical point.
The Defense Ministry in London said the "total exclusion

zone" would take effect at 7 a.m. EDT tomorrow, and the
British Broadcasting Corp. said there was a strong
possibility of a British attack tomorrow night or Saturday
morning.

It said Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher has "taken
her gloves off."

British defense sources said weather conditions in the
South Atlantic were "deteriorating rapidly, with 70 mile
an-hour winds on the way." heightening speculation that
Britain's armada would act quickly.

Argentina, while saying it was studying a U.S. peace
plan relayed by Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr..
put its forces on "maximum alert " and predicted a British
attack on the Falklands in 24 to 48 hours.
Argentine naval sources in Buenos Aires said the

nation's fleet was deployed in the South Atlantic, including
the announced "total exclusion zone."
"We're doing all we can through diplomatic channels to

avoid a war. but if they (the British) want war, they will
have it because we will have no alternative but to defend
ourselves against an attack." said one of the sources, who
requested anonymity.

AP lawrphoto

SHADOWS ON THE ROAD— A low sun casts
long shadows on this road in the Falkland
Islands Tuesday as Argentine troops are on the
march. This is an official government photo
made available in Buenos Aires yesterday.

Self-rule favored
for Falklands
BOSTON (AP) - Former British Prime Minister Harold

Wilson said yesterday that he favored self government for
the Falkland Islands.

"I believe self government is the answer." Wilson said at
a news conference in Boston where he ended a lecture tour.
The islanders should one day decide whether they prefer

"Argentine rule, joint rule, condominium or self gover-
nment," Wilson said.

Both Great Britain and Argentina claim sovereignty
over the islands.

Saying that he was a day behind in his knowledge of the
Falkland crisis. Wilson. 66, who retired in 1976 after four
terms as prime minister, said he felt Britain's attacks
Sunday and Monday on South Georgia were "obviously
right and necessary."

"The one thing that matters is the Falkland Islands.
What do they want'?" he said of the islanders. "I'd be very
upset if. after all these years under our tutelage." they
preferred "the fascist thug from Argentina."
"They are a fascist state and there is much evidence that

there is anything but great enthusiasm for the leadership
there." he said of Argentina.

Wilson called Britain's South Georgia operation "pretty
courageous," cnsidering the short time in which a naval
team was "scratched together."

He declined to give an opinion on any further military
action, saying only that it could be hampered by the
islands' perilous waters this time of year.
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The Interfraternity Council
and Panhellenic Council
would like to thank the

Activities Department, and
Business Unit (RSO) for their
help and cooperation in making
Greek Week a big success.

'^ The Jeffery Amherst Bookshop
has an immediate need for a part time employee 12
full days: Wednesday & Saturday, occasionally more
time e.g. Xmas vacation) as well as a potential need
for a full time employee. The ideal applicant will be a
college graduate in late 20's (young enough to be in

touch with student interests, old enough to have
some good working experience). Book store ex-
perience highly desirable, but not essential. Ap-
plicants should bring or send resume to Howard
Gersten, Jeffery Amherst Bookshop, 55 South Plea
ftant Street. Amherst. Please do not call. v,

SIT ON IT!

The Selle Royalle anatomic seat

from Valley Bicycles Ltd.

Will make your bottom feel tops!

SALE! FUJI S125
18 speed, chrome-moly frame,

all alloy components

Price $390.00 NOW $369.00
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SUMMER
LANGUAGE
INSTITUTE

ON THE C AMPUS Of HAMPSHIRE C OI.LEGE
IN AMHERST. MASSACHUSETTS

LEARN A LANGUAGE IN A RELAXED &
STIMULATING INTERNATIONAL ATMOSPHERE!

A unique program altering 13 languages including English as a Second
Language which tocuses on developing oral language skills and cross-
cultural awareness. Our experienced, professional instructors use
modern, creative teaching methods, (lass si/e: 4-8 students; 5 class
hours daily. All ESL teachers have Master's degrees in the Teaching of
English as a Second Language.

^'^^•"^H KORKK.N I A%(.l ACKS
June 14-July9$400 June 21 -lulv 16 $4()0
July 19-Aug 27 $60() Aug 2-Aug 27 $4()0

Residential: $75/vvk-single room; S57.5()/wk-lull meal plan (optional)
ENGLISH AS A StXOND LANGUAGE, ARABIC, MANDARIN
CHINESE, FRENCH, GERMAN, MODERN GREEK, HEBREW
ITALfAN, JAPANESE, PORTUGUESE, RUSSIAN, SPANISH

'

a
o

89 Main St., Amherst
(behind Valley Farms Dairy Store)

256-0880

e r' shop

c
3

iULCouins.
All
MS.

England Imguoge
25 Mam Street, Northampton. MA ()l()6(); (413)584-3956

. I. 9'^^'^l"'
^^'^' '<-' action games vj/tien you need a shoe ihal cxn

nandtall or raiquetball Jusi name your name

,„sol«'^H?""*' ''"'"'ll'' ""^^^ "PP*rs padded heel cups, terrycloth^ M .b^i!:' '^i"""
'^"'•^»l« And most of all you^ll toye^^ f„N> try them and lake em m rourt
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runner'shop 159 N. Pleasant (behind Faces)

rusty nail
Friday. April 30 *

gat iVl-

ROMEO VOID pI
"Never say never"

^t. 47. Sunderland, MA 665-4937

>TXZ^

Sat. IVIay 1

POUSETTE-DART
^..„., BAND

.CoJiegJan 5

D.C.s ask thieves of dishes
to fork it over this week
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Communications Studies
reopens after revising
By BOB WOLFE, JR.
Collegian Staff

Admission to the Communication Studies
Program at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst has been
reopened, with a revised list of re-
quirements that must be met in order to
receive admission into the major.
Professor Richard Stromgren, director

of the Communications Undergraduate
Studies Department, stressed the rules and
requirements of both being admitted into
the major and graduating from it are not as
.of yet set, "pending final approval of the
administration and appropriate ad-
ministrative committees." The decision of
whether to accept the revisions is still at
least a few weeks away, Stromgren said.
The requirements for being a com stu

major are Communications Studies 121
and 150 as they have been in the past, plus
the newly proposed requirements. The first
requirement will be the completion of two
tool courses of which there are a choice

of four options. The options are either
Classics 105 and Linguistics 201
Philosophy 110 and Coins 122, Math 127
and Math 128, or Statistics 121 and
Statistics 415. Completion of only the first
course of any pair is needed for acceptance
into the major.

According to a pamphlet published by the
communications studies office, the "tool
courses (were) designed to provide poten-
tial communications studies majors with
tools necessary in the department's con-
centrations; to read with understanding ar-
ticles, manuscripts, or texts related to the

areas; and to achieve competency levels
useful as one constructs a professional
career."

The other proposed requirement is the
completion of one "foundation" course and
then a 200 level or above in the same
discipline. The foundation courses are
American History 150 or 151, English
Literature 131, Comparative Literature
101, Anthropology 104, Political Science
101, Psychology 150, Sociology 110. and
Economics 103 or 104.
"In a sense we are not adding another re-

quirement, just directing people in their 'C
and :D' cores," said Stromgren. He also
said "the new requirements are not
retroactive."

There is a phase-in plan for current
students wishing to transfer into the com
stu department. Those students will be re-
quired to complete 121 and 150, however
current freshman as well as transfer
students with less than 30 credits will also
be required to take one tool course and two
foundation courses. Current sophomores
will have one tool course while current
juniors transfering are only required to
complete 121 and 150. In both the tool and
foundation courses a grade of 'C or better
is required. Incoming freshman will not be
accepted into the department until they
have met the requirements, but most
students should be able to complete them in
their freshman year.

According to April Tidlund, secretary for
the communications studies department,
sixteen people have been allowed admit-
tance into the department since about early

Continued on page IJ,

You are the eyes and
ears of the Collegian. If
you see a story, teli us
about it.

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

That glass that you slipped out of the
Hampshu-e Dining Commons or those
knives that you use to spread peanut butter
onto filched saltines are going to cost you
money in the long run. unless you decide to
return them.

This week. April 26 to 30, has been
declared Amnesty Week for A W L
Dishes by the Food Services office in an
effort to collect some of those odds and ends
belonging to Food Services that somehow
managed to find themselves in various
dorm rooms and apartments in the Amherst
area.

"It's an attempt to get some of the things
back. I don't know if people will take it
seriously." said Charlotte WiUiams of Food
Services, who is coordinating the week.
Table tents put on most of the Ules in

each dining commons ask students to put
articles on the "Amnesty Week" table and
one is located in each of the four D.C.s.
The program, which was also tried two

years ago, is an attempt to save Food
Services, and eventually the UMass
students, some of the money necessary to
replace missing items.
The handout states that $12,500 went to

the replacement of silverware alone over
the past year.

"They (the students) are the ones who
pay for the missing items." said Williams.
If they want to add the cost of equippinij
everybody with a table setting, then what
can we do?"

Another table tent that was put out
earlier this semester depicted a jeans
pocket which you could see through to
reveal knives, forks and spoons, supposedly
being taken from the dining commons.
According to that handout. 98 percent of all
silverware that needs to be replaced is a
result of walk-outs. For glasses, this fiinire
IS 90 percent.

Only about 4 percent of the financial
losses incurred by the loss of these is
recovered in the dormitories during the
summer by the Housing staff, according to
the handout.

Thus far. not many things have been
returned. In fact, a spot check of three
different tables on Wednesday revealed
that there were no items returned by
midday.

WilUams noted the program of two years
ago didn't produce any great amounts of
returns, but said it was still a good idea.
"Whatever we get back wUI be better

than getting nothing at all," she said.
-"*" Rciiuif; uimunjf ai ail, sne said.

More than two years after attack
student becomes fourth sentenced
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

A 21-year-old University of
Massachusetts student yesterday became
the fourth person to be sentenced to per-
form community service work after being
found guilty of a February 1980 beating.
Craig L. Homenko, of 36 Squire Village

apartments in Sunderland, was found guil-
^y^y Hampshire Superior Court Judge
John F. Moriarty of extortion and assault
with a dangerous weapon, given a 30
nionth suspended sentence in the Hamp-
shire County House of Correction and plac-
ed on probation for three years and
ordered to perform 1,000 hours of com-
munity service work.
What type of service he will serve will be

determined by the county probation
department, according to David Ristof the
Hampshire County District Attorney's of-
fice.

Three other men, Eric M. Kehoe, 19, of
Webster Court in Amherst, Lawrence A.
Denaro, 21, of Natick, and Peter E.
Lawless, 19, of Hopedale, were found guil-
ty of similar charges in October 1980. Each
was given a 30 month sentence in the
House of Correction and placed on proba-
tion for three years. They were also
ordered to perform 1,000 hours of com-

munity service, Rist said.
A fifth man, Robert E. Palidino, 22, of

Webster Court in Amherst, was charged
with being an accessory after the fact in
the incident. As a result of an undisclosed
conflict, his case was handled by the state
attorney general's office last year Rist
said.

The men were accused of allegedly luring
John W. Bresnahan, 21, of Amherst, into a
car and beating him as they drove through
Amherst and Sunderland on February 25
1980 They then reportedly stopped in
South Deerfield where some of the men
allegedly continued to beat Bresnahan with
a pipe.

Residents of the John Quincy Adams
lower in the Southwest Residential Area
where four of the five students resided at
the time, had told the Collegian the inci-
dent stemmed from alleged thefts of per-
sonal property by a visitor to the dor-
mitory They said the incident had ap-
parently occured when some students had
tried to retrieve the missing articles.

All five men turned themselves over to
police after warrants had been issued for
their arrests. Homenko, Kehoe and Denaro
turned themselves in the Friday after the

.incident, while Paladino and Lawless sur-
rendered to Amherst Police on March 2,

UCLA Summer Sessions 1982
// you're looking for a change of academic or
geographic environment, consider studying
this summer at a renowned center of
leaming—UCLA.

First Session / June 28-August 6.

Second Session / August 9-September 1 7
1

t«r«st«d In ttv«l«iit

ighffsT

STUDHIT ATTOMUrr •NnAL

for job descriptions and
more information come to:

Rm 420 Student Union BIdg.

applications are due by

5:00 Friday April 30

^thc S.G.A. IS an afnrmative action employer

Choose from 500 courses in a wide spectmm of
academic disciplines—everything from African
Languages to Theater Arts, with more than 40 other
fields of study in between.

Summer Sessions courses are open to all visiting

college and university students. However, summer
registration does not constitute admission to the
University.

In Summer Sessions classes youll be joined by a
diverse study body and a distinguished faculty— all in
the process of extending tfieir learning. Most classes
are small, so tfieres more time for in-depth discussion.

During leisure hours, you can enjoy UCLAs many
recreational facilities and cultural events. And the
summertime attractions of Southern California.

Among the Special Summer Programs are:

• Summer Thester Company—Audition for a role in
a summer production while studying voice, movement
and actor training—or become involved in the
technical aspects of production. Three productions are
scheduled: Goodbye. My Fancy, The Happy Time;

I and The Birds.

• Dance, with Alma Hawkins—Explore recent
discoveries in movement with UCUs distinguished
emeritus Professor of Dance gone 28 to July 3).

•Languages—Learn about the Greek or Latin
elements of English, begin a study of linguistics, or
study Chinese. French. Italian. Japanese. Portuguese
Quechua. Spanish or Yoaiba.

• Politics—Focus on the politics of public opinion
political parties, the legislative process, the American
presidency—or U.S. foreign policy.

• Psychology—Exptore current thought in personality
perception, human sexuality, social psychology or
psychobiology.

For your free copy of the 1982 Summer Sessions
catalog, clip the coupon. Qr call (213) 825-6410
anytime.

Mail to UCLA Summer Session
1254 Murphy Hall. 405 Hilgard Avenue Los
Angeles. CA 90024

Name

Address

SS26
ZIP
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Arms spendings: a 'Black issue
Since last fall, the entire Western world

has been rocked by the spectre of nuclear

holocaust. Millions of Europeans,
outraged by Ronald Reagan's incredible

assertions that a nuclear confrontation

with the Soviet Union could be "limited"

or even "winable," demonstrated against

the arms policies of the U.S. major leaders

in Europe and the United States

denounced Reagan's decision to deploy

572 Pershing II and cruise missiles in

Western Europe in 1983. Religious and
intellectual advocates of peace have
initiated teach-ins against the arms race.

But in the face of this chorus of criticism,

Reagan has proven to be quite ignorant to

the realities of world military affairs.

Despite the fact that the U.S. currently

has 10.000 strategic nuclear warheads to

the Soviets' 7,000 he asserted in a recent

press conference that "the Soviet Union
does have a definite margin of

superiority." U.S. arms production was
essential. Reagan declared. After a first

nuclear exchange, "they could absorb our
realiatory blow and hit us again." Even
rabidly pro-defense Senators had to

confess that Reagan "didn't know what he
was talking about."

As the debate over nuclear disar
mament deepened, there was a curious
absence of rhetorical imput from most of
the noted black Civil Rights leadership
and the Congressional Black Caucus.
Black spokespersons in the media had
denounced Reagan's New Federalism

proposals as "barbaric." they attacked
administration policies on social services
and unemployment as "cruel." Yet all this

sound and fury signified, to this observer,
a regrettable yet habitual failure to grasp
the relationship between domestic and
international policies in any coherent
fashion.

The current attitude that prevails

among too many blacks is the belief that

arms control, or nuclear disarmament, are
not essentially "black-oriented issues."

Relatively few black students and faculty,

for example, participated in the 150
campus teach ins and demonstrations
against nuclear arms proliferation last

fall. It is even conceivable that some
blacks actually support greater arms
spending, because this will generate new
jobs in defense plants. More likely is the

fact that blacks generally are so con-

ditioned by the prism of race that they
find it difficult to relate to the nuclear
arms issue.

Establishing the relationship between
the economic and political interests of
U.S. blacks, and by extension, all Third
World people, with the current arms race,
begins with one basic question: what are
the long term costs of nuclear arms
proliferation? Foremost, for black people
and other.s. is the survival of humanity
and world civilization.

Politically, it is imperative that
American blacks and progressives do not

get caught in the logic of the simplistic,

red-baiting anticommunism. President
Reagan was the first to denounce the
Soviet Union's proposal to freeze nuclear
weapons as a "propaganda ploy." In one
recent speech. Reagan declared
irrationally that "a freeze simply isn't

good enough because it doesn't go far

enough. We must go beyond a freeze."

Reaganites argue that any serious

discussion of the Soviets' arms proposals
within the context of U.S domestic politics

is akin to treason.

However, we must recognize that
historically, of the two major super-
powers, that the U.S.S.R. has been much
more willing to deescalate the arms race
than the U.S. has been. In the 1930s, the
Soviet Union proposed a general and
complete world disarmament. In the 1950s
and 1960s, the U.S., not the Soviet Union,
initiated the majority of new and
dangerous nuclear weapons systems. In

1946 the Soviets called for a ban on the
storage and production of all nuclear
weapons, with a subsequent destruction
to stockpiles. In 1977, General Secretary
Brezhnev called for an agreement to stop
the entire world's production of nuclear
weapons simultaneously. In May, 1978,
according to one recent press account,
"Moscow advocated at a special UN
General Assembly session on disar-

mament that the major powers enter into

an international agreement ending

production of nuclear weapons of every
type and on gradually liquidating stock
piles. It also called for an end to all nuclear
testing, and agreement banning first use
of nuclear weapons, establishment of
nuclear free zones and destruction of all

nuclear arms." In these last instances, the
Carter Administration denounced the
Soviet initiatives for peace as Marxist
propaganda.

To say that the Soviets are more
committed to genuine arms reductions is

not to say that we accept or agree with all

the politics of the Soviet Union, or that we
' agree with its stands on Afghanistan or
Poland. It is to take a stand for peace and
international dialogue. It is to say no to
nuclear insanity. It is to say yes to life

itself. As one lyric poet said in the sixties,
"All we are saying, is give peace a
chance."

The majority of American people are
beginning to agree with this peace per-
spective. One March, 1982, Gallup opinion
poll stated that 72 percent of all

Americans want this nation and the
Soviets to sign an agreement to halt the
construction of all new nuclear weapons.
Another poll cited in the press declares
that 57 percent of the public favor a freeze

on all nuclear testing, production and
arms deployment by the U.S. and
U.S.S.R. This is exactly what Brezhnev
proposes to do. And this is what Ronald
Reagan rejects.

Unity a necessity

6QUAUTY
-NOTWAR

Join the National days of Resistance, May 1, Bus tickets available
Cost: 525.00 (Scholarships available depending on need) Bus departs at
11:00 p.m. April 30 from Campus Center Circle it also will stop in Nor-
thampton and Springfield.

By JENNIFER HARDY
Collegian Staff

This semester at the University of
Massachusetts, I have noticed an awful lot

of complaining among students, about the
services and functions of this University. I

am very aware that there are many pro-
blems here, but there is one that I feel
needs more attention. That being, the lack
of effective unity on this campus among
black students.

As a black student here I have experienc-
ed this. Many black students don't feel they
have to communicate with each other. This
is ridiculous for the simple fact that there
are so few blacks attending the University.
One does not have to fear uniting with his
or her people, for they are here for the
same reason: to get an education!

I have also noticed a click among black

students, why is this so? When I first

enrolled into this University it didn't mat-
ter if you were cute, ugly, short or tall, if

you were down for communication it was a
positive sign for all. Blacks on this campus
have to stop with their negative ways.
One way to create a positive understan-

ding among ourselves, is to take advantage
of the services offered to black students.
There is the Afro American Studies depart-
ment, Afrik-am society. Office of Third
World affairs, Nummo News and other
Knowledgable organizations. I guarantee
that once a black student becomes involved
in any of these organizations he or she will

feel the need for togetherness.
I hope that from now, until my last year

at the University, some goals will be reach-
ed, the first and best being unity among
black students, once we have this, nothing
should be able to stop us.

By GUS MARTINS
Collegian Staff

Six live up to the name
Anybody who had the pleasure of being

in the Fine Arts Center last Monday night
saw history in the making. Not only were
they in the company of six of the biggest
legends of Black Classical music, but they
heard these masters flawlessly blend their
playing into an awesome display of sound.

Playing in memory of the late Fletcher
Henderson,"the energy generated by this
sextet was only matched by the capacity
crowd's, and the emotion that filled the
atmosphere. The give and take mutually
among the players and listeners was
indicative of an event that may only be
seen once in a lifetime.

Individually, the solos were brief but
precise, tasteful and not overbearing.
Billy Taylor on piano perhaps supplied
some of the most memorable moments
with crispness and clarity, while tenor sax
man Illinois Jacquet was probably the
most explosive. Max Roach on drums was.
the usual Max Roach, a superior drummer
and bandleader without having to

overexert himself, while the vivacious
Dizzy Gillespie, though reserved in his

playing for the most part, brought out a
little of the swing bebopping in his classic

'A Night in Tunisia." Bassist Richard
Davis was delightful, his tone was near

perfect and when he soloed on the George
Gershwin classic 'Summertime.' he added
perhaps the most intimate and special
moment of the performance.
But the biggest surprise of the evening

was the vocal power of I.eon Thomas. His
vocal range was crystal clear and did not
diminish in the highest or lowest of
registers and his scatting might remind
one of the ficticious jungle cries of Tarzan.
Thomas' extraordinary voice must remain
a unique fixture today in the jazz idiom,
considering the crossover successes of
other vocalists, namely Al Jarreau and
George Benson.

The feeling which Thomas showed must
have doubtlessly been honed in the Black
Church where some of the biggest names
in Black Music came from.
The one thing to be noted from Mon

day's successful concert is that Jazz is

alive. ...and well. The beauty of the
musical form is its spontaneity and
crealiveness, two traits which charac
terize the Black man's contribution to
western music. But by no means are his
only contributions. For a music born out of
suppression and the traumas of deviating
from the Classical approach to music, it

has come to find its place as a legitimate
American art form, and thanks to the
mastery of men like the big six expect it to
go away no time soon.
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Unidcntiricd, Dizzy GiilcBpic. and Max Roach.
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Collegian Staff »

John Brobst defeated Nemat Shafik by three votes for

EditoTV";"^
Editor-in-Chief in yesterday^ Bo^d oEditors elections at the Massachusetts Daay Collegian

is fh?^!^'
* f^«^'"-°'d EngUsh major from Feeding Hills

yei and a half
'^'"'''''^ ^^^^'^^ department for a'

Brobst said keeping up with the technology in thenewspaper industry and bettering the reputation of thepaper are among his goals for next year.

"As Editor-in Chief. I hope to accomplish many things,"
Brobst said Among these are instaUing of a quality VDT
(Video Display Terminal) system so that our writers can
get the feel of a VDT environment, like most major
newspapers; maintaining fiscal autonomy; and promoting
the Collegmn throughout the journalistic community."
Ed Levine. this year's news editor, was elected

managing editor. Levine, 23, a resident oi Sharon, has
been a member of the Collegian staff for three years In
addition to news editor, he has been associate news editor
associate managing editor, a copy editor. Student
Government Association reporter and a general assign-
ment reporter.

Stuart Sajdak, 21, a communications studies major from
Norfolk, ran uncontested for the position of production
manager. Sajdak has worked in the graphics department
for a year and a half, serving as associate production
manager for the past semester.

Lise Zeiger, 20, was elected executive editor. Zeiger is a
psychology major from Rockaway, N.Y. In the two years
at the Co/fe</tan, she has worked in graphics and served as
Graphics manager and associate executive editor.
The team of Ken Bazinet and Hannah Hosom won the

race for news editor. Bazinet. a 21-year-old journaUsm
major from Fall River, has been a Collegian reporter for a
year and a half and was the Whitmore beat reporter for the
last semester. Hosom, 19. a Falmouth resident, has been a
reporter for the past two years.

UMass burns $1.9 million
keeping warm through winter

Jim Floyd and Anna Roell were elected co sports
editors. Floyd, 21, a journalism major from Revere, is this
semester's co-sports editor. In his three years at the
Colkgtan, Floyd has been a member of the news and sports
staffs. Roell, 20, a journalism major from Sandwich, is
currently serving an internship with Sail magazine in
Boston. She has been at the CoUegian for a year as a copy
editor and sportswriter.

Cris Schuster ran unopposed for women's editor.
Schuster, a women's staff reporter this year, is a 19-year-
old journalism major from Western Springs, 111. Floyd also
received seven votes for women's editor.

Andy Gordon, 20, a communications studies major from
Boston, will be next year's arts editor. Gordon has been on
the Collegian arts staff for two years.

Kevin Fachetti, 20. an art and psychology major from
Pembroke, ran uncontested for photo editor. Fachetti has
been a CoUegian photographer for the past year and a half.
Seventy five percent of the staff voted in yesterday's

elections.

By MARIA DYNIA
Collegian Correspondent

Winter has finally disappeared from the
campus at the University of
Massachusetts, leaving only chilling
memories and an equally chilling fuel bill in
its wake.

Hans Van der Leeden, head of utilities
design at Physical Plant, estimated the cost
of heating dormitory and administration
buildings this past winter at $1.9 million, as
compared to $1.7 million spent last year.

Van der Leeden said although the
average temperatures for this past winter
were higher than previous year's, the in-
creased cost of fuel and heavy snowfall
raised the season's price tag.

tc/n^/^^'^'
^'^"^ ^^^ s^ows that out of

54,000 tons of coal stockpiled, 24,597 tons
were used during the winter months. Coal
generates 85 percent of the steam on cam-
pus, while oil and natural gas produce the
remaining 15 percent. Last season.
Physical Plant utilized 318,000 gallons of
Oil and 2.950 million cubic feet of gas.

Students living in dormitories, which oc-

cupy 900 million square feet of the campus,
pay for 17.9 percent of the heating bill with
50 percent of their residential rent money.
The state picks up the rest of the tab with
some $9 million appropriated yearly to run
the state utility.

Thomas Quintrully, Physical Plant comp-
troller, said this year's snowfall put a tight
pinch in the winter budget. He accounted
for $101,000 in regular payroll time and
$58,000 in overtime used for snow
removal. This figure is three times as large
as the previous winter's. The April blizzard
capped the season with a bill of $8,500 in
overtime wages, he said.

Barry Simons, the UMass energy conser-
vation coordinator, said many aspects of
the heating system need to be revamped
Simons is working with $500,000 in grant
money to increase the efficiency of energy
consumption on campus.

Simons' most recent project is the Steam
Trap Energy Conservation Program set up
to upgrade steamtraps and decrease steam
waste. The program will help curb the
estimated $300,000 to $400,000 lost each
year due to the malfunction of some of the
7,000 steam traps around campus.

Workshop explored the media,
its effect on women and society
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

The media's images of women and how
they affect society and the women them-
selves was the topic of the workshop held
last night at the First Congregational
Church in Amherst, sponsored by the
Women's Forum Against Media Violence.
"Men have a hell of a lot of options to gain

power, but women have only the option of
what is reflected in the media image," said
Ellen LaFleche, who teaches the course
"Starving and Stuffing" at UMass.
Peggy Stanne, a UMass sophomore who

attended the workshop, said, "Men are
unhappy because they are unable to achieve
something, but women are unhappy
because of their looks."

A slide show about the "contradictions
about women and food which are pointed
out in the media" was shown by LaFleche.
The slide show used different magazine
advertisements to point out how closely the
media associates women with both dieting
and food.

"Women are told they have to keep their
families healthy, but they have to serve
Coke, Twinkles and pudding," said
LaFleche. "God forbid if you should serve
your child lumpy pudding."

Another woman who participated in the
workshop said, 'women are expected to
prepare these great dishes for their family
and then not eat it."

Women are expected to be able to serve
gourmet meals in 60 minutes, save money
while doing it, stay slim and stUl maintain
the house, said LaFleche. And even though
women have all the social responsibUities in
the media, men are experts, even with
food, LaFleche said.

Alcohol is also increasingly becoming tied
with women's images in the media and the
power they are trying to attain, she said.
The purpose of the workshop was to talk

about things around women, their body
images and their sexuality. Also discussed
was how women are affected by fashion and
cosmetic surgery

.

Julie Melrose, a member of Womens
Forum Against Media Violence who helped
conduct the workshop, said, "We can't
catch up to fashion. We spend our whole
hves conforming to fashion and it keeps
changing."

"It is a normal and natural thing to want
to look nice. The problem is that we have
been distorted about who we want to look
nice for," said LaFleche.

Continued on page 15
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PGA enters 10th year of serving gay community
Thursday, April 29, 1982

By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

According to the Kinsey Report, a study on homosex-
uality, one in 10 people are homosexual. That means as
many as 2,500 students at the University of
Massachusetts are gay or lesbian, said Beverly Davis,
president of the People's Gay Alliance (PGA).
The 10-year-old PGA, located in Room 413 of the Stu-

dent Union Building, is a Recognized Student Organiza-
tion (RSO) which serves the gay/lesbian community at
UMass and the Five College area. Its efforts are three-
fold, said Davis. The PGA aims to heighten social

awareness regarding the lifestyles of gay men and les-

bians, to actively support full and equal rights, and to pro-
vide social interactions within the gay and lesbian com-
munity.

To accomplish this, the PGA focuses on five main func-
tions. They organize workshops to explore gay related
issues. They sponsor coffeehouses and disco dances, which
300-400 people attend, Davis said. The two remaining

functions are the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling Col-
lective and the Speakers Bureau.
The Speakers Bureau works in conjunction with the

Lesbian Union, another RSO group, said Jim, (who re-

quested his last name be withheld), vice-president of the
PGA. The Bureau invites speakers into classes, dorms and
holds question and answer sessions on the Five College
Campuses and the community, he said.

The entire organization is doing well and the outreach is

increasing over the years, he said.

The Lesbian/Gay Counselling Collective, located in

Room 407F in the Student Union Building, is a group of
peer counsellors who advise gays and lesbians, as well as
straight people associated with homosexuals, said David, a
UMass student and one of four para-professional
counsellors at the collective. The student counsellors are
supervised by a trained professional and are also trained"
in telephone hotline counselling, he said.

David said most homosexuals are not ashamed of their
sexuality, and in fact, they feel positive about it. What

they are afraid of, he said, is the impression they make.
However, many people associated with homosexuals are
understanding and interested in learning to deal with gays
and lesbians, he said.

"We are people who are gay, not gay people. It is just
one more aspect of our personality," said Kevin George,
treasurer of the PGA. "This misconception of gays as
merely sexual beings is untrue, and the reason we are con-
sidered outcasts."

Davis said many homosexuals feel it is dangerous to ad-
mit their sexuality and referred to an instance where a gay
man on campus received death threats which forced him
to leave the University. Straight people hassle gays a lot,

while others do not even think about it, she said.

The PGA is sponsoring Gay May Day on May 7. Events
will include workshops on self-defense, health and bisex-

"uality, entertainment, a lunch, a happy hour and a dance.
There will be a table in the Campus Center concourse staf-
fed by persons passing out balloons and lavender ribbons
expressing support for homosexuals, Davis said.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
iColJegJan 9

Young Americans are on the move
IfKr^ ^ interested to hear about this talk I hadthe other day with a young woman from Germany We
CrZt ^ ^^ ^ "^^^ ''?'"^ ^^'"^ ^ ^b'« '" the CampusCenter concourse, and we continued the conversationsmokmg a jomt on the steps outside

ersauon

fo^hl n ''•t'^^^^".^
^ ^V^ ^^'"^' ^^"t Europe compared

T.i^^
United States, about UMass, about politics. And wetalked a lot about young people.

StliJ!??'^'^'*'"^^^'^*^^ .^^""^ P^P'^ •" the United
States? she asked me. "Don't you people care about
what's going on in the world these daysT
She was about my age, and I knew she was a part of thegrowing youth movement in West Germany. I figured shedidn t think too much of what many people call the "Me-

Generation.

"I think they care," I replied. "It's too simple to just say
that young people today are apathetic and only interested
in themselves. You've got to look at the whole picture the
historical situation, the political climate
She raised her voice. "Political climate! You've got an

old, right-wing jerk for a president, a sick, macho general
for Secretaiy of State, and a growing social conservative

wake up?"'
^'^ ^^^ ^""^^^ '" ^^'' '^""^'^ ^«*"S to

She continued. "As you Americans say, the shit hasn't

ZTfi ul ^V^V, ^u^
^"""'^ ^°"«"^y •« '" bad shape,

and the U.S. is finally having to feel it a little bit like the
rest of us in Europe. And there are revolutions happening
all over the Third World. People aren't taking k any
longer. Things are going to get a lot worse before thev eetany better. ^ ^

I ^eed. "But don't you think that people have to really
feel threatened before they'll do anything about defending
their rights?" I said. "Isn't that why the anti-nuclea?

weapons and disarmament movement is so strong in
hurope, with the missiles right in your backyard? Thatsame kind of thing is beginning to happen in this country
with social and sexual issues. The New Right, a broad
based coalition of conservative special-interest groups is
attempting to curtail sexual freedom and undo the social
progress of the past 20 years. People, and especially
young people are beginning to realize that their lives will
be affected if they don't get moving."
"Yeah, that has a lot to do with it. But whatever hap-

pened to social conscience? This country was on fire in the

Jackson Katz

Letters

sixties with young people determined to change this
screwed up society. Didn't today's generation of young
people learn anything from the sixties'"
"To be honest," I said, "I think we did learn a lotYoung Americans are a lot smarter than you'd think Theyknow that the government is run by a bunch of old, rich

white big businessmen. They know that the reality of this
country is quite different from the shining image of
America, the home of the free and the brave. We grew up
with Vietnam and Watergate, and Nixon resigning. And a
ot of things that were considered radical in the sixties
ike drug use, "premarital" sex, and questioning authori-
ty^ are now part of the mainstream life for young people

J'So why don't ybu people get going and start shaking up
this country? If young people can't be at the front of social
change, things simply will never change." She had a good
point. ^

"You have to remember," I said, "that each generation

has to relearn to some degree the lessons of the previous
generation. We've learned a lot, but we're still very muchm that process of relearning. And young people aren't
solely to blame. They don't teach us about Vietnam and
the Cml Rights Movement in high school. The mass media
has also failed miserably to educate people about the six-
ties. All they talk about is how the radicals of the sixties
grew up and are now wearing three-piece suits on Wall
^street. And people actually believe that stuff."
She told me I sounded like an optimist.
"I am. I really think there is a lot of potential for youn?

people t<) get moving again. The pendulum has swung to
the right for only a short time. People have been sobering
up quickly since Reagan was elected. I think we're going
to see increasing political involvement of young rSople
over the next few years. We have to. For a few yearsafter

n V'.w^P^^P'^ '^'"^ b^^*' ^"•^ ^'^'*«d things were okay.
But with the nse of Reagan and the right people are realiz-

'""^ul \ r^ ^1 ^""""^ ^^tive again to defend their
nghts. And we have to make sure that we learn and
relearn the lessons of our recent history and the struggles
of our elder brothers and sisters."
Our talk went on, but soon she had to go. She said she

was^only visiting, and was going back to Germany in a few

^^

"When you go back to Germany," I told her,
remember not to believe what you read in the

newspapers about how conservative this country has
become. The only reason conservatives are in power is
because the rest of us haven't been involved in the political
process. But that is going to change, believe me. Young
people are beginning to move."

"Let's hope so," she replied. "Let's certainly hope so."
Jackson Katz is a Collegian columnist.

Switch to steak surprising
To the Editor:

Does anyone find it strange that on April 14th, the day
before this semester's Fast for a World Harvest, the deci-
sion was made to add steak as an entree for the evening
meal, thus discouraging many students from fasting' I
was under the impression that meal schedules are made up
weeks in advance. Why this change?

Jane Lundquist
Amherst

VandaJs fight for dying empire
To the Editor:

The UMass community has gotten another reminder
that white supremacy and support for US domination of

the Third Worid is on the rise with the vandalization of the
Iranian Muslim Student Association (IMSA) last month,
when anti-Iranian slogans were spray painted on the walls
and literature was defaced. We should remember that a
slogan spray painted in the office — "Iranians go home" —
was one of the most prominent slogans displayed by the
white supremacist leaflet posted up by "UTOPIA" this fall.

These actions are part of the jingoist. anti-Iranian cam-
paign of support of US imperialism which has been
whipped up in this country following the Iranian people's
overthrow of the CIA installed shah.
Within the US. Iranian students have helped bring home

the role of the US in Third World countries. They have

worked to build support for other national liberation
movements. Attacks on the presence of Iranian students
here and attempts to deport them (which has been sup-
ported not only by groups like "UTOPIA" but by the US
government) is part of a campaign which is being waged to
win the hearts and minds of American people to fight for a
dying empire. Actions such as the attack on the IMSA
office niake it evident that the option left open to us is
about heightened repression, white supremacy, and
facism. If we want to fight for progressive change insteadwe need to support the right of Iranian students to be here'
,%^S^"t to regain control of their destiny from the hands

of US imperialism, and their struggle against the
repressive Khomeni regime.

Sally Ketcham
John Brown

Anti-Kbin Committee

Policy shows spirit of mistrust

To the Editor:

It remains to be seen whether the Collegian is interested
in enacting a policy that would supposedly ensure
"responsible" self-criticism, according to Wednesday's
editorial.

As one who had to resign her position as CoUegian
Women's Editor and staff member to "responsibly"
criticize the CoUegian, I have grave reservations about the
procedure of the new policy and the spirit in which it has
been enacted.

Yes. I agree that "Establishing limits on the fun-

damental right to self-expression is problematic. especiaUy
in a free and responsible press." so why does the Collegian
teel It must? It is apparent that many feel they are too
vulnerable a target.

Some individuals are afraid the editorial/opinion pages
will consume valuable space for "inter-staff bickering

"

However, the Executive Editor told me that not once
during her term and her knowledge of previous years, has
a column been submitted for that purpose. It is appalling
that a student newspaptr is so fearful of self criticism that
they feel they must create a six-member board to evaluate
it for "accuracy of a fact and public interest." factors
already taken into consideration by the Executive Editor.
Other restrictions on critical columns imposed by thenew poUcy are absurd. Staff members must first have

their complamt approved by the board, then after they
write their column, they must resubmit it to make sure
they adhered to the original topic. It shows the spirit of
mistrust.

.So. time is a crucial factor ignored by the new policy.
What mechanism has been provided for immediate
response, allowing the criticism to be run at the height of
Its public interest and relevancy, thus ensuring its impact
and efficacy? If the six members meet only once a week as
planned there is the probability of a column, being held a
week or more which would obviously reduce public in-
terest.

Yes. there is still a "real need for a thorough
examination of what occurred." and what a "free and
responsible press" actually is.

Kelly Malley

Amherst

>i
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Cosmic Wimpout
annual tourney
rolls on Saturday
ByDAVECLINE
Collegian Staff

The seventh annual Cosmic Wimpout tournament,
where several hundred contestants compete for the World
Championship of the popular dice game, will take place at
noon Saturday at the Hangar One in Hadley.
The tournament, a University of Massachusetts

tradition, has always been held in the Hatch, but it had to
be moved this year due to the renovations taking place. An
attempt was made to schedule the event in the Student
Union Ballroon, but a satisfactory agreement between
tournament organizers and Campus Center officials could
not be reached.

Brian Webster, a tournament official said, "The contract
regulations were too restrictive to allow us to put on the
type of tournament we wanted to have. We understand
that we're dealing with UMass liquor and food licenses that
restrict the Campus Center management. We realize that
their hands were tied with this. We didn't want to
jeopardize their licenses should an unsavory event occur
that was beyond anyone's control, so we opted to relieve
the pressure on everyone and move off campus."
The tournament, offering a $500 first prize, will be an all

day event, with the first round taking place from noon until
2 p.m. According to Maverick.' another tournament
organizer, "Anybody can win. In fact, people who have just
turned up to play tend to do very well at the tournament."

In two out of the last three years, a newcomer to the
game made it to the finals.

In addition to the tournament itself, many activities are
scheduled to Uke place. There will be two hands; Lost
Time, a reggae band, and the Sock Hops. There will also be
several movies and "a special surprise that will give people
who attend a lot of satisfaction," said Maverick.
The tournament takes place at the same time as the

UMass Pond Series and the lacrosse game against second
ranked Army. Because of the many events happening at
once, the tournament entry rules have been modified to
allow contestants to also attend other events.
"When people check in at the Hangar One for the first

round, they'll get a schedule of events so they can arrange
their day around whatever they want to do." Maverick
said. "If we can get enough people who want to do it. we'll
play several rounds by the pond if people want to see that
show also."

The entry fee for the tournament is $3 which covers all
events at the Hangar One for both the day and evening.
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WZZZ changes frequency, keeps diversity
By SCOTT SACCO
Collegian Staff

The sound of Southwest,- radio station WZZZ, has swit-
ched Its frequency from 91.7 to 107.7 FM, according to
station manager Jackie Prescott.

Prescott said WZZZ changed its frequency in February
because station WMUA, 91.1 on the dial, has a stronger
signal which was clouding reception for WZZZ listeners.

Prescott said WZZZs new slot at 107.7 is more easily ac-
cessible because it is higher up on the FM dial in commer-
cial radio space.

Prescott said WZZZ is a free format station and, she
said, "One of the reasons we are so unique is because our

disc jockeys bring their own music and they all have
diverse tastes. For example, some of our people play rock
and new wave while others prefer Reggae or punk."
Prescott said when WZZZ went on the air in the fall of

1979, the stations founders opted for a free format so as to
reach a wider range of listeners.

She said the station is a non-profit organization and it

does not broadcast commercials. She also said WZZZ does
broadcast free public service announcements for any
legitimate organization within the university area.
The station is located on the 12th floor of John Quincy

Adams Tower and has a staff of about 65 volunteer disc
jockeys and two engineers who work in shifts, Prescott
said. She also said the station broadcasts seven days a
week from 9:30 a.m. to 4 a.m.
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Arts

The Pond Series - This weekend, in front of the Campus
Center Pond. Union Program Council presents the logical
alternative to a Spring Concert. The Pond Series consists
of three shows, one each on Friday. Saturday and Sunday.

The artists for the Pond Series are as follows
David Bromberg... A pleasant blend of blues, country

jazz, folk and classical music.

MarshaU Cren$haw... A fifties fanatic and disciple of
Buddy Holly. Eddie Cochran. Les Paul and Smokey
Robinson.

BUly Cobham...The legendary drummer for the
Mahavishnu Orchestra, and Larry CoryeU. who has also
performed with Stanley Clarke. George Duke and The
Grateful Dead to name a few.

Rick Danko...An integral part of The Band who has
performed with Eric Clapton and Ronnie Wood.
Johnny Copeland...A master bluesman, former prize

fighter (undefeated in 23 bouts!), and veteran of the
Houston blues scene.

The New Grass Revival... Blending the drive of rock with
improvisational jazz and an aU-around bluegrass tone they
call "new grass."

Taj Mahal...A UMass graduate who blends blues, rock
folk, reggae and soul. RolUng Stone says "He's one of the
few people you can actually hear smiling."

David Bromberg (above) and Rick Danko
(below) will be at UPC's Pond Series
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Big Six live up to the name
THE BIG SIX OF JAZZ
Fine Arts Center
Monday, April 26

By CHARLIE RUSSELL
Collegian Correspondent

The Big Six of Jazz lived up to its name Monday night
before a wild, sold out crowd at the Fine Arts Center The
concert was a shot in the arm for jazz in the Valley in more
ways than one.

The performers donated their fees to the Fletcher
Henderson Memorial Scholarship Fund. Through the fund,
the concert will help outstanding young jazz musicians who
otherwise couldn't afford a college education. The concert
also brought out people who don't normally listen to jazz. It
was exciting to see strangers to jazz introduced to its
mfectious sound.

The six biggies were: Dizzy Gillespie, trumpet; lUinois
Jacquet. tenor sax; Max Roach, drums; Billy Taylor,
piano; Richard Davis, upright bass; and Leon Thomas'
vocals.

Since the term jazz has become a catch all recently, the
point should be made that this concert was in the
traditional style known as swing.
The first couple of tunes were upbeat, in the bebop vein

that was literally invented by Gillespie and Roach along
with the late Charlie Parker. At first, the rhythm section
seemed to have trouble finding an agreeable groove, but
once the jitter faded the rhythm sound was superb.

Most notable in the first tune was Gillespie. His lip was
fresh and strong, and he didn't hesitate to show off his still

stratospheric range and brilliant tone. The second tune
belonged to Roach all the way. He rescued a sagging beat,
driving it faster and faster until energy poured from the
stage, and capping with a solo that said better than any
words why many consider him the world's best drummer.
The third tune was the big surprise of the evening. In

contrast to the first two. it was a baUad. Theloaious Monk's
beautiful "Round Midnight." The remarkable feature was
provided by Illinois Jacquet. most well-known for his

explosive tenor sax sound. For Hound Midnight
"

however, he chose a bassoon, played with a sensitivity he
rarely exhibits. His rendition of the ballad was rich and
melancholy, beautifully supported by Davis and Tayl6r.

The last two numbers before intermission featured the
sixth member of the group, vocalist Leon Thomas. His first
song was a spu-itual. sung in a strong and supple baritone
1 he set was closed with Gillespie's classic "A Night in
lunisia. which featured some wild vocal effects by
1 homas and a nifty free-form trumpet solo by GUIespie.

Jf'e second set was more a conscious showcasing of
ndividuals. The group broke down into small ensembles
for various numbers. Particularly nice was Davis' bowed-
bass version of George Gershwin's "Summertime." Davisused a bow intermittently throughout the night, and gave
the distinct impression that bowing was his strong suit

Two technical highlights of the night came back-to-back.One was a drum solo by Max Roach. Roach concentrated
largely on his snare drum, relying on dynamics, speed, andan astounding rhythmic vocabulary rather than a l^ruckload
ol torn toms. Roach s solo was followed by a rhythm section
trio featuring Billy Taylor on "All the Things You Are

"

Taylor showed himself to be a mighty fast piano player aswell as the brilhant accompanist he'd been aU night Hiswork was rife with rifled riffs that somehow remindedmore of Liberace than of Art Tatum.
«"unaea

"The last two scheduled numbers reintroduced Thomas
Chams Of Love" was probably the biggest crowd pleaser

ot the night. It was a rousing blues number, sung with
great gusto by Thomas, and featuring a big gutsy sax solo
by Jacquet in his famous filthy tone. The set ended with
another Monk Tune, the great bebop classic "Straight No
Chaser."

The ecstatic crowd, not about to be turned away jjot
two encores out of the group. The first encore featured
guest artist Dr. Frederick Tillis of the UMass music
taculty, who took a lovely soprano sax solo. The second
was another blues shouter, "Boom. Boom.

"

This concert was a rare chance to see true legends make
the music they created. It was also a celebration of
America s most authentic music. Mostly, it was a lot of fun-
lively, good time music played with quality and style

The New Grass Revival (above) and Taj Mahal (below right) will appear at UPC's Pond Series.
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CORRECTION
Yesterday's Arts story entitled "The

Ode in Plutonian Ode*' neglected to men-
tion the name of Charles Francis Carroll,
author of the article.

Toots and The Maytals...Sp\ii{ action with the best

reggae since Bob Marley, check out "The Harder They
Come" soundtrack.

Check tomorrow's Collegian for dates and times. In case
of rain, the Pond Series shows will be held in the Cage, and
only UMass students with a valid undergraduate ID will be
admitted.

Cosmic Wimpout - The seventh annual Cosmic Wimpout
festival will be held all day this Saturday at the Hangar

One in Hadley. The festival begins at 11:00 a.m. and will
run until 2 a.m. First prize if $500! Appearing at the
Wimpout festival will be the Boston reggae band Lost
Time. Admission to the event is $3.

Trivia question - Congratulations to Dave Desrosiers.
who correctly completed the hook of the infamous Lou
Miami song "Fascist Lover." The hook goes "A fascist
lover made my mother, and then my mother made me.

"

This week's trivia question - Coming to Smith College
this Tuesday. May 4. is no other than Squeezel A free
record goes to a randomly selected entry with the correct
answer to the following question. ..What is the name of the
song Squeeze singer Glenn Tilbrook sang with Elvis
Costello on his album Trust. If you know, drop a note in
the specially marked box on the Collegian Arts desk before
5:00 today. At that time the winning entry will be ran-
domly drawn out of the box.
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Car stolen from sleeping student
recovered later by Westfield cops
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

University of Massachsetts police
reported yesterday the theft of a 1978
Dodge Monaco taken from North Village
Apartments in Amherst between 3 and 4
a.m. Wednesday, Sgt. David Grader said.

The owner, a resident of North Village
Apartments, reported dosing off to sleep
while writing. A guest who had been in the
apartment was reprted missing along with
the car and $25 when the owner awakened.
Grader said.

The automobile was recovered in
Westfield by Westfield police Wednesday
afternoon. Grader said. The suspect is

known to UMass police and charges are

pendmg. Grader said. The two door,
yellow sedan, bearing Massachusetts
registration 749-GHS. carries an estimated
$4,500 value. Grader said.

UMass police, anticipating increased
activity this weekend from the three-day-
long Pond Series will be working 12-hour
shifts instead of the regular eight-hour
shifts. Grader said. Contrary to early
rumors. Grader said North Pleasant Street
will not be closed off to traffic for the three
days of music.

Estimating the size of crowds this
weekend at the pond Grader said. "Con-
servatively. 15.000. if the weather is good.

"Unfortunately, there are no restrictions
on the (residential) guest policy."

-i_JS

2 FOR 1
NIGHT

All Vodka, Gin, Rum and
Whiskey drinks -

ALL NIGHT
Also: 3 Rocks - .95c

* Lobby-
Continued from page I

Laurie said the phone-a-thon will be in
operation for the next two weeks. Phones
are avaUable to students between 9 a.m.
and 4 p.m. and faculty members are en-
couraged to take a shift on the phone bank
between 4 and 9. Both faculty and students
are invited to use the phones during the
weekend between 1 and 6 p.m.

Jim Budreau. a member of the Public
Policy Committee of the Undergraduate
Student Senate, said "A better budget is
just a phone call away. The results of
students calling parents and legislators
could more or less procure a $110 million
budget for us."

Budreau said students should become
aware that they can have an impact on the
system. The letter drive and the phone-a-
thon are attemps to draw the students into
the processes now underway. He said the
legislature wUI be forced to react because
students are a large part of its con-
stituency.

Youth arrested
NORTHAMPTON, (AP) - A 15-year-old

boy being held without bail has been charg-
ed with juvenile delinquency by reason of
murder in the stabbing death of a 30-year-
old woman, police say.

The youth, whose name was not released
because of his age, was arrested yesterday
and charged in the death Tuesday of Sylvia
M. Callahan, whose body was found in her
first floor apartn^ent in the Florence sec-
tion by her mother.
The youth was arraigned before District

Court Judge James Dohoney in a special
session of juvenile court and held without
bail.

Police said Mrs. Callahan's body was
found by Eileen Bonneau when she went to
the apartment about 11 a.m. to have coffee
with her.

Mrs. Callahan worked for the New
England Telephone Co. in Greenfield.
Authorities said her husband, Joseph P.
Callahan, had left the apartment about 7
a.m. for work, and her stepson, Adam, 15,
had gone to school.

In approaching the Pond Series this weekend UPC Pro-
"^

ductions finds it essential to ask for your understanding in
observing the following requests. For a safe and fun weekend
please :

No kegs

No glass

Don't jump in the pond
Look both ways and cross at designated crossings
Help us preserve our environment-clean up your mess-

trash bags will be provided throughout the day.
Watch out for Mr. Sun, and when Ms. Nature calls

Johnnys will be on the spot.

Thanks for your cooperation. For more details, same time
same slot, tomorrow. Be there, aloha.

* Note - rain location will be in the Cage Book um Danko

SWALLOW
OUR PRIDE

FREE PIZZA
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Thursday Night - Buy any pitcher of
get one small plain pizza free

9:00 - close

Pina Colada special 1.50
Mixed Drinks 99c

Miller/ Miller Light draft 50c

THE HUHGRY U
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Newslines...

Violence to women
symposium planned
Three workshops on "Anger and Aggression," "Reac

tions of Victims and Besear^hon Jury Decisions of Rape
Cases wdl be held from 3:30 to 6 p.m. in Room 804 of theCampus Center "Investigating and Prosecuting Rape
Cases. wUl be held at 8 p.m. in Room 101 of the Campus

Lecturers wUI include: James Averill of the UMass
Psychology department discussing sex differences in the

Scientist says

he discovered

unique magnet

expressions of affect; Ronnie Janoff Bulman of the UMass
psychology department discussing self-blame by rape
victims; Sheila Deitz. assistant professor of psychology at
Colorado State University, discussing attitudes toward
women and rape; and Linda Fairstein. Chief of Sex Crimes
Prosecuting Unit and Deputy Chief of the Trial Division
from Manhattan, discussing techniques for investigating
and successfully prosecuting perpetrators of sex crimes.

Assault and battery
reported by student
An assault and battery at Townhouse Apartments was

reported Tuesday afternoon, according to Amherst Police.

Police responded to the call at 4:40 p.m. The incident is
the latest in an ongoing dispute between two female
roommates and the boyfriend of one of them, police said.
All of those involved are University of Massachusetts

LOS ANGELES (AP) -
A Stanford scientist says he
may have ended a long,
frustrating search by
spotting a curious particle
called a monopole — the
basic unit of magnetism and
a key to theories that would
draw together the forces in

the universe.

If the apparent discovery
by physicist Bias Cabrera is

confirmed, it would "rank as
one of the finds of the
century ... and that's a lower
limit of how important it

might be," W. Peter Trower
of the Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State
University said yesterday.

The existence of
monopoles — subatomic
particles with only a single
magnetic pole rather than
the north and south poles of
all other known magnets —
would reverberate through
many areas of theoretic
physics, the field that tries

to explain the essence of
existence.

The apparent discovery
was based on a single event,
and Cabrera was cautious in

his description of it. He said
what seems to have been a
monopole passed through an
experimental detector on
Feb. 14.

Cabrera could not be
reached for comment
yesterday, but Stanford
outlined his research and
Trower, who is familiar with
it, described the work in a
telephone interview.

"We've seen only one
event in 185 days running
time. That makes it ex-
tremely difficult to do the
kind of checks that one can
do in a typical low-
temperature experiment,"
the university quoted
Cabrera as saying.

LEARN

TO FLY
The Collegiate

Flying Club
summer

membership
contact

Jim O'Connell
549-3800

Summer
Employment

Camp Young Judaea,
Amhent, New Hampthire

(Baiidant. Goad, 1 hour from
Boston) ia in naad of Oapartmant
Oracton and Activitv Spacialittt
for thi» aummaf in. Athtatic*,

Gymnaatics. Swim Inatruction
(WSII, Watarakiing. SaiNng. Arts
6 Crafts, Campcraft, laraali

Danes. Drama, Israali Folk Song.
Riflary, Tennis, Ptrntography. Of
fica Parsonnal and Nuraaa (R,N )

Excallant Salaries and fringe
benefita. Pleaaa contact Dr.
Charlaa B. Rotman. Diractor. 81

ury Street. WsHselsy. MA

Collegian 13

students. One of the women may seek a complaint with the
clerk of courts.

-SUSAN RING

Solar talk scheduled
A slideshow and talk entitled "The Economics of

Domestic Solar Systems" will be given at 7 p.m. on
Thursday in the Kiva Room of the Hampshire College
Library. The event is sponsored by the Five College Solar
Energy Collective and is free and open to the public.

Tocus* is on budget
The WMUA radio program "Focus" will present a show

about the lobbying efforts of University of Massachusetts
students for the 1983 University budget. The show will
run at 3 tonight on FM 91.1.

Win a dream trip to Hollywood. Plus a fabubus new
Besson-Gobbi sports can IjOOO prizes fotaling ^OQOOO!
Grand Prize -$10,000 trip for two to Los
Angeles! Plus an exciting new $18,900 Besson-
Gobbi cor, one of the first available in the U.S.A.!
Prestigious hotel accommodations. A gala Holly-

wcxxJ premiere. Lunch at a famous movie studio.
And a visit to the set of a movie or TV show.
Second Prize—A "Beautiful Weekend' in New
York valued at $5,000. Winner receives a personal
hair and face consultation. Plus Broadway show
tickets, luxury hotel accommodations, meals and
air fare for two.

5 Third Prizes -$2,000 for Designer Wardrobes
10 Fourth Prizes— Sony Stereo Equipment.
25 Fifth Prizes- Diamond Necklaces. 1/3 carat
diamond on a 16-inch 14K gold chain.

100 Sixth Prizes -Seiko Quartz Tank Watches.
300 Seventh Prizes— Gloria Vanderbilt Totes.

600 Eighth Prizes -Scholl Exercise Sandals
and Exercise Sandal T-Shirts.

Official Rules

1. To enter, complete this form or print your name, oddress,

and ZIP code on a 3" x 5" piece of paper.

2. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Enter as often as you
wish, but each entry must be mailed separately to:

"STEP INTO A DREAM" Sweepstakes,

PC Box 7961

,

Chicago, Illinois 60680
3. All entries must be postmarked on or before August
31, 1982, and received no later than September 15, 1982,
to be eligible to win. Not responsible for misdelivered mail.

All entries become the property of Scholl, Inc. and will not

be returned. The chances of winning depend on the number
of entries received. 4. PRIZES. 1 Grand Prize, 1 Second
Prize, 5 Third Prizes, 10 Fourth Prizes, 25 Fifth Prizes, 100
Sixth Prizes, 300 Seventh Prizes, 600 Eighth Prizes— 1042
prizes in all. The Grand Prize must be taken withm one

year, at a time agreeable to Scholl and winner. Winners
will be selected in a random drawing conducted by an
independent |udging agency, whose decisions will be final.

Only one prize per household. No prize substitutions will

be allowed. Prizes are not transferable. Retail value of all

prizes IS $1 17,300. 5. Winners will be responsible for any
federal, state, or local taxes. Sweepstakes is open to all

residents of the United States, except employees of Scholl,
its affiliated componies or agencies, their immediate
families, and where prohibited by law. All federal, state,

local laws and regulations apply. Proof of eligibility may
be required. 6. Sweepstakes entries that are in any way
illegible, irregular or not in conformity with these rules will

be rejected and treated as void. 7. Grand and Second
prize winners must sign an appropriate waiver of liability,

and if they are under 18 years of age, must be accompanied
by parent or legal guardian. 8. For a list of prize winners,
send a self-addressed envelope to; Winners List, Scholl

'Step Into A Dream" Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 7332,
Chicago, Illinois 60680 After November 1, 1982.

Enter me in the Step Into A Dream Sweepstakes

fslome-

Address

-

City State Zip

Enter us often as you wish, but moil each entry separately to

Scholl "Step Into A Dream" Sweepstakes,
P.O. Box 7961, Chicago, Illinois 60680.

"*
' Official entry blanks are also available at

Scholl Exercise Sandal displays

Scholl

Exefx:ise Sandals
Ci'WJV '

Kingibui

(BiaTe617-2J7M10
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Gypsy moth caterpillars
expected to revisit leaves
By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

The fears and frustrations of gypsy moth
caterpillar haters may once again be in-
creased, according to Francis W. Holmes
director of Shade Tree Laboratories at the
University of Massachusetts.

Holmes says the whole gypsy moth situa-
tion for this summer is "nebulous and
speculative."

For the past three years gypsy moths
have invaded the trees of New England
New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
Delaware. A virus usually kills off a great
majority of the caterpillars after two or
three years of severe outbreaks, but
Holmes said people should not be too
hopeful about this virus reoccurring. The
moths have gained a great deal of im-
munities, he said.

Holmes said there is absolutely no way to
tell when the gypsy moth will fade back in-
to obscurity and there is no way to tell

which trees will be affected in any given
year.

The gvpsy moth's favorite targets in-
clude oaK, birch, willow, linden and apple,
while ash, sycamore and honey locust trees
are avoided by them. 1982 could be a
critical year for many trees. Holmes said,
because a major defoliation for two or
three consecutive years leaves the tree in
such a weakened condition that it is suscep-
table to a number of diseases that could kill

it.

Three deaths could be fatal for certain
people's backyards while forests would be
able to endure due to their constant re-
juvination process.

Holmes said homeowners are wasting
their time by trying to rid their trees of
caterpillars. Chemical spraying is a much
more effective means by which to kill the
pests, he said.

* Com Stu
Contimied from page 5

March, with 150 to 160 more waiting to get
m. Some of those waiting have already
changed their official standing in the
University to CASIAC/S, which designates
them as intended majors and gives them
preference to com stu courses over non-
majors.

In refering to the effects the chancellor's
long range plan might have on the depart-

Man> homeowners try to kill gypsy
moths by hosing down their trees or cover-
ing the base of the tree with a sticky solu-
tion which will trap the caterpillar. The
former is ineffective and the latter is both
ineffective and harmful. Holmes said.
Most hoses cannot reach the top of a

tree, so the defoliation is certain to con-
tinue. And most sticky solutions that peo-
ple use contain an oil base which will stunt
a trees growth and eventually kill it.

Holmes recommended Tanglefoot as a
good solution to put around tree trunks.
The best method outside of spraying, ac-

cording to Holmes, is to tie a large piece of
burlap around the afflicted tree, letting it

hang over the string. The caterpillars will
be trapped by the folds of cloth as they try
to climb the tree.

This method is most effective between
May 30 and June 20, the period when the
caterpillars crawl down the trunk during
the day to avoid the sun's heat.
Holmes said spraying is most effective

when done by towns rather than in-
dividuals. Towns will be more inclined, due
to environmental pressure, to water down
their chemicals to insure they will not have
an adverse effect on the environment.
One possible reason for the gypsy moth

epidemic in recent years is that they have
survived so many New England winters
that they have evolved to a species that can
better endure the cold than before.
Egg masses can hatch anywhere, in-

cluding on rocks and sides of houses.
Holmes said. Because the first stage of the
moth when hatched can blow around for
miles, there is no way to tell if a tree will be
affected, he said.

In order for gypsy moth eggs to die, they
must suffer through 24 hours of -22»F
weather. The Amherst area has never ex-
perienced weather this cold.
Holmes said Amherst will get a severe af-

fliction of gypsy moths this summer.

ment's plans, Stromgren said, "The
department has given its response to the
appropnate facility committees and to the
chancellor's office, and is waiting for it to
go through. Officially we are waiting for a
resix.nse. Unofficially we feel the part of
the five year plan pertaining to the depart-
ment has been effectively discredited, mak-
ing Its implementation doubtful."

"The communications studies department
IS located on the fourth floor of Machmer
Hall.

WANTED
HARD PRYOR
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TONIGHT
April 29th
pm
11 pm
mpws Center
Auditoriwin

Thursday

ROCK HITE
with DJ Don

The Dig One! ^n
plus. . .

" 100 Proof Loroux Schi. pps |

f 95c ALL NIGHT i

4 IsttJcli. Giv^Qwoysll ^

'^Rejuvenate your bicycle this season
with my mechanics specials

"

Bicyc/9 RB/uvenatlon Sal9^art 2
Orlv Train

April 29
Rmg.

1.2S

1.25

1.49

2.7S
2.10

2.95
4.2S
4.95
9.50

4.95

9.95
8.95

16.95

16.95
18.95

28.95

Smim

.99

.99

.99

2.29
1.59

2.29
2.99

3.99
6.95

3.29
3.89

5.99

11.95

11.95
12.95

22.00

44.95 38.00

ACCESSORieS
Front or roar rofloetor

Lithium whito gromao
Baloigh oil

WD-40
Tiro Irona .

Whool rofloetora

Rofloetor kita

Chain toola

Too ellpa 4 atrapa

DRIVE CHAIN
Crelo Pro 10 apd ehalna
Sodla Dolto ehalna
Sodia Sport ehalna
FREEWHEELS
Suntour porfoct
Atom (froneh throad only)
Suntour Pro eompo
Ultra e (6 apd longor

axlo not roQulrod)
Malllard 6 apd
eomploto kit tool S eoga

DERAILLEURS
Suntour Spirt (front)

Suntour Honor (roar)

Suntour VQT (roar)

Shimano Altua (front)

Shimano Altua (roar)

PEDALS
Union 10 apd S 3 apd typoa
Top Run aluminum quill

Lyotarda 4Se
RIMS
Stool 10 apd roplaeomont
Flammo Tubular rod labol
RIglda 27*1 alloy

Flammo Tubular yollow labol 2 1.95
HUBS
20% all huba In atoek
Cuatom whoola.-Wo will build to your apoea
30-% off all labor ehargoa.
BMX
Hsingta stool padals
Stool bars
Chain

Sugino chain ringa

Ooublo atoma Tuffnock

KuaukI
MKS BM 7 podals
Ohisu Forkt tubular

Tango TRX
Em Cal podals
Crankaota ultra dymo

takagi
Sunahino
aoalod boaring huba (pr.)

Alloy whool aota front 4 roar 83.00
Ola Compo 1000 brako/lovor 18.95

9.50

13.95

18.95
15.95

22.00

6.95

18.95
20.95

8.95

13.95

18.95

6.95

9.95

14.95

10.95

15.95

3.99
15.95

12.95

3.99

9.95

12.95

16.95

8.25

9.95
9.95

f4.95

19.50

14.95

16.95

17.50

39.95
35. 95
59.95
44.95

49.95

6.95

6.95

5.95
/0.95

>6.95

/».95

12.95

14.50

36.95
29.95

49.95
39.95

AH atoHdard atom 4 bar poda 30% off

39.95

55.00
13.95

' E. Ploaaant St.,Amhorat
549-6904

15 Stato St.,Northampton
584-1016
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE by M. Joyce
3oiTVvvc^t«5K <yi^ ^vs Htui uF€. Ia)«\s

Edited by

ACROSS
1 Rabbit's relative

5 Harem area

8 Knitted fabric

14 about
15 Like some foods
16 Ventilate

17 Be conspicuous
19 Singer Dolly

20 Gay
21 Solved
23 Took a chance
24 Born, in Calais
26 "Tfie Iceman

28 Lottery of a kind
31 Bomt>ard
33 Witch
34 Monk
36 Prominent family

in U.S. history

38 boy!
40 Not kindled

42 Of a period

43 Actress Julie

45 Shade of gray
46 Poet's monogram
47 Heap again
49 Moved along.

Western style

52 Wrestling hold
54 PartofGBS
55 Bizarre

57 Canine command

Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffc

59 Practical 12 Oklahoma Indian

62 Large French- 13 to (nurse)

bred dog 18 Arnaz •

64 to (hit 22 John
it off) Passos

66 'Hath not 25 Spreads, as
created us?

"

sails or flags

67 Sound in the night 27 Monastic republic

68 Russian secret of NE Greece
police 28 Better late

69 Ancient ascetic never
70 Season on 29 Western

the Riviera 30 Ocean flier

71 Variant of 32 Prepare (a tape)
Isaiah to start Qver

35 Menu phrase
37 Winter vehicle

DOWN 39 Electric current
1 Med. estab. strength
2 B'way acronym 41 Tenet
3 "The Great 44 Pan of a plane
Gatsby " period 48 Goddess of the

4 First name in dawn
American 50 Close
literature 51 s heart out

5 Exclamation 53 Place for statuary
6 Mamie's maiden 55 Woodwind
name 56 Samovars

7 "Toys in the
"

58 Sound a fwrn
8 Kind of dance 60 Money in Sofia
9 Library 61 Whirlpool

frequenters 63 Between HST
10 Chafe and JFK
11 Nap 65 the line

THE UMASS ZONE by Mark Rollins

WHAT HAPPENED?
\

Hie Ul. We's /) tf,^KAcfkK,-ht %au

by Ethyl Octane

H>^i >^n orvoe

Our engineering officers are planning and
designing tomorrow's weapon systems today.
Many are seeing their ideas and concepts
materialize. They have the finest, state-of-
the-art equipment to test their theories. The
working environment is conducive to research.
And Air Force experience is second to none.
You can be part of this dynamic team if you
have an engineering degree. Your first step
will be Officer Training School. Help us shape
our future as we help you start yours. Be an
engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact
your Air Force recruiter at 413-557-3898.
Captain Kevin Keinert. Call Collect.
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

uaaa aaam adoso
DQiD aatMa aoaac]D noaoa
[DnramaHOfTia anoaci
r.„„@'30H nan oaa
QQgBG] DBciacifDiacia
ooBQ QDacici autao
uamaaBaua aaaaa
LI aaa aaaa
i][i]oa[i] aama aui'^a
aaaaa amaa ananaaBH iJBBci [![!]

WEATHER
Today sunny in the mor-

ning, then partly cloudy.

High in the 50s. Clear
tonight. Low 30 to 40.

Tomorrow sunny and
warmer. Highs in the 60s.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Cheeseburger
Fried Clams/Tartar Sauce

BASICS LUNCH

DINNER

Oatburgers
Fried Clams/Tartar Sauce

Roast Turkey/Gravy,
Dressing, Cranberry Sauce

Ham Steak/

Pineapple Rings
BASICS DINNER

Vegetable Squares
Roast Turkey/Gravy,

Dressing, Cranberry Sauce

* Women
Continued from page 7

Melrose said, "There is a facade that women as a group
have a lot at stake at not letting men as a group see what
they really look like."

Cosmetic surgery is one way in which women hide
behind that facade. Melrose said cosmetic surgery could be
considered art. "It is important to understand that the
state of 'art' has gotten to the point where bodies can be
tailored like clothing."

"The media has an image of women and the women
have to live up to it," said another woman at the
workshop.
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5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDIO
Sonlcally Superior Audio. The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadiac DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

ARTISTS
"

Pierpont Art Exhibition and Competi-
tion, open to all Five College
undergraduates, Mayday May 1st. Cash
prizes, coffeehouse, barbecue. Call
546-4572 or 546-5286 for more info

ATTENTION
FRUSTRATED MUSICIANS

Drummer is looking to form a competent
Pop/ Rock Band - guitar, bass, and vocalist
needed I am looking at this situation as only
a creative venture not a career call Mike Riff
256-6454 or leave a message on the Col-
legian Arts Desk

AUDIO

Speakers Clarke Systems $650. new
yours for $325, ZAdvents $240 new yours
for $120 Ed 253-9924

Peavey Pacer Amp brand new great price
Pete 549-1255

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Chevy Impale good cond, runs fine,
no work needed, $850 Kevin 665-4362

1969 Triumph Spitfire convertible ex-
cellent must sell 413-337-4289

1976 Lancia 1800 front wheel drive four
cylinder 5 speed, leather interior, stereo
$3200 call 253-5183

66 Bug good condition, runs excellent $650
call 6-6332 or 6-6341

Southwood Apt for rent av June 1 call
Mike, 253-5618

6 bedroom house summer sublet fall op-
tion bus rte $500 avail 6/1 586-6493

Summer sublet with fall option Puffton
Village 2 bedroom 2 bath $160 ea bedroom
utilities inci call 549-1586 John available
June

Summer sublet fall option 2 bedroom
Southwood townhouse ww carpeting sun-
ny quiet 256-0873 or 253-3176

Why take a chance on a waiting list?
Available June 1st one bedroom large
Southwood apartment 253-9269
Townehouse Apt for rent fall summer
neg. 549-6974 3 bdrm
Hyannis - Two females wanted to share
room in house call 549-1813

Fall and Sumemr 4 bedroom house bus
route 525 ^- /month call Pat M-F 545-0392
or Ric Th 2-5, F 11-3:30 545-2848, 545-0246

Summer sublet w/fall option 4 bedroom
apt $147.oo inclusive 253-9445

FOR SALE

Concept 1 sneakers Hi-Leathers $26 Lo-
Leathers $24 Suede $22 call Mike 549-1233

Kingsize waterbed. heater, pedestal,
wave dampened mattress, good condition
$150 256-0170

Violin for sale $175.00 nice tone call Wade
253-9760

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMSM

Tape Deck the VCX-300 by Vector
Research. Versatile, attractive, mint condi-
tion, negotiable price. Contact Guv
546-9013

Ohaus triple beam scale $35 good cond
546-7964

5 cubic ft frig perfect condition $150 call
546-4595

FOUND

Delivered by professional Bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa.
253-5491

BOOK SALE

Eta Sigma Phi Used Book Sale
Wednesday 4/28 through Friday 4/30

in the Herter elevator lobby, 9 am - 4 pm

CAPE RENTAL

Bifocals? Reading glasses? Beats me,
but I found 'em at the bus stop by Police
Station in Amherst. They're brown plastic
"Rodenstock" frames with black clipcase.
Identify the name they answer to and
they're yours. Call 256-0754 before I

graduate.

Two people looking for one bedroom in

house/apartment in Hyannis area for the
summer. Call Staph 6-8357 or Joe 6-7702

CHECK-IT OUT

$215 FREE

Just move into one bedroom of a
Southwood two bedroom townhouse (last
months rent and security deposit paid)
desperate 256-8427 between 5-7

FREE RENT

Townhouse two-bedroom apartment
with air-conditioning, wall-to-wall
carpeting, dishwasher, 1 \i baths, fall op-
tion, unfurnished. Call Eric or Scott at
549-2811, keep trying.

COMPULSIVE EATERS

Male to share room in quiet 2 bedroom
apt at Cliffside immediately and receive
August's rent free. $100/month including
utilities 253-5676

FURNITURE FOR SALE

Tired of losing and regaining weight?
Women's group forming to explore issues
around eating, body image, and weight
control. 10 sessons beginning June 2nd.
Wednesdays 7-9:30 pm Psychological Ser-
vices Center 545-0041

We've got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go. Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

DONT COMPLAIN
You can't blame anyone else if you don't
vote. Elections are Thursday! Vote at the
DC nearest you.

GOT A GUITAR???

Have twelve-string Yamaha guitar in ex-
cellent condition, with soft case, worth
$170. seek six-string acoustic guitar, with
case, of comparable value for trade. Jean
665-2367

GUITARISTS

ENTERTAINMENT

RICHARD PRYOR LIVE IN CONCERT
CCA Apr. 29 5 pm $1.00 7, 9, 11 $1.50

Rope Pull. May 3. Pass forms in at 132
Engineering East or on Concourse.

Get your dancing feet to Smith College's
TNC on April 29th for the music of "Danc-
ing With Henry". Davis Student Center,
9-12, college ID required

Exceptional J. Geils tickets 549-4488

FOR RENT
~

Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 !4

baths, carpeting, pool, tennis courts
253-5759

Two people wanted to share large Puff
ton bedroom, $99 each, heat included.

Available 9/1 call 549-5184

2 bdrm apt on bus rte pool, lease starts

June 1 call Renee 253 3378

10 minute walk to campus - 2 bedroom
apt (fits 4) call 549-4353

4 bedroom house for faculty family or 4
graduate students. Available June 15. Walk
to UMass or Amherst Center. Call evenings

(212) 674-2426

Martin Strings -

$3.75 set. Free
546-6684

acoustic and electric for
delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED
The Collegian Business Dept. is accep-
ting applications now for position of Assis-
tant Business Manager and the position of
Business Manager. Applicants need be
University students with considerable
business experience. Please apply at 113
Campus Center. The Collegian is an equal
opportunity employer

Experienced reliable childcare sought
for toddler part/full time thru summer call

Carolyn Lester 253-3162

Reader, typist, driver wanted for legally

blind faculty member. Applicants may re-

quest an application at PO Box 318
Amherst, Mass

Summer work: Southwestern Co., a Na-
tional Publishing and Marketing Firm, is in-

terviewing Today for summer employment
ave. pay $325.00 a week. Interviews at 3, 6,
and 8 PM in room 502 CC Hotel all welcome

HEY DENI

Have a great day Denil With love from
the assistant executive archives director

IDEAL LOCATION
Three bedroom apt summer sublet fall
option $450/month, heat included 256-6150

LOST

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Please! Call
546-7338

Lost Dog female black lab, red collar last
seen in vicinity of Univ. 4/25. Dog answers

J? .'.^^1a tllli'y
"^'^'^^s greatly. $50 reward.

Call 549-2668 or 542-2164

LOST HACKEYSAC
I lost my red and blue hackeysac on last
Saturday afternoon (4/24). It was dropped
either near the N. Village bus stop or by
Whole Wheat Pizza. It's a small lether ball
(golfball size) if you've never seen one
Please call Mark at 549-1869 if you have
found it or know someone who has.

MOTORCYCLES
1978 GS 750 Suzuki excellent condition

SS^ILJ'^'^ "^'"Q queen seat must sell
253-2874

75 Kawasaki 175 enduro good cond 450$
Bob 546-8779

1975 Honda XL350 best offer 665-7715
leave name and number

MOVIE

Brooks House presents:
"Casablanca"

April 30 at 7, 9, 11 pm
$1 .(X) admission

OLDER STUDENTS SOCIAL
Come meet other older students in a
relaxed atmosphere on Thurs. April 29 4-7
pm at the 10th floor Campus Center free
hors d'oevres, music, cash bar. Sponsored
by the Older Students Sen/ice Network

PATTERSON PEOPLE

We're voting for the man with REAL ex-
perience; join us and vote for STEVE
OSTER for PRESIDENT on April 28 and
291

PERSONALS

Are you tired of your dorm? Want to try
something new? The social awareness floor
in Brett, the older students corridor in

Wheeler, and the fine arts music hall in Gor-
man are looking for you! For more info or to
sign up contact the Brett cluster office at
5-3945

Women's Softball Team needs players
for league, tournament play. Available now
thru Mid-August, call Ben 323-5708 Keep
trying.

Why Just read about the Cosmic Wim-
pout Tournament at the Hangar One
Saturday when you can find out more at
the table on the CC Concourse. C'mon
Down!!

Rock and Rally for our rights- an after-

noon devoted to defending our civil rights
and sexual freedoms. Be there 12:00-3:00
p.m. In front of student Union Thursday
April 29

My name is Tommy, I am blond with blue
eyes and would like to meet a wild partying
female for the pond series weekend please
call 253-2173

See the Allies final performance at the
Bluewall tonight! For bookings call Tom
549-6913

Seanex - you gorgeous hunk - Happy 1/2
its been great!!! Love always Lynnex

Southwood Apt for rent, av June 1 call
Mike, 253-5618

Undergraduate Business Club general
meeting and elections, Thursday April 29th
@ 7 p.m. SBA room 1 12. Attendance man-
datory!

Rope Pull. May 3. Pass forms in at 132
Engineering East or on Concourse
All University Women are invited to
Rush lota Gamma Upsilon. Rush Parties
-Wed April 28, BBQ, 6-7. Thurs. April 29,
Sundae Party, 7-8. Tues. May 4 Oreo Party!
7-8. For further information contact Beth or
Nancy 256-6874

To the person(s) who robbed my N.
Pleasant St apt Sat 4/24, many of the
items you took have great sentimental
value to me. If you can find it in your heart
to return any items no questions will be ask-
ed. 549-0156

Cocktail Party and Syd and Carle's Fri-

day, April 30th 6:00 PM $4.00 per person
-open bar all night RSVP by Thurs 549-6760
all friends please attend

Paul - Don't let the Swiss Franks drive you
into the sea! Suzette

Hip Hop to Lower Central Get your pro-
tection ready (the card, remember) - Hank
will gyrate into your lives as of Fall '82 -

Come on Hank, sing that song - check it

out. . .B.B. and A.G.

Mr Jones, please remove your ribs from
our fridge. Kevin, we had a read good time.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, papers, resumes. IBM
selectric. Scientific. Bilingual-
english/spanish 256-6957

RAYBANS
Rayban metal Sunglasses for sale save
$15.00 or more off retail prices call Bruce at
546-9711 or Neil at 546-9613 or Andy at
546-7939

RESUME WRITING

Quick /confidential/efficient call after 5PM or weekends 549-5727

RIDERS WANTED
Driving to Texas in June. Looking for so-
meone to share driving and expenses. Call
Joel 256-0435

ROOM WANTED
Male wants hosuing around N.
Falmouth June through Aug call Seth
6-7829

Female looking to share apt for next
year. Prefer N. or S. Amherst. Please call
collect after 5 (201) 377-5293

Female needs housing in Irondequoit
New York for summer months. Call after
6:00 Anne 456-5778

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

2 giris wanted for fall Brittany Manor call
546-8339 or 546-8342

One bedroom in

Available 6/1, fall

253-3228, late

Colonial Village
option 137.50-1-

We are looking for 2 nonsmoking
females to share a room in a Brittany
Manor apt in fall. Call Sheila 546-7011

Female wanted for summer sublet
w/fall option in Brandywine coed apt Anne
549-1934

Roommates wanted for summer/fall
option 2 bdrm apt, bus rte pool $95 -f

253-7806

Femiale wanted to share Southwood Apt
beginning Sept rent negotiable call
256-6739

Summer rental on Martha's Vineyard
Only 550/season last female space! Call
Nancy 617 2364216

One or two roommates to share two or
three room apartment in Northampton
but do you consider yourself politically
radical? Prefer politically critical individuals
call Jon 549-6358

Need 2 females to share bedroom in 2 br
Townehouse Apt summer/fall option
549-1739

SERVICES

Professional Research, Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Research,
#600-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605

Tennis £r Racquetball next day stringing
service call the Racquet Doctors 256-0769
anytime

Spring Tune-Ups all makes & models in-

expensive but professional call Mark
253-3168

I will do your typing: Royal SE5000C
typewriter self-correcting: price negotiable
after 6 665-7731

SOUTHWEST ELECTIONS

Get out and vote for your future leaders!
Have a say in how your money is spent.
You can make a difference.

SPANISH CLUB ELECTIONS

Rnal Spanish Club meeting Thursday
7:45 3rd floor Herter Lounge officers for fall

will be elected todos estan invitados

SUMMER HIRING

Applications now being accepted for
full time summer employment for the
course and teacher evaluation guide. Apply
420 Student Union Building. Deadline May
12, 1962

SUMMER SUBLET

2 bedroom apt in Rolling Green utilities

inc. price neg, some fum call 546-9624
anytime

3 bdrm furnished Puffton Apt rent
negotiable call 546-4435 546-4441 or
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«^S£^ICE CREAM i^
Homemade Ice Ci«am umfwriuni

'* Baked Goods - Breakfost

Southern Avant-Garde

Independent Film Showing

Thursday, April 29

7:30-9:30 p.m.

Room 231, Herter Hall

UMass/Amherst
Admission: $1.00

A program of 7 films by Southern independent
fil-^akers with Jan Mi 1 1 sapps , f i Im.naker and
coordinator of Southern AvanfGarde
n-ade possible by South Carolina Arts Conrn-ssion
and National Endownient for the Arts
presented by Division of Continuing Education
Umversityof Massachusetts at Amherst

2mlrWo campus Cr town 4 bedroom $425

2^»aroom8. Col Village on bus~7^,
pool, $280 a month, call 546-7 1flfi

tennis Hotwatenncl. Brittany Manor phce
negotiable call preferably after 11 253-2408

fnw!.nT
Manor two bedroom furnished

apt, rent negotiable call 253-5096
brit Man 2 bdrm/fall opt"AC pool bus

Branaywine 2 bedroom furnished - ACpool negotiable 548-4018
**""'"•' «uW«t N. Amherst hous« 2^ms available 6 mi to campus ga^endogs OK furnished 549-0469

»*""«»'

Rolling GreiiT three bedroom apt in-

tn^ilttl""
'" * **•*"" '^""••- Ten min walk

Sll »?««^'*'' '*"» '°"*« «^«*'«ble 6/1

Amherst Center 5 spaces available for

location 96 -^ call betv>w>en 4-7 pm 253-9487
Fully Turnished fall apt in N^ith^ii^^^^t
nego on bus call eves e6&4744

i';;^'
w^ ?'^ '>'' P«V fumi^^;^J^j|June 1 to Sept 1 call Scott 253-7107

*i?!!^?:2614MkJor^eb^^^She^

S'?^^ f^"""' 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm apt for 1^ peg>le rent negotiable call Paul or Jeff

Furnished one bedroom apt at Cliffside
J-5^:?^Ii2j?Pll!200montl5^

J°frnt5^^iF^*i!^^^^^^ly Turnished AC, cable, on bus route van/
^i!??^^?i54e^a8o^546:66^^
Summer sublet/fall option 2 b*^rr^m
«e!J!LS!^n^?Hanl6a^2?6^^
Rolling Green"2 bdrm June 1 - Seot 1 fi.r
"J?h?^jACjitiMndpoo^q^^

o'*if-f>^t»i d txirm nice place

r^S^lr^i^^^^^^^ - all

R^illing Gree^bedroom apt to sublet for

H H^T'-
"^"^"'shed all utilities air cond in-cluded rent neg 256-0435

^tnwood Apt Summer sublet only 2

r^n^nJ^'T^K^^
^'"^ ^^' P°°'' °" bus route

rent negotiable call after 5 PM 253-7123

^r%iZ71^''A^°'"' ?* ava«able for sum-

2^ rS f
^^^^ everything, bus route and^n mt from campus 25fi-fiini

ist aept 1 $250 -I- elec or sep neg 256-6228
Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air corTd

S>:gli^"l5^
^^P on busUrnSXS

fr^' «"V ^**"" "P^ "«« ^^"Hiidtey
I

Sr1°^^"9?12rerr
"'^"'^"^ -«"

foTrL"!'
""**'?* ^ °' 3 bdrms in Puffton

\£?**"^ "P* ^^••» VIMage 147$ eachutilmes included on bus roJte partlyTr2^ -^vailable June 1st with fairopSonlfl

Wh**!"?®'" •vallable immedi^i^JTTnSouth Amherst apartment summer and/o"fall option call 546-7078 fiaii
a"o/or

3^room rent negotiable 546-9616 or

?«i!!!?'°°'"
"P-rtment summer subletto^^se call Karen 546-9588 UnS

0^^^^^'°*""'°" ^ '"*""»« waikT^l^;;;;nor campus summer sublet fall option

^sT '2..;'^"" '^^^^'^ «P«^^n"g^ge^ cellar, two porches $150 -^

T;^^'^' POO' bus! tenT;^^'mef 9UMW - fall opnon call 549^14
SUMMER SUBLETFALLOPTJoi^

4 bdrm $147 per mo all util 253-7278
Brandywme 2 bedroom, a «iid^s
palacel! 549-4911

siuoent s

2 BDRM COLONIAL VILLAGEaoT^n

ati_^6S?°'
^"°" ^^°"^ ~»'on

w/fall option ground floor w/pond viewteg^e name and number call anyti^

Furnlshiidb^d;^^
in 3 bedroom hous^

JuneT rL^°- ""^a^"^ °" bus Soute.'June 1. Rent negotiable 7fifU)t^

•THE INVISIBLE BATTLE"
The Boltwood-Belche7ti»i;;,rp;i]i^rTs
sponsonng a seminar entitled "The Invisible

on A
/^P''fl^* of the rDentally retarded

?ln^"\J^^ « 7:30 pm in the Com^

a^Tv^j?
^°°"' '" '^^ ^'"^«"' Union all

to SUBLET

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis

Puffton Summer siiblet, 2 bdrm furnisheddirectly across bus stop, poolV^nn s rem"««?!i?bleJ46:1471^^^^^'^;;^

southwood
1 bed7^^;;ri^r2~b^d;^;^

apartmentjnclude^^

^°^"*^°*^'^^^^edi?^OfTr^P^^
rern negotiable call 549-5968

^"'""bed

^'"^yw«n7~2BR7i;]7;;i^ed, AC~^^
rent negot, 549-4122 P^° '

bdrm ciffside Avail June 1 $335/mo aHutilitiesjnc^all^ after 6. 666^3233

apt^T4/^0Ojnclusive 253-2204

2 bedroom apt ^imtm^Tiiblet w/fiii

n^S'^S^ °" '"^ ""^« ^ago'LT'rem

oatn, AC, pool, bus route available 6/1 falloptionjs_you^ca|| 256-8836
Summer sublet 2~bd;;irSouthwood^t
rent negotiable call 253 9083

^°°*' ^P*

^'^^'^^^^^'bierWTfiir^ption Cliffiiide

KdS oo^Ar" r.^'^" "^""-
included opt AC call after 5 666-7769
ijn?_b?droom Univirsitv ^ark Aptslj;

nished June 1, fall option, rent negotiable
includes utilities, on bus rr...ta ^gggf

'^'

Boti aeai yet.
. .2 bdrm Brandywine A^son bus route, pool, tennis. Summer subim

^lio^ "^c^iSL '«"* negotiable, call
^^glZgSoLSggjOgejkeep trying)

^ bedroom Brandyivlne furnished oo^
^?!2lil?9if?!lalteGregM9W
Brandywine 2~b^5;^^;;;ri,;7^i^i^—

j

^^^^HLI2y!?,ientjiegotiable^

548^194
"*' ""'^ ^" «*cabrd

G^ opportunity: fully furnished ACcable TV. pool, tennis courts, 2 bedrfioms
cbgap,_Brandyyggne,Ap^
Puffton 3 bdrm summer fully furnishedPnce neg call 54»4874 Jackv

^""^^

Townenouse Apts summer sublet with^^g^^rooms available Ju^Tj;

r^^VJ^ ^•'chertown to sublet w fall op-tionjjdmw call 323-6029 after 11:30 PM
?"If*^*?* *^'' *^">fn9r on partiallv fur-

Stt1|^^"^-'>^-/^«"oPti--"

ej^pool. AV, availaJune 1 - Aug 31

Foue bedroom apt for summer with fall
°-P!l?!Lj^Z_P?LQ]ont^^

h^ilf°?7'
•"."»"»•' possible f^ilbiiiT^ebeau iful location 1 mile campus fumiSSd$125/mi after 6 253-2628

"""snoa

1 bedroom summer sublet w/fall option 1block to campus 256-8704

One bedroom Puffton summer w/faT^-
tion, air cond, heat inci pool reSt
negotiable 549-4804 after 4 ' "^

e~»^^^^:is^^

SP~^^***^«^~2~bdn^;^^
pool, near stores, bus. AvailaWe i..n^ i

John IU.S£°'" c"?^®"" ^'' ^120/nn callJonn 546-9538 or Scip 546-49fi7

thwood 290 month sublet June 1 666-4S4

Dedroom 275 per month 2S6-6(»1

Summer sublet one, two. or thre^

bus route 549-6113 266-8563
P"'' °"

1 bdrm summer sub fall opt Univ Pk Anhipay June July get Aug free 2^S;ig
^^"

' bt-w^fX^n^^r^^ '"'""-

Sq^jIrTviHi^^Tbedrooms 2 baths AC
r^te aZt^r"^"^^ '^' ^*»b1vasfe' Suiroute great place to live 665-3066

1 bdrm Puffton queit front yard for 6/'l^all^ption^^ichael^^ara^49^

UMil*"^'
^*th fall option 2 X^Trom

piierto'""'
"^°''"'"" 253-5125 ask fSJ

Sublet w/fall option 2 bdr furnished onbus route 665-2081

JV^""" yo~UMass Presidential Apts 2Dedroom furnished negotiable 549-0896
Coloni^ Village 2~bedroom 280 lease
starts June 1 fall option 253-3169
Fully furnlshed^i^r^at locationli 2

^'SbSj^
"ext to campus $250 BO

TYPING SERVICES

ino Rr»^TiS'"»' ^'^'"9, tape transcrib-

S^?n»i
^"^"® '^^^' ^op skills. Profes-^executive secretary. Amherst Center

WANTED

^'"^SSk'Sl?,^''"'™'""''":^'

WANTED TO BUY

Towne House own room, 3 bdr. 1 mi tocampus, 2 bus routes 549-6834 nights

?vVil6nflAi''K**'°°'" '" Townh^^iie

liSs^
cheap rami Call 546-5052 or

1^2^""*' ^"^"'^hed apart, 2 min fromapA SM neg phone, elec 549-0106

Ac'^Sh?}'*'^^^'^*'*^^^^^^^^^^
Sts^geM

'""''"®^ ''"blet call 546-9703 or

Colojilii Village fail option 1 bedroom in a
i? bedroom apt $110/mo one person $75
each for two. On bus route, pool 253-7482

I
bedroom at Cliffside in Sunderi^^^n

Dus route all utilities included definite fall
option' & sumemr sub let call 665-4706
Summer sublet Southwood 3 bdrm
town^house apt rent negotiable call

^oPd-!!!
^"•'^.P^'oes paid for class rings,gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel SmiTh

L^n^c A^T"^ ^l: ^*^««" Fotomat andLogos, Amherst, 256-0710

J??ANTEDTO RENT

tVn wJ.'!"
"^'"^ '°°'"» o' 'oom in Puff-tonwill summer sublet 549-4886

?'""'*^^^p^^«^iv~nMdr7^^;iri^r
S|^^^/D,„„„po« areaTlJS;

^^'^'"""^'^^^^^^^^

J^l^ndWinecallbaforaloi'mo,,;;;

-:ra;»^~^,pT^-

want it
^^ ^^ " " vou

f
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Women's tennis team
heads to Brown today
By ELISE RUNSDORF •^By ELISE RUNSDORF
Collegian Correspondent

The women's tennis team should have
high expectations when they face Brown
University today after turning in a handful
of good performances in this past weekend's
Seven Sister's Tournament held at Smith
College.

"Brown will bwe a tough match" said
coach John Beal. "Although they are not as
strong as Yale they do have some top
regional players.

UMass enters today's match with a 3-2
record.

In the Seven Sister's tournament Bar-
bara Mills took first place in the number one
singles category. Number two singles
player Elizabeth Sullivan made it to the
Imals before losing and both doubles teams
went to the semi finals.

"It as a good effort by everyone
especially Barbara Mills who is out top
singles player." said Beal.

This Saturday the netwomen will play in
a double header. In the morning they play
against Providence College and then they
travel to the University of Rhode Island in
the afternoon.

$2.00 cover

- DRINK SPECIAL -
All Vodka - Gin - Rum Drinks

75c

^^ 9 till

AAficflER.^i'B'

' * 9JP ?A^^ FOR THESES
RECORD ALBUMS

HOCK
Allmin Irothiri

Amboy Duktt
Anmill
Louil Armitfoni
ArKsolli libti

til'
TNi had
JOM l(U
Count iMit
TtM Itwh tvit IOtl|.)

TIM iNtltl
J(ft Utk
llui ChMi
Imu Irummili
Oiorn Itnien
llind Filth

Hull Mifsoi
Oi«ld ImtIi
Jtctien Irewnt
lu<*ilo t^rtnifif id

Jlfflmy luffiit

John Cili

Cipttin iMflMtrt

CiifMn

ltd Comptnir
(rie Clipton

Judy Ctlilni

fivli Csittllo

Critm
JJ.CdIi

Oi*« Clark ri»i

ClHll

Cmkr/ttllli/
Ndili/ftgnf

Cliirlli Diflliri land
0*rfli I Thi

OomlnMl
taUyOirlii
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Dtvo

lok Dylin

Doori

(irtk. Wind ind Fir*

Irlin {no
Fiirport Comxntion
FlMtwood Mic
Flitt/Scrua<

Elil rittiorild

4 tMieni
FuB

Dm Fo|f Ittri

loklrt Frioo

Fitit Oltriil

Jirry Girtii

Cinlli Sunt
Gsni
Lllliy Gori

Oinoiii

Oritiful Oud
Qjtpiy (Mitromidiil

Emmylou Hirrli

JoKn Htrtfofd

Dm Nieki

JIml Nindiii

Htirt

luddy Holly

Hot Tim
lMr/ttM|ii
Int'l iukmiflm lind
III A iMutlful Diy
Jin ind Dun
lllly Jool

Jinli Joplln

Jiffonon Alrplini

Wiylen Jinnlnii

IM Kettki

Klnki

Cireli Xlni

I "TiHitry" AltunI
Kiniiten Trio

liltTt Flit

Jokn Linnon
Ud lOfHll"

letHtr I Hind FnpIi
Jonl Hitelwll

MankNi
Vin Morrlion

Hotkin of InvtnUon

briy Motown

Mountiln

loft Mirlty

Mirtin Mull

TlM*ICE
Hlco

Nitty Sritty Oirl lind
Nlll

Liuri Hirro

Kindy Niwntin

Nra kidori

Nov fork Dolll

Wlllli Hilion

Mill Ochi

Ootlm

Srim Pirioni

ritir/Piul/Miry

Torn futon
Unk Floyd

Pohei
Monty python

Grihim rirkor

nilllii Util
Civil fniliy

Fun Frilrli Im|m
Otii liddlni

linnilitnci

Lindi lonitidt

tolllni Itonii

oiy Muilc

timonii

Todd Rundinn
lunt

Kinny Dinkln

iMn Ridboni
Riturn to Forivir

lonnli Riltl

Stntiu
tMdl
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Continued from page 20

Gorilla attack into a state of chaos as they
desperately tried in vain to get the ball past
a stalwart Pendergast.

When Michael Lavin finally ended the
drought to pull the local stickmen to within
three goals at 11-8, there was only 3:54 left

to play and a lot of the fans had already
headed for dinner.

A final goal by Steve Bartenfelder of
Harvard capped off the scoring at 12-8 and
the Gorillas had been handed their first loss
of the season.

After a quick talk with his players,

Garber said that it was possible that his

team had been looking beyond this game
and towards the big game this weekend
against the number two ranked team in the
nation. Army.

"I think that we were probably looking a
little bit ahead," said Garber, "We made a
few mistakes on defense and their goalie
was very good."

The Gorillas won't be able to afford any
mistakes against Army, a team that has
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been listed in the top five teams in the
country all season.

"We won't be doing anything on Saturday
that we wouldn't have done had we won this
game," said Garber, "We try and play
everyone one game at a time. In fact. I

would think this game might sting us a little

bit so we might have some added in-

centive."

Sting indeed. Boyden Field was quiet as
death as the last couple of seconds ticked off
of the time clock on the side of Boyden
Gymnasium, except for the whooping and
hollering of a handfull of men dressed in

crimson out on the field.

And as the very last of the hardcore
UMass fans, the ones who had waited to .see
if the Gorillas would somehow score five
goals in the closing minutes and pull this
one out, left, there was feeling of
depression in the air.

Harvard,
Harvard!

not Harvard. Oh God, not
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Harvard, yes Harvard, beat Gorillas
By JIMFLOYD
Collegian Staff

"C'mon UMass. Don't lose to Hahvahd, you can't lose to
Hahvahd,

"
an unidentified fan on the hill at Boyden Field

yelled mid-way through the fourth period yesterday.
No, not Harvard. If UMass was going to have a day

when thoughts of losing a game should be in their minds it

wouldn't be to a 5 3 Harvard University team. No, not
Harvard.
And yet, that's exactly what happened yesterday as the

Harvard Crimson gained both momentum and confidence
with each minute that they played and, with the help of a
six goal final period, defeated the fifth ranked team in the
nation, the University of Massachusetts, 12-8.

The loss left a cold and stale feeling all over the field as
the Gorillas slowly trudged past the Crimson celebration
being held somewhere to the Tobin Hall side of midfield.
At the center of the festivities was Harvard goaltender

Tim Pendergast, the 6'4" 200 pound anchor of the Crimson
defense. Pendergast was the main reason for the Gorilla
loss as he turned back shot after shot and picked up loose

THE INTENSITY IS ON THEIR FACES - UMass midfielder Rich DoylTSrerro m^nuTv";;

Zr.^v^nT*?' r
•'*?»*^« Go*Hlhart in yesterday's lacrosse game. Harvard won the contest 12-8thus giving the Gorillas their first setback of the season.

ball after loose ball while the UMass fans looked on in
bewildered frustration.

"Their goalie played an outstanding game," said UMass
coach Dick Garber, "He made quite a few good saves at
crucial times."

The Gorillas drew first blood at 4:32 of the opening
period when Jim Weller passed from behind the net to
Morgan Morhman who in trun shoved the ball past Pen-
dergast.

That combination went so weU that the two senior at-
tackmen repeated the show at 9:34 to up the UM lead to2-

Four minutes later, when Paul Fogarty netted his 16th
tally of the season and upped the score to 3-0, most of the
sparce crowd of lax fans who braved the brisk weather
probably thought that the GoriUas were going to just roll
Harvard over.

And why not? After aU, this UMass team was the
number five team in the country weren't they?
Harvard would have none of this reasoning though, and

the Crimson proceeded to score four unanswered goals and
finally forged ahead 4-3 at the 13:00 mark of the second
period when Rich Doyle beat Chris Benedetto to the corner
after taking a pass from Norm Forbush.
From this point on the Crimson appeared to realize that

they were very much in this game and the confidence
showed in their play.

With :45 left in the period Ernie Shapiro scored an
unassisted goal and the half ended in a 4-4 deadlock.
When the third period began, Pendergast really began

to assert himself in front of the Crimson net. He simply did
not allow the swarming Gorillas to get second chances after
any of his saves as he utilized his bulk to overpower people
when the ball was in front of the goal.

At the end of this period, the scored was still knotted 6-

6, thanks to Harvard goals at 4:32 and 10:48, a Fogarty
goal (#17), at 5:47 and a terrific unassisted rocket from
about 40 feet by defensman John Schroeder at 11:54.

It was during the fourth period that disaster struck.

Peter Martino opened things up with a quick goal just 25
seconds into the period after a pass from Morhman and any
true-blooded Gorilla fan would have had to feel that the
walls were about to fall down from in front of the Harvard
net and that a characteristic Weller and company on-
slaught was about to begin. Such was not the case though.
Over the course of the next 3:15 the Crimson scored five

consecutive goals to open up an 11-7 lead and send the

Women tracksters fell to y^—^|j^|^
ByTIMLUCZKOW
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's track team, in preparation for this
weekend's New England Championships,
met the University of Vermont Tuesday at

Derby Track and despite strong per
formances in the running events succumbed
to the Catamounts 80-45.

The meet was closer than the score in-

dicates as UMass did not compete in the
javelin, discuss, and shot put events
thereby giving Vermont an uncontested 27
points.

In the high jump Cheryll Grasso took
third place for UMass with a jump of 410".

Minutewoman Margaret Callahan won the
long jump with a leap of 16'10 V2".

In the 4 X 100 meter relay UMass had its
best time of the year, yet was unable to
overtake UVM who finished first at 50.6
seconds. In the 100 meter dash freshman
Francine Graff took third place with the
time of 13.5 seconds. The 200 meter dash
saw freshman Leah Loftis take a second
place a mere tenth of a second out of first
place. I^ftis' time was 26.6 seconds.

In the 100 meter hurdles Callahan
finished second at 16.2 seconds. The 400
meter hurdles saw Freshman Cynthia
Coronato finish second with her best time of
the year. 67 seconds. Diane Patnod took
third place with the time of 69.34 seconds.

Softball Notebook

also her best time. More importantly, the
time was good enough to qualify Patnod for
this Sunday's New England Cham-
pionships.

In one of the better races of the day, the
400 meter dash, Loftis ran an impressive
58.7 second race outpacing the second place
finisher by five and one half seconds.
The Minutewomen romped in the 800

meter run to record their only sweep of the
day. Freshman Maureen O'Reilly took the
top spot with a time of 2: 14.6.

'No one was even close, " said coach
Kalekeni Banda, "She is one of the top 800
meter runners in New England."

Also in the 800, Sally Anderson ran one of
her best races to finish second with the time

By GERRY dESIMAS
Collegian Staff

The weather, or the threat of bad
weather, caused another University of
Massachusetts Softball game to be post
poned yesteiday. UMass was supposed to
play the University of Rhode Island here in

Amherst, but the game was called because
it was supposed to rain.

The URI game has been reschelduled for
Monday, at home. Today, the mittwomen
play "Two important division I games" with
the University of New Hampshire, ac-

cording to head coach Elaine Sortino.

Even though the Minutewomen soundly
defeated UNH 8-0 at the Vermont tour
nament earlier this year, Sortino is

cautious.

"I don't take them (UNH) for granted,"
said Sortino. "It is a whole new ballgame
and a whole new day." The doubleheader
gets under way at 2:30 p.m. at the lower
NOPE field.

Massachusetts is hot on the trail of a

possible NCAA playoff berth. UM is in the

driver's seat even though the

Minutewomen are ranked third in this
week's New England coaches poll (last
week UM was ranked first behind the
University of Connecticut and URI).

UMass' main competition for the Division
I berth are UConn and Adelphi who both
have seven div. I losses compared to UM's
five. The mittwomen picked up three div I

losses in South Carolina on the team's
southern swing earlier this spring. Even
though those games do not count in regular
season play, the NCAA selection committee
counts those.

"If we can take the rest of our games,
we'll have the first round (of championship
play) here (Amherst), said Sortino. "We
have to make our own breaks."

UMass awoke out of its three game losing
streak to topple Keene State and Central
Connecticut powered by hitting. Catcher
Jackie Gaw has been one of the team's most
consistent hitters this spring, batting .389.

Chris Coughlin is hitting .347 while Frances
Troy is batting .326. Pitcher Gina Mantino
has not batted too much this sea.son, but
when the Massachusetts ace has traveled to

the plate she has hit at a .421 clip.

of 2:16.8. Caroline Gardiner placed third at
2:19.9.

Also victorious for UMass was Jody
McCrone who won the 1500 meter event
with the time of 4:38. Taking third was
Gardiner at 4.45.5, her best time of the
year.

Taking second place in the 3000 meters
and concluding the meet was Iris
McDonough. She finished with the time of
10:20.

UMass hosts the New England Cham-
pionships this Sunday at 10 a.m.
Minutewomen qualifying for the meet
include McCrone, O'Reilly. Loftis,
Callahan, Coranato, Anderson,
McDonough. Patnod. and Moores.

Big day for baseball team
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

Any aspirations of post-season play for
the University of Massachusetts baseball
team could be decided today at Earl Lorden
field when coach Dick Bergquist sends his
Minutemen against the University of Rhode
Island Rams in an important Eastern
Athlectic Association doubleheader.
And don't think the Minutemen won't be

thinking sweep when Rhody rides in this
afternoon to try to knock UMass out of the
EAA Eastern Division race. Right now
Rhody owns a 2 1 divisional record as
compared to a 2-3 mark for the Minutemen.
With Rutgers at 3 3 in the league the
Minutemen still have the all important
opportunity to control their own destiny in
the three team race.

"The winner of our division plays the
winner of the Western Division and the
winner of that series (2 out of 3) gets a bid
to the NCAA's

" explained Bergquist " We
still have control of our own fate and now all
we have to do is go out and do it."

The doubleheader dou of Steve Cramer
and Tony Presnal wUl sUrt on the mound
for UMass. Cramer (4

3f pitched the first

time these two teams met (8-4 URI victory)
but failed to get through the first inning,
walking five before Bergquist removed
him. The senior lefty came back with a
strong performance against Rutgers but
has suffered defeats his last two times out.

Presnal (3 3) has thrown consistently and
will get the call in the first game this af-
ternoon which is slated to start at 1:00 p.m.
Presnal is presently carrying an impressive
2.58 ERA good for third in the latest EAA
statistical standings.

If pro scouts weren't sure if they wanted
to check out Warren McReddie maybe a
glance at some of the senior firstbasemen's
stats might grab their attention.

The Tarrytown N.Y. native leads the
Minutemen in runs scored, hits, RBI's,
home runs (5) and hitting. His .461 batting
average is good for second in EAA sUn
dings and his home run and RBI total (20)
also leave him in the top three statistically
in the EAA.
But the most amazing stat on McReddie

is that the slugging lefthander has struck
out only twice this year in his first 65 at
bats. Might be worth the walk to Lorden
field to see this guy.

Gorillas host Army tomorrow (p. 20)
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Baritz will become

acting chancellor
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Dr. Loren Baritz, vice chancellor for Academic Affairs
and the Provost at the University of Massachusetts, will
become acting chancellor tomorrow replacing Dr. Henry
Koffler who assumes the presidency at the University of
Arizona on July 1.

Dean Harry Allen of the School of Business Ad-
niinistration, will assume Baritz' post when the transi-
tion occurs.

Baritz will serve as acting chancellor until the search
committee finds a permanent replacement or for as long
as Baritz remains at UMass. Earlier this semester Baritz
said he was a candidate for the presidency at the New
School for Social Research and Development in New
York City.

Baritz is also a potential candidate for the chancellor's
job at UMass. He said yesterday he has not accepted a
nomination for his candidacy, and is not sure that he has
been nominated.
Baritz has served as UMass' senior academic ad-

ministrator since August 1980. Prior to his arrival at
UMass, Baritz was director of the New York Institute
for the Humanities, and a professor of history at New
York University.

Baritz has written and edited six books dealing
primarily with social and political thought, and has had
articles published in several magazines.
Allen served as a professor at UMass from 1965 to

1970. He returned to UMass in 1978 to become the dean
of the School of Business Administration.
Allen is co-author of the book Introduction to Law: A

Functional Approach, and has edited several scholarly
journals. Provost Loren Baritz

Students rally against New Right
By JUDI JASUREK
and EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

Organization and increasing voter registration are
actions the community must take to combat the New
Right, according to the two groups that sponsored a four-
hour rally yesterday for civil rights and sexual freedoms
outside of the Student Union Building at the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst.
The rally, which was attended by approximately 1.000

people over the course of the afternoon included a
mixture of political speeches, statements, petitions, live
and taped music and a mime troupe. It was sponsored by

the Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive
Freedom (CERRF) and the Real Majority, and was
organized and represented by 17 groups from UMass and
the surrounding communities.
Among the issues that were discussed, were abortion

rights, equal rights for women, book banning, gay rights,
sex education, contraceptive services, and violence
against women

, children and members of the Third
World.

Jackson Katz, a representative of the Real Majority,
said the rally focused on politics, culture, and education.
"Young people are not apathetic," Katz said. "We don't

accept the view that young people are apathetic. We are
going to educate and inform them of how their rights are

ROCKIN' RALLY — Students gather in front of the Student Union BuildingXV'yesleTday 's

being threatened and show them how they can do
something about it."

"The rise of the new right is threatening our right, and
how to combat this is through education," he said.

Ann Ferguson, a philosophy professor at UMass, who
along with economics professor Samuels Bowles sang and
played guitar said she saw Reaganomics connected to the
new right.

"It's really important for students to see these con-

nections," she said. "Sexual freedom is a good issue to get
students involved."

"Women's rights are under attack," said Becky
Lautman. a CERRF spokesperson. She said that there

are 35 separate proposed ammendments to end safe, legal
abortions in this country.

"It's time that we fight back, a woman's life is a human
life." Lautman said.

"We need to work together to defeat these attacks,

"

she said. "Let's fight to keep our rights, not fight to win
them back," Lautman said.

Libby Hubbard, a member of UMass Peace Makers
Organization said. "Working for wages is a violation of
our civU rights." Hubbard said, "We are the human race
and must work as one planetary people to survive."
She said people have to stop censorship. "Love is the

best birth control." she said.

Writing Program
replaces Rhetoric
By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Faculty Senate yester-
day overwhelmingly approved a new 'University Writing
Program' that will replace the current Rhetoric Program.
The senate favored the Academic Matters Council's

report on the Writing Program over the Rhetoric Commit-
tee's report on revisions in the Rhetoric Program.
Key points in the new Writing Program include:

•Administering a writing assessment test to first-year
students during summer orientation.

• Placing students into four tracks — exemption from
the first year writing requirement, a three-credit Basic
Writing course that does not fulfill the first year require-
ment, and a Commimications Skills Center option for
students who declare English as a second language.
9Implementing one urriting intensive course to be taken

during the junior year and in conjunction with the stu-
dent 's major.

•Eliminating the pass-fail option for both expository
writing and the junior-writing coiu-se.

• Increasing emphasis on writing skills, as compared to
the Rhetoric Program's instruction in writing, speaking,
and other lainguage skills.

•Communicating with Massachusetts high schools 'n
regard to UMass' expository writing skills.

• Placing control of the first year writing program in
the hands of the English Department.

In comparison, the Rhetoric Committee's proposal
would have included not only an Expository Writing class,
but an Integrated Skills course (with more emphasis on
speaking) that couJd have been taken as a substitute for
the former.

A UMass vice-chancellor, Student Government Associa-
tion president, chair of the Academic Matters Council, and
numerous professors spoke in favor of the new Writing
Program.
"This issue is part of a national plague, whether or not

we can teach young people to write English well, and is

also a local opportunity for change. It looks like the pro-
gram in front of you will not cost any more than the cur-
rent Rhetoric Program," said Dr. Loren Baritz, provost
and vice-chancellor for Academic Affairs.

"I feel my speaking and writing skills at present are
passable, but my assessment is that the Rhetoric Program
as it stands is inadequate. Both the teaching of writing and
speaking are inadequate. I would like to see one of them
done well." said SGA President Jim Murphy.
Chair Micheline Dufau pointed out the communications

with high schools aspect of the writing program by saying,
"We have to send a clear message to the schools, other-
wise year after year after year we're going to be teaching
remedial work and wonder where we're going to get the
money for it."

Rhetoric Director William Price spoke against the new
Writing Program.
"Some things can be accomplished better through public

speaking, making an argument, and communicating other
than through writing." he said.

"We feel there should be a more pluralistic approach in

teaching language and communication skills. Integrated
skills provides much for different campus constituencies."
Price said.

The Rhetoric Program's Linda Smith strongly criticized

the senate and questioned them. "Are you willing to com-
mit your time within your pre;«nt teaching roles to
teaching people to think and write and speak in English
(during their junior year)?"

English Department head Vince DeMarco said that the
4,000 students in the first-yar writing program will be
taught by eight faculty and by 60-70 teaching assistants

who will work in team with faculty members.
The Program and Budget Council, represented by

Joanne Hill from the School of Busine.ss Administration,
supported the Academic Matters report, but had a few
questions.

"We are concerned about the lack of specificity of
money in the junior year. Its budget should be kept
separate from English so it can be reviewed." said Hill.

According to the report, the departments would be
given freedom to develop their own junior-year writing
program. For example, the report stated that, "engineer-
ing mi^t require technical writing, business might re-

quire speaking and writing, and nursing might require
report writing."
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World and national news
War in the Falkland nears,

little basis for optimism
Britain's armada closed in on the Falkland Islands to

impose a total war zone early today. Argentina girded for
battle, declaring its own war zone against the British, and
the United States found "little basis for optimism."
Argentine naval sources said the British flotilla was

approaching "at a not excessively slow" speed yesterday,
but "keeping away from the coast and constantly changing
position."

Anti aircraft defenses, radar and other electronic
warning posts were reported strengthened around major
southern Argentine cities.

An Argentine air force spokesman in Comodoro
Rivadavia. a major supply point for the Falklands, said any
British plane that approaches that city or the southern
Argentine cities of Rio Gallegos or Rio Grande "will not
return to its base."

The Argentine military junta announced yesterday that
British ships or aircraft found within 200 miles of the
Argentine coast or the Falkland Islands "wiU be considered
hostile and ... treated as such."
The junta's communique said the war zone was declaredm response to Britain's air and sea blockade 200 miles

around the Falklands which Ukes effect at 8 a.m. today in
the Falklands (7 a.m. EDT). Britain has warned that any
ship or plane that violates the zone wiU be liable to attack.

Reagan says government

must spend within limits
WASHINGTON (AP) - With his own red-ink spending

plan mu-ed almost hopelessly on Capitol HilJ. President
Reagan endorsed last night a constitutional amendment
requiring Congress to eventually balance the budget to
"force government to sUy within the limit of its revenues."
"Government wUl have to do what each of us does with

our own family budgets - spend no more than we can
afford, the president said in a nationally broadcast speech
from the Oval Office.

^

Reagan declared that "only a constitutional amendment
will do the job. We've tried the carrot and it faUed. With
the stick of a balanced budget amendment, we can stop
government's squandering, over-taxing ways and save our
economy."
The president's endorsement lacked the conditions he

had attached to the idea just last month - that it must also
carry a limitation on taxes.
The proposal hardly would settle the dispute over the

pending 1983 budget. Reagan asked his audience to let
Congress know "that you support the kind of fair, effective
approach I have outlined for you tonight. Let you know you
stand behind our recovery program."
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British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
leaves No. 10 Downing Street here yesterday for
the House of Commons and the fourth major
Commons debate on the Falkland Islands crisis.
Defending dispatch of Falklands Task Force
Prime Minister said; "Gentle persuasion is not

I"

going to make Argentine Government give up
what is has seized by force."

Digest
By the Associated Press
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Some American soldiers
admit friendships with PLO
TYRE. Lebanon — Despite a U.S. policy prohibiting

official contacts with the Palestine Liberation
Organization, American soldiers here talk to PLO
guerrillas on a regular basis and some say they have
developed trusted friendships with them.

"I've got PLO friends who are very, very close and
whom I would trust in anything," U.S. Army Maj. Allan S.
Ingalls, 37. of Westminster. Md.. told a visitor this week.

Ingalls is one of about 20 American troops assigned as
unarmed observers with the U.N. Truce Supervision
Organization that monitors the armistice Israel signed
with Its Arab neighbors in 1949. Contact with the PLO and
Lebanese militias is part of their job.
The camaraderie and casual dialogue can be seen in the

Tyre barracks about 12 miles north of the Israeli border in
a seaport town cluttered with Roman ruins and the
wreckage of modern warfare.
"These two are my friends." says a PLO guerrilla

dressed m U.S.-made camouflage fatigues and carrying a
walkie talkie. He nodded toward Ingalls and another Army
major from east Texas who asked not to be identified
beyond the first name of "Jim."
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Uncontested races draw small turnout

iColiegian 3

ByJULIAMAYCOCK
Collegian Staff

Yesterday 245 people out of about 5.500 residents of
Southwest voted to elect officers to the Southwest Area
Government (SWAG) executive committee.

All candidates were running unopposed. Fran Hegeler
and Jenny Schofield received 199 votes for the office of co-
president. Jeanette MaUlet and Steve Oster became co-
vice presidents with 189 votes and Communications
Coordinator. Beth Cooney. remained in that position with
192 votes. Carol Rafferty, former chairperson of the
fmance committee, received 185 votes to become
treasurer. Continuance of the Southwest residential
college was strongly supported as 238 students voted in
favor with only seven opposed. The newly elected officers
wUl be sworn in and will assume their positions on
Thursday. May 6th.

In other matters co- President Steve Mazzola announced
that Student Union Records will be operating in the
concourse of the Hampden Student Center early next
week.

"We're expecting the Bicycle Co-op, the Photo Co-op.
and the Sporting Goods Co-op to come forth for approval.
We're also looking for a written agreement between the
Campus Center Board of Governors and the Hampden
Board of Governors to insure the continuance of student
run co-ops and to further secure Hampden as a student
center." Mazzola said.

Co President. Andy Prescott, commented on the
"wanted" poster put out by Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy (SCERA). which condemned Dr.
Joseph Zannini. Executive Director of Housing, for his
proposed reorganization of the residential system.

"This was totally unprofessional and slanderous to a
member of the administration who has bent over back-
wards to meet with us on several occasions," Prescott said.

Prescott also spoke about the efforts of SWAG to
provide imput concerning the Long Range Plan's
recommendation that the Southwest Residential College
be discontinued. Prescott said that upon reviewing the
working group's document the Southwest residential staff
and the School of Education have all found blatant
misrepresentations of facts, an obviously slanted analysis
of the programs in the college, and a total lack of un-
derstanding about how the residential college functions.
"They (the working group) confused colloquia with

courses and inflated budgetary figures by $200,000 in some
cases. SWAG is putting out a fact sheet for aU Southwest

EMTs, there when
you need them
By RON ALLEN
Collegian Correspondent

It's a quarter past midnight — a Friday night in early
May. The roads in Amherst are dry and clear.

Four students are sitting around a table in the dark
interior of an Amherst bar. It could be any four students in
any one of Amherst's bars. The school semester is almost
over — the conversation is energetic. They're all laughing
about a prank someone pulled in their dorm. Another
pitcher of draft empties.

At 12:25 a.m. they leave the bar.

Two miles away, a class! emergency ambulance waits in

a bay at the North Fire Station in Amherst. The crew
which will drive that ambulance sleeps in nearby quarters.
At 12:45 a two-tone sequence sounds in the station.
"Vehicle trauma..." the dispatcher announces. Two

firefighter/emergency medical technicians (EMTs) go
quickly to the ambulance.
One of the EMTs is Lt. Paul Lalonde, an 11 year veteran

of the fire department and director of the ambulance
service in 1979.

Lalonde said those tones sound about 1,500 times per
year to alert one of the two ambulances maintained by the
fire department respond to someone who needs help in the
Amherst area. Twenty four dual trained firefighter/EMTs
staff the ambulances which provide mostly emergency
service.

Amherst is a college town and so, to some degree, the
problems encountered reflect the younger population.
Lalonde said the residents of Amherst, about 40 percent of
whom are under 21. are generally healthy. Medical
problems such as strokes and heart attacks are less

common in such a young populace. A problem rising in

frequency in Amherst, however, is serious bicycle ac-

cidents involving 10-speeds Lalonde said. Two bicycling
fatalities have occurred in Amherst in the last two years.
Another problem in the college community is violent

attacks. Of the attacks which require an ambulance in

Amherst. Lalonde said, most involve one male attacking
another. Fortunately, the usual weapon is the hand; very"
few shootings or stabbings occur in this area.

Lalonde said the Amherst Fire Department EMT's deal
frequently with college students and feel they have a good
rapport with them. More than 300 people were transported
from UMass, Amherst College and Hampshire College in

1981. Lalonde, a former UMass student, said he finds that
students take good care of each other when there are
injuries or illness. More and more students have CPR,
first-aid, or EMT training and can help, he said.

A frustration in emergency medical care in Amherst is

false fire alarms. Lalonde said. There are usually only five

or six men on duty at one time to cover both fire and
medical calls. If someone needs quick medical attention
when the men are tied up with a false alarm, there is a

delayed ambulance response.

About 400 false alarms occur in Amherst each year.

residents explaining how the college operates, what the
content of the proposal by the working group is, and what
the implications of discontinuance would be. " Prescott
said.

By the end of May, SWAG will prepare a written
testimony which wiU be presented to the Academic
Priorities Council in the Faculty Senate. This wiU contain a
response to each of the critiques and will correct mis-
statements. Professor Glenn Brown, chairman of the
department of food science and nutrition and chairman of
the Academic Priorities Council, has guaranteed SWAG
the opportunity to provide imput in this manner.

Collegimii photo by Lcn Pa((ano

GRAZE IN THE HAZE - Horses graze on
Tilson Farm with the Orchard Hill dormitories
in the background.

Tond Series^
begins today
By ROB CROWLEY
Collegian Staff

Guitarist David Bromberg will kick-off the first UMass
Pond Series Concert at 2 p.m. today by the Campus Center
Pond. Following Bromberg at 4 p.m. will be The New
Grass Revival, according to the Union Program Council
Productions (UPC), sponsors of the three concerts to be
held today. Saturday and Sunday.

Marshall Crenshaw, John Lennon impersonator in
Beatlemania, will open Saturday's show at 1 p.m. Former
Mahavishnu Orchestra drummer BUly Cobham will play at
2:30 p.m.. followed by ex Band member Rick Danko and
His Band of Friends at 4:30 p.m.
Bluesman Johnny Copeland will play at 1 p.m. to start

Sunday's show. UMass graduate Taj Mahal will entertain
his alma mater beginning at 2:30 p.m., followed by reggae
artists Toots and the Maytals at 4:30 p.m.
The stage is set up at the south end of the Campus

Center Pond on the North Pleasant Street side.

UPC requests that no kegs or glass containers be
brought to the concerts. For safety reasons, they also ask
concert-goers to cross North Pleasant Street only at the
designated crossings. Security will be provided by UPC.
Amherst Police and UMass Police.

Money to produce the three free Pond Series Concerts is

being provided by several campus factions. The Student
Senate appropriated $12,500. the Arts Council $10,000 and
the Campus Center Board of Governors $2,000. UPC
supplied $20,000.

The UMass Pond Series is the last UPC sponsored event
this semester. According to Production Manager John
Scott, this has been a banner year for the student-run
booking agency.

"This year we finally reached a peak. We've been able to
provide the students with great diversity — King Crim-
son. Joan Armatrading. the ex-Little Feat members. J.
Geils. Miles Davis and James Taylor — all at reasonable
prices. This year, we've combined financial responsibility
along with a diverse talent lineup." Scott said.

In case of rain.the Pond Series shows will be held in the
Curry Hicks Cage. Only UMass students with a valid
undergraduate ID will be admitted.
Dorm area shows will begin the weekend of May 8 with

the Sylvan/Northeast show featuring Robert Gordon. May
9 will bring Commander Cody to Southwest, and Papa
John Creach will headline the Orchard Hill Central show
May 15.

NO ONE RIDES FOR FREE - Although mo.t people dont look forward'^.^rld^eliXs
taxi, Amherst EMTs will get you where you need to go in one piece.

As director. Lalonde said upgrading the training of the
Amherst EMTs is a continuous goal. All the EMT's are
constantly involved in continuing education. In recent
years they have received training in an advanced piece of
life saving equipment known as the esophageal obturator
airway (EOA). Under the instruction of Dr. Eaton
Freeman, a Cooley Dickinson Hospital emergency room
physician, the EMTs learned how to insert the tube-like
EOA into the esophagus of a cardiac arrest victim. An
inflatable cuff at the end of the tube prevents stomach
contents from flowing up the esophagus and interfering
with movement of air to and from the lungs during
resuscitation. Such interference is a common and serious
complication in cardiac arrest victims.

Recently, both ambulances were equipped with radios,
which allow two-way communication with the ^spital
emergency room, thus allowing doctors and ffiirses to
better prepare for incoming patients. The radios also allow
the doctor to give the EMT's instructions if necessary.
About 10 miles separate many parts of Amherst from

the nearest acute care facility in Northampton. When a
person's vital life support systems are failing or have been

damaged, the Amherst EMTs, working on speciaUy
equipped ambulances, help shorten the life threatening
distance by quickly bringing some of the basic functions of
an emergency room right to the patient.

A common and difficult problem which Amherst EMTs
deal with is vehicular accidents involving personal injury,
Lalonde said. Of those crashes which cause death in

Amherst, nine out of 10 involve alcohol. Most victims are
young, Lalonde said.

"The typical victim involved in a fatal auto crash in and
around the Amherst area is a college age male." Lalonde
said, adding that the Amherst Police Speed and Alcohol
Patrols (SAP) have helped alleviate the problem.
By 12:50 a.m., the Amherst Fire Department am-

bulance, having been called to an auto accident, is rum-
bling across a street in Amherst.

Its red lights stream across dark corn fields. It is quiet
when the ambulance stops before the car against a tree.

Lights from a police cruiser color the scene a cold blue. A
single body is loaded into the ambulance. The EMT's are
glad — the patient can talk. He has a broken leg. His
friends will meet him at the hospital — alive.
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UMasspolice report vandalized
VW. hicucle and a. In

L

By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

Reports of vandalism and larceny were
among incidents reported by the
University of Massachusetts Police
yesterday.

An act of vandalism was reported at
approximately 12:50 p.m. yesterday when
a 1974 Volkswagen received extensive
damage in Lot 49 at the north end of
Baker Dormitory in the Central
Residential Area, police said.

Two large dents on the hood of the
vehicle and several scratches were
reportedly caused by someone walking on
it. police estimated. In addition, the left
rear fender was severely damaged, ac-
cording to police, and appeared to have
been caused by a nearby dumpster being
rolled onto it. The fog lights were bent

and twisted. Police estimated an entire
new paint job would be needed, but police
were unable to estimate the entire
damage.

In a separate incident, $25 worth of
damage to a Raleigh 10 speed bicycle was
reported at approximately 11:23 a.m.
yesterday when a student noticed
someone had broken the right side of the
fork of the bike, police said.

The incident reportedly occurred in the
lounge of Field Dormitory in the Orchard
Hill Re.sidential Area sometime between
Thursday, April 22. and the time of the
report.

In another incident, a larceny under
$100 was reported by the president of the
Outing Club when she discovered $20
missing from a locked desk drawer in the
office located in 418 of the Student Union
Building.

Friday, April 30, 1982,

UMass students to rally in D.C.
in opposition to Reagan policies
By JUDY RUBIN
Collegian Staff

A group of University of Massachusetts
students will be leaving for Washington
D.C. tomorrow to march and rally against
the policies of President Ronald Reagan.

At 11:30 p.m. a bus with approximately
40 people will leave from the Campus
Center and will return on May 2.

The week of April 24 thru May 2 has been
designated National Days of Resistance by
the All People's Congress, which is a

coalition of various organizations from
different parts of the country.

Some of the issues that the All People's
Congress will focus on are: opposition to

military build-up of the United States
government, opposition of social program

cut backs, a push for equal rights, and
opposition to government intervention in El
Salvador, said Richard Rabin, a member of
the All People's Congress and a graduate
student majoring in public health.

"What we're hoping to see is that more of
the American public will become opposed to
these issues and that the government will

feel the pressure of what so much of the
public is opposed to." said Rabin.

The march will start at Franklin Square
and will end at the White House, where the
rally will take place.

May 1 has also been designated a Day of
Solidarity with the Undocumented in a
number of cities.

Other issues that will be heard are:

unlimited extension of unemployment
benefits, a moratorium on plant closings,

and anti-racism arguments.

Admiral asks
for US, USSR
disarmament
WASHINGTON (AP) -

The former commander of
U.S. forces in the Pacific
proposed yesterday that the
Soviet Union and the United
States surrender their
nuclear weapons, one at a
time, for conversion into
electric power plant fuels as
a swords-into-plowshares
step toward disarmament.

Retired Adm. Noel Gayler
said his proposal could lead
to sharp reductions in the
nuclear stockpiles of both
nations without the
technological disputes that
have blocked disarmament.
It is simple and easily
verifiable, he said.

At a news conference of
the American Committee on
EastWest Accord. a
business-oriented group 1

which seeks to promote
j

peace and trade. Gayler's
idea was endorsed by
George F. Kennan. U.S.
ambassador to the Soviet
Union in the Truman ad-
ministration.

Kennan called the idea
"bold and decisive" and
"very remarkable, very well
thought out. very
imaginative."

Under the plan, each
nuclear device, regardless of
size or sophistication, would
count as one unit and each
country would match the
other, device for device. The
process would continue until
both sides had reduced their
nuclear arsenals to a level
they considered necessary
for deterrence but beyond
the point where either could
start a nuclear war.

Gayler, who said he had
not discussed the plan with
the Reagan administration,
laid out his idea this way:

"Let each country turn in

an equal, very large number
of explosive nuclear fission

devices to a single con-
version site offshore.

"Under supervision,
convert the devices to power
plant fuel for generation of
electricity.

"Let each side choose the
devices it turns in. Each
device counts as one. That's
fair, because each (country)
makes its own choice, and
that clears up any argument
about classification. A
device is a device.

"Let Soviet and American
teams, and perhaps a third
party as referee, identify
and count each device. They
are uniquely identifiable, by
scientific means. That's
verification, without in

trusive inspection in either
country."
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Cigarette tax bill clears first hurdle

Collegian 5

ByPAULBASKEN
Collegian Staff

cig!reue'ta"x^ill^''"''
D-Amherst. who sponsored the

Higher Education Assistance Fund to bolster the statescholarship programs, yesterday announced the favorable
passage of the bill out of the Massachusetts Legislature's
Joint Committee on Taxation.

feJn*l^"^'^.'^^"S^**'^u^
'*''*'"^ momentum we've been

leeling. Stan Rosenberg, an aide to Olver. said an

TprStlte^"
""' "^^ ^^ '^^'^'^ •" ''^ «-- «^

The Olver proposal, which several college presidents.
fmancial aid officers, and students testified in favor of last

T«o« n
-^ \^^^ "''"^^' ^°"'^ estabUsh a fund consisting

o $28 miUion from state cigarette exise tax revenues and
*l-i million from general revenues.
The $28 miUion. according to the bill, would be

generated by setting aside 4 cents of the 21 cents excise
tax currently paid on a pack of cigarettes in Massachusetts
lor student financial aid. The biU is also designed to restore

competition to cigarette sales by eUminating state
mandated minimum prices.
Rosenberg, in expressing optimism for the bUI. credited

constituent support heard by members of the legislature
with assisting its positive committee recommendation

There appears to be more and more suppport as
students, parents, and others express the need"
Rosenberg said.

He said he spoke to one legislator who "can't go
anywhere these days without running into students and
parents.

Rosenberg said he heard opposition from one tobacco
lobbyist who spoke at the pubUc hearing to express his
industry s opposition to the removal of minimum pricing
the exclusive taxation of cigarette smokers, and the cost ofnew machmes required to print the tax stamp. Other than
that expressed opposition to the bUl. Rosenberg said he
has since heard "none at all."

However Rosenberg said the lobbyist did not represent
the full force of the tobacco industry, and although he said
people are contmuing to speak up in favor of the bill he
expects opponents will exercise their influence.

»«^ if^

'i^^hL^t^^i'.u^^J^^
~ '*'' ''*'! P«ff»r'"«"« specimen of aatomotive gml^iTp^k^iTtnSouthwert Fields after a near win in the Indy 500. (cornea equipped with air-conditioning.)

Two resign from BOG
replacements voted in
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors (BOG) last night
accepted the resignations of its chairperson and vice-
chairperson and then voted in replacements for both these
oMices and the position of treasurer.

Peter Lucas, a 21 year-old junior economics major from
Weston, was unopposed in his election as chairperson of
next year's board. He wUl assume the office today due to
the resignation for "academic reasons" of Chairperson
Scott Cashman. a senior.

In his candidacy speech, which was shortened due to the
withdrawal of nomination by the only other candidate. Ed
Lee. Lucas said he considered the recent BOG
reorganization as deserving the major attention of the
Board this coming year.
The BOG structure, which formerly consisted of six

committees and chairpersons, was realigned this month to
consist of 12 hired area coordinators.

Lucas said he expects reorganization will assist in his
attempt to smooth the operation of the board and to in-
crease motivation within it next year.

Michael Reilly, a 20-year old sophomore poUtical science
major from Weymouth, was elected vice-chairperson, and
will also take over that office early. Paul Bruno, a senior
and current vice-chairperson, also resigned last night
effective May 3.

Todd Zigelbaum, a 23-year-old food resource economics
major from Maiden, was elected treasurer.

In other business. Treasurer Jay Englander released his
budget projections for next year, and said the Board would
need to be frugal to keep within this year's allocation.
Lnglander said telephone and printing costs were major
sources of overexpenditure. and may have to be cut back
or possibly ehminated for the rest of the year.

"Our budget says if we keep spending the way we're
spending, we're not going to get through next year,"
Englander said. "Basically, we're spendthrift."

The BOG, which is funded by students through the
Campus Center fee on their tuition bill, was allocated
$43,000 for next year by the administration. However, the
budget presented to the Board totalled over $47,000 in
anticipated expenditures. Englander asked the Board to
make recommendations for cutbacks at a later meeting,
and said he will otherwise have to request additional
funding from the Campus Center administration.
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High-tech seminar evaluates the rismg need
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By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

The combined efforts of business, government and
higher education will be needed to meet the projected
rising manpower needs of high technology industries in

Massachusetts.

Such efforts, such as the newly -proposed Massachusetts
High Technology Park, were discussed by corporate
executives, state governement leaders and higher
education officials yesterday at a seminar held at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
The seminar, sponsored by the UMass School of

Engineering and the Dean's Advisory Council, dealt with
problems facing the high technologj* industry in

Massachusetts, and UMass's role in solving those
problems.

,

David M. Bartley, secretary for Administration and
Finance for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, told the

100 executives at the seminar of the need to "meet the
critical manpower needs of our critical lifeline, high

technology."

Fewer high school students are enrolling in mathematics
and science courses, Bartley said, and a shortage of 3,000
electrical engineers is projected by the mid-1980s.

"Solutions will include communication between
educaticHi, government and industry." Bartley said.

Research center would
provide experience
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

A $40 million education and research center proposed
Wednesday by a coaUtion of private companies,
engineenng schools and sute officials would not detract
from state education funding, but instead "would create
additional funding." a spokesperson for one of the bill's
Senate co sponsors said yesterday.
Sun Rosenberg, an aide to Sen. John W. Olver. D-

Amherst. said the proposed center, which would provide
electncal. mechanical, and chemical engineering students

Continued on page 18

Bartley called the planned Massachusetts Technical
Park Corp. a "major innovation" for the state.
The plan for the technical park, to be funded by private

companies, universities and the state government, was
announced this week.
The future of technology, and particularly computers,

was addressed by Kenneth H. Olsen. founder and
president of Digital Corporation of Maynard,
Massachusetts.

"Computers are a very important part of education, in
business, in engineering, and in everything else." Olsen
said.

Olsen criticized what he called the narrowness of
engineering curriculums in universities today.

"With the introduction of computers, (in education) we
forgot one thing that was part of ecducation — the
challenge to be inquisitive," he said.
"We need people who can understand mechanical things

so we can compete in high technology. Somewhere we have
to get people who can both use a computer and hook up a
doorbell." Olsen said.

Olsen said he'd like to see a return to "traditional
engineering education."

Also speaking at the seminar was Russell G. Meyerand
Jr., vice president for technology of United Technoloies
Corporation, who spoke on application of lasers in in-
dustry, communications and the military.

Teacher certification

tougher in the fall
By GARY STARTA
Collegian Staff

Students planning to become teachers in the future will
have to take more courses for certification based on a
state law that will go into effect on September 1.

The new state teaching requirements may make
students take courses for certification by their sophomore
year in order to graduate from an institution of higher
learning said Michael Schwartz, coordinator of teacher
programs for the University of Massachusetts. Schwartz
said students will have to take more than three courses

Contintied on page 13
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OOPS, RIGHT THROUGH THE WINDOW -
Freshman Chuck McGinn, of Sylvan, throws a
^all around on a spring afternoon.t

Interested to
Applications for

STUDENT ATTORNEY GENERAL
are now being accepted. ^

for job descriptions and more information come to*Rm 420 Student Union Bldg.

^
applications are due by 5:00 Friday April 30

• y?.® SGrA.is an affimative action employer

CAMBRIDGE COLLEGE
Institute of Op»n Education

proi#nts:

''Dollars For Groduoto Education
A Panel Discussion

Saturday, May 8th - 9:30 - 11:30 am
Presented as a free community service

Call to register

38 Gothic Street, Northampton 01060
Accredited by the Ne^ England Association of Schools and Colleges

ThiRd WoRld ThEATER Series presents 1
''Poper Angels''
pRidAy ApRil JOtIi 1 982

BowkER AudiTORiuM 8:00 PM
$2.00 SrudENTs

$7.00 General Public

TicltETS AVAiUblE AT dooR
co-spoNsoR by AASA

AASA Invites yot to our

111

Spring Donee''
Ffldoy April 00th 1962

C.C. 10th Floor 9:00 - 1:00
.00 Qdffllulon cofh Dor ayollabk

187 n. st^aoiherst

OFFKHncOMMISSION
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^""J^ ^ professional. In the Army, it alsomeans you re an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our
medical team. Write. Army Nurse Opportunities.

P.O. Box 7713. Burbank, CA 91510.

BEAUYOUCANBE.

Collegian ?

Campus Center/Student Union
Board of Governors

accepting applications for tlie
following coordinator positions:

University Store
Retail Services

Food Services
Space
Economic Development

Finance
Special Projects

Public Relations
Conference Services/

Accomodations
Display
Building Operations
Vendor Certification

Jobs begin Sept. 1982
Applications available in Campus Center 817

Deadline May n, 1982, 4:00 PM
Informational Meeting Wed. May s, 1982, 6:00 PM
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

Amherst Chinese Food
"Family Style Cooking"

Mandarin & Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon Specials from $1.75

Beer & Wine License

Sunday Brunch all you can eat $4.95
62-64 Main St

Amherst 253-7835

Closed Wednesdays
We use no MSG or

Artificial Food Coloring

FREE

Chicken

Wings

&
PiZZQ

[2:00 - 4:00'

Kyou think a ''one-piece shelf'is
an oyster lover^s nightmare

you re not ready for Memorex.

FRIDAY
HAPPY
HOUR

Mill*r/Mill*r Lit*

Drafts .50c

Dor Drinks .99c

Hous* Sptclols Sl.SO

Includes Doqulrls, Pino Colodas,

Orgosms

THE HUNGRY U

S^i^

On an oyster, a one-piece shell
would be big trouble.

But with Memorex cassettes
it's a big benefit.

Using ultra high frequency
sound, we somcally weld the two
halves of every Memorex cas-
sette to form a single, solid cas-
sette shell.

This single-unit construction
gives Memorex cassettes a struc-
tural rigidity which is critical to
precise tape-to- head contact.

Mt ttrvttvral rigMity

Test It yourself. Hold a
Memorex cassette on both ends
and twist. Notice how rigid the
cassette is. How it resists flexing.

1981 MpmOf.. Co'DC.Iion S»nl» CUn C.lilO'ni. 9S0S? USA

rustv nail

Remember, even the slightest
variation in cassette shape can
alter the way the tape comes in

contact with the head. Which can
drastically affect sound repro-
duction.

That's why we prefer sonic
welding.

It keeps our cassette str

tureastrueasour
remarkable sound
reproduction.

Which, thanks to

our unique tape
formulation and an
extraordinary bind
ing process called

Permapass.'" will

remain true to life

play after play. Even
after 1000 plays.

In fact, a Memorex
cassette will always de
liver true sound repro-

duction, or we'll replace it. Free

So put your next recording
on Memorex. In HIGH BIAS II

METAL IV or normal bias MRXI.
Each has a one-piece shell.

Which, on an oyster, is a bad
Idea.

But on a cassette, it's a
real pearl

jg|glVlOB6X

NOW MOIE TNAN EVER
MTE ASK: IS IT LIVE, OR IS IT

*.cJ

f.

MEMOREX

Friday. April 30 *
gat. Mj

ROMEO VOID p(
"Never say never"

^

_____ Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937

/XAZy

Sat. May 1

POUSETTE-DART
BAND
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Letters*
A plea for luiderstajiding, peace ^'•^•"''^^'^•'••"''.vwoii-omo your suggestions.

TothcKditor;
IVat Mr. \ afaoi. as .lows. Zionists, and Ivliovors in the

Su^t«' of Israel, wo an^ writin»: to vou as noiirhbors who
would rather live in j>eace than in a constant state of war.
Kunher. we are students concerned not only with Jewish
riirhtji. but tor the human rijrhts of all people.
We do not a.crtv with Ron Lipoffs :ussertion that all

Je>»ish jvople should bhndly follow every single dictate of
the Israeli ,cv>vernnient or of any gi>vernnient . Nor can we
acivpt the misrepresentation of facts which you have
prt^s«^nttHl in your letter. These •premises" which vou
make on Zionism and History are unfounded. They show a
lack v>f know led jre of what Zionism actually is aiid of the
History of both your people and of ours.

Zionism, contrary to what you say. is a timeless
aspu-ation of world Jewry. We ask. wasn't it Zionism when
Mixs*^s led the Hebrews out of Egypt to our land of Israel?
We believe it was. Furthermore. Zionism is not
cvMonailism. but rather it is a return to a homeland where
our nxM.s are deep — as deep as yours.
While you state that -Before WWII. Jewish people

displayed no inclinations to return to Palestine." the truth
oi the matter is that 450.000 Jews lived in Palestine prior
to U WII — many of w horn came as a result of the Russian
pocnmis and persecutions suffered in other parts of the
world. Following WWII, with the Holocaust fresh on their
minds. Israel was the only country the survivors could turn
to. By i^t. there were 600.000 Jews living in relative
peace with their Arab neighbors on what had previously
been mostly uncultivated land purchased from large
usuaUy absentee) owners. The refusal of the outside
Arab world to accept the existence of the new State of
Israel changed all this.

FoUowing the 194S War of Independence hundreds of
thousands of Jewish people living in Arab and Moslem
nations since time immemorial, were systematically
persecuted and forced to flee for their lives.' And why?...
Not because they were Zionist, but because they were
Je« s. We ask you. .Mr. Vafaei is this anti-semitism or not?
We also wonder what would the nature of this

democratic secular state of yours be? We are very in-
terested in this, especially considering that no Arab State
with a .Moslem majority is a Democracy. Of what nature
would the legal basis of this state be?.. As it is in all other
Moslem .Arab States? Israel is a Democracy...And while
Israel cenainly has its problems, like any other country,
and we are the first to admit this) we believe that they can
be worked out peacefully. Furthermore, we believe that
Jews and .Arabs land all people) can peacefully coexist
with one another and that where conflict exists differences
can be settled through dialogue and not violence... Mr.

Steve Shemuui
Henry Greenberg

MarshaO Sugamuui
AmherBt

Redefining situation is essential

To the Kditor:

Mr. McCarthy s idiotic policy recommendations on the
Falklands/Malvines are not even based on an accurate
assessment of the military situation. Argentina's military
position is extremely poor. The 223 combat aircraft that
Mr. McCarthy refers to have to cover a round trip of at
least 600 miles before they can do any fighting. This leaves
very little fuel for combat over the islands. Supplying the
islands by air would be difficult for similar reasons. Supply
by sea is subject to naval blockade and submarine attack.
The coastline of the islands is very long and impossible to
defend at all points simultaneously, so establishing a
foothold in some area of the islands will not be extremely
difficult for the British. Argentina could inflict heavy
casualties in a direct assault by the British, but in the long
run their inability to supply the islands would lead to
certain military defeat.

All this military talk, especially McCarthy's "old-

fashioned gunboat diplomacy," gets down to soldiers and
civilians being shot, bombed, wounded, maimed, and
killed. This fact is too important for it to be trite to say that
it has never been weighed heavily enough at any time in

world hi.story. Beyond this, the policy of military response
on Britain's part is an enormous blunder. The boats with
their armies steam around the dangerous South Atlantic
costing at least half a million dollars a day, and the only
thing that can happen to British casualties is increase. A
great deal of money will certainly be spent, in the midst of
the worst economy since the Depression, and British
citizens, perhaps Falklanders too, will have to be killed to
justify this expense. All the fascist government of
Argentina has to do is stall, maintaining economic stress on
Britain and the "unified" front at home. Imagine how much
stronger the ex nazi government would become with both
British and American bombs falling.

The human and diplomatic costs of this "empire strikes
back" mentality have been terrible, except for whoever
happens to be making bucks under U.S. protection. Most
of the rest of the world knows this very well from their
own bitter experience. Macho, quick-draw military
recommendations like Mr. McCarthy's would be too
ridiculous for comment but for the fact that they are also
emanating loud and clear from Regan Washington.

Lindsay Gillies

Amherst
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7th Annual Spring Tournament
May 1,1982

At Hangar One. Rt. 9, Hadlcy, Mass.
first round begins 12:00 noon • 2 p.m.

dancing • gamca
• movies

admittlon (all day): $3.00
First Pritc: $500 00

music by: Lost Time

• priieg • video

STAPT PRACTISING NOW
All size gam< avallabia BSSlC GdmC $1.99

.UNIVERSITY
MSTORE^

Locatsd in the CampuB Canter Univ of Mast

Opsn
MF 9-5

Sat 11-4

PANTS
PRIME CUT

\

OUR REG.

SAILQNLT..

11.95
A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat.

CoJIe gigji ^

EDITORIAL/OPINION
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Problem Students? give 'em th~~haTr
Top Brass. Whitmore Administrator In Charge of

Almost Everythmg. was annoyed. He told his sec-
/etary that he was not to be disturbed while trying

to find a new way to sleaze the housing plan by the
students, but now the phone was signaling that she had leta call go through. Brass grunted, and picked up the
receiver. "This had better be important!"

^^

The voice on the other end ignored the command.
"Brass, come to the behavior modification room right
away. We've got a problem." Brass, instantly nervous,
hung the phone up and dashed out of his office without
saying a word to his secretary. On the way to the base-
ment room. Top Brass tried to arrange his thoughts. Whit-
more had hired the voice on the phone, Dr. Emil Quackov,
to be the first director of Student Behavior Modification
ever at the University. Quackov was given an unlimited
budget with the charge that when there was a problem
with students, Quackov would be brought in to "use
whatever means necessary" to bring the student around
to the Administration's way of thinking.

The idea was a smashing success. Dissident students
were brought down to the little room beyond the com-
puters in the bowels of the building, where they never
came out thinking the same way. Quaokov had a 100 per-
cent success rate with his "patients", never having any
problems. Until now.

Brass walked into Quackov's outer office, walking past
the whips and chains on the left and the display of
medieval torture devices on the right. Quackov rarely used
any of them anymore, relying instead on modern scientific
techniques. He walked into the adjoining lab. finding
Quackov behind a mountain of dials and gadgets located
next to a glass wall that showcased yet another room
empty except for the metal chair in the center. Electrical
wires spewed out in all directions from the chair it's
strapped-in occupant a normal looking student wearing a
Grateful Dead T-shirt.

"Quackov. I'm bu.sy. What's the problem?"

"We found this guy camped out in the grass at Alumni
stadium, apparantly waiting for spring concert to begin
Nothing unusual, because even though we forced UPC
trough the usual methods to hold the concerts on the pond
this year, some students reftise to believe that there aren't
anymore concerts at the stadium. This guy had a k^^
tnends with him. but normal techniques applied directly at
the stadium were successful in changing their minds."

"Oh yeah?" Brass looked at Quackov. "What'd vou
use

Dave Cline

"All we needed was a list of the groups playing at the

pond. They seemed to be pretty satisfied with that so thevwent to the pond. The guy in the chair reftJd to budgeso we called m the police who picked him up and set hfm

Sjdl P^'
^"'- ?'^ T"" ^'^

^'^"^ some Cosmi^^'m

''Sounds alright to me. What's his name?"
''Lester. Lester Yestersemester."
"C'mon. Quackov. what kind of a name is that?"

The doctor remained undaunted. "Well, what kind of a

Ut^pT^rl' It .'^''.^^'
'f'

^'^ °^ y«" ^'•^ "«thing but

fii[, 7 '"f^Phors. Quackov turned to his equipment
fiddled with some controls, and spoke into his microphone'
Lester, we re going to put these silly ideas about astadium concert out of your head. Now. repeat after me

there is no stadium concert!" Quackov shot a zap of elec-
tncity into the chair. In the next room, the student started
moaning.

Ifthe shoe fits, wear it

"Jerry, Jerry, Jerry, where are you?"
Quackov flicked another dial. "He's resisting. I better

increase the voltage. A switch is pressed, and the cries
were loud.

"Riding that train, high on cocaine, Casey Jones you..."
Brass was concerned. "Quackov, increase the voltage."
"I can't go too high, the chair and the machine will

overioad. He's really resisting the treatment!" Another
charge went through the machine.
"Lord. I was bom a rambling mannnn..." Quackov.

recognizing the tune in seven notes, smiled.
"Progress! He's starting to move forward in time, but

I can't increase the voltage much more!"
Brass stared at Lester, who by now was humming the

chorus of "The road goes on forever." He turned to
Quakcov. and without any emotion in his voice, issued a
solemn "Do it." The switch was flipped.
"You've got to change your evil way. baby..."

Brass was surprised. "Santana? This guys really out of
It. They never even made it to the stadium! Quackov onemore charge. Now!" Quackov turned the voltage all theway up. performed a Hail Mary in front of th^machine.
and flipped the switch, watching helplessly as the heavy
charge overloaded the machinery, shorting out the chair
After the smoke had cleared, the two men peered into the
other room.

"Love stinks, for my Angel is a centerfold.
"

Brass shook his head. "Nothing will work, his will is too

u''°o?n
^^^ '" ^ ^^' ^^^ ^^^ do^ Rt. 9 and let

the SAP patrol get him. then have him locked up untU the
concert IS over. I don't want a man with those ideas mingl-
ing with the students. He might actually convince them
that a stadium concert is a good idea."

Dave Cline is a Collegian columnist.

It
was once the practice of more ancient cultures than

our own to kill the messinger if he was "the bearer of
111 tidings ' or some rot like that. Richard Nixon and

bpiro Agnew elevated this to an art form, with their inces-
sant attacks againest the American press. Other politi-
cians, like Ed King, still persist in blaming the press when
they report something bad about them.
Now, it's Ronald Reagan's turn. The administration has

Randolph T. Holhut

begun criticising the media for presenting a "biased" (i e
different than the administration would like America to
see) view of the hostilities in Central America. They were
also unhappy with the way the president's economic pro-gram was shown because, in their words, it made the
president "look like Scrooge." In short, the media is
responsible for making Ronald Reagan look bad.
With the way the administration has been doing things

lately they do not need the media to help make them look
bad. Ihey are doing a good job on their own. But that is
not the point. The real question is whether they should dic-
tate to the networks and newspapers what should and
should not be seen by the American people.
One of the most cherished rights in America is the right

of free speech. Unlike many countries in the world the

press is free of direct government control. That fact
makes politicians very nervous. Without a higher power
looking over the press' shoulder, they are able to tell
America about political wrongdoing, govemment
mismanagement, corruption, fraud and all of the other
things that politicians don't do...until they are caught
Watergate would have remained "a third-rate

burglary" if Richard Nixon had controlled the information
flow to America the way he always dreamed. We would
have only heard the lies that the government fed America
during the Vietnam War if the press was government con-
troUed. We would have no idea of what our elected of-
ficials were doing in Washington if the press was govern-
ment controlled.

Ov^ freedoms as guaranteed by the first amendment of
the Bill of Rights are being erroded with each passing
year. It is becoming harder to get government documents
as the Freedom of Information Act gradually disappears.
The Fairness Doctrine, where television or radio stations
have to provide air time for editorial replies, is on the
verge of elimination as part of the administration's
deregulation of broadcasting. Reporters are being
frustrated at every turn in their search for information.
Should the newspapers and networks be blamed if they

bring ill tidings? I say they just call them like they see
them. Mister President, if the shoe fits, wear it.

Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian columnist.
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WINE

KEGS

LIQUORS

Gilbey Gin 1.75 $11.99
Catto Scotch 1.75 $11.99
Skol Vodka 175 $8.20
Skol Gin 1.75 $8.20
Roberto Rum 1.75 l $9.29
Canadian Mist 1.75 L $11.99
Canadian Rare 1.75 $10.29

GiacobazzisL $6.95
Martini & Rossi Asti $7.75
AlmadensL $6.95
Galtoi.5L.... $3.99

253-5595

10 a.m. til 11 p.m

not responsible for typographical errors

SchlitZl2pkc $4.00
Moosehead $11.95
Rolling Rock i2pkc $3.95
•^batt $g,95
Wiedemann $5.49

Arts
CoUegj^n 11

Born to be miid
CAT PEOPLE - directed by Paul
Schroder. Starring Naatassia Kin-
ski, John Heard, and Malcolm
McDowell. Now playing at the
Hampshire Four Cinema.
By STEPHEN MURPHY
Collegian Staff

There is a film currently in release
flaunting animals you'll never encounter on
Mutual of Omaha's WUd Kingdom. And
whUe the film makes no pretensions
towards portraying the ordinary it is little
more than a twist upon the beast-within-
man theme.
But Cat People doesn't even succeed at

that.

Director Paul Schrader has taken an
interestmg premise - that of a brother and
sister unable to make love to people other
than their own "kind" without turning into
murderous black leopards — and by
centering his film around the visual
standbys of violence and nudity, has
created a work of flawed potential.

In his attempt at combining eroticism
with horror Schrader forgot about
sustaining viewer interest. For although
the film has an abundance of stunning
images — including a surreal and somewhat
awe-inspiring sequence in which we see a
single tree set against a windswept desert

landscape, barren except for a number of
black leopards lounging on its limbs —
other important elements of the film, such
as direction, dialogue and acting, appear
disjointed, clumsy, and in turn take a
backseat to the visuals.

And images alone don't make a movie.
With the exception of several scenes

involving Nastassia Kinski and John Heard,
Cat People is as erotic as watching an
episode of GUigan 's Island.

Unless one finds sexploitation and ex-
plicit violence to be erotic.

Schrader must have. His direction at
times borders on voyeurism while his
voyeurism focuses upon Kinski. And
because voyeurism implies exploitation
Kinski is exploited to the max. Her Lolita-
like charms do not make for a convincing
virgin, such as the story calls for, so
Schrader, perhaps realizing this, instead
concentrated upon her physical at-
tractiveness. Kinski's role is mostly one of
T&A.
The film's two other main characters,

played by John Heard and Malcolm
McDowell, further prove that the acting
performances are less lithe than the
physical ones.

Heard plays Dr. Dolittle to the beast
within Kinski and does little else. He
delivers his lines cooler that the straightest
of straight men. He only smiles once and

ch^ng""'
"'""" """" '" "" """"' "«" ^"'"8 "-^-eh the

that is over a beer.

McDowell, as Kinski's brother, creeps
through the film in a somewhat degraded
continuation of his Alex character from A
Clockwork Orange. Only this time he is
literally an animal and not simply a
sociopath. And while McDowell is
fascinating to watch, as he so often is, one
can't help ignoring the symbolism behind
his bemg cast in this role.

Nor the heavy-handed symbolism
through6ut the remainder of Cat People.
Schrader throws so many obvious
References at us that it isn't necessary for
the viewer to form his/her own meaningful
conclusions. It's humorous when one of the
characters cnwns "Pussycat, pussycat, I

love you" while feeding an enraged tiger,
trite when Top Cat appears on a
background TV set, and downright an-
noying when the Kit Kat candybar jingle is
later heard off camera. Schrader has to be a
proponent of passive audience viewing.

But other than some beautiful shots of
black leopards (actually dyed-black pumas)
and aforementioned imagery. Cat People's
only virtue is its Giorgio Moroder sound-
track — neo-African rythms punctuated by
a haunting, encircling synthesizer line
similar to the background instrumentation
on the David Bowie title song.

Cat People just goes to show you that
surface gloss doesn't necessarily make a
good film. Ciao. ciao, ciao.

Edwards wins again

.J*""^, ^™*''» J"*** Andrews ud Robert Pretton, start of
Victor/Victoria.

VICTOR/VICTORIA - Directed by
Blake Edwards, starring Julie An-
drews, Robert Preston, and James
Garner.

By ANDREA MILLSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

Filmmaker Blake Edwards has created
another smashing success.

Victor/Victoria starring Julie Andrews,
Robert Preston and James Gamer is a
romantic musicial comedy set in "gay"
Paris in the 1930s. Toddy (Robert Preston)
is a homosexual entertainer who aids Vic-
toria, an unemployed cabaret singer (Julie
Andrews) in becoming Victor, an acclaimed
female impersonator in a first rate night
club. At first, the entire plan seems
ridiculous until Victoria receives wild ap-
plauses on opening ni^t. Victor becomes
the talk of the town until she hopelessly
falls in love with King, a prominent and
romantic American businessman played by
James Gamer. It is at this point when both
Victoria and Toddy fear their secret will be
revealed.

Julie Andrews gives a sensational perfor-
mance as she sings and dances. But she is

far too feminine to assume the role of a

male. Five stars for her continued effort
and sophisticated masculine attire during
the movie, but her impersonation, although
humorous, is not typically male.
Robert Preston, Andrew's talented

counterpart is "the life of the party" as he
contributes humor, vitality, and entertain-
ment to the plot. His daring performance
as a homosexual entertainer, a role very
different from any other he has ever
played, is perfect and can be considered
one of Victor/Victoria's main attractions.
With its sexual dalliance, humorous

situations, clever storyline, and heart-
warming tenderness, Blake Edward's
Victor/Victoria is sure to entertain you.

Read the next
other voice in
May

GComing Attractions
Stephen Murphy

Parties. A few years ago parties were just that — an
excuse to get wasted with close friends, listen to good
musk and have a good time. But not any more. Now
parties serve more of a social functk>n, as a means of
caching up with peopk; Fve lost touch with.

"...and Fve got to write it down 'cause Fm ttiU gettina
educaUd..:'

"Murphr
Who? Ah. The black leather jacket in the corner. White

t-shirt.

"Jerry, how've you been?" It has been awhile.
"Fine. Hey, you graduating this semester?" Groan. This

year's conversational piece. Again. But I know he means
well.

"Yeah, this is it. Gotta get real." Cripes, I sound like a
parent.

"I know what you mean." Do you really? Pause. The
smoke is getting awfully thick. "Murph, I can't believe all

three are dead."

Three? Dead? I hope this isn't heavy-duty. "Ah, who
Jerry?"

"Natalie Wood, Sal Mineo. James Dean. You know, from
Rebel Without A Cause. No rebels left for the eighties."

Black leather jacket, white t shirt. "What about Marlon
Brando? " I mumble.

'He's into divinity, playing God like characters. He's
sold out. Next thing you know he'll be playing The Force in

the next Star Wars movie."
I don't know about some of these Comstu people. "Gonna

get a beer. Be right back." Right,
".../ leave a good friend on videotape, hell drive his

tportscar untU it 's too late..."

"Joan."An ex-object d'art.

"Steve."

"You're still k)oking good." How original.
"It's only been two years."
"Yeah, well, how are you? StiD majoring in EngHsh?"
"Yes, only now I'm leaning towards Journalism."
Not another one. "Going to spew informatk>n. huh?"
"You know it. Only next year, if the Long Range Plan

goes through. Journalism will have its own department."
And Communicatk)n Studies won't. Very cutting, my
friend. "So, Steve, you still following events in cable
television?"

Of course. "I try to."

"How about Playboy's cable service, Escapade?"
"I haven't heard anything recently."
She smirks. Hasn't changed a bit. "Escapade is offering

an adult game show entitled Everything Goes."
An adult game show? "Go on."
"Two contestents, a man and a woman, compete against

each other. Whenever one of them gives a wrong answer
off comes a piece of clothing." Our conversations always
turns towards sex. "Of course they stop at their un-
derwear."

"Of course." But not this time. "I'll catch you later Joan."
"Have fun."

Hmph. So Playboy further exploits soft-core
heterosexuality. Flesh for the mush between our ears.

Give me a break. Cable sure is showing promise.
"...throw a rock against the road and it breaks into

pieces..."

"Star Trek lives!" blurts a disembodied voice.
Another: "How can it Uve if it's science fiction? Not only

does fiction imply untruth but film, furthermore, is only »
transparent excuse for capturing people. SUr Trek,
therefore, is doubly removed from reality! You nerdr
Veins bulge on the speakers's brow. I play Ha^.

Smoothly. *Take it easy Ken. You know how Trekkies
are."

"But I can't help but get mad at those idwts. Following •
show like it was produced by God is ridieuk>us."
"Yeah but wasn't it you who sak) Man has to become a

child again?"

"Yes."

"So let them. And besides, let's wait for their reactron
when they learn Ricardo MonUlban appears as the villian
in this summer's 2nd Star Trek film. I wonder how many of
them realize the move is designed to capture the Fantasy
Island television audience. " So there.

"See you Murph."
"See you Mr. Anger."
"...another lost angel, city at night, city at night..."
"Hey — you still a critic for the CoUegianT
What a question. "Sort of."
"Be honest, be consistent and be true to yourself " Fade

to black.

"...words in papers, words iv books, words on
TV. .

.
words to tell you what to do, words are vorkinq hard

for you..."
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Anorexia nervosa MpwqI in^c ^****'" **«»*^"& *»p'<^ »" ^ua
Ji. ^ \^ WW t^JLJ. J. i.V^O • • • A projifram devoted to solar heating willlie presented by

exists at UMass
ByCRISSCHUSTKtv
Collejjian Staff

Over 10 percent i he women at the University of
Massachusetts suffc "om anorexia nervosa because of
pressures from soci. and the media to diet. Ellen
LaFleche estimated, iast niffht during her lecture at

Grayson Dorm in the Orchard Hill residential area at
UMass.
LaFleche, who has taught night courses at l^Mass for

the past five years on women's health, defined anorexia
nervosa as a voluntary' loss of weight with psychological
and social origins.

"Women with anorexia live lives of contradictions and
ambiguities." LaFleche said. "Women are brought up in a
time with high expectations and often they are brought up
in families to be ver\- feminine. There is a constant con-
flict.

"

Unreasonable wei, .: loss and a fear of fatness are only
two of the symptoms of anorexia nervosa, she said. A
woman's distortion of her own body image and her pursuit
of thinness as a pleasure in itself are other symptoms.
"You could be a skeletx^n but you would still see yourself

as fat." she said.

The first case knouTi of anorexia nervosa occured over
four hundred years ago, LaFleche said. Anorexia is not
new. she said, but it is only in the past five years that food,
eating, anorexia, anr bingeing have become issues discuss-

.

ed in health classes

"More and more women have started talking about
anorexia. But there also might be more cases of anorexia
in the last five year she said. No one really knows for

vomen have anorexia, although it

adolescent women from middle to

families. LaFleche said.

et anorexia is because they are the
and the media enforces those im-

_ 1 use food to punish their families.
Tliere is no case of anorexia that does not turn the family
upside-down."

A woman with anorexia might cook enormous meals and
then force her family to eat them. Forcing her family to
eat th? meals is just her way of communicating that
sometliing is wrong \*-ithin the family, she said.

"Women are trained not to hurt other people and to sup-
press things. They feel incredible guilt about being
women." she said. "It is so hard for women to say 'I

want.' But you ( i- fool your mind. It will be expressed
by your body eventually." LaFleche said.

sure exactly how
is more prominer
upper class traditu

"One reason wc

social preparers o:

ages," she said.
""^

Amherst Police arrest one
on an Easthampton warrant
An Easthampton man was arrested early yesterday

morning in the Village Park parking lot on a warrant out
of Easthampton. according to Amherst Police.

Richard P. Kaplinger. 33, of Easthampton, was arrested
at 1:48 a.m. for larceny over $100 and larceny of a motor
vehicle. Kaplinger was turned over to Easthampton
police.

The theft of a wallet from a pocketbook in an unattend-
ed shopping cart in Price Chopper was reported at 11:30
a.m. yesterday. $25 in food stamps and $5 in cash were
reported stolen, police said.

The resident of a Rolling Green j^artment that was
broken into about a month ago informed police Wednes-
day evening that she had just discovered additional items
missing. Bathing suits and underwear valued at $60 were
reported taken, police said.

At 7 p.m. Wednesday police received a report from a
woman whose gym bag was stolen from an East Pleasant
Street business. The bag and contents are valued at $75.

- SUSAN RING

Anthropology dept. sponsor
of Reaganomics colloquium
A special colloquium on "Planning for the Impact of

Reaganomics" will be presented by the University of
Massachusetts Department of Anthropology tomorrow
and Sunday. The meeting, which will focus on the ways in
which social history alters scientific theory and practice in

the classroom, will be held in Room W26 of Machmer Hall
at the University of Massachusetts.

Specific topics will include "Biodeterminisim and Evolu-
tionism; Cultural Imperialisism and Liberation An-
thropology; What Are the Implications of Government Ar-
chaeology; Creationism: It's Implications for An-
thropological Practice; Defending Corporate Capitalism;
and The End of Social Science in America."

Meetings will be at 10 a.m. and are free and open to the
public.

A program devoted to .solar heating will lie presented by
WMUA Radio at the University of Massachusetts. The
program will be part of the weekly program "Valley Com-
munity Energy Exchange" and will be aired on WMUA
(91.1 FM) at 2 p.m. Saturday.

AP Laaerphoto

CAPTIVE CORRESPONDENT — Brian Ross,
an NBC-TV correspondent is one of the
Americans being held captive aboard a hijacked
Honduran airline in Tegucigalpa, Honduras, it is

reported Thursday. The airplane was com-
mandeered on Wednesday.
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Rm 420 Student Union Bldg.
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Continued from page 6

previously required for certification.
Certificates are achieved based on the student's

academic record and competency in the major in which
they mJl be teaching, Schwartz said. Students have been
advised of the requirement changes since 1979 when the
state decided to change the competencies students musthave in the major they plan to teach.

fk^^fi"^^^ f*'?
^^^""^ ^^ currently teacher shortages in

the fie ds of chemistry, math, physics, agriculture and
general sciences. Although positions in English and
Sociology are not in great demand there are jobs available
throughout the country, he said. More experience in the
student s field is also necessary to meet the new sUte re-
qmrements, Schwartz said.

Schwartz hasn't seen the faUure of students to meet re-
quirements as a big problem because students have been
advised of the changes. The state also evaluates institu-
tions that teachers will be going to as to how their pro-
grams nieet the competency requirements. Students seek-
ing teaching positions must attain a bachelor's degree

S.El^e.Tth1f™^e'„a-
""'"" ^"^"^ ^«-"'" -'- - '"«

Colleriui photo by Len Parano

Stage for the "Pond

State budget wins preliminary
approval in the House
BOSTON (AP) - A $6.8 state budget

designed to smooth the way into the second
year of Proposition 2 'A won preliminary
approval in the Massachusetts House
yesterday with opponents complaining that
most legislators have thrown in the towel.

Action, over two days, came quickly
compared with previous years. The bill still

required a second round of approval before
going to the Senate.

Controversial amendments often are
reserved for this stage, which was
scheduled to begin at 7:30 p.m.
"There is an incredible sense of apathy

throughout the Legislature," complained
House Republican Leader William G.
Robinson just before the bill passed its first
test. 131-25. in mid-afternoon.
He and other critics complained that the

state is not tightening its belt. Thev said
legislative leaders were simply adding to
the bottom line, principally in local aid
accounts, to get the biU through with a
minimum of controversy this year.
"Many (legislators) feel why bother, what

difference does it make." said Rep. Royall
Switzler. R-Wellesley. a steadfast critic of
Democratic leaders. He said the budget for
the fiscal year beginning July 1 "is the most
political piece of legislation I've seen."

The leadership sought to defuse the most
contentious issue by settlingUhe local aid
question early. A non-binding resolution
was approved in both the House and Senate
Tuesday, providing $166.5 miUion in new
aid to help communities cope with
Proposition 2V; and also setting the
distribution formula.

This was subject to change alon^ the
budget's route to Gov. Edward J. King's
desk, but Speaker Thomas W. McGee
successfully turned back a chaUenge to the
agreement Wednesday night.
The bill made it by the first vote with

only three Democrats breaking ranks and
voting against - Reps. Stephen J. Karolof
Attleboro. Bruce Wetherbee of Pepperell,
and John C. McNeil of Maiden.

This was in marked contrast to last year's
budget debate, when a runaway House
bucked the leadership's original "plan for
dealing with the property tax limiting
Proposition 2' > law. Ways and Means
Chairman Michael C. Creedon was forced to
withdraw his original offering last spring
and rewrite the bill.

Only one money amendment, adding $13
million, was accepted prior to initial ap-
proval of the entire bill Thursday, but the
amendment's future remained in doubt.

FOUR SEASONS
Bud (sale starts Sat) $8.99
Molson Golden bts $10.99
Schaeffer cans $6.99
Rolling Rock le 02 cans $8.99
SchlitZ 12 pk cans $4.29

Sebastian! Table Wines.... 1.5.... $3.99
Allini Lambrusco 1.5 $3.49

Castillo Rum 1.75 $10.99
Cossack Vodka 1.75 $8.49
Cordon Bleu Peppermint Schnapps

1.75 $9.99
Kahlua 750 $9.99

J
Open K) AM to 1 1 PM

in front of the Malls

Wines/ Liqiiors
rtp.9, hadle>; ma. 584 8174 2
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V\
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Dudweiser i2oxcon,ofbotti.s$9.99

Millar 1 2 oz cons Of bottl« $9.99
KollingRock <2oxf»tufnQbi».$6.00

J'^ ^~

plus d#posit

Inglenook """ffi. ^ar.'"' $6.99/ol;

Premiot
Cabernet Souvignon *^ ^bi

OPInotNolf *^-^^'

i4^

0^

<^

* Jrozen IMquiris

* Special TAenu Selections

* Two Txciting Jasfiion Tfiemes

* Vdidated Marking in Campus garage
* MusicalJ^ccompanimmt ByJim 'Bianca

750 ml

|Mondoy i k%6 & wwt* tQbi# win* S 5.05/^.5 l

Don't forget we^re closed Sundoy

C & C LIQUORS
D«hind the Police Station

For Off Campus Delivery 253-3091
'*'^-^^^^^-*- ^*.-"->^^>^^s:*>^^-'"^<Vv-!:^»-:i.vT^v^^^

^g^ OsoalCbrnfi

'Jasfiion Series Scfieduk

(May 3rd 11:30-1:30

May 5tfi 5:00-7:30

May lOth 11:30-1:30

May 12tfL 5:00-7:30

Sportswear / At/ileticwear

Sportswear / ^thkticwear

Women in 'Business / Treppie Look
"Women in "Business / (Preppie Look

MURRAY D. LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER

/pRODLJCTlONS

UMass students presents

POND SERIES i962

April 30 David Bromberg
New Grass Revival

May 1 Marshal Crenshaw
Billy Cobham
Rick Danko and his band of friends

May 2 Johnny Copeland
Taj Mahal
Toots and the Maytals

Music begins Friday at 2 pm. Sat and Sun 1 pm

The UMass Pond Series

1982

For Q sQf* and fun wMk^nd pl#Qs«:
No kogs, no bottlos

look both woys ond cross ot doslgnotod crossings.

"!lfK l^'***'""*
"""' •"^"'onmont - cloon up your moss- trosh bogs will bo provldod throughout ooch doy

^pril 30th
May 1st

May 2nd

***********^^*^nnnnnn^^^^^^^^^^
RAIN LOCATION THE CAGEI!I!II!IIII!!!!|||!!! |li|lii||!i|
Bring your undergrad UMass ID

First Come First Served

^AT THE POND
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THE UMASS ZONE

Edited by

ACROSS
1 Marquis de
5 Reply inits

9 Word after turn
14 Die number
15 Louisville s

river

16 Drying frame
17 Lead or bit

18 Feels joyous
20 Stage whisper
22 Turnip, in

Britain

23 Hardy heroine
24 Take down a
25 Energy measure
27 Remnant
29 Fetes
32 City in the San

Joaquin valley

37 precedent
39 Sediment
41 Dictum
42 TV's Estrada
43 Lanalword
45 "Auntie "

46 Charlie Brown's
pal

48 Field: Prefix

49 Huzzahs, in

Seville

50 Messenger, in a
way

52 Mum
54 Coquettish
56 Mil. vessel

Maifarct Farrar
entl Lm Aairia TliM

57 Pt orqt.

60 Small portions
64 Energy source
66 Inscribe

68 Filled with joy
71 River into the

Seine
72 Beach. Fia
73 Buddist

monastery
74 Bag
75 Dormancy
76 Fastener
77 Collections of

sayir>gs

ud Trade Jaffe

DOWN
1 Fastener
2 Words from
Gertrude Stein

3 Causing Joy
4 Showed interest

in

5 Ruckus
6 Hilton's

paradise

7 Contemptible
8 Fire iron

9 Saint, in Lisbon
10 Cotor
1

1

Dies
12 Neckwear in a

western state

13 Shows human
frailty

19 Gl tinned

"delicacy

"

21 Poet's dusk
26 Sub
28 School of whales
30 Caulking material
31 Moves through

mire
33 Famous friend

34 Joyous state
35 Hoarfrost

36 French souls
37 Merchandise
38 Sandusky's lake
40 Certain novels
44 Has the flu

47 Military acronym
51 Night: Abbr.
S3 QuetMc season
55 Tender age
58 "Mostest"

hostess
59 iamarackand

tamarind
60 Some Sens.
61 Indigo

62 Hillside of

Scotland
63 Corresponding
65 Space
67 " dry eye

in the house"
69 squeak
70 Angling term
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WEATHER
Sunny, breezy mild to-

day. Highs in 70s. Clear
cool tonight, lows 30s.
Tomorrow sunny with
some cloudiness late in the
afternoon with highs
70-75.

IJ

Dastardly
Dgns^

Saturday Night
• tH aosing

TICKET NIGHT 3 ticksts for $1
Draft on* tickat. Domastk Baar

end Bar Uquor 2 tickats.

-, --Top Shalf 3 tickats.

RememBer iiof^r^

Wixha a a

Assorted Fin* ChocolotM
Old Foshion^d P#nny CondiM

6 Mly DMns

t

Meihorx I-ane CANdJEsi
Thome's Market

J
150 Main Street, Northampton I

D.C. MENU
Friday

LUNCH

Tuna Grinder
Almond Chicken and

Rice Casserole

DINNER

Salisbury Steak/
Mushroom Sauce

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce
Egg Salad Plate
with Saltines

BASICS LUNCH

Tuna Grinder
Almond Chicken and

Rice Casserole

:
:
:
•

BASICS DINNER

Carrot and Cauliflower Pie
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Saturday

BRUNCH: 10:00 - 1:30 DINNER: 4:00 - 7:00

Scrambled Eggs
Breakfast Sausage
Cheese Strata

Hot Corned Beef on Rye

Baked Chicken/Supreme •
Sauce, Cranberry Sauce •

Spaghetti/Tomato ^
Meat Sauce •

Polynesian Vegetables •

BRUNCH: 10:00

Sunday

1:30 DINNER: 4:00- 7:00

Boiled Eggs
Omelet

Bacon Slices

Ham and Swiss on Rye
Spinach Frittata

*

Roast Top Round of

Beef/Au Jus
Kielbasa Grinder/

Sauerkraut
Hearty Latin Stew
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SUPPORT NATIONAL
PLAID DAY, MAY 21, 1982
.OR I'LL BLOW YOUR LIPS OFF.

OPENING AT A THEATER NEAR YOU

MAY 21, 1982
NATIONAL PLAID DAY

BE PLAID AND BE GLAD!!

Watch for the Plaid Party at your campus!

PLAID PARTY
5 College presents the
Glen Phillips Band
Sunday May 2

at Prescott House Rt 116
4:00 PIVI

for information call 549-4600 ext 323

F>i<iay, April SO, 1982

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome to ColleQian Office Cr 111 • Q^c o^c: ».-_._ ._ ^•^^^^i^^ ^^^4

CoUegiaai?

Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3 45

A BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDIO "

Sonically Superior Audio. The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJt are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

ATTENTION
FRUSTRATED MUSICIAMfi

Drummer 18 looking to form a competent
Pop/Rocic Band - guitar, bass, and vocalist
needed I am looking at this situation as only
acreative venture not a career call Mike Riff

I&6-6454
or leave a message on the Col-

legian Arts Desk

AUDIO

Speakers Clarke Systems $650 new
yours for $325, ZAdvents $240 new your^
for $120 Ed 253-9924

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Chevy Impala good cond, runs fine
no work needed, $850 Kevin 665-4362
1989 Triumph Spitfire convertible ex-
cellent must sell 413-337-4289
1976 Uncia 1800 front wheel drive four
cynnder 5 speed, leather interior, stereo
$3200 call 253-5183

*..^i'SJ2°*' conditfon, runs excellent $650
call 6-6332 or 6-6341

^^

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 60% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMSli
Delhrered by profasaional Bellydancer

S^^f-J^** unusual gift. Call Theresa,
253-5491

BOOK SALE

Eta Sigma Phi Used Book Sale
Wednesday 4/28 through Friday 4/30

in the Herter elevator lobby, 9 am - 4 pm
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS

ASSOCIATION MEETING
There will be a ComDis Association
meeting/guest speaker night on Monday
May 3 at 7:00 pm in Arnold Rm 136. The
topic will be 'The Role of the Speech
Pathologist in Various Settings". Three
speakers will be featured

COMPULSIVE EATERS
Tired of losing and regaining weight?
Women's group forming to explore issues
around eating, body image, and weight
control. 10 sessons beginning June 2nd
Wednesdays 7-9:30 pm Psychological Ser-
vices Center 545-0041

ENTERTAINMENT

Exceptional J. Geiis tickets 549-4488

FOR RENT

Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 >4
baths, carpeting, pool, tennis courts
253-5759

2 bdrm apt on bus rte pool, lease starts
June 1 call Renee 253-3378

10 minute walk to campus - 2 bedroom
apt (fits 4) call 549-4353

4 bedroom house for faculty family or 4
graduate students. Available June 15. Walk
to UMass or Amherst Center. Call eveninos
(212) 674-2426

Southwood Apt for rent av June 1 call
Mike, 253-5618

6 bedroom house summer sublet faH op-
tion bus rte $600 avail 6/1 586-6493

Summer sublet wKh fall option Puffton
Village 2 bedroom 2 bath $160 ea bedroom
utilities ind call 549-1586 John available
June

Summer sublet fall option 2 bedroom
Southwood townhouse ww carpeting sun-
ny quiet 2860673 or 253-3176

Why take a chanca on a waiting list?
Available June Ist one bedroom large
Southwood apartment 253-9269
Townehouse Apt for rent fall summer
neg. 549-6974 3 bdrm
Hyannis - Two fenr>ales wanted to share
room in house call 549-1813

Fall and Sumemr 4 bedroom house bus
route 525+ /month call Pat M-F 545-0392
or Ric Th 2-5, F 1 1-3:30 546-2848, 545-0246

Summer sublet w/fali option 4 bedroom
apt $147.oo inclusive 253-9445

1 bedroom furnished in Southwood for

Cash in advance • 5

Monday
consecut

Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day
days 5-% discount • Phone number FREE

25607^"^
female non-smoker $200 month

4 bedroom house in Northampton $475
plus utilities. June and thereafter. Skibiski
Realtors, 584-3428

Sumrner sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
Colonial Village $280/mo 253-3651

Hyannis - Room available in house for one
or two women for summer call 549-1813
Amherst Center - 2 of 3 bdrms in comfy
smokeless, petless apt on pretty side st for

ocS^?.!!^^
^^" ^^5 ^°^8l inci heat, hot H20

zW-7405

2 FEMALES to share bedroom in 2
bedromm Southwood apartment June 1
fall option, after 5 pm 256-8379

FOR SALE

Concept 1 sneakers Hi-Leathers $26 Lo-
Leathers $24 Suede $22 call Mike 549-1233

^3-97^'^ "'" ^^^^-^^ "'^® *°"e call Wade

Tape Deck the VCX-300 by Vector
Research. Versatile, attractive, mint condi-

^' negotiable price. Contact Guy

5 cubic ft frig perfect condition $150 call
two-4595

Used Bikes Bought and Sold. All major
brands of bicycles repaired. Free estimates
and free safety checks. Peloton Sports, 1 E
Pleasant St., Amherst (549-6904) and 15
State St., Northampton (584-1016)

Oscilloscope Tektronix 541 dual trace 30
MHZ excellent condition $250 256-8480

FOUND
Bifocals? Reeding glasses? Beats me,
but I found 'em at the bus stop by Police
Statk>n in Amherst. They're brown plastk:
"Rodenstock" frames with black clipcase.
Identify the name they answer to and
they're yours. Call 2S60754 before I

graduate.

1 pair woman's eyeglasses found 4-27 in
Cape Cod Lounge call Tim 546-8930

~
«215 FREE

Just move Into one bedroom of a
Southwood two bedroom townhouse (last
months rent and security deposit paid)
desperate 256^8427 between 5-7~~

FREE RENT

Male to share room in quiet 2 bedroom
apt at Cliffside immediately and receive
August's rent free. $100/month including
utilities 253-5676

FURNITURE FOR SALE

We've got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go. Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

GOT A GUITAR???

Have twelve-string Yamaha guitar in ex-
cellent condition, with soft case, worth
$170. seek six-string acoustic guitar, with
case, of comparable value for trade. Jean
665-2367

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings -

$3.75 set. Free
546-6684

acoustic and electric for
delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED
The Collegian Business Dept. is accep-
ting applications now for position of Assis-
tant Business Manager and the position of
Business Manager. Applicants need be
University students with considerable
business experience. Please apply at 113
Campus Center. The Collegian is an equal
opportunity employer

Experienced reliable childcare sought
for toddler pert/full time thru sumnrw call
Carolyn Lester 253-3162

LOST

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Pleasel Call
546-7338

Lost Dog female black M>, red collar, last

seen in vk:inity of Univ. M7&. Dog answers
to lady, family misses greatly. $50 reward.
Call 549-2668 or 542-2164

Mass license lost if found caH Lynn
Feamen 546-9020

LOST HACKEYSAC
I lost my red and blue hackeysac on last

Saturday afternoon (4/24). It was dropped
either near the N. Village bus stop or by
Whole Wheat Pizza. It's a small lether ball

Jgol^ll size) if you've never seen one.

Please call Mark at 549-1869 if you have
found it or know someone who has.

MOTORCYCLES
1978 GS 750 Suzuki excellent condition

SS!?!lJi*'^ '^'"9 ^'^e®" seat must sell
253-2874

year. Prefer N. or S. Amherst. Please call
collect after 5 (201) 377-5293

Female needs housing in Irondequoit

^^ ^°^ ^°^ summer months. Call after
6:00 Anne 456-5778

75 Kawasaki 175 enduro good cond 450$
Bob 546-8779

1975 Honda XL350 best
leave name and number

offer 665-7715

MOVIE

Brooks House presents:
"Casablanca "

April 30 at 7, 9, 11 pm
$1.00 admission

ROOMMATE WANTED

PERSONALS

Are you tired of your dorm? Want to try
something new? The social awareness floor
in Brett, the older students corridor in
Wheeler, and the fine arts music hall in Gor-
man are looking for you! For more info or to
sign up contact the Brett cluster office at
5-3945

Women's Softball Team needs players
for league, tournament play. Available now
thru Mid-August, call Ben 323-5708 Keep
trying.

Richard, Happy Birthday to my favorite
k}gical, ratiortal, unemotional person. Have
a great onel Love you, Nance
Stonay Returnslll The master himself will
be at the Cosmic Wimpout Tournament
tomorrow at the Hangar One! Be therel!
Aloha 1

1

YOGI - I thought you wouki find out the
poop for nr>el Oh well, k)oks like I lose. I'll

be waiting for a response, thank you -

Charisse

Attend: Panel Oiscusskni on SBA long-
range plan. John Ebel. Bob Raymond
students. Prof. Odiome and Cartisle; facul-
ty room 120 SBA May 4th 7:30 FREEI
Why should you go to the Cosmic Wim-
pout Tournament this Saturday at the
Hangar One? Well there's the $500 first
prize, live music with Lost Time, special
surprises you'll never forget. . . .still not
convinced? Visit the Wimpout Table on the
CC Concourse today. Did we mention that
beginners made it to the finals two out of
the last three years? Get your dice ready!
Sue - I told you I'll do it congrads. an ad-
mirer

Southwood Apt for rent, av June 1 call

Mike, 253-5518

All University Women are invited to
Rush lota Gamma Upsilon. Rush Parties
-Wed April 28, BBG, 6-7. Thurs. April 29,
Sundae Party, 7-8. Tues. May 4 Oreo Party,
7-8. For further information contact Beth or
Nancy 256-6874

To the person(s) who robbed my N.
Pleesant St apt Sat 4/24, many of the
items you took have great sentimental
value to me. If you can find it in your heart
to retum any items no questions will be ask-
ed. 549-0156

Alicia - Have a great day love, your big sis

One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

One bedroom in Colonial Village
Available 6/1, fall option 137.50-1-
253-3228, late

Wo are looking for 2 nonsmoking
females to share a room in a Brittany
Manor apt in fall. Call Sheila 546^701

1

Roommates wanted for summer/fall
option 2 bdrm apt, bus rte pool $95 +
253-7806

Female wanted to share Southwood Apt
beginning Sept rent negotiable call
256-6739

Summer rental on Martha's Vineyard
Only 550/season last female space! Call
Nancy 617 236-4216

Need 2 females to share bedroom in 2 br
i°^nehouse Apt summer/fall option
049-1739

3 roommates needed for summer
located on bus route air conditioned all

liio^i^..,
'"^'"**®*^ ^^ P«^ P«raon call

253-3071

Female wanted to share 1 bedroom apt
in Puffton Village starting fall $125 549-0773

2 or 3 roommates wanted in Brittant
Manor apt for info call 2560866

RUN FOR RITTER

Results posted at Newman Center or
take home a copy. Thanks to all runners
and race woricersi P.T.B.A.

SERVICES

Professional Research, Writing. From
$4/page. catak>g $1. Authors' Research,
loOO-C, 407 S. Deari[x)m, Chicago, IL 60606
Tennis & Racquetball next day stringing
service call the Racquet Doctors 2560769
anytime

I will do your typing: Royal SE5000C
typewriter self-correcting: price negotiable
after 6 665-7731

SUMMER HIRING

Applications now being accepted for
full time summer employment for the
course and teacher evaluation guide. Apply
420 Student Union Building. Deadline May
12, 1982

SUMMER SUBLET

Gibby Happy 21st. I'll meet you
Carbur's for our annual drinkathon

at

Keep the memories. A Josten's college
ring does it best. Order yours today at the
University Store - special promotion

To the ducks mother Happy Birthday
Have the best 20th year of your life Myra.
No nwre Leita. with love JTP
Marianne falling in love with you was like

having a dream come truel Hope this birth-

day's your best ever! Love Tony

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, papers, resun>es. IBM
selectric. Scientific. Bilingual-
english/Spanish 256-6957

RAYBANS

lUiyban metal Sunglaaaas for sale save
$15.00 or more off retail prices call Bruce at
546-9711 or Neil at 546-9613 or Andy at
546-7939

RESUME WRITIWQ
~

Quick/confidential/efficient cafl after 5
PM or weekends 549-5727

RIDERS WANTED
Driving to Texas in June. Looking for so-
meone to share driving and expenses. Call

Joel 2560436

ROOM WANTED
Male wants hosuing around N.
Falmouth June through Aug call Seth
6-7829

Female looking to share apt for next

2 min to campus ft town 4 bedroom $425

2 bedrooms. Col Village on bus route
pool, $280 a month, call 546-7186

Furnished 2 bedroom apt laundry, pool,
tennis. Hot water ind. Brittany Manor price
negotiable call preferably after 1 1 253-2408
Brittany Manor two bedroom furnished
apt, rent negotiable call 253-5095

Brit Man 2 bdrm /fall opt AC, pool, bus
rte, availa 6/1, call 256-6192 (Laurie)

Brandywine 2 bedroom furnished - AC
pool negotiable 549-4018

Summer sublet N. Amherst house 2
rooms available .6 mi to campus garden
dogs OK furnished 549-0469

Rolling Green three bedroom apt in-
dudes everything rent negotiable call even-
ings 253-3108

One bdrm in 6 bdrm house. Ten min walk
to Nthpton center, bus route available 6/1
call 584-9096

Fully furnished fall apt in Northwood rent
nego on bus call evea 666^744
Amherst Ctr apt 2 br, ptly furnished avail
June 1 to Sept 1 caH Scott 253-7107

LJ^d^l °" ***" '*• P'^'' "»"^ "•OOt.
can 253-2614 ask for Deb or Sheila

^ tl'J'Jlf?^®'' ^"••^ '•"^ negotiabte
call 5490381

Brittany Manor 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm apt for 1

2^2 Pwple rent negotiable caw Paul or Jeff
253-9448

Fumiahed one bedroom apt at CliffskJa
June 1 to Sept 4 $200 nwnthly 666-2064

Townehouse for the summer 3 bdrm ful-
ly furnished AC, cable, on bus route very
dwap can 546-6668 or 5466672 anytime
Summer sublet/fall option 2 bedroom
apt in Sunderiand 666-7726 on bus route
Rolling Green 2 bdmi June 1 Sept 1 fur-
nished AC util ind pool quiet call 253-5986
Townehouse Apts rate negotiable call
549-6469 3 bdrm nice place
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Continued from page 6
with "hands on" training in microelectronics, would be a
collaboration between the public and private sectors.

"There's no training center or manufacturing centers (in
Massachusetts)." Brad Allen, an aide to the bUl's primary
sponsor. Sen. Chester G. Atkins. D-Concord. said about
the states current lack of any facUities specializing in
microelectronics.

Allen said the need for a center to help Massachusetts
businesses compete with those flourishing in such areas as
"^^P^" and Ihe "Sicilian VaUey" in California is based on

•THE INVISIBLE BATTLC"'
The Boltwood-Belchartown Project issponsonng a seminar entitled "The Invisible
Battle - the plight of the mentally retarded
on Apn 2^h at 7:30 pm in the Com.
monwealth Room in the Student Union all
are invited

two reasons.

"It would afford the engineering schools in

Massachusetts to have a facility that none of them by
themselves could build." Allen said, and "the state could
bring the engineering schools together," sharing facilities

and instructors.

Under the proposal, the state would guarantee a $20
million bond to construct the center at a yet undetermined
site, Allen said. High technology industries would provide
a matching $20 million.

However. Allen said, the facility would not become part
of the state college system and would not compete with it

for funding. It will, according to the bill, be run by a nine-
member board of directors, three each from the public.

education, and industry sectors, all appointed by the
governor. Also, Allen said, the bill restricts annual state
expenditure on operating expenses to $3 million, which is
half the total estimated cost.

To insure private commitment, Rosenberg said the bill
states the center "would be terminated" at any time
business did not contribute or in any way reduce its
commitment.

Allen said he believed that would not be necessary,
however, saying that in the high technology industry a lot
of money is spent recruiting people.
"The electronics industries in Massachusetts are very

dependent on a steady supply of well-trained and well-
educated people."

TO SUBLET

1 bdrm Cliffslde inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
terms available immediately Paul or Bill
665-4391

Rolling Green 2 bedroom apt to sublet for
summer. Furnished all utilities air cond in-
cluded rent neg 256-0435

Southwood Apt Summer sublet only 2
bdmi furnished with AC, pool, on bus route
rent negotiable ca. after 5 PM 253-7123

Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom, pool,
AC, cable, available June 1 call 546-5029 or
546-5024

Nice, clean 4 bdrm apt available for sum-
nner & fall $147 e^ arything, bus route and
2^ mi from campus 256-610 1

Southwood 2 bd, bus, conv to 3 bd June
1st Sept 1 $250 + elec or sep neg 256-6228

Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond
summer sublet cheap on bus route niahts
Doug 549-1256

Spacious 3 Bdrm apt next to Hadley
green on bus route $425 negotiable avail
June 1 584-9312 after 6.

Par iaily funished apt w/fall option in
Sunderiand on bus rte call after 8 666-4946

Summer sublet 2 or 3 bdmr« in Puffton
apt rent negotiable call Dru 549-0127 or
Holly 546-8864

4 badrm apt Swiss Village 147$ each
utilities included on bus route partly fur-
nished available June 1st with fall ootionlll
256-6103

One bedroom available immediately in
South Amherst apartment summer and/or
fall option call 546-7028 Gail

Summer sublet townhouse apt furnished
3 bedroom rent negotiable 546-9616 or
546-9618

3 bedroom apartment summer sublet
townhouse call Karen 546-9588 Linda
546-5240

Fantastic location 5 minute walk to town
or campus summer sublet fall option
bedroom in three bedroom apartment
garage, cellar, two porches $150 -»-

256-0170

Furnished bedroom in 3 bedroom house.
Fall option. So. Amherst on bus Route
June 1. Rent negotiable. 256-0609

Puffton Summer sublet, 2 bdrm, furnished
directly across bus stop, pool tennis, rent
negotiable. 546-1471 or 546-9901 anytime
Brandywine apts Summer sublet with
possible fall option. One male roommate to
live in co-ed apt. $1.10/month plus elec-
tricity. call 54&^141

LIVE 100 YARDS FROM CAMPUS at the
red house next to Pike this summer price
negotiable, call 546-9102

Southwood 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apartment includes spotlight 253-9235.

Townhouse 3 bedroom apt fully furnished
rent negotiable call 549-5968

Brandywine 2BR. furnished, AC, pool
rent negot, 549-4122

Summer Sublet w/definite fall option 2
bdrm cliffside Avail June 1 $335/mo all

utilities inc calj after 6: 665-3233

% mile to UMasa Presidential Apts 2
bedroom furnished negotiable 549-0896
Fully furnished apt great locatlonl! 2
bedrooms next to campus $250 BO

Towne House own room, 3 bdr. 1 mi to
campus. 2 bus routes 549-6834 nights

Beautiful 3 bedroom in Townhouse
?yj?''^^'^^''^ *^^®«P ^®"tl Call 546-5052 or
546-5267

ii*?*!l3v°'"''
^"'n'shed apart, 2 min frombBA 300 neg phone, elec 549-0106

I^^[i»?^"•* '^P*' 3 bedroom, furnished.
AC, HBO. summer sublet call 546-9703 or
546-9664

Colonial Village fall option 1 bedroom in a
2 bedroom apt $110/mo one person. $75
each for two. On bus route, pool 253-7482
Summer sublet Southwood 3 bdrm
1-!^'^^?"''® ®P^ '^®"* negotiable call
546-8564 or 546-5353

it^'SseSi®'*'"
"^'^^ ^"" °''*'°" °^ '^^'"

Best offer I Takes townhouse 3 bedroom
apt. A/C call 6-5223 or S-f>m
Colonial Village 2 bedroom apartment
summer sublet with fall option 256-8233
evenings

Squire Village 2 bdr townhouse. AC
pool, near stores, bus. Available June 1
with fall option $295 negotiable 666-2127

2 bedrooms above convenience storeMam St 1 mi from Amherst Ctr $120/nn call
John 546-9638 or Scip 546-4967

Summer only one room in 3 bedroom apt
Puffton Village 105.00 negotiable? 549-5184
keep trying

Guaranteed fall option 2 bdrm Nor-
thwood 290 month sublet June 1 665-4994
Lease beginning June 1 Col VIII apt 2
bedroom 275 per month 256-666

Summer only Philips St apt 12B mon
f?I",',^? °P "^'"8 **°o<* ""d cleaning)
549-1114 eves

Summer sublet one. two. or three

^ T?«'^ ^^on apt rent negotiable call
Dru 549-0127 or Holly 546-8854

Sublet Amherst one bedroom
iS/month 10 minute walk to campus on
bus route 549-6113 256-8563

Brittany Manor 2 bedroom apt summer
sublet w/fall option 253-7724

1 bdrm inci all utilities with fall option
rent neg 665-3667

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM. 2 FLOORAPARTMENT in Rolling Green June 1 -

August 31 furnished, pool, air-
conditioning, on bus route, utilities rent
negotiable 253-9431

ROOM IN HOUSE Sunny room in house
close to Amherst Cener heat and hot water
included Call Dave or Mark at 253-5475
Puffton one bedroom apt $250/month - all
utilities included, pool. bus. tennis, sum-
mer sublet - fall oprion call 549-6414

Brittany manor completely furnished rent
negotiable June 1 - Sept 1 253-2214
Summer sublet fall option 4 bdrm apt
147 mo inc util call 253-5142 after 6
Summer sublet Puffton three bedrooms
rent negotiable call 549-6739

Summer sublet Townehouse apt 3
bedroom rent negotiable call 546-5035 or
546-5040

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION
Four bedroom apartment in Swiss
Village $147 per person with all utilities in-
cluded. Act now and get a free couch
Available June 1 and fall option is yours
Call 253-7430

Squire Village large 2 bedroom
townehouse. beginning June 1 w/fall oo-
tion 665-3154

^

Summer 3 rooms in modern house on bus
route 5 min walk to Amherst Center
1X/month + 256-0039

Puffton - one bedroom summer sublet on-
ly Rose 546-7381 Pam 546-4158

3 minutes to campus - sumnr>er only

&«-€425'^" '°^"^ '" ^ '°°"' ^^^ °'®^

3 bedroom apt furnished util included rent
negot. pool call 549-6096

1 bedroom apt Colonial Village $260 fur
nished hot water inc available June 1 with
fall option 256-0895

4 bdrm $147 per mo all util 253-7278
Brandywine 2 bedroom, a student's
palacell 549-4911

2 BDRM COLONIAL VILLAGE 280+ on
bus route POOL across from conservation
area 256-6279

Brandywine 2 bedroom sublet for summer
w/fall option ground floor w/pond view

SfoL,1*'"® ®"^ number call anytime

Summer Sublet w/fall option 4 bedroom
apt $147.00 inclusive 253-2204

2 bedroom apt summer sublet w/fall
option pool, on bus route $290 but rent
neg 665-4494

Riverglade townhouse 2 bedrooms, 2
bath. AC. pool, bus route available 6/1 fall
option is yours call 256-8836

Summer sublet 2 bdrm Southwood apt
rent negotiable call 253-9083

Summer sublet w/fall option Cliffside
apts. ideal location one bedroom all utilities
included opt AC call after 5 665-7769
One bedroom University Park Apts fur-
nished June 1. fall option, rent negotiable,
includes utilities, on bus route 253-3389
Best deal yet. . .2 bdrm Brandywine Apts
on bus route, pool, tennis. Summer sublet

i)!*y-,L' ^"0 3^5* "^^"^ negotiable, call
546-7625 or 546-5026 (keep trying)

Brandywine 2 bedrooms w/patio pool
AC, bus route, rent negotiable 549-5127
Great opportunity: fully furnished, AC
cable TV, pool, tennis courts, 2 bedrooms]
cheap. Brandywine Apt 549-6588 after 6
Puffton 3 bdrm summer fully furnished
price neg call 549-4874 Jacky
Colonial Village 2 bedroom $275 lease
starts June 1 fall option 253-2642

One bdrm available June 1 w/fall option
in Northwood 665-3925 rent neg
House in Belchertown to sublet w fall op-
tion 5 bdrms call 323-6029 after 11:30 PM
Save $200 this summer on partially fur-
nished Sunderland apt w/fall option call
after 8 665-4946

Brandywine - 2 bdrm, completely furnish-
ed, pool, AV, availaJune 1 - Aug 31
549-4181 "

Four bedroom apt for summer with fall
option 147 per month utilities incI 253-5937

2 bedroom summer possible fall bus route
beautiful location 1 mile campus furnished
$125/nn after 6 253-2628

1 bedroom summer sublet w/fall option 1

block to campus 256-8704

Brandywine 1 bdrm AC, pool, cable call
546-5198

One bedroom Puffton summer w/fall op-
tion, air cond, heat incI, pool, rent
negotiable 549-4804 after 4

1 bdrm Puffton queit front yard, for 6/1
fall option Michael /Sara 549-6752

Amherst Center 2 rooms in 4 bedroom apt
to sublet with fall option 2 blocks from
UMass rent negotiable 253-5125 ask for
Roberto

Puffton Village 1 bed apt you can share it

with a friend summer only 549-0773

Summer sublet w/fali option
Southwood 2 bdrm townhouse bus pool
also rooms available 6 bdrm house summer
only Amherst 253-5007

Two females wanted
sublet w/fall option
549-5959 or 666-3494

for summer
Brandywine Apts

FALL OPTION Room for summer sublet
with fall option. Cool spacious room. Pool
and tennis court rights. Across from bus
stop. Call Doug or Mike at 256-6670 nites

TO SUBLET/FALL OPTION
Squire Village 2 bedrooms 2 baths AC
pool, townhouse-style apt dishwasher bus
route great place to live 665-3065

2 bedroom apt Sunderland, bus route
pets, mellow neighborhood call 665-3997
nights

WANTED
Wanted solid body electric guitar Chris
253-2694 keep trying

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,'
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos. Amherst. 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
2 females want rooms or room in Puff-
ton will summer sublet 549-4886
Female desperately needs room for
summer on Cape/Dennisport area please
call Noel 256^79
Room needed in 2 bedroom apt in Puff-
ton or Brandywine call before 10 am or after
11 pm 546-6062

Female looking for room at Cape (Yar-
mouth area) call Cheryl 253-9642

2 women want an apt close to campus
both quiet ard non-smoking, looking for
the same. Will summer sublet w/fall option
546-4700

WEASEL DEN
An invitation to THE party Saturday May
1 Friends of Dave. Don. John, Lee, Mar-
shall, Steve. Belchertown @ 9:30 Catch the
Center bus.

ROBIN M.

Robin M. who lost the gold wishbone at
the Collegian call 6-9694 I have it if you
want it

[jBuyone Muffin Bi^akfast_
fea«dwich,^ another g-Jj
BMuffin sandwich fitMS. KiNG
g Please present this coupon before ordering. Limit one coupon

per customer. Not to be used with other coupons or offers Void
B where prohibited by law. This offer expires May 5, 1982.
Good only during breakfast hours. 7:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.

ffGood only at Rt. 9 Hadley. MA. q

OFP$3.00 1vJtt w/coupon I

on any Bel-Mar or Bata
}Running Shoes in stock j

I
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Minuteman batters split with URI
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

Although'they didn't quite achieve what
they had set out to do the University of
Massachusetts baseball team still has an
outside shot at a post-season berth in theNCAA baseball tournament.
The Minutemen were looking for a sweep

against their Eastern Athletic Association
rival, the University of Rhode Island Rams
^^kI^^^,}'^

^^^^ ^°"^™' °^ ^""st P'ace in the
LAA. but the Minutemen could only
manage a split with the Rams, taking the
first game 2-0 before the Rams broke away
for a 9-1 win in the second game.

Tony Presnal injected loads of confidence
to his mates when he completely shut down
any offense Rhode Island had to offer in
game one. The sophomore lefty surren-
dered only six hits in going the distance for
his fourth win against three losses.

UMass struck first when Dean Bennett
singled to right and was sacrificed to second
by Jack Perry. Warren McReddie walked

Rpnn^H
.'"''''^ '*^^'' *'" ^ passed ball.

Bennett then scored on a sacrifice fly by
Chris Waszczuk and Presnal had all theruns he would need after the first inning.
URI's Charles Bouchery settled down and

pitched well but the Minutemen struck
again in .the fourth. Todd Comeau walked
moved to second on a Bruce Emerson single
and then scored on Joe Larkin's clutch two-
out single.

Meanwhile Presnal was having little
trouble with the Ram hitters. In fact
Presnal was only in trouble in the sixth
inning when URI had runners on first and
second with one out. Glenn Adams then hit
a ground ball to Perry at third who just
stepped on third and threw to first to
complete a double play and that inning was
over.

Perry was sharp at third once again
making a sensational play on a baU hit down

« ! o l,^" ^? ^'^^^ "^^ °" ^^^ front end of two
b-4-d double plays made by UMass.
One disasterous inning was all that

separated the Minutemen from a possible

sweep.

After scoring one run in the fourth. URI
exploded for eight runs in fifth inning
knockmg out losing pitcher Steve Cramer
(4 4) and jumping all over reliever Vin
lodd.

"Our relief pitching just didn't do the

Lu^^i Bergquist. "They had a lot of
righthanded hitters coming up so I made
the change but it didn't work."
Cramer left after URI had amassed a 4-0

lead and was followed by Todd. Adam
Grossman. Dan Cook, and finaUy Dave
Murphy.
John Messier was impressive for Rhode

Island m game two. The sophomore lef-
thander held the Minutemen to only three
hits all singles. Messier, who was recruited
by Bergquist a couple of years ago out of
Lastboro. sent down eight Minutemen on
strikes m his first start since coming off a
tendinitious-related layoff.

This is how the Minutemen stand as far
as EAA race with URI and Rutgers for the
top spot in the Eastern Division.
URI travels to Rutgers to play a

doubleheader Saturday against the Scarlet
Knights. If either team sweeps they are the
outright champion of the Eastern Division
and secure the right to play the winner of
the Western Division in a 2 of 3 series to
determine who represents the EAA in the
NCAA tournament.

If there is a split in New Brunswick
Saturday, the Minutemen are still alive.
Coach Bergquist would then take his team
to Rhode Island Monday where the
Minutemen would play the final regular
season game against the Rams in a game
that was originally scheduled as part of a
doubleheader on April 3, but was postponed
due to cold.

A Minuteman win Monday would create a
three way tie for first place in which case,
accordmg to Bergquist. "the league com-
mission would make .some kind of decision

"

UM#ss will be in action again Saturday at
bar! Lorden Field hosting Boston College in
a single game before travelling north to
take on the tough Maine Black Bears
Sunday.

DOWN BUT NOT OUT Paul Pn«>..^» —J aU j. * ^^ ^ ..
Coll*p«n photo by Vinee DeWitt

UM hooters capture tourney
BvPAULHEAI.Y

'

...
•^By PAUL HEALY

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team
went mto the Westfield State College Soccer Tournament
this Sunday confident and eager for competition and when
the dust settled at the end of the day. the Minutemen were
undefeated unscored upon and had added another trophy
to the Boyden Gym display case.
The kickers started slowly, tying Western New England

College 0-0 in a match dominated totaUy by the
Minutemen. The UMass defense held WNEC to less than
five shots m the game, but likewise the UM hooters
couldn t find the opponent's net.
The next game saw the Minuteman offense shift into

high gear, heating American International CoUege 2-0 on
goals by Scott Elliot and Mike Gibbons. The first taUycame off a scramble following a corner kick, when EUiot
booted the ball in from six yards out amid a crowd of
players.

The insurance goal was scored when Gibbons took a
throw-in from Kevin Flynn and pounded a high shot from^ yards away that dropped under the crossbar at the last
second.

The victory sent UMass into the division championship
match against the University of Hartford, and the

ifSoftball
Continued from page 20

With the win, Massachusetts ups their record to 14-3
and Mantino's pitching record is an astonishing 12-1.
The Minutewomen, already hit hard by injuries this

year, had at least two starters playing with injuries yester-
day. Coffin has been playing with a very sore throwing
shoulder as of late.

"Tina hasn't been throwing in practice. But she is a
tough kid," said Sortino. "When she has to throw the ball,

Minutemen came out on top again. 1-0. The lone goal came
on a spectacular diving head shot by Steve Berlin on a
looping cross-field pass from Gibbons.

Hartford was stymied on a dangerous scoring bid by a
diving deflection by UMass goalkeeper Jeff Smith, who
shared the day's netminding duties with Brett Olsher
As division winners, UMass faced Mitchell Junior

College m the tournament final. Both teams were
exhausted from the day long play and neither team could
crack the other's defense.

Regulation time ended in a scoreless draw, as did two
five-minute sudden-death overtime periods. The match
(and the tournament) was decided on penalty kicks, with
Mike Mahoney. Berlin, EUiot, Gibbons and Herbie Sidman
scoring for UMass. Mitchell missed one shot and the
championship trophy belonged to the Minutemen.

"I was really impressed with our play, especially with
the line-up changes we made." said interim head coach
Tom Madaras. He cited Mike Runeare. Steve Lukas, Mike
Rudd and Flynn. among others, as having played well at
unfamiliar positions.

* We showed we can play a controlled style of baU." said
Vince Foti. a graduating senior who has been assisting
Madaras during the winter and spring.
"We put out a total team effort, and it really paid off

" he
said.

*UMplays Army—
Continued from page 20

If last year's UMass-Army matchup, a 12-8 victory at
Michie Stadium for the home team (Massachusetts' only
loss of the regular season last year), is any indication ofwhat might take place tomorrow, then the Boyden ex-
travaganza should be something to see.
Last season Army used intense defensive pressure to

keep the record-setting Gorilla attack unit of Chris Corin-
Skip Vosburgh-Jim Weller in check for most of the game
The Cadet defense set up many of the Army offensive
thrusts through its tenacious play.
While defense is still the bastion of Army lacrosse and is

ever-improving this year, the Cadet offense has perked up
as well to become an effective complement to the overallArmy game plan.

"They've been really tough on teams this year with
scores like 14-4 15-6, 5-3 against some top teams," Garber
said. They will be a real challenge for our guys to score
against.

Team defense has also been the mainstay of the Gorillas'
6-1 season to date. Although some might be of the inclina-
tion that the Massachusetts "D" was lacking in Wednes-
day s 12-8 loss to Harvard University (the most goals
scored against the Gorillas this season), all the blame
should not be left at the feet of the goaltender.

/u'^^
missed a few assignments on defense and they

(Harvard) got a few good scoring opportunities," Garber
said. Benme (Chris Bennedetto) didn't play badly at allA lot of those goals were not his fault, and that's why we
left him in for the entire game."
Garber's previous policy has been to alternate goalies

throughout the games especially when he thought it would
interrupt the opponents' offensive flow. Garber declined
to name the starting goaltender for tomorrow's contest

oA^h'!?!t^!f ^^^ ^^ ^" expected attendance of
MOO-10,000 so "Boyden Hill" seats will be at a premium

ufeT'^"!n,*?'Lw
^''oadcast on student-run radio stationWMUA (91.1 FM.)

Is tomorrow's encounter a "big game"? Do gorillas have
hairy chests?

she does." In the fifth inning of the first game, UNH cat-
cher Beth MacDonald hit a deep fly to Coffin and despite
her shoulder she rifled the ball home holding Terry Lavin
at third.

Lombardi was also shaken up late in the opener when
she collided with the UNH first baseman and had the wind
knocked out of her.

The Minutewomen hit the road for their nest encounter
Tomorrow, UMass travels to New Brunswick, N.J and
the campus of the Rutgers Scarlet Knights for an after-
noon doubleheader.

Chimps win
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Correspondent

Shamus McGovern and Greg Fahn each scored three
goals to lead the University of Massachusetts JV lacrosse
team to an 8-6 victory over Harvard University's freshman
team on an unusually cold day at the lower Boyden fields
Harvard got on the scoreboard first as Tony Ashby beat

goalie bteve Zito five minutes into the game
The Chimps came back storming though, and about

three minutes after Harvard scored. Price Williams scored
on a strong individual effort to knot it at 11 Thirty

S*2-l*^^'"
^^^'"^ Appleman scored to put the Chimps

Just 45 seconds later the Chimp attack continued as
McGovern scored the first of his three .foals to make the
score 3-1.

Harvard knotted it up at three goals apiece late in the
fu-st period, and UMass was frustrated throughout the
second period.

In the second half Harvard gave Zito a lot of action early
Ziito responded with save after save to keep the score tied
The Chimps broke out with 3 goals in 2 minutes again, with
Fahn scoring the first off of a Harvard penalty and the
second a minute later. McGovern then scored his second
goal from 15 feet away to make the score 6-3 . UMass

In the final period. Harvard could get no closer than two
goals as the UMass defense dug in and held their lead
Fahn and McGovern each scored their third goal in this
period to lead the Chimps to victory.

.i.^^*',Pn''"P*
''^''^ "'^'^ '^°" ^^'** straight, coming off

their 16^2 victory over Newton North last Saturday. Eric
hahn ed the way again with three goals and four assists.
IheJVsnext game is Saturday at Williams College
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Gorillas, Army are ready for battle

GORILLA WARFARE — The Univpraifv «f M-»»- U *^ , .
Collepu, gnv^U by Bnul Eden

Boyden Field vomorrow with a 2 p „ start
'*"' "*" ' **"^"" *""" *»««^« ^^^^ ^^

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

BIG GAME (bhig' gaym), n. <fe adj. 1. athletic contest
which has real or imagined special significance for its par-
ticipants and/or fans. 2. any of a number of species of
animal usually hunted in Africa: elephant, lion, tiger, etc
Tomorrow's matchup between the University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team and its counterpart
fi-om the United States Military Academy at West Point is
a natural embodiment of the proverbial "big game."
The scheduled 2 p.m. slate features the number four

(Army) and number five (Massachusetts) ranked teams in
the nation, thus fulfilling the "significant" factor in the
CoU^gian sports dictionary's primary definition. Satur-
day's game also suits the lexicon's secondary entry in that
each squad would consider a victory worthy of assignment
to their respective trophy cases.
Although a "must win" situation is not realistically pre-

sent for either team, the showdown wiU serve as an
isolated arbiter of "who's who" in Division I lacrosse na-
tionally.

"We are not preparing for this game any differently
than any other game we have played this year, although
there will be a psychological factor," UM head coach Dick
Garber said. "We'll be going over their game films and
learning their plays just like any other opponent, but our
guys know we are playing one of the top teams in the na-
tion and they'll be up for it."

While Massachusetts has not had undue exposure to
national-caliber talent so far this season, although the
Gonllas did beat highly-regarded Hofstra University two
games ago. Army has competed against several top-flight
teams thus far. Witness an 11-10 upset of number two in
the nation John Hopkins University two weeks ago.

Continued on page 19

Gazelles do away with Springfield CoUe^
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN Stevens at 24:41 of thph^lf «,« ...;.*„^ u.. _.._...* *^ OStevens at 24:41 of the half, was assisted by

Fabia Closson. Moryl's tally two minutes

Ti,^ TT • •. , w '^^^'' **^ *^<*"« with the help of LindaThe University of Massachusetts HayUyan. The last two were unassistedwomen s lacrosse team finishes its home Moryi opened up the second hSfscorinirseason this afternoon when it plays Boston for UMass at 22:55. ThrTe minutesTater^College at 4 p.m. on the upper NOPE field. Haytayan scored with the heTp of S evensThe Gazelles will be looking for their The score became 7-1 with Moryl's fourtheighth straight victory this afternoon.
Yesterday, they won number seven over
Springfield College. 10-2. at Springfield.

In the first half, which UMass led 4-1.
Pam Moryl and Tish Stevens scored two
goals apiece. The first goal, scored by

and final goal at 17:24. Senior co-captain
Margie Anderson found net for the first of
two at 9:29 after Springfield scored its last
goal. Anderson assisted Stevens for the
Gazelles nuith tally with five minutes left in
the game, then a minute later. Anderson

scored the Gazelles' final goal.
In all. the Gazelles put 36 shots to the

Springfield net, while the UMass defense
held the Chiefs to 18 shots.

"I played a number of people against
Springfield, and that was good to see." said
UMass coach Pam Hixon. "BC's an up and
down team. They started off the season
very well, but they've tailed off lately. I
know Harvard beat them badly and they're
out of the Division Two playoff picture.

"But they're coming up with nothing to
lose. We got to play like we're capable of
playing. Everyone's saying 'You're going to

the Nationals', but we got to keep playing
one game at a time. At this point,
everyone's out to defeat us."

Today's game against Boston College will
mark the last regular season appearances of
senior co-captains Margie Anderson and
Holly Jennings, goalie Rita Hubner and
Linda Thayer.

Before the varsity game, the junior
varsity will play Mount Holyoke CoUege at
3 p.m. Yesterday. UMass got by the
Springfield JVs 7-5, to improve its record to
3 3.

Mantino pitches both
mittwoman victories

HOT CORNER ACTION - UM«s third h^Ben^^n jZTpt::;'r;:6ie^o
throw to second in the sixth inning of gmme one of yesterday's
doubleheader with the University of Rhode Island. The Mittmen split the
games 2-0 and 9-1. See story on page 19.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

For the University of New Hampshire, it
was a tough loss to swallow, but the
University of Massachusetts Softball team
gladly took their 1-0 eight inning win in the
second game to sweep yesterday's
doubleheader over UNH at the lower
NOPE field.

The Minutewomen won the first game
3-1

,
but ran into trouble in the second game

as Wildcat pitcher Janet Greene kept theUM bats silent. UMass had their chances in
the second game, but couldn't cash in.

In the first inning Karen LaVerdiere
beat out shortstop Mary Ryan's throw to
first and then Jackie Gaw slapped a hit up
over the middle and UM had two on with
one out. Both runners advanced a base on a
Greene wild pitch, but Chris Coughlin filed
out and Fran Troy popped out to end the
innmg.

"We had our chances." said head coach
Elaine Sortino. "We just didn't hit."

In the third. Dawn Kober and Mary Ann
Lombardi were on second and third base
when Tma Coffin had a line drive caught by
Cathy Burmeister in CF and another op-
purtunity was gone.
In the fifth, Burmeister made a great

throw from center to nail pinch runner
Julie McMurtrie at the plate. Gaw sent a
deep shot to center and McMurtrie was
waved home from second by Sortino. who
took the risk that her sophomore baserun-
ner would beat the throw.
However, Massachusetts ace Gina Man-

tino, who went the distance in both games,
retired 23 of the 25 Wildcat batters that
faced her, dashing any hopes the visitors
had of breaking the 0-0 deadlock.

The game went into extra innings and
UM went to work. Gaw led off with a hard
shot in the hole by second base for a single.

"Jackie kept her cool." said assistant
coach Rhonda McManus. "She didn't go
swinging for the long ball. She just went
out and got on base."

UMass third baseman Coughlin next laid
a fine sacrifice bunt which moved Gaw into
scoring position. Troy was next up and she
sent a hard hit to shortstop Ryan who
momentarily hobbled the ball. She then
hurried her throw and overthrew her first
baseman as Gaw scamped home for the 1-0
win.

"We were caught a bit off stride," said
Sortino. "We were hurt by a lack of com-
munication and a lack of excution."

In the first game, the Minutewomen ex-
cuted well enough to earn a 3-1 victory
behind the ten strikeouts of Mantino.

UMass got on the board in the third when
Gaw got a RBI single as Coffin came in. It

was 2-0 in the fourth after Patty Masury
hit a RBI single with Troy scoring the run.

New Hampshire moved to within one as
Beth MacDonald hit in Burmeister. But a
UM run in the fifth, gave Mantino all the in-

surance she needed as the junior retired
the last seven UNH batters to end the
game.

Continued on page 19

9,000 Gorilla fans watch 14-8 win over Army
despite Pond Series concerts on Saturdau
:J:,f:!;^!??„^/«^K^« net throughout by iunior.oah.nH..T.. .....„., .._... . .

^By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

While many chose to treat their ears to the Campus

sulortirl
""'' '!•" P^^' "««*^«"'^' --« ^haiSsupportive lacrosse fans converged on Boyden FieldSaturday and witnessed one of the most im,i>rtant vie

Go"uias"
'"^*'*"' ^^"' ^*"" ^^*^' ^***^ '"^^^ ^'^ Garber's

The Massachusetts mens lacrosse team combined a 5-1
third quarter scormg spree with a strong performance in

rrmv'"?K^^''"V^^ T'''''
««^'tender Tom Curran to defeatArmy, the number four ranked team in the nation, by a 14-

o margin. j ** ±-*

The 9.500 GorUla phUes on hand inundated "Boyden Hill
"

r^r^.'^"
'"'^ both inside and outside the surrounding

chain link fence and filled the balcony of Tobin HaUoverlooking the game.

iluiliZTu'^ r^ arbitrarily divided between the drinkers

h^.fthl H
^^"7 .^"^1 the non-drinkers (inside the fence),but the degree of liquidity was not a contributing factor tothe intensity and noise level of the fan support. Everyone

MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

took part.

'The crowd was great today." senior tri captain Jim
Weller said. "It was the biggest I've seen since I've been
here and they really helped us out during the game."
Army attempted a token retaliation by showing up with

the school band and 100 150 ardent Cadet supporters, but
this contmgent was no match for the Gorilla fan squadron.

"I was glad so many turned out today." Garber said. "I've
always been proud of our fan support and today's turnout
is just another good example."

(See related story on page 16.

)
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SLmV'^ ""j •"''•''. *'*'' Toots and the M.ytals. In lletweenspectators and music lovers enjoyed three davs oYmusical ™rtety

Pond Series
draws 18,000
over 3 days
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

The Union Program Council's (UPC)
Pond Series '82 took place with little or no
problems this weekend, as thousands of
students enjoyed the three days of concerts
at the University of Massachusetts.

This is the second year in a row no
problems have been reported. foUowing a
series of annual shows in Alumni Stadium in
which a number of major problems had
occurred.

Approximately 4.000 people attended the
Friday show, which featured David
Bromberg and the New Grass Revival. UPC
Talent Coordinator Frank Gironda said
yesterday. Gironda said the Saturday
show, which featured Marshall Crenshaw,
Billy Cobham and Rick Danko and his Band
of Friends, drew approximately 6.000.
while the Sunday show, featuring Johnny
Copeland. Taj Mahal and Toots and the
Maytals. drew approximately 8.000.

"It went as smooth as we could have
hoped for." Gironda said.

Apparently most University officials
agreed with Gironda's assessment of
success. Jeannie Borfitz. a nurse prac-
titioner at University Health Services said
It was a very quiet weekend at the in-
firmary with few concert related problems.

*I worked during the Grateful Dead
concert in '79." Borfitz said, "and I was
really not looking forward to this weekend
because of the potential problems, but we
had none."

"The difference between this and the
Dead was incredible. " Borfitz said.
Both the Physical Plant at UMass and the

Amherst Police said they experienced no
major problems as a result of the concert
series.

"There were more people than usual on
campus of course, but it all went smoothly,"
an Amherst Police spokesperson said.
The UMass Police were unavailable for

comment on the weekend.
"I'd really like to thank everyone for their

cooperation," Gironda said." everyone
pitched in and helped to make it a great
time."

The names have been changed to protect...
By EDWARD L.BIRK "I hate that kind nf.H.ff "k„ e.;.

^^ ....... V ^^ */ • • •By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

The view from the Pond Series Stage at 1:00 a.m.
Sunday was a serene one compared to the daylight ac
tivities of the three-day concert weekend.
This calm scene was suddenly ripped with the loud
screams of a male hanging out the passenger window of a
silver Chevrolet Nova speeding past on North Pleasant
street. Screammg suggestive obscenities at passing
women on the sidMralk is not a good way to impress aUMass poiics lieutSMRt.

"I hate that kind of stuff." he said.
Back into the car and after them at 50 mph down North

Pleasant Street, the lieutenant said. "I've got two sons but
they'd know better than to do something like that." Two
other police cars stop the Chevy before we reach it.

Most of the UMass cops did not look forward to this
weekend. Some of them earned up to 36 hours overtime
pay but the aggravation is not always worth the extra pay.
Sometimes it shows, sometimes it does not.
1:15 a.m. Saturday in the station. A man about 20. call

him Mr. Greene, was sitting in a chair in the corner, a
twisted expression on his face, a green tint to his skin, and

a vKsable influence of alcohol to his behavior. His buddy had
been arrested for drunken driving. Mr. Greene failed to
exit the vehicle under his own power so he had been placed
into protective custody.
Lt. Grabeic: "You feel ab-ight*.^"

Greene: "Not so good.

"

Grabeic: "Jesus, you don't look so good, any reason for
that?

Greene: "Probably because I'm s faced.

"

Mr. Greene did not last too long. The wastebasket is
often needed in situations like this.

Continued on page It
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Nukes are feared
in Falklands war
ff'^,i!^''i.V''',^'"^"}^'''"'^

torpedoed Argentina's only cruiser
off the Falkland Islands yesterday in a stunning blow that
broke a day-long lull in air-sea battles over the disputed
archipelago, the British Defense Ministry announced

It issued a statement early Monday saying the 44-year
old cruiser General Belgrano was hit by a number of
torpedoes and was severely damaged. It did not say if the
warship was sinking, and promised further details "as soon
as we have them."
The ministry said the submarine was not damaged
It was the first battle encounter reported in the South

Atlantic since Saturday's aerial dog-fights and British
naval shelhng of the Argentine held Falklands. which
London claimed heavily damaged both airstrips on the
islands.

.Z^Jr ?1^"'^ ^'!!''^''^ Statement said the submarine

fi S^^ *
P""- ^""S^^^tine time (3 p.m. EDT) after the

13 645 ton cruiser "posed a significant threat" to the
British naval task force blockading the Falklands

It gave no report of any casualties on the Argentine
vessel and said the submarine "resumed her patrol" in the
area after the engagement. The submarine was not named
but military analysts have said they believed Britain had
four nuclear powered submarines in the area

1 rS^^^if
"''^

u"^}"^
"'^ ^^^ Belgrano as having a crew of

1.000. It IS the former U.S. light cruiser Phoenix, whichwas launched m 1938 and bought by Argentina in 1951
If It were put out of action, the Argentine navy would

nave three submarines, one carrier, seven destroyers
seven frigates and a number of patrol and support vessels'
according to Jane's Fighting Ships 1981 82

^ii^u^r^Titii^tK^r/!^^^^^^^^^

Israel drops plan
to curtail accords
TEL AVIV. Israel (AP) - Prime Minister Menachem

Begins Cabmet dropped plans yesterday to seek a
parliamentary resolution prohibiting future peace
agreements that would authorize removal of Israeli set-
tlements from occupied Arab territories.

In another decision yesterday, the government decided
to ban the national airline. El Al. from flying between
Friday and Saturday nights, the Jewish Sabbath. Themove delighted Orthodox Jews but angered the secular
majority, who account for about 75 percent of Israeli Jews

In the occupied West Bank, meanwhile, an Israeli
civilian shot a 10-year-old Arab girl in the head after hiscar was struck by rocks outside a Palestinian refugeecamp, the mihtary said.

^

Eileen Galligan

John DiPalazzo
Amy Gonick
Jim Waldron

Dig^est
By the Associated Press

Airborne corps deaths
spawn safety checks
FORT BRAGG, N.C. - The 82nd Air

borne Division is hastening the adoption of
new safety procedures and stressing
existing ones following a California air drop
in which .six paratroopers died and 157 were
injured.

An Army investigation into the accident
at the Gallant Eagle exercise, a test of
Rapid Deployment Force, has implicated
high winds, clumsy parachute harnesses
and hard terrain for the unusually high
number of casualties, officials say.

US prison population
rises by 12% in 1981
WASHINGTON - The number of people

in state and federal prisons grew by a
record 12.1 percent in 1981. largely because
of tougher sentencing laws around the
country, the Justice Department reported
yesterday.

The department's Bureau of Justice
Statistics said the nation's prison
population was up from 329.207 at the end
of 1980 to a record 369.009 a year later. The
previous record increase in the 26 years the
statistics have been kept was 10.5 percent
in 1975.

Gay prostitution ring
is broken by police
MONTPELIER. Vt. - An alleged

homosexual prostitution ring was broken
early yesterday with the arrests of three
Boston men in Vermont, police said.

In Boston, an additional man was arrested
at the downtown offices of Club Inter-
national, an escort service, police said.

Authorities said the Vermont arrests came
just after midnight at the Andrews Inn a
Bellows Falls hotel with primarily
homosexual clientele.

Robert George Slee. 43. a Canadian citizen
living in Boston, was held for lack of
$100,000 cash- bail on charges of
prostitution, officials said.

Diplomatic settlement

sought for Falklands

HUNTSVILLE, Tenn. - President
Reagan expressed hope yesterday that
diplomatic efforts could end the warfare
between Britain and Argentina over the
F^alkland Islands. "We're always cautiously
optimistic." he said.

Reagan, on a trip to east Tennessee, was
briefed by telephone on the Falklands crisis
by Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig
J r,

'They discussed the diplomatic moves that
may be at our disposal." said White House
spokesman Larry Speakes. He said there
were conficting reports from Britain and
Argentina about the fighting and that "it
remains a dangerous phase of the
situation." •
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with BSN degrees:
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Peace march will
pass through here
By JOHN IGO
Collegian Correspondent

thrif^'jlT^'r
"^ ^^^ ^"''^ P^«*^« March will be walking

tZlt^l^T "f ^^--^^-P^- this week, en route to

f

NrCtci^^Tn jtnTl"^^^
^' ''^ ^"'t^<^ Nations in

The Five College Peacemakers, a local disarmament

'T; Wo r;'r' ^^t '""t^'
'^^ ^'^ peacerxr^

RuHHhiJ .
'''*'^ ^^''^ ^*^ '"'t'^ted by Japanese

nuclear victirns of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. These

waK'acTs^ '^I'r'
'"^ ''''' '•^"^-- leaders hi::walked across whole continents. These walks were

walks TreL'lV'^""^^'
"'^^^ ^^«"-"^« J--<^ th"walks. The walk represents and "action of repentance"and IS a prayer that "the way for change may be openedup. according to a Peace March pamphlet

^
on N

-*"

V ^
w.^-^.- l'^^''^

^'^ f'^^ ^«'k routes convergingon New York Cty m June. The walkers are marching f?omas far away as Seattle. Washington, and San Frand co

b MonTrearTh^
through Amherst originated their walkm Montreal. The walk is organized in a series of "links

"

I ersons from one link host the walk up to the point where
supporters from the next link take over. There is a "core

"

frT^
."larchers of about 25 people who will continuefrom begmnmg to end. The marchers are scheduled toarrive at the United Nations, June 12, for the SpecialSession on Disarmament where a massive demonstration

seslir s7n h''
"^' ^' ^"''- ^^' '"^^ ^«^' «f the specialsession is to draw up a program of general and complete

disarmament, with actual dates attached for each step ofdisarmament. ^

According to Dan King, a spokesperson for Five CollegePeacemakers^^ his groups personal motivation for upporting the World Peace March is that "only after thethreat of nudear destruction is eliminated can government
address the real human needs of the people.'' Theydisagree that military solutions are answers to what they
'^?4f

fundamentally "social and political problems."
^

The Five College Peacemakers are emphatically on

rpltUi^gS""'^"' "^^^"^ -' "- «^ "-•-

^-W^^^!"^- "i"! ""f'^^**
Northampton will take place at

^^Pr/r"":
th's Saturday, leaving from Amherst Common

logistical support IS appreciated.
People interested in the March can call King at 545-2661

from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

^

^
4 Jk^

73%

-^^^^^^.i:,^!^!,^:^ "tu.....

Man
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

inHnrH*^'"^'
emergency highlighted police action thatincluded numerous arrests during the three-day-concertweekend at the University of Massachusetts

..nl'r ^^'J^T*•''^ described as being in fair and stable
condition by the mtensive care unit supervisor at CooleyDickinson Hospital in Northhampton last night afterhaving been taken there by UMass Police Saturdayevening for treatment of injuries sustained in a fall from

r:J:^L'z ^^ '^^^" ""--'-^ ^ ^'^ «^-^
The cause of the fall, which resulted in possible facial

fractures could not be determined by UMass policebecause Thoma had not recovered sufficently from the

Mi"hT1 i**P^''P'*'"
the incidents leading to the faU, Lt.Michael R. Grabiec said yesterday.

The intensive care unit supervisor said that Thoma hadbeen moved out of intensive care Sunday and "had no idea"when he would be released.

HE'S NOT KICKING THF HARfT itm.<.. "7 r\- •
roii.»i,« pi,„,„ b^ ji„ w,idr..n

I four-story fall
In the first of six arrests made on Saturday and Sunday.

Kaymond C. Armstrong was arrested at 1:00 am
Saturday and charged with driving whUe under the in-
tluence of alcohol and failure to stay within marked lanes
Sgt. Donald Zidik said. A passenger was placed in
protective custody when he was unable to exit the vehicle
under his own power, Zidik said,

Brian C. Rawson was arrested at 3:03 a.m. Saturday and
charged with driving while under the influence of alcohol
and driving to endanger. Zidik said.

Michael A. Haley of Somerville was arrested at 6-45
p.m Saturday and charged with assault and battery with a
deadly weapon, a beer can. Zidik said. Police reported
linding Haley involved in several scuffles around the Fine
Arts Center area and receiving a complaint from an in-
dividual that a man fitting a Haley's description had at-
tacked him with a beer can. causing facial lacerations,
^idik said. The complainant was taken to UMass Health
Services for treatment. Zidik said. The victim identified
Haley as his assailant. Zidik said.
David R. Schwartz. 19. was arrested and charged with

trespassing at 9:43 p.m. Saturday after police found him in
Coohdge Dormitory in the Southwest Residential Area
Zidik said. Schwartz, reported to police as a suspicious
person by a Coolidge resident, was arrested for violating a
trespass warrant served to him four months ago Zidik said.
David P. Keller. 19. was arrested at 7:40 p.m. Saturday

and charged with driving while under the influence of
alcohol, failure to stop for a red light, impeding operation
of a motor vehicle, causing excessive noise and with being
a minor transporting alcohol. Zidik said.

Keller had nine people in his car. each carrying beer,
when he was observed operating his vehicle erratically on
Massachusetts Agenue. Zidik said.

Dukakis talks
here this week
By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

Michael S. Dukakis, a candidate for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination, will speak at 6:30 p.m. Wed-
nesday in Memorial Hall on the Campus of the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst.
• The topic of his speech will be The Role of Public Higher
Education in the Commonwealth.
Dukakis, who was governor from 1974 to 1978 has

already been endorsed by the American Federation of
State. Country and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) the
Massachusetts Teachers Association (MTA) and " the
Massachusetts Federated Teachers (MFT). He is hoping to
be endorsed by the UMass faculty union.
Dukakis did well in the Pioneer Valley in the February 6

party caucus and won all of Amherst's 11 seats. Currently
he has a commanding lead in public opinion polls. Dukakis
UMass coordinator Vanessa Thorne said.
The main issues in the campaign, according to Dukakis

are crime prevention, successful implementation of
proposition 2'/2. economic revitaUzation. halting education
cuts, maintaining a decent level of human services and
cleaning up the MBTA.
"The sad fact of the matter is that the King 'crime
program' is a failure.

" Dukakis said at a press conference
last month. "It is a failure because a governor can't just
care about crime. He can't just talk about crime. He has to
do something about it."

Thorne said Dukakis believes he lost the nomination to
Ldward J. King in 1978 because he and his staff un-
derestimated the appeal of King's stances on such issues of
capital punishment, abortion, the drinking age and welfare
fraud. He also did not actively campaign or listen to the
advice of his staffers. Thorne said.
The last time Dukakis came to UMass was on November
10 of last year.
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Woman's Week
Monday, May 3, 1982

THE WOMAN'S WEEK

7»^H;Wan'. Week is a calendar of local events forwmnen. To pl^ your event contact the Women 's depart-ment of the Collegian by Friday.

The WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM

REJe^IrJ ^EKYrS/^^ EDUCATIONALRESEARCH AND ADVOCACY (SCERA)

TUE:

WED:

THU:
FRI:

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER (EWC)

Personal counseling walk-in hours are 10
a.m.-noon.

Childcare hours are 7-10 p.m.
Personal counseling walk-in hours are 5-7 p m
Childcare hours are 3:30-10 p.m.

'

Childcare hours are 7-10 p.m.
Personal counseling walk-in hours are 10
a.m.-noon.

Childcare hours are 10 a.m.-noon

SS3 '^^r^.^i'^"'
^^^ ^'^ '« ^'^'""•es with

Dependent Children mothers support group will

Kilr'T Vi.'"""'^"'
«P«"sored by the PoorWomen s Task Force at the EWC.

TUE:

WED:

THU:

The Women's Issues Team will hold their last

811-815 of the Campus Center
There will be an International Women's Week
t^valuation meeting at 7 p.m. in room 903 of theCampus Center.

f^! ?i^'^^^&^ ^^"^ ^'«^^ and Reproduc-
tive Freedom (CERRF) will meet at 7 p.m.

TUE: The Third World Women's Task Force at EWC
will sponsor a talk by Charito Planas on the pre-
sent situation in the Phillipines, at 7:30 d m inrooms 165-169 of the Camjus Center. Cl^idca^
w^ll be provided at the EWC. For more informa-

545-0913
""^ ^"^"^"^ *^ 545-0883 or

Wont to spend the Foil

on Nantucket?
And earn i 5 college credits?
- Do an independent research project using Nan

tucket whaling logs and journals?

-- Intern in museum curatorship and live aboard the
Nantucket Lightship?

Take courses in Nantucket history and ecology?

Live in inexpensive University housing?
Then write or call:

^'"y-

Amiri'r"?^-^^'^*''
^''^^'^^ University of Mass at BostonAmerican C.v.l,zat.on Boston, MA 02125

^u.ld.ng One, Fourth Floor Phone: (617) 287-1900, X2807/8

Study
in Italy

this Summer
BARBIERI CENTER/ROME CAMPUS

Sponsored By

TRINITY COLLEGE
Hartford, CT 06106

History

Italian

Education

Urban Studies

JUNE 11 -JULY 21
Write also for details on Fall and

Spring Programs

2*Fbrr
"VO with coupon

REG 40c Ea
e%T> 60c

REG 40c Ea

I

coupon valid thru 5/16/82

AT The
Open 7:30 - 10:00 M-f
8:30 - W Sat - Sun MiNi Store

Located in the
Student Union

WHAT GOULD THEARMT POSSIBLY
OFFER A BRIGHT PERSON UKEYOU?

Drop your guard hr a
minuie Even though you'iv
in ooUegr right now. there
are many aspects of the Army
that you might find very
attractive

Maybe evenirresoable
See for iK)ursetf

You read it right

The Army $ Health Profesoons ScJ-iolarahip
Program provkles necessary tuinon. books, lab
fees, even miooMXjpe reniaJ during medicaJ
school

Pius a montWy sapend that works out to
about (6,000 a year

After you re accepted into medical
•chool, you can be accepted into our program
Then you re commisnoned and you go
trough school as a Seoor»d Lieutenant in the
Army Reserve

The hitch' Very wnple After you graduate
you give the Army a year as a doctor for every
year the Army gave you as a med student, with
a minimum obligation of three years lervice

AGHtfPUaiOKA NURSE
The nch tradition of Army Nursing IS one

of excellence, dedication, even heroism And
It s a challenge to Lve up to

Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome of
profesBonalism, regarded as a cntKal member
ot the Army Medical Team

A BSN degree is required And the clinical
spectrum is almost impossible to match in
bvtlian practice

And, since you 11 be an Army Officer, you 11
cn)oy more respea and authonty than mest of
your avilian counterparts Youll also enjoy
•ravel opportunities, officer s pay and officers
pnvUeges

Artny Nursing offers educational oppor-
tunities that arc second to none As an Army
Nurse, you couU be selected for graduate degree
programs at aviLan universities

ACAMI
Besides scholarships CO medical school the

Army also offers AMA-approved first-year

po«^raduate and resKlenoy training programs
Such training adds no further oblation to

*« scholarship partiopani But any Civilian
Graduate Medical Education sponsored by the
Army gives you a one-year obi^aoon for
every year of sponaonhip, with a minimum
obligation o4 rwo years' service

But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every
year you re paying batk medical school or po«-
graduaie traimix!

^you not only get your medical education
paid for. you fti extra pay while you re povinc
itback NotahaddeaT

Yougetnjitwn.payandbvingaUowances
You can also take Nur^ Practitioner courses
and courses in many clinical speciabties AU on
the Army

While these programs do not COM you any
n»one7. most of them do incur an addinonal
•ervice obligation

ACNANaiOnUCIKILAM
II
youre about to get your law degree and

be admitted to the bar. you shouU consider a
oommiMion in the Judge Adv(«te Geneml
C>orp5 Because in the Army you get to pracnce
law nghi from the scan

While your rlassmaies are still doing other
l»wym research and other bwyers bnefc, you
oouWhave your own cases, your own clients,
in effert, four own practice

Plus you 11 have the pay, prestige and pnvi
leges of being an Officer in the United States
Army With a chance to travel and make the
most of what you ve worked so hard to
become A real, pracncing lawyer Be an Army
Lawyer

ROrCSCNOLAIIMK
Though you re too late for a 4-vear

scholarship, there are }-, 2-, and even I -year
scholarships available

PI V]Z '"<^'"'^VV""^ **^*' '"'^ ^^ ^f«nus J ItIO a month living alfowance Naturally
they re very compennve Because
besides helping you towards your
degree, an ROTC scholarship helps
you towards the goU bars of an
Army Officer

Stop by the ROTC office on
campus and ask about details

IIP1O$IIOAM0NIN
You can combine service in the

Army Reserve or National Guard
with Army ROTC and get between
$7,000 and $14,000 while youie
still in school

It's called the Simultane<His
Membership Program You get $100
a month as an Advanced Army ROTC
Cadet and an additional $70 a month
(sergeant s pay > as an Army Reservist

When you graduate, you'll be
oommissKined as a Second Lieutenant.
but not necessanly
assigned to active duty Find
out about It

AJOMKIOR

You can get a $1,500

bonus just for enlisong in some Army Reserve
uniis^Or up to $4,000 dollars in educanonal
benefits

You also get paid for your Reserve duty It
comes out to about $1. 100 a year for one weekend
a month and two weeks annual training

And now we have a special program to help
y«>u ht the Army Reserve around your school
schedule

It's wonh a look

Some may find college to be the right place
at the wrong time for a vanety of reasons TheArmy can help them, too

A few years in the Army can help them get
moivev for tuihon ~(id the maiuntv to use it

wisely

yn.- Art- V has a program m which money
«ved lor .Jlege is matched two-for<,ne by the
pn-emment Then, if one qualihes. a generous
bonus IS added to that

ti ^ ^l'"^"^^^'^* «" «« Vou up to
»n,JOO for college. ^ and 4 years up to $20,100
In addinon, bonuses up to $5,000 are available
lor 4-year enlistments in selected skills

Add in the experience and maturity gained
and the Amiy can send an individual back to
college a ncher person m more ways than one

We hope these Army opponunities have
intrigued you as well as surpnsed you Because
there is indeed a kit the Army can offer a bnoht
person like you

*
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Southwest's spring fling begins tomorrowA week of music, barbecues, theater and other forms of

Res^deriTA'
"" '«'

'^i'
^" ^''^ '«"^ '" ^he Southwes

Residential Area as Southwest's Annual Spring FUngrunstomorrow through next Sunday
"ngruns

wii^h*' « 7lf
""^ ''''"^'

^J"
^"^" ^' 2:30 p.m. tomorrowwith a folk concert on the Southwest pyramids A liveperformance oi the play '-Godspell" will be held at 7 p.m onthe Hampden Berkshire Courtyard

Wednesday. John Quincy Adams lower dormitory will

form
"
^cT^"^"^V Po'"- '^' ^^"^^' B'-^thers wiU per-form at 3 p.m. on ther Pyramids, with performances by theUMass gymnastics team between sets; and the play

Xodspell" will again be performed at 7
Hampden Berkshire Courtyard

fyTis:^.'.^"-"
"""""'' ""*'- Walter-:;.,

On Friday, a Women's Health Fair will be held from 11a^m. to 4 P^m. on the Hampden Concourse; a fashion showsponsored by Kmerson House will be held on the Hampden
Southside room at 7 p.m. and the film "The Chicago
Conspiracy Trial; Six Months in a Neon Oven" wil beperformed at 8 p.m. in the Hampden theater.

1 he Malcolm X Center I'icnic will be held beginning at 10a.m. Saturday on the Southwest horse.shoe. At2-30 TonvAward winner Mako will give a lecture and workshop on

"Th"^rt^-
^'-^^

f:""-
'" ""'"Pden Southside; and the playrhe Chicago Conspriacy Trial: Six Months m a NeonOven, will be shown at 8 p.m. in the Hampden Theater.

The weeks events will conclude with the Annual Spring
Concert beginnmg at noon on the Southwest Playing
fields. The concert features Commander Cody. Hyper-
tension. Planet Street and the Valentines. The concerts
will conclude at 6 p.m.A U J.

^^^"—"^''Pn^'n the Hampden theater. will conclude at 6 p.m
'—- ^n

1". '^^ ^^"^ meeting to consider 78 articles
~ c?i_fr six times Drevioiislv fmir anfi/.iQo ..««..«„» :__*

By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

The 44th annual Amherst representitive town meetinebegins tomorrow to decide the 78 articles on thiryeaT'f

ITwLTf- ''"\"
""r^^^ '^ ''^'d - nights. Mondayand Wednesday nights for the first town weeks and

Town cops arreiSt

3 late last week
Amherst Police made three arrests between Thursday

alternoon and Friday morning.
Bradford E. Lyon. 26. of Greenfield, was arrested at

^:05 p.m. Thursday on North Pleasant Street. Lyon was
arrested on the authority of a Springfield Police Depar-
tment warrant for assault and battery with a dangerous
weapon. He was booked at the Amherst Police station and
turned over to Springfield Police.
At 5:50 p.m. Thursday. Robert M. Alper, 24. of 324

Northampton Rd.. was arrested at Amherst College for
trespassmg. according to Amherst Police. Alper was
served a trespass notice several months ago. and told to
stay off of the Amherst campus, police said.

Keith E. Dubay Jr.. 28. of Bristol. Conn., was arrested
at 2:37 a.m. Friday on West Street and charged with
driving while under the influence of alcohol, speeding and
laiiure to stay in marked lanes, police siad.
The Speed and Alcohol Patrol (SAP) operated Thursday

night made 21 car stops, anu' wrote 16 citations. 13 ofwhich were for speeding.
At 3:30 p.m. Thursday a Leverett Road resident

reported that a canoe valued at $150 had been stolen some
time during the last week.

six times previously, four articles requesting town support
for chUdcare, and funding for an Emergency Shelter to
provide temporary housing for the homeless.
The rent control article, sponsored by the Campus and

Community committee for Rent Control, would setmaximum rents at the rate charged in May 1981

.

The proposed article would create a five member Board
appomted by the Board of Selectmen. The Board would
make adjustments, either upward or downward, on the
established maximum rent.
The board would consider factors such as increases or

decreases in property tax, property deterioration, failure
to perform ordinary repair, and increases or decreases in
living space in deciding rent level changes.

.rtTn^
Committee on Child Care has submitted warrantart cles requestmg unding for the creation of the posTtion

series and'foMh"'''* i"''
'"^P"'"^ "' ^''^^^"^ '^^'^ <^-'-"

for Thifd olr
^^V^'.'^bursement to committee members

commiltee
*"'""'^ ^^"^ ^^''^'"^ «" ' ^«^"

^^iS*'^
^^^^ specialist would work with the Committee

on Child Care to determine the child care needs not being
met by existing child care services. The chUd care

ex^.w'lhMH"''^
''"'' "^""'^ '^ ^P''"^^ '^^ quality ofexistmg chUd care services, and to facUitate the creationand development of needed chUd care services.

The Committee is also requesting $1,875 as rent for the
existing after-school program at the Fort RiverElementary school, $10,000 for tuition assistance for needy
children attending existing after-school programs andextended day programs.
Amherst Emergency Shelter is requesting $10,000 to

assist in the creation of a shelter for the homeless. The

tin mn i ^^ •" ^^^ ^'"^^« ^"" <the Drake). The

I A ? P'?^'^^^ ^«i- a little less than 'A of their $32,000
budget. The remaining balance would be made up from
contributions from local churches and private citizens

Pioneer Valley Transit Authority (PVTA) bus services.

..L"h It^^
'•equested for 'town routes." those which are

ZUTv'u^ by residents, not students. The Echo HUl.Orchard Valley Cushman. Northampton, and Bay Roadservices currently receive funding from the town

DosKiay

TONIGHT Pool Tournament
2 person t«ams$10

CASHPRIZES sigrt up at bar
Starts at 7 pm

as E. PiMSMM St., Amh«rst. MA 2B3-&K

If AT First you cIon't succeecI.

This time it*s for sure.

Northeast
Area Grovemment
will hold elections
in Worcester D.C.

May 5 (Green room side)
and May 6 (Barracks side)

from 4- 6 pm

J^JK^ m m. m -^F^
H

AtTEN. BFA PaU qRAduATES ANd
OTkER ARTISTS -

S.U. CaUerx, S.U. BuildiNq,
UMass is now AccEpTiNq pRo-
posAls For FaII ExhibiTioN spACE.
iNcludE COMplETE dESCRipTION oF
WORk, (slidES iF poSsibU) ANd
dATES pREFERREd.

All ExIflibJTS pRovidEd witIi fvN-
diNq For posters ANd opENiNq ex-
penses. For more inFo caU
545-0792 OR STop in.

' * ^ " u W v_

IMPROVE STUDY HABITS
STOP SMOKING

Hypnosis can help yo
PERMAJVEA

Lose Weight Self Confidence
Insomnia Sexual Problems
Nail Biting Bed Wetting

'ou nake it

^/VT

Hampshire Ethical Hypnosis Center
Call or Write for Free Brochure

Milton H. Askinoss, Member A.A.E.H
Available for Lectures/Demonstrations

o/,n
T"« ''arrick Building, Rte. 9 Hadley, MA

3/10 mile Hampshire Mall (next to Rooky's Hardware)
584-1919 by Appt. Only

i

i

i

i

i

SUMNER
LANGUAGE
INSTITUTE

- ON THt CAMPUS OK HAMF>SHIRE C Ol LEGE
-^ IN AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS

CT^.w^^^^?^^ ^ I ANGUAGE IN A RELAXED &STIMULATING INTERNATIONAL ATMOSPHERE*
A unique program ctTcring 13 languages including English as a SecondLanguage wh.ch focuses on developing oral language skills and cross-
culiural awareness. Our experienced, professional instructors use
modern, creaiive teaching methods. Class sue 4-8 students- S class
hours daily. All ESL teachers have Master's degrees in the Teaching of
English as a Second Language.

^^^^'' '^" KORKKA I ANCl ACKS
June 14-July9$400 junc 2l-.lulv 16 $4(X)
.luly 1 9-Aug 21 $60() Aug 2-Aug 27 $4(K)

^r^'^.'!i'r»-
^'^^^''^''''^^^ ^^^^>'"' S-''7.50/wk-lull meal plan (optional)

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE, ARABIC MANDARIN
CHINESE. FRENCH, GERMAN, MODERN GREEK, HEBREW
ITAJLIAN, JAPANESE, PORTUGUESE, RUSSIAN, SPANISH.

'

neuiEngliinilLangiioge
25 Main Street, Northampton, MA ()l()6(); (413)584-3956

TennisbaUs, BasebaUs,
SoftbaUs, Ping Pong baUs

and Frisbees

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer ,

il§-?i??i?!?iSt:..jAmhemJ

ATTENTION!
100%

$ FREE TUITION $

JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS
NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further Infor^Tiatlon Contact:
Sgt. Richard O'Connor

586-4110
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Hypercurricula
:-:S«:;:

Monday
May 3. Universilty Health Services. 6:30-
9:30 p.m. Pre registration is required by
conUcting the Health Education Office at
549 2671. Ext. 181.

DYSLEXIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION
(D.S.O.) — Tonight is a very important
D.S.O. meeting at 7 p.m. in Rm. 68 o/
Bartlett Hall. Elections and vital discussion
about our future will take place. All
dyslexic persons and interested students
and faculty should attend. For further info
conUct Rayna at 549 6690.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING -
The World Peace March arrives in Amherst
this week and we stUl need help! CC Rm
162 175 at 6 p.m.

F v. nm

UNDESTANDING AND COPING WITH
STRESS — Stress is part of life. We all face
it and have to learn to cope with it in order
to survive. Sometimes it becomes over-
whelming and begins to disrupt our lives.
What can we do? University Health Ser-
vices is offering a three- hour workshop.
"Understanding and Coping with Stress."
for students and their dependents. The goal
of this workshop is to help people recognize
and manage the stress they face in their
everyday life. Several techniques for
dealmg with stress will be explored. The
workshop will be co-facilitated by Dyann
Matson and Rita Hirsch of the Health
Education staff. It is scheduled for Monday

Tuesday

MASS PIRG BOTTLE BILL FUN-
DRAISER AT JOEY D'S - Boogie for the
Bottle Bill at Joey D's with Acoustic
Martian (members of Martian highway) and
Peak. Relaxed dress code. $2 cover. Have
fun while helping save the bottle bill. Starts
at 8 p.m.

PGA MEETING - The People's Gay
Alliance is busy. busy. busy. Come to our
meeting and help us prepare for the event
of the semester - Gay May Day. We need
yourhelp!CC901at8p.m

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AD-
MINISTRATION: PANEL DISCUSSION
- The discussion is entitled: "The Long-
Range Plan: Preparing Managers for the
1980s and Beyond." Panel members:
Robert D. Raymond. B.B.A.. Mgt; John F
Ebel. M.B.A.; Prof. Elliot Carlisle. Phd •

and Prof. George Odiorne. Phd. - all are
invited to attend. S.B.A. Rm 120 7:30 p.m.

STUDENT MEETING - UPC General
Meeting. New members welcome. CC Rm
1016:30 p.m.

THIS
WEEKS

SUN SPECIAL
Tropical Oil

I

Tropical Lotion

2.99
reg 4.42

Johnson's G
Baby Oil (^]
4 oz X.

$1.25 t

$1.69 B 8r LSol
8 oz Reg 2.26

TROPICAL
' BLEND

V Mtf!•

1 LOTWH
UIOftL \

isassocN;

VIdal Sassoon
jShampoo 8 oz

or
Rinse 8 oz

1.79
Reg 2.72

G()»K()n Dr

tzsLxxnua

BAYER
ASPIRIN

DRY IDB^

Dry Idea R/Q
Reg c- unsc

1.49 Reg 2.27

Bayer 100s 1.69

xk. .•>*

71

Allerest 24's

olgate'
Colgate 6.4 oz
Gel or Reg

1 .29 reg 1.72 -39 reg 2.27reg 1.72
A.,s^s a.s^av.,a^e the Mini Store located .n the Student U

UjUNIVERSITY
STORED

Located m the Campus Center ^pen
M F 9 5 Sat 11 - 4

BICYCLE CLUB MEETING - Several
overnight trips including Granville and
Nantucket, with possible day trips locally.
Check the board across from the post office
or come to this meeting for more info. Rm
306 SU at 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday

Friday

•:V$f:V

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S WEEK
EVALUATION MEETING - This wfu l^
an open meeting to discuss and evaluate
this years International Women's Week
and the possibiUties for future 'weeks All
are welcome

. CC Rm . 903 at 7 p m

M^ETmr ""^n T COMMITTEEMEETING - Do it for you Class of '82 "

Committees now being formed to work on
pernor Day. Energetic people needed to
help out with hospitality, publicity, tickets.

Mp'pTmr' r^r o^'^n
ORGANIZATIONAL

MELTING. CC Rm. 917 at 8 p.m.

Thursday

SLIDESHOW ON RECONSTRUCTION IN
ZIMBABWE - Speaker: Judy Jensen,
from the Material Aid campaign for ZANU.
She recently spent sometime in Zimbabwe
and met with women from the ZANU
Women's League. She will particularly
address the role of women in Zimbabwe's
reconstruction. CC Rm. 803 at 7:30 p.m.

CONCOURS ORAL DE POESIE ET DEPROSE - A poetry and Prose Recitation
Contest in French wiU be held this evening
in Herter 227 at 7 p.m. The contestants are
students of French at the secondary level
Irom Western Massachusetts. Musical
performances will feature "les Petits
Chanteurs de la Vallee des Asperges" and
tolksinger Tommy Elder. Venez nombreux!

SOME OF MY FAVORITE THINGS -
Charles Stewart's photographs of jazz
musicians exhibited at Augusta Savage
Gallery. New Africa House, through May 7
Monday Friday. 10-3:00. For more in-
formation, call Diane Van Buskirk. 545-
^498.

SHABBAT SERVICES - Special services
to welcome new members of our com-
munity. Dukes Room (SU 310) at 7 p.m.

Saturday

SOVIET MILITARY POWER - FREE
informative 32-minute slide show
presented by Lt. Col. Mark Finley. USAr'
includes visuals from DOD study
authorized by Sec. Defense Weinberger
Sponsored by Air Force and Army ROTc'
Thompson 10411a.m.

Announcing the
great DINNER/MOVIE deal!

Enjoy any of the following dinner entrees
Tuesday-Thursday

TOP OF THE CAMPUS RESTAURANT
and receive a free movie pass

valid anytime Sunday-Thursday or at midnight shows
at any one of the 8 featured movies at:

(^iUui®
584-7550

HAMPSHIRE MALL

584-9153
MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

Featured dinner entrees:

Country-Style Bar-B-Que Ribs
Turkey Parmesan

Baked Fresh Catch of the Day
Breast of Chicken Kiev

$6.95 price includes
entree, salad bar, non-alcoholic beverage, & movie pass!

A Science Fantasy
Adventure

Qu£st7or^^mM
Fire dHBHIa

?0«h CENTUnv-FOX FILMS

Just one of the great AMC features
Call 584-7550 and 584-9153 for the remaining 7 features.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Collegjari 7

^
^^^ ^- Spht-Military

System cures
U.S. dilemma
Both Argentina and Great Britain are calling for U S

assistance in the "undeclared" war over the Falk-
land Islands. As a solution to America's dilemma I

propose that we take the U.S. armed forces and split themdown the middle That is, give half of them to Argentina
and the other half to Great Britain. This move would cure
po it.cal, economic and social problems. After all, they are
both our allies and we really shouldn't let the U S S R
have all the fun.

Thomas Moriarty

Letters

Help make the campus safer

To the Editor:
The Student Government Association Escort Service is

an essential element in the Year Toward Civility. Unfor-
tunately, the service has not been successful due to the
lack of volunteers, and students' apprehension to use the
program.
The puT)ose of the Escort Service is to eliminate

students fears of walking alone at night, and is an at-
tempt to prevent assaults. Needless to say the Escort Ser-
vice should be an integrated part of campus life. It is your
responsibility to contribute to the Year Toward Civility
One way to become active is through becoming an escort
Next fall, a course is being offered to train students as

escorts. Both men and women are urged to enroll in the
course. It is a ten-week seminar worth two credits Its
purpose IS to train students in combating violence, needs
of assault victims, and understanding cultural and
psychological aspects behind an assault and/or rape The
instructors are staff members of the University of
Massachusetts Department of Public Safety, The
Everywoman's Center, and the University of
Massachusetts Health Services.
Take your first step towards the Year of Civility this

fall, through enrolling in the Escort Service Seminar Pre-
register now for "Civility, Awareness, and Interpersonal
Communication" (School of Ed-Human Services) and help
make the campus a safer place for everyone.

William Driscoll

Southwest,
and 3 others

A call to courts, not arms
To the Editor:
The column printed on Tuesday, April 27
Kepubhcanism, Reagan, the end of civility" showed poor

rationalization on the part of the author and those whom
the author viewed.

The fact that the present American economy is not in
competent hands does not form the grounds for the con-
doning of theft as an equalizing factor. The fact that the
people don t have the money to buy, due to the economic
policy of a government that was elected, doesn't leave the
stealing of a product as a viable means of attainment

I do not see where the call for an "armed struggle" is re-
quired on the basis of "denied access." If a group has lost
the rights of the democratic process, such as the right to
vote, assemble, or petition, then the call should not be toarms but rather to the courts. I feel that these rights have
not been denied but rather have been seen as too arduous
a process and therefore have been circumvented for amore immediate solution that is in direct conflict with the
civility which was so notably pointed out. as being at an
end, on the title of the article.

Jonathan S. Herron
Southwest

Alcohol most abused drug
To the Editor:

I
^^

wl"^-,''^'"'''"
^^^^ ^^« 'etter written by TimothyLeach (Apr^ 21) shows a great lack of knowledge crcerning drugs. He appears distraught at the prospect of drugs

.t,"/ ^'^^.r'T'^"
^"d he also fears for the sake of h^ch dren. He does not discuss the fact that millions of

dollars are spent on advertising for alcohol each year.Head shops do not advertise the use of drugs, theysimply supply paraphenalia. I suggest you pick up amagazine and count the ads for alcohol - don't you thinkthey will effect your children more than "head shops'"
Ihe drugs he negatively referred to in his letter were co-

S!?K ";f"J"ana. If Mr. Leach had taken the time toSk ^^^^^^^^ t'jese two drugs he would have found
that they are far less harmful than alcohol. Yet, he is con-

Zr^K-^K^''^"^'.''^^
"''^ ^^^ "^« of alcohol, which is the

Sr I^ifh ^«h f^ '^'"^ '" '^'^ '"""^^y- ^ '""Sgest thatMr. Leach should do some research, then maybe he'll out
his energy into something important.

Donna Zacks
Belchertown

«iJ thi? 7 "^^ ^f^ agreements with both countries to

trJt7 r """ "^
r'- ^^" ^' '•^f"^^ ^« honor our

worlHth f '"'*?
M
"'^ ^ ^^'^ ^" demonstrate to theworld the true intelligence of our federal government andwould increase our national integrity. After all, how couWanother country respect our ability to hold an agreement ifwe don t practice this policy? The Split-Military Schemewould be a tremendous benefit to this nation politically

Economically, think of the ramifications! With such astagnated economy, cranking up those old defense con-
tracts and turning out tanks, bombs and bullets wouldsurely stimulate employment. Many of the people who areunempbyed would find useful work in factories or on thesandy beaches of the Falklands. This would bring an end
to the alarming jobless rate figures

Socially we would be in better shape also. The crime ratewould drop because there would be less unemployment
Once the operation was in full swing our standard of livingwould rise and we would once again enter a golden age of
prosperity. Our prisons would go back to their designed
capacities, our welfare program could be streamlined andwe could again look down our noses at the rest of theworld. Yes, the road to social success is paved with war
machinery. I know I would re-enlist. Think of the culturalexchange with either Great Britain or Argentina' Our
returning veterans could either sip tea or wage a guerrillawar on local or county government. The social ad-vancements are endless.
The Split-Military System would be advantageous on all

tronts. So what are we waiting for? The conflict could beover tomorrow. If we don't get in there soon we may havea long wait for the next opportunity. And the sooner weget involved, the longer we can prolong the hostilities, andour profits. The only problem I can see is whether tochoose sides for the soldiers by lottery, or let British and
Argentinian recruiters come by and distribute travel
brochures.

Tom Moriarty is a UMass student.
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F'x'csh GrcMind
129Ground several times daily 3-5 lb

consistently fresh & tasty. pka

lb
1'

lb

59
3 to 5 lb package

FreshLeanGroundBeef
White Gem" 5-6 lb package jm ^^4
ChickenLegguartera w.u.B.ck b.49
White Gem' 5-6 lb pkg ^^^^ <

ChickenBreastSpUt »<..Back n.99
I

5 to 6 lb package m^ ^^ ^

ChickenWings 'WhiteGem' ,t03
I

USDA Choice 5-6 lb pkg — -^^

[ BonelessBeefChuck Steak n.1

Plump and meaty! A budget-stretching buy!

USGradeA 10-13Ibs
Fresh Marval

Turkesrs

It's time to
Stop& Shop!

STOP
SI10P#

Sizzling Steak Specials!

Enjoy many of our finest cuts of
tender, delicious USDA Cfioice
beef!

Sirloin
Steak gp*9Beef Loin
Without Tenderloin

Boneless Beef
Rfl>Eye ^eg
Steak 41
Boneless

Migkit

Tenderioin
USDA Choice
Great Beef 629

lb

"SpringLamb Sale - Fresh American Grown*'

Fresh Shoulder

^^^ broiling or ^^^^^ ^%^
\

Chops'^'!'.'""'.. __
RibLambChops ,^3.59
LoinLambChops ,.3.99
LambLegWhole ove„ r...,^ „2 .19
PRODUCE Freshness you can see...and taste'

\ AO^*

X¥*

Miracle Whip
Dressing ^39
Salad Dressing H
Kraft 32 ounce jar ^^^

KeUogg's Corn
Flakes CMl^"With 8 essential vitannins & iron"
18 ounce package

Millies

Pint. . .79*

Tenderloin

kSSoS rt'^^
USOAChoice .^^ fb

BonelessTop
Sirloin
Steak 04»
Beef Loin ^^^ 15

Fresh
Pollock -aTd
Fillets In,

Big Daisy
Bread

2'*1
Sliced White
Stop & Shop
2O02

Colgate
Toothpaste
Regular 5 oz CkC^^
or Gel 4.6 oz ..^^^^

tfr^^^^^^^^^^^^BH ^^B H^BIBHI^^I^^I ISTOP & SHOP OAIRY COUPON] p 1^

S Save 25' !
I Stop & Shop Cheese !
VermontSharpCheddar
orMonteiy Jack^«-r-^ |l

^_S.! M«» « l_»n .l on« p«, cu«lom«; 130| gSf '

P-WM XIKLW Sun M^ 2 S« M«y « Mr Mm. Mon

Fresh Calif.

Strawberries
Family Pack

6 Pints
An original half flat 6 pint
container of luscious fruit

ideal for freezing, jellies or
pies. ..easy to carry.

Fresh Fruit
GiftTrays
Green Leaf
Lettuce
FreshSweetCom 5,0?!
LargeSUcingTomatoes „69'
FreshEnglishCukes ^69'
FreshFlowerBouquet e,2.50

or
Red Leaf

799
ea.

59

Sauce
for Spaghetti
Assorted Flavors 14 V2 oz jar

Pillsbury:
Cake Mix
Assorted Varieties
I8V2 ounce package

7B
lus

75
Vanity Fair
Towels
2 ply print

100 count package. 69
Food
Asst'd Varieties
6V2 ozcan

Treat

as9
1% Low Fat Milk
GaUon cont. 159
Vitamins Added
Sun Glory or Stop & Shop I
Blue Bonnet
Margarine ^^ $
Quarter pound sticks
One pound package

te A $1
^^^ for J

This week's tastiest buys in our Comer Deli

Stop & Shop
Franks

199Natural
Casing

Deutschmacher
Liverwnrst .....

Ay«iUMe In »tor«» with S«rT«c« D«U«

^ Toufayan
^^Pita Bread

2 '"'I

HalfGallon
Ice Cream

4 Flavors
comes in 12 ounce

to ounce and
8 ounce package

Assorted Flavors
Sun Glory 139

159 I Deutschmacher ^79
> lb

I
Bologna .o.™^ »},u ^ j^bic In Btoras with S*r«<<.> n_ii.

|STOP» SHOPOROCtBY COUPON T^^"^""I'ffif?'"""^""""^
CJmnkLi^inWaterorSl Br -^

"°'
*

^"°^ -«- ^o"^'- -^^

"lumbleBee' -*
Tuna• BuMBU B»

ffiSaraiO

carton

1 STOP « SHOP FROZEN COUPON CtSW

C STOP & SHOP I12 oz can i
Apple Juice li

49 I!
FrozennWilh thi. coupon - Good Sun M«, J ^^1_ J

I

1 Sat Maw II I .m.i »... ... _." ilTcllKW^AH" >• -.....„ ,^.„^..^.^i:^^^mm^-S, ^L^Si^j-jJ^g^™
Slop 4 Shop Sup«m«.,. NO, r,„H.n..b.. f„ „po„.ph,c« .^.

i!5lssaL
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Arts c^Usgian 9

Rick Danko ^.^^^ |^^^^^^^^^

day two of the Pond Series
MARSHALL CRENSHAW
BILLY COBHAM
RICK DANKO and His Band of Friends
The Pond Series
Saturday, May 1

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

Hi^v^^",
'"^^ *"^

T" started back in the fifties it wasdirty, sloppy, rowdy and usually a damn eoc^ tim^Musicians would get together and jam L the Zepleasure of making people dance. Over the years rock androll ha. developed and although the music ha^ gained aTotof sophistication, ifs just not as much fun.

On Saturday Rick Danko and his Band of Friends broughtback those good times. He and his four piece band (gu"tardrums piano and harmonica) got together and productsome sloppy, dirty and utterly danceable music. Beginni^

t^" llt^^^f"
classics "Stage Fright" and "The Shape I'mIn. through a set of rhythm and blues classics and rock

and roll. Danko personified the word "work" as he fran
t.cdly led the band through solo after solo and^midt
,take genuine enjoyment when the crowd responded.

Danko was very much the leader of his "Band of Friends"

for h fn .^h'""''^^*'
in technical expertise but made up

sound wit h h T""^ f ^^r"'^ ^'•"8: down the band's

^nZleTch song
"'"

'

'"'' '^ '^' ^'^" ^"^ '^^^ ^' ''^

nlJ*;!!
''"'?' P''"^'^'" "^'^^ ^'^ ^^t ^as a lack of time as he

st^elor goU'''
""^^ ^"' ^" ^"^-^ ^«^- '-^n^h:

Jazz drummer BiUy Cobham and rock and roUer MarshaUCrenshaw played earlier in the day. which was dayTwo in

Serie?':nd hT''" ^T'^i' ^^""^ ^^^^^ «" ^he Pond

large cVo^d
''""""^ '" ^" '""'''""'^^ P^P"'^'" -'^^ the

<^.e^

ie<*

^o'
^.

^^et
\c^

^r

^.
>^

'«<^*

^̂ ^tct^® Mornii,- Union ^ ^^
5|4ot<5® Gay Community News ^^^^

^a^ Street
^°

Ar,
o/

©H^
Ofe

National Business Employment Weekly

^^^^^ lO

Available

Daily and Sunday

Located in the

Student Union

Convenient Hours
M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Sat and Sunday 8:30 am to 10 pm mmi store

REGGAE TOO! -
Toots and the Maytals
finished up the pond
series Sunday after-
noon.

I>:^l rk 1 , ,
<»ll«r>«n photo by Vince DeWitt

Kick Danko (above) and His Band of Friends

oTtVeTo^nVseX'^™^" ^" "*^"'^"^' ^«^ *-»

Cobham played a set of tight jazz-rock fusion, anchored
by the clipped precision of his enormous drum set and asoaring lead guitar, which set most of the crowd off into
tits of cheering and dancing.

Crenshaw, who has been labeled "the next big thing inrock and roll" by Rolling Stone. led off the day with^^
.nterestmg blend of fast paced rock and roU and rhythmand blues. Crenshaw tried hard to please, but most of thecrowd seemed to be stUl sleeping during his set.

- All in all the day seemed to be a good time for everybodywho attended^ The concert was weU organized and run byUPC. and although it wasn't the big name show that somewere used to. it gave everyone a chance to fiU a cooler withbeer and cold cuts and enjoy a day of sun and music

nasjustcome
doivrnS

Save $20 ormore on SILADIUM^
CoUege Rings ...now only $89.95.

SILADIUM rings produce the
brilliant lustre ofa finejeweler's
stainless.

Men's and women's Siladium
rings are on sale this week
only through your
ArtCarved representative.
A visitto the ArtCarved

College Ring table will give you
the chance to see the full

collection ofrings for the fall.

But hurry on over. . . this sale
nins for a limited

time only.

^t /IKR7IRVED
\CLASS RINGS INT

Date: May 3, 4, 5^
Time: 10 - 3
Place: U-Store

I>ep<sU required MastcKharse or V

^/UNIVERSITY
STORED

i!t« accreted
© 1981 ArU.nrd CU»» Ring*

\
—
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super specials you'll find!

" ^
—

'

! Ml

.V

^

PERDUE

_ Whole
Chickens

TWIN PACK

'V'-.

LB

18 OZ
JAR

ALL VAR
16 0ZBTL

rii '''","'
. !

Specials Valid May 3-8, 1982
TROPICANA-ALL FLAVORS mm 1
Fruit Drinks •% iooz $
SKIPPY-CREAMY OR CHUNKY
Peanut Butter
WISHBONE FAMILY SIZE

Salad Dressina
MUELLERS THIN

Spaghetti or elbows pkIGOLD MEDAL ALL PURPOSE ^
Flour 5 baI
MARCAL SOFT PACK ^
Bath Tissue 4
DISHWASHING

Liquid Joy '^tZ'^l^'

PERDUE CHICKEN

Cut-up or Split

GRADE

A

TWIN PACK

Whole
Chickens

PERDUE OVEN STUFFER

Roasters

LB

GRADE A
CUT-UP OR SPLIT

LB LB
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TyPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

FRESH PRODUCE
\^ _ FRESH FLORIDA

EARS

ROLL
PKG

'/ ."> ^s^

<" ly '

wfimGtani

sNiblets
I Com

V
12 OZ
CANS

GREEN GIANT \*^

Niblets Corir

Specials
Valid

May 3—

8

FRESH RED JUICY LARGE Wm^^^
Strawberries79 PT

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

^FROZEN & DAIRY-
SWEET LIFE

^^^^ ALL FLAVORS ^
Jce 9"^

GALLON^Cream
TREESWEET

Orange
Juice 'i^i

FARM FRESH GRADE A

Large White 70CEggs Doz

1%

Low-Fat
Milk GALLON

WITH THIS COUPON & A MO PimrwAc?"^^

Margarine
j

I VALID MAY 3-8 AT LOUIS FOOM IV - _ LU-101 I

.^'.'.Vn!2!?.^.°.Vn^0N ! A m"^^^^^
EXCLUDING COUPON ITEM & aGARETTES

LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER

LANDO
LAKES

i^ LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER

! Solid White Tuna

!

! STARKIST ^^^^ il \
i IN WATER ^y^y ^ 7 0Z

J
'ALIO MAY 3-8 AT LOUIS FOODS

'^'^-
I

r WITH THIsTouTonT" 10 pTjRrm acT^
I EXCLUDING COUPON ifEM 4 aGARml<; 1
I «^ UMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER ^^^ !

I Mayonnaise \

\ HERMANN'S $1 29 !

\ REAL •* •^ QT j

L VALID MAY 3-8 ATLOUISFOOoi'^'^ I————ilLlS? J
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Hearing will be held
for Vietnam veterans
The Commonwealth of MassarhnsoHc r •

the Concerns „r ^i^in.j..^rCT':r'jr::;mZ:i

Continued from page 1

public hearing for veterans m western Massachusetts from

in G "en'tSd.'""'"™*
" ""^ '"""'"" ^ount, Counh!ouse

'Preparing managers'
will be panel topic
The University of Massachusetts School of BusinessAdm.mstrat.on W.U host a panel discussion on TheS

Beyond at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in SBA room 120

R.?mnnH '"''T
""'" •"*='"^" ""dergraduate student BobRaymond graduate student John Ebel and ProfessorsGeorge Od.orne and Elliot Carlisle. Admission is free

HAVE A SPRING FLING

Time
Qt

^fofts \19SJSM Pitchers
Dud, Millar lllflPR Dud, Miliar
Mlli«rLlt* mUII^ Millar Lit*

55c $0.00
MANY DAR DRINKS $1.00

Amherst's Digg^st Litti* Dor
OPEN DAILY H :00 om - 1 .00 am

07 N. PI»QSQnt St.

Ci^'fCi^ •iCJ^C^'TCbi?

ALL YOU

^
CAN EATH

I Dinner Special
s

Mon - W»d 5:00 - 9.00

* Chick«n Wings
I

G

1

!

I * Hom«mQd« Soup I

f \

I
* French Dread |

* Solod Dor
J

- only $0.95 |

eot-up Qt

|the hungry uI

3:16 a.m Saturday, in the station. A man. 21 caU himClark waddles into the booking room glided bv Zarrestmg officer, call him Scott. Clark ha! a disoHen ^
is c" wit o7f'Jh^'^^^H 'I'-

''""' ^^P'-^^^'- ^' ^-^ -hen

air.^^tXc:"st •

' ' "^' ^"' "^""^^^ '"^^ ''^

Scott sits Clark down and begins the booking procedure

e" n'Xr r
'""!;""" ^"^^^'""^ '''' haveTb'Lke"even when the subject can hardly speak, and whenanybody else who has ever dealt with^ d^unk personwould not bother to ask.

person

Scott: "Are you on any drues'^"
Clark: "Na."
Scott: "That must be a first."
A little sarcasm never hurt anyone
Scott: "What if that curb had been a little seven-year-old

gjrl on a tricycle, did you ever think of that''"

coii^gj^n 11

Clark: (barely audible with a downturned gaze) "No "

Clark had come up to UMass for the weekend of < .ncert
going and partying. Like five of the six men arres^d on
Saturday and Sunday. Clark was from out of town and not
a UMass student.

fouH h^n""' ^^f
"""^^y- ^ man feU out of a window on thefourth noor of Brown Dormitory. No one knows the cause

Because o/ hT^''"'"-
'^"^^ ^"^'^ «"• ^^" - J"-P^Because of h,s mjunes he is unable to tell people whathappened. The first officer on the scene said people we^standmg around him but nobody did anything to he^p

2.36 a.m. Sunday. The radio cracks with a report of a

fower TK
"'"''^'" ^" '^^ '^^""''^'^ ^"^^ ^^ « Southwesttower. The man was on the ledge outside of a window

ZTTl ^^' '"^'^ ^'•^*^'«^' h« i« back inside. "A pranrsome of the cops say.

Nobody on the twentieth floor could be arrested, nobody
cou d be helped because nobody would admit to standing
on the ledge. Scott, the responding officer, said. "It's soeasy to get frustrated."

RECORD SALE

MAY a THftv
V -BEATLES

• ELViS-
JETHf^o rULL

-S/NATRA • ELLINJGTON/-
GLORIA GAy^OR

-SIMOW QGARPUMKEL-— JUOy GARLAMD
EARth^W/WOaPIRE cfc.-

MAY 7^4 962 \V cz^s^s^z

TOP C^^//^^/^ ^^ yoc/P OZD

STORED.
front

oroo of tho storo.
Opon M-F 9-5

Sot 11-4 J
TOGETIMTO
SUMMER.

If you have at least
two years of college left,

you can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and earn
approximately $600.

And ifyou qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2-

Year Program this fall and
receive ujp to $ 1 ,000 a year.

But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That's when you receive
an officer's commission.

So get your body in
shape (not to mention your
bank account).

Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science

„ ARMYROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

Captain Patrick Merryman
545-2321
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NOW BACK
IN STOCK

Exercisers and
Accessories

<muMi

' """swi-

Monday, May 3, 1982

jumprope

NEW
Line of

Dumbell
Weight Sets
Now Available

Located in our Sporting Goods Department
Also avaHable: Racquetball, Tennis, Squash, Swimmina

G^^fh^' ^^^^l«^^^-^b-"«' footballs, Baseball,'TabreTenn"s'
Golfballs, Headbands, Wristbands '

summer
study
abroad
K'-'^ c7^ '^i'-'

^'^''^ -'^^"'^y ''f ^^"^ 3"d fauna at the Bermuda"Bk. ogical StatKjn. from May 25-June 4. 1982. under the fiu^aTe offhrW

fUfp^'Sl.'^
six-week intensive program in Guadalajara to include-

inn .n r
'^'""'."^ ^^^'"''^- '"^'^"^'^'^ Intermediate Spanish Conversa

S s7o,^^l;ru'l^fr.^^^^^^^^ 'r^'^^'r
*"'-''"'^*"^ '^'^"^^^tion.

u;»h I ,
• '*^">J."^«^-3n"artattheSulmonaInst tute Julv2-Aii0ii<;f n

DOONESBURY Collegian 13

UFB RAFT5 TO
00AROUND.

> \

/ HOPt SO, SIR. AH DM7um

^""^-MfTY. COOLER' r

MMM.PipyilXjBRtNe

AKYOJINaTOGOUJrm

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

I^^I^ CROSSWORD
Edited by Mar«iiTl FarT«r and Tnide Jaffe

.£>lKg'

by M. Joyce

ACROSS
1 Geometric figure

7 Tastes gingerly
1

1 Important wheel
pan

14 Pound parts
15 1080 years ago
16 Ste. Jeanne's soul
1

7

Causes a delay

lor"""'*"'® ""«,inorpr
19 Society page word 62 Relative
20 Words of 63Commedladeir

commitment
21 Groups at a

meeting
24 Produces an alias
25 ma/este

47 Certain Yalies
48 Handle, to Cicero
51 Kind of dessert
53 Like some

geometric figures
55 'My runneft)

over

"

58 Cinnabar
59 Principal

60 Minor problem

26 Blow one's
(spy's mistake)

29 virgin

31 Section
32 Plaines
33 Current concern
37 Busy one
38 Uncle Sam's

agent
39 " Havoc! "

40 William Tells
district

41 Chemical
compounds

43 Two, »o Juan
44 Office gadget
45 •Tilliethe ,"

remember?

64 Stealing, in

combinations
65 Direction

66 Egyptian deity
67 Church official

DOWN
1 Arias

2 Geometric fig.

3 Biblical

preposition
4 Tennis score
5 " unto

Caesar..."

6 Steel city

7 Plots

8 Idols

9 Features of the
Colosseum

10 Detritus

11 Hiawatha's
conveyance

12 Black cats,

for example
13 Big birds
22 Washed
23 "Winnie

Pu"
24 Soak flax

26 Rubik's
27 Some
28 Nam
30 Some
32 Stylists

34 Axiom
35 Geometric figure
36 Sounds from a

kennel
38 To and
39 Shade of pink
42 Coupd'
43 Takes for a ride
44 artist

46 Caesar's

ambassadors
47 Geometric figure
48 "... there

such a clatter.
"

49 Pianist Peter and
family

50 Drama division
52 Chores
54 Jai

55 Kidd, for short
56 "It's you"
57 Lowly worker
61 Harrison

Open
9-5 M-F
11-4 Sat ^JJNIYERSITY

STORE*

O Ves. i am interested in Clark's summer study abroad
Bermuda Q Italy I Civilization

D Mexico D Italy II Language

Name

Address __

Tel.( J
Institution

Send to: Clark University Summer Studv Abroad/
K<H.m 1 1

1
Jonas Clark Hall 950 Main StreetWorcester. MA i

!reatunTi^

* Jrozen 'Daiquiris

* Special: iMenu Selections

* Two TAxiHng Jashion Tfiemes
* Validated 'Parking in Campus garage
* O^usicafj^ccompaniment byJim 'Bianca

/

^J«pi GsualCarner.

Jasfiion Series Scfieduk

^ ^rd 11:30-1:30
^(ay 5tfi 5:00-7:30
!May lOtfi 11:30-1:30

CMayl2tfi 5:00-7:30

Sportswear / Mfikticwear

Sportswear / Mhkticwear
'Women in business / Treppie Look
Women in business / Treppie Look

MURRAY D. LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER

WHAT HAPPENED?
by Ethyl Octane

QHH HOH aaa
SHnaga aaaaaa

L "00 aaa nan
lUIAIKISHCIDIAII MClMrTTcTn
MQQQQOiQEiBC] [ijooa
m 1 AW IMT E R AMT T F
SLEEPMgSlsdbNAS

WEATHER
WEATHER - Fair

nights and days with
considerable sunshine
through tomorrow. Lows
at night 35 to 45. Highs
both days 60 to 70. coolest
near the coast and only in

the upper 50s over the
outer islands.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Stuffed Pepper with
Tomato Sauce

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH

Pineapple Yogurt Stuffed
Pepper

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

DINNER

Stir Fry Beef and
Vegetables

Roast Pork/Gravy.
Applesauce

Turkey Salad Plate with
Saltines

BASICS DINNER

Mexican Vegetable Bake
Baked Cod with
Lemon Slice

The Office for Cooperative Education |
cordially invites interested students f

to a workshop: I

"Toword Th# Y#of 2000:
Educations ond Vocations'

I
3.00 p.m., Tuesday, May 4, 1982

I
Room 124, Hasbrouck Laboratory

I The workshop will address employment
I opportunities and trends.
^ WH II ^ i:

CABLE/VIDEO

t^^^'^.h"''^'*
'"^ *^^' 9'"^ ^""^^ home.

This Mothers Day. remember Mom with an FTD* RinHug
' Bouquet. A beautiful arrangement of fresh Row^

e^t FTH J'^i"'^'""
^^^^"^'"^ P^*- J '^t ^top by your neaTest FTD

'

Rorlst before May 9. and send the FTD RinHug Bouquet. It's a special Mother's^Jft the q irlback home won't ever forget.
^

Send your love with special |^^ care.

Asrndlp'l^fet'ane^T^pV^D^P^;^:^;^^^^^ '-^'^^- ^ '« ^0
prices may vary Service charaesJnHyr ^'^^ P^'"^' '"'^'^''1^^'

' '982 Flohsts rMnsworWXLv^r /'"^'^ "^^^ ^^ additional

trademark of Flor.s f ^anslMd Oell^.f"a°'''''°"
'"^^9'*'^'^d

atively owned floral w.re rdTelertp s'ef^icr
"'"" '^ ^°°P^^-

UVC & GPC
Daily Programming Schedule

Monday

Easing-into-Monday Video

10:30 - 11:30 Senate Watch - The

1 1 on ,
Budget is approvedHMO - 1:00 Katherine Brady - Talk
'"& a^X)ut social Plapjes

1:00 - 2:00 Just another Band in the
Wall - The Neats. and a
new Video Release from
Bildband - The Museum
Directors



Collr

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^ consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDIO
Sonically Superior Audlo."The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor
mation available with Randy 546-7013

ATTENTION
FRUSTRATED MUSICIANS

Drummer 18 looking to form a competent
Pop /Rock Band - guitar, bass, and vocalist
needed I am looking at this situation as only
acreative venture not a career call Mike Riff
-'S6-6454 or leave a message on the Col-
legian Arts Desk

FOR SALE

Concept 1 sneakers Hi-Leathers $26 Lo
Leathers $24 Suede $22 call Mike 549-1233

S'i'iJ!;?'
"'* ^175.00 nice tone call W^e

^bJ-9760

Lo"™** '"8 perfect condition $150 call
546-4595

AUDIO
Speakers Clarke Systems $650. new
y^l^iy^^^^ent^^^

P^e549^U^^^^^'^'''^ "^"^ ^'^^' P"^®

Fender Telecaster Guitar, Ampeg
Amplifier and Turner Microphone with
stand. All bes offer. 549-3589
Pair of EPI 3-way speakers with 12"
woofer. Best offer. 549-3589

!!!!!V^P^\-,J""'J^***^ 9°°<^ condition
w/stylus $75 or 80 Al 549-1428

Oscilloscope Tektronix 541 dual trace 30MHZ excellent condition $250 256-8480
Comfortable Couch, desk, bar and chair
call after 5 pm 665-230 1

Excellent condition, Ricoh 35mm camera
with Hanimex CX333 flash call 546-8303
very reasonable $75

For sale platform bed ft double mat-
I''**15°"<=^/sofa bed, dinette set best of-
ter 367-2643

5 cubic
546-8471

ft refrig 130 or BO call Kathy

FOUND

AJTO FOR SALE

1 pair woman's eyeglasses found 4-27 in
Cape Cod Lounge call Tim 546-8930

Calculator - early in April in a women's
restroom in Grad Tower. Call Pat Rissmeyer
anytime between 9 am - 5 pm 5-2882/3

ZZ~ FREE RENT

1989 Triumph Spitfire convertible ex-
cellent must sell 413-337-4289

2M*3»4*
^^* ^ ''"^ ^"'^ ""'^ ^^

California Vega 74 no rust, new parts,
stereo 1500 or BO 256-8079 Garry

BASS PLAYeIs

Uve at Northwood Apts one month free
over the summer with fall option call now -

glad to hear from any and all call evenings
665-7181

FURNITURE FOR SALE

Martin Roundwounds 50% discount.
»3D stnngs for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

COMPULSIVE EATERS
Tired of losing and regaining weight?Women s group forming to explore issues
around eating, body image, and weight
control. 10 sessons beginning June 2nd.
Wednesdays 7-9:M pm Psychological Ser-
vices Center 545-0041

We ve got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

GUITARISTS

Maitin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3^75set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic

GUTTSZER

COUNSELORS
Asjociaton of Independent Camps
seeks qualified counselors for 75 accredited
camps located northeastern U.S. July and
August. Contact: Association of Indepen
dent Camps, 157 West 57th Street New
York, N.Y. 10019 <212) 582-3540

Good Luck this semester don't worry
you'll do finel love, your partner ref

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT
Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 %
S?I^^-;^«*^*'^P®*'"9. pool, tennis courts
Z53-5759

2 bdrm apt on bus rte pool, lease starts
June 1 call Renee 253-3378

6 bedroom house summer sublet fall oo-
tton bus rte $500 avail 6/1 586-6493
Summer sublet with fall option Puffton
Village 2 bedroom 2 bath $160 ea bedroom
utilities inci call 549-1586 John available
June

Why take a chance on a Waiting list?
Available June 1st one bedroom large
Southwood apartment 253-9269
Fall and Summer 4 bedroom house bus
route 525 --/month call Pat M-F 545-0392
Of Ric Th 2-5, F 11-3:30 546-2S48, 545-0246
Surnmer sublet w/fall option 4 bedroom
apt $147.oo inclusive 253-9446

1 bedroom furnished in Southwood for

256^7®"°
female non-smoker $200 month

4 bedroom house in Northampton $475
plus utilities. June and thereafter. Skibiski
Realtors, 584-3428

?""""•' •"blet w/fall option 2 bedroom
Colonial Village $28 /mo 253-3651

Hyannis - Room availableVhouse for one
or two women for summer ca ll 549^1813
Amherst Center 2 of 3 bdrms in comfy
smokelew, petless apt on pretty side st for

?^S^™^ '" *^^ *°^«' '"cl heat, hot H20
253-7405

2 FEMALES to share bedroom in 2
bedromm Southwood apartment June 1
fall option, after 5 pm 256-8379

549^1^*'** <o eublet, also fall $240

1 or 2 female nonsmokers wanted to
share Southwood apt in fall 546-5281
Summer sublet with fall option starting
June 2 bedroom Southwood 253 5109
Pi Kappa Alpha summer room rentals
reasonable rates call 5-2150. 5-0047

The Collegian Business Dept. is accep
ting applications now for position of Assis-
tant Business Manager and the position of
Business Manager. Applicants need be
University students with considerable
business experience. Please apply at 113
Campus Center. The Collegian is an equal
opportunity employer

Tutor wanted. CNS 122. Need 6-10 hours
help this week. Call 256-6738

Live in Hawaii! Employment oppor-
tunities, affordable housing and recreation
information. Send $2.00 Hawaii Consumer
Research 521 Hahaione St., Suite 096
Honolulu, Hawaii 96825

SUMMER JOBS promoting Ecology and
Consumer Issues, Bottle Bill and Safe
Energy. MASSPIRG, the state's largest
public interest organization is hiring sum-
mer staff for public education and fundrais-

k"ifin/5^i/ J'^'S-
.^.^35-200/wk and

$160/225/wk. Positions available in
Amherst, Boston, Cape Cod, New Bed-^ o.^']*^

Worcester. Call Elise or David
/bD-6434

Hiring summer staff, counselors
specialists. Room and board plus salary
send resume and inquiries to Box 441
Amherst Ma or call 367-2643

INSTRUCTION
Amherst Sunday School needs qualified

?S?^t^ ^°:. ^'^'""^ «"^ Hebrew clas^
Fall 1982 call 549^^g for applicatio^ijj

LIVE IN PRESIDENTIAL APTS
FOR SUMMERI

nZJ^ ^'••'^'•"tiairA^^rf^r^i;;;^,;;^;,
Closest apts to campus two peoplewmi^ to sublet - price negotiable call Bert

LOST

III?
•"'•'' ^»'c"'«tor in Eng East Aud

after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 needdespe^tely for classes. Please! ^
Red white and blue warmup jacket and
baseball hat in Engineering Ea« on 4 S anj
information Please call Chuck 253-5691

PERSONALS
Women s Softball Team needs players
tor league, tournament play. Available now
thru Mid August, call Ben 323 5708 Keep
trying.

Attend: Panel Discussion on SBA long-
range plan. John Ebel, Bob Raymond
students, Prof. Odiorne and Cariisle; facul-
ty room 120 SBA May 4th 7:30 FREE !

Gay £r Lesbian May Day is coming May 7
see our table on the concourse
Happy Birthday Pal!! Have a great day!
Wicked whole bunches! I Knucklehead
Come to the Pond. Today is the rope pull.
Will still be signing up teams

.

Hey! Did you do it yet? Fill out those
course and teacher evaluations! Send them
back to Academic Affairs, 420 Student
Union Building by June 1.

All University Women are invited to
Rush Iota Gamma Upsilon. Rush Parties
-Wed April 28, BBQ. 6-7. Thurs. April 29
Sundae Party, 7-8. Tues. May 4 Oreo Party,'
7-8. For further information contact Beth or
Nancy 256-6874

To the Maiden-In-Waiting I've read the
news and await you r cue.

To the awesome Paul Mulcahy - I've
been an avid fan of yours since "Just
Fnends" and can't tell you how much I'm
looking forward to seeing you in
Godspell". Good luck! A Secret Admirer

Sweets Happy B. Day! Lov always Nick

Women's Softball Team needs players
tor league, tournament play. Available now
thru Mid-August, call Ben 323-5708 Keep
trying. ^

Attend: Panel Discussion on SBA long-
range plan. John Ebel, Bob Raymond
students. Prof. Odiorne and Carlisle; facul-
ty room 120 SBA May 4th 7:30 FREE!
Gay £r Lesbian May Day is coming May 7
see our table on the concourse
Happy Birthday Pall! Have a great day!
Wicked whole bunches!! Knucklehead

v^?.!"*.!'^****
'***"**• "''o^av is the rope pull.

Will still be signing up teams.
Hey! Did you do it yet? Fill out those
course and teacher evaluations! Send them
back to Academic Affairs, 420 Student
Union Building by June 1.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
"

Dissertations, papers, resumes. IBM
selectric. Scientific. Bilingual-
enghsh/spanish 256-6957

Female roommate wanted for
Southwood townhouse for fall 256-8868
keep trying ^^
Summer/fall option 1 or 2 males, furnish-
ed apartment in Colonial Villaoe
$100/month call David 256-8402

3 female roommates wanted for 4
bedroom Swiss Village apt on bus route
heat included, $147 mo summer sublet'
prefer fall option Lynn 253-2653

SERVICES

Professional Research. Writing. From

i«^r?®>.n^^i^'S« V- Authors' Research,
foOO-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605
I will do your typing: Royal SE5000C
Jf{^^^"J^^-cofmeeting: price negotiable

^^PLIS f^^ •'"•• ^^f"® overnite service
call 549-4595

STUDENT HOUSING
Seeking a clean, wholesome, interna-
tional Christian living environment? We are
receiving applications for a 30-room co-ed
facility just off campus. Doubles. Stop in
the office, Amherst Baptist Church, 434 N
Pleasant, Tues-Fri 9 am - 1

SUMMER HIRING

Applications now being accepted for
full time summer employment for the
cour^ and teacher evaluation guide. Apply
420 Suident Union Building. Deadline May
12, 19BZ

SUMMER SUBLET

RAYBANS

?/L^S?"
'"•^' Sunglasses for sale save

$15^00 or more off retail prices call Bruce at

546^7939
°' °^ 546-9613 or Andy at

RIDERS WANTED
Driving to Texas in June. Looking for so-

J^ 2565)4^'*
^"^'"^ *"*^ expenses. Call

ROOM WANTED
Male wants hosuing around NFalmouth June through Aug call Seth

N.rnale looking to share apt for next
year. Prefer N. or S. Amherst. Please call
collect after 5 (201) 377-5293

mI*""!* ."?•**• *^0"»'"9 in Irondequolt

R.^ A l^L t^"^^ months. Call after
6:00 Anne 456-5778
Female looking for room in North
Amherst Apts call Sara 253-5065

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 ke^p trying

Roommates wanted for summer/fall

^-7806 "^ ^^^' ^"^ ^® '^°' ^^^

Female wanted to share Southwood Aptgommng Sept rent negotiable call

n^T^'/ '•"*' °" Martha's Vineyard

L/,^""""][** "••'*•** 'O' summer
located on bus route air conditioned' ^11
utHitKM^ included $90 per person call

Fe^e wanted to share 1 bedroom apt
in Puffton Village starting fall $125 549-0773
2 or 3 roommates wanted in Brittant
Manor apt for info call 256-0866

'^^.H'V?.'"*"* ***^'oom in Riverglade sum
tUTolf,

°''^'°" ^^ inclusive call Kathy
046-8471 or Juanita 549-4035
One bdrm in two bdrm apt w/fall optionon^us^oute, pool. AC 253-3873 evmT
Looking for 2 nonsmoking females to

?«!?'r.V2*'"'.5o*o5:iL"^"y '^^"o^ Apt this
fall. Call Kim 549-6734 keep trying

2mlnto campus h town 4 bedroom $425

Furriished 2 bedroom apt laundry, pool,
tennis. Hot water incl. Brittany Manor price
negotiable call preferably after 11 253-240B
Brandywlne 2 bedroom furnished - AC
pool negotiable 549-4018

Summer sublet N. Amherst house 2
rooms available .6 mi to campus garden
dogs OK fumished 549-0469

Rolling Green three bedroom apt in-
clude everything rent negotiable call even-
ings 253-3108

One bdrm in S bdrm house. Ten min walk
to Nthpton center, bus route available 6/1
call 584-9096

Fully fumished fall apt in Northwood rent
nego on bus call eves 666-4744

^ ^.^I!^ "P^ °" **"• rt" pool, rent negot.
call 253-2614 ask for Deb or Sheila

Townehouse for the summer 3 bdrm ful-
ly fumished AC, cable, on bus route very
cheap call 546-6668 or 546-6672 anytime
Summer sublet/fall option 2 bedroom
apt in Sunderland 666-7726 on bus route
Rolling Green 2 bdrm June 1 - Sept 1 fur-
nished AC util incl pool quiet call 253-5986
Brittany manor completely furnished rent
negotiable June 1 - Sept 1 253-2214

Summer sublet fall option 4 bdrm apt
147 mo inc util call 253-5142 after 6
Summer sublet Puffton three bedrooms
rent negotiable call 549-6739

Summer sublet Townehouse apt 3
bedroom rent negotiable call 546-5035 or
546-5040

Townhouse apt 2 bedroom for 2 or 4
people on bus route close to campus cheap
sublet includes utilities

Rve bedroom spacious ranch house N.
Amherst country setting bordering conser-
vation area summer sublet 540 nwnth ask
Chip 546-0487 days

Summer sublet w/fall option in 2
bedroom Colon Vill pool, 270 -k call eves
253-7313

Summer sublet fall option nice two
bedroom apartment in Brittany Manor 390 a
month or negotiable call 256-6321

2 bedroom apt in Rolling Green util inc
price neg furn good view 546-9824 anytime
Sunny, large bedroom in five bedroom
farmhouse, close to campus, bus vegetable
garden and much more Summer sublet, fall

option. Also applies to entire house. A steal
at just a subsidized $92 per month Jeff
549-4001

3 bedroom in townhouse Across from
bus stop price neg call 549-4156

5 room house fall option N Amherst on
bus line garden garage 549-4001

Two bdr Britteny Manor pool tennis
courts price negotiable for summer only
beg June 1 253-7705

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION

4 bdrm $147 per mo all util 253-7278

.*i»<IM«.*M#*^#«*^*,,rf^rf,*rf^4^^^^4^^^^^^ ,^.,
» 1 • i » » <

Monday, May 3, 1982

!!?!?^"^'*^'^C, but see tourney hopes vaS
Collegian Staff The Raal*.* no„«^ ..,„>^ -__... _ ..Collegian Staff

While the University of Massachusetts baseball te«mwas pounding out a 21-16 decision over the BoTon f
Eagles Saturday. Rutgers was sZent,^ '^^l^^^
Athletic Association title - olinrhfnlT u^ . " Eastern

the University of Rhode Island^hXe-^^^^^^^^^^^^ 'Tto represent the Eastern Division of X FA I
'^^^

conference playoff series, and completely elir^.^f^^"" It'Minutemen from a possible NCAA berth
^''""'"^^"^^ ^^e

The Minutemen were desnerafplv h«n,«.. t

the URI-Rutgers doubleh'eader %hurVi7^r'lH';Mmutemens playoff hopes alive, but it appea^'a?if DickBerquist and his squad may be forr^H t« Jl V
priorities for a successfuUeLon.

'""''"'"" *^"*'-

oL^^ll^toTd to1o'l5-T?nrw1th'?^^
''' ""''^'^"^^^

UMassmustgoT^'^llllage'all^raLr""'"^^"^"^

The Eagles never were really .n the game Saturday atEarl Lorden field as UMass jumped on Eagle starter JohnAnderson for nine runs in the first two innings and after
three innings the Minutemen held a comfortable 10-1 lead.

UMass starter and winning pitcher Dan Cook (2 1) sailed

n h'^fiK^rr r' ^^ '""'"^^ ^^f"'-*^ '•"""'"^ into trouWem both the fifth and sixth inning.

The junior left from Maiden High tired, surrendering

MaTk Trench
'5' "''' ^"' ^^"^ '"^'"^ '" '"^^ sixth be^rf

porarily
'""^ "" ^"^ '^''^'^ ^^^^'^ d«^" '^"^

th^e nn."i?"'^'
^'"'"^

r^^' " ^^"^y attempt at making

an .
" / r '•^^T^^table and at the same time drag ou!an a ready long afternoon for the Minutemen by scfr^ngeight runs m the ninth inning before Tim Foster came onfor Trenchard to end the marathon

Indications are that UMass has broken out of the hittingdoldrums they experienced against URI last weekend

when they scored but three runs over the course of an

(ranked 24 hits over the four Boston College pitchers

McDoS
"
'/"^r' ^"P'^^ ^^ ^^'^ Comeau'and'KelfeyMcDonald and a three-run homer in the six-run UMasssixth by firstbaseman Warren McReddie.

The home run was the sixth of the year for McReddie who
IS now only two rockets from tying his UM record eighthome runs m a sea,son which he set last year.

a whilf StlT'" ^T '""" '^' '^^ «^ ^^'•' ^'•den field for

tre.uU<: nT "^^^L\^
' '""^"^ doubleheder at Maine Sunday

(results not available at press time) the Minutemen willplaj eight straight on the road starting with single gamesat Connecticut and Holy Cross on Tuesday and W^dnesday. respectively.'

They then take on Dartmouth in a doubleheader atDartmouth before finally returning home to do battle withAmherst College May 12.

"«^^»-
I rri being assigned to

Chinook helicopter unit in Germany
as a test pilot and maintenance officer

^ and I m proud that I'll be the first
'

woman to have that assignment over
there. Its a real thrill for me.

"So was learning how to fly
a helicopter It takes a lot more skill
than an airplane. If you think college
IS demanding, flight school is even
tougher. Its not only academically
demanding, it's really mentally
demanding as well as physically

'In Germany, I'll have a chance
to use some of the leadership and

S^^T^"' f^cf^^iques I learned inKU J L. It s going to be a real challenge
having command responsibilities

I got into ROTC really just
to see what it was all about. R,r me, it
all couldn t have worked out better"

ArmyROrCgotAndaStrauss
vtt to a g(K,d start. Maybe it can do
the same tor yim. To find out, stop by
your Army ROTC office on campus

And begin your future as an
Officer

Contact:

Captain Patnck Merryman
545-2321

at Wake Forest and a member ofArmy ROTC ARMY Rare,
BEAUYOU CAN

Giveevery
NEWBORN

the
advantage
March of Dimes

Birth Dcfcels Foumlation

2 BDRM COLONIAL VILLAGE 280+ on

BraTidywine ^ oedroom sublet for summer
w/fall option ground floor wv/pond view^e^name and number call anytime

TO SUBLET

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
terms available immediately Paul or Bill
665-439 1

Southwood Apt Summer sublet only 2
bdrm furnished with AC. pool, on bus route
rent negotiable call after 5 PM 253-7123
Beautiful Brandywlne 2 bedroom, pool,

c-o
'^®'''®' ^ivailable June 1 call 546-5029 or

546-5024

Southwood 2 bd, bus, conv to 3 bd June
1st Sept 1 $250 ->^ elec or sep neg 256-6228
Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond
summer sublet cheap on bus route nights
Doug 549-1255

Spacious 3 Bdrm apt next to Hadley
green on bus route $425 negotiable avail
June 1 584-9312 after 6.

Partially funished apt w/fall option in
Sunderland on bus rte call after 8 665-4946

Summer sublet 2 or 3 bdrms in Puffton
apt rent negotiable call Dru 549-0127 or
Holly 546-8854

4 bedrm apt Swiss Village 147$ each
utilities included on bus route partly fur-
nished available June 1st with fall optionlll
256-6103

One bedroom available immediately in

South Amherst apartment summer and /or
fall option call 546-7028 Gail

Summer sublet townhouse apt furnished
3 bedroom rent negotiable 546-9616 or
5469618

Fantastic location 5 minute walk to town
or campus summer sublet fall option
bedroom in three bedroom apartment
garage, cellar, two porches $150 +
256-0170

Brandywlne apts Summer sublet with
possible fall option. One male roommate to
live in co-ed apt. $1.10/month plus elec-

tricitv. call 546-4141

LIVE 100 YARDS FROM CAMPUS at the
red house next to Pike this summer price
negotiable, call 546-9102

Southwood 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apartment includes spotlight 253-9235.

Townhouse 3 bedroom apt fully furnished
rent negotiable call 549-5968

Summer sublet 2 bdrm Southwood apt
rent negotiable call 253-9083

Best deal yet. . .2 bdrm Brandywlne Apts
on bus route, pool, tennis. Summer sublet

i)!J^-.L^ ^"9 -^^^^ ^^^^ negotiable, call
546-7625 or 546-5026 (keep trying)

Brandywlne 2 bedrooms w/patio pool
AC, bus route, rent negotiable 549-5127
Great opportunity: fully furnished, AC
cable TV, pool, tennis courts, 2 bedrooms'
cheap. Brandywlne Apt 549-6588 after 6

'

Colonial Village 2 bedroom $275 lease
starts June 1 fall option 253-2642

Save $200 this summer on partially fur-
nished Sunderland apt w/fall option call
after 8 665-4946

Brandywlne - 2 bdrm, completely furnish-
ed, pool, AV, availaJune 1 - Auo 31
549-4181 ^
Four bedroom apt for summer with fall
option 147 per month utilities incl 253-5937
1 bedroom summer sublet w/fall option 1
block to campus 256-8704

Brandyjjvine i bdrm AC, pool, cable call

One bedroom Puffton summer w/fall op
tion, air cond, heat incl, pool, rent
negotiable 549-4804 after 4
Puffton Village 1 bed apt you can share it
with a fnend summer on ly 549-0773
Summer sublet w/fall option
Southwood 2 bdrm townhouse bus pool
also rooms available 6 bdrm house summer
only Amherst 253-5007

Tvvo females wanted for summer

Summer, 3 rooms in modern house on bus

T^oL^/Si."^^"* ^° Amherst Ctr 130/month

One bedroom Brandywlne Apartment
for summer sublet with fall option for more
information call Bill or Steve at 549-6447
Summer sublet/fall option Colonial
Village prefereably female call Sue
546-8143

Summer sublet Southwood townhouse
200/month total! 546-8605 Liz or Ellen

Sublet 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom apt sum-
mer/fall option bus stop pool big windows
$140.00 no light 256-6085

To sublet for summer 1 bedroom in
Southwood apt $85 + call 253-2761

Brandywine 2 bedrooms fumished ACpool rent negotiable 549-047R

mon^ft^
**' V^ ^'®^^ "'^ overlooking poolmountains bus stop furnished fall Option

rent negotiable 665-4362

Colonial Village fall option 1 bedroom in a
2 bedroom apt $110/mo one person, $75
each for two. On bus route, pool 253-7482
Squire Village 2 bdr townhouse, AC
pool, near stores, bus. Available June 1
with fall option $295 negotiable 665-2127
Summer only one room in 3 bedroom apt
Puffton Village 105.00 negotiable? 549 5184
keep trying
Lease beginning June 1 Col Vill apt 2bedroom 275 per month 256-6660
Summer sublet one. two. or three

^ T?« «,^^°" ^P^ "^^"^ negotiable call
Dru 549-0127 or Holly 546-8854

Brittany Manor 2 bedroom apt summer
sublet w/fall option 253-7724

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM. 2 FLOORAPARTMENT in Rolling Green June 1

-August 31 furnished, pool, air-
conditioning, on bus route, utilities rent
negotiable 253-9431

To sublet 2 bdrm apt
$200 549 5389

Summer 3 rooms in modern house on bus

1^? ^ !^'" ^^"^ ^° Amherst Center
130/month + 256-0039
Puffton - one bedroom summer sublet on-
ly Rose 546-7381 Pam 546-4158

3 minutes to campus - summer only
105+, own room in 4 room apt Drew

3 bedroom apt furnished util included rent
negot. pool call 549-6096^
1 bedroom apt Colonial Village $260 fur-
nished hot water inc available June 1 with
fan option 256-0895

ROOMTn house Sunny room in house
• °?V°.^"'^®'*^ ^«"er heat and hot water
included Call Dave or Mark at 253-5475

^^.l:\
^PT'O"^ Room for summer sJbtet

with fall option. Cool spacious room. Pool
and tenriis court rights. Across from bus
stop. Call Doug or Mike at 256-6670 nites

TO SUBLET/FALL OPTION

2 bedroom apt Sundertand, bus route
pets, mellow neighborhood call 665-3997
nights

TYPING SERVICES

Freelance typing editing, tape transcrib-
ing. Reasonable rates, top skills. Profes-

L°o"«Lf«®*^"*'^®
secretary Amherst Center

549-0518

WANTED

^?"^ .f°"*^
^"^ ®'®^^"<^ 9uitar Chris

.<i53-2694 keep trying

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings
goldand silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith'
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos. Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

mi frm campus

Puffton/Brandywine furnished two
bedroom apartment summer only Jeff

Responsible 22 female seeks space
Amherst Northampton area with same
quiet nonsmoker but fun. call 1000 om
546 4003 Heather

ROBIN M.

IZ^r .l^-.^^o 'o« the gold wishbone atthe Collegian call 6-9594 I have it if you
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Gorillas demilitarize Army,
Monday, May 3, 1982

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

When the team mascot, nattily attired in a
gorilla suit complete with rubber face and
polyester black hair, proferred a
congratulatory handshake to University of
Massachusetts head coach Dick Garber, a
nice finishing touch was put on the 14 8
semi upset victory over the United States
Military Academy Saturday.
A Boyden Field crowd of 9,500 served as a

vocal backdrop to a Gorilla win which
served two purposes. First, it showed that
Massachusetts is a force to be reckoned
with in national Division One lacrosse and
second, that the 12 8 loss to Harvard
University last Wednesday is decidedly not
representative of the Gorillas' true caliber
of play.

"This win brought us back to reality,"
Garber said. "The loss to Harvard seems
like one of those freak things. Our guys
made up their minds to play today and they
showed it on the field.

"

Army came to Amherst ranked number
four in the nation and carrying a 7 2 overall
record which included an 11-10 win over
number two Johns Hopkins University.
Massachusetts entered with 6 1 mark, still

smarting from the Harvard loss.

With these credentials established and
then certified with the pregame in
troductions o the respective teams, the
Gorillas proceeded to beat Army at its own
game: physical play, tight checking and
offensive capitalization.

The Gorillas surprised Army by jumping
out to a quick 3 lead midway through the
first quarter. After UM midfielder Tim
Cutler won the opening faceoff, he passed
to senior attackman Morgan Mohrman who
drove right in on Army goalie George
Slabowski to score with just 10 seconds
played.

Sophomore Peter Martino then knocked in

a pair of goals, both set up by Weller. to
give the home team the early advantage.
The Massachusetts defense and the

standout netminding of Tom Curran (13
saves) kept the Cadet offense on hold for

Sports

much ol the quarter. Army was held
without a shot on the Massachusetts cage
until 8:47 of the period and scoreless until
1:;M when Denis Lambert snuck one in off a
pass from Frank Giordano.
Massachusetts kept up the early scoring

magic in the second quarter when junior
Dave McEntee scored at 14:27. UM
defenseman Steve Martino broke upfield
and lofted a pass to McEntee who was
cutting to the Army cage. Slabowski
ventured out of the crease in a steal at-
tempt and McEntee took advantage by
tipping in what turned out to be a Martino
assist.

The action picked up as the Cadets
narrowed the Gorilla lead to 4 3 on two
quick scores by Mark Albe and Paul Cino.
Massachusetts defense carried the play for
the remainder of the half. Martino, John
Mincone and company broke up many Army
offensive setups while Curran was building
a brick wall in front of the Gorilla cage.

Defensive midfielder John Schroeder
made a nice effort stealing a Slabowski
clearing attempt on an Army ride, following
the theft with a feed to Paul Fogarty.
Fogarty dished off to Weller in front for a
score and a 5 3 Massachusetts edee.
While most of the first half was played

evenly, the majority of the second was all

Massachusetts. Weller sparked a 4-0 Gorilla
scoring binge to start the third quarter with
goals at 10:53 and 8:45. Mohrman faked
Slabowski out of his uniform 31 seconds
after Weller's second to make it 8-4
Massachusetts.

Freshman midfielder Michael Fiorini
scored the gamewinner at 6:48 of the period
and Army was left to dig itself out of a five-
goal hole with the Gorillas up 9-4.
Army did turn a few of the "Boyden Hill"

faithful into grass-squirmers when Cino cut
the UM lead to 10 7 with 11 minutes to play
but Massachusetts stayed patient on of-
fense and Weller put the game well out of
reach when he scored with 3:05 left to play
to put his squad up 13 7.

Massachusetts, now 7 1, completes its
season with a five game road trip starting
with a journey to Hanover, N.H. Tuesday
to meet Dartmouth College (7-1).

Jim WJil'''' Tp- rS*^^""^
«^ Massachusetts mer'^l^rs^^^pray:;'

iZT!
»"d Paul Fogarty (I-r) get ready to attack during Saturday'sgame against West Point at Boyden field. Weller, a senior tri-captainhad four goals and two assists, while Fogarty contributed two goalsand an assist to the Gorillas' win over the Cadets

UM mittwomen split,

challenge Rams today

Zoo Disc, the University of Massachusetts Ultimate
team, defeated the Boston Hostages, 15-12, to win the
Northeast Regional Championships at the lower Boyden
fields yesterday. It was the first time Zoo Disc won the
Northeast Regionals, and the first time the Hostages lost
since the Nationals last year.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Softball team showed Rutgers University
what they were made of as they split a
doubleheader with the Scarlet Knights,
losing 1 in nine innings in the first game!
but rebounding to win the second 6 5
Saturday at Rutgers.
The first game was "a pitching duel"

according to head coach Elaine Sortino
while the second game was "a sluijirine
duel". *'^ ^

'They were two great Softball games,"
said Sortino.

In the first game, both squads had big
first innings, but neither one could score.
The game remained scoreless until the
bottom of the ninth when Rutgers scored
their lone and winning run.

"It was a well played game by both
teams and it couldVe easily gone either
way," said Sortino.

UMass ace Gina Mantino was superb on
the mound striking out seven while giving
up four hits in the loss.

In the second game, the pitchers took a
backseat to the batters. The Mintewomen
batters took charge and UM never fell

behind. UM jumped on the board fir.st in
the second inning. Fran Troy got on base
with a single and moved over to second on
a Chris Coughlin .sacfrice bunt that the
Rutgers defen.se misplayed.
A Karen LaVerdiere grounder to

second moved Troy to third where she
scored from on a Scarlet Knight wild pitch
for a 10 Massachusetts lead.

In the fourth, UMass loaded the bases
early. Mantino and Troy got on base with
consecutive singles and Coughlin loaded

the bases on another misplayed bunt.
LaVerdiere hit a single to score Mantino
and Patty Masury hit a second single to
score Troy.
Tina Coffin then laid down "an in

credible bunt" that scored LaVerdiere and
Coffin raced all the way to second. At the
end of the inning UMass had a seeminelv
safe 3 lead.

*^ ^

In the sixth. UMass padded their lead
with another run. Coughlin got on base
first with a deep triple down the left field
line.

"It was one of the best shots I've ever
s<>en her hit." said Sortino. Dawn Kober
smacked s single up over the middle to
plate Coughlin for the 6 lead.

However, Rutgers had no intention of
losing. The Scarlet Knights rallied for
three runs in the bottom of the sixth to
narrow the score to 6-3.

Rutgers got rolling in the bottom of the
seventh as Patty McNamara walloped a
two run home run with one out and UM's
lead had shrunk to one, 6 5.

However. Mantino calmly retired the
next two batters for the win.

Today, the Minutewomen. now 15 4,
face "two big games" with the University
of Rhode Island at the lower NOPE field.
The WRams have already qualified for the
AIAW regional playoffs. Game time is at
2:30 p.m.

The junior varsity Softball team,
meanwhile, heads into its final week of
play this week. Coach Kathy Horrigan's
mitt women play Amherst College on
Tuesday, Bridgewater State College on
Thursday and end up the year against
Harvard on Friday. All the games will be
at the NOPE lower field.

UMass still unbeaten

Gazelles down Eagles
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

At this time two years ago, Karen
Keough would spend her afternoons ten
ding goal for the University of
Massachusetts women's lacrosse team
Keough came back to the upper NOPE

field last Friday, not as a ; pectator, but as
head coach of the Boston College women's
lacrosse team. She saw her old team win its
eighth straight over her new team. 10-2.

We did very well, considering who we
were up against.

" said Keough, whose team
did tie UMa.ss 7 7 in a preseason scrim-
mage, "Pam (Ilixon) has done so much for
her team."

Freshman Pam Moryl put the Gazelles on
the board with just 25 seconds gone on the
clock, when she took a pass from senior co
captain Margie Anderson and nicked it past
Theresa Harney, the BC goaltender. A
minute later. Gazelle Linda Haytayan
passed off to Tish Stevens, who scored
UMass goal number two. Stevens helped
out^ Anderson for UMass' third goal at

'J0:.)4.
At 15:59. senior co captain Holly

Jennings, who was giving the Eagle
midfielders a hard time with her marking
and stick checking, assisted Haytayan for a
4 score.

Even while UMa.ss was piling up the goals,BC was always trying to penetrate the
• azelles defen.se around goaltender Rita
Hubner. The Eagles used up much of the
dock setting up around the UMass
defenders, passing around and waiting todraw a defender away from position. In
their first serious threat, the Eagles used
up five minutes, only to have the baU end up

in the crosse of Linda Bevelander. A couple
of minutes later, BC saw another attempt
stopped by Hubner.

Moryl gave the Gazelles a 5-0 lead at 4:30
of the half, assisted by Anderson. 15
seconds later, the Eagles finally broke
through, as Jody Barron found an open spot
on Hubner's left side. Anderson answered
with a score off a penalty with 40 seconds
remaining, then the Eagles finished the half
with their last goal, again by Barron, with
20 seconds left in the half.

The second half opened with Moryl and
Anderson scoring in the 23 minute mark.
With the score now 8-2, the Eagles kept
trying to break the UMass zone. They had
one attempt stopped by Bevelander's
timely interception, and another go into the
possession of Gazelle Yvette Rheault.
Overall, the entire UMass team helped to
keep the Eagles' shots on goal to eight for
the entire game.

Moryl finished off the scoring in the
waning minutes. At 6:10, she and Anderson
broke from the Eagle defense, with
Anderson dishing off to Moryl. who let one
Hy past Harney. The final g6al came at 1 :54.
when Moryl back shovelled the ball past for
the Gazelles' 33rd shot and tenth goal.

"We were a little tired, " said UMass coach
I am H.xon, "We're going to get some rest,
then try some new things before playing
Northeastern May 9."

f J b

The UMass junior varsity defeated Mount
Holyoke College, 5 3, Friday afternoon at
the upper NOPE field. The JV GazeUes play
their final game of the season today at the
upper NOPE field, when they face the
Springfield College JVs at 3 p.m
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ARE WE SERIOUS ABOIJT OUR"ixiii^cp.
The haunting figure of budaet cuts .t.nHc c..„.,.__ .... ...

^ ^^- .

orgarat;:n:r,;UTs7re\hTDS^/nr^7 °^ ''^

approaches are not considerei ' """^ '"^ ''''''''

K,na Jr 'a l.tr''TH''°'""
""^ ^^*"«" ^y Martm Luther

chang?ng uIZs'''
"^^''"^ ^^^ ^^^ ^'-p,ng through

Times have definitely changed and ,f there is to be a con

The very first thing that should be given priority consider;,tion IS the financial condition of Third WonZraamza fonT

revlar-^^rLrd r^ °^ "°^^ '"'' Wor,dr;an"rn
H^^n ^^ ^^^9^' renewal time because we arP

iZToTC.'t '''''-' '^'-'^ ^-^ ^-^ -o^lTn

budq°et' and .MhpV^'r''''°"
'^ guaranteed a renewedDuaget. and if there are future problems within the SATF anorganizations will suffer.

^"

Statement of Afro-
American Students
and Organizations

by Angela Brown

The present crisis is of particular concern to Aho-

^sT^ITl^nt'Zi """ ^''°^"^^ ^^^^ °- generationIS nara hit by Reagan s economic policies Govern

hTe th^h^'H'
'"''"^^^ '^'' Afro-Amencan 7outhhave the highest unemployment rate in the nation

the P^o^^'"^'' '°^"9u
^°^^^^^ ^'^ ^he hardest h by

f.rstre3°"s;'nd:ome.'""^
^'^^'"^ °^ ''' "'-^ ^-^'

y.A^ "^T ^'^^ ^°'^ Students are being forced out of

6efrTaslna"1T 'f'T °^ "^^^^^^''q tuition anddecreasing financial aid the percentage of Afro-

J^Z'?^^
students in Univers^ies and coHeqes ?s

bl'pa' sed^'lir^ '?' ^"^^"^ '^''^ ^^ a1fa^°s'hlfnoby passed UMass. It is expected that a very hiah

ZclTaTe- Ttt 'fn"
'''' °^^ ^^^-' -"''--

w!l be A?rn Irio '^"""^T^'
"°^ returning in the fallwill be Afro-American. In addition, Afro-American

students are s.griificantly enrolled in the depaamTntsmost severely affected by the Long Range Plan
It IS our feeling that we cannot just sit back and lPt abad situation get worse. We therefoJe subr^ t our ^m

BrS^ifrge:?s^
^^^ ^'^ Administration °nd 'Z

1) Extend and stabilize the tuition waiver pro-

borne of us refuse to face this fact and develop inadequate strategies for handling very obvious problems Muchcommotion is made about the increased numbrof ThirSWorld students inside the Student Senate bureaucracy is
lanizltlonV'"

"'" '"'^"^^ '^' P°^'''- °^ TN^d Wo Idorganizations, guaranteeing the passing of their budget re

This is a very shallow and temporary approach which lacks

morr'thTrp".'
°' ''' "^' '''''' °^ the probler Furfhe.more, there ,s no guarantee that our budgets will net passedTigers without teeth and claws are no threat

borne years ago there was no need fnr Th.rH \a/ i^
s.ude„,s ,o be ,„ ,he S.uden, Senate bur auca^.^hl
get budgets passed. But now we have to do twiceWe wo ko keep ou, heads above wa,e,. I, is „on,c Iha, now the^S
Swro%lf.l^r,^-^'-----,ns,e:jo^Tn'

Z'^:ZZ It """''? '^"^•^- "'^^" •'-e oorrec'd™
'

tion IS toward becoming financially independent!
Our organizalions are too rmporlant to rest on the whims

Politically speaking, how can we in all sincerity claim to be

mns^nhr"""
'"" "^"^ '" ^-"^ ""^''"' and not take themost obvious steps to dissociate ourselves Irom °he racists^How can you nghtly attack that which you Te deVendem

nuIl'bu'd'gT^dueTsTk'el: "J^r
='°"'^ ™' =""-"^

our own survlvaim
'° ''^^"' °" ^"^one but ourselves for

about our own su'v'val
'

'" "'"'"'="• ™' '"'"°"^

gimg to achieve organizational financial independence
'"

gram

2) Enact a moratorium on tuition increases
3 Secure support for financial aid programs

students
'^^^^ recruitment of Third World

K ^ »^* Reaffirm committment to across-the-board affirmative action.
c^i-ross tne

6) Reject the Long Range Plan
7) Implement the G-core now

We also express our concern about the national

admL°on"'n"7 T ""'"^^ ^° ^'^ '' ' cond"'on oadmission. Our feeling is that restnctive admissions
polices further hinder the ability of AfroX^lncan

sTead o/^m'r^lr'
:"'^'^^^'°"^ °^ ^'9^^^ educat^n Instead of more restrictive admissions policies our think

ponies."
''' "^'''°" °' "°^^ open-ldm^Js'ons

ni^9.n°''!'^
''*'^

^^J^^
^^^ Administration and Boardof Regents provide authentic, genuine support-

TK^H^'vA ^H?
otherwise, to all programs that serviceThird World students. We take note of the fact that as in he Year Toward Civility that a most serious threa

avttXp "'wl^^''
'^'^^"'' '"^ ^^'^^ ^°^'d Programs

Zl rt ^^ y'^^ ^ reassertion of committment tothe Chancellor s proclamation of the Year Toward
Civility and its professed ideals

A Vote in the Right Direction
by Donna Davis

^-i-ivrn

Tomorrow the Third World Caucus of the Undergraduate
Student Senate will sponsor a mock gubernatorial election

Participation is needed from a// University students It is
important that many students vote because the results will
have serious implications for everyone's educational futureThe results of this election will be publicized by mainstream
media, therefore politicians will know if they can count onUMass students for votes.

Foster Furculo, a former governor of the state told
University students at last week's Student Senate budget
hearing that politicians will listen when votes are at stake
The results of this election will demonstrate potential
student impact on state elections.
The election will be conducted like a regular Student

Government Association election. Ballots will be placed in all
Dining Commons. The democratic candidates for governor
in addition to Foster Furculo, will be listed on the ballots'
Within the next twenty four hours make an effort to analyze
and discuss the track records made by King Card O'Neil
Dukakis, Sears, Lakian and Furculo so that an educated vote
will be cast.

Besides voting m tomorrow's mock election keep your
eyes and ears open for the upcoming voter registration drive.

MAKE PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATIONA CONTENDER
VOTE TUESDAY MAY 4th This may be your last round

COUIMTER-OFFEIMSIVE
by Charlene Allen

The national political scene is rapidly deteriorating or
improving, depending on one's perspective. Even those
convinced of the saving grace of Reagonomics a year agowhen the administration was new, are now disillusioned bv
the Reagan plan.

The working class can clearly see that the new budget is
taking jobs, slashing welfare and public services and cutting
wages. The blatancy of Reagan racism cannot be disputed
Even big businesses are caught up in the uncertainty about
how to resolve the economic crisis they have helped to
create.

At the same time, unity is growing within the labor
movement. The rank and file, along with local labor leaders
are refusing to accept corporate propaganda, which insists
that the best immediate move for labor is retreat even
though many national leaders adhere to the concept
Right now, with labor unity on a high, and trust in political

leadership low, the time is ripe for a counter-offensive In
light of this, AFL CIO President Lane Kirkland, has set
Election Day of this year as Solidarity Day 11.

The idea of an immediate labor counter offensive attack
against big business and the administration in Washington
ties in with the economic plan which the AFL CIO has
prepared as an alternative to the Reagan budget. Among
other things, the plan calls for sixty four billion dollars to
create new jobs. Also, it insists that if the 33 billion dollar
increase to the military budget is to be implemented, then
the money must be raised from businesses and high income
inidviduals. The plan will not go far without the massive
organized support of the working class.

If change is to occur, preparation must begin now on a
national and local level. Many economists and labor officials
believe that an immediate "fightback" has great potential, if

workers unite properly.
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Lecture on U.S. Cuba Relations-the current crisis.
There will be a brief presentation followed by a ques-
tion and answer neriod. Topics will include most re-
cent efforts by the U.S. to reinstitute travel blockade
against Cuba.

The United States versus Cuba Who Wins???
Amado Rivero and
Raul Perez Mendez

2 Representatives of ICAP
(The Cuban Institute For Friendship

with the Peoples)

NEW AFRICA HOUSE ROOM 315
MAY 6th, 1982 at Q PM

sponsored by: W.E.B. Dubois Afro-Am. Dept. UMass, Com-
mittee fof a Dialogue with the Cuban People, Western Mass.
Venceremos Brigade

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE
OF THE VENCERMOS BRIGADE

,
On April 19. 19>^2 the U.S. government announced

a re-iinposition of the travel ban to Cuba, beginning May 15. 1932.

The new restrictions have been presented as "an important part of this
government s policy of tightening the current trade and financial embargo against
Cuba. The new regulations contain many legal ambiguities including a number ofcategories of travel listed as exempted from the ban. nevertheless, regardlessof the various possibilities of "who" may or may not "be allowed" to trav-1 to

tovJ^r^ "^^" adinmistration action is dangerously provocative within the con-text of the current crisis in the Caribbean and Central American region.

rn.mf!! i^ l\l^ ^^^V^ ^" ^ ^°"^ ^^""^^ °^ ""^^^"^ actions which run completely

fho r!^iKK l^ ''•^^'' "^^^^ *"^ ^^"^"^^ °^ t^e P^oPl" °f the United States andthe Caribbean region, and of the people of the world:

-- in response to demands for better healthcare and education, jobs
and equality. Reagan offers cutbacks, unemployment, racist policies
and repressive strategies;

- in response to mass demands for a nuclear freeze and disarmament.
Reagan offers a fantastic war budget and arms build-up;

-- in response to the proposals of the popular forces of El Salvador
for negotiations. Reagan offers increased military and economic
support to the facist junta;

-- in response to the proposals of the Nicaraguan and Mexican governments
for ta ks with the United States, Reagan offers covert aid to coun^pr!
revolutionary bands and openly builds its military forces in Honduras;

- in response to consistent and repeated attempts by the Cuban govern-ment to hold discussions with the United States towards heloing tobring about peaceful solutions to the escalating crisis in the region,Reagan offers re-ir,posi ticn of the travel ban, increased economic
sanctions and threats of direct intervention.

finn
J'5^"^-^/'-^^el ban, arrocantly intended to "punish" Cuba, is a direct viola-

'

a e? f eelv'^^p' ^o'SC^'J?!''- T'^V-'''''
''' ''''' ''^'' ^' ^.S. ci?izenT otravel freely. I^. vioiates tr.e nolsmki treaty, signed by the United <;f;»tP<; ahH

violates our rights as guaranteed by the U.S. constitution.
'

The National Committee of the Venceremos Brigade condemns this latest
attack against Cuba. We are no more intimidated now in asserting our right
to travel than we v;ere during the 1960s and '70s when thousands of people
living in the United States went with the Venceremos Brigade to visit and work
in Cuba — in defiance of the old travel ban and the blockade, and as a con-
crete expression of solidarity with the Cuban Revolution.

The Venceremos Brigade will continue to travel to Cuba.

We will continue to bring back first-hand, factual information about -Cuba
-- to report on the tremendous accomplishments of the Revolution and the example
of a new society organized around human needs and based on equality, justice,
and the principles of international solidarity.

The Venceremos Brigade has always stood for friendship between the peoples
of the United States and Cuba, against aggression and imperialist intervention,
and for a complete end to the U.S. blockade. Today we reaffirm our solidarity
with the Cuban Revolution and our commitment to protest and oppose each and
ewery attack against Cuba.

The foreign policy objectives of the current administration represent a
flagrant disregard for the universally accepted principles of national sovereignty.
They represent a flagrant disregard for the principle of mutual respect between
nations and for the will of the vast majority of the peoples of the world for
peace. With e^ery new attack, of which this "travel ban" is but one, the U.S.
government pushes our world closer to disaster.

Throughout the United States, institutions, organizations, and individuals
are responding to the announcement of the travel ban. Along with these groups,
the Venceremos Brigade urges all its members, supporters, friends and former
brigadistas to join the united campaign of action and protest. For further in-
formation and materials, contact the national office at the address/telephone
listed above.

Those who profess to favor freedom, yet deprecate agitation,
are men who want crops without plowing up the ground. They
want rain without thunder and lightning. They want the ocean
without the awful roar of its waters. This struggle may be a
moral one; or it may be a physical one; or it may be both moral
and physical; but it must be a struggle. Power concedes nothing
without a demand. It never did and it never will. Find out
just what people will submit to, and you have found out the
exact amount of injustice and wrong which will be imposed upon
them; and these will continue until they are resisted with
either words or blows, or with both. The limits of tyrants
are prescribed by the endurance of those whom they oppress."

Frederick Douglas
August 4. 1857

SWAPO ON THE ATTACK
Reprinted from Africa News

In a series of guerrilla raids beginning in mid-April, the
Namibian independence movement SWAPO (the South
West African People's Organization) has launched a major
military action that has surprised many observers by
penetrating some 150 miles iniside the heavily fortified ter-

ritory.

About 100 guerrillas were reported to have crossed the
well-guarded Angolan border with Namibia in the north and
to have reached the white farming district around the mining
town of Tsumeb, 200 miles north of the capital Windhoek.
As of Apnl 22, the South African Defense Force said nine of
its soldiers had died in the raids, along with four civilians and
19 guerillas. No independent confirmation of any of the
figures is available.

After a series of raids deep into Angola - including a ma-
jor invasion last November and a large incursion last month
- the South Africans suggested they had contained the
guerrilla threat. Facing sharp questioning in Parliament,
Defense Minister Gen. Magnus Malan called the SWAPO
actions "suicide missions" and hinted at additional attacks in

Angola in retaliation.

The guerrillas were said to have attacked South African
troops, firing Soviet-made RPG7 rockets at an armored
troop transport. Raids on several white farms, where
SWAPO troops planted land mines, were also reported. The
insurgents were equipped with anti-aircraft weapons, as
well, according to some accounts.
SWAPO initiated low-level guerrilla actions against South

African occupation of the territory in 1966 The latest series
of raids is by most accounts the largest single military action
by the movement in the war to date.

Earlier \^\s month, representatives from the Western Con-
tact Group, including U.S. Assistant Secretary of State
Chester Crocker met with SWAPO representatives in Luan-
da, Angola, to seek agreement on an election plan that is

part of the independence negotiations currently under way.

Remembering Martin: Dreams forOur Lifetime
by Angela Brown

Recent events in honor of Martin Luther King, Jr. have
been giving a needed sense of continuing struggle to the
UMass communijy. Last week saw Reverend Herbert
Daughtry of the Black United Front address the direction of
Kings' dream, which was preceded by sounds of inspiration
from the New Hope Choir. Daughtry's address covered the
history of the Black church and its relation to the Black
liberation struggle as the backdrop from which King came.
Daughtry concluded at the end of his talk that the direction
of Kings' dream consisted of two aspects. The first was that
King had become increasingly concerned about economic
issues as related to the problem of civil rights. The second
point was that King was on his way to leading a new kind of
political action: a "stay in" in Washington, DC rather than
the familiar day long march. The idea was to move on
toward a more militant, long term oriented activity. King was
actually on his way towards doing so when he was
assasinated.

STEELE TO SPEAK ON WEDNESDAY, MAY 5

The next activity will take place on Wednesday, May 5 in
the Campus Center, Rm 162. James Steele, national
chairman of the Young Workers Liberation League, will
address the question of "King's Dream vs. Reagan's
Nightmare ". The focus of his talk will be on the struggle
facing us at the present time and how it relates to King's
Ideas and concerns. Steele has been active around many of
the issues affecting youth and students. In particular, he is
involved in active participation and leadership in the struggle
for economic needs, against tuition hikes and for affirmative
action. He has also been an active fighter against the draft
and has participated in national anti draft conferences.
James Steele also recently went to Angola as the sole

U.S. reepresentative to attend the first congress of the
Youth of the MPLA, the Party of Labor of Angola, in
Luanda. In addition, Steele met with youth from the ANC of
South Africa, and from SWAPO of Namibia while there, as
well as participating in the Youth congress and the Inter
national Conference of Youth and Students in Solidarity
with the People's, Youth and Students of Southern Africa.
With 500 years of colonialism behind it, Angola now

'.K'< Dtatin.j ;ts sixth aniversary of national independence
.:»Hspite .. t,n;.al raids by South Afnca, the Reagan
Adminis;!,. ons collusions with aparthied and the threat of
loco -' -lUM revolutiof)aries. Angola has made tremendous
advai.rrs owards the national reconstruction of the
c.-untty Sf<"?ie will be addressing the current directions of
t •• Rt-agaii Administration's foreign policy as well as
domestic.

China Night BY JIMMY WONG

Graceful Christine Chin models her gown for China Night

On March 25, 1982 the Chinese Student Association
presented the tenth annual China Night at the Campus
Center Auditorium. The show consisted of dancing, singing
martial art performances and a fashion show of wardrobes
worn several centuries ago.

Each year, the Asian students at UMass have an op-
portunity to display their hidden talents and expose some of
the Asian culture to the population on campus. All in all, it

was an evening of fun and entertainment for both the
audience and the performers. The evening began with the
Ribbon Dance and was followed by a fashion show. The rest
of the program included the traditional Lion Dance, songs by
the Chinese Student Choir, instrumental solos, the Cowboy
Dance, the Peace Drum Dance, Kung Fu exhibitions, the
Fan Dance, the Golden Ring Dance and last but not least
the Mountain Dance. Each of these acts signifies a different
aspect of the Asian culture. Although most of these per-
formances were not professional, the audience responded
warmly to the players' effort.

During their last rehearsal session approximately four
hours before curtain time, I wandered into the auditorium.
The players, composing mainly of members of the Chinese
itudent Association and AASA, were hard at work per

,
;cting their act. I noticed how after each practice per-

formance, the players would applaud and complement c=ich
other. This brought forth a spirit of unity that I felt
missing among the third world community on campus.

I would just like to take this opportunity to thank all the
people who participated in the China Night program, your
labor of love is exemplary and appreciated by all.

If you missed this year's show, too bad! it was fantastic.
However, there's always next year, so keep vour eyes and
ears open.

THE BIG 6 OF JAZZby K. Johnston ^ ^^^ m %r#-t&.^

Professor Max Roach opened the Big 6 of Jazz concert at

the Fine Arts Center last Monday night by introducing a
world reknown band of musical giants

Included in this company were trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie,

pianist Billy Taylor, bassist Richard Davis, saxophonist Il-

linois Jacquet and vocalist Leon Thomas
"Cultural pride" accurately described the musicians' rela-

tionship to their music. As historians of Black Classical

Music these men were able to fuse the old and the hew ideas
into a neat musical message.
The playing was at times powerful and subtle at other

moments. Collectively it was a colossal extravaganza of

sound and with the audience's help the event was taken to

unanticipated heights

Dizzy Gillespie led the "jam" by bebopping in and out of

the solos performed by the musical giants The first solo of

the evening entitled "Around Midnight", a tribute to the late

Thelonious Monk, was performed with electrifying fervor by
Illinois Jacquet. Gillespie later described Jacquet as an
"educational colossal." Not to be outdone by the raspy at

traction of the sax, Billy Taylor and Richard Davis led by Max
Roach on drums transcended the heights and depths of their

respective instruments. While Taylor and Davis neared the
end of their duet Gillespie returned to the stage to pick up
where he had left off The group surged forward into a rendi-

tion of "Night in Tunisia", written by Charlie "Bird" Parker

and rerecorded by Gillespie on Chaka Khan's Whatch Gonna
Do album Leon Thomas entered singing "And the melody
still lingers on" with his powerful voice.

The evening concluded with the appearance of Fred Tillis,

a professor in the UMass music department, playing a

soprano saxophone to a standing crowd

photos by Chan K.wo i sai

A member of the Chinese Student Association performs the
Golden Ring Dance

Wendy Chin does the Ribbon Dance

David Li demonstrates his expertise in kung-fu

Max Roach. Billy Taylor and Fred Tillis er^oy after concert
reception while Mike O'Neil looks on
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Announcements
SUMMER '82 INTERNSHIP POSITION
OPEN FOR CHILDCARE WORKER

Womanshelter/Companerars is a shelter for abusedwomen and their children located in Holyoke Services
provided to battered women and their children in-
clude, a 24-hour bilingual hotline; shelter for up to six
weeks; bilingual counseling and referral; legal
Welfare and housing advocacy, and support groups

'

Childcare within the shelter is specifically geared tothe emotional needs of children of abused women
Recognizing that spousal abuse severely affects
developing children and that some women faced with
the trauma of abuse may find it difficult to identify and
deal with problems their children are experiencing
Womanshelter/Companera makes every effort to pro-
vide counseling and emotional support to bothwomen and children. Childcare for infants and tod
diers.

Jr.h
'"^ Tl

'^'^'"'^'^ ^° ^^^^ P^^^ '" 3 training processwhich includes, an orientation to shelter proceduresand the referral network; assigned readings, and an
observation period.

Responsibilities include: working with assigned
clients; supervised one-to-one and group conseling
referral; structured and unstructured childcare (in-
cluding prep time); supervision of field trips atten-dance at weekly staff meetings. Programing is'flexibleenough to include ideas interns may have for further
development of childcare services and for implemen-
tation of innovative methods. Interns are encouraged
to be creative. ^

A background in child psychology, child develop
ment or early childhood education ,s preferred
Knowledge of women's issues and the problem of
spousal abuse as it relates to children is desired Abili-
ty to speak both Spanish and English and anawareness and sensitivity to Hispanic cultures is
leiptui, as IS a familiarity with Holyoke and area
•esources. Must have own transportation, references
are reguired along with a descnption of courses taken
or related experience.

Please contact Karen Hakala at (413) 536-1629 or
write to: Womanshelter/Companeras

P Box 6099
Holyoke, Mass 01041

Do to popular demand:
The Photo Exhibit; "Some of My Favorite
Things", the photographic works of Charles
Stewart, has been extended to MAY 7th in

the Augusta Savage Memorial Gallery, New
Africa House, UMass from Monday-Friday
10 AM to 3 PM.

TAKING OUR BODIES
BACK

The Women's Health Movements

"Taking Our Bodies Back" is film which explores ten
critical areas of the women's health movement, from the
revolutionary concept of self help to the issue of informed
surgical consent

This film documents a growing movement by women to

regain control ot their bodies. It shows women becoming
aware of their rights in dealing with the medical industry.

DATE: Thursday, May 6

TIME: 7pm
PLACE: Campus Center 903

CALL: 545-0883

sponsored by Educator/Advocates, Everywoman's Cer,;.

Third World Women's Task Force

Isis

Southwest Women's Center

SPRING AFFAIR
[FASHION SHOW / DISCO

by Emerson Women of Color
& House Council
Friday, May 7th

Fashion Show at Hampden 7-10pm
M.C. Carl Lowman

AFTER PARTY AT EMERSON HOUSE
10pm 'til Sam

D.J. Brother D.R.
Tickets 2.50

No tickets sold at door

Michelle Bodden Dance Theater Move-
ment Company

Michelle Bodden's Dance Theater
Movement Company is looking back to
the Mall Empire and at the folklore from
that area...where is the strength from
that which has kept us going!

In performing, the Company's aim is
to bring to life the old principles and
stories, in hope that their audiences will
look into themselves for their strenghts

Michelle Bodden is a graduate ofNew York University and has performed
and taught West African Folkloric Dance
throughout New York City since 1978.

The community is invited to share
an evening with Michelle Bodden and
!rn°JIl^«"^ °" "^^y ^^^' a^ 7:00 PM until
10:00 PM in room 168 of the Campus
Center at UMass. This lecture and
demonstration is FREE to the
public.Sponsored by The Third WorldWomen s Task Force. For more informa-
tion call 545-0883.

THE BLACK MASS
COMMUNICATIONS PROJECT
PRESENTS SPRING FILM SERIES

May 7th: The River Niger
& A Raisin in the Sun

8pm at New Africa House
FREE

co-sponsored by the UMass Arts Council

The Williams family

is laying it all

on the line...and nobody
better cross over it!

l»

'
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All unsigned editorials represent the
views and opinions of NUMMO Staff

^^What Happens to a
Dream Defierred'\ • . .
Where do we go from here?
The Martin Luther King Week Planning Committee

Presents:

Wednesday, Mav 5

Campus Center nil. 162-175

8:00pm James Steele
( National Chairman ofthe You
Speaking on: "King's Dream vs." Reagan' s Nightmare'

(National Chairman ofthe Young Workers Liberation League)

Open & Free to the Public

Will El Salvador's Elections
Stop The Bullets?

Slidf show Locturo with

JAMES HARNEY
* Recently ntunu'ii from LI Sulvndor
* 3 wirks bchinii lines with the rcheb
* In LI Sdlvtulor liunny iissiismution

i^Arclihishop Rotiwro

\N.. Molly Marden Quartet
Voc.ilist; Eshu Elegba

Sponsors

Wednesday May 12
S.U.B. 7:30pm

l<,..J„.,i Sn„f,-nf I'njon. ( ornmiK.r Coll, vtu . AHORA, C (1\Ff S, WMLASC Faculty Advl.or Willi,

Barrington Henry

M idori Tabery

Brynnc Clarke

John Wright

Wilhemina Samuel

Strickland
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Gubernatorial mock election is held today
V KEN LUNDBFRr

-^^ ^ -mfm. «^x.^^>^%^ j
„ii_-:__ o._« constituency that must be rprknnAH wifK " PP^-,.; „„:j /-„_j i_u_ , ., . ,. „ _. •^

By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

In a mock election, similar to the upcoming September
gubernatorial primaries, undergraduate students at the
University of Massachusetts may vote today for governor
of Massachusetts.

Sponsored by the Third World Caucus and the
Undergraduate Student Senate, the election is the first of
Its kind at the University where students can voice their
opinion through the voting process and be counted as a
representative body, said' Michael Ferrigno, a UMass
alumnus and volunteer worker for the caucus.
"We hope to make politicians realize that students are a

constituency that must be reckoned with," Ferrigno said
By sponsoring mock elections and voter registration we
hope politicians realize we are no longer going to allow
ourselves to be scapegoated or ignored."
Results of the election will be made available to

newspapers such as the Boston Globe, the Springfield Dai-
ly News and other local press, Ferrigno said.
He said the reason for organizing the election is that as a

result of drastic cuts in the higher education budget and
soaring tuition fees recently, students must let their votes
be counted.

"I feel politicians are concerned that this is happening
but they're taking students for granted," Ferrigno said.
Republican tickets to appear on the ballot are Andrew

Card, John Lakian. and John Sears. The Democratic
tickets are former governors Michael Dukakis, and Fur-
culo, Gov. Edward King and Lt. Gov. Thomas P. O'Neil

On-campus residents may vote at their respective dining
commons between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. Central and Orchard
Hill residents can mark their ballots at Franklin Dining
Conrimons, those in Northeast and Sylvan at Worcester
Dining Commons and Southwest area residents may vote
at those dining commons nearest them.

Voting for commuter and Greek students will also be
held between 10:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. outside the Hatch
Cafeteria.

n^.^.^ .,-„ _
Collecim photo and layout by Tcreia BcllaftoK

ROPE PULL — The Campus Pond Rope Pull was
resurrected yesterday with 8 teams participating:
(counterclockwise) senior Rob Borden, rope
retreiver. Eta Kappa Nu (Ist place winners), senior
Dave Jessel,

Eta Kappa
Nu captain
and George
Ellison,
sophomore
business ma-
jor.

Violence against women
discussed at symposium
By MARILYN LENTZ
Collepan Correspondent

"Violence Against Women" was the sub-
ject of a UMass Psychology department-
sponsored symposium yesterday in which
anger and aggression, victim reaction and
raj)e case jury decisions were discussed.
James Averill, a UMass psychology pro-

fessor, said it has been argued that women
are not as aggressive as men. This argu-
ment is often looked at from both biological
and feminist perspectives, he said.

The biological viewpoint argues that the
male of the species is more aggressive
because of hormones while the feminist
viewpoint argues that anger is not due to
biological incapacity, Averill said. Women
absorb much of their anger and it is

translated into areas such as depression
and hysteria according to the feminist
viewpoint, he said.

Anger is a "socially constituted" func-
tional response that is not necessarily link-

ed to aggression, Averill said. In relating
anger and aggression to violence against
women, Averill explained that if aggres-
sion is blamed on anger, then the blame is

deflected from the instigator to the victim.

Ronnie Janoff-Bulman a UMass assistant
professor in psychology said that self-

blame is a common response by a raf)e vic-

tim. According to information from a study
she conducted of rape crisis centers, 74
percent of rape victims blame themselves
for the rape.

Janoff-Bulman noted that self-blame is a

"pervasive" reaction and is second only to
a fear as a response by the victim.

Janoff-Bulman cited two studies done on
the subject showing victim-precipitated
rapes were found to number 5-20 percent
of the total, depending on the definition of
victim-precipitation.

"Self-blame is a common reaction to all

sorts of victimization, as studies have
shown that freak accident, robbery and
cancer victims blame themselves too,"
Janoff-Bulman added.
Janoff-Bulman said self-blame can be

divided into behavioral and "characterial"
origins based on research she has con-
ducted.

Self-blame can be an adaptive response
and may reflect personal power rather
than weakness in the rape victim, Janoff-
Bulman concluded.

In a lecture on attitudes toward women
and rape and jury decisions in rape cases.
Sheila Dietz, an assistant professor of
f)sychology at Colorado State University
said that courts have often reflected rape
stereotypes. Society often blames the vic-

tim rather than the assailant, she said.

Jurors may empathize with the rapist or
the victim, and thereby process the infor-

mation presented in the case in the manner
of that identification, Dietz said.

A Rape Empathy Scale (RES) was
developed by Dietz in order to judge iden-

tification by jurors of the rape victim and
alleged rapist.

The scale was based upon a questionnaire

Continued on page 6

Prosecution of rape cases
discussed by NYC lawyer
By ROBIN MANDEL
Collegian Staff
Programs and measures instituted by the

New York City District Attorney's Office
which have led to an increase of 10 to 80
percent in the success rate in the prosecu-
tion of rape cases were explained last night
in a panel discussion sponsored by the
University of Massachusetts Psychology
department.

A featured speaker in the discussion, en-
titled "Investigation and Prosecuting Rape
Cases," was Linda Fairstein, deputy chief
of the trial division of the New York Coun-
ty District Attorney's Office.

Fairstein, head of the Sexual Crimes
Unit, led the discussion about how her of-
fice attempts to handle rape cases involv-
ing women as victims in New York. She
said she has been working in this area since
1976 and has recently been involved in rape
cases including that of a nun who was sex-
ually assaulted last fall.

Two significant steps have been taken
over the past several years to give more
support to women who have been raped
and have been reluctant to identify

themselves or their attacker, said Fairs-
tein.

A sexual crime staff unit has been set up
in New York City with a 24-hour police
hotline. This step has encouraged women
to report rapes even if they prefer not to be
identified, Fairstein said.

The second step taken has been the
establishment of sexual crime uniform in-

vestigative units giving a victim a chance to
talk to a specialized officer about her pro-
blem Fairstein said.

The Sexual Crimes Prosecuting Unit
works closely with the New York City
police department in the apprehension of
rapists, Fairstein said. According to Fairs-
tein, the Unit's job is to take a victim out of
her environment and put her into the safe-
ty of the unit's environment. The idea is to
make the victim feel comfortable and have
more control over her life, she said.

Another major job of Fairstein's co-
workers is attempting to get the rape case
an immediate trial before the grand jury
and skipping any of the proceedings which
might inconvenience the victim by placing
more of an emotional strain upon her.
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British sink ship, 500 feared dead
{compiledfrom mire services]

UNITED NATIONS - U.S. Ambassador Jeane J. Kirk-
patrick said yesterday she had been informed that
Argentina fears some 500 sailors perished when their
cruiser, the General Belgrano, sank after being torpedoed
by a British submarine Sunday night.

Kirkpatrick said United Nations Secretary General
Javier Perez de Cuellar reported during UN Security
Council consultations that "he had been informed by
Argentine ambassador Eduardo Roca that the ship had
sunk and they presumed approximately 500 dead."

The General Belgrano was torpedoed by the HMS
Conqueror, a British submarine Sunday in the frigid

waters of the South Atlantic, outside the 200-mile Falkland
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Island war zone.

Argentina protested the attack, which took place more
than 50 miles outside the war zone, but Britain deemed it

justified since the Belgrano presented a "considerable
threat" to the Royal Navy armada.

Argentina has not confirmed how many men were
aboard the cruiser when it was torpedoed, but British
sources claim the General Belgrano has a normal crew of
1.000.

Britain also claims that the Royal Navy Lynx helicopters
struck two Argentine patrol boats with Skua missiles 12
hours after the sinking of the General Belgrano. Argentina

Amherst Masquers Present
CURSE OF THE STARVING CLASS

by Sam Shepard
Directed by Richard Trousdell
April 30, l\/lay 1. May 6, 7. 8

8:00 P.M.
KIrby Memorial Theater, Amherst College
Admission $2.50 Senior Citizens $1.50

A.C. Students free with I.D.

Box Office opens April 16
For reservations call 542-2277

Box Office hours: 10 - 5 weekdays

would neither confirm nor deny this claim.

An Argentine government statement called the attack

"evil aggression" and a violation of the. United Nations
Charter since the attack took place outside the war zone
declared by the British around the Falklands.

The Argentine Joint Chiefs of Staff issued statments
earlier yesterday saying that the cruiser was "presumed
sunk" and a navy plane searching the area had spotted
various lifeboats. It said ships were heading for the fog-

shrouded area to search for survivors.

As part of its dramatic statement, CURSE OF THE
STARVING CLASS calls for scenes of comic profanity
and explicit nudity. These essentially poetic devices
are in no way sexually suggestive and yet they are
designed for mature audiences only.
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Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

Giveevery
NEWBORN

the
advantage
March of Dimes

tirth Defects Foundation

You'll be amazed at all

the opportunities and

advantages the Army
offers men and women

with BSN degrees:

• K-xcelk*nt starting salaries and benefits, including a lib-

eral vacation policv.

• Real opportunitN for advancement and professional

yroutb— e\er> Arni\ Nurse is a commissioned <»fticer.

• No basic training for nurses; just a basic orientation
course to familiarize you with the \rm> Medical
Department.

• The chance to travel; time to do the things vou enjov.

• Opportunitv to qualifv for specialized roles, teaching
or additional education.

See if you qualifv

,

( .ill colkM In

TYPING
* Reports
* Manuscripts
* Theses €f

Dissertations

WORD
PROCESSING
of resumes &
cover letters

Same or next day
service available in

many cases.

TYPE-RITE
321 R Main St, Amherst
(corner of Main & DicKinton St I

253-5111

(203) 773-3466

The Army Nurse Corps.

For more information, write

Army District Recruiting Command
Atten Nurse Counselor
206 Whitney Ave
New Haven. CT 06511

Name

Address

( itv. Stale. /IP

Phone

\rt
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If AT First you cJon't succEEd. . .

This time it's for sure.

Northeast
Area Government
will hold elections

in Worcester D.C.
May 5 (Green room side)

and May 6 (Barracks side)

from 4- 6 pm
>-^^'c*s* (zc^r-c^-^ciifi «£:^'c?r^aiP «^:?^<s>'''^3i5) "tc^c^-"^

\ ALL YOU
CAN EAT!!

8

I Dinner Special
I

} Mon - W«d 5:00 - 9:00

I * Chicken Wings
c

^ * Homemod* Soup

f
p * Fr«nch Dreod

P * SolQd Dor

I

— only $0.95

I
eot-up Qt

|the hungry ui

I
The Office for Cooperative Education

i

cordially invites interested students

to a workshop:

I

I
1^

3:00 p.m., Tuesday, May 4, 1982
Room 124, Hasbrouck Laboratory |

I
The workshop will address employment j

* opportunities and trends. 1

ucation |

jdents I

"Toword The Yeor 2000:
Educations ond Vocotions''

t
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New writing program
seen as 'advantage'

Collegian 3

By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

Dr. William Price, director of the lame-
duck Rhetoric program, yesterday ex
pressed concern about next fall's change to

seme-ster writing course may drop out of
school before taking a second writing class
in their junior year.
"There could be a savings in money, but

the concern of our department was for the
-

e,- -" ^*6st possible program. We are notthe recently approved University Writing primarily interested in saving money "
heProgram. while English department said.

^

chairman Dr. Vincent DeMarco said he felt
that the switch would lead to benefits for
University of Massachusetts students.
Last Thursday the Faculty Senate ap-

proved the Academic Matters Council's
"University Writing Program" and shot
down the Rhetoric Committee's revisions
for the Rhetoric program, thus eliminating
the program.
The new University Writing Program

differs from the Rhetoric Program's
proposed revision in that it requires fresh-
men to take an Expository Writing course
to fulfill the first-year writing requirement.
A revised rhetoric program would have
given freshmen (and those who had yet to
take a rhetoric class) the option of taking an
Integrated Skills class which emphasized
public speaking instead of writing.
One further difference is that the

University Writing Program encourages
students to take their next writing course
during their junior year within their
major's program.
"We should have more options at the

freshman level, at least two. When I came
on as director I thought that there were too
many options, and they have been
reduced." Price said.

"A great deal of this change was borne
from the hope that some savings
(budgetary) could be accomplished in a
switch from Rhetoric. There is a question
not only of philosophical value, but also that
of resource problems that are very real in
these times of budget problems." said
Price.

DeMarco acknowledged that there could
be some budgetary savings for the

The English department will initiate and
admmister the Writing Program next faU
and although DeMarco said he foresaw
some problems, he said he was enthusiastic
about its inception.

"The two main advantages for students is

that they'll all be taking the same ex-
pository writing class their freshman year,
and that they'll be taking an intensive
writing course in their own majors during
their as juniors. There's a great advantage
to improving your writing skills in the
subject that you're interested in," said
DeMarco.

"I think that the current rhetoric
program and the philosophy behind it is

more beneficial to the students on campus.
It (the writing program) concentrates too
much on expressive writing, rather than
transactional or rhetorical writing. They
ignore audience awareness and adaptation,
which is important." said Prive.

"One of the reasons we'll be able to do
this (institute the program) is that many
English professors' main area of
specialization is the teaching of expository
writing, which wasn't true in the past. It's
attached to the national problem of teaching
college students writing. Professors are
much more aware of it now.." DeMarco
said.

DeMarco also outlined some of the new
programs difficulties.

"One immediate problem will be how to
deal with students who are already in the
rhetoric pipeline. Another will be showing
professors and teaching assistants outside
of the English Department and school of

CTYimcmxEin i •• .
(oll»Bi«n photo bv StickmanbHIMMLR — Juggling balls and Venetian blinds create an in-

teresting light effect.

... •. • J , . ,
° — — -....ft.ioii ivcpm Liiiciii ana scnooi oiUmversity in delaymg the second writing humanities and fine arts the advantages ofcourse until the junior year. Presumably, incorporating writing in the teaching ofsome freshmen who normally take a second their discipline," said DeMarco.

Repeal of Mass. bottle law
by bottling industry

Amherst Town Meeting
OKs its first six articles

By MARIA DYNIA
Collegian Correspondent

The institution of the controversial bottle
bill is once again being threatened. The bill
was passed into law after extended public
lobbying last November when the state
senate overrode Gov. Edward King's veto.

The statewide bottling industry, chief
adversary of the law, has rallied enough
support to put the law back on the ballot in
the form of a referendum in November with
hope that the law will be repealed.

The recent actions taken by the bottling
industry have re sparked campaigns on the
gra.ssroots level, similar to the efforts
influenced the bills passage in 1981.

The University of Massachusetts chapter
of MASSPIRG has been involved in efforts
to combat the bottling industries overtures
throughout the semester.
Marty Glass, co-coordinator for the

MASSPIRG campaign to save the bottle bill

said the bill has taken priority this
semester. Glass said MASSPIRG is up
against a $5-10 million multi-media effort
developed by the bottling industry. He said
he projects that statewide lobbying effort
will be outspent by a ratio of 80-1. but also

said the successful 1981 passage campaign
was outspent 40-1 by the bottling industry.
MASSPIRG is in the process of hiring a

summer staff of 150 people interested in
canvassing for the bill. Glass said. He said
70 students have been hired to date. The
canvassers will be responsible for raising
public awareness and soliciting donations
that will be put toward the statewide
lobbying effort, he said.

In the past few weeks, MASSPIRG has
been lobbying for support in the Campus
Center concourse. The organization will
officially kick off its UMass campaign with a
fundraiser tonight at Joey D's with hopes to
rai.se support of the five college area.
MASSPIRG has hired the Accoustic
Martians and Peak to perform at the fund
raiser. Admission will be $2 and the
proceeds will go toward the statewide
(Effort.

MASSPIRG officials are confident that
they will succeed in keeping the law valid.
(JIass said. Glass said MASSPIRG is "now
concentrating on reaching as many people
as po.ssible."

Anyone interested in working on the
campaign may contact Glass at MASSPIRG
office, located in the Student Union
Building.

By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

Town Meeting moderator and University
of Massachusetts dean of students William
F. Field opened this year's Amherst Town
Meeting last night with a word of advice to
Town Meeting members: "I have no idea
how long this meeting will last... so pace
yourselves."

In his 11th year as moderator. Field
speaks from personal experience. Town
Meeting is known to last up to 11 nights,
and it is likely that this year's will be no
exception.

The meeting got off to a quick start by
passing the first six of its 78 warrant ar
tides.

These articles included hearing the
reports of the Finance Committee and the
Planning Board; appropriating $10,642 to
pay unpaid bills, $13,500 to pay for the
increasing costs of operating street lights.

$6,100 to pay for snow and ice removal due
to the exceptionally harsh winter, and
$3,500 to complete the design of the
recycling center at the sanitary landfill.

The seventh article, which comes before
the town meeting each year, authorizing

the town treasurer to borrow money with
the approval of the selectmen, was also
approved.

At the request of the Board of Selectmen,
the 75th article of Warrant was heard
before the 8th article.

The president of Friends of Stray
Animals, Janet W. Dakin, explained to the
Town Meeting that the article needed to be
considered immediately because a relative
State House of Representatives bill is being
held by the Committee of Counties until the
Town Meeting took action.

The bill being considered by the com-
mittee may rescind Article 75, if passed by
the House, according to Dakin.

Article 75 states that the fee for licensing
an unneutered dog would be raised to $12
and $4 for a neutered dog, that all fines
recovered under the General Laws relating
to dogs would go to the town of Amherst,
and that dogs held in an animal pound
would not be released for use in research.
The question was called in the middle of

discussion of the motion, and the article was
approved.

Town Meeting will continue Wednesday
night at 7:30 in the Amherst Junior High
School Auditorium.

Series of car break-ins reported
by Amherst police this weekend

UMass employee charged with
disorderly conduct and speeding
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

A routine motor vehicle stop for speeding
turned into an arrest of a University

employee by University of Massachusetts
police at 11 p.m. Sunday in the Campus
Center garage.

Myron J. Dudkiewicz, a Campus Center
custodian, was charged Sunday with being
a disorderly person and also received a
speeding ticket, UMass Sgt. David Grader
said yesterday.

Dudkiewicz's car was clocked at 51 mph

by otticers operating radar on
Massachusetts Avenue near Boyden Gym-
nasium, but he did not stop for pursuing
police until he had turned into the lower
level of the Campus Center garage. Grader
.said.

While the officer was writing a speeding
ticket, Dudkiewicz grabbed his license,
registration and speeding ticket from the
officer, crumpled the ticket into a ball and
said "he had not been speeding" and "the
police (did not know) what they were
doing, " Grader said.

Contimted on page 6

By KEN LUNDBERG
CoUegian Staff

In a series of thefts which occurred
between Thursday and Friday night last

week car stereos, speakers and cassette
tapes were reported stolen from parked
cars in the area, Amherst Police said
yesterday.

A black Honda Accord was broken into on
Bedford Court in Amherst and was
reported to police at 8:45 Friday morning.
In an attempt to pull out the car stereo, a
section of the dashboard was reportedly
damaged. The trunk of the car was then
entered and a Guild guitar valued at $350
was taken along with 15 cassette tapes
worth $.50. police said.

During an unrelated incident at Webster
Court in the Echo Hill apartment complex,
a $375 Pioneer AM FM cassette deck was
pulled from the dashboard of a car which
was parked in a garage and the theft was
later reported to police Friday at 8:45 a.m..
police said. In a similar incident at Webster
Court. $400 Blaupunckt cassette stereo was

reported stolen sometime overnight from a
car. The car's passenger side window was
broken during the entry, police said.

Police reported that in other car break

-

ins. a total of $700 worth of car stereo
equipment was stolen. Two of those thefts
took place early Friday morning and later
that night in the alumni parking lot at
Amherst College.

Saturday night police responded to
several complaints stemming from a party
that wa attended by an estimated 1000
people at Southwood Apartments. Because
of the large crowd, police said they received
calls mostly concerning parking problems.
No arrests were made, police said.

Sunday at 2:32 a.m. an unidentified 16-
year old minor from Springfield was
arrested on College Street and charged
with operating with an invalid driver's
license and possession of a class D. con
strolled substance (marijuana.) The youth,
a student at the Putnam Vocational vSchool!
was relea.sed and is due for arraignment
today at Hampshire County District Court
in Northampton.
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A R^stQuront

with FLAIR

LUNCH
featuring

^^IS^^ '>^"LY SPECIALS
Hom«mQd# Soups * Creamy Quiches

Solod Dor * Desserts

41:30 till 2:30

on the

Boltwood Walk
103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-6827

ApplicATioMS NOW bsiNq AccEpTEd For Full

TIME SUMMER EMployMENT FoR tNe CoURSE
Awd TeacIaer EvaIuation CuidE (CATE),
ON THE OTHER HAND IX. iNTERESTEd
PERSONS MAy Apply AT 420 STUdENT Unjon -

DEAdliNE MAy 12.

LISTEN FOR PLEASURE TALKING BOOKS

Plays on Standard Home orAutomobile Cassette Units

2 FICTION CLASSICS AUTOBIOGRAPHY
CA96LIILS NON-ncnoN

MEACHMCK

PLAYS
CHILOilEirS

^ on the highway. . .going to woric or school
^^^^MC,,. on the beach, in the dorm, on holiday. . .

A GREAT GIFniI Sold in the
Trade Book
Department

Located In the Campus Center Univ of Mass

^jUNIVERSITY
STORED

Open
M-F
9-5

Sat
11-4

f^''^^^^^^'^^^^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Summer
Session

'82

Take one course
or several —

Plan now to attend
one of our four
summer sessions
beginning May 24

Cost per
credit hour $45

VOTE TODAY!!
Make Higher Public

Education A
Contender

DEMOCRATS REPUBLICANS
Dukakis Card
Furculo Lakian
King

O'Neill

"Who's Next"

Undergraduate courses in the Liberal Arts, Business
Management and Accounting, Computer Science,
Math Pre-Med (including college Chemistry, Physics
and Organic) History, Pre-Law and all the Social
Sciences.

Westfield State College will sponsor four summer
sessons, mcluding two day sessions and two evening
sessions. "

For more information, or to receive a free summer
catalogue, call the Division of Graduate Studies and
Continuing Education at (413) 568-3311 Ext. 224

Westfield State College
Westfield, Massachusetts

WMtfMd State College •• an Equal Opportunity/

SL^.«:«^..^™!^"'** ''• Actlon/HandJcapped/Tltle IX Employee

UcyfeAWgyi

Vote for Governor
in the SGA sponsored

mock election
Tuesday May 4

in the dining commons & Hatch
This could be your last round

Tuesday, May 4, 1982, *"*•»»«•••••»•»>#«»«.«:, -,
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
;WS•>W^»I^•J•;•i^•^X•:***^.

A chance to show concern
Don't be concerned if you see election boxes at pol-

ling areas around campus today — it's not another
SGA election, it's a mock gubernatorial election

sponsored by the Third World caucus. By voting, students
have an opportunity to express their views, and to show
their concern for the future of public higher education in
Massachusetts.

Lieutenant Governor Tom O'Neil said he would "pro-
bably" be in favor of a three year moratorium on future
tuition increases. O'Neil also expressed concern about the
impending financial aid cuts at the federal level.

"We can't let the 45 percent of our students who get
some kind of aid from Washington watch their education
go by the board," he said.

Former Governor Michael Dukakis said he was in favor
of a one year moratorium on tuition increases and "taking
a look at the tuition situation and see if we can't come up
vkrith a policy that makes sense."
He also pledged to be a strong advocate for students aid

in Washington D.C., unlike Gov. King who is supporting
the cuts, he said.

Republican candidate Andy Card said he would not
favor a rollback on tuitioTi but instead would insure that
enough scholarship aid was available to financially needy
students.

"It doesn't make sense to roll back tuition when you
have people standing in line to get into our institutions,"
Card said.

He suggested that tuition should be based on the amount
of economic benifit a person receives from their college
education. He said for example "a major of veterinartan
medicine should pay more than a major in elementary
education."

^^
John Lakian, a Republican candidate, said he would be

"willing to consider" a tuition moratorium after a detailed
study and evaluation of how much tuition goes to the cost

of an education.

He said he would also set up a state trust fund for stu-
dent loans and grants if he were elected Governor.

All of the candidates expressed concern that
Massachusetts ranks 49th in the country in the percentage
of our state budget that goes to public higher education.
On the subject of third world enrollment at institutions

of public higher education (UMass/Amherst has a third
world population of about 3 percent of the total enroll-
ment).

Dukakis said "it's essential not to slip back to where we
were before real efforts at affirmative action were made."
Strong recruiting along with the necessary financial aid

and special curriculum program are needed to bolster
third world enrollments, he said.

O'Neil said he was in favor of strong affirmative action
programs. He also said that state colleges should be more
responsive to the community they serve.
Card suggested that financial aid be given out on the

bases of affirmitive action guidelines as well as financial
need.

Lakian said that the racial factor is a "psychologial pro-
blem" that can only be addressed by a governor in an
"promotional way." The state should discontinue granting
scholarships to foreign students and give them to third
world students who are state residents.
.Governor King refused to be interviewed, and John
Sears could not be reached.

If you think all the candidates have to say is campaign
rhetoric, then we suggest you vote for former
Massachusetts Governor Foster Furcolo, currently a
member of the Board of Regents. Furcolo's rhetoric is

backed up with action. He is the strongest supporter of
students on the Board of Regents — he doesn't have to
make promises, he just acts.

Kevin Bowe and Michael Ferrigno are UMass stvdents

Letters
Comic inaccurately stereotypes UM engineering students
To the Editor:

This letter is in response to the UMass Zone comic which
appeared in the Thursday edition of the Collegian (April
29). The comic portrays an engineering student as a
member of the Moral Majority.
Mark Rollins, creator of the UMass Zone, seemingly in-

tended to draw a correlation between engineering
students and the mentality of the Moral Majority. We
regard this as an insult!

As engineering students, we know of not one fellow
students that supports the Moral Majority. Although, sup-
porters may very well exist within the engineering school.

that certainly does not imply that supporting the Moral
Majority is in any way an inherent characteristic of
engineers. On the contrary, our experiences tell us that
most engineers are quite liberal and very open-minded
when dealing with issues of public concern.
Whether or not Mark Rollins intended to create this

false stereotype, we hope that he and others will realize
that the majority of engineers are hardly Jerry Falwell
followers. _ , _

Paul Roy
Mark Tirschwell

Scott Sandler
Sylvan

Internal restrictions maintained through external policing
To the Editor:

It has become increasingly obvious to UMass students
that the town of Amherst will not tolerate people who
drink and drive. The Speed and Alcohol Patrol (SAP)
police force has been extremly effective in controling
drunken drivers since its inception without a question. The
question that arises is what gives the town of Amherst the
right to dominate the student body here?

Policy changes at UMass such as the banning of the
possession of kegs and other party restrictions have in-

creasingly forced students off campus to socialize and
consume alcohol. Recent investigations into the alcohol

policy of fraternities on campus have also had this same
affect. Who started this investigation? As the Collegian

reported, it was pressure by local businesses that
prompted the investigation due to lack of revenues as
fewer students were drinking at bars.

Is it right for students to be forced off campus to

socialize and also be subject to the judgement of SAP? If
the town of Amherst was profoundly committed to con-
troling drunk drivers, why doesn't it impose new
regulations or close some of the drinking establishments
where people who drink and then drive tend to frequent.
The town of Amherst has found its own solution to the

problem of drunk drivers and it's no coincidence that the
SAP patrol sub.sequently raises thousands of dollars for
the town through its fines.

Since the majority of SAP victims are UMass students,
it's time for students to take action and work to find
another solution to the problem of drunken drivers, a
solution that treats students more fairly. If this does not
occur, the town of Amehrst will continue to take the money
of students at bars and on the roads, 'coming and going" so
to speak!

Nicholas KatsouUs
Cenirel _

Kent State:
did we learn?
The image of four dead young people may seem like

a scene out of an era gone by, but Kent State re-

mains nonetheless an important chapter in our re-
cent history, and we shouldn't forget it.

Twelve years ago to this day, four students were killed
by national Guardsmen at an anti-war demonstration at
Kent State University in Kent, Ohio. Nine people were
wounded. Incidentally, around the same time, two
students were killed by Guardsmen at a demonstration at
Jackson State University, an all black school in Jackson,
Mississippi. Fleaing from the Guardsmen, the students
were killed when the soldiers open fired on a dormitory
the students retreated into. (Ask your history teacher why
we never hear about Jackson State).

Jeffrey, Bill, Sandy, Allison. Four college students. Two
men, two women. Coming at a time of historical upheaval
and generational conflict, some predicted their deaths'
would draw widespread sympathy and help bring the
students and adult communities together.

Interestingly enough, however, very nearly the opposite
happened. Instead of being outraged that their kids were
being shot down right here in America by the United
States military, many older people, including parents,
thought the kids at Kent State deserved to die.

Intrigued by the outpouring of hatred and latent
violence against young people that surfaced in the weeks
following Kent State, author James Michener wrote a
book entitled "Kent State: What Happened and Why". In
researching the book, Michener reported that at least 25
percent of the 400 students interviewed were told by their
own parents that it might have been a good thing if they'd
been shot.

In the Kent, Ohio newspaper day after day for several
weeks following the incident, an entire page was devoted
to letters-to-the-editor about the shooting. The vast ma-
jority of letters supported the actions of the National
Guard.

Statements from angry parents such as "The National
Guard made only one mistake — they should have fired
sooner and longer," and "Hooray! I shout for God and
country, recourse to justice under laws, fifes, drums, mar-
tial music, parades, ice-cream cones, America, support it

or leave it," and "The sooner the students of this country
learn that they are not running this country, that they are
going to college to learn, not teach, the better," were com-
mon.
And the ever-present "generation gap", which is by no

means restricted to young people and their parents in the
sixties, was brought into clear focus.

Said one history major that Michener interviewed,
"During the years of the sit-ins and peace rallies, my
parents and I disagreed, but we respected each other's
opinions. But after Kent, when I saw how many people, in-

cluding my parents, truly feared and hated students, I

realized there was no middle ground. Now I'm working
against everything my family has worked for, and I will

fight as long as it is necessary."
"I don't suppose I'll ever be able to talk with my parents

again," was the most common reaction.

Although many of us were too young at the time to
realize it, young people, the youth culture, long hair, rock
music and bra-less women were threatening to a lot of
older people. Jack Nicholson summed up why in a scene
from the movie "Easy Rider".

"It's not you they fear," he said talking to the long-
haired young man he was with, "it's what you represent.
What you represent is freedom."
The intensity of anger and hostility toward young people

in the sixties is in many ways a gauge to how threatening
their lifestyles and moral values were to many older peo-
ple. Fearful of change as well as jealous of the new
freedoms of the younger generations, these conservative
types lashed out against the deterioration of the values
they held dear by attacking young people. ^i

What has added significance about all of this is that now,
in 1982, many of these adults and parents and others who
think as they do have united and organized politically. You
may or may not have heard the name before, but they are
called the "New Right".

Talk about learning from history so it doesn't repeat
itself! We have in this country a growing movement of
conservative people who have come together to try and
undo the social progress of the past two decades. Theirs is

only the modem version of the traditional conservative
fear of and resistance to progressive historical change.
And you guessed it. One of the primary objects of New
Right attacks/fears is young peoples' culture.

The sex and drugs and rock and roll generation of the
seventies and eighties is as threatening to reactionaries
now as anti-war, anti-establishment kids of the sixties
were to conservatives then. If you don't think so, just look
at some of the laws the New Right sponsors and supports.
(A detailed list would be impossible here, but consider who
and whose culture legislation such as the "teenage chasti- «

ty bill", anti-drug paraphernalia laws, and raised drinking
age laws effects.)

In conclusion, we should remember what happened at
Kent and Jackson State and the reactions to the incidents
for two reasons. One is out of respect for the students who
lost their lives there. The other is so we don't let the same
thi^" ^I'lnen to us some day.

Jackson Katz is a Collegian columnist.
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Committee seeks candidates
for University ombudsperson
Nominations and applications for the position of Om-

budsperson at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst will be accepted until May 8, Search Committee
Chairperson. Dean William F. Field announced recently.

The Ombudsperson attempts to mediate grievances
brought by any member of the University and the office is

located in the Campus Center.

For further information contact the Ombudsperson's of-
fice (5-0867), or Dean Field (5-2186).

Restaurant consultant speaks
about social responsibility

A lecture entitled "The Social Responsibility of
Hospitality Establishments" will be given -by restaurant
consultant James E. Peters at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in the
Campus Center of the University of Massachusetts.

The lecture will be presented by the UMass Department
of Hotel, Restaurant and Travel Administration (HRTA)
and is free and open to the public.

CASARA and CERRF
plan year's final meetings
The Committee Against Sexual and Racial Assaults

(CASARA) will meet for the last time this semester
tomorrow at 5 p.m. in the rear of the Hatch Cafeteria.
The Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive

Freedom (CERRF) will meet at 7 p.m. Thursday in the
Suffolk room of the Student Union Building.

Phillipines lecture cancelled
The lecture by Charitao Planas on the present situation

in the Phillipines, scheduled for tonight at 7:30 in rooms
165-169 of the Campus Center, has been cancelled.

Ann Landers admits she
recycles 15 year old letters
CHICAGO (AP) — Ann Landers, one of the world's most

widely read newspaper columnists, has been recycling
with only minor changes letters she answered in columns
15 years ago without telling the editors who buy her
service or her estimated 70 million readers.
A comparison of several hundred of Miss Landers'

columns from April 1981 through April 1982 showed 33
clearly identifiable examples of items that appeared in her
columns in late 1966 and early 1967 — with nearly identical
language, differing only in such details as names and ages.
Presented with copies of 12 examples. Miss Landers

acknowledged yesterday that she had been recycling
revised versions of 15-year-old letters in her columns of the
past year and a half.
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$5.00
OFF
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Coupon valid through 5/8/82
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Staedtler 7 Pen!

Set
Reg price 29.96

1 coupon per set

Located in the Campus Center!
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Wont to spend the Foil

on Nantucket?
And earn 15 college credits?
- Do an independent research project using Nan

tucket whaling logs and journals?

- Intern in museum curatorship and live aboard the
Nantucket Lightship?

-- Take courses in Nantucket history and ecology?

-- Live in inexpensive University housing?
Then write or call:

Prof. Irving Bartlett, Director University of Mass at Boston
American Civilization Boston, MA 02125
Building One, Fourth Floor Phone: (617) 287-1900, X2807/8

* Women

Contimied from page 3

Dudkiewicz was reportedly twice warned to calm
himself but continued to "yell and scream." After a crowd
of four to five people had gathered on the scene
Dudkiewicz yelled "I'll get you," to the officer, who then
arrested him, Grader said.

In weekend-related action, police reported receiving an
assault and battery complaint from an individual who
claimed he was assulted by three men at about 5:30 p.m.
Saturday near the Fine Arts Center, Grader said.
The man reported that three men "jumped" him for no

apparent reason, banged his head into the cement and one
of the attackers bit him over his left eye, Grader said. The
victim was taken to UMass Infirmary and then to Cooley-
Dickinson Hospital where he was given stitches. Grader
said.

Grader said a man arrested on assault charges over the
weekend in an unrelated incident is a suspect in FAC inci-

dent's investigation.

Grader said the traffic control signals at the intersection
of Comonwealth and Massachusetts avenues will be swit-
ched to active sequence mode (the green-to-yellow-to-red
sequence) from flashing mode Tuesday morning. The ac-
tion is part of a temporary test to check time sequences
and the lights may remain in active sequence mode per-
manently if the test is successful, Grader said.

Classics honor society

starts UM chapter
By SHARI SOLOMON
CoUegian Correspondent

Continued from page 1

to potential jurors. Victim
gender and attractiveness

and juror gender were
among the various
characteristics developed in

The Department of Classics has been granted a charter
to form a chapter of Eta Sigma Phi. A national honorary
classical society founded in 1927 at the University of
Chicago. The new University of Massachusetts chapter
will be the 82nd chapter in the United States.

Professor Ed Phinney, chairman of the classics
order to gauge empathy and department. wUI advise the new chapter. Phinney said he
develop the scale, Dietz is not allowed to disclose the actual initiation rites but did

^J^- • J . r-
^^^' "^^ ^^ ^^^ initiation rites are legal. Basically, students

Dietz said the findmgs will learn the meaning of Eta Sigma Phi. along with the
showed the victim was not • •

r ... . __

only judged by her
characteristics but also the

characteristics of the defen-

dant (for example-
occupation). There was also

evidence illustrating that

empathy by jurors toward
victims decreased when vic-

tims exhibited behavior out-

side the traditional realm of
feminity, that is ag-
gressiveness and fighting

back, added Dietz.

principles of ethics as they were described by Homer and
Virgil."

One of the nationwide roles of this society is to develop
and promote interest in classical studies among students.

Phinney said he expects the chapter will be a success
here at UMass.
"There are already 30 applicants." he said.

The Society is open to all students who have completed
at least six credits of college Greek or Latin with an
average grade of "B" or better. The first initiation rites
will be conducted on May 7.

All those who are interested should contact Phinney at
5-0204 or 5-0512 or the society's Prytanus. John McVey, at
665-4813.

i SENIOR DAY t
r Committees now being formed to work "^

^ on Senior Day. Energetic people needed i
^ to work on hospitality, publicity, tickets, J

beer pouring, etc. X

^ ORGANIZATION MEETING {
J WED. MAY 5th 6 PM CC 917 J>*••••••••••••***^^^^^^^{

Campus Center/Student Union
Board of Governors

accepting applications for tlie

following coordinator positions:

University Store
Retail Services

Food Services
Space
Economic Development

Finance
Special Proiects

Public Relations
Conference Services/

Accomodations
Display
Building Operations
Vendor Certification

Jobs begin Sept. 4962
Most Jobs 10 hrs p9t weok

Applications ovoiiabie In Campus Center 617
Deadline May 11, 1962, 4:00 9^

Informational Meeting Wed. May 3, 1962, 6:00 PM
Affirmative Action/Equoi Opportunity Employer

<^sa^ICE CREAM ^otn^
Homemade Ice Cream Emporium

T^RTHA>«>Tp]>(
. Ma^ &; Masonic - AMHERST • Bob>wod Vfelk

Goods ' Breakfast
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COMMENCEMENT 1982

10:00 a.m., Sunday, May 30
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

AT AMHERST
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS
All Candidates
There will be no Commencement rehearsal for
degree candidates. Candidates should assemble by
school/college at Alumni Stadium no later than 9am
graduation mornmg, May 30, 1 982. Signs will be posted
mdicatmg schools, and Commencement Marshals will
issue specific instructions and distribute programs
Upon signal, candidates will follow the Commence-
ment Marshals to the assigned areas and be seated
Candidates will receive diploma covers from the

deans of their school or college.

Who is Eligible to Participate?
Any degree candidate who anticipates completing
degree requirements by the end of the calendar year
1982 IS eligible to participate in the 1982 ceremony
Questions concerning academic status should be

cl!^^\^^
^° '^^ Records Office, 213 Whitmore,

545-0555.

Invitations
There is no limit to the number of guests who may
attend the ceremony and tickets are not required. Each
undergraduate/graduate student will receive a packet
of six formal invitations.

Faculty and Parents
Faculty and staff should assemble at the SOUTHWEST
end of the stadium on the gravel between the Facilities/
Information Center and the stadium wall. Faculty will
be part of the processional and will be seated imme-
diately in front of the candidates from each school or
college.

Since the Commencement Exercises are open to the
public and guest seating is without reservation, parents
and friends may wish to arrive early to ensure good
seating. Viewing areas for those confined to wheel-
chairs will be located on both sides of the stadium on
the eastern and western walkways.

Special Instructions forGraduate Candidates
Ph.D. and Ed.D. candidates should wear their hood if

they chose to buy one.

Caps and Gowns
Caps, gowns, tassels, and invitations will be distributed
from the Textbook Annex in the Physical Plant Build-
ing beginning May 3. There is no charge to degree
candidates (Associate, Bachelor's. Master^^^ DoctoraTT
for^e cap, gown, tassel, and invitations. Please bring
your ID. You must know what degree you are receiving
and from which department.

Distribution Hours — May 3—May 28; 10 a.m.—
4 p.m. regular business days at the Textbook Annex.
May 30 (Commencement Day), 8 a.m. at the stadium
(SOUTHWEST CORNER).

Doctoral Hoods
Hoods may be purchased at the University Store for
$26 each; they may also be rented.

Rentals
Academic apparel for this year's University Com-
mencement may be rented through the University
Store . All faculty members are urged to place their
rental order as soon as possible. THE LAST DAY TO
ORDER IS FRIDAY,MAY 1 4. Payment must be made at

the time of order and there will be no refunds if apparel
is not used. Academic apparel may also be purchased,
for further information about rentals or purchases,
please contact Connie Szelewicki at the University
Store, 545-2619.

Accommodations
Many area motels are already booked for Saturday
before Commencement. A limited number of rooms in

University housing will be available for relatives and
other guests the night of May 29. Please contact the

University Summer Conference Office, 918 Campus
Center, 545-2591, by May 10, I982.Fees:$14single/$19

double per night.

Food Services
Coffee, soft drinks, and donuts will be available under
the east (section 16) and west (section 6) stands at the
north end of the stadium.

-

Campus Center
Graduation Dinner, Top of the Campus Restaurant,
Campus Center (reservations needed) 1 2 noon—6 p.m.

Graduation Brunch, Room 1009, Campus Center
(reservations suggested) 1 2 noon—3 p.m.

Coffee Shop, oper. . ..: —3p.m.

Commencement Ceremony Schedule
9 a.m.—Robing for Commencement

—MASTER'S and DOCTORAL candidates
should assemble at the NORTHWEST end
of the stadium (on the gravel area);

—Graduates from ARTS & SCIENCES
should assemble at the SOUTHWEST end
of the stadium (on the gravel area);

—Graduates from PHYSICAL EDUCA-
TION, HEALTH SCIENCES, ENGINEER-
ING, EDUCATION, and the NONTRA-
DmONALPROGRAMS (Continuing Educa-
tion, BDIC, etc.) should assemble at the
SOUTHEAST end of the stadium (on
the graveXarea)."

—Graduates from FOOD A. NATURAL RF
SOURCES and BUSINESS ADMINISTRA-
TION should assemble at the NORTH-
EAST end of the stadium (on the gravel
area).

—Appropriate signs will be displayed. Grad-
uates should line up according to their
school or college.

9:30 a.m.—Searing of Graduates

10 i.m.—Procession Starts

1 2 p.m.

—

Ceremony ends

Yearbook Information
_Contact the /n^Qfficejn 102 Campus Center, 545-
2874, for the Senior Portrait schedule. Graduating
seniors will be sent their yearbooks in the fall.

General Information
Diplomas will be mailed to graduates in the fall
Medical facilities will he located in the van under
Section 8 of the stands.

Public telephones will be located on the west side of
the Facilities/Information Center.
Restrooms are located at either end of the Facilities/
Information Center at the south end of the stadium

Viewing areas for those confined to wheelchairs will be
located on both'sides of the stadium, on the eastern
and western walkways.

For additional information, contact the Office oT
Community Relations, 303 Whitmore, 545-2560.

Senior Day
The Chancellor's Reception for Seniors (Senior Day)
will be held Friday, May 28, on Metawampee Lawn
behind the Student Union. Information on tickets will
be announced in the Collegian.

Members of the Class of 1 982 who are interested in
working with the Senior Day Committee should con-
tact Delphine Quarles in the Student Activities Office
4 1 6 Student Union. 545-3604.

Schedule of Events Date
Senior Day Fri., May 28
Stockbridge Commencemcntt, Fri., May 28
ROTC Commissioning Ceremony Sun., May 30
1982 Commencement Ceremony Sun., May 30

Time

1:30 p.m.

8 a.m.

10 a.m.— 12 noon

PUce
Metawampee Lawn
FAC Concert Hall
FAC Concen Hall

Alumni Stadium

Commencement Date Change to SUNDAY, May 30, 1982

In the event of ram: there is no alternative rain site. Commencement will be held outside in the Alumni Stadium
regardless of the weather. A delay of two (2) hours will be announced in the event of heavy rains and cancellation in the
event of torrential rains. Please listen to local radio stations the morning of May 30 for announcements of delay or
cancellation. '

Invitations are not required for admittance. Seating for guests will be on a first come, first served basis.
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ACROSS
1 Farm denizen
5 Amino acids

10 Hideaway
14 Mountain system

of Asia
15 Roman official

16 Actress Chase
17 Prefix meaning

half

18 Governing txKJy:

Fr.

19 Kind of lens

20 Part of the

population
23 Understood
24 Chou
25 Maintenance man
29 Corrects
33 Sports spot
34 Acid in tone
37 Trouble
38 MacArthur, to

friends

39 Plants

40 Donkey serenade?
41 North Sea feeder
42 Half note
43 College city in

New Hampshire
44 Punctuation

marks
46 A "poet's poet"
48 Virtuoso

Rubinstein

51 Vessel

52 Underlings of

a type
58 Skating stunt

59 One of the

Sinclairs

60 Gratuities

62 Actuate
63 Quarrel
64 Rounded

moldings
65 Wire nail

66 "-
.you'll

like it"

67 Mythical river

DOWN
1 Chew, for Elsie

2 Greek god
3 Political duck
4 Hurling

5 Spanish explorer
of Florida

6 River into the
Baltic

7 nez
8 Actor Delon
9 Early American

pioneers
10 Tin

11 African plant
12 Religious image
13 Mate animals
21 Small amount

22 Metrical foot

25 All in

26 Distinctive

quality

27 City W. of

Dusseldorf
28 Bestow

abundantly (on)

30 Nostrils

31 Keaton of films

32 More ingenious
35 151, in days

of yore
36 Graceful trees
39 Doubt
40 Joan and Con-

stance of films

42 Large grouper
43 Jerome of

"note"
45 Saluted
47 ' your trust

in money":
O.W. Homes

49 Berth designation
50 Unkempt
52 Part of the door
53 Wife of a Roman
54 Leningrad's

river

55 French menu item
56 Disturbance of

the peace
57 Brisk

61 Ice hockey team
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WEATHER
WEATHER - Today

partly sunny. Highs 70.

Clear tonight. Lows 35 to
45. Tomorrow sunny with
highs again 60 to 70.

D.C. MENU

A Handbook for

Advanced Cube Addicts

PuzzlettOut
Cubes, Groups and Puzzles
John Ewing and Czes Kosniowski
The Cube? The Cylinder? The 8-Cubes Puzzle?
The Pyramid? Instant Insanity? The 14-15 Puzzle?
Conquer all these, and more, with this
four-color book for puzzle freaks If

includes everything from "super
moves" on the Cube, to a cut-out
section for teaching yourself
group theory, the easy math-
ematical method of attack

$4 95

At your bookstore or from
CAMBRIDGE

UNIVERSITY PRESS
3? E««l 57th StrMt N9» York Nmv Yofk 10022

BE IN THE
FOREFRONT
OF TODAYS
TECHNOLOGY
AS AN AIR
FORCE
ENGINEER

Our engineering officers are planning and
designing tomorrow's weapon systems today
Many are seeing their ideas and concepts
materialize. They have the rinest, state-of-
the-art equipment to test their theories. The
working environment is conducive to research.
And Air Force experience is second to none!
You can be part of this dynamic team if you
have an engineering degree. Your first step
wUI be Officer Training School. Help us shape
our future as we help you start yours. Be an
engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact
your Air Force recruiter at 413-557-3898
Capt. Kevin Reinert. Call Collect.

LUNCH

Deli Ham on Water Roll

California Quiche

DINNER

Cheese Lasagna with
Tomato Sauce

Fried Shrimp Dinner/
Tartar Sauce, Cocktail

Sauce
Fruit Plate with
Banana Bread

BASICS LUNCH

Faiafel Pocket Sandwich
California Quiche

BASICS DINNER

Golden Carrot Bake/
White Sauce

Cheese Lasagna with
Tomato Sauce

I

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

r

12

The second Day

:30 - 11:30 Ground Zero Lecture -
Talks on Nuclear Disar-
mament

:30 - 12:30 Un Pas Par Dela - Art
from a local Video Artist
Works from Wolverine
Short Shots
May the Farce be with
You - Including The
UVC (Comedy Show Liust

Americnns

12:45

1:00

2:00

Tuesday, May 4, 1982
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WILD BLUEYONDER
Yes, your Army has more than 8,600
aircraft in its active, reserve and national
guard fleet—more aircraft, in fact, than
the Air Force!

If you truly want to fly with the brave
—seek out the Army's Air Cavalry Out
front, leading the way—flying among
the trees, seeing without being seen—at
the controls of the world's most sophisti-
cated attack helicopter.

You must possess stamina, agility, and
resourcefulness to handle one of these
birds. Decisions must be quick when
dodging trees at 50 knots and orchestrat-
ing the movements and actions of the
other members of your team. Quickness
decisiveness—this kind of experience is
what employers arc looking for.

Get your future off the ground now!
Fmd out how Army ROTC can prepare
you for this or many other chalkfiging
positions of responsibility. See the Pro-
fessor of Military Science on your cam-
pus.

BEAUHOUCANBE.

ARMYnote

Silvett e^^Le til^MK BAUooii

Vi 0Aiuiecueb ctuekeii
I XU, the ftxttios

4:00^ 7pm

tickets : U^ - m ^JbvMice

(fiuatlOtn ntcAt ticket O^pice.
*In case of rain, meal will be
served In all O.C.s.

Good Things For\bu

NATURAUY!
Two of our

all-time

\ bestsellers!

*^l Grand^

father

Shirt

Denim Jeans or Corduroy Pants

Save $4.00 with coupon

Three-Tier

Skirt

All Cotton,

of course.

Your Choice
any Denim Jeans or Corduroy Pants

in stock

Sale ends May 19, 1982 SAVE $4.00 OFF Reg Price
with coupon

A WORKERS COOPERATIVE • 52 Main St . Northampton L

SAVE $4.00 off Reg price
w/coupon

Sale ends May 19, 1962
Any Denim Jeans or Corduroy pants

^Zrr ^UNIVERSITY
Located in the iHwk C T*^^D E^ <%
Campus Center &/WS^O A VXJv x!/ iXf

J
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BORGES - A READER
By Jorge Luis Borges
E.P. Dutton, 369 pages ($10.00)

By ROGER ATWOOD
Collegian Staff

In his story "The Other." Jorge Luis Borges writes of
one, wintery day in Cambridge when he was sitting on a
bench and gazing at the frozen Charles. All at once

It had thA' impression (according to psychologists it
corresponds to a state offatigue) ofhninng lived that
moment before. Someone had sat domi at the end of
the bench. I would have preferred to be alone, but not
mshmg to apear unsociable I avoided getlino up
abruptly. '

Any one accumstomed to Borges' tricks could easily say
what comes next. The man who sits down turns out to be
none other than Borges' "double." or rather Borges (pro-
nounced BOR-hes) himself when he was fifty years
younger and not quite as well-read. The two carry on a
conversation, and part "without having once touched each
other.

This story is typical of the surrealistic, oddly
mathematical quality of much of Borges' writing "The
Other'' and 117 other pieces from the Argentine master,
now 82 and nearly blind, are found in this ample (and af-

The rive College Symphony Orchestra will perfor"^^^ onWednesday May 5. at the Fine Arts Center, and on Thursday May 6 atChap.n Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke College. Admission is free!

5 room house fall option N Amherst on
bus line garden garage 549-4001

Two bdr Brittany Manor pool tennis
courts pnce negotiable for summer only
beg June 1 253-7705

One room efficiency N. Amherst $150 00
utitrties included non smoker Ann 4S~4036
Rolling Green 2 bedroom summer sublet
AC, utilities included, pool 253-2247
2 bedroom Townehouse. furnished AC
cheap call 549-2684 or 549-6870

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION
4 bdrm $147 per mo all util 253-7278
Brandywine 2 bedroom sublet for summer
w/fall option ground floor w/pond view

S'L,']f"'® ^"^ number call anytime

fordable) antholo^ of essays, poems and stories spanning
bO years of work.
Reading this collection, one may indeed get "the impres-

sion of having lived that moment before," for Borges has
published about a dozen books in the United States al-
ready. Still, he has had a patchy history in English, con-
sisting mainly of this article here, that paperback there or
that poem somewhere that's been lost or all but forgotten
The Reader brings together those disperse parts of the
Borges whole, and establishes him as one of the great
writers of the twentieth century.
Borges tends to be idiosyncratic in his selection of sub-

ject matter for his essays. He writes on films, the merits of
the various translations of The 1001 Nights, and eight
pages on the history of the tango. His "capsule
biographies" of such figures as Herman Melville. Henry
James and Virginia Woolf are pithy, entertaining little
things, while his lengthier piece on Hawthorne gracefully
blends analysis, criticism and biography.
Whether engaged in prose or poetry, each page

fascinates with the delicacy and logic that is Borges Tlfis
is a generous and lastly enjoyable collection.

EDITOR'S NOTE:
The film The Inner World of Jorge Luis Borges wiU beshown tonight at 8 in Thrmpsm 102. I am Pablo Neruda
will aUo be. shx)wn, as part of the Latin American Studies
t urn Series.

GODSPELL i
By ANDREW (JORDON
Collegian Staff

Twice a year the University of
Massachusetts Music Theatre Guild
presents a musical-comedy production; this
semester's was the fantastic Pippin. Fans
of Pippin (as I very much was) are in luck,
becau?>e the guild has decided to put on a
second show this semester. Godspell will be
performed tonight and tomorrow night as
a free outdoor production in Southwest.
The show will start at dusk between the
Hampden and Berkshire dining commons
and promises to be every bit as entertain-
ing as Pippin was.

Theoretically it can't fail. The show itself
IS great. Godspell is a vibrant and joyous
musical interpretation of the Gospel of St.
Matthew written by John Mikael Tevlak
with music by Stephan Schwartz (who also
wrote Pippin). The show ran off-Broadway
for over four years and is considered by
many to be one of the best conceived and
written books of any musical ever.

TO SUBLET

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
terms available immediately Paul or Bill
665-4391

Southwood Apt Summer sublet only 2
bdrm furnished with AC, pool, on bus route
rent negotiable call after 5 PM 253-7123
Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom, pool
AC, cable, available June 1 call 546-5029 or
546^5024

Southwood 2 bd, bus, conv to 3 bd June
1st Sept 1 $250 -t- elec or sep neg 256-6228
Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond
summer sublet cheap on bus route niohts
Doug 549-1256

^

Spacious 3 Bdrm apt next to Hadley
green on bus route $425 negotiable avail
June 1 584-9312 after 6.

Partially funished apt w/fall option in
Sunderland on bus rte call after 8 66&-4946

Summer sublet 2 or 3 bdrms in Puffton
apt rent negotiable call Dru 549-0127 or
Holly 546-8864

4 bedrm apt Swiss Village 147$ each
utilities included on bus route partly fur-
nished available June 1st with fall optionll!
256-6103

One bedroom available immediately in
South Amherst apartment summer and/or
fall option call 546^7028 Gail

Summer sublet townhouse apt furnished3^^room rent negotiable 546-9616 or

Brandywine apts Summer sublet with
possible fall option. One male roommate to
live in co-ed apt. $1.10/month plus elec-
tncity. call 546-4141

m » wee

Southwood 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apartment includes spotlight 253-9235 .

Townhouse 3 bedroom apt fully furnished
rent negotiable call 549-5968

Summer sublet 2 bdrm Southwood apt
rent negotiable call 253-9083

Best deal yet. . .2 bdrm Brandywine Apts
on bus route, pool, tennis. Summer sublet

cVl^-.J^" ^"9 31st. rent negotiable, call
546-7625 or 546-5026 (keep trying)

Colonial Village 2 bedroom $275 lease
starts June 1 fall option 253-2642
Save $200 this summer on partially fur-
nished Sunderland apt w/fall option call
after 8 665-4946

Brandywine - 2 bdrm, completely furnish-

sJg^'lSI
^^' *''*"*^""®

^ -
Aug 31

Four bedroom apt for summer with fall
option 147 per month utilities inci 253-5937

SS^SfgeT'"* ^ ****"" ^^' ^^'' ''^'"® "^^^

One bedroom Puffton summer w/fall op-
tion, air cond, heat incI, pool, rent
negotiable 549^4804 after 4
Pjiffton Village 1 bed apt you can share It
with a friend summer only 549-0773
Summer sublet w/fall option
Southwood 2 bdrm townhouse bus pool
also rooms available 6 bdrm house summer
only Amherst 253-5007

s^^9^riysr^^
Sumrner, 3 rooms in modern house on bus

T^^S^"^^
»o Amherst Ctr 130/month

One bedroom Brandywine Apartment
tor summer sublet with fall option for more
information call Bill or Steve at 549-6447
Summer sublet/fall ~^on Colonial

&4et8?43
^'^^^'^^^'^^ ^^f^^'® call Sue

Summer sublet Southwood townhouse
200/month total I 546-8605 Liz or Ellen

Sublet 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom apt sum-
mer/fall option bus stop pool big windows
$140.00 no light 256-6085

To sublet for summer 1 bedroom in
Southwood apt $85 -i- call 253-2761

Brandywine 2 bedrooms furnished AC
pool rent negotiable 549-0425

Huge 1 br apt great view overlooking pool
mountains bus stop furnished fall option
rent negotiable 665-4362

2 bedroom summer possibler fall bus
route beautiful location 1 mile campus fur-
nished $125/ rm after 6 253-2628

Puffton 1 bedroom available June 1 call
Tim 4 pm - 6 pm 549-6769

Lge

n

Jorge Luis Borges

The idea for the production came from
Scott Cunningham (Lewis in Pippin) who is
also co-director (with Bill Collura) and co-
choreographer of the show. Cunningham
has already proved himself in the past, as
have most of the other people working on
Cjodspell. Co-choreographer Kathleen Mar-
shall did a fiawless job on Pippin and if her
work IS even a fraction as good in this show
It will be reason enough to head down to
Southwest for one or both of the perfor-
mances.

Marshall is also a cast member of the
show, as are Cunningham and Collura. The
rest of the cast consists of Tami Dahbura,
Rand Sutton, Mary .Jennings, .I.B. Wyker
Abigail Farris, Marcy Praskin, Paul'
Mulcahy. Bob Curtiss, Christine Wong and
Jodi Leong

.

Director Cunningham, who graduates
after this semester, "wanted to leave
st)mething behind, something that the
Guild could grow with." He feels outdoor
performances would be something good for
the Guild and for the students of UMass.

2 bdrm townhouse Squire
available 6/1 fall option 665-4108

Vill

1 bedroom apt Colonial Village $280 fur-
nished hot water inc available June 1 with
fall option 2560895
ROOM IN HOUSE Sunny room in house
close to Amherst Cener heat and hot water
included Call Dave or Mark at 253-5475

''^I:'; P'^'O'^ Room for summer sublet
with fall option. Cool spacious room. Pool
and tenriis court rights. Across from bus
stop. Call Doug or Mike at 256-6670 nites

TO SUBLET/FALL OPTION

2 bedroom apt Sunderland, bus route
pets, mellow neighborhood call 665-3997
nights

Available June 1 fall option Cliffside apt
llrg bedroom utilities pool rent negotiable
665-7956 after 9 pm
Puffton three bedroom summer only will
negotiate hurry call 549-6322
Tvvo single bedrooms fully furnished in
Puffton summer sublet only 549-5487
Northampton 2 furnished bedrooms near
downtown. Summer only, 115-^ 'each
584-5143

Brandywine June 1 2 br furnished AC
pool, $290. 549-5331

Colonial Village 2 bedroom $250 start
June 1 fall option after 6 256-6947
Summer one bedroom in two bedroom apt
fall option entire apt Presidential 549-1083

TYPING/EDITING

Efficient quick confidential 549-5727
resumes, coverletters, research papers

TYPING SERVJCFS

Freelance typing editing, tape transcrib-
ing. Reasonable rates, top skills. Profes-
»gia^executive secretary Amherst Center

WANTED

!!^?"^ 1.^°"^ '^^^^ ®'®^^"c guitar Chris
^53-2694 keep trying

WANTED TO Bu7

Si '^ '^r**'
"''*=•• P"'** ^or class rings,

gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst. 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Leaaa beginning June 1 Col Vill apt 2bedroom 275 per month 256-6680
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM 2 FLOORAPARTMENT in Rolling G^e^ June

"

August 31 furnished, pool air-
conditioriing^ on bus route, utilities rent
negotiable 253-9431

Summer 3 rooms in modern house on bus
1^? 5 /"'" ^a»< to Amherst Center
130/month ^ 256-0039
Puffton - one bedroom summer sublet on-
'Lgg!gjjg:Zgl_gg!!lJ46-<i58
3 bedroom apt furnished util included rent
negot. pool call 549-6096

Puffton/Brandywine furnished two

546-9156
*'^'^'"®"^ summer only Jeff

Responsible 22 female seeks spaceAmherst Northampton area with samegj^orj^^^^^ut^^^

One bedroom apt for sumnrter 549^798
Female looking tor someone who wants araommate at Cliffside for fall call Rhonda

ROBIN M.

Robin M. who lost the gold wishbone at
^« Collegwrn call 6-9594 I have it if youwani It

i
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Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two day
Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Ph

s prior to publication day

A BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDIO
Sonically Superior Audio. The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

ATTENTION
FRUSTRATED MUSICIANS

Drummer is looking to form a competent
Pop/Rock Band - guitar, bass, and vocalist
needed I am looking at this situation as only
a creative venture not a career call Mike Riff
256-6454 or leave a message on the Col-
legian Arts Desk

AUDIO

Fender Telecaster Guitar, Ampeg
Amplifier, and Turner Microphone with
stand. All best offer. 549-3589

Pair of EPI 3-way speakers with 12"
woofer. Best offer. 549-3589

Marantz Turntable good condition
w/stylus $75 or BO Al 549-1428

Ultimate Stereo II! JBL 150 Speakers
(1,300 new) Vector vex 300 cassette deck
(400 new) Kenwood 60 30 80 watts channel
all in MINT condition!!! selling at 1,200
549-4483 or 545-0341

~~'
AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Fiat 124 4 speed 60000 miles $700
253-3894

VW Campmobile excellent condition (72)
new engine, clutch, muffler, battery,
starter, and more. CB, $700 stereo auxiliary
heater. Excellent maintenance. Asking 2600
549-4483 or 545-0341 anytime

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

COMPULSIVE EATERS

Tired of losing and regaining weight?
Women's group forming to explore issues
around eating, body image, and weight
control. 10 sessons beginning June 2nd.
Wednesdays 7-9:30 pm Psychological Ser-
vices Center 545-0041

ENTERTAINMENT

"B Willie Smith" is comimg to Smith to
celebrate the last day of classes. Don't miss
it - Wednesday, May 5th, 9-1, Davis Stu-
dent Center, Colleg ID required.

2 FER DEAL

Pay for June July rent get Aug Free!
Summer sublet 2 bdrm Southwood Apt
(part furn) 1 bdrm fall opt tennis pool cable
garden plots avail on bus rte between 5-7
256-8427

FOR RENT '

Summer sublet, fall option 2 t>edroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 V4

baths, carpeting, pool, tennis courts
253-5759

2 bdrm apt on bus rte pool, lease starts

June 1 call Renee 253-3378

Summer sublet with fall option Puffton
Village 2 bedroom 2 bath $160 ea bedroom
utilities incI call 549-1586 John available

June

Why take a chance on a waiting list?

Available June 1st one bedroom large
Southwood apartment 253-9269

Summer sublet w/fall option 4 bedroom
apt $147.oo inclusive 253-9445

1 bedroom furnished in Southwood for

June - Aug female non-smoker $200 month
256-0769

4 bedroom house in Northampton $475
plus utilities. June and thereafter. Skibiski

Realtors, 584-3428

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
Colonial Village $280/mo 253-3651

Hyannis - Room available in house for one
or two women for summer call 549-1813

Amherst Center - 2 of 3 bdrms in comfy
smokeless, petless apt on pretty side st for

summer & fall $575 total incI heat, hot H20
253-7405

1 bdr. apt to sublet, also fall $240
549-4169

Summer sublet with fall option starting

June 2 bedroom Southwood 253-5109

Pi Kappa Alpha summer room rentals

reasonable rates call 5-2150, 5-0047

2-3 br apt in N'ton Lvgrm, sun porch, Ig

kitchen. Residential neighborhood. $435
mo. plus utilities. Call 584-3397

South Yarmouth! 2 bedroom cottage,

sleeps 4. Fantastic location close to Seagull

Beach. Please call evenings. 617-877-6337

one number FREE

2 bdrm Southwood Apt. available now
(or summer) Fall option. Linda 256-0166.
Eves: 253-3111 or 253-7616

Room in centrally located apt pref male
grad 117/mo June 1 Mark or James
253-9717

One bedroom, Riverglade apts many
luxuries, at bus, June 1st thru whenever
you like. 215 mo, 256-0722 after 6 pm

FOR SALE

Concept 1 sneakers Hi-Leathers $26 Lo-
Leathers $24 Suede $22 call Mike 549-1233

5 cubic ft frig perfect condition $150 call
546-4595

Oscilloscope Tektronix 541 dual trace 30
MHZ excellent condition $250 256-8480

Comfortable Couch, desk, bar and chair
call after 5 pm 665-2301

Excellent condition, Ricoh 35mm camera
with Hanimex CX333 flash call 546-8303
very reasonable $75

For sale platform bed & double mat-
tress couch /sofa bed, dinette set best of-
fer 367-2643

5 cubic ft refrig 130 or BO call Kathy
546-8471

Used Bikes Bought and Sold. All major
brands of bicycles repaired. Free estimates
and free safety checks. Peloton Sports, 1 E
Pleasant St., Amherst (549-6904) and 15
State St., Northampton (584-1016)

21" Raleigh Touring Bike good condition
$125 complete with bottle cage and rack
call 546-9493 or 546-9422

FOUND

Calculator - early in April in a women's
restroom in Grad Tower. Call Pat Rissmeyer
ajiytime between 9 am - 5 pm 5-2882/3

Found an Audi car key on a ring with an
oriental silver coin. Found behind Morrill

Science building. Claim at Campus Center
lost and found (info desk)

FREE RENT

Live at Northwood Apts one month free

over the summer with fall option call now
-glad to hear from any and all caH evenings
665-7181

FURNITURE FOR SALE

We've got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of

other pieces for your home. Call and we'll

talk. All our furniture must go. Prices

reasonable. 549-3733

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for

$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic
546-6684

HELP WANTED
The Collegian Business Dept. is accep-
ting applications now for position of Assis-

tant Business Manager and the position of

Business Manager. Applicants need be
University students with considerable
business experience. Please apply at 113
Campus Center. The Collegian is an equal
opportunity employer

Tutor wanted, CNS 122. Need 6-10 hours
help this week. Call 256-6738

Live in Hawaiil Employment opp>or-

tunities, affordable housing and recreation

information. Send $2.00 Hawaii Consumer
Research 521 Hahaione St., Suite #96
Honolulu, Hawaii 96B25

SUMMER JOBS promoting Ecology and
Consumer Issues, Bottle Bill and Safe
Energy. MASSPIRG, the state's largest

public interest organization is hiring sum-
mer staff for public education and fundrais-

ing. Will train. $135-200/wk and
$160/225/wk. Positions available in

Amherst, Boston, Cape Cod, New Bed-
ford, and Worcester. Call Elise or David
256-6434

Hiring summer staff, counselors,
specialists. Room and board plus salary,

send resume and inquiries to Box 441
Amherst Ma or call 367-2643

Part-time sumer childcare (7, 10 yrs)

light housework. Central Amherst. Ex-

perience, references. 253-7840 eves

INSTRUCTION

Amherst Sunday School needs qualified

teachers for History and Hebrew classes

Fall 1982 call 549-0223 for application

LIVE IN PRESIDENTIAL APTS
FOR SUMMER!

Live in Presidential Apts for summer!
Closest apts to campus ~ two people
wanted to sublet - price negotiable call Bert

549 3841

LOST

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Please! Call
546-7338

Red white and blue warmup jacket and
baseball hat in Engineering East on 4-26 any
information Please call Chuck 253-5691
In Worcester DC Red blouse in FACES
bag. PLEASE return to CC information
desk I

PERSONALS

Women's Softball Team needs players
for league, tournament play. Available now
thru Mid-August, call Ben 323-5708 Keep
trying.

Attend: Panel Discussion on SBA long-
range plan. John Ebel, Bob Raymond
students. Prof. Odiorne and Carlisle; facul-
ty room 120 SBA May 4th 7:30 FREE!
Hey! Did you do it yet? Fill out those
course and teacher evaluations! Send them
back to Academic Affairs, 420 Student
Union Building by June 1.

Murph. Happy would-be 2nd anniversary. I

miss your company. Love always, Tomas
Nanc Happy 19 you're the best friend ever
Love ML PS I'm working on it!

DO IT FOR YOU - CLASS OF '82!! Senior
Day organizational meeting for committees
Wednesday May 5 @ 8 p.m. CC room
91711!

Gay & Lesbian May Day May 7, all day
call PGA Office for details 545-0154

The Book now only $1 in the Campus
Center today. Save as much as $100 - $300
on free meals, jewelry, clothing, gifts, hair-
cuts, car parts and repair.

"Black Like Me" Dwight Lounge May 5th
Wednesday 9:00 pm sponsored by Ana-
caona Cultural Center FREE!!

All University Women are invited to
Rush Iota Gamma Upsilon. Rush Parties
-Wed April 28, BBQ, 6-7. Thurs. April 29,
Sundae Party, 7-8. Tues. May 4 Oreo Party,
7-8. For further information contact Beth or
Nancy ?56-6874

To the Maiden-In-Waiting I've read the
news and await your cue.

Bottle Bill Fundraiser Today - Joey D's
two bands - DJ upstairs sponsored by
MASSPIRG
Acoustic Martians tonight at Joey D's
procreeds to Massachusetts Campiagn to
save the Bottle Bill sponsored by
MASSPIRG
Steven Cramer keep your chin up Major
League watch out loads of luck for the rest

of season I Chris

Snake good luck with your CPA's! Get
psyched for formal Martha

The Board of Governors: helping
students hurt themselves

The Days are Coming! Look out
Southwest!

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE"

Dissertations, papers, resumes. IBM
selectric. Scientific. Bilingual-
english/Spanish 256-6957

RAYBANS

Rayban metal Sunglasses for sale save
$15.00 or more off retail prices call Bruce at
546-9711 or Neil at 546-9613 or Andy at

546^7939

ROLLING QREEN ROOMMATE
Female needed to share room in 2
bedroom for fall. $1 10/month-everything
included, on bus route 253-2887

ROOM WANTED
Female looking to share apt for next
year. Prefer N. or S. Amherst. Please call

collect after 5 (201) 377-5293

Female needs housing in Irondequoit
New York for summer months. Call after

6:00 Anne 456-5778

Female looking for room in North
Amherst Apts call Sara 253-5065

ROOMMATE WANTED ~
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

Roommates wanted for summer/fall
option 2 bdrm apt, bus rte pool $95 -h

253-7806

Female wanted to share Southwood Apt
beginning Sept rent negotiable call

256-6739

Summer rental on Martha's Vineyard
Only 550/season last female space! Call

Nancy 617 236-4216

i roommates needed for summer
located on bus route air conditioned all

utilities included $90 per person call

253-3071

Female wanted to share 1 bedroom apt
in Puffton Village starting fall $125 549-0773

One bdrm in two bdrm apt w/fall option
on bus route, pool. AC 253-3873 eves

Looking for 2 nonsmoking females to
share 1 room in a Brittany Manor Apt this

fall. Call Kim 549-6734 keep trying

Female roommate wanted for
Southwood townhouse for fall 256-8868
keep trying

Summer/fall option 1 or 2 males, furnish-
ed apartment in Colonial Village
$100/month call David 256-8402

3 female roommates wanted for 4
bedroom Swiss Village apt on bus route,
heat included, $147 mo summer sublet,
prefer fall option Lynn 253-2653

SERVICES

Professional Research, Writing. From
$4/page. catalog $1. Authors' Research,
#600-C, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605
I will do your typing: Royal SE5000C
typewriter self-correcting: price negotiable
after 6 665-7731

Typing 4c a line. Some overnite service
call 549^^595

Need someone to talk with? Call the Les-
bian and Gay Mens Counseling Collective
M, Tu, Th, Fri 4-8 pm 545-2645

SOUTHWEST DAZE

Southwest Days are here! Today's
Events; Folk Concert on the Pyramids,
Softball Tournament, Godspell, live out-
side! Sponsored by Southwest Area
Government!

STUDENT HOUSING
Seeking a clean, wholesome, interna-
tional Christian living environment? We are
receiving applications for a 30-room co-ed
facility just off campus. Doubles. Stop in
the office, Amherst Baptist Church, 434 N.
Pleasant, Tues-Fri 9 am - 1

SUMMER HIRING

Applications now being accepted for
full time summer employment for the
course and teacher evaluation guide. Apply
420 Student Union Building. Deadline Mav
12, 1982

SUMMER SUBLET

2 min to campus & town 4 bedroom $425
549-0546

Furnished 2 bedroom apt laundry, pool,
tennis. Hot water incl. Brittany Manor price
negotiable call preferably after 1 1 253-2408

Brandywine 2 bedroom furnished - AC
pool negotiable 549-4018

Summer sublet N. Amherst housa 2
rooms available .6 mi to campus garden
dogs OK furnished 549-0469

Fully furnished fall apt in Northwood rent
nego on bus call eves 665-4744

2 bdrm apt on bus rte pool, rent negot.
call 253-2614 ask for Deb or Sheila

Townehouse for the summer 3 bdrm ful-
ly furnished AC, cable, on bus route very
cheap call 546-6658 or 546-6672 anytime

Summer sublet/fall option 2 bedroom
apt in Sunderland 665-7726 on bus route
Brittany manor completely furnished rent
negotiable June 1 - Sept 1 253-2214

Summer sublet fall option 4 bdrm apt
147 mo inc util call 253-5142 after 6
Summer sublet Townehouse apt ?
bedroom rent negotiable call 546-5035 or
546-5040

Townhouse apt 2 bedroom for 2 or 4
people on bus route close to campus cheap
sublet includes utilities

Rve bedroom spacious ranch house N.
Amherst country setting bordering conser-
vation area sumnr>er sublet 540 month ask
Chip 545-0487 days

Summer sublet w/fall option in 2
bedroom Colon Vill pool, 270+ call eves
253-7313

Summer sublet fall option nice two
bedroom apartment in Brittany Manor 390 a
month or negotiable call 256-6321

2 bedroom apt in Rolling Green util inc
price neg furn good view 546-9824 anytime

Sunny, larne bedroom in five bedroom
farmhouse, close to campus, bus vegetable
garden and much more Summer sublet, fall

option. Also applies to entire house. A steal
at just a subsidized $92 per month Jeff
549-4001

3 bedroom in townhouse Across from
bus stop price neg call 549 4155

m
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Black Bears maul Minutemen
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

PORTLAND. ME - The University of
Maine erupted for seven runs in the sixth
inning to break open a 2-1 ballgame in the
first game and then went on to score in

every inning of game two to complete a
sweep of the University of Massachusetts 8
2. and 18-7.

Losing pitcher Steve Cramer (4-5) was
the victim of a heavy hitting sixth by the
Black Bears after pitching a fine ballgame
against a Maine team that is the top ranked
college baseball team in New England this

year.

Cramer was clinging to a 2-1 lead before

Maine broke out the artillery and banged
out five hits against the senior lefty. Coach
Dick Bergquist pulled Cramer after he had
faced nine hitters. He was charged with all

of the seven runs scored that inning.

Meanwhile Maine starter Stu Lacognata
was limiting the Minutemen to six hits

including Jack Perry's third home run of

the season, a two run shot in the third that

gave the Minutemen a 2-0 lead.

Maine came back with a single run in the

fourth before the drastic sixth inning

downfall by the Minutemen. But the hitting

didn't cease here for the Black Bears.

Maine scored in every inning in the
second game jumping on UMass lefty Adam
Grossman for three quick runs before the

junior lefthander was pulled by- Bergquist
in favor of Vin Todd. Todd, who relieved

Cramer in the first game, did not fare much
better than his predessesor, Grossman,
giving up 11 hits and seven earned runs in

just 3 innings-plus of work.

Maine held an 8 lead after only two
innings before UMass rightfielder Chrfs
Waszczuk belted a three run homer in what
was a four run UMass third to pull the
Minutemen as close as they would come
against the Bears in game two.

Waszczuk has become somewhat of a
forgotten man offensively and defensively
with the likes of Warren McReddie and
Jack Perry having such productive senior

years for the Minutemen.
But the junior outfielder from Methuen

has tied the productive McReddie for the
team RBI leadership with 25 this season
and his three run homer was his third round
tripper this season.

Dave Murphy came on for Todd in the
fifth and didn't help his ERA too much
yielding five runs to Maine over the last two
innings.

UMass will have to try to get back on the
winning track the toughest wasy possible:

on the road. The Minutemen head for the
University of Connecticut today for a single
game against the rival Huskies, then travel
to Worcester to take on the Crusaders of
Holy Cross Wednesday.

Sports
Solbin"""
team splits

with URI
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts varsity softball team
split a doubleheader yesterday against the University of
Rhode Island.

In the opening game, the Minutewoman lost a close 2-1

score in nine innings.

URI got on the board first with a run in the third inning.
With two out, Susan Marino got a hit up the middle, and
Chris Dinoto singled her in.

In the UMass half of the third, Tina Coffin got an infield

hit, and Jackie Gaw brought her in with a slow double to
leftfield.

After playing two extra innings, the^ams finally won it

in the ninth. Debbie Moberger hit an inside-the park home
run to right field to give URI the victory.

Despite the loss, UMass pitcher Gina Mantino pitched a
great game, striking out eight URI batters.

In the second game, the Minutewoman went on an early
scoring binge and pitcher Mantino didn't let URI get close
as the Minutewomen won, 6-0.

With Coffin on base from an error, Gaw hit to centerfield
and Mantino singled to rightfield knocking in Coffin with
the first run. Fran Troy kept things going with a hit to

Garber's Gorillas, who maintained their number five

ranking in the latest USILA national poll, take their show
on the road today when they travel to Hanover, N.H. to
meet Dartmouth College. Massachusetts and Dartmouth
have identical 7-1 overall records going into the game.

BEATS OUT THE THROW - Minutewoman Karen LaVerdiere takes advantage of a late
throw to second in the second game of yesterday's doubleheader and slides safely in second base.

right centerfield as Gaw came home with another run.
After a fielders choice, Karen LaVerdiere hit to centerfield
and Troy ran home with a third tally for the locals.

Again in the second. Coffin walked, and Mantino doubled
sending Coffin home, making the score 4-0 in favor of the
Minutewomen.
The final scoring of the game came in the third inning

with LaVerdiere hitting to leftfield and Debbie Pickett
bunting safely. The ball was thrown past first and
LaVerdiere came home.
UMass will go to Lowell today to take on the University

of Lowell.

The junior varsity softball team will be wrapping up its

season Thursday at home against Bridgewater.

Golfmen look better but time's running out
By MARK P. BUCKLEY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts mens
golf team began to approach its expected
level of competitiveness this past weekend
finishing only 23 shots off the pace at the
New England Division One championship.
The Minutemen, who finished tenth

overall, were led by senior Jay McConnell
and junior Charles Scavone who each
carded 164 for the 36 hole event.

Other Massachusetts' scores were: John

Gallagher 169, John Peterson 175, and
Tyler Shearer 176 for a total Minutemen
score of 671.

"We didn't finish very high, but overall
the kids played pretty well," said UMass
coach Ed Vlach. "We were only 23 shots
behind for 36 holes. Our players were
somewhere near their normal games, in the
realm of competitiveness."

Holy Cross won the championship on its

home course. Pleasant Valley, with a team
score of 648.

'The course was in nice condition," said
Vlach. "The rains had softened the greens.
The wind affected everyone, as the low
individual score was 155."

On Saturday, the Minutemen travelled to
play Dartmouth on their home course which
is located right on the Hanover campus.
UMass, playing without their top two

men, Gallagher and McConnell, lost by 31
shots. The Big Green had 387 to the
Minuteman score of 418.

Scores for the Minutemen were: Scavone

New England title won

78, Shearer 80, Peterson 84, Sean Gleason
86, Eric Enroth 90, Anthony Bullock 95,
and Gary Parker 97.

"We're playing closer to our potential,"
said Vlach. "If the seaon were to begin now
we would be competitive with any team in

New England."

"All the scores are improving and
hopefully we'll continue to improve," said
Vlach, whose team travels to Longmeadow
Country Club on Thursday to face
American International College.

By CHARISSE E. FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

While most of the student population
attended the lacrosse game on Saturday,
the tracksters were running their way to

the number one place in the Eastern
Intercollegiate Athletic Association
Championships.
The University of Massachusetts finished

with 136 points, followed by South Con
necticut State College with 106; the
University of Lowell was third wjth 73.

Dan Fitch and Ron Farber turned in two
of the top performances that led the track-
men to their first place victory.

Fitch ran in the 10,000 meter, and won
with a time of 31 minutes 15.47 seconds.
This was a big win for Fitch, who beat,
second place finisher Steve Stebbins
(University of Vermont) by more than three
seconds.

In the di s Ron Farber threw a per
sonal best u a throw of 161 feet, 2 inches.
Farber beat > own record by more than
seven feet.

Minutemen Bill Marcin and Tom Pirro
finished third and fourth in the discus.
The Minutemen got a first place in the

110 meter high hurdles from John Wright.
Wright's time was 14.58 seconds.

UM's Mark Grasso finished second in the
triple jump with a jump of 47 feet, 2 inches.
Southern Connecticut's Eddie Earls took
first place in that event with a jump of 49
feet, 5 inches.

Yet another first place spot was taken by
the relay team of Clay Carlisle. Bill

DeVarney, Gary O'Neil, and Wright in the
4 X 100 meter event. Their combined time
was 42.94 seconds.

"We all ran well, at a competitive meet,"
said UM trackster Chris Omeltchenko. "It
was a little hot, especially for 10,000
meters,...There were a lot of unexpected
pleasures," he said.

This win puts the trackmen in good shape
for the New Englands and the IC4A's. The
trackmen hope to extend their winning
record when they travel to Springfield
College this Saturday.

Chimps swing again
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Correspondent

WILLIAMSTOWN, MA - While the
men's varsity lacrosse team was beating
Army in their most important game of the
year last Saturday, the University of
Massachusetts JV team was also enjoying
an afternoon in the sun, while handing a^
21-0 drubbing to Williams College.
The game wasn't six minutes old before

the J V's had scored five goals to mount a 5-

lead. The Chimps did slow down the
scoring pace and the first quarter ended at
5-0.

Instead of just sitting on the lead and
playing cautiously, the Chimps continued
their assault as they tallied seven more
goals in the second period to make it 13 at

halftime.

The third quarter was almost a repeat of

the second, as the Chimps registered six

more goals. The jayvees added two more
goals in the final period, which was played
in only 12 minutes as opposed to the usual

15.

The massacre was led by Chris Fierro,
who scored seven goals and dished out two
assists. Greg Fahn wasn't far behind Fierro
in the scoring department with five goals
and two assists.

Bryce Williams also got a three goal hat
trick, and six other Chimps rounded out the
scoring with a goal each, including
defenseman Charlie Dwyer and goalie Brian
Gonye.

Needless to say. the defense and offense
combined to make a superior showing
against a team that simply just wasn't in

the same league with UMass. The shots on
goal give the best indication — UMass had
71. Williams had 8.

"It turned out to be a lot of fun. It was a
good day to practice on things we normally
don't do," said JV coach Len Caffrey.

Caffrey's Chimps season finale is today at
Dartmouth College, where they will bring
their 6-1 record in hopes of another easy
game.
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Live and pray
housing option
By JEFF ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

The present Alpha Delta Phi fraternity house which is
located m the Fraternity/Sorority Park at the University
of Massachusetts is in the process of becoming a coed
Christian living option for those students desiring a
"clean, wholesome, international Christian living environ-
ment," Rev. Edward C. Jager said yesterday.
Jager, who is pastor of the First Baptist Church in

Amherst, said he has been considering the idea of
establishing a Christian living option for the past three
years. The church decided to put off the project up until
now because of high costs but recent developments have
made the idea feasible Jager said.

The current owner of all three houses located in the
Fraternity/Sorority park is Gerald Gates of Amherst, who
IS an active Church member. Alpha Delta Phi, which is

presently renting from Gates, is having trouble filling the
house and will be vacating on "friendly terms," Jager
said.

The 20 fraternity brothers and 12 boarders living in the
fraternity house are searching for alternative housing for
next semester. A few people living in the fraternity house
have complained about the short notice they recieved on
April 25, to vacate the house by June 1.

"Most of them (the residents of the house) will be
displaced and are presently looking for a new house," said
Daniel Dillon, a senior political science major living in the
house.

A nine member planning committee set up by the
church, of which there is one student member, is responsi-
ble for the house becoming a UMass registered student
organization and possibly entering tbe Greek system,
Jager said.

The house, which still needs to be renovated, is expected
to hold between 40 to 50 students and house three residen-
tial advisors. The advisors as well as an eventual elected

A -MORAL" FRATERNITY - Alpha Delta Phi fraternity which is lo^ZTiTtlvZZ'S:;
park IS in the process of becoming a coed Christian living option according to Rev. Edward C.
Jager. He said he is creating a moral and Christian environment.

tion which might eventually be named Chi Rho, which are
the Greek letters for Jesus.

governing body will be responsible for running the house
Jager said.

Bible study and prayer groups will be meeting regularly
in the house.

"There will be opportunities for religious growth
through study and discipline groups, but they too will be
optional. We are creating both a Christian and moral en-
vironment. For example, we would not want to encourage
drinking," Jager said.

The house will also serve as an outreach center for the
church.

"By having the house it will be a real opportunity to
reach out to the campus community in a meaningful way,"
Jager said.

Many students seemed interested in the new housing op

"I think it is a good idea, it gives Christians a chance to
grow in a Christian community, said Barbara Jaramillo, a
member of the Inter-Varcity Christian Fellowship.
The Greek Affairs office had little comment on whether

the new Christian living option would be able to enter the
Greek system.

"Because we have not been contacted by the group I can
make no comment as to their status in entering the Greek
Stystem, said Peggy Jablonski the, assistant director of
the Cireek Area.

More information about the Christian living option is

available from the church at 549-3596 or at 434 N. Plea-
sant Street.

Dukakis wins mock gubnernatorial election
By EILEEN GALLIGAN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students participating in

the mock gubernatorial elections yesterday voted former
governor Michael Ehikakis for governor by a landslide, in

what organizers of the election hoped would make a
strong statement to politicians in the Commonwealth.
The election, modeled after the upcoming gubernatorial

primary in September, and the first of its kind at UMass,
resulted in Dukakis winning 2064 of the 3383 votes that
were cast. Former governor Foster Furcolo received 431
votes, Lt. Governor Thomas O'Neill, 421, and Governor
Edward King 150.

The three Republicans running bottomed the list with
Andrew Card receiving 60 votes, John Lakian, 59, and
John Sears receiving 44 votes. There were 159 write-in

votes, but were not considered significant enough to tally,

with only 2 percent going to any one person, according to
Charlene Allen, a member of the Third Worid Caucus, the

organization that sponsored the election.

"When asked why Furcolo, a member of the Board of
Regents was placed on the ballot when he clearly is not a
candidate for the job, Tony Crayton, director of Third
World Affairs said they wanted students to see Furcolo's
committment to higher education as the only board
member to vote against tuition increases.
"We want to show students that it is in fact the gover-

nor and law-making bodies who determine where the
future of our education is going," Crayton said.
UMass alumnus and volunteer caucus worker Michael

Ferrigno said Republican candidate Frank Rich wasn't in-

cluded on the ballot because the organizers sought to make
"a mainstream political statement."
"If this had ben an official election we would have made

sure that all candidates, no matter how obscure, were in-

cluded. We weren't seeking to be professional ballot
organizers. We are mainly trying to gain student's in-

terest and show them that their vote can count," Ferrigno
said.

Crayton said the idea for the mock election originated

when none of the candidates responded to their invitation
to participate in gubernatorial debates to be held at
UMass.
"We were insulted that none of the candidates thought

we, as students were important enough to bother coming
out here to debate, Crayton said. O'Neill considered it at
first, but we never secured a promise from any of them."

Ferrigno stressed that the mock election may seem like
a small effort, but that if students see their voting power
and do something about it, "we won^ be ignored or
scapegoated. We can beat them at their own game."

Ferrigno pointed out that the winner of a recent mock
election held at the University of Virginia for a state
senatorial position went on to win the state election, and
that student voting was crucial to the outcome of elec-
tions.

Said Crayton, "Like the guy at the funeral home, they
can deal with us now or later, because we're going to con-
tinue our effort to fight for quality higher education until
we get it."

Vets tuition will be paid

Colteirian photo hv Kevin J. KarheUi

TENNIS BREAK — Marjrret Pierce, a Mount Holyoke sophmore
relaxes after a tough match at Boyden courts.

By GARY STARTA
Collegian Staff

The Veteran's Assistance and Counseling
program at the University of
Massachusetts is advising Vietnam
veterans that served between 1962 and
1976 that their 1982 tuition for continuing
education including summer programs will

be paid for.

The Veteran's Administration pays a

single Vietnam veteran who goes to school
full time $342 a month tax free, said Michael
Peters, assistant director of the UMass
Veterans Assistance and Counseling
program

.

The Board of Regents had planned to

change a state law which allows Vietnam
veterans to get a tuition waiver for con-
tinuing education or beyond the 130 total

credit limit which gives the student
graduate school status.

Peters said the work of Miriam Williford,

director of continuing education; Dr. Larry
Benedict, associate vice chancellor for

student affairs; Dr. Deidre Ling, acting
assistant chancellor and Alan Gifford,
director of the Veteran's Assistance and
Counseling office, helped get the tuition
waiver.

Peters said he and Gifford are, "100
percent behind Vietnam veterans at UMass
and the benefits that they receive."

Two weeks ago Congressman G.V.
Montgomery of Mississippi, chairman of the
veterans affairs committee, proposed three
bills that would elimmate the work study
program, require monthly student cer-
tification for veterans rather than annual
certification, and would also eliminate
advance payments to Vet students.

Peters said veterans should write to their
congressman because if the bill goes into
effect Oct. 1 it would eliminate services of
the Veterans Assistance and Counseling
program such as the counseling of veterans
with emotional, alcohol and drug, and work
problems.

Peters said it would be verv difficult for

Continued on page 19
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the South Atlanti"
yesterday had been sunk in an Argentine missile attacli in

Dig^est
By the Associated Press

Bill is approved
WASHINGTON - The Senate Judiciary Committee

Z^renZ'l''
-te yesterday, a compJmrs^bS:would extend key provis.ons of the 1965 Voting RiehtsAct. a major priority of civil rights groups this yeaf.

^
Endorsed by President Reagan, civil riehtsorgamzations. liberals and Republican conserva ive^fhemeasure won the votes of a few of the judiciary panels

ixev., and Charles Grassley. R Iowa

rJhi^. ^iTV' '''^'^ ^" ^PP''"^^' ^^^ compromise civiJ

Sfa^^d'theYlote"^^"^'
^^^^ ' ^"""^ -rs.on^lreadyTa^

Supporters predicted the compromise agreed uponMonday may attract as many as 70 votes in Ihe Senateenough to cut off an anticipated filibuster
"

In the committee, the only opposing votes were cast hvRepubhcans Orrin Hatch of Utah. John Ea"t of Nor^hCarolma Jeremiah Denton of Alabama and chapmanStrom Thurmond of South Carolina.
cnairman

Turkish consul killed, see page 19

Russia waits for reply
MOSCOW - A senior Soviet official yesterday angrily

Leont T T''r'
^'^^'"'^ """'' '' meet Soviet PresidentLeonid I. Brezhnev at a June meeting at the United

^;:,:z:fjt
'^"""" -^-'^ » >-"-«'• ^-^^

"We are waiting for a clear and accurate reply from the

«n n.T
h" P''^^'*^'^"^" «" Brezhnevs April 17 proposal foran October summit on neutral ground, said Yuri Zhukov

74. a candidate member of the policy-making CentralCommittee and a political commentator for the cLmun

L

Party newspaper Pravda.
'"'"nisi

Zhukov. speaking at a news conference on Soviet "peace

Z'lk
""'^

mT''" *^^"^'"'^ ^^''^^^ R^-^^n is weighing

FinhnH'"'^''^
Soviet leader's suggestion for a summit inFinland or Switzerland, but that there has been no official

Febr'uarvTS'l n'"^'" fl
^"^^^ '" ''"^P^"'^ '^ Brezhnevs

!< ebruary 981 proposal for a summit and his repeated callsto discuss -limiting the arms race and disarmament "

In Washington. White House spokesman Larry Speakes

ro'sltive'"
""''' ^'"'^^'^ '•^^P«"^« "^^'^ b-" "ore

On Monday. Speakes said Reagan still hoped Brezhnev

olcials^r^d Re'
''" '"

T/^
^^''- ^^^^^ ^'minlTrat":

h Vk! ^ . •??^?" '^''"'^ ^^^^P^ Brezhnev's suggestionbut that details had not been worked out
"^restion.

Zhukov. stressing the need for a carefully preparedsummit, cited Brezhnev's 1972 meeting with TenPresident Richard Nixon and his 1974 meeting wilh GeraW
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An Argentine jet fighter fired a missile into the British
destroyer HMS Sheffield yesterday, sending it down in
names, and there were a "number of casualties" among the
warship's 280 seamen, the British Defense Ministry an
nounced. ^

The counterblow came as Argentine rescue craft con
tinued searching for survivors from the cruiser General
Belgrano. sunk in the frigid waters of the South Atlantic on
Sunday by a British submarine. Argentina announced that
at least 680 crewmen have been rescued, leaving about 360
sailors still missing.

British Defense Ministry spokesman Ian McDonald said
the 3.660-ton Sheffield was struck by a missile and caught
fire, "which spread out of control."

British news media said the seven-year-old Sheffield
one of the most modern warships in the Royal Navy was
hit by a missile fired by an Argentine jet fighter from a
distance of more than 20 miles. The reports said the
Argentine pilot fired two missiles, one missing and the
other scoring a direct hit on the Sheffield's control room
McDonald said the crew abandoned ship when there was

no hope of saving it and all evacuees were picked up "It is
feared there have been a number of casualties, but we have
no details of them yet. " he added.
The Sheffield was in the British battle fleet of at least 27

warships and more than 40 requisitioned civilian vessels
enforcing a 200-mile blockade around the disputed
!• alkland Islands, which were seized April 2 by Argentina
McDonald also announced that a British Harrier jet was

shot down and the pUot killed during a raid on the airfield
at Stanley, the Falklands capital.

Argentina's military government did not immediately
issue a report on the sinking of the Sheffield, but claimed
two out of three Harrier jets attacking a dirt runway atGoose Green. 40 mUes west of Stanley, were shot down Itmade no mention of a raid on the main Falklands airfield at
Stanley.

Both the Stanley and Gopse Green airstrips werepummeled by British warplanes Sunday in the first major
strike ot the airsea offensive launched by Britain to
recapture the archipelago. 250 miles off Argentina's
southern coast.

In other developments in the rapidly escalating conflict,
the United States announced that some personnel werebemg evacuated from the U.S. Embassy in Buenos Aires
because of Argentine fury at U.S. support for Britain, and
the British government reported "no progress" in efforts
to lind a peaceful solution to the conflict

Britain said the Sheffield was inside the blockade zonewhen It was hit but gave no precise location. Argentina
accusmg Bntam of "treacherous" behavior, said the cruise;
General Belgrano was 36 miles outside the 200-mile zonewhen It was torn apart by torpedoes from the nuclear-powereed submarine Conqueror southwest of the
raiklands.

The British Broadcasting Corp. said Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher was "devastated" by the news.

. Jllnnr^'^'' ^^f^'^^l^
^«'d the Harrier was shot down ina foHow-up raid on the Stanley airfield after a Vulcanbomber had again blasted the runway. A Vulcan flyingfrom Ascension Island in the mid-Atlantic and rkueledthree times in flight, had staged the first attack Sunday.
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Puffer's dam may become hydroelectric
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

The rushing waters of the Puffer's Pond dam in North
Amherst may soon be used to light Amherst homes if the
hydroelectric generator proposed by the Amherst Con-
servation Commission is built.

A 100-foot long pipe would lead from the north side of
the dam to a building the size of an over-sized phone booth
near the Mill Hollow Bridge, according to Peter Westover
director of the Conservation Commission.

Water would flow through the turbines in the buildinjj
creating enough electricity for 40 non-electrical ly heated
homes and providing $5,000 to $10,000 of income for the
town, Westover said.

The only obstacle to the plan is House Bill 85 which

would allow the town to sell electricity directly to the
power companies without establishing an electric
department.

The Bill IS still awaiting committee approval andWestover expects a decision soon. Construction could
begin this summer if the Bill is passed.

Tm optimistic, it could pass within a month." Westover

rw r L^"*^
'•'' """ opposition to the Bill according to the

Ofhce of Energy Resources." Westover said.

The Conservation Commission has received a $162 000
grant from the Office of Energy Resources to fund 'the
generator facUity. Thirty-seven thousand dollars would be
used to repair the dam and the remaining $125,000 would
be used to construct the gejierator.

The Puffer's Pond dam was partially repaired in 1976.

Jobs in liberal arts
are harder to come by

but now needs further repair to make sure it is safe and
does not leak.

The generator would provide 52 kilowatts of power
during peak production in the spring. The output would be
smaller in the summer, due to lack of water.

The electricity would either be sold directly to Western
Massachusetts Electric Company (WMECO). or it would
be deducted from the town bill.

According to Westover. the maintenance cost would be
small, about $1,000 to $1,500 per year.

The generator would create very little environmenUl
impact.

•The water will be returned to the Mill River at a low
velocity." Westover said. "It's a run of the line generator.
It doesn t draw down the pond." he said.

By SARAH RUSSELL
5-College Staff

Women looking for work in the liberal
arts field face a harder job search, and more
sex discrimination in salary than women
looking for work in technical fields, said
Arthur Hillson. director of the University
of Massachusetts Placement Service.

"Engineering has been a real goldmine
for women." Hillson said. There are few
women in the engineering field, and they
are often well qualified.

Many engineering company recruiters
are interested in hiring a quota of
minorities, in which women are included, so
they solicit qualified women offering
competitive salaries, Hillson said.

In this part of the country, qualified
women begin at an average of $22,000 a
year, which is directly comparable to a
man's salary in the same position. Starting
engineering salaries are higher in this part
of the country because of the numerous
technological companies in the area he
said.

About 60 to 70 percent of the companies
that set up recruiting meetings through the
University Placement Service, are
engineering or technical companies, and
another 30 percent are interested in people
in the business fields. Hillson said.

A very small number of employers in the
liberal arts fields recruit graduates through
the University Placement Service, and the
counselors at the Placement Service try to
help graduates professionally market
themselves.

"The liberal arts student must sell

himself/herself as a product." Hillson said.

Even alter they get jobs, women in the
liberal arts fields, do not get offered
salaries comparable with those of men in
the same job. he said.

AH companies that do recruit through the
University Placement Service must provide
a statement to the service declaring that
they are non discriminatory on the basis of
sex or race.

More women are actively seeking career
help through the University Placement
Service, according to 1980-81 statistics,
Hillson said. The number of women in-
terviewing with graduate schools through
the service, increased by 63.2 percent
compared to 4.7 percent for men during the
year of 1980-81.

Though the reasons for this increase have
not been researched yet, Hillson suggested
that economic problems and the recession
might be responsible for women looking at
graduate schools for the extra edge in
liberal arts jobs.

The University Placement Service can
match up graduates with potential jobs
through a computerized filing system, but
the individual is responsible for following
up on the job, Hillson said.

The Working Women's Task Force, a
division of the Everywoman's Center,
offers career counseling and help for women
in job-oriented problems, said Myra
Hindus, coordinator of the program. The
Working Woman's Task Force provides
support group meeting three times a year
for eight weeks at a time, aimed at women
either entering the job market for the first
time or re-entering it after a long absence.

"The main reason we offer these support
groups is to break down that sense of
isolation." Hindus said.

CAREFUL PRECISION - Nancy Kromka. a siprm;;^livTHgIn'CMeter sets up a wax mold to cast a pewter pill box in an art class at
Gnnnell arena.

Human Rights Speech Opens Festival
By GARY EYNATIAN
Collegian Staff

Only strong public opinion in
democratic societies can influence the
position of Soviet authorities on human
rights issues, the stepdaughter of famed
Soviet scientist and human rights ad-
vocate Andrei Sakharov told an audience
of 45 people in Herter Hall at the
University of Massachusetts Monday
night.

"In the Soviet Union, punishment has
ceased to be an instrument to maintain
law and order, but is an instrument to
carry out policies of the state," Fatrana
Yankelevich said.

She said that courageous individuals
who want the Soviet government to
respect existing laws which guarantee
certain human rights, to observe in-

ternational covenants on human rights,
and who disseminate information about
human rights violations are frequently
and systematically searched, detained,
interrogated, arrested, tried, and exiled
or sent to prison and labor camps. Some
are sent to mental institutions and all have
their human rights materials confiscated,
she said.

"There are no victories and any sue
ces.ses are few and far between,"
Yankelevich said, "still I don't think that

Soviet authorities will be able to destroy
these movements once and forever."

In the last wave of suppression which
struck soon after the Soviet occupation of
Afghanistan, Yankelevich said that almost
all members of key human rights groups
were imprisoned.

"The only weapon human rights ac
tivists have is the typewriter,"
Yankelevich said. But there is absolutely
no access to mass media communications.
"The entire news media is totally con-
trolled, every word will be checked before
being published or broadcast." she said.

Yankelevich, presently a teaching
assistant at Harvard University, said that
in the Soviet Union there is often fear of
expressing one's views or criticisms. As a
result, there are books written and never
published, pictures painted and never
exhibited, and protests by prisoners of
conscience go unreported and
unrecognized.

In the case of Yankelevich's stepfather
Andrei Sakharov. there has been some
success. The 17 day hunger strike he and
his wife endured received world wide
attention. As a result. Yankelevich's
brother's fiance was able to join him in the
United States. It was the refusal by
Soviet officials to allow her to emigrate
which caused Sakharov to go on a hunger
strike.

By GARY EYNATIAN
Collegian Staff

The Fourth Annual Festival of Unof-
ficial Russian Arts and Letters began
Monday night at the University of
Massachusetts with a lecture by Tatiana
Yankelvich. stepdaughter of Andrei
Sakharov. on the human rights movement
intheU.S.S.R.

Following Yankelevich. former Soviet
political prisoner Mikhail Schweitzer, who
spent 15 years in Soviet prisons, read
from his autobiography in Russian. He
recalled his early memories as a child
growing up in an orphanage in Russia.
Both of his parents disappeared in purges
which claimed millions of lives.

The Festival continues this evening
with a poetry recital by Joseph Brodsky.
Five College professor of literature, at 8
p.m. in Thompson 102.

"He is one of the best living Russian
poets." said Professor Laslo Tikos of the
UMass Slavic languages and literatures
department.

The final event of the Festival will take
place at 8 p.m. Thursday in Herter 301.
Shimon Okshtsyn, a recent Soviet emifixe

painter, will present a representative
selection of his work and comment on it in
Russian, with English translation by his
wife.

Born in Chernovitz, Russia in 1951,
Okshteyn studied at the Chernovitz
Special Children's Art School from which
he graduated in 1966. He continued his
studies at the Odessa Art CoUege where
he concentrated on drawing and painting
for five years. From 1972 to 1979. he
participated in more than twenty group
and one man shows in all major cities of
theU.S.S.R.

His works are in many private and
museum collections in the U.S.S.R.,
Israel. Germany. France and the United
States. Okshteyn arrived in America in
April. 1980, and now resides in New
England.

"The cultural events we will present in
our Festival here at the University are not
identical with official culture in the Soviet
Union." said Professor Tikos of the Slavic
languages and literatures department
which sponsors the Festival in cooperation
with the Slavic and p]ast European
Studies Program and the Center for the
Study of New Russian Literature at the
University of Massachusetts.
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Seven killed in one
hour in Anchorage
ANCHORAGE. Alaska (AP) - Four teen-agers

gathered m a park for a birthday celebration were shot inthe head and killed, and three people died of gunshotwounds m a tavern argument during the most violent night
in memory for Alaska s largest city

Investigators said there appeared to be no connectionbetween the two outbursts of violence within the span ofan hour Monday night.

Police had just begun their probe int6 a double murder
and suicide at the Black Bull tavern when they weresummoned to Russian Jack Springs Park, about three-
quarters of a mile to the west.
A woman going through the park told police she saw two

bodies on the ground as a man ran out of the woods and
told her to leave. She said she then heard gunshots.

Police latPr found two more bodies some distance away
Based on what the woman told them, police issued'a

sketchy description of a suspect, but Sgt. George Novacky
said It was so vague "it could be anyone

"

Authorities said there was no indication of a motive and

^,nmln T^^ ^^^I^ ?^ •''"•"^^ ^^'^ ^y ^ professionalgunman. They said no drugs or alcohol were found at the

At a news conference Tuesday. Police Chief Brian Porter
Identified three of the victims as Rebecca D. PhillipsSabrma L. Imlach. both 16-year-old Anchorage-area girlsand 19^yearold Vern Sylvester, beheved to be from^heKenai Peninsula area. The name of the fourth victim, an
18 year^old youth, was not released pending notification ofnext 01 kin.

One victim's parents said the four youths had gotten
together to celebrate Imlach's 17th birthday, which wouldhave been Tuesday. Novacky said.

Porter said he didn't know what type or caliber ofweapon was used, and he said no shell casings were found
on the scene.

Two of the victims were alive when found by police but
they died at nearby hospitals a short time later
The murders brought the number of homicides this year

to 11 m Anchorage, a city of about 175.000 people. Porter
said there were 20 homicides in the municipality last year

cannot recall any one day that had the kind of violent
deaths of last night." Porter said. recoUecting his 22 years
as a policeman in Anchorage.
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i98 i-62 Student Affairs
Distinguished Service Awards

The Division of Student Affairs invites nominations

l^^ lo
^."'^^'^'*V sxua^r^xs, staff and faculty for the

1981-82 Distinguished Service Awards. These annual
awards are given to classified, professional and stu-
dent staff whose work performance and service to
students has been outstanding and distinguished
The 4-6 winners will be selected by a division-wide

committee and will be recognized at the Fall Student
Affairs Convocation with a letter of commendation
wall plaque, luncheon, media publicity and a sianifi-
cant cash award.

piiiSly- '^'i;""-*'"'« CLASSIFIED and PRO-FESSIONAL staff (except Division Heads) and all
part-time STUDENT staff working In the Divi-
sion of Student Affairs in one of the following

Bilingual Collegiate Program
C.C.E.B.M.S.
Counseling & Career Development
Dean of Students
Environmental Health & Safety
Everywoman's Center
Financial Aid
Freshman Admissions
Greek Affairs

Handicapped Student Affairs
Health Services

Housing Administration

I.D. Office

New Students' Program
Placement
Public Safety
Registrar

Scheduling Office

Student Activities

Student Affairs Research &
Evaluation Office (SAREO)

Transfer Affairs

Upward Bound
Veteran's Services
Vice Chancellor's Staff

CRITERIA: Your nominee should have one or

tTn»H h ! r'"^
*="*^""^ ''^S"'^^ °"9o'"9, sus-

PrnrH. r
.^'=^,'«^«'"e"t and positive employment

oSi.Tk^^^°"^ *^" "^" °^ ^"<y" service;
Onginal contribution to office: new idea or innovation
which has assisted employee, office, division, or

intl'r?«*'
'°

"^"f'""
'"""^ ^«^'<=«; Outstanding

nter-office, pan-division, or campus-wide coopera
tion and effectiveness; Distinguished service to
students, on a routine or special case basis, in a direct
or indirect way; Outstanding professional contribu-
tion, research, workshops, publications, etc.

h1"?'h^*L°"
''°''"S- Each professional and

classified staff will get their nomination forms through
Division Heads. Students may pick up forms from anyRSO Group, Graduate Student Senate

Sr'T ^'"'^"^ S^"^»«' °^ Heads oi
Residence. You may also obtain forms in the Counsel-
ing & Career Development Services (front desk) 123
Berkshire House. Nominations are due Friday, Junel^h. Please call Don Banks (545-0333) for more infor-
mation or questions.

Students are strongly encouraged to make nominations

Money is saved on Hatch
Collegian s

By LAURIE FISHER
Collegian Staff

The recently completed renovation to the
Hatch Cafeteria at the University of

Jln'^nn^"'^"f ^^'"P"^ Center cost
$5U,000 less than was expected Ashoke
uanguh, associate director of UMass Aux-
iliary Services said yesterday.
The additions, which began late last year

were expected to cost $400,000 and ended
up costing $350,000. The cuts in costs were
made possible because the UMass Physical
Plant did a lot of the electrical and plumb-
ing work. New furniture was not bought
but instead what was previously used in the
Hatch was refinished and patched up, such
as replacing the table tops. The Campus
Center worked together with the architects
and contractors, Ganguli said.

*'We worked closely with Routh, Shives,
and Williams, of Downtown Amherst, the
architects, and Ciocca of Chicopee the con-
tractor, to cut corners, Ganguli said.

The architect and contractor were the
same ones who renovated the Blue Wall,
the Top of the Campus, and the Worcester
Dining Commons, and were able to put all
they had learned about saving money into
the Hatch project," he said.

"In addition to working with the contrac-
tor and architect, we were aided by student
input. The Board of Governors were at all
of the meetings from day one and the stu-
dent input was extremely valuable,"
Ganguli said.

The $50,000 left over from the March
project will be used to install a fire alarm
system in the Student Union Building. The
system will be implemented during the up-
coming summer, Ganguli said.

"The grand opening of the Hatch will be
held on May 11. and we plan on inviting
people who have been on campus 20 years
so that they may appreciate the changes
and enjoy the improvements," Ganguli
said.

Three false bomb threats
made within 3-week span

THIS IS THE HATCH? - The Hatch Cfeteru'C'tlen'^iVllew
look after renovations cost the universitj. less than anticipated.

GSS approves *83 budget

By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

A third false bomb threat in as many
weeks was made shortly after 11 a.m.
Monday, University of Massachusetts
police Sgt. David Grader said yesterday.
The caller, with a "young, male" voice,

said that a bomb had been placed in Bartlett
Hall, Grader said. Since bomb threats are
common during exam time. Grader said,
officers checked and found no exams
scheduled in Bartlett at the time. A cursory
search was made of the building but no
evacuation took place, Grader said.
Two bomb threats occurred in John

Quincy Adams Tower in Southwest
Residential Area and in the Campus Center
on April 23 and 24. respectively. No devices
were found in either incident.

Sgt. Grader said false bomb threats
increase in frequency during exam time but
alternate exam sites are scheduled ahead of
time to prevent exam cancellations.

In unrelated news. Michael Thoma was
described yesterday by the Critical Care
Ward Supervisor. Joyce Laflamme. as
being in "satisfactory" condition at Cooley-
Dickinson Hospital in Northampton.
Laflamme also said that Thoma had been
moved onto the surgical floor since his
condition had improved since Sunday.
Thoma is remaining in the hospital for
treatment of injuries sustained in a four-

story fall Saturday.
A yellow Toyota, parked on Fearing

Street Extension near dormitories in the
Southwest Residential Area, was broken
into between 11:15 p.m. Monday and 7:15
a.m. Tuesday and had an am/fm cassette
deck taken from it, Grader said.
A passenger side window, smashed in the

theft, was valued at $50, and the stereo
components were valued at $300, Grader
said.

A suspicious person in Goodell Library
was reported to police at 10:15 a.m.
Tuesday and was taken to UMass Health
Services after he was found to be
disoriented and confused. Grader said.
According to reports the 37-year-old male
made several statements "that made no
sense,"

An investigation into a series of motor-
vehicle breaking and enterings and thefts of
car-stereo equipment and car parts is under
way by UMass police, a department
spokesman said yesterday.
The spokesman said the number of thefts

under investigation by UMass Police is

approximately 20 but that Amherst Police
and Hadley Police are investigating other
thefts believed to be connected with these
thefts that began around the first of the
year.

Value of items taken, several of which
have been recovered, was described as "at
least $2000" by the spokesman.

By LAURIE FISHER
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate (GSS) at
the University of Massachusetts approved
the proposed budget for 1983 , last night.
The total budget of $133,999 was increased
by 25 percent over last year's.

The 25 percent increase was mainly due
to a state law that is being put into effect
which states each trust fund must be self-

sufficient. The effect of the law will be a
12.2 percent increase, to pay for fringe

$11,050 from last years budget. Weiss said.
"In order to maintain the present service

each graduate student will pay $9 a
semester in 1983 and will eventually pay
$11 a semester. The increase to $9 from
$7.50^ a semester is necessary in order for
the PVTA to continue operating under the
current impossed federal budget cuts. Until
two years ago federal funds provided 40
percent of the PVTA's budget, when the
Reagan cuts began Transit Service received
32 percent of their budget from the federal
government and this year 25 percent ofbenefits which include; unemployment, life their budget comes from feAerTiundinl

insurance and mpHiral incnran/x^ /tk^ ouoninoii., dxttia ....-n . , . ." Kinsurance and medical insurance (The
UMass health plan), said Paul Weiss. GSS
treasurer.

The Transit Service which will receive
the larges single amount of funding by the
GSS ($54,000), was given an increase of

eventually PVTA will get no federal fun
dmg." Jack Delmond. president of GSS
said.

Legal Services Organization (LSO)
received an increase of $7,489 which left

Continued on page 19

PVTA bus hits parked car
A PVTA bus reportedly struck a parked

car Monday morning while travelling north
on South Pleasant Street, Amherst Police
said yesterday.

No major damage was sustained by the
bus driven by Joanne M. Driscoll, 24, of
Worcester or the partked car, police said,
and no citations were given. Police say they
are not sure exactly how the accident oc-
curred.

At 3:37 p.m. Monday, an unidentified
man from Northampton was struck in the
face whfle standing on the porch of the
Drake, police said. The man, who police say
can identify his assailant, sustained a cut to
his upper lip and was referred to the clerk

FOR YOU
CLASS OF 62
SENIOR DAY

Committees now being formed to

work on Senior Day. Energetic

people needed to work on
hospitality, publicity, tickets, beer

pouring, etc.

ORGANIZATION MEETING
WED. MAY 5th 6 PM CC 917

Amherst Masquers Present

CURSE OF THE STARVING CLASS
by Sam Shepard

Directed by Richard Trousdell
April 30, IVIay 1, IVIay 6, 7, 8

8:00 P.IVI.

Kirby Memorial Theater, Amherst College
Admission $2.50 Senior Citizens $1.50

A.C. Students free with I.D.

Box Office opens April 16
For reservations call 542 2277

Box Office hours: 10 - 5 weekdays

As part of its dramatic statement, CURSE OF THE
STARVING CLASS calls for scenes of comic profanity
and explicit nudity. These essentially poetic devices
are in no wey sexually suggestive and yet they are
designed for mature audiences only.

of courts by police to file a complaint.
A cassette deck, two speakers and

cassette tapes valued at $100 were reported
stolen from a car that was parked on Spring
Street at Amherst CoUege at 1:30 a.m.
Monday and the rear window of the car was
reported to have been smashed, police said.
On the north side of Pulpit Hill lioad, 50

truck tires were reportedly dumped on the
side of the road at about 8 Monday morning,
police said.

It is unknown at this time who dumped
the tires 100 ft. away from the main gate to
the Ruxton Gravel Company, police said.

- KEN LUNDBERG -

Momsaie
ver>;very
special.

Be sure to remember
yours with a beautiful

Mother's Day Card.

May 9th

rr'

^ _-, Open M-F
fMemim 9 5

Cy Co* 114
Creative excellence is an American tradition

»
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Compromise reached on Voting Rights Act
WASFTINr.TnM ZAP* A u; .:___WASHINGTON (AP) - A hi partisan compromise

extending key provisions of the 1965 Voting Rights Act
has been reached among at least 12 of the 18 members of
the Senate Judiciary Committee, congressional sources
said Monday.

The proposal has the support of several civU rights
organizations, including the NAACP. as well as a few of
the most conservative members of the judiciary panel.

But efforts to persuade Sen. Strom Thurmond of South
Carohna. the Republican chairman of the committee, to
endorse the compromise have been unsuccessful so far
sources said.

'

Even without Thurmond's help, the compromise is
expected to be approved by both the judiciary committee
and the full Senate after some opposition from ar-
chconservatives like Jessf Helms. R-N.C.
The Reagan administration, especially Attorney

General William French Smith, also is know to oppose the

compromise.
Senate Majority Leader Howard H. Baker Jr. called it

"a step in the right direction... but we still have ways to
Ro."

Within the judiciary committee, the compromise is

being pushed hard by Sens. Bob Dole, R Kan.; Edward
M. Kennedy. D-Mass.; and Charles McMathias Jr.. R-
Md. Among those agreeing to the proposal are con
servative Sens. Charles Grassley. R Iowa, and Howell
Heflin. D Ala.

The committee is expected to consider the voting
rights bill, which generally is regarded as the most
successful piece of civil rights legislation enacted in the
1960s.

Although there is general agreement in the Senate that
the statute should be extended, conservatives have taken
issue with a provision included in the bill approved by the
House last fall.

Under that provision, if actions by local or state of-

ficials had the effect of diluting minority voting strength
a judge could rule that discrimination occurred.

'

Senate conservatives said the House-endorsed stan
dard of proof could result in court ordered quotas
requiring that the racial makeup of a city council or state
legislature conforms to the proportion of black, Hispanic
or Indian voters in a voting jurisdiction.
Under the compromise proposal, minorities would have

no specific right to representation proportional to their
numbers. But if a judge found a pattern of discrimination
his ruling could establish a voting system that
corresponds to the proportion of minority voters
A judge also would be required to consider the "totalityM circumstances." not just the election results in citv

county or state balloting.
^

'

Since the voting rights statute was enacted, more than
1 million blacks or other minorities have registered to
vote. The most important provisions of the act expire in
August. ^

Phase 2, Civil Rights Movement

In^tit«!e ^f^W^fn'?*',/^
TENNESSEE - Dancers from the oKde

m^Ij ?.
African Culture perform at the World's Fair in Knoxville

By SATYA GABRIEL
Special to Black Affairs

What is the current condition of black
America? It would be foolish to ignore the
progress made from the days of slavery and
the days of debt peonage that followed the
abolition of slavery. It would be equally
f(H)lish to think the struggle for equality and
human rights to be ended.

In the early days of the civil rights

movement the goals were few and simple.

The dominant goal was to abolish in-

stitutionalized racism. Through active

r c.iu ifgai intervention the black
community, aided by a few progressive
whites, brought down many of the in-
stitutional barriers to equal treatment
under the law.

Segregation is now more difficult to
enforce. In the educational system, com-
munities, and public accomodations it is
now largely illegal to discriminate on the
basis of race. This was a direct result of the
success of the civil rights movement.

It is clear to all who have been in the
black communities in places like Detroit
southside Chicago, East St. Louis, Gary.'
etc. that this great social progress has not
been translated into economic progress for
the vast majority of black Americans. In
fact, in many of these communities con-
ditions have worsened over the past twenty
years.

Today in some black communities
unemployment exceeds 25 percent with
black teenage unemployment over 50

The struggle begins with ourselves
LUTHER

percent. The human costs of such large
numbers of people being denied access to
the most fundamental of human rights, a
job, is staggering. It is not hard to un-
derstand why the thought uppermost in the
minds of these black Americans is economic
security. Most would prefer that secririty
to come in the form of a steady job. but in
lieu of that many turn to other paths to
obtain security and self-respect, including
crime.

The danger we face today is that those
blacks who have benefited most from the
reforms of the past and who have moved
out of the traditional black communities will
become alienated from their brothers and
sisters who remain in the communities.
This has already manifested istself in the
growth of a new black leadership based
within the black communities. The National
Black United Front is one manifestation of

that development.
The so called black middleclass. whose

existence is testimony to the power of past
organization within the black community,
must now be willing to make certain
sacrifices to continue the struggle for
justice. This group which has gained limited
acce.ss to jobs within the professional and
managerial sector of the economy must be
willing to devote some of their time and
energy to the task of extending economic
justice to the rest of American society. It is.

in fact, in their own self-interest to do so.
For if the struggle is not carried forward it

may be pushed backwards, as the current
administration has so clearly demonstrated.

By Brumtic Brandon, Jr.

• By RUSSELL D. JORDAN
Collegian Staff

I have been agonizing lately as to how I could best pre-
sent this editorial. The reasons for this agony are diverse
Ihis editorial is a personal statement and as such highly
presumptuous and preachy. So I am standing 'at the
doorstep of my glass house and throwing stones You will
at least find these words honest and at best inspirational
We as a people have been victims of the most brutal op-

pression that any segment of (>)d's creation has ^
penenced. Our strength as a people has always been ex-
emplified by those of us who rather than run from the
beast of our oppression, head-on and attacked it The
bea.st has changed, it rarely takes a form that we can
grasp. It has become a will-o-the-wisp, dark and i^tagnant
noating amongst us. clouding our vision and poisoning the
air. We have to ri.se above the foulness. It is only through
the strengths that we possess as individuals that we will
be able to climb to the clear fresh air of clarity and sense of
purf)ose. These are trying times for Black people (I
daresay for fK^ople of any race).
Now, I am going to stop .speaking metaphorically and

get down to brass tacks. We simply cannot afford to' mess
around. Everything we have gotten we have gotten
through struggle. We are a people lK)rn with a burden and
perversely, it is this burden that often exemplifies our
great strength. It is a burden that has also crushed many
of us. Now if we add to that burden those weaknesses that
any human In-ing is subject to, we are definitely in for the
worst. We have got to be totally .serious as individuals if
we expect to continue our struggle. In addition I would
like to thank both profes.sors Meade and Strickland of the
Afro-AM Studies department for their uncompromising
pride in their work and the dedication they exhibit in
fostering a sense of ourselves through our history, both
political and literary.

White people can afford to be ignorant of their historvWe cannot It is the ignorance of ourselves and of ou pa^tthat threatens us most. The contest within which we haveexisted ,n thi. society has changed little since th^v werelaying our backs open with the lash, or lynchings stnfmuniform and fresh from the horrors of [he trenche >reven to these most recent days when in Boston a gang fwhte youths chased down a Black man and beatS to

Now, if I as a Black man or you as a Black man or Blackwoman neglect your studies or try to approach 'our

TctTn" ''"T'' r'^
^"^^^^'^^^ ^'"' ^he utmo t ofS

int raci.sts and the oppres.sors. They want us to fail Thevwill go to great lengths to insure that failure- o if voudon t study or if you cheat to maintain your grade v uare sowing the seeds of your own destruction
'
^

We all have iridividual gt.als and desires, and I think

,m1 f"r
^""'.^"

^
^'" ^''' ''' ^h'^ ^'niversityt we didn'tthink getting a .legree was part and parcel wkh th^- tar.ment of tho.se goals. Too often we walk into class w',,having done the work assigned ai^d the profet ^ t ies'uteac-h anfhs faced with a seas of blank, unc-omprehSn!

stares and guilty fidgiting. Wake up! You are here tZ.^an education, .s*, get one. Study, do the work th^f i? -^
e and strive for excellence, .t us U>Xv i^ . .^Sand unity necessary we must first exhibit th(,se traits^nourselves as individuals. If you or I cRnnJ.Z. i
..wn two feet we are in a difiult' xls^n U, Mp h^ ofus who need a hand in doing the same for then elv^Don t give up either; I don't care if you've I,een sklppintrclasses and ignoring your studies for'the whole seme e?and your finals are looming l.efore you monolithic and im
J>ervious - study! If you were In-ing attacked by a gang of

you fight? If you backed into a hot stove, would you sUndthere and listen to your skin sizzle or would you leap amiy'

now . 2 •\' ^'*" ^^^"^ ""^ '^"'^'^« ^" semester, are younow gomg to acquiesce to your own failures, or are you go-

^,me'r? rf"/
''"^^ ^"^ ^^'^ of discipline and cracksome serious books?

« f2'"''J ^!u'
^"^""'•ase all Black students to take at least

St .Z«"i r '""L'*''
"''f^'"*'^ ^y the Afro-American

lo on wIr'^?.T'"^-
^^'""^^ ^^^^^ c«"'-«^s. you will come

hoPeSlv f"h

^" ?'"'^'''^" ""^ ^^P^^^ of our struggle and.

tXonlh a'"
""^r't^"<linK combined with whatever

reso ve LnH
^""^ '^''''^ ^" "^^ ^y ^*" strengthen your

s7rulJle J^
^•"'"m.tment. We are a people doomed to

s rSe'inT' .K%"
'" '^' ^"'' ^"d must continue that

b^ stmng
"'"''• ^^ ^'^«"« S'^^--^ ^"d Brothers.
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LIMITED ENGAGEMEN^f!
5 WEEKS ONLY!

MAY 6th thru JUNE 13th ONLY!
lOSlFM PAPP

JAMES BELUSHI PETER NOONE
r. I,i».. .t K S.,||,

Pirare§

of penzance
A New York Shakespeare Festival Production

BOX OFFICE NOW OPEN DAILY!

CANCELLATION
Due to an insufficient amount of

entries, the Collegian photo contest has
been cancelled.

^

TELETHON: (617) 426^3831
Group Sales: (617) 426-6444 Tickctron

» SHUBERT THEATRE
21.-, IKI MOM SIKI I I (JOSKIN (lifllh 426 4i2(l

EVERF n^SDAT.RETl R.\
OF THE Tl^S. OTTE
SPECIAL WITH
DJ CRAZY
GEORGE

75- DRIIVK!^ ALL .\1TE

FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLIN
Sept. 6-Dec. 10 Institute of Irish Studies 12-15 Credits

SUMMER SESSION
Aug. 1 -Aug. 21 6 Credits

Institute of Irish Studies at Trinity College. Dublin
FOR INFORMATION
Dr. John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360

r%^. . ^^ 886-1931, x243
COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

:<i h
1981-1982

OVERSEAS
ACADEMIC
PROGRAMS

Work Abroad: England, Ireland, France. New Zealand

EVERY WED.YESDAY
SOC HOPS

no cover

THURSDAY,
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
ACOUSTIC

WITH

PETER
IWEWLAiVD

SPECIAL SVWDAT
9 till close
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COMMENCEMENT 1982

10:00 a.in., Sunday, May 30

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS
All Candidates
There will be no Commencement rehearsal for
depee candidates. Candidates should assemble by
school/college at Alumni Stadium no later than 9am
graduation morning, May 30, 1 982. Signs will be posted
indicating schools, and Commencement Marshals will
issue specific instructions and distribute programs
Upon signal, candidates will follow the Commence-
ment Marshals to the assigned areas and be seated.
Candidates will receive diploma covers from the

deans of their school or college.

Who is Eligible to Participate?
Any degree candidate who anticipates completing
degree requirements by the end of the calendar year
1982 IS eligible to participate in the 1982 ceremony.
Questions concerning academic status should be

c/r^^'/i^
'° ^^^ Records Office, 213 Whitmore,

545-0555.

Invitations
There is no limit to the number of guests who may
attend the ceremony and tickets are not required Each
undergraduate/graduate student will receive a packet
of six formal invitations.

Faculty and Parents
Faculty and staff should assemble at the SOUTHWEST
end of the stadium on the gravel between the Facilities/
Information Center and the stadium wall. Faculty will
be part of the processional and will be seated imme-
diately in front of the candidates from each school or
college.

Since the Commencement Exercises are open to the
public and guest seating is without reservation, parents
and friends may wish to arrive early to ensure good
seating. Viewing areas for those confined to wheel-
chairs will be located on both sides of the stadium on
the eastern and western walkways.

Special Instructions for Graduate Candidates
Ph.D. and Ed.D. candidates should wear their hood if
they chose to buy one.

Caps and Gowns
Caps, gowns, tassels, and invitations will be distributed
from the Textbook Annex in the Physical Plant Build-
ing beginning May 3. There is no charge to degree
candidates (Associate, BacheTor's. Master's^ DoctoraTT
for the cap, gown, tassel, and invitations. Please bring
your ID. You must know what degree you are receiving
and from which department.

Distribution Hours — May 3—May 28; 10 a.m.—
4 p.m. regular business days at the Textbook Annex.
May 30 (Commencement Day|, 8 am at the stadium
(SOUTHWEST CORNER).

Doctoral Hoods
Hoods may be purchased at the University Store for
$26 each; they may also be rented

Rentals
Academic apparel for this year's University Com
mencement may be rented through the University
JtoreTAll faculty members are urj^ed to place their
rental order as soon as possible. THE LAST DAY TO
ORDER IS FRIDAY, MAY 1 4. Payment must be made at
the time of order and there will be no refunds if apparel
is not used. Academic apparel may also be purchased.
For further information about rentals or purchases,
please contact Connie Szelewicki at the University
Store, 545-2619.

Accommodations
Many area motels are already booked for Saturday
before Commencement. A limited number of rooms in
University housing will be available for relatives and
other guests the night of May 29 Please contact the
University Summer Conference Office, 918 Campus
Center, 545-2591, by May 10, 1982.Fees:$14single/$19
double per night.

Food Services
Coffee, soft drinks, and donuts will be available under
the east (section 16) and west (section 6) stands at the
north end of the stadium.

Campus Center
Graduation Dinner, Top of the Campus Restaurant,
Campus Center (reservations needed) 1 2 noon—6 p.m!
Graduation Brunch, Room 1009, Campus Center
(reservations suggested) 12 noon—3 p.m.

Coffee Shop, open 7 a.m.—1p.m.

Conunencement Ceremony Schedule
9 A.m.—Robin^ for Commencement

-MASTER'S and DOCTORAL candidates
should assemble at the NORTHWEST end
of the stadium (on the gravel area);

—Graduates from ARTS & SCIENCES
should assemble at the SOUTHWEST end
of the stadium (on the gravel area);

—Graduates from PHYSICAL EDUCA-
TION, HEALTH SCIENCES, ENGINEER-
ING, EDUCATION, and the NONTRA-
DmONALPROGRAMS (Continuing Educa-
tion, BDIC, etc.) should assemble at the
SOUTHEAST end of the stadium (on
the gravel area).

—Graduates from FOOD & NATURAL RE^
SOURCES and BUSINESS ADMINISTRA-
TION should assemble at the NORTH-
EAST end of the stadium (on the gravel
area).

—Appropriate signs will be displayed. Grad-
uates should line up according to their
school or college.

9:30 a.m.—Seating of Graduates

10 a.m.—Procession Starts

12 p.m.—Ceremony ends

Yearbook Information
Contact the /nJex Office inJ^02 Campus Center, 545-
2874, for the Senior Portrait schedule. Graduating
seniors will be sent their yearbooks in the fall.

General Information
Diplomas will be mailed to graduates in the fall.

Medical facilities will he located in the van under
Section 8 of the stands.

Public telephones will be located on the west side of
the Facilities/Information Center.
Restrooms are located at either end of the Facilities/
Information Center at the south end of the stadium.
Viewing areas for those confined to wheelchairs will be
located on both'sides of the stad^unv on the eastern
and western vvalkwaysT

For additional information, contact the Office oF
Community Relations, 303 Whitmore, 545-2560.

Senior Day
The Chancellor's Reception for Seniors (Senior Day)
will be held Friday, May 28, on Metawampec Lawn
behind the Student Union. Information on tickets will
be announced in the Collegian.

Members of the Class of 1982 who are interested in
working with the Senior Day Committee should con-
tact Delphine Quarles in the Student Activities Office
4 1 6 Student Union. 545-3604.

Schedule of Events Date
Senior Day fn., May 28
Stockbridge Commencement, Fri., May 28
ROTC Commissioning Ceremony Sun., May 30
1982 Commencement Ceremony Sun., May 30

Time

1:30 p.m.

8 a.m.

10 a.m.— 12 noon

Place
Metawampee Lawn
FAC Concert Hall
FAC Concert Hall

Alumni Stadium

Commencement Date Change to SUNDAY, May 30, 1982

In the event ofrain: there is no alternative rain site. Commencement will be held outside in the Alumni Stadiumregardless of the weather. A delay of two (2) hours will be announced in the event of heavy rains and canceHarion^nr

c:ncd?atSr"'"'
"" """ '"^'" '° '""' "'" ^^^^""^ '^^ "^'^^^ ^' ^-y^ ^- rnorncemen^^^^^^^^

Invitations are not required for admittance. Seating for guests will be on a first come, first served basis.

Colle gignn 9

N^lines^^^^ Positions open EWC needs staff
Women's Health Fair

Massachusetts at Amherst. Friday. May 7 from 11 am to

we'st
•
"'"'' "' ''' "^"P'^" ^'"^^ Commons in South

The health fair is an "excellent opportunity to spend five

heahh •"'""Tv- r^- ^1' ' '"^ «^ information on women shea th. said Victoria Jacoby. the professional coordinatorfor the Southwest Women's Center
^oorainator

The health fair will provide literature covering women'shea th issues including women and alcohol, eatlnglsorders. reproductive rights, holistic medicine contraceptives. mental health, self care, smo^^ng andviolence against women.
=>moKing. and

A theatre presentation concerning the eating disordersanorexia nervosa, and the binge and purge syndror^e w[lbe performed at 2:00 p.m.
j'nurome win

A film entitled "Taking Back Our Bodies." which is about

inH ^r.r ^"^'^^ "movement will be shown at 11:30 a.mand 12:30 p.m. Also, a workshop dealing withmedia vioence agamst women, and free raffles will be held
periodically during the heahh fair

Representatives from University Health Services
Earthfoods. Isis. Violence Against Women and

health related issues with both men and women.

By NORA CURIOSO

J^!!!^^''"T f ^''^^'*' ^""^ ^*''"^" ^^"'•""^d in counseling.

u otam ^''f"'?K ^'T'""'
^^'•""^^ '^' counselin^gprogram at the Everywomans Center (EWC)

Applications are being accepted for two summer internshin
positions and three fall internship positions.

'"^^'"''''P

Applicants should send transcripts or resumes outlining
graduate coursework and/or related work experience tohuzanno Slater program coordinator. EWC. Wilder Hall
UMass, Amherst, Ma.. 01003.

rhe Lverywoman's Center (EWC) is looking for
volun eers and interns to staff the EWC resource roomover the summer. The job would include providing in-lormation about health concerns, political, social andsurvival resource, occasional crisis intervention, as weU asupdatmg resource files and referral books.

For job descriptions and application forms, contact Ruth

nlir^im"
'•^'^^"''^^'/'•^f^'Tal coordinator. EWC. Wilder

ir ^'''' Amherst. Ma.. 01003 or call 545-0883.
Deadline for applications is May 14.

»i^22Z£ 222ZZ

IF AT FIrst you cIon't succeecI. . .

This time it's for sure.
Northeast Area
Government

will hold elections in
Worcester D.C.

TODAY (Green room side)
& May 6 (Barracks side)

from 4-6 pm
= 253-5296 m

SCHOOL OF MEDICIIME
• CIFAS UNIVERSITY •

'CLASSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH

tĈ î̂ *

UniversityThe
Do
afle

and IS fully accredited

er he , 3,„„o,3, ^ S Model of MedicaTEdS^

OPENINGS AVAILABLE
Uur school ,s listed in Vol 35 No 4 of the WMnChronicle puWished by the World HeaUh ofgan'za^on

For More Informal.on and Application Form plense write InCIFAS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DEAN OF AOfMISSIONS

128?0 WHITTIER BLVD
, SUITE 30 • WHITTIER. CAIIF 9060:

I

BE IN THE
FOREFRONT
OF TODAY'S
TECHNOLOGY
AS AN AIR

FORCE
ENGINEER

\\\\

SIDRINC - TLINe

,^

v^

Our engineering officers are planning and
designing tomorrow's weapon systems today.
Many are seeing their ideas and concepts
materialize. They have the finest, state-of-

the-art equipment to test their theories. The
working environment is conducive to research.
And Air Force experience is second to none.
You can be part of this dynamic team if you
have an engineering degree. Your first step
will be Officer Training School. Help us shape
our future as we help you start yours. Be an
engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact
your Air horcc recruiter ;il 41 J-557-3NyH.
Captain Kevin Reinert. Call Collect.

/iX}^n

A treat woy of I

:J>

••Come in ANd««
Beat tIie Heat

kangapoo m^-^-

louienbna j'^^-

lUHERE IT DOESnl

— 1.10

nu moRE TO 00
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The Massachusetts Daily
applications for the following

Associate Manag^ing Editors
Copy Editors

Layout Technicians

Librarian

Drivers

Training Coordinator

Assoc. Photo Editors

Collegian is now accepting
positions for the fall of 1982:
Assoc. News Editor

Assoc. Executive Editor

Assoc. Arts Editor

Assoc. Women's Editor

Assoc. Photo Editor

Assoc. Production Manager
Assoc. Sports Editor

Applications and information are available at the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center. Applicants must be full-time UMass undergraduate students.
Application deadline is May 17, 1982.

TV Collegian w an equal opportunity empttryer.

^m
V

Campus Center/Student Union
Board of Governors

accepting applications for tlie

following coordinator positions:

University Store
Retail Services Public Relations

Food Services Conference Services/
Space Accomodations
Economic Development i'isplay

Finance Building Operations
Special Profects Vendor Certification

Jobs begin Sept. 1962
Most Jobs 10 hrs ^t week

Applications Qvolioble in Campus Center 617
Deadline May 11, 1962, 4:00 PM

Infformotlonal Meeting Wed. May 5, 1962, 6:00 FM
Afflfmotive Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

1

i

1

I

i

I

> tfFCi^(».^^irS «vi^<;i)^i^ (STCi^aD^^S^ «=vi^<i5^^5^

Governors

Program

Council

T-Shirts AvQilQble
from our 1982 Performance Series

Order Yours Now
only $5.95
your choice of

tffCiSwO^.^S?'

b

[

Rob Ing/is e

/ in 8

c

G

GPC logo on back
THE LORD

OF THE RINGS

1

1
5

Frye (Red w/blue, white ink) G
Rob Inglis/Tolkien (Yellow w/purple, white ink) D
Name

Phone

I

I

(S, M, L, XL) circle size

To order: Send order coupon plus check for $5.95 to
Governor's Program Council, Box 146 Student Union

allow 2 weeks for delivery
<tc^<»-'n«i ftc^(»-"*::ii? «c^(»-'=^Ai9 <ic^<»-'«Qi# (

\

THEWOK

SPRING DINNER SPECIAL
MON., TUES. & WED. 310 P.M. ONLY $3.99

1. y» lb. Boneless Chicken Breast with fresh Broccoli & Pork fried Rice
2. Pork Chop (2 pieces) with fresh Broccoli & Pork-fried Rice
3. Choice Rib-eye Steak with fresh BroccoM & Pork-fried Rice.
4. Seafood Special (fried Shrimp, Scallops & Fish) with fresh Broccoli &

Pork-fried Rice
5. Beef with Mixed Vegetables with 2 fried Shrimp & Pork fried Rice
6. Chicken with f^ixed Vegetables with 2 Tenyaki Beef & Porkfried Rice
7. Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables with i Egg Roll & Pork fried Rice
8. Scallops with Mixed Vegetables with 3 Chicken Fingers 8.

Pork fried Rice
9. Sweet & Sour Dishes (choice of Chicken. Pork or Shrimp) F.

Pork-fried Rice

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL 586 1202

48 RUSSELL ST., HADLEY, MASS.

You'll be amazed at all

the opportunities and

advantages the Army
offers men and women

with BSN degrees:

• Kxiellent slartiny salaries and benefits, ineludiny a lib-
eral vacation p<»lio.

• Real opp<)rtunit> for ad\ana'merit and professional
«'"<>^<*^— ^'^t'r> Arm> Nurse is a eonimissioned offker.

• No basil training for nurses; jus! a basic orientation
course to lamiliari/e \ou with the \rm\ Medical
Department.

• I he chance to travel; time to do the things you en jo>

.

• OpportunitN to qualif> for specialized roles, teaching
or additional i^ucation.

See if you qualitx

.

( .ill COJk'Cl \o

(203) 773-3466

The Army Nurse Corps.

For mor« information, write
Army District Recruiting Co
Atten Nurse Counselor
205 Whitney Ave
New Haven, CT 06511

Name

Address

( ilv. Slate. /iP_

f'hone
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"Bvffet

at the

^lop of the Campus rHsstaxirant

featuring a festive buffa
from 11:30 cum, to 6:00 p.m.

on 'May 9th

Announcing the

great DINNER/MOVIE deal!

Enjoy any of the following dinner entrees

Tuesday-Thursday

at the

TOP OF THE CAMPUS RESTAURANT
and receive a free movie pass

valid anytime Sunday-Thursday or at midnight shows
at any one of the 8 featured movies at:

^SUui®
584-7550

HAMPSHIRE MALL

584-9153
MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

/

>/ $8.50 for Midts

$435 for Children

under 12

Mom wilt receive a

free flower

Murray D. Lincoln

Campus Center

11th floor

Featured dinner entrees:

Country-Style Bar-B-Que Ribs
Turkey Parmesan

Baked Fresh Catch of the Day
Breast of Chicken Kiev

$6.95 price includes
entree, salad bar, non-alcoholic beverage, & movie pass!

A Science Fantasy

Adventure

Quest FOR^^^kM.
Fire laiMMIM

2Mh CENTURY-FOX FILMS

Cai[ now for reservations

at 549-6000 e?ct. 639

Just one of the great AMC features.

Call 584-7550 and 584-9153 for the remaining 7 features.

* Jrozm 'Daiquiris

* Speciaf Menu Selections

* Two T^itiTtg ^asfiion Themes
* VaMated Tarkinq in Campus Qarage

* 94usica[^Accompaniment Syjim 'Bianca

^a^^

Jj0^ CfasualCbmer.

Jijsfuon Series Scfieduk

"May 3rd 11:30-1:30

!May Sth 5:00-7:30

!May lOtfi 11:30-1:30

!May 12th 5:00-7:30

Sportswear / Mhkticwear

Sportswear / Athietkwear

'Women in 'Business ' Treppie Look

'Women in 'Business / 'Freppie Look

MURRAr D. UNCOLN CAMPU5 CENfTER

II ra iiiiiw i i iiWH
i iX*

'

ilWfcWjrrjWti i»i< at' '!
"*"

''''''*'
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Economic ship sinking
>>>:-m^fv

» » so

lile much attention of late has been focused on
the war in the Falklands, there's been a war of
sorts on the home front as well.

The "war" I'm referring to is not one between military
jxwers but between political ones. President Reagan and
House Speaker Tip O'Neill, Jr. have been fighting tooth-
and-nail over the fiscal 1983 budget for the federal govern-

Josh Meyer
ment since mid-March, and have failed to come to any sort
of agreement. Since these summit talks have collapsed, it

is now up to Congress and the President to hammer out an
acceptable bi-partisan budget by May 15. Reaching an
agreement by the deadline would be hard enough, but to
complicate things further. Reagan has refused to budge on
the basic structure of his economic plan.

In the past, President Reagan has said certain things
that seem to contradict each other. He has said that he
would endorse a balanced budget amendment, and he has
already fulfilled his promise of trying to lower the astoun-
ding federal deficit as much as possible, in hopes that the
budget would be balanced in the next few years. He has
also vowed to cut personal taxes in order to promote pro-
ductive investment and fuel an economic upsurge. Many of
the President's closest advisors and supporters within
Congress have openly revolted against the plan, saying
that it just would not work. Attempts to get the President
to negotiate more willingly have been relatively unsuc-
cessful because, as Reagan said last week, attempts at
compromise have failed because of "basic philosophical
disagreements." So, in order to cut taxes and lower the
federal deficit at the same time, Reagan has stuck to his
own radical economic policy despite the growing number
of dissenters within his own camp.
Regan's plan all along has been to curb inflation by

adhering to a tight monetary policy while stimulating the
economy with tax cuts. His third round of tax cuts, a 10
percent reduction scheduled to start in July of 1983, would
yield an extra $35 billion in disposable income for workers.
Obviously, this would increase the national deficit, and
could very well collapse the economy if combined with the
other components of the Reagan economic plan. Since the
first two rounds of Reagan's tax cuts have failed to revive
the economy as prescribed. Congressional leaders from
both parties have become alarmed at the gloomy propsects
ahead. Unless Reagan and Congress can agree on the cor-
rect budgetary and supply-side tax cuts, the country will

go even deeper into recession and debt. By 1985. the na-
tional deficit has been projected to be as high as $233
billion.

Reagan has said that he wants to cut the national deficit

down to $100 billion from a current $180 billion. To reach
this magic number, Reagan has proposed to cut federal
spending for social programs and regulatory agencies, in-

cluding major cuts in welfare, AFDC, and food stamp pro-
grams.

Reagan has said that his plan must be whole to work.
His critics believe that it is precisely the nature of his plan
that makes it unworkable and irrational. At least two
alternative budget proposals have been offered by the
Senate Budget Committee. These propose to save $115
billion in 1983 and reduce the deficit by $140 billion. By
freezing defense spending for the next year and deferring
Reagan's income tax cuts, these proposals seem to make a
whole lot of sense, the President is not listening too
carefully. Republican leaders have tried to persuade
Reagan to allow more military cuts, smaller cuts in ap-
propriations for social programs, and a three-to-six month
delay in his tax cuts. While Reagan has compromised a bit
concerning specific figures involved, he has not
significantly altered the structure of his economic plan,
and has refused to acknowJedge the serious flaws it con-
tains.

The impasse on the budget will have to l)e broken soon.
If the issue is not settled by the deadline, a continuing
budget resolution will have to be passed. The Administra-
tion would like a bi-partisan settlement, although only 100
Democratic votes are necessary to pass the bill. So
somewhere between the strong revenue-raising tactics of
the liberals and the spending-cuts stance of the conser-
vatives, an accord must be reached. Then the bill must be
approved by the President, who remains stubbornly im-
mobile in his attempts to have his version of the budget ap-
proved as is.

A while back, Reagan drew a line in some sand and
publicly challenged his critics to "put up or shut up."
This gesture of confidence and authority seemed ap-

propriate at the time, as many felt that perhaps what the
country needed was a stong capable leader to navigate us
out of dire economic straits. But now that the ship is sail-
ing towards even more troubled waters and everyone can
see that, except the captain, it's no wonder so many of his
crew have jumped ship. And unless he's willing to alter his
course. President Reagan may have to "go down with the
ship" all by himself

Josh Meyer is a Collegian columnist.

Aftermath of Spring Concert
According to feedback from the UMass community

the spring weekend was a smashing success. Union
•Program Council produced a professional outdoor

extravaganza, and the lacrosse team sustained the good
spints by upending highly ranked Army, 12-8. But
underneath the surface merryment lay some ugly
behavior which was more fitting of animals than humans.
Saturday afternoon, one inebriated student, with a little

help from his friends took another student's head and
pounded it into the Fine Arts Center concrete. With no
police to be found, a Southwest man pulled the
perpetrators off, but not before the pavement was more
red than offwhite.

Saturday evening, a Southwest woman was stopped in
her hall by four red-eyed men. They prevented her from
passing and made no bones about what they had in mind.
Finally escaping, the woman had a friend call the police
and report the continued presence of these men in the dor-
matory. But the officer at the switchboard said that unless
the initial victim was pressing charges, or there was an
assault in progress, they could not respond. Harassment
was a low priority on spring weekend.
Both instances represent an inadequate police presence

on campus this weekend. On a normal weekend, three or
four cruisers patrol the UMass campus. Though vague on
numbers, a spokesman for UMass police says that the
force was beefed up in anticipation of the Pond Series.
But the amount of unanswered complaints indicate that
the increase in manpower was insufficient.
The police alone are not to blame. The responsibility lies

with students to l)e responsible for themselves and their
friends. This university cannot have a massive SWAT
Team available everytime a major event takes place. Peer
pressure is a powerful tool which can be used either
positively or negatively. It is time students worked hand
in hand to insure campus safety.

Unfortunately, an alarming number of students could
not even police themselves last weekend. At 1:(K) a.m. on
Sunday, a group of drunkards walking up Ma.s.sachusetts
Avenue conjured up scenes from the movie. Escape from
New York. Their state was probably the result of drinking
which started at the pcjnd and ended at an after-concert
party. A handful of revellers announced their return to
campus by screaming obscenities, smashing bottles, and
generally living up to the stereotyped ZooMass image.

Walking from Lot 21 to a Southwest dorm, the only per-
son making sense worked for Housing Security.

In one Central area dorm, a head of residence entered a
floor looking for a kid suspected of vandalism. He asked a
resident if he had seen someone out of control walk by
The resident replied, "Couldn't tell you. That description
fits anyone on this floor."

These example are not to illustrate that most students
were out of control. But a small amount of obnoxious
behavior tends to amplify itself until it seems like the rule
rather than the exception.
There is general agreement on the success of the Pond

Series itself It was only after the concerts that the trou-
ble began. To avoid the senseless aftermath of the con-
cert, the planning of next year's events must focus on the
problem of drunken revelry, and how it can be positively
channeled. Since liquor is an integral part of the spring
weekend experience, banning alcohol anywhere is f(K)lhar-
dy. A better response is for the area governments to plan
nighttime activity to entertain the students. Concerts like
the one in Hampden Center, give people the option to do
things other than stand around and drink With this
response, UMass police might l)e better able to keep an
eye on the large amount of people here for spring
weekend and muzzle the few who cannot handle the
responsibility of goml conduct which goes along with good
times. *

Dave McCarthy is n Collegian columnist.
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Letters-

People acted responsibly

To the Editor:

In an article written by Edward L. Birk
in the May 3, 1982 edition of the Collegian,
entitled "The Names Have Been
Changed...", there are a few facts which
should be clarified regarding the student
who "fell" from Brown dormitory on
Saturday afternoon (May 1).

The article read, "The first officer on
the scene said people were standing
around him but nobody did anything to
help."

I feel compelled, as do the other
students involved, to challenge this
statement. On my way to dinner with a
friend on that Saturday afternoon I

noticed an individual in a fetal position on
the ground in front of the dorm. Sensing
that something was wrong we approached
this person and saw that he was injured. I

called out to a nearby group of people for
assistance, two of whom ran immediately
to phone the police, while the third, an
Assistant Head of Residence, ran over to
help us in keeping the victim from moving
and possibly complicating his injuries. We
proceeded to keep him warm by covering
him with jackets until the police and an
ambulance arrived. Within a matter of
minutes the young man was on his way to
an area hospital.

After the victim was removed, a small
group of people congregated in the area,
mostly curious about the two police
cruisers still parked in front of the dorm.
Perhaps this was the group the officer in

the article was referring to as ".. .standing
around doing nothing." I feel that all the
people involved at the scene of the ac
cident before the police arrived acted in a
very consistent, mature and rational
manner — not like a group of insensitive
onlookers. I was enraged by this account
in the Collegian and would very much
appreciate a correction of the facts of the
matter.

Brenton M. Blake
and four others

Sylvan

Remember denial of rights

To the Kditor:

Most of us are outraged by the im
position of martial law on the people of
I oland, but we must not fool ourselves
into thinking that our government is
above such measures. Twelve years ago
thi.s week martial law was imposed on
college campuses and communities by our
government to repress anti Vietnam War
activity.

Students were denied their civil rights
to protest and were brutalized by national
guardsmen and police on campu.ses around
the country. At Kent State University

four students were killed, one was per-
manently paralyzed, and nine were
wounded by national guardsmen. At
Jackson State College two students were
killed by state police. At the University of
New Mexico seven students were
bayonetted. Many other students were
injured.

In memory of those students who were
killed at Kent State and Jackson State,
people are wearing black ribbons today, i

hope that everyone will stop by the
memorial table in the Campus Center,
pick up a ribbon, and learn something
about our history.

Abbe Bjorklund

Amherst

Ads aren't a coincidence

To the Editor:

I would like to let people know how
disgusted and angry I was after reading
the May 3 edition of the Collegian. There
were five .A.rmy and R.O.T.C. ads
throughout the paper. It is not just
coincidence that this should occur when it

is time for many graduates to hunt for a
job. in a country with 10 percent unem-
ployment and graduate loans on the verge
of being wiped out of the federal budget
entirely. I just hope that other people can
see the connection between these ads and
what is happening in this country today
with the Reagan administration and the
rise of The New Right.

Betsy Kraft

Amherst

Sinai return successful

To the Editor:

We wish to congratulate the State of
Israel and the Israeli population on the
successful return of the Sinai to Egypt. In

view of the possible security risks, this

was a courageous step for Israel to take.
As Jews, we arc proud to see Israel

contributing so substantially to peace
between Arab countries and herself.

We recognize that complete peace
requires a willingness on the part of all the
Arab countries to accept Israel. Many
Arab nations are hostile to Israel, and
while that is the case she has no choice but
to attempt to deter future wars
maintaining a strong national defense.
However, it is imperative that Israel

take any steps she can to promote peace in

the area. Israel's present policies

regarding Palestinians are rapidly

creating yet greater hostility between
Arabs and Jews. Israel's repression of the
Palestinian people, and the attempt to

make the West Hank and Gaza an in-

separable part of Israel, are unjust. These
policies deny the rights of the
Palestinians, and in the long run, they can
only lead to greater dangers for Israel and

by

her population.

We support the concept of an in-

dependent Palestinian state in the West
Bank and Gaza Strip. We recognize the
legitimate fears of Israelis for their safety
if there is a return to the highly insecure
pre- 1967 borders. As citizens of the
United States, which is well protected
from adversaries, it is difficult for us to
appreciate the dangers which people in

the Middle East endure every day. We are
aware that a great deal of mutual
recognition and discussion must take place
before implementing the return of these
lands.

Yet we see no choice. To give Arabs
living in the West Bank and Gaza full

Israeli citizenship would destroy what for
many Israelis is the essence of Israel — a
land where Jews are in the majority.
Continued occupation by Israel, which
denies the Arabs full rights to govern
themselves, is morally, politically, and
practically unacceptable.

And so, as Jews committed to the
secure survival of Israel, we call upon
Israel to begin the task of building peace
with the Palestinians, as she has so
courageously done with Egypt.

Linette Liebling

Khevre/New Jewish Agenda

Smoking, illiteracy linked?

To the Editor:

Smoking must be genetically linked to

illiteracy. Despite no-smoking signs

posted in two small areas of the Hamp-
shire dining commons, there are in-

variably people who light up and puff

away. If they're not illiterate they must be

inconsiderate. The non-smoking areas

were requested by students who would
like a pollution-free eating environment.

I don't detest all smokers. As long as

they keep their fumes and ashes away
from me I can tolerate their self-

destructive and pitiable dependency if

they have other redeeming qualities.

However, when they feel compelled to

foist their habit on me I see red.

Non-smokers! We must stand up for our

rights. Studies have shown harmful ef-

fects to non smokers who are unfortunate

enough to live with smokers. At home or

in unregulated areas, encourage smokers

to puff as little as possible around you. In

posted no-smoking areas just tell them to

"fume off."

Smokers! Realize that your habit is

annoying, repulsive and health-

endangering to your non-smoking fellows.

Psychologists have said that suicidal and

homicidal impulses are closely related.

Try to control it. If you must kill your

selves, don't bring us down with you.

Everett Harman
Exercise Science Dept.

1 am puzzled...'
I

write because I am puzzled. I am visiting the United
States and I stopped to see the University of
Massachusetts on Saturday. I came to Amherst to

the well known Five-College community to examine an
American institution for advanced learning. I come from a
growing rural community in Northern India; we are plann-
ing a small college for our people to learn how to farm and
produce necessary goods. The college would be the only
one to serve many towns within five hundred kilometers.

I learned much here and I am grateful to the American
people. You seem to have well planned buildings and an
organized program for studies. But there is something
very important which I do not understand.
Many of my people think that Americans are very for-

tunate to live in a prosperous country and go to college.
They think that Americans must very highly value life
because they work so hard to make good colleges and
educate the people. Much of our land in India needs to be
cared for better for our people to live and not starve and
suffer. Now many of my people have addictions to alcohol
and drugs and care no more for life because they have bad
land or it is taken from them by the wealthy owners.
When I came to the University of Massachusetts you

were having a spring celebration. When I saw it I thought
that It was to give thanks to God for life but when I came
closer I saw that the students were drunk and acting like
some of my people who take opium. The music was very
loud and the singers liked to see the students this way.
Many students were smoking and throwing waste and ex-
creting on the pond and walking aimlessly like the dogs.
These things my people would understand if people were

their minds like our poor addicts. Why are the students at
the University of Massachusetts not happy? Why do they
escape their minds and ruin their bodies and the land? I

asked one student and he said to me that he was excited to
get drunk because it feels good. If this student was truly
happy he would not need to escape. He would love the
beauty of life as it is. He is only deceiving himself because
he thinks that to admit that he is sad and has no goal in life
IS to be weak and not a man so he trys to cover himself
with drugs.

I wonder what is the good of a univeristy if the people
cannot learn to love and respect life. I asked the student

/ was sad to see the students like this but I
know that many others love life and are
thankful for the opportunity to go to college
to be able to work for a living and peaceful
world.

...people do these things that hurt their
bodies and weaken their minds because they
do not love life and cannot deal with their
hardships. But why do you Americans who
have so much not respect life?

sad because they had trouble staying alive. They know
that people do these things that hurt their bodies and
weaken their minds because they do not love life and can-
not deal with their hardships. But why do you Americans
who have so much not respect life?

When we come together to celebrate in India we are
thankful and rejoice that we have a good crop and good
weather and many children. We pray to Crt)d in thanks for
giving us life and wonderous things like air and the sun
and water and food and children. Of course when we
celebrate we do not destroy our bodies with alcohol and
drugs and cigarettes, and we do not hurt the land with
waste. When people are happy they do not want to escape

what his goal in life was, whether he was working to help
the people to better their lives and niake a peaceful world.
He said what he cared about was making money to buy a
fast car and many expensive things to live as luxuriously
as possible. His goal was only himself without care for his
fellow men. But if people do not work together for the
common good we will forever have wars and hunger and
greedy people enslaving others. This student did not care
only because he has never experienced war and hunger.
He thinks that he is secure, but it is only so because
millions of other men do not have it. He thinks that his
safe home is everlasting and has nothing to do with the
rest of the woHd. He is safe only because his country has
bigger guns than anybody else and will not let anybody
else have a safe life.

If he was concerned with the good of all men he would
not be getting drunk and listening to music so loud he can-
not think. A wise man knows that personal good depends
on common good; if society is not safe then an individual is

not safe, and with guns always getting bigger no one is

safe. A wise man is concerned with both personal good
and common good because both are really the same
because we are all humans.

I was sad to see the students like this but I know that
many others do love life and are thankful for the oppor-
tunity to go to college and to be able to work for a living
and peaceful world. There is much good in America and
the University of Massachusetts and I will take good
memories back home for my people. I hope that you will be
able to solve your problems as I have come here to solve
mine. I write this so you will know that your college is

beautiful to people who have not as much as you.

Sajid RoHsir is co-Director of regional schooUi in India.

A disease called graduation
T he freshmen, sophomores and juniors in the news-

print audience may not appreciate this quite as
much as the seniors will, but let's talk about a nasty

disea.se spreading quickly around campus.
Graduation.

"The late John Belushi summed it up best. There he was,
drinking away with his animal house buddies when the
dean walked in to inform them that all of them had been
expelled. In a burst of outrage Belushi hops up on a nearby
chair to announce to the rest of woHd: "Shit! Seven years
of college down the drain!"

Now granted, UMass has a limit of five undergraduate
years per person, but the sentiment remains the same. No
matter how eariy in the year seniors try to get themselves
mentally ready for it (some UMass haters starts as eariy
as freshman orientation), you're not ready for it when it

comes. And when it dawns on you that it's just around the
corner, you start to realize, despite all the jokes made,
how much this place means to you. You've spent four
years deriding it, but sometimes it's not until your final

weeks that you realize just how well the University
prepares you for the real world. As any graduating senior
has realized by now, the University tries to prepare you
for death, as well.

Think about it. On a philosophical basis, a UMass stu-

dent is only as real to the administration as his or her files

with the University. If you don't believe this ask SGA
president Jim Murphy about being an administrative
nomad. Our presence exists on the registrar's computers,
the housing computers, and the files of your local

academic department, not to mention numerous other
places.

Seniors can smell death in the air when they walk
around campus observing all the other undergrads
scrambling to fill out pre-registration forms on time,
realizing that for the first time ever, they didn't get one.
After lieing hit with that left hook, the second blow of
quiet acknowledgement comes in the mail as a little fiyer
containing graduation information. That little piece of
p)aper is the bureaucratic equivalent of a health services
doctor performing a physical on your body, informing you
that you have about four weeks to live.

^ Seniors react to this in two ways, depending strictly on
whether or not they know what they're doing when they
graduate. For the lucky ones who have a job waiting or
have been accepted to grad school, there's no problem. If

graduation is indeed death, they're going to heaven. But
.<"or the rest of us, unsuccessful in the hunt, we're shipped
off to a purgatory of some sort, awaiting final placement.
Like a snake shedding off its UMass skin, seniors in-

variably spend those last few precious weeks trying to do
it all again "just one more time." It's time to implement
that one master plan of a prank that you've always had,
time to go up to that professor and tell him what you really
thought of him and his class, or time to go up to that per-
son you've had your eye on for ages and be bold. The pro-
blem, no matter what you do, is time. There's just not
enough of it left.

Shit. Eight semesters of college down the drain.

Dave Cline is a graduating Collegian columnist.
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Student Controlled Businesses

Savings - Convenience - Bargains

WHY PAY MORE?
BE A SPORT
AND COME ON DOWN AND CHECK
OUT THE

UMASS
SPORTING
GOODS CO-OP
Rm. 322 Student Union
(next to Post Office) Op»n 11-3 Mon. FrI.

For Info: 545-3097

End of Semester Inventory Cleoroncell!
iO% OFF ony item in the store!!

HUN DEVELOPING

$3^
S^

4A

April

1924 si-s*

For:

BAqEls ANd CkEESE
FresIi Fruit & VEqETAbUs
Juices & Nuts
Teas & SpicEs

Soups & SliAMpoos
OpEw: M-F 9:70-9:00
WEdNEsdAy 'tiI 7:00
Room 728 Sub
747-2060

Qi][Rf]D(Q)K{? l^ltg®[^[D)!
UNLIMITED

- Robert Palmer Maybe It's Live - New Release
- McCarthy Tug of War - New Release
- Squeeze East Side Story
- Secret Policemans Ball

- GoGo's

ONLY 5.99

TAPE SPECIALS
TDK Maxell

SAC 90 UDXL90
3.49 3.69

Support Your Student Run Record Store

TICKETS UNLIMITED
M-F 10-3

317 Student Union
545-0400

HOURS

^AT. , , ,

SUN.. . .

e/^^d SHS-oiis

PHOTO CO-OP
M.M1-2 T.W, Th11-3 545-0670

SUB 321

SjudENT Union

ROOM 728 94;-2060

Open: WEEkdAys 9:70-7:00

WEdNEsdAvs 9:70-7:00

Do youR SToiviAch a Favor

.collese: Auro.

RER4lf?)

Fix It YouKeif

Get you car tuned up for summer fun.
for more information

VISIT EARTHFOODS
CAFE

We offer tools, space and advice for repairing bikes.
Many new parts and accessories available, tool

WhoUsoME & DeUcious
VEqETARIAN FaRE

All pRESkly pREpAREd IfERE

IN ThE EARThFoods KlTckEN

COME ON IN!

M-F n AM - 7 pM
CommonwcaItIi Room

SrudENT Union

n HASS BICYCLE across from the post office

CO-OP

EARTJtfoods is A STudcwT Run CoUECTivf/KiTchcN vol

Chtck Out This W»#K's Specials

WED Sw#»t 6 Sour Tofu, sm solod, sm cid#r $2.00
THURS Gr**n Ovon Pfov#ncol

, sm soup, sm cld^r $2.00
FRI Rototoulll#, sm soup, sm cid^r $2.00

Student Note Service
545-2271

Lecture Notes are
available for
FS & N 102

Student Note FS & N 130
& Printing Service

We alBo do copying and printing at lower pricesRoom 403 Student Union
Building
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Arts
Collegian is

CAT PEOPLE
Giorgio Moroder
(Backstreet Records)

By DENI CHAPNIK
Collegian Staff

The synthesizer has invaded the movie
industry. Many recent films have utilized
this electronic instrument for their musical
scores in films such as Flash Gordon,
American (Jngolu, Midnight Express, and
Chariots of Fire: The latter two films' have
even won Academy Awards for the Best
Original Score.

Giorgio Moroder, winner of the Midnight
Express Academy Award, is also
responsible for the new Cat People soun-
dtrack. Moroder has worked with such
notables as Donna Summer, Blondie, and
Sparks. His latest effort. Cat People,
probably won't win another Oscar, but it's

still a great piece of work.

The record is a bit confusing in that the
songs don't follow the sequence of scenes in

the movie. Side one begins with the now
popular song sung by David Bowie. "Cat
People (Putting Out Fire)." Moroder ac
tually wrote the music, and Bowie the
lyrics. The collaboration has proved sue
cessful since this track has enormous FM
radio hit potential. It starts off with a slow,
haunting vocal done in Bowie's deepest alto!
then fires up and transforms to a pounding
rocker sending off sparks left and right.
Bowie's emotional crooning spells out the
plight of the Cat People in the film and also
t he basic plot of the movie.

The rest of the album is all instrumental,
so the music becomes more ambient. The
main theme of the album, taken from the
title track "Cat People, " is repeated many
times throughout the album. It's used along
with a catchy synth hook in the song
"Leopard Tree Dream."

"Paul's Theme (Jogging Chase)" is an
mteresting piece using a rhythm machine to
create pulsing beats resembling a heart
pounding during a running chase. Melodic
synthesizer and electric piano riffs are
played over this. On the track "The Myth."
the same "Cat People" theme is used, with
Bowie moaning the melody in the
background and a synthesizer imitating the
ringing of bells.

"To the Bridge" sounds like an Alan
Parson's tune. It combines a steady
foundation of rhythmic bass and drums
under a stream of jazzy electric piano riffs.
It's probably one of the better songs on the
album.

Another interesting track is "Bring the
Prod. " This song is reminiscent of early
Kraftwerk. It has a mixture of mar^ dif-
ferent rhythmic electronic sounds that fade
into a sliding scale up and down the
keyboard.

This album is probably better off in the
paws of someone who has already seen the
film, but anyone who enjoys good keyboard
and synthesizer work will appreciate
Giorgio's latest prowl.

Malcolm McDowell, a star of the movie Cat People
fhoi. I ni>erKal Studioa

I'hoto court»8v <if (ieffen Records

Elton John

ELTON JOHN
Jump Up
(Geffen)

By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

For the third year in a row Elton John
has treated us to a springtime album and
this undoubtedly the best of the three, but

save the applause for rock's piano pounding

madman.

My question is whatever happened to the

old Elton "Hercules" John oiMadam Across

The Water and Don't Shoot Me I'm Only

The Piano Player fame? I'm not sure he's

dead yet. But he's obviously in hiding.

Jump Up stinks of the commercialism

that seems to envelop all rock musicians

who make it big. Elton is a millionaire many
times over and he appears to be more

concerned with making money than making

music.

Nevertheless, it is a very listenable

album which I recommend. It's just not the
Elton John we know and love.

Elton's current single from the album is

'the already popular Empty Garden, which
is a tribute to the late John Lennon. In my
opinion this is the best song to be heard on
the Top 40 charts since Elton's own Rocket
Man of 10 years ago.

Witness such lyrics as "Who lived

here'.Vhe must have been a gardener that

cared a lot/who weeded out the tears and
grew a good crop/But now it all looks

strange, it's funny how one insect/can

damage so much grain/And what's it

for'.Vthis little empty garden by the
brownstone door/and in the cracks along
the sidewalk, nothing grows no more."
There are some other good songs on the

album but none of them will leave the
lasting impression on people that Ticking,

Levon, Sixty Years On or Bum Down The
Mission did to millions of Elton die hards.

The basic commercial sound on this

album is too overwhelming to ignore.

Except for the intense Empty Garden,

Pulton's piano is drowned out by syn

thesizers and overly ambitious guitar ac-

tion. Has the great man forgotten why he

achieved his obscene wealth?

I think Elton should sit down and listen to

some of his earlier efforts before he com-

poses his next album. Maybe he needs some
inspiration.

In Where Have All The Good Times
Gone? Elton asks if we "Remember all those

good old Four Tops songs?" I think he

should change the words a bit.

Remember all those good old Elton

songs?

CHARLENE
I've Never Been To Me
(Motowji)

DOLLY PARTON
Heartbreak Express
(RCA Records)

EMMY LOU HARRIS
Cimarron
(Warner Bros.)

By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

Three female vocahsts have released
albums recently and they are noteworthy
not because they got the beat, love rock and
roll or even want to get hit with some guy's
best shot, but because they want to be
taken seriously.

Charlene
. (alias Charlene D'Angelo of

Hollywood) cut her current anti- feminist-
anthem pop hit "I've Never Been to Me"
back in the late 70s. If it didn't become a
cult hit somewhere in Florida, (where it

was discovered by some major promoters
and spread to all of the top 40 stations in the
country) we would not have heard of it at
all. Unfortunately, this embarrasing hymn
about an expereienced woman boasting
about her global sexual encounters to some
housewife "with a regimented life" is

currently on top of all the top pop charts in

the country.

Melodically, this little tune has the charm
of a dirge. Lyrically, it is quite funny in its

frankness, and it is tragically executed by a
voice worthy of much better material.
intimately, I recommend this album to

kinky record collectors (you should hear the

HAIRCUT ONE HUNDRED
Pelican West (Arista)

By PHILLIP PLANTE
Collegian Staff

Don't look for any artsy statement here.
The Haircut One Hundred's new album
Pelican West is good trendy dance music,
perfect for your next Smith College cocktail
party.

When not laying in piles of leaves
wearing white knitted sweaters, as the

part about the preacher man and the kings)
or music historians who might want to show
future generations a song about a woman
who "moved like Harlow through Monte
Carlo and showed them what she had." I

doubt that there will be another record like
this one for quite some time.

Just as funny is Dolly Parton's latest
contribution to the music world. Heart-
break Express. Instead of trudging along at
Charlene's "hearselike" pace. Dolly toots
along like the old train from the Petticoat
Junctim TV series. Not only are these
simple melodies borrowed from other
mediums but the lyrics are as well: ("I'd be
sittin' here now on a train sorrow bound
called The Heart Break Express"). Get the
idea?

Emmy Lou Harris, a popular Country
and Western singer concludes this little

triumvirate. On her recent album Cimarron
she sings two .songs with the word "Ten-
nessee" in the title, two with the word
"Rose" in the title and two with the word
"waltz" in the title. There is also a song
called "The Price You Pay " (which is done
rather well) that was written by Bruce
Springsteen and a song called "Born to
Run" which wasn't.

Emmy Lou has a very serious, no-
nonsense sort of voice that sounds good on
the stereo systems of pick up trucks and
Peterbilts. as well as in honky tonks
anywhere from southern Jersey to nor-
thern Utah. This is euphemistically called
"heartland"' music, and it has changed little

throughout the years.

Almost every song here has already been
a hit for other people ranging from T. G.
Sheppard to Patty Paige.

album cover suggests, these clean cut.
clean complexioned young men can play a
tight, neat, rhythmic disco ska sound which
borrows elements from nearly every
current music trend.

Sound texture seems to be the prevaili.ig
effort of the Haircut. Graham Jones' rhyth-
m guitar is at least as fast as David Byrne's,
though less imaginative, and is the back-
bone of the horns and percussion which
build around it.

The predominance of rhythm guitar as a
major aesthetic character in contemporary
pop was largely borrowed from black funk.
The Haircut fuses this sound with the
Brazilian percussion of Mark Fox and the
simple minded hornsof Phil Smith.
The Haircut's disco sound is actually

derived from the ability of the percussion to
work with the horn melodies which are as
complicated and engaging as an AM top-
forty tune, but fits well with the overall
scjueaky clean niceness of the band.

All instruments work together for the
most part in a kind of poliphony (in

struments coinciding with an overall beat)
which is sustained by the background
drums and congas.

It's no surprise that simple minded lyrics
accompany this .somewhat simpleminded
album. The song "Favorite Shirts" is ac-
tually subtitled "boy meets girl.

"

Hopefully you'll be so busy dancing or
talking about your summer place in
Hyannis that you won't pay much attention
to them.

Read the other voice
in next Thursday's Collegian.
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Arts
TALKING HEADS
The name of this band is
Talking Heads
(Warner Brothers)

By DAVID WILDMAN
Collegian Staff

The new Talking Heads album is a double
live set from three different periods of The
Talking Heads - 1977. 1979, and
1980-1981. The main result of this jux-
taposition of old Talking Heads to new
Talking Heads is to draw attention to the
way m which the group has been able to re-
tain a distinctive, individual sound while
going through drastic changes in musical
style.

The progression is one of constant ex-
perimentation. The side recorded in 1977 is
chock full of the innocence and pop inclina-
tions of their early funky-but-quirky songs.
This side also features the original lyrics to
"Psycho Killer."

The 1979 side has David Byrne's taut,
nervous vocals growing into insanity on
cuts like "Artist's Only" and "Air

"
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Romeo Void courts the Nail

Wednesday. May 5, 1982

„, Photo rourtesv of Sire Kerordn

The Talking Heads

The 1980-1981 sides show Byrne stepp-
ing down to make way for funky female
backup soul singers, an added bass player
(in addition to Tina Weymouth), brilliant
special effects guitarist Adrian Belew (now
with King Crimson), and generally a more
repetious. African percussive sound.
But no matter what the Talking Heads

have done in experimenting with their
sound, they still maintain a level of ex-
cellence in their impeccable musicianship,
and in Byrne's startlingly original lyrics -
that's what puts them at the forefront of
modern music.

ROMEO VOID WITH THE
SCIENTIFIC AMERICANS
AND THE VALENTINES
Friday, April 30

By STEEV WINNIMAN
Collegian Staff

Supper at the Drake - few beers at
home - make my way to the Rusty Nail.
On the way, I stop to pick up a hitchhiker,
whom it turns out I know. An omen, ob-
viously. The Rusty Nail is quite crowded,
considering that no one I know - myself
included - is really familiar with Romeo
Void. The Sci-Ams go on shortly after I ar-
rive. The Sci-Ams have added a sax player
- wise move - and drummer Redd Rich is

finally doing more than keeping the rhythm
machine company. They were very good.
Maybe the key to enjoying the Scientific
Americans is to see them only once every
six months.
A break follows, time to savor the Nail's

drafts and prepare for Romeo Void. Rumor
has it that their lead singer is ?. 200-plus-
pound chanteuse, a visually arresting
figure. I'm just hoping they don't turn out
to be one of those boring synthesizer bands
that don't know how to smile. The crowd

gets thick in front of the stage — haven't
seen it this crowded since the Go-Go's last

year.

At last. Romeo Void arrives onstage, and
yes, their focal point is their lead singer,
who seems like a female counterpart of
Pere Ubu's David Thomas. But aurally,
this lady is dynamite. She projects! The
band informs us that this is their first con-
cert since recording their new album in
Boston (with Ric Ocasek producing).

As the set goes on, the music seems to
get raunchier. They're drawing on older,
harder material, perhaps. Sweat and
l)odies fly freely at the foot of the stage
while Romeo Void prove and prove and
prove that they're a great band. The sax-
aphone predominates in their sound, len-
ding an almost jazzy touch against the
stark guitar. Romeo Void's songs are per-
sonal in meaning, about individual politics
rather than national. The singer might
write the lyrics - she sings them straight
from the heart. She sweats, we sweat, and
after an encore the show's over.

Romeo Void is a great band, judging
from this show. Whether they can do it on
vinyl as well remains to be seen. I can't
wait to find out.

CAMBRIDGE COLLEGE
Institute of Op«n Educotion

CALL
NOW

586-1975

pr«S«ntS:

''Dollars For Graduate Education''

A Panel Discussion
Saturday, May 8th - 9:30 - 11:30 am
Presented as a free community service

Call to register
38 Gothic Street, Northampton 01060Accredned by the New England Association of Schools and Colleges

The Budget Travelers Guide

to

Europe

$6.95
List 7.95

Many other Travel Books
available In our

Trade Book Department

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

UNDERGROUND SOUND, INC,

Expert Service on All Brands ofHome
Hi-Fi & Musical Equipment

Mc!;^PoM'i'o^^"^'^^ (" parts are in stock)

AND ADV^E
^°^'^^^^T' ACCESSORIES,

A Full Line of

TmSfB'E'Es

,;^»*^*"*""'»*V> ^^*^
A

THE WiaARt or MiKfS
IttI

'

'I »

Largest Selection of Needles
in the Area

AT DISCOUNT PRICES

Why dig ditches in your records? Replace your needle.

253-9507

71 IM Pleasant St Amherst
(across from the Fire Station)

Many new styles to choose from
•ncluding the all new stained glass frisbee

Dart's" Ta^k«h "^•^''r''"'
'"""'^' Sq^^-h, Swimming.

r»^T^^^^^' '^°°">a"s. Baseball. Table TennisGolfballs^ Headbands, Wristballs. Exercise Equipment

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

UNIVERSITY
STORED
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CHICAGO (AP) - Messages of support
flooded into columnist Ann Landers' office
and home yesterday following an
Associated Press report that found she
recycled 15;^year-old material in her column
during the past 18 months.

Howe- er. one newspaper canceled her
daily feature and four others suspended
publication temporarily. The newspapers
suspended the column while awaiting
assurances from the Field Newspaper
Syndicate that advance material already
mailed to them for publication later this
month contains only original material.

"People have been calUng since last
night, asking me what the flap is all about
telUng me to 'carry on,'" Miss Landers said
yesterday. "StUl others have called and
said. 'We don't care if (the material) was

written 20 years ago. 30 years ago or
yesterday.'

"It's unfortunate that I didn't label the
letters." she continued. "... Some people
may say I'm dim-witted, but I'm not
crooked."

A joint investigation by the AP and the
Pontiac (111.) Daily Leader. pubUshed
Monday, found that over the past 18
months Miss Landers' column - with an
estimated 70 miUion readers across five
continents - contained 33 clearly iden
tillable examples of items that had ap
peared in her columns in late 1%6 and early

Miss Landers said she had recycled "very
little" material, and said she would
discontinue the practice altogether because
It had been questioned and "my credibility
is all I have."

No dispatcher involved
in World Airw^ays crash
WASHINGTON (AP) - No one was

legally responsible for giving the pUot
information about runway conditions the
January night a World Airways DC-10 slid
into Boston Harbor, an aircraft dispatcher
said yesterday.

Allan k. Rossmore said World Airways
does not use dispatchers to communicate
with Its pUots while two airhnes that do
employ dispatchers - Eastern and US Air- refused to fly to Boston that night
because of bad weather.

At World Airways, he said, "there was
no dispatcher who was jointly responsible
with the pilot, and no one personally legally
responsible to provide information to the
pilot in command."

Rossmore is chairman of the air safety
committee for Aircraft Dispatchers Local

2485 of the International Association of
Machinists and Aerospace Workers. The
union local consists of dispatchers who work
for three airlines - Eastern. United and
Alaska.

He appeared at a National Tran-
sportation Safety Board hearing on airport
runway conditions in severe weather.

The NTSB has not issued its findings on
why the World Airways DC-10 faUed to
stop on a runway Jan. 23 at Boston's Ugan
International Airport and then slid into the
icy water. Two passengers were killed.

Kenneth W. Healy. senior vice president
ol World Airways, said the FAA granted
his airline an exemption so that it does not
have to use dispatchers, but instead uses a
flight following system."

Greeting Cards for

Mothers Day
May 9th

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45_S^ Pleagajit^St^ /^he^^^
{

SAVE EVERY DAY ON
NAME BRAND SPORTSWEAR
Tennis Shirts
MATCHING

Tennis Shorts
Vt>LI.ETBAL,L, SOCCER. BOXER STYLE $^Swim Trunks

, V____Z^ regularly •IS

'18
regularly •24 - >28

DRESS OR CASUAL
SladCfi ^ostwith
*^***^^*^^ Coordinating Belt

80% COTTON. 20% POLYESTER 6pr./V%MHigh Tube Socks /O
regularly6pr./«18

HAMPSHIRE MALL
Hadley, on Route 9
between Amherst £r

Northampton, just around
the corner from UMass

Store hours:
10-9:30 Mon-Sat

^8
regularly tie

'10
regularly tie

Ic^MALEl
Styling. Service. Rfigj Sovinqs

A view of the controversy
behind the building of the
Hampshire Mall.

Tonight
at 8:30 p.m.

WGBY

-^•£2rs:,s?'?;r»;--;s-—/,:::?=;':,„^

Besides studying for his degree
in management, senior Scott Bacon is

also learning what it takes to become
an officer through Army ROTC.

"I attended an Army ROTC
Day dunng my freshman summer ori-

entation When I found out you
weren't obligated to anything your «
freshman and sophomore years, I

decided to try it. 1 enjoy ROTC I'm

learning things I normally wouldn't
learn in college Like leadership

theories. And tactics. The manage-
ment training you receive is really

g(X)d, ttx) It helped me a lot with my
other management courses.

"I m pretty involved with the

University, so I'm glad ROTC dot>sn t

take up a \ot of time. It's just a couple
of hours a week. At the end of your
junior year, you have to go to Ad-
vanced Camp. It s a k)t of fun You get

introduced to everything the Army
has to offer Tanks, helicopters, you
name it

"In your last two years ofROTC,
you receive $100 a month. The way
1 see it, ROTC is paying you money

LEADSTOAN ARMYOmCEirS COMMISSION
ATGRADUATION

Stent Bacon,

nianat'emcnl m.i|(ir and
nu-mhor ot .Arinv ROTC

Contact: Cpt. Patrick Merryman 545-2321

and you just give the Army back a little

of your time. When I get out of the
Army, my experience should make it

easier to get a job. Corp<irations look
for officers, because they have expe-
rience managing people and equip-
ment. And I think starting salaries

might be higher because tif that

experience.

For Scott Bacon, adding Army
ROTC to his college schedule has
really paid off Because it actually

added another dimension to his col-
lege education.

And Army ROTC can do the
same for you

For more information, stop by
the Army ROTC office on your cam-
pus tociay

And begin your future as an
officer.

ARMY ROTC.
BEAUYOUCANB
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Mom alvvAvs j<eis our Very liesi be-

cdiise She deserves ii! [me (iii<\lil>
.

Kresh MealW Produce. Friendly
Ser\ ice *<€> K.Amous Name Brands ai

a l,ow . Low Price!
NATIONAL
BRANDSSALE!S>

Sale Starts Mon., May .3 thru Sat.. May 8. 1982

P«^ftcc LEAN
Ground Beef

2 lbs or More

Elbows
or Medium Shells

nSAVE
1.37

1 -Pound
Box

DSAVE 42*

Land O Lakes
Butter

1 Pound Qtrs.

DSAVE 60'

JaitiYboree
Grape Jelly
(SU^ ^ Pound Jar

SAVE 8

P

White Rock
Soda

99
Peg. or Diet

24-12ozCans

SAVE 12'

Scott Bath
Tissue

ScofiSSI

lOOOSheelRoll

SAVE 50'

Colgate
Toothpaste

5 oz Tube

BKi Y CLIPW SAVK ( ( )l |>( ),\ \

Large 49
wrrnf HIS COUPON

I
l'>l<. ^ (LIP 'cVSAVt COUPON

Sliced Bacon

lb

'-. vJlN I....Iw.« .>.«„v,. .«,,..,„„<,.,„, ,,J„,^, I
I ..t„ ,..,„,„,*<,„, ,f I , l.„|.vll.l*, I

l»l S.-,.lM„„„ ^ \ s. ^., ._,.

99BigV
vvn HI HIS COUPON

Grade 'A'
Young Turkeys

hrozen
H)-14lb
Avg. ^^^ ^^^Ib

Jimmy Dean Roll Sausage „.. 1 ,69

SAVE 77'

Breyer's
^ Yogurt
^

,

All Flavors. 8 oz Cup

(yogurt '

SAVE H.00

Tetlcy Lo-Ced
Ic<£d Tea Mix

4 oz Jar

'ODOKR CONVfNIfNCfl
PJCK

X ^/^

SAVE*L20
Pamipers
IMapers
Convenience Pak

Newborn.
Toddlers or

Extra Absorbent

rw(,
V CUP vv s \\ I. co""*^
Spring l-jovver. <> pk i

• EngUsh Muffins |

FREE*
I

/WITH THIS CC)UP()N i

I
v..h„„„,„^^.^,„ ,^ ^ s,^,:;:;;','':*, I
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Honorary Turkish consul killed
SOMERVILLE (AP) - The honorary

Turkish consul in the Boston area was shot
dead last night when his car was ambushed
the Somerville police reported.

Sgl. Salvatore Pino identified the dead
man as Orhan R. Gunduz, the honorary
consul with offices in Cambridge.
About the time of the attack in the East,

an unidentified caller told The Associated
Press bureau in Los Angeles that an
organization called the Justice Commandos
for the Armenian Genocide had shot dead

*Senate
Continued from page 5

them budgeted for $37,254 for 1983.
"The money we give LSO goes entirely

for staff people, suQh as lawyers." Weiss
said.

the Turkish consul in Boston.
•We don't know much about it vet." said

1 mo.

Gunduz's blood spattered body lay in his
white Ford LTD sedan an hour after the
shootmg as the police cordoned the square
with rope to keep away the curious in the
suburban square about 10 miles from
midtown Boston.

Earle Anderson, an agent in the Boston
office of the FBI. said the FBI was joining
the investigation of the shooting.

* Veterans

.u lnoo^/''"P^ '^^'''^ received increases in
the 1983 budget were; off-campus housing
the graduate forum. Everywomens Center'
and Revenue Sharing.

Continued from page 1

Vietnam veterans to pay their bills without
the additional income from work study. No
action on the bills has been taken so far,
according to Elizabeth Kilker. of Mon-
tgomery's office, or the UMass financial aid
office.

The Veteran's Assistance and Counseling
program is required to certify that veterans
have taken 12 credits a semester to the
Veteran's Administration but the program
at UMass also has part time directors and
work study students that counsel about
1200 Vietnam era veterans enrolled at
UMass, said Peters.

Peters was a drug alcohol counselor for
five years at the Jamaica Plan VA Counsel.

He said he is concerned about the actions
the government has taken.

"In May 1970 when the United States
invaded Canbodia I was there and the
United States government killed me
emotionally especially when I heard that
National Guard students had killed
students at Kent State." Peters said.
"Why do they have to try to keep killing

us'.^" Peters said.

Vietnam era veterans are also eligible for
$76 a month for certified tutors or free
tutoring by the directors at the Veteran's
Assistance and Counseling office. Sons and
daughters of deceased or 100 percent
disabled parents of the Vietnam era are also
eligible for tuition waivers.

COME JOIN IN WITH PRIDE AND HELP US CELEBRATF
OUR 2nd ANNUAL

^onAit

Buffet Lunch &
Entertainment
CC Room 1009
11:30-1 :00pm
Admission $3.50

•" '«•".«..,.. 545.0154

Happy Hour
CC Room 1 101

4:00 -7:00pm MAY77n982
UMASS/AMHERST

Dance Party
to benefit GALA
(Gay & Lesbian Activists)

CC Auditorium

9:00pm-2:00am
Admission $2.00

Please contact PGA office

545-0154

eon thefuture in style!
Weara CollegeRing with

diamondsfrom ArtCarved.
On campus now, exclusively with your

ArtCarved representative, is the beautiful and
very affordable Designer Diamond Collection.

Don't miss it! You can choose from
three exquisitely crafted styles, all set

with diamonds, in 10K or UK gold.
(All styles are also available in the

elegant diamond-substitute Cubic Zirconia).

Your successes speak for themselves.
Let your college ring speak for you,
and eloquently, for all the successful

years to come.

^yUNIVERSITV"^^ May 3. 4. 5

Oepotit fequifed. Mastercard of VISA accapterl
'1»MARTC*RV€D CLASS dlNOS INC
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OFF

BEL-MAR
CXXXX)

by .^aia
QUALIT* ACTION POOTWBAn

$3.00 "i

w/coupon I

on any Bel-Mar or Bata !

Running Shoes in stock j

I
1 coupon per item

Coupon
valid

thru

May 19.1962

I
Limited

I
sizes and
styles in stock

I

I

Located in the Campus Center i

mTs-s i}.^VNIVERSITY I

Sat 1Mj*KSTOi?E* !

TONIGHT

PUD MUG HIGHT
with

JIM PLUHKETT
— 35c Beers —

Pub Mugs

$1.00 Cover with this ad

Cove

Save '679.00
on airfare

C o c>
^ M A

.y^
y_y

Fly to Carbu/s
and experierfce the

y| best tropical blender
delight anywhere for .,

.

when you order any

^ I
Cartxir's salad plate

99C
seven days a week. ^°°^ "^^^ ' ^""®

-'*»-'*>-4—-<.-<-'

RY CARBUR'S
at The Elmwood Russell St. Route 9 Hadley. A^ass. 586-1978

-*—*^—<—- -» -* ^ -^ -» t_
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SUMNER
LANGUAGE
INSTITUTE

ON THE C AMPUS Oh HAMPSHIRE COl LEGE
.^^r^j

- -^ IN AMHERST. MASSACHUSETTS

.^.wt^^'*'^ ^ LANGUAGE IN A RELAXED &
STIMULATING INTERNATIONAL ATMOSPHERE!

A unique program ulfcring 13 languages including English as a Second
Language which focuses on developing oral language skills and cross-
cultural awareness. Our experienced, professional instructors use
modern, creative teaching methods. Class si/e: 4-8 students; 5 class
hours daily. All ESL teachers have Master's degrees in the Teaching of
English as a Second Language.

KMCaJSH KOKt:iCN LANGUAGES
June 14-July9$400 June 2l-.luly 16 $400
July 19-Aug 27 $6(X) Aug 2-Aug 27 $400

Residential: $75/v\k-single room; $57.50/wk-lull meal plan (optional)
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE, ARABIC. MANDARIN
CHINESE, FRENCH, GERMAN, MODERN GREEK, HEBREW,
ITALIAN, JAPANESE, PORTUGUESE, RUSSIAN, SPANISH.

Thepriee

donrnS
Save ^20 ormore on SILADIVM^
CoUege Rings ...now only ^89.95.

new England longuoge
25 Main Street, Northampton, MA 01060; (413)584-3956

^H H 1
1 I

SILADIUM rings produce the
brilliant lustre ofa finejeweler's

stainless.

Men's and women's Siladium
rings are on sale this week
only through your
Art:Carved representative.

A visTHo the ArtCarved

College Ring table will give you
the chance to see the fiill

collection ofrings for the fell.

But hurry on over. . . this sale

runs for a limited

time only.

oe^ AKKM/H)
^CLASS RINGS INC

S: 7ri-
'

"^yUNIVERSITY
STOREPlace: U-Store

Deposit required MasterChurge or \'is» accepted
) 1981 ArtCar^ed CUi»s Rings

vlemasque:
(6% sulfurated lime solution)

^^^^

Dermatologist-Proven Acne Treatment

Introduced exclusively to dermatologists in 1981
Vlemasque" Acne Treatment is now available
to you at pharmacies near your campus.

Vlemasque is quite unique from the usual acne
medications...

1

2

3

4

First you don't wear it around all day Apply
It at night (or in the morning) to face,
shoulders, neck or back; wait just 20 minutes
while its pore-cleansing medicated actions
take effect, then simply wash or shower
if off. That's it.

Second, it doesn't sting and very rarely irri-

tates or reddens skin (why make matters
worse).

Third, it wor/cs-When used as directed,
marked improvement is usually seen within
2 weeks.

Fourth, it's different from any other acne
treatment you may have tried. So, if you've
been less than satisfied with benzoyl per-
oxide gels and harsh scrubs...
Try Vlemasque FREE.

Dermik Laboratories

A FREE (NO-OBLIGATION) TRIAL-SIZE
SAMPLE OF VLEMASQUE IS AVAILABLE
AT ANY OF THESE PHARMACIES...

College Drug Store (Amherst)
Genovese Drug Store (Amherst)
Bron-WIn Pharmacy (Northcmptori)

;^

ALSO...
The coupon In this od is worth
$1.00 toward the purchase of
an economical 4 oz. jar Get
the full benefit of Vlemasque ^ ^ w ^^x.
and save! ^^^

J§> S^6^p\
Offers available only ^^^ . ^v<.'''^^^<5^ ^^^^

O-^.e*'^,0^ n^v^^^^^
Inc Blue Bell, Po 19422 ^^ V^ 7 ^ ^^
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CROSSWORD

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

^^^m^^^^

THE UMASS ZONE

by M. Joyce

\VU ^\JV\ V\.\.WV O^

.£^.

ACROSS
1 or nothing
4 Firing spot
8 Molecule

12 Cargo
14 Ck)pa
15 Oldwomanisti
16 Animal atxide
17 DeValeras

country
18 Middle East land
19 Only occasionally
22 Prayers

23 Thai language
24 More moderate
27 Circle component
29 Deeply engaged
33 Donnybrooks
34 Wild plum
35 Copy
36 Sixth sense
37 Drive

38 Torrid

39 Guinness
41 Dutch export
42 Tableau
44 Arizona city

45 Malayan gibbon
46 See 19 Across
47 Old-style auto
49 Bologna's river

50 See 19 Across
58 Buzzard's abode
59 Diva's solo
60 Sandwich
61 Enclosures on

farms

62 Musical pause
63 Additional

64 Digits

65 Snicker's partner
66 Honey, in

combinations

DOWN
1 Allegro, for short

2 Shark's business,
in a way

3 Not clerical

4 Salutation, e.g.

5 Sobriquet
6 Slav

7 Chinese monetary
unit

8 From now on
9 Novice
10 Mishmash
11 Average
13 Fantasized: Poet.
15 On the briny

20 Currier's

partner

21 Worrier's ailment
24 of the crop
25 Passageway
26 Runs slowly

27 25 Down's destin-

ation, sometimes
28 Drawing or

changing
30 Hurt

31 Word with graph
32 Family emblem

of a sort

34 Fountain favorite

37 Casaba
40 Carts
42 Dispatch
43 Put on
46 Government

group
48 Potato features
49 Promote
50 Orient

51 Rule against
52 Anagram for

17 Across
53 Paddles
54 Passerine bird

55 Ted Turner s

wheel
56 Gaelic
57 Christmas

by Mark Rollins
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WEATHER
Partly sunny today.

Highs in the lower 60s
along the coast to lower
70s inland. Clear tonight.
Lows 35 to 45. Tomorrow
sunny in the morning,
increasing cloudiness in
the afternoon. Highs mid
60s to mid 70s.

D.C. MENU

Send her our FTD

Si9 I^ug Bouquet
Mother's Day is

Sunday Moy 9.

Moke her day
really speciol
Give Mom
oil your love

., end rhe
FTD DIG HUG"
Douquer Irs

Q beounful
orrongemenr
of fresh flowers^
in our exclusive FTD
Ceronnic Flower Por

HAMQAP ON
TOHITE

WED

For Mom
its rhe besr

hug of oil

And we con
send rhe

DIG HUG"
olmosr

any-
where

rhe FTD woy So
coll or visir usrodoy

f'0*f .

KnowIes FlowER Shop
172 No. Pleasant St.

® I^elping you say it right.

ATTIC

Maiden Voyage
75c Pints

Si.Dof DHnks % \ .50 cover

LUNCH

Cold Cut Grinder
Egg Roll/Soy Sauce,

Due Sauce

DINNER

Junior Club Sandwich
Roast Top Round of

Beef/Au Jus
Chili Cheese Puff

BASICS LUNCH

Garden Sandwich
Egg Roll/Soy Sauce.

Due Sauce

BASICS DINNER

Fried Clams/Tartar Sauce,
Cocktail Sauce

Chili Cheese Puff

CABLE/VIDEO

THURS

Loose Coboose

UVC & GPC
Daily Programming Schedule

FRI

Deaver Drown
^o^f 9 Amherst/Hodley Line

Mid-Week shot in the Arm

10

II

30-11:30 Works of Nam June Paik
- Avante Garde Video
from the most famous of
Video Artists

:30 - 12:00 Excerpts from Wendelin
(Jlatzel - An MIT Video
Artist

:00 - 1:00 Spyro Gyra - Video. Art.
and great Music!

00- 2:00 Rock World - New Stuff
this Time!
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Come to Coliegian Office CC 113
n ^ .

®^^^ "^^ Monday Friday • Deadline .s 3 45 two days prior to publication davcash m advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount ~Phone number FREE

A BETTER CHOICE
FOR GOVERNOR

S«« Dukakis. Wednesday 6:30 Memorial
Hall (near Herter)

A BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDld~
Sonically Superior Audio. The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720

A DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?
Rackadisc DJs are for your party infor-
mation available with Randy 546-7013

I~~~ AUDIO
Ultimate Stereo!!! JBL 150 Speakersn^ new) Vector vox 300 cassette deck
(400 new) Kenwood 60 30 80 watts channel
all in MINT condition!!! sellina at 1 200
549-4483 or 545-0341

Bass and P.A. Speakers w/cabinets:
JBL, Altec, Thiels, Folded Horns 549-3843

AUTO FOR SALE

grad 11 //mo june 1 Mark or James
253-9717

Southwood 2 bedroom $310 plus utilities
available June 1st fall option starting Sept
1st Don't take chance on waiting list!

256-8630

2 bedroom Brittany Manor apt available
June 1st with fall option. Call Joe 256-0454
Colonial Village two bedroom $280. lease
starts June 1 fall option 253-31 69

1 or 2 room efficiency apartments on
bus route South Deerfield center. $200 a
month Phone 863-91 19

LIVE IN PRESIDENTIAL ARTS
FOR SUMMER!

Live in Presidential Apts for summer!
Closest apts to campus - two people
wanted to sublet - price negotiable call Bert
549-3841

ROLLING GREEN ROOMMATE"
Female needed to share room in 2
bedroom for fall. $110/month-everythinQ
included, on bus route 253-2887

LOST

FOR SALE

IS*o^'"^ ^2* ^ sP««d 60000 miles $700
253-3894

VW Campmobile excellent condition (72)
new engine, clutch, muffler, battery
starter, and more. CB, $700 stereo auxiliary
heater. Excellent maintenance. Askino 2600
549-4483 or 545-0341 anytime

1970 Ford Galaxie 500 AM/FM stereo
radials $900 call Ken after 8:00 546-9381
1974 Chevy Impale good cond. runs great
no work needed $850 Kevin 665-4362

BASS PLAYERS

JJartin Roundwounds - 50% discount
$30 stnngs for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

COMPULSIVE EATERS

Concept 1 sneakers Hi-Leathers $26 Lo-
Leathers $24 Suede $22 call Mike 549-1233
Scubic ft frig perfect condition $150 call

Excellent condition, Ricoh 35mm camera
with Hanimex CX333 flash call 546-8303
very reasonable $75

For sale platform bed & double mat-
tress couch /sofa bed, dinette set best of-
fer 367-2643

?.f o^i*:
'^ '•'"9 ^30 Of BO call Kathy

546-8471

Bicycles for sale: Cheap or custom made
call soon Steve 546-7544

1973 Capri four speed, six cylinder - ex-
cellent runniing condition. Great gas
mileage, asking $1400 or BO call 253-3054
Used records for sale. Heads, Blondie
Police, Jam, U2, Stranglers, etc call
Lawrence 253-9747

Banjos: Arthur Smith $600 Pirles
Longneck $225 Grestline $80 546-4710 Bob

Tired of losing and regaining weight?Women s group forming to explore issues
around eating, body image, and weight
control. 10 sessons beginning June 2nd.
Wednesdays 7-9:30 pm Psychological Ser-
vices Center 545-0041

FOUND
Found an Audi car key on a ring with an
onental silver coin. Found behind Morrill
Science building. Claim at Campus Center
lost and found (info desk)

DUKAKIS
Dukakis tonight, 6:30, Memorial Hall

ENTERTAINMENT
B Willie Smith" is comimg to Smith to

celebrate the last day of classes. Don't miss
It - Wednesday, May 5th, 9-1, Davis Stu-
dent Center, Colleg ID required.

Clockwork Orange is back for one last
time on May 6/CCA/6:00 8:30 EM 1 00 ad-
mission $1.50

2 FER DEAL

FREE RENT
Live at Northwood Apts one month free
over the summer with fall option call now

a&-718i*^^^^
*fOf" any and all call evenings

FURNITURE FOR SALE

Pay for June July rent get Aug Free!
Sumrner sublet 2 bdrm Southwood Apt
(part furn) 1 bdrm fall opt tennis pool cable
garden plots avail on bus rte between 5-7
256-8427

VVe ve got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for

54666W^
^'^ delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT
Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 %
^I^*-;.^*^^''P®^'"9' P°o'' tennis courts
253-5759

2 bdrm apt on bus rte pool, lease starts
June 1 call Renee 253-3378

Summer sublet with fall option Puffton
Village 2 bedroom 2 bath $160 ea bedroom
utilities inci call 549-1586 John available
June

Summer sublet w/fall option 4 bedroom
apt $147.oo inclusive 253-9445

4 bedroom house in Northampton $475
plus utilities. June and thereafter. Skibiski
Realtors, 584-3428

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
Colonial Village $280/mo 253-365 1

Hyannis - Room available in house for one
or two women for summer ca ll 549-1813
Amherst Center 2 of 3 bdrms in comfy
smokeless, petless apt on pretty side st for

S^™^ ^^" ^^^ ^°^' '"cl heat, hot H20
253-7405

1 bdr. apt
549-4169

to sublet, also fall $240

Summer sublet with fall option starting
June 2 bedroom Southwood 253-5109
PI Kappa Alpha summer room rentals
reasonable rates call 5-21 50, 5-0047

2-3 br apt in N'ton Lvgrm, sun porch, Ig
kitchen. Residential neighborhood $435
mo. plus utilities. Call 584-3397

South Yarmouth! 2 bedroom cottage,
sleeps 4. Fantastic location close to Seagull <

Beach. Please call evenings. 617-877-6337

2 bdrm Southwood Apt. available now
(or summer) Fall option. Linda 256-0166
Eves: 253-3111 or 253-7616

Room in centrally located apt pref male

The Co legian Business Dept. is accep
ting applications now for position of Assis-
tant Business Manager and the position of
Business Manager. Applicants need be
University students with considerable
business experience. Please apply at 113Campus Center. The Collegian is an equal
opportunity employer
Live in Hawaii! Employment oppor-
tunities, affordable housing and recreation
information. Send $2.00 Hawaii Consumer
Research 521 Hahaione St.. Suite 196
Honolulu, Hawaii 96825

SUMMER JOBS promoting Ecology andConsumer Issues, Bottle Bill and Safe
Energy. MASSPIRG, the state's largest
public interest organization is hiring sum-mer staff for public education and fundrais-

s"ifin/9^c
y^'"- .^135-200/wk and

$160/225/wk. Positions available inAmherst Boston, Cape Cod, New Bed-g^l^d Worcester. Call Elise or David

Hiring summer staff, counselors
specialists. Room and board plus salary'
send resume and inquiries to Box 441
Amherst Ma or call 367 2643
Part-time sumer childcare (7, 10 yrs)
light housework. Central Amherst Ex-
penence, references. 253-7840 eves
Mobile Vending Truck Drivers Wanted
on Cape Cod this summer Pete 546-8185
The Mathematrcs De^irtrriiriri^^^ep
ting applications for 82-83 undergraduate
teaching assistantships. See Mike GaugerRoom 1115J GTWR or Cindy Rom 16^B
for information

INSTRUCTION
Amherst Sunday School needs qualified

F-ImS^ ^°m ^l^?r^ «"^ Hebrew classesFalM9fficallj^223 for application

____yyEAFpUFFERS POND

duS^ S1L\k***'°'"
w/porch utilities in-ckided hear the nver at night, sunny fall op-

^gj^»J>egotjab>e call evenings late 54&^1QK

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Please! Call
546-7338

Red white and blue warmup jacket and
baseball hat in Engineering East on 4-26 any
information Please call Chuck 253-5691
HELP! Lost blue napsack with red bandan-
na, name is on it, extremely important
please call 549-6789 or 546-5803
Help! I lost my books they were in a blue
bag on the Campus Pond for Friday's con-
cert 4/30 everything I own to pass was in
them. REWARD no questions asked call
Doug 6-6572 keep trying

Carnera lost with Easter's Film at Satur-
day s lacrosse game. Return either to M
Mcelhgott (546-8551) or mail film 2011 JQA

LOW RENT
Summer sublet $110 Puffton Village one
or two bedrooms in two bedroom, two
bathroom apartment call 549-1586

MOTORCYCLES
1970 Honda 350cc engine in good condi-
tion best offer John tel. 253-3894

MOVING SERVICES
Fast, dependable service. Local or within
50 miles. Reasonable rates. Call 549-3568

NICE APT - CHEAP
Tvvo-bedroom Brittany Manor summer

1^1 r^f'I'y.
^"^"'shed, carpeted,

$390/month, fall option 253-5015

PERSONALS
Hey! Did you do it yet? Fill out those
course and teacher evaluations! Send them
back to Academic Affairs, 420 Student
Union Building by June 1.

DO IT FOR YOU CLASS OF '8211 Senior
Day organizational meeting for committees
Wednesday May 5 @ 8 p.m. CC room

il^'S^** l:"^®
'^*" ^^*9^^ Lounge May 5th

Wednesday 9:00 pm sponsored by Ana-
caona Cultural Center FREE !!

Thank you to whoever found my wallet at
the CC Pond Friday Steve Sherman
Hey Little Redheaded Girl in 521
Dickinson- I've just got to meet you- Charlie
Brown

Real Majority meeting tonight 7:30 CC rm
905.

Denise Happy Belated Birthday Hope you
enjoyed everything love Tommv
Happy Birthday Buddy! We all hope you
will get It before your 20. If not have a Hap-
py Birthday anyway .

Todds Its true! The pig was actually
sighted over old chapel on 5/1/82 Believe
It or not Adam Todd .

Scott M. Just thought I'd say Hi Gail

Today is Debbie-Doooos B-day give her
a call at 6-8768 and wish her a Happy Two-
Zero love, Idalina

a'!!l!!!'^'^°°°° ^^ ^^ knows! Happy
Birthday, anyway! Love. Dizzy
N^cy Shea: Happy Birthday! On this datemy automatic pilot brought this bus to you
Get psyched for 2-Way and a nite out with
thejTiinxsi^Love ya, Edee

£opwirMedley Naiads synchronized

?7h f"l"? J^^y ^8 7-30 NOPE pool
Students $1.00 others $1.50

;Ii^n'l^u^^'°"^' ^°'*^«V (somewhere,

t^r^Lt"^ u^'* "^t^® 9°* ^ ^"«^ feasor;
to celebrate. Happy Birthday! Love, Knuck

I

On« out of every ten people is Gay

ua^ity? See our table on the concourse May

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Dissertations, papers, resumes. IBM
selectric. Scientific. Bilingual-
enghsh/spanish 256^6957

RAYBANS
Rayban metal Sunglasses for sale save

?!f S,°/
'"°'® °^ '®^'' P"ces call Bruce at

546-7939
°' ^^'^ *^ 546-9613 or Andy at

RIDE WANTED
Anyone Montreal bound? I need a ride
for this weekend. Willing to share exnitn.^ PI-

111 Gary 546-2150

ROOM WANTED
Female needs housing in Irondequoit

ft^A °'''
l2L

summer months. Call after
6:00 Anne 456-5778

Ferriale looking for room in North
Amherst Apts call Sara 253-5065
12) males want housing June thru Aug
around Hanvich/Han«/ichport area caN
Bruce 6-8495 or Tony fr-8491

Male needs housing in West Yarmouth
area for summer call Paul 6-1442

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

Fifmalo wanted to share Southwood Apt
beginning Sept rent negotiable call
iR)0-o/39

3 roommates needed for summer
located on bus route air conditioned all

S*^^-» '"*^'"^®^ $90 per person call
^oo-J071

One bdrm in two bdrm apt w/fall option
on bus route, pool, AC 253-3873 eves
Looking for 2 nonsmoking females to

r.f^^l/2?'" '" ^ Brittany Manor Apt this
fall. Call Kim 549-6734 keep trying

Female roommate wanted for
Southwood townhouse for fall 256-8868
keep trying

Summer/fall option 1 or 2 males, furnish-

fjLfP^^^"^®"^ in Colonial Village
$100/month call David 256-8402

3 female roommates wanted for 4
bedroom Swiss Village apt on bus route
heat included, $147 mo summer sublet'
prefer fall option Lynn 253-2653

1 or 2 roommates needed to share apart-
n^nt in Brit Man starting in fall Call

Amherst Apt bedroom to share $115/mo
June-Aug 5 min to campus 256-041 5
Single roommate to share a cottage in^r^n Hyannis call Kelly after 1:00 PM

Female wanted for summer subletOwn room in Sunderland townhouse. Two
bathrooms, bus route, pool. Rent
negotiable 546-6872

2 women wanted to share room in
Riverglade Summer and fall $95 each
Available June 1 Dell 256-0786 eves

SERVICES
I will do your typing: Royal SE5000C
2[P^'''J^^-co'-recting: price negotiable

^^548-4^"
""•• Some overnite service

SOUTHWEST DAZE
Southwest Days are Here! Today's
Events; Barbecue, The Fantini Brothers on
the Southwest Pyramids, Softball Tourna-
ment, Godspell live outside. Sponsored by
Southwest Area Government!

STUDENT HOUSING
Seeking a clean, wholesome, interna-
tional Christian living environment? We are
receiving applications for a 30-room co-ed
facility just off campus. Doubles. Stop in
the office, Amherst Baptist Church, 434 N
Pleasant. Tues-Fri 9 am - 1

SUMMER HIRING

Applications now being accepted for
full time summer employment for the
couree and teacher evaluation guide. Apply
420 SUident Union Building. Deadline May
12. 19B2

SUMMER SUBLET
2mlnto campus €r town 4 bedroom $425

Furnished 2 bedroom apt laundry, pool
tennis. Hot water incl. Brittany Manor price
negotiable call preferably after 1 1 253-2408
Brandywine 2 bedroom furnished - AC
pool negotiable 549-4018
Summer sublet N. Amherst house 2rooms avoilable .6 mi to campus garden
dogs OK furnished 549-0469

Summer sublet/fall option 2 bedroom
apt in Sunderiand 666-7726 on bus route
Brittany manor completely furnished rent
negotiable June 1 - Sept 1 253-2214
Summer sublet Townehouse apt 3

ES'ISSU!
^^"^ negotiable call 546-5035 or

\
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Netwomen end season
winning two out of three

Collegjan 23

By ELSIE RUNSDORF
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
women's tennis team finished its regular
season this past weekend with two vie
lories against Providence College (7-2)
and the University of Rhode Island (8 1) in
Rhode Island.

Despite "excellent playing against
Brown University", according to UMass
coach John Beal. the Minutewomen fell to
the Bruins, 5-4. last Thursday.

"This is the first time we came close to
winning against one of the Ivy League
schools," said Beal, "The season went
pretty much as we expected, except the
close loss to the University of Con
necticut. The team worked real hard."
-said Beal.

The goal of this year's quad was to make
It to the Eastern Regional Championships,
then try to go on to the National Cham-
pionship. UMass is half-way there - on
May 13. 14 and 15. the Minutewomen will
be playing at Westchester State in
1 ennsylvania in the Easterns.
Four members of the team are rankedm the tournament. Number two singles

player Elizabeth Sullivan is seeded third
Ariel Fowler is fourth seeded in the
number four singles position. whUe Helen
Najanan is also seeded fourth as fifth
singles player. Patricia Sullivan received
the top seed for her position at sixth
singles player.

UMass is one of the top four schools to
be playing at the Easterns. The top two
finishers will proceed to the National
Championship.

Beats Hostages in finals

Zoo Disc wins Regionals

* Gorillas
Continued from page 2U

Fogarty closed the gap to 7 5 when he
scored at 8:58 but Dartmouth once again
started to click and at 12: 10 Al Chabot made
it 8-5.

And so the game went, with UMass
pulling within two only to be answered by a
Dartmouth goal to up the lead back to three
until at 2:10 of the final period Dartmouth
led 10-7.

Weller took over from here supported by
a cast of swarming Gorillas as he scored two
goal (the first at 3:22 and a second at 6:50),
assisted on another (a Christ Schmitz goal
off a perfect pass at 6:09) and generally

kept control of the attack.
A goal by Schmitz at 6:09 was sand

wiched mto that shock wave and suddenly
Dartmouth found itself down for the first
time in the game 11-10.

Richard White netted his second goal of
the afternoon at 10:47 and the Big Green led
again. 12 11.

At 12:13 John Schroeder scored. At 14-02
and again at 14:19 Morgan Morhman also
.scored.

The Dartmouth team that had en-
tertained notions of a major college upset
did not score for the rest of the game.

Final score, 14-11 . Syracuse is next.

Zoo Disc, the University of
Massachusetts Ultimate team, defeated the
Boston Hostages by a score of 15 12 in the
final game this weekend, capturing its first
ever NorthEa.st Regional Ultimate
Championship.

Zoo Disc had never before beaten the
Hostages, who were the defending Nor-
thEast champions, and the country's third
ranked team overall. The Hostages hadn't
lost a game since the national championship
last November.

UMass outscored its five opponents by a
margin of 78-50 on theif way to the
Regional title. On Saturday. Zoo Disc beat
Harvard 15-8. and then squeaked by the
New York Heifers in overtime, by a score of
18-16. On Sunday, everything fell into place
as the home team crushed Central Con
necticut State College 15-3. and then out
ran the tough Boston Rude Boys in the
semis, winning 15-11.

The Zoo Disc players who performed
outstandingly this weekend were many.

UMass/Smith enjc
The University of Massachusetts/Smith

College women's rugby club continues to
dominate the New England scene, as it

highlighted a 3-0-1 stetch over the last two
weeks with a 16 thumping over Beantown
last weekend in Boston.
Beantown. considered one of the

strongest clubs in the New England Union,
turned out to be no match for UMass/Smith
.

who defeated Amherst College last
Thursday.

UMass/Smith compiled a 1-1 record the

Key defensive blocks were made at crucial
momenUs by freshman Jeremy Seeger. and
team leader Riviere. James Melody and
Ken Boardman made some fine catches;
Melody consistently one-handing it all over
the field, and Boardman with two difficult
scoring grabs. Lastly, tenacious man to-
man defense, the Zoo Disc trademark, was
evident in the play of Eric Kehoe. Craig
Homenko. and John Dubinsky.
The spring Ultimate season concludes

next weekend with the Eastern National
Championships, to be held next weekend at
S.U.N. Y. Purcha.se. near New York City.
The top 18 teams in the East — eight from
the NorthEast, eight from the Mid Atlantic
Region, and two from the MidWest. have
qualified for the tournament. Zoo Di.sc. a
year ago seeded 16th in the field of 18. will
now occupy the number two slot at the start
of next Saturday's competition, by virtue of
their newly acquired NorthEast Cham-
pionship.

— JOELZUCKERMAN

weekend before at the lower Boyden Field.
The club defeated the Burlington Silver
Foxes by the score of 8-4. and tied the
Hartford/Concord Wild Roses. The
UMass/Smith "B " side lost to Hartford's
"B" side that same day.
This weekend. UMass/Smith will travel

to Rhode Island for the New England Union
Tournament, then finish up on May 15
against Dartmouth College.

- MAUREEN SULLIVAN

Summer 3 rooms in modern house on bus
route 5 min walk to Amherst Center
130/month -i- 256-0039

1 bedroom apt Colonial Village $260 fur-
nished hot water inc available June 1 with
fall option 256-0895

ROOM IN HOUSE Sunny room in house
close to Amherst Cener heat and hot water
included Call Dave or Marie at 253-5475

FALL OPTION Room for summer sublet
with fall option. Cool spacious room. Pool
and tennis court rights. Across from bus
stop. Call Doug or Mike at 256-6670 nites

Two bedrooms in GORGEOUS
AMHERST HOUSE screened-porch pool
access bus route $145 253-5511

Spacious 3 bedroom, 1 % bath, duplex,
A/C dishwasher, disposal, June 1-Aug 29
$250/month or best offer. 6-7423, 6-7430,
6-7494, call anytime

J-PF

TYPING/EDITING

Efficient quick confidential 549-5727
resumes, cover letters, research papers

Je n'ai pas un petit ami parce que je suis
trop jeune pour un 'monogamous commit-
ment' De toute facon je ne veux pas faire
des 'bouges' sur toi mais je te dois une
biere, if you're interesse. . .

The Daily Collegian is accepting ap-
plications for the positions of Adv.
Manager, Adv. Assistants and Ad
Representatives for Fall 82. The Collegian is

an equal opportunity employer phone
545-3500

TO SUBLET

TYPING SERVICES

Freelance typing editing, tape transcrib-
ing. Reasonable rates, top skills. Profes-
sional executive secretary Amherst Center
549-0518

WANTED
Couple Seeks housing On Martha's
Vineyard for the summer! If you help us,
we'll arrange a reward or free housing in
our Amherst Apt for that period. Call Kevin
at 253-2785

GREAT OFFER! - To sublet 4 bedroom
Swiss Village Apt. for summer. $90 - $100
per person. Call 546-6688, ask for Stuart or
Peter. Rent is negotiable.

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
terms available immediately Paul or Bill

665^4391

Southwood Apt Summer sublet only 2
bdrm furnished with AC, pool, on bus route
rent negotiable call after 5 PM 253-7123

Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom, pool,
AC, cable, available June 1 call 546-5029 or
546-5024

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos. Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Puffton/Brandywine furnished two
bedroom apartment summer only Jeff
546-9156

Responsible 22 female seeks space
Amherst Northampton area with same
quiet nonsmoker but fun. call 1000 pm
546^4003 Heather

Female looking for someone who wants a
roommate at Cliffside for fall call Rhonda
6657181

Pufton/Brandywina one bedroom June
1st 617-632-3910 eves collect.

Nice people looking for 2-6 bdrms in est.

or vacation house or apt 665-3963

WILD WOMAN
Happy 20th Birthday Dooll Go BananasI!
(C.C.C.U.F.C.W.) Love,K.K., Suey and
Cindy Lou.

ROBIN M.

Robin M. who lost the gold wishbone at
the Collegian call 6-9594 I have it if you

Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond
summer sublet cheap on bus route nights
Doug 549-1255

Partially funished apt w/fall option in

Sunderiand on bus rte call after 8 665-4946

Summer sublet 2 or 3 bdrms in Puffton
apt rent negotiable call Dru 549-0127 or
Holly 546-8854

4 bedrm apt Swiss Village 147$ each
utilities included on bus route partly fur-
nished available June 1st with fall optionlll
256-6103

One bedroom available immediately in

South Amherst apartment summer and/or
fall option call 546-7028 Gail

Summer sublet townhouse apt furnished
3 bedroom rent negotiable 546-9616 or
546-9618 ^_^
Brandywine apts Summer sublet with
possible fall option. One male roommate to
live in co-ed apt. $1.10/month plus elec-

tricity. call 546-4141

Southwood 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apartment includes spotlight 253-9235.

Townhouse 3 bedroom apt fully furnished
rent negotiable call 549-5968

Summer sublet 2 bdrm Southwood apt
rent negotiable cell 253-9083

Best deal yet. . .2 bdrm Brandywine Apts
on bus route, pool, tennis. Summer sublet
July 1 - Aug 31st. rent negotiable, call

546 7625 or 546^5026 (keep trying)

Brandywine - 2 bdrm, completely furnish-

ed, pool, AV, availaJune 1 - Aug 31
549^181

Four bedroom apt for summer with fall

option 147 per month utilities incl 253-5937

Brandywine 1 bdrm AC, pool, cable call
546-5198

One bedroom Puffton summer w/fall op-
tion, air cond, heat incl, pool, rent
negotiable 549-4804 after 4

Summer sublet w/fall option
Southwood 2 bdrm townhouse bus pool
also rooms available 6 bdrm house summer
only Amherst 253-5007

Summer, 3 rooms in modern house on bus
route 5 min walk to Amherst Ctr 130/month
-K 256-0639

One bedroom Brandywine Apartment
for summer sublet with fall option for more
information call Bill or Steve at 549-6447

Summer sublet/fall option Cdlonial
Village prefereably female call Sue
546-8143

Summer sublet Southwood townhouse
200/month total! 546-8605 Liz or Ellen

Sublet 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom apt sum-
mer/fall option bus stop pool big windows
$140.00 no light 256-6085

To sublet for summer 1 bedroom in
Southwood apt $85 -k call 253-2761

Brandywine 2 bedrooms furnished AC
pool rent negotiable 549-0425

1 bedroom apt Squire Village Fall option
Rent negotiable call 665-7589

Sublet Fall option furnished 2 bdr on bus
route rent negotiable call 665-2081

Cliffside Summer/fall option includes heat
& Utilities $300.00 per month 665-3668 .

Fantastic Location 5 minute walk to town
or campus summer sublet, 1 bedroom in 3
bedroom apartment garage, porches $135
256-0170

Puffton 1 bedroom available June 1 call
Tim 4 pm - 6 pm 549-6769

Lge 2 bdrm townhouse Squire Vill

available 6/1 fall option 665-4108
Available June 1 fall option Cliffside apt
1 Irg bedroom utilities pool rent negotiable
665-7956 after 9 pm
Puffton three bedroom summer only will
negotiate hurry call 549-6322

Two single bedrooms fully furnished in
Puffton summer sublet only 549-5487

Northampton 2 furnished bedrooms, near
downtown. Summer only, 115-^ each
584-5143

Brandywine June 1 2 br furnished, AC
pool, $290, 549-5331

Colonial Village 2 bedroom $250 start
June 1 fall option after 6 256-6947

Summer one bedroom in two bedroom apt
fall option entire apt Presidential 549-1 083
Excellent Cond. 4 Bedrm apt w/extras.
Rent for summer sublet negotiable w/fall
option-call 256-8459

Summer Sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
Colonial Village busroute pool 253-2470

3 bedrooms available in beautiful house 2
minutes from Campus on Nutting Ave off
Fearing St. Summer Sublet Rent
negotiable 549-4902

Summer Sublet cool Cliffside Apt Pool all

utilites included Fall option B.C. over $150
665-2064

Squire Village bedroom apt furnished
w/fall option frequent bus 100 yds away
665-4362

Townhouse 2 bedroom summer sublet
with option for fall only call 549-1321

Townhouse apt 2 bedroom for 2 or 4
people on bus route close to campus cheap
sublet includes utilities

Five bedroom spacious ranch house N.
Amherst country setting bordering conser-
vation area summer sublet 540 month ask
Chip 545-0487 days

Summer sublet w/fall option in 2
bedroom Colon Vill pool, 270 ->- call eves
253-7313

2 bedroom apt in Rolling Green util inc
price neg furn good view 546-9624 anytime

3 bedroom in townhouse Across from
bus stop price neg call 549-4155

5 room house fall option N Amherst on
bus line garden garp^e 549-4001

Two bdr Brittany Manor pool tennis
courts price negotiable for summer only
beg June 1 253-7705

One room efficiency N. Amherst $150.00
utilities included non smoker Ann 49-4036

Rolling Green 2 bedroom summer sublet
AC, utilities included, pool 253-2247

2 bedroom Townehouse, furnished AC
cheap call 549-2694 or 549-6870

Summer sublet/fall option. One
bedroom townehouse in Southwood.
Possibly furnished. Rent nego call 256-8673
One bedroom in 3 bedroom apt 5 min ^
walk to campus summer only call 253-7074
5-7 PM
South Amherst - 1 bdr in 2 bdr townhouse
pool AC avail 6/ 1 fall option 256-0624

w/fall option 2 bdrm Southwood apts
256-8824

S. Amherst Apt 2 bdrm share rm $75/mo
Joane 253-5012

Northwood Apt. 1 bdrm summer 120
telec. entire apt fall (2 bdrms) avail 6/1 call
Wendy/Mary 665-2253

Room in 5 bedroom house South
Amherst nice possible fall option 132 Wen-
dy 256-6336

Never wait for the bus. swimming pool.
Cheap living. Sunderiand 665-4982

Summer sublet Puffton three bedrooms
furnished rent negotiable cell 549-451

1

Felmouth females for summer months call
Leslie 549-6188 or Shari 549-4482

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION

4 bdrm $147 per mo all util 253-7278

Sublet with fall option: 4 bedroom 1 H
bath top floor, sliding glass door good con-
dition $147 per month call 256-6287
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NAIADS, the University of Massachusetts syn-
chronized swimming organization, will present "A
Broadway Melody" tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the NOPE
pool. The show is running from tonight through May 8.
Admission is $1.00 for students, and $1.50 for everyone
else.

Gorillas keep ranking,

overwhelm Big Green

Collrij^an photo by Brad Hammer
A RUGBY SCRUMMAGE? — No, but this was the kind of play that

marked yesterday's contest between Dartmouth College and the
University of Massachusetts at Hanover, NH. Here, Dartmouth, in dark
shorts, surround an unidentified Gorilla in search of the ball. UMass
managed to take a 14-11 win from the Big Green.

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

HANOVER, NH - If you weren't one of

the 20 or so UMass lacrosse fans who ac-

tually drove all the way to Hanover, New
Hampshire yesterday to watch the Gorillas

take on Dartmouth than you missed a lot.

First of all, you missed a chance to see
the nation's fifth ranked team.
You missed a chance to see a typical

Dartmouth sporting event complete with
the alumni on the sidelines in jackets and
ties, and blocks of good old Dartmouth
students dressed in matching green
Dartmouth sweatshirts singing the good old

Dartmouth fight anthem.
But, all things considered, the main

chance you missed was a chance to see the
Gorillas retaliate from an early second-
quarter deficit of 6-1 and pull out a 14-11

win over a bruising Dartmouth team.
In the first half, the game belonged to the

Big Green machine as Dartmouth pumped
in five first period tallies from the sticks of
Lee Apgar (three in the first period) and
Rob Olsson (two in the first). These were
answered only by a Peter Martino goal
which came at 2:50 of the period.

At 1:43 of the second stanza Dartmouth's
Steve Lietman upped the score to 6-1. This
goal came during the 14th minute of a
Gorilla scoring drought that would reach
15:12 before Jim Weller took a nice pass

from Paul Fogarty and fired the ball into an
open net to change the scoreboard to 6-2.

This drought was highlighted by some
serious hitting by the Big Green, a team
that definitely was not impressed by
UMass' national ranking, and some
frustrating moments for the Gorilla as they
had their troubles at both ends of the field.

Weller's goal didn't faze the Dartmouth
attack, though, and at 4:26 Olsson scored
his third goal of the afternoon (he finished
with five goals) to put the Big Green margin
back to five goals.

UMass midfielder Michael Fiorini took a
good pass from Weller during a penalty
power play at 10:57 to narrow the lead to
four goals again but most of the Dartmouth
fans felt pretty sure of a win as they cruised
over to the local foodstore for some
crackers.

The Gorillas would have absolutely no
part in that notion of an Ivy League hex,
however, as the offense began to get
hungry and the defense dug in, behind
goaltender Dan Altschuler who replaced
starter Tim Curran. Altschuler would hold
the Big Green to four goals for the rest of
the contest.

Ernie Shapiro got the comeback rolling at
1:36 of the third period when he took a pass
from (who do you think?) Weller in front of
the net and made a quick deposit to pull the
Gorillas within three at 7-4.

Continued on page 23

Trackwomen place sixth at N.E. Championships
By TIM LUCZKOW
Collegian Staff

The weather was perfect and the competition stiff as 30
schools came to the Derby Track at the University of
Massachusetts last Sunday to vie for the women's New
England track championship. UMass placed sixth overall
with 42 points, well behind first place winner the
University of Connecticut.

Freshman Ix'ah Loftis was the first to get points for
UMass. when she placed fifth in the 400 meters with a time
of .58.16, two seconds behind the winning time.
The standout for the Minutewomen was Tricia Moores.

The senior set a new school record for the 5000 meters with
her personal best of 16:28.51. That time not only won the

race for her. but it qualified Moores for the Nationals,
which will be held at Brigham Young University in Utah
May 31 Junes.

In the 800 meter event, freshman Maureen O'Reilly took
second place for UMass with a time of 2:14.33.
The surprise of the day for the Minutewomen was in the

400 meter hurdles. Coming from nowhere to take fifth

place was Diane Patnod with the time of 66.66, her best
ever. Placing third was freshman Cindy Coronato at 65.38
seconds, which qualifies her for the Easterns.
The 3000 meter race saw Moores take second place in

9:45.47. Senior Judy McCrone took seventh place, while
Iris McDonough came up with her best time of the year
with a 10:15.78.

Micki Callahan finished in the heptathalon. a seven-
event contest. Callahan holds the UMass record for this
event.

The last race of the day for UMass. the 4x800 relay, saw
the Minutewomen trounce the old school record set two
years ago (9:21.5) with the time of 9:16.93. Running the
race were Gardiner, Anderson, McCrone and O'Reilly. The
time qualifies them for the Easterns.
On May 10, the Minutewomen will take on Springfield

College at the Derby Track in a make-up meet. The meet
was cancelled earlier this year due to snow. The meet will
begin at 3 p.m. and will wrap up the season for UMass,
except for those already qualified for the Easterns or
Nationals.

Mantino makespitch for mittwomen
By GERRY DeSIMAS
Collegian Staff

When your starting pitcher is responsible for 14 of your
15 wins, it is quite clear that this pitcher is good. I 'nivVrsi
ty of Massachusetts pitcher Gina Mantino is very good and
her accomplishments back up that fact.

"Gina has very good control and she knows what she's
doing," said head coach Elaine Sortino. "When 1 first .saw
her throw I said 'Wow, this is what we need for our pro-
gram.'"
The Waterbury, CT., native has displayed fine control

and a winning record wherever she has played. Mantino
started to pitch at Crosby High School l)ecause "Our team
needed a pitcher and I was the only one who got it over the
plate," said Mantino.
After high school, Mantino pitched for Mattatuck Com-

munity College (CT) for two years and led them to the
Junior College National Championships as a sophomore.
There, she attracted the attention of Indiana State-
Evansville's Softball coach and Mantino helpjed that team
win the Indiana state championship and advance to the
Rt^gionals.

This year. Mantino is trying to lead Massachusetts to a
Division One NCAA playoff berth.
"Pitchers in Softball are not like baseball pitchers," said

Sortino. "They (.softball pitchers) can pitch much more
because they pitch with their legs and not their arms."
Mantino has already broken the .school record for the most
strikeouts in a season and she adds more each game She
has over 90 strikeouts as of last Monday.
Mantino has also to deal with a mysterious knee injury

so she has not been able to bat a lot this season.
"I was very frustrated that I couldn't go out and hit,"

she said. "But I'm looking forward to batting (in the rest
of the games as long as the knee holds up) and I can't
wait," she finished with a smile.
UMass has been fortunate to acquire such a talented pit-

cher and Mantino is glad she came to UMass.
"I couldn't imagine myself in a school this big "

said
Mantino, "But 1 love it around here and 1 have no regrets
about coming here."

Mantino, who is a physical education major and who is in
her last year of athletic eligibility, has adjusted very well
to the school and with her help the UMass softball team
has become very successful.

CollrirUn photo by Vinrr DfWilt

Gina Mantino

McLaughlin adds Hempel to UM basketball roster
By JIM FLOYD
('ollegian Staff

Hark! UMass basketball fans, hear ye,

hear ye!

Head basketball coach Tom McLaughlin
proudly announces the addition of a new
arrival to his family.

No, not that family, the Minuteman
basketball family.

The new addition is John Hempel of

ion Catholic High School in New
.'•sey. He stands 6'7" and weighs in at

220 lbs. and will arrive on this campus in

the fall with all the credentials a High
Sch(K)l All American could possibly need.
How are these for honors and statistics?
Hempel was named to the All-American

team, the All State in New Jersey, the
All Metro team, the All County team, the
All Arrhdiocesan team, and shot over 90
percent from the free throw line while
averaging a men- 27 points, 16 rebounds
and five blocked shots per game during
the course of his team's 2.3 5 sea.son.

Excited? So is McLaughlin.
"He's the most nationally known player

that we've ever recruited," said
McLaughlin. "He was recruited by over
200 colleges. We were very lucky to get
him."

McLaughlin said that Hempel is one of
the top ten players in the East.
"He can handle the ball. He's a

tremendous outside shooter and a fine
passer. He's just a great addition to our
team," said McLaughlin.
The UMa.ss recruitment was recently

rated as the 1.5th best in the East by
P3asiern Basketball Magazine, due to the
signing of A.J. Widener and Tom

Emer.son, and should definitely be moving
up even further with Hempel now being
sized for a Minuteman uniform.

Another good recruit. Tom McLaughlin
is happy and he thinks the student body
will be happy too, next season.

The only problem is that next season is

still six months away and a lot of
basketball fans just don't want to wait
that long to watch the Minutemen play
again. Be calm, everybody, be calm, six

months is only 180 days (why does that
sound too long too?).
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Dukakis supports education

Michael S. Dukakis
< "ll.-.,'i:iii |>h Ii. srt.ii Itiirki-

Frats hear official charges
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

In a show cause hearing held last week at
Hampshire County District Court in
Northampton several fraternity members
at the University of Massachusetts were
officially charged with liquor law violations.
Amherst Police Lt. David Jankowski said
yesterday.

Theta Chi member Charles Lonardo of
Lawrence was charged with the sale and
delivery of alcohol to persons under 20 last
March 13 and Theta Chi president Steve
Barsamian of West Roxbury was charged
with the unlicensed sale of alcohol on the
same date, Jankowski said.

Beta Kappa Phi member Paul T. Gentili
a registered UMass- Boston student, was
charged with the sale and deUvery of
alcohol to persons under 20 on April 2 and
Randy B. Bressler, of Natick also a Beta
Kappa Phi member, was charged with the
unlicensed sale of alcohol on the April 2,
Jankowski said.

Genevieve Keller. Hampshire County
first assistant clerk of courts, said no

arraignment date has been set at this point
lor any of the individuals involved.
Due to a mix-up in court scheduling,

charges against other unidentified Theta
Chi members have been continued until
another hearing date can be set, Jankowski
said.

Charges against other unidentified Beta
Kappa Phi members and individuals
representmg their national corporation are
pendmg a six month continuance until
another hearing can be set. provided in that
period of time the fraternity has no other
alcohol related problems.
Regarding the alcohol problem within the

fraternities. Jankowski said. "I am not
willing to say it is not continuing now."
The investigation of liquor law violationsm UMass fraternities by plain clothes

policemen last month stemmed from
various complaints received by police
within the Amherst area. Local businesses
claimed fraternity parties were competing
for their business. Residents, and some
UMass students, complained about the
noise coming from parties and that persons
under 20 were being served.

By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

Former Governor Michael S. Dukakis
spoke last night to a crowd of 180 people in
Memorial Hall at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst. The topic of
the speech was public higher education,
but Dukakis took questions following it

pertaining to many facets of his campaign
for the 1962 Democratic gubernatorial
nomination.

"Without our reputation for education
excellence. Massachusetts would be an
economic wasteland." Dukakis said in
reference to what he termed the low
priority Governor Edward J. King's
administration has put on education in the
Commonwealth.
Dukakis labeled "incomprehensible and

unconscionable" the state and federal
cutbacks in education funding which have
occurred during the King administration.
The former is sanctioned by King and the
latter are accepted without complaint by
the governor. Dukakis said.

A governor who cares about education
should organize his administration to do
the necessary job. Dukakis said. He said if
elected he would provide access for
students and those interested in public
higher education by estabUshing a senior
advisor for educational affairs which
would become a cabinet position in the
governor's office.

He added that if King was interested in
the continuance of public higher education
he would already have developed such a

position in his administration.

Access to education for every person
who wants it is of prime importance.
Dukakis said. He said because
Massachusetts has no natural resources
we must realize education is an in-
vestment in the economic future of the
Commonwealth.

Dukakis said the budget which King is
proposing is "the phoniest election year
budget. I think, most of us have ever
seen."

He said King is desperate for an election
year tax cut and that eliminating what
King has called the "Dukakis surtax"
would hurt Massachusetts' economy.

He said eliminating the 7'/? percent
surtax, which Dukakis put on the state
income tax during his administration in
order to raise more revenue for the state,
IS nothing more than a "disguised tax cut
for the wealthy."

He said this kind of thinking is in-
dicative of the fact that King is President
Reagan's favorite Democratic governor.
"IdealogicaUy they're kissing cousins," he
added.

K ^^^.i^'"®''
governor said there would

be a $200 miUion loss of revenue to the
Commonwealth two years after a removal
of the surtax.

O 'Neill quits race
— see page 13

Cookout may beat record
By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

A new dimension will be added to
Southwest's traditional spring barbeque
this year as the University of
Massachusetts Food Services attempts to
break the world record for the largest
barbeque, said Marie Cappadona, director
of food services.

Great Britain's "Guiness Book of World
Records" has been notified of the planned
record-breaking event that will busy
Southwest's playing fields on May 19, said
Cappadona.
The standing world record for barbeques

was set on March 23, 1980 when 5,829 peo-
ple gathered in Newport Richey, Florida to
cook out. Cappadona said the food services
is expecting approximately 10,000 students
to attend the Ulfaas barbeque. The local
Rotary Club will be acting as a "verifying
mechanism" to certify the number of
students present, she said.

Because the barbeque has drawn a large
turnout in the paiit, Cappadona said

members of the food services department
assume the record has unofficially been
broken several times and are therefore try-
ing to set the record straight.
There is a campus wide effort now under-

way to "pull it off," she said. Members of
the University administration have agreed
to contribute their services in the areas of
cooking, building pits, and serving food. In
addition, a shuttle bus will be carrying
students from Worcester and Franklin
Dining Commons. Music will be provided
by WMUA.
The menu will consist of half chickens,

salad, baked beans, tofu-vegetarian-
cabobs, popcorn, ice cream and soda. Cap-
padona said the meal is free with a meal
ticket for board contracted students, $4.00
in advance and $4.50 for students off the
meal plan.

In addition to an abundance of food and
music, the picnic will feature a hot air
balloon that will be "hovering over the
sight for the afternoon" and a parachuting
demonstration performed by the UMass
parachuting club, she said.

DUKAKIS - Following last night's speech on pubirhTghe/'^d^u^:
tion Dukakis spoke with reporters about educational excellence and
answered questions perUining to his campaign.
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COMING BACK — Survivors of the Arp-pntino oniioar ron«..i u i .
APu««rphoto

BahU BUnco y«.terday followfng thefrVefcue
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Bishops implore calm after martial law easing
WARSAW Pnlan/4 rAP4 D /-_.i.-i-_ L- .WARSAW. Poland (AP) - Roman Catholic bishops

yesterday condemned the wave of riots that swept more
than a dozen Polish cities and appealed for reconciliation
talks between martial law authorities and the suspended
Solidarity union.

The government, reverting to a tougher line, reimposed
curfews and other restrictions in several cities because of
the anti-government disturbances Monday and Tuesday.

In what was apparently the worst of the rioting, in the
northwest port city of Szczecin Tuesday night, hundreds of
youths tried to attack the local Communist Party
headquarters and were routed by security forces using
tear gas, reports yesterday said.

Scores of police were reported injured and more than a
thousand people detained in the nationwide violence, the
most serious since the days following imposition of martial
law and suspension of the independent Solidarity labor
movement last Dec. 13.

Poland's Roman Catholic bishops, after meeting Mondav
and Tuesday at the Jasna Gora monastery in the southern
shrine city of Czestochowa. issued a statement Wednesday
on the new crisis.

"With pain and concern for the fate of our nation and
state." they said, "the new disturbances shaking the
country are delaying social accord, halting steps towards
normalization and misguiding the youth."

Three Iranian airmen defect during mission
ANKARA, Turkey (AP) - Three Iranian airmen flew

their helicopter across the border and sought asylum in
Turkey after taking a deputy foreign minister and other
officials to northwest Iran to investigate the plane crash
that killed Algerian Foreign Minister Mohamed Benyahia,
Turkish officials said.

The Turkish government was expected to return the
helicopter to Iran. There was no indication of its reaction to
the request for asylum.

The Iranian investigating team included Deputy Foreign
Minister Ahmed Aziz as well as police and army men.
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Benyahia was on his way to Tehran from Algiers with
eight other Algerian officials, an Algerian journaUst and
the four member crew of the Algerian government

said'"^'''^

j^t- A" 14 were killed, the Iranian government

There was no word on the progress of the investigation.
The Iranian Foreign Minister charged Tuesday that two

Iraqi jets attacked the Algerian plane and brought it down.
But the official Algerian news agency said Iran's am-
bassador to Turkey told Algerian officials early Tuesday
morning Benyahia's plane was caught in a dog-fight bet
ween an Iranian Phantom and an Iraqi Mirage.

CORRECTION
Yesterday's story on the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity

mcorrectly reported that aU three buildings in Frater-
mty/Soronty park are owned by the same local resident.
The Chi Omega sorority, located in the park, is owned by
their sorority housing corporation.

Yesterday's story on veteran's assistance programs
incorrectly reported that veterans are considered to havebeen Vietnam era vets if they served until 1976. In
Massachusetts, former service people are classified as
Vietnam era veterans if they have served between 1962
and May 9. 1975. In addition, dependents of veterans are
not eligible for tuition waivers, but are eligible for all
federal veteran's benefits.

FBI seeks assassin
of Turkish diplomat
SOMERVILLE (AP) - Federal agents hunted

yesterday for a short, swarthy gunman wanted in the
street corner ambush of New England's top Turkish
diplomat. President Reagan denounced the killing as a
"cowardly assassination."

Orhan R. Gunduz. 60, was the 21st Turkish official kUled
in a nine-year terror campaign that Turkish officials say is
linked to Armenian extremists.
Gunduz, the honorary Turkish consul for New England

was killed by a hail of buUets while driving home Tuesday
evening from his Cambridge import shop. Witnesses told
police a young man dressed in jogging clothes opened fire
then fled, leaving two pistols behind.
An Armenian terrorist group. Justice Commandos for

the Armenian Genocide, claimed responsibUity for the
killing.

In Washington, deputy White House press secretary
Larry Speakes said Reagan "profoundly deplores the
cowardly assassination."
"The president is determined that the United States

government will provide no quarter to individuals or
organizations engaged in terrorist activities," Speakes
said.

Larry GilUgan. an FBI spokesman in Boston, said the
agency "had men out on the streets all night" in pursuit of
the killer. He said law enforcement officials were
questioning Boston-area Armenian groups.
Using eyewitness accounts of the gunman, police created

a composite sketch of a short, thin man, aged 19-20, with a
dark complexion. "We don't have any one suspect yet,"
said Detective Sgt. Gordon Fairweather. "It's a long,
tedious process."

The slaying was the latest chapter in the unofficial war
by Armenian extremists against Turkish officials.
Armenian nationalists accuse the Turks of slaughtering 1 .5
miUion of their countrymen in Turkey in 1915 and driving
hundreds of thousands more into exile. The Turks dispute
the accusation.

All 21 deaths of Turkish representatives since 1973 have
been linked to Armenian terrorist groups, according to
officials at the Turkish embassy in Washington who
declined to be identified.

After Gunduz' death, the Los Angeles office of The
Associated Press received a telephone call saying the
killing was the work of the Justice Commandos group.

Later, a woman caUed the AP's office in Beirut,
Lebanon, and said, "This is our style."

U.S. frets technology
obtained by Soviets
WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate investigators contended

yesterday that "significant amounts" of sensitive in-
formation are being shipped to the Soviet bloc because of
weaknesses in the agency that enforces U.S. export
controls on technology.
Fred Asselin, a staff investigator for the Senate

Governmental Affairs investigations subcommittee, caUed
the Commerce Department's Compliance Division "an
understaffed and poorly equipped and, in certain in-
stances, undertrained and unqualified investigative and
intelligence unit."

He said a months-long investigation by the sub-
committee's minority staff had concluded that the Com-
merce unit should be aboUshed and its functions tran-
sferred to the U.S. Customs Service.
"The national security implications ofenforcement of the

Lxport Administration Act are too important tp be en-
trusted any longer to the Commerce Department as
presently organized," Asselin told the panel.
"Because of the inadequacies of the Compliance

Uivision, he said, "significant amounts of dual-use
technology that contribute to Soviet military strength are
being shipped to the Soviet bloc."
The subcommittee is holding hearings on leakage of

militarily valuable technology to the Soviet Union and itsWarsaw Pact allies.
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Steele criticizes Reagan
warns of effect on vnntf

vrwrmw* . «,w^ -,„ CollepM photo by Scott BurkeYOUTH AND POLITICS - James Steele, chairman of the YoungWorkers Liberation League spoke yesterday on the Reagan Ad-
ministration 8 foreign and domestic policy, and its effect on today'syoung people. ^

By SCOTT SACCO
Collegian Staff

"One can kill a man or a woman, but
one cannot kill an idea whose time has
come." Thus was the message of James
Steele.

Steele, the national chairman of the
Young Workers Liberation League, spoke
last night at the Campus Center before an
audience of about 45 people, on the
Reagan administration's foreign and
domestic policy, and its special effect on
today's youth.

The program, entitled "Martin Luther
King's Dream vs. Reagan's Nightmare,"
was the last scheduled event in the Martin
Luther King Week series.

Steele called for the participation of to-
day's youth in the political arena "to help
break the back of Reaganism," in the
spint of Martin Luther King and his
ideals.

Steele said Reaganism and the new
federalism of his administration is trying
to take us back "to the good old days,"
while the people of this country are strug-
gling to get ahead.

Steele said King may have been the first
to articulate the idea that the federal

government was the ultimate form of ex-
pression for the people, and because of
this, the government has a mandate to en-
force the uniform law of the land.

Steele said, "In the last 14 months the
dreams of Dr. King to better the lives of
all people has clashed with a nightmare
Reagan's nightmare."
"Money is being taken from the needy

and IS being given to the greedy," he said
The policies of the Reagan administration
are meant to help big corporations and
the military, he said.

Steele said the youth of today is turning
to Martin Luther King's message of peo-
ple's rights for guidance just in time to
face the Reagan administration's attempt
to undermine all of the gains of King
himself, and the civil rights movement of
the 1960s.

Steele called the movement, "One of the
most extraordinary features of our time."

Steele also said, the youth of today
should use its power to oust Reagan sup-
porters in the House and Senate in next
November's Congressional elections.

In quoting King, Steele said, "Nothing
can come to the dreamer but dreams,"
without active participation, and he said
King's advice should be well taken today.

Zannini says new housing plan will produce a Medicated' staffBy HANNAH HOSOM '^ ^^*^»»»^^^ Ot^CftXJ.By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Undergraduate student senators had a chance last night
to question Director of Housing Services Joseph Zannini
about his proposed reorganization of the housing system.

Ihe plan, which according to Zannini would begin "slow
implementation" this September, divides campus
residences into a west side, now Southwest, and an east
side comprised of the remaining Uving areas. Dormitories
would be run m "clusters," simUar to the system now used
in the Central Residential Area. Changes and cutbacks in
staff; positions are.^ major concern of student government

Zannini said' his' plari is one of "evalutation-based
programming, where needs of areas would be taken into
consideration in planning activities and programs. He said
he feels changes would result in a staff "dedicated to

working with students, maintaining the individuality of
students. "^

Chairperson of the Finance Committee Siobhan Powers
questioned the ability of a smaUer staff to deal with thenumber of students in campus housing.

"If you look at the role of head of residence as that of a
counsehng relationship, the plan I am proposing is
destructive. I feel head of residences have been perceived
more as administrators, working with programs" Zannini
said.

Senators also expressed concern over the amount of
student involvement in the reorganization process. Several
mentioned February 9 was the first time a student was
shown the proposal, seven months before proposed im-
plementation.

Zannini responded to the students by emphasizing a task
force, comprised of area government representatives, two

student government otficials, three area directors and five
representatives from Housing Services. The group will be
meeting over the next week and a half to discuss problems
in the plan.

Zannini told the senate he has the final decision-making
power, but is wiUing to discuss the reorganization." even
to the point of delaying a major portion" of the plan.

Massachusetts gubernatorial candidate Michael Dukakis
made a surprise appearance at the senate meeting after his
speech m Memorial Hall. He said he was grateful to the
senators and the Third World Caucus for running
Tuesday's mock gubernatorial election in which he
received over 60 percent of the vote. He added he would
like to 'come back as a governor next February, spend a
couple of days on campus" and speak with student senatorsm an official capacity. Senators applauded, wishing him
luck on his campaign.fwy ,

° p.v.o^....ai.vt;3. iwu luck on his campaign.

lown meeting wrestles with budget; funds additional police officer
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Town meeting began work on its 10th and
most extensive article, the $5.5 miUion comprehensive
operating budget.
The budget is divided into 11 different catagories. each

of which must be approved separately. A proposed budget
was submitted to the town meeting, prepared by former
Town Manager Louis Hayward in consultation with the
Board of Selectmen and the Finance Committee
The first section of the budget was entitled generalgovernment. The Town Meeting approved the $240 626budget unanamously

.
The largest increase in that catagorywas an additional $8,000 for the town manager for a salary

increase and moving expenses.
This increase was created to allow greater flexibility in

the hiring of a new individual for that position, according to
a finance committee report.

The Town Meeting voted for a $128,000 increase in the
administration and finance section of the budget to cover
increases in insurance costs in the catagory of personnel
services and for an audit in the catagory of general ser-
vices.

There was much debate over the proposed addition of
personnel to the police department, and the subsequent
budget increase. Last fall the Town Meeting approved the
addition of three officers to the 28-member Amherst Police
Force. After much discussion they approved the addition
of one further officer.

Town Meeting Member Vincent O'Conner (Precinct 1)
suggested the additional officer was not necessary.
"We have to look at what we are getting for this in

crease. What we're dealing with here is officer
availability," O'Connor said.

O'Connor referred to Police Department activity
statistics which show a major increase in escort and
assistance activity, saying an additional officer would be
dealing with this sort of activity and not "hard crime."

"I ask whether or not we need an additional officer to
take care of this," he said.

Police Chief Donald Maia explained the escort and
assistance activity as an effective form of crime preven
tion. Maia cited an example: If an individual was left in

town, without a ride home, officers may provide one to
prevent incidents of mugging.
He also said an ftVerage community has 2.1 police officers

per 1.000 residents, and with the staffing they presently
have, they should be serving a community of 14.000.
Amherst's populatioTTis roughly 30.000. minus the college
community.

Presently four officers are on duty each night, but Maia
said that on Friday and Saturday nights 5 to 6 officers may
be on duty. •'

"I'm ashamed to say that we've been backed up 45
minutes in responding to calls." Maia said.

A standing of 135 to 46 was caUed. and the police
department budget was passed, including the additional
officer.

The Town Meeting approved the overaU $1.7 million
Public Health budget.

if pli.i i t» UjI.ITHE PYRAMIDS - This view from the 20th floor of John Adams dormitory shows the lareeturnout and enthusiastic response the Southwest Week activities have received
^
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Britain attempts resurrected
peace talks;Argentina listens

.Thursday. May 6, 1982

Soviet involvement in Falklands
limited by ideology, practicalities

,
Thursday. May 6, 1982

Editors Note - At the time the Collegian
went to print no specific details were
avadable on the United Nations Secretary

nrw^K^^A^ '''°"- ^'^^"^rf'^ff to sources
at WHYN-AM. tt was determined that
Argentina responded favorably but no
settlement will be reached until Bntain
completes their review of the Plan.
Peru also submitted a peace plan to the

two countries, to which Britain responded
favorably. No settlement will be reached on
the plan until Argentina completes their
review of it.

By The Associated Press
Shaken by its first casualties in the

Falklands fighting. Britain yesterday
revived talk of a peaceful solution, but
Argentina gave no sign it was backing
down, imposed belt-tightening measures to
help the war effort and picked up military
support from Venezuela.
The U.N. Security Council was scheduled

to hold a consultative session later
yesterday on Ireland's request for an
urgent meeting lo end the Falklands
fighting.

Despite rumors of large-scale military
action over the Falklands. there was no
official confirmation that any new fighting
was in progress following the loss of the
British destroyer Sheffield. Britain said it

believed 30 men drowned in the attack.
British government sources said another 57
were either wounded or missing.

Press Association. Britain's domestic
news agency, quoted authoritative sources
as saying two Argentine submarines were
cruising Britain's 200 mile war zone around
the Falklands. and that the rest of the
Argentine fleet was making for the
mainland coast. There was no official

confirmation.

Against a background of anger and
dismay. British Foreign Secretary Francis
Pym told the House of Commons in London
he had transmitted a "constructive con-
tribution " to a peace plan being worked on
by Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig
Jr.

"A vital ingredient of the ideas on which
we are working is an early cease fire and
the prompt withdrawal of Argentine for-
ces." Pym said. But the Argentines demand
recognition of Argentine sovereignty over

I lie raiKiaiiLia uelurc ^uj .wtiidrawal
begins, and Britain refuses to concede
sovereignty.

Pym's remarks were in stark contrast to
statements by British leaders last week
stressing that military and other pressure
would be increased until Argentina gave
the Falklands back to Britain.

Pym .said the peace plan contains con-
tributions from U.N. Secretary-General
Javier Perez de Cuellar and Peruvian
President Fernando Belaunde Terry, who
has been floating his own cease-fire
proposal.

Pym said Haig's peace efforts remained
alive, despite the announcement Friday
that the U.S. government was siding with
Britain and imposing sanctions against
Argentina. "There has been no suspension"
of the effort. Pym said.

White House spokesman Larry Speakes
said that at President Reagan's direction.
Haig 'remains actively engaged in an effort
to do all we can to assist in the peaceful
outcome of the crisis in the South Atlantic.
The ultimate solution must be peaceful or
the consequences will be lasting and
grave."

Haig held an unexpected meeting
Tuesday with Britain's ambassador in
Washington, apparently to discuss the
EJritish ideas.

Relatives of 87 crewmen aboard the
Sheffield were notified their men were
either wounded, missing or dead in an
Argentine computer-guided missile strike
from a fighterbomber Tuesday off the
F'alkland Islands. There was no definitive
breakdown of the casualties.

At the same time. Argentina continued
the search for about 360 crewmen missing
from the General Belgrano. the cruiser
torpedoed and sunk by a British submarine
Sunday.

Argentina reported the rescue of at least
680 survivors from the Belgrano, and about
400 of them arrived at the southernmost
Argentine port of Ushuaia early Tuesday.
Argentine journalists said.

In Buenos Aires, the Argentine junta
announced the peso was devalued 16.8
percent as part of a package designed to
help fmance the fight against Britain.

It said a dollar now costs 14.000 pesos,
compared to 12.000 previously, and that a
sevencent surcharge will be tacked on to
each foreign currency transaction.

Coupon valid

until 5/19

$5 66 OFF^^^^ ^^ w/coupon

Any Imprinted Jacket or Coat

with regular retail over $20.00

1 coupon per item
Located in the Campus Center

QyUNIVERSITY
MmSTORE^

I

A Restaurant
with FLAIR

LUHCH
featuring

j^^^e^xe DAILY SPECIALS
Hom#mQd# Soups * Creomy Quiches

SolQd Dor * Desserts

11:30 till 2:30

on the

Boltwood Walk
103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253 5927

MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet Union is

trying to make propaganda gains from the

f'alklands crisis. but ideology and
pragmatism deter it from deeper in-

volvement in the Argentine British conflict.

Strong support for Argentina's right

wing leaders could compromise the Soviets
ideologically, alienate West European
countries backing Britain and set a

dangerous precedent in the case of the
Kuril Islands, which the Soviet Union
seized from Japan near the the end of in

World War II.

Instead of supporting the Argentine
seizure of the British colony in the South
Atlantic, the Kremlin assails what it
describes as "neocolonialist" British designs
and "U.S.-backed British aggression
against Argentina."

This enables Moscow to distance itself
from Argentina's rightist junta which
strongly opposes left-wing movements at
home and abroad.

BUENOS AIRES - Happy Argentines demonstrate yesterday carry-

referPnip?«^flf 'l"^'"*^."^'*^
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Future training of CRAs may include clars
By TIM MacPHEE
Pr»iu^»_ o . semester with hr>iic<> i>...»i * ,•_

•

.....By TIM MacPHEE
Collegian Correspondent

frnmT?^^'?
Community Resource Assistants (CRAs)

InTJ. !u
^"^

^T'*'"*^
""' residential areas may haveto take a three credit course for their training next year

D^e^^r
'' ^"" ^'"''''' Central/Orchid hTu Are^

"Previously, we've trained CRA's with one credit
colloquiums, but we've found that they can't cover issues indepth such as community development and crisis in-
tervention.

" Battista said.

People who are CRAs now were trained with in-
troductory colloquiums during their first semester,
reserving their second semester for social issues training.

Resident Assistants in Northeast and Assistant Heads of
Residence in Sylvan were also given coUoquiums their first

Mother's Day talk
set by Caldicott
By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

p^Jn.i!^'^"!;^!'^''''!."'/"^^'"'
^"*^ ""^'ear disarmament

advocate, wi 1 be the featured speaker at the "Mother'sDay Action for Nuclear Disarmament." at Boston Com-mon. Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. The Action is sponsored by
Action For Nuclear Disarmament Education Fund Inc
Caldicott IS a pediatrician who found, in her work.' that

children are afraid of nuclear warfare, said Special
Projects coordmator of The Action for Nuclear Disar-mament Betty Reinhardt. Caldicott feels older people, and
in particular women, are responsible to protect children
Irom the effects of nuclear war. Reinhardt said.
Caldicott is president of Physicians for Social Respon-

sibUty. a Waltham-based organization formed to examine
and publicize the anticipated medical consequences of
nuclear war. One of the prime organizers of the grassroots
eltort to halt the nuclear arms race. Caldicott was founder
ot the Women s Party for Survival when it began in 1980
This group was reorganized into the Women's Action for
Nuclear Disarmament, a political organization. Reinhardt
said. Later the Action For Nuclear Disarmament
Education Fund was formed as a non-profit organization,
to represent Caldicott's interests, she said
The function of the Action for Nuclear Disarmament is to

help people who want to get involved by responding to
questions and providing information. A great many people
hear Caldicott s speeches but then find they have nowhere
to go. Reinhardt siad.

The Action, which also took place last year in Washington
U.L.. has developed a history, Reinhardt said. She saidmany of the concepts which the action stands for first came
trom Juhe Wand Howe, an activist for women's rights and
anti-racism in the 1870's. Howe said, in the sight of a world
where great nations are destroying each other women
need no longer be a party. She added that mothers have a
special responsibUity to the safety of the world
The Action for Nuclear Disarmament said in a press

release it is "working to reclaim Mother's Day from its
commercial orientation." Instead they seek to dedicate the
day to all those who care about the next generation.

Continued on page 7
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In the rugged mountains of Wyoming and Washington.
NOLS is teaching the essential skills of backcountry living.

On the Alaskan arctic tundra
and the grasslands of Kenya
East Africa, NOLS students
are learning the challenges
of enjoying and preserving
the wild lands of the earth.

For seventeen years THE
NATIONAL OUTDOOR
LEADERSHIP SCHOOL has
trained wilderness leaders
for most of the major out-
door programs in this

country. Today, this unique
nofvprofit educational center
offers over 30 different
backcountry courses which
range in length from 2

weeks to 3'^ months.

If you want to LEARN
WILDERNESS this summer
send for your free copy of

the 1982 NOLS catalogue
of courses.

COLLEGE CREDIT
AVAILABLE

Write:

^
NOLS
P.O. Box AA Dept. T82
LANDER. WYO 82520
or call (307) 332-6973 ->.^>
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training, at least for the first semester." said PatRi^meyer. Central/Orchard HiU assistant area director
Rissmeyer pointed out that all final decisions concerning

the program have not yet been made

N^Hh^rr ^f Pr^^^"*'
r^'*^*'

*«"'d P'-obably include
Northeast and Sylvan, would follow the training program
presently m effect in Southwest.
Resident Assistants there are required to take a three

credit course in addition to their job.

tJ^'iL^uTu^ "^T '^''"''^ ^ ^^^K^'t '>y Jeff Eiseman.The book to be used, which may be loaned out. deals with
topics such as how residence halls influence students, and
the pressures of peer group influence.
"The book is very readable and addresses many issues

that arise on a floor during the semester." said RLssmeyer

The idea of the class is to make CRAs more aware of
community issues and dormitory problems.
Those who take the class will have it added to their

permanent transcripts along with the three credits and an
improved education.
Some CRAs. commented on taking the class, saying they

Sits"'""^
'f the hassle will outweigh its possible

Jennifer Ervin. fourth floor CRA from Dickinson, said
she might have had trouble adding it to her scheduleaddmg she s unsure of the idea, "depending what they ask
of you from the class."

Allyson Spivak. a second semester senior CRA from
Brett, said "I m in favor of some kind of training program
but I m not sure I favor a three credit class."
For those planning to become CRAs the class wiU carry

Its benefits, "although some wUl have tothinka little more
carefully about it." Battista said.

Jtuiiir,'"iS"?
- 9^"""' tri«^me tr.mp.line trick» during yesUrdayslTthrert ^orertfettnTing The Ftntmi Brothere." Smoke from . b«rbeque cloud, up the background.

UMass police trace lamb theft to sorority
-By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

Results of a preliminary investigation conducted by
University of Massachusetts police and the Greek Affairs
Office link Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority (Tri Sigma) to the
theft of a baby lamb from the UMass Farm Department.

Police initiated the investigation when a Farm
Department employee reported receiving information
from a hitch-hiker claiming to be a member of Tri-Sigma
Sorority and boasting that the members of the sorority had
taken a lamb from the Youngstock Barns on Com-
monwealth Avenue. Sgt. Paul Ominsky said yesterday.

The investigation also yielded information that a lamb
had been found in the upstairs of the Tri Sigma house and
that members of Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity (LCA) had
returned the lamb to its home early Tuesday.
Lambda Chi Alpha ex President Mark Peterson con

firmed last night that two LCA brothers returned the lamb
toils home.

Tri Sigma House Mother Susan Schmidt said last night
she was first to find the lamb in an upstairs room that had
been locked from the inside. She said a bed had been
pushed against the door and both windows were open.

Continued on page 7
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Mis-education ofBlack Students in America
iCollegian 7

By JENNIFER HARDY
Collegian Staff

The philosophy and ethnics resulting from our educational
system have justified slavery, racism, and oppression. The
Whites have been educated to regard Blacks as inferior,
whilst blacks have been influenced through the school
system to regard themselves as inferior. Our racial virtues
and achievements are disregarded, and not known or
understood as they should be by our White educators.
The history of African people presented and viewed in the
United States educational system has a lot of pshchological
effects on both Blacks and Whites. African history has
been given little attention in the textbooks used in most of

the American schools. The oppressors has managed to

convince us that black history has no worthwhile past, and
that our ancestors have done nothing significant since the
begimningof time.

The Whites are afraid to teach Black studies because they
are afraid that Blacks will aspire to equality and justice

vvilhout regard to race. This in essence, an effort to teach
Black history would upset the program of the oppressor in

Africa and America.
Blacks are programmmed to admire the Greek, Latin

hisotry etc. while their history is considered unimportant.
No attention has been given to the old culture, literature
and art of the native Africans. Students are left with a
negative impression of Africa and iCs inhabitants.
Our "educated" brothers and sisters have been taught for

the most part, to imitate the ideal norms for the White
race. According to Carter G. Woodson, the author of A/ts-

Education of the Negro, THE "educated" decry any such
thing as race consciousness. They do not like to hear such
expressions as "Negro literature", "African art" or
"Thinking Black" and roughly try to concede that such
things do not exsist.

The thought that Blacks are one thing and Whites are
another is the stock-in-trade argumrnt of the White man to
justify segregation and racism. The differentness of races
is no evidence of superiority or of inferiorty. This merely
indicates that each race has certain gifts which others do
not possess. It is by the development of these gifts that
every race must justify its rights to exsist.

FIRST LADY OF THE CITY - Pasadena, Calif., Mayor Loretta Glickman stands at CitJ^ Hall
balconey with view overlooking her city Wednesday. Mayor Glickman, 36, is the first black
woman to become mayor of a U.S. city of more than 100,000 people.

The next Democratic revolutic

will take a different shape
By SATYA GABRIEL
Special to the Collegian

I believe we are quietly entering a new era of turbulence
in American .society. It will not be a repeat of the 1960s.
The 1960s is gone forever (or at least for the duration of
this universe). The new era will be as unique as the 1960s
was unique and marked, as was the 1960s, by a rapid
growth in dissent and opposition to some of the more
obvious ills of a system that places profits above people.
The seeming conservatism of the people in what is called

the heartlands is an illusion. A poll taken in 1978 showed
that 80 percent of the U.S. population support national
health insurance. But that is only a more obvious example
of something that is more deeply rooted in the con
scidusness of this nation. It is, in fact, something more
powerful in the collective psyche of America than jogging
and prime time television. It is a strong desire for control
over their own lives and the environment in which they
live and work. That is what democracy is.

Most Americans, even some Republicans, are democrats
with the small d. They want to control whether or not
chemical dumps are set up near their homes. They want to

LUTHER

control whether or not a nuclear power plant is constructed
down the street. They want to control the number of jobs
avaUable in the society. They want to control the quality of
the products they use and their safety. Tiie Reagan ad-
ministration has moved against all these aspects c'
democracy.
The Reagan administration has relaxed regulatior, r ,e

safety of children's toys, the safety of mines, chemical
dumping, the control of nuclear waste, safety and sanitary
conditions in nursing homes, and this is only a partial
listing. If government has no control over chemical
dumping then who does? People in corporate board rooms,
that's who'.^ They are neither elected by nor accountable to
the people who are affected by their decisions. The cor
porate government is almost completely undemocratic.
Many corporate boards are basically self perpetuating, not
even responsible to their shareholders.
The result of the Reagan administration's policies is to
weaken democracy in favor of more corporate autocracy.
These policies will al.so mean that Americans will be faced
with the choice between taking action or surrendering
complete control over their environment. I, for one, find it

hard to believe that the people of this nation will take the
latter course rather than the former.

By Brumsic Brandon Ji

James Steele

raps Reagan
By GUS MARTINS
Collegian Staff

James Steele, national chairman for the Youth
Workers Liberation League (YWLL) met with members
of campus press in an informal conference yesterday
afternoon in the Duke room at the Student Union
Building.

Steele, recently back from visits to Cuba, Beirut.
Lebanon, and Angola, expressed the sentiment in those
countries to the policies of Ronald Reagan. "Nobody's
going for Reagan, there is a tremendous buildup against
Reaganism worldwide and the opposition against
Reaganism in the United States is unprecedented in the
history of U.S. politics. Six months ago he (Reagan) was
cocky as hell, now he's defensive on everything," said
Steele.

Following was a question about Black males being
forced into the military because of lack of jobs Steele
said, "black males are faced with what has come to be
termed as 'economic conscription.' The ony career that
seems to be offered by the military is a career of kill or be
killed. The logic of Reagan are policies of war, alliance
with Apartheid South Africa, etc. Military buildup in

America is robbing people of jobs, and you'd better
believe that blacks are not being enticed into the service
because of any anti-Communist Hysteria. It is interesting
to note that 20 percent of white youth are also unem-
ployed and they seem to be suffering from the Vietnam
Syndrome, they remember what happened to their older
brothers and are not too anxious to see it happen to
them," remarked Steele.

Steele mentioned the rally on Disarmament slated for
June 12 in New York City and said, "one half million
people from over 500 cities are mobilizing themselves for
this event. This is a clear indication of what people are
feeling on the issue of the arms race. And it doesn't stop
there, people in California and Seattle, Washington and
also the western border of Canada are planning coin
cidental rallies. For all students who are concerned about
where your financial aid dollars are going, and to all

people concerned about racism, solidarity, and jobs, and
wish to see their tax dollars more logically spent, this is

the place to be on June 12," stated Steele.

"Another lever to consider is the November 2 Midterm
election. The total house of Representatives goes up for
elections and also one third of the senate. If the majority
of Reagan supporters can be defeated we can put serious
limitations on the actions of Reagan's cuts," commented
Steele.

Speaking on the Board of Regents, Steele was appalled
of the idea that 15 people will decide if students will be
able to afford school or if they will have LiberaJ Arts as a
major of their choice. "It is hard to believe that these
people who sit on the board, and who are all pushing
towards the hi tech markets that work hand in hand with
the military can wield so much power. Students need to
organize against those forces and let them know that you
want more say in the affairs concerning students." Steele
said.

Steele, a firm believer in youth, emphasized the im-
portance of the 40 million members of the Communist
V outh I arty world wide. The Administration is aware of
t^he solidarity of youth and especially of the Communist
\outh

1 arty. They know this well becau.se they've been
unsuccessful in their attempts to sidetrack it," said
Steele.

Steele also pointed to the solidarity of Americans in the
cause to make Martin Luther King's birthday a national
holiday. Said Steele on this issue, "seven million people
signed various petitions to nationalize King's birthday as
a holiday, by doing this people were simply reclaiming
mass action and linking their struggle against racism
with organizing in mass struggle."

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian night graphics department T^^
accepting applications for the following positions for the fall of 1982:

Typesetters — Proofreaders — Camera/Paste-up Technicians

^ Marl? 7912"* i^^^^^^ ^"\^^f^}l^'
the Co/^^on. 113 Campus Center. Application deadlineIS May 1 (, 1982. Applicants must be full-time UMass undergraduate students.

The Collegian w an equal opportunity employer
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* Mother's Day
Contmued from page 5

PVom 2 to 3 p.m. the Action will feature a number of
musical events including: a children's choir; the Molly
Scott group "Sumitra'; Steven Schoenberg on piano; and
Fred Small, a nuclear activist playing guitar. Caldicott will
speak from 3 to 4 p.m.
There will be events for children and adults, said a
member of the Action for Nuclear Disarmament. The
event will feature information booths, items for sale
concerning nuclear disarmament, as well as clowns and
pagentry on the Commons for children.
"This is not a march, not a rally, it is a gathering, an event
with that (nuclear disarmament) as its focus," Reinhart
said.

* ITieft

CALENIJ4I2 HEtrENC '§2

ATTBNTICN KCHEN t

Continued from page 5

The house mother said in reference to the night the lamb
was taken, "I can account for the whereabouts of all the
girls."

Schmidt said when the lamb was discovered "we
returned it to Lambda Chi."

Greek Affairs Director Leslie A. Chambers said last
night her office is still investigating the incident and could
not give comment.
The reported theft is the third report of livestock theft

from the UMass Farm Department this semester. The first
reported theft was of a goat taken from the young-stock
barn on about April 8. The goat has not been recovered.
Tho second incident was of a lamb that was recovered after
UMass police arrested three Umass men on April 17 in
connection with the lamb's theft. The men were charged
with larceny over $100, a felony offense.

In unrelated livestock news, a three-month old lamb was
attacked by three dogs Saturday morning while it was
feeding outside of the young-stock barns, according to
police reports.

States get $75m
to replace Conrail
WASHINGTON (AP) - A House Commerce sub-

committee voted yesterday to authorize an extra $75
million to help five states cope with Conrail's scheduled
withdrawal from commuter service in the Northeast.
The authorization is part of a rail safety and service

improvement bill approved by voice vote by the House
Commerce subcommittee on commerce, transportation and
tourism.

Other provisions included:

-Transfer of control for tfte $2.5 billion Northeast
Corridor Improvement Project from the Department of
Transportation to Amtrak.
—An effort to get around a recent Supreme Court ruling

which struck down portions of a labor protection
agreement involving the Rock Island Railroad.

—Clarification of the Federal Railroad Administration's
safety jurisdiction over commuter rail operations.
— Sale of the Alaska Railroad to the state of Alaska for

75 percent of the line's scrap value.
Under legislation pas.sed last year, Conrail is required to

leave the commuter service area and concentrate on its
freight operations starting Jan. 1, 1983. Congress has
appropriated $45 million to help the states during the
transition.
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SUMMER JOB?

MASSACHUSETTS
FAIR SHARE

I
a Statewide citizens' action organization

s Has fulltime and summer openings on the

I canvass staff. Position involves both fun-

I draising and community outreach. Hrs are

I
2:00 - 10:00 PM; pay $175-225 per week-

I

"'*""
call: 586-8713

= Call 9 am - 2 pm Monday thru Friday
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Greenfield man and his car
attacked on N. Pleasant St.
An unidentified Greenfield man com

plained Tuesday afternoon that while he
was sitting in his car on North Pleasant
Street two men broke two of the car
windows, puUed at his hair, and tried to
punch him, Amherst Police said yesterday.

Police said the incident, which occurred
at 3:30 p.m., apparently stemmed from a
domestic dispute. The victim has been
referred by police to the clerk of courts
where he will seek a complaint against the
two men. No injuries were reported.

In other actions, at 2 a.m. yesterday
police said they arrested Kirk A. Williams,
25, of 320 West St. for operating a motor
vehicle after his license had been
suspended.

Also yesterday, at 6:51 a.m., Johann M.

Newslines

Falter, 31, reportedly fled the Veterans
Administration Hospital in Leeds several
days ago. He was apprehended by police on
North Pleasant Street and later returned to

the hospital, police said. Falter told police

the Village Inn Drake is his current
residence.

At 8:30 p.m. Tuesday, a West Street
resident reported to police that a pistol and
ammunition were missing from the home.
There were no signs of forced entry, police
said.

An East Pleasant Street business
reported to police at 10:50 a.m. Tuesday
that a window of the business was broken
and a guitar valued at $500 was taken,
police said.

- KEN LUNDBERG

Thursday, May 6, 1982

Film documents
women's health
The Everywoman's Center and the
Southwest Women's Center will sponsor
the film "Taking Our Bodies Back,"
tonight in Room 903 of the Campus
Center.

The film deals with 10 critical areas of

the women's health movement from the
revolutionary concept of self-help to the
issue of informed surgical consent.

It documents the growing movement of

women lo regain control of their bodies. It

shows women becoming aware of their

rights in dealing with the medical in-

dustry.

Chiidcare will be available at the
Everywoman's Center. Call 545 0883 for

more information.

Dance planned
MORAL of Springfield, a Massachusetts

affiliate of National Abortion Rights
Action League will sponsor a benefit
dance entitled Motherhood "a personal
decision," on May 8, at 7-12 p.m., at the
Polish Club in Northampton.
There will be a $3 admision charge, and a

cash bar. For more information call 737-

7694.

Debate previewed
WMUA, 91.1 FM, wiU air a preview of

several petitioners' warrant articles

debated during upcoming sessions of

Amherst's annual Town Meeting.
Host Kenneth Mosakowski invites

sponsors of warrant articles to discuss their
proposals on the live 60-minute program.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is now accepting
applications for the following positions for the fall of 1982:

Associate Managing Editors Assoc. News Editor

Copy Editors Assoc. Executive Editor
Layout Technicians Assoc. Arts Editor
Librarian Assoc. Women's Editor
^*"'v«" Assoc. Photo Editor (1)
Training Coordinator Assoc. Production Manager
Asst. Photo Editors (4) Assoc. Sports Editor

Applications and information are available at the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center. Applicants must be full-time UMass undergraduate students
Application deadline is May 17, 1982.

Thg Colleton w an eifuai opportunity fmployer.

PGA'S 2nd ANNUAL
LESBIAN& GAYMAY DAY

WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
10:00-11:30

Gays 6 Wriigion

CC Room 1 74

CC Room 1 76

Gay* B Alcaholism

CC Room 101

1:00-3:00

Mai* Saxual Haallh

CC Room 1 74

Laabian HaaWi
CC Room 1 76

Dafnynifytng Homoptiobia

CC Room 101

3:00-5:00

Salf Dafana* for Man
CC Room 1 74

SaH-Dafanaa for Woman
CC Room 1 76

to Mk • pay p«m n kul 4l*Ct

Foj ftirthar iniormation pl»as« call th* POA
offic* at 545-0154

CC Room 101

Aov*rfton
Program
Council

«<c^<»""^:'8ff ^cr-eer^na ec^es-^s**oc^ss ec^w

presents This Weeks

TERRApJN PUyERS
Series p)erformer

JUGGLING with plates, balls, clubs, £t fire

MAGIC with live animals, illusions and music

accompanied
by Eddie G
the musician

TODAY May 6th Noontima
in front of tha Studant Union

Dario loves a live audience you'll love Dariol
Spectacular * Suspenseful

The Terrmpin Pteyers Senes is sponsored in pen by the UMass Am Council

fowri
During Our

One-Day Sole

Friday, May 7

you can get —

S1.49
TDK D-C 90 90 minute •^^^^

blank cassettes

^^^^^^^
far only.

'Rejuvenate your bicycle this season
with my mechanics specials

"

Bicycle Rejuvenation Sale Part 2
Drive Train

April 29
ACCESSORIES
Front or roar rofloetor

Lithium whito groaam
Raloigh oil

WD-40
Tiro Irons

Whool rofloetors

Rofloetor kita

Chain toola

Too clips S straps

DRIVE CHAIN
Cycle Pro 10 spd chains
Sodls Dolta ehalna

Sodls Sport ehalna

FREEWHEELS
Suntour perfect

Atom (froneh thread only)

Suntour Pro compa
Ultra 6 (6 spd longer

omIo not required)

Malllard 6 spd
eomplota kit tool S cogs

DERAILLEURS
Suntour Spirt (front)

Suntour Honor (roar)

Suntour VQT (roar)

Shimano Altua (front)

Shimano Altua (roar)

PEDALS
Union 10 spd S 3 spd typos 8.95
Top Run aluminum quill 18.95
Lyotards 45c 20.95
RIMS
Stool 10 spd roplacomont
Flamme Tubular rod label

RIglda 27x1 alloy

Flamme Tubular yellow label 2 1.95
HUBS -^

20X all hubs In stock
Custom wheels, -We will build to your specs.
30^ off all labor charges.
BMX
Hsingta steel pedals
Steel bars
Chain

Sugino chain rings

Double stems Tuffneck

KusukI

Rog.

1.25

1.2S

1.49

2.7S

2. 10

2.95

4.25
4.95
9. SO

4.95

6.95
8.95

16.95
16.95

18.95

28.95

44.95

9.50

13.95

18.95

15.95

22.00

8.95

13.95

18.95

Sale

.99

.99

.99

2.29
7.59

2.29

2.99

3.99
6.95

3.29

3.89

5.99

11.95
1 1.95

12.95

22.00

38.00

6.95

9.95

14.95

10.95

15.95

3.99
15.95

12.95

3.99

9.95

12.95

16.95

MKS BM 7 pedals
Ohtsu Forks Jubular

range TRX
Ex Cal pedels

Cranksets ultra dymo
takagi

Sunshine

sealed bearing hubs (pr.) 49.95
Alloy wheel sots front t rear 63.00
Die Comoe 1000 brake/lever 18.95
All standard stem S ber peds 30% off

8.25

9.95
9.95

74.95

r9.50

74.95
78.95

77.50
39.95

3S. 95
59.95
44.95

8.95

8.95
5.95

70.95

76.95

77.95

72.95

74.50

36.95
29.96

49.95
39.95

39.95
55.00
73.95

7 E. Pleasant St.,Amherst
549-8904

75 State St. .Northampton
584-1016

6th ANNUAL B.R.S.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Collegian 9

For veterans, it's 'blood and death
Tuesday evening there was a public hearing at the

Greenfield Courthouse hosted by the Massachusetts
Commission for Vietnam Veterans. The purpose of

the hearing was to find out the concerns and needs of
veterans in the Western Massachusetts region so that long
overdue legislative action could be implemented.

Tuesday evening there was a public hearing at the
Greenfield Courthouse hosted by the Massachusetts
Commission for Vietnam Veterans. The purpose of the
hearing was to find out the concerns and needs of veterans
in the Western Massachusetts region so that long overdue
legislative action could be implemented.

Stephen Geiger

I went to the hearing knowing probably as much about
Vietnam as the average student, which is to say next to
nothing. But I did know that the U.S.A. was involved in a
very bloody war just ten years ago, and I also knew that
maybe there was a reason why my peers and I, men of
draft age, know so little about Vietnam.

We all know that Caesar ruled Rome, or Napolean fought
at Waterloo, or that Hitler was an evU Nazi, but what do
we know about Vietnam which happened, and is still

happening, just ten years ago?! With the U.S. armed to the
hilt and ruled by simple-minded (red or red, white and blue
solutions), macho-man psychotics, who think that "limited
nuclear war" and "winnable nuclear war" and "demon
strative nuclear bomb blasts in Europe" are Jl peaceful
solutions to political conflicts, the possibility of war in El
Salvador, the Middle East, or Europe is very real. Before
you accept the endless casual war rhetoric coming from the
Pentagon, listen to what a veteran of Vietnam has to say
about modern warfare and patriotism to your beloved
country. If you think that you need not be concerned
because you have personal security (your six-pack,
Camaro. and degree), then you had better open your eyes
and realize that life is not all just another spring concert,
and if you remain in dreamland, you may suddenly wake up
to find yourself fighting for your life in a trench on the
other side of the world.

About twenty veterans spoke before the commision.
which was headed by Senator Francis E. Doris. The
commission was begun in 1982 after a 1981 proposal, and
funded by a $100, (X)0 appropriation by Governor King.

The first to testify before the commission was a young
woman, the wife of a veteran who is now in a veterans'

hospital in Leeds. Before entering the armed forces, her

husband w£is making $600 a week. He served for ten years.
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then returned to an unwelcome country and a $2.30 an
hour job. He suffered frequent nervous breakdowns and
nightmares, and became an alcoholic. Painful mental
relapses broke up their marriage. He married again, but
this too was broken up, for he is now in a hospital sick from
war. His wife is now left with three children whose father
turns 32 on May 5 and believes that "my life means nothing
anymore". The wife testified that the family has had "no
support, no understanding", and, crying from lack of hope
in the people of America, she could not continue her
testimony.

The second to testify was a man who volunteered as an
M.P. but who was ordered to serve in a "Triage" which as a
"M.A.S.H. type of unit" dealing with mass casualties. His
job consisted of "picking up a piece of charcoal and putting
it into a body bag." His dealing with the wonded amounted
to "seeing how much morphine a human could take before
he died". He vividly remembers a 44 year old soldier with
literally nothing below his waist, whose last words, ut-
tered through nine grams of morphine, were that he
wished he could see his daughter. After 50 body bags, he
began to smoke heroin. He said that "Cambodia killed me
emotionally" and that he "lost it" when he heard that the
National Guard was shooting students at Kent State. He
received a general honorable discharge, labeled "paranoid
schizophrenic". He said he was not paranoid because
people really were trying to kill him! Back home in Boston,
9 of 12 of his fellow veterans are dead. He was freed from
drugs and worked as a drug counselor. He went on to
receive a degree in medical administration, and is

currently a UMass pre-med student. He \Vas concerned
that what little aid he and his fellow veterans have been
receiving would be terminated by Reagan. His own ten
years of eligibility for aid are up; the time limit being "a
crock of shit; it took me eight years to get my head
together". He was nevertheless very thankful for the
support of the UMass administration. He urges anyone to
write to congressmen in support of veterans.

Another veteran made it clear that he was testifying in
order to warn the youth of America. This man, upon
return, taught U.S. History in the Greenfield Public school
system, but was fired as a result of Proposition 2'/^. He has
been trying to get support from the Veterans
Administration ever since the war but has been caught up
in the inhuman bureaucracy. Like all the veterans , he was
bitter that the country for which he gave his life cared
nothing for him once his service was terminated.

The next Vietnam veteran was speaking primarily for a
fellow veteran who was in the hospital. This man was
burning with desperation. His pal was one of 76
paratroopers who were caught in a "fire-fight" in Dak Tow.
Within two hours, all were massacred but he and one
other. He was initially shot at least seven times and layed
for two days awaiting rescur. While waiting in agony, he
was found by an enemy and shot twice more; but he
survived. The Vet presented testimony of the doctors'
reports of the man's condition: a meat grinder would have
done less. At this time, the man is in the hospital "tense
and nervous" without proper support for his devastated
mind and body. The Vet was sure that suicide would follow
if something was not done immediately.

Yes. folks, this is reahty, this is war, this is America, this
can happen again. Yes. Folks, arproximately 50,000 men
died in Vietnam, but 108,000 Veterans (average age 32).
have died since Vietnam. 75,000 of those died of suicide.
Yes, Folks, and don't forget it, when Reagan and Co. talk
about war and nuclear weapons and El Salvador, it may be
a big Hollywood movie for them but it is blood and death
and suffering and psychoses and suicide for everyone else.
And if anyone ever starts telling you that you must give up
your life for patriotism, ask them where that patriotism
has been for the Vietnam Veterans.
Stephen Karl Geiger it a UMass student.

Cigarette tax
deserves aid
In

1981 the UMass administration estimates that at
least 130 students left school because of "financial
reasons."

In 1981 three out of every four financially qualified
students was denied a state scholarship because the Com-
monwealth did not have enough funds to provide them aid.

Next year, under President Reagan's first round of stu-
dent aid cuts, needy Massachusetts students will lose an
estimated $8.5 million in basic grant and work/study aid,
which translates into about 11,000 student aid awards!
Also, all Massachusetts students will lose about $75
million in student loans because of guidelines implemented
under the Reagan Administration.

Kevin Bowe
For academic year 1983-84 Reagan is attempting to

reduce assistance programs to Massachusetts students bv
$240 million.

^

What to do? At the federal level UMass students have
done their share in fighting back the cutbacks. Students
from the University have gone to Washington D.C. to lob-
by members of Congress against the cuts. Thousands of
UMass students have written letters, made phone calls to
their representatives protesting the cuts, and registered
to vote to lend clout to those demands. Our effort, and the
effort of millions of other students across the nation, have
beaten back the brunt of these cuts. But the sad fact re-
mains that a "victory" against Reagan, which we have
truly achieved, will result in the loss of $50 million in aid
instead of $240 million.

We students must redirect our successful lobbying ef-
forts towards the state legislature to compensate the re-
mainder of federal cutbacks. Currently before the
legislature is a proposal to generate $30 million in student
aid to compensate the draconian cuts at the federal level.

A five percent sales tax on cigarettes has been proposed
by Senator John Olver (D-Amherst) that would be ear-
marked for student aid programs such as scholarships,
work/study grants and loans. The most appealing aspect
of this proposal is that a "minimum pricing" clause (or in
capitalistic jargon a fixed pricing clause) will be eliminated
causing prices to go down. The net effect would be that
the price of a pack of cigarettes will remain the same.
There is, given the undisputable facts, a real need to

pass this piece of legislation. I say this is not because I am
a student and could benefit from the program. But I see
the real economic and social benefit for the Com-
monwealth to invest in higher education. Presently
Massachusetts ranks last among those states that give
student aid. If this state expects to reap the fruits of
higher education as the catalyst for economic prosperity,
then it must substantially increase the amount of student
aid it gives out. Of the almost 100,000 needy students at-
tending institutions of higher education in Massachusetts,
only 4 percent of the total cost of education is horn by the
Commonwealth.

If students do not fight for this cigarette tax (in
legislative lingo it's called Senate Bill 1833) then it will die.
If the primary benefactors of a bill do not support it, then
those who control the power in the State House will see no
need making it law.

The process of making the cigarette bill law is simple to
understand but hard to implement. It will take a gre-' t deal
of effort by a few students (our student governmer „ peo-
ple are currently playing that role) and a small amount of
effort by a large number of students. Student govern nent
people will, hopefully, play the role of securing ne
legislative support gained through a grassroots lobbyi .<;

effort by thou.sands of students who will, hopefully, write
letters and make phone calls in support of this bill, jusl as
they had in opposing the cuts at federal level.

If every student at UMass registered to vote and then
wrote a letter or made a phone call to their legislators ask-
ing them to support increased student aid and if ou.
parents did the same, then the passage of the cigarette tax
would be guaranteed. If every student attending public in-
stitutions in Massachusetts did the same, then every stu-
dent in the future would be guaranfroH access to higher
education. ..unlike today.

Keifin Bowe is n UMnj^.^ .'Student.

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor must include the

writer's name, address and telephone
number for verification. Because of the large
volume of mail received, unpublished letters
cannot be acknowledged or returned. Sub-
missions are subject to editing for clarity and
grammar. Letters longer than 30 lines may
be condensed due to space limitations.
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COMMENCEMENT 1982

10:00 a.m., Sunday, May 30

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS
All Candidates
There will be no Commencement rehearsal for

degree candidates. Candidates should assemble by
school/college at Alumni Stadium no later than 9 a.m.

graduation morning, May 30, 1 982. Signs will be posted
indicating schools, and Commencement Marshals will

issue specific instructions and distribute programs.

Upon signal, candidates will follow the Commence-
ment Marshals to the assigned areas and be seated.

Candidates will receive diploma covers from the

deans of their school or college.

Who is Eligible to Participate?
Any degree candidate who anticipates completing
degree requirements by the end of the calendar year

1982 is eligible to participate in the 1982 ceremony.
Question's concerning academic status should be
directed to the Records Office, 213 Whitmore,
545-0555.

Invitations
There is no limit to the number of guests who may
attend the ceremony and tickets are not required. Each
undergraduate/graduate student will receive a packet

of six formal invitations.

Faculty and Parents
Faculty and staff should assemble at the SOUTHWEST
end of the stadium on the gravel between the Facilities/

Information Center and the stadium wall. Faculty will

be part of the processional and will be seated imme-
diately in front of the candidates from each school or

college.

Since the Commencement Exercises are open to the

public and guest seating is without reservation, parents

and friends may wish to arrive early to ensure good
seating. Viewing areas for those confined to wheel-

chairs will be located on both sides of the stadium on
the eastern and western walkways.

Special Instructions for Graduate Candidates
Ph.D. and Ed.D. candidates should wear their hood if

they chose to buy one.

Caps and Gowns
Caps, gowns, tassels, and invitations will be distributed

from the Textbook Annex in the Physical Plant Build-

ing be^tinnrng May 3. There is no charge to degree

candidates (Associate, Bachelor's, Master's, Doctoral)

for the cap, gown, tasseH and invitations. Please bnng
your ID. You must know what degree you are receiving

and from which department.

Distribution Hours — May 3—May 28; 10 a.m.—
4 p.m. regular business days at the Textbook Annex.
May 30 (Commencement Dayl, 8 a.m. at the stadium
(SOUTHWEST CORNER).

Doctoral Hoods
Hoods may be purchased at the University Store for

$26 each; they may also be rented.

Rentals
Academic apparel for this years University Com-
mencement may be rented through the University

Store. All faculty members are ur}!,ed to place their

rental order as soon as possible. THE LAST DAY TO
ORDER IS FRIDAY, MAY 1 4. Payment must be made at

the time of order and there will be no refunds if apparel

is not used. Academic apparel may also be purchased.

For further information about rentals or purchases,

please contact Connie Szelewicki at the University

Store, 545-2619.

Accommodations
Many area motels are already booked for Saturday

before Commencement A iimitea numocr of rooms in

University housing will be available for relatives and

other guests the night of May 29. Please contact the

University Summer Conference Office, 918 Campus
Center, 545 2591, by May 10, 1982. Fees: $14 singlc/$ 19

double per night.

Food Services
Coffee, soft drinks, and donuts will be available under

the east (section 16) and west (section 6) stands at the

north end of the stadium.

Campus Center
Graduation Dinner, Top of the Campus Restaurant,

Campus Center (reservations needed) 1 2 noon—6 p.m.

Graduation Brunch, Room 1009, Campus Center
(reservations suggested) 12 noon—3 p.m.

Coffee Shop, open 7 a.m.—3 p.m

Conunencement Ceremony Schedule
9 a.m.—Kobinx for Commencement

-MASTER'S and DOCTORAL candidates

should assemble at the NORTHWEST end
of the stadium (on the gravel area);

—Graduates from ARTS & SCIENCES
should assemble at the SOUTHWEST end
of the stadium (on the gravel area);

-Graduates from PHYSICAL EDUCA
TION, HEALTH SCIENCES, ENGINEER-
ING, EDUCATION, and the NONTRA-
DmONALPROGRAMS (Contmuing Educa-
tion, BDIC, etc.) should assemble at the

SOUTHEAST end of the stadium (on

the gravel area).

—Graduates rrom FOOD &. NATURAL RE-

SOURCES and BUSINESS ADMINISTRA-
TION should assemble at the NORTH-
EAST end of the stadium (on the gravel

area).

—Appropriate signs will be displayed. Grad-
uates should line up according to their

school or college.

9:30 a.m.—Searing of Graduates

10 i.m.—Procession Starts

\2 p.m.—Ceremony ends

Yearbook Information
-Contact the Index Office in 102 Campus Center, 545-

28/4, for the Senior Portrait schedule. Graduating

seniors will be sent their yearbooks in the fall.

General Information
Diplomas will be mailed to graduates in the fall.

Medical facilities will be located in the van under
Section 8 of the stands.

Public telephones will be located on the west side of

the Facilities/Information Center.

Restrooms are located at either end of the Facilities/

Information Center at the south end of the stadium.

Viewing areas for those confined to wheelchairs will be

located on both'Mdes of the stadium, on the eastern

and western walkways.

For additional information, contact the Office of

Community Relations, 303 Whitmore, 545-2560.

Senior Day
The Chancellor's Reception for Seniors (Senior Day)
will be held Friday, May 28, on Metawampee Lawn
behind the Student Union. Information on tickets will

be announced in the Col/egiVin.

Members of the Class of 1982 who are interested in

working with the Senior Day Committee should con-

tact Delphine Quarles in the Student Activities Office,

416 Student Union. 545-3604.

Schedule of Events Date
Senior Day Fri., May 28

Stockbndge Comtnencemenc- Fn-. May 28

ROTC Commissioning Ceremony Sun., May 30
1982 Commencement Ceremony Sun., May 30

Time

1:30 p.m.

8 a.m.

10 a.m.— 12 noon

Place
Metawampee Lawn
FAC Concert Hall

FAC Concert Hall

Alumni Stadium

Commencement Date Change to SUNDAY, May 30, 1982

Inthe event of rain: there is no alternative rain site. Commencement will be held outside in the Alumni Stadium
regardless of the weather. A delay of two (2) hours will be announced in the event of heavy rains and cancellation in the

event of torrential rains. Please listen to local radio stations the morning of May 30 for announcements of delay or

cancellation.

Invitations are not required for admittance. Seating for guests will be on a first come, first served basis.
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Arts

Local Action — Guitarist/composer Michael Gregory
Jackson has revamped his band Signal. Jackson's new out-
fit features multi-keyboardist Bob Cummings and drum-
mer Doug Plavin (both from BC/3). The new Signal debuts
at the Wok on Route 9, Hadley on May 14.
Jackson has also been collaborating with Steely Dan

guitarist/producer Walter Becker and plans to release a
new record soon.

More local (u;tion - David Minehan, head instigator for
Boston's Neighborhoods, has agreed to produce the first
single from local artists Kaspar Hauser. The recording
should begin in a couple of a weeks. The Neighborhoods
will be performing at the Rusty Nail this Saturday night.
Area shows - Union Program Council and the Sylvan

and Northeast area governments join to present rockabilly
rebel Robert Gordon on May 8 at the Northeast Quad.
Also appearing will be the Bev Rohlehr Band, Tornado
Alley and The Orbits.

Trivia question — Congratulations to Alice Rotter who
correctly identified "From A Whisper To A Scream." the
song Squeeze singer Glenn Tilbrook sang with Elvis
Costello on his album Trust.

This week's trivia qwestion — Union Program Council
and the Southwest area government present Commander
"Hot Rod Lincoln" Cody, Hypertension, Planet Street
and local geniuses The Valentines on May 9. If you know
the instruments the two brothers in the Valentines play,
drop a note in the specially marked box on the Collegian
Arts desk and win a free record! The winning entry will be
randomly selected from the box at 5:00, at which time the
winner must be present.

Orchard HiU and Central will wrap up the area shows
on May 15 with Papa John Creach (ex-Jefferson Airplane,
Hot Tuna fiddler), Mitch Chakour, One People and The
Tom Tracy & Linda Collum Band.

Do The Twist — Chubby Checker will appear at the Cor-
nerstone in Springfield on May 13.

George Adams - Superlative jazz saxaphonist, at "the
Iron Horse in Northampton on May 9.

Rusty Nail - The Atlantics and The Trademarks tomor-
row night, NRBQ on May 14.

Blue Wall — Hot Acoustics tonight, Martian Highway
tomorrow night.

Meg Christian and Woody Simmons — Bowker
Auditorium, May 9.

MacLeish Tribute

The late Archibald MacLeish, poet.

By JOHN BROBST
Collegian Staff

On Friday, May 7, Mohawk Trail Concerts and (Green-

field Community College will present Alice Parker's
"Songs For Eve" in a memorial tribute to author Ar-
chibald MacLeish. The piece will be performed by the

world-famous Manhattan String Quartet and four

vocalists.

Among those expected to attend are economist John
Kenneth Galbraith, poet Robert Perm Warren, historian

Henry Steele Conunager, television journalist Charles

Kuralt (famous for his CBS feature On The Road^, and Ar-

thur Schlessinger, Jr.

The concert will begin at 8:30 at the Brick Church in Old

Deerfield, Massachusetts, on Friday, May 7. It would have
been MacLeish's 90th birthday.

Commissioned in 1975, "Songs For Eve" is the musical

setting of poems that examine what MacLeish called "the

central myth of our humanity." The poem expresses the

fall of Adam as a fall from man to (jod, a change from

animal blindness to self-awareness. As told in MacLeish's

poems and Ms. Parker's music, this is a story; not a loss of

innocence but of the gaining of awareness.

The concert is a part of a weekend symposium at Green-

field Community College, celebrating the life and work of

the late Pulitzer prize poet and playwright. Except for a

ceremony at Harvard, this symposium and the concert will

be the only public memorial to MacLeish.

.Collegian ii

Robert Gordon will play at the Northeast Quad
on May 8.

Rose appears with the
Springfield Symphony
THE SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY
Fine Arts Center
Friday, April 30

By SARAH BEVER
Collegian Staff

The Springfield Symphony Orchestra with special guest
soloist Leonard Rose gave a fine performance at the Fine
Arts Center last Friday evening, April 30. The group,
under the direction of Robert L. Gutter, played an in-

teresting combination of upbeat, high-energy and almost
violent pieces.

The first piece, "Music For Awhile" by University of

Massachusetts music professor Salvatore Macchia was
commissioned by the Springfield Symphony last year. It

began violently with the strings sounding like a swarm of

locusts, and eventually ended with a much calmer melody
from the brass section.

The other works, Honegger's "Pastoral d'ete," Saint-

Saen's "Concerto No. 1 in A minor op. 33." Respighi's

"The f*ines Of Rome" and a surprise performance of

Vivaldi's "Concerto in E minor" showed both celli.st Rose
and the Springfield Symphony at their best. Their perfor-

mances were spirited along with the response from the

sparse but enthusiastic audience.

It was a fine evening. The performance brought the au-

dience an emotional high rarely felt during a classical

music performance. University students are lucky to have
groups like the Springfield Symphony at their doorstep.

Immigrant lives,

jails dramatized
PAPER ANGELS
Bowker Auditorium
Friday, April 30

By PHILLIP PLANTE
Collegian Staff

The Third World Theater Series last Friday performed
Genny Lim's Paper Angels. At the opening curtain, in
Bowker Auditorium, the actors sat mutely on the benches
that made up their simple set and waiting silently. There
was a long pause.

The male prisoners sat on the right-hand side, the
women on the left. The guards stood with their backs to
the audience, billy clubs in hand.
The setting of the play is Angel Island, off the California

coast in 1915. Chinese trying to immigrate to America are
kept in detention centers where they try to cope with the
American bureaucracy which does not want to let them in.

The waiting symbolizes the nightmare of the detension
center and the tortured, ruined lives which are caught
there.

The characters do well in portraying the frustration and
horror of the camp, where husbands are separated from
wives, and harrassment by interrogation is commonplace.
In one scene, Chin-Gung, an older man who is trying to

return to America after living there for many years, is in-

terrogated by one of the guards and is asked such ques-
tions as "Did you have a dog in China?" and "How many
feet was it from your house to the road?"
The interrogations were an opportunity for the guards

to reveal forged identities which were (the identities are
the "paper" of "Paper Angels") the only means by which
the Chinese can enter the country.

Leonard Rose appeared with the Springfield
Symphony Orchestra last Friday at the FAC.

(L to R) William Hao and Toshi Toda in a scene
from Paper Angels, performed by the Tnird
World Theater Series last Friday.

The illusion of "the (Jold Mountain," symlK»lizing i,(\

abundance of material wealth and comfort for all, is a fa'.,e

dream the prisoners learn in the camp. "America is like

gold dust blowing through the wind you try to catch with
your hands," says P'ong. a shrewd realist among the
prisoners.

For the women, rape at the hands of the sailors on the
boats and a life of prostitution are not unlikely.

"^

A nun. played by Jean Sifford. explains to Ku-Ling, as
she Uikes her from the camp to a house of prostitution in

America. "Your destiny is god's wiii.

As the play develops, the prisoners I'ecome more
desf)erate. Unable to immigrate and facing deportation
Chln-Gung says. "I came on a ship of .screams and landed
in a cave of lies. I've made my last voyage, if they won't
take me. ..(he hangs himself)-"

Another prisoner Lum. played by William Hao. escapes
the camp to swim the ten. shark infested miles to the
California coast.

('hin-Gung's wife in the women's barracks, represen-
t.ative of traditional China and p<issessive of a kind of
supernatural vision, sees his death though she is not with
him. In the final scene his ghost comes to comfort her.

In the words of Lum the immigration procedure was
"not a (juestion of right" but a "question of skin."

"It's a rejection center," said director .lohn Lone.
"There's no difference between Angel Island and what's
happening to Haitians in this country right now."
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Good Things for you, naturally!

Cool, Cool,Cod
Jogging Pants $20.50

• comfortable, pull-on pants, in heavy or lightweight cotton.
• elastic waist • cotton hbbing at ankles • four sizes for women
and men Great^Jor sports or lounging, and try them for casual

wear with your favorite top. or our

\ Tropic Top

\ $19.50
1^^' • short, hemmed sleeves

• straight, hemmed bottom
• lightweight cotton.

• five sizes, for women and men

t. <»,

v-.<

,.%^'-

zcollective inc?

-^

A WORKER S COOPERATIVE » 52 Main St.. North^pton . fi«fi-S

V

HAMc^n
Tonight Thurs. May 6

LOOSE
CABOOSE

Reggoe Donee Party

S3.00 cover

Fridoy Night Moy 7

DEAVER DROWN
Rout« 9 Amh«rst/HQdl«y Lin«

'«^ SA I E
35' 'r

Factory Outlet
.60'\

TONIGHT
%1AMLCVKUBRKK S

—I ;S®^ME

We're Not Just A Winter Store
Now Offering

UKCMm
-hogging Shorts $6 - 8

Sweatpants $10
Tennis Shirts $11-16

197 North PI»o»ont St. Aihhttt 250-959

1

^iS'tr.nt Cart jnd Mvwn lU

University of

... Admission $1.50 ..

Place: CCA
Time: 6:00-8:30- 11:00

Date: Thurs. May 6th
A Clockwork Orango' tt on* of Mm
tmr porfaci movlM I hav* sMn In my
(•ttlTM. -ft»i Rm(} h y Sunday iVaws

Rated R
BEST PICTURE
BEST DIRECTOR
Winner n v film critics awabds

Schools of Medicine
and Veterinary Medicine

Now accepting applications for study leading to
degree in both Medical and Veterinary Medicine
Courses taught in English. Program under guidance
of American Dean utilizing American curriculum
Transfer students accepted. Semester begins July and
November 1982. We are an accredited school and
listed in W.H.O. Direct inquiries to:

University of Dominica
16 West 32 Street, New York. N.Y. 10001.

?

JUOPilKIS
HADLEY

Rt. 9

586-6464

And that saves
you moneyl

™^ R£FIUS^I.95
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

AMHERST
PUB

During

Jnspection Period

pick up your Free
Purolator

Baseball Hat
Pays for Haalf. And than aoma

Offer expires May 15, 1962

Raises of $10,000 for legislators,

$50,000 for governor considered

iCollegjan 13

BOSTON (AP) - A $30,000 base salary
for legislators, amounting to a raise of
about $10,000, was recommended
yesterday by a panel that also proposed a
$50,000 raise for the governor.
The Advisory Board on Legislative.

Judicial and Constitutional Officers'

Compensation recommended the governor's
salary be increased from the current
$40,000 to $90,000 and that the speaker of

the House and Senate president get $75,000
each. These leaders now receive about
$38,000.

The panel also recommended large raises

for judges, who recently received pay hikes
under separate legislation, and increases

State officials

seek uniform
poll closings
BOSTON (AP) -

Secretary of State Michael
J. Connolly will join his

counterparts from around
the country today in asking
media executives to agree
to time changes in election

poll closings on grounds
early returns in some parts
of the country discourage
voting in others.

Connolly proposes
staggering the times the
polls open and close across
the country, so they ac-

tually close at the same
time. Closing times would
range from 9 p.m. in the
east to 6 p.m. on the west
coast, with Alaska and
Hawaii holding elections
over a two-day period,

"I am hopeful that the
national media executives
will endorse this plan and
join forces with the National

Association of Secretaries of

State to lobby Congress for

its adoption." Connolly said.

for other top state offices.

There was no immediate comment from
legislative leaders on what they plan to do
with the recommendations, or from Gov.
Edward J. King.

Passage of such a bill during the spring of
an election year "is on the very light side of
50 50. depending on how many (legislators)
have opposition." said Rep. A. Joseph
DeNucci, D Newton, chairman of the
Human Services Committee. "Let's face it,

I'm sure that's going to be a factor."

Many legislators said they hoped the
recommendations would be taken up before
the 1982 session ends.

O'Neill drops out of race
BOSTON (AP) - Lt. Gov. Thomas T.

O'Neill ni said last night he is dropping out
of the race for governor.

O'Neill announced his decision at a dinner
for reporters who have covered the cam
paign. Ground rules were that he would not
be quoted directly.

His decision leaves only Gov. Edward J.
King and former Gov. Michael S. Dukakis
in the contest for the Democratic
nomination.

O'Neill, the first of the Democrats to
announce his candidacy, said he decided he
would have to quit about three weeks ago.
largely because money was drying up.

O'Neill said he had expected the cam-
paigns of King and Dukakis to falter on

certain issues, but they didn't, and he said
the campaigns have been run very well. He
also said he didn't expect both the others to
be able to raise as much money as they have
so early in the campaign.

O'Neill said that his money began to dry
up in December. He said he thought that
was due to the holiday season, but he later
found out that was not the case.

O'Neill said the money situation began to
improve after he met the other candidates
in a televised debate, but then the purse
strings closed after a state supreme court
ruling last month that threatened his
candidacy.

The court upheld a party rule requiring
candidates to get at least 15 percent of the
vote.

JOHN MORREU.MDNT
BECOMEATRAINEE AFTER COLLEGE.

HE BECAMEA MANAGER.
"As Executive Ofificer of the

Army's Defense Language Institute at

Monterey, California, I'm responsible
for the housing, feeding and well-

being of 500 students. And that's no
small task. I manage an annual food
budget of over a million and a half

dollars. And I'm accountable for five

million dollars worth of property.

"On top of managing money,
I also supervise a staff of 24 people.

And each one has unique problems
that I have to handle on a daily basis.

You better believe the leadership
and management training I received
in Army ROTC is paying off."

There are other good reasons
for taking ROTC, too. Like scholar-

ship opportunities. And financial

assistance -up to $1,0(X) a year for

1st Lt John Morrell was a business major at

the University of Iowa and a member of Armv
ROTC

your last two years of ROTC.
If you want a job after college

that offers real challenge and real

responsibility, do what John Morrell

did. Take Arniy ROTC.
And begin your future as an

officer.

Contact:

Captain Patrick Merryman
545-2321

, ARMYROIC
BEAUVOUCAMBE.

SWALLOW
OUR PRIDE

Campus Center/Student Union
Board of Governors

accepting applications for tlie

follonving coordinator positions:

FKEE PIZZA

\

University Store
Retail Services

Food Services
Space
Economic Development

Finance
Special Projects

Public Relations s.

Conference Services/
Accomodations

Display
Building Operations
Vendor Certification

r
.^.-^

I'-.-k

Jobs b*gln S*pt. 1902
Most Jobs 10 hrs p%t w**k

AppiicQtions Qvoilobl* in Campus C*nt*r 617
D«Qdlin* Moy 11, 1962, 4:00 PM

Affirmotiv* Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

^•rV
"'^.

Thursday Night - Buy any pitcher of beer,

get one small plain pizza free

9:00 - close

Pina Colada special 1.50

Mixed Drinks 99c

Miller/ Miller Light draft 50c

THE HUNGRY U

<^££^ICE CREAM t^»{g».
Homemade Ice Cream Emporium

TOmiA>lPT1CW • Mail) fif >la?onk ~ AMHEIOT • BoItAw^

Fabuloiis Baked Goods ' Breakfast
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SiivctL e^^te hotMK BAtUWtV

V ^t the ^xxuxCfS

liVebnesb^,m^ 19^
4:00- 7pm

Southwest pt^tnQ fleLbs
"

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is now accepting
applications for the following positions for the fall of 1982:

Associate Managing Editors Assoc. News Editor

Copy Editors Assoc. Executive Editor
Layout Technicians Assoc. Arts Editor
Librarian Assoc. Women's Editor
Drivers Assoc. Photo Editor (1)

Training Coordinator Assoc. Production Manager
Asst. Photo Editors (4) Assoc. Sports Editor

Applications and information are available at the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center. Applicants must be full-time UMass undergraduate students
Application deadline is May 17, 1982.

The Collegian w an equal opportunity employer.

'^2^-BZ>>

UMass. Meal Card orUMass. Meal Lard

tickets'' M.** ^ m aov.'Axice

OnSAle now: »XX xmmc^s ^Cb~
all 5fMu:kfeuc5.

^fKAnldm meat ttcket Office.
*In case of rain, meal will be
served in all D.C.s.

The School Yeor's Just About
Over Giiiiit^ Helps You
Celebrote With A Colossol

One-Doy Sole!
Our Entire Inventory of

5.96, 6.96 and 9.96 series LPs

Are Reduced!

$0.69 S5.69 (6.09
5.98 series

J

*t>-

• HOT-L WARREN •
90 ALL THE DEER ^

*<^

YOU CAN DRINK
(your choice ice cold domestic drafts)

with this ad and college ID

South Deerfield Center 665-8757
BAR DRINKS $1.00 ALWAYS

^ao/ ^c.

^.

Home of the Best Oldies
Juke Box in the Valley

8.98 series ^-^ series

Every musical category.

Rock, Jazz, Country,

New Wave, Movie
Soundtracks, Easy
Listening

Choose
from

hits

like

these

SUPERSPECIALS

10 a.m. - 5 p.m. our entire

inventory of classical LP's

40% off mfg series

5 p.m. - 10 p.m. our entire

inventory of 5.98 8.98 & 9.98 series

cassettes &• 8-track tapes

5.98's - 3.89 8.98's - 5.89 9.98's - 6.59

contemporarj/ fashions

THE /MALL
A view of the controversy
behind the building of the
Hampshire MalL

Tonight

at8:30p.m.
WC3BY

Mod** poss.Die Dv n gf<,-,> i,„m the Mosvx h„s*.iK », ,u.,fini.,v, t.>.

BrarNeboro \/l
802-254-4877

END OF SEMESTER SALE
Save up to 75%
Spring and Summer
Dresses, Tops, Skirts

Minis. 50% off

All Vintage Clothing

50% off 72 price

Reminiscence Suede
Jackets Reg $160.00

Now $140.00

Reminiscence Linen Capri
Pants Reg $33. Now $25.

Betsey Johnson
Skirts, Tops, Dresses

Save 25%

Carol Horn
Save 30%

St Tropez West
Save 30%
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THE UMASS ZONE
J

by Mark Rollins

WHAT HAPPENED? by Ethyl Octane

II BE IN THE

I
I FOREFRONT

j j OF TODAYS

I I
TECHNOLOGY
AS AN AIR
FORCE
ENGINEER

Our engineering officers are planning and
designing tomorrow's weapon systems today.
Many are seeing their ideas and concepts
materialize. They have the finest, state-of-

the-art equipment to test their theories. Hie
working environment is conducive to research.
And Air Force experience is second to none.
You can be part of this dynamic team if you
have an engineering degree. Your first step
will be Officer Training School. Help us shape
our ftjture as we help you start yours. Be an
engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact
your Air Force recruiter at 413-557-3898,
Capt. Kevin Reinert. Call Collect.

TONIGHT

A ^^9Ct vMy of W#.

Drink Special

Lowenbrau Draft

50c Mug

$2.50 Pitchers

$2.00 cover/
9 till

CROSSWORD

by M. Joyce

ACROSS
1 Question artfully

5 Parlor piece

9 Sudden spurt of

activity

14 Old mining town
in Venezuela

15 Cleopatra's maid
16 Hooded garment
17 Cooking fat

18 ShiptKiard sport
20 Vehicle with low

runners
22 Precise moment
23 Saturn's wife
24 Consolation
26 Nothing: Sp.
28 Take it easy
29 Prospector's find

33 Presidential nick-

name
35 Explode
38 Chateau gate
39 Breslau's river

41 Crackle
42 Train station: Fr.

43 No spendthrift, he
45 Man without a

country
48 Certainly

49 tviakethe

51 Celebrated
colonial town

53 Seine tributary

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe
"l*«J Im Aafrin rimn Syadmir

55 Coarse silk fabric 13 Crowd
57 Personal papers

for short

60 Postern
62 English clergy

man
64 Severe critic

67 Another Sp
68 African animal

like the giraffe

69 Saline lake of

Asia
70 Tranquility

71 European dor-

mouse
72 Lather

73 Loblolly

DOWN
1 Cronies

2 Eurasian range
3 Somewhat
4 Propel a sponson
5 Type of cocktail

6 Mine output
7 Biographer s need
8 Make welcome
9 Accelerate

10 Patron of

shepherds
11 Florence's river

12 One of an athletic

trio

19 Federal agent
21 Norther

25 Ooze
27 Eagerly interested

30 Brains

31 Basic French
infinitive

32 River of England,
into the North Sea

33 Hair ornament
34 Straight as
36 Roman goddess

of peace
37 Dickens character
40 Plexus
44 Camp out

46 Rest on one's

47 Besides
50 Ladyof fheHaus
52 Accompany
54 Spirit lamps
56 Mustang
57 Popular figure

58 University at

Durham
59 General s insignia

61 Suntan shade
63 Mechanical

routine

65 Naval ranking:

Abbr
66 Stripling
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WEATHER
WEATHER - Today

sunny. High in the mid 60s
to mid 70s. Increasing
cloudiness tonight. Low 45
to 50. Tomorrow partly
cloudy. High in the 70s
except cooler along the
south coast.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll

Hungarian Noodle Bake

DINNER

Baked Chicken/Supreme
Sauce, Cranberry Sauce

Reuben Sandwich
CALIFORNIA SALAD

BAR

BASICS LUNCH

Golden Burgers
Hungarian Noodle Bake

BASICS DINNER

Stir Fry Vegetables

and Tofu
Baked Chicken/Supreme
Sauce, Cranberry Sauce
CALIFORNIA SALAD

BAR

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

>i

Sundry Music Day

10:30 - 11:30 Rock Show Video
Sidewalk - Paul Simon,
Yoko and John, and many
more

1:00 The Nashville Sound -
Country at it's Finest

2:00 One to One Concert -
John and Yoko Again!
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Locke trial coverage will be restricted
BOSTON (AP) - Superior Court Judge Francis LLapp.n said yesterday he would permit "pod" coverage at

^:r^e^:yXt.^llr^"- '^ for.erXranspo.^^U::

Judge Lappin is chief of the three-judge AooeUateD.v.s.on panel that considers application's for cha^eslnstate pnson sentences. The proceedings are Tth"
^uZr "' '''

^/t"^'*'"
°'^^"^^ Court, chosln forsecurity reasons and because of its relative proximity tothe Walpole Norfolk and Bridgewater prisons^

^ °
Ihe Locke hearing is scheduled for May 19 and the

ce^^ th^^^K
N^-^P^P- Publishers Assiiation con

'zii^yi^eir ""'''' '^ ''''^'' ^--^"^ -"^^'t

Locke recently started a 7 10 year state prison sentence
for br,bery.related charges that involved his tenure as

Locke lectures ethics
to fellow prisoners
trfni^?!^^'

'^^' - ^"""y ^- ^^^' '^^ fo'-'^er State
transportation secretary convicted of conspiring to take
kickbacks. IS lecturing fellow prisoners about goferni. rtand right and wrong."

K'veinii..ri

hnl"h
' ^T °i

'^turing about government, explaininghow It ^orks drawing on his experience." attorney BarryM.Haight told the Patriot Ledger of Quincy.

Locke, who also served as chairman of the
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, was con-
victed Feb. 2 of five counts of conspiracy to commit bribery
and larcency in connection with alleged schemes ranging
from sale of an MBTA job to sale of land at a bargain price

Describing Locke as a man with an "insatiable appetite"
ior kickbacks and bribes. Superior Court Judge Ruolph H
Pierce sentenced the balding state official to 7-to-lO years
in prison. Locke began serving the sentence March 19.

boss^ol the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority.
The senior jurist said he had not yet received the

request from WUliam L. Plante Jr.. executive editor of the
Lssex County newspapers and an association vice
president. He said he was aware of its contents from other
inquiries. He had previously noted that in his his eight
years on this twice ayear assignment, he had not received
requests for press access.
He said if the press could agree in advance, he thought

something could be worked out for one. or possibly two.
press representatives with a tape recorder and possibly a
camera at the Locke hearing.

Plante believed that a pool arrangement could be
satisfactory, although he said he could not speak for other
members of his board until he had an opportunity to
discuss this with them.

I
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Leominster drug bust
results in 20 arrests
FOXBORO (AP) - Twenty area residents were

arrested on drug charges yesterday based on information
obtained in last weeks $7 million marijuana bust inLeominster, police said.

The 20 were all arraigned at Wrentham District Courton charges of conspiracy to violate the controUed sub-

Sim **'^' **'*'**'"*^"'^ ^° P*»''^ spokeswoman Kelly

"There weren't any drugs seized today. Their namescame as a result of the three-month investigation intoXUommster case." Ms. Bennett said.

RECORD SALE
^//y

Dosrardiy

THURSDAY
All you can drink
$3. cover beer and 50c shots 9-1
36 E. Pleasant St., Amherst. MA 253-9286

MAY a THRU
HkES^,

-BEATLES . ELl/rS-
OETHf^O rULL

-SINATRA • ^LLmGTO^
GLa«(^ GAVNOft

SIMON QGARFUNKEL-— JUOy GARLAKJO
EARTH, W/N/O^P|RE A.-

MAY 7^4962 \V c^as\s^/c4z

»-...«..«..„..„. -^^ UNIVERSITY ^o^Jf^cJitc^i:
STORED.

front
wo of tho ttoro

Opii M-F 9-5

Sot 11-4

Announcing the
great DINNER/MOVIE deal!

Enjoy any of the following dinner entrees
Tuesday-Thursday

at the

TOP OF THF CAMPUS RESTAURANT
and receive a free movie pass

valid anytime Sunday-Thursday or at midnight shows
at any one of the 8 featured movies at:

584-7550
HAMPSHIRE MALL

THE. 584-9153
MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

Featured dinner entrees:

Country-Style Bar-B-Que Ribs
Turkey Parmesan

Baked Fresh Catch of the Day
Breast of Chicken Kiev

$6.95 price includes
entree, salad bar, non-alcoholic beverage, & movie pass!

A Science Fantasy

^,^ Adventure

Quest for
Fire MM CCNTUMV-roi riLMa

Just one of the great AMC features.
Call 584-7550 and 584-9153 for the remaining 7 features.

The University of l\/lassachusetts

Department of l\/lusic and Dance

presents

a Faculty/Student Dance Concert
May 6, 7 and 8 at 8:00 p.m.

in Bowker Auditorium

Tickets available at the Fine Arts Center fox Office
Monday through Friday, 12:00-4:00 p.m.

\

Tickets will also be available
evenings of the performances

at the Bowker Auditorium Box Office. i

Seats are not reserved. \

•I

'^
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A BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDIfT
Sonically Superior Audio. The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants54fl-n7?n

A DISC J0CKEY~rilEEDED7

Rackadisc DJs ara for your party infor
mation available with Randy 546-7013

ATTENTION "
'

FRUSTRATED^UITARIST
Robin Trower. Police style guitaristwanted for competent trio format call if
you can be expressive, fill in spaces and not
be overstated the equipment has to be uo
to par to pull this stuff off, pedals and

9SfiI'^*'°"o '^
^I^^'^' ^3" l^'ke Riff

256-6454 or Peter 586-5116

AUDIO

n i!^"* ?;r*°'" ^^'- ^50 Speakers

j;JP° "®>^* ^®^^°' ^<='< 300 cassette deck
'^ "^^'^1^®"^°°'^ 60 30 80 watts channel
all in MINT condition!!! sellinq at 1 200
549-4483 or 545-0341 ^ '^
Excellent basic stereo, including 16 watt
per side receiver, 2 way speakers, and turn-
table with new Shure magnetic cartridge
This stereo has served me well through 4

''l^^l^
^'^^°°' ^"^ f""*^ sell, funds need-

ed. $99 very firm 549-6780

Stereo Equilizer -Soundcraftsman, 10
bands/channel. Exc. cond. must sell $125

mo. plus utilities. Call !»i-ry>7

te ^r'"'''''[;
'°^«*'°" ^'ose to SeagullBeach. Please call evenings. 617-877-6^7

2 bdrm Southwood Apt. available now
Lveŝ 'ST'.nr"' ^.P-J'^S- ^'"^^ 256-01??^
tves. 253-3111 or 253-7616

JrarinfrJn*"!"^ '°^"''*^ "»»* P^«* "^a'e

2^9717 ^ ^^'^ °' ^^""^^

?st Don't rt
^'' ?" °P*'°" ^^^^'"9 Sept

2 bedT^om Brittany Manor apt available
J-MIllM^l^ItMall^ptior^^
Colonial Village two bedroom $280. lease
starts June 1 fall option 253-3169

1 or 2 room efficiency apartments onuus route South Deerfield center $200 amonth Phone 863-9119

FOR SALE

or BO Eric 6-7 pm 549-27 1

5

AUTO FOR SALE

253*3^* ^24 4 speed 60000 miles $700

VW Campmobile excellent condition (72)new engine, clutch, muffler, battery
starter, and more. CB, $700 stereo auxillan^

n^^^T^r^^^^^l^"^ maintenance. Asking 2600
549-4483 or 545-0341 anytime

1^~F^^~G^xie 500 AM/FM stereo
radials $900 call Ken after 8:00 546-9381
1974 Chevy Impale good cond. runs great
no work needed $850 Kevin 665-4362

JI^H^'^aIV:..^^^"^ 9°od condition,
radials, AM/FM radio $800 253-2808

^^^ ?™ " °^ ^"*° *^a"s 30 mpg exc
cond $1700 or BO 665-4468 after 7:2» PM
ask for Scott

1970 Plymouth Satellite good condition
must sell now $500 or BO 549-5850

BASS PLAYERS
Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount
$30 stnngs for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

COMPULSIVE EATERS
Tired of losing and regaining weight?Women s group forming to explore issues
around eating, body image, and weight
control. 10 sessons beginning June 2nd.
Wednesdays 7-9:30 pm Psychological Ser-
vices Center 545-0041

?^H^^^\L^^^^^^'^ Hi-Leathers $26 Lo-L̂ thers $24 Suede $22_calMyiikg^^Q^7

546^4^^ '"9 perfect condition $150 call

^c^s tor sale: Cheap or custom made
call soon Steve 546-7544

1973 Capri four speed, six cylinder - ex-
celent runniing condition. Great qas
mileage, asking $1400 or BO call 253-3054
Used records for sale. Heads, Blondie
Police, Jam, U2, Stranglers, etc call
Lawrence 253-9747

Banjos: Arthur Smith $600 Pirles
Longneck $225 Grestline $80 546-4710 Bob
Univox Electric Piano in mint condition.

Dal°e 546-^19
'^"^'^ ^"'^"^'^'- ^^"

Used Bikes Bought and Sold. All major
brands of bicycles repaired. Free estimates
and free safety check. Peloton Sports 1 E
Pleasant St., Amherst (549-6904) and 15
btate St., Northampton (584-101 6)

Bed, dresser, couch cheap 253-7224

S^° "'^"r^W^^ch rated 600m retails f^r
$500 will sell for $300 or BO watch brandnew w/full warranty call Linda 6-8547
For Sale 1974 slant 6 Dodge van fully in-

$1«»256-867r"^
^'^^^ ^°' "°^^ """""^"^

Guitar Yamaha FG-160. Hard case ac-

Sf^^fo- ^°°^ condition. $200. Alan

2x2 Refrigerator $50 call John C. 253-9672
Sterling Silver Jewelry - chains
bracelets, anklets and charms, Thursday
and Friday from 12:30 to 5:00 see Paul
Campi

ENTERTAINMENT
Clockwork Orange is back for one last
time on May 6/CCA/6:00 8:30 & 1 1 :00 ad-
mission $1.50

FREE RENT
Live at Northwood Apts one month free
over the summer with fall option call now
'^^^-,}^.^^^^ ^^°"^ 3"y 3"d all call evenings
ODO-7181

2 FER DEAL
Pay for June July rent get Aug Free!
i>ummer sublet 2 bdrm Southwood Apt
(part furn) 1 bdrm fall opt tennis pool cable

?fl „"«P'°^^ ^^^'' °" '^"s rte between 5-7
^00-8427

FURNITURE FOR SALE

FOR RENT

Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 '/4

baths, carpeting, pool, tennis courts
253-5759

2 bdrm apt on bus rte pool, lease starts
June 1 call Renee 253-3378

Summer sublet with fall option Puffton
Village 2 bedroom 2 bath $160 ea bedroom
utilities inci call 549-1586 John available
June

Summer sublet w/fall option 4 bedroom
apt $147.oo inclusive 253-9445

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
Colonial Village $280/mo 253-3651

Hyannis - Room available in house for one
or two women for summer call 549-1813

Amherst Center - 2 of 3 bdrms in comfy
smokeless, petless apt on pretty side st for
summer & fall $575 total incI heat, hot H20
253-7405 ^^^
1 bdr. apt to sublet, also fall $240
549-4169

Summer sublet with fall option starting
June 2 bedroom Southwood 253-5109

PI Kappa Alpha summer room rentals
reasonable rates call 5-2150, 5-0047

2-3 br apt In N'ton Lvgrm, sun porch, Ig

kitchen. Residential neighborhood. $435

VVe ve got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings -

$3.75 set. Free
546-6684

acoustic and electric for
delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED
The Collegian Business Dept. is accep-
ting applications now for position of Assis-
tant Business Manager and the position of
Business Manager. Applicants need be
University students with considerable
business experience. Please apply at 113
Campus Center. The Collegian is an equal
opportunity employer

Live in Hawaii! Employment oppor-
tunities, affordable housing and recreation
information. Send $2.00 Hawaii Consumer
Research 521 Hahaione St., Suite #96
Honolulu, Hawaii 96825

Hiring summer staff, counselors
specialists. Room and board plus salary.'
send resume and inquiries to Box 441
Amherst Ma or call 367-2643

The Mathematics Department is accep-
ting applications for 82-83 undergraduate
teaching assistantships. See Mike Gauger
Room 1115J GTWR or Cindy Rom 1623B
for information

Tennis Instructors Wanted: summer jobs
at Clubs, Resorts for students with tennis
teaching experience. Hio.-i income. Call Lon
(301)654-3770

INSTRUCTION

Amherst Sunday School needs qualified

n^,?.^ *°^ "'^^°^ 3"d Hebrew classes
Fall 1982 call 549-O^Jor^ppiication

LIVE AT PUFFERS POMn
Beautiful 1 bedrom w/porch utilities in-
cluded hear the river at night, sunny fall op-
tion $ negotiable call evenings late 549-6 1 95

IIZII~ LOST

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to Washington, DC area
Thursday, May 7 or Friday May 8 Return
bunday or Monday Lisa 253-7881

ROLLING GREEN ROOMMATE

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud
aner Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
^P-^^ely for classes. Please! Call

HELP! Lost blue napsack with red bandan-
na, name IS on it, extremely important
please call 549-6789 or 546-58(^
Help! I lost my books they were in a blue
bag on the Campus Pond for Friday's con-
cert 4/30 everything I own to pass was in

rt'^'^Al^.'^"^ "° questions asked call
Doug 6-6572 keep trying

Orange nylon wallet - in Campus Center -

high sentimental value - absolutely no ques-
tions asked please call 549 1184

Wallet with large sum of money missing
from Hatch at noon May 3rd. Handicapped
foreign visitor needs money returned for
flight back to Europe. Reward - no ques-
tions asked 253-7139

Female needed to share room in 2
bedroom for fall. $110/month-everything
included, on bus route 253-2887

ROOM WANTED
Female looking for room in
Amherst Apts call Sara 253-5066

North

(2) males want housing June thru Aug
around HanA^ich/Hanwichport area call
Bruce 6-8495 or Tony 6-8491

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trvino

3 roommates needed for ^Tnrner
located on bus route air conditioned all

OK?^^/"'''"*^®^ *^ per person call

LOW RENT
Summer sublet $110 Puffton Village one
or two bedrooms in two bedroom two
bdthroom apartment call 549-1586

MOTORCYCLES
1970 Honda 350cc engine in good condi-
lon best offer John tel. 253-3894

iS^]^ Kawasaki $7~5b. or BO Paul
J67-2485 need moneyl !

!

?o!^^"'**'**
""^ good cond runs well Bob

o-o779

Kaw KZ
25616228

440 brand new! $1100 Mark

MOVING SERVICES
Fast, dependable service. Local or within
to miles. Reasonable rates. Call 549-3568

NICE APT CHEAP
Two-bedroom Brittany Manor summer

l^V- ^u^'I'Y
^"^"'shed, carpeted,

S390/month^JaHoption 253-?jniR

PERSONALS
Hey! Did you do it yet? Fill out those
course and teacher evaluations! Send them
back to Academic Affairs, 420 Student
Union Building by June 1.

Jesse - Here is your personal but do you
remember who it's from?
Thanks Lynne. . ."Superchunk"
Mary-you-swine: You sounded sad and
frazzled. Let us get sozzled Friday night and
dig test pits like old times. Love, Deb
Happy Birthday, Jules - 1436
Kevlb. . .or is it "Jake"!? A happy today
and many happy tomorrows. Thanks for all
your care and understanding 1-4-3
Elizabeth

T'was announced in the Soviet Tass
concerning a woman with class, her B day
IS Sunday, her Mom's day a funday and
tota y free of all hass(les) But, her friends
she II be leaving up here, the ones that are
so near and dear, wish that she'd be stay-
ing, and with us she'd be playing, and
besides - we'll need help with the beer

?^ H f"^'Tnn'^^y ^8 ^-30 NOPE poolStudents $1.00 others $1.50

Newport Rl - housemates wanted for

fsT665'2e65
^"'^ '°'^" ^^^"^'"^ ^""«

world! Your Secret Admirer
May 7th is Gay Er Lesbian MaVoiT^t
involved contact PGA 545^i»wi

"

The Book Last Chance! Only $1 in theCampus Center Today. Save yourself up to$300 on free meals, jewelry, clothing, grfts
haircuts, car parts and repair

''^^' ^ ^^" ^"^ ^^'^e, short-haired puppyneeds a good home. Call John 253-9074

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Dissertations, papers, resumes. IBM
selectric. Scientific. Bilinauar
english /Spanish 256-6957

°'""9ual

Female roommate wanted for
Southwood townhouse for fall 256-8868
keep trying

Summer/fall option 1 or 2 malesTurnish-
!,««fP^'^^'"®"^ '" Colonial Village
$100/month call David 256-8402

1 or 2 roommates needed to share apart-

I^t"™ ^"^ '^^" starting in fall Call
^oo-/071

Amherst Apt bedroom to share $115/mo
June-Aug 5 min to campus 256-0415
Single roommate to share a cottage in
downtown Hyannis call Kelly after 1 :00 PM
546-8989

2 women wanted to share room in
Riverglade Summer and fall $95 each
Available June 1 Dell 256-0786 eves
Female roommate wanted to share large
master bedroom in Puffton for summer $50
month 549-1703

Wanted - roommate(s) to share a 2 bdrm
apt this summer in Southwood $180 a

^2S2 '

J"i.'if^®^
everything call soon

6-6606 or 6-6597

Brandywine 2 females needed to share
room starting Sept call 548-1813

Roonimate(s) wanted for fall to share
large 2 bdrm townhouse in Sunderland bus

^h 5^°'' summer also available but not nee
665-3914 eve

Newport summer beach cottage
125/month 2 responsible females preferred
546-5378

Female grad looking to share apt for June
1 665-3065

2 roommates to share 1 room fall Brit-
tany 256-6205

Room for one or two females Riverglade
150 -I- 253-7224 summer fall option
Lg basement bedroom in Riverglade IX
includes heat electric summer with fall op-
tion Kathy 546-8471 or Juanita 549-4035
Roommates wanted in Britidny Manor
for fall $112 monthly call Sue 253-5920
July. Aug sublease Fall option, pool ten-
nis $150/month call Scott 665-4165
HYANNIS - one roommate (male) needed
for large house cheap John C 253-9672
One bedroom in two bedroom house call
any time 665-4621

SERVICES

c'TSi-;^"""'-^°'^«°--^«^^e

.SOUTHWEST DAZE ~ ~

Southwe8t~D^^r^^^~H^;ir-f^.-
Events^ The Allies on the Southww-
Pyramids, Softball Tournament, Table Te^-

Sutd^r^r^"' '" ^.^ (^^cKimmie Lounge,Outdoor Movies The Beatles in Let It Be

STUDENT HOUSING
Seeking a clean, wholesome, interna-
tional Chnstian living environmen ? We a?ereceiving applications for a 30-room co-ed
facility just off campu, r.„ubl«^top^
the office, Amherst Baptist Church 434 liPleasant, Tues-Fri 9 am -

1

SUMMER HIRING

RAYBANS

full time summer employment for thecourae and teacher evaluation guide Appj!
420 S^dent Union Building. Deadline May

SUMMER SUBLET

?iVS?"
""•*" 5V"9'««««« 'or sale save

$15^00 or more off retail prices call Bruce at
546-97n or Neil at 546-9613 or Andy at

2mlr^ campus ft town 4 bedroom $425

Furnished 2 bedroom ll^TtaU^i^^T"^^
tennis Hot water incl. Brittany Ma^orS
negotiable call preferablv after 11 2^-2408
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Navy sued by punished sailor
forced to clean up carcinogen

infif"i^' ^^^i~ Norman Levy and his son Garrett of Winthropen"joyed a day of fishing yesterday below a dam in the village of BelgradeLakes, Maine. ^

BOSTON (AP) - A sailor, who claims he
was ordered routinely, and once as punish
ment, to clean up a cancer causing fluid

without proper protection, surrendered to
the Navy yesterday after an absence from
duty and promptly sued Navy officials.

Jack David Jr.. 21, of Staten Island,
N.Y., said he and 24 other sailors on the
USS Independence, based in Norfolk. Va.,
had to clean up spills of cellulube. an
hydraulic fluid that can cause cancer,
without the protection called for in Navy
regulations.

He said he left the Independence on a
weekend pass March 5 and did not return
because he was worried about his wife of
eight months and about being harassed.

A machinists mate fireman apprentice,
said he turned himself into Navy authorities
at the Naval Air Station in Weymouth
"because I want to get it over with."

To get the weekend pass, David said he
had to clean up a cellulube spill by himself
because he was on the "chiefs list" for being
afraid of getting electrocuted if he stuck his
finger in a hole to stop a fluid from spraying
over an electrical box.

David attended a news conference with
his wife, parents and two lawyers before
surrendering. He displayed a warning sign
he said the Navy had posted on the
Independence.

It said that cellulube. used in elevators
that bring aircraft up to the flight deck,
contains "the powerful carcinogen
nitrofamine which can produce or incite
cancer in humans."

"We were told to clean it up with no
protection." he said of spiUs of cellulube.
"We would clean it up with mops or rags."
but without rubber gloves, he said. If they
were on watch, they were not allowed to
leave to wash, he said.

Later, David said the Navy did provide
rubber suits, but only in a large size that
not everyone could wear. He said he and
others sometimes had to spend 12 hours a
day in a space where the temperature
reached 100 degrees, and the suits were
uncomfortable.

He said there were no rubber gloves, and
the two pair of rubber boots disappeared.

David said he complained about the
situation to his division officer "and nothing
was done."

Brittany manor completely furnished rent
negotiable June 1 - Sept 1 253-2214
Five bedroom spacious ranch house N.
Amherst country setting bordering conser-
vation area summer sublet 540 month ask
Chip 545-0487 days

Summer sublet w/fall option in 2
bedroom Colon Vill pool, 270-1- call eves
253-7313

2 bedroom apt In Rolling Green util inc
pnce neg furn good view 546-9824 anytime

3 bedroom in townhouse Across from
bus stop price neg call 549-4156

5 room house fall option N Amherst on
bus line garden garage 549-4001

Two bdr Brittany Manor pool tennis
courts price negotiable for summer only
beg June 1 253-7705

One room efficiency N. Amherst $150.00
utilities included non smoker Ann 49-4036
Rolling Green 2 bedroom summer sublet
AC, utilities included, pool 253-2247

2 bedroom Townehouse, furnished AC
cheap call 549-2694 or 549-6870

Summer sublet/fall option. One
bedroom townehouse in Southwood
Possibly furnished. Rent nego call 256-8673
One bedroom in 3 bedroom apt 5 min
walk to campus summer only call 253-7074
5-7 PM

T, safe, call Phil or Maria 549-5050

SUMMER SUBLET NEW YORK CITY

Quiet upper East side studio apt furnish-
ed sleeps 3 June Aug $275 per month plus
utilities call 549-6346 after 8 pm

TO SUBLET

South Amherst - 1 bdr in 2 bdr townhouse
pool AG avail 6/1 fall option 256-0624
w/fall option 2 bdrm Southwood apts
256-8824

Room in 5 bedroom house South
Amherst nice possible fall option 132 Wen-
dy 256 6336

Never wait for the bus. swimming pool
Cheap Irving. Sunderland 665-4962

Summer sublet PufftorT three bedrooms
furnished rent negotiable call 549-451

1

Falmouth females for summer months call
Leslie 549-6188 or Shah 549-4482
One bedroom available in townhouse
apt N. Amherst excellent location fully fur-
nished Bob 549-1399

Puffton room available July, August
non-smoker, fall option, $100.00 month

'

549-1421

Summer sublet with fall option 4
bedrooms Northampton call 584-3241
Karen

3 bdrm house Sunderland bus stop
across street rent negotiablejg5-2351
Townhouse apartmentsTbedroom half
price 549 1006

^^"" ''* '" Brittany Manor w/fall option
$390 includes hear call 256-8244

Brandywine 2 bedrooms w/patio, pool,
AC, bus route June 1 Aug 31 549 5127
Summer sublet Cheapl Subletting V4 of a
Southwood Apt call S teve C 253-5482

One bedroom in Mill Hollow fall option
240/mo total cost, available June 1 borders
Puffers Pond, waterfall, conservation area
quiet, cats permitted, 2 mi to UMass, near
bus 549 5633

1 bdrm Cllffsida inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
terms available immediately Paul or Bill

665^4391

Southwood Apt Summer sublet only 2
bdrm furnished with AC, pool, on bus route
rent negotiable call after 5 PM 253-7123
Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom, pool,
AC, cable, available June 1 call 546-5029 or
546-5024

Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond
summer sublet cheap on bus route nights
Doug 549-1255

Partially funished apt w/fall option in
Sunderland on bus rte call after 8 666-4946

Summer sublet 2 or 3 bdrms in Puffton
apt rent negotiable call Dru 549-0127 or
Holly 546-8854

4 bedrm apt Swiss Village 147$ each
utilities included on bus route partly fur-
nished available June 1st with fall optionlll
256-6103

One bedroom available immediately in
South Amherst apartment summer and/or
fall option call 546-7028 Gail

Summer sublet townhouse apt furnished
3 bedroom rent negotiable 546-9616 or
546-9618

Brandywine apts Summer sublet with
possible fall option. One male roommate to
live in co-ed apt. $1.10/month plus elec-
tricity. call 546-4141

Southwood 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apartment includes spotlight 253-9235.

Townhouse 3 bedroom apt fully furnished
rent negotiable call 549-5968

Summer sublet 2 bdrm Southwood apt
rent negotiable call 253 9083

Best deal yet. . .2 bdrm Brandywine Apts
on bus route, pool, tennis. Summer sublet
July 1 Aug 31st. rent negotiable, call
546^7625or 546-5026 (keep trying)

Brandywine - 2 bdrm, completely furnish-
ed, pool, AV, availaJune 1 - Aua 31
549-4181

^

Puffton three bedroom summer only will
negotiate hurry call 54&-6322

Northampton 2 furnished bedrooms, near
downtown. Summer only, 115-I- each
584-5143 _^^
Brandywine June 1 2 br furnished, AC
pool, $290, 549-5331 '

Colonial Village 2 bedroom $250 start
June 1 fall option after 6 256-6947

Excellent Cond. 4 Bedrm apt w/extras.
Rent for summer sublet negotiable w/fall
option-call 256-8469

Summer Sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
Colonial Village busroute pool 253-247

3 bedrooms available in beautiful house 2
minutes from Campus on Nutting Ave off
Fearing St. Summer Sublet Rent
negotiable 549-4902

Summer Sublet cool Cliffside Apt Pool all
utilites included Fall option B.O. over $150
665-2064

S. Amherst Apt 2 bdrm share rm $75/mo
Joane 253-5012

Northwood Apt. 1 bdnn summer 120
telec. entire apt fall (2 bdrms) avail 6/1 call
Wendy/Mary 666-2253

1 bedroom apt Squire Village Fall option
Rent negotiable call 6^-7589
Sublet Fall option furnished 2 bdr on bus
route rent negotiable call 666-2081

Cliffside Summer/fall option includes heat^
& Utilities $300.00 per month 665-3668.

Fantastic Location 5 minute walk to town
or campus summer sublet, 1 bedroom in 3
bedroom apartment garage, porches $135
256-0170

Squire Village bedroom apt furnished
w/fall option frequent bus 100 yds away
665-4362

access bus route $146 253-5511

GREAT OFFERI - Jo sublet 4 bedroom
Swiss Village Apt. for summer. $90 - $100
per person. Call 546-6688, ask for Stuart
Spacious 3 bedroom. 1 % bath, duplex,
A/C dishwasher, disposal, June 1-Aug 29
$250/month or best offer. 6-7423 6-7430
&-7494, call anytime

5 bdrm house in Belchertown w/fall op-
tion call 323-6029 house has 2 bathrms and
IS located on wooded lot pets are allowed
2 bedroom townhouse Squire Village
available June Ist w/fall option on bus
route 65-7923 rent negotiable

Puffton summer sublet 1 bedroom in a 3
bedroom apt pool AC tennis courts cable
only $100 per month call 546-7004 after 10PM
Large room in ten room house situated
on 1 1 acres >4 mile from campus and town
lots of extras 150 mo 400 summer 549-0870
Cheap Cliffside summer/fall option pool

£2^'S:.«P"^® negotiable call after ten
665-3392

TYPING/EDITING

Efficient quick confidential 549-5727
resumes, cover letters, research papers

TYPING SERVICES

Freelance typing editing, tape transcrib-
ing. Reasonable rates, top skills. Profes-
sional executive secretary Amherst Center
549-0518

WANTED

Squire Village large 2 bedroom
townhouse, summer sublet w/fall option
rent negotiable 665-7149

Rooms in 5 bedroom house bus route
CHEAP 256-6318 Anne or Laureen

Couple Seeks housing On Martha's
Vineyard for the summerl If you help us,
we'll arrange a reward or free housing in
our Amherst Apt for that period. Call Kevin
at 253-2785

WANTED TO BUY

Summer sublet w/fall option
Southwood 2 bdrm townhouse bus pool
also rooms available 6 bdrm house summer
only Amherst 253 5007

Summer, 3 rooms in modern house on bus
route 5 min walk to Amherst Ctr 130/month
+ 256 0639

SUMMER SUBLETFALL OPTION

4 bdrm $147 per mo all util 253-7278

Sublet with fall option: 4 bedroom 1 V4

bath top floor, sliding glass door good con
dition $147 per month call 256 6287

SUMMER SUBLET IN BOSTON
Own rm in 4 bd apt 180 mo. ind utils, near

Summer sublet/fall option Colonial
Village prefereably female call Sue
546-8143

Sublet 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom apt sum-
mer/fall option bus stop pool big windows
$140.00 no light 256-6085

To sublet for summer 1 bedroom in
Southwood apt $86 + call 253-2761

Brandywine 2 bedrooms furnished AC
pool rent negotiable 549-0425

Puffton 1 bedroom available June 1 call
Tim 4 pm - 6 pm 549 6769

Lge 2 bdrm townhouse Squire Vill
available 6/1 fall option 665-4108

Available June 1 fall option Cliffside apt
1 Irg bedroom utilities pool rent negotiable
666-7956 after 9 pm

Presidential Apts one bedroom star June
1 fall option 549-5463

Puffton - summer sublet, fall option, one
bedroom apartment, $250.00/month
utilities included, pool, bus, tennis, call
549-6414

Presidential summer sublet 4 min to
Grad Twr $275 call 549-1700

Two single bedrooms fully furnished Puf
fton summer sublet only 549-5487
To sublet 2 bedroom Presidential V* mile
from campus negotiable 253-3176 256-0873
Brittany Mnr. Apt cheap! $220 mo air
cond, pool, bus partly furn fall op avail
June 253-5339

SUMMER DREAM APT townhouse 3
bedroom, AC, on bus route cheapl call
546 9668. 546-9672 ^Summer 3 rooms in modern house on bus
!i^l® ^ "^'^ ^^"^ ^o Amherst Center
130/month + 256-0039

1 bedroom apt Colonial Village $260 fur
nished hot water inc available June 1 with
faH^ption 256-0895

ROOIvrnyTHOUSE Sunny room in house
close to Amherst Cener heat and hot water
included Call Dave or Mari( at 253-5475
FALL OPTION Room for summer sublet
with fall option. Cool spacious room. Pool
and tennis court rights. Across from bus
stop^^all^Doug^ Mike at 256-667 nites
Two

Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,'
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst. 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Puffton/Brandywine furnished two
bedroom apartment summer only Jeff
546-9156

Female looking for someone who wants a
roommate at Cliffside for fall call Rhonda
665-7181

Pufton/ Brandywine one bedroom June
1 st 617-632-3910 eves collect.

Nice people looking for 2-6 bdrms in est.
or vacation house or apt 665-3963

WELCOME BETSY BROWN
UMass has eegerally been awaiting
your presence. Hope you are ready for a
great timel Miss F

WERE YOU AT BROWN'S
SEMI FORMAL 4/247

bedrooms GORGEOUS

Then maybe you sew my brown tweed
elbow patched sport jacket men's size
42 It had sentimental value. If you have any
info contact the brown HR at 6-451 1 reward
if found no questions asked

COLLEGIAN

The Daily Collegian is accepting ap-
plications for the positions of Adv.
Manager, Adv. Assistants and Ad
Representatives for Fall 82. The Collegian is

an equal opportunity employer phone
546-3500

»
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* Gorillas
Continued from page 20

Another key to success over the course of
this gruehng series of games will be the
contmued leadership of Jim Weller
Although his torrid scoring pace has slowed
shghtly (slowed for WeUer. not your
average attackman) he has been the man
the ball goes to in pressure situations.
"Jimmy's got the most poise under heavy

pressure on the team." said Garber.
One needed only to be in Hanover. New

Hampshu-e on Tuesday to see evidence of
this point. With the scored tied at 11 theUMass defense came up with the ball' and
advanced it towards the Big Green goal.
Most every Gorilla on the bench screamed
in unison to "Give it to Jimmy."

.Collegian 19

The ball ended up in Weller's stick, but
not for long. He moved the ball behind the
net and hit John Schroeder with a picture
perfect pass out front and the Gorillas
never looked back.

Should the GorUlas somehow finish as one
ol the top four teams in the nation they
would have a home field advantage.
Veteran lacrosse fans will recall that

UMass was supposed to have the home field
advantage last year but it was taken away
due to a lack of crowd control at Boyden
Field.

This year Alumni Staduium has been
reserved for the first two playoff dates, just
in case, just in case.

* Gazelles
Continued from page 20
good stops in goal, while Midura and Kim
Wright led UMass on the field with good
checking and ball pickup against the
Springfield attackers.

"We finished on a fantastic note." said
Robert. "We peaked at the end of the
season."

The JV Gazelles finished with a 5-3
record.

• • • •

After eight games, freshman Pam Moryl
is leading the varsity Gazelles in goals. The
Fitchburg native has 34 goals and six
assists, for a total of 40 points. Senior co-
captain Margie Anderson is next with 18
goals and 11 assists, while sophomore Tish
Stevens leads the team in assists with 12,
and has 15 goals to her credit.

Following up are: Linda Haytayan — 10
goals, three a.ssists; Fabia Closson - five
goals, three assists; Holly Jennings — two
goals, four assists; Sue Kosloski - one
goal, two assists; Michelle Boyer and
Andrea Muccini — one goal apiece.
On defense, the goaltending combination

of Rita Hubner and Debbie DeJesus has
given up just 17 goals. They have 56 saves,
and a goal against average of 2.12. In front
of the net, the UMass defense, led by senior
CO captain Jennings, has been consistently
awesome. Ro Tudryn. Carol Progulske,
Muccini. Linda Bevelander, Li.sa Tackas
and Yvette Rheault have helped out the
UMass cau.se with a solid effort each game,
as they have checked and kept opponents
away with incredible efficiency and style.

ALL HEADS ARE TURNING TO THE

UARTERS
A FULL SERVICE Cj^ FAMILY SALON

BURNED RUDE BOY - UMass ZooDisc CapUin'SXTere bruui:

ll x^*\?"*
an unidentified Rude Boys player. ZooDisc went on to win

the Northeast Regional Ultimate Championship.

full of pleasant surprise
and savings...

CUT and BLOW DRY
Women $9.00

IVIen $8.00

Hennas $12.00
BETTY
MAZUCH 584-7784 SANDY

CONNELL

115 RUSSELL ST., HADLEY. MASS.= Rt. 9 (ON THE BUS ROUTE)==

^̂ ^'^^^'^'^'^'^^^'^f^fi^nmtmtigmuuHinnHfkfmt^̂
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Sports —
?l,r^^""I*'fi='''^^^ intoriifht field. Pickett sDed to fhirrl^nH lone.. ..„..^ . „.

^By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

LOWELL. Ma. - The University of Massachusetts
soltball team continued down the road to a possible NCAA
playoff berth with an important 5-1 win over the
University of Lowell, Tuesday.
The Minutewomen. now 16 5. jumped out early and

scored all five of their runs in the first two innings. Tina
Coffm led off with a double and moved to third when
Lowell misplayed a Mary Ann Lombardi sacrifice hit. With
none out. UM had runners on first and third.
Lombardi stole second base and then Jackie Gaw

collected two RBLs with a double to end the scoring for the
first inning.

In the second. Patty Masury and Crista Jensen hit
consecutive doubles with Masury scoring. Debbie Pickett
tSen laid down "a perfect bunt" and after the throw went

into right field. Pickett sped to third and Jensen scored.
Pickett also scored that inning to give UM a 5-0 lead.
Gina Mantino went the distance (for the 17th time this

year) in the win striking out seven and scattering six hits.
"I was pleased that we didn't wait (to get some runs on

the board) and went out and got them." said head coach
Elaine Sortino. "We did well because we hit the bail hard
and kept it on the ground. We executed well and made
things happen."
Gaw went two for three against Lowell and Pickett

played well at shortstop. Masury also made two fine
catches on the run in right field.

Today, the Minutewomen take on Bridgewater State
College in the mittwomen's final home appearance. It is
also the fin^I home appearances in UMass uniforms for first
baseperson Fran Troy. Mantino and second baseman
Karen LaVerdiere.
LaVerdiere may not phy. though, due to a pulled thigh

muscle. She sat out the LoweU game and Chris Coughlinmoved over to second with Elaine Tedesco moving to third
It IS impor ant for Massachusetts to do well to Jain some

UnS" '"'"'"-''' P'"*^'^' ^^'"^ -'^^ Addphi

"We have our backs to the waU." said Sortino. "If we

nament'""'"^
^*'"^'' ""''" ^" ^"^ '^* """*^"^' t^"*-

ge'lS^ne.
"^' ^ ""'^ ^^^"^ '"^ '^' ^^^*-" « team

"They will be up for us. but we've been getting sharoerand I think we're ready to peak. Our defense has be^n^oUdand our p.tchmg has been great." said Sortino
Mantino has set the UMass records for career and

brrittts"" "' ^- ''' - ^''^ ^-^—p-ied

at?h\r'^Ntef'S;"^°^^'^^°"^^^^^^^

MCCRONE IN CONTROL - UMass senior Judy McCrone readies to

s'efa'schooT'' '"Jlf*
.^""1*^'« ' ' ««« -'^^ -" The UM re"? teamset a school record by finishing in 9:16.93.

Women's crew fourth
in New Englands
By ELLEN HASKINS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts varsity
women's crew captured fourth place in the
New England Championships held in
Worcester on Lake Quinsigamond on
Saturday.

The UMass women earned their lane in
the final heat by rowing a smooth, low
cadence semi final race in which they took
first place.

However, the final heat introduced
tougher competition. Smith came off the
line a boatlength ahead of the other crews
and maintained the primary position for the
entire 2000 meter race.

In the first 1000 meters, the contest for
second place was a battle between the
UMass and Conn College crews. Then, with
500 meters to go, Conn College took a half a
boatlength lead over UMass and within
another lOO-meters UNH pulled even with

the UMass boat. The UMass women failed
to increase the cadence and were passed byUNH in the final 250 meter sprint.

Smith finished with a time of 7:14. Conn
College placed .second with a 7:23. followed
by UNH at a 7:25, and UMass followed with
a 7:27. Worcester Polytechnic Institute
took fifth place and the University of Lowell
followed for sixth place.

"The varsity's placement was not in
dicalive of its potential," commented coach
Barbara Roche. "We had planned on
finishing second but we had a poor final
sprint."

The UMa.ss novice crew placed fourth in
Its final heat. Simmons College won the
novice event. Smith placed second, andUNH took third.

Both en . s travel today to Philadelphia
for the Dad Vail Regatta. Division II

competitors will challenge each other for
the national title.

Gazelles undefeated
look toward playoffs
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN

.

Collegian Staff

GAZELLINGS: As the University of
Massachusetts junior varsity women's
lacrosse team finished off the Springfield
College JVs. 12-3. at the upper NOPE field
Monday afternoon, its varsity counterparts
prepared for practice by running around
the lower field.

Though only one game remains on their
schedule (Northeastern University on
Sunday), the Gazelles are practicing as if
it's mid-season.

In a way. it is. The regular half is almost
over. The playoff half may begin very soon.
The NCAA playoff selections will be

made May 9. UMass. sporting an 8 record
with victories over New England rivals
Harvard University and the University of
New Hampshire, seems to be an easy
enough selection.

However, the NCAA is choosing just two
teams from each division (one-three).

Though the consensus among other teams is
swinging to the GazeUes" favor, no one
knows for sure.

So they practice. They run, shoot, check
and run some more. By next week, the
GazeUes will know if their practices were
just for Northeastern or for something else
all together.

Back to Monday's JV game. It was the
season finale for Charlyn Robert's team,
and they ended the season on a strong note
by dominating Springfield, both on offense
and defense.

Kristen Furey led the JV Gazelles with
four goals, while Lisa Wister chipped in
two. Jenn Kupper contributed three goals;
Jane Connolly, Donna Midura and Sandy
Arico had one goal apiece for UMass. On
defense, Debbie DeJesus made several

Continued on page 19

Tough road lies ahead
for Garber's Gorillas
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

Tuesday's win over Dartmouth should
keep the University of Massachusetts
lacrosse team in their number five spot in
the national rankings but big things could
be happening in the next couple of games
for the Gorillas.

The laxmen have four games remaining
on their regular season schedule. Three of
the.se four are against nationally ranked
teams.

This Friday the Gorillas will go on the
roaJ to Syracuse University to play against
a team that was ranked 12th until it lost a
tough game to Cornell University, the
nations foxirth ranked team.

After Friday s contest. UMass will play
the aforementioned Big Red team. Should
th^' Gorillas defeat Syracuse on Friday this
game will carry even more significance
since a win here might mean a home field

advantage should the local laxmen go to the
playoffs (more on that later). The Cornell
game is scheduled for Monday afternoon at
Cornell.

After what will most certainly be a long
weekend for the GorUlas. most people
would expect an easy slide towards the end
of the season. Not so, however, as Rutgers
University is also left on the agenda and
they are currently listed as the eigth
ranked team in the nation.

Simply, the road, ahead will not be an
easy one for the Gorillas, (talk about an
understatement!)

Coach Garber agrees that his squad has
the toughest remaining schedule of any
team in the nation.

"Other coaches have called up and said 'I

can't believe you're playing all those teams!'
said Garber, "The key to getting through all

this will be staying healthy."

_ Continued on page 19

Chimps win once more
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Correspondent

HANOVER, N.H. - The University of
Ma.ssachu.setts men's JV lacros.se team led
by another fine (fefensive effort improved
their record to 8-1 by downing the Dart
mouth College JVs 9 2 Tuesday

Goalie Steve Zito, and defen.semen
( harlie Dwyer. Bob Pitti. and Tim Searles
were all major forces contributing to the

T.!''*',?!)^*'
"^''^^'*'" ^^'^«" «f Dartmouth.

The UMa.ss got off to a slow start early in
the first quarter. But. inspired by the fine
defensive play, got rolling again and picked
up timely goals.

Bryce Williams lead the Chimp attack
with three goals, his second hat trick in as
many games. Chris Fierro and Greg Fahn
continued their sea-son long scoring binges
with two goals apiece. Bob Gormley and
Mark Lewis also chipped in with one goal
each.

"Our unsettled offense worked well for
the first time all season, " .said coach Len
('affrey.

The next game for Caffrcy's Chimps is

this Saturday against the Boston Lacrosse
Club at 2 p.m.

Editors Note: This article was urritten with
the help ofEric Battett.
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.?*^.<*®n*s continue to fight for education
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

With the budget battle over in the House of
Representatives for now, student leaders said yesterday
they wUl continue their fight for education funding in the
Senate Ways and Means Committee, which now begins
forming its recommendations.
The House, last Friday, passed its budget recom-

mendations for next year, which included a last minute
amendnrient by Rep. Jim Collins. D-Amherst. to increase
the funding for the University of Massachusetts by $1 5
nullion. J v .u

"We've got the support of the leadership, and the level of
support that we have is very good." said Ken Moore,
chairperson of the Public Policy Committee of the
Undergraduate Student Senate, describing State House
reaction to student and faculty lobbying efforts thus far.

Ihe fmal budget proposal approved by the House

remained in a "lump sum " format. Moore said, but con-
tained within It allocations designating $108.5 million for
UMass-Amherst. That figure includes the $600,000 of the

$110,000 the Board of Trustees and President David CKnapp stated earlier as necessary to maintain the campus
at Its present level.

^

r.Z^T^^ ^'"^'""l
^"*^ ^^^ '"^'^^^^ Ways and Means

(BoTh ifrR""'
^'. ^"\"/^'^ '^ P"' * ^*^^"^ *^heck on theBoard of) Regents. Moore said, explaining the UMassunding designation which acts as a "line item within alumpsum.

^n^u?-
^"'''y^"' '^^'^ ^""^ ^'«<^t^d last month to take over

as Public Policy chairperson in June, said the budget
looks better than it first looked. " although admitting
obviously there will have to be cuts."

Sullivan said that outlook followed a meeting with Marie
Reid. director of the Office of Planning and Budget, who

said the recommendation will provide UMass Amherstwith only $600,000 of the $800.0()0 needed for profeTsiS
faculty staffing.

A phone bank in Memorial Hall and a letter writine
campaign in the Campus Center are included in the
strategy Sullivan said she has planned with Reid. She saidshe expects both will begin around finals week, which iswhen the Senate is expected to vote on its recom-
mendations.

Sullivan said the purpose will be to continue public
pressure on legislators. primarUy by "letting the students
and parents know what's going on."
She also said her committee will continue during Senate

debate the visits to the State House which made a "sub-
stantial difference " in the House recommendations

It s important to be there to Ulk to them in person soyou can tell them what you want, and they're going to
hsten because you're the person that elected them "

Sullivan said.

World Peace walkers
arrive in Amherst

' "tl.L'Mii |>li In lull W .ilili,,,,

MOVIN' ON - World Peace marchers trot through Southwest diirinE
their walk for world peace yesterday.

By MICHELE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

A core group of about 20 Worid Peace
walkers arrived at the University of
Massachsetts in Amherst yesterday, were
treated to lunch at Earthfoods and were
joined by 20 others in a march down North
Pleasant Street to Amherst Commons for
prayer and meditation.

The World Peace March began in April,
1981 in Japan when religious leaders and
workers gathered for the Worid Assembly
of Religious Workers for General and
Nuclear Disarament. Walks spread
throughout Japan and Europe to the
United States.

Four marches are in progress in the US,
each began at different points in the United
States and Canada and all will be
culminating in New York on June 7 for the
opening of the United Nations Second
Special Session on Disarmament (SSD-II).
Nine of those who arrived in Amherst

began their walk in Montreal, Canada on
April 3. Walkers say they averaged about
20-25 miles a day in rural areas when they
began and in more populous areas they
cover about 17 miles a day.

Walkers are fed along the route by
friends developed through networks.
Families in various cities and towns have
provided the walkers with sleeping
quarters.

The core group of walkers includes two
Buddhist monks and a nun. The group
chants a prayer in Japanese as they walk
"thanking God for the planet," one walker
said.

Ex-soldier marches for world peace

Marchers were jeered at and taunted as
they passed by Fraternity Row on North
Pleasant Street.

Norman Beaudet. a 19 year old McGill
University students started with the march
in Montreal.

"I think the most part of the people who
give us a hard time don't know what it's

about." he said. Beaudet said the walkers
encountered some heckling in l.ig cities but
in rural areas the people were "beautiful".

Indifference is another problem they
have encountered, he said, but for the most
part people were interested in their march.
He said he expected thousands of people to
attend the disarmament rally being
organized for June 12 in New York.

Martha Yost of Amherst, who joined the
walkers for their march from UMass to
Amherst Commons said she was walking
because "Reagan and the henchman are
about to blow us up. Everybody's scared
today. We must force our government to
make peace."

John Perkidis, of Santa Cruz, California
said the US had been heading toward disar-
mament with the Strategic Arms Limita-
tions Talks (SALT) but that has all changed
since people are now talking about "limited
nuclear war."

"The arms race is going on at an ever-
increasing pace. The economy can't handle
It and people's needs can't handle it. I think
it's the biggest crime against humanity to
create this anxiety in people," he said.

By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

The United States Army soldier who received in-
ternational attention for wearing his army uniform to a
peace demonstration whUe he was stationed in Germany
was among the World Peace walkers who arrived
yesterday in Amherst.
James Bergeron, who was "less than honorably

discharged" from the army "for th^ good of the service"
according to a military memorandum, said he was with the
World Peace marchers to "recharge my batteries."

"This is a break from the high-intensity level of the
European peace movement. " he said.
Bergeron entered the spotlight on December 5, 1981,

when he and four soldiers from the German Luftwaffe, all
clad in their respective military uniforms, jumped on stage
at a peace rally in Hcilbrohn. West Germany, and flashed
the peace sign.

Charges of subversion, espionage, and bringing discredit
upon the uniform of the U.S. army were lodged against
Bergeron. He explained he was court martialed only for
the latter because there was no evidence available to
support the others.

Bergeron had applied for conscienUous objector status
because exposure to the European disarmament

movement had prompted him to reconsider his country's
foreign policy.

The European movement was fueled by the 1979
decision by Defense Secretary Harold Brown and the Joint
Chiefs of Staff to deploy 572 Pershing II missiles and cruise
missiles on European soil by mid 1982. Bergeron .said
Recent inflammatory statements by Reagan. Haig and
Wmeberger plus the decision to assemble the neutron
bomb aggravated the situation, he said.

MlSiVJ^P*;^"^
^""^ protesting Soviet build-up as much asNATO build up, he said.

He .said he put himself in the place of Europeans and
decided he would not feel comfortable with 572 missiles
deployed throughout Vermont, his home state.

"I didn't want to be a part of the mUitary industrial
complex and 1 didn't Uke my country's foreign policy." he
said.

He said his army enUstment was "succumbing to a false
sense of patriotism."

Bergeron said the European peace movement is more
active than its American counterpart because the miliUry
missiles are actually being deployed on European soil while
Americans are removed from the concrete reality of
nuclear war.

Both movements have much to exchange with one
another, Bergeron said, in terms of ideas and leaders.

VET MARCHES FOR PEACE - Janes
Berfreron, 30, joined the World Peace marchers,
who arrived in Amherst yesterday, after receiT-
ing a less than honorable dischargee from the ar-
my for attending a German peace rally !
nniform.
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Britain will continue with military activity
(AP) — Britain and Argentina failed to agree on a cease-

fire m the Falkland Islands conflict and accused each other
yesterday of using peace proposals to camouflajre
aggression. "

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher said Britain will
"continue with our military activities."

Britain's naval task force lost two more Sea Harrier
fighter jets, but the cause could have been bad weather.
Defense Ministry spokesman Ian McDonald said. They
were the first losses for Britain since Tuesday, when an
Argentine missile demolished the destroyer HMS Shef-
field.

Reagan
WASHINGTON -- President Reagan, his original

budget plan in shreds, challenged Democrats yesterday to
back an alternative shaped by Senate Republicans which
calls for $95 bilhon in new taxes and $40 bUlion in Social
Security cut s over three years.
Reagan, at a White House session with reporters, in-

sisted that the new plan wiJI "continue to protect ' the basic
benefits of Social Security recipienU despite unspecified
slashes in the Senate plan.
He added that the outline approved Wednesday by the

GOPcontroUed Senate Budget Committee, after talks
between White House officials and Republican leaders, will
"put our country firmly on the road to economic
prosperity" if congressional Democrats cooperate.
The Republican compromise was reached after the panel

unanimously scuttled Reagan's original budget, in which
Reagan promised virtually no new taxes.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Reagan calls for amendment
allowing voluntary prayer
WASHINGTON - President Reagan, declaring he

wants to "restore a freedom our Constitution was always
meant to protect," called yesterday for an amendment to
allow voluntary group prayer in pubUc schools.
"No one must ever be forced or coerced or pressured to

Uke part in any rehgious exercise, but neither should the
government forbid religious practice," the president told a
gathering of religious leaders during a ceremony in the
Rose Garden.
"The amendment we'll propose will restore the right to

pray." °

Reagan did not say precisely what language he believed
such an amendment should contain, but he said a specific
proposal would be submitted to Congress soon. And he
asked his audience, which included Moral Majority leader
Jerry Falwell. to help work for the measure.
"Changing the Constitution is a mammoth task," said

Reagan, speaking from a podium under a hot sun "It
should never be easy, but in this case I believe we can
restore a freedom that our Constitution was always meant
to protect."

King supportspay increases
but calls $90,000 'ambitious

'

BOSTON — Gov. Edward J. King yesterday described as
"very ambitious" a proposal to raise his pay by $50,000 but
said he supported pay increases for top state workers and
possibly for legislators.

"I do believe this position is worth more." said King, who
currently makes $40,000 a year, less than the governors of
many smaller states. "I do think there definitely should be
an increase in that salary, but $90,000 is very ambitous."
The pay hike was recommended by a state panel

Wednesday that also proposed pay hikes for judges and
other top state officials like the attorney general, whose
salary would increase from $37,500 to $75,000.

"I did not run for this job because of salary con
siderations. I consider it a privilege to be here," King told
a news conference. "But I feel the salary should be more
than $40,000." an amount that has been unchanged in 13
years.

The governor seemed less enthusiastic about the
recommended pay hikes for state legislators, whose base
pay would go from $19,766 to $30,000. The House Speaker
•nd the Senate President would be jumped from $38,000 to
$75,000 under the proposal.
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McDonald said the Sea Harriers disappeared from radar
screens at 7 a.m. EDT while patrolling in the British-
imposed 200-mile exclusion zone around the Falklands.

"In view of the time that has now elapsed, the aircraft
must be assumed missing," McDonald said. He said a
search and rescue was undertaken for the pilots, and
relatives were being told.

Two different peace proposals were under consideration,
one sponsored by United Nations Secretary -General
Javier Perez de Cuellar and the other by Peruvian
President Fernando Belaunde Terry.

(iee related story, page 4.)

The new plan would appear to set the stage for a repeat
of last year's partisan battle over spending and taxes.
But "It will be rather difficult for them (Democrats) to

explain how they did not want to be a party to a plan that
was going to reduce the three-year deficit by $416 billion,"
Reagan said.

House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., D-Mass., said it

'provides for walloping defense expenditures and fails to
correct the inequities and excesses of the Reagan-Kemp
Roth tax bill. At the same time, it proposes deep cuts in
Social Security and other vital programs."

Earlier, Senate Democratic leader Robert C. Byrd of
West Virginia said the compromise plan amounted to
"mortgaging the economic future of the elderly of this
country ... to finance the economic folly of the Kemp-Roth
tax scheme" of across-the-board tax rate cuts.

_, . _ _ AP Lascrphoto

FALKLAND COMMENT — President
Reagan, appearing at an informal news con-
ference in the Rose Garden, tells reporters that
he does not see a danger that the Falkland
Islands conflict could escalate into a wider war
involving the U.S. and the Soviet Union.
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UM employee
had served on
sunk Phoenix

SINGING RETURN — Survivors nf tho A»«««;- ^ «. APu.,rphoto
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Pond Series cost almost $44,500
By ROB CROWLEY
Collegian Staff

Not all the biUs are in yet. but it appears the UnionProgram Council (UPC) spent almost $44 500 on the thr^Fond Series Concerts held last weekend at the University
of Massachusetts. ^
According to UPC Talent Coordinator Frank Gironda.We probably spent close to all the money. It didn't rain

though, so we didn't have to use the (Curry Hicks) Cage "

In the event of nasty weather. UPC had planned to move
the Pond Series mto the Curry Hicks Cage. If they had

Sversity
^^ ^""^^ ^""^ ^"^ ^^^ ^ '^"^^^ ^^^ '« ^^^

Money to produce the three free Pond Series Concertswas provided by several campus organizations. The
Undergraduate Student Senate appropriated $12,500, theArts Council $10 OOO and the Campus Center Board ofGovernors $2,000. UPC supplied $20 000

.hn^.'X?h P ^i"!?'"^
Activities Randy Donant said hetnought the Pond Series "went great." and that "UPC did a

fantastic job." Donant said he favors future Pond Series
concerts over the larger one-day Alumni Stadium shows
held in the past.

"Recent stadium shows have gotten into six digit ex-
penses. With the limitations placed on the stadium it
becomes very hard to break even or make a sUght profitwhen you are trying to make $100,000." Donant said
Director of Public Safety Gerald O'Neil said he thought

the Pond Series "went as weU as expected." and that
everybody cooperated." But. O'Neil has not yet formed an
opinion about future shows.

"I'm not sure. I'm still trying to assess it. It's only been a

^Z ^^y^.\^^^ I stUl need more time to think about it."
Neil said.

1 too"
Pi-ichett who wiU take over Frank Gironda's job asUPL lalent Coordinator this summer, could not sav

whether UPC will hold another Pond Series.
"It depends on how the people (at UPC) feel and what

kinds of acts we can get." Prichett said.
Pricliett is a junior BDIC major from Newton studying

music promotion and public relations.

By SCOTT HERSKY
Collegian Staff

A committee of veterans who had served on the recently
sunk Argentine cruiser General Belgrano when it was the
U.S.S. Phoenix, had been at work negotiating the sale of
the Phoenix hack to the United States when the war broke
outlast month.

University of Massachusetts Physical Plant control
systems specialist Harry R. Goodyear. 62. who served on
the Phoenix from October 1938 until August 1945. said
yesterday that a Phoenix alumni group had been in contact
with the Department of Defense for the purpo.se of buying
the Phoenix back from Argentina.
"Because it was the only Pearl Harbor survivor which

was stUl in operation, we had plans of refurbishing it and
making it into a floating museum. " Goodyear said.

Goodyear said he was on the Phoenix when it was
commissioned on October 3. 1938. and served on it for the

h^Hi
^^^^ \lVr \^'"*'"^^ ''^^"^'y ^^^'•y '"ajor Pacific

battle in World War II.

The Phoenix was involved in 31 major engagements over
the course of the war. according to Goodyear, including
Guadalcanal, Leyte Gulf, the Phillipines and Pearl Harbor

The Phoenix was the only ship which escaped un-
damaged during the Japanese attack." Goodyear saidWe were anchored out in the harbor and remained un-
touched.

Goodyear said that throughout the Phoenix's five year
involvement in World War II. only one man was killed in
action.

Goodyear said he was "sickened" when he heard the
news of the sinking of the General Belgrano by the British
and has been in contact with a number of other Phoenix
alumni since the event.

'We have periodic reunions." Goodyear said, "usually
about once a year, but I have recieved quite a number of
calls since the sinking and they all feel the same way I do."

The next reunion is scheduled to take place in San
Antonio, Texas, this summer. Goodyear said.

"It was my home for seven years, " Goodyear said, 'and
you really do get attached to it, especially after all that we
went through together.

"
, ^'"•'••^ i^iaiiuua. I vvfiii, iiirougn logetner.

_L^"**'"''
^*'^'"*^ experiences through her works

^^.^^"r" KUbSELL -

nrient was trvine to nu.sh thp Rritich o..f .r .k ._.
By SARAH RUSSELL
Five-College Staff

Celebrated author, Alice Walker, shared her ex-
periences as a black woman in America reading a short
story and a series of poems in a presentation she gave at
Hampshire College last night.
Walker, who has published several books of poetry

short stones and novels over the last decade, began the
reading with haiku poetry from her first book written
when she was a student in Kenya. Through these poems
she explored her own heritage in Africa with images of
the Kenyan people and landscapes. In some of the poetry
she incorporated Kenyan politics as the Kenyan govern

-

rnent was trying to push the British out of the countnr
Walker then read poetry about the politics of racism in the
southern United States, where she grew up in the 1950's.

From the specific theme of southern racism. Walker
portrayed the universal theme of love gone wrong.

"I seem to write alot of poems to clarify what it is I want

1!7!^^ r.P^P'^v'; ^^^ ^'^- ^^^ '^«" '•ead a poem entitl-
ed While love is Unfashionable."

Much of Walker's work revolves around her own ex-
periences of growing up in the rural south and the dif-
ficulties of being a black woman in a racist society. Blackwomen must deal with racism in the United States andsexism from the traditiorial African cultures, she said

BOG elects members to
summer hiring committee

*'I think in every age, there will be people telling you
what you can have and what you can't have." Walker said.

..3*iM^''/i"'^^^ ^^^ reading with a short story entitled
1955 which she called "a sort of modem folk tale and a

monument or memorial to a typical American tragedy
"

The story was about a black woman blues singer who sells
all the royalties to her music to a fast talking white
preacher and a young man who later become famous and
wealthy singing her songs.

Walker received a standing ovation for her readings
from a standing room only audience. Her presentationwas the last in a series sponsored by the Hampshire Col-
lege/University of Massachusetts Visiting Writers Series

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors
(fiOG) elected members to their summer
hiring committee and discussed the hiring
of persons for the Board's newly created
coordinator positions at last night's
meeting.

Seven board members were nominated
for the committee which hires persons,
usually board members, to remain during
the summer and maintain BOG operations.

Peter Lucas, who completed his first
week as the Board's new chairperson,
initiated an override of BOG bylaws
enabling all seven, rather than five, serve
on the committee. BOG members which
were thereby voted onto the committee
were Maria Carzis, Kim Cohane. Adria
Crum. Barbara Jean Curtis. Joanna
Matarazzo. Susan Repeta. and Judy
Stearns. Lucas said the committee will have
until June to hire persons to work a total of
225 summer hours for the board. 50 of
which have been .set aside for the 10 area
coordinators still to be hired.

Those coordinator positions, which were
created under the recent BOG structure

realignment, will be filled by May 17. Lucas
said.

Lucas said the Board has received "very
few" applications for the coordinator
positions, which are due May 11, although
"there's been a flood of people coming in" to
inquire and take application forms.

Under the restructuring implemented
last month, the BOG replaced most com
mittee chairpersons with area coordinators,
which are currently being sought to serve
with next year's Board.

In other business. Economic Develop-
ment Chairperson Jay Buckley reported on
the "continuous stalemate" between the
University Store and student run co-ops on
the issue of product conflicts.

Buckley said Student Union coops
complained for years concerning the
duplication of products and resulting
competition arising from the Universitv
Store. ' ^

While saying he believed in competition,
Buckley said that students cannot match
University Store marketing capabilities,
and could therefore be deprived of a
learning experience if their co-ops fail.

STRIKING CYMBALS IN THE SUN - Tom GreelTllMu.'Ve'in^.nd member .f "The Allie..
"
perform, .t Southwest yi.terdij.
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New SWAG officers swom in at last meeting
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By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Staff

i^^TnK
^'^^^ ^^^''^^''^ ^""^ Southwest Area Government

(bWAG) were sworn in last night at the final assembly
meetmg this year.

.w^ u^!
Student Activity Trust Funds (SATF) are frozen

the body voted to transfer the power to allocate funds to
the executive staff for the remainder of the term and the
summer session. In other business $100 was allocated
from the programming pool to Coolidge Tower to be used
for a dorm picnic.

Co-President Fran Hegeler said that the most important
issue facing the area government at this time is the hous-
ing reorganization plan proposed by Dr. Zannini Ex-
ecutive Director of Housing. Hegeler has been working
closely with former co-President Steve Mazzola in this
area.

"Next week there will be a task force meeting which will
determine whether the implementation of the housing
plan will be delayed. Decisive action should be taken
before the end of the year," Hegeler said.
Hegeler and Jenny Schofield are considering the

possibility of staying at UMass over the summer.
"We might be involved in orientation programs for in-

coming freshmen and we will be organizing the office since
we feel organization is key to working effectively,"
Schofield said.

"Area governments in general are attempting to strive
for a sense of cohesiveness. Our main goal for next year is
to improve communication. We would like to begin a
clanfication process so that people realize what area
government is all about and what house councils are and
how they interact. We are devising a plan to achieve this,"
Hegeler said.

Communications coordinator. Beth Cooney, said she felt
that the major problems within the assembly this past
year focused on the lack of knowledge that the represen-
tatives had concerning such areas as parliamentary pro-
cedure. She said the committees functioned effictively due
m part to the orientation program that was held at the
beginning of the semester.

"I'd like to see an expanded program implemented
within the first month of next year so that we can begin
functioning effectively immediately. In the fall we tend to
have a large number of representatives that are new
students. I think it is important to educate them not only
about the functions of this body but also about the Univer-
sity hierarchy and our relations with it," Cooney said.
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Plan for peace rejected, conflict continues
UNITED NATIONS (AP) - U.N. Secretary-General

Javier Perez de Cuellars hopes for a diplomatic resolution
0! the halkiand Islands crisis plummeted yesterday and
Britain and Argentina appeared headed for new con-
frontation.

British Defense Secretary John Nott today rejected a
cease fire in the Falkland Islands dispute unless there is a
total withdrwawal" of Argentine forces on the islands

I rime Minister Margaret Thatcher accepted U N
proposals as a "framework" for future talks, but vowed to
continue military action.

"The precondition for a cease fire is a total withdrawal,"
Nott told a news conference in Brussels. "To agree to a
cease fire without a total withdrawal would leave the
burglar with the spoils."

An Argentine Foreign Ministry source in Buenos Aires
said Nott's statement "means that there is no diplomatic
solution for the moment."
The source, who asked not to be identified, added. "For

our part, we are in agreement (with a cease fire) but this
requires agreement of both parties and if the British insist
on continuing to attack - as they have up to now - the
lighting will continue.

"The British are obviously trying to gain time to send
reinforcements of airplanes and landing boats to their

fleet, which has received some hard blows since last
Saturday" when Argentine and British jets clashed over
the armada, he said.

Some 360 Argentines were believed killed when a
British submarine sank the cruiser General Belgrano on
Sunday, and about 30 Britains were believed killed when
the British destroyer Sheffield was hit with a missile
Tuesday fired from an Argentine warplane.
No new fighting was reported today, and President

Reagan, asked in Washington whether he thought the
conflict could escalate to include the United States and the
Soviet Union, replied: "I do not. frankly. I do not see the
danger of this escalating to that extent."
A communique issued by Argentina's ruling military

junta Wednesday night, after Perez de Cuellar talked to
reporters in New York, said Buenos Aires "accepted the
intervention of the United Nations." but made no specific
reference to the secretary general's peace plan.
The Argentine statement called for an immediate

cea.sefire in the South Atlantic and a "peaceful solution" to
the conflict. It did not raise Argentina's previous demand
for sovereignty over the Falklands as a precondition for
talks, an issue that thwarted previous peace efforts.

Perez de Cuellar said he had British assurances his plan
was being considered "with great interest and urgency
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Dermatologist-Proven Acne Treatment

Introduced exclusively to dermatologists in 1981
VIemasque' Acne Treatment is now available
to you at pharmacies near your campus.

VIemasque is quite unique from the usual acne
medications...

1

2

3

4

First you don? wear it around all day Apply
it at night (or in the morning) to face,
shoulders, neck or back; wait just 20 minutes
while its pore-cleansing medicated actions
take effect, then simply wash or shower
it off. That's it.

Second, it doesn't sting and very rarely irri-

tates or reddens skin (why make matters
worse).

Third, if works-When used as directed,
marked improvement is usually seen within
2 wee/cs.

Fourth, it's differenf from any other acne
treatment you may have tried. So, if you've
been less than satisfied with benzoyl per-
oxide gels and harsh scrubs...
Try VIemasque FREE.

A FREE (NO-OBLIGATION) TRIAL-SIZE
SAMPLE OF VLEMASQUE IS AVAILABLE
AT ANY OF THESE PHARMACIES...

College Drug Store (Amherst)
Genovese Drug Store (Amherst)
Bran-Win Pharmacy (Northampton)

ALSO...
The coupon in this ad is worth
$1.00 toward the purchase of
an economical 4 oz. jar Get
the full benefit of VIemasque
and save!and save! • ^ <5>(^^\
Offers available only ^''<A<^Vi^^'^<'*through June 30, 1982. ,^ ^ 4^(^]^ <^^7^
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~^^ •' acting Town Manager until post is fiUed
ipian .Staff times before, whiln TrtiA/n Mq„o„.. ^•_ ^

By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

Superintendent of Public Works Stanley P. Ziomek isserving as act.ng Town Manager since former Town

onMt^T''-
"""" "'^"'''^ '"^'^"^^-" -«"t intoJffect

of Puwfc w'lrlc'''"''"",!
"^''^ ^'' ^"^'"« *^ superindendent

of Public Works as weU as serving as Town Manager Theposition IS particularly time-consuming at th? tinebecause the town meeting is in session

WnkTn?on"^7inn,^r^,"^ ^"'^^T" Chairperson Edithwilk nson, Ziomek wUl receive $750 per month as asupplement to his regular salary for his Srvi^es as Townmanager Wilkenson said that he will probably hold theposition for "two months, more or less
"

the town in the recreation department, as supervisor ofrecreation. Before becoming the superintendent of PublkWorks, he served as the superintendent of highways. Hehas been with the Department of PubUc Works since 1965Ziomek has served as the acting Town Manager several

Two arrested in gr
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

Two Baker Dormitory residents were arrested early
yesterday morning after they were observed carrying

nnivo P^^'^^fj^^^^l^orm the French HaU greenhouses

^esterda
Massachusetts Police Sgt. Paul Ominsky said

Jeff A. Seltzer. 19. and Mark B. Robotham, 20. were
arrested at 1:02 a.m. and charged with breaking and

said^""^
*" nighttime and larceny under $100. Ominsky

A unifornried guard patroUng near French Hall reported
hearing and seeing three individuals in the greenhouses
adjacent to French Hall. When officers arrived on the
scene three men were exiting the building carrying six
potted plants Ominsky said. As the officers approached
the trio, they dropped the plants and fled, police said Twomen were apprehended but one escaped. Ominsky said
Last night in a telephone conversation Jeff Seltzer said

times before, while Town Managers vacationed or were at
conventions.

The newly departed Town Manager A. Louis Hayward
^"r^*^,lhe town for six and a half years, since the fall of
1975. Hayward first came to Amherst during the 1950'swhen he earned a bachelors degree at the University of
Massachusetts He then attended the University ofSouthern California, where he recieved a masters degreem public administration. *

Hayward then worked as an administrative assistant inLos Angeles California, for several years, until he
returned to the east to serve as a mayoral assistant in
Newington. Conn.
Hayward first served as Town Manager in New

Brunswick. New Jersey, and later worked as CityManager in Bowie. Maryland.
During his time as Town Manager in Amherst. Hayward

served on the Pioneer Valley Transit Authority Board and
as treasurer of the Massachusetts Municipal Manager's
Association. *

Earlier this spring. Hayward recieved the AmherstChamber of Commerce's Distinguished Citizen for 1982

r

he wanted the plants for his dormitory room.
"It was stupid," he said about the incident
In an unrelated arrest. Mark A. Kwiecien. 28 ofChicopee was charged at 10:24 p.m. yesterday with

driving whUe intoxicated. Ominsky said.
An officer on routine patrol stopped a vehicle backing off

the sidewalk near the brick bus stop across from Morrill
Science Center. Ominsky said. Police reported Kwiecienwas unable to stand after exiting his car almost fell over
backwards, during a field sobriety test.

In other news, a breaking and entering and larceny over
$100 was reported to have occurred between 9:30 and
10:45 a.m. Thursday in a Pierpont Dormitory room in the
Southwest Residential Area. Ominsky said.

The occupant reported losing an estimated $645 worth of
possessions including a $225 pair of skis, a $100 portable
stereo, a $150 Seiko watch, two text books valued at $90 a
$40 Texas Instruments calculator and five cassettes valuwi
at $40. Ominsky said. There are no suspects, police said
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Award.
The Board of Selectmen Ls expected to name a newTown Manager within a few weeks, according to

Wilkinson. *

The field of canidates for Town Manager has beennarrowed down to two candidates. Alan Edmond ofDurham. New Hampshire, and Richard Kobayashi' ofBelmont. '

Edmond is currently the administrative assistant to theBoard of Selectmen in Durham, and Kobayashi is the head
of the local division of the executive office of communities
and development, with the State Department
The Town Manager is appointed solely by the Board of

Selectmen, and serves as the chief administrative officer of
the town. The Manager is responsible for the execution oftown policies and the administration of town affairs
The Managers duties include appointing and super-

vising the Board o* Health, the Council on AgingThe
Personnel Board the Planning Board, and the R^^reition
Commision. The Manager is also responsible for the

STmen" ^
^"'^^^^' ^*^ ^"^^^ *' *" *^''''*''' ^° ^^^

Amherst cops chase
car, suspects escape
Yesterday morning Amherst Police chased a car driven

by two men suspected to have been involved in an at-
tempted burglary at Puffton ViUage through Hadley and
Amherst, police said.

Police found the car. a green station wagon, abandoned
in a field m North Amherst. The two suspects escaped.
Several burglary instruments, including a stiletto knife
were found in the car, police said.
A police cruiser responded after a Puffton Village

resident complained at 4:20 a.m. that he had been
awakened by the sound of his automobile alarm, police
said, and the resident reported seeing the men get into a
car and speed off.

Police said it is unknown what was taken from the
resident's car which was slightly damaged in the forceable
entry. This break in and others which have recently oc
cured in the Amherst area are being investigated, police
said.

^

-KEN LUNDBERG

Hamhurglar caught in vent
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A man entered a McDonald's

restaurant during the night by climbing through a vent
and almost made it to the oven before he got stuck in a
duct, where he screamed until passers-by called for heb
police said yesterday.

Fire department spokesman Jim Wells said firefighters
pulled a semiconscious Carlos Naranja, 23. of Echo Parkfrom a vent about 6:20 a.m., just before the Egg McMuf-
fins started cooking. He apparently had tried to scramble

Sitown""
'"'^^ ^"^ ^^* McDonald's just north of

Naranja's plight was reported about an hour earlier bvsomeone who heard him crying, "get me out!" Wells said
1 he question is what he was doing in the vent this early

in the morning," said Wells. "He was heard by people in
the area, so he must really have been putting out some
screams and yells."

Ld,Hc
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COMING SOON
TO UMASS...

- \
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SHOP
THE ULTIMATE

TOTAL FITNESS
WORKOUTS

x^.,

The University of Massachusetts

Department of Music and Dance

presents

a Faculty/Student Dance Concert

May 6, 7 and 8 at 8:00 p.m.

in Bowlder Auditorium

Ticl<ets available at the Fine Arts Center Box Office
Monday through Friday, 12:00-4:00 p.m.

Tickets will also be available
evenings of the performances

at the Bowker Auditorium Box Office.

Seats are not reserved.

Friday, May 7, 1982 Friday, May 7, 1982

•Start your night off right,
with the

TWILIGHT HAPPY HOUR at

Mikes Westview
Featuring

Steve Spellman
3 FOR 2 DRINKS
FREE BUFFET

6 - 8:30 pm

i

—

An oNe
,^ *3.50 COVER

Beaver Brown
TONITE
FRI /V\AY 7

S' «

IWED,
lAY 12

BifSHUMG
iFRi ROCK -^

LAVI>I A6AJMST
\Kf 14 issa 3!ii:.tiB^i

FOJOEASms
^"^ (sale starts Sat). $8.99
Molson Golden bts. ... $10 99
Schaeffer cans ..$6!99
Rolling Rock le oz cans $8.99
^^"'^^ 12 pk cans $4.29

Sebastian! Table Wines.... 1.5.... $3.99
Allini Lambrusco 1.5 $3.49

Castillo Rum 1.75 $10.99
Cossack Vodka 1.75 / $8.49
Cordon Bleu Peppermint Schnapps

1.75 $9.99
•^^hlua 750 $9 99

Open 10 AM to 11 PM
in front of the Malls

Wines/ Liqiiors
rtp.9, hadie>;ma./584-8174 2

Moms aie
very,very
special.

Be sure to remember
yours with a beautiful

Mother's Day Card.

May 9th

rr'

Creative excellence is an American tradition
^^^ ^^-^
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Associate

P^i-"«;f
AWR^^ Co producer WENDY GREAN Eiecotive producers BRUGE MALLEN

and HOWARD R. LIPSON Produced by ROBERT LANTOS and STEPHEN 1 ROTH
Written and Directed by STUART GILLARD AJIiTi Pfoduced wJtti the Participation of

rilmcorp Entertainment Finances Inc. l s'ngle AVAaABte on cbs RccoRSin [^jgj^jjjgjjMjogg]
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Colle giart ?

Zimbabwe struggles
for total independence
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Although Zimbabwe has been independent from white
colonial rule for over two years, the struggle for total

S'a'; Zll" "°V-^^rt. said Sylvia Baraldini Ltnight at the University of Massachusetts during her slideshow "Reconstruction in Zimbabwe."
"There are lessons to be learned." she said. "People inpower do not relinquish that power without a struggle

"

Baraldm. from the Material Aid Campaign for theZimbabwe African National Union (ZANU). said white
settlers lived a hfe of leisure in Zimbabwe while exploiting
the Zimbabwe people. White settlers did not do any of the

The^'Sd
^""^ ^^^^ ""'''^ '" ^'^^'^ privileged homes.

In 1980. Zimbabwe won its independence after 90 years
01 Hn ish colonization. Over one third of the liberationarmy that fought for 17 years was comprised of women.
Baraldmi said. Now that the independence has been won
niany problems face the country. It is necessary to realize
the importance of the total mobiUzation of women in the
struggle for independence, she said.

"It is the women who played the key role in the struggle
It IS the women who raised the chUdren." Baraldini saidWomen became part of the army and the main mobilizers.
rhey were able to establish within the army a whole state
of relationships that would be an example between the menand women of Zimbabwe, she said.
Women today face the problem that because many left

home at an early age to go fight for the liberation army,
they are untrained and unskilled.
There are cultural differences between the older women

who stayed behind and the younger women who went off to
fight. Many of the women who fought in the army have
children and they are the equivalent of the single heads of
households in the U.S.. she said.

Now that the independence has been won. true equality
or the people of Zimbabwe as weU as a redistribution of
land must be attained. There is still a great deal of
struggle. Baraldini said. The Zimbabwe people are trying
to rebuild their nation.

Two British planes lost
F,it?^H°n ^^^^ ~ "^^^ '"^'^ warplanes from Britain'sFa klands fleet were reported lost yesterday in the South
Atlantic war with Argentina, and the British Foreign

Z^^V f
''^"*=*^ ^y'" "^'^ ^ cease-fire plan had collapsed

The Defense Ministry caUed the British news agency
report about lost planes "pure speculation." but did notdeny it.

Two Sea Harrier vertical-takeoff jets from the RoyalNavys task force "disappeared off the radar screens
while patrolling inside the war zone." the British news
agency Press Association said.
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Campus Center/Student Union
Board of Governors

accepting applications for tlie
following coordinator positions:

University Store
Retail Services Public Relations

Food Services Conference Services/
Space Accomodations
Economic Development i^^splay

Finance Building Operations

UMass profs. Litsky and Lewis
will receive honorary degrees

Friday, May 7, 1982

Special Projects Vendor Certification

Warren Litsky, University of
Massachusetts microbiology professor, will

receive an honorary degree from Clark
University at their commencement this
month.

Litsky was appointed Commonwealth
Professor of Environmental Sciences and
Public Health in 1961. He is the en-
vironmental sciences department chairper-
son and has been an affiliate professor of
biology since 1967.

During his 30 year career at UMass, Lit-
sky has been awarded numerous honorary

fellowships and awards, most recently the
1979 Distinguished Teacher Award at
UMass and the 1980 Carski Foundation
Award of the American Society for
Microbiology.

Archibald Lewis, UMass history pro-
fessor and author of numerous books and
articles, will receive an honorary degree
from the University of Montpelier in
France in recognition of his work in
Southern French medieval history.

- JOHN IGO

Jobs b«gin S*pt. 1962
Most Jobs 10 hrs per week

Appllcotions Qvoiloble in Campus Center 617
Deadline May 1 1, 1962, 4:00 PM

Affirmative Action/Equoi Opportunity Empioyer

March, rally in support of gay rights tomorrow
A march and rally to support lesbian and thampton.

gay rights and protest the Family Protec-
tion Act will be held tomorrow starting at The march will end with a rally at Pulaskinoon at the Bridge Street School in Nor- Park in Northhampton.

TWO OF THE NICEST,SWEEnST GUYS
EVERTO PlAYFOOTBAUOil DRINKIN'DOWN BEER

AND EATIN'UP QUARHRBACKS
by Bubba Smith and Dck Butkus

BUBBA: Now that we re not playin
football anymore, we spend more
time poppin tops off cans of Lite

Beer from fVlilier tfian poppin'
quarterbacks
OKK: But our favorite topic of con-
versation over a couple of Lite

Beers is still [he an of playin
defense
BUBBA: /eafi Tfie bigger we were
trie fiarder they fell

BKK: Very true Being big fielps

give you presence \Nha\ I cai'

winning through intimidation

BUBBA: But you also have to play
smart Like watching the guy in

front of you for a tip Somelimes the
position of a guards feet'li tell you
where he's gonna go once the
ball IS hiked Feet can tel! you a lot

I guess that s why shoes have
tongues
DKK: But smart guys remember
they're on a team Work with a
partner Try to draw players, so
maybe he can get through
This technique also works well
when you want to get a Lite Beer

in a crowded bar
BUBBA: And drinkin' Lite Beer is one
of the smartest things you can do
Because Lite's less fillm'. so it won t

slow you down
WCK: Sure And even though were
not playin' anymore, after years
of eatin' up quarterbacks, it's nice
to relax with the great taste of

Lite Beer
BUBBA: You might say we've gone
from being heavy hitters to Lite

drinkers Right. Mr Butkus'^
MCK: Right, Mr Smith

1 1982 Miller Brewing Co , Milwaukee. Wis

O'Neill drops
out of race
for governor
BOSTON (AP) - Citing

financial problems, Lt. Gov.
Thomas P. O'Neill III

dropped out of the race for
the Democratic guber-
natorial nomination
yesterday but vowed he
would continue to challenge
the status quo and the
"power brokers" in

Massachusetts.

O'Neill's anticipated
announcement clears the
way for a rematch in the
September Democratic
primary between Gov.
Edward J. King and former
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.
The two men squared off in

the 1978 primary with King
claiming an upset victory.

"To those of you who
might ask, 'What took so
long,' I would answer that
despite limited resources
and low poll numbers, I

believed that I was the only
candidate talking issues and
about our future," O'Neill

told a news conference,
where about 100 campaign
workers heard their can-
didate speak for the last

time.

O'Neill said his proposals
on public education, tax
policy and civil service "are
supported by a good many
ordinary people who have
heard them and they are
opposed by many power
brokers who understand
them....The message I bring
is a complex one. It doesn't
lend itself to slogans, to 30-

second (press) interviews or
to simplistic statements, and
it is very different from the
status quo."

O'Neill. 37, had raised
only a fraction of the
campaign funds received by
King and Dukakis, despite
the efforts of his father.

U.S. House Speaker Thomas
P. "Tip" O'Neill Jr. The
fund raising did not pick up
after a televised debate
among the three candidates
in March.

"I think it was in the
minds of an awful lot of

people in this state that it

was always a twoman race,"

he said. "We would have had
to raise a lot more money to

change that."

O'Neill, who served as

lieutenant governor under
each of his opponents,
released his delegates to the
non binding May 22
Democratic state convention
and told them to vote for

whomever they choose.

He said he planned to

attend the convention and
fight a party rule that

prohibits candidates who do
not receive at least 15

percent of the convention
delegates from appearing on

' the primary ballot.

Collegian 9

_Jg]PITORIAL./OPINION
One solution

to the problem
Editor's note: This is in response to theMay 5 column "Iam puzzUd" written by Safid Rassir, co-Director ofRegional Schools in India.

Safid Rassir was perplexed by the apparent apathy
narcissicism and self-abuse that we, the youth of
America, displayed during his visit last weekend I

can only speak of my own feelings, but I sense that thev
are shared by many.
Mr. Rassir:

I love the loud music because it keeps me from thinking

Letters-

Q

>WgP RPR^/-7kg WALRUS SAIPri PKPtV StMPWH^K/'

Richard Cook

luestions on campus issues,

from a whisper to a scream
To the Editor:

latlf*'^^
^* ^^''*'"*' ''"®^*'°"^ P«°P'® have been asking

Why can our Chancellor bop down to the Southwest and^ave us with no Chancellor? MeanwhUe. why does
President Knapp merely shake his head and say that "You
just cannot expect a person who is at a fuUtime job to just
pick up and leave on the spur of the moment."?

•
Why do students complain about being bombarded with

'"r^*?i^L*'r?*^
^'^ pro-drug and pro-alcohol? Especially

when WZZZ. WSYL. WMUA. WFCR. and WAMH offer
noncommercial programming designed to be non-racist
non-sexist, non-profit, and non-offensive?
^yhy have certain occasions which have in the past been

major social events been turned into unpleasant farces
(i.e.. Spring concert. Halloween) at our University, while
other colleges and fraternities continually run amok?
Why can no CoUegian cartoonist speU the name of the J.

ueils Band correctly?

Rick Whitman
Southwest

SAP is working toward safety

not campus domination
To the Editor:

In response to Nicholas Katsoulis' letter. Internal
restrictions maintained through external policing (May 4)im amazed that anyone can have such a view of drunken
driving as Mr. Katsoulis expressed.

First of all. Mr. Katsoulis. I fail to see how students are
t)eing forced off campus to "sociaUze" as you put it The
University has no limit to the amount of alcohol or beer you
can bring mto a dorm, as long as it is not in the form of

F' >^ ^**" ®*^'"^ ^^" *^*"'^ ^'""'•^ *"^ socialize without
a keg.' True, kegs are cheaper and more convenient for
parties, but buying large quantities of alcohol at a package
store IS still chedper than drinking in a bar off campus. As
tar as the University's other party restrictions go. I have

yet to see them affect a party in a dorm.
And if you still feel forced off campus to socialize, why be

stupid and drive there when you know you're going out to
get drunk, or the possibility of getting drunk exists? There
are busses going into town and almost everywhere else
often enough, and if you try it once, you'll find a walk from
campus to town (or vice versa) really isn't that bad
You asked "what gives the town of Amherst the right to

dominate the student body?". I don't see how the creation
of a speed and alcohol patrol for the safety of everyone can
be considered domination of the student body. True most

!t^.o^^
"victims" are UMass students, but whos^ fault

IS that.' Students should try to find a solution to the
problem of drunk driving, but if someone is stupid enough
to drive while they are drunk, student or not. they deserve
whatever punishment or fine they get. (And they should
teel lucky that punishments are as lenient as they are')
There is absolutely no excuse for drunk driving, not even if
you re forced" off campus to drink. Remember, we are in
Amherst and are subject to whatever jurisdiction the town
sees fit if we break a law. ff you don't like the idea of being
under SAP's jurisdiction, then don't speed or drive drunk
and you won't have to worry about that.

It would be nice if the money collected by SAP could be
used for the University, (like a scholarship, for example)
but agam, if you don't want them to take your money, don't
give It to them by speeding or driving drunk. As far as I'm
concerned, if you do get caught driving drunk you deserve
to have your money taken by someone you don't want to
give it to.

Drunken driving is a serious problem that unfortunately
IS not being dealt with very strictly. And people trying to
make excuses for it are not helping any. You said at the
begmning of your letter that SAP has been extremely
effective m controling drunken drivers, and whether or not
the patrol was "incepted without question." that one
sUtement makes the rest of your letter pointless.

Nicholas de Ruiter

Amherst
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of the poor, the hungry, the crippled, the sick, the orphan-
ed, the wounded, and the dying. When the guitars are
screaming I no longer hear the cries of those who are suf-
fenng m the countless ghettos and battlefields of the
world. And then I don't feel the guilt of having a full beUy
and five good pairs of shoes, while your people go hungry
and your children go to school barefoot.

I love t» drink alcohol, because then I forget to be afraid

^^ ?u
'^® ^^*'''*^' ^« murders, and the rapists; the

police, the government and the atomic bombs. When we
were seven years old, they took us out of our school-rooms
down mto the basement of our school and taught us how tomde from the nuclear warheads that would soon raindown upon us. I can stUl remember crouching with my
head between my knees praying to God that He wouldn't
let it happen.
And then, when I was twelve, they told me God was

dead or maybe he just didn't care. God, Santa Glaus, and
the Easter Bunny - they were all fairy tales, childish
Ideas.

You, Mr. Rassir, rejoice in your children. All we can of-
fer our children is water poisoned by toxic waste, air foul-

bank^
'"^"^^"^ pollution, and a nation that is going

We have watched Hong Kong and Taiwan cut into our
textile and shoe industries. We are watching Japan steal
our electronics and auto market. We see the Arab nations
controlling the majority of the worid's oil.

Oh, but Mr. Rassir, we can make guns better than
anyone in the worid. We are the best at building jet
fighters and nuclear submarines. No one builds 'em better.
And that is what I will probably have to do, Mr. Rassir

Maybe I will get a job designing bigger and better tanks.
Maybe I will invent a harmless new device, and somebody
will turn It into a new killing machine.

If I don't do it Mr. Rassir, the person sitting next to mem my classes will. And we will keep on buUding weapons
as long as your governments keep buying from us. Weare
a two-faced nation who preaches peace while arming the

And that Mr Rassir, is why I smoke and try to escape
ft-om lif^ My father builds killing machines. My friends
ard neighbors build kUling machines. I live in a land of
killers. Then why shouldn't I destroy myself? Better I
should live a killer?

Mr. Rassir, when you open your university in India
please tell your students not to do what we have done'
Hunger is less painful than watching hunger with a fiili
belly. Teach your students to care first for each other
Poverty IS preferable to wealth derived from hatred and

-^ Va .^* ^^ °"® ^ sacrifice for peace. Life is only
beautifiil for those who can end their day knowing that

they have done something "good." Life has not been very
beautiful for me, but I will keep trying.

Now. leave me alone to smoke and drink amid the blar-mg music before the sadness destroys me.

Richard Cook is a UMass student.
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"Buffet .v^;^«.
at tfte

Top of tfte Campus O^estaurant

featuring a festive buffet

from 11:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

on Jviay 9th

$8,50 for MuLts

$4,95 for Children

under 12

'Mom will receive a

free flower

Murray T>, Lincoln

Campus Center

11th floor

The Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center

proudly announces the

GRAND OPENING
of the

HATCH CAFETERIA
Join us for the Ribbon Cutting Ceremony

on Monday, May 10, 1982

at 11:30 a.m.

at the Hatch Main Entrance

Coil now for reservations

at 549-6000 ext, 659

^a^r»

featuring

' frozen 'Daiquiris

* Speciaf !Menu Setecticns

* Two Txciting J^asfiion 'Themes

* 'Vcdidated 'Fariin^ in Campus Qarage
* 9^usica[Accompaniment ByJim 'Bianca

J^^' C^sualCbmer.

Jasfiion Series Scfieduk

"May 3rd 11:30-1:30

O^y Sth 5:00-7:30

"May 10th 11:30-1:30

"May 12th 5:00- 7:30

Sportswear / !Athktkwear

Sportswear / Athleticwear

'Women in "Business / "Preppie Look
"Women in "Business / "Preppie Look

MURRAY D. UNCOLN CAMPUS CENTER
«

Arts
•Collegian i;

Outdoors wrS Theater
Guild and Godspell
By ANDREW GORDON
Collegian Staff

"I think a tradition of outdoor produc
tions would be a good thing, for the
(University of Massachusetts Music
Theatre) Guild and for the students of
UMass" Scott Cunningham is quoted as
saying in Tuesday's Collegian and he
couldn't have been more right. Godspell
was performed Wednesday night (the
second of two nights) outside the Hampden
dining commons and was a huge success.
Over 1,000 enthusiastic students filled the
area while others were forced to watch
from the roof of the nearby Berkshire
Dining Commons.
Cunningham, who came up with the idea

to do Godspell outdoors, co directed (with
Bill CoUura) and co choreographed (with
Kathleen Marshall) the show and had to
start from scratch. Due to little money and
time to prepare, the production was not as
polished as, say. Pippin, being slightly
disorganized and improvised (as Godspell
should be performed) the show was
tremendously entertaining nevertheless.
The show is based on the Gospel ac

cording to St. Matthew and consists of
updated parables intermixed with musical
numbers. While the parable scenes
dragged a little (on Broadway as well. I felt)
the music numbers were fantastic. The

show opened with Collura and Cunningham
playmg Jesus and Judas, respectively, with
the latter singing "Prepare Ye the way of
the Lord" from the audience.
The first real highlight of the show came

when Kathleen Marshall sang "Day by
Day," the show's best-known song and a
guaranteed crowd pleaser. Marshall has a
be^autiful. if slightly soft, singing voice and
when backed by the dynamic ban, created a
powerful and overwhelming feeling.
SimUarly. Tami Dahbura singing "0 Bless
the I^rd my Soul" generated much ex-
citement.

After wine serving during intermission,
the second act opened with Christine Wong
smging a surprisingly good "The City of
Man." I've seen Wong in UMass shows
before but had no idea she was as talented
or had as beautiful a voice as she showed
here. "You are the Light" was the show's
best dance number and "We Beseech Thee"
displayed the talent of the cast as a whole.
The show's final scene, the crucifiction. was
entrancing and caused people to ignore
various external distractions (i.e. dropped
bottles and some idiot on a motorcycle).
The show was nicely updated, with

humorous references to the Southwest
towers, D.C. ladies and an analogy that
Hades is like being downstairs at the
Drake.

"It was fun," drummer Lloyd Henley said

njll ^ ,, , .
Collegitn photo by Rick Tr«h«n

BUI LoIIura as Jesus in a number from Wednesday night's production
of Godspell. Kathleen Marshall is pictured at right.

after the show, and it summed up the
general feeling of the evening. The in-
fectious good nature of the cast made for a

good time for all. It is strongly hoped that
this tradition of outdoor production will be
continued in the future.

Coming Attractions
Stephen Murphy 3

ALL THE NEWS THAT FITS... "...it is an extraordinary
social document about America. It deals with technology.
It deals with the concept of slavery — whether by chains or
by economics. It deals with the Catholic church. It deals
with power. It's very funny. And very brutal." So says
director John Landis about his new film project Mark
Twain's Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court. It
appears that Landis. after giving us some mild doses of
social criticism in The Blues Brothers and An American
Werewolf in London, is finally getting political The
Rolling Stones will be touring again this summer only this
time they'll be packing theaters rather than arenas. Hal
(Coming Home, Being There) Ashby has the directorial
reins. Footage is from shows in Phoenix and New Jersey.
It'll be in 70mm...Ashby 's next project is directing Gore
Vidal's Kalki. Mick Jagger. who bought the film rights to
the novel, plays the lead, that of a rock guru "who predicts
and precipitates worldwide holocaust, courfisy of the
Hindu god Siva." Alan [Midnight Express) Parker's
treatment of Pink Floyd's The WaU will also be out this
summer starring Bob Geldorf of the Boomtown Rats as the
neurotic rock star Pink Brian (Dressed To KiU, Carrie)
De Palma's next film is a remake of John Huston's classic
The Treasure of the Sierra Madre Yet another
Australian film, which is currently breaking all sorts of
attendance records down under, will be released here
shortly. Entitled The Road Warrior, a sequel to 1979s Mad
Max, the film concerns itself with a futuristic society of

ultraviolent motorcycle gangs. Max, played by GaUipoUs
Mel Gibson, is a vigilante keeping the streets safe while
trying to make sense out of his and the world's existen-
<^« Also from AustraUa wUl be a film adaptation of a
D.H. Lawrence story, Kangaroo, co-starring Bryan
(Breaker Morant) Brown and, in her first serious role
OUvia Newton-John Mary Tyler Moore, after her
stunning performance in Ordinary People, has two films in
the works. Prisoners and Finnegan Begin Again.
According to Playboy "the former concerns a housewife
whose volunteer work leads to an involvement with a
prisoner; the latter is about a woman who has an affair
with an older man" Walt Disney is .spending
$15,000,000 on an adaptation of Ray Bradbury's SomeMmy
Wicked This Way Comes. The film stars Jason Robards
and IS "a fantasy about a traveling carnival that brings
horror and misery to a small Midwestern town in the
thirties". ..further down the yellow brick road for Disney is

Return to Oz, not a sequel or a continuation of the 1939
classic but another tale altogether garnered from material
taken from L. Frank Baum's other Oz books...George
(Night and Dawn of the Dead) Romero's latest schlocker
will be out this summer. Entitled Creepshow, the film is a
series of short horror tales. Author Stephen King appears
in one segment as a dimwitted farmer who discovers the
truth contained within a meteorite which lands behind his
barn. I doubt it's anything pretty After Creepshow,
Romero is adapting King's The Stand Clint Ea.stwo«xl is

getting serious again. His latest. Firefox, will be out this
summer. Eastwood portrays an American pilot cyber
netically attuned to his plane. He has to fly a secret mission
to the Soviet Union and of course encounter plenty of
Eastwood violence. He also directed SAME AS IT
EVER WAS.

Photo rnurtmv Warner Bros.

Hi, I'm Clint. Flv me.

Meet Wez, the fiercest and most deadly of the Wasteland's marauding horde, in The Road War-
rior, due out soon.

To celebrate the arrival of the World Peace March in
Amherst there will be an evening of theatre, music and
poetry on the Amherst Commons from 4:00 to 900 p m
today. ^

The scheduled events are as follows:
4:00 Jazz by Spellbound
5:45 Guerilla Theatre
6:00 Introduction of the walkers, who will speak
about their efforts for world peace
6:30 Poetry reading, featuring the following
poets:

Robert Francis, Laurie Goldenson, Anne Halley
Libby Hubbard, Rev. Arnold Kenseth. Joseph
Langland, Henry Lyman, Medicine Story. Don
Ogden. Nina Payne, Andrew Salkey, Charles
Francis Carroll, Chase Twitchell and guests to be
announced

Refreshments will be served, bring food and candles
mmily and friends. The event is sponsored by the UMass
Peacemakers.

Often I feel like a Pure
Land monk beating a drum
Between the lines of ('hiucpo

And Japanese infantry in

World War II before the bomb.

Not that I've ever been gallant.
Only that I am now ready
To stand up and stop bullets

While I chant against the war.
We might even stop the bomb.

— Charles Francis Carroll and David Shakespeare
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leaky clean show
eeze in N. Hampt

SQUEEZE
Tuesday, May 4
John M. Green Hall
Smith Colleg^e, Northampton

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian Staff

Boy are these guys ever cute! I mean,
just check out their sharply trimmed hair,
warm pastel blazers, and neat skinny ties
- positively adorable. Even guitarist Chris
Difford whose got a neck like Mean Joe
Green looks pretty. New Wave Smithie
style, complete with preppy female
bouncers in virhite Lacoste pleading: "Like,
could you keep back...please?"

Despite a concert hall more ideally suited
for a Mostly Mozart festival (Come
on.. .ionic columns out front?). Squeeze suc-
ceeded in proving that you can still have a
little fun without getting your hands dirty.

With their infectious brand of succinct,
impeccably polished pop melodies, and
quirky off-the-wall lyrics. Squeeze
represents the cleanest crest of the British
new wave. In fact, that is the word for
Tuesday night's affair: clean...squeaky
d«an. Playing to a capacity crowd of
predominantly heavy-sighing females.
Squeeze cruised rather effortlessly,
perhaps even predictably, through a two-
hour set of tunes skimmed from their four
top-selling LPs as well as a song or two

from their up-coming Siveets jVom a
Stranger.

Squeeze is visually a stiff quintet. Sure,
there were lots of pretty lights and an occa-
sional song introduction, but other than
that, nada. Ditto for athletic spectacle.
Aside from the bodies undulating beneath
the stage, there was a real lack of
kineticism in Squeeze's performance. Miss-
ing were the madcap antics and giddy
showmanship of keyboardist Jools Holland,
who's been replaced by the talented though
more sedate Paul Carrack. Musically
though (I suppose that's what counts),
Squeeze puts out live as exquisitely as they
do on vinyl, generating a driving and ex-
ceedingly danceable variety of guitar-
infested pop tunes. Glen Tilbrook has a
gleeful vocal style immediately reminiscent
of Paul McCartney. In fact, the band's
overall musical sound and style has often
been compared with that of the late period
Beatles.

^

Calling Britain's Flock of Seagulls an
"opening act" is an outright understate-
ment. Bristling with raw, synthesized
power, these guys were wired from start to
finish. What an immense talent! They more
than made up for what Squeeze lacked in
audience rapport and sheer stage presence.
Squeeze is a reallyfun band and my only

regret was the lack of descent dancing
space. Now if Smith's Physical Plant could
only np out the first fifteen rows or wmmt
seats in John M. Green Hall and slap down
a nice wooden dance floor...

Read the other voice
in next Thursday's Collegian.

reat Spring Clothing
Chinese Shoes

Blouses - Skirts - Dresses

T- Shirts

Lots of Sale Jewelry I

Gifts - Cards - Posters I

/HCI^CANTILC
AMH£JrST CAIRtACC SHOft i

Op«n Daily 10 «m - 5:30 pm jf^H

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 263-6441

Almaden Mt. Wines $4.79/i.5 l
MolsonS beer. ale. erolden $3.25/6 pk
Old Milwaukee $3.69/i2 pk cans

Miller Lite »4.99/i2 pk can.

BudweiserbotUes or cans $9.99/oase
Gin & Vodka 80® $5.45/l

The Five College Symphony, conducted by Joel Rosenberg, eave asuperb performance Wednesday night at the Fine Arts Center. "Hie or-
chestra comprised of students from all five area colleges, gave an

Kespighi s Ancient Aira And Dances, Suite II.

Correction

um^ ^^P^ ^^^^ ^"*^^ ^" perform at the Orchard
Hill/Central area show on May 15, not the Tom Tracy/Linda
Cullum Band as was reported in yesterday's Live Wire col-
umn. Also, in case of rain, all area shows will be held in the Stu-
dent Union Ballroom beginning at noon.

^mc
HILTWILITE SHOW

THEATRES TIMES FOR TODAY ONLY

neouceo prices fob students « senior citizens with amc card

^mC HAMPSHIRE 4
MICHAEL CAINE
CHRISTOPHER REEVE
DYAN CANNON

DEATH
TRAP

84-7550 HAMPSHIRE MALL

H
Fri 6 Sat (6:00 9 $1.75>7:30-9:56

Sat mat at 2:00
Sun 1:00<3;X @ •V75)6.-0O«:30

A Science Fantasy
Adventure

I
Quest
FORFire

IF ONLY IT

COULD HAVE BEEN
FOREVER.

WILLIE AAiV\ES

Fri ft Sat(5:15 »1.75)7:30-9:56

Sat mat at 2:15

|=j Sun 1:30<3:45 @ $1.7S)6;00-a:30

JYoulI be glad

you came!

/=ri & Sat (5:15 « •1.75)7:46-10:15

Sat Mat at 2:15
Sun 1:15(3:46 ^ »1.75>6:1S<:46

Fri 6 S8t(5:30 ^ 11.75)7:46-10:15"

Sat Mat at 2:30
Sun 1:30(4:00 9 t1.75>e:16«:46

^^nmCWOUNTAIN FARMS 4E4-9153 MOUNTAIN FARMS MALI

come BOOH
lEGiMO U¥E$i

THING
Ffi & Sat (4:46 @ » 1.75)7:46-9:66

Sat Mat at 2:00

Sun 1:151(3:30 « •1.7»6.-0a«:30 wm

Funny. iMidcr.
triumphant...

ItM ramarliabto
•tory of a
Ofn winnaf.

see What
Ihear

Fri Er Sat(4:46 9 1.75)7:30-10:15
Sat mat at 2:15

Sun 1:00(3:46 9 •1.75)6:1M:46

The funniest cops
in America

RYAN O'NEAL
JOHN HURT

PARTHCRS

Fri Et Sat(5 00© 1.7517:46-10:15
Sat Mat at 2 16

Sun 1:00(3:46 @ 1.75)6:15-8:46

DLAKE EDWARDS'

JUUE ANDREWS
JAMES GAANER

Fri £r Sat(4:30 9 1.76)7:15-9:56
Sat Mat at 1:46

Sun 12:46<3:16 (^ 1.75)6:00-8:30

MIDMIgWTMOVifi MAPness
^mCHABPSMIRf 4

1 584-7550

Coma in coatuma and gat

60 off tickat prica

HEAWMETAf

R ZOMBIE

PG AIRPLANE
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Pastor called
*son of devir
by parishoners

WEYMOUTH (AP) _
Accused by some
parishoners of being the
"son of the devil," an
associate pastor at a con
servative Bapist church said
yesterday he hopes
Christian kindness will

settle the issue that has
divided members of the
church.

"I am a Christian. I have a
personal faith in Christ."
Lawrence Baskin, associate

pastor for Christian
education at the First

Baptist Church, said before
an evening meeting called to

settle the controversy
surrounding the 31 year-old
minister.

Baskin said the meeting
with his accusors was being
held "in a united effort to
heal our fellowship, to not
hurt those who have made
these charges."

According to Rev.
Douglas Auld, church
pastor, a small group of
dissidents say they have
heard directly from God that
his assistant is the "son of
the devil."

Auld, who described his

congregation as "hard shell,

old fashioned, Bible-
believing, conservative
Baptists," defended Baskin,
a Los Angeles native and a
former student of the
Denver Theological
Seminary.
"We're going to have ask

those who make this ac-

cusation to cease and
desist," said Auld. " These
people are hurting them-
selves. They're good people,
but they're a little mixed
up."

Baskin said the origin of
the accusation would be
made public after the
meeting in this bedroom
community south of Boston.

But Baskin, who refused
to name his accusors, did say
in a telephone interview,
"The origin of it is so har
miess it may even be a
disappointment to some
people... There are no
ethical or moral problems
here.

"I would .say there are
some real misun
derstandings between these
people and what they
believe I believe."

Baskin said he has the
support of the board of
deacons and the leadership
of the church. Thursday's
met'ting was called to permit
a discussion on the issue.

"It's really not a trial. My
'trial' (review by the church)
is over with," he said.
"There are some people who
are in disagreement with the
'acquittal."'

Baskin said the ac
cusations, which he said
have been brewing for the
past three years, has given
him unwanted notoriety.
"Of course it has been

difficult. If I didn't know my
.senior pastor was in support
of me or the board of
deacons was in support of
me, the best service I could
do is to leave ...," he said.

"I think it has hurt me in

some ways, he said. "I'm
embarrassed by the
recognition. To put it in

perspective, I think about
my Lord who faced similar

accusations... 'You cast out
demons by the son of
demons,' it was said against
him. The only reason that
I've been able to keep calm
is I see that God ... uses the
circumstancpiB of our lives to
make us moit: like .:ii sot;

He does this with all of his

people.

"
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_ HRST YEAR ^. ^^^^^
i'^J^c9!J!d£!SI!t!BUSH RENOVATEDTHREE
IU>ING$,WORKEDONA DAM,PAVEDA ROAD,

AND BUILTTWO CHOPPER PADS.
"Most of the engineers I grad-

uated with probably wound up as an
assistant engineer to somebody else.

Maybe doing the details tor someKxly
else's design or superxising some
small aspect of construction.

"But my first year as an
Engineer Lt., I've designed many oi
my own projects and supervised the
construction on even/thing from
baseball dugouts to the concrete work
on a dam. Earthmoving, grading, fill-

ing, paving, concrete work, masonry
-you name it, I've supervised it.

"Whether I stay in the
Army or go into civilian construction
work later, I've got experience that
some engineers won't have when
they're ^0!"

2nd Lt Frank Quackenbush majored in civil

engineering ,it the Universitvof Ari:ona and was
a member of Army ROTC

Army ROTC got Frank
Qu;n kenbush off to a gcKxi start m his

field It can do the same for you
whether you're a civil engineer or an
English major. Rir more information
stop by the Army RCTC office on
campus.

And begin your future as

an officer

Contact:

Captain Patrick Merryman
545-2321

•••••••••••••^»»^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

ARMY ROTC.

4-

4-

4-

4-

4>

4
4

Show mother
youve learned the
value of a dollar
this Mother's Day!

Qi

ii

Every time you blew your allowance

she'd say, "Money doesn't grow on
trees." And this Mother's Day,

Sunday,

May 9
she'll know you finoily got the mes-
sage when you give her jewelry like

this. Each is r'.ii in 14 karat gold

(except the rose in 14 karat gold

overlay), but doesn't cost an execu-

tive's salary. Yet, it's been carefully

polished and finished and reflects

the same quality standards found at

Zales. If she isn't happy with what
you've chosen within 90 days, we'll

return your money. And it doesn't

take mother to teach you the value

of that.

Cultured pearl

and diamond

pendant, $85

18-Inch "S"

neckchain,

$24.88

Rose

diamond pendant

$29.95 #1 Mom
pendant,

$39.95

The Diamond Store is all you need to knowf

Hampshire Mall, Hadley

ZALES CREDIT INCLUDINC "TO-DAY PLAN-SAME AS CASH" • M^tqCart » VISA « Amwkr^H Enir«. . C..*, iti.-^T!S^i7v^T^^
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REFLECTING ON THE SEMESTER - Michael We^^ZucKl'seZr
accounting major from Worcester enters the land of finals while keep-
ing an eye on his past semester.

SBuyone Muffin Breakfast
Ssandwich, get another

BURGER
SMuffin sandwich fn»e. KING

g Please present this coupon before ordering. Limit one coupon
per customer. Not to be used with other coupons or offers. Void

g where prohibited by law. This offer expires May 12, 1982.

Good only during breakfast hours. 7:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.

Good only at Rt. 9 Hadley, MA.

Friday, May 7. 1982

positions for thelll on^r''''*''**'^"^
^^^ '^' ^«"«^i"^

Typesetters - Proofreaders
C^amera/Paste-up Technicians

Ce^ntft^li^a^^^^^^^^^^ HS Campus
UMass undergraduate students

Applicants must be full-time

The Collegian is an equal oppmumty employer

Colle ^iaj2 i5

PARKING LOT SALEI

I

Close out on cleats • sneakers • running shoes

FENTON'S
ATHLETIC SUPPLIES

1377 Main Street, Amherst

I

«

«

• HOT-L WARREN •
^ ALL THE DEER%

'^ YOU CAN DRINK
""

(your choice ice cold domestic drafts)
vith this ad and college ID

South -ierfleld Center 665-8757
BAR DRINKS $1.00 ALWAYS

(J^.^vO^-

253-3973

^A
'0/ 'V?.

^9-
^.

Home of the Best Oldies

Juke Box in the Valley

Warehouse Sale
on Womens Summer

Clothing
Two Days Only - this week Fri & Sat

from 10 to 6

EASTERN HORIZONS
with six stores in the Northeast,
is opening one of its warehouses

to the public.
More Than 10,000 pieces of clothing

on sale.
Over 100 styles, all sizes and colors.

Blouses, shirts, skirts, pants,
halters, etc.

Located at
441 Pleasant St., Northampton

on Rte 5
Vz mile south of the center of town

**^ttl?S£lS''10GET INTOSHAPE THIS SUMMER.

If you have at least

two years of college left,

you can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and earn
approximately $600.

And ifyou qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2-

Year Program this fall and
receive up to $1 ,000 a year.

But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That's when you receive
an officer's commission.

So get your body in

shape (not to mention your
bank account).

Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.

_ ARMYROIC
BEAU.YOUCANBE.

m
'^ Contact:

Captain Patrick Merryman
> 545-2321

tf^^

rusty nail ruz^

FrI. May 7 Sat. May 8 Coming May 14

The Atlantics Neighborhoods
6654937>^Trii.mift«irt|

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is now accepting
applications for the following positions for the fall of 1982^

Associate Managring Editors Assoc. News Editor
Copy Editors Assoc. Executive Editor
Layout Technicians Assoc. Arts Editor

I;*^'"'*" Assoc. Women's Editor

"I'*" ^ _..
Assoc. Photo Editor (1)Training Coordinator Assoc. Production Manager

Asst. Photo Editors (4) Assoc. Sports Editor

rj!.??^*i'''"r
^"? information are available at the Collegian, 1 13 Camnus

The Collegian w on equal opportunity employer.

SOFLENS®
ENZYMAnC

24
Refill pockoge
contains no vkils
' 2 *eek suppiy

?4 cleoning

REFILLS

lllllllllllllllllllllllinilllllllllll

ourreg. lowpnce

now

4.59
While supply lasts. ..

iv

with this
coupon

g&MAiL

POST OFFICE

wSUB-STATION

COLLEGE
DWG
9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun. ^^m^^^^
4 MAIN STREET AMHERST. Ptione 253-2523

FRI. MAY 7 ThE FAbi^loiis
^^^ ^"^

iNk SpOTS
Featuring Joe Boatner

^^ilowsJJJ^5,0q^dv^.00 door

THURS. MA7lSiru;3^~73^^..„
Cornerstone, J. King Concrts

& Rock 102 Prescnt

The One & Only

CHUBDY CHECKER
2 shows 8-11

I

$9.00 Adv. $10.50 Door
Special Guest

Tickets - Belmont Spfid

coo « ' ^"^^^^st' Cornerstone
632 Page Blvd. SpfId 73fi-Ri^

r~~~-~™Ya]^ESTrL"G0fTi^^

yjCKTO>CASH /

i
i

e^BAKVICKW
COULD YOUR CAMPUS GROUP USE A QUICK $500-$1 000?YOUVE GOT THE TIME...WE'VE GOT THE PLAN!

'

Miller Brewing Company and our local distributor are
conducting an exciting six week contest on your campus
Your organization could qualify for one of the tfiree
$1000 00 or three $500 00 cash awards Winners will

-:^-— MID-POINT STANDINGS
TOP 6 GROUPS

be determined at the conclusion of the contest So
remember make your next pick up a IVIiller High Life
Lite or Lowenbrau Quality pays off in many ways" Con-
tact your local Miller Campus Rep for more details

1981 M.ller Brewing Cumpany Milwaukee Wl

Sigma Delta Tau. TrI Sigma. Alpha Chi Omega. Crabtree Dorm. Delta Zeta. Beta Kappa Phi

sL,.o™..«...o—o..M,.:»;f,r;'—r:rir^r^^^^^ ^^^ ^-^^^ or 549-3518
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BEER 0-rADIOVu
WINE

KEGS

LIQUORS

,/,

t

^is^

»* '«**l a:;

v'

«fe

. i^JSnti^

Seagrams $12.89
Beam $11.99

Skol Vodka $8.20

SkolGin $8.20

Roberto Rum $9.29

Almaden 1.5 l $3.99
Bonifato 1.5 l $2.99

Giacobazzi 3 l $6.95
Martini & Rossi Asti 7 5 mi $7.75

253-5595

10 a.m. till 1 p.m.

Moosehead $11 .95

Schlitz 12 pk c $4.00

Miller Lite i2pkc $4.25

Budweiser 12 oz. c $8.50

Dudw»is»rLit»i2ozc $8.50
Rolling Rock 12 pk c $3.95

not responsible for typographical errors

Friday, May 7 , 1982

DOONESBURY

(fQ C/iNPHO! piPNtimtYou rp
WeiL, 8RJN6 us THROU6H
S^fif TH/S?PIPNri?
DfiRNED..

by Garry Trudeau

iCollegjan \i

Bf^BAK OUTTfm LAST
CAN0FBe£R.H0N5Yi
THIS (MIS FOR. A
CBi£BMTfONf

ftCTUALVf. SIR,

UJHYP0N7l4e
HOLPOFFON

THAT?
/

Heu, NOI
Ue^RBHOME

UNDER THE INFLUENCE
<p3'7€^^e^<uC^ \

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margarel Farrar and Trude Jaffe

T u»(<;s Oik, 50 pRft. uitRt.

U»*^ COT SGv\imonova'U

by M. Joyce

ACROSS
1 Org of com-
posers, etc.

6 Olympian
10 Boat
14 Carried
15 Chilly symptom
16 Work on the

docks
17 Light source
19 A Wing

Prayer

20 Pen occupant
21 Regarding
22 Cater (to)

24 Leaf cutting
25 Gives as a verdict

26 Mouth part

29 Filling gear
30 Aspersions
31 Rural scene
34 Early hour
35 Skirt features
36 Board s partner
37 Certain office

chairs

40 Revealed
42 Rich men
43 Blurred
44 Furious
46 Black, in

Normandy
47 Kitchen process

W2 I ot Aiftln rimn Sya4Kal<

48 Tooth
49 Grant
52 Song lor a

Pavarolti

53 Edifies

56 Mortgage
57 Camino
58 Commerce
59 Endure
60 Saturates
61 More reliable

DOWN
1 Fundamentals
2 London district

3 Birds crop
4 Every year: Abbr.
5 Bookish ones
6 Fountain

offerings

7 Exchange fee

8 Woody herb
9 Laocoon's
nemeses

10 Calumny
11 Light source
12 Less common
13 Carries, In a way
18 Villa d'

23 Domini
24 Bern's river

25 Brownish colors
26 Greek letters

27 There ought to

be
28 Bright lights and

people
29 County events
31 Uniformed

freshman
32 Crude look
33 Nelson
35 Hard workers or

hitters

38 Different version
39 Abba
40 Comes down to

earth

41 Ending with cash
or sold

43 Bell sound
44 a fig a fig,

a spade a spade ":

circa 300 BC
45 Waterwheel

having buckets
46 Hard as
48 Commotion:

Slang
49 Plant part

50 French wave
51 Employer
54 Modern: Prefix

55 Musical syllable

THE UMASS ZONE
WOW^ LOOK% LIKE THe
CAt^PUS CENTER BARSEK
SHOP HAS BEEN REAL Busy,W

by Mark Rollins

1 2 3 4 5

1
6 7 a 9

1

10 11 12 13

14
15 iT"

"~

17
18

19
~~

20 21 ^H22 23
^^"™

n

I 25

;d 29

30 . 31
32 M

34

I 35 ->i 36
—

"

37 38 39 ^ 41
"'

'

—^H^H4?
43

44 4b
46

47 ^48 n 50 51

5i!

1

53 54 55
""^^

—
56 57

1
58

59
BO 61

WHAT HAPPENED? by Ethyl Octane

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE WEATHER
Today mostly sunny. High

60 to 70 near the shore and
70 to 80 inland. Fair tonight
followed by increasing
cloudiness western sections.
Low 50 to 55. Tomorrow
cloudy with a chance of
showers late in the day
west, increasing cloudiness
east. High in the 60s to mid
70s.

D.C. MENU

y^^-^.4

rjif^ •

SUMNER
LANGUAGE
INSTITUTE

ON THE CAMPUS OF HAMPSHIRE C OLLEGE
'-r - -rv "^ AMHERST. MASS.ACHUSETTS

STiiuVi^^x'^.v^'iiiS?^^^^ '^ A RELAXED &STIMULATING INTERNATIONAL ATMOSPHERE*
A unique program uirering 13 languages including English as a SecondLanguage which tocuses on developing oral language skills and cross-
cultural awareness. Our experienced, professional insiruciors use
modern, creaiive teaching methods. Class size: 4-8 students- S class
hours daily. All ESL teachers have Master's degrees in the Teaching of
English as a Second Language.

I^'^^'*
<^" KORKICN I ANCIACKS

JuneI4-July9$400 lunc 21 -luly 16 $400
-July 19-Aug 27 $6(X) Aug 2-Aug 27 $400

Residential: $75/wk-single room; $57.50/uk lull meal plan (optional)
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE, ARABIC MANDARIN
CHINESE, FRENCH, GERMAN, MODERN GREEK HEBREW
ITALIAN, JAPANESE, PORTLIGUESE, RUSSIAN, SPANISH.

'

new Engknd Umguoge tafti^
25 Main Street. Northampton. MA 01060; (413)584-3956

Remember...

When patronzing
our advertisers,

make sure to tell

them
that you saw
their ads
in the Collegian.

LUNCH

Fishhurger on Roll/

Tartar Sauce
Turkey Divan

DINNER

Savory Beef Strudel/

Mushroom Sauce
Baked Cod with
Crumb Sauce

Eggs with Sharp Chesse
Cold Plate

BASICS LUNCH

Herbed Soybean Casserole
|

Turkey Divan

BASICS DINNER

Cheese Spinach Strudel
Baked Cod with
Crumb Sauce

Eggs with Sharp Cheese
Cold Plate

BfaS

—

every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

CABLE/VIDEO
flfej UVC & GPC ^
^^m Daily Programming Schedule %

Summerscomin' Video

10:30 - 11:45 Rockworld - New
Rockin' Vid

11:45- 1:00 Blondie and
What?? Blon
Meatloaf Ag
coui.jsy 'A
tions)

1:00- 2:00 Jimi Plays

Wailin' in S

latloaf —
and
?? (Joke

Produc-

ley -
ly Califor-
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 845 3 45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDIO
Sonlcally Superior Audio. The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720

ATTENTION
FRUSTRATED GUITARIST

Robin Trower, Police style guitarist
wanted for competent trio fornnat call if

you can be expressive, fill in spaces and not
be overstated the equipment has to be up
to par to pull this stuff off, pedals and
amplification is crucial call Mike Riff
256-6454 or Peter 586-5116

AUDIO

Stereo Equilizer -Soundcraftsman, 10
bands/channel. Exc. cond. must sell $125
or BO Eric 6-7 pm 549-2715

Philips Reel to Reel Tape Deck 450 new
asking 225 Steve 253-3470 or 549-5403

AUTO FOR SALE

JS^*^?^ ^^ * *P«««^ 60000 miles $700
253-3894

^^. ''£[1 Galaxie 500 AM/FM stereo
radials $900 call Ken after 8:00 546-9381
1974 Chevy Impala good cond. runs great
no work needed $850 Kevin 665-4362

73 Pontiac Catalina good condition
radials, AM/FM radio $800 253-2808
1975 Subaru DL auto trans 30 mpg exc
cond $1700 or BO 665-4468 after 7-^ PM
ask for Scott

1970 Plymouth Satellite good condition
must sell now $500 or BO 549-5650
78 Fairmont good cond. silver $3100
584-7258

1976 Lancia Beta need money must sell
call Barbara 253-5183

California Vega no rust new parts stereo
1500 or BO 256-8079 Gerry

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

CAPE COD RENTAL
Females wanted for West Yarmouth sum-
mer rental. Carey 549-5958

CLASS II DRIVER

UMass Recycling Project needs a part
time flex-schedule driver. Start ASAP.
Responsible for regular deliveries & vehicle
maintenance. Contact Paul Layton
546-0618 or Rm 306 SUB

COLONIAL VILLAGE

One bedroom, swimming pool, bus rt, 1 5
mile from campus, cable, summer with fall
option, inexpensive 256-0768

COMPULSIVE EATERS
Tired of losing and regaining weight?
women's group forming to explore issues
around eating, body image, and weight
control. 10 sessons beginning June 2nd
Wednesdays 7-9:30 pm Psychological Ser-
vices Center 545-0041

2 FER DEAL

Pay for June July rent get Aug Free!
Summer sublet 2 bdrm Southwood Apt
(part furn) 1 bdrm fall opt tennis pool cable
garden plots avail on bus rte between 5-7
256-8427

FOR RENT

Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 %
baths, carpeting, pool, tennis courts
253-5759

Summer sublet with fall option Puffton
Village 2 bedroom 2 bath $160 ea bedroom
utilities inci call 549-1586 John available
June

Hyannis - Room available in house for one
or two women for summer call 549-1813

Summer sublet with fail option starting
June 2 bedroom Southwood 253-5109

2-3 br apt In N'ton Lvgrm, sun porch, Ig
kitchen. Residential neighborhood. $435
mo. plus utilities. Call 584-3397

2 bdrm Southwood Apt. available now
(or summer) Fall option. Linda 256-0166.
Eves: 253-3111 or 253-76 1''

Southwood 2 bedroom $310 plus utilities

available June 1st fall option starting Sept
1st Don't take chance on waiting list!

256-8630

Colonial Village two bedroom $280. lease
starts June 1 fall option 253-3169

Sunderland large 2 bedroom apts
available, June 1, fall option, on bus route,
$285 per mo plus utilities call Don or Eric
665-4101 after 4

Summer sublet fall option 2 bedroom
Southwood townhouse call 253-5448,
evenings

1 bdrm apart Squire Village Sunderland
available June 1 Days; 665-2713 eves:
665-4368

Room in Echo Hill for responsible female.
Low rent in exchange for sitting 9 yr old 1

1

pm - 7 am part of summer. Fall option
323-6562

FOR SALE

Concept 1 sneakers Hi-Leathers $26 Lo-
Leathers $24 Suede $22 call Mike 549-1233

5 cubic ft frig perfect condition $150 call

546-4595

1973 Capri four speed, six cylinder - ex-
cellent runniing condition. Great gas
mileage, asking $1400 or BO call 253-3054

Used records for sale. Heads, Blondie,
Police, Jam, U2, Stranglers, etc call

Lawrence 253-9747

Univox Electric Piano in mint condition.
Also Fender deluxe reverb amplifier. Call
Dave 546-9619

Bed, dresser, couch cheap 253-7224

Seiko Divers Watch rated 600m retails for
$500 will sell for $300 or BO watch brand
new w/ful! warranty call Linda 6-8547

For Sale 1974 slant 6 Dodge van fully in-

sulated and panelled great for cross country
$1800 256-8671

Guitar Yamaha FG-160. Hard case, ac-
cessories. Good condition. $200. Alan
253-2842

Sterling Silver Jewelry - chains,
bracelets, anklets and charms, Thursday
and Friday from 12:30 to 5:00 see Paul
Campi

Roland CR-78 compu-rhythm, mini-moog;
excellent condition, reasonable 253-7770

FOUND
White Stetson cowboy hat vicinity Fear-
ing Street Tuesday morning 256-017

^Z~~~ FREE RENT

Live at Northwood Apts one month free
over the summer with fall option call now
-glad to hear from any and all call evenings
665-7181 **

FURNITURE FOR SALE

We've got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go. Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

GREAT AMERICAN RIP-OFF

Beat the soaring cost of jet airfares with
low cost flights to Europe, Israel, Africa and
the Far East. If interested write or call
Adventures in Travel 4602 New Utrecht
Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 11219
212-633-3800

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for

Sr^Ls^^
^'^ delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED
The Collegian Business Dept. is accep-
ting applications now for position of Assis-
tant Business Manager and the position of
Business Manager. Applicants need be
University students with considerable
business experience. Please apply at 113
Campus Center. The Collegian is an equal
opportunity employer

Live in Havvaiil Employment oppor-
tunities, affordable housing and recreation
information. Send $2.00 Hawaii Consumer
Research 521 Hahaione St., Suite #96
Honolulu, Hawaii 96825

Hiring summer staff, counselors
specialists. Room and board plus salary'
send resume and inquiries to Box 441
Amherst Ma or call 367 2643

INSTRUCTION

Amherst Sunday School needs qualified
teachers for History and Hebrew classes
Fall 1982 call 549-0223 for application

LIVE AT PUFFERS POND
Beautiful 1 bedrom w/porch utilities in-
cluded hear the river at night, sunny fall op-
tion $ negotiable call evenings late 549-6195

losf
Thin amall calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Pleasel Call

Help I I lost my books they were in a blue
bag on the Campus Pond for Friday's con-
cert 4/30 everything I own to pass was in

them. REWARD no questions asked call

Doug 6-6572 keep trying

Wallet with large sum of money missing
from Hatch at noon May 3rd. Handicapped
foreign visitor needs money returned for
flight back to Europe. Reward - no ques-
tions asked 253-7139

Keys on leather strap at pond on Sat will
identify, please 253-5165

Sentimental value white gold necklace
lost in Boyden Gym cross with diamond
chip REWARD 549-6872 Ellen

MOTORCYCLES
1970 Honda 360cc engine in good condi-
tion best offer John tel. 253-3894

1979 KZ400 Kawasaki $750. or BO Paul
367-2485 need money lll

76 Kawasaki 176 good cond runs well Bob
6-8779

Kaw K2 440 brand new! $1100 Mark
25616228

MOVING SERVICES

Fast, dependable service. Local or within
50 miles. Reasonable rates. Call 549-3568

NICE APT - CHEAP
Two-bedroom Brittany Manor summer
sublet. Partly furnished, carpeted
$390/month, fall option 253-5015

PERSONALS

Hey! Did you do it yet? Fill out those
course and teacher evaluations! Send them
back to Academic Affairs, 420 Student
Union Building by June 1.

Pi Kappa Alpha summer room rentals
reasonable rates call 5-2150, 5-0047
Kitten - Why? Because you love me! Get
psyched for forma! - Love, Beany II

Warning to all little girls: Never accept
candy from any guy in Alpha Phi Omega.
You'll be sorry!

Beth: I remember we met one year ago,
thinking of you. Love Steve

Hey Cutie, Thanks for a great six months
Love ya, your baby

To S.U.K. Happy Birthday and Congrats on
finally becoming legal! Love, Chew
Broadway Medley Naiads synchronized
swim show. May 5-8 7:30 NOPE pool
Students $1.00 others $1.50

FREE I A tan and white, short-haired puppy
needs a good home. Call John 253-9074

Yes, just when you thought it was safe to
have a casual beer at the Bluw Wall. .

. Statik & the Klingz

Afro Tied to you through not only emotion
but friendship. Looking fonA^ard to a
miserable summer MGB
Seniors: Open up an account at the UMass
Student Federal Cradit Union, and become
eligiable for low cost loans for life See
Elizabeth Hammann at USFCU for details
Come out. come out, wherever you are to-
day is Gay & Lesbian May Day see our table
on the concourse

Eckankar - a way of life PO Box 283
Amherst 01004

Dear Annie You are the wildest sister I

have ever known, I hope I get to know you
better this summer. Stay wild. Love your
little sister Adrianne

.PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Dissertations, papers, resumes. IBM
selectric. Scientific. Bilinqual-
english/Spanish 256-6957

RAYBANS
Rayban metal Sunglasses for sale save
$15.00 or more off retail prices call Bruce at

5JJ-9711
or Neil at 546-9613 or Andy at

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to Washington, DC area
Thursday, May 7 or Friday May 8 Return
Sunday or Monday Lisa 253-7881

ROOM AVAILABLg
^°°"* '" Chffside for lease fall option
9100 includes all available June 1st contact
Dave SU411leave message will contact

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

Female roommate wanted for
Southwood townhouse for fall 256-8868
keep tryir>fl

Summer/fall option 1 or 2 males, furnish-
f?^fPa^^n^«nt in Colonial Village
$100/month call David 256-8402

1 or 2 roommatesTi^l^ded to share apart-^nt^in Brit Man starting in fall Call

Amherst Apt bedroom to share $115/mo
June-Aug 5 min to campus 256-0415
2 women wanted to share room in
Riverglade Summer and fall $95 each
Available June 1 Dell 256-0786 eves
Female roommate wanted to share large
master bedroom in Puffton for summer $50
month 549-1703

Wanted - roommate(s) to share a 2 bdrm
apt this summer in Southwood $180 a
month - includes everything call soon
6-6606 or 6-6597

Brandywine 2 females needed to share
room starting Sept call 549-1813

Roommate(s) wanted for fall to share
large 2 bdrm townhouse in Sunderland bus
rte, pool, summer also available but not nee
666-3914 eve

2 roommates to share 1 room fall Brit-
tany 256-6205

Room for one or two females Riverglade
150-t- 253-7224 summer fall option
Lg basement bedroom in Riverglade IX
includes heat electric summer with fall op-
tion Kathy 546-8471 or Juanita 549-4035
Roommates wanted in Brittany Manor
for fall $112 monthly call Sue 253-5920
One bedroom in two bedroom house call
any time 665-4621

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION
beginning June or July. 2 females to share
bedroom Southwood 256-8379

Roommate wanted for Brandywine call
Paul 6-7546

ROOMMATE WANTED
AREA

MARLBORO

Female grad looking to share apt for June
1st 665-3065

SERVICES

Typing 4c a line. Some ovemite service
call 549-4595

SOUTHWEST DAZE

Southwest Days are Here! Women's
Center Health Fair on the Hampden Con-
course from 11 to 4, Softball Tournamnet,
Fashion Show "Women of Color" Hamp-
den Southside at 8:00 pm. Play - "The
Chicago Conspiracy; Six Months in a Neon
Oven" - Hampden Theater

STUDENT HOUSING
Seeking a clean, wholesome, interna-
tional Christian living environment? We are
receiving applications for a 30-room co-ed
facility just off campus. Doubles. Stop in

the office, Amherst Baptist Church, 434 N.
F*leasant, Tues-Fri 9 am - 1

SUMMER HIRING

Applications now being accepted for
full time summer employment for the
course and teacher evaluation guide. Apply
420 Student Union Building. Deadline May
12. 1962

SUMMER SUBLET

2 min to campus £r town 4 bedroom $425
549-0546

Furnished 2 bedroom apt laundry, pool,
tennis. Hot water incl. Brittany Manor price
negotiable call preferably after 1 1 253-2408

Brittany manor completely furnished rent
negotiable June 1 - Sept 1 253-2214

Rve bedroom spacious ranch house N.
Amherst country setting bordering conser-
vation area summer sublet 540 month ask
Chip 546-0487 days

Summer sublet w/fall option in 2
bedroom Colon Vill pool. 270 -»- call eves
253-7313

2 bedroom apt in Rolling Green util inc
price neg furn good view 546-9824 anytime

3 bedroom in townhouse Across from
bus stop price neg call 549-4156

5 room house fall option N Amherst on
bus line garden garage 549-4001

Two bdr Brittany Manor pool tennis
courts price negotiable for summer only
beg June 1 253-770S

One room efficiency N. Amherst $150.00
utilities included non smoker Ann 49-4036

Rolling Green 2 bedroom summer sublet
AC, utilities included, pool 253-2247

2 bedroom Townehouse, furnished AC
cheap call 549-2694 or 549-6870

Summer sublet/fall option. One
bedroom townehouse in Southwood.
Possibly furnished. Rent nego call 256^8673
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Continued from page 20

Pickett said. "I'm happy with the way the
new guys have progressed this spring
though, and they will be ready in the 1.•>.!]'

The Munuteman offensive backfield is
one aspect of the UM game plan with a
proven track record and Pickett said it
will be even better this year.

"Rich Jenkins has come on sLrong at
tailback this spring and should see a lot of
playing time next faU," Pickett said.

Jenkins, who saw spot duty last season
as an effective backup to Ali-American
Garry Pearson last year, should provide a
good one-two offensive punch when
combined with Pearson in the
Massachusetts offensive attack.

Also returning to the Minuteman of-
fense along with Gordon, Pearson and
Murray will be junior All-Yankee Con-
ference guard Scott LaFond.

.Collegian 19

Pickett said sophomore Gary Freker
has shown much improvement this spring
and has made a strong bid for a starting
role at that postion.
The Minuteman Quarterback Derby Ls

still a close race, according to Pickett,
with two juniors vying for the starting
slot. Dean Pecevich and Barrett McGrath
both started portions of last season, with
1 ecevich at the helm the first three games
and McGrath coming in at long relief when

J

ecevich was injured against Dartmouth
Loliege.

"fMh Dean (Pecevich) and Barrett
(McGrath) have had exceUent springs"
I^icketl said.

*

So. when you trudge down to Boyden
!• lold tor your weekly fix of Gorilla fever
and find the place empty, do not d«>spair
Just keep walking a few hundred yards
south down to Alumni Stadium and check
out the Minuteman football preview.

Sports Notices

NAIADS, the University of
Massachusetts synchronized swimming
organization, will present "A Broadway
Medley" tonight and tomorrow night at
the NOPE pool beginning at 7:30 p.m. Ad-
mission is $1.00 for students, and $1.50
for everyone else.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian night Vaphics
department is now accepting applications for the following
positions for the fall of 1982:

Typesetters — Proofreaders
Camera/Paste-up Technicians

Applications and information are available at the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center. Application deadline is May 17, 1982. Applicants must be full-timeUMass undergraduate students.

The Collegian w an equal opportunity employer

IM Basketball Forfeit Fees: All In-
tramural basketball teams should pick up
their forfeit fees as soon as possible. If not
collected by the end of classes, the fees
will be used to purchase Intramural viquip-

ment.

ships, which will be held at Boston College
May 15.

*

The UMass women's lacrosse team will
be after its ninth win of the season Sun-
day when the Gazelles travel to Nor-
theastern University for an II a.m. match
against the lady Huskies. The Gazelles
will be notified of a possible berth in the
NCAA playoffs Sunday afternoon.

For the UMass women's golf team, this
weekend marks its season finale, when
the Minutewomen head to Oak Ridge for a
tri-match against Springfield College and
Mount Holyoke College Saturday.

WEEKEND SPORTS ROUNDUP: The
University of Massachusetts men's track
team will travel to Springfield College
tomorrow in an attempt to win its third
meet of the season. This meet is one week
prior to the New England Champion-

CORRECTION: In Wednesday's Col-
legian, we made a spelling error in the
name of UMass basketball coach Tom
McLaughlin's latest recruit. His name is
John Hemple, not Hempel. We regret the
error.

Also, the picture of Judy McCrone in
Thursday's Collegian was taken by Jim
Waldron.

South Amherst - 1 bdr in 2 bdr townhouse
pool AC avail 6/1 fall option 256-0624
w/fell option
256-8824

2 bdrm Southwood apts

Room in 5 bedroom house South
Amherst nice possible fall optbn 132 Wen-
dy 256-6336

Never wait for the bus. swimming pool.
Cheap living. Sunderiand 665-4982

Summer sublet Puffton three bedrooms
furnished rent negotiable call 549-451

1

One bedroom available in townhouse
apt N. Amherst excellent location fully fur-
nished Bob 549-1399

Puffton room available July, August,
non-smoker, fall option, $100.00 month

'

549-1421

Summer
bedrooms
Karen

Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom, pool,

c£' Ji2r'®'
available June 1 call 546-5029 or

546-5024

Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond
summer sublet cheap on bus route nights
Doug 549-1255

Partially funished apt w/fall option in
Sunderland on bus rte call after 8 665-4946
Summer sublet 2 or 3 bdrms in Puffton
apt rent negotiable call Dru 549-0127 or
Holly 546-8854

4 bedrm apt Swiss Village 147$ each
utilities included on bus route partly fur-
nished available June Ist with fall option!!!
256-6103

S. Amherst Apt 2 bdmi share rm $75/mo
Joane 253-5012

sublet with fall

Northampton call

option 4
584-3241,

3 bdrm house Sunderland bus stop
across street rent negotiable 665-235 1

Townhouse apartments 3 bedroom half
price 549-1006

2 bdrm apt in Brittany Manor w/fall option
$390 inciuoes hea r call 256-8244

Brandywine 2 bedrooms w/patio, pool,
AC, bus route June 1 - Aug 31 549-5127

Summer sublet Cheap! Subletting 72 of a
Southwood Apt call Steve C 253-5482

Rooms for rant on Main St Amherst can^k to campus everything incl call
256-6222

One bedroom available immediately in
South Amherst apartment summer and/or
fall option call 546-7028 Gaii

Summer sublet townhouse apt furnished
3 bedroom rent negotiable 546-9616 or

Convenient, furnished Amherst Center
apt walking distance to campus summer
only rent neg 256-8095

% large apartment N. Amherst furnished
if wanted, $100, June through August
female only 549-4123

Two bedroom comfortably furnished
Puffton Village rent negotiable call Yet
549-6249

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION

4 bdrm $147 per mo all util 253-7278

Sublet with fail option: 4 bedroom 1 V4

bath top floor, sliding glass door good con-
dition $147 per nrwnth call 256-6287

Brandywine 2 females to share room in 2
bedroom apt furn. $140 ea & eiec 549-0425

Squire Village 2 bedroom 2 bath pool^
fall option 665-3066

SUPER 8 MOVIE CAMERA
Super 8 Movie Camera taken from Col-
legian office on Monday, reward for Its
return no questions asked call Andy at the
Arts Desk 545-3500

Brandywine apts Summer sublet with
possible fall option. One male roommate to
l.ve in co-ed apt Si.lQ/month plus elec-
tricity. call 546^141
Southwood 1 bearoom in 2 bedroom
apartment includes spotlight 253-9235.

Townhouse 3 bedroom apt fully *urnished
rent negotiable cali 548-5968

Summer sublet 2 bdrirTsouthwood apt
rent negotiable call 253-9083

Best dea! yet. .2 bdrm Brandywine Apts
on bus route, pool, tennis. Summer sublet
July 1 - Aug 31st. rent negotiaole. call
546-7625 or 546-5026 (keep trying)

Brandywine - 2 bdrm, completelv furnish-
ed, pool, AV, avaiiaJune 1 - Auo 31
549-4181 "

Summer sublet/fall option Colonial
Village prefereably female call Sue
546-8143

Sublet 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom apt sum-
nf>er/fall option bus stop poo! big windows
$140.00 no light 256-6085

To sublet for summer 1 bedroom in
Southwood apt $85 -H call 253-2761

Brandywine 2 bedrooms furnished AC
pool rent negotiable 549-0425

Lge

Northwood Apt. 1 bdrm summer 120
telec. entire apt fall 12 bdrms) avail 6/1 call
Wendy/Mary 666-2253

1 bedroom apt Squire Village Fall option
Rent negotiable call 665-7589

Sublet Fall option furnished 2 bdr on bus
route rent negotiable call 665-2081

Cliffside Summer/fall option includes heat
& Utilities $30000 per month 665-3668.

Fantastic Location 5 minute walk to town
or campus summer sublet, 1 bedroom in 3
bedroom apartment garage, porches $135
256-0170

Squire Village large 2 bedroom
townhouse, summei sublet w/fall option
rent negotiable 665-7149

Rooms in 5 bedroom house bus route
CHEAP 256-6318 Anne or Laureen

Presidential Apts one bedroom star June
' ^atl option 548-5453

Puffton - summer sublet, fall optionTone
bedroom apartment, $250 00/month
utilities included, pool, bus, tennis, call
549-6414

Cheap Cliffside summer/fall option pool
courts, price negotiable call after teri
665-3392

Squire Village summer sublet fall opt. Lg.
2 bdrm apt pool porch pleasant 666-4813
Ibdrm aiffside 110/mo pool tennis bus
line 665-4232 fall option

Double room for two available in house
near Amherst Center. Possible fall option
Completely furnished 253-9403
3bdrm bs rte big yard, low rent on Main,
Amh 256-6611

Summer Sublet w/fall option Townhouse
Apts 2 Bedroom 548-5103 Hurry

4 bedroom apartment $147 per bedroom,
all utilities included. Fall option included call
253-7430 keep trying if no answer, call
545-3500 and leave a message for M.W.
with your name and number. We will sublet
entire apartment or separate rooms
2bedrooms in 4 bedroom apartment $147
each, includes all utilities Available June
first with possible fall option call Diane or
Pam at 256-6101 after 8 p.m.

traveT

VitI

SUMMER SUBLET IN BOSTON
Own rm in 4 bd apt 180 mo. incl utils, near
T. safe, call Phil or Maria 549-5050

SUMMER SUBLET-NEW YORK CITY

Quiet upper East side studio apt furnish-
ed sleeps 3 June-Aug $275 per month plus
utilities call 549-6346 after 8 pm

TO SUBLET

1 b( t^liffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
terms available immediately Paul or Bill

666^4391

Southwood Apt Summer sublet only 2
bdrm furnished with AC, pool, on bus route
rent negotiable call after S PM 3«a-7i7'^

2 bdrm townhouse Squire
available 6/1 fall option 665-4108

Available June 1 fall option Cliffside apt
1 Irg bedroom utilities pool rent negotiable
666-7966 after 9 pm
Puffton thraa badroom summer only will
negotiate hurry call 549-8322

Northampton 2 furnished bedrooms, near
downtown. Summer only, 115-f^ each
584-5143

Brandywine Juno 1 2 br furnished, AC.
pool, $290, 549-5331

Colonial Village 2 bedroom $250 start
June 1 fall option after 6 256-6947

Excallant Cond. 4 Bedrm apt w/extras.
Rent fOr summer sublet negotiable w/fall
option-call 256-8459

Summer Sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
Colonial Village busroute pool 253-2470

3 bedrooms available in beautiful house 2
minutes from Campus on Nutting Avo off
Fearing St. Summer Sublet Rent

negotiable 549-4902

Summer Sublet cool Cliffside Apt Pool all

utilites included Fall option B.O. over $150
665-2064

Presidential summer sublet 4 min to
Grad Twr $275 call 549-1700

Two single bedrooms fully furnished Puf-
fton summer sublet only 549-5487

To sublet 2 bedroom Presidential Vw mile
from campus negotiable 253-3176 256-0873

Brittany Mnr. Apt cheap! $220 mo air

cond, pool bus partly furn fall op avail
June 253-5339

SUMMER DREAM APT townhouse 3
bedroom, AC, on bus route cheap! call
546-9668, 546-9672

To Sublet furnished 3 room apt in Belcher-
town $135/month 323-5018

Inexpensive large one bedroom apt. Col-
onial Village summer sublet with fall option
253-9246

*^

Terrific June trip to Bermuda for $409 in-
cludes everything - for info ::all 256-6941

TYPING/EDITING

Efficient quick confidential 549-5727
lesumes cover letters, research papera

WANTED
"

Couple Seeks housing On Martha's
Vineyard for the sumnw! If you help us,
we'll arrange a reward or free housing in
our Amherst Apt for that period. Call Kevin
at 253-2785

WANTED TO BUY

Summer 3 rooms in modem house on bus
route 5 min walk to Amherst Center
130/month + 256-0039

1 bedroom apt Colonial Village $260 fur-
nished hot water inc available June 1 with
faH option 256-0895

ROOM IN HOUSE Sunny room in house
dose to Amherst Center heat and hot water
included Call Dave or Mark at 2S3-547S
FALL OPTION Room for summer sublet
with fall option. Cool spacious room. Pool
and tennis court rights. Across from bus
stop. Call Doug or Mike at 256-6670 nites
Two bedrooms in GORGEOUS
AMHERST HOUSE screened-porch pool
access bus route »146 253-561^

Spacious 3 bedroom. 1 H bath, duplex
A/C dishwasher, disposal, June 1-Aug 29
$250/month or best offer. 6-7423, 6-7430
6-7494, call anytime

6 bdrm house in Belchertown w/fall oo-
tion call 323-6029 house has 2 bathrms and
is^iocated on wooded lot pets are allowed

2 bedroom townhouse Squire Village
available June Ist w/fall option on bus
route 65-7923 rent negotiable

Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith!
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
~

Puffton/Brandywine furnished two
bedroom apartment summer only Jeff
546-9156 '

Female looking for someone who wants a
roommate at Cliffside for fall call Rhonda
666-7181

Pufton/Brandywine one bedroom June
Ist 617-632-3910 eves collact.

Nice people looking for 2-6 bdnns in est.
or vacation house or apt 6g-3963
Puffton 3 bdrm summer w/fall option Ron
or Keith 546-4669

Need Puffton three bedroom fall summer
f»egotiable 546-5891

WERE YOU AT BROWN'S
SEMI FORMAL 4/247

Puffton summer sublet 1 bedroom in a 3
bedroom apt pool AC tennis courts cable
only $100 per month call 546-7004 after 10

Then maybe you saw my brown tweed
elbow patched sport Jacket nrien's size
42 It had sentimental value. If you have any
info contact the brown HR at 6451 1 reward
if found no questions asked~~

COLLEGIAN

The Daily Collegian is accepting ap-
plications for the positk>ns of Adv.
Manager, Adv. Assistants and Ad
Representatives for Fall 82. The Collegian is
an equal opportunity emptoyer phone
545-3600
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LaVerdiere steal, pitching keys to victories

Mittwomen sweep BSC, ready for Adelphi

D1? A n-V rrrk mvvn^nr ,T .
(^»*«>»» photo by SvbbU LindhmlREADY TO THROW - University of MaBsachusetts Softball seconri

baseman Karen LaVerdiere gets ready to put out an approaching
Bridgewater State College baserunner during yesterday's
doubleheader at the lower NOPE field. LaVerdiere, one of three
seniors playing their final home games in the regular season, was a
crucial factor in the Minutewomen's sweep.

s • It rts
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Despite late-game rallies,

batters having rough time
WORCESTER - Even though the shot

at postseason play evaporated last weekend
with Rutgers University clinching the
division crown, the University of
Massachusetts baseball is not cashing in its
chips just yet.

Wednesday the Minuteman nine went
into the ninth inning down 4 1 to the
Crusaders of Holy Cross. A two run rally
brought them to 4 3 when HC hurlers Jim
Irzyk and Jim O'Connor each walked in a
run.

O'Connor settled down and got out of the
jam by retiring the side and penciUing in
Massachusetts' 19th loss of the season. The
Irzyk O'Connor combine held the
Munutemen to seven hits with UMs Brian
Fmnegan and co captain Warren McReddie
collecting a pair apiece.
The loss capped a two game, two day "o

fer for Massachusetts as the Minutemen
dropped an 8 6 decision to the University of
Connecticut at Storrs, Conn. Tuesday.
The Minutemen trailed 8 1 going into the

ninth, but a five run rally was abruptly
halted by a UM strike out with the base's
loaded.

Home runs by Kelly McDonald and Chris
Waszczuk highlighted the game for the
Mmutemen.
The double loss dropped the Minutemen to

11 19 1 on the season with five games
remaining.

Rutgers will vie for the Eastern Athletic
As.sociation title when it hosts the
University of West Virginia Saturday The
winner of this matchup will go on to theNCAA national playoffs via an automatic
postseason berth.

The Scarlet Knights clinched the division
championship by virtue of their splitting a
doubleheader with the University of Rhode
Island last Sunday in Kingston, R.I.
Massachusetts, in the midst of a five-game

losing streak, will wrap up its season next
week with five games in four da>s. Tuesday
they travel to Hanover. N.H. for a double
header with Dartmouth College
Wednesday the Minutemen host

crosstown rival Amherst College with the
University of New Hampshire coming to
Ixjrden Field Thurdsay.

- STEPHEN FREKER

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Senior Karen LaVerdiere stole home on
a passed ball in the bottom of the seventh
inning to give the University of
Massachusetts softball team a 1-0 win in
the first game of a doubleheader with
Bridgewater State. which the
Minutewomen swept, setting up a pivotial
doubleheader with Adelphi University for a
NCAA playoff berth, tomorrow.

UMass which also won the second game
by a 5-1 score, had a more difficult time in

the opener. Bridgewater pitcher Chris
Ramsey did just enough to keep the
Minutewomen bats off the board.

Massachusetts left runners on second
and first three times, in the second, fourth
and sixth innings. However, pitcher Gina
Mantino kept the division II team score-
less, striking out six batters and retiring

the last seven who faced her.

In the bottom of the seventh, LaVerdiere
led off with a single to right field and mov-
ed to second on a Patty Masury bunt.
Masury made it to first, as the pitcher
couldn't find the handle on the ball.

After pinch-hitter Crista Jensen struck
out, a Tina Coffin bunt loaded the bases
when Bridgewater catcher Patti Venna at-

tempted to get LaVerdiere at third and
threw it into right field. Ramsay then let

the ball get away from her and LaVerdiere
sped home and beat the tag.

"I just went (for home)," said LaVer-
diere, "There is no time on a passed ball for
the coach to say anything. But if you
hesitate, forget it. You're out."

Mantino went the distance to raise her
record to 15-3.

In the second game, the Minutewomen
bats were reborn as the mittwomen made

things happen. Contrary to the first game.
In the third, UMass broke on top for two

runs. Debbie Pickett opened the frame with
the first of her two walks but was thrown
out at second on a Coffin bunt. Mary Ann
Lombardi then hit to the third bseman who
tried to get Coffin at second but the second
baseman dropped the ball.

Jackie Gaw came up next and blasted a
double into right field which sent Coffin
and Lombardi home.

UM added another in the fourth when
Bridgewater's Michelle Currie walked
Lombardi forcing in Masury with the bases
loaded.

Bridgewater moved within two with a
run in the fifth, but Massachusetts added
two more in the sixth to pad their lead.
After Masury was robbed of a hit to lead
off, Pickett lashed a shot to right and col-
lected a double. Coffin hit a single, which
moved Pickett to third and stole second a
few pitches later.

Gaw and Mantino hit consecutive singles
to score both Pickett and Coffin for the 5-1
score.

Patty Masury went the distance in the se-
cond game and pitched very well. The
freshman, who raised her record to 3-2, got
herself into several jams but pulled herself
out of them.

"Patty did a good job," said head coach
Elain Sortino. "She pitched with a lot of
poise and confidence today."

Yesterday was also senior day at the
lower NOPE field as Mantino, LaVerdiere,
and Fran Troy were honored before the
game.

With the sweept, the stage is now set.
Tomorrow, UMass travels to Garden City,
Long Island for two important game with
Adelphi University that will determine who
gets the NCAA playoff berth from the
East.

Garber's Gorillas start a critical two-game weekend
tonight when they travel to Syracuse to battle the 11th
ranked Orangemen in a 7:30 p.m. game under the lights.

Monday Massachusetts is off to Ithaca, N.Y. to face Cor-
nell University. The Big Red was ranked number four in
the nation in the latest USILA poll.

retmns
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

Do not presume that University of
Massachusetts sports junkies will suffer
withdrawal symptoms this weekend since
the Gorilla Express has relocated to the
environs of upstate New York for a four-
day lacrosse gala.

UM head football coach Bob Pickett has
assured the potentially sports-starved
minions there will be no lack of
Minuteman action when he puts his
charges through their paces in the annual
Spring Game Saturday at Alumni
Stadium.

The preseason pigskin party caps five
weeks of spring drills and gives
Minuteman starting hopefuls a chance to
knock heads in a game situation as well as
providing the Massachu.setts coaching
staff an opportunity to view and assess
the same.
The 2 p.m. intrasquad scrimmage

highlights a full day of activities as
Ma.ssachusetts football hosts the 21st
annual football clinic in concert with the
game.

Steve Sidwell, New England Patriots

linebacker coach and Don Miller, head
coach at Trinity College will be featured
speakers at the clinic whkh kicks off at
8:30 a.m.

Pickett is pleased with progress of this
year's drills which were postponed one
week due to adverse weather conditions.
"We got a late sUrt because of the

snow, but we've progressed as well as we
could have expected in the time we did
have to work out." Pickett said.

The coaching staff of the co-defending
Yankee Conference champions have their
work cut out for them this year in

reconstructing a graduation depleted
defensive team. Eight Minuteman
defensive starters will don black robes
May 30.

Pickett does have a good defensive
backfield nucleus to work with in All
Americans Dwayne Lopes and Grady
Fuller.

Lopes is a tri captain of this year's
product along with fullback Tom Murray
and second year captain Jerry Gordon.
"Defense was one facet of our game that

gave us some concern at the start of
spring practice, for obvious reasons."

Continved on page 19

JV Softball team ends season losing to Bridgewater
Bv ELLEN RICHARD .

^By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Mas.sachusetts junior varsity softball
team lost the last two games of the season to Bridgewater
State College yesterday. The J.V. minutewomen lost the
first game by a score of 7 5 and the second one by 7 3.

In the opener. UMass got on the board in the first in
ning. Martha Shea started the Minutewomen off with a
double, and Judy Kelly followed with a single. Lynn
Pekarski followed with another single to bring in the first
run.

In the fourth inning, UMass gained three more runs, and

ended its scoring in the fifth. After Diana Gendron walked
and was sacrificed Lo second, Hillary Mueller hit a single to
knock in the final run for UMass. However, that was not
enough, as Bridgewater took game one.

Bridgewater got on board first in the second game of the
doubleheader with two runs in the opening inning. UMass
got one of those runs back in their half of the first.

After a scoreless second inning, the Minutewomen
posted a couple of runs in the third. After Sue White
walked. Shea hit a blooper into short leftfield. After two
outs were made, KeUy hit to centerfield and Gendron got a
single to bring in the two runs.

Bridgewater matched the runs, however, in their half of

the fourth. A combination of singles, a double, and a triple
gave Bridgewater its three runs.
Two more runs were added for Bridgewater in the sixth

and the game ended at 7 3.

UMass J.V. coach Kathy Horrigan said of the two
clo.sing los.ses, "This is not an indication of h(>w we've
played all season. " The women closed the season with a
record of 5-6.

Special recognition goes to Tracy Killingley, an ex
change student from England, who played all season for
the Minutewomen before going back a couple weeks ago.
Killingley, who never had played softball before, played
shortstop for UMass.
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Higher ed officials converge
on UMass to discuss
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money issues with Regents
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Tuition, financial aid, and the allocation of
state monies to Massachusetts' 27 colleges
and universities wUl highlight discussions
today and tomorrow among the Board of
Regents, and those school's presidents and
trustees.

About 100 of the state's higher education
administrators are expected to attend the
meetings and seminars being conducted at
the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst, Neil Harrington, administrative
assistant to the chancellor of Higher
Education said Friday.
Aside from discussions focusing on

tuition, financial aid, and the budget
allocation process, the Regents will for-
mally introduce its draft of the long range
plan, Harrington said. The Regents' long
range plan, released last month, is man-
dated by law to define the roles of the
state's two year and four-year institutions.
A tour today of the UMass-campus has
been arranged for the Regents, president's
and trustees, by the Student Government
Association, SGA President Jim Murphy
said yesterday.

The presidents and trustees will tour the
campus by bus. Murphy said, and the
Regents will be divided into two groups
which will tour the residential areas, the
Campus Center, and various academic
buildings.

The Regents will also tour the offices of
several UMass Recognized Students

Organizations (RSO), including the Student
Center for Education Research and
Advocacy (SCERA), the Radical Student
Union, and the Massachusetts Daily
Collegian, Murphy said.

Eight UMass undergraduate students will
dme with the higher education ad-
ministrators tomorrow at the Top of the
Campus. Those students include Murphy,
Sharon Davies. speaker of the SGA senate-
Lisa Potter. SGA treasurer; Liz Hill, acting
attorney general; Barrington Henry
member of the ChanceUor's Search Com-
mittee; Sharon O'Brian. member of the
UMass chapter of Massachusetts Public
Interest Research Group (MASSPIRG);
Angela Brown. Nummo News' Afro-
American editor; and Siobhan Powers
chair of the SGA Finance Committee.
Kevin Bowe, our aide to Murphy and

former Collegian reporter assigned to the
Regents beat, said students should ap-
proach the Regents during their stay at
UMass.
"We hope to bridge the gap of miscon-

ceptions students and Regents have of each
other," Bowe said. "I think we'll see their
(the Regent's) color of open-mindedness."
The Regents will conclude their Amherst

visit with their regular monthly meeting to
be held at 2 p.m. on Tuesday. The meeting
IS scheduled for room 163 in the Campus
Center, and is open to aU members of the
UMass community. The Campus Center
auditorium has been reserved to ac-
comodate a potential large turnout for the
meeting.

INNOVATIVE KITE - Kathy Gagnon, a HoIyorre^irnlTi^pT-^s
her 16-8ail, 4-pyrannd kite yesterday afternoon at the Southwest play-ing fields. »^ "^

Confusion, disagreement
haunts UM Tower Library

Library hu b«en the scene of confuaion uid problem, aince ita cloaine
lartt years MgO,

By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is thefirst installment

of a five-part series examining the dosing
of the University of Massachusetts Tower
Library.

There is a great deal of disagreement
and confusion among state and University
officials surrounding the problems plagu-
ing the Tower Library at the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst.
Many of these officials seem unable to

agree exactly what the problem with the
Tower is and who is to blame for this pro-

blem.

The problems with the brick facade of
the library started almost immediately
after the building was opened in 1973.
Shortly after the dedication of the library,

the bricks that cover the face of the
library began "spalling." Spalling is the
chipping of the bricks due to pressure,
weather or abrasion.

Originally, the spalling was thought to

be caused by the settling of the building.

This settling often occurs in newly-built
structures, said H. Jackson Littlefield.

director of planning at UMass.
Littlefield said University officials kept

an eye on the library to see if the spalling

would stop, and eventually it did.

"We carefully watched the building,

and it (the spalling) didn't reoccur until

1979," he said.

However, in 1979, the spalling started

again, and Littlefield said this time they
knew it could not be attributed to settling.

"The root cause of the spalling original-

ly is not the same as the root cause of the
spalling now," he said.

At that time, Raymond H. Loomis, a
construction engineer and consultant for

the firm of Loomis and Loomis, Inc. of
Windsor, Conn, was inspecting the pro-

blems in the Campus Center Garage, and
the Physical Plant officials asked him to

look at the library.

In a report that was given to University
officials on September 4, 1979. Loomis
and Loomis, Inc. found the 10 shelves that
are spaced every 30 feet on the 300 foot
tower were "inadequate to support the
four-inch brick veneer." The design of the
shelves would allow them to hold 4,000
pounds of brick, but they were actually
supporting 6,000 pounds of brick.

In the report, Loomis wrote, "I believe
this condition is more severe than the
unstable parapets which fell and killed so
many persons in the great San Francisco
earthquake of 1906."

Littlefield said Loomis' findings
predicted the strong fK)ssibility of entire
sections of brick peeling off the facade of
the library.

Because of doubts concerning the
strength of the structure of the plaza that
surrounds the actual tower and housed
most of the library offices, the decision
was made to close the Tower Library
completely.

In a press conference on Septemlier 5,
1979, the day after L^K.nii:- and Loomis,'
Inc. released the report, the new UMass
chancellor. Henry Koffler, announceo the
closing of the library.

At that time. Koffler .said, "This is no
way to start the academic year."

University officials, along with the state
Division of ('apital Planning and Opera-
tions, which actually retained control over
the library and will continue to do so until
all of the problems are corrected, decided
to call in two other cori.sulting firms to
confirm the findings of Loomis and
Loomis.

Gilbert Small and Co. of Needham, and
John Agnoli of Kast LongmeaJow,
agreed with Loomis and I ,( (omis that the
tower should be closed utilil the problem
was corrected.

^»»»/^ 'i(>d on page 11
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Flareups in Falklands, Midecisi
British bombers
strafe Falklands
By The Associated Press - Britain shattered a four-day
mditary lull yesterday, bombing and strafing Argentine
mibtary targets on the Falkland Islands and attacking an
Argentine fishing boat.
An Argentine helicopter engaged in "air combat" was

South Atlantic islands. British Independent Television and
J|ress Association war correspondents reported. They said
the hehcopter was hit by a missile fired by a warship
There was no official confirmation of that report
Argentina said Britain launched a 50 minute aerial

assault on the Falklands in the first battle action reported
since Tuesday when Britain bombed both airfields on the
islands and an Argentine missUe wrecked the British

Wr^*"
Sheffield, stunning Britain with its first major

The British atUcks followed reports Argentina had
repaired the island's main airstrip in Stanley and its planeswere defying the British blockade to resupply an estimated
w.UUU Argentine troops.
There also were reports that a fuU-scale British invasion

of the islands seized by Argentina April 2. was imminent.
but the British Defense Ministry denied that.
"Warships from the task force slipped in close to the

shore to bombard Argentine military positions around
btanley. Press Association correspondent Peter Archer
reported m a censored dispatch from the aircraft carrier
Hermes. Press Association is the British domestic news
agency.

Nine hours after the Argentines reported that British
ships and aircraft attacked Stanley and nearby Darwin
Bntam said its carrier based Harrier jets attacked the
Argentme fishing boat Narwal, 66 miles off the islands

16 die in Israeli attack on Lebanon

SOUTH ATLANTIC WARFARE _ A RrHiai, „,„. u- i .i.
APu.erphoto

By The Assoaated Press - IsraeU jets pounded
Palestinian guerrUla bases along southern Lebanon's
Mediterranean coast yesterday and Lebanese officials said
at least 16 people were kiUed and 56 wounded. Palestinian
gunners retahated with artillery and rocket barrages into
northern Israeli, but Israel reported no casualties.

The explosion of violence marked the second Israeli
strike in less than three weeks and threatened an already
shaky cease-fire mediated by the United States last July.

In Beirut, the Palestine Liberation Organization and
Lebanon s state television said Israeli warplanes and
warships struck PLO targets along a 19- mile stretch of the
M^iterranean coast, including Damour. nine miles south
of Beirut, and the oil refining town of Zahrani. just south of
Sidon.

The Israeli military command in Tel Aviv named
Damour, Zahrani and Sidon as the towns atUcked. but

indicated only aircraft were involved.
Palestinian gunners fired some 100 shells across the

border mto Israel in their first massive barrage since the
cease-fire went into effect. The United States has sought
to calm tension between Israel and the PLO. fearing an
Israeli invasion of southern Lebanon could lead to a wider
war if Syria goes to the aid of the Palestinians.
US. sources in Tel Aviv said American Embassy of-

licials contacted Israeli authorities, but no details were
given. Israel has threatened a full-scale attack if
Palestinian forces cause bloodshed in Israel.
Ten people were killed and 40 wounded in air and naval

bombardment of PLO bases in southern Lebanon, said a
spokesman for the governor's office in Sidon. 20 miles
south of Beirut. A police spokesman in the Lebanese
capita .also quoting hospital officials, said another sixwere killed and 16 wounded in air strikes on inland and
coastal targets.
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Reagan returns to alma mater
EUREKA. 111. _ On the 50th an

niversary of his graduation. Ronald
"Dutch" Reagan returned yesterday to
Eureka College, the small campus where
"everything good that has happened to me"
began.

Reagan delivered the commencment
•peech at his alma mater. He also attended
the 50th reunion of the class of 1932.

In his commencement speech at the
Eureka. III., campus. Reagan challenged
the Soviet Union to join with the United
States in reducing their nuclear arsenals

and reassured Soviet President Leonid I
Brezhnev that "his government and his
people have nothing to fear from the United
States."

But he also used the speech to recall his
college days, saying he regretted that he
had not studied harder.

"I let football and other extracurricular
activities eat into my study time with the
result that my grade average was closer to
the C level required to maintain eligibility
than it was to straight A's." he said. "Even
now I wonder what I might have ac-
complished if I'd studied harder."

y<^^^^<?<^^i^ maynth -
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Reaganproposes arms reductions
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congress this

week will be Uking a close look at President
Reagan's proposal for sharp reductions in
U.S. and Soviet nuclear missile arsenals.

^•^ a commencement speech at Eureka
VAii.ege. Reagan yesterday proposed a new
U.S. Soviet arms limitations treaty, in

eluding a one third reduction in each
country's warheads. As a second step, he
Mid, the United Sutes will seek equal
ceilings on other elements of strategic

nuclear forces.

Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr
and Eugene V. Rostow. director of theArms Control and Disarmament Agency
were set to present details of the Reagan
plan to the Senate Foreign Relations
C>ommittee on Tuesday.

During two days of hearings, the Senate
panel also will be examining the grass-roots
movement for a U.S. Soviet freeze on
production of addit^nal nuclear weapons.
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Collegian 3St ^«'™ ^^^P^t stillplagued withproblemsBy SCOTT SACCO
Collegian Staff

EDITORS NOTE: This is the first in a
series offour articles examining the vacant
Tillson Farm Boiler Plant.

The building is a huge, blockish structure
built of steel, brick and glossy gray rec-
tangular panels. It is nestled in the woods, a
mile behind the University of
Massachusetts campus near the University
poultry farm, equestrian facility and saw
mill.

From Orchard Hill its tall smoke stack is
visible above the treetops to the east.
Two 500,000-gallon fuel tanks covered
with rust sit idly beside the building. It is

quiet. The building is silent and dark, its
stack belches no smoke, and there is no
evidence of human activity.

The Tillson Farm Boiler Plant was com-
pleted in 1974 by the state of Massachusetts
for UMass at the expense of $8.5 million and
it has been dormant since April. 1975.
Today, seven years later and with an

estimated additional $1.5 million added to
the construction cost for investigations and
repairs, the plant is still crippled and
destined for alternative uses; uses that
were never intended.

UMass and state officials are in the
planning stages of utilizing the TUlson
facility in a variety of ways, none of which
will help the University's old coal burning
plant to heat the campus next winter.
According to information taken from the

University archives, the plant was closed in

1975 due to a malfunction of the mile and
one half-long pipe line which connects the
plant to the campus heating system.
Apparently, certain joints along the pipe
line were unable to contain the high
pressure steam which was to pass through
the line on the way to campus.
UMass officials shut the plant after it had

been used on only a limited basis by the
University following the completion of
construction in May. 1974.

The plant was built to accomodate the
expanding population of the University
which rose from 10.000 students in the mid-
1960s, to an anticipated 25.000 students in

the early and mid-1970s.

The TUlson Plant was to replace the old
coal burning plant which was said to have
reached the end of its service life, and
which exceeded state and federal air

pollution standards. The new plant was to
ease the pollution problem by using clean
burning number six fuel oil in place of coal.

The TUlson Plant was capable of producing
525 pounds of steam pressure per hour,
compared with the old plant which could
only produce 420 pounds of steam pressure
per hour. It was to tap into the 25 mUes of
pipe already beneath the University, which
feed 175 buUdings on the 1.100 acre cam-
pus.

In 1969, the design contract for the plant
and pipe line was awarded to the Jackson
and Moreland Engineering Firm of Boston
for $600,000.

In February, 1971. The RUey Stoker
Corporation of Worcester was awarded the
boUer contract for $1.5 mUlion. In July,
1971. the Holyoke Valve and Hydrant Co!
received the tie line contract for $3 miUion.

In 1972 the construction contract for the
plant itself was given to the E.J. Pinney
Company Inc. of Springfield for 3.4 mUlion.

The University took over the plant in the
spring of 1974 for a prolonged testing
period. In July, 1974, Physical Plant
workers noticed that an excess of steam
was being emitted through manhole covers
along TUlson Farm Road and Eastman Lane
where the tie line ran.

In investigating the problem, workers
discovered two expansion joints, caUed
bellow joints, and constructed of ex-
pandable stainless steel, had been punc-
tured by the hot, high-pressured steam
which subsequently was escaping out of the
line through the manholes.
Following the initial discovery, 11 more

joints along the line were found to be
malfunctioning.

In the early spring of 1975, the state called
in engineers from the company which
designed the pipehne (Jackson and
Moreland) to conduct an investigation. The
engineers who did the survey filed a report
which stated, "there are only minor
problems with the pipe line." Following the
investigation the plant functioned on a
limited basis.

The University had no official respon-
sibility in the construction of the plant and
UMass officials informed the state. Bureau
of Building and Construction (BBC), that
the University was refusing to accept the
plant untU the tie line problem was fixed.

The BBC, which has since changed its

name to the Division of Capital Planning
and Operations (DCPO), in the wake of
state building contract scandals in the late
1970s, coordinated financing and con-
struction of most state-owned buildings.
NormaUy, the BBC turned over buUdings to
the state agency they were constructed for
when buUding regulations had been met.

Because UMass refused to accept the
plant, the BBC remained responsible for the
faciUty. In the spring of 1975. when the
steam line problem forced the plant to shut
down, a series of investigations were
begun.

The BBC hired the Charles T. Main
Engineering Firm of Boston to conduct an
investigation on the plant and pipe line.

The Main study was completed in 1977 and
its results were to lay the blame for the pipe
line malfunction on the designer of the plant
and tie line.

XT^XT n«Tv^n.r,w^»..^ _. C«llejri«n photo by Kevin FMhetti
NON-ENERGETIC - The Tillson Farm Boiler Plant has never effec-

tively worked at the University of Massachusetts to provide heat to dor-
mitories.

Benjamin Spock to speak
on politics and children
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

Famed chUdcare doctor and political
activist Benjamin Spock wUl speak at 8
p.m. Tuesday in the Student Union
Ballroom at the University of
Massachusetts.

Today. Spock will speak at 2:30 and 8
p.m. in Franklin Patterson Hall at
Hampshire College.

At UMass the subject of his address wUl
be "Human Welfare vs. Reagan's
Military" and at Hampshire College the
subject of his speech wUl be "A Political
Autobiography" and a talk on "Child
Development." Spock is expected to focus
his talks on his opposition to President
Ronald Reagan's proposed budget cuts
and the increasing mUitancy in the
government.

Spock is best known as the baby doctor
who revolutionized chUd rearing in
America and for his radical political ac-
tivity in the anti nuclear and anti-war
movements of the 1960's and early 1970's.

At age 79. Spock is in semi-retirement
from professional medical practice but he
continues his political fight for peace and
human welfare, most often on the topic of
the need for "radical political action " and
on child development. His current
campaigns are directed against Reagan's
domestic budget cuts who he claims with
one sweep of the pen intends to destroy
the social network which is so vital for
survival. He is also active in the field of
nutrition as a critic of funding cuts in the
public .school lunch program and is in-

volved with the Nestle Co. Boycott.

Continued on page 1
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Women's health resources
explored at Southwest fair
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By HELENE LEVY
Collegian Correspondent

The Southwest Women's Center spon-
sored a Women's Health Fair Friday in
conjuntion with Southwest week. The fair,

held outside of the Hampden Student
Center in Southwest was created to help
explore issues surrounding women's health.
Sue Ann PUiara, coordinator of the health

fair, said the purpose of the fair was to give
information to the public. Some of the
issues explored were; women and alcohol,
women and smoking, contraception,

sexuality, weight lifting, and battered
women. Different organizations present
provided pamphlets, books, and general
information about these issues.

Among the groups present were
representatives from the People's Market,
who provided information on nutrition and
Women Frye Books of Northampton,
Necessities, a battered women's shelter and
Nautilus. The Pioneer Valley Center for the
Healing Arts provided information on
holistic medicine.

Contihtted on page H
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^l?!"^**"" ^*"" shoplifting Police report beating, one arrestBy EDWARD L.BIRK On. f ,^,

CoUegian Staff P °' ^"^ employees said when he
confronted Morrison in the lobby, he was

An attempted shoplifting at the Student M "l^!."^
'"

^^V^'' ^^ Morrison and then

found only one subject. Grader said. The
officers returned to the circle minutes later
and found both suspects, and arrested them
after a store employee identified them,
Grader said.

The employee who was a.ssaulted said

the weekend. UMass police said.
Troy A. Morri.son. 18. and Jonathan K

Bynoe. 19. were arrested at the Campus
Center Cu-cle at about 9:30 p.m. Saturday
and charged with shoplifting and larceny.
UMass police Sgl. Grader said yesterday
Morrison was additionally charged with i

^"^P'^yee who was a.ssaulted said

assault and battery ZTn.JJlt'^t'.'' ^^^ "'^^^h^ ^^ "^^^^^^^ P""<^hed." He .saidassault and battery and Bynoe was ad
ditionally charged with being a minor in
possession of alcohol. Grader said.
A mini-store employee reported

receiving a complaint from a shopper that
two individuals were shoplifting items from
the store and placing them into duffel bags

he and the other two employees initially
requested the two suspects to merely
return the items and there would be "no
trouble." After the pair resisted and were
uncooperative he felt a sense of satisfaction
when they were caught, he said.

In unrelated action, an' estimated $40When employees confronted the subjects wnnh f

^'"^"' '" ^^^imated $40
inside the store, they both jWd overThe n " Jf'^'

""^ '^^'^" ^''«"' ^ ^a Mia
turnstyle and ned. Grader sa^r ^T/" ^^'•^'^'•y'"^" ^ ^^r between 2:55

ana o a.m.

The parents of a 13-year-old Village Park
youth reported Thursday evening that their

.son was beaten by two 14 year old

acquaintances, Amherst Police said. The
parents said their son fled following the
attack, through the woods on the east side
of Village Park, through a brook and to the
top of a 30 foot water tower.

Police said the situation between the
parents, their .son and the other two youths
has been "temporarily resolved."

A Springfield resident was arrested at
9:30 p.m. last Thursday on two outstanding
default warrants, police said.

Roger N. Ulmer, 25. was arrested after
first being observed by the officer, and
later turned over to Holyoke Police.

The Speed and Alcohol Patrol (SAP)
stopped 21 cars last Thursday night and
wrote 13 citations, most of which were for
speeding, police said.

Shortly after noon Thursday, the Bicycle
Collective reported to police that the
business had been broken into through arear wmdow and four boxes of tire patches
valued at $.50 were stolen, police .said

In an unrelated incident at l:18Thursday
afternoon, a resident of Southwood
Apartments reported that his 1979 silver
Mazda was stolen from outside his apar
tment, police said.

Oscar Mayer coldcuts and cheese valued
at $5..50 were reportedly shoplifted by aman out of Price Chopper supermarket at
1

:
16 p.m. last Thursday, police said
Police were told that the unidentified

man fled the store on foot when he was
approached by store security, police said
And police reported that early last

Priday morning they received a rash of
phone calls from area residents complaining
about several disturbances that apparently
stemmed from parties, police said

.

KEN LUNDBERG

TO

cA1S(T> 'HIS STcATT

01>l T'H'E

The Woman's Week
Thf Woman's Week is a local calendar of events (bru-o™!^ To place your event, contact the WomLToZirtr^t of tlwCn\Wg,m by Friday.

"^"iJepart-

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER (EWC)

hours are 10

A

.s"

^UNIVERSITY
MmSTORE^

TUE: Personal counseling walk-in
a.m.-noon.

Childcare hours are 7-10 p.m.
WED: Personal counseling walk-in hours are 5-7 p m

Childcare hours are 3:30-10 p.m.
THU: Childcare hours are 7-10 p.m.
FRI: Personal counseling waik-in hours are 10

a.m. -noon.

Childcare hours are 10 a.m.-noon.
Coping with Stress for Aid to 'Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) mothers support
group will meet from 10 a.m.-noon, sponsored bv
the Poor Women's Task Force at the EWC
The following is a list of ongoing programs and
services at the EWC: Network Forming - res-
pond to sexism and violence in local adver-
tisenients and displays; Assertiveness Support
and Training group; Survivors of Rape support
group; Career/Life Planning support group For
more information contact the EWC at 545-0883

'J
0-^C5» <tC^O-^3i9 ^Cy-'C^-^^r:^ «£^«)-.3i5> <i^c^^

The University Health Services'
SUMMER HEALTH PLAN 1982

If you stay in the
Amherst area
Are you planning to spend your summer
in the Amherst area and wondering if you
can receive routine medical care locally? If

you have these or other questions about
summer health coverage, read on!
Amherst, Hampshire, Mount Holyoke,
Smith and UMass students who will be iri

the Amherst Area for the summer may
purchase the prepaid basic health care
program provided at the University Health
Service for the period May 31st through
September 5th.

Students enrolled in the Summer Health
Plan are entitled to the same comprehen-
sive services available during the
academic year (see box). The Summer
Health Plan is $55 per student payable by
May 31st. A "late charge" of $15 is added
If the fee is paid during the month of
June. The deadline for late enrollment is
June 30th.

HOW TO ENROLL
Studets may enroll by paying the Univer-
sity Health Service cashier whose office is

located adjacent to the Pharmacy

SUMMER HEALTH BENEFITS
PLAN

• Unlimited University Health Service
physician and nurse practitioner visits.

• Consultation in pediatrics, general
surgery, ophthalmology, obstetrics and
gynecology.

• Laboratory-X-ray -Phyisical Therapy

• Nutrition Consultation.

• Allergy Shots and Immunizations.

• Medications -most with a $.50
co-payment.

• Mental Health-Counseling and pyscho-
therapy (individual, group, couples); 24
hour emergency services inpatient care
at University Health Service, and crisis
intervention.

• Dental-Initial exam (except X-ray),
care to relieve emergency pain, dental
education, routine care on a modified
dee-for-service basis.

• Eye Exams -with a $10 co payment.

^ ALL YOU

I

CAN EATI!

I Dinner Special |

j Mon W»d 5:00 - 9:00 ]

* Chicken Wings

\
* Homvmod* Soup

* French Dr^od

* Solod Dor ]

— only $0.95 I

I eot-up ot
I

Ithe hungry ui

^

I

G
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("olle|fi«n photo* by Michael Mariroljs

QUAD DAY — Music and sun enthusiasts were out in force Saturday
for the Quad Day concert festivities. Clockwise from right: The Tor-
nados were the first group to entertain the Quad Day crowd and the
"Crank-it-up" sax player provided some great tunes; Rachel and Dan
tip a few beers and enjoy the concert and the rays; Beth Wilkins (front)
got a front row seat and expresses her pleasure at the concert; the
'^Almost Amazing'* UMass jugglers exhibited their skills for the crowd
at the concert. Paul Belanger is at the right on a unicycle while George
Roberts waltzes around on a pair of stilts.

Campus Center/Student Union
Board of Governors

accepting applications for tlie

following coordinator positions:

University Store
Retail Services

Food Services
Space
Economic Development

Finance
Special Projects

Public Relations
Conference Services/

Accomodations
Display
Building Operations
Vendor Certification

Jobs begin Sept. 49d2
Most Jobs 10 hrs per week

AppllcQtIons QvollobJe in Campus Center 617
Deadline May 11, 1902, 4:00 PM

AffirrT)otlv» Actlon/Equol Opportunity Employer

2'Fbrr

www with coupon

REG 40c Ea 0'LT>
2'Pcrr

j

60c I

REG 40c Ea I

I

coupon valid thru 5/16/82

AT The

L.

Open 7:30 - 10.00 M-f
8:30 - 10 Sat - Sun MinI

Located in the j

^\ Student Union |

Store \
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Louis Foods makes the difference!
USDA CHOICE

Bottom Round
Roast

$

SLICED
BABY

Beef
Liver

SWIFTS
1-LB PKG

Premium
Franks

USDA CHOICE

USDA CHOICE

Shoulder Clod
London Broil

rFREEZER
SPECIAL USDA CHOICE WHOLE

Shoulder Clod
20-22 LB AVG

CUT&
PACKAGED
INTO STEAKS
& GROUND BEEF LB

I GEM
j

1-LB PKG

Chicken
Bologna

ARMOUR
1-LBPKG ^
Sliced V
Bacon

USDA CHOICE

LESS THAN 22% FAT

Ground Beef (^l^?)A ^7®^

Ground Beef Patties '1 Tb^

Rump$^29 Blade $529
Roast Cif LB Steak M lb

Save with the
Geisha Brand

GEISHA IN WATER j^ ^^^ -^ ^^
White $939
GEISHA SNOW
Crab
Meat CAN

tVE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

THOMAS'
English
Muffins

SWEET LIFE

ALL VAR.
EXCEPT
BLUE

CHEESE

WISHBONE; 8 OZBTL
Salad
Dressing

CANADA DRY REG. OR DIET

Barrel Head
Root Beer
SCOTT
Bath
Tissue 1000 SH

ROLL

^1

59
99
39

19

2 LT
BTL

CONTADINA

Tomato
Puree ''°'

TRY OUR OWN FRESH SQUEEZED
ORANGE JUICE 100% PURE
GREAT TASTING AND NUTRITIOUS

FINE FOODS
76 N. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST. MASS.

Save money
& S & H Green
Stamps at

Louis Foods

Specials
Valid

May 10-15

NOT RESHONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

Frozen Foods & Dairv
^' LIVELY ^ ^^ -1^ ^^ ^

$J39
$J[69

Scott Towels
VALID MAY 10-15, 1982 AT LOUIS FOODS

PON|WITH THIS COUPON & A ^7.50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING COUPnw
I ... «i

'tei^^cigarettesjumitonepercustomer"
°^

I
"-""^^ JUMBO ROLL ^^^Vi*»l

I

Scott Towels ^9fAiD

LIGHT N' LIVELY

Ice ALL
BCSfl- FLAVORS
1*111K HALF GAL

NEW! SEALTEST

Polar
Bars pkJ

HOOD;24 0ZCONT ^u. -^ ^ ^m.
Family Value $^19
Cottage Cheese A
east COAST-ALL flavors jl.

Cultured $
Millc Kefir 3 ^8nt

''Danish
Cheese Festival*'
creamy plain or caraway

Havarti

REG
5329

$^792 LB

REG. ^3** LB ^ ^^ ^^ ^^
Blue $999
Cheese M LB

WITH THIS COUPON & A 7.50 PURCHASE EXCLUDINrcoTpTN"^
I LU

'^^"^^ CIGARETTES; LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER I

I "^^ CAMPBELL'S 16 OZ CAN V^V%«i^«-i !

- Pork & Beans FREE
,.__^J£,J^AY j0-15j^1982 AT^OUIS FOODS J
WITH THIS COUPON & A 7.50 PURCHASEEXcTumiJriTfMi'Dnr

ITEM & CIGARETTES; LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
"'^^^

Louis Foods Farm Fresh Produce

C®^

PRESWEETENEDALLFLAV ^Kool-aid ioqtcan

^^
^ALip MAY 10-15, 1982 AT LOUIS FOODS

loffj

CHIQUITAORDOLE

Bananas

29*
CELLO

Mushrooms

99^^^ fc^^12 0ZPKG
FRESH FLORIDA GREEN Q*>t NEW TEXAS YEUOW .» ,„ iV^^vLimes 6roR89^ Onions 3 b'a'g 79^

59*
59*

GRANNY SMITH ^ #V i^Apples LB 59'^
FRESH CUT ^ 0%^
Watermeron lbIo

NATIVE GROWN „^.^,.

Scallions'o'F'2"
NEW JERSEY GROWN
Lettuce boston h d

»^.<,«. . « :
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

Letters

Pressures accumulate in college and students must relax

Improvement of
the minority lot

doubtful in ^80's
Editors mte: This is thefirst in afivepaH series ofcolumn
amiyzirm the ecommiy, situatwn ofminoHties in the 1980'sTomorrow Dave McCarthy wiU discuss thefate ofmmonties
in the Reagan era; Wednesday, the social re^onsihilities ofgovermmnt; Thursday, an a^eruki forfuture enhancement
ofthe^mtwn ofmimrrUies; Friday, a report cardfor UMass- has Itfulfilled ite obligations to the Third World communi-
'y

Since the time of Franklin D. Roosevelt, America has
turned from laissez-faire economics to a system in
which government becomes the provider for the 'truiv

needy. A social safety net was laid to catch those without
viable means of support. This gradual turn from Capitalism
to a mixed economy has been accompanied by one of the
greatest standard of living increases in our nations history.

Dave McCarthy
To The Editor

I am furious. Safid Rassir has incredible gall to publicly
chastise our way of life in his recent editorial "I am puz-
zled" (May 5). As a visitor, he is unfamiliar with our
culture. Do we chastise him for his lifeways?
He said "We (the east Indians) pray to God in thanks for

giving us life and wonderous things like air and sun and
water and food and children." This is wonderful Mr.
Rassir. however, you complain of a shortage of food and
land in your country, but your people continue to over-
populate your country to ridiculous proportions. We do not
criticize your lack of birth control, and we respect the fact
that because you consider the cow sacred, many of your
people go hungry.
When describing the concert that he saw by the pond on

Saturday. Mr. Rassir wrote "Many students were smoking
and throwing waste and excreting on the pond and walking
aimlessly like the dogs." Mr. Rassir. in rural India where
do people go to the bathroom? Also, most of the waste I

saw being thrown was being thrown into garbage cans, and

anything else being thrown was probably a frisbee.
Finally, it is not very gracious to visit a country and
compare the people to dogs.
Mr. Rassir asks why the students at UMass are not

happy. The conclusion that he draws is not only a gross
generalization, but unless he had done a long term study of
UMass. and is closely acquainted with a large portion of
the population, he has a lot of nerve to comment on our
quality of life. When writing about a drunk student that he
encountered briefly, Mr. Rassir writes. "If he was con
cerned with the good of all men he would not be getting
drunk and listening to music so loud that he cannot think."
Being unfamiliar with American culture. Mr. Rassir cannot
understand that while acquiring an education so that one
can eventually benefit mankind, pressures accumulate,
and students must relax. This does not mean that we are
unhappy. Mr. Rassir. didnt you notice aU the smiles at the
concert?

Victoria Jones
Amherst

Don't wallow in guilt and narcotics - do something about it
To The Editor:

On April 1. the Collegian ran its April Fools' Day edition,
and it's not surprising that there was an article about The
Long Range Plan in which it was announced that Fine Arts
were being totally eliminated from the curriculum. Very
funny in a tragic way. since, like most practical jokes,
there was a certain truth behind it. For in fact a number of
majors and programs would be eliminated under The Long
Range Plan: 1) Comparative Literature; 2) Communication
Studies; 3) Fashion Marketing; 4) Physical Education; and
5) Public Health. In addition to these majors, a large
number of faculty would be dismissed in other areas such
as the School of Education.
Among the programs to be terminated is the Inquiry
Program (LP.) with which I am most aware since I am an
LP. student. The evaluation of the LP. in The Long Range
Plan claims that it lacks "intellectual substance." Yet my
experience in two years with the LP. has been exactly the
opposite: the 100 level courses there have been as
demanding, if not more demanding than my upper level
courses in other departments. On the basis of what I know
to be a program of solid intellectual substance, I challenge
the substance of The Long Range Plan. To put people out
of work on the grounds of questionable judgement is

.gravely irresponsible.

Furthermore, I find it equally strange that the plan, on
one hand, justifies these cuts because of budget con-
straints, then, on the other hand, proposes increased

spending in such areas as Business, Computer Science, and
Electrical Engineering, ai a time when the job market is
receding for even these stalwarts. I refer you to a front-
page article in the Boston Globe on March 23 entitled
Slump hits Bay State high tech." in which hiring freezes

and massive lay-offs are cited in such companies as Texas
nstruments. Digital, Honeywell, and Wang Laboratories

I quote:

Digital will also scale back its college recruitment
plans to the 1981 level, when several hundred
graduates with electrical engineering, computer
science, and business degrees were hired. The com-
pany had planned to recruit a larger number of
graduates, from more campuses, until the recession
changed its employment picture.

fcales^'bac^"'"'^'^*'^^
^^^^^^ forward, private enterprise

In its original coverage the Collegian quoted Chancellor
Henry Koffler as saying that The Long Range Plan would
begin to be instituted this year. But. later, the CoUegian
reported that The Plan was only a draft. I then reaUzed
that there was more than one way for a student to be
against the draft. However. I seriously implore students
parents, and faculty to consider the long range negative
effects of so shortsighted a plan.

Chalres Francis Carroll

Sunderland

There's more than one way to be against the draft

bhow ort.t »o ^iiv.i.tm ^j 6^ir\ ,,,., -,,/ K. r.. , s . .
.'.

To The Editor

Richard Cook's editorial (CoUegianMay 7) exemplifies an
ugly myth widely held in America. In response to Safid
Rassir's column (Collegian May 5) in which he questioned
what he saw at last weekend's Pond Series. Richard Cook
goes a long way in indicting America's social system, and
thus the American people.

Only someone who has never known hunger would dare
tell the hungry that, "hunger is less painful than watching
hunger with a full belly." Only someone who never has nor
ever will be poor would have the audacity to tell the poor
that, "Poverty is preferable to wealth derived from hatred
and death."

Richard Cook wallows in his own guilt lauding the ability

of drugs and music to narcotize him, not against the harsh
realities of hunger, poverty and war. but against his

responsibility to do something about it.

Hunger and poverty, in which the majority of the world

Kut for Afro-Americans, Hispanic-Americans, Asian-
Americans, Native-Americans and other minorities
economic prosperity has remained elusive. To a significant
degree, minorities are still caught in a vicious cycle of^egated slums inferior education, subemplojment,
broken families, and low incomes which inevitably lead backto segregated slums.

^

The only significant attempt to redress past injustices oc-curred in he mid-60's under President Johnson's 'Great
tjociety In distressed areas, hospitals were built, roadswere widened and money became available to finance higher
education. The results: government subsidized housing cut
the number of substandard dwellings 65 percent. The infant
mortality rate was cut in half thanks to the Medicaid pro-gram and for the first time, a federal department (Housing

roblemr
^^^^'^P""^"^) ^^« ^^^ up to redress inner-city

While helpfiil, these programs have been just crumbs The
basic class structure has not been altered. With few excep-
tions, the United States government has been misled by 'pieeconomics This is the theory that if the economy prosper
everyone benefits. It is true that the general economic pro-
sperity has increased the absolute living standards of many
minorities - particularly for the millions of Blacks who mov
ed from the South to the North. But compared to the TV
advertised affluence of the white population, the economic
lot of minorities has steadily worsened in relative (and even
absolute, under Reagan) terms.
Recent statistics bear this racial discrepancy out. Last

week, the labor department reported that while overall
unemployrnent is at a high of 9.4 percent. Black unemploy-
ment stands at 18 percent and teenage Black unemployment
^at an unconscionable 46 percent. In a post-slaver^ area likeHoke County North Carolina, 44 percent of the Black people
live below the poverty level. In the Southwest, NativeAmencan unemployment is over 50 percent So for
minorities, the invisible hand of the economy has continuaUv
given them the middle finger.

'

loliJ^^'tl'^J-''^
^ '^P^'^ ^^^^ '^'"^ ^'" get better in the

lyso s but improvement of the minority lot is doubtful The
early 80 s have brought a conservative trend to the nation,
and guns are winning out over butter. Whether the
Democrats or the Republicans win out in 1984 the civic
committment and sense of justice which spawned the
welfare seems gone. Left in its place is a movement espous-mg the joy of selfishness. Its leader, an old actor, has made a
final peace with the fact that the economic ghettos are the
racial ghettos. The civil rights advocates of the 60's whowould have challenged the isolation and subordination of
nunonties are deathly silent. Failing a return to social r^spon-
sibihty by this country, it may well be that he who Laffers
last, laughs best.

«"»cra

Tomorrow, I will examine how the economic lot of
minorities is fairing under the Reagan Administration
Uave McCarthy is a Collegian columnist.

live, are not manifestations of some intangible evil. They
are the direct result of the historical interference of
Europe and America (where there are the highest stan-
dards of living) in the political, social, and economic lives of
the "Third World" (where there are the lowest standards
of living). Our high standard of living depends on a world
economic order in which priorities are made and geared
towards the West.
Richard Cook, what man has created, people can (and

have) change and create something new. In this country,
Europe, and most effectively in the Third World, people
have, and are, joining together to change the very systems
responsible for the world's conditions you seek to
anesthetize yourself from. Use the energy created by your
"full belly" to do something, and you'll be surprised how
quickly your guilt turns to anger.

Joe Gaaaon
Nertliawpl—
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Hypercurricula
'mm^imfi m^^

Monday
i->y.-y.-yy.-yyyj immmmi^mmmi

REAL MAJORITY MEETING -
Important meeting tonite to discuss current
events, summer happenings and plans for
the fall. Help support your freedom of
choice by attending this meeting. Campus
Center Rm. 909, Mon.. May 10 at 7:00.

MASS PIRG CHAPTER MEETING -
Last chapter meeting this semester.
Everyone who is interested in the bottle bill

campaign, a summer job, or working for
PIRG next semester should attend, 423
Student Union, Mon., May 10, 7:30.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE -
Urgent meeting! All FAST workers
needed! 428 Student Union, Mon., May 10
4:30-5:30 p.m.

'

SENIOR DAY 1982 - TICKETS FOR
SALE — Tickets are now on sale for Senior
Day 82 scheduled for Friday, May 28 12
noon-5 p.m. at Metawampee Lawn. Tickets
are $2.50 seniors, !3.75 non-seniors and can
be purchased in the CC concourse, all day
May 10- 19th.

Tuesday
cSS¥:>:::::;:

CONSUMER ECONOMICS CLUB
MEETING — Representatives from the
Society of Consumer Action Professionals
will be tonight's guest speakers. All are
welcome to attend. Refreshments will be
served! Voting for next year's officers will
take place also. Skinner Lounge in Skinner
Hall, May 11th at 7:00 p.m.

UMASS PIRG'S CONSUMER MEETING
— UMASS PIRG'S consumer group will

meet at Skinner Lounge. There will be
guest speakers. All are invited to attend.
Skinner Lounge, Tues., May 11, 7:30.

BASIC MARXISM STUDY GROUP -
This is the last meeting of the series and is

entitled "The Struggle for the Fourth
International." It will include discussion on
Stalinism vs. Trotskyism and the Trot-
sky ist Transitional Program. Sponsored by
the Spartacus Youth League, 3rd floor
lounge, Thompson Rm. 321 May 11, 8:00
p.m.

Wednesday

EL SALVADOR SLIDESHOW - James
Harney, Central American Activist, will be
showing slides and discussing his ex-
periences in El Salvador. He will address
the question "Will El Salvador's Elections
Stop The Bullets?", Student Union
Ballroom, Wed.. May 12. 7:30 p.m.

ISRAELI DANCING - Last one of the
semester. Beginners, 7:30, 8:30 for those
who have danced before. Commonwealth
Room, SU. Wed., May 12, 7:30 or 8:30,

GENERAL CLUB MEETING & ELEC
TION - UMass Sport Parachute Club wUl
have an important general club meeting,
including election of new officers. Anybody
who's jumped within the past year is urged
to attend. Campus Center Rm. 805, Wed.,
May 12. 7:00 p.m.

Thursday

Ursula K, LeGuin. Wheelchair accessible,
13th & 14th sign interpreted for the hearing
impaired. Co-sponsored by: Bachelor's
Degree with Individual Concentration
Program (BDIC), UMASS Arts CouncU
Southwest Hamden Theatre Series
Hamden Theatre. Southwest. Mav
13th,14th.l5th 8:00 p.m.

ANTI SEMITISM AMONG JEWS: THE
INTERNALIZATION OF OPPRESSION
— A workshop for Jews to explore our
feelings about ourselves as Jews and about
other Jews. Rm. 902 CC. May 13, 7 p.m.

CPR REFRESHER - To be offered on
Thursday, May 13, 7:00 p.m. Sign up
outside of Morrill N407 (North). First 30
UMass students only, CC 918. May 13. 7:00
p.m.

IMAGINE DARKNESS - Performance
including puppetry, acting, dance, music,
mask, and mime adapted from the works of

ANTI-SEMITISM AMONG JEWS - A
workshop on the internalization of op-
pression among Jews. Will explore issues
such as stereotypes, isolation, and
assimilation; and will consider ways to take
pride in a Jewish heritage, CC 902. Thurs
May 13, 7:00 p.m.

FIRST JUMP COURSE - This is the
UMass Sport Parachute Club's last
scheduled "First Jump Course" for the
spring. Try the sport of the sky. We'll be
jumping regularly all summer. Call Dan ..

665 4621 or Kevein... 549-6512. CC 805-09
Thur., Mav 13, 7:00 p.m.

Friday

SHABBAT SERVICES - Special services
honoring seniors who are graduating this
year, Dukes Room (SU 310). Fri,. May 14
7:00 p.m,

'

f
IMPROVE STUDY HABITS

STOP SMOKING
Lose Weight Self Confidence
Insomnie Sexual Problems
Neil Biting Bed Wetting

Hypnosis can help you nake it

PERMANENT
Hampshire Ethical Hypnosis Center

Call or Write for Free Brochure
Milton H. Askinoss, Member A A E H
Available for Lectures/ Demonstrations

1/10
J^«/»^"ck Building. Rte. 9 Hadley. MA

3/10 mile Hampshire Mall (new to Rocky's Hardware)
5840919 by Appt. Only

Q

Acid Free Paper for |

your Theses ^

I at

A.J. HASTINGS
f

t Newsdealer and Stationer j

I 45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst «

G

I

• Softball

iJiP..^^Fdi

IMAGINE
Adapted from

the works of

Ursula K. LeGuin

Hamden Theatre-

Southwest UMass

j>2.00 Admission>Af

1
8:00 PM^
MAY 13:14:^15

Continuedfrom page 16

In the second game. UMass played with more intensity,
but stiU could not get untracked due to some fine Panther
defensive work and some untimely calls by the umpires.

Adelphi. again, took a 1-0 lead in the first and the
Mmutewomen exploded in the sixth. Masury led off with a
smgle and moved to second on a LaVerdiere bunt that the
third baseman couldn't handle. Gaw loaded the bases with
a walk and Mantino belted a double that dropped between
two outfielders for UM's two runs, and a 2-1 lead.

In the bottom of the seventh. Portia Lock got on base
with a single and Bockrath with another single (Bockrath
was on base five of eight times in both games). Mantino
had two out and two strikes on Dooley when the Panther
got her fu-st hit of the night to break UM's back.

"We didn't go out and set the right tone. We came back,
but they came back tougher." said Sortino. whose team
ends up at 18-7. "We didn't look sharp on defense and we
committed a few errors that cost us dearly."

With the losses, UMass can just about kiss their playoff
hopes goodbye. If the Minutewomen had won one game,
they would have been in good shape.

"I don't see how we could get it now." said Sortino.

"Even though we were a little tentative at the start, said
senior co-captain Troy, "we gave it our all. We gave 150
percent but that wasn't good enough today

."

Co -sponsored by

B.O.I.C,

UMass Arts Council, A _

TfjTJy^^ *^W intarprtted for the hearing impaired

WHEELCHAIR
ACCESSIBLE

: f : t t 'i'i'l'i'l'i't"i't'i'i'lU'i\'i

• *•

' "'«•«•»)".•«/».*.•«;«

Dependents of UMass
I Students
g Eligible UMass students may purchase the
s Summer Dependent Health Benefits Plan to

i ^l?^!'^'^
coverage for their spouse and/or

I
children for the period May 31st through

D September 5th. The Summer Dependent Health

I
Benefits Plan includes both the comprehensive.

I
on campus coverage described elsewhere and

I "".^'"P"* •P^J««tV or emergency servicesn authorlied by a University Health Service physi-
X cian or participating specialist The $G4 fee must

I ^H*? u^.''""' ^^^ ^° determine eligibility
* and to obtain a more detailed description of the"on. contact the Supplemental Health Benefits

r.*JL2!I • '^ *!!• U"*^«~«tV Health Services.

i«!.^J!!n/"""
**• ""**• •* ^"S cashier office

locatod adjacent to the Pharmacy

u

mm

I
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Arts
iColle gjgiQ 9

Rockabilly rebel Gordon
sparks Quad Day crowd
Editor's note - Due to the poor health of
the Collegian reviewer assigned to the
Robert Gordon show, we present this
substitute review.

By BOB and DOUG MacKENZIE
Collegian Correspondents

Bob: Good day, eh. So. like, this is a review
of Robert Gordon at the Northeast Quad on
Saturday. I'm Bob MacKenzie and this is

my brother Doug.
Doug: How's it goin'. eh?

Bob: So, like, Robert Gordon played to a
crowd of at least 3500 on Saturday. He
played up the image of a 1950s style
rockabiUy rebel to the hilt, looking and
sounding a lot like early Elvis Presley but
with a crisp, driving sound.
Gordon's band was also superlative. Chris
Spedding (ex-Roxy Music. John Cale, and
session player for the Rolling Stones) was a
master of 50s style hcks. Spedding never
overplayed, but was content to hold down
the songs with brilliant guiltar work.
Doug: For those of you who think my

The University of Massachusetts Chorale, a 50-voice ensemble con-
sisting of University students, will travel to Romania and the SovietUnion for Its 1982 tour. The students of the Chorale have individually

t^i*"**] r
*^ raised $85 000 this year, with some support from theFine Arts Council On Sunday, May 16th at 4 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium there will be a free concert of the Russian tour repertoire

LiSTEN FOR PLFASURE TALKING BOOKS

Plays on Standard Home orAutomobile Cassette Units

M EACH PACK

ncnoN CLASSICS autobiography plays
NONRCnON CHILDREN'S

yf.^ °" *^« highway, .going to work or school
UJ4^€H,„ on the beach, in the dorm, on holiday.

A GREAT GIFTfll Sold in the
Trade Book
Department

Located In the Campus Center Univ of Mass

UmVERSlTY
STORE -^

(L to R) Robert Gordon and Chri
day show on Saturday, May 8th.

brother knows what he's talking about. I
should tell you that he's reading from a
press release.

Bob: If my brother Doug wasn't picking
his nose during the whole concert I could be
reading the article he wrote instead.

Doug: Takeoff!

Bob: Before I was so rudely interrupted,
Gordon's band was the quintessential
rockabilly outfit — Chris Spedding's no
nonsense guitar, Tony Guanier's stand-up
bass and Tommy Price's snappy drums kept
everybody dancing through the whole
show, especially during old juke box hits
like "Rock BiUy Boogie, " "My Gal Is Red
Hot." "Black Slacks," "Wheel Of Fortune"
and Bruce Springsteen's "Fire."

Doug: And me, too. Don't forget to
mention me.

Collegian photo by Svante Lindahl

8 Spedding at the Northeast Quad

Bob: What are you blabbering about?

Doug: If you'll look at the picture to your
right you'll see me singing backup.

Bob: Take off! Way to ruin a good picture,
you hoser!

Doug: I had to fight off the girls after the
show, eh, seemg as how I was such a big
smash.

Bob: The only thing you had to fight off
was that stray dog that kept sniffing your
rear end. So, like. Robert Gordon was
great. He made you want to put fuzzy dice
in your windows and. like, go cruising, eh.
So that's the review, I'm Bob MacKenzie
and this is my brother Doug.

Doug: How's it goin', eh?

Bob: So, good day.

.to^ JOIN

\ DY SHOP II

Featuring
• Exercise machine for legs (calves & thighs),

arms (forearms, biceps), chest, shoulders,
abdomen and back

• Computerized stationary bicycles
• Heart rate monitoring to evaluate workouts

and calories expended
• Circuit training workouts supervised by

qualified exercise specialists

• Daily logs and computerized program charts
• Develop muscle strength, power, and

cardiovascular endurance
• 1600 sq. ft. new facility in NOPE gym

carpeted /mirrored/sound system
• Daily strength training and aerobic fitness

classes

* limited membership
• $40.00/fall semester
* Sign Up: M-F 9 to 5

Boyden 210

May 10 thru 21 only
, ^* *. * • • • *

.

'•iiiiiiSi
i i i- 4- ! i i
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Hours 7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnite
in HadleyAmherst and Pittsfield stores.

wr^..^^ ATAa«umat,V

BeefBottom
Round )usDA
V^ /choice

A^OoSl Up. to 5 lbs
. . J^ ^

Rump RoastBeefRound ^sDAChoce ,^.09
BeefEyeRoundRoast ^sDAChoce ,b2.59
CenterCutBeefBottomRound "o- ,,2!09
BeefRoundKabobs usDAChoce ,b2.49
CubeSteaksBeefRound usoAChoce ,^2.69
Braciole Thin slicedBottom Round ,b2 .69

Va Center, Vb Blade
Vb Sirloin Chops

lb

Assorted
Pork ^^V139
Chops^^
CountrystylePorkRibs ,bl.39
CenterCutPorkChops ,.1.89
Boneless SirloinPork Cutlets ,.2.39
PorkLoinRoastRib Portion ,.1.39
PorkLoinRoast siriom portion 1^1 49
ItalianSausage ^Zl^sl^'^ „1.'79

It's time to
Stop & Shop

Ground

Pick up our circular
Values in-store!

SlOP
snop#

Fresh
Duckling
Concord ^^3^a
Brand CBCl
With Pop Up Timer^^F^^F111

_^ Fresh ^
Breast of
Duck 1 ^fConcord Brand J^ "*

Fresh
3to5lbpkg

Duncan Hines
Cake Mix ^f%*Assorted Varieties
18 V2 ounce package

8 oz size k.k.^

Cold
Cutsly^<
Bologna. P&P. M %«
Olive or Polish Loaf m ^^^

Hard
]Salami ^69

Lean Ground Beef ^ ^'"4« „ 1.69
Chicken Thighs
Chicken Drumsticks

White Gem' ^#^*
5-6 pound pkg .j^ / ^^

White Gem' C^i'\^
?-.6.">pk9.iboy

Extra Mild Franks
^^"p'f^^p

3.49
Bottom Round ='*p°"""T^? ib2.19
Eye Round Steak ^-^^^ ,.2.69

PrincG s^^'. °-^-" ^p^q^.®"'-

16ozpkg

Elbow or Ziti with Lines

289

or Genoa Salami Sliced
Patnck Cudahy 8oz pkg

Gallo Sliced
Salame^f^<
or Pepperoni r^ft^'V
3ounce package ^^F^^W

Cheese

The finest fresh values in produce.

Large California

Fresh Broccoli

Prince Spaghc
Sauce ^ 19
Meat, Mushroom or Meatless
32ouncejar

Large size bunch with
lots of tiny tight buds.
Flavor is best when
steamed. 69

Stop & Shop 18 oz. 139

Fresh
CpdScrod
Fillets 029
Bake or fry. .delicious. ^t§

Fresh
Rainbow
Trout oes
Dressed ifif

Bitflish
Muffins^

Tender California

Fresh Artichokes
60 Size

Easy to fix! Boil,
then pull off leaves
& dip in butter sauce41

in Water
7 ounce can

'KistTuna
White 1191

9-Lives
Cat FoodO ^1
Buffet Size A^ftfor
Assorted Flavors 6 Vi ozcan^^^ i^^

So versatile— bake,
stuff, fry or make a _
batch of parmagiana. f^

Regular
or Split

Stop & Shop
12 oz pkg of 6 2-89

Reg. or Mint
4.6 oz tubeAim

Toothpaste

99

Fresh Florida Eggplant or

ttalian Eggplant

.49
Fresh Plum Tomatoes ,.59*
FreshZucchiniSquash „49*
Fresh Italianelle Peppers F-v-g ,,59*
RedSaladOnions „69'

In our service deli...specially priced!

BreyerS ah Natural

Yogurt
2'i7|9fAssorted Flavors

Souncecup . . .

.

\0MVU<

16 oz cup Cottage
Cheese
Small or Large Curd or
Low Fat Stop & Shop . . 7

Land O Lakes
American Cheese
,jL For grilled ham & cheese ^^2Q^p^ sandwiches or ^^i

STOP ^ SHOP FRO«N couf>or«

Save 26'
17'/aozpkgof 10

York Peppermint
Ice Cream Patties C

Wilh in,i coupon _ Oood Sun May »Ml t*t '* Limit on* po cinlo<Ti«r

I

I

I

I

f^ T Cheeseburgers _^^ ,.__ ___^ w
_ •' *^ *V*«L IN STOHES WfTH SCRVICC DELIS.

1 f

Domestic
A BoiledHam
aPt. ^^''tious for chP( 5 salad ^^t%0%^\ or sandwiches ^WmtJ3
^>xniX LandOXakes ^t lb

^^acUlfie 6 ounce can

Juice A A^><
Frozen Concentrat^^^'**'J^K^j^H
Sun Glory

£TOP» SHOP OEll COUPON J

SaveSd'
On a purchase of a 1 lb tin of

Royal Dansk
Damsh Cocrfcies C

J
Wilh!t>i. coupon -GooOSor Ma, »»« M», IJ L.mil on* p*, ciMlorn*

I I
I I

I I
I

I I

~\sTOP I. SHOP o*in» COUPON r

'Save 25
stop fr ShopRandom Weight Pk^
Chunk Mozzarella or
Italian T^ble Cheese

W,,hm^coupon_- GooOSun M.y

»

Breyers ah Natural

Icecream A 29
Assorted Flavors
Half Gallon carton

°'

I c i^^-^^*^°'«f"\"^'^
°'^^ifflc ii[2?±iH?o?o^?SS!fSl

II
II

4 *• ^ '<•«««« 4 a

Scott Bathroom
Vfm Tissue
^jfg- 1000 CI

^if^ roll

WWfi IhiJ coupon Qtxx) Sun May 9
S«l M»>H Limiion«p»tcmiomt 483

Bfingill

MSSLd

4 ounce can
Penii. Dutch
Mushrooms
stems A ^hC^
Pieces

• -
'

» '
' ' • f I

»

Wim ih.j coupon Good Sun Mcy »^ M»> H liin.lon«p«(cu,ioin»> 01

I
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* Spock
Continued from page 3

Spock's activities have always had a
great effect upon American society. His
1946 book. Baby and Child Care, sold
more than 28 million copies and became
the Bible for countless numbers of young
parents in the United States.
"The aim of the book was to cover the

emotional as well as physical aspects of
chUd care, m a way that would support
rather than scold parents," Spock said.
The name Dr. Spock was a household
word everywhere when he turned to
political activity in the 1960's. As a doctor
of child development, he could not see
helping children if they were going to lead
lives of exposure to radiation fallout and
nuclear warfare. In 1962. Spock joined the
National Committee For a Sane Nuclear
Policy and became co-chairman and a
spokesman for the peace movement.
"I thought we needed a test ban treaty to

protect children from the radiation of
fallout." he said.

He also became highly critical of
Americas participation in the VietnamWar and very involved with young people

draft'^In" IQ^"?''""^
^^"^^^ ^^^^^^^^'he

dratt. In 1968. for circulating "A Call to
Resist Illegitimate Authority." Spock and
our others were charged with "conspiring
to counsel, aid and abet resistance to the
draft All. including Spock. were con-
victed of the charges, although the U S
Court of Appeals reversed the convictions
one year later.

Since 1968. Dr. Spock has worked with
many peace groups and in 1972 ran for
president as the Peoples Party candidate
on a peace platform.

His visit to the five college area is being
jointly sponsored by Hampshire CoUege
Hampshire Community Council, the
Hampshu-e Education and Child Studies
the University of Massachsetts Hunger
Task Force and the University
Distinguised Visitors Program. All events
are free and open to the public.

* Library
Continuedfrom page 1

At the time, the Goodell building was
being prepared for renovation.s. The
University and library personnel decided
to press the old library back into service
and after all the tunnels and entrances
were covered with bales of hay as a
precautionary measure to absorb the

CoUegj^nii

potential shock of a falling section of
bricks, the most commonly used books, all
of the reference functions, microforms,
reserve readings, and most of the library
offices were moved to Goodell.

If a student needed a book that was still

in the tower, a member of the library staff
was sent into the tower to retrieve it.

* Health
Continued from page 3

Representatives from the Women's
Issues Team of the Student Center for
Educational Research and Advocacy
(SCERA). provided information from its
three different groups. The groups center
around issues of reproductive rights, sexual
harrassment. and sexual and racial assault.

The University Health Service provided
contraceptive information along with
demonstrative models. They also provided

a breast-self-examination model for those
attending the fair.

There are tables at the Campus Center
concourse dealing with a variety of these
issues, but members of the Southwest
Women's Center thought it was important
to offer this to the people of Southwest, said
Linda Cohen, a staff member.
Music. refreshments, and baUoons

provided a festive atmosphere, along with a
free raffle of the book Our Bodies, Our-
selves.

Sports Notices
IM BASKETBALL FORFEIT FEES-

All Intramural basketball teams should pick up their
forfeit fees as soon as possible. If not collected
before the end of classes, they will be used to pur-
chase intramural equipment.

Dastardly

T^NIOK^oonSumamenr^
2 person teams$10

CASH1»RIZES sigrt up at bar
Starts at 7 pm

1 36 E. PI—Mot St.. Amhft. MA 2Bl-gSB

UMass
Summer Students

If you are enrolled in UMass summer
session classes, the overall course fee
includes the Summer Health Plan pro-
gram while the course is In session. You
can extend the basic health care pro-
gram coverage for the balance of the
summer by paying the difference bet-
ween the $55 fee and the amount in-

cluded in the overall course fee. Con-
tact the University Health Service
cashier regarding deadlines for each
summer school session.

HAPPY HOUR PRICES

AT ALL TIMES

AT

Time

Drafts

Dud, Mill«r,

l\f
55c

Pitchers r

Dud, Mill«M
Lit« i

SO.OO \

MANY DAR DRINKS $1.00
Amherst's Diggest Little Dor

Oper^ 1 1:00 AM 1:00 AM Dolly

07 N. Pleasant

THANK YOU
IXHWhl u. . aw clow 10 achMng tJgcL •"" '"^ ""' W'^'Wio" >•"

TOP 25 CALLERS
John J. Allen

Loring A. Barnes
Kurt Betchick

Karen Boudrot
Michael Brown
Barry Coffin

Katherine Gushing
Anne Dovydaitis

Mathew Gaines
Leslie Goldberg
Debra Gorfine

Jim Grant

Karis Holt

Linda Lawrence
Laureen Lowney
Karen McKinney
Diane Meurer
Linda Paul

Laura J. Pisano

.Tom Savage
Eric Snoek
Emily Walk
Jennifer Winslow
Jean Zdanlowski

Karyn Zucker

Bizabeth AbeHin
Mary E. Ahaarn
Dave Albonesi

James Alves

Patti Andarson
Staphan K. Andarson
Rubin Arons

B

Jonathan Bachman
Catharina Bagliona

Laura Baasewitz

Kristina Bastidas

Brian David Baaudreault
Jarilyn Backar
Suzanna Bartrand

Brian Billheimar

Pamala BiPapier

Jake Bishop

Richard Bornstain

Chris Bresnahan
Francina Broughton
Bath Mechan Brown
Gerard Bryant

Shaila M. Bryant

Martha Burri

C

.Jana Cahill

Paul B. Campania
.Joal A. Cantor
Anne Casnav

Stave Chipman
Amy Cohan
Morion Coia

Carey E. Collins

Jamas W. Connors
Michael Cossaboom
Lisa Cramer

Cristina J. Cronin

Robart Cupp
Nora E. Curioao

Shaiia Currau

Yolanda D. Oaalomaru
Mark D'Angalo

Lisa A. Dante
Daniel Defenderfer

Kevin Dick

Paul C. Dioli

Lisa Dixon

Tom Dougharry

Joanne P. Duquette

Phoebe Fart>er

Mark Farrin

Jar>e Feiganson

Jeff Fiedler

Jim Fortsch

Steven M. Fox

Peter Frazier

Richard N. Friadan

Linda Fritzlar

Mark Fuglestad

Jamie Fuller

Christopher P. Func

Michael Hershfield

Amy Higgins

Linda S. Hinkley

Elise Hodistadt

Sabina Hsia

John Hubbe
Nina Hutchinson

Amy Eidalman

Christina Eisr>or

Bath Elam

Karan A. Er>gland

David J. Fachatti

Tom Fantozzi

Kathryn Gaoffria

Ralph Gifford

Betsi Gillis

Patricia A. Grant

Tracy Greene

Cathy Greva

Adam Grossman
Bamadetta Gubbins
Melody Guarino

H

Tim Haley

Kelly Hall

Kevin J. Hallinan

Thorn Hannuar

Joa Hart

Pater Hatcher

Anita Havel

Rochalla Jacobs
Richard Jaeger

John A. Jasparsa

Jeff Jonas
Laura Jines

Donna Joyce

K
Marianne Kelley

Jim KeMy

Chris Kennedy
Janatte Kanner

Jennifer Klein

Rhonda Kogos
Dean Koche
Myra Kramer
Karan Kranick

Anki Krifter

John LaLibarte

Tinwthy R. Lapoint

Diane Laquidara

Michael T. Lavin

Linda Lavoia

Carol Lanson
Brian Lewin
Chris Lonergan
Tamsin Lorraine

1-aura Loughlin

Nancie Lucas
Gary Lussiar

M
Elizabeth MacDonaLD
Lisa MacOonald
Liz MacDonald
Martha MacDonald
Maureen Maguire
Patricia Mangiacotti
Christina Manolegus
Jacques R. Marion
Karan Martino
Mary Jane Martis

Daniel Maynard
Teresa McCarthy
Peter B. McClure
Chris McGinnis
Susan McGuigan
Stephen P. McGurik
Ellen McKaon
Kathleen McKeon
Kevin McLaughlin
Mary Jo McLaar
Chris McManus
Olive McNeill

Bill McPadden
Kathy Meagher
Russ Melansun
Walt Melnick

Vicky Michel

Rita Miller

B. Noel Mitchell

Steve W Miranda
Karan Monteiro

Bart>ara Moody
Kan Moore
Kerry Mulderig

N

Saul Natansohn
Nancy Naadham
Paul J. Nari

Bill New
Mark Neylon

Jan Nickarson

Laurie Nye

O
Paul Ordway

Tim Panaro

Richard A, Papalia

Mellnda Pacquette
Bill Paulson

Karen Perry

Suzanna Peters

Josaph Jay Phillips

Carol F. Pinkham

Michael Raditz

Debra Reardon
Jamas Raznikoff

Mark Rich

Blen Riordan

Christina Robinson

Jacquia Rogers
Andrea S. Roth

Donna Salvucci

Bill Sanderson
Maria Santos

Martin Scanlan

Theresa Scanlon

Bath Schnitzer

Marc G. Schuback
John Sciabarrasi

Pam Shulkin

Tom Sikora

Jennifer Simon

R. Snelling

Win SrK>w
David Snowball
Maurice Soque
Karen Sousa
Linda Sparry

Karen Stein

Michael Stenstrom
Donna Stephenson
Laura Stolfa

Robin Stone
Jennifer Strachan

Rob Strongin

Roberta Sulkin

Kieran M. Sullivan

Maurya Sullivan

Michael P. Sullivan

Sandy Sulsky

Patricia Sweetser

Trish Taugher

Andrea Taylor

John Taylor

William Taich

Linda Tinkham

Michael Vilardi

Ann C. Voorhaea

. W
John Waita
Staphan Wall

Keith Way
David B. Wayne
Debbie Weir
Ratricia L. Wesdiser
Beth Westwater

Edward Whelden
Jeff White
Greg White
Marilyn J White
Stephen White
Diana Williams

Dianna Williams

Monica Williams

John C. Wilson
Margaret Wilson
Ellen Wolf
Louise Wolf
Lawrence A. WoWf

Dave Zurawski

A .^.. ^^^^:.i «u I, ^ ..
ouznnnoreters Karen Stein Beth Westwater

BrovT^X Jnd Enr 1^?*^^.*°^'!
•''^ ^"^^ '^"'"^'' '*^^'' ^""^ ^"^'^^ '*'^»- D»"« Meurer ($715), Michael

<«^. ^k^. ?»,ISkT !f^ c° °"'l°^
«"°'"''- '^"'=*""<' ^'"'' <*17,511.50), Tau Beta Pi ($2490.50). UMSFCU

192115), Chi Omega ($1395) and Sigma Sigma Sigma ($1366).

SrhL^Anr n-n.^^^^^ 'L""'^
^'^!'

^.''°r^'"u
""^ '"'*' '° '^'"'^ '^^ ^°"°^'"9 '"^'^'d^als and groups for their help: GarySchaaf of the Dance Club, Kev.n D.ck of the Debate Club, Judith Allen of the Fine Arts Centbr, Chris Func from the Inte7

Fraternity Council, Ellen Gray from the Ski Patrol, and the UMass Cheerleaders
We apologize for any misspelled names and for any names accidentally left out. Again, many thanks to all of you and we

look forward to seeing you next year.
^

Lois A. Carlson

Bonnie Z. Dowd
Jon Hite

office of Development and Alumni Affairs
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The Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center

proudly announces the

GRAND OPENING
of the

HATCH CAFETERIA
Join us for the Ribbon Cutting Ceremony

on Monday, May 10, 1982

at 11:30 a.m.

at the Hatch Main Entrance

TODAY!

3rd Annual

Season Opening
of the

(weather permitting)

enjoy the sunshine, fresh air, and
our delicious menu items, featuring:

Cantalope Boat with Fresh Fruit

Hamburger Hot Dogs
Chefs Salad

Fresh Veggies with Chips and Dip
And More!

Located outside on the
3rd floor terrace of the Campus Center

Monday-Friday: 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

»-a>^

featuring

Jrozen 'Daiquiris

* Special %knu Selections

* 'Two TAxitin^ Jashion Tfiemes

* Validated 'Parking in Campus Qaraqe
* 'MusiccdS^kcompaniment byJim 'Bianca

<^
^^ GsualGomer.

Jaskion Series Scfieduk

CMay 3rd 11:30-1:30

"May 5tfi 5:00-7:30

9i{ay lOtfi 11:30-1:30

9v{ay 12th 5:00-7:30

Sportswear / !Athkticwear

Sportswear / !A tfikticwear

"Women in 'Business / Treppie Look
Women in 'Business / Treppie Look

MURRAY D. LINCOLN CAMPUS CLNTFR

DOONESBURY
uneuRfiDONr
BUmVBiT! I
THOuomyouR.
BUPSmRB STILL
PORMANT.' I

15mmA
KMMER
wwye
STAFJBP?

FAR OUT!

by Garry Trudeau
Coi!egiani3

iEAHi. irs
NOTASBASy
ASfTLOOtCS'i

/

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

UNDER THE INFLUENCE
by M. Joyce

THE UMASS ZONE
THiS IS THE
"wORfKY CfA/TFR" OF
TMS HuMAr^ SRA>tyJ

IF yov
WORRY
Too Much
ABOUT
Your
GMbSS

n /^ A yZRY
SENSITIVE ORGMJ

J

youR,

"WoRfiy

MfiiY

OVERLOAD.

WHAT HAPPENED?

byMark Rollins

\S0 REnEMaEA KlOs':—

I

WHEN n cones to Your
&FAO£S. I / -

</yg>W, But so
oo/vY yoKjy^ ww/»r' it's a
HAve A CIUIZ] OOLLM OFF
Tor^oMtM? J Pitchers or

Beer at
barfalottis

. DONT WORRY »f»

by Ethyl Octane

'" ^^d, of coy/fSE

ATTENTION!
100%

$ FREE TUITION $

JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS
NATIONAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further Infor/nation Contact:

Sgt. Richard O'Connor
586-4110

» STARTKEK %

I LivEsi :
J Club Meeting

May 12 J
J Time 7-10 pm ]f

5 Room 904
jf Campus Center J
J Films, Info, 4-

J for S.T. & S. F.

fans *

^ All Welcome *

TYPING
* Reports
* Manuscripts
* Theses 6-

Dissertations

WORD
PROCESSING
of resumes &
cover letters

Same or next day
service available in

many cases.

TYPE-RITE
321R Main St, Amherst
(corner of Main & Dickinson Sfl

253-5111

ACROSS
1 British title

5 Ragout of fowl
10 facto
'4 American novelist
15 Shakespearean

character
'6 Coat material of

old

'7 VanCliburn s

need
19 Native canoe of

the Pacific
20 Poetic contrac

tion

21 'Lulu ' IS one
22 Certain steeds
23 Applicant forms
25 Commercial

amount
27 Mythicalland
28 Noon, frequently
31 Skin

34 Science writer

of old

35 fare-fhee-

well

36 Vaquero's

weapons
38 Whitney
39 Exhausted
41 Cartoon word tor

a loud sound
42 Type of soup
44 Bids

C H»2 La> Aii|<ln I imn Syadirait

45 Type of menu
47 B way
49 Byrd Land, in

the Arctic

50 Hard
54 Open
56 Vacationer s

choice
58 pro nobis
59 Tiny amount
60 N4issal

62 Part of a process
63 Propelled
64 WA-S'Hhero
65 Weight allowance
66 Obtuse
67 River into the

North Sea

DOWN
1 Beverage
2 Fit together
3 Martin and others
4 Longing: Colloq
5 Weakened
6 The Ram
7 Untrustworthy
one

8 Park feature

9 Labor group:
Abbr

10 Tax or duty
11 Selfish ones

12 Noun suffix

13 Palm leaves
18 fVlajor

22 Thespian s

desires

24 "Do
others ."

26 Mythical sea
goddess

28 Fracas
29 Religious one
30 Highway sign
31 Eban
32 U M W concern
33 College hymn
34 Certain bones
37 Electrical arc
40 Young salmon
43 Altdort Is Its

capital

46 Cocktail party
item

47 Withdraw
48 Wild goat
50 Name in theater

lore

51 Mechanics needs
52 Eat away
53 West African

seaport
54 Sign of power
55 Wheel: Lat

57 They it"

60 Herd of seals
61 Canine sound

51 52 53

58

61

64

67
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WEATHER
Variable cloudiness with

periods of showers likely
through today. Lows at
night, mostly in the 40s.
Highs today 60 to 65.
Tomorrow sunny in the
morning, chance of
showers in the afternoon.
Highs 60 to 70.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Swiss Turkey Sandwich
Farmer's Omelet

BASICS LUNCH

Caponatta with
Pocket Bread

Farmer's Omelet

DINNER

Roast Lamb/Gravy,
Mint Jelly

Manicotti with Sauce
Fruit Plate with Saltines

BASICS DINNER

Garden Medley Casserole
Manicotti with Sauce

Fruit Plate with Saltines

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

r
10:30 - 12:30 Just Another Band In

The Wall - all your
favorites. The Db's, The
Neighborhoods, et al that
you saw through your
drunken haze.

12:30 - 1:30 May the Farce Be With
You plus Last Great
Americans — Homegrown
Comedy

1:30 - 2:00 Spring Dance - A
Workshop with U.V.C.
and Wendlin Glatzel
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Monday, May 10, 1982OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIECome to Colteg«n OH.ce CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mondav FnH.. . n...... .. o .c .^^ i^-^** A^mJ
Cash in advance • 5

Monday
consec

Friday • Deadline -s 3 45 two days prior to publication day
days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A BETTEHWAYTO BUY AUDIO
Sonlcally Suparior Audio. The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720~ ATTENTION

FRUSTRATED GUITARIST

f^'^S?* '^'**'.A"" oP<»on one bedroom

FOR SALE

Robin Trower. Police style guitarist
wanted for competent trio format call if
you can be expressive, fill in spaces and not
be overstated the equipment has to be up
to par to pull this stuff off, pedals and
amphfication is crucial call Mike Riff
256-6454 or Peter 586-51 16

Concept 1 sneakers Hi- Leathers $26 Lo-
Leathers $24 Suede $22 call Mike 549- 1233
Univox Electric Piano in mint condition.

Dll°e ^%19^'"'^ '^^^'^ "^P"^'«^- Call

AUDIO
Stereo Equilizer -Soundcraftsman, 10
bands/channel. Exc. cond. must sell $125
or BO Eric 6-7 pm 549-2715

Philips Reel to Reel Tape Deck 450 new
asktng 225 Steve 253-3470 or 549-5403

Bed, dresser, couch cheap 253-7224
For Sale 1974 slant 6 Dodge van fully in-

$ia»256-867r"^
^'^^^ '°' '"'"^ *'°""*'Y

Gllitar Yamaha FG-160. Hard case ac-

253^^42 ^°°^ condition. $200. Alan

AUTO FOR SALE
1974 Chevy Impale good cond. runs great
no work needed $850 Kevin 665-4362

!^ f,"^^'"
DL"^to tranT30 mpg exccond $1700 or BO 665-4468 after 7:30 PM

ask for Scott

1970 Plymouth Satellite good condition
must sell now $500 or BO 549 5850
78 Fairmont
584-7258

Jensen Triaxlal II Car Speakers $80P^^r^^^^Owatt^a^^
Espadrilles - Jacques Cohen - tan, size 9 -

hardly used - low price 546-4882

?/** !°'c!l« ti^^®*^ ^ vear $100 or BO callMarsha 549-3994

M^^^elbrop^

good cond. silver $3100

73 Lincoln Continental 4 door AM/FM
fa^fl^V^T^' 5'^^y ^^ 9^eat condition
$900.00 also '73 Pontiac Grandville
mechanic s specia l call 549-1456

FOUND

^^'^^ S' ^8on cowboy hat vicinity Fear-
ing btr?et Tuesday morning 256-01 70
Key in yellow pouch call 6-9723

FREE RENT

BASS PLAYERS
Martin Roundwounds 50% discount
$30 stnngs for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

iwl Tk
'^°^*'^oorf Apts one month free

over the summer with fall option call now
i|^d to hear from any and all call evenings

BELLYGRAMSiT
Delivered by professional Bellydancer

Z3-549T°^^
"""sual gift. Call Theresa

FURNISHED APARTMENT
Om bedroom Colonial Village rent
negotiable 256 6413

MLIRNITURE FOR SALE

BUSINESS MAJORS
Summer jobs in sales and business

?S! ol^^o^'®^^ ^°^3V - '2:30, 3:00, 5:30
7:30 CC Room 502

CAPE COD RENTAL
Females wanted for West Yannouth sum-
mer rental. Carey 549-5958

^u H ^ V®'"'""
v«c""'" cleaner that

will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of

t°iiL a'.?^^ ^°[ ^°"' ^°"^e- Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

CLASS II DRIVER
UMass Recycling Project needs a part
time flex-schedule driver. Start ASAP
Responsible for regular deliveries & vehicle

546-0618 or Rm 306 SUB

COLONIAL VILLAGE

GREAT AMERICAlNTrnprOFF

Beat the soaring cost of jet airfares withow cost flights to Europe, Israel, Africa and
the Far East. If interested write or call
Adventures i, Travel 4602 New Utrecht
Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 11?iq
212-633-3800

^^^

guitarists"

One bedroom, swimming pool, bus n 15
mile from campus, cable, summer with fall
option, inexpensive 256-0768

2 FER DEAL
Pay for June July rent get Aug Freel
Sumrner sublet 2 bdrm Southwood Apt
(part fum) 1 bdrm fall opt tennis pool cable

?l^ 0.^^'°^^ ^^^'' °" ^"s rte between 5-7
^oo-o427

Martin Strings
$3.75 set. Free
546-6684

acoustic and electric for
delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT
Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 Vi

£^o^^^.r«^^'P®*'"9' P°o'' tennis courts
253-5759

Summer sublet with fall option Puffton
Vil rge 2 bedroom 2 bath $160 ea bedroom
utilities inci call 549-1586 John available
June

2-3 br apt in N'ton Lvgrm, sun porch, Ig
•kitchen. Residential neighborhood $435
mo. plus utilities. Call 584 3397
Colonial Village two bedroom $280. lease
starts June 1 fall option 253-3169

Sunderland large 2 bedroom apts
available, June 1, fall option, on bus route,
$285 per mo plus utilities call Don or Eric^4101 after 4

Summer sublet fall option 2 bedroom
Southwood townhouse call 253-5448
evenings

1 bdrm apart Squire Village Sunderland
availaWe June 1 Days: 665-2713 eves:
w5-43o8

Room in Echo Hill for responsible female
Low rent in exchange for sitting j yr old 11
PT! __^ ^"^ P«^ of summer. Fall option
323-6562

Amherst Center 2 bedrooms 120 each per
month availa June Aug price heg 546-1006

I?^J\^°"V '^P^ 2 pe<j^tolh^;^o^
549-5107 in 3 bdrm
Females wanted for summer li^^e
$750 from Memorial to Labor Day call Shari
545-2152 Julie 549-4482 Leslie 549 6188

Summer Jobs promoting Ecology andConsumer Issues, Bottle Bill and Safe

nuS'^
."^ASSPIRG, the states largS

public interest organization is hiring sum-mer staf^ for public education and fundrais-

$"l60 s^^'i/ V'^'"o
^135-«00/wk and

$160$225/wk. Positions available in
Amherst, Boston, Cape Cod, New Bedfordand Worcester. Interviews Friday. Call Stu-
Qeritjmployment 545-1951 or 256-6434

f'!}^f'^°'^^*y^^o^^^^^ thiT^mer

5 2^7 30
^ '°°"' ^^ ^^^' ^^'

at the UMass Student Federal Credit Union
Pick up at USFCU in Union BIdg.

Applications Ww being accepted for
tull time summer employment for the Stu-
dent Center for Educational Research andAdvocacy (SCERA) Interested persons may
?r ^Q?/^ ^'"^«"^ U"*°" Deadline: MaJ
14 SCERA IS an affirmative action
employer

HEY FITZY POO!
Well here's the personal you've been
waiting for all year. Now go'ake a nfpGrumpy! (hee. heel)

^'

HEY POPEYE!

Hap^Blrthday B.oTTil^^r&wi^^^to^e

!gO HOUSE FINDERS REWARD "

To anyone flndli^g two professionals 2oearoom apt or hosue anywhere $400 -^maximurn^ Available June 1/June 15 If we
'?2L!!Ll50JsjrOURSM6^^^

HOUSE FOR RF^lT

Se**of'S?7? n?"" '^"'^''•^Pton June-^r

SfK.L D .^'"'' "*'''^'®« Call 584 3428
Skibiski Realtors, no pets

Sept $^5 plus utilities. Skibiski Realtors
t»4-3428 no pets

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28
hours including classroom theory & shop
Limited enrollment 253-7967

ROOM AVAILABLE

LIVE AT PUFFERS POND
Beautiful 1 bedrom w/porch utilities in-
cluded hear the river at night, sunny fall op-
tion $ negotiable call evenings late 549-6195

_ LOST

"^'V n CHffslda for lease fall option
$100 includes all available June 1st contact
Dave SU411 leave message will contact

ROOM WANTED

51? •'""calculator in Eng East Aud
atter Ecori 311 exam Thursday 4/1 needd^p^tely for classes. Please! Call

iSnfi^S" 'f"*^*o' ""P «» pond on Sat will
Identify, please 253-5166

Sentimental value white gold necklace
u^

'" Boyden Gym cross with diamond
chip REWARD 549-6872 Ellen

"'^^°"°

^7n r*'" °" ^^''^^ sentimental value

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

'rr^rey^^?^ '" ' ^^^« - ^^ ^-«

MOTORCYCLES

ti??*fl^^"*!5 *^5 *"fl'"« '" 90od condi-
tion best offer John tel. 253-3894

^oJ^^ K-wasaki $750. or BO Paul
.»/-2485 need moneyl l!

6^87^^""**' ^^ ^°°*^ ^^""^ '""^ well B^b

Kaw KZ
25616228

440 brand new! $1100 Mark

MOVING SERVICES^

5 miiff^D "**'*'"V*"''*=®-
"-o"' °' vvithinw miles. Reasonable rates. Call 549-3568

_ MUSTANG FOR SALE

i??n5^iT''"^u''°"'"*^"*»'« 9^eat cond.VB J02 17 mpg best offer 549-4002

NICE APT • CHEAP

suWet. Partly furnished, carpeted
$390/month, fall option 253-5niR *^

'

OH/C CONCERT - MAY 15

Jugglers, mime, games, clown con-
test, prizes, rock & roll, reggae - 12:00

personalF
PI Kappa Alpha summer room rentals
reasonable rates call 5-2150, 5-0047
The Maiden in Waiting Loves you how's
that for a cue

Bob Happy 21st Hon! Hope you enjoy this
day and have a great year ahead of you
Love you, Karen

Will the Lady in the Blue Duster (or
anybody) who witnessed the accident at

M IT
^^!^^'°" ^^^ Ave last Wed- Please

call 6-6854

John Adams is pleased to revealopeninos

^"n^",' ^^"o^
'^^" ^°' "^°^e info caTzack!

6-8941 or Cathy 6-5021 oo for it!

Baroie Happy 20th You're nol^e7~a
teenage alchoholic. But I'm sure you'llmake up for it. Have a good one!!! Know
you will Love Cyn-

Yes Faye- This one is for you! I know I've
told you this before, but moving into 310was the greatest thing I've ever done.Where would I be with you? Hope your Bir-
thday weekend was the best' 1-4-3 Jude

batical quiet responsible student with
references seek to take care of house close
to campus call Tami, 545-0939

Seniors: Open up an account at the UMass
Student Federal Cradit Union, and become

Elizabeth Hammann at USFCU for details
Eckankar -^a way of life PO Box 283Amherst 01004 '

Eric - Now I don't want everything. Justyou. Love. Me **

K. Plunkett come home. All id forgiven
love your fan club

Wanted - APL tutor please call 549-5187

I need room in or near Wellfleot on C^oe
for summer please call Amy 253-9472

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

Summer/fall option 1 or 2 males, furnish-

Iinnf''*'!^®1.^r.'"
Colonial Village

$100/month call David 256-8402
Amherst Apt bedroom to share $115/mo
June-Aug 5 min to campus 256-0415
Wanted - roommate(s) to share a 2 bdrm
apt this summer in Southwood $180 a

S^?SSgo"r^7'" '''^''"« ^^" ^-
brandywine 2 females needed to .«?hareroom starting Sept call 549-1813

Roommate(s) w^ted for fall to share^rge 2 bdrm townhouse in Sunderland busn^ pool, summer also available but not neewb-J9i4 eve

2^^o^^lolha^^

^^T^-^yoo^A
°' ^° ^^"^Bles Riverglade

ibU+ 253-7224 summer fall option
Lg basement bedroom in Riverglade 130
includes heat electric summer with fall op-
tion Kathy 546-8471 or Juanita 549-4035

a°n7time'S^"l ^° ^^^^"^ '^"^ -"

Summer sublet/fall option
beginning June or July. 2 females to sharebedroom Southwood 256-8379

P^n^M6
'^*'"''*' *°' Brandywine call

1 or 2 females wanted to share a 2bedroom apt at Brandywine summr sub
w/fall opt call 546-6440 or 546-6441
Roommate wanted for one bedroom In

sS^Mark ''"^°" ^^^ '®"* negotiable

i'"?.
^^•«*/oo'" «n four bedroom

available 1 June with fall option $165 -^
female only 549-6713 Marianne

2 non-smoking female roommates
wanted for Brit Man apt call 546-4717
Roommatels) wanted for 1 bedroom in
a 2 bedroom suny Sunderlqnd townhouse
150 month 665-2584 mornings
Female roommate needed to share cot-

nT^^l^ ^^:T°"^^ excellent location
call 665-2317 or 253 5309
Puffton two rooms in three bedroom

659^^ ^^^ ^*" ^^'^'^^ '^" evenings

One bedroom in three bedroom Puffton
apartment, June 1 $130. woman preferred
^tjfears5^5877 between 5 and 7 pm

'

July Aug subl^^iTfall option, pool, ten-
nis $ 15o/month call Scott 665-4165
Grad^lng In D^^^b^?~Quiet female

Mn"549-5i^^'®
'*"^°" ^^^ "*"* ^^" P'®^^

fMjJ*®" P"e bedroom available female
9130 starting September 549-0304 Rae
Roommates wanted for fall 82
semester to share 2 bdr apt in Riverglade
aptsjotal^ rent $300 call John at 256-8137

^^OMMAfTlNAnfiD MARLBORO
AREA

SERVICES

Jail 'SS-^ ""•• ^°"^« °^«^"'^« ««""^e-

SUBLET INjOSTON

SUMMER HIRING

J^gOFESSlONAL TYPING SCRWi^F
"

seiectric. Scientific. Bilinoual
english /Spanish 256-6957

°'"n9uai-

f^^tli
""• "°^ *»•'"» -ccepted for

Tuii time summer employment for the
ccjjrse and teacher evaluation guide. Apply

rf 1«2 ^"'°" ^""'^'"9 Deadline May

SUMMER SUBLET

RIDE WANTED
Rid* riMded tolihicago around 27th "l
travel light. Will share ?as ex^ns^and
driving. Please call Cris &6-81M

^

Five bedroom spacious ranch house N
AfTiherst country setting bordering conser-

rhiTJc^^^'T"''*' »"'"« 540 month ask
Chip 545-0487 days
Summer sublet w/fall option In 2

Ss-'S^is
^'" ^°^' ^^^^ '^" '^^

^"•''°?'" •Wclency N. Amherst $150.00
utilities included non smoker Ann 49^<036

!

I

Monday, May 10, 1982

positions for the fall of 1982:
'^'^ '^^"''"^ ^^'^ ***« following

Typesetters — Proofreaders
tamera/Paste-up Technicians

c'e^fAp^l^^^^^^^^^^^ 113 Catnpus
UMass undergraduateSents^ Applicants must be full-time

applications for the following positions for the fall of 1982-
Associate Managing Editors Assoc. News Editor

Layout Technicians Assoc. Arts Editor
};**?'*"*" Assoc. Women's Editor
Drivers

Assoc. Photo Editor (1)

Application deadline is May 17, 1982.
ciK'^uudie students.

The Collegian is an eqvuil opportunity employer.

Summer sublet/fall option. One
bedroom townehouse in Southwood
Possibly furnished. Rent nego call 256-8673

^cL^f!L?^^*°" 2 bdrm Southwood apts
25d-o824

Room in 5 bedroom house South
Amherst nice possible fall option 132 Wen-
dy 256-6336

Summer sublet Puffton three bedrooms
furnished rent negotiable call 549-451 1

Puffton room available July, August
non-smoker, fall option. $100.00 month

'

549-1421

Summer sublet with fall option 4
bedrooms Northampton call 584-3241
Karen

* Gorillas
Continiwd fhrm page 16

The GorUias picked it right up to start
the third period on successive goals by
Stuart Orns and Morgan Mohrman to take
their sole lead of the game. Syracuse, in
an upset securing hat trick, retaliated
with three quick scores to go on top for
good.

In the fourth quarter, both teams got
tough defensively. UM attackman Paul
Fogarty was the first scorer of the period
when he stuck one in at 6:22 to make it 9-8
Syracuse. After the two teams traded
scores, the Gorillas' goal coming when tri-

captain Jim Weller struck for his only
score of the night with two minutes left to

* Football
Continued from page 16

drive culminating in Frekers first touch-
down.
Pe^vich. who went the distance for the

Red. was impressive in first full game since
being injured last season against Dart
mouth College. The junior Bristol. Conn
native connected on 7 of 10 passes good for
.102 yards and two TDs.
Freker was Pecevich's favorite target

hauling in four passes for a total of 47 yards
and two touchdowns. Pearson put on a
typical Pearsonian performance, carrvine
12 times for 88 yards.

Pecevich's attack was hampered at times
by the standout efforts of junior transfer

iCoUe^janis

play, the Orangemen clung to a slim 10-9
advantage.

The clincher for Syracuse came when
Massachusetts was called for a costly
delay of game penalty when they did not
get together for a faceoff in time following
Weller s goal. Syracuse got possession
and capitalized 20 seconds later to create
tne 1 1-9 final victory margin.
Unless something extraordinary occurs
Ike Johns Hopkins University droppini?
lacros.se for the remainder of the season it
IS highly unlikely Massachusetts wiU crack
the top four. Let's be satisfied if they
make it to the top eight for now

iineback John Debs (8 tackles. 2 fumble
recoveries) and tri-captain "Marvelous"
Dwayne Lopes (complete with newly
shaven head) who pinned the Red with two
interceptions.

Sophomore QB Mark Tabor put on a good
show in relief of McGrath in the second half
labor directed the White team's only
touchdown drive of the game with a series
01 well thrown passes including two 10-
yarders to tight end Bruce Wills and a 49-
yard bomb to newcomer wide receiver
Abraham Yacteen which gave the White a
fu-st down on the Red 11-yard Une with 5-10
left to play.

Arts Desk 545-3500

SUMMER SUBLET IN BOSTON
Own rm in 4 bd apt 180 mo. inci utils, near
T, safe, call Phil or Maria 549-5050

SUMMER SUBLET-NEW YORK CITY

Quiet upper East side studio apt furnish
ed sleeps 3 June-Aug $275 per month plus
utilities call 549-6346 after 8 pm

negotiable 549-4902

S. Amherst Apt 2 bdrm share rm $75/mo
Joane 253-5012

TO SUBLET

3 bdrm house Sunderland bus stop
across street rent negotiable 665-2351

Townhouse apartments 3 bedroom half-
price 549-1006

?^'''" "P^ '" Brittany Manor w/fall option
$390 includes hear call 256-8244

Brandywine 2 bedrooms w/patio, pool
AC, bus route June 1 - Aug 31 549-5127
Summer sublet Cheap! Subletting '/4 of a
Southwood Apt call Steve C 253-5482
Rooms for rent on Main St Amherst can
walk to campus everything inci call
256-6222

Convenient, furnished Amherst Center
apt walking distance to campus summer
only rent neg 256-8095

Vi large apartment N. Amherst furnished,
if wanted, $100. June through August
female only 549-4123

Two bedroom comfortably furnished
Puffton Village rent negotiable call Yat
549-6249

Brittany manor two bedroom furnished
apt rent negotiable call 253-5095

Summer sublet in 3 bedroom Puffton
Village apartment, furnished, pool, air con-
ditioning, on bus route, price negotiable
call Lynn at 549-6912, or call Scott at
546-7042 don't miss out, call todayl

Summer sub w/def fall opt 2 bdrm Cliff-
side apt $335/mo inc all util avail 6/1 call
after 6 665-3233

Puffton - two bedrooms summer sublet
only Rose 546-7381 Pam 546-4158

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
terms available immediately Paul or Bill
665-4391

Southwood Apt Summer sublet only 2
bdrm furnished with AC, pool, on bus route
rent negotiable call after 5 PM 253-7123
Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom, pool,
AC, cable, available June 1 call 546-5029 or
546-5024

Northwood Apt. 1 bdrm summer 120
telec entire apt fall (2 bdrms) avail 6/1 call
Wendy/Mary 665-2253

1 bedroom apt Squire Village Fall option
Rent negotiable call 665-7589

Sublet Fall option furnished 2 bdr on bus
route rent negotiable call 665-2081
Fantastic Location 5 minute walk to town
or campus summer sublet, 1 bedroom in 3

S^''«,°-,«
apartment garage, porches $135

2t3o-0170

Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond
summer sublet cheap on bus route niahts
Doug 549-1255

Partially funished apt w/fall option in
Sunderiand on bus rte call after 8 665-4946
Summer sublet 2 or 3 bdrms in Puffton
apt rent negotiable call Dru 549-0127 or
Holly 546-8854

4 bedrm apt Swiss Village 147$ each
utilities included on bus route partly fur-
nished available June 1st with fall option I II

256-6103

One bedroom available immediately in
South Amherst apartment summer and/or
fall option call 546-7028 Gail

Summer sublet townhouse apt furnished
3 bedroom rent negotiable 546-9616 or
546-9618

Squire Village large 2 bedroom
townhouse, summer sublet w/fall option
rent negotiable 665-7149

Puffton - summer sublet, fall option, one
bedroom apartment, $250.00/month
cinf/,.'"'^'"^®^' P°°'' b"s, tennis, call
049-6414

min to

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION

4 bdrm $147 per mo all util 253-7278

Sublet with fall option: 4 bedroom 1 H
bath top floor, sliding glass door good con-
dition $147 per month call 256-6287

Brandywine 2 females to share room in 2
bedroom apt furn. $140 ea & elec 549-0425
Squire Village 2 bedroom 2 bath pool AC
fall option 665-3065

Northampton the center of town 4
bedroom house 586-5987

Brandywine apts Summer sublet with
possible fall option. One male roommate to
live in co-ed apt. $1.10/month plus elec-
tricity. call 546-4141

Southwood 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apartment includes spotlight 253-9235.

Townhouse 3 bedroom apt fully furnished
rent negotiable call 549-5968

Summer sublet 2 bdrm Southwood apt
rent negotiable call 253-9083

Best deal yet. . .2 bdrm Brandywine Apts
on bus route, pool, tennis. Summer sublet
July 1 - Aug 31st. rent negotiable, call
546-7625 or 546-5026 (keep trying)

Brandywine - 2 bdrm, completely furnish-
ed, pool, AV, availaJune 1 - Aug 31
549-4181

Brandywine 2 bedrooms furnished AC
pool rent negotiable 549-0425

2

SUMMER SUBLET $75/MO

One bedroom available in a townhouse
apt. N. Amherst excellent location, fully
furnished Bob 549-1399

SUMMER WORK

Lge 2 bdrm townhouse Squire
available 6/ 1 fall option 665-4108

Vill

Great $. travel, experience interviews to-
day CC Room 502 at 12:30, 3:00, 5:30, 7:30

SUPER 8 MOVIE CAMERA
Super 8 Movie Camera taken from Col-
legian office on Monday, reward for its

return no questions asked call Andy at the

Available June 1 fall option Cliffside apt
1 Irg bedroom utilities pool rent negotiable
665-7956 after 9 pm
Northampton 2 furnished bedrooms, near
downtown. Summer only, 115+ each
584-5143

Brandywine June 1 2 br furnished, AC,
pool, $290, 549-5331

Excellent Cond. 4 Bedrm apt w/extras.
Rent for summer sublet negotiable w/fall
option-call 256-8469

Summer Sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
Colonial Village busroute pool 253-2470

3 bedrooms available in beautiful house 2
minutes from Campus on Nutting Ave off

Presidential summer sublet 4
Grad Twr $275 call 549-1700

To sublet 2 bedroom Presidential V4 mile
from campus negotiable 253-3176 256-0873
To Sublet furnished 3 room apt in Belcher-
town $135/month 323-5018

Inexpensive large one bedroom apt. Col-
°"'a' Village summer sublet with fall option

Summer Sublet 2 bedrooms Brandywine
apts. June-August Call anytime 546-5270
Downtown Amherst Large 1 -bedroom
apartment June 1 - Aug 31 $250-300 month
includes utilities John or Gale 253-3443
Room Available 2 persons for bedroom in
furnished apatment on bus route 75 olus
each 665-3097

Cheap Resort Living in southwood AC
pool, tennis courts, 4 bedrooms on bus
route $300/mon call 546-5496 or 546-4975

?ii";il!15'^
Furnished Bdrm in townhouse

546-9965

Summer 3 rooms in modern house on bus
route 5 min walk to Amherst Center
130/month -i- 256-0039

ROOM IN HOUSE Sunny room in house
close to Amherst Center heat and hot water
included Call Dave or Mark at 253-5475
FALL OPTION Room for summer sublet
with fall option. Cool spacious room. Pool
and tennis court rights. Across from bus
stop. Call Doug or Mike at 256-6670 nites

Specious 3 bedroom, 1 % bath, duplex,
A/C dishwasher, disposal, June 1-Aug 29
$250/month or best offer. 6-7423, 6-7430
6-7494, call anytime

2 bedroom townhouse Squire Village
available June 1st w/fall option on bus
route 665-7923 rent negotiable

Squire Village summer sublet fall opt. Lg.
2 bdrm apt pool porch pleasant 665-4813

1 bdrm Cliffside 110/mo pool tennis bus
line 666-4232 fall option

Double room for two available in house
near Amherst Center. Possible fall option
Completely furnished 253-9403

3 bdrm bs rte big yard, low rent on Main
Amh 256-6611

with your name and number. We will sublet
entire apartment or separate rooms
2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom apartment $147
each, includes all utilities Available June
first with possible fall option call Diane or
Pam at 256-6101 after 8 p.m.

Puffton two rooms in three bedroom sum-
mer only rent negotiable call Ann 549-6899
Bob 546-6105

Spacious 2 bedroom house share w/
vyorking female 1 mile to campus, yard fur-
nished, on bus route $180 month negot.
call 253-9894 ^
UP to 4 bedrooms available for summer
w/fall option utilities included rent
negotiable 253-5937

To sublet w/fall option 1 bedroom colonial
Village apt on bus rt,. pool, consen/ation
area 253-3515

Summer sublet w/fall option 3 bedrooms
in a 4 bedroom apt $147/mo utilities includ-
ed call 253-2218.

TRAVEL
Terrific June trip to Bermuda for $409 in-
cludes everything - for info call 256-6941

TYPING/EDITING

Efficient quick confidential 549-5727
resumes, cover letters, research papers

TYPING SERVICES

Freelance typing, editing, tape transcrib-
ing. Reasonable rates, top skills. Profes-
sional executive secretary. Amherst Center
549-051R

WANTED
Couple Seeks housing On Martha's
Vineyard for the summerl If you help us
we'll arrange a reward or free housing in
our Amherst Apt for that period. Call Kevin

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith'
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
Pufton/Brandywine one bedroom June
1st 617-632-3910 eves collect.

Puffton 3 bdrm summer w/fall option Ron
or Keith 546-4659

WERE YOU AT BROWN'S
SEMI FORMAL 4/247

Summer Sublet w/fall option Townhouse
Apts 2 Bedroom 549-5103 Hu rry

4 bedroom apartment $147 per bedroom,
all utilities included. Fall option included call
^-7430 keep trying if no answer, call
546-3500 and leave a message for M.W.

Then maybe you saw my brown tweed
Anu^m P"*<=^"** "port J-cket men's size
42 It had sentimental value. If you have any
info contact the brown HR at 6-451 1 reward
It round no questions asked

COLLEGIAN
The Daily Collegian is accepting ap-
plications for the positions of Adv
Manager, Adv. Assistants and Ad
Representatives for Fall 82. The Collegian is

545-3§»'
^PP®"^""'^ employer phone
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Sports
Undefeated Gazelles
wait for playoff news
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
ColIej?ian Staff

Waiting has become the game for the
University of Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team.

After dispatching the Huskies of Nor
theastern University, 14-5, yesterday in

Boston, the Gazelles are awaiting word
from the NCAA on a possible berth in the
upcoming championships.

UMass coach Pam Hixon will know by
jioontime today whether her undefeated
squad will go on to post-season competition.
The Gazelles' ninth win was accomplished
with the help of everyone on the team.

"Everyone played," said UMass junior
varsity coach Charlyn Robert, "We had
some nice give and go's, and the defense
was right on the money."

Junior Linda Hayatayan led the Gazelle
offense with four goals and one assist.

Three people notched hat tricks in the game
— senior co-captain Margie Anderson (who
also had an assist), Tish Stevens and Pam
Moryl. Michelle Boyer scored one goal,
while Fabia Closson and Andrea Muccini
had one assist apiece.

In goal. Rita Hubner and Debbie DeJesus
combined to register seven saves.

"We played really well in the first half."

said defense wing Ro Tudryn, "We had a

10 1 lead at halftime, then I guess we kind
of sat back. We got two goals in the last 47
seconds. It was nice to be playing again
after a week layoff (the last time UMass
played was April 30 when they beat Boston
College, 10 2), and I hope we get to play
again in the NCAAs."

"It was good to be playing again," said

Linda Bevelander. another member of the
UMass team, "We did well, we managed to
get used to the Astroturf, which was
making the ball bounce higher and faster,

and we played very well."

Tudryn and Bevelander were part of the
Gazelle defense which held the lady Huskies
to 11 shots on goal. On the other end,
UMass peppered NU goalies Mare Milette
and Phyllis Kossak with 28 shots.

With the regular season now over, the
waiting has begun. By the time today is

over, the Gazelles will know if they will

participate in their fourth playoff in as
many years (first within the NCAA), or
stand idle, 9-0 record and all. and begin
preparations for next season.

ITPPIfT rk IT • •.!*.- .
<"«ll«Ki«n photo by Kevin J Farhplti

V • S ~ ^"'^^"•ty o^ Massachusetts women's lacrosse senior
co-captain Margie Anderson heads towards the opposing goal in action
earlier this season.

Adelphi dims UM's playoff picture with sweep
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

GARDEN CITY. N.Y. - For the University of
Massachusetts softball team. Saturday's doubleheader
with Adelphi University was a nightmare that included
injuries, errors, and desperate raUies.

It was a dream come true for Adelphis Regina Dooley as
she hit a three run home run with the count two strikes on
her and two out in the bottom of the seventh inning of the
second game to give the Adelphi Panthers a two game
sweep of the Minutewomen and, most likely, the NCAA
playoff berth from the East.

Adelphi used two rallies in the bottom of the seventh in
both games to topple the Minutewomen 3-2 in the first
game and 4 2 in the second.

In the first game, Adelphi took control immediately
Monng a run m the first as Mary Wallace singled in Jeanne
Bockrath. UMass was also mentally hurt earlv as they lost
centerfielder Tina Coffin. Coffin led the game off with a

Playoff berth in jeopardy

Syracuse nips Gorillas

Just a few moments earlier, in warm-ups, assistant
coach Rhonda McManus had her nose broken when she was
accidentally hit by a Gina Mantino pitch.

We were mentally distracted in the first game and we
had a lack of concentration at times (in both games)," said
head coach Elaine Sortino. "It took about three or four
(innings) for us to settle down."

Buoyed by a Terri Tucker home run and a Dooley RBI,
the Panthers took a 3-0 lead into the top of the seventh!
UMass couldn't get their offense going and had only three
baserunners through the first six innings.

Mary Artn Lombard! led off the top of the seventh with a
single and Jackie Swist was put in to pinch run. Jackie
Gaw hit a shot to the shortstop who tossed the ball to
Loren Petersen to get Swist and Petersen dropped the
ball. Gina Mantino was up next and hit a hard grounder to
the third baseman who stepped on the bag to get Swist
out.

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

SYRACUSE, N.Y. - All those who have
been priming themselves to enjoy a first

round playoff appearance by the
University of Mas.sachusetts men's
lacrosse team in the friendly confines of
Alumni Stadium on May 19 instead should
begin to portder whether their cars could
withstand an extended southeasterly road
trip on that date.

Head coach Dick Garber's Gorillas saw
their hopes for a first round NCAA home
playoff game seriously endangered and
almost washed away in a sea of Orange as

they were upset. 11 9, by 11th ranked
Syracuse University at ('oyne Stadium.
For Massachusetts to have the benefit of

hosting a playoff game, it would have to

be rated one of the top four teams in the
nation bv the NCAA Selection Committee
at sea.son's end. Going into PViday's game,
the Gorillas were rated number five

nationally by the United States Inter

collegiate Lacro.sse Association (USILA).
With games against fourth ranked Cornell

University (today at 3 p.m.) and Rutgers
University (Saturday) still to be played,
the task for the now 8 2 GoriUas will be to

make it to the NCAA's top eight just to be
considered for playoff participation.
Massachusetts has developed a penchant

this season for falling behind early, only to
stage dramatic and often awesome
comebacks to snatch victories. Curiously
enough, the only time the Gorillas con
trolled the contest from the start against a
quality opponent was in last week's up.set
over Army when the Gorillas jumped out
to a quick lead and never looked back.
Friday it was the Orangemen who

established early dominance and ef
fectively maintained control of the game
throughout. Although the Gorillas did
effect a mini comeback in the second
quarter, out.scoring the home team .5 2 to
pull withing 65 at halftime. Syracu.se
were not impressed. There were to be no
Dartmouth like rallies in this encounter.
A crowd of 2.000 (the size in direct

correlation to the $4.00 admi.ssion. no
doubt) watched the Orangemen barrage
Gorilla goaltender Dan Altshuler with
shots while running up a 4 first quarter
cushion.

Garber installed junior Chris Bennedetto
in net to start the second period and
Massachusetts provided more offense to
make it close at half. .,

( nnhnued on page 15

After Chris Coughlin popped up. Fran Troy smacked a
blooper down the first base line which Bockrath couldn't
handle and it rolled into foul territory as Troy ran to
second and Gaw scored.

Karen LaVerdiere then walloped a hit over second and
into center field plating Troy and Mantino for the 3-3 tie.
However. LaVerdiere was thrown out at second to end the
inning.

"Karen did a great job getting us back into the game (she
also has a hard double in the third)," said Sortino.

However. Adelphi came out swinging and Madlalena
Scandura led off with a single when Debbie Pickett
couldn't find the handle on the baU. On the next pitch,
Mantino let it get away and the runner moved to second.
Bockrath, then, became the Adelphi hero of the week as
she hit a bouncer out to Patty Masury in right field.

Masury misplayed the bounce and it went behind the
freshman and the Panther's scored to win the first game, 3-
^ *

Continued on page 8

Football fans get apreview
with Red-White scrimmaap
By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

It would not have been too far off ba.se to
assume that Saturday's Red-White in-

trasquad spring game would be a high-
scoring, explosive offensive display.

After all, each respective team was led
by a quarterback who had an equal tour of
varsity game experience in the past and
each squad possessed a "big gun" tailback
to provide extra offensive punch.

Besides all this, one could have expected
the opposing defensive units, which were
tabbed to prevent any offensive fireworks,
to be as porous as Swiss cheese as only a
handful of the starter hopefuls had any
viable experience in the line of fire.

As it turned out, much of the contest was
decidedly defensive oriented, with red and
white shirted Minutemen crashing helmets
to a scoreless tie until QB Dean Pecevich hit
sophomore tight end Gary Freker with a 14
yard touchdown pass with ju.st 16 seconds
to play in the first half.

"It was a good game to watch once we got
a first down,

" UM head coach Bob Pickett, a
neutral observer in this game, said. "I was
pleased with the performancesof our entire
team, particularly with the new guys on
defense."

"This is probably the youngest squad I've
ever had." Pickett, who has led the

Minutemen to straight winning seasons and
three Yankee Conference championships in
his four years as head man. said. "With a
very good freshman class coming in this
year, we should be in excellent shape in the
fall."

For the record, the Pecevich to Freker
combination provided most of the offense in

the game. After tailback Garry Pearson
made a 43-yard jaunt to the White team's
seven yard line on the Red's first pos.session

of the third quarter, Pecevich found Freker
open in the end zone on the very next play
foraTD.
A 2 yard touchdown sweep by Rich

Jenkins, behind some nice blocks from
Demo Drougas and Ron Mangarelli.
averted a shutout as the Red team held on
for a 14-8 victory.

The anticipated quarterback duel bet
ween Pecevich and White team starter
Barrett McGrath never materialized as

McCJrath had to leave the game midway
through the second quarter after being
mauled by Red defensive tackle Ken
Johnson.

John.son deflected a McGrath pa.ss back
into McGrath's hands and then tackled him
to cause a fumble which was recovered by
nose guard Steve O'Neil. This play set up
the Red's first score, as Pecevich brought
his team 48 yards in six plays in a scoring

Continued on page 15
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KING'S
STRUGGLE

by Angela Brown
Jannes Steele, National Chair of the Young Workers

Liberation League, spoke at UMass last Wednesday,
Apnl 28th in the final event of this years' Martin Luther
King, Jr. week activities. His talk on "King's Dream
vs. Reagans' Nightmare" covered topics such as the
movement to make King's birthday a national holiday
King's approach to the problems of Black inequality in
America (during the Civil Rights movement) and the
relevance of King's ideas today.

Steele said that the movement to make King's birth-
day a national holiday is a growing one and that ap-
proximately 7 million people have signed petitions
which demanded that this be done. This movement
has been spearheaded by the efforts of Stevie Wonder
who has led marches on Washington and recorded a
hit song honoring King's birthday. Steele said that
"history has had the final word" in judgement of the
meaning that King's lifework holds to the American
people and the world. He noted that this movement is
as much a movement demanding progress as King en-
visioned it as a demand for official homage in the form
of a holiday.

Despite this movement, "The character assasina-
tion continues..." said Steele, referring to the stream
of literature, etc. aimed to discredit King and his work.
Steele discussed the similar attempts to discredit na-
tional liberations movements around the world. In par-
ticular he noted how SWAPO and the African Na-

CONTINUES
TODAY

tional Congress, of Namibia and South Africa respec-
tivley, are toted as Soviet appendages. In Steeles'
words this view is " to say that Black folk are in-
capable of thinking for themselves" i.e. resisting op-
pression in their own countries.

Steele also described the changes in King's work
over the years, King "started with the demand for for-
mal democracy" and later became concerned with "a
deeper form of democracy", that is, equal access to
this country's resources. Steele told how King also
was concerned with world peace (and received the
Nobel Peace prize in this field). King became involved
in the early peace movement and articulated the view
that "war is the enemy of the poor" when poverty
programs were pushed aside dunng the Viet Nam war.

Steele discussed the period characterized by a feel-
ing of confidence after King's death generated by the
fact that people could at least look to a better future
for their children if not themselves. However, this
period has definitley ended over the past 14 months in
what Steele called a "clash" with "Reagans'
nightmare" of cuts in social programs, etc. which will
bring us back to the "good old days" which our
parents have been trying to forget for many years.
Steele ended by discussing the need for students to
get involved in the attempt to get rid of Reaganomics
by registenng and voting in the midterm congressional
elections.

James Steele speaks on Reaganomics

A Closer Look at Our Existence

In last week's edition of NUMMO an article entitled "AreWe Serious About Existence" by C. Zulu addressed the
problem of the possible collase of third world organizations
on campus. The author expressed the belief that the dif-
ficulty stems from being dependent on an uncertain funding
system ( the Student Activities Trust Fund). He felt that the
time and talent of those involved in the "senate
bureaucracy" ought to be directed at the organizations thus
helping to lessen dependency and to strengthen the
monetary base from within.

Members of the Student Government Association wish to
offer an alternative view. A closer look at the system will
illustrate the necessity for some dependency upon outside
funding. Some of our organizations do not have the
resources to create an independent monetary base great
enought to sustaing its activities. A prime example of such
an organization is NUMMO News.
The primary sourceof funds for any newspapaer is its

advertising revenue. Less than three percent of the campus
population (and even less in the entire township) is com-
prised of third world people. Estimated readership to the
cautious advertiser would therefore be less than three
percent of the community. Few businesspersons would
advertise to three percent of a population if he could ad
vertise to ninety seven percent. Obviously, concern for the
well being of the paper would not be a deciding factor in
choosing NUMMO over other publications. The only
alternative would be to change the objectives of NUMMO
News. NUMMO would have to transform itself from a carrier
of third world views and opinions which caters to the in-
creased awareness of third world people to an organ of
propaganda that which many white people, including ad
vertisers want to hear. The change would increase
readership but defeat the purpose of the paper

Furthermore, the fact that third world students pay an
annual fee of eighty-four dollars means that we have just as
much right to the money as the whites. The point therefore
is not how to cease dependency on the S.A.T.F., but how to
insure the safety of those dollars.

The Third World Caucus serves its purpose in this area.
One of the objectives of the Caucus is to insure that third
world groups receive funding. The consistent increase in

budgets over the last three years proves the Caucus' ability.

That ability coupled with dedication from Caucus members
guarantees continued funding. Thus our dependency is

upon our own people.

Just as organizations, unity and political education enable
the Caucus to get funding, the funding should enabi e the
organizations to promote unity and awareness among its

targeted members.
Fundraising within the organizations is an important

element in reducing dependency. The money which comes
form the S.A.T.F. should be used as a base on which to
build greater funds in order to create more productive
organizations. A successful fundraiser cannot occur without
money to organize.

We must not lose sight of our goals. The Caucus and all

other third world organizations ought not to consider the
securing of funds as their sole purpose. Our organizations
exist to educate our people about our culture, maintain
awareness of issues which concern us from a campus, state,
national and international perspective, and to build unity and
understanding among our people. Money is used to facilitate

the achievements of these objectives. It allows speakers to
come from around the world to address third world issues.
Rallies, conferences and other events can be sponsored
when money is available.

by Charlene Allen

A closer look at eh Caucus itself is also in order. It is one
our finest and most unified third world organizations.
Opposition to its activities may stem form a lack of
knowledge of its functions.

The budget is only one aspect of Caucus activity. Other
aspects include constant work with the administration on
issues like personnel policy, affirmative action guidelinesand
monitoring of the administration. Caucus members are
involved in the hiring process through search committes and
policy setting for student and professional positions. The
Caucus also lobbies on a state level. Financial aid and the
overall University budget are examples of issues its members
have worked on this year. The recent mock election was a
Caucus sponsored event.

Moreover, the experience gained by working in the
Caucus is challenging and educational. Students learn
politics, public speaking, legal concepts and budgetary
analysis. Fighting constantly against a white majority senate
is an excellent builder of unity!

The Caucus accepts guidance form the Office of Third
World Affairs. The money and power it derives form the
political work enables its activities as well as those of the
organizations.

The third world members of the S.G.A. working within
the Caucus are indeed sereious about the existence of our
organizations. Their motto could be "money and power
form the basis for learning, unity and strength. It is that
concept that all of our organizations must learn in order to
get the most out of our experiences. Funds are a catalyst for
creating unity and vice versa. All of our organizations must
realize that working together is our greatest strength. Divide
and conquer is the white mans motto. Unity and nourish-
ment must be ours. Dependency is positive if we depend on
one another.
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Vieques:

—Donde la Guerra Continua.

tstados Unidos. Desde ese entonces Vieques a sido usada

£3 itaTdlL
"" ''''''°^ '^"^^ P^^^^^ apro^madamente

223 l.bras de langosta y ahora escasamente pesca 10 libras

tre^stlTolJT' ""'T'- "" P^^^^^°^ viequense fue en-

P: Que te trae a los Estados Unidos?
R Es una mision especial para llevar el mensaje de que Vie-

los sTadoTut'rr' "r° ^^°^^"^^^ P- '^ ---delos bstados Unidos. Que en Vieques no hay empleo.

D tP^f ^%1^ cituacion que confronta Vieques?

^hL J^T'^
^"^'"^^^ ^^ ^^'^®"° q^e la marina nos hanrobado, donde ellos (la marina) hacen sus pract.ca d^anas la

SnLVd'e guerrr"
'^ ^"""°' ^'^'^^^ ^^^° ^ t^-

con^vlqS"^"
"""^ " ""'""' "^^ '°' ^'''^°' ^"'^^^ P-^

Ft. Lo unico que vemos es que Vieques esta siendo usadocomo targeta de tiro al bianco para no solo la mannanorteamencana sino para los paises miembros de la OTANCada pais que usa las aguas y terreno de practica de Vieques

estados'unTd^s 'p '''"^"^ ^°^ ^°^^ '' Soviefno de' loestados unidos. Es un medio de interes, usado comer-cia^mente pero el comercio es para los bolsillos de otTosnosotros rec.b.mos las bombas y ellos reciben los dblar^s

Vie^ufs?"''^'
""^^ ""^^ ''^'"^"^*' '"' "9"^^ V ^«^^«"o de

rr'ri«.'oT
'^^^"^"^^^ «s '^ "^-ina norteamericana, pero enel plazo de un mes mas o menos, hemos visto con rnas fre

n^rT^""^^
®\''" P""^° estrategico para el area del caribe

ter^er^o Ta'rn'h''^
'"""'"'"^ '^'''''^^ '^ ^«^ maritir^a^;^

terreno^ Tamb.en es un punto centrico para llegar a otmspaises de la America Latina. ^ °^

P: Tiene libertad de pescar en cualquier sitio de Vieques?
R. No! Nos han restringido nuestras propias aguas.

R • ^aCn!Z^^ '"""p^ ^'"'^ ^" ^'^"^^ V «" P^-to Rico ?

fuerte aue ™ ?
^^'"^'^ ^" ^*^"^^ ^^ "" movimientoaierte que crea conciencia a todos viequense puertorU

P: Como se relaciona el caso de Puerto Rico con Vieques?

LjnTT i
''"^^'^ '^'^^ ^'9"^ ^*«"do color^ deTos

00! Ki^
tambien. Vieques, como Puerto Rico tieneposib. dades, tienen buenas playas, buen terreno so°o lo quenecesitamos es que nos devuelvan nuestra patria para oode?nosotros desarrollaria como nosotros podemos

^

P: Cual es el estado de lucha?

usado^Hnl^'n" !l
''"^'"° '°"'^" '" "^-'"^ La marina hauMdo un m^todo de compra de conciencia desde que lamarina llego con la excuse de instalar una base permanen epor la_guerra nos dieron empleo a 150 personas CuTndo^formo la Assoc.acion de Pescadores esos trabai^

inar/.rr'."''°"-
'" '^^''"^" ^'"'''^^'^ ^"« ^^^ ahora esdemgresar a jovenes en el programa de Cadets. Ensenandolesque Vieques es de mucha importancia para los estadosunidos y que todo aquel que no cree en es'o es eTenem.go

poniendo a viequense contra viequense o sea hermano con-
tra hermano.

P: Le,gustaria dar un mensaje al pueblo de UMass?

estan lurtLn"'^'"
'^^''" ^"^ "^P^" ^"« ^'^V aquellos que

apoyodttror" " ^"^'° ^^'^ ' ^- necesitamos%l

P. Que importancia tiene Vieques hacia otros paises?

READ NUMMO!

Dukakis: The Next Governor?

Mike Dukakis
in

talks about higher

Massachusetts
education

A mock gubernatorial election sponsored by the ThirdWorld Caucus was held last week in hopes of mak nq a fi rnstatement on student power within the state The 4^were encouraging. 3,381 students voted in the election

ZlTA^r" 1 ''' ''^'^^^ '°''' ^"^"°"^^ - the campushistory. And, aselection workers pointed out there was
l-ttle notice and limited monetary and human resourceThe caucus and the student senate which endorsed and

thT?h?V''
1'"''°" "^" P^°"^ °^ '^- turnout 'howshat he time has come when students will exercise their

ourlpL K
'"^ "^''^ ' "^^'^^ ^'^^^^^"'^^ '" the election o

Wnr H Af7^
^^ .'""^ ^°"^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ Director of Thi°dWorld Affairs and coordinator of the election

tn .hl'^T°'^u^^^
""''"^ sponsored the event in an effortto show the white community on campus and off that tNrdworld people can and do work for the good of all. 'We don^just work for ourselves." Crayton said "We hope Vhafthiseffort will prove that when third world people get togetheand ry to accomplish something it is not only for our goodbut for the good of the commonwealth as a whole fnproving and making use of student political power we canchange things to benefit the entire state.'

Mike Dukakis won the election overwhelmingly with 2 064

TZ:^ 111°'^^' Pu^colo came in second with 341 and' TipO M-.l III ran a close third with 331 votes. Governor King

took fourth place with 150 votes, and all other candidatesreceived less that 100 votes each. There were 1^ writ in^fbm no individual received enough to equal 2 . of the who e

e^^nThn H^K^''
'°'^'^ '"^^°'° ^'' P'^-^d °n the biteven though he is not a candidate members of the caucusexplained that he is the type of person students would Hke^osee in office. When the Democratic candidates were askedto come and debate on campus every one of them refusedThey seemed to think that the caucus, and perhaps theUniversity, was not prestigious or important enough'' sa^^Mike Ferrigno. who helped to coordinate the event WhenFoster Furcolo was asked, however, he accepted. Furcolo isa former governor of the state, and the only member of °heBoard of Fegents who has consistently voted for students ontuition and other related questions. "He keeps students^"mind and treats us right! We're hoping that the large number

thinn?'
" :^T^. ^" ^'°"' ^^« o.n6\6aies the kind othings we re looking for ' Ferrigno said

The election results are being published in Boston
Springfield and local newspapers, as well as being broadcaston television and radio. Copies are being sent directly to the
candidates. If they are wise they will take notice of growina
student power and begin to take higher education moreseriously.

Board of Regents - Corporate Connection

University of Massachusetts students,' tnTstJdems

students are those being forced out of school only to bereplaced with large numbers of those who cannot o do notwish to pay for private schools
Underlying this situation is the point that Massachusettsalready second-to-last in per capita Public Higher Education

IS m many ways the guinea pig of a grand corporate scheme'a b^ business takeover of Public Higher Education Xtakeover is guided by the 15 member Board of Regents' who
f'^rThe'^n^'^r'''

^' ''^''^"^^ " "^'"S '^ "^'^' aS deds^nsfor the public universities, state and community colleges inMassachusetts. The Board could easily double as theBusiness Roundtable or a High-Technology CoundlChairman of the Board of Regents is James Martfn expresident of the Mass. Business Roundtable Tcurrentlvchairman of Mass. Mutual Life Insurance Co. and on theboard of directors of the First National Bank of Boston one

Wh A^' ^'

c'""" «"PP°««^s of the apartheid reg^e inSouth Africa. Seated next to Martin is Ray Strafa exchairman of the High-TechnolOgy Councifand present

Str" °//"°'°u^
°""'""^' ' '«^d*"9 microprocessor ?i'mbased in Massachusetts. The list goes on Mr WanT

PLANET ROCK

Ml^JufL-y '^ hiflh-technoloav industry isMassachusetts laigest growth industry (and is mainlv nn„

Pr'^'Thl: '-r .^'^ ''''""^ °^ the^Umal\TnrRan°;e

Hpn".rt ^^" proposes the elimination of nine

Sh r '
'".""^'"« Communications Studies and PubHcHealth (for undergraduates) and massive cuts in deoart

ETc:tio:'The"p.^'""^"
'^"'*- ^"^ trschoTo;tducation. The Plan states explicitly that the economv ofMassachusetts is "clearly linked to the growth orthniahtechnology industry. The University wilfhaTe an importampuWic service role in this complex technologic"? and socTasituation. Indeed, the possibility for a collaborative elionwith industry and state government is very rea°- High tlchndustry supposedly "suffers" from a demand for skiS

nLds throuoh ^ vT°""^
accomodated this industry's

ZZ/ T^ .JP'^'^^'"^ ^ P^°9^«m which essentially

OT technical and professional training at the exoense nf
-beral arts programs. Simultaneously an exce^ of skill^labor IS created enabling the corporations to lay^ and d!^down the wages and living standards of workers By he

xduV^ "om °:
"'.f

''' ':' ^''^ ^°^'^ vouth who L

educaLn"'Un''
'''

i^°"
°' ''" "^9«" ^'^gran, ^o^education, being implemented in Massachusetts and

expense ^o'ti:T' ''''""" ^° ^'' ^°^ ^'^^ ^-'"-9' ^t"o

REGENTS TO MEET AT UMASS, TUESDAY MAY 1 1th

T
'^^^

"®?»T^^
'^"' ^ ^'^'^'"9 °"^ '^^"^Pus this Monday andTuesday (May 10 and 11) to decide on the future of the

Tuition Waiver Program for Massachusetts. Last semester
the program was so poorly administered that very few
students actually received waivers. With 4,000 students
threatened with BEING UNABLE TO RETURN TO UMASS
I Mlb PALL, the waiver program must be guaranteed Wemust demand that the Regents expand the Tuition WaiverProgram so that every student can continue his or herstudies Our demands should also include: expansion o
affirrriative action, rejection of the Long-Range Plan

Ro. h"Jp"
°' '"''°" ^^'^' ^"^ democralization of theBoard of Regents.

The more that students fight the corporate plan foreducation the harder it will be to implement it

Students are urged to show how seriously they take theirown educations by attending the open Board of Repents

Cemrat°2:(L;r ^' ""'' ' '''' '" "°°"^ ^^ '" ''^ ^^' ^-

education"' "' ''" '"""" ''' "^^^"^^ ^^ ^—

Models show spring attire in Fashion Show at Hampden^

Turr-'i i_
by Donna DavisWhUe the majority of the campus wasoelebratmg Southwest Daze and other

similar festivities, black and third world
students enjoyed one of the most enter-tammg weekends of the semester
Friday evening the Women of Colorand House Council of Emerson dor-

SJno^f^-
«P°P«ored a Fashion

Show/Disco The event proved that thetedious rehearsals were definitelvworth the effort. There was an Awaken-mg Casual/Preppy, Swimwear andPimk scene. During the Preppy scenethe audience was humorously deUghted
to see Lonnie Marshall and MarkThemea wearing pants with Uttle pigs

^fiT/*'!"'- ^ ^ ^^«d attraction
vocal talent was interspersed through

Jrn^ w^"^-
^^" Perkins, a freshmin

a'Sr .^S^en^.
^^ ^^ ^^^^^^

XtHio r^?."" ^^®" ^y JohnnyMathis and Dionne Warwick. MsWard's exceUent singing ability was a
beautiful surprise to all. The last scenewas undoubtedly the most electrifying
Ms. Holly Roberts brought the housedown wearing a gold metallic mini-skirt
(compUments of Tina Corres), cat-eye
sunglasses and assorted jewelry Thewomen of Emerson, in addition to the

many others who helped, deserve around of applause for the tremendous
energy they exerted.
Saturday the Malcolm X Center in

Southwest held its fifth annual picnic at
the horseshoe. History teUs us that hun-
dreds of years ago the Africans held
festivals that were attended by people of
adjoining villages. Similarly, the picnic
was attended by villagers from Orchard
Hill. Northeast, Central, Sylvan and
Southwest. Friends, family and food
abounded at this outdooor rendezvous
Besides free form entertainment therewas athletic competition. Craig Smithwon the Slam-Dunk Contest. In thewomen's three-on-three basketball
tourney Wendy Ward, Marilyn Sargeant
and Valerie Singleton were victorious.
The picnic culminated in a controversial
basketball game where Ubiquitv
defeated GQ III.

^

To put the proverbial icing on the cake
the Black Mass Communications Pro-
ject held its third annual Funk-O-Thon
the same evening. The Campus Center
auditorium was alive with music pro-
grammed by Neil Grant, Merritt
Crawford, Elliott Salkey, Richard
Thorpe. Theresa Mitchell and Darryl
Ruffen. Those who attended were total-
ly "funked-out" with mini-skirts, sailor
suits, culottes, shorts and in one case
hardly anything.
The theme song for last weekend's

entertainment bonanza was "Planet
Rock" by Africa Bambaata, thus the ti-
tle of this article. With lyrics like "Gro
Ladies!" and an enticing rythym the
song extracted squeals and shouts from
everyone. Displaying cultural continui-
ty Black Americans, like the Africans,
still dance to the beat of the drum.

'or the fifth annual picnic
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Paper Angels
_ ._, .

by Jimmy Wong
Friday, March 30, the Third World Theater Series

presented the fourth production of its 1982 season at
Bowker Auditorium, "Paper Angels", an Asian-American
drama. Written by Jenny Lim, the play portrays the ex-
perience of Chinese immigrants held in the Angel Island
detention center.

Victor Wong played Chin Gung, an American citizen who
had lived in the United States for over forty years. His dream
was to live the remaining years of his life in this country. The
immigration office denied him that right because of stomach
flukes. Determined to live out his dream, he did so by
committing suicide.

Lilah Kan played Chin Moo, Chin Gung's wife who was
brought by boat from China. She never liked the idea of
coming to America and being detained in a prison camp
embittered her more.
John Lone, the director of the production, played Lee

Lee was a scholar from China who knew nothing of the
world around him except for the one he lived in all his life.
His frustrations drive him into frequent fits of anger and
naivety that were found amusing by all. When Lee asked
Chin Gung, "is it true that America's streets are paved with

Announcements

SUMMER '82 INTERNSHIP POSITION
OPEN FOR CHILDCARE WORKER

Womanshelter/Companerars is a shelter for abusedwomen and their children located in Holyoke Services
provided to battered wonnen and their children in-
clude: a 24-hour bilingual hotline; shelter for up to six
weeks; bilingual counseling and referral, legal
t/Velfare and housing advocacy; and support groups.'

Childcare within the shelter is specifically geared to
the emotional needs of children of abused women
Recognizing that spousal abuse severely affects
developing children and that some women faced with
the trauma of abuse may find it difficult to identify and
deal with problems their children are experiencing
Womanshelter/Companera makes every effort to pro-
vide counseling and emotional support to bothwomen and children. Childcare for infants and tod-
dlers.

Interns are required to take part in a training process
which includes: an orientation to shelter procedures
and the referral network, assigned readings; and an
observation period.

Responsibilities include: working with assigned
clients; supervised one-to-one and group conseling
referral; structured and unstructured childcare (in-
cluding prep time); supervision of field tnps; atten-
dance at weekly staff meetings. Programing is flexible
enough to include ideas interns may have for further
development of childcare services and for implemen-
tation of innovative methods. Interns are encouraaed
to be creative.

A background in child psychology, child develop-
ment or early childhood education is preferred
Knowledge of women's issues and the problem of
spousal abuse as it relates to children is desired Abili-
ty to speak both Spanish and English and an
avvareness and sensitivity to Hispanic cultures is
helpful, as is a familiarity with Holyoke and area
resources. Must have own transportation, references
are required along with a description of courses taken
or related experience.

Please contact Karen Hakala at (413) 536-1629 or
write to: Womanshelter/Companeras

P.O. Box 6099
Holyoke, Mass. 01041

gold Chin Gung gave a hardy chuckle and replied "you silly
boy! ' in Chinese and made the entire audience laugh

William Hoa played Lum, a dreamer in his early twenties
His character represents the angry young man who is sick of
the system and the guard who picks on him. His rage gets
him beaten up by the guard and thrown into solitary con-
finement, but his bravery planned his own escape to
civilization.

Henry Yuk played Fong, a man who accepts the con-
sequences of being Chinese and severely reprimanded by
Chin Gung for doing so. His stay at Angel Island taught him
to ho «;usoirioii.^ ^nd ahhor 3nvonp th=.t i.; x/»,hitA Aftpr
Fong's opportunity to enter the United States wasToiled"by
an erratic coaching note three years ago, he resumed the
duty so that no one else would face the same dilemma He
would often boast "I am so skillful at this trade, I can slip a
coaching note inside a Chinese pork bun undetected "

Mia Katigbak played Mei Lai, the wife of Lee. She and her
husband immigrated to the UnitedStates hoping for a life of
prospenty for them and their unborn baby. Instead they
were detained in a prison camp and denied the right to see
each other. Every night, she would long for him but to no

avail because rules were rules.

Elizabeth Sung played Ku Ling, an eighteen year old airlwho immigrated to the United States alone. If not for SisterMary Gregory, played by Jean Kay Sifford Ku Ling wouldhave been sent to "a house of ill repute."
Guard Henderson was played by Matthew Grana "in-

terrogation officer" was played Steve Monroe and China
Valdes played "Chan", "Kitchen Helper" and "the otherwomen".
Although the play was based on an actual event I still felt

It was overly dramatic. The production was done mainly in
English with Chinese phrases sneaked in here and there
There were some phrases I couldn't fully understand due tomy poor Chinese and there were some that I could un-
derstand, but were not fit to print. However, the play was
vvell performed and the actors and actresses were superb in
their roles.

After the performance, the entire cast was invited to a
party sponsored by the Asian American Student Association
at the tenth floor of the Campus Center. The audience
composed mostly of students from all five colleges had an
opportunity to meet and dance with them. All in all 'it was a
night to remember.

The Chillbillees Present:
# /The Chiller Thriller

Friday, May 14th, 1982

Butterfield House in
the Central Area on
UMassCampus

10:00 Until

Fi#stQ d« Cube
MAY 15th

Music with Brother E and other special
guests

Refreshments: "Revolutionary Rum Punch"

10:00pm -until

47 South Prospect St.,
Amherst

Donation at the door

Sponsored by the Venceremos Brigade

#/

Will El Salvadoi^s Elections

Stop The Bullets?
Slide show / Lecture with

JAMES HARNEY
* Recently returned from El Salvador
* 3 weeks behind lines with the rebels
* In El Salvador during assasination

of Archbishop Romero

Also Holly Mardcn Quartet
Vocalist: Eshu Elegba

Wednesday May 12
S.U.B. 7:30pm

Sponsors: Radical Student Union, Commuter Collective, AHORA, CONFES WMLASC.
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A QUICK VISIT — Memh«rR nf tho R».>^ «* D ^ wx . . -^
Co||ep.„ photo by teres. Bellafiore

Zalkind (right) found tif^TMi:L'^:^Zt ytu^^^^^^
-** N-"?"

Regents conclude a two-dav conferpnr*. iLj*k «„ ^ ? • *J?*
^^"^9ian newsroom. The

p.m. today.
^ conference with an open meeting in Campus Center room 163 at 2

THE LONG RANGE PLAN
PAUMA says plan leaves them out
/ RTrHARr» TsJAMnr rBy RICHARD NANGLE

Collegian Staff

The long range planning document on academic affairs
does not consider the plight of professional staff at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst according to a
response to the document published by the Professional
Association of UMass (PAUMA).

Professional staff have "not so much a fear of being cut
but of not being considered." PAUMA coordinator Mary
Coppmger said. Professional sUff at UMass include
counselors. physicians, technicians and business
managers.

D^'l^J?'^"^^'
""^'"^^ **^ P^«*^ "»tact AprU 15 at the

dattH A u
,"^^® meeting. lists eight resolutions whichPAUMA beheves wUl make professional staff a more in-

tegral part of the long range plan.
"It is extremely difficult for us to tell what the actual

impact (of the plan) will be," Administrative Officer Rick
Taupier said. Taupier added that he thinks the plan is a
very good begmning for university reorganization but isn't
comprehensive enough.
The resolutions in PAUMA's response include:- That the professional staff (more than 350 directly

mvolved with academic affairs and about 800 overaU)
express grave concern at the failure of the long range
planning document to recognize the contributions of the

professional staff to the University.
- A deep concern by PAUMA over the absence of any
panning above department level in the plan, and the lack
of any University-wide planning other than for degree
programs. *

- PAUMA's concern that the failure of the document to
provide an integrated view of the University leads to the
reinforcement of the centrifugal forces pulling the
University apart.

- The failure of the document to comment upon the
necessity of providing better management at UMass in-
dicates a narrowness of focus on the part of the planning
committee. °

- PAUMA's recommendation that there be feedback to
support units on the services they provide, since each
academic unit was required to comment upon the adequacy
of these services in the status report they submitted.- The fact that although the document refers to UMass as
a land grant instituion. it makes little or no mention of the
activities which make it such.
- PAUMA's concern with the relatively slender
documentation provided in the draft report supporting the
conclusions reached about what were at the tinw of
drattmg called special programs.
- The failure of the draft to mention the important roles
played by classified clerical and technical staff.

Continued on page 8

Regents meet
today in open
session at CC
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student who has been

LlrH^^f u' "^^'''T^
^""^^« f^'- ^"'tion waivers bylhe

di^ no ^nr'.r'
"'^'''' ^^"^^^'"" y'^'^'^^y ^-id he

fnTeting
"""^^'^ """' ^" '^P''""^^ ^^ ^^^^^s

Kevin Bowe. a junior Bachelors Degree in Individual
Concentration (BDIC) major, said a large student showing

11 ?J ^T"'' '"^^'"^ ^^'"^ ^^^^ ^ Campus Cente?room 163 at 2 p.m. may cause the Regents to act on the
tuition waiver issue.

T dont think the Regents wUI increase the funding ofhe waivers unless a lot of students show up to express
their feohngs." Bowe said.

loS'nllf
David Beaubien. vice president of EG&G. and a

1957 UMass Amherst graduate, said the Regents requiremore time to review data before making a decision on
increasing the waivers.
"You won't find ^y of the Regents opposing the motion

to increase the waivers." Beaubien said. "We just need a
httle more lime."

Beaubien said the Regents are without sufficient data tomake a decision at this time, but Bowe said he thinks the
Kegents are prepared.

"It's ironic that the Regents gave us $3.5 million inwaivers last year without the data they claim they need
this year. liowe said. "They have already done a studywhich shows that there is a need for more financial aid

"

Regent Norman Zalkind. coordinator of the Office of
I

Economic Development for the city of Fall River, said itwou d be an advantage for students to attend the Regents-
meeting. He said student input on issues is important, but

Zalkind said he will make every effort to see that deserving
students receive financial aid.
"We will do all that we can to see that a kid who makesthe grade will get educated." Zalkind said.

iu^^^i^^ "^f 'i^''
^^^ ^"'^ ^^8:ent to attend a full tour ofthe UMass Amherst campus conducted by the Student IGovernment Association yesterday.

'Tve always enjoyed sUying on the campus." Zalkind
said. It gives me insight into students' lives."
The Regents, along with other higher education ad-

ministrators representing the state's 27 public institutions
met yesterday in seminars closed to the press

Dr. John B. Duff. chanceUor of higher education, said
those seminars included reports on the Regents' long range
plan and a discussion of tuition and financial aid. Duff said a
report on financial aid will be presented at tomorrow's
meeting.

UMass -students plan to present a report of their own attomorrows meeting titled "Funeral March for Higher
Education, according to unsigned leaflets distributed late
yesterday.

Outside firm investigated Tillson Boiler Plant
By SCOTT SACCO
Collegian Staff

(Editor note: This is the second of a four-part series ex-
amining the vacant Tillson Farm Broiler Plant.)

The Tillson Farm Boiler Plant at the University of
Massachusetts was shut down in May, 1975, following the
failure of the pipeline which was to carry the steam to the
campus and back to the plant for reprocessing.
Following the closing, a series of investigations were

conducted under the supervision of the State Bureau of
Building Construction (BBC).
In 1977, the Charles T. Main Engineering Firm of

Boston completed one such investigation of the boiler
plant.

According to information taken from the University Ar-
chives, the main engineers who conducted the study of the
facility reported the plant itself was in operational condi-
tion, but the tie line to campus was in need of renovation.
The engineers stated the design of the pipe line was defi-

cient and two of the major problems were with the insula-
tion of the pipe line and the use of chlorinated water in the
production of steam.
According to the Main report, the sinulation used to en-

case the tie line was only effective for steam which had
reached a maximum temperature of 212 degrees, while
the steam passing through the pipe line reached

temperatures as high as 508 degrees at times
The report also stated the insulation of the pipes had

been soaked by ground water which had seeped through
manhole covers and drain valves creating a "heat sink

"

According to the report, the wet insulation resulted in a 45
percent to 95 percent heat loss of steam passing through

The engineers said the problem with using chlorinated
tap water was that most parts of the pipe line were con-
structed of steel, which is easily corroded by chlorine
The engineers determined that at least one of the bellow

expansion joints that had failed had done so as a result of
the build-up of chlorine particles inside the joints' casing
The engineers for the Main firm concluded that it would

cost an estimated $1.8 million to $6.3 million to revamp
the pipeline and boiler plant for future use.
Two of the options the Main engineers said the state

should consider were the replacement of all 157 bellow
joints along the tie line, or the relocation of the whole
plant to an area closer to campus.
A Bureau of Building and Construction spokesman said

the recommendations of the Main report were "too ex-
pensive, too drastic and would Uke too long to follow

"

At that time, BBC plans and specifications engineer Ar-
thur Poulus said the BBC was only planning on restoring
the steam line, "to the condition before the reverse steam
flow was started. Then if the design was correct, it should
function properiy."

According to the Mam report, restoration of the steam
line to Its previous condition would do little to improve the
tie lines performance, which was correct when the linewas proven moperational.

.• ^^ T**^^^
^^'" ""^^^ ^"•^ °^^er studies of the tieme, the Attorney General of Massachusetts decided totake the designer of the plant pipeline the Jackson andMoreland Engineering Firm of Boston, to court, accor

trsUte'^inTSluif
"'"'• ^'^ ^^^""^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^

de^t"fori97to(^ri9l^"^ ^"^ ^^ -"^ -^^ ^
^S* Tl ^^v '^u^

"^"'^ ^°'' '^ ^^" one-third the total

the prob^enli '
'^^'''^ "^^ ^^^* contributed to

The misuse Quinlan mentioned may stem from the

l^lu ^^""Z^^'ll
« continued use of the line when the

first bellow joint malfunctioned. He said state officials hadan Idea that there were problems with the line before the
plant was forced to shut down.
According to information taken from the Archives amemorandum sent from UMass plumbing and steam fit-

ting foreman Gerald Carey to UMass Chief Utility
Lngineer Theodore DeLesdemier. .iaUni October 18
1974. may be a confirmation that officials were aware thata problem existed.

Continued an page 8
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fwo'''US"attaches'

expelled by Poland
WARSAW. Poland (AP) - Two American envoys were

ordered expelled yesterday for receiving unspecified
materials "hitting at the interest of Poland." state-run
television reported.

The television identified the two as U.S. Embassy
science attache John W. Zerolis and cultural affairs officer
James D. Howard.
There was no immediate comment from the U S

Embassy.
The Polish TV report said a Polish scientist. Ryszard

Herczynski. was detained Sunday while handing the
materials to Zerolis. "They were confiscated and the fact
that they had been in his possession has been confirmed by
Zerolis by his signature, ' the report said.
The broadcast identified Herczynski as a scientist with

the Institute of Basic Problems of Technique at the Polish
Academy of Science. It called him "one of the inspirers of
actions contrary to the interests of the Polish state among
scientists, for which he was interned Dec. 13" — the date
Premier Wojciech Jaruzelski declared martial law.
Thousands of Poles were arrested and ordered into

internment camps after martial law was imposed, but
authorities have been releasing or granting conditional
release — what amounts to a kind of parole — in recent
weeks. Presumbably Herczynski was one of those
released, although it was not reported.

Dig^est
By the Associated Press

W. Springfield psychologist
accused ofMedicaid fraud
SPRINGFIELD - In what officials called the largest

single incident of Medicaid fraud in the state's history, a
West Springfield psychologist was accused yesterday of
bilking Massachusetts out of half a million dollars.

Dr. Irwin L. Klepper. 38, who maintained an office in the
Springfield suburb of East Longmeadow, pleaded innocent
yesterday in Suffolk Superior Court in Boston.

He was accused of defrauding the state of $510,000 for
psychological and vocational tests he never performed
during a 13-month period between Oct. 3. 1980. and Nov.
4. 1981. Authorities alleged Klepper submitted 1,803
claims in October 1981 and was reimbursed $131,944 for
the month.

Klepper, who officials claimed used the names and
Medicaid card numbers of real clients in submitting the
bills, also was charged with 100 counts of "knowingly and
willfully making false statements" to the welfare depar-
tment.

Elba Piedra. 40. of Holyoke. described by officials as
Klepper's Spanish interpreter, is scheduled for arraign-
ment Wednesday in Suffolk Superior Court on charges of
being an acesssory.

" LEARN ALASKA "I
This summer the nation's foremost wilderness training
center, THE NATIONAL OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP
SCHOOL, will offer a unique backcountry educational
program—The Summer Semester in Alaska.

Learn and practice an extensive curriculum of wilderness
skills while explormg the remarkable backcountry of
America's last frontier. This

intensive 75-day course

includes:

• One month kayaking
among the remote
islands and glaciars of
Prince William Sound

\ full stulf foul -week gla-
cier expedition which in-

iludes thorough instruction m
snow and ice climbing,
route finding and glaciology^

A two-week batkpack-
inf! expedition, studying
the t'cology cind biology
of the arctiC lundra

Th^s njiorous wildei ncss experi-

ente is npen u< mon iind

women IS \vitT> iind older

SLMIMFR .SKMKSTER IN ALASKA
M units of college credit (optional)

June I — August U June « — August 21

June 15 — Aligusi 28

J- or moil- information write: NOLS
P O Box AA, Dept. U-82
Lander, Wyoming 82520
or call (307)332-6973

'M(Q)ILS'

Ck

„^_. AP Uwerphoto
TOUGH FIGHTERS - A group of Gurkhas

wade through a marsh during exercises in India
in this 1965 file photo. Some 650 of the
Himalayans, reputed to be among world's
toughest warriors, will be aboard the Queen
Elizabeth 2 when it sails for the Falkland
Islands this week.

Vt nuclear plant declares
emergency after trainwreck
BRATTLEBORO. Vt. - Several railroad cars plum

meted off a bridge yesterday. leaking an unknown sub
stance into the West River and prompting a nearby nuclear
power plant to declare a low-level emergency.

The Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant declared the
emergency at 2:40 p.m.. 30 minutes after the Boston and
Mame train derailed and a white substance began leakine
into the West River.

Officials believe the leaking substance is sulfur, but the
uncertainty - at one time they said it might be chlorine
and at another time cement - prompted the alert at the
atomic reactor, located about six miles away.

Locke 's former attorney
pleads guilty to bribery
CAMBRIDGE - The personal attorney for the state's

former transportation chief, accused of being a "bagman"
in a transit payoff scandal, pleaded guilty yesterday to
three bribery indictments.

Under a plea-bargained agreement. Brookline attorney
Robert I. Tatel was sentenced'to one-year imprisonment,
with eight months suspended and four months to be served
at a house of correction. He also received two years'
probation, including the stipulation of .500 hours of com-
munity service.

British may be ready
to invade Falklands

Royal Navy warships bombarded Argentine positions on
the Falkland Islands again yesterday in what British war
correspondents in the South Atlantic called a prelude to an
invasion.

At the United Nations in New York, the U.N. secretary-
general scheduled talks with Argentine and British
representatives in an effort to peacefully end the crisis.

The British domestic news agency Press Association
correspondent aboard the carrier Hermes said warships
were shelling the islands' capital of Stanley. He said the
"mission was seen as a softening-up process before an
eventual landing by British troops."

A spokesman at the British Defense Ministry said he had
"no information" on the reported attack. But correspon-
dent Peter Archer's dispatch was cleared by military
censors aboard the armada flagship.

Informed British military sources said the requisitioned
liner Canberra carrying 2.500 British marines and
paratroopers arrived last night off the South Atlantic
colony, seized by Argentina on April 2. They said it was
accompanied by landing craft.

The shelling followed Sunday attacks by British planes
and ships which strafed and bombed Argentine defenders
on the islands and attacked an Argentine fishing boat
accused of spying. Britain's Defense Ministry said those
barrages left targets in smoking ruins and demoralized
Argentine troops.

In Buenos Aires, the Argentine government claimed
British planes dropped antipersonnel scatter bombs
during raids on Sunday, violating rules of war.

In London, Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher convened
her emergency "War Cabinet" with growing signs she was
going to order troops to invade if U.N. peace efforts
collapsed.

A British government source, who asked not to be
identified, said there was "no reason to expect any quick
solution" from the United Nations, though he said Britain
was doing all it could to reach one.
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The University Health Services'
SUMMER HEALTH PLAN 1982

If you stay in the
Amherst area. . .

Are you planning to spend your summer
in the Ambferst area and wondering if you
can receive routine medical care locally? If

you have these or other questions about
summer health coverage, read on!

Amherst, Hampshire, Mount Holyoke,
Smith and UMass students who will be in

the Amherst Area for the summer may
purchase the prepaid basic health care
program provided at the University Health
Service for the period May 31st through
September 5th.

Students enrolled in the Summer Health
Plan are entitled to the same comprehen-
sive services available during the
academic year (see box). The Summer
Health Plan is $55 per student payable by
May 31st. A "late charge" of $15 is added
if the fee is paid during the month of
June. The deadline for late enrollment is

June 30th.

HOW TO ENROLL
Studets may enroll by paying the Univer-
sity Health Service cashier whose office is

located adjacent to the Pharmacy.

SUMMER HEALTH BENEFITS
PLAN

• Unlimited University Health Service
physician and nurse practitioner visits.

• Consultation in pediatrics, general
surgery, ophthalmology, obstetrics and
gynecology.

• Laboratory-X-ray-Phyisical Therapy

• Nutrition Consultation.

• Allergy Shots and Immunizations.

• Medications-most with a $.50
co-payment.

• Mental Health-Counseling and pyscho-
therapy (individual, group, couples); 24
hour emergency services inpatient care
at University Health Service, and crisis

intervention.

• Dental-Initial exam (except X-ray),
care to relieve emergency pain, dental
education, routine care on a modified
dee-for-service basis.

• Eye Exams-with a $10 co-payment.

Blame for library 's problems tough to place
ByPAULBELVAI. ^ -»

^^^^
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Editors note: This is the second instaUment of a five-partsenes examining the closing of the Universitrof
Massachusetts Tower Library.

Although three consulting firms told state and University
of Massachusetts officials the Tower library at that school
was unsafe and should be evacuated, a fourth consultant's
report changed the decision of those officials and allowed
tne limited reopening of the Tower
However at the same time, this firm's report has caused

a good deal of confusion among University officials over the
cause of the construction problems, and where the blame
shouKi be placed.

In 1980, state and University officials commissioned the
consulting firm of Simpson. Gumpertz and Heger, Inc. to
further investigate the library's construction problems and
expand upon the findings of Loomis and Loomis, John
Agnoh. and Gilbert SmaU. the first three firms consulted
In a report released on Jan. 11, 1980. the firm of Simpson,

Gumpertz and Heger found: that in addition to the
inadequate shelves holding the bricks up, the library's
spalhng chipping of the bricks due to pressure, weather or
abrasion) was caused by at least one other factor.
The firm reported that a good deal of the problem was due

to the placement of mortar in expansion joints located
directly beneath the support shelves. The report sUted
the construction company, Daniel O'ConneUs Sons of
Holyoke, had put mortar in the joints "to faciliute the
erection of the facing," and was to be raked out later
Expansion jomts are usually filled with chalk and are
designed to allow a tall building to expand and contract
with pressure and temperature fluctuations, accordintr to
the report.

In the report, Simpson, Gumpertz and Heger also stated
the shelves had a "reserve strength" and "the brick veneer
on the columns probably will not faU by complete peel off
from the building." They state "The (library) plaza

'{^^^^!f!^^y^^^^!^mz^.

. ..,-* . -« Gra^k* kj Brad Edca
LIBRARY PROBLEM - An illustration of a

cross section of the wall and facade of the Tower
Library shows the problem that has resulted in
falling chips of bricks. The shelf supporting the
bricks is not strong enough, and the expansion
joint which allows the building to respond to
changes in temperature and pressure is filled
with mortar.

structure has sufficient strength to support the brick
veneer should all of it fall from a typical column."
Moving on these findings. University officials chose to
reopen the tower, allowing only 500 students in at a time
and closing off the portion of the library under the plaza
section with chicken wire.

UMass Director of Planning H. Jackson Littlefield said
Simpson, Gumpertz and Heger report found the problem
was not the weakness of the support shelves, but rather it
was the lack of effective expansion joints. Because the
expansion joints are fUled with mortar, the shelves are
supporting nothing and the entire weight of the tower is
supported by the base.
"You have, in effect, a 300 foot high column of bricks."

Littlefield said. "The ones that are weakest are spalling,
and those are the ones over the expansion joints."
The reason those bricks are weakest. Littlefield said, is
because they were cut to hide the shelf.
The Massachusetts Attorney General's office does not

agree with this assessment of the prolem. They mainUin
the spalUng is due to the design of the library, and in fact
they are suing the estate of Edward Durefl Stone, the
architect of the building, for negligent design and breach of
contract, said Frank Fallaci. press secreUry for Attorney
General Francis X. Bellotti.

Bill Mitchell, an attorney in the Attorney General's office
and the prosecutor in the case, said the consultants had
determined the problem is the fault of the architect.
"The investigative consultant. Simpson, Gumpertz and

Heger determined it was a design problem and not the
fault of the contractor," MitcheU said. "Stone didn't live up
to the elements of the contract because he supplied us with
inferior design."

WUlilam' Merserve, Stone's attorney, decUned comment
because "this is a matter of public litigation."
Franklin O'Connell of Daniel O'ConneU's Sons, the con-

tractors, denied any responsibUity connected with the
problems of the library.

"We built the building strictly in accordance with the
designer's plans and specifications as we did 20 to 25 other
building on that campus with brick facades, " O'Connell
said.

He said his construction company also built all of the
dormitories in the Southwest Residential Area, all the
Orchard Hill dorms and Thompson tower.

Physical Plant will study
Tower Library brick facade
By BRIAN FITZ MAURICE
Collegian Staff

A study of the problem-plagued brick
facade of the University of Massachusetts
Tower Library began yesterday, UMass
Physical Plant Project Engineer Bill Mar-
ren said yesterday.
The study is being conducted by the

Stramese Construction Co., in cooperation
with the engineering company of Clever-
don, Varney and Pike, Marren said.

There will be four specific areas of the
library studied during these tests, Marren
said, including the west side of the second
floor, the south side of the 13th floor, the
east side of the 18th floor and the north
side of the 24th floor.

These studies are being done in an at-
tempt to determine the "as built" condi-
tions of the brick facade, Marren said.

There are specific locations at these
areas where the brick facade wraps around
the inside of the concrete columns where
the bricks will be removed, Marren said.
This will give the examiners access to the
inside of the exterior facade with minimal
danger to the workers or the wall, Marren
said.

The investigation, part of a series which
have stemmed back to the tower closing in
1979, will focus on the numbers and loca-
tions of header bricks, masonry anchors
and masonry ties, all of which are crucial to
the support of the facade, Marren said.

Town Meeting approves
$181,000 for Puffer's dam

rkKTE^ nv ^ft,Tr< n n Coll*|p«n pKoto by Jin WaldronONE BY ONE - Ray Bressette, an employee of the Stramese Con-
struction to. of Northampton removes bricks yesterday from the se-
cond floor of the tower library to be analyzed as part of the investiga-
tion into the library's construction problems.

Graham will speak in USSR forum
MOSCOW (AP) - An international

religious forum on nuclear weapons opened
yesterday with an attack obviously aimed
at the United States by Premier Nikolai A.
Tikhonov.

The Rev. Billy Graham, who has come
under criticism from some fellow American
churchmen for joining religious leaders

from 80 countries at the Russian Orthodox
Chur4;h:,spon^ofed cgnfejeiU;^^ j^ (jj^g(Jdr£ss

the gathering today.

Graham had no immediate comment on
the speeches held yesterday.

Tikhonov made no direct mention of the
United States or President Reagan in a
welcoming message read by Vladimir A.
Kuroyodov, chairman of the Kremlins
Council of Religious Affairs. But his target
.jjfaspbvjpiis^...^

By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Town Meeting voted last
night to appropriate $181,000 for the con-
struction of a hydro-electric generating
facility at Puffers Pond (Factory Hollow)
dam.
After 50 minutes of debate, Town

Meeting members and town officials voted
105-69 to appropriate $19,000 of town
funds and $162,000 of state monies for the
repair of the dam, engineering services,
and the construction of the hydro-electric
facility.

The facility, when constructed, will pro-
duce 164,000 kilowatt hours of power, and
generate a gross revenue of $7,000. Costs
to operate the facility will be approximate-
ly $2,000.

Town Meeting members showed concern
over the financial and environmental im-
pact of the project. Town Meeting
members discussed the need or daily in-

spections, maintenance, and the need for
trained personnel in the Public Works
I>epartment. Acting Town Manager and
Superintendent of Public Works, Stanely
Ziomek admitted there are no Public
Works staff members trained in this field.

Town Meeting members also questioned
the financial soundness of selling electricity
to power companies.

"I've never heard such a cockeyed idea in
aM my life." said Town Meeting member

-A^inceaJLGUleji. .. ..^

Environmental concerns expressed in-

cluded swimmer safety, the water level
below the dam, and fish life.

According to Town Engineer James A.
Smith, the generator would be "vandal
proof."

"The facility would be safe from entry in
all directions. Swimmers could not get
caught in intake pipes." Smith said.

According to Conservation Services
Director Peter Westover, a fish screen
would be placed at the upstream end of the
intake pipe so that trout fish wouldn't be
able to get in. He also assured Town
Meeting members that the level of the
water on below the dam would not be
changed because the generator was a "run-
off-the-line generator", and would draw
down the Pond."
The plans for the generator were

developed by a University of
Massachusetts engineering class led by
Professor Peter Murphy, and were further
developed by the town engineer and a
UMasG mechanical engineering graduate
student.

The construction of the generator can
not begin until a bill is passed allowing the
town to sell electricity to WMECO, without
forming an electric department.
Town Meeting member Vincent O'Con-

nor reported the bill out of committee, with
an "ought to pass" recommendation.
The Town Meeting also appropriated

$60,000 to reconstruct the Mill Street

Continued on page 8
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Singer disarms crowd
with her performance
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Although it dragged initially, Meg Christian's perfor-
mance last night at Bowker Auditorium quickly picked up
peed and ended with a standing ovation.

^^
Catching the audience off-guard. Christian's first song,

"Song to My Mama," was sung, in part, without accom-
paniment. It was a good device to show the audience the
extent and the power of her voice and Christian knew it.

Once she captured the audience's attention, she added her
guitar playing and Diane Lindsay accompanied her on the
piano.

^^
Christian called the first half of her performance the

"contemplative portion." Unfortunately, the con-
templative portion was much too long. She had one too
n»ny depressing songs after another. Christian's and
Lindsay's^ impersonation of the Four Season's hit,
"Cherry," ended the contemplative portion. They could
not have chosen a better song to stir up the audience.

If Christian's music didn't win over the audience, her
(harm certainly did. Her talent to tell stories was ap-
parent during the several anecdotes and jokes she related.
Christian was at her best when she sang harmony to the

songs that the audience sang along with. She encouraged
the audience to sing along several times during her perfor-
mance. The best song of the entire evening was "Road
Back to You," Christian's encore. She invited Woody Sim-
mons, her open act, to come out and help her sing. En-
couraging the audience to sing the melody, Christian and
Simmons sang the harmony, producing an incredible
balance between the two.
"You all are wonderful," Christian told the audience.
"So are you," the audience shouted back,
"Oh, want to go steady?" she asked.
It was a pleasure to watch Christian as she enjoyed

herself on stage. Jumping around and laughing, Christian
and Lindsay did a song Christian wrote about her
workouts at the gym. Impersonating rock singers'
movements. Christian had the audience laughing
throughout the song.
"Bear with us while we enjoy ourselves up here," she

told the audience.

Woody Simmons also deserves to be complimented for
her fantastic opening act. Alternating between the banjo,
piano, and guitar, Simmons proved herself to be an ex-
traordinary musician.
Using sunglasses as her prop, Christian sang "I Love

the Tropics." Although she seemed to be the most comfor-
table at the piano, it was her banjo playing that had the au-
dience stamping their feet and clapping their hands after
the first three minutes of her performance.

"It was nothing, really," she said. "It is all digital."
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UMass
Summer Students

If you are enrolled in UMass summer
session classes, the overall course fee
includes the Summer Health Plan pro-
gram while the course is in session. You
can extend the basic health care pro-
gram coverage for the balance of the
summer by paying the difference bet-
ween the $55 fee and the amount in-

cluded in the overall course fee. Con-
tact the University Health Service
cashier regarding deadlines for each
summer school session.

1 r^

IWfOFOROME
All Mixtd Drinks* 9 til 11

NO COVER CHARGE

sani M.
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Members
You are cordially invited to attend the
Chancellor's Reception for Seniors
on Friday, May twenty-eighth

nineteen hundred and eighty two
from 12 noon - 5pm

at the Metawampe Lawn
Music will he provided by High Times and the
Museum Direktors, There will also be food, fun,
friends, games, prizes and more surprises.
Tickets can be purchased for $2.50 in the CC

Concourse. Tickets include admission, free mug
and free drinks.

Hope you can join the Senior Day Celebration! t

t

I
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Students charged with sign theft

Collegian 5

By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

The ripping down of three head of
residence parking signs from Lot 50 in the
Southwest Residential Area led to the ar-
rests of two University of Massachusetts
men Sunday, UMass police Sgt. Grader
said yesterday.

Barry Scott Mitchell, 18. and Douglas A.
Demers, 18, were arrested and charged
with lareeny under $100 at 2:25 a.m. Sun-
day, Grader said. The Signs, estimated in
value at $60, designated the parking spaces
for the heads of residence of John Adams
and John Quincy Adams towers in
Southwest, Grader said.

In an unrelated arrest, William H. Allan,
24, was arrested and charged at 11:54 p.m.
Saturday for driving while under the in-
fluence of alcohol. Grader said. Allan was
stopped by UMass officers after he was

observed running a red light at the in-
tersection of Main and North Pleasant
streets. Grader said. Allan was also cited
for failure to stop for a traffic control
signal. Grader said.

An attempted moped theft was reported
to UMass police yesterday. Grader said.
The moped, chained to a post near James
House in Southwest, received an estimated
$30-40 damage to the front fork in the at-
tempt. Grader said. A padlock was
reported missing, but the securing chain
was found in nearby bushes, Grader said.
A bicycle, valued at $340. was reported

stolen from Brett House in Central
Residential Area sometime between noon
Monday, May 3, and 2 p.m. yesterday.
Grader said. The bike, a Univega 12-speed.
cliained to the bike rack in the Brett base-
ment, was found to be missing along with a
padlock and cable that were securing it,

Grader said.

SAP team issues 36 citations
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Stal'f

Three University of Massachusetts
students pleaded not eruilty in Hampshire
County District Court in Northampton
yesterday for charges of possessing un-
specified amounts of marijuana and cocaine,
clerk of courts said.

The case of John A. Bergamo, Mark S,
Barry and John J. White, all 21, has been
continued until June 21 when a pre-trial
conference for the three men will be held.
Amherst Police arrested the three men at

11:57 p.m. last Saturday at Gilbreath
Manor where police were on routine check
of what was reported as being a "loud
party." police said.

'In. other unrelated police activity last
\veekend, the Speed and Alcohol Patrol
(SAP) made 62 stops and issued 36
citations, police said.

At 5:34 last Friday, UMass student Keith
Jordan, 21, was thrown off his motorcycle
while he and his vehicle were being towed
by a car on Triangle Street, police said.

Jordan, who sustained scrapes and
abrasions as a result of the fall, was taken
to UMass Health Services for further
medical attention. No citations were
written, police said.

A 15-year-old juvenile from Hatfield was
arrested at 11:34 p.m. last Saturday and
charged with driving under the influence of
alcohol, driving without a license and the
unauthorized use of a motor vehicle.

The unidentified youth, who was driving
a truck reported stolen out of Hatfield, was
apprehended on South Pleasant Street
after he drove the truck through a guard
rail and into a pasture, police said.

A juvenile arraignment will be held for
the youth tomorrow afternoon, police said.

Newslines...

Support group available for assault victims

C A fT C DTrrriM mi.... CollejUn photo by Vince D»WiU
&A1L^> FITCH — Two hearty sailors cruise into Gloucester Harbor on

the north shore of Boston last weekend under sunny skies, however
gusting winds made the journey a little more difficult.

The counselor/advocate program at the
Everywoman's Center (EWC) will offer a
confidential support group for women who
have been victims of past or recent sexual
assaults beginning June 7.

The group is free and open to all women
seoking to talk with other women in the
prt>cess of recovering from similar ex-
periences.

The group wUl be facilitated by Carolyn

McGill, a counselor/advocate who has two
years experience with groups designed for
rape and battering victims.

Meetings will be held for 10 weeks, at
times negotiable to the needs of members.
To sign up for the group, contact the EWC
at 545-0883 by May 25.

For more information contact Catherine
Roach or Amy Harper at the EWC.

Working women can join support group tonite
A working women's support group will

begin June 8 and meet Tuesdays from 7-9

p.m. at the Everywoman's Center (EWC).
The group will meet for eight weeks and
will cover topics such as the development of
leadership skills, dealing with "burnout

"

and stress, and empowerment in life and
daily work.

The group is open to paid workers,
mothers, and all women working in and
outside of the home.

The support group will be facilitated by
Myra Hindus and Susan Walzer. For more
information or to sign up in advance call the
EWC at 545-0883.

PRE-MASTER^S PROGRAM
FOR QUALIFIED APPLICANTS

WITHOUT A BACHELOR'S DEGREE
rNFORMATION SESSION

Wednesday, May 12 - 7:00 pm
RESUME WRITING CLINIC - May 13

;^sk CAMBRIDGE COLLEGE
nHUjI Institute of Open Education *

^ 38 Gothic Street, Northampton, 01060
- 586-1975 -

Ac..it::ited Bv The New England Association of Schools and Colleges
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^fiOO OFF
^^^^ ^^ w/coupon

Any Imprinted Jacket or Coat

with regular retail over $20.00

1 coupon per item

Located in the Campus Center

Coupon valid

until 5/19

1
I

OPP$3.00 iwrr w/coupon I

on any Bel-Mar or Bata
j

Running Shoes in stock j

BEL-MAR
ocooo

9UAUTV aonoH roorwaAn

1 coupon per item

Coupon
valid

thru

May 19.1982

^UNIVERSITYi
mST_QRK^.\

Buy one Bacon Double ^RGCR

1

jCheeseburger & one j^S&l
jregular fry and any drink;

gGet another Bacon Double
SCheeseburger FREE.

Limited
sizes and
stylM in stock

Located in the Campus Center i

mTm fl/UmVERSITY t

I Please present this coupon before ordering. Limit one coupon
per customer. Not to be used with other coupons or offers.
Void where prohibited by law. This offer expires May 16 1982
Good only at: RTE 9, HADLEY, MA J
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Jim Waldron

Jim Waldron CODY ROCKS
RIOT COIN' ON - Commander Cody

performed Sunday afternoon at the play-
ing fields for Southwest spring day con-
cert before an enthuiastic audience.
Cody, (wearing the Hawaiian shirt)
along with his band, played some rowdy
rock 'n roll tunes such as "It Shoulda
Been Me," "Hot Rod Lincoln," and
"There's a Riot Coin' On."

Jim Waldron
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
For needy students

xW:;yX-:o

time
TTThen the Board of Regents of Higher
V V Education meet today in the Campus

Center, the issue of whether the percen-
tage of tuition waivers for needy students
will be increased for next year is certain to
be addressed.

What is not certain, however, is whether
the Regents will make a decision on the
question or sidestep their responsibility for
the third time in as many months by
avoiding the issue.

Student leaders here have been after the
Reagans for months to increase the percen-
tage of waivers so that tuition hikes, in con-
junction with whithering federal financial
aid programs, will not put students or
students-to-be out on the streets. Increas-
ing state aid through more waivers could be
seen as a sign that the Regents, and the
King administration, have not turned their
back on the poor who are in search of an
education.

For the students' perspective there is a
clear need for a substantial increase in tui-

tion waivers. The UMass administration
conservatively estimates that 130 students
failed to return to school this year because
of "financial reasons." The recent tuition
and fee increases come at a time when

EDITORIAL

President Reagan's financial cuts will force
at least 800 students out of school, accor-
ding to the UMass Financial Aid Office.
But thus far the Regents have maintained
that the percentages of tuition waivers
should remain the same.

Even information provided by the Board
of Regents points to a clear need to in-

crease the percentages of waivers granted.
According to a report prepared by the
Regents staff, 40,000 students attending

Minorities are under attack
Editor's mte: This is the second installment in a fivepart series of columns analyzing the situation ofminorities m the 1980's.

While the Johnson presidency is remembered for
the attempt to create a 'great society', and the

• . , •S.^l®'"
presidency for the attempt to link human

nghts with foreign policy, black leaders like Benjamin
Hooks of the NAACP feel the Reagan presidency will be
remembered for its assault on racial equality

Dave McCarthy

How have mmonties come under attack by this White
House? A recent study found that Reagan's policies in the
budget, taxes, housmg and education tended to harm
blacks and other mmonties, whose members are generally
poorer than the white population. According to the
organizer of the project, Gary Orfield, professor of
political science at the University of Illinois, "The 1982
Reagan tax cut substantially increases the income of only
relatively well-off families, a group that includes few
blacks, Hispanics, and Indians (Native-Americans), while
the deep cuts in a variety of social programs have
disproportionately harmful effects on the poorest
segments of American society."
The 1981, '82, and proposed '83 budget embody the

Keagan theory of limited government. One example of
Reagan's attempt to limit the federal government's social
responsibility is the funding for the school lunch program
Cuts in this program, which in a large part benefits
minorities, have limited participation from 26.7 million
children in 1980 to 23.2 million last year. Though under
the new guidelines a family of four would have to make
less than $10,990 to remain eligible. Secretary of
Agriculture John Block feels that participation is down
because "more kids just want to eat at McDonalds."
Another slash, this time in the welfare program, is

breaking the backs of the working poor — white or minori-
ty. Even after inflation adjustments, spending for aid to
families with dependent children is down 50 percent com-

pared to 1977. This cut, in many cases, has made it pro-
hteb e for the working poor to quit their jobs and become
Si^^^P^"^^"^ "P^" welfare. This was the conclusion of

a 1982 report by the National Urban League. While not
quarreling with Reagan's objective of fostering the work
ethic, the report found that budget cuts were having the
opposite result. A mother from Jacksonvillle Florida who
participated in the report told a hearing, "The messageIm getting from my country and my state is that they
don t care whether my family survives

"

Besides the budget attack, the Reagan administration
has aggressively attacked civil rights. A report by the
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights has charged that
the Justice Department is not enforcing laws, and is
yielding to political pressure on important civil riehts
issues. .

^

One issue which concerns the Leadership Conference is
tax exempt status for racist schools. On January 8 the ad-
ministration announced that it would grant these schools
tax exemptions on the grounds that there were no legal
basis for denying them. After strong protest across the
political spectrum, the administration decided to defer to
the Supreme Court on the issue.
Other civil rights antics coming out of Washington

which disturb minorities are: unqualified appointments to
the Uvil Rights Commission, lack of money budgeted for
legal aid, lajtity in enforcing Affirmative Action, and a
shuffling of feet on the Voting Rights Act (the latter beinc
recently resolved).

President Reagan often has seemed uncaring about
minority problems. Recently the appointment of Melvin
Brady and Wendal Willkie Gunn as special assistants on
commerce and trade issues and the compromise on the
Voting Rights Act is seen as an improvement. But the rift
between mmonties and Reagan runs deep. Maybe it is
because minorities feel that the President's recent warm-
ing to them IS based on politics and not concern. Or maybe
It IS because minorities feel the people Reagan brings to
Washington can not give a damn about them. Either way,
the Reagan administration is succeeding in making
mmonties believe that so far in the 1980's "adversity has
no friends." - Tacitus

Dave McCarthy is a Collegian columnist.

Convicts appeal for communication to lessen prison madness

Svante Lindahl

To the Editor:

Both of us are in our late twenties and. having been
imprisoned for more than five consecutive years, we find
ourselves becoming more and more alienated with society
as a whole. With newspapers and radios we are not totally
isolated from the world beyond the maximum security
prison which confines us, but something essential to our
growth is missing — communication and sharing with
everyday people.

While most prisoners are everyday-type people and
relate to each other, they are a different class of people
w ho for the most part share only the repetitious days jf life

in prison.

We seek to remedy this situation by reaching out to
students reading this and ask that they take the initiative

to respond by corresponding with us to share our thoughts,
goals and dreams on an equal and honest basis of friend'
ship.

We arc both intelligent individuals with humane in
lerests and a good sense of humor that allows us to con-
verse on almost any subject, physical or spiritual.

Some letters and photos from the outside world would
really brighten up our days and add a bit more meaning to
the prison madness that surrounds us.

Robert Oiles #46019
Stephen Shields #8,1609

Connectici -rection Institution

Post Office Box 100
Scalers, Connecticut 06071

public higher education have an unmet
need of more than $23 million. The present
tuition waiver program aided 12,000
students with almost $4 million. The
Regents deserve thanks from the students
for creating the tuition waiver program,
but as the figures show, the program'
should be expanded greatly.

Students whose educational fate relies
heavily on increased aid should feel com-
pelled to attend the 2 p.m. meeting in Cam-
pus Center room 163 where the movers and
shakers of higher education in the state will
be accessible. If the Regents choose not to
increase the percentages of the waivers,
students have the right - and the respon-
sibility — to demand an explanation, face to
face.

Unsigned editorials represent the opi-
nions of the Collegian Editorial Board. Op-
posing views are welcmne.

Board of Editors

Jeffrey P. Bianchi
Steven Semple

Marsha E. Bianchi
Jeri S. Bitterman

Kathleen M. Howiey
Ed Levine

Judi Jasurek
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Phillip Jennings
Jim Floyd

Maureen Sullivan

Vince DeWitt
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Arts Editor
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Continuedfrom page 1

Carey's memorandum, which was sent approximately
five months before the plant closed, warned that he was
extremely concerned with the condition of the tie line.

Carey said he thought problems with the line stemmed
from an absence of heat due to wet insulation. He also said
he thought the joints of the tie line had deteriorated
because they had been installed about one year before any
steam had flowed through them and that the lack of heat
nuiy have damaged the pipes.

DeLesdemier responded by asking the BBC to conduct
an mvestigation. The designers of the plant were then
brought in and they found no m^or problems with the
line. Meanwhile, the state and University kept the plant
functioning on a limited basis.

Following the plant's shutdown in the spring of 1975,
the BBC hired the Main Firm to conduct their investiga-
tion

.

^
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Start
every day
refreshed!

Th« Collegian
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Continued from page 1

The Distinguished Visitors Program

Coppinger said the professional staff are "doing a job in a
way that's not immediately apparent to a lot of people."

She also said if professional staff were involved in the
Chancellor's working group there would have been a
greater emphasis on their importance.

"There is at least one professional staff member in vir-
tually every academic department," she said.

Taupier said he doesn't expect the total number of
professional sUff to decrease after the Long Range Plan is

implemented, but he hopes that people who lose jobs due
to the shifting of academic emphasis in the plan are given
the opportunity to be trained for other positions at the
University.

* Town Meeting
Continued from page S

Bridge over the Mill River at Factory Hollow.
According to Superintendent of Public Works Stanley

Ziomek, the bridge is currently unsafe for vehicles over
three tones, including the town's snow plows.
Town Meeting will continue Wednesday night at 7:30 in

the Amherst Regional Junior High School Auditorium.

BOOK
SALE
Three Days

Only
Thurs-Sat

May 13-15

20% off

regular prices

on at! books

Vol!*/

Dook Shop
Carriage Shops

Amherst
Mon-Sat 10:30-5:00

Sun 12:30-4:30

549-6052
I

Dr. Benjamin Spock

speaking on

The Reagan
Budget Cuts

vs
Human Welfare

TONIGHT
Tuesday 8:00 pm

student Union Ballroom

Rock, Jqzz, Country
ClQsskol & Children's

Thousands of

Titles To Choose
From!!!

Sole Begins May iitYi

at the front of the
Open University Store

M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

This special group of rocords

f^Qturos ortlsts such os:

Cot Stovons • Who • Flootwood Moc
Dixio Drogs • Chorlio Doniols •

Ambrosio • Kobin Lono •

ond hundreds of othors

Top Artists

Top Titles

Locoted \(\ Che Campus Center Univ of Moss

.^UNIVERSITY

Collegian 9

Arts
Stqd^n ling's *iiow^vg^^i^^^:^

DANSE MACABRE
By Stephen King
Berkley Boolcs, 400 pages ($7.95)

By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

I was like a clumsy little kid with a new birthday toy the
day I picked up Stephen King's newest bestseller Danse
Macahre. The whole day I kept dropping what I was doing
so I could go back to the frightmaster's HOW TO horror
textbook and peek at whatever else he had to say. My new
toy was a slice of King's psyche - one I could poke and
push around and invent new ways to play with.

"I recognize terror as the finest emotion and so I will try
to terrorize the reader," King says. "But if I find that I
cannot terrify, I will try to horrify, and if I find that I can-
not hornfy, I'll go for the gross-out. I'm not proud."
In King's latest and most unusual work, he has chosen

to flick a light on in the dark room where he is usually
weaving ghoulish tales. He, for a short while anyway, has
removed the mask of a stranger he loves to wear. Com-
pared to numerous other deep horror brainstorms King
has rifled at an unsuspecting, American audience in the
past decade, this one is much different. Imagine if you can
King coming to a dead stop in one of his other works such
as Salem 's Lot or the Shining and devoting several pages
to explaining to the reader why the hell he wrote what he
did in the first place and why the reader is eating the stuff
up. That's King's Danse Macabre - a break in the action
where the reader can come up for air.

The book gives the curious peruser a chance to
psychoanalyze King's interest in horror to which he says
he IS "mortally involved." He describes from a
media/cultural standpoint why and how he involves
himself with the horror fiction genre.
King made a brief attempt at this in a foreword to his

collection of short stories Night Shift Danse Macabre is the
newer, bigger edition. It's the deluxe Monopoly game you
got for Christmas and was so infatuated with because of
all the fancy compartments it had.
Nevertheless, let's get at the raw meat of what the book

has to say. This being quite easy because of King's infor-

mality. He, for example, titled the chapter on himself "An
Annoying Autobiographical Pause."
In Danse Macahre King takes a sweeping look at terror

vehicles from Donovan's Brain to The Exorcist. He pays
special attention to modem American horror movies. And
how fitting considering King's first encounter with "real
terror," he explains, was in a movie theater when he was

ten years old. King uses this first scare in explaining his
two level theory of the danse macabre.
Horror is a rhythmic, moving search that is looking

preferably for the primitive place where you live. King
says. Like the den of a Victorian gentleman or the brutally
plainhole of a Stone-Age cave dweller. And on this same
bottom level, once horror seeks you out it will take the
cunning shape of an art simply because it goes beyond art.
Instead, horror is looking for "phobic pressure points." A
good, terrifying tale. King emphasizes, should dance its
way to the center of your life and find the secret door even
you didn't know existed.

Thus, we've surpassed the "gross-out" level on top
which has been seen in movies such as The Exorcist where
Regan vomits in the priest's face or masturbates with a
crucifix.

Let's get back to King's first scare which should clarify
the mess of words just thrown at you. While he was taking
in the Earth vs. the Flying Saucers movie matinee full of
candy-box-throwing kids back in '57 something horrible
happened. The movie stopped dead right before the best
part. A black screen, no sound...nothing. The manager
stepped out and spoke to the shocked silent kids. "I want
to tell you," he said in a trembly voice, "that the Russians
have put a space satellite into oribt around the earth They
call it...spootnik."

This message was greeted with terrible silence by the
group of crew cut kids that as young as they were knew
what was coming. "Fear and Loathing" Hunter Thomp-
son calls it. The "pervasive disestablishment," says King,
a scare in the sense of unmaking where it hits you around
the heart and lodges in the memory.
"But it's not a hunt. It's a dance. And sometimes they

turn off the lights in the ballroom."
"But we'll dance anyway, you and I. Even in the dark.

Especially in the dark."
"May I have the pleasure?"
If for some reason you feel that I've deprived you of a

Sears catalog description of exacOy what is in the book -
which will cost you eight bucks if you choose to buy it -
you're right. Read it yourself. Don't worry though because
you can curl up in the dark with this one. Consider Danse
Macabre the commercial break in a late night movie when
you go around and check the window locks.

VLEMASQUE
fftt 51 lift irntfir) lirrxa cnlutinnl ^^^^(6% sulfurated hme solution)

Dermatologist-Proven Acne Treatment

Introduced exclusively to dermatologists in 1981
Vlenriasque" Acne Treatment is now available
to you at pharmacies near your campus.

VIemasque is quite unique from the usual acne
medications...

1

2

3

4

First you don 't wear it around ail day Apply
it at night (or in the morning) to face,
shoulders, neck or back; wait just 20 minutes
while its pore-cleansing medicated actions
take effect then simply wash or shower
it off. That's it.

Second, it doesn't sting and very rarely irri-

tates or reddens skin (why make matters
worse).

Third, it works-When used as directed,

marked improvement is usually seen within

2 weeks.

Fourth, it's different from any other acne
treatment you may have tried. So, if you've
been less than satisfied with benzoyl per-
oxide gels and harsh scrubs...

Try VIemasque FREE.

Dermik Laboratories

A FREE (NO-OBUGAnON) TRIAL-SIZE

SAMPLE OF VLEMASQUE IS AVAILABLE
AT ANY OF THESE PHARMACIES...

College Drug Store (Amherst)
Genovese Drug Store (Amherst)
Bron-Win Pharmacy (Northampton)

ALSO...
The coupon in this cd is worth
$1.00 toward the purchase of
an economical 4 oz. jar Get
the full benefit of VIemasque ^ vi ^ r:^^ r^
and save! ^^^A^^^^^
Offers available only ^^ X^^A^V^^'
through June 30, 1982. ,^ ^^ ^&^<^/P'

y.^<^ ^
^
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Jeaturin^

'frozen 'Daiquiris

Spei'ial CKfenu Selections

Two 'Excitinq 'fashion 'Tfiemes

'\'a(idated 'Parkinq in CampiL^ ifaraqe

CMusu:a[Acamipaniment byjim 'Bianca

y
A^T^ /

9^ casualCorner.

Jashion Series Scfiedufe

CMay 3rd 11:30-1:30

"May 5tfi 5:00-7:30

CMay 10th 11:30-1:30

OUay 12tit 5:00-7:30

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is now

Assoc. Managing Editors Assoc. News Editor
Copy Editors

Layout Technicians

Librarian

Drivers

Training Coordinator
Asst. Photo Editors (4)

Assoc. Executive Editor
Assoc. Arts Editor
Assoc. Women's Editor
Assoc. Photo Editor (1)

Assoc. Production Mgr.
Assoc. Sports Editor

il6 Campus Center. Applicants must be full-time UMassundergraduate students. Application deadline is MaH?. 1982
The Collepan w an equal opportunity employer.

Sportswear / Atfikticwear

Sportswear / !Atfikticwear

Women in 'Business / Treppie Look
Women in 'Business / 'Freppie Look

MURRyW II LlN'aiLN C"AMI'ILS (TNTLR

:*i

Jll ^^^^^^''"setts Daily Collegian night
graphics department is now accepting applications
tor the following positions for the fall of 1982:

Typesetters — Proofreaders
Camera/Paste-up Technicians

Applications and information are available at the Colleaian 1
1 '\Campus Center Application deadline is May H l'982Applicants must be ftill-time UMass undergraduate students

• The Collegian is an etfual opportunity employer

'kir^^ir^'kir'kiririfiririrkir^i^i.icif

Announcing the

great DINNER/MOVIE deal!

Enjoy any of the following dinner entrees

Tuesday-Thursday

at the

TOP OF THE CAMPUS RESTAURANT
and receive a free movie pass

valid anytime Sunday-Thursday or at midnight shows
at any one of the 8 featured movies at:

^Saji©
584-7550

HAMPSHIRE MALL

584-9153
MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

7'" ANNUAL

SPRINGFEST
^962

METAWAMPEE LAWN
WEDNESDAY, MAY i2TH

1i:15AM-2:00PM

MENU:

Featured dinner entrees:

Country-Style Bar-B-Que Ribs
Turkey Parmesan

Baked Fresh Catch of the Day
Breast of Chicken Kiev

$6.95 price includes
entree, salad bar, non-alcoholic beverage, & movie pass!

D-D-Q CHICKEN

HAMDURGEf^S

POTATO SALAD
CHIPS

CORN-ONTHE-COD
LEMONADE
ICED TEA

CUP CAKES

A Science Fantasy

Adventure

Quest i'OR^^^kM
»ih CENTunr rox films

Just one of the great AMC features.

Call 584-7550 and 584-9153 for the remaining 7 features.

HOT DOGS
KIELDASA

WITH SAUERKRAUT

3AKED DEANS

SAUERKRAUT

FRUIT PUNCH

COFFEE

COOKIES

1,25

56
.25

50
.25

.25

WITH ENTERTAINMENT DY

iCollegiaQ 11

Qet m the

Qiunness 3ook/

w^r;^^^^s^-----^^

ICE CREAM ^oine^
Emporium

NOimiATVlPTOW- Mail) fij-Ma^nic^ AMHERST -Boltwood Walk

Fabttlotts Baked Goods ^ Breakfast

SilveK eSQle riotMK BAlUKHi

pAKacHuteK5

t Alt the fxxitu^

VJebneshdy. may 19^
4:00^7pm

Southwest pl^tttQ ftetbs

"

UMass. Meal Card or

tickets : ^4f^ - m ^J>vasice

Ottsxle now: Att mtmcVw5 MCb~~
M, sndiCk3^KS.

^fkMiklm ttte^ttcket Office.
*In case of rain, meal will be
served in all D.C.s.

Campus Center/Student Union
Board of Governors

accepting applications for the
following coordinator positions:

University Store
Retail Services Public Relations

Food Services Conference Services/
Space Accomodations
Economic Development i^i'Play

Finance Building Operations
Special Projects Vendor Certification

Jobs begin S*pt. 1962
Most Jobs 10 hrs per week

ApplicQtions QvollQble in Compus Center 617
Deodline May 11, 1962, 4:00 PM

Affirmotive Action/Equal Opportunity Empioyer

f

'^^"

~^'

SUMMER
LANGUAGE

^ INSTITUTE
— ON THl C AMIH iSOl HAMPSHIRl ( ()[ I iCih

r -V
'^ AMHl RSI. MASSAC HLSLTTS

LKARN A I ANCIJAGK IN A RKI AXKI) &
STIMIJLATINC; INTKRNATIONAL ATMOSPHKRKI

A unique proerain i.ttcriiii! \} laneuaues includinu I iiulish as a Second
Language uhieh locuses on de\elopinu oial laneiiage skills and cross-
cultural awareness. Out evperieticod. prolessional itisiruciors use
tiiodcrn. creatixe teaching nicihods. C lass si/e: 4-8 students; 5 class
hours daily. All ESL teachers have Master's degrees in the Teaching of
English as a Second Language.

^^f^'l iSH KOKKK.N I AN(;i A(;KS
June l4-July9$4(X) June 21 -lulv 16 $4(K)

luly 19-Aug 27 SWK) Aug 2-Aug 27 $4(X)

Residential: $75/vvk-single room; S57.5() wk lull meal plan (optional)
ENGLISH AS A SKCOND LANGUAGE, ARABIC, MANDARIN
CHINESE, FRENCH, GERMAN, MODERN GREEK. HEBREW
ITALIAN. JAPANESE. PORTUGUESE, RUSSIAN, SPANISH.

neui Enghmd Unguoge bisUUili!
25 Main Street. Northampton. MA ()l()60; (413)584-3956

tone

CORNERSTONE
Thurs. May 13 Let's twist again!!

wnj^^^^^*^^^' ^' ^''^^ Concerts and Rock 102
%SrKM ^tlk present

THE ONE AND ONLY!

CHUBBY
CHECKER

I*?

$9.00 adv. 2 shows
$10.50 door 8 pm & 11 pm

Tickets -

Belmont, Spfid, Faces, Amherst
Cornerstone Box Office

limited amount of tickets

632 Page Blvd. Spfld. 736 8148
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COMMENCEMENT 1982

10:00 ajn., Sunday, May 30
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSI

AT AMHERST
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS
All Candidates
There will be no Commencement rehearsal for
degree candidates. Candidates should assemble bv
school/college at Alumni Stadium no later than 9 a m
graduation morning. May 30, 1 982. Signs will be posted
mdicating schools, and Commencement Marshals will
issue specific instructions and distribute programsUpon signal, candidates will follow the Commence-ment Marshals to the assigned areas and be seated
Candidates will receive diploma covers from thedeans of their school or college.

Who is Eligible to Participate?
Any degree candidate who anticipates completing

1 of," '^?"'f^'"«"»s by the end of the calendar vear
1982 IS eligible to participate in the 1982 ceremony
Questions concerning academic status should be

545-0555
'° '^"°"*' °^^'"' ^^^ Whitmore,

Invitations
There is no limit to the number of guests who may
attend the ceremony and tickets are not required Each
undergraduate/graduate student will receive a packet
of SIX formal invitations.

Faculty and Parents
Faculty and staff should assemble at the SOUTHWEST
end of the stadium on the gravel between the Facilities/
Information Center and the stadium wall. Faculty will
be part of the processional and will be seated imme-
diately in front of the candidates from each school or
college.

Since the Commencement Exercises are open to the
public and guest seating is without reservation, parents
and friends may wish to arrive early to ensure good
seating. Viewing areas for those confined to wheel-
chairs will be located on both sides of the stadium on
the eastern and western walkways.

Special Instructions forGraduate Candidates
Ph.D. and Ed.D. candidates should wear their hood if
tney chose to buy one.

Caps and Gowns
Caps, gowns, tassels, and invitations will be distributed
from the Textbook Annex in the Physical Plant Build-
ing bwinningJVlai^ There is no charge to degree
candidates [Associate

, BacFelprs, Master's, Doctoral)
for the cap, gown, tassel, and invitations. Please Bring
your ID. You must know what degree you are receiving
and from which depanment.

DistribuUon Hours - May 3-May 28; 10 am -
4 p.mjegular business days at the Textbook Annex

I>octoral Hoods
Hoods may be purchased at the University Store for
$26 each; they may also be rented.

Rentals
Academic apparel for this year's University Com-
mencement may be rented through the University
Store All faculty members are urged to place their
rental order as soon as possible. THE LAST DAY TOORDER IS FRIDAY, MAY 14. Payment must be made at
the timcof order and there will be no refunds if apparel
IS not used. Academic apparel mav also be purchased
hor hirther information about rentals or purchases
please contact ( onnie Szelewicki at the University
Store, 545-2619.

Accommodations
Manv area moteh are alreadvjwoked for Saturdav
before Commencement A umited number ot rooms m
University housing w.,! be available for relatives and
other guests the night ot Mav 29. Please contact the
University Summer Conference Office, 918 Campus
Center, 54 S-259

1 , by May 1 0, i 982. Fees: $ 1 4 single/$ 1

9

double per night

Food Services
Coffee, soft drinks, and donuts will be available under
the east (section 16) and west isection 6) stands at the
north end of the stadium.

Campus Center
Graduation Dinner, Top of the Campus Restaurant,
Campus Center (reservations needed) 1 2 noon—6 p.m

Graduation Brunch, Room 1009, Campus Center
(reservations suggested) 12 noon—3 p.m.

Coffee Shop, open 7 a.m.—Jp.m.

by Garry Trudeau

Commencement Ceremony Schedule
9 a.m.—Robing for Commencement

-MASTER'S and DOCTORAL candidates
should assemble at the NORTHWEST end
of the stadium (on the gravel area);

—Graduates from ARTS & SCIENCES
should assemble at the SOUTHWEST end
of the stadium (on the gravel area)

—Graduates from PHYSICAL EDUCA-
TION, HEALTH SCIENCES, ENGINEER-
ING. EDUCATION, and the NONTRA-
DmONALPROGRAMS (Continuing Educa-
tion, BDIC, etc.! should assemble at the
SOUTHEAST end of the stadium jon
the gravel area I.

—GraduateTTrom FOOD & NATURAL RE-
SOURCES and BUSINESS ADMINISTRA-
TION should assemble at the NORTH-
EAST end of the stadium (on the gravel
area).

—Appropriate signs will be displayed. Grad-
uates should line up according to their
school or college.

9:30 a.m.—Seating of Graduates

10 a.m.—Procession Starts

1 2 p.m.—Ceremony ends

Yearbook Information
Contact the (nuex Office in 102 Campus Center, 545-
2874, for the Senior Portrait schedule. Graduating
seniors will be sent their yearbooks in the fall.

General Information
Diplomas will be mailed to graduates in the fall
Medical facilities will he located in the van under
Section 8 of the stands.

Public telephones will be located on the west side of
the Facilities/Information Center.
Restrooms are located at either end of the Facilities/
Information Center at the south end of the stadium
Viewing areas for those confined to wheelchairs will be
located on both sides of thejtadium, on the eastern
and western walkways.

For additional information, contact the Offiw oT
Community Relations, 303 Whitmore, 545-2560.

Senior Day
The Chancellor's Reception for Seniors (Senior Day)
will be held Friday, May 28, on Metawampee Lawn
behind the Student Union. Infonnation on tickets will
be announced in the Collegian
Members of the Class of 1982 who are interested in

working with the Senior Day Committee should con-
tact Delphme Quarles in the Student Activities Office
4 1 6 Student Union. 545-3604.

UNDER THE INFLUENCE
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WHAT HAPPENED?
by Ethyl Octane

Schedule of Events
Senior Dav
Stockbndge Commencemeni-.

?ST?.^°"""'"'°"'"8 Ceremony
1 ys2 Commencement Ceremony

Date
fn., May 28
Fn., May 28
Sun., May 30
Sun., May 30

Time

1:30 p.m.

8 a.m..

10 a.m.— 12 noon

Place
Metawampee Lawn
FAC Concert Hall
FAC Concert Hall
Alumni Stadium

Commencement Date Change to SUNDAY,May 30, 1981

Invitations are not required for admittance. Seating for guests will be on a first come, first served basis.

Stadium Plan

Cap and
Cown
Oisiribulran

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian night graphics
department is now accepting applications for the following
positions for the fall of 1982:

Typesetters — Proofreaders
Camera/Paste-up Technicians

Applications and information are available at the Collegian. 113 Campus
Center. Apphcation deadline is May 17, 1982. Applicants must be full-timeUMass undergraduate students.

Th* Collejfjan w an equai opportunity employer

ostan

Faotiilics •uildint/lnformalion Center

Rntroofna

Reslroomt

TONIGHT 25c DRAFTS
8 pm til Closing No Cover
36 E. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA 253 9285
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Dependents of UMass
Students

Eligible UMaas students may purchase the
Summer Dependent Health Benefits Plen to
provide coverage for their spouse and/or
children for the period fy^ay 31st through
September 6th. The Summer Dependent Health
Benefits Plan includes both the comprehensive,
on-campus coverage described elsewhere and
off-campus specialty or emergency services
euthorized by a University Health Service physi-
cian or participating specialist. The $64 fee must
be paid by June 15th. To determine eligibility
end to obtain a more detailed description of the
Plen, contact the Supplemental Health Benefits
Plen Office at the University Health Services.
Payments must be made at UHS cashier office
located adjacent to the Pharmacy.

BE IN THE
FOREFRONT
OF TODAYS
TECHNOLOGY
AS AN AIR

FORCE
ENGINEER

^

Our engineering officers are planning and
designing tomorrow's weapon systems today.

Many are seeing their ideas and concepts
materialize. They have the finest, state-of-

the-art equipment to test their theories. The
working environment is conducive to research.

And Air Force experience is second to none.
You can be part of this dynamic team if you
have an engineering degree. Your first step
will be Officer Training School. Help us shape
our future as we help you start yours. Be an
engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact
\()iir Air Force recruiter ;)l 4I3-557-3SVM.
C;ipt;iin Kevin Reinert. Call Collect.

£^
A f>»a« opov o* Me

CROSSWORD
Edited by Msrgaret Fsrrsr and Tnid« Jaffe

ACROSS
1 the beans
6 Wednesday
9 Mellows
13 Television sound
14 Shakespearean

royalty

16 Prefix with cycles
17 Do a housewife's

!ob

18 Bamboo stem
19 Minute quantity

20 Gershwin duo
23 Popular dress size

24 Treasurers

27 Monastery head
30 Rabbits cousin
31 Legendary

sleeper

32 Mature
33 Provokes
34 Go picnic

35 facto

36 Gangsters gals
37 Reasonable
38 Krazy

39 Ear parts

40 Austen and others
41 Habitat: Prefix

42 Wifeof SirGeraint

\ni Lot A

43 Kiwis
44 Capital of Burma
46 Get ready to fire

47 English puppet
play

52 Epic poetry
54 Anderson of

WKRP
55 Sign of the Zodiac
57 Detained
58 Time periods
59 Twin crystal

60 Certain street
61 John
62 Dozed off

DOWN :_~
1 Algonquian
2 Certain residue
3 Thought: Prefix

4 Fibber

5 Weapon similar to
Big Bertf.a

6 Alaska/Canada
hwy.. formerly

7 Connery
8 Fliers

9 Accumulate
10 Circumvents

11 Conceit
12 Uncle
IS Reprimands
21 Still

22 Baseball stats.

25 Uses henna''
26 Quarrels
27 Llama's relative

28 Bean Town
musical group

29 Ghostly sound
30 Loaded
32 Cyclist

33 English folk hero
36 Eyepiece, of yore
37 Pantry container
39 Novelist Uris

4Q Jitters

43 Bridge action
45 Blustering
46 Liqueur flavoring

48 Domini
49 River into the

Caspian
50 Rolling bones
51 Kennel cry

52 Supplement (with

out")

53 Shade of green
56 Tennis term

1 2 3 4 5 6
1

8 u
1

9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16
""^

17 18 19
~"

1

<;u 21 22

tav
23 24 25 26

27 /a 2» 1 30

1

31

32 33 34
""

35

I 36 37
^^M

38

i

39

__
40

—
41 42 d 43

~"

1id
45 Ml6 BiBI

47 48 49 50 51

52 bJ

1

54

1

55 56

57 M 59
"

60

^^^_

61 B2

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
' YHs'A^jjMilMiTprs'O

Ffl

AiG'E WEATHER
Partly cloudy east portion

through today. Mostly clear
elsewhere through tonight.
Lows 35 to 45. Clear tonight
with lows in the 40s. Sunny
Wednesday. Highs in the
60s and low 70s.

: D.c. MENU**J
# LUNCH DINNER

^ Hamburg on Roll Roast Turkey/Dressing, ww Broccoli and Cauliflower Gravy, Cranberry Sauce
Casserole Baked Cod with ^

Crumb Sauce ^

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER ^
• Oatburgers Roast Turkey/Dressing, #
^Broccoli and Cauliflower Gravy, Cranberry Sauce ^

Casserole Brazilian Rice Casserole J

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC 6r GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

r

10

11

12

12:

1;

Women, Whales and
Wasted Video Today

:30 - 11:30 Realm of the Great
Whales — Those Aquatic
Critters

:30 - 12:30 Reefer Madness - Dope
then...

;30 - 12:45 Straight Talk on Dope -
...and now.

45 - 1:30 Blondie - Yes! Yes!
Again!

30 - 2:00 Works from Wolverine
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 845 3 45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

ATTENTION
FWUSTWATED GUITARIST

Robin Trower. Police atyte gulteriet
wanted for competent trio format call if

K^^^ expressive, fill in spaces and not
be overstated the equipment has to be up
to par to pull this stuff off, pedals and
JTipJfication is crucial call Mike Riff
256^464 or Peter 586-5116

AUDIO
PhlHps Reel to Reel Tape Deck 460 new
aafcinq 225 Steve 253-3470 or 549-54Q3

AUTO FOR SALE
1t74 Chevy Impale good cond. runs great
no work needed $860 Kevin 666-4362
1«75 Subaru DL auto trans 30 mpg exc
cond $1700 or BO 666-4468 after 730 PM
ask for Scott

1970 Plymouth Satellite good condition
must se<l now $500 or 80 549-5860

IS. S!!^'"""* 9°°^ «>™^ silver $3100
5B4-72S8

73 Lincoln Continental 4 door AM/FM
stereo smooth, classy car great condition
$900.00 also '73 Pontiac Grandville
mechanic's special call 549-1466
74 Monte Carlo new radiate, brakes etc
great condition $1500 or BO 256-0735'

71 Volvo 146 station wagon automatic
excellent condition, 08, 367-2182 eves

Ii"/TfA ^P'^^*^* '" "lint cond. magsAM/FM 8 track can be seen at Drake davs
asking $3500. 253-9379

y^ ,?"9' '° f"''es, no rust, fantastic car
first $550 Paul 256-6908

BASS PLAYERS
Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount
»30 stnngs for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

"bellygramsh
Delivered by professional Bellydancer

Soc.o?®^' unusual gift. Call Theresa
233-5491

BUSINESS MAJORS
Summer obs in sales and business

5^S5J2*®''"*'^ ^°^ay - 12:30, 3:00, 5:30
7:30 CC R om 502

Females

'

mer rental

*.PE COD RENTAL

nted for West Yarmouth sum-
arey 549-5958

LASS II DRIVER

UMass Rnycling Project needs a part
time flex- nedule driver. Start ASAP
Responsibli for regular deliveries & vehicle

Si'^?!^^"^"®- Contact Paul Layton
546-0618 or Rm 306 SUB

COLONIAL VILLAGE

One bedroom, swimming pool, bus rt, 1.5
mile from campus, cable, summer with fall
option, ine xpensive 256 0768

Pay for J'

Summer ^

(part furn)

garden pic

256-8427

Females
$750 from
545-2152

2 FER DEAL

'9 July rent get Aug Freel
et 2 bdrm Southwood Apt
'drm fall opt tennis pool cable
ivail on bus rte between 5-7

FALMOUTH

nted for summer house
'lorial to Labor Day call Shari
549^4482 Leslie 549-6188

FOR RENT

Summer -..let, fall option 2 bedroom
townhous

, jrtment in Southwood 1 >i

baths, Cc ;
' ung, pool, tennis courts

253-5759

Summer ot with fall option Puffton
Village 2 t om 2 bath $160 ea bedroom
utilities in-.i oil 549-1586 John available
June

Colonial . H-e two bedroom $280 lease
starts June i option 253 3169

Sunderl large 2 bedroom apts
available, 1, fall option, on bus route,
$286 per ;s utilities call Don or Eric
^6-4101 ier4

Summer ». fall option 2 bedroom
Southwo -/ynhouse call 253 5448,
evenings

A BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDIO
Bonicelly Superior Audio. The word IS
•Pfeadmg. Audk) Corwultants 549-0720

ARMENIAN BAKE SaFf

Wednesday may 12th at the CC Con-
WMirae homamada baklava and other
Armenian delicacies come and treat
yourselfI

1 bdrm apart Squire Village Sundedand
avwJabte June 1 Days: 665-2713 eves:
666-4368

Room in Echo Hill for responsible female.
Low rent in exchange for sitting 9 yr oM 1

1

P|JI
-7 am part of summer. Fall option

323-6662

Amherst Center 2 bedrooms 120 each per
month availa June-Aug price heg 546-1006

ISTLI^**** ^P* 2 people to share room
549-5187 in 3 bdrm

S;^ **^*' '•" option one bedroom
($157) or two ($315) five mins from campus
549-1680

2 rms avail for summer Main St above
convenience store $120/mo/nD call John
546-9638 or Scip 546-4967

Why take a chance on a waiting list?
Large bedroom, Southwood apartment
253-9269

4 bedrm apt summer sublet w/fall op
rent negotiable call 253-5142 after 10
Puffton summer sublet fall option two
people needed in three bedrooms call Steve
256-0865 or Tom 256^171
SQUIRE VILLAGE large 2 bedroom
townhouse on bus route AC pool carpet
dishwasher excellent condition available
July 1 fall option 666-3235

bedroom apt or hosue anywhere. $400 -t-

nwximum. Available June 1/June 15. If we
rent it, $50 is YOURS 586-0129 keep trying

HOUSE FOR RENT

4 bedroom house Northampton June or
Sept $475 plus utilities. Call 584-3428
Skibiski Realtors, no pets

Amherst - 4 bedrooms 2 baths, garage for
Sept $625 plus utilities. Skibiski Realtors
SB4-3428 no pets

INSTRUCTION

FOR SALE

Concept 1 sneakers Hi-Leathers $26 Lo-
Leathers $24 Suede $22 call Mike 549-1233
Univox Electric Piano in mint condition.
Also Fender deluxe reverb amplifier. Call
Dave 546-9619

For Sale 1974 slant 6 Dodge van fully in-
sulated and panelled great for cross country
$1800 256-8671

Jensen Triaxial II Car Speakers $80
Panasonic Coaxial 100 watt Car Speakers
$100 or BO 546-7790

Bed for sale. Used 1 year $100 or BO call
Marsha 549-3994

Womens 10-speed Univega with
detachable front wheel for easy storage

^*^tT^^^ ^215. asking $175 call Joann
at 253-7385 or 256-0473

Furniture for sale: bed, dresser, etc. must
sell all I Debbie 256-8981

Hitachi Turntable HT-324 $75. BTC 202
$40 call Joe 6-7705 or 6-8357

FOUND
Long-haired grey tabby cat on 5/4 by

E "^c. .'^"'°" '^" 5^-^1 or leave a note
at JUdSU

Key in yellow pouch call 6-9723

Live at Northwood Apts one month free
over the summer with fall option call now

S&-7181
^^^ ^^°"^ ^"^ ^"^ ^" ^^" ®^®"'"9S

FURNISHED APARTMENT
One bedroom Colonial Village rent
negotiable 256-6413

FURNITUReTor SALE
We've got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric forW^5^t. Free delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED
Summer Jobs promoting Ecology and
Consumer Issues, Bottle Bill and Safe
Energy. MASSPIRG, the states largest
public interest organization is hiring sum-
mer staff for public education and fundrais-

i"l60 ^^l V**"o
^1.35-*200/wk and

$160-$225/wk. Positions available in
Amherst, Boston, Cape Cod, New Bedford
and Worcester. Interviews Friday Call Stu-
dent Employment 545-1951 or 256-6434
$1240/month work out west this summer
interviews today CC room 502 12:30, 3:00,
t):JU, f'.jO

Wilderness Trip Leaders needed. Spend
your summer climbing, canoeing and
backpacking while providing basic instruc
tion and leading trips for summer program
caM Wilderness Bound in Connecticut (203)
226^221 for inforrrwtion

.

HOME VIDEO
Odyssey with 7 game cartridges, excellent
condition 666-2840

60 HOUSE-FINDERS REWARD "

To anyone finding two professionals 2

Baalc Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28
hours including classroom theory & shop.
Limited enrollment 2S3-7967

LIVE AT PUFFERS POND
Beeutiful 1 bedrom w/porch utilities in-
cluded hear ttie river at night, sunny fall op-
tion $ negotiable call evenings late 549-6196~ LOST

Thin small calculator In Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Please I Call
546-7338

MARTHA'S VINEYARD
I need a room in a place on MV have
money 546-5183

MOTORCYCLES
1970 Honda 360cc engine in good condi-
tion best offer John tel. 253-3894

Kaw KZ
25616228

440 brand newl $1100 Mark

MOVING SERVICES

Fast, dependable service. Local or within
50 miles. Reasonable rates. Call 549-3568

MUSTANG FOR SALE

?2f?J!^"*^""^ convertable great cond.
V8 302 17 mpg best offer 549-4002

NICE APT - CHEAP
Two-bedroom Brittany Manor summer
l^V- ^*^^'y burnished, carpeted,
$390/month, fall option 253-5015

PERSONALS
PI Kappa Alpha summer room rentals
reasonable rates call 5-2150, 5-0047

Will the Lady in the Blue Duster (or
anybody) who witnessed the accident at
the intersection Mass Ave last Wed- Please
call 6-6854

John Adams is pleased to reveal openings
on our fall 82 staff. For more info call Zack!
6-8941 or Cathy 6-5021 go for it!

To my Munchkin I really do love you
Love your Silly Bear

Need credit? Information on receiving
Visa, Mastercard, with no credit check
Other cards available. Free brochure call
Public Credit Service: (602) 949-0276 ext.

vA?!f*
A Giant Shadow" Dwight Lounge

Wednesday May 12th 9:00 pm sponsored
by Anacaona Cultural Center FREEH

Seniors: Open up an account at the UMass
Student Federal Credit Union, and become
ehgiable for low cost loans for life See
Elizabeth Hammann at USFCU for details

Eckankar - a way of life PO Box 283
Amherst 01004

Wanted - APL tutor please call 549-5187
I Danbecita I it's been too long! You only
have 10 to go. Can't wait to see those
sassonsi I Kimbecita I

LARRY - love you "something fierce"! Got
it Baby? Love Rhonda
Ballbangers Thanks for a great season
Coach

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, papers, resumes. IBM
selectric. Scientific. Bilingual-
english/Spanish 256-6957

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Chicago around 27th I

travel light. Will share gas expenses and
dnving. Please call Oris 546^150

ROOM AVAILABLE
Room in Cliffside for lease fall option
$100 includes ail available June 1st contact
Dave SU411 leave message will contact

II~ ROOM WANTED
I need room in or near Wellfleet on Cape
for summer please call Amy 253 9472

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom

apaftnr>ent. Call 866-7519 keep tryino

Summer/fall option 1 or 2 males, furnish-
ed apartment in Colonial Village
$100/nr>onth call Davkl 2SS^402
Wanted - roommate(s) to share a 2 bdnn
apt this summer in Southwood $180 a
month - includes everything caU soon
6^806 or 6-6697

Brandywine 2 females needed to share
room starting Sept call 549-1813

Roommateta) wanted for fail to share
large 2 bdrm townhouse in Sunderlar>d bus
rt^ pool, summer also available but not nee
866-3914 eve

2 roommatea to ahare 1 room faN Brit-
tany256-6g06

Lg baaement bedroom in Riverglade 130
includes heat electric summer with faH op-
tion Kathy 54fr^71 or Juanita 549-4036
One bedroom in two bedroom house call
any time 66&^621

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION
beginning June or July. 2 females to share
bedroom Southwood 256-8379

Roommate wanted for Brandywine call
Paul 6-7546

lor 2 females wanted to share a 2
bedroom apt at Brandywine summr sub
w/fall opt call 546-6440 or 546^441
One bedroom in four bedroom
evailable 1 June with fall optk)n $166-»-
female only 54»6713 Marianne

2 non-smoking female roommates
wanted for Brit Man apt call 546-4717
Roommate(s) viranted for 1 bedroom In
a 2 bedroom suny Sundertqnd townhouse
150 month 665-2584 momings
Female roommate needed to share cot-

^?®JL^°"*^ Yamnouth excellent location
call 666-2317 or 253-5309

Puffton two rooms in three bedroom
available June 1st fall option call evenings
t)o9-6899

One bedroom in three bedroom Puffton
apartment, June 1 $130. woman preferred
23 + years 549-5877 between 5 and 7 pm '

Graduating in December? Quiet female
wanted to share Puffton apt next fall please
call 549-5187

Puffton one bedroom available female
$130 starting September 549-0304 Rae
Roommates wanted for fall 82
semester to share 2 bdr apt in Riverglade
apts total rent $300 call John at 256-8137
Roommate needed for cottage on Mar-
tha's Vineyard. % mile from ferry, great
location. Mature female non-smoker.
875.00 season. Call Sarah or Laura 6-9274
or Else 6-9275

Hyannis Area need three people at least
one female under $500 entire summer call
546-7167 or 546-6717

Summer sublet/fall option female for
coed Brandywine apt or 1 bedroom open
^VJ?^"2f^ °"'y ^®"* negotiable Anne
549-1934

Wanted two roommates male/female to
share room in quiet Sunderiand apt for
82-83 yr 666-7709

Townhouse - 1 - 2 female roommates
wanted to share apt in N Amherst on

tilfcJS."*"
*^'°'® *° campus Cheryl

ROOMMATE WANTED
AREA

MARLBORO

Female grad looking to share apt for June
1st 666-3065

SERVICES

Jy?*P? ^ ""•• Some overnite sen/ice.
Call 549-4595

Need someone to talk with? Call the Les-
bian and Gay Mens Counselling Collective
M. Tu, Th, Fri 4-8 PM 545-2646

SUBLET IN BOSTON

fP-?^ "P* °"® bedroom $335/month call
617 739-1533 fall option

SUMMER SUBLET
Five bedroom spacious ranch house N
Amherst country setting bordering conser-
vation area summer sublet 540 month ask
Chip 546-0487 days

Summer sublet w/fall option in 2

SS'^.o ^°'°" ^'" pool, 270-1- call eves
^53-7313

Summer sublet/fall option. One
bedroom townehouse in Southwood.
Possibly furnished. Rent nego call 256-8673

^J^option 2 bdrm Southwood apts

Room in 5 bedroom house South

dr2^6M6*
possible fall option 132 Wen-

l''

I

Tuesday, May 11, 1982

iCollegian is

Applications now being accepted
for full time summer employment for the

Student Center for Educational

Research & Advocacy (SCERA).
Interested persons may apply at

420 Student Union.

Deadline: May 14.
SCERA is an affirmative action employer.

STUDENT CENTER
FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
AND ADVOCACY

IMAGINE
DARKNESS

'Hamden Theatre-

I

Southwest UMoss

|!r>2.0() Admission,

6 00 pm'

[Adapted from

the work* of

Ursula K. I,t'C;uin

422 Student Un.on University of Massachusetts Amherst MA 01 003 (41 3) 545-034

1

Co -sponsored by

B.D.i.C.,

I

''Mass Arts Council, A -—.—..«. —^.^-^^ _

CS^IjIfry::^^ *yn interpreted for the hearing impaired

yjtlfll-CHAmACCESSIBLE

Summer
bedrooms
Karen

sublet with
Northampton

fall

call

option 4
584-3241.

3 bdrm house Sunderland bus stop
across street rent negotiable 665-2351

Townhouse apartments 3 bedroom half-
price 549-1006

2 bdrm apt in Brittany Manor w/fall option
9390 includes hear call 256-8244
Brandywine 2 bedrooms w/patio, pool
AC, bus route June 1 - Aug 31 549-5127
Summer sublet Cheapl Subletting '/4 of a
Southwood Apt call Steve C 253-5482
Rooms for rent on Main St Amherst can

JCSI'LJ® campus everything inci call
256-6222

Convenient, furnished Amherst Center
apt walking distance to campus summer
only rent neg 256-8095

VI large apartment N. Amherst furnished
rf wanted, $100. June through August
female only 549-4123

Two bedroom comfortably furnished

TiinS" Village rent negotiable call Yat
549-6249

Brittany manor two bedroom furnished
apt rent negotiable call 253-5095
Summer sublet in 3 bedroom Puffton
Village apartment, furnished, pool, air con-
ditioriing, on bus route, price negotiable

SH'ty""«^ 549-6912, or call Scott at
0W-/042 don t miss out, call today l

Summer sub w/def fall opt 2 bdrm Cliff
side apt $335/mo inc all util avail 6/1 call
after 6 665-3233

Puffton - two bedrooms summer sublet
only Rose 546-7381 Pam 546-4158

S^'"*'^ •"'>'•« Fearing St 3 bedroms
WOO month Moira 549-5044 Janis 546-8369
Brittany Manor 2 bdrm, furnished AC
new carpet, on bus route 253-5240

Room in house with three other students.
Kitchen priv three miles to campus 145 mo

utilitis call 549-4187

Amherst 2 bedroom apt large, sunny 2
min from SBA 200 month tel, elec 549-0106
Puffton 1 bdrm apt furnished, pool, ten-
nis, bus, rent negotiable 549-1014

4 bedroom everything included bus route
»147 or best offer 253-2247 fall option

1 or 2 bedroom apt Amherst Center no
phone stop by 245 Lincoln Ave rent neg
One bedroom in 3 bedroom apt 5 min
walk from csmpus One person. Summer
only. Call 253 7074

Presidential Apts females for 1 */4 bdrms
549-5808 reasonable

3 bdr 2 level apt !4 mile from campus best
offer call Jeff 6-9639, Mike 6-9638, Jamie
6-9703 or Jeff 6-9694

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION~

SUMMER SUBLET $75/MO
One bedroom available in a townhouse
apt. N. Amherst excellent location fullv
furnished Bob 549-1399 ' ^

SUMMER WORK

?'^"oV*:,*'"*'"'' experience interviews to-
day CC Room 502 at 12:30, 3:00, 5:30 , 7:30

SUMMER SUBLET IN BOfSTniu

Own rm in 4 bd apt 180 mo. incI utils, near
T, safe, call Phil or Maria 549-5050

SUMMER SUBLET-NEW YORK CITY"

Quiet upper East side studio apt furnish-
ed sleeps 3 June-Aug $275 per month plus
utilities call 549-6346 after 8 pm

TO SUBLET

4 bdrm $147 per mo all util 253-7278

Sublet with fall option: 4 bedroom 1 V4
bath top floor, sliding glass door good con-
dition $147 per month call 256-6287

Brandywine 2 females to share room in 2
bedroom apt furn. $140 ea & elec 549-0425

Squire Village 2 bedroom 2 bath pool AC
fall option 666-3066

Northampton the center of town 4
bedroom house 586-5987

2 adjacent studio apts quiet converted
factory close to bus/town. Reasonable
Price utilities incI 2S3-7468 256-8323

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis
directly across from bus will negotiate
terms available immediately Paul or Bill
665-4391

Southwood Apt Summer sublet only 2
bdrm furnished with AC, pool, on bus route
rent negot iable call after 5 PM 253-7123

Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom, pool,
AC, cable, available June 1 call 546-5029 or

Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond
summer sublet cheap on bus route niohts
Doug 549-1255

Partially funished apt w/fall option in
Sunderland on bus rte call after 8 665-4946
Summer sublet 2 or 3 bdrms in Puffton
apt rent negotiable call Dru 549-0127 or
Holly 546-8854

4 bedrm apt Swiss Village 147$ each
utilities included on bus route partly fur-
nished available June 1st with fall option III

256-6103

One bedroom available immediately in
South Amherst apartment summer and/or
fall option call 546-7028 Gail

Summer sublet townhouse apt furnished
3 bedroom rent negotiable 546-9616 or
546-9618

Brandywine apts Summer sublet with
possible fall option. One male roommate to
live in co-ed apt. $1.10/month plus elec-
tricity. call 5464141

Southwood 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apartment includes spotlight 253-9235.
Townhouse 3 bedroom apt fully furnished
rent negotiable call 549 5968

Summer sublet 2 bdrm Southwood apt
rent negotiable call 253-9083

Best deal yet. . .2 bdrm Brandywine Apts
on bus route, pool, tennis. Summer sublet
July 1 - Aug 31st. rent negotiable, call
546 7625 or 546-5026 (keep trying)

Brandywine - 2 bdrm, completely furnish-
ed, pool, AV, availaJune 1 - Aua 31
549-4181

,

"

Brandywine 2 bedrooms furnished AC
pool rent negotiable 549-0425

Excellent Cond. 4 Bedrm apt w/ extras.
Rent for summer sublet negotiable w/fall
option -call 256-8469

Summer Sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
Colonial Village busroute pool 253-2470

3 bedrooms available in beautiful house2
minutes from Campus on Nutting Ave off
Fearing St. Summer Sublet Rent
negotiable 549-4902

?oa^"2£"i^2''' ' ''^" ''^^^ ^" '^'"'^

Northwood Apt. 1 bdrm summer"l2b
telec entire apt fall (2 bdrms) avail 6/1 call
Wendy/Mary 665-2253

1 bedroom apt Squire Village Fall option
Rent negotiable call 665-7589

Sublet Fall option furnished 2 bdi on bus
route rent negotiable call 665-2081

Fantastic Location 5 minute walk to town
or campus summer sublet, 1 bedroom in 3
^^°°"} apartment garage, porches $135
256-0170

Presidential summer sublet 4 min to
Grad Twr $275 call 549-1700

To Sublet furnished 3 room apt in Belcher-
town $135/month 323-5018

Summer Sublet 2 bedrooms Brandywine
apts. June-August Call anytime 546-5270

Downtown Amherst Large 1 -bedroom
apartment June 1 - Aug 31 $250-300 month
includes utilities John or Gale 253-3443
Room Available 2 persons for bedroom in
furnished apatment on bus route 75 dIus
each 665-3097

Cheap Resort Living in southwood AC
pool, tennis courts, 4 bedrooms on bus
route $300/mon call 546-5496 or 546-4975
Summer Furnished
546-9965

2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom apartment $147
each, includes all utilities Available June
first with possible fall option call Diane or
Pam at 256-6101 after 8 p.m.
Puffton two rooms in three bedroom sum-
mer only rent negotiable call Ann 549-6899
Bob 546-6105

Spacious 2 bedroom house share w/
working female 1 mile to campus, yard fur-
nished, on bus route $180 month neaot
call 253-9894 '

UP to 4 bedrooms available for summer
w/fall option utilities included rent
negotiable 2S3-5937

To sublet w/fall option 1 bedroom colonial

area 253 35°" ^^^ ^" '^*°°'' ^^"sen/ation

Summer sublet w/fall option 3 bedrooms
in a 4 bedroom apt $147/mo utilities includ-
ed call 253-2218.

TRAVEL

Bdrm in townhouse

Squire Village summersublet w/fall option
665-2515 rent negotiable

Riverglade - 3 bedroom apt rent
negotiable 256-0817 or 253-5487

2 bedroom Rolling Green all util (AC,
pool) incI partially furnished avail June 1 -

Sept 1 Steve 253-5237

3 bedroom in Puffton furnished AC rent
negotiable call 549-4041 anytime

ROLLING GREEN GREAT DEAL FOR
SUMMER POSSIBLE FALL CALL IM-
MEDIATELY FOR DETAILS 253-5734
256-8775

1 mile from campus House with washer
dryer, full kitchen, furnished living rm. yrd
fireplace, quiet, on bus rt fall option rented
by room call Keano 549-5586

Summer 3 rooms in modern house on bus
route 5 min walk to Amherst Center
130/month + 256-0039
ROOM IN HOUSE Sunny room in house
close to Amherst Center heat and hot water
included Call Dave or Mark at 253-5475
FALL OPTION Room for summer sublet
with fall option. Cool spacious room. Pool
and tennis court rights. Across from bus
stop. Call Doug or Mike at 256-6670 nites

Spacious 3 bedroom, 1 % bath, duplex,
A/C dishwasher, disposal, June 1-Aug 29
$250/month or best offer. 6 7423, 6-7430
6-7494, call anytime '

'

i

1 bdrm Cliffside 110/mo pool tennis bus
line 666-4232 fall option '

Double room for two available in house
near Amherst Center. Possible fall option
Completely furnished 253-9403

3 bdrm bs rte big yard, low rent on Main
Amh 256-6611

4 bedroom apartment $147 per bedroom
2" "!;''t|0« included. Fall option included call

^'oeXS ^^^ ^^"9 '^ "° answer, call
545-3500 and leave a message for M W
with your nan>e and number. We will sublet
entire apartment or separate rooms

Terrific June trip to Bermuda for $409 in-
cludes everything - for info call 256-6941
Low Cost Housing at U.S.C. Planning to
visit So. CA this summer? Stay on USC
campus for $11.25/ night. For info contact
Conferences, USC, BNR-107 LA CA
90007 (213)/743-2022 ^

'

TYPING/EDITING

Efficient quick confidential 549-5727
resumes, cover letters, research papers

TYPING SERVICES

Freelance typing, editing, tape transcrib-
ing. Reasonable rates, top skills. Profes-

i?«"^?i!®*^"^'^® secretary. Amherst Center
549-0518

WANTED
Couple Seeks housing On Martha's
Vineyard for the summerl If you help us
we'll an^ange a reward or free housing iri

our Amherst Apt for that period. Call Kevin
at 253-2785

18 year old German male high school stu-
dent needs exchange family in Amherst
starting 5/13 call 549-0676

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings
goldand silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-071

WANTED TO REnT

!*"'!?^{5l""**y^'"« o"« bedroom June
1st 617-632-3910 eves collect.

Puffton 3 bdrm summer w/fall option Ron
or Keith 546-4659

WERE YOU AT BROWN'S
SEMI FORMAL 4/247

Then maybe you saw my brown tweed
elbow patched sport Jacket men's size
42 It had sentimental value. If you have any
info contact the brown HP at 6451 1 reward
if found no questions asked

COLLEGIAN

The Dally Collegian is accepting ap-
plications for the positions of Adv.
Manager, Adv. Assistants and Ad
Representatives for Fall 82. The Collegian is

r*?^ £Sii?'
opportunity employer phone

545-3500
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Gazelles will play for national title
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

At 9:30 yesterday morning. Pam Hixon
and the University of Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team had their week long
wait ended by a call from the NCAA.
The call said this: UMass will meet

Trenton State College next Sunday at 2
p.m. at Trenton, New Jersey for the first
ever NCAA women's lacrosse cham
pionship.

According to Hixon. the teams selected
were part of a nine-team pool; the NCAA
chose the top two teams from the pool and
did not assign seeds.

"The game on Sunday is not the playoffs,
it's for all the marbles, ' said Hixon.
The Gazelles were considered on the basis

of a record of 9 0. Their victories included a
5 3 win over Harvard University (who had
beaten UMass twice last season, including
the Regionals) and a 5 4 cliffhanger over the
University of New Hampshire last April 24.
Other teams the Gazelles defeated included

Yale University. Boston University, Boston
College and Dartmouth College.

Trenton, according to Hixon, was the only
other undefeated team within the pool,
which included Northwestern University.
Trenton was chosen as the site for the
NCAA Championships over Widener
College in Pennsylvania mainly because of
the opportunity to draw more spectators.
"The site was changed so that the

championship would be played closer to the
Pennsylvania New Jersey area, where
women's lacrosse is stronger," said Hixon,

"They felt it was the best opportunity to
draw the most spectators."

This is the fourth time the Gazelles are
playing in post-season competiton, and the
second time they are playing for a cham-
pionship title. In 1979, the Gazelles lost to
Pennsylvania State University, 8-5. in the
Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (AIAW) championship finals.

The GazeUes wUl be practicing at UMass
until Friday afternoon, then will travel to
New Jersey late Friday to practice at
Trenton State College on Saturday.

OFF AND RUNNING - M.urwn 0-Reilly .p.*d Tf^ h'trbaCn
!'»",^r.MV*„n' "'•^I^'S.'"""

"•"' •"»"»« K.t.rd.y, meet with Sp
"

ngfieW College The Mmutewomen won the event but lo>t the meet Inthe background » Sally Anderron who juat handed off to Or"h"

UMass golfinen finish year
with team on the upswing
By MARK P. BUCKLEY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's
golf team dropped the hooks and slices

from their repertoire as they concluded the
spring season with wins over American In-

ternational College and Stockbridge.
On Thursday, the Minutemen traveled to

Longmeadow Country Club to tee off
against AIC. Sophomore John Peterson led
the way to victory with a score of 78.

"John played very nicely." said UMass
coach Ed Vlach. "I expected him to do well.

He's been progressing all spring."

Other I JMass scores were Jay McConnell
and Thomas Gomez at 80, Charles Scavone
84. Tyler Shearer 85, Sean Gleason and
Eric Enroth at 88 for a team total of 407.
AIC had a team score of 457.

The Minutemen swings were finally in

the groove as they fmished off the spring
campaign.

The AIC match was the high point of
the season," said coach Vlach. "We would
have been tough regardless of who we were
playing."

On Friday the Minutemen took to their
honie course at Hickory Ridge Country
Club to triumph over the Stockbridge
golfers 320 to 332.

Minutemen scores for the season finale
were McConnell and Scavone 79 John
Gallagher and Gomez 81, Peterson 86
Enroth 88, and Gleason 90.
"The scores were a little more respec-

table." said Vlach. "They're definitely
coming around to playing the golf they're
capable of."

"It's nice to go out on a winning note
"

said Vlach. "It'll send everybody out in a
better frame of mind."
"Frustrating." said Vlach describing the

season. "Mother nature put us in a hole,
and we never dug out of it. It was one of
the worst springs we had in 15 years.

UMass standout offensive tackle Chris O'Neil has signed a
free agent deal with the Kansas City Chiefs of the National
F'ootball League.

Gorillas lose to Cornell
have backs to the wall
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

ITHACA, N.Y. - Devoted UMass
lacrosse fans, start your engines.

Start your engines because the Gorillas
are going to need wins in both of their final
games in order to have any hope of a playoff
berth after dropping an 11 6 game to
Cornell University yesterday at Cornell.
The Minutemen, currently ranked

seventh in this week's USILA national poll,
(lor the ratings, see below) never fully
recovered from a 6 3 halftime deficit and
dropped their thu-d game in 11 outings
against a Cornell team that is currently
ranked fourth in the nation for the second
week in a row.

Start your engines because the final two
games, these two crucial games, are. like all

too many of the Gorilla games this year, on
the road and this team needs some support.
The first game. Thursday against the

University of New Hampshire, should be a
"W for the local laxsters since they are a
much better squad than the Wildcats. To
the Gorillas' advantage in this contest will
be the fact that they already took the
Wildcats apart once this season in a 13-4
romp at Boyden Field.

But disregard anything that happened
before Thursday's trip to Durham, because
a loss would all but eliminate any playoff
hopes since only the top eight teams in the
pol Is are invited to the playoffs.

Assuming (don't ever assume anything in
college sports) that the Gorillas can defeat
UNH again, the whole season will ride on
this Sunday's game against Rutgers
University. Rutgers is another of the long

hne of top rated schools that UMass has
faced this season. The Scarlet Knights
ranked one place behind UMass in this
week's poll in eighth.

So, start your engines, get in your cars,
and go support your team. The small
UMass contingent that journeyed to
Hanover. N.H. to cheer their team on
against Dartmouth knows the value of fan
support at away games and these away
games will decide whether this season will
be a good one or a great one.

MORE LAX - The value of playing at
home became self evident this weekend as
the Gorillas dropped two very important
games to a couple of nationally ranked
teams whUe playing on the road. A UMass
home crowd would definitely have helped
the UMass cause.

Speaking of playing at home, barring any
unforeseen circumstances, such as a nuclear
attack on several of the top teams in the
poll, the Gorillas can say goodbye to any
hopes of hosting a playoff this year. The
bottom line is that it will be a struggle to
make the playoffs at all.

When all is said and done, the Ghost of
Lacrosse Games Past will point to the loss
to Harvard and say, "Never look beyond
one team to another before defeating that
team."

The Dartmouth team that UMass beat
last week has moved up to the eleventh spot
nationally and that worked out well for the
Gorillas. Beating the Green probably
helped to offset the Syracuse loss and kept
UMass in the top ten.

You can hear a recording of the current
lacrosse ratings by calling. 804 924-3036.

The top ten, plus one
The following are the top ten teams plus

one listed by team and team record (as of
May 9) in the order in which they were
rated by the United States Intercollegiate
Lacrosse Association.

1) North Carolina
2) Virginia

3) John Hopkins

10-0

9-2

8-2

4) Cornell •
9^1

5) Army* 9-9
6) Maryland BS
7) MASSACHUSETTS 8-2
8) Rutgers* 8-2
9) Navy M

10) Syracuse* BA
11) Dartmouth 8-2

* on UMass regular season schedule

Chimps end season 9-1
The University of Massachusetts men's

junior varsity lacrosse team closed its
season Saturday with a 10 9 overtime win
against the Boston Lacrosse Club in Boston.
The Chimps were led throughout the game

by the superb goalkeeping of Steve Zito,
who made 15 saves. Ron Sliney and Chris
Fierro led the offensive attack with three
goals and two goals respectively. The
Chimps held BLC to only three goals in the
first three periods, but the more ex
penenced Boston club scored six goals in
the fourth prriod. BLCs go ahead goal was
scored by Stu Curran (older brother of Tom
(urran. who's on the UMass varsity team)
with 30 seconds left in the game.
The Chimps showed their poise and came

back to tie the game at 99 with Paul

H'Enlremont's second goal of the contest
with only 15 seconds remaining to throw
the contest into overtime.
The teams went up and down the field

several times before Greg Fahn scored the
sudden death winner with only 1:45
remaining in overtime.
"This was a good game to end our .season

on. The team really held together and kept
their c(x)l even when things were crumbling
in the fourth period. I was really proud of
them." said assistant coach Mike Fogerson.
The Chimps finished out their season with

a 9 1 record.

KDITOHS NOTE: The article was written
with the help of Eric Bassett.
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Board of Regents
to review waivers
By ED LEVINE
Collegian Staff

State Chancellor of Higher Education
John Duff yesterday told the State Board
of Regents that the amount of tuition
waivers made available to students will be
reconsidered by the end of the summer.
Duffs comments came during an emo-

tionally charged Regent's meeting attend-
ed by about 75 students in the University
of Massachusetts in the Campus Center.
While Duff said the tuition waivers made
available to needy students have "made
this year the best ever for financial aid,"

student leaders charged the number of
waivers are not high enough, causing
many students to drop out of school.

'"Die only question on the 27 (state)

campuses on this issue is in Amherst,"
Duff told the students. "Bring me the
names of students who are entitled to
financial aid. We have extra money. I

have made the offer repeatedly."
According to figures supplied by the

Regents, 12,172 students in
Massachusetts received either full or par-
tial tuition waivers this year, totalUng
about $3.4 million. Of the total, 1,872
waivers were issued to UMass-Ainherst
students, a value of $617,860.
While presenting his report to the

board. Duff was interupted by UMass
Student Government Association Presi-

dent Jim Murphy and other students, who
asked the Regents to consider increasing
the waivers.

Kevin Bowe, an aide to Murphy who has
dealt with the Regents on waviers and
other issues, said that few people outside
of UMass have looked into the waiver pro-

blem because they are not aware of the
waivers.

"They (the Regents) want the names,
addresses and eye colors of every
student that dropped out because of
financial aid reasons," Bowe said follow-

ing the meeting. "They're just basically

looking for excuses not to increase
waivers."

At a press briefing following the
meeting. Duff said he was "not satisfied"

with the amount of financial aid being pro-
vided by the state, especially in light of aid
cuts at the federal level. Currently, he
said, Massachusetts provides $15 million

in scholarship money to students, while,

in comparison to other states, the Com-
monwealth should actually be providing at
least $50 million to $70 million.

In an effort to increase the amount of
state aid avaUabie to students. Duff said

he favors the proposed "cigarette tax"
which, he claimed, would generate an ad-
ditional $30 million for financial aid pro-
grams.
"We need a change in the attitude of

legislators toward public higher educa-
tion," said Regent David J. B^uibien, vice

IM^sident of EG&G, Inc. of Wellesley.
"Change is ht^ipening, but you can't do it

overnight."

Both Duff and Beaubien blamed federal

budget cuts and the reduction of Pell

Grant and Supplemental Educational Op-
portunity Grant funds as part of the finan-

cial aid problem.

"Tuition waivers are a very small part
of the overall financial aid package. Each
student is handled on an individual case
basis. No amount of tuition waivers will

offset the federal cuts," Beaubien said.

"We haven't fully analyzed the effects

of last year's federal cuts," Duff said.

"We don't know how much they're going
Continvsd on page 20

C»lhttaw piMto k; T«ma B«UafiM«

REGENTS MEET — Todd Clark (above) was one of a number of
students who staged a mock funeral for higher education outside the
Student Union Building yesterday. (Below) RegenU Arnold S. Fried-
man and DaTid S. Paresky listen to discussion about tuition waiTers.

Students stage ^funeral' at Regents meeting
By ED LEVINE
Collegian Staff

Several University of Massachusetts
students staged a "mock funeral" for public

higher education prior to the state Board ol

Regents meeting held oa campus yester-

day.

Folk>wing the "funeral" service held

outside the Student Unicm Building, six

"pallbearers," clad in black graduation

gowns and led by a "preacher," carried a

black wooden coffin filled with textbooks
and course catalogs into the Regents
meeting in the Campus Center.

"Save us from the business minds who
run education as they would run a
manufacturing company: Mechanically,

without passion, as if a coet bene& figure

can be put on training minds, feeding
creative thoughts, in creating a learned
community of students, in securing
respectable higher education," UMass
senk>r Todd Clark, 22, said during his

"eulogy."

"Regents have mercy on us," the crowd
of about 75 students outside the Student
Union Building responded.

Clark's sermon also attacked Governor
Edward King, the University ad-

ministration and President RcMiald Reagan.

"Ray Guns have mercy on us," the crowd
chanted.

The demonstratMn was held prior to the
Regents meeting to demonstrate student
support for increased tuition waivers ad-

ministered by the Board of Regents. The
students clawed not enought money has

been set aside for waivers, while ad-

ministrators said not enough students have
applied ioe waivers (see related story).

During the Regents meeting. Chancellor

of Higher Ekiucation John Duff called the

tuition waiver program "innovative" and
"highly successful" and claimed that the

"tuition waiver program made this year the
best ever for aid."

Kevin Bowe, an aide to Student
Government Association President Jim
Murphy, said that few students have been
able to take advantage of the waiver
program because it has not been well
publicized.

"We are going to try the best we can to

advertise the tuition waivers," Bowe said.

'There are mcure needy student? out there

than there is money for. Needy students

are not aware of the waiver program. The
money is left over. If we got all needy
students to apply, they'd run out of money
half way through."

Duff, who said that be has yet to meet a

student who has had to drop out because of

the lack of a tuitwn waiver, said that 12,172

waivers were distributed state-wide this

year, including 1,872 at UMass-Amherst.

Following the meeting. Murphy said he
was pleased with the protest but felt it did

not affect the Regent's decision to delay
further consideration of the waivers.

"I think the general public got good in-

formation (from the protest)," Murphy said.

"It was a very outward sign ol student

dissatisfaction with the Regents. They
made up their minds before they came in

the room."

Student to skate across country for cancer
By M.V. DYNIA
Collegian Staff

Leslie Neil Helhnan, a senior at the University of

Massachusetts will skate his way across the United States

this summer in an effort to raise funds for the American
Cancer Society.

HeUman, a hotel, restaurant, and travel administration

major, is calling his trek 'The Great Skate", and will be

traveling as a representative of the UMass student body.

His 36(X)-mile journey will begin June 1 in Portland

Oregon, and Hellman has marked his destination as

Boston. Before his last push to Boston, he will be stopping

at UMass.

With the slogan, "Skate with me and cure cancer coast to

coast" Hellman is fulfilling two goals he has set for himself.

He feels the journey will be a challenge of personal

discipline and its success wOl depend on his dedication to

achieving his goal.

While fulfilling his own dreams, HeUman feels that by
raising money for cancer research he can help cancer

patients in combatting their struggle.

Few wars have ever been battled as fervently and as

passk>nateiy as the war against cancer. The odds that one
in every four Americans will contract cancer in their

lifetime are only too well known.

These odds have spurred the American Cancer Society

into many National campaigns, but have also sparked

many personal crusades against the disease.

Leslie Hellman is attempting this crusade in the spirit of

Terry Fox, who. after losing a leg to cancer, journeyed

across the country to raise money for cancer research and

to inspire cancer patients.

Fox fell victim to his disease before finishing the trip.

but raised some $16 miUk>n.

HeUman estimates a 70 day adventure, at 50 miles per
day. but adds that he is on no time Umit because of the
experience involved. He plans to do much campaig^ning

along the way for local American Cancer Society chapters.

His trek is being sponsored by the American Cancer
Society and by the Super Street Skate Company of
Bloomington, Minnesota. HeUman is also solkriting funds
from New England businesses in the name of cancer
research.

As a representative of UMass, HeUman will kick off his

trip on campus with a 'dorm storming' fundraising drive in
which he hopes to raise $3,000.

HeUman began training for this endeavor in April and
currently averages about 32 mile per day. He feels the

mental pressures he will encounter wUl be more difficult to
appease than the physical stamina needed.

w
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Fall River church
destroyed by fire

FALL, HIVKR (Al't - Firt- destroyed the landmark
Notre Dame de Lourdes church in this old mill city's

French parish yesterday and damaged at least eight
nearhy tenement buildings, authorities said.

At least '.Mi families were evacuated fiom the rows of
three story wooden apartment buildings that lined the
narrow streets of the congested neighborhood near the 76-

year old church.

The stone church was being renovated, and one report
said the blaze was touched off by workmen on the roof.

The twin spired church, completed in 1906, is situated
on Fall River's highest point and dominates the skyline.
There were no immediate reports of injuries from the

general alarm blaze, which was reported about 2:30 p.m.
Embers landed across the city and were spotted as far

off as Tiverton. R.I., five miles away.
Station WNBH in New Bedford quoted one unidentified

workman who said workers were soldering a section of
gutter with a torch, which ignited the roof.

The building, one of Fall Rivers original churches, is

located m the citys east end, known as the Flint section. It

was undergoing a $1 million renovation.
When it was built, the neighborhood was predominantly

French and sermons still are given there in that language.
The church, styled after Notre Dame cathedral in Paris,

contained a clock, a rose window and a mural of "The Last
Judgment," by the Italian painter Cremonini, in the dome
of its 84 foot high ceiling

Years ago, the spires were lowered to prevent portions
of them from falling.

Fall River — A fire of undetermined origrin destroyed Notre Dame Church in Fall River yester-
day. The spectacular blaze spread to several buildings, forcing many residents into a refugee
center.

Britain reported to control waterway
By The Associated Press

Britain was reported in control of the waterway
separating the main Falkland Islands on yesterday after
one of its warships fired on an Argentine vessel in the
channel.

Argentina had no immediate comment, but threatened
to attack any British ship or plane heading to the South
Atlantic archipelago.

Britain claimed it had a "tight grip" around the Falkland
Islands, and Press Association, Britain's domestic news
agency, said the British armada has gained control of the
five mile wide Falkland Sound dividing East and West
Falkland and isolated the Argentine garrisons on the two
islands.

The agency quoted informed British government sources
as saying that British frigates and destroyers are now
making regular patrols along the waterway to prevent
Argentine supplies from being ferried by land or sea to the
garrisons.

The British Defense Ministry said: "This morning one of
our ships in the darkness detected the presence of a vessel
within the Total Exclusion Zone. They fired on it. We have
no absolute evidence the vessel was hit or sunk. All I can
say is we have reports of a large explosion.

"The incident and its location show how tight our grip is

on the Falkland Isiands."

Reports by British correspondents with the armada
identified the frigate as the Alacrity. In dispatches sub-
mitted to British censorship, the correspondents said the
frigate spotted an Argentine supply ship on radar and
opened fire with 4 'A inch automatic guns from a distance of
eight miles.

There was no confirmation from the Argentines, who
reported no new military action around the Falklands.

But the junta in Buenos Aires said because the British
had imposed a 200-mile total war zone around the islands
April 30 and extended it to within 12 miles of the
Argentine coast on Friday, that Argentina was retaliating
with its own broadened war zone.

It said that any British ship or aircraft headed toward
the Falkland Islands from anywhere in the South Atlantic
will be considered hostile. The three-man junta issued a
communique describing the move as "self-defense" in view
of Britain's "persistent aggressive attitude."

The communique did not set down specific boundaries.
Meanwhile, an Argentine Foreign Ministry official said

there had been 'a change of attitude, but not of basic
position " on the issue of sovereignty over the Falklands.

Case of doctor accused of rape goes to jury
CAMBRIDGE (AP) — Jurors were asked to decide

yesterday whether Dr. Arif Hussain was a manipulative
physician who sexually assaulted two bedridden women or
a man accused of rape by a liar.

A jury of eight men and four women was handed the case
about 4:1.5 p.m. following an hour long charge by Judge
Andrew (;. .Meyer in Middlesex Superior Court.

Hussain. 31. of Waltham. has pleaded innocent to
charges he raped one female patient and assaulted and
alt«mpted tf) rape another while he was a resident at

Waltham Hospital four years ago.

Hussain was convicted last year with two other doctors

of raping a Cambridge nurse during a party.
Meyer told the jurors that if they acquit Hussain of the

rapf charg*', they must then deride on a lesser offense of
assault and battery in the same case.

Th«- esM-nce of the case is 'how the defendant
manipulat «fi and Oxtk advantage of these two women as a

doctor, " said Assistant District Attorney William Ket-
tlewell in closing arguments.
He said the two women, who had never met, both were

in the same hospital "virtually immobilized in their beds."
and both allegedly assaulted at night when Hussain was on
duly.

"He's not stupid. ..he's going to pick a good victim, a
good target. " Kettlewell said. He told the jurors the fact
that one victim had a history of alcoholism and the other
was taking narcotics made them safer targets for Hussain
because tht-y might not be credible if they complained.
But defens<" attorney Thomas Troy described one ac

cusj-r as a liar who repeatedly used drugs and alcohol and
the «>thcr as a woman whose perceptions may have been
distorted by medication.
Troy saiil that the woman who said she was raped

changed her birth date and her stories.
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_ Dependents of UMass i

Students
Eligible UMata students mey purchese the
Summer Dependent Health Benefits Plan to
provide coverage for their spouse and/or
children for the period May 31st through
September Bth. The Summer Dependent Health
Benefits Plan includes both the comprehensive,
on-campus coverage described elsewhere and

^ off campus specialty or emergency services

g authorized by a University Health Service physi
g cian or participating specialist. The $64 fee must
1 be paid by June 15th. To determine eligibility

S and to obtain a more detailed description of the
Plan, contact the Supplemental Health Benefits
Plan Office at the University Health Services.
Payments must be made at UHS cashier office «

2 located adjacent to the Pharmacy. 1
giwaiiiiwiiiiiiaiiiiiiii—DiiiiiiMiiitottMimwfioHiiiiiiiiiiawiJ.
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Brother testifies at
John Hinkley's trial
WASHINGTON (AP) - After John W. Hinckley Jr. left

home "to exorcise devils from my body," his brother and
sister tried unsuccessfully to persuade their father to have
him committed to an institution.

Nothing was done, the brother testified yesterday, and
three weeks later, on March 30, 1981, Hinckley sprang
from a crowd of reporters and onlookers in Washington
and shot President Reagan and three other men.

In a clear, confident voice, Scott Hinckley told the jury
his father was afraid to have John committed because "the
emotional trauma that may be associated with putting him
in an institution may do more harm than good."

Scott Hinckley, at 31 the president of the oil exploration
company of which John W. Hinckley Sr. is chairman, said:
"I just felt the situation was totally out of control," in

February when John quit a new job after two days and fled

home, leaving the exorcism note.

Scott said he discussed the situation with his sister
Diane and brother-in-law Steven Sims in Dallas and "it was
our recommendation and conclusion that John should be
institutionalized."

The conversation was on March 6, coincidentally the
same day that John telephoned from New York, broke and
distraught, begging his parents for fare to come home.
They paid it the following day, which also happened to be
the day that Scott discussed the institutionalizing with his
father in a coffee shop.
The psychiatrist who recommended against putting

John into a hospital. Dr. John Hopper, left the witness
stand yesterday morning. He was asked whether he
considered his treatment of the defendant to have been a
success.

"I didn't know then what the outcome was going to be,"
Hopper said.
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Town passes budget
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

The passage of the Town of Amherst's
$7.1 million budget took many hours of

combined effort, including the time for

preparation by the Town Manager and
F'inance Committee, and seven hours of

discussion and voting by the members of

the Town Meeting.
The primary source of funding for the

budget is monies levied from property
taxation. 40.7 percent of the town's
funding comes from property tax, at the
rate of $23.20 per $1,000 of property
valuation. In other words, if a piece of

property is valuated at $36,000, it would
be taxed $1392.

The rate of $23.20 is $1.80 less than the
maximum rate of $25 per $1,000 of

property valuation set by proposition 2V2
in 1981.

Other sources of revenue for the town
include general and school state aid, which
funds 30.3 percent of the town's budget;
and state and federal grants, fees from
licenses, motor vehicle excise tax,

sanitary land fill fees, and other municipal
sources, to provide 13,7 percent of the

budget.
Founds are also collected from water and

sewer revenues, and aid is received to a
small extent on a federal level.

The funds which Town Meeting
members appropriated go to diverse

agencies. The largest receiver of town
funds is the Amherst Regional Public
School System, which take up 44.1 per
cent of the budget.

The school budget is developed by the
School Committee. No areas of instruction
were budgeted for increase, except
computer education. 6.5 teaching
positions were eleminated, due to the
gradual decline in student population.
The Public Safety budget comprises 8.9

percent of the total budget. Included in

this category are the police and fire

departments. Emergency Medical Ser
vices. Civil Defense, and Animal Control.
The budget increase of 10.5 percent in

this catagory reflects not only increasing
costs, but the addition of one police officer

and the costs of the town's recently
acquired animal shelter.

The Public Works Department had the
largest budget increase, rising 17.8
percent. Largest increases came in the
areas of highway maintainance and street
and traffic lighting, due to rising costs .

In the area of highway maintenance, the
increase is due to the escalating cost of
asphalt and concrete, and in the area of
lighting, the increase is due to rising
electricity rates.

Other town funds go to human services,

administration and finance, general
government, and a variety of other areas
which receive small appropriations.

Childcare expert Dr. Spock
attacked social service cuts

in speech here last night
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

World-renowned childcare expert and
political activist, Dr. Benjamin Spock,
spoke to a crowd of 80 people about human
welfare and Reagan's budget cuts at the

Student Union Ballroom last night.

"Reagan says it is essential to cut the

budget, and therefore penalize poor
people," Spock said. He said Reagan's tax

cuts benefit the wealthy, and his policies

are insensitive and brutal towards poor and
helpless people.

Spock said that reductions in the school

lunch programs and in food stamps will

really hurt many people.

"TTiese social services are vital for the

poor and the elderly," he said. "It is horri-

fying to think that the richest nation in the

whole world is starving their people," he
said.

On the subject of increased militarism

and defense in our government, Spock call-

ed it a matter of "machoism and insanity."

"Our government plays the role of the

hawk rather than the dove," he said. War
could occur any time due to brinkmanship,

with one government threatening and
challenging another and always trying to

get the edge, he said.

"In a nuclear holocaust the living will en-

vy the dead," Spock said. "One megaton
bomb will kill everyone in a three mile

radius and half the people in a five mile

radius. Even if you survived the explosion,

there would be radiation everywhere and
all life support systems such as water
would be gone," he said.

Spock urged people to become active op-

poaers of Reagan and his administration.

"The only way to stem the tide is to

pressure the government for change," he
said.

Spock said that the average person feels

there is no way to change the government
because it is so powerfiil and they are so

powerless.

"Don't tell me nothing does any good.

You have got to keep it up and you have got

to make a stink," he said.

First he talked about voting: "How can a
democracy keep functioning if half the peo-

ple don't vote. Reagan did not give an
overbearing mandate but lots of people op-

posed to him didn't vote because they
didn't think it would mean anything.

Everyone should vote and write letters to

their senators and congressmen.
Spock said he had become acquainted

with Senators who had inclinations

towards Reagan's policy but would change
their positions if the majority was in favor

of another way.
"Everytime you get mad you ought to

write another letter," he said.

The next method of pressure that he
discussed were demonstrations.
Demonstrations are very effective he said

because they show the government and the

rest of the country just how many people

are opposed to the current policies.

He urged all Massachusetts residents to

attend the Cities Against the Arms Com-
mittee demonstration on June 17th in New
York where a quarter of a million are ex-

pected.

"We want to try and get a lot of children

and babies at the demonstration for they

are the main reason we are concerned with

keeping the earth a habitable place," he
said.

UM students take off
on Arctic Expedition
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

(Editor's note: This is the first of a two-
part series about the Arctic Erpeditum. To-
day's installment discusses the prepara-
tions for the expedition. Tomorrmv, the ac-

tual trip will be discussed.)

The pontoon planes land on a lake sur-

rounded by the vast tundra. People,
canoes, and other equipment are unloaded.
As the planes prepare to leave the group
behind, one of the pilots says, "I sure hope
this is the right place." And the planes take
off, the last piece of civilization the group
will see for six weeks or more.
The Arctic Expedition, sponsored by

Whitworth College, Spokane, Washington,
will voyage through hundreds of miles of
previously untraveled Arctic rivers and
lakes.

Prior to the expedition an extensive two
week training period is held, during which
the voyagers are instructed in canoeing,
water rescue, arctic survival, tundra
cuisine, reading maps, and endurance.
There are 24 people going on this years

expedition, including four University of
Massachusetts students, and the Director
of the program, Jim Abel, a pediatrician at

the University Health Services.

This is Dr. Abel's second year as director

of the program. He originally spent three
years as the trip's physician, but when the
founder and ex-director Jay Pritchett

retired, Abel took over.

Each year the expedition takes a dif-

ferent route, this year they expect to travel

over 1000 miles, beginning in sub-Arctic

lakes, and traveling primarily on the Back
River.

The program is costing participants

$2,700 this year, up from $1,500 last year.

According to Abel, the cost increase is not
only due to inflation, but the higher cost of
flying out to the Arctic. Last year it cost

$4,000 to fly the group out, but this year,

due to the distance and isolation of the
return pick up point, it will cost $27,000.
The training program is held at Whit-

worth College. From there the group
makes the 2000 mile trip to Yellow Knife,

the capitol of the North West Territories,

from where they will be flown to the Arc-
tic.

As the director, Abel has the task of
deciding whom to take. He says the two
most important criteria are good physical

and dental health. Abel stresses that im-

mediate rescue is impossible, so excellent

health is necessary to eliminate emergen-
cies.

Abel said he also considers the applicants

reasons for going. "If someone is going for

psychological reasons, if they're looking for

nirvana, I wouldn't take them across the
street. That's not what its all about." Abel
said he looks for people who want to have
an adventure, people with a great deal of
conviction.

The week training period begins with an
explanation of the philosophy and goals of
the program. The philosophy was
developed by the original director, who
believed the experience should be unique,

remote, intense, and of adequate duration.

The goals of the expedition are to gain
some sense of wilderness and to acquire a
unique sense of comradeship, solitude and
accomplishment.

They are certain to find solitude. The
North West Territories is 1,300,000 square
miles of Canada, with a population density
of one per person per hundred square
miles. During most of the expedition, the
nearest village will be more than 500 miles
away.
During the training, canoeing skills are

emphasized. Each day the participants

spend five or more hours practicing various
canoeing skills. Whitewater and flat water
rescues are taught, practiced and practiced

again.

Participants are taught different
methods for paddling and the techniques

for dealing with waves, ledges, bends in the

river, and eddies.

Arctic survival is also taught during the

training course. Abel emphasizes judge-

ment and forethought in critical situations.

He expects people will be scared. "Safety is

80 percent judgement and 20 percent
skill," Abel said. "But as soon as a preoc-

cupation with security begins to dominate
your life, the scope of your life is diminish-

ed."

E>uring the training weeks, cook crews
are assigned, and their responsibilities ex-

plained. Cooks are responsible for handing
out granola for breakfast, peanut butter,

honey and crackers for lunch, and the

preparation of dinner.

Cooks are advised to prepare food "hot,
heavy, and a lot." Sample recipes include

macaroni and cheese, made with 12 pounds
of pasta, two packages of cheese, and
baconbits; chicken and rice, made with 24
cups of rice, three cans of chicken, and ten
packages of soup; and pudding made with
pudding mix and 30 cups of water.

Dr. Abel commented that expeditioners
often crave salads while in the Arctic, and
that minimal fresh fruit is advisable there.

Abel summarizes the training periods
purpose with words of advice to those
about to spend six or more desolate
weekend in the Arctic, "Live each day and
reduce the challenges down to the tasks at
hand; going after them with the vitality

that comes from letting it all hang out."

('oll«iri«n pholn hv Krvin Ksrtictti

CHILDREN EXPERT SPEAKS — Dr. Benjamin Spock spoke at the
Student Union Ballroom last night.
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Digest
By the Associated Press

Town ofBrookline will consider
proposed ordinance to ban guns

60 couples wed for second time
NEWTON _ Sixty couples who

were denied Jewish weddings in the Soviet
Union were to "break the glass" together
yesterday night in a religious ceremony one
bride described as a way to "get back my
past.".

Some have been married more than 20
years, and others just a few months. But all

decided it was time to stand under the
"huppah" or canopy, recite the proper
Jewish vows and receive a "ketuba" or
marriage contract.

The ceremony coincides with the Jewish
celebration of Lag B'Omer.

In Russia, we were married in a civil

ceremony in Kharkov," said Galina Polyak,
who married Victor Polyak in a spartan
government office on Feb. 25. 1%1. "It took
10 minutes. That was it. They told us our
marriage and our children would be good
for the Soviet Union.

"This is a way to get back my past. We
were not allowed this past in the Soviet
Union," she said.

"We have 120 glasses wrapped in tinfoil"
for the occasion, joked Emily Lipof. who
helped organize the wedding at Temple
Mishkan Tefila in Newton.

BROOKLINE — A strict gun control

proposal similar to the country's first local

ordinance banning handguns in Morton
Grove, Dl., is the subject of debate in this

Boston suburb.

The gun control issue is No. 17 of 45

articles being considered by Brookline's 240

elected and 10 at-large members at the

annual town meeting starting Tuesday
night, said Frances Halpern. the assistant

town clerk.

Debate may continue a second night if

discussion is not completed.

The six-page gun control article resulted
from a petition filed by Zvi "Skip" SesUng a
town meeting^ember defeated April 6 in a
bid for town selectman.

"I think it's going to pass," SesUng said.
"But I have taken no survey. I know that
the other side has been calling around."

The article would ask the Legislature to
approve the town's right to regulate the
possession and sale of handguns. If it

passed the Statehouse. Brookline residents
could write their own bylaw.

Lawyer argues for secret list

Two trapped miners feared dead
SUPERIOR, Ariz. — Rescuers worked

yesterday to reach two men trapped
two/thirds of a mile underground in the
fatal collapse of a copper mine, but a
company spokesman said there was "no
hope" the two were alive.

A third miner's body was removed during
the night from the 3.440-foot level of the
Magma Copper Co. mine near Superior,
some 60 miles east of Phoenix.
Frank Harris, a spokesman at Magma

headquarters in San Manuel. Ariz., said
digging was slowed by "unstable ground
conditions which requires erecting timber
and steel supports as the rubble is

removed."
He said the roof of a mine tunnel

"collapsed suddenly from unknown causes"
about 6 p.m. Monday, "sealing off a small
work area and the crew of one supervisor
and two miners."
The three men were not identified im-

mediately.

Earlier. Pinal County Chief Deputy
Sheriff David Warren confirmed the cave-in
and the first fataUty. He said the collapse
was reported at about 7 p.m., and that
there was no explosion.

Most of the digging was being done by
Magma employees, Warren said.

PROVIDENCE , R.I. - A lawyer for

Claus von Bulow said yesterday he will

fight to keep secret a list of $1 million in

artworks and other assets the socialite

must post to stay free while appealing
convictions for twice trying to murder his

heiress wife.

"Mr. von Bulow owns a number of

valuable artworks." attorney John F.

Sheehan said. "Making public a list giving
the value and location of those things would
be an open invitation to theft. I'll fight like

hell to keep it from becoming public."

Von Bulow was sentenced to 30 years in

prison Friday on two counts of assault with
intent to murder his wife. Martha "Sunny"
von Bulow, during Christmas visits to their
Newport mansion in 1979 and 1980. He was
allowed to remain free on $1 million bail

pending appeal.

In passmg sentence. Superior Court
Judge Thomas H. Needham said despite his
own fears the 55-year-old New York
financial consultant might fiee rather than
spend the last years of his life in prison, the
law mandated bail be set.

Needham ordered von Bulow to post
$100,000 in cash plus a list detailing the
value and locations of assets totalling $1
million by Friday or start serving his
sentence in the aging and overcrowded
Adult Correctional Institutions in Cranston.

Sheehan said he was preparing the list —
noting he expected to find $1 million worth
of assets in Rhode Island — and expected to
post it with the clerk of the Newport
Superior Court and the Department of the
Attorney General by noon on Thursday.

Read the other voice in
in Tuesday's Collegian
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Located in the Campus Center

Mortal Friends

bv Carroll

2.98 List 10.95

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
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Library costs

are $170,000

without repairs
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Although no permanent repairs have been made on the
Tower Library at the University of Massachusetts, the
construction problems with that building have already cost
the University almost $170,000.

Moving the books to the Goodell Library from the
Tower, paying four consulting firms that have made
recommendations on the library, and buying bales of hay
treated with fire retardent chemicals which were placed
around the Tower to abosrb the shock of falling bricks
have cost UMass $169,691.

The greatest expense incurred by the library so far has
been the cost of moving the books, files, periodicals and of-

fice supplies from the Tower to Goodell in September,
1979. This move cost the University $126,176.

$124,421 of this fee was paid to Sitterly Movers of
Greenfield and another $1,755.44 was paid to Elmer D.

Litch, Inc. of Springfield.

This money came from the library's general fund and
would usually be used to maintain the functions of the
library, Jake Bishop, director of the procurement office,

said.

"Those were monies of the library's funds that could not
be used for other things like books, periodicals and sup-
plies," Bishop said.

Another $3,865 was spent on the three consulitng firms

^_ _^ _ C«JI«fim« pkoto by Tcreu Bcllmfiorc

$170,000 AND STILL NOT OPEN - Although the University has already spent close to
$170,000 on the Tower, the first floor entrance to the building has remained closed since 1979.

that recommended the Tower be closed in 1979. Loomis
and Loomis, Inc. of Windsor, Conn, was paid $3,000 to
look at the library; Gilbert Small was paid $595 and John
Agnoli $270, both to confirm Loomis and Loomis' fin-

dings.

Simpson, Gumpertz and Heger, Inc., the firm that told

University officials they could reoccupy the Tower on a
limited basis, was hired as a joint proposition between the
University and the state Division of Capital Planning and
Operations (DCPO). However, UMass wrote the $36,000
check to pay the firm.

The hay that surrounds the Tower and serves to absorb

the shock of possible falling bricks was bought from the
Amherst Farmers Exchange for $750. The fire retardent
chemicals these bales were treated with were purchased
fix)m Hamden Color and Chemical for $2,900.

In addition to all these costs paid by the University,
Cleverdon, Vamey and Pike, the engineering firm which
is presently under contract to the state to find a solution to
the construction problems is being paid $78,125 by DCPO.

When the repairs finally do begin, they will be paid for
out of the $2.5 million fund set aside by the Massachusetts
state Legislature for correction of the construction pro-
blems.

Possible reuses studied for Tillson facility
By SCOTT SACCO
Collegian Staff

In 1977 the Charles T. Main Engineering Firm of Boston
completed a study of the problems affecting the Tillson
Farm Boiler Plant.

The Main study and other investigations served as the
basis of a court case between the state and the designer of
the plant and pipeline, the Jackson and Moreland Firm of
Boston.

In 1980, the Attorney General's Office of Massachusetts
settled out of court with the designer of the Tillson Boiler
Plant for $975,000. The settlement allowed sUte and
University of Massachusetts officials the opportunity of
assessing possible reuse plans for the Tillson facility.

Plans for reuse were laid out in a memorandum from
then Vice Chancellor for Administration and Finance
George Beatty to Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
Loren Baritz.

Beatty said in the memo that any plans of reuse for the
facility would hinge on the funds available for the project
from the state and University.

"The campus and the Bureau of Building Constructwn
need to assess the likely order of magnitude of funds to be
made available for reuse," Beatty said. "It will be difficult
to define a meaningful set of options to be analyzed if this is

not done."

Beatty layed out the specifications of the plant for
Baritz. saying the building consisted of 43.281 square feet
of office, lab. shop and factory space. Beatty said any plans
for reuse would have to be made with the type of space
available kept in mind, and that three proposals had
already been formulated.

Beatty 's memo listed the three options according to
estimated cost, and the first plan, which was in the lowest
price range, proposed converting the facility into a
warehouse, garage, maintenance shop, or an applied
engineering lab and training center for boiler engineers.

The second option, which was in the moderately ex-
pensive price range, called for conversion of the facility

into a multi-level warehouse, industrial publications and
duplicating center, or an art studio and sculpture museum.

The most expensive proposals outlined in Beatty's
memo, "essentially involved constructing a building within
a building." According to the memo, the options for reuse
in this category included utilization of the facility for indoor
atheletics, a laboratory or research area, a computer data
processing center, or office space.

Jack Littlefield. director of Facilities and Planning at

UMass. said recently a feasibility study was begun a little

over a year ago by the Woo and Williams Consulting Firm
of Boston to assess these and other reuse plans.

Littlefield said the three main proposals the consulting

firm are examining are conversion of the plant into an
applied engineering energy research lab, a support space
for the physics and astronomy departments, or office space
for non-university state agencies.

LittlefieW said last November. "The engineering
department's proposal is attractive because of the ex-
tensive use of the machinery in the building."

Littlefield declined comment on the estimated cost of the
three proposals but he did say in November that all three
could be combined if it is determined by Woo and Williams
that there is sufficient space.

Littlefield said of the reuse plans being discussed.
'Everyone involved in the Tillson project regrets the plant
failed, but we are concerned with what is best to do with
the facility now."
Jack Williams of Woo and Williams said. "The study will

be completed within the month and its findings will be
reported to the Division of Capital Planning and
Operations." Williams said the DCPO will make the final

decision in the plant's fate.

Williams said his office has had mechanical and electrical

engineers studying the plant for about a year and
preliminary indications are that all of the University's

proposals are feasible.

Williams also declined comment on the estimated cost of

the three proposals.

Littlefield said one consolation for the plant's breakdown
in 1974 is that it quit just in time to save the University a

{jreat deal of money in fuel, in the wake of skyrocketing oil

|)rices experienced during the energy crisis of the mid-
]1970s.

Littlefield said even if the plant had been able to func-

tion, conversion to coal may have been necessary, which
would have cost the state even more money in the tong
run.

"We felt coal was the fuel we would have to use if the

plant ever became operational again," Littlefield said. But,

he added, "state engineers determined the combination of

replacing the steam line and converting the plant to coal

burning would cost too much for the state to absorb."

Part IV: Thirteen years after planning for the Tillson

Plant began the problem remains the same.

Home of the

Freshtastiks

Salad Bar

with over 50 items

THURSDAY
Shopper's Day Special

SIRLOIN TIPS or RIB EYE STEAK
with BEVERAGE & DESSERT

Just $3.99

Served with a choice of potato, texas
toast and all the salad, soup, rolls and
dessert you can eat from our famous
salad bar.

Route 9 - Hadley
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Announcing the
great DINNER/MOVIE deal!

Enjoy any of the following dinner entrees

Tuesday-Thursday
at the

TOP OF THE CAMPUS RESTAURANT
and receive a free movie pass

valid anytime Sunday-Thursday or at midnight shows
at any one of the 8 featured movies at:

(^QJin©
584-7550

HAMPSHIRE MALL

584-9153
MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

Featured dinner entrees:

Country-Style Bar-B-Que Ribs

Turkey Parmesan
Baked Fresh Catch of the Day

Breast of Chicken Kiev

$6.95 price includes
entree, salad bar, non-alcoholic beverage, & movie pass!

7^ ANNUAL

SPRIHGFEST
1962

METAWAMPEE LAWN
WEDNESDAY, MAY 12TH

11:15 AM-2:00PM

MENU:

D-D-Q CHICKEN

HAMBURGERS

POTATO SALAD

CHIPS

CORN-ON-THE-COD

LEMONADE

ICED TEA

CUPCAKES .25

HOT DOGS
KIELDASA

WITH SAUERKRAUT

BAKED DEANS

SAUERKRAUT

FRUIT PUNCH

COFFEE

COOKIES

.75

1.25

A Science Fantasy

Adventure

Qu^sfFOR^^mM
JTiRE [RilWMMi

Mh CENTUMY-fox FILMS

Just one of the grea» AMC features.

Call 584-7550 and 584-9153 for the remaining 7 features.

WITH ENTERTAINMENT DY

/fy Jeaturinq

* frozen (Daiquiris

* Special C\(enu Selections

* Two "Lxcitinq Jashwn 'Themes

* Validated 'Farkinq in Campus (Jaracje

* C\(usica{Accompaniment by lim 'Bianca

Jasfiion Series Schedule

9\4ay 3rd 11:30-1:30

CMay 5th 5:00-7:30

"May 10th 11:30-1:30

Miy 12th 5:00-7:30

Sportswear / JAthkticwear

Sportswear / !Athietkwear

Women in (Business / 'Freppie Look

. "Women in "Business / Treppie Look

MURRAY D. LINCOLN CAMPUS CLNTLR
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GSS votes to pass Arts Council constitution
By LAURIE FISHER
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate (GSS) at the University of
Massachusetts voted. 18-11-2. to pass the new Arts
LouncU constitution last night.
The Arts Council ahs been working without a con-

stitution for over 10 years. The last constitution was ap
proved m 1966. The two primary issues of debate have
been whether the students or the faculty have membership
majority and what role the Arts Council should play at the
University.

"It is not fair to have people on a commission, without a
constitution to dignify and unite the group." Terry Szold
Executive Officer of the GSS and member of the Arts
council, said.

Route 9 accident
causes 3 injuries

Monday afternoon
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

Three persons were injured Monday afternoon in an ac-
cident on Route 9 reportedly caused by the obstruction of
an abandoned trailer truck on the shoulder of the road,
Amherst Police said.

Janet Wentworth, 29, of Stanley Street sustained leg in-

juries while her passenger Mary Vassalo, 53, of Rolling
Green injured her shoulder, police said. Also, town
employee Robert Waskiewciz injured his head, police said.

All three were treated and released from Cooley Dickin-
son Hospital in Northampton later Monday afternoon, a
hospital spokeswoman said.

Wentworth was making a turn into the Rolling Green
apartments entrance at about 2:00 p.m. when her small
American car was struck in the rear by a public works
pick-up truck driven by Timothy O'Brien, 30, of
Shutesbury, police said.

^^
O'Brien was apparently distracted by the si^t of the

"listing" trailer truck on the side of the road, police said,
and hit Wentworth's car while swerving to avoid it.

Police said Wentworth's car, after being hit, skidded
across the road and was struck in the rear again by a ten-
wheel dump truck driven by Donald Hubbard, 56, of
Sunderland.

The two trucks were driven away after several fenders
were pulled and other minor repairs were made, police
said. Wentworth's car had to be towed, police said.
Ronald Wheble, 46, of Belchertown was cited at 3:30

p.m. Monday for leaving the scene of a property damage
accident after he had struck a telephone pole on South
East Street, police said.

Police said, Wheble was driving a Central Vermont
Railway Inc. company truck when he struck the pole.
Police also saki that on Monday several burglaries and

car break-ins occurred. Police said at 10:30 p.m. a resident
of Brandywine reported the apartment was broken into
through an unlocked, sliding glass door and a TV and
stereo equipment valued at more than $800 were taken.

Doon^sbury
Brought to you ovorydoy

by Gorry Trudoou
ond tho

Mosfodiusotts Doily Collogion.
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STAK THEK
LIVESI

Club Meeting
May 12

Time 7-10 pm
Room 904

Campus Centet

Films, Info,

for S.t. & S. F.

fans

All Welcome

Remember..,

When patronzingf
our advertisers,

make sure to tell

them
that you saw
their ads
in the Collegian.
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The new constitution calls for eighteen voting members.
The voting members would be: six undergraduate
students, six faculty members, three graduate students,
one alumnus, and two members of the professional staff.

"Since the students pay the Arts CouncU fee, and thus
fund the Arts Council, the best solution would be to have
no faculty on the council, giving students complete control
of theu- money. However, this is not possible, making the
proposed constitution a compromise we all can work with,"
Bruce Levy, a member of the Arts Council and a senior
Legal studies major, said.

The constitution must be approved by the
Undergraduate Student Senate, the GSS, the Faculty
Senate, the Board of Trustees, and the Chancellor in order
to become effective. This constitution is the first one to be
approved by the Senate, the GSS. and the faculty senate

"The difference between this constitution and the many
previous ones is this calls for even membership between
students and non-students." said Jack Delmond. president
of the GSS.

"It is time we stop fighting about the membership and
focus all our attention on working toward the council's
goals; to foster excellence, scope, educational and social
releveance in art activities and events." Szold said.
The Arts Council receives over $30,000 a year, half of

this going toward student ticket discounts. 25 percent to
production expenses for students groups in the Fine Arts
Center, and the remaining 25 percent to promoting
emerging artists. Levy said.

The constitution will now go to the Chancellor for ap-
proval.

Textbooks stolen from library
found later in book store, police say
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

Two larcenies and an attempted larceny filled the police
report over the last two days at the University of
Massachusetts. Chief Robert Jdyce said yesterday.

Approximately $60 worth of textbooks, and a knapsack
were reported stolen from Goodell Library Monday, Joyce
said. The textbooks later turned up at a bookstore in
Amherst after an individual sold them at a used-book sale.
Joyce said.

A suspect is known by UMass police and the in-

vestigation is continuing. Joyce said.

An overhead projector was reported missing from the
music department at the Fine Arts Center at 3:31 p.m.
Monday. Joyce said. It is unknown when the projector was
last seen, he said. The machine was estimated at $144 in

value, he said.

An officer on routine patrol at 1:25 p.m. Tuesday
reported finding the hood to an automobile parked in Lot
65 open and, upon further investigation, the battery
restraining bolts were found to be loose. Joyce said.

It is believed the officer scared a would be thief away
from the 1972 Ford. Joyce said.

In unrelated action, an assault and battery and a
domestic dispute in progress were reported at 8:24 p.m.
Monday from Brooks House in the Central Residential
Area, Joyce said. The responding officers mediated the
problem and referred one of the individuals involved to the

I Hampshire County Clerk of Courts if further action was to
be taken for the assault and battery. Joyce said.

The dispute was described by Joyce as a boyfriend-
girlfriend dispute.

Crane's Thesis Paper
& Resume Paper

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

BE IN THE
FOREFRONT
OF TODAY'S
TECHNOLOGY
AS AN AIR
FORCE
ENGINEER

Our engineering officers are planning and
desijfnin^ tomorrow's weapon systems today.
Many are seeing their ideas and concepts
materialize. They have the finest, state^f-
the-art equipment to test their theories. The
working environment is conducive to research.
And Air Force experience is second to none.
You can be part of this dynamic team if you
have an enipiiieering degree. Your first step
wUI he Officer Jraining School. Help us shape
our future as we help you start yours. Be an
engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact
your Air >orce recruiter at 4 1 J-5 5 7-3898
Captain Kevin Reincrt. Call Collect
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V&KdkChuteKS
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4:00^7pm
Southwest pt^fiQ -fietbs
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UMass. Meal Card or

~: all sm^clct^ucs.
^fKMtlcUn meat ticket Office.

*In case of rain, meal will be
served in all D.C.s.

rustv nail n^z^

Thurs. May 13

MAX CREEK
Friday, May 14

N R B Q
Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937
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Authorities scout accident scene
to estimate spillage damage

UMASS ESCAPE - Bill Botticelli, a sophomore piSXcien^c;:::
C'nll?^''*^K t""^

**^
u
**** ^** *»^**^ »" «"« »^ *»»« <^a'"P"8 drainage

tunnels, beneath Massachusetts Ave. Monday night.

BRATTLEBORO. Vt. (AP) -
Authorities yesterday were scouting the

scene of a freight train derailment,

assessing the damage of an accident that

spilled the contents of a railcar into a river

and prompted an alert at a nearby nuclear

power plant.

"It may not be serious, but then again it

may be," said George Gallagher,
spokesman for the Boston and Maine
Railroad.

He said a cleanup crew worked through
the night near the bridge where nine cars

went off the tracks Monday afternoon.

They had all of the cars uprighted by 7

a.m. Tuesday and another crew was
brought in to assess the damage to the
tracks and the bridge, he added.

The tracks are usable, but the damage to

the bridge was "considerable," Gallatrhpr
said. ^ '^

He also said it was not known exactly
how long ,t would take to fix the bridge
beams that bent when one railroad car went

That car leaked a white substance into
the water and worried officials that it mieht
be toxic.

^^

Gallagher estimated the bridge would be
clo.sed at least for the rest of the week Hp
said railraod traffic would be rerouted.

'

Vermont Yankee, which uses waterdownstream from the Brattleboro
derailment to cool the plant's reactor core
went on alert for 70 minutes, until it was
determined no toxic materials were leakine
into the river. °

35c Miller or Lite - 25c Hot Dogs
This Week

ROCK and ROLL
with

WAOY's Rock 102 Al Stoner
No Cover Charge 9 til 1

Thursday

OLDIES

with

GREGG ADAMS
- DRINK SPECIAL -

Ice Tea Lowenbrau
1.00 50C Drafts
No Cover Charge

Free T-Shirts Hats
9 til 1

Friday and Saturday

DISCO and ROCK
with

WAOY's Rock 102

D.J. Al Stoner
Dancing - 9 till No Cover Charge

Shop Our SidEWAlk SaIe
starts Wednesday/

A fantastic selection of
fashions, accessories 8-jewelry

JO - 75% OFF
Always a GREA T Sale

cash, check. MC. Visa, Am Express
All sales final

16 Main Street Amherst

HUNGRY FOR A SALE?
VaUey Bicycles Limited, your gourmet bicycle

shop has just cooked up:
THE PU-PU PLATTER
1 K4 Kryptonite Lock

Zefal HP Pump

^^LL£•^

1 Water Bottle& Cage
1 pr. Toe CUps& Straps

32.95
14.95
5.90
6.95

Reg. Tot€a 60.76

PU-PU PRICE 49.9SYOU can t pu-pu prices like these

^
/CYC\3^

AUTHOmZEO

•EALm
89 Main St. Amherst

(behind VaUey Farms Dairy Store)

256-0880
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Women in prison will be discussed
at day-long seminar here Saturday
BvPAIII. RRT.VAT •^

Collegian 9

Newslines.,.
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

The family life of women in prison, bail, prostitution and

ES;1k^TIL?*''''^'^^^°'"
'^"'"^'^ ^ ^ong the topics

which will be discussed at "Women in Prison Day." a day-
long seminar on Saturday, May 15.
The seminar, which was planned by two University of

Massachusetts students, will feature speakers from six
prison-related organizations in Massachusetts. The

Debbie Wald. 21, a women's studies major from
Amherst and co-organizer of the seminar along with Molly
Baldwin, said many women in prison encounter problems
maintaining a family life with their loved ones beyond the
prison walls.

117 f?'®'"?^ ^^^^ °^ *^® women in prison are mothers,"
Wald said. Women have lost custody of their children
while incarcerated."

Wald said with the help of the people outside, some of
the unpleasantness can be avoided.
"The woman needs a lot of support. There are kids who

have fathers who are willing to take care of them and take
them to visit their mother once or twice a week," she said
However, it's the exception for the man to keep the fami-

ly together and take care of the kids."
Wald said the problems with bail are not peculiar to

women, but that the bail system in general "works against
poor people by making them stay in jail while they await
tnal.

''

Wald went on to say that she believes prostitution
should be legalized because it is a victimless "economic
crime, ' not a violent crime.

"Prostitution shouldn't be a crime because it isn't hur-
ting anyone," she said. "Women become prostitutes
because they can't get money in a legal way."
Wald also saw many problems with the women's prison

facilities in Massachusetts. One of her biggest complaint
Conti<med ov. page 20

Free transcripts cut
SUrting July 1, students will be allowed only one free

copy of their transcripts. Marion Markwell of the
Registrar's office said that because of economic con-
siderations, the rules have been changed concerning
transcripts. UntU July 1, students wiU stiU be able to
acquire two free copies of their transcripts.

Architect to speak on
passive solar design

Architect Peter Kitchell will present a slideshow about
passive solar design at 7:30 tonight in Campus Center room
811-815.

Kitchell has been designing passive solar buildings for
more than six years which utilize solar radiation and
natural convection for heating cooUng. KitcheU's talk is
sponsored by the Five Colloge Solar CoUective.

BIN X87 n. pleasant St-amherst

20 - 50% Off selected

Blouses - Skirts - Dresses

30% off selected Jewelry

30 - 50%
off many Gifts

MEPCANTILC
AMHEJtST CAtRIAGC SHOTS

Op«n Daily 10 am • 5:30 pm

ri^fym

WINESft
LIQUORS

]

KEGS

Available

Anytime

SPECIALS

338 College Street

2568433

Route 9 East

253-53S4

j Rolling Rock $3.99/i2pack

jTuborg Light & Dark $2.00/6 pack!
• •

: Budweiser Cans $8.99/ca8e
j

J Cossack Vodka $8.39/i75iitre8:

j
Bacardi Rum $7.49/iitre:

: Fleischmann's Whiskey
$13.49/1.75 litres

:

• •

: Riunite Wine $2.49/7w mi •

Sandwiches • Cold Cuts
Bagels • Salads

HOURS:

MON.-THURS.

FRI.-SAT.

SUNDAY

9 AM-8 PM

9AM-10PM

9AM-6 PM

In The Cairiage Shops
Amherst. 549-^14

• •••••••••< r«««««««««a«*< r «••••• < •.• • ••-• •••)
not responsible for typographical errors

SPECIAL

COMMUNITY FAIK
CELEBRATION

Everything Reduced 20%
(except items a/ready on sale)

* Extra 5% off for cash
Now through Saturday May 15th

^

H.rred

k
Member American

Gem Society
y
rioucic
iGwelef

26 Main Street, Amherstd
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No dealers
First come, first served

One-of-a-lcind

No rainciieclcs

Car Stereo
Q"3" Description

3 AUDIOVOX100B AM in-dash Car Radio

4 SANYO 1002 Under-dashS-track

3 EICO In-dash AM/FM 8-track

3 ROADSTAR 2747 In-dash AM/FM Cassette

4 CRAIO 611 In-dash AM/FM Cassette
1 SANYO RD-10

2 CRAIG 631 In-dash AM/FM Cassette

Compare at

$ 69.95

$129.95

$ 89.99

$119.95

$149.99

$109.99

$199.99

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

Now just

10.91

49.01

49.91

59.91

59.91

69.91

69.91

Receivers
Ouan

$159.99

$129.99

$179.99

$179.99

$199.99

AUDIOVOX 605 In-dash AM/FM Cassette
JENSEN R200 In-dash AM/FM Cassette
ROADSTAR 2210 In-dash AM/FM Cassette
SANYO FT 418 In-dash AM/FM Cassette
AUDIOVOX ID-685 In-dash AM/FM Cassette
5-Dand equalizer

3 TECHNICS RSM-205 Dolby Cassette $169 99
1 JVC KDD-2 Dolby Cassette $179 95
2 SANYO 1490-2 28watt

In-dash AM/FM Cassette $199 99
1 JVCKDA-11 Dolby Cassette $199'99
SONYTFX-11 2 motor Dolby Cassette $189.99
AKAICF-14 Dolby D/C Cassette $199.95
MARANTZ 3020 2-speed Dolby Cassette $399.99
AKAI CSDT-33R Motor Reverse
Dolby Cassette ^299 99
MARANTZ SD-9000 Computor Dolby Cassette$830.95

$ 79.91

$ 89.91

$ 89.91

$ 99.91

$ 99.91

$109.91
$119.91

$129.91
$139.91

$139.91
$149.91

$199.91

$229.91

$498.91

Spealcers

Description Compare at

1 TECHNICS 8011 30watt Amplifier $169.95
4 SCOTT 325 20watt Amplifier $179.95
4 AKAI AM-U03 38watt Amplifier $239.99
2 AKAI AT-K03 AM/FM Digital tuner _ $239.99
2 TECHNICS 104 20watt AM/FM Receiver $189.99
3 JVC R-IX 25watt Receiver ^ $240.95
3 AKAI R-21 28watt Digital AM/FM Receiver $229.99
2 SONY VX1 22watt Receiver $225.95
1 TECHNICS 303 40watt $299.99
2 ADVENT 300 Receivers $289.95
3 SONY VX3 35watt Receiver $260.99

1 PHASE LINEAR 2000 Stereo Pre-amplifier $399.95

1 JVC RS-33 40watt with Graphic Equalizer $345.95
2 MARANTZ 170 DC Power Amplifier

2 BOSE 550 Receiver

2 KOSS 4-DS Digital delay system with
built-in Amplifiers $399 99

1 TECHNICS 505 63watt Receiver $499.99
1 AKAI R50 62watt Receiver $499.99
1 JVC RS-77 60watt with Graphic Equalizer $560.99
2 ADVENT 500 Sound Space Control Amplifier $799.99

$399.99

$380.99

Now just

$ 79.91

$109.91

$119.91

$129.91

$129.91

$139.91

$149.91

$159.91

$179.91

$179.91
$179.91

$179.91

$199.91

$199.91

$199.91

$249.91

$249.91

$249.91

$339.91

$399.91

Turntables

12

6

12

12

8

12

BECKER 8 8" 2-way Speakers

SUPERSCOPE 208 8" Speakers

SUPERSCOPE310 10" 3-way Speakers
BECKER 123 12" 3-way Speakers
BSR 883 Dual 8 "Towers

SCOTT 310 10" 3-way Speakers

$ 39.99

$ 69.99

$119.95

$ 99.99

$149.95

$149 95

$

$

$

$

$

$

19.91

29.91

49.91

49.91

69.91

79.91

1 OARRARD 630 Turntable

3 PHILIPS 21 2 Belt-drive turntable

1 GARRARD GT-1 2 Belt-drive turntable

2 BSR 2400 Belt-drive turntable

BSR Q-450 Turntable

OARRARD GT-1 4 Belt-drive turntable

AKAI V-110 Semi-automatic
Belt-drive turntable

1 MARANTZ 6025 Belt-drive turntable

2 MARANTZ 1200 Belt-drive turntable

1 AKAI B20 Semi-automatic
Belt-drive turntable

(As is)

$ 79.95

$189.95

$109.99

$109.99

$129.95

$129.95

$ 99.99

$109.99

$135.95

$ 39
$ 49
$ 49
$ 49
$ 49
$ 59

.91

.91

.91

91

91

91

$ 59
$ 69.

$ 69.

91

91

91

$129.95 $ 69.91

TheSound Compan#
E!!5I

AMHERST 201 North Pleasant St., Amherst 256-0744 | ji
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Arts
Collegian n

A stand against pornography
I

TAKE BACK THE NIGHT WOMEV nw M^ »/

Edited by Laura Lederer
Bantam Books, 365 pages

By LISA MOSLEY
Collegian Staff

. Jiirl''?^",
^^^^ ^'^ *^ ^ '^'^s fo*- ^ofds when reviewinga book but after reading Take Back The Night I Zlalmost too numb with fear and outrage to express mvfas^nation with the book. This coUection of essa^ron t^eeffec s of sexual violence towards women in the media wulhopefully anger and terrify every woman who reads it intooming forces with those currently taking action againstthe producers. pubUshers. theater and store ownerspromoting and cashing in on the exploitation of women.

In the 36 essays, such prominant feminists as GloriaStemem. Andrea Dworkin. and Adrienne Rich discuss the

Sabrfni.'
increasingly violent pornographic material

available today. The women continually point out that as

violent pornography has become more and more accepted
as the norm, the number of violent crimes against women
(like rapes beatings, sexually motivated murders) has
drastically increased.

It would be wrong to say that the facts in this book will
shock women; most women reading it already know the
extent to which they are degraded in pornographic books
and movies. They see this degradation every day at
newsstands, in shop windows, and on posters outside
movie theaters. What this book wtU do is confront women
with this degradation they are subjected to and ask them
what they mtend to do about it. The book compels women
at least to change their attitudes about the way they are
portrayed by the media, to express their anger at images
oi women battered and tortured for the sexual pleasure of
men. instead of quietly standing by.
The best effect this book could have on women would be

to compel them to take action against those who create and
promote pornography, for only when the media stops
portraying women as objects created solely for the sexual
satisfaction of men, wUl the number of violent sexual
crimes agaisnt women decrease.

iiK.A>-r

FvJt!

T-iy.^.'J^.D'JL.M >' 'Ki

•«<.< Satan has a funny side

His
I
'3i^Sf^md»iS>±.SlJ.^f£t&.' "f*ofXti have not »,, ^u wior,|j."

CUREBVTHE f ;

UNFORTUNATE ''^iT\')

DR,KASSLER,J.SPS^^^ ^

mmmmm ' .•jTii'-f

Ensemble's Scapin, a
short, exuberant

»t'^'^J*'^ PSYCHOTHERAPY AND CUREBY THE UNFORTUNATE DR. KASLER,

By Jeremy Leven
Alfred A. Knopf, 478 pages, $13.95

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

After a little contemplation, it stands to reason that if
batan were to materialize in the modem world, it would
not be in the form of beast or man, but as a computer. It is
also logical that during his sojourn, Satan might wish tond himself of some nagging inner conflicts by nar-
tacipating m psychotherapy. Satan's chief compl^:
People have pt me all wrong." Satan's therapist: a manhand picked for both his monumental naivete and his

phenominal bad ludc - Dr. Sy Kasler, J. S. P. S. (Just
borne Poor Schmuck.)

These outrageous premises are just the start of Jeremy
Leven s book Sofan.- His Psychotherapy and Cure by the
UnfoHunate Dr. Kassler, J, S. P. S. Leven has taken pot
shots at everyone, around the framework of Satan's ail-
ment. From computers and their creators ("people who
are uncomfortable believing anything that can't be writtenm algebra

) to the Creator and His Adversary, nothing

and no one escapes Leven's wry social commentary. In
^otan, Leven successfully combines the abusrd and the ob-
vious. The result is hysterically funny.

Leven's Satan is articulate, witty, and fed up with the
bad name people insist on giving him - undeservedly, he
says. Leven s theology is as unique and thought-provoking
as his prose Satan speaks disparagingly of his brother
(Ood), his wife (Lady Luck), and many others. His rambl-mgs force Dr. Kassler to reconsider his own lack of faith
and unhappiness. As Satan comes to terms with his feel-
ings. Kassler sinks deeper and deeper into the mire of
depression. In their last session. Satan and Kassler ex-
change their conclusions on The Meaning of Life, and it is
only then that we are shown the crucial difference bet-
ween Good and Evil.

There is a lot more than just philosophy in this book.
Neurochemistry, physics, psychology - all are presentedm their most humorous light as Leven draws on his own
professional background. The people, also, are achingly
real and thus hilarious. Some of the funniest scenes in this
consistently clever book include a meeting of psychologists
that turns into a brawl where more than theories are being
exchanged, and a visit to a sex club, where Kassler runs
into uncomfortably familiar faces. In Satan, stereotypes
are reversed, science is reduced to mysticism, and religion
is computerized. The amazing thing is, it works

SCAPIN
May 6, 7, 8

Curtain Theater, UMass

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian Staff

The French playwright Moliere created
many short farces but Scapin (or Les
Fourberies de Scapin if you want to get
snotty), presented with proper lunacy by
the University Ensemble this weekend past
has got to be one of his more exuberant
achievements. It's a nifty comic vignette in

three acts culled from Moliere's studied
affection for the commedia deU'arte Italian

dramatic tradition.

The plot is of the sort you'd expect from a
farce. Two gallant, though rather helpless,

young men (Octave and Leandre) want
desperately to marry their sweethearts
(Hyacinthe and Zerbinette) but are th-

warted by their disapproving Dads
(Argante and Geronte) and lack of financial

resources. Enter one Scapin, their cunning
Valet, to help clear up this mess.

Part Harlequin, part Don Juan. Scapin is

without a doubt the play's central figure

(but you knew that from the title). An
exceedingly clever prankster, a paramount
of wit. Scapin takes enormous delight in

duping those less-clever beings around him.

The successive scenes in which he succeeds
in gulling the two miserly fathers are

perfect examples of Scapin 's persuasive

genius. Stomping and sputtering, whirling

and winding around the bedazzled Argante,

Scapin manages to convince him that
forking-over 200 pisotles will forestaU his
son's marriage. With Geronte. Scapin
invents a fantastic story of how Leandre
has come under the clutches of pirates who
demand a ransom for his return. Geronte
just barely swallows the bait, exclaiming as
the money changes hands: "What made him
get on that gaily?"

Scapin is not a great intellectual farce for
most of its humor is of the Keystone Cop.
Punch and Judy variety: pure slapstick.
Likewise, there is no real moral or satirical
motive in Scapin; its entertainment value is
derived almost exclusively from the giddy
escapades of its comic hero Scapin playing
tricks for his own pleasure.

Scapin was played with remarkable
vivacity and endurance by David Otto,
minus the traditional red ind-white
sweater. Lenny Eagan as a vulgar silvestre
must have skipped dinner that night for he
munched away incessantly on everything
from watermelon to peanuts throughout the
performance. Other notables include
Michael S. Miller as a preppy Octave. Rick
Martin as a Jimmy Stewartesque Argante.
and Daniel Carrier as a snively. slightly
whimpy Geronte.

Joseph J. Baritz's stage was naked save a
bare, steep staircase in the center which
dropped onto a noisy, nondescript particle-
board platform. Strictly no-frills.

Overall, I'd say the University Ensemble
did a fine job in pumping life back into this

crusty old farce, keeping the Moliere legacy
alive and well.

BOWWOWWOW
I Want Candy (RCA)

By LISA MOSLEY
Collegian Staff

When Bow Wow Wow first appeared on
the scene a year ago, they boasted a
15-year-old lead singer who, as expected,
turned out to be the major reason the
band drew such large crowds. This blythe
young Lolita is now a year older, but the
sultry little giri image she still projects is

wearing thin. So is the band's sugary pop
sound.

Their latest 12" single. / Want Candy,

is so lifeless that one is tired of it after
playing it twice. This cover (originally
recorded by The Strangeloves during the
1960's) is undeniably danceable and will
undoubtedly become a hit at dance clubs.
What the song lacks, however, is any kind
of originality. The cover sounds as if the
band was trying to imitate the style of
The Strangeloves without adding any new
twists of their own.
The only things that remain to be seen

are whether the public will grow tired of
Bow Wow Wow's bland sound and
whether the band has the talent to ac-
comodate a desire for a more innovative
sound.
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Arts
A scholarly book on suicide
SUICIDE IN AMERICA
By Herbert Hendin, M.D.
W.W. Norton, 252 pages ($16.95)

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

"In the United States over the past 25 years, the suicide
rate among young men and women aged 15-24 has gone
up approximately 300 percent."
This is just one of the disquieting statements made by

Dr. Herbert Hendin in his latest work, Suicide in
America. Hendin, whose earlier works include Black
Suicide and Suicide and Scandinavia, is an
internationally-known authority on suicide, and in this
book, he deals with the myriad of elements involved in
modem American suicide. It is a thoughtful and infor-
mative treatise that delves into the social implications
behind our burgeoning suicide rate.
Suicide in America is broad in its scope. It categorizes

suicides demographically, distinguishing between death
attempts of the old and the young, of men and women, of
urban and rural dwellers, of blacks and whites. Hendin
also discusses motive and method, and cites the
significance of the presence or abcence of a suicide note.
In the actual cases mentioned, one senses the
hopelessness, rage, and despair that leads some people to
seek their own ends.

Two other points covered in Suicide in America bear
mentioning for both their significance and their uni-
queness. One of these concerns the section that discusses
curing suicidal people. In it. Hendin councils therapists,
and urges them to keep their own feelings in mind when
dealing with the suicidal. Manipulatively suicidal people,
according to Hendin, often try to dominate their
therapists to a point where the therapist is (wrongly) made
to feel fully responsible for his/her patients's life. Hendin
advocates a firm stand on the part of the therapist, and a
realization that no one but the patient can make the deci-
sion to live.

The other point of interest concerned the moral and
philosophical debate over the sanctity of suicide, the ex-
tent of free will, and the tie between suicide and
euthanasia. Countless heated disputes have arisen over
the controversial issues of institutionalized suicide and

death control. Hendin speaks logically and soundly,

separating suicide and euthanasia, and cautioning against
taking 'human rights' too far. Many attempted suicides

are pleas for attention not earnest attempts at self-

destruction. Who is to decide whether the self-poisoned,

comatose woman should have her stomach pumped or be
allowed to die? Many formerly suicidal people go on to live

satisfying and fulfilling lives after failed attempts at
death. Hendin stresses the need to give the suicidal a
chance at life before sanctifying its end.
Suicide in America is sciiolarly and dry at times. It

presumes a general psychological background that the
reader may or may not have. But for an enlightening view
of a tragic problem, Suicide in America is a valuable
work.
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John Applefjai
"Terry Mollner works two hours a day, five

days a week. His average income is around
$16,000."

Sound good? If so, you'll want to get a copy of
John Applegath's new book Working Free —
Practical Alternatioea to the 9 to 5job, due to hit
the bookstores any day.

Included are chapters named **Alternatives to
the 9 to 5 Routine" (a brief presentation of com-
mon alternatives — flextime, working less than
fulltime, job-sharing, free-lancing and con-
sulting), "The Rewards" (how some people feel
and describe the benefits of working on their own
terms), "Managing Time" (advice on how to
create your own schedule for work once out of
the 9 to 5 syndrome), and "Getting Your Act
Together" (advice from both the author and peo-
ple interviewed on how to prepare for and make
the transition to a non-bureaucratic work ar-
rangement.)
Applegath, an Amherst resident involved with

the Human Economy Center in Amherst, is also
planning workshops on inventing your own job
and writing for money.

Financial Aid Services sponsors

Summer College Workstud
Purpose: Summer Jobs

Eligibility: l.) Financial Need
2.) Completed Financial Aid application'"
3.) Returning in September or
4.) Graduating in August and enroUed
half-time or more in sunmier school

Apply Now: Student Employment Office
239 A Whitmore

I>eadline: Wednesday, May 19
Special Information Sessions:

Wednesday, May 19
Campus Center Rm 804-8

._ . ^ 1 Pna. 2 pm, 3 pm. 4 pm
Independent students must have verified hidependent statusi

Wednesday, May 12, 1982

Video games raise the ante Men indicted in fake

Collegian 13

RENO. Nev. (AP) - Video games are
moving out of the penny arcades and into
casinos, where one day beeping, flashing
television screens wiU be as common as the
clanking slot machines of today.
The prospects worry state gaming

authorities, who wonder how they can keep
sufficiently aware of the high-tech gamblintr
to control it.

Already, the gambling industry is in the
front lines of the computer revolution, with
video poker and video blackjack chaUenging
the popularity of flesh and blood dealers.

"I would say it's coming into its own now.
but it hasn't reached its peak." said Mando
Rueda. director of gaming for Harrah's
casmos in Reno. Lake Tahoe and Atlantic
City. "We see the trend. The new
generation ... has grown up with a
television set. They're tuned in to that."
At Harrah's Reno casino. 234 out of 2.050

gambling machines use video screens, and a
greater number use computerized
"microprocessors" in traditional-looking'
slot machines.

Rueda said the casino plans to bring all its
machines "on line" within one year,
meaning all gambling devices — even 30-
year-old slot machines — will report their
gains and losses to a central computer.

Casinos favor the new computerized
machines because they require less

maintenance than the old style slot
machmes. with their gears and springs and
levers. The new machines are thought to be
vulually "cheat -proof."

Probably the biggest winner in the video
gambhng explosion has been International
Game Technology, a Reno- based company
which has grown from one man's idea to a
publicly traded corporation with more than
500 employees.

WiUiam "Si" Redd left the Bally
Distributing Co. six years ago to found the
corporation, and has seen sales rise from
$500,000 his first year to $62 million in 1981.

Redd is now challenging Bally for
leadership of the international slot machine
market. He has done it largely through his
pioneering work in video gaming, which his
company dominates.

Inside the casino-like showroom of the
company's lowslung. modern plant,
animated dice roll across the screen of one
machine while colorful playing cards glow
on the face of another.

Inside the casino-like showroom of the
company's lowslung. modern plant,
animated dice roll across the screen of one
machine while colorful playing cards glow
on the face of another. All the machines
feature sound effects created by syn-
thesizer.

guard theft of bank
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A federal grand jury yesterday

mdicted five men on charges that they conspired to send
one of them, dressed up in another's armored car uniform
to steal $630,000 from a Holyoke bank, authorities said.

Assistant U.S. Attorney Maurice R. Flynn, who
presented evidence yesterday to the secret body, said
Craig Chernack. 25. Lance Chernack. 23. Dale Veratti. 23
all of Springfield. Gary Veratti. 30. of Longmeadow and
John Perella. 30, of East Longmeadow were indicted on
charges of conspiracy, storage and concealment of loot
from the March 4 theft from a downtown branch of the Old
Colony Bank.

Authorities called the theft one of the largest non-violent
bank heists in New England.

Federal Bureau of Investigation agents arrested the
Chernack brothers and Dale Veratti on AprU 14 on bank
larceny charges and Gary Veratti on April 21 on receipt
and concealment charges. Each man was aUowed to remain
free after hearings before a federal magistrate.

Perella had not been charged in the theft before
Tuesday. Flynn said.

An arraignment on the indictments was not scheduled
Tuesday, Flynn said.

Flynn alleged the five conspired on or about March 3 and
Dale Veratti, dressed in a Berkshire Armored Car Service
Co. uniform supplied by Craig Chernack, walked into the
bank the next day. asked for the deposit and left
unquestioned.

BOOK
SALE
Three Days

Only

Thurs-Sat
May 13-15

20% off

regular prices

on all books

VQll#y
Dook Shop
Carriage Shops

Amherst
Mon-Sat 10:30-5:00

Sun 12:30-4:30

549-6052
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FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLIN
Sept.6-Dec.10 Institute of Irish Studies 12-15 Credits

SUMMER SESSION
Aug. 1 -Aug. 21 6 Credits

Institute of Irish Studies at Trinity College, Dublin
FOR INFORMATION:
Dr. John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich. CT 06360
886-1931. x243

COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNAL ,ONAL STUDIES

yA h
1981-1982
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
*-*i-

An absence of foresight

complicates graduation
As graduation nears, most seniors have completed the necessary

preparations, including reservations for lodg^ing and dinner.

Because of the graduation day influx of parents and friends, a wise
graduate makes hotel reservation many months, and sometimes up
to a year, ahead. Those who procrastinate will find the closest

available hotels are in the Springfield area.

In light of the necessity for long-term planning, we find it inex-

EDITORIAL.
cusable for the University to announce a change in the date of the
graduation ceremonies a mere three months before the event. At
the time of the announcement many students had already reserved
and paid for area hotel rooms. The scurry to change reservation
dates have left many out in the cold.

When planning the 1982 calendar the University should have
realized the original graduation date. May 29, is one of the days of a
major Jewish holiday, Shavuot. This holiday is recorded in most
commercial calendars. Once the conflict was noted, the University
was correct to change the date of graduation, but better planning
would have avoided the conflict.

For many seniors an already hectic day may be complicated by
this lack of foresight. We hope the University will take more care in

planning future graduations.

Unsigned editorials represent the opinions of the Collegian
Editorial Board. Opposing views ar^ welcome.

YOl) GUYS LOSE!!!...
AND there's mo BflNANflS

MTER THE GAME ! !
}

•

WHAT'S THE SECRET BEHIND
THAT GORILLA MAGIC?

Government's responsibility to provide social services
Editor'» note: This ix the third column in afive part serves

analyzing the economic sitiuUion of minorities in the

1980's. Tomorrow Dave McCarthy unU, present on agenda
forfuture enhancement of the sitiuUion of minorities.

Many people feel that the idea of government be-

ing socially responsible to its people, began
with the New Deal of 1932. But actually, the

idea has ben around since the time of Aristotle. He tells us,

in the Athenian Constitution, that Athens provided a
snudl pension to all disabled persons. In fact, Athens pro-
vides the prototype for a welfare state with free public

baths, physician care, and theaters.

Conversely, the idea of selfishness — under the guise of
self-reliance — is relatively new. The theory, espoused by
the U.S. neo-conservatives that government is not the
solution to the problem, but the problem itself, arose in

response to the recent size and scope of public assistance.

This group has two main questions which 1 will address:
what responsibility does government owe its people, and
which programs fulfill government's committrhent to

equality.

President Johnson once said, "If one is starting off

shackled in a race, he will not be able to run as fast as
those who are unshackled." Making sure that citizens run

Letters
Center helps the less fortunate
To the EditM-:

We' re writing lo all of the students at the University to
ask Ihem to help some of the needy families and individuals
within the Amherst community. Our particular concern is

with the Amherst Survival Center, a shelter located in

North Amherst. The weathered, brick structure is a place
where people can go lo find food, clothing and com
panionship. The center was established to provide a
community among the less fortunate, where one will take
what he or she needs and contributes what he or she can.
The many volunteers provide lunches and various duties to
help the center operate.

As one peers into the Survival Center, the racks of

clothing and cabinets of food may seem to be in abundant
supply. However, this supply does not begin to meet the
variety and quantity of individual needs. An instance may
be a mother with a newborn infant who cannot afford the
baby's formula, or the five member family living without
bureaus in the bedroom. There are many needs of these
people that the students here can help with.

The old carpet that you don't want to transport home, or
the extra chair or table that have accumulated in the
apartment can be brought to the Survival Center, instead
of the nearest dumpsler. The family or individual the it?ms
are given to would appreciate them as if they were brand
new. We ask that each of the students remember the
Survival ('enter this spring while cleaning out the closets

and packing the vans to leave. Items can either be brought
lo the center from 10 4 p.m. Mondays Fridays, or you may

unshackled is the main aodal re^wnsibility of the Federal

government. After bitter struggles, governmental pro-
gress to create a fairer society include, Constitutional

Amendments 13 through 15 (slavery abolished, citizenship

not abridged because of race, and Black voting rights),

President Truman's Army desegregation, court case

Brownvs.-Board of Education (struck down Jim Crow
separate but equal laws), bilingual teaching, and monetary

Dave McCarthy .

settlements to Indian land claims. These acts were not
made out of the goodness of any bureaucrats heart, but at
the expense of the blood, sweat, and tears of unfairly

treated Americans.
But instead of building upon the progress which has

been made towards fulfilling the promises embodied in the
Constitution, the neo-conservatives are retreating behind
the jingoism of slogans like "get government off our
back" and overlooking the spirit of mutuality and justice

which spawned these programs. People like William F.

Buckley, Jean Kilpatrick, philosopher Robert Nozick, and
even black revisionists like Dr. Thomas Sowell of Stand-
ford feel that welfare, affirmative action and the minimum

wage have exacerbated the plight of minorities. But the

neo-conservatives' 'beef goes beyond whether these pro-

grams have been beneficial. More important, they deny
present racial inequity and therefore the government's
need to redress it. With this philosophy present in the

Reagan administration's abdication of social responsibili-

ty, the best we can hope for in the 80's is Congressional

pressure to limit the immense di^)arity between, for ex-

ample, the $1.5 million a year made by the president of

Mobil Oil, and the $3.35 minimiun wage.

No sensible person would presume to know exactly what
programs fulfill government's social responsibility. At the
very least government's purpose is to provide those
benefits which can be best accomplished throu^ collective

gather than individual action. Welfare, educational oppor-
tunity, decent housing, social security, safeguards against
minority discrimination, and any other program which
helps people to utilize their faculties to the benefit of
themselves and the nation. The responsibility of govern-
ment is to free those who have been historically shackled,

and to provide social services which cannot be met by
volunteerism.

Dave McCarthy is a CoUejfian columnist.

call them for furniture pick ups at 549 3968.
Thank you for you concern for others in our community.

Donna Armstrong
Community Action Program

Newman Club

Students leave campus to party
TotbeEdHor:
Mr. de Ruiler stated that he had yet to see restrictions

effect dorm parties (May 7). The banning of kegs, which
are immensely popular with students, limits parties (cases
of beer serve as a poor substitute). Why were kegs made
illegal in the first place — lo promote litter? Other
restrictions have their merits and demerits; but, even if

the intent of these restrictions was not to force students off
campus, the effect has been that students go off campus to
party.

It stands to reason that getting students off campus on
weekends creates fewer problems for the University and.
in turn, this is exceedingly profitable for local businesses.
If this relationship is not clear, maybe the fact that the
Dean of students at UMass also serves as moderator for

the town of Amherst better illustrates the point. By the
very nature of his dual role, any decisions he influences
concerning alcoholic policies represents a potential conflict

of interest between the welfare of students and that of

local businesses.

There is no doubt that S. A.P. has exercised some control
over drunk drivers; but. judging by the large number of

violations and arrest that S.A.P. makes, it's obvious that

the problem still persists. The town of Amherst has the

means to attack the problem in another way because of the

proceeds generated by S.A.P. Wouldn't funding a tran-

sportation system to get "drunks" from bars to their

destination be fighting the problem at its source? Why
doesn't the town seek student input for a solution since

students are the majority of S.A.P. "victims"?
It's great to talk of change and improving the situation

but it won't happen until students open their eyes and
realize that they are being sorely used.

Nick Katsoubs
Amberst

Letters Policy

I.etters to the editor must be .signed and
include the writer's address and telephone
number for verification. Please type
tripled spaced at 67 characters per line.

Because of the large volume of mail
received, unpublished letters cannot be
acknowledjifed or returned. Submissions
are subject to edit in j>: for claritv and
grammar. Letters longer than .'JO lines mav
be condensed due to space limitations.

Examining the role of alcohol
I'm

not sure how to go about doing this, but I'd like to

propose a new course to be taught here at the univer-

sity. The course, which I've been thinking about for

quite a while, would be about something that virtually

everyone in this society knows about and is affected by to

some degree. It wouldn't be one of those boring, technical

type classes.

In fact, the subject matter that would be covered is so in-

teresting and important to students here that it probably

should be a required course for all incoming students.

The proposed course would be about alcohol and alcohol

use.

Tentatively entitled "Alcohol and Our Lives — an ex-

amination of the importance of alcohol in our contem-
porary American society", the subject would of necessity

be taught from an interdisciplinary perspective. And since

there is both a serious and a lighter side to the role alcohol

plays in our lives, both dimensions would be explored. The
educational possibilitites of such a course are endless.

Professors from various departments could give lec-

tures on how alcohol use relates to their fidds of study.

Area professionals as well as students with first-hand ex-

perience with alcohol could give guest presentations.

Among the topics and aspects of alcohol use the course
would cover:

• The economics of drinking. Included would be a
thorough investigation of the increased cost to students of

the University's ban on k^^ on campus. Students in-

terested in business could do an independent study project

on how much more students pay for cases of beer than
they would for kegs, and see how much money this univer-

sity policy is costing students.

Also, the "economical buzz", or how to drink for as little

as possible, would be thoroughly studied. Students could

interview Old Milwaukee Light can drinkers, for instance.

A detailed weekly schedule of happy hours and drink
specials could be the subject of a group project, and the
results made available to the cost-conscious community at
Isu^e. This would be a fine opportunity for students to pro-
vide a valuable service to the people in the Amherst area.

• The reasons/excuses for drinking. Included would be a
discussion of how alcohol is used as a social catalyst, and
how the social lives of the majority of people in this coun-
try revolve around akx>hol and alcohol establishments such
as bars, clubs, and parties. The rise in alcoholism, par-

ticulariy among young people and women, would be ex-

amined, and its social psychological causes uncovered.

Jackson Katz
• The relationship between alcohol and sex. An area of
study that has not been adequately researched, some of
the findings on this subject would have to be speculative.

For instance, we know that a little alcohol can release in-

hibitions and enhance sex and facilitate meeting potential

sex partners. But do we know how our parents would res-

pond if we took them out for a drink at the Hungry-U and
ordered an orgasm? Clever slogans such as "If you drink,

don't park, accidents cause people," would be analyzed.
• Alcohol intoxication as an excuse for all sorts of
behavior. The relationship between alcohol use and
violence would be discussed. Also, this sub-topic relates to

the reasons why people drink. For example, do people get
drunk so they can have an excuse for doing something
they wanted to do in the first place? Questions like this

would be raised and dealt with.

• The local bar scene. Profiles of the clientele, at-

mosphere, and general character of Amherst-area
establishments would be presented. Discussion sectk>ns

for the class could occassionally be held at night and
students could go bar-hopping. In this way, students could

see first-hand the sub-cultural and dass differences

represented by the predominant clientele of various bars.

The heavy UMass flavor of the Drake compared to the

Amherst College ambiance at Plumbley's would be a good
place to start.

• Sex-role differences and alcohol. This subject calls to

mind a scene from the movie "Semi-Tough" with Burt
Reynolds and Jill Clayburgh. In an argument, Reynolds
snapped to Clayburgh that "there's just some things a
man can do that a woman can't."

Clayburgh responded promptly. "Like what?" she said,

obviously annoyed.
"Like piss over a wall," Reynolds answered. The sexes

are not equal when it comes to going to the bathroom at an
outdoor party or on a beer-drinking road trip.

Many other topics could be discussed, including such
things as the psychological effects of hangovers, and the
differences between on and off-campus parties. PVTA bus
drivers who work late Friday and Saturday nights could
give guest lectures on how to talk to wasted people. Late-

night pizza delivery people could also help out on that one.

All in all, the possibilities for sudi a course are
boundless. And we certainly have a need for general

alcohol education in this society. Alcoholism is a growing
national problem, and the leading cause of death of under-

25-year-olds is alcohol-related automobile fatalities.

For better or worse, alcohol is a part of most of our

lives, and it's time we officially and professionally

recognized that. Incorporating this course as a part of the

UMass undergraduate curriculum would be a good place

to start.

Jadcson Katz is a Collegian columnist.

If that's moving up, then Fm moving out!
Right around this time of year, students start seeing

little warning flags pop up that indicate they've

had their fill of dorm life. You begin to notice that,

even though you're on the fourteen meal plan, you still

have eight or nine meals left at the end of the wedk. Or
else you're getting tired of having to constantly find new
and ingenious ways of smuggling those kegs into the

dorms. Perhaps you're just plain tired of your roommate
worshipping Van Halen at five in the morning. No matter
what it is, you've come to the realization that it's time to

make the big move out of the dorms, and into your very

own apartment.

Most dorm residents don't know the difference between
Brittany Village and Puffton Manor, but don't worry,

you're not alone. People have spent years trying to figure

out which complex is which, and even if you possess that

information, can you really find an apartment in Puffton

without getting lost at least twice?

For those students currently out there hunting I suggest

the Collegian Sure Fire Method of Finding an Apartment
(pat. pend.).

Finding a place to live rests on one fundamental concept
— do you own a car? If you answered yes to that question,

then you are free to look at any place you want, since

transportation will not be a problem. (Watch for the new
book, Sunderland on Twelve Miles a Day, coming soon)

However, if you are one of those people who are 'sans

trans," your first Camelot should reside on one of the

many bus routes. If you haven't figured out how the buses

run by now, then you should stay in the dorms. The PVTA
is no place for an amateur.
The first place to hunt for an apartment is in the Col-

r

iegian personals. Watch out, for though on first reading
the ads may look appealing, the experienced apartment
hunter quickly learns to read between the lines. To give

you some practice at this, let's look at a typical apartment
ad:

Southwood Apt., Fail Option, 2 bdnrn, AC;
pool, on bus route, rent negotiable. Call 253-

Sounds great, right? Wrong. Only until you read into the

ad can you find out what the real story is. Most probably,

the only fall option belongs to the landlord, who flips a coin

Dave Cline

in late August to see if you can stay. Sure, there are two
bedrooms, but like the ad says, they're AC; Absolutely

Claustrophobic. And who knows, they're probably worse

than Sylvan singles. The only pool in the place is the one

underneath the sink and the refingerator, and of course

the rent is negotiable, because the occupants are dying to

move out at any price.

Say you do find a place that looks pretty good. That
means it's time to go visit the landlord. Once you're in the

rental office, take this simple test to determine if the per-

son in front of you will be a comfortable landlord to live

under:

• Does the landlord keep two large Dobermans in the

office named Delinquent and Evict?

• Does the landlord tell you to make all the checks out

to South America Condos, Inc.?

• Does the landlord make all the insects in . the

apartment co-sign the lease?

If you answered yes to any of these questions, then don't

sign the lease. This isn't your kind of place. After all, how
many people irf^ come to your parties when the landlord is

riding ah<kgun on the roof?

Watch for your neighbors, also. If the guy next door
bears more than a passing resemblance to Finnagin in

"Under the Influence," then be careful. The wall he
wrecks may be your own.
Once moved in, you get to eryoy the benefits of an

Amherst apartment, and more importantly, Amherst T.V.

cable. Where else can one watch eighteen episodes of

M*A*S*H a day? You'll discover how alleged your

solitude really is when the Celtics playoff games are black-

ed out on Channel 3, and your friends hear that you can

get the local Boston channel. Believe me, you'll feel like

you never left the dorm.
Up to this point, we've left out the worst part of apart-

ment living — cleaning the bathrooms. Some people tend

to ignore it, refusing to clean until they notice that the

bathroom fungus has completely hidden the location of the

toilet and sink. Others are more attentive, subscribing to

the Al Haig theory of bathroom cleaning: "Bathroom dirt

is like communism. Left unchecked, it will wildly spread."

And that's really all you need to know. Just remember
to borrow some furniture, and you've got a place you can

call your own. Tune in next week, when we'll bring you the

next installment in apartment living; "What to do when
the bUl collector comes knocking."

Dave Cline is a Collegian columnist
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ChickeiV Parts
Holly Farms
Paimily Pack
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NO Giblets
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Lettuce
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Chicken
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Buffalo, N.Y. — Winter's Ust Si^s ~ Buffalo's harbo/li!^''"'"ice-
bound despite several weeks of spring-like weather including yesterday
morning's 70-degree temperatures as the last vestiges of the winter
past leave their mark on the area.

The Budget Travelers Guide

to

Europe

$6.95
List 7.95

Many other Travel Books
available in our

Trade Book Department

The following RSO groups have
been suspended pending withdrawal

within three months, unless you con-

tact the Chair of the Governmental

Affairs Committee. Call 545-0341 or

stop by Room 420 S.U.B.

Air Force ROTO
Alive With Dance
Am. See. Civil Engineering
Angel Flight

Arab Organization
Archery Club
Arnold Air Society
Astronomy Club
Cape Cod Club
Classics Society
Coin Club
Dance Studio
Design Students Club
Fashion Marketing
Feminist Ecology

Conference
Field Hockey
Flying High Production
Frisbee Team
Hellenic-American
Hockey Club
Home Economics
Human SVC Organization

Inst. Electrical Engineering

Japanese American

Judaica Resources
Judo Club
Kennedy Election

Lab Tecnology Club
Lutherian Students
Near Eastern Organizations

Nurse Association/Student
Photographers Guild

Plant/Soil Science
Pre-Dental Club
Project Re-entry

Racquet Club
Res. Hall Development

Project

Rev. Communist Youth
Silver Screen Film

Socialist Feminist

So. Asian Cultural Society

Stop Amherst Towing
Student Nutrition

Students of Objectivism

Tennis Club

Undergrad Communist
Community

Volley Ball-Damage

South African army officer

swapped for Russian spy
CAPE TOWN, South Africa (AP) -

South Africa has exchanged a Soviet spy for
a South African soldier held prisoner in

Marxist-ruled Angola, Prime Minister
P.W. Botha told Parliament yesterday.

Botha said Johan Van der Mescht was
repatriated as part of a deal which also

involved the exchange of eight Western
intelligence agents. The swap occurred in

Geneva, he said.

He did not identify the others involved in

the exchange.

The South African leader said an agent of

the Soviet KGB, identified as Maj. Alexei
Mikhailovich Koslov, was exchanged for

Van der Mescht, who had been held for

several years.

Koslov 's arrest was announced in

Parliament on Jan. 28, 1981. At the time,
Botha described Koslov as a senior Soviet
agent who had visited southern Africa on at
least four occasions since 1976.

The prime minister did not disclose how
long Koslov had been held before his arrest

was disclosed, but it was believed he had
been detained several months earlier.

Botha said Koslov's assignment was to
assess the effectiveness of the banned
African National Congress.

The congrress, which seeks the overthrow
of white-minority rule, receives support
from the Soviet bloc, although the guerrilla

organization has denied that it takes orders
from Moscow.

Van der Mescht, a sapper, was captured
by guerrillas of the South-West Africa
People's Organization, which has been
fighting 16 years to dislodge South Africa
from South-West Africa, also known as
Namibia.

SWAPO operates from bases in neigh-
boring Angola, and South African soldiers
have often crossed into Angola to strike the
group's bases.

Botha's announcement followed two days
of secret talks between Chester Crocker,
assistant U.S. secretary of state for African
affairs, and Brand Fourie of South Africa,
in Geneva.
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valuable Coupon

AmliErat %ttcal ^lioppe

SAVE 20% WITH THIS
COUPON

ON ANY COMPLETE PAIR OF EYEGUSSES OR SUNQLASSES
not to be used with other sale items

I
I
I

I
I
I

I

I
Offer Good

thru June 15th

196 N. Pleasant St.. Arhherst
266-6403

170 University Drive, Amherst
263-6418 I

DY SHOP II

Featuring
Exercise machine for legs (calves & thighs),

arms (forearms, bleep*.), chest, shoulders,

abdomen and back
• Computerized stationary bicycles

• Heart rate monitoring to evaluate workouts
and calories expended

• Circuit training workouts supervised by
qualified exercise specialists

• Dally logs and computerized program charts
• Develop muscle strength, power, and

cardiovascular endurance
• 1600 sq. ft. new facility in NOPE gym

carpeted /mirrored/sound system
• Daily strength training and aerobic fitness

classes

^ limited membership
^ $40.00/fall semester

* Sign Up: M-F 9 to 5

Boyden 210

May 10 thru 21 only
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Student Controlled Businesses

Saving^s - Convenience - Bargains

WHY PAY MORE?

m

BE A SPORT
AND COME ON DOWN AND CHECK
OUT THE

UMASS
SPORTING
GOODS CO-OP
'Rm. 322 Student Union
(next to Post Office) Op^n 11-3 Mon. - FrI.

For Info: 545-3867

End of Semester Inventory Cleoroncell!
10% OFF ony item in the storell

PHOTO COOP
545-0670

Please

come and get

any processing!

that you

nnay have

dropped off.

Thank You

PHOTO CO-OP
M,F n-2 T, W, Th 11-3

SUB 321

545-0670

BAqEls ANd ChEcsc
FRcsh Fruit & VEqETAbUs
Juices & Nuts
Teas & SpicEs

Soups & SliAMpoos
OpEw: M-F 9:70-7:00
WEdNEsdAy 'tiI 7:00
Room 728 Sub
747-2060

STudENT Union

ROOM 728 $49-2060

OpcN: WEEkdAys 9:70-7:00

WEdNEsdAvs 9:70-7:00

Do youR STOMAch A Favor

• •

VISIT EARTHFOODS
CAFE

WhoUsoME & DElicious

VEqETARIAN FaRE

AU pREshly pREpAREd Mere
IN tIie EARThfoods KlTchEN

COME ON IN!

[UJff^Di

UNLIMITED

Spring Clearance Sale
Thurs May 13 - Wed May 20th

All 8.98 albums - 5.99
comparable savings at every price

Maxell & TDK tapes priced to go
Poster giveaways, accessories sale

Support Your Student Run Record Store

TICKETS UNLIMITED
M-F 10-3

317 Student Union
545-0400

X 5 YOOH fyfR 5lt\K 7
LET XT HSAL AT

N^»^

W//A

COLLSGri /lUTO fiBPAIfi
OPeN

THUR tf-9

J/^T /O-W-

r^r- 06 7 3

We offer tools, space and advice for repairing bikes
Many new parts and accessories available, too!

M-F n AM - 7 pM
CommonweaItIi Room

SrudiNT Union
EARTlffoods is A StucIent Run ColUcTivE

n MASS BICYCLE ^^^^^^ ^rom the post office

CO-OP

Student Note Service
545-2271

Lecture Notes are
available for
FS & N 102
FS & N 130Student Note

& Printing Service
Hours: M-Th 10-4.

Friday10-2

We also do copying and printing at lower pricesRoom 403 Student Union
Building

Wednesday, May 12, 1982
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The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is now accepting

applications for the following positions for the fall of 1982-
Associate Managing Editors Assoc. News Editor

Copy Editors

Layout Technicians

Librarian

Drivers

Training Coordinator

Asst. Photo Editors (4)

Assoc. Executive Editor
Assoc. Arts Editor
Assoc. Women's Editor
Assoc. Photo Editor (1)

Assoc. Production Manager
Assoc. Sports Editor

Applications and information are available at the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center Applicants must be full-time UMass undergraduate students.
Application deadline is May 17, 1982.

The Collegian w on equal opportunity employer.

IMAGINE
DARKNESS ll

Adapted from

the works of

I

Ursula K. LeCrtjin

OPENING NIGHT
Wine & cheese get-together with cast after
performance.

"Imagine Darkness" is part of the
Bachelor's Degree with Individual

Concentration Program's (BDIC)

8*^£\ m^ annual "Mosaic" activities, a

•\^\^ 171 I, showcase of student talent.

MAY 1SI4JI5 Hamden Theatre-

Southwest
'UMass

Co-sp«nsorod by

.DJ.C,
UMass Arts Council, ft

soutiiwgt', Mamdon Tho.tro swies *$ion interpreted for the hearing impaired

WHEELCHAIR
ACCESSIBLE $2.00 Admission

Poaitioiis Available
for Graduate and Undergraduate Students

The Student Affairs Research & Evaluation Office
(SAREO) has two positions available for graduate
students interested in a 20/hour week assistantship
beginning September 1982. In addition, there is a 15
hour/week opening for an undergraduate research
assistant.
Duties for the graduates include survey design, data

analyses, and report writing. Applicants should have a
strong research backg^round, including statistics and
sampling procedures, and good writing skills.
The undergraduate assistant will assist in all phases

of survey research projects euid in the general opera-
tions of a research office. Applicants should have a
strong interest in learning about survey research and
they should be willing to work at a variety of tasks.
Interested graduate euid undergraduates should sub-

mit a letter of application euid resume by May 19, 1982
to:

Student Affairs Research & Evaluation Office
229 Whitmore

Will El Salvador's

Elections

Stop The Bullets ?

Slide show / Lecture with

JAMES HARNEY

Wednesday
May 12

7:30pin

S.U.B.

Recently returned from El Salvador

3 weeks behind lines with the rebels

In El Salvador during assasination

of Archbishop Romero

Also Holly Marden Quartet

Vocalist: Eshu Elegba

Sponsors: Radical Student Unioa

Commuter Collective,

AHORA, CONFES, WMLASC
L
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BEACHCOMBERS

Exerdse Sandals

Sm7 SANDAl

Scfioff

14.99

'
••• n ii.ii n inowi^iMi^mn^i

t reg.-6:93i

Colgate.
Ibothbrush

Colgate^^i
SUPER SIZE/a2 oz.

1.49

1 50%
off selected

TIMEX

'Snoopy* characters & many more

ASSORTED MAX FACTOR COTY

REVLONNail PoUsh
a Lipstick 950

"N^

ASSORTED OVERSTOCK

COLOGNES
Men's & Women's

v<^

POST OFFICE

SUB-STATION

COLLEG
DWG
9-9 wMkdays/ 9^ Sat./ 9-3 Sun. mb^^^^^
4 MAM STREET. AMHffiST Phone 253-2523
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*Prison
Conttnued froTfi pagp 9

was that the only prist)n facility for women in the state is
in Framingham, and this removes many women from their
families.

Wald said there is a good deal of trouble with the Fram-
mgham facility too.

_ 'Women's prisons are supposed to be like home
They re not home. Framingham doesn't look like a prison
and yet it is a prison. Women are locked up there and thev
can't leave. It creates an illusion of freedom that really
isn t there." she said.

The program starts at 10 a.m. and features speeches,
films and a panel discussion.

,
Wednesday, May 12, 1982

Theatre seeks staff
The Women's Community Theatre is looking for a pro-

duction staff for their June production. Designers and
crew are needed. For more information call Candice at
253-2457 or write W.C.T., 21 Valley Dr., Amherst. All
women are welcome.

*Regents
Continued from page I

to hurt people. I'm encouraged to believe that we won't
have massive cuts that were first threatened.

In an effort to provide additional aid to students, Duff
said the Regents are looking into several other options, in-
cluding establishing a state-run, low-interest loan pro-
gram or offering students reduced tuition if they sign a
contract promising to practice their profession within the
state for a certain number of years. Such a program has
been working successfully at the UMass Medical School in
Worcester, Duff said.

Duff and Beaubien also defended the recent shift in em-
phasis in higher education to high technology fields, charg-
ing that the emphasis will meet the needs of the state as
well as encourage the private sector to contribute more to
public higher education.

"We have to educate more engineers and comupter
scientists to meet the needs of the Commonwealth. Just in
the last year or so...business is more concerned with
higher education," Duff said, citing Regent An Wang's re-
cent gift of $3 million worth of computer equipment to the
state's colleges and universities.

Duff said, however, that the emphasis on liberal arts will

not be lessened and said the Regents will soon announce
the formation of a consortium among various institutions

in Boston, similar to the Five College consortium which
exists in this area.

"Every engineer should first have a liberal arts educa-
tion," Duff said.

Duff and the Regents also said they favored a recently
proposed high technology training center which would
provide $40 million, half from the state and half from
private industry, to train engineers and technicians.
Money for the training center would not affect the educa-
tional budget, since it would be budgeted through the state
Office of Manpower Affairs. Ehiring the meeting, the
Regents unanimously passed their endorsement of the
proposal.

Earlier in the meeting, the Regents also voted to allow
Duff to negotiate with representatives of higher education
employees a plan to provide free tuition at the state's
public colleges and universities. The board also voted to
allow students previously enrolled in Boston State Col-
lege, which has since merged with UMass-Boston, to
receive management degrees from Boston State if they
complete all their requirements at UMass-Boston by 1984.
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The University Health Services'
SUMMER HEALTH PLAN

If you stay in the

EVERT n^SDATRETl R.\
or THE TITSS. .VITE
SPECIAL WITH
DJCRAZT
GEORGE

7R- DR1.\KS ALL .\ITE

EVERT WED.VESUAT
SOC HOPS

ao cover

THURSDAT

SY]¥COPATIO]¥
STATIOJV

Amherst area.
Are you planning to spend your summer
in the Amherst area and wondering if you
can receive routine medical care locally? If

you have these or other questions about
summer health coverage, -^^^ on'.

Amherst, Hampshire, Mount Holyoke,
Smith and UMass students who will be in

the Amherst Area for the summer may
purchase the prepaid basic health care
program provided at the University Health
Service for the period May 31st through
September 5th.

Students enrolled in the Summer Health
Plan are entitled to the same comprehen-
sive services available during the
academic year (see box). The Summer
Health Plan is $55 per student payable by
May 31st. A "late charge" of $15 is added
if the fee is paid during the month of
June. The deadline for late enrollment is

June 30th.

HOW TO ENROLL
Studets may enroll by paying the Univer-
sity Health Service cashier whose office is

located adjacent to the Pharmacy.

SUMMER HEALTH BENEFITS
PLAN

• Unlimited University Health Service
physician and nurse practitioner visits.

• Consultation in pediatrics, general
surgery, ophthalmology, obstetrics and
gynecology.

• Laboratory-X-ray-Phyisical Therapy

• Nutrition Consultation.

• Allergy Shots and Immunizations.

• Medications-most with a $.50
co-payment.

• Mental Health-Counseling and pyscho-
therapy (Individual, group, couples); 24
hour emergency services inpatient care
at University Health Service, and crisis

intervention.

• Dental-Initial exam (except X-ray),

care to relieve emergency pain, dental
education, routine care on a modified
dee-for-service basis.

• Eye Exams-with a $10 co-payment.

FRIDAY

SATrRDAT

THEJ¥EW

f«atMriii|i{
MICHARL GREGORY tlACKSO.^

EVERT SIWDAT • no cover

DJCRAZT
GEORGE

M' BAR DRL\KS

Clip & Save

25% OFF All Full

PRiCE MERchANdisE
'Z.

THE PAVILIOn
vV
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Tests fail to produce cause of
Fairhaven leukemia outbreak
BOSTON (AP) - Sou samples taken

from a Fairhaven park turned up higher
than expected levels of lead and arsenic but
no clear indication of what is causing a
mysterious outbreak of childhood leukemia
officials said yesterday.

The state Department of Environmental
Quality Engineering analyzed soil taken
from Cushman Park, which some believe is
a common link among the seven youngsters
who have contracted the disease.
The samples showed lead levels at 23

parts per miUion. higher than expected,
said Commissioner Anthony D. Cortesei
although the department also noted the
amount was significantly lower than the
amounts found in urban areas, where the
average is 200 parts per million or higher.
Arsenic levels were 54 parts per million

which is sUghtly higher than the up to 40
parts per million usually found in soil.

The tests found no PCBs, a chemical
present in nearby New Bedford Harbor.
"Because the lead and arsenic levels are

slightly higher than expected," said Cor-
tese, the department "will conduct a series
of additional tests to get a more accurate

representation of the Cushman Park area
'•

Dunng the next week, he said, the
department will take 12 more soil samples
to lest for heavy metals. Nine of these will
come from various spots around the 13-acre
park, and the rest will come from a nearby
drainage ditch and two other places within
a half mile of the park. These tests are
expected to be completed by the end of
May.

In the past five years, four Fairhaven
children have developed cancer, and all
uved near the park.

In addition, one chUd from Mattapoisett
and one from North Dartmouth were
diagnosed with leukemia. Both of these
chUdren regularly played at Cushman Park.
The disease also struck a seventh youngster
from nearby Acushnet.
Health officials said that ordinarily, a

town the size of Fairhaven could expect to
have just one case of childhood leukemia
each decade.

The state Department of Public Health is
also mterviewing families of the victims to
see if they had any other factors in common.

Haig says SALT II is "dead"
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of

State Alexander M. Haig Jr., declaring that
chances of ratifying the SALT II treaty are
"dead." called yesterday for national
support of President Reagan's new plan for
deep cuts in Soviet and U.S. nuclear ar-
senals.

In testimony before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, Haig contended that
a unilateral nuclear freeze would undermine
Reagan's proposal by eliminating any
Soviet incentive to agree to a reduction in

nuclear arms.
He said a strong commitment to a

military modernization program would be
the United States' most important
bargaining tool in negotiations with the
Soviets. Congress can "make or break" the
new Strategic Arms Reduction Talks, likely
to get underway in Geneva in late June or
early July, with its action on that program,
he added.

While the administration welcomes the
widening national focus on nuclear policy,
Haig said, "we hope ... that this debate will

not culminate in fresh battle lines between
divided factions."

He said the administration is seeking "a
new national consensus in support of the
president's proposal for a fair, realistic and
truly beneficial strategic arms agreement."
The committee is considering various

proposals designed to curb the arms race
and will hear testimony from Sens. Mark
Hatfield. R-Ore.. and Edward M. Kennedy,

D-Mass., the principal sponsors of a leading
nuclear freeze proposal.

Under questioning by committee
members, Haig renewed the ad-
ministration's argument against reviving
SALT II, the strategic arms limitation
treaty signed by former President Carter
and Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev but
never ratified.

"We consider SALT II to be dead," Haig
said.

He added, however, that the ad-
ministration would continue to abide by the
limits contained in SALT II as long as the
Soviet Union does.

But he said ratifying the treaty would put
the United States at a serious military
disadvantage. He cited the difficulty of
verifying Soviet compliance, the fact that
the treaty does not touch large Soviet
intercontinental ballistic missiles and the
risks of a quick Soviet "breakout" in 1985
when the pact was to expire.

He acknowleged. however, that "it's not
going to be easy for the Soviet Union to
ajdust to what we consider substantial
reductions."

In his speech Sunday in Eureka. III.,

Reagan proposed a two phase program in
which the United States and the Soviet
Union would first reduce their arsenals of
nuclear warheads by one-third, and then
agree on lower, equal ceilings on all

strategfic forces.
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DISARMAMENT PLAN - Secretary of State Alexander Haig Jr.,
appearing before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee yesterday,
outlines President Reagan's blueprint to curb the nuclear race.

Senator pushes for TV debate
BOSTON (AP) - Sen. David H. Locke.

R-Wellesley. proposed yesterday that
formal sessions of the Massachusetts
Senate be televised to "put the spotlight on
the absurd manner in which the
Massachusetts Senate is conducting its
business."

Locke also suggested keeping a tran-
script of all debate.

"If the public could be see what's going on
here we would finally be forced to clean up
our act." said Locke, one of seven
Republicans in a Democratic-dominated.
40 member chamber. "The Senate chamber
would have a full house, wide awake

senators and some constructive debate."
Locke's proposal, which came in the form

of an amendment to the Senate's rules, was
scheduled for debate today.

While no station might want to televise
all of the proceedings, segments of floor
debate could be made available to stations
for the nightly news, he said.

Locke complained that the Democratic
leadership has been incapable of keeping a
majority of senators present for debate.

"The only time most senators bother
coming into the chamber is when there is a
roll call." he said.

The two of you
are experts

on each other

Not diamonds.

Suddenly you're facing

another lifetime deci-

sion— the diamond

Solitaire
But you don't need to

worry if you come to

Zaies. We select our

stones in the rough and

cut them for maximum
brilliance, then polish

and mount them just as

carefully. We even stand

behind each ring with

our 90-day refund poli-

cy, so if you're not hap-

py with it, we'll return

your money. That's all

the expertise you'll ever

need. And all for a

beautiful

y<^

Diamond

solitaire.

$149

price.

Thi' Diacniml S»oc\ K all ynu witl to kmMK

HanriDshire Mall
Hadley, MA

ZALES CREDIT INCH DING -90-DAV PLAN- SAME AS CASH"
MarfcrCard • VISA • Am<Tkan Express • Carte RUnchc • Dineri Clab • lllustratiom enlarged.
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TEXTBOOK ANNEX
THURSDAY THRU SATURDAY

MAY 20 THRU 22

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
MAY 24 THRU 28

9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
REQUIRED

Unconquerbles, DFST
win in IM soccer playoffs

iColiegian 23

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The Unconquerables proved to be just
that, as they defeated the Ski Team, 3-1, in

the finals of the intramural soccer playoffs
at the lower Boyden fields yesterday.

In the women's division, DFST (a team
from Dickenson Dormitory) shut out the
Knowlton Lyons, 2-1, to take the crown,
while the Globekickers blanked Inter-
national by the score of 2-0 in the
graduate/faculty division finals.

The Unconquerables — Ski Team
matchup turned out to be a battle of the
Unconquerables' offense against the Ski
Team's stingy defense (not only was the Ski
Team undefeated, it was not even scored
upon until the finals).

Coming into the finals with a 10-1 record,
the Unconquerables saw the Ski Team take

itBaseball
Continvedfrom page 28
personal incentive to have a memorable
finale. The senior firstbaseman, who has
caught the eye of pro scouts with his im-
pressive hitting career, currently has six
home runs. Depending what he did against
Dartmouth Tuesday (results unavailable at
press time) the free swinging lefty is within
two homers of tying his record setting home
run campaign of last year when he smashed
eight homers.

an early 1-0 lead. But thanks to the
goaltendmg of Gary Beniot and two goals
from Dave McPhee (with assists and those
and the other score from Jim Alves). the
Unconquerables managed to topple the Ski
ream with two goals in the first half and
one in the second.
The Unconquerables came into the finals

outscoring their opponents 15-2.
Other members of the winning team

included Stu Uvine, Ron Eckhardt. Ian
Owen, RusseU Lyon and manager/coach
Dan Fleming.

Taking third in the intramural playoffs
were The Nads.

In the women's final, it was a tight
contest between DFST and the Lyons; they
battled to a scoreless tie at halftime. In the
second half, DFST's Jennifer Erwin broke
the ice with what turned out to be the
winning goal. Pam Schaler gave DFST an
insurance tally late in the half.

itMittwomen

After today's game with Amherst, the
Mmutemen travel to Springfield College to
play under the lights at 7:30 to wrap the
season up for good

.

A doubleheader scheduled against for
tomorrow at Earl Lorden Field against the
University of New Hampshire has been
cancelled. Apparently UNH is in finals
week and the decision was made by UNH
officials not to have the team make the trip.

SCORES THE GAMEWINNER - Jennifer "Tank" Ervin dribbles
the ball during the intramural soccer final between DFST and the
Knowlton Lyons at the lower Boyden field. Ervin scored DFST's first
goal and helped her team win, 2-0.

White
NEW YORK (AP) - Dave Kingman

drove in four runs with a double and his

12th homer and rookie Charlie Puleo pit-

ched a four-hitter for his first major league
shutout as the New York Mets beat the San
Diego Padres 6-0 yesterday night in New
York.

Continiied from page 28
a good one. Troy anchored the infield at first base.
"She played out of her socks. She hit better than she

ever did before and she gave 150 percent," said Sortino.
Karen LaVerdiere. originally supposed to be an out-

fielder, did very well at second base. She was also "big
game clutch hitter" who frequently would get the hit to get
UMass going.

Chris Coughlin, played all over the infield this season,
mostly at-third base. At shortstop was Pickett, who many
thought wouldn't even play this spring.
"She solidified the infield and played her heart out," said

Sortino.

In the outfielder was the speedy Tina Coffin and Mary
Ann Lombardi along with Masury.
"Mary Ann is not a flashy ball player, but she gets the

job done," said Sortino. "Her quickness enabled her to
make some outstanding plays this year."
Anchoring the team behind the plate, was Jackie Gaw,

the team's best hitter (.422). The junior catcher also led the
team in hits (38) and RBI's (20).

"Jackie is a real clutch hitter and I was glad to see her
develop the ability to hit the opposite side of the field this
year."

The team went and did so much more than anyone ex-
pected and now some of the players have been honored.
Gaw, Mantino, Coffin, Troy and Coughlin were elected as
Northeast Division I all-Americans.

TORONTO (AP) - Wayne Nordhagen
belted a two-run homer and Barry Bonnell
stroked three doubles and scored three
runs yesterdaynight to propel the Toronto
Blue Jays to a 9 4 victory over Chicago,
snapping the White Sox' seven-game
winning streak.

Zoo
The University of Massachusetts Ultimate team fell

short in its bid for the Eastern National Championship,
losing to the Boston Rude Boys by four in the semi-finals.

The loss was particularly discouraging because it came
at the heels of an amazing come- from behind triumph in the
quarterfinals. Zoo Disc rallied from a four-goal deficit

midway through the second half, to squeak by the
University of San Salvador, a Michigan based all-star

team, 16-15. setting the stage for the Rude Boy showdown.

The tournament was won by the Boston Hostages,
whose only loss all season came at the hands of Zoo Disc, in

the Regional final on May 2. Three of the final four teams in

the tournament were from Massachusetts, the only ex-
ception being Glass boro State College of New Jersey, who
lost to the Hostages in the semis.

Saturday's action saw UMass nip the New York Heifers
and Jersey's Seven Sages by scores of 12-10 and 16-15.
respectively. Zoo Disc then rolled over two college teams.
Princeton and UPenn, 17-11 and 12-1.

This weekend's 5-1 showing capped off an successful
Ultimate season for Zoo Disc. UMass, who last fall posted a
final record of 24-17, finished with a 40-10 mark, as they
won nine in a row to start the season, and finished up
winning 15 of its last 16.

Zoo Disc veteran C.K, Foley said. "Even though we
disappointed ourselves against the Rudes on Sunday, it

really did little to blemish our whole season. In two years
of previous Easterns competition. UMass never even won
a game. This year we were seeded second, made it to the
semis, and took five of six games. Just this past fall we
were fifth in the Northeast. Now we are the Regional
champs. Up until the Regionals. either the Hostages or
Rude Boys had won every tournament that they had both
entered. We beat them both that weekend, each for the
first time."

Hope springs eternal for the University of
Massachusetts Ultimate team. With virtually the entire
team returning for the fall season, the outlook is nothing
but optimistic.

"The Northeast is the toughest region in the country.
The Hostages and Rude Boys are older and more ex-
perienced than most of our guys. They could easily be the
two best teams in the country. But we have youth, depth,
and conditioning on our side. We run harder, practice more
often.and have more desire than they do. If this season
hads been any indication, next fall we will be right with
them looking to qualify for the Nationals." Foley said.

- JOEL ZUCKERMAN

BRAN^D NAME HIS & HERS
SUMMER SPORTSWEAR

COTTON BLEND FLEECE

"Sweat" Shorts
Assorted Active Styles With Pockets.

$( 99

OURVERSIONOFTHE FAMOUS" INSIGNIA" $^% 99
1

ShortSleeve KnitShirts O
Assorted Solids and Stripes .

regularly « 1

4

BETTER U.S. MAKER ^

Poly- Cotton Slacks
Assorted Colors.

991

regularly*25 *,

'THE" MOSTFAMOUSAMERICAN DESIGNER ^^^ f^
Designer Denim Jeans ^ #
Dark Denim. regularly •42 *

ICP^MALE
Styling, Service, Reol Sovings

k* Sllfht iaparfactlea* do not anact ••h ar duirakUlty.

HAMPSHIRE MALL, Hadley,

on Route 9 between Amherst &
Northampton, just around the

corner from UMass.
Store hours: 10-9:30 Mon-Sat

CORNERSTONE
Thurs. May 13 Let's twist again!!
Cornerstone, J, King Concerts and Rock 102

present

THE ONE AND ONLY!

CHUBBY
CHECKER

$9.00 adv. 2 shows
$10.50 door 8 pm & 11 pm

Tickets -

Belmont, Spfid, Faces, Amherst
Cornerstone Box Office

limited amount of tickets .^__^__^
632 Page Blvd Spfld. 736 8148
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COMMENCEMENT 1982

10:00 a.in., Sunday, May 30

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS
All Candidates
There will be no Commencement rehearsal for
degree candidates. Candidates should assemble by
school/college at Alumni Stadium no later than 9 a.m.
graduation morning, May 30, 1982. Signs will be posted
indicating schools, and Commencement Marshals will
issue specific instructions and distribute programs.
Upon signal, candidates will follow the Commence-
ment Marshals to the assigned areas and be seated.
Candidates will receive diploma covers from the

deans of their school or college.

Who is Eligible to Participate?
Any degree candidate who anticipates completing
degree requirements by the end of the calendar year
1982 is eligible to participate in the 1982 ceremony.
Questions concerning academic status should be
directed to the Records Office, 213 Whitmore,
545-0555.

Invitations
There is no limit to the number of guests who may
attend the ceremony and tickets are not required. Each
undergraduate/graduate student will receive a packet
of six formal invitations.

Faculty and Parents
Faculty and staff should assemble at the SOUTHWEST
end of the stadium on the gravel between the Facilities/
Information Center and the stadium wall. Faculty will
be part of the processional and will be seated imme-
diately in fi-ont of the candidates from each school or
college.

Since the Commencement Exercises are open to the
public and guest seating is without reservation, parents
and friends may wish to arrive early to ensure good
seating. Viewing areas for those confined to wheel-
chairs will be located on both sides of the stadium on
the eastern and western walkways.

^^ccial Instructions forGraduateCandidates
Ph.D. and Ed.D. candidates should wear their hood if

they chose to buy one.

Caps and Gowns
Caps, gowns, tassels, and invitations will be distributed
from the Textbook Annex in the Physical Plant Build-
ing bMinning_Ma}[_l There is no charge to degree
candidates (Associate^ Bachelor's . Master's^ DoctoraF
for the cap, gown, tassel, and invitations. Please bring
your ID. You must know what degree you are receiving
and from which department.

Distribution Hours — May 3—May 28; 10 a.m.—
4 p.m. regular business days at the Textbook Annex.
May 30 (Commencement Day), 8 a.m. at the stadium
(SOUTHWEST CORNER).

Doctoral Hoods
Hoods may be purchased at the University Store for
$26 each; they may also be rented.

Rentals
Academic apparel for this year's University Com
mencement may be rented through the University
Store . All faculty members are urged to place their
rental order as soon as possible. THE LAST DAY TO
ORdER IS FRIDAY, MAY 1 4. Payment mu«t be made at
the time of order and there will be no refunds if apparel
is not used. Academic apparel may also be purchased.
For further information about rentals or purchases,
please contact Connie Szelcwicki at the University
Store, 545-2619.

Accommodations
Many area motels are already booked for Saturday
before Commencement. A limited number of rooms in

University housing will be available for relatives and
other guests the night of May 29. Please contact the
University Summer Conference Office, 918 Campus
Center, 545-2591, by May 10, 1982. Fees: $14single/$19
double per night.

FoodSerricea
Coffee, soft drinks, and donuts will be available under
the east (section 16) and west (section 6) stands at the
north end of the stadium.

Campos Center
Graduation Dinner, Top of the Campus Restaurant,
Campus Center (reservations needed) 1 2 noon—6 p.m.

Graduation Brunch, Room 1009, Campus Center
|re»crvations suggested) 12 noon—3 p.m.

Coffee Shop, open 7 a.m.—3 p.m.

Commencement Ceremony Schedule
9 A.m.—Robing for Commencement

-MASTER'S and DOCTORAL candidates
should assemble at the NORTHWEST end
of the stadium (on the gravel area);

—Graduates from ARTS & SCIENCES
should assemble at the SOUTHWEST end
of the stadium (on the gravel area);

—Graduates from PHYSICAL EDUCA-
TION, HEALTH SCIENCES, ENGINEER-
ING, EDUCATION, and the NONTRA-
DmONALPROGRAMS (Continuing Educa-
tion, BDIC, etc.) should assemble at the
SOUTHEAST ^nd of thestadium (on
the grave l area).

—Graduatellrom FOOD & NATURAL Rt
SOURCES and BUSINESS ADMINISTRA-
TION should assemble at the NORTH-
EAST end of the stadium (on the gravel
area).

—Appropriate signs will be displayed. Grad-
uates should line up according to their
school or college.

9:30 a.m.—Seating of Graduates

10 i.m.—Procession Starts

12 p.m.—Ceremony ends

Yearbook Information

Graduating

seniors will be sent theirj^earbooks in the fall.

General Information
Diplomas will be mailed to graduates in the fall.

Medical facilities will be located in the van under
Section 8 of the stands.

Public telephones will be located on the west side of
the Facilities/Information Center.
Restrooms are located at either end of the Facilities/
Information Center at the south end of the stadium.
Viewing areas for those confined to wheelchairs will be
located on botlfsideso^the vadium, on the eastern
and western walkways.

For additional information, contact the Office o?
Community Relations, 303 Whitmore, 545-2560.

Senior Day
The Chancellor's Reception for Seniors (Senior Day)
will be held Friday, May 28, on Metawampce Lawn
behind the Student Union. Iniformation on tickets will
be announced in the Collegian.

Members of the Class of 1982 who are interested in
working with the Senior Day Committee should con-
tact Delphine Quarles in the Student Activities Office
416 Student Union. 545-3604.

Wednesday, May 12, 1982.
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Schedule of Events Date
Senior Day Fri., May 28
Stockbndgc Commencemcnl\ Fri., May 28
ROTC Commissioning Ceremony Sun., May 30
1 982 Commencement Ceremony Sun., May 30

Time

1:30 p.m.

8 a.m.

10 a.m.— 12 noon

Place
Metawampee Lawn
FAC Concert Hall
FAC Concert Hall

Alumni Stadium

THE UMASS ZONE
scorry, err us o(/r

TW/S GIU^iTt flELO

by Mark Rollins
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00 IT, cap's!,

lOONTWMT
EXCUSES. Mk.
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Commencement Date Change to SUNDAY, May 30, 1982

In the evoit of rain: there is no alternative rain site. Commencement will be held outside in the Alumni Stadium
regardless of the weather. A delay of two (2) hours will be announced in the event of heavy rains and cancellation in the
event of torrential rains. Please listen to local radio stations the morning of May 30 for announcements of delay or
cancellatioa

Invitations are not required for admittance. Seating for guests will be on a first come, first served basis.

Stadium Plan
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Summer Doord^rs
Koppo Sigmo

70 Dutt*rfi»ld t«rrQC#

LOW RATES FOR SUMMER
On* f*« for wholo thr*« months

Also - toking boordors for this foil

UMass
Summer Students

If you are enrolled in UMass summer
session classes, the overall course fee

Includes the Summer Health Plan pro-

gram while the course is in session. You
can extend the basic health care pro-

gram coverage for the balance of the

summer by paying the difference bet-

ween the $55 fee and the amount in-

cluded in the overall course fee. Con-
tact the University Health Service

cashier regarding deadlines for each

summer school session.

Dastardly

2 for 1 on draft beers
35 E. Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 253-9285

tfllNltllfHIIItitltWliiilHllliiHmiliillllNftiiNWliilll^^

Located Downstairs at the Grist Mill Antique Shops

Route 116 South Amherst 1 mile south of Amherst Center

253-5296

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

OIMI Lm A^«k« Tiata Sy4lcmu

ACROSS 47 Ending with tetra 11 Love or taste for

1 Heap up or penta curios
6 Talks in a way 48 Existence 12 Make use of
10 Stowe heroine 50 Bridge defeat 13 Medicinal plant

and others 51 Enrage 21 Pasquinades
14 Lunar feature 55 China items 25 Puts in order
15 He: Lat. 57 Grassy tract 26 Put on
16 Some television 58 Pays a visit 27 Collective

shows 63 Padrone's money vegetables
17 Close, in poetry 65 Inits. on outside 28 German exclama-
18 Tourist town in of a love letter tions

Norway's fiord 66 Honshu city 29 Mathematical
country 67 Cry like a calf square

19 Kukla's friend 68 Mountain mass 30 Deck or recorder
20 Barbara Stanwyck near Lake of 32 Geometric figure

western series Lucerne component
(with "The") 69 Annoyed with 35 Congressman at

22 Stannum 70 Perpetua,
23 Foretell, Scottish Idaho's motto 38 Titles

style 71 United 39 Informal
24 Shoulder blade 72 Does In superiority
28 Esthetic arrange 40 Indian peasant

ment 42 Ponce de
31 Eames of opera DOWN 43 Cesar Romero

lore 1 Horse role
33 "Let sleeping 2 Type of skirt 49 Salts and Downs

dogs '

3 Give up 51 • Seeing
34 Bin or scuttle 4 Certain Euro- You"
36 Peter of fiction peans 52 Simon and others
37 Chalkboard 5 Shoulder-covering 53 200 milligrams

accessory garment 54 Poet Markham
41 William Boyd role 6 Chuck Connors' 56 Strong Uber

in scores of western series 59 Craze
westerns (with "The") 60 Nothing: Sp

44 Rec room fur- 7 beide (both 61 Roger
niture of them) 62 One-time ball

45 Writer Yu-tang 8 Rialto features team
46 Therefore, to 9 Theo. school 64 From Z

Ovid 10 Small creature 65 Rialto sign
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WEATHER
Mostly sunny today.

High temperatures from
the low 60s at the shore to

the mid 70s inland. Fair

tonight. Lows in the 40s

and low 50s. Mostly sunny
tomorrow. Highs again

from the low 60s at the

shore to the mid 70s

inland.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

TOP YOUR OWN PIZZA
Individual Cheese Pizza

Sausage Topping
Hamburg Topping
Pepperoni Topping

DINNER

Roast Top Round
of Beef/Au Jus

Frank Reuben
Egg Salad Plate

with Saltines

BASICS LUNCH
TOP YOUR OWN PIZZA
Individual Cheese Pizza

Eggplant Topping
Chopped Chick Peas

Tuna Topping

BASICS DINNER

Eggplant Parmigiana
Tofu Shen

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

Earthy Crunchy Video Today

10:30 - 11:45 Ian McHary - Speaking
on the Environment

11:45 - 12:45 Realm of the Great

, Whales — Nothing F'ishy

Here
12:45 - 1:45 Video Sidewalk - John

Lennon, Paul Simon,
Janis And More!

1:45 - 2:00 Works from Wolverine
Productions this Time!

^
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Co<l€8«n Off.ce CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Monday Fnday • Deadhne .s 3 45 two days pr.or to publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDIO
Sonically Superior Audio. The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720

ATTENTION
FRUSTRATED GUITARIST

Robin Trower, Police style guitarist
wanted for competent trio format call if

you can be expressive, fill in spaces and not
be overstated the equipment has to be up
to par to pull this stuff off, pedals and
amplification is crucial call Mike Riff
256-6454 or Peter 586-5116

AUDIO

Philips Reel to Reel Tape Deck 450 new
asking 225 Steve 253-3470 or 549-5403

Portable cassette player - $20. Also,
good Lloyd's stereo - $50. Graduating Sr -

1

must sell. Call Val 546-1415.

EPI 120 Speakers good condition best of-
fer call Mitchell 256-6076

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 Subaru DL auto trans 30 mpg exc
cond $1700 or BO 665-4468 after 7:30 PM
ask for Scott

1970 Plymouth Satellite good condition
must sell now $500 or BO 549-5850

78 Fairmont good cond. silver $3100
584-7258

74 Monte Carlo new radials, brakes, etc
great condition $1500 or BO 256-0735

71 Volvo 145 station wagon automatic,
excellent condition, CB, 367-2182 eves
Triumph Spitfire in mint cond. mags
AM/FM 8 track can be seen at Drake days
asking $3500. 253-9379

VW Bug, lo miles, no rust, fantastic car
first $550 Paul 256-6908

80 Datsun 510 Hatchback 5 speed 35 mpg
only 19,000 mi. + xtras call John in
Holyoke 1-532-5304

88 VW runs well $600 call 546-6332 or
546-6341

1988 Volvo Wagon, auto trans runs well
needs some work, must sell now 200 or BO
546-6416

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684~~~

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professional Beflydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
253-5491

CAPE COD
Need an eesy-going female to share 3
bedroom house in W. Yarmouth for sum-
mer. Prime kxration. Maria 253-3329

CAPE COD RENTAL
Females wanted for West YamrKHJth sum-
mer rental. Carey 549-5958

CENTRAL/OH CONCERT MAY 16

WOWI Papa John Creach, Mitch Chakour
& nx>re - last event of tf>e seasoni

CLASS II DRIVER

UMass Recycling Project needs a part
time flex-schedule driver. Start ASAP.
Responsible for regular deliveries & vehicle
maintenance. Contact Paul Layton
54e^18 or Rm 306 SUB

COLONIAL VILLAGE

One bedroom, swimming pool, bus rt, 1.5
mile from campus, cable, summer with fail

option, inexpensive 256-0768

C.P.R. RECERT

Thursday May 13 7 PM sign up outside of
Morrill 407N or call 253-9233

DREAM HOUSE
2 rooms to sublet for summer, fall op-
tion, off 116 Sunderland. Roomy quiet
woodstovee garage 866-7912

ENTERTAINMENT

Thursday, May 13th -- Finals are over at
Smith! The flash is a party, with the music
of "Dailey Plarw". Davis Student Center,
9-1, college ID required.

2 FER DEAL

Pay for June July rent get Aug Freel
Summer sublet 2 bdrm Southwood Apt
(part furn) 1 bdrm fall opt tennis pool cable
garden plots avail on bus rte between 5-7
256-8427

FALMOUTH
f^mmlmt wanted for summer house

$750 from Memorial to Labor Day call Shari
545-2152 Julie 549-4482 Leslie 549-6188

FOR RENT

Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 V4

baths, carpeting, pool, tennis courts
253-5759

Sunderland large 2 bedroom apts
available, June 1 , fall option, on bus route,
$285 per mo plus utilities call Don or Eric
^4101 after 4

1 bdrm apart Squire Village Sunderiand
available June 1 Days: 665-2713 eves:
665-4368

Room in Echo Hill for responsible female.
Low rent in exchange for sitting 9 yr old 1

1

pm - 7 am part of summer. Fall option
323-6552

Amherst Center 2 bedrooms 120 each per
month availa June-Aug price heg 546- 1006
Sublet with fall option one bedroom
($157) or two ($315) five mins from campus
549-1680

2 rms avail for summer Main St above
convenience store $120/mo/rm call John
546-9538 or Scip 546-4967

Why take a chance on a waiting list?
Large bedroom, Southwood apartment
253-9269

4 bedrm apt summer sublet w/fall op
rent negotiable call 253-5142 after 10

Puffton summer sublet fall option two
people needed in three bedrooms call Steve
256-0865 or Tom 256-6171

Summer sublet w/fall option one room
Northwood $108 per mo. August free call
253-2470

FOR SALE

Concept 1 sneakers Hi-Leathers $26 Lo-
Leathers $24 Suede $22 call Mike 549-1233
Univox Electric Piano in mint condition.
Also Fender deluxe reverb amplifier. Call
Dave 546-9619

For Sale 1974 slant 6 Dodge van fully in-
sulated and panelled great for cross country
$1800 256-8671

^uumry

Jensen Triaxial II Car Speakers $80
Panasonic Coaxial 100 watt Car Speakers
$100 or BO 546-7790

Bed for sale. Used 1 year $100 or BO call
Marsha 549-3994

Womens 10-speed Univega with
detachable front wheel for easy storage
Ukenew. Was $215. asking $175 call Joann
at 253-7386 or 25fr0473

!JI."*?."^!?' '^^ '^' **"»»e'' «c. must
sell am Debbie 256-8981

Hitachi Turntable HT-3M $75. BTC 202MO call Joe 6-7706 or ^8367
Rocker, console/cabinet, armchair.
single bed. Best offer, Fred 253-2418
DouMe bed 160, smaH refrigerator $40 and
nice solk< wood bureau $50 call 549-6631

Refrigerator 5 cubic good conditk>n also.
hot plate and toaster oven 6-7275

10 speed for sale Peugeot PN10 23" $300
or BO call Byron at 6-5460

FOUND
Long-haired grey tabby cat on 5/4 by
Student Union call 549-4441 or leave a note
at306SU

FREE RENT

Live at Northwood Apts or>e month free
over the summer with fall option call now
-glad to hear from any and all call evenings
686-7181

FURNISHED APARTMENT
One bedroom Colonial Village rent
negotiable 256-6413

FURNITURE FOR SALE

We've got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go. Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

25" color TV and chairs best offer call
Mitchell 2S&6076

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Maoic
546-6684 ^

HELP WANTED
Summer Jobs pron>oting Ecology and
Consumer Issues, Bottle Bill and Safe
Energy. MASSPIRG, the states largest
public interest organization is hiring sum-
mer staff for public education and fundrais-
ing. Will train. $135-$200/wk and
$160-$225/wk. Positions available in

Amherst, Boston, Cape Cod, New Bedford

and Worcester. Interviews Friday. Call Stu-
dent Employment 545-1951 or 256-6434

Wilderness Trip Leaders needed. Spend
your summer climbing, canoeing and
backpacking while providing basic instruc-
tion and leading trips for summer program,
call Wilderness Bound in Connecticut (203)
226-4221 for information.

Applications now being accepted for
full time employment for the Student
Center for Educational Research and Ad-
vocacy (SCERA). Interested persons may
apply at 420 Student Union. Deadline May
14 SCERA is an equal opportunity
employer.

HOME VIDEO

Odyssey with 7 game cartridges, excellent
condition 6^2840

HOUSE FOR RENT

4 bedroom house Northampton June or
Sept $475 plus utilities. Call 584-3428
Skibiski Realtors, no pets

Amherst - 4 bedrooms 2 baths, garage for
Sept $625 plus utilities. Skibiski Realtors
584-3428 no pets

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28
hours including classroom theory & shop.
Limited enrollment 253-7967

LOST

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Pleasel Call
546-7338

Light brown acrylic sweater (Morley)
with name lost Thursday 253-7263 - Jim
Keys at Rne Arts bus stop on 5/6 please
call 665-3034 between 5-7 PM can identify

Lost green day pack at Southwest Con-
cert reward 549-6872 Wendy

MANAGEMENT CLUB
General Meeting and Elections: Thurs
May 13th 7:00-9:30 SBA Rm 4 attendance
mandatory - refreshments

MARTHA'S VINEYARD
i need a room for 1 July 13 - 31 546-5411~~

M»A»S»H

Get M*A*S*H ed: May 14th 6:30, 8:45.
11:00, Mahar Aud $1.00 adm

MOTORCYCLES
1«78 Suzuki QS780 k>w mi excellent cond
$1995 or BO 253-2874

MOVING
Student with truck will move you
anywhere can 866-3204

MOVING SERVICES

^at. dependable service. Local or within
50 mrles. Reasonabie rates. Call 549-3568

MUSTANG FOR SALJ

1988 Muatang convertable great cond
V8 302 17 mpg best offer 54^^4002

PERSONALS
Will the Lady in the Blue Duster (or
anybody) who witnessed the accident at
the intersectkKi Mass Ave last Wed- Please
call 6-6864

"Cast A Giant Shadow" Dwight Lounge
Wednesday May 12th 9:00 pm sponsored
by Anacaona Cultural Center FREEH
To the Persons who took my wallet
from 2nd floor Kennedy Friday nite (5-7). I

hope you had a glorious nite on the town
with my $2. Now I would appreciate it if

you could return it to me some how. I don't
care about the cash, I just need my wallet
and its contents.

Hey Da Boonel Don't
EEPOPPOOP on you-S

be a grump.

For you class of '82: Senior Day! Friday,
May 28th, 12-5 p.m. Metawampee Lawri
tickets Of) sale now CC. Concoursel
THANKS TO ALL GRAYSON HOUSE
COUNCIL MEMBERS who helped make
1982 Grayson's best year on the hill. Your
Pres

ANITAI GREAT PARTY! The UMASS
Italian Bombsheiil graduates in Russia!
Thanks for the Times! Love your Wild Irish
rose.

Seniors: Open up an account at the UMass
Student Federal Credit Union, and become
eligiable for low cost loans for life See
Elizabeth Hamn>ann at USFCU for details

Wanted - APL tutor please call 549-5187

Thank you roommates for what you are
and what you gave me. The very best to

always. ConQratulatk)ns on your

graduation. Junior, you take care. I'll check
in on you soon. With much love and unex-
pressed thank you EB
Happy 20th Birthday Rob! With love from
your giri next door

PI Sigma Alpha Elections - Thursday
May 13, Thompson 6th floor lounge. 6:00
attendance mandatory
"Best of Friends" Robin & Bobin - we're
gonna miss ya Lil-Terry

HOOKER - Thanks for being a warm and
supportive roommate. The past years con-
tain memones nobody can match. We'll
miss you. Remember - studying, Jeffer-
sons ches, brownie pudding, bills, free
time? sneakers? nightwatchman, trippino
home from Spring Concert, nine. Good
luck, love your royal restmates.

PIKE MOONSHINERS
To Stoney and especially SCOTT H. -

very sneaky, but I have the negartivesi Now
your BUMS will be plastered poster size
ALL OVER campus. Who ALWAYS wins?
Ha, ha, ha I XOXOXO

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, papers, resumes. IBM
selectric. Scientific. Bilingual-
english/Spanish 256-6957

PSYCH MAJORS
Important Club Meeting election of
CUSP officers and nominations for best
teachers and TA's May 13th Thursday 400
Tobin 304

PUFFTON SUMMER SUBLET

1 large downstairs bedrom & bath in 3
bedroom apt furnished $1 10 mnth 275 Puff-
ton Village Brad 549-5881

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Chicago around 27th. I

travel light. Will share gas expenses and
driving. Please call Cris 546-8150

Ride wanted May 15 or 16 to UPenn or
Phila area call Shari 6-9672

ROOM AVAILABLE

Room in aiffslde for lease fall optk>n
$100 includes all available June 1st contact
Dave SU411 leave menage will contact~~~

ROOM WANTED
"

I need room in or near Welifleet on Cape
for summer please call Amy 253-9472

Female looking for room on Cape Hyan-
nis area - call lauri at 54»^813

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

Wanted - roommate(s) to share a 2 bdrm
apt this summer in Southwood $180 a
Tionth - inckides everything call soon
6-6806 or 66597

Brandywine 2 females needed to share
room starting Sept caH 549-1813

Roommatets) wanted for fall to share
large 2 bdmi townhouse in Sunderland bus
rte^ pool, summer also available but not nee
665-3914 eve

2 roommatee to share 1
tany 256^006

room fan Brit-

One bedroom in two bedroom house caN
any time 9664621 ^^^
One bedroom in four bedroom
available 1 June with fall option $165 +
fenrwle only 549-6713 Marianne

2 non-smoking female roommates
wanted for Brit Man apt call 546-4717
Roommate(s) wanted for 1 bedroom in
a 2 bedroom suny Sunderiqnd townhouse
150 month 666-2564 rrwrnings

Female roommate needed to share cot-
tage. South Yamiouth excellent tocatfon
call 666-2317 or 253-5309

One bedroom In three bedroom Puffton
apartment, June 1 $130. woman preferred,
23 + years 549-5677 between 5 and 7 pm
Graduating in December? Quiet female
wanted to share Puffton apt next fall please
call 54^5187

Puffton one bedroom available female
$130 starting September 54»0a04 Rae
Roommates wanted for fall 82
semester to share 2 bdr apt in Riverglade
apts total rent $300 call John at 256^137
Roommate needed for cottage on Mar-
tha s Vineyard. H mile from ferry, great
Ration. Mature female non-smoker.
875.00 season. Call Sarah or Laura 69274
or Else 69275
Hyannis Area need three people at least
one female under $500 entire summer call
5<6-7167 or 546^17
Summer sublet/fail option female for

1^
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coed Brandywine apt or 1 bedroom open
summer only rent negotiable Anne
549-1934

You ARC tIiE eyes ANd CARS

of The ColUqiAN.

IF you SEC A STORy^

TcU us AbouT It.

••".". ••••

Wanted two roommates male/female to
share room in quiet Sunderland apt for
82-83 yr 665-7709

Townhouse - 1 - 2 female roommates
wanted to share apt in N Amherst on
bus route close to campus Cheryl
649-6425

Puffton two rooms in three bedroom
available June 1st fall option call evenings
549-6899

Female for Puffton sumemr sublet 2 bdrm
bus rt pool tennis rent negotiable 61471
69901

Furnished room sunny apartment, sum-
mer, female. Near pool, UMass, town.
$140 -^ 253-5249

West Yarmouth two males, excellent loca-

tion call 6-6001

Responsible female wanted to share
room - fall - Southwood 6663536 evenings

July. Aug sublease fall option, pool, ten-

nis, rent negotiable call Scott 666-4165

ROOMMATE WANTED MARLBORO
AREA

Female grad looking to share apt for June
1st 665-3066

SERVICES

Typing 4c a line. Some overnite service.

Call 549-4695

SUBLET IN BOSTON
~

Boston apt one bedroom $336/month call

617-739-1533 fall option

SUMMER SUBLET
~

Summer sublet w/fall option in 2
bedroom Colon Vill pool, 270+ call eves
253-7313

w/fall option 2 bdrm Southwood apts
2568824

Summer sublet with fall option 4
bedrooms Northampton call ^4-3241,
Karen

3 bdrm house Sunderland bus stop
across street rent negotiable 666-2351

Townhouse apartments 3 bedroom half-

price 549-1006

2 bdrm apt in Brittany Manor w/fall option

$390 includes hear call 256-8244

Brandywine 2 bedrooms w/patio, pool,

AC, bus route June 1 - Aug 31 549-5127

Summer sublet Cheapl Subletting Mi of a

Southwood Apt call Steve C 253-5482

Rooms for rent on Main St Amherst can
walk to campus everything inci call

2566222

14 large apartment N. Amherst furnished,

if wanted, $100. June through August
female only 549-4123

Two bedroom comfortably furnished
Puffton Village rent negotiable call Yat
549-6249

Brittany manor two bedroom furnished

apt rent negotiable call 253-5096

Summer sublet In 3 bedroom Puffton

Village apartment, furnished, pool, air con-
ditioning, on bus route, price negotiable

call Lynn at 549-6912. or call Scott at

546-7042 don't miss out, call todayl

Summer aub w/def fall opt 2 bdrm Cliff-

side apt 336/mo inc all util avail 6/1 call

after 6 665-3233

Summer sublet Fearing St 3 bedroms
$300 month Moira 549-5044 Janis 546-8369

Brittany Manor 2 bdrm, furnished. AC,
new carpet, on bus route 253-5240

Room in house with three other students.

Kitchen priv three miles to campus 145 mo
+ utilitis call 549-4187

Amherst 2 bedroom apt large, sunn>

min from SBA 200 month tel, elec 549-0106

Puffton 1 bdrm apt furnished, pool, ten-

nis. bus, rent rwgotiable 549-1014

4 bedroom everything included bus route,

$147 or best offer 253-2247 fall option

1 or 2 bedroom apt Amherst Center no

phone stop by 246 Lincoln Ave rent neg

One bedroom In 3 bedroom apt 5 min

walk from campus One person. Summer
only. Call 253-7074

Presidential Apts females for 1 ^ bdrms
549-5808 reasonable

3 bdr 2 level apt Vi mile from canHHJS best

offer call Jeff 6-9639, Mike 6-9638. Jamie

69703 or Jeff 69694

1 or 2 females wanted to share an apart-
ment in Cliffside includes utilities, pool,
tennis w/fall option Lisa 6662578

Summer sublets - rooms available in

beautiful house near school and Amherst
Center call 549-6453

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
Lantern Ct Sund 215 per mo 6663502

COLONIAL VILLAGE sublet June 1 to
Aug 31 write and !'!! call or drop by Mark
Marchese apartment 101 best offer by
5/17/82

One bdrm in two bdrm apt pool, AC, on
bus route call 253-3873 eves

2 bedrooms available for summer/fall
on bus, near tpown $135.00/month in-

cludes all utilities 256-8209

Brandywine $250 month 2 bedrooms, on
bus rte, AC, pool 549-5416

Townehouse apartments N Amherst 2
bedrooms $90/mo June 1 with fall option
549-1076

We've got a three bedroom townhouse
apartment with your name on it. Take a
summer sublet with fall option for only $415
per month. Call us at 549-0747 right away

One room efficiency furnished
$150.00/mo N Amherst utilities included

non smoker Ann 549-4036

Summer sublet 3 min walk to campus
quiet, older student own room/4 bdrm apt
Drew 549-6425

Sublet w/fall option V^ Triangle St 500
month call Bob 549-5799

FREE CASE OF BEER RIVERGLADE fur-

nished 3 bedroom townhouse 1 )^ baths air

pool rent negotiable 253-7009

SUMMER SUBLET-FALL OPTION~

4 bdrm $147 per mo all util 253-7278

Brandywine 2 females to share room in 2
bedroom apt furn. $140 ea & elec 549-0425

Squire Village 2 bedroom 2 bath pool AC
fall option 665-3066

Northampton the center

bedroom house 5865967
of town 4

2 adjacent studio apts quiet converted

factory close to bus/town. Reasonable
price utilities incI 253-7468 256-8323

SUMMER SUBLET $7S/M0 ~
One bedroom available in a townhouse
apt. N. Amherst excellent location, fully

furnished Bob 549-1399

SUMMER SUBLET IN BOSTON
~

Own rm In 4 bd apt 180 mo. incI utils, near

T, safe, call Phil or Maria 549-5050

THE HARTMUT PILTCH
VARIETY SHOW

Real Entertainment. Tonight and every

Wednesday 10 PM - 2 AM with Jim Neill

and Pat Rumble. And Wednesday after-

noons from 3-5:30 Beat the Beat with Mary
Kelly (sticky knees) WMUA 91.1 FM

TO SUBLET

1 bdrm Cliffside inc all utilities pool tennis

directly across from bus will negotiate

terms available immediately Paul or Bill

6664391

Southwood Apt Summer sublet only 2

bdrm fumished with AC, pool, on bus route

rent negotiable call after 5 PM 253-7123

Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom, pool,

AC, cable, available June 1 call 546-5029 or

546-5024

Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond
summer sublet cheap on bus route nights

Doug 549-1256

Partially funlahed apt w/fall option in

Sunderland on bus rte call after 8 666-4946

Summer sublet 2 or 3 bdrms in Puffton

apt rent negotiable call Dru 549-0127 or

Holly 546«64

4 bedrm ept Swiss Vlllsge 147$ each

utilities included on bus route partly fur-

nished available June 1st with fall optionlll

2566103

One bedroom available immediately in

South Amherst apartment summer and /or

fall option call 546-7028 Gail

Summer sublet townhouse apt furnished

3 bedroom rent negotiable 546-9616 or

546-9618

Brandywine apta Summer sublet with

possible fall option. One male roommate to

live in co-ed apt. $1.10/month plus elec-

tricity, can 5464141

Southwood 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apartment includes spotlight 253-9235.

Townhouse 3 bedroom apt fully furnished

rent negotiable call 549-^68

Summer sublet 2 bdrm Southwood apt

rent negotiable call 253-9083

Best deal yet. . .2 bdrm Brandywine Apts
on bus route, pool, tennis. Summer sublet

July 1 - Aug 31st. rent negotiable, call

5467625 or 546-5026 (keep trying)

Brandywine 2 bedrooms furnished AC
pool rent negotiable 549-0425

Excellent Cond. 4 Bedrm apt w/extras.

Rent for summer sublet negotiable w/fall

option-call 256-8459

Summer Sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
Colonial Village busroute pool 253-2470

S. Amherst Apt 2 bdrm share rm $75/mo
Joane 253-5012

1 bedroom apt Squire Village Fall option

Rent negotiable call 6667589

Fantastic Location 5 minute walk to town
or campus summer sublet. 1 bedroom in 3
bedroom apartment garage, porches $135
256-0170

Presidential summer sublet 4 min to

Grad Twr $275 call 549-1700

To Sublet furnished 3 room apt in Belcher-

town $135/n[K)nth 323-5018

Summer Sublet 2 bedrooms Brandywine

apts. June-August Call anytime 546-5270

Downtown Amherst Large 1 -bedroom
apartment June 1 - Aug 31 $250-300 month
includes utilities John or Gale 253-3443

Room Available 2 persons for bedroom in

furnished apatment on bus route 75 plus

each 666-3097

Cheap Resort Living in southwood AC,
pool, tennis courts, 4 bedrooms on bus
route $300/mon call 546-5496 or 546-4975

Squire Village summersublet w/fall option

665-2515 rent negotiable

Riverglade - 3 bedroom apt rent

negotiable 2560817 or 253-5487

2 bedroom Rolling Green all util <AC,

pool) incl partially furnished avail June 1

-Sept 1 Steve 253-5237

3 bedroom in Puffton fumished AC rent

negotiable call 549-4041 anytinrw

ROLLING GREEN GREAT DEAL FOR
SUMMER POSSIBLE FALL CALL IM-

MEDIATELY FOR DETAILS 253-5734

256-8775

All the comforts of home - one unfur-

nished bedroom available in a luxurious two
bedroom apartment in Sunderland's ex-

clusive Northwood complex. All this for the

low price of $250 for the summer. In-

terested? Call Rae at 666-2226 aftemoons
or evenings

Puffton Village 1 bedroom fumished, rent

negotiable call 549-4813

Summer sublet large br in Puffton apt

$110 call 253-3949

Fumished 2 bedroom townehouse sum-
mer only 40% off rent 546-9795 546-9607

546-9797

Furnished bedroom In 3 bedroom house
South Amherst on two bus routes fall op-

tion $140 negotiable 256-0609

2 bedroom Puffton furnished rent

negotiable summer only 549-6033

3 bedroom Puffton summer sublet, price

neg Rich 549-5950 Anthony 546-4664

Brittany Manor 1 bedroom in fumished 2

bedroom apt sublet w/fall option $180 nrw

253-3171

4 bedroom summr w/fll option, bus route

rent includes utilities 256-0766

Inexpensive lerge one bedroom apt Col-

onial Village summer sublet/fall option

253-9246

Summer 3 rooms in modem house on bus

route 5 min walk to Amherst Center

130/month + 2560039

ROOM IN HOUSE Sunny room in house

close to Amherst Center heat and hot water

included Call Dave or Mark at 253-5475

FALL OPTION Room for summer sublet

with fall option. Cool spacious room. Pool

and tennis court rights. Across from bus

stop. Call Doug or Mike at 256-6670 nites

Spacious 3 bedroom, 1 % bath, duplex,

A/C dishwasher, disposal, June 1-Aug 29

$250/month or best offer. 67423, 67430,

67494, call anytime

1 bdrm Cllffaide 110/mo pool tennis bus

line 6664232 fall option

3 bdrm bs rte big yard, low rent on Main,

Amh 256-661

1

4 bedroom apartment $147 per bedroom,
all utilities included. Fall option included call

253-7430 keep trying if no answer, call

545-3500 and leave a message for M.W.
with your name and number. We will sublet

entire apartment or separate rooms

2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom apartment $147

each, includes all utilities /Available June
first with possible fall option call Diane or

Pam at 256-6101 after 8 p.m.

Puffton two rooms in three bedroom sum-
mer only rent negotiable call Ann 549-6899,

Bob 546-6105

Spacious 2 bedroom house share w/
working female 1 mile to campus, yard fur-

nished, on bus route $180 month negot.

call 253-9894

UP to 4 bedrooms available for summer
w/fall option utilities included rent

negotiable 253-5837

Summer sublet w/fall option 3 bedrooms
in a 4 bedroom apt $147/mo utilities includ-

ed call 253-2218.

Beeutlful, sunny, two bedroom apt for

sublet June 1st - Aug 31st in Rolling Green
Maximum rent $300 per month, air cond
and luxurious pool included call Annemarie
2568665

Townehouse 3 bedroom bus stops at

door 1 month free 549-4156

For summer Northampton, four bedroom
furnished house near Look Park
$375/month 546-5180

Summer sublet with fall option: 4

bedrooms, 1 14 bath, top floor, sliding glass

doors with deck, all utilities included $147

per person/month call 253-5921

Summer sublet 1 bdrm Puffton partially

furnished call after 6 PM 549-5995

Two bedroom suite in gorgeous Amherst
house ideal for friends pool access on bus
route $125 253-5511

TRAVEL
~

Terrific June trip to Bermuda for $409 in-

cludes everything - for info call 2566941

TYPING/EDITING

Efficient quick confidential 549-5727

resumes, cover letters, research papers

TYPING SERVICES

Freelance typing, editing, tape transcrib-

ing. Reasonable rates, top skills. Profes-

sional executive secretary. Amherst Center

549-0518

WANTED

18 year old German student needs ex-

change family for short stay starting May
14th please call Christian 549-0676

WANTED TO BUY

Highest cash prices psid for class rings.

goM and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith.

25 No. Pleasant St.. between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 2560710

WANTED TO RENT

Puffton 3 bdrm summer w/fall option Ron
or Keith 546-4669

Female needs e room for summer on
Marthas Vineyard call 546-6257 ask for Tara

3/4 bedroom house/apartment needed
for fall , bus/or near campus eves
2B3-7B29

WERE YOU AT BROWN'S
SEMI FORMAL 4/247

Then maybe you saw my brown tweed
elbow petched sport jacket men's size

42 It had sentimental value. If you have any
info contact the brown HR at 6-461 1 reward

if found fK) questions asked

WET SUITS

US Divers nylon small and medium
write and I'll call or drop by 101 Cok>nial

Village Mark Marchese best offer by
5/19/82

COLLEGIAN

The Dally Collegian Is accepting^ ap-

plications for the positions of Adv.

Manager, Adv. Assistants and Ad
Representatives for Fall 82. The Collegian is

an equal opportunity employer phone
546-3500
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Sports

CaUcfiM rktto by SvaM* 'tniiM
KEEPYOUREYE — UiUTeruty of Massachusetts Softball co-€i^Uin Fran Troy starts her swing during last Thursday's game arainst

Bridgewater SUte College.

Softball team overcame everything
By GERRY de SIMAS
Collegian Staff

ON DECK: It's now official. For the second year in a
row, the University of Massachusetts softball team is not

going to the playoffs. The single NCAA berth from the
Northeast was awarded to Adelphi University Monday,
according to head coach Elaine Sortino.

Adelphi was chosen over the Minutewomen due to the

two-game sweep in which Adelphi won last Saturday,
giving the Panthers a 2-1 edge in head-to-head competition
this year. UMass had toppled the Panthers earlier this

spring in South Carolina.

GARDEN CITY. N.Y. - Those Boston Red Sox fans

who watched that heartbreaking loss to the New York
Yankees in 1978, know something how the UMass softball

team and the 18 or so fans felt like after Adelphi pulled the

rug out from UMass winning the second game in the
bottom of the seventh, to sweep the doubleheader on Long
Island, last Saturday.

It was a game that put the UM faithful and softball team
through an emotional trauma.
The cards seemed stacked against the Minutewomen

from the start. The game wasn't five minutes old and Tina
Coffin the team's speedy centerfielder, was on the bench
and the outfield was shifted around. UM hit the ball hard in

the first game, but it seemed that everything bounced
Adelphi's way. After all, their infiekl was hard as rock.

And then there was the two umpires. Now, umpires
usually do a very good job and make one or two bad callls.

However, it seemed as if every close call went Adelphi's

way.
Of course, it wasn't all Adelphi's fault. The

Minutewomen did make some crucial errors that alk>wed
the New Yorkers to gain the upper edge. In both games,
Adelphi jumped out to early 1 -0 leads.

If UMass had been bk>wn out in the early innings, it

would have been disappointing but not as devasting as

what did happen.

The UM fans were so proud. Here, UMass was ahead 2-1

after being down 1-0 in the second game and led for the

first time that night in the bottom of the seventh inning.

Gina Mantino, who had been so good all year, had two outs
with runners on first and second.

The first pitch to Regina Dooley, who hadn't had a hit all

night was a strike followed by a ball. Another strike and
the UMass fans were on the edge of their seats. One more
strike and a possible playoff berth was near.

It was not to be for UMass. An Adelphi home run and
suddenly the UMass softball season was over. Just like

that with one swing of the bat. Just like Carl Yastrzemski
fouling weakly to Graig Nettles at third base in 1978. The
Adelphi game left that awful, empty feeling that was so

disappointing and hard to believe in the pit of your
stomach.

It was a great accomplishment for the UMass softball

team to come within one pitch of qualifying for the NCAA
national championships this year. Head coach Elaine
Sortino guided her team, which was crippled with injuries

all year long, to a 18-7 record and a very fine season.

"After our trip down south (to South Carolina), I didn't

expect to get as close as we did (one pitch away in the
doubleheader with Adelphi)," said Sortino. "We did much
better than I thought at the start of the season."
UMass went down to South Carolina in March with great

expectations. The team that had gone 24-6 a year ago had
lost only two members. But, the injury bug then started to

eat away at the Minutewomen. By the end of the trip, the
disabled list was grim. UM lost All American shortstop
(and pitcher, too) AUyson Rioux for the entire season along
with pitcher Missy Oman. Another UMass hurler, Gina
Mantino, hurt her knee earlier in the spring and could not
bat. And Debbie Pickett, who was supposed to be the
starting second baseman, was out with a knee injury from

the soccer season in the fall.

So the third year coach reshuffled her team around,
filling in whereever she could. The resuhs were good at the
start as UMass wone nine of their first 10. They swept two
from Brown and Springfield and won the Vermont tour-

nament. The only loss in the first ten games was to

Providence College and it was successfully appealed
leaving UM 9-0.

"Our hitting this year was very inconsistent," said

Sortino. "It was up and down, up and down all year. You
could never tell how we would be."

Even though Mantino was clearing the bases and
keeping the opponents off the scoreboard, UM's anemic
offense didn't come through a lot. Thus. UMass fell into a

three-game losing streak falling to Westfield and dropping
twotoUConn.
The Minutewomen's mediocre hitting also led to splits

with Rutgers and URI. In these games. UMass also

showed a lot of character after dropping the openers. They
canoe back to win the second games against both teams.
UM then toppled Lowell and took two from Bridgewater

State to set up that crucial doubleheader with Adelphi fcH-

the NCAA playoff berth most people thought UMass would
never challenge for this year (after all the preseason
injuries.)

"It is rather unfortunate for the seniors that we didn't

get some type of post season play," said Sortino. "Every
player, all 15, made a contribution to the team. Each
player gave in their own special way."
Mantino was the key to the team this year. She was 15 5

and had a school record 132 strikeouts. In facing 569
batters this year. Mantino walked only 10. The other
pitcher this year was outfielder Patty Masury. a freshman.
Masury won three games while dropping two. She also led

the team in triples (3).

The infield was hastily reassembled this year, but it was
Continued on page 23

Batters host Lord Jeffs
in Minuteinen's home finale

Collcipmii photo by Svuitc l.iMialil

WINDING UP — Tony Presnal, shown here earlier this season, will

be the pitcher for the University of Massachusetts when the Minutemen
host Amherst College today at Lorden Field at 3 p.m.

By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

It has been a long season for the 1962
edition of the University of Massachusetts
baseball team.

It started with the preseason drills and
indoor batting practice in the Curry Hicks
Cage in February, continued to sunny San
Diego for the Sun-Lite Classic in March,
labored through a snowstorm in April, and
culminates this week with the hosting of
Amherst College today at Earl Lorden
field.

This will be the last chance for the
Minuteman baseball followers to watch
UMass at home when they host their
crosstown rivals this afternoon. The home
finale is slated to start at 3 p.m. with
sophomore Tony Presnal (4 4) scheduled to
start for the Minutemen.
"We hope to see some people there." said

junior catcher Butch LeBlanc.' "It's the last

home game of the year plus th« fact they're

from the same town hopefully will get some
people there."

There is certainly plenty to see. If pit-

ching is what you desire the Minutemen
have their most consistent performer

pitching in Presnal. The S'll" 170 lb. lefty

has been brilliant in his last two per-

formances at Lorden Field throwing a 2-0

shutout over the University of Rhode Island

back on April 28 and defeating Rutgers 2-1

a week earlier.

If hitting is what baseball is all about to

you there is also plenty of that going on

down at Lorden Field. UMass boasts an

abundance of .300 hitters this year led by
the incomparable Warren McReddie at

.398.

In addition to McReddie. LeBlanc (.328),

third baseman Jack Perr>' (.298) second

baseman Dean Bennett (.295) and
designated hitter Todd Comeau (.315) all

have a chance to finish over the .300 mark.
Incidentally, McReddie may have a little

Continued on page ts
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CoHeriM photo by StoU B«rkeYOU GO FIRST - David Antes (left), and Bob O'Neil (right) ofTownhouse Apartments, Amherst, enjoy a warm day atop Puffer's

Uam.

Sunderland Police Chief
gets charged with racism
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

SUNDERLAND - The Chief of Police,
up for re appointment, may have iw)blems
returning to that post after issuing a report
which has left the chairman of the Board of
Selectmen and the director of the Office of
Third World Affairs at the University of
Massachusetts angry.
Two weeks ago. Chief Charles

Smiarowski presented Sunderland the 1981
police department report. In that report.
Smiarowski stated 2,110 complaints were
answered by the police, but he only gave
details of an arrest of two men who com
mitted a house break.

In one paragraph, Smiarowski's details of
the house break state "...several Sun
derland house breaks involved a band of
Puerto Ricans from the Holyoke area. Two
Puerto Ricans were arrested. ..It was then
found that these two Puerto Ricans were
involved in a band that includes as many as
15-20 Puerto Ricans."

Robert Laurenitis Sr., chairman of the
Selectmen, said last week, he believes the
report to be racist, and Tony Crayton.
director of the UMass office of Third World
Affairs, agrees.

"It includes racial slurs that were totally
unnecessary," said Laurenitis. who has
been a Selectman for 11 years. "Puerto
Ricans got repeated about three times, I

just couldn't understand what he was

driving at. It just wasn't right."

Laurenitis also said he did not like the
entire one page report which Smiarowski
submitted to the town.

"I don't think the report itself is too
good," he said. "There is a lot of childish
writing in it."

Crayton said he was not sure whether he
would ask students to attend the Select-
men's meeting on May 24 when
Smiarowski's re-appointment will be
discussed. He did say a letter from the
Office of Third World Affairs wiU be
written and sent to all the concerned
parties.

Crayton said he is worried about the
Hispanic students living in Sunderland.
"Some (students) are totally outraged,"

Crayton said, "and it doesn't make them
feel uncomfortable at all. To me. the whole
thing is racist."

Crayton said he has never seen a case like

this in such a small rural area as Sun-
derland.

"It is the same kind of racism we see in

urban areas of the country," he said.

Smiarowski, defending his report, said

I^aurentitis was causing an unnecessary
problem for the police and town.

"I think it is all pretty much one man
(Laurenitis) causing a commotion,"
Smiarowski said. "I presented factual in

formation. If I offended anyone it certainly

wasn't intended." Smiarowski would not
make any further comments.

Loan interest may be
due before graduation
By JEFF ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - Students receiving
Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL) may be
required to pay the current 9 percent on
their loans while they are still in school,
something that was formerly paid by the
federal government, Ed Hanley, legislative

director of the United States Students
Association (USSA), said yesterday.
The proposed changes are part of legisla-

tion submitted by Sen. Peter Domenici,
R-N.M., who chairs the Senate Budget
Committee, which is viewed as a popular
alternative to President Reagan's financial
aid cuts, Hanley said.

While the student aid package is being
debated on Capital Hill, attempts are being
made to attach a rider to the defense
authorization bill. The rider is in response
to legislation that was introduced in both
houses of Congress that would prevent
financial aid and all federal funds to those
students who did not register for the draft,
he said.

"The rider is a punitive measure which
would prohibit any federal money, in-

cluding unemployment, welfare, social

security, to a person who did not register
for the draft," Hanley said.

The Domenici proposal is supported by
USSA and its three million members
because it is "not as bad as the
President's." The proposal would freeze
the funding level on Pell Grants, work
study. National Direct Student Loans and

all other student aid programs for the next
three years at 1982 levels, Hanley said.

The GSL would be exempted from the
freeze and will increase in cost to students
by 22.5 percent. Also, families with earn-
ings over $40,000 would become ineligible

for any financial aid regardless of need, he
said.

The final decision of the financial aid
legislation will probably be subject to
several amendments during the summer
when most students are out of school.

"Congress is in no hurry to deal with stu-

dent aid while students are still in school,"
Hanley said.

Students have proven themselves to be a
united and powerful lobbying force in see-
ing to it that Reagan's cuts have no real

chance of passing through both houses of
Congress, he said.

"Finally there is a serious student lobby
which was virtually non-existent last year.
A lot of the problems (with financial aid) is

that students have to realize that they will

be victimized pen and hand if they don't
become activists," said Sen. Paul Tsongas,
D-Mass.

Tsongas said the money allocated to
education is "miniscule compared to the
defense budget." Students must therefore
support the nuclear arms freeze movement
in order to make the extra funds available

{among other reasons), he said.

"The nuclear freeze movement is the on-
ly way to get monies away from defense
and into education," Tsongas said.

Women victims ofalcohol
increasing in male society
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is thefirst ofa ttvo-part
series examining alcoholism among
uwmen.

Alcoholism, known traditionally as a
man's disease, is afflicting more and more
women every year, according to recent
studies conducted by the National Institute
for Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse
(NIAAA).
As many as four million more women

drink alcohol today than did 25 years ago
and of the 60 percent of all women who
drink, at least one-third having drinking
problems, the institute reports.

Under present theory, three causes are
attributed to the development of
alcoholism: a genetic predisposition to
alcoholism, environmental factors, and
psychological factors, Alcohol Peer
Educator Toni Langermann said yester-
day. Studies have shown a genetic
predisposition to alcoholism is more likely

to cause the disease in men and that
alcoholism in women is more often caused
by environmental and psychological fac-

tors, she said.

As societal roles change and more
women are found in the male-dominated
business community, they are subject to
the high pressure of a professional career,
Langermann said. Women often feel a
need to go the extra distance to prove to

themselves and to others that they can
make it in a business world traditionally

dominated by men. Alcohol has been an ac-

cepted part of life in the business world,
and coupled with the pressures of a career,
family and home, it can spell trouble for

many women, Langermann said.

The Coordinator for the Alcohol Educa-
tion Project, Dyann Matson, said with the
"added amount of demand" to be a "super-
mom" and a professional, some women
turn to alcohol to help relieve tension.

Many times women are able to cite

specific events in their lives that have led to
an increase in drinking such as divorce or
separation, death or loss of a loved one,
and gynecological or obstetric difficulties,

she said.

Matson said 40 percent of women
alcoholics are housewives who sometimes
feel as though their "creativity is stifled"

or they "are losing their lot in life" after
their family grows up and moves out of the
house.

Information from the NIAAA indicates
while women start drinking at a later age
than most men, they seek treatment
around the same time in life as men,
Langermann said. This demonstrates the
disease develops more rapidly in women
than in men, she said. The average ()eriod

of development for alcoholism in women is

fi^m 15 to 20 years, she said, so a universi-

ty community is an unlikely place to find
alcoholics, but alcohol abuse and problem
drinking are prevalent on college campuses
nonetheless.

Women often conceal their drinking
because of social stigma attached to
alcoholism among women due to what Mat-
son called "the U.S.A. ethic" of individuali-

ty. Admitting addiction to alcohol is admit-
ting a weakness, she said.

"It's looked upon as a moral problem,"
she said.

Treatment of alcoholism in women is

o^ten difficult because it has been con-
sidered a man's disease in the past, she
said. Matson said most alcoholism treat-

ment facilities, or detoxification centers,
are populated mostly by men, and women
are less likely to seek treatment at a facility

that is populated by men.
Langermann said alcoholism is harder to

recognize in women because their families

try to keep them out of the public eye.

A disturbing statistic that further
demonstrates alcoholism is traditionally a*

n>an's disease is that 9 out of 10 female

Continued on pmge 7
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ARRESTED — Unidentified man — wearing a religrious dress is car-
ried out by Portuguese police from the Fatima Shrine after he tried to
attack the visitng Pope John Paul II last night.

British say their destroyer

downed Arfirentine bombers
(AP) — A British destroyer attacked by

Argentine warplanes shot down two of the

Skyhawk fighter-bombers yesterday in a

battle about 30 miles west of the Falkland

Islands, the Defense Ministry announced in

London.

There was no immediate comment from
Argentina, but before the clash U.N.
Secretary General Javier Perez de Cuellar
expressed cautious hope about peace talks.

McDonald said there was no damage to
the warship, which was not identified, nor
any British casualties. He said the
Argentine fighter-bombers were U.S. -built

A-4 Skyhawks and were shot down by fire

from the warship. He did not say whether
they were knocked down by anti-aircraft
fire or missiles and would not confirm the
report that Sea Wolf missiles were used.

The British have now claimed to have
downed at least five Argentine combat
planes and helicopters in dogfights or anti-
aircaft fire since May 2.

They claim others have been destroyed
on the ground in strikes against airfields on
theFalklands.

Spokesman Ian McDonald said a third
Argentine Skyhawk escaped anti-aircraft
fire from the British destroyer. The
destroyer apparently was on radar picket
duty in advance of the main British fleet,
which has ringed the Islands seized by
Argentina on April 2.

Well informed sources said the
Argentine planes, identified by the Defense
Ministry as U.S. -built A-4s, were shot
down by computer-controlled Sea Wolf
missiles.

Pope unhurt after assailant dressed
as priest wields knife in Portugal

FATIMA, Portugal ( AP) — A young man in clerical garb
lunged at Pope John Paul II with a knife at the Our Lady of
Fatima shrine last night, but security guards overpowered
him before he reached the pontiff, the state-run ANOP
news service said.

The pope was not hurt and continued a ceremony for a
gathering of an estimated 1 million of the faithful that was
drawing to a close when the attack occurred. The official
Portugue.se television network quoted police sources as
saying the assailant was dressed as a Spanish priest and
was carrying a knife when taken into custody.
ANOP described the knife as a large bayonet and said he

held it in his hand when he lunged at the pope.
It said the man shouted "Down with the Pope! Down

with Vatican Two!" - a reference to Vatican Council II in

Iraqi airline office

bombed in Lebanon
BEIRUT. Ivebanon (AP) - Gunmen in a speeding car

fired a rocket-propelled grenade into the Iraqi Airways
office in Beirut yesterday, a day after the carrier resumed
flights to the Egyptian capital of Cairo.

Police said one person was wounded when the grenade
exploded in the entrance of the building, which was closed
for lunch at the time.

The Iraqi Embassy was demolished by a bomb last
December that killed 63 people, including the Iraqi am
bassador. Lebanese supporters of Iran and Iraq have been
fighting in Lebanon since the Iranians and Iraqis began
fighting in September 1980.

Danish draft women
for military drills
COPENHAGEN. Denmark (AP) - The army said

yesterday it is planning to draft women into miliUry for
the first time in Danish history. But they will be armed
with dentist's drills rather than guns.

Lt. Col. F.H. Jessen, head of the Defense Command's
draft office, said there is such a shortage of dentists among
male conscripts that the situation called for "extraordinary
measures."

The first group of about a half-dozen female dentists will
enter the army next July. Jessen said, but will not be
required to undergo basic training.

"Their combat duty will be with the drill, and that is
important. " he said. "For what use is a soldier with a
toothache?"

1962-65 that instituted a variety of church reforms, in-
cluding allowing the celebration of Mass in local languages
rather than only Latin.

There was no immediate comment from authorities, nor
was there any indication the crowd was aware of the in-
cident.

It was the eve of the first anniversary of an attempt on
John Paul's life in St. Peter's Square in the Vatican. He
had said that visiting Fatima fulfilled the first wish he
made after he was shot.

While the security men grappled with the attacker the
pontiff climbed the steps and gave his blessing to the
throng of candle bearing pilgrims, the reports said. ANOP
said he left through the back door of the basilica and
returned to a bishop's residence.

Iran arrests seventy
Khomeini opponents
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - Iran has arrested more than

70 members of the leftist Peykar opposition group in raids
on 10 guerrilla hideouts. Tehran radio reported yesterday.
Pekyar and the more powerful Mujahedeen Khalq

organization are fighting to overthrow AyatoUah Ruhollah
Khomeini's Islamic regime in Iran. The Mujahedeen issued
a statement in Paris saying their guerrillas had killed three
government soldiers in Tehran last Saturday.

BLESSING THE CROWD - Pope Johlil'pa;!
II stands in his open Rolls Royce as he drives
through the city of Lisbon yesterday afternoon
blessing the huge crowd lined up in the streets
and filling the balconies of their houses.
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SGA seniors receive legislative commendations
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Former Student Government Association (SGA) Public
Policy Committee Chairperson Kenneth Moore and former
CO President Larry Kocot received commendations from
the Massachusetts House of Representatives at last night's
Undergraduate Student Senate meeting.
Moore received a citation from the House in recognition

of "distinguished service" toward "improving higher
education in the Commonwealth." Moore also received
recognition from the student senate for his work with the
state legislature: a bottle of Jack Daniels whiskey.
Kocot was also commended by the House in the

presenUtion made by an aide to Representative James

^Collins. D Amherst, for the "tremendous progress for
University of Massachusetts and higher education in the
Commonwealth" made during his term as co- President.

In other actions. Speaker of the Senate Sharon Davies
announced projects she intends to be carried out over the
summer. Davies said she would like to increase the
awareness of incoming freshmen toward the SGA through
the summer orientation program. She said she would also
organize a task force to rewrite the SGA Constitution.
Additionally. Davies plans to devetop information
packages from the SGA to area governments in an effort to
"improve the relationship" between the groups.
Treasurer Lisa Potter mentioned a new ticket policy was

being worked out, and should come before the Coor-
dinating Committee, a central organizational body of the

DUELING BUBBLES ~ Freshmen Alieim Emery (left) and Beth D'AmbrMMright) ^th'^f
waahington dormitory exhibit the fine art of bubble blowing by the Southweat pyramids.

s chaUenge Arctic Expeditior
seeking 'once-in-a-lifetime experience'
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

Editors note: This is the second installment in a two part
series.

Survival on the tundra, a virtually uninhabitable vast
desert, will be a challenge for the 24 people making the
1,000 mile journey through the water ways of the Arctic
this summer.
The Arctic expedition will spend six weeks in the Arctic,

travelling in canoes, and camping on the shores.
This years participants from the University of

Massachusetts include Bob Raskevitz of Amherst and
Tanya Mahoney of Amherst, who are going for the first

time, and Dick Irving of Webster dormitory in the Orchard
Hill residential area and Sally Rathman of North Hadley.
who are both going for the second time.

Reasons for going on the trip varied from the intrigue of

the isolation to the challenge.

"Just being up there, totally alone, intrigues me". Bob
Raskevitz, a junior animal science major, said. "I enjoy
time spent by myself, just being able to walk."

Sherry Cantwill, a junior education major who went on
the expedition in 1980, had different reasons for going.

"It's the last real wilderness. I couldn't pass up the op-

portunity to see it. It's a chance to see a part of the world
that few people get to see." she said.

The risk factor of the trip is given consideration by ex-

peditioners. Many of them said they are scared before they
go on the expedition, but once they are in the Arctic they
are no longer afraid. Dr. Abel, the trip director and
physician, said there has never been a serious illness or
major injury. He goes on the excursion fully prepared,
with an extensive stock of medical supplies rang^ing from
aspirin to the material to make casts with.

"It's the hardest thing you've ever done. It scares you to

death," former expeditioner Sherry Cantwell said. "You
must depend totally on yourself. There's no way you could
ever be saved if something went wrong."
According to Dr. Abel, the two most dangerous things

the group will face are the wind, and canoeing on lakes.

"The wind will come out of the north at 50 miles per hour.

We call it the demon. The most dangerous thing is

canoeing on large lakes. A storm can come up in 15

minutes, bringing waves as high as five to six feet," Abel
said.

According to expeditioners and Dr. Abel, most people
come back from the arctic changed.
Dick Irving, who is going on the expedition for the second

time, explaining how he changed, said. "When you come
back you go through a transition period. You have been
exposed to silence for six weeks, the city seems noisy,
cluttered. Society disgusts you. You seethe world through
new eyes. When you get back you're still partly up there.
It's really very strange."
Bob Raskevitz, who is going on the expedition this year,

said he expects to come back changed.
"There's no way I cannot be changed. I tend to be cyncial

about civilizatk>n, I don't like the way things work. I think
it will be worse when I get back," he said.

Two of the most challenging things the Expedition will

have to deal with are portages and canoe swampings. A
portage is when the river becomes impassable by canoe.
and all equipment and canoes must be carried by hand.
"Portaging is horrible," Dr. Abel said. "The bugs are

eating you."

Insect life in all varieties is plentiful in the Arctic.
Expeditioners keep as many parts of their body covered up
as possible, including wearing a hat, to keep the insects off.

Swamping is when a canoe gets flooded. The most serious
consequence is losing supplies.

'Last summer we lost a week's supply of peanut butter,"
Dr. Abel said. "One year we lost all our chili. Each year we
have a tendency to lose packs."

Temperatures in the arctic range from the 20's to 100.
When the expedition arrives in the arctic in June, it is

early spring, and by the time they leave in August, it is

early autumn.
The weather is also very changeable.
"One day it was 98 degrees and everybody was swim
ming. The next day we woke up to a snow storm." Dr. Abel
said. "One thing you can say about the weather: if you
don't like it, stick around, it'll change."
Participants in the expedition often take courses in

conjunction with the trip. Students can receive credit from
Whitworth College in Spokane, Washington (where the
program is ba.sed), in the areas of physical education,
natural science or history, or photography. Many of the
participants take advantage of these courses.
The program takes many steps to avoid any impact on the

arctic environment. Dr. Abel stresses he wants no one to
be able to tell the expedition has been there.
Specific measures are taken to ensure low environmental

impact, including using biodegradeable soap and en
couraging expeditioners to wear tennis shoes on land
instead of the heavy hiking boots they wear when
canoeing. All campfires are made on the shore, so when the
spring run off comes, all traces of ashes are washed away.

Continued on page 7

senate, this summer. The ticket policy will be the result of
suggestions in recent audits of the Student Activities
Trust Fund, and the development of Tickets Unlimited,
which in connection with Union Records Unlimited has
replaced TIX.

Mitch Gaslin, chairperson of the Rents and Fees
Committee, said one future project of the committee would
be the issue of Textbook Annex and its relation to the
Campus Center. Profits from the Annex are used to fund
other Campus Center operations which are not doing well
financially.

Gaslin said he hopes students will get involved next fall

in efforts to lower Textbook Annex prices and to have the
Annex considered separately from the other Campus
Center businesses.

Zannini, students

will discuss dorm
area realignment
By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

In response to a student request calling for a delay in the
implementation of the proposed housing reorganization
plan. Executive Director of Housing Services Joseph
Zannini will meet today with area government presidents
and student representatives from the Student Government
Association (SGA) and Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy (SCERA) at 1 p.m. in the Campus
Center.

Zannini said the group is meeting to discuss the need for
a change in the administrative composition of the dor-
mitory system and to consider a feasible time for the plan's
enforcement.

The proposed restructuring of residential staff positions
has met with a wave of opposition from students par
ticipating in the existing pattern of organization.
Residential assistants (RAs) and concerned students
voiced their resistance to the housing design in a series of
April meetings with Zannini.

Zannini said the issues raised by students regarding the
quality of future on-campus living are being considered,
but refused to comment as to whether those issues have
led to any alterations in the original scheme.

The draft was first presented by Zannini in early March
under the premise it will lead to an upgrade in the quality

of student life. The plan calls for the dormitory system to
be grouped into "clusters" consisting of three to four
dormitories, within a division of the campus into a west
and east side.

Each cluster would be headed by a resident director with
a graduate assistant living in each dormitory. The
positions of head of residence and assistant head of

residence would be replaced with assistant director of

residential education who would have a staff trainer and a
social ssues coordinator as assistants.

C«llecimii pkoto by Edward L. Birk

LYING DOWN ON THE JOB - With the
front door propped open a student security
worker attacks the job from a new angle at 9:30
p.m. Friday in Brett Dormitory.
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Child sex abuse
seen by clinician

as male weapon
By CHRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Child sexual abuse is not an attempt by the abuser togam sexual satisfaction, but an attempt to gain power

FruV'^V^''^.^'-" ^"^'- a clinic^n afX
I<ranklm/Hampshire Community Health Center in Nor-
thampton, durmg her lecture last night at the First Con-
gregational Church of Amherst.
"Sex is used as a weapon," Crisci said. "One out ofevery four female children will be sexually abused by the

X^^'^^^"
^"*^ """^ °"' of every 1

1
male children will be

"People want to believe there is a deranged man outthere abusing children," she said. "Incest is a difficult con-

Rl^"' ^P'^- ^^y ^° "°^ ^^"t to believe it."

CH^f" "^5 d'^" f'^ ^'r^ ^^'" ^"^*"g the sexual abuse,Cnsci said People rarely blame the male abuser

thi liwff Kf^"'\u^'"^ ?^ "^''^ ^«'- th^ ^^^^ abuse,
they like to blame the mother," she said
The truth is though, Crisci said, children seldom tell

Khe £i*
'^^^ ^^""^ ^ ^'^"'^ themselves

"The most dangerous part of the self-blame is that ittecomes self-hate Kids can develop very destructive pat-
terns from this self-hate," Crisci said.
Cnsci

.
the director of a project which works with schoolsaimed at preventing child sexual abuse by teaching themabout sexual abuse, said there is "a secrecy and taboo

around the word 'incest."' But 85 percent of all sexual
abuse cases are cases where the abuser and the chUd know
each other. The average length of an incestuous relation-
ship is seven years.

•'It is really important that we hold the offender respon-

t IZ'^u^^^f ^^ ^^"^•" C"^' ^*d- "The behavior of
the child should not get the adult off the hook

"

It must be realized there is a difference between having
sexual feelings and acting those feelings out, she said
Child sexual abuse is not restricted to just one class Ithappens m every class, race and religion.

I think people are finally starting to talk about child
sexual abuse and regarding it as a problem." she said But
prosecution still occurs only in three percent of the casesWe can t get the men into the treatment. The only way

CriS"s^?
'"^"^ treatment is by a court mandate."

Town Meeting
purchases land
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

Town Meeting went into session 15 minutes late lastn^ht wi h only 135 members present, eight more than s-needed for a quorum. Some Town Meeting members
speculated the low attendance level was due to ^Tmportant Celtics game.

""

During the course of the meeting. Town Meetingmembers appropriated funds for the repair of the townselementary schools, and the purchase of various parcels ofland for use as conservation areas.
Five articles were passed appropriating $44,000 for the

Zt7 "f m""-
^""'^ °^ '^' '"°"«y is reimbursable bythe State of Massachusetts in the form of 'self help' grantsOne parcel of land is being purchased off of HarknessRoad m East Amherst. A trail will lead from the road tothe portion of land which was described by the chairman ofthe Conservation Commission as being "high, dry landwith pine wood, and crossed by town streams "

The toul purchase price for the land was $47,000 but

purch^aTt'i^eTnd.^'"'"''''''"
'**'"''^ ^"'^ ^^'^^ '"'^"'^ '^

Town Meeting members also approved two articles
appropriating $30,000 for the purchase of land f^con
servation use between Leverett Road and Route 63The money appropriated by the Town Meeting for thesepieces IS 80 percent reimbur.sable by the state
A 2.4 acre piece of land will also be purchased by the

Towh'^m" r ^''T'T'' ^''^ ^'^0 appropriated byTown Meeting Members. The land will connect theCrocker P arm Elementary School to a parcel of land that isalready a Conservation Area.

A,^hlr«r t"*^
an on going plan to preserve open space inAmherst. Town Meetmg Members appropriated $10,000

for the purchase of Agriculture Preservation Ri-strictions"
on a Amherst farm. Once a farm is agriculturally
restricted, the land it's on may not be used for deveJoD
menl. f^

Doonesbury
Brought to you •vorydoy

by Gorry Trudoou
ond tho

Mossochus#tts Doily Coll^gion.
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STRUMMIN' IN THE SUN - Pam Kosinski, a freshman from John Quincy Adams Dormitory
plays gruitar outside Berkshire Dining Commons while friends (left to right) Bill Prince KimWood, Juan Aguirre and Judy Bernstein listen on.

The two of you
are experts
on each other
Not diamonds.

Just when you've been
through the scariest deci-

sion of your life, now you're
facing another lifetime de-
cision—the diamond

Solitaire
And you could probably fill

a thimble with what you
know about diamonds. But
you don't need to worry if

you come to Zales. We con-
trol our diamonds every
step of the way. We select
our stones in the rough and
cut them for maximum
brilliance, then polish and
mount them just as careful-
ly. We even stand behind
each ring with our 90-day
refund policy. If you're not
happy with your diamond,
we'll return your money.
That's all the expertise
you'll ever need.

Diamond

solitaire,

$149

Round
diamond

solitaire,

from $400

Marquise

diamond

solitaire,

from $400

^ :m

ff/p/u/ ZALES
The Diamond Store is all >^ need to knowi.

Hampshire Mall, Hadley
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Tillson Farm Boiler Plant

will install fly ash device

to curb the plant's pollution

DITDXTVXT/^ TkVT^wrr^ ^ ^ t'ollepan photo by Ktvin J. FachettiBURNING BUCKS - Some $10 million has been spent on the Tillson
l-arm Boiler Plant since its conception in 1969, yet the plant still has
problems, (see related story)

Two libraries don't solve,
but can multiply, problems
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: this is the fourth rnstailment
ofafive-part series examining the closing of
the University of Massachusetts Tower
Library.

Crowding, decreases in funding, cutbacks
in services and more hassles in locating
books are some of the results of the two
library system currently employed by the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Richard Talbot, director of the Tower
Library at UMass, said since many of the
functions of the library were moved to
Goodell Library from the Tower in 1979
when the Tower was closed because of
problems with chipping bricks, students
and faculty have not had the kind of library
they could have had if only one building
vere used.

Among the many problems caused by the
closure and eventual limited reopening of
the Tower Library, Talbot said crowding
and restrictions on seating, particularly in

the reserve reading section, have been
some of the most sever troubles.
"Everything is crowded," he said. "There

IS not enough seating for the reserve
readings. People come in to use the reserve
readings, and we can't seat them."
When the Tower was being fully utilized,

Talbot said it seated 3,000 students. Now,
only 750 students are allowed in the tower
at any one time, and Goodell has a capacity
of just 350.

Talbot said he believes more students are
using the libraries in the Morrill Science
Center and the Graduate Research Center.

He also said he thinks more students use
Goodell than the Tower because the most
widely used resources are housed in
Goodell.

Although the capacity of both libraries is
now limited to 1.100 students, Talbot said
they have never reached the point where
they have had to turn students away
because of overcrowding.

Talbot also said although more state
funding has been appropriated to the
library in the past three eears, the library
has not received as many contributions
from private sources since the two library
system was instituted in 1979.

"It has to be said that we don't present
the kind of image that invites funding from
the private sector." he said.

Because of a need for more personnel to
staff the two libraries, Talbot said students
have not received the same quality of
service as they would have if these people
had been used for other functions.

"It hasn't cost us any money, but we
haven't been able to do a lot of things we
could have otherwise." he said. "It's hurt us
in services."

Circulation and book finding have been
two more fo the many troubles resulting
from the two library system. Talbot said.
"We have sever circulation problems." he

said. "It takes three times as long to find a
book in Goodell as it does in the Tower."

Talbot said when the Tower was closed in

September of 1979. he was told theiibrary
would be repaired and all the functions
would be moved back into the Tower by
1981.

"Now. it's going to be 1983, " he said.

By SCOTT SACCO
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the final installment
of a four part series on the Tillson Farm
Boiler Plant.

It has been 13 years since planning began
for construction of the Tillson Boiler Plant.
The construction of the plant and pipe

line cost $8.5 million in the early 1970s, and
•since that time an estimated figure of an
additional $1.5 million has been spent by
the state on surveys and repairs.

In that 13 year span, little has been done
by the state to upgrade the performance of
the present heating system that the Tillson
plant was meant to replace.

But the growing population of the
University of Massachusetts in the early
1970s, which was the driving force behind
building the Tillson plant, has stabilized at
approximately 23.000 students for the
1981-1982 school year and no alternative
heating system has been built as of yet.
UMass Physical Plant Chief Utility

Engineer Theodore DeLesdemier said the
fly ash pollution control devise which was
approved and funded by the state in 1978
to control air pollution will be installed in

the old coal plant by the Division of Capital
Planning and Operations this summer.
Craig Goff, senior air pollution engineer

for the state's air pollution division, said,
"UMass is on a compliance schedule as to
the installation of the fly ash device. They
have proposed to install a Bag House Dust
Collector to filter the coal plant's emis-
sions."

Goff said because of the compliance
schedule, UMass has not received a citation
for the plant's high air pollution level.

He said the Bag House Collector is a
highly effective device and that it should
adequately filter out the plant's emissions.

In addressing the issue of the old coal
plant, DeLesdemier said the last new
boiler was installed in the facility in the
early- to mid-1960s.

He said while nothing major has been
done to upgrade the system since then, the
Division of Capital Planning and Opera-
tions has planned a boiler replacement pro-
gram that is targeted to begin in about five
years.

EteLesdemier said the chance of the
plant breaking down and forcing the

University to close is minimal. He said the
system is self contained and only parts of it

will shut down if a malfunction was to oc-
cur somewhere in the system.
He also said the plant is able to produce

420 pounds of steam pressure per hour
while the University peaks in mid-winter at
a usage of 300 pounds of steam pressure
per hour.

But the question remains: Just how
sound is the old plant? In 1975. when the
Tillson Plant was shut down. UMass of-
ficials said the old coal burning facility was
functional but it was at the end of its ser-
vice life.

A University spokesperson, Peter
Guckler. reportedly said of the old plant in
December of 1975, "It won't last much
longer."

One project the University has embarked
upon to improve the heating system is an
energy conservation program.
Barry Simons, a heating and ventilation

engineer, is coordinating the program that
began two and a half years ago.
Simons said his program has received a

series of grants from the sUte and the
University totaling $500,000. He said most
of the money will be used for the renova-
tion of steam traps, which are presently
functioning inefficiently and which are an
extremely important part of the heating
system.

He said the steam trap program could
save UMass between $300,000 and
$400,000 a year when it is completed.
When asked about the coal plant. Simons

said it is old but functional. He, like

DeLesdemier, mentioned the boiler
replacement program scheduled to begin in

approximately five years, under the super-
vision of the Division of Capital Planning
and Operations (DCPO).
Simons said the DCPO Boiler Replace-

ment program is like many state building
projects in that it is taking a long time to be
set in motion.

According to the information provided by
Simons and DeLesdemier, it will be nearly
another five years before the DCPO will
begin upgrading the heating system at
UMass. which was said to be at the end of
its service life seven years ago.
DCPO Commissioner Stuart Lesser was

unavailable throughout this investigation
and members of his staff declined comment
due to lack of knowledge of the issue.

Summer work study
open to 600 students
By RON KENDALL
Collegian Correspondent

Work study is available to students for the summer
session and approximately 600 students may receive it.

said Janise Fitzpatrick. work study coordinator for the
University of Massachusetts Financial Aid Department.

"Student borrowing has decreased the award amounts
and the money freed by these circumstances will be used
for summer work study, " said Fitzpatrick.

She said the decision was made by the financial aid staff
after consideration of its most effective use.

Fitzpatrick said awards are being made now and in order
to ascertain eligibility, students should contact the
Financial Aid Office or attend an information session next
Wednesday in Room 804 of the Campus Center.

"The awards are going only to needy students who must
earn a part of the cost to continue at the University. It will

not affect the academic year award," Fitzpatrick said.

Deadline for submitting applications is Wednesday, so
students with eligibility questions should come to the
information session as prepared as possible for application,

Fitzpatrick said.

She said the increa.sed work load was intensified by
offering work study during the summer because
processing must be done by hand.

"It is hoped that the job market will improve in the next
year and the summer program can again be discontinued.

Usually it's more helpful receiving work study during the

academic year, to help find jobs in the Amherst area." she
said.

The University Health Services'

SUMMER HEALTH PLAN
If you stay in the
Amherst area. . .

Are you planning to spend your summer
in the Amherst area and wondering if you
can receive routine medical care locally? If

you have these or other questions about
summer health coverage, --gd on\
Amherst, Hampshire, Mount Holyoke,
Smith and UMass students who will be in

the Amherst Area for the summer may
purchase the prepaid basic health care
program provided at the University Health
Service for the period May 31st through
September 5th.

Students enrolled in the Summer Health
Plan are entitled to the same comprehen-
sive services available during the
academic year (see box). The Summer
Health Plan is $55 per student payable by
May 31st. A "late charge" of $15 is added
if the fee is paid during the month of
June. The deadline for late enrollment is

June 30th.

HOW TO ENROLL
Studets may enroll by paying the Univer-
sity Hf^alth Service cashier whose office is

locateo adj^e^nt to the Pharmacy.

SUMMER HEALTH BENEFITS
PLAN

• Unlimited University Health Service
physician and nurse practitioner visits.

• Consultation in pediatrics, general
surgery, ophthalmology, obstetrics and
gynecology.

• Laboratory -X-ray--Phyisical Therapy

• Nutrition Consultation.

• Allergy Shots and Immunizations.

• Medications-most with a $.50

co-payment.

• Mental Health-Counseling and pyscho-
therapy (individual, group, couples); 24
hour emergency services inpatient care
at University Health Service, and crisis

intervention.

• Dental-Initial exam (except X-ray),

care to relieve emergency pain, dental

education, routine care on a modified
dee-for-service basis.

• Eye Exams-with a $10 co-payment.
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Nominations are being received
for Student Affairs Staff Awards
By JILL OKUN
Collegian Correspondent

Nomination forms for the annual Student
Affairs Staff Awards at the University of
Massachusetts are now being distributed
and may be obtained from the Counseling
and Career Development Center at 123
Berkshire House.
The award was started last year by Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L.
Madson. who appointed a task force to
investigate the possibilities of giving annual
awards, said Don Banks, a staff
psychologist at the Counseling and Career
Development Center.
There are between four and six nominees

chose for the award each year. The prizes
include a "significant cash award." a plaque,
a letter of commendation from the vice
chancellor and a luncheon with the vice
chancellor of student affairs.

To be eligible for the award, one must e a
full time staff member employed by the
University, or part-time student staff
member in the Division of Student Affairs.
Division heads are exempt. Banks said.

Nominations can be based on criteria
such as regular, ongoing, or sustained high

achievement and positive employment
record; crisis or "beyond the call of duty"
service; original contribution to office; new
idea or innovation; outstanding interoffice

cooperation and effectiveness;
distinguished service to students and
outstanding professional contribution.
Banks said. Two thousand nomination
forms have been printed and distributed to
the Recognized Student Organizations and
staff divisions.

"There is no way of telling how many
nominations wiJl be made this year. The
material has only been out for one week,
and the forms are slowly trickling in,"
Banks said.

Last year the committee received 80-100
nominations. The winners of the award
were Banks from the Counseling Center;
Paul Dinerstein, a resource residential
manager; Charles Roberts from Housing
Administration; Marion Markwell from the
Administration and Registrars office;

Christine Wieley from Health Services-
Kenneth Moore, an undergraduate
representative; and Jack Delmond.
president of the Graduate Student Senate.

"It is impossible to anticipate this year's
winners at the present time." Banks said.

Students detained in parking lot
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police
reported placing a 21 year-old male into
protective custody early yesterday after he
and three companions were observed
opening automobile hoods in Lot 21 near the
Southwest Residential Area.

Officers, who responded to the parking
lot shortly after midnight yesterday, en-
countered four male UMass students and
administered a field sobriety test to one
who appeared intoxicated. Sgt. Paul
Ominsky said. When the individual could
not answer questions and did not pass the
test, he was taken into custody, he said.

Members of the group admitted to at-
tending a party on the east side of Stadium
Road near Alumni Stadium, and further
admitted to vandalizing two vehicles in the
parking lot, Ominsky siad.

A report of the incident has been for-
warded to the Dean of Student's office for
administrative action, and criminal charges
are being sought against the group,
Ominsky said.

In other action, a red man's IG-speed
bicycle was reported stolen Wednesday
from the west side of the Agricultural
Engineering building, Ominsky said. The
bike, valued at $225. is believed to have
been stolen sometime between 8 a.m. and 2
p.m. yesterday, he said.
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. «.,».«., Collepmn photo by Scott Bnrke
A FURRY FRIEND - Freshmen Lauri Moulaison (left) and Susan

Plunkett (right), both of Melville, feed squirrels outside Memorial Hall.

Offer expi

Two men arrested for drunk driving
Amherst Police said Tuesday night they

arrested Brian M. O'Hearn, 19, of Florence
for driving while under the influence after
he was first observed swerving to one side
of the road.

O'Hearn, who was stopped while
travelling along College Street, was also
charged with failure to stay within marked
lanes and having no driver's license in

possession, police said.

Mark A. Woynar, 19, of Justice Drive
was arrested at 1:10 a.m. yesterday for
driving while under the influence, police
said. Woynar was stopped in the driveway
to Southwood apartments after being
observed speeding erratically, police said.

Both O'Hearn and Woynar were
.scheduled for arraignment yesterday af-
ternoon in Hampshire County District
Court in Northampton, police said.
A newspaper boy was bitten by a black

and tan dog at 4:45 Tuesday afternoon on
Eames street, police said. The dog, which
was later turned over to the dog officer,
reportedly broke the boy's skin, police said.
A woman reported to police Tuesday

night that while she was dancing her wallet
had been taken from the table where she
was sitting at an Amherst dance club, police
said. According to the woman, the wallet
had personal papers and $15 in cash in it,

police said.

- KEN LUNDBERG

The following RSO groups have
been suspended pending withdrawal
within three months, unless you con-
tact the Chair of the Governmental
Affairs Committee. Call 545-0341 or

stop by Room 420 S.U.B.

Air Force ROTO
Alive With Dance
Am. Soc. Civil Engineering
Angel Flight

Arab Organization
Archery Club
Arnold Air Society
Astronomy Club
Cape Cod Club
Classics Society
Coin Club
Dance Studio
Design Students Club
Fashion Marketing
Feminist Ecology Conference
Field Hockey
Flying High Production
Frisbee Team
Hellenic-American
Hockey Club
Home Economics
Human SVC Organization
Inst. Electrical Engineering
Japanese American

Judaica Resources
Judo Club
Kennedy Election

Lab Tecnology Club
Lutherian Students
Near Eastern Organizations
Nurse Association/Student
Photographers Guild
Plant/Soil Science
Pre-Dental Club
Project Re-entry
Racquet Club
Res. Hall Development Project
Rev. Communist Youth
Silver Screen Film
Socialist Feminist
So. Asian Cultural Society
Stop Amherst Towing
Student Nutrition

Students of Objectivism
Tennis Club
Undergrad Communist
Community

Volley Ball-Damage

* Alcoholism
Continuedfrom page 1

alcohoUcs are deserted by their husbands, Langermann
said.

"Pity the poor alcoholic husband, he's got a bitch for a
wife. But if the wife is an alcoholic, people still support the
husband," she said.

Langermann said this may account for why women seek
treatment so soon after developing the disease. Because
they have no one left to support them, as men alcoholics
often do, they have little choice but to admit their disease
and seek help, she said.

Three types of treatment are avaUable today for the
female alcoholic, Matson said. The primary source, actual-
ly a form of prevention, is education. The secondary
source is counseling and intervention, and the third source
is detoxification or "drying out," she said.

Tomorrow: Prevention.

* Arctic-
Continued from page S

All combustable refuse is burned, and all non-
combustable refuse is carried out of the arctic. The ex-
peditioners kill no animals, and limit the number of fish
they catch.

"This is a once-in-a-lifetime experience that you will savor
for the rest of your life. " Dr. Abel tells the expeditioners.
"For a few of you it might change your entire life and/or
your outtook on life. You will not know whether to thank us
or curse us for taking you North."

Graham's visit finds

no religious persecution

MOSCOW (AP) - EvangeUst BUly Grafiam, winding up
his six-day mission to Moscow, said yesterday he had
encountered no religious persecution in the Soviet Union
and declared that the Kremlin and the White House were
equally committed to the search for peace.

He said it would be wrong to say there was no freedom

to worship in this communist state.

Speaking at a news conference, the 63-year old Southern
Baptist preacher also urged delegates to a Moscow peace
conference to put aside ideological differences in a drive to

avert nuclear war.

His as.sessment of the roles of East and West in seeking
disarmament directly countered speeches by Soviet bloc

conference delegates who blamed the arms race on the
United States.
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rruiTi U7 AirEto « t
<'^l*(P«n photo, by S»oU Burke

IHfc WAVES — Rehearsing Virginia Wooirs "The Waves" are (right)
Patricia Duff (Susan) and David Fowler (Bernard), (above) Randy Farias
(Louis) and Fran Weinberg (Rhoda) and (below from left) are Farias, Duff,
Fowler, William Ryan (Neville), and Tracey Lurie (Jinny). "The Waves,"
which will be performed in Herter Auditorium tonight and tomorrow,
traces the lives of six friends from childhood to maturity. It is directed bv
Jo Gates.

'

Ifyou're thinking

about transferring,

you siiouidl€now about
RA.S.

P.A.S. means Personalized Admissions Service. P.A.S.

means convenience and prompt decisions for students
who wish to transfer into any of UMass/Boston's fine

liberal arts and professional programs.

P.A.S. complements our standard admissions proce-
dure. With PA.S., a UMass/Boston admissions coun-
selor will look over your application and evaluate your
transfer credits while you wait. If you're eligible, you'll

be given a letter of admittance and a transfer credit

evaluation on the spot.

To take advantage of PA.S., all you have to do is stop
by your Registrar's Office, pick up a student copy of

your transcript, call our Admissions Office for an
appointment, and you're on your way.

UMass/Boston
Your Public University

We're open Mondays through Thursdays, 9am to 7pm,
and Fridays 9 to 5. Our office is on the first floor of the
Administration Building at UMass/Boston's Harbor
Campus. Our phone number is 287-8100.
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Untitled, Arts Festival 1981,
and Blacksmith win awards

Untitled by Keith Setterland. David Frank and Wes
Simmons of Northampton placed first in the avant-garde
category of the second annual video art competition
sponsored by the Union Video Center and the UMass Arts
Council. Blacksmith by Thomas Draught of Leveritt placed
nrst in the narrative category. Arts Festival 1981 by the
Center for Community Access Television in Amherst won
lor documentary.

Secon prizes went to S of Four by Thomas Draught andHaw ey Hussey for avant garde; Weaving, by the Center

I?*"
^!;^'"":'""'^>' Access Television, for narrative: and

^rofiU' oj A Sexual PersonaUty: A Dancer, by John
r urbish. for documentary.

WMUA will replay Dukakis
The sp)eech on higher education given last week by

former Massachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis will be
aired at 6 p.m. today on WMUA's Focus program. A
discussion of rent control with Amherst Town Meeting
member Mary Wentworth will be presented first. The
issue will be coming before the annual Town Meeting.
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Hampshire College holding

weekend abortion discussion
The Civil Liberties and Public Policy Program will

sponsor a weekend of films and discussions on abortion
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday and Sunday at Hampshire
(/ollege.

The weekend will feature workshops on topics such as

"Film as an Organizing Tool"; "Using the Media to Reach
Teenagers"; "What Happened to the Anger? (A Look Back
at Films from the Early 1970's)"; and "The Need for New
Media: Films and Video in the HLA Campaign". Some of

the films to be shown are "Abortion in a Different Light,;"
"Rape, Incest and Abortion (1979)"; and "Women Who
Have Had Abortions." (1972).

There is no fee for attending, but pre-registration is

requested. For further information contact Pat Hennessey
at 549-4600, ext. 577 or at the Civil Liberties & Public
Policy Program, Hampshire College, Amherst 01002.

Women's Community Theatre
seeks June production staff
The Women's Community Theatre (WCT) is looking for a

production staff for their June production. Designers and
crew people are needed.

For more information call Candice at 253-2457 or write
WCT. 21 Valley View Drive, Amherst 01002. All women
are welcome.

Orientation meeting today
for on-campus employment
University of Massachusetts students wanting to

participate in next years on-campus employment
recruiting program are urged to attend an orientation
meeting today at 5 p.m. in Mahar Auditorium. Arthur L.
Hilson. director of the Placement Service, said students
may contact the office at 545-2224 for further information

IMAGINE
DARKNESS

flapt«d from

the work* of

L'rsiila K. LeCiuiii

OPENING NIGHT
Wine & cheese get-together with cast after
performance.

8 00 PM.
MAY 13:i4:(l5

"Imagine Darkness" is part of the
Bachelor's Degree with Individual

Concentration Program's (BDIC)
annual "Mosaic" activities, a
showcase of student talent.

Co -sponsored by

8.O.I.C.,

UMass Arts Council, ft

Southwest's Hamden Theatre Series

Homden Theatre

Southwest 'UMoss

WHEELCHAIR
ACCESSIBLE 3)2.00 Admission

*sign interpreted for the hearing impaired

«^2^ICE CREAM t^^gfc
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NORTHAAtPTON • Mail) «{• >la?onic ~ AAfflERST • BoltMwxl Vfelk
^'^ ^

- - - - Breakfast

Rock, Jqzz, Country
ClossicQl & Children's

Thousonds of
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From!!!

SqI» Degins May 11th
Qt th« front of the

Open Univorsity Store
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Sat 11-4
Located In the Compus Cer^ter Unlv of Moss
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ond hundreds of others
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UNIVERSITY

Digest
By the Associated Press

Springfield conviction

of rape attempt upheld
BOSTON - The state Supreme Court upheld the

conviction yesterday of Michael Simmonds for breaking
into a Springfield residence and attempting to rape a nun.
Simmonds was sentenced to life imprisonment on the

"breaking and entering" charge, and a concurrent 5-7
years on assault with intent to rape.
The court reported that an intruder entered the

bedroom of a nun shortly after midnight Oct. 22. 1980. In a
struggle, the nun's nose was broken and the assailant fled.
A second nun, responding to screams, observed the flight,
the court said.

The arrest was made the next night, based on iden-
tification of a police photograph and at a police lineup.
The appeal sought to overrule the trial court on three

points: refusal to suppress identifications; denying a
mistrial because of a policeman's testimony and admitting
hearsay evidence to impeach testimony bv Simmonds'
wife.

"There was no reversible error," the court said.

State House delays
death penalty action
BOSTON — The Massachusetts Legislature yesterday

delayed for a month action on proposed constitutional
amendments involving the death penalty, aid to non-public
schools, tax limitations, abortions, budget reform and
voters' residency requirements.
The capital punishment, school aid and one of the tax

limitation proposals are up for the second time and if they
prevail, they will be on the November ballot for ratification
by voters.

Two initiative petitions require only 50 votes, 25 percent
of the House-Senate Constitutional Convention. Others
require at least 101 votes.

At some point during the legislative year, the con-
vention will have to vote on all eight items, according to
Rep. Andrew H. Card Jr.. R-Holbrook.
The month's delay was requested by Sen. Jack H. Back-

man, D-Brookline, a key opponent of the death penalty
amendment. He has questioned the validity of the initial

approval given this by the last Legislature.
The amendment would nullify a state Supreme Court

ruling that the death penalty is cruel or unusual punish-
ment and unconstitutional.

Family of crash victim

sue airline for $18 M
PEABODY, - An $18 mUlion suit has been filed in

Suffolk Superior Court and federal court in Washington
against Air Florida and American Airlines by the family of

a mother and daughter killed in a Jan. 13 plane crash.

The lawsuits were filed on behalf of Sophie Davis, 80. of

Peabody and her daughter, Marion Player. 57, of Ft.

Lauderdale, Fla. Both were passengers on the Air Florida
plane that struck the 14th Street Bridge and plunged into

the Potomac River. Seventy-eight people died in the crash.

The action was lodged by two other daughters of Mrs.
Davis, Sylvia C. Kelly of Peabody and Elaine B. Slusser of

Gardners. Penna.

American Airlines was named as a defendant in the suit

because its crew was responsible for removing ice, which
has been linked to the cause of the crash, according to

Peabody attorney Katherine Liacos Izzo. administrator of

Mrs. Davis' estate.

The complaints, filed last Friday, seek $5 million each in

punitive damages and $2 million each for "wrongful death"
and "conscious pain and suffering."

Mrs. Davis liad been visiting relatives in the areS and
she had been traveling to her daughter's Florida home at

the time of the crash.

Meanwhile, a $9 million suit has been filed in Middlesex
Superior Court against Air Florida by the parents of

Harvard scientist Robert E. Silberglied. 35. who also was
killed in the crash.

UMass
Summer Students

If you are enrolled in UMass summer
session classes, the overall course fee

Includes the Summer Health Plan pro-

gram while the course is In session. You
can extend the basic health care pro-

gram coverage for the balance of the

summer by paying the difference bet-

ween the $55 fee and the amount in-

cluded in the overall course fee. Con-

tact the University Health Service

cashier regarding deadlines for each

summer school session.

Collegian

The steeple from the north tower of the Notre DilU?'""'
STEEPLE DESTROYED BY FIRE ^ „„„ „, ^„^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^

Cathedral crashes to the ground after collapsing daring^ giniriTVlii^ rrre TVesda^aft^^
that destroyed the cathedral and spread to involve about thirty other buildings.

State, federal officials promise Fall River aid
FALL RIVER, — State and federal officials promised

yesterday to help rebuild a five-block section of Fall River
ravaged by a $13 million fire that destroyed a landmark
church and damaged the homes of 300 people.

Gov. Edward J. King toured the still-smouldering ruins
and pledged to provide state money to help the mill city

rebuild. An official of the Small Business Administration
also said federal low-interest loans would be available.

The fire broke out Tuesday afternoon when a workman's
torch apparently ignited the roof of the Notre Dame de
Lourdes Church, a 76-year-old stone building that stands
on Fall River's highest hill.

The blaze quickly consumed the church, which was being
renovated, and wind spread the fire over a congested five-

block neighborhood of wooden apartment houses and small
businesses.
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COMMENCEMENT 1982

10:00 sLtn., Sunday, May 30

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS
All Candidates
There will be no Commencement rehearsal for
degree candidates. Candidates should assemble by
school/college at Alumni Stadium no later than 9am
graduation morning, May 30, 1 982. Signs will be posted
indicatmg schools, and Commencement Marshals will
issue specific instructions and distribute programs.
Upon signal, candidates will follow the Commence-
ment Marshals to the assigned areas and be seated.
Candidates will receive diploma covers from the

deans of their school or college.

Who is Eligible to Participate?
Any degree candidate who anticipates completing
degree requirements by the end of the calendar year
1982 is eligible to participate in the 1982 ceremony.
Question's concerning academic status should be
directed to the Records Office, 213 Whitmore,
545-0555.

Invitations
There is no limit to the number of guests who may
attend the ceremony and tickets are not required. Each
undergraduate/graduate student will receive a packet
of six formal invitations.

Faculty and Parents
Faculty and staff should assemble at the SOUTHWEST
end of the stadium on the gravel between the Facilities/
Information Center and the stadium wall. Faculty will
be part of the processional and will be seated imme-
diately in front of the candidates from each school or
college.

Since the Commencement Exercises are open to the
public and guest seating is without reservation, parents
and friends may wish to arrive early to ensure good
seating. Viewing areas for those confined to wheel-
chairs will be located on both sides of the stadium on
the eastern and western walkways.

Special Instructions forGraduate Candidates
Ph.D. and Ed.D. candidates should wear their hood if

they chose to buy one.

Caps and Gowns
Caps, gowns, tassels, and invitations will be distributed
from the Textbook Annex in the Physical Plant Build
ing beginningJVlay 3^ There is no charge to degree
candidates I Associate^ Bachelor's, Master's^ Doctorafl
for tlie cap, gown, tassel, and invitations. Please bring
your ID. You must know what degree you are receiving
and from which department.

Distribution Hours — May 3—May 28; 10 a.m.—
4 p.m. regular business days at the Textbook Annex.
May 30 (Commencement Day), 8 a.m. at the stadium
(SOUTHWEST CORNER).

Doctoral Hoods
Hoods may be purchased at the University Store for
$26 each; they may also be rented.

Rentals
Academic apparel for this year's University Com-
mencement may be rented through the University
"Store. All faculty members are urged to place their
rental order as soon as possible. THE LAST DAY TO
ORDER IS FRIDAY, MAY 14. Payment must be made at
the time of order and there will be no refunds if apparel
is not used. Academic apparel may also be purchased.
For further information about rentals or purchases,
please contact Connie Szelewicki at the University
Store, 545-2619.

Aceonunodations
Many area motels are alreadyJ>ooked for Saturday
before Commencement. A limited number of rooms in

University housing will be available for relatives and
other guests the night of May 29. Please contact the
University Summer Conference Office, 918 Campus
Center, 545-2591, by May 10, I981Fces:$148ingle/$19
double per night.

Food Services
Coffee, soft drinks, and donuts will be available under
the east (section 16) and west (section 6) stands at the
north end of the stadium.

Campus Center
Graduation Dinner, Top of the Campus Restaurant,
Campus Center (reservations needed) 1 2 noon—6 p.m.
Graduation Brunch, Room 1009, Campus Center
(reservations suggested) 12 noon—3 p.m.

Coffee Shop, open 7 a.m.—3 p.m.

Commencement Ceremony Schedule
9 a.m.—Robing for Commencement

-MASTER'S and DOCTORAL candidates
should assemble at the NORTHWEST eftd

of the stadium (on the gravel area);

—Graduates from ARTS & SCIENCES
should assemble at the SOUTH,WEST end
of the stadium (on the gravel area);

—Graduates from PHYSICAL EDUCA-
TION, HEALTH SCIENCES, ENGINEER-
ING, EDUCATION, and the NONTRA-
DmONALPROGRAMS (Continuing Educa-
tion, BDIC, etc.) should assemble at the
SOUTHEAST jcnd of the stadium (on
thj gravel area).

—Graduates from FOOD & NATURAL RE-
SOURCES and BUSINESS ADMINISTRA-
TION should assemble at the NORTH-
EAST end of the stadium (on the gravel
area).

—Appropriate signs will be displayed. Grad-
uates should line up according to their
school or college.

9:30 a.m.—Seating of Graduates

10 a.m.—Procession Starts

1 2 p.m.—Ceremony ends

Yearbook Information

Graduating

seniors will be sent their yearbooks in the fall.

General Information
Diplomas will be mailed to graduates in the fall.

Medical facilities will be located in the van under
Section 8 of the stands.

Public telephones will be located on the west side of
the Facilities/Information Center.
Restrooms are located at either end of the Facilities/
Information Center at the south end of the stadium.
Viewing areas for thoSe confined to wheelchairs will be
located on both'sides of the stadjum, on the eastern
and western walkways.

For additional information, contact the Office of
Community Relations, 303 Whitmore, 545-2560.

Senior Day
The Chancellor's Reception for Seniors (Senior Day)
will be held Friday, May 28, on Metawampee Lawn
behind the Student Union. IniFormation on tickets will
be announced in the Collegian.

Members of the Class of 1982 who are interested in
working with the Senior Day Committee should con-
tact Delphine Quarles in the Student Activities Office,
416 Student Union. 545-3604.

Schedule of Events Date
Senior Day Fri., May 28
Stockbridgc Commcnccmenfr, Fri., May 28
ROTC Commissioning Ceremony Sun., May 30
1982 Commencement Ceremony Sun., May 30

Time

1.30 p.m.

8 a.m.

lOa.m— 12noon

Place
Metawampee Lawn
FAC Concert Hall

FAC Concert Hall
Alumni Stadium

Commencement Date Change to SUNDAY, May 30, 1982

In the evtrntofraxm there is no alternative rain site. Commencement will be held outside in the AJumni Stadium
regardless of the weather. A delay of two (2) hours will be announced in the event of heavy rains and cancellation in the
event of torrential rains. Please listen to local radio stations the morning of May 30 for announcements of delav or
cancellation. '

Invitations are not required for admittance. Seating for guests will be on a first come, first served basis.
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John Brobtf

The Valentines, currently the hottest act in
night! The Valentines are (1 to r): Buffy (bass)
and Joey (vocals, trombone, snutar)!

DINER
Movie Soundtrack (Elektra)

SIMON AND GARFUNKEL
The Concert in Central Park (Warner Brothers)

By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

There are two double album packages out today that
deserve attention for their novelty alone, if not for their
quality.

Diner, a re-vamped version of American Grafitti has
been getting good reviews from migor New York and
Boston critics, and I'm sure that its soundtrack has at
least something to do with it. Like Grafitti, it is made up
of popular songs of its time. This album, produced with the
intention of representing a typical juke box selection of the
1950s, features some 20 songs that share the same
bizarre, kinky undertones whidi lie hidden under their
spit-shined veneers of respectability.

Two such examples are Bobby Darin's "Beyond the
Sea" and "Dream Lover." Darin, a frustrated Sinatra
groupie, specialized in playing psychos in the movies; and
maintained an equally bizarre nightclub act on the Las
Vegas circuit that combined the divergent styles of Elvis
Presley and Perry Como. When listening to these two
songs in particular, one gets the uneasy feeling of the
repressed sexuality which represented the youth of the
50s as opposed to the sexual release of Presley which
buried them. Darin was post-Elvis, pre-Fabian and
stylistically alone.

There is a fair representation of many different styles

on this album because pop took many diverse forms in

those days: from the earthy Rhythm and Blues of Fats
Domino's "Whole Lot of Loving" and Carl Perkin's
"Honey Don't" to the sappy pop of "Mr. Blue" by The
Fleetwoods. Another song on this record that deserves
mention is Sigman and Dawes' "All in the Game." This

Photo cooteqr of Tlie Valentine*

the country, explode at The Old Chapel tomorrow
, Davy (drums), Jimmy (vocals, keyboards, g^uitar),

song is an often repeated standard, stylistically, scores of
times as everyone from the big bands of the 40s to the
disco drones of the 70s attempted to do it justice. In this
version a bumble bee imitator named Tommy Edwards
croons it out for the sock hoppers and the crowd at the
prom.
Also along for a spin is "A Teenager in Love" by the Del

Vikmgs and part of the soundtrack of another film: the
most authentic "50s film" of the "50s" - A Summer
Place. This was perhaps the most memorable Troy
Donahue-Sandra Dee coupling in cinematic history (they
really did, to the strains of this unforgetable melody, in a
beach house and surrounded by the rocks and the waves).

Simon and Garfunkel held a reunion concert in New
York's Central Park to an intimate audience of 500,000.
Cynics claim that you can get half a million people to
anything as long as its free (as this apparently was), but I

chalk this unusually enthusiastic reaction to posterity.
Since it is rather unlikely that music fans of today vnW get
the chance to catch an Elvis concert (the real one) or even
witness an encore performance of The Doors or even The
Beatles.

However, this was not in. vain. Paul and Art were in
good form that night, and this moderately well recorded
album bears this out. Stylistically, they have changed little

and their renditions of the classics; "Mrs. Robinson,"
"Bridge Over Troubled Water," "The Boxer" and "The
Sounds of Silence" are very good. Even better are their
versions of their newer, individual stuff; "A Heart in
N.Y.," "American Tune" and "Still Crazy After All These
Years."

I'm sure that Simon and Garfunkel will make more than
enough to pay the expenses of this concert with the album.
And diehard fans have no doubt played it scores of times
already. Although this two record set only averages a
stingy 15 minutes per side, it is still a good bargain as a
souvenir. Buy it if it isn't too expensive. It's a nice album
and it even comes with a little pictorial scrapbook, which
has lots of photos of the boys and the words to every song.

Hats off. The new and improved Trademarks, currently
the hottest band in the land, exploded with a set of pop-
rock in front of the Flagstone Cafe yesterday! All there
had a good time!

Get's the funniest looksfrom everyone he meets — Peter
Tork, former bass player and vocalist for The Monkees
and currently the hottest act in the country, returns to ex-
plode at Northampton's Iron Horse Cafe on Sunday, May

Flash!! - Joey and Davy Valentine, guitarist and drum-
mer for the hottest act in the land The Valentines, have
been invited to tour the Soviet Union this summer as part
of a United Nations peace mission! But before going,
they'll explode tomorrow night at a going away party at
the Old Chapel (next to Bartlett Hall)! The party features
all the beer you can drink for only $3! It begins at 8:00 and
The Valentines explode at 10:00!

When asked about his upcoming peace mission, Joey
Valentine said, "Give me love, give me love, give me peace
on Earth!"

^
The Orchard Hill/Central Music and Arts Festival ex-

plodes with Papa John Creach (ex-Jefferson Airplane, Hot
Tuna fiddler), along with The Mitch Chakour Band (fresh
from Joe Cocker's band, now working with Eric Burdon
from The Animals), One People (Jimmy Cliffs band) and
the Lynne Meryl Quintet. These are four of the hottest
acts in the land, and Orchard Hill will explode when they
hit the stage!

Also, there will be jugglers, mhnes, fencers, a frisbee
contest and a clown contest (wear your clown suit and you
may win!), all emceed by comedian Michael Ivy!

NRBQ! NRBQ! NRBQ! - The hottest act in the land ex-
plodes tomorrow night at the Rusty Nail! Also appearing
are 'The Cardiac Kids! If you haven't seen the Cardiac Kids
yet, it's about time you did! They are a musical force to be
reckoned with!

The NEW Signal! - Michael Gregory Jackson explodes
at The Wok with his new Signal lineup tomorrow and
Saturday night! The new Signal, currently the hottest act
in the country, is: Michael Gregory Jackson (guitar, vocal).
Bob Cummings (keyboards, vocal), and Doug Plavin
(drums, vocal)!

ROCK AGAINST 19U! - Headcheese (an all giri band
from Philadelphia and the hottest band in the land) puts a
stop to all this 1984 shit tomorrow night at the Hangar
One! Also, The Scientific Americans and The New Models
will explode that night at the Hangar to stop 1984!

Do The Twist' — Chubby Checker, the hottest act in the
country, explodes at The Cornerstone in Springfield
tonight at 8 and 10 p.m.!
The hottest act in the country! — The Hometown

Rockers explodes at the Blue Wall on Friday.

Trivia question — The Fantini Brothers and The
Blushing Brides, currently the two hottest acts in the
country, explode at the Hangar One tonight! A free record
to a randomly selected entry with a correct answer to the
following question - How old is the lead guitar player for
The Fantini Brothers? If you know, drop a note in the
specially marked box on the Collegian Arts desk before
5:00 today! (You must be present at 5:00 to win!)

Congratulations to Tracy Stiles, who correctly identified
Joey and Buffy Valentine, lead and bass guitar players for
The Valentines!

PIA (Elektra)

By LISA MOSLEY
Collegian Staff

A few days ago, someone with a little bit

of authority in the arts department handed
me an album by a woman called Pia with in-

structions to review it. My lawyer is cur-

rently investigating my constitutional right

to sue for cruel and unusual punishment.

What happened to Pia Zadora is, in the

words of Bill Murray, "a real Cinderella

story." Instead of a fairy godmother with a

magic wand, however, the 26-year-old

nymphette has a husband twice her age,

who produces her work. Obviously he's

been just as effective as Cinderella's sweet

fairy godmother, because the relatively

unknown Pia won the Hollywood Foreign

Press Association's Golden Globe award
for the best new motion picture star of the

year, after her husband invited several of

the association's voting members to a

private screening of her movie Butterfly at

his Beverly Hills mansion.

Well, hold on to your seats fairy tale

fans, because the "magic" hasn't stopped

yet: Pia Zadora has recorded an album.

This only makes sense; most little girls who
want to be movie stars when they grow up

have equally strong desires to he singers,

too. Zadora just happened to marry into

enough money to live out her childhood fan-

tasies. Too bad for the rest of us who might
be subjected to her music when it is played
on the radio. (I have no pity for those who
chose to purchase the album; they deserve
every bit of auditory torture they receive.)

The album contains 10 songs, none of
which were written by Pia. With the excep-
tion of a discoteque little number called

"Can't Keep A Good Love Down," they are
all mindless misty love songs fit for a cheap
Las Vegas cocktail lounge. The songs are
almost instrumentally identical, and the
lyrics, like those from "Love Who You
Love," offer such pertinent, coherent ad-

vice as:

"You can talk to your man/He can
say what he can/But you don't have
to believe him./You can take his ad-
vice/You can listen real nice/Or you
can turn around and leave him."

I'm not really sure exactly what group or

musical interest group this album is aimed
at. The music doesn't even have a genre,

unless someone made "scholock" an of-

ficial category of music.

I suspect that a great many young
adolescent boys will purchase this record

only for the cover, on which Pia displays

her pre-pubescent face and extraordinarily

well developed body. I shouldn't complain,

though — anyone who can find a way to

derive any type of pleasure from this album
deserves a hearty pat on the back.
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Letters
A journalism major scorned
To the Editor:

As a graduating journalism major. I recently began job
interviewing in New York City. I was prepared to tell

prospective employers my life story, and answer any and
all questions they had about their organization. I was not
prepared for the loop they threw me when they asked.
"How fast can you type?"

I have always been confident with my typing ability

because I have always typed my term papers and any
necessary correspondence. I do, however, type in my own
haphazard way. Taking a five minute timed typing test
from a mimeographed sheet was more than I could handle!
The net result was about 35 words a minute — tops!
The bottom line, everyone explained, is you need to type

between 55 and 60 words a minute with no mistakes. My
background was impressive, they continued, but without
typing you have no chance at any entry level job.

I felt stunned and very upset, to say the least. The four
years at this University seemed lost to a skill that if I had
known about, I would have made an attempt to master four
years ago. I felt very cheated and disheartened to think

how far I could go was dictated by how fast I could type. At

this time in my career, the beginning, my technical skills

take a front seat and my educational career is hidden in the

trunk, for future reference.

It is essential that all those who envision a career in

communications of any sort be made aware of the in-

creasing need to improve typing skills. In the future,

either courses should be made available to students, or a

definite requirement should be added to fulfill these needs.

It is loo late for me at this point, but I would like to make
journalism majors and the faculty aware of the increasing

need for excellent typing skills in this industry. I am not

spared the extra money and aggravation because of the

additional schooling I now need in this area, but I would

like to save others from this fate!

Jane Puskas
Orchard Hill

This is UMass, not rural India

To the Editor:

I write in support of Safid Rassir's recent editorial,

which Victoria Jones criticized in her May 10 letter to the

editor. I feel that his criticisms of the UMass community
during the Pond Series, which upset Ms. Jones, are for the

most part justified. Why do so many UMass students feel

the need to drink in excess in order to cope with academic
pressure? Why cant most enjoy the music and atmosphere
of the concert without a few beers or a joint?

I attended part of the series on each of the 3 days, and
was very much offended by the behavior of some students.
Although "Port a-Johns" were available, some seemed to

think it necessary to excrete in public areas. This is an
academic community, not rural India.

Finally, from what I have observed in my 3 years at
UMass, I do not feel that most students are acquiring an
education in order to "benefit mankind." Most seem
determined to look out for number 1 and want to acquire as
much material wealth as they can in order to feel secure. I

think it's time we take to heart the observations of a
foreigner and look hard at the quality of our lifestyle.

Jennifer Black

Northeast

ALL HEADS ARE TURNING TO THE

EAD

UARTERS
A FULL SERVICE 5^ FAMILY SALON

^^t\ Ml of pleasant surprises

^1^.,^^ andsavinos..!
^ CUT & BLO DRy'^^ _Women $9.00
Men ....$8.00
PERMS $30.00
I, includes cut €r bio dry^^«« ^^Hennas $12.00

^
BETTY
MAZUCH 584-7784 SANDY

CONNELL

115 RUSSELL ST.. HADLEY. MASS.= Rt. 9 (ON THE BUS ROUTE)=

SWALLOW
OUR PRIDE

FREE PIZZA

\ .4/

^.-r-^

T
>'''4

'V'^">

.?>-

-.v.i''-

Thursday Night - Buy any pitcher of beer,

get one small plain pizza free

9:00 - close

Pina Colada special 1.50

Mixed Drinks 99c

Miller/Miller Light draft 50c

THE HUNGRY U

A Kestouront with FLAIR

Presenting:

"RACLEHE"

} "^[jMiiii^" r^ A classical cheese dish served
^ ^dclc^"^^ in the traditional swiss manner

ALL YOU CAN EAT -

$5.45

on the
Boltwood Walk
103 N, Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-5927

In the past year the student run

UMass Music TIieater Guild

Show & Date

has presented:
Approximate
Attendance

(6 performances)

J^sus Christ Superstar
(Spring '81)

Sugar The Musical Version
of 'Some Like It Hot' (Fall '81)

4,600

2,700

3,200Pippin (Spring '82)

Godspell Two Outdoor
Performances in Southwest 3^500-

(May4&5) 4,000
Staff positions for the Guild's Fall '82 pro-

duction of 'SEESAW are now open. The
various positions involve Theater
(technical & creative). Theater
Management, Business/ Finance,
Journalism /Communications and
Publicity.

* Become a part of the exciting

musical theater experience

i

College credit possible

Experience not a must

Call

Billy @ 253-3443
Larry @ 546-9039

Christine @ 546-5300

for more infol
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'15 fXERS A POCrOR Of ECONOMICS iNlVig HOUSE ?

Fulfillment of a dream deferred
Editor's note: This is the fourth column in a five part
series analyzing the plight ofminorities during the 1980's.

Two men in the 1960's who spoke of a better
tomorrow were civil rights leader Dr. Martin
Luther King and President John F. Kennedy. Dr.

King spoke of a promised land in the future, and President
Kennedy believed a 'Camelot society' would arise from his
presidency. Seeing that their dream was abruptly ended
by assassin's bullets, an agenda for the future betterment
of the minorities' economic lot would now be a step
towards fulfilling that deferred dream of equality and
chance for economic betterment of minorities.
The first part of the agenda concerns the ending of past

inequity. The biggest perpetuator of racial inequity and
cultural stereotypes is the media - particularly television.
In "Chico and the Man," the Hispanic needs the guidance
of the old white man. In "Different Strokes," the black kid
needs a "white sugar daddy." In "The Green Hornet" and
"Mr. Magoo," the Asian always plays a second fiddle to
the white leader. In "What's Happening," as in most
black shows written by whites, there is no father figure.
When there is a father in a black sit-com, it is usually an
idiot like George Jefferson. These shows enforce negative
minority stereotypes. Using the same economic tactics as
the Moral Majority, the media (TV, movies, and advertis-
ing) should be influenced to show minorities in a more
realistic, and perhaps positive, light. As easily as the
media created the Step 'n Fetch it stereotype, it can
destroy it.

The other way to redress past inequity is through tax
changes. One action would be to severely raise the in-

heritance tax. Since most past wealth was created
through the fruits of expropriated minority labor, the limit

on the transfer of holdings is just social rectification. If in-

heritance taxes were gradually raised to 50 percent of
total value, the remaining quarter could still provide
security for the survivors without increasing the economic
chasm between rich and poor.

Another change is to scrap the present income tax struc-

ture. The loopholes and shelters have allowed the rich to
abdicate the responsibility to pay their fair share. In its

place should be a flat 10 percent tax rate with no

loopholes, and a personal exemption of $4,000. With a fiat
rate, businesspeople could not be penalized for making
more money (possible productivity increases), and a family
of four would have exemptions totalling $16,000, thus
voiding most of the downtrodden 's tax responsibility.
Without the weight of taxes, minorities (in some part) can
better their lot without the degradation of welfare
payments.
To help minorities beyond the educational age, a revived

Civilian Conservation Corps type program and free day
care are essential to mobilize a dormant workforce. It is a
fact that the bridges, tunnels, roadways and dams in this
country are falling apart. A revived C.C.C. program could
revitalize the U.S. public works system, decrease welfare
payments, and give minorities a measure of esteem and
hope. This must be accompanied by free day care, because,
for those who are home caring for the children, day care
could free them to re-enter the workforce without the
draining of their (usually low) wages with the cost of
babysitters.

The greatest government lift should be given to the
young generation to make sure that racial inequality is

forever smashed. Education has proven to be the greatest
vehicle to economic advancement. Because of better
educational opportunities since the 1930's, 18 to 24-year-
old Puerto Rican-Americans earn wages that are three
percent higher than the national average, but 50-year-old
Peurto Ricans earn substantially less because of a lack of
education. Recent figures also show that black families
with a college educated husband and wife earn an average
of $2,000 more than white families with both spouses col-
lege educated. The problem is that few minorities fall into
this category. Bilingual teaching, college financial aid, an
affirmative action program of educators and employers to
actively recruit minorities, and a study of tuition vouchers
is the ticket to future equality.

This agenda will cost money. But it is about time we
started turning guns into plow shares. Martin Luther
King said on April 4, 1967, "A nation that continues year
after year to spend more money on military defense than
on programs of social uplift is approaching spiritual
death."

Dave McCarthy is a Collegian columnist.

A new vision for

the turbulent 80 's

The upcoming national elections on November 2 give
the beleagured Democratic party a chance to renew
itself and recapture lost opportunities. When

Ronald Reagan swept into office the hopes and dreams of
many die-hard liberals were washed away in a sea of con-
servative discontent. Famous and powerful liberal
democrats such as George McGovern and Birch Bayh
found their "safe" seats were not so safe. As President
Tleagan would declare in his battles for huge defense in-
crease and large tax cuts it was a "mandate from the peo-
ple." Neariy two years later this "mandate" has created
nine and one-half percent unemployment, record federal
deficits and a growing feeling of national discontent. The
numbers surrounding this years election. Democratic

John F. Hudson'
strategies in November, and the potential areas for
positive legislative actions can all be seen as cornerstones
for the rebuilding of the once-powerful Democratic party.
Before the election of 1980, the Democrats had enjoyed

a comfortable and stable majority in the Senate for almost
a quarter of a century. Alone with their majority in the
House of Representatives, the 1960's had been a time for
the passage of monumental civil rights, housing and other
socially-oriented governmental initiatives. November of
1980 found the party floundering under the weight of an
increasingly mediocre and unpopular president, thirteen
percent inflation rate, and the frustratingly unsolveable
Iranian hostage crisis. Latching onto these issues, Reagan
and the Republicans overwhelmed the weaker Democrats
and, for the first time since 1958, found themselves con-
trolling both the presidency and the Senate. The
Democrats saw their thirteen seat majority turned into a
10 seat deficit. The seats up for re-election this year in-

clude 19 Democrats, 13 Republicans and one independent.
Depending on the shape of the economy and exploitation
of key issues by Democratic candidates, the party of labor
and minorities stands to gain more seats, even regain its

majority.

One of candidate Reagan's favorite slogans during the
presidential election of two years ago was, "Ask yourself
whether or not you're better off than you were four years
ago." This rather simplistic, yet effective ploy, set in stark
terms the health and vitality of the United States in
November 1980. Specifically the economy, and its slug-
gishness of late, will be the one common issue running
throughout all Congressional campaigns.

^^

As one of President Reagan's chief polltakers observed,
"Economic recovery or recession is going to provide the
major focus for most of the campaigns this year." The ex-
ploitation of the dismal economy as an example of
Republican ineptness is essential if the Democrats hope to
recover lost power. The Republican lesson of 1980 must be
the Democratic recovery of 1982 if the party hopes to
shape the future of U.S. policy and recovery.
On a local level, the race between Barney Frank and

Margaret Heckler for the tenth Congressional district
seat, is being seen by many as a barometer of national at-
titudes toward President Reagan's national recovery pro-
gram. The two candidates, perhaps more than any other
pair around the country, are a study in contrasts, a classic
example of differing philosophies and ideologies. Frank,
voted last year by his congressional colleagues as
freshman legislator of the year, was one of the most con-
sistently vocal opponents of Reagan's economic programs.
Since his days in the Massachusetts House, Frank has
been an eloquent champion of traditionally liberal causes
such as abortion rights, defense cuts, and higher educa-
tion. In contrast to this. Heckler has voted down the line
with President Reagan. As loyal a Republican as they
come. Heckler finds herself as one of "Reagan's robots," a
select group of fiercely supportive Republican House
members. The hopes of millions of Democrats symbolically
rest on the shoulders of Frank and his success come
November.
Any loyal Democrat will tell you the setback in

November 1980 signaled the end of a powerful dynasty of
sorts which began with President Kennedy and his
message that "the torch has been passed" to a new
generation of leaders. In two short years the Republicans
have taken this "torch" and set fire to the social progress
of millions achieved under Democratically controlled
government. Realistically, mistakes were made by the
democratic architects of social reform. Yet more impor-
tantly advances in the areas of civil rights and other basic
areas of desperate human need became realities, no longer
the dreams of a martyr like Martin Luther King, or the vi-

sions of a leader such as Robert F. Kennedy.
The days of these leaders and others like them will never

return. A new vision, shaped by such future leaders as
Senator Paul Tsongas and Senator Gary Hart, must also
be given the chance to become reality, a new reality for the
turbulent, unpredictable 1980's
^ohn F. Hudson is a Collegian columnist.

Letters on page 1

2
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Dozens of twisters leave millions in damage
(AP) — Dozens of twisters tore through "Tornado

Alley," leaving more than $200 million in damage at an Air

Force base and crushing homes and businesses yesterday

in scattered communities from West Texas to Nebraska.
At least seven deaths were blamed on the storms in the

Plains states Tuesday and yesterday. Scores were injured.

Violent thunderstorms churning through the region

unleashed drenching rain that caused flash floods in come
areas and drop|>ed hail as big as baseballs.

The deaths included four people aboard a light plane that

crashed in a storm before dawn in a cotton field near

Idalou, Texas. Authorities say the plane may have flown

into a tornado.

"The wreckage itself is not really consistent with an
airplane crashing like that," said Don Stapleton, ad-

ministrator of the Lubbock County sheriffs office. "We're
looking at the possibility that maybe the plane flew into a

tornado or hit a tornado close to the ground."
A twister hit Altus Air Force Base in southwest

Oklahoma late Tuesday, severely damaging two giant C5A

cargo planes and killing two people in a mobile home in

nearby Friendship.

A 26-year-old nurse drowned early yesterday when her

car was swept off the road by flooding in Stillwater, Okla.

About 250 cars belonging to airmen at the Altus base
were destroyed along with the base service station. The
roofs were ripped off two barracks. An Air Force
spokesman said the two $80 mUlion cargo planes, the

largest in the Air Force fleet, might have to be scrappped.
He said the total damage was estimated at $220 million.

The National Weather Service said that in the 24 hours
ending at 7 a.m. yesterday, 11 tornadoes touched down in

Texas, nine in Oklahoma, three in Nebraska, one in

Kansas, one in New Mexico and one in California. In the

previous 24 hours, three hit Kansas, three touched down in

Minnesota, and Nebraska got two.

"And we expect to get more, basically in the same area,"

said Jeff Behrens of the weather seevice in Kansas City.

"This is the time of year you expect a lot of action."

One of yesterday's twisters hit Seminole, Texas, before

dawn, destroying four or five mobile homes and an
automobile parts tore in the West Texas town of 6,000
residents. A half dozen other mobile homes were damaged,
along with the county jail and Post Office. Sixteen people
were injured and 10 were admitted to hospitals.

Five other people were injured when another twister
overturned three mobile homes and destroyed a farm
house 23 mile south of Seminole near the New Mexico
border.

A third Texas tornado touched down at Coppell nor-
thwest of Dallas, damaging 14 houses and some mobilehomes.

At least 31 people were injured and 25 houses and mobile
homes were damaged when the tornado hit Friendship,
Okla., a town of 300 people about eight miles northeast of
Altus. Killed were 4-year-old Susan Michelle Cook and
Rhonda Price. 25.

Senior Appreciation Sale

Thank you UMass, Amherst, Smith,

1^ Hampshire and l\/lount Ho/yoke seniors

O for a great year, . .

In return we are giving you

10% OFF EVERYTHING
in our Amherst and Northampton stores

c

yf^
Sale Ends May 29

Cash or Charge Only - Proof of Graduation Required

2 FORI
NIGHT

All Vodka, Gin, Rum and
Whiskey drinks -

ALL NIGHT

Also: 3 Rocks - .95c

yLEMASQUE
(6% sulturcrted lime solution)

Dermatologist-Proven Acne Treatment

Introduced exclusively to dermatologists in 1981,
Vlemosque* Acne Treatment is now available
to you at pharmacies near your campus.

VIemasque is quite unique from the usual acne
medications...

1

2

3

4

First, you don? wear it around all day Apply
it at night (or in the morning) to face,
shoulders, neck or bock; wait just 20 minutes
while its pore-cleansing medicated actions
take effect, then simply wash or shower
it off. That's it.

Second, it doesn't sting and very rarely irri-

tates or reddens skin (why make matters
worse).

Third, it works—V^hen used as directed,
marked improvement is usually seen within

2 weeks.

Fourth, it's different from any other acne
treatment you may have tried. So, if you've
been less than satisfied with benzoyl per-
oxide gels and harsh scrubs...

Try VIemasque FREE.

Dermik Laboratories

A FREE (NO-OBUGATION) TRIAL-SIZE

SAMPLE OF VLEMASQUE IS AVAILABLE
AT ANY OF THESE PHARMACIES...

College Drug Store (Amherst)

Genovese Drug Store (Amherst)
Bran-Win Pharmacy (Northampton)

/.^<^

ALSO...
The coupon In this od is worth
$1.00toward the purchase of r ^^ j<^ r'
an economical 4 oz. jar Get ^^ r^.i^^'^
the full benefit of VIemasque ^ Cp dvP<^
and save! ^^ s5& ^S^ G^^p \
Offers available only ^ v.^^'^^^^^J^^
through June 30. 1982. / ^#^^^^^

^

.<^^

'9^

Inc Blue Bell, Pa 19422 ^

Thursday, Blay 18, 1982^

White
Collegian i5

By JENNIFER HARDY
Collegian Staff

Racism is defined as the practice of racial discrimination
imposed by one group to another group. Institutional
racism is practiced via major institutions in our society.

One form of institutionalized racism is practiced through
the radio media. There are 330 radio stations in the United
States which devote ail or a portion of their air time to
black programming. Blacks however own only about
twenty two of these stations. This is almost twice the black
ownership listed in 1970, compared to television where
blacks own nothing.

Black radio has a record of failing in servicing its

audience. News of interest to the black community,
generally goes unreported unless the white-owned wire
services pick it up first. Since most black stations are
unable to compete with major networks with in depth and
detailed coverage about world events, we can wonder why
these outlets have not developed black local news coverage
for themselves.

White owned black stations have their black "per-
sonalities" to come in. do the show and sign off. With the
social pressures of the sixties forcing reexaminiation of the
hiring practices, some stations discovered new methods to
operate the game of "nigger hide behind the door." Blacks
were given the opportunity to "train" for executive
positions. Titles such as "program director" were given to
switch board operators or clerks. Salary was not com

mensurate with the titles and the "directois" had no say in
decision making.

Conditions have somewhat changed for the better, but
niany stations continue to maintain the old traditions in the
hiring of black executives and in the decision making
process. There have been gains, some of them major in
character, but these have come about much too slowly and
painfully.

Black radio has more potential to liberate, educate and
be a socially responsible medium than any other form of
mass media. A new breed of black broadcasters has lately
increased the ranks of black ownership. But their outlook
and vision for the future of black broadcasters are at odds
with the exploiUtion and negative philosophy towards
change often encountered in the industry.

Social justice and economic progress viewed
By NORMAN HILL
Special to the Collegian

For decades the civil rights and labor movements have
argued for greater social justice and for safeguards which
could better protect workers from the recessions which
recur in any free enterprise economy. Such arguments
have been based upon a humanitarian impulse, upon the
view that all human beings are entitled to an adequate
standard of living and to the right to lead a dignified life.

Today, a mountain of evidence appears to suggest that
greater social justice, increased social spending by
government, job security, and greater protections for

workers, not only are morally laudable, but are good for

economic growth. Such is the evidence contained in a
critically important new book. Minding America's Business
(Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1982), co-authored by Robert
Reich, of Harvard University's Kennedy School of

Government, and Ira Magaziner, a consultant to business
and labor.

In essence, the book makes a persuasive argument for

adopting much of the agenda favored by organized labor
and civil rights movement. Through imaginative and
concise use of charts and statistics the authors document

the decline of the U.S. economy. In 1%0, the U.S. was first

in the world in terms of standard of living. Today, we are
no better than tenth, behind such countries as France,
Holland, Denmark. West Germany, Norway, and Belgium,
with Japan quickly approaching us and significantly
outpacing us in productivity increases and economic
growth.
What, ask Reich and Magaziner, do these countries have

in common? What policies have their governments and
industries adopted to achieve economic growth?
The evidence shows that those Western democracies

which outperform our economy have a higher, not lower,
degree of government spending on social expenditures
than does the U.S. In each of these countries there is a
higher degree of per capita social spending for such
programs as social security and unemployment insurance.
Workers in these countries receive on the average 4 to 5
weeks annual paid vacation (while U.S. workers average
2.5 weeks time off). In each of these countries there are
substantial government — and industry — financed health
insurance programs.
Job security also is one of the cornerstones of industrial

productivity. As Reich and Magaziner suggest: "It is

difficult to gain workers' commitment to a company if they
know that the company is not ultimately committed to

developing their careers." They assert, on the basis of
evidence from such countries as Sweden and Japan, that
"it is in a company's best interest to be concerned about the
career development of all employees, not just the few at
the top." In this regard, the authors argue, "it wouW not
only be more humane but also less costly to develop the
employees they have rather than bear the substantial cost
of employee disaffection and high worker turnover."

Significantly, Reich and Magaziner suggest that
government could promote job security by reimbursing
companies for keeping workers on the payroll or in training
during recessions.

Finally, the authors indicate that unionization is not an
obstacle to economic development. Rather, by creating
more decent work conditions unions help to spur
productivity. In countries which outperform the U.S.
economically, levels of unionization are from 50 percent
greater than ours (Japan) to 400 percent greater (Belgium
and Sweden).

Minding America's Business is a book which deserves
serious attention from labor and civil rights communities.
Its evidence flies in the face of President Reagan's supply-
side and free market pieties. Government is not the
problem. Rather, when it reflects the popular will, it is a
responsible and indeed essential part of the solution.

Buy one Bacon Double burgcr!
Cheeseburger & one jONv I

regular fry and any drink;

Get another Bacon Double
Cheeseburger FREE.

I

Please present this coupon before ordering. Limit one coupon
per customer. Not to be used with other coupons or offers.

Void where prohibited by law. This offer expires May 16, 1982
Good only at: RTE 9, HADLEY, MA

I
I
I

Tavist "With the Stone

CORNERSTONE
THE CHAXMPAXGME ROOM
TON IGHT ! ! ! ! ! Let's twist again!!

Cornerstone, J. King Concerts and Rock 102
present

THE ONE AND ONLY!
CHUBBY CHECKER

2 shows 8 pm Cr 11 pm
Tickets - $9.00 adv. $10.50 door

Belmont, Spfid, Faces, Amherst
Cornerstone Box Office

limited amount of tickets

632 Page Blvd. Spfid 736 8148
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Jury finds doctor innocent
of rape and attempted rape

Thursday, BCay 18, 1982

WAKM EMBRANCE — Dr. Arif Hussain, facing camera, receives a
hug from his brother Riaz Hussain after Dr. Hussain was found inno-
cent of charges of rape and indecent assault yesterday in Middlesex
Superior Court in Cambridge.

CAMKRIDGE ( AP) - Jurors deliberated
less than four hours before finding Dr. Arif
Hussain innocent yesterday of raping one
woman patient and trying to rape another
in their hospital beds.

"Great. Tremendous." said the 31 year-
old doctor after the verdicts were an-
nounced before Judge Andrew G. Meyer in

Middlesex Superior Court.
the trial lasted 26 days, and the jury of

eight men and four women deliberated over
two days.

"I'm totally exhausted. I think I deserve a
little rest," said Hussain.

I.-^ ^n unrelated case Hussain, a native of
Pakistan, was convicted with two other
doctors last year of raping a Cambridge
nurse after a party. He is free on bail
pending appeal to the state Supreme
Judicial Court.

Neither woman who accused him in the
just concluded case was in the courtroom

when the jurors returned the verdict.

One had accused him of raping her on
March 26, 1978, while she was a patient at

Wallham Hospital. The other accused him
of assault with intent to rape on Oct. 19,

1978, while she was a patient there. He was
acquitted on all three charges.

Hussain, an intern at the hospital at the
time, denied the charges when he took the
stand Monday in his own defense.
"Everybody agrees with my version of

what happened," he said. He contended the
woman who accused him of attempted rape
misunderstood what was happening during
a routine medical examination.

Jurors were not told of the rape con-
viction, but Hussain said he had been
concerned that the case would affect the
outcome of the second trial.

"There were moments when I had
anxiety. There was never any doubt in my
mind about my innocence," he said.

Collegian i?

WATCHING FOSTER TESTIMONY - Accused DresidTnH"-;
assailant John W. Hinckley Jr. watches the videotape testCny of actress Jodie Foster during his trial in Washington yesterday.

Hinckley leaves

watching Foster'
WASHINGTON (AP) - John W. Hin-

ckley Jr. remained impassive when his
father sobbed "I am the cause of John's
tragedy." but the presidential attacker
bolted from the courtroom yesterday upon
hearing actress Jodie Foster's videtaped
disclaimer of any relationship with him.

The younger Hinckley's own written
words said his unrequited love for the
actress led him to shoot President Reagan
last year.

Hinckley's father, John W. Hinckley Sr..
wept toward the end of his 3 'A hours of
testimony as he recalled how he told his son
he could not come home.
Burying his face in his hands, the father

sobbed: 'I am the cause of John's tragedy."
The defendant's mother was led weeping

from the courtroom. Young Hinckley, on
trial for shooting the president and three
other men, did not react visibly.

courtroom after

s taped testimony
Recalling his rejection of his son. the

elder Hinckley said. Tm sure that was the
greatest mistake of my life. We forced him
out at a time he just couldn't cope."
And. his voice now quavering, the father

added: "I wish to God I could trade places
with him right now."
He took out a handkerchief and buried his

face in it. U.S. District Judge Harrington
D. Parker dismissed the jury for lunch
early

.

The videotaped deposition given by Miss
Foster had been on the screen for 25
minutes when Hinckley, appearing pale,

suddenly rose from his seat and walked
rapidly out with four U.S. marshals just

behind.

The 26 year-old defendant said not a
word. The videotape showing continued
without him. He came back after it was
over, still pale.

.

35c Miller or Lite - 25c Hot Dogs

This Week
ROCK and ROLL

with

WAOY's Rock 102 Al Stoncr
No Cover Charge 9 til 1

Thursday

OLDIES

with

GREGG ADAMS
- DRINK SPECIAL

-

Ice Tea Lowenbrau
100 50C Drafts
No Cover Charge

Free T-Shirts Hats
9 til 1

Friday and Saturday

DISCO and ROCK
with

WAOY's Rock 102

D.J. Al Stoner
Dancing - 9 til 1 No Cover Charge

Shop Our SidEWAlk SaU
starts Wednesday/

A fantastic selection of
fashions, accessories Etjewelry

W - 75% OFF
Always a GREA T Sale

cash, check, MC, Visa, Am Express
All sales final.

16 Main Street Amherst

^^^^By

HUNGRY FOR A SALE?
VaUey Bicycles Limited, your gourmet bicycle

shop has just cooked up:

THE PU-PU PLATTER
1 K4 Kryptonite Lock
1 Zefal HP Pump
1 Water Bottle& Cage
1 pr. Toe Clips & Straps

Reg. Total 60.75

PU-PU PRICE 49.9S
You can't pu-pu prices like these

20 - 50% Off selected

Blouses - Skirts - Dresses

30% off selected Jewelry

30 - 50%
off many Gifts

MEI^CANTILC
AMHeJtST CARRIACC SHOTS

Open Daily 10 vm - 5:30 pm

32.95
14.95
5.90
6.95

Sandwiches • Cold Cuts
Bagels • Salads

HOURS:

MON.-THURS. 9 AM-8 PM

FRI.-SAT.

SUNDAY

In The Carriage Shops
Amherst, 549-6314

9AM-10PM

9AM-6 PM

'^/CYC\^'?

AUTNOmZED

OEALm
89 Main St. Amherst

(behind Valley Farms Dairy Store)

256-0880

WINBSH
LIQUORS

1

KEGS

Available

Anytime

SPECIALS

338 College Street

256-8433

Route 9 East

253-5384

W

Rolling Rock $3.99/i2 pack

Tuborg Light €r Dark $2.00/6 pack

Budweiser Cans $8.99/caae

Cossack Vodka $8.39/i.75 ntres

Bacardi Rum $7.49/iitrei

Fleischmann's Whiskey
$13.49/1.75 litre.!

Rmnite Wine,....^..,.. ...... ;;;$^^
"not responsible for typographical errors

"

SPECIAL

COMMUNITY FAIR
CELEBRATION

Everything Reduced 20%
(except items a/ready on sale)

* Extra 5% off for cash
Now through Saturday May 15th

^

hie
Member American

f^ Gem Society

aw
.

iou(l:k
Jeweler

26 Main Street, Amnerstd
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No dealers
First come, first served

One-of-a-icind

No rainciiecics

Car Stereo
Quan Description Compare at

3 AUDIOVOX100B AM in-dash Car Radio $ 69.95
4 SANYO 1002Under-dash8-track $129.95
3 EICO In-dash AM/FM8-track $ 3999
3 ROADSTAR 2747 In-dash AM/FM Cassette $1 1 9.95
4 CRAIG 611 In-dash AM/FM Cassette $149 99
1 SANYORD-10

$109.99
2 CRAIQ631 In-dash AM/FM Cassette $199.99

3 AUDIOVOX 605 In-dash AM/FM Cassette $159.99
4 JENSEN R200 In-dash AM/FM Cassette $129.99
4 ROADSTAR 2210 In-dash AM/FM Cassette $179.99
3 SANYO FT 418 In-dash AM/FM Cassette $179.99
2 AUDIOVOX ID-685 In-dash AM/FM Cassette

5-Dand equalizer ^^gg gg
3 TECHNICS RSM-205 Dolby Cassette $169 99
1 JVC KDD-2 Dolby Cassette $179 95
2 SANYO 1490-2 28watt

In-dash AM/FM Cassette $1 99 99
1 JVCKDA-11 Dolby Cassette $199^99
1 SONYTFX-11 2 motor Dolby Cassette $189.99
4 AKAICF-14 Dolby D/C Cassette $199'95

2 MARANT2 3020 2-speed Dolby Cassette $399 99
4 AKAI CSDT-33R Motor Reverse

Dolby Cassette j3gg gg
1 MARANTZ SD-9000 Computer Dolby Cassette$830.95

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

Now just

19.91

49.91

49.91

59.91

59.91

69.91

69.91

Receivers
Quan Description Compare at

$ 79.91

$ 89.91

$ 89.91

$ 99.91

$ 99.91

$109.91

$119.91

$129.91

$139.91

$139.91

$149.91

$199.91

$229.91

$498.91

Speaicers

1 TECHNICS 8011 30watt Amplifier $169.95
4 SCOTT 325 20watt Amplifier $1 79 95
4 AKAI AM-U03 38watt Amplifier $239.99
2 AKAI AT-K03 AM/FM Digital'tuner $239.99
2 TECKkIICS 104 20watt AM/FM Receiver $189.99
3 JVC R-IX 25watt Receiver * $240.95
3 AKAI R-21 28watt Digital AM/FM Receiver $229.99
2 SONY VX1 22watt Receiver $225.95
1 TECHNICS 303 40watt $299.99
2 ADVENT 300 Receivers $289.95
3 SONY VX3 35watt Receiver $260.99
1 PHASE LINEAR 2000 Stereo Pre-amplifier $399.95

1 JVC RS-33 40watt with Graphic Equalizer $345.95
2 MARANTZ 170 DC Power Amplifier $399.99
2 BOSE 550 Receiver $380.99
2 KOSS 4-DS Digital delay system with

built-in Amplifiers 3399 gg
1 TECHNICS 505 63watt Receiver $499.99
1 AKAI R50 62watt Receiver $49g gg
1 JVC RS-77 60watt with Graphic Equalizer $560.99
2 ADVENT 500 Sound Space Control Amplifier $799.99

Now just

$ 79.91

$109.91

$119.91

$129.91

$129.91

$139.91

$149.91

$159.91

$179.91

$179.91
$179.91

$179.91

$199.91

$199.91

$199.91

$249.91

$249.91

$249.91

$339.91

$399.91

Turntabies

12

6

12

12

8

12

BECKER 8 8" 2-way Speakers

SUPERSCOPE 208 8" Speakers

SUPERSCOPE 310 10" 3-way Speakers
BECKER 123 12" 3-way Speakers
BSR 883 Dual 8" Towers

SCOTT310 10" 3-way Speakers

$ 39.99

$ 69.99

$119.95

$ 99.99

$149.95

$149.95

QARRARD 630 Turntable

PHILIPS 212 Belt-drive turntable

QARRARD GT-12 Belt-drive turntable

BSR 2400 Belt-drive turntable

BSR Q-450 Turntable

1 GARRARD GT-1 4 Belt-drive turntable

6 AKAI V-110 Semi-automatic
Belt-drive turntable

1 MARANTZ 6025 Belt-drive turntable

2 MARANTZ 1200 Belt-drive turntable

1 AKAI B20 Semi-automatic
Belt-drive turntable

(As is)

$ 79.95

$189.95

$109.99

$109.99

$129.95

$129.95

$ 99.99

$109.99

$135.95

$

$

$

$

$

$

39.91

49.91

49.91

49.91

49.91

59.91

$ 59.91

$ 69.91

$ 69.91

I

^.K-uMveturniapie^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
j^29.g5 $ 69.91

TheSouiidCompiiiil
fr:i AMHERST

.
201 North Pleasant St., Amherst 256-0744 , T

^ - '* ONI Yl Mon., Tues., Wed. 11 to 7pm Iks^ I^ *" ^ • I't^^'^s. Pn. 11 to8pm. Sat. 10to5;00 1^^

to take Celtic's home advantage

CoJIggi^n 19

BOSTON (AP) - Andrew Toney scored
30 points and Caldwell Jones scored 10 of
his season high 22 in the fourth quarter as
the PhUadelphia 76ers evened the National
Basketball Association semifinal playoff
series at a game apiece with a 121-113
victory over the Boston Celtics last night
The triumph was an incredible tur-

naround after the 76ers lost Game ISundav
by 40 points. 121-81.

^

The third game of the best-of-seven
series wiU be Saturday afternoon in
Philadelphia.

Jones. ordinarUy a defensive-minded
center, scored most of his fourt* quarter
points on outside jumpers as he moved
outside to avoid the intimidating presence
of Boston center Robert Parish. The 7-foot
Parish was scoreless in the first half as he
played only 12 minutes because of foul
trouble but he scored 19 in the second half
The game was tied 20 times and there

were 24 lead changes, including 15 lead
changes and 11 ties in the third period when
the teams were like a pair of weary fighters
exchanging blows without being able to
deliver a knockout punch.
^Neither team led by more than two points

iSsVr'i
S'x consecutive points for a

105^100 lead with 5:49 remaining in the

Ph'irn K-^*'^"
"^"'^ ^>Kht straight

Philadelphia points in the next thfee

?rr' ^S r"^^'
^*'"'" P«'"ts apiece byParish and Nate Archibald, who led the

Celtics with 24 points.
Then Toney hit three straight baskets forme /bers for an insurmountable 119-111margm with 22 seconds remaining.
Seven Philadephians scored in double

hgures. including Toney and Jones. Julius
J^rving had 20. Maurice Cheeks 18, Darrvl
Dawkins 11. and Bobby Jones and Clint
Richardson 10 each.
For the Celtics. Larry Bird scored 18, but

only SIX came after a briUiant first period

pu ? Jl^":^^^
to Sunday's 40- point blowout.

i;hiladelphia never traUed by more than
five points in the first half of Game II, which
ended with the 76ers ahead 62-56.

Bird, who had 12 points and eight
rebounds in the first period, scored six in a
row to start a 12-2 Boston spurt that turned
an 18-13 deficit into a 25-20 lead with 3:51
left in the quarter.

valuable Coupon

^iS^^s^s^
AmliErst %tfcal^appt

%SAVE 2fj^®W'THTHIS^" ^^ COUPON
«l ANY COMPLETE P«R Of EYECUSSES OR SUHCUSSES

not to be used with other sale items

Offer Good
thru June 15th

195 N. Pleasant St.. Ariiherst
256-6403

170 University Drive. Amherst
253-5412

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

This combination is all natural,
aD comfortable and all right!

I

I

I

Grandfather Shirt
• loose fitting, off the shoulder
• short sleeve, band collar
• shirt tail hem
• 9 colors

$22.50

Drawstring Pants

Goodthings

For You,

Naturally!

^I.OOOFFl" " ^^ ^^ w/coupon

any

BACK PACK
In Stock

1 coupon par Hem

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11^
Locatad in tha Campus Cantar

'^UNIVERSITY
Coupon valid thru S/19/82 ^^gX'OJI?E *S^

THIS WeFk only"
LAST CHANCE TO

f AttrwooucTS
I

GUARANTECO J

50%-70%_
*"*?—"•"" fw** bMn man, ihu «., ^^k r

ITEM AND OtSCmmON

TRAVEL BAGS
•uoa. vouM

^5^f.^5Sgit"f5»«-A"ils:^»»^^.
.

.64.""
"^
20.00

• drawstring waist

• deep, front cargo pockets
• one length, you hem

• machine wash, no shrink

*men s and wometi s sizes

• 9 colors
• heavyweight or lightweightfahri

SHOULDER BAGS., SEVERAL COMPARTMENTS. UNI-SEX
LEATHER CRAFTED.

. .GREAT! 7(^95 23 OO
GARMENT BAGS.. IDEAL FOR MEN OR WOMEN m, qc oc ««o^.y^ 25.00
MAGIC BAGS. .FOLDS FROM TRAVEL BAG TO TOTE BAG 59.95 20.00
LEATHER WALLET.

. .GREAT GIFT IDEA ,, „.1J.95 5.00
DIGITAL PEN WATCH. .VERY UNIQUE

gi* 95
DIGITAL BUTANE LIGHTER.

. .SUPER GIFT' Uc ««*5.00 19 00
BACKGAMMON.. DELUX MODEL.. FELT LINING. . FULLY PADDED.

. 59. 00 15 00
UO PIECE SOCKET WRENCH SET. . INDUSTRIAL QUALITY 62.95 18 00
INDUSTRIAL PLIER SET ... MANY .. MANY USES ng\^ ^^\^
LUGGAGE.. SHOULDER BAGS. TOTE BAGS. .GYM BAGS

. .GARMENTS .. .SAVE - 70 «

$17.50

^ WORKER'S COOPERATIVE • 52 Main St.. Northampton • 586-5403

Sponsored by

Massachusetts
Karate Club

I

DATE:
Tue- Frj

May 11-14
TIME

ViOO - 3,00

LOCATION
Concourse
or Hatch

^IKLC T FR6m I AC lOKV PRfgCa
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The Massachusetts Daily Collegian nijrht jrraphics
department is now accepting: applications for the following
positions for the fall of 1982:

Typesetters — Proofreaders
Camera/Paste-up Technicians

Applications and information are available at the CoUequui. WW Campus
Center. Application deadline is May 17. 1982. Applicants must be full-time
I Ma:>s undervrraduate students.

I"hf (."olUvwii i.< .in nfual offxtrtuntty rm>>/i.yri

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is now accepting

J

applications for the following positions for the fall of 1982:
I Associate Manasnnp- FHitni-B a.« xt t:,^-.ysociate Managing Editors

py Editors

vout Technicians

>rarian

ivers

lining Coordinator
»t. Photo Editors (4) ^„„^. ^p„„8 «.aiior

lications and information are available at the Collegian, 113 Campus
r. Applicants must be full-time UMass undergraduate students

I Application deadline is May 17. 1982
"crgrdauaLe siuaents.

j

Assoc. News Editor

Assoc. Executive Editor
Assoc. Arts Editor

Assoc. Women's Editor

Assoc. Photo Editor (1)

Assoc. Production Manager
Assoc. Sports Editor

Thf Collegian u« an rtfual oppi^rtunity rmployrr.

SPRING FLING
1^0% off Oil Colifornio Wln«s

(corked, flfth-siz*d bottl«s)|

iO% off oil 1.75 L -sized

bottles of liquor

Thursdoy, Frldoy & Soturdoy only!

No checks occ*pt*d

C & C LIQUORS
Dehind the Police Station
For Off Compus Delivery

253-0091
Dependents of UMass

Students
Eligibl* UMass students may purchase theSummer Dependent Health Benefits Plan to
provide coverage for their spouse and/or
children for the period Mey 31st through
SeptiNTiber 5th. The Summer Dependent Health
Bef»efits Plan includes both the comprehensive
on-campui coverage described elsewhere andoff^mpus specialty or emergency services
authonzed by a University Health Service physi-
cian or participating specialist. The $64 fee mustbe paid by June 15th. To determine eligibility
and to obtain a more detailed description of theWan, contact the Supplemental Health Benefits
Plan Office at the University Health Services
Payments must be made at UHS cashier office
located ad|acent to the Pharmacy

• HOT-L WARREN •
4> ALL THE DEER %

**^ YOU CAN DRINK
""

(your choice ice cold domestic drafts)
with this ad and college ID

South Deerfield Center 666-8757
BAR DRINKS $1.00 ALWAYS
\H ^a

''a.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
• CIFAS UNIVERSITY •

"CLASSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH"

The University is located in Santo Dom.nqo
Dominican Republic Our Medical Program is tailored
after the traditional US Model of Medical Education
and IS fully accredited

OPENINGS AVAILABLE

Uur school IS listed in Vol 35. No 4 of the WHO
chronicle published by the World Health Organization

Home of the Best Oldies

Juke Box in the Valley

For More Informalion .ind Application Form pip.ise write to
CIFAS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

DEAN OF ADMISSIONS
12820 WVHITTIER BLVD

, SUlIt 30 • WHITTIER, CAIIF 9060;

Financial Aid Services sponsors

Summer Colleg^e Workstud
Purpose: Summer Jobs

Eligibility: l.) Financial Need
2.) Completed Financial Aid application*
3.) Retumingr in September or
4.) Graduatincr in Augrust and enrolled
half-time or more in summer school

Apply Now: Student Employment Office
239 A Whitmore

Deadline: Wednesday, May 19
Special Information Sessions:

Wednesday, May 19
Campus Center Rm 804>8

^_ . ^ 1 pm. 2 pm. 3 pm. 4 pm
Independent students must have verified independent status

Thuraday, Blay 18, 1982

**l .
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CLIP and SAVE
GRADUATION SPECIAL

FROM THE UNIVERSITY STORE
AND MINI STORE

PEPPER - THE WONDER DOG > Ther^Z^Z::^
after an expedition up the rocky mounts of the Sunderland woods.

Sl.OO TOWARDS /^\iL
^

THE PURCHASE OF ^ ^
I ANY UMASS IMPRINTEdV A

CLOTHING

$1.00 OFF ANY
UMASS IMPRINTED

CLOTHING

^Kr^
%XK1B.

SSL •. ^;a-

ONE COUPON PER ITEM VALID THROUGH 6-5-82

GRADUATION SPECIAL
FROM THE UNIVERSITY STORE

AND MINI STORE

Tickets on Sale CC Concourse M
i^^^-».-i?5?i21?:^^^ .

Guests 3.75 f

SUMNER
LANGUAGE
INSTITUTE

$1.00 TOWARDS
THE PURCHASE OF

;ANY UMASS IMPRINTED'
CLOTHING

$1.00 OFF ANY
UMASS IMPRINTED

CLOTHING

i^

IflrtLgiTOU^pjJE^^_^^^^_^^ .VALJD™R0Ug£^

1^^^,

"x

ON THE CAMPUS OF HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE
IN AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS

GRADUATION SPECIAL
FROM THE UNIVERSITY STORE

AND MINI STORE

LEARN A LANGUAGE IN A RELAXED &
STIMULATING INTERNATIONAL ATMOSPHERE!

A unique program offering 13 languages including English as a Second
Language which focuses on developing oral language skills and cross-

cultural awareness. Our experienced, professional instructors use

modern, creative teaching methods. Class size: 4-8 students; 5 class

hours daily. All ESL teachers have Master's degrees in the Teaching of
English as a Second Language.

tNCa.lSH KORKIGN LANGUAGES
June 14-July9$400 June 2l-.lulv 16 $400

July 19-Aug 27 $600 Aug 2-Aug 27 $400

Residential: $75/wk-single room; $57.50/wk-full meal plan (optional)

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE, ARABIC, MANDARIN
CHINESE, FRENCH, GERMAN, MODERN GREEK, HEBREW,
ITALIAN, JAPANESE, PORTUGUESE, RUSSIAN, SPANISH.

nBuiEnghnd LonguDge bstitiitB
25 Main Street, Northampton. MA 01060; (413)584-3956

$1.00 TOWARDS
THE PURCHASE OF

ANY UMASS IMPRINTED^
CLOTHING

$1.00 OFF ANY
UMASS IMPRINTED

CLOTHING

II

ONE COUPON PER ffHvT
Z^l^L^U

VALID THROUGH 6-5-82

Also valid in the Mini Store

Open
M-F9-5
Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

UmVERSITY
iSTORED
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Doonesbury
Drought to you

by Gorry Trudeou
ond the

Mossochusetts
Doily Collegion

Thursday, May 13, 1982

USEI
BOOK
SALE
Three Days

Only

Thurs-Sat
May 13-15

20% off

regular prices

on all books

Voltoy
Book Shop
Carriage Shops

Amherst
Mon-Sat 10:30-5:00
Sun 12:3(M:

549-6052

^jP"** I I I —
P*T#xtll# D»s?gn Students JX (Afro-Am Department)'|t f
f 5th Annual Sale
at the Community Fair Amherst Commons

I on Fri €r Sat May 14 & 15 10 am - 7 pm
f Original Designs on Throw Pillows

k
°

Home of the

Freshtastiks

Salad Bar

FRIDAY SPECIAL
Delicious

SHRIMP & FLOUNDER PLATTER
with

BEVERAGE & DESSERT

Just $3.99

Served with a choice of potato, texas
toast and all the salad, soup, rolls and
dessert you can eat from our famous
salad bar.

with over 50 items

Ddstor

THURSDAY
AH you can drink
$3. cover beer and 50c shots 9-1
36 E. Pleasant St., Amharst. MA 253-9286

Summer DoQrd«rs
Koppo Slymo

70 Duttarfi*ld tarroca
LOW RATES FOR SUMMER
On* fM for whol* tlu— ntenths
Aho - taking boordMt for this foil

MILLER,MILLER LITE
CCAFTS

Heartfelt

Leather

Mon-Sat 10-6

103 N. Pleasant

^ CCLBLE TKdJBLE

^KTDKE IT DCmir COST YOfI ANY
MOPE TO OO- FIIW^^^ ^ '^

Thurs.

" rusty nail
^^y 13 Friday,

MAX CREEK

/"I^Z^

Friday, iVIay 14

IM R B Q
Rt. 47, Sunderland. MA 665-493?

Thursday, May 13, 1982

DOONESBURY

r
KfcRfi '^
UHATAP^ACHOFA
Omi UXJKHOULUSH
ANPOom»(rAu.ve
Ol/TVOat.PlAmSARt.

'^. WMTA6MNPUfe

Iem THEM.

ZONKBR.

rp6ncAW'
THtN6TD

Bt/T ¥D(/RB NOT
A TEMPBHATB
ZONB: flAm.SAL
iOfONEVBR
MAKBrTOUT
THEFB.

by Garry Trudeau

iCollegjan 23

I

^ >WIU. ZONKER, BUTI'M
J05T50T/RSPOFUFBON
THe RUN, OF Be/N6 CON-
SmrLY MO/BPFROM fiOOM
TOROOM. B&NGFmEP/W
fia-PjnBP. rM amrNo too
-^OU?fiOR ALL THAT.

'5r-

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

FKAHm.

RtADVIO
SBTPOUN
SOMBROOrS,

lomNo,
SAL. IT'S

AJUH6LB
OUTTmie.

I

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

cp&ia>,4a^

THE UMASS ZONE

by M. Joyce

ACROSS
1 Contented sound
4 Promenade of old
8 List of players
'2 Spfieres
14 Hand or glass
15 Valletta's locale
16 Descended
17 Course or horse
18 Oo tailoring

19 Not stand on
cerennony

22 Salamander
23 Poetic preposition
24 Candy and

cookies
27 Harness part

29 In plain style
33 Uncoutfi
34 Special event
35 Angels or Indians
36 Manipulate
37 Artifices

38 de deux
39 Sand lances
41 Mispickel and the

like

42 Opt
44 Jenny
45 Public vehicle
46 Sounds from the

Corral

oSlHl loi Aa(t«n \\mn Siw«ku»

47 Famed boxing
champ

49 1003,toCato
50 Seldom
58 Row
59 Before ding
60 Assuage
61 Levies

62 Otherwise
63 Levitate

64 Follower of bob
66 Farmer's need
66 Pioneered

DOWN
1 Mine product
2 Shield border
3 Type of an-

nouncerriont, for

short

4 Vexatk}us
females

5 Eggs' accom-
paniment

6 Painful sound
7 Length x width
8 Vessel for cook-

ing

9 Horn or voice
10 Dither

11 Mountain lake

13 throw (near-

by)

15 Former filly

20 Fishing aids
21 Little bits

24 Carpentry need
25 More ironic

26 Kind of scout
21 First, second and

third

28 French islands

30 Peter of rhyme
31 Ordain
32 Spring sights

34 Venerable one
37 Symbol of spring
40 Confused
42 Oklahoma town
43 Dillydally

46 Scorched
48 Leached asti solu-

tions

49 Rectory
50 "I'm all "

51 Cruet
52 This: Sp.

53 Is beholden to
54 Stratagem
55 Greet
56 Abstract being
57 Requisite

UMDfRGMDU/)T£ STUDEa/TS;
Nil sons OF you/K TEAChtRS A%
INCOt^PETBNT AS 7HESS Peof>LS ?

BOT As WOlfTHLESS AS TH£Y ARE
00 THEY KEEP RECEIVING HUGE
AMOUNTS OF &AANr n^ONEy OUC TO
THE I^SEARCH PAPERS mT
THEi PUBLISH?

by Mark Rollins

GIKAOUATE STUDEf^l^

WHAT HAPPENED?

OATA /MrYDfAniyt

1 2 3

I

1

4 5 6 7 • 9 10 11

12 13 14

1
IS

16 17 11

19 20
1"

fe^^^^H22 ^^^H23 M
24 Zb 26 27 28

1

29 30 31 32

33 34 35

36 37 38

39 40

1
41

I
46

42 43

44 45

47 48 49 IPBI
50 51 52 53 54 55 S6 57

58

1

59

1

60

61 62 63

64 65 66

by Ethyl Octane

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
A M A S S R A Pis 1 E V A S
R 1 L L E 1 L L E L 1 V E
A N E A R F L AIM F R A N
BLI G V A L L E V T 1 N
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aau aaaa unii
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HOIPIAILIOINIGIC A Sis 1 Y
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_ muim asaoi san

1 N c EINISIEH c U P S^^l
L E 7f R PS 1 N N
L 1 R A sw A K S A K A
B L A T R 1 G 1 M A A T
it]"S T Oj okiudJ S.jjA YS

WEATHER
Partly sunny today.

High ranging from the 50s
along the coast, to around
70 in the western interior.

Fair tonight. Lows in the^

40s and low 50s. Variable
cloudiness tomorrow. High
again from the 50s along
the coast, to 70 over the
interior.

NEXT FALL
TAKE A

SEMESTER
IN THE

WILDERNESS
The rMabonal Outdoor Lpadership School oHers a 3% month
semester program designed to drvelop men and women proficientm the skiUs of hadurountry living and travel Comprised of five
mtensve expeditions, each in a different wilderness setting, the
*"«»ester includes:

Five weeks learning mountaineering and expedition
skilb in Wyoming's Wind River range

Two weeks learning technical rock climbing

Two weeks trekking the remote canyons and expir-
ing the pre-Columbian ruins of Southern Utah.

Two weeks investigating the subterranean world of
caving.

Two weeks ski louring and winter camping in
pristine alpine wilderrtess.

M QUAKTER-HOUKS OF COLLEGE CREDIT ARE AVAILABLE
FOR THE NOIS SEMESTER

For more information about the mort comprehensive program of
outdoor skills trainii^ avaibble. write:

NOLS Semester Program
The National Outdoor Leadership School, Dept. V^2
PO Box AA
l^mirt. Wyoming 82520

Or caO NOLS al (307) 332-«973.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce
Grilled Ham and
Cheese Sandwich

DINNER

BASICS LUNCH

Soybean, Com, Tomato
Casserole

Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER

Chicken Cutlet/Cranberry Cheese Spinach Strudel
bauce, Supreme Sauce Chicken Cutlet/Cranberry
Barbecued Spareribs Sauce, Supreme Sauce

Our engineering officers are planning and
designing tomorrow's weapon systems today.
Many are seeing their ideas and concepts
materialize. They have the finest, state-of-

the-art equipment to test their theories. The
working environment is conducive to research.

And Air Force experience is second to none.
You can be part of this dynamic team if you
have an engineering degree. Your first step
will be Officer Training S:hool. Help us shape
our future as we help you start yours. Be an
engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact
your Air Force recruiter at 413-557-3898,
Captain Kevin Reinert. Call Collect.

CABLE/VI
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedu

A freol way of W«

Across The Spectrum Video Today

10:30 -11:30 Board of Regents - Their
recent meeting in the
Campus Center

11:30 - 1:30 Un Pas Par Dela - Video
From that space between
time and reality

1:30- 2:00 Meatloaf sings like a bat
out of UMass
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TEXTBOOK ANNEX
THURSDAY THRU SATURDAY

MAY 20 THRU 22

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
MAY 24 THRU 28

9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
REQUIRED

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Cash ^ advance • 5 conselnl'l .t'

* °''""' " ' '' ^"° ^^^^ ^^'^ '° pubhcat.on day
I

S^consecut.ve days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

Collegian 25

A BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDIo"

Sonically Superior Audio. The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720

ATTENTION
FRUSTRATED GUITARIST

Robin Trower. Police style guitarist
wanted for competent trio format call if

you can be expressive, fill in spaces and not
be overstated the equipment has to be up
to par to pull this stuff off, pedals and
amplification is crucial call Mike Riff
256-6454 or Peter 586-51 16

AUDIO

Pay for June July rent get aJTr^^iSummer sublet 2 bdrm SouthwoSd Ad
nJr^ ^"^ ^^" °P^ tennis pool cabEgande^plots avail on bus rte bel^eentj

S?9iS"i'^.?T;i^' *° ^^' Day call Shari545-2152 Julie 549-4482 Leslie 549-6188
Another roommate needed in cottagewu. tor entire summer call Ann 6-1432

Philips Reel to Reel Tape Deck 450 new
asking 225 Steve 253-3470 or 549-5403

Portable cassette player - $20. Also
good Lloyd's stereo - $50. Graduatina Sr -

1

must sell. Call Val 546-1415.

EPI 120 Speakers good condition best of-
fer call Mitchell 256-6076

AUTO FOR SALE

78 Fairmont good cond. silver $3100

FOR RENT

74 Monte Carlo new radials, brakes etc
great condition $1500 or BO 256-0735

71 Volvo 146 station wagon automatic
excellent condition, CB, 367-2182 eves

'

Triumph Spitfire in mint cond. mags
AM/FM 8 track can be seen at Drake davs
asking $3500. 253-9379

VW Bug, lo miles, no rust, fantastic car
first $550 Paul 25&-e908

80 Datsun 510 Hatchback 5 speed 35 mpg
only 19,000 mi. -t- xtras call John in
Holyoke 1-532-5304

1968 Volvo Wagon, auto trans runs well
needs some work, must sell now 200 or BO
546-6416

73 Ford Ltd, rusty nut mechanically good
inspection valid till Oct. must sell $400 or
BO 549-5669

1973 Datsun 610 station wagon 4-speed
radials, snow tires, $850 call 549-6284

I??clf!!?'*i"'y
^"'""^ ^^000 or best offer

247-5431 after 5:00

AUTO WANTED - 4 WD
Reliable 4wd vehicle wanted July 7 to
July 28. Will pay $250 and provide Volvo for
substitute transportation. Dr. Gaev x2337
or 586-6354 ^^

BASS PLAYERS
Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 stnngs for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMSM

f^JUT"'
•"**'**' *"" °P^«°" 2 bedroom

townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 V4

^[^l^ggCarpeting, pool, tennis courts

Sunderland large 2 bedroom apts
avadable. June 1, fall option, on bus route

«^?aI "L° ^1"^ "^"'t'^s call Don or Eric
DOo-4101 after 4

1 bdrm apart Squire Village Sunderiand
a^lja^ June 1 Days: 665-2713 eves:

Room in Echo Hill for responsible femaleLow rent in exchange for sitting 9 yr old 11

§2-6552*'" P«^ o* summer. Fall option

Amherst Canter 2 bedrooms 120 each per
month availa June-Aug price heg 546-1006
Sublet with fall option one bedroom
J»]°7)or two ($315) five mins from campus

2 rms avail for summer Main St above
S^r^l!^"*^® ^o""® $120/mo/rm call John
546-9538 or Scip 54fr4967

yVhy take a chance on a waiting list?

ifo^^^w^^°°"^' Southwood apartment

4 badrm apt summer sublet w/fall op
rent negotiable call 253-5142 after 10
Puffton summer sublet fall option two
people needed in three bedrooms call Steve
256-0865 or Tom 256-6171

Summer sublet w/fall option one room
Northwood $108 per mo. August free call
253-2470

Sunderiand. 3 bdrms, 1 bath, not in com-
plex, quiet $270/month, available June 1

Call Jeff, 666-3900 after 5 PM "

One room apartment for rent downtown
Amherst starting June 1 256-6918

Delivered by professional Bellydancer

'^oL^T°^^ unusual gift. Call Theresa
253-5491

BRANDYWINE

FOR SALE

Summer sublet/fall option 2 females to
Share 1 bedroom of 2 bedrom $120/mo
June 1 call Sue 549-6738

CAPE COD
Need an easy-going female to share 3
oedroom house in W. Yannouth for sum-
mer. Pnme location. Maria 253-3329

CAPE COD RENTaT
People wanted for West Yarmouth sum-
mer rental. Carey 549-5958

CENTRAL/OH CONCERT MAY IB

Frisbee Freestyle Contest - bring your
frisbee & do it up! Prizes! C.A.C. will be
selling T-shirts!

CLASS II DRIVER
UMass Recycling Project needs a part
time flex-schedule driver. Start ASAP,
responsible for regular deliveries & vehicle

2^^^2®"^^- Contact Paul Layton
^^6;^618or Rm 306 SUB

C.P.R. RECERT

Mn'^'n'^.nXl^'y ^^ ^ ^^ S'9" "P outside Of
™!!ii07N or call 253-9233

CROQUET SET
Wented to rent for Saturday call Fri or
J>atjiTorning6^-4946

DREAM HOUSE

In^""^^
*"•"'»'" *0' »ummer, fall op-

^°"' °" "6 Sunderland. Roomy quiet
woodstoves garage 665-7912

ENTERTAINMENT

W?. ?!• y'^y ^^^^ - Finals are over at

„.™VJ^® ^'«sh is a party, with the music
o» Daiey Planet". Davis Student Center,
^. college ID reouired.

Bed for sale. Used 1 year $100 or BO call
Marsha 549-3994

Womens 10-speed Univega with
detachable front wheel for easy storage
Like new. Was $215. asking $175 call Joann
at 253-7386 or 256-0473

Furniture for sale: bed. dresser, etc. must
sell all! Debbie 256-8981

Hitachi Turntable HT-324 $75. BTC 202
$40 call Joe 6-7705 or 6-8357

Double bed $60, small refrigerator $40 and
nice solkf wood bureau $50 call 549-6531

Refrigerator 5 cubic good condition also
hot plate and toaster oven 6-7275

10 speed for sale Peugeot PN10 23" $300
or BO call Byron at 6-54S0

3Bmm Camera Ricoh 800QX special edi-
tion with Hannimex CX333 flash only $75
call 546^303

Conn Comet ft Yamaha QMS both ex-
cellent both best offer 666-7715

Yamaha Electric/Acoustic Guitar good
condition BO 6-7530 or 6-7093

5 cu ft refrigeretor brown, butcher block
top, used 1 semester BO around $115
549-5669

Zenith Color TV a year old, hardly used
13" set call evenings 546-1022

Luxurious living room set includes crush-
ed velour Castro convertable couch, mat-
ching loveseat & swivel chair, also kitchen
set and other items 256-6205

Guitar Yamaha FG-160 hard case, ac-
cessories. Good condition. $200. Alan
253-2842

Double bed maple frame $125 or best offer
256-0702

3 bureaus for sale $15 - $25 great condi-
tion call Dave 549-6802

lida Banjo w/case brand new must sell

$125. call 549-5917

FREE RENT

Live at Northwood Apts one month free

over the summer with fall option call now
-glad to hear from any and all call evenings

666-7181

FURNISHED APARTMENT
One bedroom Colonial Village rent
negotiable 256-6413

FURNITURE FOR SALE
We ve got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go. Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
93^5^t. Free delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED
Wilderness Trip Leaders needed. Spend
your summer climbing, canoeing and
backpacking while providing basic instruc-

*'°i?»*?.^
learfing trips for summer program

caH VVTIderness Bound in Connecticut (203)
2Z6-4221 for information.

Earn up to $600 or more each year
Beginning September for 1-3 years. Set
your own hours. Monthly payment for plac-
ing posters on campus. Bonus based on

SS-^^^l-08^'''''
'"'^''' '' ^«"-

Summer Jobs; National Marketing and
Business Management Firm interviewino
today in CCH Rm 502 at 1, 3, 5:30 & 730
Ave pay over $310/wk

Homemakers/ Health Aides needed for
summe and permanent positions. Training
program starting soon. For more informa-
tion call 586-3886 Homemakers Service of
hampshire County a United Way Agency
Assistant Head of Residence for Cance
house in S.W. sought for 82-83 academic
year. Applications available in S W Stu-
dent Affairs Office in Wash Tower Lobby
Applications should be returned to the
H.R.'s apt in J.A. Lower by Wed May 19 at
5 P.M.

HOME VIDEO

Odyssey with 7 game cartridges, excellent
condition 665-2840

HOUSE FOR RENT

4 bedroom house Northampton June or
Sept $475 plus utilities. Call 584-3428
Skibiski Realtors, no pets

Amherst - 4 bedrooms 2 baths, garage for

f2?i !^ P'"^ utilities. Skibiski Realtors
584-3428 no pets

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechenics Workshop. 28
hours including classroom theory & shop.
Limited enrollment 253-7967

LOST

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Please! Cell
546-7338

Keys at Hne Arts bus stop on 5/6 please
call 666-3034 between 5-7 PM can klentify

Lost green day pack at Southwest Con-
cert reward 549-6872 Wendy
Desperate lost red folder containing stats
quizzes call Diane 666-7137

Lost black nylon windbreaker "Nauset"
on front; #34 on left shoulder much sen-
timental value 546-4457

Mens gold necklace lost around soccer
field #1 sentimental value please call
546-7666

Gold chain with heart In Northeast Quad
on Sat. 5/8/82 reward call 6-5913

MANAGEMENT CLUB '

Generel Meeting a.id Elections: Thurs
May 13th 7:00-9:30 SBA Rm 4 attendance
mandatory - refreshments

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

I need a room for 1 July 13 • 31 546-5411

M^A'S'H

Get M»A»S»H ed: May 14th 6:30, 8:45,
11:00, Mahar Aud $1.00 adm

MOTORCYCLES

1978 Suzuki GS7S0 low mi excellent cond
$1995 or BO 253 -2874

1973 Honde 460 excellent condition must
sell fast 256-8970 nights 545-0197 days

1976 Honda 750, only 17,000 highway
miles. Well maintained, excellent condition.
Many extras. Graduating, need cash imm-
ed. $1290. or best offer. Priced to sell I Call
now 549-6802

MOVING

Student with truck will
anywhere call 665-3204

move you

MOVING SERVICES

Fast, dependable service. Local or within
50 miles. Reasonable rates. Call 549-3568

PERSONALS
To the Persons who took my wellet
from 2nd floor Kennedy Friday nite (5-7). I

hope you had a glorious nite on the town
with my $2. Now I would appreciate it if

you could return it to me some how. I don't
care about the cash, I just need my wallet
and its contents.

For you class of '82: Senior Day! Friday,
May 28th, 12-5 p.m. Metawampee Lawn
tickets on sale now C.C. Concoursel
THANKS TO ALL GRAYSON HOUSE
frSVS^"- "MEMBERS who helped make
1982 Grayson's best year on the hill. Your
Pres

Attention. Dwight Storage Room will be
cleaned by May 17. Any items not claimed
by then will be auctioned.

Hip Hop to Dwight - Watch out gids - theAG will sleaze into your lives - rumor has it

that he COMES alive during the wee hours
of the morning and likes to get down on it.

B.B. and Hank will miss him, but then
again, we always did like to share. He's
such a gigolo - give it to him baby.

Congratulations new sisters of AXO!
You're awesome! We love you I

Seniors: Open up an account at the UMass
Student Federal Credit Union, and become
eligiable for low cost loans for life See
Elizabeth Hammann at USFCU for details

Pi Sigma Alpha Elections - Thursday
May 13, Thompson 6th floor lounge. 6:00
attendance mandatory
Be a clown & win prizes! May 15 Cen-
tral/OH Concert

Seers Credit Card applications available
Thurs and Fri on CC Concourse 90%
chance - good way to establish credit - all
for no charge

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, papers, resumes. IBM
selectric. Scientific. Bilingual-
english/Spanish 256-6957

PSYCH MAJORS
Important Club Meeting election of
CUSP officers and nominations for best
teachers and TA's May 13th Thursday 4:00
Tobin 304

PUFFTON SUMMER SUBLET

1 large downstairs bedrom & bath in 3
bedroom apt furnished $110 mnth 275 Puff-
ton Village Brad 549-5981

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Chicago around 27th. I

travel light. Will share gas expenses and
driving. Please call Cris 546-8150

Ride wanted May 15 or 16 to UPenn or
Phila area call Shari 6-9672

Ride needed to Martha's Vineyard after
^^^J*^ob\em: heve lots of stuff call Bonnie
6-8621

ROOM AVAILABLE

Room in Cllffslde for lease fall option
$100 includes all available June 1st contact
Dave SU41 Tleeve messege will contact

ROOM WANTED
Female looking for room on Cape Hyan-
nis area - call lauri at 54&-4813

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apertment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

Brendywine 2 females needed to share
room starting Sept call 549-1813

2 roommates to share 1 room fall Brit-
tany 256-6205

One bedroom in two bedroom house call
any time 665-4621

One bedroom in four bedroom
eveilable 1 June with fall option $165 -»-

female only 549-6713 Marianne

2 non-smoking female roommates
wanted for Brit Man apt call 546-4717
Female roommate needed to share cot-
tage, South Yarmouth excellent location
call 665-2317 or 253-5309

One bedroom in three bedroom Puffton
apartment, June 1 $130. woman preferred
23 -t- years 549-5877 between 5 and 7 pm
Graduating in December? Quiet female
wanted to share Puffton apt next fall please



"^mm

-^>llruic>n,

call 549-5187

Puffton one bedroom available female
»130 starting September 549-0304 Rae
Roommates wanted for fall 82
aemester to share 2 bdr apt in Riverglade
apts total rent $300 call John at 256-8137
Wanted two roommates ntale/female to
ahare room in quiet Sunderland apt for
82-83 yr e6&^7709

Puffton two rooms in three bedroom

SS'SSS *^""* ^*^ '" °P*'°" ^^ evenings

Female for Puffton sumemr sublet 2 bdrmw» rt pool tennis rent negotiable 6-1471

FumMied room sunny apartment, sum-

Weat Yarmouth two males, excellent loca-
tion call 6-8001

Raeponsible female wanted to share
room • fall - Southwood 666-3536 evenings
Female seeks roommate to share living
accomadations for summer in Boston call
Margie 546-9783

3 roommates wanted - fall & spring 171A
Bnttany Manor esk for Steve @ 256-8573
Roommate to share Main St Apt sum-
rrw sublet with fall option call 256-8668
Two roommates to share bedroom in

rOiJr?'*"* »*^* '^^ P'"8 utilities) call Ed
6-6904 or Mike 6-6642

IkI.^ TlTi^J^' '» ^ •>^'^"' Puffton
cheap fall 82 Chuck S4»87BB

iJlf!!!!'*" 'T""**** to share apartment for
fall Bnttany Manor 546-5150

?iSn'J*''*'°».°'*
'^P** *""**• ""rfer

»100/month rent summer/fall option call
<Wt>-39Bo

Room available for female Colonial

32l%^o*^""'"'"0 P**®" *a" option Lucie
253-Z716

Roommate needed to share cottage
Provincet^ excellent location waterfront
call Carol 666-3963

Female to share bedroom in 2 bedroom
Southwood townhouse fall Mindy 546^17
Three housemates looking to share housem Amherst for fall 546-5630 546-4889
Looking for one female roommate to
^reBrittany Manor apt for fall call

ROOMMATE WANTED
AREA

MARLBORO

Female grad looking to share apt for June
tai 000-3065

SERVICES

Sn 'S&^ras
""* ^"^ ovemlte service.

SPACIOUS LIVING
AVAILABLE - FALL

Urge Sunderland Houee 3 baths, fur-
n«hed, storage space, sunporch, Hving
room 150/mo/person 23 singles, double
w/pnvate bath available ee&^4a03

SUBLET WITM FAU OPTION
lutiful spacious house boardering

Universitv roonw available 6/1. 7/1 grads
coupies preferred 549-6660

SUMMER SUBlif
Summer sublet w/fall option in 2
SJJtoo^ Colon Vill pool, 270 -^ call eves
253-7313

W/fall option 2 bdnn Southwood apts
Z5D-8824

2 bdrm apt in Brittany Manor w/faH option
a390 includes heer call 256-8244
Rooma for rent on Main St Amherst can

)C2. -^ campus everything iricl call
290-OZ22

H large epartment N. Amherst furnished
rf wanted, $100. Juno through August
female only 54»4123
Two bedroom comfortably furniahed
Pimton Village rent negotiable call Yet
&4»-o249

Brittany manor two bedroom furnished
apt rent negotiable call 253-5095
Summer sublet in 3 bedroom Puffton
village apartment, furnished, pool, air con-
ditioning, on bus route, price negotiable
caM Lynn at 549-6912, or call Scott at
&4e-/P42 don t miss out, call today l

Summer sub w/def fall opt 2 bdrm Cliff-
side apt $335/mo inc all util avail 6/1 call
after 6 666^3233

Summer sublet Fearing St 3 bedroms
$300 month Moira 549-5044 Janis 546-8369
Brittany Manor 2 bdnn, furnished ACnew carpet, on bus route 253-5240
Room in house with three other students.
Kitchen priv three miles to campus 145 mo
+ utilitis call 549-4187

Amherst 2 bedroom apt large, sunny 2
min from SBA 200 nwnth tel, elec 549-0106

Puffton 1 bdrm apt furnished, pool, ten-
nia, bus, rent negotiable 549-1014

4 bedroom everything included bus route
$147 or best offer 253-2247 fall option

1 or 2 bedroom apt Amherst Center no
phone stop by 246 Lincoln Ave rent neg
One bedroom in 3 bedroom apt 5 min
walk from csmpus One person. Summer
only. Call 253-7074

Presidential Apts females for 1 Y, bdmw
549-5808 reasonable

3 bdr 2 level apt Vi mile from campus best
offer call Jeff 6-9639, Mike 6-9638, Jamie
6-9703 or Jeff 6-9694

1 or 2 femalea wanted to share an apart-
ment in aiffskle includes utilities, pool.
tennis w/fall optwn Lisa 666-2578

Summer subteta - rooms available in
beautiful house near school and Amherst
Center call 54»^463

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
Lantern Ct Sund 215 per mo 666-3S02

COLONIAL VILLAGE sublet June 1 to
Aug 31 write and I'll call or drop by Marie
Marchese apartment 101 best offer bv
5/17/82 ^^ ^

One bdrm in two bdrm apt pool, AC, on
bus route call 253-3873 eves

Brandywine $250 month 2 bedrooms, on
bus rte, AC, pool 549-5416

Townehouse apartments N Amherst 2
bedrooms $90/mo June 1 with fall option
549-1076

^

We've got a three bedroom townhouse
apartment with your name on it. Take a
summer sublet with fall option for only $415
per month. Call us at 549-0747 right away

?,"• room efficiency furnished
$150.00/mo N Amherst utilities included
non smoker Ann 549-4036

Sublet w/fall option V, Triangle St 500
nrwnth call Bob 549-5799

FREE CASE OF BEER RIVERGLADE fur
nished 3 bedroom townhouse 1 % baths air
pool rent negotiable 253-7009

Pay June. July get Aug Free 2 bdnn
„ !ll!!'^Si*P* furnished pool, tennis inc

call 256-6225

Boston - South End unique floor through
2 bedroom in Union Pk area, DW. moderri
kitchen 12 ft ceilings, sunny. Prof male
seeks same for June 1 Rent $267 includes
all (617) 267-9095 (evenings)

2 br rolling Green apt full fum. AC, pool
utilities inc. On bus route, call 256-8006
Dave or Bill

Summer sublet pool, AC. bus. 2 bdnn
SouthAmherst rent $300 negotiable
256-8137

2 bedroom apt in Rolling Greenlll Utilities
included price neg. Good deal - Don't pass
rt up! 546-9824 keep trying

S*S!l?S?o".**^^'"* *^ bedroom furnish-
ed 549-5618 keep trying

Summer sublet 2 bedroom townehouse
apt fall option for 2 people 54»4788
3 bedroom partially fumised townhouse
agi^wit ck>se to campus rent negotiable

Really nice 4 bedroom houee on bus rte

c "SJ*L^ y"'** P«^ •«*/"" -^ utilities
Sue 549-5044 or John 546-9710

Femele roommate wanted for summer
fif'^,^"® ^®"* negotiable call after 3:M
540-7105

Summer w/fall option 4 bedrooms. 1 %
baths, u(wttifs^iding glass doors, extrasll
$147 mo 254-6287

Seek woman for 1 opening in Puffton
own room cheap summer rent 549-4778
w/fa ll option

Sublet with fall option Y, houae 163-1
Tnangie St 500 month call Bob 549-5799

SUMMER SUBLET - FALL OPTION

.Thursday, May 13, 1982

Au8 will negofiste'
terms available immediately Paul or Bill
665-4391

Southwood Apt Summer sublet oniy~2
bdrm furnished with AC, pool, on bus route
rent negotiable call after 5 PM 253-7123
Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom, pool.
AC, cable, available June 1 $235 VERY
NEGOTIABLE call 546-5029 or 546-5024

Townhouae 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond
summer sublet cheap on bus route nights
Doug 549-1256 ^
Partially funiahed apt w/fall option in
Sunderiand on bus rte call after 8 666-^^946
Summer aublet 2 or 3 bdnns in Puffton
apt rent negotiable call Dm 5490127 or
Holly 54fr«64

4 bedrm apt Swiaa Village 147$ each
utilities included on bus route pertly fur-
n^ied available June 1st with fall option III
256-6103

One bedroom available immediately in
South Amherst apartment summer and /or
fall option call 546-7028 Gail

Summer aublet townhouse apt furnished
l^^room rent negotiable 546-9616 or

Brandywine apts Summer sublet with
possible fall option. One male roommate to
live in co-ed apt. $1.10/month plus elec-
tncity. call 546-4141

Southwood 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apartment includes spotlight 253-9235 .

Townhouae 3 bedroom apt fully furnished
rent negotiable call 549-5968

Summer aublet 2 bdrm Southwood apt
rent negotiable call 253-9083

Brandywine 2 bedrooma furnished AC
pool rent negotiable 549-0425

Excellent Cond. 4 Bedrni apt w/extras.
Her>t for summer sublet negotiable w/fall
option-call 256^469

1 bedroom apt Squire Village Fall optkjn
Rent negotiable call 666-7589

incluoea cad AJ-/430 keep trying iriio-

for M.W. with your name and number We
will sublet entire apartment or separate
rooms

2 bedrooms In 4 bedroom apartment $147
each, includes all utilities Available June
first with possible fall option call Diane orPam at 256^101 after 8 p.m.
Puffton two rooms in three bedroom sum-mer only rent negotiable call Ann 549-6898
Bob 546-6106

«-~-^«w!7.

Spacious 2 bedroom houae share w7
working female 1 mile to campus, yard fur-pjh^^bus route $180 month negot.

"?*!?.* bedrooma available for aummerw/fmn option utilHiea Included rent
negotiable 2B3-eB37

To Sublet furnished 3 room apt in Belcher-
town $136/month 323-5018

Downtown Amherst Large 1 -bedroom

fJ^IT^^ i"."* ^ ' '^"O 31 $250-300 month
includes utilities John or Gaie 253-3443

tm^Ht"^^**^*" ^ P*^"» ^O' bedroom in2^^'^^tment on bus route 75 plus

Cheap Reeort Uving in southwood AC
ESS: S^? *'°"'^' "* '>«*'oom8 on bus
route $300/mon call 546-5496 or 5464975
^Ire Village summeniublet w/faH optionW&-Z515 rent negotiable
Riverglade

Surnmer aublet w/fall option 3 bedrooms

2i «i!^°^8''*
'^"'"^ ""'^ '"^•"<*-

Beautlful, sunny, two bedroom apt for
sublet June let - Aug 31st in Rolling GreenMaximum rent $300 per month, air condandlu^nous pool included call Annemarie

Towriehouae 3 bedroom bus stops atdoor 1 month free 549-4156
For aummer Northampton, four bedroom
turnished house near Look Park
$375/month 546-5180

Summer aublet with fall option 4
bedrooms 1 )4 bath, top floor, sliding glass
doors with deck, ail utilities included $147
per person/month call 253-5921
Sunrimer aublet 1 bdrm Puffton partiallyfumwhed call after 6 PM 549-5996

Ir.'L*^'??'",*""* '" florgeous Amherst

!rtr$i^'2g:£??*^—- »>-

min to
Presidential aummer aublet 4
Grad Twr $275 call 549-1700

Room available Cllffaide utilities inc pool

$100 call Beth 666-7582

% aummer rent free - sumnw sublet fall
option Southwood 256-0470

?"• bedroom Colonial
140 -»- /month 2566086

Village

.- --r_ 3 bedroom apt
negotiable 256<»17 or 2S3-5487

rent

3 bedroom In Puffton furnished AC rant
nagotiable call 549-4041 anvti>ne
AHthe comforta of home - one unfur-
ntahed bedroom available in a luxurious twob«droom apartment in Sundertand'sTdusive Northwood comptex. All tiiis for the

SL^?r°!. t^ ^""''^ sum^ In*

Summer aublet large br
$110 call 253-3949

in Puffton apt

4 bdrm $147 per mo all util 253-7278
Brandywine 2 femak» to share room in 2
t)edroom apt furn $140 ea & elec 549^0425
Squire Villag. 2 bedroom 2 beth pool AC
fall option 666-3065

Northampton of town 4-. tf>e center
bedroom house 586-5987

?.J1**^'*^*?'
•*"*"" "P*« ^^*^ converted

factory close to bus/town. Reasonable
pnce utilities inci 253-7486 256-8323

3 rm apt located between Amherst Center
and cmpus, space for pariting garden etc

"^^u- L^"^^ °' negotiable, includes
u ilities 253-791 1 or 545-2256 ex 29 Laurie or
Alison

Privete single room available after finals
quiet house very close to campus on No
rSi^o^Ji-P"''? "2"^ *" °P^'°" negotiable
call 549-5917 ask about Paul's roorn
We heve e 2 bdrm ept In Brandywine
that we would like to swap for a 1 bdrm in

IS.'lOSo''"'
°' ''"^**°" (preferably)

One room in private house across from
Puffton w/fall option $90 mo 549-5917
Brittany Manor apt perfecTl^^^diti^n
across street from bus stop call now whiu
still available call 253-5196

2L';i"r'K**^'****'" '" 3 bedroom houaeSouth Amherst on two bus routes fall op-tion $140 negotiable 2560809
2bedroom Puffton furnishi^T^t
negotiable summer only 549-6033
Brittany Manor 1 bedroom in furnished 2^oom apt sublet w/fall option $180 mo

Amh^'" ^^S?^^^^~^^'"«"t center of

^S5SJanZ:Dl^a'"" ''''''" ^'

J^rS^** AptliiiiTTumished on busroute 80 per montji^us utilities 549-6564

?.m^****'L?°T "P* nMr Amheret Center^mr^uWet for only $150 mo or best offe

Inexpenahre large one bedroom apt Col-
onial Village sublet/fall option 253-9246
Squire Village large 2 bedroom

SX'r^l^yiT" '""^ "^^"' "^'"^

5 bedroom N Amherst fall option garage
garden bus hne negotiable 549-4001
Great location 7 min walk to campus sum-
mer onhr bedroom in 3 bedroom house
o4»-5oo0

Pay June-July, get August freel furnish-
ed efficency Belchertown on bus route

32?5i!S"*^
* electricity w/faH optiori

Prealdentlal: summer sublet only. 2

SS???-^^^ 'JSZ!'°^ campus $210 month
253-3176 256-0873

Furniahed 2 bedroom townehouee sum-

gJJ^
onhr 40% off rent 546-9796 546-9807

TRAVEL
Terrific June trip to Bermuda for $408 in-
cludes everything - for info call 256-6941

TYPINQ/EDITING

Efficient quick confidential 549-5727
resumes, cover letters, research papers

TYPING SERVICES
Freetance typing, editing, tape transcrib-
ing. Reasonable rates, top skills. Profes-
sjgia^executive secretary. Amherst Center

WANTED

TO SUBLET

Summer 3 rooms in modem house on bus
1^/® ^ !P'" ^••^ to Amherst Center
130/month + 2560039

hSS?" I'V*^"*^ Sunny room in house

.;TJ°A"'^®"'^ ^®"ter heat and hot water
'ncluded Call Dave or Mari< at 253-5475
FALL OPTION Room for summer sublet
with fall option. Cool spacious room. Pooland tennis court rights. Across from bus
stop. Call Doug or Mike at 2566670 nites

A/J^'iTr
^

J^**'®"'"' ^ ^ bath, duplex,A/C dishwesher. disposal, June 1-Aug 29
$aO/month or best offer. 6-7423, 6-7430,
0-/494, call anytime

lI^p'JEf^!'^^ ".°/'"° P^X ^•""» bus
linee66-4232 fall option

imh'S^f^'« ^^^' '^ ^•"^ °" '^•'".

4 bedroom epertment $125 or best offerpar person all utilities included. Fan option

18 yeer old German student needs ex-
change family for short stay starting May
14th please call Christian 549-0676

WANTED TO BUY
Highest caah prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,
25 No. PkMisant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
Puffton 3 bdrm summer w/fall option Ron
or Keith 546-4669

Female needa a room for aummer on
Marthas Vineyard call 546-6257 ask for Tare
3/4 bedroom house/apartment needed

2B3-7B9'
°' "•' campus eves

MELPI Wanted 3 bedroom apt for fall and
or summer call 546^678 or 253-5622 even-
ings

WET SUITS

!i?- J''^?.."^.**"
•*"•" •"<* medium

5J2L i 1"." °' ^''"P ^V ^01 Colonial

5/l1S82
"^-'chese best offer by

Thursday, May 13, 1982

,

Psst, heard about
the NHL playoffs?
(AP) —Psst. Hey. buddy ... over here.
Yeah, you. pal ... look over here.
While youVe been busy worrying about Dr. J and

Boston s Big Bird and wondering whether Ivan Lendl is the
best tennis player in the world, and whether the Raiders
should play in Oakland or Oshkosh ... while you've been
debating aU of those crucial matters, the National Hockey
League has been deciding its championship
What's that? You hadn't noticed? Well don't worry about

it . You ve got plenty of company

.

Hockey has succeeded in turning its No.l attraction, the
Stanley Cup finals, into an afterthought with an
outrageous playoff system.
Here are the Vancouver Canucks, who qualified for this

tournament by wmning three games less than they lost
during the 80-game regular season, playing for the
prestigious old mug.
On pure hockey talent, they've got as much chance of

matching up with the two-time defending champion New
York Islanders as the Flin Flon Bombers.
So to compensate, the Canucks revert to clutch and

grab hockey, turning what should be the game's showcase
into mugging on ice.

They are grinders, these Canucks, tugging and tackling
their way up and down the ice. But here they are playing
for the Stanley Cup. qualified to do so after a 30-33-17
regular season record. 10th best in the league and a fat 41
points behind the Islanders in the overall standings.
No wonder nobody seems to care.
The World Series is reserved for the best two teams in

baseball. The Super Bowl showcase belongs to pro foot-
ball's best. And the same is true of the National Basketball
Association. That's because those leagues make something
meaningful of the regular season.
But in the NHL. the regular season is nothing more than

a warmup for the playoffs. They eliminate five of 21 teams
over the 80-game grind, meaning that reaching the
playoffs is no great accomplishment anymore. Missing
them is harder than making them when 79 percent of the
teams qualify before the first puck is dropped.

Starting with the premise that everybody will be in the
playoffs, or at least almost everybody, the NHL then
compounds the misdemeanor by making no provision to
protect regular season division winners in the early rounds
of the playoffs. Certainly, finishing first in the 80-game
grind ought to be worth something. But instead of a bye in
the first round to keep the big guys playing, the NHL
hangs them out there right from the start.
So long to Edmonton and its goal-scoring machine.

Wayne Gretzky. Au revoir. Montreal; bye-bye. Minnesota.
Three division champions were gone in the first round.
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Auerbach to receive degree
RncTrkKi I Ar%\ ......BOSTON (AP) - Red Auerbach. president and general

SfulfiLh >,'t"''"^''''"P'«" ^«^^" Celtics. stiU

aJ^r%^a'T''^l
of Massachusetts-Boston campus wUl be

D^ctnrTfH ^'^''r*'
'"'^ '^'"^ ""'^'^ people honorary

rnmr^'n
""^^ ^^"^" ^^^''^^^ «^ ^^e University's 14th

TnZ::7;:L7:r' '""^ '• --^^^-^^^ '''''^^

recenfSvrer"^ '^ '' ' '''''''''" ^'^''^^' ^'^ ^ «

Auerbach said that when he graduated from George

SucaUo^'"
"""'''^' '^ "^"^^^ ^« ^«^»^ physical

But he coached high school basketbaU instead and lost a

couple of championships - always in the final minutes.
I learned about losing early. Winning's a lot better." he

said.

The award will be his second honorary degree since one
he received from FrankUn Pierce College in Rindge. N.H.

ou'^"!''?^*'.'^
* C^'^'*=^ ^^''« scheduled to host the

I hiladelphia 76ers in game No. 2 of the best-of-seven
National Basketball Association playoffs last night.

Auerbach led the Celtics to an unparalleled 14 world
championships during 31 seasons as coach, manager and
front-office official. Eleven championships came in 13
seasons.

The Brooklyn, N.Y., native is the only coach in NBA
history with more than 1,000 victories.

RIP GTIPir D »:>
(oller«D photo by Rick Valdivia

Attention All Dormitory Residents
Important Housing Contract Information

Please Read Carefully

All students who are planning to live in residence halls during the Fall
Semester 1982, must sign a Housing Contract card BEFORE leavinq
campus.

Housing Contracts and Contract Cards will be mailed to your present
dormitory address on Thursday, May 13, 1982. YOU MUST SIGN
THE HOUSING CONTRACT CARD AND RETURN IT TO THE
HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE NO LATER THAN THURS-
DAY, MAY 27, 1982.

Anyone who fails to properly sign and return the Housing Contract
Card as instructed, by the due date of May 27, 1982 will lose their

housing assignment for Fall Semester 1982. Thank you.
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UMass loses 'battle ofAmherst
iThuraday, May 18, 1982

Hughes, Harris
and Pettingill
save Amherst
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

It was not a game that will go down as
one of the most memorable games in the
history of the University of Massachusetts
baseball, that much is certain.
But. Amherst College's 10-1 dismanthng

of the University of Massachusetts before a
partisan Minuteman contingent at Earl
Lorden field yesterday may certainly
qualify for sp^ial recognition in Amherst
College baseball annals.

Amherst rode a fine pitching per
formance by freshman Steve Harris and
junior reliever John Pettingill and the
power of rightfielder Jeff Hughes to drop
the Mmutemen's redcord to 12-20-1 overall.

Harris was flirting with a no-hitter until
UMass shortstop Bruce Emerson touched
Hams for a solo homer with two out in the
fifth to bring the Minutemen as close as
they would come at 5 1.

After walking two straight in the sixth
Lord Jeff coach Bill Thurston brought on
Pettingill who caught Jack Perry looking
and mduced Warren McReedie to hit into a
double play to kUl what would be the last
Minuteman threat of the day.
"They outplayed us." said UMass coach

Dick Bergquist. "Id have to say that today

TURNING THE DOUBLE PLAY - Dean Bennelt ro^^^roTrstr;
double play attempt during yesterday's loss to Amherst College.

they were the better team but on another
day I might not say that."
Hughes suppUed most of the fireworks in

this game. He smashed a two run homer off
UMass starter and losing pitcher Tony
Presnal to give Amherst a quick 2-0 lead in

the first inning and then took UMass
reliever Bruce Emerson over the right field
fence to give Amherst a 6-1 lead in the
'seventh.

Pitching ahs been the main problem for
the Minutemen all season and it was
painfully blatant yesterday afternoon. The
Minutemen managed only two hits over the
nine inning mute while Amherst cranked
out 14 hits off three UMass pitchers.

Presnal escaped a fourth inning bases
loaded situation by picking off big Larry
DeRespino at second base but. was not as
fortunate in the fifth.

Presnal was the victim of tough ground
ball plays that the Minutemen just couldn't
come up with. Firstbasemen Mcfleddie
had two tough chances, one deflecting off
his chest as Mike Lavery scored giving
Amherst a 4-0 lead. The fumbling antics
ensued and Amherst was enjoying a 5-0
lead after five innings.

After Hughes homer In the seventh the
Minute^men never seriously threatened as
the usual Minuteman offensive firepower
was non-existent.

The Minutemen won't get a break from
outstanding pitching when they face
Springfield College's John Morrisy Friday
night in Holvoke in the season finale.

"He's a great pitcher." said Bergquist.
"He throws 89 mph consistently and he will
be drafted (by the pros) so it should be
interesting."

Steve Cramer, Vin Todd, and Adam
Grossman will split the pitching chores for
the Minutemen Friday. Game time is 7:30.

The University of Massachusetts women's tennis team
will begin competition today in the Eastern Cham-
pionships.

^.f®w hoop recruit, this one's named CarterBy JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

Tom McLaughlin picked up another new
piece to the Minutemen basketball puzzle
earlier this week.

This piece stands 6'5", weighs 185 pounds
and goes by the name of Darryl Carter.

Darryl Carter? Why does that name
sound vaguely famihar?

Well sports fans, it probably sounds
familiar because there already is someone
named Carter who is associated with
basketball. He's Reggie Carter of the New
York K nicks. Reggie is Darryl's brother.

That's great." some people will say of
the new recruit. "If he's the brother of
Reggie Carter he's probably good."

However, there will also be skeptics who
will say that having a brother in the pros
doesn't mean a thing.

In a sense, both viewpoints are right
because even though athletic ability may
not necessarily be hereditary Reggie
Carter's brother certainly sounds good.

Carter (Darryl. that is) wiU be coming to
e University of Massachusetts after

playing for a team that finished its season
this year as the tenth ranked high school

basketball team in the nation, Lutheran New York St5.t» t«....«» a j
High School in Long Island ^ \t

Tourney and received
^ isiana. several other post season honors including

Lutheran posted a 20-6 record this year participating in the prestigious Newsday
^'^ won the New York State Class C

'"•'»'"';'• »-'-J -* 'i-- '^' " •

the

and

Championship.

The new recruit averaged 15 points and
ten rebounds a game. In a semifinal round
game of the N.Y. State Championship
against Tolentine High School. Carter
scored 22 points and hit a 20 foot jump shot
with two seconds left to win the game.
Tolentine was. at that time, considered the
number two team in the United States.

Women row at nationals
Carter was named All-Long Island. All- hopefully.

Classic held at the Nassau Coliseum.
McLaughlin, who should be more than

pleased with his recruitment success this
season, is constructing a complete team for
the Minutemen and is very happy with
Carter's choice of schools.

"Darryl will be a fine addition to our
team." McLaughlin said. "He is a very
talented athlete who does all of the little
things well."

He is also another piece in the puzzle.

By ELLEN HASKINS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's crew team highlighted a late
season surge by capturing a bronze medal
m the Dad Vail National Regatta last
weekend in Philadelphia.
Of the 22 varsity competitors there, the

University of Western OnUrio was the
victor and the United States Naval
Academy earned the silver medal.

Despite equipment breakage in the 2000
meter quarterfinal, the oarswomen rowed
strongly to qualify for the semifinals. In this
race, with competiton provided by USNA.
Western Ontario and Mount Holyoke
College. UMass rowed a smooth and
powerful race to capture third place and a
lane in the finals.

In the finals, the last race of the season
for UMass. Western Ontario came off the
start with a boatlength lead. USNA and
UMass were even for second place and
Trinity College trailed by half a boatlength
in third. Georgetown University and
Williams CoUege were contending for
fourth place.

At the 1000-meter mark, the Naval

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

PROVIDENCE, R.I. - The Beantown
Women's Rugby club did a turnaround on a
16-0 loss one week ago, and hammered the
University of Massachusetts/Smith College
R(«foy club, 48^, at the New England

Academy moved ahead of UMass and
Trinity began to move on the home crew.
With less than 100 meters to go. the third-
place position was undetermined, with
UMass and Trinity dead even.
According to UMass coach Barbara

Roche. UMass coxswain Ann Macdonald
then ordered the crew to increase the
cadence (number of strokes per minute) by
two strokes in a final effort, and the UMass
crew captured third place in the last 10
strokes of the race.

Western Ontario won the title with the
time of 6:55, USNA crossed next in 700
UMass followed with a 7:03. Trinity placed
fourth with a 7:03.9. Williams placed fifth
and Georgetown finished sixth.
"The women rowed at a higher than

normal cadence and settled very strong,"
said Roche, "But the real reason why they
beat Trinity is because they were more
determined.

"

The novice crew rowed strong pre final
races which earned them a lane in the final.
The strong competition and pressure of the
finals were overwhelming for the novices.
said Roche. The novices fared well!
however, placing fifth out of a field of 20
boats.

.«^'

tourney
Union Rugby Tournament last weekend
UMass/Smith had defeated the Hartford

Wild Roses, 18-0. in the first game, before
falling to the team they had beaten the
week before in Boston.
Beantown later went on to win the tour

nament; it waa the defending champion.
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Results of fast
being disputed
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

The recently released results of the 1982 Fast for a
World Harvest held last month at all University of
Massachusetts Dining Commons were "extremely
disappointing." according to its sponsor, the UMass
Hunger Task Force, which is disputing the D.C. records
that show a nearly 80 percent reduction in student par-
ticipation from previous years.
Under the annual program set up by the Task Force in

agreement with the D.C.s. students who notified a cashier
the week prior to the fast and then skipped that evening's

?!»* r°"^*^
''^^^ ^^^ "^^^ °^ ^^^^ <^»""^'" donated to OX-FAM International, an organization which distributes food

to needy persons worldwide.
According to the computer printout from the D.C. 442

board-plan students signed up for the AprU 15 fast in order
that the cost of their meal be donated to combat world
hunger. Of these persons, according to another printout.
392 actually did not eat in the D.C.s that evening, which
added to 80 participants in Butterfield dormitory in
Central Residential Area, totaled 472 fasters
Mary Jo Langston of the UMass Hunger Task Force who

said the fast has in previous years had around 2.000 par-
ticipants, challenged the D.C. statistics and conducted a
student survey in an attempt to confirm them.
Langston said four Task Force members stationed at

two D.C.s at two separate meals collected 130 student
signatures certifying "on our honor" that they both signed
up for and participated in the fast.

The 130 names were then presented to James Weaver
the financial manager of the D.C. who Lanston said was
able to confirm the validity of 53 student signatures.
Langston said the Hunger Task Force feels there is a

' high statistical probabUity" the remaining 77 names on
the list "represent a failure of the D.C. system to register
persons who signed up in good faith and did miss the
evening meal" on April 15.

She said misunderstandings may have resulted in some
inaccurate student signatures in their survey, but also
caUed it a "small random sample" which if applied to "those
other 22,000 people" wculd indicate a larger miscounting.
However the Director of Food Services Marie Cap-

padona said yesterday the computer system tally was
accurate, and suggested the decreased participation could
be due to several factors.

"I think part of it is peer pressure, because it's such a
private transaction." Cappadona said, explaining the effect
the switch from mealbooks last year to a computer card
this year may have had on the slackened participation. She
also said people's attitudes change over a year, and causes
sometimes "lose popularity."

•'All I can do is record what the students do," Cappadona
said.

"WeVe not out to get the dining haU," Langston said,
admitting theu- voluntary participation is "a hassle for the
dining hall and more work for them."
Langston said her organization is not attempting to

receive money from the D.C. it has not earned, but said
she hoped the dispute may at least have the result of in-
creasing future education and cooperation among students
toward the fast.
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HORSE AND BUGGY RIDE - These ponies
are part of a group called the S-26 special from
Stockbridge. Their owner Bernie Hilton (center)
IS accompanl^by Kris Whittle (right) and Rose
Walarence (left).

Gazelles play Trenton
for national crown

»*»^^M» W>> <3erald Ford was president, JimmyM^™**^^**"^ |kh» Georgia and the Univeraity of
|i^ l«8t mmi»i ^championship.

I^i^fer Sunday aftienioon, wfwn the
niij» woimen^s lacrosse team nrieeta

t^%^,m the Trenton, N.J. cam-

dose in 197^» when they tost

^aeaacm to Pennsylvania Stat«
ll^^^'S, ^ Penn State. Since then.
ijpiae^ fiateh in 1980 and a «xth-

.
io ]&e the end of the varsity cham-^

ik \SU»^ The Gazelles could bnng
iA*v*i -hmnpioDship to the Univerafey of

women's gymnasftics t«3mMm
~ MAUREEN SULLIVAN

(me rdaied story on pa^ to)

Faculty Senate
will recommend
several changes
By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

The chairman of the Faculty Senate's Ad-Hoc Com-
mittee on general education said yesterday that their soon-
to-be- released proposal wiU recommend sweeping changesm student requirements, student advising, and the ad-
mmistrative structure for general education.

Engineering professor Charles Hutchinson told the
senate that the report wiU be available to the University of
Massachusetts community by Monday, and "will include
proposals to change both the structure and substance of
general education."

The senate allowed the committee to delay submission of
theu- final proposal until December 15. 1982, so that there
would be ample time for discussion about the first
proposal.

"The first area the proposal addresses are skills —
writing, computational, and foreign language — for the
University student." said Hutchinson.
"The second is that of the advising process. We

recommended things like freshman tutorials and seminars
We're looking for a structure that will enhance student
faculty interaction," he said.

"Were also concerned with the breadth of students'
knowledge, and (their) becoming too specialized within a
particular major. We're looking at changing the
distribution requirements, including the use of four credit
courses with different prospectives," Hutchinson said.
He also said the Ad-Hoc Committee proposed that they

become a permanent committee. The committee would be
part of an administrative structure that would periodically
review general education. No such process currently
exists.

In other business, the senate approved an exchange
program with Australia and the People's Republic of
China; a master's program in engineering management;
and established a policy allowing departments to restrict
access to majors programs.
UMass students wishing to attend the University of

Queensland in Australia will not have to pay its' high
tuition. The exchange with China's Beijing Institution is
already underway informally.

Departments will be allowed to restrict the number of
students in a major program provided they can show a high
student-teacher ratio, unavailability of teaching assistants,
and lack of both money and space.
The new masters program in engineering management

wUl combine engineering, business, and psychological
training.

"We had made contacts with the psychotogy department
and the School of Business Administration, but the
problem is that there is already much pressure on those
departments," said Richard Giglio, chairman of industrial
engineering.

"It was planned as a joint program, but we've taken it
upon ourselves to sponsor it. There wiU stDl be teaching of
law, ethics, and business practices," said Giglio in response
to a question about the program's emphasis on
technological training.

Boland selected as commencement speaker
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

Rep. Edward P. Boland. D-Mass.. has
been selected to be the University of
Massachusetts commencement speaker as
well as being one of six selected to receive
honorary degrees.

Others receiving honorary degrees
include Digital Equipment Company Vice
President Andrew Knowles. Hampshire
College President Adele Simmons.
Cieneral Electric Company chief executive
officer John Welch. Jr.. Boston Ballet

director Virginia Williams and urban
.sociologist William Wilson.

Professor of political science John
Lederle will be awarded the University
Medal for Outstanding Service.

Nominations for honorary recipient

degrees are received from all over
campus, the nominations are then sub
mitted to the Board of Trustees who
evaluate the candidates.

A. SilHRHHIt

Candidates are evaluated using a set
criteria. They must be persons of great
accomplishment, according to the deputy
secretary to the Board of Trustees. John
Miller.

Candidates must have achieved "in-
tellectual attainment of a high order in a
particular field, outstanding achievement
which the University wishes to
acknowledge, or outstanding service to
the University or community. Smith said.
The recipient of the Medal for Out

standing Service was selected by former
chancellor Henry Koffler.

Koffler said he selected Boland to be
speaker because of his speaking ability
and because he is a distinguished in-

dividual.

Boland. a native of Springfield, is

serving his fifteenth term as a
representative. Boland. the ranking
member of the House Appropriations
Committee, serves on the House Per-
manent Committee on Intelligence and is

the co-chairman of the New England
Congressional Caucus. He is a regent of
the Smithsonian Institution. He will
receive an Honorary Doctor of Laws
degree.

Knowles, the recipient of an honorary
Doctor of Engineering degree, is the vice
president of the Small Systems Group of
Digital F]quipment Company. Knowles is a
1957 graduate of UMass, with a B.S. in

electrical engineering.

Simmons, the president of Hampshire
College, is receiving an honorary Doctor
of Humane Letters degree. Simmons is a
graduate of Radcliffe College, and has
served as the dean of students at Prin
ceton University and as dean of Jacks»»n
('Oliege of Tufts University.
John Welch. Jr.. who has been

chairman and chief executive officer of
G.E. since 1981, is receiving an honorary
Doctor of Science degree. He is a 1957
graduate of UMass, with a B.S. in

Williamt Continued on page 8 J. Welch
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World and national nev^s
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Thatcher says *no sellout'

more fighting is predicted
Britain warned yesterday there may be

more fighting around the Falkland Islands
despite U.N. peace efforts, and Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher said she
would never betray the pro-BritLsh

Falklanders in a compromise with
Argentina.

In Buenos Aires. Argentina's military
government said it would meet any new
threat with force but that it was still

possible to settle the six- week dispute
with honor.

"Military incidents may occur with
increasing frequency as the net closes
round the islands," British Foreign
Secretary Francis Pym told the House of

Commons in its fifth emergency debate on
the crisis. Pym also said military pressure
is having an effect because "there are
signs the message is beginning to get
through."

But Pym said "many various serious
difficulties remain." and that Britain

wouiu !>eeA an "alternative enuing to the
dispute if Argentina does not drop its

demand of unconditional sovereignty over
the colony Argentine forces seized April 2
after 149 years of British rule.

No new fighting was reported in the

South Atlantic, but the British Defense
Ministry siiid its forces shot down two
Argentine Skyhawk fighters, a third

fighter crashed and a British ship was
slightly damaged in a Wednesday battle

about 30 miles west of the islands. The
ministry aisc said a British helicopter

ditched in the sea but its four-man crew
was saved.

Argentina's account of Wednesday's
battle said two British frigates shelled

Stanley, the Falklands capital and that
Argentine planes attacked British

frigates, causing "considerable damage to
them." Argentina, which conceded that
two jets were shot down, also claimed that
shore personnel downed the British

helicopter.

AP Laacrphoto

HEADING HOME — Argentine prisoners, captured by British
soldiers during the retaking of South Georgia island, wave from bus
windows after their arrival in Montevideo, Uruguay on their way home
to Argentina.

Debt-strapped Braniff can't make it fly

AP Laaerphoto

GRAPEVINE, TX - Braniff In-
ternational Chairman, Howard D.
Putnam wipes away a tear during a
news conference at the airlines'
headquarters yesterday, after the
airline declared bankruptcy.

GRAPEVINE, Texas (AP) - Braniff
International filed for protection from
creditors under federal bankruptcy laws
yesterday, and airline officials said they
hoped to resume some flights in about six
weeks.

Braniff chairman Howard D. Putnam, his
voice breaking with emotion, told reporters
that his debt strapped airline had filed the
petition after realizing it could not stay
afloat until the .start of the crucial summer
travel season.

"The passenger load factor, the cash
situation just declined precipitously,"
i'utnam said. "We were in a rare for

summertime and we lost."

Braniff, which becomes the first major
U.S. airline to fail since the industry
emerged from the barnstorming days in the
Roaring 20s, had suspended all flights late
Wednesday and notified most employees
not to report for work yesterday.

Late that night Putnam and two lawyers
appeared at the home of federal Bankruptcy
Judge John Flowers to file the petition.

The airline lost $41.4 million in the first

three months of this year, $160 million last

year, and had a total of $336.4 million in

losses over the past three years. It is also

burdened with a debt of $732 million and
has been unable to foot the interest

payments.

The bankruptcy proceedings give Braniff

the right to continue operating and protect
it from its creditors, whose previous loan

extensions had been keeping the nation's

10th largest airline aloft.

Senior Vice President Sam Coats said he
hoped Branifrs colorful planes would be
airborne again in about six weeks.
Putnam, addre-ssing reporters at the

company's world headquarters near Dallas-
Fort Worth Regional Airport, said Braniffs
cash situation grew so tight that payroll
checks issued to the 8,.500 employees earlier
this week will not be honored because
"there is no cash to meet them." Earlier this
year, the airline deferred one week's pay
for its workers.
Putnam added, however, he was not

"planning to preside over liquidation" and
said the petition under Chapter 11 of the
Federal Bankruptcy Act was the "only
way " to save the airline.

Reagan reviews
START as prod
to limit arms race

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan says his determination to rebuild
U.S. defenses will help prod the Soviet
Union into negotiating strategic arms
reductions that would supplant the shelved
SALT II treaty that "simply legitimizes an
arms race."

Reagan opened last night's prime-time
news conference with a review of the
strategic arms reduction proposal —
START — he unveiled in an address
Sunday at Eureka College in Illinois. He
said START is the right approach because
SALT II, never ratified but observed by
both sides, would have permitted massive
buildups in nuclear weaponry.
There have been calls for revival of that

treaty, and Reagan was told by a
questioner that it was at least a bird in the
hand. 'This bird isn't a very friendly bird,"
Reagan said, recalling that the Senate did
not ratify SALT II during the Carter ad-
ministration.

Continued on page 6
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The University Health Services'
SUMMER HEALTH PLAN

If you stay in the

Remember...
When patronizing
our advertisers,

make sure to tell them
that you saw
their ads
in the Collegian.

Amherst area.
Are you planning to spend your summer
in the Amherst area and wondering if you
can receive routine medical care locally? If

you have these or other questions about
summer health coverage, read on!
Amherst, Hampshire, Mount Holyoke,
Smith and UMass students who will be in

the Amherst Area for the summer may
purchase the prepaid basic health care
program provided at the University Health
Service for the period May 31st through
September 5th.

Students enrolled in the Summer Health
Plan are entitled to the same comprehen-
sive services available during the
academic year (see box). The Summer
Health Plan is $55 per student payable by
May 31st. A "late charge" of $15 is added
if the fee is paid during the month of
June. The deadline for late enrollment is

June 30th.

HOW TO ENROLL •

Studets may enroll by paying the Univer-
sity Health Service cashier whose office is
located adjacent to the Pharmacy.

SUMMER HEALTH BENEFITS
PLAN

• Unlimited University Health Service
physician and nurse practitioner visits.

• Consultation in pediatrics, general
surgery, ophthalmology, obstetrics and
gynecology.

f

• Laboratory-X-ray-Phyisical Therapy

• Nutrition Consultation.
|

• Allergy Shots and Immunizations.
'

• Medications-most with a $.50
co-payment.

• Mental Health-Counseling and pyscho-
therapy (individual, group, couples); 24
hour emergency services inpatient care
at University Health Service, and crisis

intervention.

• Dental-Initial exam (except X-ray),
care to relieve emergency pain, dental
education, routine care on a modified
dee-for-service basis.

• Eye Exams-with a $10 co-payment.
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Recipients of teaching
award announced

CoiJegian s

By LAURIE FISHER
Collegian Staff

Six professors at the University of
Massachusetts are receiving much deserv-
ed recognition. The winners of the
distinguished teaching awards were chosen
last Friday, and each will receive a
honorarium of $2,000.

The faculty winners; Alexander Chajes
civil engineering department, Charies
Moran, English department, Curtus
Thome, microbiology department and the
student (TA's) winners; Robert Cooley
mathematics department, Ann Murphy
rhetoric department, and Mary Rosen'
mathematics department were chosen
because they showed a willingness to go
beyond the boundaries of the classroom
when helping and teaching students. They
exhibit a thorough knowledge and strong
command of their subject matter and are
able to present it to their students vrith
unusual clarity and skill.

The final winners were chosen by the
chairperson from the Faculty Awards
Committee, the Student Awards Commit-
tee, and Jack Delmond, president of the
Graduate Student Senate (GSS) based on
nominations from students, class room
evaluations, and letters of recommenda-
tion.

"All nominees are good teachers but the
ones that ^fnn are extraordinary," said
John Meunier, a coordinator for the
awards program.
"It is high time the University recognizes

his teaching achievements as his depart-
ment has," said Clive L. Dym, head of the
civil engineering department, of Alexander
Chajes.

"Professor Moran is quite simply the
best teacher I have ever met, as a
classroom teacher, an advisor, a scholar,
and a role model. Write up a posititive
definition of what a teacher should be, com-
pare that definition with Charley Moran
and if there is a difference you'll have to go
back and revise your definition," said
undergraduate student Joseph Moore.
"His exceptional store of patience and

knowledge along with his availablility and
concern distinguish him as the best teacher
I've yet encountered," said student
Charles Romano of Professor Curtus
Thome.

Doris Stockton, a professor of
Mathematics said in over 30 years of col-
lege teaching she has never known a more
dedicated teacher than Robert Cooley.
"Ann Murphy's mastery of the material

combined with her experience in the field
made her an unusually effective and en-
joyable professor," said Ken Zimmerman,
rhetoric student.

Until two years ago the awards were
handled through the provost's office and
the winners were chosen by the faculty and
the administration.

"The winners feel the awards are now
more significant as a result of the student
input," Meunier said.

The Dean of the Graduate School, Dean
Conti, will present the awards at a banquet
next semester.

UMBA to let athletic dept.
begin renovation on Cage
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Building Atithority (UMBA) has agreed to
allow the UMas.s athletic department to
begin renovations on the Curry Hicks Cage
in the Physical Education Building.

H. Jackson Littlefielo, director of
planning at UMass, said the planned
renovations of the Cage will take place in
three stages.

The first stage of the plans calls for the
covering of the dirt floor that is currently in
the building with a synthetic surface,
liittlefield said. The wood track would also
be replaced with a synthetic one. The walls
and ceiling will be painted with an
"acoustical paint" which will make the
arena look brighter and more open. The
basketball floor will be replaced, and the
new, portable baskets will take the place of
the old ones.

In the second stage of the plan, Littlefield
said folding bleachers would be installed in
a configuration that would make it easier
for fans to watch events in the Cage.

The final stage of the plan would be to
construct a small wing on the present

building which would house locker rooms
for the teams playing in the Cage. Teams
now must u.se the locker rooms in the
Physical Education BuiJding.

Littlefield said the University will have to
raise the/uoiiey for the renovations, and
thi-!i the UMBA will take this money and
hire an architect and contractor.

David Bischoff. dean of the School ol
Physical Education, said he is unsure of
how the money for the renovations will be
raised.

"The matter of funding is still a matter
within the institution." Bischoff said. "One
possibility is a fund drive."
Bischoff said this fund drive would have to

be highly organized and would have to
convince people the renovations are indeed
necessary for the entire campus.

He said the fundraising will take "at least a
year," and, "on the fastest track possible, I

would think construction would be done in
two years."

However, Bischoff did not agree that these
renovations will meet the long term needs
for playing space at UMass.
"In the long run, the Cage is an in-

termediate step," Bischoff said.

Continued on page 8
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Counselor says alcoholism
can't develop in 4 years
Rv F.nWARI) F. KIHk .. » ...

Collcician photo by Lcn PaKmno
A FAMILIAR SCENE — Studying by the campus pond Jim Benjamin,

a sophomore will have a lot of company during the few weeks.

By EDWARD L. BIKK
Collegian Staff

That alcoholism among women takes on
the average from 15 to 20 years to

develop fully indicates it is unlikely for the
disease to be prevalent in a university

community, Alchohol Peer Educator Toni
Langermann said.

She said it was "unlikely but not im-
possible that students are on their way"
to developing an alcohol problem.

Information from a five-year study com- •

plated in 1980 indicates that 90 percent of
UMass students drink alcohol. Informa-
tion from the National Institute for

Alcohol and Alcohol Abuse (NIAAA)
states that one out of every three persons
nationally who drinks has a drinking pro-
blem, so the possibility for alcohol abuse
at UMass is significant.

Coordinator for the Alcohol Education
Project, Dyann Matson, said the five-year
study conducted by the Health Services at
UMass showed that problem behavior
related to drinking such as fighting,

drunken driving, vandalism, and violent
crimes like rape have increased over the
five year period. The nine UMass students
who died last year in alcohol related

automobile accidents is proof enough of
that increase, she said.

Because the study showed an increase
in alcohol consumption in equal propor-
tions by women and men, and because of
physiological differences in women that
make it more difficult for women to drink,

the danger of alcoholism is greater for

women, Langermann said.

Women generally have more body fat,

less water content in their bodies and are
generally smaller than men which allows
for more rapid increases in blood alcohol

concentrations, she said.

'A woman's body metabf)iism fluc-

tuates more than a man's therefore it is

not as predictable how alcohol will affect
her," Langermann .said. A woman has to
be more watchful of her capacity for
alcohol l)ecause of these factors, she said.
Matson said that under current theory

alcoholism may be caused by an enzymatic
imbalance in a person's body chemistry
and that nutrition may help to relieve the
imbalance.

She also said problem drinkers are
classified into three categories, the gam-
ma type, the delta type and the epsilon
type. The gamma type begins drinking to
relieve stress and drinks for short periods
of time, going on and off "the wagon."
The delta type can control the amount of
consumption but cannot control the
periods of drinking. The epsilon type ex-
hibits long periods of control mixed with
periods of "binge" type drinking.
Matson said a change in drinking

behavior is a good method of preventing a
drinking problem from developing. Par-
ties should have an alternative focus to
alcohol, plans should be made so a person
will not have to drive or ride in a car
driven by someone who has been drink-
ing, she said. Drinks should be consumed
slowly and food should be eaten while
drinking and mixing drugs and alcohol is a
dangerous thing to do, she said. Explor-
ing the reasons for using alcohol or drugs
can help lead to changes in attitudes and
behavior, she said.

Knowing one's limits and resisting
pressure to drink more than a person
wants are two effective ways of avoiding
becoming a problem drinker, she said. A
woman who does not want to drink can let

others know this in several ways, by
refusing in a strong tone of voice, by mak-

Continued on page 8
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Shield for falling chips
will he built for libraru
3y PAUL BELVAL •J

Friday, May 14, 1982

By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Last offive parts.

The Tower Library at the University of
Massachusetts is scheduled to repoen in
the Fall of 1983, before the necessary
repairs on the building are completed.

Simpson, Gumpertz and Heger also told
the University it is highly unlikely that an
entire section of brick would collapse.

Littlefield said based on these findings,
the decision has been made to construct
the walkway to protect the people en-
tering the library from falling chips ofr"" '-rri^!^e^3- ^-. w^kT^-i >-;= -rzlibrary, a protected walkway will be

constructed leading to the entrance of the
structure. H. Jackson Littlefield. director
of planning at UMass said.

The 28-story tower was closed in 1979
when the consulting firm Loomis and
Loomis, Inc. of Windsor, Conn, told
University officials that whole sections of
brick might fall from the facade of the
building and those officials decided that,
because of safety considerations, it would
be best to move the library functions to
Goodell.

The main concern was with the plaza
structure of the library. There was some
question as to whether or not the plaza
could withstand the shock of a section of
bricks crashing onto it.

However, in a report filed by the
engineering firm Simpson. Gumpertz and
Heger, Inc. on January 11, 1980. the
consultants told the University, "The
plaza structure has sufficient strength to
support the brick veneer should all of it

fall from a typical column." It was then
that the decision was made to reopen the
library to a limited number of students.

library. He said this "walkway will be
designed with the same strength factor as
the plaza because that is considered to be
more than safe enough.
"We will use a protected walkway

because there is no danger of the facade
peeling, just chipping," he said. "We have
to design it with the same safety factor as
the plaza."

While this walkway will return the
library to full use. hopefully by 1983.
Littlefield said the repairs needed to
correct the problems with the bricks will
not be completed until much later.

"The repair process has to move with
deliberate speed." he said. "We cannot
take any risk we can avoid."

Littlefield said the problem is two-fold.
They must sure up the cement shelves
supporting the 30 foot sections of brick
and the bolts that hold these shelves to
the building. They must remove the
mortar out of the expansion joints and
replace it with chaulk so the building will
be able to expand and contract with
changes in temperature and pressure.

Continue on page 8
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I CLIP and SAVE

Also valid in the Mini Store

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

STORED \

TOWER REOPENING - Plans to reopen the buTirirfo/mr^imu;"
usage are arranged and the date is set for the Fall of 1983, despite the
incomplete repairs.
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Student Union renovations get approvalBy PAUL BASKEN
Collegian staff

Campus Center Director William Harris last night
received the approval of the Campus Center Board of
Governors (BOG) for $120,000 in repairs and renovations in
the Student Union Building.

The repairs announced by Harris will mean the
replacement of ceUing tiles on the fourth floor of the 26-
year-old Student Union, as well as the installation of fire
alarms and smoke detectors. He said the building's ad-
ministration has opened bids on the project, which he
expects wiU come in less than $115,000. and predicted
completion by September.

The long requested and awaited construction was ap-
proved by the Board following discussion concerning how
extensively BOG approval of building renovations should
be required.

Discussion on the topic of BOG approval was initiated
earlier when Harris announced summer plans to renovate
the Student Union game room, including the addition of
several video games.

Harris, in announcing the planned game room con-
struction, which included soundproofing and walls to
accomodate the video games, was met with opposition for
Board members.

John Furbish, a Graduate Student Senate represen-
tative to BOG. questioned why repair funding was con-
tinuing to be appUed to the Campus Center, in neglect of
the Student Union, while Ed Lee, a Third World
Representative, expressed disapproval that profits from
the games went to the building administration rather
directly to students in forms such as scholarships.

Harris's later announcement of Student Union repairs
addressed Furbish's concern, and BOG chairperson Peter
Lucas explained the Board's charter as mandating the
overseeing of the expenditure of student money in the
building, rather than directly providing them financial aid.
"Right now our priority is to lower the Campus Center

fee" until there is none. Lucas said. "If you reduce it $20.
you're giving students a $20 scholarship."

However, in regard to the expressed concern. Lucas
made a motion "that all Campus Center renovations over

$500 get BOG approval,
" which would have lowered the

current limit from $5,000.

"Things like that go on all the time." responded Harris,
explaining the large amount of expenditures the motion
would include, and calling it "inconsistant with the policies
that you've already created as a Board."

The motion was withdrawn by Lucas, however,
treasurer Jay Englander warned the Board that to quickly
accept the much desired Student Union repairs, rubber-
stamping the approval process the BOG "worked so hard to
get, wouldn't be a wise idea in the long run."

The Board later approved a motion by Englander to
approve the Student Union construction at an amount "not
to exceed $120,000."

In other business, the Board held interviews last night
for 31 candidates for the 10 committee coordinator
positions created under the BOG's recent restructuring.
Lucas said the interviewees were selected from 61 "super
applicants" for the positions, many of which were graduate
students.

Man admits taking books
from library police say

TWO OFFICERS SLAIN - A Riverside. California policema'Tcar"
ries a child to safety as others check the house where two officers
where shot to death yesterday following an apparent attempt to serve a
warrant.

By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

An individual who "had seen the article
in the Collegian about the theft of books
from Goodell came to the desk (at the police
station) and said he wanted to turn himself
in," Sgt. Paul Ominsky said yesterday.
The man turned himself in at 4:49 p.m.

Wednesday, apparently after reading a
report in the Collegian police blotter
Wednesday that told of an approximately
$60 worth of textbooks reported stolen
from Goodell Library and then turned up at
a used book sale in Amherst.
Ominsky said police are requesting a

complaint against the UMass student from
the Hampshire County Clerk of Courts that
will include three counts of larceny under
$100.

In unrelated action, an arrest was made
by UMass police at 7:45 p.m. on Wednes-
day at Northwood Apartments on a default

Broadcasters to a
By JILL OKUN
Collegian Correspondent

Evelyne Woestlandt. producer of WR-
CR's Tout En Francais. and Richard Pini
the host of the show, have been invited by
the French government to attend a con-
ference for journaUsts and broadcasters
from all over the world.

warrant for illegal possesion of marijuana,
Ominsky said.

Stephen D. Robinson, 23, was taken into
custody and "some items were seized from
the apartment," Ominsky said. A default
warrant is issued when an individual fails

to show up in court. Ominsky said.

In an unrelated arrest, Michael A. Nauls.
22, was arrested at 3:26 p.m. Wednesday
on a Hampshire County District Court war-
rant for receiving stolen property, Omin-
sky said. No details of incidents leading up
to Naul's arrest were available, Ominsky
said.

A false alarm was reported from Moore
House in Southwest Residential Area at
1:29 a.m. Thursday, Ominsky said. The
responding officers located the position of
the false alarm and reported that no fire

was present, Ominsky said. A suspect is

known and police are seeking a complaint
against the suspect for turning in a false

alarm, Ominsky said.

Woestlandt and Pini leave the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst on Tuesday
May 18, and return May 25. They are going
to give a presentation at the conference to
show the French audience what their radio
show Tout En Francais consists of.

Woestlandt received a call three weeks
ago from one of the managers of 'Radio

Continued on page 8

GOLDEN HORN CHARTER, Inc.
PRESENTS

STUDENT TRAVEL TO SUNNY & HISTORICAL

TURKEY
FOR 2 WEEKS (Double Uccupancy)

$799.00 (Incl. Charter Airfare)

DEPARTURES :

TOUR
INCLUDES:

June IS
July 27

June 29
Aug. 17 -

July 13
Auk. 31

1 Week accommodations in ISTANBUL - with Breakfast
'^"^accommodations in KUSADASI (Ephesus)
Half Board

Transfer with public buses Istanbul Kusadasi - IsUnbul
(Smgle Supplement - $100.00)

For further information and reservation call

GOLDEN HORN CHARTER. INC.
New York (212)581-1412/3
Boston (617)969-3315
Other States (800)223-6778

Jl** J TTT'^r^P^^^F*^

Summ#r Housing ot PIKE
W» still hQv» rooms ovolloblo

Your choico of singlo or doublo

ONE LOW RATE
for tho onttro summorll

(us« of kltch#n, TV room, loundrx focll.)

Coll for moro info 345-2150

545-0047

(FIko frotomlty, 100 y^ from comput)

Home of the

Freshtastiks

Salad Bar

^ith over 50 Items

Saturday Special
SIRLOIN TIPS

or
CHICKEN TERIYAKI

with
Beverage & Dessert

Just $3.99

Served with a choice of potato, texas
toast and all the salad, soup, rolls and
dessert you can eat from our famous
salad bar.

Route 9 - Hadley

dUhi dhdMi^di^da
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King proposes "get-tough"
Policy on crime sentences
BOSTON (AP) - Gov. Edward J. Kin?

proposed a get tough policy yesterday that
requires specific sentences for all crimes
and mandatory minimum terms for people
who repeatedly commit serious crimes.

Dennis Curran. assistant legal counsel to
King, called the plan "the most dramatic
overhaul of our sentencing practices in

nearly a century of Massachusetts history."

The proposal, which would not take effect

for a year because it would send so many
people to already crowded prisons, would:

—Require a judge to impose a definite
prison term for all crimes, eliminating the
present system of sentencing for a
minimum to maximum number of years.

—Require a judge to impose a specific
sentence — within a range set by state law
— for people convicted of violent personal
crimes or serious property crimes, or

justify in writing why he didn't.

—Require mandatory minimum sen-
tences for "repeat offenders convicted of
the most vicious assaults and crimes,"
including armed invasion of a home, arson
of a home or for profit, aggravated rape,
rape, rape of a child and assault with intent
to commit rape.

—Give the state the right to appeal
suspended sentences and lenient sentences
that fall below the range prescribed by law.

—Expand the state's program of
restitution for crime victims. It also would
let judges order a statement on the financial
and personal injury suffered by the victim
as a result of the crime in cases of felonies
or serious property crimes.

"This means no probation, no suspended
sentence, no furlough and no early release
of any kind, until the certainty of punish-
ment has been guaranteed," King said.

DEEP IN THOUGHT - With finals approaching, eZTSZ:^:!
MeU^m^J**^*^

'"*^**''' ^**'*^ **"* ®"' *" **"**^ '" ^*** shadow of

J Coupon al

5 valid at

Mini-Store

.00am
with coupon

Any University of j
l\Aas8achu8ett8 I

Imprinted Shirt

(includes Sweatshirts)

1 coupon per item. Valid thru 5/19/82 |
Located in the Campus Center |
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ifReagan speech
Continued from page t'

"The reason why it was
refused ratification," he

said, was that the treaty

would allow "the Soviet

Union to just about double

its nuclear capability." He
said the pact would also

allow a U.S. buildup and
thus "it simply legitimizes

a nuclear arms race."

The Soviet Union has

not formally responded to

Reagan's arms control

proposal. Reagan said he
hoped START Ulks would
begin in late June and that

he looked forward to

hearing soon from
President Leonid I.

Brezhnev.

Reagan also dismissed

suggestions that the
United States renounce a
policy envisioning nuclear

retaliation against a

conventional Soviet attack

on Western Europe.

"I don't think the
proposal that has been
made to renounce nuclear
weapons — that any useful

purpose is served,"
Reagan said. "Our nuclear
weapons are the only
deterrent we have lo the
massive buildup of con-
ventional arms."

The president renewed
his campaign for the

federal spending cuts in his

embattled budget
proposal. He said that

while the current recession

should ease during the

second half of the year,

"there isn't going to be any
real improvement for

anyone until interest rates

come down."
Reagan said the single

step that can speed that is

a demonstration that
Congress is willing to

reduce government
spending this year.

"I think there's a very

good chance of that," he
said.

The president put the
emphasis on his new
nuclear arms reduction
proposal to Moscow,
prefacing the news con-
ference with a summary of
his START plan to open
talks next month, aimed
first at reducing ballistic

missile warheads on each
side to about 5.000.

Reagan said that first

phase would deal with the
most dangerous and
destabilizing weapons in

the arsenals of the
superpowers.

UMass
Summer Students

If you are enrolled In UMass summer
session classes, the overall course fee
includes the Summer Health Plan pro-
gram while thacourse islnsession. You
can extend the basic health care pro-
gram coverage for the balance of the
summer by paying the difference bet-
ween the $55 fee and the amount in-

cluded in the overall course fee. Con-
tact the University Health Service
cashier regarding deadlines for each
summer school session.
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WHEN YOU GET A HAIRCUT

AT "GREAT X"^

the closer you get,

the better you look

L

Mon - Sat

10:00 - 9:30

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA IWHIWliB,
PREC60N HAflCUTTERS

NO
APPOtNT^^NT
NECESSARY

••Start your night off right."
with the

TWILIGHT HAPPY HOUR at

Mikes Westview
Featuring

Steve Spellman
3 FOR 2 DRINKS
FREE

FOUR SEASONS
Bud
Miller Lite

Schaeffer.

Cans $8.99
. . . . cans $8.99
. . . cans $6.99

Cossack Vodka. ........ 1.75. $8.49
Shirmnoff Vodka 1,75 $12.59
Calvert Whiskey 1.75 $13.99

Riunite Wines 1.5 $4.99
Almaden Table Wines 1.5 $4.49
Mondavi Red & White i.b $5.99
Allini Lambrusco 1.5 $3.99

Open 10 AM to 11 PM
in front of the Malls

Wines/Liquors
rtr.9. hadley, rm./5648174 ?

Digest
By the Associated Press
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Exiled Soviet author objects
to impersonality ofceremony
CAVENDISH. Vt. - Exiled Soviet author AleksandrSoizhenitsyn who snubbed President Reagan's offS to

Tjit ^""'?"°"
'K'^'

^^'^^ ««"«« thisleek. has invited Reagan to visit him at his Vermont homem a letter sent to Reagan a week ago. Solzhentisyn saidhe would not attend the luncheon because he doesn?beheve in symbolic encounters that carry little meaningThe bfe span at my disposal does not leave any time forsymbolic gestures." he told the president. "I woX beprepared to go for a substantive conversation with you ina settmg which would make an effective in-depth exchai^^eof views possible, but not for a merely formal ceremony"^
Reagan had mvited Solzhenitsyn to attend a Tuesday

iisstrts''
'''' "°"^^ ^'""^ "'^'^ other Sovtl

But Solzhentisyn. who released the contents of his letterWednesday to the Rutland (Vt.) Herald, said he obj^ted
to takmg part in an impersonal event.

or.tr.^^^^'^fu^ u^'^"^^"^
^^*=^ l^'^^' Solzhenitsyn alsocomplained about bemg viewed as a Russian nationaUst

»u MuTtf^- ^' ^ "^t'«"a'ist. I am a Patriot." the 63-year-
old Nobel Prize wmner said in the letter dated May 3Ihat means I love my country and well understand other
people s love for theirs.

Mass.
breweries

dwindle
to one
BOSTON - Where once

14 breweries turned out
the suds in Massachusetts
for the thirsty 35 years
ago. none now operates,
and the nearest brewery to
Boston is 70 miles north in

Merrmiack. N.H.

"It was all regional
beers." Ralph Kaplan, who
opened his first package
store in East Boston in the
1940s, said in

reminiscences in the
Boston Sunday Herald
American. "And 90 per-
cent of our sales were ale,

while only 10 percent were
beer."

"Budweiser was
nothing; Miller was
nothing."

Shortly after World War
II, there were 14
breweries in
Massachusetts, filling

more than 1.7 million
barrels with beer and ale a
year. Now the nearest
brewery to Boston is in

Merrimack, N.H., about 70
miles away.

Miller and Anheuser-
Busch, makers of Bud-
weiser, now control 70
percent of the beer market
in the state, the newspaper
said.

Ruppert, Ballantine,
Budweiser, Harvard, Pick-

wick, Narragansett,
Hampden, Schaefer,
Krueger and Dawsons
were the top 10 beers in

Massachusetts in 1952,

according to the
Massach usetts
Wholesalers of Malt
Beverages Inc.

Today, it's: Miller,

Anheuser-Busch. Schlitz.

Falstaff. Molson,
Heineken. Pabst.
Schaefer. Heileman and
Schmidt.

King recommends spending
$2.4 million on four sites

BOSTON - The $2.4 mUlion remaining in the state's

t r^uh'frn'
7""'"tT^ ^""^ ^^""'^ ^ «P«"t on chemical

mThh .h'^
'

'i
Bndgewater. Plymouth. Provincetown.

Middleboro and North Dartmouth. Gov. Edward J Kinehas recommended. ^

The money represents the balance of a $5 million fund
estabhshed by the state in 1979 to control areas facing
contammation from improper use of chemical waste Kins
said yesterday. ' •*

"At each of these sites the state has taken legal action
against the parties responsible for mismanagement of the
hazardous waste." King said.

FormerNorthampton lawyer
sentenced for robbing inmate

GREENFIELD - A lawyer is serving a fourmonth jail
sentence after pleading guilty to stealing $3,300 from a
bank account of an inmate at another jail.

Thomas Mahoney of Scituate received a two-year jail
term Wednesday from Judge Raymond Cross after
Mahoney pleaded guilty in Franklin County Superior Court
to a charge of larceny over $100. Cross suspended 20
months of the jail term

.

Cross sent Mahoney to Hampshire County Jail in
Northampton, where Mahoney once practiced. Cross also
placed him on two years of probation and ordered hirn to
return the money to Howard Wertheimer. who was an
inmate in the Franklin County Jail in January 1980.

David Ross, assistant district attorney in Hampshire and
t ranklin counties, alleged Mahoney took the money after
he was asked by jail authorities to help Wertheimer with
his bills.

Ross alleged Mahoney set up a joint bank account with
Wertheimer and made 10 withdrawals with slips showing
signatures of both men. But a study of the signatures
showed Wertheimer's signature was forged on nine with-
drawals. Ross alleged.

A third sentence ordered
for five admitted rapists
BOSTON — The state Supreme Court yesterday or

dered new sentences for five men who were given
suspended terms for the 1980 rape of a former beauty
queen, then handed prison sentences in the wake of a
public outcry.

The high court said Superior Court Judge Herbert
Abrams acted legally when he initaUy gave the admitted
rapists suspended sentences - and when he later revoked
the suspensions and ordered the five to prison.

But the court said Abrams must resentence the men
again because the prison sentence was "precipitous. The
defendants were given neither notice nor an opportunity to
be heard at the hearing."
The court did not say what sentence should be imposed.
Abrams originally sentenced the five to suspended

terms and $5-a-week fines after they pleaded guilty to the
rape of a 38-year old woman in a wooded area near
Holbrook on Jan. 23, 1980.
The woman said her assailants were "animals" who tied

her wrists, beat her. poured liquor over her. raped her
repeatedly and left her naked.

TONIGHT

END OF SEMESTER UPDATE
LAST DAY OF CLASSES - Wednesday

May 19

FINAL EXAMS
Final exams will begin a 8 a.m. on Friday, May
21, and run through Thursday may 27. The last

exams will begin at 4 p.m. that day. Thursday,
May 20 is a full reading day. No classes or exams
are scheduled for that day. For further Informa-
tion on the times or places of specific exams,
call either the Information Data Bank, 545-1555
or the Scheduling Office, 545-2605.

RESIDENCE HALLS
All students must vacate the residence halls by 6
p.m., Thursday, May 27, the last day of finals,

the only exception is graduating seniors who
must be out by 4 p.m. Sunday, May 30th.

TELEPHONES
Telephones will be shut off randomly, by dorm,
starting Thursday, May 27. It might be best to
make any important calls well before Thursday.

MAIL
All 1st class mail and packages received at the
Central Mail Room after residence halls close
will be forwarded to students' home addresses.
Anyone wanting magazines forwarded to their

home addresses should fill out a card at the Cen-
tral Mail Room 139 Whitmore, requesting this.

.

All mail other than 1st class packages and
magazines will be discarded.

LIBRARIES
The Goodell and University Tower Libraries are
open Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 12
midnight, Saturday and Sunday from 10 a.m. to
12 midnight through Wednesday, May 26. On
Thursday, May 27, the last day of finals, they
will be open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. For further in-

formation call the Information Data Bank
545-1555.

DINING COMMONS
The Dining Commons will provide service at the
regularly posted hours. The last meal to be serv-
ed at the Dining Commons will be dinner, on
Thursday, May 27, which will run until 6:30 at
Worcester and Hampshire Commons and until 7
p.m. at Franklin and Berkshire Commons.

BUS SCHEDULES
UMass buses will run on their present full service
schedule through Thursday, May 27. They will

begin Summer Service Schedules starting Fri-

day, May 28. The Five College bus route that
runs Route 301 to Mt. Holyoke, Hampshire and
Amherst Colleges will run through May 27 and
will not run after that date. Northampton bus
routes should run as usual through May 19.
After that date call Western Mass Transit
586-5806 for information and summer
schedules. For further information on Umass
and Five College schedules, call the UMass
Transit Office, 546-0056.

IDB @\® TIPS
A Service of the Dean of Students

"71

5^^

rusty nail y^t^Z^

N R B Q
Saturday, May 15

Rock 'n Roll with FAT
1 \» Ir r S ».»
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* Commencement
chemical engineering.

Williams, who is receiving a honorary
Doctor of Fine Arts degree, has been the
director of the Boston Ballet since 1963.
Since then it has grown from a small
regional company to one of the top five
ballet groups in the United States.

Wilson, the author of four books on

if Cage

aspects of black and white relations, will

receive an honorary Doctor of Humane
Letters degree. Wilson is currently a
fellow at the Center for Advanced Study
in Behavioral Sciences at Stanford
I'niversity. Wilson is a former UMass
sociology professor where he received the
Distinguished Teacher award in 1970.

Graduation will be held Sunday. May
30. at 10 a.m. at Alumni Stadium.

Continued from page S

"It will help the basketball program
tremendously." McLaughlin said. "The
biggest problem in recruiting is the con
ditionof theCage."
McLaughlin agreed with Bischoff that a
new arena would be necessary in the
future, but said he wants the facility to be
used by all the students at UMass.

"If you're going to build an athletic facility

just for varsity athletes, then that's
wrong." he said. "But if you're going to
build it for all the students, then that's
right."

"Somewhere along the line, we have to talk
about the needs for a new facility."

Tom McLaughlin, coach of UMass
basketball, was enthusiastic about the plans
for the Cage.

ifAlcohol
Continued from page S

ing direct eye contact when refusing, ask-
ing for alternative beverage or engaging
in alternative forms of entertainment
such as exercise, she said.

NIAAA literature outlined three
generally accepted roads to recovery for

alcoholics. The first is self-awareness on
the part of the alcoholic. This means no
form of treatment will be effective until

the alcoholic is ready to him themself. The
second type of treatment is short-term

treatment which often includes diet

modification and prescription medication

to help break the drinking habit and
residence at a detoxification center. The
third method of treatment involves long-

term counseling and education through
professionals and self-help groups usually

including Alcoholics Anonymous, the in-

stitute reports.

ifLibrary
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"We've got to get the mortar out of the
expansion joints and we've got to do
something to reinforce the bolts." he said.

Littlefield also said he thinks that it is

important that the solution finding
process be unhurried and that the
designers not be pressured to find quick
answers to the problem.

"This design and construction process
has to be carefully thought out," he said.

The design engineering firm of
Cleverdon, Varney and Pike is presently
testing the brick facade so they can
suggest the source of action the repairs
should take.

Massachusetts State Legislature has
appropriated two and a half million dollars
for the repairs of the Tower, Littlefield
said.

The library was initially scheduled to
reopen in 1981 and the repairs were
scheduled to be completed by the fall of
1982.
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LIQUORS
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KEGS

Available

Anytime

SPECIALS

338 College Street

256S433

ute 9 East

253-5384

Rolling Rock $3.99/i2pack

Tuborg Light £f Dark $2.00/6 pack

Budweiser Cans $8.99/case

Cossack Vodka $8.39/i 75 litres

Bacardi Rum $7.49/iitre

Fleischmann's Whiskey
$13.49/1.75 litres

Rlunite Wine $2.49/750 mi
not responsible for typxioraphical errors
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IMAGINE
DARKNESS tit* work* of

Ursula K. I.eCrtJin

OPENING NIGHT
Wine & cheese get-together with cast after

performance.

800 PM.
MAY 13:i4jl5

"Imagine Darkness" is part of the
Bachelor's Degree ¥vith IndivkJual

Concentration Program's (BDIC)
annual "Mosaic" activities, a
showcase of student talent.

Ce-»(>ofiser«d by

BO.IC,
UMm* Arts Council. A

Southwoatt Hafm>«n Theatre Sorloa

Hamden Theatre

Southwest UMass

$2.(X) AdmissionWHEELCNAIR
ACCESSIBLE

*slgn interpriteil for the hearing impaired
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trance,' an ensemble of different gover-
nment sponsored radio stations located in

Paris, inviting her to attend the conference.
People involved with French speaking radio
stations from all over the world including a
man from a Ix)uisiana station, three
producers from Quebec, and others from
Brazil, Japan, and Romania, have been
requested to attend the conference, said
Wo«'stlandt. a teaching assistant in the
French Department.

Once in France, Woestlandt and Pini plan
to tape interviews to bring back to UMass.
Their prospective interviewees include: the
American playwright Mortimer Schuman,

who wrote the famous Broadway play
'Jacque Brel is Alive and Well and Living in

Paris,' and the famous French flutest, Jean
Pierre Rampal, who has previously played
at UMass. Woestlandt said.

Tout En Francais, a program started by
the UMass F>ench Department 10 years
ago, is broadcasted by WFCR and airs
every Sunday for one hour. The first

Sunday of every month is dedicated to
French songs and singers. The second
Sunday is dedicated to discussing FVench
magazines and political news. The third
Sunday's program is on an aspect of
Quebec, and the last Sunday of each month
concerns interviews with French speakers
living in the Valley, Woestlandt said.
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* Coming Attractions
Continued from page 11

CONAN (stands, drawing his su)ord. It

slices through the darkness in a blur ofmo-
tion. THE WRITER, decapitated, slumps
to the ground. CONAN speaks). This then is

the fmal COMING ATTRACTIONS. A new
world awaits. (He departs. The pen, still in
the hand of THE WRITER, glistens,

repeatedly dull, bright and dull, in the
moonlight).

So long.

Editor's note: Stephen Murphy is
graduating this semester. Lookfor Andreu)
Gordon's column Trailers in the fall. CON-
AN THE BARBARIAN opens today at the
Hampshire Four Cinema).

COLLEGIAN STAFF:
Don't forget to pay your $1.00

to Jeri Bitterman
today for tomorrow's picnic!!!

/.

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Collegian 9

'Want a lift?'

The report card on UMass
To assess the commitment of UMass to the third

world community, one must look at the minority
enrollment, administrative commitment to affir-

mative action, and the curriculum.
The Administration ought to rename the Amherst cam-

pus UMass Caucasian. Only three to six percent of those
matriculated are minorities. According to Tony Crayton
who heads the Office of Third World Affairs, "One pro-
blem concerns high school counsellors. They try directing

Dave McCarthy
low income students to vocational schools. Another pro-
blem concerns University recruitment. There are inade-
quate resources to recruit quality minorities and no one
specifically at Whitmore to search out qualified third
world students." A recent attempt by the state education
giirus to hold a recruitment session in Boston was a
miserable failure. The only minorities recruited had some
affiliation with the education officials or Board of
Regents.

Another angle comes from Robert Brooks, assistant
Dean of Students. He says, "the low enrollment stems
from two facts. One is that the 'flagship' campus is the
most expensive, and two, that Massachusetts areas with a
high concentration of minorities have low cost state and
community colleges nearby." Dean Brooks then listed
UMass/Boston, Fitchburg State, Roxbury Community
College and others which receive a large portion of the
minority college pool.

With the recent increase in tuition waivers, a greater
future effort should be made to recruit minorities to come
to the Amherst campus as opposed to the UMass/Boston
campus or the community college in their respective area.
A proposition of minorities at UMass, commenserate with
state numbers, can only enhance the cultural education at
this University.

The University's commitment to Affirmative Action is

Letters

Colloque program is not ajoke
T«tlMEdMUr:
As an instructor in the Peer Educator (Colloquium)

Program. I was very shocked to hear that the program a in
danger of being eliminated not because of budget
problems, but for academic reasons.
Rumor has it that coik>ques meet once or twice a

semester and that's all — the students get a credit for
meeting those few times. Well, contrary-to that rumor, the
coiioque I Uught. "Introduction to Basic Accounting." as
well as the other colk>ques that I know of, met for at least
the minimum required amount of hours.

Students get one Pass credit for taking a coUoque, and
first time instructors get two Pass credits for teaching the
course. They get one credit for actually teaching the
course, and one credit for attending a teacher training
workshop, which involves writing a short term paper.
Planning the lessons, making up the assignments and
actually teaching the course all take up time which is worth
more than the two credits.

The Colloquium Program gives students a chance to
actually teach a course, and to master public speaking,
organizational and teaching skills; sjmething most un-
dergraduates don't have a chance to do. Also, it gives
students a chance to learn skills whether they are offbeat
or not in a relaxed atmosphere with instructors, who. like

viiein, are undergraduates.

Thus, if the Colloquinm Program i- academic
area. I can't see why th -Hminlstrati'^n wants to eliminate
it. If they are basmg thvir deciskiu on rumor or past ex-

excellent on one hand and lacking on another. In the Ad-
ministration, minorities hold some of the most influential
decision-making positions. A few areas include Associate
Provost, Staff Administrator, Director of Office of Plann-
ing and Budget, Associate Chancellor.
However minority understaffing still exists. A U.S.

.Department of Labor report cited the University twice for
Affirmative Action violations in 1981. In the Academic
and Student Affairs Divison, "A pool of promotable can-
didates was not provided for the clerical, technical, and
service categories." In the Administrative Division and
the Chancellor's Area no record was kept on hiring, pro-
motions, and terminations in equal opportunity areas. The
result was that an agreement was reached where accep-
table goals would be established to fill areas in which
vvomen and minorities are underutilized. Also, the Univer-
sity will provide this personnel data by January 1, 1983 or
else.

UMass is striving towards a very progressive cur-
riculum in the form of a "G" core requirement. As of now,
the Civility Guide lists 150 courses dealing with the
"isms". If the "G" core goes into effect, students will be
required to take one of these courses to acquaint
themselves with the social issues of minorities. The idea of
mandating awareness courses is so new that, according to
Jean Curtis, Social Issues instructor and Melville dorm
Head of Residence, "No other school even has a social
issues course yet." I personally prefer a tilting of the
general education program towards social awareness is

better than a mandated core, but both will increase ex-
ploration into subordinate culture.

Overall, this school is an oasis in a sea of racism. In the
areas on minority enrollment. Affirmative Action, and
curriculum the administration has a long way to go in-

fulfilling its commitment to the third world. Problems like
UTOPIA and racial slurs still remain. I see a bri^t future
for this campus. I just wish I could say the same for the na-
tion.

Dave McCarthy ia a Collegian cohimnist.

perience. I suggest they take another k>ok at the current
program. It is a unique project that would be a shame to
lose.

Scott OmateiB

Key requirement is typing

TetWEdMor.
A letter fr<m Jane Puskas (A journalism major semned)

in the May 13 edition suggests "those who envirion a
career in communications of any sort be made aware of the
increasing need to improve typing skills."

The Journalistic Studies program is so much in

agreement, we have placed a warning that typing will be
required for our professional course sequence in the 1982-

83 Undergraduate Catalog and in our own program
literature.

Howard M. Ziff

Professor, Journalism

Letters Policy
All letters most be si^ed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which
will Mt be published. Pleue type double spuced
at 67 characters per line. Due to space limitations
and the volume of :" ail, we r-j we are una^*
to acknowledge unpublished letters. All iw....«
are subject to editing for clarity and length.

A visible lack
of objectivity
Since this semester began, I've noticed that the

Collegian's editorial staff insists on using one basic
format when they put their commentary page

together. The format I'm referring to, of course, is the
anti-Reagan propaganda.

If you're a gambler, it's a sure bet that most of the Col-
legian s editorial content from now till the end of the
semester will be directed against Reagan and his ad-
nriinistration. From the point of view of a faithful reader
the Collegian 's editorial staff are beginning to sound like a
bunch of laboratory scientists who claim that everything
you eat and drink cause cancer in mice.

Frank Zabierek

Exactly how bad is the Reagan Administration? Did
Jimmy Carter do a better job when he was president? Do
you actually believe that if Carter was re-elected or John
Anderson elected, they'd be doing a better job right now?
I'd be the first to agree with anybody that the Rej^an Ad-
ministration certainly has its flaws but I don't think it's

quite as bad as the Collegian makes it out to be.

Do you remember Reagan's Presidential Inauguration?
I recall earlier this semester when a Collegian editorialist
wanted his readers to note that this was the date which
Maryland's lottery number turned out to be 666. Besides
that superfluous bit of trivia, January 20, 1981 was the
day that the American hostages were released from Iran.
Also on that date Reagan placed a freeze on the hiring of
all federal government civilian employees. Not too shabby
for his first day on the job!

Faced with the worst economic situation since the Great
Depression, Reagan had his work cut out for him. Reagan,
however, still managed to cut the national budget for fiscal

year '82 and showed a great concern towards reducing it

even further. Many people might disagree on Reagan's
philosophy for a strong military. If you don't think this is
an essential priority, then just ask a survivor from the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor why it may be important
for a country to have a strongly prepared defense.

Weigh these factors, if you v^nll, against the Carter Ad-
ministration. In 1976, Carter was the savior who was sup-
posed to resurrect this country up from the scandalous
Watergate era. Unfortunately, the more I saw how Carter
was handling the major issues (i.e. the budget, the
hostages, the 1980 Summer Olympics, etc.), the more I ap-
preciated Richard Nixon! Praying every night before I go
to sleep, I sometimes make it a point to thank God that
Carter wasn't re-elected president.

Senator Ted Kennedy is probably the strongest liberal
candidate for the 1984 presidency. I realize it's a mortal
sin in this state to criticize Kennedy but I guess I'm just
the type who likes to live dangerously. During an election,
you'll often find Kennedy cutting down his opponents and
making some beautiful campaign promises.

But what the hell has Kennedy actually done since he's
been a senator? Is Ted Kennedy supposed to be a man with
numerous outstanding achievements or is he just living off
the family name? Let's face it, Kennedy has been a U.S.
senator now for 20 years and perhiqM his most publicized
accomplishment was when hie drove his car off some
bri<%e on Chappaquiddick Island.

I'm not tryit^ to hurt the CoUegian'$ readerahip by
writing this article. Personally, I think the CoUegian ia a
fine, outstanding new^Mper. When an editorial staff,

however, shows only the positive aide of liberalism and
(more finequently) tha negative side ofconaervatiam, then I

thmk it's about time to respond with a little objectivity!

Frank Zabienk ia a UMaa9 $hidemL
fidOor's Yiote: CAiia MOW, Me CoHcfian attttonai (kp«rt-

ment had not rteeivtd any eohanns which Jdvortd th*
Reagan adminiairation.
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Broadway's Deathtrap now a film
DEATHTRAP — directed by

Sidney Lumet, and starring Michael
Caine, Dyan Cannon and
Christopher Reeve. Now pitting at
the Hampshire Four Theatres.

By ANDREA MILLSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Whoever says murder can't be funny has
obviously not viewed Sidney Lumet's film
version of the Broadway success
Deathtrap.

Deathtrap, Ira Levin's thrilling comedy
mystery, has the audience captivated the
minute "the curtain rises."

It stars Michael Caine as Sidney Bruhl, a
once acclaimed Broadway playwright who
is presently played-out, Dyan Cannon as his

highstrung and loyal wife Myra, his plotting
protege, Cliffwd Anderson. (Christopher
Reeve), and strange psychic neighbor,
HelgaTen Drop (Irene Worth),

Sidney has a dilemma. He desperately
needs a new inspiration to spark his

floundering career. Clifford Anderson, a
young aspiring playwrite. holds the key to
Sidney's future success, but "to what
degree" will Sidney scheme to obtain it?

Deathtrap, with its clever and witty
twists, spellbounding horror, unexpected
reversals, and nerve wracking suspense is

like a good mystery novel: You just can't
put it down. Its mischievious and humorous
tones keep the audience at the edge of its

seat anxiously awaiting the next surprise,
surprise.

Not only is the plot fascinating, but so is
the acting, Michael Caine, known for his
romantic character roles, successfully
experiments with the part of a malicious
playwrite. Christopher Reeve has main-
tained his Superman image as he gives a
"super" performance as Bruhl's cunning
antagonist. Dyan Cannon is perfect as
Sidney's doting wife.

Jay Presson Allen and Sidney Lumet
have accomplished a tremendous task.
They brilliantly converted the celebrated
Broadway hit into an enthralling motion
picture.

^J*.iv *•'» ? *^^**®" '**' **** "*^ '»*" '>^othtrap. Can you spot theword "Nma" in this picture (3 times)?
^ j v»v me

[
COM.NC ATTRAcyi^ Suiiimer film: comedy, music,

EPILOGUE

(SCENE. — A timeless time, nonexistent yet ceHarnly
anctent; antediluvian. A forest glade, circled by thick oaks
and towering pines. Clouds, heavy and slow, roll by. The
hazy glow ofa new nwon, repeatedly dull, bright and dull,
ts all that keep the darkness from being complete. Into this
awakes THE WRITER. He has been here before and
knows who he wiU meet. Sitting, he Ustens.)
THE WRITER {nervously toying with his notebook and

P^n^w^esses a jump as a twig snaps off to his right). I
tak^xnn is you Conan.
CONAN {heavily muscled and armed with a broadsword,

strides into view. He brushes long black hairfrom his face
and smiles bright white teeth). It is {lisps),

THE WRITER. Why have you brought me here?
CONAN {sits, no longer smiling). Two reasons; a

question and an act. The question is something I must
know, while the act. which I have no choice but to follow, is
an affirmation of finality.

THE WRITER {wondering aloud). What do you mean bv
that?

'

CONAN {shrugs, remaining silent).

THE WRITER. Hmm. well then, what is your questron?
CONAN. I understand a fibn has been made about me.

Why has this been done? First dime magazines, then books
and comics, now this. (Angry) Why I?

THE WRITER. Why? Because of who you are and what
you represent.

CONAN. I am no different than any other man.
THE WRITER. No different than any other man of your

time. In our age you are quite different. You're considered
a — {fumbles for a word) — a barbarian.
CONAN (right hand goes to sword hilt). A what?
THE WRITER {visibly siveating). A barbarian. In a

sense, of course. You see. in my time, men, in general, are
more restrained and dictated by the norms of society.
Society has become extremely structured. Our words and
actions are based upon a complicated series of checks and
balances where thoughts take precedence over aggressive
behavior. I'd guess you'd say we're more civilized.

CONAN. Choose your words carefully, Scribe. Are you
stating your world is free from aggression? I find that hard
to believe (laughs).

THE WRITER. We don't go chopping off a person's head
if they should do us wrong.
CONAN {leans toward THE WRITER). I do not beUeve

you. The aggression you so randomly generalize takes
other forms. Sorcery, in my time, may be less brutal in
that it doesn't derive from sheer physical power yet that
doesn't make it any less an aggressive behavior. Different
forms of aggression for different times. (Pauses) So tell me
— why a film?

THE WRITER. Your life, the way you do things without
a lot of indecisive thought, instinctively, makes for ex-
cellent visual storytelling.

CONAN. I see. Pipe dreams for the pampered.
THE WRITER. Entertainment for the viewer.
(Silence).

CONAN. WiU you see the film?

THE WRITP:a. Yes.
(Long period of silevcc. Conan mumbles something to

himself and nods his head as if in acceptance to some inner
turmoil).

THE WRITER (seeing this, grows nervous) . CONAN, I,

we, answered your question. What is your other reason for

bringing me here, this "act" you were talking about? ( TAetr
eyes meet).

Continued on page 8

drama, flicks for tough guys
By ANDREW GORDON
Collegian Staff

Every year for as Icmg as I can remember, movies about
macho men punching each other repeatedly have
dpniinated the summer market, and this summer wUl
presumably be no different. But for those who prefer
watching nice characters relating to other realistk:
characters in humorous and dramatic situations, the
summer may offer a pleasant alternative.
COMEDY: Dead Men Don't Wear Plaid stars Steve Martin
in a spoof of the detective genre. Clever editing has Martin
conversmg with Bogey. Cagney and other stars of the era.
The new Cheech and Chong flick is titled Things are Tough
AU Over and was written by them on the set. For
television addicts, who don't understand what's funny and
what's not. Henry Winkler and Michael Keaton will play
bumblers trying to run a whorehouse in Night Shift and
Lenny and Squiggy dissect the medical profession in
Young Doctors in Love. For more intellectual laugh.
Woody Allen's new film wUl open in July. It stars his love
Mia Farrow and has to be funnier than Stardust Memories.
Gene Wilder and Gilda Radner wUl appear in Hanky

Panky, which was shot in Boston, and newcomer Saul
Rubinek searches for his dream girl in Manhattan in Soup
for One.
MUSIC: The big. release this summer should be Annie, a
multi-million dollar production of the Broadway play.
Should be good. Likewise. Pirates ofPenzance, with Linda
Rondstadt. will be a fun picture, but don't confuse it with
The Pirate Movie, a television mentality ripoff starring
Kristy McNicol. Pink Floyd: The Wall stats Bob Gekdorf of
the Boomtown Rats and includes some wild animation.
Grease H enters the early sixties and Burt and Dolly will
headline The Best Little Whorehouse In Texas. Word has
it the original Broadway musical has been butchered,
because Dolly wanted more solos and Burt wanted a fist

fight and a car chase.

DRAMA: Robin Williams turns in what is touted as being
the performance of the year in The World According to
Garp and Al Pacino. starring in Author, Author, never
turns in a bad performance in anything. Peter OToole
plays an alcoholic actor in the fifties in My Favorite Year.
Reckless is a love story and Steven Spielberg fans will
have two summer pictures to choose from: Poltergeist and
E. T. , both involving the supernatural.

By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

Tired of all of those seeds, figs and fruits in Basics? Are
you the kind of tough guy that can't wait to tear into a big
greasy hamburg special? Have I got a bunch of films for
you:

Sylvester Stallone is back with Rocky III. This is the
role that made ol' Sly the star that he is. and you know he's
ready for it. (Are you ready for him?)

In the latest installment of this rip snortin' saga. Rocky

Kobin Williams: a nice guy

Chuck Norris: a toug^h guy

and his former nemisis Apollo Creed combine arms to do
battle with a new assailant. I don't know who it is, but
rumour has it he is big, wears a black suit and talks like a
broken vacuum cleaner. May the Force be with them.
Talk about tough guys battling sci-fi creatures. Chuck

Norris, one of the better actors in films today, is in a new
film called Silent Rage. He plays a small town sheriff who
is forced to engage in battle with some crazy robot-
redneck. Although Kung-fu star Chuck can whip any man
on earth, this electronic sissy just won't play dead. Sort of
a High Noon— Halloween.
Even Eastwood is encountering the supernatural this

summer. In his new release, Firefox, he is tasked with
ripping off Ivan's new telekinetic terror weapon, a fighter
plane that flies off of brain waves. No CIA guilt trips here,
just good patriotic fun.

Sci-fi Macho epics are as common as Republicans at a
National Rifle Association rally this summer. Also in this
category are Megaforce (great title) Road Warrior (the
Austrahan sequel to Mad Max), Blade Runner with
Harrison Ford and something modernistic from Walt
Disney studios called Iron. (I think it picks up where Old
YeUaleiioit.)

I'm not sure if I can recommend Conan — The Barbarian.
I like the idea of a guy who goes around carrying a big
sword, and who is not afraid to use it, but you know what
kind of crowds those "muscle epics" attract.

This is the lineup of summer films. Which one's will you
see? Nice guy films or tough guy fiUns ? You decide.
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The Massachusetts Daily Collegian night graphics
department is now accepting applications for the following
positions for the fall of 1982:

Typesetters — Proofreaders
Camera/Paste-up Technicians

Applications and information are available at the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center. Applicatio- deadline is May 17, 1982. Applicants must be fuJl-time
UMass undergraduate students.

The Collegian w an etpMl opportunity employer

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is now accepting applications for
the following positions for the fall of 1982:

Assoc. Managing Editors
Copy Editors
Layout Technicians
Librarian

Drivers

Training Coordinator
Asst. Photo Editors (4)

Assoc. News Editor
Assoc. Executive Editor
Assoc. Arts Editor
Assoc. Women's Editor
Assoc. Photo Editor (1)
Assoc. Production Mgr.
Assoc. Sports Editor

LEARN NOT TO BURN ~j
SuNbuRN Prevention InFormatjon

ANd Free sAMpUsI
j

by SHAB*
May 14Th 10 - 7 p.w.

StucIent Union Concourse
'SrudENT hEAlTh AdvisoRy BoARd

Announcing

University of Mass Outing Club's

Annual

Spring Auction

Items included:

ice axes

sleeping bags
life vests

Mad River canoe

May 17th

CC804
7:30

m^.
FRIDAY
HAPPY
HOUR

.y

FREE

Mill«r/Mill*r Lit«

Drafts .50c

Bor Drinks .99c

Hous« Sp^clob H.50
in€lud#s Doquirls, Pino Colodos,

Orgasms

THE HUNGRY U I

Applications and informatin are available at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center

May n ISS""
™' "^^ undergraduate students. Application dea^^ne Is

The Collegian u an equal opportunxly employer.

Summer Doorders
KoppQ Sigmo

70 Dutt«rfi#ld t#rrQc«

LOW RATES FOR SUMMER
On# f»« for whol* thrM months
Also - taking boardors for this fall

Amherst Chinese Food
"Family Style Cooking"

Mandarin & Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon Specials from $1.75

Beer & Wine License

Sunday Brunch all you can eat $4.95
62-64 Main St..
Amherst 253-^05

Closed W.dnasdays
We use no MSG or

Artificial Food Colorino

M«et Your Friends

MICttLCB
BCTTLEf
111

^ I)£IJI3LC TECIjBLC
2 -XrtT >«y5|^^JUCE

WHEKE rr DdSNl' COST YOU ANfYMDOK mrc

HAPPY
HOUR
7 days
and

7 TdghtH

Proper ID a must

LI S7 N. PIctMit 8t
2SM141

4-6
Hors d'oevres
& Twoferg

lOMidxiight
Twofers

rwofers
on all rail liquors

and drafts plus discounts
on all liquors
and beers

iCU

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Cold Champagne

750 ml *2.89andup
Almaden Mt. Wines $4.79/i.5 l
MolsonS beer, ale, golden $3.25/6 ok
Old Milwaukee $3.69/i2 pk ca^s

Miller Lite $4.99/i2 pk cans

Budweiserbottles or cans. ...... $9.99/case
Gin & Vodka 80'' $5.45/l

The most talked about
movie in Germany is now one
of the most talked about movies
n rVmeriCa* a VLVSH RIMK I ...s^)^xtilill^

<).u o» tlu lust ,,K.,.rrs.,» tin
•''•" " '"^ irrcMMiblc ...,l i.inks

yrippinvi

Mill ilu i.;r( .11 w.ir tilms, likr

Ul (,)iiH I < )i) Ilu \\i surii I null

ml Hriilj^c ( )n Ilu l<i\i r Kw.ii
\ Kf ( 'I I. \\ (\v

I
I \ \. \v >, ,,1.

D.is H(>«»t has ihrills a|)k-nl>.

I H s| s| ll )| 111 '
I ll 1^ II I

\< ^

ir 111 Its iiuxkI I«

t )ri I In \\« s(( ri

1 lu' o(htr siJf »>» World War JI

STARTS TODAY!

ffey'''iJ'rlP! tl\ WllltlJ301j f'ptpisfill

R» STMK Tf O

SHOWCASE CINEMAS^
ROUTE 5 RIVERDALE ROAD WEST SPRINGFIELD 733-5131
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Papa John Creach

Orchard Hill/Central Day
Orchard Hill is the place to be on Satur-

day afternoon, as Papa John Creach (ex-

Jefferson Airplane, Hot Tuna fiddler)

headlines The Orchard Hill/Central Music
and Arts Festival.

Sponsored by the Orchard Hill/Central

Area Governments, and the UMass Arts
Council, the all day festival will also feature
Mitch Chakour (formerly with Joe Cocker,
now working with Eric Burdon, One Peo-
ple (Jimmy Cliffs reggae band) and The
Lynne Meryl Quintet. The festival begins
at noon...rain location is the Student Union

Ballroom.

There will also be a clown contest (come
dressed and you may win!), a bring-your-
own frisbee freestyle contest and three-
legged races. Prizes have donated by The
Amherst Deli, Bubway, The Mercantile,
Silverscape Cafe, The Fine Arts Center
Box Office, Union Records, Taco Villa,

Whole Wheat Pizza, A.J. Hastings Sta-
tionary and Campus Center Hotel.

There will be food, refreshments and
balloons for sale. No bottles or kegs please.
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BOOKSTOR^EVERYONE

Chinamen

Kingston

3.98
Special Value

Mi

Peter Rabbit
and other Stories

by Potter

4.98
special value

GREAT
GIFTS

f

Cruel Shoes
by Steve martin

1.98
List 6.95

The following RSO groups have
been suspended pending withdrawal
within three months, unless you con-
tact the Chair of the Governmental
Affairs Committee. Call 545-0341 or
stop by Room 420 S.U.B.

Checkerboard

Cookbooks 2.98 each
Quantities of individual titles limited.
Hundreds of other titles to choose from.

Garden
Flowers

7.98 List 11.95

On Sale Tables
in the Tradebook Area

^UNIVERSITYmSTORE*
Located in the

Campus Center

Open
M-F9-5 Sat 11-4

Air Force ROTC
Alive With Dance
Am. Soc. Civil Engineering
Angel Flight

Arab Organization

JArchery Club
Arnold Air Society
Astronomy Club
Cape Cod Club
Classics Society
Coin Club
Dance Studio
Design Students Club
Fashion Marketing
Feminist Ecology Conference
Field Hockey
Flying High Production
Frisbee Team
Hellenic-American
Hockey Club
Home Economics
Human SVC Organization
Inst. Electrical Engineering
Japanese American

Judaica Resources
Judo Club
Kennedy Election
Lab Tecnology Club
Lutherian Students
Near Eastern Organizations
Nurse Association/Student
Photographers Guild
Plant/Soil Science
Pre-Dental Club
Project Re-entry
Racquet Club
Res. Hall Development Project
Rev. Communist Youth
Silver Screen Film
Socialist Feminist
So. Asian Cultural Society
Stop Amherst Towing
Student Nutrition

Students of Objectivism
Tennis Club
Undergrad Communist
Community

Volley Ball-Damage

yfRDD
UNLIMITED

Spring Clearance Sale
Thurs May 13 - Wed May 20th
All 8.98 albums — 5 99
comperable savings at every price

Poster Giveaways, Accessories saleYour student run record store"

Friday, May 14, 1982
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WHAT HAPPENED?

Our engineering officers are planning and
designing tomorrow's weapon systems today.
Many are seeing their ideas and concepts
materialize. They have the finest, state-of-
the-art equipment to test their theories. The
working environment is conducive to research.
And Air Force experience is second to none.
You can be part of this dynamic team if you
have an engineering degree. Your first step
will be Officer Training School. Help us shape
our future as we help you start yours. Be an
engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact
your Air Force recruiter at 413-557-3898.
Captain Kevin Reinert. Call Collect.

A «r«at way o( Mc

by M. Joyce

by Mark Rollins

l̂ y0UN£BDAlim

by Ethyl Octane

HA
k^^'^ Rock

;amsi
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COMING ..../

/WAY 19; THE DARK with
ISOMEONE&THE SOMEBODIES I

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margvet Fwrar ud Tmde Jaffc

ACROSS
1 Nobel Physicist
of 1944

5 Wood unit

9 Artist's haven
13 Turkish cavalry-

man
14 Charitable one
15 Silk spinner
16 Words of greeting
18 Metric unit

19 Experience anew
20 "The and

equal station..."

22 Vehicle
24 Steinbeck charac-

ter

25 True ?

28 Think
32 Commotions
33 Liturgical vest-

ment
36 City section.

Abbr.
37 Israeli city

38 Bridge unit

39 speak (as it

were)
40 Allow
41 Daring exploit

42 Souls, in Spain
43 Written matter

<S)im L« Ah*i TIw< i>ra«cM>

4S Estimated
47 Shipping pts.

49 Spill over
50 Grinding halt

54 "
: the crown

of life": Cicero
58 Foil

59 Product tag
61 Nil

62 Polity word in

Hamburg
63 Spores on a plant
64 Easy task
65 Reverberate
66 Busy sounds

DOWN
1 European in-

dustrial region

2 Plant of the lily

family

3 Sound like a calf

4 Show
5 Avian sound
6 Blame
7 Round-up
8 Gridiron play, old

style

9 Stowe character
10 Unusual: Scot.
11 Decree

12 Easy to handle
14 Fabric workers
17 Velodromes
21 Staff member
23 Lachrymal secre-

tions

25 Fanon
26 Prepares pota-

toes a certain way
27 Strongholds
29 Modern weapon,

for short

30 The bottom line

31 Uneven, as
margins

34 Eng. sch.

35 Bakery workers
38 Lab item

39 Haphazardly
41 Stings

42 Coral island

44 Not alert

46 Deserted
48 Kind of boom
50 Marshy places
51 At the time of

52 Home of music
53 Central part

55 Ben Adhem
56 Source
57 New Havenltes
60 Sloulan

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Baaa mapici [DaaaaBDa aaaa aaaaci

ciBiisa ana
BaoBB aaaa ciacia

BBDB [IBBB BOBaiiaaaa bpib BciBcian

rcnrNOMfANDTHFIIl
QBBB CilDClB BOBDBB BBBB HIOBB

BBBB

WEATHER
Mostly cloudy along the

east coast, with mostly
sunny days and partly
cloudy nights in the west
sections today, tonight and
tomorrow. High tem-
peratures both today and
tomorrow ranging from
the low 50s along the east
coast, to the 60s and low
70s in the west.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Turkey Club Sandwich
Tuna Noodle Casserole

BASICS LUNCH

Tomato, Egg, Cress
Sandwich on Sprouted

Wheat Bread
Tuna Noodle Casserole

DINNER

t

Beef Stew/Biscuit •
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce J

Fruit Plate with Saltines •
•

BASICS DINNER •

Garbanzo Vegetable Bake •
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce J

•

•

CABLE/VIDEO
|

|

L

UVC & GPC
Daily Programming Schedule

Pireted Video Today

10:30 - 11:30 Reefer Madness - The
tragedy of Maryuana
Spyro Gyra - Video,
Music, and More

12:30- 1:30 No One Here Gets Out
Alive - A look at Jim
Morrison and the Doors
May The Farce Be With
You — Comic Video at its

Finest

11:30 • 12:30

1:39-
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BEER 0-rAipfu^
WINE

KEGS

LIQUORS \

\m

»». >5*l l«ti*

X

J

Bidweiser cans $8.50 cs

Budweiser Light cans $8.50 cs

IVS ler Lite i2pkc $4.50

Seagram 7 1 75 $12.89
Jim Beam 1.75 $11.99
Gilbey Gin 1.75 $11.99
Roberto Rum 1.75 $9.29
Skol Vodka 1.75 $8.20
SkolGini75 $8.20

253-5595

10 a.m. til 11 p.m.

Carlo Rossi 4 L $5.85
GallO rose, chenin blanc 1.5 L $3.99
Principato red, white 1.5 $3.99
Almaden 1.5 l $3.99
Taylor Lake country Soft Wines 1.5 $3.99
Martini & Rossi Asti 7 5 ml $7.75

not responsible for typographical errors

not responsible for typographical errors
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Collegian i?

Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3 45

A BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDIO
Sonically Superior Audio. The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720

ATTENTION
~

FRUSTRATED GUITARIST

Robin Trower, Police style guitarist
wanted for competent trio format call if

you can be expressive, fill in spaces and not
be overstated the equipment has to be up
to par to pull this stuff off, pedals and
amplification is crucial call Mike Riff
256-6454 or Peter 586-5116

AUDIO
Portable cassette player - $20. Also
good Lloyd's stereo - $50. Graduating Sr -

1

must sell. Call Val 546-1415.

EP1 120 Speakers good condition best of-
fer call Mitchell 256-6076

Complete Stereo System including 16
watt per side receiver, 2 way speakers, and
turntable with new magnetic cartridge. Ex-
cellent condition. Must sell. Graduating
Need funds. $95 very firm. 549-6780

Fender super reverb lOOrms 2 12" 100 wt
celestions, mesas excellent sound and
cond. 375.00 256-6195 evenings

AUTO FOR SALE
"

78 Fairmont good cond. silver $3100
584-7258

74 Monte Carlo new radials, brakes etc
great condition $1500 or BO 256-0735

71 Volvo 146 station wagon automatic
excellent condition, CB, 367-2182 eves
Triumph Spitfire in mint cond. mags
AM/FM 8 track can be seen at Drake davs
asking $3500. 253-9379

80 Datsun 510 Hatchback 5 speed 35 mpg
only 19,000 mi. + xtras call John in
Holyoke 1-532-5304

73 Ford Ltd. rusty nut mechanically good,
inspection valid till Oct. must sell $400 or
60 549-5669

1973 Datsun 610 station wagon 4-speed
radials, snow tires, $850 call 549-6284

1975 Mercury Comet $1000 or best offer
247-5431 after 5:00

1973 Pontiac Catalina good condition
AM/FM radio radials $750 253-2808

66 VW runs well $500 call 546-6332 or
546-6341

72 Ply Scamp 6 cyl 25 mpg 2 dr gold bik
top, int, new sticker $650.00 BO 256-6195
evenings

AUTO WANTED - 4 WD
Reliable 4wd vehicle wanted July 7 to
July 28. Will pay $250 and provide Volvo for
substitute transportation. Dr. Gaev x2337
or 586-6354

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professional Bellydancar
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
253-5491

BENEFIT DANCE
Dance to benefit AID TO IN-
CARCERATED MOTHERS. Live music and
tocal DJ's Hampden Dining Commons in
Southwest 8 pm - 1 am, Saturday, May 15.
Admission $3

BRANDYWiNE
Summer sublet/fall option 2 females to
share 1 bedroom of 2 bedrom $120/mo
June 1 call Sue 549-6738

CAPE COD
Need an easy-going female to share 3
bedroom house in W. Yarmouth for sum-
mer. Prime location. Maria 253-3329

CAPE COD RENTAL
People wanted for West Yamnouth sum-
mer rental. Carey 549-5958

CENTRAL/OH CONCERT MAY 15

Come see the legend! Papa John CreachI
C.A.C. will be selling T-shirtsI

CLASS II DRIVER

UMass Recycling Project needs a part
time flex-schedule driver. Start ASAP.
Responsible for regular deliveries & vehicle
maintenance. Contact Paul Layton
546-0618 or Rm 306 SUB

COMPLUSIVE EATERS

Women's Group exploring eating
issues. 10 sessions Wednesdays 7-9:30 PM
beginning June 2nd 545-0041

rash .n .Hw.n - c
'^°"'^^^ ''"'^^^ • °«^^''"^ 's 3^5 TWO days pnor to publication daycash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

DOG FOR ADOPTION
5 yr old dog - part Lab part Husky - good
disposition good watchdog. Loves to run -

understands keywords i.e. hungrTbis^uK

rl: ^""L-^^^^y ^««"V needs a g^<Xd home'Ca I Held, at 256-0158 leave message Kwp

DREAM HOUSE

?«'[f°'"« ?,^""?"* ^°' summer, fan op-
tion off 116 Sunderland. Roomy quiet
woodstoves garage 665-7912

~ FALMOUTH
Another roommate needed in cottage
500. for entire summer call Ann 6-1432

FOR RENT

Summer sublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 V4
baths, carpeting, pool, tennis courts
253-5759

Sunderland large 2 bedroom apts
available, June 1, fall option, on bus route,
$285 per mo plus utilities call Don or Eric
^5-4101 after 4

Room in Echo Hill for responsible female.
Low rent in exchange for sitting 9 yr old 1

1

pm - 7 am part of summer. Fall option

Amherst Canter 2 bedrooms 120 each per
month availa June-Aug price heg 546-1006

Sublet with fall option one bedroom
($157) or two ($315) five mins from campus
549-1680

2 rms avail for summer Main St above
convenience store $120/mo/mi call John
546-9538 or Scip 546-4967

Why take a chance on a waiting list?
Large bedroom, Southwood apartment
253-9269

Puffton summer sublet fall option two
people needed in three bedrooms call Steve
256-0866 or Tom 256-6171

Summer sublet w/fall option one room
Northwood $108 per mo. August free call
253-2470

Sunderland, 3 bdrms, 1 bath, not in com-
plex, quiet $270/month, available June 1

Call Jeff, 666-3900 after 5 PM
One room apartment for rent downtown
Amherst starting June 1 256^18
2 bedroom avail In Sunderland starting
Sept rent, heat cheap, hot water included.
Interested call 6-8978

1 bed Colonial Village - pool, basketball,
bus route. New lease starts June 1st. $2^
+ utilities. Call 256-6176 keep trying

Squire Village large 2 bedroom
townhouse AC pool carpeting dishwasher
excellent condition available July 1 fall op-
tion 665-3235

One or two furnished bedrooms on Puf-
fton for summer 100 each Dave 253-9338
Gordon 546-3231 Jamie 546-3235

FOR SALE

Bed for sale. Used 1 year $100 or BO call

Marsha 549-3994

Woment 10-speed Unlvega with
detachable front wheel for easy storage.
Like new. Was $215. asking $175 call Joann
at 253-7386 or 256-0473

Furniture for sale: bed, dresser, etc. must
sell all! Debbie 256-8981

-Hitachi Turntable HT-324 $75. BTC 202
$40 call Joe 6-7705 or 6-8357

Refrigerator 5 cubic good condition also,
hot plate and toaster oven 6-7275

Conn Cornet €r Yamaha G346 both ex-
celient both best offer 666-7715

Yamaha Electric/Acoustic Guitar good
condition BO 6-7530 or 6-7093

5 cu ft refrigerator brown, butcher block
top, used 1 semester BO around $115
549-5669

Zenith Color TV a year old, hardly used
13" set call evenings 546-1022

Luxurious living room sat includes crush-
ed velour Castro convertable couch, mat-
ching loveseat & swivel chair, also kitchen
set and other items 256-6205

Guitar Yamaha
cessories. Good
253-2842

FG-180 hard case, ac-

condition. $200. Alan

Double bed maple frame $125 or best offer
256-0702

3 bureaus for sale $15
tion call Dave 549-6802

$25 great condi-

lida Banjo w/case brand new must sell

$125. call 549-5917

Convertible sofa bed for sale good con-
dition best offer call 256-8498

Karhu X-country skis, boots, bindings,
poles. Brand new, moving south. $65
546-7466

FREE RENT
Uve at Northwood Apts one month free
over the summer with fall option call now^d to hear from any and all call evenings
665-7181

FURNISHED APARTMENT
One bedroom Colonial Village rent
negotiable 256-6413

FURNITURE FOR SALE

We've got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go. Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

25" color TV and chairs best offer call
Mitchell 256^76

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Magic
546-6684

HELP WANTED
Earn up to $500 or more each year.
Beginning September for 1-3 years. Set
your own hours. Monthly payment for plac-
ing posters on campus. Bonus based on
results. Prizes awarded as well
800-526-0683

Homemakers/ Health Aides needed for
summe and permanent positions. Training
program starting soon. For more informa-
tion call 586-3886 Homemakers Service of
hampshire County a United Way Agency
Assistant Head of Residence for Cance
house in S.W. sought for 82-83 academic
year. Applications available in S.W. Stu-
dent Affairs Office in Wash Tower Lobby.
Applications should be returned to the
H.R.'s apt in J. A. Lower by Wed May 19 at
5 P.M.

$80 reward for information at)out van-
dalism to white VW Scirocco Dave
253-9338

HOME VIDEO

Odyssey with 7 game cartridges, excellent
condition 665^2840

HOUSE FOR RENT

4 bedroom house Northampton June or
Sept $475 plus utilities. Call 584-3428
Skibiski Realtors, no pets

Amherst - 4 bedrooms 2 baths, garage for
Sept $625 plus utilities. Skibiski Realtors
584-3428 no pets

LIZ LEBOW
Welcome back to UMass. I hope you
read this even if it is "only an ad"

LOOKING FOR PEOPLE

Involved In UMasa employee Incident
on May 2. Anyone witnessing or having any
information I would appreciate you contac-
ting me please nnail information to PO Box
215 Hadley MA

LOST

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Please I Call
546-7338

Lost green day pack at Southwest Con-
cert revyard 549-6872 Wendy
Desperate lost red folder containing stats
quizzes call Diane 666-7137

Lost black nylon windbreaker "Nauset"
on front; #34 on left shoulder much sen-
timental value 546-4467

Mens gold necklace lost around soccer
field II sentimental value please call

546-7666 __^
Gold chain with heart in Northeast Quad
on Sat. 5/8/82 reward call 6-5913

Brown wallet in Boyden if found please
call 546-641 1 no questions asked

MARTHA'S VINEYARD ~
I need a room for 1 July 13 - 31 546-5411

M*A^S*H

Get M»A»S»H ed: May 14th 6:M, 8:45.
11:00. Mahar Aud $1.00 adm

MOTORCYCLES
~

1978 Suzuki GS7G0 low mi excellent cond
$1995 or BO 253-2874

1973 Honda 460 excellent condition must
sell fast 256-8970 nights 545-0197 days

1978 Honda 780. only 17.000 highway
miles. Well maintained, excellent condition.
Many extras. Graduating, need cash imm-
ed. $1290. or best offer. Priced to selll Call

now 549-6802

MOVING
Student with truck will
anywhere call 665-3204

move you

MOVING SERVICES

Fast, dependable service. Local or within
50 miles. Reasonable rates. Call 549-3568

NARRY-A-LORTH

Due, from the touch in Cromwell to the
sumn>emites in Sausalito, it's been a
helluva three years. Beauty, eh? Happy
21stl Dee

PERFECT PLACE

4 bdrm Main St apt 2 spaces avail one fall

opt 122.50 inc heat 2560614

PERSONALS
To the Persons who took my wallet
from 2nd floor Kennedy Friday nite (5-7). I

hope you had a glorious nite on the town
with my $2. Now I would appreciate it if

you could return it to me some how. I don't
care about the cash. I just need my wallet
and its contents.

For you class of '82: Senior Dayl Friday.
May 28th, 12-5 p.m. Metawampee Lawn
tickets on sale now CC. Concoursel
THANKS TO ALL GRAYSON HOUSE
COUNCIL MEMBERS who helped make
1982 Grayson's best year on the hill, Your
Pres

Attention. Dwight Storage Room will be
cleaned by May 17. Any items not claimed
by then will be auctioned.

Wanted: Clowns, all sizes, colors, shapes -

Prizes awarded - Sat. May 15 - Central/OH
Concert

5 day Prince Edward Island trip Leaving
July 17th. For informaion call 665-2890 or
o4o-0555

Happy 20th Tom with love, Lori

Vinny. Have a great graduation I It sure
won't be the same next year without you.
Love Jenny

You helped pay for their Soviet Tour;
Now come hear the concert that is going to
Russia and Romania! University Chorale
and Chamber Winds perform their Spring
Concert Sunday May 16 4:00 pm in Bowker
Aud no admission charge

Jazz Duo Frederick Tillis and Jeff Holmes
play at the Chorale Spring Concert Sunday
May 16 4:00

John Bird Happy 21st B. B.E.I You are the
best friend ever. Love. Lori

Suzanne: At last my dear
personal

the promised

To you ex-fourth floor Gormanltes:
Whole Wheat, happy hours. . .and hours.
BAMFettes and snowball icecubes. You are
the greatest. Thanks for a terrific year! Love
ya, Hannah

Renee. Happy Birthdayl Make it the best
yet - you've been a great friend. . .A.A.

Seniors: Open up an account at the UMass
Student Federal Credit Union, and become
eiigiable for low cost loans for life See
Elizabeth Hammann at USFCU for details

To my entrepreneur - much success and
luck with Kashmir with love always Karin

KIMBECITAI Muchas gracias! Eras una
amiga verdadera. Donna and DB's forever!
DANBECITA
To Rosie O'Grady. my brown-eyed girt.
Here's to your graduation and dreams of
Med School, beaches, travel, and hap-
piness. May they all come true. . .and
here's to this guy's dream of being the one
lucky enough to share them with you. Till
we meet again. Lots of love Bobby
Washington 14 - Nobody could have ask-
ed for better. . .Thank You. . .but will I ever
recover? - Ess

Norman - Those weeks of paradise were
worth the trouble - Heidi's Rival

Gall - And you thought I would forgetl
Happy Dayl Love yal Victor

EX CHADBOURNE REFUGEES
THANKS AND CONGRATULATIONS TO
MIKE BRADLEY, BRIAN CONNORS
PETER FRAZIER. BILL LYONS, TOM
MARTIN. DAVE McCORMACK, DAVE
POWERS. JIM QUINN, JOHN WAITE
TOM WALSH, PIT MARTIN, RON
RESTANI, FOR THEIR VALUABLE CON-
TRIBUTIONS TO YET ANOTHER SUC-
CESSFUL AND ENJOYABLE IN-
TRAMURAL SOFTBALL SEASON
Barbara - happy 20th I Now we can drink
no matter what Ed King says! Hope all your
tommorrows wilt be as special as today
Pete (the crazy one)

Holly. Happy 23rd! Enjoy to the max! Love
Jenny
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To my baby doll Thanks for the love an
understanding - and the job! Love your kit-

ten

CAN - DENCE

Only 1% more weeks hang in there kid
summer fun is on it's way good luck with
exams

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

DlMertatlons, papers, resumes. IBM
selectric. Scientific. Bilingual-
english/Spanish 2S6-6957

PUFFTON SUMMER SUBLET

1 large downstairs badrom Er bath in 3
bedroom apt furnished $110 mnth 275 Puff-
ton Village Brad 549-5961

RIDE WANTED
RIda naadad to Chicago around 27th. I

travel light. Will share gas expenses and
driving. Please call Oris 546^150
RIda wanted May 15 or 16 to UPenn or
Phila area call Shari 6-9672

RIDER WAPTTED

One rider wanted to Denver Colorado
leaving May 22 call 256-8784

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

Brandywine 2 females needed to share
room starting Sept call 549-1813

One bedroom in four bedroom
available 1 June with fall option $166-»-
femate only 549-6713 Marianne

2 non-smoking female roommates
wanted for Brit Man apt call 546-4717

Female roommate needed to share cot-
tage, South Yarmouth excellent location
call 666-2317 or 253-5309

One bedroom In three bedroom Puffton
apartment, June 1 $130. woman preferred
23 + years 549-5877 between 5 and 7 pm '

Graduating in December? Quiet female
wanted to share Puffton apt next fall please
call 549-5187

Puffton one bedroom available female
$130 starting September 549-0304 Rae
Puffton two rooms in three bedroom
available June 1st fall option call evenings
549-6899

Female for Puffton sumemr sublet 2 bdrm
bus rt pool tennis rent negotiable 6-1471
6-9901

Furnished room sunny apartment, sum
mer, female. Near pool, UMass town
$140+ 253-5249

West Yarmouth two males, exceiient ioca
tion call 6-6001

Responsible female wanted to share
room - fail Southwood 666-3g6 evenings
Female seeks roommate to share living
accomadations for summer in Boston call
Margie 546-9783

3 roommates wanted - fall & spring 171

A

Brittany Manor ask for Steve (g) 256-8573

Roommate to share Main St Apt sum-
mer sublet with fall option call 256-8668

Two roommates to share bedroom in
Riverglade apts ($75 plus utilities) call Ed
6-6904 or Mike 6-6642

1 - 2 rmmts for Ig 1 bedrm Puffton
cheap fall 82 Chuck 649-6768

2 females wanted to share apartment for
fall Brittany Manor 546-5150

Northwood Apts Sund. under
$100/month rent summer/fall option call
666-3965

Room available for female Colonial
Village swimming pool fall option Lucie
253-2716

Roommate needed to share cottage
Provincetown excellent location waterfront
call Carol 666-3963

Female to share bedroom in 2 bedroom
Southwood townhouse fall Mindv 546-eRl7
Three housemates looking to share house
in Amherst for fall 546-5630 546^4889
Looking for one female roommate to
share Brittany Manor apt for fall call
253-9236

Peaceful farmhouse apt North Amherst
close to bus own bedroom 100/month Joe
549-2877

1 bedrm In 2 bedrm apt Sept 1 for 82-83
150mo25&O683
Two roommates wanted male/female to
share 4 bedroom apartment beginning fall

82 call 256-8947

Female(s) wanted for one bedroom in two
bedroom Brandywine apt for fall Man or
Diane 549-0393

Seniors staying? Room in 2 bdrm
townehouse apts Sept - Dec 549-1 321

Cape Cod summer roommate wanted 1

or 2 great location call 256-0866 soon I

ROOMMATE WANTED
AREA

MARLBORO

Female grad looking to share apt for June
1st 666-3065

SERVICES

Typing 4c a line. Some overnite service.
Call 549-4595

IBM Selectric anxious to meet your typing
needs. Equipped with experienced
operator. 253-3394

SPACIOUS LIVING
AVAILABLE - FALL

Large Sunderland House 3 baths, fur-
nished, storage space, sunporch, living
room 150/mo/person 3 singles, double
w/private bath available 66&4803

STUDENT HOUSING

Seeking a clean, wholesome. Interna-
tional Christian living environment? We are
receiving applications for a 30-room co-ed
facility on East Pleasant. Doubles. Stop in
the office, Amherst Baptist Church, 434 N
Pleasant, Tues-Fri 9 am - 1

SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION

Beautiful spacious house boardering
University rooms available 6/1, 7/1 grade,
couples preferred 549-6660

SUMMER SUBLET

Summer sublet w/fall option In 2
bedroom Colon Vill pool, 270 -f call eves
253-7313

w/fall option 2 bdmn Southwood apts
256-8824

2 bdrm apt in Brittany Manor w/fall option
$390 includes hear call 256-8244

Rooms for rent on Main St Amherst can
walk to campus everything inci call
256-6222

% large apartment N. Amherst furnished,
if wanted, $100. June through August
female only 549-4123

Brittany manor two bedroom furnished
apt rent negotiable call 253-5095

Summer sublet in 3 bedroom Puffton
Village apartment, furnished, pool, air con-
ditioning, on bus route, price negotiable
call Lynn at 549-6912, or call Scott at
546-7042 don't miss out, cal l todayl

Summer sub w/def fall opt 2 bdrm Cliff-
side apt $335/mo inc all util avail 6/1 call
afte, 6 665-3233

Summer sublet Fearing St 3 bedroms
$300 month Moira 549-5044 Janis 546-8369

Room in house with three other students.
Kitchen priv three miles to campus 145 mo
-f utilitis call 54»4187
Amherst 2 bedroom apt large, sunny 2
mip from SBA 200 month tei, elec 549-0 i06

4 bedroom everything included bus route
$147 or best offer 253-2247 fall option

1

1 or 2 bedroom ept Amherst Center no
pjione stop by 245 Lincoln Ave rent neg
One bedroom in 3 bedroom apt 5 min
walk from csmpus One person. Summer
only Call 253-7074_

Presidential Apts femaleTf^oTl '/^ bd7rns
5^58(M reasonable

3 bdr 2 level apt Vi mile from campus best
offer call Jeff 6-9639, Mike 6-9638 Jamie
6-9703 or Jeff 6-9694

1 or 2 females wanted to share an apart
ment in Cliffside includes utilities, pool
tennis_w/^fal[ option Lisa 665-2578
Summer sublets - rooms available in
beautiful house near school and Amherst
Center call 549-6453

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
Lantern Ct Sund 215 per mo 665-3502

COLONIAL VILLAGE sublet June 1 to
Aug 31 write and I'll call or drop by Marie
Marchese apartment 101 best offer bv
5/17/82

Brandywine $250 nr>onth 2 bedrooms on
bus rte, AC, pool 549-5416 '

Townehouse apartments N Amherst 2
bedrooms $90/mo June 1 v>rlth fall option
549-1076

We've got a three bedroom townhouse
apartment vwth your name on it. Take a
summer sublet with fall option for only $415
per month. Call us at 549-0747 right away

PilJ^nrt'""*"
•"Iciency furnished

$150.00/nr>o N Amherst utilities included
non smoker Ann 549-4036

Sublet w/fall option V, Triangle St 500
month call Bob 549-5799

FREE CASE OF BEER RIVERGLADE fur
nished 3 bedroom townhouse 1 % baths air
pool rent negotiable 253-7009

Pay June. July gat Aug Free 2 bdrm
Southwood apt furnished pool, tennis inc
call 256-6225

Boston - South End unique floor through
2 bedroom in Union Pk area, DW, moderri
kitchen 12 ft ceilings, sunny. Prof male
seeks same for June 1 Rent $267 includes
all (617) 267-9066 (evenings)

2 br rolling Green apt full fum, AC, pool
utilities inc. On bus route, call 256-8006
Dave or Bill

Summer sublet pool, AC, bus, 2 bdrm
SouthAmherst rent $300 negotiable
256^137

"

2 bedroom apt in Rolling Green 11! Utilities

included price neg. Good deal - Don't pass
it up! 546-9824 keep trying

Cheap Brandywine two bedroom furnish-
ed 549-5518 keep trying
Summer sublet 2 bedroom townehouse
apt fall option for 2 people 549-4788

3 bedroom partially furnised townhouse
apartment close to campus rent negotiable
549-6227

FemaSe roommate wanted for summer
Brandywine rent negotiable call after 3:30
546-7105

Summer w/fall option 4 bedrooms, 1 \i

baths, upstairs, sliding glass doors, extrasll
$147 mo 254-6287

Seek woman for 1 opening in Puffton
own room cheap summer rent 549-4778
w/fall option

One month free rent, l-arge one bedroom
apt, Cliffside Apts includes utilities, pool &
tennis courts call 666-2956 after 9 pm
available June 1 fall option

1 bdrm Brandywine apt AC pool cable
call 546-5196

Sublet with fall option Yi house 163-1
Triangle St 500 month call Bob 549-5799

Absolutely Free - Two bedroom Nor-
thwood apartment on the busline in

Sunderiand. Pay only two month's rent
(negotiable) and get one month freel Best
offer takes it. Call 666-7935 Fall option

1 bedr Amh Center $130 fall option near
bus rte 253-7710

Sunny two bedroom apt near Amherst
Center/fall option 253-2027

1 bedroom available in townhouse fur-
nished, rent negotiable 549-6306

2 bedroom Colonial Village rent neg call

after 5 pm Emily 549-6385

Female own room Brandywine summer
only 100/mo 253-7806

SUMMER SUBLET - FALL OPTION

4 bdrm $147 per mo all util 253-7278

Brandywine 2 females to share room in 2
bedroom apt furn $140 ea & elec 549m0425
Northampton the center of town 4
bedroom house 586-5987

2 adjacent studio apts quiet converted
factory close to bus/town. Reasonable
price utilities incI 253-7486 256-8323

3 rm apt located between Amherst Center
and cmpus, space for parking garden etc
300.00 a month or negotiable, includes
utilities 253-791 1 or 545-2255 ex 29 Laurie or
Alison

Private single room available after finals,
quiet house very close to campus on No
Pleasant St price and fall option negotiable
call 549-591 7 ask about Paul's room
We have a 2 bdrm apt in Brandywine
that we would like to swap for a 1 bdrm in
Brandywine or Puffton (preferably)
549-1030

One room In private house across from
Puffton w/fall option $90 mo 549-5917

Brittany Manor apt perfect condition
across street from bus stop call now while
still available call 253-51 96

Beautiful Amherst Apt partiallyTurnished
4 bdrms $147 a month per eporson best of-
fer for summer gets it 253-7278

Great Location I Near Puffers Pond one
bedroom of two bedroom apartment possi-
ble 2 bdrm for summer partially furnished
reasonable 253-2482 eves

TO SUBLET

Southwood Apt Sumnwr sublet only 2
bdrm furnished with AC, pool, on bus route
rent negotiable call after 5 PM 253-7123

Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom, pool.
AC, cable, available June 1 $235 VERY
NEGOTIABLE call 546-5029 or 546-5024

Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond
summer sublet cheap on bus route nights
Doug 549-1256

Partially funished apt w/fall option in
Sunderiand on bus rte call after 8 666-4946

Summer sublet 2 or 3 bdrms in Puffton
apt rent negotiable call Dru 549-0127 or
Holly 546«64
4 bedrm apt Swiss Village 147$ each
utilities included on bus route partly fur-
nished available June 1st with fall opttonlll
256-6103

One bedroom available immediately in
South Amherst apartment sumnr>er and /or
fall option call 546-7028 Gail

Summer sublet townhouse apt furnished
3 bedroom rent negotiable 546-9616 or
546-9618

Brandywine apts Sumnr>er sublet with
possible fall option. One male roommate to
live in co-ed apt. $1.10/month plus elec-
tricity. call 546-4141

Southwood 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apartment includes spotlight 253-9235.

Townhouse 3 bedroom apt fully furnished
rent negotiable call 549-5968

Summer sublet 2 bdrm Southwood apt

rent negotiable call 253-9083

Brandywine 2 bedrooms furnished AC
pool rent negotiable 549-0425

Excellent Cond. 4 Bedrm apt w/extras
Rent for summer sublet negotiable w/fall
option-call 256-8459

To Sublet furnished 3 room apt in Belcher-
town $135/month 323-5018

Downtown Amherst Large 1 -bedroom
apartment June 1 - Aug 31 $250-300 month
includes utilities John or Gale 253-3443
Room Available 2 persons for bedroom in
furnished apatment on bus route 75 plus
each 665-3097

Cheap Resort Living in southwood AC
pool, tennis courts, 4 bedrooms on bus
route $300/mon call 546-5496 or 548-4975
^uire Village summersublet w/fall option
665-2515 rent negotiable

Riverglade rent^ - ^ 3 bedroom apt
negotiable 256-0617 or 253-5487

3 bedroom in Puffton furnished AC rent
negotiable call 549-4041 anytime
All the comforts of home - one unfur-
nished bedroom available in a luxurious two
bedroom apartment in Sunderiand's ex-
clusive Northwood complex. All this for the
low price of $250 for the summer. In-
terested? Call Rae at 666-2226 afternoons
or evenirigs

Puffton Village 1 bedroom furnished, rent
negotiable call 549-4813

Summer sublet large br in Puffton apt
$110 call 253-3949

lonapi

Furnished bedroom in 3 bedroom house
South Amherst on two bus routes fall op-
tion $140 negotiable 2564)609

Brittany Manor 1 bedroom In furnished 2
bedroom apt sublet w/fall option $180 mo
253-3171

4 bedroom summr w/fll option, bus route
rent includes utilities 256-0766

Squire Village 2 bedroom 2 bath pool AC
665-3065 fall option

Townehouse Apt fully furnished on bus
route 80 per month plus utilities 549-6554
One bedroom apt near Amherst Center
summr sublet for only $150 mo or best offe
253-7?43

Summer 3 rooms in modern house on bus
route 5 min walk to Amherst Center
130/month -^ 256-0039

FALL OPTION Room for summer sublet
with fall option. Cool spacious room. Pool
and tennis court rights. Across from bus
stop. Call Doug or Mike at 256-6670 nites

3 bdrm bs rte big yard, low rent on Main.
Amh 256-661

1

4 bedroom apartment $125 oi best offer
per person all utilities included. Fall o^ition

1 included r.all 253-7430 keep trying if no
I answer, call 545-3500 and leave a message
!
tor M.W. with your name and number. We

I

will sublet entire apartment or separate

j

2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom apartment $147
each, includes ail utilities Available June
first with possible fa!! option call Diane or
Pam at 256-6101 after 8 p.m.

Puffton two rooms in three bedroom sum-
mer only rent negotiable call Ann 549-6899,
Bob 546-6105

UP to 4 bedrooms available for summer
w/fall option utilities included rent
negotiable 253-5837

Summer sublet w/fall option 3 bedrooms
in a 4 bedroom apt $147/mo utilities includ-
ed call 253-2218.

Baautiful, sunny, two bedroom apt for
sublet June 1st - Aug 31st in Rolling Green
Maximum rent $300 per month, air cond
and luxurious pool included call Annemarie
2S&8e66

Townehouse 3 bedroom bus stops at
door 1 month free 549-4155

For summer Northampton, four bedroom
furnished house near Look Park
»375/month 546-5180

Summer sublet with fall option: 4
bedrooms, 1 % bath, top floor, slkjing glass
doors with deck, alt utilities included $147
per person/nrwnth call 253-5821

Summer sublet 1 bdrm Puffton partially
furnished call after 6 PM 549-5996

Two bedroom suite in gorgeous Amherst
house ideal for friends pool access on bus
route $125 253-5511

Townehouse 2 bdrm summer sublet fall

option 1 Vt bath AC bus rts 549-1428

Presidential summer sublet 4 min to
Grad Twr $275 call 549-1700

Room available Cliffside utilities inc pool
tennis courts close busstop June and fall

$100 call Beth 666-7582

14 summer rant frao - summer sublet fall

option Southwood 256-0470

One bedroom Colonial Village
140 -I- /month 256-6085

Inexpensive large one bedroom apt Col-
onial Village sublet/fall option 253-9246

Squire Vlllaae large ^ bedroom

:^
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5 bedroom N Amherst fall option garage
garden bus line negotiable 549-4001
Great location 7 min walk to campus sum-

549^58M
'*®^'°°"' '" 3 b«lroom house

Pay June-July get August free! fumish-
ed efficency Belchertown on bus route

323^vS"
electricity w/fall optior^

Presidential: summer sublet only 2

^3m^d!^'°"'
campus $210 month

Furnished 2 bedroom townehouse sum-

SSLo^T ^^ °^ ^®"^ 546-9795 546-9607

Ahmed #318 Cliffside one bed rm apt
available soon & fall option cheap leave
message 666-7589

Fall option two bedroom apt, great loca-
tion 549-01 12

Fully furnished Northwood apt w/fall
opt on bus, rent nego call 665-4744

One or two people for large bedroom in
beautifully furnished Puffton Apt pool, ten-

io ™"^'« -^"^ ^ Aug 31 call Robin

Sum sub fall opt So Amherst bus rte 3
bdrm house pool tennis courts 253-5362
3 bedroom house near Poor Dicks partial
summer sublet, fall option, bus stop (50
feet) pool other extras hurry 256-8738

Puffton summer sublet/fall option Gary
aft 5 PM 1-625-2646 ^^
4 bedroom completely furnished
(stereo) for 1-4 person sumnr>er sublet rent
negotiable please call 256-8947

Summer sublet w/fall option 1 bedroom
in 4 bedroom apt 1 block from campus
female nice apt 256-8704

Cliffside Ig bdrm in 2 bdrm apt to sublet
fall opt entire apt includes pool, tennis,
utilities, bus route mornings or after 10
665-7949 Alan

3 bedroom Townehouse summer sublet
with fall ODtion 549-0067 Chris

TYPING/EDITING

Efficient quick confidential 549-5727
resumes, cover letters, research papers~~

WANTED
Person to take my belongings to Long
Wandon 5/21. 5/22 or 5/27 big bucks call
540-9598

Vineyard call 549-4001 llona

2 females want room to rent for faN

E^ffpi^'ic.'P'"^'"®"* *^»" anytime
Swo-1 151-11 54

Need Puffton three bedroom fall sum-
mer negotiable 548-5891

WANT TO SELL

WANTED TO BUY

TRAVEL

Terrific June trip to Bermuda for $409 in
eludes everything - for info call 256-6941

Highest cash prices paid for class rings
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-0710

RAYBANS. Rayban metal sunglasses for
sale save $15.00 or more off retail prices call
Bruce at 549-971 1 or Neil at 546-9613 or An-
dy at 546-7939

WET SUITS

WANTED TO RENT
Female needs a room for summer on
Marthas Vineyard call 546-6257 ask for Tare
3/4 bedroom housa/apartmant needed
for fall, bus/or near campus eves
2S3-7S29

HELPI Wanted 3 bedroom apt for fall and
or summer call 546-6578 or 253-5622 even-
ings

Female needs summer room on Marthas

US Divers nylon small and medium
write and I'll call or drop by 101 Colonial

e!'?S!L'^®^ Marchese best offer by
5/19/82

WOMEN IN PRISON DAY
Women in prison day at UMassI Rims
and panel discussions addressing the issues
of women in prison. Presentations by Aid
to Incarcerated Mothers, Prostitute's Union
of Massachusetts and others. Free
childcare provided Campus Center 8th floor
10-4:00 Saturday, May 15th for more infor-
mation 545-2803

Dependents of UMass
Students

Eligible UMass students may purchase theSummer Dependent Health Benefits Plan to

nlVJ
co^'^'age for their spouse and/or

children for the period May 31st through
September 5th. The Summer Dependent Health
Benefits Plan includes both the comprehensive
on-campus coverage described elsewhere and
off-campus specialty or emergency services
authorized by a University Health Service physi-
cian or participating specialist. The $64 fee must
be paid by June 15th. To determine eligibility
and to obtain a more detailed description of theP an, contact the Supplemental Health Benefits
Plan Office at the University Health Services
Payments must be made at UHS cashier office
located adjacent to the Pharmacy

t—I— : "PI F»i5- ^^5"- iS'^C^ ,
AvM-IP

GRADUATlOiir
BUFFET
CELEBRATIOiV

May 30, 1982 Noon - 3 p.m.

Rm 1009 Murray D. Lincoln
Campus Center

Bring your family and friends and
enjoy our delicious buffet, featur-
ing:

• Steamship Round of Beef
• Chicken Creole
• Eggs Benedict

^* Deep Fried Cod Tails

And Much More!

ONLY S7.00

Call for vour reservation now.
545-0418 3

THANKS
to all our customors

Hove Q Great Summer!

^

Fri & Sot

""Z \ F^EE! 6.^0
\

N^xt V##k:
TUESDAY Grod Party Fr#o chompog^

e-10

WEDHESDAY 75e Drinks r«. choW«9«.
fof th* io4i«f a-ioiao

THURSDAY Rock Hite Th«DigOno't.ii

•\ SIf I' I I'IHIOK
KICHAKttt
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National championship at stake
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

It was getting pretty hot on the upper NOPE field late
yesterday afternoon, and some members of the University
of Massachusetts women's lacrosse team were taking a
breather by the water cooler.

Most of them were stUl on the field, going through the
last minutes of practice just as if it were the first minutes- running, passing, tailing shots at goalie Rita Hubner or
Uebbie DeJesus. whoever was in net.
They say that the practice was good, and they also say

they re ready for Sunday afternoon.
Thafs when UMass wUl face Trenton State College for

the NCAA women's lacrosse championship. The cham-
pionship, being held in Trenton, is the first ever sanctioned
by the NCAA, who chose the two teams from a nine-team
pool Sunday night.

Despite the fact that UMass is a Division One team and
Trenton State plays in Division Three, both teams are
expecting a close contest.

On paper, the teams match up closely. UMass boasts a
record of 9-0. including wins over New England rivals
Harvard University, the University of New Hampshire
and Yale University. Trenton comes into Sunday's game
12 0, with wins over Division One teams Northwestern
University (8-7) and Rutgers University (7-3). The record
for Trenton reads like a primer for blowouts - a 20-0
whitewash of Wheaton College, an 11-3 win over Dart-
nriouth College (the only school that has also plaved UMass
this season, with simUar results - the Gazelles defeated
the Big Green. 12-3). a 21 dismantling of Hofstra
University, to name a few.

This is not to say that the Gazelles have been stingy in
the goalscoring department. Recent victories include
Northeastern University by the score of 14-5. Boston

Sports-

College (10-2). and Springfield College (10-2).
In all. UMass has outscored its opponents, 103-21. Pam

Moryl leads the GazeUes with 37 goals and nine assists,
followed by senior co-captain Margie Anderson with 21
goals and 12 assists and Tish Stevens with 18 goals and 12
assists.

Meanwhile. Trenton State's got the advantage over its
opponents. 153 35. The team is led by Repy Hattersley
who has scored 54 goals and 14 assists. Debbie Schimpf is
next with 39 goals and 30 assists (she's the team overall
point leader with 69 points, followed by Hattersley with
b8). Perry Constantine and Claudia Fulshaw round out the
top four scorers. Constantine with 32 goals and 16 assists,
then Fulshaw with 16 goals and 18 assists.

tJ*'* fjfl^
^® *''"'•*' '" '^^ goalkeeping department.

1 here. UMass netminders Hubner and DeJesus have given
up 21 goals, with 74 saves to their credit: they have a goal-
against average of 3.00. For Trenton State, freshman
netminder Laurie Jordan gave up 35 goals while
registering 68 saves, for a goal-against average of 2.9.
Another similarity comes from the coaches themselves

Both Hixon and Trenton State's Melissa McGee played on
the USA field hockey team in 1978, and both coaches have
much the same philosophy when it comes to playing
lacrosse.

r j a

" We'U both be expecting a hard-fought contest." said
McGee. "The last time I saw UMass was at the Nationals
last year (where UMass finished in sixth place), and I saw a
well coached team. I have a lot of respect for Pam Hixon
and her program. We both have aggressive and com-
petitive teams, just as we were aggressive players on the'
(field hockey) team."
"Were pretty much the same," said Hixon. "I think no

matter the division, it's going to be a good game. We're as
ready as well ever be. If we're not ready now, we won't be
on Sunday." TFTVIMIXir^CJ WW

t:«"«K'*" photo by Mifhael Mar^oli.
JtiNiNlWGb — Holly Jennings moves towards

the net m a game held earlier this season.

Trackmen in New j|~|~g^^^^^^^ t

By CHARISSE E. FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

With Chris Omeltchenko, Bill DeVarney
and John Wright returning as competitors
m this years New England Championships,
the University of Massachusetts men's
track team should hope for a successful
outing this weekend in Boston.
Last year, each of these trackmen finish-

ed second in their respective events, while
the team finished in sixth place overall.
Wright will be competing in the 110

hurdles and 4xi00 relay. Wright has been a
steady force for the team and has finished
m the top places for the past meets that he
has run in.

Brian Osborne will be running the 400
meter race. Gary O'Neal will be competing
in the 100 and 200 meter races, as well as

the 4x100 meter relay.

Bill DeVarney will be running in the 100
meter run and the 4x100 meter relay.
Bob Voils will be competing in the

javelin, along with John Keelan in the 800
meter race. Paul Beaulieu, John Caffrey,
and Paul Doiron will be running in the 1500
meter run. Clay Cariisle will be competing
in the 400 meter hurdles and the 4x100
meter relay.

Dan Fitch and Don Tremblay will both be
running the 10,000 meter race.
Omeltchenko and LaFlamme will be com-
peting in the grueling steeplechase event.
Mark Grasso will, as usual, be UM's

representative in the triple jump.
Steve Hyder and Bill Marcin will both be

throwing the shot put this weekend. Tom
Pirro and Ron Farber will be throwing the
discus for the Minutemen.

Greg Mader will be the only UM athlete
to compete in the decathalon. The
decathalon is comprised of ten events that
will take place on Friday and Saturday.
Last weekend the tracksters competed in

and won a tri-meet at Springfield College,
against Springfield and the University of
New Haven. The trackmen left Springfield
with 95 points, followed by Springfield
with 62, and New Haven with 45 points.
UMass received first place in the high

jump, triple jump, discus, 400 meter relay,
110 hurdles, 3000 meter steeplechase, 800
meter hurdles, and the 5000 meter run.
Tim Gorman took first place in the high

jump with a leap of 6'4" followed by team
mates Greg Mader and Dennis Buckley,
who took third and fourth places, respec-
tively.

Taking first place in the triple jump for

UM was Mark Grasso, with 13.88 meters.
Ron Farber took first place in the discus
with 48.59 feet, followed by teammate Bill
Marcin, who took second in that event.
A steady event for the tracksters has

been the 400 meter relay, and the
tracksters are hoping to continue their suc-
cess in that event when they go to the New
Englands.
A steady competitor for UM is John

Wright, who took first place in the 110
hurdles in 14.7 seconds, followed by team-
mate Greg Mader, who earned second
place in that event.

John Keelan and Paul Beaulieu won the
800 meter hurdles and 1500 meter races,
respectively.

Chris Omeltchenko and Rodney
LaFlamme tied for first place in the 3000
meter steeplechases.—-^ •^ ^ -M-^^

".p.c jump lur meter steeplechases.

BiUy-Ball, Mary Lyon capture titles
?oiMAS a threp run hnmor th« ui^w.i,i,»«^ i r-

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Buoyed by two six run innings. Billy-Ball hustled and
outplayed Brittany Manor 14-5 for the men's intramural
Softball championship last night at the lower Boyden fields
Two other championships were also held with Mary Lyons
upsetting the Blockheads for the women's championship,
14 11. and Butlerfield routing the Road Apples 10 1, for
the CO- rec title.

In the m^-n's game. Brittany Manor took a short lived
two run lead on a Vic Pizzotti home run. but Hilly Ball
came right hack as first baseman Jim O'NpII slugged a two
run homer !o tie up the game.
Then Hiily Hall, who finished at 11 took control,

liehind the stellar pitching of Chris Roberts .ind a tough,
hustling offensp. the team from Kennedy shut out Bnltany
and scored six njns in the b<rttom of second to take control
of t lie gam*'

•<) to within three runs at 8 5 on another
fight field for two runs. Th.- -hird inning
ind another run in the fourth riinu- across.
I the game on ice in the fourth, scoring six
ivy hitting of O'Neil (a ihre«- run HR).
'»riaty and Kevin Donahue.

In the \vr,i ,< I, s game. Mary Lyons rode upon an 11 run
lead and h«-M .ff the favored Blockheads. 14 11. Mary
Lyons jumped out to an 11 2 lead after th«^ first inning
behind ir,. powerful bats of Kate Murphy and Unda
Poulin. H< tijnd the pitching of Poulin and a tough Lyon
defense, the fihxkheads were outscored 13 3 through the
first three inniiig.

But then, 'in- Blockheads started to roll. Led by the
hitting of Mary Zavelli and Vidki Olmandino. who slucrged

a three run homer, the Blockheads scored five runs in the
fourth With a spirited defense, the Blockheads only
allowed one Lyon run after the second.

In the bottom of the fifth and final inning, the
Blockhead s Barbie Kozcinski cleared the loaded bases with
a shot that bounced by short fielder Sue Diachisin and got a
triple while plating three runs. But the Lyon *D' stiffened

ZUe:i,:a.lT '^'' ^^^-P'o-^'-P- Mary Lyons

In the co-rec game, Butterfield finally won the cham
pionship with a 10 1 rout of the Road Apples. Butterfield.who has had the same team for about the last three years
finally won this year. They toppled a tough Road Appleteam that was making their 3rd straight trip to the finals

Briltan"

Pizzotti sf.

meant on<

But Hilly ;

runs on )

Robert

'

Gazelles win bid
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The drought is over.

After seven years of anticipation and near-misses, a
varsity team from the University of Massachusetts finally
captured a national championship.

Yesterday, the UMass women's lacrosse team won its
first national championship when it defeated Trenton State
College, 9-6, in the finals of the NCAA Championship at
Trenton, NJ.

f f

The Gazelles never looked back after they posted a 3
lead in the opening minutes of the game, despite several
comeback attempts by Trenton State.

It was a physical game, with Gazelles Tish Stevens andPam Moryl having to leave the game because of injuries
Hy the time that happened, however, UMass was in control
and well on its way to the championship.
This was the second time the Gazelles made it to the

a1\\ r
^^^»; *^ ^^* Association for Intercollegiate

Athletes for Women (AIAW) Championships at Penn-
sylvania State University. UMass lost its only game of that
season to Penn State, 8-5.

• fauf- ^^!^: f!!*
G*2«"«« placed fourth in 1980, and sixth

in 1981 in AIAW postseason competition.

.J^^nl^A^K^
championship was the first sanctioned by

the NCAA. It chose UMass and Trenton State from a pool
ol nine teams last Sunday night.

r

For some members of the UMass team, it was the second
time this academic year they played in a championship
game Last November, the UMass field hockey team fell to
the University of Connecticut, 4-1, in the NCAA finals at
ULonn. Those that participated in yesterday's game and
the finals last November included Stevens, Moryl, Carol
Progulske. RoTudryn. and UMass coach Pam Hixon.
The last UMass team to capture a national title was the

women s gymnastics team in 1975. Since then, UMass
teams have participated in national competition several

r'"fn;o"*'l"*^'"^
^^^ ^'^'*^ ^'^^^y lea'"' the footbaU team

(in 1978, the Mmutemen lost to Florida A&M in the NCAA
Division I-AA Championship) and, on May 26-29 at the
University of Nori,h Colorado, the women's tennis team
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Pell Grants

BIRD'S EYE VIEW — UMass campus makes an impressive picture as seen from above.

Amherst Nursing Home employees

will hold informational picket

THE FINAL PITCH - Tl.i. pitch e.d«l th. in^^^^ „^, „^„ .. ^^_

By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

The union representing the Amherst Nursing Home
employees, who have been working without a contract
since May 8, have scheduled an informational picket this
Saturday from 2-4 p.m. in front of the nursing home on
University Drive.

Ofthe possibility ofworkers striking this
summer, Vezina said, "That's something
\we (^finitely want to avoid but if
necessary, we will (strike).

"

Union delegate Peg Vezina said the picket is to bring the
media up to date on the state of negotiations and make the
public aware that it has been three weeks since the last

negotiation session with management.
Vezina said the union is working for four issues, the big-

gest being the safety language in the contract. Vezina said

the safety language is currently too general and the union
would like to see management institute a set policy where
employees are notified of confirmed illness such as staff

infection in patients.

A second issue is training, Vezina said. The current nur-

sing home policy states new employees will go through a
five day orientation period but Vezina said most people do

not get a full five days orientation because of staffing pro-
blems. The union wants a guarantee that new workers will
receive the full five day orientation.

Health care is another negotiation issue. Nursing home
employees who work 32 hours or more receive health care
benefits. Vezina said the union would want part-time
workers to be eligible for benefits on a pro-rated basis.

Finally, Vezina said the union wants the minimum hiring
wage raised "to attract quality healthcare workers" and
reduce the employee turnover. The rate is now $3.80 per
hour.

Nursing home workers struck for five days last October
when contract negotiations stalled.

Of the possibility of workers striking this summer,

'

Vezina said, "That's something we definitely want to
avoid but if necessary we will (strike)."

"1 can't see why we can't sit and get an agreement
through collective bargaining," she said.

She said management offered to increase the minimum
wage rate by 10 cents a year for the next three years and
increase present employee wages by 25 cents over the
course of a year.

A spokesman for Skoler, Abbot, and Hayes, the firm
negotiating for management, declined comment when
contacted Friday.

Betty Kravetz, co-owner and chief administrator of the
nursing home could not be reached for comment.
Non-professional workers are represented by District

1199 of the National Union of Hospital and Health Care
Workers.

waiting on
allocation info
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

A delay in the release of allocation guidelines for Pell
Grant (formerly caUed Basic Education Opportunity
Grants) by the U.S. Department of Education may cause
some eligible students to abandon hope for financial
assistance, according to the National Association of
Financial Aid Directors. However, the Department of
Education has claimed the necessary information has been
assembled, and schools will be receiving it within a month.

Approximately 9,000 University of Massachusetts at
Amherst students received Pell Grants this year, and
before the UMass financial aid office can guarantee
students funds for next year, it must first receive the
allocation guidelines from Washington.

Art Jackson, as.sociate director of financial aid at UMass
said he believed the information, which is normally made
avaUable m May, might not be ready until June or July. In
order to help students plan for next year, his office has
begun receiving applications and is giving students "as
good a guestimate as we can make," but said he expects a
student's eventual award "most definitely is going to be
less than we anticipated."

"We're letting students know up front that this is an
estimate,

" Jackson said. "Every school in the country is
going to have to do that."

"The system has ground to a halt because the Department
of Education has not issued a pay schedule, " said Dennis
Martin, assistant director of the National Association of
Student Financial Aid Directors. "They say they're not
that far behind, but last year they were late."

Martin said the amount of funding for the Pell Grants
program has been determined by Congress and the delay is

basically being caused within the Department of Education
over the decision on what the maximum grant should be.
He explained a relatively high maximum level would allow
the "very needy " students more funding, while a lower
maximum level would "spread the amount of aid among
more students."

However, Brian Kerrigan, the acting chief of the basic
Pell Grant policy section of the Department of Education,
said no such decision was responsible for the delay, since
Department regulations specify exact procedures for
handling funding decreases. He said the delay occurred
because the Department first "had to wait for a
congressional action " affecting the allocation guidehnes.

Kerrigan said the maximum award amount has been set,
at $1,674, up from $1,600 this year, and said that in-

formation will be available to schools "within three to four
weeks."

"I don't see how it would affect any students, " Kerrigan
said of the delay. "I dont't anticipate any student dropping
out (as a result)."

"If they have them out by the end of May, we'll be all

right." Jackson said, who said he received guidelines for
the Guaranteed Student Ix)an program last week, "about a
month late."

Jackson said he was planning to send a letter today to the
Department of Education expressing the immediate need
for the information and the possible adverse effects its

delay could result in.
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British planes bomb two Argentine ships

:SS^r^^:j^Ti:^^^'^ " ?-« docked at P.r.*r„i:;:

Buenos Aires.

F.lkl.nd8 in thi8 official government photo released yeat"erd"ai'7n

Syrians build up defensive

positions in South Lebanon

LONDON (AP) - British Sea Harrier
warplanes bombed and strafed two
Argentine vessels in Falkland Sound
harbors yesterday, the Defense Ministry
announced.

The fresh attacks came hours after

British Defense Secretary John Nott
warned that Britain would intensify its

military efforts and could invade the
Argentine-held Falkland Islands if no
breakthrough is made in peace talks "within
the course of the next week."

A Defense Ministry statement on the
raids said it was thought the Argentine
vessels had been anchored in the harbors
before a British war fleet imposed an air-

sea blockade of the Falklands AprU 30.

"We have no firm indication of the extent
of damage caused, although the crew of one
of the vessels was subsequently seen to be
abandoning it," the statement said. "Our
aircraft returned safely."

It did not say which harbors were
bombed. The Falkland Sound divides the
archipelago's two main islands. East
Falkland and West Falkland.

The British statement was issued after an
Argentine communique reported British
Harrier attacks at the port of Fox Bay on
the southeast coast of West Falkland and at
Port Darwin on East Falkland and 50 miles
west of the capital of Stanley.
Argentina did not say how many planes

were involved in the raids but said they
were turned back by Argentine forces
"without consequence."
The British statement did not give any

description of the vessels attacked.
In one of his bluntest statements since

the crisis erupted after Argentina seized
the Falklands April 2, Nott said British
commandos, ships and warplanes will likely
make more raids to demoralize and deny
supplies to the Argentine defenders.

"If we fail to achieve a peaceful set-
tlement then we have no other choice but to
pursue the military options much more
vigorously than we have up to now," Nott
said in a British Broadcast Corp. interview.

"We must put ourselves in a position that
if we decide so to do, we are ready to
assault the islands and repossess them," he
said.

MACHGHARA. Lebanon - (AP) -
Syria's army is constructing new defensive
positions in south Lebanon in a significant
redeployment that appears aimed at
blocking any Israeli drive toward Syria
through Lebanon.
The strengthening of the southernmost

Syrian defense line in Lebanon comes at a
time when Israeli officials have
acknowledged a buildup of troops and
armor along their borders and warned they
may move to crush Palestinian guerrillas in
Lebanon.
New T-62 tanks and troop transports

were seen by Western reporters last week
m many freshly dug positions north and
east of Machghara. 25 miles southeast of
Beirut.

Western diplomats and other sources
note the location is of strategic importance
to the Syrians because it is near one of only

two roads leading from Israel into the
Bekaa VaUey, a distance of 20 miles.

Syrian officials have long been concerned
that Lebanon's eastern Bekaa Valley could
be an avenue for a flank attack on Syria in
any new war with Israel.

A Syrian official in Damascus declined in
an interview to discuss the new Syrian
fortifications, but said in general, "We are
strengthening our army and positions
because we have to be alert."
Syrian troops also have built defensive

positions to guard a second road leading
from Israel to the Bekaa Valley, which is 7.5
miles east of Machghara near the city of
Rachaiya.

One Western diplomat said about 600
Syrian positions have been dug for use by
tanks or artillery in lines stretching from
Mount Hermon to the road. Almost all are
now unmanned.

Mexico may drop nuclear
program, citing finances
MEXICO CITY (AP) - Burdened with

an acute financial crisis, Mexico is con-
sidering a suspension of its atomic energy
program, the most ambitious in the
developing world.

The decision will affect the nuclear
industries of Canada, France, Sweden,
the United States and West Germany,
which have dispatched heads of state,
cabinet officials and atomic scientists to
lobby for the first of a series of contracts
worth an estimated $32 billion in current
prices.

President Jose Lopez Portillo, whose
administration wrote the energy plan as
part of his oilfinanced push to industrialize
Mexico, planned to sign the first contract
before leaving office Dec. 1, 1982. It calls
for construction of two of the 20 atomic
reactors planned for the year 2000.
But soon after the bids were opened

Moon finances newspaper in Washington D.C.

Feb. 1, the Mexican peso collapsed under
the strain of declining oil revenue and a
$70 billion foreign debt. The 40 percent
devaluation set off a burst of inflation and
forced an 8 percent slash in government
spending.

The Electricity Commission assures
bidders its 180-member evaluation team
will meet the August deadline for
awarding a contract. But the president
reportedly is under pressure from
financial aides to let the next ad-
ministration decide whether to sign it.

"There are currents in the government
that are against the project, given the
extremely difficult situation Mexico is in,"
West German Science Minister Andreas
von Buelow said last week after talks with
Lopez Portillo. "No decision has been
taken, but my assumption now is the
entire nuclear program will be delayed."

WASHINGTON (AP) - The nation's capital, a one-
newspaper town since last August, gets a new daily today-one financed by followers of the Rev. Sun Myung Moon

Despite Its backing, the Washington Times promises it
will be independent - conservative but secular It will be
published five mornings a week, competing for readers
with the Washington Post.

It wiU be hawked downtown by young vendors in bright
orange aprons and baseball caps. And. sidestepping the
financial problems that killed the Star, it will be subsidized
by Its owners - in perpetuity, if necessary, they say.

The paper will cost 25 cents. No home delivery - and no
advertising - are planned until the paper takes root.

But the city's major supermarkets and department
stores say they have no plans to advertise in the Times
after it starts accepting ads - even though the editor

Cushion' of $40 billion

may face absorption
WASHINGTON (AP) - Higher unemployment or in-

flation could negate the $40 billion in Social Security
savings that President Reagan and the Senate Budget
Committee want to keep the system going the next three
years says the chairman of a Senate subcommittee on
oocial becurity.

The $40 billion in savings are designed to provide Social
Security s trust funds with a cushion of almost two months'
benefits.

But Sen. William Armstrong, the Colorado Republican
who chairs the Senate Finance subcommittee on Social
Security, said that even with a reserve of 18 percent "the
prospective trust fund balances are so razor thin that even
marginally higher unemployment rates or marginally
higher inflation rates ... could ab.sorb most of the $40
buhon in savings."

Figures prepared by the Senate Budget Committee
show that $40 billion in .savings would keep a minimum of
18 percent of the annual payout in Social Security's trust
funds at the end of fiscal 1983 and fiscal 1984. and 19 8
percenbby frhe-dose-of-frsral-1^5.- -

predicts an immediate circulation of 100,000 or more The
Post circulation is running at 700.000 weekdays. 984,000 on
Sunday.
The Times arrives with a promotional splash that would

make an ascetic blush. A week ago, 2,500 orange
newspaper boxes were scattered on street corners all over
town - matching the Post box for box - and tonight the
paper celebrates its debut at a black-tie buffet for about
1 .500 at the Corcoran Gallery of Art.
No invitation went to David Adler, a member of a

prominent famUy and president of the Washington
Dossier, a society magazine, but he is going anyway —
with an angry message. Adler. 29, says five years ago in
California he was "brainwashed" by Moon's Unification
Church. He and some friends intend to picket the party
carrying signs reading: "Warning: You're Being Duped by
the Moonies" and "Where Is The Money Coming From*^"

See AP Digest
on page 4
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UM Chorale
will perform
in Russia
ByJILLOKUN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts at
Amherst Chorale has been invited to
perform a series of concerts in Russia and
Romania, Richard duBois, the conductor of
the group said Saturday.
Other groups from UMass accompanying

the Chorale on their tour include: The
Chamber Winds, conducted by John
Jenkins, and The Trade Winds Jazz
Quintet, conducted by Frederick Tillis,
duBois said. They will leave on May 26 and
return June 16.

The group will first travel to Bucharest,
Romania, where they will spend the night,
and then proceed on to the Soviet Union,
where they plan to stay for 11 days, duBois
said.

The Chorale was chosen to tour Russia by
the Friendship Ambassadors Foundation,
which is an organization that is trying to
develop intercultural relations with the
Soviet Union, duBois said.

The funds for the trip are mainly raised
by students, since it is not University
subsidized. The Romanian and Soviet
governments provide for low air fare, and
low cost of tours once in their countries,
duBois said.

The Soviet government had to approve
the repertoire of songs to be performed by
the Chorale. The Russian government
allows only secular music to be performed
with a partiality toward American folk,
jazz, and contemporary pieces. The Chorale
has translated their program into the
languages of the countries that they are
performing in, duBois said.

Once in Russia, the Chorale will perform
in Moscow, Leningrad, and Riga. The group
will then fly back to Romania, where they
finish up their tour by performing in
Bucharest, Clug, and Brasov. Half the
group will then fly back to the United
States, while the rest fly to Vienna to go on
individual tours of Western Europe, duBois
said.

There are 74 in all going on the tour, and
there will be 15 performances between the
two countries, duBois said.
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Other faculty members touring with the
Chorale include: Dorothy Ornest, the ac-
companiest, Kari Ryavek, a UMass
professor of political science, the group's
translator, and Charles Heffernan, a
historian, the photographer for the trip,
duBois said.

The trip to Russia and Romania will be
the Chorale's sixth European tour, the first
being in 1970. In the past, they have
travelled to England. France. Germany.
Austria, Switzerland, Italy, The

Netherlands, and Romania. The 1976
performance in Romania was such a sue
cess, that they were invited to submit
audition tapes to Moscow, duBois .said.

The Chorale, the oldest UMass choral
ensemble, began in 1948 by student
motivation. It was originally a part of the
Recognized Students Organization. When
duBois began directing in 1965 he
suggested that they apply to the Depar-
tment of Music, which has supported the
group ever since. duBois said.

Theta Oil's

fate will be

determined by

2 appraisals
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

The closing of Theta Chi fraternity at the
University of Massachusetts or its renova-
tion for office space will depend on land ap-
praisals made by the end of the current
semester, Dean of Student Affairs William
F. Field said yesterday.
Field said that both he and president of

the Theta Chi Alumni Corporation, Harold
Lewis have agreed to wait for the recom-
mendation report of two, state registered
appraisers.

The Theta Chi Alumni Corporation's bid
of $350,000 to buy the house and to
reorganize with new members will be
decided at a meeting within the next two
weeks between Theta Chi and the Greek
Affairs office, Field said.

The Theta Chi house, which under
University proposal, would be used as a
"desperately needed" placement office
next year is very much a part of the
University in a physical sense, Field said.
Lewis said, however, "I don't think it's a

fair deal...the University is too property
conscious." He said he would prefer ren-
ting the house to another fraternity.
Lewis said reorganizing Theta Chi with

the 30 new members he proposed a month
ago and with whom he met last weekend
would mean a "good clean start," for the
fraternity.

Lewis said the men are enthusiastic.
"They know they will be living with the
sins of the men before them, but are willing
to live with that."

The controversy surrounding the closing
or reorganization of Theta Chi stems from
a three year probation period in which the
fraternity has had an abnormally large
amount of problems with other frater-
nities. Dean Field said late last month that

Continued on page 7

Live-in lab built for study of air pollutants
Tri7< OTTll«»irTnT-.<-.l-.-.rBy DAVE SUMMERSBY

CoUegian Staff

A specially designed "hve in" laboratory
has been built in Amherst. Massachusetts
to help establish air quality and energy
conservation measurements. The newly
constructed air-tight and solar energy
heated structure, called The Rush-
Hampton House, is under the co-
sponsorship of two University of
Massachusetts researchers. Dr. Salvatore
and Janice Dinardi and Rush-Hampton
Industries Inc. manufacturers of home air-

treatement devices and concerned with
removing molecular and particulate con-
taminants from the air.

Sal Dinardi, Associate Professor of
Industrial Hygiene, and his wife Janice,
program coordinator of the School of Health
Sciences Division of Continuing Education
at UMass Amherst, will live in the 3,600
square foot multilivel house along with
their two sons and a number of Rush-
Hampton scientiests to perform indoor air

pollution studies.

For the first three months, the resear-
chers will try to establish baseline con-
centrations for the quality of the air

through the use of computer monitored
sensors situated throughout the house.
Then, after sufficient knowledge of the
indoor environment and its air is gained,
experiments will be started to compare
methods of controlling air pollutants.
Various filtration systems based on the
Rush Hampton Ca-90 Ecolizer-advanced
scientific formula, will be tested for
removal of contaminants from the air. The
knowledge gained at this point will then be
used to devek)p new Rush-Hampton
products capable of purifying the air of an
entire house or building, instead of just
single rooms.
The design of the house is ideal for a

study of this nature. "It will rely on a
passive-sdar heating system and to make it

work correctly, the house has to be sealed
^ir tight much more than the average

% ^ .

V "^\,

RUSH-HAMPTON HOUSE - This tightly constructed solar-heated building is actually 'r'^^We in"laboratory for UMass researchers and Rush-Hampton scientists who study indoor Lir!!^Mution
home," Steve Frazier, vice-president of
Rush-Hampton Industries said.

The house is insulated very tightly and all

the cracks have been sealed to prevent
inadvertent ventilation or reduce the
amount of infiltration. "Normal homes have
8 to 10 air changes in an hour. This house
will have one air change every three
hours," Frazier said. "The idea is to con-
serve energy by using the same air over
and over again," he said.

Homeowners attempt to do this
somewhat in the winter in order to save
money, but reducing the air infiltration that

is allowed into any normal home raises
problems for it's inhabitants because no
fresh air can get in to cleanse the en-
vironment by flushing away indoor air
pollutants. Stagnant indoor air-pollution,
such as house dust, smoke and fumes from
cooking and smoking, nitrogen oxides,
organic solvents and formaldehyde from
construction material and furnishing, is

retained in the living area according to
Rush-Hampton Industries. Also, wood-
stoves, which will be the back up heating
system for the house, produce polynuclear
aromatic hydracarbons, some of which are

known carcinogens. As a result of these
pollutants, the living environment all

winter long can be stuffy, uncomfortable
and even unhealthy. The most obvious
effects are colds, allergies and asthma,
although diseases such as cancer from
carcinogens in smoke can be caused.

"During the winter, people spend 70 to 80
percent of their time indoors so they should
be concerned about the air in their houses."
Frazier said.

Thus the new researchers in the ex-
perimental house are seeking ways for

Cofniirmed <m page 7
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CRUMBLING CONCRETE - Fourhor;
located over an Amtrak tunnel in Baltimore may
have to be demolished because of cracking caus-
ed by a weakening of the ground underneath.
The tunnel was closed for 20 hours this past
weekend while crews poured concrete rein-
forcements.

Amtrak train tunnel reopens

but homes may have to go
BALTIMORE — Amtrak trains resumed using a

reinforced 108-year-old tunnel yesterday after it was
closed when the ground above it began to crack and sink.
Residents of four row houses over the passageway

prepared for possible demolition of their homes.
The residents were evacuated and Amtrak service

halted Saturday morning after the houses began breaking
up. and inspectors inside the tunnel said they could hear
the ground cracking above them.

City and Amtrak officials said they did not know what
caused the subsidence, and that further tests would have
to be done.

Students say they've baked

world's longest loaf of bread

SCHNECTADY. N.Y. - The chefs weren't loafing when
they gave rise to this masterpiece.

It took a lot of crust, but the culinary arts students of

Schenectady County Community College managed to bake
a loaf of bread that is longer than four football fields.

It stretches 1.256. 2^/4 inches and was baked over an
outdoor pit containing several thousand pounds of char-
coal.

The students claim it's the longest ever.
Bruce Gajewski. the head baker here, said the students

intended to make a submarine sandwich, but couldn't get
enough volunteers to stuff the loaf with cold cuts.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Mike Wallace reflects on past

mistakes and sensitivity
PHILADELPHIA - CBS newsman Mike Wallace says

the sensitivity toward others that he developed in college
was missing when he made an ethnic remark for which he
was criticized last year.

"Here on this university island where you have lived for
the last few years, you are about as pure or as sensitive as
you'll ever be." Wallace told University of Pennsylvania
seniors at a pre-graduation ceremony.
"Your willingness to chuckle at barroom jokes will rise,

your sense of injustice will lag. your outrage at slights to
others will diminish and you will begin to do what I did."
Wallace remarked that lower-income blacks and

Hispanics were "probably too busy eating watermelon and
tacos" to understand complex mortgage contracts.
Looking back, Wallace called the remark "insensitive"

and said he perhaps is not as "caring a soul" as he once was.
"It hurt not just the people at whom it was humorously

aimed, it hurt the fellow who told the joke, too," he said.

Brush fire burns 600 acres

at Otis Air Base, Cape Cod
SANDWICH. Mass — More than 200 firefighters battled

a brush fire, believed started by an artillery shell th
burned yesterday over more than 600 acres of military lami
at the Otis Air National Guard Base on Cape Cod an nf
iicial said.

It took eight hours to control the fire, but no homes or
property other than scrub trees and underbrush were
threatened, said Major Dick Penney, executive support
officer at the Otis Air National Guard Base.
Smoke swirled for hours in the area served by Route 6

which runs the length of Cape Cod.
Firefighters from 19 communities, the county, state Air

National Guard. Army National Guard and Air Force Base
National Guard fought the fire, which started about 10-25
a.m.

Penney said it was under control by 6:30 p.m. and some
firefighters were being sent home.
The fire was in the Camp Edwards section of the

Massachusetts Military Reservation, which covers
19,577.5 acres in four towns on Cape Cod. and formerly
was Otis Air Force Base.

Public hospitals face crisis

emergency action proposed
BOSTON - Unemployment and the inability of many

low-income workers to pay their share of health insurance
premiums could contribute to the closing of public
hospitals, an official said.

Emergency money for medical care coverage for the
unemployed and a year-long moratorium on reducing
medical payments for the poor and the elderly were
proposed by some leaders of the National Association of
Public Hospitals at their meeting last week.
David Rosenbloom. Boston commissioner of health and

hospitals, said without such emergency measures, many
large pubhc hospitals - city and county systems heavUy
subsidized by local public money and prevented by charter
from turnmg away patients - wUl be forced to closed and
private hopsitals will have to pick up the burden.
He said the crisis is not just the result of cuts in the

amounts paid for Medicaid patients, but by the many
patients bemg removed from Medicaid and by people who
lose their health insurance with their jobs.
Rosenbloom also said the economy is forcing many low-

income workers to drop company health insurance because
they cannot afford their share of premiums.
"As these patients are knocked off the Medicaid rolls,

lose their jobs and drop their coverage, they are unable to
pay anything," he said.
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unveiled, depicts UMass

LOOK AT OUR PAST - An oil painting by

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

Steps Forward/An Era of Change, an oU painting by
Jeanie Schermesser and Bryant Stewart depicting the
University of Massachusetts through the period 1963 1973,
was unveiled in an informal ceremony yesterday afternoon
in the Campus Center by Professor John Lederle. UMass
president during that decade of growth for the University.

The painting is a coUage of scenes from the University
and the nation in the sixties and early seventies, and is
part ol a series of art competitions supported by theAuxihary Services Division, which has resulted in previous
paintings m the Campus Center concourse depicting threeother time periods.

b <- '«^c

The painting includes the Tower Library in construction.

Jeanie Schermesser and Bryant Stewart was unveiled in an informal ceremony yetterdiy".
'''''"' '"''''"'

campus protestors confronting National Guardsman,
soldiers in Vietnam, an astronaut on the Moon, and pic-
tures of Mohammed Ali. the Beatles, Martin Luther King.
Robert Kennedy. John F. Kennedy and Robert
Oppenheimer.

Also included in the painting are Lederle and Oswald
Tippo. former UMass-Amherst chancellor.

Three other paintings done by Phyllis Gardner in 1962
depict the Massachusetts Agricultural College at its
opening in 1867. again at a "Rope Pull" contest in 1912, and
as the University of Massachusetts in the early 1960's.

The new painting at the foot of the escalator is a
"companion piece" to the other three on the concourse,
created to "complement and expand upon them." said John
Furbish, a graduate student who has arranged for the
acquisition of this and several other works of art displayed

Guide for waste handling put out
Rv TFRRV T-rnirviv/i AM ^"^
By TERRY HOFFMAN
Collegian Staff

A new set of "Guidelines for the Management of
Hazardous Wastes" has been put out by the Division of
Environmental Health and Safety (EHS). University
Health Services on the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst.
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The guidelines are distributed to everyone on the
canipus who deals with chemical, radioactive and
biohazardous waste, said Jim Fox of the EHS.

Fox said the campus does not deal with the disposal of
hazardous waste. "We package and store it for a period of
time in a special building on campus which is extremely
secure," Fox said. The waste is shipped out for disposal to
the American Recovery firm in Baltimore. Maryland
because Massachusetts does not have a licensed disposal
firm for hazardous waste. Fox said.

The guidelines are based on the 1980 hazardous waste
management regulations of the Environmental Protection
Agency. Fox said. The set of guidelines was also approved
by three committees on campus; the Chemical Hazards
Committee, Radioisotope Users Committee, and Biological
Safety Committee.

Approximately 900 copies of the guidelines have been
sent out and 400-500 more will be distributed later Fox
said. He said that the EHS has never had any trouble
disposing of any hazardous waste.

According to the 20-page guidelines, all waste must be
labelled clearly, sealed tightly, placed in a secure location
away from the public and not mixed together.

Fox said the guidelines were last put out in May 1977.
Other colleges in the Amherst area also use these
guidelines and have their hazardous wastes shipped to
Maryland. Fox said.

The guidelines are written so that "a vast majority of
people will be able to understand them." therefore
everyone wUI know how to handle them. Fox said

UMdSS. Meal Card or

tickets : N.** - m aov-'M\ce

on5AU now: 9Xt miwchy5 mC^

^fKAnkUn nxeM. ticket OffKC
*In case of rain, meal will be
served in all D.C.s.

in the Campus Center/ Student Union complex.
The artists, who said they paint in a church in Farley in

which they live and use as an art studio, school, and
gallery, were married during the six month period they
spent working on it.

Schermesser. whose parents travelled from her
hometown of Akron, Ohio to watch the unveiling, studied
art at the University of Hawaii and was graduated from
the Massachusetts College of Art.

Stewart, whose parents were also present, grew up in
Lunenburg, and also studied at the Massachusetts Colleee
of Art.

*

The two pursued separate careers after graduation and
met again years later when they began working and
exhibiting together, collaborating on large murals.

Northampton rally

for gay rights

attended by 500
Special to the Collegian

NORTHAMPTON - Opposing President Reagan's
proposed FamUy Protection Act, 400-500 demonstrators
attended an afternoon rally Saturday sponsored by Gay
and Lesbian Activists, a Western Massachusetts based
group seeking to build its strength as a coalition.

Dressed in shorts and tee-shirts, the demonstrators
marched more than a mile to Pulanski Park near the center
of town, where spokespersons from some of the 50 groups
which endorsed the rally addressed the crowd. At the
park, the crowd received lavender balloons and were
entertained by folk singers and a Marimba band.
Some participants wore brightly painted faces. Others

kept paper bags over their heads and said they felt they
should attend the rally, but wanted to remain anonymous.

Elaine kjkte,27 a teaching assistant in the University of
Massachusetts economics department, and a spokesperson
for the Gay and Lesbian Activists, said this was the first
successful effort to form a coalition in the Pioneer VaUey.
We have a weapon," she said. "It is a strong and united

vocal community."
"We came out this afternoon about the proposed Family

Protection Act, which if passed will eliminate many of our
civil rights." McCrate said if passed, the act will deny
federal funds to organizations which support the gay
movement, and could keep gay students from receiving
financial aid.

She said gay communities in urban areas will be denied
outreach from the federal government as well.

The Legal Services Corporation, which provides
counseling assistance to ehgible recipients would also be
kept from serving the gay community, she said.
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University of Mass Outing Club't

Annual

Spring Auction
Items included:

ice axes

sleeping bags
life vests

Mad River canoe

May 17th

CC804
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A New York Shakespeare Festival Production
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« SHUBERT THEATRE
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Dinner Special |

Mon . W»d 5:00 - 9.00 \

i
* Chick«n Wings \

\ * Homvmod* Soup
\

I

* Fr«nch Dreod

* Solod Dor

— only $0.95
eot-up Qt

I
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UMass Police blotter sho\^

five arrests over weekend

Monday. May 17. 1982

Monday, May 17, 1982

By EDWARD L. BIRK
CoUegian Staff

Five men. including one head of residence, were
arrested over the weekend by police at the University of
Massachusetts. Sgt. David Grader said yesterday.
Gary M. Lewis. 28. head of residence for McNamara

House in Sylvan Residential Area, was arrested at one
minute before midnight Thursday for a default warrant
issued by the Hampshire County Clerk of Courts. Grader
said. The warrant was issued for failure to appear in court
in reference to parking violations. Grader said.

In an unrelated arrest. James S. Lycurgus. 28. of South
Street m Northampton, was arrested at 8:37 p.m
Thursday on an outstanding warrant. Grader said. He was
reported as a suspicious person to police after he was
observed cutting a cable restraining a bicycle in front of
the Student Union, Grader said.

It was reported that he Hed the Student Union area and
boarded a bus at the Campus Center Circle. Grader said,
loiice stopped the bus and identified Lycurgus from
descriptions. After arresting him they issued a trespass
notice to him which will require his arrest if he is found oncampus. Grader said. H is not a UMass student
UMass student. John R. Herder. 25. was arrested at

d:^4 a.ni. Friday while in protective custody for begin
under the influence of alcohol. Grader said. While in
custody, police checked and found an outstanding warrant

issued in Rhode Island by the U.S. Navy calling for
Herder's arrest for desertion, Grader said. Desertion
punishable in wartime, Grader said.

"^

At 1:52 a.m. Friday Jamison E. Shave, 18, was arrestedand charged with beuig a minor carrying alcohol
possession of marijuana and being a disorderly personGrader said. Shave was arrested when he ran after aUMass police van. He was yelling and screaming andcarrying a bottle of beer and a large, glass mug. Grader
said. A 19-year-old male was taken into protective custodywhen found to be mtoxicated. He was also yelUn^ ^nH
screaming at the officers at the scene. Grader said He wisapparently a friend of Shave's, Grader said.

In another incident a man claiming to be a MichaelMathiew. was arrested and charged Saturday mominJwith two counts of indecent assault and battery on.nd.viduals over the age of 16. Grader said. He was chargedwhile in protective custody for being intoxicated. Gradersaid. Mathiew was one of six males believed to be nvolved
in an assault Friday on two women in Van Meter Dormitory in the Central Residential Area, Grader saiS Thecharges are based on statements given by individuals whowitnessed the attacks. Grader said.
Mathiew. who claimed to be 19 years old. and who hadno positive form of identification, is believed by Mice tohave given a false identity. Grader said He is hpinrhlu

lieu of $2000 bail. Grader said.
"^ ^^'^ '"

Two are charged with drunk drivinff
By KEN LUNDBERG ^By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

A man riding a motorcycle was arrested last Friday and
charged with driving whUe under the influence of alcohol
and other offenses after being pursued at high speeds as
lar as Quabbin Reservoir. Amherst Police said.
At 1:33 a.m. Benjamin Lee. 22. of ViUage Park Apar-

tments was stopped at the entrance to the north gate of the
reservoir police said, having first been observed speeding
on South East Street, poUce said.

Police said Lee was also charged with driving to en-
danger, failure to stop for poUce, and having no driver's
license m his possession. Police reported no injuries

pJr^ lill^^
^^ ^\''^! "^^^^ ^^ ^^^ SP«^ ^"d Alcohol

Patrol (SAP) resulted m arrests last Thursday night

police said. The other drivers stopped, police said w^r.issued speeding citations or verbal warnings ' '
Barry S. Greenberg, 24 of Sunderland was clocked bySAP radar on Triangle Street "traveUng at a high rate of

nlt'Jt:jf^- f^""""'!'
"^^ then'arrestro^Eaneasant Street, police said, and charged with drivingwhile under the influence of alcohol and operatingwSa driver s license in his possession ^ wiinout

AMt^iPVTlfJ^r^^^' " P*^"^^'- Valley TransitAuthority (PVTA) bus hit a parked car near AmherstCener while turning out from a bus stop, police safd"The driver of the bus. Anthony C. Davis, 20, of Leverett

of West S^rin":^' H
'^''•'"^ ^"•' ^•^'^^^ A- Montana^i't

said DamTf'^ T'^ "°^ ^"j"""^ •" the accident, policesa d. Damage to the bus were estimated at $2,000 ^lice

Billy Graham : ^no regrets' about USSR trioNEW YORK rAPi _ Ti.„ D... r,.,. ^ . . „ .

*^NEW YORK (AP) - The Rev. Billy Graham saidyesterday there might appear to be "an element of opportunism m his recent change in attitude toward the

mln t .7;^' ^' '"'*^ ^^ ^^'«'^" t° ^>«it Moscow wasmandated by the scriptures.

R^nir-^fu^f u'^^.°"
^^^'^ "This Week with DavidBnnkley that he visited the Soviet Union last week

th^T' i'T T.^'
'^° y" '"^ ^' '^' ^^'••d and preach

the^gospel. He didn't say 'go into the capitalist countries

J^re%'!^Z ^ ^V"" "^': ^'"^"'" ^^^ ^^'d communistswere batan worshippers.

Graham, who hopes to be invited back to the Soviet Union
for a preachmg tour, agreed he had changed his tone since
the beguimng of the Cold War. He admitted it might look
as If there is an element of opportunism" in the change.

wav a'^Sme h^f r'^ ' " u^ ^"i"'^^'"
^"^ P'^'^^^^y '«>>^« thatway a little bit to me, he said.

nnf"ij'!'f^'^
1"%^^^^ to preach in the Soviet Union was

not egotistical. "It's not my ego, it's my calling."

r^lll^f ^^ 17**^ '°
^r^*^"'

^" the gospel and stay away from
political problems. During his visit, he attended an in-
ternational conference against nuclear war and preached atMoscow s only Baptist church.

PKflD®
UNLIMITED

Spring Clearance Sale
Thurs May 13 - Wed May 20th

All 8.98 albums - 5.99
comperable savings at every price

Maxell & TDK tapes priced to go
Poster Giveaways. Accessories sale

Your student run record store"

Collegian 7

In the past year the student run

UMass Music ThEATER Guild

Show 8- Date

has presented:

Approximate
Attendance

(6 performances)

4,600
Jesus Christ Superstor

(Spring '81)

Sugar The Musical Version « ,^^of Some Like It Hot' (Fall '81) ^'^^

3,200
Pippin (Spring '82)

Godspeil Two Outdoor
Performances in Southwest 3.^500 -

(May 4 & 5) 4,000
Staff positions for the Guild's Fall '82 pro-
duction of 'SEESAW are now open. The
various positions involve Theater
(technical & creative). Theater
IVfanagement, Business/Finance.
Journalism/Communications and
Publicity.

Become a part of the exciting

musical theater experience

College credit possible

Experience not a must

Call

Billy @ 253-3443
Larry @ 546-9039

Christine @ 546-5300

for more info!

Announcing the
great DINNER/MOVIE deal!

Enjoy any of the following dinner entrees

Tuesday-Thursday

at the

TOP OF THE CAMPUS RESTAURANT
and receive a free movie pass

valid anytime Sunday-Thursday or at midnight shows
at any one of the 8 featured movies at:

^iUvi©
584-7550

HAMPSHIRE MALL

584-9153
MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

Newslines

UM professor invited to U.S.S.R.
Gabriel Horvay. University of

Massachusetts at Amherst professor
emeritus of civil engineering has been
invited to visit the Leningrad Polytechnic
Institute in the U.S.S.R. as a guest lecturer
and instructor.

Horvay first visited the Leningrad schoolm the fall of 1981. He will lecture on his

research in solid mechanics, fluid
mechanics, heat transfer, metallurgy,
material processing and applied
mathematics.

He will also work with instructors from
the I^S.S.R. Academy of Arts and Sciences
in Moscow. Lvov. Kiev. Yerevan and
Novosibirsk.

Shelter seeks staff volunteers
Womanshelter/Companeras. a batteredwoman s shelter in Holyoke is seekina

volunteers to work on \li^^'
™i"g ^^Kvv.a.,y neeaea. Anyone mterested in

legal advocacv chHH^- ^
counselmg. volunterring should call 536-1629 by June 1.

wfth fundS; i •
^""^ ^^ ''^'P «"t '^''^'"'"K ^"' ^^^^ in 'ate June,witn lundraising and community education.

Bilingual/bicultural volunteers are
especially needed. Anyone interested in

* Theta Chi
Continued from page 3 '^^^ Theta Chi members were officially

^Pollution
Continued fronm. page 3

people to save money on their heating bills
also breathe fresh and clear air. "We want
technology for products that will be useful
for people." Frazier said.

Dr. Warren Litsky, chairman of the
Department of Environmental Sciences at
UMass Amherst and overseer of the project

said, "indoor air quality will be one of the
major environmental issues of this decade
and beyond."

Another objective of the researchers is to
determine the effectiveness of the passive-
solar and energy saving construction
design which could be an important model
for future energy conserving houses in the
future as heating costs continue to rise.
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REVISED AND UPDATED
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Featured dinner entrees:

Country-Style Bar-B-Que Ribs
Turkey Parmesan

Baked Fresh Catch of the Day
Breast of Chicken Kiev

$6.95 price includes
entree, salad bar, non-alcoholic beverage, & movie pass!

Conan the Barbarian

Deathtrap

Victor/Victoria

Wrong is Right

Call 584-7550 and 584-9153 for the remaining, features.

TYON RESIGNS ^, / ii^
>:

Located in the Campus Center
Open

M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4^UNIVERSITYl
mMstore^
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COMMENCEMENT 1982

10:00 a.m., Sunday, May 30

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS
All Candidates
There will be no Commencement rehearsal for
degree candidates. Candidates should assemble by
school/college at Alumni Stadium no later than 9 a m
graduation morning, May 30, 1 982. Signs will be posted
indicating schools, and Commencement Marshals will
issue specific instructions and distribute programs
Upon signal, candidates will follow the Commence-
ment Marshals to the assigned areas and be seated

Candidates will receive diploma covers from the
deans of their school or college.

Who is Eligible to Participate?
Any degree candidate who anticipates completing
degree requirements by the end of the calendar year
1982 IS eligible to panicipate in the 1982 ceremony
Questions concerning academic status should be

c!.?n/A
^° ^^^ ^^'^°''^' Office, 213 Whitmore,

545-0555.

Invitations
There is no limit to the number of guests who may
attend the ceremony and tickets are not required Each
undergraduate/graduate student will receive a packet
of six formal invitations.

Faculty and Parents
Faculty and staff should assemble at the SOUTHWEST
end of the stadium on the gravel between the Facilities/
Information Center and the stadium wall. Faculty will
be part of the processional and will be seated imme-
diately in front of the candidates from each school or
college.

Since the Commencement Exercises are open to the
public and guest seating is without reservation, parents
and friends may wish to arrive early to ensure good
seating. Viewing areas for those confined to wheel-
chairs will be located on both sides of the stadium on
the eastern and western walkways.

Special Instructions forGraduate Candidates
Ph.D. and Ed.D candidates should wear their hood if
they chose to buy one.

Caps and Gowns
Caps, gowns, tassels, and invitations will be distributed
from the Textbook Annex in the Physical Plant Build-
mg beginning May 3. There is no charge to degree
candidates (Associate, BacFeTors. Master^s, DoctoraT]
for the cap, gown, tassel, and invitations. Please bring
your ID. You must know what degree you are receiving
and from which department.

Distribution Hours — May 3—May 28; 10 a.m.—
4 p.m. regular business days at the Textbook Annex
May 30 (Commencement Day), 8 a.m. at the stadium
(SOUTHWEST CORNER).

Doctoral Hoods
Hoods may be purchased at the University Store for
526 each; they may also be rented.

Rentals
Academic apparel for this year's University Com-
mencement may be rented through the University
^qre^ All faculty members are urged to place their
rental order as soon as possible. THE LAST DAY TOORDER IS FRIDAY, MAY 1 4. Payment must be made at
the time of order and there will be no refunds if apparel
IS not used. Academic apparel may also be purchased
For further information about rentals or purchases
please contact Connie Szelewicki at the University
Store, 545-2619.

Acconunodations
Many area motels are already booked for Saturday
before Commencement A limited number of rooms in
University housing will be available for relatives and
other guests the night of May 29. Please contact the
University Summer Conference Office, 918 Campus
Center, 545-2591, by May 10, 1982.Fees:$14single/$19
double per night.

Food Services
Coffee, soft drinks, and donuts will be available under
the east (section 16) and west (section 6) stands at the
nonh end of the stadium.

Campus Center
Graduation Dinner, Top of the Campus Restaurant,
Campus Center (reservations needed) 1 2 noon—6 p m

Graduation Brunch, Room 1009, Campus Center
(reservations suggested) 12 noon—3 p.m.

Coffee Shop, open 7 a.m.—3 p.m.

Commencement Ceremony Schedule
9 a.m.—Robing, for Commencement

-MASTER'S and DOCTORAL candidates
should assemble at the NORTHWEST end
of the stadium (on the gravel area);

—Graduates from ARTS & SCIENCES
should assemble at the SOUTHWEST end
of the stadium (on the gravel area);

—Graduates from PHYSICAL EDUCA
TION, HEALTH SCIENCES, ENGINEER-
ING, EDUCATION, and the NONTRA-
DmONALPROGRAMS (Continuing Educa-
tion, BDIC, etc.) should assemble at the
SOUTHEAST end of the stadium (on

* the graveUreal'"

—Graduates from FOOD & NATURAL RE^
SOURCES and BUSINESS ADMINISTRA-
TION should assemble at the NORTH-
EAST end of the stadium (on the gravel
area).

—Appropriate signs will be displayed. Grad-
uates should line up according to their
school or college.

9:30 a.m.—Seating of Graduates

10 a.m.—Procession Starts

12 p.m.—Ceremony ends

Yearbook Information

Graduating

seniors will be sent their yearbooks in the fall.

General Information
Diplomas will be mailed to graduates in the fall
Medical facilities will be located in the van under
Section 8 of the stands.

Public telephones will be located on the west side of
the Facilities/Information Center.
Restrooms are located at either end of the Facilities/
Information Center at the south end of the stadium

Viewing areas for those confined to wheelchairs will be
located on bothTsides ofjhejtadium, on the eastern
and western walkways.

For additional information, contact the OTFice of
Community Relations, 303 Whitmore, 545-2560.

Senior Day
The Chancellor's Reception for Seniors (Senior Day)
will be held Friday, May 28, on Metawampee Lawn
behind the Student Union. Information on tickets will
be announced in the Collegian.

Members of the Class of 1982 who are interested in
working with the Senior Day Committee should con-
tact Delphme Quarles in the Student Activities Office
416 Student Union. 545-3604.

Monday, May 17, 1982

Schedule of Evento
Senior Day
Stockbridge Commencement,
ROTC Commissioning Ceremony
1982 Commencement Ceremony

Date
Ph., May 28
Fri,, May 28
Sun , May 30
Sun., May 30

Time

1:30 p.m.

8 a.m.

10 a.m.— 12 noon

Place
Metawampee Lawn
FAC Concert Hall
FAC Concert Hall
Alumni Stadium

Commencement Date Change to SUNDAY, May 30, 1982

Invitations are not required for admittance. Seating for guests will be on a first come, first served basis.

'Sentimental

journey' leaves

Penn. Station

with 29 aboard
NEW YORK (AP) -

The recession was far
away yesterday as 29
passengers hoping to
recapture the golden era of
railroad travel rolled out of
Pennsylvania Station on an
eight-day. $2.300-a-head
"sentimental journey"
across the continent.

And even though 11
spaces aboard the five

special cars were not
booked. Jack Mannix of
American Express, which
promoted the "grand hotel
on wheels." said the
company was not disap-
pointed.

The vacancies boosted
the staff-to passenger
ratio to 12. he said.

As the passengers
walked down a red carpet
to the cars, a trio aboard
played a little traveling
music. Some of those
aboard came from as far
away as England and Italy.

The trip, scheduled to

end May 23 in Los
Angeles, is one of seven
coast to coast runs being
offered this year through
American Express. About
75 spots have yet to be
reserved, Mannix said.

The cars will be hitched
to regular Amtrak
passenger trains, but the
first-class section will be
off limits to regular
passengers.

The cars are privately

owned by a leasing com-
pany. American Express
provides promotion and
Amtrak charges a fee for

hauling the cars.

Some Pullman porters

came out of retirement to

work on the trip.

The train's restored cars

have been modernized
with, among other things,

video machines and
wireless telephones.

LAST DAY OF CLASSES - Wednesday

May 19

FINAL EXAMS
Final exams will begin at 8 a.m. on Friday, May
21, and run through Thursday May 27. The last
exams will begin at 4 p.m. that day. Thursday,
May 20 is a full reading day. No classes or exams
are scheduled for that day. For further informa-
tion on the times or places of specific exams,
call either the Information Data Bank, 545-1555
or the Scheduling Office, 545-2605.

RESIDENCE HALLS
All students must vacate the residence halls by 6
p.m., Thursday, May 27, the last day of finals.

The only exception is graduating seniors who
must be out by 4 p.m. Sunday, May 30th.

TELEPHONES
Telephones will be shut off randomly, by dorm,
starting Thursday, May 27. It might be best to
make any important calls well before Thursday.

MAIL
All 1st class mail and packages received at the
Central Mail Room after residence halls close
will be fonvarded to students' home addresses.
Anyone wanting magazines forwarded to their

home addresses should fill out a card at the Cen-
tral Mail Room 139 Whitmore, requesting this.

All mail other than 1st class packages and
magazines will be discarded.

LIBRARIES
The Goodell and University Tower Libraries are
open Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 12
midnight, Saturday and Sunday from 10 a.m. to
12 midnight through Wednesday, May 26. On
Thursday, May 27, the last day of finals, they
will be open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. For further in-
formation call the Information Data Bank
545-1555.

DINING COMMONS
The Dining Commons will provide service at the
regularly posted hours. The last meal to be serv-
ed at the Dining Commons will be dinner, on
Thursday, May 27, which will run until 6:30 at
Worcester and Hampshire Commons and until 7
p.m. at Franklin and Berkshire Commons.

BUS SCHEDULES
UMass buses will run on their present full service
schedule through Thursday, May 27. They will
begin Summer Service Schedules starting Fri-
day, May 28. The Five College bus route that
runs Route 301 to Mt. Holyoke, Hampshire and
Amherst Colleges will run through May 27 and
will not run after that date. Northampton bus
routes should run as usual through May 19.
After that date call Western Mass Transit
586-5806 for information and summer
schedules. For further information on Umass
and Five College schedules, call the UMass
Transit Office, 545-0056.

IDB @\® TIPS
A Service of the Dean of Students

Z^
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TEXTBOOK ANNEX
THURSDAY THRU SATURDAY

MAY 20 THRU 22

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
MAY 24 THRU 28

9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
REQUIRED

EDITORIAL/OPINION
CollegiRQ 11

^^1^ Quarters: ^AORt Qu^rs."

Better zapped
than crashed
You've quaffed down seven or 12 beers at a kee

party or a few double whiskey sours at a local bar
You have a little buzz on and your friends thinkyou re pretty witty. You're not roaring drunk but you're

You it IL'h- ';l^""'.^ ^T' ^' ^^«" ^« ^^'"^ -nd crashYou get behind the wheel of your car. You'll be lucky ifyou don t crash before you get home

Pnll'^i
'^"?^"^!

t,^ !^^ ^^ ^'^"^*"S ^"^"t the Amherst
Police Speed and Alcohol Patrol (SAP). We've all got
friends who have been "zapped." Better zapped than
dead. Would you rather the Police Department protect
your stereo or your life?

Susan Ring

Fueling the high-tech depts.
r I 1 hough much has been .«w»iH aK^„f fv,« „ ii_j

_J

Though much has been said about the so-called
military/industrial complex, nothing has been said

Pnrr^r.!
^^''\y'^^\ "^^y be a growing education/industrial

nuhlfr h.Vh ^V^^'f- ^^J'^"^^
^^^ y^^'-^' Massachusetts

nnh^-^ ifM^' f^"^^t'«" has catered to the needs of thepMbhc. UMass ongin, that of a state agricultural land-grant college, and the origins of the stete colleges ^teachers colleges, shows higher education's role in closely
reflecting the needs of the state. And though the state'sneeds have been served, the traditional liberal arts base of

L !lf^^^! ? ^'^^^y'^^ ^""- Now, higher education
s seeking to tram employees for the state's many high
technology firms through its engineering programs.

John DiPalazzo

Though this is m keeping with public higher education's
role in reflecting the needs of the state, the priority given
to enpneering has caused traditional liberal arts curricula
to suffer. In light of the provisions for the School of^ngmeenng in the new University of Massachusetts LongKange Plan of statements made by members of the Board
of Regents for Massachusetts public higher education, and
of plans to build a Massachusetts Technological Park to
be sponsored by the state, higher education and big'in-

,
dustry, this complex may be growing.

In the recently-announced Long Range Plan, outlining
academic changes to be made at UMass for the next 20
years, programs in the School of Engineering were
assured increases in funding and staff. The plan, though
recommended that many liberal arts programs and
departments be cut back. A quick look at the Long Ranee
Plan IS very telling. Under the plan, "centers of ex-
ce lence are designated, and are rendered immune to
future budget cuts. The chemical and electrical engineer-
ing departments at UMass were designated "centers of
excellence, and were also recommended for faculty in-
creases. No liberal arts departments or programs were
designated "centers of excellence," except for philosophy

linguistics, and women's studies. The liberal arts facultyon the whole faces cuts under the plan
^

Lest one's worries stop there, higher education facestempering more directly from high technology. The state

f„^n'!
^^fesentatives is considering a bill that wouldturn over budgeting authority for the entire public higher

education system to the Board of Regents, a body that ispacked with high technology executives. One Regent. RayStrata who is also the founder of the High Techn^logJ
Council, said that he would "identify the manpower neel

aboiit tV.T' 'Tr"^''"'
'"^"^'y ^"^ ^^y ^« d« somethinga^ut them. There is no need for high technology in thif

stete to worry about employee training while theirhenchmen on the Board of Regents will see to it that the
Massachusetts public higher education system and
especially its engineering school facilities, will train their
luture employees quite adequately.

itS^l^' i'^-
^^"cation/industrial complex manifests

Itself p ainly m the form of the planned MassachusettsT^hnology Park Corp. The governor, at this time of fiscal

I! .T"iKP'"''P^^?. ^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^ P"t "P $20 million, to bematched by an additional $20 million by education and in-

ns'?' M P^^
^u'

^ ^'^^ technology training center to beused by Massachusetts engineering schools. The state seesht to cut funding for liberal arts programs at UMass and
to channel more money into the engineering programs
and then come up with still more money to build a multi-
million dollar research facility to train future high
technology employees in Massachusetts

It's all very evident: The University of Massachusetts is
funding liberal arts less, and engineering more. The
statehouse wants to give the Board of Regents the power
to pursue its own policies, and the governor wants to pitehm still more state money to build a training facility for the
benefit of all the high technology companies around Route
1^8. More state money will be given to aid big industry at
the expense of traditional liberal arts education. Indeed itseems that Massachusetts has forgotten its education
system s liberal arts base, and only seeks to fuel the educa-
tion/industrial complex.
John DiPalazzo is a Collegian staff member.

In the 13 month period before SAP was instituted npeople were killed in accidents in whicrs^d ^d/^Jalcohol was a factor. Nine of the 13 were students SAPwas created by the Amherst Police Department Scau^we were driving around killing ourselves and othe^

sinceVATh^IiL
^""^^^ ^""^"^ '"^^'^'^^^'y ^as decreasedsince SAP has been in operation. Not all students drink toexcess, drive drunk, or speed, but unfortunately there aJ^those of us who are still doing all three. A large perce^tege of the people arrested for driving while under'Theln.

fluence of alcohol are student age
Fortunately, during this fiscal year no one has died in atraffic accident in Amherst. During the SAP peri^ b^tween October and March the numblr of acdde^rto^d-

ed by the Amherst Police Department showed a marked

Sd^n tt'"
'"'"P"'""^ ^ ^^"^^'^^ ^^' the same imeperiod in the previous year. There were 50 percent fewer

accidents in 1981-82 than there were in 1980-81 AccideTtswith injury are down 63 percent. The number of jSrson^
injured dropped 72 percent, and the number of ^rlZs
hospitalized decreased by 80 percent

persons

thJntfnT^'^
""^

?i^?
'' ^ ^'^^ ^"^^'•s down and to get

It S"j;
^''^^'" ^^^ t^^ ''°^' *"d the statistics show thathe effort is a success. Officers involved in SAP are notout to nai drivers who happen to glance away from thelspeedometer and are over the speed limit by a few miles

«T«^ ^^f^
^"" ' ^'^P ^"^^'•^ ""'^^ they are ti^velingat speeds 1 or more miles an hour over the speed limi"

Nonetheless, fines are a part of SAP. Between October
1 and May 1 $10,600 in SAP fines were replied Themoney goes into the town's general fund and is spent bytown meeting members. Sure, a large chunk of thatfigur;
represents student dollars, and most of us don't havemoney to spend on fines. As college students we ought toreahze hat if we break the law and get caught we're^o ngto pay for It. It's a pretty basic concept.

^
If you're sick of reading about UMass students whohave been zapped every weekend then stop speeding and

driving drunk. Stop your friends from drivin^rrefpS^

Zl ^•!." u
^^'"^ ^ ^^t d'^"*^ take the bus home orwalk, or nde home with a sober person. Arrest reports are

obitlSie?
'^'"^ ^""^ ""^^ ^"^ '^^^ ^^ preferable to

Sf<^nRing, a Collegian staff member, is the fcrrmerAmherst Police beat reporter.

Letters
Drinking to forget dissatisfaction with one's sober mind

'^

To the Editor:

I would like to comment on Victoria Jones' response to
Mr. Safid Rassir. Victoria is "furious" that Mr. Rassir has
the gall to publicly chastise her way of life, so she does her
best to chastise his way of life.

Victoria points out that whUe Indians may be starving and
overcrowded. }hey nevertheless over-procreate, as if they
are idiots. She does not point out that the reason for such
procreation is in order to survive: where food is scarce and
the land unproductive, the more children you have to work
and hunt, the better your chances are for survival. Of
course, there is a Catch 22, for then there are more to feed,
but it is not due to ignorance, but desperation. Throughout
history the poor people of the world have been kept that
way by greedy, immoral, violent people.

She chastises him for wondering why students were
excreting on the pond. Which is more pitiful; a person who
has grown up with every known convenience to man
peeing in front of his peers while a sanitized Porta Potty
sits nearby, or a person doing the same act, who has lived
in poverty, knowing no such modern comforts?

She chastises him for comparing people to dogs, and doing
so implies that Mr. Rassir looks unfavorably upon dogs. I

love dogs, and I marvel at how they run about in seemingly
aimless patterns, peeing wherever nature calls, and I think
them fitting comparison to a drunk acting similarly.

Mr. Rassir is quite correct in his belief that people who
get drunk are obviously not satisfied with their sober
consciousness, and I am "furious " that Victoria assumes
that when "students must relax" they must drink and
listen to loud music. I would much rather celebrate with
my friends in a peaceful environment conducive to sincere
sober conversation.

Yes, Victoria, they may have been smiling. I see many
drunk, "stoned", drugged people smiling, but I wonder if it

isn't because they finally escaped that which they are
unable to find satisfaction with; the lonely reality of their
sober minds.

Stephen Geiger

Northeast

Board of Editors

Letters Policy
All letters must be sig^ned and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which
will not be published. Please type double spaced
at 67 characters per line. Due to space limitations
and the volume of mail, we regret we are unable
to acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters

are subject to editing for clarity and length.
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Pro fundraisers use deceptive lines

-«^
HMRl^

Collririan photo bv Mirharl MirjjoluPnvn cur A XT ^. .
"'"Ki«n pnolo bv Mirharl M.rjtoluPOND SWAN - This close-up affords a fineshot of this stately swan.

BOSTON (AP) - The telephone caller usually has a
deep, male voice. "Would you like to contribute to the local
police relief fund?" he asks.
Sometimes the message is more blunt: a contribution

will get you a special police sticker for your car. which can
help with speeding tickets, while no money might mean a
slow response by police the next time you're in trouble.
But authorities say the pitch may be deceptive.
"People contacted by callers saying they represent the

police frequently feel intimidated into making con-
tributions they otherwise wouldn't make." Attorney
General Francis X. Bellotti said after his office filed
complaints last week against four professional fund
raisers.

Callers from professional fund raising groups often
represent themselves as policemen, said Catherine
Hantzis. chief of the AG's public charities division. They
also claim they are getting a smaller portion of the money
collected than they actually receive, she said.

Major pay raises

approach reality

raise set for Jan.
BOSTON (AP) - Major pay raises for

top state officials move closer to reality
today after a scheduled hearing by the
Legislatures Joint Ways and Means
Committee.

If the recommendations of an advisory
committee appointed by Gov. Edward J.
King become law as submitted, all judges
and most state winners in the November
election wiU qualify for higher salaries in
January.

For the the governor and a few others,
the raises will double or better their
present pay. For judges, who received
increments last year although the
retroactivity payment was delayed, the
immediate raises will be in the $10,000 to
$15,000 range.

The governor's pay would go from
$40,000 to $90,000; the attorney general's
from $37,500 to $75,000. and the other
statewide officers would get raises of
$20,000 or $30,000 to bring them to $50,000
or $60,000. ^

Under state law a professional charity fund raiser c;,n
retain no more than 15 percent of the total money raised
but officials said some private firms manage to keen fm,
times as much. ^ "'"

Another common abuse: a caller offers an identification
sticker implying that a person making a contribution and
using the automobile sticker is less likely to get a tickJi
Hantzis said.

'^

Paul Baker, treasurer of the Boston Police Patrolmen's
Association, said police groups and other charities alwavs
have to be wary of fund-raising pitches.
"These people are out to get their commissions "

Bakor
said. That's what matters. "We don't have any funH
raising going on now. but we've had troubles in the oast
with people selhng ads over the telephone for our
newspaper. We've gotten complaints from advertisers who
say they ve been promised things by these people whohave no business promising anything" like extra Dolice
protection. f^>'^^

eove^rnlT' ^"^
^''''J^'''

^ '^^^^ ^^^-^-^ hulkTa"
nroTr* r K''''«P ^''"*^*' P''**^***^^ » ^*"» reminder of the

riui/i I
^^ Hermanos Escobar agriculture school ofCiudad, Juarex, Mexico. The students there released 15million insect larvae and their school director Saturday, after

seik'inllc'o^n"'*^'
'**' '''' '"^" ''''' «^"^«"t« -^ -vvseeking a compromise.
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"Psychology 100C Mou
Psychology 1000 • Moyor
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"Psychology 110A - Koynor
"Psychology 205A Royor
"Music 100 • Zoyror
Sociology 102 - Yowkoy
Sociology 103 • Stock
Astronomy 100 - Goldsmith
Zoology 102 - Goodonough
Physics 161 - Ponchino

"First Holf Somostor Only

HOURS
Mon • Thurt 10-4
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Mgt 001. . .$2.99
AIIEcon. . .$4.00

All Others. . .$5.
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THERE'S A CARNIVAL IN TOWN! - The
Amherst carnival was held this past weekend
and many turned out to partake of the
festivities, including (clockwise from left):
Uwight Horton, an Amherst Lions Club
member serves up some tasty snacks; Javier
Correa, a two-year-old Amherat resident
makes like Mario Andretti; Jenny Pratt, 10, of
Amherst, tries the ring toss game; Dave Walsh

* gets a mouthful from two-year-old Denis
Nolan; the Amherst space missile looms; (mid-
dle) Angel Brown, a 13-year-old Amherst resi-
dent takes in some of the carnival fun.

Resume Paper
at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

v^.-v^-,-^T^ ,n^imuwi m^ifi
^

^uiiu ,^rrtrnMUW^LMUm X̂MUiPUV^

Meet Your Friends

Time

Droits

Dud, Millor

Lito

55c

Pitchors

Dud, Millor

Lito

$0.00

Looking for a meaningful

SUMMER JOB?

MASSACHUSETTS
FAIR SHARE

a statewide citizens' action organization

Has fulltime and summer openings on the
canvass staff. Position involves both fun-
dralslng and community outreach. Hrs are
2:00 - 10:00 PM; pay $175-225 per week;
will train.

Amhorst's Diggost Littio Dor
OPEN DAILY 11:00 om - 1:00 om

07 N. Pioosont St.

call: 586-8713
Call 9 am - 2 j)m Monday thru Friday^
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Philly takes 3-1 lead in series with victory
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Toney deals , Celtics reel
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Sharpshooting

Andrew Toney scored a playoff career-high
39 points as the PhUadelphia 76ers trounced
the Boston Celtics 119 94 yesterday to take
a 3 1 lead in the National Basketball
Association Eastern Conference cham-
pionships.

The fifth game in the best-ofseven series
to determine an opponent for the western
division champion Los Angeles Lakers will
be played in Boston Wednesday. A sixth
game, if necessary, will be in Philadelphia
r riday night.

The 6 foot 3 Toney, a secondyear guard
from Southwest Louisiana, hit 14 of 20 from
the field and 11 of 12 at the foul line.

The Sixers 25-point victory somewhat
avenged their 40- point wipeout by the
Celtics in the opening game of the series.
Philadelphia won the second game in
Boston and took both ends of this weekend's
back toback games here.

Julius Erving contributed 17 points and
controversial 6-foot-ll center Darryl
Hawkins had 16 as the Sixers snapped a 44-
44 tie with 3:31 left in the half and never
trailed again. They outscored Boston 11-4 in
the final 3:49 of the second period for a 55-
48 halftime lead.

Boston closed the gap to five at 72-67
with 3:28 left in the third quarter, but
Philadelphia, ignited by a pair of free
throws by Toney, outscored the Celtics 12-2
to take an 84-69 lead. Boston failed to score
in a span of 4: 17 during the 76ers' rally.

The Celtics scored only 21 points in the
final quarter as PhUadelphia, keyed by
Toney. Bobby Jones and Dawkins, turned
the game into a rout. Boston never got
closer than 10 points in the final quarter.

Parish led the Celtics witA 18, while
Larry Bird had 17 and Cedric Maxwell and
Kevin McHale each 14.

Toney 's previous career playoff- high was
38 against Boston in last year's Eastern
Conference finals.

The Celtics were without playmaking
guard Nate Archibald, who dislocated his
left shoulder in Saturday's game and will
miss the rest of the series.

This is the third straight year, that the
76ers have taken a 3-1 lead over the Celtics
in the Eastern finals. They won two seasons
ago, 4-1, but fell apart last year and were
beaten 4-3.

ed the Boston Celtics defense yesterday for 39 points, a career playoffhigh, ,„ leading his team to a 119-94 demolition of the defendLSnpions at Philadelphia. With the victory, the 76ers take a 3-1 l«d In the

Boston
"""""' '•"" """ «*'"* ' '" '* P'"^*" WelneX in

CLIP and SAVE
I

A K^stQuront with FLAIR

Pr»s*nting:

V^ Tg'ii'itfi^.^^ clQssicQl chMs* dIsh s«rv»d
^/?dcle\^ in th» troditionol swiss manner

ALL YOU CAN EAT -

$5.45

- .<

^ (^

"iiSSW -^.^^
on the
Boltwood Walk '

103 N. Pleasant St
Amherst
253-5927

ATTENTION!
100%

$ FREE TUITION $

JOIN THE MASSACHUSETTS
IMATIOIMAL GUARD AND RECEIVE
100% FREE TUITION TO ANY STATE
FUNDED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

For Further Information Contact:
Sgt. Richard O'Connor

586-4110

I Also valid In the Mini Store i n^-t^ :„ .u ^
^ Located in the Campus Center I

S Open ^^^^
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of darknei
By LAURIE FULLERTON
Collegian Correspondent

Imagine Darkness is a oerformanno ..,i,; u
fantasy and fiction of the' workTby Ur i ^^^1^'^
attempt to express the meaning of lieht anH ^H i,

^"

M^rn'
and directed by Judfth^^^}?.lrtr^^^^^^^

Essentially a reader's theater, the performance wasexperimental, using puppets, masks and mimeTo create aworld of dragons birds, and battles with shadowsThrough drama and dialogue in unrelated scenes the pTavportrays young wizards and high piestess' grappling for anunderstanding of darkness.
HP»ngioran

The production was accompanied with sign language forthe hearing impau-ed. adding an artistic dimension to theperformance. The costumes were basic, using leotards a^the base of every costume, while adding a cloak or belt toeffectively portray the period of knights, princesses! andyoung wizards.
'

The music accompanying the drama was originallycomposed and synchronized with dialogue and actiongivmg momentum to sometimes slow, tec^ous scenes Themusic gave freer movement to the performers andenhvened the dark empty stage

.Jh^V*^'"'""^. ' u"'""
^^ ^"''^""^^ «^^^ « continuity toeach scene, yet because the scenes were complete y

unrelated the performance lacked momentum arfd thesymbols of darkness became repetitive

pJfo:m"rv"ab7itv'^" ''f"^^' '^ "^'•^^'^'-' ^ut the

ac/i^:^{:^:=rr^:^tta-^^
tormers relaying messages and teachings to the audlnceThe performers continual search through darkness and

Ih'raudien'c^r"''"^
«^^^^^--- ^^^ - i-olving effec-t on

The most effective scene comes at the end of the oer-

hHaZrinrh 7 T H'''
'^'"''''''^ ^^'^ '^^ ^-V thro^ugh

When a man ifh'
'"'' '^'"""' ''""''"^ ''^'' '" ^er darkness.When a man is discovered m the cavern with a candle she

•s afraid of the light. She then sees the beauty n hecavern, and realizes she is not afraid of light. The ent^escene is very effective due to the music, mime and h^rdramatic control of the dialogue.
"mt ana ner

n^^r'"^"''"'^"? j^^ '^"^8:08. symbols and fantasy. ImagineDarkness revealed imagmative and unconventional aspects
ot theater. However an attempt to embrace the manymeanings o. darkness often led to confusion and lack ofaepth in characters.

The performance incorporated diversity and artistrytrom puppets to princes, and revealed a deep side of huma^

AC/DC 'cranks it up' in concert filmLET THERE BE ROrK ^
-"XiiiLET THERE BE ROCK

with AC/DC featuring Bon Scott

By STEPHEN FREKER
Collegian Staff

Q: (posed to AC/DC kad guitaHst Angus Young) What doyou like most about being a part ofAC/DC?
A: I like to play for the people.

Q: Is there anything else you like about being in the band^A: I like to dnnk

BOSTON - If you are not a hardcore AC/DC worship-
per (i.e. if you don't know how many tattoos Bon Scott hadon his body and in what locations) then there is a good
chance you may not fully appreciate Let There Be Rock a
surprisingly upbeat concert film which just completed kn
exclusive one-week run at the Sack 57 Cinema
You see, to truly appreciate AC/DC, you should not only

be able to stomp your feet to the tumultuous beat of "Let's^t It Up ' the newest "crank-it-up" hit by the Australian

"^^Z ^ n "^
you should also appreciate earlier greats like

Walk All Over You.
Latecoming jumpers on the AC/DC bandwagon could be

disappointed by Let There Be Rock because the latest
alburn covered by the concert footage in the film is
Highway to Hell." For that matter, there is not even one
dirty deed" recounted to the audience. Let There Be Rock

Ai-^r^. ," ^^*^" ^^°'^' •^^'ough and through. Scott,
A(../UC s lead singer until his death in mid- 1979 from an
alcohol overdose, carries the film from start to finish, with
guitarist extraordinaire Angus Young stealing a few
scenes in between.
Scott sets the mood of the film by wearing an unerasable

smile during the entire film and dropping one-liners here
and there displaying his wit. For example, Scott relates,
bome people say I have a drinking problem, and I agree

That second liter of bourbon is always a pain in the neck.'

AP/nr" 1? .
^

n'""
' P'""'"<>tion that the born-and-bred

ftf^ ?K ? '""l'
P^''^^ ^"''"^' '"'ght find fault with is

that the theatre advertises a "Solid Wall of Sound " Themusic IS loud, but the heavy metal addict used to leaving

phT/ 'w"n
^"^^^^^biles with ringing ears would have lik

ed he Wall of Sound" turned up a bit. This was especial-

H.Ii'^^k'^ ?•
^'?^^

l"^
''^^ ^'t^d o"t "Highway to

Hell the national anthem of the "teenage wasteland'' setand the only tune that cannot be listened to without a beer
in one's hand.
Also the soundtrack is dubbed in. When you see "dubb-

ed do not read "lip-synched." The sound matches up
remarkably well with the footage and there are only a few
instances where the dubbing is apparent
Many concert movies get bogged down in drawn-out

often ^ring interviews with the film's particulars. Let
1 here Be Rock- does have some interviewing, but the main
focus IS definitely on the AC/DC concert act Three
members of the band are asked general questions and in
response spew out gems such as the excerpt from Youns
as quoted above.

'Tj^e concert segments are excellent. Again, Let There Be
Rock upstages most other films of this genre by stavine
away from shots of the "adoring crowd" and keeping the
camera onstage, for the most part. It is done in a
believable fashion as well. The film's producer is not try-
ing to make you think "you are there," but they do suc-
ceed >n giving the audience a good look at what takes place
at an AC/DC concert at full tilt.

There are three basic elements to Let There Be Rock-
loud music, a "well-done" stamp on your basic "concert
movie, and Bon Scott. If at least two of these three facets
pique your interest, then the film is worth the price of ad-
mission.

''Coin' douhi, party time...my friends they're gonna be
ttii^too...

"

- "Highway to Hell" AC/DC 1976

Using his identity disc, Tron (Bruce Boxleiter) deflects a deadly ray of light which has been
hurled at him by another video warrier in the electronic fantasy world of Tron. Computer
graphics were used extensively in the making of this film, simulating what it would be like to be
inside a video game. Jeff Bridges, David Warner and Cindy Morgan also star in what should be an
interesting movie. It is due out this summer.

ERIC GALE
Blue Horizon (Elektra)

By MICHAEL J. SLINSKY

Eric Gale is a giant among black jazz guitar players. Henever achieved any commercial success, and this album^sn^ going to change that. But Blue Horizon, nonetheless is

Side one opens with the title cut, "Blue Horizon "
If«

guHar CTand IT^ ' "'^^ ''^^^' --T^ ressll

rifv%i ^? free-flowing percussion. "Wait Until TheCity Sleeps, for instance, features the old Beatles nnn-style complete with Sgt. Pepper horns.
^""^

Side two has a very interesting mixed of reggae pop

b"uf Frt
••
\P^''^^"^''^ -«"'d have liked a little more jazz.'but Eric IS trying to be commercial without being obvious

Jf !iu f ^.
Dan-esque "Mako D'Amour" has some in-

credible fuitar effects interwoven with two drummers for a

'•q?fh r?
eel. My favorite cut is the guitar dominated

97th & Columbus, with funky, uptempo drumming andlow-down bass, it s a safe bet for top 40 stations
1 hope the airwaves pick up on Gale. He's been around

or a long time and he's got a lot of talent. One of the better
tracks on side two is called 'Called Me At The Same
Number. Shari." It is so polished it sounds like a movie
soundtrack. It has the Latin feel of early Santana. Eric
does a great imitation of B.B. King on this one.
If you're in the market for something different as well as

Headcheese can't cut it,

Models uninspired

SiroC^HS'' '•^'"''""^ AMERICANS.

Hangar One, Hadley
Friday, May 14

By DAVID WILDMAN
Collegian Staff

The New Models were the headlining act on Friday at
the Hangar One. But the real event of the night was a
bizarre band from Philadelphia called Headcheese.

Words like "strange." "unusual" and "unpredictable"
are not quite enough to describe Headcheese's perfor-
mance. It would be more to the point to describe their
music as the result of gleeful incompetence.

Consisting of three wacky women and a crazy looking
blonde guy, members of Headcheese switched instruments
after every song, reveling in each other's musical limita-
tions and generally whooping it up on stage. The music of
Headcheese falls .somewhere between The B52's and The
Shaggs. OffTiand Farfisa playing mixed with a-rhythmic
plinking from the wrong end of an autoharp while the bass
set down strange riffs and the vocalist shrieked on
oblivious to it all.

Unfortunately, much of the music was marred by the in-
competence of whoever was on the drumset at the time
tiome of the dance songs dragged, and some of the songs
that weren t danceablc.well, maybe they were just kid-

The painful position of following Headcheese fell to the
Scientific Americans, who just keep getting better. The
addition Janet Snow on sax has created an effective visual
focal point, while founding fathers Jim Whittemore andCraig () Donnell bounce around looking fresh and alive
apparently enjoying themselves while pumping out
twisted disco dance music.

f f ^

The headlining act. The New Models, were well received
but musically uninspired. Every song started out with a
synthesizer sequence/riff until a guitar entered with awash of heavy-metal noise, swallowing up all subtlety with
It. The songs were of the standard pop writing type, per-formed with stupid, manic intensity by thV lead
singer/guitar player. All in all, a conventional ending to an
unusual evening.
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Hours
.„HH.^^ Mon. thru Sat« Midnitern HadleyAmherst and PJHsfield stores

ww.*^ ATSa«aAlA|,C

Shoulder
London
U««l#%«1 U.S.D.A. ChoiceM^A%nM Beef Chuck

BonelessBeefChuckRoast ,bl.89
Boneless Beef Chuck Steak ,bl.99
ChuckStewingBeef ,J qqNEW ZEALAND OVEN READY ••'*..Kj%J

LambLegsWhole fozen ,.1.49
ShoulderLambChops ''"™Sr' ,,1.69

FreshGround I

Beef """3 to 5 lb pkg
Ground several times daily,

consistently fresh & tasty

3 to 5 lb package

FreshLeanGroundBeef
•White Gem' 7-8 lb pkg

ChickenL^s Quarters SI^k
White Gem' 5-6 lb pkg

ChickenBreastSplit
stop & Shop

3 lbs ExtraMildFranks s'^box

USDA Choice 5-6 lb pkg

Boneless BeefChuckSteak

Self-service Deli Specials!

Oscar Mayer
Wieners J59
1 lb package JL

Oscar Mayer
Franks f69
1 lb package t^^

Oscar Mayer
Bacon i%29
1 lb package ... ^^
Oscar Mayer

It's time to
Stop& Shop
for more.

with
Back lb

SIlOp
f iVlUtC GCIII' And other

Famous Brands

isl'

_^^^''

^M^ ^ Famous

Chicken

55
Whole 2V2-3 lbs

&Sb

CampbellsPork&
Beans

^.IJOf^in Tomato Sauce
16ozcan

Sliced Meat
12ozpkg 1'

Save on Seafood!

Fresh
Pollock
Fillets 179
Good value! ... lb ^L

Fresh Bay
Scallops^ OQ
Flonda ^M ^2J
Calico Ib^^fc

Flounder
Fillets099
Fresh \b^mt

Fresh
niackerel129
Dressed lb ^L

Fresh Cod
Steaks199
Bakeorfry Ib^L

Cod
Fillets 1 79

'White Gem*
Chicken Split ,b59^ ib^

I

PERDUE 2 '/2-3 lbs

ChickensWhole ' "'' ^^^^^^ ,b65'
PerdueChicken Split 3- ,,59
Chicken Wingettes '^'--r^ ib79'

I ChickenThighs ."^^s^^^^ ,1 eg
ChickenDrumsticks '"^S%J69*
Chicken Breast ^'^''; ^^'^"^ "°^"'^^

ml.29
Pick and choose the values that are perfect for you!

Fresh Florida

Wsitermelon

15
Fresh Green
Peppers n€X
Fine for stuffing, salads, frying ">^^P^^V

Dutch Maid
Noodles ^^%*
Wide or Broad ^^^^^^'S
16ouncebag ^^^^^^^^

Libby Lite Mixed
Fruit £itVor Fruit Cocktail or Sliced
Peaches 16 ounce can

I ' Sheen J4'

i LibbylsCut Green
-«—

'0] or French Style
iULiJ^ 15V2ozcan . . .

So red! So juicy!
So refreshing. A
naturally sweet
snack or dessert, lb

j^—^ Geisha Tuna
^^^ Solid White

in water
/ounce can 119

n
^sssA

Cottonelle
Bath Tissue f19Asst'd. Colors
1 ply, 400 ct roll, 4 pack

-^!^r

iTomatoes
Large Slicing Size

Frozen

Big Wheat
W^ ^^ ^« stop & S^opBread f^Q^

For a tasty lunch, enjoy a
big ripe one, stuffed with
tuna or chicken salad! ib'69

20 07 Big Bullenop
22 OZ or Kitchen 21 07

Alberto V05
Shampoo
Alberto Culvert
15 ounce bottle

PricM oltecl.w Sufi M</ 1« S«l Mj, /; A Mjs, M M,,,

99

EnglishCukes °? v-? ..6

1

RomaineLettuce '?» 59
DandelionGreens: ;: .2*^1

"SweetOnions** »» i? »69
Save on Sandwich-Maker's Favorites I Jlu""

*".«•<>««

Colonial Top
Olive Losa

or Top ^ AQ
P&P Loaf I

^^^ lb

Colonial Glazed
ChoppedHam
^^y Moist and tasty, ^ ^
r\^^ sliced to order ^

Great Shape
Milk 1% Low Fat
Protein Fortified
One Gallon container

Broccoli

65

10 ounce package
Stop & Shop

1

All Natural
Ice Cream
Assorted Varieties
Stop & Shop Half Gallon carton I99

Moist and tasty,

sliced to order
69
lb

LandoSi? f
"""";^r:S»

Quarters p 4^^^* EmQ
I" Good Son Mj, ,k

^^ ^^
I ^^T^'|l^',"'u.?i?'."':i".<^Sur. Mj, ,k

jjijg^ii

100 CI

2 ply roll 495»i MJ»?? Limiion«p«,e u»lomi, _

/'
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CreaTl!:!?
h''^^

L""^ ^^^f^^ ^^ ORCHARD mLr. Papa'SXCreach and his band were the headliners at the annual Orchard HiMResidential Area concert, (above left) Papa John fiddles a tune to the ap

0^^?.™^ "*'';;•.• ^K**P ^'^^'^ ^*"y ««"»"*«" accompanies Papa John on

anothe^song^^*'
***'"''* ^^^^*'* ^*"«" <''«"«"» "«»»') <»««« ^^e same on

It's OH/Central
concert time...

Rock, Jqzz, Country
ClQssicol & Children's

Thousands of

Titles To Choose
From!!!

Sole Degins May iUh
Qt the front of the

Open University Store

M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
[
loco ted in the Compus Center Unlv of Moss

This special group of rocords
foQturos ortists such os:

Cot Stovons • Who • Flootwood Moc
Dixlo Droos • Chorlio Doniols •

Ambrosio • Robin Lono •

ond hundrods of othors
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^^

micrlT"^ "r?^V''^-
- ^«"'-year-oId Ben Trafton trierotrthe"

g Campus Center Food Services

g Summer Hours of Operation
beginning June 1, 1982

Coffee Shop
8:00 cxm. to 4:00 p.m.,

rrionday-Friday

Top of the Campus Lounge
4:00 p.m. to 1:00 OLm.

Daily

Flagstone Cafe
11:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

rrionday-Frlday

weather permittlrig

>«A ^ ^*^ ^ ^«^ ^

^ Monday, May 17, 1982
f^' /

Bilateral disarmament
favored by Americans
NEW YORK (AP) - Three of four

Americans say any use of nuclear weapons
would lead to a full-scale world war. ac-
cording to the latest Associated Press-NBC
News poll.

A majority also said they think falling
behind the Soviet Union in arms production
increases the chances of war.
The nationwide telephone poll was a

scientific random sampUng of 1.599 adults
on May 10-11.

Seventy-five percent said they think any
use of nuclear weapons would lead to a
fuUscale world war. whUe 17 percent said
they think a limited nuclear war is possible
and 8 percent were not sure.

Fifty percent said the United States
should move toward nuclear disarmament
only If the Soviets agree to disarm as well
while 28 percent said the U.S. should not
disarm at all. Fourteen percent said the
United States should disarm on its own; 8
percent were not sure.

And 83 percent said the favor a freeze on
the production of nuclear weapons in both
the United States and the Soviet Union.
At his news conference last week

President Reagan reiterated his position

that the U.S. nuclear arsenal lags behind
the Soviets' and must be built up to bring
the Soviets into an arms agreement.

In the poll, 69 percent said they think the
chances of war would increase if the United
States stopped producing nuclear weapons
but the Soviet Union continued to produce
them. Ten percent said a unilateral U.S.
halt would decrease the chances of war, 11
percent said it would make no difference
and 10 percent were not sure.

Seventy-six percent said it is either very
important or somewhat important to
national defense for the United States to
produce as many nuclear weapons as the
Soviet Union does.

At the same time. 84 percent said they
think children should be taught in school
about the bad effects of nuclear war. More
than half of those people said teaching
about the bad effects of nuclear war should
begin in grade school.

However, a 51 percent majority said they
would not like to see the federal govern-
ment spend more money on civil defense
programs in the event of a nuclear war.
Reagan has supported large increases in
civil defense spending for shelter and
evacuation planning.

Time running out to save
beachfront from developer
BOSTON (AP) - Environmental
Management Commissioner William Hicks
says time is running out on the state's effort
to purchase 432 acres of unspoiled, natural
beachfront on Cape Cod and save it from
commercial development.
At stake is the South Cape Beach in Mash-

pee, which environmentalists want saved in
its natural state, and which the New
Seabury Corporation wants to develop with
condominiums and a marina.
The town and the state have been working

on a plan for a limited-use park, although
New Seabury owns almost 400 acres of the
tract's 432 acres, and wants to develop it
privately, and says it won't sell it.

A bill allowing purchase of the land was
passed by the House last year, but it died
on a voice vote in the Senate in the last days
of the session.

Each delay inflates the purchase price of
the property and shortens the deadline in
which a $900,000 federal grant for the
purchase must be used.

Denim Jeans or Corduroy Pants

Save $4.00 with coupon

)ur Choice
any Denim Jeans or Corduroy Pants

in stock

Sale ends May 19, 1982 SAVE $4.00 OFF Reg Price
with coupon

SAVE $4.00 off Reg price
w/coupon

Sale ends May 19, 1962
Any Denim Jeans or Corduroy pants

1 coupon per Item ^^.^ -.•••—^UNIVERSITY
crr^r: MmSTORE*I ^ompui center

-^^ J
» ^ ^

•• ^**-tt^«t0 mg»»rwtwi*0. > J ^

*'*'»*f9mrfrf^r,J
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USDA CHOICE

LESS THAN 22% FAT

Family Pak
Ground Beef

Round Cube Steak ^2lb^
MOSEY'S CORNED BEEF ^•^ OA
Straight Cut Brisket ^1 lb^

COUNTRY TIME

Lemonade Drink
PRE-SWEETENED; MAKES 10 QTS

$'^89
31 OZ
CONT

I

FROZEN FOODS
NEW! BIRDSEYE

Farm Fresh
Vegetables
BROCCOLI, CAULIFLOWER &
CARROTS OR broccoli'

GR BEANS, ONIONS & PEPPERS

ALL
NATURAL

DAIRY
COLOMBO PLAIN

Yogurt
I

QT
CONT

SWEET LIFE-ALL FLAVORS

Soda CASE OF24
12 OZ CANS

HOOD-REG OR COUNTRY STYLE

Cottage Cheese

89' 1 LB
CONT

LIPTON w/SUGAR & LEMON

Ice Tea $'299
Mix ?a°n' 3

SWEET LIFE

Mayonnaise

99 <:

STATE LINE-ALL NATURAL

Potato
Chips

PALMOLIVE

Dish
Detergent
PURINA

Dog
Chow
CONVENIENCE PACK

Pampers
Diapers

32 OZ
JAR

Louis Foods farm ffresli Produce

FINE FOODS

Specials
Valid
May 17
thru

May 22

FRESH CALIFORNIA

Broccoli

LARGE
SIZE BCH

NOT RESf'ONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

FRESH NATIVE

Spinacii

I LU-71 WITH THIS COUPON

LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER'

<:

nc
20' Off
LOUIS FOODS OWN FRESH
SQUEEZED ORANGE JUICE

(1 QT CONT)

VALID MAY 17-22 AT LOUIS FOODS

72 JtOJ^ """"'S COUPON & A V 50 PURCHASE

Select

Hot or Cold

EXCLUDING COUPON ITEM & CIGARETTES
LIMIT ONE ^'tH CUSIOM

LB

FRESH GREEN

Zucchini
CALIFORNIA

Carrots
FRESH

Fiddle Heads
NATIVE

Rhubarb
LARGE SIZE

Mangos Pearss
LARGE SIZE

Florida Limes 6

LB

LB

LARGE BCH

EA

FOR

FOAM
CUPS

50 COUNT
6 14 OZ

19c

J 1^ VALID MAY U-22 AT LOUIS FOODS J

LU-73 ^^''"^HISCOUPONiAVSOPURCHucc I*^ EXCLUDING COUPON IT?M I CIGARETtIr I
Wishbone limit one per customefJ
All Varieties (except Bleu Cheese) 8 OZ }

SALAD ^^'-
I

DRESSINGS 19c I

L, VALID MAY 17-22 AT LOUIS FOODS J
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HI' WUALMOST
MlS5ei>I^G0UR-
M£TL£FTOVeR
5WU'lt»€Re.)OU

by Garry Trudeau

OH. mem:
MHAT'P
HBSAY?
/

UUL.IT'5
DeflNlTBLf

NOTTha
FLU.

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

He 5AIPI C0UU?£XffCn0BB5iCK
FOR-AUHILBLONGeR. ALeO. I'M
60IN6 TOSTARTR5miNIN6 FLUIPS
ASP 6AlNIN6WeiGHT. BUrfffNeKT

,

I

^^ANUARY I'LL Be COM-
\\/ ^Pl£T5LY\—U .'^ (MRfT.

HMM..STRAN6e ^S'
CROSSWORD

tdiled by Margaret Farrar and Tnide Jaffe
>i)l««] Lot Aagttei Tlaci Sradlcait

^S ov^ti uiw. Tit Bt-rree

by M. Joyce

^tTCD!|PUE£tel

YEftR-.

70

THE UMASS ZONE
a:

yoi; )oiot!!
NOW 010 you
bo Son£rwA/o-

so sruPiD'ft

n n 13 n

'^tCAUSE OF ybuR,

'

FOUL' UP, Wt\/E GOT
FlFTy CRATTES OF
SANOPAPB^ INSTEAD

±J{

PHYSICAL J
l(p PLANT \

Jl^

iM'U

'i' I I

WHAT HAPPENED?

bv Mark Rollins

TO NOTICE TH£
OlFF£/lE,^CC.

'^i*>li'l6, he wrts id/- So Ji/Mt

No+ So NA/VE f f-ot.,/li^

by Ethyl Octane

''"^e^,, o*JE c^/fa,.,

BE IN THE
FOREFRONT
OF TODAYS
TECHNOLOGY
AS AN AIR
FORCE
ENGINEER

Our engineering officers are planning and
designing tomorrow's weapon systems today
Many are seeing their ideas and concepts
materialize. They have the finest, state-of-
the-art equipment to test their theories. The
working environment is conducive to research
And Air Force experience is second to none
You can be part of this dvnamic team if vou

M^u^^r^"^'"^^'''"^ '^^^''^^ Your first .step
will be Officer Training SchfK)l. Help us shape
our future as we help you start yours. Be an
engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact
your Air lorn" recruiter ;ii 4 1 J 557-jsi;,s
f apiain Kevin Keinert ( ;i|| ( (,||ect

Dastardly
Dgns^

TONIGHT Pool Tournament
2 person tarns $10 CASH PRIZES

sign up at bar Starts 7 pm
[36 E Pleasant St..Amherst. MA 253 9285

* qftatwoiotUt

,A<'»>.».»*tJ.».«rVVM.VVMA\V\\\V

Summer Housing ot PIKE
W» still hQv« rooms ovoiloblo
Your choice of singi* or double

ONE LOW RATE
for the entire summer!!

(u»# of kitchen. TV room, loondry focll

)

Coll for mor* info 545-2150

545-0047
(Pike froterolty. 100 yd5 from compu,)

ACROSS
1 TV name of fame
5 Victoria s realm

11 Tchaikovsky s
"Le des
Cygnes"

14 Son of Samuel
T5 Sir Harry of

Scotland
16 Orinoco tributary
17 Call her Dama
19 German article »

20 Passport endorse-
ment

21 Land of piasters
and pounds

23 Cracker
27 Three and "home '

29 Does household
chores

30 Short cape
33 Like Pegasus
34 Beers' cousins
35 Yankee

Doodle..."

36 Boorish
37 Subscrit>e again
39 Vertex

40 Wild silkworm
41 Kind of review
42 Island in the Bay

of Naples
43 Restored
45 Gauzy fabric
46 Plumbs
47 Gamboled

48 City on the

Alabama
50 Wool: Prefix

51 Sultan's domain,
in a way

52 Charotfe russe
makings

59 Auction action
60 Obliterates

61 Love, Roman style
62 Hog house
63 Breakfast treat

64 Synthetic rubber

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

[)OWN
A friend in deed
Arab s robe
Support
Of sunshine or of
hope
Urchins

Billiard shot
Insect stage

8 Author Tarbell

9 Coin of yore
10 Hemingway

namesakes
1

1

Found m boudoirs
or tiosques

12 "I don't give

13 Sacrifice

18 Sheeplike
22 Opposite of haw

23 Ghost or goblin?
24 Fascination
25 Enticing one?
26 Gallery near the

Thames
27 Of hay or of

cotton
28 Over again
30 Having heavy

locks

31 Come out of

obscurity
32 Rolled along the

runway
37 Steak order
38 Christmas and

New Year's
39 Rhine tributary

41 Entertained
42 Poultry offering
44 Animal mother
45 Expel

47 Gathering places,
in Paris

48 Sad sounds
49 Do a newspaper

)ob

50 Freeing: Prefix

53 Constellation

near Scorpio
54 Cupid
55 GiTtof

56 Ostrich's kin

57 Well-known nick-

name
58 Mrs , in Madrid

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

55 56 57 58

61

64

WEATHER
Today some morning

clouds then mostly sunny
by afternoon. High 70 to
75 well inland, about 60 at
the shore. Clear and chilly
tonight. Low in the upper
30s to mid 40s. Tomorrow
sunny. High around 70 in-

land, near 60 at the coast.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese Sandwich
American Chop Suey

DINNER

Chicken Cutlet/Supreme
Sauce, Cranberry Sauce
Baked Ham/Orange Glaze
Fruit Plate with Saltines

BASICS DINNER

Chicken Cutlet/Supreme
Sauce, Cranberry Sauce

Cheese Nut '

Loaf/
Mushroom Sauce

BASICS LUNCH

Vegetable Hot Pot
Grilled Chee.se on Sprouted

Wheat

^ffyctttft

When patronizing
our advertisers,
make sure to tell them
that you saw
their ads
in the Collegian.
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Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% d

riday • Deadhne IS 3 45 two days

A BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDIO~
Sonically Superior Audio. The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720

APARTMENT SITTING'

VVming to apartment sit for summer
T^^'^ ii^T' "^^'^ °^ ^'^^^ ins, cali
6-9034 or 6-51 1

1

500. for entire su^nmar call Ann 6-1432

FOR RENT

ATTENTION
FRUSTRATED GUITARIST

Robm Trower. Police style guitarist
wanted for competent trio format call if
you can be expressive, fill in spaces and not
be overstated the equipment has to be up
to par to pull this stuff off, pedals and
amplification is crucial call Mike Riff
256-6454 or Peter 586-5116

AUDIO
Portable cassette player - $20 Also
good Lloyd's stereo - $50. Graduatino Sr -

1

must sell. Call Val 546-1415 .

Complete Stereo System including 16
watt per side receiver, 2 way speakers, and
turntable with new magnetic cartridge Ex-
cellent condition. Must sell. Graduatino
Need funds. $95 very firm. 549-6780
Fender super reverb lOOrms 2 12" 100 wt
celestions, mesas excellent sound and
cond. 375.00 256-6195 evenings

AUTO FOR SAlT

I^J^/TfA
Spitfire in mint cond. magsAM/FM 8 track can be seen at Drake days

asking $3500. 253-9379

"?"!«"^''° Hatchback 5 speed 35 mpg
only 19,000 mi. -h xtras call John in
Holyoke 1-532-5304

.

1973 Datsun 610 station wagon 4-speed
radials, snow tires, $850 call 549-6284
72 Ply Scamp 6 cyl 25 mpg 2 dr gold bik
top, int, new sticker $650.00 BO 256-6195
evenings

70 Maverick body and engine in good con-
dition many new parts 550 546-5329
1976 Audi 100LS excellent cond, silver
blue, front wheel drive, AC, AM/FM and a
sunroof I only $2500 call 253-7862

72 Lincoln Continental 4 door AM/FM
stereo, smooth, classy car great condition
recent tune-up a steal at $900, also 73 Pon-
tiac Grand Ville well-maintained mechanic's
special $400 call 549-1456

1971 Toyota Corolla runs superb 30 +
mpg, regular $1295.00 Bob 253-7967

AUTO WANTED - 4 WD

Summer subletTfall option 2 beHrn«m
townhouse apartment in'southw^dT^
baths,^carpeting, pool, tennis courts

Sunderland iara« 9 T^IaI
~

avanableJunel^f^Lp^^oStnrsror

6^ro;a7er'^"^"^'''^'--'''^-orEr^

Umo^lll!.
*^^*"^® °" « waiting list?Large^edroom, Southwood apanment

OneT^m apartment for rent downtownAmhers^startin^^

.mSScX^^---'-'"^^
bus route. New lease starts June 1st. $235+ utilities. Call 256-6 1 76 keep trying

?"" ortwo furni8h^db^d^^^;;;;;r^;7p;:^.
fton for summer 100 each Dave 253-93^Gordon 546-3231 Jamie 546-3235

^VJJf": Tn '^'oo"! summer sublet
w/definite fall option 549^4855
Room in"pUfft^;rferTfemale, summeronly $98 a month call Jane 546-^73

FOR SALE

$25 great condi-

Rehable 4wd vehicle wanted July 7 to
July 28. Will pay $250 and provide Volvo for
substitute transportation. Dr. Gaev x2337
or 586-6354

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
$30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMSil

Delivered by professional Bellydancer
for a most unusual gift. Call Theresa
253-5491

Hitachi Turntable HT-324 $75 BTC 20?
$40 call Joe 6-7705 or 6-8357 " '

^ ^^

^^.'llv""
|'»""c/Acou8tic Guitar good

condition BO 6-7530 or 6-7093

n''".it ^T' '^ ^ ^'^^^ °'d' hardly used
IJ set call evenings 546-1022
Luxurious living room set includes crush-ed velour Castro convertable couch, mat-

2jt'l?ni°''^^^ ^ ''^^®' ^h*^' «'so kitchen
set and other items 256-6?nR

3 bureaus for sale $15
tion call Dave 549-6802

^^^^^^^^
Karhu X-'^^ry skis, boots, bindings,

5^^466^*" "«w, moving south. $65

3Bmm Camera Ricoh 500GX special edi-

^'"^^L'feo^"'®
" "^^"'5 b'sck Schwinn five

speed $50 call 6-4788

^^'f^!^' n^ofi ^' ^®s*^' dresser"irfor
$100.00 call 256-8459

L?U2?'J^ ^^'^^ '*^® ^''^^^ cold, $50 call
546-8205 keep trying

Double Bed: mattress, box spring and
frame, great condition - also some furniture
- call after 10-584-8987

Computer Terminal - used Decwriter II

and Computrend Coupler $795. 256-8314

FREE RENT

BRANDYWINE
Summer sublet/fall option 2 females to
share 1 bedroom of 2 bedrom $120/mo
June 1 call Sue 549-6738

CAPE COD RENTAL

Live at Northwood Apts one month free
over the summer with fall option call now
^^{° ^lear from any and all call evenings

FURNITURE

Cheap couch $6.00 matrasses, table
chairs w/cushions call at night 256-0158'
and leave message

People wanted for West Yannouth sum-
mer rental. Carey 549-5958

CLASS II DRIVER

UMass Recycling Project needs a part
time flex-schedule driver. Start ASAP.
Responsible for regular deliveries & vehicle
maintenance. Contact Paul Layton
546-0618 or Rm 306 SUB

COMPLUSIVE EATERS

FURNITURE FOR SALE
We ve got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go. Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

GUITARISTS

Women's Group exploring eating
issues. 10 sessions Wednesdays 7-9:X PM
beginning June 2nd Psychological Services
Center 545^0041

DOG FOR ADOPTION

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for

f,;/?^*®^- ^^®® delivery. Guitar Magic
546-6684 ^

HELP WANTED

5 yr old dog - part Lab part Husky - good
disposition - good watchdog. Loves to run
-understands key words i.e. hungry,
biscuit, run, etc. Rocky really needs a good
home. Call Heidi at 256-0158 leave
message. Keep trying

DREAM HOUSE

2 rooms to sublet for summer, fall op-
tion, off 116 Sunderland. Roomy quiet
woodstoves garage 665-7912

FALMOUTH
~

Another roommate needed in cottage

Earn up to $600 or more each year
Beginning September for 1-3 years Set
your own hours. Monthly payment for plac-
ing posters on campus. Bonus based on
results. Prizes awarded as well
800-52&O883

Homemakers/ Health Aides needed for
summe and pennanent positions. Training
program starting soon. For more informa-
tion call 586-3886 Homemakers Service of
hampshire County a United Way Agency
$60 reward for information about van-

^i'^Clw,^°
*^h'*^ ^^ Scirocco Dave

Z53-9338

Summer Jobs promoting Ecology and
Consumer Issues, Bottle Bill and Safe
Energy. MASSPIRG, the states largest
Public Interest Orqanization is hiring sum-

iscount • Phone number FREE

?Z In P"'*''*' ««^"cation and fundrais-

il60 ^$ J'^'5- ^135-200/wk and
u^ :''^^ Positions available in

^n^ 5/"**'
f^^'^^'^o

^^P« ^°d' New Bedfordand Worcester. Call David at 258-fid^xi

Make $310 weekly thii^ij^r^n^T^h
nationally-known firm. Interviews in Cam
PM ?r2J%^,°" ^"«^«y 5-18 at lS)PM. 3:00, 5:00. 7:00 PM Travel

prior to publication day

IDEAL LOCATION
Two bdrms available in 3 bdrm aptsummer sublet w/fall option. Only those
seriously interested in taking it for the sum-

ITf/ ri^/""^"-
'"'^I'^'nute walk from cam-

pus 9150/pereon, heat included. 256-6150

INSTRUCTION
Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop 28
hours including classroom theory & shop
Limited enrollment 253-7967

LOOKING FOR PEOPLE

in M^"? L"
"'^" •'"Ployee incident

on May 2. Anyone witnessing or having any
information I would appreciate you contac-

oTI ."^^ P'ease mail information to PO Box
215 Hadley MA

LOST
Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
°J|P^»e'y *or classes. Please I Call

Lost green day pack at Southwest Con-
cert reward 549-6872 Wendy

fjifSHXI??'* '" ^°y*^«" '^ ^°""d please
call 546-641 1 no questions asked

J"?-!"*-?®'**
"•cklace lost around soccer

54^7866
^"*''"®"**' ^^'"« please call

Lost 2 keys on flip flop
chain call Kathey 6-4912

Sandy, John, Dan, Jenny, Terry, Wanda
and Chris - Goodbye. Good luck. It's been
great knowing all of you. Love always
Chris

Karen JQA: Finally what you have been
waiting for, a personal! I RASPBERRY
YOU Pittsburgh-bound ME
To Rosie O'Grady. my brown-eyed girt.
Here s to your graduation and dreams ofMed School, beaches, travel, and hap-
piness. May they all come true. and
here's to this guy's dream of being the one
lucky enough to share them with you Tillwe meet again. Lots of love Bobby
Pete (Moore) Trying and difficult times: I

kept trying, you kept making it difficult oh
well have a nice summrl CWV
Tag Sale - 49 Glendale Rd Amherst Satur-

T* J?fr^«ll "
furniture, clothes, jewelry,

etc. EVERYTHING GOES
Jane, What's so wonderful? - Another
semester together - That's wonderful I

Karen

Just some idle thoughts: People who
don t show up to Intramural games after
they sign up for a team are losers -

Coaches Nangle & Tengqren -

The Big Day is only 11 days awaylll For
you - seniors and guests - SENIOR DAY
entertainment, beer, prizes and more sur-
pnseslll

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Dissertations, papers, resumes. IBM
selectric. Scientific. Bilingual-
english/spanish 256-6957

sandal key

RIDER WANTED
One rider wanted to Denver Colorado
leaving May 22 call 256-8784

MARTHA'S VINEYARD
I need a room for 1 July 13 - 31 546-5411

MOTORCYCLES
1978 Suzuki GS^low mi excellent cond
$1995 or BO 253-2874

^^ "°^1"J!®* excellent condition must
sell fast 256-8970 nights 545-0197 days

m^ tJ??**" •^•' °"'y ^^'000 ^"ahway
miles. Well maintained, excellent condition

!1^1X^'^^- Graduating, need cash imm-
If?L2l''®^^ °"er. Priced to selll Callnow 549-6802

1960 Can-Am 250 qualifier enduro perfect

546-8M2"'
"^'^^^ °"'^ ^ ^''^®^ ^®^

ROOM WANTED
NEW YORK CITY AREA

^ufl i'?5i:^'°°''"«
^° •'^-'^ -P^ '^

ROOMMATE WANTED

MOVING
Student with truck will move you
anywhere call 665-3204

^^^f '1!°°* ^"^^^ available for renting
on May 30. Low rate call 545-6802

MOVING SERViCES

Fast, dependable service. Local or within
50 miles. Reasonable rates. Cal l 549-35^

PERFECT PLACE

4 bdrm Main St apt 2 spaces avail one fall
opt 122.50 inc heat 256-0614

PERSONALS
To the Persons who took my wallet
from 2nd floor Kennedy Friday nite (5-7) I

hope you had a glorious nite on the town
with my $2. Now I would appreciate it if
you could return it to me some how. I don't
care about the cash, I just need my wallet
and Its contents.

For you class of '82: Senior Day! Friday
May 28th, 12-5 p.m. Metawampee Lawri
Advanced tickets on sale C.C. Concourse l

Nelson McGonorrhea: Thanks for the
great family slides in Patho on Tuesday and
all the groovy Tuesday and Thursday
adventures in Bacterial Erotica - love you
B. Cereus, B. Subtilis, and D. MacDonkev
Dog-Lover Tompkins Congrats on your
acceptance in to the Tunisian Pinhead Hall
of Fame for your proficiency in viable cell
counts.

. ."those big brown eyes" GOOD
n'iSJ...';'S"^^°

"-OVE SASSCAT &DAWNALD
Booper. Stay on the Juice. Helluva year
Stitts, Arti Davidson, Darnie, Little Drum-
"^"oSS.^'

5'""*e'eeS' H«"V HuckemI Hap-
py 2()th. The Fibber P.S. Globetrotters in
town?

Martha the mountains are far away but the
feelings are always close. David
Tammy. Jane. Darin. Joe. Jim. Greg
Dawn. Ed. Barbara, Steve, Margaret Lee'
Danielle Sue, Ken, Kelly, Karen, Lisa'
Diane. Chris, Andy. Rob, Diana, Katheryn'

la**

One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

Brandywine 2 females needed to shareroom starting Sept call 549-1813
One bedroom in four bedroom
available 1 June with fall option $165 -»-

female only 549-6713 Marianne

2 non-smoking female roommates
wanted for Brit Man apt call 546-4717
Puffton two rooms in three bedroom

549!^
^^'^ **" °''*'°" *^" evenings^

Female for Puffton sumemr sublet 2 bdnri

cfLH '^°' ^®""'^ "^e"* negotiable 6-1471
"

O-5J901

Female seeks roommate to share living
accomadations for summer in Boston caH
Margie 546-9783

3 roommates wanted - fall & spring 171A
Brittany Manor ask for Steve (g) 256-8573

'

Roommate to share Main St Apt sum-
mer sublet with fall option call 256-8668
2 females wanted to share apartment for
fall Brittany Manor 546-51 50

S^imJi'^fK"**
'^P^" ^""** ""*<er

60^^" rent summer/fall option call

Room available for female Colonial
^'^«*gSwimming pool fall option Lucie-

Roommate needed to share cottage

^" Carr^S^^"^"^
'°-^'°" -«^«^^-t

1 nree housemates looking to share house
in Amherst for fall 546-563 54fi-4ftaQ

Looking for one female roommate to

^-9236""^"^ Manor apt for fall call

'^^^^'^^^^^^^
Two roommates wanted male/female to

^"'(^1/^^947' ^P^^'"*'^^ beginning fall

Female(s) wanted for one bedroom in two

Dgnr^;9^"^"^ ^"^ ^" ^^" "^^^ °^

Seniors staying? Room in 2 bdmi
townehouse apts Sept Dec 549-1321

'^J^" « !!?"<•<* to share a one bedroom
apt in Puffton Village $140 for fall 549-0773
70$ a month summer in 3 bedroom Puffton
Apt call between 6-7:00 549-6634
Peaceful farmhouse apt North Amherstown bedroom 100/month 549-2877 Jow
Amherst 2 or 3 roommates for two sunny
rooms in window-walled contemporary
condo in woods on bus route June Aug fall
option 256-6381 5:30-10 PM



22 C:()lk> ^iaih

ROOMMATE WANTED
AREA

MARLBORO

f*"iSi"il^**
looking to share apt for June

I8t 665-3065

SERVICES

Monday, May 17, 1982

IBM Sttloctric anxious to meet your typing
needs. Equipped with experienced
operator. 253-3394

SPACIOUS LIVING
AVAILABLE - FALL

Large Sunderland House 3 baths, fur-
nished, storage space, sunporch, living
room 150/mo/person 3 singles, double
w/private bath available 665-4803

STUDENT HOUSING
Seeking a clean, wholesome. Interna-
tional Christian living environment? We are
receiving applications for a 30-room co-ed
facility on East Pleasant. Doubles. Stop in
the office, Amherst Baptist Church, 434 N
Pleasant, Tues-Fri 9 am - 1

SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION

Beautiful spacious house boardering
University rooms available 6/1, 7/1 grads
couples preferred 549-6550

SUMMER SUBLJf
Summer sublet w/fall option in 2
bedroom Colon Vill pool, 270-1- call eves
253-7313

w/fall option 2 bdrm Southwood apts
256-8824

% large apartment N. Amherst furnished
if wanted, $100. June through August
female only 549-4123

Summer sublet in 3 bedroom Puffton
viilage apartment, fumished, pool, air con-
ditioning, on bus route, price negotiable
caN Lynn at 549-6912, or call Scott at
546-7042 don't miss out, call today!
Room in house with three other students.
Kitchen priv three miles to campus 145 mo
+ utilitis call 549-4187 "

Amherst 2 bedroom apt large, sunny 2
min from SBA 200 month tel, elec 549-0106

1 or 2 bedroom apt Amherst Center no
phone stop by 245 Lincoln Ave rent neg
One bedroom in 3 bedroom apt 5 min
wall< from csmpus One person. Summer
only. Call 253-7074

3 bdr 2 level apt Vi mile from campus best
offercall Jeff 6-9639, Mike 6-9638, Jamie
6-9703 or Jeff 6-9694

1 or 2 females wanted to share an apart-
ment in Cliffside includes utilities, pool
tennis w/fall option Lisa 665-2578

Summer sublets - rooms available in
beautiful house near school and Amherst
Center call 549-6453

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
Lantern Ct Sund 215 per mo 665-3502

Townehouse apartments N Amherst 2
bedrooms $90/mo June 1 with fall option
549-1076

We've got a three bedroom townhouse
apartment with your name on it. Take a
summer sublet with fall option for only $415
per month. Call us at 549-0747 right away
Pay June. July get Aug Free 2 bdrm
Southwood apt furnished pool, tennis inc
call 256-6225

Boston - South End unique floor through
2 bedroom in Union Pk area, DW, moderri
kitchen 12 ft ceilings, sunny. Prof male
seeks same for June 1 Rent $267 includes
all (617) 267-9085 (evenings)

2 br rolling Green apt full furn, AC, pool
utilities inc. On bus route, call 256-8006
Dave or Bill

Summer sublet pool, AC, bus, 2 bdrm
oc^'^I^^'"^®''^^

""ent $300 negotiable
256 8137

Cheap cheap Townhouse 3

ftS^T' '^^^'r^' ^®"^ "«9 call Shari
t^jbSB Jaimie 6-5087 keep trvinglllllljlll

One bedroom in apt on Main St Amherst

^'^^a'^° ^^" '^^® "'9^* °' ®^^'y "lorning
^iM-9295

One bedroom available in 3 bedroom
house on Triangle St 549-0598
Summer Sublet: fall option. House near
swiming hole, bus, University, 120$ or less
N Amherst, 549-0663 eves

Rolling Green roommates needed $100 in-
cludes utilities call after 6 253-3071

2 bedroom apt RollingGreen pool some
L1L"~£"*^® "®fl 9°o<^ deal! Call Rich
546-9824 keep trying

Townhouse semi-furnished very clean 250
per month 546-8638 or 546-8643

Desperatel Luxury 2 br Brandywine AC
pool cable furnished cheap! 549-6850
Desperate! Own room Southwood Apts
$100/mo or BO Steve C 253-5482

Sublet with fall option % house 163-1
Triangle St 500 month call Bob 549-5799
Absolutely Free -- Two bedroom Nor-
thwood apartment on the busline in
Sunderland. Pay only two month's rent
(negotiable) and get one month free! Best
offer takes it. Call 665-7935 Fall option

1 bedr Amh Center $130 fall option near
bus rte 253-7710

Sunny two bedroom apt near Amherst
Center/fall option 253-2027

1 bedroom available in townhouse fur-
nished, rent negotiable 549-6306

2 bedroom Colonial Village rent neg call
after 5 pm Emily 549-6385

Female own room Brandywine summer
only 100/mo 253-7806

SUMMER SUBLET - FALL OPTION"
4 bdrm $147 per mo all util 253-7278
Brandywine 2 females to share room in 2
bedroom apt furn $140 ea & elec 549-0425

3 rm apt located between Amherst Center
and cmpus, space for parking garden etc
^.00 a month or negotiable, includes
utilities 253-791 1 or 545-2255 ex 29 Laurie or
Alison

We have a 2 bdrm apt in Brandywine
that we would like to swap for a 1 bdrm in

?Jo",^'"® °^ Puffton (preferably)
O49-1030

One room in private house across from
Puffton w/fall option $90 mo 549-5917
Brittany Manor apt perfect condition
across street from bus stop call now while
still available call 253-5196

Beautiful Amherst Apt partially furnished

^ bdrms $147 a nronth per eperson best of-
fer for summer gets it 253-7278
Great LocationI Near Puffers Pond one
bedroom of two bedroom apartment possi-
ble 2 bdrm for summer partially furnished
reasonable 253-2482 eves

TIME SHARE SALES; BERMUDA

J1000
- $3000 weekly plus overrides. We

have the only waterfront TS in Bermuda
and Barbados. We are looking for a few
strong salespeople to work with our
brokers and handle our leads. Management
opportunities, paid travel. Send resume or
caM Cari Hedberg at Access Corporation
250 Mam St, EHamp 01027 527-0994~~~~

TO SUBLET

^i^??J?
8'"""<*Vwine two bedroom furnish-

ed 549-5518 keep trying

Summer sublet 2 bedroom townehouse
apt fall option for 2 people 549-4788
Summer w/fall option 4 bedrooms, 1 Vi
baths, upstairs, sliding glass doors, extras!!
$147 mo 254-6287

One month free rant. Large one bedroom
apt, Cliffside Apts includes utilities, pool &
tennis courts call 665-2955 after 9 om
available June 1 fall option

Southwood Apt Summer sublet only 2
bdrm furnished with AC, pool, on bus route
rent negotiable call after 5 PM 253-7123
Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom, pool
AC, cable, available June 1 $235 VERY
NIEGOTIABLE call 516-5029 or 546-5024
Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond
summer sublet cheap on bus route niohts
Doug 549-1256

^

Partially funished apt w/fall option in
Sunderland on bus rte call after 8 665-4946
Summer sublet 2 or 3 bdrms in Puffton
apt rent negotiable call Dru 549-0127 or
Holly 546-8854

4 bedrm apt Swiss Village 147$ each
utilities included on bus route partly fur-

i;;!^ available June Ist with fall option! 1

1

2OD-6103

.h."5:.r„rg''pS„^'YijrK/ur """""'^ '""-"«"' '"

Assoc. Mans^ng Editors
Copy Editors
Layout Technicians
Librarian

Drivers

Training Coordinator
Asst. Photo Editors (4)

Assoc. News Editor
Assoc. Executive Editor
Assoc. Arts Editor
Assoc. Women's Editor
Assoc. Photo Editor (1)
Assoc. Production Mgr.
Assoc. Sports Editor. ,. ^.

J . ,
' -.»»«».. o|ionB r,aiior

Application.s and mformatin are available at the Cnll^rrin^ 1 ii r-
Applicants must be fulJ-time UMass undergraduate stuHeSrk ? ^^^^1' Sf"^*"*May 1 7, 1 982.

""uergraauate students. Application deadline is

Tkt Collcpan u an r^ual oppiniHntIt rmpl.iftir

One bedroom available immediately in
South Amherst apartment summer and/or
fall option call 546-7028 Gail

Summer sublet townhouse apt furnished
3 bedroom rent negotiable 546-9616 or
546-9618

Brandywine apts Summer sublet with
possible fall option. One male roommate to
live in co-ed apt. $1.10/month plus elec-
tricity. call 546-4141

Southwood 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apartment includes spotlight 253-9235.
Townhouse 3 bedroom apt fully furnished
rent negotiable call 549-5968

Summer sublet 2 bdrm Southwood apt
rent negotiable call 253-9083

Brandywine 2 bedrooms furnished AC
pool rent negotiable 549-0425

Excellent Cond. 4 Bedrm apt w/extras.
Rent for summer sublet negotiable w/fall
option-call 256-8459

To Sublet furnished 3 room apt in Belcher-
town $135/month 323-5018

Squire Village summersublet w/fall option
665-2515 rent negotiable

3 bedroom in Puffton furnished AC rent
negotiable call 549-4041 anytime
All the comforts of home - one unfur-
nished bedroom available in a luxurious two
bedroom apartment in Sunderland's ex-
clusive Northwood complex. All this for the
low price of $250 for the summer. In-
terested? Call Rae at 665-2226 afternoons
or evenings

Puffton Village 1 bedroom furnished, rent
negotiable call 549-4813

Furnished bedroom in 3 bedroom house
5outh Amherst on two bus routes fall op-
tion $140 negotiable 256-0609

^i2^^i".?«' ? bedroom 2 bath pool AC
oPo-3065 fall option

Townehouse Apt fully furnished on bus
route 80 per month plus utilities 549-6554
One bedroom apt near Amherst Center

^^S^^'.o"'''®^ *°' °"'V $150 mo or best offe
^b3-7243

Rent negotiable summer /fall option large
one bedroom Colonial Village 253-9246
Double room for two available in house
near Amherst Center Fall option completely
furnished 253-9403

Roommate wanted Puffton male sum-
mer with fall call 546-9568 or 256-6360
Last Chance one big room in beautiful
house available for sumn>er 5 min walk to
town or campus rent negotiable 549-4902
Summer only spacious 2 bdrm furnished
apart in house % mile from Amherst Center
directly on bus route Doug 253-3124
Summer sublet w/fall option 1 bdrm aot

256-64^""^^ Main St Amherst Center

Summer 3 rooms in modern house on bus
route 5 min walk to Amherst Center
130/month -f- 256-0039

FALL OPTION Room for summer sublet
with fall option. Cool spacious room. Pool
and tennis court rights. Across from bug*
stop. Call Doug or Mike at 256-6670 nite&-

3 bdrm bs rte big yard, low rent on Main.
Amh 256-6611

.

4 bedroom apartment $125 or b^t offer
per person all utilities included. Fall option
included call 253-7430 keep trying if no
answer, call 545-3500 and leave a message
for M.W. with your name and number. We
will sublet entire apartment or separate
rooms

2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom apartment $147
each, includes all utilities Available June
first with possible fall option call Diane or

'

Pam at 256 6101 after 8 p.m.

Puffton two rooms in three bedroom s'-ti-
mer only rent negotiable call Ann 549-6899
Bob 546-6105

Beautiful, sunny, two bed.oom apt for
sublet June 1st - Aug 31st in Rolling Green
Maximum rent $300 per month, air conH
and luxuriou.". pool included call Annemar.
256 8665
Summer sublet 1 bdrm Puffton partially
furnishbd call after 6 PM 549-5995
Townehouse 2 bdrm summer sublet fall

option 1 Vi bath AC bus rts 549-1428

Presidential summer sublet 4 min tc>

GradTwr $275 call 549-1700

Room available Cliffside utilities inc pool
tennis courts close busstop June and fall

$100 call Beth 665-7582

% summer rent free - summer sublet fall
option Southwood 256-0470

One bedroom Colonial
140-1- /month 256-6085

Village

Squire Village large 2 bedroom
townhouse, summer sublet w/fall ootion
$245/mo 665^7149

5 bedroom N Amherst fall option garage
garden bus line negotiable 549-4001

Great location 7 min walk to campus sum-
mer only bedroom in 3 bedroom house
549-5850

Pay June-July, get August free! furnish-
ed efficency Belchertown on bus route*
$185/month & electricity w/fall optiori

Presidential: summer sublet only. 2
bedrooms V* mile from campus $210 month
253-3176 256-0873

Ahmed #318 Cliffside one bed rm apt
available soon & fall option cheap leave
message 665-7589

Fall option two bedroom apt, great loca-
tion 549-0112

Fully furnished Northwood apt w/fall
opt on bus, rent nego call 665-4744
One or two people for large bedroom in
beautifully furnished Puffton Apt pool ten-

IJlfo olffil^'^'®
^"" ^ ^"9 3^ ca" Robin

253-3153

Sum sub fall opt So Amherst bus rte 3
bdrm house pool tennis courts 253-5362
Puffton summer sublet/fall option Garv
aft 5 PM 1-625-2646

4 bedroom completely furnished
(stereo) for 1-4 person summer sublet rent
negotiable please call 256-8947

Summer sublet w/fall option 1 bedroom
in 4 bedroom apt 1 block from campus
female nice apt 256-8704

Cliffside Ig bdrm in 2 bdrm apt to sublet
fall opt entire apt includes pool, tennis,
utilities, bus route mornings or after 10
665-7949 Alan

TRAVEL
Terrific June trip to Bermuda for $409 in-
cludes everything - for info call 256-6941

TYPING/EDITING

Efficient quick confidential 549-5727
resumes, cover letters, research papers

WANTED
Person to take my belongings to Long

M6^9598"
^'^'^' ^'^ °' ^'"^ ^"^ ^"^""^ ^^"

Wanted - 1 male playmate for summer
-sailboat a must! Preferably on the Cape.
No experience necessary - will train. Call
Buckoette I at the Collegian Graphics Deot
5-3500

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rinrjs,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
HELP! Wanted 3 bedroom apt for fall and
or summer call 546-6578 or 253-5622 even
ings

Female needs summer room on Marthas
Vineyard call 549-4001 llona

Need Puffton three bedroom fall sum-
mer negotiable 546-589 1

WANT TO SELL

RAYBANS Rayban metal sunglasses for
sale save $15.00 or more off rttail off retail
prices call Bruce at 549-9711 or Neil at
546-9613 or Andy at 546 7939

WHITE RIVER JUNCTION
Ke<rin - Congratulations on your gradua-
tion! Hey, Vermont will be a helluva time!
White River Junction's the next best thing
to the Big Apple! Best of luck sweetie!! XX-
00 love from one of your many admirers!

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian night graphics
department is now accepting applications for the following
positions for the fall of 1982:

Typesetters — Proofreaders
Camera/Paste-up Technicians

Applications and information are available at the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center. Application deadline is May 17, 1982. Applicants must be full-timeUMass undergraduate students.

The Collegian u on e<iual opportunity employer

I

Monday, May 17, 1982

Hypercurricula
Colle gia^i 23

FAREWELL RECEPTION - In honor of
Pete Sabey. Campus Chaplain. Friends and
colleagues are invited to attend and wish
Pete well. Refreshments will be served
Call UCF. 545 2661. for information or
RSVP. Memorial Hall. Thurs.. May 20 5-
8:00 p.m.

SENIOR DAY TICKETS ON SALE -
Senior Day '82 is scheduled for Friday. May
28. 1982, noon-5 p.m. at Metawampee
Lawn. The day will feature the bands High
Times and Museum Direktors; BBQ.

Woman's Week
games, beer, prizes and fun for everyone'
Advanced ticket sales all week in con-
course, seniors $2.50. guests $3.75 Buy
early! CC CONCOURSE. May 17-21 all day

BICYCLE CLUB MEETING - Anyone
mterested in the NYC "Bicycle Marathon"
or the mid-finals weekend Blitz to
Cranberr" should attend; or leave a
message on the board next to the Bike
Coop. 306 S.U.. Tues.. May 18. 7:30 p m

PJease^^ re^^^^ this Collegian

The Woman 's Week is a calendar of local
events for women. To place your event con-
tact the Women's department of the Col-
legian by Friday. This is thefinal Woman 's

Week for the semester.

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER (EWC)
TUE: Personal counseling walk-in hours

are 10 a.m.-noon.
Childcare hours are 7-10 p.m.

WED: Personal counseling walk-in hours
are 5-7 p.m.

Childcare hours are 3:30-10 p.m.

THU: Childcare hours are 7-10 p.m.
The EWC will offer an introduc-
tory workshop on women, food
and body issues, with Bioenergetic
therapist Mary Aubrey, from

V 7:30-9 p.m. at EWC.

FRI:

SAT:

Personal counseling walk-in hours
are 10 a.m.-noon.

Childcare hours are 10 a.m. -noon.
Coping with Stress for Aid to
Families with Dependent Children
mothers, will meet from 10
a.m.-noon.

Childcare hours are 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
The following is a list of ongoing
programs and services at the
EWC: Network Forming — res-

pond to sexism and violence in

local advertisements and displays;

a Survivors of Rape/Sexual
Assault support group will begin
June 7; a Working Women's sup-
port group will begin June 8. For
more information contact the
EWC at 545-0883. j

^sa^KE CREAM t^g^
Homemade Ice Cream Emporium

NOimiAMPTDN • Mail? fif Ma^onk ^ AMHEl^T • Boli^^

Baked Goods ' Breakfast

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Coupon valid thru 5/19/82

^LOGOFF^^^ ^^ w/coupon
I

any |

BACK PACK
I

In Stock
j

1 coupon per item |

Open M-F 9-6 Sat 11-4 |
Located in the Campus Center |

^UNIVERSITY
!mSTORE^ I

f

ky^-^'^

SUMMER
LANGUAGE
INSTITUTE

ON THt C AMPUS Of HAMPSHIRl C Ol I hGH
IN AMHIRST. MASSAC HUSLTTS

«xiii>.i S^?^^.^ I ANGUAGK IN A REI.AXED&STIMULATING INTERNATIONAL ATMOSPHERE'
A unique program oUcr.ng 13 languages nieluding I nghsh as a SecondLanguage wh.ch (ocuses on developing oral language skills and eross
cuiiural awareness. Our experienced, protessional insiruciors usemodern creaiive leaching meihods. C lass s./e: 4-8 siudents- s class

En"«nsh a 's^"
"^ n ""'"^ '"" ''"'"'^ ^'^'''^ '" '^^^^- «^tngiish as a Second Language.

KNC.I ISH K)RKI(;N I.ANCl a(;ks
Junel4-July9$4(X) .June 2l-.lulv 16 $4(X)
•luly 19-Aug 27 $6(K) Aug 2-Aug 27 $4(X)

FNr.'Jiu'A^-''"^"'"^''
'^'^^'"' $-^7.5()/uk-(ull meal plan (op.ional)

ITALIAN. JAPANESE. PORTUGUESE. RUSSIAN. kpANISH

new Engtand Language
25 Main Street. Northampton. MA ()|()6(); (413)584-3956

HfltfiJ*,
is:

h-An-«T

A.) A comedy show
B.) A musical show^ A juggling show
^) All of the above
E.) A Front for the Board

Don't miss Boston's #1 Comedy Revue^"'"

SLAP HAPPY
Metawampe Lawn, UMass free
May 19th noon 'til 2m pm

v^ v
%. ^»i

Sponsored by Governors Program Council
andjn_partby the UMass Art.': Council

UNDERGROUND
SOUND INC

^j^f^rrmr^^m^^y^^

L^A

/j

'1,7

TDK SA C-90 $3.00 ea
Maxell UDXL II C-90 $3.39 ea

TAPE YOUR ROOMMATES ALBUMS
BEFORE THEY TAKE EM

25% off
ANY PHONOGRAPH NEEDLE*

(with this ad)

*M-^ -^^, * '" stock
256-9507 71 N Pleasant Amherst

(across from Fire Station)
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NATIONAL CHAMPIONS
Gazelles take NCAA championship

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Some "bad news" came to the University
of Massachusetts at about 5 p.m. yester-
day.

It came from Trenton, N.J.. where the
University of Massachusetts women's
Ucrosse team had just finished playing
Trenton State College for the NCAA
Championship.
The news? UMass won by only three

goals.

In defeating Trenton State. 9-6. the
Gazelles took the first NCAA cham
pionships for women's lacrosse, as well as
winning its first national championship ever
as a team.
*

UMass did it without the services of
sophomore attack wing Tish Stevens and
high scoring freshman Pam Moryl. They
had to leave the game in the closing
moments of the contest due to injuries — in
the case of Moryl, she suffered a cut on her
head.

It was a physical game, just as the two
coaches - UMass' Pam Hixon and Trenton
State's Melissa McGee — had predicted.
However, it was Hixon's team, who came

into the NCAA final with a record of 9-0,
who took control early. In the first few
minutes of the first half, the Gazelles,
jumped to a 3-0 lead. The first UMass goal
was scored by Andrea Muccini, a freshman
defense wing from Weston.
With that jump, the Gazelles never looked

back, though they had to hold off the ex
plosive offense of Trenton State. During
the regular season. Trenton notched a
record of 12-0-0, while outscoring its op-
ponents 153-a5.

That offense would come into play in the
opening minutes of the second half. By the
time two minutes had elapsed, UMass saw
its halftime lead of 5- 1 cut to 5-3.

The Gazelles, however, proved they had
some firepower as well, as they boosted
their lead to 7 3. Trenton State cut the lead
back to two (7-5), before UMass burst

Sports

foward again with two more goals (9-5), the
last goal being scored by Muccini, Trenton
got the last goal, but UMass got the win and
the championship.
In between Muccini's efforts, the Gazelle.,

^ot tallies from Linda Haytayan (three
goals), Moryl (one goal, three assists),

senior co-captain Margie Anderson (one
goal, one assist). Sue Kosloski (one goal)
and Michelle Boyer (one goal). Muccini also
assisted on one goal.

As it was throughout the season, the
UMass defense rose to the occasion (pardon
the cliche, but they really did). Buoyed by
the goaltending strength of freshman
Debbie DeJesus. who chalked up 17 saves,
the defense held the usually prolific
Trenton players to 29 shots on Trenton
State netminder Laurie Jordan.
Doing the job in front of DeJesus included

senior co-captain Holly Jennings. Carol
Progulske. Ro Tudryn. Yvette Rhealt and
Linda Bevelanfler.

With a team effort in nearly every aspect
of the game — checking, passing, picking
up the ground ball, marking, shooting —
the Gazelles accomplished something that
had eluded them for the last four years.
They finally won a national championship.

For seniors Anderson, Jennings,
goaltender Rita Hubner and Linda Thayer,
it was their last game regardless of the
outcome. In the case of Anderson and
Jennings, it was the case of opportunity
knocking twice. They, along with Coach
Hixon, were the remaining members of the
team that played for the championship in
1979. They had lost to Penn State in the
finals, 8-5.

But now they are the NCAA champions.
The Association for Intercollegiate for
Women (AIAW) title belongs to Temple
University. That championship was played
yesterday at West Chester State College.
In a way, though, it doesn't matter. After

so long, UMass has a championship team.
Worse news could not have been more

welcome.

ON THE WAY - Pan. Moryl of the University of MMj«h««1u

UM Ojeda sent to hospital

advance to Nationals Royals blank Red Sox
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's tennis team will be spending part
of finals week at the University of Nor-
thern Colorado, there to play in its first na-
tional championships.

The Minutewomen earned the trip by
finishing second at the Eastern champion-
ships held at West Chester State College in

Pennsylvania last weekend.

Boston College won the championships,
and will be going with UMass to Colorado
May 26-29. West Chester placed third,
Temple University fourth and Layfayette
finished fifth, out of 15 teams par-
ticipating. Only the top two finishers
qualified for the Nationals.

UMass got second place by virtue of bav-
in^' seven out of nine members placing
withm their events. Each event was played
in tournament style.

In first singles event, senior Barbara
Mills took second place. Nancy Bolger
posted a first-place finish in the number
three singles, while Ariel Fowler took

fourth in number four singles. The number
' five singles event saw Helen Najarian take
second place, while Patricia Sullivan finish-
ed in second place in the number
singles.

SIX

Najarian and Fowler posted a fourth-
place finish in number two doubles, while
UMass captured third place in the third
double event.

In addition to taking second place, the
Minutewomen placed Mills and Bolger on
the All-East team.

"The team did very well," said UMass
coach John Beal. "This is the first time
we'll be going to the Nationals and only the
second time we were in the Easterns.
We've had a great season."

UMass finished the regular .season with a
5-3 mark. The season highlights included
wins over Boston College, Smith College
and the University of Tlhode Island. The
Minutewomen also turned in fine perfor-
mances at the Seven Sisters Tournament
last month at Smith College. UMass fell to
the University of Connecticut, Brown
University and Yale University.

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - The home-
lield advantage that mysteriously deserted
them last year seems to have rejoined the
Kansas City Royals in full force.

Yesterday's 5-0 shutout of the Boston
Red Sox boosted Kansas City's record for
the season to 14-4 at home. The Royals are
5 10 on the road.

"We've done as much as any club in the
league to tailor our team to its home park,"
said Royals Manager Dick Howser. "In this
park, outfield defense is almost as im-
portant as infield defense, and we have the
arms and legs that it takes."

Boston Manager Ralph Houk, whose Red
Sox won one of three games in their
weekend series with the Royals, said he
was happy to be going back to the natural
grass of Fenway Park.

"The big thing the Royals have going for
them at home is the artificial turf," Houk
said. "Any club with artificial turf has a
home-field advantage right there because
the players are used to it. I know when we
have been home for a while playing on
grass, it takes a while to adjust when we go
to Seattle, Toronto and Kan.sas City."

Dennis Leonard and Dan Quisenberry
combined on a five hit shutout, and John
Wathan and Frank White collected three

hits apiece to lead the Royals to their
victory yesterday.

Leonard, 4-3, struck out two and walked
two before giving way to Quisenberry at
the start of the eighth inning after a 62-
minute rain delay in the bottom of the
seventh.

Loser Bob Ojeda, 1 -4, was struck on the
shin by a ground ball off the bat of Wathan
and became the second pitcher in the series
in as many days to leave after the first

inning because of injury. Wathan's
grounder wound up as an infield hit, he
went to second on a wild pitch and scored on
Amos Otis' double.

Bob Stanley replaced Ojeda sUrting the
second inning. With one out, White doubled
and continued to third on an error by right
fielder Dwight Evans. Greg Pryor's double
made it 2 and singles by Willie WUson and
Wathan upped the score to 3-0.

Pryor led off the fourth with a single,
stole second and scored on Wathan's single.
White singled home the Royals' final run in
the eighth.

A Red Sox spokesman said Ojeda was
taken to a hospital for X rays. Kansas
City's Vida Blue left Saturday's game after
pulling a muscle in his left leg on the final
pitch in the first inning.
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As Finals Approach:

Madsorr Flunks Affirmative
Action Test

n„« .u
"eiier still, what have we not learned?

Women s struggle nor of Aff,rr.at.ve Action and c-l

The Movers of History: Relevance forour time

hn H. .^ "t °' argument, we thought of official
holidays and tried to figure out for this month who should behonored, corrimemorated, memorialized or condemnedwhat would the month look like? We could start with bir-thdays Ho Chi Minh and Malcolm X were born m f^ay Then
again so was Touissant L'Ouverture and Gabnel ProsserHow about commemorating the murders of 10 year-old Clif-ford Glover or bound and defenseless Jose Campos Torresboth murdered by racist police officers in New York andHouston, respectively Or maybe we can be patriotic andremember the days America dishonored itself and invaded

1"Tm m "^^^°^ ''"^'^^"^ ^'^ °" Mexico to steal Texas
ar^d New Mexico. Okay, don't say ,t, all of this is irrelevant
(.''). How about the shooting deaths in 1970 of two black
students at Jackson State College, or since people seemmore concerned when white skin ,s involved, how about the
four Kent State students murdered by National Guards?

I would say let's forget t+ie whole idea but this being thetime of reflection I remembered Sheryle Johnson of he Of

waroJc:' ^°r.^^^""
'^^ ^^9a" a petition dri e thatwas quickly needed to support a move in Congress bySenator Edward Kennedy for the Voter Rights Act Themove was brought to her attention by Art HilsoV^ of ou^Placement Office and over 400 students suppor ed her ef

em n't'h?"V' "^ ''^ ""'"^^^^' RemTnders are present n the echoes m the Halls of Congress debating blackpeople s voting rights with the spirits of the dead from the

ZZ"''""T ''' ''^" ^"^ "°- ^^bates on Whimpeople s rights aren't necessary but for blacks ifs a special

Edward Kennedy's voice pales in the confines of thebenate as his tone changes and his words become thoseofCharles Summer, the persistent congressional leaderdemanding voter rights for blacks during Reconstruction
Carter and Reagan's words of states' rights or new
Federalism seep in the ground to fertili/e the bones of racist
ancestors like Andrew Johnson who continually tried to

"Blarlr h"
^19^'^^^' °' ^ 9^6 and allowed the infamous

Qu^^ntin
^""^ '^'"^' ^"^P'oy^^ent statutes that

dPlI ?h!MfK ^v'""'"
'° "«o^'^very He strove ,o contain and

nohts and n ^r""'^^"'' "" ^°^"«^^tone of due process

^on. J?? ^;°k'^"
'"'^ ^°''^'^' ^"^ '^^^ 'b'^' "deprive per-sons of life Liberty or property without due process" These

reflections lead to the sub.ect at hand What is really relevantto you as you ponder your exams?

The Struggle Within
Microcosm the Umass

classer'talcp'll';' "L'^''
"°' ^" '°'"9 ^°° ^«" -n vour

Dermber 978 Th/M'
^'^^^.^^^^ ^ou are not alone On

abuse Of Affirm^Iti^A^?;^.^.Tcra^rs^n^^ ^
Chancellor for Student Affa.r"^l"nr,; -^ ,^^'-

?^th or Sri %''^^^^^'°" °' ^'^ ^-- o^ De'ce:°be:

At this meeting Mr Madson managed to slip throuahevery substantive question on a commitment and sa d '^veme a year Four years later he sat before the M E C executive board representatives again with promises that st.llare unfulfilled. To M.E.C., Madson will n'o° g adu te w t'hhonors in Affirmative Action as it now stands Hk
cumulative average, though up this semester compared oothers within his four years, is st.ll dismally low. One of hsbiggest tests recently administered by M.E.C. has not be^ncompleted and he stands to flunk the test

First let me explain the course requirements. According to
the Student Affairs Affirmative Action Program of 1981 "a
review of promotional activities during 1980 indicates an
under-representation of minorities in the group of profes-
sional staff promotions. Although minorities make up 18 per-
cent of professionsi staff, they comprise 3 percent of the
professional promotions." This 1981 report re;t.jrated the
perpetual problems of underutilization of ...minonties in

upper level positions" also, reported in the 1978 Affirmative
Action Statistical Report by Student Affairs. Progress by
1981 obviously was not too impressive.

One of the problems is that goals are set that represent the
minimum number of minonties in an available pool for hire
and a "do it when we can afford it" approach to promotions
IS used. The bottom line is that even though a promotion is
only a one year probationary appointment with an on-going
evaluation process, it is still seemingly too risky a chance to
take for most minorities. In practice. Affirmative Action

'

means hire the least minorities necessary to ensure com-
pliance.

When you look at the mess made of the Financial Aid
Director positiori (they tried desperately to avoid promoting
Arthur Jackson) ,t erodes any confidence you might havehad in Student Affairs. They set a target date in 1981 for titl-ed staff and staff associates for the Financial Aid Office tobe December 1985 They stated that the date was set so' faraway because no turnover is expected in this job group"and further said that "should an opening occur before thenevery effort will be made to remedy the underutilization

'•

Every effort was made to avoid remedying it because the oneoption availabe, promotion, was avoided like the plague
So as you continue to prepare for your exams remember

that Madson s "blue ribbon panel" was not mentioned
because he never did anything about it He was supposed to
assist in clearing up the Financial Aid Search messRemember also, that Student Affairs has a higher overall
percentage of Affirmative Action violations than mostUMass divisions. It appears that Madson's Independent
Study contract will not be accepted as a passing grade You
can help hirn pass by watching what goes on in Financial
Aid The roll back m Affirmative Action ,s not an issue ofhow big a roller but who holds the handle. Mr. Madson has
his choice, to pass or to fail

« n » W W » «i If ii'^ l» n, ^ ^ ,^ ^, J, ,y y v. •».'»/»/ y y >^%/ ,y y '^ y •*/»/ yV k V V *wv A^^ii-V"^
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From Home Boy to

Malcolm's first encounter with the philosophy of
black nationalism was during his early life. Malcolm
Little was born in Omaha, Nebraska, on May 19, 1925.
His father, the Reverend Earl Little, was a Basptist
minister, and a dedicated follower and organizer of
Marcus Garvey's nationalist Universal Negro Improve-
ment Association (U.N. I. A). This movement preach-
ed of black-race purity and exhorted the Negro
masses to return to their ancestral African homeland
Malcolm's contact with his father was cut short by his
untimely death (which was widely believed to have
been a lynching because of his teachings of Garvey's
philosophy).

From this point on much of Malcolm's political
development was stunted as he now had to take on
the many responsibilities necessary to keep his family
together. It was even at this early age that his shortliv-
ed aspirations of becoming a lawyer were wiped out
by a teacher at school who told him that it was foolish
to have such ideas subsequently he dropped out of
school at the age of fifteen.

In his teen years Malcolm lived in the city of
Boston, Massachusetts. It was here that Malcolm set
his goals to become one of the "baddest" street
hustlers ever. Using the philosophy of change,
Malcolm overcame every conflict necessary in his
development to run

,
Boston's streets. Malcolm

outgrew Boston and he saw that he could further
develop himself as a hustler on the streets of Harlem,
New York The hustling life took its toll on Malcolm
and he soon discovered that what he thought was the
most glorified life possible for a man, was nothing
more than a dead-end street. He had reached the top
of the "so called" underworld but his use of drugs and
the competition from the other young street hustlers,
who were trying to take his place, brought him tumbl-
ing back down to reality. At the age of twenty-one he
was sent to prison for burglary. This fate would lead
him to yet another view of his olace in life.

Malcolm's whole period of development as a hustler
IS an example of his struggle for a "higher form of ex-
istence" within his narrow sphere of knowledge and
logic. It was not until he found himself in jail, and after
his life on the streets, that Malcolm came back in con-
tact with the idea of black nationalism. He was con-
verted to the Nation of Islam (Black Muslims). A
religious black nationalism professed through the
teachings of Elijah Muhammad taught that the white
man was the devil and that all the black man's pro-
blems were caused by the white man. To the mind of
a broken street hustler the words of Elijah Muhammad
seemed to be the logical answer to the black man's
plight This sent Malcolm upon a new set of goals, to
reaching his highest potential within the Nation of
Islam These goals required him to learn the teachings
of Elijah Muhammad, to follow them, and to spread
the word to others To Malcolm, this was the answer
It was within this stage of development that Malcolm
became conscientiously able to weed out the different
contradictions within himself which did not go along
with the teachings of Islam Malcolm created a
discipline within himself which he felt was necessary
for his own liberation, and a discipline which he felt
other blacks must gam if they were to be free
Malcolm's goal was to liberate the black man from his
bondage, something he knew he had to do internally
first. Malcolm knew that he had to weed out his inter
nal contradictions, according to the philosophy of the
Nation of Islam.

Revolutionary

Bilingual Collegiate Program
Graduation Ceremony

by Curtis Haynes
The development of Malcolm X's philosophy of

black nationalism was a direct result of his growing up
within a racist society, and his learned desire to throw
off the negative affects that he had encountered His
quest was to attain his highest potential and to help
his people reach theirs.

Jose Luis Brown receiving most outstanding award of
community work from the director of the Bilingual
Collegiate Program, Dr. Benjamin Rodnguez

1982 Bilingual Collegiate Program
Graduating Class

MALCOM X
BORN MAY 19, 1925 DIED FEB. 21, 1965

Revolution .5; ;iiwavs based on land...

Rownh.*j^«?®^°H*'^"^ ^^^ "®^®'^ compromising...
Revolutions overturn systems. And theie is no svstem onthis earth wnK:hha|o^^^^^^

|j
,, ,^ -^ ^^^^ ^^

Nelson Acosta
'

Bachelor of Arts
Amparo Arbelaez

Bachelor of Science
Gonzalo Barabona

Bachelor of Science
Yordi Beltra'n

Bachelor of Arts
Milton Brito Awarded for Academ/c Excellence

Bachelor of Arts

Marfa DaRosa
Bachelor of Arts

Pedro J^ Delqado Awarded for Academic Excellence
Bachelor of Arts

Nilda Diaz

Bachelor of Arts

Leon A. Echeverri

'Bachelor of Arts
Carlos M. Jacinto Awarded for Academic Excellence

Bachelor of Science

Carmen A. Garcia

Bachelor of Science
Gladys M. Rivera

Bachelor of Science
Juan J. Garcia

Bachelor of Science
Ali Gharsallah

Bachelor of Arts

When he left pnson in 1952, he dedicated himself to
building the Black Muslims, and adopted the name,
Malcolm X. As he developed as a Black Muslim he
was thrown into national and world limelight as the
spokesman for a "religious sect" which white America
feared and many black youth admired. Malcolm would
have continued along the paths as a Black Muslim but
his faith was shattered in his leader whom he
discovered was hypocritical to his own teachings. Eli-

jah Muhammad feared the popularity that Malcolm
was getting while spreading the words of the Nation
of Islam. Events finally led to Malcolm being ejected
from the Nation of Islam in March 1964, forcing him to
evaluate where he stood in regards to his struggle for
the liberation of the black man. When he left the
movement he organized first the Muslim Mosque, and
later the non-religious Organization of Afro-American
Unity. During 1964 Malcolm made two trips to Africa
and the Middle East thus broadening the perception of
his struggle and changing his perception of the con-
tradictions necessary to be eliminated internally, to
reach this goal. Within his broadening of con
sciousness, his goal was still to reach his highest
potential, i e. playing his part in the liberation of the
black man, but he was now able to see how this was
to affect the liberation of all men and women and it

was from this view that he tried to reassess the
avenues necessary to reach this goal

At this point in life Malcolm X switched from a black

InnJJ!!''."^^ """u"'^^
^° ^ ^'^^"^ nationalist. This became

apparant when he established the Organization of Afro-AmerK:an Unity. Still, Malcolm was at the beginning

Z.%rZ ^^^^l
"^'^^'^ ^'s ''^e- something which he

tional^sm h^;^^^^^^ l^^''.''^^
^'^ philosophy of black na-

h?.?n w .K
"^

1°. ^^ developed. It was at this time in

hPfnroh .i^^'^°'^
^^s tragically struck down,

before he could develop his philosophy any further

fr,^!^
"!^^ ^^^ analyze Malcolm X's developmentirom a home boy", to a street hustler, a religious

tnlL °''^''^*' ^° ^ ^'^c*^ nationalist, and on

pv«n, .

^ ""^.^ °^ cooperation between races and

rr^J^l^ .
socialism. These last developments were not

completed to a point of philosophy because it was at

a^l;,...!n!?^H ?i ,

^'^ development the he was

R <;hl
Malcolm X, then known as El Hajj Malik

the age
"39"^^^ murdered on February 21, 1965, at

Ceremony ended with Latin Music and lots of danc-
ing.

photos by Ed Cohen

Sonia Nieto honored guest speaker

The Bilingual Collegiate Program celebrated its 8thGraduation Ceremony .

The Bilingual Collegiate Program started in 1975
brining 75 hispanics to the University of
Massachussetts. The program provides services such
as academic and career counselling, tutorial
assistance and resource aid. The program now serves
other bilingual-bicultural communities such as the
Chineese-American, and Portugueese communities

I he graduating class was composed of 50 students
I wo Bachellors in Business Administration 25
graduating with a Bachellors degree in Science and 23
with a Bachellors Degree in Arts. We would like to
congratulate the achievements of these students and
wish them luck in their new pursuits.

Masters of Ceremony, Herbert Flores and Debra Ann
Sicilia

Maria S. Gonzalez
'—

Bachelor of Arts
Jaime Hernandez

Bachelor of Arts
Olga C. Hernandez

Bachelor of Science
Frezzia Herrera Awarded for Academic Excellence

Bachelor of Arts

Mireya Herrera Awarded for Academic Excellence
Bachelor of Arts

Rafael Jimenez
Bachelor of Science

Mahmond Jonbakhsh
Bachelor of Science

Donald Melendez
Bachelor of Arts

Ngoc Thug Truong
Bachelor of Science

Linda Cardeiro

Bachelor of Arts
Gretchen Figueroa

Bachelor of Science
Concetta Garofalo

Bachelor of Arts

John M Pasta Awarded for Academic Excellence
Bachelor of Science

Guillermo Gaiton
Bachelor of Arts

Guillermo Piedra
Bachelor of Science

Nelsy M. Perdomo
Bachelor of Science
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Regents Stall On
Student Concerns
by Angela Brown

The Board of Regents, which governs the state's system
of higher education nnet on the Umass Campus last week
I he Board of Regents has been surrounded by controversy
since It was rammed through the overtime buget session of
the State Legislature by Governor Ed King as part of the
Reoganization of the State's Educational system Hopes
were raised among some sudents that the Regents would
consider a motion to increase the Tuition Waiver program at
this meeting. The proposal was to raise the waivers from 4
percent of total tuition collected at Umass, and other State
Colleges and Universities, to 6 percent of tuition However
the motion was never made and instead a statement was
made in the attempt to make the Regents appear to be con-
cerned with promoting broad access to education

In the course of the statement the Regents claimed they
knew of no students other than those at UMass, Amherst
who were unable to return to school due to increasing costs
of education. The implications of this statement were
manifold. The Regents have a recunng theory that only a
few hard core" students care about skyrocketing tuition
costs, the above assertion also skirts the issue as it

specifically affects UMass students. The issue of tuition
costs, and of the Board of Regents themselves, did bring 75
students to their meeting. It also was met by extensive press

^?r^^ '^'°^^^°''' '^® ^^"®^ ^^ ^®" ^^ ^^6 presentation
of 1 ,000 students' signatures on petitions which called for an
end to tuition increases, for the expansion of the waiver pro-
gram, for the rejection of the UMass Long-Range plan and
the expansion of Affirmative Action. The audience applaud-
ed for about five minutes when these demands were read
aloud and presented to the Regents.
The assertion that only UMass students have voiced con-

cern IS dubious and seeks to seperate UMass students from
the rest of the state. The Regents, however, can claim that
they see the same faces at all of their meetings as long as it is
not made painfully clear how broad the sections of students
getting cut out of an education really are.
The implications of tuition increases are clear when their

magnitude is noted. Tuition increases from both the current
year and next year will bnng in an additional $30 million to
the state's account. Waivers amounted to only $3 8 million
last year, although $5 million in waivers were promised by
the Regents. Students in Massachusetts already carry an
average of 70 percent of the cost of education, along with
their families. Reagan's cuts, which will amount to a loss of
$8.5 million for this state alone next fall, are certain to make
an already bad situation worse.

THE END OF THE ROAD
by Jimmy Wong

wen, were winding down to the final week of the
semester. Its incredible how time seems to fly. As most ofyou know this will be my last semester as the Asian Affairs
Editor, Before I resign, I have a few things to say

R.n 'n°' ^"rl'^
'•''^ '° '^^"*^ ^^^ NUMMO staff, Roxana

R
Donna pavis John Wnght, Brynne Clarke, Angela

TT I ""^i;^:'
'''^°^' ""^'"^y ^"^ '^« "«-««t member ofthe family^ W.lhemina Samuel for their dedication andsupport. They tried their best to make my ,ob bearable and

A special thanks goes to Mr, William Strickland the
faculty advisor of NUMMO News, Since his arrival to our
organization early this semester, the quality of the paper has
noticeably improved. His political insight, literary criticismand colorful personality make him that much easier to work
with.

Last but not least, I express my gratitiude to the officers
and members^ of the Asian American Student Associaition
(AASAi for the privilege of serving the Asian community

I

realize that following my strong criticism of you a month
ago, my gratitude is the last thing you would expect
However, I am human and apt to make my share of
mistakes. My intention was to stimulate the particiaption of
the members but I went about it the wrong way. My tongue
IS sharp and quick to lash out at others. This is a fault I've
been often reminded of.

To my successor, whomever he or she will be I wish the
best of luck Ren.ember. you'll have your share of good
tin.es and bad times. My advice is to learn quickly and do the
best job possible.

My experiences with NUMMO have not always been "a
beri or roses', for even roses have thorns. Have a greatsummer and good luck on your finals.

LOOKING
TOWARD

THE
by WILHEMINA SAMUEL FUTURE

Future, what future? Before we look to the future let's
briefly focus on a few aspects of the past. Due to the past
Reaganomics is controlling your education. Student
enrollment, specifically that of minorities, will be declining as
of the upcoming year. Will you be one of the non retuming
students? Furthermore, the budgets of some third world
organizations were reduced, and student involvement in
these organizations has been extremely poor. Stop and ask
yourself how much effort or participation you put into the
continuance of the organizations on campus. And if so or if
not, why? Well as they say we had our excuses. However
just remember in the future there may be no reason to have
an excuse because it may be a burden off your back and a
benefit in someone else's hands. Think about it

Future, what future? Are you considering important
aspects of your future? Racism, oppression, does it all exist
must you continue to vision it as a part of your everyday life?
fhe struggle and the mental strain when dealing with the
pain in the classroom and on the campus. All of this relates
back to how much you have done to make it better for
yourself By trying to help yourself you will be making it
better for those in the same situation.

After taking finals it's time to go home to Boston New
York or Ph.lladelphia. What are your plans when returning
home for the summer? Will you work and save money tocompensate for the cut in the budget? How hard will you
strive to continue your education? The answer to these
questions may be uncertain at this time
Now lets flip the coin and look at the good side

Dedication has been utilized to produce minority lecture
series, workshops, and music performances. Students
running organizations are still striving with little support

n.r "^^S!.V^T^^'^
^^^ "^^'""'"^ ^ C«"<«^ ^^^ its annual

picnic. BMCP has expanded its air time, Nummo News will
continue to be published. By all means do read NummoNews. Nummo is what most would like to consider animportant information source of issues and activities ef-
fecting minorities in the Pioneer Valley

Future, what future? One can only touch on the past andthe present state of blacks and minorities trying to recieve adecent education. Because at this time no one knows what
the future holds.

This Semester In
Review... Whatis

This About ?
by Brynne Clarke

Snm! ^^r ""T^ ^° \^^ ^"^ °^ ye^ another semester.Sonne have done a lot; others have just squeezedthrough; then, there are those of us who will not be

su?oendPd-'M"
'''

'I''''''''
'^' the'ac:;;er^?cany

suspended
. Have we helped each other get through

this institution of 'Higher Learning'? Have we goneanywhere since last Fall? Has it been fun?

Fun IS always easily had in Amherst. The partieshe concerts, the flashing lights, ,OOOH!ll I'maslri
I dance fast, get high and enjoy my loud music

Loving is always there, I can give it away if I wantto.always a lot of takers, I can run wild. What does I

mrLTH"" '"i^K^^^^'»-
^°"^ °^ ^hese peope know

^ave hp°n";^H
'^'^ ?' y^^'^S ''^ g«'"9 ^° hire me 7l

'r^v F^nt^"^? 1° '
"^^^ ^^ J^^^ ^°^ ^e and live out

oT\hP nf ^ ^T ^^ ^ P°''^'^^' ^^d'^3' -an organizer

oeons Tc^^^UT ^^°.'3^ ''^ ^°^ °"^ o^ those

fho
can help bring them up. Or I can see whatthey can do alone. (Which you and I know is nothing

(have fun? h'
'""?." ^""^ ^^"-

' ^^" rr^anipulafe

un fun fun
^^^^'^^''have fun) undermine,(have

-s biQ fun in Am^ ^"^""f'^
'^ ^"" ^'9^^^ education

responsi^-lity. Z""''^'^'
^'" "'^'°^^ ^^^'^' °^ ^°^'a'

I have helped no one but myself. I qo to noorganizational nneetings and I'm not here to 'help keepBlack Music Alive' or use 'the magic power of the

sS no' ''°k"' r°^''
^° ^^'P anyone buTmysSShoot no one has helped me I've got work to doAnd of course the basketball games.

bn!^k^?????SI°''
""^^^ ^^^ ''^"t t° '°o'^ at my notebook????INah man, you should have been there So

fTu m'.°dp'?' "h'°^^:9
^°^9h. pneumonia and thetlu. I made it and you know 'I broke a nail'!

Well this IS where we are. Is it good? NOi We havemoved, but instead of it being forward or evenbackwards rriotion it has been from side to side A lothas changed and then again nothing has changedThe people get taller, shorter,fatter. and slimmer
I heir faces even change from time to time. But themovement has been stagnant. Where are all the promising young blacks who are upwardly mobile and
socially conscious? Amherst has a few But not nearenough in proportion to its population

This semester in review....js what this is about But
I would rather you decide. Have we done anything as
agroup to look back and be proud of?

You decide, then if the answer is no, do not let that
happen to You again. Do something, anything and do
It with pride. We all need help at times, so let's help
each other. The Fall is the time of new students help
them. Grab one on your way to a B. fVI. C. P. Meeting
take one, to an Afrik-Am meeting with you. Or start
something on your own.

In this world of IBM and AT&T we need to be able
to depend upon each other. Let's work for that in the
future.

m

The Malcolm X Center is

seeking TA's for the
1982- '83 academic year.

INTERESTED ||\|.

DIVIDUALS SHOULD
SEND A LETTER OF AP-
PLICATION AND A
RESUME TO
WASHINGTON LOBBY.
C/0 MALCOLM X CENTER
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DO NOT FORGET THE STRUGGLE IN SOUTH AFRICA
by Charlene Allen

In the midst of Reaganomics, socidi injustices, not to
mention academics it is difficult to imagine a worst situation
Many realize, however, that the plight of black brothers and
sisters in South Africa is far more severe than that of
American blacks.

But South Africa seems worlds away from Amherst.
Mourning for the wasted blood seems all that we can do.
But mourning is not enough.
There is a direct involvement between Massachusetts and

South Africa that is stronger than an ancestral bloodline
The mutual support of the governments causes irreparable
damage to the masses on either side.

Major comnpanies throughout the United States are in-
volved in investment policies which support South African
apartheid. These companies utilize the labor of black
workers who receive wages below the poverty level,
American companies such as IBM and Massachusetts' bas-
ed Raytheon are responsible for providing funding and
technology to the South African government. These are us-
ed largely to maintain and strengthen the military and police
forces which the governments use to maintain rule.
The effects of U,S involvement m South Africa are two-

fold. Seventeen percent of the nation's population, the
whites, are able to enjoy one of the highest standards of liv-

ing m the world The other 83 percent, the blacks and non-
whites, live for the most part in single room shacks Their
land IS the least productive, their wages are inadequate
(heir families are separated eleven months of the year
What about the effects of US involvement right here at

home? Here, companies are leaving constantly to go to
South Africa where the labor is cheap. Jobs are being taken
away from Americans who need them and used to exploit
black South Africans. Borden, Firestone, Goodyear
Rockwell, International and Uniroyal are among the firms
that have left Massachusetts to open plants in South Africa
Who Wins in this situation, one may ask. Only the owners

and executives of the companies and the white South
Africans, The working classes on both sides lose. In fact
since a job shortage in this country hurts minorities first it is
the non-whites who bare the greatest load all around,

'

In South Africa the revolution has started Opposing
groups are slowly growing. Due to the recent independence
of neighboring Afncan countnes, support is increasing.

In the United States the revolution can be assisted The
one positive element of this country's involvement in South
Africa IS that it has caused a dependency. If the United
States withdrew support from South Africa the white
regime would fall. This would occur if other nations followed
the lead.

However, U.S. divestment is highly unlikely. This country
was one of two United Nations powers which vetoed pro-
posed embargoes to sever economic connections with
South Africa. Reagan, who considers South Africa an ally
does not want to lose the wealth which the alliance can br-
ing him and those like him.
The only alternative for thsoe Americans who want sup-

port withdrawn is pressure on the government. This can be
done, and is now being done, through institutions which
organize for divestment. These institutions include various
labor unions, universities, city councils, churches, state
governments and peace and civil rights groups
An example of organizational productivity can be found in

Massachusetts. Senate bill 984, proposed and supported by
divestment groups is up for consideration next month The
bill calls for the $120 million state tax dollares currently being
invested in companies which do business in South Africa to
be withdrawn. Also, it asks that the money which comes
from the state employees and teachers pension fund be
reinvested to create jobs and other asistance within the
state.

The bill passed in the Senate last year, but died in commit-
tee. This year it has a good chance of passing. If it does it

will be a small dent in white South Africa's slowly rusting ar-
mor.

IF YOU HAVE SUBMITTED TWO OR MORE ARTICLES OR PICTURES THIS

SEMESTER, YOU ARE ELIGIBLE TO VOTE IN NUMMO'S NOMINA-
TIONS AND ELECTIONS. NOMINATIONS WILl TAKE PLACE MONDAY
MAY 17th AT 4:30PM IN ROOM 103 OF NEW AFRICA HOUSE. ELEC

TIONS WILL TAKE PLACE WEDNESDAY, MAY 19th AT 4:30PM AT THE SAME
LOCATION!

NUMMO HAS CLASS by Donna 0-4vis

NUMMO News is presently the largest weekly Third
World newspaper in the Five-College Area. It began in

protest of the absence of news pertaining to black
people m the Massachusetts Daily Collegian. Since
then it has expanded its coverage to include other pro-
fessed minorities and oppressed people. But basically
NUMMO exists in order to give "the other side" of the
story. In that respect NUMMO is a dynamic and in-

fluential periodical.

Because NUMMO was begotten from struggle we
have to keep in mind that nothing worth having comes
easy. In addition, NUMMO has a duty to keep abreast
of the current political climates. NUMMO must essen-
tially operate as a three headed entity with an eye on
campus and local events, another one on national
news and a third that surveys global activities. NUM-
MO News has the dialectical responsibility of catering
to the audience at hand without becoming totally self

centered. We must understand that this burden is not

a light one but that it must be borne and wrestled with
by current and future staff.

NUMMO News staff are trained in all phases of
newspaper production, including: reporting, writing,
photography, typesetting, graphic reproduction and
layout. The "each one teach one" philosophy is fully

operative from 5pm Friday evening to 4:30pm Sunday
afternoon in the Campus Center graphics room. Ob-
viously there is a great deal to be gained in the area of
creative development and it would be in your best in-

terests to join our staff. NUMMO News would also
benefit tremendously from organized input The more
minds that are used to put forth the printed word the
more impact the newspaper will have.

This semester NUMMO is inviting interested in-

dividuals to check out what we do. These people will

be shown the responsibilities and duties of the staff.
NUMMO would also like to feature guest columnists,
the roving photographer, a community digest and an
arts/entertainment section on a regular basis

However, these features are contingent upon increas-
ed community involvement.

Next semester NUMMO is offering a class whose
students will consist of writer/reporters and
photographers. Writer/reporters will be assigned a
lecture or event to cover and write on. Articles will be
due Friday at 7pm, unless the event you were assign-
ed to has not occured yet. Similarly, photographers
will be assigned an event or person whom they must
photograph. They will be required to develop their pic-
tures Friday evening or Saturday afternoon. In addi-
tion, students will be trained in all phases of produc-
tion of the newspaper. This training will be conducted
at varying points in the semester. The course carries 3
credits. Interested individuals are urged to talk to
members of the NUMMO staff to discuss any ques-
tions. At the beginning of next semester students may
sign up for the course under Afro-Am independent
study 396, next to the name of the faculty advisor,
William Strickland.
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THIRD WORLD STUDENTS INTERESTED IN POLITICS, JOURNALISM,
BUSINESS, SCIENCE, ETC. WRITE OR TAKE PICTURES FOR NUMMO
NEXT SEMESTER.

FACULTY ADVISOR: WILLIAM STRICKLAND

COURSE: AFRO-AM INDEPENDENT STUDY 396

3 CREDITS
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Who Am I?
by Satya Gabriel

What Malcolm X Means
To Me

I hide in the glass windows of
skyscrapers and soar in Lear jets
from Buenos Aires to London. I am
welcomed everywhere. I am hated
everywhere. Who am I?

I am a giant among insignificant be-
ings. I make world leaders dance.
The ground shivers at my command
Who am I?

I am protected by property rights
and let no one tread on my ground
lest he be taken by the State, my
child, and locked away, beaten, or
worse. I hold the keys to who shall
pass through every door. I hold the
keys to life and death. Who am I?

I can make jobs or take them away. I
can build great cities or tear them
down. I can poison the lakes, rivers,
streams and air, and make my home
almost anywhere. Who am I?

I scorn words of human rights and
democracy. I hide behind free enter-
prise ideology. Who am I?

I am praised for my ability to take
any substance and turn a profit. I
can take men and make them beasts.
I can pervert, contaminate, and
abuse in the name of business-and
do it with a smile. Who am I?

I will take religion and use it. What
do I care of their Gk)d if I cannot use
him for my cause? What do I care of
their Devil if I cannot use him for my
cause? I am unashamed; I would use
you, too, if you let me. Who am I?

I have brought hatred to a thousand
lands. I have fomented racism and
jealousy to hide my deeds. I have
murdered workers and lashed
children to machines. Who am I?

I am composed of men and yet do not
concern myself with the future of
the human race. Such concern would
not improve my bottom Une. And
that, my friend, is the bottom line.

by Ashaki Goodall

Malcx>lm X, to me, means freedom. He means
proudness. I discovered that a few days ago I
kept feeling as though blackness was a disease
but It's not. My mother gave me a book to read
about Malcolm X. After I read it twice I felt proud
of bemg black. It told me that Malcolm had hard-
ships and problems, like me. but they straighten-
ed out.

Malcolm X, to me, means courage. I was scared
all the tmie. but after I read about Malcolm X. andaU the people who hated Malcolm and his father Iwasn't scared. I wasn't spared to know that blacik
brothers and sisters had to stop being afraid thatsomethmg would happen to them, and just speak
out for their rights.
Malcolm X helped me to be strong, bold, andproud of being black.

We Hold the Ebony

by Brett MaUory

Ye though we walk through your reign of oppres-
sion
we shaU walk t^U and falter not our aim.We shall battle your evil with strength and
courage '

we hold the ebony reign

And as we continue the struggle,
we wiU let nothing stand in our way.We WiU lift up our voices and strengthen our

For our eyes have seen that day.

Ye though we battle your power of affliction
only skin deep is the pain.
For our souls are shielded by pride '

we hold the ebony reign.

Just like the pride of our lecuier.
who fearlessly fought for us aU.
who fought for a dream he beUeved in.
the one which for we stand tall.

Our hope, our pride, our power,
is the product of our King.
And we shaU lift our voices,
until earth and heaven ring.

We will continue the struggle.
until we abolish the pain.
For we have the strength and the courage '

we hold the ebony reign!

Gro back to work or starve!!!

For I am your master.
CAPITALISM!!!!!

I am

No More
by Brynne Clarke

Dissonance in my life is moderate now.
But I have gone through many changes
being a Black Woman.
I am uncomfortable in this society
as it is.

But I'm just about about through
trying to enlighten you.
I needed to help others once.
But not anymore.
Doing for others was my death.
No one was there when I needed help.
Being helpful almost killed me.
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Students stage sit-in

at Hampshire College
By JACKSON KATZ
Collegian Staff

A group of 30 Hampshire College
students occupied the school's ad-
ministrative offices early yesterday morn-
ing to protest the refusal of the Hamp-
shire Board of Trustees to approve a
stock divestment proposal presented to
them at last Friday's board meeting.
Calling themselves Students for a

Responsible Institution, the students
entered the Cole Science Center building
at 4:30 a.m. and occupied the entire first
floor. Among the occupied offices was
that of Adele Simmons, Hampshire Col-

lege president.

At 8 a.m., college administrators
relocated in the treasurer's office, located
in another building. Telephone service
was first shut off to science center offices
but later, one line was opened so the occu-
pying students could receive incoming
calls.

There have been no arrests or police ac-
tion taken against the students, and ac-
cording to Director of Public Relations
Peter Gluckler, such action is "highly
unlikely" at this time.
AT 4 p.m., Dean of Students Michael

Ford informed the occupying students of
a bomb scare the college had received.

OCCUPATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE FORCES "-'s'udenTsmmgle in front of Cole Science Center where 30 students occupiedHampshire College's administrative offices yesterday.

lezT/dl^inl f
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Theta Chi's status pending
review of a 15-point plan
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

A decision as to whether ot not the
University of Massachusetts Theta Chi
fraternity will be able to remain an active
chapter should be made by the first week of
June. UMass Director of Greek Affairs
Leslie Chambers said yesterday.
The decision wiU be made after the

review of a 15-point plan made between
members of the fraternity, the Theta Chi
national organization and Alunuii Corp.,
Greek Affairs and the UMass Dean of
Students Office, which was drawn up
earlier this school year. Chambers said.

The plan includes stated objectives of
fraternity life. Chambers said, and whether
the members of Theta Chi has met those
objectives will be decided after considering
recommendations from all parties involved,
at a meeting sometime next week.

Chambers said she will then write a
recommendation to Director of Housing
Joseph Zannini, who will make a final
decision on the status of the chapter and its

members based on these recommendations.
Zannini's decision should be made

sometime during the first week of June,
Chambei's said.

If the decision is made to keep the
chapter active on campus, there is a
possibility that Zannini could decide the
present members would be required to
leave the house and new ones brought in.

Director of the TheU Chi Alumni Corp.
Harokl Uwia has told the (ktUgkoi that he

''i'SXXJXAiS^S^^j:jtj,Sj^i

has a certain group of university men in
mind to take over the house if the present
members are removed.
A representative of these men, almost all

of whom are freshmen and sophomores
living in the Orchard Hill Residential Area,
said yesterday that they are "willing and
able" to take over the fraternity, if the
University allows them to.

"We feel that we have total support from
both the Theta Chi national organization
and the Alumni Corporation," said one of
the men, who wished to remain unidentified
pending the decision, "and since we have
this support, we hope we are given the
chance to prove ourselves by the
University."

Peter Barsamian, president of the UMass
chapter of TheU Chi for the past year, said
yesterday he feels some of the un-
derclassmen that make up the present
group have not been given a fair chance.
"We have a lot of freshmen and

sophomores who have been doing a lot of
work to clean up the house," Barsamian
said. "They are really working hard, and
Lewis is not giving them a chance."

"If he gives these kids a chance, they will
prove themselves worthy." Barsamian said.
The Alumni Corp. owns the present

Theta Chi house and may choose its

residents, but Chambers cited Amherst
zoning regulations prohibiting a non-
recognized fraternity from living in the
house.

"It will be up to the University to
recognize anyone, be it the present or the
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The bomb was alleged to be in one of the
president's offices on campus. Campus
Security and safety personnel searched
Blair House, another administrative of-
fice building and the Red Bam, a second
building with both buildings being
evacuated as well.

Security personnel also searched the se-
cond and third floors of the Cole Center,
but the students declined to permit the oc-
cupied first floor to be searched.
Students for a Responsible Institution

have set up literature outside the site of
the protest to distribute press releases,
memorandums, and general information
about the position of the students and the
reasons for the occupation.
The group decided to take the action

after the Finance Committee of the
Hampshire Board of Trustees voted Fri-
day to reject the students' proposed
resolution regarding the college's stock
investments in major weapons-producing
corporations. The students supported the
recommendations of the Committee for
Hampshire on Investment Responsibility,
(CHOIR), a sub-committee of the Board of
Trustees.

According to the group, this is the first
time that students on a college campus
have occupied a building over ^e issue of
an institution's responsibility toward en-
ding the arms race.

According to a press release from the
Students for a Responsible Institution,
over 80 percent of the faculty and a com-

parable percentage of Hampshire
students signed a petition endorsing the
proposal.

"It is an outrage," said one students
quoted in the group's press release, "that
our Board of Trustees can so blatantly
disregard the sentiments of our communi-
ty."

Stated another, "what we are trying to
do is to challenge the myth of the neutral
institution. Hampshire's investments in
these corporations implies our approval of
the escalating arms race."
In a prepared statement, the students

criticized the financial priorities of the col-

lege, and connected Hampshire's in-

vestments in militarism with its continu-
ing refusal to address the needs of women
and Third World students on campus. The
group also linked increased military spen-
ding with cutbacks in financial aid.

Included in a list of nine separate
demands presented to the Hampshire ad-
ministration by the occupiers are: that
Hampshire College divest all holdings in

weapons-producing corporations among
the top 100 Defense Department contrac-
tors; that the college create a task force to
establish guidelines for socially responsi-
ble investment; and that the administra-
tion draft and release a press statement
addressing the connections between
militarization, increased military spen-
ding and cuts in financial aid and other
services.

Continued on page ^

Grievance concerning search
procedures has been filed
BY JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Staff

Arthur Jackson, associate director of
financial aid at the University of
Massachusetts, has filed a grievance con-
cerning the specific procedures used to con-
sider candidates in the search to fill the va-
cant post of director of financial aid.

"The grievance was filed with Dean of
Academic Support Services, Deidre Ling, a
few weeks ago," Dennis Madson, vice

chancellor of student affairs said.

Madson said the grievance was not based
on Affirmative Action and Ron Sinacore,
director of the campus Equal Opportunities
Office, confirmed this statement.
"This action (the grievance) is under in-

vestigation and we should have recommen-
dations by Friday, but they are confiden-

tial," Madson said yesterday.

Lynn Santner, assistant director of
financial aid, has assumed the duties of the
director for the past eight months. Former
Financial Aid Director Ed C. Apodaca left

last fall to become Director of Admissions
at the University of California at Berkeley.
Since Jackson's complaint does not deal

with Affirmative Action issues, the next

step in the grievance procedure would be to
file with the professional staff grievance
appeals board, which is chaired by
Rosemary Strother. Strother said she has
not received anything in writing from
Jackson.

"However, if I had, I wouldn't comment
on it. Our policy is to treat all staff
grievances in a very confidential manner,"
Strother said.

Rick Townes, co-chairperson of the
Minority Employees Coalition, met with
Ling and Madson on May 5.

"I felt it was a fair hearing, but we have
not heard from them since. We're extreme-
ly upset about the trend for hiring in the
division of student affairs," Townes said.
Townes said he is not working for

Jackson but the Coalition is upset about a
"whole series of things" with this situation
as a focal point. He said that almost all

minority males whom have tried to ad-
vocate for third world issues in the last
year have left the Division of Student Af
fairs.

"There is a great sense of frustration
because when minorities want to advance,
they have to leave (the University) in order

Continued on page 5



National Guardsmen accused
of looting Fall River church
FALL RIVER. Mass. - A probe is underway into

complaints a firefighter and several National Guard
troopers allegedly looted the smouldering ruins of the
Notre Dame Church after the landmark building burned in
a $13 million blaze, police said yesterday.

Complainants said the looting allegedly occurred last
Wednesday, the morning after the fire that destroyed the
church and dozens of other homes and businesses, Lt.
George Burns, acting commander of the major Crimes
Division, said.

Burns declined to identify
the suspects or the com-
plainants.

"The complainants would
like to remain anonymous at
the moment," he said. "We
haven't determined if a theft
occurred or not."

Burns said more than two
guardsmen were being
investigated but declined to
say how many.
He expects the probe to

be completed in two more
days.

About 100 National Guard
troops were assigned to the
fire area last Tuesday night
to keep crowds away and to
prevent looting.
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Digest
By the Associated Press

Limit set on negotiations
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher said yesterday that

Britain will give U.N. talks one more chance to settle the
Falkland Islands conflict, but she reportedly warned

Republicans
launch blitz

for support
WASHINGTON (AP) -

Republican officials, seeking
to gain congressional seats
despite a slumping economy,
launched a $1.7 million
media blitz yesterday with a
TV commercial featuring
Jimmy Carter and Thomas
P. O'Neill Jr. lookaUkes.

In the commercial, actors
portraying the former
Democratic president and
the current House speaker
are shown at the reading of a
"last will and testament"
bequeathing the nation's
economic troubles to
Republicans.

While "Carter" looks on
silently before a glass bowl
filled with peanuts, "O'Neill"
grunts and chuckles as an
announcer states: "When
the past president left office,

Ronald Reagan inherited all

the problems."

"To Ronald Reagan we
leave a recession. ... To the
Republicans in Congress, we
leave all the real problems,"
says a third actor who
portrays a lawyer reading
the purported will.

The 30-second ad, which
party leaders said would
soon be aired in almost 100
different media markets and
run nationally on two
networks, ends with the
announcer's assertion that
"Republicans are beginning
to make things better."

O'NeiU, DMass., im
mediately blasted the
commercial, saying, "I don't
like degrading the office of
the presidency."

Sobriety case

to be decided

by high court
WASHINGTON - The

Supreme Court said
yesterday that it will decide
whether a suspected
drunken driver's refusal to
take a sobriety test can be
used as evidence of guilt.

The justices' study comes
at a time when states and
the federal government are
under heavy pressure to
curb drunken drivers,
blamed for killing more than
25.000 people each year.
The outcome in the South

Dakota case, in which a
'-^ver refused to take a
sooriety test to help convict
him, is expected to resolve a
split among the states over
the constitutionality of such
tactics.

I

Argentina it has 48 hours to make peace.

"We have gone as far as we can." she told Independent
Radio News, clearly exasperated at what she called
Argentine intransigence. "They are the invader. They are
the aggressor. We are the aggrieved. It is up to them."
Asked how long she would wait before abandoning ef

forts by U.N. Secretary General Perez de Cuellar. Mrs
Thatcher said: "My guess is that we shall know this week
whether we are going to get a peaceful settlement or not."

Earlier. Briatin's domestic news agency Press
Association quoted military sources as saying Mrs
Thatcher told U.N. Ambassador Anthony Parsons to warn
Argentine negotiators they must settle in 48 hours

.^_ AYEAftourOFCOLLEGE.
ANDACTRAUn ISMAKINGAVIAnON

HBTORY IN THEARMK"I'm being assigned to a
Chinook helicopter unit in Germany
as a test pilot and maintenance officer,
and I'm proud that I'll be the first

woman to have that assignment over
there. It's a real thrill for me.

"So was learning how to fly

a helicopter. It takes a lot more skill

than an airplane. If you think college
IS demanding, flight school is even
tougher It's not only academically
demanding, it's really mentally
demariding as well as physically

"In Germany, I'll have a chance
to use some of the leadership and
management techniques I learned in
ROTC. It's going to be a real challenge
having command responsibilities.

"I got into ROTC really just
to see what it was all about. For me, it

all couldn't have worked out better"
ArmyROTC got Anda Strauss

off to a good start. Maybe it can do
the same for you. To find out, stop by
your Army ROTC office on campus.

And begin your future as an
officer

Contact:

Captain Patrick Merryman
545-2321

"^"u/S' ^u"^^
Strauss wa>ap<)liticalsciencema)c.r

at Wake hirest and a member of Army ROTC ARMY ROTC.
BE ALLYOU CAN

LAST DAY OF CLASSES - Wednesday

May 19

FINAL EXAMS
Final exams will begin at 8 a.m. on Friday, May
21, and run through Thursday May 27. The last

exams will begin at 4 p.m. that day. Thursday,
May 20 is a full reading day. No classes or exams
are scheduled for that day. For further informa-
tion on the times or places of specific exams,
call either the Information Data Bank, 545-1555
or the Scheduling Office, 545-2605.

RESIDENCE HALLS
All students must vacate the residence halls by 6
p.m., Thursday, May 27, the last day of finals.

The only exception is graduating seniors who
must be out by 4 p.m. Sunday, May 30th.

TELEPHONES
Telephones will be shut off randomly, by dorm,
starting Thursday, May 27. It might be best to
make any important calls well before Thursday.

MAIL
All 1st class mail and packages received at the
Central Mail Room after residence halls close
will be forwarded to students' home addresses.
Anyone wanting magazines fon«/arded to their

home addresses should fill out a card at the Cen-
tral Mail Room 139 Whitmore, requesting this.

All mail other than 1st class packages and
magazines will be discarded.

LIBRARIES
The Goodell and University Tower Libraries are
open Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 12
midnight, Saturday and Sunday from 10 a.m. to
12 midnight through Wednesday, May 26. On
Thursday, May 27, the last day of finals, they
will be open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. For further in-

formation call the Information Data Bank.
545-1555.

DINING COMMONS
The Dining Commons will provide service at the
regularly posted hours. The last meal to be serv-
ed at the Dining Commons will be dinner, on
Thursday, May 27, which will run until 6:30 at
Worcester and Hampshire Commons and until 7
p.m. at Franklin and Berkshire Commons.

BUS SCHEDULES
UMass buses will run on their present full service
schedule through Thursday, May 27. They will
begin Summer Service Schedules starting Fri-
day, May 28. The Five College bus route that
runs Route lo\ U oAi l^z]y7kr. HampRhire and
Amherst Colleges will run through May 27 and
will not run after that date. Northampton bus
routes should run as usual through May 19.
After that date call Western Mass Transit
586-5806 for Information and summer
schedules. For further information on Umass
and Five College schedules, call the UMass
Transit Office, 545-0056.

DB^X^TIPS
A Service of the Dean of Students
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ROPE TRICK -Chris Traficante, a sophomore Eleetri^En^neer-

UMass police report thei

attempted safe break-in
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

The theft of a top-loading scale, valued at
$653, from the fourth floor of the Graduate
Research Center, was reported to Univer-
sity of Massachusetts Police in post-
weekend action, Sgt. David Grader said
yesterday.

The Sartorius brand scale, which
reportedly belongs to the UMass chemistry
department, is believed to have been stolen
between 5:30 p.m. Friday and 8:30 a.m.
yesterday. Grader said. The case is listed
as a larceny over $100, and remains open
pending recovery of the scale, which was
engraved with serial number 20803071,
Grader said.

A man's bicycle, valued at $300, was
reported stolen yesterday from the south
side of Morrill Science Center, Grader said.
The bike, a 1980 black, Univega

12-speed, which was restrained with a lock
and cable which was found cut, had no

serial number by which it could be iden-
tified, Grader said.

In unrelated action, an attempted break-
ing and entering into a safe in room 304 of
the Student Union was reported to police
yesterday and is believed to have occurred
between 11:45 p.m. Sunday and 9 a.m._
yesterday. Grader said.

The safe, secured by a combination lock,
showed pry marks but entry was not gain-
ed, Grader said. Contents of the safe were
not known because the lock combination
has been lost for three years and no one
remembered what was last put into the
safe, Grader said.

An incident of malicious destruction and
larceny was reported by police yesterday
after a candy vending-machine had its
^ass front piece smashed and its contents
removed. Grader said. The machine,
located on the fourth floor of the Fine Arts
Center, is believed to have been vandalized
sometime between the 2:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Sunday, Grader said.

SAP stops 46, cops answe
53 area disturbance calls

^

The Amherst Police Speed and Alcohol
Patrol (SAP) reported they stopped 46
drivers and issued 26 citations, four of
which resulted in arrest over the weekend.
Amherst Police also said 53 disturbance

calls made by residents in the Amherst area
were answered by other patrol units. This
is typical for this time of year, police said.

Police reported arrests of two UMass
students, both men. in unrelated incidents
taking place between 11:21 p.m. last Friday
and 12:52 a.m. last Saturday.
The first student was taken into custody

and charged with being a diswderly person
when he was observed letting the air out of

patrol cars' tires behind the Amlierst Police
station, police said.

The second student was arrested in the
parking lot of an East Pleasant Street
eating esUblishment Saturday morning on
the same charge.

The 20-year-old man was arrested and
charged with being a disorderly person
when he reportedly refused to leave the
premises when asked by police. The man
had been escorted outside by two doormen
after a brief scuffle had ensued inside the
establishment and repeatedly refused
requests to leave, police said.

Interim Report looks at
UM curriculum chansres
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The importance of students as active
learners in an integrated program of
studies is emphasized in the Interim Report
on general education released yesterday by
the Student Sub-Committee on General
Education.

The report addresses the interest by the
University of Massachusetts faculty and
Provost Loren Baritz to change the system
of required undergraduate curriculum,
according to committee chair Rob Thayer.
A related report by the Faculty Senate is
scheduled to be made avaUable today.
General education consists of the "core"

requirements: "B" (rhetoric); "C"
(humanities and fine arts); "D" (social and
behavioral sciences); "E" (natural science
and mathematics), as well as the language
requirement. Proposed revisions to the
system include "G cores", required courses
dealing with issues such as racism and
sexism, a more effective rhetoric program,
and a more effective advising system.
According to the report, if these changes

were imposed there might be "less
flexibility for freshmen and sophomores,
higher standards imposed for basic skills
like rhetoric, and more required courses."
The interest of the committee is that a new
system promote an active role for students,
as opposed to a "passive receptacle for
information," according to Thayer.
A recommendation of the report was an

integrated cohesive program "with a
greater connectedness between courses and
a greater sense of purpose." The report
states education is a complete experience,
in which classes should complement each
other as opposed to being "dead detached
facts, transmitted mechanically from
teacher to student."

The role of a student should be one of
involvement, according to the report. Non-

traditionaj approaches lo euucation such as
the Bachelor's Degree in Individual Con
centratjon (BDIC) using peer advisors to
help construct an individual course of study
was praised by the committee.
The report also stressed awareness of

other cultures and of the need for a
curriculum to overcome cultural bias within
existing programs. If issues like racism and
sexism cannot be dealt with in this way. the
committee recommended a separate
program studies be required to deal with
these issues, such as the formation of a "G
core" requirement.
The importance of qualified faculty was

not overlooked in the report. An
examination of the faculty rewards system
done by the committee suggested that
faculty priorities are: research and
publishing (75 percent), teaching (20
percent), and other duties, including ad-

St.™"'""
up .he remaining flve

The committee suggested general
education be made a "top priority" by
rewarding faculty involved with an in-
tegrated general education program
receiving increased recognition through
promotions, raises, and commendations.
The last recommendation made by the

report is for a freshman seminar taught by
"quality faculty" to teach new students
about programs and resources at the
University. It was suggested that such a
seminar, originally discussed by the
Faculty Committee, would have a low
student-teacher ratio, and relate to the
required "core" curriculum.
An in-depth survey of student opinions

on general education, prepared for the
committee by a group of anthropotogy
students, is intended to be integrated into
the Interim Report. Thayer said. More
student input is expected, for the sub-
committee believes students are "uniquely
qualified to assess the University general
education system here at the University."

MHEAC study outlines plan
to increase student aid
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

A recently completed study by the
Massachusetts Higher Education
Assistance Corporation (MHEAC) recom-
mended that State Scholarship program
funding be increased by $10 million per
year until 1986-87.

The corporation, funded by the
Massachusetts Board of Higher Education,
presented a comprehensive recommenda-
tion to improve state aid to students by in-

creasing funding for all types of student
aid.

Massachusetts colleges and universities
enroll more students in private institutions
than any other state in the nation, but the
state is ranked 47th in the nation in per
capita appropriation for higher education,
the study revealed.

A study conducted by the American
Council on Education also found that state
awards only provide four percent of stu-
dent's budgets. The results of limited state
funding, according to the MHEAC study,
are a 72 percent rejection rate on applica-

tions for state aid, and funding that has re-
mained level when costs have doubled.
The study also took into account federal

funding in order to assess the state's con-
tribution. According to the study, the
Reagan administration's proposed budget
would have a crippling effect on colleges
and universities throughout the country.
Reagan's proposed budget would include

reductions in the Pell Grant Program,
elimination of the Supplemental Educa-
tional Opportunity Grants (SEOG),
elimination of further federal contributions
to the National Direct Student Loan Pro-
gram, elimination of graduate student aid
under the Guaranteed Student Loan Pro-
gram, and reduction of the College Work
Study Program by 28 percent.
In view of the federal budget cuts, a

stable enrollment in Massachusetts higher
education, and the high cost of attending
both public and independant colleges, the
study gave a set of five recommendations,
including the expansion of the State
Scholarship Program.

Continued on page 5
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Guilt-stricken Vietnam veteran found innocent by reason of insanity

Tuesday, May 18, 1982

CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (AP) - A former South Viet-namese navy officer, described by one psychologist as the
worst case of "Vietnam syndrome" he had seen, has been
fcmnd mnocent by reason of insanity of attempting to bomb
a Vietnamese communist here.

During his trial, doctors and Vietnam natives testifiedNguyen Chau became so wracked with guUt after seeing
his best fnend tortured and executed in a Vietnamese "re
education camp" that he had assumed the other mans
Identity. The former navy Ueutenant also saw his mens
bodies staked along a road and chUdren kiUed.

* Sit-in— '

Continued from page 1

Gluckler said that the administration's position is that
they cannot engage in a dialogue with the students while
Cole Science Center is being occupied. Quoting from a
memorandum which was issued by President Simmons at
4 p.m. he said, "To negotiate policy change with those who
are occupying the building would place us in the position of
ignoring legitimate procedures and committes
establishing by this college over the last years."
A solidarity vigil, with music and speakers, began at

6:30 p.m. in front of the Hampshire College library. A
candlelight vigil was scheduled for 9 p.m.

You are the eyes and
ears of the Collegian. If
you see a story, tell us
about it.

A jury deliberated one hour Friday before finding Chau
innocent by reason of insanity of charges including assault
with intent to murder and possession of a gasoline bomb.
Nguyen Chau is free on his own recognizance until

Wednesday, when a Superior Court judge wUl decide
whether he should be committed to Bridgewater State
Hospital.

There were no serious injuries in the April 23. 1981,
bomb incident, which occurred after Dr. Lo Vinh Long
spoke m defense of Vietnam's communist regime at a panel
discussion at Harvard. The bomb did not explode, but a

Frank wants Nazis

deported from U.S.
NEWTON. Mass. (AP) - Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass.,

called yesterday for the deportation of proven Nazi war
criminals from the United States and pushed again for a
congressional investigation into the aUeged smuggling of
Nazis and Nazi collaborators into the country,

"Deportation is hardly sufficient punishment for mass
murder. But it's the maximum we can do. The least we can
do IS say this kind of low-life ... has no business of enjoying
the freedoms of America and we ought to get them out of
here...

"The deportation proceedings would be handled by the
Office of Special Investigation in the Justice Department.
Frank said. But the department said it does not have
enough evidence to go to federal court yet.

Harvard police officer escorting the car was hit by glass.

When arrested. Chau identified himself as Ngo Nghia
friend he had seen slain in 1977 in one of the camps set iin
by the victorious Hanoi regime after the faU of South
Vietnam. "

Wilson testified that one time in Vietnam. Chau sent a
party of his men ashore and went looking for them when
they did not return on time. Chau found their decapitated
bodies staked like scarecrows along a road.
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Announcing the
great DINNER/MOVIE deal!

Enjoy any of the following dinner entrees

Tuesday-Thursday

at the

TOP OF THE CAMPUS RESTAURANT
and receive a free movie pass

valid anytime Sunday-Thursday or at midnight shows
at any one of the 8 featured movies at:
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584-7550
HAMPSHIRE MALL

584-9153
MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

Featured dinner entrees:

Country-Style Bar-B-Que Ribs
Turkey Parmesan

Baked Fresh Catch of the Day
Breast of Chicken Kiev

$6.95 price includes
entree, salad bar, non-alcoholic beverage, & movie pass!

Conan the Barbarian

Deathtrap

Victor/Victoria

Wrong is Right

Call 584-7550 and 584-9153 for the remaining, features.

Cool, crinkle cotton -

Summer tops for the
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Halter style

Adjustable, drawstring

neckline ties

Wide back ties, lined for

comfort
Original block print trim
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madras olive.
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Camisole style, loose
fitting Drawstring straps 3
sizes
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Manufactured by Yellow Bird
Crafts - A Northampton
sewing/collective.

A WORKER'S COOPERATIVE • 52 Main St.. Northampton • 586-5403
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Litsky receives honorary degree
Professor Warren Litsky. chairman of

the department of environmental sciences
received an honorary degree from Clark
University in Worcester last Sunday.

Litsky has taught at the University of
Massachusetts for 31 years. He was named

Commonwealth Professor in 1962, and en-
vironmental .sciences chairman in 1972.
Litsky has written several papers and co-

authored seven books.
The award is considered a tribute to the

students and staff of his department, Lit-
sky said.

Crafts sale will benefit WFCR
Pioneer Valley craftspeople will be offer-

ing their work in a special exhibit and sale
on June 6 from 2-6 p.m. at the Skera
Gallery in Hadley. Twenty percent of the
purchase price of each work of art sold will
be donated to radio station WFCR to help

fill the gap left by government funding
cuts. Some of the art for sale will include:
ceramics, jewelry, wood, weaving and
watercolors. Further information can be
obtained by calling WFCR at 545-0111

Financial aid notices being sent out
Upperclassmen's financial aid notices will

be sent to their home addresses within
the next two weeks and students are en-
couraged to return them as quickly as

possible. The delay was due to federal
financial aid information to the campus
which was delayed by almost ten days
according to Financial Aid Services.

IT-S THAT TIME OF YEAR- Mike Cochr.„, .junior'S;^^ ™,tor

* Grievance
ContinuedJrom page 1

to gain a significant promotion," Townes
said.

Townes said that it seems as if Affir-
mative Action is being used against
minorities because when opportunities for
proniotion within the Division of Student
Affairs are available, searches are con-
ducted rather than hiring replacements

from within the department. In many cases
involving whites, searches were waived.

"It is a typical pattern that when we have
a keyposition we go to a national search to
find the best talent," Madson said.
Madson said that the Division of Student

Affairs is committed to the spirit of affir-
mative action because "additional numbers
of protected class people are promoted."

* Aid
Continued from page $

According to the study,
this expansion would allow
an increase in the number
of people served, and an
increase in award size,

which has not been in-

creased in 10 years.

The study also recom-
mended the establishment
of a state work study and
job development program.
This would allow students
to earn a greater part of
their college expenses on
their own, according to the
study.

Ten million dollars, half
of which would come from
the state, and half through
contributions from cor-

porations and foundations,
would be offered to assist

students.
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Minority Employee Coalition speaks
By RICK TOWNES

The Minority Employee Coalition (MEC) began on the
Amherst campus in 1978. MEC brings minority em-
ployees in nonfaculty positions together to discuss issues
and concerns that affect minorities on campus. Since 1978
the group has discussed with the administration, problem
areas on campus on many occasions. One such occasion
was the recent search for the Director of Financial Aid
The Mmority Employee Coalition has been very

concerned that Arthur Jackson was not appointed to the
position of Director of Financial Aid even after a search
recommended him as one of two qualified candidates for
the position. MEC understands that the search committe
forwarded a divided vote. Half of the search committee
voted to reopen the search; half recommended two
candidates that were qualified to be appointed. Arthur
Jackson was one of those two. In addition MEC ex-

pressed its concern that Arthur Jackson, who is and has
been an Associate Director of Financial Aid on the
Amherst campus for five years and who has been of
invaluable assistance to minority and all students who
receive financial aid, was not promoted to the Financial
Aid Director's position after Ed Apodoca left.

Based on these concerns. MEC wrote two memos; one
was to Diedre Ling, then Dean of Academic Support
Services now Acting Assistant Chancellor, and one to
Vice Chancellor Dennis Madson. Both memos requested
that this situation be reviewed and asked that the
reopening of the search be stopped and that Art Jackson
be appointed Director of Financial Aid.
A meeting was held with Vice ChanceUor Madson and

Assistant ChanceUor Ling May 5. 1982 to discuss MEC's
concerns. Members of MECs Executive Committee
believed the meeting and the issues discussed were
beneficial. Vice Chancellor Madson agreed to conduct a

review of the search in addition to the review currently
being conducted as the result of a procedural grievance
brought by Mr. Jackson. MEC was asked to select amember to assist in such a review and would be contacted
soon by Vice ChanceUor Madson. Almost two weeks laterMEC has not heard from Vice ChanceUor Madson on this
review.

What is of concern to MEC Is that this issue be resolved
as expeditiously as possible. Financial Aid is too im-
portant to the future of students on this campus; already
the campus has been without a permanent director for
almost nine months. MEC is also concerned that Mr
Jackson be treated fairly and that his abilities and ex-
pertise be recognized and allowed to develop even fur-
ther. And finaUy MEC wonders why this has happened to
Mr. Jackson and if it represents a growing threat to
purge minorities from leadership positions on this
campus.

Two black civil rights activists arrested
After months of hesitancy and opposition. President

Keagan has at last agreed to support the essentials of
legislation which will extend the provisions of the 1965
Voting Rights Act.

The plan, which has won the support of civil rights and
legislative leaders, endorses the concept of examining the
effects of local laws and practices to determine whether
discrimination has resulted, but wisely goes on to
specifically deny that minorities must be elected precisely
in numbers equal to their proportion in the population.

President Reagan agreed to accept this Voting Rights
extension only after pressure was exerted upon White
House by Republican moderates who are fearful of a 1982
disaster at the polls. His recalcitrance has been roundly
condemned by those who are dedicated to equal rights
under the law.

*

Yet despite evidence of clear and widespread support for
extending the Voting Rights Act for many Americans, the
issue of votmg rights seems to be a relic of the past.
Indeed, there is a widespread indifference to the obstacles
mononties face in their efforts to fuUy participate in the
political process.

One frequently hears expressed the sentiment that black
Americans no longer face hurdles in participating in the
selection of their governmental leaders. Occasionally this
mdifference is eloquently answered by a profoundly
moving and disturbing event. One such recent event
highlights the difficulties and frustrations blacks continue
to encounter when they seek to participate in our

democracy. It is the case of Maggie Bozeman and Julia
Wilder, two voting rights activists from Pickens County.
Alabama.

Pickens County is a throwback to the old South. The
county's towns are quiet. There is Uttle activity on the
streets of CarroUton. the county seat. Pickens County
seems unaffected by the passage of time, particularly in
the area of race relations.

Blacks and whites do not mix. Integrated gatherings are
made the subject of harassment. According to a report in
the May issue of Ebony Magazine, in many instances
blacks are subjected to arrest if they socialize with

whites. And despite the fact that 42 percent of Pickens
County IS black, no black candidate has ever been elected
for county-wide office.

i^M*^ ^ ,^.*'*'

f.?"^^^t t^'*^ Mrs. Maggie Bozeman. 51.and Mrs. Julia Wilder. 70. conducted their quiet work of
registering minority voters. Mrs. Bozeman and Mrs
Wilder not only were active in efforts to increase black
voter participation but through their work in the Pickens
County Voters League and the NAACP. they had earned
the reputation of being the county's top civil rights ac-
tivists. 6 ^

Their careers, although worthy of praise, would nothave earned them much pubUc attention if not for the fact
that they were charged with voter fraud by the PickensCounty authorities. It turns out that in 1978 Mrs

ZZT r\^"t ^"^''" ^^'•^ ^'^'^^ ^ f'^Jpi"? "iterateand elderiy black voters cast absentee baUots during aDemocratic Party primary. Each of these absentee baUots

was duly notarized and properly handled. Yet one 79-year
old woman, who had signed an absentee ballot, turned up
at the polls and insisted that she had not signed any such
document. When 12 other black voters testified that they
had consented to use such ballots, the elderly woman
merely asserted that she couldn't remember signing.

On the basis of this single piece of flimsy evidence, two
all_white juries sentenced Mrs. Wilder and Mrs. Bozeman
to five and four years of imprisonment respectively.

The convictions were upheld by an Alabama Court of
Appeals, and the two women were locked behind bars for
11 days when Alabama's Governor, Bob James, intervened
and placed them in a work-release program in which they
are not jaded. The Governor's action gives credence to the
vaew^that Mrs. Bozeman and Mrs. WUder were imprisoned

It also suggests that the conditions under which black
community and voting rights activists frequently work are
fraught with risk. Pickens County is. after all. not an
isolated case. There are numerous communities in the
bouth and elsewhere in which severe polarization exists
between blacks and whites and in which racist attitudes
surface. This state of affairs and the patently unfair
sentencmg of Mrs. Wilder and Mrs. Bozeman suggest that
the Voting Rights Act deserves extension and
strengthening.

In the meanwhUe. the Bozeman-Wilder case serves as an
example of a great injustice and a reminder to blacks and
whites alike of the importance of the precious right to vote

Racism divides Americans and diverts attention
By SATYA GABRIEL
Special to Black Affairs

Racism plays an important role in American life It is a
part of our consciousness. It is reflected in the arts
television and movies. It is an element in the policies of
banks, school boards, bus companies, and universities It
influences political parties, courts, and the mUitary
establishment. '

Racism is both a part of our institutions and a part ofour education. It is taught in a thousand different ways
It is taught by parents to chUdren. teachers to students'
friends to friends, and by television network executives
to all of us.

Racist violence restricts the options of individuals It
makes certaui places off limits in the same way that
sexist violence does. It divides people and communities
and thus makes it difficult to build coalitions and broad-

based social movements.

tnr^f'T
^'^^"^^ P^P'^'' attentions from other struc-tures of oppression under which they live, such as the

capitalist corporation, and focuses attention on some

t^wlrd^h 7- ^"
w''

"'^ '^' ^"^^'- «f ^ -hite workertowards his/her working conditions, for example, can be

mithr/h '^ " ^""1^ ^""^ ^'"'^•^«- This while worker

r^sn ni*'"^
P^ ^•''^'''^y "^t ''"'y t«^^'-d blacks butalso toward organizations and causes viewed as sym-pathetic to the aspirations of blacks. The frustrated

aspirations of blacks and other oppressed rac argroTps
leads to further hostility.

•
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The civil rights movement was a broad-based socialmovement to elimmate institutional racism. It succee^^
on many fronts and failed on others. But the ideology ofracism remains a potent force that provides constant

racism that were broken by the civU rights movement.

Instead of fighting for a society where people control
the number of jobs, the quality of their air. land, and
water and whether to build nuclear weapons or not viasome democratic process, many end up fighting to either
defend or destroy civU rights. This scatters people in
several directions away from the central issue -
democracy in the U.S.A.

It creates a great dUemma. Racism cannot be ignored,
ihe struggle agamst racism cannot be abandoned. We
must somehow keep in mind that racism is. in fact, im-
portant for capitalism's existence and thus we cannot
light the one without simultaneously attacking the other.
Ihis puts the struggle in perspective. It shows us how
hard the struggle will be and how difficult the final
victory wiU be. But understanding the link is an im
portant step towards achievement of the goal of
democracy and an end to racism in aU its forms.

At the end of the semester, we leave you with a noteIt has been made by task to extend the staffs fond
farewell to those of our loyal readership. To those of you
only read Luther and the announcements for parties - get
lost. Not really folks, but the stress of my impending finals
IS sUrting to get to me and I'm liable to write anything
Up against the waU you redneck so-and so. eat lead

What? Right, farewell article for Black Affairs, not the
screenplay for "Black Avenger." Something relevant ok
Remember the good old bad old days of UTOPIA? Heady
days they were. alas, how soon we forget. Don't worry
they're still out there, hiding under some rock or sUthering
through some town spouting hate and racism. No. no. no!
Keep it light, upbeat; it's Spring, people want to feel good
Yeah, right, upbeat, light, got it.

Lovely Funk o thon wasn't it? I saw more than a few
people go off. Nothing but a party. Did you check out

Terry Lynn Carter and the feUows? She is a true geniusand couldn't her father blow that sax. Satch must havebeen smilmg. These days of laying out in thrsun andrunning some ball, great huh>
i m me sun and

a./.^Jn'^J*''^ ?'
"'' ^ ^'' ^'"^^'^ ^'^"d and methodicallyattached the silencer and the night scope. They torchedthe cross, and their sheets were bathed in its eviflight Heput the weapon to his shoulder and peered at them throughthe scope. He released the safMy slowly, "meet yourmaker, you spawns of hell.

" he whispered to himseff as'the

No. you fool! Farewell article, read my lips farewell
article Did you catch Dance Bongo? Such ex itemeitanSdramatic tension truly a fine performance by aU Wasn'the director brillant in her weaving of the plot line TuxUposing the ntual of the Bongo with the dea?h at Sie' end

Eno Washmgton is to Dance what sugar is to sweet. Let's
give a big hand to the Third Worid Theater Series anyway.
Did you check out James Steele or Michael Manley or any
ot the various speakers and events during Black History
month.' Even in these bleak and apathetic days, there are
those of us who against aU odds carry on the struggle.
Least we forget for why we struggle, remember: 18.4
percent Black unemployment. Va of the Black population in
this country below the poverty line. Martin. Malcom and
almost Vernon The Black Avenger stood on the hiU, his
work had just begun...That's it. this is a serious paper not
some cheap, super-hero rag. get off the typewriter. Enjoy
your Summer folks!

' by RusseU D. Jordan
Collegian Staff
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Battling over rocks and sheep
So far, the only thing Britain and Argentina have

agreed upon in the continuing crisis over the Falk-
land Islands is this: if the other side doesn't back

down immediately, the whole powderkeg is going to ex-
plode.

*"

While frantic efforts to negotiate continue between
United Nations Secretary General Perez de Cuellar and
British and Argentinian diplomats, both military forces
are massing in preparation- for a full-scale British invasion
The resumed/ighting Sunday, after a four-day break, was
an apparent attempt to keep the Argentinians off guard
and show that any vessel violating the blockade would be
considered hostile and subject to attack.

In the meantime, 20 British Harrier fighter-bombers

Josh Meyer
and at least 14 warships are steaming toward the area.
Britain has declared an air and sea blockade of the entire
2,500 mile-long Argentinian coast, and has stepped up its
efforts to enforce the 200 square-mile blockade around the
islands themselves.

Argentina, on the other hand, has attempted to resupply
their troops by air. German-made Argentinian submarines
are cruising the shallow waters off the islands, out of
reach of the larger, British nuclear subs. Argentinian
troops are reinforcing the capital of Stanley in response to
a predicted British invasion. Military experts, in assessing
the situation, have gone as far as predicting the type of in-
vasion expected; either by marine landing or by helicopter
drops. By whatever means necessary, the British have ex-
pressed a desire to overtake the capital and surrounding
areas.

So where does that leave things? No one knows for sure
what will happen next, but as the British delegate to the
United Nations said recently "(In this situation) it is very
difficult to be optimistic." He said this last week, even
before the attack on the H.M.S. Sheffield and subsequent
acts of war.

In order to prevent further hostilities, and acquire
cease-fire agreements from both sides, the United Nations
has drawn up a proposed immediate settlement. Once this
is achieved, further negotiations could be undertaken. But
first, a full scale bomb-chucking, missile-launching con-
frontation between the two forces must be avoided.

In the U.N. plan, a withdrawal of Argentinian force
from the island would be accompanied by a pullback of the

Bntish fleet. An interim U.N. government would rule the
island while the two sides negotiated over a possible long-
term settlement on the sovereignty question. While the
two sides have "unofficially accepted" the plan as "a
framework for discussion," neither side has shown any in-
dication of backing down.

It is common knowledge that the Falklands, or the
Malvinas, as the Argentinians call it, has very little in the
way of valuable resources. It has a population of roughly
1800 people and several thousand sheep. It only has 18
miles of paved roads; not what you'd call a well-developed
area. Yet Britain has already spent at least $365 million to
dispatch a task force to the South Atlantic, to islands
8,000 miles away that they've only controlled for 140
years.

The British Ministry of Defense has said that no limits
will be placed on military expenditures. Depending on the
intensity and duration of the fighting, and the losses in-
flicted, Britain expects to shell out up to $1.8 billion more.
I wonder how much that comes out to per person (and
sheep) protected? It is unclear how much Argentina has
spent, but the economic structure of the country has been
declining since the initial stages of the conflict.
The British say they have reacted so strongly in order to

preserve their national pride and prestige, and to show the
Argentinians that "aggression" should not be awarded.
They must have forgotten that they took over the
Malvinas by the same type of "aggression."
The Argentinians claim sovereignty over the islands,

and feel wholly justified in their "re-takeover" of the
islands. The United States is stuck in the middle, with
treaties pledging support to both sides. The U.S. has sided
with Britain, but supports the position that "force should
not be used to resolve disputes." So. speaking in dogmatic
rhetoric, are we to support British imperialism over
Argentinian fascism? The answer is not so simple.
An invasion by Britain seems dangerously imminent,

and would have international repercussions. Both sides
seem confident of winning a costly war in order to protect
their country's national sense of pride. Both sides seem to
have justification for their .actions if you think about it

hard enough, but I don't see this as the central issue at
hand.

What really bothers me is that there is a war being
fought, and people dying, over a big rock with a bunch of
sheep on it. Some things just don't make any sense.

Josh Meyer is a Collegian columnist.

Letter- __
Planning demonstrations to protest indictment of draft resisters
To the Editor:

This summer, when aU of the high schools and colleges
are dormant, is when the government is going to begin
prosecutions for non registration for the draft. Potentially,
this effects about one miUion young men nationwide who
have not registered. Already between 100 and 200 men
have been threatened with prosecution. Very few of these
people are in the New England area; the reason is that
New England has traditionaUy been better organized to

fight prosecutions and to mobiUze public opinion against
Selective Service System. For our own protection we have
to be especiaUy well organized during this summer.

In addition to mobiUzing support for non-registrants
facing prosecution, there are several bills in Congress and
elsewhere to protest and to stop aid to non-registrants.

Senate bUI 1630 is the fourth return of the repressive

Criminal Code reform bill S. 1 cosponsored by Strom
Thurmond (R-SC) and our own Senator Kennedy. There
are two somewhat less repressive biUs in the House: H.R.
1647 and H.R. 4711. AU of these bUls further limit our right

to dissent.

Rep. Gerald Solom(Hi (R-NY) has introduced House

Concurrent Resolution 263 which urges (not actuaUy law —
this expressses a "sense of Congress") that federal aid or
benefits of any sort be cut off from anyone who cannot be
confirmed by Selective Service as having registered. A
man of registration age need not even be convicted of
faUing to register to have his benefits stopped. There are
also bUls being introduced locally in some states to prevent
registration age men from getting student aid or even from
attending state schools without having confirmed
registration.

There are planned demonstrations to happen at federal
courthouses whenever the first resistors are indicted. If
you are interested in working on these demonstrations or
working against any of the other things mentioned contact:
in Amherst. Students Against MiUtarism at 584-1296 or
549-6414; in Boston. Boston Alliance Against Registration
and the Draft at (617) 354-0931 or Anti-War Organizing
League at 617 491 4694 or Mass. Open Resistance at 617
232-3111. You can find out how to contact groups anywhere
else in the country from any of these groups.

Jon Braine
Students Against Militarism

Graduation, the

bittersweet end
A warm, blustery breeze blew across the deserted

stadium, haphazardly scattering leftover gradua-
tion programs, discarded cigarette butts, and

memories from another four years gone by. This time of
year always leaves me with both feelings of pride and
sober thoughts of graduation into the "real worid." Who
am I? Excuse my impoliteness - the spirit of UMass at
your service. You've never seen me — I am often felt
though, in many different ways. Remember last year
when your cousin from Harvard called UMass a zoo and
you argued back saying the education you received here
was just as good as his? I was there. Or that time you
ushered your best friend's little sister around campus,
showing that wide-eyed freshman the school, answering
her somewhat naive questions and being reminded of your
first year.

"Yes, there really are two bars, a barber shop and two
restaurants in the Campus Center....No, people don't
jump off the library every day.. .Don't worry, you'll get us-
ed to sharing the bathroom with forty men.." — I was
there too.

I've been through it all, one hundred times over - the
demonstrations, cramming for finals, going wild on your
twentieth birthday - all of these days hold a special place
in the memory of any graduating senior. My favorite day,
you ask? Commencement day, of course.
This year, like all the others, brought with it a feeling of

charged excitement and enthusiasm on Graduation day.
As family upon family filed in an endless line into Alumni
Stadium, the presence of my spirit was felt by all those at-
tending.

It was felt by Dad in his silent tears of pride he attemp-
ted to hide from the rest of the family. He thought back on
his own commencement in 1958 and swelled with joy along
with the thousands of other fathers who watched their
sons and daughters graduate that warm spring afternoon.
Mothers watched their daughters and perhaps, reflected
on their own lost dreams of a college degree and a career
of her own. Back when she was her age, a family and their
happiness was all that was expected of them. Other
mothers, having graduated with degrees, hoped their
children not miss the opportunities, the chances and the
dreams which go along with youth and the absence of
responsibility.

Afterwards, entourage after entourage, made their way
back to houses, apartments and other places to celebrate
the beginning of new hopes, dreams and expectations. All
was sedate and polite until the parents left, claiming the
long ride home and the excitement of the day necessitated
their diplomatic exits. Now the real party began.
Backslapping, handshakes and affectionate hugs were the
order of the day. Endless stories of remembered exploits
filled the air as old friends and lovers exchanged
memories, swapping foggy details and exaggerated en-
dings, reliving in as sense the past four years at UMass.
As the night drew to a close the goodbyes became even
more protracted and difficult, puntuated by laughter,
tears and the unending promise of "keeping in touch."
After the last glass of champagne was drunk somewhat
clumsily, the party was truly over, having begun some
four years ago (was it really that long ago??).
Looking back on the days events all had not gone so

smoothly for everyone graduating. Some left the school
alone, their parents dead, divorced or simply uncaring.
Others thought of those friends who had fallen by the
wayside, victims of the "party" syndrome, unable to cope
with college and the sometime staggering committments
it demanded. Still others had opted for the five year plan,
in hopes of garnering that second degree or major'
postponing the inevitable for hundreds of different
reasons and excuses. For them it was a lonely confusing
day, saying goodbye, looking forward, somewhat ner-
vousely, to their own passage the next year.
What of my own feelings? Sitting in the lonely deserted

stadium, filled with the eerie sounds of four years gone by,
the ups and downs, lost chances and missed opportunities,
a feeling. of pride and happiness envelops me. Those who
have left will carry a small part of me for the rest of their
lives. It may emerge in a sotry to their children, a drunken
reminisence with an old buddy from college, or a proud
claim during a job interview. Whatever the case, it is

youth and the thoughts, dreams, and aspirations of a
young man or woman which most excite me.
"Man's youth is a wonderful thing. It is so full of

ang^iish and magic that he never comes to know it as it is

until it has gone from him forever."
- Thomas Wolfe

John F. Hudson is a Collegian columnist.

Letters Policy
All letters must be gigged and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which
will not be published. Please type double spaced
at 67 characters per line. Due to space limitations
and the volume of mail, we reg^ret we are unable
to acknowledi:e unpublished letters. All letters
are subject to editing for clarity and length.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS
All CancUcUtes
There will be no Commencement rehearsal for
degree candidates. Candidates should assemble by
school/college at Alumni Stadium no later than 9 a m
graduation morning, May 30, 1 982. Signs will be posted
indicating schools, and Commencement Marshals will
issue specific instructions and distribute programs
Upon signal, candidates will follow the Commence-
ment Marshals to the assigned areas and be seated
Candidates will receive diploma covers from the

deans of their school or college.

Who is Eligible to Participate?
Any degree candidate who anticipates completing
degree requirements by the end of the calendar year
1982 is eligible to participate in the 1982 ceremony
Questions concerning academic status should be

i'Unccc ^° ^^"^ ^"°'^' 0^^»"' 213 Whitmore,
545-0555.

Invitations
There is no limit to the number of guests who may
attend the ceremony and tickets are not required Each
undergraduate/graduate student will receive a packet
of SIX formal invitations.

Faculty and Parents
Faculty and staff should assemble at the SOUTHWEST
end of the stadium on the gravel between the Facilities/
Information Center and the stadium wall. Faculty will
be part of the processional and will be seated imme-
diately in front of the candidates from each school or
college.

Since the Commencement Exercises are open to the
public and guest seating is without reservation, parents
and friends may wish to arrive early to ensure good
seating. Viewing areas for those confined to wheel-
chairs will be located on both sides of the stadium on
the eastern and western walkways.

fecial Instructions forGraduate Candidates
Ph.D. and Ed.D. candidates should wear their hood if
they chose to buy one.

Caps and Gowns
Caps, gowns, tassels, and invitations will be distributed
from the Textbook Annex in the Physical Plant Build-
ing bcjginn^ng May 3. There is no charge to degree
candidates (Associate, Bachelor's, Master's, Doctoral)
for the cap, gown, tassel, and invitations. Please bring
your ID. You must know what degree you are receiving
and from which department.

Distribution Hours — May 3—May 28; 10 a.m.-
4 p.m. regular business days at the Textbook Annex
^i^'^ f^°'"'"^""'"^"* Day), 8 a.m. at the stadium
(SOUTHWEST CORNER).

Doctoral Hoods
Hoods may be purchased at the University Store for
526 each; they may also be rented.

Rentals
Academic apparel for this year's University Com-
mencement may be rented through the University
Store All faculty members arc urged to place their
rental order as soon as possible. THE LAST DAY TO
ORdER IS FRIDAY, MAY 1 4. Payment must be made at
the time of order and there will be no refunds if apparel
IS not used. Academic apparel may also be purchased.
For further information about rentals or purchases
please contact Connie Szelcwicki at the University
Store, 545-2619.

Accommodations
Many area motels are already booked for Saturday
before Commencement. A limited number of rooms in
University housing will be available for relatives and
other guests the night of May 29. Please contact the
University Summer Conference Office, 918 Campus
Center, 545-2591, by May 10, 1981Fees:$14singlc/$I9
double per night.

Food Serriccs
Coffee, soft drinks, and donuts will be available under
the east (section I6| and west (section 6) stands at the
north end of the stadium.

Campus Center
Graduation Dinner, Top of the Campus Restaurant,
Campus Center (reservations needed) 1 2 noon—^ p.m.

Graduation Brunch, Room 1009, Campus Center
(reservations suggested) 12 noon—3 p.m.

Coffee Shop, open 7 «.m.—1p.m.

Commencement Ceremony Schedule
9 a.m.—Robing for Commencement

-MASTER'S and DOCTORAL candidates
should assemble at the NORTHWEST end
of the stadium (on the gravel area);

—Graduates from ARTS & SCIENCES
should assemble at the SOUTHWEST end
of the stadium (on the gravel area);

—Graduates from PHYSICAL EDUCA-
TION, HEALTH SCIENCES, ENGINEER-
ING, EDUCATION, and the NONTRA-
DmONALPROGRAMS (Continuing Educa-
tion, BDIC, etc.) should assemble at the
SOUTHEAST end of the stadium (on
the gravel area).

—Graduates from FOOD & NATURAL RE-
SOURCES and BUSINESS ADMINISTRA-
TION should assemble at the NORTH-
EAST end of the stadium (on the gravel
area).

—Appropriate signs will be displayed. Grad-
uates should line up according to their
school or college.

9:30 a.m.—Scdtj/ig of Graduates

10 A.m.—Procession Starts

12 p.m.—Ceremony ends

Yearbook Information

Graduating

seniors will be sent their yearbooks in the fall.

General Information
Diplomas will be mailed to graduates in the fall.

Medical facilities will be located in the van under
Section 8 of the stands.

Public telephones will be located on the west side of
the Facilities/Information Center.
Restrooms are located at either end of the Facilities/
Information Center at the south end of the stadium
Viewing areas for those confined to wheelchairs will be
located on both\ides^f the stadium, on the eastern
and^^ western walkways.

For additional information, contact the Office' of
Community Relations, 303 Whitmore, 545-2560.

Senior Day
The Chancellor's Reception for Seniors (Senior Day)
will be held Friday, May 28, on Metawampee Lawn
behind the Student Union. Information on tickets will
be announced in the Collegian.

Members of the Class of 1 982 who are interested in
working with the Senior Day Committee should con-
tact Delphine Quarles in the Student Activities Office
416 Student Union. 545-3604.

Autobiography

of young addict
CHRISTIANE F. - AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A
GIRL OF THE STREETS AND HEROIN
ADDICT
Translated from the German by Susanne Flatauer
Bantam Books, 239 pages, $2.95

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

Early summer has traditionally been the time that
paperback book publishers release their most sensational
shockers that are aimed at an entertainment-minded

audience. Mindless mystery, suspense, or romance stories
sandwiched between glossy, lurid covers, flood the
market. Christmne F. - Autolnography of a Girl of the
Streets and Heroin Addict, a European blockbuster

Schedule of Events
Senior Day
Stockbridge Commencementx.
ROTC Commissioning Ceremony
1982 Commencement Ceremony

Date
Fn., May 28
Fri., May 28
Sun., May 30
Sun., May 30

Time

1:30 p.m.

8 a.m.

10 a.m.— 12 noon

Place
Metawampee Lawn
FAC Concert Hall

FAC Concert Hall
Alumni Stadium

Commencement Date Change to SUNDAY, May 30, 1982

Invitations are not required for admittance. Seating for guests will be on a first come, first served basis.

recently published in Americanized English, is a stunning

SaTs" ' '^^' °^ easily-forlotten paperback

dr^e1ddtTTbJll"^^"'^^'T^p^y ^^ ^ y^""^ ^^^'•"^^"
orug addict. The book came about when two journalists
Kai Hermann and Horst Rieck. met Christiane while
working on a court case she had witnessed. Their two-hour interview grew into two months of work with Chris-
tiane. The result is this book.
Despite its suggestive cover (which shows a giri posinc

on a dirty sidewalk), the contents of ChHstiane F., though
shocking in themselves, are not presented as lurid or ex-
ploitative. Instead. Christiane ("of above normal in-
telligerice, according to German court records) tells her
story bluntly. Christiane's lack of dramatization serves on-
ly to emphasize the stark tragedy of her life.

In her autobiography Christiane tells of her urban
ower-middle class upbringing, where children learn quick-
ly the hopelessness of life. She speaks of her separated
parents, too busy putting their own lives together to focus
on their daughter. Christiane and her friends tried to race
mto adulthood, and ended up crashed along the way.

Christiane tells of the gradual breakdown of personal
life, school life, and family life precipitated by her heroin
addiction. As her drug needs became the focus of her life,
Christiane, along with most of her drug addict friends]
male and female, became a piece of "baby flesh" - a child
prostitute - to support her habit. She recalls unsuccessful
suicide attempts, and many failed attempts to get off
heroin. Even after she finally broke her addiction (she has
been 'clean' for several years), the legacy of her past has
followed her. Christiane is now unable to find a steady job.

Colle gjaji 9
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and no school will accept her with her criminal record.
Christiane F. - Autobiography of a Girl of the Streets

and Heroin Addict is a moving book. It portrays, better
than a thousand novels, the suffering and horror in the
lives of young drug addicts, and, through ChrisUane's own
so-far successful withdrawal, gives a cautious ray of hope.

A Spectrum of quality
By LISA MOSLEY
Collegian Staff

I've often wondered how Spectrum, the
UMass literary magazine, got it's name.
After reading this Spring's edition, I'm
convinced that it's because the contents
cover the entire spectrum of quality: the
prose, poetry, and artwork range from
outstanding to horrible, with most of the
literary material in this issue falling in the
area of unusually mediocre.
The photography in this issue is indeed

the most enjoyable aspect of the magazine.
David Leviatin's Portraits of Couples from
White PlainsNew York, and Jeffrey Roths-
tein's collection of photos of women in a

New York city nightclub sharply capture
the personalities of their subjects. Other
notable photographs in the issue include
three shots of a carnival by Doug Dubois
which, despite the location, exude a distinct
sense of sadness.

The only photography I found unen-
joyable was a photo essay on Springfield's
Guardian Angels. I failed to comprehend
the purpose of this three page spread.

The poetry is mediocre on the whole,
with two notable exceptions. "To Wield,"
by Melodic Wertelet, and "Weekends
Were Made For Heroin," by Laynei Tzena
Deutsch, with their marvelous, flowing im-
ages, are by far the best poetic efforts in

the issue.

Of the issue's three short stories, Laurie
Zucker's "A Tour Guide of Dunville" is

easily the stylistic superiative. Zucker
possesses the talent to touchingly portray
her characters. This authoress' fine work
sparkles among the rest of Spectrum's
literary contributions.

An inconsistency in material is obviously
expected in a magazine composed solely of
student contributions, but I believe that it

would be in Spectrum's best interest for its

editors to find ways of recruiting more
than just a few outstanding writers. I'm
sure that there are many at this university;
but it is up to Spectrum's editorial staff to
search them out.

A R^st^uront with FLAIR

Pr«s«nting:

RACLEHEWW

V/ •iiiiiiP ^f^ closslcQl ch#«s« dish s*rv«d
^Rddd^ in th« troditionoi swiss manner

ALL YOU CAN EAT -

$5.45

"«^

on the
Boltwood Walk
103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-5927

A.) A comedy show
B.) A musical show
QJ A Juggling show
©) All of the above
E.) A Front for the Board

«.#.-. ... of Regents
Don't miss Boston's #1 Comedy Revue

-rJn-lT

SLAP HAPPY
Metawampe Lawn, UMass free

May 19th noonjtil 2:0 pm

TI-IE ARK
WELCOMES YOU BACK

TO BOSTON
Tuesdays, June 1

and Junes
...there will be
free Qdmission
with umoss. \d/

Tuesdays are^College Nite
domestic beer .75
bar liquor 1.00

/•

^
n>»

Sponsored by Governors Program Council
andjrrpartbyths UMsss^AiXsSqul

8" - 2 :00

835 BEACON STREFT _ BOSTON. MASS. 0221 S - 247.»S4«
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• Theta Chi
Continued from page 1

new group, as Theta Chi. If they are not
recognized as an official fraternity, it will be
illegal for them to function as one,"
Chambers said.

The University has expressed interest in

buying the house for office space, but Lewis
said yesterday that if UMass decided not to

recognize a Theta Chi fraternity next year,
he would "probably rent it to someone else
before selling it to the University for of-

fices."

"That house was built so that young men
could have an alternative to dorm life."

Lewis said, "and I intend to see that it stays
that way."

I
I CLIP and SAVE

GRADUATION SPECIAL
FROM THE UNIVERSITY STORE

AND MINI STORE

SI.00 TOWARDS /^\M
^

THE PURCHASE OF <$. 1
ANY UMASS IMPRINTED V^

CLOTHING

GRADUAXIOiV
BUFFET
CELEBRAXIOiir

•^^¥ if^:

%9xm:

$1.00 OFF ANY
UMASS IMPRINTED

CLOTHING

ONE COUPON PEft ITEM VALID THROUGH 6-5-82

GRADUATION SPECIAL
FROM THE UNIVERSITY STORE

AND MINI STORE

May 30, 1982 Noon - 3 p.m.

Rm 1009 Murray D. Lincoln
Campus Center

Bring your family and friends and
enjoy our delicious buffet, featur-
ing:

• Steamship Round of Beef
• Chicken Creole
• Eggs Benedict ^

a\* Deep Fried Cod Tails

'aX^ONLY 87.00

Call for your reservation now
545-041 H

$1.00 TOWARDS
THE PURCHASE OF

[any UMASS IMPRINTED^
CLOTHING

$1.00 OFF ANY
UMASS IMPRINTED

CLOTHING

i<^/ .11

€»ive:
l^j^(^ij£^-^jj^^« «———^'ii&ffssaf" ^^-^^

GRADUATION SPECIAL
FROM THE UNIVERSITY STORE

AND MINI STORE

$1.00 TOWARDS
THE PURCHASE OF

ANY UMASS IMPRINTED^
CLOTHING

$1.00 OFF ANY
UMASS IMPRINTED

CLOTHING

II

ONE COUPON PER ITHVT VALID THROUGH 6-5-82>|

I

Î
Also valid In the Mini Store Located In the Campus Center
Open
M-F9-5
Sat 11-4 ^UNIVERSITY

I

STORE ^

TWO FORONE
All Mlx«d Drinks* 9 til 11

NO COVER CHARGE

#^

I
I

8

Summer Housing ot PIKE
Wo still hovo rooms ovalloblo
Your choico of singlo or doublo

ONE LOW RATE
for th# entire summerll

(us* of kitchen, TV room, Joundry focil.)

Coll for moro Info 545-2150

545-0047
(PIk* frot^rnlty, 100 yds from compus)

Home of the

Freshtastilcs

Salad Bar

^ith over 50 items

TUESDAY IS

FAMILY DAY
Rib Eye Steak

or

Chopped Sirloin Steak
with Beverage and Dessert

, , Just $3.99
Served with a choice of potato, texas
toast and all the salad, soup, rolls and
dessert you can eat from our famous
salad bar.

Route 9 - Hadley

Tuesday, May 18, 1982
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ACROSS
1 Short spaces of

time

6 Actress Peggy
10 Taverns
14 Avenue, in Avion
15 Shortly

16 Sooner State

migrant
17 Type of toast

18 Equestrian sport

19 Resort in SE
France

20 Much-*:^

—

About Nothing"
21 Job for father

24 Complains
26 Digit

27 Tines

29 Peanut candy
33 Large molding
34 Coronet
35 Not unusual:

Abbr.

37 Current abbr.

38 Chile con
39 Dagger of old
40 Expression of

query
41 and tackle
42 Peter, in Palma
43 City on Lake

Winnebago
45 Compounds of

metals
46 Fitting

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Tnide Jaffe

47 Type of island

48 Undermanned
53 Triumphant ex-

pression
56 El

57 Early in the 11th
cen.

58 Drained by a ditch

60 Semiprecious
stone

61 Florences river

62 Plant swelling

63 Desolate
64 English river to

the North Sea
65 Easily irritated

DOWN
1 Muttonfish
2 Argued one's
case

3 Crystalline forms
of the same
substance

4 Beak of a bird

5 Sailors' gear
6 Horn and Fear
7 Celebes buffalo

8 Merchandized
9 Driver's best

friend in winter
10 Head covering
11 Similar

12 Symbol in

wedding festivity

13 Prophet
22 MDs aides
23 Greek letter

25 Responsibility

27 Egyptian chief

god
28 Name with

romantic implica-

tions

29 bark

3C Ensign, for one
31 Town in N.

Wisconsin
32 Without excep-

tion

34 New Mexico
resort

36 Prefixes meaning
earth

38 Floor covering

39 Exchange for

money
41 Insolvent: Abbr.
42 Dull person
44 Macmillanof

Britain

45 Consumed
47 Farewell
48 Put away
49 Pueblo tribe

50 Unwritten

51 Leeds's river

52 Baseball number
54 Fiber plant

55 "Call it
"

59 Mount , Crete

THE UMASS ZONE
COUEGIM hmt^CrlNO-
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

D.C. MENU

WEATHER
Sunny today. High in the

mid 70s inland, the 60s
along the coast. Fair
Tuesday night. Low in the
40s and low 50s. Partly
sunny and warmer
tomorrow. High near 80
inland, the 70s along the
coast and the 60s on Cape
Cod and the islands.

Tonight, Tuesday May ^6

Mortion
Highway

Si. cover 75c Pints

Tomorrow, Wodnosdoy May 19

Lost Day of Classes

Pofty
featuring

Th« Dork

Som»on» G th» Som»bodl»s
Thurs - Attic G Cruiser

Friday - Shenandoah

Our engineering officers are planning and
designing tomorrow's weapon systems today.
Many are seeing their ideas and concepts
materialize. They have the finest, state-of-

the-art equipment to test their theories. The
working environment is conducive to research.

And Air Force experience is second to none.
You can be part of this dynamic team if you
have an engineering degree. Your first step
will be Officer Training School. Help us shape
our future as we help you start yours. Be an
engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact
your Air horce recruiter at 413-557-3898.
Captain Kevin Reinert. Call Collect

/i\JO s

Hamburg on Roll

Liver and Onions

DINNER

Jack Hammer Sandwich
!
Fried Shrimp Dinner/Tartar

Sauce, Cocktail Sauce
Braised Beef and Onions

BASICS LUNCH

Golden Burgers
Colache

BASICS DINNER

Moussaka with Chick Peas
Fried Shrimp Dinner/
Tartar Sauce, Cocktail

Sauce

A (real way o4Wc

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

Tuesday
CRAZY VIDEO FOR
CRAZINESS TODAY

SUMMER

10:30 - 11:30 Nam June Paik - video

artist extra ordinaire

11:30- 1:30 Une Pas Par Dela

-

Video art from Mark
Kregeloh

1:30- 2:00 Works From The Studio

Of Wolverine Prtxiuctions

And The Last Great
Americans
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^^^^!^r.^^^

^^ Salem Crojs Inn

Old€Brvo^fedd,J^aJfaduifetts \

Route 9. Wait Road. West Biookficld

Tel. 867-2345

Food & Drink

Commencement week entertaining
is at its best at the sign of the

Salem Cross.

We'll be happy to book
party reservations for you.

25 min east of Amherst on Rte 9

Qet m the

Qmnness gpok/

MILLER,MILLER LITE
LCAETS

^ LjDiJLLE TCCULLE
2 /L€T VOLLA .JUCE

ie8«

I

9

WfM IT DOESN'T COST IDU ANY
MOQE TO CO~mmCLM^

t^^RacHuteK5

*? Alt the fixtitQs

Southwest pU^itiQ ^letbs
"

. UMass. Meal Card or

tickets : f^r - m ^Av^mcs
i^^^

OnSAletiow; alt mtwchys Awb

^ftcMiicltn ttWAt ticket Office.
*In case of ra1n, meal will be
served in all D.C.s.

Tuesday, May 18, 1982.

sCojiegiaa 13

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
THURSDAY THRU SATURDAY

MAY 20 THRU 22

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
MAY 24 THRU 28

9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
REQUIRED
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Come to Colleguin Office CC 113 • 845 3 45 Monday Fr.day • Deadhne .s 3 45 two days pr.or to publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

^Tuesday, May 18, 1982

A BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDIO
Sonically Superior Audio. The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720

APARTMENT SITTING

Willing to apartment sit for summer
tekecare of plants, ward off breal< ins, call
6-9034 or 6-51 11

ATTENTION
FRUSTRATED GUITARIST

Robin Trower. Police style guitarist
wanted for competent trio format call if

you can be expressive, fill in spaces and not
be overstated the equipment has to be up
to p^ to pull this stuff off, pedals and
amplification is crucial call Mike Riff
256^454 or Peter 586-5116

AUDIO
Complete Stereo System including 16
watt per side receiver, 2 way speakers, and
turntable with new magnetic cartridge. Ex-
cellent condition. Must sell. Graduating
Need funds. $95 very firm. 549-6780

AUTO FOR SALE

80 Datsun 510 Hatchback 5 speed 35 mpg
only 19,000 mi. + xtras call John in
Holyoke 1-532-5304

1973 Datsun 610 station wagon 4-speed
radials, snow tires, $850 call 549-6284

72 Ply Scamp 6 cyl 25 mpg 2 dr gold bik
top, int, new sticker $650.00 BO 256-6195
evenings

70 Maverick body and engine in good con-
dition many new parts 560 54S-5329
1978 Audi 100LS excellent cond, silver
blue, front wheel drive, AC, AM/FM and a
sunroof I only $2500 call 253-7862

72 Lincoln Continental 4 door AM/FM
stereo, smooth, classy car great condition
recent tune-up a steal at $900, also 73 Pon-
tiac Grand Ville well-maintained mechanic's
special $400 call 549-1456

1971 Toyota Corolla runs superb 30-1-
mpg. regular $1295.00 Bob 253-7967

1941 Studebaker 400 Pontiac blue printed
and balanced 54&-6031 needs woric

Custom "new" 68 VaKant fact, rebuilt
eng. no rust new paint 3 spd with overdrive
4th reinforced suspension bucket seats
great FM Jenson speakers new 4 yr batt
tuned & inspected BO over $1200 253-2725

BASS PLAYERS

Martin Roundwounds - 50% discount.
»30 strings for $15 Guitar Magic 546-6684

BELLYGRAMSTi

Delivered by professional Bellydancer

^oi-«"^°** unusual gift. CaH Theresa
253-5491

CAPE COD
Need an easy going female to share
three bedroom house in W. Yannouth
prime kxationMaria 253-3329

CAPE COD RENTAL
People wanted for West Yannouth sum-
mer rental. Carey 549-5968

CLASS II DRIVER

UMasa Recycling Project needs a part
tinrw flex-schedule driver. Start ASAP.
Responsible for regular deliveries & vehicle
maintenance. Contact Paul Layton
546-0618 or Rm 306 SUB

COMPLUSIVE EATERS
Women's Group exploring eating
issues. 10 sessions Wednesdays 7-9:30 PM
beginning June 2nd Psychological Services
Center 546-0041

DOG FOR ADOPTION

6 yr old dog - part Lab part Husky good
disposition good watchdog. Loves to njn
-understands key words i.e. hungry
biscuit, run, etc. Rocky really needs a good
home. Call Heidi at 256-0158 leave
message. Keep trying

DREAM HOUSE
2 rooms to sublet for summer, fall op-
tion, off 116 Sunderiand. Roomy quiet
woodstoves garage 666-7912

DR. KRUDE
Happy 20th Wild Bill keeo it under a 100~~~~

FALMOUTH
Another roommate needed in cottage
500. for entire summer call Ann 6-1432

FOR RENT

Summer aublet, fall option 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 V4

baths, carpeting, pool, tennis courts
253-5759

Why take a chance on a waiting Hat?
Large bedroom, Southwood apartment
253-9289

2 bedroom avail in Sunderland starting
Sept rent, heat cheap, hot water included.
Interested call 6-8978

Puffton: 1 Yt bedroom summer sublet
w/definite fall option 549-4856

Room in Puffton for 1 female, summer
only $98 a month call Jane 546-4973

SPACIOUS, 2 FLOOR, 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT, ROLLING GREEN. SUM-
MER. AIR-CONDITIONING, POOL
BUSROUTE, UTILITIES, FURNISHED.
RENT NEGOTIABLE 253-9431

Summer sublet fall option convenient
older students 253-7767

FOR SALE

Zenith Color TV a year old. hardly used
13" set call evenings 546-1022

Luxurious living room set includes crush-
ed velour Castro convertable couch, mat-
ching loveseat & swivel chair, also kitchen
set and other items 256-6205

3 bureaus for sale $15 $25 great condi-
tion call Dave 549-6802

Convertible sofa bed for sale good con-
dition best offer call 256-8498

Karhu X-country skis, boots, bindings,
poles. Brand new, moving south. ^6

3Bmm Camera Ricoh 500GX special edi-
tion with Hannimex CX333 flash only $75
call 546-8303

Bike for Sale - men's black Schwinn five
speed $50 call 6^4788

Furn for sale: bed, desk, dresser all for
$100.00 call 256-8459

3 eft refrig keeps ice cream cold, $50 call
546-8205 keep trying

Double Bed: mattress, box spring and
frame, great condition - also some furniture
- call after 10 - 584-8987

Computer Terminal - used Decwriter f
and Computrend Coupler $795. 256^14
Twin box spring and mattress for sale
best offer call Carol 549-4576
Refrigerator for sale - approximately 10
cubic feet excellent working condition
Dean 546-4605

Solid wood bureau $80. double beds $50
call 549-6631

Refrigerator $40 or 80 546-9772

Brand new Japanese-made Schwinn
Soma 12 spd 23" frame 6-6661

Furniture for sale: twin bed, kitchen table
and chairs, etc must sell Joanne 549-1729

FOUND
Golden Retriever/Labrador weekend of
8/9 South Amherst call 256-6336

FREE RENT
Uve at Northwood Apta one nrwith free
over tt>e summer with fall option call now^d to hear from any and all call evenings
085-7181

FRIENDS OF DR. WHEELER
Tueaday May 18 from 5:30-7:30 PM there
will be a retirenr>ent party for Dr Madeiene
Wheeler in Skinner Lounge. All students
and affiliates are weteome, finger food
donations are appreciated

FURNITURE

Cheap couch $6.00 matresses, table
chairs w/cushions call at night 256-0158'
ar>d leave message

FURNITURE FOR SALE
VVe've got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go. Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

Bed and dresser for sale. Prices
negotiable. Call 253-5643

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for
$3.75 set. Free delivery. Guitar Maoic
546-6684 **

HELP WANTED
Earn up to $G00 or more each year.
Beginning September for 1-3 years. Set
your own hours. Monthly payment for plac-
ing posters on campus. Bonus based on
results. Prizes awarded as well
800526-0883

Homemekers/Health Aides needed for
summe and permanent positions. Training
program startino soon. For more informa-

tion call 586-3886 Homemakers Service of
hampshire County a United Way Agency
Summer Jobs promoting Ecology and
Consumer Issues, Bottle Bill and Safe
Energy. MASSPIRG, the states largest
Public Interest Organization is hiring sum-
mer staff for public education and fundrais-
mg. Will train. $135-200/wk and
$160-225/wk. Positions available in
Amherst, Boston, Cape Cod, New Bedford
and Worcester. Call David at 256-6434
•^•t* WIO weekly this summer with
nationally-known flmi. Interviews in Cam-
pus Center 502 on Tuesday 5-48 at 100
PM, 3:00, 5:00, 7:00 PM Travel

Drivers wanted for Mobile Vending
Vehicles on Cape Cod summer Pete 6-8185

HOUSES FOR RENT
Call in August 4 bedrooms plus in Nor-
thampton. For Sept. Spacious. $500 plus
utilities. Skibiski Realtors 584-3428

Summer montha - June-August. 4
bedroom in Northampton. $375 plus
utilities. Skibiski Realtors 584-3428

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28
hours including classroom theory & shop
Limited enrollment 253-7967

KATE WHITE
Have a wonderful birthdayl Love, Lee

LAKEFRONT APARTMENT
SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION

Single person or couple for 1 bedroom.
Large screened in porch, large backyard
access to private beach (1 min. walk) $180
+ (heat only) Bus route, no dogs, (but
possibly one cat) Quiet area (Belchertown)
References, security deposit. Available
June 1st. Please leave name and phone
number. Lisa 256-0538

LIVE AT ROLLING GREEN
Summer sublet with definite fall option
125$ summer 145 fall quiet non-smoker
own bedroom pool AC call 253-9880

LOOKING FOR PEOPLE

Involved In UMaas employee incident
on May 2. Anyone witr>essing or having any
information I would appreciate you contac-
ting me please mall information to PO Box
215 Medley MA

LOST

Thin email calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Please I Call
546-7338

Loat green day pack at Southwest Con-
cert reward 549-6872 Wendy
Mens gold necklace lost around soccer
field #1 sentiniental value please call
5<6-7886

Loat license. If found pleaae call Carol
546-8384

MARTHA'S VINEYARD
I need a room for 1 July 13 . 31 546-5411

MOTORCYCLES
1978 Suzuki GS7SD tow mi excellent cond
$1996 or BO 253-2874

1973 Honda 4G0 excellent condition must
aell fast 256-8970 nights 545-0197 days
1978 Honda 780. only 17,000 highway
miles. Well nrwintained, excellent condition.

^^^'IX^SJJT**-
Gf'»<^"ating, need cash imm-

ed. $1290. or best offer. Priced to selll Call
now 548-6802

MOVING
Student with truck will move you
anywhere call 965-3204

Large 12 foot truck available for renting
on May 30. Low rate call 549-6802

MOVING SERVICES

R»at, dependable service. Local or within
50 miles. Reasonable rates. Call 549-3568

MUSICIANS
~

Seeking beas, keyboard, leod guitarist
Live Worcester area R & Roll Steve 6-6993

PERSONALS

UMass SFFC is looking for new members
for next year. Must be sports minded, and
appreciate tattoos. A knowledge of football
helpful but not necessary. Contact President
Laura Zigman for further details.

For you class of '82: Senior Dayl Friday.
May 28th, 12-5 p.m. Metawampee Lawn
Advanced tickets on sale CC. Concoursel

K.O. surprisel You wanted one - love youl
BOFF always L.B.

Stoneham: Awesome foursome in Cen-
tral. Thanks for a freshman blast togetherl
Jane, Lisa, Margo. Love, Mish

TJ Sullivan: 7 months and early Happy
19th. It was a beautiful year with more to
come. Love you, Mish

To '78 3rd floor Wheelerites and frienda.
Good Luck y'all. I've enjoyed knowing youl
LOve, Shelly

Jemeay, Murph, Don Juan, and last and
sometimes least - but not often.
Ron.Thanks for the use of your abode. It

was so pleasant sharing your sleeping
quarters. We'll have to do it agian
sometime - Your lovely sister l

Wee. Always and forever remember Mikes,
Daves, tiny curds, midnight trivia, wimps,'
hordes, the Pike zone, 3:00 phone calls
Ralph! Why do we keep going back for
nrwre? Cause we love iti Thanks for
everything, Pizzasucker. Love, Chip

Joanne D. Happy Birthdayl Thanks for a
great semester we saved the best for last
Love G.B.

Mary F. Don't you think we have had
enough time to think. Let's get together
soon and talk - Love Mark

Steve Semple: Thanks, buddy, for one of
the best years everl You made it ail happen;
I couldn't have done it without you. Good
luck in your travels and finding a job. Let's
get drunk one more timel-Ed

Collegian News Staff: You folks are
great. We've had one helluva year, the best
aver. You all made it possible. Good luck
graduatesll See the rest of you in the fall!!

Thanks-Ed

Have you bought yout Senior Dat ticket
yet??? Well get going to the CC Concourse
& buy an advanced ticket! Seniors $2.50
guests $3.75

Anne Rearick Hares your personal you're
a great sis Congrats on graduating

Chicho: (A Mi PASADO, Mi PRESENTE y
Mi FUTURO) Gracias por el mas
marauilloso de mi vide. Siempre tuya.
Zulrrui

Jules. Mike, Pam, Marty. Andy, Ltoyd,
Bonnie, Dan, John, Paul, Tom, Judo - and
most of all Bizzy, Betsy and Sue - Oh how
time flies. Remember the Drake, the TO
the Wall, Dick's on Thurs., the 70 Chevy,
44 degrees inskie, the CC hotel, sense and
goW, kegs. The Who, Dead, Devo, Stevie
W., Pippin. It was a year, as they say, like
you read about. Thanks for the memories.
Love Jackson

Steven P. in 280B: I LOVE THOSE EYES.
(I had to say this somehow. Wish 1 weren't
so shy.( Will you be around North Amfwrst
this summer?

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SFRvi?^
Dissertations, papers, resumes. IBM
aelectric. Scientific. Bilingual-
anglish/Spanish 256-8867

RIDE WANTED
Wash DC area May 23rd or 24th share
driving and $ 546-6825

WIDER WANTED
One rider wanted to Denver Colorado
leaving May 22 call 256-8784

Driving to DC. May 23rd. Need someone
to share dnvmg and expenses. 546-9971

ROOM WANTED
NEW YORK CITY AREA

?'"?'LS'2l,'°°'*'"» *o •*^"^« "Pt forAug 1 256-6877

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 665-7519 keep trying

2 non-amoking female roommatea
wanted for Brit Man apt call 546-4717
Puffton two rooms in three bedroomavail^ June 1st fall option call evenings

Femele for Puffton sumemr sublet 2 bdrm
bus rt pool tennis rent negotiable 6-1471
t>-SI901

Femele seeks roommete to share living
accornadations for summer in Boston callMargie 546-9783

3 roommates wented - fall & spring 171

A

Brittany Manor ask for Steve (a%6-fl«m
2 famales wanted to share apartment for
fall Brittany Manor 546-515

NoTthwood Apts Sund. under

ee^Mte"
'""^ summer/fall option call

FemaMs) wanted for one bedroom in two

I

u>-

Tuesday, May 18, 1982

Seniors staying? Room 1^ 2 bdrm
townehouse apts Seot^^»rMQjj?f°'^
Female wented to share a one"b^d^^i;;;;,
apt in Puffton Villaoe

$J4
0fn^gjg^

??" 'l?^"?
summer in 3 bedroom PufftonApt call between 6-7:00 549-6534

Peaceful farmhouse aptl^^^STAi^^h^t
own bedroom 100/month 549-2877 Joe
Amherst 2 or 3 roommstes for two sunnyrooms in window-walled contemporary
condo in woods on bus route June-Aua fall
option 256-6381 5:30-10 PM ^
VVest Yarmouth two males reasonable Yi
mile from beach call 6-6001

Two roommates wanted to share large
modern house in Hyannis. Close to center

S?7-77''J?(5k
"" '' 6^^-^-7408 or

CQilegi^n 15

ROOMMATE WANTED
AREA

MARLBORO

r!l"lS?JlL^**
'oo'«'"9 to share apt for June

1st boo-3065

SERVICES
IBM Selectric anxious to meet your typing

SPACIOUS LIVING
AVAILABLE - FALL

Large Sunderiand House 3 baths, fur-

TcSTrT^'i^^'^^f ^P^^®' sunporch, livingroom 150/mo/person 3 singles, double
w/pnvate bath available 665-4803

STUDENT HOUSING

Sf^o*i rS
'^'•.""' ^^holeaome. Interna-

tional Christian living environment? We are
receiving applications for a 30-room co-ed
facility on East Pleasant. Doubles. Stop in
the office, Amherst Baptist Church 434 N
Pleasant, Tues-Fri 9 am - 1

SUMMER SUBLET

^^OP^'O" 2 bdrm Southwood apts

Summer aublets - rooms available in
beautiful house near school and Amherst
Center call 549-6453

Summer sublet w/fell option 2 bedroom
Lantern Ct Sund 215 per mo 665-3502
Townehouse epartments N Amherst 2
bedrooms $90/mo June 1 with fall option

Pey June, July get Aug Free 2 bdrm

^7256^^25^^*
furnished pool, tennis inc

Boston - South End unique floor through
2 bedroorn in Union Pk area, DW, moderr^
kitchen 12 ft ceilings, sunny. Prof male

gm^̂ rve'ni^«;;
''^ '"""""

2 br rolling Green apt full furn, AC, pool
utilities inc. On bus route, call 256-8006
Dave or Bill

£I'^^«?o".**^^'"' ^° bedroom fumish-
ed 549-5518 keep trying

Summer sublet 2 bedroom townehouse
apt fall option for 2 people 549-4788
Summer w/fell option 4 bedrooms, 1 V4
baths, upstairs, sliding glass doors, extras!!
$147 mo 256-6287

°"*
J?[!£"*^

''^®'» '^®"* Large one bedroom
apt, Chffside Apts includes utilities, pool &
tennis courts call 665-2955 after 9 pm
available June 1 fall option

^
n'i^'V

Brandywine ept AC pool cable
call 546-5198

CHEAP CHEAP TOWNHOUSE 3
b^rw>ms, AC, bus, rent neg call Shari
6-9668 Jaimie 6-5087 keep tryingi!!!!!!!!!

One bedroom in ept on Main St Amherst
[®"t "ego call late night or early morning
253-9295

One bedroom available in 3 bedroom
house on Triangle St 549-0598

Summer Sublet: fall option. House near
swiming hole, bus. University, 120$ or less
N Amherst, 549-0663 eves

Rolling Green roommates needed $100 in-
cludes utilities call after 6 253-3071

2 bedroom ept RollingGreen pool some
turn price neg good deal! Call Rich

546-98^4 keep trying

Townhouae semi-furnished very clean 250
per month 546-8638 or 546«43
Desperate! Luxury 2 br Brandywine AC
pool cable furnished cheap! 549-6850

Deaparetel Own room Southwood Apts
$100/mo or BO Steve C 253-5482

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
Brittany Manor 256-0581

2 bdr apt Brittany Manor 300 per month
free rent for August 253-7705

One bdrm in two bdrm apt on bus route
pool call 253-3873

Brittany Manor 2 bedroom furnished apt
rent negotiable call 253-5095

Amherst Center furnished, two bedroom
will rent single room 125 each 240 for both
summer only 253-7584

One month free rent large one bedroom
apt Cliffside includes utilities, pol, tennis
courts - call 665-7956 after 7 pm available
June 1 - fall option

3 bedroom Puffton apartment price
negotiable furnished bus route oool
549-6912

Ye«l Only $100.00 each month util inci Roll-
ing Green mstr bdmi pool AC on bus route
we're desperate! call 256-8261

3 bdrm Townhouse price negotiable caii-
Tim 256-8906 or Stu or Vito 546-5342
Summer sublet furnished efficiency one
person $150.00/mo non-smoker Ann
549-4036

Summer sublet Townehouse 2
bedroom apt furnished reasonable rent
call 546-8638 Paula

Room in 5 bedroom house South
Amherst, porch, yard one month free rent
132/month Wendy 256-6336

Abaolutely Free - Two bedroom Nor-
thwood apartment on the busline in
Sunderland. Pay only two month's rent
(negotiable) and get one month free! Best
offer takes it. Call 665-7935 Fall optton

1 bedr Amh Center $130 fall optton near
bus rte 253-7710

Sunny two bedroom apt near Amherst
Center/fall option 253-2027

2 bedroom Coloniei Village rent neg call
after 5 pm Emily 549-6385

''®.'"^!l
°^" ''"O'" Brandywine summer

only 100/mo 253-7806

SUMMER SUBLET - FALL OPTION~
4 bdrm $147 per mo all util 253-7278
Brandywine 2 females to share room in 2
bedroom apt furn $140 ea & elec 549-0425
3 rm apt located between Amherst Center
and cmpus, space for parking garden etc
300.00 a month or negotiable, includes
utilities 253-791 1 or 545-2255 ex 29 Laurie or
Alison

We heve a 2 bdrm apt in Brandywine
that we would like to swap for a 1 bdrm in
Brandywine or Puffton (preferably)
549-1030

One room in private house across from
Puffton w/fall option $90 mo 549-5917
Beautiful Amherst Apt partially furnished
4 bdrms $147 a month per eperson best of-
fer for summer gets it 253-7278

Greet Location! Near Puffers Pond one
bedroom of two bedroom apartment possi-
ble 2 bdrm for summer partially furnished
reasonable 253-2482 eves

SUSAN J. MILANESE

The Collegian office has your student ID.
Please bring additional ID to claim it. After
May 19th your ID will be sent to Whitmore .

TO SUBLET

Southwood Apt Summer sublet only 2
bdrm furnished with AC, pool, on bus route
rent negotiable call after 5 PM 253-7123

Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom, pool
AC, cable, available June 1 $235 VERY
NEGOTIABLE call 546-5029 or 546-5024
Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond
summer sublet cheap on bus route niohts
Doug 549-1256

^

Partially funished apt w/fall option in
Sunderiand on bus rte call after 8 665-4946
Summer sublet 2 or 3 bdrms in Puffton
apt rent negotiable call Dm 549-0127 or
Holly 546-8854

4 bedrm apt Swiss Villafle 147$ each

utilities included on bus route partly fur-

SSTl^r^L^"''"'''®
*^""® ^" ^*fi fa" optton!!!

256-6103

One bedroom eveilabla immediately in
South Amherst apartment summer and/or
faljoption cal l 546-7028 Gail

Summer sublet townhouse apt furnished
3 bedroom rent negotiable 546-9616 or
546-9618

Brandywine apta Summer sublet with
possible fall option. One male roommate to
live in co-ed apt. $1.10/month plus elec-
tricity. call 5464141

Southwood 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apartment includes spotlight 253-9235.

Townhouse 3 bedroom apt fully fumished
rent negotiable call 549-5968

Summer sublet 2 bdrm Southwood apt
rent negotiable call 253-9083

Brandywine 2 bedrooms furnished AC
pool rent negotiable 549-0425

Excellent Cond. 4 Bedrm apt w/extras.
Rent for summer sublet negotiable w/fall
option-call 256-8459

To Sublet furnished 3 room apt in Belcher-
town $135/month 323-5018

3 bedroom in Puffton fumished AC rent
negotiable call 549-4041 anytime
All the comforts of home - one unfur-
nished bedroom available in a luxurious two
bedroom apartment in Sunderiand's ex-
clusive Northwood complex. All this for the
low price of $250 for the summer. In-
terested? Call Rae at 665-2226 afternoons
or evenings

Puffton Village 1 bedroom furnished, rent
negotiable call 549-4813

Furniahed bedroom in 3 bedroom house
South Amherst on two bus routes fall op-
tion $140 negotiable 256-0609

^"i^yi"?B" 2 bedroom 2 bath pool AC
OO5-3065 fall option

Townehouae Apt fully fumished on bus
route 80 per month plus utilities 549-6554
One bedroom apt near Amherst Center
summr sublet for only $150 mo or best offe
253-7243

Rent negotiable summer/fall option large
one bedroom Colonial Village 253-9246
Double room for two available in house
near Amherst Center Fall option completely
furnished 253-9403

Roommete wanted Puffton male sum-
mer with fall call 546-9568 or 256-6360
Last Chance one big room in beautiful
house available for summer 5 min walk to
town or campus rent negotiable 549-4902
Summer only spacious 2 bdrm furnished
apart in house % mile from Amherst Center
directly on bus route Doug 253-3124
Summer sublet w/fall option 1 bdrm apt
uyil included Main St Amherst Center
256-6469

Room to sublet in house N Amherst, big
yard, near Puffers, fall option $137 +
negotiable Maribeth 549-3833
Cheep sublet Townhouse ept 2 bedroom
2 to 4 people utilities included on bus route
close to campus 549-6354

Gorgeous Rolling Green apt everything
included - AC. pool, balcony, furnished,
rent negotiable Lee R 545-0527

2 bdrm apt in Sunderland on bus route
rent negotiable call for info 666-2156

2 bedrooma in 4 bdrm apt $125 ea or best
offer, incI all utilities availa6/1 w/possible
fall option, call Diane or Pam at 256-610
after 8 pm

Summer 3 rooms in modern house on bus
route 5 min walk to Amherst Center
130/month + 256-0039

FALL OPTION floom for summer sublet
with fall option. Cool spacious room. Pool
and tennis court rights. Across from bus
stop. Call Doug or Mike at 256-6670 nites

3 bdrm bs rte big yard, low rent on Main.
Amh 256-6611

4 bedroom apartment $125 or best offer
per person all utilities included. Fall option
included call 253-7430 keep trying if no
answer, call 545-3500 and leave a message
for M.W. with your nama and number. We
will sublet entire apartment or separate
rooms

2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom apartment $147
each, includes all utilities Available June
first with possible fall option call Diane or

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian night graphics
department is now accepting applications for the following
positions for the fall of 1982:

Typesetters — Proofreaders
Camera/Paste-up Technicians

Applications and information are available at the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center. Application deadline is today. Applicants must be full-time UMass
undergraduate students.

The Collegian w an eijuai (rpportunity innplm/er

Puffton two rooms in three bedroom sum-
mer only rent negotiable call Ann 549-6899
Bob 546-6105

Townehouse 2 bdrm summer sublet fall

option 1 Vi bath AC bus rts 549-1428

Presidential summer sublet 4 min to
Grad Twr $275 call 549-1700

V4 summer rent free - summer sublet fall
option Southwood 256-047

One bedroom Colonial Villaae
140-1- /month 256-6085

5 bedroom N Amherst fall option garage
garden bus line negotiable 5'W^^4001

Great location 7 min walk to campus sum-
mer only bedroom in 3 bedroom house
549-5850

Pay June-July, get August free! furnish-
ed efficency Belchertown on bus route,
$185/month & electricity w/fall opttori

Prasidentiei: summer sublet only. 2
bedrooms % mile from campus $210 month
253-3176 256-0873

Ahmed /318 Cliffside one bed mi -apt
available soon & fall option cheap leave
message 665-7589

Fell option two bedroom apt. great loca-
tion 549-0112

Fully furnished Northwood ept w/fall
opt on bus, rent nego call 665-4744
One or two people for large bedroom in
beautifully furnished Puffton Apt pool, ten-
nis available Jun 1 - Aug 31 call Robin"
253-3153

Sum sub fall opt So Amherst bus rte 3
bdrm house pool tennis courts 253-5362
Puffton summer sublet/fell option Gary
aft 5 PM 1-625-2646

Cliffside Ig bdrm in 2 bdrm apt to sublet
fall opt entire apt includes pool, tennis,
utilities, bus route mornings or after 10
665-7949 Alan

1 bedroom efficiency w/dishwasher in
Sunderiand $255/mo Cliffside Apts call
666-2886 after 7 pm wkdays

2 bedrooms in large house situated on 12
acres Vi mile from campus $135 month inc!
utilities 549-0870

One room (good for 2) in nice house in
Amherst Ctr $200. /mo negotiable 546-6078
Amherst Center In house 1 bedroom, kit-
chen, private bath, terrace, laundry
facilities. Perfect for couple or single per-
son. $200/month June Ist - August 31 call
256-0466

2 bedrooms available for summer with
fall option reduced rate for summer - $135
everything included I 256-8209

TRAVEL

Terrific June trip to Bermude for $409 in-
cludes everything - for info call 256-6941

Needed: Someone willing to exchange
tickets to Hawaii. Mine expires July but
need to stay through August Aloha Tammy
546-5339

TYPING/EDITING

Efficient quick confidential 549-5727
resumes, cover letters, research papers

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cesh prices paid for class rings
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith,'
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotomat and
Logos, Amherst. 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
HELP! Wanted 3 bedroom apt for fall andor summer call 546-6578 or 253-5622 even
ings

Need Puffton three bedroom fall, sum-mer negotiable 546-5891

I m looking for my own room in anapartment or house for the fall will sublet
fo^smrmier if necesaryl Please call terri at

WANT TO SELL

RAYBANS Rayban metal sunglasses for

pr^es call Bruce at 549-9711 or Neil at&46-9613 or Andyet 546-7939

thJf*!?'*"**'**"**."* "^"i*^
Co/teiyion is now accepting applications forthe following: positions for the fall of 1982:

HP»caiions lor

A88OC. Mana^ni; Editors
Copy Editors
Layout Technicians
Librarian

Drivers

Training: Coordinator
Asst. Photo Editors (4)

Assoc. News Editor
Assoc. Executive Editor
Assoc. Arts Editor
Assoc. Women's Editor
Assoc. Photo Editor (1)
Assoc. Production Mg^r.
Assoc. Sports Editor

gs^s^reuS^^e^-s&'^szs:^L
The Colleifian i* nn equal oppmiunily rmpli»irr
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This concludes Jim Floyd's spring term as sports editor
Thank you to the sports staff for their time and effort'
Thank you to the athletes for their work.

Have a good summer. Go Celts. Bye Maureen.

1981-82: high, lows,

in-betweens for athletics

MtioMl title «.d that hM to l« , m.jor high in this athletic year

UM

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

With the year in sports coming to a close,
this sportswriter tried to recall some of the
memories of the past nine months of
Minuteman athletics.

It was the year that the football team
didn't make it to the playoffs but the field
hockey team did. They went all the way to
the national finals before losing to the
University of Connecticut.

The stickers finished the season at 17-1-2
and were led by senior co-captains Judy
Strong and Sue Caples.

The gridmen played before a dry
audience (that means no alcohol, folks) for
the first time in a while and a lot of fans
resorted to some serious early morning
partying in order to make up for the new
policy.

It was the year when the Curry-Hicks
Cage came back to life sparked by the
arrival of a new coach and a hustling bunch
of underclassmen who left the fans eageriy
awaiting next year. The team was 7-20 but
everyone who saw the revamped
Minutemen knows things are not the same
at UMass anymore.

For the women hoopsters, it was a tough
season with a lot of new faces. With so
many youngsters, coach Mary Ann
Ozdarski should be fairly optimistic about
next year even though the graduations of
Martha Ready and Sherry CoUins wiU be a
sorrowful occasion for Minutewomen fans

Women's lacrosse won the national
championship and right about now people
are feeling very sorry for themselves for
not going to see a game. This should be a
good case in point as to why at least some of
the women's games in all the respective
outdoor sports should be played at Boyden
Field, which is much more suitable for
spectating than the NOPE field.

It was the year the Gorillas saw their
eariy season playoff hopes fall victim to an
extremely tough regular season. Fans
moaned about a lack of home jjames and the
only bright side to that is that there will
more games played here next year (without
Jim Weller who is a senior, though).

It was the year the Softball and baseball
teams failed to make the playoffs after
costly losses amidst a mixed up post April
snowfall schedule.

The women's tennis team is still alive in
the nationals and who knows, maybe this
will be the year UMass can have two
national champs in a single year.

AU things considered, it was a year full of
highs and lows. A lot of teams wish they
had certam games back so something could
be done differently but these are only
dreams. The year is over and all anybody
can do IS wait for next year to roll around.
Unless, of course you are a senior and then
what you're waiting for is Senior Day.

Oh yeah, it was also the year I gave updomg homework to put out sports pages.
Hope you liked it.

By CHARISSE E. FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
track team wrapped up its season this past
weekend with a ninth place finish in the
New England championships.

First place was taken by Boston
University, with 146 points; foUowed by
Northeastern University, with 85 points:
and taking third place was Dartmouth
College, with 74 points.

The Minutemen earned their ninth spot
with 23 points.

The UM tracksters that usually take the
first place positions were plagued by
hardships. Hurdler John Wright, while

competing in the 110 meter hurdles, found
that It was not to his advantage to lose his
shoe during the race. Despite this setback.
Wright still finished in third place with a
time of 14.46. BU took first place in that
event.

Other disappointments that befell the
tracksters were the 4x110 meter relay The
squad was disqualified for passing the baton
out of the zone.

Although the team had some disap-
pointments, they

. too. had some highlights
at Boston College.

Gary O'Neal finished fourth in the 100
meter run. Mark Grasso finished fourth in
the tnple jump, with 46-11 '/» feet, and Greg

Mader finished in fourth place in the
decathalon.

In the shot put. Steve Hyder achieved his
personal best with a 52'-10" effort. Hyder
has improved on personal best with each
meet this season.

UMass will be sending four tracksters to
the IC4A's. Paul BeauUeau. who finished
with a rather disappointing fourth place in
the 1500 meters, will be running in either
the 1500 or 3000 meter race. He has
qualified for both events.
The relay squad of 4x110 fame wUl also be

at the IC4A's. Hopefully the runners will be
more fortunate than they were this
weekend at the New Englands.

Greg Mader, who placed fourth in the
decathalon, and Steve Hyder, who placed
sixth in the shot put. wiU also be traveling
to the IC4A's which will be held at Prin .

ceton on the 22 of May to compete with the
top track and field athletes in the country.

''Everyone competed well.. .we had some
bad breaks." said assistant coach Brady
Mayer. "I am a little disappointed in the
overall standings, but it was stiU a very
good competition."
The Minutemen finish their season un-

defeated in dual meets with a record of 3-0.
The tracksters were also Eastern champs.

"We have a good, young team. We had a
great season. " said Mayer.

Don't lose Celts ...

AP l.a*rrphoto

"I WISH I KNEW" - Boston Celtics General
Manager Arnold "Red" Auerbach wishes he

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

Ron Washington was laughing at me yesterday
"Ron who?" you might ask.
Ron Washington is a Philadelphia 76er fan (a rarity in

Celtic country) and his team is currenUy leading the best-
of-seven National Basketball Association eastern-division
final against our boys in green, the Boston Celtics, three
games to one and he thinks Philly should reserve a couple
of rooms in Los Angeles for next week.
This can't be! The Celtics have been the warlords of pro-

fessional bsketball all season long. They simply can't drop
this series and make me spend the next two weeks wat-
ching Kareem Abdul-Jabbar shoot sky hooks over Darryl
Dawkins. No. I've made too many plans for this season
This was going to be the year that Robert Parish would

enierge as the NBA's best center by taking Jabbar to
school with his one dribble drives and rainbow turnarouds
Oh, how I wanted to hear Bill Russell finally give the Chief
the number one label. I figured he'd win the playoffs most
valuable player. But Parish doesn't even play fourth
quarters of games anymore.
The Celts haven't been the Celts in these last three

^nries and the reason is a Tiny one. Tiny Archibald runs
that club and don't let anyone tell you any differently.
Things just don t seem to gel without his passing and dar-
ing excursions to the basket.
And Larry. Larry. Larry. Where is that magic (pardon

the cross reference) that has pulled so many games out of
the first the past two seasons. Shots just don't seem to beknew exactlj' how to salvage his team's bid for a a ^ ^^^ seasons. Shots just don't seem

second atraifht NBA chanpionahip.
dropping with Larry Bird regularity and that's hurt.

*^

,
Ron Waahington says that it will be impossible for

another unl^lievable comeback like last years. He says
tjmt^this IS Philly's year and I'm afraid he might just be

Unless. Unless (I'm almost afraid to speculate a come-
back but what else is a loyal Celtic fan to do) maybe things
can get back to normal by tomorrow night.

Let's imagine for awhile.
Tiny wll return to action tomorrow night. The shoulder

will still hurt but you don't survive as many years playine
pro ball as Archibald has without being tough. Not onlv
will he dress, he'll start. The crowd will go crazy

^

Larry Bird will have to soak his hands in freezing coldwater to cool them off between periods. He'll put on a
scoring show and Dr. J will foul out trying to stay with

Kevin McHale won't change a thing. He's been simplyawesome in the past couple of games

u^Z?^^"^ uf"^tl! ^^l'
"°^' ^ ""^P^^'' "o^ "'iss any shots

under the basket with only a few seconds left in regulationwhen the game is on the line.

And Parish will once again prove that he is the NBA's

Xn .^T'"^^ *^«"t«'- and Dawkins is a nothing butthrowback to an era somewhere before recorded history

fjff ' ^K
*^^ ^"^- ^'^'^ ^^y ^" ^ven hit more thantwo free throws in a row, too. Well, let's settle for two in arow instead.

No, Ron Washington, the Celtics aren't ready to end

ba^k 75^"
J"^^ y^^- Miracles can happen twice. They'll be

They have to come back. I invested all of my student

100 000 Boston Celtics 1982 Worid Champions tee shirts^Q"" t want to go into the rag business

Future of the arts?
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Independent labels
There's hope for the future of music

May 18, 1982 May 18, 1982
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By DAVID WILDMAN

The music business is in trouble these
days. Through a combination of factors
centering around the economy, public
apathy, and the folly of big business, the
recording and related industries have taken
an unprofitable dive, in terms of artistic and
commercial success.

In order to get an inside view of the
busmess. I talked to Jim Whittemore. head
of the mdependent record label Techno
Tunes (and keyboard player for the
Scientific Americans) about the current
state of the music industry.
Whittemore beUeves there is a trend

toward a conglomeration of record com-
panies.

"Warner Brothers owns most of the major
labels" he says. "Big businesses are the only
ones that can take over when the smaller
companies are losing money, so they do."
"Independent labels." he savs, "are in a

state of recession. Distribution is in-
creasingly difficult to get. since the larger
companies control the market."

Another problem is that 45 rpm records,
which used to be the mainstay of the in-
dependent label are not selling anymore.
"45's and independents saturated the

market" says Whittemore. "plus the cost of
making a record has gone up. therefore the
prices have gone up."

Another factor that Whittemore charges
with keeping the public from buying
records is that "record money is being
shoved into videogames. Kids would rather
spend a couple of quarters for a 20 minute
thrill than spend two dollars fdr a couple
three minute songs. Pec^le can only alot a
fixed amount of money for entertainment"
he says. "This has already sUrted to effect

sales at major labels."

Artistically this puts a damper on the
whole music scene. Whittemore sites the
New York scene of 1976 when bands hke
Richard HeU. Blondie. and The Talking
Heads were all playing on the same circuit,
and were eventually all signed up by record
companies. Now there are fewer releases,
and less chance of a number of risky bands
being signed.

"Radio station playlists are being put
together by consulting firms using
marketing surveys. There are little or no
regional decisions being made," savs
Whittemore.

This means that those "breakout hits" that
used to start out at local radio stations and
make their way to the top of the charts
seem to be rapidly becoming a thing of the
past.

"No one Ukes any chances" says Whit'-
temore. "This is leading to a monolithic
industry where the difference in the sound
of radio stations is minimal from one region
to another."

Whittemore believes this will ultimately
lead to either more stagnation, or the
possible rebirth of independent radio
stations and labels.

"Boston has often been an indicator of
trends for the entire country" he says.
"WBCN made a real dent in the early 70s.
It's one of the last independent radio
stations, although WLYN appears to be
doing quite well."

Independent radio stations can make up
their own playlists. and can play local bands
and new, untested releases. If the general
public gets sick of mass-market radio,
independent stations are one avenue that
people can turn to in order to affect a

Photo by Roo PowimU

York oluD soene of 1976.
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change. Another avenue of revolt is the
college stations.

"CoUege stations can break things early"
says Whittemore. "Also there are always
listeners out there who like to "Pick a hit"
before anyone else. If people are motivated
by ideas, then there's a chance that these
stations could help to change things."

New ideas, however, can be clouded by
none other than the press.

"Reviewers refuse to approach new music
as new. They always have to compare it to
something old." says Whittemore. "People
are actually looking for something new and
are led to beUeve that nothing is. In 1976
reviewers were pushing groups like the Sex
Pistols, and the public was resisting If
reviewers get behind a group and push,
then they can change things. It was the
press that made the Sex Pistols."

Being at the head of an independent label.
Whittemore is concerned with the artistic
role that independents play, but he feels
that It IS far more important for a small
company to think of financial concerns.
"The bottom line is that to survive, in-
dependents have to learn to run it as a

business. SUrt small, but be prepared for
growth. It's no different than running a
clothing store. It takes common sense, and
it's possible for independent label to pull it

off. For the major labels, profits are way
down because they are not being good
businessmen. What they're doing is looking
for another Elton John. Rather than push
15 bands wisely, they'd rather give the big
push to bands like the Baby's. They're
depending more and more on less and less."
Things could get better if the economy

changes.

"High interest rates keep people from
taking out loans, which is how alot of bands
get started. Record companies have to
borrow money. If interest rates go down,
companies will be less inclined to go for the
blockbuster act in an attempt to make their
money back."

Although independent labels are
threatened by large record conglomerates,
they still fight on putting out some of the
finest, most innovative music available. So
next time you're shopping for a record and
are looking for something besides Styx or
Kansas, try a product of an independent
record label.
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The Fine Arts Center
It's bigger and better than ever
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By SUSAN BARON

Beginning next September, the Fine
Arts Center will open its 1982-1983 season,
hosting a wide variety of productions that
will result in its biggest year yet. Compared
to this year's 22 FAC productions, next
year will bring 32 different shows including
a newly formed orchestra and chamber
series with a total of seven productions,
as well as events in jazz, dance and the
theater.

Students will be able to sign up for a ser-
ries of tickets this month, and will be ex-
tended the half price discount on tickets at
that time. Reservation forms will also be
sent to all students this summer. If tickets
are not bought on the series basis, they will
be available one to two weeks before a
given show.

The season will commence on
September 20 with none other than the
Duke Ellington Orchestra, one of the three
shows included in the jazz series. In an ef-
fort to satisfy the increasing number ofjazz
fans, next year's scheduled jazz artists will

meet the same level of excellence offered
by this year's performances by Freddie
Hubbard, Betty Carter and the Incredible
Big Six of Jazz.

Since Duke Ellington's death in 1974,
Mercer Ellington has been at pains to
maintain the music of his prolific father.
Today's Duke Ellington Orchestra, con-
ducted by Mercer, includes such musicians
as Harold Ashby, Money Johnson and
Chuck Connors, whose association with
Duke Ellington restore authenticity of
style and interpretation.

to this show can be bought individually or

^ a part of the "variety" series tickets.
The Preservation Hall Jazz Band comes
with no planned numbers to play, they play
what they feel. Since the musicians have
made musical history with New Orleans
jazz, their performance is sure to result in
foot-stamping and hand-clapping.
To widen the scope of music represented

by the FAC, the classical music category
will enjoy its most expanded program to
date. Dutch soprano EUy Ameling will
open the series of chamber music on Oc-
tober 15 and the Scottish National Or-
chestra, conducted by nationally reputed
Sir Alexander Gibson, will highlight the Or-
chestra series on October 25. This or-*
chestra is the direct offspring of the Scot-
tish Orchestra, which has presented con-
certs in Scotland since 1891. Especially ex-
citing about this show will be the exclusive
performance of Mahler's 4th Symphony,
and an appearance by Soprano Margaret
Marshal.

To complete the Chamber Music Series
are the Tokyo String Quartet, the New
York Chamber Soloists and the stunning
Primavera String Quartet. The N.Y.
Chamber Soloists have been performing a
unique repertoire of over 250 works since
1957, encompassing song cycles, classical
chamber works for winds and strings and
over 25 compositions written by such
notables as Gunther SchuUer, Hugo
Weisgal, Mario Davidovsky and Ezra
Laderman. At their University of
Massachusetts performance, the N.Y.
Chamber Soloists will celebrate their 25th
season with the performance of Bach's

—__ ,__ _ - Photo oourt««y of Cohimbta Arttoto
The Washington BaUet in a scene from "Fives" ohoreosranh-

ed by Choo Sun Goh. .

*^

Saxaphonist Dexter Gordon and Sarah
Vaughn will also appear on separate dates
to complete the jazz series. Not part of the
actual package of jazz series tickets (but
jazz nevertheless). The Preservation Hall
Jazz Band will play on November 4. Tickets

complete Brandenburg Concerti.
In addition to the Scottish National Or-

chestra, the Springfield and Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestras will perform on
November 21 and March 15 respectively.
The Cincinnati Symphony celebrates its

Photo b7 ChrtotUui Btolnor

The Primavera
Quartet will per-
form at the Fine
Arts Center next
semester on
December 3.

»* 111 ** » - - TTioto bf Umrthn Swop*
Mollie Hall. 11, won the tiUe role of the award-

winning hit musical Annie.With her is Sandy her
canine oo-star.

87th anniversary and is the country's fifth
oldest orchestra. Michael Gielen will con-
duct the UMass performance. The Spr-
ingfield Symphony Orchestra will feature
Robert Gutter, conductor, and Jonathan
Shames on piano.

Unfortunately, the category of dance has
been cut to three productions in next year's
program. Dance companies lost a lot of
money in budget cuts this year and many
are therefore unable to travel. Certainly
the Zagreb Grand Ballet, the Washington
Ballet and the Bella Lewitzky Dance Com-
pany will make up for this. The Zagreb
Ballet is one of the few major European
Companies yet to be seen and acclaimed in
North America. Its repertory ranges from
the legendary ballets of Fokine, Petipa and
Lichine to the major choreographers who
have followed them. The Washington
Ballet features the works of Choo San Goh
in a unique repertoire of contemporary and
classical ballet. This young ensemble has
been described as breathtaking by
distinguished critics, and is racing toward
national stature. Choreographer Bella
Lewitzy is known for her spontaneous, im-
provisational, and flawless style. Inherent
in her dances is a comment on life and
society, delivered by her young, profes-
sional dancers.

Perhaps the most familiar and popular
form of art for the student audience is

theater. And to satisfy everyone's fancy,

both the light-and heavy-hearted vrill enjoy
the announcement of Annie and Evita. The
Broadway touring production of Annie, a
story of an orphan and a lovable billionaire,
will be presented early Fall semester on
September 28-30. The dramatic, Broadway
touring production of Evita is not to be
missed on May 3-5.

The Acting Company will debut at
UMass on March 16 and 17 when they pre-
sent their interpretation of Twelfth Night
and Tartuffe. The Acting Company com-
prises an innovative concept, being the only
permanent professional theater company
in America founded for and dedicated to
the development of American actors. The
company was founded in 1972 and consists
of 17 highly-trained actors and actresses
selected from America's leading profes-
sional theater training programs and
regional theaters, including Julliard, Yale,
and Carnegie-Mellon.

For further listings of FAC events next
year, refer to the schedule provided.
The arts. Their future lies in your hands.

Like everything else in our society, they
thrive on support and patronage. Unlike
many things in our society, they strive for
perfection and offer an inevitably
pleasurable experience. Don't pass them
up. Enjoy the arts — music, theater, and
dance — while they're still in their purest
form.

FAC 1982-83 Listings
Duke EUinfi^n Orchestra

September 20
Annie September 28-30
EUy Amelinff October 1

5

Vienna Choir Boys October 1

6

Za^^reb Grand Ballet October 1

8

Scottish National Orchestra
October 25

Intimate P.D.Q. Bach October 3

1

Siamsa (National Folk Theater
of Ireland)

November 2
IVeservatianHanja^ November4
Music and Dance of the Silk
Route

November 9
Eduardo Fernandez, gidtar

November 10
Sprlniffield Symphony Or-
chestra

November 21
Primavera String Quartet

December 3

Lotte Goslar's Pantomine Circus
December 6-9

BndtoKdQamnauptaao December?
Sarah Vaufi^han December 1
Phimp Glass EnsembleFebruary 10
Washington BaUet February 14
JeOreyKahane, piano Pebruaiy24
Maroel Marceau March 4
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra

March 15
The Acting Company
Twelfth March 16
Tartuffe March 17

Tokyo String Quartet March 30
BeDaLevvitaky Dance Co. April6-8
Deztor Gordon April 1

4

Springfield Symphony Or-
chestra with
Billy Taylor Trio April 1

Dong-Suk Kang. violin April 1

9

New York Chamber Sdotets April 30
Evit* May 3-5
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hiS^^S^l^r^ JT ^Jf*^ Coimter-Twror T^k Foroe oommimte General Wom-
^ ^ _?• ™"*^*^ pereiuurton. Wrong la Right ends with Wombat Jumnlnffout of « plane eaylnff 'Let', go Uok .ome mmm.' You'vegot to love It." .aid Conrad.

By JOHN BROBST

On the weekend of March 27. Columbia Pictures flew
writers from many major college newspapers to its office in
New York City to attend a screening of Richard Brooks'
new fflm Wrong is Right. During this junket, the writers
met with director Brooks as well as Sean Connery. Robert
Conrad. G.D. Spradlin. Cherie Michan and other stars of
the film.

The following is a group interview with director Richard
Brooks, who also produced and wrote the screenplay for
Wrong is Bight. Brooks' previous directing credits include
In Cold Blood, Looking For Mr. Goodbar, Elmer Gantry,
The Professionals and Cat On A Hot Tin Roof. Wrong is

Right, the story of television news journalist Patrick Hale
(Sean Connery) and his struggle between wanting to
present the truth versus creating an entertaining world
and national news segment is due to appear in the area
shortly.

Q. There are several points made in Wrong is Right. But
one of the most striking is that television often portrays
things as reality when what you're actually seeing is show-
biz.

A. That's true. And there's nothing wrong with that, as
long as you call it that. That's the problem of the reporter-
commentator-anchorman played by Sean Connery. He is in
conflict with the system, but that's the way things are. So
at least let's look at it. There's nothing wrong with looking
at it. If we can't laugh at ourselves, we might as well pack
it in.

'^

Q. So what else is Wrong is Right trying to say?
A. What I'm trying to say is there are tough times ahead,
m a comedic, satiric way. That we ought to laugh at
ourselves and not be afraid to examine ourselves. If we
can't do that, we can't really look forward to what's going
to come.

If you place the ultimate weapon in the hands of an
uresponsible person: a terrorist, a lunaUc. someone who

just doesn't care, or someone who wants to perform on
television and is willing to die for it...what do you do?
Threaten him or her? There is no way to threaten her. So
we'd better know what the truth is. We'd better know who
our leaders are. We'd better find out who we are. What is
it we really want in this world?
You mean if we can make it on our own — if one in-

dividual can say 'I've got it made," that's it? I don't think
that. I think unless we all care about each other — I'm not
talking about loving one another, I'm talking about caring.
Love IS the easiest word in the world. Every kid says *I
love you mommy' at the age of four because he's been
taught that. He knows that if he says 'I love you mommy '

the kid's going to get a piece of candy. That's no answer.
People say on the phone 'Can't get home for dinner. Fm
going out with another braud. toveyou babe.' Love ya? It's
the worst abused word in this country.
Q. Do you believe in love?
A. You bet your life. But not the way we use it. We use the
word 'love' as an epithet. We use it to get something. We
use love to grease the way. CARING! That's part of love
isn t It? It's the biggest part of love.

Q. In your fUm, certain political people say things like 'If it
doesn't happen on television, it really doesn't matter.' and
you show people doing things Uke kiUing themselves just
for television. And it's funny because it's true.
A. Yes. it is true. They don't kill themselves just because
they can be seen on television, they kUl themselves
because they can be on television. They become a
character. They can play the largest role of their lives on
television. They can tell their message on television.
Television is exposure to he world. The world doesn't care
about the. They're unknown. They're unfelt. No one wiU
speak to them. No one wiU listen to them. No one CARES
about them. So they want to tell you what they feel.
Now some people express that by destroying them-

selves. You know how some people will open a package of
cigarettes that says 'Don't smoke these because it's in-

• I*ks and Wrong Is Ri^ht
health. It may take your Ufe.' But oeonlp A V., n^f.n.^.u, ck. u... .. . . . . V ii^jurious to your health. It may take your Ufe.' But people

are committing suicide every day by the mUUons! You sav
they don't commit suicide, of course they're doine it' TV,«'v
say 'I can't help it' or 'I like it

.

'

^
Q You produced, directed and wrote the screenplay forWrong ts Right. What was the easiest part of those three?
A. Producing. I don't even know what a producer does Iknow what a writer does. I know what a director does and
if a producer puts up the money or knows anything aboutmaking the movie he's usually a writer as weU as a director
as well as a producer.

Q. What's the toughest one of those three?
A. Writing. Always writing, for me anyway.
Q. If you have to write a screenpUy is it like having a book
to write? * "^^

A. Yes We didn't use too much of the book Wrong is Riaht
is based on (The Better Angels, by Charles McCorry) Nobecause it wasn t a good book, but it was a serious book
Q._ But this movie is funny. How did you get a comedy out

A. That's what we started with, a satire.
Q. When Costa Gavras put Missing together with JackLemmon and Sissy Spacek. there was a lot of controversy
over what our government sent the CIA over to Chile forDo you expect some flack for Wrong is Right >

A. I don't know. If I do. I'd like to know why. J think I'v..been honest, as honest as I know how. I don't think I haveattacked anyone. I think I examine everyone andeverything. But why not? I do it with myself. I think selfexammation is our only chance.

^oursT
^'™'^"*'^* between this and any other projects of

A. Oh yes. I think there's a general theme to most of the
pictures I make That is - the individual who is examining
himself agamst his time. There must be a choice
Q. In your film Looking For Mr. Goodbar. was there a
choice for Diane Keaton?

1 qI,

Def"»«tely She had to decide between her two
lives. She had one life as a teacher and one as a person whowas a lonely woman trying to find her own way. And at one
pouit she says 'Hey! It just isn't worth it to jeoparidze
everything I do m the daytime for what I do at night

'

But
her decision was made just a split second too late

other ^tOTs?*""^*"^
*"^ '"'"'^ °^ * chaUenge to direct than

A. I'd like to have a challenge like that every time I directHe s one of the best pros Fve ever worked with,
Q. What makes a pro in your opinion?
A. To me. a pro is someone as an actor who comes
prepared, who is inventive, who cares about the entire
production, who understands my problems about trying to
put that on the screen, who can work with all of the other
actors, who understands the problems of time, and has
dedication.

Q. You've worked with some of the real legends, forexample Elizabeth Taylor. Some say she can act some say
she cannot. You ve directed her in two of her films. How do
you feel about her qualifications?
A. As an actress? She's terrific! She's not a trained actressm the sense that she's gone to cert;ain schools like theActors School or whatever. She was born into the
busmess She was a child when she began. She has a
natural ability to act.

As a matter of fact. I remember one time we were doing
a screenplay to Cat On A Hot Tin Roof. During the fir^
rehearsal Paid Newman, who was trained at the Actor's
Studio, said Hey! Something's wrong with Liz. (We had
rehearsed it two or three times.) Something's got to be
changed. But I told him 'She doesn't work that way You'll
see ma moment.'
We turned the cameras on for the first scene, and themoment we said 'Roll 'em' suddenly Elizabeth was Maggie

the cat. Elizabeth's not used to tots of rehearsal. Paul^Newman gets better with each rehearsal. Elizabeth is

Richard Brooks — director, writer, producer. ofOohuntaU Plotura*

Sean Connery
(left and far
right). Cherie
Michan (right),
two stars of
Richard Brooks'
Wrong is Right.

"We see the
nuclear explosion
as what? A beau-
tiful still of a
cloud 50,000 feet
in the air. But
what does it con-
tain? Nobody
talks about that.

Nobody feels it.'*

^gVSS,«5::.>SSr;3SSX.1S£rSS^
right on the nose the first shot almost aU the Ume because
that s her training. She knows instinctively that she
doesn't do anything until the cameras go. Well, the
moment that scene was over Paul Newman said 'Hold it' I
wasn't ready for that!' You're damn right she's a go^
actress.

Q. What about Humphrey Bogart? Did you have any
difficulties working with Bogart?
A. No. He's a great professional. Bogie was one of the best.

Q. When the film Wrong Is Right says so much about
violence in our society, and condemns it, why did you use
so much violence?

A. Look at the world we live in. When people talk about
violence on television, or in movies, or in the newspapers,
while you're sitting in your home or wherever, tem-
perature's 70 degrees, it's nice and cool in here, talking
about violence, it doesn't hurt. We see the nuclear ex-
plosion as what? A beautiful stfll of a cloud 50,000 feet in
the air. But what does it contain? Nobody talks about it.

Nobody feels it. Star Wars I think was a marvelous movie.
Star Wars is cowboys and Indians in space. Great! They
did a marvelous job with it. 400 people are zapped out in
the last two minutes of the movie. Then it ends and
everybody applauds.

But I made Goodbar, one woman fighting for her life
They couldn't sUnd it. Why? Because it was real.

That's my world, the world of realism and fantasy that
can be taken as realism.

Q. You know there are people out there in Washington who
feel that we can have a limited nuclear war. When they see
your fUm what will they think?

A. They'll probably investigate me. I don't know what
they'll do.

Q. That used to happen in the old days. Do you think that
could happen again today?

A. It sure as hell could. I think any thing can happen. Fear
makes people do strange things. And if people become
aft-aid enough, if conditions in this country become bad
enough, if unemptoyment continues to soar, if young
people can't get the jobs and they k)se hope in this country,
what they hell do you think they're going to do? They're
going to become very angry. They're going to erupt.
They're going to bum this town down next summer if they
don't have a job.

What's the answer to some people? Tm not talking about
administration people of this President or any other
President. Fm talking about leaders, not only in this
country but in every country. When you have a problem,
look for an outside solution. Create a problem outside. War
will solve a lot of problems. Except for those who die in it.

Q. You're a cynic. Are you also a pessimist?

A. No, I'm an optimist. I have hope that these things can
be solved. I think it can be helped. I think we can do it for
ourselves...IF WE KNOW THE TRUTH! Without the
truth we can't know.

Q. So what would you recommend, given this situation?

A. I think we'd better get interested, all the way down the
line. You'd better ask all the questions so you can dif-

ferentiate between fantasy and reality. And ASK! Find
out. Become concerned — not only with your own career,
not just with one job, but with everybody. Just walking
down the street and bumping into somebody, hey— that
could be the end. One guy who's a little wacko could turn
around and push a button on you.

We're one family in this world, whether we're this age.
that age, or any age. Anyone who doesn't think they're
involved in this, who can just hide behind some gates of
some place is insane! That's what Wrong Is Right is saying.
You can't escape it! You might as weU laugh at it and look
at yourself, because if you don't, it's Goodbye Charlie.
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Drama with a new twist
the other voice •

By ROGER ATWOOD
One recent New York production of

Aristophanes' The Women in Assembly
included a bizarre twist. The actors walked
around the audience, picking out spectators
and bestowing upon them new roles as
prostitutes, politicians and other personae
from the ancient comedy.

"SpeakI" demanded the actors, and the
initiates stumbled through a few. im-
provised lines, whiJe the audience howled
with laughter.

This plucky new staging technique is part
of a trend to enliven and modernize ancient
Greek theater. Directors, producers, and
actors everywhere are striving to make this

2,400 year old tradition more accessible
and attracting to modern audiences.
Sometimes, as with The Women in
Assembly, the new productions succeed
brilliantly; other times, they fall flat on
their face. But their aim is always to bring
in new audiences to ancient plays,
audiences that may have been alienated by
the staid and traditional productions of the
past.

"The trend is always to modernize," says
Edward Phinney, chairman of the Classics
Department at the University of
Massachusetts. "We see ancient characters
being used as symbols for modern ones."
Phinney remembers a 1981 production of

Euripides' The Bakkhax, in which "the
chorus was presented as black and yellow
singers. It sounded like they were in a
Baptist Church in Georgia, instead of on a
mountainside in Greece." Dionysus, the
iniquitous god of wine and revelry, was
shown as "a dopey blond rock n'-roll star,
long-haired and hazy-eyed."
"Even though these are not my images of

the characters, they're not necessarily bad
ones," says Phinney. They are modern
interpretations, but they lend themselves
well to those particular characters, says the
professor, who has himself directed Greek
theater.

In the Hartford Stage Company's current
production of The Trojan Women, director
Mark Lamos presents the chorus in

carcerated behind barbed wire. An oildrum
fire blazes downstage, while the Greek
soldiers led by the megalomaniac Menelaus
walk about in storm trooper boots, knee-

length canvas coats, and Nazi-like helmets.
"It's very effective," says Connie

Congdon, a Ix)ngmeadow playwright. "The
set could be in 1982, or it could be sometime
B.C., you're not really sure."
She believes the costumes were especially

striking. "The men look German, but again,
you're just not sure, while the women are
wearing these sort of Oriental or maybe
African costumes. You end up getting this
sense of entire" human history. The Trojan
women become the refugees of every war.
It's all rooted in the Greek, but you can't
miss the resonances."

Euripides wrote The Trojan Women

we were still fighting, so senselessly. The
message against war was so old, and so
little had been accomplished."
The last time this area saw Greek drama
was last spring, with a Five-College
Euripides series. First in the series was
Hampshire College's Medea, which em-
ployed two innovative staging techniques;
the chorus wore masks with faces on the
front and back of the head, and their lines
were recorded and played through am-
plifiers. With their double-faced masks,
they became "all-seeing" witches, while
their ominous lines filled the air from all

around. The effect was devastatmg.

Edward Phinney, chariman of
while news of Greek armies ravaging the
Peloponnese and Sicily reached Athens. It
IS a bleak and severe diatribe against the
degradation of war.
The play took on an astonishing new

relevance in the late 1960's, when the Greek
director Cacoyannis presented it on
Broadway.
"There in our minds, every one of us had

the suffering and futility of war," says
Phinney. "With that production, no one
could argue any more that Greek drama
was old and foreign. It was the sixties, and

Photo by STaato i.i~n.»»

the Classics Department.
Equally successful was Smith College's
The Bakkhai, one of the more popular
Greek plays in recent years. Beneath an
elaborate set of scaffolds and parapets, the
chorus shouted and stomped around in long,
flowing costumes of various, patched-
together fabrics. It gave them an earthy,
sinuous look — perfect for the savage
women who ran drunk through the forests
at night, ripping up animals and sacrificing
them to their terrible god, Dionysus.

Possibly the strangest productions of
Greek theater are those of Peter Arnott, a

theater professor at Tufts Univeristy. For
34 years, Arnott has defied convention by
presenting Greek plays with actors in the
form of marionettes. He stands behind a
small stage and, through his puppets,
delivers every line, and supplies every prop
of every actor — entirely from memory. In
this way he has performed an incredible 40
plays.

"There are two main reasons for using
puppets," explains Arnott, an imposing
Englishman who has been studying drama
for most of his 58 years. "One is that it

reproduces the look of the original
production, with the characters appearing
more distant and with a broader range of
movement. And it reproduces the per-
spective of the original. With 1.5,000 people
in the audience, the dramatist in ancient
Greece could rely little on action.
Everything was in the words. It was the
only safe way of reaching all."

"These days," says Arnott, "everything's
brought too close. That's why Greek drama
seems so verbose to people." Last March,
Arnott presented Sophocles' Oedipus Rex
at Amherst College.

The marionette medium seems strangely
appropriate to Greek drama. Again and
again in these plays, fate and the gods
conspire to subjugate humans so cruelly
that they become, indeed, puppets.
Inevitably, they are abused and powerless
groundlings, pitifully deluded into thinking
they control their fates. When Cassandra
exclaims in Agamemnon. "I must wear his
(Apollo's) yoke, I am his slave," how fitting
that she should be attached to strings from
above.

"Let's face it," says Phinney, "the
audience for ancient Greek theater in the
ancient style is very limited."
Whatever style, the last hundred years

have not been entirely positive ones for
Greek plays. They have had to undergo
prudish Victorian translations, abominable
film versions, and what Phinney calls "too
many unimaginative school productions."
Now, even in this area, there is a new

breed of production. They are always, as
Congdon says, "rooted in the Greek." But in
some interesting and often subtle ways,
they are unafraid to address themselves to
modern problems and concerns.

UMass art students
Budget cuts concern them
By JULIE PROCOPIOW

The fine arts, encompassing such interests as music,
dance, theater, and art, constitute an important fragment
of a country's culture. They not only enable an artist to
express creativity and imagination through a particular
talent, but they also allow others to develop a sophisticated
appreciation of what "art" is and what it means to its
particular creator. Inevitably, this leads to a more bar
monious and sensitive awareness of individuals within a
culture.

In America, the fine arts are aUve, for tneir seeds can
still, in various locations, find soil that is willing to
"mother" their growth. One such "soil ground" is the
University of Massachusetts in Amherst where students
are thriving in their interests in the fine arts.

Since some of these young artists are to be the next
generation to proffer their talents to the country it is
interestmg to be made aware of their points of view
concernmg the presumed financial difficulty of pursuing a
fine arts career. In speaking with students, I found that a
great concern of theirs involves the Reagan administration
and Its proposed cutbacks in financial support for the fine
arts.

David Zurawski, an undergraduate music education
major, has been playing the trumpet for ten years He
defmitely wants to teach music at the high school level (his
dream since his sophomore year in high school) after he
receives his degree(s), but is not blind to the fact that
securing such a job wUl not be easy. He is not happy with
the present government's proposed cuts, and feels they
defmitely will do more harm than good."
"I think they (the cuts) are going to lead to a bad quality

of music in players," says David, and he feels the cuts will
affect music programs in elementary and junior high
school, thus delaying the process of a child's musical
growth and cheating the chUdren as well. Because a lot of
good musicians usually begin their study when they are
young, David feels a cut in music programs can potentially
hurt the future of music and an individual's chance to share
his/her talent.

Another member of the arts community at UMass is 24
year old Mark Gaudet. who has been invoived in dramatics

of one kind or another for 12 years. Mark's ultimate goal(s)
includes a smorgasbord of intentions, ranging from acting
and directmg to the actual teaching of drama in schools.

"I don't foresee making a living being an actor, it's (just)
not a realistic goal for me." states Mark, who feels if you do
"make it" in just acting, nine times out often you wUI be inNew York City. Mark believes ultimately that teaching is
really the most obtainable source of earning money for a
theater major.

The future of the theater is another issue we discussed
with Mark explaining to me that the "commercial theaters
(the theaters that are out to make money) are getting very
expensive" and they are getting more prohibited in
growth. Mark thinks this is good for theater, for he
believes the people wUI be forced to create a theater that is
not so mechanical (like the commercial theater).

"I think people react to the theater very strongly " Mark
concludes, and does not think that theater is losing its
strength.

Two "artists" I talked with were at one time majors in a
fine art here at the University, but have since changed
their majors, quite recently I might add. The reasons
varied but a common cause of withdrawal unfailingly
mentioned dealt with the financial difficulty involved in
pursuing a fine arts career.

Undergraduate Pat Cassell, and ex theater major
switched her double major of Theater/Communication
Studies to solely Communication Studies primarily because
she felt It was a more realistic plan. However, her desire to
study at The Academy of Dramatic Arts in New York City
IS still very much alive, for she is excited at the idea of
being a producer, director, and actor.

Pat feels optimistic about the future of drama; "it's
definitely growing," Pat says, "and with the onset of cable
television there s a greater need of specialized acting - weneed a wider range and a bigger variety of actors,
technicians, and stage hands."

"Society always needs something like it (theater), it's a
part of American culture as well as other cultures

"

Ginger Jones, an ex-dance major, did not feel "right"
being a dance major and believes that it is very timeconsummg for a prospective career that "doesn't pay well

"

I would say a tot of people would not be going into

Photo b7 T«.__ ..—..„..
David Zurawski. an undergrraduate music

education major.
dance,

"
claims Ginger, and she does not feel that "things

are going to keep growing" in the dance world.
Sara Wein, a graduate student concentrating in

ceramics, is a teaching assistant for undergraduates at the
University of Massachusetts who would like to pursue a
career as an art teacher at universities and colleges,
primarily. This is due to the fact that Sara feels it is very
difficult to make a decent living "in just trying to sell one's
pieces."

"It's not very practical to expect to be an artist," says
Sara, whose advice to an art major is "to pursue art as
seriously as possible but consider factors of other means of
(financial) support."

As far as Sara is concerned, and I think she is speaking
for the majority of the people involved in the artistic
realm, one's success in an artistic career "is a matter of
being in the right place at the right time, and doing the
right thing" whatever that might entail!

Cuts or no cuts . .

.

Bv HANNA nvv.U ^^ ^ W WBy HANNA DYER

Despite budget cutbacks, worn-out publicity techniquesand ypicany small audiences, the University EnSe
Theater s bustling community of undergraduate actors
are alive and thnvmg with talent and optimism.

Alan Arenius, a veteran actor for the Ensemble, assured
that the future of the theater was not in any great danger
"The initial talk of budget cutbacks was kind of frighten-
ing at first, but I don't think it ever affected the actors' in-
dividual drive," Arenius said. "An actor will always find a
way to perform, and who knows, maybe this situation will
even inspire some new ideas.

Arenius played leding roles for the ensemble this season
as hatch m Andre Obey's Th^Sea, Morose in Ben Jonson's
gncoe»t€ and most recently as Bloody five, a sexually
frustrated army general, in Bertolt Brecht's Man is Maim all of these performances he kept audiences howling
with his mastery of insane comedy.

, "."^^/L.^^
actually a positive side to the cutbacks

"

claimed Michael Connor, Ensemble actor, part-time come-
?^'- : :,J-^-^'

'^f'visor, and all-around theater en-
ttiusiast. The cutbacks are mainly threatening stage
designs, costumes, and Ughting and sound because thSe
aspects of theater are the most costly. This is kind of ex-
citing for all of the actors because this cutback in design
will cause a greater dependence upon our acting abilities."
Connor said.

Jefferey Fiala, the Ensemble's Resident Scene
Designer, claimed that the cutbacks were already affec-
ting the quality of the Ensemble's productions "This
season we actuaUy had to omit one of the plays we had
hoped to produce because we just could not afford to put it
on, Fiala continued. "As it is right now, we are at a great
disadvantage because we no longer have anyone to fix the
computers in the Rand Theater, the man who previously
held this computer maintenance position left the Universi-
ty, and according to budget regulations, we are not allow-
ed to hire anyone to fiD that position. All of the lighing and
sound equipment in the Rand is computerized and if
anything breaks down we have no one to fix it, and I think
that s a great waste."

Michael Connor also said that he felt the typically small
audiences m the Rand Theater was due to a lack of im-
aginative publicity. "We have to be able to keep our au-
diences mterested all year long." Connor said. "Obvious-
ly, we would have a better chance of reaching a larger au

M^-. M ^^ ^^ '"^'^ imaginative and abundant
publicity. Connor continued by citing over a half dozen
different publicity techniques including: videotaping plays
to be showTi in the Campus Center; performing live one-
act skits which would acquaint the public with the actors-
requesting more air time on local radio stations; and mak-mg sure that newspapers review the first week of a play
before the second week performances.

The Ensemble's Publicity Manager Bill Menezes claims
He has felt the squeeze from budget cutbacks. "We have
had to cut down on advertising and this had affected our
audience numbers. We'd love to be able to post adver-
tisments for our plays all over the place, but we just don't
have the money or the time. The question here is how to
cut costs and still maintain our standards. For example
the Rand Theater is probably the most modem theater in
this area and the plays we produce may have elaborate
sets, but academically speaking, these are learning tools
for the theater students," Menezes said.

"I feel that there is too much emphasis on the set
designs of the plays that are produced here," said Ensem-
ble actress Kathleen McNenny, an exchange student from
the University of Montana. "The Theater Department
here is technologically oriented and therefore, plays are
picked for their set design, costume, and lighting quality."
You may remember McNenny as Sir Dauphine in the
Ensemble's production of Ben Jonson's Epicoene, where
she switched her gender with amazing agility in exquisite
entertainment of the playwright's theme.
"This present system of picking plays that are

technologicaUy challenging not only neglects the actors
but also the audiences because we end up producing plays
that nobody 8 ever heard of. The actors need more
r^usbc roles and the audience wants more relevant plays
The UMass_Theater_ Guild has no problem attracting a
large audience because they perform musicals that people
are mterested in seeing; like Pippin and Svgar," McNen-

Ksthlssn WUNmmnj m Dmipliln In
JooMMi's Bpiooene.

Photo by K»thl—n MeNimy

Greg Lemming (toft) mm Truewit and Michael Connor (right)
as Sir John Dew in the University Ensemble's production of
Epicoene.

I really don t feel like thmgs are all that bad rightnow, said Utitia Ord. another leading lady for theEnsemble (her recent performance as Widow Begbick inMan 18 Man provided an incredible combination of saucv-
sensuality and sinister soliloquies). "Sure, maybe fiinds
are low and publicity is scarce, but what are we supposed

• ^ fi^T \^^ ^^- ^ '^^' there is a certain staJidard
that the theater must maintain. If we use too much pre-
pubhcity It could scare off the audience that we alr^dy
have; and if we direct all our energies at entertaining, we
will lose out academically. If serious acting is done weU
the entertamment is already there," Ord said.

Iris Valanti, a graduate student and teacher's assistant
basically agrees with Ord. "Publicity takes time and leg
work, and our labor force is small. This isn't professional
theater; the focus here is on academics. It's hard to main-
tain academic standards when you're worried about enter-
taining audiences," she said. "We have a very strong
department here. Theater classes are fully enrolled, audi-
tions are crowded, plays are affordable, and easy to get to
That's something to be proud of."

With more relevant plays, a balanced emphasis on ac-
ting and design, and the continued optimism of theater
students and faculty, that supposed dream of selling out
the Rand Theater may not be such a far-fetehed fantasia.
"I'm sure that if the Ensemble could get people to see

just one of the plays, they'd want to see more," claimed
Alan Arenius, speaking from personal experience. "That's
what happened to me!"

"The theater has a tendency to be quite addictive," ex-
plained Michael Connor. "What happened to Alan is very
common among theater-goers. The UMass Ensemble is

generally considered the best theater in the Valley, in
terms of artistic quality. We use our money well and when
things function properly, we can be quite entertaining."

Television and radio made one
By LISA MOSLEY

At the mention of the words cable radio what comes
into your mind? Countless numbers of independent, highly
specialized radio stations that listeners have to pay to
hear? Although the phrase cable radio conjures up such
images, it actually refers to the simulcasting of musically
oriented programs on radk) and cable television.

In a recent interview, James Spellos of WPLJ, NY said
that such simulcasting is already being tested with ex-
tremely positive results. According to Spellos, a
researcher for the New York based radio station, WPLJ is
currenUy testing the popularity of concerts simulcast on
the station and MTV, a cable television sUtion that airs
rock music videoes 24 hours daUy.

Spellos said that many of the current trends in both
commercial radio and cable television are making the
climate quite favorable for the marriage of the two. For
instance, the past several years hav6 seen a tremendous
increase in the popularity of rock music videos. According
to Spellos, 60 to 70 percent of all smaller and especially
newer bands today have had videos of themselves
produced for publicity purposes. The popularity of these
videos with the public has led to the immense success of

MTV. Spellos also noted that if the cable television
audience continues to grow at its present rate, which he
fully expects, it to, 90 percent of this country's population
will soon have cable television in the home.
Because music programs have enjoyed such great

success on cable television, radio stations are now finding
it very desirable to simulcast these programs in order to
increase the size of their own audiences. Spellos explained
that although radio stations are becoming more and more
specialized, the public does not attentively listen to radk).
A survey conducted by WPLJ showed that five out of 10
people interviewed did not remember the name of the
radio station they listened to most often. By simulcasting
with cable television. Spellos said, radio stations would
automatically boost its number of consciensious listeners.
He explained that if people see the call letters of a radio
station that is simulcasting a program they are watching
on cable television, they are much more likely to remember
it and subsequenUy tune in to it more often.
Because cable television stations are independent (not

affiliated with any national commercial network) they have
a great deal of freedom to simulcast whatever type of
music programming they like with whatever radio stations

they like. Spellos said that while cable television statwns
do have this freelance ability, early simulcasting with most
likely by aimed very heavily at the younger audience —
viewers between the ages of 12 and 24. This, Speltos ex-
plained, is because people in this age group tend to be at
home more, and thus wouW be inclined to watch more
television.

Spellos speculated, however, that eventually, simulcast
programs will be aimed at older audiences, too. He went as
far as to predKt that by the year 2000. there will be a
different cable television station (each simulcasting with a
separate radk) station) for each different musical interest
group. The programming would be arranged into time
slots appropriate for the age groups it would most likely
appeal to.

Many people are skeptical about the fusion of com-
mercial radio and cable television. According to Spellos,
however, this country's obvious obsession with cable
television cannot be ignored. In the midwest these days,
where a great percentage of the population has cable TV.
one of the most popular pasttimes is watching MTV. It only
makes sense for commercial radio statwns to use this
obsession to their benefit.
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'Confidentiar report released
will be available on Monday
By RICHARD MARTIN
Collegian Staff

The chairman of the Faculty Senate's ad-hoc commit-
tee on general education and one of its members said
yesterday that their report would not be made available
until later in the week.
"I said it was going to the printer's on Monday when I

gave my report to the Faculty Senate last Thursday,"
said Charles E. Hutchinson, department head of elec-
trical and computer engineering and chairman of the ad-
hoc committee.
However, at last Thursday's Faculty Senate meeting,

Hutchinson said the report "will be made available to the
University community on Monday."
Yesterday afternoon, Johnetta B. Cole, a member of

the committee and Associate Provost showed the Col-
legxan a copy of the proposal stamped "Confidential" but
would not allow the reporter to look at its contents.
Hutchinson, who did not know that the Collegian had

seen a copy of the poroposal said, "It simply isn't done
yet, I cannot speed it up."
Cole said she would release the 50 to 60 page proposal

to the Collegian only on the grounds that it be publishedm Its entirety, an impossibility, according to Collegian
Managing Editor Steven Semple.
"The reason we don't want it released is because the

document must be read in its entirety. In the interests of

general education we're asking the faculty, we're asking
the students, and we're asking the administration to take
this proposal as the most serious homework assignment
that anybody has anybody has ever been given." said
Cole.

"As a teacher, I know a paper, ah article, a book that is
skimmed has not received its due," Cole said.

"We want the faculty to consider Ihe whole document
Slowly, piece by piece, and as a whole, because whatwe re proposing is going to be the future of general
education on this campus. We're asking people to accept
change," Cole said.

^

The ad-hoc committee's proposal, Hutchinson said last
-Thursday, will include proposals to change both the
structure and substance of general education."
Among the areas with recommended changes in the

proposal are the core requirements, the language re-
quirement, computational skUls, faculty advising of
students and increased student-teacher interaction

Because the Collegian ceases publication today,
students wishing to learn of the recommendations in the
50-60 page proposal will have to pick up a copy on their
own, or have one provided to them by the Student Sub-
Committee on General Education.
The proposal will be distributed as widely as we can

among the students before the end of the semester," said
Cole.

J^ATCHING THE RAYS - Ton, Sou,.. . Stockbridge senior. reUxe, .utsidrthrFl;e""Art;

Hampshire students continue protest
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

A group of about 30 Hampshire College students yester-
day continued into a second day their occupation of the
school's administrative offices in protest of the Hampshire
Board of Trustees' refusal to approve the release of stocks
the school holds in military weapons producing corpora-
tions.

The students, who are occupying the entire first floor of
the Cole Science Center, met with school administrators
yesterday morning and afternoon in an effort to formulate
a basis for negotiations of their demands, which they said
centers on Hampshire College's divestment of "all
holdings in weapons producing corporations among the
top 100 Defense Department contractors."
The Students for a Responsible Institution entered the

building at 4:30 p.m. Monday after a Trustees committee
voted last Friday to reject the divestment proposal recom-
mended by their subcommittee, the Committee for Hamp-

shire on Investment Responsibility (CHOIR). CHOIR was
formed in 1977 following a similar occupation of ad-
ministration offices by Hampshire students protesting the
school's investments in South African businesses.
A rally was also held at noon yesterday in support of the

occupiers, who estimated 100 to 200 students attended it.

Gluckman, who estimated only about 75 marchers, said
administration officials feared they were intending to oc-
cupy the Blair House, where the school's temporary of-
fices had been set up, and therefore gathered belongings
and headed out of the building.

Martha-Lee Bohn, a social sciences/literature major
from Pelham, N.Y., said a group of around 70 students,
frustrated after having unsuccessfully "tried their
system" for resolving the dispute, met for about 15 hours
over the weekend to formulate a strategy for response.
Bohn said it was decided some students would occupy the
offices while others remained outside to explain to the rest
of the 1,225 member student body the reasons for their ac-

Contmned on page il

THE LONG
RANGE PLAN

Fac. senate asks

for suspension of

Long Range Plan
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Tomorrow night, the Faculty Senate wiU act on a moUon
proposuig the withdrawal of the draft of the academic
affairs portion of the Chancelbrs Working Group's Long
Range Planning document for the University of
Massachusetts.

'The motion, which was proposed by the Faculty Senate's
Ad Hoc Coordinating Committee on a Preliminary
Response to the Draft of the Long Range Plan for
Academic Affairs Prepared by the Chanceltor's Working
Group, asks "that the Faculty Senate recommends to the
Adnimistration that none of the recommendations in the
Draft of the Long Range Plan for Academic Affairs be
implemented, and the Draft be withdrawn."
The committee wUl also request that the Facuky Senate
recommend to the administration that it work with campus
governance units such as the Senate to fwmulate a new
long range plan for the University.

The Faculty Senate Rules Committee will move that any
recommendatk>ns in the Long Range Plan for Academic
Affairs "be subject to critical examination by separate
faculty committees representing affected units, and that
the Draft be taken as only the first step in a continuing
planning process which utilizes recognized governance
procedures."

The idea of withdrawing a plan that took eighteen
months to draft has drawn mixed reactions fitMn faculty
members, even those whose departments will be phased
out by the plan.

Melton Miller, master director of Southwest Residential
area where the residential college faces elimination, when
asked for his opinion on withdrawal of the academic affairs
p<Hlion of the long Range Plan, said, "It delights me."

Charles Adams, director of the Inquiry Program which
was also recommended for termination, said he thinks the
motion is "the best possible thing that could have hap-
pened. I think the entire document was ill considered."
However, members of the departments of public health

and fashion marketing, which are slated for eliminatwn,
didn't agree with their colleagues assessments of the
motion.

Robert Gage, acting dirctor of the Division of Publk
Health said. "It would be a shame to just throw away three
years of effort, but it would also be a shame to implement it

as is."

Jacquelene Robeck. fashion marketing coordinator, saki
"I think they spent a lot of time looking into things, and I

don't think it should be canned without some investigative
work, but any rebuttal should certainly be listneed to."
The other governance units on campus are also either

drafting responses to the plan or have already given their
responses to the administration.

Jim Murphy. President of the Student Government
Association, said. "It would be realy easy for us to just go
off and critique it. but I think we should come up with our
own priorities. My concern is to make sure the other parts
of the Long Range plan are considered separately and not
trashed with the academic affairs portion."
The other four sections of the Long Range Plan are

concerned with administration and finance, student affairs,
the Chancellor's area and a general plan for the university.'
The graduate student senate drafted a response on April

27 caUmg the findings of the working group inconsistent,
unfair and mcorrect. They requested that most of themajor recommendations in the plan not be implemented.

^Professional Association at the University of
Massachsuetts at Amherst (PAUMA) claimed in their
response that the plan does not properly consider the
plight of the professional staff at UMass. Although he
conceded that the principle behind the Long Range Plan is
'excellent." Robert C. White. Speaker of PAUMA said.
"Initially, it appeared there were some area not adequately
adressed."

Richard Noland. chariman of the Working Group, said
the other four sections of the Long Range Plan will be
released in the third week of June. He said he expects
"two or three areas" of the rest of the plan to be as con-
troversial as the academk affairs portM>n.
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World and national news
USSR enters crisis as negotiations continue

British P.M. accuses

Argentinian envoy
of stalling peace talks

Ar^lT '^'"»«,t^r Margaret Thatcher yesterday accused
Argentina of stalhng peace talks and said Britain should

viz !i'i
!" f ^""T '^ ^ diplomatic solution to the

Falkland Islands confbct is possible. After that, she said
no military action can be held up in any way."

aJ^Iv' '^p^l'u^'
^'"^ "^^ ^^^ Argentina a specific

deadlme But her warning came a day after she repor-
tedly instructed BriUin's U.N. envoy to tell Argentine
negotiators they had 48 hours to make peace.

In New York. U.N. peace talks were suspended again
today to give Argentina more time to consider the latest
British conditions for settUng the South Atlantic crisis
1 he talks were suspended over the weekend.

Secretary General Javier Perez de Cuellar said he
expected to determine by Thursday "whether we have
achieved a real peaceful solution." He said he expected to
resume his indirect mediation efforts Wednesday.

"I believe that we shall know within the next day ortwo whether an agreement is attainable." Mrs. Thatcher
told the House of Commons.

Pressed by opposition lawmakers to allow
parliamentary debate before she orders an invasion. Mrs
I hatcher said: "No mUitary action can be held up in any
way. To do so would be to give notice to the dictator who
IS our enemy."

_._. .
AP Lascrpholo

THATCHER SPEAKS - British Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher told members of
the British Parliament yesterday the govern-
ment expects an Argentine response in "a day or
so" to British peace proposal.

Brezhnev proposes arms freeze

Soviet satellites spy

on British navy ships
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Soviets have launched a

satellite with nuclear-powered radar that can track the
movements of British Navy ships in the Falkland Islands
area even under cloud cover, U.S. government sources
said yesterday.

The Soviet satellite, launched Saturday, is collecting
information which would be invaluable to the Argentines
said the sources, who asked to remain anonymous.

The report of the new Soviet satellite was the latest
indication that Moscow is aiding Argentina with in-
telligence information, the sources said. The first such
indications were reported in April, not long after the
crisis developed with the seizure by Argentine forces of
the Falkland Islands from the British and the swift
dispatch of a British fleet to regain that territory.

Specialists said the nuclear power provides the
satellite's radar with the necessary energy to survey
wide stretches of ocean even in bad weather.

Such a capability is considered important in the
Falklands area at this time of the year, when the South
Atlantic winter is setting in. Radar satellites can pick up
ship locations and movements that would be obscured
from satellites relying on photography.

U.S. government specialists said the sateUite sent into
orbit last weekend may be providing information in
conjunction with other data from an electronic in-
telligence satellite fired into space in late April to survey
the South Atlantic area.

The United States does not yet have an ocean sur-
veiUance satellite system using radar, although such a
project is in development.

MOSCOW (AP) - President Leonid I. Brezhnev on
yesterday proposed a freeze on modernization and
deployment of strategic nuclear arms as soon as talks begin
with the United Sutes. but he rejected U.S. caUs for
immediate cuts.

He said President Reagans proposal for a one third
reduction in arsenals was "unrealistic" and designed to
insure American superiority."
Brezhnev, however, called Reagan's offer to resume

strategic arms talks a "step in the right direction" and said
the Soviet Union was prepared to begin negotiations
without delay and without any strings attached."
As a basis for the negotiations, he proposed a freeze on

the modernization and deployment of strategic weapons
"as soon as the talks begin."
He also said that no additional Soviet medium range

missiles will be deployed in areas from which they could hit

Officials predict

anemic recovery
WASHINGTON (AP) - In the Reagan administration's

bleakest forecast yet. Treasury SecreUry Donald T
Regan said yesterday the economy is in for anemic
recovery, perhaps followed quickly by another recession
unless huge potential federal deficits are trimmed.
Regan made his remarks to NBC News shortly before

the Commerce Department released figures showing that
Americans' personal income rose just 0.3 percent last
month, the fourth modest gain in a row after Decembers
first decline in nearly seven years.
The economy is "starting to inch ahead, but it really

hasn t gotten under steam yet." Regan said.
Economists inside and outside the government say a

sustained recovery depends partly on lower interest rates.
Regan said lower rates depend on Congress' willingness to
embrace the president's most recent adjustments to his
economic program: further spending restraint coupled
with some tax increases.

Many Democratic members of Congress say the way to
hold the deficits down to $100 billion or so - stUI roughly
$25 billion higher than the 1976 record - is to chip away at
Reagan's tax cuts and to trim more than $5 bUlion from his
proposed military spending increases.
Such Democrats are asking the administration to

compromise more than it has. But "^"jan was not Ulking in
such terms. Instead, he said, the situation calls for "the
Congress to do something and to do it quickly."

If Congress can pass a reasonable budget, interest rates
will come down and the economy could stage a strong
recovery from the recession, he said.
But without a budget agreement, he said, "it's going to

be very anemic, and then well go right back into another
recession."

Regan predicted early this year that the economy would
come "roanng back " in the AprilJune quarter. He later
softened that prediction to a forecast of relatively strong
growth in the second half of this year.

West Germany or other Western European countries.m Washington. Reagan said Brezhnev's remarks ap
peared to show a willingness to hold talks.

"I think we'll be meeting," the president said. Asked if
he saw hopeful signs in Brezhnev's speech, he said, "Yes I
think he agreed that we'd meet; we will."

Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr., at a NATO
meeting in Luxembourg, said some Soviet arms control
proposals have "compatibUity" with the U.S. approach
But he rejected Brezhnev's proposal for a nuclear freeze

Nuclear freezes do not promote effective arms control
"

Haig said However, he said of Brezhnevs speech, "to the
extent they (the Soviets) are willing to get into
negotiations as early as possible, it is positive

"

'^n'"^^
President George Bush, interviewed on ABC-TV's

Good. Morning America." said Soviet willingness to talkwas encouraging.
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Summer schedule announced
VMass faces drastic ret
By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

During the summer months there will be many schedule
changes across the campus of the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst. The PVTA bus schedule will
change with a drastic reduction in service.
The South Amherst. North Ar^herst, Sunderland, and

Belchertown Road busses will run approximately on the
half hour from 7:00 to 8:30 in the morning and from 4:00 to
5:30 in the afternoon. Each bus will make two runs around
noon.

The West Street. Belchertown Center. Gatehouse Road
and South Deerfield busses will run on similar timetables.
Complete schedules can be picked up in the Dean of
Students office in Whitmore.
Effective Tuesday June 1, until Friday August 27 the

following changes are in effect:

Goodell library will be open from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m..
Monday through Thursday. 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Fridays
and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Saturdays. Goodell will be
closed Sundays.
The Tower Library will run on the same schedule as

Goodell except: Archives which will be open from 8:30 a.m.

to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. The art coUection
which will be open from 1:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.. Monday
through Thursday and 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Fridays and
Saturdays. Special collections which will be open from 1:00
p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Morrill Science Center will be open from 8:30 a.m. to 6:00

p.m. Mondays and Wednesdays. 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays. 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Fridays
and noon to 8:00 p.m. Sundays.
The music and physical sciences libraries will be open

from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.
The University Store will operate from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30

p.m. Monday through Friday effective Friday. May 28.
The Mini-Store will be open from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.,

Monday through Friday, effective Friday. May 28.
Munchies stores and the Snack Bais will be open from

7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Whitmore will remain open during its same hours of 8:30

a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.
The summer gym schedule will be available next week in

the Intramural office in Boyden.
Boyden and NOPE will be running on restricted

schedules during finals week, and Curry Hicks will be
closed.

Fear and loathing in the final daze
The Last Thompson Parody

By M.W. MULCAHY
Collegian Staff

In these shallow last days of the semester there is a
grovehng. dog-eat-dog pushy atUtude that is inflicted
upon even the most angelic of University slime. The final
dash.

Some sniveling, snot-lipped freshmen with calculators
m hand Uke to believe the final grade in their rhetoric
class is what lies behind the anxiety on campus, but they
don t realize that in the bowels of the Campus Center
concourse the true battle rages forth to every up-
Derclassmen's final destiny.
"Out of my way slime," screams an angry woman with

a machette, as she slashes and chops her way to the Blue
Wall.

Commentary

EEE AA(|> EK DZ EAT IPV xO AXQ

"Let me through to the Hatch bar," wails a misled
chemistry student as he douses the crowd with
hydrochloric acid.

I decided that I had to remove myself from this
swirling mass of ludicrous lunatics and head for the
elevators. But to manage an escape to the 11th floor

would require evasive action. I grabbed Tonto from the
Hare Krishna table where he was getting his hair cut and
told an overzealous engineering major that I'd give him
50 bucks if he could get Tonto and I past the rabble into

an elevator. Pulling out a laser stolen form Engineering
East, he cleared our way. Unfortunately the doors shut
before I could pay him.

When we reached the top. I tossed Tonto a couple of

Valiums to calm him down while he affectionately stared
at the waitress' breasts.

"The usual," I bellowed at at her as Tonto began to

plunge into her chest.

"Seven margaritas. two zombies, a case of Molson and
a quart of Wild Turkey" she queried, prying Tonto from
her leg.

rf%

"Right, and a white russian made with mother's milk

for my friend."

As I gazed out the windows watching students fling

themselves out the windows of Southwest Towers, I

thought back on the semester which led my to this

dreadful moment when I would have to prepare for the

most feared activity I would ever face. Work. The
thought was disturbed, as all my thoughts are, by the

sound of a whining freshman trying to get into the TOC
on his father's ID.

"But, honest, sir, my hair grew back suddenly," he

pleaded.

The bouncer didn't accept the excuse and the student

was sent down the elevator shaft to find the elevator.

Ahh, the days when I was his age, a man was no more
limited to alcohol than he was to sex.

But this was it, the final daze. Students were am-
bitiously plaguerizing articles form Hustler magazine to

get that final 'CD'.

It was a pity that they never took the time to see the

doctor. The doctor took bribes. Noone will ever know
that the 'A' I recieved for "Drugs and the Media" in-

volved doing blotter acid and reading the Globe. And yet

I was graduating cum laudely, while they were trying to

scrounge a 'D' in Spanish off some Argie who's pissed off

about the Falkland Islands.

While I was contemplating the universe (or at least the

four planets I know) Tonto was busy enticing the

waitress into giving him an enema with the fire ex-

tinguisher. The sonofabitch will try anything. I

remember last year when he went scubadiving in the

campus center pond. Three ducks beat the hell out of

him. He claims that he plans on destroying com-

mencement by fertilizing the football field the day before.

Tonto. he's going to be missed, or at least his drugs

will. Nitrous Oxide at the Chancellor's Ball, microdot at

the Pond Series, Speed at Southwest, Orange Sunshine

at Orchard HiU, Qualudes at Quad Day. But, that'll all be

behind me now. Or will it? I may still be able to flunk

"Struggle for Food."

"Waitress, bring me another round and keep "em

coming."

Religious leaders

at UMass talk on

birth control issue
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

With one exception, religious leaders on campus agree
birth control methods should be encouraged. Jewish and
Protestant leaders surveyed said there is a need for birth
control, and the Catholic leader said birth control in-
terferes with the natural ends of marriaee.

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter of Hillel said the discussion of
birth control is not a taboo subject. Nor is there just one
Jewish stance on birth control, he said. However, in
Orthodox Judaism, there must be no destruction of seed
and no barriers between the penis and the vagina during
intercourse.

"Intercourse has a purpose. It is an ex-
change of love and caring, a full expression
of our humanity, " Perlmutter said. "A lot

ofJews are unaware Judaism has anything
to say about birth control, so they don't
think about it."

"Intercourse has a purpose. It is an exchange of love
and caring, a full expression of our humanity,"
Perlmutter said. "A lot of Jews are unaware Judaism has
anything to say about birth control, so they don't think
about it."

Reverend Dr. Peter Sabey, a protestant chaplain and
campus minister, said all denominations he is associated
with would encourage responsible family planning.
"There is no question at all. We leave it up to the

couple to choose a responsible method, " Sabey said.

Pastor Paul Bosch of the Immanuel Lutheran Church,
said. "People have a right not to have children. It is up to
the people mvolved. Sex is not only for procreating the
race."

Reverend Ian Montgomery of the Ark. said the
Episcapalian church has officiaUy encouraged birth
control for years. Birth control helps maintain the
freedom of sexual enjoyment in a marriage.

"Birth control seems the responsible way to control
unwanted birth." Montgomery said.

Father Joseph Quigley. director of the Newman Center
said, according to the traditional Catholic view, "One of
the principal goals of marriage is the procreation and the
education of children." Quigley said the most recent
document in respect to the issue of birth control is the
Encyclical of Humanae Vitae by Pope Paul VI written in

1968. The Encyclical mentioned only the possibility of
the rhythm method, to be used as birth control he said.

"If there are serious motives to space out the births,
then they might want to take into account the natural
rhythm method," Quigley said.

Colleinaii photo by Kevin J. Farkftli

WINE TASTER - Dr. Dick Gold of the
Psychology Department gives a "wine-tasting"
lecture to his class.
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Have A Good Summer
from the entire Collegian staff

^^'tririr^'k'kirir^icifiririririririririririr'k'kirir'kirifiririr^

GRADUATIOi^
BUFFET
CELEBRATIOJ^r

May 30, 1982 Noon - 3 p.m.
Rm 1009 Murray D. Lincoln

Campus Center

Bring your family and friends andenjoy our delicious buffet, featur

• Steamship Round of Beef
• Chicken Creole
• Eggs Benedict ^
^» Deep Fried Cod Tails

And Much More! >g
ONLY B7.00 J^

Call for your reservation now
M5-041«

THE ARK
WELCOMES YOU BACK

TO BOSTON
Tuesdays, June 1

and June 8
.,^there will be
ffee Qdmission
with u.mpss. id/

Tuesdays are College Nite
domestic beer .75
bar liquor 1.00

Q-OO _ p:oo

S35 BEACON STREFT BOSTON MASS. 02215 - 247-9548

BE IN THE
FOREFRONT
OF TODAYS ^ V^
TECHNOLOGY
AS AN AIR
FORCE
ENGINEER

Our engineering officers are planning and
designing tomorrow's weapon systems todayMany are seeing their ideas and concepts
matenal./e. They have the finest, state-Sf-
the-art equipment to test their theories. Theworking environment is conducive to researchAnd Air Force experience is second to noneYou can be part of this dynamic team if you

u,n7Jofr"^'T""^ ^^8"^^ Your first step
will be Officer framing School. Help us shape
our future as we help you start yours. Be an
engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact
>oiir Air Force reiruiler ;il 41 J 557-3898
(.iprain Kevin Reinerf Call tolled

^

The London School ofEconomics and Political Science
(University ofLondon)

VISITING LONDON?
SUMMER VACATION 1982

Hal s of Residence [two]
"' ^ELF-CATERING PUTS AVAIUBLE

5 July- 25 September from £5 7Piin.i ^•

Se.-CateHng Rat, (2 5 oer
'

''" '"^°" '^^^ ''^^'''

10 July- ^ 2?SeDLmh°?'
'"^^'^'^ '^«'"9s)

25 September from £98.90 including VAT weeklv for u^
Halk nr;... :.-. . .

9 ^^r weekly for two people.NOTE: Halls
'" iwu people.

regist?a'io'n car^tt fa?eat th^
holding a valid UK rtudent

Apply direct to Hall Bursar

il ?4 rt"""^^ o
^^" '^'«° ^or flats)18-24 Fitzroy Street

London W1P5AE England
Tel: 580 6338

* fr«a«i>a|ie<Wv

Passfield Hall P*"
^''^® ^^^ leaflets to:

1 Endslelgh Place i^ Barbara Powrie
London WCIHOPWFn^ I, ^

London School of Economics
Tel : 387 7743

'^"fl'a^d Houghton Street
London WC2A 2AE England

Wednesday, May 19, 1982

!!!!!!f
P""-* ^»th^««t dormitory fi,^ NcWSlmeSCollegian Staff >,^J""«« ^'^ '•^Ported and no disciplinary action is

-^ ^ ^-^ ^^X J. J. IV/O • • •
By EDWARD L. BIRK
Collegian Staff

reDort»Whviii„;. ..A. ^"^o' of Education werereported by University of Massachusetts polioe yesterday.

wl^ sZd^n^" ^T^^^ ^^^ ^""**^» *'*'•'" '" John Adams
Zlr K? ^ ^""^ "^^ apparently set off by smoke fro^paper burmng u, a wastebasket from room 217 S^ Pa^l

wLtebasket huf ln° ^ '" extinguished match into the

Sntl V t hi 1.. I
^* ^^^ '°"^^"^ °^ ^^"^ recepticle ignitedinstantly the match was apparently stUl lit. Ominskylaid.

The man tried to put out the burning material hvsmothering it but could not so he carried thf b^ket to the

O^skT^slr Th^ 'r^^ *"^ doused'jSfflateswminsKy said. The smoke from the burning masshowever, had already reached the hallwaT sZkedetectors and set off the buUding alarm. Omins^fsaid

UMass police placed into protective custody at 6-26 d m
wL' rloriSlv't7i

""' "^'"^^^'^^ 56-year'oW mfn'who
nmJncif'^^^T,^^*'^""^ ^^'^^ members in officesOminsky said. Responding officers met the man n ^hallway and said he smelled strongly of alcohol and wasunsteady on his feet. Ominsky said. A definhe slur wLpresent m h« voice when the man said he was Jesus ChSand was on his way to Worcester. Ominisky said. The rianwas then placed into custody. Ominsky said

tidi
*"

V"^f'**^ !""dent. a Honda motor vehicle repor-

meter'S2?nnT"^/T '''
T^"^^ ^^^^ ^ P-^Tn^meter 542 m Lot U yesterday and struck with its bumper agr^n Chevrolet Nova parked at meter 543. Ominsky said.The Chevy had its bumper sUghtly damaged but the Hondabroke Its left tail light and damaged its bumper. Ominsky

tolTd? OmL";^^^^ '•"•^^"^ * ''^^^ •-« •* ^^<^ to be

Police arrest woman for disturbing the peace
ByKENLUNDBERG I'v.w.v.v.By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

A woman who was reportedly disruptinj? the

rSrQ M "'.""''f""^
^°^*^ **'»>« Amher^Motel

Z^TJ *'"*^*^. f^'"^" ^^ "^«t«d and chargedwith trespassmg and disturbing the peace. Amherst poUce

2.fi^n'* ^T^'' ^^' °^ Brooklyn. N.Y.. was arrested at

inhL?' ^^'"^^ '^^'''^^ ^^^ ^''''•d complaint within

wasTn^rnTr! (*'***'"' ^^''"^•^'•' Poli^^e said. Jacobs

Court ^NnJi^h^ .'^r ^° Hampshire County DistrictLourt m Northampton for arraignment, police said.

At 10:00 p.m. Monday poUce said they arrested a 16-
year-old juvenile from Ashfield on a default warrant out of

StrilT^nJ? .'^
Z^*^ i*'*

y""^*' ^^ ^'•'•^^ted on Amity
btreet and later turned over to Hadley police.

2.n rr?; "^^^^ * ^'^^^"'^ "" ^""^^ Pheasant Street at

poUcT'^id
^^^ '"^ '""^ '^^ °P*°^ *^^' °^ * P""'^^ ^"'

Laurie FuUerton. 21. of Marblehead. turned back a

th^ri^H ?"* T^^"^ '"^ ^^ **"*«'«>"« as a result ofthe accident, police said, and was later taken to Universityof Massachusetts Health Services.
'versiiy

Amherst PoUce Department accident statistics releasedyesterday show a 64 percent decrease in accidents Sth
Z'^ "^^cLT '\ ^P"^ ""•^ ^'^^^^ Patrol ^ricii f^mOctober 1981 to April 1982. The report also showed an 82percent decrease of hospitalized persons within the Sme

oth^efSAP n^^
^°"''? ^^" ^^^ '^^ SAP team may join

thp p. f Pfograms from across the state in a program atthe Esplenade in Boston scheduled for this summefwLh

d^Ltrjring.^" P^-^"- -^ the dangers of

Manchester school officials investigate racist clubMANCHESTER (AP)- School offici«U k..„ .. .„.._.. ^ ^^XttVlOl^ClUU

UM art department sponsors

student sculpture competition

sJnsorir.lT'?'?*"'
*^ University of Massachusetts is

wrnTto|2!^o"'''""
""^^''^'^^ ^ ^^''^^ students may

eli^hllf "T ""^^^Sraduate and graduate students areehgib e to enter, and the sculpture wUl be displayed in thevicinity of the Student Union Building.

HJ*L^
se'nifinalists will be awarded $50 each the art

H«ni!J''*'^".^u^*'t"''^
''°"tact Norm PhiUips of the artdepartment by Friday. May 31. 1982. PhiUips c^ iSreached at the Fine Arts Center at 5-1902.

^

Workshop examines sexism

in the U.S. record industry

thi^R "''*'!rj^'^*"*'''!)*'P
^"t'tled: "Sexism and Violence inthe Record Industry" wUl be held from noon to 1 Tmtomorrow m room 81 1 of the Campus Center.

The workshop, sponsored by the Educator/Advocates ofthe Everywomans Center. wiU provide an opportunity toexamine a comprehensive selection of various recordalbum covers and the impUcations they hold for women andmen. The workshop wiU delve into both the expUcit and
subliminal messages of sexism and violence against women
promoted by the record industry.

The workshop is free of charge. Anyone interested isencouraged to attend. For additional informaUon^ 545

MANCHESTER (AP) - School officials
are trymg to learn why a dozen eighth-
grade boys, including some class officers,
formed a club that harassed Jews in this
exclusive oceanside town north of Boston

Can a small group of boys. 13 'A years
old, on their own. come up with this, think
of It and organize it all by themselves?"
Richard Howland. principal of Manchester
JuniorSenior High School, asked
Tuesday.

^u^u^T?^**
said one aUeged member of

the Nigger and Jew Hater Organization
of America was suspended for three days
and warnings had been given to at least
another 10 boys.

Howland decUned to identify the club
members at the school, where the student

body is predominantly white and non-
Jewish,

Members reportedly wrote the group's
mitials on blackboards and desktops.
Howland said there also were un
substantiated reports that some club
members had T-shirts made in the school's
print shop.

School officials learned of the group last
week when a number of parents com-
plained their chUdren were beine
harassed. *

Eve Cutter said her two Jewish sons
had been caUed names whUe at the school.

"You like to see that there's no bigotry
or bias, she said. "But you know, deep-
down, there is."

Also, an anti-Semitic letter was
distributed at the school, and Howland
said 13-year-old June Sharkey, who is
Jewish, had her notebook taken from her
and returned with swastikas and the word
Jew on it.

About 10 of the 515 students at the
school are Jewish or black. Howland said
most of the students come from
Protestant and CathoUc upper middleclass
families that live in this suburb 30 miles
north of Boston.
Some students said they knew club

members.
"I know them all." said Marc Romano, a

16-year-old junior. "They're terrified and
very ashamed. Everyone is bearing down
on them.

Principal Richard Howland

Hay YOU plQnn#d out your
Exom W«*k QctivitUs?

W# hoYo plonnod our oxom
wook Qt tho Hungry Ull

Soo pg 25 for dotoils

Tip: BLUEWALL I— PROOPLY fumEHta —

^

#*»»»#«!
]

Typewriter Paper
Thesis Paper

Binders

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

I >/.
'•J-,

'V,

---. —rrffffff

f

jjjjj

Dastardly
Dans^

2 for 1 on draft beers
36 E. Pleasar^t Street
Amherst, MA 253-9286

FRIMV
MAY 21
3-6y.tti,

Z_f^^_lmmppy HOUR I
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Firm turns to Navy to sell

horsemeat, reactions varied
MIDDLETOWN. R.I. (AP) - Faced

with centuries old Uboos against eaUng
horsemeat. a Connecticut firm has turned
to Navy commissaries to sell its product,
fmdmg that world travel helps overcome
disgust at the idea of having Silver or Flicka
for dinner.

"Customer reaction is very polarized,"
says commissary officer Lt. Edward B.
Haskins of the Newport Navy Commissary
which foUowed the lead of Navy super
markets in New London, Conn, and
Brunswick. Maine and has been selling
frozen horsemeat steaks and patties since
last week.
"Some people, especially in the military

have travelled the world over and have
tried it or seen it in places like Europe and
they buy it." Haskins says. "But some
people look on it with disgust, because they

with a family pet orassociate horses
horseback riding.

"One lady asked me if Lassie was going to
be next and I assured her that was not the
case."

The taboo goes back to the fourth century
m Europe, when the Catholic Church
banned eating horsemeat to help spread
Christianity among Germanic and Celtic
tribes, says Ronald J. Corn, president of
Chevalean Foods of Hartford, Conn.

"It happened there was a missionary,
named Boniface, who wrote to the pope and
said he felt eating horsemeat was one of the
things that stood in the way of conversion of
these heathens.

"The church decided to draw on Mosaic
law...to issue edicts to stop Christians from
eating horsemeat. to make them one step
higher than the heathens."

MEAT ON THE HOOF - A shopper at the Navy Comissary Xtksout the specials on horsemeat.

(

WHEN YOU GET A HAIRCUT

AT --QREAT X-

—

the closer you get,

the better you look

Radios for Jogging as low as $42.00

Mon - Sat

10:00 - 9:30

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA
NECESSARy&i
cHfccnmtiis

PRECISION HAFCUTTERSTtHS f

Senior Appreciation Sale
Thank you UMass, Amherst, Smith,

a, Hampshire and IVIount Holyoke seniors
O for a great year. . .

In return we are giving you

10% OFF EVERYTHING
9 in our Amherst and Northampton stores
c ^
c
3 yf^

Sale Ends May 29
Cash or Charge Only -Proof of Graduation Required

FOR YOU
CLASS OF '62

SENIOR DAY!
Friday, May 28th, 1982

12 noon - 5 pm

Metawampe Lawn
^ Tickets on sale in CC Concourse ^^ Advanced tickets: ^
^w 5®!?'a''s>2.50 ^Guests $3.75 +

r IMEXT FALL
TAKE A

SEMESTER
IN THE

WILDERNESS
•n»e National Outdoor I.r«lrrA,p Srtiool o««, a 3% month

nCHT!?TJ^**^ '°'^'^ "^""^ ^"^^ proficientmthr skJb o< hari^fountry lnri«R and travel Cofnpr»id of five

l!!!!^'" tiri^^ ''^ " ' **'*"^ wilderness settmg, ,he
JCiiMsler utciudes:

Five weeks learning mountaineering and expedition
•falb in Wyoming's Wind River range

Two weeks learning technical rock climbing.

Two weeks trekking the remote canyons and explor-
ing the pn-Cohimbian rums of Southern Uuh
Two weeks investigating the subterranean world of
caving.

Two weeks ski touring and winter camping inpn^me alpine wikiemeM
M QUArm-HOUK OF COIXECE CKEDIT ARE AVAIIAIU

FOK THE NOLS SEMESTEK

^JHZ' !!l^'""'*^
'**~' ••* "^ comprehensive program ofoutdoor skills trainii« avaUabie, »vnte

y"vn oi

NOLS Semester Program
The National Outdoor I.eadersh» School. OepI V-82PO Box AA
L«»def, Wyoming 82520

O all NOLS m (307) 333-6973

MILLER,MILLER LITE
DRAFTS

G.
I^S^LE TRCU3LE

2 'i^M)T VCRTAr-JUCE

Jf(Q)]L@.

J!^ "" DOStfT cm VDU ANY
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Construction supervisor dies
at subway excavation site

an excavation hole at a subway construction site tipped and

re^orJ^S:
' '"' '"'"^ ' ^"P^""^^"^ yesterday'lcSs

p/Hni"r!?" ^f^^yJ'-'
^^' ^f Dunstable, an employee for

the ^oZ- K^ 'T' ^'' ^^^^^^"» ^he operation from

rh.rS« ^P .T^^"
^^^ '"^"^^P «<=c""ed. according to

for Perini kT^VT P'^"'^""^ ^^'^ ^orpoT^ie relations

bti,m
^ ^

' ^ "^^^ P^"^*^ ^""^^^^ ^^^ f*"«"

Matthew KeUy. 25 one of Kelly's two sons, both ofWhom are employed by Perini. was working at the same
site as his father. The other snn ToKn t ot T
ot o Att

"'^'"''•. ^i'*' omer son, John J., 27, was workmcr
at a different project.

The 10 a.m. accident occurred at the Harvard Square
construction site of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority s Red Line extension.
No other injuries were reported.

Governor's economic policy
is criticized by Dukakis

Michael S. Dukakis attacked Gov. Edward J. Kings recordon unemployment and the economy yesterday andproposed a four-point economic program to help create

Dukakis, challenging King for the Democratic
nomination for governor, said "there are only 32.000 more
people workmg in Massachusetts today than were working
in January 1979." when King took office.
The former governor said 246.000 new jobs were created

during his term, the preceding four years.
The economy "is our issue, and he is trying to steal it

trom us. said Roy Lyons, a campaign aide to King. He said
more than 125.000 new jobs have been created under King
"When (Dukakis) was governor, the unemployment rate

was consistently higher than the national average." he
said. "With King as governor, we are running below the
national average."

Dukakis claimed the King administration "has no
economic program, no plan, no strategy. AU it has is
slogans and bumper stickers, and they don't produce jobs
for people who need them."

iCollcgian 7

Digest
By the Associated Press

CONSTRUCTION FATALITY -"ReTcueworkers try to remove body of construction
worker after he fell to his death.

Voters try again to choose
mayor in see-saw election
BROCKTON - A six month, see-saw legal battle overwho should occupy City HalJ was coming to a dose

En t^ T^ .?k""
^"'"^ ^^ '^' P«"« to *^«-ide once andfor all who should be mayor of Shoe City

"Everyone's tired of it. so it's been a real low-keycampaign. Just a rehashing of the issues and the big

question of the secrecy of the ballot." said City Clerk J JLyons, who predicted 30 percent of the city's 41,000
registered voters would help break the deadlock betweenLawrence V. McCavitt and Paul V. Studenski

rn.. 1 "m'" ^^lP'-«^I^'"^ed the winner of the nonpartisan

Tsvl ^^'T^'' ^^r " ^^^' t^'y '^^"^^ him ahead by
23 votes. McCavitt asked for a recount, and Studenski's
lead was narrowed to 12 votes.
A court fight over absentee ballots prompted one judge

to give the election to McCavitt. and then the stateSupreme Court threw out the election results and ordered
a rematch.

falUn^d'h'"
'*'? *"?

had "expected to get into campaign last
fall and have a fairly quick race - September and Octoberand over m November. I never thought Id stiU be cam-

sUyedTome.''^''"'*''
^^^^'- " ^

"^'"^
^ ^'""^^^^^ ^^"'^ ^'^^^

onr'silof^^'.'iM'"''"""
''''\ ^o""*^"'"*" ^aid he spentonly $13,000 on the mayoral primary and November

$22 Son" '71 ''^" !"''' '^^" f^'-^^d t« «P«"d abou
$22,000 on legal fees, plus another $5,000 for campaign

JcJU.OOO a year position,

Barry Locke will go before
three-judge appeals panel
WRENTHAM - Former Massachusetts Transportation

Secre ary Barry M. Locke goes before a three-judge
appeals court panel today to argue that his 7 to 10 yearsentence on bribery-related charges was too harsh.

Locke, the first defendant to stand trial in the
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority corruption
scandal, was convicted Feb. 2 on all five counts of con-
spiracy to commit bribery and larceny

Suffolk Superior Court Judge Rudolph F. Pierce gaveLocke one of the stiffest sentences ever in a Massachusetts
pohtical corruption case by sending him to state prison for
7 to 10 years and fining him $5,000. Locke is not eligible for
parole until September 1984.

R.
^"^

m'"u '\^^ exce.ssive." said Locke's attorney.
Barry M. Haight. "You can look at it a number of
ways.. (Codefendant Robert L) Tatel received four monthsfrom Judge Pierce and Ixx^ke got 7-to-lO (years) at
Walpole. It s just out of synch.
"Look at the other recent political corruption cases in

Massachusetts - nobody get anywhere near this kind of
sentence, he said.

LAST DAY OF CLASSES - Wednesday

May 19

FINAL EXAMS
Final exams will begin at 8 a.m. on Friday, May
21, and run through Thursday May 27. The last

exams will begin at 4 p.m. that day. Thursday,
May 20 is a full reading day. No classes or exams
are scheduled for that day. For further informa-
tion on the times or places of specific exams,
call either the Information Data Bank, 545-1555
or the Scheduling Office, 545-2605.

RESIDENCE HALLS
All students must vacate the residence halls by 6
p.m., Thursday, May 27, the last day of finals.

The only exception is graduating seniors who
must be out by 4 p.m. Sunday, May 30th.

TELEPHONES
Telephones will be shut off randomly, by dorm,
starting Thursday, May 27. It might be best to

make any important calls well before Thursday.

MAIL
All 1st class mail and packages received at the
Central Mail Room after residence halls close
will be forwarded to students' home addresses.
Anyone wanting magazines forwarded to their

home addresses should fill out a card at the Cen-
tral Mail Room 139 Whitmore, requesting this.

All mail other than 1st class packages and
magazines will be discarded.

LIBRARIES
The Goodell and University Tower Libraries are
open Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 12
midnight, Saturday and Sunday from 10 a.m. to
12 midnight through Wednesday, May 26. On
Thursday, May 27, the last day of finals, they
will be open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. For further in-

formation call the Information Data Bank
545-1555.

DINING COMMONS
The Dining Commons will provide service at the
regularly posted hours. The last meal to be serv-
ed at the Dining Commons will be dinner, on
Thursday, May 27, which will run until 6:30 at
Worcester and Hampshire Commons and until 7
p.m. at Franklin and Berkshire Commons.

BUS SCHEDULES
UMass buses will run on their present full service
schedule through Thursday, May 27. They will

begin Summer Service Schedules starting Fri-

day, May 28. The Five College bus route that
runs Route 301 to Mt. Holyoke, Hampshire and
Amherst Colleges will run through May 27 and
will not run after that date. Northampton bus
routes should run as usual through May 19.
After that date call Western Mass Transit
586-5806 for information and summer
schedules. For further information on Umass
and Five College schedules, call the UMass
Transit Office, 545-0056.

IDB @v® TIPS
A Service of the Dean of Students

Mass House
gives approval

to using force

for discipline

BOSTON - The
Massachusetts House gave
initial approval yesterday
to legislation allowing
teachers and other school
personnel to use
"reasonable force" when
confronted by violent
pupils.

The measure advanced
on a voice vote, without
debate, although it is

opposed by the Depart-
ment of Education. An
agency spokesman said the
statute is not considered
necessary.

According to the
Legislature's Education
Committee, it was filed for

the Massachusetts
Federation of Teachers, a
union representing
teachers in Boston and
approximately 40 other
systems.

The bill continues the
state ban on corporal
punishment in public
schools, but adds the
following provision:

"The above prohibition
shall not preclude any
member of the school
committee or any teacher
or any employee or agent
of the school committee
from using such reasonable
force as is necessary to
protect pupils, other
persons, and themselves
from an assault by a pupil.
Where such an assault may
occur the principal must
file a detailed report of the
same with the school
committee."

"71

You are the eyes and
ears of the Collegian. If
you see a story, tell us
about it.

siiiii
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im^ATuuTmst

6-fmna[vp
WINNERS

VEnCKEDVPBASIL.
$1,000 WINNERS

Alpha Chi Omega
Tri Sigma

Sigma Delta Tau

$500 WINNERS

Beta Kappa Phi

Delta Zeta

Crabtree Dorm

CONGRATULATIONS FROM:
COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTORS

Westfield, Massachusetts
Craig B. Keenan

College and Youth Marketing Director

Jackson Katz Common SIS^^
WHATISNSU?(R.Y..S.Deerfie]d(
NbU IS an abbreviation for non-specific urethritis, alsoknown as nongonococcal urethritis, an increasingly

Zr" r^'''" ^. '"^"- ^' '^ ^ inflammation of fhl

hl^HH /k T^?* '^"^' ^^^^ ^^^'•"^s """« from thebladder through the penis to the outside of the body.Symptoms of NSU can include a thin, watery discharge.

^"^f xre^-
"''^^^'^' *"^/*''' Pai"f"' urination. Thecause of NSU is not clear. It may develop as a reaction toyagmal secretions, vaginal deodorants, or con-

traceptives. A change in sexual habits may be a factor,
as we

1 as infection in a sexual partner. It is important
to seek medical attention when symptoms are present to
rule out other diseases with similar symptoms, such as
gonorrhea. Treatment often is antibiotics taken by
mouth. Use of condoms and urination within one hour
after mtercourse may be helpful in preventing this in-
flammation.

HOW DID THE SO-CALLED PLATONIC FRIEN-
DSHIP GET ITS NAME? (M.N.. Brittany Manor)
A relationship between a woman and a man without

sexual activity is caUed platonic after Plato's ideal of
nonsexual love. Today, the number of platonic friend-
ships appears to be increasing as the sexes have more
opportunity to associate. Platonic friendships can be
exceptionally fulfiUing. but not without problems.
Because out society has no rules for platonic friends,
people may regard the relationship with suspicion. Also,
at some point in the friendship, physical attraction can
occur that may be difficult to deal with.

Mary Chaffee

Collegian

The increased number of these special relationships,
described as something more than friendship but less
than love, is probably related to the changing wavs thatmen and women are relating to each other with an
enhanced focus on equality between the genders.

WHAT COURSES ON SEXUALITY AREAVAILABLE IN THE FIVE-COLLEGE AREA? (J B
Southwest)

As course offerings change each semester, check the
current catalogues for complete offerings, descriptions
and requirements. Many courses are avaUable that deal
with certain aspects of sex roles, sexuality, and sexual
behavior in varying depths. These are a few of the
courses available:

At UMass: Psychology 391(Human Sexual Behavior)
Psychology 208( Psychology of Women). Home Economics
594 b( Sexuality and Sex Roles). Sociology 383( Sociology
of Sex Roles). Women's Studies 297a(Women and Health
Care).

At Amherst College: Psychology 29s(Human
Sexuahty).

At Hampshire College: NS 131 (Of Mice and Women-
Scientific Research on Sex Differences). IN 333(Feminist
Theory).

At Smith College: Anthropology 243b(Women and
Sexuality), Psychology 276b( Psychology of Women).
At Mt. Holyoke College: History 298 299s(Ar

Historical Inquiry into the Social Relations of the Sexes
Parts I and II). Politics 220f(Sex and Politics)

THANKYOU
SOUND & MUSIC CELEBRATES ITS

6TH ANNIVERSARY NOW THROUGH JUNE 5

SONY TC-FX2
Stereo Dolby c
Cassette Deck 169

n^^ i£:Qd
harman kardon CD 301
Cassette Deck with

Dolby C and HX-PRO

*475

ONKYO TX-11 Receiver

ONTKYO CP-1000
Turntable

It^BBBSm M70B Cartndge

BSR
82 Speakers

350

Speakers

EI\/PlfE 600LAC $75
Cartridge installed

rKtt.! Stanton RC-5 record cleaner
with any turntable and cartridge

rtltltz.! De-magnetizer with any
cassette deck.

rKttt! audiophile record with any
complete system.

15% OFF All 90 Minute Cassettes.

10-30% Off All Demo Specials And Used Equipment
(Quantities Limited)

w^^ww^, w,
rolle|fi«n photo by Jim Waldron

DOUBLE TROUBLE? - Saxophonist John
Shaeffer plies his trade at the Quad Day concert.

Billy Graham
awarded with

religious prize

in England
LONDON (AP) - The

Rev. Billy Graham
received the Templeton
Prize for Progress in

Religion at Buckingham
Palace yesterday.

At a brief ceremony in

the palace music room, the
evangelist from North
Carolina received the prize
from Prince Philip,
husband of Queen
Elizabeth IL
The prize consisted of a

scroU with a citation, a
medal of Irish silver and a
check for 110,000 pounds
- $200,200 - the world's
richest religious prize.

Graham was ac-
companied to the palace by
his wife. Ruth, and by the
founder of the prize,

Winchester, Tenn. native
John M. Templeton, and
his wife, Irene.

Prince Philip has
presented the annual prize

since it was first awarded
in 1973 to Mother Teresa of
Calcutta. Nobel
prizewinning founder of
the Missionaries of
Charity.

pair

Receivers: Onkyo TX-2000, Harman/
Kardon 740, Harman/Kardon
730, Tandberg TR-2045, Marantz
2250B, Marantz 2270, JVC RS-33
Harman/Kardon 330c.

Speakers: Mirage SM-4*s, Clarke Encore II's,

Cizek 727's, EPI lOO's, Bozak LS.200As.
Polk 5's, AEI Evolution I's, DCM Time
Windows, Clarke Eclipses.

Amplifiers: NAD 3140, Harman/
Kardon 503, Technics SU-7100,
Harman/Kardon 750, Dynaco Stereo

70, Dynaco PAS-3, Dynaco PAT.4,
Marcoff PPA-1

Tuners: Onkyo T-05, Harman/Kardon 710

Tape Decks: Onkyo TA-2050, Onkyo
TA-W80, Harman/Kardon 300XM,
Harman/Kardon 400XM, Teac A-420,
Dual C-839RC, Harman/Kardon 705.

Turntables: Dual 1257 w/Shurc
M95HE, Dual CS-608, Onkyo CP-
1280F, Onkyo CP.1030F, JVC LA-21,
Sansui SR-313, Sony PS2251LA
w/Mayware Formula IV, Thorens TD-
105 w/Shure V15 Type IV.

Car Stereo: Pioneer AD 30, AD 50,
KP-500, KP.1500, AD-360, Jensen JlOOl

Signal Processors: Audio Control

D520, Pioneer RG.2. JBX 1 BX, Teac,
Model 12A

Remember...

When patronzing
our advertisers,

make sure to tell

them
that you saw
their ads
in the Collegian.

SOUND&MUSIC
90-92 King Si reel

(Rle. 5)

Northampton

Ca "Good Advices-

Honest Price"

vr.

Thursday & Friday til 9

Mon.-Saf. 105
584-9547

TYPING
* Reports
* Manuscripts
* Theses &

Dissertations

WORD
PROCESSING
of resumes P
cover letters

Same or next day
service available in

many cases.

TYPE-RITE
32TR Main St, Amherst
(comwr of Mam £r Dtckinwn StI

253-5111
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In appreciation of the 1982 Collegian staff
In recognition of everyone who made possible the Collegian's 71 days of publication this semester, the board of editors wishes to thank:
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Nancy Anderson
Anne Amour
Roger Atwood
Rick Almeida
Damian Autery
Diana Ajjan
Jeffrey Bianchi
Jeri Bitterman
Mahnya Bianchi
Susan Baron
John Brobst
Lisa Bossart
Scott Burke
Sue Bridgman
Terri Bellafiore

Michele Bedard
Larry Brenner
Laurie Bertram
Ann Borski
Ken Bazinet
Paul Basken
Tami Borton
Paul Belval

Kevin Bowe
Ed Birk

Susan Bankert
Joleen Benedict
Gary Cohen
Dave Comeau
Heidi Cutter
Nancy Clarke
David Cline

Denise Chapnik
Rob Crowley

Vince DeWitt
Pamela Dweck
Gery DeSimas
Dan Drolette

Adrienne DuFour
I^slie Duberstein
John Di Palazzo
Dan DeBellis

Maria Dynia
Brad Eden
Vicki Eggert
Lynn Eisenberg
Edie Eppich
Susanne Erickson
Jim Floyd

Charisse Feinerman
Stephen Freker
Kevin Fachetti
Laurie Fisher
Laurie Frank
Jackie Femino
Tom Faison
Nancy Gonter
Mary Elizabeth Grady
Nancy Gallo

Lisa Gonsalves
Julie Geanakakis
Andy Gordon
Eileen Galligan

Judy Gallant

Kathleen Howley
Scott Hills

John F. Hudson
Mary Beth Hebert

Randolph T. Holhut
Jennifer Hardy
Ralph Hybels
Scott Hersey
Dave Howes
Hannah Hosom
Terry Hoffman
Sue Henning
Judy Jasurek
Phil Jennings
R.D. Jordan
Anne Kirby
Jaon Kunkel
Jamie Katz
Maria Karrassik
Paul Krause
Ken Kalinowski
Jackson Katz
Diane Kadzis
Tim Luczkow
Ed Levine
Danny Legor
Heidi Levine
Howard Labitt

Doug LaRosa

Ken Lundberg
Lorna Lamana
Mike Mahoney
Dave McCarthy
Julia Maycock
Tim McPhee
Maureen Majorowksi
Joel Myerson
James Moses

Ron Miller

Ben Marsden
John Magdziarz
Carol McConville
Michelle Murray
Mike Meagher
Robin Mandel
Stephen Murphy
Doug Muise
M.W. Mulcahy
Maureen McManus
Scott Moritz

Randi Marcus
Richard Martin
Gus Martins

Adirenne Newman
Nancy Nutile

Rich Nangle
Caren Orlick

Nancy Parks
Lisa Pedulla

Phil Plante

Steve Roberge
Carol Rosenberg
Breffney Rousse
Kenneth Rolt

Susan Ring
Jeff Rosenberg
Judy Rubin
Jim Ristuben
Bob Seamans
Steve Semple
Maureen Sullivan

Steven Savard

Billy Shea
Sheryl Silver

Scott Stockwell
June Cleaver
Nemat Shafik
Cris Schuster
Brian Sullivan

Marianne Savage
Paul Sweet
James Shanahan
Sandra Stambovsky
Gary Starta
Dave Summersby
Stuart Sajdak
Jeff Taylor
Gail Tanzer
Mark Teehan
Rick Valdivia

Barbara Van Nest
Cindy Weill

Steve Whitestone
Faye Whitney
Jim Waldron
Ellen Elizabeth Winters
Liz Ward
David Wildman
Steev Winniman
Bill Wall
Judd Warner
Bob Wolfe
Laura Zigman •

Laurie Zucker
Lise Zeiger
Brian Fitzmaurice

The 1982 Index
Executive Board

is pleased to announce
Stephanie Porter

as the 1983 Editor-in-Chief

'i^

^^ Salem Crojs Inn

aib Btoc^ftik. J^affaehiffetts

Route 9, Wait Road, West Brookfield

Tel. 867-2345

I
I CLIP and SAVE

GRADUATION SPECIAL
FROM THE UNIVERSITY STORE

AND MINI STORE

$1.00 OFF ANY
UMASS IMPRINTED

CLOTHING

Doonesbury
Brought to you ovorydoy

by Gorry Trudoou
and tho

Mossochusotts Doily Colloglon.

•

VALID THROUGH 6-5-82

COMPLIMENTARYMOVIE

Sl.OOOFF ANY
UMASS IMPRINTED

CLOTHING

MMMHIMMMMM .^I^ TilROUGH 6-5-82

Food & Drink

Commencement week entertaining
is at its best at the sign of the

Salem Cross.

We'// be happy to boo/(
party reservations for you.

25 min east of Amherst on Rte 9

Home of the

Freshtastiks

Salad Bar

ith over 50 itemsl

WEDNESDAY
All the Fish You Wish

BAKED HADDOCK or
FRIED FLOUNDER or both

with BEVERAGE & DESSERT

Just $3.99
Served with a choice of potato, texas
toast and ail the salad, soup, rolls and
dessert you can eat from our famous
salad bar.

-

I Also valid in the Mini Store

Open
M-F 9-5

! Sat 11-4

I

Located In the Campus Center

U^UNIVERSITY i

STORE I
I
I
I
I

^ isOarp-

The tnost^'^^e^'^eel

being
y^^^^'

A GKOROE ROY HIM. Film ROBIN WII.I.IAMS
"THE WORIJ) ACCORDING TO GARP MARY BFTH HI RT

GLENN CIASE- JOHN UTHGOW
Ewut,v, Producer PATRICK KELLEY sowipiay tn STEVE TESICH

Based on ihe r;ovtl hv JOHN IR\ I\G Produ«d bv GEORGE ROY HII L
»ni ROBERT L.CRAWFOPJ) [)„«,ed I. GEORGE ROY HILL

" Qet m the

Gutnness gpok./

N

Route 9 - Hadley

WrU. RffinrOUTOGET INTO
SHAPE THIS SUMMER.

lg_Md the Novel from POCKET BOOKS I

LOCATION: Amherst Cinema
30 Amity Street
Amherst, MA

DATE: May 19
TIME: 7:30 PM

SPONSOR: Univ. of Massachusetts
Amherst/CommuterCollective

SilveK ea^te UotauK BaIUkh^

PsaukcUxiteKS
'/i i^AK»cciteb ehicUen
i; ^t the ftxitta5

Webnesb^, nUy 19^
4:00- 7pm

Southw€5t pUyitu^ (\elbs

COMPLIMENTARY MOVIE

UMdSs. Meal Card or

tickets: *^f^ - n% advaiic^

^t 5nACk^AIC5.
^ftcAntcUn meM, ticket Office,

*In case of rain, meal will be
served in all O.C.s.

If you have at least

rvv'o years of college left,

you can spend six weeks at

our Army ROTC Basic

Camp thissummer and earn
approximately $600.

And if you qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2-

Year Program this fall and
receive up to $ 1 ,000 a year.

But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That s when you receive

an officer's commission.
So get your body in

shape (not to mention your
bank account).

Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,

contact your Professor oi
Military Science.

ARMYROTC
BEAU.YOUCANBE.

^ Contact:

Captain Patrick Merryman
545-2321
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A senate room
full of chaos
I

sat m the back of a room full of chaos. People were
talking, doing homework, or yelling out "point of or-
der! In front, the chief monarch was dictating Occa-

sionally a chorus of ayes or nayes could be heard for seem-
ingly no reason. After three hours I walked out of the
meeting totally baffled. No one had explained to me what

u SH^.T ^."^ ' ?'*"'*^"'^ ^^^" ^^'"'^ «f any questions to
ask What bothered me the most was that I had just left a
student senate meeting.
After a semester, I have finally mastered the foreign

language of "parliamentary procedure." However, half of
the senators rarely attend meetings, and parliamentary
procedure continues to impede progress. The core of the
matter is not the meetings themselves, but the manner in
which issues are handled and organized. The condition of
the senate meetings is an indication of a much larger pro-

As most people know, mock elections for governor were
held on May 4. What most people are not aware of is the
purpose of the election. To the uninformed student the
mock election was held to determine which candidate the
student body supports. The actual purpose, which was togam recognition and respect for the students through the
media {Boston Ghbe, Channel 22 and 40) was overlooked

I was one of the people actively involved in running the
e ection. What I saw was a lack of organization and the
placement of a ridiculous burden on the shoulders of a few
students. The only information of the election was in the
toUegian on the day of the election. In addition, there
were only six or seven people who actively worked on run-
ning the election and counting the ballots. The student
senate as a whole had very little input. As a result, the stu-
dent body was apathetic; a little over 3000 voted Many
more votes might have been cast if the students had been
made aware of the value and impact of the election on
their future. The results might also have been better if
more senators had been involved.
The reputation that UMass receives as being a pro-

gressive school is due mainly to a handful of students
When this much power goes to a few individuals, problems
anse.The feeling of power can cause egos to inflate While
this may not be detrimental to their input (in fact, it may
increase motivation), in the long run concentration of
power may hurt the University. Leaders do not always
teel inclined to relinquish or distribute power once thev
have acquired it. What needs to be kept in mind is that
although quality is important, quantity is essential We
need to be represented in numbers as well. People can
have an influence simply by being present.
An open Board of Regents meeting was held on May 1

1

Only 75 students attended to support our request for
nnancial aid and tuition waivers. Where were the 900
students who may not be able to come back next year
because of financial reasons? Again, perhaps this was stu-
dent indifference but it certainly showed a lack of
organization and communication. The student leaders
were aware of the meeting at least two weeks in advance
yet little preparation was made. The only information t^
the students were two passive articles in the CoUegianMay 10 and May 11. In addition, the protest made in theform of a mock funeral staged before the meeting, was not
publicized until after it had taken place. Naturally vervfew students took part.

^

During the Board of Regents meeting, all of our pro-
blems came into play. Moving along the agenda, the
discussion on tuition waivers was skipped. When the
students saw this, the leaders were all too ready to jump
to conclusions and act rebellious to appear important andnot Ignored. A staged walk-out took place. Outside the
meeting, about 40 of us gathered around to decide on
strategy. I suggested that perhaps tuition waivers would
be discussed dunng the latter part of the meeting. But the
student leaders had their own ideas and Jim Murphy was
selected to go in and demand our right (that is, a discus-
sion on tuition waivers). So in we filed, interrupting themeeting only to discover that at that very moment tuition
waivers were being discussed. Needless to say we lookedsomewhat ludicrous!

This incident should not be ignored. We displayed lack
of organization and had the appearance of an esotericgroup who only wanted to look important
The Board of Regents who have been much more im-

pressed If a few thousand students had attended the
meeting. I am not attacking any particular individual, but
rather I am advocating a serious look at how issues are be-mg handled and their results. When an issue arises the
majority of the students are uninterested and drag their
feet. Whether this is apathy or lack of information and
understanding is disputable. Nevertheless, the bulk of the
responsibility falls into the hands of a few people. When a
visitor comes to campus or when we are reported in the
media, UMass is represents by a small group of studentswho do not necessarily represent the wishes of the majori-
ty-

Simply by numbers quite a lot can be accomplished
Barbara Brodley is a UMass student.
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1^U6I0U$ miJm? WHY, Wg^RH EVEN OON^IPgRlNQ BRtN<5iN6 BACK COMPUtSOgy imn. IN SGiOoj^^

Letters .^

Editorial points:
• Senioritis is a social disease.
• Do you think you 'II remember your stu-
dent number when your 65-years-old?
• Seeing is believing, and mm that I've
been seeing, I think I'll be leaving.
• Stop the presses, I want to get off!

Racism exists among all races
To the Editor:

A couple of years ago, I took a workshop on how to
choose people for the positions of Resident Assistants in
dormitories. Within this workshop, I learned an aspect of
racism that I never knew before. This aspect was that
since racism is aimed primarUy towards blacks and other
mmonties in the United Sutes. blacks and other
minorities could not be racist.

What I learned about racism from that workshop has
stuck with me until last Thursday afternoon. That aspect
of racism stuck with me for two whole years before it feU
apart. I was on my way home on a South Amherst bus
tired after a long day of classes. At the Fine Arts Center
bus stop, five black men boarded the bus. Since they didn't
notice me on the bus. they got into a conversation aboutgomg to a Chinese restaurant and having "Bruce Lee cook
them some flied Uce." After a few more racial slurs weremade towards my ethnic group. I departed from this
disgusting scene. But before I left. I informed them of
where the origins of racism might have started.

So what did I learn from this incident? Well, the idea
that blacks and other minorities cannot be racist is a
fallacy Maybe I was misinformed or I misunderstood theworkshop. But whatever the case may be. racism is aUve
and well and can be done by any racial group and can beaimed at any racial group.

I always thought that higher education can make peoplemore aware of issues such as social, racial/ethnic, sexual,
etc. Maybe this is another fallacy.

Peter Fong
Amherst

Thanks, see you in September
To the Editor:

f ^''li" M»!r "^^H
^^^" '^*'*t*« ^hat I've been hearing

from the UMass friends I've met in the past week"?hangmg out on this colorful campus. I'm not sure what
they mean - whether my silver earring and rara avis
persona Jives well with non-conformist habituees or my
scmtillating personality and charismatic conversations
ends credence to be a regular here. At any rate, this port

IS the one I ve chosen to embark on what I hope will bran
exciting career in journalism.
"What is UMass all about?" That's what Tve been tryingo find out since I arrived here a week ago. I know onehing for sure - it s better to wander aimlessly now when

I don t have classes than to be totally lost when thesemester begins in September. I'll be one up on pres^rv nemy individuality amongst thousands thanks to this early
preconditioning jaunt. '

Have you heard me playing my blues harp in the lavs''Great accoust.cs there. Have you seen me hknging aroundshooting It with video enthusiasts, coffee shop Creeps andother lost sheep? Friendly faces abound at UMasrandlt's
fascinating for me to find out about them
Any prospective UMass student would benefit from aweek s exposure to the everyday goings on her^ Clashes

eaTsTn'd?r"ee:f
"''"

'"'.^i"
'^ '""^ investigated."^ Cheap

ofThings todo^'"''
^'^ ''''''' ^^^"^^'^' - - - abundanc?

me'abot vourlitJ'S
'"" '^""^^^ ""' ^^""^ ^"^ teachingme aoout yourself. See you in September.

Rob Skelton
CUssofl986

Students can be alcoholics
To the Editor:

'"ir h^,^^ ""^J"'' '^" -.^^ mL„ --ni'i '
"'°"'"'

Alcoholism can develop from »hp t.^,-.
»'"=='«'"iea-

takes their first drink, since the reaeTaLh ^" °^

often genetically based. Therefore a^thmLh
.'*''?'" '•''

alcoholic woman an averageTfif^vl T ^"^^ «"

drinking before they act'a^le^k freaTrnt^or'^^^t"they experience more serious health or life nrnhi- Z.?^
still may be an alcohoUc.

Problems, they

Smce 90 percent of UMass students drink, and one out ofevery three drinkers will develop some drinking problems
or alcohohsm, you have a significant number of yountrer
alcohohcs on campus. *

Also, a change in drinking behavior such as limiting
consumption is a good method for preventing furtherdnnkmg problems. However, for those who feel addicted
to alcohol, whose Uves seem to revolve around alcohol or
have difficulty stopping once they start drinking ab-
stinence is the recommended method for recovery alone
with supportive counseling.

My thanks to Ed Birk for writing two fine articles on the
issue of women and alcohol.

Dyann Matson
Alcohol Education Project
University Health Services

Why aren't students involved?
To the Editor:

Recently, my parents and I were invited to a function
catered by the Top of the Campus Restaurant This
auspicious occasion was marred as we sat down to a
Swanson TV luncheon. Why are there no students involved
in the management of the TOC services. 1 wondered? Or
the Campus Center Hotel for that matter? It seems that for
a department with one of the best HRTA departments in
the country, we are sitting on top of a gold mine and not
even aware of it.

f "^io^f^"''*'*'
^'''"'^ *'ff«'' valuable on-the-job training

for HRTA majors and I think it is a shame that they aren't
being utilized to their fuUest potential. First, students
would get practical experience in the running and
supervising of the catering service and hotel ad-
ministration. Secondly, payroll costs could be reduced by
offering accredited internships to these students. Lastly, it
offers a marketable experience that would be favorably
ooked on by recruiters and in the shrinking job market,
this cannot be undersUted.

unrr^i "^'r^ ""? ''P'"'*'"" ^"^ * *^«"P'e of friends in

CnZt I "'J'''"'^^
">« that the Campus Center Board ofGovernors had proposed this idea, but it was rejected by

newsn^L' /.t*^^ ^?^^" ^^"*^«"^ »•"" *^^^'t ""io" and

thTmL? •

"J'
^^^ ^'"^'•^y ""^ ^^'•^•'^^ they offer speaks for

worrr''N.t 1."
'^' -^^'"^ ^^'"'"^"^ have student

Znle whni K
^' "'^ 1?^"^ '"^y ««""d callous to those

thTit .^iT ^ 'f^ ""^^^ •^'^^^"''sion. but I honestly feel

« ch?n
"

A !!
'*" ^^. *' ^^"' ^"'^ «^«" »>«tter a job. if givena chance. At least it is worth a try.

Sharon Kiel

Southwest

Positive implications for students
To the Editor:

Cnl^iiH
*^*^'' ^"^'"'^ ^'^"^ ^^^ '•«P<>'-t Of the Student Sub-

committee on general education conveys several false

r^r^T'T^*"*^
'""'""^^^ statements attributed to our

H?ff!r T J
'*'"* "°^ ^"^"^ ^"'" ^o"P but rather from a

fh/rn//
'?^"'"!"^: written in January, whkh I gave tothe Co/fegtan as background material.

con^exl fi^rrif"!'^'
'^^ ^'''^^ f*''« to illustrate the

Ad Hoi r^ :^^
'*"''

"T"^ ^«^- The Faculty Senate's

movemen?t
''*^ "" ^*"*'"*' Education initiated the

ContrTrv »

re-evaluate the curriculum last September,

that thX !fft'*"*^"^' ^ '^^ «^»^*«' o"*- indications are

iX.icaUonstr'ltuVnTs."'^'
""'' ''^^^ ^"^ '-^^^^^-

vest.>aIinn7',«'P^^~'^*
'•*^«"'t «f a three month in-

the nnh ^^f,
^ 16 undergraduate students-is available to

or a'^vol k''"^*'
'^^ ^^^^^ «f«^« ^ the Student Unionlor anyone who wants to check it out first-hand.

Rob Thayer
Student Sub-Conimittee on

GeB«ral Educatbn

EDITORIAL/OPINION
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And this is a gg^--j:^—
~^

•:m;

The columnist was scribbling furiously in his note-
pad, trying to beat the last deadline of the semes-
ter when that famed literary dwarf. Cynicism,

jumped on his shoulder from behind
"Whatcha doing?"
"Oh, just writing my last column. My editor said that I

could write anything I wanted to, so I..."
"So I figured I'd say goodbye to all my friends," sneered

Cynicism, snaking his head at the columnist, "and after
you did that, I suppose you were going to say how much
you will miss this place, give your alleged suggestions on
how to improve it, and close by saying that you've been
here for four years and the coffee still tastes lousy, righf^"
The columnist loked at his notepad, trying to cover up
twelve improvement suggestions and a list of thirty seven
people he had wanted to say goodbye to, not to mention
two more coffee jokes. "Just as I suspected. You colum-
nists are all alike. The editor gives your ego freedom by
letting you say anything you want, and you blow the big
opportunity by bringing in Poignancy instead of me to
wnte It. I hope you at least gave Relevancy the week off!"
The columnist ripped the paper out of the pad, and

crumpled it into a ball, heavig it into a corner to let it settle
amidst twenty-seven other balls of paper.
"Listen," growled Cynicism, "forget all that stuff. Let's

go for It, just you and me, and we'll write a goodbye col-
umn they'll never forget. I'll go call Libel and get him over
here. Just think of all those Craig Sherwood iokes vou
could make!"

J J' "

"No, I'd rather not. People out there don't realize why
most of the jokes are valid, and I'd rather talk about
things that everyone can appreciate." The columnist
removed the dwarf from his tiring shoulder, and placed
Cynicism on the coffee table in front of him. "You know, a
friend of mine just had a birthday Monday, and I really
should say a few words about him."
"Nahh, don't bother. He got too much space in the Col-

legian this semester as it was. You know, Dave, you're too

uptight." Cynicism reached into his pants pocket, produc-
ing (by dwarf standards) a large joint. "Here. Intoxication
gave this to me. Be like Jackson Katz. Smoke it, and then
we 11 write the column!"
The columnist sat back in his chair, contemplating his

column, and failing to notice Indulgence coming in the
door armed with two six-packs. "I heard you were writing
your last column," grunted the fat little dwarf, "and I

wanted to check it out. Here, grab a beer, I had enough
trouble sneaking them by Sobriety at the main door." In-
dulgence jumped up on one armrest, and promptly grabb-
ed two cushions for himself, waiting impatiently for his
turn at the joint. "You know, Dave, I think you should
wnte anything that comes to mind. It's your last column
why not be indulgent?"
"Because, Blubbo," cried the proverbial cynic, "no one

gives a damn about what the columnist really thinks, they

Dave Cline

just want to be entertained! Listen, Dave, let's make it
really cynical. You know you'be always wanted to tell
about half of this campus to get off their respective asses
and make something of themselves, so why don't you do

The columnist contemplated the question for a minute
and then spoke up. "I wouldn't do it. The message would
be lost on the people you're really trying to reach, and
besides, he said, getting out of the chair to stare out the
window, "even though I agree with that, I don't think I
could really express how disgruntled I am with people
here who bitch and biteh and don't do anything about it
But on the other hand, it really has been the best four
years of my life. Face it. I just don't want to leave on a
sour note."

Cynicism, on hearing the thought, crossed his arms.

"Just as I thought. You've been hanging around Sen-
timentality again. When the hell will you learn that it's not
good for you?" Cynicism paced the table, thinking wildly
while Indulgence helped himself to the rest of the joint.
"So you won't libel anyone, you still won't say what you're
really thinking to certain people out there, and worst of
all, I bet you still want to make more coffee jokes! Boy are
you a tough customer!"
Immediacy stuck his head into the roomm. "Hey Dave, I

don't care what you write, but hurry up, deadline's in'

a

couple of hours!" The dwarf quickly hustled to his next
assignment.

"I dunno, guys." The columnist continued to stare out
the window, refusing to look at the dwarves behind him.
"Maybe I should just thank everyone, tell them ,how much
fun I really had, say hi to all the friends, and most of all,

apologize to the people I let down and never had the guts
to face."

"Now you're talking!" Cheered an exuberant In-
dulgence, "go for it!" Much to Cynicism's chagrin, the col-
umnist walked to the other side of the room and started to
straighten out some of the crumpled sheets of paper.
Poignancy walked up beside him, and they started writing
more prose on the sheets together.
"Oh brother!" cried Cynicism, "some idiots never learn.

Indulgence, it's all your fault. Here he is, trying to be dif-
ferent from the other columnists all semester, and for his
last column he falls into the same old trap. Well, as far as
I'm concerned, I'm not needed here. After all, seeing is

believing, and now that I've been seeing, I think I '11 be
leaving." Cynicism jumped off the table, pulling In-
dulgence with him. With a rare burst of rational insight,
he said "Leave him with Poignancy. It's better that way."'
The columnist noted their departure, and continued to

write. There was plenty to say, but no space to say it in.
Not even enough room for one last Hatch coffee joke.

Dave Cline was a Collegian columnist." -o --> ^'—"V.V* ...o aiiiio. «^«,</o \^ii,tK^ a/ius u vyuiiegiaii columnist.

Best wishes, and thanks for the memories
So here we are at the end of another year at UMass.

Some of us will be back next fall, but for those of us
who are graduating, the best thing about our past

four years will be a thing of the past.
I think it is safe to say that many of us are really going

to miss UMass, although we often take this place for
granted. But that's natural, I guess. One thing is certain,
however. We're going to leave UMass filled with
memories from the past few years. Of course, not every
memory is a good one.

But for many of us, coming to school here was the wisest
and best move we've ever made. The friends we've made,
the places we've lived, even our actual academic educa-
tion. I smile whej I think about all the good things happen-
ing here in Amherst and all the good times I've had. And
the past four years have been literally saturated with
things to remember. Who can forget:

• The drinking age increase in 1979, the subsequent
drastic changes in on-campus social life, and the anti-Ed
King riots in Southwest in response to the new law.
• The excitement of the Jane Fonda-Tom Hayden ap-
pearance at the Cage when American legionnaires and
John Birch Society members carried pickets and
American flags.

• The coed rallies and takeover on October, 1981. Student
involvement and political interest has never been greater
in the past several years.

• The 1980 rallies for increased lighting on campus, which
resulted in increased community awareness and some ad-
ministrative action.

• The death of John Lennon. On a very sad day, hearing
Beatles tunes cranked out of dozens of dorm windows
brought us all a little close together.

• The SGA election hassles with LaVoice and co. and the
recent election of Jim Murphy in a late-March snowstorm.

• Rock and Rally for Our Rights - the first event of its
kind to promote awareness of and activism to defend our
civil rights and sexual freedoms.
• The WFCR takeover of'1980 to demand more Hispanic
and Third World radio programming.
• Chancellor Henry Koffler's departure at the end of the
Year Toward Civility after releasing the much-criticized
long-range plan.

And who can forget all the great social times we've had
here? Remember pitchers in the Blue Wall, Poor Dick's or
the Pub on Wednesday nights, Mike's or the Drake or
Joey D's on Thursday. How about bands at the Hangar
(the Quonset for all of us old-timers), ten-keggers at Brit-
tany Manor, and after-hours parties at UMass frats where

Jackson Katz
you needed a shoe-horn to get in? Or Puffer's pond after-
noons, dorm-room smoke-outs, Stooges festivals in Mahar
with three Curly's and "Reefer Madness." Great movies
for one buck and cheap sound at the Campus Center
Auditorium, and doing bones in the B.O.C.
And remember what it was like living in the dorms? The

snowball wars, traying down the hill in Central, late-night
shouting matches between "rival" dorms, conversations
till five in the morning. Or eating at the D.C... Who can
forget Meatloaf Italiano or chicken pucks?
And the music. Tuning out to tower stereos in the

pyramids of Southwest, playing frisbee on the hill in Cen-
tral, bands at the Blue Wall, WMUA. Or the concerts. The
annual spring lineup of area concerts, one weekend after
another. And of course, the Spring concert — «. % I mean
Community Day. oh. I mean Pond Series 82. The Dead,

the Allman Bros., Bonnie Raitt, Toots and Bromberg. Or
the FAC sell-outs, with the Kinks recording their live
album here, Geils selling out fifteen hours in advance of
the first ticket sales, James Taylor, Jerry Garcia, Jimmy
Cliff, Start Me Up on the Blue Wall juke box. I can't wait
to hear some tunes from this period in a few years and
reminisce about UMass.
Of course there are some not-so-pleasant memories.

Take Amherst Towing, please. Or UTOPIA. Whitmore
red tape and Campus Center check-cashing lines will be
gladly forgotten. So will the Blizzard of '82, even though I

did more work that day than I ever have.
On a more positive note, who among us hasn't people-

watehed in the Campus Center, or blown off classes and
laid out and gotten baked on a sunny day? And we can't
forget studying - in the Music Library or the Cape Cod
Lounge or Earthfoods or checking out the Hatch in the
morning.
An awful lot of stuff goes on here. How about the tables

in the Campus Center concourse, with Moonies and
Marines recruiting and progressive groups distributing
leaflets and showing films and selling buttons. And
fiowers for one dollar a bunch, and bagels with cream
cheese for 45 cents-at the C.C. coffee shop, and PVTA
buses and Five-College road-trips and Price Chopper at
3:30 a.m.

And who doesn't read the Collegian once in a while?
Come on, admit it.

Finally, there's friends. When you really get down to it,

they're more important than all the classes, rallies, con-
certs and bars that you'll ever go to. I couldn't figure out
how to say this any better so I'll just go for it. To all my
friends, good and great, best wishes for all time, and
thanks for the memories.
Jackson Katz is a Collegian columnist.
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A look at Mr. and Mrs. Henru Koffler
Collegian 15

An interview with the Chancellor
By DAVID HOWES
Collegian Staff ^

This summer, former University of
Massachusetts Chancellor Henry Koffler
will be leaving his home on Orchard Hill for
the warmer climate of Arizona, where he
will become the President of the University
of Arizona in Tuscon.
As he prepared to depart Massachusetts,

Koffler discussed in a recent interview his
thoughts on his three-year tenure here,
how the University has changed, what he
accomplished and what memories of
UMass he will carry with him.
The following is a partial transcript of

that interview.

Q: When you came to the University of
Massachusetts in August of 1979, what
were your goals for the University?
A: Let's take it from here to some ex-

tent. Back in 1975, the University over the
years was able to build a very good faculty.
When I came, I recognized that the faculty
and students were probably better than
they themselves recognized. It took me
that they weren't being recognized in the
state. And I think it was part of the fact
that after 1974-75, when the budget was
cut significantly, it did not keep up with in-
flation, so that people became despaired.
The morale on campus was very bad and

one of my clear first objectives for the
University was to raise the morale by
whatever methods I could.
But let me go back to this in a bit. Most

American universities, even before the
Civil War and the Spanish-American War,
may have been well known, even before
Worid War II. But basically, as we know
them today, they are all post Worid War II
phenomenon. They were built after Worid
War II. That is also exemplified by such
facts that there was 95 percent plus of
human knowledge acquired since WWII
especially in sciences. The world, as we
know It, as you know it, is really a creative
success after WWII. Most of the Big Ten
schools in the west, I'm talking about
public schools, started devloping rapidly in
1945, after WWII. Here, for historical
reasons, the biggest development startedm 1960. This development started the big-
gest jump from 1960 to 1970, from 6 000
students to 21,000 students.

Q: What do you think caused that?
A: Well, there was veterans coming back

from the war, and the population exploded.
Suddenly, there was a greater pressure on
public institutions. In other states
especially the midwest, public institutions
automatically took in those veterans So
that this university is about fifteen years
out of phase with our competition. We had
essentially a late start in becoming a great
institution. So when things started to slow
down in the mid-seventies, the people who
came here m the sixties with anticipation
that this was going to be a great institu-
tion, then suddenly became frustrated
And they were looking for leadership that
had high values. A major university is
about this meaning, with research oriented
and quality teaching. So basically, one of
the problems I faced was to get the
faculty's utmost decision about their own
worth.

Q: Do you think you accomplished that'
A: Oh, yes! There is no doubt about

It... Well, my leaving, of course, is a set-
back to most people. But, the fact is, that in
less than three years we were able to raise
the morale considerably. So there is a dif-
ferent attitude about them, about
themselves. The people feel more proud of
the University and, therefore, they feel
more proud of themselves.

Q: In the Boston area, people look down
on UMass. Do you think their opinions have
changed?
A: I think it has been greatly improved

There is no doubt about it. I can see this
because I talk to parents a lot. I go to high
school nights, such as UMass at Fram-
ingham, for example. I noticed a very
drastic change. For example, let me il-

lustrate. At one of the last meetings - I

wasn't there - one of the group leaders
had the parents of prospective students
split up into groups of what the students
wanted to major. In one group, the group
leader asked the parents, "How many of
you have had children attend UMass
before." The raised their hands. He asked,

"What has been your reaction about their
education.' It was 100 percent. They all had
been happy. And the other people, of
course, listened to this. This goes without
saying, the atmosphere is good. There is no
doubt, the vast majority - 80 to 90 percent
of them — find their experience exceeding-
ly satisfactory of all the parents. They
recognize that for their money it is a very
good deal.

Q: How is the school better off for this?
A; In terms of reputation, there is no

doubt about it. For example, I might as
well mention this now. Our newly obtained
data of selected colleges and universities,
which has to be taken with some caution,
but the fact is that out of 265 or 275
schools, we were in the top 13. That is
slightly student reaction and an assess-
ment of the program by somebody who has
a national understanding of this (He
displays a copy of "New York Times Selec-
tive Guide to Colleges, 1982-83.")
This just came out recently and it is an

important indication of what I've been talk-
ing about. In New England, only two other
schools got the same rating, Dartmouth
and Vermont.
This means there were three schools that

were rated higher than us: Brown, Stan-
ford and Virginia. There were 10 listed as
high as we were and Dartmouth and Ver-
mont were among them.
This objective reading is identical to the

reading I have been getting of any
measurement I can take. For example
every year we sample student opinion by
the same measure given Amherst, Smith
and Mt. Holyoke. Our students think as
highly as Amherst, Smith or Mt. Holyoke
students think of their institutions. I'm
satisfied in terms of what they think.
We also sample our alumni. They have

been very supportive. I talk to parents and
the picture is emerging, very clear, that we
have a very high regard by the people and
a^l of us. Then, Stanford and the other peo-
ple, who don't know us well, takes time to
filter in.

Q: I would like to talk about a program
you started this past fall: The Year Toward
Civility. Why did you begin this?
A: Well, I think it was basically two com-

pelling circumstances. One was Halloween
of '79, which disgusted me very much. We
had many arrests and many people hurt
Tpe majority of people were from outside
of the campus who were detained. There
was one situation, the spring concert, that
got out of hand. Also, the graffiti in the
library, the conditions of the dormitories
1 m talking about lack of respect of com-
mon property and common purposes It
was part of my notion of establishing some
common sense of community, what I was
referring to before. Also, the disrespect led
to shabbyness of the campus. The same
feature that I believe, as well as lack of self
r^pect in a sense, that I was concerned
about. That was one force. The other was a
variety of letters to the editor, and some
opinion pieces, in the Collegian, which were
just racist, anti-semitic, and a variety of
others. The whole year — '78 and '79 —
even before I came, there were a lot of ar-
ticles in the Collegian that upset quite a few
people. So, basically, I decided to take a
stand on this issue and first said we don't
have to tolerate this. And second, we decid-
ed to have some effort to increase the
awareness that other human beings mat-
ter, to treat others with respect.
My first year, I created the commission

of the Year Toward Civility. They made all
sorts of suggestions that we followed
Ihere are numerous suggestions on that.
1 his could take an hour to discuss. One sug-
gestion was to have the Year Toward
Civility.

Q: Will the Year Toward Civility die with
your departure?
A: N(J; I don't think so.

Q: Do you think the next chancellor will
come along...

A: Yes... Well, as I've noted... I can vouch
or (Loren) Baritz. (provost and acting
UMass chancellor.) I think Baritz wiS
definitely continue. He is concerned with
what happens. What happens when the
other chancellor comes in, I can't predict.
M: When the students occupied Whit-

more last fall, do you think their demands
were just?

A: No, the demands were not just. I mean.

there was one issue that always has been
raised and that is just. It is that freshman
and sophomore students care about issues
that are of concern to them. That is a very
legitimate concern. But the issue itself

(coed bathrooms) was a contrived issue. As
far as I'm concerned, there was relatively a
few people that felt strongly about that.

Q: Is that on account that about 250 peo-
ple participated in the occupation?
A: Well, I don't think it was that many in

the first place. Even if there was, how are
we to tell who was in it and who was follow-
ing. That was an issue that was blown up
by the media and fanned by the media. I

considered it a non-issue.

But this is not to say, to the extent, that
students are not legitimate to some issues
of concern. That part is valid.

Q: Are you putting more input into com-
munication with students?
A; I would say, one of my ac-

complishments, if I may say so, is very
good consulting relations with the faculty
senate and a truth relation with the student
government. The student government
would never be completely happy about
this. One reason for this is that the student
government changes every year. The ad-
ministration always has to start fresh with
new officers. They see the worid complete-
ly fresh. They don't know what has been
accomplished the year before. I'm cutting
It very corsely in that sense. I'm not being
entirely fair, because these people may
have had experience before in some fashion
so they are not so completely unfamiliar.
Q: Let's move onto a subject that may be

a little touchy to you. Your leaving isn't
triggering other administrative changes, is

A: Well, I hope not...Let me say
something about this. Administrators, like
faculty and other human beings, as in-
dividuals, have a right to consider like
everybody else. Now, nobody considers any
decision without considering what affect
the decision will have. You don't want to
turn down making a decision, by sacrifices,
because that means sooner or later you are
going to feel like a martyr. You start feel-
ing sorry for yourself and then the whole
relationship dissolves. You have to be hap-
py with your decision.
In the final analyses, I feel the students

always want the best opportunities,
because they are our products, our intellec-
tual offspring. We want them to be as pro-
ductive as they can be. The same thing goes
for faculty members. I like the faculty
members, the best faculty members, to
stay obviously. But, if they have an oppor-
tunity that is irresistable, I cannot get mad^ut that. I feel proud of it in the sense
that we have people that other institutions
want.

By the same token, it seems to me that I
have had quite a few opportunities since I
have been here. It should make the campus
feel they have a chancellor that is wanted
somewhere else.

Q: About your statement in the Collegian
on February 10, you said, "I have no plans
to leave, and "I was asked by friends to
consider the position," (of chancellor of the
Oregon State College System, and
presidency of the University of Arizona

)

On February 19, the Collegian reported
you had been hired and on February 22 you
had formally accepted. Why did you change
your mind and accept the job?
A: Well, the thing was, you don't con-

tront that decision in the real sense until
you have to make it. There is a difference
between being interviewed or looking at a
job and then finally having been offered the
job, knowing the conditions under which itwas offered to you. Knowing the cir-
cumstances of which are never fullv
understood before and then having to make
a decision. Then, you suddenly face the
agony of making that decision. So, when I
said I intended to stay here, I like it here
and I have no plans to move, it was perfect-
ly sincere I liked it here, I still like it here
and I had no plans to move. Until I con-
fronted the situation, I had to make a deci-
sion. And that's when the agony began
Then there were many factors I had to
weigh and I considered leaving was best
because I would be better off.

Q: Because it was a step up for you'

firnit J!f r'"K_home. Stepping up is dif-
ficult to define here. Our different titles

here don't necessarily reveal what you do.
I m chancellor on this campus. I'll be going
to a larger campus, but I will be doing just
about the same thing, but I'll be called
president there. There I report directly to
the board, wher«as here I report to the
president (David Knapp).

In operational terms it is not that dif-

ferent. Here I'm responsible for this cam-
pus; I'll be responsible for their campus.
There are many factors, but most impor-

tant, it is my alma mater as an
undergraduate there. Secondly, it was a
complete university. It has a medical
school, a law school and a lar^e administra-
tion. It has a few aspects that this campus
doesn't have and this is appealing to me.
Q: Why did you accept, beside the better

opportunities? Was it the fact it was more
money?
A: Well... All of these are true. I'm paid

considerably more there than here, but cer-
tainly that wasn't a decisive factor.

Q: Is one of the reasons for you to leave
the politics in the higher education system
of Massachusetts?
A: No, no... It was not a major factor. The

organization of higher education in

Massachusetts has created instability and
anxiety on all principles. My impression is

that the total situation is not to be repaired
within the next few years. To that extent
just what is a factor, you have to consider,
you have to deal with different constituen-
cies in the different states, anyhow. It is

certainly something I was considering.
There is at the moment considerable confu-
sion. ..and that confusion does not exist in

Arizona.

Q: Did the Collegian ridicule you un-
necessarily?

A: I'm not sensitive about it. I'm
not...Let me tell you how I felt to be
perfectly honest with you.
Q: That's what I want.
A: I felt that some of the negative

responses that were given were more of a
sense of frustration of losing me than they
were against me. The people who didn't
want me certainly wouldn't be sad about
leaving. I would say they were happy for
me to leave.

By MARY BETH HEBERT
Collegian Staff

Moving vans will be pulling up to a
house on Orchard Hill soon. The art col-
lection will be packed away, as will the
family photo albums; memories from
other homes and places.
Despite the controversy and apparent

abruptness that has surrounded Universi-
ty of Massachusetts Chancellor Henry
Koffler's move, Mrs. Phyllis Koffler says
simply that the decision to move to
Arizona was "not done lightly."
The past four months have been dif-

ficult for Mrs. Koffler. Like many people,
she said she finds moving to be a
"traumatic experience" and she is hesi-
tant to be leaving Massachusetts. Yet, as
Jt so often is with important offers, "the
timing couldn't be turned down" and so
Phyllis Koffler prepares to leave UMass-
Amherst, her home for the past three
years.

The chancellor's wife speaks highly of
the time she's spent here at UMass. She
said she has particularly enjoyed the
cultural activities that are constantly oc-
curing in the Five-College area and
"always tried to go to concerts and the
theater."

Phyllis Koffler said she also "loves to
entertain musicians" and her most recent
guest lists included Count Basie and the
entire Minnesota orchestra.
The work of the Physical Plant people

did not pass Mrs. Koffler's notice either.
As a matter of fact, she considers UMass
to have "some of the best trees and land-
scaping" she's seen on a college campus
and claims the newly designed landscap-
ing plans are beautiful. The lush greens
that are so prevalent in the Pioneer Valley
during the spring and summer are a direct
contrast to the sand and cactus of Arizona
and Mrs. Koffler said that she, "might
long for trees again."
The aridity of Arizona is not unknown

to Mrs. Koffler. Bom in Ohio, she moved
to Tuscon as a high school student with
the hope that the dry climate would help

UMass
cure her recurrent bronchitis. After
graduation, she decided to stay in Arizona
and attend its university. There, she ma-
jored m French and English, and met
Henry Koffler, who was also a student
there. Taken with Koffler's "leadership
qualities, his sense of humor and his sense
of integrity," Phyllis married him in 1946.
As the wife of a college administrator,

Mrs. Koffler has spent a great deal of
time among college students. This time
has left her with some very solid opinions
about our generation; especially our social
habits. Admittedly "more outspoken" as
she gets older. Phyllis Koffler adamantly
believes that all kinds of smoking and
drugs are "stupid." These conservative
views, combined with an allergy to
alcohol, could present quite a problem at
all the official parties she has had to enter-
tain at. But these obvious contrasts do
nothing to daunt Mrs. Koffler who, "tries
to be as decent a hostess as possible to
those pathetic creatures ' who lack her
healthy attitude and will power.
Her traditionalist attitude in the living

room extends to the bathroom as well.
She is not at all sympathetic with the co-
ed bathroom proponents. Actually, she
considers the whole bathroom controver-
sy to be a political "non-issue," as does
her husband.
Despite these few notes of disapproval,

Mrs. Koffler said she sees some positive
trends also emerging. Most notably, she
likes the fact that people these days are
concerned more with health and exercise.
She is in good sh^je from exercising
everyday and often takes the family's two
German Shepards jogging with her in the
Pelham hills.

Health has become a bit more of a con-
cern in the Koffler household since the
chancellor's heart attack in December,
1980. With a slight tremble in her voice
Phyllis recalls that, "the first 48 hours
were tricky."

That statement out of the way, she is as
quick to remark that without her nagging,
her husband has begun a daily exercise

Continued on page 1
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Mrs. Phyllis Koffler

A Koffler History
By KEN BAZINET
Cojlegian Staff

As classes opened in September, 1979
Henry Koffler became Chancellor of the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
Getting a feel for the job quick.y, Kof-

fler dosed the library tower and
presented his first address to the Faculty
Senate called "Prologue to.Partnership".
The Library was closed for the protection
•of mankind, and "Prologue to Partner-
ship" ensured the UMass community that
Koffler would do his best to keep the
channels of communication open and in
sync. Koffler never said in "Prologue" he
would only do this for 2»/j years.
In November, 1979. BosUm Magazine

published a story called "The UMass Hor-
rors" which said of UMass: "The violence
is everywhere. Every student has friends
who were mugged, raped or killed." Kof-
fler told the Collegian immediately follow-
mg the story "The whole thing is
misleading, but this does not minimize my
concern of the behavior over the
weekend."
That weekend was Halloween and

students were able to trip their way
through the Campus Center for the last
time. During that weekend excessive
damage occurred at the Hampden Stu-
dent Center, but not the Campus Center.
When Koffler announced the following
year the Campus Center wold be closed,
his channels of communication with
students were exhausted.
But it was not all easy going for Koffler.

In December, 1979 while attending the
"Madrigal (not magical) Dinner" Koffler
suffered a heart attack. He spent three
months recouperating, and to this day has
to go through an exercise routine.
The following semester, Koffler assign-

ed a study group to find a way to
elinriinate the bad press UMass had receiv-
ed in Boston Magazine. The group was
unable to come up with an answer that

semester but the following year the idea of civility was
hatched. Although it was never made publk, Koffler knew
one year ahead of time that the UMass students would
spend the 1981 academic year civil. He also received an
honorary degree from his alma mater, the University of
Arizona. Hello.

''

That same year students were sent home because
Amherst residents feared UMass students would flush the
toilets far too often and take long showers. Koffler was
not pleased about closing down the University, however

ComlinyM on page 17
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• Koffler
Continued from page 15

he did what was necessary to keep Amherst wet
In what proved to be his final year at UMass" Koffl^r

In December 1981 Koffler told the press he was servingas an advisor to the president's search commit^^ftuhf
University of Arizona. It's obvious what adivcThe gavethe committee: two months later he announced he wS acandidate in the search.

h«hlu ^^^/ P'"-,^i!:^"
^^"^ ^^"'^ Chancellor, and pro-bably on July 1 Koffler will become President of the

University of Arizona.

* Mrs. Koffler
Continued from page 15

regimine.

JH,^- "^'ll ^[^ ^ ^^ ^^^ «^ ^•'"self, Phyllis hassome time to devote to one of her favorite projects, taking
care of stray animals. As the adopted parents of a female
!gi:gLggkM^:gJCofflei^became more attuned to the pro:

•Collegian 17

Special thanks to: Kalo, June,
Mahnya, Judi (with an i), Frek,
Semp, and Ed Birk for moral sup^
port, for hanging in there when
Jordache passed out

blems that pets around here often encounter The
knowledge that so mamy animals around here are aban-
doned when their owners go home for the summer or
graduate "bothered me so much that I had to do
something."

FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLIN
Sept.6-Dec.10 Institute of Irish Studies 12-15 Credits

SUMMER SESSION
Aug. 1-Aug.21 6 Credits

Institute of Irish Studies at Trinity College. Dublin
FOR INFORMATION
Or. John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360

/%*N. . ^^- 886-1931, x243
COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

:<^ h
1981-1982

OVERSEAS
ACADEMIC
PROGRAMS

Work Abroad: England, Ireland, France, New Zealand

Amherst Chinese Food
"Family Style Cooking"

Mandarin & Szechuen Cuisine
Luncheon Specials from $1.75

Beer & Wine License

Sunday Brunch all you can eat $4.95
62 64 Main St

Amherst 253-7835

Closed Wednesdays
We use no MSG or

Artificial Food Colorino

Clip & Savc""""""""""""""""""""""

25% Off All Fiill

PnicE MERckANdisE
^•••••••••••••••••••^^^^^^^^^.

CoNqRATuUrioNs
TO aU rhosE who hAd to

pUT up WITh us TbESE pAST

; Few years - weII iviiss you

JaU!

ByE-ByE

JerI^ ArieIa & DANNy

>f

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

^j^^^j^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

LEARN ALASKA "I
This summer the nation's foremost wilderness training
center. THE NATIONAL OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP
SCHOOL, will offer a unique backcountry educational
program—The Summer Semester in Alaska.

Learn and practice an extensive curriculum of wilderness
skills while exploring the remarkable backcountry of
America's last frontier. This
intensive 7S-day course

includes:

One month kayaking
among the remote
islands and glaciers of
Prince William Sound.

• A full scale four-week gla-
cier expedition which in-

cludes thorough instruction in

snow and ice climbing, i

route finding and glaciology

A two-week backpack,
ing expedition, studying
the ecology and biology
of the arctic tundra.

This rigorous wilderness experi'

ence is open to men and
women 18 yea.-., and older.

SUMMER SEMESTER IN ALASKA
14 units of college credit (optional)

June I — August M June 8 — August 21

June IS — August 28

^^ '^.

THE PAVIUOM
"7/ A"

Owly qood wiTh This Ad
HAMpshiRE MaU
HAdUy
^84-70:^9

Good until May 22nd only

Clip & Save

For more information write: NOLS
P.O. Box AA, Dept. U-82
Lander, Wyoming 82520

or call (307)332-6973

'MAILS'

Home of the

Freshtastiks

Salad Bar

^ith over 50 items

THURSDAY
Shopper's Day Special

SIRLOIN TIPS or

RIB EYE STEAK
with BEVERAGE Cr DESSERT

Just $3.99
Served with a choice of potato, texas
toast and all the salad, soup, rolls and
dessert you can eat from our famous
salad bar.

Route 9 - Hadley

' 1
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Thousands of

Records to

Choose from

Top Artists

Top Titlos

*ALL RECORDS & TAPES

IN STOCK IH

OUR RECORD DEPARTMENT

Open
M-F 9-5

This includes oil new titles as well os promotional

records in stock (*except for the 3 for (5.00 record

sole in the front of the store)

Sole Ends 5/21
Sat 11-4
Located in the Campus Center Univ of Moss

^jUNIVERSITY
STORED

Rock, Jqzz, Country
Clossicol & Children's

Thousands of

Titles To Choose
From!!!

Sole Degirts May i^th

Qt the front of the

Open University Store

M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
Located in the Compus Center Univ of Moss

This special group of records

f*Qtur«s artists such os:

Cot St*v«ns • Who • FiMtwood Mac
Dixl« Dr«o« • Chorii* Doni^is •

Ambrosio • Robin Lon* •

ond hundreds of others

Wednesday, May 19, 1982
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If you're looking for a good time today,
stop by Mettawampee Lawn today at noon
and see Slap Happy.

Slap Happy graduated from the streets
of Boston and Harvard Square to Boston's
Charles Playhouse. From there, they
jumped to the college, club and theatre

circuit with great success. The Boston
Globe, for instance, chose them as the
city's "Best New Comedy Act."

Slap Happy's act ranges from juggling
exhibitions to originals jazz numbers to
straight comedy sketches to God-knows-
what.

Photo bv Kimon Fowler

Roger Tnylor, Freddie Mercury, Brian May, JohnQUEEN (1 to r)

Taylor.

TROOPER
Money Tallts (RCA)

By MARY KELLY
Collegian Correspondent

They say you can't judge a book by its cover, but who
ever said anything about album covers? The cover shot
shows the five band members leaned against a wall, bound
and gagged. Unfortunately, somebody untied them. The
cover alone is sufficient warning.
Trooper offers the Ustener standard, third rate hard

rock songs, with the occasional "tough guy gets sen-
timental" ballad. Kiss seems to be the band that started
this awful trend, with the shlock masterpiece, "Beth." The
album contains two of these bland, dreadful stereotypes.
These uninteresting songs center around the "only a fool
like me" themes, accompanied by predictable piano and
melancholy electric guitar effects.
Ba McGuire. the band's lead vocali.st. has somewhat of

an identity crisis. He's never quite sure who to imitate on
each cut, first it's Bob Seger, then David Lee Roth, but
wait a mmute — now he sounds like Styx, or is it Journey?
McGuire has studied these singers well, because he knows
just when to drop a final "g" off a word to make it more
macho. In "This Must Be The Place," McGuire sings, "My
heart's thumpin', the music's pumpin', the joint is jumpin'."
He also invents new pronunciations by stretching the word
ladies to four over exaggerated syllables.

Singer McGuire and guitarist Brian Smith have put their
blow-dryed heads together and come up with unoriginal,
plodding music. They manage to rip-off everyone from
Styx to Foghat, whose "Slow Ride" is duplicated in the
opening bars of "Money Talks."
Trooper is a band that is a chore to Usten to. It's all been

HOT SPACE
Queen
(Elektra/Asylum Records)

By DENI CHAPNIK
Collegian Staff

Queen is very confused. They just don't
know what to do. The Game was definitely
the turning point where they "sold out" by
turning disco with "Another One Bites the
Dust." But they still managed to salvage a
few fairly decent songs on the rest of that
album.

The same situation occurred on their new
album Hot Space, except on a larger scale.
Side one is devoted to all the disco you could
ever want, and then some. The main
problem is probably their discovery of the
synthesizer. The old Queen used to proudly
display on each album that they used "no
synthesizers" and still came out with some
of the most amazing, magical sounds just
from Brian May 's guitar.

But that's all ended now. The synthesizer

is like a new toy to them. They keep playing
with it but they're not really sure what to
do with it yet. The rest of the instruments
sound muddled beneath the overpowering
synthesizer. And even Freddie Mercury's
wonderful vocals are downgraded by the
ever-so trite, disco, "dance, baby!" lyrics.

Side two, thankfully, gives Queen fans
some glimmer of hope to savor. Back are
the drippy, sappy ballads of the past that
use piano and acoustic guitar as their focus
points. There's a couple of good rockers,
also, written by Roger Taylor and Brian
May. A meaningfully serious, but tongue-
in-cheek tribute to John Lennon, and the
fanastic David Bowie-Queen collaboration
"Under Pressure" round out the side.

Strangely enough. Mercury does all the
lead vocal work on the album. A shift in
musical direction may just be a phase or it

may be Queen's new style, but the old,
classic Queen is really what they're all

about. Electronics just don't seem to bring
out the true personality of the group's
efforts that was so regally done in the past.

_, Photo rourteiv of RCA
Trooper

done before, and should be left to bands Uke Foreigner and from the title track sums it up: "and I'd have to be stuoidJourney who are good at it. But when Trooper attempts it, not to know by now. Money Talks. Money talks." Not

tCI";
on their faces. surprisingly, those are the most revealing, inspired lyricsThe point IS that It IS a pomtless album. A sample lyric to be found on this 40 minute waste of vinyl

John Hurt irons Ryan O'Neal's underwear in Partners

PARTNERS — starring Ryan O'Neal, John Hurt
and Robyn Douglass, directed by James Burrows
By ANDREW GORDON
Collegian Staff

All through growing up. I can recall, the pinnacle of
humor was poking fun at certain groups of people. The

\ stereotypical images we had of minorities, homosexuals
and just about everything we were not was prime target
and material for hours of cruel and raucous fun. But with
age, and education, came a new understanding of what is

funny and what is not. Making fun of innocent people is no
longer funny. And with the increased social and political

awareness we have today, this type of humor becomes as
wrong and hateful as it is unfunny.
Now you could argue that entertainment should be

exempt from this type of political analysis and you might
be right; but you have to consider the magnitude of film.

As a medium, film is so influential, involves so much money
and hits so many people that you just have to examine the
messages it gives off. Partners presents so many untruths
and perpetuates so many of those childish jokes that one
has to take pause. The film would have one believe that all

homosexuals fit into two categories: flaming effeminates
and leatherclad S&M freaks; there is no in-between.
Homosexuals, as presented in the movie, have little

personality and no sense of humor. The only thing they are
more obsessed with than cleaning is sex. They want sex,
not friendship, with all other men and neither with women.
The myths go on.

Political and social implications aside. Partners is only a
mediocre movie. Ryan O'Neal and John Hurt star as two
cops, one straight and one gay, who are assigned by police
chief Kenneth McMillan (in his millionth movie role this
year) to set up house together as a gay couple. With this as
their cover, they will be able to solve the series of
homicides plaguing the gay community. Eventually,
predictably, once you understand the level of the film, gay
Hurt falls in love with O'Neal and most of the jokes are
drawn from O'Neal, who's as homophobic as the next guy,
and his reactions to the situation.

As part of a trap to capture the killer. O'Neal poses for a
gay muscle magazine and proceeds to bed lovely
photographer Robyn Douglass. Hurt is hurt. As it turns
out. Douglass is the murderer's accomplice. Don't ask me
why or who the re^ killer is. Partners has one of those
quickie Charlie's Angels endings, with an absurdly con-
voluted and complicated explanation that dares to be
understood.

O'Neal and Hurt have tried to overcome the material,
and in several scenes bring a real heart to the characters,
ultimately the tone of the film casts a dark shadow over all

involved. Francis Veber, who wrote the screenplay, is also
responsible for La Cage Aux FoUes, another gay romp
which portrayed homosexuals as fops. But at least in that
film we got to like the characters; we're not afforded that
courtesy in this flick. Partners is the first screen effort of
James Burrows, who directed Laveme and Shirley for
three years. 'Nuff said. On the positive side, the film's
editing, for the first hout- or so. is excellent — and the
cinematography is also above average.

But the minuses outweigh the plusses.

Partners had good comedic and dramatic potential, but
the filmmakers went for the easy laugh and ruined it. It is

rated R.
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SUMMER
LANGUAGE
INSTITUTE

ON THl CWlPl SOJ H AMI>SHIKl C Ol I 1 Cit
IN \Mm RSI. MASSAC HI SI TTS

STIMULATING INTKRN ATIONAI ATMOSPHKRE!
A unique prouram wtlcrnie 13 lanyuaecs indudinu I nehsh as a ScvoncI
Language uh.ch tocuscs on dovclopnig oral lani^uauc skills and cross-
fujtura! auarcncss. Ou, experienced, prolessional insirue.ors use
modern, ereaiive leaching meihods. C lass si/e: 4-X siudenis- s dass
hours daily. Ail ESI teachers have Master's degrees in the Teaching of
tnghsh as a Second Language.

*^"^^'"^" KORKK.N I ANC.l A(.KS
Junel4-July9S4(X) lunc 21-,lulv 16 S4(K)
•Inly 19-Aug 27 S6(K) Aug 2-Aug 27 $4(H)

l^^'^^^l'jf:
^^- ^^^-^'"i^'^' '^^^^^'"- ^-'7-^0 ^^l^-'^'ll meal plan (optional)

^mlJ^r ^1^ SECOND I ANGLAGE, ARABIC, MANDARIN
^A, , A^'

^^^^^^^ GERMAN, MODERN GREEK, HEBREW,
ITAJUAN, JAPANESE, PORTUGUESE, RUSSIAN, SPANISH.

new England Lmguogelnitit^
25 Mam Street. Northampton. MA ()I06(); (413)584-3956

I

Buy one Bacon Double BURGER
Cheeseburger & one WNG
[regular fry and any drink;

jGet another Bacon Double
'Cheeseburger FREE.

Please present this coupon before ordering. Linnit one coupon
per customer. Not to be used with other coupons or offers.
Void where prohibited by law. This offer expires May 24 1982
Good only at: RTE 9, HADLEY, MA ' C

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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Exhausted
and blown away
by exams 8- papers?

Ellen S. O'Rourke

Certified Massage Therapist

5^i^ Massage Acupressure Reflexology

W256-8320 Member AMTA

AAAAH. . ./

Wednesday
PUB MUG NIGHT

with the

Final Appearance

of

JIM PLUNKETT
35c Miller or Lite - 25c Hot Dogs

1.00 cover

with this ad

H^NQAP
j.i« ^ LAST DAY^OF
>i

^
CLASSES PARTY -

featuring The Dofk
ond

D.J. Someone ond the
Somebodies

Covr 2.50 73c pints i .23 Kfon>nboufQ b—,
Thuf 20 . EVICTION PARTY -

f*Qturlng

ATTIC and CRUISER
(formvdy 61-20)

F
• 2^ SHENANDOAH

(Aflo Guthfle^s recording/touring bond)

Thursday
ROCK and ROLL

with

WAQY's Rock 102 D.J. Al Stoner
No Cover Charge

Drink Special Lowenbrau
Ice Tea 50c Drafts
1.00 9 till

Sot 22 Thur 27

DISCO MAX CREEK

Friday
May 21

Saturday
May 29

DISCO and ROCK
- every night -

with

WAQY's Rock 102

D.J. Al Stoner
Nightly Drink Specials

No Cover Charge
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* Hampshire
Continued from page 1

tions and to gain support for them.
The major case of student dissatisfac-

tion, Bohn said, was the closing of the Cen-
tral Records Office, which she said
students needed especially at the year's
end.

"We're having a lot of animostity from
students outside," Bohn said, but after ex-
plaining to students that the occupiers' re-
quest to allow the office employees to work
was denied by the college's administration,
"we've kind of directed the anger back
where it belongs."

However, Peter Glucker, Hampshire Col-
lege director of public relations, said the
denial was because it would be "unfair and
unfeeling to ask employees to work behind
chained doors," in what the office's direc-
tor termed "less than humane supportive
conditions."

Deborah Rosenbloom, director of Central
Records, along with Michael Ford, dean of
students, and Penina Glazer, dean of facul-
ty, met with the students late yesterday
afternoon to discuss how the office's func-
tions could be continued.

Matthew Goodman, a political theory ma-
jor from Great Neck, N.Y., said the
students "made several proposals" for the
reopening of the office during the occupa-
tion, but all were denied.

"There may be some kind of com-

You ARE Thf EyES ANd EARS
of rhE ColUqiAN.
IF you SEE A STORy,
teU us AbouT ir.

Dored? No exoms
for Q few days?

We've got whot you
wont Qt the
Hungry U!!

See pg 25 for detolls

Outdoor Equipment
Rental

Summer Locker hours:

Monday 5:30 - 6:30 pm
Thursday 5:30 - 6:30 pm

Summer Canoe Barn hours:

(starting 28 May)
Friday 5:30 - 6:30 pm

Outing Club Equipment Locker
located in corridor connecting
CC Concourse & Garage
questions - call 545-2020

Summer Housing ot PIKE
We still hove rooms ovolloble

Your choice of single or double

ONE LOW RATE
for the entire summerll
(ut» of kitchen, TV room, laundry focll.)

Coll for more info 545-2^50

545-0047

(Plk» frot»rnlty, 100 yd$ from compus)

promise" on the records office, Goodman
said, but the next negotions would not be
until this morning at 11 a.m. when the oc-
cupation's initial issue of divestment is

discussed with officials.

Michael Dorfman, a political theory ma-
jor from Glencoe, III. said he and the other
occupiers will remain "until comprehensive
progress has been made in the issue of
divestment."

"We do not appreciate the building oc-
cupation," Gluckman said, but ^he school
will not use force to remove chem, as it

"recognizes their right to negotiate in good
faith."

"We have every reason to believe this
can be settled in a reasonable and mutually
acceptable way," said David Seligman,
assistant to Hampshire College President
Adele Simmons.

Other demands the group has stated in-
clude a commitment by the college to
feminist, anti-racist, and environmental
issues, as well as to programs for special
needs students and against lesbian and gay
discrimination.

"The divestment issue does not exist in a
vacuum," said Jenny Hull, a feminist
studies/political theory major from Rich-
mond, Ind. "The military spending and
priorities operate in direct opposition to
feminism and anti-racism."
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U ACTIVEWEARMATCHING
Collared

Shirts and Shorts *8®f.
$f>ALDIN(J TennUorTube ^^^
White Athletic Socks 99^ »"'

regularly •3 pair

each
gularly

• 16

CHEMISE " by Kennington

Short
|,'i:„ Terry Shirts
Plush, Comfortable Terry in Assorted Solids and
Stripes. 3- Button Collar ft Placket Pullovers.

regularly

•28

Famous Makers 6 1 O $O 1
««»'^Dress Slacks *®*„2J
Tropical Weight. Grey. Chestnut. Brown. Blue.

regularly

•24 - 30

CPnvl/SLEl
Styling, Service, Reol Sovings

HAMPSHIRE MALL
Hadley, on Route 9 between
Amherst & Northannpton

just around the corner from UMass
Store hours: 10-9:30 Mon-sat

MAN HAS MADE
HIS MATCH.

NOW, ITS HIS

PROBLEM.

i

m

HARRISON FORD
nunncn

JERRY PERENCHIO and BUD YORKIN RRESENT
A MICHAEL DEELEY- RIDLEY SCOTT PRODUCTION

sT.RRiNG HARRISON FORD
erM./»«„

'N BLADE RUNNER -...tmRUTGERHAUER SEAN YOUNGEDWARD JAMES OLMOS screenpla,bv HAMPTON FANCHER .no DAVID PEOPLES
E.tcunvE PRooucfRs BRIAN KELLY *NP HAMPTON FANCHER vsu.i f-.FCTSB. DOUGLAS TRUMBULL

ORIGINAL MUSICCOMPOStOOv VANGELIS ASSOCIATE .RODUCER IVOR POWELL
RRoouc€DB» MICHAEL DEELEY D.RtcTeDB» RIDLEY SCOTT

ORlQI^AlSOu^D'RAC« AlBUM.VAil ABLE ON POIVDOR RECORDS PANAV.SION TfCHNlCOlOR • DO**" "••«! .^ M .1 tMI- ..,, .,.„

A lADD COMPANY RELEASE IN ASSOCIATION WITH SIR RUN RUN SHAW r— " ^ —
"^ 'R*"»*''"WOsQ /i AAPNfn ^ OVIV, N CA- i^NS /C'VPAN-

iM? TK, nfla Company All Rtghl. R«.«fv»d

MtTRICTID
MOIl I'HIUiniUCOWIXIK

rtMiTiliuutiiuiaoiiii

OPENS JUNE 25 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU!
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MAKE YOUR LAST DAY OF CLASSES A
ONE!

«<4*

«^2£^ICE CREAM ^^fc
Homemade Ice Cream Emporium

"<^^T|J;^^JITON • Maji, «f Masonic - AMHEKT • BokM^
oods ' Breakfast

^j«ai*^

HAPPY
With Boston's #1

Comedy Revue

TODAY
noon 'til 2:00 pm

free

METAWAMPE LAWN UMASS
Sponsored by pj Governors Program Council

and in part by the UMass Arts Council

<Mo4iCH (janden

Re4Jco4CHi
MANDARIN SZfCMUEN CUISiNt

You Can Make the Team
with the ^J^LLe^

r//
Team Fuji

Every Sunday 11:30-3:00

SUNDAY BRUNCH
A special selection of your favorite

Chinese foods
All for 4.95 per serving

Sun.-Thurt. 11:30 a.m.-KhOO p.m.

Fri. « Sat. 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9, Amherst
258-0251 256-0252

23 lb. Racing bike
under $400.00

Come test fly it today
at Valley Bicycles Ltd.

'^^CYC\3^o

89 Main St. Amherst
(behind Valley Farms Dairy Store)

256-0880
AUTHORIZED

(P^ffl^ OIAIIH

,
VLEMASQUE

Dermatologist Proven Acne Treatment

Free

Trial

Samples
available

Tin: I .\iTi:i) sTvi i:s OF.vMi:iti<

OFF
your next

VIemasque

purchase

-J

COLLEGE^
D^nJG

Store

coupon

Announcing the

great DINNER/MOVIE deal!

Enjoy any of the following dinner entrees

Tuesday-Thursday

at the

TOP OF THE CAMPUS RESTAURANT
and receive a free movie pass

valid anytime Sunday-Thursday or at midnight shows
at any one of the 8 featured movies at:

Regular College Drug Price $4.99
With our store coupon S0«99
with manufacturer's coupon S 2 99as it appeared in the Collegian

*

on 5/5, 5/7, 5/11, 5/13

FINAL PRICE $2.99

<^OJin©
584-7550

HAMPSHIRE MALL

584-9153
MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

COLLEGi
DWG

yy

4 MAM STREET AMHERST,
Phone 253-2523

9-9 Mwekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun. /

Featured dinner entrees:

Country-Style Bar-B-Que Ribs
Turkey Parmesan

Baked Fresh Catch of the Day
Breast of Chicken Kiev

$6.95 price includes
entree, salad bar, non-alcohoUc beverage, & movie pass!

Conan the Barbarian

Deathtrap

VictorA^ictoria

Wrong is Right

Call 584-7550 and 584-9153 for the remaining, features.

s
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE

CROSSWORD

by M. Joyce
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THE UMASS ZONE

imagine:.

IF you
W/LL, A
STUDENT
/IWA/riNGm GRADES

FROM THE
SPRING
SEMESTER.
HOW£V£R...

WHAT HAPPENED?

My GMtxi f\M.Lif-
ARRivEb. J can't wait-

by Mark Rollins

HE IS IN

FOR A BIG

SURPRISE:
FOR HE,
LIKE US.

IS CAUGHT
FOREVER

by Ethyl Octane

fi^' % toss «,i-J,.;,i*,5,
I

* EXAM WEEK SCHEDULE *

HAPPY HOURS
Qt th* Hungry U

""""50c Miller/Miller Lite
1. Mon - Thurs 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm Happy Hour Drinks plus free pizza slices

"Build your own pocket salad sandwich" includes hot/cold soups
2. Fridays - 2:00 pm - 5:30 pm Happy Hour Drinks, free pizza & chicken wings

& House Specialty Drinks (orgasms, PIna Coladas, daquiri's)
3. Saturday 2:00 - 5:30 pm - Happy Hour Prices
4. Fri 8- Sat Nites - Happy Hour Prices 9:00 pm - Close

FOOD SPECIALS -

1. Monday - Wednesday Luncheon Special $2.95 11:00 am - 2:30 pm
2. Monday - Wednesday "ALL YOU CAN EAT" dinner $3.95 5:00 - 9:00 pm

includes salad bar, french bread, chicken wings, hot/cold soup.

PIZZA PARTY -

Sunday - Thursday 9:00 PM - close - Buy a pitcher of beer,

get a FREE small plain pizza.

ALL OF THiS FOR YOU
QtTHE HUNGRY U

ACROSS
1 Glacier of a kind

7 d'Orsay
11 Time zone: Abbr
14 "Now is the time

good men..
15 Milit. service

16 One: Prefix

17 Dallas
18 Maxwell or

Sherwood
20 King Kong's

femme fatale

22 Thanks
23 Work units

26 Homburg
27 Airfield landing

places
29 Secret informa-

tion source
30 Team animals
32 Barnyarders
33 California t)each

35 Pantheon site

37 bayonet, the
yucca

39 Santa
44 In order
46 • My God to

Thee"
47 Court name
50 Scott

Decision

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Tnide Jaffc
dim Lm Aa«(to TiMw SraMnit

52 Pelican's feature 11 Sheet material
53 Brazilian port

on Rio Negro
55 Swiss river

56 Staple in the
tropics

57 Spheres
58 Vatican dweller
61 Bell tongues
63 Came to know
67 "For —•- a jolly

good...

'

68 Domini
69 Church reader
70 Assent
71 Check
72 Like a winter d^

DOWN
1 Doubts
2 Sleeping place
3 Before
4 Book binding
5 breve
6 Theater
7 Two bits

8 Annapolis Inst.

9 Jackson and
namesakes

10 Wrath

12 Inquisitive ones
13 Variations in color
19 Medium
21 Polish

23 Shade trees

24 Do a farmersjob
25 Festival

28 " but for the

grace..."

31 Member of The
400"?

34 Church hall call

36 Large bat>oons
38 Experienced
40 Pet name
41 Common code
42 20 quires

43 Big boats
45 Lintel

47 Cereal grass
48 Hitter's place
49 File

51 Have tea

53 Coffee-flavored

54 Used up
59 French river into

English Channel
60 Touch
62 Dance step
64 Hwy.
65 a chance!
66 Make a stab at
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WEATHER
Variable cloudiness and

warmer today. High near
80 inland, around 70 at the
shore. Tonight and
tomorrow cloudy with a
chance of showers. Low
tonight in the 50s. High
tomorrow 75 to 80. except
cooler along the south
coast.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Deli Beef Sandwich
Eggs Foo Yung

DINNER

BASICS LUNCH

Garden Sandwich
Eggs Foo Yung

BASICS DINNER

ALL-CAMPUS ALL-CAMPUS
BARBECUE BARBECUE

Barbecued Chicken Half Barbecued Chicken Half
Vegetable Kabobs Vegetabfe Kabobs

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

{PROBLEMS OLD AND NEW VIDEO

10:30 - 11:30 Peter Hellman - a lec-

ture about the Holocaust
11:30 - 12:45 Bobby Muller - an ex-

Vietnam vet speaks out
12:45 - 2:00 John Dean and Bob

Woodward — recall Nix-
on's greatest hits
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TEXTBOOK ANNEX
THURSDAY THRU SATURDAY

MAY 20 THRU 22

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
MAY 24 THRU 28

9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
REQUIRED
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A BETTER WAY TO BUY AUDIO
Sonically Superior Audio. The word IS
spreading. Audio Consultants 549-0720

ANDREA DEE

Thank you for a most incredible two
years!! You've filled my life with love, hap-
piness and sunshine. What more could I

ask for? Profoundity would be quite fitting
now, but all I can think of is simply I love
you and thank you for sharing your
beautiful person with me. May all your
dreams become realities. Always, Ronnie

ATTENTION
FRUSTRATED GUITARIST

goodie 200 or BO Nlrkj^do^???

ZZZZZ^ST^LdOR^JQA"

^Z' ^^Z-
^'^^ ^ 9^««» summer anS comedown and see me on 17 next year. LaurT

Another roommitT^eeded in cottageaw. tor entire summer call Ann 6-1432

FOR RENT

Robin Trower, Police style guitarist
wanted for competent trio format call if

you can be expressive, fill in spaces and not
be overstated the equipment has to be up
to par to pull this stuff off, pedals and
amplification is crucial call IVIike Riff
256-6454 or Peter 586-5116

AUDIO

Complete Stereo System including 16
watt per side receiver, 2 way speakers, and
turntable with new magnetic cartridge. Ex-
cellent condition. Must sell. Graduating
Need funds. $95 very firm. 549-6780

Pair of EPI 3-way speakers with 12"
woofor. $200 or best offer 549-3589

SPEAKERS - Pioneer 3 way. 10" cement
woofer, 180 degree HPM tweeter. Exc.
cond. still under warnty. $175/80 546-7877

AUTO FOR SALE

1973 Datsun 610 station wagon 4-speed
radiais, snow tires, $850 call 549-6284

1976 Audi 100LS excellent cond, silver
blue, front wheel drive, AC, AM/FM and a
sunroof I only $2500 call 253-7862

72 Lincoln Continental 4 door AM/FM
stereo, smooth, classy car great condition
recent tune-up a steal at $900, also 73 Pon-
tiac Grand Ville well-maintained mechanic's
special $400 call 549-1456

1971 Toyota Corolla runs superb 30 -t-

mpg, regular $1295.00 Bob 253-7967

Custom "new " 68 Valiant fact, rebuilt
eng. no rust new paint 3 spd with overdrive
4th reinforced suspension bucket seats
great FM Jenson speakers new 4 yr batt.
tuned & inspected BO over $1200 253-2725

1965 Pontiac Lemans 326; PS, new auto,
trans; exhaust, tires, and much more. All
original BO over $100000 call 546-7790

78 Chevette 57000 miles no rust, good
tires 2900 or best offer leaving town must
sell (413) 773-7800

VW BUGS. MUST SELL $399 AND $999
BEFORE 9:30 AM BEST TIME 256-6908

Si'Hir'"
'"''''*• *"" °P*'0" 2 bedroom

townhouse apartment in Southwood 1 Vi

2535759''^'^®^'"^' ^°°'' ^®""'' '=°"^^

Why take a chance on a waiting list?

^-9269 °°"'' ^°"^^^°°<^ apartment

'*"|^°"= Tn ^^^oom summer sublet
w/definite fall option 549-4855

"^^^TJ" ^^^°" for 1 female, summer
only $98 a month call Jane 546-4973
SPACIOUS. 2 FLOOR, 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT, ROLLING GREEN SUM^MER. AIR-CONDITIONING POOL
BUSROUTE, UTILITIES, FURNISHED
RENT NEGOTIABLE 253-9431

""'^'^"'=" -

Summer sublet fall option convenient
older students 253-7767

1 or 2 people for bedroom Squire Village
start Sept 665-3914

2 bedroom V4 mile Amherst Center bus
route $300 fall option 253-5943

FOR SALE

4 BEDROOM APT

4 bedroom apt In Swiss Village 147/mo
partially furnished on bus rt 253-7535

CAPE COD
Need an easy going female to share
three bedroom house in W. Yarmouth
prime locationMaria 253-3329

CLASS II DRIVER

UMass Recycling Project needs a part
time flex-schedule driver. Start ASAP.
Responsible for regular deliveries & vehicle
maintenance. Contact Paul Layton
546-0618 or Rm 306 SUB

COMPLUSIVE EATERS

Women's Group exploring eating
issues. 10 sessions Wednesdays 7-9:30 PM
beginning June 2nd Psychological Services
Center 545-0041

Luxurious living room set includes crush-
ed velour Castro convertable couch mat-
ching loveseat & swivel chair, also kitchen
set and other items 256-6205

3 bureaus for sale $15 - $25 great condi-
tion call Dave 549-6802

Bike for Sale - men's black Schwinn five
speed $50 call 6-4788

3 eft refrig keeps ice cream cold, $50 call
546-8205 keep trying

Double Bed; mattress, box spring and
frame, great condition - also some furniture
- call after 10 - 584-8987

Computer Terminal - used Decwriter II

and Computrend Coupler $795. 256-8314
Twin box spring and mattress for sale
best offer call Carol 549-4576

Refrigerator for sale - approximately 10
cubic feet excellent working condition
Dean 546-4505

Solid wood bureau $50, double beds $50
call 549-6531

Brand new Japanese-made Schwinn
Soma 12 spd 23" frame 6-6661

Gibson SG 1967 new schaller pegs ex-
cellent condition Dan 253-5943

Furniture for sale 2 desks, kitchen table,
box spring very reasonable prices 549-2652
Need furniture for your new apart-
ment? Everything must go! Cheap!!

Distress Sale: Plush tan 9x12 rug, futon
2-Michelin x2 (145x13) 584-7615

5 cubic refrigerator only $100 also
toasteroven and hot plate all for $115
6-7257

CRAIG S.

Craig - UMass has given alot. Some of it

was even worth it. What can I say, but I

better get a watts line! True friends are few,
and good friends that last are almost a rari-

ty. Good luck at law school Et beyond MBC
PS I still think you're one of the two best
advocates on campus even if Bruce L. did
resign from your fan club!

DESIGNER SPORTSWEAR

Avanti 5 eft. refrigerator excellent condi-
tion $99 Robin 546-9687 keep trying.

Large contemporary couch $70.00 or
best offer 665-7141 must sell!

Dresser for sale: 6 drawers $30 call before
noon 256-0817

Great warm-ups Et terri short sets at hose-
sale prices, call 546-5786

DREAM HOUSE
2 rooms to sublet for summer, fall op-
tion, off 116 Sunderland. Roomy quiet
woodstoves garage 665-7912

DR. KRUDE
Happy 20th Wild Bill keep it under a 100

ENTERTAINMENT

Alto saxaphone Beuscher oldie but

Queen size waterbed includes: frame,
pedastel, mattress, liner, heater, ther-
mostat, repair kit, carpeting only $150
come check it out call Seth 256-6266
Must Sell! fold-out couch-end table- floor
lamp-bookcase-coffeetable-hibachi grill

negotiable, call 253-9642

FOUND

Golden Retriever/Labrador weekend of
8/9 South Amherst call 256-6336

Found a Levis Jean Jacket by telephone
pole between Butterfield and Van Meter
Sunday night. Please be prepared to iden-
tify. Call 666-7094 or 549-1288

Set of Keys - found by Arts Center on Mon
May 17 looks like RA set of dorm keys go to
information desk at CC

FURNITURE FOR SALE

We've got a terrific vacuum cleaner that
will do wonders for your carpet. Lots of
other pieces for your home. Call and we'll
talk. All our furniture must go. Prices
reasonable. 549-3733

Bed and dresser for
negotiable. Call 253-5643

sate. Prices

GUITARISTS

Martin Strings - acoustic and electric for

546 66W^
^'^ delivery. Guitar Magic

HELP WANTED
Summer Jobs promoting Ecology and
Consumer Issues, Bottle Bill and Safe
Energy. MASSPIRG, the states largest
Public Interest Organization is hiring sum-
mer staff for public education and fundrais-
'"9- Will train. $135-200/wk and
$160-225/wk. Positions available in
Amherst, Boston, Cape Cod, New Bedford
and Worcester. Call David at 256-6434
Summer work out west save $2,400 after
expenses. INTERVIEWS TODAY ONLY
(5-19) at 1 1 :00 AM, 1 :00, 3:00, 5:00, or 7:00PM in Campus Center 502. Car not
necessary but helpful.

HEY BRUNETTE & 2 BLONDCS
Yipee Skippy Yahoo! Y'all are dang near
done!! So jist keep readin' them words o'
wisdom on the fridge. The year with y'all at
"THE I of the L's" was a heap o' fun, pipes
and all! You 3 will surely be missed - sniff!!
You're free now so go all out, don't let
anything hold you back! Yea, yea - love
Erhead

HOUSES FOR RENT
Call in August 4 bedrooms plus in Nor-
thampton. For Sept. Spacious. $500 plus
utilities. Skibiski Realtors 584-3428

Summer months - June-August. 4
bedroom in Northampton. $375 plus
utilities. Skibiski Realtors 584-3428

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28
hours including classroom theory & shop
Limited enrollment 253-7967

JOHN C.

What will next year be without you?
What could ever surpass; kinkiness, the
hot^frf. Dip, breakfast in bed, watennelons.
Henna, the bets, our DEEP conversations
and the weekends. Hope business con-
tinues to prosper if the price and type is
nght. We'll miss you Buena Suerte En
Espana, PPC and KK

LAKEFRONT APARTMENT
SUMMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION

Single person or couple for 1 bedroom.
Large screened in porch, large backyard
access to private beach (1 min. walk) $180
+ (heat only) Bus route, no dogs, (but
possibly one cat) Ouiet area (Belchertown)
lieferences, security deposit. Available
June 1st. Please leave name and phone
number. Lisa 256-0538

LINCOLN HILL

766 Residential Summer Program
Educational camp serving special needs
students 6-16, June 26 - Aug 24, accepting
applications for the following positions:
Counselor/teachers (no experience re-'
quired) program advisors, academic coor-
dinator, speech/language specialist, swim
instructor, (WSI) call or write, Linda Stark,
41 South St, Foxborough, Mass 02035
(617) 543-3746

LISA S.

Here it is your very special personal.
UMass won't be the same without you.
Love MBC P.S. Boston is only an hour
away

LIVE AT ROLLING GREEN
Summer sublet with definite fall option
125$ summer 145 fall quiet non-smoker
own bedroom pool AC call 253-9880

LOOKING FOR PEOPLE

Involved in UMass employee incident
on May 2. Anyone witnessing or having any
information I would appreciate you contac-
ting me please mail information to PO Box
215 Hadley MA

LOST

Thin small calculator in Eng East Aud
after Econ 311 exam Thursday 4/1 need
desperately for classes. Please! Call
546-7338

Lost license. If found please call Carol
546-8384
One god link bracelet of great sentimen-
tal value. Reward. 549-0102

Lost gold bracelet with one diamond and
Six blue sapphires, flower shape. Great sen-
timental value. Please call 546-9623 reward
Konica T3 camera Fri night pickup truck
going to Townhouse apts reward Terrv
253-3567

MOTORCYCLES
1973 Honda 460 excellent condition must
sell fast 256-8970 nights 545-0197 days
1978 Honda 750, only 17,000 highway
miles. Well maintained, excellent condition
Many extras. Graduating, need cash imm-
ed. $1290. or best offer. Priced to sell! Call
now 549-6802

MOVING
Student with truck will
anywhere call 665-3204

move you

Large 12 foot truck available for renting
on May 30. Low rate call 549-6802

MOVING SERVICES
Fast, dependable service. Local or within
50 miles. Reasonable rates. Call 548-3568

MUSICIANS
Seeking bass, keyboard, lead guitarist
Live Worcester area R & Roll Steve 6-6993

3 NORTH FIELD

Your the greatest! Thanks for making my
test year here very special. I'll miss you all
Your sentimental CRA Barb

OSCAR
This is in memory of W.B. Oscar. He's
now resting in Davey Jones' Locker He
served us well Until he fell Victim to a craz-
ed punk rocker. And to FOOP, we say
goodbye, he'll no longer be flying high. No
matter how much he smokes, he'll still tell
bad jokes, and his puns will make us cry.

PERSONALS
For you class of '82: Senior Day! Friday,
May 28lh, 12-5 p.m. Metawampee Ijwn
Advanced tickets on sale CC. Concoursel
Mary F. Don't you think we have had
enough time to think. Let's get together
soon and talk - Love Mark
Uz, Time makes the heart grow fonderl
Next semester will prove it Love Chris

To my southern Chi Omega lady: Thanx
for making my last semester the best. New
Jersey is not that far from Alabama! All my
love G.

"without garlic, life itself would be im-
possible." John - its been real.

Kane and Hannah: Good luck, guys, you
got a tough act to follow. Modestly-Ed
J.E.S.: Had a great time in Stowe, Fla.,
and Vt.l Can't wait for N.H., Boston.
Conn, Co., Cal., and Alaska! Looks like
we're going places! Get psyched for
graduation and summer! ILY, L.M.M.
Rufus - As usual, I couldn't have made it

without you. You are still the same incrr-
redible friend I've known for so long.
Thanks for. . .everything. I love you. Me
RT. Thanks for being you! I'll miss you this
summr! Love you LD
DEB. Now that you're graduating, you
should be able to walk home by yourselfl
Congratulations, Love Lori, Anneke, Man-
dy and Laura

GLENNA P See we didn't forget! Happy
Birthday! Love AS, LL, MK, DS LK
Jenna. you S.K. be prepared for nest
semester. Sarah

KUGEL
Putti

Good Luck this summer, love

SPUD - This is it! The time has gone by so
fast just think next fall in Oregon feel like
your dreams are coming true? I'm psyched!
Love, PUD
Brooks 2nd floor. Thanks for four great
years!!! Alex, Jude, Jen, Andy, and
everyone. Take care thanks again! Rich

Hey Kath
- Caroline

It just doesn't matter any morel

To all my UMie Buddies, From Waltham
to Pierpont to Squire Village to Chi Omega -

it's been a pleasure knowing all of you.
These past five years were the BEST!
Good-bye and Good Luck! I'm going to
miss this place. It's been real and it's been
fun, and I CANsay it's been REAL fun!
Let's do it again sometime! Love, MOYN-
SIE

To my little Buckoette: Cape Cod is the
place to sail, I have the boat if you have the
time! Your Playmate

To the twins - Diene - don't say goodbye.
. .just say you're not leaving! As for you.
Stinky, would you believe me if I said. .

(need I go on?) my buddies, my best, I love
you both from the bottom of my.
-Nipples

6 Wast Dickinson, It's been a good, great 3
Yip years! Hope our friendsips will endure.
Remember: streaking. Smith, clamnecks,
blonds, kegs, kamikazees, Kodak fun, 6 west
par-taeeeslll, yibblingi sack, togetherness.
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insane hotes, beasts, and our devotion to the

Hey Chi O! Moynsie's graduating. Disco's
dead, but Springsteen lives on forever i Bve
kids, I'll miss you all 1

1

Mary Anne Argiro. Peter Buttkus, Paul
Pickmka and other Brandywine friends
and foes It's been a great experience know-
ing each of you. Take care and best of luck
Love, Ruth

Statik: Happy 211 Many Happy En-
countersl Lustfully yours, Sangee, Bernie
Danny, Larry, P. Wolf, the Bunmen, and
the Klingz

Het "Ten. . .Kid" What's the story? Are
we in the midst of an oil crisis, or is this just
a conservation measure? -Impatiently be-
ing a sport

til July, whichever comes first!! GO FOR
IT!!! The now-deceased column ist. . .

Chris A. €r Jeff B. Surprise, surprise, sur-
prise!! We made it! despite all the unpaid
bills and the grime in the downstairs
bathroom {not to mention the total lack of
paper towels all semester) we made it.

Sorry about all the phone pacing -
I'll

replace the carpet next semester. No Sue, !

didn't forget to say goodbye to you too.
Later folks, and thanks for making it fun'
Dave

this!
Fern you've waited all semester f6r
Have a great summer! Love, CLPL
Kathleen and Lynn: It's been a great year!
I H miss you both. All the best Love Sue

Didn't thinkLeslie

good one
I'd make it. Have

We; II be zzing you. Bagger
a

3 South Patterson: Thanks for making my
last year a great year. I wish all of you the
best in the future. Have a great summer
Love, your RA, Susan
Bucko II It's been a great time. What song
are we singing? Next semester will be even
better! I know I'm always better. Have a
great summer . Buck! I

Jib, May al! good things happen to you
Always. L & K's, Laurie

Judy W. Carol M. Idalyn M. Manha W.
Robyn L. Judy H, Joyce W. Joan -

Where would I be without you all - probably
better off - but not as HAPPY. Love to you
all, keep smiling. Have a great summer
Luv, Laurie

Patterson staff: Thanks for a great year.
I'll miss all of you. Good luck next year to
the 82-83 staff. Love, Susan
To the Bionic Runner - Happy 20th and
have a great summer - superrunner
Wench - Soon to be added to the list of 4
consecutive years at UMass?! -k we're still
talking -2 miracles in one week! Don't miss
me too much next year & I'll meet you at
Abdow's on 6/5/83 Love, your BESTpal
from Maryland. P.S. Here's to .

Ronnie, Vou are the brightest star in my
sky. UMass will never be the same without
you I love you very much!! Always. Andrea
11 Rolling Green - your presence will be
greatly missed, but your frindship will
always remain. Happy Graduation! Love
always, Pam i

To the editorial department - Thanks for
the big chance in the blistering fast-paced
world of the editorial page If (and) when I

ever make it big - nah, better skip that part.
Dave C

55 Rolling Green - You guys are all great.
I'm going to miss you next year. Love, Lauri

Crazy Ml Aloha! Wolf Police Stones
RICapri toots Fla Good times best friends
Harry.

. .someday HP Jeangenie & Jewels
Julie- the first year was great-Kahlua, Spr-
ingsteen, singed hair. Caramel Creams,
zoology, bears and ducks. Good luck with
your new roomie, things can't get worse.
Love, Lisa

To Mrs Cavanag and the pretty redhead
what about the Fasbes Baths at the infir-
mary Amelia Bedelia Studing? JT and JA
security Boston Globe Guen she's a jelly
donut goodbye Channel 7 Price Chopper
the party Mike's Time out the Ledge forst
floor Cance Livy orgasms your mother MrsM Teacher of the year tme islands the Boy
popcorn orgasms cochroaches popcourn
kids igoe Framingham state friends of foes
123 Cance Caddyshack best of luck we'll
miss you cheers bye you blowsers love your
roomates viciou woman face and IDA
Craig-Happy belated Birthday from the old
country. Love and x's for 22 B.F.

KIMBECITAI It's been Wild! Oh Boy!
What a mob scene! Let's hope everything
works out - for both of us!!! Love
DANBECITA
Ist short Mackimmie best of luck to the
greatest floor ever. Stay happy! XO your
RAH

Have you bought yout Senior Day
ticket yet??? Well get going to the CC
Concourse & buy an advanced ticket'
Seniors $2.50 guests $3.75

Anne Rearick Heres your personal you're
a great sis Congrats on graduating
Lynn. Baby B.. Celeste - Whoever you
are or whatever your name is - I've had the
best semester and you've been a big part of
it - Lower Central isn't that far away - an en-
core next semester won't be that tough (if
your dancing shoes can take it!) We'll have
a wicked good summer be there aloha
Adrienne, Henry , Jenny
To Hobeless Lainie Clair Moose Diz Kit
Ka Peg Now before we end and then
begin, we'll drink a toast to how it's been.
A few more hours to be complete, A few
more nights on Satin sheets, a few more
tinr>es that I can say, "I've loved these
days!" and I'll always remember them too-
Doats A.K.A. Mare
Pino we made it S.D.

Hoy Howie it's the girl from Rhetoric learn
to smile-later! ;M104 Tell J that I'll run him
over-you hot S.T .

Hey EWE I Thanks for some very special
times! Good luck and take care of yourself I

Of course,EWE know who!
WILD BILL I'm jealous of the extra BP that
you are giving Debbie. Happy Birthday
anyway. Your present is at the Stadium
Love STEPH

My sincere thanks to all the folks at the
COLLEGIAN who made this semester a
tremendous success, especially to the
reporters who worked long hours for no
pay and little thanks. Keep the tradition
going-it's worth it. - Sample
The Collegian staff wishes to thank our
professional staff, who put up with our shit
and made it all possible. Jim, Maui%en
Joleen, Faye and Bob -we luv ya!

Bazinet - Don't irritate Levine any more
than riecessary next semester

!

Levine —
semester!

stay off Bazinet's back next

Jim Ristuben - we couldn't have done it

without ya! Thanks a million, you wild man .

1376219 Thanks for everything YAHOO &
many squirmies XOXPL
To my wonderful quiche-eater, you
played Gatsby and observed for too many
months, but that day was surely fate for us.
Happiness is hair that sticks up, pizza with
garlic, and us being together. Your older
woman
Goodnight Irene,
Pickle-grams, and ..., .,j,„„.,^„,
Thanks for a great suite love, Wierdo

Little Ricky and the
my typewriter mom

To my favorite roomie - Live it up in Israel
I'll miss the "clean" room! fridends 4eva
Smitty

Cyndi Hoe - i hope the natives in Hawaii
don't find out about "Scoopie"! Love, Easy
Hey Sexpots: here's your personal, finally.
Thanks for a great semester. Your little
Ethnic

Ed • So you can't throw a frisbee that
doesn't stop you from being a great friend

^
J

When you graduate, you should throw the
Pinto into the Pond to join Oscar among the
UMass memorabilia. Bruce. Good Luck in
Washington, don't pressure Haig too hard
Do lots of pot! Peter Nah I'll skip it.

There's no obscenitiees that I can say that I

can't say to you in person! Jim Give them
hell, and for God's sake get a suit! Chip
Hop all your travels are pleasant. Enough of
that bullshit. May you pinch many happy
loaves in the future. And collectively
thanks guys, for everything I put you
through. I'll miss you always, or at least un-

Joanne - Its been the best two years! What
will I do without you? Thanks for
everything! I'm gonna miss you! There is

just too much to say 1 1 Love ya. The Stolf

To all my graduating friends - Looking
forward to great senior day but nothing as
great as the friendships I've had with you.
Enjoy life. Laurie F

Room in private residence close to
Amherst Center $80.00 a month w/utilities
females preferred call between 5-10 PM
253-5475 ask for Dave or Mark
Furniture for sale Queen size bed $25, 5
drawer dresser (very good condition) $30
large sturdy mirror $30, also blender and
other applicances Please call 253-5475 ask
for Margie

Three short Moore House (that includes
Joanne, Sean, Keith, Frank, Joel?, Mark
Theresathe fox. Rose, Bean, Mercy, Clare
Scottman, Sue P, Valerie, Sue B, Stacy,
Suzanne, and yes, you too Dean) Thanks
for making this a great year. If I really do
wind up at the academy, I'm gonna miss
this place. Have a nice day regardless (that
includes you too Leslie) - The Real Man
Brooksie: You are definitely the best friend
anyone could ever have. I can't tell youhow much I'll miss you next year. Have a
great time! Love, Bones
Randy G. It's really been a great semester
and you've been a terrific friend. I'm really
going to miss you this summer, but you'll
be up to B town and PA to visit. Luv va
Sheryl ^ '

Dave Q: Glad I met you at Pufton Sat. night
Came by yesterday, but you weren't around
Hope to see you before you're gone forever!
Love, L. P.S. I still want to have your baby

To the late, late, late nite crew: We loved
"holes and poles," "the jordache look,"
"Mrs. Cleaver," the cases of beer, and more
beer, and more beer..., hacky-sacks, E.E.
and the extra-terrestrial, "71-41," we know
you want him Mary, J. Brobst and the jello-
wrestlers, WE LOVE YOU III

CHRIS MILLER: Thanks for the excellent

time, hope to see you again soon. Love the
Yip Man!

Mark. Larry, Darin, Steve, Rich, Ellen, Deb,
Lori, Bill, Do, Scott, and the rest of the 8th
floor Kennedy - remember Becky (Steve's
sister.. .You know, the giri with the nice tan),
Larry's keg, Kamikazee's, and Attic at
Hangar One. Have a great summer and par-
ty!!! Love Barb.

Sept 1 82-83 Paul 253-2078

Female wanted to share sunny
Southwood apartment - fall 666-3536
One bedroom in 3 bedroom Puffton
summer/possible fall option 549-5896

Need one or two roommates for one
bedroom in two bedroom apt starting June
1253-3235

Roommate wanted for fall Brandywine
Paul 6-7546

ROOMMATE WANTED
AREA

MARLBORO

Female grad looking to share apt for June
1st 665-3065

SERVICES

Mrs. Cleaver. Nancy G., Liz, Zig, Barb,
Scott, Ken, E.E., Stu. and the guy in the jor-
dache jeans (oh la la) and the rest of the
Graphics crew - Thanks for all the ice
cream, beer and M&M, and your time and
effort — the big M.
P.S. Where's my hacky-sack, June.

IBM Selectric anxious to meet your typing
needs. Equipped with experienced
operator. 253-3394

SHERTOAD

PHYSICS 100

Anyone interested in forming a study
group for the final, call Steve at 6-8443 or
leave a note at 1313 JQA sign up by Fri May
2Dth first people accepted

PRECIOUS DEBBJi

Craig: Thanks for adding "Murphygate" to
the UMass vocabulary. Its the only con-
structive thing you've done in 5 (?) years
Watch out for sharks teeth on the West
Coast, and try to stay out of jail. Love -

everyone who has ever met you. plus
several

SOFTBALL

Question - what do you call 2 giris who en-
joy the finer things in life (is he a profes-
sional man?) Love to eat. (does Judie's
acept Visa?), drink, (it's Stoli's nite) meet
exerting men at Jason's (you're the most

beautiful giri in Boston & I'm an aphrodite)

?ftM n!.?«^.l^'"^y
^^«* »ho"9h?) andbET ALONG like mustard and a knishe?

Answer - the best of frinds who've created
so many memories in the past ? have so
much to look forward to in the big apple
much love & happiness always - Happy
Graduation! Pam (niblets)

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Softball - Lotta fun this yr even though
your taste in music is questionable?
t-better use the padded cell to prevent
more busted legs and noses - see next vr -

Gimp '

SPACIOUS LIVING
AVAILABLE - FALL

Large Sunderland House 3 baths fur-
nished storage space, sunporch. living
room 150/mo/person 3 singles, double
w/pnvate bath available 665-4803

STUDENT HOUSING

Dissertations, papers, resumes. IBM
selectric. Scientific. Bilingual-
english /Spanish 256-6957

Seeking a clean, wholesome. Interna-
tional Christian living environment? We are
receiving applications for a 30-room co-ed
facility on East Pleasant. Doubles. Stop in
the office, Amherst Baptist Church. 434 N
Pleasant, Tues-Fri 9 am - 1

PUFFTON/SUMMER SUBLET

1 large downstairs bedroom & bath in 3
bedroom apartment, fully furnished $110
month, negotiable 275 Puffton Village Brad
549-5981

w/fall option
256-8824

SUMMER SUBLET

2 bdrm Southwood apts

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to Logan May 24 catch 3:30
flight 546-5284

RIDER WANTED
One rider wanted to Denver Colorado
leaving May 22 call 256-8784

Driving to D.C. May 23rd. Need someone
to share driving and expenses. 546-9971

ROOM AVAILABLE

Beautiful Townehouse apt available
June 1 thr uSept 1 only $80 if not home
leave a message for Doug 253-3320

ROOMMATE WANtId
One bedroom available in two bedroom
apartment. Call 666-7519 keep trying

2 non-smoking female roommates
wanted for Brit Man apt call 546-4717
Puffton two rooms in three bedroom
available June 1st fall option call evenings
o48-o899

Female seeks roommate to share living
accomadations for summer in Boston call
Margie 546-9783

3 roommates wanted - fall & spring 171

A

Brittany Manor ask for Steve @ 256-8573
2 females wanted to share apartment for
fall Brittany Manor 546-5150

Northwood Apts Sund. under
$100/month rent summer/fall option call
666-3986

1 bedrm in 2 bedrm apt Sept 1 for 82-83
150 mo 256-0683

Femala(s) wanted for one bedroom in two
bedroom Brandywine apt for fall Man or
Diane 549-0393

Seniors staying? Room in 2 bdrm
townehouse apts Sept - Dec 549- 1321

Female wanted to share a one bedroom
apt in Puffton Village $140 for fall 549-0773
70$ a month summer in 3 bedroom Puffton
Apt call between 6-7:00 549-6634
Peaceful farmhouse apt North Amherst
own bedroom 100/month 549-2877 Joe
Amherst 2 or 3 roommates for two sunny
rooms in window-walled contemporary
condo in woods on bus route June-Aug fall
option 256-6381 5:30-10 PM
West Yarmouth two males reasonable V4
mile from beach call 6-6001

Two roommates wanted to share large
modern house in Hyannis. Close to center
and beach call PJ 617-583 7408 or
617 771 8105

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
Lantern Ct Sund 215 per mo 665-3502
Pay June July get Aug Free 2 bdrm
^°"*Jj;^apt furnished pool, tennis inc

Boston - South End unique fkx>r through
2 bedroorn in Union Pk area, DW, modern
kitchen 12 ft ceilings, sunny. Prof male

T/c^,lf!l^!2L:i""® ^ "«"^ ^267 includes
all (617) 267-9085 (evenings)

2 br rolling Green apt full furn, AC, pool
utilities inc. On bus route, call 256-8006
Dave or Bill

S^S?f S?«"**^^'"* *^o bedroom furnish-
ed 549-5618 keep trying

Summer sublet 2 bedroom townehouse
apt fall option for 2 people 549-4788
Summer w/fail option 4 bedrooms, 1 V,
baths. "Pstoirs^ding glass doors, extras! I

$147 mo 256-6287

il>?*/?S"? '!•• '•"*• ^'9® O"0 bedroom
apt. Cliffside Apts includes utilities, pool &
tennis courts call 665-2956 after 9 pm
available June 1 fall option

CHEAP CHEAP TOWNHOUSE 3
b^iwrns, AC, bus. rent neg call Shari
6-9668 Jaimie 6-5087 keep trying!l!!l!lll!

One bedroom in apt on Main St Amherst

2i3-^°
^»" '«t« "iflht or eariy morning

Summer Sublet: fall option. House near
swiming hole, bus. University, 120$ or lessN Amherst, 549-0663 eves
Rolling Green roommates needed $100 in-
cludes utilities call after 6 253-3071

2 bedroom apt RollingGreen pool some
ii!I*o4^T^ "®S 9°^ <^<»" Call Rich
546-9824 keep trying

Townhouse semi-furnished very clean 250
per month 546-8638 or 546-8643

Desperatel Luxury 2 br Brandywine AC
pool cable furnished cheap! 548-6850

?i?Jw*'"**' P^" ^oof" Southwood Apts
$100/mo or BO Steve C 253-5482
Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
onttany Manor 256-0581

2"Mri^rBmiany Manor 300 per month
tree rent for August 253 7705

^g^^M?^.p.onbu.,ou.,.
Brittany Manor 2 bedroom furnished apt
rent negotiable call 253-5095
Amherst CenteMumished, two bedroom
will rent single room 125 each 240 for bothsummer only 253-7584

On^^^^^h free rent large one bedroom
apt Cliffside includes utilities, pol, tennis

June 1 - fall option

i:

*
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9-1 season for Chimps,
ruggers tie Dartmouth
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

"Satisfying."

That is the one word that JV coach Len
Caffrey used to sum up the University of
Massachusetts JV lacrosse team's season.
Caffrey 's Chimps compiled an outstanding
record of 9-1, losing only to Naval Academy
Prep.

After the loss, which gave them a 2-1
record, the Jayvees went on a tear, winning
seven straight. Their biggest victory came
against Williams College, as the offense and
defense combined to give them a 21-0
victory. They also defeated such standouts
as Harvard University and Dartmouth
College.

Leading the way for the Chimps was
Greg Fahn, who scored 19 goals and dished
out 17 assists. Chris Fierro and Paul
D'Entremont were right behind, with
Fierro scoring 17 goals with 12 assists, and
D'Entremont adding 16 goals and six
assists. Ron Sliney and Mark Lewis led the
midfielders in scoring, each with seven

negotiable furnished bus route oool
549-6912 ^

goals. Steve Zito lead a strong defensive
season behind the nets.

In commenting on the season. Coach
Caffrey said, "All the guys put in a good
elfort. I would look for some of the guys to
move up to varsity; they have varsity
potential."

"^

I was expecting a good season right from
the beginning. If we had played Naval
Academy Prep with a more rested team we
could have gone undefeated." Caffrey said.

This was Caffrey 's last season with the
J Vs. In his four years with the Chimps.
Caffrey sported a record of 38-4. There is a
possibUity that varsity scoring leader Jim
WeUer may take over the reigns as head
coach.

,

* * • • •
The University of Massachusetts/Smith

College women's rugby club ended its
season with the "A" side tying Dartmouth
College 0-0. and the "B" side blanking out
the Big Green. 12-0. at Hanover last
weekend.

UMass/Smith will resume its season next
semester.

YesI Only $100.00 each month util inci Roll-
ing Green mstr bdrm pool AC on bus route
we're desperatel call 256-8261

3 bdrm Townhouse price negotiable call-
Tim 256-8906 or Stu or Vito 546-5342
Summer sublet furnished efficiency one
person $150.00/mo non-smoker Ann
549-4036

Summer sublet Townehouse 2
bedroom apt furnished reasonable rent
call 546-8638 Paula

Room in 5 bedroom house - South
AfTiherst porch, yard. One month free rent
$132/month Wendy 256-6336

Summer sublet 2 bedroom Northwood

Absolutely Free -- Two bedroom Nor-
thwood apartment on the busline in
Sunderland. Pay only two month's rent
(negotiable) and get one month freel Best
offer takes it. Call 665-7935 Fall option

1 bedr Amh Center $130 fall option near
bus rte 253-7710

Sunny two bedroom apt near Amherst
Center/fall option 253-2027

SUMMER SUBLET - FALL OPTION

2 bdrm
549-6588

Brandywine w/fall option

Townhouse 2 bedroom summer sublet
cheap call 546-9602 or 546-5028

1 bd Cliffside fum rent neg 666-8150 ask
for Kevin

1 Ig bedroom bargain $9375 & utilities 1

block from campus June 1 - Aug 31
negotiable 549-6983 anytime

4 bdrm $147 per mo all util 253-7278

Brandywine 2 females to share room in 2
bedroom apt fum $140 ea & alec 549-0425

3 rm apt located between Amherst Center
and cmpus, space for parking garden etc
300.00 a month or negotiable, includes
utMities 253-791 1 or 546-2256 ex 29 Laurie or
Alison

We have a 2 bdrm apt In Brandywine
that we wouW like to swap for a 1 bdrm in

Brandywine or Puffton (preferably)
549-1030

Beautiful Amherst Apt partially furnished
4 bdrms $147 a month per eperson best of-
fer for summer gets it 253-7278

Great LocationI Near Puffers Pond one
bedroom of two bedroom apartment possi-
ble 2 bdrm for summer partially furnished
reasonable 253-2482 eves

Are you still looking for a quiet aingle
for the summer? This room is located close
to canrwus on N Pleasant St. in a 5 room
house. Rent is negotiable and utilities are
cheap. I would like to close a deal quickly
so call now—549-5917 first come - first

served fall possibilities as well

SUSAN J. MILANESE

The Collegian office has your student ID.
Please bring additional ID to claim it. After
May 19th your ID will be sent to Whitmore .

THUMPER
Happy 20, a little early but I'm never on
time lets have more JO Birthdays every year
to come Love TKY

TO SUBLET

Southwood Apt Summer sublet only 2
bdrm furnished with AC, pool, on bus route
rent negotiable call after 5 PM 253-7123

Beautiful Brandywine 2 bedroom, pool,
AC, cable, available June 1 $235 VERY
NEGOTIABLE call 546-5029 or 54e;S024
on bus route rent rwgotiable call 666-7137

Puffton Village summer sublet w/fall op-
tion Own bedroom in three bedroom apart-

ment pool, bustop, tennis courts right out-
sidethe door June-Aug rent is neg, call

Martha 54&4834 ^

summer sublet 2 or 3 bdrms in Puffton
apt rent negotiable call Dru 549-0127 or
Holly 546-8854

4 bedrm apt Swiss Village 147$ each
utilities included on bus route partly fur-

nished available June 1st with fall optionlll
256-6103

One bedroom available immediately in

South Amherst apartment summer and/or
fall option call 546-7028 Gail

Summer sublet townhouse apt furnished
3 bedroom rent negotiable 546-9616 or
546-9618

Brandywine apts Summer sublet with
possible fall option. One male roommate to
live in co-ed apt. $1.10/month plus elec-
tricity. call 546-4141

Southwood 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apartment includes spotlight 253-9236.

Townhouse 3 bedroom apt fully furnished
rent negotiable call 549-5968

Summer sublet 2 bdrm Southwood apt
rent negotiable call 253-9083

Brandywine 2 bedrooms furnished AC
pool rent negotiable 549-0425

Excellent Cond. 4 Bedrm apt w/extras.
Rent for summer sublet negotiable w/fall
option-call 256-8459

To Sublet furnished 3 room apt in Belcher-
town $136/month 323-5018

3 bedroom in Puffton furnished AC rent
negotiable call 549-4041 anytime

All the comforts of home - one unfur-
nished bedroom available in a luxurious two
bedroom apartment in Sunderland's ex-
clusive Northwood complex. All this for the
low price of $250 for the summer. In-

terested? Call Rae at 665-2226 afternoons
or evenings

Squire Village 2 bedroom 2 bath pool AC
665-3066 fall option

One bedroom apt near Amherst Center
summr sublet for only $150 mo or best offe
253-7243

Double room for two available in house
near Amherst Center Fall option completely
furnished 253-9403

Roommate wanted Puffton nuile sum-
mer with fall call 546-9568 or 256-6360

Last Chance one big room in beautiful
house available for summer 5 min walk to
town or campus rent negotiable 549^4902

Summer only spacious 2 bdrm furnished
apart in house % mile from Amherst Center
directly on bus route Doug 253-3124

Summer sublet w/fall option 1 bdrni apt
uyil included Main St Amherst Center
2S6-6469

Room to sublet in house N Amherst, big
yard, near Puffers, fall option $137 -•-

negotiable Maribeth 549-3833

Cheap sublet Townhouse apt 2 bedroom
2 to 4 people utilities included on bus route
close to campus 549-6354

Gorgeous Rolling Green apt everything
included - AC. pool, balcony, furnished,
rent negotiable Lee R 546-0627

Collegian 27

2 bdrm apt in Sunderland on bus route
rent negotiable call for info 665-2156
Partially funished ap7 w/fall option in
Sunderland on bus rte call after 8 665-4i946

2 bedrooms in 4 bdrm apt $125 ea or best
offer, incI all utilities availa6/1 w/possible
fall option, call Diane or Pam at 256-610
after 8 pm
Summer/fall option. 2 bdm. 1 V4 baths
townhouse in Southwood last month free
256-8660 (eve )

Amherst 2 bedroom apartment Cok}nia
Village summer sublet with fall optior
available June 1 bus route 280 -h 256-6935

Brittany manor - summer sublet with fa!
option call 253-3171

Summer 3 rooms in modem house on bus
route 5 min walk to Amherst Center
130/month -i- 256-0039

3 bdrm bs rte big yard, low rent on Main.
Amh 2566611

4 bedroom apartment $125 or best offer
per person all utilities included. Fall option
included call 253-7430 keep trying if no
answer, call 545-3500 and leave a message
for M.W. with your name and number. We
will sublet entire apartment or separate
rooms

2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom apartment $147
each, includes all utilities Available June
first with possible fall option call Diane or
Pam at 256-6101 after 8 p.m.

Puffton two rooms in three bedroom sum-
rmr only rent negotiable call Ann 549-6899,
Bob 546-6105

Presidential summer sublet 4 min to
Grad Twr $275 call 549-1700

% summer rent free - summer sublet fall

option Southwood 256-0470

One bedroom Colonial Village
140-H /month 256-6085

Townhouse 2 bdrm (4 people) air cond
summer sublet cheap on bus route nights
Doug 549-1256

2 bedrooms available for summer with
fall option reduced rate for summer - $1^5
everything included I 256-8209

MUST RENT two bedroom Brittany Manor
apartment available for one two three or
four persons during summer price very
negotiable partly furnished carpeted bus
route 253-5015

FREE RENT pay 2 mo neg rent get 3rd
free, bus rt pool fall opt 666-4982

Summer sublet/fall option 2 bedroom
Colonial VIg call Jim or Robby 253-3137
One bedroom Colonial VII summer sublet
w/fall option 256.00 or BO 253-351 5
One bedroom apt in Southwood fall opt
on bus rte call 253-7031

Cheap aummer sublet $80 mo
dishwasher, AC, pool, own bedroom Roll-
ing Green 256-6040

Rent negotiable! Summer/fall option 4
bedroom on bus route 256-0766

1 bedrm Colonial Village furnished
260/month 256-0895

Fall option 3 bedroom ept only half mile
from UMass large backyard 549-6702

TO SUBLET - CHEAP
Puffton 1 % bdrm furnished close to cam-
pus pool rent bery negotiable 253-5240

TRAVEL

5 bedroom N Amherst fall option garage
garden bus line negotiable 549-4001

Great location 7 min walk to campus sum-
mer only bedroom in 3 bedroom house
549-5860

Pay June-July, get August freel furnish-
ed efficency Belchertown on bus route,
$185/month & electricity w/fall option
323-5149

Preaidential: summer sublet only. 2
bedrooms % mile from campus $210 month
253-3176 256-0873

Ahmed 1318 Cliffside one bed rm apt
available soon Er fall option cheap leave
nwssage 666-7589

Fall option two bedroom apt, great loca-
tion 549-0112

Fully furnished Northwood apt w/fall
opt on bus, rent nego call 666-4744

One or two people for large bedroom in

beautifully furnished Puffton Apt pool, ten-
nis available Jun 1 - Aug 31 call Robin
253-3153

Sum sub fall opt So Amherst bus rte 3
bdrm house pool tennis courts 253-5362

Cliffside Ig bdrm in 2 bdrm apt to sublet
fall opt entire apt includes pool, tennis,
utilities, bus route nramings or after 10
666-7949 Alan

One room (good for 2) in nice house in

Amherst Ctr $200. /mo negotiable 546-6078

Amherst Center in house 1 bedroom, kit-

chen, private bath, terrace, laundry
facilities. Perfect for couple or single per-
son. $200/nrK>nth June 1st - August 31 call

2S&04e6

Terrific June trip to Bermuda for $409 in-
cludes everything - for info call 256-6941

Needed: Someone willing to exchange
tickets to Hawaii. Mine expires July but
need to stay through August Aloha Tammy
546-5339

Travel and make money 1 1 Baby-sitter
wanted to care for 8-yr old boy in Veracruz
Mexico allatravel expenses paid room and
board plus negotiable salary This summer
Details 549-4914 ask for Claudia

TYPING/EDITING

Efficient quick confidential 549-5727
resumes, cover letters, research papers

WANTED
"

M 21 Going Camping I'd like to share ex-
perience with easy going creative woman
Geoff 584-4972

WANTED TO BUY
Highest cash prices paid for class rings,
gold and silver jewelry, coins, Daniel Smith)
25 No. Pleasant St., between Fotonr>at and
Logos, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
HELPI Wanted 3 bedroom apt for fall and
or summer call 546-6678 or 253-5622 even-
ings _^
Need Puffton three bedroom faN. sum-
mer negotiable 546-5891

I'm looking for my own room in an
apartment or house for the fall will sublet
for summer if necesaryt Please call terri at
546-3209

WHAT A GREAT DEALI

Females - your own room in
Sunderland townhouse for summerl
Walk-in closet, 2 bathrooms, bus route,
pool. All this for only $60 (sixty that's right)
plus elecl Intensely awesome excellent
deeil 546-6778

I
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Forfeit fee checks from soccer and softball can now be
picked up in the Intramural Office, 215 Boyden. Checks
not picked up by June 15 will be used to purchase in-
tramural equipment.

.•.v«*->X'X»»>; L

Saying goodbye after four years . .

.

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The bus pulled into the NOPE parking lot as quietly as
Goodell Library on a Friday night.
And just as quietly, while the campus spent most of that

Sunday night in their scholarly pursuits, a brand new set of
national champions began to yell and celebrate to a crowd
of two.

I was one of that crowd, happy at last that the
University of Massachusetts women's lacrosse team won a
national championship. It didn't matter that I was one of
two or of thousands - that expereince of seeing a great
thing accomplished was one of the happiests in my time at
UMass.

It will be, alas, one of my last.

These are the final words that will be printed under my
name. For the last four years, I have seen so much,
believing I was a representative of those 10.000 who
couldn't, wouldn't or shouldn't be at the games I covered.
So many times, those teams would catch fire, roar through
the season, only to have their quest halted by an injury, a
bad call, mistakes or even by a better team.

But the time of waiting is at an end - for one team, at
least, and for me, as well.

I consider myself as being neither feminine nor a
feminist. First and foremost. I was a journalist on the sUff
of the CoUegian. Since September of 1978, I wrote hun-
dreds of stories of teams winning, losing, of moments
withm their seasons, of players whose efforts meant as
much in one sport as the other, and had that special
something to make those efforts shine.

I have been asked why I never covered footbaU or
basketball or any "major sport". The fact is I considered
every team at UMass a "major sport" and covered f em as
such. From women's volleyball through skiing through
women's lacrosse, I found these — players and coaches aU— worked so hard to succeed. The CoUegian is perhaps the
only paper who can recognize their efforts, and cover them
in any decent fashion.

I know I've made mistakes — too many to admit, but
enough to say that I'm human. Those mistakes were never
meant to slight or ridicule anyone, especially the party
offended. They were just the products of deadline
pressure, and in some cases, bad handwriting.
Hdly Jennings stood by nrje. whfle the glare from th«

streetlight bore down on the parking lot. Many team
members had already left, and a few still hung around,
looking for their bags.
"Im really happy for Pam (Hixon)," said the senior co-

capUin. 'She's been a great coach and one helluva person."
I agree with you there. Holly. Pam Hixon had been

AN INCREDIBLE CAREER - Judy Stronr,
jeeior co-capUin of the UniTertity of
MaMMhttsetU field hockey te«in last semester,
accomplished much in her career at UMass, in-
cludmi: beinf selected to the US Olympic teamm 1980.

trymg so hard to atUin this final goal, a championship.
Her patience was unbelievable, as weU as her near-
philosophic approach to whenever her teams lost. She
never blamed anyone, she never fumed like Mt. Saint
Helens over a bad call or the worse weather. She took it in
stride. And her persistence finally paid off.
Hixon is just one of the many coaches I covered for the

Collegian. Each has a trait that makes for a unique
character. Kalekeni Banda. the women's soccer/track
coach, was a very accessible coach. He pulled no punches
when it came to find out what went wrong.
The team he coaches next fall has been part of an in-

credible growth. When I first wrote for the women's
soccer team m my freshman year, the team was "declared"New England champions. Last fall, UMass took part in the
first Nationals for women's soccer, which was won by the
University of North Carolina.

Inside NOPE gym, my "hangout " for four years, thewomen s volleyball team also grew, especially underUMass coach Elauie Sortino. She's not quiet - she goes
after her goals aggressively. Her players play a 50-match
schedule, which includes top-notchers from around the
bast. Covering her was like following a tornado, but it was
a challenge I accepted with no regrets whatsoever.

I never saw his teams compete, yet ski coach Bill
MacConnell described their efforts so weU that you could
feel the snow blowing into your face at Berkshire EastAnd for the othe/s - Russ Yarworth. Val Turtle, and the
rest — I have nothing but admiration.
As much a part of my experiences were the athletes,

oeemg Sue Peters and Judy Strong play in their sport will
be a memory I'U carry on; I just might say to younger
members of the profession. "Remember when women's
sports was just beginning to get popularity at UMass?
Well, those two helped begin that." And in that talk, I
might also mention Nina Holstrom. Margie Anderson.
Sherry CoUins. Julie Ready, Brenda Simmons - the
hundreds of athletes who helped give UMass a good
reputation long before the New York Times published its
survey earlier this year.
Not to slight the gentlemen. Brooks Sweet and Jim

WeUer kept the UMass men's lacrosse tradition alive
Garry Pearson. Dennis Dent and the McLaughlin brothers
gave the football team a repirtation to be respected. I
could goon, but my time's running short.
With everyone on the team leaving to their books or

quiet celebrations. I walked into the night towards my
suite m Sylvan, ending four years of involvement. And
with this final story, I'U end with a paraphrase form Robert
Graves Claudius the God: Write no more. Maureen
buUivan, sportwriter and future UMass graduate.
Write no more.

Bannister fans nine; Mariners harpoon Red Sox
BOSTON (AP) - Fenway Park has

gained a reputation as a graveyard for left-
handed pitchers. But Seattle southpaw
Floyd Bannister has a much different
opinion of the Boston Red Sox home.

"I enjoy pitching here. Its a great park
'

Bannister said after firing a two-hitter to
lead the Mariners to a 3 victory over the
Red Sox Tuesday night. "It has great
charisma. It has uneven dimensions, which
I like.

"

The high left field wall, just 315 feet from
home plate, often gives lefties trouble.
Bannister doesn't worry about it.

"I think it's a great challenge. I go out
and look at it that way and try not to be
intimidated by it." he said.

Bannister was sharp throughout the
game, facing just two hitters over the
minimum of 27.

"He had good stuff. He was moving the
ball well." said Boston manager Ralph
Houk. "He kept hLs pitches in the right
spots. He had a good breaking ball, a good
changeup. and excellent control. He made
no bad pitches."

Bruce Bochte. who hit a solo homer for
Seattle, said, "Floyd has arrived as a
pitcher... he's matured. He's learned to pace
himself."
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BOSTON (AP) - Floyd Bannister fired a
three-hitter and Bruce Bochte hit a solo
home run to lead the Seattle Mariners to a
3 victory over the Boston Red Sox last
night.

Bannister. 5-2. boosted his American
U'ague leading strikeout total to 58 by
fanning nine. He walked only one and never
allowed more than one runner in anv inningm outdueling Boston's Dennis Eckersley, 4
3, who struck out six. walked two and gave
up seven hits. Eckersley s three losses have
been by scores of 2-0, 10 and 3-0.

Bannister was given all the support he
needed from the first two batters of the
game. Bobby Brown led off with a single
stole second, went to third when catcher
Oary Allenson's throw sailed into center
field and scored on Joe Simpson's groun-
dout.

Bochte led off the fourth with his second
homer of the season and the Mariners got
their final run in the ninth on a triple by
Todd Cruz and Manny Castillo's sacrifice
fly.

Tony Perez got Bostons first hit. a single
leading off the second inning. But after
Carney Lansford fouled out, Dave
Stapleton grounded into a double play.

Glenn Hoffman opened the Red Sox' third
with a walk but was thrown out trying to
steal and Dwight Evans was stranded at
second after his one out double in the
fourth. Bannister retired 15 batters in a
row until Reid Nichols singled with one out
in the ninth.


